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PREFACE

THIS EXTRA VOLVME of the I>HTIO\AI;Y OF THE BLUM: contains thirty-seven Articles,

six Indexes, and four Maps. A word will be sutliciunt un each ul' the.-e parts of its

Contents.

I. THE ARTICLES

Those who have kept in touch with the study of the I'.ible in recent years \\ill

understand why it has been found necessary to prepare an Extra Volume. Dis-

coveries liavc I it-en made which have an important bearing on the interpretation of

both the Old Testament and the New. It is enough to name the three articles

which stand first in the alphabetical list, given below AiiKAl'HA, ArociiYi-HAl, (Jusi-Kl.s.

and CODE OF HAMMUUAlti. A Dictionary of the Bible cannot ignore such discoveries.

But they do not form part of the Contents of the Bible
;
nor do they deal direct 1\

with its Language or its Literature; so that they are not likely to lie looked for in

the alphabetical order of words in the Dictionary. The- best way seemed to be to

gather them into an Extra Volume.

Other articles will be found in this volume, for reasons which will be readily

understood and appreciated. Some of them, like the article on theSeimon on the

Mount, with which the volume opens, might have taken their place in the alpha-

betical order of the Dictionary. Hut t hey have not usually been so included, and

it was felt that the Extra Volume would give more prominency to then .special

character and importance.

II. THE INDEXES

The Indexes have been prepared with ^n-at earn. They are full, and yet it

will be found that every item in them has been carefully selected and described.

The INDEX OF TENTS contains all the passages of Scripture upon which there is

any note of 'consequence in the Dictionary; and, again, the must important notes aic
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distinguished by their authors' names. Further, it sometimes happens that a text

is quoted in support or illustration of some argument : when such a quotation throws

significant light upon the text itself, it is included in the Index.

The INDEX OF SUBJECTS contains the titles of all the articles in the Dictionary,

including the Extra Volume. It also refers to a great many other topics which

are dealt with in the course of the work. When the subject of an article comes up
for treatment in other places, and a reference is made to these places, then the first

reference in the Index is always to the article itself. Thus ITHAMAR, ii. 519 a
;

i. 6 1

';

ii. 123 a
;

iv. 89 b the second volume is mentioned before the first because in it falls

the article under its own title
;
there is also some account of Ithamar in the article

on Abiathar in vol. i. p. 6 b
,
as well as in the other places noted. When the article

is of some Jength the name of the author is given. His name is not repeated under

the same heading, so that references without a name attached are to be ascribed to

the first author mentioned.

The cross-references in the Index of Subjects are always to other parts of the

Index itself. Words which occur only in the Apocrypha are marked '

Ap.' or

'

Apoc.
'

: as Dabria (A p.).

III. THE MAPS

The maps are intended to illustrate the articles on ROADS AND TRAVEL. These

articles will be of great service to the student of either Testament, and the maps will

add to the value of the articles. But they have been prepared so as to be complete

maps of the countries they cover, the Roads which are marked on them being

additional to the information which such maps usually contain. They have been

prepared under the direct supervision of Professor Buhl (for the Old Testament) and

Professor Ramsay (for the New), who have spared no pains to make them accurate

and up to date.

And now the work on this Dictionary of the Bible is at an end. The Editor

has been assisted by the same friends as before and with the same readiness, and he

heartily thanks them all. He is also grateful for the way in which the four volumes

already published have been received.
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Old Testament.
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Hab = Habakkuk.
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Zee= Zechariah.
Mal = Malachi.
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Efldras.

Apocrypha.
and 2 To = Tobit.
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Ad. Est = Additions to Sus= Susanna.
Esther.

Wis=Wisdom.
Bel = Bel
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and the

Sir = Sirach or Ecclesi- Pr. Man = Prayer of
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Bar=Barueh.
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Three Children.
the
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1 Mac, 2 Mac= l

Maccabees.
and 2

New Testament.

Mt = Matthew.
Mk = .Mark.
Lk = Luke.
Jn = John.
Ac = Acts.
Ro = Romans.
1 Co, 2 Co = 1 and 2

Corinthians.
Gal = Galatians.

Eph = Ephesiane.
Ph = Philippians.
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Thessalonians.
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Timothy.
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JBL = .Journal of Biblical Literature.
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JV'/'/cV--- Neutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte.
O.V = Otinm Xorvicense.
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^/'jr='|'he old Test, in the Jewish Church.
/>/? = Polychrome Bible.

PEF= Palestine Exploration Fund.
J'h'/-'SC = Quarterly Statement of the snmi-.

7 '>'/.'.! I'roi- liners of SCK-. of Bibl. Archceology
/'/,'/.'

- Real- Enc-jx-lopadie fur protest. Theologie
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(> I'll (.'iic-en's Printers' Bible.

1:1: Revue l!ililii|ue.

7i/J.7= Revue dc-s Etudea Juives.
/.'/' Recolds of I ll 1'a-t.

y.'X^Reli^ion of the Semites.
,s/;/ Sacred Hooks ,,f old Test.
,S'A~ = Stndien und Kritiken.
A/' Sinai and Pa-lestine.

Ml /' Meiiiiiii". ol tin- Survey of W. Palestine.
'I'hl. or jf'/i/^ = Thc-ol. Literaturz -ituui:.

II. i Theol. TijcUc-lirift.
/ S Texts and Studies.

V'.V/.'.I = Transact ions of Soc. of I

1

,; hi. Archaeology.
77'- Tc-\te und (Jntersuchungen.
IIM /

-- Western Asiatic In-criplions.
]\'/.KM-~ Wiener /eitschrift fur Ivunde des

Morgenlandes.
ZA =/eitschrift fcir Assvriolo.jii-.

XA\\' or /.Al'\\ Zeitschrift fcir die Alttest.
Wisseiiseb.-if; .

ZDMi! -- /c-ilsclnift der Ileut.sehen Morgen-
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ZIU'V /..-itschlift lies llcut.clien Palastina-
\ ereins.

'/.K^l' Xeitsi-hrifl fiir Keilschriftforschung.
'/.K\V - /citschiift fur knchl.. lie Wisseiiseh.-ift

/A/'H' /eitschrift fur die N. litest. \Vis,seti

-!lat't .

A small superior uuuibur designates the piirliuular editiou of the woi k referred to : as K.I I'1
,
LUl "
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2. Effect of thr Tt.uisl;it i. in iiii.) llr-fi.-k.

3. Theme uf Hi.- Iiisroiirsr :ui'l its |i,-\r! 'pini'llt.

t. Tin' I'liii'f I'rolih-ini f Interpretation.
a. The lleatilniles.

b. Tlu- World Mission.
r. Relation to tin- I >M Testament.
d. Inner Ki^hteoiisiH-ss. ,

*. riisi'llislm'".- :LM| Forgiveness. ,

f. Inn 'Tsui I.M\'.

o. Religious Worship.
h. The Lord's Prayer, .

t. Devotion to the Kingdom.
j. The Treatment of Others.
*. The l'llt\ of Itl^llteousllrsH.

T>. Tin- Krlalion of the Sermon on the Mount to

Teaching of .Icsns as a whole.
Literature.

the

The message of .lesus In men contained in the
Sermon on tin' Mount can he essentially under-

Rtood, and i-. \alid and useful, apart from the

historical, literary, and exegetical questions <on

cerning it which arc now receiving >' niiicli a 1 1 m
tion, and which tend t<i oversh&dow the real

si^'llilicance and po\\er of His teac'liin^'. There
an |,iulilonis still unsolved reuardin^' the origin
anil transmission of tln< discourse, jncdileins al-n

rujtunlinj; the intcr|irclation and :i|>|ilii':ition of

some of its utterances ; hut the truth, the preach
ing, &nd the living of the(io>pei ha\'e not to \\ait

upon the results m such investigations. The word-.

of .lesns in this Sermon present an ideal of human
life, founded upon religious truth and ethical prin-

ciples, which has 1 .....n and is intuitively reco".

ni/ed as the highest slanilatd of life Vet conceiveil.
or e \'en as the ult imat e st andard to w hicli mankind
can and must attain. The\- need not so much to

lie explained hy men as to he apprci -ialed, accepted,
and lived hy them. A sullicient understanding of
the Sermon was not meant to In' the possession of

the few only. In this teaehiii": .lesus aimed at

lieinx iiniv er-ally intcdlieihle ; and He was.so, lor

through the Chiisiian centuries the kiml of life

which He here descrihes has heen the ^uidin^ star
of civilization. If misconceptions aa to the origin
and interpretation of the discourse have ut. times

E.VIKA VOL. I

arisen, ,'iut .of imperfect historical knowledge a.m]

hmiieil pfthica! and spiritual insijrlit, these will

^'radiml'.y iiisaj^Jiear
U-Iore :i hetter knowledge anil

a cleaver vismii. .

i. iiiiini:i .rv/. /'/;. i.Y.SM//.VS/O.V. The historical

and literary c.iticism o,f the Gospels, which has
attracted the labours of .many eminent scholars in

thi j

past three generations, is hy no means finished.

Yet some important ivei'-lusions have been reached
rc";ardinv. the ori:,;i,i' and preservation of the NT
records of Jesus' -lii'e. To this liehl of investiga-
tion belong the introductory questions concerning
the Sermon on Hie Mount. Was there, in fact,
such a discourse..' . If so, what were the circnm
stances of its d''liic--y

'< How were the accounts uf

I lie 'di -i-inii -e Hi.'j-t 'il'by the processes of transmis-
s'oi. and tri'.nsi.t.tion '.' And what is the ( ondition
of the text of the discourse as we now have it?

'. HISTORICITY OF THE DISCOURSE. It is the

prevailing opinion among NT scholars that in Mt
't 7 w e ha\e an account of a discourse actually
delivered hy Jesus, the theme and substance of

which arc here preserved.* It is entirely con-
si-l. ut with this view, and is by the majority held
in conjunction with it, that the account as it

stands in the First Gospel is not coextensive with
the discourse originally ojvcn by .Icsus. Probably
not all of the Sermon is contained in Matthew's

report, but only excerpts or a digest; for there is

no reason to think that means were at hand for

reporting the discourse <; i-lmlini ami entire; Jesus
seems not In ha* e cared that His discourses should
in- so preserved ; He was accustomed to teach the

people "/ / n'ff/i when a multitude was with Him.t
while the matter j^iven in Matthew could easily he

spoken in twenty minute* : and one would think it

faulty pedagogical method to present a scries of

striking sayings, full of meaning and dillicult for

the' hearers oil hand to grasp, without connecting
with each germinal Baying a more explicit anil

concrete teaching to illustrate and apply it.

<'onveisely also, the Mattluean report, of tho
Sermon probably contains some matter which did
not form a part of the original discourse, ('chain
seel ions of Mt 5-7 are less evidently connected

So < irisV", \ u L: ii-line, ChryHOfltoni, Luther, Tholnck, Meyer,
Krini. Aclirli-, I., I. r-heiiM, Gixtt't, Bruce, Urn.nlu-. KI.K.I,

NII-I.TM. rViiif. St i IMIIH v i r
,
W ITU 1 1 . s.mil.iy, I'! ti miner, 1'. ^ >

[l

n welBB, Grawert, l.m kit i .
r. u < t, Uucuu, ami many uthers.

I
s, , Mkjif. *..
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than tbe others with the specific theme of the

Sermon and its development, e.g. 5'-''
'-" 3K 3-

(j
7" 16

jii.
7-11. 2._ \Vitli regard to these and other pas-

sages the possibility of their belonging to the

actual Sermon cannot be denied, but the pro-

bability is felt by most scholars to be against some
or all of them. This view is strongly confirmed

by the fact that we tincl parallels to these sections

elsewhere in the Gospels, in other settings which
in some cases commend themselves as original. It

is difficult to conceive that Luke, or any one else,

would break up a discourse of Jesus which had been

handed down so fully as in Mt 5-7 and scatter the

fragments as in the Third Gospel.* And, finally,

it has become recognized that the First Gospel
arranges its teaching material into topical groups ;t

all of the four Gospels exhibit the results of this

process, but the First Gospel more than the others.

There have been, and are to-day, a number of

eminent scholars who regard the Sermon as a

compilation throughout, holding that no snch

discourse was really delivered by Jesus, and that
* See Heinrici, Bcryprfliijt, i. 49 f. It is obviously true that

Jesus taught the same truths and principles on various occasions

to different individuals, and in doing so may have at times

repeated some of His sayings in quite the same, or nearly the

same, words. Such repetition may sometimes serve to explain
the several forms in which similar sayings have been handed
down. But it cannot be used as a universal resolvent of the

mass of variations. Tnis stock argument of the apologetic
harmorists proceeds upon the assumption that Jesus' words
must have oeen transmitted in every case wedsely as He
uttered ihem. But the assumption is unwarranted, and the

phenomena of variation abundantly an dounve!y disprove it.

Nearly all NT scholars now agree that the diffe.-ehces wl.ich

appear in parallel passages of our Gospels are due chiefly to ttie

vicissitudes of transmission and translation. The Gospel teach-

ing did not consist of a set ,of formulas, to be learned and

repeated verbatim.
T See Godet, Collection of the Four Gospel*, and the Gospel of

Matthew, p. 131 ft. ; Weiidt, L^i-e Jixu, i. 52, 84, 106, 185 ;

VVernle, Syuopt. Ffa>n; pp. 01 -su ; Weizsooker, Apost. Zatatter*,

pp. 3139-393 [Eng. tf. ii. :)3-t>2;; oiuither, Eiukitung i. d. XT,
p. 195. Heinrici, Bfr-ijirfili'il, i. Ci. ; B, Weiss, Meyer-Komm,
u. d. Mattevqm. in lor..'; H. HoltzmMiii lland-Coinm. ii.d. Synop-
tiker, in Inc. The discourses of Mt 5-7. 10. 13. IS. 23. 24. 25 are

compilations in the sense that to the historical nucleus of each

discourse there has been joined some n.at-ter upon the same or

a kindred subject which originally belo.ved *o other historcul

connexions. Thus Mt 10 contains as a nucleus seme instruction

which Jesus gave the Twelve when He sen. them out on th"ir

trial-mission (10
5 -15

); but to this section there has been added
material from another occasion (10'6-t'-, esp.

1 ' 2)
), when Jesus

in the latter part of His ministry was preparing His iisMrles for

-the work they must do after His departure. The first Chris-

tians found it practically convenient to have the mission teach-

ing grouped together.
"

Mt 13 contains a collection of Jesus'

parables upon the nature and development of the kingdom of

God. The collection is not found in the corresponding passages
51k 4 and Lk 8. It is quite unlikely that Jesus would make up
a discourse of these seven parables (Mt 131-9 . :4-=o. 3if.33. jj.451.

47
50), if the disciples did not understand the first parable until

it was explainerl to them privately (Mk 4")), it would be of

little use to add six others no more intelligible. But the

chapter itself, hy the two breaks at v.lo and vv.34-36, shows that

it is a compilation ; vv. :; . 53, which seem to make all that inter-

venes a connected discourse, is the editorial device for giving

unity and vividness to the teaching. It is probable that the

parable of the Sower was given on some occasion (vv.
1
--') in Jesus'

Galilaean ministry, accompanied by explicit teaching along the

same line. On other occasions the other parables were given :

then, their original setting having been lost, all seven were

topically grouped bv the early Christians for practical instruc-

tion. Mt IS contains a collection of teachings from various

occasions, grouped about the nucleus of an original discourse

(cf. Mk 933-59) concerning the relations and duties of the Twelve
and the community life of the first disciples. Mt 23 is a collec-

tion of sayings from different parts of the ministry (cf. Mk
12 ;w-o, Lk "1137-52 i334f. 20*5 -47

), in which Jesus condemned cer-

tain acts and characteristics of the Pharisees. The nucleus is

apparently in w. 1-12
; seven woes (the complete number) are

here grouped together as were the seven parables of ch. 13.

Mt 24 exhibits the same topical arrangement of material (cf. Lk
123J-46 \T& 37

21). And in Mt 21. 22 and 25 appear similar com-

8
ilations of related teaching. It is probable that the author of

le present Gospel of Matthew found this material grouped in

this way, although he may have carried the process farther,

and have unified these groups by editorial retouching. If, then,
the First Gospel has several discourses, consisting in each case

of the nucleus of some original sermon augmented by kindred
material from other occasions, it becomes quite probable that

the discourse in Mt 5-7 is of a similar construction. The added
matter is just as valuable and trustworthy as the nucleus

matter, being equally the authentic utterances of Jesus.

the alleged occasion of it was a well-meant fiction

of tradition or of the Evangelists.* According to

this hypothesis, the material grouped under the

title of a mountain discourse to His disciples came
from various occasions in the ministry which were
no longer remembered. The compilation was made
for the practical use of the early Christians, to

furnish them with a manual of Christian conduct. t

But this is to press the theory of compilation to

an extreme. It is not an impossible view, and
would not entail serious consequences, since it

does not deny the authenticity of the sayings ;

but it must be counted less probable. The examina-
tion of the great teaching masses in Matthew
seems to show that the briefer sayings were gener-

ally grouped with the historical remains of some

great discourses, whose approximate position in

the ministry and whose circumstances were not

wholly forgotten. Tbe main portion of the Sermon,
contained in Mt 53-6 18

,
is (with the exception of

certain verses) so closely woven as theme and

exposition that it cannot well be denied historical

unity and occasion. Jesus must logically have

given such teaching as the Sermon presents, in

the earlier Galiltean ministry to which the Gospels

assign this teaching ; and we know that He was
accustomed to speak long and connectedly to His

hearers. It is therefore probable enough that at

least this much of a digest of one of Jesus' most

important and impressive discourses should have
been preserved.

2. CIRCUMSTANCES OF ITS DELIVERY. The
occasion on which the Sermon was given appears
to be cltarly indicated by Lk 612 ' 20

,
which makes

it follow closely upon the appointment of the

twelve apostles.^: The Gospel of Matthew agrees
with that of Luke in locating the Sermon on the

Mount in the first half of Jesus' ministry in Galilee,

although Matthew places it somewhat nearer to

the beginning of that period. There is good
* So Calv-n, Baur, Neander, Bleek, Pott, Semler, Strauss,

Kuii>61, Wieseler, H. Holtzmann, Weizsaeker, Julicher, Heinrici,

Itu3keii, Hawkins, Schmiedel.

Wpizracker, Apost. Zeitalter'i (1892), p. 380f. [Eng. tr. ii.

61.^.
' The discourse, as Matthew has adopted it, was in fact a

kind of code, but such as originated in and was designed for the

Church. . . . The nucleus consists of a few long main sections,

j2l-4s Ql-lti. 19-34. . . . The commandments in these three sections

together form a sort of primer, which was, however, fiist

composed by the combination of these didactic pieces, whose

original independence is at once apparent from the parallel

sections of Luke's Gospel. . . . The evangelist put on an intro-

duction, 5'3-li 13-16, and an appendix, 71-^9, to fit the whole to

the historical situation which he gave it.
' H. Holtzmann, Hand-

Comin. ii. d. Synoptiker, p. 99: 'Probably the discourse was

on the Mount of Matthew seems to be a tree composition of a

speech of Jesus from certain genuine sayings of His, which
were in part already grouped together, in part in circulation

as sin<>-le sayings.' Similarly Julicher, Einleituitg i. d. A'J'3

(1901), p. 232 ; Hawkins, Uur,i- SynoptiaK (1899), pp. 131-135 ;

Schmiedel, Encyc. Bibl. vol. ii. col. 1886.

1 The corresponding passage in Mark is 3 13-19
, but the Sermon

is not found at that point nor elsewhere in the Second Gospel.
There is no indication at Mk 3'9 that a discourse followed

historic-lily.
Too much has often been made of the difference between

Matthew and Luke regarding the position to which the Sermon
is assigned by each. "Matthew places after the Sermon, in chs.

8. 9. 12'-'- ]
,
some matter which Luke places before the Sermon

in 431-6H ; but this section contains only incidents, miracles,

and brief teachings, which, even if they are all in their proper

places in Luke (and Mark, which corresponds),would not require
more than a few weeks of time. Matthew does not record the

appointment of the Twelve, but first mentions them as apostles
in ch. 10 in connexion with their mission. Nor does Matthew

represent the Sermon as Jesus' first teaching, since he distinctly

relates before the discourse (4-* ) that
' Jesus went about in all

Galilee, teaching in their synagogues, and preaching the gospel
of the kingdom, and healing all manner of disease and all manner
of sickness among the people. And the report of him went
forth into all Syria' (i.e. throughout Jewish territory). The
earlier work and teaching are compressed rather than ignorefl,

and the words are given more prominence than the deeds. A
compilation of representative teaching by Jesus in chs. 5-7 is

followed by a compilation of representative deeds of Jesus

in chs. 8. 9."
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icasuii to think tli:it they are sufficiently correct.

The contents uf the discourse, as clearly as its

|Mi-iticin in the (io-prl-, mark il as a part "i His
(ialilieaii teaching, not. indeed, the lirst inslruc

tiiill .lesus gave, lull of I he kind lilted for I'ecep
live hearers who hud gained some acquaintance
v. nl Him, anil hail by skilful pi, p nation on His

}iart

lieciMiic reaily for a general presentation of

I is l ellgio-ct hical ideas. To lind .lesiis giving one
of His most signilicant discourses in count' xion
with tin- a|i|iointnient of the twelve apo-tles is

altogether what one mighl c\pcct. That appoint-
ment was a ".real event in Hisministry. It marked
tin' stage wln'ii His popular success required Hint
to choose and train sonn- men to aist Him in His
\vork (Mk 3 14

) ; and it behoved Him also, since
the storm of opposition wa> ".athcring on the
hori/on i.Mk-J' :t". cf. Mi 23s9

-3
"),

to
prepare

the.-e

men to cany forward Ili> work after He should
I.n down His life at Jerusalem.

The Sermon is not, howe\,T, addressed exclu-

sively or specifically to the new ly
- appointed

apostles. It contains no trace of esoleiie teach-

ing. There is no portion of the discourse which
does not pertain equally to all of .Icsns' followers,

present and future. Tin- internal evidence of the

Seimoii, therefore, sustains the correctness of the

Evangelists' statements (Mt T
2"'

'*, Lk 7') that
.lesus spoke directly and inclusively to the people
who thronged Him at this time.* The multitude]
was a i/iv,',/i',

p multitude in the sense that many
were professed followers of .lesus, many we.re.(;on-

ttmplatin diseipleship, and all were tnM\.iran!y

disposed towards Hun. listening with interest to
Tlis teaching. The Sermon contains n,, direct

polemic against opponents, hut an ap]--al to all to

adopt and to attain a higher type of righteousness
than that which was coin entionally taught them
by t he scribes. '

The exact time, i.e. the year, month, r.ml day,
nt which the Sermon was given cannot li. 'deter
mined. There is no agreement among scholar^ as
to either the duration or the calendar iliitc-; of

Jesus' public ministry.! Hut on uny chrom l'o;_-iv-d

hypothesis the discourse -lands about halt-way,
between the beginning of Jesus' public work" -linl

His eriicilixion.

The Sermon was spoken in Calilec, the scene of
the main ministry of .lesu; (cf. Mt 4-1 '-5

, I,k b'
17

).

If there is an indication in M t S\ I,k 7 1 that the

1,1

ace of I he event \\ a- n > '.a i Capernaum, the precise
ocality would not even then be delined, since the
sile of ('a]iernaum il-elf is in dispute. The moun-
tain referred to in Mt V s 1

,
l,k li

1 -'

is not named
ami cannot be identified.J We may suppose, how-

That Hi- ,li-' -s<' u i- addressed to Hi.- mnllitude is the
view of Aehelis, ISleek. llruee, <;,.,1,.|, Mi-ver, Nose;en, and
others. That it was a, Mr, --,', I !.. , 'lo-e ,li-ripl,-s, hilt overheard
by the multitude to whom it di,l nut dire.'iK j..-rl:un. is held

byTholurk, I!. Weias, Qrawert, and othera Burtonand lie-on
maintain that the di- r~- u.,s -|,<'ken only to an innrr ,-irrle

of followers. Itut th, -! tmjothesea presuppoae a sharper Ijne
between ,

lisl-iples (All :,1. I.k ',- 'I and :;,-Il, tal |o| lowers ( Jesus
than Jeyns Himself ill, In Mies in I In Sermon, or than can ot her-
\MS.- be made i Hit ,tt I hi- Stage "f I he pllhlir minis! I'\ . The use
of the serond personal form hy I.ukr rannot be adduced as
eviili-ni'c thit .Ji-~ii- \\ i- -[irikin^' only to a cUwr riri'l-' -ii ,lj-

'

ijilr- . it Wits r.iuall\ a|>|'lir:il)|. I.i:il- L rL: M|Ki/i\. Matthew's
a 1 i-oniit .'ilso haw the HI ''unit pt-r-onal form afti-r f.;t -l n . ',

Ki.ni'.-i'listM havr -latrin.-iin (Mt ,M 7-\ I.k li" 1 7') to tin- effect
th.it .Inns aililnxi-il Hi- tei Inn- to tin- mnltituili H al Ihi-

nnn-; :nnl it is nut .-li-ai- t h:'! t hr-i' -tat. -in.Tit s :u-'' nn-rc literary
feature*, uithout biiitttrii-al valnr. Tin- di-. onr-t- contains
!""<it i\i 1\ in it hill:: lo nnl|.-:iti- Ih it .1. HUH was Hpi-akill[,' only to a
mall, inner circle of llisf..!'

t SIT aril. rillniMilxlttY liv NT. vol. i., anil .IKHI'H CflRIST,
vol. ii.

;
also art.

'

Chronolofjp
< NT 'In Kncycli,,ni:,i l:n,l,,;i,

vol. i
; and Lltemtare clteiiui connexion

i Four views are now rurrfiit ii.n.'rnin^ thin 'mountain':
(1) i.atin trail it ion Identifies It witb Kn, n nm<>,,

.
1 1,, i i,, , ,, ..

is ai'fj>lril by Stanli-\ l.s'/' i.. :{i'.- 1 ). ,m.l .il-o h\ I'lninnu-r
ami II. Wt-i^s.

"

This Latin (million ilnl not arise until I h.- I ;i li

cent., ami is quite unknown to the Kawtern (_'tmreh. -o thit it

cannot lia\L- been more tbun a ]ilausil>le k'ucSA The location

ever, that the scene of the Sei nion ,V a.i in tin;

region to the west of tin: lake, not fur distant
from the thickly populated .-.bore.

:i. TRANSMISSION AND TRANSLATION. \\'e ,,in
li' have in Ml > 7, I.k -""' (wo aciounts of the
Sermon; they dill'er somewhat ill setting, verbal

espre-'siori, and content, but. are ncvertliulc-iM
e~~ nlially one di>coursc." Moth toispel- as-i-n
(lie Sermon to the earlier (lalila'an ministry. The
circumstances of the discourse are similar the
mountain, the i epi.-etilal i\ e multitude, the heal

ings, (he address lo disciples. The theme of the
discour-e is the same in each the true righteous-
ness. The development of the theme is similar -

a characterization of this righteousness, with

specific teaching as to how it is to all'ect thought
and conduct, and an exhortation to men to live in

this way. Kaeh account begins with the l!eali-

tuiles, and closes with the injunction to i/n (Jod's
will as revealed in Jesus' teaching, enforced by the

parable of the Two House-builders. And, linalU,

nearly the whole of Luke's discourse is contained
in Matthew's.
anil features of Kant IJattin eorresponil sufficiently well witb
the hi>tor\ ; t,ut Ihere are a nuinher of other hilts aluiiL; th-'

western shore of the lake which are also suitahl, tK.ih.n .,n,

BJCP iii. 4S71. ('J) Snllle s]'i-ritlr Im unit aill is rr!i-M-,-,| to, ;itui

was known to the early Christians aw tlie srene ol t In- ,|:-i <,m
but its identity became lost from the (Jospcl ! million, so
Tholuck, Meyer, Keil, Kuliel, A<-helis, Anilrews. (.'!) The phrase
TJ o^of iK-s,jr.it,- n.i| a particular hill or moun'ain prak. hut
the rante , I tabli -'anil rising to the west of the Sea ,,t Cahlee

,

anil tln-^sit; o.' tho event m not more speeitie ill\ ilesix'naleil.
The Jews i\sei" i,nr.y leading terms to distinguish ||u . ..nrt.ir,-

featnrssef tueir l."rr::or\ .-' mountain,'
'

plain,' and 'vallei ': of
ill,--,' dr-i:;na: ioi.s. t:i,- tint is uinh i -t ,

I to have referred to
the tableland, whether broken into isolated peaks or not (el.

(in l!i l" :tW*>:tt: ''. Mt 1-l-i I..
1

', Mi, I"', IL tfH, .1,, i, i

Therefore TO opt: would in an., jtartieiilar instance refer to the
hi^h land whether pableland. or peak in ttie vicinitv of the
event. This view also It-ayea f,he site of the .Sermon undeter-
mined. So 1:1, 'ek, Lohi'j.-on, . Kbrard. Thomson, Edersheim,
llroailns, Bruce, N '

-

r r,i, .Stuwart. II. Weiss, liaeon. (4) Those
who regard the Ser.mm,lis a mosaic only, re.slin- n|",n no
particular discourse, -but mado up of material gathered from
man\ ,'nnm-\i,iiis i-.'r janies in footnote above), p, i tor,,- l,,k

upon
'

the mountai.'i
' ^ a.jjartof the artificial seenrry whi'-h the

eompiler of the S'ni.oji,^rr:iy,_',.,! ahotit it to Ki v|1 verisimilitii'le

to the whole. Of iKes.-, feiir views one may adopt the second
or t!ie,tl iro. lnu LeJ ween. these two it is dillieult to i h,,,,-, .

.':;he a uiiV il, ,M,..,l.sl, Lk C'-- '7, which describe t he -! '

II:K

,,,f the Sermon, bo.h .nake mention of the mountain, but ftre

qot in agreemyutnconcerninff it. Matthew lorat,> ih, , ,11111,.

.seene ujuni tl^- mountain; .lestis and Ills ilisi'iples as, , nd it.

:L]i].:ilrnl l\ I'lV His deliberate choir,', lo speak and to hear Ihe
Sermon ; when it is finishii! they descend. Aeeordin^' to the
Tli u, I I

:,,-|i,-l, .Je-ns x - ii j, the mountain to spend the niuht in

solitary prayer (cf. Lk !, .In li" 1^1; when it is day lie rails His

disriple.s to Him, and appoints the Twelve; afterwards He
cullies down from the mountain to the multitude which bad
-,.lh, i,,l on a level place below, where He heals many, and
lah-r delivers the discourse. The well-meant harmonist ic elToils

expended upon these passages do not seem coin inrini;. lint

ili 1 ,li- i, i',n, y is neither sufficient to remove the datum of a
mountain in connexion witb the diseonrse, nor, in fare ,,t -t r, 'ii^

,'\ ;,l, 'ii, < for their identity, to forre Ihe ronrln-i,,n thit tie-

reports of Matthew and Luke represent two separate and
distinct discourses wilh different set! ine,-.

1 This is the alniost unanimous op,,, on ol - holars : Tatian
(DiateMoniii), llri-en, Jerome. Chr\.,, ton), I nl h\ inius, Thco-
ph\lart, l.nlher, C;iKin. MaMonatus. M, v, r. P.enL'el, N, and, r.

Schleicrmarher, Slier, Ewald, \Vieseler,
'

Keim. Keil. KbaUiu,
Kol-inson, Kllieott. Srhnerkenbur^'er, Hil^'enfeld, Kd, i-h, m,
(ioilet, Tholuek, Tis, helidorf, A, h, lis, Antr,\^-. I'.., }i i

P.roadus. Farrar, Fein,, s, han/,. s.,n,l,i\. Bteinmeyer,
de Welle. Well, It, H. Uei.s, I: Weiss, [inice, Burton, 11, m , ,.

II. llolt/inann, Ihheken, ,Iuli,:her, Kubel, Ni's^'rn, \\,Tnl,,
Itaron. and many , I hers. The I heory of luo -ej u ,,te dis.'.na -,-s

\\.is .L.K.N-Lted for apolo^etir pnip-'s, s by Augustine, and.
following him, h\ SI i;r, -, ,l\ , n,l , , i ! ,:n m in. i Bom I .itli

writers, as, recently, A/, I, -it (/;,/ /., '..y,... t-.it), A few
modern Prot-slanl \\nteis al-o liave taken this view, '

<-r, -\\.11, Lance, rlumptre. and, most recenth, Pluinnier
(i 'niiuii. 'i,, l.\ik,- Us 1

',;!, p. 177).
Th. ,;i u,., mi n' Ol 11,'' mat, ri.il in Tatian's /'

Hill, K,u[U*t I. il, >,/ >'!,,,*!. /,,',,!'/ lit.' l>"tl, ?,<,,.<,, ,''

IISH41. |,|i. 7:: M). whirh combinea (he Matthew and I.nke
arronnls, is thus-: Mt .M- I.k ''>'>' Mi. ,

: '
I

:
M. '

I.k <;'-"

Ml :,' l" I.k I',"' Mt M"' I'J I.k i:-> 1 M , ; M
i,:, t

'-.

|
HI

'

I k f,'" 1
'

' M- ' 1 MI
till

'- Ml 1,1
-

I.k It-
1

'

"'i Ml ,.' 'I.I. 1 M .

M. ,'''
'

I.I, !

' M ,' I 'I.k l-J-'t,| Mt l ,,.'.:i Mi 71

Lk (t~i. I.k i',:w |Mk J'-'i I, i M, /' I:, u I.
j|t 71- "

lAij'i.Mt7', ULkOUHt7>MBLkO*'-klIt7l -'.
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The relation of the contents of the two accounts
can be shown in a table :

Mto3

4.6 _
= Lk G

6-1

6s2-

539.
JO. 42 ^ g-J9.

30

g-JS _
g^7. 28. 32-36

gl-34 hasno parallel in Lk a' ft'

Mt 7
1 - =Lk637 - 38"

73-5 = (J41.43

7 12 = G"
J1K.

17
gj:l.

44

Ti'4-27 _ G 47 " 49

Matthew's account has 107 verses, Luke's account
29. Of Luke's 29 verses, 23 1

, find a parallel in the
Matth;can account, where they are arranged as 26
verses. There is no parallel in Mt 5-7 for Lk
ga-28.38.. 39. *. 45.* C)f Matthew's remaining 81 verses,
34 timl a parallel in Luke outside of ch. G (in chs.
11-14. 16) t as follows:}

513 =Lkl434 - 35

o 10 =
5i3.20=
53- =
69-'3 =
gia-2i

_

]
.KIH. a

1G 18

Mt g22.23= ]

6-4 =

77-11
I

7 !3.14=

k II 34 -38

n 9 -'-'

13'-'

This leaves 47 verses of the Matth;i-an discourse
which have no parallel in the Third GospL-1 : Mt
55.7-lO.lJ. 1C). 17. 111-24. 27-31. S-3S. 41.43

gl-8. 14-18.3476.
15. 18-20.22

That is, four-ninths of the Sermon in Matthew is

peculiar to that Gospel.
These phenomena of the comparative- corttenfes

of the two accounts of the Seriiio'n , present a
complex and difficult problem, and/ bobipsSr* one to

investigate the history of this diRco;.ivW'fi;ovi .the
time of its utterance until it took'.lw plesent two-'
fold form in our First and Third Gospels.
Another important feature of these two reports

of the Sermon, and one which must he investigated
in conjunction with the prphJfcm.of content, is the
remarkable variation in '>vordmg in the literary
expression of the same '

iUsas. Sometimes this
variation is slight, as in : [i-^

* But there are parallels for tv.-o, or, Wires of these passages
elsewhere in Matthew, thus : Lk 03*^ JK. ?S14^ Lk 6'45 = Mt lli35

;

and with Lk 0'40a compare Mt 102 ' (Ja B.a'PV ,

t These chaj>ters belong to the sonv;w"fcaf clearly njaiked
middle third ot Luke's Gospel (10- '-183*),'T/hi6h consists ma,'li!v
of discourse material. It is commonly kpdwi rs the 'Peraan
section,' because its position in this book it Between the fin^i

departure of Jesus from Galilee (Lk 951-lu) inrt His publio
entrance into Jerusalem (Lk 1S35_196). During this' period
Jesus perhaps spent some days or weeks in Peraea (Mt 191 =
Mk 101, Lk 1331, jn n>40), and some of the material in Lk 10-18
may belong to that period, as 121-12 . sa-59 131-9. 2230. 31 35 n20..i7
ISi-s. But the main contents of these chapters (Lk 111-36 1313 34

1310-21 14 . 15. la. 17 i.io
189-34) qu ite surely belong to the Galilean

ministry, because (1) this is indicated by various allusions in the
chapters themselves, e.tj. 1129-32 (c f. Mt 1239-42) 1310.17.18-21 (cf

Mt 1331. 32), 142.i-35
; (2) the subject of most of this teaching is

more suitable to that period ; (3) it is altogether unlikely that
Jesus would have left so large and so important a portion of His
general teaching till the last weeks of His ministry. Luke had for
these chapters (10-18) a spe'-ial source, probably a document of
some extent, which contained most valuable teaching; but the
settings of the teaching had been largely lost, and he therefore
put these passages, with other unattached material from the
Login and other sources, into this middle, mixed section of his
book, in fact, what else could he do ? The material was too
important to omit, and he was too conscientious a historical
author to create scenes for the several pieces.

t In the case of three of these passages there are parallels in
Mark also : Mt 5l=Mfc 95=Lk 1434.35, Mt 515-Mk 4'^l = Lk 1133
(and S16), Mt .

r>3== Mk 10" =Lk 16". There is but one sentence
which is put by both Matthew and Luke into the Sermon that
has a parallel in Mark, namely, Mt?2b=Mk 42*>=Lk C3*

;
and

this saying is of the gnomic type, so that it may have been
repeated on various occasions by Jesus. Consequently one is
inclined to say that the portion of the Sermon common to
Matthew and Luke is not found in Mark. And of the matter in
Matthew's Sermon which is found in Luke outside of the Sermon,
or not found in Luke at all, Mark has parallels perhaps for five
verses, the three just indicated, and the two named in the
following footnote, so that the Second Gospel scarcely knows of
this teaching material which the First and Third Gospels make
so prominent.

Except, perhaps, Mt 529-30 = Mk 9 47, Mt CH-i5=Mk 11*>.
It is worth observing that three passages of the Matthew
Sermon have parallels within the First Gospel itself : Mt 529.30 =
Mt 188 -9. Mt 532 =Mt 19'. Mt 71J = Mt 1233.

II The Greek text here used is that of Westcott and Hort.

Kai

Mt 72b.

If} ^Tptf} fJ.TpflT

Mt 7
3' 5

.

3 TL Se j3\iris TO Kaptpos TO
V Ttp Q<p0aXfJ.U TQV dftfXtpov

fj.u) SoKOf ou KaTavofts ;

4
?}

wujy epets T( d5eX0y &ov

"A0CS Kf3d\LJ TO KdplpOS K

TOU 6(pdaXu.ov ffov, Kai i5oi>

7} 50KQS V Tip 6tp6a\fJ.(j) ffOV
;

5
i'TTOKplTa, ^KfiaXfTTp^TOV^K

TOU 6(pffa\^LOU ffOV TT]V OOK'Uf ,

Kai TUTC 6ta
J6tX^i/'eiS fKf3a\iv

TO KaplpOS K TQL> Q(p@a\fJ,OV
TOU dd\<pOU ffOUt

Lk 6Mb.

tj; yap neTptp /xerpe?re dj-rc

Lk G 41 - 4
-.

TI o iSXeTrei? TO Kap0os TO

(v Tifj o(p8a\/j.if3 TOU dSf\<po~'

(TOU, TT]V Ok SoKQV TTJV V Tli)

iSiif} otpBaXpij) ou /carafoeis ;

4-
TTUJS dvfaffat. \eyetv ry

d5e\0oj ffov 'A5e\0^, fi-^fs

Kpd\() r6 /cdp^os TO ev T^
6<p6a\fjjZ <roi>, at'r6s TTJV v

TW CKptiaXfAtj.) aov doKOv ov

/3\^7TW^ ; UTTOKpLTd, Kfia\

TTpdTOV TTJf dOK&V ^K TOU

6<j>6a\fj.ou aou, Kai T^TC

Staj3\^fLS TO Kapipo? TO
v TO) 6fp8a\fj. TOV d5e\0oi?

ffov (K8a\eiv.

Similarly compare Mt 624= Lk 16 13 and Mt 77 - 8 =
Lk II 9 - 10

. In these four passages there is almost
complete verbal agreement not quite, however
which must be explained. And the four sayings
are widely scattered in Luke as compared with
Matthew.
But such close verbal agreement is exceptional.

In all the other parallel passages the variation in

literary form is great, as in :

:6.''^VMtS
39 - 40

.

<39
r 'E^W ,

f
, X^7OJ VfJLlV fJ,Tf

oVrw 'ire pairtfei ets TTJV TU> TVTTTQVTI <re twl TTJV crtci~

atpet qin < Kai TO iu.a.TLov.

;
( !'Mt7

12
. Lk631

.

rjdfVcl.ow offa av ff^XijTt Kai KaOus 0\T 'Lva. TTOI-

'ivbi irbt^'o'tvufj.lv ol avOpwiroi, G.GI.V vp.lv oi avOpuiroi, jrot-

.OL'VjWi Kai I'jucls iroteire au- etre auTois 6/xoiws.

vj/io? *rat oi TTpoipiJTaL.

Mt T24
- 27

. Lk 647-.
"-1 TT " * K ' ' 47 TT " * J ' '

lid? OW 00"7"IS &KOVl tLOV ilttS O p~VOLLVO't 7TDJS U,

Tous \dyovs [roi'TOfs] Kai *:ai duouuv //on T^JV \vyuv
TTOiei atTouy, bu,onj}8qfffTai. Kai TTOIWV auTous, U7ro5e:^cj

S6fj.r]ffv auTOv TTJV otKiav oi6s IGTIV dvdpiJjTru) oiKodo-

irl TTjv Tr^Tpav.
-5 Kai KO.T- U.OVVTL olKtav, 6s HffKaif/ev

tfi-rj TI ppox^l Kai r]\8av oi Kai ffidGuvev Kai t6f)Kv &-
7TOTafj.ol Kai girvevGav oi fj.\iov irl TTJV irfrpav' wXtj-

OLKta fKeivrj, Kai OVK tlTre&ev, ^prj^ev 6 Trora/xos TTJ o/Kta

Tr^Tpav.
26 Kai ?ras 6 dKOvw Xcucrai O.VTT]V Sid TO KaXws

fj.ov roi'S Xo^oL's Tot/roi's Kai oiKoSopijtrQai avTrjv.
49 6 5^

IJ.T) TTQUdV aVTOl'S O/UOtU'^7^- GLKOl'ffCLS Kat fAT) fTOtTJffaS

t^Ko8ofJt,i]irV avTot) TTJV oiKiav Sour/travTi olKtav ewi TIJV

firi TTJV afj.fj.ov.
~' Kai K.O.T- y*jv ^wpis 0e//eAtor, ij TT_(/T-

^j3t] TJ ftpoxrj Kai rjXffav oi eprjj;cv 6 iroTafj-us. vat i>&vs

TTOTafj-ol Kai trvv<Tav oi ffuvcTreffev, Kai e-j^ero TO

avefj.01 Kai Trpotr^KO^av TT} p7jyfj.a TTJS oiKlas KeivT)$

otKta ^Ke/f7;, Kai Zirew, Kai ^ya.
TjV 77 TTTuJiTtJ OUTT^S fJ.fyaXl],

Similarly compare Mt 544 - 45 = Lk 6s5
,
Mt 7 1 - = = Lk

637
, Mt 7 1S - " = Lk 6- 4J

; and also Mt 5 15= Lk II 33
,

Mt 5 IS = Lk 16", Mt S25 - 26 = Lk 1258 -

*, Mt 61B -2 ' =
Lk 1233 - w

, Mt G'
25-^ = Lk 12-- :

".

In some passages the wording of Matthew is so
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liilrrrnt from that *>f Luke that a difference even
of the thought n-Milts, or >t'fius to iv>ult :

I.U IP'--'.

Ttfj
**
Mcucdpiot ol ITT (J)\Q( ,

OTI

Mi :>'*.
3
MaKa'/HOC ol irra

TTff i'fJLCLTt, $Tt Q.VTWV 0~TIV 1'fJ.fT^pCL fffflv TJ fiafft\fia,

J
jjumdptot ol irevfloiWes, OTI nt>

/uucd/HOi ol K\aiovTfS vvv
t

ai'Tot TrapaA'XTjtfTjffocrai. 6rt 'yeXdo'ere.
ti

^aA'dplOt ol TTftvCjVTfi Kttt
" 1 "

fJ.O.KdplQt OI TTtlVCjVTf S J'C*',

Mt5.
oi'v i'/j.elf rAecot

7)p i''^u>p 6 ot'odfio?

VTii>.

Mt O9'".

Lk688
.

YlvfffQf OtKTipfJLOVfS

o iraTTjp Vfj,u)i> otx

effriv.

Lk II--
4

.

riTd} TO ovo^d trotr"a^matf^rw r6 ficoud <roi p

, 6

yfVTffuf)Ttt} TO tsfnflfjLQ. ffOl'j

" r6f ApTOV J}fJ.u)V TQV tTTL-
3 TQV ApTOV rtflUJV TOP

ovfftov oi-cnoc

56? r)fJ.tV 0"f]p.(pQV' QiQQl' i]}MV Tb K0.6' i)

uis A'ai TjjuetV

TOIS <5<i,Vr

\ai /ZTJ etVev^-y
TTt tpaffubv,

d\\a /,va

i_u.(v KCLI yap ai'Toi d<fiiofj.v

iv irafTi 6(f>i\ovTt ijfj.lv

5 fts /cat fj.ii tlffevfyiCQy tj/xds e/s

F^ipao'/xj*'.

TOU

Similarly compare Mt fi
32 = Lk 16 18 (= Mk 10" =

Mt 19 !l

)'aiul Mt 7" = I-k ll u . The corresponding
context or set I ing of each pair of llirsc ]>:ir:illcl

.-ayiiij,'s, or as regards tlm Lord's I'raycr tin 1

naliiri- of the case (see lielow, ii. 4 /) (2)), indicates

that, however variant the 1 words have heconie in

traiisiuis.sion, they started from the same utter-

ances of .lesiis. Tin 1

parallel records run the

entire gamut of variation from close verbal simi-

larity to wide' verhal divergence, and in a few
cases even to difference of idea itself.

Now the explanation of these striking phenomena
of content, form, and snh.-tance in the Sermon of

Matthew and I, like is to lie found in the history
of the transmission of this material during the

years c. 'J'.i sr> ,\.l>. This section of history is one

|>:nt ni tin- L-n-.-it Synoptic prolilem.' While

many elements of tlr- prolilem are still in dispute,
certain fundamental facts pertaining to it now
seem well ustahlUhed.

(1) Jesus habitually taught in Arnmair, not in Greek.t The
igh ;nni <K.Iil'iMt<- <li*i.u~-iii i-f this i|iiustion seems to

II.IM- rvai'hed a suttlid ,-.,n, IIIM.HI. ;
\\v were all coyer to

"lid t'd. I'.Mil); Wri-llt, t'.niij'O.oi'ti'Hi "/ ttir l-'ntt r tins^ : (18901
H,i\vkitiv, //"/.r Stiii<>i't >'<i- i 1 ^:t!M ; Huikitt

,
'/''/ n L, ,-ttn. * <, th.-

(llh<ll.

t It, is not unlikely that Jesus knew some Greek, for many

lUU*t lia\ e bed) Used Dot a lltl le in Mi.'h ,i hive "I ' Miiinel -'e OS
I

.Iperri.Ullll Wa-,. J.-snV Work, however, W.is e\flusjvet\ UlTlotli:

t lie Je\\s. ;md t h<T.' i- llO C, H)cll |s [ \ , . \ |. | el |, . ! bat II. 1 FM'\\ Ot

spoke Greek at all ; e\ en 1 1 is t n.ii b.-i-M . Pllat" ' Minoi jin.ve
; bi>. a-* rilah- nni>t ha\ h.-en areii-i .nm -d t<> u-e an interpretei
JTI treating with the >anli. -drill See O. Holt /.maun. Li-Lfii

i/ ' iiimii. p. -JL'.

; That Jesus taught in Greek has been ah i \ Robert >

('rrivk the Lam/mi./'- >i ''/<,->- untl Um A}n>*ttig, LS88) and by

l.eh.-se lh.lt tll'-r VtTV lip'i-k \Vonln of ulir (i]" - ."iliif

dinotb from .ir-n>' in^; \t-t in^toi,. . ',..u.s

lint tiir\ arr 1ml a t r.in*.lat iuii fr-'iu rln Original
wiuie tin- theories --i i;< ch, Marshall, Dal ...... i- i;. A.
A hi iot I

.
.in-! othera iis to u j.riinil ivr Ar.iiii;nr . .r Hel.re\v liuspel

urc uncertain, it is clear that th- M.nmr > i.;lia oi Jesus were

tiri.Lrinally ami for some years in the Aiam,tii' l.in-n '_'. The
Aramaic vocabulary, syntax, anti inthit-ni-c .-an i-\ei, \\hi-re be
^eeii i hr. ii iuh t in- <;ri'fk of the UosjH'ls, hkt< tin eorliei i L-\t in

a ]ialiiiij.srst manuscript.
(-!) -Ifsiis' morr important teachings wen- in u 1>> .1 .md rnnem-

ht-rnl from (hi- time they were spoken. Ii i^ in>t i ..... uiK-h to

siij)|i'-i- that IK- i[n]>r-^si-(l certain teachings not th- u form,
I ml t heir sulist anri- upon His dl8C!ple& l''i'"!ii d:i\ to d.i \ .

thm-fori', during Jesus' puhlic ministry. His tollo\\ers we- re

i;.it hern 1 4 and pondering His utterances, holdini: them hi

incnmrv and repuatin^ them to one another nearly or quite
in Jesus' own words. After His death and resurn '

I--M Ili--

follo\\eTs Ireasin-ed (hesc sayings of their M.i^ler 9, -.1 ndifd

them, preached thi-in, and taiihiiiDy t.nrjLt them to all u ho
i .tine into the Christian brotherhood (cf. Ac2w ). The story <*f

Jesu 1- lih'. Hi- dreds and His words, was the g'tiide of every
iudu idual ( 'lirist ian, of e\er\ i 'hristuin comniunity, and of the
entire ('hii tiiin m\ einent . \\'hat He had taught was the

staple matter of all Christian instruction and worship, and
was even where regarded as the norm of Christianity. And
of all that JesiiB had taught there was nothing more prominent,
vital, and practical indeed nothing more generally revered and
uaed than the teaching contained in the Sermon on the Mount.

t;;> It i> ;il>o i-eriain that, fur years after Jesus had given His

leaehing, it was circulated and transmitted liy word of mouth.
Jesus Himself wrote nothing, nor did His disciples until long
after. Holh these facts were due to the Jewish custom of the
t inie. The teaching of the Kahhis in Jesus' day was entirely oral

only their sabred hnoks, the old Testament, mi^ht he written ;

therefore the pupils of the Kabbis heard and memorized their

teaching. Out- of this custom arose a special qualification for,

and efficiency in, oral instruction and oral transmission among
the Jews. To men of this nation and country Jesus' sayings
were gi\ en, and by them preserved. It cannot, of course, be

supposed thai Jesus insisted upon /on/in c/ word* ; He was
neither a literalist nor a verbalist. Therefore His disciples did
not place undue emphasis upon the ipsintrima verba of His

teaching. But so perfectly worded were the most significant
of His shorter sayings-many of which can be seen in this

discourse - that they wuiild persist in their original form. For
the remainder of the teaching an exact verhal transmission
was unlikely, and the evidence shows that it did not so happen.

(4) After fifteen or twenty years (c. 45-50 A.D.) Christianity

began to reach out into the great Homan world by the labours of

the Apostle Paul and many others; and it became necessary to

translate the Gospel story into Greek, since the non-Palestinian
Jews and the Gentiles did not know Aramaic the language in

which the story hod arisen, and had thus far been handed
down. That this translation took place SO-SO A.D. is proved by
our present ("Jroek Gospels and the early disappearance of all

Aramaic Gospel documents. Now there is every reason to

think that this translation of the Memorabilia of Jesus was a

prttcexx rather than an act. The data do not permit ns to think
of one formal, authoritative translation, comprising the whole

Gospel story, and passing directly into the use of all the Greek-

speaking Christians. Rather there were numerous persons in

various places and at different times who translated portions
the same us well as different portions of the story from the
Aramaic into Greek. These individual and fragmentary trans-

lations were characterized by various degrees of literal ness,

differing vocabulary ami syntax, loss of original colouring,
obscuration of shades of meaning, interpretative modifications
and expansions, varying success in reproducing the original
idea<, and some adaptation of the sayings (by way of selection,

arrangement, and altered expression) to the practical needs
of the Churches for whom the respective translations happened
to be made. Then these various translations, at first located at

thechiet centres of the Christian movement, passed into general
circulation, and acted and reacted upon each other, mixing the

phenomena ot the several translations. The features just de-
MTihed can all of them he traced in our two Gospel records of

I be Sermon on the Mount.

(5) It is now generally understood* that, after fifteen or twenty
.-! omilat inu' :uid t ran -mil t in -4 the utterances of Jesus by

word of mouth, the Gospel Mem* ifabilin were gradually put into

writing. We have in Kusebius (HE iii. 39. 16) the important
IcMimony of I'.ipias, which is regarded by moat scholars as

trustworthy, that the \poMle Matthew composed (fft/iT*{*,
nl. ff^l*^,pt^\>a,TQ, cf. Lk I 1 T<I ;<r" t ) a collection of the sayings

\ u*) ol .lesus, in the Hebrew (i.e. the Aramaic?) language.
If 1'apias' Mai einent, and the common interpretation of it .*->

a writ leu ace, unit ,
are correct, then we have a distinct wif n< -

that there was a \\ritlen record of Jesus' teaching, which we
in t v assign to ,- r,ii A.D. That it was in Aramaic'.'* -bows an

adoption' of writing, even by the Palestinian Christians, as a

T. K. Abbott iKusayg chiffly on the Original Text* of th-- <>T
n, at A /'. 1VU, ch. 5). The contrary, that Jesus '

, ph( m
Aramaic, bus been shown b> Neubauer, Mwft'a /.' 10

74 (i--..i \ Meyer, Jtf*i IHuttfrxprache (18M)\ /aim. Bin

img ' 'i -\T. 'i. 1-51 (181)7); Dalinan, HW. J< r I 72

eea iart 1 i IIIK NEW Ti i iii.

,\l; h-'ii-h there i ill remain a few earnest ud\ . .it .1

. , ei\ oral tradition.
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means of collecting, circulating, and preserving the Memo-
rabilia of Jesus. But whether Capias' statement is correct or

incorrect, it is practically certai.i that when the Gentiles received

the story of Jesus they committed it to writing, for they were
not accustomed to the oral transmission uf extended material.

This change of oral to written records was informal, unauthor-

ized, and gradual, like the translation already described. But
it is probable that soon after 50 A. D. there were many written

portions of the Gospel Memorabilia in existence and use. These
documents then grew in number and extent until after twenty
to fifty years our canonical Gospels absorbed them and became
recognized as the final records of Jesus' ministry (cf. Lk I 1 -4

).

There are also indications that the oral tradition continued

along with the written tradition through the whole period until

our Gospels were composed (and indeed afterwards also), and
furnished a larger or smaller amount of the material which
went into them.

The history here sketched of the transmission of

the entire Gospel story is at the same time the

history of the transmission of the Sermon on the

Mount, which was one of the most valuable sections

of the Memorabilia of Jesus. The whole process
has left its marks upon our two accounts of the

Sermon, for to it are to be attributed in the main
the difference of setting, content, arrangement,
variety of literary expression, and divergence of

thought. But the fundamental agreement of the

4.5

part, b}' different persons and in several localities :

then these complete or fragmentary translations

had each its own history for about 3U years, during
which they experienced the vicissitudes of trans-

mission. When the First and Third Evangelists
came to prepare their Gospels in c. 80-85 A.D. there
were in circulation and use these various Greek
forms of the Mattluean Loyia. The two authors

adopted different forms, according to the usage of

the locality in which each wrote, or, less likely,

according to their judgment of which form was
best historically.

(2) In addition to this basal Logian source of

both our accounts of the Sermon, there were prob-
ably other lines of transmission of the discourse

in both oral and written tradition. Many disciples
had heard the Sermon when Jesus gave it, and lor

years afterwards had told of it. There must thus
liave grown up variant reports one used in one
church or circle of churches, and another in

another. These further reports also are likely to

have been handed down, and some of them may
well have come under the notice of the two
Evangelists in composing their Gospels.* How
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to Illustrate Hie Transmission of the Sermon on the Mount.

two accounts, which shows them to be reports of

the same historical discourse, has not been seriously
obscured in transmission.
When one attempts to trace more in detail the

particular history of the Sermon on the Mount
during the years c. 29-85 A.D. , one comes upon
many perplexing problems about which at present
there is no agreement. Opinions ventured in this

sphere can only be tentative .and modest.

(1) It seems probable that the Matthsran Lnqin
was used in a Greek form, indeed in differing Greek

forms, by both the First and the Third Evangelists.*
If the same Greek form of the Login, was used by
both, the one or the other (or perhaps both) has
introduced a remarkable series of changes in con-

tent, arrangement, and wording which it would
be difficult to explain. A much more probable
supposition is that the Mattha'an Lnrj/ia was

variously translated into Greek,\ in whole or in

See Wendt, Lehre Jesu. i. 52, 53 ; Julioher, Einleitung i. d.

XT3, p. 219 ; Wernle, Syn'ipt. Frage, pp. 7'.), 80 ; Hawkins, flora:

^ifnapticce (1S99). pp. 88-92 ; J. Weiss, Prediflt JPKH rom Reiche
G&ttea2 (1900), pp. 179-182. That the same Greek form of the

Lufiia was usd bv both the First and Third Evangelists is

maintained by O. Holtzmann, Lebcn Jew (1901), pp. 22-24.

t See Feine, Jahrb. f. Protest. Thcologie, 188J, p. 1 ff.

much influence such outside sources had upon their

reports it would be difficult to determine perhaps
it was considerable.

(3) We need to allow for a fair amount of editorial

selection, arrangement, adaptation, and revision

on the part of our two authors. Luke (I
1"4

)
has

given ns important information concerning his

material, purpose, and method ; and the First

Evangelist probably wrote under similar condi-

tions. As they gathered their sources, the}' found
themselves in possession of three classes of sayings
from Jesus (a) brief sayings still joined to specific
events of His ministry, and which they could in

part arrange in their right order ; (b) the remains
* The First Gospel of our NT Canon is neither the Matthsean

Logia itself, which was in Aramaic (Eusebius, HE iii. 39. Mi),

nor is it an immediate translation of that Logia, since it does

not contain the inevitable indications of a translated work. The
Greek Gospel of Matthew is rather a combination of the Login,
in some mediate Greek form with the Gospel of Mark, phis the

addition of various portions and characteristics which did not

belong to either of the original books. However, because it

substantially incorporated the Lo<jia, it continued to bear the

Apostle's name. The author of the enlarged Greek edition of

the original Matthew work is unknown. On this matter see

the works on NT Introduction by B. \Veiss, H. Holtzmann,
Julicher, Zahn. Salmon, and others'; also Commentaries on the

Gospel of Matthew.
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of certain of J68U8* ffT6&t68l ill -.-mil -e-, eoutainino;
Ilir tlii'ini- and some ol ll ssenlial matter holon;;

in;; thereto ; I hose nl-.li cmild oenerally I"' assigned
ti their

|I|'II|M-I- place- in tin- history; (c) Miiull

sections of teaching or single sayings, (In- original
connexion of which was M" Imioer kiiii\\n; the-e

would hi- in-eiicd lu-ri- iin.l tin -re ill tin- narratiie
without pin ticnlar attachment, or would I"- ass,,

riiitril with tin- nurlri of tin- "real discourses

wherever tin- siihjecl of tli i. \\a- similar to

that of tin- other. Such r<nii|iilal inn would ]>n>

duce tin 1 phenomena ol extiaiieoiis niiiti-i i.-il which
we lilnl ill liilth accounts lit" the Sermon, as well (U

in iithrr discourse sections lit hoth liospeK \\ In n

tin- mad-rial of his (ios|n'l hail hern arranged
satisfactorily hy tin 1 author, it rriiiaiiiril for him
to adjust thr -e\ i-ral parts to each ot her, t n smooth
over the joints hy his literary skill, ami in various

wax s tu "i\e ihi I k :i unity ami linish such us

iin author would desire for his work.
l-ll In view- of the fact that the (iospela were

written for the />rtn-tii'nt n-e "I the I 'hristiiins in

theii life ami worship, the K\ an^elist- felt at

liberty to make such it selection and presentation
of the Co-pel facts iiinl teachings as \\oulil lie mo-t

acceptable iiml useful to the circles of t'hristians

for whom their luniks were prepaieil. Kai-h (lo-pel
therefore has a markeil individuality. Matthew,
in iicciirilancc with his purpose, dwells at length
opon the relation of Jesusand His mcnsage to the
Ili-lirew Scriptures ;unl the current Judaism, lint

I, uke, in lii- -mine, with a (ientilc puhlic in mind,

passes over this material in the main :ind pie-eiii
-

the Uospel in its universal aspects as a spiritual
and altruistic religion for all men. These charac-

teristics of the First, and Third (io-pels appear
strikingly in their respectiveaccounts of the Sermon
on tin- Mount.
The accompanying diagram aim- at "hiii".-mne

surest ion of the "eliolal course nl transmission
of the Sermon, and of the kind of source- which
i -::i li I'.vanoelist may have hiid In-fore him in pre-

paring his ri'port of the di-cmir-e.

4. RELATIVE Arnn.NTidTY UK THE TWO Ac-
ciH'NTs. I'roceedin;; now upon the view which
h.-i- I n elaborated, that the two discourses con-
tained ill Ml ."i 7 ami l.k li-'"

''' are variant reports
of one historical Sermon mi the Mount, it lieeome-
an important consideration which of the two
reproduces the Sermon with the greater complete-
ness ami accuracy. The i|Ui.tion is a- to their
fl'iitf excellence, for the phenomenn of the
accounts and the vicissitudes ot transmission show-

that Tieilhei tin' I n-t nor the Third (Jo.-pel has
ii rl'-llii leprodnced the eonteiit and wording of

the original discourse.

In content, Matthew has much more than I. like

of i hiit material which is commonly recn^ni/ed a-

haviii"; lieen an essential portion of the Sermon,
namely. Ml fr

3'"*
(i

1 "7 ' 1 *""<

: compare with this l.k

(i
'

- -<''M
. Luke or his source nniitled mo-t of

this sei lion, apparently on the ground that it was
ilia p| il i< a hie to the ( len tiles, for whom the ai-cunnt

\i:is prepared.* This omission was perhaps |n-ti
liillile for the practical purpose of a (io-pel.
although innuineralile lo'titile- excr since Luke's

day bave preferred the Sermon of ihe l-'ir-t tin-pel.
as we now do

; lull howcxer I hat may lie, from a

historical point oi view -noh an extensive omission
could le:i\ i\ ,'i serion-ly incomplete account of

the ilisi-oiirsc. The further section of the Mill I ha -an

discourse Hi
l;i

-"l may or may not liax e hei-n a pal t ot

the historical Sermon ; opinion is quite evenly
divided upon tin- point, and there seems i

s.i li. \\Yi-s i/ Konun ' \in". .

j, i.,;; \Vendt,
/. -lif ./ *". i ,-

. Pimnuier, Camm. ">i l.nk: . \~ ]>,: \\.mi.

>IMI",.' / . .1 ... p '..-
, I'... MII, A. ;/...n -//I tin M'.ltnt i

1
'

|

i

;
and liiuut utlier bcliulars.

elusive evidence cither way. The fact that I.uki-

placet I his material in I -J

"
,
w hen- it has a topical

connexion ll h w hat precedes ii ' IL" ''), surest-
anolh although that orca-ion i- nor

chronologicalh l.ii.it.d l.\ l.nkc. I in the other
lliind.il the theme of the Sermon l-tolllcl III ll)'

lleiitituiles rather than in the \ei-e- Mt ..
. ihi

]M--.-i^e, which inculcates devotion to the Kingdom
and trust in God, U germane, and marks the dis
course a- re than an anti-Pharisaic manifesto
1 or the present, .-it least, one may prefer to regard
this section a- lieliui^in^ to the Sermon. In thi-
ciise Luke's account ol the Seimon, which contain.-

nothing of this portion, is again strikingly im-om
plete." The linal section of the >l .J thii-an difiCOnnie
|7'-'I has liecn preserved with some fulness li\

Luke (e
37
""), varying le th:in tin- two preceding

sections from the Matthii-an ariiint. ll will

appeiir farther on, thiit in hoth the Maltha-ail and
l.nkiin reports there are some hrief e\tr.-ini mi

passages which cannot have he. n in the original
Si-inmn. such a- M t :,--

-">-
(;:-".'' ji-ti.a.a \^

6 ">. lint ill this kind of \arialim, tin-

two report- have luith expiimled the hi-tmnal
disioui-se. Coiisidcrin^ the relative contents of

the Sermon in Matthew and Luke, there can !..

no donht (even waiving the question of Mt 6"-M )

thai the Kn-t (ok-pi'l presents ii much more com-
plete account of the Sermon than that presented
hy the Third Cospel.f

It seems impossible to suppose that T.uke coulil have hail
lii-f.in- IIIMI tin- .Si-rninii in tin- lunn IN In.-li it imw ii|i]iuurv in

the Firyt Gospel. This is also tin- n]piiih>n . .1 w i mlr o'//// ]<

/'m,if, 1
1. .-Mi), Itarlli't cul. MATTIIKW in vol. iii.), <i. H..!U'IILIIUI,

(/...'.. Jam, I'.ml, )i. -Jl), uiid "I llt-inrici (IliTiiirnli'iil, j. 10).
lli-IMri.'i sujs tin. |,, n-].iirt "I M:illlii-w .-Hid Lliki' -:ir.- raOOD
siniriiMM- .ii ;i ilisi-uiiisi- ri'sli.ri-.l iniiepeiKlently b}- Matthew
:m.l Luki- ratlK-r tb.in in ik-ju-inU-nri.- uimn one another or ujxin
the same \\ ritti-ii s.'ur.-i Tli. i:\ :iiim-lists luive rt-u.-rkud 1 ln-ir

material, but that alone cannot i\|i!:ini ihi- i'ln-nomena ot the
1 t- Would Luke have deliberate]} i>r"ki.ii up a rol-
k-rti.ni of ti-a.-liinus so usefully j,'n.iijn-<l as in tin- M:itth:ran

accounts, ^ii.l li i\.. -' MttL-n-il them t-o unreaeonably through
sr\ . n chaptera ol liis <iun work .' i MI tin- otlier hand, the First

Kvan^.'li-t iniLjht, so lar as tin- Serninn in c-oncerned, have had
l.ukr- arroimt l.i-f<ire him. His o\\ n n-port was surely belt IT
titan Luke's, and so would not he altered into ronlonint y uilh
the latter. The general phenoim-im of tin. tun li.

-],i-Is, how-
ever, are against this particular interrelation, an-1 II.. ]i.
vailinu opinion assigns Matthew's Gospel to a soln. ii..i

date than Lukr '-.

t It isas what dim. -ult matter to explain the absence of the
Sermon from the Qoapels Ol .Mark .-ind .l..lm. The only paralkN
in Mark In an\ of llir SITIII..!! material are Hk421-S*fH3 47 Ml

lull Hi'.
;

i n John, IS'il (I.'.-"). And them- saving an- only
/..:.,.,,/./, parallels, i.e. they .1 not have i e inl o tin- (ios|n

:

l

of Mark from iiivoiint.- ol [li.. S|.tni..n. '11 pinion of KuaM,
II. ItolUMiann, Ki-iin, and Wirti.lirn. that Mark originally con-
toined the Sermon, but i iiat ii hasdisa].|.i.an.l fr. >m t hecanonical
work, cannot In- acci-pti'd. Ki-inr (.lulirli. r I'mtrft. 77
I

-
.. |. n, i- imh; in hull lint; that Mark did no! use the sources

which, containing variant a iini-..i ih.. ,|.s,.,,nr-i-, wire used
hy Mai tin \v and I.uke Independently. It si'i-nis i|iiite certain,
h'.urvrr, thai Mai k .-. mid n.,t ha\ f l.ei'n ii;in,i,iiiT ,,l I In Smu. ,n

If t ha! ill- ...ti I si- . |,i I n,,t apprar in In - s
.

. ,| .1 .ml written,
it mii-t ha\i- IHTII In-ransi- he voluntariK liniiti-it those soureeH.
Tlir .si-rnniii wa- all ..-.! her too highly Valued and I.HI widely
IIM d in ill.- Ap'M'.ii. a/, i .. IIUM .-,

a|,,.. 1 any careful compiler
ol Ihi'liospel Mi-inoral.iha. Th is w. Mil. t he esp. true of .Mark,
who, if r..inm..n opinion is rornvt, had an ultiinaf. I'.iun,.
l.a'..|,,r niiirh of hi- matrrial. Is it iinnL:inahle that rr!..|.|i.l
ii' i\ . t In' s.-i n a ].r. ,111111. 'in place in Ilia teaching? Surely

' ha\i' known the Si-rinon. Why, then, did he omit
it from his i

..,-].. I A iilausit.il. explanation, whieh may be the
t in.' on... i- I In-

\\ lini ^lark \\ i,,:.. his (,,,-j., |, ..(...lit 65-70 A.D., the Mat! ha an
Lo'lHi on \an, .u> liiii-k ! g) wad in u'..|i..fal n-.

,
ii,

pugSed "\.r th.' narratn. lllal.lial ol | hi- story .,| .l.'Stis. ;iiiil

.-,,n>is! ,.,| mainly of a.collection ol .1. . :i-. - and S|I,,I-IIT

i! Included the Sermon, although in what prec
:i i- 1.1. .tnii, u;i i,, determine prol iblj n..i that in wh.. h
M apprius ill .illirr .,( '.nr ran, .11. .a] i;,,-|,|.]s. Now Mark's
i;.,-|'. I, MI ril 'i ,,.ntr:Lst, r.'l.'.r's m only thr a.- ( s an-l

evenU "t Jesus' public ministry, giving much len
t.. t in- i eai inn^ M he longeBl

'

i <hs r>.. n

are in -J'--- :fli 41-TJ (i-M;i ;i. ,

U'Jit-'iJ ]'J. l;{), I'.ili,,]^ Mark w,sh..| to
j
ul into more cont-

pli'tc iUld p.no in. hi 1 lanslni"!.,!! llial nlll.T si.!.' .,f Id.
i; .spi'I sl,.r\ \\hi.-h was n.'^I..l.d MI thl / >> \\

''
ary

tor him to ri-pmt thr Sermon and ..Tain .,'h.r
I COU1 . elements ul that work, since he wrote to . ., mj.li.1. lit,
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In wording, a like verdict of superior excellence
falls to the Gospel of Matthew. Since both
Gospels contain the discourse in Greek, therefore
in translation we cannot find in either of them
the ipsissimi. vi-.rba of Jesus (except for the few
Aramaic words transliterated, as in Mt 5 ). But
when we ask which Gospel has more accurately
transmuted into Greek the ideas that Jesus ex-

pressed in Aramaic, which has more faithfully
interpreted His meaning in this teaching, there
are many indications that Matthew gives the
better record. A complete study of the parallels
in the two accounts of the Sermon shows that in
almost every instance there is a greater authen-

ticity in the Matthaean account ; of this a few
illustrations will suffice. (1) The lirst Beatitude is

variously worded (Mt 53 naxdpioi ol TTTWXOI rip vvev-

fjiaTi ; Lk 6 ljJ*
flaKapiot ol TTTu^oi). It is perhaps true

that the Lukan form corresponds more nearly to
the Aramaic utterance of Jesus, which may not
have had a term corresponding to Matthew's ry
TruevfiaTi ; the important consideration, however,
is as to the idea rather than the form. In the
Lukan Beatitude, material poverty is intended, as
is shown conclusively by the converse woe in 624

oval vfuv TOLS 7T\oinois (woe could not be pronounced
upon those who were spiritually rich). But in the
Matthsean Beatitude the ambiguous term TTTW-^O'I

corresponding to the OT D-IJJ; (Ps G9 :

", Is 61') and
D':v?x (1's 109"*, Is 143

"), and standing in the LXX
for those Hebrew words (see art. POOR in vol. iv. ),

with a primary moral and spiritual import is made
explicit for the moral and spiritual signification by
the addition of the phrase rif Tn-eu/jan, to protect the
Beatitude from the material interpretation which
had made its impress upon Luke's source. Thus
Matthew has preserved Jesus' original meaning of
the tirst Beatitude (perhaps at the expense of its

form) ; of course it is the meaning rather than the
form that is of value. (2) In Mt 543 'J8=Lk G32 '3"

there are many indications of the secondary char-
acter of Luke's material : Mt 5a does not appear;
the idea of lending (LkG34 - 35

) is a disturbing im-

portation ; instead of reXirai Luke has a.u.a.pTu\ai ;

Mt f>
45" is given in a non-Jewish form lo-eo-ffe viol

fijfiffrov instead of STTWS yfrijtrde viol TOV Trarpos vu.0>v

TOV iv ovpavois ; Mt 54ib does not appear, nor the
term ol cOviKoi of Mt 547

; and the reminiscence of
Dt 18 13 in Mt. 5* eveo-fa . . . rAfioi is replaced by
a non-Jewish and much weaker yiveade oiKTipu.oi>es.
That is to say, Luke'saccount lacks the Palestinian

setting, the local colour, the Jewish phrases, and
the Ol1

allusions, besides introducing an extraneous

practical element. (3) A similar practical addition
or expansion of Mt 72b may be seen in Lk 6 **

;

|

a true teaching, but foreign to the context.

Similarly Lk 645
. (4) In the Mt 7 12 and Lk 6S1

forms of the ' Golden Rule '

(quoted above), the

current record of Christ's life, not to produce a new Gospel
which shouKl antiquate mid supersede the Logia. This appears
also in the fact that the present Greek Matthew combines prob-
ably the Matthasan Lagia with the Gospel of Mark (plus some
additional matter) into a quite extensive account of the life

of Christ. What makes this theory somewhat unsatisfactory
is the fact that no small amount of Jesus' sayings actually con-
tained in Mark's Gospel was in all probability present in the
Latjia, e.g. Mk 41-20 8"S 91. 39-50 12 ; but perhaps an explana-
tion for this can be found. At any rate, the problem of Mark's
omission of the Sermon cannot yet be considered solved.
As for the absence of the Sermon from the Gospel of John, the

entire character of that hook offers a probable reason for its

omibaion. The author has distinctly chosen not to reproduce
Synoptic material, hut to make a Gospel with different contents,
and setting: forth Gospel truth in a different way. That he passes
over the Sermon is, therefore, not at all due to his ignorance of
the discourse, but to his motive, according to which he passes
over all the Synoptic discourses (Mt 5-7. 10. 13. IS. 21-25, Lk 6.

10-21), and most of the narrative matter as well. Nor did he,
in passing by all this, wish his readers to regard that part of the
Gospel story as unhistorical or unessential. He chose to treat
a particular phase of Christ's life and personality what he
probably considered the highest phase. This Gospel was de-

fcigned to illumine, not to supersede, the others.

Matthiuan wording approves itself as being a better

reproduction of what we may understand Jesus
to have said ; the Matthcean phrase oBros yap etriv

o vbfios nal ol TrpotpTJTa.1 is absent from the Lukan
account on the constant principle of expunging
Jewish elements. (5) The same principle explains
the significant difference of wording in Mt 7-'

(ov TcU 6 \tyw fjLOt Kt'-pte Kvpif eiVeXedcrerai et's TTJV

fiafftXeiav TuJr ovpavGjv, d\V o TTOLUJV TO 0e\7j/ia rot/

na-Tptis p.ov TOV fv rots oi'Dapots^Lk G4**
(rl Of v.f KaXfiTf

Kt'pie Kvpif, Kal ov iroieiTf St. \^-yaj ;). (6) It is obvious
in a comparison of the Matthaean and Lukan
accounts (quoted above) of the closing parable of

the Sermon that the Palestinian colour and the
vivid picturesqueness of the story as given in the
Kirst Gospel do not appear in the commonplace,
secondary expressions of the Third. (7) To these
six illustrations from the parallel reports of the
Sermon must be added the twofold account of the
Lord's Prayer (

Mt &>'
K= Lk 1 1'-"

1

), which is discussed
below (under ii. 4/i), and most strikingly shows the
relative merits of the Matthivan and Lukan reports
of Jesus' teaching. It is not to be denied that the
Matthtean form may be somewhat expanded from
the original Aramaic ; but this has to do with form
rather than with substance, and the expansion is

in the interest of the true interpretation of the

Prayer. Here, also, we note (see the two accounts

quoted above) the absence from Luke of the Jewish

phrases which speak of God as in heaven, and of

His '
will

'

as supreme. The comprehensive and

deeply ethical and spiritual term o^eiX^ara of
Matthew is replaced in Luke by the conventional
term afiaprias. And the petition for deliverance
from evil, a characteristically Jewish conception,
is expunged.

It cannot be doubted that the strong Jewish
element and Palestinian colour of Matthew's dis-

course actually pervaded Jesus' teaching as origin-

ally given. Jesus was a Jew, and spoke to Jews
only ; His language and His ideas were therefore
Jewish and adapted to Jews. There is no room
for a theory that this feature was a subsequent
artificial transfusion of Judaism into the teaching
of Jesus. But it is easy to see how just this
feature was eliminated from His teaching in the
course of the Gentile mission. The Gentiles neither
understood nor liked the Jews, with their peculiar
notions and exclusive ways. In order, therefore,
to make the Gospel acceptable to them, the Chris-
tian missionaries thought it necessary to univer-
salize the language of Jesus. This has clearly
been done in the case of Luke's account of the

Sermon, possibly by himself,* but more likely by a
long process of elimination, through which the
material had passed on the Gentile Held whence
Luke drew his sources for the Third Gospel. It is

possible that portions of the original .Sermon which
were too strongly Jewish to remain in that position
found their way into Luke's Gospel apart from
that discourse, and with the Jewish colouring
removed. Perhaps this is the explanation of the
variant position of Mt 6 19 " 34 = Lk 12-2"31

, since the
same kind of elimination of the Jewish element is

apparent here, e.g. TO. Trereiva. TOV ovpavov is replaced
by roi'S KjpaKas ; 6 Tro.rr)p VJJ.GIV 6 oftpdvioi is replaced
by 6 Seos, note the peculiar addition in Lk l'J-

u
: TO.

ZdvT] is replaced by iro.vTa. TO. <iBvt\ TOV Koffv.ov (a clear

*
Bacon, Sermon on the Mount (1902), p. 109 f., says :

'

It was
indeed, from the standpoint of the historian of Jesus' life and
teaching, a disastrous, almost incredible mutilation to leave out,
as our Third Evangelist has done, all the negative side of the

teaching, and give nothing but the commandment of minister-

ing love toward all. We can scarcely understand that the five

great interpretativeantitheses of the new law of conduct toward
men versus the old [Mt SM-B], and the three corresponding
antitheses on duty toward God [Mt 6 1 -13

], could have been
dropped in one form of even'the oral tradition' ; but the Third
Evangelist has done this in order to ' concentrate the teaching
upon the simple affirmation of the law of love.'
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:i!|iT:itic>ii tn remove tlic disparaging I etei .in < to

[In- 1 o'ltt ilcs' love for material wealth and pn\\eii;

again, tin- absence of 6 ovpdnos ill I.k 1'J'" ;
ami the

absence <>f ntir Smatovvrrii' oi'roD (a technical Jewish

term) from l.k I-' 1

. There would seem, therefore,

tu In' no ruoiii for i|iie-iion that, liistorically con-

sidered, tin- Sermon as oivcn li\ Ma it hew is i>f

Miiu'li greater aiithenl icily than tin- Si'i'inon of

Luke, sin it has better pie-em-d the actual

I'Oliti'llts of till' historical diseolll -r, its thelne ami

development, its Jewish elements, its Palestinian

colour, ami thr tnu- intci prctat inn of its sayings:
and, in aililition to these merits, tin- Maltha-. in

account lias a tireek style of higher literary skill

and linisli. In this |nvicivncc lor the Mattlliean

icport of I he Sermon nearly all scholars are now

agreed.*
Kilt this relative superiority of tin- account in

the First dospol does not mean its ofoolnte authen-

ticity. This account is still but a series ol excerpts
fioni the historical Sermon, marred by the inci-

dents of Ion;; transmission, showing the incvitalilc

clloets of the process of translation, and containing
certain passages w hich originally belonged to other
occasinns (sec hclowl. F.\cn in smut' cases we air

nnceitain \vln'ther the ideas themselves of .lesiis

are not misrepresented by the wording oi Mt 5-7.

Two instances about which there has lieeii milch

dispute may be mentioned. In Ml .V s - la the

peculiar tone of Jewish literalness has led many
scholars to postulate a Jndaiatie-Christian colour-

ing of .Icslls' \vords ill these verses, since they seem

ipntc foreign to Ills anti-literal utterances and

spirit. Every explanation of them as coming in just
liiis sense from Jesus is beset with dillicnlties, and
fails to satisfy completely i sec under ii. -I'

1

). Again,
in Ml .V- we tind a most significant addition to the

teaching of Jesus concerning divorce. This saying
probably belongs to the occasion with which it is

associated iii Mt l'.t
:

'-'. where it is repeated. In
tioth (he Mall ha -an in stances we ha \ e I he except i\ e

phrase irapfKTbt \dyov iropvfias (/ITJ tVi iropffitf), which
is not found in the other Synoptic parallels, Mk
In", I,k W. A serious question is involved con-

cerning the permissibility of divorce. The phrase
is rejected as a later interpolation by many of the
best modem schol.ii's i -ee under ii. 4 d).

Kut if we cannot think of the Sermon in Matthew
as present in"; an absolutely authentic account of

that historical discourse, we may yet feel much
ceiiainty that it contains many essential teachings
fiom that discourse w ith substantial trustworthi-
ness. In I he I'.vangclists' reports of the Sermon
we have not complete historical accuracy, but

practical :ulei|iiacv.
:>. PRESENTTEXT OF TIIK DISCOI-KSK. The text

of the Sermon as it finally took form in the First

and Third (dispels has come down to us through
the centuries with less \arialion than might have
been exp. eted ; it is in excellent condition. The
number of variations is not many hundred, ami tew
oi I hem are of .special importance. The Textus
llecoptus ,,| Mi,. Huh cent, land therefore the A V
of Hill A.li. i, coinpaii'd wilh the text gi\en Us by
the great uncials of Ihe-lth lith cents., .shows heie
as elsewhere numerous elements Hi assimilation,

emendation, revision, anil variation ; but these
hr.ve been excluded in the critical texts of the
modern editoi.s. \\estcott and Hurt, Tischendorf,
the F.nglish licvisei s, and others. Tlie mosi eon

spicuous changes are the dropping out of words
and phrasi's which ha\ e In -en imported into the

' The constant (in-ti r- -n. < -In.un by H. Holt/.m:inn, \\Ymlt,
and a few other* lor thr l.iik:iu u unl -.[ ill,- SL-rmon aj*

I- .IM~t Ihiil ill \l:iMhi-W IS, ill \ii-u "t thr-i 1-1.1. r. II B, a
ijii^'.tK.'. It is not a true historical criticism t" liming, tinni

th.. n-'-. .nK nf .Irsiis' tr i'-|inr_' ;t* linn (i :u-s j,s, 1,],. ,,f tin- '-h:ir-

u ; riatic .I--\M-II i I, nn n' , ..i to jive t h.- j.i i. .if honour to the
briefer and mure frab

r
iin.-nlary of lw.>

i
aruHi-1 j'-r..iints.

text of one ( Josjiel to assimilate ils readings to the

text of the ol her. and the literary
'

improvement !

which the scribes have introduced. Tin- iai i.n mu
\\liich are of iniportam-e for intei prctal ion \\ill lie

treated III tlieil respect He places below.
ii. J.\ri-:i;ri:i-:rM

i

i'f\. Ml studj of the origin
ami transmission of the Semion on I lie Mount is

lull a preparation for its inlet pi etat ion, just a~ all

stmU of its interpretation is hut a preparation l"i

its practice. Both lines of preparat ion an- cs-enl lal

if the teaching is to be understood historically and

comprehensively, and is to be applied trulv and

thoroughly. Surely the untrained Kn^lish readei
caii lind I Inoii^li t lie Sermon the spii it ual assurance
and strength which he needs, and an ideal of life

which can determine his conduet in the limited

sphere in which lie thinks and acts; the gospel is

for all, and essentially intelligible to all, latlu-i

than the exclusive possession of the educated few

I
as is the ease w it h intellectual systems of theology,
philosophy, ethics, and the like). Kut when the
Sermon is used as it can and should be used to

illumine the ".real problems of religion, of morals,
and of society. cvci\ resource of spiritual capacity,
mental ability, and the acquisition of leal nine;

should be brought to bear upon this supreme
leachiii", of Chri-st, in order that it may exert its

due ami proper influence upon the world.
1. Poi'i'i.Ait, c.MiMir, A\U FIGURATIVE STVLK.

Interpretation must take full account of the

literary style in which Jesus chose to express
Himself. That style, as seen in the Sermon on
the Mount and throughout the Synoptic Gospels,
was distinctly popular and Oriental. Too oiien

Jesus teaching has been handled as though it

were a systematic, scientific treatise on theology
and ethics, whose expressions were littin^ly to be

subjected to laboratory test, each element to be

exactlydetermined by finely-graduated measuring-
rod or delicate weighing-scales. No "jeatei mi,

take could be made, and the results so obtained
must be hopelessly incorrect and perverse. Micro-

scopic analysis is a radically wron"; process to be

applied to Jesus' teachings. For He chose to

deal with the masses, and His ideas were expressed
in lan^'ua^e which they could bear and consider.

If at times He disputed with the learned men of

His nation, and in doing so in part adopted their

dialectical method (see the Johannine discourses i,

still this was not His main interest or His chief

Held of work. The common people were open-
minded and receptive: to them, therefore, lie

addressed His teaching. It was to t he ( lalihcan-

that lie gave Himself and His message, while in

Jerusalem and elsewhere He had to defend both

against (he hostile leaders.

As He taught the multitudes, in their syna-
gogues, upon the highways, along the seashore,
and on the hillsides of Galilee, He put His re-

ligious truths and ethical
principles

into concrete

popular sayings, contrasting His ideal of life in

many simple ways with the conventional noiion-

and practices, and illustrating His teaching
from the ordinary avocations, experiences, and
environment of His hearers.* Entirely free from
scholasticism and inl ellectualisin, He did not ti I]

the how and why of tilings, nor present scieniile

definitions, nor deal in abstractions; but with
Divine wisdom and skill He taught those things

* One reading Khimki he Riven to the Sennon in Mt 5-7 with
n > other intent ilmn to note Jesus' remarkably fine and
atiiinilnnl ;illiisi..ns 1.1 tilings around Him- relit'iolis practices,
ethical conceptions, conuneroi HI i : n .uiuuils,

j.l.ints, li.mie life, hoii.se furnishings, i-ivi.r nistiiuti.'iis, s. nl
ciutoms,

'

of men, human n, .'.!>. forliin. ,
MM!

inMnrt inn-, ii: rvation ^i^l u]>pm 1,1:1 ^i <>i . \.-r\t lum:
u:is unri[ii.illi 'I. .in.l Ilir r.l.iliv. \ :iluj! i"H uhicli II.

;

ii|>.<ii
i norm ,.I ;ill Mitiscipirir

E4o poet not evei

truly, or pictured BO perle llj the heaits and Ii
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which it is essential for all men to know. The
religious facts anil truths which He presented form
the foundation of Christian theology, and His
instruction concerning human conduct must lie at
the root of any true system of ethics ; but He did
not teach these subjects in the manner of the
ancient or modern schools. He put His ideas in

such a way as to make His knowledge universal.
He spoke with a simplicity, insight, and fervour
which would appeal to all serious listeners.

It was a part of Jesus' method to use all kinds
of figurative language. That was natural to Him
as an Oriental, and by no other means could He
have reached the Orientals who formed His audi-
ences. Similes, metaphors, all kinds of illustra-

tions, parables, hyperbolical expressions, were

constantly upon His lips.* We have constantly to

be on our guard against interpreting literally
what He has spoken figuratively.t The Sermon
presents the true righteousness, the ideal human
life, popularly and practically portrayed and en-

joined. To treat this teaching as seientih'c ethics
is to produce confusion. But to draw from it the
essential principles of ethics is to find light and

peace for mankind.

Many of Jesus' utterances, especially in this

discourse, are of the gnomic type in poetic form
a style so effective in the Wisdom literature of the
OT and Apocrypha. The wise men of Hebrew
history, particularly after the Babylonian exile,

put into this attractive literary dress their crystalli-
zation of experience, their philosophy of life, their

instruction for conduct and practical affairs. This
was a favourite style of teaching with the Jews
a fact that was at once the cause and the motive
for Jesus' adoption of it. As a literary mode of

expression, Jesus used the gnome, as He used
the parable, with consummate .art.J Even the
translation of these sayings into a radically dif-

ferent language has not destroyed their literary
finish, rhythm, and symmetry, c.ft. the Beatitudes,
the Lords 1'rayer, and many other passages in

Mt 5-7. The simplicity, lucidity, and energy of
Jesus' utterances mask the art with which they
were fashioned. Not that we are to conceive of
Jesus as labouring over His literary productions
to bring them to perfection, but that ideal thought
intuitively found ideal expression. Jesus' supreme
interest was assuredly not in mere letters, but in

the truth He taught. Yet this included the vital

lodgment of the truth in the minds and hearts of

men, and to this end the language in which He
clothed His teaching was of great importance.
The uniqueness of .lesus manifests itself in the

ability to present His teaching acceptably and

effectively, as well as in His perfect insight into
the truth itself.

*
Metaphorically, Jesus calls the disciples the salt of the earth

antl the light of the world (Mt -i 13 1J
). Symbolically, He com-

mands the plucking out of the right eye (S
29

). Figuratively,
He speaks of the mote and beam (7

;i-5
), of the pearls before

swine (T
6
), of the narrow way (713. 14), Of the false prophets (7

15
),

of the tree and its fruits (7^-'-*). He gives the parable of the
Two House-builders (7

s4-?7
). And most difficult of all to interpret

correctly, we have His hyperbolical utterances, in which He
says more than He means, setting forth a principle rather than
a rule of conduct, and leaving its application to the judgment
of men. Such are the four famous ' non-resistance

'

injunctions
(539-42), and the sayings concerning the secrecy of benevolence

(6^), prayer in the closet onlj' (66 ), anxiety for the necessaries of

life (ti2S- 34), answers to prayer (77f-), and the ' Golden Rule '

(7
12

).

t See Wendt, Lehre Jem, ii. 74-112 ; Tholuck, Eergrede 5, p.
IGflff. [Eng. tr. p. 165 f.).

I See Heinrici, Bertipredigt, i. 19-26 ; Kent, Wise Men of
A ncient Israel 2 (1809), pp. "176-201 ; Briggs,

' The Wisdom of
Jesus the Messiah

'

in Expository Times, 1897, viii. 393-8, 452-5,
492 6, ix. B9-75. Dr. Briggs says: 'Jesus put His wisdom in

this poetic form for the reason that Wisdom had been given in
the artistic form of gnomic poetry for centuries, and was so used
in His time. If He was to use such Wisdom, He must use its

forms, Jesus uses its stereotyped forms, and uses them with
such extraordinary freshness, fertility, and vigour that His
Wisdom transcends all others in its artistic expression' (viii.

395).

But not only was Jesus the true successor of the
OT sage. The Hebrew prophets also gave their

messages in remarkably line literary form, as in

the Psalms, Isaiah, and Amos. And the prophetic
utterances of Jesus, too, were clothed in language
full of beauty, tire, and force. Indeed, Jesus was
more a prophet than a sage.

* He taught not so much
as a philosopher of this life ; rather, as a seer who
has a vision of a higher life which is to be produced
in men. Jesus' earnestness and tempered zeal in

His teaching were more persuasive and searching
than the fervour of any preceding prophet of truth
and righteousness. In the Sermon on the Mount
He showed men the ideal life, but that was not all

He strenuously urged them to attain it. They
must forthwith do the will of God which He had
made plain to them (Mt 7-

1 " 27
). Active love, self-

denial, and service He fixed as absolute require-
ments for those who would be members of the

kingdom of God. In these utterances the voice of

the true prophet is heard proclaiming God's will

and demanding that 'justice roll down as waters,
and righteousness as an everflowing stream' (Am
5'-

4
). Jesus was both wise man and prophet, but

greater than either and greater than both ; and
never greater than in the Sermon on the Mount,
where He immeasurably surpassed every lawgiver,
seer, and sage. It is with this supreme apprecia-
tion of Jesus and His teaching tnat one should
enter upon the specific interpretation of His words
in Mt 5-7 and the Lukan parallels.

2. EFFECT OF THE TRANSLATION INTO GREEK.
In view of the fact that we have Jesus' words only
in a translation (the original of which has probably
passed out of existence), it will be always a wise

proceeding to attempt to reproduce the Aramaic
form of the words of Jesus which have come down
to us only in Greek. By this process, even though
success in it can be only partial, an atmosphtre
for interpretation is obtained, and shades of mean-

ing are disclosed which would otherwise escape
us. Unless we get back into the Semitic world to

which Jesus belonged and in which He worked,
we can never completely understand Him or His

teaching. It is therefore a proper and useful

undertaking upon which a number of excellent

scholars are now engaged,! to restore by conjec-
ture the 'original Aramaic of Jesus' words. Some
of the results already reached are of importance,
and still greater things may be expected of it in

the future. It is likely that to some extent the

variant vocabulary in the Greek of parallel Gospel

passages can be explained as the result of trans-

lation, a single Aramaic term being represented in

the several translations by two or more synonym-
ous Greek words.
A thorough study of the Septuagint in close

comparison with the Hebrew text, showing ln>"

translators actually put Hebrew into Greek, gives
a valuable insight into method, and furnishes

criteria for judging of the Aramaic original behind
the Greek of our Gospels. Various degrees of

literal and free rendering of the Aramaic can be

seen in our two accounts of the Sermon on the

Mount. Sometimes the translators have been
unable to rind exact Greek equivalents for the

Aramaic words ; sometimes they have imperfectly

comprehended, and therefore have failed exactly
to reproduce, the Semitic ideas ; sometimes they

* See this view defended by J. Weiss, Predigt Jesii rom
Reiche Gotten* (190U), pp. 53-57, against Wellhausen, Jsract-

itische u. Jutlixche (.-ieschirhte'-* (Is'.iT), <-h. 24.

t See Resch, Lofjia Jem (1898), who endeavours to recon-

struct in Hebrew the Matthaean Logia, which he regards as the

primary source for the material of the Synoptic Gospels ; sug-

gestive" for this study is his reconstruction of the Sermon on

the Mount, pp. 19-29. Further, Marshall, artt in Expositor

(1891-2): Dalman, WorteJrni, i. (1898); E. A. Abbott, Cine: A
Guide throiiyh Greek to lletiren- Scripture (1900); Nestle, SE
(1896).
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have placed a current interpretation upon Jesus'

sayings ; sometimes they have expanded the sayings
a-- they put tlicm intn (In-ek to n-movc ambiguity,
or to improve (he literftlT l"i m. These ;mi| other
inevitable phenomena of translation appear in iliis

di-cour I tin- I
1

list and Tliinl tin-pels, and must
be adequately dealt with in an exposition of its

contents.
:t. TllKMK (IK TIIK PlSCOUHSK AND ITS DEVEI.OP-

Ml NT. It is i In- nna n it is opinion of all studi'iits

of the Sermon on the Mount (\v liether lln-v regard
its eontents as original or compiled), that the
discourse as it appeals in Mt ~i 7 ami I.l< (i-''-'

:l has
ii real unity, presenting a deluiite theme and
de\ eloping it logically and elli-< lively. If an
actual discourse of Jesus constitute-, the nucleus
of these accounts, the unity of the Sermon is

original with Jesus, notwithstanding the pic-, -m-e

of certain extraneous material in the Gospel
reports, lint, even on the

supposition
that there

was no historical Sermon, still the unity of this

discourse' in Matthew anil Luke remains, and is to

he :i 1 1 ri lulled to the sources used hy the Kvangdists,
or to the K\ angelists themselves. \\ e have seen

good reason, however, for holding that the Sermon.
as it conies down to us, rests upon a real event
and contains excerpts from a great discourse of

Jesus, whose theme and development are here pre-
served. What the theme is must he carefully
considered. There are differing shades of opinion
and various statements on this point. The crucial

question seems to he: Is the theme of the dis-

course to be found in the lieatitudes (Mt 53 "'- =
Lk tr--') or in the verses about the fulfilment of

the Law (Mt 5'--')?
If the theme lies in Mt 517 '20

, as is maintained

by some,* several conclusions must follow. (
1 1 The

Beatitudes, given both in Matthew and in Luke as
the beginning of the discourse, are extraneous
matter brought in from some other connexion, or
are merely introductory, containing no essential
element of the discourse. ('Ji The account in Luke
omits the very verses of the discourse which con-
tain the theme, since Mt ">'""" has no parallel in

Lk G-u-4a ; yet Luke's discourse hn.i a theme, and
an excellent one, in the promulgation of a perfect
life of patience, trust, love, service, and obedience.

(3) To find the theme in Mt f>
17 " : "

is to make the
discourse an apologetical one, in which Jesu- \\.-i-

defending Himself against the charge of destroying
the OT Law. What follows, however, in .V"'" is

not. at all in accordance with this conception, for
Ji--iis' teaching in these verses abrogates the OT
Law in some points, and in other points super-ed'-s
it by a higher ideal of thought and conduct : in

other words, He is here showing how little rather
than how much He has in common with that legal

system He criticises rather than defends it. |4|

Or, the theme in Mt o 17 '-" may call for a polemical
discourse in condemnation of the perveise Pharisaic

interpretation of the OT Law. lint the occasion of

this discourse did not suggest or make appropriate
,-i polemic against Pharisaic conceptions any more
than a defence of Himself against Pharisaic

charges. If we can trust Luke to have given us
tin- substantially correct setting of the Sermon, it

was an address to tin- llalihcan multitude who
followed Jesus, eager to hear His words, well dis-

1>o-ed

towards Him. and many of them already
lis protc-s,.|| disciples. Jesus had just foiniallv

chosen (\\elve men to assist Him in His work,
which was now assuming the character and pro-

portions of a new religious movement. At this

juncture a discourse of a in'iinlin- (|iiality, apolo-
getical or polemical, would have been unsuitable
and unwise. The occasion called for a positive.

comprehensive setting forth of what this new
H. Holtzmann, Ibbckc-n, B. Weiss, \\Yiult.

religion- moM-Mieiit aimed to accomplish, for what
it piaciicall\ stood. (5) Finally, to take the
theme Mom Ml 5" -" make- it impossible to lind

any place in tin- discourse for the gii-alcr part of

the material contained in Mt ."> 7, since ihcgicat,
sect 11 ms .">'

'"
ti'-'-'

il
7'--'

7 ha vi' no logical relation to ;i

deli nee against the charge of destroying tln-iif

Law, or a polemic against the Pharisaic interpreta-
tion of it.

These considerations point strongly towards
another theme for the Sermon. Where should
one look for that theme but in the lir-l section,
in the Beatitudes themselves? They pre-ent t he
ideal life in character and conduct, the true

righteousness over again-t cinient shallow and
perverse conceptions ol righteousness. This, then,
is the true theme of the Sermon on the Mount,
because: (1) It stands, where the theme should,
at the head of the discourse. r_'i It is the theme
\\hieh both Matthew and Luke li\ lor the dis-

course, and the only theme which is common to

both accounts of the Sermon.* (3) This theme
includes the section about the Law, Mt ~>

l

~''-'", with
the Jewish allusions contained in its logical de-

velopment in 5-1 '48 B 1 ' 18
,
as one of several elements

in the discourse, which therefore Luke or bis source
can omit without radically changing the thought
of t he Sermon. In this feature of the section lie-

ideal life of Jesus' conception is painted against
the background of the Pharisaic conception ; and
not with an apologetical or polemical purpose, but
as an eli'ective mode of positive instruction. When
I In- (

losptil story was shorn of this local colouring
to make it suitable for the Gentiles, the essential,
universal elements of the teaching were extracted
and used; compare LkG-7 '36 with Mt.5'-'

1 ""1

. (4) This
theme is appropriate to the occasion described by
Luke. There is abundant probability that Jesus,
at some middle point in the Galihean ministry,
after careful preparation of the people, and to a

general company of His followers, would undoi-
take to set forth somewhat specifically and com-

prehensively the kind of men and women for whom
the kingdom of God called ; what it meant in actual
life to become a member of that kingdom ; the
kind of righteousness which God rei|iiired as con-
trasted with the current scribal teaching. This
would he a definite theme for a great discourse.

It would logically involve a characterization of

ideal character and conduct; a comparison of this

ideal with the ideal commonly held among them ;

some illustrations of how this ideal character and
conduct would manifest themselves in one's atti-

tude towards! lod. self, and fellow -men ; and, lastly,
eaine-i injunctions to the actual attainment of

this ideal. This is what we have in the Sermon
on the Mount. And there is in the

public mini-try
of Jesus no occasion so suitable for just such a dis-

course as that of the appointment of the apostles,
with which event Luke associates the Sermon.

Certain scholars hold that this general theme
of the ideal life, or the true righteousness, unifies

the whole contents of Mt /i-7 so that <

:

r<:/-ii r, ,

linds ,-i place in its development. On this view the
Sermon contains no extraneous material, is in no
degree a compilation, but, on the contrary, came
from Jesus exactly in its present contents and
arrangement. t It doe- not need to be said that
we should all like (o think of the Sermon in this

way, if it were possible. ]>ut in the judgment of

Luke's form of the 11. :ilii nil- - <I..,s- net -hn\v f his ;e; elcnrlv
:ls M.l! I h.-\\ s, 1,111 lllr slll'-l ,|l|, III MI:illT;ul nl' l.llkc'sil

It LVCC I'.'ili: ! hut t In- "rJL:in:il iiii)>rt "f them was the -.inn-

da "t lho*c of the First <M>-}>el. on other grounds also 11

1

1 1]
it :n- I hat the t.nkan int iT]>rH ;tt ion ef tin- Heal i tin 1.-. i

pla
, .|

upon them prohahly not hy I ic I/. MIL-' list but by hie source) is
- 1\ mlsooni * i\i-ii.

i So siicr. Morison, Kcil, Kubel, Stcinmeyer, H. Wdss,
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the great majority of NT scholars * two facts are
decisive against this hypothesis. (1) Particular
verses in the two accounts have no logical con-
nexion with the theme of the discourse and its

development, e.g. M t 5-5 - 26 - 31 - 3- 67' 15
76-11-22.2^ j^

g-j4-^e.
3sa. 39. 40. 4g

f \^ does not meet the point to

reply that, since the Gospel reports contain only
excerpts from the Sermon, abrupt transitions are
to be expected. That is true, as we may see at
Mt 5 1 -- 16

;

48 618 - 34
,
Lk G-6 - 31 - 4

-. But in these cases
it is possible to discover a thought relation in the

contiguous sections, although the sections are not

smoothly joined to one another. In the former class

of passages, however, it is difficult to see any logical
relation to the theme and discourse as a whole.
If now it be said that thought connexion need not
exist throughout the contents, this is to attribute
to Jesus a mosaic of sayings instead of a discourse,
which seems very unlikely. (2) The second fact to

lie mentioned is still more certain. Most of the
material in Matthew which appears to be extrane-
ous to the discourse has parallels in Luke's Gospel
iiittsidc of his Sermon (see table of parallel passages
above). Now, if Matthew has right places tor

these verses, Luke has wrong ones. But can it

l)e considered probable that the Sermon should
have been preserved so complete as Matthew's
account in one line of transmission, and should
have become so disintegrated as Luke's account
in another ? Would not Luke, who had ' traced

the course of all things accurately from the lirst
'

(Lk I
3
), have discovered and obtained for his book

this far superior account of the Sermon ? Again,
the original historical setting of some of these ex-

traneous passages in Mt 5-7 is fixed by Luke as

not in the Sermon but elsewhere. The Lord's

Prayer is shown by Lk II 1 ' 4 to have been given
by Jesus on another occasion in response to a

specific request from His disciples. The true place
of the divorce teaching (Mt 5 :ii- 32

) is established by
Matthew's own Gospel, in Mt 103 - B = Mk lO2

'1
",

where it is germane to the occasion, while in the
Sermon it interrupts the movement of the dis-

course. t Similarly, the parable of the blind guid-

ing the blind, Lk G39 , belongs more likely to the

position assigned it in Mt 15 14
.

There are, then, some passages in Mt 5-7 and Lk
gco-49 which did not historically form a part of the
Sermon on the Mount, but which by a process of

compilation (either in transmission or as the work
of tlie Evangelists) have become associated with
it. But one cannot be sure just how much ex-

traneous matter is present in these reports, and the

question is more difficult in Matthew than in Luke.
There is much difference of opinion as to the
amount of compilation, even among those who
are best qualified to judge. It may be best to in

dicate three grades of the material : that which

probably belonged to the original discourse, that

about which there is uncertainty (accompanied by
an interrogation-point in the table), and that which
must be considered foreign addition (marked by
enclosing brackets). The table that follows is in-

tended to show the general opinion of scholars

rather than any individual opinion.

3. 4. 6. 11. 12 ==Lk 6-
l 55. 7. 8. 9. 10

S 17'2

Mt[5-
5--'6

]

^-7.
28

9 529. 30

[59I.3TJ

533-40 J^ g27-30.
32-ra

Mt

*
Calvin, Baur, Strauss. Meander, Tholuck, Wieseler, Kuinol,

lileek, Keim, Weizsacker, Godet, Meyer, Bruce, H. Holtzmann,
Nosgen, Achelis, Wendt, B. Weiss, Ibbeken, VVernle, Julicher,
Heinrici, Sanday, Bartlet, Bacon, and many others.

t The parallel passage in Luke is at 1(>13 , but this verse and
the preceding one are both unattached in this position, which
indicates that they are dislocated ; Ki 1

"

belongs to the original

fc-ermon, but this determines nothing for 16ly , which stands in

no logical relation to it.
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39.

40]
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1 43 -
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In a problem so important as this of the theme
and content of the Sermon on the Mount, attention

must be given to the opinions of many scholars.

A brief conspectus of these opinions follows,

arranged in two groups : those who hold that the

discourse of Mt 5-7 is a perfect and original whole,
and those who regard as extraneous a smaller or

larger portion of these chapters.

Morison thinks Mt 5-7 a complete unit, given by Jesus to ' the

constantly increasing multitude of such as took Him to he the

long promised Messiah, and who wished to be instructed by Him
as to what they should do in connection with the inauguration
and establishment of His kingdom' (Comm. on Matthew, pew
ed. 1884, p. 57). Broadus maintains that the discourse was given
exactly as in the First Gospel, and that in it Jesus 'sets forth

the characteristics of those who are to be subjects of this reign

(of heaven] and share the privileges connected with it, and urges

upon them various duties. In particular He clearly exhibits the

relation of His teachings to the moral law, in order to correct

any notion that He proposed to set the law aside, or to relax its

rigour, when, on the contrary, He came to inculcate not merely
an external, but a deeply spiritual morality

'

(Comm. on Matthew,
1886, pp. 83, 84). Steinmeyer assumes that the Sermon as it

appears in Matthew 'came from Jesus in this order and in these

words . . . Righteousness is the glittering thiead which clearly
runs through the whole discourse from the beginning to the
end ; this is the idea which constitutes its unity

'

(Dit Rede des

Uerrn auf dtin. Berge, 1885, pp. 10, 20). He makes a threefold

division of the contents : the longing for righteousness, ch. 5 ;

the striving for righteousness, ch. 6
;
the attainment of righteous-

ness, ch. 7.* Hugo Weiss also defends the integrity of Matthew's

discourse, and considers it as ' a necessary strand in the de-

velopment of the Messianic movement. ... [It contains] a

characterization of the Messianic kingdom and of the duties

of its members against a background of Jewish and Gentile

conceptions of the world, teaching and practice' (/ViV Bcrgpre-
digt Chrixti, 1892, pp. 2, 3). Nbsgen theoretically admits the

possibility of the presence of some extraneous verses in Mt 5-7,

but he does not as a matter of fact discover any. He thinks

that in the discourse Jesus, as the fulflller of the Law and the

Prophets, aims to set forth the moral conditions of obtaining

membership in the Messianic kingdom which is at hand (Das

Keangeliuin nach Katthniu*, 1897, p. 54). Plummer holds that
Luke's Sermon is a different one from Matthew's, though Luke
has dropped out of his account the long section Mt 517-G18 as

inapplicable to his readers. And as to the theme, 'the main

point in Matthew is the contrast between the legal righteousness
and the true righteousness ; t in Luke the main point is that

true righteousness is love' (Comm. on Luke, 18%, p. 183).

Grawert is the latest defender of the complete unity of Mt 5-7

(Die Bergpredigt nach Matthuus, 191)0). The proof of this in-

tegritv is developed on a new line : the Beatitudes as given by
Matthew constitute the key to the whole discourse, each Beati-

tude corresponding to a particular section of these chapters and

forming its epitome. He thinks that for this reason the Beati-

tudes must have stood originally at the close of the Sermon
instead of at the beginning, so that Mt 513-M was the proper

prologue to the Sermon (pp. 5-8). The eight Beatitudes as they
now stand in Matthew are in inverse order as compared with
the material of the discourse, thus: 6"> = 5ii-i, 59 = 5" -0, 58 =

52737, 57= 538-48, 56 = 61.34, 55= 71. 2, 54=73-5(6), 53 = 77-11 (p. 66).

The purpose of the Sermon was 'the consolidation of the

disciple-group. By this we mean the inner and outer separation
ot t IK disciples from their former Jewish past, and the establish-

ment of their new position on the basis of their relation to the

Lord, and in their actual outer connexion with Him as His
followers and future messengers of the Kingdom of Heaven'

(p. 18). But the discourse has a double character, for it also
' indicates the point at which Jesus steps forth from His former
reserve with respect to the ever-increasing hostility of the

Pharisees and scribes, and engages in open war against them'

(p. 18). It was this that made the picking out and the union of

the disciples a necessity. The occasion of the Sermon, as of the

appointment of the Twelve with which it was immediately con-

nected, was the daily increasing labours of the Pharisees against

*
Steinmeyer's analysis is entirely formal it does not char-

acterize the material. The whole treatment is shallow , uncritical,

and disappointing.
t From Plummer's view of Luke's discourse it seems fair to

conclude that he would hold M:itthc\vs discourse to be practi-

cally original as it stands. If so, this statement of the theme of

Mt 5-7 is unsatisfactory, since the Jewish contrast appears only
in 517-18 el* 18-ia

71-5, less than one-half of the whole Sermon.

But this conception of the Sermon is also shown to be inadequate

by the fact that it lacks the breadth, jirrnt, and positiveness

which the circumstances of the Sermon on the Mount required.
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Mie spr.ch is a work of compilation in to'o by tin- Kvanu- hsl,
who -, .urn \\.is to furnish an order of life- l.-r tin neu < hur- h

(p. '.I'.M. Tllf theme of the entire discourse Is 111 111- opinion
to he found in Mt M" '-*"

(p. 10H). -\Veixsacker (Aj*>(. /"'"It" .

1 -'in also regards the Sermon as a collection by the i:\ an^i list

;

i

. es adapted to the instruction ol the prinntu . < 'tmn h

Ip ;t7s I. ). Heinrici ( /'/ /.' i 'ijn'-digt, vol. i. 11KJO) similarly
views Matthew's discourse as a free composition from seal rm d
aut hen tic saying i pp. I 1

', ''<'>) AH to the theme of the S nin-u,
'(be whole iijipt-ars its the Magna Oharta of true diseipli ship
to .U-MIS' (p. l:o. Ibbrki-n (/tie Bergprtdiot Je*H", 1890)
offers a striking Me\v \slnch calls for careful consid.

According to him, the First (Jospel Was designed throughout to
show a close parallelism between the events of Israel s history
and the events of Jesus' life, as may he seen in tin- Kvangrlisl's
treatment ot the luian. \ Narrative (che, 1. 2), the itaptism
n h 8), and the Temptation (eh. 4). Then when the author
comes to the Sermon (chs, j 7) hi- provides for Jesus a multi-
tude e \plicith dexi-rilied (t'-'t as representative of all the
Ik-brew territory, drawing significantly the parallelism between
the giving of the Lav; on Sinai and the second giving of the Law
h\ .Irsiis M|I

'

1 he III. nil It of Heal 11 lldCH
'

(ef. Mt 5 1 7'^ With Ex
lit-' 'J4y ];l

). The contents and arrangement of the Sermon also

correspond, Ibbeken thinks, with the Sinai law-giving. There
are four chief sections of t be Mat t ha an account : &*** concern -

IHL; rthnal perfection (the Heat itildes corresponding to the Ten
Commandments). 1-1S concerning piety, (i'**-^* concerning the
highest good, 7 1 -1 - concerning the judging of iiiembers of the
Kingdom of Heaven ; then follows an epilogue 713 --"7 containing

IT IK '

warnings and admonitions to faithful obedience to this

new law (pp. 1-11). He declines to decide whether this paral-
lelism between the old and the new law-giving was drawn by
Jesus Himself or only hy the Evangelist :

' however many may
be the grounds for thinking that the speech was first put
together out of the Matthiean Aramaic Lojia by the author of
Ihr IMPS! (iospd, the JMHtxibHitlt ]'r|n.ill|. Hi.il J. US Mllie.rll

gave the discourse in this form and on this occasion. ... It

seems to me to be unnecessary for the understanding of the
Sermon to determine whether Jesus Himself actually gave it

in this form, at this time and place, or whether the material of

it was first gathered together by Matthew out of scattered

single sayings and arranged in this way
'

(pp. 5, G).*

But granting, as seems necessary, that the
Sermon on the Mount, as it comes down to us
in twofold form, is in sumc degree a

compilation-,
though with the nucleus of a historical discourse,
it is yet possible to reoognizd that the material as

it stands in Matthew and Luke has a kind of

unity, hy the consonance of all Jesus' religious-
ethical teaching, and by the intelligent grouping
of the additional matter within the framework of

the actual address. And considering that in those

se< 1 1""- "f the discourse which are original we have
mere excerpts from the whole, only a small part of

all that Je9U& said in that epoch-making discourse,
we can still feel confident that in these verses the

theme of the Sermon is before us, and many of the,

essential ideas a sufficient number to show the

main development of the theme by Jesus. If an
*
Logically, however, Ibbeken is driven to a belief in the

entire compilation ot the Matthsian discourse, and he seems to

acknowledge this on p. 5. It is impossible to agree with him
tluit il makes no difference for the interpretation of the Sermon
whether the parallelism is from Jesus or from the Evangelist.
But his observation is a true one, often noted (see II. Iloltz-

mann, op. cit. p. 09 ; Godet, op, cit. p. 131), that the First

Kviingelist delights in arranging parallels between the events of

M.hre\\ history and the events of Jesus' life. In this interest

and occupation he probably represented a large school of primi-
tive Jewish Christians. It is quite likely that he and they
t.-uiid ileep significance in comparing the law-giving 1^ ">l < -

uithih.it h\ Christ. There is clearly an important truth in the

pai .illeli^iu ;
Jesus name to create a second great ep. h :i- M. s

h:td . rented a first, and He gave to men a GoH|>el \\lneh super-
seded tbe letfal system (see Bacon, .Srrmon on th* M,-itnf. pp.
~i

. 26, '.'.i Hut the ;irl illrial find dramatic: deviee-- for indi-

t In p..T,oMehsm, which Ibbeken sui'p< ^ -. in h.udU T.I

|
he attributed to ' and it is even doubtful "hither the
K\ .miM-liM intended them to be implied in hi*- imi.ii i\e. The
. in Hin-.uinres and dcHeriptinn of the giving uf the Sermon are

fairly simple and have verisimilitude.
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aniilifxis of the Sermon on the Mount is, properly
speaking, excluded by the facts just mentioned,
we can at least construct an outline of the dis-

course as given to us by the Evangelists.*

THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT
AS RECORDED BY MATTHEW AND Ll'KK.

Theme : The Ideal Life : t Its Characteristics, Mission, and
Outworkings, and the Duty of attaining it.

A. The Ideal Life described, Mt 51-16, Lk 6 2fi.

(a) its characteristics, Mt 51-12, Lk e30-.
(It) its mission, Mt 5'3-l6.

B. Its Relation to the Earlier Hebrew Ideal, Mt 51" 2".

C. The Outworkings of the Ideal Life. Mt 5-1-712, Lk fl=7-43.

(a) in deeds and motives. Mt S-i-**. Lk b'-"7-30. 32.36.

(b) in real religious worship, Mt 61-is.

(<) in trust and self-devotion, Mt 619-34.

(d) in treatment of others, Mt 71 12. Lk 031 3742

D. The Duty of living the Ideal Life, Mt 71*-'', Lk <i .

4. THE CHIEF PROBLEMS OF INTERPRETATION.
It is an interesting evidence of the relativity of

language, and of the large subjective element in

all interpretation, that Jesus' words in the .Sermon
have been variously understood in the Christian
centuries. Men have found in them what they
were prepared to find, by reason of their political
ideas, their social environment, their philosophical
theories, their theological beliefs, their moral

character, and their spiritual aspirations. Nor
can we hope to escape similar contemporary influ-

ences when we attempt an interpretation. But in

three important respects the expositor of to-day
is in a more favourable position than his pre-
decessors for getting at the true interpretation
of Jesus' teaching: (1) the prolonged, able, and

thorough historical investigation of the four

Gospels during the 19th cent, has given us a
new knowledge and wisdom in determining the

origin and the first meaning of Jesus' words ;

(2) the present high development of the science
of ethics both individual and social ethics has
enabled us as never before to understand and to

appreciate Jesus' teaching in the Sermon ; (3) the
modern change of emphasis from a Christianity of

right belief to a Christianity of right character
and right social service has brought us nearer to

Christ, and has made us both able and willing to

learn from Him.
Space here permits only a brief, general treat-

ment of the interpretation of the material con-
tained in Mt 5-7, Lk G 2"-48

.

a. The Beatitudes. Mt 5- I2 = Lk G20- 28
!
24-2

". In
a discourse whose one purpose was to describe and
to enjoin the true righteousness, it was altogether
appropriate that the Divine ideal for men should
be characterized at the outset. Jesus presented
this ideal in a most significant way ; not in a re-

enactment of the Ten Commandments of Moses
which His people for centuries had regarded as

embodying the will of God for man
;
nor in a new

table of commandments to take the place of the
old : but in a series of sayings which pronounce
the highest blessings upon those who aspire to the
best kind of life.

' Blessed are the poor in spirit,
* The entire material of Mt 5-7 and Lk 620-19 is included in

this outline, since the passages regarded by the present writer
as extraneous would not. if removed, essentiallv alter what is

here given. That Mt 5-<>. 26. si. M 07-15 76-11. 22.
23, Lk 621-26. 33... 39.

40. 45 can be best explained as belonging originally to other con-
nexions seems quite clear; but Mt 513 '6. 29. ju gl9-34 712-0), Lk
t;

.1 4 : 4i are here left uncertain.
t Or, The True Righteousness. The former phrase is given

the preference here because '

righteousness
'

(Sixaicirlw;) is a
technical term of theology, and is seldom used outside of
the vocabulary of religion. In Jesus' day also it was a technical
Jewish term. While it occurs five times in Matthew's account
of the Sermon (5- >''*> 61 33), it is wholly absent from Luke's
account. Nor does it appear in Luke's Gospel except at I 75 ,

nor in John except at lli3 1
; and in Mark not at all. This

indicates that the term was largely displaced among Gentile
Christians by the non- technical terms 'love' (ofyzrrv) and
'

mercy
'

(flcos). St. Paul's constant use of the term (Qixtttoff'Jvv)

continued its theological designation.

the mourners, the meek, those who hunger and
thirst after righteousness, the merciful, the pure
in heart, the peacemakers, those who are persecuted
for righteousness' sake.'

This beatitude type of utterance was not new
upon Jesus' lips, for it appears abundantly in the
UT.* But Jesus made the Beatitude His own (as
He made the Parable His own), and constantly
used it as a mode of expression which carried the
idea of love rather than of exaction, the idea of

persuasion rather than of force, the idea of God'a

blessing and assistance to His children whom He
tenderly leads and exalts. t When in the 5th cent.

B.C. the legal element in the Hebrew Scriptures
had become the chief interest of the nation, there
followed logically the dominance of the legal idea

of God, according to which He was an austere

lawgiver and judge, demanding under severe

penalties an exact obedience to His statutes, re-

garding men as slaves to be driven to their tasks
or to be punished if they failed. The higher con-

ception of God which is expressed in the Psalms
and the Prophetical Writings was for centuries

sadly obscured by this supremacy of legalism. It

fell to Jesus, as one part of His mission, to restore

the former better idea of God as a loving Father
who cares for, comforts, guides, and blesses His
children,t
When, therefore, Jesus sets at the beginning of

the Sermon these Beatitudes, He does so with the

profound intention of revealing at once the spirit
and the substance of the Gospel. Man is not made
subservient to an external law forced upon him
from without, but is made responsive to a creative

light and power within. The criterion by which
God judges him is not primarily a standard of

external performance, but a standard of internal

purpose and aspiration, of which external per-
formance is in due time a necessary outworking.
This fact is seen in the Beatitudes, whose descrip-
tion of the ideal of human life pertains to the

fundamental nature of a person and concerns all

men equally. Jesus furnishes here a universal

ideal and a universal criterion. Not only did He
describe the ideal in words ; He also illustrated

it in His own life. According to Jesus' teaching

* See particularly Ps 411 651 845-7 8915 1191. 2 1231. ">, Pr 832- 34,

N :;nl-' ::_-" r,i;2, Dn'l212 ;
also 1 S 2G25, 1 K 8, Ps 286 (5319 7318. 19

ll^-"1

'. Jer 177. The idea ' Blessed' is expressed in the Hebrew
OT (see also Sir 141- 2. 20 358- 9 26' 2819 48" 50'^) by two different

words, '"v^N and "'"13. The former is a noun in construct case

from the root *l^N meaning 'to go straight, to advance, to

prosper.' "C'X is in OT usage nearly confined to the Psalms,
where it appears nineteen times (elsewhere seven times). It is

always rendered in the LXX by fiMz&pio;, which in classical

meaning was quite akin to this Hebrew word (see Heinrici, /W<;-

predict, i. 27). ^n?, Qal pass. ptcp. of 7]!:: meaning 'to bless'

occurs fifteen times in the Psalms, and frequently (twenty-two
times) elsewhere. It is always rendered in the LXX by tixayv.To;

or siAcjTtAivoj, never by ft&xtfpio;. In the Psalms without ex-

ception, and predominantly elsewhere, it is used with reference

to God as the object of the blessing, 'Blessed be the Lord God
of Israel.' The NT uses both UJX.XMPIO; and uKoyr,To; (-f*.i*o;\ and
after the prevailing practice of the LXX, for fj^-Mtpta; is used of

men and ivt.t.y-no; (-jtt'vor) of God as recipient. '~*y'N denotes

a status of true well-being, due to right thoughts and right con-

duct, the harmony of a man with his God. -rip when referring

to men as recipients denotes some special blessing bestowed by
God and coming upon one from without. It is a fair inference

from these data that Jesus used "i?X rather than TpT*, and the

Greek translators of His words did well to follow the LXX in

rendering this by fiastApit;. The point is of some importance
for determining the exact meaning of Jesus when He uses thi

term in His Beatitudes. In the '

Blessings and Cursings
'

of Dt

27. 28 the terms are 717. and "mx, rendered in the LXX by

t'JXo-yv.f^ivo; and itt&x. PKTK. The Greek word for
' Woe '

in the

Woe passages of the Gospels is ova*'.

t 'Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth
them that fear him,' Ps 10313. gee also Dt 85 326, is ia 0316,

Mai 16 210.

; Cf. especially Wendt. Lehre Jesu, ii. 139-160 (Eng. tr. i.

184-209) ; G. B. Stevens, EiM. Thfol. o.f the XT, pp. 6.V75.

Gore, Sermon an the Mount, pp. 15, 16: 'The character

which we here find described [in the Beatitudes] is beyond all
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achievement.*

Whether all the Beatitudes which now appear in Mt 53-12

ori'_'inallv stood at tin- be^i lining of t he Sermon cannot be

affirmed with certainty. The fact that the parallel section in

presents hut tour Beatitudes, Suggests thai the tour

additional Beatitudes in Matthew (the meek, inereiful, pure in

h' art, peacemakers) may not ha\ e belonged his[ oricalh to this'

connexion, but psihly were a part of t lie coin].. - -it e mat . n;d

uhich came later to he a-s, t at ed \v it h the historical mi'-lcns

ot the Sermon. t Kveii on this theory the*'- tour lleatitudes

would he authentic mteiaiice, ,,[ Jesus. And ^ince on many
occasions He u.sed the beatitude form of expression, the theory
is hv no mean-i impossible that the ei^ht I Seat it tides nf M a* * !> \\

are a compilation. Yet there are t,'od reasons for the contrary
o pi 1 1 :n, t li;it t lie\ constitute an original unil : (1) the absence

oi (our of the ei^hr Beatitudes from the Lukan account can be

explained as a part of the dra-tif treatment which Luke's*

material had received in course of t r-m-iu: - ion (
I he material-

istic import which has been forced upon the four Heat it udes in

;

gives evidence of such treatment. Since the other

four Beatitudes of Mt ;>'

~
'' will by no means admit of a

materialistic interpretation, H i* not improbable that for this

i

- ne . dropped out of the narrative in that line of trans-

mi --ion. IL' i The Third Cospel has not in any connexion
re.-orded these four Matth;e m heat it ud.-, ; neither does the

,s.',',,]id Compel have them. So that n.s the First Cospel has

t Ii. in onh in this connexion, no other setting is su^yested fur

Mi' in. i 1) Their truth is unite too searching and -uMim-- t..

uMow us to regard them as a later creation. They must ha\c

com'- from Jenus. And He must have tfiven them in some
HiirniiVant connexion, such as the Sermon. (4) These four
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JIT-' t wo re,,.. .11, wh\ our Lord's tea> hm- i- capable of universal
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which, in its j.nt!' iple-. can lie appreh* nded and embodied in

all circumstances; <-> because it a description in

ffOrdS, but a defl -nption >.-t side h> side with a li\in- example.'
llainack, /J.i - H'. ' '
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teachinff OOncerning persecution in his ai'i-mml a- I he clo-iiiu'

B '
i >f idea and form among the

; :. it it ,nli--, i- not to he r>-iuired.
The order in \\lu.-h tti-- .-i^'ht Beatitudes Ol Mt 5s-'- ct vnd in

relation to .uif another <loes n..t appear to be a closely \\ r-;i-ht

One, -U''h that urn other arraii-eiiieiit would have I,e,-n illo-i.-.tl.

They do not xeriu to present LIU a-'einhn^, eluna'-tic i-i.ler.I

N.I-. i ami 4 pertain to the- longing for Ood and righteousneBB,
N<>>. -J ami * pert Jim t < - pal lent e in hi ran re mid bpi ritual growth
under atHicti"ii ami perie.-ut ii.n, Nos. 3, 5, 6, 7 pertain t<> the

outworkiii^- in ehara-'tf r and ^.-r\ ice of the internal rii;htvouf.-

ness. The desire for righteousness, of course, precede-, the

achievement of ri^hte-mMi' --, ^ t hat Xos. 1 and 4 should pre-
r.-de N"s. :, U, 7 ; but logically the place ol Nos. - and :: seema
to be utter No. 4. This u.mspoMMon i- ma<hj in Luke's account,
where the two Beatitudes ot desire (C90- a1

*) precede the other
two (6'iib. J.-^i). if this order of the iVatiiM.h- b

M 'TiiM;ui'-e of ori[j:inalit> . it ina> be that Mattheu '> li'.itirnd. -

wi-re rearranged in tran-ini"i>'ii. H .varct-ly seems necessary,

The number of Beatitudes is counted as seven by Ewald,
Hil-enfeld, Kostlin, Lange, Meyer, Noegen, St. mmeyer, B.

\Vei". Thi' ar^tmu-nts tor lliis view arc that Mt ">'
''

' - d- - - not

realh i-o.ordinate with vv.^H to make' an eighth lieatitude,

that Matthew has an intentional parallel to his Heatitudi .-. in

ih'- -\eii \Voi-s of eh. 28, and that probability is in favnur of

thf sacred and frequent number seven being used instead oi

t-i^ht. I'.a- "ii (Serm&n on the Mount, p. 1^71 romit-- *r\en

r.e;ititudes b\ regard iii^ M t :'/' as a marginal ^loss interp"Liti d

from Ps it? 11 . Tli-' d u ;i udes are counted as eight by Adu-lis,

I'.le.-k, l-'fine, Halm, llfinrici, Ibbekeu (although he In. Id- lh.it

tin \ < -(respond closely to the Ten (_'oiiiinandnient- 1, Ke:l,

Keim, Kubel, Tholuck, II. Wei>s, Weizsiicker, and many others.

helii/s.'ti i_s.''^' I'n'ri-niK-fitfiiiffii, p. 76) enumerated tli-m .1-

ten, to iMi,,pl.tc their parallelism with the Ten Conimaiid-

tnenl . i-ut this view has found littie acceptance.
t Since v. lu and vv. 11 *- have a common theme and are actual

duplirati s, it may he that the one or the other pa-.sr.-- i-. not

original m this connexion. The l',eatitude> had oii-inally a

short fonn, and were probably of about equal length. (liven

one of thoe pas-a^e-, at this jMjint, the other might easily have
become topically associated with it. That this has hap|>ened is

further suggested by the fact that while %.'" is ^i\>-\\ in the
third personal fonn", like the other Beatitudes m M;it(hu,
w.11.12 are given in the second personal form, like the Beati-

tudes of Luke. Afhclis and B. Weiss, however, regard all t hin
verses as original, saying that at v. 11 Jesus turns to speak
directly to His disciples. Whether, on the former theor\ ,

\ .'"

would t-e the extraneous pasxi^'
1 orvv.' 1 - 1 -

1

!
o I . me, Hilgen-

feld, Weia-ucki-r, -I. W t-is), it is difflcuk to .1.. id.-. II. IL.ltz-

maun thinks all three verses foreign to the connexion. Hut the

unit,\ of ihf t-i-ht Beatitudes is not affected by the question of

duplicate material in these verses.

; MI.-I commentators endeavour to show a special meaning
and si-nili' ance in the Mattluran arrangement of the several

Heat it udes. 'ih"luck, />'- ryrtde*, p. .-'.t.iKng. tr.p. (I4f.): 'These

eight lit-atitudes are arranged in an ethical order. The first

four are of a negative character. They express the state of

spiritual dt-.-ire u hich ln-longs to the indispensable com I it it-ns ot

participation in the Kingdom of God. The next three following

bhej set forth what attributes of character are

required in tin- members of that Kingdom. The eighth dius
Jinw the \\nrld will treat the members of the Kingdom.' How-
ever, 'the pp._'i '--ion ;,ni"Tig the qualities pronounced blessed

is not to tie n-gurded as of such a nature that each -

- In, |, , Mi- t. -t
; or that, in advancing to another, the tonni i

are Iftt t.ehind,' A-'helis. /,'. r-tf>i'''i "_i< . pp. 73-75, clas-siti. - the

first four Heatitudes ;,> pertaining to the desire for Si

:id four ;LS pertaining to the possession Of It ; he furthei

sill* -la-Mii. - ttiein also. II. Weiss, Btrmvedigt t pp. '-'. n

(cards the first 1 the second four as .-.- I i,.
,

Jahrb. r. Protest, Thtol. 18S5, thinks the eight H. ..titud.s

i.Kike tour n..iH\ lilting pairs. M.liekeii, BfTffpndigt*, p. 19,

t

- the t-ffort tO find a close I. -i al order in t h- I

1

- i' i

tndis u (bev stand has been unsuccessful. II- inn i, /.
'

< r

f ,r,'l>tt. i. 28,'tllinkfl that if th.\ had I'eeii arranged logically,
a 'cording to their inner n la'ion, the i>rd. r \\ould h.i\e 1-. en

KOJ I I
.

'. :
. ~. '-'.

s
. It i* *' arcely iifi vsuir\ to >a\ that the

m their prv-ent arraiiL'fnn-nt tl" I : ui ii u- 1> s n,di. at..-

ihe >."Leral conse iitivL-gUgcs of nonnal Chrimiun growth is A

purely lanciful one.
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however, to suppose that Jesus insisted upon a particular suc-

cession of them.*
Of much more importance is the question whether Matthew

or Luke presents the more authentic form of the Beatitudes.
The difference between them is of two kinds : (1) Luke gives
the Beatitudes in the second person, in the form of direct

address ;
while Matthew has them in the third person, in the

apparently without preference for either. The OT Beatitudes
are in the third personal form. But since Matthew agrees with
Luke in giving the remainder of the discourse (from 5' 1 onwards)
in the second person, some scholars hold that the Beatitudes
themselves were originally of this forru.t On the other hand, a

change to the second person in the Lukan account might arise

from the materialistic interpretation which has been cast over
the Beatitudes and Woes in this Gospel. The change would
make the Beatitudes personal and specific to his hearers,
instead of general and universal as in Matthew. (2) The word-

ing of the same Beatitudes is in some respects strikingly dif-

ferent in the two accounts. Concerning the first Beatitude (as

suggested above, i. 4), it seems probable that Matthew's form of

it, while conveying more explicitly Jesus' meaning, has been

expanded in transmission by the addition of T im.'.uaTt, the

original Aramaic form of the utterance being shorter, as in

i .in. *

;
The fourth Beatitude (Luke's second) presents a some-

what similar case ; when Matthew says,
' Blessed are they that

hunger and thirst after righteousness,' it is possible or even

Erobable
that Jesus' words were shorter (as suggested by the

ukati form) by the implication rather than the expression of

the idea contained in T<C Sixetioo-bw.v, perhaps also of that con-

tained in the 3<4-;. These words, too, may have been added
to prevent a materialistic misinterpretation. Since the idea of

hungering spiritually was common in the OT, Jesus mav have
iisi-d the oi z-iiwvTi; alone with that meaning, the additions

being made later to remove all ambiguity. In the second

Beatitude (Luke's third) the v&SauvTt; of Matthew and the

xXetiovrt; of Luke are probably two varying Greek words em-

ployed to translate one Aramaic word ; the former is the better

in this context, since it carries a deeper, finer meaning. The
double occurrence of wv in Lk 6-1 is an obvious importation.
In regard to the eighth Beatitude (Luke's fourth), concerning

patient endurance and spiritual growth under persecution, one

notices that Luke has no parallel to the first of the two dupli-
cate forms in which lit 5 gives it; instead, Lk 6&-S*=)ft
511.12. A comparison of these passages shows general thought
agreement, but much difference in wording ; nor can there be

any doubt that the Lukan form of the Beatitude is secondary

(consider especially G22b. 23b).

The Gospel of Luke contains, in addition to its four Beati-

tudes and in immediate sequence upon them, four correspond-

ing Woes. With these Woes an increasing difficulty has been
felt ; many scholars have come to regard them either as so

modified in transmission that they no longer represent Jesus'

spirit, or as a free traditional expansion of the four Beatitudes,
anil therefore unauthcntic. Four chief objections are made to

them : (1) These Woes find no parallel in the Matthtcan account,
nor elsewhere in any of the Gospels. Jesus used the Woe type
of expression (cf. Mb II21 18" 2313-36, Lk 10"-15 H37-52) against
those who had long and deliberately refused Him and His

message ;
bub these four Woes of Lk 6s*-'26 are found only in

this passage. If Jesus gave them at this time, they have failed

to be preserved in the longer and better of the two reports of

the discourse which have come down to us. (2) These Woes
have a crass material import. Each of the four Woes gives the

converse of each of the four Beatitudes, in the same order, and
fixes upon them a materialistic sense. * Blessed are ye poor !

'

conversely,
* Woe unto you that are rich !

'

; therefore only
economic" poverty and wealth are meant, since spiritual riches

cannot be deprecated. 'Blessed are ye that hunger now!'

conversely, 'Woe unto you, ye that are full now!' ; therefore

the 'hungry' are those in physical need of food, for the

* The reversal of the order of the second and third Beati-

tudes of Matthew which is found in Codex D, 33, Syrw and a

few other early text witnesses, was adopted into the text by
Lachmann, Tisnhendorf, and Tregelles ; Achelis approves it,

and H. Holtzmann thinks it may be the true reading. It is

rejected, however, by Tholuck, Westcott and Hort, Nestle, and
B. Weiss. The transposition may have been due to the close OT
association of the two ideas of 'poor* and 'meek' (the LXX
renders the Hebrew D"UJJ. by both vru^o't Ps 6933 and <![.

Ps 37 ]
l) ; or it mav have been merely fortuitous.

\ Similarly Wendt, Lehre Jesu, i. 56 ; Bacon, Sermon oil th

Mount, p. 126.

JSo Kipper, Zcitschr. f. wiss. TheoL 1894; Kabiscb, SK,
1S9G; J. Weiss, Predigt Jesu- t p. 182f. ; Schmiedel, Enct/cl.

tiibl. vol. ii. col. 1855 ; Heinrici, Berrjpre&fyt, i. 29, who says :

' An effort to exclude all misinterpretation is seen in the phrases
of closer definition, T frvtvfMt<n (v.

3
), -rv.v ^t stoutfi/w,v (v.*), T%

xafiix, (v.
8
), and waiv I aa.ioffLw.s (v,^}. These additions mar the

parallelism. They cannot be explained except as expansions of

the original made in the process of translating Jesus' words into

Greek.' Similarly Baron, op. cit. p. 127 f. The preservation of

the precise meaning of the Beatitudes was of the first import-

ance, and to Greek-speaking Christians they would not have

been quite clear in their original brevity, for they would not

have understood the terms 'poor' and 'hungry' to have a

meaning primarily spiritual. The addition of these phrases
removed all ambiguity.

ipiritually
'

full' are not doomed to eternal spiritual privation.
Also the third and fourth Woes are harsh in their terms,
shallow and external in their conceptions. The exaltation of

material poverty and distress which thus appears in Luke's
Beatitudes and Woes can be seen also in other parts of his

Gospel (see the account of the rich young man, Lk 18 1H-M
; the

parable of the Rich Fool, Lk 1216-1. a;t
; the parable of Dives and

Lazarus, Lk Iti'^i, cf. 153).* The Evangelist probably is not

responsible for these views ; rather they had already impressed
themselves upon the material which constituted the sources for

his Gospel. They represent a strong sentiment in the first

century, which grew out of a false contempt for the earthly life

and an exaggeration of Jesus' teaching about riches. (3) These
Woes are out of character with Jesus. He never condemned
wealth as such ; what He condemned was that a man should

permit wealth to be his supreme purpose and his master. On
this subject Jesus taught much, and with profound insight into

the true relation of men with things ;
from Him we must learn

the real aim of living and the proper use of the material world

about us.t It is difficult,
if

not impossible, to bring the tone
and import of these Woes into accord with Jesus' spirit, con-

ceptions, and method. (4) These Woes are inappropriate to the

Sermon. This discourse was given to a large company of people
who had been attracted to Jesus by His words and His works ;

many of them were His professed followers, all of them were

well disposed towards Him. The occasion was not suitable for

violent language and condemnatory pronouncements. Jesus

used the Woe type of utterance for His final judgments against
those who rejected their Messiah ; but here He is in the midst

of His Galilsean ministry, the people hear Him gladly, and the

enmity of His opponents has not yet reached its final stage. In

view of these four considerations, the full authenticity of the

four Woes in Lk &^-'M must be counted an open historical

question. If they are not authentic as they stand, they may
represent in a modified form actual Woes spoken by Jesus in

another connexion during the closing months of His work. Or,
if they cannot be attributed to Jesus at all, they will be ex-

plained as free expansion in transmission, due to a desire to

intensify the teaching against earthly goods. The verses may
then have been constructed on the pattern of the '

Blessings
and Cursings' of the- Old Covenant (Dt 27. 28), or still more

likely on the pattern of the great Prophetic utterance (Is 5).

Such an expansion should not be charged to Luke himself, but

to the line of tradition from which he drew his material.!

The blessedness which Jesus in His Beatitudes

aflirms of men who attain to the character and per-

form the service therein described, belongs both to

the present and to the future. In one aspect it is

eschatological ; the endless future of such men is

assured as one of perfect happiness, glory, and com-
munion with God. Since Jewish hopes and ex-

pectations were largely eschatological, Jesus met
them on this ground. But the blessedness which

Jesus promised belonged also, and primarily, to the

present life; in His teaching Jesus constantly kept
the present life clearly and strongly to the front.

Jesus' Beatitudes, just as the Beatitudes of the

For this view see Campbell, Critical Studies in St. Luhe'i,

ml (1801). oh. 2 ; Rocire, Der irdische Desitz im XT (1897),

religious element.

t Mathews, Social Teaching of Jesus, ch. 6; Peabody, op. cit.

these were not part or me original discourse. Assuming wu*t

Matthew and Luke report the same discourse, Matthew may
have omitted them. But they may have been spoken on some

other occasion.' On the other hand, many reject them.

iiMisiy, wnen we raiieuiuci "-'"o i

ur Lord's teaching must have been repeated to catechumens.
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I' ah, is. h:ne lei (|o lirst of 111! Wltll present Well

being. The tiTin /iai,)iot appears in lliis c-un

nexion, us always,' to refer to tli:it condition of

lino i-M being uhicli results from committing
one's self wholly to I loil. with tin- pur| d h\ ing
uceoldino; lo Ills will; it connotes also tin- din I

piodiiceil by this stilt iis. namely, I In- peace mill |oy

arising from tin- consciousness of Coil's approval
mill blessing, mul tin- fceliim that onr's present
anil future w I'll being is assured. Tin 1

concept ion

of blessedness in Ml .Y'-'-'is mil esseiit ially ditlcrent

fiuiii that which the ill' MI its hi-t h.-iil already
pleselited. hut .leslls pertcclcd and exalted till' idea

of blessedness, setting it before Ilirn with IV new
attractiveness and power. That .losiis' IJeat it ndes
n- i-rlio tin- highest ideals mul ]iroini -es of ihe
I'salnis mul iif tin' I'ro|. hrts ha* been f|-i-i|iirntly
mul truly noted; Imth tin 1

conceptions
.U i,l (he

Idirases

Maud in tin- closest relation to the OT.
n tin- I'ic-atiliiih-s, as every where in His teaching,

.lesiis was build in" upon tin- foniiilat ion of the
Ili-lin-w religion, fnllilling it, i.e. perfcciing it mul
establishing it.

Tin 1 Beatitudes consist rarh of two phrases: the
onr expresses Ihr ciiinlil inn, I lie other the result ;

theonest&tes the character or service to be attained]
1 1 1 her t he blessedness ol at t aining i t . In neither

portion of the sayings are the phrases useil by
.lesns new ones

;
on the emit ran, they are taken

up by Him Irom the ( >T anil current dowish ter-

minologyi ami Inrneil to good account in His o\vn

teaching;, receiving from Him a larger, higher im-

port. Thus t he phrases the
|

r.' the '

mourners,
'

the meek,' the '

hungering ami thirsting,' the

merciful,' tin 1

'[Hire in heart.' the '

peacemakers,'
the '

persecuted, are staple conceptions ami terms
of the OT mul of the .Imlaism of .leans' day. Ami
the same tiling is true of those iileas ami phrases
which con-lilule the secoml ineinliers of the I lean

tinles, the '

Kingdom of Heaven,' the 'comfort of

the afflicted,' the '

entering into possession of the
earth,' tin- 'satisfaction of longing for rightcons-
ni -ss anil truth,' the '

seeing Coil,' anil the becom-

ing sons of (uid.'t .lesiis' use of (IT ami current

religious terminology served to form an essential

connexion between His hearers ami Himself; but
He iliil not use it as a mere matter of expedience,
a
pedagogical

dc\ ice to gain the attention and eon
lid i -Tin- of His hearers; rather He used it because He
found an essential unity between His own ideas and
those of the Ill-blew prophets. These phrases ill

their highest meaning WON rooted in fundamental

spiritual needs, rcalilies, and aspirations s\n-li as

Jesus came to satisty, to proclaim, and to fulfil.

The P.eat itmles present each a special idea, but
I hey an- not mutually exclusive. Ail organic unity
binds them all together, and they interlace with
one another. Like so many facets of a diamond,
i hey present tin- ideal life in eight different aspects,
they indicate the several eharacieri-l us which make
up the whole. The specilic meaning of each of the
I'lcatiludes must be caiel'ully determined, in order
thai we may apprehend correctly the ideal of ,]CMIS

for men which thev embody.
(

I )

'

P.lcssed are t he poor in spirit : for t heirs is t he

kingdom of heaven. 'J The phrase
'

t lie poor' (TTT-UXOI
: : ;.- and CV;K) was a cm lent one among the .lew -.

Sri- Idr ilis, -n^ion .,( the ti-rni in the footnote* on p. 14 h .

I Tin >lurk. /;,,-../. -. p 59 (Eng.tr p. Ik)): 'Then- i-nn In- no
ifont.l ami tin- shou I

Uj not.. I lli.it, all the ideas
whi.-h nil'l-t IIS hi-ri- ill tin- S.-riii"ii -n th> Mn'nil, tin.-.- -! Mn-

Kingdom of God, the righteousnen ol that Kinu'il.'in. Hi, pool m
spni', tin- pure ill In-art, S.-,-JHL' I;-H!, etc., urn- '"> m-w i'li-,i^.

1.111 U--11 kll.>\Mi ..Itrv, .,f \\liirll I 'hr is! Mill \ rCVI :il- '1 111-' 't- '-p.
vt

mi-aiiin^.' Til-- puawea "I tin- 'i'l' in \\ln.-li tin K i'li-i- :in-

foil nil will I'l- IT:- In ;i- 1 1 1 In li i\v.

; Ml T)
' u.ecx* o<ot oi TTV^CI 7tj -rvtCuMTi. ori OL

:.T-*V itrriv *: 2*fl'
ll.ct T*> ripavvv ; l.k II'-

1" KI* ,,o. ei TTCV^O , OTI {.ulT'pix iffr,* r,

0tttri>t,tt Ttu Viov. The (iosj'el of Muttliru iisuill\. Iliniiuh not

alwa.VB, i-m rliivs the [ihnisc r. /3nAj- T> AfxtSt, while ull the

EXTRA VOL. 2

arising in tln-iiT period and bearing a somewhat
techiiieal meaning [see ait. I'mii; in vol. iv.). It

designated that class, eenerall\' in humble ciii HIM

Stances, who li\i-.l the In-jln-r life, tixing their

thought upon (lod and seeking His --pinlual bless-

ings, instead of living in a \\ m Idly w ay, to accnmu-
lale property and to attain social distinction and
political power ; they wcle ill tile world, Illlt Hot III"

it ; the} were the faithful and righteous ones whom
God could approve and bless.' It seems probable,
since .Icslls in the 111 -at itmles lias taken lip many
current Jewish phrases to put upon them His
own interpretation, that lie Inn- u-.ed t he pln.-e ir

'the poor in the sense of, and with regard lo, the
current conception of it. In thai ease I lie wonli
'in spirit,' which in Matthew are associated \y^th
the phrase, lint iiiit ill Luke, may be an expl
of I he in -i^ ina I utterance made in the (ireek for the

purpose ol pi ot ect HIM .1 evils' \\ 01 ds from a mal ci I:L!

misinterpretation.t The ry irvfeuart would, then,
although a later addition, preserve the original
meaning of Jesus ; as it stands, it limits oi TTTUXO!
(not fja.ka.ptoi) as a phrase of closer definition,) like

'the pure in heart
'

of Mt .V and the 'lowly in

heart' of Mt 11--'; ef. also M k S'-. 1C,, 7". It
lixes the sphere in which the poverty is predicated.
Jesus means, not that spiritual poverty is in itself

a good thing, hut that the man who has a deep
-eii-e of his spiritual deficiency

and dependence
upon God will turn to Him, ami will then receive
the -pinlual blessings which he needs. Theie
fore the phrase 'the

]
r in spirit' designates an

mi-Mil i rather than an external condition, a moral
and spiritual rather than an economic status.

other Gospels and the other books of the NT UBC * amA/ rtu
t'tev. liiil .It ~ is ii.-,- I,, >i li jiliKi^i > in thi-ir Aramaic equivalents ?

If BO, dill tin- two |ihr.ist-> inraii ilitTcri-nt thint.,'*? Or was only
tine of OIL- I'hra^i s u>t-t| liy .It-Mis Id.- itUirr t"-in^ of a ilitTertnt

iiri^in? If M', uhicli \\;is .liens' ]ilirusi-
v These questions have

lieen variously answered. The majority of scholars, however,
are of the it|>iniMH i h;ii the I\vo ]ihr;m-s an- iiti-nticalin meaning,
that Jesus u:is a- '<-IIM ' iim-ii lo IIM- Imlliitf them, anil that His
more frequent, lenn was 'the Kin^rilum of (jixl.' (Sir ,

p.
o. H'ill/-in:inn, Li'f.i-ii ./,,si/. jip. rj^-l-ji;). Tin- other phnisi',
'the Kin^it'iui ot H<,IM-II,' i* In In- i-\|il:iined ay arising out of
the fallai-ious ri-\i-ri-in-i- (nr tlie nuim- nl Cml which char-
ai't'-rixL-d the Jewish people anil leil them to use circum-
locutions instead of speaking the name itM-li. .lr<us, !: A, i r,

iliil nut share this r,ii|n ratitlOUfl n _:ml for I lie naim- nl i .nil
,

( ,n

the contrary, he spoke nf o'ntl eonsliuitly. The I-'irst (;ospil
adopted the phrase, 'the Kingdom of Hea\en,' \\hieh prn| t:1 l,:y

w:us in general nsi- aim nm Jewish ( 'hrislians. in order t" tn- limn-

aei-eplalili- In III.- .Irui^h ie.l<t-rs for \vlmni it wii.s inlrin!, .1.

On the other hand, in the Si-eoiid ami Thinl <;iMpels, and
elsewhere, the phrase

' the Kingdom of (Joil
'

oi-enrs, sin e thu
univir^al MM- of terms \\ as more a--i-i-ptahle to the ^reat, ln-ily
of (Jenlile Chri^tiatis l.ir whom and amonjr whom most of our
NT hooks were wi-illi -n.

S.. P| :H- 11 HI- " I'.
1

I-:-'' InlT ,;-.,---i 7 -.' 4.1113 82*4 86] 109^
113', Is OP ,,. f . |.|, |IS) (joa See \chelin, /;.-.-.;/.i-i-./i.i(, p. 7 f.

;

Kalns, h, >'A'. l-'.n;; KIoppiT, Xi-ilxi-li,: i I! '. ts-n ;

\\'ellliausrti. /.-'"' '''i'i. /' i' .! >i, :,,.!:, (,,'*,-h<clit'-'J, IS',17, ch. 15
;

KahUs. ). >n/, I
;;

ni it, i< I'Mliiini. isnj; .1. Weiss, 1'mliijt
Ji'nii I'nni /,''ir/, ( ','n^,.s-', l-.iin, pp. ls3-18.r); Driver, art. POOR
in \ ol. iv., who ar-fues for Hahlfs

1

ilistini-tinn between '^ (poor,

needy) and lj^' (hinnhle towards Onil).

I H is oh\ ions lint when Jesus' words eame into the hands
of tin- li-iitil'--. who were not familiar with the histon .

lit- i i

tore, ideas, and religious i'-rtiiitmin^\ ot tin- .i t -\\s. He M i

liiinji-r nf His woi,l> hrin- niisumliTstooil. The first.

Heat itinlr. Inr in^l:ui' i-, u ^ likely In lit- inNim erpreli-i I

the term 'pnor' w.i> ns-il li> Ihe ,:.nlil, s only in a material
srhs,-, llnl with ail I'lllil-n reliL'iollS l-nllt.-llt. It \\.ls tllirrlnre

ii.-i-i^-:it\ to ailil tie- \\nnl- 'in spirit,' in -n'l-'i thai

iiit.iitiii- mi^'Iit not In- iiii-,unili t -' i
i nl \|.il,-ni l]ii-_liso ii-;i^e

.-{ Mi.- I. Mil '

poor
'

is aNn , -.I
tin i. i-.ti u. also n. ..1 ihr words 'in spirit' to guard against

misinterpretation,
IS.. II II i| m ,nn, ll,lii-l.i-n, K;il.i- -h. Klnp|i,-r. Thohn-k, H.

\\ n - The TH aaeri does not pcfei to the M..I , Spirit,
t iiii.',l l'\ \, I'- I

.'
i

i 1 ti,i! tin pliri*.. I h.-

I
in spirit' ilo'N n.ii an 'Hi

|
r throui:li the Holy

.Spirit,' nor 'th<- poor 1.'. tti<- II"K .'piiit.' n.ir 'the poor in
I!., i

i
i n ..I Ih. l!.,l\ Spirit.' Rather, the TH^/^CTI refers

to th<- 'pit it u:il icit are "t 1 1"
'

s.. tii. ',i-^i .,f the ancient commentators, Origen, <

torn, Augustine, Theophylact, im.l Dearl) ..II n....!-m
Thnhu-k, /.'

-

'
I r 631 iKtiL.'. Ir. p. 7of.) : 'a eon-. i..i,snr--s

of poM-rty in tin- :!. s-n.-, of salvation. . . . The idea ol
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This is in accordance with the tone of the whole
group of Beatitudes, for they present an ideal of
character and service in its essential elements ;

while external conditions, the possession or lack of

property, are not essential. The Beatitudes and
Woes, as given by Luke, speak only of material
want and misery ;

* but that is a perversion of

physical poverty is here carried over into the sphere of poverty
of spirit, . . . those poor are pronounced blessed who are sensible
of their spiritual poverty.' Kabisch, SK, 1896, says that the TU
-wt'jfjut.Ti is added '

in order to remove the poverty into the realm
of the religious sense.' Klnpper, Zritschr. /. wigs, Thfol. 1S94,
holds that there is no reference in the Beatitude of Matthew to
the poor in social position ; rather they are the poor in spiritual
things, those who in opposition to the wise and understanding
(Mb 11-') are characterized as 'babes' or 'little children'(Mt
13^); dissatisfied with the traditional wisdom of the scribes,
they long for direct Divine instruction. J. Weiss, Predigt
Jesil vfim Rfif.hc Gotten 2, 1!>QO, pp. 130-132: 'They are called"
poor "... not because they have no money, but because, as the

I'^NH ay, they have no religious, and therefore no social, stand-

ing. They do not belong to the righteous, pious class, but are
shunned by them like the lepers. . . . They could not and
would not conform to the conventional standard of piety. But
what was to hinder them from pouring out their heart before

their_
God in their inner chamber'' They live as children of

God in a true simplicity, naive and unassuming, without great
joy over their condition ; because it has been so deeply im-
pressed upon them that, they never can attain the true righteous-
ness according to the Pharisaic ideal. . . . They do not realize
that they already have, what is precious in God's sight, TO ^rpoij
xa.1

revolt* mtufjux. (1 P 3*). They do not see that God, in his

mysterious wisdom, has chosen to pass bv the wise and the
learned in order to reveal salvation to just such v><o< as they
(<;f. Lk HV-1, Mt 181-4).' It js true that a materialistic interpre-
tation of the first Beatitude prevailed in the early and middle
Christian centuries, whereby voluntary poverty was pro-
nounced blessed ; and thia view is still taken by Roman Catholic
commentators, as Hugo Weiss, Bergprcdigt, p. 10. The Lukan
form of the Beatitudes arose out of and ave a foundation for

this_
false attitude towards material things. But the whole

notion of asceticism is wrong : Jesus neither taught nor prac-
tised it ; He did not regard material poverty and physical
misery as in themselves meritorious. It cannot be said that
the poorer men are, the better they are ; not even when the
poverty is voluntary. Jesus did not require the abandonment
of wealth, except in specific cases where it formed an insuper-
able obstacle to spiritual well-being ; what He did require was
the supremacy of the spiritual life and the right use of material
things.

So O. Holtzmoi-n, Leben Jesu, 1901, p. 186f. Similarly
Plummer, Coinm. on Luke, p. 179 :

' In the four [Beatitudes]
that Luke gives, the more spiritual words which occur in
Matthew are omitted, and the blessings are assigned to more
external conditions. Actual poverty, sorrow, and hunger are
declared to be blessed (as being opportunities for the exercise
of internal virtues) ; and this doctrine is emphasized by the
corresponding Woes pronounced upon wealth, jollity, and ful-

ness of bread (as being sources of temptation).' Here the
materialistic tone of the Lukan Beatitudes is recognized, but
the writer has avoided the problem of adjusting the two
accounts of the Beatitudes to each other by regarding them
as two distinct utterances on different occasions ; this is to
ignore the facts and data of the Synoptic problem. Wendt,
Lehre Jem, ii. 167 f., thinks that the economic poor are meant :

' Because this salvation of eternal life offers an incomparably
rich return for all troubles of the earthly life, Jesus can at the
beginning of His discourse concerning the true righteousness
pronounce blessed the poor, the hungry, the mourning, the
persecuted, because of their future participation in the heavenly
blessedness of the Kingdom of God. His meaning here is no't

that in earthly poverty and unhappiness as such lies the ground
for their longing for the future salvation of the Kingdom of
God ; still less in the following Woes against the rich, the satis-

fied, the laughing, and the praised, does He present earthly
happiness as in itself the ground for the future loss of salvation.
He intends only to affirm with the greatest emphasis that all

future salvation is the single true and full salvation, in compari-
son with which the earthly unhappiness is insignificant and
earthly happiness is not really such. Consequently he declares
that those very persons who from the world's point of v iew are
counted miserable are the truly happy ones because of the part
which awaits them in that future salvation.' Wendt holds that
the Lukan form of the Beatitudes, together with the Woes, is

authentic as against the Matthew report, and can therefore give
this interpretation ; but if the Beatitudes of Matthew are the
more authentic report, then Jesus' teaching at this point must
be understood as presented by them and they give a very
different set of ideas. --KAbis^h, SK, 1S96', interprets: 'Blessed
are those who have freed their minds from the earthly wealth :

for theirs is instead the heavenly wealth. . . . The absence of

earthly goods and happiness is placed in the foreground, here
[in Matthew] as in Luke; but not as there that accidental
poverty must be blessed, only that voluntary, quiet and meek
poverty will be blessed. ... I regard the Lukan form [of the
first Beatitude] as the more original, but at the same time hold
that the First Evangelist in his added phrase has come nearer to
the actual meaning of Jesus than the Third Evangelist, who

Jesus' teaching as recorded in Matthew. It is

intelligible how the more spiritual teaching might
have been coarsened in transmission, under the
influence of strongly held false theories concerning
a man's relation to the material world, to the form
which Luke derived from his sources ; but how
could the reverse have happened ? Who could

subsequently have perfected Jesus' teaching by
creating the lofty spiritual conceptions contained
in Mt 5s

- 12
?
*

Jesus wished to establish, as the first principle
of the better life, that true well-being is not
reckoned in earthly goods, or obtained by them ;

on the contrary, ideal manhood and womanhood
come through complete self-committal to God,
drawing from Him our spiritual sustenance, mak-
ing His will our will, and tinding in His supreme
purpose the only object of our lives. Of such men,
and of such alone, can it be said that the Kingdom
of God is theirs. He would turn men away from
the customary material standard of well-being to

the pursuit of the highest good, where one's ex-

ternal conditions become a matter of comparative
indifference. Those are blessed who, instead of

being self-seeking and self-sufficient, strive ear-

nestly for that communion and co-operation with
God which will enable them to realize the highest
type of character and to perform the highest kind
of service. The conditions of possessing the King-
dom are not external but internal, not material
but spiritual. Poor and rich may alike possess it.

The poor have it, not as a reward or a recompense
for their poverty, but because they set their hearts
on things which are above

;
and the rich have the

Kingdom for the same reason, inasmuch as they use
their material possessions for the spread of right-
eousness, truth, joy, and peace.
The second clauses of the Beatitudes respectively

express the results of realizing the character or

performing the service described in the first clauses.

They are promised blessings which correspond to

current longings, and are worded in the lixed

phrases by which those longings had of old found

expression. These blessings, although varied in

form, are kindred in meaning ; they promise not
so much a number of different things, as they con-

vey the idea in various ways that the entire good
of which God is the creator and provider will come
to those who sincerely seek it in the way He
appoints, t

' The Kingdom of God ' was a phrase
which had long been used to express all conceiv-

able good, to sum up the longings of the devout
souls of Israel. Jesus therefore tells them how
they may obtain all their desire. And the pos-
session of the Kingdom is not a thing of the far dis-

tant future, but of the immediate present : 'theirs

is the Kingdom of Heaven.' The Kingdom of God,
while it has its consummation in the future, was an

existing reality when Jesus spoke ; and its blessings
were available at once for those who would comply
with the conditions of receiving them. J

(2)
' Blessed are they that mourn : for they shall

be comforted.
'

Here, also, Jesus has taken up
an OT phrase, which may be seen in Is til

1 '3
('to

with Ebionitic tendency has interpreted the words of the Lord
which lent themselves to this apparent condemnation of all

material possessions, as well as other words concerning the

Kingdom, in a similar way.'
* Yet O. Holtzmann, Leben Jesu (1901), p. 180 f., holds that

just this change was made.
t So Kabisch, SK, 1896 ; Ibheken, Bcrgpredigt-, p. 19. Tholuck,

'

, , ,

, p. 57 (Eng. tr. p. <;4), says : 'If we consider the sub-

stance of the several promises, we shall find that they are all

essentially identical, and that the difference is merely rhetorical ;

formally, they correspond to the thing desired or possessed, but
each of them really comprises all spiritual blessings.'

t Upon the meaning and use of the terni 'Kingdom of God*
in Jesus' teaching, see esp. Wendt, Lehre Jem, ii. 293-328.

Mt 54 fVXxdplOl Cl Kf*t)cU*T:, OTl X-JTO' TKpKZ).v{liir6*TIKi
' Lk 621b

pane pint 01 xKctwr'; \u, ijTt y'Kc fftTt. The Lukan form is second-

ary, and its harsh, superficial tone is unsatisfactory. Compare
with it Ja 4".
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i-oiiifiirt all that mourn,' c-'"zi anil 1's 1-JiP-*. The
term '

mourning
'

iirri'i'oiWfii is -" ^cn.-ial a one
that it i- iliiiirult to determine precisely its scope.
Thi- c.-uly commentatoi - inch I to regard it as

tin' sorrow lit penitence I'nr sin id'. 'Jl'ii I
4

7'"),

while othen think of it a- Ihr -m m\\ \\ hidi comes
iniiii aiilii i ion-., adversities, ami persecutions.*
There seem- mi -nlliciont rea-on why tin- term
should nut he understood hen- in thr inclusive

sense, tu de- ignatc all tho-e experiences uf life

internal or external, physical, mental, or spiritual,
which I'linu -.-I'liio-- ami sorrow tu men. The

world is full of Humming; mi one escapes lh'-

anguish uf pain, disappointment, bereavement, and
conllict \\ilh >in. And men have always longed
for a lietter day. when t his mourning shall lie no
i.Hive. It \\asone clement of the Mc--i;inio hop*-
that with the advent of that glorious Divine Kin;:
dum iiiinplcte comi'ort and oon-olalion for the

V ol'ld's sorrows would he given to (ioil's fallhlnl

urn--. Is iil- ; cf. l.k 'J
'

I
1

", .le-ii- oave the assur-

anci-that this hope would berealized, ThcApoca-
1\ pt:-t has repeated with thrilling joy the promise :

'And lie shall wipe- away c\er\ tear from their

eyes; and death shall lie no more; neither shall

t iii-re lie mourning, nor crying, nor pain any more :

the lirst things are passed awa\ i I lev -JI J
).

Although the promi-e ot c fort is in the
r.eatitude expressed iii the future tense, its bestow-
incut is not to lie regarded a- c\clu-i\ ely c-chato

logical. As the Kingdom was pre-ent among men
at the time when .le-ll- -poke these woriU, -o the

ciiinfort of the Kingdom wa- already a present
realit\ and available tp. all. Not that all mourning
\\.'l- then to cea-e. that -la^o lieloll-- Iii the

future con-ummalion of the Kingdom, lml that
.le-ns brought a true consolation tor all sorrow,
ill the knowledge that (Jod is a loving Father who
does all things well, and that all men, like the Son
Ilini-elf, are perfected through suH'cring ille .V

1 _''-'' I. Rest and peace came lo I he world in and
through Christ (Mt 11 -"-', .In 14'- -'7 Hi 3

|.

3]
'

l!lc--. d are the meek : for they shall inherit

tin- earth.' t The idea is that of Ps :f7"
' the meek

shall inherit the cart 1 1.' ^ and the I.XX renders ::(<

by irpaeis. Mooknc-- is an < IT ideal, and is closely
related to that of the poor,' which Jesus had

already taken up in the lir-t I'.e.-il il ude. Thi- -.-line

Hebrew word is rendereil in the Knglish VSS now
hy the one word, now hy the other : also C';" = N. com

lUOnly translated 'poor, is sometime- tran-latcd
' meek

'

(cf. I- Ul 1 in KV text and margin, and see

Lk 4"1

). In Is lili- the term "ly is associated wilh
: ~r; and ;--;"-. where the three ideas' seem
rlo-cly akin : To I h.- man will I look, to him that

i- poor and of a contrite -pint, and that trenihleth

at my word.' Cf. also I's _:," . 1'r Hi'''. The I IT

conception of meckne-- seem- then-lore |o concern
a man's attitude towards God rather than towanl-
other men. The oppo-ite of thi- meekness i-

I.

ride and arrogance inward- <iod. and -uch men
le will bring to nought. I'- 7.V 7

!M-'-'. It is

iirimarily

Hi- altitude towards dod \\hich .le-n-

108 in mind when He -ay-, 'Take my yoke uiiou

yiu, and learn of me ; for I am meek and lowly in

lie 1 ler viev,l Hem M--'-
.

' 'in \ lostom, .i' > n'l

r* 1Mitl\ Arhrli- ;
for thr Lill.T \ i.'U

. \'i_;u-l in.- I.ul In r. ( '.ilv in.

i

1 ^11 entli i

1 eken. It, \\--i-^ ii..i'U iii.it 11 i- iniiiii^iiii. i.,

i-'ll wlu'thrr iiir UNI. ..T th' 1 I'thrr nl'n i- intended "i' im'ii

Th.jluck. /;.,;. ./.
'

|. . 7.:(Kii--' 'r
I' '.''). -:i>

*
'

Tin- mourning
'! '"W III

|l.
tMtl III ' lllllll. ' ll.Ll I 1\ tl.iVsill^ tl'illl

a felt povrrtx <( -|ijrir. . . . This )>.-nit|.|ili:il irrit-f is nnt.hii\\-
IV'!. In III.' rtx.inlfil :i- i iilitiil'-'t In III-' |wlli"l "I i'' ill', fl -Inn.
lull i il I- 1 1; to 1"- \ i'' '.\.-ll ..- I i i III I i II in. II s . '..II' hi n. II of tilt- SOUl.'

I Mt .!' uzxa^iei et T;J(|.;, or. acvroi MjLn^*t*/M|rwril Tr t yr,*.

I. ilk' hit- Mi i

J'.Lr..l!'.|.

', Bacon Vnroi', pp. llli. U7. hnliis th:it thi-
I 1C V . II h\ .1. slis. lint i- .1 in' li -

I it..'l _!' -

a iii.ir^'iiKil ii'lihl inn in in I'- fill, ',\ hi. } h i- ' ii
).- 111 ,i-ti r \

'

i

ftl'lllr lll.U|i.-'Tl|ir-. I' , I '.
^ 111 ,'llr I- I ill- I- !

|.i
.--ll.l.

, hut
II 1 I lil\fl\ ,

heart: and ye -hall lind rc-t unto your -oiil- Mi
lra ). And I he ' meek ho ill the third I teat it ude
are pronounced Messed are those who liie in nu-i
fill siihmission to (!od, seekiii" to know and to do
His will ; humility rutlier than ->-lf a--umplion
and pride characterizes them. C pan- a I I he

para I ile of I he I'harisce and the ruhlican, l.k IV '.

They liceome a part of the ".real world, and are

fellow lahoiirers with tJoil in Hi- -i..it puipo-e-.
instead of Ifiii"; ends in themselves and isolated

elements in the Divine system. They do not
therehv lose their identity and their impoiiance;
in-tead. hy complete self-committal to i.od, I hey
lind the pertect realization of theui-i-he-, and
achieve a personality of greatest influence in the

universe.
A i c ary outworking of this meekness to-

wanl-iiod i- a
quality of gentleness, forgixenc--,

and -ell aim, -"at ion in a man'- relations to liU

fdlow men. Tin- is the conception which St. Paul
-eeni- to ha\ e had ot t he meekness of Jesus, 2 Co
10' (cf. also l-'.ph 4-, Ja 3 17

,
1 P 34

) ; and it is the

mi'iuiing which the earlier interpreters found in

(hi- Beatitude, since they paid more heed to the
classical (Ireek usage of wpaeis than to the Hebrew
conception ot :;. The Greeks had scarcely an idea

of that humility of man towards God w hie) i formed
so true and striking an element iu the religion of

Israel.

\\hcii .lesus promised that the meek 'shall in-

herit the earth,' He adopted the popular phrase of

the Hebrew covenant conception, which was then
in use among the more deeply religious as a sym-
holie expression to denote all those good things
which were to come with the Messianic kingdom.*
The material and ephemera! elements of this hope
.Fesus passed by ; fmt the spiritual content of it,

the inspiring expectation that (Jod would triumph
over the world in the persons of His faithful and
ol M -i

I ient servants among men, He reaffirmed. Nor
did Jesus conceive that this supremacy of the meek
on the earth would lie -olely eschatological and
c.-ita-t rophic ; quite the reverse, tor the growth of

t he Kingdom was to he gradual (Mk 4-'''-
;j

(, and the
dominance of the world by meekness and humility
i- progressively reali/ed. Men of such character
become increasingly inlluential and successful ; the
Divine ideal is making its way among men. Every
passing year marks real advance towards the snp-

icmacy ot the people of ( iod.f
I4l

'

i;|,- ed arc they that hunger and thirst after

i i^lili ousness : for they shall be lilted.'* The
' Tli-- plirusf ]'~iNrrnN *j"v arose in a literal sense, with rcfer-

i.|ir'- to (In- iuhrn! ;uii'i. ol thr I'romi-ril Land of Canaan by tnt*

Ism. lit. s ; cf. On 15', l)t 4", Jos 149. After the Israelites had
'.oni'. niio possession of Canaan, the conception was enlarged,
and tin- |'lira-f became figuratively used to designate an antici-

|i:k|i il in IN TU!. moral and spiritual supremacy of the people pf
(iod ..n t In- '':ulli, as in Ps 37, esp. yv.y-

]1
, already quoted, and

n r :
'

Tin- meek will he gaiine in judj^nicnt, and the meek
will he tcai li hi- U;LV. . . . Hi- soul shall dwell at ease, and
In- .'.I -hall inherit the land.' See also IsCO^ 1

, I)n 7'X ; and
in i In NT the idea can he seen in Mt 25*<, Mk li', Ko 4',
i;.il :'-, Ittv 59.10.

t Tlmluok, Itirifrfde, p. 78 (Enp;. tr. p. 83): 'In this promise
hnun]i[\ .mil in. i km ss are hy him pronounced to be the truly
\\.ii 1.1 ,.ini|uii in.- I'lini ijile, with reference to their ultimate

\ii-lory in thi history "f the future." B. Weiss thinks this idea
in- \.i\ iiinoi'. from tlie passage, and deacrihea the meek as
1

tlio-i' i|iii> t -iilT'Ti r- \s ho, t rusting in (Jod, hear, without hitter-

II.-- in ,1 li 'hiitf ot revenue, theahuseof those who afllict and
pi i -i i 'ntr llictn. The painful consciousness of their own short -

'oininu'* inakt - itn in lniiiil.lt.' when they are treated on i

i Gel 'iul> tliis teaching is germane to Jesus iMi 'i,

mi - mill i i In' eighth beatitude rather than under the
third.

' Ml '
i;

fjLOLKatptti oi Tinvtn: xati dj^vvTK rr ^nutitff^tr,. en
K-1.T4I ^o*Tlffft< ffOtrttl. Lk ('-'.' UUtxxilot oi TbUTI; ti-i, Cr.

(*.>irfti. It may lie that the original saying w.i

that \vhicli a|'[.ir> in Matthew's Greek form, the T,. l,x. or
even *ae< *.^.. r... &ix. h. in- po ili|\ an expansion ; hut it - ''in-

-iiiti< i. nll\ i-li ar that in any case the M ,nt |>r.

scr\c.s thr liu. i.t- i. and that the ln:i|. i Lukes
Beatitude (compare his oomsponding \V<M

,
i^ i \t fc l.iit-r per

\ i-l-ion ..I .1- sn- nil.' mil,-'-.
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terms '

hunger
' and '

thirst,' representing the
fundamental physical necessities, had been of old

used symbolically to denote intense spiritual long-

ing, cf. Is 49 1U 55' 2 Go 13
, Am 8n

,
Ps 34a - 10 42' (and

in the NT see Jn 635 737 ,
Kev 221 - 2

) ; xoprdfoMoi also

was used figuratively of spiritual supply, Ps 17"
I(j7

y
. Of the meaning of this Beatitude there can

be no doubt. The righteousness which men are to

seek is that righteousness which the entire Sermon
is designed to elucidate and to enjoin. Those
who earnestly desire it are pronounced blessed,
because it is theirs ; every one who sincerely wills

to have righteousness obtains it (Rev22 17
). Right-

eousness was the technical Jewish term to connote
that quality and quantity of character and con-

duct which God requires of men, and which it is

the one aim of life to attain. It was Jesus' mission

to correct and to perfect men's conception of

righteousness, and to inspire them to its actual

realization. In this Beatitude He speaks of the
blessedness of those who long for righteousness,
while in the other Beatitudes and throughout the
discourse He shows them what true righteousness
is, and how it is to be obtained. Since righteous-
ness consists in right character and service, it

cannot be externally bestowed,* but must be

achieved, by each individual, with the help of God
through Christ. And its achievement is a process
of growth into the likeness of our Divine Example.
It is the glory of the Gospel that to every desirous

soul is promised the attainment of God's ideal for

him and membership in the eternal Kingdom of

the sons of God.
(5)

' Blessed are the merciful : for they shall

obtain mercy. 't It is probably by
intention that

this Beatitude stands immediately after the one

concerning righteousness, for in both OT and NT
the two ideas of righteousness and mercy are cor-

relative : J Mic 68 ' He liath showed thee, O man,
what is good; and what doth the Lord require of

thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to

walk humbly with thy God?' (cf. also Ps IS24 ' 2 -5

,
Is

58 1-
") ; Mt '23'-"

' Woe'unto you, scribes and Phari-

sees, hypocrites ! for ye tithe mint and anise and
cummin, and have left undone the weightier
matters of the law, judgment [i.e. justice ], and

mercy, and faith.' There is no righteousness
without mercy, whether of God or man. One of

the most frequent OT ideas is that God is merciful

towards men, and one of its most frequent injunc-
tions is that men must be'likewise merciful towards
one another. Jesus re-established both teachings,

Neither in this passage nor elsewhere does Jesus use the
term -righteousness' in the forensic sense to which St. Paul

gave currency. That God does, in His love and mercy, pardon
and receive every man who in and through Christ sets him-
self seriously towards the Divine ideal, is abundantly taught
by Jesus ; but He does not use this term to denote that idea.

So nearly all commentators. Achelis, lleriipredigt, p, 22 : 'The
words indicate that high degree of longing which rests upon
the certainty that the object of the longing is essential to life,

that without it life would become death. Righteousness is the

object of such desire ; what is meant by it is that moral con-

dition which is in accordance with God's will.' B. Weiss defines

the righteousness here referred to as that '

righteousness which

corresponds to the norm of the Divine will, the highest good
of every true Israelite, upon the possession of which depends
the certainty of God's good pleasure and the participation in

all the promises. The Kingdom of God proclaimed by Jesus
offers men this good in an abundance which will satisfy all long-

ings, bring full contentment, and fill them with righteousness.
For in the Kingdom of God, and only there, though there with
the greatest of certainty, will the ideal of righteousness be

actually realized.'

t Mt 57 uunxxptoi el (AE',Ltokj, 6Tt etlitti iXrrfiv.o-ovrcti. Luke has
no parallel.

! So closely connected are the two ideas that the Heb. 'ipni',

which more commonly should be and is represented in the

LXX bv ^Mtosirr,, is at times translated by it.tr.u.io-vv*, ; cf. Dt
CC3 24M, Ps 245 335 1036, is 127. In Die Sermon passage Mt 61

fasr,fiarvw appears as a variant reading of i/xaietnivjjv ; the

former, however, is not strongly attested (EL against HDD), and

is accepted by few scholars.

S So H. Holtzmann, B. Weiss, Wendt ; cf. Ps 333.

and gave them great prominence in His instruc-

tion. Mercy is twofold : subjective and objective.

Subjectively, mercy requires that a man shall be

loving and forgiving towards all ; not revengeful
nor cherishing ill-will ; not thinking evil of others

(Mt IS 21 ' 35
,

1 Co 134 ' 7
, Eph 432

). Objectively, mercy
requires that a man shall show deep, inexhaustible

sympathy with .all his fellows, manifesting itself

in unremitting, helpful service, and in a loving
considerateness towards all (Mt 543 ' 48 91(M3 12'

2531 -46
, Lk 10s6'37 16 19 - 31

,
Ro 12-al

, Gal 52 -- 23
, Col

3 12-14
,

1 Jn 3 14 ' 18
). It is striking that in the Beati-

tudes no specific mention is made of love, although
love (towards God and man) is proclaimed by Jesus
as the sum of all duty (Mt 2234 - 10

, cf. Ro IS8
' 10

,

Gal 5"). And farther on in the Sermon, at

Mt 543"18
, the duty of love is explicitly taught.

But the fact is, that although the term 'love' does

not appear in the Beatitudes, yet the idea of love

underlies every one of them. Roughly grouped,
the first four concern love to God, the last four

love to men. All that the eight Beatitudes contain

is but an application of the principle of love to the

most important aspects of life, formulating more

specifically what love requires in the essential ex-

perience and relations of human existence.

The mercy of God precedes the mercy of men,
and is its prototype. Inasmuch as God is merciful

towards men, He rightly requires that men shall

be merciful towards one another. In the parable
of the Unmerciful Servant this is most impressively

taught, Mt 18-1 '35
. And as the last verse of the

passage sets forth, unless men show mercy in their

relations to each other, God cannot ultimately
deal mercifully witli them ;

cf. also Mt 6'-MO
,
Mk

II 25
, Eph 4'2

,
Ja 2 13

. This is not retaliation on

God's part. If it seems severe, it is yet a necessary

provision to the end that love may triumph in His

world. If love is to transform all and to reign

supreme, then what is unloving must disappear.

(6)
' Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall

see God.' * The phrase
'

pure in heart
' occurs in Ps

73 1

(3iiS "i;, LXX TOIS evSiai Ty Kapoi<f) and in Ps

24 4
(n;

1

? 13,' LXX ratfopos ry KapSif) ; cf. also Ps 51'".

In the NT the phrase is only twice used (1 Ti I
5
,

2 Ti 2-2 ), although the thought is all-pervasive.
The term napdia, corresponding to the Hebrew 37

and in the NT deriving its signification there-

from, denotes the essential personality, the inner

central self, where all feeling, thought, and action

originate. t In its dative form here it indicates

the sphere in which the purity is predicated, like

rtf mdium in the first Beatitude. By
'

purity of

heart' is meant that profound sincerity and up-

rightness of thought and feeling which produces an

honest, clean, holy life in all its elements and
relations. It does not need to be said that this

condition of things can exist only where the indi-

vidual is committed, body and soul, to the love

and obedience of God, and regards all men as his

brethren anil himself as a sacred trust. Jesus has

in mind the superficial standards of goodness
which prevailed in His day. The rich young man
had kept all the commandments from his youth,
and yet his heart was set upon his material

possessions (Mk lO17'" 1

) ; the Pharisees outwardly

appeared righteous unto men, but within they
were full of hypocrisy and iniquity (Mt '23-^-).

Against such shallow, false conceptions of right

living, Jesus most emphatically sets the duty of

real righteousness, of purifying the fountain of a
man's life in order that what flows from it may
indeed be pure.
That the '

pure in heart' 'shall see God' is an

* Mt 58 fJMXaplOt 01 XxOotpoi T*l Xltfi'.a., On Ct-sTOl TOt Din* O'^OVTXt

Luke has no parallel.
t See Wendt. Mm Jrsti. ii. 110-121; Cremer, BM.-fhcol

tt'orterlnch ' (1S02), in loc. ; art. HEART in vol. ii.
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essential result of their character, not a mere 1111

related reward fur thrir goodness. Nr is this
si ciiiv, of (iod a solel*, eSCliatological event; for,

\vlnle tin 1

pel feet vision nS Him belong.-. In the

future, theie is a present \ ision which increases

ilny I iv day with tin' epivvth of I he pun- in heart.

Seell|e(iod 18, Of COUT86f nol a physical prOCCSS, but
a spiritual one ; it is to enter into full communion
with II mi, In In' spu ll il.-i II v ill Hi* il dint i'

|

'ii-s

dice and tn ! at rest there, tn share directly His
favour, juy, and blessings. Tin- phrase In ' see

(iod' arose in ancient Heluevv usa^e <nit of the

fact that mull ronntrd it a supreme priv ill ! in

conic into till1

presence of an earthly king (1 K In",

Kst 1") ;

* how much more would it mean to come
into the presence of the Kiii", of kings ! The hope
of such a vision of < n l ere w with the development
of the Hebrew religious conceptions, and liecame
the raptnroiis aspiration of the ( )T saints

i I's II'

the upright shall liehold his face'; IT
11 'As for

me, I shall liehold thy face in righteousness ; I

shall he satisfied, when I awake, with thy like-

ness I, In the NT also llie asjnration. now become
a certainly, reappears I .In ,'t- 'we shall sec liini

ven as he is'
; II,. l'_', Rev 2?) : the veil of the

temple has lieeii rent in twain (Ml '2~,'
1

), for in

and through Christ men have immediate access to

Godi This standing; in the verv presence of (!od,
this direct communion with Him and direct re

sponsiliility to Him, is more than a theological

theory it is an actual and essential fact of the
utmost practical signiticauce. (iod is not an
ahsentee ruler, who can be dealt with only
through intermediaries; on the contrary, those
who love Him live in His presence, rest in His

care, receive His blessings, and participate in His

joy.
(7)

' Blessed are the peacemakers : for they shall

he called sons of ( iod. I The term cipriroirmfa
occurs in the I.XX form of I'r 10 IU

,
and the thought

is present also in I'r 1'J-
1

". Hut '

peace' was not so
common an OT idea as those dealt with in the

previous licatilndcs. Some have maintained that
the meaning of dpyv. in this passage is exclusively
pas>i\e, /... 'peaceable.' l!ut the mass of inter-

preters lind a larger meaning, which includes this

while containing also an active element to make
peace.;- Certainly Jesus' idea here is comprehen-
sive; He has in mind to commend and to inculcate
the spread of peace all kinds of peace union*;
men |cf. lie I _"<, .1 a :f i. lii this lie is the great
leader and example. Ml 11-", .In II- 7 (the paradox,
Ml In '), Kph -_''

: '

-'*. C,,l I--".'!
15

; for (iod is the Coil
of Peace, Ho |.V

::

. 2 Co K. :l
, I'll 4 7 '

'', 1 Til .V'
1

,

He 13-'", who sent peace to the earth in Christ,
Lk 2 1 ''- ". Peace bet ween (iod and men was pro-
claimed by Jesus, and peace between men and
their fellow -men was enjoined. Peace therefore is

the Christian ideal. Individual composure and
social harmony are to be brought about by the
Concentration of all interests and tones, on the

achievement of the individual and social ideal as

taught by Christ, and by the reali/atiim, within
one's self and among all, of those Divine principles
of concord and co-operation through which alone
true peace can be obt a incd.

The peacemakers 'shall be called sons of Cod'
because in this essential characteristic tie y are
like Him, the Cod of Peace. The fact tha't the
article, does not accompany the vloi signilies that

On the 'VIM. IN .if i;.i.|' us Ill-til by 1'hilo, see Schurer,
OotcMchte d. JUditchen KottM" OSOS), vol nl )' i<h| -

t Mt 5tt twexatJio, oi 1,'^ioTom, OT* [aure t
\

lyj*j tftov xXr.MffVVIti.
I.llki- lias 110 parallel.

I KIT (hi- pas.sue sense mily. (irolius, Sin-inns, Wetrteln, and
recently Ililii-ki-n, Bmrnndigt*, p. 4,'(. Fur an ari>\.- meaning
Bin", Luther, Mi-vi-r. Tliuluck, lile-ek, Ai:hcli, II. Iloltzmann,
11. Wi-iss, unit ihi- UV. (>thi-rs iin-orn-cllv rt-^anl Uu- '

jieace
'

nn'iii-Niit ;is tint tjlitaiin-il ii> the atoning work of OhnBt ; so
L'hr \ -sostoni, Stier.

tin- designation U fo be understood qualitatively.
Tlii- idr;i "i -.mi-hip as ntii-i^t.tu^ in moral resem-
bluiice is of Hebrew origin, antl is found in both
Trstuiin'iits ; ff. esp. Mt 54a

,
Kev *2\

7
. The expres

>imi '

called
'

sons of ( rod is a! si a lli-lii ;IIMII, lollmi

l'iv.|urntly in tin* Kook of Isaiah ; its special func-
( inn hTt' serins to lit; to emphasize ' li'

1 fact of

sonship u-f. Mt "'", 1 Jn 3 1

) as something not only
line, I. Mt

recognized to be true.

(8)
* Blessed are they that have been persecuted

fur righteousness
1
sake : for theirs is tin- kingdom

<t heaven. Blessed are ye when men si i .-ill re-

proach you, and persecute you, and say Jill inamici
of evil against you falsely, for my sake. K' |'>n.-

and be exceeding {Jad, for grout is your reward iu

heaven : for so persecuted they the prophets \\hn-h

were before you.'
*

Although the ussunn* ami

purpose of the gospel was peace, nevei tin !<-,-<

tho-p \\ho enjoyed and endeavoured to spread this

p-;irr in tin* world would incur reproach and abuse
from their fellow-men. The OT does not supply
passa-vs similar in form to this Beatitude, but the
Hchivws had no lack of experience in persecution
for righteousness' sake, and the conception is de-

vrloprd \\ ith marvellous insight and feeling in

Is 40 GO. In the NT it is an ever-present idea
the suflerings of the OT saints are recalled

(He 1 1
s3 ' 41

*), Jesus lives and dies a martyr to this

principle.
He predicted persecution for His fol-

lowers (Mt 5'"" 1

-, Jn 10-), and this persecution
actually befell theni (Jn 9'-"-, Ac 541 8 1 "3

, 1 P 3"
4 14" 1U

). The primitive Christians bravely emluied
and faithfully preached when they were despised,
ostracized, punished, and maliciously slandered. t

* Mt 5 10 ' 1 -
fttUS&ptM el oidia^uive' msslv BjJUUMVnrf, *TI eturii*

tfTlV 15 /3*?.( tx, TV* wpy.vt*t. f&a.X&.pioi to rt 6Tcc* *|f&/*nmi uu,<r: KXI
louu xti itT&7tv tea.* -rotrpo* xxtf ii,e*vv -^i-SocfAitoi tttxt* -st/.

\xi.iTt xati u. i

yet).).ixffUf, on o fMffltoj iu.-*-, 7Xu; -t roif olf.cr.vi.,:-

O-.-JM: -yatf
. Ji ^;-t rev; irpofl.Tx; rtit xp i>

:
u.u*. Lk (i'^ *'

f&etxctpioi iffTi ti'ct.1 fMtfi,ffaifftv 1/u.tz; a otvfif&TOi, xati o7atv etQop.wfft*

lifAiif xtt kuiifWn xxi ix.j$eii/*ufiv TO onou.it ^usu* vf 70*j/>o \>IKM.

TOU L>'0il TO-J ec*-lptHT6b. %Hf>r,7l |V t/>] TTl fU,-fOL 3UCJ ffZlf>r..ffKTt'

6i.u yetp c uiffiif; i,u,-a rrot.u; i fu oupxnu- xetrei to. tt,ittx, -/<*.?

iTo.&of roit rpoyi.TKis el ftttrifi: OLVTVV. With regard to these two
reports of what must be regarded as a single utterance, two
things are to be said : (1) the corresponding Lukan Uealitude
g-.'i -.a is parallel not to Mt 5, but to Mt 5" *-. It is suggested
above that 5 1U and o11 - 12 may be duplicjites, the one or the other

passage appearing; here through the process of compilation.
Since one leature of the Beatitudes was their brief, sinking
form (like the Ten Commandments of the OT), the original
eighth Beatitude must have contained few words, and T>

10 is

closely parallel in form to the preceding seven Beatitudes ; both
of which things favour its originality. In Luke also the last

Beatitude is very long compared with the others. Perhaps,
therefore, Mt f*

11 - '- and Lk (> - :l are varying words from one
hisiorn-al saying, introduced here by a transmitting or editorial
hand because ot their close similarity in thought to that of the

eighth Beatitude. Or another view would be that Mt 5 11 - 1- is

an expansion of the idea contained in Mt ft 10 by Jesus Himself

(or possibly by some subsequent Christian teacher when the

persecutions actually came upon the Christians) ; fi.r the
essential thought of the three verses is the same, the general
conception of persecution in v.io being expanded in vv.H- 1

1

-** into
the specific ideas of verbal abuse, hostile acts, and false reports.
i"i The Lukan form of this Beatitude is in several respects
secondary in character, i.e.. it shows greater departure than
Matthew's from the probable original form of the utterance.
These modifications arose out of a freer handling in transmis-

sion, a partial conformity to the new Oentile licld in which the
inatriial circulated, and a greater yielding to the influence of
the actual events of persecution in the Apostolic age. The
term u.tff*.a-u<rt* is used in a characteristic Lukan way, cf. Lk

the .s*c.tffi*, refer to the excommunication of the Christians as
lull i H . from the synagogues and other Jewish relationships
things which actually happened, but which the Mat tin-ran pas-
VH-M 1 1 1( s not specifically predict. The tt*m iu*Z of Mult in u i*

ni''!' Hi urinal than thOlWM fou L!CV Tot/ i'^*T6^ of Luke. Lk
I.'-*. lirdL rlnijst1

, seems modified. And Lk (T-13
, lost cluus< , hows

\;in "iii secondary elements, due to the denationalizing of the
iii;itt rial. These phenomena arc constant throughout Luke's

Gospel as compared with Matthew's.

t The -tttAttuttt of Mt 611 js attested by KBCE and the

ninjnnty of witnesses; it is omitted by D and certain other
witiii-ssrs of the 'Western' text. The word is therefore com-
monly accepted here. But if the new claims for the * Western '

typ ol i \t li.nt- goo*l foundation, it is n<4 impossible th;tt ihi,

+t'jfi6u.tm, is, in tli*.' terminology of Wcstcott-Hort, a '
\\ trrn

uon-iuLer|>olation.' Jesus, of course, implied the thought which
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Anil in tins conduct they were richly blessed
not by the persecutions, but through them

;
for

Jesus, of course, did not mean that persecutions are
essential to the development of the ideal life, but

only that, where outward circumstances are such as

to induce them, they are blessed who steadfastly
and joyfully glorify the Gospel. The inner SIKO.IO-

fftivTjs of Mt 5 UI and the tVe^ey e/ioO of the following
verse are synonymous. The persecutions which
would afflict Jesus' disciples were to be met in

carrying forward the work which He had begun ;

if they lived as He lived, and taught as He taught,
they would experience the same treatment as
He had received (Jn 7' 15 18 - 19 IT 14

). Had He not
been a true successor of the OT prophets in suffer-

ing for righteousness' sake (Mt 5 ] -
'23-*-) '! With

the advancing centuries the kind of persecution
directed against Christianity has changed, and
the amount has lessened ; but Christian people
can never expect to be free from misinterpretation,
ridicule, and abuse until all men become devoted
to the righteousness and truth for which Chris-

tianity stands. And this Beatitude promises the

highest blessings to those who in trust, patience,
and forgiveness uphold the Gospel, and allow the

persecution to fullil its own true mission in their

lives and in the Church (He 125 ' 11
).

These promised highest blessings are denoted
here by the term ' the Kingdom of Heaven,' so

that in the eighth Beatitude Jesus has returned to

the promise which accompanied the first Beatitude.
This conception of the Kingdom of Heaven is the
inclusive one, since it comprises all conceivable

good and brings absolute well-being. The phrase
'

great is your reward in heaven,' which appears
in Mt 512=Lk 613

, is practically one in meaning
with that of Mt 51U ' for theirs is the Kingdom of

Heaven.' * The term ' reward '

(/uo-tfjs) was taken
over into the Gospel from the commercial, quid
pro quo terminology of legal Judaism ; its legalistic

designation had therefore to disappear, and now it

was a term to express those gracious spiritual

blessings which are at hand and in store for the
true children of God. In this Beatitude, then, is

promised
' the Kingdom of Heaven ' and '

great
reward,' but not the Kingdom of Heaven plus
some additional reward, since the Kingdom itself

contains all the good which men can receive.

b. The World Mission. Mt 513-'6
(cf. Lk II 33

14M '

^(.t The connexion of these verses with
those which precede is close. Men of such char-

acter and conduct as Mt 53-9 has described will

assuredly meet with opposition and calumny, Mt
510-12 . jjj^ they must not on this account go into

hiding rather must they stand forth, endure per-
secution, and uphold the Gospel standard in the
world, Mt 5 13 "' G

. Salt is a preservative element,
light is a life-giving one ; J both were current

it contains, but it was quite superfluous to express it. and its

expression disturbs tbe proper emphasis in the saying;. The
word is much more likely to ha\ e been added fater (as a
practically useful expansion) than to have been excluded.

* On the NT term 'reward' see B. Weiss, Bibl. Theotogie des
NT* (1895), 5 32; Tholuck, Berg-rede^, pp. 99-101 [Eng. tr.

p. 101 f.) ; Achelis, Bergpreditjt, pp. 52-55.

t This section is regarded as not belonging to the original
Sermon by Feine. H. Holtzmann, B. Weiss, Wendt, Baitlet,
Bacon ; it is defended by Achelis, Meyer, Tholuck, and most
commentators. If the theme of the discourse is comprehensive,
as maintained above, these verses supply a logical and useful

portion of the whole treatment given it.

1 The exact function of salt which Jesus had here in mind is

somewhat uncertain : was it its quality to save from decay, as
in 2 K 219- 2 (so Meyer, B. Weiss), or its quality as a pleasing
condiment, as in Job G6, Col 4 ( -

(so Bleek, H. Holtzmann), or its

ritual function as developed in the ancient sacrificial svstem,
cf. Mk !>-80(so Achelis, Keil, Tholuck, Berf/rc.de^, pp. 102 106

[Eng. tr. pp. 105-1IJ9J)? The second of these views is perhaps
too shallow for this passage, and the third too complex, too
erudite ; it seems a simpler and stronger utterance when the
salt is conceived in its fundamental property of a preservative.
The other metaphor, light, is one of the most common religious
expressions, cf. esp. Is 426 496 jl 2, j n 1< 5- S^ 12^-

, Eph 5.

figurative terms for spiritual realities. Men who
appreciate the Divine ideal of life which Jesus has

presented in the Beatitudes, and who strive to
attain it, are God's chosen instruments for the
realization of His purpose in the world. They are
to live and to work among men, where their char-
acter and their deeds may exert their full, true
influence. The Christian is not permitted either
to withdraw himself from the world, or to live an
isolated, unprofessed religious life in the world.
He must not only himself be good and do good ;

he must also belli others into the appreciation and
the attainment of the same ideal. Salvation is

not merely individual ; it is social as well. Until
Christians do the most and the best they can with
themselves and for all others, they are not faithful

to the mission which Jesus lias laid upon all of His

followers, and the consummation of God's Kingdom
is in so far delayed.

c. lielatinn to the Old Testament. Mt 517'20
(cf.

Lk 10"). The logical relation of these verses to

what precedes is clear : Jesus has set forth the
new Gospel norm of life (a

3
"'-'), and has enjoined

His followers to live this life openly before the
world (5

13 ~ 16
) ; now He proceeds to show the

relation of this new Gospel norm to the Hebrew
norm of life which in the OT had come down
through the centuries and now held the lield

among His countrymen. Since Jesus' ideal dif-

fered so much from the current scribal standard

(as any one could see), the question easily arose
not only among His opponents, the religious

leaders of the day, but also among those who
' heard him gladly

' whether this revelation of

God's will by Jesus was a wholly new revelation

superseding that made by Moses and the Prophets.
Jesus gave the answer to this question when He
said,

' Think not that I came to destroy the law
or the prophets : I came not to destroy, but to

fulfil.'*

Ph 215 , 1 Th 55. The phrase of v.16 Tc $u; uf&Zv, means either
' the light which is intrusted to you,' viz. the Gospel (so H.
Holtzmann, B. Weiss), or ' the light which you are,' as in v.H

* Mt 5 1 ?
fj.r, *ofA4?r,Tl 6Ti r,).tt6v aucTOtAumu to* </ofjuiit 3 Toit

-Tpotpi.T/LS' oix. ixtiov xtLTtt~f.\>fftti AAa t*\r,p&ffeti. The customary
phrase, e vefut; xati oi tpez-'.Txi, is a phrase which arises from the
Jewish designation of the OT literature, the *ofjLK designating
the first five books, the tptt$vtrxt the remainder ;

while the whole

phrase denotes the OT in its entirety and its unity. It is

noticeable that in Mt 51
"
we have the disjunctive particle i

instead of the usual KCH in this phrase. The variation is prob-
ably intentional, introduced in order to suggest that the Law
and the Prophets were distinct portions ot the OT, and that a
different attitude might be assumed by the same person towards
the two dh isions He might abrogate either one without the

other, but He wishes to abrogate neither (so Tholuck, Meyer,
Ibbeken, Bruce, Wendt, B. Weiss).
While Jesus mentions 'the Prophets' in 517 , He does not

again refer to them throughout the whole following section,
5 1{Ms. _\]j that He goes on to say pertains to the Law ; He
does not present any similar illustrations of how the teaching of

the Prophets is to be perfected. This silence concerning the

Prophets is explained in different ways. 4a&lEli&tergpredigt,
p. 79) thinks that if what He said was true of the Law, that He
came not to destroy but to fulfil, a fortiori it was true of the

Prophets. The more common explanation is that He passed by
the Prophets in the remainder of His teaching at this point
because He was much more in accord with them, and because
the contemporaneous religious teachers paid so little attention

to the Prophets that He did not come seriously into conflict

with them concerning the prophetic teaching. Recently Pro-

fessor Briggs (Expos. Times, viii. 395) has argued that Mt 51 ? as

given by Jesus-stood, 'Think not that I came to destroy the
law : I came not to destroy but to fulfil,' for

'

the Evangelist
added "the Prophets" in order to make the statement refer to

the whole OT. This addition destroys the measure of the line,

and has nothing in the context of this discourse or in the ex-

perience of Jesus to justify it. He was constantly charged with
\ iolating the Law, but nowhere with destroying the Prophets.

1

Bacon takes a similar view (Scrmnn on the Mount, pp. 87, 176).
This hypothesis is worthy of consideration. The words r, TOU;

vtpo2v,ta.s might easily have been introduced subsequently to round
out the original utterance of Jesus, for of course He did come
to fulfil both Law and Prophets ; even though on this historical

occasion He had spoken only of the Law, His attitude towards
which was liable to be misunderstood and needed careful ex-

planation. The material contained in the First Gospel has

perhaps been retouched at several points to show Jesus as the
fulfiller of the entire OT, and especially of the Prophets ; the
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.IT-UN' constant \v;irf:irT during Mis iniiii-lry :i-

not so Hindi again-t tin- t IT standard i>l life in

Its.-ll a- against tin- inlerpletation of III'- III

staii'laid which was held ami taught ill Mi- day.
For hundreds of years (lie priest- and sei il.e- had
been busily engaged \vitll tin' legal literature ol

their religion. Tlie-e laliour- had resulted in an
elalioralioii and extei nali/al ion of (lie Law ;

-IP

that when Jesus came the current Jew ish teaching
\vas ill some respects extremely perverse: (1) it

largely ignored (fie Prophetic portion of tin- I IT,

which was (lie very -onl of tile llelireiv history
and Bible ; i-i it exalted Icgalism until Judaism
had beeonie ,-i system of precepts for (lie perform-
ance of an innumerable -eiie- of great ami small

<lnl ie- which lew could know and none conlil fully

obey : l3i it -o exlei nali/ed the Law that religion
came to consist chiefly in bhe observance oi minute
cereniunial performances, while the internal, spon-
taneous, and genuinely spiritual elements of the
Law were neglected or ignored. Against this

scribal abuse of the (IT, .le-us had on many
occasions to assert himself, and lie did so with

vehemence. He would not Keep their fasts (Mk
_"~i ; He would mit oli-enc t lie Sabbat h according
to their code (Ml I'-"

14
, Mk '2---:[.

.In .V"-"1

) ;
He

denounced, with a true prophetic insight anil

indignation, their whole legislation regarding the

ceremonially clean ami unclean (Mt 1.")' '-", Mk "'""',

of. Is I
1 "" 17

, MH ii'
p

"i
; Be continually associatedwith

the -infill and tile despised who did not keep (he

Law, in order to do them good (Mk '_!"'
1T

). Such
an altitude on Jesus' part towards the teaching of

the scrihcs and I'harisecs was involved in His
introduction of a higher standard. In (his atti-

tude He was not, in fact, opposing theOT ; rather,
He was defending.' it against the fal-e intcrpreta-
tion which had become current. Nevertheless,
and unite naturally, the.lewish leaders identilied

their conception of the (IT with the ()'!' itself -

how could (hey ! mi-taken ahout it'.' Therefore
,le-us was H traitor to the religion, the history,
and the literature of the race ; He richly merited

a traitor's deatli. It seemed to them logical and
conclusive, because in their bigotry they regarded
their own ideas and interpretations as hia\eii

penetrating and infallible. To he sure, .lesus'

teaching went much deeper than the mere removal
of the rubbish which had accumulated about the

OT during the preceding centuries; His work did

not consist solely in re establishing the (IT as it

Came from the hands of its makers. But had the
.Jews 1 n true to the OT in the breadth and

height of its teaching, they would have welcomed
.le-us instead of rejecting Him; they would have
been piepared to appiceiate and to receive the
fuller revelation of Uod's will which He brought
into the world.

That His Cospel was a fuller revelation, Jesna
made abundantly plain. Hi' did not re-enact the

Ten Commandments, but only reestablished the

principle- which underlay them i \l I 22'""ic)

). He
abrogated such provisions and implications of the
Law a- were adapted only to the earlier slaves of

civilization, thus: nn-ie external conforniitv to

statutes legnrding moral conduct, Mt .">'-'
'-' '"' -"

;

dniilce. .V
1 '- 3 -

; the use of oath-, .">

'

; the practice
of retaliation, fr*""1

; the pride of race, w hich made
men de-pi-c ot her nat ion-. .V

;

'\ In these mat d -i -.

which lie dealt with as specimen cases, .le-lls re-

vealed an attitude, a met hod. and eci tain principles
which He intended to be applied to the ( IT through-

phrase 'the law rind tin- jir"]iln-ls' is n favourite one in

i A. ipan- T 1 - ith l,k ir ; '_>ii" with Mk ]:", I.k I"'-'-

Hnt to this ur^um'Tit il ma\ be repli.'! that ih>' )in-j,,-ls ..I

Mark and I. like, lieiTl^,' written for use ain-pn^ Ihr Ccnlilr-,
j[i< nr|.Mi-.i1i il tiMililiiMi from \vhi-h many of the HinliririU

Jr\\l-ll rli-lnrrils unl pIlIMM-- ;i-lu;ill\ rni|.li
>' '.! \<\ JfSUS lia<)

bL'U rt-mu\ i-il in llif inUTfst of a universal Gospel.

out.* Hi' did not repudiate the pa-t. He did not

e\cn break \\ith the be-t \\lnch the past had pro
dneed ; He only developed and perfected the high
ideal of lite winch had found embodiment in the

Hebrew l!ible. He did n! -'I the seal nt absolute

dni\ and truth upon all that the lawgivers and

prophets had taught, but lie took u panel reallirmed

I he es- eiitial ethical pi inciples ami religious ideas
which the Hebrew lawgivers had endeavoured to

formulate and the Hebrew prophets had en-

deavoured to instil into the lives of men. That.

.le-us re^aided His own revelation of the will of

Cod n immea-iirably superior to that contained
in the (IT i- most strikingly expressed when He
says,

'

Verily I -av unto you, Among them th;il .in-

born of women there hath not arisen a greatei
than John the llaptist; yet lie that is but little

in the kingdom of heaven is greater tlnin he

(Mt 11", ef. also Mt I3 17
). To the same ellect is

Mk 2'-'
1 ' -- 'No man seweth a piece of undressed

cloth on an old garment: else that which should
lill it up tnkelh Ironi it, the new from the old, ami
a worse rent is made. And no man puttcth new
wine into old wine-skins; else the wine will burst

the skins, and the wine perisheth, and the skins.'

Full of a similar meaning, also, is Jesus' parabolic
statement in Mt 13''- 'Every scril>e who hath been
made a disciple to the kingdom of heaven is like

unto a man that is a householder, which bringeth
forth out of his treasure things new and old.'t

\\ hen, therefore, Jesus sa\ s,
'

I came not to de-

si toy. but tofulhr (Mt 5 17
), He places- in our bands

the key to His relation to the OT,J and bids us see

the continuity of God's purpose among men, the

eieinityof right and truth, and the absolute cer-

tainty that the Divine ideal is to develop and

triumph in the world. In these words is comprised
all that Jesus was, and did, and taught; they de-

scribe His mission. And He felt Himself competent
to perform this mighty work, this manifestation of

( bid to men, because He knew Himself to he chosen

by Cod and <|iialilied by Him for the conveyance of

this revelation. Since He was superior to all pre-
vious revealers of (Jod, He was capable of pa mg
judgment upon their teachings ; He was appointed
to pronounce what elements in those teachings were
of permanent and what of transient value. And
it was also His mission to unify, to perfect, and to

establish the whole sum of religions and ethical

ideas among men. l''or this service He had the

ubbciuub IAJ cuiiceu, muii.v ui BUC uuiici
f..r Mi1p-i-i|iient teachers to remove. His purpose was to trans-

form mankind, not to produce a social or political revolution,orm man, ,

and He saw most tnily that this transformation was a process
for which almmlant time must be allowed (Mt 13-"3, Mk *x-f).
His uork was not destructive but constructive, not negative hut

follows Jesus' example in uihancin;; tin- Kingdom will lulour

exclusively, or even primarily, to overthrow the false; rather
will lit- lovingly and trustfully devote himself to the establish-

tiifiit "I u'i;[t islnir. Thctv i* a r.i-hr.il <lilfi n rice hetween a
criti< a I ami ;i helpful utt il ii'l- in < -n - unrk I<T Itn- world.

t i MI ili> in!, i'I'M tat ion of Mt 131- see particularly Wcmlt,
l.i'h, > .I- .-'/. ii. :ir.'.

; si. Paul's cmirt'ptioii of the relation between the L;iw ami
th. i

;.iv],, l is tin- vnite as that of Jesus, as niav be seen in I he

l'.\t\-.' ]
- \-> the Iti'iniiiis ami f.alal iaris. In EtoS^I St. Pa .

mil to annul tin l 1 1 > estalili>h t In- L.tu ;
in >\ in form and letter,

Inii in -ulr-: ince .nnl <pirit. This is to ouknowlfil^e th*- ^n .il,
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Divine ideal within Himself, and needed no ex-

ternal criterion.

So that there seems no room for a difference of

opinion as to what Jesus meant by saying that He
came to *

fulfil
'

the Law and the Prophets. He
could not have meant that He would secure the
literal accomplishment of everything hoped for

and promised in the UT, as though the OT simply
presented a programme which it was His mission

to carry out. Nor could He have meant that He
would secure the complete, literal observance and

performance of all that is commanded in the Law
and the Prophets. He neither did nor attempted
to do the one tiling or the other. If His Jewish
hearers might at first understand Him to promise
that in

*

fulfilling' the Law and the Prophets He
would reaffirm their authority, and render and
secure absolute obedience thereto, He yet ex-

plicitly and emphatically provided against such a
misconstruction of His words by what He immedi-

ately adds in vv. 18'48
. Jesus could only have meant

that He came to *

fulfil
'

the Law and the Prophets
>y first perfecting them and then accomplishing
them.*

In accordance with this view of Jesus' thought in Mt 5 1 ' must
be interpreted His words in Mt f

>18 - ly
. The tormer, v. iy

,
seems

to say : I affirm most emphatically that to the end of time t the
OT Law, and every portion of that Law, shall remain and shall

be actually and completely realized. The latter, v.iy
,
seems to

say : The minute observance and inculcation of this OT Law, in

every statute and in every detail, is literally and strictly re-

q ired of every member of the Kingdom of Heaven. J Now

* This is now the generally accepted interpretation. Tholuck,
BsrgredeS, pp. 124, 1^0 I Eng. tr. pp. 125, 1271 : 'So Christ has come
to perfect, to fill up with religious knowledge and life, all that

in the OT revelation existed only in outline. . . . That the ful-

filling was merely an external supplementing or improvement of

ths Law cannot be admitted' (see Tholuck's entire discussion of

Mt f)
1
", pp. 113-131 [Eng. tr. pp. 115-131]). Bruce, Expositor's

Circle Testament, i. 104 :

' He brings in a law of the spirit which
cancels the law of the letter, a kingdom which realizes the pro-

phetic ideals while setting aside the crude details of their

conception of the Messianic time.' B. Weiss, Meyer-Komm.
ii. d. Mattevgm. p. 102 :

' He comes not at all to undo or to abro

gate ;
his mission is a positive one, to provide a new [revelation

of the will of God], in which he will In m- to perfection all God's
revelations and plans of salvation.' Feine, Jahrb. f. Protest.

Theol. 1885: 'Thus he says that no essential difference exists

between the OT revelation and his message of the Kingdom,
but that there is a close continuity between them ; true religion,

presented as an ideal in the OT, is now realized, and the Gospel
is th'c fulfilment of the OT prophecy.' Wendt, Lehre Jesu, ii.

333 f. : 'He would say that he recognizes in the Law and the

Prophets a true revelation of the will of God, and consequently
he does not feel called upon to annul its value for others. But
at the same time he would affirm that he could not leave just as

it stood the presentation given by the Law and the Prophets ol

this earlier revelation of God's will, and that he would not ex-

plain and confirm that revelation in the detailed manner of the

scribal teaching ; but that instead he would perfect that revela-

tion, so that the OT presentation of the will of God would fine

its ideal expression
'

(sec Wendt's entire discussion, pp. 3J13-351),

Similarly also Luther, Meyer, Hilgenfeld, Achelis, Bacon, anc

man} others. H. Holtzmann, Couim. ii. d. Synoptiker, p. 101

says, concerning Mt M" :

'
It is open to question whether during

the public life of Jesus so radical an interpretation of His
mission could have been formulated, either in the positive sense

(cf. Ho 1O*) or in the negative sense."

t The phrase ,- rra.f>ixBy o oipctvo? XKI ii ?% does not define

a terminus ad quern, but means 'for ever,' in the sense that He
has no pronouncement to make as to a time when the Law shall

be no longer valid. So Luther, Calvin, Meyer, Tholuck, Ibbeken,
Bruce, B. Weiss; a contrary opinion by Achelis, Bergprediyt,
p. 84, and Lechler, SK 1854. The former view is supported
also by the parallel saying in Lk 16 1

"
t-,z6T&Ttf>o Si i<mv TO*

i.',-ix\cn y.xi TV,* yij* n-etpi'/.Otiv -^ TOU vou.au [JL.aiv ztpoiictv rrifftiv (on
this passage and its relation to Mt 5 18 see esp. Feine, Jahrb.

/. Protest, Theol. 1&S5, pp. 31-35). B. Weiss, Meyer-Komm. u. d.

Mattevr}m. p. 104, says that in the phrase
'

till heaven and earth

pass away
' Jesus ' does not indicate a point after which the Law

shall no longer be in existence, but [this] is only a popular ex-

pression (cf. Job 14 1
-) for the permanent authority of the Law.

Since Jesus is speaking of what shall take place in the present
world-era, he states that the Law can never pass away. But of a
continuation of the Law beyond the last world-catastrophe, as
referred to in Mt 24s5 , nothing is here said.' The second phrase
ear; ot.v T*T irintjTett is parallel to the eatf v Tctp^Qy o avfwis xeti

*) yv,) and in meaning can only be synonymous with it.

t Concerning the interpretation of the phrase o; lew 6uv \C<rv>

pietv TH ivTAr rovTuv T^V Ua^.tf-rav, E. Weiss, Meyer-Komtri.
ii. d. Matt&vgin. p. 105, says : 'The phrase

"
o>ie of the least of

these commandments "
refers not to the Pharisaic distinction

leither of these statements could have been made by Jesus ;

hey are diametrically opposed to both His teaching and His
>ractiee. The OT Law, as a system and as a code, He distinctly
jet aside, to supersede it with a Gospel dispensation. It was
,he spirit, not the letter, of the Law which Jesus approved and
joiitinued ; the high conceptions of God and man and the noble

principles of moral obligation which are taught in the OT, Jesus
eattirmed as true and perpetuated for ever. Do these verses

,hen contain some inconsistent elements, or can their apparent
nconsistencies be explained away? The commentators have

commonly been satisfied with thinking that these difficult state-

ments in vv.iS-iy could in some manner be harmonized with
Jesus' other teaching and His general attitude towards the OT.
Some have attempted to show how the Law in every branch and

t

n all its mi nutix was fulfilled in Christ;* others have main-
tained that Jesus had reference to the Law only on its ethical

ide and in general, the ceremonial and predictive elements
n the Law being passed over ; t and still others, having regard
:o Jesus' frequent use of hyperbolical language, have held that

these verses contain hyperbolical statements, the hyperbole
being used not to deceive, but to impress the truth he wished
to convey. t But an increasing number of scholars have come

between small and great commands ;
since Jesus has in v. 1 **

denied that there was any such distinction in fact, the refer-

ence can only be to such commands as seem less important to

superficial observation. But these also stand in real organic
union with the ideal contents of the whole.' On the contrary,

Achelis, Bergprediyt, p. 91 : 'It is Jesus himself who here makes
the distinction between great and small commandments, and in

so far he recognized the Pharisaic (later rabbinic) distinction

which was the object of their ardent efforts in spite of their

tendency to regard unessential things as essential.' The diffi-

culty of regarding the words of this verse as coming from Jesus

cummin, and have left undone the weightier matters of the

law, judgment, and mercy, and faith ; but these ye ought to

have done, and not to have left the other undone' ; see also

Mt 2237-JO.
* See particularly Tholuck, Bergrede 5, pp. 142-140 lEng. tr. pp.

141-144], who holds that * more than the moral law is included

here, as the expression lara, l\> *j piet xtpxia. shows; while vJ9
indicates that the fulfilment here spoken of extends to all the

EVTeA.a/. To limit the meaning of the verse to the ethical law is

accordingly inadmissible. . . . The Redeemer can have spoken
of the necessity of a fulfilment of the ritual law only in its

pedagogical and typical symbolical character.' This fulfilment

was accomplished 'in His own sacrificial death, in which the

shadowy outline of the OT sacrifices was filled up, and their idea

realized (He H)*).' Similarly, 'the idea of the theocracy is

realized in the Church ; of the priesthood, in the Christian

people; the passover, in the Lord's Supper; circumcision, in

baptism ; the command to avoid the dead and the ceremonially
unclean, in avoiding the morally dead and unclean,' etc.

t Achelis, Bergpredvjt, p. 781'. : 'The reference here is not to

the Law in respect of its typical prophetic element (e.'j. the law

of sacrifice), nor to the Prophets in respect of their predictions

concerning the Messianic future ;
but to the Law and the Pro-

phets in so far as they, corresponding to the new demands and

promises of Jesus in the first section of the Sermon, embrace
the codified demands and promises current in Israel.' Ibbeken,

Bergpreditjt-, pp. 54,56:
' That he is thinking here (v.lS) especi-

ally of the Ten Commandments, which in the Hebrew original
had a very much shorter form than in the modern translations,

is evident when he says that not a jot or tittle shall pass away ;

of these short commands at least, not the smallest part could

be taken away. . . . The whole difficulty which is felt in this

verse (v.iS) arises from taking the expression
"
the law and the

prophets "too literally, as though Jesus had intended to say that

not the slightest detail of the Mosaic law, including the ritual

law, should pass away. If he meant this, then his later life

and especially his attitude toward the Sabbath law were entirely

inconsistent with his words. But the phrase
" the law and the

prophets" is to be understood here in a much narrower sense,

as signifying only the existing legal order of the common moral

life, an interpretation which is placed beyond doubt by the re-

petition of this phrase in Mt 7 12
. For if he can say,

"
All things

therefore whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you,
even so do ye also unto them : for this is the law and the pro-

phets," then it carmot be denied that in 5i he refers only to

those commands of the law by means of which the legal order of

the common society of men is maintained.' Burton and Mathews,
Constructive Studies in the Life oj Christ, p. ml f. : 'It is evi-

dently the moral teachings of both Law and Prophets that

Jesus is speaking of, not the predictions. . . . Jesus declares his

devotion to the Law, and its permanence in the new Kingdom.
This Jesus could do, although he disregarded or disapproved
certain statutes of the Law (for example, respecting fasting,

Mk 219--; clean and unclean meats, Mk 7 17 ' 19
; and divorce,

Mt 197-9), because he identified the Law with its great principle

of love (Mt 7i- 2237-40). This was to him the Law and the Pro-

phets, and individual statutes were of value and of permanent
authority only in so far as they embodied and expressed this

central principle. This was just the opposite position from that

which the Pharisees took. They gave all heed to the statutes

as authoritative in themselves, and lost sight of the principles.

Hence the conflict between them and Jesus.'

I The figurative language should therefore be interpreted

qualitatively, not quantitatively. So apparently, though not
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to question the |rv<-i-ti- authentii-ity */ th" mit-i .n .

ported
Hi MI M ri

,- Ib wording -i them |.i.^n.M

the rftbbioli d < !! <

i-i
i"ii "t I li. \.\\\\ u- ri.Tii.ill> .imi litt-r;illy

\.tlul ;t lln- iMtnnil:!' u-M'.l ;trr tli'>-ii- ! tin- r.iM.Mii'-al p)mu*L'-

oloffj Th.- Btatementa (IM-HI-..-U.-S ^v \ Ukelj in U- mis-

., i. i ,,! .uM bo inlali i'i tin- luMi-rrs. Tin- livj-rr!"

in i 1. in II.'- 'liiTi-Ln.ii o| |h.- hi. r.ih-in \\hii h Ilr \V.LS sin-nn-

]l|K>.sill^.

it i^ in .: necevuy to nippose. nor is It at all probable, that

\i \VUH ;i trt .- ..i!ni^ii n'li ->i ii Bubaequeni )"( i"i Che

two verses seem to huvo u real nuflriH <>t -Minri hm^ >.ml 1>\

Jt-BUS Ull tllia (Mv;i>ii>n. Hii! ;t 01 ii .LIII ,lr-,\ i-.li I In i-l i.ui i !! i mr-

in^ ih.'\ njaj tir.i rroeivfil in tnvnsinis.-.i,Mi. .it-.^ti^ maj ffell

ii.nr uaed-some Btrong ''\pi. .-.i^n-i m tin- connexion, for the

puri'M-c of attinniiiL; tin- I'IMIH- .-hiinii-it-r iuil I In- -M-ntiul or-

..[ }],: ol
1

rt'M-l.iti.in, ;imt ( iiii|iri'vsiii k
' llir duty of

iol tin- Kingdom which He was eatabUahing to reco nizi

and prr^-ni' Hit- truih thus intrust t-<l to tlit-m, And iln-si-

\\,.nlt 'f Ji-rtn.H, .tlit-.nlv more conservative than lit- w.is ur, us-

t.iiiir.l to use in 111-* .'! -in r;il tvii'-liin-, hi-i\ , !hr"UL;h the pro-
i , taeaoi transmission and translation, aave taken on a still more
. .iii^tTMiiivc [OHM tiiun Ilr li;nl i\rn iln MI. uii.n it is re-

tn< 'inlM-rufl that forl5ur20y(:araaft (TJr-M> .Imtli ihc pniniii^'

iliM'ipli-s had no other conception "t Mi- ''| than that it was
liirnillv iui-1 ruin]tlclfl\ in inn-*-, .Ii MI- i. i. him; tn.-in^ only

Bupplementan i h.T.'tit. n i-, n-t diilimlt i **< hmv tlu-^r words
\\ hn h i I'-.i It \MI Ii rti.it nur t'T.i--nim-tl a fonn and iincri'n-tiitioii

in icoordanoe with the disniplea* oonoepUona of the relation of

(h. \. \\ to thf oj.t |ii>]H'ii^itiuii. In -surh a transformation o(

.1* NILS' w.rdt and inratnni; there wouli] be no intention to inis-

i. preai nt liiiM. hut r.ittn'r ;i i
1

- ui^-i- >us (.urpiNt: to make more
definite what the\ at that time conceived Him to have meant
In these llttrr:in.'i -.. \Mi-if t tit si- \.r-i--, ||. i w -,;i\ is |ln -i Hl-l-,t <'li(_

with Jesus' other te, n tun,' .ind \\ith His praetii-e re^'iirdini,' the

<>T Law ; but it is ronsislent with the prim 1 1 i\e .\pi.stolir teaeh-

iiii,' :md pra< ti'-i- of the Law, which maintained the former
.1. -A.sii |i.'-,it iiii. n;ri.>rin(f for a time that constant and si^itifi-

i ,-it ji..rti"ii nt Jesus' tea'-hiii^ and conduct which was ;i-;un-a

the literal authority and thu pennaiicnt observance of the UT.

In the following verse, Mt "j-"
,
we are a^iiin >u

tinn ^n.uiul. Jesus assuivs His hearers thai tin-

run-t-nt conception and attainment of ri-htrouMirss

aa t:ni-_;iit an. I pradisiMi by the scribes ami IMi.iri-

Beea, \\asfiinp-ly insufficient not enough tuailmit

one to the Kingdom of llrnvru.t l!itf:ul, iln'H'i"in'c,

of abro^'atin^ or diminishing rrli^mu^ rei|iiire-

tni'iits, a> tln-y rbar^Mi against Him. He was, in

fact, demanding of men a ^n-ai ileal more than

tht-y ilfinainl-.|, with all their boasted ilcvot inn

to the Law. What the character of the I'haii-.-r.

righteousness was can be seen in Mt -J3
1 ' 39

, Lk

clearly, R. \\<i^. M, 'i.-r-Komm. ii. >I. Mttftfi'-nti. p. 104 : the jot
and tittle 'Minify in the roucrete-phiMic fnnn nf JesUfl ' \

IT. ^n.ii i-\i-r> part of the Law, however.small. . That Joans
hits in mind here only the mural law, not the ceremonial law, is

an urHeiKihl'- view. He includes the whole I'i\v, and contem-
>i:tt's an ;i mi typical fultllniuiit of the ceremonial L-lemetit in it.'

HTlth Weiss agree Tholuck, Achelis, rVinr, n. Holtzmann, and
others, thai a di-,1 nn'l n m nl nmr.il and ert-Mmiiial pi.rlnnis in

the Law. which could be separately and murht le ditlerently
\iewLil, H an entirely modern one, nnreco^nixcd by Jesus and
i i

'

' Hip.'Ml It B.

S. l:,inr. Sii.ni^s, Kt-im, Wittichen, Kn^ilin, Wei/^.irKrr,
I ' Id, Keine, II. Holtzmann, Schmiedel. Holtzmann,
(.'(until, ii. il. >'i/iio/)f(Xvr, p. li*ti, n-^.n-ds the three verses, vv.i<~-n(

,

as an answer of the Kv:ur,'etist to the I'miliiie aiiti-li-^alivin.

Ffine, Jittn-'> r. !','< *r. 't'l
'

L885, pp 26 ''>, .it- ':> - at Im^th
tti.it \ \ !' '' c tinii.L U- auttieiilic, but nm.st ho Jew ish-< 'In i -t i.ui

a'Mitums li.i.'i.n, *>TitU'ii on the Mount, pp. 13:t 138, rejects
v. ls

,
but thinks that v.19 can be explained here as it --tamls.

t The.I> -\\ - "i .1" IU8
1

day conceived the Law to be the Divinely
r'\.a!id will of Jehovah, made kM'>uii to MOM-S fur tho J>tr-

inanent guidance of the people ;
it iould not therefore change

t-r |.i-- away. SM Tholuek, 11. IloItZlliaiin, It. \\eis-, i i ,;i,-'

M. \er, wli. mi ttie l.asis of Jer ;fl ;i1 thnuuht that the Jews
looked t<>r a new law). See also liar 4', To 1'-; I'hilo, I'tM

J/wrw, ii. 650; Joirphun, <'"itti-<i Afnon,,,,, li.SR /'< -slnUi /,'.

lo. ] reads :

' K\ *-r\ llnn^ h.i^ i! - i nd. I )) li.'a\ m and earth lia\ e

their end ; only one tinriLT '-* excepted which has in. end, and
that is the Law.' M'-m-th H. (i :

' N-l a letter shall be
abolished from the I/i\\ !i>r>'\ti.' Miilrnxh Knltfleth, 71. 4:
'

(The Law) shall remain in px-rpt-tuity for e\ er and ever.
1

I It is dittii'iilt t-t undt-r-I Mid li..\s tlif PTOrdfl "f Ml -'.t 2 - 3 can
be authentic just an they -.land. How e..uld J.-sus command
the people ID n-lider ei>mpli I. i to the teachings Ofl tfafl

Reribes and I'harisr.-s (

'

All thini:-. whatflOevei Hi*'\ lud yiti,
i u ' d" and observe *)f Th*-ir tf.u-hnii; wn-, certainly better
than their practice, but both were essentially defective and
penerse. Jrsils rh:ir,ictrri/rd the si-nhes ;ind I'harisres as
'

blind/ Mt i;('- ! '-M'~ '''
;

Hi-, wht.].- nu---i' >M \\ ,i> concerned with
til. i -.lalilislinietlt Of an atlti-I'h.iris.in- idr.d .-I heli.-f mid con-
duct. So that wi- s.'.-in to hav.- in Ml '

:-' ". i- in Mi '
-

certain false colouring of Jesus' language , the mmliHcai i<>n i>f

His words in Iran-in^-h'n t.> i-\pit -> -in ultra conservative
J< uish-( 'hristian conception.

'v

ll
;
"-' ;

!!,
' ' 18M*j their painful ^I

nnil perversity, in i>m|iari><iii \\itli \\ liat tln-\

winilil h:i\i' lii-rll hail tln-y !jvi>il i.iilhlnl |i> tin-

OT tiMi-hin^', iii-ril mil lii-iv In' ilr-n ilii-il. In

vv. 17 '
1 " .Ir-u^ ha^ i.\]ihiini-il llii- ri'liilinn ul Mi-,

i .1 -

I

>i
1 norm i " t liat of tin- l.:i\v ami lite I 'i <

[>lr
I -.

In v.
" Hi' li,-i rmitraMt-il lli> iili-al -lamlarcl ol lift-

\\ith that of thu I'liari.si'i-s. Ami now in tin- vrrw.s

wliii-li I'olluw, vv.-'' 4\ Ho illu~i tali -. ]n>\\ Imtli tlm

OT anil llir l'lum*:iir norms fall slnirt if that

nivim- iilral fur MH'ii whirh Hi; ha- mini- lu estab
li-h in tin- \\orlil. A- ^oiirnilly enumerated, iln--i'

illustrations an- M\ in number, < <>n< i -i mn;,' : (1)

iui;.'i'r, vv.- 1 "-*
; (_') Mirinl purity, vv.*7'*1

: (3) divorce,
O .,t|,,, ; (5) retaliation. \\

.

[til I. .vi' lor nil, vv." M
. Tlu-j- illuminate tin- lii-hl

of MM'inl relations between men by showing \\hat

principles are to determine thrir feelings nml tln-n

cuiiiliirt towards our another. These principles \ve

may for emiveiiieiiee designate as the prim-iple of

inner righteousness, the principle of unselfishness

ami forgiveness, anil I lie prinriple of universal

love; although the lirst comprises really the second
ami tliinl also.

d. Jim,,- 7.V'"""'"'"-. Mt -)-'
"

(ef. Lk 12-
1G 1S

). The essential dillerence between the OT
system and the Gospel is that lietween an external
fode forced upon one from without and an internal

life which lir.st develops character and then mani-
fests itself in conduct. The OT Law told what a

man must do and must not do, mainly the latter ;

although it contemplated riejit motives, it did not

generally formulate them or eil'eet them. A man
might 'keen all the commandments from his

youth up,' anil yet lack some essential element
of righteousness (Mk 1U'7

' 2
-). If it is true that

tor the childhood of the race an external system
of conduct is alone suitable and po-sible, if a child

miiM be dealt, with on the basis of pieeepts until

knowledge, judgment, and conscience ipialify him
for a ba-i- of principles, the reason for the radical

dill'ereiice between the (IT and the NT becomes
clear: they belong to different stages of human
development. And St. 1'mil is ri^lil in sayinj; thai

'when the fulness of time came, Hod sent foith

his Son' (dal 4'). The (IT \\as really and pro-

iierly superseded by the (Jospel, which enjoined
life by principle, internal as well as external

righteousness, true character as well as <;oil con

duct, right thinking and right feeling as the
souice ol all that one is and dors.

Consequently, .Jesus in His teaching, rei unlcd
in these vv. -*""', does not need to distinguish be-

tween the OT and the scribal interpretation or

elaboration of it, because His teaching supersedes
both * and furnishes tho one true; and siillieieiit

guide to life. The scribes and Pharisees, to be

sure, misunderstood the Law and neglected the

I'lophets, whereby their religious ideas and prac-
tices fell far short of the OT standard. Sometimes
Jesus tried to make His contemporaries realize

this; cf. Mt \y ", .In .V :

'. IJul .lesus did not re-

enact the Hebrew IJible, even though it was better

than Pharisaism. It was His mission to perfect t he
Law and the 1'rophets. He therefore let the OT
-land as a monument of previous Divine revelation

and earlier human development, giving in its stead
" ThN is the only possible view, notwithstanding 'I i

. -Ut^r. ill' argument, li'-i'tri-dt.s, pp. 15&-UI4 (Eng. tr. |.j'
I 1

;

I not offer any 'romrti.n <' il"

'.] [AW/ III- Uil-lt! H|U lh:il Ml,.' I \-\,\< .niMlr.-v* of Ui>

disciples must j;o lit \mi.l n<j II, .Vi,.si> Laic, but the Ifjul
,itnl,i-i'x' (liis iljvlu ^i. 'I'liiil t)

eoiuneu Ol III- '!i-
i|'l-

* nin^l r\r... il ! In- n-ti'

M-rit.rM :inil l'h;in--i is, Jesut* has distinctly said in Mt 5** ; but
in.! ili-n righl ..... -ness need not exceed lhat commanded
i.v tin- .Mns-iir Law. is u statement which Jesua is n.it npi.rit-d
to have made. Nor could He have cons:sl.'iilK BO
sin.. Ilr came tofultll tin- i>T, not hy rc-i-mi lin^ it Imt hy
l>.

i '. .-I in_. it which is Tholuck'tt own view \\h. n be 10 luU-r-
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a fuller and better revelation adapted to a higher
stage of the world's progress. Now and then
Jesus had occasion to attest the absolute truth

and permanent value of much which the OT con-

tained ;
but these things He regarded as true and

valuable, not because He found them in the OT,
but because He knew of Himself that they were
so. He set up an ideal of religious belief and
conduct which was not put together out of the

OT (however many resemblances there may have

been), or dependent upon the OT for its truth and

authority, but was His own creation, resting on
the separate foundation of His own immediate

perception of Divine truth and human duty. Jesus
was not a mere restorer of a former revelation,

but a new authority in the field of religion and

ethics, the hearer ot a new revelation of God to

men. This is the explanation of His words,
' But

I say unto you' (vv.
2" '" s-- M -'M - 44

). And this is

what the people recognized when they testified

that ' he taught them as one having authority,
and not as the scribes' (Mt T

28
).

Jesus' ideal of human brotherhood is first illus-

trated by an exposition of the principle which lay
behind the Sixth Commandment, 'Thou shalt not

kill.' In this Commandment the act of murder
was explicitly forbidden, and the Jews conscienti-

ously abstained from murder ; they kept the letter

of the precept. But there existed also the spirit

of the Commandment, the principle on which it

was founded, that brethren should not hate one
another ;

for it was out of hatred that murder
came. Since the Commandment did not explicitly
forbid hatred, men had allowed themselves to

cherish anger, hatred, and contempt against others

without regarding themselves as disobedient to

the Law. Jesus set over against this notion the

emphatic teaching that all feelings of anger and
hate are in themselves sinful, whether or not they
take effect in acts of violence ; they fall under the

condemnation and punishment of God, since His

Kingdom cannot fully come until all men love one

another.* And for that reason He adds in vv. 2s- **

that no act of worship, however sacred (such as

* With i fi>u; (v.21) compare LXX of Ex 20", Dt 51".

$xeC<ra.7i (v.
24

) refers to the reading and exposition of the OT in

the synagogues. s dp^atoi; (v.-
1
) is a dative of indirect

object, as nearly all scholars (against Ewald, Keim) now hold =
' to the ancients,

1

i.e. to those who first received the Mosaic

Law (so Bleek, Tholuck, Achelis), or to both those who first

received it and also subsequent generations (so B. Weiss).

xpiffii (v. 21) refers to the official trial and condemnation of the

murderer by the appropriate Jewish court ; the punishment
was death, 'Ex 2112, LV 24", Dt 17s 12

. if).&/arf (v.
22

) docs

not include or deny
'

righteous indignation,' which has its

proper place, cf. Mt' 3", Mk 35 , Eph 42*>. *,'*>;, which is read in

v.-- by Text. Recept., is not found in KB, and is rejected by
modern editors and commentators as a superfluous and weaken-

ing expansion. &%&$? (v.) means any and every person, as

in n24
~'J - 4 ' 5 1815 - -1

. The threefold characterization of hatred

and punishment in v.22 seems to be cumulative: anger unex-

pressed, anger expressing itself in contemptuous epithet<pcx=
Nj7'~i), and anger expressing itself in a term which implies al

once lack of sense, character, and piety (tmpi 723 1 S 25s5 ,

Ps 14', or rniD Nu 20'-'4
,
Dt 21i 21

) ; while the xplini refers to

the local Jewish courts (Dt 1C18 ,
Mt 10"), the <n,, S ?.> to the

supreme SANHEDRIN in Jerusalem, and the T-;,* ?:iv*a.v iov vuecs to

the Divine judgment and its consequences. It is important to

consider, however, that Jesus has used this triple, cumulative
fonu of expression, not for the purpose of distinguishing grades
of guilt in hatred, or of indicating how nicely punishment is

meted out in accordance with desert, but to make as emphatic
as possible His teaching that all hatred is sinful and destructive

for which reason it can have no place among the members o

God's Kingdom. So that the detailed interpretation of Mt 5>22

is more a matter of historical interest than of practical im

portance. Bacon, Sennon on the Mount, pp. 8Sf., 139, 177

adopts the reconstruction of v.22f. which was advocated b>
Peters (Journal of Bib. Lit. 1892), according to which he would
read the passage :

' Ye have heard that it was said to the

ancients, Thou shalt not kill, and whosoever killeth shall be
amenable to judgment. But I say unto you, Whosoever is angrj
with his brother shall be amenable to judgment. [Moreover
it was said,] Whosoever shall call his brother scoundrel shall be

amenable to the court. [But I say unto you,] Whosoever calleth

nun simpleton shall be amenable to the hell of fire.'

:hey understood the offerings in the temple to

be*), was acceptable to God when the formal

ivorshipper cherished ill-will against any fellow-

nan. The real brotherhood is a paramount re-

ligious obligation.
"it is doubtful whether vv.-5 - 26 are original in

;his connexion. t Neither does the setting of the

parallel passage in Lk 126b - 63 seem to be the his-

torical one. The saying is figurative, and may be

interpreted in either of two ways: (1) it may
teach that a man must put away all hatred of

others, and be brotherly towards them, in order

that he may be qualified to receive God's forgive-

ness, so Mt 57 6' 4 - 15 IS- 1
' 35

,
Lk 7 36'50

; or (2) it may
teach that such banishment of ill-will is a matter
of common prudence, in order that a man may get
on well in his social relations (this in addition to

the truth already stated in vv.-"'-
24 that the putting

away of hatred was also a Divine command to

men).{ Either interpretation contains truth, and
has a general bearing upon the subject here under
discussion in the Sermon.
The second illustration which Jesus uses, vv. 27 - m

,

for inculcating true righteousness in human re-

lations is the Seventh Commandment (Ex 2014
,

Dt 518
). This statute forbade the violation of the

marriage union. It was supplemented by the

Tenth Commandment (Ex 20J7
, Dt Si-

1

), which
forbade a man to desire another's wife. The two
commands together went far towards preserving
the peace and purity of the home. Jesus, however,
set His own teaching in sharp contrast with even
this high teaching ot the Seventh Commandment,
forbidding a man to look with lustful eyes upon a
woman. His demand exceeds that of the OT in

two respects : (1) it insists not only upon abstention

from the act, but upon the repression of all wr d:g

thought and desire (in this going much deeper
than even the Tenth Commandment) ; (2) it for-

bids impure thoughts and desires on the part of

any one. For while yvvaiKai and f^.oixfi'trei' (v.-
8

)

might be taken in a limited sense as retelling only
to those who are married, it is inconceivable that

Jesus could have given a different standard for the

unmarried ; and it is altogether probable that, in

setting out the principle and ideal of social purity,
He had in mind the whole society in which this

principle and ideal must be realized. A narrow

interpretation, which would limit His teaching

exclusively to what would be wrong for a married

man to do or think, would be contrary to Jesus'

method and intention. Social purity is an equal

obligation of men and women, of married and un-

married. And Jesus clearly had in mind to estab-

lish by this teaching the absolute necessity for the

Kingdom of pure social thought and couduct on
the part of every member.

* Jesus in speaking to Jews appealed, no doubt often (cf. Mt
65.17 71^ jo41 IS 1

"), to their reverence for the temple with its

sacrificial system, and to their many religious ideas and cus-

toms. In doing so He did not signify that He shared all these

ideas and practices with them. Jesus is not reported by the

Gospels as ever offering a sacrifice or otherwise taking part in

the customary temple worship (cf. Mt 12 7
); He went to the

temple, hut only to teach. Had the contrary been the case,

the First Gospel'could hardly have failed to tell of it, bf-ause

this Gospel is interested to show how close Jesus brought Him-
self to the Jews of His day.

t They are regarded as compiled material by Neander, Witti-

chen, Feine, Godet, H. Holtzmann, Wendt, B. Weiss, Bacon;
while all these scholars except Godet and Wendt regard vv.23-^
as also extraneous to the Sermon.

J For the former view, Jerome, Calvin, Luther, Bengel, and
others ; for the latter view, Chrysostom, Tholuck, Achelis, H.

Holtzmann, B. Weiss, and others.

Jesus is not here attempting to define the relative sinful-

ness of lust bnd the performance of lust ; it would be a perverse
and false inference that the former is as bad as the latter, for

the lustful look does not produce the fearful consequences
which follow the lustful act. What Jesus means is, that the

entertaining of impure thought and desire is in itself a heinous

sin, quite as bad as men commonly supposed adultery itself

to be.
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The logical relation of x x .'-"'" to the txvo pre-
ceding \el-e- I- not close, \\hieli has led some
scholar- In regard them a- extraneous matter in

this di-couise. Then- are parallel savings in Mt
Is' ', Mk '.I'

1 ' 4T
,
but ill both Ihe-e pla'ee- also t Ill-

passage seem- to be only partially relevant. The
words are liguralixe and hyperbolical. .le-u-

meaiis In -ax \\ilh great empha-is that no ellori

and no .-ai-rilice
"
are to be considered too great for

a man in his struggle to master hi- loxxcr nature
and to secure the supremacy of his higher, better
self. I nl il a man bring- his body into subject io:i to

his .-pirit, he tails loth individually and soeiallv of

xx hat (Joil requires of him let. I
< 'o ti'

;

-", I Jal .">"'-').

The teaching concerning divorce, contained in

vv. "''-, appear- also in i oiim-xmii xvith a -peciln-
historical occasion in Mt l!l-

M'=Mk In 1
'

1

-', while
the l.nkan parallel Hi'" is entirely unconnected.
Not a fexv modern scholars have come to regard
I he Liter M.-itl h.ean setting as the original one,

explaining .V- ;i: as an importation into I he Sei nmn
lor I he pniposi- of bringing -le-us' leaching about

divorce mtn tmmedi&te connexion with Hi- general
ethical discourse, and also to place side by side

what He taught concerning the closely related

subjects of adultery and divorce. f This seem- I lie

more probable view, but the teaching in the same
whether given ill the Sermon on the Mount or
xinder some other circumstances. I>i\oiee xxa- a

subject of discussion in Jesus' day. The txvo rab-
binical school- headed by Shammai and Ilillel, in-

terpreting Dt '.M
1 -

-,J promulgated dilli-rent opinions
concerning the proper grounds of divorce: the
lornier school was more strict, alloxving divorce

only in case of adultery and other serious moral
ollences ; the latter school allowed divorce on almost

any pretext which the husband might indicate.

Remarriage aller divorce \\.-i- considered proper by
both schools. It was therefore a matter of lixcly
interest what attitude toxvards divorce would be
a-sumed by the new Teacher, who was independent
of both Ilillel and Shammai, and had had no rab-
binical training. The 1'harisei-s undertook to dis-

cover .lesii- position by their question: 'Is it

lawful for a man to put away his wife'/' (so Mk
Id", while Mt l!i

:; add- 'loi ex cry cause"). Jesus
in rcplx i.Mk lu :l -

') lirst direct- their attention (if

Mark solder is to be followed m-li ad of Malthew'si
to t he < IT teaching on the subject contained in Dt
L'-4'--, where divuree and remarriage are allowed
tor -"ml cause, the dixorec being testilied by a
loimal document. But then He goes on to show
(Mk In'" 1

') that this permission of divorce was only
n concession to a low moral stage of the people,
that 1 be iMvine ideal of marriage as revealed in
(in :>-'-' was an inseparable union of man and
wife, both spiritually and physically. || This ideal

The xx-ords are not to !>< uii'l, rst,,,l literally, as though
,,:, lined lln- mm il.il ion of the hod V . Lust would not be

removed by the destruction ,.f 11,,. physical eve or liaml. N,,r
il>, Ihf ivr all, I h;m,l si:m,l |,,r s|,,vi:i,- Kinds of evil di-sirr.

Tins, r, I,' figurative uttn.m, , v, ; ,s si,
frr<|n< nl Iv in .Irs, is

id, -i ,,1 ni'ii.il ,l,il v .

tS,i I'.lrrk, t INlKnisen. Iv-.tlin, (lodrt, Feine, lllbrk, !,, II

Holtzmann. That the words In-liingtti tin s, ni, ni is held by
Mcv rr, Arlirlis, I: XV ,-iss. XX null

, [-..leon, antl many "I In >

',
In hi '-'I

1 - we r-':i<l :

'

XX lien a man lakith :i wife, and
niarrieth her, then it sliall In

. il she flml no favour in his eyes,
l,,r:ius,. h, h.itli t",in,l > , ii us, rrnlv Iliin- ill her, that he
shall xvrite hi-r u bill of di\ ,,rri-nn nl, ami I.-IM- il in her hand,
and send her out of his boils,-. Andxvhen she is ,|,],,nt,,l ,,i,t

Of his house, she may ^<> .in, I I-, an-,1 In-r in , ,
s \v ,n

S*l|l III,' .lr\\isll lll.irn.l-r l.c\s iunl 1-l.nllir s,-f .1 , is,
J

,1 1 n s
,

Ant. iv. viii. -j;t ; I'I'M. s 711. Also cf. Wunsehe, Erldlttmtng
da i oangtlirn, pp. 52 67; I'M'-r-i,, im. l.ifi'inni TimeiqfJcnu
lhtllaiiah,\ 152 154 ii 382 134 ; Tholuck, Bnyradi pp

'

U:il [Kiii_-. tr. i'p. 'JIT 'J.'ll ; and art. M.MLKIAIIK in \ol. iii.

Thithiek, /.'. r-it, !,
', p. 239 [Eng n i- 225], thus states the

bibli.ijil idea t,f marriage:
'

Marn.i^f is a IIIMIII- nisi it nt ion,

haying tor ils aim t,, I,ring man un,l w .n,,,n t,, ;ui indissoluble

unity of Initlv iiiid sj.nii. tt.tt ||,,. v in;iv tlins nniliLillv ,nni-

plement each other, and lay the foundation of a family.'

conception of marriage Jesus no'.v solemnly re-
allii ins and promulgates as His oxvn teaching.

Ac-cordinx to Mk 10 1"-'-
(cf. Mt I'J"-'

a
) Jesus

subsequently spoke further on the subject in

private to His disciples, forbidding remarriage
after divorce. This would be a corollary of His
previous statement, for separation iniglit not pre-
vent ultimate realization of the marriage ideal IH.--

tween the husband and the wife, while remarriage
would ellectually prevent such a realization. Much
uncertainty, however, exists as to just xx hat Jesus
said about remarriage." The parallel passages to
Mk 10 1 "- 13

, which appear in Mto32 lUa
, l.k 111 '. are

in serious disagreement, and there is also dilliculty
in determining the best textual reading in some
places. These variations indicate an agitation of
the subject of divorce among the primitive Chris-

tians, and an attempt to formulate Jesus' ideal of

marriage into practical rules of conduct for specilie
cases. The words of Jesus on remarriage, so vari-

ously reported, reflect the dill'erent views on the

subject which were current among the Christians
while our Gospels were in process of formation.
The fact seems to be, that Jesus in His teaching

concerning marriage is dealing with the principle
and the ideal of marriage, rather than enacting
legal statutes in regard to it. The whole treat-
ment of His words as marriage legislation, which
began with His disciples and has continued to the

present day, is a mistake, and has led to confusion,
Hardship, contradiction, and strife. Jesus here,
as always, was setting forth the will of God for
men in revealing the purpose and the Divine con-

ception of the institution of marriage. He there-
fore establishes the ideal of marriage as a perfect,
permanent union in body and spirit, and enjoins

* In Mt !!>- 1!W there is a striking addition to the xvords of
Jesus as recorded in Mk 10", Lk 101" ; cf. also 1 Co 7'- ". This
exceptive phrase Tuftxiot \tyvu rropnixs or

jj,y, tfi To^vtat is taken
to mean that in the case of adultery Jesus explicitly permitted
the divorce and remarriage of the innocent party. Hut this
Mattlueari addition fulls under suspicion for four reasons : (1) the
Mat.thomn account ItV'-", xvith xvhieh 5;fl - 32 is prohahly to he
associated, is distinctly secondary and divergent from that of
Mk 101 12

; (o) t |,is exceptive phrase is significantly absent from
the accounts in Mark, Luke, and I'aul ; (:t) the exception 10 of.

a statutory nature, xvhile Jesus is es-tahlishing the principle and
the ideal of marriage ; (4) in accordance with Jesus' general
teaching, adultery is not in itself UL sufficient ground for divorce.

Consequently, the opinion is becoming strongly supported that
these words of the Matthew passages are a nioitifying interpre-
tation put upon Jesus' teaching by a generation or group of
Christians xvho took His words as a new marriage legislation,
and regarded the statute as intolerably severe (so Bleek,
de Wette, Schneckenburger, Bruce, Heinrici, 11. Weiss, II.

HolUmann, Wendt, Schmicdcl, Bacon). In this case Mark
and Luke unite in preserving Jesus' actual words, which laid
doxvn a principle and not a statute, leaving the application of
this principle, as of others, to be worked out according to the
possibilities ot the circumstances in any givi-n instance (cf. Mai
214-16). similarly Bacon (Sermon on the mount, pp. 117, 177 f.).

Other scholars hold that the exceptive phrase in Matthew is an
interpolation, but only states explicitly what was already im-

plied as true in the nature of the case, that the act of adultery
actually destroys the marriage union and is the divorce, instead
of being merely a proper ground of divorce (so Meyer, Tholnck,
K. tlatipt, B. Weiss). But adultery cannot be in itttclf a
proper ground for divorce on (Jospel principles. In a case of

adultery, divorce might be necessary if the offending party
persisted in this evil conduct, xvilfully regardless of all moral
sense and duty. Suppose, however, that after the xvrong had
been done, the guilty party became truly repentant, and re-

Bolvi 'I upon a right life henceforth? The Gospel requires mercy
rather than justice, love rather than revenge ; forgiveness,
patience, and long-suffering. The prophet Hosea. in his trying
marriage relation, had discovered tiie livine principle involved
in su,-h r;uses, ami had recognized that in dealing lovingly and
t, ,r^i\ ni^'ly xvith a xvayxvard xvife he xvas following (Sod's oxvn
ni,-lh,l with His xvayward children; cf. also Jer .X1-1B. Jesus
most impressively taught that love, gentleness, and forgiveness
were to characterize the true Christian, even in a moc of
adultery ; for lie said to the adulteress :

' Neither do I condemn
tlirr; go, sin no more.' Such teaching seemed to the early
Church quite too lenient, so that this incident with its teaching
f;iilr<t totlnd a place in the Gospels until the '2nd cent., and
III, n uu! a suitable one. Jesus' treatment of this woman has
been lost sight of in the interpretation of His words concerning
divorce. The hard spirit of vengeance has ruled men's thoughts
rather lhau the torgi\ ing spirit of love.
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all the married to strive for the attainment of

this ideal. He did not enter into the casuistry
of the matter, but fixed the principle. How
far in actual ecclesiastic or civic legislation, at

any given period or place, the ideal can be

practically formulated and demanded, He left

for the decision of those upon whom the ad-
ministration of such matters devolved. Marriage
and divorce regulations, upon which the welfare
of society so largely depends, must embody the
Divine ideal to the fullest extent made possible

by the stage of spiritual, moral, and social pro-

gress concerned. And Christian people must never
fail to apply to themselves this Divine marriage
ideal

;
however low the current conception of mar-

riage may be, or whatever laxity the civic laws

may permit, the disciples of Christ can never con-

duct themselves according to any standard but
that set by Him. Not that they must regard His

teaching as statutory and divorce as never per-
missible ; but that the act of divorce would be a
confession of complete failure to attain His ideal,
so that the highest degree of effort, patience,
endurance, and self-sacrifice should lie used in

order to accomplish the permanence and the per-
fection of a marriage union when undertaken. In

addition, Christian people must uphold Jesus' mar-

riage ideal in the world, striving by every means
to secure its increasing recognition and realization

in society at large. For only in these ways can
the Kingdom of God fully come.
The next subject dealt with in the Sermon is the

use of Oaths (Mt 533 " 37
). The oath or vow was a

frequent type of expression in all antiquity, and
its use has diminished little with the passing of

centuries. In its origin the oath was a solemn

religious act, in which God or some object sacred
to Him or through Him was invoked as a witness
of the truth of an utterance or the sincerity of a

promise, and as an avenger of falsehood and of

non-fulfilment of the promise. The use of the
oath and vow is recognized and approved in the

OT (cf. Ex 22U
,
Dt 6" 1(F, Ps 63", Is 4S23

, Jer 4-,

and He G13 "' 8
), and the commands concerning them

look towards the preservation of their religious
character and solemn function. This was the

intent of the Third Commandment, ' Thou shalt

not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain
'

(Ex '20
7

,
Dt 5U ), in which all misuse of the oath is

forbidden, as where an oath is taken thoughtlessly
or maliciously, or to cover falsehood.* In the

same tenor are Lv 191 - ' Ye shall not swear by my
name falsely, so that tliou profane the name of thy
God,' and IX u 30 ' When a man voweth a vow unto
the Lord, or sweareth an oath to bind his soul with
a bond, he shall not break his word ; he shall do

according to all that proceedeth out of his mouth.' t

The form of Jesus' expression in Mt 533 takes up
the substance, though not the exact form, of these

OT teachings. The Jews of Jesus' day made most

extravagant use of the oath, both in frequency and
in variety ; some oaths were regarded as binding
and some as not binding, the difference of form

being purely technical.^
Christ denounced this casuistry as perverse in

the extreme (Mt 2316
~"). And in this passage of

the Sermon He has the intention of sweeping away
the whole system of oaths as resting upon a false

theory, namely, that a man might use two qualities
of statement : one with the oath, which pledged
him to truth or fulfilment ; and one without the

oath, which required neither truth nor fulfilment.

As against this double-dealing and authorization

* On the interpretation of the Third Commandment, see Coffin,
Journal of Bib. Lit. 1000, pp. 106-188 ; art. DECALOOUE in vol. i.

t See, further, Lv &>, Nu 301-16, Dt 23'-l-2i
, JK ll'-39, Jer 7,

Ezk 1718, Zee $< i 8", Mai 35.

J See Wunsche, Erlduterung der Evangelien, pp. 57-60, 2SS-

292 ; Edersheiui, Life and Timca of Jeinui the Messiah, ii. 17-21.

of falsehood, Jesus demands that a man shall speak
only the truth, and implies that an oath is not only

unnecessary, but harmful. This interpretation of

Mt 5f
a ~'J! is that of the early Fathers and of the

majority of modern commentators.* We find the

same teaching, with close similarity of words, in

Ja 512 ' But above all things, my brethren, suear

not, neither by the heaven, nor by the earth, nor

by any other oath : but let your yea be yea, and

your nay, nay; that ye fall not under judgment.'
That Jesus submitted to the high priest's oath at

His trial (Mt 2683 - w
), as a matter of the moment's

necessity, is in no way against this interpretation. t
Jesus forbids oaths not as statutory legislation, so

that the taking of an oath is sinful ; but in prin-

ciple, on the ground that a man is accountable to

God for every utterance (Mt 1234
' 37

). He sets forth

the ideal of truthfulness which is to be striven for

and ultimately accomplished. A Christian can
have no need of an oath. If in the present stage
of civilization oaths are still necessary for civic

purposes, then Christians must seek to establish a

higher standard of honesty in speech, according to

which a man's simple word will be the best possible

guarantee of the truth and performance of what
he says.

e. Unselfishness and Forgiveness. Mt538"12= Lk
6:9.

so_ T ]ie of Law did, in fact, provide that punish-
ment should be in degree and kind,

' an eye for an

eye, and a tooth for a tooth
'

; thus we read in

Ex 21 23 ' 25 ' Thou shalt give life for life, eye for

eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot,

burning for burning, wound for wound, stripe for

stripe'; as also Lv 24 17 "-1
, Dt 19 16 -'21

.t This lex

taliunis was understood to apply to all relations of

men. And not only that, for God Himself was
believed to be retributive in His punishment, so

that when men could not themselves execute the

just penalty God could be appealed to for visiting
retribution upon one's enemies ; ef. Dt 233 ' 6 25 17" 1!t

,

Ps 35>- 41 10 - " 586- 11 68 1 ' 2 69-2-28 78-- 2i- 6u - 66 UK)"' 15
,

Jer IT 18 1823
, La S64'66

. This primitive conception
and type of justice was probably required, at least

in principle, by the conditions of the earliest

civilization to which it ministered. When the

modes of punishment subsequently changed, and

penalties were executed no longer in kind but in

some suitable equivalent, it still remained true

that the punishment was meant to be retributive

and equal to the crime. It is only in modern
times that there has come in a new conception of

punishment, according to which society is to be

protected, not by avenging the wrong in kind or

degree, but by reforming the evil-doer. This

higher type of justice, based upon the principle of

forbearance and helpfulness, also found recognition
in Israel. The deeply spiritual saw that God's act ion

was in love, mercy, and forgiveness, and they

plead for a like principle of treatment among men ;

so Lv 19la ' Thou shalt not take vengeance, nor hear

an}' grudge against the children of thy people
'

;

Dt 3235
'Vengeance is mine, and recompense,' i.e.

God's ; Pr 20~ '

Say not, I will recompense evil :

wait on the Lord, and he shall save thee'; cf.

* So Justin, Irenrcus, Clement Alex., Origen, Jerome, Augus-
tine

;
of our own day, Meyer, Achelis, liruce, B. Weiss, H. Weiss,

and others ; see esp. Wendt, Lehre Jcsit, ii. 210-213 LEng. tr. i.

269-273]. For the view that Jesus did not forbid all oaths,

but only their misuse, thereby simply re-establishing the OT
teaching, may be cited Luther, Calvin, liengel, Stier. Kwald,

Keim, Tholuck. H. Holtzmann holds that Mt S33 37 is intended

to forbid all oaths, but attributes this tone to the Essenic

tendencies of the First Evangelist rather than to Jesus, whose

purpose was only to rebuke the profusion and casuistry of the

Pharisaic practice.
t St. Paul's use of the oath, 2 Co 1 1131, Eo V>. Gal 12",

1 Th 2^, and elsewhere, is simply a continuation of the OT and

Jewish custom in its best use ; 'the primitive Christians in this,

as in many other respects, failed to rise at once to the apprecia-
tion and attainment of Jesus' ideal.

J Similarly the yammurabi Code (c. 2250 B.C.), Nos. 196, 200.
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nlso 2 K (i-
1

-'*, LaS27
'**. But the love of r.-tali.i

tii Hi, tin- /ml for fxrcul in- vrn-i-amv, and llu-

|>assinn
for st'iMii*; strict juMu-e dour \\ it limit delay,

held tlu; lield in lioth OT and NT times. And
Consequently, \vln-n .Irsus eanir, lie found little of

the true spirit and M-rvirr of hroi lin Imod.

Against this false ;md hateful ti-mprr of men
JTMIS set III-- principle of unselfishness and for-

jjiveni'ss, following OUt the hi^'lirr conception ]>re-

senlcd in the UT, ami requiring that hy this

principle all men shall determine all their conduct
to\\ aids one another. In order to make His

meaning more explicit and eh-ar, .J*-sns used four
concn'te illiistrat ions

(
Ml 538

"431
), in I hem su^^esl in-

what kind of conduct \\ould result from living L>y

this principle. The illustrations, of course, are

li^uiativr, and are to be interpreted not literally
lui t in their main idea.* A man is not to be

thinking constantly of his own rights, as though
the chief aim of his life was to avenge inju-lic.-s
and sli-hts towards liimsdf (v.^'i ; lie must be

willing to endure wrorii;-, to sac-iilieo his feelings
and his possessions, in order to avoid trouble with
others (v.

4U
) ; he must be ready to labour in-eh

and unselfishly fi.r the <;ood of others, without

expecting reeomprn'-e (v.
41

) ; he is not to be of a

^raspin^, penurious disposition rather he is to

assist oiln-rs in every reasonable way (v.
42

).f

In tliis principle of for^ivin^' love and unselii-b

scrvic lies the r-sM-uee of .IrMi>' <! hical teaching ;_t

it has been well called 'the secret of Jesus.
'

$ On
* In Jn ]!}'" -i it can be seen that Jesus did not have in mind

literal non- resistance, since He did not Himself practise it.

That certain individuals. (most m't-ntly Tolstoi) arid sects

(AnaltapfMs, Mennonites, Quakers) have taken these sayings
literally, as statutes to be obeyed, fa n'>t i<> the <-redit either of

their knowledge of the teaching of Jesus or of their own common-
sfhsr. Such literalism is tin- pern-vsum of Jesus' method and
intent, and is one of the worst enemies of the Gospel, tor it

ho|i\ up tin- teaching of Jesus to the ridicule of all sun-,
thinking iiH n.

t In v.w tin- rZ T'Hr.fcv cannot be the Evil One (as thought by
( 'hr\ > -loin and Tln-oplix lael), for Jesus would have him for

c\rr resided
;

it tni_;ht In- regarded a*, ;i iH'iittrr noun, referring
to evil hi gi'iii-ral (go August me, Luther, Calvin, K \\ald, Ai-heli>,

KnlM-h; I. ut prol.aiily tin- evil man is meant who offers the
in ' n bit 'in I ill-mauds described

; i-f. -rotY.po^ in v>"> and Lk
6^- *5

(so 1 1 n..it/.m:LTin. Nosgen, i; \\-is-). The &i ( fitted**.

of Mt 5' 1** i-; alhTi'.l iii Lk (>-' to Dimply T-, ffjat^&.a, Mm-e the first

t.l-.w \v. ,nM n.it HIM! h ho givi-n by' the right hand upon the let t

cheek. In v. 40 *?*(/*; means to bring a le-al a< ''ion a-ain-i

one (cf. 1 Co i'.
1
), in order to s-^urr property of -nnir kind fii-m

him. The -^r^ (mrc) was tin- common oriental trader-garment
worn n.-xt the l""l\, while the iVane* (n^Ci;*, 133) was the more
CO tlj mil <

'

mnl tunic "r o\ er ^arment o t. ;i | i . I M:i."t ; thut

is, if a man attempt > to :,'et from you h\ la\v a lit ( le proper! \
,

give him mii'-h in opl, r to a\.nd quam-l and litigation uiili

him. In tin- Luke parallel ;'-'' i t he i-i. -i .if n la\\ Miit i-. i ,

j/ i , .1

t>\ thai of u personal assault, in whirh case the outer garment
umiM lirsl I"' t.il.i n. after whieh the imu r -annent u n t" In-

olfefed In \
.

1'
I I it- a."f/atf^ffti (cf. It. \\ .[ --. M- >/> i

- 7\Vmm
.

K -i. .Muff: , rm. in /"<.) n-fi-l^ to otS'ial in,).i. Jgmi nt l-r inn
po] .n \ M-m. '. :i rommmi pnictift- in that dav (Mt -!-) ; J-MIS

it fl i i i" Ir.i.-h that iitrn must assist otlu-rs !>>

gcmToii^h t,'i\m and williir.: ervid l.uk. -torn n,,t d.i\,' tin-

\t-r>-, pt-rliap^ I'rrausf il was liaMr to I,,- misund''r-t<^| a-,

lirrr.ilh n-:i i in i
LJT to !f'_'al n-qui^i! i> >\\ . in I. ,i. I

. ,| li-n i ,i| i\ cl\ to
all -o, i.il rrl.LtL.ns. [u \ .

'- is a- M I'd a loiirth illusl rat i- in whirh,
it -. ..... what I K -i K j-.in. .1 t. i in- preceding

1

,
and . .m

i in r to iii,' imiiiiirr ;;, t, , , been regarded )>\ some
udiol'irs (Kuiild, II. Hoiuiiiunn, Knstliu, \\iltifhcrO us a n.--

maining fragment ol
'

....... i UN- discoui - tn il

inu' of tii. ir
rprel on ol Ki^iith Commandment ; they

would thrp'fon- in-M-rt tut ft , nd li
'- ^ 'in- : hin^ like

this, dniwn frnm i;\ Ho'', I M .M'-' ^|iii:t v^a..VTi, en ipptUv,-

6\J K\.1^lit, etTOQwrttf ''-I TO ilAXTlOt TV -77Cti'^lu- 'ff^i ii AI>-W UUlt- ~
'jl

m^o^t-r,, ((-. Tins .A plan. i! i<>n nt i however, found
general jn-i---pi.iiirr, being ^]n''-itir illy n-ji-.-toi i.\ Th.-iiirk,

Mt-yrr. I'IMI
. I'., \\nss, jmd others; L;ike has the s;i\ing in

the same connexion as MiMliiw. ami il joins wi.-ll cn.iu-h,
IO^M all\ , to \ v. as-41. The vcr-r i|<., - u i

i

.

to the It-ndiiij; nf nionr v w it lio,.i ,

.

h

, \ | M .

|>
, \ IM. -it "1

jllti-rrst (s,. I'ruif, OH Illr bftSlfl of J'A -JJ-'J", J,V ^.'-i", Dt 157

_ iin-t Tliolu.'k, 1! \V. !-->.

;
s, ,,[. lliirnai-k, /M.< 1C, s /( drg Chn'gtentums, 1001, pp.

45-47 (iMi-- tr. pit. 7i i 74],

5 M.itt Arnold. /.<'- i-.iiun' unil Doynta, p. 181 f. See also
Mt *, K'.v*, Mk v" ;'7. Lk I)-'-* ", Hid of.]

'

sr Paul
al-r, h arht-s \\ith un-af mpha-'s tin- *:ani.- for-i\ iti-,' and -.;(

aacriflcing principle of life (Ro r-' 17 - 1

,
it'oo 1 s

, iThS"; cf. also
1 P 3i'J.

of

this prinriplf IHM! act- i-m-mls men, and on this

}>iiiici]lr nidi must act tMwanls one another.
Jesus not only tuu^lit this standard of life, I nit,

He rcali/cd it in His ministry and in His dt-aih.

thereby hecttinin^ the perfect example of human
love and sen i< . These are tlie ipialities \\hich
make true hrotherliood. <hteeainiut fora niDHM-nt

suppose, tliat JeMis, in setting forth tbie principle
as the snprem'e ^uide in men's dealings with one
another, had the intention of overthrowing the
civic laws which >>cicty requires for its preserva-
tion ami welfare; any Mich interpretation would
reduce His sayings to absurdity. What He pur-
posed \\ as to make men recognize the wretchedness
of a standard of conduct which rests upon the
ideas of revenue and retaliation, of for ever insist-

ing upon one'* rights and one's dignity, of working
only for one's self :ind never for others, of getting
as much and giving as little as possible. Civic
laws and private practice must accept this teaching
of Jesus and embody it, not necessarily in the same
way, but to the same end.*

*
Similarly I tin -on, .sVrwon on the .Vounf, pp. 109-114: "The

Sermon is not |i ^l.d iv .-, as our First K\:mtfi-list M-rin^ t,, iv-ard
it, hut prophetic. It dots not enact, hut interprets. It does
not lay down rules, hut opens up principles. . . . Matthew, as
we have seen, is quite absorbed in the relation of thr HL-\\ Torah
to the old. So nnu'h bo that he fails to apjir. i ;aii- that his
material is not really a series uf new emictim uts, tuit in reality,
just as Luke perceives, a wimple application to the situation of
that one principle which Jesus elsewhere enunciates more
brirtlv ; and not then as enacting oun-tliin^ um, hut as ex-

plaining the old [Mt 22^-W].
1 Mt .V-'- gives

*

illustrations of
the mif /n iiK-ij'lt' \\liii-h.k-sus saw in "all the Law and the
l'roplu-t>." and saw as well in all nature and history, that the
(liwue calling is to ministerine love and service that and that
alone.' Thaycr, Journal of liiltl. Lit, 1900, p. 149: 'Jesus is

not intent on
(,
rivin^ pm-upis, hut would lay tinphaH 1* on prin-

ciples. The distinction between the two is most- important. A
precept is a direction respecting a Driven action ; it is definite,

precise, specific, fitting and belonging to particular cases. A
principle, on the other hand, is comprehensive and fundamental

;

it prescribes, not particular actions, hut a e.mrse nt conduct.
. . . A precept, bids him do, a principle trains him to be; and
so begets that inwardness and continuity which are essential to
character.' B. \\Yi--;, M> </ / l\titnni. it. 'I. M'ttf, > nn. in toe.;

'Jesus explains that His will, as Hi- would have it, fulfilled in
tli- Kingdom "f i;il. d. mauds the forbearing, self-forgetful love
whii h renounces all standing on one's rights and desire for
n ; i at ion. Jesus illustrates the general principle by concrete

cMimplfs, which are not to be understood as lit c-ral commands to
be obeyea, but as setting i-nh a -in-rai standard according to
tliL- main idea contained in them. 1

Tholuck, l>>'i-<jrede\ p. 2fll

[Kng. tr. pp. 269, 27U| : 'The couimande in w.*"S are to be

regarded as only comTete illustrations of the state of mind and
heart required. . . . It is only the spirit of n \, n-r t hat our Lord
rmideinii^, and I hi'M tore it in not iiH'onsist- nt \\ it Ii ! I is COIUinand
bo seek the pn.irrtkm of the law.' Burton and Mathews,
i mvtrvctioi .^'itim in the Life of Christ, p.

105 : 'Some have
undertaken to apply such savings as "Resist not him that is

evil," and "Give to him that aaVetb "t the* !.'< ially as flxed
rules. I'.ur ihn i-t utterly to misinterpret Jesus. This whole

I iiirse is a criticism of the Pharisees for makiug morality
r..n-,!.,t in a literal keeping of the rules of the OT. U is hu-

p-is^ililc to Mtpp :ise that it .simply imposes a new set of rules.
1

. fueliii^ that, u literal obedience to these rulee is impos-
if not also harmful, give up all attempt to obey the

truchings of this discourse. Both are wrong. [Jesus teaches
here

j
the /n'l'fd I

1

/./.
1

, \\ h, >' we ought always to strive to follow,

pri epti are ujtended to correct the selfishness ami
narruwiif-s tliat .le-us saw alout Him, ajid to point out some of
the ways in whirh tin pi mr!|.lr may be ai>plu-<i. They, too, are
to be obeyed, always in Hpirit, and in letter when such an

n,T is e,.u>Lstent witn the principle. If a man would
follow Jesus, he must not resist an enemy in a spirit of re-

venge ; nor should he refu.se to give w> a beggar from a selfish
in. ;;\.t. If he resist or withhold, he must do so because love,
n ird fiir the hinlR-st well-being of society in general, requires
it_' i'luiniiier, t'vinut. on AitAv, p. 18S : 'The four precepts

gtt.40) are startling. It is impossible for cither

governments or individuals to keep them. A State which
mired to shape its jx^licy in exact accordance with them

would soon cease to exist; and if individuals acted in utrict

nee to them, society would be reduced to anarchy.
,''0, robbery, and shameless exaction would be supreme.

Tin- inference is that t/u'i/ are not precept*, but illiuttration*

t. They are in the form of rules; but as they
i In- kept as rules, we are compelled to look beyond the

letter to the spirit which they embody. If Christ had given
pie. .-iiis uiinh .,,,,i,| t,,. kept litnilly, we might easily have
i. Bted eontent with observing the letter, and have never pene-
rated 1 What is the spirit? Among other things,

this : that renislancu of evil and ref tiKal lo part with our property
must never be a personal matter; so lar as we are concerned,
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/. Universal Love. 'Mi, 543"18 = Lk e27 - = 3--30

When Jesus begins this sixth paragraph illustra
tive of His statements in Mt 5 17 -- with the word
' Ye liave heard that it was said, Thou shalt love

thy neighbour and hate thine enemy/ He is no
quoting precisely any OT or extra-biblical utter
since on record (cf. Sir IS 13

). The clause ' Thou shal
love thy neighbour

'

is found in Lv 1<J
18 ' Thou shal

not take vengeance, nor bear any grudge agains
the children of thy people, but thou shalt love tlij

neighbour as thyself.' But the further clause
' and hate thine enemy,' while not appearing in
that form, is really implied in the words 'th<
children of thy people,' which fixes a nationa
limitation upon the teaching in the Leviticu.

passage. There was on the part of the Hebrew:
a profound contempt and disregard of other nation
alities (cf. Dt 23^ 25 1 '-'9

, the Hook of Jonah, esp
3"'-4n ). So that the phrase 'hate thine enemy
justly characterized the prevailing OT conceptioi
of social duty (in spite of occasional efforts towards
a larger idea, Ex 23'- '), the 'enemy' signifying
any foreigner who did not enter into Hebrew prac
tires, and the 'hatred' signifying their superior
disdain for other peoples. The same hatred towards
all ( u-ntiles was felt by the stricter Jews of Jesus
day ; and the Pharisaic pride and exclusiveness
went, so far as to include in the sphere of then
hatred the lower classes among the Jews them-
selves who did not satisfactorily observe the Law
(Jn 7 'This multitude which' knoweth not the
law are accursed ').

When Jesus sets over against this national bigo-

we must be willing to suffer still more and to surrender still
more. It is right to withstand and even to punish those who
injure us ; but in order to correct them and to protect society,
not because of any personal animus. It is right also to with-
hold our possessions from those who without good reason ask
for them ; but in order to check idleness and effrontery, not
because \ve are too fond of our possessions to part with them.
So far as our personal feeling goes, we ought to he ready to offer
the other cheek, and to give without desire of recovery what-
ever is demanded or taken from us. Love knows no limits but
those which love itself imposes. When love resists or refuses,

law for Christians. That is true in this sense : the Sermon
gives us principles of action which every Christian must applyand reapply in his social conduct. But jiist because it embodies
motives and principles and does not give legal enactments, it must
appeal in the first instance to the individual, to his heart and
conscience ; and it is only as the character thus formed must
set itself to remodel social life on a fresh basis, that the Sermon
can become a social law for Christians. You cannot take any
one of its prescriptions and apply it as a social law at once,
lou cannot take the maxim, "

If a man smite thee on the one
cheek, turn to him the other also," or,

'
If a man take away thy

coat, let him have thy cloak also," and make it obligatory on
Christians as a rule of external conduct, without upsetting
the whole basis of society, and without ignoring a contrarymaxim which our Lord gives us in another connexion. But
each of the maxims can be taken to the heart and conscience of
the individual, to become a principle of each man's own char-
acter and conduct, and then to reappear, retranslated into
social action, according to the wisdom of the time, or the
wisdom of the man, or the wisdom of the Church.'

It is difficult to understand how Dr. Sanday (art JESUS
CHRIST, vol. ii. p. 621) can say: 'The ethical ide'al of Christi-
anity is the ideal of a Church. It does not follow that it is
also the ideal of the State. If ire are to say the truth, we must
admit that parts of it would become impracticable if they were
transferred from the individual standing alone to governments
or individuals representing society.' A similar view was advo-
cated by the Bishop of Peterborough in the Fortnintitlu Revine,
Jan. 1890. This misconception of Jesus' teaching seems to
arise out of a confusion of principles with precepts. Social
ethics and individual ethics cannot rest upon different ttriii-

n'l'lfs : but the principles of ethics will call for different out-
workings in concrete cases of their application and this will be

they are acting individually ; namely, they are bound to obey
the principles of forgiving kindness to all" (Mt 5-' 24), of n-oral
purity (ST.), of protection of marriage (53if ), of honesty in
speech (533 ?), of an absence of the revengeful spirit (;V') of
long-sufferimr (5*>), of helpfulness (5), of generosity (M=) and
of an all-embracing love (543 48). Can any one think that the
State is not bound so to act ?

try and caste spirit His own teaching, Mt 544 ' Love
your enemies, and pray for them that persecute
you,' the term ' enemies

'

is to be understood in the
most comprehensive and general sense of all who
do not feel and act lovingly towards one. It no
longer means '

foreigners,
'

for Jesus has removed
all national barriers, making all men brethren (cf.
Ac 17"

8
). To the primitive Christians the out-

standing class of 'enemies' were those referred to by
Jesus as their persecutors for the cause of Christ,
as also in Mt 5 10 " 1

-. Jesus wishes to establish
the principle of a universal love which would
unite all men in a complete human brotherhood.*

Every man is to love every other man, and to serve
him so far as it lies in his power, with reason-
able regard to all his duties. Barriers, castes,
classes, distinctions of all kinds are removed, so
that love and service are to be all-inclusive. When
the scribe propounded to Jesus the question,

' Who
is my neighbour?' He replied with the parable of
the Good Samaritan (Lk 10-5

' 37
), in which He set

forth clearly and impressively that the '

neighbour
'

whom one is to love ' as himself
'

is any one and
every one. And this love which Jesus enjoins is

not to be of the self-seeking kind which is common
in the world. There maj' be no real love, He says,
in the exchanges of attention and courtesy which
men are accustomed to make with one another,
for it may proceed on a commercial, quid pro quo
basis. The Gospel demands a different kind of
relation between men which is not self-seeking,
does not ask how much will be given in return, is

bestowed freely without thought of recompense.
And here appears the close logical relation between
these verses and vv. 38"1

-, for vv."13
"48

carry forward
to complete expression the thought which underlies
the previous words. t
This kind of love, all-embracing, unremitting,

realizing itself in both feeling and conduct, has ics

origin and perfect manifestation in God,J who
cares for all men, however they treat Him. He
sets the example of universal love and service,
which Jesus reveals in His words and deeds. And
ien by following this example in their relations to

one another become the 'sons' of God (Mt 5J5
),

because in essential respects they feel and act like
Him. The sonship thus spoken of is a moral son-

ship, which is attained by choosing to be and do
what is right, rather than a genetic sonship, which
is inherent because God has made men in His own

* For the Biblical teaching concerning love, see esp. art. LOVE
n vol. iii.

t Lk 6'X 28. 32-36 hag a different order of the contents from
:hatof Mt 543-18

; jf the Mattlnean material were arranged in the
same order, the verses would stand : () 44(39-42 712).

46. 47. 45. 4s
;

and Lk 034. :(5a [s an addition or expansion for which Matthew
las no parallel. It is not easy to determine which order is the
nore likely to have been original. The striking differences in
.he wording of the passages, however, indicate beyond a doubt
hat Luke's account is secondary, with much verbal modiftca-
jon : thus in vv.27 28 expansions appear ; in v.32 x*pit is found
nstead of ft^fftio; as in Mt 546, a manifest dropping of a Jewish
or a Gentile or universal term (though Luke has ?*iffflo; at 6: '5

) ;

n the same and following verses, and for the same reason, Luke
wice has Kf&Kpraikci, once instead of d TeAwvai, once instead of
: Unr.6i ; in v.33 Luke has iya.tlinoivTi instead of Matthew's
s-TKffritrtJs, a Jewish custom; in v.35 Luke has uioi "i-^itnov
nstead of Matthew's clearly more original v'toi TOV trarpo; i*{j.v TOU
v o-Joa.*ot; ; in the same verse Luke reduces the fine Jewish
vords about God's making the sun rise and the rain fall to a
ommonplace Gentile phrase, %WTC; i/ritv <-ri Tol; a-twinou; y.yi

rovr.po-^ ;
in v.3G Luke changes the imperatival future form

r-./rtis, common in the LXX through the influence of the Hebrew,
nd occasionally found in the NT (e.g. Mt 5* 65 2237-39), to a
letter Greek form, the imperative yivurBi ; he has also the less
ewish and less lofty dxr^uGvi; instead of Matthew's significant
'Ksioi ; and again he has only o la.i^.p^fj.uv instead of Matthew's
nx^.p up. o clputiK. These numerous and important varia-
ions in the two accounts of these verses leave no room for
oubt that Matthew's form is much nearer to the historical
ords spoken by Jesus, and that the Third Gospel contains
laterial which had undergone wide verbal divergence, partly
erhaps in Luke's own hands, but mainly in the earlier Gentile
transmission.

t So in the Johannine writings frequently, Jn 3 lt!
, 1 Jn 4s - 10- 19

f. also Ro 5-5-8.
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ima^e ll.n l-"'i." .li-siis thi-n-t niiiinainl- men
tn In- perfect ill Inve a- liml l- perlert in Inii'.'

si-nill"; lietole till-Ill :lll al>-. il II I i- nlr;il nl BOCItU

yimiliiess ; nut that I In- lid-ill is at once lit tailllllile,

lull lli:it toward-, it- ii'.-ili/:itinii every in.-in ai.d

all ini'ii io".eth,-r must -i rive, and in ( ind'- pn>\ i

ilcin -i- this striving will ultimately aehii-\e -m-res,.

,,. /;,-/,, ,,< Worthif. Mt 6''- "" (no paiall.-l

in l.ki.; Tin- eonm-xion of these verses with tin-

hishni.-al Si-i n cannot well be donliteil -. lln-y

liilliiH ill liioiral .-i.n-i-.--ll lull II].oil till- material

nmtaiiieil in Ml .V ". illu-t i ai ing tin- true ii".hi

enii-in-ss still turlli.-r ami mi ainitln-l -i.i.-. The
ideal life which was characterized in vv."'11

, enjoined
in vy.'"'-

1

", ami illustrateil with i.-u,n.l In rh.-uai-ter

ami M-rviee in v\ .

'

". is tin I li.-r illn-t i .iti-.l in I In--.-

\ei-i-s \\iih regard in i.-li^imi- v,oi-hip. Alms-

XI Mil U. pray i . ami last ill- were, in til.- r-t imat inn

pf the Jews, thn-<- <i the chief elements of religion,

ami receiveil a disproportionate Mii-mimi ; while

tin- three pi-i t.iniKim-.--. really so dill'ei enl in ini-

|in|-|allee,
wen- regal deil as alinllt equally necessary

ami useinl.j In v.', whii-h forms an introduction

On this son-h.p xr Wi-iidt, l.flir,- Jctii.ii. It'll. In using
till' term ' Kallicr' l.ir .-M'"---"'

1

,' m..-t . |.l,l.ly Ilia con-

iiiifi;.l, .I.--US ill inks -! tin- f'u/i'l'i ;i- mi.-' character

j*t f till- r.-l.tl l"il IK I '.. .-,-n I ;."i ili-l In. n I-. th. I nnllv the

maj be either inn- ..r nit.- to their relation to t heir nt her
;

if th*-\ love, hoi r, iin.l "I.. \ lum they realize their 6onship
1 1 1. \ .1-1 rons indeed; U they disrespect him, disgrace hiin, .ml

disregard his will tin -v are not ons in thi moral lense, for they

r.-|.ii'li.it<-
II). ir -..M-tn|, }': tin- iirtniil genetic sonship is

nont- Hi- 1. .i l.i. i
,

. \. n it tin- -mi-* will nut acknowledge and

exali i- Bo m thi relation "i nun t i;<>d
; they do not in

re;ilitv bMomi Bissonsaiu more than He 6eeojn their Father;
tl i- n.'ii ii.tl r--'-nl . il I'-l.il MM i \i-i- tr-.in the first, for nil men
are Hi.-, sons, and lie is tin- l-'iith.-r ..t all. Hut the N'T use of

tlu- u-nii 'sun' H u'ein-rallv ;i moral one, and Ihose only are

i ii .it. il
' -in- uhuh ir and realize their sonship.

This
i n -u,t .1. n\ the 'genetio, spiritual sonahip, however, wnlch the

NTal(*n teaches.
I Tin- w.n-.ls ..( .I.-aus.

'

ye shall be perfect,' can have only the

ini|>enitne f..r.-<-,as in Lk i--"i-.. M. \.-r, II. Holt/.uiaiin. B. Weiss,

II. Weiss, i mil. 1:1.111. ami n.-urly all); cf. Burton, Mood* and
N /.,'!-. 5 <'i7. Tin- whole v.** is made up from OT

language; ' '' lj% ''^ (l ^ V>1 rt'
:x< ls

> *X"" irifUt, OTJ eryux n'aj

ixv"-r..- i i'- i .iN.. l.v n, IP1"; and in 18"(I.XX)
r.-iiil-, rL>.N.- if? ivavT.av xvpiw TOW Biu f*v. But the thought ..f

tVse similar i >T ].a-.-:i'_'. s, as their contexts show, 19 of levitical

j.unn :iml nitii-ii.l BeparotenesB, and it is therefore sii|terlleial

as compared with thi deep meaning which Jesus puts into the

\v-nl-. In -Ml .">''' we huve the closing \-. T-.- i.l tin- short section

w i concerning mmersal love (so Aclielis, Bmce, Hcinrici,

II. Ui.lt.-inaiiii, Thi. In. k, B. Weiss), not a general summary con-

elusion -i ih,- wholi -n-lion vv. -''** (so Burton, Ibbeken, II.

\\.-i--i Tin- riXiiM r.-n-rs only to perfection in love, not to the

uh,,l, aeries ..f .iiirilini. - which constitute the perfection of

<;IK| in id.- I lii "' -r to the comprehensive idea of

hum. in perfection This love which Jesus establishes as the

priii'-i|.l<- nl th.- id. -a! life, to be felt and acted upon by every
man i.-vvanl- < \ . r\ i.i h. r n. in. ' in ii- -t l>e understood oa condon-

ing th.- -mi ..r iniprrh-i! linn in the character and service of

,,- n- t-. In it ni-i-i- 1
1 1". n viewing men not as they are but as they

may In ami -li-mld be, and ui>on rendering them every assist-

, i -Miii.aiby, mel, and help towards the attainment of

th. Divin< "I- il " i-tlmsthat Hod has dealt with men, and
v., n. to do likewise for one another.

t Tin- a- ''> mill "t 'be Sermon in Luke does not contain this

section, |.r.il.al.|\ fur the same reason that no parallel ap]>earw

for MI ..IT .., namely, because these passages are so saturated

\\ illi .I. \\ i-h |iln i-. >1 -->-, ideas, and customs as to Ite difficult

of un.l.-r-lamliii-.' l-ir QenUle readei-s (so Keinc, Welldt). Here

,1-, ,- there, " i- nmre likely that Luke's sources did not
i h, -i . i n.n than that Luke himself excised them.

; I ;,. juiin,' of alms was held to he a primary duty and a

n i-i seen already in the Apocrypha, To -I'- 11

I-" i
- n'. i-, sir 4' -71". .-f. also Ps 41', Is.W- 1

", Dn4; there are

also miny strikini; K.itibinic sayings concerning the in>

alni-_'i\ in^' [-> art \i,Msulviso ill vol. i. ; Weber. Ji< '

//,.. ,

,.,, S5 - -
. Wunw-hc, Erliiutrntny der Kraiiyetien,

on Mi i-.i -i. Tli. i;p-.-k word in use for the alms is Itanfarim
ith. motivi ployed l>y metonomy for the thing), as here in

\ I
r.-|.r.

-. -in iii-^, i"ilia|, 'IBIS; since this Heb. word meant

primarilv
' ri-bl iin.-ss,' it came about that Sii<ri.r mi(,'ht

al-i l..i\.- lb:i -nt-.-ial iin-atiiir_', but that in not the sense in

win b ?. -. i-. used h. r. in v.l (the textual variant at this point,

ixixa'.ri.r, is Improbable on both external and internal evidence).

I'rm.-r -Aa-oii.ml l.v the Jews thrice daily, al : 'noon,

and' at :ii'.M. (<-f. A.-:!'), and on three days in the weekthe people
w.-ni tothesvnapii,'!!.- for prayer. Liturgical forms of prayer
win n. n-. nl I.kit-, and Minima, tractate jBnuwAola), and
l!i, were r..-it.-.l .1 the pioper time wherever one ihiKht IK'.

Fasting was prescribed by the OT 'or the I>uy of Atonement

to the uroup, ,Iesii jjives the key In llie int.

tion of the whole :

*
lit- dot's imi

|

in .

tin- aits thelllselvuH, hut a^ain-l tin- -|.ltit ami

|.ni]ii.-i- whieh loo often iiiiiinati-.l tin- .:-

tin-in. Religious worship, such ua all .\im-h

the .lews rightly i-onsiili-rcd tin uet of \\niihi|>i.

pi i\.i and fiuxtin^, must never be perinnm-d
n-ti-iitatinii-ly, with the intent of sectirinu' a n-puia-
MI. n Inr |.n-t\. It was mainly the prnml. li\pn-
eritieal Pharisees who were guilty of sm Ii nn.iiv. -s

in their nrship: hut the ninltitudu of comnmii

1n-.i[.lr

I., vvlmiii .I.--U- was now -[-aUiir_' had IN-I-H

iinnijht up to hi'lieve inii.li. ills in the teai Inn/
ami pnu'tiee of the I'hurisees, and were tin

in "real .ianxerof IMMII^' corrupted hythe I'll

example nl n-i. -illation, worldlineaa, and .l.-.-.-it.

.I. -us will therefore warn them against these

-|M.iln n mis of their religious leaders, and in

c.intia-t exliihit the eharaeter of true rel

\\ni-liip. The three acts of almsgiving (vv.
s-<

),

prayer ivv. 5
-"i, ami fast ills' (vv."'

1

*) are treated in

a parallel way. the -aim- tliin"; heinn said of each
in al st tin- same lan^ua^e. When they (jive

nmm-\ in i In- synagogues, m upon other occasions,
i., i charitable objects, it ia to be contrihuted solely
for the henelit ot ntlnrs. with no purpose of obtain-

ing a repniai 1. 111 ..t generosity tor themselves (ef.

Ac .I
1 '"

|. Against alin-^ivinx in itself He does

not speak, hut mih nl tin- nmlive behind it. The

giving of money to assist nihei-s is, in fact, an act

nf \\iir>hip In (.ml, ami a ni-r.--ar\ li-meiit of all

tine i-i".liteinisiie-s. lint such {jiving must be

ipiietlv done, without pnnnim.; or even wishing
that otheisinav know of the lai-t or the amniinl,

in order that oiie may receive credit therefor.t So
also when men Jiray, as pray the\ mn~t. their

pt.l\ el's are to In- a -.-I -llllilU
1

eollllllMlllllv: " il h (i(Hl,

instead nl lii'iii'.' ill -luned to win the praise of men
for a superior piety.? To counterfeit true spiritual
. iiiiiiniiiui.il with Hod is an intolerable profanation
of religion. Jesus, of course, has no thought of

forhiddin-; prayer in public, but He will have only
sincere prayers made, whether in public or private.
And if they fast, as they were accustomed to do

regularly and often, they are to observe the fiwt

as a simple humiliation before (jod, not Inn-ed

upon others for the purpose of gaining credit for

exceptional devontneas.g On another occasion

(Lv 1620-M), and was practised on other occasions also ( Kv :: I -".

1 S 76 , 28 l'2 lrt
,
Jer 3$*, Dn Kf). Tin

:i.,.n.-i it (Is SS^8 , Jcr 14'2, Zee 7 1 ), l.'

linage throughout the Hebrew history, cf. Jib ' .". I I In the

NT also the Pharisee is i, j.r.
-. nl. -I n- l...i-tiiu' in h;-

'I fast twice in tb.- w.

mentioned in Mt 91* (ot art. I :>.ai,l.-

that .lesu.s has not Joined with these iln<

Jewish worship the observance of the >,ii,!i,irii, \vt.i i.

somewhat the some prominence ; bu He dealt with

that subject also (Mk I!-
1

'-"), and on a similar 1-1

tuuuirirn is to be understood herein a i-r hi

it is a repetition of the 4,*. of v.w, now to be illustrated in

acts of religious worship, and embraces alike almsgiving, prayer,
and fasting.

t In v.'-' 9*\te*i< is a figurative term si-nifvun: -
'

;*?,T; refers U> the Pharisees; they wen
thev wore a mask of piety over their sclll-h lives; el. al*n Mt

235-''. nntr/vyf'it, fi*fv*t: indicate that ahnwiving was a |wrt of

the regular s\ nogogue services, hut that .

upon the streets to those in need. The a., >->. L.U.. put** a

special emphaxw n]"-n the i . i that this .

out of vanity, hod no real merit ; ef. Lk '". In v 1 1,. |.l,r i-. .

let not thy left hand know what thy right hand doeth,' U
quite surelv a current Semitic proverb to express sei-rei-y.

t In v.t'iruVi is an Imperatival future. a in M

parallel verb in v.- is an iin|H-ratival subjunctive, anil in v. an

imperative, the meaning being quite the name in en

5*..j.- ri, iiTui., were the lour corners pi
lr<^-' m'- r

which were chosen as the most conspicuous plan
ostentatious pravers. ir-rin: indii-otes thai prayi-n> were

customarily offered in a standing posture. The t. .

more frequently in the NT, i*rttn. wan the upi

,1 house used fur guet or for t

Ac I"1 9". 20". With the language of .> colnpan- _ k If*,

U "ti^.

Illl v.ls vS-rii and ;> '; -ri T^T t

of the cuirtuuiary care for the head, the unwashed loco ami
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Jesus removed all obligation from His followers to

observe the Pharisaic system of fasts, or to practise

fasting except as it was the personal and spon-
taneous expression of inner feeling (cf. Mk 2'"--).

Here He teaches that when one fasts it must be
a genuinely religious performance, free from all

ostentation and selfish motives.

It is true, Jesus says, that those who turn these

acts of religious worship to selfish account do
secure their object ;

'

they have their reward '

in

the false reputation for generosity and piety which
for a time they can win. But they cannot win
God's approval, or secure any spiritual blessings.
These things, which alone are worth while, belong
only to those whose worship is sincere, who give
and pray and fast with pure unselfish motives, for

the good they can do their fellow-men and for

their own spiritual growth. And the principle
which Jesus here sets forth for these three acts of

religious worship is to apply to every kind of

religious observance. Sacred things are never to
he turned to worldly account ; everything we do
in the name of religion, and for the sake of

religion, must be untarnished by self-seeking ends
and unholy purposes.*

h. The Lord's Pmijer. Mt 67
'15=Lk II 1 - 4

. No
words of Jesus which have come down to us are of

greater significance or usefulness to mankind than
this Prayer, which He taught His disciples, in-

dicating as it does the true foundation, the true

spirit, and the true substance of all prayer, prayer
being our communion with Clod. A consideration
of the Lord's Prayer will involve the following
points: (1) the historical occasion on which the

Prayer was given ; (2) the original form of the

Prayer as taught by Jesus ; (3) the genetic relations

of this Prayer to the OT, to Jewish prayers, and to

the life of Christ ; (4) the analysis and interpreta-
tion of its contents ; (5) the right use of the Prayer.

(1) There is no portion of the Sermon as given
by Matthew (chs. 5-7) which is so obviously an
addition to the historical discourse as the section

67 ' 15
containing the Lord's Prayer. That these

verses are extraneous matter, introduced here by
the process of compilation, is now maintained by
many scholars. t This fact appears in several

ways : (a) Lk II 1

explicitly states that Jesus gave
the Prayer to His disciples in response to an ex-

pressed wish on their part for a form of prayer,
Mich as Juhn the Baptist had given his disciples
(the Jews were accustomed to many liturgical

prayers). This statement, while it might be a
mere literary setting of the Third Gospel, is prob-
ably a historical datum ; and if historical, it

points to another occasion than the Sermon for the

presentation of the Prayer. (!>) The precise time
when the Prayer was given is not fixed by Luke,
but it is assigned in a general way to the Penean
period, after the close of the Galiln?an ministry.
This is perhaps too late a position, since it was the

dishevelled hair being an Oriental sign of grief and abasement,
cf. 2 S 1220, Is 61 :

>, Dn 10, 1 Mac 3
; that this is what is meant

is seen in v. 1
"'"-, where Jesus bids them give no external sign of

their fasting.
* No one would seriously attempt to put these commands of

Jesus into practice as precepts to be literally obeyed, so that all

charity should be unorganized, and all prayers he absolutely
private. Here, again, as in ch. 5, Jesus is dealing with prin-
ciples only, and His illustrations are to be considered as

illuminating the principles rather than as fixing statutes for
literal observance.

t So Calvin, Strauss, Neander, Schleiermacher, Bleek, do
Wette, Olshausen, Ewald, Ebrard, Meyer, Hanne, Oodet, Kamp-
hausen, Page. Feine, Sieffert, Bruce, Chase, Kubel. Weizslicker,
Wendt, H. Holtzmann, Bartlet. Heinrici, B. Weiss, Baljon,
Nestle, Bacon. The Matth;ean position of the Prayer is regarded
as historical by Tholuck, Keil, Morison, Broadus, Achelis, Stein-

meyer, H. Weiss, Nxisgen, Plummer, Grawert. it being the
opinion of most of them that the Lukan position is also his-

torical, and therefore that the Prayer was given on two separate
occasions by Jesus. Tholuck is undecided whether to prefer
Matthew's position for the Prayer, or U. hold that it was repeated.

example of John the Baptist's disciples which led

Jesus disciples to ask Him for a prayer ;
but this

influence of John's upon Jesus' disciples is more

likely to have been exercised before John's death,
which came during Jesus' work in Galilee (Mk
614'-8

). If, then, the Lord's Prayer was given earlier

than the Sermon, it would not have been given again
as new teaching in that discourse ; and if later, then
it can stand in the Sermon only as a result of sub-

sequent compilation. What seems tohave happened
is, that the original occasion of the giving of the

Prayer was remembered (Lk II 1
), but the exact

time at which it was given was forgotten ; con-

sequently each Evangelist, or his source, intro-

duced the Prayer into his narrative where it was
deemed suitable, (c) The Prayer, where it stands
in the Sermon, clearly interrupts the movenunt of

the discourse, and destroys the unity of the section

into which it has been inserted. This is true nut

only of the Prayer, vv. s- 13
,
but also of the two

verses preceding, vv. 7 - 8
, and of the two verses

following, vv. 14 15
. The whole passage, vv. 7 ' 15

,
docs

not pertain directly to the subject which Jesus is

presenting in vv. 1 ' 6 - 16 ' 18
, namely, the sin of ostenta-

tion and hypocrisy in acts of religious worship ;

and it mars the symmetry of Jesus' three illustra-

tions about almsgiving, vv.'-"4 ; prayer, vv. 5 - 6
; and

fasting, vv. 11M8
. Nevertheless, it is quite intel-

ligible how these verses 7 " 15 were brought into this

connexion by the compiling process. The Sermon
was one of Jesus' most important discourses, and

during the Apostolic age it was everywhere in use
as a practical digest of His teaching. As the
Sermon already contained some instruction about

prayer, and the teaching on the same subject in

vv. 7 ' 15 was separated from its historical position, it

came easily into association with vv.5- 6
,
where

although it was an extraneous element it added
to the completeness of the prayer instruction.

(2) It is in the highest degree improbable that
the Lord's Prayer was given on two separate
occasions once in the Sermon in the form which
Matthew reports, and again under other circum-
stances and in a different form as reported by
Luke.* This would have been unnecessary ; but
still more, each of the two Gospels supposes that it

reports the one and only giving of the Prayer.
On the theory of repetition, why did Jesus present
the Prayer in two forms so very different from
each other? Having once given it in the fuller,

smoother form of Mt 6""
13

, why should He sub-

sequently repeat it in the shorter, cruder form of

Lk II-' 4
? The reason for the postulation of two

deliveries of the Lord's Prayer is the unwilling-
ness of certain scholars to admit that .Jesus' words
could be so variantly transmitted (see the two
Greek forms of the Prayer quoted in parallel
columns on p. 5). Certainly it is not to be thought
that Luke, with the Matth.-van form of the Prayer
before him, deliberately cut it down and changed
it to the form contained in his Gospel ; or that

Matthew, with the Lukan form of the Prayei
before him, deliberately enlarged and altered it into

the form which the First Gospel presents. But
the two forms may well lie the respective results

of two independent lines and processes of trans-

mission. The Prayer as given by Jesus in Aramaic
was briefly worded, as we may assume from the
nature of the language and the Jewish custom, as

well as from the original Hebrew ' Ten Words
'

and the Beatitudes. It is therefore not nnlikely
that the form of the Prayer given by Matthew is

somewhat longer than the historical Aramaic form.
for the purpose of producing a more perfect Grcrk

* Yet this is maintained by Achelis, Rerqpredirrt, p. 2!>7
;

Chase, Ijord't Prayer in the Early Church (1S!)1), p. 11, and In

some others. Against this view, see Page, Expositor, 3rd ser.

vol. vii. p. 433 ff.
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I la ii -la tii in. l!nt in tin' main I In- dilleiei - w hi. h

appear in tin 1 ac ml- ni M.ittln-w ;IM.| Luke un-
due In tin- inlliiences nl independent tnui-laliuli

from tlic Aramaic, ami nf hamlm- down in piae-
timl Chinch n-e Ihroiijjli lifty yeai- of time.
Neither ari-iillllt ran he Ml] i|

n i-i'< I In furnish a
hi i-i :il ei|iiii alrnt ul tin- I 'ray IT preei-ely as worded

lij t'lirist for Hi.- di-ciplc-." ( 'on-e.piently it

becomes 8 matter of importance to discover which
CM the two Gospel reporte contains the more i-\.-n t

reproduction of Ihe ln-torna! 1 'ray IT. Tin- ( 'liu i rh.
\\itli -trikiti"; unanimity, irum tin- l.-t n-m. [u the

|'ii--i-iit, ha.s tcstilicd in tin- jjt.-ater liilclitj. ill-.-

nity, and usableness o! tin- leccn-ion in Mi i.

ami thi- i'lniu-1', a- respects ln.th ipiaiility and

ipialily. lia- been coniiimed liy the^ivat majority
ul scholars, r"

In order to consider in detail tin- diU'iTcucc-
\\llirll exist hetweeii tin- two arriiillit.- of the
I I- I'rayer, it i- neces-ary lo maki- tin- com
jiari-im on iln> lia-i- nl" tin 1 modern rriliral texts
of tin- NT, -m-li a- Ti-ehendoifs eighth e-ilition

mill \Vi'sti-ott ami llort - ti-\t twith \\ hii-h tin- K\

closely agrees).
One notin-- iir-t iln- e\i -iii-nin oi

tin' iloxolojey to tin- I 'raj IT contained in tin- TK
at Ml !' (ami familial to n- tlirou;_'h tin- AV): STI

ffoC' (ffTtv 17 fia-ffiXfia. Kal i] o'ci'a/ie; *ai i) 50a fit roes

atuvat. awn. This endin;,' of tin- I'rayer i- not
".nen in Luke, ami tin- external evidence a^ain.-t
ita genuineness in Matthew is conclusive ;

-o thai

it- aul In-ill ii-ily is no longer supposed.
~

It ejivw

ii|i eraduallj- in tin- '-'ml n-nt. as a product of the
.lewi-li i-ii-tom of doNolo",ies and responses, nm
tinned in the pnMic services <if the I'liri-tian

Church ; see esp. 1 Cll 2911 " 13
. The earliest men

tion of the liturgical use of the I'laver is in the

T'-n-liiii'i iif Hi- Twelve .l/m---/! ;, viii. :f, where the

repetition of it three time- daily i- enjoined ; and
tin-re is aluindant 1'atristie eviilenee that thi-

litUTgical use rapidly im-reased. Ueadily. iln-n-

lore. I his doxolo^y. whieli i-ame to In- n-i-d always
at tliri'lo-e of the I'rayi-r, found its way into toe
lati-r exemplars of the NT text : and the fact that
ii appears in conjunction with Mt <>"''' in-tead oi

Lk II- 1 show- that il wa- the Mattha-an form of

the I'raycr whieli the early Church adopted for il-

litur^'y. The doxoln^.v is found in many of the

secondary uncials, I nit is alisent from MI!D, (he
earlier ver-ion-, and the I'atristic witni-s-e- of the
Jnd nnd lird cent-. x<' |J

i'al).V. A^'aiii, ill numerous

-eeondary and late \\ itlle e- of the text the IKIL

mi'iiiiuy I.nkan account of the I'rayiT is lilli i! oul

and modilii'd l>v the introdiictinn ol some or all of

the elements peculiar to the Maltha-ail account ;

but these are maiiile-t assimilations, and tin u i

h.iM- no lexinal stamlinu' in the Thiid (HI-|H-|.

Takin-.- Mi i.
i; aiid Lk II--1 thus aceoidin-: to

thelie-l (Heck text, it appears t hat , after tie- ad

dress which is union to both, the LuUan account

Ii lias been sufficiently arpm-d ibovc, under I

cntiru |ihi'Ninii' n.t i'i ihr primitive tnuigmlttion "t i

iii:itt-ri.tl n ijinri- us t" r {fnize extenstri
. tl Ih' nl- III iii' I iti.-, il i-.ii. Mii'h :us .i)'|.'Ar in tht/s,- p;ir;illL-l

reporta, thl ''::h"HI llu- n:nr.ili\i s ,,f lh.' fi.ur K\ jin/-l|s|s.

Thi I.' i
- 'ill In \l ,11 (L i m .Lii.l l.ukilll

:i'-' nr BOf the B< ttitudefl "Hi lln'ir I\\"

Prayer, and judgments arrived al oonoernina Hi- teal

pair will In; (omul ! li-'l-l in -' in r:il t-ir tin-

other pair also ;
ih- <'hii-f ilitf-Ti'in-i's i>,'t\v,-.'n HI. two

ii" i' ititades and the two forms of the Lord's l'i .\.T arc due
i'. ruling on both.

t si i Thiiin.-k. MI-\II. i Bruce, n. Wi-i-, riinnm.T. u.

\\ . i^-, .in. i in in > others ;
i IMSC ;iNu who think thai :

th' I'l i\ . r in tWO 1 M lid, .lin-wt without r\.'.-|i'

tin- form In Matthew is to be (n. :.m .1. Tin i 1. 1

\vh.. ri-L,':inl tli- l.'ikm iiport M the lliori- nutln'tili.' {Itl.'.k.

Kam|tlKiUM-n, II. ll"H/.!ii:iiin. ^V^MlH, l::i'.m). *, i-ln hi t'.llnw

rid and exclusive a theon of Hterarj w iiiiasm.

; -, . \\.vi:, ,ti .,i,,l H,,rl, .\" i:' I- -''lun-nt in (.'.T'-l

Appi-ndix ,
s, TIM M.I, t,limit, to the Criticitm of th,- Xnr

T' ti'iiii: ,it i, M.|. ii. ii : I'hase, Lvrd'l 1'ra'j

Eai!;i <'i,,,,-,-i,, p,,. \,.- 17,
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ha- live pi-inion-, \\lule the Mall lia-an aei-oimt liae
-IX lor MVen). The Inc palall.-l J'.-Iltlol.
'Ii Hollowed be Thj nan,. 2) I h\-Kingdom on,.-,

'
' ' us our daily on-a.!. I I. .1 _,\ ,- u- .MM del.t-

l-insi, and (5) Hrini; n- not into i.-mpialion. To
the-c Matthew mldH, l,i-te,n Ji and i.'li. 'Thy
\\ill I.e done, as in heaven, so on earth.' which is

eh-aily a new petition, ami alter :,. In- adds, |,,u

deliver us from evil,' which may IK- a M]
petition, lint is more likely a fuller, reverse \\..nl

in;; of the l>rin<r us not into ti-mptation.
' An-

these I wo additional clauses in Matthew authentic
poiii.ms of the Lord's I

J

rayer? Tin- only denial
oi i hen- authenticity has come from tin- lew n,,..ie,n

-cholai- \\lio hold to the relative oii^inaln\ ..i

the Lukan aeeount here and el.-euhere a.- a-jain-t
the limeiT Maiihiean nrcount, which they think
a- expanded and supplemented in transmission.!

lint Matthew'- third p,-t n nm, Thy will lie don,-,
as in heaven, BO on earth,' brings into the 1'iaM-r
one of Jeans' essential ideas and constant phrases
i.-f. Mt 7-' 1 -' 26" '-. .In 4-" M

); it is necee
the literary .-truei uri- of I In- I'l.iyer, since it lo'im-
tln- llnid niemlier of the I'M st triplet of net i I ions ;

and while in a general way tin- .-ame tllOUght i-

ex]iressed in tin- clause 'Thy kiiiL.'dom conn.' t he

I'raycr needs this i ..... .- deiiiMte statemenl oi ln.ir

the kingdom must lie ieali/ed, \\ hat m- n inn-t do
to make the Kingdom come. It i- not dillieiilt to
see \\ I iv I his petit nm was excluded I'rom the I.nkan
form of the 1'rayi-r : the some,- from which Luke
dievv hi- account had passed through a (Jenlile

line of transmission, in the conr-e of \\ hich a lar^e

part of the characteristically .lewi-h element in

the Gospel storv was eliminated, as a del nm. nt t..

t In- spiead ol the (Jo-pel a ..... n^' the ( ielltiles. Its
omi--iiiii I- theielon- parallel lo the omis-joii of

Mt ,">
17 - 17

, and much other material, from the Third

(lospel.J With rcL'anl to Matthew'- other addi-
tion to the Lord's I'rayer, I he elila! -j.-menl ol lln-

sixth petition Ky eonjoinin^' the phrase -Inn de
liver us I'rom evil.' iheie I- h- argument lor its

authenticity ; but its ahsem-e from Luke is n-adily

explained in the manner ju-t de cribed, II i- a
characteristic .l.-ui-h conception entirely snitalile

In Jesus' thought and expres-ion, and it lit- in

with the lilelalj -t rilctlire of the 8C ..... I tliplelol
pelitioiis. since without it the sixth

]

etition would
not correspond ill structure with tin- other two.

Tin- phenomena ol the parallel i-m in i he wording
of the several clause- which Malthcw and I. nke
have in common an- -tiikiiiLT. The thought and
the [anfTUage of the two account- <-lv in

I he lir-t, second, and sixth petit ion~ .except that in

ilie -i\th Luke does nol have the phrase oXX4j!5<ra<
dir6 rov jro?)poi~). The third petition Luke

d. 110) regarded this phrase as a separate
|" titlOn, in.ikln- -. v ,11 in ;tll. JIM, I t In-

KOI Catholic
interpi

i uth.-r.
uli.l 18 Continued bj I.U;|HT.UI .'..liilu. nl.it. T-. Ani.in. in.M|..rn

s.-holurH tlnTi- ur.' IIKIII\ -A I, .

^'r. .1111. 1- ( Kill.. 1 \. -j. :i, II \\ . -

(Bleek, Hilgenfeld, Ibb v. d. Goltz). That i

but six in number was )i
' n mul < 'dr\

.-I..IM, \\;is
:i.|.,jit.il li\ l:il\in. ;in.l li:..s i,,,,| th,. gu]

r.'lilh I. !: :

Kuiti.il. M.\.T, in, ll:it' !.. I'litn.iiii-r, I(. Wt-iwj,
1

t Bo i ;
! M 1 1'iltzmann, \\V-nilt, Bacon.

1

:iust' ht- coii-

I-. i-..nt:iiiu-il in tin- llrst iunl ->

it \\.i- -ini|.l\ r.--liiinl.iiit. This is :1 1- , tli

" '
, H H .: /Ill, Mill. II'I,:

SfJII'iI'tii
. l.llk. I flvi

IIIIMM. /.'..,.
(..nn ..f l.iik.

-

.'1 l.k 11 ;

ui.l - 'iiir ..t Ii. T

i in .xl'.l.. th.' in. in- IIII|"T'
' -i

Tutristi.' u nt it.. i. n, l.k 11- ..(
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does not have. In the remaining two petitions,
the fourth and fifth, we find approximately the

same ideas and words, but with some variation :

thus the Sbs TJIUV a-rinepov of Mt G11
is paralleled

in Lk II 3
by 5i5ov TI/MV T& Ka.8' imtpav, the latter

being an attempt to generalize and simplify the

former ; the rd o0eiX>;MaTa of Mt G 1 -
is paralleled

in Lk II 4
by ras d/iaprias, the latter being the

substitution of an easy, well-known word for

one full of significance but less common that
this substitution took place can be inferred from
the rif 6cpci\ovTi in the adjoined clause ; and in

the same petition the us nai of Mt G 1 - is paralleled
in Lk II4

by KO.I yap, which also is an obvious

attempt to remove the possibility of a false quid
pro quo interpretation. Very interesting also is

the difference in the two accounts of the address
of the Prayer ;

Lk II 2
gives only one word, Ildrep,

while Mt 6'J gives ttdrep TJJJ.WV 6 en TOIS ovpavots.

It is, of course, possible that the LuUan report
is correct, but it certainly seems too familiar

and abrupt for this solemn, lofty prayer ; while

Matthew's two attributives seem logical and im-

portant. The iyicic indicates that the Prayer is

a universal one for all who will pray to God.
The o (v Tois Qfipavois is an OT conception (cf.

Ps 2* 1153 ) which Jesus used (see passages below),
because it was a customary Jewish expression
full of religious meaning.* Its usual, though not

entire, absence from Luke is best explained as

due to the process already described by which
the characteristic Jewish element was largely
eliminated from the sources of the Third Gospel.
In all these parallel passages, therefore, where
Matthew and Luke give different readings for

the clauses of the Prayer, the report of Matthew
commends itself as possessed of a greater authen-

ticity, t This confirms by historical tests the strong

preference of the Church for the longer form of

the Prayer as given in the First Gospel, a pre-
ference which rested primarily on spiritual and

practical tests.

(3) When Jesus would condense His teaching
into seven concise phrases (the address is an essen-

tial part of the Prayer), containing in Aramaic not

fifty words, it became necessary for Him to embody
His chief ideas about God and men in compre-
hensive phrases whose significance was already
well understood by His followers. To introduce
new phrases and new conceptions would have
been to confuse those whom He wished to in-

struct. Consequently, the language and the ideas
of the Lord's Prayer are closely related to the OT,
where essential truth about God, and about the

duty of men towards Him and towards one another,
had in many respects been reached. Jesus' general
teaching to His disciples previous to tlie giving of

this Prayer had made known to them what He
would have them understand by these OT concep-
tions and phrases.

Naturally, we find in Jewish prayers of a time

contemporaneous with Jesus some phrases which
are similar to those in the Lord's Prayer. Such

parallels have been pointed out for the address
and first two petitions ; for tlie remaining four
clauses there are no real parallels, although there
are expressions with a certain similarity. $ Some

Matthew's j-sv^raj TO 6'^UM <rau ui iv oufixvu Kail l^t yrf (so

NACD against BL, versions, and quotations), and lu.** o <v TW>

eupeiwi (so ACD against ,NBL, versions, and quotations). Modern
text-critical authorities are agreed that these passages are

iiitrr]iolations in the Lukan text.

*
Compare the later Jewish prayer-formula, C'7y

;

5L" "'"N
;

see Achelis, Eernpredlgt, p. 229 ; Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. p! 299.
'

t See Page, Expositor, 3rd ser. vol. vii. pp. 433-440 ; Plummer,
art. LORD'S PRAYER in vol. iii.

t < in this point see the older works of Mbller, Augxisti, Wet-
stein, Lightfoot, and Srhotttren ; also, Achelis, Berffpredigt,
p. 238 f.

; B. Weiss, Xeyer-Kamm. ii. d. itatteegm.' p. 138;

of these Jewish prayer-formulas are subsequent
in origin to the 1st cent. A.D., and may well have

been "influenced by the Christian Prayer. But
there is no reason why Jewish prayers of Jesus'

own time should not have contained some of the

essential religious ideas which Jesus reaffirms,

and in language which the OT had already made
sacred. Such parallelisms furnish no proper basis

for an attack upon the originality and authority
of Jesus. His work was not to make a clean

sweep of all existing religious conceptions cind

phraseology, as though the world had never had

any vision of God, or truth, or goodness, or right ;

on the contrary, He came to show that the OT
revelation was, in its best thought and teaching,
a true, Divine revelation, which He would exalt

and perfect (Mt 5 17
, cf. He I

1

--). Jesus was not

'original 'in the sense that He created a wholly
new fabric of religious ideas, or introduced a

wholly new set of religious terms ; that kind

of originality was made impossible by the fact

that God was already in His world. Jesus'

originality and the term is not misapplied
consisted in His Divine ability to separate the

true from the false, the permanent from the

transient, the perfect from the imperfect ; and
then to carry forward the whole circle of ideas

and practices to their ideal expression. The work
of an artist is not to manufacture his paints, but

to produce with them a perfect picture. Jesus'

mission was to clarify and to perfect religious truth,
to show the unity and perspective of its many
elements, and to transform humanity by revealing
the nature, the beauty, and the necessity of the

ideal life.

One observes also with interest how the Lord's

Prayer embodies the experiences of Jesus in His
own personal and official life. His teaching grows
out of and expresses His own religious perceptions
and realizations, so that there is a vital unity, an
instructive correspondence, between this Prayer
and His experience.* He finds God to be His
Father and their Father, the common Father of

all, to whom prayer is to be addressed. He lives

and works that God may be revered, that His

Kingdom may come, and that His will may be

perfectly done by men. He has experienced the

truth that God cares for the physical needs of men,
and it is their privilege to trust Him for tln-M'

things. He knows and teaches that men are

sinful, needing God's forgiveness ; they also must
>li<m .-I forgiving spirit towards one another. He
has Himself passed through severe temptations,

praying for deliverance from them (cf. Mk 14"- ;'8
,

Mt 4 1
~").t In giving this ideal Prayer to His di

ciples, Jesus does not necessarily imply that His

experience is in no respect different from theirs,

c.ff. that there is no uniqueness in His relation to

God, or in His character and career as regards sin.

lint He does mean that He has shared humanity
with them, has lived through its experiences, has

found the way to attain the human idea!, and will

declare to them in His words and in Himself the

secret of the true life.

(4) An analysis of the Lord's Prayer, accepting
the Mattluvan form as practically authentic, dis-

closes a well-considered litera.ry structure : there

are seven clauses in all, the first containing the

address, followed by two groups of petitions, three

in each. Itegard, therefore, is had to the sacred

Plummer, art. LORD'S PRATER in vol. iii. ; Nestle, art.
( Lord's

Prayer' in Enet/cl. EM. iii. 2S21 ; Taylor, Sayings ofthe Jewish
Fathers- (l!):l). pp. 124-130; Dalnian, H'ortc Jem, i. 299-30B ;

v. d. Goltz, Das Gebet in Jer altesten Christenheit (1901), pp.
40-42.

* See v. d. Goltz, op. tit. pp. 1-53; Burton, 'The Personal

Religion of Jesus' in Biblical World, vol. xiv. (1WW), pp. 394-4113.

t Chase, Lord's Frailer in the Early Chvrc/i (1901), p. Hl4f.,

notes, Imt exaggerates, the relation of the Lord's Prayer to the

personal experiences of Jesus.
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liunihri'i :) mill 7, I'm' tin- |nii|"i f moulding per-
iVrtlv the I'terary lonn "1 tin- I'r.iy i.

'

I In ln-l

v.niu]i<it iirtitiiiii- jiritatMs to (i.nf 'Thy nanii 1

,

Thy kingdom,' Thy ill.' The\ express tin- MM-I

|iniiiiii>nl and comprehensive aspiration ot nn-n,

(hat God may be all in all. Only when this in the

MI
I
in lesire. ran one oiler tin- tin re prl it MM- ol

tlir srrond gniiip, w liich pertain to tin' urn I- ii! tin-

imliviilii.-il liir 'our.daily bread,' 'our debts,' '.de

lunaiire Iniin temptation.' The several clauses

woiiM have been, in the 111 iL'iinil Aramaic, -ln.iii'i

iiihl inure nearly iinil'iirni in length than ap|>rai-
in a Greek translation. One cannot I irtain

\\ hr! lirr t In-
'

.1- Ml hr.-nrll, SO Oil earth.' Ilirll fol-

ln\\s tin- thiril iirtiiMti. prrtain> to that alone, or

equally to all tllr t liter |irl it lull- of till- ":ni l|'

Thr address nf tlir 1'iayiT (lldrep j]^un> 6 tv TOI

oi'fa.vais\ int roilurr- tin' trrni '

Father," which was
.le-us' prc\ ailing ami characteristic designation
tut Cuii it -rjniiieil God's supremacy, authority,
and power, but at the same time His love, ]iatienco,
mill rare for n. Thr I IT also ha- tin- term, but
ill tlir Itatiiilial sense, denoting God's rrlalloll tO

His enxeiianl people; latrr there grew up the

imliviilual consciousness, ami God came to be

thought ofa>a |irf-.inal I'athn tu t hr ur-li;p|"

.lesiis v.as accustomed to u-r thi* title for God in

various \\a\s : ; oftrn \\ it In nit any limiting attribu-

tive rvepi tin- article, niirn also with a limiting

my' or '

yoiii
'

: but it i- only in this passage,
Ml ii'', that .Ir-n- is rrpiirlnl to have used the

attributive 'our.' Une might therefore infer that

this 'our' is an unaiitlientie liturgical addition;
but this infrreiirr is neither necessary nor satis-

factory. 'Our leather' is a signitica.nt address,

indicating at once the ground anil the motive of

pravrr to Him, as well as the brotherhood of men
nmiiT a common Father ; the 'our' contributes an

important element, therefore, to the address, and
the i in : i -MI i of its use is great enough to call for a

sprrial expression. It may be that the phrase
' Our

Father' was oftener upon Jesus' lips than our

Gospel riTuids now show ; the widening guli which
tin' disciple* fixed between their ascended Lord

ami tin -ins, -Ivcs might tend to the disuse of phrases
which imlirated tliat 'it behoved him in all things

It i- no) i ' l>o said that the artistic literary structure of the

I'r i .1 \a unworthy 't li*u<>, and must therefore IK; attributed
;

i in the contrar)*! Jesus designedly presented
inui h MI Hi--, riling in iin-lri-:uid rhythm (see above, ii. 1). His

man Ml >us lit, rarv power wna exercised not for art's sake, but
i . make art serve the highest well-being of men; for ideal

thought cami.it fullil it- \\ln.V mission until it is ideally

expressed. "nine laical n-latinnnf the petitions, see Plunmier,
art. I,in:n's I'K i\ n: in \ol. iii.

it i, ''.p. S50 (Knfr.tr. p. 3281, notes that there

mil !. in uls which make up the address clause of the
i i elements which make up the doxology that

i .inn t. . be ';-' <l at its close.

; K..r the n.itii.iial sense cf. Dt 1" 8s 32", Pa 68' SS& 10:1",

I< 1- ;,'", .1 ',,!-. .I,.r3<-l, Hosll'.Mal 1 2' ; for the individual

II i. Sir 231- >, To 13', :t Mac 6* 8.

f In the Gospel of Matthew the term 'Father' is frequent,
ami is generally accompanied by either 'my

'

or 'your' ('thy')
in aln nit equal proportion. The term occurs rarely in the

IH'-IH-I of Murk. In the Gospel of I-uke, also, there are relatively
; -it. But the Fourth Gospel has It abundantly
in Hi., die mi-' Motions, often with 'my,' but in the main only
with the art ii-li-,

'

the Father.' A comparison of the occurrence

of llu- term in parallel Synoptic passages raises the question ns

i
'

I in i nfidenceu to he placed upon the precise attri-

butivi- ri-piirti"! in connexion with the title, or upon the occur-
, i-elf: thus in the (,-roup Mt W>= Mk 14* =

l,k ."J*- wi- tlnil () mv Father,' 'Abba, Father' (the Aramaic

with ii- 1 1 inslatlon), and 'Father,' respectively ; in Mt5*j
= l,k i M' l"-.'^Lk l-', Mt 10^>=Lk 12, the First Gospel
In- 'Father,

1 while the Thin! Gospel has 'Most Hiffh' nnd
|

God'; in Mt 12> MI, :!:a-Lk s-i the First Gosi.el has ' my
F;i:h> r \\ hii Ii i- in In ,i\ I'll,' while the Second and Thiril Gospels
II.IM. -iin|.|v 'God'; in Mt 2u-j = Mk 10* the Second

Gospel
KinlMii'jh ln-ki tin iinls 'of my Father.' It seems probable
tint .l.-u- oonstantl] used the title

'

Father,' as the first anil

Fourth liii-pi I- r, "in I ; but that it had been lan-el.y suppressed
,,i ''Hi .I in tin- -iiuri-cs of the Second and Third Gospels,

> fur thereasun that it was a characteristically .1

'I' .nation.

to be made like unto In- brnlu. n II.
'

. The
-ennui attributive to the lldr<p in tin clau ol

, 'who art in heaven,' \ a ttuly ' I' and
Jewish phrase, which Jesus quite surely in

and employed.* It expresses the ti

io-itioii ami character of Goil. In the prc si ientiiie

ige it was natural to assign God to a luuticular

ocality ; the distant sky above the heads of men
ivas logically chosen. Hut this lo<al concepi MM
jr i. In illy retired before a growing sense ..i >

spiritual nature and omnipresence, \\nli Jesue
ir phrase was a useful one (and we still liml n -m
oileiiote the separatcncss i>f God from men. Ills

supermundane attributes, His absolute po\\n and

inth.'iity. His intinite character ami qualities.
In- phrase meant these important things to

lie .leuisli people of His day, and it was desirable

that they should lie in the mind of him who would

nay to God, .Jesus might well attach these words
o His title of address in His model 1'rayer.f
The lirst petition (aytaaOriTta TO Croud <roii)J ex-

iresses the devout wish of the worshipper in view
it \\ hat, according to the address of the 1'raver, he
'onceives God to be, namely, that God may lie

fully recognized, honoured, and revered by all.

The English word ' hallow '

is no longer in common
use ; it meant to ' treat as holy,' to revere. Thus
it was a proper translation of ayidtiv (I.at.

mnvtijicarc), which, together with So$d<ti>, was

employed in the LXX to render the Hebrew forms

&'~$n and E>~?. Calvin, Kaniphausen, and some
others have understood that 'the name' in this

petition was to be taken in the sense of the Third

roiiiiiiandment, which forbade the misuse of, and

disrespect to, the title of God (so also Mt a"-*').

This interpretation is true as far as it goes, but it

is too restricted for so comprehensive a prayer as

this. Kuther,
' the name '

is to be understood here

n the Oriental sense, as a periphrasis for the

Person Himself, as though it were said,
' May God

receive due reverence.' To the Hebrew ' the name '

stood for what the individual was who Imre the

name. God's name designated Him as He had
made Himself known to raen.|| Therefore the

petition prays that God may be perfectly acknow-

ledged by afl men, so that all that He is and does

may receive due honour, and that men may
commit themselves to Him as their Father (cf.

Ko U", Eph 3"-"1

).

The second petition ((\Oa.Tw f/ /3a<n\e(a <roi')1I ex-

This is shown by the frequent occurrence of the phrase in

the First Gospel, e.g. Mt 5>-.* i.".ass 7" 21 lo-'i ^ 12

l.
r
.l 1(1" IS"- M 19- M 239 ; cf. also Mk II'-" a", Lk 11" ; it almost

total absence from the Second and Third Gospels is another

feature of the univcrsalization of this material. For Jewish

usai;c see 'iMIh v. 30; S(n ix. 15; J'djmi viii. I); and

Halman, Wurte Jem, i. 150-15SI, 2W-SUO. Wendt, Lehre Jem,
i. (12 f., can hardly be right in holding that this phrase is an

addition in the Matthew passages, not to be attributed lo Jesus.

t Whether the Prayer was orijrinally [jiven in Aramaic or

Hebrew has been discussed, but without a certain conclusion.

Chase is sure it was in Aramaic ; see, further, Taylor, Sayinfft i'/

theJctcitk fathers '-(1SU7), p. 17(1 f.

J Compare the parallel clause in the Jewish synauo^al prayer
Kailitish:

' Mau'mflcelur et Miiirtincetur nomen eius n

in mundo '

(Maimonidcs' translation) ; see Achelis, Kenjpr'dijt,
''

See Ex 20, Lv 21 22^, Nu 20", Dt 3251, Is 2s>, Eik 3(V3 ;

anil in the NT, 1 P S.
I; See Ps 6" 9'", Pr li . So the peculiar phrase (stil

reliifious use)
' for his name's sake,' Ps 2&1 2.'t11 31 3 "U** ; cf.

Ik-f.iprnlvjt, pp. 24U-2J3.

I Compare here, also, the KMi*h parallel : I

regnuni suum.' Marcion, in his LuKan form of Hi'

Praver, read as the second petition, not what we h.i

but' S- K/A" TO >* TIWU, or another form of the sain.

r-, >--,.:< TtlvUM rvj 1

be Authentic in this connexion, for it has small

not suitable to the context, and \* obviously n

tution to bring into the I'rajer it |n-cillc re -run I for :
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presses the wonderful Messianic Hope of the
Hebrews ; it was in substance the prayer which
for centuries Israel had addressed to God.* Jesus
bade them continue this prayer for the coming
of the Kingdom of God, but taught them the true

conception of what that Kingdom was, and how it

was to be accomplished. The Kingdom of God
was Jesus' constant and all - inclusive term to

denote the individual and social good which would
come to men when they would trust themselves
to God's guidance and conform themselves to His
ideal (Mt633 = Lk 123

')- In Jesus' conception the

coming of the Kingdom was a process, a develop-
ment through successive stages with a final con-
summation (Mk 4-6

' 3
-). He established the King-

dom among men (Lk IT'-
1

"'-'), His followers were
to carry it forward (Alt 2S' 11 -

""), and in due time
He would bring about its complete realization

(Alt 24. 25). t Our prayer, therefore, must be that
God in His wisdom, power, and love may hasten
the growth among men of righteousness, mercy,
and peace ; that the principles of the Gospel may
prevail in individuals and in society as a whole,
that humanity may become transformed into the
likeness of Him who revealed to them the Divine
ideal of God for His children.
The third petition (ytv-qOijTu rf> d^\7]/j.a. ffou. ws iv

ovpavt^ Kal ciri "YTJS) was needed in the Prayer to

guard the second petition against misinterpretation.
It had become a prevalent misconception that the

coining of God's Kingdom depended after all upon
Himself, and that when He should choose to do
so He could by His omnipotence bring that King-
dom into complete existence ; so men had impor-
tuned God to become loving and forgiving towards

them, and to grant to tliem the blessings which
out of dissatisfaction or neglect He was with-

holding from them. Jesus makes that idea im-

possible when He gives this third petition, teaching
that God's will must be absolutely done by all.t
To do God's will, to accomplish His work, was the
one purpose of Jesus' own life (Alt 263a - 42

, Jn 4W

gas jo-7 I" 4
), and He enjoined it upon all as the one

comprehensive human obligation (Alt "-', Jn 7 17
).

Alen must therefore co-operate with God in the
realization of the Kingdom by making themselves,
with God's help, what the}' should be, and by
bringing in the true brotherhood of universal love
and service.

The fourth petition pertains to the physical
Spirit which Jesus had included only by implication. The
prominence given to the Holy Spirit in the Apostolic age has
left its impress upon the Lukan account of Jesus' words; cf.

Mt 7U = Lk 11", Mt ll2o=Lk 1021, also Mt lfl20 = Lk 1212.
* See art. MESSIAH in vol. iii. ; Encycl. Bibl. t art. 'Messiah' ;

also Goodspeed, Israel's Messianic Hope (1000).
t Srr art. KINGDOM OF Gou in vol. ii. ; also Wendt, Lehre Jesit,

ii. 293-325. The verbal form eAtfarw does not favour the idea that
the coming of the Kingdom is continuous ; which part of the
verb was used in the original Aramaic can only be matter of con-

jectureone would suppose a jussive imperfect, and this would
have presented no difficulty. At any rate, this petition must be

interpreted in the light of Jesus' entire teaching concerning the

Kingdom. The Greek aorist here may be due to the idea held

by all Christians in the Apostolic age, that the return of Christ
was imminent, and that with His return He would bring the

catastrophic consummation ;
this passage would then be one of

a number in the Gospels which received an eschatological
colouring in transmission, on account of the failure of the

disciples to take completely Jesus' view of the nature and coming
of the Kingdom.

t Tb conception that God's will is already perfectly done in

heaven, by the angelic host, is at the same time an assurance
and a model for the full realization of His will on earth among
men. The angels are frequently mentioned both in the OT
(Ps 01" 1032) and in the NT (Mt IS'" 246 26^, Mk S3 1225

13 2, Lk 12S 151" 1622, jn 151, He !" 122. *>) ; on the Jewish

angelology see art. ANGEL in vol. i. ; Ene>/el. Zh'A?M art. 'Angel
'

;

also Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesits the Messiah, vol. ii.

Appx. ; Wendt, Lehre Jesit, ii. pp. 121-126.
, M 1'iH rov acsro* v,u.v* Toy tnaurttff 5or r,(*7v fftf&tpov ',

Lk II3

TOV ctzTiv r,u.-a Tov I'riO'jffio* Hi&o-j vfjuv TO xtttT Y.u.':poi*. It is Strik-

ing that the strange word 'nioufon, which is found nowhere in

all Greek literature outside of this passage (so Origen, de Orat.

27), should appear in both of these widely divergent accounts
of the Lui\t's Prayer. The fact can be explained only by the

needs of men, upon which the spiritual life 19

dependent during this earthly stage of existence.*

Tlie conditions under which we live are created by
God, He has full knowledge of them (Alt 6- -M

-),

and He stands ready to supply what is necessary
to human well-being (Alt o45

ti
33

7"). This provi-
dential bestowal comes, of course, not as a pure
gratuity, but as a return for the honest, energetic
labour of men. The 'bread' which is asked for

in this Prayer is meant in the wider sense as

referring to all necessary food ; and by implication
it certainly includes all those things which are
essential to physical welfare. The petition con-

templates only a simple, frugal life, enjoining
trustfulness and contentment therein. In other
words, the idea of the Prayer is that men are to

ask God confidently for what they need ; but only
for what they really need, and only as they need
it. The disciples of Jesus are to 'live trustfully
in the present and for the present, without anxious
concern as to the future (Alt G34

). About this

general interpretation of the fourth petition there

can he no question. A difficulty exists, however,
as to the precise force of CTIOI'VIOV ; since it is a

hapaxlegomenon, we cannot determine its usage
from other contexts ; the Greek word most like it

is TTfpiowrcos, which appears h'rst in the LXX.
Recent scholars are largely in agreement that the
word is derived somewhat irregularly from eiri~

elvai in a fern. ptcp. form, signifying
'

being unto,'
'

pertaining to
'

; so that the prayer would be,

'Give us to-day the bread which pertains (to this

day),' i.e. just so much as is needed for to-day to

meet one's physical requirements (cf. Ja 2 15 - 1<i

).t

hypothesis that these two Greek forms of the Prayer must have
hiid a literary relation to one another in some stage of their

transmission.
*
Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers", p. 125, thinks that

this petition contains an allusion to the giving of the manna,

evfin. p. Laoi. , vrcnub, IMUKHS iyis, 11. BOHI., AI^IUI, v>. oi.

pp. 125-127, 178-186, 190 f. ; as also Ewald, Nosgen, Bassett,

and many others. A list of the older literature upon the

(_iive us to - oay our ureau lor suusisience, t.c. m.n ui

which serves to 'maintain our physical existence. So Cremer,
Eibl.-T/ieol. \Vurtcrbuchl, in toe. ; also Origen, Chrysostom,
Theophylact, Maldonatus, Bleek, Keil, Kuinol, Kubel. This con-

ception, however, seems forced, and too technically philosophi-
cal ; nor is there any certain parallel instance of such a usage
of oi<r;. It differs from the view adopted above in stating the

end of the giving instead of the measure, for what purpose the

bread is asked rather than the quantity of bread asked for.

fresn Revision oj j*ntiiisii ^.i." t_iwi;, APMA. i. . ot.

in Winer's Graitiinatik d. STliehcn Sprachidioms* (1S!)4), pp.

136-13S; also Grotius, Wetstein, Bengel, Fritzsche. Winer,

Gore, Bruce, Meyer, Marshall, O. Holtzmann, and RVin, The

difficulty with this temporal interpretation of '^rio-jo-io* is that

it contradicts the very idea of the petition as intended by Jesus :

instead of having men pray for to-morrow's food, He would ha\ e

them pray for to-day and trust for to-morrow. No other mean-

ing can be derived' from the passage Mt G2S-M, ending with

the words,
' Be not therefore anxious for the morrow ;

for the

morrow will be anxious for itself. Sufficient unto the day is
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As wffttot'fftot iiifan-
'

hrviuul what i* ii<-<'<->-at y, so

irioi>fftov means 'r\artly v\ h;it i- nrrr^saiy.' This
is tin* rMiirrptiou [ Mijijily which \\c liml m IV .'it/*

' Km 1 me with tli-- hnnl ilia! is n.-r.llul loi nn-.'

Tln'i'i- ait- -initial 1'ai -iimii 1 ami Taliiiinlir '\|irrs-

siona. The \\uriiin- ul tin- petition as j;ivni by
Matthew i> a >]>* -itic renue-t liU'll EUUgld OCCfUUOH,

niiili'i'stanitiiix that the Prayer will he repeate<l a-

frequently as nee.i ^li-.--, presumably each lay;*
while ],uke\ \\imiinj jne-eiii- a general rei[iie>t
for a militant Mij'i'ly : it \\iiM -eein dear that

the Matth;ean hum i- of greater authenticity.
The fifth petition 1 emu <! n- t he pre-eiil re I IL; inns

.slat u> ut' tin* man in lelatinn to liod. Tlir\\..r-

Miimn-r is to mca-tue himself against tlie Mixiiie

ideal of the lii^he-t, fullest >elf-'levelopnn-nt, ami
ot Complete love ;uul ^<T\ n-i- to * MM I a Hi I one s

fellow-men. Me i*. t nli>ei \
- e how far he ha> failed

to meet the ol t\ luat imi.s plareil upon him hy '-"ii,

ami wliy lie lias faile.l to nn-et them. \\hen a

man has made tin- in\ mlory of his physical,
inoiiil. :iml -pnitnal status, \\itli a -inrrie n-jM-nt-
HMee tor all Ills t I'M 1 1 ^le^MoIls HID I ShOrtCOmiUgS,
and with a supreme purpose to achieve the Divine
iileal for men, he i- ready to ask God's forgiveness
in the words of this petition. Holtlin^ tliat i .oil-,

spiritual meaning also Mood Tcrtullian, Cyprian, Cyril of

J.-ni-iileiii, Ath:ui;iMu-, Amiini.se, ;unl .Iertne ; ;mil iii modern
t in. - In !;[/-.!,, <<M,,i ,- n, MIT, M'Clfllun. (4) That the
tri:.?*9v h;i-* ;i temin.nil si-mii -idi.n relerring mereh !> the ilny
i>: th'- |T,t\. i Si i thr l;\

,
'i;i\e us this <Liy our d;u:

uini this is tin- won I in;,' in < >miin>n iw m Chri- 1

- T.-l-'in to-day,
iiiinle -o liy tin' poj.nl LI translations <t tin- Uible. It is re-

dniipUnt in e\].n-"iMii, ami iU onl\ iiu-ril is simplicity ; tor

It locks the profound meaning uhn-h inheres in th'- t-n>./r>c,> as

Intorpreted in the text ibove. I.. 1 1 !> this view li;i> IM- n ig i!n

<k-fended h\- NYstic (/.Y/'ir, I'.XMI, pp. J.'.o-u.vj; Encyci 61 '

iii. 'JM:M) nn the basis of the reading **J'v** ( = continual),
which is found in Sjr cur at Mt ;" umi Lk 11*, and in s\r -in

at Lk 1 1
J

, the MntUue;m >c''tirm IK-MIL; wanting; also iit the

Syriac Act* of Thoiiws (1. Wri-ht. \\. yi:*>. This p~N is w;iid

to be th* 1 ir-uhir Syriac word for the tnuHlutnm "f tin- Ht-)>.

T7? ; ii-'i'l N"-tU' has kiiriit-il that a Jewish translation of the
i Q -[*_! into Ilrhr.-w, nia-lc in the 10th cent., rtndfrtd

the i-rto-.e-iet by T"^. He supposes, therefore, th:it tin- <iii-. k

'vrifjrm in the Lord's Prayer represents an ori^iiuil T"? ^~^,
'

' I bhftl the trim-:, it ...n 'i.iir <lailv hrvu'l
'

i-s th*- t*-st

English translation of the Greek u-\r. Tin- dilllrulty with this

Interpretation is iwnMd ; ') it gives a purely tantol..-ir ;i ]

' ':, which is uniiki-ly tu ha\ e lieen ori^inul ; ('.) ir

altogether
f;tiln to account for the jircsence in the (..reek text

Ol thi- vtnin^r \\.ml 'IT^.T.-,;, \Oll-'ll *.'-fli'-
' h . i |..-i [] rr-:itt-l

t-t t-\pri -s nn intricate thought for which rnn-urri-nt tirrt-k \s-inl

W:i- -r[|t;ilIr ; hilt j| thr I 1 1< >l 1L h t \VJIS -.<! Mlllpll' ;iS
'

-i .tit 1 1\ I l:il'

or 'doily,' there were s-'M-rd r-tinnmTi i:\pr. ^>ion-* at hui'l in

On i tin- TO XB.V iu.'.;,*.* of Lk IP 19*0, and th.- LXX had
alread t-nipi<>\rd -\\*-\\ i. :. i:\ ,M' lo3

,
Nu 4"', IN r,:-"

1

. I MI i-',

1 M.. '-'); whilf id.' . nl\ Byriao reading may well !>_

nnthitix more than a siuiplitl-atinn of a diltirnlt r\prvs>inn
\\}i<>- *'\a*.'t nieaninvr had not been clearK r,,n\, \,,i i,\ the
iT(,r,oy, and which in the circle of the translator was im t^n.'.-r

d. chasr, /.-. Prayer in the JBarlu Church ClWl\
pp. 44 !, holds that the original form of the petition wi (

118 OUr (Or, the) bread Ol '!! ii.i\,'and sui,'u'*->tH that then, 'uly
coined word i.M*ffo> \v:i.s later intTp.it;iti d t-> nn I liluruical
lAiytnnis in ..am. \ii.n u;jh th.- use of the lord's 1'rayt-r in

the evi-iiin^. With this n-adini: the I'ra\ er could \><- ii d in

th'' tii'-rinriLT. and wi.uld ,,-,. l.r.M.l f, ,p that -.aiin- <!ji\ ; or it

c-iiiM I..' us. d a I in- la, .11.. I \\.HiId ask bread for thr ni'-rrnw
;

)i< i'\ . \ . r, the ff>.u.'i6> S" r-'p! i' '-i I ilid rmt in fad disapi-f .
i .

I n it

i 'I in the U'\t a- a .,,ii(usiri- r'-diindaii'-v. ( 'lia-. - \ n -u

itcd hv v.d. (i>lt/, /M- , >'t m 'I- > nltf*trn Ch\
(11'l). p. I'M,

ft. \\. i-s. ..;> .-if. p. 130, holds that the r^ipo in the
MaM li"\v t- if in .,i id. p* i iti -ii is a subsequent addition, tM j urin^

nal th< Prayer was assigned to daih use
In the arly ChrMian lilnr,-\ . That the I'mytr win* us. <l .lail\

,

or <>n i in-r, in thf earlier part
'

th* End cent .
i

- -' it.lib* -d )>>
' ;'" Tec hifigqftA / ( \ iii. :t), and other u

i

but il riot", not fnllnw that the <rr,ui;o of Ml )i 11 is tut reh n

Srndn>-t
-f that pra.-ti.

. 'II, r-- i-> n-i inh'Trm rr;^..n uh\
nu s),,,uii[ n,,t HiniseK lri\ * u'ivt-n thecorresi>ondiii^ \r una 1

.'-

\M'I.I in this connexion. The Prayer was given to the d.snpt.H
fur rt'L'ul.ir u-..-, II.'.MU-. thej \M-h- d ^im,- -.d ft.nn nf prayei i

'

' In iinoti hfur^i'-i! manner "f the ,1. s (rf. Lk Hi).
Th. .

I i>.

'

\V.ls ;i OatUra] . tjil .- .tl\ ' (lien! pet |.-l o| tilllc (rf.

Mi O34 ) (->[- th. repetition ol th Prayer. Wh\ *huuM n .
'.

i

ha-. , .n i MI-.'. | | IK- ffOrdln isis?

t Ml I,.'-' XXl i;i; r.ujt tt ','.> u.'XTOt ru.i, if Jtati r.Utif i$\X-
UU.tr Ttt; CuAlTdtif r, (*:. Lk H 4* *ai i.'i; r,?*,* r*f f^jtfT.i

will i>tlieonly law of lit.-, :uul tli.it Hi- Kiii^iloin
is tliiMin!\ Mia ol lit'e, iliu \\oi>lii|jiei need,- God'a
hii L;ivnr-- [ In- >|iiiiiual coinlort and in |.M:I

lion, in onler that lie may start anew eaeh ihiy
to\\anN the achievement oi the ideal. It is in thf>

fundamental and comprehensive si-n.-r that tin:

term 6$fi\r),u.a.Ta isi figuratively einpltiyiMl in thi^

petition, inclu.iin^ e\eiyt!iing that we >hmilil )M;

and do towards God, our tellow-men, ami uin>el\ es,
"

'I'he second clause t-oiitains an explirit ruiidilion ut"

this 1'ruycr, that men must feul and e\eici>e tin-

-a me ,-jiiiit of forgivenesstowords oqe anotherv hieh
t he^ wish*God to show towards tliemsel\^. Jr~u^

j.liii
*> t lie-e \\ oi iU in the petition} in order that

men may lie ine.- to i;ire \\idi this condition when-
ever they pray to (iod for their own forgiveness.
This priiieij-le of love as the basih of all human
and Divine lelations is a constant teaching of

Jesus, and fuinishes the Uey to the Sermon on the

Mount, cf. e.sp. Mto7 - - lf - w '48
; it is also most im-

pressively
set forth in the teaching and parable of

Nit IS- 1 '". In the Lord's Prayer as recorded by
Matthew this idea is further strengthened by the
two added verses, G u> 15

, with which Mk ll-s may
IM- compared.t It is not to be understood that the
wy Kat which introduces Matthew's second clause
-imnties a guid pro quo kind of forgiveness on
God's part, as though God forgave men only in a
measure- proportionate to their own forgiveness.
The words mijjht luive this force (as in Mt 20 14

,

Kev IS6 ), Imt it is not the only meaning for them
(cf. Mt IS33

). Such a commercial idea is inconsist-
ent with the method of God as abundantly shown
in Jesus' teaching. God is in amount more loving
and forgiving than men can be, but He requires
that men also shall be loving and forgiving.^:
The sixth pet it ion, which closes the Lord's

Prayer, provides for the moral and spiritual wel-
fare of the individual in the future. As the Jiftli

petition sought forgiveness for past failures to do
God's will, so the sixth petition seeks His protec-
tion from future failures. The worshipper, con-
scious of his own weakness, puts his dependence
upon God. He prays for deliverance from those
situations in life where he will be liable to yield

" In classical Greek, ';(*/, uae. TO. was used generally of financial

debts, and it was probably to avoid this ambiguity that Lk II 4

reads ifAMarietf instead (originally Luke's aivount must have
had a? ti> r.uM.ta, like Matthew's, as is seen by the O.ATJ in the
second clause ; so Chase, Lord's Prayer in the Early Church

(ISIU), p. 55, and Pajre, Jx]tintitor t 3rd ser. vol. vii. p. 437). But
eu'Ar

(|
u* (and its kindred forms) is a frequent NT word for

moral and spiritual obligation (Lk 17 10
, Jn 13 1

-*, Ro 151- W,
Gal 5s), although used also in the money sense (Mt Ib2*, Lk 741

1C3 ,
Ph 18

). Luke's x^Mpriut lacks the Aramaic colour, the
strength and the comprehensiveness of the c;nA>-ti<xT*. In tlie

EV also the word 'debts' gives a deeper meaning when rightly
understood than the WOm 'sins,' since the latter term tends
in jnpul:ir usage to signify only positive, flagrant wickedness.
And t-till IrsH -ut ;sf,i. -\"T\ i^ the \\urd '

trespasyeB,' given cur-

reiicy in (hi-. |>eliti("ii b\ tlie K].is,
-.

,|.,il I'j n ,

, |: . .; ,

pj
.,, nl |j

from Tindale ['.'by reeling 'trespasses' from v.W- iiito v.i-])";
i..r it is not .1 [>t| r i r.uisi.it i,n of either *juA,^T or //^T,r,
LIU I i i In- nn .-t Lin n d in its scope of the three, English wordh.

t Mt i.Ji i"' )m-* :i]ij.;irently found its way into the Sermon
through its previous connexion with the Lord's 1'raver.
Whether it h:id iu jtlure historii -nllv in that connexion ia

uin-ertain. Mk ll'-fi has a different setting for the passage, but
one due to topical association rather than to original position.
There i* ni.rhin^ unlikely in the hypothesis that Jesus, after

Citing the 1'niyer, spnke in explanation of it, and that this
influent was a part thereof. In tlite two verses, OK in Mk
ir-K Ttx.?<x.T?*uM7x is used instead of *;IM> I**T* or aiua.fr. x.;.

I Luke's variant, *i -yap, is distinctly intended to remove the

poulble misinterpretation that God forgives a mnn just to the
e MI nl tliut the man forgives others. Hut the Matt baian wording
-i\i - e\nlnMe u( bein^' n closer translation from the Aramaic.
Anotln r m-i un-.' of Lukan modincation is his .*,(u(* in this
el.iuM- instead f M.ittheu s i.-.xtui., to give the ]H-titiM \

general chunictcr instearl of tbe ypfcific import of tin :

Praver. It was noted that in the fourth
|

mad- for the sn:n ]nir|..-r, Luke having %,?>. m . ,<l i

and T x*it' y,u.i/>> instead of > u.i.-e..

',
Mt '.'' xeti Uf, i.V(.i/*r.' ru.t tit ft.pxruet, *>.* i^fftn v.UdC

T v Titr.fitZ, Lk II*' 1 xxi ur. t'rttl'yjer.f f.fAaif t'; fiifa.ffu.ti.

The tlr*-t i l.iii'-' is the same in both arcounU, wltile the Kcond
clause docs not appear in Luke (see above).
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to wrong or false influences. But inasmuch as men
must undergo trials, ami in them work out their

own character and service, Jesus gives to this

petition a second clause, which provides against
necessary trials by asking for strength to come
through them safely. We may then paraphrase the
sixth petition of the Prayer in this way :

'

Spare us
as much as possible from all trials in which there is

danger that we shall fail to do Thy will ; hut, so far

as we must meet trials, give us the strength neces-

sary to withstand the temptations to evil which
are involved in them;' *

It thus becomes clear

that the second clause of the petition,
' but deliver

us from evil,' is not a separate, seventh petition,
but an essential element in the sixth, pertaining
to those trials from which God cannot and should
not deliver us. In them we pray Him to preserve
us from falling. The 'evil' which is meant is, of

course, moral and spiritual transgression or failure

of doing God's will ; and the context therefore
makes it improbable that the TOJ iroyripoS should
have been intended to refer concretely to the devil

in person, t The term n-eipa0-,uis is used with a
wide range in the NT, having both a neutral

meaning (=tri;il)and a bad meaning (
= malicious

temptation).! Only in the former, neutral sense
can God be spoken of as 'tempting' men, i.e.

bringing them into situations which test their

character and thus promote their growth. Such
trials involve a possihle lapse into evil, and must

* Jesus' Gethsemane experience illuminates the words of this

petition (cf. Mt SG^ 46
, esp. \.'&). The Saviour is here face to face

with the bitterest trial of His life ; the attitude of the Jewish
nation towards Him has come to be that of fixed and final

rejection ; the chosen people are ready to repudiate their
Messiah with a violent death, and so to fail of

fulfilling their
Divine mission to the world (of. Mt 2$"-3S). Jesus in the

garden feels that He cannot endure this
;
He is in agony that

God should seem to allow it, and prays that He may he spared
this trial that there may be some other outcome of the situa-
tion ; nevertheless, He has no other desire than that God's
will should be done. The prayer of Jesus was answered not by
a removal of the trial, but by a Divine reassurance, and an
impartation of strength for its endurance (cf. Lk 22-^f

-, which
gives an essentially correct idea, even if textually uncertain).
One may also compare St. Paul's experience wlien he three
times prayed for the removal of his

' thorn in the flesh
'

; God's
reply to him was,

' My grace is sufficient for thee ; for power is

made perfect in weakness '

(2 Co 12s- y
;

cf. also 1 Co 101-).
t The objection to taking the TGU vovrfeu as a masculine (with

Tertullian, Cyprian, Origen, Chrysostom, Theophylact, Calvin,
Krasmus, Bengel, Meyer, Olshausen, Ebrard, Fritzsche, Hanne,
Gore, H. Holtzmann, Lightfoot, Thayer, Plunimer, Chase, v. d.

Goltz, Nestle, and the RV) does not lie in the fact that the phrase
could not be so used, for there are a number of clear XT cases
where o VOIT^O; refers concretely to the devil (cf. Mt 1319-

current ewis concepton an termnology regarding the
sonal devil (cf Mt 4"> 1227 13^f-, Lk 101s , Jn S-t"), tor, so far a
can discover, He did not give any new teaching on this point (cf.

Wendt, Lehre Jem, ii. 121-126). The objection lies rather in the
thought of the petition itself, which cannot be,

'

Bring us not
into trial, but deliver us from the devil,' since this destroys all

connexion between the two clauses, though the x;U demands
a connexion ; nor,

'

Bring us not into the temptation of thedevil,
but deliver us from the devil,' which is improbable tautology.
So that some ancient and many modern scholars interpret the
T; in-,,f<Z as a neuter (Augustine, Luther, Stier, Ewald, Keil,
Nosgen, Tholuck, Alford, Burgon, Cook, M'Clellan, Achelis,
Ibbeken, B. Weiss, Taj lor, and others). This neuter use of
TO Twr.pov to denote all moral and spiritual evil may be seen in
Mt 5, Lk 6*>, Jn 1715, Ro ]2, 2 Th 3^, 1 Jn 51* (the RV is

probably wrong in translating most of these as masculines) ; cf.

also 2 Ti 4is. On m>yi; -i, see Crcmcr, Bitil.-Tlieol. Worterlmch ',
ire loc.; Achelis, Beryprediyt, pp. 2SC-2SO; letters in the
Guardian by Lightfoot (Sept. 7, 14, 21) and Cook (May 21, Nov.
26) (Lightfoot's letters appear in Freth Keeixioii of the English
JV.r.S, 1891, Appx. II.); Chase, Lord's Prayer in the Earlji
Church (18!)1), pp. 85-167; Hatch, Emails in Biblical Greek
flSXllV rm. 77-X 1? T.ivl^r Rn.ttinna nf tiio -Tavltioti l*'n I },a ..L. " /I ijrt^\

of man's heart is evil from his youth,' cf. Ja 113-15)
. see also

Porter, 'The Yecer Ha-ra',' in Yale Biblical and Semitic Stitdics

(1901), pp. 93-156.
I < IN the NT usage of Ttipettru.6;, see Cremer, Bihl. - Thcol.

Warterbuchl, in loc. ; Tholuck, Bergrcde 5
, pp. 394-401 [Eng. tr.

Pli. 357-362]; Achelis, Bergprcaigt, pp. 2SO-284
; Mayor, Cumin,

on Jantft, 1892, pp. 175-la3.

cause anxiety and apprehension ;
so that me.a may

well fear them and pray for deliverance from them.
Jesus said to His disciples,

' Watch and pray, that

ye enter not into temptation : the spirit indeed ia

willing, but the flesh is weak '

(Mk H33
,
cf. Ja I

13
'-).

But, since God brings these trials for the indivi-

dual's good, He will never allow the tried person
to fall into evil if he will commit himself wholly
to God's guidance and care through the experience
(cf. 1 Co 10", He 2 1S 4 15

'-, Ja p-"-'-'-, 1 P !').

(5) The Lord's Prayer is thus seen to be an

epitome of Jesus' teaching ; it contains the essen-

tial ideas of God and human duty, expressed in

the briefest, simplest, and most impressive words.

The vital truths of the Gospel are presented in

such a way that any and every man can grasp
them, and can see them in their right perspective
and relations.* Since the Prayer was intended for

universal use, its meaning must be readily in-

telligible to all ; it must be not intricate, but

simple of interpretation. And the Lord's Prayer
is adapted to every kind of Christian use. It is de-

signed for repetition as it stands, both in private
and in public devotions. It is also a pattern
prayer, after which all prayer to God should be
modelled. Here we learn what things are to be

prayed for, how God's glory, Kingdom, and will

take precedence of the individual's affairs, and
in what spirit all prayer is to be made. The
religious practice of Jesus' day top often re-

garded the virtue of a prayer as consisting in its

recital, and measured its value by its length or

repetition (cf. Ac ID-
54

). The Gospel of Matthew
(6"-) has preserved in connexion with the Lord's

Prayer some words of Jesus which were directed

against this abuse. Since God knows what things
are necessary for men, He does not need to be
informed of them ; and since He is a loving
Father who cares for His children, He does not
have to be importuned to give His blessings.
These facts do not make prayer useless ;

on the

contrary, real prayer is possible only on the basis

of them. God never wished the empty repetition
of prayer formula?, which is a waste of time and

strength ; and it was an entire misconception of

Him that He had to be coaxed into goodwill
towards men, or solicited to supply their needs.

Prayer, in Jesus' conception, is the loving, obedient
and trustful communion of men with their Heavenly
Father. It brings men comfort, joy, and peace ; it

reassures and strengthens them in all their labours

and experiences; it brings them to know only God's
will in their lives, and to seek only its full realiza-

tion. As we learn to know God in the words and
face of Christ, we pray more instead of less ;

prayer becomes a privilege instead of a duty.
Indeed, to the true Christian, prayer is the atmo-

sphere in which he lives. Instead of occasional

periods or moments of prayer, the whole life be-

comes a prayer, so that we walk and talk with
God. Into this perfect communion with God the
Lord's Prayer leads us, voicing all our aspirations
and petitions, when we come to appreciate its full

significance, t

*
Similarly Harnack, Das TTesen ties Christentums, 1901, p. 42

[Eng. tr. p. 63] : 'There is nothing in the Gospels that lells us
more certainly what the Gospel is, and what sort of disposition
and temper it produces, than the Lord's Prayer. With this,

Prayer we ought also to confront all those who disparage the

Go.-pel as an ascetic or ecstatic or sociological pronouncement.
It shows the Gospel to be the Fatherhood of God applied to the
whole of life ; to be an inner union with God's will and God's

Kingdom, and a joyous certainty of the possession of eternal

blessings and protection from evil.'

t Further, on the Lord's Prayer, see Kamphausen, Das Gcbet
des lierrn (18(i6); Chase, The Lord's Praner in the Early
CAureA (1891) ; Tholuck, Bcrgreie*, pp. 346-40S [Eng. tr. pp. 315-

309); Achelis, Bergpredigt, pp. 225-3:15; J. Hanne. Jahrb.f.
iltuttehe Theul. is'(ii> ; Haffncr, Das llrbet des tlerrn (1880) ;

G. Hoffmann, De OratiuM Domini (1884); Rieger, Das Geliet

des Uerrn (1901); Wendt, Lehre Jesu, ii. 23S-245 ; Plummer,
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/ l>,r,,tin In Hi'- Kimiiliiiii. Ml li'
'

iff. l.k

,._,::.J, j|W-:B 1,, |.J , Nr.-uly :lll of th..-e

t-.li. ilars \vliK regard lint Sermon ill tin' l-'n-t

(Jo-pel a- a composite |irn.lllcliiill ill wind ill

part, Icink upon ihi- -rd inn a- e.xlraiiemi- to the

original discniir-c, being brought in here limn OUie

other lii.-loi'iral riiiini Mull.
" Tvvn ai LMimeiits

a;jaiiist it- pre-enl pnsiti.in an- nlieie.l : I-M the

subject-matter of tin- -ccii..n i- thought liy many
to In- reunite 1 i (In' tlii'ini' ill Ml .V- li

1
"

: ami ('<i

tliis material is found scattered in the Gospel of

I.uki 1

,
mini' of it appearing in his parallel discourse

(<>-
v "' :

'i. To tin- lii-t argument il niav ! replied

(-ec a I i vi', ll. :ii 1 1 1. 1 1 tin- tin- it 1 1 ii' Sermon .Iocs

n.it lie in Ml .V' ". Init i- in -eueral. pertaining
tn tin- tun- nature ami ilnty of righteousness. So

t hat Ml .V 7
-G", while containing I lie Innge-t section

lit tile I'eporleil il i-eolll'-e, 1- le, no III. MM- In 1 ..
' IV

garded a- the nnlv i irij iiia 1 matter in Mallhew's
aeeoiint. There i- all alirupt transition, tn lie -lire,

between Mt li
1
" ami ti" : lull this alirnplne may

lie ilue to the fact that we have only extracts or a

digest of tin- historical Ser Moreover, the

teaching eolltailleil ill Ml li'
L' :1 would seem tn I"'

germane imleeil e elltial t.i a setting forth III'

the true righteousness ; the iileal 111.' inn- I I

J free

from material aims, iliviileil ellorts. ami distracting
aiixidi.'-. The -.-eoml arv'i "t |'ie-:-iil-

:i greatei

cliflienlly, for Luke's arrangement of this material

in other connexions moat lie explained, Concern-

ing thi-s it may lie sai.l that the l.ukan Sermon had
n-cciv ed -e\ ei e treatment in transmission, as already

frecpenllv noli .1 : perhaps t he exclusion of this see

ticin was a pail
of that process. Also, that the

po-ition assigned to this material in the Third
i Io-pel is -mely not historical; it appears in the

so-called
'

1'era-all section,' lint such tCOchitl" OS

this I.el, iii^ed iii all proliahilily to the Calila-an

ministry. Further, the l.ukan settings of these

verses .-how either no context ual relatimis. or only

literary ones ; they are not associated w itli specific,

distilld events. Therelore, while the i|lle-tioll

must he counted all open one whether Mt 6''
J'M

h.-liiiiued to the hi-torical Ser n, .uooil reasons

are at hand for treating the seel inn as original in

thi- connexion.
The passage has a real unity of thought, to the

ellect that there is hut one aim in life. This aim
is the complete realixatii I the Kingdom of God,
in which every man attains that character and

perform- that service which Hod requires. The
idea thus tiu.U it- general statement in Mt ft3

Seek ye tii -t hi- kingdom, and hi- ri^lileou-ne- :

and all these thiiiu- -hall lie added unto you.' t

awcri. Acnens r. '--arils me * nun us .-i.^ m
. i-\, .1,1 1, ,11 ,,l vv.'-" i

-'J'-3*; anil other purtit theories art
r 1 ~

a

1,-ivc'ii,
o tiriiiL-

-

.'iii-i- was iiso 1,-vc'ii,
iL-

int.) r: l.itx.ii will! its COllttxt. Tilt-
cioneij nit., reiauon wiin IIH conMuth *

.In . Hi. I. iik. in i. .riu i :m idiosyncrasy of Hi.- Th

one before the other; it i* t" be Interpreted, i

bnt qualitatively there is juat one Onnp to live for, tlwKing

As.lesus liaJ Uecri tea. liin^- in Ml .V *" lm\\ tin

|ii\ine ideal for men was to IK- \\oiked out in tie

-pin-re of individual and social d hie-, and in M:
in the sphere of religion- uor-hip, -., in Mt

ii
' He -ds forth how tlii- i.|..,il di-iuamls an c\-

chisi\c devotion to spiritnnl things not that

material thing's are to be ignored, hut the]
t.i lie used only that they may eunti ihiiti- in the

hi'_'lie-l well-bvin*; uf liunianity. Thi- teaehm

dexeloped iii tlire paragraphs of the section vv."
vv." -' vv.'-"' 34,* presentm;; tljree distinct pha-c- .,i

the -uiijcctof duty aa regaroB earthlj ihm.- iln-

nne comprehensive aim of lifo must bo spiritual,
then- mu-i he no division of interests, an. i ileie

mii-t he DO anxiety about the incidental thin;:-.

\. -cnnliii-j to the teaching of vv. lu'" l
,t a man i-

ii.. i to devote himself to an accumulation of wealth
for its own sake, or for selfish use. His linn- i-

imt in I..- occupied with transient labours, social

trivialities, vain displays, and empty talk. 'To
la\ up I I'-a-ure in heaven

'

is to he and to do tlm-e

things which are plea-ill^' to God, to live nohly.

purely, and helpfully, .le-u- condemned in the
si routes! laii^ua^e the kind of life which seeks,
lirst nt all, for the -ratilieat imi of greed and sellish

anihition. When a certain man asked Jesus to

a-sist him in sei uriuu some property, he relinked

him. and said to I li- hearei -, 'Take heed, and keep
\.iui-el\esfrnlll al 1 e. i\ et . Ul-ll.-ss ; tnr ft mail's life

e.in-i-teth not in the abundance of the things
which he possess,. | Ii.' \ n ,| 1 |e ^a v . t lit- Significant

parahle of the Kieh Fool, who must leave all his

wealth at his death, a.M;n;_
r

,
'So i- he that layeth

up treasure for himself, and is not rich toward Uod '

(Lk 12 1 "'- 1

). To make material things the ehief

end of life is to rev.-r-e the tin.- i elation of body
and spirit. Immortal spirit is the permanent, ulti-

mate thing for which mir lives an- to be lived. The
I'" -ession or the accumulation of wealth is not for-

bidden by Jesus (see aliove, ii. 4"i, but He insists

that wealth is a mean-, never an end; and that

wealth must be conscientiously u-e.l for the highest

good, or it becomes a cur-e in it- owner id. Mk
1U'"'~, Lk !!!'").:: The ri^'ht I'lm-tian attinidi-is

not a despising of riche-, but a true valuation and

employment of them for human well heing. The
ascetic life, the frivolous lite, the indolent life, are

<iom ; and the necessaries of physical cxisU-nee *!i>"il(l be

trusted t..c;.ij- ].r<>viih-nre. The- T;ir. h;i then disappeared
from thi- Luk:m l.iriu, jK-rliajis

I... 'an--.' ..! it- :unli L .;'> anfl

ii .l:tii_'.T ..I I., uij in. -mi. I. r-i I w ii- Mier the

liis[..n..il -:i\inu' h:i.l
'

'ii. or * his kingdom
.1 I';.K|,' all n( ln. '

0\ , , , ..
i

. .in. ,
a 1 1. 1 i- lin Iii]".rt:illl. l-istl\ ,

l.tik.' .I...-- ii"t l.a 1

.

ii. .xa.o<r:,>r wlm'li 1-^ given ill this s:iyill:_' t.\ M.itlh-A

(whose irov prohahly In nit ^ al-.. i In -
-

-
.

- -v as iii KV). Per-

haps it was dr.']']"'l n iii'- I. iii. an souruea liecauce it was
u Ir.-liiiiral .1. i>h tfrni ; it has been noted alwve that i..a-

i- ar in l.uk< s, rmon, and in his Gn-
'1 : 0^ may he due to an exp

of tin- .Tixinal -sivin-, niak:ri iiiiexiun of the
,

-
ill 3d .lilK-w(cf. SK-'l-'O'). Tli

able explanation of its pi-.^ence on the theor\

(jui.w has ; ed into the Sinnun in the course of trans-

inis.iiin. I 'iia.ir> may also be original in this

saMii^.'. If s,,. tin -ii referred to is that octuiil

i aii-l ...iiiln.t ..11 the part of men wit

i M".l<*<'Th.iliick, Achelis, 1:

. "I iniiurts to the In-lit \t r . M. > . T.

nor the righl
. n.iii. ousm -- whicJi c:.-i .

ilur ].l.
\ n. .tun!', t . His will which brings in tli>- .'"N-

Miniliiil :(...-!

i
- Hi n v v.--

1

-'ar.' inl'n"'l'il"l ii.'

itber connexion ;
IchelU thlnlu the tome ol

an. I I
1

., w.is, ..i \ .--'! . Thi-~' iir.' poadbl. viern, i.m ihi-n- i<

ij.,1 Miu' h to m - >' i-i'ttiii-' I'T Hi''-.-

! L- I .UK' -. '

'

I l.k i
lint the wonlhiir i

i- in Hi.'

!. , ,i,.l VV,. -n I TiklliiMlial II"

al. in a',:ii' *' ' UK 'Ml "II It.'

'Vvii.M ir treuure Ii, ther ''>.' So
I 'mil in

; -, . Wend -10S.
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all alike wrong; no less wrong than the life of

worldly pride and ambition. Poverty is not right-

eousness, nor is it even meritorious ; men must be

provident and self-supporting. The accumulation

of material goods, when not carried on by dis-

honesty, oppression, or disregard of others' needs

and rights, may minister to the highest welfare of

one's fellow-men.
Still more specifically does Jesus say, in vv. 22 '24

,*

that the Kingdom must be an exclusive aim. Using
the physical eye, which illuminates the body, as a

figure (cf. Ps 11918
,
Mk S 13

, Lk 24 ;

"), He says that

the spiritual discernment must be kept clear in

order that one may not go astray from the path of

highest duty. A divided aim, which endeavours
to combine spiritual and material interests, is

impossible ; one cannot strive for spiritual goods

part of the time, and for earthly goods the other

part. Special moments of lofty aspiration, of un-

sellishness, of generosity, come to almost every
one ; but in Jesus' thought these things will be-

come habitual and supreme in the true Christian.

Everything must be made subordinate and con-

tributory to the attainment of righteousness and
the realization of the Kingdom.
But what of our material needs food, clothing,

and shelter, means and opportunities for mental
and spiritual growth ? Must not life be largely a

struggle for these earthly, transient things? To
this fundamental problem of human existence

Jesus gives an explicit answer in vv. 25-34
.! It is

that God knows these needs of men, and wills to

provide for them (v.
321

-) : men should depend upon
and trust Him for those things necessary to life.

If the Heavenly Father cares for the birds and
the flowers, He will certainly care for His higher
human creatures. Men, therefore, must not be

anxious about these things ; they must live trust-

ingly for to-day, leaving to-morrow to God (v.
34

).

Arid so in the Lord's Prayer He taught them to

pray,
' Give us this day the bread suited to our

need.' Here again Jesus is setting forth a prin-

ciple of life, not laying down a precept to be

literally applied. No one could suppose Him to

advocate a purely hand-to-mouth existence, like

that of the animals ; the higher well-being of the

individual or the race could not be accomplished
by such a manner of living. Common-sense sup-

}>lies

the interpretation that Jesus contemplates
abour, prudence, and forethought for necessary

* The Lukan parallels ll :i4 3)i 1613 again have the same thought
as the MatthEean passage, but with much variation ; except lhat
in the verse about the ' two masters

'

there is a remarkable
verbal agreement. The word ' mammon '

is a transliteration

from the Aramaic NjiD", and signifies here the riches which

have become an idol to be worshipped and served.

t Lk 1222-31 furnishes a parallel for Mt 6*3-33, but not for v.

which is found only here in the Gospels ; there are good reasons
for thinking that this verse belonged originally to the connexion
in which it here appears. The phenomena of the paralle

passages are as usual : striking likeness in certain clauses. bu1

many important additions, omissions, and variations. Luke's
account has obviously undergone adaptation for Gentile use, as

seen in his
' ravens ' where Matthew has ' the birds of the heaven,

God 'and ' Father
' where Matthew has '

heavenly Father,
' nations of the world

1 where Matthew has 'nations' ; and instcai

of Matthew's
' Be not anxious saying, What shall we eat ?

'

Luke's
account reads,

' Seek not what ye shall eat . . . neither be ye
of doubtful mind.' The word tLxtizi/ in Mt G27 is capable of twc
different interpretations, and commentators are divided be
tween them. The RV translates,

' Which of you by being
anxious [i.e.. by giving the matter intense, anxious thought] cai

add one cubit to his stature?' Since this is the clear meanin
of the word where it is found elsewhere in this Gospel, Lk 2

193, it has been so understood here by the Vulgate, Chrysostom
Augustine, Luther, Calvin, Bengel, Fritzsehe, and others. Bu
the cubit was 18 inches or more, which makes this interprets
tion seem highly improbable, as a very small amount in pro
portion to the whole is intended in this context. The won
may mean '

age
'

(RVm) ; and it was not uncommon to think o
life in terms of linear measure (cf. Ps 39s '

Behold, thou has
made my days as handbreadths '

; also Jn 92'- "3, He 11"). S
that this is the meaning understood by Bleek, Tholuck, Meyer
Achelis, Feine, H. Weiss, Ibbeken, Thayer, B. Weiss, and mos
modern scholars.

material thing* ; in general God provides, not thu

hings themselves without effort on men's part,

jut the way by which with effort men can secure

vhat they need. And it is no life of ease and

uxury to which God calls us, but a working,

rugal life. What Jesus wishes is that in it we
.hould be free from the distraction and anxiety
vhich come to those who will not put them-

selves wholly into God's hands and trust Him
"or everything. Each day as it comes is to be

lealt with in the present, leaving the future with

jod : if we do our best to-day, God will take care

of to-morrow (cf. Ro 82B
). Why should it not be

j? God has a great purpose in the world, which

lieu are to help Him to accomplish ; assuredly, He
will care for and assist those who accept their task

and sincerely strive to perform it.

;. The Treatment of Others. Mt. 7 ] - 12= Lk 6J1 -

37-42
(cf. Lk II 11

-"). The main idea of this passage'
lies in vv. 1 - - 12

(vv.
6-'-" belonged originally to

other connexions), and pertains to the right atti-

tude and conduct towards our fellow-men. The

verses, therefore, form a fourth section in Jesus'

exposition of the true righteousness, co-ordinate

with sections 5-
1 '48 6 1 ' 18 b 1"-". Their teaching is

twofold : men are not to be of a censorious disposi-

tion towards one another (vv.
1 - 5

), and they are to

show the same respect, kindness, and helpfulness
to others which they themselves would like to

receive (v.
12

). The two teachings contained in

VV- 6. 7-11 are also Of interest and importance, but

they interrupt the sequence of thought in the

Sermon. It is the view of many scholars that the
' Golden Rule' in v. 12 follows logically upon vv. 1 - 5

,

and not only finishes this section, but in a way
forms a closing utterance for the body of the dis-

course from 5- 1 onward, 7
13' 27

being in the nature of

a hortatory conclusion.*

Mt 7'-
6 tinds its parallel in Lk G37 ' 42

, the two

accounts showing the usual amount of similarity
and variation. t While the Lukan context gives a

somewhat different aspect -to the teaching, the

substance is the same. Jesus is here setting forth

an essential principle of all true righteousness, on

the recognition and practice of which depends the

realization of the individual and social ideal. This

principle requires that men shall not be critical,

fault-finding, and flaw-picking in thought or con-

duct towards one another. The only right attitude

is a full, penitent recognition of one's own weak-

* So Neander, Meyer, Kuinol, Feine, H. Weiss, H. Holtzmanu,
B. Weiss, and others. Tholuck and Achelis regard v.'" as ex-

traneous material in the Sennon, holding that it was probably
the closing epitome of some other discourse ; similarly Gpdet.
But in Luke also the verse is given in the Sermon, which

together with the fact that logically it is entirely suitable

thereto makes a strong presumptive case that this was its

historical connexion. The position in the Sermon which the

verse has received in Luke (631, as though it stood at Mt 5*2

instead of T 1
-) is preferred by Bleek, Wendt, and Bacon, but

such a displacement in the Matthiean account is not likely.

t In Mt 7 1 il -Lk 6^7 we find a similar difference to that in

Mt 612 = Lk II4 , the Lukan form avoiding the measure for

measure idea which can be read into the Alatthrean words ;

although both accounts strikingly agree in reporting the state-

ment,
' With what measure ye mete, it shall be measured unto

you' (Mt 72t> = Lk (i331", cf. also Mk 42*), a mode of treatment

which can be predicated of God only in a qualitative sense, not

quantitativelv. Lk 6s
"

is in an expanded form, containing three

clauses in synonymous parallelism, for the purpose of emphasis :

Sit 71 - ^ produces the emphasis, but in a somewhat different

way. But Lk 6^ is surely an extraneous element in the Lukan

account, an authentic and valuable teaching of Jesus regarding

ge
Th

,
_.....

two reports (see them quoted above, under i. 3). Foreign also

to the Sermon is Lk 6-'9- . The first verse has its parallel in

Mt la", which is probably its true context, referring to the

Pharisees ; the second verse has a partial parallel in Mt lu-i

(cf. Jn 13 lli
), and seems logically related there, but the saying

may also have been spoken at some other time more in the

Lukan form. With this teaching of Jesus about judgment may
be compared Hillel's saying, 'Judge not thy neighbour until

thou comest into his place.'
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, limitations, failures, and transgressions,
MH-II a- \vill kri-|i a man hiimMe, make liini -\tn

palhetn l"i others, ready to oM-rl.iok I heir faults,

and til see thru virtues. Tin' dill\ nt tllf I'llll-Iiall

is tu measure himself against tin- t.ni.i.n.l which
Christ ha- set

, ami to judge himself severe!] it h

respect tu his short. HI--, instead nt making' his

nll religious ideas allil plaet lees tllr criterion by
which III- judges uml condemns others. A 1IIIUI

js
a '

hypocrite
'

(v.'J when, profcssino; a desire to

increase goodness in tlir world, In- assumes a icn-
s, uiou- attitude towards tin- faults of others lather

than undertakes tin 1 improtemem ui himself lirst.

In tin 1 background of this toaehinp, Mauds tin 1

proud, self - righteous I'liaris.-.-, with his n.ln.us

contempt for nil who were less punctilious tlian

hmiselt (cf. Mt -':)' -'<-, I.k is 1

"", Jn T'
7
""*).

.le-ils docs nut mean, of course, lliat tin 1 rliararti-r

Illlil roliilllrt uf Illi-ll should never lir lualli-r of

criticism by their fellow s
; thi- would In 1 to rennne

oin- nt iln 1 iini-t iin|ioitaiit aiil- to uprightness in

pia.tioal experience. In tin- allaii - ut hie it often

becomes neecssai\ for us to jud^e ntlicis, Imili

prixately ami publicly. .lc.su> recii".ni/es tin- lad
when Hi 1

says aNo in tins sunn 1 itiscotirso,
'

lly

their fruits yc shall know them
'

i7'". cf. Mt Is

l!ut the tcai hin;_',
'

.ludo;e nut that yc he not judged,'
pertains to that int.'. MI-

. eritn a I atlitmh 1 of miinl

ami In-art which picks out and magnifies the faults,
failures, ami inconsistencies of others. This is not
the spirit of human hmtherhooil, ami the man who
has il cannot himself anticipate a loving, forgiving
treatment of himself hy Hod.* It is not tii.il Cod
deal- ith men on a ijiiii/ /</</ i/nu basis that is

not t" he understood here any more than in the
lifth petition of the Lord's Prayer (see above).
Hut the man who does not come to love his

fellow-men, ami to treat them accordingly, can
have no place ia a heavenly Kingdom where love
is supreme, ami where ultimately it will he per-
fectly reali/ril.

Mt T'
1

presents a saying which is fmiml only in

this Gospel, and which stamls in the Sermon only
as a result of the compiling process.! It enjoins

prudence ami ^oml judgment in the dissemination
ui tin- Cuspi'l. Tiuth is sacred, ami it must be

can-fully ilealt with. There arc w roiin times as
well as rio,ht times for trying to assist others re-

li".iou-ly. The Cospel is to he ollored only to

the receptive, uinlcr suitable circumstances, else it

will recede rebuff and indignity at unappreciative
hands. The do".s and the >w inc. in the Kast the
most despised of animals i.l. \ll l.V", I.k 15'"-,
I'll 3 ;

, 'J 1' 'J--I, are used here to lypily I hose men,
wln-l her (lent ilrs or .lews, who are devoted

wholly to material things, and are indiU'erent to

the higher spiritual realm for which Cod created
them. The parallelism in this verse i- for no
other purpose than to make tin- teachiii"; im-

pressive, a hteiaiy method of which the. Sermon
contains numerous in-taiices.

"It was thoupht by Augustine, Fritzsohe, KuiN"l, ;tn-l .1.-

\\ .it- 1 1. ii i In return jinUm. nt "( Mii. h this I..LS* i-. gpealu
i.- n II' ! IV- 1 t'\ III. II. I .'. i.tll' T lll'-M 'A ill Jll'l-" . "II lill'l III. .L-llr.-

Iwtck t.' \ on f\:irtlv us \.iii jii'U" ui' I iln iinri--. Thi*. l|..\vi-\ LT,

can har.il\ I. c tli.- in. -lining : it rAtli.T n-I. r* to thr jir
i. ...I u|".ii mm. I'.. tli iti tin- tuliir. li.u "t .I'.i.l^iin 'ill mi. I in

Hi- |.r.s.iil ir.Mt in. nt of them; su On- III.MI.TII ...nmi
< niTully.
t s. . N,;in.l.-r, Bk'i-k.Tli.ihi. kl'i. Kinn.'l. i.-.l. i

.
\ li. li>. K. ini-,

W.'llllt. 11. \\.-IN-, r.in'.'M. .lll'l "Itlrrs II 1- III- Mt'U .'t K'-lllll.

Fi-int . llil^.'iil.'l.l, iui'1 H H"lt /IIIIINII, thut Ihi-

a)>peart> i> .ln.liu/..-<l, i < i ni.iK. it u i".l.'iiin- .i^.un^t tin 1 h.-.it h.-n

(.I. .it" .'. . "it Mt :.
! "'

i
; i. r. i. ii' . i> in i.l. t" tin / . .I. /.

'/'"./.. .I/....'/, x, i\. ... u In. h iv.i'K
'

I'.ir ' t'.rilrink

o( your IMI l.ii --
1

. '

].t I h"*> u li" h..^ '

i int.i tin--

n mi' i the Loril. Thin wa.-! whut tin- L.inl rcfi-rr.sl to \V|M-II Hi-

said ''tiive not that which is noly unto the dotfs."' Ihlitken

Ihinks tilt- \-irs.' r. I. rs in tli. IIM- l.\ I'linstians of heuthen
tribunal*, as in 1 Co ll'-1 . N\-illn-r of these views ie required to

explain this teat-hintf, which has an excellent general sense and
import.

Ill Mt 77'"=Lk 11*' IJ we have another
extraneous to the historical di-coiii-e, whose

presence here seems foiiuii.ni-. since n sian.i-.

in no topical oasociation \\itli its context.' Tin:
teaehin^ herein ciintained is (hat liod i^ ready and
willing to j,'ive all His blessings to men, -in..- He
is a huiii^ l-'ullier who provide, bettei than au\
human purentt for His children. Men, there

fore, are to feel free to pray to Him for all I

Tin- thought is similar to that set t..rth in Mt
ii

' '

; but there the attention was lixed upon iln-

physical necessities, while here the though! is of

all kinds of blessings, spiritual not les, than
matciial. The injunction to pray is thin.- ie

peatcd, 'ask seek knock,' without dillei.u,,- ..i

meaning in the several clauses, in order to produce
"leal emphasis. Jesus promises absolutely that
i. in prayers >hall be answered by God ; the olnimi-
and lieces^ar^' conditions can be easily supplied
from His other teaching. Thus, all pravcr must
be made with tin 1 intent and in the spirit of the
Lord's I'rayer iMl ii'"), for the sole purpose of
the Kingdom (Mt ii-

;

i, and with full submission to
I !od s will (Mt ^ti^- '-). Uur petitions must permit
Uod to answer them in the way which He knows
to he best, and our trust in His wisdom, power,
and lov e Illllst be complete.
Mt ~'- Lk (i", as already noted, closes this

section of the Sermon, and in some sense con-
st it uli-s the i -apstone oi I he w hole discourse. The
oiV which introduces iln- \erse (mist&kenly dropped
from N*I.) seems to mark this general relation.

Matthew ^'iM's the saymj; ilia fuller, more rounded
form than Luke, 4 and adds the clause, 'for this

is the law and the prophets.
'

The idea contained

* So Achclis, Feine, Godet, B. W, i-^, W. uilt. Bacon, and
others. Futil.- .tl"rt- h u.- I...-M IN i'li- l'\ i lir', - .- 'in. Augus-
tine, Luther, Stier, and Thulurk to tin. 1 u li.^n ,.l i Uttion

verses U) the \eis.->, wliirli |ir.-f.-.i.- lli.'in. Fi-in.-. U' i/.-.i k.-r.

II. H"h /in inn. ini'l I;. \\ri-H tluiik tliiit l.iik-- h.i' th'- original
*.-ltiN- tnr the- p:irai,'rnih, \\hi.-li in.i-, I..- tin. ; l.ut it ia also
iwssible that in l<tli (i.-j-l-, ih> mitinil is detached. In

Luke, at any ruti ,
it Ii .^ received A toplcftl flMOci&tiOD* A coiu-

parison of the two accounts >li'.\\- I.I.L : ii il :. ,i\ of the
Hrst two verses in each : the SL-I-..H.I I\MI \.rs.s In

vary, but have the same thought ; and Luke adds a third
clause about the

'

exx ;l 'nl th.- - o pi in ' '-'I, |M-rlia|is to

balance the thn-< f-.l.i 'u^k, st-.-k, i%ii.H-k.' The lost I

each account (Mt 7H=Lk It 1 -') is i|nii>- th.- ^HH*', uith tuo

sl^nincant exceptions: (a) instead t \litth. \s's a^K (f Luke
haS TttJfjUt B}-I9*, wlllrh Tll'llll'-k, A' I

regard as a ^loss, due to the prorainenoe whldi tb n
as the pcrs- .iiili' it i in ..f nil ^...M! tliin^-, nit.until in j.ninitm:
i In 1^1 '.in ihoiu'lit ; ('<) i ns[. -in 1 ..( \i b

- * ?>.? *u.*> i*

76.: o-jetio,:. Lllk' 1 lius e -rxT>,f o ii flvflectov, a peculiar CKJiression
of which \.iri"'i- .

\).l.iiiiii i"iis i.r. .;i\.!i; ^. . [-Vine, Jtihrb. f.

Prutctt. Theol. ls;,, p. 74; A. h. Ii-, /.'',;;.... /(.if, p. .SsB ; H.
Iloltzmann, llaiul-Cvnttn. u. '/. N./M'.y.NjL-.'r, p. L26. The Lukan
reading &s it stands .- uni"' I ri^inal. Some t.-\t v\.tn -.. -,

il.-li-t.- the seconds, l.ut tin. i- "i.e. i makeshift. Perhaps
the i; fijettau came in un.lrr the influence of tin- Tivua >-'.>,

I., iniln-iit.' tlir pl.i.
.- truiii \\iii. -h tli. Spirit was iven ; and

then, subsequently, the i; -^aci; was imi*er(ectly turned to
account in "MM. \l>.n with tile TJCTTJ.

t The phrase,
'

if ye then, Ii-. ini; <-^ ii
'

i rsirpa-X contrasts men,
in lli.-ir nn|N'rlt. s.-lti-li, un.l sinful lives, with (jod, who ia

M| i. ..ui' -s. The argument is a miiiurt' a-t

i limited I"*.- p r.. \nl.s -..me jfuod tlnntfs, how much
III' Tf vvll! ,lt.-"llll.- l..\ . pf

I .Mt 7 1 -' T . . r K oil troL ixt U./rri j'r irwr>* bju7t u atf^wTtj,

VJT&; Jen -ui..- Tt.i.ri a^rei;. oCr*.; -y*a imi a U4: *i. tj

ri..VT... I.k I'r" . l'lv; fllilTI T. Tl.W,. i,U^, t: >>.>T>.,
Tui.ri x-.-t,i eu*.*.-. It would Ix; difficult to explain !!.

u ' "iniiiu' from a common i.i.'.-k .

|H rliiip- tin > r.
]

.ines of transmimion, ori-.'

I \M. .hlf.-r. nt ii.in-l.it I'.M- int" i;i. A ..t the same brief kl

It i> noticeable that in this verse, \M in tl.'

lii.l. -. tin I..T.I - I'l i\i-r, and other |Krtions of the .1.

M:ittlii".\ "( Jesus in a fuller, llu. i

fonn. uli i. -e has commelideil it-i-lf t" th.-

the butter expression of Jesus' tl ^ht
uni sj.irit.

i l.nki-'s s.iiiri-.- did not cnntain this clause, IHT|I ij
- fr tli.i

I- t I. A Isll "I I ,.t Ill

UI - :. .. '
! . .-. -nil

ill. III). -lit s hill,-, t h th' v\h-'l. i I'A ,uj.| Ih.
|.t

.

01. 1 in .M.irk *

ii.-.-.iiiiit is .lilf.T.-nt K \\..r.|. -I.
' Tin T.- i- i. i.iiii.tN.t-

nii'ht LT it-T th in tli. ' It it n -t unlik. l> . 111. r. !"fr. that in

this |HUKII;> ,
-is in iii.iti\ others, the more Jewish Fir>'
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in this teaching is closely related to that of '

loving
one's neighbour as one's self; this idea was al-

ready formulated in the OT (Lv 19 1S
), and was

pronounced by Jesus to be one of the two great
commandments comprehending all human duty
(Mt 22is

-). St. Paul also followed his Master in

the same teaching (Gal 5 14
). Our verse has come

to be known as the ' Golden Rule,' which marks
the high place that it. holds in the Gospel teaching.
What it presents, however, is not a precept for

literal application everywhere, but a principle for

the determination of social conduct. It inculcates
a spirit which men are to cultivate towards one
another.* Jesus wishes by means of it to correct
the mood of selfishness and contempt which ob-
structs the realization of a true human brother-
hood. Men are prone to use their fellow-men as
tools for their own comfort, advancement, or plea-
sure. Kant gave perfect expression to the higher
idea when he wrote,

' So act as to treat humanity,
whether in your own person or in that of another,
in every case as an end, never as a means only.'
It is still the rule rather than the exception that
those men who, by reason of their wealth, so, ial

rank, or public ottice, are in a position to command
others, abuse them by ignoring their personality,
disregarding their rights, appropriating the fruits of
their labour, withholding from them opportunities
for attaining higher manhood, and in other ways
treating them like machines or slaves. This con-
dition of present society is essentially un-Christian,
and is to be counteracted and transformed by the

Gospel. For this achievement the ' Golden Rule
'

can be exceedingly useful, when applied as a

principle, with the aid of a well-trained judgment
and a consecrated common-sense. Let each man
respect the individuality and observe the right ^ of

every other man, let him honour and treat every
other man as he in their places would wish to be
honoured and treated, let him give such sympathy
and assistance to others as he would himself like
to receive. In this manner the ' Golden Itule

'

will be fulfilled.t

has better preserved the original saying of Jesus. Of course it

cannot he denied as a possibility that the clause in Mt T 1 - stands
there as the product of an apologetic Judaistic retouching (us
in Mt S^t.), or by misplacement, or through liturgical usage.
As for the meaning: of Jesus' words in this connexion, the
Golden Rule '

is the law and the prophets' in the sense that it

states the principle on which the Law and the Prophets tried to
build up a real human brotherhood (cf. Ro 13f-, Gal 5"). This
is true, even though the Law and the Prophets did not fully
accomplish their purpose, or even perfectly grasp the ideal
towards which they were working. Jesus would emphasize the
fact of the continuity of revelation, showing how the Divine
ideal had preceded Himself in the world, and that the OT
history and teaching were inspired by the same God and with
essentially the same truth as constituted His own revelation.
It is thus with deliberate intention that He closes the body of
His discourse with this statement, which connects significantly
with the words used to introduce the main argument,

' Think
not that I came to destroy the law or the prophets : I came not
to destroy, but to fulfil

'

(Mt 5").
* See esp. O. Holtzmann, Leben Jezu (1001), p. 1S9.
t Sayings similar to this of Mt 7'2 are found in pre-Christian

and post-Christian Jewish writings, and also among Greek,
Roman, and Oriental peoples, showing that this principle of life
was not first formulated, or exclusively formulated, hy Jesus.
This does not impugn Jesus' originality or authority, but indi-
c-Hes that truth anl the desire tor goodness are innate in man
(cf. Ac I"2"!). Jesus, however, so changed the wording of this
principle as to give it a new force and sphere, for He stated it

not negatively, as it everywhere else appears but positively,
insisting upon that loving service to others which is peculiar to
the Gospel. Legalism says,

' Thou shalt not ' do this and that
a system of repression ; the Gospel of Life says,

' Thou shalt
' do

countless good and helpful tilings a system of development.
The difference is like that between the false and the true child-
nurture : the false method says constantly, 'Don't do this, don't
do that

'

; the true method fills the child's mind with lovely and
useful things to do, so that the child will grow in goodness and
service. Jewish forms of the Golden Rule may be seen in
To 4'S 'That which thou hatest, do to no one'; also in the
saying attributed to Hillel,

' What thou hatest thyself, that do
not thou to another : this is the whole of the law, all the rest is

only comment upon it' (Bah. SAab. f. 31. 1). The non-Jewish
fonns are numerous; Isocrates wrote, "A T&<TO*TE,- i,?' it-fiu*
'.>'w0i, TctuTo. "rdi; ixxei,- i*'rt iroitiTt

; the Stoic maxim was,

/-. The Ditty of Righteousness. Mt 7
13 ''-7= Lk G43-49

(cf. Lk 13-4 '

-'). The discourse which has set forth
the Divine ideal of life, closes with strong exhorta-
tion for its attainment. Jesus solemnly enjoina
the duty of righteousness. It is a strenuous under-

taking, in which men must follow only trustworthy
guides. And this righteousness does not consist in

mere profession, but in actually being and doing
what God wills.

It must remain a matter of doubt whether the
two verses, Mt 7

13 '

", belonged originally to the
Sermon. The thought presented by them has no
topical connexion with 7

1 ' 12
, but, on the view that

7 13 "-7 is a concluding hortatory section, such a
relation could not be required ; while this thought
is entirely suitable to a portion of the discourse

setting forth the duty of righteousness. The only
serious argument against the Mattha-an position of
the verses is that Luke seems to have them in

another and an original setting, 13a ' -4
; perhaps it

can be maintained in reply that these passages are
not parallel, but belong to different occasions, and
are rightly placed in each of the Gospels/* That
the gospel demands are lofty, severe, and exclu-

sive, so that to become a member of the Kingdom
requires complete self-commitment and an un-

ceasing struggle to attain the ideal, is what Jesus
teaches in these verses. The ' small gate

' and the
'narrow way' forcibly express this idea. The
figure is perhaps drawn from the Oriental city, to
which the Kingdom of God is sometimes likened

(cf. He II 10
12--, Rev 21 2

). The 'gate' signifies
one's entrance into the Kingdom as present, and
the 'way' signifies his earnest life thereafter. t
Jesus' statement that 'few will find their way into
the kingdom

'

is perhaps best explained out of the
circumstances of His ministry, instead of being
taken eschatologically as in Luke. It would then
refer to the small number of real followers whom
Jesus had secured as a result of His work a fact
which must have impressed the disciples, and for
which they may well have sought an explanation
from Him. His reply was thus along the line of His
teaching about the growth of the Kingdom (Mt 13),
that time was required to achieve numbers and
maturity. J The parallel saying in Lk 13-4

, which
is made by its context (vv.

25 '30
) to refer to the

number of persons ultimately .to be saved, states
not that the whole number will be small, which

'

Quod tibi fieri non vis, alteri ne feceris
'

; and in Confucius we
read,

' Do not to others what you would not wish done to your-
self (Legge, Chinese Classics, i. int.). Other parallels have
been collected by Wunsche and Wetstein. See literature cited
in Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers 2

(1897), p. 142 f.
* This is the view of Neander, Tholuck, Achelis, and all who

defend the unity of Matthew's discourse
;
while Mt 7 13- 1J is

regarded as material extraneous to the Sermon by Feine, Godet,
B. Weiss, and others. A comparison of the Mattha-an anil Lukan
passages shows that Matthew as usual has the longer and more
literary form, "bile Luke gives much the same idea in briefer
form and different words. In the former the figures are the
'gate 'and the '

way,' in the latter it is the 'door.' The final
clause of each passage is strikingly varied: Matthew reads, xtti

roi'ltffiv oi ijptff-wri; ai-r/iv, while Luke reads, <m to'^oi, X'.yoi

iy, Zn*Y,fouffH il<7i\f)iiv Kxt o-jx lv%juwffH. According to Luke,
the statement was made by Jesus in reply to a specific request
from some one, 'Lord, are they few that be saved?' and utter
the close of the Galilaean ministry when Jesus was journeying to
Jerusalem. Then what follows in the Lukan account ('l32j-oO)
makes this question refer to the Final Judgment. But in
Matthew the saying does not appear to be eschatological ;

nor
does the statement that 'there are few who find the narrow
way

'

appear suitable to the Sermon, since at this time Jesus'

ministry was meeting with large success much more suitable
would it have been after the disappointed withdrawal of the
Galilean multitude, when in sorrowful isolation and rejection
Jesus was going up to Jerusalem for the cross. Luke's position
of the saying may therefore be better than that of the First
Gospel, while the original form and intent of the saying may
have been better preserved by Matthew.

t oft is read at the beginning of v. 14 by nearly all modern
editors and commentators, on the authority of KB and other

important witnesses. T/, which is preferred by Lachmann,
Tregelles, Meyer, and Achelis, has strong secondary attestation.

t Similarly Tholuck, Achelis, and others.
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coulil not ho true on any possible view of Jesus'
r caching in of [In- u m Id but that '

many will Tail.'

1 1 i In- -a\in-j i> authentic in this form (it may have
IH'COIIIC modilied when an escbatologicol meaning
\vas read into it), Jesus is more likely to have
iini-inli-il it a- a practical admonition than as an
iiiniiiM-ient disclosure of the outcome ot I in- lin.il

Judgment, ll U worthy of note that we liiul in

Ml 7" tin- significant term fwi) to denote the full,
blessed existence which conies to him who docs
liod > will. This word, so common in tin- '

1,1 .Ilillll I I'!!'
"' .

-,M.38.a((J-J7.: .53.51
\()t(> e( /.) Offlirs

but rarely in this sense in the Synoptic Gospels
(cf. Mt I'.i'

6
).

The nest paragraph in the Sermon, as it appears
in Mt 7 16 '-l ' = Lk li

43 ' 43
, quite surely belongs as a

\\linle tu tin- historical discourse.* Since it is the

duty nt all men to attain righteousness, it becomes
a matter of the utmost importance that men shall

choose true teachers who will teach them what
true i ijileousness is, and how it is to be attained.
The false teachers t against whom He warns them
are all those morally blind and unworthy indi-

viiluaU who assume to guide men into the Kingdom
nt i;, 1,1. UiitManding representatives of this class

were those scribes and Pharisees of Jesus' day whom
He docrihcd in the severe l.-inguage of Sit '23 ;

dualities He had 1 1 ii-iii in mind blind guides ( Mt
lou ) and hypocrites, unlit tor the task which they
pei tunned of teaching the people religion.* If

this was the explicit and primary reference of
Jesus' saving iii v. 15

,
there is no reason why it

should not implicitly refer to other incompetent
and bail teachers such as appeared in the early
year.- of Christianity. Any one who assumes to

leach religion and morals without himself living
the upriulit life comes within that class against
which .lesus here gives warning. And whether
t hey are bad or good, false or true teachers, can be
known by their '

fruits,' i.e. by their character and
their service. If they manifest the 'fruit of the

Spiiit as St. Paul describes it in Gal i>--''
M

, they
will be trustworthy teachers and guides.
That .IcMi- has in mind the practical manifesta-

tion of righteousness in thought and conduct is

proved by the verse which immediately follows

this paragraph, Mt 7"', in which He says that only
those persons shall enter the Kingdom of Heaven
who do God's will. Jesus neither here nor else-

where put the emphasis upon creed apart from
character, which the Church has done from the
L'ml cent, until our own. His aim was to make
individual men and a human brotherhood, not

* For v.15 there is no
parallel

in Luke, but there is no reason
t^i nutation its authenticity, and it is not foreign to this eon-
ni \KIII. For v.iu also there is no parallel in Luke ; it may be a
\irkil reproduction of Jit 3 10

, perhaps imported into this con-
text in tniiiMnission because of the similarity of the figure and
tli. tin me, cf. Mt 15', Jn 15'-- (so Fcine, Wcndt, and others).

Again, \ .-" i> a repetition of v.*, i>crhaps therefore a subsc-

i|mm r\|i;in*iim, resumptive of the mam thought after the

intiTi'oUt jf v.vj. And, finally, Lk (I43 is clearly estraneoua
t<i tli,- Sunnon, having perhajvs its historical setting at Mt 12s4f-

(so Feiiu- against Wendt). The original portion of this para-

graph ma\ thus have been Mt 7 15- |8-Lk G*ir.. The two reports
li.i\ - i IK- same idea in the same figure, but are peculiarly variant
in nKutiii-T \ expression ; it is not likely that they started from
;i < MII.M i in -k translation.

tThc term 'prophet 'in both OT and NT denotes primarily
tli. t. ,, In i- ,,[ religious truth and duty, and has no other import
in OILS p.i-s:i-r.

I Su Tlmliirk. Arhdis, Feine, Ibbeken, B. Weiss. The figure
of \\. -\ i ^ :Linl *h< .

[. was a common one among a pastoral people
(cf. Is 11" i.."i-', Mt lull, J n ID'S, Ac 20), but only here in. the
llilili- K f'Hitiil the idea of the wolf in sheep's clothing, as in

.KM-P'.. /

5 Then- v\ JLS nr\ IT any justification for the Itonian Catholic
vi, u. :iil.>|it.il l.\ < ';tlvin and sometimes promulgated even by
Luther, that the xnorroi in these verses signified primarily,
imlei-d exclusivi l>

,
s.iund doctrines. It is, of course, true ilmt

tli,.v,- u h,. t . ... h ralsi doctrines cannot be sa(c guides, but the
1' Mt n_htlv interpreted is the criterion of sound doctrines, not
tin- priiii'iuiii-i-iiirnts of any ecclesiastical organization past,

plesl lit, or future.

a system of theology. Love, mercy, and peace,
purity, trust, and helpfulness, were tin- t-

goodness which Jesus established (Mt SP-I 1 -
_

Inasmuch as He came for the express purpose of

making God's will known, and in Mis words,
deeds, and character did make Hod's will maim, -t

to men, He can only mean that men must do und he
what He has thus taught them. Luke's form of
the saying U4"

is therefore equivalent to Matthew \
although so differently worded.* As was seen in
ru'i i iii ing the third petition of the Lord's I

'Thy will be done' (Mtti
lu

), the will of God U'ihe
one thing to be accomplished : for this Jesus lived

(Jn li
39

1, and for this He would have us live (Mt
low ui^' 31

). Hi s statement that only such shall
'enter the Kingdom of Heaven ' seems to be an
intentional echo and return to the words of Mt 5-*.

The following two verses, Mt "" 'a
, stand here

in all probability as a result of compilation. Luke
gives them in another connexion, which appears
original (13-

01
-) ; and since they refer to the Last

Judgment, they belong, with Jesus' other eschato-

logical teaching, to the closing months of His
ministry. One needs only to consider carefully
the time, circumstances, audience, and purpose of
the Sermon to see that these verses present an
idea, and sound a note, which do not belong to
this occasion and discourse. t Nevertheless, they
contain authentic teaching of Jesus, and teaching
of profound meaning. The thought is analogous to
that of Mt 7"' in atlirming that nothing shall admit
to the Kingdom but the actual attainment of right-
eousness (cf. Lk IIP). The profession of Chris-

tianity, the preaching of Christianity, even the

production of some good results for the Christian

cause, shall not in themselves alone secure salva-

tion, for the criterion of judgment in the great
Judgment Day shall be a genuine realization of
Gods will in and through one's self. And Luke
adds (13'-

16 '30
), what is germane to this connexion,

that ' there are last which shall be first, and there
are first which shall be last' (cf. Mt 8"'- 1JP) ; i.e.

some who, like the Pharisees of Jesus' day, had
had a great reputation for piety, and had been
looked upon as models of righteousness, shall be
shown to have been sellish, vain, and hypocritical,
unworthy to enter the Kingdom of God ; while
other obscure and once despised persons shall liml
a welcome there (cf. Lk 18'

J-14
).t

And, finally, the duty of righteousness is most
* Mt 7- 1 O^ Tec; yi^aif UM KCfit xifit I.Vi> i,c-iri l.'f ft.t

2zc,/ i xt rv t^.x. v.. <LA/' TOJ TO Ui't.rutL rtu rtcfftct fjLHt rev it

rci; f0/r. Lk (i
4*1 T< di fit xaAtTTi K^*i xvn, ittti t-, ?U<TI

i XlV*;
t So Feine, Godet, Ibbeken. WeizsScker, \Vendt, and others.

The parallel sayings, Mt 7"~r- = Lk 13**r-, give the same idea,
with wide divergence of expression. It may be true, as Ibbt-ken
thinks, that the three acts named in Mt 7-- sound improbable
on Jesus' lips (certainly they arc foreign to the Sermon), and
they may therefore reflect the experiences of the Apostolic age.
But Lk l'JP>

' We did eat and drink in thy presence, and thou
didst teach in our street*,

'

is also not without difficulty, because
so insipid and un .Ivui-h. The better explanation is that the
Matthiean verses are authentic, but belong to the close of the
ministry ; while Lk IS* has been universalized. In the second
verse of each passage, Mt T^Lk 13-"7, there is identity of

thought, with some variation of language. The phrase,
'

l>-|art
from me, ye that work iniquity,' is a quotation from I's <V" (cf.
Mt 1 !-"' 'J.'" ) ; its two Greek [onus here, c*?0;tr''iT i a-r'iubj
l*~f tt\6u.nti T'I iau. (Mt.) and avem.Tl li-r' i.luC, tttt-ri: *..

;
- -*L

mSaiut (Lk.), present an interesting minute problem of transla-
tion and transmission.

I Mt e^-'-iJ has a value alao for determining the Christological
conceptions of the Synoptic Gospclfl. See partii-ularlv N r

InGreifmcaldrr ), pp. 83-105. Thupasagi
one of a number where Jesus appears as rlaiiiir

prerogative of Judge at the Final Judgment iM
ll'-n-3", Mk ff, Lk -Jill" ; cf. Jn yn 12", Ac 17-", Ku 2', 2 Co &">X
a function appropriate to the Messiah. It would r- .

radical treatment of the i

...-(.. t nnrrati\es to expl.un i

of Jesus as Judge oa on exaggerated \|-.-:..i pppn (

Him. The uiiiqiieniMts of Christ in mission, |-

and career in other words. His Divinity-
by a serious historical interpretation of tli- '

i

this uni<|ueness \ recognized, it u not dilti- nil i-. a.tii a Jtbui'
othce aj Judge.
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impressively set forth at the close of the whole
discourse by the parable of the Two House-builders

(Mt7-J --7=Lk 647- 4S
).* That this piece belongs to

the Sermon, and forms its remarkable conclusion

(as the ovv in v. 24
suggests), can be considered

certain. The parable follows logically upon v.-1
,

enlarging and enforcing the teaching therein. It

is a saying of tremendous strength. The life which
Jesns has depicted in the Sermon as the ideal

life is wonderfully beautiful, inspiring, and attrac-

tive to every sincere soul. But men were likely
to recognize and to reverence this ideal without

achieving it, since that is the earnest and arduous
labour of a lifetime. Hence Jesus meets them with
the solemn affirmation that the duty of actually
doing what He teaches is imperative ; that it shall

be of no avail for them to have listened to His

words, if they do not straightway go and live the life

which as God's will He has described to them.
5. THE RELATION OF THE SERMON ON THE

MOUNT TO JESUS' TEACHING AS A WHOLE. The
teaching contained in the Sermon on the Mount
was given in the middle portion of Jesus' Gali-
ln?an ministry, when enthusiastic multitudes were

hearing Him and many followers attended Him.
It was in this period that He gave the general
teaching about the Kingdom of God what it

consisted in, what it brought to men, what it

required of men, what relation He Himself sus-

tained to it, and what its future was to be. The
Sermon is an epitome of this general teaching,
condensing the whole into a brief statement and
exposition of the ideal of life, given for the prac-
tical purpose of a simple guide to right thought
and conduct. It showed the multitude what He as
a teacher of religion had to present as truth and
duty, with which they could readily contrast their
own and the current ideals.

Jesus confined His teaching entirely to the religio-
ethical field ; and in this field He dealt with essen-
tial truths, facts, and principles rather than with the

speculative mysteries of the universe or with the

casuistry of ethics. Consequently, He taught again
and again the same things, to different persons,
under different circumstances, and in different ways
and lights. A close organic relation unites all

Jesus' teachings, each involving the other, and all

together illuminating the path of human existence.
The Gospel was so brief and simple that it had not
to be committed to writing like the philosophy and
the ethics of the schools. Common men could

comprehend and communicate Jesus' teaching.
His was a universal message which all could

grasp ; it presented an ideal to which all could

aspire and attain.

As has been abundantly seen, the Sermon on the
Mount sets forth Jesus' conception of what men
should be and do as members of the Kingdom
which He came to establish in the world (not as a
new movement entirely, but as giving higher con-
tent and greater impulse to a movement which
God had inaugurated with the very creation of
the human race). The true righteousness is de-
termined by God ; as He is the source of all life,
so it is He who determines what that life shall be.
Ethical obligations rest therefore upon religious
truths. The ideal of a man's life is to be derived
from God, and for its realization he is responsible
to God. The aim of man's life is to achieve that
personal character and service which fulfil the
true manhood, after the pattern of Christ, and to
advance as far as possible the real brotherhood of

* See the text of both passages quoted above under i. 3. The
Lukan form of the parable is conspicuously secondary in char-
acter ; the Jewish phraseology is largely removed,' and the
description is generalized so as to be adapted to any locality.
Matthew, on the other hand, gives a faithful picture of -the
conditions of house-building in the wadis of Galilee. Again,
also, the literary superiority belongs to the First Gospel.

all men as sons of the one common Heavenly
Father. The Kingdom of God in its Divine aspect
is the purpose, love, and power of God which de-
termine and accomplish this ideal condition ; in
its human collective aspect it is the company of

those who have earnestly set about the realization,
in themselves and among men, of this Divine ideal.

So that Jesus can sum up all duty, individual and
social, in the one injunction to ' Seek supremely
the kingdom of God, and the righteousness which
he wills

'

(Mt G33
, Lk 1231

; cf. Mt 22"-*). And
this righteousness is primarily an internal char-
acteristic ; it is apprehended irithin the man. The
religio-ethical ideal which God implants in every
human heart must be heeded by each man, and
his life must become conformed to it. Created by
God in His own image, men must attain to God-
likeness ; and this attainment is, first of all, the

recognition of and obedience to the ideal of life

which God furnishes in the soul, moved and guided
by the teaching and example of Jesus. Those
persons will achieve perfect self-realization who
enter into complete communion with God, hearing
His voice, and doing His will as revealed within
themselves and in and through Christ.

The absolute assurance of Jesus that He can
reveal the will of God to men, and that this is His
mission in the world, is a guarantee of the trust-
worthiness of His teaching. If the Sermon on the
Mount contains few explicit statements concerning
the person of Christ such as abound in the Fourth

Gospel, it is none the less true that the implica-
tions of the discourse are equally high. The
Divine personality, knowledge, and authority of
Jesus are the foundation on which the discourse
rests. The passages, Mt 5n - "

7
21 ' 23

, only state
what all the teaching involves, that He who speaks
these words is

' the Son of God '

in the highest
sense, sustaining to Him a unique relation, and
rendering to men a unique service. The value of
the Sermon cannot therefore be overestimated,
and the historical study or critical treatment of
this material should never dominate or obscure
the fact that this teaching is a Divine revelation
of the will of God for men which is forthwith to be

accomplished upon the earth.

LITERATURE. For the quotations from, and allusions to, the
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Paralkltexte z. d. Ecanijelien, Teil 1 (1S93), pp. 62-114 ; Teil 2
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Sermon, presenting in some respects different views. Trench
collected all this material and prepared a digest of it, which he
published under the title. Exposition of the Sermon on the

Mount, drawn from the Writings of St. Auffiixtine (3rd ed.
rev. 1869). Useful also are the interpretations of Origen,
Comm. on Matthew (Op., ed. Lomniatzsch, vols. iii. iv.);
Jerome, Comm. on Matthew (Op., ed. Vallarsi, vol. vii.) ;

Chrysostom, Homilies on Matthew (Op., ed. Montfaucon, vol.

vii.); Hiiarius Pictaviensis, Comm. on Matthew (Op., ed.

Oberthur, vol. vii.); the work of the Auctor Opens Imperfectly
and the very brief matter in the Comm, on the Four Gospels
by Theophylact and Euthymius Zigabenus.
From the Reformation period the important interpretation

by Luther is first to be named, Comm. on Matthew (\\ orks, ed.

\Valch, vol. vii.) ;
and after him, Calvin in his Hantwny of

Matthew, Mark, and Luke (Works, ed. 1S35-1S3S, vols. i. ii.).

The three Roman Catholic works of most value are the Comm.
on the Four Guxjiels by Maldonatus, Jansenius, and Cornelius a
Lapide. The extensive but unimportant post -Reformation
literature can be seen in full in Tholuck, Die Bergrede Christi^,
pp. 30-40 [Eng. tr. pp. 41-49).
The Modern period has provided many works upon the

Sermon on the Mount, some of them of great value. The
standard work upon the subject for the past seventy years has
been that of Tholuck, Die Bergrede Chrinti (1st ed. Iti3u ; 5th
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Entroductlon.
i. Distribution of the Jewish Population

in the Holy Land.
ii. I^inu'u '

i i I'M i :il Constitution.
iv. S...-i:il ( '..millions.

V. I'.ll

vi. Edui-alion and Culture.
vii. Art ;ni'l Literature,

viii. The Ji-\vs nf tbe Diaspora*
Literature.

The Ailvi'iit nf Christ f.ills within the penulti-
mate piTiiul nf I hat era of Israel iti.-)i hi-tofy which

lii^in> with the Kcturn of the .lr\v~ fnun Babylon
|l:.c. ,".:tsi ami i-inU with the Fall of .Jerusalem

(A.D. 7"i. Krom hoili an external anil an internal

]...mt 1.1 virw, this era marks a far-reacliin" trans-

formation of tin' cnnilitions of Jcwisli life. At
tl nl-ct. .hulj'M. whirh was ii"t i|iiitu the same
in rxtriit a> thr ani-ii'iil l,iimii"iu nl .liulah, forms
a Mii.-ill |ir'ivitire of the 1'er-iaii. ami afterwards
of the (JreeU Km|iiri'. Tin: ii(i[>iilati<ili, at first

sranty and jioor, gradually ini'in-ases, and, under
the oVilerly arrangements of the Law, attains to

a certain measure of
prosperity.

But internal

]iarty-strife consumes it^ -inn.ili. and, \iiider

ATiliiielins K|ii]ihanes, reache-, -n. h a height that

this Seleu. -id monarch, in the pride of his Creek

culture, lint with political shortsightedness, forms

the ri'Milntioii of entirely rooting out the proper
Jewish religion. This period of extreme danger
i- unexpectedly followed by a brilliant revival of

the Ji'wUh State, which recalls the flourishing

period of (ire exilic history, and which struck the

jii-iiph'
themselves in this light The nation shakes

itself tree Hum the foreign yoke, and the Has-

inoiia'an princes not only become high priests, but

lin.illv assume the title of 'king/ This glory,

however, is of short duration, and the Jewish

I |

,le are rudely awakened from their dream.

The internal dissensions that followed the death

of ipieen Alex.iM.lra, hasten the intervention of

tin. Koiiiaus, and lead to the conquest of Jerusalem

by I'oinpcy (B.C. li.'f). The Itoiimn* do not, how-

cver, desii',i\ tin Jewish State, but allow it to

foiitinnc under a variety of changing forms, until

at last the perpetual discontent of the Jews leads

to the oiitlircak <if the ilesperate war for freedom,

which issued in the destruction of tin- Slat.m.|
the Temple.
From the spiritual point of view, tliU peri.nl

marks the development of JmliiMn in npp..~n in
to the national life and the religion of I

exilic period. The deeiier foundation of this is

found in the remarkable recasting \\hieh the

Jeuisli spiiit umlerweiit during the Kxile. No-
\\heic 1 else in the history of mankind i^ there an

e of a people being transformed in -.1

wonderful and radical a fashion as the Jew- in the

course of their captivity in Babylon. They lett

llabylon a body whose true life lay not in the

lu'tnal state of things, but in future e\p> .

and in :i \\nrhl of eultus-notions created
recollections ol i he past. To the actual world they
sought to accommodate themselves ui>on ci

abstract principles, and, when this attempt tailed,

they \\ithdre\\ entirely into that spiritual world
wliich was con tructed" wholly according to those

logmatic piineiplcs. They found their support in

Hi.- Mr-sianii- expectation, for the sake of which

they >ubiiiittcd to the burdensome prescriptions
of the Law, which were intended to shield them
from the heathen impurity of the world, and
theieliy render them worthy to hail the advent of

the Messianic jl"iy. Vet it is not to be over-

looked, in this connexion, that the noblest spirits
in the Jewish community, especially during the
earlier periods of the po-t -exilic era, tilled those
outward forms with a rich inward content. There
still survived in them the pure pn.phetic spirit,
and the ideas created by men like Jeremiah and
Deutero-Isaiah ; nay, the writings which emanated
from this period, such a- the realms and the Book
of Job, touch us nlmo-t more nearly than the

writings of those prophet ~. l.r.ausethe ideas con-

tained in them have found simpler expression and
are less closely bound up with the historical form.

But the conditions under which the Jews lived

seldom permitted a lengthened enjoyment of this

contemplative life. Not only were tliey disturbed
in their rest by contact with the heathen world,
but even amongst themselves there were men of a
different disposition, whose recollections turned

rather to their pre- exilic forefathers, and who,
with a stronger sense of actualities, plunged vigor-

ously into the relations of life, and sought to

help themselves. Between them and the 'i|iiiet

in the land' there grew up an ever -
increasing

opposition, which may be regarded as the moving
factor in the post-exilic history. Through these

conflicts with opposition without and within, not

only was the stricter Judaism disturbed, but it

was driven also to the discussion of the great

religions problems and to new developments. The
fruits of these spiritual struggles may be seen

in the entirely new conception of the state of man
after death and in the transformation of the

Messianic hope, which in the Apocalyptic litera-

ture seeks to free itself from national limitations

and takes a start in the direction of universal-

ism. It may be safely concluded that, in this move-

ment, contact with foreign forms of thought was
not without importance primarily contact with

I'arsisni, secondarily with the Greek world.

i. DlSTKIIlfTION OF TIIK JKWISH POPDLATION
IN TIIK HOLY LAND. Leaving out of account

meanwhile those Israelites who were sciitt'

various lands, the Jewish population was at tirst

confined to Juilicn proper, from which the I

ites derived their now universally current ai

tion ((ir. 'loi'iaioi, Germ. 'Juden,' Kng. 'Jews').
The land taken possession of by the ret

exiles was considerably smaller in the so

direction than in pre-exilic times. Whereas for-

merly Beersheba was regarded as the so

limit, the pail of .In.l.ea that lay to the south had
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been taken possession of during the Exile by the

Etlomites, and the post-exilic community was at

first far too weak to drive back the intruders.*

The boundary between this New-Edom and Jiulica

was formed in the 2nd cent. B.C. by the town of

Beth-zur, and this was, in all probability, approxi-

mately the division between the respective terri-

tories also at an earlier period. According to

Neh 62
, the original N.W. boundary appears to

have been the Plain of Ono (bik 'ath 'Una, probably
the modern Kcfr-'Anii). But at a later period the

Samaritans, who lived at constant feud with the

Jews, must have got possession of three places
inhabited by Jews, namely Lydda, Ramathaim,
and Apha-rema (1 Mac IP4

). In the Maccab.'ran

period, however, Judiea underwent considerable

expansion. The three places just named were
taken from the Samaritans and restored to the
Jews as early as the time of Jonathan. After-
wards the boundary was extended still farther to

the north, for, according to Josephus (BJ III. iii. 5 ;

Ant. XIV. iii. 4), the N. boundary of Juda-a ran by
Bork.'ios (prob. the modern Burkit) in the hill-

country and Korean (now KurAwct) in the Jordan

Valley. The country in the south inhabited by the

Edomites, which now bore the name Iduinma, was

conquered by John Hyrcanus. As it was originally
I*raelitish land, the inhabitants were compelled
to adopt the Law and submit to circumcision.

Accordingly, from that time onwards (in confor-

mity with the prescription of Pt 238
'-), they were

regarded as Jews, although they continue to be
called Idum;i>ans. That they also regarded them-
selves as genuine Jews is evident, for instance,
from the words attiibuted to them by Josephus
(BJ IV. iv. 4, rtiv irarpiuv itp&v . . . r*)s KOLVTJS

irarpioos), but of course their foreign origin could
not be wliolty forgotten. t On the other hand, in

the cities on the Mediterranean const, which had

only transitory periods of subjection to the Jews,
the population was preponderatingly heathen, al-

though considerable Jewish minorities existed in

them. Only in Joppa (Jaffa) were the Jews in

the majority, this city having continued after the
death of Herod to be united with Juda-a. During
the war for freedom it played, accordingly, a

prominent part, and had to be twice captured by
the Romans (Jos. Ant. VII. xi. 4; BJ 11. xviii. 10,
III. ix. 2).

To the north of Juda\a lay Samaria, which
stretched as far as the Plain of Jezreel. The
population of this district sprang partly from the
ancient Israelites, but had received a strong inter-

mixture through the heathen peoples who were
settled here by the Assyrian conquerors (cf. 2 K
17-" In. urse of time these heathen elements
were absorbed by the Israelitish remnants, but the
ill-will shown by the Samaritans towards the re-

turning Jews kept the latter from ever forgetting
the impure origin of their northern neighbours.
Matters came to an open breach when the Samari-
tans built a temple of their own upon Mt. Gerizim,
and thus renounced all connexion with the com-
munity at Jerusalem. It is true that they,
equally with the Jews, acknowledged the Law,
but the breach remained irreparable, and the
Samaritans continued excluded from the further

development of Judaism. The contempt of the
Jews which found vent in the nickname ' Cuth-
n?ans

'

(Jos. Ant. IX. xiv. 3, XI. iv. 4, and in the

Talmud), .and which finds very sharp expression
on the part even of the otherwise mild Ben Sira

* On Neh 1125ff. cf. now, above all, E. Meyer, En'.stehunfj dcs
JudentumK, 106 f., 114 ff.

t Josephus says of Herod that, as an Idumiean, he was
onlv half a Jew (Ant. xiv. xii. 2). On the other hand, when
Ajfrippal. once felt hurt by the epithet

'

foreijtmT
'

in l>t 17'"',

the people, whom he had gained over by his friendly offices,
cried out,

' Thou art our brother
'

(Mey. Sold vii. 8).

(Sir 5025 '- 'Two nations my soul abhorreth, and
the third is no people : the inhabitants of Seir and
1'hilistia, and the foolish nation that dwMeth in

Sirhcm'), was repaid by the Samaritans with bitter

hate. This manifested itself at times in the
form of attacks upon the pilgrims journeying to

Jerusalem, who, in consequence, frequently pre-
ferred to take the long roundabout way by the
east of the Jordan (Lk 952 , Mk 101

; Jos. Ant. XX.
vi. 1). The destruction of the Gerizim templn
by John Hyrcanus made no change in these re

lations, but rather embittered the feelings of the
Samaritans still more.
As to Galilee, we learn from 1 Mac 5 that in

the course of the post -exilic period Jews had
settled in it, but that during the first half of the
2nd cent. B.C. these were still so few that they could
not hold their own against the heathen popula-
tion, and were consequently brought by Simon
to Jerusalem. It was not until the time of

Aristobulus I., as Schiirer (GJV 3
i. 275 f.) was

the lirst to prove, that this portion of the land
and its inhabitants, regarding whose nationality
we have unfortunately no more precise informa-

tion, were compelled on the same ground as the
Idumaeans to adopt the Law (Jos. Ant. XIII. xi. 3).

It is extremely probable, however, that there were
further settlements of Jews of purer birth in these

fertile districts, so that they became more com-

pletely Judaized. It is characteristic in this re-

spect that Judith (S
19

) speaks of 'our fathers,' i.e.

the ancient Israelites. At the time of Christ the
land of Galilee was essentially Jewish, and had its

Pharisees and scribes (Lk 7 bJ
, Mt 8 1U

), as well as

its synagogues (Mt 12", Lk 4 16 7 5
). The designa-

tion ' half-Jews
'

is never applied to the Galila'ans

as it is to the Idumeeans.* It may be added
that the Judaizing of Galilee embraced only the
southern portion of it, for Kedesh, lying to the
west of Lake Hflleh, marked the boundary be-

tween the land inhabited by Jews and the territory
of the Tyrians.f
A similar condition of things prevailed also in

the country to the cast of the Jordan. Here, too,
there had been numerous settlements of Jews,
who, however, were so hard pressed by the
heathen that Judas Maccaba'us brought them to

Jerusalem (1 Mac 5J5
). But at a later period the

middle portion of the trans -Jordanic tract was

conquered by Alexander Janmeus, and the Law
imposed upon its inhabitants for the same reason
as in the case of the Iduma'ans (cf. Jos. Ant. XIII.

xv. 4). As the boundaries of Pcnra (]-n:n ~cv), the
district inhabited by the Jews, Josephus gives :

Pella on the north, Philadelphia on the east, and
Machierus on the south. Considerable tracts,

however, of the trans-Jordanic country belonged
to the Hellenistic cities, which were specially
numerous here, and in which the Jews constituted

only a minority. Also in the northern portion
(Batan.'va, Gaulanitis, Auranitis, and Trac'nonitis)
the population was half-heathen half-Jewish (Jos.
BJ in. iii. of.). But the Jewish element was
strengthened by the Babylonian Jews whom Herod

transplanted here in order to combat the plague
of robbers (Jos. Ant. xvn. ii. 13).

The task which, since the time of Ezra, had
been assigned to strict Jews the task of maintain-

ing a complete isolation from the heathen world
was thus an extremely difficult one ; for not only
were they surrounded on all sides by the heathen,
but Hellenistic cities intruded as enclaves in the
midst of the Jewish country itself. Moreover,

*
Quite remarkable is the severe judgment on Galilee attri-

buted to Johanan b. Zaccai (Jerus. Shabbath 15d): 'Galilee,

Galilee, thou hatest the Law, therefore thou shall yet find em-
ployment among robbers.'

f'Cf. Buhl, GAP 72.
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til'' i.ipid ih-M-hipiin Ml <>I ! Hi-He h]onv.lit (In-

,li-\\- into elu-e i-ontart with tolen_-in-i-, while,

linally, tlif foreign mil 1

naturally in'ioiluri-il many
lion .lew i-ll I'li'llli'llt- into tin- lain I. Tin- at 1 1 in-live

illlllli-ln-i- \vliii-li Greek culture I'MTi i-ed over the
Jew - I- -how II 1 1\ tin- ll 1-1 I II V "t 1-VCMl - im medial I l\

preceding the Maccal>;ean era ; ami i-\i-n tin II,:-

mull. i ill- wl llulli:ill\ rann- foiwald til o|i|io-i'

tlif ft hiiiei/ing of tin 1 .lt--, \M-n- afterwards
incica-niuli alt i art fil 1 1y 1 1 i-l li-n i-in .

-o t liat Ail-In

lilllll- I. ai I ua!l\ r ixedtho -iirnal I 'K\i \\ijr

(Miii-inl ut tin 1 Greek-'i. Hi-mil tin- Great, ton,

ill -|iilr nl" hi- i---i-ntlall\ halliauan naliin-. -mmhl
tti |iii-f

a- a [latriin of Griek fiiltiirf. -uri'mimled

liini-i'lf \\ilh Greek orator- ami writer-, Inul his

-mi- i-ihn-ati'il at Koiur. ami made lii- appeal am e

a- a pure Greek in the lli-llrni-tii- cilie- thai weie

subject to him. Nay, even in .leru-alem, to the

scandal of tin 1 Jew-. In- i-ail-i-il tin un-, iiicii-es,

Illlil other Greek buildings to lie eleeteil. The
same course was pur-ued by hi- sllcee- ,.i -.

Tilieiia-. for iii-tanci', was a city with a perfectly

jiroiioiiiK-i-il
Greek -tamp, whirh may ai-i-ount for

the t'aet that .li-il- never xi-iled it. The main-

taiiiin-_r of Jewish uniqueness unimpaired wa-. we

repeat, a very ilillieult task ; iniieh more iliflicult in

Pale-tine than for the Jews of the Diaspora, who
foun.l t hem-elves in unequivocal opposition to their

environment
ii. LAM. i vi.is. The language of the Jews

who returned to 1'ale-tine from Babylon was Old
. Cut even during the l't-i-iaii domination
i-. which wa- then the language of com-

iin-ni- ami tliploinaey, began to foree its waj'
iiinoii'.' tin- Jew- a- with the neighbouring peoples.
I In i :n In -I traee- oi 1 1 1 i

- a i e Ii HI in I in t he extracts

in the Hook of K/ra drawn from an Aramaic
hi-torieal writing. The Book of Daniel, composed
in the -ml cent. n. c., is written partly in Aramaic.
At the time of Christ the ordinary speech of the

people had eome to he Aiamaic, as is evident not

only from the New Testament, but from various

cnltn- term- u-ed liy Joseplnis, and from state-

in, -Hi- i-oniaiiied in the older Jewish literature.

The m-ce--ary eon-ei|uence of this change was the
i-ii-toin of having the passages of Scripture which
were read in the synagogue followed by an
Aramaic trail-hit inn a custom which the Mishna

pie-iippo-e- as an ancient inheritance. The
Aramaic -pokcn hy tin- Jews w,-i- a dialect of the

Western Aramaic, the pronunciation of which,

reover, ililh-ied somewhat in diU'erent parts of

the country, varying again amongst the Samaritans
a- compaied with the Jews.*
The <lld Hebrew language yielded, however,

only gradually to the Aramaic idiom, and, before

it disappeared, it developed a final species, the
so-called New Hrbrcu: Even after men liad

began t<> write in Aramaic, Hebrew writing- were
-till i 'imposed; e.g. the ISook of Chronicles (r. 300
i; r

. the Hook of Sirach (not long after 21X1),

varioii- Psalms belonging to the Man-aha-an

period, ami the Book of Ecclesiastes. The Has-
mom-can rulers, who above all laboured for a
national reawakening, favoured the ancient speech,
as the Hebrew legends on their coins show; and
tin- I ir-t Hook of Maccabees was unquestionably
written in Hebrew. Hut the last remark applies
iil-n to the I'salins of Solomon, which emanated
in un tin middle of the last century B.C., and to

the Apnealyp-es of Haruch and Ezra, composed
after the 1 all of Jerusalem. Later still, Hebrew
< o ni limed to be for long the language of teachers

of tin- Law, so that the Mishna (-2nd cent. A.Li.) is

compo-ed in New Hebrew. It was only after the

dale la-t named that Hebrew ceased to be a living

i! Mi >- ;

; H.ilman, flrammatik del 'iid.-pal. Arawauch,
13 ff.. Die Wurte Jtsu, i. 04.

language, and subsequently played the -aim- i'.!

a- Latin did in the Middle \ Bee, lurthei,
Diner, LOT*5kfAl\.

Along with the idioms just di-eii--e.l. wu have
to take into account, for NT times, al-o tin

language. The factors we noticed as faxoining
the introduction of Greek culture paxed tin- \\.iv

al-o lor the language of Greece. Tin- i

i \ nli-nee of this is allorded by the very numerous
Greek words adopted into the language- ot tin-

Jews. A few of these are found even in the
Hook of Daniel, notably such as are name- of

mil-leal instrniuents (Driver, I.e. 501). In all

probability \VIZH of Ca 3" must also be eon-.
liieek

( =<t>op(tov), and perhaps we should
In the -ame category some other terms in the
Son- o i Songs (I.e. 44!) n.). In the Hook of IviN-i
a-lcs, ngain, we have Heb. renderings of Gr.
forms of expression, such as 310 nMr;,> = e5 rpdr-
T,,I-, r-sri r-a =

ii<t> ii\iif, etc. In the po'st-Hiblical
I it ei at ure e encounter a large number of
i In ' k loan won!-, e-pccially in the domain of

pnlitiral administration, or of commerce, or of

public in-t ilutions.* It is characteristic, further,
that, \\ln-ica- on -nine of the later coins of the
Ha-moii:eaii- e lunl Hebrew legends side by side

with the I ; reek, the coins of the Herod family
bear only Greek inscriptions. It may be held us

certain that every .lew who made any claim to

higher culture, and then lore in particular every
one who was brought into contact with the court,
understood and spoke i.nek. Traders also must
l>e assumed to have had a certain acquaintance
with this tongue. And those Jews who lived in

the immediate vicinity of districts where Greek
was spoken would doubtless acquire the habit from
their youth of using the Greek as well as the
Aramaic language. But how far it was customary
elsewhere to learn Greek, and how far the know-

ledge of this language had penetrated among the

general body of the people, cannot be determined
with certainty. According to >'^'< ix. 14, during
the war with Quietus [so read instead of 'with

Titus'] in 115-117, it was forbidden that any one
should teach his son Greek. From this we may
infer that until then this hail been a usual practice
even within strict circles. It was also an import-
ant circumstance that Jerusalem, upon the occasion

of the great festivals, was the rallying-point not

only of the Palestinian Jews, but of those whose
homes were in all other lands. Only a very small

proportion of the latter can have been acquainted
with Hebrew or Aramaic. And at times some of

these, instead of returning to their homes, would
settle in Jerusalem. It may also be supposed
that the choice of the Alexandrian Jew, lioethus,
to be high priest would draw a number of Alex-
andrians to Jerusalem (cf. Jos. Ant. .XV. ix. 3).

Special synagogues were built at Jerusalem for the

use of those foreigners who did not understand
the language of the country (Ac 6"; Tos. .!/< <////"

iii. 6). Proselytes also would come from other
lands to settle in Jerusalem. In this way some
know ledge of Greek may he presumed to have l>een

dill'iiscd in Jiidii-ii as well. In Jn I*3"1- we hear
of Greeks ("EXXTjxes, i.e. either Jews of the Dia-

spora ['!} or proselytes) who a.-ked Philip to intro-

duce them to Jesus a circumstance which implies
that this disciple at least understood Greek. That
the same was the case with Jesus Himself cannot be

As examples may be cited : KDTtt l*f?x- '^3 <*

I'TiniB r\niifii>. fl'Sp **Ti.?*f, Sl2in9T;4>.ii,
l

"BpT.>..-,

O'O TIU.*., KCfiSKSp *T* Alrra, |'p"UD Til7, '3
S2 .}>!. >,

p'ClD'1 Ir.uffat. Less numerous arc the Latin loan-u i

majority of which, moreover, came in through the (In

^C'P'I dmunani, nr'VB'pD"
7! dindylinn. Cf. 8 i

Ishnu-vrttr un Ttl/c.
'

.......

uiuf Taiyum, 1-'^ (lsos-00).
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proved with complete certainty from His conversa-

tions with Pilate, for the services of an interpreter

may have been utilized, although this is not ex-

pressly mentioned in the narrative. We may
compare the occasion when Josephus (BJ V. ix. 2)

represents Titus as delivering an address to the

people of Jerusalem, although we learn afterwards

(VI. ii. 5) that on such occasions he availed him-
self of the help of Josephns as interpreter. From
the last cited passage it is evident, at all events,
that the mass of the people in the Jewish capital
did not understand Greek.*

iii. POLITICAL CONSTITUTION. The Greek rule,
under which the Jews were brought by Alexander
the Great, did not in general press very heavily
upon subject peoples, who were left in the enjoy-
ment of no small measure of self-government.
The foreign domination confined itself mainly to

the taxation of the provinces. So high, however,
were these taxes at times, and such was the

rapacity of some of those entrusted with the col-

lecting of them, that there was scope here for op-

pression enough. In the Ptolemaic period Josephus
(Ant. XII. iv. 3) tells us that the imposts were
farmed out to the highest bidder, who could then
claim military aid in recovering them. In the
Seleucid period, on the other hand, the taxes were
collected by officers of the king(l Mac 1

1U
). The

internal administration, however, was in the hands
of the native authorities, which meant for the Jews
that henceforward, as before, they were governed
by the high priest and the council associated with
him (yepovala, Jos. Ant. XII. iii. 3).t This council
was originally an assembly of the heads of families

(Nell 5") ; but, after the high priest obtained the

right of presiding over it, it came to be composed
increasingly of members of the temple aristocracy
(see art. SANHEDRIN in vol. iv.). The succession
of legitimate high priests (the

' anointed '

of Un
9231

-) was violently interrupted under Antiochus

Epiphanes. But after the Hasmomeans by their
valour and address had raised the Jewish people
to the rank of a Power that had to be reckoned
with politically, the Syrian king nominated Jona-
than high priest, and thus ruler of the nation of

the Jews. The grateful people afterwards handed
over this dignity to the last of the Maccabee
brothers as a hereditary prerogative : he was to
take charge of the sanctuary, appoint the officials,

etc., and in his name all instruments were to be
executed (1 Mac 14 Jlff

-). Through the conquests
which the Hasmonrcans succeeded in making, the

sphere of authority of the high priests (or, as they
soon came to call themselves, kings) and of the
Sanhedrin was materially enlarged. An im-

portant epoch for the internal administration was
the reign of queen Alexandra, under whom the
Pharisees succeeded in gaining a footing in the
Sanhedrin and an influence upon the legislation.
The independence of the country was brought

to a sudden end by the conquests of Pompey. The
Jews were henceforward under the Roman domi-
nation. The extent of the land was materially
diminished by Pompey's withdrawing the numer-
ous Hellenistic cities from Jewish rule. On the
other hand, he left to Hyrcanus, as high priest, a
certain measure of political authority, so that the
conditions were practically the same as those that

ford, 1SS5, p. 39ff.
; Dalman, Gramtn. (Jes jud.-pal. Aram.

344 If., Vie H'orte Jesu, i. Iff., 63 ft. ; Biichler, Die Printer mid
der Kulhis, 1805, p. 01 ft. ; A. Meyer, Jesu Mnltersprache, 1896 ;

T. K. Alilwtt. Emails chiefly on the Original Texts of the Old
and yew Testament, 1891, p. 129 ff.

t Biichler (Die Tt>iadt'ti -mid Oniaden, 1S99) and H. Wincklcr
(Orient. Ltzg. iii. s" ft.) maintain that the pre-Maccabsean high

no political power ;
but their arguments are artificial

and not com iiiL-in^.

existed immediately before the war for freedom.
But in the year 57 B.C. Gabinius deprived Hyrcanus
of all political rule by dividing the whole country
into five districts, whose principal cities stood in

direct subordination to the Konians (Jos. Ant.
XIV. v. 4 ; BJ I. viii. 5). Caesar, however, in 47

restored to Hyrcanus his former power and gave
him the title of 'ethnarch.' But the real ruler

was not the weak Hyrcanus, hut the crafty Idu-

ma?an Anti pater, who was made Procurator of

Judaea, and who succeeded in having his sons
Phasael and Herod appointed stratctjoi of Jeru-
salem and Galilee. After the death of Antipater
(B.C. 43), Antony named the two brothers
'

tetrarchs,' a step whereby Hyrcanus was once
more deprived of all secular power and l>ecame

merely an ecclesiastical prince. The attack made
by the Hasmomvan Antigonus, with the aid of the

Partliians, cost Hyrcanus and Pha'sael their offices,

but Herod escaped to Rome, where he was nomi-
nated king of the Jews. It was not until the year
37 that he succeeded in conquering his kingdom,
but from that date onwards he reigned undis-

turbed till his death. His position was that of a
rex socitts. Such a king was entrusted with rule

only personally : after his death it was left open
to the Emperor to decide as to the future lot of

the particular country. For this reason Herod

required the permission of the Emperor to put his

own son to death. Nor could a rex socitis wage
war on his own initiative or conclude treaties, and,
if the Romans were engaged in war, he had to

furnish auxiliary troops. His right to coin money
was restricted, and included only coins of small
value. Otherwise he was an independent ruler,
levied the various imposts of the country, was the

supreme judge within his own land, and could
execute capital sentences. Alongside of Herod
there was still the Sanhedrin, but its authority
was now, of course, very limited. The high priest
was its president, but the setting up of an inde-

pendent kingly authority had practically stripped
this office of all significance. The high priests
were appointed and deposed by Herod in the most

arbitrary fashion a course of procedure quite con-

trary to the Law, which intended this office to be
held for life and to be hereditary.
After the death of Herod, his kingdom was

divided into three portions. Philip received, with
the rank of tetrarch, the northern trans-Jordan ic

territory, over which he ruled till his death, in

A.D. 37. Herod Antipas, likewise as tetrarch,
had Galilee and Pertea assigned to him, but was
deposed in 37. Archelaus had been destined to

rule as tetrarch over Juda>a and Samaria, but as

early
as the year 6 the Emperor deprived, him of

his land, which he united more closely with the
Roman Empire. It was, however, subject only
indirectly to the Imperial legate in Syria, having
a governor of its own, a Roman Procurator leiri-

TPOTTOS, Tjyefjaiv) chosen from the knightly body,
who attended to the administration except when
any very special necessity called for the action of

the legate. The Procurator resided at Ca'sarea
on the seacoast ; but on the occasion of the great
festivals, when the mood of the people was always
most turbulent, he came to Jerusalem, where lie

took up his residence in the former palace of

Herod on the west side of the city. The largest
Roman garrison was stationed at Ca'sarea ; ljut

smaller bodies of troops were quartered in various

towns throughout the land amongst others in

Jerusalem, where they had their barracks in the

temple citadel of Antonia. The troops consisted

entirely of non-Jews, the Jewish population being,
it would appear, exempt from military service*

The taxes were now assigned to the Imperial
* Cf. Schurer. GJl'3 i. 460.
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fi.ii- nt. ami were levied l.\ the l'ioi inator, the

highest linanciiil ullirial, who in this wmk aiaih-d
himself of the niil of tin- various <i,iniiiiiii>t. The
duties, on the other hand, were farmed out ,-ii :\

lixed sum to private officials i /.>/'///< ,<//<)." l',,,ili

these 'publicans
1 ainl thnr subordinates wen-

often of Jewish extraction (rl. .-../. 1.1. Ill
1 " 1

); on
ill-count uf tin- inonlinate "-"'crd ami ill-.ln.ni--.ly

that freiinriitly ehaiadei i/ed them, they wen-

;jieaily hated anil ili'-|.i-i-il r publicans ami
sinm-is.' Mt !!"" ( nl.]. The taxation was

|n-olialily connected with the division of thr

country into eleven toparchics, each with its

capital. Tin- Koinau taxation of .Imhi-a ai:

deposition of Arcliel.iiis li-il also in the year 7 lo

tin- \isit of thr legate (.^iiirinius, for tin- p:npi-c
of havini: the inhabitants assessed. t l-'inalU, tin-

1'roi'iiraloi- \\.-i- tin- hiulie-t jmlii-ial aiilhoiitv in

thr land, anil hail to attrml to all important ).-iw

suits ; in particular, no capital srntrnrr could In;

rxrruted without bring c-onlinncil liy him. In

such rases hr hail siimet i mes a--- pcial ci 1 with liim

a Council inailr up of Kmiians (ffvuffotiXtov, Ac 'J.V-).

In other respects th mntry rnjoynl the ri'Jit of

self-government, which was exerci nl, as formerly,
liy the high priest ami thr Sanhnirin. ,lo~i-phus
(Anl. xx. loi puts the matti-r very well when he

says that the Jews, after they had hail a monar-
chical, hail now- aeain an aristocratic constitution.

llnl one essential ami characteristic change was
tl:afc the high priest was now appointed hy the

Unman Procurator. This cnmlition of things
Hinlrrwent no interruption except when Agrippa
I., umler the title of king, gathered the whole
land for a short time. (41-44) under his sway.
Diirin"; this period the same arrangements were
followed as umler Herod the t ireat ; the high priest,
for instance, being appointed liy the king. After

Agrippa s death, not only .Iml.i-a, Imt the whole

country of the .lews (with the exception of the
districts to the cast of the Jordan ami in the

north, which were assigned to Agrippa II.), came
lin-ctly under the Koman sway. The constitution
vn.; ilOW quite the same as in Juila-a prior to

Agrippa I., except that the Romans handed over
the rielit of nominating the high priest lirst to
Herod of ('hall-is ill ISiatid then tn Agrippa II.

The regular order of things came to :-u i-ml with
the outhrcak of the liual war for frrrilinn. The
laud was divided into various diM rid-, each umler
a ruler invested with dictatorial authority. lint

this organization ga\eway hriore the advance of

the Koiuaus. The last hie.li priest, rhannias, was
chosen liy lot liy the Xi-alot-. He \\.i- a man of

humlile exlraetinn, who had lived all his life in

thr country, so that he understood nothing' of the

ottice (Jos. BJ tv. iii 8). After the Fall of .l.-m

calem, the relative independence of thr.lrw- \\as

eoue I'm- e\er. The lii^'h piic-ts ili-a]i|ie:ned alonx
with the temple, and the Sanhediin alon^' with
them. Henceforward the cohesion of the Jews
\\.-i~ dependent solely upon tho.-e spiritual factors
which lent such invincihle strength to the Jews of

the DiasjKjra and had liren the real life-j>i im-iple
even of the Palestinian Jews the Law and the
Mf"ianir hope.
Krnm the foregoing sketch it will heevi<lent that

the whole of the properly Jewish administration

throughout the period in
<|
nest ion wiut concent rated

in the high priest anil the Sanhedrin (yepoivia. later

aivtiptoif, hence |"n.i:o). The sway exercised by
th'-e authorities underwent change, however, in

the course of time. It reached its ciiliuinatin^

)Kiiut under the Hasmon:eans, when the hi^h

priest had lu-i-oine the ruler of an independent

Tf. Si-lmrc;. ,',Vrll. 181 (.

t .<-. Ant. xvni. i. 1. (Jn Lk 2" cf., above all, Sc'hurcr,
J.c. i. ;,c-ff.

EXTRA VOL. 4

State. It was weakest under ll'-i.il, v\h,, I. n
little room for other authoritiee i--nii. him cf,

.ln>. .tut. XIV. ix. 4). Th pi-ii.iil- .luring which
the .lews were under foreign rul.i- maikcd the
normal sta^e of the power of the-e HIM ituiiou-.

illy, the jnrisiliction of thr ln^-h prn-t ami
the Sanhedrin extended only to .Iml.ea. It was
otherwise when the llaMiioua-ans cnhu^rd the
boundaries of the country, ami it continued t<>

In- MI during the following period*. llui upmi
ih. partition of the land after the death ot II, -md,
.In, I, i heeaine once more the sphere of jurisdic-
tion, the Samaritans heinj;, of course, Bubiecl .mU
I,, the Kniuaiis and not to the Jews, while in the
otlier parts of the country the tetrarchs wen il,,-

judicial heads (ef. Jos. Ant. XVIII. iv. 0, mid tin-

expression f'irl Tjy(p!it>a.t -ai ^JaffiXd't in Mt 1018
).

As to the fund ions of the Sii>ili-:ilrin, there m- .1

nnmhcr of allusions which cnahle us to form a

pretty clear conception. In conjunction with the

hi^h priest it was the representative of the nati, MI

to loiei^n nations and princes (1 Mae [I* !' 13").
It <h -ruled on measures for the fortification and
deirm-e of the land (1 Mac 12"; Jos. li.J IV. iv. 3 ;

cf. .It h Pi. It granted dispensation in the mutter
of the sacred dues (Jth II 14

), ami made arrange-
ments for the orjjanuat ion of the /icrxonnel of the

temple (Jos. Ant. XX. ix. 6). I!ut, ahove all, it

was the supreme court of justice, all important
cases boinjj brought before it, and the decision

Ij'in^' with it when the inferior courts were not
agreed (cf. Mt 5~, Ac 4 15 5- 1

U'- 2-', and the

story of the Passion). In the earlier period no
.sentence of death could he carried out without
the approval of the .Sanhedrin (Jos. Ant. XIV. v.

3); but Herod, in order to make the Sanhedrin
more pliaUe to his will, caused a number of its

members to be put to death ii/i. xtv. v. 4); and
when at a later period he appealed to this court,
his action would appear to have been more pro
fui'ina (ib. XV. vi. 2). Under the direct rule of the
Romans, the Sanhedrin lost, as was noted above,
the rijiht of condemning to death (.In 18Jl

; cf. Jos.
Ant. XX. ix. 1, and Jerus. >'/;// drln i. 1). As
long a-s the Jewish State subsisted, the head of
the Sanhedrin was the hi^'h priest. This is clear
from the concurrent testimonies of the NT and
Josephu-. The statements ot t le- 'I ,,1'nud on this

subject are based upon later theories, and cannot
be brought either in whole or in part into har-

mony with the reality. Thus the hivji priest
had, at all times, a certain juridical and also

political authority in addition to the functions
he exercised in connexion with the cultus. Even
in later times the members of the Sanhedrin were
chosen by preference from the leading priestly
families, a special fondness living shown for those
who had held the olliee of high priest. But, an
has already been said, the Pharisees succeeded,
under queen Alexandra, in making their way into
the Sanhedrin, and in maintaining their position
there, a minority though they were, in the times
that followed,

iv. SOCIAL CONDITIONS. The principal occupa-
tion of the Jews in the time of Christ, as in the
earlier periods, waa agriculture, with whiuh

breeding was ^em-rally combined. The Letter of
Aristeas 1 107 || i properly emphasizes the fact that

in Palestine the right relation was established
between tiin and country, the land bciii". i,-i;i],

,

yet in need of diligent culture, ami Uius rri|niring
a dense population settled upon it, so that the

great cities did not llouii-h here, as elsewhere, at

the expense of i he country |ip'il i
1 .on. 'The

land,' says the author, 'is thukly planted with

olives, co\eieii with lields of grain and leguminous
plants, rich in wine and horn \ : other liuits

and the dales ran no! l- iiumU-i.il. v. Inle i atlh- ol
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all kinds are there in abundance, as well as rich

pasture land for them.' Especially fruitful was

Galilee, where Jesus spent most of His life, and

'from which He borrowed the numerous country

scenes that we encounter in His parables. A
great many people found employment on the larger

estates, there being numerous servants, maids, and

officials of all kinds attached to the service of a

single house (cf. Lk 1242 16 1

).* Fishing was a

leading occupation in Galilee, being prosecuted in

the teeming waters of the Lake of Gennesareth.

We find allusions to this both in the Gospel
narratives and in the words of Jesus (Mt 134

-,

Lk 5 10
; cf. also the reference in Mt 7 9f - to bread

and fish, corresponding to bread and flesh else-

where). After the Jews, under the Hasmona?ans,

gained access to the sea, they began to prosecute

rishing in it as well. A variety of preparations
were made from the fish that were caught, and

these again played their part as articles of com-

merce.t See, further, art. FISHING in vol. ii.

Hunting is said in the Talmud to have been

prosecuted by some for a livelihood ; the abund-

ance of game in Palestine is shown by the history
of Herod, who was an enthusiastic sportsman. t
An important source of income in post-exilic

times was that derived from the work of the dif-

ferent artisans. Of the industry of some (builders,

engravers, smiths, potters) we have a graphic

picture in Sir 3S : that of others is illustrated by
the Talmudic writings.! Ben Sira recognix.es their

importance (without them is no city built, and if

they sojourn in a strange land, they need not

hunger), but he considers them excluded from all

higher spheres of activity, such, for instance, as

the public service (v.
33

'-). The later scribes held a

sounder opinion on this subject, many of them,

indeed, supporting themselves by manual labour.

Commerce took a great stride in the Greek

period. Particularly after the Jews came into

possession of Joppa and other seaport towns, they

began to imitate zealously the example of their

brethren of the Diaspora, and to take their share

in the trade of the world. Palestine was favour-

ably situated in this respect. Ancient caravan

roads led through Galilee and Samaria to the

coast, where the wares were shipped ; Arab cara-

vans brought the treasures of S. Arabia to the

southern part of the land, from which they could

in like manner be exported to the West. See,

further, art. ROADS AND TRAVEL (IN OT), below.

p. 3(39 f. The products of the fertile land, such

as oil, grain, wine, flax, formed articles of export,
which were exchanged for the products of Kgypt
and the Mediterranean lands. The Jews began to

undertake long journeys by sea in order to entei

into commercial relations with foreigners (Ps 107an

Pr 7
19

'-, Sir 43-'). In Palestine there were botl

merchant princes and petty traders (Sir '26-J ). The
connexion between home-born and foreign Jews
led also to a commencement being made in Pales

tine with those financial transactions for which the

Jews of the Diaspora had developed such a turn

having found in Babylon an excellent training
school.H Since such a condition of things was quite
unknown to the traditional Law, and its enact

*
Cf., further, Vogelstein, Die LaitduirUchajt in Palastina

1894.

t Herzfeld, Hanlelsgesch. 105 f.

j Ib. 103. Cf. also art. HUXTINO in vol. ii.

Delitzsch, Haiittiivrkcrieben zur Xeit Jem, 1875; Rieger
Vcr.mch einer Tecftnolojie und Terminologie dsr Uaiidirerice it

der Mischiia, 1894.

II The characteristic saying of Simon b. Zoma, that when he
looked on the crowd of humanity he felt impelled to thank Got
because He had formed them all to serve Him (i.e. to executt
all His purposes), lias reference not to the favoured body o
the Wise, but to the division of labour amongst men (Jerus
Bcrakho'h 13fl).

*\ It is very significant that To I 13 represents Achiacharus as
'

purveyor
'

(a/o^ao-r,,,-) of a foreign king.

nents were felt to be hampering, Hillel devised

he so-called
'

prosbolc-m\e, whereby the legal

Description as to the cancelling of all debts every
even years was practically annulled (see, on this

ind on the Deuteronomie regulations as to the

emission or suspension of debts, Driver, Dent.

7S11'.). The method of taking security was regu-
ated very precisely, as the Talmudic writings
show (cf. the Lexicons, s.v. jnnnt). There were

urms in which the names had merely to be

nserted. According to Josephus (BJ II.
xyii. 6),

;he bonds signed by debtors were kept in the

>ublic archives. As to the estimation in which

iiercantile occupations were held, Ben Sira speaks
as disparagingly as he does of artisans. But

at a later period things were otherwise, and

both priests and teachers of the Law engaged in

trade. For instance, Josephus (Ant. xx. ix. 2)

tells us that the high priest Ananias was a great
man of business ; cf. Tos. Terfanvth, where we
read of the shop of a priest. We may also recall

in this connexion the parables which Jesus borrows

from commercial life (e.g. Mt 13J5L )
The Essenea

alone abjured on principle all contact with trade.

See, further, art. TRADE in vol. iv. The increas-

ing intercourse for trade purposes led, moreover,

to other branches of industry. Thus inns sprang

up along the much frequented roads, where tho

hosts had their charges for attending to travellers

(cf. Lk 103Jf
-). The '

publicans
'

also, to whom the

taxes were farmed out by the Romans or the

native princes, were indebted to the growing com-

mercial intercourse for their livelihood and lor the

wealth which they so often acquired.
How far the civil officials the military do not

come into consideration for reasons indicated al.ove

received payment cannot be made out with cer-

tainty. In manycases their office maybe assumed to

have been an honorary one. This would be the case,

for instance, with the elders of the community,
the judges, the members of the Sanhedrin, etc.

But, upon the generally accepted principle that the

labourer is worthy of his hire,* it may probably
be inferred that, if not the rulers of the synagogue
and the collectors of alms (n,nx -Mi), yet at least

the synagogue attendants (no::n -jin) had a salary.

The same would probably hold good of the numer-

ous officials attached to "the court, who would be

paid by the king. When we pass to the case of

the priests and temple officials, we have precise

information to go upon. The incomes of these

were very considerable, and they increased with

the increasing population and the growing wealth.

The Levites were entitled to a tenth of the whole

produce of the land, and had then to hand over a

tenth of this to the priests (Nu IS3'-). Other

dues besides, of all kinds and in some instances

very considerable in amount, fell to the priests.

In peaceful times all this was exactly regulated ;

tor what Josephus (.4?!?. XX. viii. 8) relates of the

high priests, that they sent their servants to the

threshing-Hours to seize the portion of the grain

due to the priests, belongs to the latest period in

the history of the Jewish State, when all legal

relations were dissolved. Admittance to the

priesthood or to the Levitical body was open to

none but those who belonged to the tribe of Levi,

and the members of the privileged caste watched

over their prerogative with the utmost vigilance.

Not only the priests in Palestine, but even the

members of priestly families who lived in foreign

lands, drew up exact genealogies whose correctness

was examined at Jerusalem (Jos. Vita, 1; c.A/n.
i. 7). In the matter of the revenues, however,
account had to be taken merely of the priests who

* Mt 1010, 1 Co fflif'. A man engaged to accompany one on a

journey received, according to To 5 15
,
not only travelling ex-

penses but wages, and a present after the journey was enu.'d.
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lived in tin- Holy Land, who were divided into

twenty-four classes, nf which each li.-ul In ulliciatc

fur a .-ingle wei-U. Imt us a rule only t\\in- a year.
Ijuile it niiiiil.it nl priests lived cmi-iaui \\ in

.lei ii-alcm, b>it tin' if were also some w I in I lail their

I ii ii i if in other tun n- uf Juihca, or i'vm in t ;.-ililff .

AI col i llUg til t llf i Til I'M Lit lull-, -i ill If H !i:il ill illllt fill,

iinlffil, uf liiiclilfi !/>/ l'ii<\fif nnil tlit- l\u'ti<<

i, it li(J-tt Jill,, ;
, ! //e'.V Jci'ltS. 7V/////'/A-, 4S11.},

tin- tutiil number uf priests in tin- la-t dux- uf

.lew l-ll Ill-lul \ .1 11 lit I'll tu almlll I'll,!
H HI, lit \\ 111 Mil

- ." livfil in .Ifiusalem.
II!

|..
IX mi-Ill ill /.-</i-//.-/-.v then- is III) Illflil mil.

Accuriling tu ^ii'iUi'illi i. ;t, it was tin- synagogue
attendants thai -a\e elementary in-iim-i H.H in

I'llililri'M III! tllf Sabbath. I'llf-f would receive

nt niii-l a -al:n\ lui attending In ilirir 'lulu-- in

general. Ill a MX case, tllf ti'Hi Ill-is uf I llf I,.'IW

mill the seri ln>s 1 1 n I in>t li\r liy tlii'ir work uf tea. Ii

ing ; mi tlif coiitiary, if tliry were without mean-,

they pur-iied sunif handiiTntt, ui' even engaged in

trade, in iinlfi In gain a livclihuod. --Tliiit /'//>/
received a iff \vhen iln-ir -ei \ices H<- \.-i

is plain from sin h pa-sages as Sir ,'!S-', and Midrasli
'

i'.IJi'i mi l.a 1 .

Tlif class iif tiff fiii/ciis incliiilcil alsu the day-
lui" urers, win. ouned nu land, ami hail nu lixeil

employment, Imt hired out their labour daily (cf.

tlif
| ictiire-i|ue ilf-ri i|itiuii in the |i.-iralile of Mt

When, ii..i Ion", before the outbreak of the
wai fur freeiliini. ihc lemple was at hist lini.shuil,

.lu-f|ilms (.-l/i/. xx. i\. 7) tells us that mure than
Is, lal'umvi- \\ere thrown out of work, that it

\\.-i- if-ulxed to utili/.e the treasure of the temple
in order tu procure employment for them, and that
t In \ received their v ages even if they hail wrought
only a single Imiir. See also nrt. WAGES, below,

p. 358.

Ignite ditlerent was the standing of the slaves

proper, who enjoyed no personal freedom. Even
Jews might fall into this condition, if, fur instance,

they cnulil not pay their debts (cf. Mt 18^), or had
been -.unity uf tlictt. The Law, however, contained
a seiif- ut emu -I nu -MI - (see full discussion of these
in Driver, li'iit. Isl II.) by which the slavery of

a .lew had a time limit imposed upon it. liy
iiii-ans oi ihf combining method of exegesis, this

period xvas shortened still mure, namely when the
\i-.-ii uf Jubilee happened to fall within the six

years' period of service.* But, as the year of

.lul'ilee was not really observed, this enactment
cuiilil have no practical consecjuence.

(In the
other hand, the later teachers of the Law laid it

iin\\ii that a Jewish girl \vas to serve as a slave

only till she reached (he age of puberty. t It may
fin I Iif r be assumed that, as the prosperity of the

peiiple increased, such cases would always be more
rare, and that pour Jews would be saved from
this fate by the ready benevolence of the people,

coupled with the organized methods fur the relief

of tlif pour (the third tenth every three years, and
the collecting of alms in the synagogues). The
majority of slaves were, accordingly, without
doubt, foreigners acquired by purchase. J See,
lull Iif r, art. SERVANT ill vol. iv.

When we compare the condition of the Jews

immediately after the Kxile with that which pre-
vailed in the time of Christ, a very important
dill'e ifm -e. as was above remarked, presents itself.

Instead of the small, poverty-stricken population
of Nfhfiiiiah's day, we see a numerous people,
which with energy and industry can turn to good
account the many sources of wealth that abound

Jos. Ant. iv. viii. 28 ; cf. Saalschiltz, Motaitchc* R.'cltt, 713.

t s.ialv.-liul/, /..-. S17.

t With ll.i Be ton i-n slaves they hod generally, according to

theTalniuil, :i ur.i( <U-al of trouMe ; cf. Zailnk Kahn. L'fitfiac-
'

Ii: Talmud, 1S07. p. 173f. For an earlier

period, cf.
'

in their land. In spite of their longing for M.I
anic time-, in spite uf the unrcahl \ ul iln-uworld
of ideas, they displayed in real lite much admit
ness and a remarkable turn for business, so that
their position had come to be one of great man -nal

well-being. The clearest evidence of their i \Ha
ordinary energy is nlibrdcd by the circum
that, although they were very heavily bunl-n..!
with taxes, they were not reduced to poverty, but
on the contrary continued to increase in wealth.
The dues they had to pay were partly sacred and

partly secular. The former were based upon t he-

enact menu of the 1'riests' Code (esp. Lv
[Heb. "] 7"- 1

", Nu IS8
'28

), with which c.-nain

prescriptions from Deuteronomy (14'--'"
;s 18 1 " 8

)* were
cum billed. The principal due was the Levites' tenth
of all the produce ol the soil, in the paying of
which the most painful exactness was shown by
strict Jews (cf. Mt 123a ). But before the tithing
of the produce of the soil there was a twofold due
deducted: the lirst - fruits of the 'seven kinds'

(see Scluirer, GJl'3
ii. -49), viz. barley, wheat,

grapes, ligs, pomegranates, olives, and honey ; anil

the teritinCi, which was not exactly measured] but
was understood to be the fiftieth part (see Scluirer,
I.e. '249 f.) of all the fruit of Held and tree. From
the products which were then tithed there was
taken (in addition to the tenth part paid to the

priestly tribe) a second tenth, t which, however,
was destined, along with the tenth of cattle

(Lv 27s
-'-), for sacrilicial feasts. But every three

years a third tenth (the 'U' li-'VC, the 'poor-tithe,'
according to the Uabb. interpretation of Dt 14 1* 1 -

;

but see Driver, I.e. 170 n.) was deducted for the
benefit of the poor. Further, the firstlings of all

animals that might be ottered in sacrifice were
claimed as a due, while a sum of money had to be

paid for firstborn children and the firstlings of

unclean animals (Nu 18 IS
'") ; not to speak of a

firstlings' cake (the h'tllii) of coarse flour (Nu
IS-

1" 1

', cf. Bo II' ), and a part of the wool at the
lirst shearing (Dt 184

). Lastly, there were various

Occasional offerings that required to l>e brought.
The annual temple poll-tax (Ex 3U141

-, Mt IT
1

"), on
the other hand, was not high (half a shekel for

every adult male), and could not he felt except by
the very poorest. See more fully,

on the subject
of this paragraph, Scluirer, GJV^u. ^4;j-'Jtii' [JI./2'

II. i. '230-254].
In addition to these very considerable dues.J

there were the secular taxes. After the Jews
were freed from the (jreek domination, which,
from a financial point of view, was very burden-

some, requiring a third part of grain and half the

produce of fruit trees to be paid, the taxes passed
to the Hasnioti!cans. When Herod altei \\anls

became king, he obtained command of all the

secular taxes of the country. According to Jos-

ephus (Ant. XV. ix. 1), these consisted mainly in

the rendering of a certain proportion of the pro-
duce of the land, besides which the king levied a
market toll on nil that was sold in Jerusalem (il>.

XVII. viii. 4). Herod's whole revenue, according
to Ant. XVII. xi. 4 (with which, indeed, ti.1 II.

vi. 3 does not agree), amounted to more than
ttiO talents (

= 309,000) a year. The Jews com-

plained bitterly of the amount of the tnxes laid

On the irreconcilable conflict Iwtwecn these codes in certain

.M, sec 1'river, iJeiit. liUf., Jl-lt.

I I '..ll.iwinK the Itabb. intervrfunion of Dt \t'&-~, which
held the time here ]-..

- r. ! to be distinct from, and in

addition to, the tithe of Nu 1S^'
'

; but see l>ri\er, I.e. leaf.;
Schurer, i.e. 1241! ; and art. TITHR in vol. iv. p. 7M1.

I In the Suhbutical >earti nil iluc* I...-. .1 U|N>II tin-
}>r

the soil would of course be dispensed with (cf. Jo*. -In', vvn.
xi. 0).

;
l: _ inlini.' their system of taxing we know noll.i:

uniil in Joseplius (Ant. x\n.

Schurer. (Ml't'l. 34!>). The people fell Hie tnv^n i II. i .1

to be lu-avy in coinjiuri^oii with uhat bad gum b

xvn. xi. IX
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upon them, and alleged that it was only by bribing
the king himself and his tax-collectors that it was
possible to save oneself from injustice (Ant. xvn.
xi. 2, cf. viii. 4). But of course we are not to lend
too much credit to these complaints, especially as
we learn that, after the great famine, Herod
voluntarily granted the people remission of a third
of the taxes (Ant. XV. x. 4). Herod's successors
no doubt organized the matter of taxation upon
the same lines as himself. Herod Antipas, who
derived from his territories an annual revenue of
200 talents, had customs officials stationed on the
frontiers (Mt 99

), to levy duties on imports and
possibly also on exports. Agrippa, too, who for
a short time had the whole land under his sway,
would probably utilize the system of his prede-
cessor. But during his reign not only was the
market toll at Jerusalem abolished (see below),
but the king, who was anxious to gain the affec-

tions of the Jews, remitted also the duty upon the
houses of the capital (Ant. XIX. vi. 3). During
the period that intervened between the deposition
of Archelaus and the accession of Agnppa I.,

Judaea,
*

and, after Agrippa's death, the whole
country, was taxed by the Romans, and the
revenues passed into the Imperial Jisciis (cf. Mt
2221

). The taxes proper were levied by the Pro-

curator, the commercial imposts were farmed out
to private officials. The taxes consisted partly of
a proportion of the produce of the soil, which was
paid either in kind or in money, but they included
also a poll-tax, which was levied even on women
and slaves.t Vitellius remitted to the Jews the
market toll that had to be paid at Jerusalem (Ant.
XVIII. iv. 3) ; but in spite of this the taxes were
very high, and were felt by the people to be ex-

tremely oppressive (Tac. Ann. ii. 42).

Taking all these dues together, we see that the
material resources of this little nation were drawn
upon to an extraordinary degree, and that none
but a very energetic and temperately living people
could have borne such burdens, 'and upon the
whole even prospered under them. From the
social point of view, the Jews must be reckoned
among the more fortunate nations. As long as
the foreign yoke was not too heavy and their

religious susceptibilities were not offended, there

prevailed amongst them a considerable degree of
contentment and a healthy enjoyment of life (Sir
1411. i4j ( hich at times might rise to hearty re-

joicing, as we see, for instance, in the Song of

Songs and the noisy celebration of the Feast of
Tabernacles. No doubt there were social extremes,
the one of wealth and luxury, the other of grinding
poverty (cf. the parable of Dives and Lazarus),
but the majority belonged to neither of these
classes, and in peaceful times led a temperate and
generally contented life.

v. PARTIES. If the Jewish people was thus free
from sharp social contrasts, there were opposing
elements of another kind amongst them, which
consumed their strength in the most dangerous
fashion, and whose conflicts are the moving factors
of the whole post-exilic history, until at last they
brought about the destruction of the nation. The
essential principle of this opposition is of a religious
character, social and political principles play only
a subordinate role in it.

What in pre-exilic times had been the wealthy
secular nobility, became after the Exile the temple
aristocracy: a privileged class to which a number
of quite diverse circumstances gave a marked
superiority. We have seen how, in consequence
of the growing prosperity of the nation, the priests

* The Samaritans, who also came under the Roman sway,
were relieved, according to Ant. xvn. xi. 4, of a third of the
taxes, because they had taken no part in the revolt.

t Cf., further, Schurer, GJ K" i. 511.

necessarily came into the possession of great wealth.
At the same time the condition of things involved
the passing of the relics of independence whicli

were left to the Jews, into the hands of the high
priest and his priestly coadjutors. In this way
they were brought to interest themselves in actual

politics, and thus were gradually forced into

opposition to the strict party, whose ideal was
complete political passivity and a confident ex-

pectation of Divine intervention. There were thus

developed opposite religious principles, which by
constant friction were always brought into sharper
contrast. The 'pious' could not avoid looking
upon their opponents with the same eyes as those
with which the prophets had regarded the secular

nobility of their day. The rich aristocracy were

thought of as the ungodly, who believed not in

God's help but in political devices often of a

desperate nature ; they were the unrighteous, who
used their wealth and their influence with foreign
nations to inflict all kinds of damage upon their

opponents, the strict party. At the same time it

would be a serious misunderstanding to reduce
this opposition to a mechanical system, and to

suppose, for instance, that all the priests belonged
to the broader party. That there were even high
priests who sympathized with the stricter tendency
is sufficiently proved by the instance of Simon the

Just, whose memory is still glorified in the later

Pharisaic literature ;
and among the ordinary

priests there were many who belonged to the

'pious.' Jewish history shows also that, among
the priests who politically occupied the standpoint
of the secular school, there were earnest men who
were prepared to lose their life rather than neglect
the duties assigned to them in connexion with the
cultus (Jos. Ant. XIV. iv. 3). It would be equally
wrong to suppose that the strict party represented
an opposition to the temple cultus because this was
in the hands of the temple aristocracy. That it

was not so may be shown from the way in which
Ben Sira, who himself belonged to the stricter

school, exhorts his readers to honour the priests
and to pay them their appointed dues (Sir 7'-').

The correct view is simply that in the ranks of the

temple aristocracy there was a party prepared to

sacrifice the sacred uniqueness of Israel for the
sake of worldly advantages, and that this disposi-
tion was so strongly developed that its representa-
tives could not but appear to the strict school in

the light of apostates.
The name under which in later times the ad-

herents of the secular party meet us is Sriclducecs,

properly members of the Jerusalem priesthood
(from ZadoJf, 1 K. I

8
,
Ezk 4041i

). In opposition to

them the Pharisees stand for the most uncom pro-

mising representatives of the stricter tendency.
The name means properly

' those who separate
themselves,' who keep at a distance from the

ordinary unclean life and from all unclean per-
sons (in contrast to the 'am hd-'arez, the common
people, who were indifferent in matters of Levitical

purity, etc.).

It was the elevation of the Maccabees that was

responsible for the above-described opposition be-

coming a chronic malady. The Maccabees were

originally allies of the stricter school, but, after

they attained to the supreme power, they slipped
over to the views of the temple aristocracy and
thus came into conflict with the Pharisees. Above
all, it was repugnant to the strict party that the

Hasmomcans should confuse and corrupt the
Messianic hopes. It is evident from the so-called

First Book of Maccabees that the adherents of

the Hasmona'an princes believed that these hopes
had found a fulfilment in the persons of the latter.

After they had conquered the whole land and
assumed the royal title, it did indeed look as ii
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I In' old Davidic KinLjdmii liad been raised up once
1II01C. Till' eiilnlelllll.il 1. in <>! till- de-eelal:nll nf

I'M- Davidic throne an>l il" 1 -a.-i.-d Impe- meets n>
ill llii' P-alm- ill Siiliiiiniii IT'"') Illlil ill ;l pa age
in tin- 1 Sunk ni Knurl i i eh-. in il. ;

< I. al-n A -.-ii in
|
>.

MII-. 11
1

"-. 'I'll.' in el I hmw n| I III- Maeeaha an holl-e
i Ihr air. Tin- Saddiicee- \M-H- cmnpletdy

subjected under Herod, ami lia.l lo-t all inllu'-nri-.

I 'in I IT I In- K. Una li ill. In ilia! lull, tlir lii^ll [i]
H--1 .

an. I

with liim the Saililin-i.|.-. regained Ln-ater political

linpni lame (gee above, p. IM, I. ill I hey mi lmi;_-er

jilayril tin 1

|irim-i|ial part. \Yh.-n t!n- war I'm five-

'i'.iii l.mke nut. ihe\ -might at lir-i In -lill.- ihe

m.n i-ini-iit, ami thru, when they failed in tin-, in

guide it. llul tin- waves iinw ran so high that

they c|uickl\ swept a \v;iy this time-worn ami en-

t'.-.-lili-il 1'aity. Si -i
1

, further, int. SAIUH ri I,- in

M.|. iv.

The development nf I'httrisiiiftin was very i

ally shaped liy tin 1 Ma.-caha-an peiiml. I
l|i]ni-itiuii

In tin- lla-moiia-an- brought mil it- iim--i'lri|

I'-mii-ni-ii to tin- full, especially when, under
Alexander Janna.us, things went MI far a- a civil

Mar, in which the Pliaii-.es wen- at tir-t victori-

iin-, lull afterwards beaten ami cruelly |nnii-ln-il.
ISut it wa-> a iiimiieiitntis circumstance that im-

mediately thei-eal'ler, under .|iieen Alexamlra, they
gained political pnwer. They I'orccil their way into
t In- Sanlicili in, carrii'il a mmilier <if their law.-, and
thu- tasted the sweets of rule. Thereby their
1 ...... stimahle qualities were iicvclo| eil, ami tl.erc

al.i-e among thelll t hose 1 'hal i-ces w it 1 1 w liolll we
make acquaintance in the linspcls. \Vitli them
tin- external llmni-hcd at the expanse of the in-

ternal ; lieneath their numerous religious exercises,
.-nch as lasting, alilutions, prayer, almsgiving,
thru- was oiicn concealed an impure, iinih.tiou-,

haughty disposition, who-e eml ami aim was to
Ini'l it over the crowd. Their renum-iat ion of all

inieiest in foreign polities
was abundantly com-

|.-n-ali-il l.y the inllueiice they exercised over thein mlliiem '' to \\liich even the Sadducees
i.-nl to licml [Joa .If'. XVlll. i. 4). It may he

added that it is noi only the New Te-lanieiit that
il.-- iili-- iln- I'liai i-i-i-- in this way. The Assump-
tion of Mo-es contain- a pa 7

'

) of precisely
similar import, whic!i al-o n-ii-i- without iloulit to

the I'liari-ei'.-.'
1

Ill COUrSO thcle wen 1

exci'pt -,nll-

nmon^ them, a- we I. am CM-II fioin the New
Ti--taim-nt ; and I In- I'.-alms of Solomon, which
cinaiiat.'l I'riini I'liari-iiie circles, still contain
minh of the pure and nohle piety which we
en. iiunii-r in the canonical I'-alms. See, further,
art. I'HAKlsi;];- in vol. iii.

While the sharp opposition l-i \M-CH the Saddu
'-. ml tin- Pharisees receded somewhat after the
overthrow <if the Hasmona-ans, there grew up
w ii Inn Pharisaism itself opposing inlluences, which
were de-tined to be still more dan^. -rmi- to

of Ihe] ..... pie. Although the 1'hurisees ot h.

wen idi'iititied with the quiet and passive waitin>r
for the time of the Messiah, the enrolment of the
.lew i-h people by Quirinius (see above, p. 41)*) gave
birth to a new party, which in other re-pei-i-
auneil with the Pharisees, but regarded the

siruvx'" for freedom and the casting-oil of the
Komaii yoke as a sacred duty. The founders of

this party of Zealots ([!?) were a man of (Jnlilee,

n.imeil .Indas, and a Pharisee, Sadiluk (cf. Jos.

An/, xvin. i. 4). From the ranks of these patriots
tin n lame, during the last decades before the war
for ii ..... lom, the utterly ruthless Sinirii, who,
in in. -d with a short dagger (sica), mingled with the

i-iowd, especially on the
jjreat

feast days, and
selei ted their victims alike from among foreigners

iity followed by Josephus in Ant. xvil. Ii. 4

nows ol tin- Pli^n-eCJ* tu i.'.' ti TAI,IUI' xxt gfj^TTv* i-r*:;-kn
u. ....

and from their fellow-countrymen (Joa Ant. \\
(ill. Ill; /{,/ II. xvii. 11, e|,-.'; A. Bl"). A^ain-t
Wild llM-llllOtH like tlle-e the III i illlile.l

of the I'liurisees came forward, and were thu- at.

times led to go Inind in ha ml with the Sa.l.i

The theological points of ilillei. n i he
Saililncees and the Pharisees, UJHHI which .1..

la\- -o much stress, are merely parti, ul.u ill

imns of the above-described dee)ier conira-t

spiritual development which had taken place in

Ihe stricter circles since the time of Aniioclm-
l-lpiphanes, and the new conceptions which had
I..-. -n thus reached, were not shared by the Sail. In

ice-, who held conservatively to- ancient tradition.
Hence they rejected and ridiculed the <h i im- of
a resurrection a circumstance from which <

may infer that they did not accept the lto,.k of
Daniel.* In general, the present possessed moi.-

significance for them than the hope of I

which was the life-principle of the stricter pai i \ .

Similar was the state ot" things with their reje. t inn
of ihe belief iii spirits and angels. In thu circles

of the 'pious' there hail also been a very pro-
nounced development of the notions regarding
tlie-e. winch had its roots, indeed, in the earlier
1 1 1' writings, but yet was so peculiarly inllueneed,
partly by foreign conceptions, that strict conser-
\atne- were bound to reject it, especially if, like
the Sadducees, they had positivist tendencies.
When the Saildin i e-. a-ain, laid stress upon the
freedom of the will, this was connected with their

political leanings as above described : in their

polemic they would have in view not only the

passivity of the 'pious,' but also the growing
disposition to transfer the real sphere of history
to the angel-world, and to convert history into a
conflict between good and evil spirits, of which
human history was only a n-lle \ii.n As to legal
enactments, the Siddueces held -triet ly to the

Law, and rejected the oral Torah of the Pharisees.
It is, no doubt, also in this connexion that the
controverted

j
mints mentioned in t lie .1 .-u i^li I n e: a -

ture come in, but these give no clear picture of the
Hint -principle of the oppo-ii ion.

The third, 'philosophical,' part}', mentioned by
Josephus generally along with tin- Pharisees and
the Sadducees, namely the Esscnes, belonged to an

entirely different world. This wa- a -mall n-eetic

sect, permeated with mysticism, and holding some
extremely strange notions, the origin of which is

still an unsolved problem. From asocial point of

view, the community of goods was the most char-
acteristic feature of their organization. I

employed themselves in agriculture and various

handicrafts, but would have absolutely nothing
to do with commerce. At least the majority of
them renounced marriage. They acknowledged
the temple, and sent votive gifts to it, but re-

jected entirely animal sacrifice. They held the
Law in very high esteem. They believed in the

immortality of the soul, but did not teach the re-

surrection of the body, because they regarded
connexion with the liody as a species of 1."

for the soul. The doctrine of angels pi:

great part in their system. Among their many
peculiar customs, those which express a venei.n u.n

lor the sun are the most notable, becau-e
show most clearly that we cannot completely
account for this sect from Judai.-m it-. -If

is genuinely Jewish in their opinions and cii-lnm-

comes nearest to 1'lmrisaisin, but the .iill-

are too great Im |-'.--ciii*iii to be set dow:.

degenerate oil-hoot iniiii it. This small, p.

1""i\ never probably had very much weight. >-.-.-,

further, art. E3SKXES in vol. i.

Cf. Mt 22**'. On the i|iu-tion to wl

thu Chut a III.
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vi. EDUCATION AND CULTURE. Regarding the

education of Jewish children we have only scanty
information. According to the Bab. Talmud
(Biibrl bat/inl, 2Ue), Joshua b. Gamaliel (probably
the high priest who held office A.D. 63-65) ap-

pointed teachers for boys in every province and

every city, and children were brought to these

when they were six or seven years of age. Ac-

cording to Shabbath i. 3, the synagogue attendant

(hazzan) was required on Sabbath to teach children

to read. Josephus (c. Apion. i. 12) and Philo (ed.

Mangey, ii. 577) speak as if it was customary for

the Jews, even as children, to learn the Law.
But this can refer only to the circle of the scribes

and the educated classes, and not to the mass of the

people. For if children learned in the boys' school

to read the Law, and if this accomplishment was

general, it would have been superfluous to have
the Hebrew text translated into Aramaic at the

synagogue service (see above, p. 47"). The latter

custom was manifestly due to the circumstance
that the common people no longer understood
Hebrew. When, therefore, Jesus, the carpenter's
son (Mt 13s5

), was able to read and expound the
Bible text (Lk 41Mr-), this would naturally strike

the people as something unusual and excite their

wonder. But it is impossible to decide with cer-

tainty how large the circles were that possessed
rolls of the Law (1 Mac I

3lif
'). As little are we

informed as to the number that were able to write,

although it is evident that the growth of com-
merce and the increasing pursuit of a business life

must have contributed largely to the spread of

this accomplishment (Lk 16). There is no mention
of any regular instruction of girls, a branch of

education which was not enjoined in the Law.*
The higher education consisted in the stricter

circles of a deeper study of the Law, especially the

special enactments that had 'been orally trans-

mitted. The student selected some eminent legal

expert as his teaclier. Thus, for instance, the two
famous exegetes Judas ami Matthias were very
popular teachers of youth at the time of Herod
the Great (Jos. Ant. XVII. vi. 2) ; the disciples of
Hillel and Shammai formed two well - defined
schools of interpreters of the Law. St. Paul
studied at Jerusalem under Gamaliel (Ac 223

), etc.

After his course of instruction was complete, the

disciple was reckoned among the Wise (D'pan),
as opposed to the unlearned (ts'vin, i.e. the Gr.

f'5tu7-7;s).t Yet the detailed statements contained
in the Talmudic writings as to the instruction in

these higher schools (cn-tn 'P2), and as to the

organization of teachers and pupils, are not to be
transferred simpliciter to the time of Christ, for
without doubt the conditions subsequent to the
destruction of the State must have influenced the

development of things.^
But there were other circles in which the higher

education had a somewhat different character, in-

clining more towards the worldly culture of the
time, as was the case in great measure with the
Hellenistic Jews. As a matter of course, it was
the nobility and tli3 courtiers that favoured this
culture. A good example of such an education

presents itself in the person of Josephus, a scion
of the leading temple aristocracy, related on his
mother's side to the Hasmona'an royal family.
According to his own account ( Vita, 2 f. ), he com-
menced even as a child to read the Law, and
speedily made such progress that, when a hoy of

fourteen, he used to be consulted by the leading
*

L:iti.T Jews deduced from the word 'sons' in Dt II 19 that
the- I,;m diil not require the instruction of daughters (Bacher,
Dif Airii'l" >!'* Tannait-en, ii. 372).

t >n tin- other hand, the phrase ""1XH CK 'people of the
land' is used in opposition to Pharisees, who were not all
scribes.

I Cf. Weber, Jiid. Theologies, 1897, p 125 ft.

priests on points of interpretation of the Law. At
the age of sixteen lie began to study carefully the

tenets and maxims of the three sects the Saddu-

cees, the Pharisees, and the Essenes ; nay, he even
lived for three years with a rigid ascetic in the

desert, in order to put also this conception of life

to the proof. When nineteen years old he decided
to cast in his lot with the Pharisaic party, but he
studied, further, the Greek language and litera-

ture. He had such a command of Greek that in

his twenty-sixth year he was able to travel to

Rome, where he obtained access to the Empress,
who treated him with great consideration. He tells

us, however, regarding his attainments in Greek,
that, while he had made a thorough study of the

language, his Jewish usages had hampered him in

acquiring an exact pronunciation of it.
'
It is not

our way to accord any great appreciation to those

who have learned many languages . . . for this is

an accomplishment of which slaves are as capable
as freemen. But those alone are regarded as wise
who thorough!}

7 understand the laws, and can

expound the Holy Scriptures' (Ant. XX. xii. 2).

That Josephus had difficulty, further, in the use
of Greek in writing, is evident from the circum-
stance that, in preparing his history of the Jewish

war, he availed himself of the help of colleagues
who were proficient in Greek (c. Apion. i. 9). But
he not only devoted himself to the study of the

language, but, as his writings show, had read a

very considerable number of Greek authors, hi'-ides

being acquainted in some measure with Greek

philosophy. Here, then, we see how, in the case

of a Palestinian Jew of good family, a strictly
Jewish education might be combined with a Hel-

lenizing tendency.*
As to the ordinary stage of culture among the

Jews, this was in general conditioned by their

acknowledged dependence upon the Holy Scrip-
tures. Here lay hidden all the treasures of wisdom
for those who knew how to dig them up. While the
Hellenistic Jews were under the influence of Greek

philosophy, and made frequent attempts to dis-

cover in the Scriptures the ideas of foreign wisdom,
the native exegesis was based essentially upon tlie

text itself, whose many secrets it was sought to

penetrate by an acuteness which displayed itself

in the form of ingenious combinations of passages
of Scripture. Nothing had any value whose pres-
ence could not be demonstrated in the Law and
in the Scriptures. And yet the world of ideas in

which these men moved was not so completely
uninfluenced by foreign culture as they themselves

may have imagined. Several centuries of contact
with Parsism had not passed without leaving clear

traces. t As little were the Palestinian Jews able
to shut themselves off from the influence of the
Greek spirit, by whose effects they were every-
where surrounded, and whose traces may lie

largely observed in the Palestinian Midiash.*
Yet all this worked quietly and unconsciously,
and did not lead to any essential transformation
of the Palestinian culture.
As far as a knowledge of history was concerned,

there was naturally a disposition to abide by the

information contained in the Bible : whereas there

were only broken reminiscences of the events of

the post-Biblical period. In this respect, indeed,

* On the other hand, when Rabbi Ishmael was asked whether
it was allowable to learn Greek wisdom alonpr with the Law, he

replied (in allusion to the words '

by day and by night,' Jos 1 s ,

Ps 1- etc.) :

'

Only if thou canst find a time which is neither day
nor night

'

(Bacher. Die Afiada der Tannailen, i. 202).

t Cf. E. Stave, Ueler den Einjluss rf 1'arsismui avf dag
J n:l. ,:t inn, 1S9S ; also the art. ZOROASTHIANISM by J. H. Moulton
in vol. iv. The Babylonian influence contended for, CSJILV -iullv

by Gunkel, is still somewhat problematical, and its extent is in

;im MSC not yet demonstrated.
I Cf. Freu'dcnthal, Heltenittiche Sluditn, IS/5, p. 60 ff.

i

Siegfried, Philo von Aleiandrifn, 2b3ff.
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a 111:111 like .lii-ephu- forms nn exception. Km In-

is likewise an exception aiuon- his I'ale-t im.ui

fellow-countiyinen, and his great work on the

lii-icny of Israel wa- intended not fur -lews Inn

lor (lie rrst of tin- world.*
in an acquaintance with n'ii" we can

scarcely -peak. I'll.' I'.ook of Knorh, il i- true,

occupies ilsclf in tlrlall \\ith COSmologlCOl anil

astronomical -ceret-. mill shows, ami.l-t a multi-

tude of fantastic n. ili, in-, a knowledge of the

Iw.'Ue -i"ii- ol I lir /mliac. tin- legnlai pha-e- ol

lli.- moon, the >olar and lunai years, p.-ihap* the
X Veal' e\ cle of III.' Creek-, tin- folll' illte! ealal V

days, all. I il conlain- al-o -oine geographical allu-

sion- uli-. 7- IV. I. Hut tlii- niii-l lie \ie\\e.l a-

peculiar to a few writers, and not a- tin- -tandard
of the prevailing culture. At all event-, in a

letter nt K. Camaliel it. ' the Intercalating oi :to

daxs into the .an. 'lit year is ju-tilied mi t he

ground that the lambs are still small, an. I the

crops not yet lipe.
I In the :t(ith clay ot c'ac-li

iiioiitli the Sanhc'.h in met, and, if il a- lli.-n

iinnounced to it tliat the i
- cre-ccni was

\i-ilile. the .lay WH- niaike.l a- holy, so that the

preceding 111. .iilli ha.l oi,l\ .'.I da\- conntc'.l to it.

If the da\ was chiud\, the new moon was not
reckoned to commence till the' following day. J
I .. '..'ji .-iphic-al know lectio was enlarged liy the

jiuirni'vs ..i .le\M-h merchaiii-. l.ut yet was in

general superficial and vague. S

MedidlU was upon a primitive ha-is. Tin- mild
and seii-il.lc lien Sira exhorts his readers not to

despise the 1

physician's help, since the Lord has
. leal.. I medicines out of the earth, which the

apoili.-cary knows how to mi\ and the physician
how to apply iSir :is"r

-). The healing powers of

the various hot springs of Palestine had heen dis-

:. and thev were largely taken advantage of

(.los. \',i,i. Hi; Ant. XVII. vi. 5). But the con-

ception of diseases was still essentially <i purely
religions, or, in most instances, a superstitious one,
so that in the treatment of them all kinds of

magical methods took a prominent place. In

_ ii. ill, ihe lielicf in magic played no mean ride

among-t the- .lews, although it was forbidden in

the Law. This was a sphere in which the Law
wa- poHcrh-s- to coiiti-ol the notions of ineii.il See
art. M \i;lc' in vol. iii.

It was only in the sphere of religion that the
standard of popular education was high, and it

was regarded as extre l\ important to see that

this should lie so. While the cultus was essentially
the concern of the priests, there had been for long
c-tahlished all over the land synagogues, where
i is instrnetion was attended to and the

I |

I.- acquired an acquaintance with the holy
Scriptures (Ac 15'-'). The synagogue building (n'S

nw?n, 'n'ca7oj*p7 or irpofftvxii) contained a press where
. red writings were kept, anil an elevated

place where the reader stood. The service was
introduced by repeating the passages Dt(i4- - "

'*',

Nu I.V"- 41
; then came a prayer spoken by a mem-

I., r of the congregation, to the accompaniment of

the 'Amen' and other responses by the people.
This was followed by the lesson from the Law,
which was read by several members, preferably

priest* or Levites, and translated into Aramaic,
\. i .

Iry verse, by an interpreter (jrj"ro). Next

![.. inconsiderable were the historical recollections in the

K;il, Linn L! lit.-nUure U shown in llerenbourg'a E**ai eitr Thin-

/>i }'alf*tine t 1607.

I in Italnmn'B Aratnuische Diatcktprol,en, 1S9C,
i, ::

; Ii was Tint until atiout 200 years nltor the destruction ol

Ji-nitil.-in tliat the .lews tK-u-nn to flx ihe new moon on astro-

.T'.umla. See Itichm, U It D ii. 1IBI4, ami ct. art. NEW
Mi". v in v.. I. iii |. r.'2'J

1

', nncl TiMKin vol. i\. |i. TH.
{(I. N. ira/iliieilu Talmud, ttolifl.

i T.I II"; ,I.i. Ant. vill. ii. 5; L. lllml, Has aitjuditdu:

Zaul,.: Schurcr, KJV* iii. *< ff.

eaniR the reading of a nection from tin- Trophet-,
which was translated in the -aine way . l.k 4 i7

,

Ac I3 IS
). To this reading there wa- attached a

sermon, during the delivery of which t ie -p. ak. r

was accustomed to Mt, whereas the read< i- -i I

I
1

i ''). The service closed with the benediction
\ n i

''-) t which was pronounced by a prii-t. '1'he

principal
service wns that of Sabbath toi.noon,

but tiiere were less elaborate servi. .

Sabbath afternoon and on some week days, l.a-ilv.
Divine service was celebrated on all ie:. -i da\-.
In this way those of the people who felt (hat

they formed a community had abundant opp.n
tunity given them of milking acquaintance uilh
tin' Scriptures and of receiving instruction an
tication. It is worthy of note how in this mat t.-r

there is a retrocession of any privileged clas-, t he-

service being of quite a deinocratical character.
Even if a preference was given to priests in the
reading of the Scriptures, this function could lie

discharged by others as well, while the delivery
of the address was open to any member of the

congregation, or any qualified visitor who happened
to lie present (see art. SYNAGOGUE, vol. iv. p. 041').
The above account of things applies, properly

speaking, only to the men. Dut it we would have
a complete picture of the stage of culture among
the .lews, we must face the question of how it

stood with the women. There is a want of his-

torical data here, but certain characteristic features
come out. For instance, we learn from .loscphus
(Ant. xvil. ii. 4) that the 1'harisees exercised great
influence over women, a circumstance which proves
that the latter felt an interest in party questions
and themselves took sides. Thus even queen
Alexandra allowed herself, contrary to all the
traditions of the Hasmomeans, to be guided by
the Pharisees, The Uospels show us how deep
was the religious interest on the part of women,
and how receptive they were to the teaching of

Jesus. On the other hand, evidence of the slender
culture of women is all'orded by the circumstance
that it was they especially that devoted them-
selves to magical arts, so that even women of

noble birth were at times accused of sorcery.*
vii. AKT AND LITERATURE. With the Jews the

first place among the fine arts is held by music,
because this had entered into the service of

religion. The temple musicians formed a guild,
in which the technique and the understanding of

tli. numerous technical expressions were heredi-

tary, not being communicated to outsiders a cir-

cumstance which explains why these expressions,
when they occur in tne 1'salms, especially in their

titles, ware unintelligible to the (Jreek translators

of the LXX.t The members of this guild, who
were not at lirst (lizr IIP'-, Neh 7'-'

J
) reckoned

among the Levites, had been bv the time of the
Chronicler (1 Ch B 1""17

) included in this class of

temple ollicials, and shortly before the destruc-

tion of the State they obtained, by the aid of

Agrippa II., the right of wearing the same linen

garments as the priests an innovation which, ac-

j

cording to Joseplius (Ant. XX. ix. 6), contributed

|

to bring about the punishment of the people. Tiie

pieces that were sung were the Psalms ol the Old
Testament. The whole of these were not, indeed,

adapted to this purpose (e.g. I's 119), but in the

case of a large proportion ot them there is ancient

testimony to their liturgical use. The I'salms

were sung by the otlicial singers, the people -true k

in only with certain responses. The -

accompanied by harps, zithers, flutes, and cyml.al-.

although, unlortunately, we are not ini-

as- to the exact form of procedure either witli

the singing or the instrumental accompaniment
I'.laii, Da* attitnltufhr /

. JU.

t ft. J.i. "i. in /..I !'' xvL C.1MK.J 171.
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The trumpets blown by the priests would not

belong to the orchestra proper, but would serve

simply to mark fixed points in the service. How
early the liturgical system was developed may
be inferred partly from the statements of the
Chronicler and partly from the very graphic
description in Sir 50. But the Psalms were sung
also outside the temple, especially at the Paschal
meal in private houses (Mt 20-"'). Alongside of

this sacral music there was also a secular species,
which was used especially to accompany the popu-
lar dance (Mt II 17

). The Israelites, in fact, had

always been a music-loving people, with whom this

exercise was resorted to on all occasions either of

rejoicing or of mourning. The height to which

popular poetry had risen among them is evident
above all from tlie Song of Songs, which points
back to the songs sung at wedding celebrations.

On the other hand, the plastic arts were com-

pletely forbidden to the Jews, in so far at least

as they had to do with the representation of any
living creature. When Pilate on one occasion,

forgetting the consideration for Jewish scruples
usually shown by the Procurators, caused stand-
ards emblazoned with pictures of the Emperor
to be brought to Jerusalem, the popular feel-

ing was so violently excited that after a while
he ordered the offensive emblems to be removed
(Jos. Ant. xvin. iii. 1). The golden eagle which
Herod had placed over one of the gates of the

temple was an abomination to strict Jews, and
a number of fanatics, upon the occasion of a
false report of the king's death, tore it down
an act for which they were themselves punished
with death (ib. XVH. vi. 2). Those of high
rank, indeed, set themselves above the strict

custom in such matters. The Hasmonsean queen
Alexandra caused portraits of her children, Aris-
tobulus and Mariamne, to be painted and sent to

Antony (ib. XV. ii. 6). Agrippa I. had statues
made of his daughters (Ant. XIX. xix. 1). In the
non-Jewish cities botli Herod and his successors

played the part in general of decided patrons of

Greek art. In Crcsarea on the coast, and in other

towns, they caused temples and theatres to be
erected. Nay, Jerusalem itself did not escape, for
Herod had a theatre and a hippodrome constructed
in it, to the great offence of the strict Jews. The
same course was pursued by Herod Antipas at

Tiberias, which assumed quite the stamp of a
Greek city (see above, p. 47"). The Jews thus
made acquaintance with Greek architecture mainly
as an element in heathen civilization, and on this
account the splendid pile of temple buildings at
Jerusalem was not an unmixed source of joy to the
strict party. That there were some Jews, how-
ever, who availed themselves of this art is shown
by the sepulchral monuments in the Kidron valley,
one of which, according to the inscription, belonged
to a priestly family.
The Jewish literature that has come down to us

from this period, with the single exception of the
historical works of Josephus,* is composed in the
interest of religion. Shortly before the Maccabiran
era, the Book of Sirach, a collection of rules of
conduct and Hokhma teachings, was written.
From the Maccabee period itself we have the Book
of Daniel, some of the canonical Psalms, and
probably also the Book of Ecclesiastes, the beast-
vision in the Book of Enoch (clis. 83-90), the First
Book of Maccabees (c. 100 n.c.), the strongly anti-
Hasmoncean passage Enoch 91-105, while the
Psalms of Solomon belong to the time of the
overthrow of the Hasmomeans. The rest of the
Book of Enoch is also possibly all pre-Christian.
TLe Assumption of Moses appears to have been

* The historical work of Josephus' contemporary, Justus of
Tiberias, ij lost.

composed shortly after the death of Herod the

Great. On the other hand, neither of the two

extremely important Apocalypses of Baruch and
Ezra was composed till after the destruction of the
Jewish State that of Ezra under Domitian

(A.D. 81-96), that of Baruch apparently somewhat
earlier. There are, further, the legends of Tobit
and Judith, the Book of Jubilees (a midrashic
recension of Genesis), and the Martyrdom of

Isaiah, which cannot be dated with certainty, but
all belong to the period under consideration.

As regards the estimation in which this litera-

ture was held at the time, some writings, namely
Daniel, Ecclesiastes, and the ' Maccalwan '

Psalms,
were received into the Canon of the Pharisees,
which afterwards became the only authoritative
one. The Book of Sirach was not, indeed, canon-

ized, but enjoyed high esteem, and is not infre-

quently cited by the Talmudic teachers, so that
even the original Hebrew text of this work sur-

vived, and has recently been recovered in large

part. See art. SIRACH in vol. iv. The Psalms of

Solomon emanated, beyond doubt, from the heart
of the Pharisaic circle, and so frequently remind
us of the canonical Psalms that it is a matter of

surprise that their original text has completely
disappeared. The rest of this literature, on the
other hand, was afterwards disavowed by Pales-

tinian Judaism, and hence we make acquaintance
with it only in translations which circulated in

Hellenistic circles. It is difficult on this account
to say how these writings, above all the apoca-
lyptic portions of them, were regarded at the
time by the proper representatives of Judaism.
The Apocalypse of Ezra itself claims to be a work
of mystery to be read only by the initiated.* And
the same is true, no doubt, in part of the other

Apocalypses, with their many seerets.f On the
other hand, they not only obtained currency
among the Hellenistic Jews, but their world of

thought comes in contact on the one side with the
New Testament, and on the other, in spite of

essential differences, with the late Jewish litera-

ture, in such an unmistakable fashion as to show
that they must have been widely read. Even if it

should be held that these coincidences are due, not
to direct use of these writings, but to a common
world of thought, with which the people were
familiar and on which the literature in question
also shows its dependence, our view of the then

existing Judaism would have to be modified all the

same; for then we should have to employ for its

reconstruction not only the characteristic features

of the official Torah study, in conjunction with the

survival of the pure and inward spirit of the OT
in some circles, but also the mystical sphere of

ideas, with its descriptions of the world beyond
and its numerous attempts to burst the barrier
created by the national limitations of Judaism.
Here we have a difficult task, but one that is of

extreme importance for the correct appreciation of

Christianity, and for the accomplishment of which
the necessary preparations have onlj' been com-
menced. J

viii. THE JEWS OF THE DIASPORA. As long as
the existence of the post-exilic Jewish State in

Palestine continued, the Jewish communities of

the Diaspora were thrown into the shade by it.

Nevertheless, developments and transformations
took place amongst these, which were of the

greatest significance both for Judaism itself and

* 2 Es 12S"f
' Write all this in a book, and put it in a secret

place, and teach the wise of thy people, of whom thou art sure
that they are able to comprehend and keep these secrets.'

t The Assumption of Jloses appears to have originated in
Zealot circles.

t Cf., among others, Dalman, Worte Jesu, 1898 [Eng. tr. 1902] ;

Wellhausen, Skizzcn und Vorarbtiten, vi. 225*ff. ; Baldensperger,
Das Judentum alii I'orvtuff des Christcntuins, 1900.
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(in I Ini-lianity. At the time MI" rhri-l I ln-ie Men
Jewish communities in <-\ ei y eon-Mi -[ahie IM\\ n c.t

tin- \inrlil. ( >riginnlly, tin- .le\\s had been forcibly

traii-]iMrli-il [M lorei;jn Lm.ls : Ky tin- A--ynan-
llllil liahylonialis III till- Euphrates di-triet-, by
Artaxerxes t vim- ID II \i. am:., et.-.

-,
m- t h.-y li.nl

tnkni tlu-ir tli^lil iiliiuiiil from li-ai ol lln-ir

flli-lllii'-: >i>. for in-tiilii-f. tlio-f Jews \\llii llfil to

E'jvpl al'.-r tin- murder of (inlaliali r- K _'.">'", Jcr
II lint afterwards they migrated, in 6V61

ineii-'i-ing numbers, to variou- countries and
selibd llii'if. partly, it may I" 1

, beeau-r lln\

v.'ie ili--:tti-lii-il with tin- i litimis at home,

partly beeau-e great niatfriiil advantages were
otlep-il tlifin in foreign parts. Tin' rim I rentrr-

MI-II- tin- Knphrales ill-tin-ts, S\ria, ami Egypt ;

lint tli--i ! M i-ri' also many .IfM * set tli-il in tin- other
M iianenn lamU, ami it may In- pre-ume.l that

ill NT linn-- tlit-iv B .-i huge .!> i-li eommunily
in Koine. Of 11 the cities inli.'iliili-il by Jews the

most important was Alexandria, for here they
were not only so numerous that IMD of tin- live

ili-tiii-l- of (lie city Mi-re called '

tin- .lr i-h.' I ml

tln-\ ' ami- into eont.-u-t here especially with the

Hellenistic \vorhl of thought, ami allowed them-
M-'lves to In- strongly inlluem-ed liy it.

An --I'litial factor in tin- life of the Jews of the

Mia-poia Ma- tin- fn-e e\erei-e of their religion,
which was allowed thrill in tin- time of tin- lii [

ami ninler the Human domination. Things
went ln-,t with them in plat

-e- M here they lived

as an independent hody with State recognition,
\\hei. -a-, in those lands or cities where lln-y simply
enjoy! ei|iial rights of citizenship with othi-r-.

they n-adily r.'ime into collision and conflict with
the heathen population. Amon-.:-t their privilege-
iim-t IK: i -ekoned also the po es-ion of a juris-
dietioi: Mid a eoin.-iv.e of thriroMii. Tlie latter in

j.-:.rtie\ilar
was of importance, for thus alone were

tiiev in a position to pay the poll lax to Jeru-

Kali in. On other point- the constitution and
..'ation of Jewish communities dillered in

dillen-nt ciiuntries.

The religious instruction of the Jews of the

Pia-pura Mas ha-"d, UUe that at home, upon the
!

i -crxiee of the synagogue, there being one
or m -vnag.igues wherever .leM- were -rith-d.

In II. Hi -ni-tie eirelrs tin- Sept u.'igint played the
wmie part as tin- llel.n-M- 1 - -. t in Hie mother

country, being without d-jubt used in the readiiiL;

of th>- Si'iiptures, a- acquaintance with lleii;i-M

inn-: have lieen rare on the part of Jr\v- livinj;

aluniid. See, further, art. DlAsrou.v in the pies
cut \ uliinie, p. til II'.

The Jewish -Hellenistic literature, MMIIIL; not

only to its hein^' written in the Creek hm
but to its being more or less interpenetrated MM!I

I he ( ireek spirit, and its use of the I in-ek literary
fiirnis. ha- a dillerent stamp from the Palestinian.

Keating out of account the Alexandrian expan-
sion- of -ome books of the OT, we may
thi- lii'-iature under the three heads of HUtory,
I'lieti-y. and 1'hilosophy.
A number of writers treated the ancient Jewish

/ in 11 modernizing fashion, in order thereby
to claim for it the interest of the foreign world of

i -. In addition to some fragments, of which
tho-i- of l.upolcmus, owing to their peculiar syn-

cretism, are the most notalile, we have to mention
In preially the Antiquities of Jose[)hus,a work
\\hiili for the reasons mentioned above must be

iii-iird to the Hellenistic rather than to the

I'ah-linian literature. Other authors made the

limn, diatf [last the subject of their narratives.

Thus the so-called Second Hook of Maccabees is

(in eMiaet from the extensive work of Jason of

I'liilo t-iiinuti-s the number of Jews in Egypt at about a

niilluMi >-l. Man^ey, iL 523).

('yrene on the Maccaba-an ii-in^. Tin- mo-i valu-

able of these writings is Josephu-' IH-I-OIIMI , /;./ of

t lie great revolt of the Jews a^ain-t the Kmiian-,
to which are attached certain portion- of hi- anio-

biography. An ill-natured uttaek upon i In- .!. .-. <

knl .losephus, further, to compo-e an a|nilo-i-tie
work (c. Afiiun.), having for il- aim to exhibit the

hi^h antiiiuity of Judaism. To the ela-- of literary
tui-i-iies belongs the so-called Letter of Aii-lea-,
in which a Jewish author makes a heat hen ii-l.ite

the story of the origin of the Septuagint. The
-aim- i- the case with a '

tendency
'

rceen-ion of a

work on the Jews by Hecaticus, the revi-ei of

which put forth his composition under the mime
of the Creek historian.

As regards the employment of poetry, we ba\e,
lirst of all, the remarkable attempts to transfer I In-

forms of the epos and the drama to the ii-alm

of Jewish history. There are, for instance, frag-
ments of an epic presentation of the history of

Jerusalem liy a I'hilo, and a drama by an Ezekiel,
whose subject is the Exodus. To the same cate-

gory belong also the verses put by Jewish poets
into the mouth of the ancient oracle-giving Sibyls,
and which mark the apocalyptic tendency that
was so prominent in Palestinian, but less so in

Hellenistic, circles. See below, p. GO tt'.

Most important of all are the writings which
are more or less influenced by Creek jtliilunujihij.

The only independent Jewish thinker is 1'hilo,

M'ho plays no unimportant role in the history of

philosophy. The others assume an eclectic atti-

tude towards the various Creek schools, and aim

only at bringing their ideas into harmony with
those of Judaism, several of them seeking at the
same time to justify their dependence on Greek
thinkers by maintaining that the latter originally
borrowed from the Mosaic Law. The principal

expedient to which these authors resort in order

to harmiini/e the heterogeneous elements, is the

allegorical interpretation of the Law and tin-

Jewish history.* To this category belong the

writings of Anstobulus (2nd cent. B.C.), of which

only fragments are extant ; the Stoicixing work on
the authority of reason (the so-called r'ourth Hook
of Maccabees) ; and the writings of 1'hilo. A
transition to tills species of literature is exhibited

by the Book of the Wisdom of Solomon, which,
in spite of Cr. influence, still reminds us strongly
of the Pal. llukhiaa literature. Cf., further, artt.

WISDOM in vol. iv., and PHILO, below, p. 19711'.

LITKRATCKK (in addition to works on the history of Israel or

of the Jews). Schneckenburger, Vorletunpen iibrr n

lite, 1802; ll.ui-r:i:h, A'eutenl. / -. 1S73-

77 (3rd L 1871) (IM. i.)] ; Wellhausen, t)it 1'hariiaer and Sail-

dticnfr, 1S74 ; Itaphall, 1'ottt-biblical HfttoiV <>f thf Jev:, 1856 ;

Stapler, La J'attxtiiie au temps de Jtsu*-Chrit, 1835, Let t'dfV*

/ >i //'."/"* de Jrmut< Christ 2, 1S7S ;

Buumgarten, *l>er national-judische llinti-rxnirid der iieulest.

i,' (in JDTh, 18(H-oo); Wicseler, Beitni(!C zur neu-

lest. XeitjreschiL-ht' (in >A". 1-7'it; Lauren, Dag Jtf<

in 1'ahintina zur Kcit t'h<-^t>, 1-iW ; Edernheim, Tfic /.

.Iftnit I/if Metniah, 2 vols., 18S3; Schilrcr, GJl'*, 3

TOlB. .Hid Inclrx vol., 1898-190'J |Eng. tr. (//.//') from 2l

Holtzinann, Srutest. Zeitijettchichtf, 181>->. For a fuller Biblip-

^r.i|ili\ Ihc reader may consult the work of Schitrer.

KHAXTS BUHL.
TALMUD. Tie- /</;/( i(rf(-noS?), meaning a 'teach-

ing,' an 'inference,' or a 'doctrine,' is a term
i urn :dy applied to a collection of works embody-
ing the tiral Law n; Si'sy .-n^n, lit. 'the Toriili by
niMiiili handecl down to the Jews by \-.

i ion, in contradistinction to the V
;I
.,--

L
.. --

--, |,t. -ill,' Torah in writing.' Tin-

ini-^in MI this Tradition is unknown i tin- i-onnmni

\ ieM -

I I lie media-val authorities, claiming the -a me
Mo-ale author-hip and high u.nti<|iiit.\

lie- Seiiptiiie-. i- uncritical. Hut, as i' i-ilo-ely
1.111111. led with the history and development of the

An int- T' ' t'i denioimtr.i

ullla-l!, nil III llu- L* : ^-, H^IT.
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hermeneutics of the Scriptures, its commencement

may safely be dated back to the exilic period in

which was first established the institution of the

Synagogue, whose main function consisted in

teaching and interpreting the word of God. The
Hebrew term for

'

interpretation
'

is Midrash (i?TP>

cf. 2 Ch 13") ; and this tern), like the Eab. term

lyiliiu'da (^?P, matter received by way of Tra-

dition), which includes the Prophets and the Hagio-

graph.i, may likewise, perhaps, be applied to

certain portions of the canonical writings, e.g.

Chronicles. The prominent feature of the Midi-ash,

however, as an instrument for enlarging upon and

expanding the word of the Scriptures, is best dis-

cernible m the ancient Kab. productions, which,
in spite of some hyperbolical expressions, provoked
by heat of controversy, never seriously aspired to

the dignity of Scripture. As a consequence, they
for the most part properly kept apart text. and

interpretation, and thus clearly showed the process
of expansion. The results gained by this method
varied in their character with the ,;ature of the

Scripture passages, according as they were legal
and ritual, or spiritual and homiletical. The former

classes are comprised under the name Huldkhd

(npSn), signifying guidance, a rule of practice, a

legal decision; and the term extends also to the

usages, customs (MinMgbn nvnp), ordinances

(Tf-kanuth rriJijp), and decrees (Gezeruth nm;), for

which there is little or no authority in the Scrip-
tures. The latter (spiritual and homiletical) arc

classified under the term Ilaijfjiidd (fn;n, Aram,

nijx),* meaning a tale, a narrative, an explana-
tion, a homily ; and the term includes also the

gnomic lore of the Kabbis, as well as stories and

legends bearing upon the lives of post-biblical
Jewish saints. Such topics as astronomy and

astrology, medicine and magic, theosophy ami

mysticism, and similar subjects, falling mostly
under the heading of folk-lore, pass as a rule also

under the name of Hutfijadil.

The schools active in this work of the interpreta-
tion and expansion of the Scriptures extend over

many centuries, and are known under various

designations, each designation marking in suc-

cession a different period.
i. The SCphfrim (D->ps), 'Scribes,' commencing

with Ezra and going down to the Maccaba>an

period (430-100). Scarcely anything is known of

their literary activity; the term 'Words of the

Xijfilifrim
'

(cn^ta "^) is used indifferently by
the Rabbis of Hiiliikhuth dating from various

ages, and implying in most cases not the iiiitlinr-

s/iip of, but the authority for, certain given state-

ments. Less vague are the Kab. references to

the ' Men of the Great Assembly
'

(nVnjn n-j? '?)*)

and ' their Remnant '

('n 'o;=
'

'-?). thought by
some scholars to lie identical with the Sv/iln'rim,
or at least to have formed the executive of the

latter.t To these are attributed not only certain

sayings, suggestive, among other things, of their

teaching activity (as
' Raise many disciples,' M.

* See Bacher in JQR iv. 400 ff.

t See Weiss, Dor Dor W 'Dorshoir. \. p. 54 ' Kuenen in his

essa.v,
' tjber die Manner der grossen Synagoge' (nrrnpyinu

pp. 125-160 of the Gesammelte AbhanSlvngen zur Biblixchen
II Vxx- n*':haft von A. Eucr.en, Freiburg and Leipzig, 1S94), con-
tests the existence of such an assembly (cf. also art. SYNAGOGUE
[TllK GREAT] in vol. iv., and the Literature cited at the end of

that article) ; whilst D. Hoffmann (Ma;ja~in fiir die Wissen-

scliafl des Jtidentmns, x. 45 ff.) and S. Krauss (JQR x. 347 ft.)

try to refute his argument. On the whole, the present writer
is inclined to admit that there is an element of truth in this
tradition regarding the Great Assembly. The Judaism which
emerges suddenly after this nebulous period is essentially a

product of the Synagogue. It is hard to see how it could e'ver

have thriven under the care of the historical priests or the

coMiiopnlitan .Vi;,//,v of the moderns: and such a Synagogue
wimld most naturally have developed under the auspices of an
;iut!i"rity which acted in conformity with the spirit of the

ordinances, decrees, and teachings attributed by the Kabbis to
the men ot the Great Assembly.

'AbCith \. 1), but also many ordinances and decrees,

the most important of which are those bearing

upon the arrangement and the completion of the

Canon of the OT, the reading of the Law on
certain days of the week, the lixing of the daily

prayers (probably in six benedictions now embodied
in the so-called 'Eighteen Benedictions, mvi; npf ),

and the introduction of the saying of grace after

meals. The custom of pouring libations of water
at the Feast of Tabernacles, and going in procession
round the altar with branches of willow trees, de-

clared by some Rabbis to have been introduced

by the prophets, as well as the so-called ' Laws
unto Moses from Mount Sinai' (amounting to the

number of forty-three, more than a third of which
refer to the preparation of the phylacteries), may
also have dated from those sopheric times, remote-
ness of assigned date pointing, as a rule, to the

pre-Maccab;ean period.*
ii. The Zi'igith (ni:!i ;

Gr. Svybv}, 'Pairs,' a name
given to the leading teachers that flourished between
the Maccaba-an and the Hcrodian period (c. 150-3U).
Five such ' Pairs' are recorded in the Uab. litera-

ture, extending over 5 generations, and succeeding
each other in the following order: 1. Jose b.

Joezer of Zereda and Jose b. Johanan of Jerusalem ;

2. Joshua b. Perahya and Nittai of Arbela ; 3.

Jehuda b. Tabbni and Shim'on b. Shetah ; 4.

Shema'ya and 'Abtulyon ; 5. Hillel and Shammai.t
According to tradition each ' Pair

'

represents the
heads of the Sanhedrin of their age, the one whose
name occurs first in the list serving in the capacity
of Nasi ('?;)

' Prince or President' of the Sanhe-

drin, the other in that of 'Ab Beth Din (;-n
n-3 ax),

' Father of the House of Judgment,' or ' Vice-

President.' This tradition is contested by many
modern scholars as incompatible with the state-

ments of Josephus and of the New Testament,
according to which the high priest for the time

being was ex offirio the president of the Sanhedrin.

But, whatever their particular function and title

weiv, the existence of the 'Pairs' as the heads of

a religious corporation to which the large bulk of

the nation belonged, and which thus formed an

important factor in the development of the Oral

Law, cannot well be doubted. To them are
attributed not only various Haggadic sayings
(M. 'Abijth i. 4-15), but also Halakhic statements
as well as certain ordinances and decrees. It

was under the first 'Pair' (also called 'Eshlculdth

rriViSi'N ['!
identical with the Gr. cr^oXj;], a title iliac

disappears with them) that, according to the

testimony of the Rabbis, the first difference of

opinion regarding the performance of certain

religions practices occurred between the sages.
The Hiilitkht',th attributed to Jose b. Joezer, the
first named of this '

Pair,' as well as the ordinances
and decrees ascribed to him and to his colleague
of the first

'

Pair,' were apparently composed in his

age, the language of the H&lukhuth (Aramaic [M.

* See Weiss, ib. p. 66. The high priest Simon the Just

(probably Simon I., c. 300 B.C.) is supposed to have belonged to
this Remnant, but the saying recorded in his name is really

sopheric in its character :

' On three things the world is stayed :

on the Torah,jind on the Worship, and on the bestowal of Kind-
nesses' (M. 'Aloth i. -2). Of his successor (2nd in the wptiertc
line), whose name Antigonos of Sokho shows already a marked
Hellenistic influence, only the following saying is known ;

' Be
not as slaves that minister to the lord with a view to receive

reward, but he as slaves that minister to the master without a
view to receive reward' (M. 'Aljot.h i. 3). This sayiny, which
has a certain Stoic savour about it, is supposed to have given
rise to two heretical sects.

t See C. Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers", p. 14, note 9,

for the chronology.
i For Literature on this point, see Schiirer, GJV 2 ii. p. 188 ff.

Of special importance are Kuenen, I.e. pp. 49-81 ; Hoffmann,
Die Prdsidentur iin, Synedrium jl/fl.7. v. J67S, pp. 94-99 ; and
Jelski, Die innere Einrichluntj rfc.s grosften Syncdrion, etc.

Wellhauseifs Die Pharisder wna Sadducuer must be taken with

great caution, as his command of the Rabbinic sources is iiu-

perfect.
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'EMyyCth viii. 4]) Mini the subject of tin- or.linatii --

iiinl ileere -
1 l.e\ itical pin ity) being liolli

in tii
I
ui ly. Slinn'iPii 1 1. Shctuh of the third 'Pail i-

cre.liteil with having introduced several important
ii-ioim- in \aii.ni- religions deportments, widi-i

Sheiiiu'ya :ind '\htalyon were called tin1
'

ii

One- ui tin- I ieneialioii
' and the '(.real Inter

Iireler-

'

i> nj c';y-yi). The most important I'.m.

niv. ,-\.-i
.
an- llill.l iihe Elder) and Shammed (tlie

Klilert, in v. ho-e name- more // are n-

coideil than i>i any other 1'aii ; the\ were al-o

tin- founder- ui two great -cimoi- i i: ti< NAxj/i///"/,

!' tli II ill '
, *; r-

, ,-;,
' the Hou-e or Si 'I I

of Sham ina i 'and 'I he llnu nl II illel'i which con-

linur.l tin- work of their master- for some genera-
lions. Ililli-l, a native of Uabylon and (according
to t radii in i a de-.'einlanl "I t he hoii-e of David,
was particularly lamoii- I'm

1

In- me. -kne-s ami
unmule-mindedness. Among other things ho is

n-poi i cil to ha i- -a n I.
'

r.i- oi the disciples 01 \ . on,

lo\in^ peace and pursuing peace, loving thy tehow
crca tine-, and draw ing I licm m-ai ! o I lie '1'orah I-M.

'Alii. Hi i. I-.'] ; whil-t he also taught to a lu-athi-n,

-eekiii". admi ion into Judaism,
' What is hateful

to thy-elf iln ii"i to thy lellow man ; this is the
whole I'orah, tin- n t i-onl\ coniim ntary

'

(Skntt-
luit/i '.\t\ii\. Shammai'- -.-lying was, 'Make thy
Toiah a li\cd thing, say litth- and do much, and
receue every man with a cln-i-rful countenance'
(M. 'A/a.//! i. l.'i) ; but he was not particularly
tamou- I..] his gentle ii-mpiT. The most marked
feat me aliout these two leaders is their activity
as interpreters ot the Law and their application
of the n-sulis of this interpretation to practice.
Thu- Shamiiiai presses tin.- words n?m iy ( until it

In- -iilnliicil,' Hi -Jo i all that the act of sub-

duing a hostile pi must not he interrupted even
on account of any religious consideration, and thus
he peimii- the continuing of a battle even on
Saliiiaih (SIuAbath i;i). Billel, by subjecting the
term '-,;'-( in its season,' Nu J)-) to the interpre-
tatin\ -inle .it analogy,' inferred from it the
lliiliil.-'n'i that the duty of sacrificing the Paschal
lamh overrule- Ml consideration of Sabbath, when
the I itli of Nisati lall- on the 7th day of the week
(P^uliim 66ra). Imleud it was Hillel who first

iiameii i hi- l!:ile- of Interpretation, seven in

number (Introduction to the Turnth Kohttntm),
and which developed later into thirteen and more.

iii. The / N'.~ , 'Teachers,' the name
j_'i\, !! to the authorities living during the lirst two
cent uiies of the Christian era (c. l(l-2oti), com-

incneiu^' with the schools of Shammai and Hillel

and terminating with K. Jeliuda the Patriarch, a

".reat -grandson of Hillel. The period of the Tan-
n i * in, most of whom bear the tith Rabbi ;T

'

my
Master,' but losin}; later its pronominal signifi-

cation) or (more rarely) Raboan (\-,~i 'Master'),

may i mi\ eniently lie divided into four successive

generations, the principal men of which are

First ii, -iK'rnti'jn (1(1-80). The 'schools of Sham-
mai and Hillel,' comprising many teachers whose
nainev liai e not come down to us. The underlying
principle dividing these schools on many import-
ant points is not known ; but on the whole the

seho,,| of Shammai may perhaps be characterized
u^ -launch conservatives in their adherence to

Tradition, who allowed little room for the play of

interpretation, and were as a rule very rigorous
in their decisions ; whilst the school of Hillel,

already described by the old Kabbis as 'plea-ing
and meek,' were more inclined to compromise in

their teaching, greatly given to the developing of

tin- Miili-n.ili, and in general less severe in their

llnl'il.-liii- dicta. The most important of those

l'r i In- hi-l.Tii .il and theological significance of Ihin method
of inUTprrtiition. si't- Chwolson, l)ax tttztr PoaaubJlt Cttruti

a, ,il I. , I a. i ,,. in* / " < tSt. Pcteraliuri;, IslW), p. iulf.

known by name are Kabhaii llam.iliel ! In- Elder,
and liabban .lohaiian b. Xakk.u, lith ..| tie

of Hillel. Gamaliel, a son (some -a\

of Hillel, is known for various rcloims inn.

by him, as well as for the part he look in tin- tiial

ot the Apostle Paul (Ao 6*""} ;
whil-t .lohanan was

equally tamoiis as one of the leaders of the peace
party in the war against the Romans (ilii ,

as tlie founder of the Academy of .lamnia, whieh
became the centre of Jewish life and thought alter
the destruction of the temple.
S ,,,,1,1 (Jcncmtiun (90-130). Rabbon Gamaliel

II., President of the Academy of .lamnia after the
death of It. Johanan [having been rather auto-
cratic in the treatment of his colleagues he was
removed from his olliee for a time, but soon after
restored to it]; K. 'Klie/.er b. Jakob I., who was
considered agreat authority in traditions regarding
the structure and the arrangement of the service in
the temple ; It. 'Kliezer b. Hyrkunos, a brother-in-
law of K. t la inaliel, and the head of a school in

Lydda [though a disciple of It. .lohanan b. Zakkai,
ot the school of Hillel, he cherished Shammaitic
principles, which .fact brought him into collision
with the majority of his colleagues, and subse-

quently led to his excommunication]: II. Jehoshua
b. Hananya, likewise a disciple of It. Johanan b.

Zakkai, but unlike his colleague, 11. 'Eliezer, with
whom he had many controversies, of a humble and
submissive disposition ; 11. 'Kliezer b. 'Agarya, who
derived his pedigree from Kzra the Scribe, and who
obtained the olliee of President of the Academy of
.lamnia when K. (Gamaliel was deposed. To the

younger teachers of this generation belong 11.

I'arphon, of the school of Shammai (?), who had
attended the service in the temple; It. Jose of

Galilee, who had controversies with II. Tarphon
and other Taniinim; It. Ishmael b. 'Elisha, best
known for his thirteen Itules of Interpretation
(see above). Together with other members of the
Sanhedrin he emigrated from .lamnia to L'sha,
where he founded a school called after his name,
to which various Miilras/tim are attributed. It,

'Akiba b. Joseph, a disciple of several older
teachers of this generation, was master of most of
the distinguished Kabbis of the next generation,
and not less famous for his skill in systematizing
the content of tradition than for his ingenious
methods of interpretation, which enabled him to
find a basis for all the enactments of the Oral Law
in the Scriptures. This fact, together with the
circumstance of his patriotic xeal and his martyr
death in the Hadrianic persecutions (c. 130), made
him the most famous of the Tann/iim. To this

generation belong also the older disciples of It.

Akiba Sliim'ou b. 'Azai and Shim'on b. Zoma
best known for their moralizing sayings and
mystical tendencies (in the direction of a Jewish

jjnosis)
which they shared with their master, but

from which, unlike the latter, they did not escape
without injury. 'The one ga/ed (into the chaiu-
liers of heaven) and died, and the other gazed
and was not in his mind.' Their contemporary
'Kli-ha b. 'Abiivah, also called 'Aher (the Other
One), was less iiappy than these, for he 'gazed'
and 'cut the branches,' that is, became an
apostate.

'iln i-il Generation (130-100). The disciples of
It. Ishmael, of whom oiilv two are known by their

names (H. Jo-hia and It. Jonathan), whilst the
others are usually quoted as 'the Tanna ot I he

school' of H. Ishmael. The younger dist-iph-i
of It. 'Akiba are It. Meir, who continued the

systematizing labours of his master, ami i- thus

-i|i|..i
e,i to have laid the foundation of a \li-lma;

It. Jeliuda b. 'll.-n. who is called 'the lirM ot the

Spankers' ; K. slum on h. Vohai, of whou, K.

. \kilia said, 'lie -aii-licd that 1 and tin
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know thy powers'; R. Nehemiah, to whom, as to

the two last-mentioned Rabbis, various Tnnnaitic

compilations are attributed ;
R.'Eleazar b. Shamua,

round whom the greatest number of disciples

gathered, and R. Jose b. IJalaphta, to whom the

book Seder 'Olam (nSy -no), containing a chronology
of events and personages in the Bible, is attri-

buted. Abba Shaul, compiler of a Mishna, and

the Patriarch R. Shim'on II. b. Gamaliel II., are

also included in the third generation.
Fourth Generation (160-22U). R. Nathan Hab-

bablili, who emigrated from Babylon to Palestine,

and there held under the last-mentioned Patri-

arch an office in the Sanhedrin the nature of

which is not quite known ; Symmaehos, the dis-

ciple of R. Meir, and a great authority in matters

of civil law; and various other Tannaim, sons

and disciples of the authorities of the preceding

generation. The most important among them is

the Patriarch R. Jehuda Hannasi, also called

fiabbcmi halfkadush (c'iip.rr '3"3"!),
' Our Master, the

Saint,' but more frequently Rabbi,
' the Master,'

without adding his name. He was the son of the

Patriarch It. Shim'on II., and the disciple of R.

Shim'on b. Yoliai, and of R. 'Eleazar h. Shamua ;

he presided over the Sanhedrin, which during this

generation was, as it would seem, a migratory
body, shifting from place to place, from Usha
to Beth-shearim, and thence to Sepphoris and
Tiberias. This R. Jehuda is said to have main-
tained friendly relations with the Roman authori-

ties of Palestine at that period. This fact, as

well as the circumstances of his noble birth,

great wealth, official position, saintly character,
and his mastery of the contents of the Oral Law,
gave him an authority over his contemporaries
never enjoyed b}' any other Tannn, and gathered
round him a band of distinguished disciples and

colleagues which rendered possible his work as

compiler and codilier of the Mishna.*
The literary productions of all these generations

of Tannaim, as well as of their predecessors the
' Pairs

' and the Supherim, both in Hitliikha and in

H(tr/ff(~t(/d, are, as far as they have been preserved,
embodied in the following collections.

The Mishiia .i;s'?t (from .ijy
1

), meaning a 'teach-

ing,' a '

repetition,' is a designation most ap-

propriate for a work generally looked upon as the
main depository of the contents of the Oral Law,
which (in contradistinction to (rip?, reading matter,
or the Scriptures) could be acquired only by
means of constant repetition. This work, com-

Siled
(apart from some later additions) by R.

ehuda the Patriarch, is divided into G Orders

(o"E'
= c"n5 TOP), each of which contains several

Afaffikht6th(iij$i, sing, rcpa (Aram. Nrpcp), derived

from nej, meaning
' to weave '

; cf . the Latin tcxtus),
or ' texts' (lint more commonly called '

tractates'),
whilst each tractate is divided into Pcrakim (D'P^,

sing. PIE), 'joints' or 'sections,' each of which, in

its turn, consists of so many HalakhOth (in the
sense of paragraphs). The number of the tractates
is (>3 (or, in another enumeration, 60), bearing the

following titles, which are suggestive more or

less of their varied contents, though extraneous

* Some .authorities number five generations of Tanvaim. For
the purpose of brevity, we have accepted the plan of those who
have condensed them into four. For the same reason, we have
confined ourselves to the most important Tannaim, omitting
many who deserve mention. Compare H. Strack's excellent

monograph Eiiikitunq in den Thalmud-, p. "Off., and his

bibliography appended to each Tanna. The references there

given include those to Bacher's works, which are the most im-

portant contributions to the subject in any language other than
Hebrew.

t St. const, n^'fp. The Patristic 3<iTfai<n; (see references in

Schiirer, I.e. \. p. 88, n. 1) speaks for ru?s (second to the

Torah), st. const. n:r?- Both explanations are represented in

Rab. literature. Cf. AruJch CoinpU'tuiii, s.v. n]^'O.

matter that is in no way indicated by the title is

iverywhere introduced :

L ZERl'iM, D'J."JI 'Seeds.'

1. Bfrakhtth, rn2"J5 'Benedictions,' treating of laws and

regulations relating to the liturgy. 9 chapters.

2. Pea, HNS 'Corner,' treating of the laws relating to the

corner of the'field and the forgotten sheaves, etc., to be left for

the poor (Lv 19s , Dt 24'9- a ). 8 chapters.

3. Dammai, 'Si (also 'NC^i) the 'Doubtful,' respecting corn

and other productions of the earth, of which it is doubtful

whether the prescribed tithes had been paid. 7 chapters.

4. KiFay'un, D'N^5
'

Mixtures,' i.e. mixtures of seeds, animals,

and materials for cloth, prohibited by the Scriptures (Lv I9>9,

Dt 22-"). 9 chapters.

5. ShetrlUh, n'l"3V the 'Sabbatical year' (Ex 23", Lv 25UT-,

Dt 15 lff
). 10 chapters.

6. Tei-umith, men? 'Heave-Offerings,' for the priest (Nu lSf-

and Dt IS4
). 5 chapters.

7. Xa'a&rith, rms'i'E 'Tithes' (Nu lS-lff
). 5 chapters.

8. Ha'user Slienl, 'fff IS'yo 'Second Tithe' (Dt ll-s ). 5

chapters.
9. Hallii, rrn the '

Dough,' a portion thereof to be given to

the priest (Nu'lS'Sf-). 4 chapters.

10. 'Orlii, nVij(
'

Uncircumcised,' fruits of the tree during the

first three years (Lv 19-<r-). 3 chapters.

11. Bikkuriiii, 0'T33 'First Fruits,' brought to the temple

(Dt 26 lfl
, Ex 23'). 3 chapters.

II. MO'ED, ijjiD
' Season.'

1. Shabbath, n?S! '

Sabbath,' laws relating to it, mainly pro-

hibitions of work (Ex 20 etc.). 24 chapters.

2. 'Erubln, f:i~i"j. 'Amalgamations' or ideal combinations

of localities with the purpose of extending the Sabbath boundary,
as well as laws as to the Sabbath day's journey. 10 chapters.

3. Pemhim, D*~9 'Passovers,' laws relating to them (Ex

12lfr-, Lv 234 , Nu 9la:> 10 chapters.

chapters.
5. 1'omci, K:'V "The Day' (also Ydm HakkippHrlm, c'v

D'l'E^O
' The day of Atonement '), treating of the service in the

temple" on that day, and of the laws relating to fasting (Lv
l(Jltt-X S chapters.

6. Sukkii, ,150 'Booth' or 'Tabernacle,' respecting the laws

on dwelling in" booths for seven days, and other observances

during this feast (Lv 23"ff
,
Nu 29i-'). 8 chapters.

7. .B&a, ny'3 'Egg' (so called after the first words with

which the tractate begins, but a!so termed Y6m T6b, Dio or
' Feast '), enumerating the different kinds of work permitted or

prohibited on festivals (Ex 12"'). 5 chapters.

S. Rosli Hashshana, .T^rt ITlh ' New Year,' dealing with ques-

tions relating to the calendar, but chiefly with the laws to be

observed on the first of the 7th month (Tis/iri), the civil New
Year of the Jews (see Lv 23^, Nu 29lff

-)- 4 chapters.

9. Ta'anith, n'KB 'Fast,' respecting the laws observed and

the order of the liturgy on such days. 4 chapters.

10. Megilla, n?3D ' Eoll
'

of Esther, relating to the laws to be

observed on the feast of Purim, 4 chapters.

11. Mu'idKuton, |9JJ lyio 'Minor Feast' (also called pp,'?,

the first word of the tractate), i.e. the laws relating to the days
intervening between the first and last days of the feast of Pass-

over and that of Tabernacles. 4 chapters.

12. Hfiffifiii, nr;ri 'Feast-Offering,' treating of the duty of

puVrima^e to Jerusalem and the sort of sacrifices to be brought
ou such occasions (see Ex 231

'
and Dt IC"), as well as of laws

regal-ding the degrees of defilement (against which the pilgrims
are cautioned). 3 chapters.

III. NASH!M, c'ffj 'Women.'

1. Y&mmtth, niea- 'Levirate Marriages' (Dt 25 5f
), and the

forbidden degrees in marriage (Lv 18, etc.). IB chapters.

i Ki'Un'ibiith, ni^nj 'Marriage Deeds and Marriage Settle-

ments '

(see Ex 22"i). '13 chapters.
3. S&larlm, D-il? 'Vows,' and their annulment (Nu 303T)i

11 chapters.
4. JVdzir, Tlj

' Nazirite
'

(Nu C2r-)- 9 chapters.

5. Siifu, naiD 'The Suspected Woman '(NuSi'M)- 9 chapters.

C. Gilt in, J-E3 'Letters of Divorce' (Dt 24lff-). 9 chapters.

7. Kiddushin, j'^np
' Betrothals.' 4 chapters.

IV. NtziKt.v, J-p'!3 'Damages.'

1-3. SSbn Kamma, K7J3 N?3 'First Gate'; Bala Hfzi'a,
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;- 'Si-.-.ind tiate'; Dilu Datlin'i, K^r; K;; 'Last

Gate.' Th*"' I. .mi. . I in an.-i. nt times only i. ii-

the same title us tin- wh..le urder, pp'13 roro '

t

Itanium's,' di\ idi-d intu three we.-li..ie. ..i h -

]'l "h.il'l.-I*. Th"*" till-

1 hearts for which he is r . ( \

-. (-2) of laws concerning lost pm|>ei:v, tru*:-. the

i.r-.liii.ii i..ii ..t H-ur\ .111.1 similar matters,d
[ah -

rs, el i :

;
- 4

,
Lv lu>-'

-
i

and 24' 4); (:i) laws relating t.i the iiinVr.-iit B
pos-

session ol various km.u ..t property! the right "'
i

'

il'liinl i..ii ..i .-. il:nn ti-rms used ill ' i. tfl .ui'l oral U
a.-! j.ui^, ..1 . 1. 1 of inheritance (see V '

I,
el

4 :.. .''./,, I,,, //-in, ]"ii'7}P (10 chapters), and Matt '

Stri]- ' llso funning in aii'-it-nt time- "lie t r.i"-

t.il". Th. former treats ,.t III i-ntuli..n ..( Ill" -. i

courts of justici and their m.l.-- of procedure, the examli

of witii.". -. '.'! the four kin. I- "I capital ].iim-li:u"ii! l..r

rrave crimes, as well as of the punishn ins ' " '. ; -.-

e\. hided from . i- rnal :-- - - 'Hi. i.iit. < .1. all

. - i..r whi.-h th" in tli"i l :' stripes 11 |.i"- i.ld (Ht
' with faNi- \\iti -d't in i, .in.l Hi" l.i relating to

th.- .-IK. i ..i .

,l,i,',,:!:. ,-;-:, -in-li-. 'lukfii m private or admin i-:<-ri-d

by the court (Lv 5'-*X * chapters.

l.'Rdu: tA.nVng 'Evidences,'containing a colli .-t inn of laws

anddecisloDS gatheredfrom the statement >in.t.li'l'\ distinguished
untb. -ritii-*. s chapters.

:--../il ZllrX, ,l-;i ^-:---; 'Idnlii'rv.' n-ijanliiii: th

mi-Hi ut Idols and their worshippers (Dl i--'"' v .
. hapters.

ft. 'AMth, ni2K 'Fathers' (of -It-\\i-li trudit imiK '-ontaining

ni..-th ethical .-a.viiiits and max ins of the Tannttim. 6

chapters
in. //'.,-. /.. i

jVl
Pr.-isinii-

1

(vvronsr ones) given by the

autliiiritii", triMtiri.- "f tin- -:i ril. ." t" I..- hrnii-.-lit if the public
a-tnl in a.-'-onlan.-i- with sui-h erroneous U-achinys (Lv 4 1

"-). 3

chapters.

V. K"i.vMit, CV7B 'Sacred' things.

1. 7,"nh\m, C'r.-l 'Sacrifices' (also called C'S^B Tis'np and

P^^^.TK tr'.itiii_' ..( tin- l:i\\* relatinj; to the various modes of

offering", tin- ~i'i-inklini: of the blood, the burning of the fat

or of whole animals, etc. (Lv llft^ ischaptera.

j. )i;-inil,::!l'. n'rp
'

Meat-Offerin|t,' including also the laws

regard in i;
libatinns (Lv '2'"r-

etc., Nu IS3 "'.), 12 chapters.

.T. lliiH',,1. p (also p^'n n;
-

n')
'

Things Secular,' regarding

the mole nt killins,' animals and birds for ordinary use, as well

a* tli>- valid i- -I -- iw -

ii-.jii.Llih-ing them from being eaten, and
mum ,.'li. r dietary laws. 12 chapters.

4. /ieM-/.../ -..//.. rv~T3 '

Firstborn,' of men and animals (Ex
irri 1*1. ,.(...), in. -l.i.lin,' uK.i the laws regarding the tithes of

animaNlI.v J7-'' ---"
i. 9 Chapters.

5. 'Ariikl-ni. "r^1 '

Valuations,' of persons and thingsdedi-

1 to il" i.n.|.l" (l.v i;^-), also including some laws relating

tu the year of Jubilee (Lv 251sir-). 9 chapters.

i. /-. i, --:- 'Change,' the laws bearing on cases of

substituting a secular animal for one already dedicated to the

ull.ir I l.v 27" st
). "chapters.

''Adt/i, nin'13
'

Excisions,' treating of sins subject to the

puni-him-nt of 'the soul being cut off' (On 17> 4 ,
Ex 12> etc.

et".). chapters.

8. MfUii, nV;-p 'Trespass,' treating of sacrilege committed

l nl.iiiziiig things belonging to the temple or to the altar

(Lv 513*). 8 chapters.
i /.;/. -;!? 'Continual' sacrifice, describing the tmple

service in connexion with this daily sacrifice (Ex %)&", Nu
2S3(r ). 7 chapters.

In. .V/'/'f/'irA, n^? ' Measurenients,' of the temple, describing

its nuts, halls, chambers, and gates, etc. etc. 5 chapters.

11 A. ,/ .
. C'.'P 'Nests,' of birds, or pairs of doves brought

as sacrifice by the poor (Lv 111". 6"-X 3 chapters.

VI. TonJROTU, niin?
' Purifications.'

1. Ksttw, C'
L
3

'

Vessels,' furniture, garments, and all kinds of

utensils subject to Levitical impurity (Lv ll"^). 30 chapters.

i. n/,,ii,\ili, rriSfiK 'TcnU' and habitations as conductors of

Levitical impurity (Nu ID' 4"-)- 18 chapters.

3. .V,>n//i, C'Vjj 'Leprosy,' in all ito various degrees (Lv 13-

14). 14 "haptcr-.
l. /'.T./, .Tin > Red Heifer.' the use mafle of its ashes for the

l>ur|Hne ,,f piii.il i:inn(Nu W). 12 chapters.

ft. Tiiliiin'tih, min?
'

Puriflcations,' used euphemistically for

nm:iB 'defilements 'of all sorts and their various degrees. 10

chapters.
i. Mitini'i'ih, n'K'J? 'Wells' and cisterns to be used as means

of ritual pniiii ,!...n(I.v 151l-'2etc. etc.). lOchapters.

7. A'uMfl, n^J the' Menntruous,' 1 1

ing to women undw certain physical coodl T
> 10

8. .M<ii/i.Au-ui. ]~^
<
S;

:5
'

Prepare,' res|

under which certain articles bei-ame (t>>

with h. jui. l-i prewired for evelltuul denlenitnt cl.v II ctf
-).

0. Ztlblin. Z'Z;
' Persons afflicted with running issues,

purity arising thereof (Lv If)^".). & chapters.

10. Tibul 1'tfwi, 0^' ^UB 'Innnerewl during the dy,' i.r. the

DOndlUon of a person who had taken the ritual bath pi
LIU has still to wait for sunset to be considered as quite |.n"-

(sec Lv 220- :), 4 chapters.

11. )'</rti/lm, C'^; 'Hands,' respecting the ritual i-

attaching to them (aix-ording to the Oral luiw), and tin-

cleansing them by |N)iiring water over them. 4 chapters.

12.T&IH, "YtJ'y 'Stalks,' how far they arc considered a part
of the fruit so as to convey impurity when touched b\

unclean. 3 chapters.

Tin 1 iilioni in \vliioli the Mi*lmn is coin [tiled is

tile New Hebrew, interspersed with orriisiunal

Greek nml Latin words; its ilictiun in tluent anil

eiisy when not disfigured, as all works coming to

us from a in i.|iui v are, hy inter|iolations ami textual

corruptions. Tlie date of its compilation may be
fixed alMiut A.D. '10. This was undertaken and

accomplished by It. Jehuda the Patriarch, not
with the purpose of providing; the nation with a

legal code, but with the intention of I'nrm.-liiii!;

them with a sort of thesaurus, Incorporating such

portions of the traditional lore as lie considered

most important. Hence the ground for his includ-

ing; in the work the opinions of the minority (e.g.

of the school of Slianmmi), which only in a few

exceptional cases were accepted as a norm for

practice. A preliminary acquaintance with the

contents of the Scriptures bearing upon the topic

expounded by tradition is always assumed ; no

that, e.g., the tractate Siikkii commences :

' A booth

(the interior of which is) higher than '20 cubits

is disijnalilicd,' thus premising; the duty of living
in booths for seven days according to Lv 234

-. In

many cases even u knowledge of the institutions

established by the Ural Law is presupposed. Hence
such a statement a.s that witii which the Mi-lina

commences: '\Vlicn do they l>egin to read the

Sliima in the evening (i.e. the 3 paragraphs in

the Scriptures, Dt b4 '* IVJ-- 1
, and Nu lo""", the

first paragraph of which liegins with the word
H/icaui VT)V From the time the priests (in the

case of defilement) come back (from their ritual

baths) to eat their heave-offering' (i.e. after sun-

set, see Lv as4 ' 7
). The duty or the custom of daily

reading the fihi'ina is thus assumed as something
generally known though not mentioned in the

Scriptures.
The works after which It. Jehuila modelled his

compilation and the sources upon which lie drew
were probably the older Mishna collections, the

lirst composition of which was, as there is good
reason to believe, 1 egun by the lirsl successors of

Slinmmai and Hillel, then compiled by 1J. 'Akiba,
and continued by his disciple K. Meir, who en-

riched it hy additions of the later Tunnnim. This
Mi-lma became the groundwork of that of K.

.li-liinl.-i, apart from various other collections of a
similar kind (e.ij. the Mishna of Abba Shanl),
which were equally known to the compiler and
Miili/cd by him.* The strata of these older com-

pi.
-it inns are still in many iilaces discernible, either

by I heir style and phraseology or by the nature of

ill. M .oiitriits. An instance of the former i- tin-

passage illustrating the prohibition against trans-

porting; things on Sablmtli from a space bel.

to a private individual to that constituting a part

For this
'

blither criticism
'

of the Mishna. see I>r I .

I'L. aiiH di-r M. do v -T

'..- H". d. J. in /.' ./in, liTfi,

uli-1 1'r 1 1 H .Illiiunn, />!< -rtr Mif-hn.l
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of the public property. This commences rnqn nix'*'

(M. Shabbath i. 1), instead of 'an rnxsin, through
which tlie Scripture expression n>r Sx (Ex 16 19

) is

still visible, and thus points to a time when the

Hfdtlklm was still in its early stage, forming a

sort of paraphrase of Scripture, not a set of abstract

laws. As an instance of the latter, it is sulticient

to refer here to the historical description of the

procession in which the sacrifice of the first-fruits

was brought to the temple (Ex. 23la
), concerning

which we read in M. Bikkurim. iii. 4: 'The pipe
was playing before them (the pilgrims) until they
arrived at the temple mountain, when even Agrippa
the king would take the basket (containing the

first-fruits) on his shoulders, stepping forward till

he reached the courts ; then the Levites spoke in

song (chanted),
"

I will extol thee, O Lord, for

thou hast lifted me up"' (Ps SO2
). The mention of

Agrippa (probably Agrippa I., c. 40) points to a

contemporary document, since a Itabbi of a later

period would, for the sake of emphasis, have named
some biblical potentate (e.g. Solomon), not a mere
Herodian prince.* This is only a specimen of

many other portions of the Mishna, which contain

lengthy descriptions of the'sacriticial service on
certain occasions, or give accounts of the archi-

tecture of the temple, its administration (including
lists of the names of the higher ntlicials), and its

economy ;
whilst others furnish us with records of

actual transactions of the Sanhedrin, the procedure
of the courts, and the various methods of execution.

All these bear the stamp of their own age, and

testify to the early date of their composition.
The question whether R. Jehuda, besides com-

piling, actually wrote down the Mishna, is still

a controverted point amongst modern scholars,

as it was nearly a thousand years ago between
the Franco-German and the Spanish authorities.

The balance of evidence is still about equal on
each side. Three things, however, seem to be

certain. First, there existed a law or custom,

dating from ancient times, prohibiting the writing
down of the contents of Tradition, though the

Scripture support for this custom (Bab. Talm.
TimiirCi 146 and parallel passages) was not ad-

vanced till a comparatively late period (end of the
2nd cent.). Ample evidence of this fact is atlorded

by the traditional term,
' Torah by month,' as well

as the various mnemotcchnical aids to be found
in the Mishna (e.g. Megilla i. 4-11, pa px) and the

homage paid to those who invented them (see Jerus.
S/if/cd/iiii 48<s regarding the grouping of HGlakliuth
in numbers, and Abofh d' 11. Xttt/trni IS, respecting
R. 'Akiba'a arranging of the Torah in links).

Second, the prohibition did not extend to books of

a Hngifndic character (NIVISXT -ire), of which we
know that they both circulated among, and were
rend by, the Rabbis. Under J/nifi/rn/ri was included
also the gnomic literature as, for instance, the
Wisdom of Ben Sira, which both the Tannitim and
the'Ainoi-aiin, as well as the authorities of a later

period, the Geoniin (e.g. R. Saadya), knew in the
Hebrew original, and were constantly quoting, and
of which fragments covering nearly two-thirds of

the book have now been found after a disappear-
ance of nearly 700 years. Third, the prohibition
was often disregarded, even in cases of HCtlCikhCt,
as in the case of the Mcgillath Tn'flnith (n');n nVip),

containing a list of certain days in the year on
which no fast could be declared, or the Miyillath
Stimmantn ("47? ri?'^

1

?), 'the Roll of Spices,' treat-

ing of the preparation of the incense (Ex 303llr-
)in

the tabernacle and the temple (Jerus. Sftfbitii/i

49(i).

Owing to the great authority of R. Jehuda the

* See Hoffmann, I.e. p. 15 ; but of. also A. Buchler, Die
Pri '*li'i- tnid tier Cultns in den'letztcn Jdhrzehnten dee Jeru~
telfiuischen Tcmpels (Wien, 1895), p. 10.

Patriarch, his compilation became the Mithna KCLT'

efox''}", a sort of canonical collection of the teach-

ings of the Tannalm, forming the text- book of the
students of the Oral Law, round which centred

all the comments, discussions, and the additional

matter produced by the succeeding generations.
The other collections, likewise confined to the

teachings of the Tannaim, but composed in schools

not presided over by the Patriarch, pass under the

name either of njis'-rr ruptj Mishna Halu^iie, Imore

frequently the Aram. xn'-ip Bdraithd),
' the ex-

ternal Mishna,' or TCscphta (xjjrcin), 'addition' (to

the Mishna). No treatise lepresenting the 'external

Mishna' has come down to us, but many hundreds
of quotations from such external Mishnas are

scattered over the two Talmuds, mostly introduced

by such phrases as ]}3T ijp ('our Masters taught'),
or N;:n ('it is taught'), or ion and ':fi ('he taught').
But we possess a work, bearing the name Tusejihta,

corresponding with the arrangement of the Mishna,
and dealing with the same subjects. It shows
marks of different ages ; and, whilst it embodies

portions coming from collections preceding our

Mishna, it presupposes the knowledge of the latter,

whilst in some places it even affords comments
and explanations taken from the Gcmrira and
recast in the New Hebrew style of the Mishna.
It is thus safe to assume that the date of its tinal

redaction falls in the later age of the 'Amvraim,
though its composition may have been initiated

by R. IJiya and II. Hoshaya the disciples of R.

Jehuda, to whom tradition attributes such a work
undertaken in imitation of the Tusephld of 11.

Nrlirmia, who is credited with having collected

'additions' to the Mishna of R. 'Akiba. To this

class of works also belong the so-called Minor
Tractates bearing the following titles: Abuth </'

R. Nat/tan (joj '"n max), a _sort of Tusephtd and
Midi-ash to tiie tractate 'Abuth, existing in two
recensions;* Massekheth Sup/icrim (Dnno n;?;),t
'

Scribes,' dealing With the laws relating to the

writing of the Scriptures. The text is in a ba.;

condition, the interpolations and additions (on the

Jewish liturgy, etc. ) almost obliterating the original

plan of the work, and it should be studied in con-

nexion with the tractates Scphcr Turd, Mi':ii^il

(laws relating to the writing of certain verses

from the Scriptures and to fixing them on the door-

posts, see Dt 69
), and Tfpftillin (Phylacteries),

edited by Kirchheim ; Massekheth SemCthtth (."1:90

nines'
'

Joys'),J a euphemistic title for laws and cus-

toms connected with mourning of which we have
also a shorter recension ed. by C. M. Horwitz
under the title

-
ri-rai nirnfcr npc5 (' Tractate Joys, the

Minor') ; Massekheth Kallu (n^ nrro ' Bride '), laws
of chastity to be observed in conjugal life: ,1/n.y

-

kht.th JJerckh 'Ercz (\-fx TJ-n rcm), 'Manners' and
behaviour of the different classes of society on
various occasions. The tractate exists in two
recensions, a longer (np-j) and a shorter one (KBIT).

The latter, dealing almost exclusively with the

rules of life prescribed for the '

disciples of the

wise,' is of a very spiritual nature. Lastly, we
have to note here the other tractates ed. by
Kinhheim, including, besides those mentioned

above, the tractates dealing with the lows re-

lating to Zizith (rrv*), 'Fringes' (Nu 15s8 ); 'Abddim

(D'tyi), 'Slaves'; Kfdhim (D'v'3), 'Samaritans';
and Gcrtm (a

1

"!?),
'

Proselytes.'
The works recorded thus far, though containing

occasional hermencutical elements, convey, owing
to their scantiness and the long intervals at which

they occur, but a faint idea of the interpretatory
* See S. Schechter's introduction to his edition of Abolh d' R.

Nathan, Vienna, 1878.

t See Dr. Joel Muller's introduction to his edition of the

Slaaecliet So/crim.
1 See N. Briill, 'Die Talmudisohen Tractate iilie? Trauer um

Verstorbene
'

(Jahrbiichcr tier Jud. LUt. pp. 1-57).
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work of Ilif Tiiniiiiiin, For this we must tum in

tlir eailiei Midi'i'.ih, which 1ms come iln\\n lo u-

in the following works: the .'//. A///'/ i-~':7i,

'.Measure' mi .-i portion of Exodus; tin- Si/ilin'-

(m, 'tin- Hook-' mi portions of Number- and
lln- \\hole of Deuteronomyi

both J/"/y -n^/i i m
i 'in. iii it iim ficini the school of Ishmacl: ami the

'
, ,x-;-"i .11 Turtith Kii/ulniin (c-j?r ."TI.

' The
Book' or 'Tlic Law of the 1'riests' on I.eMtien-,

a product of tin- .school of K. 'Akilia. lie-ide-

these fairly complete works we also IKI--.--- li.u

inent- nt a M'/./ii/td of K. Sliiin'on li. Yoliai mi

Kxodus. and of a small Si/i/u-n i xv" n-;r:> on Nuin
hers, linl li 01 i-llial ill", in III'

1 selmol of K. . \kil.a;

iiml "i a M,/.lii/li'i on Deuteronomy, coming from
the .school ill K. Ishniacl.* Tl M'gctical -v-tem
nt thf Kabbis, I'm miii". tlir l.a-i- ol I hr Mi,/,-,iJi,

"lew \\llli the rise ot tin' in'W school.-, the evetl

Ill-inn ni'Miii-.i! rule-Hi Ililli'l h:i\in", been developed
by K. l-lnnacl inln I hirlccn, anil e\ pandcd ipar
ticnlaiU aa regards ihi'ii application in tin- depait
niriil ul llni/i/iii/iii l.\ K. l-'.lie/ei . tin' -mi of K. .lose

of (Galilee, into thir;y two or thirty thii'i- inlc- ;

whilst rules ul iiiici|iri'talioii of other distin-

guished Hal. Ki- an- al-o mentioned. The practical
oh|eet lit th'' MII/I;IH/I \\ a- the deduction of lieW

Iliili'lJii'ith from the Sei i|.t lire-, or the Timlin;; of

it '.support' iK-rtrxi lor the old ones. It is very
diHiriilt lo determine in which cases the Midrns/i

]ireeeiled tlie //;/"/. i,", and in v, Inch the Iltlli'iklii't

pieceded the Mitli-inh, hut it may be safely
assumed that in mo-t cases where the interpre-
tation of the Kahliis i- forced and far-fetched the
llitlnl.li'i wa- I'M -t handed down by tradition as an
ancient usage or custom, and the Uihlical 'support

'

wa- invoked only to give it the weight of Scripture
authority. Here are one or two instances, which,

given in tlie language of the Uahhis, may convey
some idea of I lie v n id style of the J/iVm.v/t

'!!. Ishmacl, K. 'Elie/.er li. 'Azarya, aiul K.

'Akiha were walking on the high-road, and Levi
llas-adar and It. Ishniael the son of 11. 'Eliezer

li. A/arya were walking behind them. And
th- M I he following question was put hefore them,
" Whence is it to be inferred that danger of

life removes' the Sabbath?" ... It. Jose of

(ialilee answered, "It is written, BUT (~K) wy
tuiiifitln it, xl,,,ll I, ,/> (Ex 31 1J

); the (limiting

particle i -N teai lie-, there are Sabbaths which tlitm

keepest, others which thou ' removest' (the latter in

cases of danger of life)." K. .".him'on b. Manasva
say-,

" lichold Scripture says, And ne shall k;c]> the

Sabbaths, for it is Iwlij unto YOU (ib. v. 14
), the

Sabbatli is <;'ve" to you (with stress on the word

cr^) to desecrate in ease of need, but thou art

not -iven to the Sabbath'" (MfMiiltu, ad lac.).

Utli. i Kabliis base this J/illu/Jul on the logical

principle of ilfortim-i (Tin; Sp, one 'of the hermen-
ciitiral rules of Ilillel), but none disputes the
Jlii/n/;/iiim it self, which had evidently the authority
ot a^e-. Another instance is the interpretation of

Kx '_'l-
4
(cf. Lv '24-

10
) :

'

Kyc fur eye, that is, money
(amounting to the value of the eve). Thou sayest
monev . perhaps it mc-ans the real eye (i.e. thai his

eye should be blinded in retaliation for the organ
which he has destroyed). It. Elie/er said, "It is

v in i en, Anil /if Hint 'ktllcth it benxt hesluill restore,

innl In: that kille.th a mnn s/iull be put to i/cnt/i

(Lv 'J42'). The Scriiiture has thus put together

damages caused to a man and those caused to a
bea-i. As the latter may be atoned for by pay-
ing (the damages), so can also the former

(except
in eases of murder) be punished with money

s. ,- .m these Miilranliim : I. II. Weiss' Introduction to his

i I i MI ih' >'-" (Vienna, 1S02); M. Kriedniann's lntn.Mlin>

tion to In- .iliti.' I the MfkliiHn (Vienna, Is70); Dr. Ix-wy,
Kin ;,rt iil.,'f it if

' Mffhilta lie* It. Simon' (llrelall, 1SMI);
ami Hr. 1). 11'ilTiii.iiiii. Xnr Eiuleituivj in die hatachiichtil

J/ii/r.i>i-/a"in (Ltrlin, 18tt-S7).

(Sijt/trd Lev. ad luc. ; MfkhUtA ail loc. ; lSab,\

lyimiiul, yAli). This argument, called rsi (an-

alogy of matter), i- in direct opposition to thu
literal sense of the Scriptures, winch implies the

jus titltun i.i in unmistakable terms; but it as only
meant to lend some hililical sanction to a Hiitt'iL'Itil

that had been a controverted point between the
Sadducees and the Pharisees for centuries before.
It is different] when we read, for instance, with

regard to the law, Anil the Itinil aim/ 1

Sitlibiitli to the Lard (Lv 253
) : 'One might think

that it is also forbidden to dig pits, canal-,
and caves (this being a disturbance of the land)
in the sabbatical year, therefore we have an
inference to say, Tliua ahull wither sow tluj Jiflil
nor fn'tinc thy vuieyai'd (ib. v. 4

), proving that it

is only work connected with vineyard and Held
that is forbidden.' In instances like this, where
the interpretation

has nothing forced or strange
about it, it would not be risky to a^suir.a that t!:c

Jlfllrtklia was the outcome of the M'ulritxli. lint

it is not such mere practical c|ncstions that have

produced the vast Mil/rash literature. A great
portion of it is simple commentary, though some-
times reproduced in that vivid dialogue style
which makes it appear J/i</w.y/i-like. E.g. And
t/t:

alifill tnhc tt bunch ofhyssop mill .fhftll ifift it in

the btuud that is 153 (Ex 12~), on which the Mi-khiltil

(ad loc.) has the following comment: 'The Scrip-
tures tell us that he carves out a hole on the side

of the threshold over which he kills (the passover
lamb) ; for *\y means simply the threshold, as it is

said, In t/icir setting of their thresholds b>/ my
threshold ('CSTIN cj? Ezk 43", cf. LXX and Vulg..
This is the opinion of It. Ishmacl. 11. 'Akiba says
10 means nothing else but a vessel, as it is said,

ike ioirAsfc'Sc), the snuffers, the basins' (1 K 7
50

, cf.

Aram, versions and commentaries). Another ex-

amide may be taken from the expression n\Nfrom
the hoh/ things (if t/te children of Israel (Lv &!-) on
which the .S//</im comments :

'

nyi} (a noun, derived

from nui) means nothing else but separation. And
so he says which scpttrutcth himselffrom me iij'i (Ezk
14 7

), and he says again, They separated backwards

(ni) Is I
4
).' Such instances of mere cs1? (simple

meaning) could be cited by hundreds, and it is not

impossible that many more were omitted by the

scribes, who considered such renderings of words
and definitions of terms as universally knowii

through the medium of the various versions, anil

hence not sulliciently important to be copied.* In

the //'.'/'/'"'"' portions of the Itidrash the elements
of simple exegesis are less prominent a fact which
is easily explained \>y their subjective charactei.

Sometimes the interpreter or preacher is so deeply
convinced of thu truth of the lesson he has to

teach that he feels no compunction in interweav-

ing it with biblical texts, and putting it into

the mouth of a biblical hero. Thus we read in

the Siji/in't with reference to Lv 9" This it tin.

tldnij -wltii-'h the Lwil eotninfinds yc sh<*ll tlo:
' Moses said unto Israel, JJo remove the evil desire

(l
n
.'7 I?:) from your hearts, lie all in awe and of

one counsel to worship before the Omnipresent.
As he is the Sole One in the world, so shall your
service be single-hearted, as it is said, Cirruuirue

the foreskin of i/our heart, for the Lord i/onr ilod

is t/te Hud ofgods and tlie Lord >/ lords (Lit 10'"- "),

and then the glory of the Lord sliall nj>/icur nnlo

yon (Lv 9").' The thought expressed in this inter-

P i.tatioii is that the manifestation of the Divine

glory is the reward for the fulfilment of a com-

mandment, and is sure to occur whenevci Israel

accomplishes the laws of the Torah in true devo-

tion and single-heartedness of spirit. Occasion-

See Fric<hnaim's Introduction to thr Mi-kliitfn. \i. l\\\l.

ami l>r. I Dob lirnchure, Vit fiii.fache I,

Taiiiianii (llrenluu, lt>03).
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ally the preacher in his enthusiasm leaves the

text altogether and rushes off into a sort of hymn,
as, for instance (Ex 15'), I will praise God, on
which the Mekhilt&(ad toe.) :

'

I will give praise
to God that he is mighty . . . that he is wealthy
. . . that he is wise . . . that he is merciful

. . . that he is a judge . . . that he is faithful.'

Each attribute is followed by a proof from Scrip-

ture, and the whole is a paraphrase of 1 Ch 29 11 - 12
.

The constant citing of parallel passages by way of

illustration is a main feature of the Midrash, e.ff.

Siphrc on Nu 153S 'And ye shall not seek after your
own heart and your own eyes or'j'y : By this latter

is meant adultery, as it is said, And Samson said to

hisfather, Get her for me, for she is pleasing to my
eyes' ('j'1'3 Jg 143). Again, Dt 65 ' And thou shalt

love the Lord thy God with all thy heart and all

thy soul,' where the Siphre adds by way of com-
ment :

' Even if he should take away thy soul.

And so he (the Psalmist, 44), Yea, for thy sake

are we killed all the day lonfj.' The great

exegetical principle was,
' The words of the Torah

are poor (or deficient) in one place but rich in

another, as it is said, She is like the merrlinnl's

ship ; she brinr/eth her food from afar' (Pr 31 14
;

Jerus. Talm. Rush Hashshana 58rf).

iv. The 'Amoraim O'soicx 'Speakers,' 'Inter-

preters'; a designation commonly applied to the
authorities who flourished 220-500, and whose main

activity consisted in expounding the Mislma. The
seats of learning were no longer confined to Pales-

tine, great schools having arisen, as in the time
of the Tannaim, in various places in Babylonia,
destined even to overshadow the former. The

Babylonian teachers (who received ordination) bear
as a rule the title Rab (n) in contradistinction

to their Palestinian brethren who were called

Rabbi ('3-1). The most important among the
'Amoraim are the following :

First Generation (220-280). (a) Palestine: R.

Jannai, of whom we have a saying in the Mishna
;

K. Hiya and It. Hoshaya Kabba, the supposed com-

pilers of the Toscphta (see above) ;
R. Joshua b.

Levi, the subject of many legends, to whom various

mystical treatises (descriptions of paradise and hell,

etc.) are attributed: R. Johanan (b. Nappaha) of

Sepphoris and Tiberias, disciple of R. Judah and
the most prominent teacher in Palestine during
the 3rd cent., and his brother-in-law I!. Shim'on
b. Lakish. (b) Babylon: Abba Arikha ('Long
Abba'), commonly cited by his title Rab. He
'went up' (from Babylon) to Palestine together
with his unole R. Hiya (mentioned above) to

study under R. Jehuda, and on his return founded
at Sura the school over which he presided ; Samuel
nxrnY (the astronomer), a relative of Rab, and,
like him, a disciple of R. Judah (though he did not
receive ordination from him). He became head of

the school in Nehardea.
Second Generation (280-300). (a) Palestine: R.

Eleazar b. Pedath, R. Simlai, R. Assi (also Issi and
R. Ammi) (also Inn, and R. 'Abuha. The first

four emigrated to Palestine from Babylon ; whilst
It. 'Abuha, who was a native of Palestine, taught
in Ciesarea, where he often had controversies with
Christian teachers. The famous Hrttjrjadist R.
Shamuel b. Nahmani also belongs to this genera-
tion, (b) Babylon: R. Huna (Sura), R. Jehuda
(b. Jeheskel), founder of the school of Pumbeditha ;

It. Hisda, R. Shesheth, founder of a school in Shilhi.

All these were disciples of Rab and Shamuel, or of

one of them.
Third Generation (320-370). This period marks

the decay of the schools in Palestine, a consequence
of the religious persecutions inaugurated under the

reign of Constantine. (a) Palestine : Jeremia, R.
Jona, and R. Jose, (b) Babi/lon: Rabbah (n:n) b.

Nahmaui (Pumbeditha), famous for his dialectical

skill and called ' the mountain-mover' ; his colleague
R. Joseph, a great authority on Targum, whose wide

acquaintance with all branches of the Law brought
him the title of 'Sinai'; their pupils 'Abayi and
Raba (N31), both famous for the ingenious methods

exemplified in their controversies scattered all over

the Bab. Talmud ; R. Papa, founder of a school in

Nares.
Fourth Generation (375-427). (a) Palestine : R.

Shamuel (b. Jose b. R. Bun) ; (b) Babylon : R. Ashi

(Sura) ;
R. Kahana II. (Pumbeditha), and Amemar

(Nehardea). The former is credited with having
begun the compilation of the Bab. Talmud.

Fifth Generation (427-500). Baby/on : Mar bar

R. Ashi; Rubbina(contraction of Rab Abina (Sura)),
and R. Tosphaa ( Pumbeditha). The two latter were

greatly instrumental in accomplishing the work
commenced by R. Ashi, finishing the compilation
of the Bab. Talmud, and reducing it to writing.
The literary productions of these two schools

are largely embodied in the two Talmuds bearing
the title of their native countries : (A ) Palestinian
Talmud called the Talmud of Jerusalem, '?^s"T 'n,

which is also more correctly called (since there were
no schools in Jerusalem after the destruction of the

temple) Nmym'n ^N-if; pN'n and ttyys '.n-i icr:? 'the
Talmud of (the children of) the Land of Israel,'

' the
Talmud (or the Gemara) of (the people of

) the West.'

(B) The Babylonian Talmud '^53 n, which (though
only occurring once) was also known under the
title of rniD 'U>JN 'n

' the Talmud of the people of the
East.'* The main object of the Talmuds is the inter-

pretation of the Mishna, tracing its sources, giving
its reasons, explaining obscure passages, as well

as real or seeming contradictions, by the aid of

parallel passages in the 'external Mishnas,' and

illustrating its matter ar.u expanding its contents

(especially in the branches of civil law) by giving
such cases as life and altered circumstances were

constantly furnishing. It is perhaps in this latter

quality that the text of the Talmud proper as

distinguished from the Mishna is called Gcinard

>ri~?, meaning, according to some authorities,

'Supplement' or Complement to the Mishna. t
The Talinuds differ in various minor respects. Thus,
the non-Hebrew portions of the Jerus. Talmud are

composed in the West Aram, dialect, whilst those
of the Bab. Talmud are written in an East Aram,
idiom, closely related to the Syr. and still more
akin to the Mandate language. The style of the

Jerus. Talmud is more concise, its discussions less

diffuse, than those of the Bab. Talmud. The
former is altogether free from the casuistic and

lengthy discourses on imaginary cases which form a

special feature of the productions of the Eastern
Rabbis. It should, however, be remarked that, so

far as dialect and diction are concerned, the Bab.
Talmud is not always uniform, there being various

tractates, such as N&dartm, Nd:ir, Temiird Mffila,
and Kfrithoth, which betray certain grammatical
forms and peculiarities of style, reminding us in

some places of the diction of the Talmud of

Jerusalem. Apart from the main object as de-

scribed, the text of the Mishna serves sometimes

(particularly in the Bab. Talmud) as a mere peg
on which to fasten matter having hardly any
connexion with the contents of the latter. E.g.

* See JQR ix. 120.

t Neither the Jerus. nor the Bab. Talm. extends overall the

60 (or 03) tractates of the Mishna. The Jerus. Talm. has Gftnartl

to the first four orders of the Mishna and to three chapters in

the tractate Niddu in the sixth order ; but in the second order
there is missing the Gurnard to the last four chapters of the trac-

tate S/iabdalh, to the third chapter of_the tractate ilakkuth, and
in the fourth order to the tractates 'Alrith and' Eduyynth. The
Bah. Talm. has Gemdrd as follows : in the first order to tractate

BJnlkhotk only; in the second order^ tractate ^hrkriliin is

omitted ; in the fourth order, tractates 'AbtitheMd'EduyyMfi are

omitted ;
in the fifth order, tractates MiddAlh and Kinmin are

omitted ;
in the sixth order, Getndrd to tractate Jiiddd alune.
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tin- lines in Minima tractate Gittfn,
' that the laws

regarding the eriMi/Miii i,i nun. under which certain

leaders of tin' y.calol hands were know III iliil nut

a|>]ily to till- land ill

'

.1 in I.-i 'a. an- |n| 1 1 iwei I ill I In K .'

Tallinn! hv a h-",cndaiv account of the war- pre-

ceding tin' de-t i in linn ill tin' see, mil temple, anil

\ arn ills incidents connected w it li it , cxt endm;; o\ er

mme than .">iolio paves .V,/< ."iS.i i. A;_ain in the

tractate llnli'i li'/ii.'i, the accidental remaik in

tin' Mislina, Iliat a volume ml mill containing the

Scriptures inherited hy twu or more lirotliei's must

not lie iliviileil alunllu them hy cut t ill", it ll]iilltii

its emistituellt I ks e\ell H hell the
|
la I I le- a". I ce

to this, provokes in 111,- l,i,il,irn ml the Kali. Tal-

mud) a discussion relating to the arianuemeni n!

tin- I 'anon ol the I >T. its rise, a nd the dates ;,t

which the various I Us included in it \\ereimn

|iose,|, ELCCOmjMlIlied 1'V a loiej di-coll|se on the

particular nature of the Book of Job,-the character

anddateof it- hero, together w illi a few remarks
on other liililieal pel -images, whieh eo\ers nearly
S folio pair's i Ki''- I7"i. This

|,
n,ce.s i,f inserting

matter Init slightly connected with the te\t is at

times eaiiied further liy adding to the inseited

matter other topics having a similar s|j"Jit con-

lle\ioll with it. As all illstaiiee of this process
we may regard the following. Mishna /;<Yi//.-/n,//i,

eh. ix. 1, runs, 'lie who sees a place in which
miracles were performed for the sake nl Isiael

savs. 1 'raised he he \\lin wrought miracles for

our fathers in this place.' By way of illustration

the GimSrS i Kali. Talm. /'/. ."> i ' I-H.-S an external

Mishna' in which it is taught that
' He who sees

the crossings of the Ked Sea (i.e. the place at

Which the .lews crossed the l.'ed Sea, Kx 14'-"), or

the crossings of the Jordan i.los :i
u "-l ... is Iniiiml

to ";ive thanks and praise to the < Imnipies, nt

(.M't/.,.in\. The last words surest a ,|iio-.ation of

I!, .lehuda in the name of Kali, adding to tin;

liumhcr of those who arc under the obligation to

ive thanks, also the four cases enumerated in

-
1 117 i people returning from a sea voyage,

c in": hack from a journey through the desert.

recovering from a serious illness, or released from

prison, .~>4'<i. This statement is followed hv several

other sayings (546, 55a) which have no other con

nexion with the preceding matter than identity of

authorship, all lieim_- cited in the nan I l!al>.

line of these citations is to the ellect that for

three things man should in particular pray to

Codiwho alone can grant themi: 'a good king',

a LJ 1 year, and a g I dream' (.">.">//) ; hut the

last word again suggests a new train of thought
on the suh]ei I "I dreams, their interpretation and

fullilmcnt, whieli forms the l!n-mc ot the next

li folio pav.es uVui-fiTA). Owing to these sudden
and violent changes from subject to -nhject, the

style of the Talmud hcc s \ery nneertaiii and

rather rambling;* hut, on the other hand, it is

this very circumstance that keeps the sea of the

Talmud
'

in i slant motion, relieving it from the

monotony and tedious repetition so peculiar to the

majority of tl logical works dating from thus,.

early a-es. Indeed, owing to this facility for diag-

gins .n whatever interested the compilers or the

scrihes. the Talmud almost loses the cliarac;-

work of divinity, and assumes mon- the character

of an encvcliip.-cdia, reproducing the knowledge ot

the Kaliliis during the lirst live centuries on all

possihle subjects, whether secular or religious.

This is, as already indicated, parti< uhirly the ease

with the Bah. Talmud, the Uagg&dQ. ot wliieh is

very discur-iM- and rieh in all sorts of folk-lore.

It must, however, be borne in mind that the

authorities in whose names the straiificst stories

li [g thto discursiveness which mokes a propel
tin 'I '.ihiiiiil .-ilin.i -I n:ii -ililc : see M. Krifdnunn'i brochure,

iiD~n.T r.:f "; ~-~, \ n T.M.I, ls90(Hi-l>.)
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T

nre sometimes communicated aic often I:

from 1'alesline, whose -.-lyings ;ini l statements
were us much studied and di-< uss,d in th< I

a- t hey were ill the West.
v. '('he SttlHirai 'Klin? 'Explainers' ,, r

' Medi
tntors'

(tijMMi
the words of their pn-dc,.

whose activity is supposed to have extend,

the whole of the 6th century. The most im; -..

.imoiej them are Kaldiah .lose ( I'liinheilitha i and K.

Ahai ml Be l.latliim), who Hourished alnuit the

lu'vinninv of the lith cent., and piol.al.ly -h.-n.d

In . K in the compilation wt,rk of the last ot the

'Anioi '<>"
; and K. t.i/.i (Sura) and K. Nimona

I I'liinheilitha), who belonged to the middle of the
same century. The activity of the Siiburni.

w h In es we know little, consisted mainly in com.
im -n i in ^ u

|

ii in the Talmud by means of expl.n

speeches, and contributing to it some additional
eontioM.|-ies ma iked hy peculiarity of style and
hv ahs, -ni, - ,it the names of those enyae;ed in the

dialogue, as well as hy insertion of final decisions

upon the diflering opinions of their predecessors.
Tin 1 school of tin- S'llinrni is |ieculiar to liahvlnii,

there liein^ no corresponding clnss of teachers in

1'alestine. Nor is then' any reli.ihle tradition, re-

xardiii^ the compilation of the Jerus. Talmud, hy
whom it w as accomplished, and w hen it w as iiinl. i

-

taken. Maimonides' statement, that K. Jobanan
i-ompiised the .leriis. Talmud, can, since this work
contains <|iiantitics of matter dating from u much
later period, mean only that hy the aid of the
schools i.e founded, this Kahhi \\a- largely instru-

mental in jsivin"; rise to a work embodying the

teachings of the later Western ant horities. But in

consequence of religions persecutions and political
disturbances the decay of the ~, i,,,,,i s set m I0o

early to permit even such eompaiaiiv
ness and I'mish as are to he toiind in the Hub
Talmud, which is itself far from perfection in this

respect. Indeed the abruptness of the di-c:is-inn-

of till' I'lll. Talmild, the flei|llellt alisellce ot lorillllle 1

introducing ipiotal ion Ol ma i kiinj I he he^innini: of

the treatment of a fresh suliji -e; m t In- conclu-ion

of an old one, as well as the nn a^reness of its

matter where the analogy of the Bab. Talmud would

suggest the greatest fulness, and the fact that it

has no Giiiianl at all on the r>th order -.oiiliie- ,

which is so strong h n pn -i ni,-'l in the Kah. Ta I

mud,T all these circumstances ,mn, \ the impre-
sion that the Jerus. Talmud was never submitted
to a real conscious compilation with theoh

pies, -ni ing posterity with a completed work. What
was reduced to writing does not give us a work
carried out after a preconcerted plan, but- rathe:

repiesents a series ot joltings answering to the
n- ol the various individual writers, and largely
intended to strengthen the memory. And thus

lac-king the authority enjoyed by the Mishna and
tin- Kah. Talmud, which were the products of the

great centres of learning, the .lerus. Talmud was,
for a long time ut least, not elevated to the rank
of a national work, and it is therefore easy to

'

understand how such portions of it as had not
much hearing u| on actual practice were permitted
to disappear. Altogether, the people of 1'alestine

were, as an old Kahhi said, 'sick with oppression,"

On all tins.- ]...ints s, -,. N. lir'ill's csisay,
'
l>ie Kill*-

u. -sell i, -lit, -,ii s Ink T. nls s. lii HUM rkc'; ami Wtiu, an above,
\ ..). iii. i'. 'JuslT., ;uiil \ ..t. c. . |i. 1 tf.

I Tin- question whether the Jerue. Talmud ever hml
In tin- tlllh onliT is I..-! .1 s.-i,-.. ,! n, T h. It,'

i. l n ,-xii llriil .-i.-i-ii 1- i

i,' <n"r,i must li;m- i-\:sti-<l I:

.

* III.IIIV I'.sl \V.Tks. i,

s U..ITS Ir.
|...t

h. -.- Alunll till- I-

..nl.r.si-t- I l.-vv\, I n't-; i r, tul t'nt UCM f 1

/ ,

. .

'

'. u i

,iN" tin- n't, r. i,

d

III. .1. TI1-. Tullllllil.
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and had no time to spare for the niceties of the

Halukhd,
' and did not listen to the words of

Talmud (in the narrower sense of discussing
the legal portions of it) and the Mishna.' The
deeper was their devotion to the Haijtjada, which

gave them 'words of blessing and consolation/
This will account for the copiousness of the

/ln:/,f/iflic literature, which reached its highest
development during the period of the 'Amoraim.
This literature is embodied in the Midrashim to

various books of the OT as well as in certain inde-

pendent Haijifnclic treatises, the contents of which,
though possibly compiled at a later age, are made
up of the homilies and moralizing exhortations

given in the names of the same Palestinian Rabbis
who figure as authorities in the two Talmuds.

They, however, form a literature by themselves,
never having served as sources or factors of the

Talmud, though they are sometimes useful as

parallel passages to the Har/f/urlic portions of the
latter. They thus do not fall within the scope of

this article. It is, however, only fair to warn the

theologian that though he may d'ispense, e.g., with
the Pcsiktit (collection of homilies mainly based on
the Hciplttaruth) or the Midrash Sliir HashsMrim
(allegoric interpretations of the Song of Songs) in

his study of the Talmud, he cannot do so safely in

his study of the Kabbi, whose performance of his

prophetic office is seen to best advantage in such

moralizing works as those of which the Haggadic
pieces just mentioned are a fair specimen.
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sprache der Tannaiten, Leipzig, 1809; H. L. Strack and C.

Siegfried, Lehrbitch der Neuhcbraischcn Sprache . . . Karlsruhe
and Leipzig, 1884 ; A. Geiger, Lchr- und Lesebuch der Sprache
der Mishnah, Breslau, 1845 (Germ.); I. H. Weiss, per
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n:t."n, Wien, 1SG5 (Heb.) ; G. Dalman, Grammatik des Jiidisch-
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The attem]^ts towards translating the Talmud are many and
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Zeiten und Zungcn, Frankfurt-a.-M. 1899 (Gei-m.). The present
writer can, however, recommend only the following? books ; On
the Mishna see above. On Minir tractates : MasechethSoph' > "//,

by J. Miiller, Leipzig, 1878 ; Dcrech Ere: Snta, by A. lawrogy,
Konigsberg, 1885. Jerus. Talm. : A. Wiinsche, Der jenisalem-
ische Talmud in seincn hit t<i<td>x-hen Bcstandlltei/rn in*

Deutsche iibertragen, Zurich, 18SO. Bab. Talm. : .-1 Translation

ofthetreatixcChagigahj by A. W. Streane, 1891 ; Tractate Bald
jfezfa urit deutsoher Ubersetzung ... by A. Samter, Berlin,
1876; Der Eab. Talmud in seinen Hayadischen Bestand-
theilen wortgetreu iibersctzt, by Wiinsehe, 18S8. The student
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the following standard works by \V. Bacher : Die Agada der
Hiihiiliinischeu Amorder, Strassburg, 1879; Die Agada der
Tannaiten, Strassburg, 1884 ; Die Agada. der Palastinischen

Amariier, Strassburg, 1892. S. SCHECHTER.

SIBYLLINE ORACLES. Thecollection of Jewish
and Christian poems which pass under the name
of the Sibyl covers in its time of production a

period of many centuries, reaching back into at
least the 2nd cent. B.C., and coming down (when
its latest developments are included) far into the
Middle Ages. When we take further into account
that, even in its first Jewish and Christian forms,

Sibyllism was merely an attempt to transplant a
feature of literature that was centuries old, and

already erl'ete in the pagan world, it will be seen
that it constitutes a very important element in

historical theology, and one which has had every
influence upon the mind of man that could be
secured for it by the exercise of authority (operat-
ing through the State as in Roman life, or through
great names as in the case of the Christian Church),
supported as that authority was by the natural
love of the secret and mysterious which charac-
terizes the major part of men in all periods of
human history.
The original Sibyl is very nearly the equivalent

of '

prophetess
'

in the Gr. and Rom. world ; the
derivation of her name from an assumed com-
bination of Sios (for 8ejs) and ftoi'\ri (in a form
8v\\d) goes back to Varro (cf. Lact. Div. Inst.

i. 6) : and. although it may be (and probably is)

invalid philologically, it is sufficient evidence of
the character assigned to the persons known as

Sibyls, who had the knowledge (as it was supposed)
of the Divine will in the fatalistic sense, and were
in the habit of recording the fiats of that Divine
will in various oracular and prophetic ways.
Accordingly, they could be consulted, either in

some special anti-urn or grotto, or through an

inspection of such prophecies as they had com-
mitted to writing. Now, according to the ancients,
there were a number of such Sibyls, known some-
times by actual names, and sometimes by the

places where the3
r

prophesied, as the Chaldiean,
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Krylhnean, Delphic, etc. lint for practical pur
pii^e-. ihr mi' 1 thai exercised the commanding in-

Ilih-n ..... \er tin- I'lni nan Church to \\liieli \\e

II.'MI- alluded almve is tile1 CunUBOn Sihvl. It i-

nece--ary tci bear in iniiul that this cnmmaniliii":
influence i- merely a case of survival fnun tin-

Kimiaii Siati 1

religion. Anil the que.-tinn l.n (lie

student ul I lie sili. Oracles as we have them ex tain ,

i- a- In the extent of the survival. It can he

le-te.l uiiiler tin- hwuls of (1) the language, iJi the

liinii, :!i tin' matter of the ancient ami the more
Illinleril oracles.

The Horn. trailition allinnetl that these oracles

hail ni initially licen nlVcrcil hy a certain Siliyl in

a certain Uoinan king (say Torquiniue Supei , u .

'nut at an excessive price ; the price being refused,
she ili-piirteil and destroyed a certain part of her
1 ..... k~. ami returned tu oiler the remainder at the

original price; and, after this process had heen

repeated a certain mimher of times, the king was
Millicicntly intere-led to liny the remainder, which
thus hecame in the Unman government a State

deposit nl int'iirmation concerning the future,

pl.'ieeil under the ciintrol of the augurs or -oiri

i/ii/ii'l
< ,,i>-i,-itl, v, and to he consulted in time of

exigency.
Tin ie is no need tn spend time in criticising

tin' details ni -m h a -tiny, which is merely an

attempt to find a venerable origin for a Human
practice : tin it i- certain that the Roman govern-
in. -ill had such hunks of Sib. oracles, which they
fi'iim lime In time augmented or retrenched by
varinii- editorial processes. What is important to

ni ..... iiiei is li.nhat these onvcleswerefor the most
part. jcihaps wholly, in Greek; (ii.) that they
\\ ere m hexameter verse, prohahly with the literary
devices of alpha hetic and acrostic writing; (iii.) that
tlie\ were C ..... -erned inter ali'i with the fortunes
of the \\nrld at large and of the empire, the ages
of the universe, and the collapse and rejuvenescence
I In- ..... i. The first of these points, anil, in part, the
second, may best he illustrated by references to an
iietiial oracle which has come down to us, preserved
by ridegon, ill" Mimliil. c. 10, apparently from a

I Ionian writer, Sextus Carminius, and dated in the

year A. V.C. 629 (
= B.C. 124). It relates to the birth

of a hermaphrodite, which the oracle alludes to in

the words

KO.I roi Tfore (foul ytvatna

'Avopjyi'vov r^fff&at txovTa. wtp dpcrcfa iravra

Obviously, the oracle was made to suit the portent,
ami it WAS Composed in hexameters. At this time,
then, we know the method of formation of the

diaries, and that the collection was subject to

accretion or modification. They were written, as

all later oracles and hooks of oracles, in the religions
metre and language of Homer. Moreover, on ex-

amination it will he found that the oracle is acrostic,

nnd apparently based upon an earlier acrostic which
\\:\- lieen used, which was itself metrical. The
book- were therefore treated as siirtcs by the

augur-. hut handled with freedom in secret so as
to adju-t the prophecies

to the needs of the time.

That they contained some scheme of the ages of

the \\mld and of the aTTOKardffTaim Trdvrwv, is clear

liom Virgil's

' I'ltima Cnmiei venit iam carminis tetas ;

Magnus ah integro sicclorum nascitur ordo."

(Eclog. iv. 4),

and a number of similar considerations.

All oi these features are abundantly illustrated

in the .le\\i>li ami Christian Sib. liooks. It was
ii' .r -ary that they should he if the world was to

swallow the literary deception that was being

practised upon it.

It must not be supposed that such a 'ji^aur

long-continued fraud could have been carried on
without meciiie.: with criticism from a people its

acute and polished as the Greeks. \\ hile it in

certain that almost all the Fathers of i

were linn believers in the inspiration of Hi.

(for we need not doubt the honesty of Jn-iin and
Clement, of Tertullian, of Lactantius, and a Im-i ni

others, though it is
ei|iially

clear that the !

must have been near of kin to the dceen
was not possible that such keen wits as l.ncian

and Cel-u- should come under the spell. I
!

.

saw at once that the Christians were inaLiiiL*

oracles to suit their own propaganda, and were

ipiick to proclaim the met; and l.m ian. in particular,
himself turned SihyllUt in order to tell in mock
heroics the fortunes of Peregrinus and of Alexander
of Ahonoteichos. This extant criti<'ism and ridi-

cule must have been widely extended. We can
trace from the successive Sihyllists themselves
the objections which they had to meet. Une, of

necessity, was the dependence of the Sibyl upon
Homer, for tjibyllisin is closely related to Centoisin,
and borrows lines and expressions freely from
Homer. It was necessary, therefore, /or the
assumed Sibyl to explain that the borrowing was
really on the side of that thief Homer. Accord-

ingly, the Sibyl herself attacks the supposed later

poet in the following lines

f TU \//fi'Soypd(tios irpiafivt pporln ttrfffrtu. aunt
Si <f>dot in inryaiv irjaty

, . . tirfav yap ffi^iif ptTpuv re Kpanfjfffi.

(Vrac. Sil>. iii. 41911'.);

and this judgment is endorsed by Tatian, who ui

his tract Ai/ninst the Greeks, % 41, maintains the

superior date of the Sibyl to Homer. A closer

examination, however, of the oracles reveals that
Homer is not the only writer pilfered; there is a
constant coincidence with fragments of Orphic
hymns, which would certainly be much more

pro-
nounced if we were not limited in our comparison
to the few fragments that have been conserved of

this branch of literature. Now, it is worth noticing
that Clement of Alexandria (the \>est read of all

the early Fathers in the matter of Greek literature)

expressly declares that the Sibyl is earlier than

Orpheus; while, to quote another author of nearly
the same date, Tertullian will have it that the

Sibyl is older than all other literature (cf. Tert. atlr.

National, ii. 12). It is clear from these testimonies

that there had been from the first a critical dispute
over the antiquity of the supposed Sibylline verses;
at all events, the anti-Homeric strain in the Sibyl
which we have quoted above occurs in verses which
Alexandra assigns to the time of Antoninus I'ius,

and the writers who endorse the sentiment belong

very nearly to the same period. And before this

time there must have been an active Sibylline

propaganda carried on by the early Christians,
most of whom were deceived and some of them
deceivers.

Something of a similar kind to this contest
between Homer and the Sibyl and Orpheus and the

Siliyl for priority, appears to have taken place at

a later date in regard to Virgil. We have already
pointed out that the acquaintance of Virgil with

Sibylline oracles may lie assumed. It does not

follow that these oracles have anything to do with
the extant collection ; rather they seem to .lie the
1,'iiman collection, which Virgil must have known

by rep" r haps by actual study of pul>li~licd
or uiipulili lied

|
iirtions. Now it has been

by Dechi ni i ' '* tins crstr, zmite HI/

ni'/ri, 1S73) that tie .NMIII|I

lMik of the Oracles has coincidences nl lan^naee
with Virgil. The Sibyl descrilies, for example,
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the flight of /Eneas from Troy in 11. 144 It.
, which

begin

&p^ft 5' K yevtrjs re Kai aV^aros 'AfnrapdKOio

which may be compared with
' Romulus, Assaraei quern sanguinis Ilia mater
Etiucet

'

(Virg. jEn. vi. 779).

After describing the person and fortunes of

.Eneas, the writer proceeds to explain that her
verses will be stolen by a later poet, much in the
same language as we noted in Bk. iii. for Homer

Kat rts Trptafivs O.VTJP aotpbt '(T<jerat auris ciot55s

ai'r6s yap, Trpwrtoros ^u
Ka.i Kpv^et /ierct raura.

But here we must, in view of the coincidences in

language between the Sibyl and the /Encid, under-
stand Virgil and not Homer as the supposed thief.

Obviously, the Sihyllist, who is so anxious to be

prior to Virgil, must have written a good while
after Virgil, as is also shown by the reference to

Virgil as hiding the oracles. Alexandre refers
this part of the oracles to the year A.D. 267 ; and
it is interesting to observe that, not long after
that date, the emperor Constantino in his oration
to the Nicene Fathers invokes the authority of the

Sibyl, and suggests the dependence of Virgil upon
her writings, quoting Virgil for convenience in a
Greek rendering. It is reasonable, therefore, to

suppose that the question of relative priority
between Virgil and the Sibyl belongs to this

period of time.
It is to be noted, however, that the earliest of all

the books of oracles does not seem to have encoun-
tered any such hostile reception. Parts of what is

now edited as the third book, 11. 97-2!)4, 491-fin., are

assigned by Alexandre to the year 166 B.C. It is

not decided whether the production of these verses
was due to some active inquiry which was being
made at the time after extant oracles, which
search might easily have led to the fabrication of
them by some learned Alexandrian Jew, or whether
it is only one more example, to be added to many
belonging to this time, of the transference of the
text of the LXX into Or. verse. Whatever may
be the reason, it is certain that the versified story
of the destruction of the tower of Babel, with the

poetic expansion that it was accomplished by the

agency of mighty winds, was accepted as a fresh
historical authority by contemporaries (Abydenus,
Polyhistor, and, following them, Joseplms), and as

confirming the accuracy of the biblical record from
which it is derived, by Clement of Alexandria and
Eusebius. So that it does not appear that the
earliest Jewish portions of the Sibylline books
provoked the same hostility as those which air
later and definitely Christian. They appear to
have met with an unquestioning acceptance.

It will be convenient to set down here the dates which have
been assigned to the extant books. Our first scheme is that of
Alexandra, whose Exnn-ms "it fUkulliims Libras is the store-
house of material for all who wish to have a thorough knowledge
of the subject. According to him
Bk. iii. 11. 97-2D4 and 439-fin. is a Jewish work, written in

Egypt in the year 166 or 165 B.C.

Bk. iv., the oldest of the Christian Sibyllines, was written in
Asia in the 1st cent. A.. under Titus or Domitian.

The Broooniiuin to the collection (a fragment preserved by
Thcophilus of Antioch) and Ek. viii. U. 217-429, are probably
by ihu same Christian hand, and written in the beginning
of the 2nd cent, under Trajan or Hadrian.

Bk. viii. 11. 1-217, written by a Christian of a millenarian type, in
Egypt in the reign of Antoninus Pius.

Bk. iii. 11. 2'.i.i-;S3 and r,k. v. are Jud;oo-Christian, and were
written in Egypt in the reign of Antoninus Pius.

Bks. vi. and vii. are Christian (.'heretical), and written in the
reign of Alexander Severus, about A.I). 234.

Bk. viii. II. 430-fln., by Christian hands in the middle of the
3rd cent.

Bks. i. ii. and iii. 11. 1-96, by Christian hands, in Asia in the
middle of the 3rd cent.

Bks. xi. xii. xiii. xiv., Judajo-Christian, written in Egypt about
the year 267 A.D.

With this scheme of Alexandre may be compared that pro-
pounded by Ewald. According to Lwald (Abltandlitmj ubcr

Entxti'hiin>] Inhalt utid Wertfi dcr Sib. Backer, Gottingen,
185b) we have

Bk. iii. 11. 97-S2S, about B.c. 124.
Bk. iv., about A.D. SO.

Bk. v. 11. 52-530, about A.D. SO.

Bks. v. 11. 1-51, vi. vii., in A.D. 133.

Bk. viii. 11. 1-860, about A.D. 211.

(Ck. viii. 11. 361-500, Ewald declares to be non-Sibylline.)
Bks. i. ii. iii. 11. 1-96, about A.D. 300.

Bks. xi. xii. xiii. xiv., much later : E\vald imagines references to
the emperor Odenatus and to the rise of Islam !

Further discussions of dates of the whole or parts of the
different books mav be found in Friedlieb, Orac. Sibyll. (Leipzig,
1S52), or Bleek (Tlieol. Zeitjtchri/t, Berlin, 1S19), or Dedient (see

above). The different judgments arrived at by these writers
would probably be rectified by a closer study of the whole body
of Sibylline literature. So far, the best guide is Alexandre,
whose i,\MW*)fts- is a monument of patiently accumulated facts.

EDITIONS OF THE SIBYLLINE ORACLES. The first published por-
tion of the Sibyllines was the famous acrostic, 'lr,trel; \eia-TGt, Qecu

vies, or7'/;/>, which was printed by Aldus. The first ed. was due
to Xystus Betuleus (Sixtus Birken) at Basel in 1545. It con-
tained the first eight books. The second (Lat.) ed. was issued
from the same printing-house (John Oporinus) in the following
year. The third (Gr.-Lat.) appeared at Basel in 1555. The
fourth ed. (that of Opsopreus - Koch) appeared at Paris in 1599,
three years alter the death of the editor. In 1817 the collection
was expanded by Cardinal Mai's discovery of the Books xi.-xiv.,
which were printed first in his Scriptoi-um vet. nora roUi'ctio,

vol. iii. pt. 3. Of more modern edd. the ones in common use
are those of Friedlieb (Leipzig, 1852), Alexandre (Paris, I860),
and Rzach. Of these, the last, published at Prague in 1891, is

by far the best for the text ; it contains no excursus, but has a
brief critical preface, and a most valuable appendix exhibiting
the dependence of the Sibyllines on Homer, Hesiod, the Orphic
hymns, etc. With the text of Rzach and the excursus of

Alexandre. the student can find out almost all that is known of
the Sibyllines. It is necessary to add a final caution with regard
to the quotation of the books. There is a fluctuation in their

numbering on the part of the editors, due to the imperfection
of the series. The last four books, for example, are numbered
ix. x. xi. and xii. by Friedlieb.

[Since the writing of the foregoing article,
Getf'cken's tract, entitled Komposition und Eittstch-

ungszeit do- Oracula Sibi/llina, has appeared, to
which the student is referred for the latest view of

the subject.] J. RENUEL HAP.RIS.

SAMARITAN PENTATEUCH i. HISTORICAL
CONNEXION BETWEEN THE SAMARITANS AND THE
PENTATEUCH. The Samaritans are a mixed race,

sprung from the remnants of the ten tribes which
lost their independence in B.C. 722, and from the

foreign colonists who were settled by the Assyrian
kings in Central Palestine. Hence the question
arises whether the Pentateuch was already known
to the subjects of the Kingdom of the Ten Tribes.

It might be supposed that this question must be
answered in the negative, for the single reason
that the Jahvveh cultus introduced by Jeroboam I.

(1 K 12-s
)
deviated to so large an extent from the

Law. Tliis argument, however, is not absolutely
decisive, for even the kingdom of Jiulah, iy/. under
Ahaz (2 K \&) and Manasseh (21-

8
-), witnessed

frequent and serious departures from the legitimate
religion. But there is at least one valid ground
for the conclusion that the Pentateuch was first

accepted by the Samaritans after the Exile. Why
was their request to be allowed to take part in the

building of the second temple (Ezr 4"-) refused

by the heads of the Jerusalem community (v.
3
)?

Very probably because the Jews were aware that
the Samaritans did not as yet possess the Law-
book. It is hard to suppose that, otherwise, they
would have been met with this refusal. Further,
one who, like the present writer, regards the
modern criticism of the Pentateuch as essentially
correct, has a second decisive reason for adopting
the above view. Or does the very existence of the
Samaritan Pentateuch present an obstacle to the
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rum -lusnm .-it which must representatives of modern
Pentateucbal criticism have arrived, naim-lv, thai
tin- s,,mee, nf (in- Pentateuch were unid'il ii\ 1 n
ini" ili stream which we see in our I'enta
tench? At tin- present iluy there is scare.

lunger a single \viiter who would claim tluit the
Samaritan Pentateuch supplies any argument
ngainsl i In- critical position. Xo each rlaim is

inuile, I'M instance, by C. F. Keil in his /

i' </. .11. Is;:;, $ 204, or liy Ed. Hupprecht in l>

Rdtteli Losung, n. i. (18%) p. mot., or hv the
Human Catholic Fr. Kanlcn in his 1

die !! ilige N /u-ift, ls'J2, 194.
lli' lung after Ezra's time it was when the

Samaritans accepted the Pentateuch is uncertain.

They in.
i.v have already done so .-it the time that

N' hemiah, upon the occasion ol' lii- -ccninl \ i-it to

Jerusalem (B.C 433), expelled tin- ^mi of Joiada,
tin' In-li priest, who hail married a daughter of the
Saimmian prince Sanballat (N'eh 13"). For I here
was hostility between the Jews and Mir Samaritan-
even at u much lain prnoil, alt hou-li tin' latti'i

had ado|,ii-i| the l.aw. lint tin- virw that appears
I" ! s| prolialile is that t he a li<>\ c mentioned
son of the high priest induced the Samaritans both
to accept the Ten I at em 1 1 all. I lo build a temple of
their mm upon Mt. Ccri/.im. It is well known
that .losrplnis (.Int. XI. viii. 2i relates how Man-
as.seh. son of the high priest 'loooofs, and son-in-law
"I the Samaritan prince ^ara^aXXdrjjj, lied to the
.Samaritans iii the time <ii the IVrsian king Darius
Cudiimanmi-. Km here, in all probability, we hare
simply a chronological error, for later writers were
tteaU in their knowledge ,,f the chronology of the

post-exjlie period. For instance, in To I
13'- 1 the

years 7"! HM are compressed into TrcvrJKOvTa. or

TffffapdKovTa. Tjpiptu (Kritzsche, Libri aporry/t/ii, pp.
110, 1 1.Si. and in ^"/'i-'ulain ra/iliaSO it is said that
the rule of the I'er-ians after the building of the
second temple lasted only 34 years (see, further,
art. l>\ the present writer in Ejcpvi. Times, x.

i

Ivn
p. -j.'iTi. \ur are there wanting in the post-

liibln-al iiaditioii indications pointing to the fact
that it \\.-is near the time of Ezra that the Samari-
tans aeecptcd the Pentateuch. For instance, in
llah. T.-ilin. (Sanhed. 21A) we read: 'The Torah
as oiigiually revealed in the Hebrew character

and in the holy [i.e. Hebrew] language, the second
time in the Assyrian character and in the Aramaic
language, and fsrael chose the Assyrian character
and the holy language, whereas it gave over the
II ew character and the Aramaic language to
the iodiTai.'* This second revelation of the Law
\\ hieh is here presupposed, has in view the activity
which, according to other passages of the tradition,
K/ra displayed with reference to the Pentateuch.
For instance, in l!ab. Talm. (Sukk'i 2<V<) it is said :

'The Toruh was forgotten by the Israelites until
K/ra came from liabylon and restored it' (other

pas-apes are translated in Kiinig's Einlcit. in d.

A T, p. 241 f. ). Xor is there anything inexplicable
in the circumstance that the Samaritans, about the
\eai B.C. -H-'!, accepted no part of the UT but the
I'entaiciicli, for even the Jews exalted the Torah
above the other parts of the OT. The .Mi-hu.i

enacts in Mffiillil iii. 1 :

'

If one sells liooks (i.e.

pails nt the (IT other than the Pentateuch), he

may take a Torah in exchange ; but if one sells a
Tmali he may not take other books in exchange'
(many further testimonies to this later apprecia-
tion of the Torah above the rest of the Of will

be found iu Kmiig's Einlcit. p. 455 f.).

I..IIIT tin! ;.. Bof 1 i" actual existence of tht' Samaritan Ponta-
ti'iirh n i.imiil in the Talmud (cf. Znch. Frankel, Ifeber dm

Th. virw of L. Blau, exi^resseil in his pro-.'rainme
' Zur

Eink'itunn in <ti.- ht-il. sjchrift.' ISO*, p. 7i, Ihut thi- ti'nil

I^VTOI tun .l.i. - TI refer to the Samaritans, will not hold it.-t

ground.

'
'/.'I

1

paUutinij(chrtk Kznjftr oil/ ./

eiitiJ!, p. S43). in
Urijfen (wlie

Nu l;t l i KXI abrit im Tt! rv u^iirv> 10^*.-
and in Jerome (/Yobntuaateriuf : '.Sam
totldem liu-ris ncriplitont, llK'uri uniim.
anteM

1

). But alwuit the- vear A.D. li."i n-.t . \. ;, ,

Scaliu'cr(^ rin--ii:tiiti.'it' tr-nti*,rttiit. Ill, :

there wi-re copies of tin- .Samaritan IVnt n
At lout, in ihv .vtar 1010 I'iedr id

ii. manuscript of lliis K.|,I
:.i Daitiucui. Between the yeui ltU and 1

in the East six rapira of it. Since then main
w.irk have bcfii mllaUil ; cf. de Komi, I

ol. i. p. CLV I. ; ROMU, XUMil, Isin.
]

ii
. Katalog </T Samaritan. 1'fi*'

/, 1S74. The Samatltiui Pentateuch wu Bnl
< superintendence of Job. Morinua, In

''). A second itnpn-sdion apiH-an-d in Ihi-
'

Polyglot! (Ii7). It was published, n i'n-. i.- . ,| in it,,

character, k.v Bla.vney at Oxfonl in 17UO. Iu |-
alsi) set forth in a depurate column of Keiinic..:'
heb. cum rariii Itttiunibiu (Uxonii, 1770-Wi), and in II

inann's extremely interesting work, I'friturti rub-r hr>"
Formmlehre tuicti tier AuMfirache der hrutiijen Saiim
18I!S, pp. 219-32(1. In the lalttr will be found alwj a tr

tion of the whole of the Book of '..-it. -i-, 08 Ammm, i

liiuli priest of the Samarium coinumnity ut Naulim, di. !

to Petennann (pp. 101-218).

ii. COMPARISON BETWKKN THE SAMARITAN-
HEBREW AND THE JEWISH-HEBREW I'KNTA-
TKL'CH. () The character of the MSS, ami the
method of dividing the text. The Samaritan nianu-

Bcripts, like the majority of the Jewish ones,
are of parchment or paper; the Samaritans like-
wise preferred the roll form for use in Divine
worship. The Samaritan MSS want the vowel
signs and the accents, which are employed in the
Jewish Pentateuch. In lieu of these they exhibit
the following signs : a point separates each word
from the next ; two points, similar to the colon in
modern languages, mark oil' smaller and larger
paragraphs (Kohn, Zur ifjirnclic, Litt., u. Uiigmntik
d. Samaritaner, p. 1 f.). The whole Pentateuch is

divided by the Samaritans into sections which they
call rsp (kazin). Of these they reckon in the
Pentateuch 966 (Hapfeld, ZHMG, 1S07, p. -Jii), while
the Jews are accustomed to count in the Torah
379 close and 21)0 open jmrasluu (cf. Kiinig, Einleit.

p. 463).

(6) Lintfuixtic differences. The vowel letters are
much more frequently employed in the Samaritan
than in the MT. Even shctca is many times indi-

cated by i or : for instance, nvjiK, a form which
the MT first exhibits in '2 Ch 8'8 , is written by the
Samaritan in IH 2S1J8

, or -ceri is read for "i^r: in
I)t 3 14

. The orthography which the MT favours,

especially in the earlier parts of the OT, agrees
still oftoner with that found on the Jewish coins.
Hut the Samaritan 1'entateuch thus reflects the
latest stage of development reached by Hebrew
orthography within the OT, and in a great many
instances goes even beyond this. In the matter of

i-"ii'iti>us, the unusual forms are regularly changed
into the usual ones. For instance, KI.I, which in

the Pentateuch (On 2'- etc.) stands for the Inter
K'.I 1'Jo times, and which is altered in the MT null/
in the uutrgiH, is replaced by KM in the Samaritan
in the text. The form >:n;, which is permitted in
the MT, is changed in the Samaritan into 'jn.'K

;On 4'2", Ex Hi71
-, Nu S23

-'). As to the conjugation
of vcrbx, the lightened form of the imperfect, the
so-called jussive, is almost always changed into the

ordinary form : ay;i (Gn 32') is replaced by aip-i

read by the high priest Aiiiram as ui/whuv) ; try
u i>\ -x- i , ,i; K-JIJJ (31" 41") by nmo (u>

In the declension of iniiiiut, the endings in -6 and
i, which, in spite of J. liartli (/.Il.MH, 1S'J<(, p. MS),

o In- considered relics of the old case-endingit,
1

1 most uniformly dropped : i/vrj appears as rrn

in On 1-' (i!3 of Xu -23
13 J43-i8 left unaltered i

;

nau a.- ,-:. i in (in 31W ; anil .IJI^'K as -T K

in I'A l.'i'
1

. In the i oust ruction of nouns, many ul

the marks are obliterated which pnmt in a , ..,,.,

generis being of coniiiion gender: t.y. -;: 'suunj;
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maiden
'

(On 24"- 16 - =" M - 57 343 - ls
, Dt 22 1 '- 29

[except
v.' 11

]). which the Massoretes altered on/// i' the

margin, is changed into mya (n<3ra) w </ <ca;< of

the Samaritan (cf. Gesenius, de Pentateuch* Sam-
aritani origins, etc. p. 28 if.). The solitary occur-

rence of s which the present writer (Lehrgeb. ii.

293) lias been ahle to discover before the article in

the Pentateuch is ^ij-np of Gn 6ai
,
and this dis-

appears in the Eiyn 3D (min do/ih) of the Samaritan.

In t

'

the lexical sphere, the followin

are worthy of note : -6'
'

beget
'

is replaced by the

form that became usual in later times, -p^i.-i, in

Gn 108 and 22J3
. The verb mj, which is used in

K\ -j i
a. as. si. 32. s6 Of ti, e 'pushing' of an ox, is re-

placed by the more familiar verb .13,1 'strike.'

Differences of a si/ntintictil or stylistic kind are

tlic following: the sentence i^: n; HND pSn (MT
of Gn 17 17 ' shall a child be born to one who is a
hundred years old?' LXX el rif iKaTovraeTti yevfy-

aerat vl!>s ;) is in perfect agreement with the

Hebrew linguistic usage as this appears in (In 4 KH

etc. But the Samaritan has missed this construc-

tion, and substituted the easier tillioi want shena
tiled (T^IK),

'

shall I at the age of a hundred years
beget a child?' In the MT of Gn 7- the formula
w.j'xi K"N appears alongside of the synonymous pair
of words it??;' "i?! (

v -
3
)- This variety of expression

disappears in the Samaritan, which uses the latter

formula in both verses. The asyndetic \'y. (Gn 1"),

Sx (3
16

), D-Sasn (6
4
), D-CB (v.'

J
), are changed into syi

etc., and greater clearness is thus obtained.

Under the same heading may be ranged certain

phenomena of diction, due to the Aramaic dialect,
which afterwards became naturalized among the
Samaritans. For instance, we find BTI~ for DVIX

(Gn 84
), s'nna for D-nuj (7

19
), -i?y for -en 'wine'

(Dt 32 1J
). The gutturals are thus very frequently

interchanged, because to the Samaritan copyist,
accustomed to the Aramaic dialect, they had lost

their distinctive phonetic values. To the same
cause are due such forms as that of the pronoun
nx (Gn 12n - I3 24 47 - M

) and rnx (31
B
), or of 'npnx (for

npns Gn IS15
), the infinitive .-romS (for -at

1

? 9 1B
),

etc. (cf. Gesenius, I.e. p. 53 ft'.).

(c) Material differences : (a) many passages are

altered or supplemented from parallel passages.
For instance, .-ib'yx N'T of Gn 1829t - is replaced in the
Samaritan by rvmru x

1

? IA as/lit, after vv.-8 - 3
"-. The

servant of Moses is called in the MT sometimes
y-i'i.-i (Nu 138 -

'", l)t 32"), and sometimes y(i)='in' (Ex
1~M. i3f. 043 etc )_ ijUt tlle Samaritan writes the
latter form even in the three passages in which
the change of Hoshca into Jchoshna is recorded,
so that we read in Nu 1316 'and Moses called

Jehoshua, the son of Nun, Jehoshua' ! Again, in

Gn ll 11 '- the formula is regularly added, 'and all

the years of ... were . . . years, and lie died,'
which is derived from the parallel genealogy (5-).
In 17

14a 'on the eighth day' is read in harmony
with the parallel passage. After 30"" we liml a long
addition, which is borrowed from 31 13

. Specially
striking is the following series of passages : Ex Gu

(cf. 14 1

-) 7 18
(cf. vv. 16- 18

) 7-'
9
(cf. vv.M--) S ls

(cf. vv. ia - I!J

)

9 3. 1!) 1Q3 J1S (c.f. 422f.) 1835 (c f. Dt la-ld) 20 17
(c f. Dt

27'J. 5-7) 20=1 (cf. TH 5-6- 28 18 18-"5-'7'-) 39
21

, Nu 4 14 Id 10

12i6 1333 o i3 21"'-- 2723 SI-
, Dt 2' 5 18 107

. The
remarkable circumstance about all these passages
is that in every instance where it is recorded that
Moses said or did something, this is always pre-
ceded by a statement in so many words that it

was a Divine command that he should act so, and,
wherever a Divine command is recorded, this is re-

peated in the same terms when we are told that
Moses fulfilled it. This is a carrying to the ex-
treme of that pleonastic form of expression which
may be observed also in certain portions of the
Jewish-Hebrew Pentateuch (cf. Ko'nig, Stilistik,
etc. pp. 169, 172, 176). That the above passages

in the Samaritan Pentateuch are of secondary
origin is sufficiently evident from the circumstance

that its text there has not the support of a single
ancient witness. (ft) There are differences due to

a religious or other like interest. The statement

in Gn 2JJa
':i 'y;trn Q'i'3 D'rtSi *?;;!,

' and God declared

all his work finished (see Konig, tiyntax, 95i)

on the seventh day' was not understood, and so

the seventh was changed into the sixth day (Sam.

beijuni cshshishshi). The number 430 years,

during which the Hebrews sojourned in Egypt,

according to the MT of Ex 12W , appeared to be

too large, and hence the expression :yjD six} 'in

the land of Canaan ' was inserted before the words
' in the land of Egypt.' (By the way, the MT of

Ex 1'2
40

is shown by Ezk 45 '- to have been the text

in existence at the time of the prophet, for the

390 + 40 years of Ezk 45f - are nothing else than a

reflexion' of the 430 years of the Egyptian bondage
of Israel). Again, the plural predicate with which
D-nSsi 'God' is coupled in Gn 20 13 3153 357 and Ex
22s

, is changed into a singular, in order to avoid

the appearance of polytheism (Kohn, de Snnnn-i-

tanoPcntatcHcho, p. 22). Another group is formed

Ijy the following passages. The statement in Ex
24" urn ' and they beheld (se. God),' is replaced by
iinui 'and they cleaved to (God),' the idea being
that the Deity must have been strictly invisible.

The conception of God was thus transcendentalized.

In obedience to the same motive, so-called inter-

mediary beings are introduced between God and

man, D-nSx ('God') being replaced by DVT^K st^D

('an angel of God') in Nu 2220 234
,
and mn- by

ni.T DK^D^in vv. 5 - :0
. Conversely, -x'JDn

(

' the angel ')

is once, Gn 48 16
, changed into uten ('the king'), in

order to avoid attributing to the angel what God
Himself had accomplished, namely, the deliverance

of Jacob. The Samaritans showed themselves in

other instances as well very jealous for the char-

acter of God. From this motive they changed
the words ' take all the heads of the people and

hang them up' (Nu 254
'-) into 'command that

they slay the men who attached themselves to

Baal-peor,' the command as it runs in the MT
appearing to involve an injustice on the part of

God. To the same category belongs the substitu-

tion of
' hero (lu'J) of war' for 'man ("N) of war,'

as a designation of God in Ex lo3. Yet another

group of differences have for their aim the securing
of the ;esthetic purity of the Law. The Samaritans,
for instance, have not only taken into the text

those marginal readings which the Jewish Mas-
soretes adopted for aesthetic reasons (Dt 2830

), but

have replaced the term VBQD ' his secrets' (25") by
nra 'his flesh.' Finally, it was upon national

grounds that the name brry ('Ebal) was exchanged
for OT-U (Gerizim) in Dt 27 4

. It has been shown,

notably by Verschuir (in No. iii. of his Diss-rta-

tioncs philolorjica'-cxcijcticce, 1773), that the con-

text demands' the building of the altar nowhere
but upon Mt. 'Ebal. God is presented especially
as witness to the oath and as avenger of any
breach of it (29

1 -- 1J - 1!l

), and accordingly we look

both for the building of the altar as a symbol of

the Divine presence, and for the offering of sacri-

fice by the people, upon that mountain from which

the curse was proclaimed (27
13

). After the Sam-

aritans, moved probably by 27 1 - where Gerizim is

named as the mount of blessing, had built their

temple upon this mountain to the south of Shechem,

they would be led naturally enough to introduce

the name Gerizim in v. 4
. The Jews, on the other

hand, had no interest to substitute the name 'Ebal

for the name Gerizim, for the point that concerned

them was not whether Gerizim or 'Ebal was to

have the preference, but whether the hegemony
belonged to Gerizim or to Zion (Jn 4'

A1
).

In view of all these differences between the
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.levvi-h Hebrew and the Siiiimritan Hebrew I'm
l.itcnrll. thru- rail 1. 1' li<> doubt tlial vvhal till'

Samaritan- |Ki->r is a Inter form o[ die- IVn-

tateuch. Whether we look at the groups dealing
with liiioiii-tii- dillerences or al dm- miected

with lln- -iili|n-t -mallei . the' iiiiliratinii- point to

a l"l'' period. A -nlliriciit f\ ill. -in r iif this is

RUpplied by the .It-wish innnjni'i! readiir.:- \\lnrli

are taken hy the Samaritans intu tin 1 I '' it-' li

luit the some conclusion follows equally from the

theological peculiarities of the Samaritan IVnla
tench which ha\e heen mentioned above. For
the same tranacendentolizing ni" tin- rom ration of

Hod i- met with al-o in the later vviitin^ of the

,lr\\>: >-.if. the Matement 'ami (.ind wa* grieved
1

i. n ii''i is replaced in the Targiim ni Hnkelo- h\

'ami He eiiminantleil by Hi- KTO'D (icord) to destroj
their energies according In His will.'

iii. i:> i. M ins ui rRE SAMARITAN PENTATEUCH
TO TIM: HELLENISTIC (i.e. i in. M 1-1 1 M.IS i . (a)

Until the-e I i- oi i lir r,.|iiai..neh agree in many
details ni form. l''nr in-taiiee, Imth, ditl'ei in;.; in this

I loin the M'l', have an ' and before ' tree
'

in < in I

"

(MT |7, Sam. vx ., I.X.X mi .- W). The ease is the

same in .'!'" (.i.-xn-"!* n; I <iWisA</, ml ry 7wai/ti),
ii' i:--r:- uxtnnephilem, nl Si ylyavTa), ami G'5 -

'*.

Again, Imth have in run n some considerable
deviations from the MT. In On 2- the IA.V
like the Samaritan, has replaeeil 'on the -rvrntli

day' liy 'on the si\lh day' (rp TnVpy TJ IKTJI).

liisiea.l' of the stran".e order 'earth and heaven'
which the MT exhibits in Gn '2

4>
', the other two

forms of the I'entalencli have the more usual

sm cession of the two words (shnnifm waarcz, ri>v

oi'paviiv KO.I TIJV fii"). Both supplement the words
of Cain in -T hy let us go into the Held' (ncl/ik-t

ti-;h*litii, 5U\0ii}^.fv f i'y rb wfoiov). IJoth interpolate
into tin MT of F.x 12*r the words 'in the land of

Canaan, but, while the Samaritan has this addition
li fore, die I. NX has it nftcr, the words 'in the
land of K".ypt.' l-'inally, the Samaritan and the

l.XX agree in some of the expansions of the MT
which are derived from parallel passages. For
instance, in (In 1" there is the addition 'to give
light upon the earth' itu'cr al rutrc:, rii tpavaiv

t-ri rrjs 7'";5i, and in II 8 'and the tower' (wit
Kiiiiii'iiil-il, Kal TOP ri'ipyor) is added.

i/<i liillrrcnccs between the Samaritan and the

l.XX. AS regards the use of 'and,' the LXX
agrees with the MT in Gn 6" (D-CB p'^s, iUaiot

'.'nit, again-l Sam. -"'/''/ iilnnn m). The LXX
pref'Ts as\-n.lesis in rbv "Ziju, Tbv Xd,u, rbv\a.<p<0, as

against the >ynde-i- of the MT ('Shem, Ham, nnd

Japlieth ') and the polyvndcsis of the Samaritan

\if >'// in irit A> trit Ye/inct). In 2-^ the CIKH of the

MT and the !> 'Aoa/i of the LXX agree, but the
Samaritan has tin 1 anarthrous CIK (r<(ln,n), whereas
in :i

" the aitide is wanting alike in the Samaritan

(adam) and the LXX ('\Sdn). In 33 the MT and
the LXX have the simple expression

' the tree,'

but tin- Samaritan reads 'this tree' (riif a:ze).

The L.XX ha-diMereiit number- from die Samaritan
in tin- genealogies of Gn S3*- and ll""r

-. Finally,
in the sphere of religion, the Samaritan I'cntateuc'h

ha- retained die Divine name .lahvveh in its text,

only thai the Samaritans read for it Shema (Petal-
matin. /.'. p. li'ii'i, which means 'the name' KO.T'

iioX'h'- Thi- use of the expression
' the name '

lias

tin- foundation already laid for it in Lv 24", and
make- il- appearance for the lirst time in the

Mi-hna in the words Let him otl'er a short prayer,
Ba v inu. Help. 1 1 name (c^n), thy people the remnant
uf' brael

'

(/;.,.</./..;,/( iv. 4). The Creek Jew Imx

already replaced in his left the most holy Name
--

i./,'-/,,/ /, i hy the expression
' the Louu' (o itepios)

which the Hebrew Jews placed in the margin.
lint, on the other hand, the Greek Jew has retained

the term ' God
'

in Nil -_'--
v and 23' (o 0eii), whereas

the Samaritan has introduced the expression
'

angel
of God,' thus raising the Ueity above any inter-

course with man.
iv. SOUUCK OF THE PECULIARITIES OF THE

SAMARITAN PENTATEUCH. Four principal sug-
gestions have been made to account for these

peculiarities.

not the fenlnrt-s in whii'h the Samaritan anil the
alau-uch a^reu with one anoUu-r, anil <lill< r n

,l-v\ i>h Hebrew Pentateuch, lie traceable dirt-

v ies anil ;UNI- of Inter Ncribitin? Tht in nut mil) j<"il'l. . l>ut

IH , \ rn iHisitively favourel by the cin'umiitani'e 1 1

knuritan and theUrcek to the Jewish r-

iniMnir of agreement and (litTerenee. Let U8 look at l"
examples. The later scribes held that I~K in Gn 'J

IJt>tr- is n i 1 1

ittmm,
'

man/ but the proper namo ' Adam. 1 This
common opinion, however, found exprthMnn in varimi-
The Ilclirevv-Jewish .MonsoreU-8 pronounced, in 'JW :','

ii'lnui. i.e. without the article, because thin was IM

tlir-.r thn-e passages without alteration of the fcjf, whi. \

other two passages (2"-
15 a*-J) would have hail to lie altereil to net

riil of the article. The Ureek Jew likewise retain* the :n

'J-' (i 'A5*u> and drops it only in 3'^. But the Samaritan in

passages has introduced the anarthrous word CIK
ato the text. \_' rn. the view that the 430 years of

Ex I'-i
40 included Israel's sojourn in Canaan aii't E^viit, llnds

expression in tli ftrent ways in the Samaritan and in the LXX.
(b) IH it more likely that the readings wherein the Samaritan

and the LXX aj^ree in differing from the MT were found in
nlilt-r lli-l-n \v ' .11 .- (Abl i- - i, / YwAriYf H.t-'rlftrgetzvwjeil,

p. 091. ; dc Wette-Schrader, JSiiikil. p. OS; Vatke, Kinteit. p.

lua). There are traces, of course, of Jewish-Hebrew MSS whose
from the JIT. Kor instance, the

tract Stiph&riin (vi. 4) relates that 'Three books were found in

the forecourt (miya): in one was found written Kin eleven

times, and in two KM eleven times, and the two were declared

to be right, and the one was left out of account.' That is to

say, a manuscript was discovered in the forecourt of the temple
in which the personal pronoun of the 3rd pers. sin. was ex-

pressed by KM not only in the well-known 195 passages, but als.o

in the other eleven passages of the Pentateuch, where that pro-
noun occurs. Yet this is but a w t-ak --n[.]kii't for the view that
at one time a Jewish-Hebrew MS of the Pentateuch contained
the peculiarities wherein the Samaritan and the LXX differ Ironi

the MT. Or may it be jupjiosed that a Jewish-Hebrew MS of

this kind took its rise amongst the Hellenistic Jews in Egypt?
(Kiehm, Kinleit. ii. 446). At all events, the aci*ounts we have
of the origin of the LXX know nothing of Egyptian MSJS of the
Hcb. Pentateuch which formed the basis ol the Greek trans-

lation.

(c) Or are we to hold that the Samaritan Pentateuch was

subsequently corrected from the Greek? (Ed. linhl, Ilir alltcst.

Citatc itn A"/', p. 171). This view cannot lie set down tut

absolutely impossible, hut it raises new and dimcult questions.
Was thcce once a (Jreek Pentateuch, which was simply copied
by the Samaritans? There is no evidence for this, nor is it

li'kcly. On the other hand, if the present text of the LXX was
used 113- the Samaritans for correcting their Pentateuch, why
did they adopt only a portion of the peculiarities of the LXX ?

(if) The same diltlculties arise if we assume that it was a
Samaritan-Hebrew codex (Eichhorn, Eiiilcit. ii. G41 f.) or a
Samaritan-Greek codex (Kohn, Na itiarila n im-hr fit </, p. 3SfT.)

that was translated at Alexandria. Kor, in the first place, tradi-

tion knows nothing of this. Secondly, it is not in the least likely

that as early as the 3rd cent. U.C., when the so.called Septuagint
version of the Pentateuch originated, so many Samaritans had

adopted the Greek language that a Greek translation of the
Pentateuch would have been executed for their use. It is true

there are 43 Greek jwissages which are marked by Origen as rt

2.i*apn-?ijw (Field, Oritjrms IleXdplorutit tj'tx s%t]tfrit<nnt t p.

IxxxiilT.). It is also certain that these passages are relics of a

complete Greek translation of the Pentateuch (Kohn, 'lias

Samareitikon
'

in Munatmtcttrf/t /. GtMclt. it. Winteiutch. tl.

JntU'itllitittt*, 1SW4, pp. 1-7, 49-07), which was prepared for the
use of Samarium* living in Greek-speaking countries. For we
are told that Symmachus put forward his Greek translation

ID opposition to a Greek translation which was current among
the Samariums (Epiphunius, rft 1'nnilrriltnr ct Mi-mntrig, c_ UI).

But there is not the slightest probability that this Greek
translation was older than the LXX.

When all these considerations are taken into

account, the tirst of the views enumerated above
remains the most probable, namely, that the greater

part of the dill'ercnces which show themselves be-

tween the MT ami the Samaritan Pentateuch,

grew up through the influence of later current- oi

thought, just as is the case with the majoinv ot

the dillerences lietvveen the MT and the LXX.
We see the influence of later hermeneutics ami

theology continuing to work in another form which
the I'eiitateuch assumed among the Samaritan-,
and u huh must not l>e confused \v ith the Samaritan
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Pentateuch hitherto spoken of. When the W.
Aramaic dialect had inundated also Central Pales-

tine, the Samaritan-Hebrew Pentateuch was trans-

lated into this new country dialect of the Samari-
tans. Thus originated the Samaritan Pentateuch-

Turtfitm, which, according to the tradition of the

Samaritans, dates from the 1st cent. B.C., and is

attributed to a priest, Nathanael, but which is

more correctly derived, with Kaut/sch (PfiE-\m.
p. 350), from the 2nd cent. A.D. This translation
was first printed .in the Paris (1645) and London
(1657) Polyglotts, and the text given there was
transcribed in the square character by Briill (Das
Samaritanische Targiim, 1873-75). After fresh

comparison with many JNISS, it was published by
H. Petermaim under the very misleading title

Pentateuehits Samaritanus (1872-91). The Oxford

Fragments of a Samaritan Tarf/um, published by
Nutt in 1874, have also been used by Petermann in

restoring the text of Leviticus and Numbers, as
well as the St. Petersburg Fragments published by
Kohn in 1876, which are made use of in the 5th

part, which embraces Deuteronomy.
' But there

are more variants than appear in Petermann-
Vollers,' says P. Kahle in his Textkritische tend
lexicalische Bemerfsuncfen ztim Samaritan. Pcnta-

tnii-htargum (1898), pp. 8, 11, etc. On the char-
acter of this Targuni the reader may now compare,
above all, the thoroughgoing article of Kohn in

ZDMG, 1893, pp. 620-97. Kahle (I.e. p. 8) remarks
that in the Targum 'the Hebrew-Samaritan text
is rendered slavishly, word for word.' Yet the

transcendentalizing of the Divine and the glorifi-
cation of Moses show themselves in a still higher
degree here than in the Sam. Pentateuch itself.

After the Mohammedan conquest of Palestine

(A.D. 637), when Arabic was becoming more and
more the medium of intercourse employed by the

Samaritans, Abu Said in the llth cent, translated
the Pentateuch into Arabic. (The books of Genesis,
Exodus, and Leviticus in this translation have
been edited by A. Kuenen, 1851-54). The so-called
Barberini Triglott, a MS which was deposited in
the Barberini Library at Rome, exhibits in three
columns the Samaritan-Hebrew'text, the Samaritan-
Aramaic, and the Samaritan-Arabic versions.

ED. KONIG.
RACES OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. Scope

and Definition. It is essential to the proper
treatment of a subject to determine first of all
its scope. In the broad sense of the term, the
races of the OT include all the peoples that are
mentioned within that promiscuous compilation
representing a large number of distinctive works
and embracing the remains of a literature which
covers a period of almost one thousand years of
intellectual activity. The character of this litera-

ture, as thus defined, makes it natural that the
geographical horizon of the OT writers should be

practically
coextensive with the then existingethno-

logical knowledge. By actual contact the Hebrews
are brought into relationship with the entire

group of nations settled around the Mediterranean,
as Avell as with many inland groups to the north,
east, south, and south-west of the land which
became the home of the Hebrews par excellence.
The early traditions and the legendary accounts of

periods and personages lying beyond the confines of

trustworthy knowledge, increase this number by
many races of which little more than the names
have been preserved. To give an exhaustive
account, therefore, of the races of the OT would
involve writing a treatise on ancient ethnology.On the other hand, as ordinarily understood,
the races of the OT include primarily those
peoples only which stand in close contiguity to
the central group in the scene of OT history

the Hebrews themselves; and here, again, a

further twofold division suggests itself, viz. be-

tween those which belong to the more immediate
ethnic group of which the Hebrews form a part,
and those which lie outside of these limits. Con-

fining ourselves in the main to a discussion of the
theme in the narrower sense, it will meet our pur-
poses best to treat it under these two aspects.

i. THE HEBREWS AND SEMITES. The group
historically known as the Hebrews, and forming
the confederation of tribes to which the name
Bene Israel is given in the OT, forms part of a

larger group known as the SEMITES. By virtue of

this relationship, and in consequence of the geo-
graphical distribution of the other branches of

the Semites, it is to the Semitic family that the
races most prominently mentioned in the OT
belong. The term Semite is used both in an

ethnological and in a linguistic sense. As origin-

ally employed by J. G. Eichhorn * at the close

of the 18th century, it embraced the peoples
grouped in Gn 10 as the 'sons of Shem.' Since,
however, it has been ascertained that the peoples
thus grouped do not belong to one race or even to

allied races, the ethnological application of the
term has been modified to designate a race dis-

tinguished by the following features : dolicho-

cephalic skulls ; curly and abundant hair ; slightly
wavy or straight strong beard, the colour pre-

dominantly black ; prominent nose, straight or

aquiline ; oval face.f
It must, however, be borne in mind that the

pure type is comparatively rare. At an exceed-

ingly remote period the mixture of Semites with
Hamites and Aryans began, so that except in the
less accessible regions of central Arabia it is

doubtful whether pure Semites exist at all. So
pronounced has this mixture been that some
investigators regard the Semites as the product
of two races a ulonde and a dark race ; but the
introduction of such a division is confusing. The
mixture has not been with one race but with

many races, and hence it is but natural that a

variety of types should have been produced. The
preponderating type, however, being dark, it is

legitimate to conclude that the latter represents
the original stock, and that the ' blonde' Semites
furnish the proof precisely of that admixture
which we know from other sources actually took

place.
Where the original home of the Semites lay is

a matter of dispute, and will probably never be
settled to the satisfaction of all scholars. The
drift of scholar!}' opinion, after vacillating between
southern Babylonia, the eastern confines of Africa,
southern Arabia, and the interior of the Arabian
peninsula, is now in favour of the latter region. t
It is, at all events, in central Arabia that the

purest Semitic type is still found, and, so far as

known, it was invariably from the interior of
Arabia that the Semitic hordes poured forth to
the north-east and north-west and south to estab-

|

lish cultured States or to assimilate the culture
which they already found existing.

It is in this way that we may account for the

greatest of Semitic States that of BABYLONIA
and ASSYRIA in the Euphrates Valley and along
the banks of the Tigris. The course of culture in

Mesopotamia is from south to north, and this fact
is in itself an important indication that the
Semites who took possession of Babylonia came

* Hist.-Kriiische Einleit. in das A T (Leipzig, 1780), p. 45.

t See, e.g., Brinton, Races and 1'eoiiles (New York, 1890), p.
134.

J For recent discussions of the various theories, see NoluVke,
DtexemittichenSprachen (Leipzig, 1SST). and his article

* Sen itic

Languages' in Etwyc. Brits'; also Brinton and Jastrow, The
Cradle of the Semites (Philadelphia, ls:>l), where further refer-

ences will be-found ; and more recently G. A. Barton, .A Sketch

of Semitic Origins (New York, 1902), oh. i.
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from 11 distiii'1 lying to tlie south of l!itliyloiii:i.

'I'll.' Babylonians :iinl Assyrians thus form n

distinct liriiin-li ul" tlie .Semites, though at the
same- time nil m-lnni; nil ilhtst I n I ! m "1 the ad-

mixture 1 \\itli nihri HUTS |ioii which we ha\c
dwelt. Tin' Kuphrate.s Valley appears in ban 1

1 11 from time' immemorial a x :ll '"'-' n - i''
;u '

\ariniis nations, and, in passing, it m.-i\ In- nott-d

I hat i In 1 Bibliral legend of tin' ' -i 111 hi-, ii ii M| 1. 111 _ i.-

ll In lli, \\hic-h significantly takes
place-

in Baby-
lonia. appears to lie based upon a ilun ifi-nlh-ri ion

of this circumstance. So far as piv^-nt imlii-a-

tionsgei. the Semites upon coming to tin- Kuphrates
Vall'-y already found a culture in existence "hi>h,
ho-.M'M-r, iln'V so thoroughly assimila'.rd, and on
which at the same Ii they impie --ed ihe stamp
of their peculiar pcrsnnality to such an eMenl, as

to make it substantially a Semitic product. In-

ilei-.l, ihe presence of this earlier culture was

prohalily
the atlrarlinn w hie-h led to the Semitic'

invasion from the interior oi Aialiia, iu^t a- at a

latc'r dale' t hi' Si'initie c-ivili/atiun of the Euphrates
attrac-ted other Semit ic- ln> rde.- towards making a
northern movement I'lom tin- -aim- region. It is

anion-j thi'-e horde*, poiiiiirj out of tlie steppes of

Arabia, and proceeding in the' direction of the

Kiipln-ates Valley, that we are to seek for the
ancestors of the Hebrews.
The sociological process which began thonsanda

of year* ago is -till going on at the present time,
where nomadie gton|is. attracted hy tile opportuni-
ties of -

1

ii ul, runt in uc' to skirt the regions ot culture
in the hast, with the result that a certain propor-
tion of them arc- permanently trained for the cause
of civilization, and settle in culture centres.* The
I'.il.lh :il tradition which goes hack to settlements
on the' 1. urinates I'r and Harran (Gn ll 2"" 31

)

timlsaii explanation in such a movement. Form-
ing part of a nomadic invasion, the Hebrews were
among those who, allured by the attractions of

liahylonian culture, made settlements of a more

permanent character along the Euphrates, first at
l"r and later farther north at Harran. That, how-
etcr, these set t lenient* did not involve casting
a-iili nomadic habits altogether, is shown by the
Biblical tradition which records a movement of

Hebrews from Ur to I,Iarran and thence by the
northern route into Palestine. The presence of an
Klie/i-r elan oi Damascus m close affiliation with
Alcraham ilin l.Vi and his band, points to a tem-

pi nary settlement at Damascus on the route to
i In- uest. Once on the west of the Jordan, the
Ili-biews continue their semi-nomadic habits for

several centuries, and it is not until the llth cent,

that this stage in their career is definitely closed.

Thesr movements of the Hebrews, as recorded
in a blurred, and yet for that reason not altogether
nnhistorieal tradition, suggest, as already pointed
out, the 1 manner in which southern Mesopotamia
became a thoroughly Semitic State, the invading
Semite's absorbing the old culture (whatever that

was, and whatsoever its origin may have been),
and Diving- a new direction to the further intel-

lectual, social, and religious development of the

Euphrates Valley. This parallel alsej indicates

what is more important for our purposes a com-
mon origin lor the Semiteswho obtained possession
of I'.alcylonia and those who, after moving up and
down the western outskirts of Babylonia, entered
1'ah'stine. The testimony of language bears out
this supposition, for the relationship between
He bieu and Babylonian is.suc.li as to warrant our

concluding in favour of the descent of the two

] pies from one common branch to which the
name- \iaiiKean' may he given.

It is both interesting and significant to find that

Si-.- l.;cilv \nni' r.liuit. The Bedouin Trilrt of the Euphrattt
(London, IsTO), especially clw. xxiii. and xxiv.

tradition preserves the appropriateness of this

designation. (In a solemn occasion, when the
Hebrew, appearing before Jahweh, is to recall bin
least, a formula is introduced in which In- refc

nis ancestor as ' a
stray P3") Aram ,c an I

n

1. The AfiAM.EAN branch of tin .". nnt.'s thus
assumes large dimensions. Itesides ilu- l!ab\ Indian-
am I Assyrians and Hebrews, it includes ihe-'.x, .,,,,1, ..,

who settled in Syria as well aa the groups of
Moabitea and Ammonites settled on Ihe-ea-t -idc

of the .Ionian, while the 1'hecnii'ians scilicet een ihe
Mediterranean coast constitute another Aramaean
ili\i~inn or offshoot. Of the relationship c.\i-nng
between Hebrews and Babylonians we have aln ady
spoken. When the early contact in the Euphrates
ill 1 1 HI began, of which Biblical tradition preserves
a faint recollection, it is impossible to say ; nor
must it be supposed that the Hebrews at the time
of their forward movement from interior Arabia
were sharply differentiated from the promiscuous
groups of Semites who participated in the move-
ment.

Uy virtue of the relationship existing between
Hebrew and the various Aramaic dialects, particu-
larly between Hebrew and Aramaic in its oldest

form,* we are justilied in thus placing the group
subsequently distinguished as a conglomeration of

clans, from which the Hebrews trace their descent,
ill the same category with that large and some-
what indefinite branch of Semites which wo have
already designated as Aranuean. While the

relationship between Hebrews and Babylonian-
Assyrians was never entirely broken oil', jH>litical
or commercial associations being maintained with
but short interruptions between Mesopotamia and
Palestine from the time of the permanent settle-

ment of the Hebrews to the west of the Jordan,
down to the destruction of the two Hebrew king-
doms in the 8th and Gth cents, respectively, this

relationship was not so close as that which was
maintained between the Hebrews on the one hand,
and the Moabites, Ammonites, Eclomites, Ishmael-
ites (or Arabs), Phoenicians, and other subdivisions
of the great Araimcan branch, on the other.

Among the races occurring in the OT, it is these
which occupy the most prominent place in Hebrew
history. It seems desirable, therefore, to dwell

upon them in greater detail.

The tradition recorded in Gn 1930 '58 which
ascribes the origin of the MOAHITES and AMMON-
ITES to an act of incest committed by Lot with
his two daughters, simply reflects the hostility
between these two nations and the Hebrews. To
throw disci edit upon an opponent's ancestry is a
favourite method in Arabic poetry of expressing
one's contempt and inveterate hatred. More sig-
nificant, as pointing to the close bond between
these three groups, is the circumstance that
Abraham and Lot are represented as uncle and

nephew. Interpreted historically, this relation-

ship points to a clan or group of clans exercising

supremacy over another group or sending forth
this group as an oll'shoot. The character of the
Abraham Lot cycle of stories points to the latter

contingency. T'he separation ot Lot from Abraham
(Gn 13) is decisive in this respect. It is the form
in which tradition records the recollection that one

group is an oll'shoot of a larger one. The quarrel
between Abraham's ' men ' and the followers of Lot
is the common occurrence among nomads. They
separate into little groups, and, as these groups
grow, rivalry ensues, leading to further separation.
We are therefore justilied in concluding that
Moahitcs and Ammonites were at one time- not

differentiated from the Hebrews, or rather thai all

three belonged to a single group, whatever ihu

tej. the m~ ri|.i i. .!,< of Toiiiia (c. title rant, ac ) tied tho

iaocriptions ot Zmjerli (stn cent, s.c.1
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name of that group may have been. That there

were other clans or trihes arising from that general

group is quite certain, and, as this body ofAramtean
trihes moved northwards from the Euphrates Valley
and settled to the east and west of the Jordan,
they were joined un the road Ijy others. It is not

necessary for all the members of the group to have
come into Palestine at one time. Un the contrary,
it is more likely that, owing to circumstances

heyoml our knowledge, it was a series of waves of

emigration that led Aramaean groups away from
tin- Euphrates and by a devious northern route

towards lands farther to the west. The Hebrews,
Moabites, and Ammonites were carried along by
these waves ; and, whatever the order in which t hey
came, the motives leading them to the west were
tin' same in all. Language again comes to our aid

in confirming this theory of the intimate bond

uniting Hebrews to Moabites and Ammonites.
The Moabite Stone (see vol. iii. p. 4U4 ft'.), found in

1S08 at Uibon, the capital of Moab, and recording
the deeds of Mesha, king of Moab (P. 85(1 B.C.),

proves that Hebrew and Moabitish difl'er from one
another as much as and no more than the dialect

of northern Germany differs from the speech of

southern Germany, while the proper names of

Amnionitish rulers and gods in the UT, in default
of Ammonite records which have not yet been

found, indicate that Hebrew and Amnionitish
stood in the same close relationship to one another.
That the political relations continued to be hostile

from the first differentiation of the three groups,
is the natural outcome of conditions which still

characterize the districts once occupied by the
Moabites and Ammonites.
The c.'.se is somewhat difi'erent with the EDOM-

ITES. The fact that they do not enter upon the

scene until after the Hebrews had crossed the
Jordan is significant. The process of differentia-

tion had progressed sufficiently to single out of the
Arani.-ean branch the Hebrews as a distinct sub-

division. If tradition is to be trusted, the con-
tinuation of this same process which led to the

separation of the Abraham and Lot clans, further
divided the Hebrews into two subdivisions, one

represented by Isaac Jacob Israel, the other by
Ishmael Esau Edom. The double line of tradi-

tion, however, complicates the situation consider-

ably. Ishmael and Isaac as ' sons' of Abraham are

paralleled by Esau and Jacob as ' sons
'

of Isaac. To
conclude that the Abrahamitic group first separated
into two subdivisions, Isaac and Ishmael, and that

subsequently another differentiation took place
between Esau and .Jacob as branches of the Isaac

group, seems tempting; but this simple solution
of (he problem encounters some obstacles. The
ISHMAELITES, according to Biblical tradition, are
identified with the large body of tribes in central
northern Arabia, and the Arabs themselves have
accepted this tradition ; but the unequal proportion
between the two, the Hebrews representing a well-
dclined group of comparatively small extent, while
the Ishmaclites assume the dimensions of a branch
of the Semites as extensive and as undefined as
the '

Aramdeans,' raises the suspicion that the
liiblical tradition in this instance is not of popular
origin, or at all events not wholly popular, but due
to a 'learned' theory which attempted to account
for the close racial and the no less close linguistic
affinities between Hebrews and Arabs. The theory
is iMlmally interpreted in the < >T with due allow-
ance for national pride, so that, while Ishmael is

conceded to be the older son of Abraham (Gn Hi 10
),

Isaac is the favourite one (22-). While, again,
the tradition is forced to make the concession to
historical fact in predicting for Ishmael a large
progeny (Gn Hi 10-!:-1

'), and otherwise admitting
Elohim's partiality for Ishmael (e.g. II 16

), witness

the act of circumcision which admits him into the

covenant, with Elohim (17
:3"-(i

),
and Ishmacl's

miraculous deliverance (21
13"- J

), the general aim
of the tradition is to play off Isaac against Ishmael.

This is consciously done, and in a manner quite
different from the nai've way in which in other

instances popular tradition is given a literary
form. If in addition it be borne in mind that, in

the actual history of the Hebrews, Ishmaelites

play no part, it seems plausible to conclude that

the Ishmaelitic current in the OT tradition is not

of popular origin. The Ishmaelites do not dwell

in Palestine or in the immediately adjacent dis-

tricts, and popular tradition takes no interest in

groups of peoples with which it has nothing to do.

At most, Ishmacl's being driven away from the
domain set. aside for Isaac may recall a settlement

in Palestine prior to the advent of the Hebrews;
I. nt even this element of historical sediment in the

tradition is doubtful, and it seems more plausible
to assume that the separation of Isaac and Ishmael
is a ' doublet' suggested either by Lot's separation
from Abraham or Jacob's separation from Esau,
the story itself being introduced to account for the

ethnic relationship between Hebrews and Arabs.

As such it has its value and, in a certain sense of

the word, its justification.
2. The AKABS represent the second great branch

into which the Semites may be divided, and as

further subdivisions of this branch we may dis-

tinguish (1) the Arabs of central and northern
Araliia : (2) the Arabs of southern Arabia ; (3) the

offshoot of the latter in Africa notably in Abys-
sinia : (4) the offshoots in modern times of the

Arabs of northern and central Arabia in (<i) Egypt
and the N. African coast, (6) Palestine and Syria,

(c) India and the Malay Archipelago.
So far as the (.IT is concerned, we are interested

only in the first two subdivisions. The culture of

the Arab branch of the Semites begins in the
south in southern Arabia and in Abyssinia.
Which of these is the original and which the off-

shoot is a question which a number of years ago
could have been answered without hesitation in

favour of the former, but which now is an open
one. I luring the past two decades, inscriptions
have been found in Yemen and in Abyssinia re-

vealing the existence of several important king-
doms in southern Arabia, and indicating both here
ami on the opposite African coast a noteworthy
degree of culture, the age of which is at least

fifteen hundred years before our era, and which

may turn out to be considerably older.

If the theory which places the home of the
Semites in central Arabia be accepted, the pro-
babilities are that, corresponding to a northern

movement, there was a tendency for certain

groups of Semites to spread towards the south ;

ami if the culture in the south was actually
established by them in this way, it would abo lie

natural to suppose that this culture was carried

by emigrants from Yemen to Abyssinia. How-
ever that may be, the language of southern Araliia,
known as Himyaritic, subdivided into a number
of dialects, and that of Abyssinia, known as

Ethiopic, prove a close connexion between the

groups inhabiting this district. It is interesting
to note that southern Arabia and Abyssinia are

mentioned in the famous description of the rivers

of Paradise (Gn i" 1" 13
) ; for, whatever the origin of

the name Huritah is, there is little doubt that
some district of Arabia is meant,* while the land
of Cash is, to the writer of Gn 2, Ethiopia.
The historical relations between Hebrews and

the A labs of southern Arabia appear to have been

entirely of a commercial character, and these

*<;l;isir, Ski:zc dcr Gcschichte und Geographic Ambiens
(Berlin, 1S90), ii. 323-326.
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h I In have h.-en riilllilli'il tO tllC shiilt pel iod

(it political glory which tnulitiiin as-m i.-Ue-. \\nli

tin- reign ul SuI ii. Tills conim :il mi <

course between southern Arabia anil 1'

gave rise i" th" -

\lnlr.-isliiu
'

title of tin- i|iie.-n "i

Sheha'.-. visit tn Siiluiiiiin (1 Iv Hi 1
' 10

), to which the
Arabs have ail. led US Mlp|ilellli-nl Sol. minus \i-il

in Yemen.* The Arabs have iiK.i retained tin-

recollection of the twofold division oi !!. I.KIH. h.

and, in the genealogical lists prepared with MH Ii

iniiniir care h\ the genealogists, one branch the
inn I IK-MI i> traced hack to Adnan, and the nt In r

I In- southern to K;ilit;m.

The Ethiopians were well known to the Hebrew-.
ami tin- ]nii|iln -i .-, are fond of introducing allusiona
tn tin-in iiitu tlioir orations (c.if. Is 18', tier -lli",

E/.k '_"J"
J :m4

etc., Xuh 3 ;l

, Xeph 3'u ), although Cash
doe-, nut always stand for Ethiopia.

Coining back In (lie. tradition in Genesis which
divide-, i In- 1 1- -brews after Isaac into two divisions

.laenli Ui n I :IIH| Ksaii- F.dom there can scarcely
lie any doulil that we have here again a case of a

popular t radii mil and perfectly relialile, in so far

as it points In ,-i i limn origin for the Hebrews
and I lie Kiloniili-N. While (lie Moahites and the
Ammonites remained east of the .Ionian and the
lli-luru -, M-I| lo t he west, the Edoinites eventu-

ally established thcm-..-l\ c- in the south and south-
cast ul tin- Hebrew-; though, retaining their
iiiiiii.-niie haiiits of life and "nomadic "fierceness of

nianiirr. they frequently made incursions into
tin- territory of their neighbours. The form of

the liihlical tradition would also indicate that
the Kdomites formed jiart of the 'Aranuvan'
emigration that entered the lands to the east
nf the -Ionian in a series of migratory waves,
coming by the northern route from the Euphrates
di-trid. .I.-icoh and Esau are represented as

twin sons of the Isaac and IJebekah clans. The
marriage between Isaac anil Kebekah, inter-

jireted historically, means that a branch of

tin- Vbrahnmitic group formed an alliance with
iiniither group which, in continuation of the
western movement that brought Abraham and
Lot to the west, prompted other Aramiean groups
to follow the example. Hebekah coming from
' Araiii-uaharaim

'

to join the Hebrew group is a

proof for the theory above maintained, that the
stream of 'Aranuean' emigration to the west
continued steadily for an indefinite period, and

perhaps never eea.sed entirely. Alliances between
small groups are common aiming the noinuds to

this day ; but the result is generally that after a
time a separation again takes place, not neces-

sarily between the same groups, but in the next

general ion or two, by whieh time the growth of

the united group has been such as to engender
rivalries among the members.

In the case of Jacob and Esau there is another
rea-ini for the separation, and one of no small

historical moment. It was natural that some at

lea-t of the Aramiean hordes, attracted to the

Euphrates district by the culture existing there,
should have been influenced by the example of

this culture to take a forward step in civilization.

\Ve may safely set down Itabylonian culture as an

important factor in bringing alnmt the division

of the Semitic nomads into two classes those of

tin- lien IT grade retaining their nomadic habits

unchanged, dependent upon hunting and plunder
for their sustenance ; and the higher grade, softer

in manner, wandering about, followed by their

Hocks, ami continuing nomadic habits chiefly for

tin sake "f the latter and because of the necessity
of seeking pioper pasturage at the various seasons

of the year. Those groups of the Aramiean branch

*
Weil, /litili"fhc Lctjtiidcn der Musselinunntr (Frankfort,

1846), H.. 246

which became differentiatedu Hebrews, Moabites,
ami Ammonites, attain the higher grade at the
time of their entrance inln western landsor shortly
thereafter, while the Kdomitcs represent a sub-
division which either relapses into tne lierccr state
a not uncommon experience -or was, for some

reason or other, prevented from taking the
step

forwards which eventually leads to the agricultural
stage, and with this the complete laying aside of
MI HII.I i In- habits. Jacob, dcscrilieil as "a tent
dweller' ((in So-7 ), represents the nomad on the
road to culture, and is contrasted with Esau the
hunter the Itcdawi proper* (il>.). A hint of

imp' -ndiiig change in social conditions is already
furnished by the tradition associated with Abra-
ham and Isaac of digging wells (tin iiti

14 -*1

) for the
needs of the extensive herds of sheep and cattle
which they acquired (v.

14
). This being the case,

it is not easy to account for the close association of
the two groups, Jacob and Esau, representing such
diMeient levels of culture, and why there .should

be, in the case of one of the subdivisions of the
ll.'!.i.-w group, a reversion to the ruder nomadic

type. Such, however, is evidently the case, and
tne Edoinites, tracing back their descent to the
Esau clan, represent a branch of the Hebrews that
remained in a lower stage of culture, while the
other steadily advanced till the agricultural stage
was reached. The bond between the Israelites

and tin- Edomites appears to have beenmuch closer

than that between the Hebrews and any other sub-

divisions. The rivalry, too, appears to have been
keener. There is not merely hatred between
Jacob and Esau, but the former adroitly dispos-
sesses the latter, drives him away from his in-

heritance back almost to the desert, where he
takes up much the same sort of life as that led by
the Semites before coming into touch with culture

at all. Still, the recollection that Israel and Edom
are brothers is preserved in the popular mind in

quite a different manner from that in which Ish-

mael and Isaac are so spoken of. A late psalmist
(1's 137 7

) still denounces the treachery of Edom at

the time of the downfall of the Southern kingdom
as particularly reprehensible, because, as a brother,
he should have come to the rescue instead of help-

ing to the downfall of Judah. It lies, of course,
outside the province of this article to consider the

details of the relationship between Israel and
Edom. For our purpose it is sufficient to specify
in this general way the relationship existing be-

tween the Hebrews and the various subdivisions

of the Aranuean and Arabic branches of Semites.

Two other branches of the Arabic group which

appear prominently among the races of the OT .'ire

the Amalekites and the Midianites. The tradition

recorded in (in 3t!
13 traces the AMAI.EKITKS back

to Esau. Like the Edoinites, they represent the

liercer type of the Iledawin. Their first encounter
with the Hebrews takes place during the period
when the latter themselves are still in the nomadic

stage. The rivalry between the two must have
been bitter indeed, since the hatred of the Hebrews
towards the Amalekites not only survives to a late

period, but is inculcated in the Pentateuch as a

religions duty (Dt 2f>"- lu
). While originally the

name of an Arab tribe settled around Kadc-li.

the term seems to have come to be applied to

roaming bands of marauders in general. It is in

this way probably that we are to account for the

presence of Amalekites not only nl H<
|

(Ex I"*""), hut as far north as Mt. Ephniim
(Jg l'J'

s
, cf. 514

). Indeed the Hebrews are m.il. -ii ,1

by Amalekites as late as the days of Saul (1 S
13 1

'"), and it was left for David to drive them

The Arabic wonl Itfittrij -umil-- tho 'one
Hi. n|im.ili-iit Ol (liv Ik-brew |-

l.i.i-. 'inun ..I tin

lliMd' (On '").
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finally back to their desert haunts (1 S SO 1

'-").

The Kenites and l^enizzites settled around Hebron
are set down as branches of the Amalekites who
joined the federation of the Bcne Israel, and this

defection must have intensified the hatred of the

Amalekites for Israel, and led to atrocities and
barbarous treatment of captives on the part of the

Amalekites, the recollection of which survived

among the Hebrews to a late day.
The application of the name Amrtlck to Bedawin

in general finds a parallel in the still more indefinite

manner in which the term M'ull'in is used by some
OT writers. That the MIDIANITKS also belong to

the Arabic group of Semites is sufficiently shown

by their settlement around Mt. Sinai, where we
first find them (Ex 2 15 - 17

) described as shepherds.

They were evidently regarded as already, in the

days of Moses, belonging to the milder class of

Bedawin the nomad on the road to culture ; and

yet subsequently, in the period of the Judges, the

Midianites are in alliance with the Amalekites

(Jg 63
). In genuine Bedawin fashion they pounce

down upon the Hebrews, who had now become agri-

culturists, and rob them of their Hocks and belong-

ings. At this time they are scarcely to be distin-

guished from the Amalekites ; and the two groups
become synonymous with the marauding bands
of Bedawin, belonging in reality to a vast number
of different tribes who constantly threaten the
existence of the cultured States of Palestine.

3. There is still one branch of the Semites to be
considered whichreceives prominent mention among
the races of the OT the PHOENICIANS. If we
were to be guided by the testimony of language
alone, the settlers along the northern Mediter-
ranean coast certainly belong to the same branch
as Hebrews. Moaliites, Ammonites, and Edomites ;

but the totally different social conditions prevailing
in Phoenicia, and the unique role played by the
Phoenicians in history as merchants and seamen,
suggest that another factor is at work here. The
theory has been advanced and met with consider-

able favour, that the Phcenieians were not the

original settlers of the coastland of Syria, but
came there from their homes, which were originally
on the southern coast of Asia Minor, or, as some
are inclined to believe, at the mouth of the Persian
Gulf. There is, however, not sufficient material
to settle so delicate a problem. There is no indi-

cation that the population along the Syrian coast

represents a mixture of Semites with other races,
and our knowledge of Phoenician antiquities is too

meagre and what there is does not reach far

enough back to enable us to specify the historical

relationship existing between the Phoenicians and
other subdivisions of the Aranuean branch. As
long as no evidence to the contrary is forthcoming,
we must continue to place the Phoenicians in the
same categoiy with Hebrews, Moabites, etc. ; and,
assuming that they formed part of the general
movement of ' Arama-an '

groups from Arabia, they
became differentiated after settling along the coast-

land, where they may already have found a seafar-

ing population, whom they gradually dispossessed,
just as the Hebrews upon entering Palestine found
the country settled by a population whom they
in turn drove out.

The relationship between Hebrews and Phoe-
nicians was, again, chiefly commercial, just as
between Hebrews and Yemenites. Commercial
intercourse led to political alliances ; and at one
time, in consequence of such an alliance, in the

days of Ahab, there was danger of the Phienician
cult becoming a serious rival to the national
Jahweh worship.
The Phoenicians lead us to consider another

group, which entered into far closer relations with
the Hebrews than almost any other, and which,

among the races of the OT, occupies a peculiarly

prominent and significant place the CANAANITES.
The OT usage of ' Canaan '

is not consistent, being
sometimes employed to include all of Palestine

proper, Phoenicia, and even lands to the east of the

Jordan, and at times restricted to Palestine. It

is therefore not easy to determine the precise ex-

tent of Canaanitish settlements. From the fact

that ' Canaanite
' comes to be synonymous with

the merchant of Phoenicia (Is -23
s
,
Ezk 174, Pr 3la ),

we may certainly conclude that the Phoenicians

were regarded as Canaanites, and the further
use of the term as a designation of the pre-
Israelitish inhabitants of Palestine is an indication

of a close relationship between some sections at

least of those peoples whom the Hebrews dis-

possessed and the Phoenicians. But at this point
certainty ends. The Canaanite is frequently in-

troduced in the OT in connexion with a number of

other groups the Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites,

Hivvites, and Jebusites (e.g. Ex 34"), to which
elsewhere the Girgashites are added (e.g. Gn
jgso. 2i*)_ n is quite clear from the way in which
these peoples are grouped, sometimes five being
mentioned, sometimes seven, at times only two
Canaanite and Perizzite (e.g. Gn 137 34W ), that

they were no longer sharply differentiated in the
minds of the writers. Taken together, they con-

stitute the inhabitants of Palestine whom the
Hebrews encountered when they attempted to

conquer the country ; but the survival of the term
' Canaan '

as the name for the district, and
' Canaan-

ite
'

as a general designation for the earlier inhabit-

ants, points to Canaanites as forming the most

powerful, and probably also the most prominent,
part of the population. It may well be that some
of those mentioned -in the above conglomeration

notably the Periz/.ites and Girgashites were

merely subdivisions of the Canaanites that for a
time acquired an independent position, but after-

wards were again absorbed into the general body
of Canaanites. At all events, it is plausible to

assume that the interior of Palestine was occupied
for an indefinite period, prior to the advent of the

Hebrews, by groups of Semites more or less closely
related to one another of which the Canaanites
became the most prominent.
These Canaanites belonging to the same branches

as the Semitic settlers in Phoenicia, the question of

their origin is involved in the problem as to the

origin of the Phoenicians. Adopting again the

general theory above advanced, we may assume a
movement similar to that which brought the
Hebrews to Palestine to have taken place at a
much earlier date. What Hebrew tradition

assigns to the days of Abraham appears, then,
to have been only a repetition of much earlier

events. The Phoenicians and the Palestinian

Canaanites would thus represent a subdivision

of the Aramiean branch that moved along the

Euphrates, and finally passed over by the northern
route towards western lands, some settling along
the coast and others pushing into the interior.

In the course of time these groups took a step
forwards in culture, and became agriculturists.
Their villages developed into towns, while those

s living on the coast were lured to seafaring
careers.

It was the Canaanites to use the general name
whom the Hebrews, upon entering Palestine,

found in possession, and the wars with them con-

tinued for many generations, until finally the

Hebrews obtained the upper hand. This contact

with the Canaanites forms a most important
factor in Hebrew history. By that power of

attraction which the higher culture possesses for

those of an inferior grade, the Hebrews were
*
'Rephaim

'

in this verse is au explanatory gloss.
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]ironi[iti'il to make tin 1 attempt tn secme t'nr theni-

sehcs the towns ami cultivated lands In tin- \\.--i

ul tin- Jordan. The success 'uf tlirir elh.it - is

fllllu\\ I'll l.\ lllr I'eimallent abandonment ul Mo

nia.lic habits. :iinl instead of sheep raisers they
In ! :e inn! lemaiu for subsequent centuries I ill'-i -

n[ I In' MM!. Kiom a religious point ul \ie\\, tin-

cont.'ii't \vith the Canaanites was also fraught, nM

ini|'oilant consei|Uciices. Tin; national deity,
Janweh, originally associated with tin- sojourn ni

tin' people ill the \vilderne88, the nomadic pciiod
ul tln-ir existence, becomes the pioteciiii". deilv

of the fields, and the people do not hesitate to i ul

Jahuch I iy the name which the Canaanites applied
tn ibeir n. 'Ul deities Haul. 1'ur a time the

amalgamation of the Jahweh ami the Canaanitioh
Itaal enli seemed imminent, when a 'national
IIMI i mil takes place, ami, under I lie lead of jealous
.lahueh worshippers, the attempt is made to drive

the llaa! prieStU with the I'.aal lite-i out of the

country, ju-; as I lie \\or-liipper- of I'.aal had lieen

forced out of I heir possessions, l-'or nil that,

Jahwcli absorbs -nine of t lie traits of Itaal, and it

i- not until -e\eral eeiil urie- later when Jahwch
Himself was on the point ul IT. oming a deity
singled out t i all oiher> by the ethical character
aUrilnited to Him that the last traces of the old
I '.iiiii.initish eiilt> also dis.-ippcai ,

How fur l.a.k the arrival of the Canannites in

Palest ine is to lie dai.d is a .|iiestioii which cannot
I.e answered \\ith any deeiee of certainty. It is

safe to assume an inter* al of several centuries

between this evi'iit and the movement of Hebrew
trilK's from the Euphrates Valley towards western
lands. The earliest occurrence of the name is in
' h. I. 1 el .\niarna tablets, dating from c. 14UU H.C.,

in which we find the name Canaan under the form
K'nniiii, but limited in its application to the sea-

coast, and more properly the northern seacoast,
i.e. 1'hienicia. Hut, at whatever date we lix the

entrance ot the Canaanites, even they do not

appear to have been the first Semitic group that

settled iii Palestine. Of the groups mentioned so

frequently with the Canaanites in the OT the

l'en//ite-, Hiltitcs, IJivviles, Amoritcs, Cirgash-
ites. and .lehu-ites we know unfortunately very
little, with the exception of the IJittites and the

Amorites. The Perizzites and the Girgashites, it

has I..-en pointed out, may have been subdivisions of

Canaanites, and yet from the way in which, in two

places iGn l:{
7 34 a

-'), Camuinitcs and Peri/.zites are

put side by side as comprising all Palestine, one

illicit he tempted to conclude that the Pcrizzite.s

ie|ueseiited an independent group, which was at

one lime coei|iial in importance with the Canaan-
ites. It seemseven more certain that the Jcbu-itcs

and l.Iivvites had no direct connexion with the

Canaanites. Taking this in connexion with the

circumstance that in the Tel cl-Amarna tablets

the term Canaan does not include Palestine proper,
it is more than probable that some of the groups
mentioned with the Canaanites represent still

other settlers. In a notable passage (Gn 15'")

tin idililioniil groups fcenites, Kenizzites, and

Ivadmonites are spoken of as occupying the terri-

tory later claimed by the Hebrews. That these

jjionps are Semitic is sufficiently indicated by their

names, the last mentioned, of -which, the 'Easter-

ner-, still contains a trace of the district whence
thev i-ain. .

At the period of the Hebrew conquest of Pales-

tine we no longer hear of these groups. They
appear ere this to have been driven to the south by
the all powerful Camianites, and subsequently to

the west by I lie Hebrews. It is ciuite natural that

the traditions rr^ardinx these earlier movements
should he dimmed. There was no reason why the

Hebrews or the Hebrew writers should have lieen

sufficiently interested to prc-ene an\ .ii-t

collection. Their relations were piimarily with

the Camuinites. The importance ot '

the eyes of the Hebrews is revealed in the cat her
form of the story of the distribution oi mankind
as furnished in Gn ff'

3 '-'7
,
which makes ( aiiaan,

Shem, and Japheth the
progenitors

of tin- human
race; and, on the other hand, the hatred ot tl

rivals of the Hebrews crops out in (hi- lame

chapter which connects Canaan with Ham tin-
' accursed

'

son of Noah (v.
3

).

ii. KACKS OK uuriiTFUL Oitiniv. A peculiar
position is occupied by the Amorites and the

i.litiites. The AMoltlTKS are found throughout
in.ii hern Palestine as early at least as tin- IJth
cent my ii. c., when we encounter the name. I

ioi Aunirru) in cuneiform inscriptions. So pro-
minent do they liecoine that they furnish to the
l!:ih\ Ionian and Assyrian chroniclers the name for

the entire district of* northern and southern Pales-

tine, and there are indications that the Hebrews,
too, at one time jj;ave to the term Amorite an
extensive application. In the so-called Elohistie

document,
'

lajid of the Amorite' is used in this

way.* These Amorites must accordingly have
turned to the south, and, indeed, when the He-
brews entered Palestine, they found their way
blocked by a large powerful kingdom on the east

of the Jordan (see AMOKITKS in vol. i. ). The re-

markable statement of Ezekiel (16'-*), that the

'mother' of Jerusalem was a I.Iittite, and the
' father

' an Amorite, points also to the early

presence of Amorites on the west of Jordan. To
assume, however, that 'Canaanites' and ' Amor-
ites

'

are synonymous terms representing one and
the same population, is not justified. In the Tel
el-Amarna tablets the 'Amurru '

land is frequently
mentioned and always designates the interior of

Palestine, though more particularly the northern
section ; but the name may be carried hack still

farther. In liahylonian legal documents of the

period, r. 23UU B.C., a town Amurru occurs, situated

in Babylonia. If we are to conclude from this that

the Amorites also came from the Euphrates Valley,
we should have still another instance of the move-
ment which brought such various groups of Semites
to the west. A more important conclusion that

appears to be warranted, is that the Amorites
would thus turn out to be settlers in Palestine

earlier than the Canaanites, and that the latter

represent the group which linally obtains the

ascendency and retains it until the appearance of

the Hebrews. That with the conquest of the land

by the Canaanites, the Amorites do not disappear,

any more than the Hivvitcs, Jebusites, and other

groups, is quite natural, seeing that when the He-
brews conquered the Canannitcs the old inhabitants

were dispossessed, but, by the express testimony of

OT writers, not driven out (Ex 2331 -

, Jg I-
1 -

'-"'"*).

The question has lieen raised, notably by Sayce
(Rnccs of the Old Testament, p. 110), whether the

Amorites and other groups of the pre-Israelitish
inhabitants were Semites. Much stress has been
laid upon the representation of Amorites on Egyp-
tian monuments where they are depicted with

yellow skin, blue eyes, red eyebrows and heard,
and light but also black hair (\V. M. r'lin.lcis

Petrie, Ibn-i'il Tyfux frinii Eify/it, London, 1SS7).

The Egyptian artists, however, were not .

consistent in their drawings, and more p:

larly in their colourings, as Sayce liiin>eli i-

forced to admit (/.r. 113, 114). Too mm h im-

portance, therefore, must not be attach..! in the

colouring of the racial tyjics on the Egyptian
monuments. Anxiety to product* a i

startling effect was a factor which int.

Sees '../. VuUurpivchi-:' 1 , and Ed.

Meyer, ZA'fH'i. 122.
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seriously with ethnographical accuracy. But, apart
from the colouring, there are no such decided dis-

tinctions between Amorites and JutUeans on Egyp-
tian monuments as to warrant the supposition that

the two belonged to different races or even to

different branches of the Semites ; and to account

for this, as Sayce would have us do, by assuming
that up to comparatively so late a period as the days
of Kehoboam the population of southern Juda-a was
still largely Amoritic (I.e. p. 112), is simply building
a further argument upon a mere supposition. The
term Amorite, moreover, lias a Semitic sound and

appearance, and until better evidence to the con-

trary is forthcoming we may group them with the

same race as the later settlers of Palestine. The
Amorites were a warlike people, living in walled

towns. The recollection of their prowess survived

to a late date, and they became to subsequent
generations the giants of olden days. It has
become customary in consequence to identify the

Amorites with the AXAKIM, KEPHAIM, EMIM, and

ZAMZUMMIM, or to regard these as so many sub-

divisions of the Amorites. It is true that the

Rephaim and Anakim are occasionally spoken of

in the OT as though they were identical with

Amorites, but this is due to the fact that ' Re-

phaim
' and ' Anakim '

(cf. c.ij. Dt 2- 3n - 13
)

are used as generic terms for a powerful race, and
no longer as specific designations of any particular

group. This, however, does not imply that there

were no groups known as Rephaim and Anakim
respectively, but that they belong to such a remote

past as to become mere names to later generations ;

and since strength and gigantic stature are invari-

ably ascribed by a later generation to remote
ancestors, in part, no doubt, justifiably ascribed,
we may only conclude from the way in which

these terms are used that no definite traditions

about these groups have survived. As for Emim
and Zamzummim (possibly identical with theZuzim
of Gn 14s

), they are merely the names of the ancient

population of Moab and Ammon respectively (Dt
2" and -"). While it is no longer possible to specify
the extent of the territory of the Rephaim and
Anakim, so much appears tolerably certain that
these groups, with the Emim and Zamzummim,
constitute the oldest inhabitants of Palestine and
the district to the east of the Jordan known to us

preceding the Amorites but afterwards com-

mingled through the faintness of tradi* ; on with
Amorites, just as Amorites in time are noc sharply
distinguished from Canaanites, and just as the

groups Hivvites, Perizzites, etc., come to be viewed
in some strata of tradition as subdivisions of
Canaanites.

If we are to seek for a non-Semitic race in Pales-
tine at all, we must go back beyond the Amorites
to the nebulous Rephaim, Anakim, Emim, and
Zamzummim, There are some reasons for actually
supposing the pre-Amoritic settlers to have been of
a different race, which was gradually subdued by
the Amorites both to the east and west of Jordar
but t lie thesis is one which in the present state of our
know ledge cannot be proved with certainty, though
the fact of the existence of an early non-Semitic

population in certain portions of Palestine has now
been established by ethnological evidence (see Alex.
Macalister in PEFSt, Oct. HI02, pp. 333-3501.
With even greater assurance than in the case of

the Amorites, has it been maintained that the

5ITTITES belong to a non-Semitic race. The
problem in this instance is even more complicated,
in consequence of the vague and indefinite usage of
the term. We find a group of r.Iittites in the south
around Hebron carried back by tradition to the
du\- of Abraham (Gn 235- 7- M etc. ). These Hittites
are also in alliance with Edomites, and in the days
of David we encounter pittites in his army (2 S 11,

cf. 1 S 26). The Egyptian and Assyrian monu-
ments, however, reveal the existence of Hittite

settlements in th6 north along the Orontes as early
as the loth cent. B.C., and these gave the mighty
Assyrian rulers a great deal of trouble before they
were finally subdued towards the end of the 8th

century, 'i'he term appears to include a variety of

groups which extend northward and westward of

the Amorites to the southern and western crests of

Asia Minor as veil as far into the interior. These
northern pittites do not seem to have anything
more in common with those of the south than the
name. How this is to be accounted for is an un-
solved problem. While the northern Hittites have
left numerous monuments containing sculptures
and inscriptions, those in the south do not appear
to have even reached the stage of culture which

produces art and literature. From the Egyptian
monuments we catch glimpses of the fjittite

physiognomy, and, to judge from these, the Hitt-
ites were not a Semitic race ; and yet too much
stress must not be laid upon these representations.

Certainly, we have no sound reason for supposing
those of the south to belong to any other race than
the Semites. The rather close relations between
them and the Hebrews and the Edomites would

point to ethnic affinity ; and if there is any con-

nexion between the rjittitesof the south and those
of the north, we may at most assume that the
latter became mixed with the non-Semitic popula-
tion without losing Semitic traits altogether.

iii. NON-SEMITIC AND MIXED RACES. 1. lint,
while a doubt thus remains as to the ethnic
character of the Hittites, there is no question as
to the non-Semitic character of a group with
which the Hebrews from a certain period came
into close though always hostile contact the
PHILISTINES. There is no reason to question the
tradition which makes them come from CAPHTOR
(Am !>

7
, Dt 2-3

,
Jer 47 4

) ; and, while the problems
riiniiected with the identification of Caphtor have
not been entirely solved, still all the indications

point towards Crete, and scholars are now pretty
generally agreed in regarding the Philistines as

pirates belonging to some branch of the Aryan
stock, who, attracted perhaps, as were the Hebrews,
by the fertile lands of Palestine, forced their way
into the Canaanitish settlements, and succeeded in

obtaining the supremacy in the entire '

Shephe-
lah,' where they established a number of petty
kingdoms. Almost immediately after they entered

Palestine, hostilities between Hebrews and Philis-

tines began, and, long after the Canaanites were
subdued, the Hebrews still had to contend against
tin armies of the Philistines. In the days of
David their opposition was broken, and, though
after the death of Solomon they regained their

independence, it was but a shadow of the old

power that remained. The interference of Assyria
ir Palestinian affairs dispelled even this shadow.

\\*e have thus passed in rapid review the large

variety of groups in Palestine and adjacent dis-

tricts with which the Hebrews came into political
or commercial contact, and who occupy a more or
less prominent place among the races of the OT.

2. Passing beyond the narrower bounds, and yet
not leaving Semitic settlements altogether, we have
first to deal with the EGYPTIAN'S. Like Baby-
lonia, Egypt, by virtue of its flourishing culture,

proved an attractive magnet which drew the no-
mads of the Sinai peninsula and adjacent districts

to frequent sallies against the outlying Egyptian
cities, and, as in the case of the Aramaean advances

along the banks of the Euphrates, the higher cul-

ture prompted groups now and then to a forward

step which led to the partial abandonment of the
life commensurate with the Bedawin stage of cul-

ture. Egypt, accessible both from the north and
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tin "Hill, oil seM-ial in i :i-iollS fell II JrtVJ I" HI

\aile|s who ll.allaL'e'l to obtain eollll"! nl [In'

political luituii'-- uf the country. I In- monuments
iii KI ni Hassan depict moat graphically an invasioD
of foreigners, who <uv none other than the Semites,

cnteimv, Kgypt. iiinl, as we learn from vaium-

BpurceS, uiailually becoming powerful factions in

ceitain nt tin- I'.uyptian districts. Tin- H\k-<>-
d\ nasty is iin illustration of the power which
tiiM i ners managed in olitiiin in Kgvpt ; :unl who
I'M-l may In' intended liy the I'haiaoh under whom
Joseph, according to liililical tradili:i. !"- in

eminence, his pre-ence marks tin- succcs- "i "in

of tli Semitic: invasions of Kgypt. Tin- group-,
that primarily came to Egypt naturally In ho ed

til tin' Alahic branch of till' Semites, lill

were not inlrei|ueiilly joined liy those emmie: IHHH
southern ami I'i'litral l'alr-1 iln-. who tiuiui-il part
nl tin- Xi.iina an movement from tin- r'.iiphraies

Valley towards tin- we-t. Tin 1 higher cla-s of

nomaHs,whowere prompted to change their location
with a uew to -eeimni' |ia-tiira'ji- I"i tiieir Mocks,
Wolllil tinil themsehes -.pi

' -lalh attrai-ti'il to Egypt
in those pen, nls, not infrequent in Palestine,

when tin' iii-uilieieney of rain during the wintry
season i- sure In lir followed liy a drought ami
seaieiix ill i I. It "a- -u< li an iiceurrence that
Iril some of tin' trilii's which afterwards formed the
<oiili-iliT.il 1011 nl ilif I-iaelites to pass down to

Egypt, ami their numbers, as appears from the
tui in ol tin 1 narrative in Kxodus, were from time
to linn' ri'iufort'i'd liy others. In that sense we are

tn ini'Tpret tin- story which tells of Simeon and

Kenjamin belli"; kept in Egypt as hostages before
tin- oiheis loined I hem there, which means simply
that rertaiii tribes reached Egypt earlier than
othfi->. The narrative in (Jenesis i Hi -

< makes all

the twelve' tribes proceed to Egypt, but we can

hardly expect a reliable tradition mi Mich a qucs-
tnin Hi detail. So accustomed are the "liters of a
later age to regard the federation of the twelve
trihe- a- a unit, that they project this union into
tin i. m. .|e past, though without hi-imieal wan-ant
fui doiii". so. The OT writers, viewing history from
the plum of view of later theorists, raiiiini conceive
nl less than twelve I lilies at any time, and suppose
that neees.arily these trilies clung to one another.
\\ e are permitte.l iii assume that certain Hebrew
groups left their Palestinian settlements to seek
Keli. r pastures in I'.L'ypt, but to ^ further and
hriiiu' all twelve tiiKe- ml" the district of the Nile
is nnhistorical, for the sufficient reason that the

leil. ration diil not exist at this time except in the
mini) of the OT narrator, who is so fond of ;:ene-

al.i'jies. and attaches such importance to them that

he i- inclined to place, in a remote past, facts and
i i to] which really belonjr to a much later age.
It is not suqirisin^, in view of the location of

K;:vpt, thus open to invasion from two sides, that
its population was of a mixed character. If one

may jud^'c from the language of E^'ypt, the sub-

stratum of which has now been ascertained to be

Semitic,* the basis of the population is likewise

Scm.i ic : I nt lioth l.-ui^ua^'c and people are largely
mixi .I with '

I.Iamitic' elements, more particularly

I.iliyan. Thiselement in the course of tune appears
to obtain the mastery, despite the frequent Semitic

immigrations into Egypt, ami to such an extent

indeed that Imth the people and the language
retain lull f.-w Semitic traits.

,",. ill tin- UAKYLOXIAXS we have already had
mi to speak. In the Euphrates Valley, like-

wise, a mix! me of races appears to have taken place
at a i.'iuote period ; but here the situation is just the

reverse of whai we have found in Egypt, inasmuch
as it is the Semitic element which obtains the

s. , KniMii's in i.'k' in ZDMti xlvi. pp. 93-129, and Hoiuiuel

in tin B "logic, li. a4'J-yoS.

supremacy to such an extent as to give to the Baby-
Ionian culture, from the carli"st peiiol n -vealeil

t" ns by historical iii-criptimis, a pun-l\ Neiniin-

character. Hut the Egyptians ainl I

(ami subsequently the Assyrians! axn-e in this

respect, that their relations to the II. blew- COM

tinue, with but few interruptions, throughout the

periodof the political existence of the lai '

i In- counter movement of Hebrew tribes and ot b. i

>' niitic groups* from K^-ypt back to the Vi.ibim

peninsula takes place, Egyptian rulers enter into
close relationship with Palestine, 1'lnenieia, and
Syria. The Tel el-Aiiiarnu tablets, so fre<|in-iitly
mentioned in the course of this article, un- tin-

evidence of this uninterrupted intercourse in the
loth cent, before our era. The establishment of
a Hebrew confederacy in Palestine exposes the
Hebrews to constant danger of liein^ ahsorlied
eit her by the rulers of the Nile or by the ambitious
lords nt the Euphrates Valley and the Tigris. The

Iiolitical
history of the two Hebrew kingdoms is

taken up with the endeavour to steer clear
oi this danger an endeavour that ends in failure.

iv. TIIK TKNTII CHAPTKROF GKNKSIS. The races
biiheii" discussed are theones which play a part
in the historical events unfolded in the OT narra-

tives, but they are far from exhausting the races
whose existence is recorded in the pages of the
OT. The geographical horizon of the OT is re-

markable for its wide extent, and indeed there
are but few races 0.17. the Chinese and Japanese

which are left out of account in the famous
tenth chapter of (jencsix, which forms our principal
source for a survey of the races of the Ol' in the
wider sense, as including all those knoicn to the

Hebrews, or, more correctly sneaking, to Hebrew
writers, whether these races had anything to do
with Hebrew history or not. The chapter itself in

its present form is the result of considerable editing,

involving more particularly the dovetailing of two
documents, one of which is commonly assigned
by modern scholars to the Jalnvistic history, the
other to the Priestly Code. The composition of

the former of these documents is placed in the
9th cent., the latter shortly after the end of the
exilic period ; but how much earlier the traditions

are, and the knowledge upon which the chapter is

based, it is quite impossible to say. Apart from
some additions in the list of the descendants of

Shem, the chapter may be viewed as representing
the geographical knowledge of a group of Hebrew
writers in the Sth and 7th cent. u.C. The absence
of any direct reference to Persia is an indication
that even the post-exilic compiler took as his point
of view conditions existing previous to his own
day. In forming an estimate of the chapter, it

should, however, be borne in mind that the tradi-

tions embodied therein are of a scholastic and not a

popular character, and that, while there are.no sub-

stantial reasons for assuming that the writers had
before them geographical lists written in cuneiform
or Egyptian characters from which they transerilicd

their data, the grouping of the races and nations of

the world is distinctly the work of Hebrew school-

im-ii who are guided !>y learned and not by popular
tradition. This is manifest already in (in !l, the
i l"-in_' verses of which beginning with v. 18 should
be studied in connexion with cli. 10.

The three (froa/is into which the human race

is divided do not represent a popular point of

view. A pe.iple's geographical horizon its tout

If. mun</ i~ limited by its political and social

interests. The three sons of Noah in the
|

"

form of the trail it ion are not the broad Bulnhvi iona

of mankind, but three subdivision* with:

groups in which the Hebrews were more
|

Ex 12:K gpmkii of thc'mixol multitude' wtiich Ul
at the bainc tiuic u* MIL- llrltrvw*.
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larly interested : () Sliem, by which the Hebrews
themselves are meant; (b) Canaan, the predecessors
and hated rivals of the Hebrews in Palestine ; (c)

Japheth, originally designating probably the people
of Phoenicia,* with perhaps the adjacent island of

Cyprus. These are the three sons of Noah in the

original form of the famous blessing and curse

(Gn 9-5 ~ 2s
). In the scholastic recasting of the

popular tradition, the three sons of Noah become
the progenitors of the human race. SHEM is taken
as an extensive term to include a group of peoples
who were regarded as ethnically close to the

Hebrews, JAPHETH is similarly extended to em-
brace a large group of races to the north of the

Hebrews, while Canaan is replaced by HAM, who
is viewed as the progenitor of the group of races to

the south of Israel as well as of others who were

particularly hostile to the Hebrews. Interpreted in

this way, it is manifest that we must not seek for a

purely scientific division of the races known to the

UT writers, but one in which science is linked to

national prejudices and preferences. With these

preliminary remarks we may pass to an analysis
of this remarkable document, so far as scholarship
has succeeded in interpreting it. The suggestion
has already been thrown out that the grouping of

peoples in the chapter in question is geographical
rather than ethnic or linguistic, though it may at

once be added that the geographical principle is

not consistently carried out. The clearest section

is that referring to the sons of Japheth (vv.
2 's

), the
core of which belongs to the post-exilic writers.

1. The Japhcthites represent groups and races

lying to the north of Palestine. Of the ' sons
'

of

Japheth, namely, Gomer, Magog, Madai, Javan,
Tubal, Meshecli, and Tiras, the majority have
been identified. GOMER is the equivalent of the
Giniirrai frequently referred to in the inscriptions
of Assyrian kings, and represents a promiscuous
group of peoples who, forced across the Black Sea

by Scythian hordes pressing upon them, settled

in Cappadocia. In the early part of the 7th cent,

we find these Giniirrai in conflict with Assyria
and Lydia, and shortly after the middle of that

century they are driven still farther to the east.

MADAI is Media, JAVAN represents the lonians,
while TUBAL and MESHECH are found in juxta-
position in the Assyrian inscriptions under the
forms Tabal and Muski ; and the location of these

groups may with certainty be fixed in central
Asia Minor. There remain only Magog and Tiras.
Outside of the occurrence of MAGOG here (and in

1 Ch I
5

,
which is copied from Gn 10-') the name is

found twice in Ezekiel (3$- and 39G
). In the former

of these passages it is a gloss to Gog, indicat-

ing the identity of Gog and Mngog in the mind
of the annotator; while in the second passage the
LXX has 'Gog,' which the Hebrew text also
exhibits in Ezk 38' 4 - 16 - 18 and 391

. In view of

this, it seems reasonable to suppose that Magog
is a slip for Gog, the M heing superinduced perhaps
by the M of the following Madai. The error, once
introduced, was carried over into Ezekiel, once as
a variant, and in the second case as an actual read-

ing instead of Gour
. From the passages in Ezekiel

the views connected with Gog may be clearly de-
duced. The name is a collective one, for a whole
series of peoples coming from the north, and
threatening at one time, during the 7th cent., to

engulf the Semitic world much as the Goths and
Vandals threatened the Roman empire. The
danger was averted, but so great was the terror

inspired by the northern hordes that Gog survived
to a late period as the symbol of wickedness and
evil power a pre-Christian Antichrist. The
identification of TIIIAS is not certain. The view

* The expression 'dwelling in the tents of Shem' (9'-'") points
to a land adjacent to Palestine.

of Ed. Meyer (Gcsch. d. Alterthums, i. p. 260),

which associates Tiras with the Turusha, a sea-

faring nation mentioned in the Egyptian inscrip-
tions of the 13th cent., and whom the Greeks
reckon to the Pelasgians, has been generally
accepted; but recently W. Max Miiller (Orient.

Lit.-Zeitung, loth Aug. 1900, col. 290) prefers to

regard Tiras as a doublet a variant of Tarshish
mentioned in v. 4

, and to identify both with Turs,
i.e. the land of the Tyrsenians or Italy.
As subdivisions of Gomer, there are mentioned

Ashkenaz, Kiphath, and Togarmah. The passage
in Jer 51-', where ASHKKNAZ is placed in juxta-

position with Minni and Ararat, is conclusive for

placing the Ashkenazites in western Armenia,
while the occurrence of a personage Ascanius as a
leader of the Phrygians and Mysians in the Hind (ii.

8U2 and xiii. 79) has, together with some other evi-

dence (see ASHKENAZ in vol. i.), led some scholars

to fix upon the Phrygians as the group more particu-

larly denoted. For the location of RlPHATH there
are no certain data, while TOGAKMAH appears to

be some part of Armenia, whence horses and mules
were exported to the markets of Tyre (Ezk 388

).

As of Gomer, so of Ionia, a number of sub-

divisions are noted Elishah, Tarshish, Kittini, and
Dodanim. It has become customary to identify
ELISHAH with Hellas ; but since W. Max Miiller

has shown satisfactorily that Alashia, occurring in

the Tel el-Amarna tablets, is the ancient name for

Cyprus, it seems natural to connect Elishah with
this term (Or. Lit.-Zcit., 15th Aug. 1900, col. 2S8).
TARSHISH has commonly been identified with the
Phoenician colony Tartessus in southern Spain ;

KITTIM with Cyprus, in view of the town Citium ;

and ItoDANIM, for which the LXX as well as the

parallel passage (1 Ch I
7

) has 'Kodanim,' with
Rhodes. There are, however, serious objections

against all these identifications. One can hardly
.-nppose that a writer would jump in this wild
fashion from Hellas to Spain, then back to Cyprus,
and then on to Rhodes. The very frequent refer-

ences to Tarshish no fewer than twenty-five times
in theOT make it certain thatan intelligent reader
knew where to look for it. But while there was one

Tarshish, whose location was well known, which

probably lay in Spain, it does not follow that
'Tarshish 'in all passages refers to this place. There
is significance in the juxtaposition with Pul

| prob-

ably an error for Put, or Punt) and Lydia in Is 6G 18
.

This suggests another Tarshish adjacent to Asia

Minor; and, while in many if not most of the

passages the location in Spain suits the context, in

Gn 10 and in some other instances we do not appear
to be justified in going so far to the west. Whether
Kittini is really the city of Citium in Cyprus has
been questioned by both Winckler and Miiller (see
Or. Lit.-Zcit., loth Aug. 1900, ib.\.

If Bodanim is

really K corrupt reading forllodanim, the identifica-

tion with Rhodes may be admitted, but we cannot
be certain that the LXX reading and the one in

1 Chron. do not represent an intentional change
with a view of suggesting this identification. All

therefore that can be said with regard to Elishah,

Tarshish, Kittini, and Dodanim is that we must
probably seek for them among the larger islands

of the Mediterranean and /Egean Sea preferably
among those adjacent to the southern and western
coasts of Asia Minor. On this assumption we can
understand the reference in v.

5 to the ' islands of

the nations,' which appears to be a convenient
manner of designating the minor islands of this

region. The groupings of these four names is

based on a tradition which regards the people
meant as offshoots of Ionia on the Asia Minor
coast. It does not, of course, follow that ' the sons
of Japlieth

'

represent necessarily subdivisions of

the Aryan race. As already pointed out, the
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writer Hi (in l'i ha- Imt vogue notions regarding
racial allinities of nations, whereas bis geographi-
cal xiews an 1

ipiite clear ami definite, still il

no happens tliut Asia Minor, from the uc-teni

coast tar into tin- interior, was lit an early dale

till' -eat "I Aryan -I'lth'lllfllts, 1111(1 ill 1 In- 7t IM -nl

tlu- ^teatcr portion of the population belonged
in all probability to the Aryan group "' ""''"

J MM- 'ions "f JJiim,' as the second division,

rmlitace tin' races of the south, so far as known
to tin- Hebrews, Cl'Sil being Ethiopia, MI/I:MM
t he equivalent of Egypt, While the e\ nil Hi e w Inch

identifies I'l'T with Libya SO allcadv Josephlls
is still the ino-t satisfactory available. Al tin-

same time, it \\oiihl appear from the passage in

Is lid" (aliuve referred to) as well as trom other

evidence isee \\inckler, Altor. Forschtmgen, i.
]i.

oi:t, note), that there was another country, Put,
situated near Lydia, and designating probably
some island or group of islands in the .Egean
Sea. In must iif the passages in the prophetical
In.oks in \v Inch Put is mentioned, it i-- thi- region

and not the Put ot (in In" which is meant. flic

introdiietion of (' \N\\S at this point and the

grouping with the 'Handles' is not to lie taken
as an indication that in the mind of the writer
the I 'anaa mt i - came from the&ontll. The mention
is due to the hostility which existed hetween the

llelnew s and I 'atiaaniles. and which prompted the

writer, in ohedienee to popular prejudices, to place
the ( 'anaanites with the - accursed' race. The same

(spirit is responsible for the insertion (vv.
8 ' 1

'-'),
which

places the I'-'iliiil'iiii'inK and Asjyrutns whose ulti-

maie control ni Palestine was already imminent at

the time when the section was written also with
tin' -ons of the 'accursed' son of Noah, though
it is possible that the confusion of Cush = Ethiopia
with the Coss;i-ans (a people to the north-east of

Itabylonia i, may have been a factor also in bring-

ing about t his result. As offshoots of Cu-li, there

are mentioned Seha, Havilah, Sahtah, Kaamali,
Sabteca, and as offshoots of Kaamah a^ain, Sheba
and Dedan. (If these seven districts, l.lavilah and
Sli. In and Dedan can be fixed with sullich-nt

delinitencss to form starting-points for the general
il-- r --iiniiiation of the rest. HAvtLAH is certainly
some district in Arabia -probably on the western

coast, SHKHA is a portion of southern Arabia,
while KKDAV, to judge from the juxtaposition
with Tcma in central Arabia (Jer '25^. E/.k 2o la

),

must In- sought in the interior of Arabia, extend-

ing considerably towards the north. The remain-

ing na mi's appear likewise to have been designations
for other portions of the Arabian peninsula, more

articnhuly the western and south- western sect ions.

nless we assume that the tradition is utterly
without foundation, we must perforce conclude
that Cushites settled in large numbers on the

western coast of Arabia from the southern ex-

tiemitv to a point considerably north. Similarly,
in the subdivisions of Egypt (vv.

11
") the certainty

tlint the I.KHADIM are Libyans, and that P.vniltns

i- I pper Kc;ypt. justilies the conclusion that the

NM'lt ifitiM and CASLUMIM are to be sought in

northern Africa, even though the precise iden-

tification is still doubtful. The introduction of

the I'/nli\lincs in v." is, without much question,
a gloss which has been inserted into the text at

the wrong place. It would come appropriately
after the mention of the ("APHTOHIM,-- i.e. probably
1'ieians (see above), and the gloss itself, which
connects ti,,. Philistines with Caphtor, rests upon
the traditions embodied in such passages as I)t 'J-

3
,

Jer 47 4
, Am 9'. There, again, the bitter hostility

between the Hebrews amiI the Philistines appears
to have been the factor which prompted the

as-ociai ion of the Cretans and Philistines with the

descendants of Hamites.
EXTRA VOL. 6

\

As oti in,.,!- of the Canaanitea a large numb- -i ot

groups are mentioned, most of which ar known to

us from tlie actual relations exist. n. at one time
or the other between them and the II. In.

Such are the Jebusites, Amorites, (.u^a-lni.
rjittites, while the situation of /i.lon. Sinnia.
l.lamath, and Arvad is perfectly definite. I he
other groups, AIIKITKS and SI'XITKS. tli.i.i..],

lielong to this same region between the Ph..

coast and eastern Syria. How iiiiimpoitani. in

the mind of the writer, ethnological allimi\ is

may be judged from the introduction ol i lu-

ll n i i t i:s in the form of a gloss in v.u and a-

an oil-hoot of Canaan. Whatever and wle
the Mittitcs were, they certainly were not elo-ely
allied to Canaanitcs. The name itself designates,
as already intimated, a promiscuous group of

peoples whose settlements at one time covi i. .1 a

good portion of the interior oi Asia Minor, whose
culture and general character have little in common
with Canaanites. The importance of the 1.1

it lite

settlements in Syria adjacent to the territory
covered by Canaunitish groups has led to the
mention oi l.lcih, by the side of /idon, as an
nil-hoot of Canaan. It thus appears that the
second group the l.Iamites represents a greater
mixture of totally distinct races than we encoun-
tered in the case of the .laphethites. yamites,
Semites, Aryans, and Turanians are thrown to-

gether without any scruples.
3. The remainder of the chapter, vv.!1-B

, is taken

up with the favoured L:rmip the Shetnitet. It is

evident from a superficial survey of the list that it

cannot originally have belonged to the preceding
enrolment of nations. One and the same writer
would not have placed Assyria with dishites (v.

11
),

and a few verses later on made Assyria an otl'shoot

of Shem (v.
a

). Nor is it conceivable that in one

part of a document the Lydiaus should have hven

placed with Egypt (v.
ia

) and in another with Aram
(v.--'). Again (vv.

3"- 2
"), we encounter Sheba and

Havilah among the sons of Shem, whereas in v. 7

they are grouped with Cushites. Quite peculiar
to this third section of the chapter is also the long
genealogical chain Arpachshad, Shelah, Eber,

Peleg, and Joktan, whereas, in the ease of the

.laphethites and Hamites, at most a double chain
is furnished. The longer chain, in the case of the

Shemites, suggests a relationship lietween this

section of the tenth chapter and such a chain as is

found in the eleventh chapter. Here as a matter
of fact we have the 'doublet' of our section, for

vv iu-ao
present a genealogical table of Shemites

introduced as a preface to the narrative of Abra-
ham. Comparing these two lists, it will be found
that the Shemites in the narrower sense consist of

two branches which meet in the series Arpachshad,
Shelah, Ebcr. With the latter the division l>egins,
the Abrahamitic group tracing descent to PKLKG,
one of the sons of Kber, while the other branch
starts with another son, JOKTAX. In On lO*"*
the subdivisions of Joktan are given, and the
section thus complements the genealogical chain
of the Pelcgites in the llth chapter. There is no

dilliculty in
determining

the region where the
writer places these two branches of Shemites, or,

more strictly speaking, Eberites. The descendants
of Peleg are represented by the Aramu-un settle-

ments along the Euphrates with the gradual
extension of these groups into the district to both
sides of the Jordan, while the Joktanites represent
those who passed on to the south and \\

Arabia. The situation of Sheba and ll.uilah has

already lieen referred to. H.\?AHMA\i I II is iden-

tical with Hadramaut along the southern ooasl :

and HADOBAM, UZAL, OUAL, and the rest -'

likewise be sought in the region of Yemen. Only
in the case of the mysterious UrillR m it j^-sibie
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that the writer intends to have us take a leap over
to the African coast (see Peters, Das Land Uphir,
1902, who lias made out a strong case for locating
Ophir in the district near the Zambesi river in

southern Africa). Roughly speaking, the twofold
division of the Shemites corresponds to the cus-

tomary division of Arabia into Yemen and Sham
(or Syria), the 'right' and the '

left' land, or, as it
was mistranslated by Latin writers, Arabia Felix
and Arabia Infclix. Gn 10-', where Shem is

referred to as the ' father '

of all
' the sons of

Eber,' reveals the rcnl sentiment underlying the
genealogical lists of vv."->"-J and II 1"--6

. The two
branches the Pelegites and Joktanites comprise
those groups which, in his opinion, are genuine
Shemites, the only Shemites worth speaking of

according to his view, though perhaps not the only
ones he knew of. The inclusion of south Arabian
tribes is rather significant, and strengthens the
thesis maintained at the beginning of this article,
which makes central Arabia the starting-point for
Semitic emigration in two directions. However
this may be, it would appear that a later writer,
not satisfied with this narrow scope given to the
Shemites, saw tit to add as separate subdivisions
Elam, Assyria, Lud, and Aram, embracing what
he considered the Mesopotamian brunch of the
Shemites, Elam being to the east of Mesopotamia,
Assyria the general term for Mesopotamia itself,
Aram the designation for the district to the west
of Assyria, while LUD (following upon Arpachshad)
is one of the puzzles in the chapter. The identifica-
tion with Lydia is out of the question. That it

may be some textual error u'c-Lud being super-
induced by the Arpachshad yalarl of v.'J

'
is not

impossible. If, however, the reading be accepted
as correct, the most natural suggestion would be
to place Lud to the north or north-east of Mesopo-
tamia. The attempts to identify ARPACHSHAD
have hitherto failed. Even Cheyne's proposal
(ZATH'xvii. (IS'JT) 190) to separate the term into
two words, *PN ('.4 rti/i

= Arapcha) and -ivi (Kashed=
Chaldsea), which is the most plausible of the many
suggestions offered, does not commend itself;
and it would appear, indeed, that Arpachshad is no
more a district than Sheba, Eber, or Peleg, but
in reality only the name preserved by tradition of
some ancient group to which the Eberites traced
their descent. If this be so, the name is out of
place in v.--, and has either been introduced by the
writer, whose chief aim it was to add Elam, Assyria,
and Aram as a Mesopotamian branch of Shemites
to the sonth Arabian and Syriac - Palestinian
branches, or has in reality been brought in by an
error, T>I I^E-MCI (v.~) being a 'doublet' of IMS-IKI
V (v.-

s
). At all events, it appears to be clear

that Elam, Assyria, and Aram represent a third
Shemitic branch added by some writer to the
original twofold division. Of the subdivisions of
Aram Uz, Hul, Gether, and Mash U?, though
not definitely marked oil', is the region of Haunin,
extending, however, considerably to the south ';

MASH (for which 1 Ch 1" has Meskech) may be
identical with the Mons Masius between Armenia
and Mesopotamia, while H"UL and GETHER are
altogether obscure, and it would be idle to hazard
any conjectures at present.
The addition of Aram narrows still further the

scopi- of the Pelegites, who are thus practically
confined to the groups of Hebrews in Palestine
and their neighbours directly to the east of the
Jordan. The omission of Babylonia in this addi-
tion of a Mesopotamian branch is an index to the
age of the writer who added it. Not, indeed, that
we are to conclude that he belongs to the period
when the supremacy of Assyria over the south was so

undisputed as to justify the application pf Assyria'
to the northern and southern Mesopotamian dis-

tricts, for, as a matter of fact, the distinction
between Babylonia and Assyria was at all times
maintained. The omission is intentional, and simi-

larly the inclusion of Elam among the descendants
of Noah's favourite son is also dwelt upon with
intent. There can be little doubt that Elam
is merely another designation for Persia in the
mind of the writer. The reign of Cyrus, with
whom brighter times for the Judrean exiles set in,
was a sufficient reason for glorifying Persia at the
expense of Babylonia. The writer was willing to

permit the hated Babylon to be founded by a
descendant of I/am, but Persia belongs to 'the
favoured race ; and Assyria, which for more than a
century had been merely a name without substance,
could also be magnanimously included, since con-

sistency demanded that the country adjacent to
Persia should belong to the same group. The
writer, however, takes his revenge upon Babylonia,
ignoring the name entirely ami substituting that of
her own hated rival Assyria. We are therefore

brought down to the end of the Exile for the
addition of the Mesopotamian branch of the sons
of Shem. Once more we observe that ethnic

atlinity is an unimportant factor in the grouping
geographical proximity counts first, and natural
preferences and dislikes second. Still, in the case
of the ' sons of Shem '

as in that of the Japhethites,
it so happens that all those enumerated go together
ethnically. With the exception of the Elainites,
who are Aryans, the members of all three branches
of Shemites are also to be grouped as subdivisions
of a single race, only that it must be borne in mind
that not all the subdivisions are enumerated ; and
that some which unquestionably belong here, e.g.
the Canaanites with their numerous branches, are
to be found in the rjamitic division, while some of
those in the Japhetliite group, not yet definitely
identified, may likewise turn out to be members of
the Shemitic race. See also following article.

In this survey, necessarily defective, of the
important tenth chapter of Genesis, the chief aim
has been to present the view taken of the races of
the ancient world by a Hebrew writer, or, more
exactly, by Hebrew writers. Two features stand
out prominently in this view firstly, the breadth
of the writers' horizon ; secondly, their indifference
to the ethnic relationships among the peoples
grouped together. The main factors in determining
this group are, again, two ( 1

) geographical affinity,
and ('!) natural dislikes. It is the combination of
these two factors that leads to many of the incon-
sistencies in the grouping that we have noted.
The writers are not merely interested in those races
with which the Hebrews have come in contact, but
extend their view to those which stand outside of
this limit, and yet they do not pass farther than
Elam and Armenia in the east ; the western limits
ire the islands of the Mediterranean rdjacent to
the southern and western coasts of Asia Minor ;

they take in all of northern Africa, and embrace
Arabia from the extreme south up to the inoun-
:ains of Syria. The aim of the writers being to
.nclude all mankind, the limitations of the chapter
:airly represent the bounds of historical know-
edge at the time of composition. The races of the
JT in the larger sense, and as revealed by this

chapter, cover the civilized States grouped around
the Mediterranean, the Red Sea, and the Persian
Gulf, together with the less cultured races and
tribes of this district. While the tenth chapter of
Genesis occupies a unique place in the OT by virtue
of the large number of races and peoples enumer-
ated, yet the prophets furnish the proof that the
knowledge evidenced by this chapter was not
exceptional. A trait of the great prophets is their
fondness for including jn their view many other
nations besides the people whom they addressed.
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The liiinK ol \ nni> open-, irh-. 1. '_'l uilh a

ilriiiiiii -ia ti< nis nl a v.-irirty nl di-t i ii !- . I Li :

(!:i/.a, '1'vri', I'dom, Aimimii, Mnali lu-iii"; inl i
>

as a mraiis of heightening the dramatic effect when
luilali am! Israel air reached. Isaiah irh-. I" -.'>',

Jeremiah i Hi 51), and K/eUid n'l ;;_ ami 38. 30)

siniihnU have a erii "i made*' directed .

n:ii MM i oear in ami ir te tnun t in- Hri'i.

in addition to this the] im-i'lnnallx introduce many
ntheis l'\ a\ "I illustration In thrir arguments.
So, .

jr.,
I'./k :>s is a miniature reproduction of

Gn lU. Tin 1

prophet enumerates in (In- course

of his niati'in (In'.'. Mr-lirrh, Tulial (v.-i. I', i i.

Kiliu'l'ia ii 'u-li ,
I'm (v.'), Gomer, Togarmah (> *),

Shrha, lledall. Tarsilisll (V.
u

). Elsewhere li'li. '-'7.1

< rim nun IT Tyre (v.*}, /idon, Arvad (v.
B
), Pel ia,

I, ml. ami I'm' (v.
1

"), Javan, Tulial. Mr ,-, h,

nail. Mrdan, Aram (vv.
1<M<

), Arabia. Shdia,

liaamah, l-'.ilrn. A--yiia ivv.--''
3

). Through thc~e

iriri i nrr-, the explanation of the raees mentioned
in l!u In is r.ni-nlrial ly advance"!, thmu'li nr\\

problems are al-n presented Ky Ihr nienlmn nl

nation* not otlicnvi.se known. .So in the two

r!ia|i!rrs iif K/rkirl under collsidcl at inn we I'll

1'iinnlrr for thr lirsl time I'cr-ia, Arabia, ami also

I il. M The omission of Persia in the Genesis list

(though rcleiird lo probably in the supplemental
mention of Klain) has already been commented

upon. In tlie ease of AI:AI:IA, it is the name
rather than the race that is new. while EDKX
rorres] 'onding, perhaps, to liit-Adiiii in cuneiform
literature ami occurring with HAUAN and CAXXEII
i iniilialily an error for Calneh) is covered in

Genesis oy Assyria ami Babylonia.
Mmr important, however, than the variation in

nomenclature and the additions, to be gathered
friini the prophetical orations, to the ethnological

phases of the OT, is the circumstance that the

prophets in question should have an acquaintance
with so many races. The prophets would not have

referred in these many nations had they not been
certain nt being understood by the people to whom
the\ address themselves. From this point of view,
the prophetical books reveal the existence of an
international intercourse in ancient times on a
much larger scale than is ordinarily supposed.
Tin- truth chapter of Genesis is an illustration of

this general acquaintance with the races of a con-

siderable si'ctinii of the ancient world; and while

tin- li-t rests in part on a theoretical basis, and is

prepared lor a scholastic purpose, yet it cannot be

doubted, in view of the evidence furnished by the

prophetical books, that a majority of the peoples
there mentioned are races with which, either

politically or commercially, the Hebrews came into

direct contact.

In this way the treatment of the races of the

or resolves itself, after all, into a consideration

mainly of those associated with the Ilebn",\s.

While, therefore, the distinction made at the be-

ginning of this article may be maintained [(a) the

subdivisions of the Semitic race and of the pre-
I i.irlitish inhabitants of Palestine, (6) the non-

Sniiit ie and mixed races with whom the contact was
le-s militant and in many cases less close where it

did exist], the races introduced from the purely
tin nn tiral point of view forma comparatively small

minority. To he sure, the underlying principle of

the chic'f source for the larger view of OT ethnology
which divides the whole of mankind into three

divisions is deprived by modem ethnological in-

vestjrjtion nt its scientific value. The races enu-

merated under each one of these divisions do not,

as we have seen, necessarily form a homogeneous

ciilial. |i.im:i-r i>. and Hellion also occur in ch. 27. but an

namt's tm-rrl) "t cities, find need not therefore be taken into

c. nisiil, ration. So Zidon (27
s
) a covered by Canaan and by Tyre

in Gn 10.

group. The distribution being coiitinlli-d IMI-.IV

by the geographical factor, it v. as n..t in I \

peeled that this should be the ca-e, i|iiilc apart
from the fact that an ancient writer could hanlly
In ejected to have the ethnological
required for such a met bod of grouping. AH a
conspectus, however, of races Kim.HI to the
Hebrews, largely through contact and in part

through learned tradition, the, tenth chapter of

Genesis not only retains its intrinsic value, but
serves as an indispensable aid in supplementing the

ethnological material, furnished incidentally li\ the
narrative which follows the remarkable hiM<
the Hebrews, from the curly time of the depart lire

of the lirst group from the Euphrates Valley
through the nomadic period, with its frei|in nt

changes of residence, on to the conquest of 1

tine and the growth of the federation of Hebrew
tribes into a nation in the full sense of the word,
with EL distinct political organization, down to the

political decline and fall of this people, which .sur-

vived in a strange way even the loss of national

independence.
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MOUP.IS JASTROW, .in.

SEMITES. The term Semite (Shcmitr), forming
the adjective Semitic (SAcmitic), is derived from

the patriarch Shcm, who in the I5k. of (lenesis is

named as the ancestor of most of the peoples known
to ethnologists and now popularly designated as

'Setiiites.' The account of Shcm and his descend-

ants in (!n 10 is partly genealogical and partly

geographical, and does not exactly correspond to

a scientific classification. Hence we take the

family tree of Genesis as the starting-point of our

inquiry rather than as an exhaustive summary.
None the less, any description or discussion of the.

Semites as a whole must have chielly a biblical

interest, and that for two main reasons. In the

lirst place, the actors in and makers of l?ible his-

tory were Semites, who did their deeds and said

their say within the Semitic realm. Further, the

truth of Cod, as it- is revealed in the liible, was

not merely conveyed to the world through an out-

ward Semitic channel; it was moulded in Semitic

minds, coloured by (he genius of Semitic speech,
ami put to the proof for the education of the MOI Id

in Semitic hearts and lives. It is perhaps .

in this connexion to remind the reader that M.. , -.

David, Elijah. Amos, Hosea, Isaiah. .Icremiah, M.

.John. St. Paul, and the Son of Man Him - Ii, were

Semites. The religious and moral significance of

the race thus indicated maybe further illn-ti i..l

by citing the fact that Tiglath-pilesei .
V

rczzar, and Hannibal are the only Semites ol the
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pre-Christian time whose names stand for world-

moving achievements outside the realm of religion
and morals.

The principal
list of the descendants of Shem

appearsinGn 1C21 "30
. This whole table proceeds from

one source, J, except that, according to the critics,

v. 22
, which gives a list of the sous of Shem, belongs

to P. These immediate descendants are Elam,
Asshur, Arpachshad, Lud, and Aram. Of these
names the third and fourth are unfortunately
obscure, and it would be unprofitable to discuss
here the various explanations that have been
offered. Lud is generally supposed to stand for

Lydia ; but the reason for such an enormous
interval of separation from the other Semitic

peoples is far to seek. Possibly this brief word
(iiS from i

1

?) very early underwent some change,
and does not represent the original. It is almost
certain that this is the case with Arpachshad, since

the latter half of the word is the stem of Knsdlm
(but see p. 82a), the Heb. word for Chrtlda-ans,
who lived in Lower Babylonia. The whole word,
thus assumed to be modified in MT, would natur-

ally stand for a portion of the territory to the
N.W. of the Persian Gulf.* The first in the list,

Elam, though historically non-Semitic, must have
had many Semitic immigrants. Asshur is the
well-known people and country of Assyria. The
last named of the sons of Shem is Aram, that

is, the Aramaeans. The sons of Aram are next
enumerated (v.

23
). Thereafter the interest is con-

centrated upon the progeny of Arpachshad. His

grandson is Ebcr, who is not only the ancestor of

the Hebrews, as is fully detailed by P in ch. 11,
but also of the Arabs (10

2(Kiu
). We may now

attempt a present-day view of the descendants of

Shem, referring to any of the lists of Genesis as
occasion demands, and thus working back from
the known facts of modern research instead of

attempting to work downward from the indistinct
hints of tradition.

i. CLASSIFICATION OF THE SEMITES. The surest
token of racial affinity is ordinarily the possession
of a common language or of closely related idioms.
It is not an infallible test ; for it may happen that

through inherent weakness or stress of fortune a
tribe or a nation may be absorbed by another, and
lose its own form of speech. On the other hand,
it very rarely happens that a race predominant in

numbers or political influence loses its language and
adopts that of an inferior or degenerating race.

Hence, while even the exclusive use, by a large
community, of a given language or dialect does not

necessarily indicate that the race is unmixed, it

may be reasonably held that the predominating
racial element in that community originally spoke
the current language. Again, as regards the de-

grees of relationship between kindred peoples, it

should be remembered that the most valid kind
of linguistic evidence is that afforded by the com-
mon possession of grammatical or structural ele-

ments, and of terms for the most fundamental ideas
and the most indispensable or rudimentary arts and
appliances of life. These simple and elementary
working principles are far-reaching in their appli-
cation, and will need to be taken into account in

all that is said, either as to the original Semitic
race and its language, or as to any of the deriva-
tive races and their languages or dialects.

On the evidence of language and of historical

* Some such people seems necessary here, since Arpachshad is

indicated as the ancestor of Aramieans and Arabs alike, and the

region in question is their natural dividing-point. Moreover, it

was peopled also by Semites from the earliest known period.
Confirmation of this view is afforded by the fact that, according
to v.25, Peleff, 'in whose days the earth was divided,' was a
descendant of Arpachshad. while the reference to the dividing
of the earth points to Babylonia as the place of his residence,

according to II2-9
,
which is also the production of J.

distribution combined, these peoples are made to

fall into two great divisions, the Northern and
the Southern Semites. Roughly speaking, the
Southern branch of the family had its permanent
and proper home in the peninsula of Arabia ; while
the Northern division was included in the region
bounded on the N. by the modern Kurdistan, on
the W. by the Mediterranean, and on the E. by
modern Persia. We have, however, except from
linguistic induction, no indication of a time when
either the Northern or the Southern division
formed by itself a homogeneous whole, much less

of the presumptive earlier stage when all Semitus

together were comprised in a single community.
On the contrary, our earliest archaeological evidence
reveals to us these regions as occupied by several
families or groups more or less nearly related.

Thus, while Arabia has long been known as the
home of a single people, though of many tribes,

speaking a common language, the earlier record is

of peoples speaking and writing distinct though
closely related languages. Similarly, the Northern
division, as far back as we can see through the
mists of antiquity, is found to be made up of dis-

tinct families. A tentative comprehensive group-
ing may be made as follows :

( Northern Arabians.
SOUTHERN SEMITES -'Sabrcans.

((Abyssinians).

T Babylonians and Assyrians.

NORTHS SEMITES - =-
(.(Hebrews).

The above classification would describe the distri-

bution of the Semites as a race during that period
of ancient history when they were the ruling power
of the world, roughly speaking from B.C. 2000 to

B.C. 500. It should be added that the hypothecs
of a Southern branch is surer than that of a distinct
Northern group, and that some scholars (as Hommel
and Zimmern) prefer to assume an East-Semitic
division Assyro-Babylonian, and a West-Semitic
Aramaean, Canaanite, Arabo-Abyssinian. It is,

indeed, so difficult to unify the Assyrian, the

Aramaic, and the Canaanitic languages, that if we
were to use linguistic data alone, it would, for

working purposes, be allowable to assume these
four separate units : Assyro-Babylonian, Aramaean,
Canaanite, and Arabo-Abyssinian.

(A) SOUTHERN SEMITES. () Northern Arabi-
ans. The term '

Arab,' which at present connotes
the only survivors on any large scale of the Semitic

races, was originally of very restricted significance.
Ancient usage confines it to a comparatively
small district in the north of the peninsula E. of

Palestine, extending sometimes over the centre of

the Syro-Arabian desert. In this sense the word is

used in the Assyr. inscriptions, in OT (e.g. 2 Ch
17" 21 16 221

213', Is 13-" 21 1S
,
Jer 3- 25-', Neh 2 19

,

Ezk 27 21
)> as well as in the lately discovered

Mimean inscriptions. It was not till shortly before
the Christian era that it was enlarged so far as
to include the whole of the peninsula.* Besides
the 'Arabs,' there were several other important
ancient communities in N. Arabia. Most of these
are embraced under the names of the descendants
of Keturah (' the incense-bearer'), and of Ishmael,
in Gn 25 and 1 Ch I

29 - 33
. We may cite as of his-

torical fame Midian, the northein Sheba (cf. Job
I
15

), Dedan, Asshur (Gn 253 - ls
), Nebaioth, Kedar,

Pumah, Massa (cf. Pr 30 1 31 1
), Tema, and Jetur.

The general distinction between Keturah and
Ishmael is that the latter stretched farther to the

* This extension came about largely through the fact that the

original 'Arabs' were the most important tribe living in the

neighbourhood of the Greek and Roman possessions in Syria and
Mesopotamia. The classical writers use the name not only in

the narrower but also in the wider sense, e.g. Herod, iii. 107.
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ea-t an. I south. According tn (ill -'<", the tents nf

Nil marl were pitched a- tar ra-t a-
1.1
a\ ilali OD the

smith \vcst Under of Babylonia <l,n -J-'i. In the

West, however, tllcil se\eral finite*, ill : iTsrrte. I ami
then- pasture-grounds

rir eontigmiu*. Diimali

(I* 'Jl
11

) mill Ma**a. l*hmaelitcs, lay in thr path
(if llu- Ketuiilc*, Mntem, l>>-ilan. ami A**hur.

But these liy mi mean- e\haiist tin- calcgon "' ^

Araliians. \Vr must fairly include those uf tlir

Kdi mi ites
' who are historically and locally Arabs.

Thus mil unly Trniaii hut Amalck is reckoned tn

l-MiHii in (in :>ii
; '

'". Furl lirnmirr, towards tin-

cast si.lr of thr desert is tin- meat tribe or count ly
of Mash, which \\ith I'/, tin- liniiir (if .lull in the

west, is allotted id the Arama-ans in (In Id-1

,

though, according in I In .'It',-", the latter is given to

tin- l.lniitc r.domitc*. Tin' explanation of the

anomaly comes from the important tact that thr

Aram. i alls, \\lio, a- a rule, did not wander ill

ancient limes far fnnii thr vallry of thr Euphrates,
strrtrhrd out in certain regions favourable to

pasturage, to mi\ am! mingle with thr more [iurely
iidinadir tribes of tlir desert.

(//i Sufiini,^. \Vr call the ancient inhabitants
of S.W. Arabia Salweans, lieeaiise this people
cicali'd tin- most powerful and extensive kingdom
of all that region. Many other tribes, however,
sometime-, lln-ir subject*, ulso llourislied. Among
these \\ere tlir Kat abaiiians, directly north of

Aden, and the Ilimyarites to the east. The latter

wen- so important that scholars
formerly

called the

nneieiit 8.W. Arabians generally hy their name.
Kecent researches, however, which have disclosed

elaborate architectural remains, and brought to

Kurope hundreds of inscriptions, the work of

Salnraiis, more than cdnlirm the ancient fame of

iSlieba, and vindicate its claim, not only to a wide
commerce and a productive soil, but to an in-

fluential empire as well.* A branch of the same

people formed a less known nation, whose recently
found inscriptions have suddenly brought it into

great prominence the Mimcans. The proper home
of this people was the west coast of Arabia between
Yemen and Mecca. That they were not identical

with the Sahii-nns proper is abundantly proved.
Their language is, in fact, a distinct dialect of the

S. Arabian or ' Sal a-an.' Their inscriptions are

found over a very wide range of the west country,
troin the heart of Yemen itself to the very borders

of 1'alestinr. Their abundance, as well as the con-

tents of some of them, show that both regions alike

u. ic then subject to them. That was, however,
before the rise of the Sabiean power, and there-

fore long before the Christian era. They are

possibly alluded to in 1 Ch 441
, 2 Ch 2(i7 , where the

word e'mployed. (c';:;'-) reminds us of the original
name Main. See, further, art. SHEIIA in vol. iv.

(r) Aln/s.iiniatis. This term is more appropriate
than the current '

Ethiopians,' since that is the

proper de-i-jnai ion of the people of the Nile Valley
above the I'irst Cataract, in other words the bibli-

cal <'u*hitc,. That is to say, the Ethiopians are

an African race, while the Abyssinians are funda-

mentally Srmit ic. At a very early date, far earlier

than is ".cm-rally supposed, a migration from S.\V.

Arabia, of a people closely akin to the Sab;cans

and Mina-ans, was made over the narrow sea to

the (doler and healthier region of the Abyss.
highlands. Here they developed a community
which Ion',' remained nninllueiiced by African

elements, and cherished close relations with the

Arabian mother - land. Its principal seat was
Aksum. the centre of a powerful monarchy, which

Its an nl ipitaj was Ma'rih, though Snn'ft. three clays'

Jonrni to the \M-I. wasa city of greater renown, and it, the

I

i

,|
ii il i.f V. Tim- tin Sal>an kingdom Innf

iMiii]ir:-i
' I i irhole of Tih&ma, the 8.W. coutland ol Arabia.

It also cxU-mli-ii ilcl( tar Imlli tn lln- c-a.-t and north.

at length, in the 4th cent. A.H., conquered, and
for a time held, Yemen and \\ Arabia.* The
Abyssinians have long since erased to In- a pure
Semitic race or to speak a pure Si-iuiin- idiom;
though

'

r'thiopic,' tLs their lan-jna^e i- i-alh-d, is

still their sacred tongue; and til S i \ pe is

still unmistakable in a large section ol tin pupul.i
tion.

The attempt thus ma<le to bring the Southern
Semites under distinct groupings is only appioxim
ately successful. Besides the tnuesalreads eiium>-r-

atrii, many others are found, particularly in the

S.K. and E. of Arabia, which, though Seinit' -. baM-
at leiust no permanent historical association with

any of the groups. Very interesting, however, is

the tabulation in (jn lO*'*, which brings the 1110*1

prominent of these remaining communities under
one category. Thus, among the sons of Joklau
son of Elier, we lind, along with JJazarmaveth,
the modern l.Iadramaut, or the coast land east of

Yemen, also Sheba and, to our surprise, Ol'llil:

and I.lAViLAH. Unfortunately, the remaining nine

tribes or localities cannot as yet he absolutely iden-

tilied. Hut inasmuch as Opuil is almost certainly
to be found on the E. coast of Arabia, and l.lat ilali

S.\V. of liabylonia (but see above, p. SI"), the jire-

suniption is that they represent families interme-

diate between these remotely separated districts.

In brief, the summation seems to point to a close

connexion between the N.E., E., S., ami S.\V.

inhabitants of ancient Arabia. Furthermore, the

brotherhood of Joktan and Eber, the father of

Peleg and grandson of Arpachshad, points to a

tradition of kinship between the ancient Baby-
lonians and the remotest S. Arabians. These are

matters deserving serious attention.

(11) THE NORTHERN SKMITES. Of far more

importance to the Bible student than the Araliians

and Abyssinians is the Northern branch of the

Semitic "family. Fortunately, it is also not very
dillicult to indicate the several divisions of the

Northern Semites, and their local distribution.

Taking them up in the order of their primary
settlements from east to west, we have lirst to

do with those dwelling by the lower waters of the

Euphrates and Tigris.

(n) Babylonians aiutAssyrians. In that region
which Gn "2 describes as the cradle of the human
race, lived a people whose history, traced not

simply in their language, but also in their archi-

tectural remains, and even in their literary monu-

ments, goes back to a period far beyond any other

known to men. We call this people summarily
liubylnninn, from the name of the great historical

capital. But Babylon or Babel did not come into

prominence till aliout D.C. 2230. We have to regard
the whole surrounding country a.s having been,

for centuries and even millenniums before that

era, divided up among a number of city-States,

having a longer or shorter history of narrower or

wider dominion. These communities we have also

to consider essentially Semitic. The hypothesis
of a so-called

' Sumerian
'

civilization and Suincr-

ian
'

language, preceding the rise of the Semites,

is in its current form the result of hasty and

superficial theorizing, and the present writer is

convinced that it will have to IMJ essentially modi-

lied. As neighbours to the Semites, and more or

less mingling with them from time to time, were

a foreign people, probably more than one people.
who contributed some important elements to their

mythology and civic life, with corresponding teims

to their language. Who they were and \\li.n.c

That thcv were serrated from the Min.i>ai

at a very remote period is proved liy the Ian tli.ii lln

Huaue, though more akin to the Sal/iran than i- iln- Vl

ia yet quite distinct from the furiiii-r, wlinn -

it borrowed, while it in also much lew clux.1) ul.iu.l ij Hn-

.Si. I... an than i the Min.' an dialect.
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they came cannot as yet be said. Possibly they
were of a race akin to the Elamites across the

Tigris, or to the Kassites of the highlands to

the north of Elam. The name 'Sumerian' as

according to a system developed alongside of the

popular syllabic 1'rom the original ideographic, and

preserving the essential features of the latter.

There are, it is true, many phenomena of this

peculiar idiom which such an hypothesis does not

explain. On the other hand, no one has yet suc-

ceeded in constructing a reasonable or consistent

grammar of the supposed language, though good
material is abundant. Until this is done, the
Semitic has a right of possession, precarious though
it may be. Many invasions of Babylonian terri-

tory were made by non-Semitic peoples from the
most ancient times, especially Elamites and Kass-

ites, but the language, the religion, both State and

popular, and the civilization as a whole, remained al-

ways essentially Semitic down to the time of Cyrus
and the Persians. Distinctive of the Babylonians,
although adopted by other people, was their mode
of writing in wedge-like characters, which, how-

ever, is far from representing the original ideo-

graphs. Distinctive of them especially were their

culture, their inventive genius, their intellectual

enterprise and love of knowledge. They were
thus not only prominent among the Semites, but
were also the most influential of all the peoples
of antiquity, except the Hebrews, Greeks, and
Romans. Indeed, when we consider their early

development among the races of men, and the
indirect influence of their genuine ideas, we may
regard them fairly enough as the primary intel-

lectual movers of the world.
The Assyrians were of the same race as the

Babylonians, and in all probability an offshoot

from them. The name is derived from the city of

Asshur, which was founded at an unknown early
date on the west of the Tigris just above its

confluence with the Lower Zab, which formed
the normal southern boundary of the kingdom
of Assyria. The Assyrians used the Bab. lan-

guage in its purity. Indeed we usually call this

language 'Assyrian,' because it was principally
from the monuments of Assyria, and not from
those of Babylonia, that our knowledge of it was
first obtained, towards the middle of the 1'Jth

century. Unlike Babylonia, which contained

many large cities, Assyria pioper had but few,
the principal being Nineveh and the surrounding
fortresses. The Assyrians had virtually the same
institutions as the Babylonians, with many of

the same deities, and the same modes of worship.
They were inferior to them in intellectual enter-

prise and culture, but superior in the military art,

and in capacity for organization. They would

appear, moreover, to have suffered less from the

irruptions of outsiders, and therefore to have pre-

served, on the whole, a more purely Semitic racial

type. It should be remarked, however, that the

biblical lists make out the Assyrians and a portion
of the Babylonians to have been of Cushite descent

(Gn 10s" 12
), perhaps in view of the mixture of races

that had ;jone on in Babylonia (but cf. also p. 81").

According to the same account (v.
11

), Assyria
was settled from Babylonia. See, further, artt.

ASSYRIA and BABYLONIA in vol. i.

(ft) The Aramaeans. The second great division

of the Northern Semites, the biblical 'Aram,' had
as its proper home a much larger range of country
than any of the others. Within historical times

the Aramaeans had their settlements at various

points on both sides of the Lower Tigris, to the

west of the Lower Euphrates, in Mesopotamia, and

in Syria south as far as Palestine. Indeed it is

impossible to say with certainty what was their

original centre. They seem to have been equally
at home herding cattle for the markets of Babylon,
driving caravans along the Euphrates, or holding
bazaars in the crowded cities of Harran and Dam-
ascus. A partial explanation of their ubiquity
and versatility is found in their genius for trade
and commerce. Thay were par excellence the
travellers and negotiators of the ancient East.

What the Phoenicians achieved by sea, they with
almost equal enterprise and persistence attained
on the land. To them was largely due the
commercial and intellectual interchange between
Babylonia and Assyria on the one hand, and the
western States, particularly Phoenicia, on the other.

They had their trading posts even in Asia Minor,
through which the Greek cities appear to have
obtained much of their knowledge of letters and
the liberal arts.

It is possible to make certain restrictions of

the general fact of the wide extension of the
Aranui'ans. Until the 12th cent. B.C. they are not
found in large settlements west of the Euphrates,
though doubtless many isolated expeditions had
from time to time crossed the River. They ap-

peared in great numbers, with huge herds of

cattle, upon the grazing grounds within reach of

the Bab. cities. The}' also formed numerous settle-

ments on the upper middle course of the Euphrates,
especially on the left bank, and between that river

and the Chabor. Here was Mesopotamia proper,
the Aram-naharaim (or

' Aram of the two Rivers ')

of OT. Here also was Harran, a city of enormous

antiquity, held in historical times principally by
Aramivans. After the fall of the Hittite dominion
in Syria, Aram, immigration hither went on

apace, and Carchemish, Arpad, Aleppo, Hamath,
Zobah, and, last and greatest of all, Damascus,
were colonized and enriched by them. In the
time of David (c. 1000 B.C.) they are found firmly

planted in Syria (2 S 8). From the loth to the
Sth cent. B.C. decisive importance attached to the

role of the ' Aramaeans of Damascus' (the
'

Syrians
'

of EV). But their westward career did not end
with the political decay of Damascus. By the 3rd

cent. B.C. Palestine, which politically had become
in succession Babylonian, Egyptian, Assyrian,

Neo-Babylonian, Persian, and Greek, spoke popu-

larly an Aram, idiom. After the rise of Christi-

anity and the complete destruction of the Jewish

State, the Jewish church perpetuated one dialect

of Aramaic and the Christian Semites another.

The Euphrates was the general dividing-line be-

tween W. and E. Aramaic, just as it had for many
centuries parted the two main divisions into which
the Aram, race had fallen. The vitality of Aram-
aism is attested by the fact that, while the popular
dialects of Syria and Mesopotamia soon yielded to

Arabic after the establishment of Islam in the 7th
cent. A.D., Syriac, the principal E. Aramaic dialect,
flourished as a literary language till the 13th cent.,

long after all traces of Aram, political influence

had completely disappeared. See, further, art.

AIJAM in vol. i.

(e] 1'iinannites. For want of a better term, we
give this name to the pre-Hebrew inhabitants of

Palestine and Phoenicia, with their descendants.
We class them as Semitic by reason of their

language, their civil institutions, and their

religion, all of which reveal the purest type of

Semitism. It is true that the Phoenicians of the
coastland differed surprisingly from the inhabit-

ants of the interior in their pursuits and mental
habits. But common to both are ' the language of

Canaan' (Is 1918
), and analogous forms of Baal-

worship. As to their place of departure from the
common camping-ground of the Semites we are
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auain left to tin 1 widest sort nf inference.* Of
ini'Toi is ih>- utiestituL as to tin- direction from
which tin- < 'aiiaamies. fame into their historical

abiding place. Tin- answer is: from the north or

l-ast ;
lor II they had COI11C from the south they

would have spoken Arabic, or some dialect of South
Semitic nearly akin to Arabic. Tliat they were
not tin- primiti\c inhabitants of Palestine is

deal ironi tin- liible statements as well as other
e\ idcnce. \\'c may lor convenience call the earlier

residents '
. \niorites,' a people whose antiquity

may 1><: inferred from the name ' Land of the

Aniorites,' gi\eii to the country in the remotest
times liy tin- llabyhinians. The Aniorites were

possibly not Semitic. The most significant fart

about them is that there is no indication that

thev ever occupied the lower coastland, though
th. \ hail settlements on both sides of the Jordan.

They Mirviveil as a community longest in the east,
uln !! they were linally absorbed by Moabites,
Ai ites, and lh invading; Hebrews.
The iin>-' inking feature of the civic and social

life of thei'an. miti i was their residence in small
eit \ States,independent of each other, and only con-

federated, if at all, uinler stress of common danger.
This tendency to mutual repulsion was exhibited
even among the Plum, cities, which, however,

partly on account of their foreign colonizing ex-

perience, became more disposed towards voluntary
I.'.!, i ,it ion. The pursuits of the two branches of

t he < 'anaanites eie not more dissimilar than their

fortunes. While those of the interior remained

isolated, exclusive, ami comparatively uncultured,
th"-e of the eoasil.ind became the most cosmo-

politan, and, in a material sense, the most direct!}'
serviceable to mankind of all their race. While
the one iliil not survive for more than a generation
or two the lleli. occupation of Canaan, the oilier,

in the political world yet not of it, utilizing and

suh-idi/.iiig the great world-powers in the form of

tiiiiute uni Following their own way to opulence
and commercial supremacy, survived not only the

lleb. monarchy, hut the Assyv., the l!ah., the

I'd-., and even the Macedonian empire, succumb-

ing at last to the Roman alone.

It may l.*j added that the various tribes nien-

tioned iii the 1 1 exateuch as inhabiting Palestine are

in all prohability merely local subdivisions of the
( 'anaanites, and not co-ordinate independent races.

An exception is made of the HITTITKS by those

who hold them to have been immigrants from Syria,
where they preceded the Aramaeans. It is a
matter of surprise that in (in 10 the Canaanites,
as veil as the people of Middle Babylonia, are

associaied with the people of Upper and Lower

Egypl idisli and Mizrairu). The explanation,

probably, is that the Egyptians are partly of

Semit H in i^in, and that there existed in 1'alestine,

as well as in Babylonia, from very remote times,
a population supposed to be akin to the Egyptians,
\Mlli v. horn the later inhabitants mingled. The
I'HII IMIM.S were probably a non-Semitic people,

pos-ililv from the island of Crete, whose settle-

ment in Palestine was made not earlier than the

1 Ith or Kith cent. B.C.

((/) Tin; Hebrews. By this name we have to

understand, not Israel alone, but all the Hebraic

peoples, including as well the Edomites proper,
the MI -aliiii -s and Ammonites, whom the traditions

of Israel \vii h good reason claim as kindred. Their

larger alliliations are not easy to make out. At
t Israel and Moab spoke

' Hebrew.' lint this

was the language of Canaan ; and they may have
* As 10 ihrir places of settlement on the west constlaml it is

tiiiti'..nhj ili.it the Phan. maritime cities extend to the north
of !, i H H i [e the Caoannites of the interior aro not found
in ;i n it;iinn mywhere except south of that mountain rani;e.

Tin- opportunities of trading uy sea i>erhaps account 1-1

loi-ul iln .
i ri

i nci .

acquired it by immigration, just as the Edoiuitea
learned Arabic. Our best guide is the biblical

record, according to which Abraham, their common
ancestor, of the line of Arpachshad, Eber, and Peleg,
came from L'r of the Chaldees, in the west of the
Lower Euphrates. This implies Bab. kinship.
Hut as belonging to a family of shepherds he
was likely to have Aram, associations, since
Araimrans abounded in all the neighbouring

iiasture-grounds.
It is in accordance with this

ivpothcsis that we lind him sojourning in I.larran,
the great Aram, settlement in Mesopotamia. His
kim. i cil there were always reckoned as Araimrans ;

and the immediate ancestor of the Israelites,

though born and reared in Canaan, is called a

'stray Aranuean' (IH '2t>"). Hut none of the
Semites show such a racial admixture as do the
children of Israel. Primarily of Uab. atlinity,
their association with the Babylonians is attested

by the common traditions of these two most highly
endowed branches of the Semitic race. The resi-

dence in Egypt did not add any new elements to

the already acquired Aranuean. Nor does it seem

probable that all of the Hebrews of Canaan joined
in the migration to Egypt with the family of

Jacob. But both before and after the permanent
settlement in Canaan large accessions were made
of Arab, derivation (I>enites and others), while
we have also to take account of the absorption of

much of the Can. population after the conquest.
It was therefore not till shortly before the found-

ing of the monarchy that the people of Israel

assumed that, lixity ot racial type popularly known
as ' Hebrew.' What kept the community together
through endless vicissitudes of fortune, what still

gives Israel even now a bond of spiritual unity,
is not purity of race, but steadfastness of faith in

J", the old-time God of Israel. At the same time
it is manifest that, so far as descent is concerned,
the Hebrews must be taken only secondarily as

one of the divisions of the Northern Semites.
ii. HISTOUY OF THE SEMITES. It appears, there-

fore, that we have to reckon with four primary
branches of the Semitic stock : Arabians (and
Saba-ans) in the south ; Babylonians, Araimeans,
Canaanites in the north. From the .Southern

branch the Abyssinians are a secondary offshoot ;

from the Northern, the Hebrews. When we seek
for the original home of this oldest of civilized

races we are pointed to a region in N. Arabia,

probably not far from the Lower Euphrates. The
Semitic civilization is essentially of nomadic

origin. N. Arabia is the geographical centre of

the race. It is much more likely to have peopled
the surrounding highlands than to have been

peopled from them. The Arabic language is upon
the whole nearest the primitive Sem. speech,
as it is by far the oldest and purest of all living

tongues, and its speakers in Arabia belong to the

oldest and purest of races. Again, the Egyp.
language has an important Scm. admixture ; and
it must have been from Arabia ll.at this element
was derived. We assume that the Northern
Semites Babylonians, Arama>ans, Canaanites
lived long together apart from the Arabs, who
tended always to the centre of the desert.*

The order of divergence seems to- have been as

follows : The ancestors of all the Semites re-

mained in their desert home for an indefinitely

long period before the decisive separation took

place. Very early, however, apparently even before

the Sem. language was fully developed, a section

of the tribes leavened the N. African population

The first of all the Semites to form fixed settlements were

tin: Babylonians. Since the ' Hebrew '

lantnmve shown on the

whole closer phonetic relations with the Assyrian
' than dot*

the Aramaic, it follows that the sjicakers of the former, or the

I'anaanites, must hiive livid longer top-ther with the -

of i In lui h i
, or the llabyloniuiis, than did the A
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with a strong and persistent Sem. element. It is

not yet certain whether the transit was made
across the Isthmus or over the lower entrance of

the Red Sea. Recent discoveries of remains of

primitive Egyptians in Upper Egypt seem to point
to the latter route. Possibly there was a very
early movement of Semites along E. and S. Arabia,
from which came the African migration. This
must have preceded the Sabtran development.
Next, the tribes representing the Northern Semites
moved northwards, not yet attaining to fixed

settlements, or at least not to life in cities. From
these the Aramffians branched oft' as northern
nomads. The ancestors of the Babylonians and
Canaanites still held together for a time, while yet
civic life and government were unknown. Next
came the settlement of the Babylonians between
the Lower Euphrates and Tigris, where they
found an inferior alien population, which they
subdued or absorbed. The Canaanites, parting
from them, moved westward across the wilderness
till they reached the highlands of Palestine and
the sea. The Phuen. tradition that the fathers of

the family came from the shores of the Persian

Gulf, may perhaps lie an authentic reminiscence of

this memorable movement. It was not till many
ages later that the Hebraic clans made a similar
and still more fateful migration to the Laud of Pro-
mise. A long residence of all the Arabian tribes

upon the oases of the central desert preceded the

departure of the S. Arabians and their gradual
occupation of the coast of the Red Sea and the
Ocean. Still another interval elapsed before a
migration took place over the sea to Abyssinia.
Some faint conception of the antiquity of the

Sem. race may be gained from a consideration
of its oldest literary monuments. We now have
access to specimens of the language of the Baby-
lonians as it was written between 5000and 4000 B.C.

It there presents an aspect differing not at all from
that which it exhibits over three millenniums
later. That is to say, it is a language showing
signs of advanced phonetic degeneration, separated
by a decisive stage of phonological and structural

change from the Heb. , still more from the Aram.,
and more again by an enormous interval from
the South Sem. dialects. How many thousands
of years we Jjave thus to add to what we may call

the historical period, as above indicated, cannot
be said. Backward beyond that period we have
still to take into account the ages that intervened
between the Sem. migration into Africa and the

separation of the South and the North.
For biblical study the history of the Southern

Semites is of comparatively little significance. The
interests of the OT centre in Palestine ; and it

was not till long after the Christian era that the
life and thought of our race were affected by any
decisive movement from the south. The Arabs
played no part in the world's history till the time
of Islam. But it would be a mistake to exclude,
on that account, Arabia entirely from our histori-

cal survey. In the first place, S. Arabia was in
the earliest known times a region of much greater
importance than it was during the later period
of Israel's history. It would appear that wide
stretches of grazing land were occupied by great
tribal confederations, some of which at certain

periods at least assumed the dignity of kingdoms.
In very remote times also the mineral productions
of gold and precious stones were more abundant
and valuable than they are now. The Bab. in-

scriptions bear testimony that in the fourth mil-
lennium B.C. the liveliest, intercourse was main-
tained, and that by overland routes, between

Babylonia and E. and W. Arabia, and it would
even appear that Arabs at one time obtained control
of Babylonia. On the other hand, On 14 mentions

what was apparently no exceptional instance of an

expedition from Babylonia in the 23rd cent. B.C.

to the peninsula of Sinai. In the next place, we
learn from the recently discovered Mina>an in-

scriptions that this people had established a

flourishing trade and even a kingdom of their own
on the west coast of Arabia before the rise of the
kindred kingdom of Slieba, that is to say, before
the time of Solomon, and that with the aid of

writing they had attained to a fairly high degree
of civilization. Lastly, it must be remembered
that many Hebrews resided for a whole genera-
tion in Arabia, that thence its population was
perpetually recruited, and that the biblical liter-

ature makes great account of the wisdom, piety,
and patriarchal simplicity of various tribes of the
Arabian borderland.

Outwardly considered, the Bible story of the
career of Israel is an episode in the history of the
Northern Semitic communities. That history be-

gins with the first Sem. settlements in Babylonia.
Here agriculture was first practised with large and
rich results. Thereupon followed trade by river,

sea, and land in da}
Ts when Zidon and Tyre were

still nntenanted rocks, and tiie fertilizing waters
of the Nile still flowed to the sea through an un-
cultivated waste. Cities one after another were
built, cities famous in tradition and history,
each the centre of a little kingdom, each with its

own patron deity, its own temple and priesthood,
and its own priest-king, such as were Akkad, and
Sippar, and Nippur, and Erech. In these days
perhaps as early as 6000 years B.C. Ur of the
Chaldees and the no less renowned Eridu were
unknown, ancient as they are ;

for the waters of
the Persian Gulf then rolled over their future sites.

The next stage was that in which individual
cities began to extend their dominion widely and
to form little empires of their own. One city
after another thus arose to power, until there
came to be a few independent kingdoms instead
of many. These, however, could not all survive
in the rivalries and ambitions of that time and
country, and so there came to be two domin-
ant centres, the one in Northern and the other
in Southern Babylonia. About B.C. 4000 we
find Akkad in the north aiming at dominion, not

only over Southern Babylonia, but over the most
productive regions of Arabia and Syria, as far
as the Mediterranean. This, however, we have
reason to believe, was not the first great 'empire.'
It is only the first that is fairly well known as

yet. The centre of authority was also sometimes
in the south, where, among the monarchies of
B.C. 3000 and onwards, Ur of the Chaldees occupies
a prominent place. The term of this alternating
dominion lasted very long. In the 23rd cent. B.C.

the rule was broken by an invasion of the Elam-
ites, of whose subsequent domination Gn 14 gives
a partial record. Not long thereafter the city
of Babylon came to the front, and was made the

capital of a united Babylonia, a position which
was never abdicated till the close of the Sem.

regime. But foreign rule was not at an end. After
a lengthy period of native control, Kassites from
the eastern highlands broke in upon Babylonia
and held sovereign sway from the 18th to the
13th century. This is the period of the political
decadence of Babylonia, due not merely to the
domination of a foreign dynasty, but to the rivalry
of a kindred nationality. For the result of the

gradual rise of Assyria was that Babylonia played
no world-moving role till its revival under the
Chalda'an dynasty at the close of the 7th cen-

tury B.C.

The early history of Assyria is obscure. Begin-
ning very early with the growth of the city of

Asshur, it gradually extended northward, mainly
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on the east of tin- Tigris, till it touched mi the

luniiiit.-iiiis of KurdiMall. Tin- kingdom pmper
was never very large, '>nt tin- race had a ".emus lor

war, ami more capacity for government than any
of the other ancient Semite.. It- steadily dn-i i-ln d

purpose was tn .secure i lie iliimiiiiuii in \V. Asia

ihcadv claimed b\ Babylonia, and to enlarge il till

it should embrace the \\nrlil. It tunk many I'ciitu

lie, t,i reach the siiiiiinit uf power; lint the idea

was ut length in a measure realized. By far the

most ini]iiirtaiit incident in this process of Ass\r.

extension was the prolonged ami bitter Strife wuh
lialiyliiiiia, ending in the total subjugation ut ilia!

venerable empire.
Bib e student- arc concerned primarily with the

people uf Kcvelation, ami secondarily with the
'Minis in tin' exeiit- that prepared tin- way lor

that people and detei mined their providential
lest my. l-'rom tlic-e points of view we are alile

to look at the history of the N. Semite* as one
"leal co.'ineelcil series of events Co operating
toward- the making and the iliseipline ot Israel.

In this 'increasing purpose' each one of the ^reat
divisions of the N. Semites played an impm taut

part. The home of Israel was to be in the West-land,
moic particularly in Palestine. This region n

the remotest known times was ot special intere-t

to the inhaliilaiits of the East. Thither came from
the East the (.'an. immigrants. Thither fidlowed

them in course of time the slower-moving Ara-
tnieiiiis. Thither came the Hebrews themselves,
ulso from the farther Ka-t, as to a land ot promise.
Thither, before and after the earliest and latest of

Ihe-e permanent emigrants, came the all-dominat -

iir_ Babylonians, for conquest and still more tor

exploration and for self-enrichment. Normally,
until the llith cent. 1J.C., the whole of the \\ esl

land was under the sway of Babylonia. And
when its political control was relinquished, its

intellectual influence remained, so that near the
rlo-c ot the l.'.th cent, the Bab. language and its

cuneiform writing were the international means
of communication between the remotest regions.
Even letters from Me-opotamiu. Syria, Plm-nit-ia,

and Palestine, not to speak
of A-syiia and Baby-

lonia itself, were written therein to the court
u f Egypt, iioo miles up the Nile. This state of

tiling, at length passed away, because Babylonia
and Assyria spent their force upon one another,
and thus both alike lost their hold upon the

West.
It was in this period, which we may fairly call

exceptional in the history of ancient \V. Asia,
that the opportunity for independent action came
to the peoples of the western coast land. It was
then also that the Egyptians, who in their whole

history never successfully interposed in Asia,

except when the Babylonians or Assyrians were
enfeebled or (|iiiescent, essayed to conquer Pales-

tine and Syria. It was in this period, too, that the
Hiltites arose to power in Northern and Central

Syria, and contended long and bitterly for supre-
macy with the invaders from over the Isthmus.
Within the same limits of time. I-racl, emerging
from the obscurity and shame of Egypt. 1"

play its role in Palestine. Then was enacted the

earlier half of its unique history, including its

eon-[uest ami absorption of one branch of the
1 Mite race, and its 'brotherly covenant'

(Am I
1

') with the other, and culminating in its

greatest external power and splendour under
David and Solomon. Then also were tormed the
settlements in Syria of the Aram;ean-. which be-

came so fateful tor Israel in its hundred years'
war, in its cruel sullering. and its moral and

spiritual chastening after its own internal dis-

memberment .

But the Bab. idea of Western dominion, inherited

by Assyria, was at length nali/ed. .\--jriu wan
the lirst of Scm. nations to leal n hw to^oM-
well as to subdue the territory of its ri\aU. \it.i

intermittent attempts at conquest-, progress we-i-

wurd was surely made and main >m the

Uth cent, onwards till the middle of the Tib. The
Aranueans were crushed ; and Israel, npi.-sed for

a time, arose again to prosperity under JeroU.am
II. and I'/./iah. But its 'day' also came at la-t.

N. Israel was obliterated and added to the realm of

Assyria, while .ludah was made an Assyr. vas-al.

Till near the close of the 7th cent. B.C. Ass\iin
remained the undisputed mistress of W. Asia, not

simply controlling the other Sem. communities,
but making most of them an administrative

portion of her own empire. Thus it came to pa--
that the individuality of the various communi-
ties was gradually destroyed, that one was dis-

tinguished from the other less by racial con-
nexion than by traditional usages and spoken
language. Ethnical terms were generalized, so

that Western seafaring men and merchants camu
to be known as 'Phoenicians' or '

Canaanites,'
inland traders and travellers as '

Aranueans,' and
at a later date also learned men and astrologers
as ' Chaldteans.' The general revolution of which
this

phraseology is a symptom was immensely
accelerated by the irruptions of northern barlian-

ans. Kimmerians, and Scythians, which took place
during the later years of the Assyr. dominion.
The same inllux of foreigners hastened the fall of

Assyria, which was in any case inevitable, on
account of the impossibility of holding together
for ever a multitude of petty communities by cen-

tralized force alone.

But when Nineveh fell, in B.C. 607, its ruin was
utilized by new exponents of the ancient Bab. spirit,
the Chaldeans from the shores of the Persian llulf.

Combined with them, and foremost in the attack

upon Nineveh, were the Aryan Medes a people
new to dominion, but the precursors of a move-
ment which was to put an end to the role of the
N. Semites. In the partition which followed the

conquest, the (.'haKUeans retained the proper Sem.
domain, while the Medes claimed the highland- to

the east and north. The regime of the Chald i m-
was stern and strenuous, though not so cruel as

that of the Assyrians. Egypt, which had been sub-

dued and then given up by the later Assyr. empire,
made a futile attempt, during the brief inter-

regnum, to occupy Syria and Palestine. It was
thrust out by Nebuchadrezzar the ChakUean.

Egypt itself was in due time visited and dis-

ciplined within its own domain. The kingdom
ot Judah, removed from Egyp. control, was put
under bond to the Chaldeans. Repeated revolts

brought about at last the destruction of Jerus.

and the kingdom, and the exile of the people.
But internal decline effected a decay of the

Chalda'an empire almost as swift as that of the

Assyrian. A round seventy years limited its dura-

tion. Its destruction also was accelerated by an

Aryan power. Cyrus the Persian, beginning his

career as the head of a little province of Media,
had become lord of the vast Median dominion, the

conqueror of Lydia, and the ruler of a territory

stretching from the Indus to the .-Egean Sea.

Babylon fell to him in the summer of 53!), and
with its transfer into Aryan hands the political

sway of the N. Semites was for ever ended.

The rule of Cyrus was tolerant and humane.
Under it the principle of delegated power, un-

known to the Semitic rulers, was put in lor.e.

Under the comparatively genial sway of the

Persians, many ot the old Sem. communities l!ab.,

Aram., Can. (Phcen.), and Heb., continued to

exist, and some of them to flourish. The Aram.

people, in. small communities, survived iu great c-t
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numbers, and taught their language to most of the
old N. Semitic realm. But Jerusalem and Tyre
were long the most outstanding representatives of

the Sein. genius. Surviving longest as centres of

influence, they recalled to the world the ancient

power of the Sem. mind and spirit. The one
handed over to Europe the method as well as the

example of a world-wide commerce. The other,
in the more potent and more enduring realm of

religion, continued to verify and to publish the
essential truth .about God and man and duty.

It was, above all, in this region of thought and
feeling that the Semites did their work for

humanity. In their front we place the community
of Israel, with all its feebleness and insignificance.
It was under the vassalage to Assyria and Baby-
lonia that the prophets and poets of Israel uttered
those words which form the most precious legacy
of all ancient time. And it was after the national
life had been finally extinguished that the ancient
Church abjured false gods for ever, and first realized
the idea of local and individual worship apart from
the central sanctuary. Thus was prepared the

way for that final epoch, when He who was not

only a Semite and a Hebrew but the Son of Man,
did away with ritual, priesthood, and caste, and
erected His temple in the heart of humanity.
Thus a greater service was done for the world by
the most potent of the forces of Semitism under

political disability and decline, than any which had
been wrought by the mightiest of Semitic empires
in the days of their power and pride.

iii. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SEMITES. It has
been stated above that the Sem. civilization is

essentially of nomadic origin. We may go further,
and assert that the character of the people was
vitally affected by their early habitual mode of

life. Probably no race in the world's history has
had such a prolonged experience of tribalism as a

preparation for its wider active career among the
nations. The general sketch already given of

the early history of the Semites may give some
indication of the conditions of their life in those
distant ages. The inland Arabs of the present
day present the nearest surviving analogy, changed
though the type has been from the ancient proto-

type. A better representation, though still far

from adequate, is ailbrded by the picture which
the Arabian historians and poets have drawn of

the manners and pursuits of their countrymen in

the centuries before Islam : the migrations of their

tribes, their alliances, their feuds, their forays
and raids, their revenges, their stormy passions,
their loves and hates, their swift growth and de-

cline, their superstitions, their monotonous activity,
their impulsive energy. But the correct estimate,
as nearly as it may be reached, can he gained only
by the use of the imagination, trained in the in-

ductions of prehistoric archaeology. By a process
of reduction and elimination we may arrive at an

approximate view of primitive Semitic society.
We must not imagine the Semites shortly

before their separation as one large community
swayed by a common leader, obeying common
laws, and inspired by common memories. We
have rather to think of a multitude of small com-

munities, some of them scarcely more than parasitic

unorganized hordes, speaking various closely re-

lated dialects, constantly intermingling with and

modifying one another, and ranging over a vast
extent of wilderness land. Hunting still engrossed
the attention of many of the tribesmen, though
immense herds of cattle were the property of others.

They had learned something of the practical uses
of metals, especially of copper and iron, besides

gold, silver, and several precious stones. The
various tools and weapons essential to the business
of hunters and shepherds are also represented by I

words common to the several derivative languages.
They were close observers of animals, wild and
domesticated, and of various species of plants.
They would even appear to have employed some
rude form of writing, though none which was
later developed into a general system. Their
common vocabulary is naturally deficient in legal
terms ; for their only law was usage and prescrip-
tion, and their only court that of the family or
tribal chiefs. On the other hand, the religious
habit and consciousness had found copious ex-

pression.
The reciprocal antagonism of a multitude of

tribes, so long maintained in spite of frequent
alliances and absorptions, and guarded by the
tribal badges of social and religious usage, had its

most marked result in the permanent political
character of the later Sem. communities. Mutual
repulsion, even between the States most closely
allied by blood or common interest, was universal,
and was scarcely ever overcome, even after pro-
longed forcible amalgamation. City - kingdoms
became the rule in all lixed settlements an insti-

tution which was essentially tribal chiefdom made
permanent and hereditary. This type of govern-
ment was scarcely modified, even in the most

highly organized States ; there intervened no real

substantial authority between the king and any of

his subjects. Even Israel, which exceptionally
began its settled career as a tribal confederation,
reverted inevitably to the normal Sem. type of

government. After the establishment of the king-
dom, Israel was reduced to '

Ephraim.'and Samaria
became the synonym of either, while Jerusalem
ere long became the virtual surrogate of Judah.
Of absolutely immeasurable importance to the

world were the intellectual and moral character
and temper of the ancient Semites. Long-continued
intense activity, within a wide yet monotonous
and srcluded territory, was the habit of this unique
people. Such a habit of necessity produces men
eager, impulsive, and intense, but narrow and un-

imaginative. Such were the prehistoric Semites,
and such the Semites of history. Religions, for

the most part, rather than moral : patient, resolute,

enduring, brave, serious ; faithful to friends, im-

placable towards foes, they have borne the stamp
of tribalism all through their history. With little

breadth of imagination, or range of invention, or

intellectual or moral sympathy, they have given to
literature scarcely anything dramatic or epic. But
their ardour and passion, their religious and
patriotic fervour, have inspired a lyrical poetry
unequalled or unsurpassed. Intensely subjective,

they have little spontaneous interest in experi-
mental science and the pictorial arts. Incapable of

wide speculation, they have had no genuine philo-

sophy of their own
; but, wholly practical in their

views and modes of life, they have attained to the

highest eminence in gnomic wisdom. Their faculty
of surviving in strange conditions and surround-

ings, and of arousing themselves from chronic in-

activity to almost superhuman daring and enter-

prise, seems to he the manifestation of a re-erve

power potentially acquired through ages of un-
daunted persistence under hard conditions. Not
looking far around them, they have at times seen
all the farther beyond and above them. And when
it lias been given them to see straight and clear,

they have beheld '

unspeakable things, which it is

not possible for a man to utter.' But they are apt
to see only one thing at a time, and so in their

judgments of men and things they are exclusive,

partial, and extreme. When they perceive the

principal part of a thing, it is conceived of and
described as standing for the whole. In their

mental pictures there is but little combining of

elements, or shading or perspective. In their
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vocabulary then- air lYw t|iialilying or restrictive

terms. In their virw uf thr uniMTsi' they refer

everything to direct supernatural agency. Hence
th'-\ leave little -i"pe to the iinliviilunl liuuiun

Mill, a. ni i eimim.scrihcfl elioice of artimi to tliein-

SI-|M--. '1'hry know uf liut two types of govern-
ment, the one a development of the other: the

patriarchal
ami the alisulute monarchical. They

follow IMI! tew occupations, ami their work is

iliviileil among hereilitary guilds. For the like

liiiii!:inieiii:i| reason, they lire c|uitc limited in their
\ie\\ nf hiiiM.-ui merits anil allotments; men are to
t hem en tier absolutely good or absolutely bad ; ami
their ile^miv i- to be either lieatilie or hopelessly
w i eii In -i I. With such mental ami moral i|iialitie-,

they have I ..... n, according to the light which they
have -,<-.-n ami I lie course to which they have been
ihhen, the most henelicent or the most noxious of

our species. There are twoeiin^iiimiiate forms and
iiiuile- ni Sem. faith ami practice Judaism and
Mohammedanism. The one, with all its inevitable

limitations, was incomparably I he greatest gift of
God to the \\orlil in ancient times. The other, in

spile of the truth which it has appropriated, is one
of the greatest c\il- "I the vtorlil s later days, one
of the mo.-t perverse ami malignant, one of the
most perplexing ami ili-'.e.-n lening.

LITKKAH KK. I'M p. -ii.], r.iiiions between the Semites and
I'D" T ri ,

i
, i ,/ .n/./pt. Sprache z. scinit.

>';//>(.-/('' i i edr. I >-- ii.--.-li. l>tnt, rin.-Scinit. ll'Tir-

i UcCurdy, .-lr//o-.SViificA'pecA(lSsl);
Jiriii^i-li. HwnffL-denwt. IKrter6. (18G7), Introduction. On tlie

IIUI-MHHI ni iln- uri-in;il M .at of the Semites and their classi-

tl<-:i(i"ii. r-s.i\ s li.-i\r h. ,!! \vriltt-n liy vein Krclner, Guidi, and
ll'>iiiin''l in t.iv-.iir .<f tin- theory of a migration Irom the N.E. ;

liy S(irniu. r, s, hriil.T, and dc Goeje approving of the view that
Arabia was the storting-place. See the summation in favour
ol tlir lattiT li\]i"!ln : in Wright, C'vi/i/'.'- I.JT/HI/I. o/ 6'CT/l.

i and comp. Noldekc, art. 'Semitic
I[,I-' -. in Kncyc. nrit.'J HommelV latr-t l;i.ssification, as.

L.i'i.l mi language, may be found in *4//2"(ls07).
' The genius

and ch;u i tei ol the Semites are discussed in Hoimnel, Die
tffmit i "racften (1SS3), p. 21 IT., where the views of
l: n:tn, I :\\,iM, ( 'hu 'ilson, Gran, and Sprcnger are also cited ami
mi ii i*.'il. tin th, n-ligion of the Semites, see \V. K. Smith,
y;\ ; l:.in>li~-m, S'n'licn zur win. li> !tte; and
]'..i- 1 li.' n. Beitru t. sem. ReligionKjiuchichU. For the history
"f HM s< miti -. -< ' Max Duncker, lliat. of Antiquity (tr. from
1h- i.<rman |1S79|, vols. i.-iii.); Meyer, Vesdi. tics Atterthuin*

(1684X ^"'- i. ; Maspero, flint, aitc. tits petiples dc I'Oricnt
;

i ' m rmant, lli*t. unc. dc I'Orictit; O. Kawlinson, The l-'ive

(,'rnff Monarchies of the Ancient Eavtrrn World; Sayce, The
J ' "'j* c/ the East ; McC'urdy, 11 I'M. See also artt.

As^'i i: i \ and [' \IIVLONIA in vol. i. and in the i.'ci/c. Ditil., and the
l.il' ril in . i [irre referred to; and add on tile Sumerian question,
Wcisuku-h, lia sinner, t'mge (1S9S).

J. F. MCCUKDY.
DIASPORA.

Introduction.
i. KM. ni "i the Diaspora: in (1) the Euphrates districts;

na; (3) Arahia; (4) Asia Minor; (5) Ejjypt; ()
1

i ii'*a ; (7) North Africa ; (S) Mai-i'dnnia and Greece
;

t'.'i Knine ; (1U) the rest of Italy, and Spain, Gaul, Uer-
111 in\ .

1L Organization of the communities : certain features com-
nii ni to them everywhere ; differences as to (1) the

if the community, (-) the ojlicinlt. Constitution
"i ili.- .lewish communities akin to that of the Greek
CI 'innilines.

iii. T"l> i it inn and recognition by the State authorities.
l tiirms of political existence : (1) as a colony of

i rs (XMTOIX.X) \ (2) as private societies or

'unions'; (3) as more or less independent corpora-
i ,l"ii'^siilu the communal bodies. Toleration of
the Jewish cultus a main essential. Right of adminis-
ti-riiu' ihrir own funds, and jurisdiction over their own
in inlii-r*. The question of military service. The cult
of the Emperor; advanta^.- --i tli. .1. UH in this matter
"Mr itn- i luistians. Varying attitude of different

Emperors towards the Jews.
IT. Ki^'lit^ nf . ii i.-.t-nsliip, and social standinjj. Citizenship

i

- the Jews especially in recently founded
111:1- li)..- Ali'xandria anil Inlioob, Ol ni I hose whose

iti ni had been reorganized like the cities of

u A^I.I Minor. In such instances the Jews
fonnt'l a ;-,.-. l-\ themselves. Many Jews enjoyed
even /- i-.hip. Social standing of the Jews.
Th' oiiin s i if nl<iti<irt~h anil

' head ph \sician.'

V. Relix'inis and intellectiml life, linger of syncretism
:ui-l ). liilns. .phie indiJTerence. The Synagogue a sale-

riKinl. The (Jreck language used in the Synagogue

services. The temple at IxKintopolii. Payment of
dues to the temple at Jerithi

1

i o tha
fejtlivaU. Greek indui'tirrs. I' . L played
by the Uiasjiora in relation to Oirnii.iiiit\.

Literature.

Amongst the causes that contributed to the rapid
spread of Christianity during tlie Apostolic and
post- Apostolic periods, one of the most important
was the circumstance that Judaism was already
dispersed as a powerful force throughout the whole
extent of the Itoman Empire, nay even Ijeyoud it.

Everywhere the preachers of the {.'osju'l found
Jewish communities, which furnished them witli
the Starting-point for their proclamation of tlio

advent of the Messiah. And, even if their success
was not very marked within the pale of the com-
munities themselves, it must he assumed to have
heen all the "jeater in the circles of '

God-fearing"
Gentiles, who in many places had attached them-
selves as an appendage to the community of Jews.
Through, these circles being won over by the
Jewish propaganda to a worship that was mono-
theistic and determined by ethical interests, the
soil was loosened for the seed of the gospel to be
scattered on it.

The enormous extent of the Jewish Diaspora in

comparison with the petty mother country presents
an enigma to historical inquiry which it is unable to
solve with certainty. In any case, various factors
must have co-operated to bring about the result in

question. In the time of the Assyrians ami the
Chahla'ans forcible deportations to the Euphrates
districts took place, ami a process of the same kind
was repeated ven in the Persian period, under
Artaxerxes Ochus. At the beginning of the Greek
period the rulers sought, in the interests of the
consolidation of their dominions, to effect the

greatest possible intermixture of populations, and
with a view to this they incited and favoured

general migrations, by guaranteeing certain privi-

leges find by other means. 1'ressure from above
and the prospect of gain, in particular the interests
of trade, combined to produce an ebbing and flow-

ing of the peoples scattered over the wide dominions
of the Diadoclii. It is to this period that we ought
presumably to assign a large proportion of those
Jewish migrations, whose occurrence we can only
infer from their results in the Itoman period. But
all this is hardly sullicient to account fully for the
fact before us. Is it possible that the small com-

munity, which under Exra and Neliemiah organ-
ized itself around Jerusalem, and which even about
the year it.c. 2UO had not spread beyond the terri-

tory of Jud;ca (in the narrower sense), should have

produced merely by natural increase the many
thousands, nay millions, who at the latest in the
1st cent. A.D. are found scattered over the whole
world? This is highly improbable. We are thus

compelled to suppose that it was not only to

migration and natural reproduction, but also to

numerous conversions during the Greek period,
that Judaism owed its wide dill'usion over the
whole world, and the great number or adherents
whose existence wo can prove in general with

complete certainty, although we cannot give the
actual ligures.

In the present article we shall describe (1) the

extent of the dispersion of the Jews; (-2i the

organization of the communities ; (3) the measure
in which they enjoyed toleration and recognition

by the State ; (4) the share of the Jews in citizen-

ship ; (o) their religious and intellectual life in

general.
i. EXTENT OK THE DIASPORA. We have general

testimony to the wide dispersion of the Jewish

people, commencing with the middle of the 2nd
cent. B.C. In the Third liook of the .SV.

Ornrles, composed probably al mil n.c. Ho, it is

said that 'every land ami every sea is tilled with
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them' (Orac. Sibyll. iii. 271, ir<ra Si ya~ia. aiSev

7T\7)pjjs Kai iraaa 8d\aa<ra). In the time of Sulla we
are told by Strabo that the Jewish people hail

already
' come into every city ; and one cannot

readily find any place in the world which has not
received this tribe and been taken possession of by
it' (p. Jos. A>it. XIV. vii. 2). According to

Josephus, there is 'no people in the world with-

out a fragment of us (BJ II. xvi. 4 [Niese,

398] : ot'j yap Zffnv ewi TTJS olKOVfjdrqs ST//XOS 6 firi poipav

rifj.eTfpcii' IXMV). The fullest details are found in

the survey given by Philo in the letter of Agrippa
to Caligula (Lcqatio ad Gaium, 36 [ed. Mangey,
ii. 587]) :

' Jerusalem is the metropolis not only of

Juda'a, but of most countries. This is owing to

the colonies which on suitable occasions she has
sent to the neighbouring lands of Egypt, Phoe-

nicia, Syria, Cicle-Syria ; to the remoter Pam-
phylin, Cilicia, most parts of Asia, as far as

Uithynia; and to the farthest corners of Pontns,
as well as to Europe, Thessaly, Boeotia, Mace-
donia, Aetolia, Attica, Argos, Corinth, to the
most and the fairest parts of the Peloponnesus.
And not only is the mainland covered with Jewish
settlements, but also the principal islands: Eubcca,

Cyprus, Crete. Heave unnamed the lands beyond
the Euphrates, for, with the exception of a small

portion, all this district, including Babylon and the

satrapies that embrace the fertile territory lying
around, has Jewish inhabitants.' We are not able

to test the correctness of this testimony in every
detail. But the more our knowledge is enlarged
by new discoveries, the more do we rind the accu-

racy of the above description established. Coming
now to particulars, the following are the most im-

portant testimonies :

1. THE EUPHRATES DISTRICTS. The earliest

Diaspora of the Jews is that found in these regions
(Assyria, Media, Babylonia). Large masses were

deported by the Assyrians from the kingdom of

the Ten Tribes, and by the ChaUUeans from the

kingdom of Judah. The Assyrians settled those
whom they had carried away 'in Halah and in

Habor by the river of Gozan, and in the cities of

the Medes' (2 K 17" 18"), i.e. in the northern part
of the region watered by the Euphrates, to the
west of Nineveh (see the articles on the various
localities just named). The Chaldeans brought
their captives to the region of Babylon. It is

true that large companies of the Judahites and

Benjamites who had been carried to Babylon,
afterwards returned to their native land and
founded a new community there. But there was
no such thing as a complete return of the Baby-
lonian exiles. Still less was this the case with
the members of the Ten Tribes deported by the

Assyrians. Practically, the whole of these re-

mained in foreign parts. This is not only implied
in the biblical narrative, which knows nothing of

a return on their part, but is expressly testilied to

by later writers (Jos. Ant. XI. v. 2 : ai Si UKO. (pv\ai

irepav elaif EiKppdrov fws Sevpo, fj.vpi.ddfs aTTftpoi A'ai

dpifyiuJ yvu<rBrji>ai firi Si'i-dfj.ei'at ; cf. 4 Ezr IS311 " 4 '

;

Origen, Epist. ad Africanum, 14; Commodian,
Carmen Apaloget, 936-939). As late as the time
of K. 'Akiba, the Rabbis continued to dispute
whether the Ten Tribes would ever return or not

(Mishna, Sanheilrin, x. 3 Jin.; tradition vacillates

regarding the authorities who supported the dif-

ferent views [see Bacher, Die Agada der Tannaitcn,
i. 143 f.]).

A fresh deportation was carried out by Arta-
xerxes Ochus, who about the year B.C. 350 trans-

ported Jewish prisoners to Hi/rcnn ia
( Euseb. Chron .

,

ed. Schoene, ii. 112, ad ami. Abr. 1657 ; Orosius,
iii. 7), probably because they had taken part in

the revolt of the Phoenicians against the Persian

Bway.

All these Israelites who lived in the Euphrates
districts maintained communication with the
mother country, and, as the centuries ran their

course, took their share in its religious develop-
ment. Instead of being absorbed by the sur-

rounding heathenism (as one would naturally
have expected), they rather advanced in the direc-

tion of proper, strict, legal Judaism. And to

such an extent did their numbers increase that in

the Roman period they were counted by millions ;

and thus, even from a political point of view,
constituted a power with which the Romans
had to reckon, seeing that their settlements lay
on the border of [down to the time of Trajan
chieHy outside] the sphere of Roman authority.
P. Petronius, the legate of Syria, considered it

dangerous in the year A.D. 40 to provoke them to

a hostile disposition towards Rome (Philo, Legatio
ad Gaium, 31 [ed. .Mangey, ii. 578]). Trajan in

his advance against the Parthians was exposed to

a real danger by the revolt of the Mesopotamia!!
Jews which threatened his rear. It is not prob-
able that these millions (/tvptdSet aircipoi) of Jewish
inhabitants were simply descendants of the former
exiles. We must rather think of a successful

propaganda among the surrounding heathen. This

propaganda, too, must have been directed from

Judaea, for the population of which we are speak-
ing was Jewish in the sense of Pharisaism, as is

evident from the forms of activity displayed by its

religions life (pilgrimages to the feasts, sending of

dues to the temple, etc.; see, on this, below). The
main stock, however, was certainly composed of

the ancient exiles, for in the Roman period we
lind the Jewish population most thickly settled

in the very spots to which the Assyrians and
the Chalda'ans once transported their prisoners.

Josephus names, as their two principal cities,

Nehardea (XcepSo, Rdapda) and Nisibis (Ant. XVIII.

ix. 1 and 9 Jin.). The former of these was in

Babylonia; the latter on the Mygdonius, a tribu-

tary of the Chaboras (Habor), in the centre of the
localities named in 2K 17" IS". Around Nehardea
were thus grouped the descendants of the tribes of

Judah and Benjamin : around Nisibis, the de-

scendants of the Ten Tribes.

It may be further mentioned that, in the time
of Tiberius, two brothers, Asinneus and Anil.-eus,
founded in the neighbourhood of Nehardea a robber

State, which, owing to the weakness of the 1'ar-

thian monarchy, maintained its existence for

several decades (Jos. Ant. XVIII. ix.). In the
time of Claudius the royal house of Adiabene
(Izates, his mother Helena, and his brother Mono-
bazus) adopted the Jewish faith, and proved its

attachment by keeping up intimate relations with

Jerusalem, by establishing various foundations

there, and by taking part with the Jews in their

great war with the Romans under Nero and Ves-

pasian (Jos. Ant. XX. ii.-iv. ; BJll. xix. 2, IV. ix.

11, v. ii. 2, iii. 3, iv. 2, vi. 1, VI. vi. 3, 4).

2. SYRIA. This is characterized by Josephns
as the country which, on account of its proximity
to Palestine, had the largest percentage of Jewish

inhabitants, these being specially numerous in the

capital, Antioch (BJ VIII. iii. 3: TO yap 'lovdaiur

yevos TTO\I> p-tv Kara iraffaf TJ]V oiKOVfJifvTjy Trap^ffwapTan

TOIS enxup'Ots, irXeiTTOv SJ TTJ lupia Kara TJJK yeir-
viaffiv dvap.tfjityfj.ti'oi' l^alpe'rus CTTI TTJS 'AvTio^eias

fy ToXi> 5id rii Ti)t TroXews fityeffos). At Antioch the

Jews enjoyed the rights of citizenship, they had a

splendid synagogue, and carried on a zealous and
successful propaganda among the heathen popula-
tion (Jos. I.e.). It is true that by all this they
drew upon themselves the hatred of the pagan
inhabitants. Regarding the state of things in

most of the other towns of Syria we know nothing
very definite. But Philo states that there are
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'great numbers ill" .lews ill elel\ eil\ of Asia and
Svria (/.''/"'"' '"! ti'ntlnl, $ \\\\ [eii. Mairjey, i

fiS'J): lovdauM \a<> ixJiffnjv rft\iv fhrl wufir\ijOelt Affl

re Kal Svpias). For I >.-UII;IM ns exact figures an-

given by Josephn-s who, howe\er. contradicts
himself on this point. In one passage In- stairs

thai, at ll ui bieak (if tlic : in the

year A.n. lili, there \\i-r,- ln,;,ii'i [-,. Mere's tr\l of

'li.l II. xx. '-' ; according to aiiiithcr readm-,, III.IIIIIF]

.lews ma-sacred HI I lama -i -us. In ainil ln-r passage
(11.1 Ml. vili. 7 [Nlese, 5 !!liS|| lir gives, ill-tea,l ..I

this immliiT,
'

IS.iHNi, with women anil children.'

According In ill.' lil-l cited passage (/,'./ II. XX. 2),

the women d" I lam-i^i u- \MTI- almost all diluted
to the .It-wish religion (rdi yvvaiKas airdaas TrXiji'

6\iyur vvqyiUvas rrj 'lordatKrj tipTjffxtta).

."{. Sni'Tll ARABIA. M whal date Judaism
reached this (piiirtcr is unknown, but it was
strongly dill'iised there from tin- 4th cent. A.n.
ut the latest. \Vhen, under I 'onslant ins. attempts
\\eie made to extend ( 'hiislianit v in that i|ii:irter,

these Imil to contend with .lewish o]i]iosition

(I'hilostorgius, iii. iv.). At the beginning of the
tith cent, a .lew i-h king reigned there. hving to
his per.seen I ion of the ( 'hrisl ians, he \vas del In mied

by the (.'liristiiiu king of Abyssinia (see Fell,
' Die

Cliriatenverfolgung in Siidai-aliien." etc., in ZI'Mi:
x\xv. [KSS1] 1-74. Against Halcvy, who argued
that the kin;; in question was not a .lew but an
Arian, sec I iiichesiic in /,'/;./ \x.

[ Isiin] 220-224).
4. .4.s/.i MiXHH. Here we have numerous testi-

monies, and are able to demonstrate the presence
of .lews in almost every quarter. They were most
thickly settled in I'hrygia and Lydia, and we
know further how they came there. Antioehus
the Great transplanted two thousand Jewish
families from Mesopotamia and lialiylonia to

Lydia and I'hrygia, because lie considered them
more loyal subjects than the I.ydians ami Phry-

gians, who were inclined to revolt (Jos. .In/, xii.

iii. 4). While tlie.o Babylonian Jews peopled the
inland piouuci-s of Asia Minor, others weie
attracted by trade interests to the towns on the
coast. An indirect evidence of the early appear-
ance of the Jews in Asia Minor may be discovered
also in 1 Mac l.V""-

4
. According to this passage,

the Romans in the year B.C. !!!!! simultaneously
despatched to a number of kind's a letter in

identical terms, charging; them to refrain from
showing any hostility towards the Jews. From
this it may be inteiT'-d th it .lews were already to
be found in all the places there named. Of States
and cities in Asia Minor t he follow ing- are men-
tioned: the kingdoms of 1'crgamuni and Cappa-
docia ; the district of Caria, with the cities of

Myndos, Ealicarnassus, and Cnidos; I'amphvli.-i,
with the city of Side; Lycia, with the city of
1'haselis ; and. finally, Sanipsame, i.e. the Sam~nn
of Inter Arab ceographers, or Amisus in I'ontus,
to the east of Si nope. These various district - and
cities were in the year B.C. l.'tli politically inde.

pendent, and arc therefore named separately beside
the {Treat kin^domsof Perganinrn and Cappadocia.
As showing the fjrcat numbers and the

pros.
I>erity of the .lews of Asia Minor about the middle
of the 1st cent. H.C., we have, on the one hand.
the numerous acts in their favour duriii": the

closing years u:.c. r)0-40) of the Komaii Uepiiblic
(collected by JoSephuB ill .-Inf. XI\'. x. ) ; and. on
the other hand, the remarkable passage in I'ieeio.

/i/-ii l-'f'ti-i-i,, L'S, in which he j;ives pi, else details as
to the circumstances under which quantities of
.lewish money, intended to be sent from Asia
Minor to Jerusalem, were conli-eaicd by the

governor Flaccus (n.c. C'2-01). The whole pn-vij,-
reads thus: 1,11111111 aiiruin Jud.-eorum nomine
onotannis ex Italia et ex omnibus provinciis

Hierosolyma ex[iortari soleret, l-'laccus sanxit

edit-to ne ex Asia exportari liceret. . . . Ubi ereo
crimen est? quoniam quidem furtum nusquum
reprehendis, edit-tum proluiH, jiidicalum fai.ii>,

quiusitiim et prolatum jmlani nun nc^,i-, ailuni
esse per viros prinmrios res i|>sa dct-larui I

manifesto depreliensum, ante |>edes pnutorif in
foro exiiensuin esse aim pondo cenliini paullo
minus per Sex. Ciesium, cquitem Koinanuin, caatis-
siinuin hominem at([iie integerrimuni ; L"
viginti pondo paullo amplius per Inmc L. 1'edu-
ca-uni, jiidicem nostrum

; Aaramyttii per Cn.
Domitium, le};atuiii ; Pcrgami non multuin.' If
we add to these general testimonies other special
ones, particularly those of the inscriptions, we
obtain for the Jews in Asia Minor the following
data (commencing with the N.W.) :

a.
Atli-Hinyttiitin and Pcrgamum : the above

testimony of Cicero.
b. Phoktea: an inscription (KEJ \\\. [ISSli] 230-

%&= Bulletin de
corrcsp.

hcltin. x. [188GJ 327-335) :

TdnoK ^Tpd.riai'os TOV EvTrtourot rin> alum Kal T&V

irpifio\ov TOU uiratOpov KaraffKfudtraaa IK ru[v I5]iuv
i\apiffa.ro T[OIS 'Io]coaiois. 'H a

.

c. Magnesia on Mt. Sipylus : a Jewish tomb-
inscription (HEJ-x. [18Sf>] 76).

d. Smyrna: an inscription from the time of
Hadrian, with a list of those who had made pres-
ents to the fit}', among them oi Trart 'lovJaio. ((.'Jtf

314S). The Jews played a prominent part in con-
nexion with the death of 1'olycarp (Martyr. Pulijr.
1--13, 17-18; Vita Pfilyrarjti atti'tore Pionio, ed.

Dut-hcsne, 1881 ; ef. also Keinach, REJ xi. 235-
238). There is, further, this inscription from the
3rd cent. A.D. (REJ vii. [1883] Kil-KiU) : 'Pov^im
loi'Safa dpxwvvdyuyos KO.rfffKi'afffv T& fvabpiov roTi

a.ir(\(iWpots Kal Opffjidaiv n^Swiis &\ov ^ovffiav f-j(_ovro^

Oa.\l/a<, Tij-d, (I 5 TIS TO\fffiffet, Suact rip lepardr^
randy STjvdpia 'atft Kal TI^I (Ova rCiv 'lovSaitjv 5-rjvdpta
'&. Taw?;? TTJS tnyptKpijs ri> dvriypaipoi' diroKctTai fit rd

dpxf'ov.
e. Sardis: three official documents quoted by

Josephus 1. A despatch of L. Autumns to the
authorities of Sardis (B.C. 50, 49), permitting the
Jews to refer their disputes for decision to their
own tribunals, even when they are Itoman citizens

(Ant. XIV. x. 17). 2. A popular resolution of the
city of Sardis, guaranteeing to the Jews the un-
disturbed exercise of their religion (Ant. xiv. x.

24). 3. A despatch of C. Norhanus Placcns, from
the time of Augustus, to the authorities of Sardis,

reminding them afresh of the religious freedom of

the Jews (Ant. XVI. vi. 6).

f. lliijine.fia, to the south of Sardis: an inscrip-
tion of c. 2UO A.I)., containing only the two words
'lovoaluv iKurtpiav (liKJ x. 74 f. ).

g. Ejiln'mis: the granting of the city franchise
to the Jews, probably as eurly as the reorganizing
of the city constitution by Antioehus n. Tie ..s

(B.C. 2Gl-'24(i). Numerous official documents are

juoted by Josephus, particularly those dating from
the years B.C. 49-42, according to which the Jews
living in Ephesus were exempted from military
service even when they possessed the Koman
citizenship (Ant. XIV. x. 11-13, 10, 19, 25. I>uring
the years named the Itoman citizens in Asia Minor
were called out for military service). t'nder

Augustus the authorities of Ephesus were re-

peatedly reminded that the Jews were not to be
interfered with in sending the sacred money to

Jerusalem (1'hilo, Lcr/atio ad Gaiiim, S 40 ; Jos.

Int. XVI. vi. 4, 7). Their synagogue is mentioned
in Ac IS 1"- 20 19". In a late tomb-inscription we
meet with a Jewish dpxiarpot (Ancient Urn- 1. In-

Hcriptions in the British mvscwn, iii. 2, No. 677).
The ' head physicians

'

were appointed by the city,
and enjoyed immunity from all burdens,
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h. Tralhs: incidental mention in a despatch from
tbe Laodiceans (Jos. Ant. XIV. x. 20).

i. '. ''ij-Ki.- see, in general, 1 Mac 15J, and cf. also

the above remarks.

j. .Vitetu-t: a despatch of the proconsul to the

city authorities, bearing on the religious freedom
of the Jews (Ant. XIV. x. 21).

k. Jasus, to the south of Miletus : an inscrip-
tion from the middle of the 2nd cent. B.C., accord-

ing to which one XutT/ras 'Idowo* 'Iepo:ro\ivuTi;s gave
a money contribution in support of the festival of

the Dionysia (Le Bas et Waddington, /?;. iii. No.
294 = .ff"./ x. T'i'. It is not impossible that Jason,
the father of this Niketas, is to l>e identilied with
the high priest of this name who lived in the
Maceabo>an period. Support of heathen festivals

by Jews was not unknown at that time even in

Palestine.
1. Jfi/ndos : a tomb-inscription from the begin-

ing of the Byzantine period (EEJ xlii. 1 I).

m. Hvli'-'irimxsiis: a popular resolution regard-
ing the religious freedom of the Jews (Jos. Ant.
Xiv. x. 23i.

n. Pfirt/gia: see Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics
o/Phrygin, vol. i. pt. ii. (1897) pp. 667-670.

O. Laodicea: see Cicero, pro Ffacco, 2S ; also a

despatch of the authorities to the proconsul C.

Rabirius, in which they disclaim any intention of

interfering with the religious freedom of the Jews
(Ant. XIV. x. 20).

p. HierapoUs: three Jewish inscriptions pub-
lished in Jahrbwh desdeutschen archaol. Instituts,
ivth Ergiinzungsheft (

= Alterthumer von Him-
polis, herausg. von Humann, Cichorius, Judeich,
Winter), 1S9S. We give extracts, showing the most

important points 1. No. 69 a tomb-inscription,
closing with the threat of a penalty : ft 5e fiy), d/ro-

reurei T<p Xau TOV (sic) 'Ior5ai[u]p TrpoGT^i\iiov 6p{6/i]art

&Tp>apui xXi. 2. No. 212 a tomb-inscription end-

ing thus: et 5e ert crepos KySevvti, 5u7ei TTJ KCLToixia.

TUIV fv 'lepairoXet KaroiKOvvruv 'lovSaiur rpoffTcifiov

(&r)i>dpia) (.) Kai Ttj fK^tfr^ffavTi (Sijvdpia) (Stff^iXta).

drriypatfrotr dxere'07; fv T(0 d.p'xiu r^v 'loroaicjc. 3. No.
342 (=Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phryfjiv,
i. 545) tomb-inscription of a certain Publius .-Elius

Glykon, who bequeathed to the managing body of

the guild of purple-dyers (TTJ (rffLyoTdrrj rpocSpia TWV

rop'pvpa.pdipai'} a capital fund, the interest of which
was to be applied yearly, iv TTJ fop-j TWJ- afi'nuy. to

the decorating of his tomb. He bequeathed like-

wise to the directorate of another guild (T$ <rwedpt<?
TU.V KatpodairtffTC.i>) a sum to be applied to the same
purpose, ev Ty fopTTJ xejT77vo[c7Ti]s]. The whole of

the members of these guilds must, accordingly,
have been, if not exactly Jews, at least well dis-

posed to Judaism (cf. Ramsay, Expositor of Feb.

1902, pp. 98-100).

q. Apamea: Cicero, pro Flacco, 28 (see above) ;

also a tomb-inscription (af>. Ramsay, Cities and
j

bishoprics of Phrygia, L 538) ending thus : ci Se TK '

ewLTTjSevffi, Totf vbp.ov older ru:v Etoroecj*'. The ' law
of the Jews ' cannot here be the Mosaic law, but a

legal ordinance, recognized by the State, imposing
a penalty on any harm done to Jewish tombs. The
strength of Jewish influence at Apamea can be

gauged from the circumstance that at the be-

ginning of the 3rd cent. A.D. coins were struck

by the city authorities ('.) having upon them figures
of yoah and his wife descending from the ark, and
bearing the legend SHE (fullest description of these
coins in Madden, Numismatic Chronicle, 1866, pp.
173-219, pi. vi. ; cf. also the Catalogue of the
Collection Waddington in the Bei-us A'umisma-

tique, 1888, p. 397 f., Nos. 5723, 5730, 5731).

Apamea thus claimed to be the spot where Noah's
ark was stranded. This claim, which is known
also from other sources, is connected in some way
with the name of the city, 'Ard/iia KifJamis, for

\-i3fcjTJs is the biblical term for the ark of Noah.
It may have bee:i just this appellation of the city
that led to the localizing ot the Noah-legend.
That this localizing is to be traced to Jewish in-

fluence, has been shown especially by Babelon ('La
tradition phrygienne du deluge' in Hcnie de
Vhistoire des religions, xxiii. [1891] 174-183). Not
only the Noah- but also the Enoch-legend reached

Phrygia by means of the Jews ; for tlie Phrygian
'AFPOKOS or XafyaKos, who lived over 300 years, anil

after whose death tlie great Flood came, is certainly
no other than the biblical Enoch (he is called
'AvpaKoj by Stephanus Byzant. s.v. 'IKOVLOV ; but
Xdwdxos by Zenobius, Proverb, vi. 10, and Suidas,
Lex. s.v. Xdypaicos).

r. Akmonia: an inscription in honour of a num-
ber of synagogue officials who had restored ' the

synagogue built by Julia Severa' (TOV KamaKev-
affff&Ta OIKOV VTTO 'loi'Xt'as Zeonjpas . . . (TTfffKci'a.a'av,

see Ramsay, Revue des etitc/.-s ancienms, iii. [101]
272 [an earlier copy in Cities and Bishoprics of
Phrygia, i. 649 f.]). It closes thus: otaTums KO.I 7;

tnvayuyT] frti)i.i\aiv CyXy erixpiffif Sid TC TTJV ivdperov
airruiv

[f3t]ujffiv KO.L TT}V rpbs T-TJV ffwayLr^v cvvoidv re Kai

aiovSr,v. This inscription shows us to what influ-

ence Judaism had attained in the highest circles of

society ; for the Julia Severa who is named as the
builder of the synagogue is known to us from
coins and inscriptions (Karnsay, Citi:s and ]}i<ho/j-
rics of Phrygia, i. 637, 647) as a noble latly of
Akinonia in the time of Nero (Prosopographia
imperii Komani, iii. 224f.,*.f. 'Servenius'; also
coins in the Collection Waddington, Itccu? Sumis-
matique, 1S9S, p. 384, Nos. 5488, 5490, 5494). Since
she was at the same time high priestess of the cult
of the Emperor, she cannot indeed have been a
Jewess.

s. Antioch of Pisidia: a Jewish synagogue men-
tioned in Ac 13U.

t. Lycia and the city of Phasdii : see 1 Mac 1523,

with the above remarks on that passage.
n. Kon/kos in Lycia : a tomb-inscription of late

date(^/x. 70).
v. Tlijs in Lycia : a tomb-inscription from some-

where about the end of the 1st cent. A.D. (Ei-mios
Vindobonensis, 1893, pp. 99-102). According to it,

the iipijov (sepulchral monument) was erected by a
certain Ptolemoius for himself and his son Ptole-
ma'US inrep dpxoirreias TC\ovfievas vap fifneTv 'louSaiois,
CitJTe OLVTO ftvat. TrdfTuv TWV 'loL'Saioiv Kai fj.Tjdva. $bv
etvai erepov T0^vat fv aur<j. fdp Se TIS evpe&fi-rj Tivd TtSSv

6(pei\c<rei T\utur TU drifia [the conclusion is wanting].
w. Pamphylia and the city of Side: see 1 Mac

1513 and the general testimony of Philo (see above,
p. 92A), also Ac 2l

.

x. C'ilu-ia: see likewise Philo, I.e. Since, accord-

ing to Ac 63, Cilician Jews lived in Jerusalem in
somewhat large numbers, the Diaspora in Cilicia
must have been very considerable. Tarsus, the

capital of Cilicia, was, as is well known, tlie birth-

place of tbe Apostle Paul (Ac 9n 2l'*> 22s). One
lovoas wo? lour; Tapcreiis is mentioned on a tomb-
inscription of Jope (Euting, Sitzunijsbsrichte der
Berliner Akaclemis, 1885, p. 086). In the 4th cent.
A.D. the Jewish patriarch caused the dues to be
collected ' in every cit;/ of Cilicia

' from the resident
Jews (Epiphanius, HcEr. xxx. 11 : airo Kia~rr)s
iroXtus TT,S KiXiKEia; TO. tiSffara Kai TO.S dirapxas
Trapd TUV iv TTJ cVap^ia '\ovoaidiv etVeVpaTref).

y. Korykos in Cilicia : a Jewish sarcophagus
with inscription (Dinkschrift *< >! r Wiener Akad-
emie, Phil. -Hist. Classe, Bd. xliv. [1S96] p. 68).

z. Iconium in Lycaonia : a Jewish synagogue
mentioned in Ac 14' ; on inscriptions there, cf. art.

GALATIA in vol. ii. p. 88b.

aa. tjalatia: testimonies here very scanty, for
there are none in Jos. Ant. xvi. vi. 2 (the drying
remark that the edict of Augustus in favour of the
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Jew- was to I)
'

Anryra is based upon a
false reading: tin 4 .MSS huve apyv/ni). A tomb-
in-i ii|.tion iiMtu ( iaiatia will be found in/;.

''>i. vii. -24 (
= ];/:./ \. 77). The in-

pcri]iliun (7'r 4121) was fouiul in tin- neighboiir-
lic.nd nf I loryheiiin. not therefore in t iaiatia. Cf.,
in general, art. (' u.ATIA in vol. ii. p.

v~. .

bb. '
i : 1 Mac 15- (despatch from the

liiimans to kin:; A rial.-it lies) is sufficient to jiistm
the assamption that Jews were settled there. (Jf.

also A' i" ; Mi-lma, Kethuboth, xiii. 11 ; Neubauer,
i. i/n Tulmud, pp. 317-31'J; tonib-inseii|.

of Cappadiician Jews at Jope, in I'EI ^'

y.
-".'. and 1!MJO, pp. 118, 122. In the Jerusalem

Falmnd we meet with three Jewish scholars from
C:ippadcia i U. .Imlan, \\. Jannai, 11. Samuel) ; see
KI.I.I-- .

'< /(. unit Itif. Lehnicortcr int Xolmutl,
ii. 1

V|1 ' 558; Bacher, Die Agada der patent.
HJ6, 7-49.

cc. Hitliiiiti'i and I'miiiii: the general testimony
of I'hil'i ' /.. I'ltiu ad (iniinii, ; :',('>. l^pt I!i0i'i<iai /col

Tun TCH" lljrroi' nr\uv) ; a l!ithyni:!ii tomb-inscription
of 1 /.'/.'./ .\ \v i. IDT 171 i. On Sampsame
(1 Mar 15)=AmiBns in I'mitus, see above, p. 93".

Prom Pontiis i-aiin 4 both thi4

Aquilas, the com-
paninn of St. Paul iAr 1> . ami the author of aGr.
translation of the Old Testament. Cf. also Ac 2".

dd. /' \im in the Crimea: two inscrip-
tions of great interest (Latyschev, Inscriptions
antiques orte .v /,\ I'nnti Eiurini, ii., Nos.
52, 53 [better texts her.- than in CIG 2114 bl

-, 2U4b
]),

f which is dated from the year A.D. 81. Both
contain deeds relating to the manumission of
sla\'-- of Jewish owners. At the close it is noted
that the Jewi>!i community 'took part in superin-
ti-ndinu'' this legal instrument, i.e. shared the re-

spon-il>ilit y fur its correct execution (o-fi-firiT-poireoMr^i
6tf Kai TTJS ffvvaywyTjt rC.v 'lovSnUar), Thus even in

that remote region there was in the 1st cent. A.D.
an organized Jewish community.

5. EGYPT. If even in Syria and Asia Minor the
.li'wi-h population was a numerous one, this was
pre-eminently the case in Egypt. Here, moreover,
tin- .li.-ws came to play an important part in the

history of civilization ; for, thanks to their favour-
able social position, they were able to adopt in

laige measure the Greek culture, and thus became
thr principal representatives of the Jewish-Greek
form of thought. The emigration of larger masses
of Jews to Egypt must undoubtedly be held to
have lirst taken place in the Greek period. But
sporadic migrations or even forcible transplanting-;
happened earlierthan this. Soon after the destruc-
tion of Jerusalem by Nebuchadrezzar (It.c. 586), a
large company of Jews, from fear of the Chalda'ans,
and in spite of the protests of the prophet Jere-
miah, took their departure to Egypt (.Jer 42. 43;
for the motive see Jer 41). They settled in various

parts, at Migdol, Tahpanlies, Noph, and Pathros
(Jer 44' i. But we do not know whether their de-

l.ints maintained their existence here as Jews.
P- teas speaks of two transplnntings of

Jewish s.-ttl rs to Egypt prior to the time of

Ptolemy La^i: one in the time of the Persians,
and inie nun h earlier, under Psammetichus, who
in his i-xp, ..lition to Ethiopia is said to have had
even Jewish soldiers in his army (Aristcrc Epist.,
ed. \\ (Midland, 13 : ^5?; p.(v Kai Trpjrfpov iKOLVuv

tifft\y\l'0UT(ilV ffVV rw II^piJ]; Kai Tpd TOlTltlV (T^pwv ITI'U-

Ha\U'i> f'taireffraX'^i'uc irpdt r&r ruv \l0ilnrur Jaffi\ia.

/j.d\(yffai ffi'v kafiinrrixif. The king last named is

probably Psammetichus II. [n.C. o'J4-589], who
undertook a campaign against Ethiopia. That
amongst others there were Semitic mercenaries in
hi- army, we know from the inscriptions of Abu-
Siinliel {"on which cf. the Literature cited in Pauly-
Wissowa's A'/.', art. ' Abu-Simbel ']. The Jewish
migration to Egypt in the time of the Persians is

not regarded by pseudo-Aristeas as a voluntary
one ; cf. 35, ed. \\ endland). See also '

Additional
Note' at end of this article.
Whether as early as the time of Alexander the

Great any considerable numbers of Jr\.
to Egypt, we know not. But we m.i
statement of Josephus, that, at the i

Alexandria by the monarch just named, .]r\\i-h
settlers were from the lirst incorporated among
the citizens (HJ n. xviii. 7, c. .-ifion. ii. 4).
Urination of thus is supplied by the decree of the
emperor Claudius (ap. Jos. Ant. XIX. v. 2), iin-md-
ing to which the Jews in Alexandria were -

there from the very first (rois Tpwrott fvffa n-aipoii)

along with the Alexandrians. Larger masses
appear to have lirst come to Egypt under Pt

Liigi. According to pseudo-Hecatiuus, we are to
think in this instance of voluntary mig:
(Jos. c. Apian, i. 22 [Niese, 1<J4] -. ova 6\iy<u ii *U
fLtTO. r6e 'A.\e$dropov Oava.Tov fit Aiynrroy Kni 4'otvnijr
Hfr(<rnisa.v Sta rq iv Supio ffrdaiv, cf. 180).

According to pseudo-Aristeas, on the other hand,
Ptolemy Lagi transplanted Jewish prisoners in

large numbers to Egypt. The details of his narra-
tive belong, indeed, to the realm of romance.
Ptolemy, we are told, carried captive to i

100,000 Jews. Of these he armed 30,000 able-
bodied men, whom lie employed to do garrison
duty in the fortresses of the country (sj 13 : d0' ur
tlwei Tpeis ^urpiaoas *atfojr\taas dvSpuiv (K\fKT<4v fit Tty
Xupo" KarifKtair iv roa 0/>oip:ois). The old men, the
children, and the women, he is said to have handed
over as slaves to his soldiers, on demand, as compen-
sation for their services (Aristea Epist., ed. Wend-
land, 12-14, cf. 35-3U). Afterwards Ptolemy
Philadelphus is stated to have procured the freedom
of all these Jewish slaves by paying to the owners
twenty drachma 4

per slave (-^ 15-27, 37). Since
Josephus, in relating the same narrative (c. Apion.
ii. 4 [Niese, 44-47 j, Ant. XII. i.), simply repro-
duces the account of pseudo-Aristeas [in the nrst
cited passage this is self-apparent, and in the other
at least probable], the latter is our only witness.

But, in spite of the romantic character of the
narrative in question, this much at le;i_st is credible,
that Ptolemy Lagi brought Jewish prisoners to

Egypt and set them to garrison duty in the
fortresses. For the fact that Ptolemy Lagi took
Jerusalem by storm is unimpeachably vouched for

by Agatharchides (Jos. c. Apion. i. 22 [Niese,
; 209-211], Ant. XII. i. ; cf. Appian, Syr. 50).
And the employment of Jews for garrison work in

strongholds is confirmed by the circumstance that
at a still later period we hear of a 'Jews' camp'
'loi'Oaiuv aTpaTvTTtdop, cftstra Judtzvmin) ill vaiious

places (see further, on this, below).
At Alexandria, in the time of the Diadochi. a

special quarter, separated from the rest of the

city, was assigned to the Jews,
'
in order that they

might be able to live a purer life by mixing less

with foreigners
'

(Jos. BJ II. xviii. 7 ; trom r. Apion.
i. 4 it might appear as if this quarter had already
l>een assigned to the Jews by Alexander the Great,
But, according to the manifestly more exact account
n BJ II. xviii. 7, this was lirst done by the
Diadochi ; cf. also btrabo ap. Jos. Ant. XIV. vii. 2).

This Jewish quarter stretched along the harbour-
' rand in the neighbourhood of the royal palace

. Apion. ii. 4 [Niese, 33] : rpAt aXliuvo* 6a\aajar,
30 vpos Tots ;facriXii;ois), to the east, therefore, of

:he promontory of Lochios on the north-east of

the city. The separation came afterwards, indeed,
not to be strictly maintained, for Philo tells us
that not a few Jews had their dwelling-places
scattered al-out in the other quarters of the city.
But even in Philo's time two of the tive city-
divisions were called 'the Jewish,' because they
were predominantly inhabited by Jews (Philo,
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\n Flirrum., 8 [ed. Mangey, ii. 525]). We learn
from this that the Jews constituted something like

t wo-Jifths of the pop illation ofA lexn i> drin. Accord-

ing to Josephus, the fourth city-division was in-

habited by Jews (BJ II. xviii. 8 : TO Ka\oi>iJ.evov

AAra, the city-divisions being named after the
first five letters of the alphabet).
The total number of Jems in Egypt is reckoned

by Plnlo in hif own tune at about a million (in

PloKcum, 6 [ed. Mangey, ii. 523]). He remarks
in this connexion that they had their dwellings
'as far as the borders of Ethiopia' (/J.txPl T"" P'MV
Aitiioirlas). This general statement is confirmed by
many special testimonies, of which the following
are the most important :

a. Lower Egy/it. To the east of the Delta, in

the nome of Heliopolis (and near to Leontopolis,
which must not, however, be confounded with the
better known Leontopolis situated much farther
to the north), lay the Jewish temple (formerly a

temple of Bubastis), which owed its origin to the
Jewish high priest Onias in the time of Ptolemy
I'hiloinetor (Jos. Ant. XIII. iii. 2: iv Ae6vrut> TruXei

TOV 'HXioiroXirou
; see more fully, regarding this

temple, below, p. 107 b
). The region was known as

T) 'OWou xupa. (Ant. xiv. viii. 1, BJ I. ix. 4). With
this we should probably connect the ' vicus Judtc-
orum '

mentioned in the Itinernrium Antonini
(ed. Parthey et 1'inder, p. 75). But the 'castra
Juda'orum '

mentioned in the Notitia Dignitatum
Orientis (ed. Bocking, i. 69) is presumably dillerent,

although also situated in the same neighbourhood.
At the spot where, according to the statement of

distances given in the Itiner. Anton., the 'vicus
Jiulirorum

'

sttould be sought, there is still a Tell

el-Jclntdiyeh, in proximity to which a temple of

Bubastis had once stood. Another Tell el-

Jehudiych, which, according to Naville, has 'quite
the appearance of a fortress,' lies farther south (see

Naville, Seventh Memoir of the Egypt. Explor.
Fund, London, 1890). We should probably identify
the first named Tell el-Jclnidi'/eli [not, as Naville,
the more southern one] with tlie building of Onins,
and the other with the ' castra Juda'orum.' While
these places lay to the east of the Delta, Josephus
in his account of C;esar mentions an 'lovbaiuv

ffTpaT^TreSof, which, from the context of the narra-

tive, must have lain to the west of it (Ant. xiv.
viii. 2, BJ 1. ix. 4). It cannot therefore be the
same as the 'castra Juda-orum' mentioned in the
Aotitia Difinitntum. The existence of various
'Jews' camps' is readily intelligible in the light (if

the statements quoted above from pseudo-Aristeas.
Likewise in the Delta, in its southern portion, lies

Athribis, where, according to an inscription of the
Ptolemaic period found there, a certain Ptolemieus,
son of Epikydes, chief of the police, acting in con-

junction with the resident Jews, built a synagogue
to the most high God (IlroXejuato? 'EiriKtiSot 6

fTTlffTCLTTJS TUJV 0l'Xa/aTU>l> KO.L Oi (V
'

A6pift(L 'lot'SatOt TT]V

TrpocrfuxV 0f<? v\l>i<rTtp, ItEJxvii. 235-238 = Bulletin
de corresp. helleti. xiii. 178-182).

b. Middle Etjypt. The more recent papyrus
'finds' have furnished information regarding the

early settlement of Jews in Middle Egypt. Accord-

ing to a document of the 3rd cent. B.C. discovered
in the nome of Arsinoe (the modern Fayum), there
had to be paid for the possession of slaves in the

village of Psenyris a duty eis TO. tnrodox'a rr/s KW^S
Trapa TOW \ov5aiuv KO.L TUV EXXifpaji' (The Flinders
Petrie Papyri, ed. by Mahafty, pt. i. 1891, p. 43). In

another, belonging to the same region and dating
from 238-237 B.C., we meet with a [jra/xnrJiSjjjuos

os Ktu ffvptvTi lujcatfas [\-a\e:rat] (op. eit. pt. ii. 1893,

p. 23). Towards the end of the 2nd cent. B.C. a

Trpofftvx^i 'lovSaltav is mentioned at Arsinoe (Tebtunis
Pa/tip-i, ed. by Grenfell, Hunt, and Smyly, pt. i.

1902, No. 86). At Oxyrhynchus, south of Arsinoe,

documents have been found of the Roman Imperial
period, in whi'-h a 'Jews' lane' (autpodos loi'dcuKi))

is mentioned (The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, ed. by
Grenfell and Hunt, pt. i. 1S9S, No. 100; pt. ii.

1899, No. 335).

c. Upper Egypt. Here there were Jews settled

as early as the time of Jeremiah, for the Pathros
of Jer 44 1 is Upper Egypt. A great many tax-

receipts from the 2nd cent. B.C., written upon clay
tablets (osfraca), have been found in the neigh-
bourhood of Thebes. Among the names of the
tax-collectors who grant such discharges there are

many which are undoubtedly Jewish : e.y. IUO-TJTTOS

Afiowv, IfcOTTjjnos, ZafiftaTaios A/3iijXoi', 2a,u/3a0aios

ZoXXot'utos, i^icji' Iaj"apot
p

, ^ijuwf Af3ir}\ov (see the
collection in Wileken, Griechischc Ostraka, vol. i.

1899, p. 523 f. ). A papyrus emanating from the
same time and place contains a fragment of a

letter, from which we learn that a Jew, named
Acu'oorXos, had failed of his engagement to make
delivery of a horse (Grenfell, An Alexandrian
Erotic Fragment, 1896, p. 75). On tax-receipts of

the time of Trajan we repeatedly encounter the
name of one A^rujfios MaXxatos who had charge
of the harbour dues (? ; 6pno<f>i'\aKia) at Syne, on
the southern border of Upper Egypt (Wileken,
Griecfiische Ostrakn, ii. Nos. 302-304, cf. i. p. 273).

As general evidence of the diffusion of the Jews
'as far as the borders of Ethiopia,' we have the
above cited testimony of Philo. The great extent
of their numbers in the Thebaid is best shown

by the circumstance that in the time of Trajan
they rose in arms here, as in the lest of Egypt,
against the non-Jewish inhabitants (Euseb. Chron.,
ed. Schoene, ii. 164 f.).*

6. CvRKSAlCA. Here too the Jewish Diaspora v

was present in force. Even Ptolemy Lagi is said \

to have sent Jewish colonists thither (Jos. c. Avian.
ii. 4 [Niese, 44]). The Human despatch of 1 Mac
l~i--' presupposes the presence of Jewish inhabitants
in Cyrene. According to Strabo, the population
of the latter city in the time of Sulla fell into four

classes : citizens, farmers, mctoikoi, Jews (Strabo

ap. Jos. Ant. XIV. vii. 2 : T^TTapis 5' Jjaav 4v TTJ iruXei

TUV KvpTivaluv, ij re rwv TroXirwi' Kai T; Tuv ytupyw ,

rpirii 5' y TU?P fj.ToiKwv, rcTO-prr} 5' T] rwv loi'Saiwc}. At
that time the Jews already played a prominent part
in the disturbances which Lucullus, on the occasion

of his incidental presence, had to allay (Strabo, I.e. ).

A Jewish TroXiTei^a in the city of Berenike in

Cyrenaica is brought to our knowledge by a

lengthy inscription (CIG 5361 ; see more fully, below
ii. ). Augustus and Agrippa took measures in

favour of the Jews of Cyrene (Jos. Ant. XVI. vi. 1,5).

We have a number of testimonies in the NT to the

presence of Jews in Cyrenaica: Mt 27"-. Mk 15-1
,

Lk 23'-* (Simon the Cyrenian) ; Ac 210
(Cyrenians

present at Jerusalem at the Feast of Pentecost) ;

6U
(a synagogue of the Cyrenians at Jerusalem);

11 2U
(Cyrenians come from Jerusalem to Antioch) ;

13 1

(Lucius of Cyrene a prominent member of the
church at Antioch). In the time of Vespasian
the Jewish sicaril also found adherents among
their co-religionists in Ci'rene (Jos. JiJ VIII. xi. ;

I'itii, 76). The great rising of the Jews in

Cyrenaica in the time of Trajan was marked by
terrible violence (Dio Cass. Ixviii. 32; Euseb. HE
iv. 2).

7. NORTH AFRICA. Here we can demonstrate
the presence of Jews, during the Roman period,

* The diffusion of Semites throughout Ef,
r
.ypt in the earlier

Ptolemaic period is witnessed to also by a papyrus probably of

the year B.C. 240-239, in which a magvr-donw makes a return of

the pcrsunnt'l of his house for taxation purposes. He enumer-
ates amongst others the -ytup^'t u-ta-Q* Xa^acco; Px-riv-o^ax). lixp
Kpx7?o; 2.7a>.x,- MTav/3a/ (Wileken, Griecln'xchc Ostraka, i.

436. and also the correction on p. 823). But the Semites here
named mav be Phoenicians or Philistines equally well with Jews.

Fnr Phtenici.in inscriptions in Egypt, see CfS i. Nos. 97-113 ;

Repertoire d'epigmphie sdmilique, i. 11)01, Nos. 1-4.
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from the border of Cyrenaica to the e\tieme west

(of., especially, Mom-caiix,
'

I.es colonies Junes
.Ian- I'Afriqne Uomainc' in A'/.'./ \liv. (I'.i'rJ] I L'S .

\\ e do not know when nr how thev (aim- theie.

Mill, as I lie ncighhoui in^ ('\reiiaica wa
largely

settled by .leu- a- eally :ls (lie Ptolemaic peiloa,
the colonization of Africa \\ill al-o ha\c he-mi
tlicn, at least that of proeon-ular Africa, ami latei

that of Niiniiilia anil Mann-lama.
a. Proconsular .l/i-n-n. At Carthage there has

been discovered an e\tell-i\e Jewish cemeleiy,
containing more than IIMI \aults, each with from
l.'i to 17 /"'//. Its Jewish character is shown by
the frequent portrayal of ihe seven - branched
candlestick I see I lelat Ire, li'iiii'irt nil In n: ri-,

,/,<,!,

jini; ,1, r,i,-tl, <i'f, l.yon. ls'.l.">; lor Latin inscrip-
tions from this cemetery, see I'll, viii. Suppl. Nos.
14ll'.l7 1411-41. The \\ork mlr. .lu,l,i;,x. ill I rilillted

to Tertiillian, presupposes the presence of Jew-
in Carthage. At llammam Lit, not far from
Cartilage, the foundations of a synagogue ot the
Human perioil have heen discovered, upon the
mosaic tloor of which there are Jewish inscriptions
in the Latin language (Kenan, /A/-//, ,i,-i-hi-nl.,

trois. Serie, i. [I.SH3] 157-163, iii. |1S.S4] 273 -

l

_'7r>,

plates vii-xi : Kaufmann. /.'/-.'./ xiii. [1S.HG] 4."i-til ;

Reinacb, i/>. --'IT 223; >'//. v iii. Suppl. No. ILM:,TI.

At Oea in Tripolis the Christian hi-hop in the
time of Augustine consulted the .lews there alioul

a passage in Jerome's new translation of the Mihlc

(Augustine, Ejiisl. Ixxi. 3, 5). On the Peutingcr
Table there is mention of a place in the same
neighbourhood, called ' Jiuheoriim August!.'

b. Sitiiiiiliti. The presence of Jews at Hippo is

"^evident from Augustine, Hertn. cxcvi. 4. At I'irta

'9there are Latin inscriptions (CIL viii. Nos. 7150,

P*7155, 7530 [ct. Add. p. '.>.->], 7710).
c. Mini,' tmiiii. At Sitili.s there are Latin in-

scriptions (CIL viii. Nos. 8423, 8499). At Tipasa
there was a Jewish synagogue, at Csusarea the
house of a Jewish 'ruler of the synagogue" is

mentioned (see the evidence from processes against
martyrs in Monccaux, KEJ xliv. S). Even in the
extreme west of Maun-taiiia, at Volubilis, a He-
brew inscription, probably of the l!man period,
has liecii found (Merger, Hull I in mvhful. (In eomitt
i/, \ triirmij -In-tin

1'fii, .-,. |s'.i-J. pp. Til (!(>, pi. xiii).

8. MACSnosiA A.\l> HliKKi-K.1'he most im-

portant testimony is that of 1'hilo, or of the letter

of Agrippa to Caligula which he quotes (see above,
p. !'-'). Thess.-ilv. Mn-otia, Macedonia, .'Etolia,

Attica, ArgOS, Corinth, and, finally, rd irXdffra Kai

dpiara ritXoirovnicrov, are named by him as countries
where Jews dwell. If we compare I his general
statement with the meagre special testimonies that
are available, we see how fill! of /ifirtitt our infor-

mation is. Interesting dates are furnished bv two
manumission-deeds from Delphi. In the one a
certain Atisidas gives their liberty to three Jewish
female slaves (ffuifjuira ywrtziKcia rpia als 6vi)fj.ara 'Avrt-

", jra rd ytvos 'lovoaiav *ai Tas ffi-^-aTtpat atVa$ SfoSuipav
Kal Aupo^av); in the other the subject of manumis-
fcioii is described as <ru>na. dvSpfiov tji

ffoua 'Ioi-5a?os rit

ytvos 'lovSaitov (Sammlung der r/, /. r /, ,\,/( , Jiinlrkt-

Intchriften, herausg. von Collitz, I'M I. ii. Heft 3-5

[1892-1S9G], Nos. 172*2, *2n*2!li. Since these docu-
iiients belong to the lirst half of the -2nd cent. B.C.,
we have to do in all probability with prisoners of
war of the Maceali:eau period who had heen sold
into slavery in (Jrecce. From I Mac loa it is

evident thai at the same date there were Jews
al-o in Sparta and Sic-yon. In the time of St.

I'aul there were Jewish synagogues at 1'hilippi.
Thessalonica. Uerira, Athens, Corinth (Ac: I02 '-

17'-
'" ' 7

1S'- :
|. For Jewish I ; reck inscriptions at

.Athens, see /7J///V. iii. 2, Nos. 3.'i4.'i. :46. :W47 ;

at I'atne. C'/'r '.is! li : in Lac -miia .-'.nil Thessaloniea,
UF..I \. 77 f. : MI Mantinea, /.'/-.'./ \\.\i\. Ms.
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In the great islnmlsof Entxea, Cyprus, and Crete
the Jews were very numeroiiM. All three are
named by 1'liilo in the letter oi \-ii]i
alnjvet. For C'ypniH, cf. also 1 M I ..-

. Ac- 4 14

1 1* \y- ; Jon. Ant. XIII. x. 4. In 1 1., in i

Trajan the Jews in Cyprus iniixsacreil ilion-amU
of the non-Jewish population and ileva-iated the

cupital, Salamis. For this they were compb-i, l\

rooted out of the island (I)io C'ass. l\\iii. :V2 ;

F.useb. ('/(;., ed. Sclioene, ii. 164 f.). For Cieie,
cf. 1 Mac 153 ((Jortyna) ; Jos. Ant. xvill. xii. I,

lij II. vii. 1, Vitu, 7ti.

Of the other islands there is mention in 1 Mae
15 of Delos, Samos, Cos, und Hliodes. The ilin-e

last named were oil the coast of ( 'aria. The set I le-

nient of Jews in them would thus lie connected
with their settlement in Caria. At Cos, us early
as the time of Mithridates, we hear of great sums
of Jewish money being carried oil by that monarch
(Jos. Ant. XIV. vii. 2: ra TUV loiontuif oira*u<jia

TdXarra). Rhodes was in the first half of the 1st

cent. B.C. the home of two prominent authors who
wrote against the .lews, viz. PosidoniiiH and A|H>|-
lonins Molon (both combated by Josejdius in his

work r. Apion.). In the time of Tiberius a gram-
marian name. I Diogenes lived there, whose' habit
it was to hold disputations only on the Sabbath

day (Sueton. Tiber. 32). Delos, owing toils politi-
cal and commercial importance during the Greek
period, was a meeting-point for Oriental traders.

That, Jews with a Greek education were settled

there about B.C. 100 at the latest, is shown
by two Greek inscriptions emanating from the
island of Kheiieia (the luirying-place of the in-

habitants of Delos). The two inscriptions in

ciuestion are of an imprecatory order, invoking
Divine vengeance on the unknown murderers of

two maidens. The prayers are unquestionably
Jewish ; the inscriptions are shown by the char-

acter of the writing to be not later than the end
of the 2nd or the beginning of the 1st cent. B.C.

(cf., on these interesting inscriptions, Deissmanii,

I'/ii/o/dijits, Ixi. [1902] 25:2-265). Acts in favour of

the Jews of Delos, belonging to the time of Ca-sar,
are emoted by Josephns in Ant. XIV. x. 8 and 14.

We liitve evidence, further, of the presence of

Jews at Paros (Jos. Ant. XIV. x. 8), Melos (Ant.
XVII. xii. 1 ; BJ II. vii. 1), and Jigina (CJG
98!)4).

9. 1\0)IK. When we pass to Italy, we lind that

Rome in particular was the home of a Jew ish com-

munity which could be counted by thousands.

According to Valerius Maximus (I. iii. 21, Jews
were expelled from Rome by the praetor Hispalus
as early as the year B.C. 139, in consequence of

their attempts at proselytizing (the passage, which
has not survived in the original, reads thus, i\s

extracted by Nepotianus: 'JmUeos c|iioc|iie, qui
Romania tradere sacra sua conati erant, idem

Hispalus urbe exterminavit' ; or, as given by
Paris: 'Idem Judieos, qni Sabazi Jovis cultu

Romanos inticere mores conati erant, repel ere

doiiios suas coegit' [Sabazius is a Phrygian
divinity ; there is here manifestly a contusion

with Sa/SaiM= Heb. n-tti'i %lba'(ith]). Since, accord

ing to 1 Mac 14-' IS15
'", 'at that very time (B.c.

14O-139) a Jewish embassy was sent to Rome by
the high priest Simon, it would appear as if the

propaganda referred to had been the work of

parties in the train of this embassy (not the work
of the members themselves).
The earliest witness to the existence of a Jewish

colony in Italy (i.e. probably in Rome) \s Cie.-i,,,

tiro Flcicco, 28, from whom we learn that alnndy
in the time of Flaccus (i.e. B.C. 62-61) Italy was

one of the places from which Jewish money was

wont to be sent to Jerusalem. It was jusl then

the Jewish community at Rome received u

Stapleton Branch,

83 Canal Street.
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large reinforcement through those of their country-
men whom Pompey brought there as prisoners of
war (B.C. (il). The latter were sold as slaves, but
were soon afterwards set at liberty, as they proved
an awkward possession to their masters (IMiilo,

l.'-i/ntio ad Gaiinn, 23 [ed. Mangey, ii. 568]).
There were many Jews in the audience when
Cicero delivered his speech in defence of Flaccus,
in the year B.C. 59 (Cicero, I.e.). On the death of

C;esar, their great protector, a multitude of Jews
continued their lamentations for whole nights be-
side his funeral pyre (Sueton. Ctesar, 84). In the
time of Augustus the Jews were already counted
by thousands ; we are told that a Jewish deputa-
tion, which came to Koine after the death of Herod,
was joined on its arrival by 8000 Jews (Jos. Ant.
XVII. xi. 1

; BJ II. vi. 1). liy the time of Tiberius

repressive measures had begun. A resolution of
the Senate was passed in the year A. D. 19, whereby
all the Jews in Koine capable of bearing arms were
deported to Sardinia to perform military service

there, while the rest were banished from the city
(Jos. Ant. XVIII. iii. 5; Sueton. Tiber. 36; Tac.
Annnl. ii. 85; the last named speaks of banish-
ment from Italy). This measure was inspired
mainly by Sejanus ; after the fall of the latter, in

A.D. 31, Tiberius once more adopted a friendly
policy towards the Jews (Philo, Leijcitio ad Gaium,
24 [ed. Mangey, ii. 509]). We may therefore

suppose that he granted them permission to return
to the city. In any case, they had once more
gathered in Rome at the time of Claudius, for he,
too, made an attempt to expel them from the city.
Suetonius tells us that this step was taken owing to
the violent tumults '

impulsore Chresto' [i.e. occa-
sioned by the preaching of Christ]. But the edict
of banishment, issued probably in the year 49, was
not enforced, but restricted simply to a prohibiting
of any assembling on the part of the Jews (a decree
of expulsion is spoken of in Ac 18- and by Sueton.
Claud. 25 ; but, according to Dio Cass. Ix. 6,

Claudius, owing to the difficulty of carrying it into

effect, contented himself with withdrawing from
the Jews the right of assembly [eseXewe /) cuva-

epolffffffai]. The year 49 is given as the date by
Orosius [VII. vi. 15], who appeals, incorrectly
indeed, to Josephus). Since the prohibition of

assembling was equivalent to a prohibition of

worship, the existence of the Jews in Rome was
seriously endangered. But they succeeded, we
know not how, in surviving even this crisis as well
as many later ones, for, as Dio Cassius (xxxvii. 17)
sums up their history,

'

though often oppressed,
they always exhibited the most vigorous power of

growth.' Educated Roman society looked down
on them with contempt. The satirists, Horace,
1'ersius, Martial, Juvenal, made them the butt of
their wit (cf. Hausrath, Neutest. Zcitr/esckichte

2
,

iii. 383-392). Yet they constituted a factor of no
little importance in public life. Even at the Im-
perial court they entered into manifold relations,
whether as slaves or as officials of higher rank.
The Jewish societies of the Airyowrrijo-iot and the
'AypnTTrr/atoi (see, on these, below, ii. ) were in all

probability societies formed of placemen of Augus-
tus and Agrippa. The empress Livia had a Jewish
slave, Akme (Jos. Ant. xvn. v. 7 ; BJ I. xxxii. 6,

xxxiii. 7). The emperor Claudius had friendly
relations with Alexander [ear. lect. Lysimachus],
the Jewish alabarch of Alexandria, who had served
his mother Antonia as minister of linance (Jos.
Ant. XIX. v. 1). At the court of Nero we find a
Jewish actor, Alityrus (Jos. Vita, 3). Poppa>a
herself is spoken of as Ofoafp-qs, and she was always
ready to lend her aid in obtaining a favourable

response from the emperor to petitions brought to
him by .Jews (Jos. Ant. XX. viii. 11 ; Vita, 3).

The dwellings of the Jews were situated at first

and predominantly in the division of the city
across the Tiber, which they occupied entirely in
the time of Augustus (Philo, Lcyatio ad Gaiiim,
23 [ed. Mangey, ii. 568] : TT\V Trfpav TOU Ti/J^pews

TTOTa.fj.ov fj.fyd\Tjv TT;S 'PJjfj.ijs a7rorofJ.T]v , ty OVK rjyvjei.

Ka.T\o}j.v'i)i' Ka.i olKOVfjLeyijv Trpos 'lovoaiuv ). Kut at a
later period they spread into other divisions of the

city as well. We find them in the Campus Martins
and in the very midst of the Roman business world,

namely, in the Subura (see below, ii. ). Juvenal
makes the jocular assertion that the sacred grove
of Egeria before the Porta Capena was let to
Jews and swarmed with Jewish beggars (Sat. iii.

12-16). As to the internal organization of the
communities and the stage of culture they had
reached, we derive information from the numerous
tomb-inscriptions, composed for the most part in

bad Greek but also in Latin, which have been
found in the subterranean burying-places before
the gates of Rome. These belong to somewhere
between the 2nd and 4th cent. A.D. The Greek
tomb-inscriptions known up to about fifty years
ago are collected in CIG iv. Nos. 9901-9926.' They
emanate probably for the most part from a cemetery
before the Porta Portuensis which was discovered
in 1002, but whose site is now unknown. Rich
materials were supplied by the cemetery discovered
some forty years ago in the Vigna Randanini on
the Via Appia (cf. Garrucci, Cimitero dcfjli antichi
Eln-fi .vti/i'-rto recenternente in Vif/na Randanini,
Roma, 1802; also the same author's Disaertuzioni

ttTi;h&ologich& di vcirio arf/onicnto, vol. ii. Roma,
1865, pp. 150-192). Since then some other ceme-
teries have been discovered, but these do not con-

tain many inscriptions. Five inscriptions from a

cemetery in Porto are given, from communications
of -de Rossi, by Derenbourg in Mflanges Rnii-i-,

1887, pp. 437-441. For some Latin ones, see CIL
vi. Nos. 29756-29763. A complete collection of all

the Jewish-Greek and Latin tomb-inscriptions at
Home known down to 1896 is given by Vogelstein-
Rieger in Geschichts dcr Juden in Rom, i. [1896]
459-483. See also Berliner, Geschichte dcr Juden
in Rom, i. [1893].

10. TUB REST OF ITALY, AND SPAIX, GAVL,
GERMA XT. The presence of Jews in these locali-

ties is not for the most part demonstrable before
the period of the later empire. Relative antiquity
belongs to the Jewish community at Puteoli (l)ik;e-

archia), the principal port for the trade between

Italy and the East. In addition to Phoenicians and
other Orientals we meet here with Jews as well, at

the latest about the beginning of the Christian era

(Jos. Ant. xvil. xii. 1 ; BJ II. vii. 1). But even in

a petty town like Pompeii their presence is demon-
strable at the date of the destruction of the place,
A.D. 79. The names 'Sodoma' and 'Gomora' are

scratched on the wall of a house ; and not only
'

Maria,' which might be the feminine of Marius,
but '

Martha,' occurs. The following also are found
on earthen vessels:

'

murfia] cast[a],' and 'gar[um]
cast[um] or castfimoniale],' with which cf. Pliny,
HN xxxi. 95 (Mau, Pompeji in Lcbcn und Kunst,
1900, p. 15 f.).

In the period of the later empire the Jews were

specially numerous in Southern Italy (see Neu-

bauer,
'' The Early Settlement of the Jews in

Southern Italy' in JQR iv. [1892] 606-625). In

Apulia and Calabria during the 4th cent, there
were many places where the communal offices could
not be properly tilled, because the Jewish inhabit-

ants declined to accept them (see the decree of the

emperors Areadius and Honorius [A.D. 398] in

Codex TheodosianKs, xii. i. 158). At Venosa
(Venusia in Apulia, the birthplace of Horace) a
Jewish catacomb has been discovered, with, numer-
ous inscriptions in Greek. Latin, and Hebrew, be-

longing to somewhere about the 6th cent. A.D.
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(.\scoli, Ttcrizioni medit < m"l n"t' </< '//. /'/.(

tbraicht ''> "nit<hi
.v.y*.,/.,'

/./ \n[>i:lt

(one, Torino, issn; '//. j\. v,,. iii'.i.-, r,j4f i.

iMiriii". tin- later period we meet with .IcusaUo
at Tari'iituiu, Capua, and Naples, as well a- in all

tin: princi|al town- 'Syracuse, Palermo, Me--ina,
it u i sieiiy. -They do not appear to have

Keen c|iiiir
MI thickly settled in forth rn H<ii>i.

Yet we linil them lien' too ill Ino-i of the largrr
town-. Ravenna, Aquileia, liologna, Brescia, Mihin,
( icnoa |,

For tin- nt her provinces of the West, S/wwi,
tt'iiii/. i/i i-ni'i 11,1. the testimonies likewise com-
mence about the 4th cent. A.I). As it does not
fall within the >cope of tin- |.re-ent article to

examine all the-e in detail, wo would refer the

leader to Fricillainler. Dantellitngen nils der
, schicftii Unmx, iii.

|
IsTl ;

.Ml f. ; the same
aiithnv-- '/- ./"</<' './<//// <'"lnun<, Koni".-lHTur . lS7o ;

and, iilunc nil, Th. Ueinach, art. 'Jmhei' in

Daremberg - Saglia's lintiniui'iiiv ii,-x Antiquitts
g/; 'y

f/. v <f ,-i,,ii'i

ii. I IliCANI/ A IKIN OF THE ( 'i IMMI'XITIES.
l-'.\cr\ w here \s here Jews ] i \ e. 1 together in tiny

number, they organized them-chc- into societies,

with a view to m:mitaining their uniqueness, safe-

guarding their interests, and practising their wor-

ship. It i> certain that this organization was not

everywhere the same. Differences in regard to

the pos-ession of political rights, ditlerences in

the ilegr f authority they were allowed to

exercise, diMei-cnce- in the stage of culture in the

various place- where Jews lived, brought \\i'li

them differences also in the internal organization.
Where they formed an imposing political power,
the constitution was different from what it was in

instances where they formed only petty, modest,

private societies. Nevertheless, there are certain

common features that run through almost the
\v hole hody of the immense Jewish Diaspora. We
can prove hoth these points from a variety of ex-

am] h--. although in many instances we are unable
to pur-iie llie details.

Wet'c know practically nothing about the con-

stitution of the Jewish communities in \\vzEnph-
rnfi-,1 ilisti-i-ts in pre-Talmtiilic times. Our survey
must thus confine itself to the communities within
the sphere of the Itomaii sway.

At .!/ ' 'inli'iii the Jews, owing to their large
nnmliers and their political influence, found tliem-

srKes in a peculiarly favouralile situation. Al-

though they possessed the rights of citizens (see

below, J- iv. ), they constituted a State within a

State. Not only had they their own residential

i|iiaitiTs. as mentioned above, but they formed an
almo-t independent community, with a kind of

monarchical head. Their constitution is thus de-

scribed by Strabo (a/). Jos. Ant. XIV. vii. 21 :

' Hut
there is also an ethnarch at their head, who rules

the pcopl,
1 and disjieiises justice, and sees that

obligations are tullilled and statutes observed, like

the arclion of an independent State' (KaOiyrnrat Se

Kai 4&vdpx'ns at)ru)p, 5s oiotKe? TC rb ZOvot Kai otatra

Kplffftt Kal au/iio\ailwi' (iri^eXcirat (to! TrpoaTayndTwn,
ws in jroXiTcJas &pxaf auTorfXojs). The maintaining
of ihN independence was materially facilitated

dminj,' the Imperial period hv the circumstance

tha'. from the last of the Ptolemies down to

Se|,timius Severus, Alexandria, unlike nearly all

Hellem-tie towns, had no city Senate iSpartian,

Severus, 17; Dio Cassius, li. 17). In the time of

AuLH-ius a certain modification of the condition

of things appears to have taken place. It is,

indeed, noted in the decree of the emperor
Claudius (up. Jos. Ant. XIX. v. 2) that even
AUUUMH-. after the death of the ethnarch who
held ollice during the administration of Aquila
[In 11 A. ii., see /./</<

//. ,('% Epigraphica, vii. 448

= CJL iii. Suppl. No. 1-3MO)], 'did not prevent
the appointment of ethnarclin' (-ai KH(>' &v Kaipttt

'

yiyffaffat). I5ut the whole ol,|e. t of
Claudius in this decree is to insist that even
under Augustus the ]>olitienl rights and the re-

ligions freedom of the Jews in Alexandria ha. I n .1

ii diminislied. This is not at all irreconcilaiile
with a certain modification of the internal con
stitution. Hut we are

expressly told by I'hilo that
such a modification was introduced by Augustus.
His statement is to the effect that', when the
Jewish tfcnarc/t died, Ma^'ius Maximus, who was
on the ]M)int of undertaking for the second time
the ollice of administrator of Egypt, received in-

structions from Augustus that a 'geriisi't was to he
appointed to manage the affairs of the Jews (in
tluecttm, 10 [ed. Mangey, ii. 527 f.]: TV imrrfpca

KO.I fvf

a irdXiK ir' Aiyt'Trrov Kai rijt

[the traditional yidyror of the MSS is incorrect,
the name was Jfiiijiitu Maximus, see <'IL i.\. No.
1 125]). Accordingly, we maj' probably suppose
that the difference between this later and the
earlier organization consisted in the substitution
of a gcrusii for the monarchical authority of the

ethnarch, or in the setting up of a tfciitsin side by
side with him. In favour of the latter supposition
it can he urged that the decree of Claudius ap-
pears to presuppose the continued existence of
ethnarchs even after the interposition of Augustus.
At the same time, it is also possible that Claudius

only means to say in general that the Jews still

continued to have their own superiors (cOvdpxa.1).
The yepovffia and the &PX.OVTCS at its head are
further mentioned by I'hilo several times in the
same context (S 10 [cd. Mangey, ii. 528] : TUK dxi

rijj ytpovvias Tptis &v8ps ; ib. fjifTaTf^afj^f^ rpSrepov
TOIT T/juer^poi'S &PXOVTO.S ; ib. p. 528 f. TOI)T dpxotrrat,

Tri ycpovaiav ; ih. 14 [p. 534] TU'K plr dpx<>vTui>).

Josephus mentions the irpurrtvorrtt 7-175 yfpovaias

(/!./ VII. x. 1). According to the principal passage
of Philo ( 10 [ed. Mangey, ii. 527 f.]), r'laccus

caused thirty-eight members of the (fcrusitt to l>e

dragged into the theatre and scourged there. The
whole number was, accordingly, greater than this ;

it may have been seventy, after the model of the
Sanhedrin at Jerusalem. In any case the &pxovTct
were not the whole Ixidy of the

yepoi'aia,
but only

its committee of management. Tins is clear not

only from the statements of I'hilo, but from the

standing usage of the (ireck word.* A widely
diffused error is the identification of the Egyptian
ala/jftrch with the Jewish ethn'irch. The first

named
ptlice

was a purely civil one, although, of

course, it was repeatedly held by Jews of note (see

below, iv. ).

* In the above account no regnrd ia paid to a passage in the
Letter of Aristeas. which, if its terms were more precise, would

supply ns with information n_ U'lui. the organization of the
Alexandrian Jews about the year B.c. 200. The passajre

(ArijttefK Kpittt. t ed. \Vt-ndtaml, 5 310) rt-ads : rrTi? <. .

T4/ i;u*^<v ei ffltfp'STt?*! *Ut* TV, aT Tu V>.l r\ :.UMtt M rl

i/frilUM T; Ti.*t'i-*: i.'-ra, (t liis. which 19 the text of our M ~ -

reproduced exa<-tly in I .n-. I
> l'rf?p. Krantj. VIM. v. ; Jot*.

Ant. xn. ii. 13 (I'd. Siese, 5 108] (fives a tree summary of the
contentH of the passage). Since there is no rmmcieiu nutton for

deleting the TI before i-/Cf*Hot t there are four classes ni'-n-

tioned : (1) the priests, (2) the elders of Ihe
interpreter;,

elders of the T^TIHU* of the Jews*. (4) the rj-^ttii n
(rf. the explanation of Wcndlaml in Fetttchrifl Jtir Joh,

'

1900, p. 128). Thi1 last two clas-st-s answer to the >!,<

the px9*T '' ^ oryanizod by Augaatus. It won:

as if the organization in those earlv times halt l>een -

what it avrain IK-CIUIIO ailh^equenl to the time of A

whereas in the inten'enin^ pt-riml it had more of a mn
form. There is, indeed, nothing strantfe in a mo<lir.<

the constitution tuning taken plat
1" mon> than on-

course of three ct'ntiirie*. But the >'

Aribteas is too va^ue to build certain conclusions upon.
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When we take a survey of what we know other-

wise about the constitution of the communities of

the Diaspora, certain common features show them-

selves amidst many local differences.

1. One point in which a difference shows itself

concerns the namefor the community. In so far as

the latter forms an independent political corpora-

tion, it is called iroXtTv|i<i. This term, however,
is found only in the case of Alexandria (Aristae

Epist. 310), and of Berenike in Cyrenaica. In

the latter instance the word occurs in a decree set

up by the Jewish community in honour of the

Roman governor, M. Tittius (CIG 5361 ; see fac-

simile in Roschacli's Catalogue of the Museum of

Toulouse [where the inscription now is], M-usfe rle

Toulouse, Catalogue ties Antiquites, 1865, No.

2-5) : ooe ro?s &p\oufft Kai rq iroXirei'^aTi TUJV fv

'BtpeviKTi 'louo'aiuj'. The names of the d/>x<"'T" w ''

stood at the head of the iroXiVeujua are given at the

beginning of the decree ; there are nine of them.

(On the use of iroXirev^a in a similar sense, see

Perdrizet,
' Le iro\ire v/j.a des Canniens a Sidon

'

in

Revue archful., trois. Serie, xxxv. [1899] 42-48 ;

and Wendland, Aristece Epist., Index, s.i\).

In most towns the Jews formed at first a colony
of foreigners side by side with the body of citizens.

This is the condition implied in the expressions
KdToiKia (inscription at Hierapolis : Sunrei TTJ KaroiKig.

rani fj/'IepairiXec KO/roucatimoii 'lovSalur ; cf. Kamsay,
E.c/Hisitor, Feb. 1902, p. 96 f. ), Xo<5 (inscription at

Hierapolis : dnoreifffi T Xay ruic 'loi'Saiwc), cdvos

(inscription at Smyrna : Sciim TU (Bun Twv'Iovdattai).*

These various designations all express the fact

that the Jews belonged to a foreign nation, and in

Greek towns were counted non-citizens.

The commonest designation, however, especially
in later times, is o-uKrywyi]. In Greek usage this

word occurs only in the sense of '

assembly,'
'
festal gathering.' Thus, for instance, c. 200 B.C.,

in the so-called Testament of Epikteta (CIG 2448
=Inscriptions Graicce insularum iiiaris ^Eijici,

fasc. iii. No. 330), the society which is to attend

to the hero-cult instituted by Epikteta is called

rt> KOUIJV, but the annual gathering of the society
d (col. iv. line 23 f. TO.V 8 ai'vaytiryav , . .

'

CTOS atdpas rpeis). But in Jewish usage trwayayi)
stands for the community as a corporation (in the

LXX it mostly represents n-ij) ; see art. CONGRE-
GATION in vol. i.). This term has the most general

sense, and hence could be retained even when the

Jews through Greek culture and participation in

the rights of citizenship had become assimilated

to the rest of the inhabitants. They then formed
a '

society
'

for the protection of their religious
interests. We can adduce instances of the use of

awaywyri in this sense from inscriptions in Asia as

well as at Home. So, for instance, in Asia : at

Phokrea (rj avvayuyj] trfi^^ev ruv 'lovSaiuv Tdnov

^TpdTuvo;), Akmonia in Phrygia (ofs nras rai T\

atv}, Pantikapjvum (cri-feTrirpoTreoi'ir^j

At Rome the Jews were not, as at Alexandria.

organized as a single great corporation, such a

thing being apparently not tolerated by the author-

ities. They had, on the contrary, to content them-
selves with the more modest position of a number
of small private societies. Each society had its

special name. The following names are preserved
in the inscriptions : 1. yivayayri Avym'trTijaiuiv (CIG
9902, 9903 = l('iorel!i, Catali.(io del Museo Nazionale
di Napoli: Iscrizioni latiite, Nos. 1956, 1960;

OIL vi. No. 29757 : REJ xlii. 4). 2. avmywyv
'A7piirjr7)<riui> (CIG 9'.:07). 3.

'

Synagoga Bolumni '

(CIL vi. No. 29756). These three societies are

named after prominent persons [Bolumnus is=
* In the case of the inscriptions that have been already

quoted in $ i. we give here only the references.

Volumnus], whether for the reason that the mem
bers were in the service of these men (cf. PU 4-

ol (K TTJs Kaiffapos otVias), or because the latter were
the patrons of the societies. Since we meet with

'A7/3ijrirjj<noi as well as AI'TOI'OTTJO-IOI side by side,

the reference is doubtless to the first Augustus
and his friend Agrippa. The name assumed by
the societies would be retained even after the

death of their patrons. Other societies take their

name from the quarter of the city of Rome in

which their members lived, namely, 4. The
Kanirn<noi, called after the Campus MWtius (CIG
9905 [more correctly in Garrucci, Dissertazioni, ii.

188, No. 4] ;
also Garrucci, I.e. ii. 161, No. 10 ;

CIL vi. No. 29756 'mater synagogarum Campi et

Bolumni'). 5. The Si^oup^o-ioi, named from the

Subura, one of the most frequented quarters in

Rome, a centre of trade and business life (CIG
6447 = Fiorelli, Catalogo, No. 1954). The following
additional synagogues are also known : 6. A
awayuyr) Aiflptoiv, presumably that of the Hebrew-

speaking Jews (CIG 9909 ; Melanges Renter, 1887,

p. 439 = Kaibel, Infer. Gr. Sicil. et Itnl., No. 945).

7. A ffvvayuyi) 'EXouas, named after the symbol of

the olive tree (CIG 9904 ;
de Rossi, Bullettiuo di

archeol. crist. v. p. 16). 8. At Porto a ni'vayuyr]

T&V KapKap-rjaiuv, which derived its name from the

occupation of its members, who were calcarienses,

'lime-burners' (Melanges Renter, 440; and in CIG
9906 we should in all probability read not Ka,u-

7r?)<riuy but KaX(,-op77(jiu>' [see Garrucci, Cimitero,
38 f.]).

An isolated occurrence of another designation
for the Jewish corporation of a city has yet to be

mentioned, namely, the ' Universitas Judseorum

qui in Antiocliensinm civitate constituti sunt.'

This is found in an Imperial statute of the year
A.D. 213 (Cudcx Justin. I. ix. 1).

2. A pretty extensive uniformity appears to

have prevailed in the matter of the organization
and titles of the officials of the community. Almost

everywhere we have evidence that the managing
committee bore the name apxovres. 1. For Alex-

andria we have to refer to the above-cited passages
from Pliilo. 2. For Berenike in Cyrenaica see in

like manner the above-mentioned inscription,

according to which there were nine tipxavres at the

head of the Jewish TroXirei^a. 3. At Antioch a

Jewish apxuv is incidentally mentioned by Josephus
(BJ vn. iii. 3). 4. At Tlos in Lycia the office of

Jewish archon (dpxofrcia) is referred to in an in-

scription (see above). 5. For North Africa we
have the testimony of Tertullian, who names quite

generally, amongst other Jewish offices, that of

dpxav (de Corona, 9 :

'

Quis denique patriarches,

quis prophetes, quis levites aut sacerdos aut

archon, quis vel postea apostolus aut evangelizator
aut episcopus invenitur coronatus?'). It is there-

fore extremely probable that the archon mentioned

in a Latin inscription in Utica is a Jewish one

(CIL viii. No. 1205, also Addenda, p. 931). 6. In

Italy, too, the title appears to have been in general
use. In a Homily for the birthday of St. John

(printed among the works of Chrysostom in edi-

tions prior to that of Montfaucon, e.g. ed. Paris,

t. ii., 1087), which takes account of the conditions

of Italy in the time of the later empire, it is made
a matter of reproach to the Jews that, in opposi-
tion to the law of God, they begin the year, not in

spring but in the month of September :

' mensem

Septembrem ipsum novum annum nuncupant, quo
et metisc mngistratus sibi designant, qvosArchonlas
vacant.' When we turn to the Jewish inscriptions
of Italy we meet with the title at Capua (CIL x.

No. 3905 'Alfius Juda arcon arcosynagogus'), at

Porto near Rome (Kaibel, Inscr. Gr. Sicil. et Itnl.,

No. 949 KXca''8ios 'luro-ijs d>xw"). and with special

frequency at Rome itself (CIG 9906, 6447, 0337 ;
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(!an ileci, I'imit- r, .'(.">, 51, 111, tiT, also the same
authors DisMrittxioni, n. l.'is, No. i, ld4, N<>s. l",

1C, 17, IS; de Ko-si, Bullettino, \. Hit. At Kome
each of tin 1 societies, ii i- certain, liiul it- own
orchons. They were elected, according to the

Homily |n-i II..IH' :. annually in tin- inontli of

September. There Illl "Jit I"- I e el eel mil (5ir d.p\(*3V,

I' IH ii!'|ii; < Ian neci, I 'mutt i-ii, 47); nay, it would

appear as if an archon might In- elected fur lift 1

,
for

this is tin' probable meaning of tin- Icpeatedly
re< lining 5ia. flioi' (I'll. -\. No. !S93'Ti. Claudius

1'hilippus ilia vill rt gcrusiarehcs
'

; I'li't !l!Hl7

Zw<rt^o$ Sid j3toi' ffwa.yuyr)i 'A.ypnmjfftuv). Cf, ,
in

eeneKtl, NVe^seliii;:, /'' ,/ it>?" '>r /n urchontibus <rd

iiixi-n/itiiiiii-iii li< n nii-i H.V in. l7iiS; Schurci, I'ii

Getnemdeverfatsttng <ln- .imii-H in limn in il<r

A">> ,'~i-it IKir/i il, n / 1,
..,/,,'(/''

n d'H-i/i-xti'l/t, 1879.

It is only for Italy that tin 1

presence of the title

Ytpovo-iapxis or ytpo\><na.p\<i>v 's demonstrable,
Tin' hrst of these forms is foniiil in the tonib-

in-ci i|'l i"iis at Home i

' '/'/ 'J!Mi2 = Kiorelli. ' W/<i>/n,
No. I'.i.'ili; Cairucci, I'iunl. ,;,, 51, 62, >!', />"-

si'i-iii^iinii. ii. ls:i, No. 27) and in the neighbourhood
of Naples (I'll. \. No. 1893); tlir other o.-riirs at

\eiii-a (CIL ix. Nos. (i-JKi, 6221). The title ran
liave no other meaning than 'president of the

geruria.' \\'e thus learn from it, what without
this cviilence mixht have been assumed, that the

communities hail not only dpx "" 5 '"'t a 'so a

yepowia. The fact that, in spile of this, the title

rpeorfltfrepot nowhere occurs in the numerous tomb-

inscriptions at Home, is instructive. The eMers
were not oflicmls in the jironer sense, they were
the eoiiliclential advisers ot the community. Hence
Trpctrpirrepos was not a title. It is not till a very
late period that we find it so employed (e.g. at

Venosa, and that even in the ease of women, ''//.

i\. Nos. ii-.'ii'.p, (i>(i, u-_':iii, cf. also Codes //<"

dosianvs, xvi. viii. _', 13, 14).

The office of opxi<ruvaY"Y5 l ''-^' 'ruler of the

syua^o^'ue'i was ipiite generally established. We
can prove its existence lor all the leading spheres
of the Jewish Diaspora. 1. K^ypt ( Hadriiin's

alleged letter to Servianus n/i. Vopiscus, Vitu

.\-ifni-iiini, si. 2. Asia Minor: Antioeh in 1'isidia

(Ac i:t'
:

i, Cilii-ia (Kpiphan. llirr. \\\. 11), Smyrna
(inscription in REJ vii. Itilf. ), Myndos in ('aria

(A'/-.'./ xlii. 1 4), Akmonia in 1'hry^ia (see aUive,

p. 94*, for inscription ; in this instance an apx^avva.-

yaryos Sia plot'). 3. Greece : Corinth (Ac 18"-"),
.K-iii,-t |'7'/ JislMl. 4. Italy: Home (C/G 990H ;

(iarrncci, Cimitero, ii7 , Capua i'7// \. No. 3905),
Venosa (I'll. \\. Nos. ii-ji i|, li-jn.-), ti-_':U), Brescia

(Knihel. Inter. Gr. Sicil. >t I'"/., No. -J3U4). 8.

Africa: I l.iiinn mi I .n near C,-u'th:n;e (inscription
on the mosaic pavement of the -\ n.i^nmie), C;esarea
in Maiiretiiniu (Artn Mm-'mini , iv. I ; A'/-.'./ xliv.

8). 6. The Kom.in empiie in general (Codex
Theodorianvs, \\i. \iii. 4, i.'i, 14).

The duty of the opx'O'ci'a-ywyos was to take

charge of the public worship. Since there was no
otlicial preacher in -le\\ish communities, any quali-
fied mi'inher of the congregation beiny permitted
to read the Scripture lessons or deliver an address
or lead in

|irayer,
it \v:i-. neci'ssary to have an

ollicial to ilnect and watch over tl \ercise of

this fr lom by the members. This was the

dp\tovi>dyoyos (Heb. r::;n rx-i. He had to lix on
the reader of the lessons and the leader in pia\<-i,
and to invite competent persons to address the

congregation (Ac lit
1

'
1

). To him fell the general
duty of seeing that nothing unseemly took [dace
in the -yna^o^ue (I.k 13"), and he had doubtless
to take care also that the sviia^o^ue buildings
were kept in proper repair. He belonged to the
number of the d/.xoirfs of the eommiinitv, but his

ollice \\as a, muie special one than that of the

&PXOVT(S in general; hence the two ollices are

nai I side by side as distinct i
' '/'/' HIMi ; (larrucci,

< 'unit' I'll, Ii7 ; C1L x. No. 3'.(n."> ; Ac 14- [according
to the text of 1) : ui Si ipxurxvirYWyoi run '[ui'&aiuv

\ai oi apxovrcs TIJS avvaywyijt]). Since we meet
with a yfpoi'ffidpxil* side by side with the dp^iji'iid-

701705 in the tomb-inscriptions of Koine and Venosa,
those two otlices also are to he regarded as dist mil .

That is to say, the d.px'aivdywyos was not, as such,
at the .same time tile head and president <>f the
ytporffia.. It is (jiiite possible, however, that out-
side Italy [it is only in this country that we hear
of a yipovaiapx^} both otlices were united in one

person.

finally, we encounter pretty frequently in the

inscriptions the titles pater synaifuya; and mater
synngoga: : TTO.TTIP fftvayuyrjt (ClG 9904, 9905,
ii'.ios, !i!i9: Garrucci, Cimitero, 52, Dissertazioni,
ii. 161, No. 10; Melanges Rrnier, 440);

'
iiatei

aynagogte' (OIL viii. No. 8499; Codex 1'heo-

dosianvs, xvi. viii. 4) ; Trariip TWV 'Kfjptuv (Melanges
Jtenier, 439=Kail>el, hiscr. Gr. Sicil. cl Ital., No.
945); TOTTJP roD ar^futrot (CIG 9897); irai%> Xaou
Sid (liov (REJ xxxiv. 148);

'

pater,' without any
addition ((larrncci, Disaertazinni, ii. Hi4, No. 18;
CIL ix. Nos. 62-20, 0221) ; 'mater synaj-osu-'

'

(CIL
v. No. 4411, vi. No. 29756). The very circum-
stance that the title is found in the feminine as
well as the masculine form, makes it probable
that it does not stand for a communal

njfii'f,

strictly so called. Nor are we to understand it of
the patron of the community ; it was simply a
title of honour {jiven to a^'eil members who had
deserved well of the community (cf. the statement
of aijes in ''/(,' !)!I04 (rav fKar^v (.vie) Stta., and CIL
vi. No. 29756 'qua

1
! bixit an. Ixxxvi. meses vi.').

The employment of the terms dpxofrft and
y(pt'ala shows that the constitution of the Jews
in the Diaspora it'rt.t hnsed on the communal eon-
slit tit imt nf the, Greek eitici. There are other
traces besides this of the strong inlluence exercised

by this model upon the external arrangements of

the Jewish communities. Like the (Jreek com-
munes, the Jewish communities honoured deserving
men and women by the bestowal of a wreath and
of \\uipruetlrut. Thus the community of 1'hoku-a
honoured a woman who had taken upon herself

the cost of building the syna^o^ue, xp l'&v GTKpdvy
Kai Tr^oeSpiif (see above, i.). The Jewish strategus
Chelkias was likewise honoured with a golden
wreath (An-liio fiir PapijTU-sfurschung, i. [IJiOO]
48-56 ; 11KJ xl. [1900] 50-54). The community of

Herenike resolved reiirdin<; the Homan governor,
who had shown himself friendly to the Jews,
ffr(pa.vouv dvofiaari *a6' fKdffTT}V ffi'fodov Kai voi'fjujfia.i'

Gretpdvy AatV^j KO.I XTJ^VL^K^ (CIG 53ol). At Alex-
andria honorific decrees and gifts of this kind, in-

cluding also such as related to the emperors, were
exhibited in the vestibules of the synagogues
(Philo, in Flacfiiin, 7 [ed. Mangey, ii. 524]).
Hence 1'hilo complains that, when the synagogues
were wrecked by the Alexandrian mob, 'even the
shields and golden wreaths and steles and in-

scriptions in honour of the emperors' perished in

the general destruction (Legntm ad Giiinm, 20

[ed. Mangey, ii. 565] : KO.I ffiuirui rds ffvyKaOatpcOclffas
KCLL ai'fjLirprjaOfiffas TUIV avroKpaTopuv Ti/zav a<7jri5ujf /coi

ffTttfrdvuv iirixpi'fftijv Kdl ffTijXCiv Kai tvtypa.<puv).
Tlie inlluence of (ireek processes of law shows

itself in the Jewish legal instruments all'-'ctiiig

manumission of slaves, found at 1'antikapa'iim
1 1.at \sehev, Inscriptions (tntigwx) ortc sejitentr.
Ponti Euxini, Nos. 52, 53). In Asia Minor there
was n widely recognized right to exact a money
penalty for the unauthorized use of a grave.
Hence in a multitude of tomb-inscriptions we lind

a warning against such an act, with a specification
of the line that would be incurred. 1'enal cautions
of this kind, couched exactly in the terms usual iu
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other quarters, may be read also on Jewish toinhs

at Smyrna, Hierapolis in Phrygia, Tlos in Lyeia,

Korykos in Cilicia (see ahove, i.). The lines are

to be paid either to the Imperial fsciis or to the
Jewish cominnnity (rt^ 6vei rwv 'louSatojf [at

Smyrna], ry \a$ TWV 'lovdaiuiv, TTJ Karou'ig rtav

'lovdaiui' [at Hierapolis]), or to both. To Greek
influence should probably be attributed also the
bestowal of titles and honorary offices upon women.
In Greek communes and societies we encounter
women with such titles as Trpt'i-am, t7Te0ap7j0jpos,

7i'/u'a<jiapxos, d'yuipo^ris, SeKaTrpuros ; so amongst
the Jews we have dpx'tf'i'i'd-ywyos (at Smyrna [HEJ
vii. 161if.]> and Myndos in Caria [KEJ xlii. 1-4]),

jrpe<7/3iT^pa, and ' mater synagogse
'

(see above).
But, in spite of this extensive adoption of Greek

forms, the influence of Greece upon the Jewish
communities must not be exaggerated. Not only
their religion, but even their civil law was retained

by them as far as possible. Everywhere they
laid the greatest stress upon justice being adminis-
tered in the bosom of Jewish communities Kara
TOVS jrorpi'oi's i/6/ioi's (Jos. Ant. XIV. X. 17). And this

jurisdiction of their own was to a large extent
conceded to them by the heathen authorities.

iii. TOLERATION' AND RECOGNITION BY THE
STATE AUTHORITIES. The framework of political
rights into which the Jewish communities had to

tit themselves, varied in different places and at

different times. We may distinguish some three
forms under which the communities in the Diaspora
attained to a political existence ; and all three
have more or less numerous analogues.

1. The nearest analogy is that of the settlements

'jf foreigners, especially Orientals, in the great
trading cities of the Gni'co-Roman world. In all

the great seaports of the Mediterranean, during
the era of Hellenism we meet with Egyptian,
Phoenician, Syrian traders, who not only carry on
their business in passing, but are permanently
settled there in greater or smaller numbers, and
have formed themselves into close corporations for

the defence of their common interests. They built

their temples, maintained their religious service,
and supported one another in their material inter-

ests. Settlementsof this kind are known to us from

inscriptions, particularly at Athens ( Egyptians,
KiTieis from Cyprus, Sidonians), Delos (Tyrians,
Uerytenses, Egyptians), 1'uteoli (Tyrians, Hery-
tenses). The members of the corporation lived in

the city as strangers (non-citizens), but their

society enjoyed toleration and recognition from the
State authorities. To this class belonged, without

any doubt, the oldest settlements of the Jews in

many places. They formed a raroi/tta, i.e.. a colony
of foreigners, separate from the political commune.

'2. Another analogy is presented by the private
societies which existed in enormous numbers and in a

great variety of forms throughout the whole of the
Gra'co-Roman world. Religious or commercial in-

terests, or both together, led in ancient as in later

times to the forming of a great many
' unions' (tHaffoi,

t'pacoi, collegia), which had their own administration
of funds,and exercised a certain discipline over their
members. In looking after their own affairs they
occupied an independent position in relation to the

political commune similar to that of the colonies of

foreigners just described, but were distinguished
from them by the circumstance that (at least as a
rule and for the most part) they consisted of natives,
whether citizens and freedmen, or non-citizens and
slaves. To this class belong most of the Jewish
communities in later times. For the more the Jews
became assimilated to their surroundings, the more
they passed from the position of foreigners to that
of homeborn, particularly in instances where they
possessed the rights of citizenship. With all this,

however, they appear as a rule to have retained a

certain position of isolation, for the amount of

jurisdiction which, with the consent of the city
authorities, they exercised within their own circle

was, so far as we know, for the most part greater
than was conceded to other religious or trades
unions.*

3. A third analogue to the communities of the
Jewish Diaspora is seen in the corporations of
Greelcs and Romans in non-Greek or non-L'<nii ftn

countries. The Greeks, in view of the wide diffu-

sion of Hellenism, had less occasion for forming
such corporations. These were much commoner
where Romans were concerned. As the ruling
nation, the Romans outside

Italy everywhere laid

claim to a unique position. They were subject
neither to taxation by the communes nor to the

jurisdiction of the city authorities, but formed in-

dependent bodies alongside of the communal >ocie-

ties of the particular cities in which they lived.

Examples of this kind are to be met with in great
numbers throughout the whole extent of the Ri nnan

Empire (Mommsen, OIL iii. Suppl. p. 1306, on No.

7240 ; Mitteis, Reiehsrecht and Volkircrlit in ilfii

vstlic/icn Procinzen des roitiischen AVi'.vr/v iVA.v,

1891, pp. 143-158). It is with this entirely inde-

pendent position which these associations held in

or rather alongside the communes, that we may
compare the position of the Jews in Alexandria
and in the city of Cyrene as described by Strabo

(ap. Jos. Ant. XIV. vii. 2). For here they were not

subject, as would appear, to the rule of the com-
munal authorities, but constituted an independent
corporation side by side with the rest of the body
of citizens. Their independence thus went beyond
what was enjoyed by the lirst two classes above
described.

A uniform presupposition in all these political

regulations was State toleration of the Jewish
cultus. This was enjoyed by the communes almost

everywhere and at most periods of time. In the

empires of the Ptolemies and the Seleucids the

religious freedom of the Jews was a matter of

course. l!ut the early Ptolemies and Seleucids

also conferred important political rights upon their

Jewish subjects (see below, iv. ).f Antiochu* the

Great protected the cultus at Jerusalem by royal
statutes (Jos. Ant. XII. iii. 3, 4). [The genuineness
of these is, indeed, disputed (see Biichler, Die
Tobiaden tind die Oni'iden, 1899, pp. 143-171 ;

Willricli, Judaica, 1900, pp. 48 f., 58-60), but
on what appear to the present writer iiiMitri-

cient grounds. The genuineness is held, amongst
others, by Ed. Meyer, Die Entstehunrj des Jmf< n-

thums, 1896, pp. 66, 68]. The persecution of the

* Mommsen (HMor. Zeitscltrifi, Ixiv. [1890] 421-42G) has
contended that it was only down to the fall of Jerusalem that

the Jews were regarded as a people (gens, tt)*o;\ and that af'er

that event 'the place of the privileged nation was taken 1>\ the

privileged cimj'essiun.' That is to say, in the earlier period
political privileges had been accorded to all who were Jews hy
birth, and to them alone, whereas in the later they belonged to

all who professed the Jewish religion, and to them alone. But,
in the opinion of the present writer, this is pushing an ob-

servation which is correct in itself to far too sharp a point,
when an actual juristic formula is thus arrived at. Even during
the period of the late empire the Jews were still in many
instances regarded as a '

people
'

(the inscription of Smyrna i-a

ithu * '!!/.* dates at the earliest from the 3rd cent. A.D.,

and even the inscriptions of Hierapolis must be placed sub-

sequent tA.D. 7u). And it was just the later emperors who
sought to prevent the ' confession

' from being extended

beyond the circle of the Jewish nation ; that is to say, they

granted privileges only to the people, and not to the con-

fession. Moumisen's view, however, will be found correct

to this extent, that the Jews, as time went on, advanced
more and more from the first of the above two classes to the

second.
t Cf.

,
on the friendly disposition of the early Ptolemies ta

the Jews, in general, Jos. c. Apion. ii. 4, 5. A Ptolemy once
actuallv granted the right of asylum to a Jewish /./*. "(/:

(OIL iii. Suppl. No. 6583 Bin*cu; Hi-oilier Eisn-ii-r.; ;;.

frpoffiui*.* otffv>.e*. The monarch referred to is probably Ptolemy
111., for had it been Euergetes 11. = Ptolemy vn., we should have

expected his consort to be named along with him).
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.lews Iry Anliochus K|iilili:un-i was i|Ult<- an ex

Oeptionftl ]i|i>'iM
HIM in in. I'l i nnnellt as a lil-ihl

of the .lews was I'tolemy VI. i Philomeluri, who
even permitted a, Jewish temple tn lie Iniill in

h'x.vpt 'see below, v.). 'I'lie hostile attitude I"

tin- .lews assiiiiieil by Ptolemy VII. I I'lu sci HI i was
line, nut tu their religions Imt their political

partisanship ;.los. .-. .I/, ma. ii. ,"n.

The llee exercise lit I hei I rel i^'ii ill H as e\
|
ires-| y

al lii weii to the Jews also by the I! an legislation,

which safeguarded it I'mm any attempts at siq,.

plcssioii liy the ( I reek i 111 lines. It was especially
to Ctesar and Augustus that theJews were indebted
fur their furniiil recognition in the Kmnan Kmpire.
A whole series of aets have lieen preserved fur us

liy .lusephiis (.[HI. xiv. \.. xvi. \i.i. partly resolu-

tions nf the Senate, partly eilicts cif Ca-sar ami

Augustus, partlv thuse of Konian utlieials ur nt

ci.niniiinal authorities ni the -ai late. These
all have (he same purpo-e. nann-h. to secure for

the .lews (he free exercise iif their religion ami the

maintenance nf their prh ilexes cf., on these acts,

especially the investigation of Mendelssohn in ^4c<a

Societatw I'/,,/. Lias., >d. Kitschi-lins, v. |lsT.".J s7-

288; alsn '/'/,. (,/. /.it,',;,/in-:-ifiiii<i. |s7<i. coK :;;in

It!"',; Nie-e ill //.VW.V, XJ. [ 1S71>] lljll ISM. While
Ca-sar prohibited in general all ri,l/,-</in except
those that hail existeil from remote antn|iiity, the

.lewish eommnnities were expressly excluded from
this prohibition l.los. A/it. XIV. X. 8: KOI yap 1'eiios

Kaurap 6 rifji^Tepoy ffrpaTrjybs Kal I'TOTOS ff Tip 5ia-

Tdyv-aTi kw\i'ujv fttaffovs ffwdyeffffai Kara. vu\iv [xovovs
TOVTOUS OUK <Kiu\o-v o\'Tf XP^^" <rvi>cia<pjpcti> oi'rf

ffi'tSctirn Tcita*). We find, for instance, a Unman
olticial appealing to this ileeive in warniiii; the

authorities uf I'anis nut to interfere with the Jews
in the practice of their religions observances (Jos.

/.<-.). It is likewise to the influence of Cirsar that
we -liould prulialily trace the four decrees quoted
l.\ Josephus, .Int'. xiv. x. 20-24. The object,
direct or indirect, of all of them is to guarantee
to the .lews of Asia Minor i l.aodicea, Miletus,

llalieariiMssiis, Sardisl the unimpeded exercise of

their relL'ion. After (Cesar's death, the t w o e, HI

tending ]iarlies vied with one another in maintain-

ing the privileges of the .lews. On the one hand,
Dolahcllu, the partisan of Antony, who made
himself master of A-ia Minor in the' year I5.C. 43,

continued lot he .lew s 1 1 xempt ion from military
service and the religion freedom granted them by
foimer ".oM-rinirs i. [nt. XIV. x. 11, 1'Ji. Un the

uther hand, M. .Innius linitus, who in the spring
of the year -4J w:is m.tkiii"; warlike preparations in

Asia Minor against Anton.-and Octavianus, per-
Miadeil the Kphesians to ado]il a resolution that

the .Irwswere nut to Ke i ii t ertVi cd w it h in their

oliservaiii-e of the Sabbath and their Other religi-
(ills pr:ietices |. Int. XIV. X. 25).

All this had theett'ect of hrin;_'in^ about a legal
standing, in virtue of whii-h .//"/"'\//' ints n '

rclifjiu

/i, >t, * Ihriiiniliniit Hi'' ii'lu'l i if II" HiiiH'in Kin/iirc

(Tertull. .Ijni/i'ir. 21, 'insiji'iissima reli^'io, rerte

lie-it a' [tl xpressiuii, Ky t lie way. is not a technical

une in 1! :m law, which speaks of 'i

In il.-i }}. That, amongst others, the .lews in the

city of Koine enjoyed this le^-al -tandin^'. is speci-

ally testilied liy Philo for the time of Augustus
(Legatio ! Gaium, <j 23 [ed. Man^.-y. ii. "168 f.]).

It is true, however, that down to th -lei cent. A.D.

foreign sin-i-'i could In- practised onh i ml side the
4

pomerium.
1

The State recognition of the .Ii?wi-h communities
is es-cntialU i-onnecteil with two important con-

cessions: tH ii'ihl nf ml n^iiiiti i-iinj tlitir oirn

fiinilt, mi'/ jin -in/ii tm, i in-.,' I/,', I- iiinn member*.
The former of these had a special importance,
owinc; to the collecting.' and transmitting of the

dues paid to the temple at Jerusalem. The

governor Flaccus, a contvni) '. "i I'iceiu,

interfered with this (Cic. in /'/" -I/MI, _> : see

had
the

text of the passage quoted above, i.).

mnn.-il authurities of Asia likewi -e app-ar. even
lifter the edicts of C'li-sar't* time and m

i

these, to have continued to act in a similar way.
The decrees of the time of Augustus accordingly
hear chiefly upon this point. As Augustus pel
milted the export of sums of money ti UOHH-
it . h Philo, Lcyiitio ail Utiiitm, 'J.S [ed. Man^ey.

:.]), it was impressed upon tin* eummiim of

Asia .Minor and (,'yrene that in this matter they
must put no obstacle in the way of the .lew- I.,

.l/i^. xvi. vi. '2-7 : I'hilo, Legatio ad Gain
[ed. Man^ey, ii. 592]).
Of ei{iial importance for the .lewish communities

was th' posscsrion of ft jurisdiction f>f th>:ir ttwn.

Since the Mosaic law has regard not only to the

performance of the cultus hut also to the relations

of civil life, placing the latter under the control of

a Divine law, it was intolerable to the Jewish con-

science that Jews should be judged by any code of

laws but their own. Wherever the Jews came
they brought their own system of law with them,
ami executed justice, according to its standard, in

the case of their fellow-members. It may he re-

garded as probable that the employment of their

own code in i-ii'il processes was everywhere sanc-

tioned by the State authorities, in so far, that is to

say, as complaints of Jews against one another
were concerned. Not only must this have self-

evidently leen the case at Alexandria, but it is

witnessed to also for Asia Minor liy a despatch
of Lucius Antonius (governor of the Province of

Asia, B.C. 50-49) to the authorities of Sanlis

(Jos. Ant. XIV. X. 17: 'loi'Saioi jroXrTdl rj^Tfpoi

Trpo<rf\6jvTes not eV^5e<ac airrot'S ffiivoSof txuv i&iaf

KO.TO. rout iraTplovs vlifiovs air' dpxw oi rlnrov foiov,

tV <fj
rd re TrpdyfJLara Kal ray irp6s d\\^\oi'? dvTi\oyias

Kpivovaiv' TOiTb Tf ainjffa.fdvois iV' <^ woutv auro??,

TTjprjffat Kal firtrptyat ?Kptva). The terms of this

despatch show that even those Jews who possessed
the Roman citizenship (roXFTai ^^rtpoi), and as

Konian citizens could have sought redress before

the convent as civium Romanorum, preferred to

brinj; their disputes liefore the Jewish tribunal

(rfootios, conventus) for decision. Even in the le^i-

lation of the later Imperial period, this Jewish

jurisdiction continued to he recognised in civil

cases (Codi-x Thcodvsianiin, II. i. 10 [Decree of the

emperors Arcadius and Honorius of the year 3!I8] :

'Sane si (|iii per compromissum, ad similitudinem

arbitrurum, apud Judieofl vel patriarchas ex con-

sensu pa 1 1 mm in civili duntaxat ne^'<itio putaverint

litigandum, sortiri eorum judicium jure publico nun
vetentur : eorum ctiani sententias provinciarum

judices exsei[U.antur, tanii|uaiu ex sententia co^ni-
toris arbitri fuerint attributi').
A jurisdiction of their own in criminal cases, in

the complete sense of the expression, was certainly
not conceded to the Jews in most plaevs. On tin-

other hand, not only do we meet with undoubted
instances of the exercise cf a correctional />ulii-i:

init/iui-itu (see Mommsen, Zcitsrhrift fin- flic

Xcutcst. Wisssnschnft, ii. [1901] 88 f.), hut this

would even appear to have been permitted b\ tin-

State authorities. It is from this point of \ ii u

that we are to understand how Saul of I

applied to the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem fur full

powers to punish Jewish Christians living outside

Palestine (Ac 0* 22U 20"). He himself was after-

wards as a Christian scourged live times by tin-

Jews (2 Co H 24
) ; in these instances we an eel

tainly to think, not of Palestinian hut of I

Jewish communities. At Corinth the
proconsul

(iallio leaves it to the Jews to proceed a.am -t

St. Paul according to their own jmln nt, t"i

he himself will not act as jud;; when an
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against the Jewish religion is concerned (Ac
181-M).

In addition to the freedom of initiative secured
for the Jews in the instances we have just de-

scribed, the Roman toleration paid a very large
regftrd to their religious sensibilities. One chief

difficulty concerned the question of military ser-

vice. Such service was quite impossible for a Jew
in a non-Jewish army, for on the Sabbath day he

might neither bear arms nor march more than 2000
cubits. This question became a specially practical
one when, on the outbreak of the civil war between
Ca-sar and Pompey in the year B.C. 49, tlie party
of Pompey commenced the enrolment of troops on
a large scale all over the East. In the Province of

Asia alone the consul Lentulus raised two legions
of Roman citizens (Ciesar, Bell. Cle. iii. 4). Amongst
these were included the resident .lews who possessed
the Roman citizenship. At their own request,
however, Lentulus exempted them from military
service, and gave his conscription agents every-
where instructions to the same effect (Jos. Ant.
XIV. x. 13, 14, 16, 18, 19). Six years later (B.C.

43) Dolabella, with express appeal to the earlier

edicts, confirmed the privilege of dcrrpareia. to the
same Jews (Ant. XIV. x. 11, 12). Further privi-

leges enjoyed by the Jews were the following : 1.

By a statute of Augustus they were exempted
from citation before a court on the Sabbath day
(Ant. XVI. vi. 2, 4). 2. If a public payment of

money or delivery of corn fell on a Sabbath, the
Jews were to receive their share on the following
day (Philo, Lcgntio ad Gaium, 23 [ed. Mangey,
ii. 569]). 3. Instead of the oil furnished by the

communes, the use of which was forbidden to the

Jews, they received a money equivalent (Jos. Ant.
XII. iii. 1).

The whole political standing above described
was never in later times essentially and perma-
nently altered. The measures taken by Tiberius

against the Roman Jews affected only the city of

Rome. The great question of the cult of the

Emperor, which afterwards became the main occa-
sion of the bloody persecutions of the Christians,
led in the case of the Jews to a merely transitory
and local persecution. Augustus and Tiberius

were, indeed, gratitied when the provincials volun-

tarily offered them divine honours after the Greek
fashion, but they did not demand that this should
be dene. Caligula was the first to make such a
demand universally. Since the Jews on account
of their religion could not comply with it, a bloody
persecution began at Alexandria, due at tirst to
the anti-Jewish mob, but afterwards carried on by
the governor himself. But Claudius hastened to
issue an edict of toleration by which all the rights
and privileges of the Jews were restored (Jos. Ant.
XIX. v. 2-3). No subsequent attempt was ever
made to compel the Jews to take part in the cult
of the Emperor. It came to be regarded as an
ancient privilege that they were exempt from this.

They had thus the advantage over the Christians
in that their privileges had been long established
before the cult of the Emperor became the State

religion, and was demanded of subjects as a test
of loyalty. While the Christians had to atone by
bloody martyrdom for their refusal to sacrifice to
the Emperor, no such demand was ever made upon
the Jews.

It is true, indeed, that certain vacillations in

their attitude to the Jews are found on the part
of the Emperors. Claudius himself felt compelled
to take measures against the Jews in the city of
Rome. But these were local, and were not

thoroughly carried out. The great war of Ves-

pasian and the destruction of the temple at Jeru-
salem led, in the case of the Jews of the Diaspora,
to the result that the former temple tax of two

drachma^ had now to be paid to the temple of

Jupiter Capitolinus (Jos. BJ VII. vi. 6; Dio
Cassius, Ixvi. 7). This must certainly have been

repugnant to the feelings of the Jews. But their

religious freedom was not otherwise interfered
with by Vespasian. Their political rights were
even expressly protected by him, for instance in

Alexandria and Antioch (Ant. XII. iii. 1, BJ VII.

v. 2). Domitian exacted the two drachma? tax
with the utmost rigour (Sueton. Dumit. 12), and
inflicted severe penalties on any Romans who
passed over to Judaism (Dio Cass. Ixvii. 14). But
the existing rights of the Jews were not annulled.
Under Nerva a milder condition of things was
inaugurated, in so far as he forbade any one tv
be accused for '

living in the Jewish manner '

( Dio
Cass. Ixviii. 1). By this order the ' calumnia
tisci Judaici,' i.e. accusations laid by informers in

the interests of the Jewish fsetts, was abolished

(cf. coins inscribed 'calumnia tisci Judaici sub-
lata ').

A violent shock to the existing condition of

things was given by the great Jewish revolts

under Trajan and Hadrian. The latter was due,
not wholly but partially, to Hadrian's jn-ohifiition

of circumcision (Spartian, Hadrian. 14). This

prohibition, so far as we can learn, was quite a

general one, issued on grounds of humanity, and
not specially directed against the Jews. But the

carrying out of such a decree would have been
tantamount to a destruction of real legal Judaism.
Hadrian's immediate successor, Antoninus Pius,
however, while he retained the prohibition in

other instances, once more granted the Jews per-
mission to circumcise their children (Digest, xlviii.

8, 11 pr. ). Similarly, Septimius Severus forbade

only the formal passing over to Judaism (Spartian,

Sept. Sen. 17). Of Alexander Severus we are ex-

pressly told that he ' Jndans privilegia reservavit'

(Lamprid. Alex. Scv. 22). The policy of the Chris-

tian Emperors was not always the same, but in

general was directed towards preventing the spread
of Judaism, without annulling its existing rights.

iv. RIGHTS OF CITIZKNSHIP, AND SOCIAL STAND-
ING. It has already been remarked above that
the Jews as a rule, at least in pre-Christian times,
lived in Greek cities as foreign settlers, like the

Egyptians, Phoenicians, or Syrians. That is to

say, they were not citizens, and had no share in

the management of municipal affairs. But there
were not a few towns where they possessed the

citizenship. This was the case especially in such
cities as had been newly founded, or whose con-

stitution had been reorganized during the Greek

period. To the category of the recently founded

belong pre-eminently the two capitals of the em-

pires of the Ptolemies and the Seleucids, namely,
Alexandria and Antioch.
At Alexandria the Jews, we are assured by

Josephus, were placed by Alexander the Great on
a footing of equality with the Macedonians from
the very tirst founding of the city (e. A/>iun. ii. 4 :

fis KdToiKTjffiv d O.VTOIS eduKev TJTTOV 'A\<?ay5pos Kdi

i'tTT/s irapa. rots MaKeSdcri TLfj.rji fir^Ti^o? . . . Kai fJ^XPL

vvv ai'Twp TJ 0cX7j TT]V irpoffTyopiav tixfv Ma/oe5jj'es).

In another passage Josephus asserts that Alex-

ander, byway of rewarding them for their services

against the Egyptians, gave them equal rights
with the Hellenes, and that the Diadochi further

permitted them to call themselves Macedonians

(BJ II. xviii. 7 : 'A\tav5pos . . . ZSuKfv rt> fieTOLKCiv

Kara rj}v n6\iv ^ itro-n^tas [tw. lect. iGovpoipa.?, prob-

ably a corruption of iVo/aoipIns] irpis TO^S "E\X>;j<as.

5Ltp.civev 5' ai'rots ^ TI/ITJ Kal irapa rCiv diaduxuv, oi . . .

Kai xpr}[j.aTiei)> tir^Tpe\l/a.v Ma/ctS^as). In the decree

of the emperor Claudius, quoted by Josephus(/ln.
XIX. v. 2), it is said that the Jews had been settled

side by side with the Alexandrians from the tirst,
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nnil tliat they had obtained equal |ilitirul rights
* from tin 1

kind's
'

(foiji iroXiretas ira/jd rutv fiavi\lui>

Tfrd'xoros). These lights \\eie explessly continued
to tin-in hyl';esar. A brass pillar set

it|> liy the

lattrr in Alexandria proi -laimed thai tin- Jews
\\ el e A I ex and riall citi/ells

I
. I nt . XI \ . \. 1

,
''. . f i>iu

ii. 4). 1'hilo like\\ ise notes tliat tin- Jews had the

legal standing of 'A Viai-i^tis and not that of the

Ai'-,iirrun (in t'lui-i-iiiii, ;;
111 (cd. Mangey, ii. .V_'S,i.

Tin- annulment of their rights during tin; perse
cut ion uiulrr r'lacciis was merely temporary, foi

Cluinliiis soon hastened to restore their ancient

privileges (.Int. XIX. v. 2l. Even iiftfr the ^reat
war ol A.D. TH the petition of tin- Alexandrians,
that tin 1 Jews should I" 1

deprived of the citizen-

ship, was not gianted t.lnt. XII. iii. 1).

A similar condition of things prevailed at
Axli'i'fi. Heie. too, from thr founding of the city

liy Sel. nciis 1. (Nikatori, tin- .lews had received the
same rights ol citizenship as thi- Macedonians and
Hellenes (.Int. XII. iii. 1 : i)Aei'*os 6 XiraT-up it als

fKTlfffV TT&\<ff(V tv TJ; '.\ffia KOil TTJ KCLTU l'/>ia KCtl fV

tti'Tfl rrf fjLrjTpoir^Xfi '.\vrtoxfia iroXtreias aiToes TJ^iwfffi>

Kdi TOIS VOt,Kiat)f\fflV l<rOTi,UOl'S dw^(pljvflf MaKfSjtfiC KO.I

"K\\7;cTii', il'S TJji* iroXireiai' TaiTyv Urt KO.L vvv StafjL^ffLV ;

and to a similar etl'eet r. A/iimi. ii. 1 [Niese, c; .'i!l]i.

In this eity also their privileges urn- set forth on
luass lalilels i/;./ VII. v. -J [Niese, ; I 111]). Ill one

pas-.-i^e. .losephus expresses himself as if tlie.se

lights were liisi conferred upon them liy the sin-

eessois of Antioeluis Epiphanes (/,',/" VII. iii. 3).

lint ]'iolialily lie is thinking of a restoration of

their privileges after the period of persecution
under Kpi]ihanes. \Vhcii in the time of Vespasian
the .\nlioeh. -lies bejJKcd that the .lews ini^ht lie

expelled from the city or deprived of their privi-

leges, this petition was refused as in the ease 1 of

the similar application of the Alexandrians (/,'./

VII. v. -2. [Niese, SS 1US-111], Ant. XII. iii. 1).

According to the above-cited passage (.4 n<. xil.

iii. 1), Seleucus I. (Nikator) granted the rights ot

citi/ensliip to the .lews, and placed them on a

footing of ei|iiality with the Macedonians and
Hellenes, not only at Antioch, Imt in all the cities

founded liy him in Asia and Syria. The numlier
of these cities was very considerahle (Appian, .>'///.

57). Even if the statement of Josepbns does not

justify I he conclusion that there were Jewish
settlers in nil of them, this must have been the
case with no inconsiderable proportion.

In all the aliove instances equality of rights on
the part of the Jews was based upon the recent
foundation of the cities during the Greek period.
In the older cities, if Jews came to settle, they
could not obtain the citizenship. There was one

contingency, however, which made this possible,

namely, if the political constitution of the city
came to 1)6 Organized afresh. Such recasting
of their constitution took place frequently at the
commencement of the (Ireek period in the cities

of Western Asia Minor. Alexander the Great
himself overthrew the oligarchical governments
that prevailed there, and replaced them by denio-

cratical constitutions (Arrian, I. xviii. 'J). This
was followed by a .series of fluctuating lorms in

the troubled times of the Diadochi. The delinite

restoration of autonomy and democracy in the
cities ,,t (he Ionian coast was essentially the work
of Antiochus 11. (Thcos), B.C. 281-246 (Jos. Ant.
XII. iii. 'J : Ttl'f y&p'lwvwv KttnfO^irrw ^TT' atVoi)j [srtV.

rout 'loi'Satoi'jJ Kai 5fo,u4vuv TOV Aypltrrov, iva. r^j

ToXirfiat, tfv avroif (Suxv 'Avrioxos o Sf\ei'Kou

I'iujfu* 6 irctpa rois "K\\T/<rii/ 6f6? \ty6iu9ta, fibvoi

fur\0ufftft K.T,\, This general testimony of Jose-

Jihus, according to which Antioehiis II. liestowed

their iroXiTtm on the lonians, is confirmed by a
number of special inscriptional testimonies). It is

probable that at this time of the political re-

organization of the cities in Wesiein A~ii Minor
the Jews unionist others recci\ed the lights ,.i

citizeiishi|i. It is wrong, ind.-cd, to i.-t.-i tie-

atTort in the above quotation to the .l.\\-; it

really stands for the lonians. Hut tin- i .miext of
the pa-ssjif-e makes it probable that at the -aim-
time with the loniuns the Jews al-o ol>tanicil the

citizenship, and Unit in the time of Aynpp.-i tin;

non-Jewish inhabitants demanded the sol. p...
session of this for themselves (so al-n llnm-.i.,

Expositor, I'eb. I!K-2, pp. <J-.'-y5). At all in cut-, in

the time of Josephus the Jews in /.'//(
,*nv a

the rest of lunin [Kissessed the rights of citi/cn-

(c. Apiiin. ii. 4 [Niese, S 3'J] : ol (v 'K&jtfi nai nard Trji.
'

wv airroiy TUIV 5ia.&6\uv). Incidentally
we learn that they enjoyed the citizenship iii

Sardis also (Ant. XIV. x. 24), and even outsi.le
Asia Minor, at Cyrene (ib. XVI. vi. 1).

Wherever the Jews had the rights of citizen-

ship, they must in their totality have formed a
0i'\7} by themselves. For the citizens ol t.i..k
towns were divided into e^i'Xai, which also jiracii-i .1

their own special religious cults. On the latter

ground it is inconceivable that an individual .lew
,

if he desired to remain a Jew at all and to adhere
to his religion, could hold the citizenship in a
Greek town (attention has IKMJII called to this

point especially by Kamsay, Expositor, Jan. 190".J,

pp. 22-29). Only where a considerable numlier of
Jews formed a <pv\T} of their own, on the same foot-

ing as the other <j>v\ai, could they be citizens. If

then St. Paul was a citizen of Tarsus (Ac "Jl
3
"), we

must conclude that the Jews in general who were
settled there possessed the citizenship. Kamsay
(I.e. pp. 29-33) suggests that they may have ob-
tained it on the occasion of the rearranging of the
constitution of the city by Antiocbus IV. about the

year H.C. 170. This appears, however, very im-

probable in view of the hostility of Antiochus to

the Jews.
Kven when the Jews formed a ^nX?) of their own,

they found themselves, as citizens of a Greek town,
in u self-contruilictory posit tun. They had to take
tlieir part in municipal business. Hut this in-

cluded, amongst other things, the care of the
native religious cults, a duty towards which the
Jews were compelled to maintain a uniformly
passive relation. And this passivity was a con-

stant ground of complaint on the part of their

heathen fellow-citizens. If they desired to be
citizens, they must also honour the gods of the

city. Such was the demand made bv the repre-
sentatives of the Ionian cities when tliey brought
their complaint against the Jews before Agrippa
(Ant. XII. iii. 2 : oioiWwi', ft ffvyya't'if tlffiv ai/roij

'loi'Saiot, ir^ejtfai rot'1 ? aiTwi* tfeoOj). The same view-

was taken everywhere in the Greek cities. Hence
it is quite intelligible that the Jews should have
been most exposed to the dislike, nay the hatred

and persecution, of the heathen inhabitants just
in those places where they possessed the citi/cn

ship. So it was, for instance, at Alexandria (HJ
II. xviii. 7, persecution under Caligula), Antioch

(KJ VII. iii. 3-4, v. 2), the cities of the Ionian

coast (Ant. XII. iii. 2) ; and the same was the case

at Ciesarea in Palestine, where the}' had obtained,

through Herod the Great, the i<rmro\iTtla (Ant. XX.
viii. 7, 9, KJ n. xiii. 7, xiv. 4-5, xviii. 1|. l.\. \\

where it was only the superior authority of the

Homan inuwrium that protected them in tie- en

ioymeiit of the privileges that were recogni/cd a-

belonging to them.
In addition to the local franchise, not tew of

the Jews of the Dia.s|iora possessed also the A'.../i in

citizenship. At Rome many of them had the

degree or citizenship enjoyed by freedmen

tini), for a large proportion of the community win
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made up of the descendants of those prisoners of

war who were brought to Rome by Pompey and
sold as slaves, but afterwards manumitted (Philo,

Legatio ad Gaium, 23 [ed. Mangey, ii. 568 f. ]).

This citizenship was, indeed, not a complete but a
limited one (Mommsen, Romisches Staattrceht,
iii. 1, 420-457). In Asia many Jews would ap-

pear to have been possessed of Roman citizenship :

so, for instance, at Ephesus (Ant. XIV. x. 13, 16,

19), Sardis (ib. 17), Delos (ib. 14), in general (ib.

18). Hence it is not surprising to (ind St. Paul
also in possession of it (Ac 16Kfr- 22^--* 23-'). We
are not, indeed, aware how the Jews attained to

this rank.
The advantages which accompanied the posses-

sion of Roman citizenship were very consider-

able. The possessor was exempt from degrading
punishments such as scourging (Ac 16"7ff- 22-5ff

-)

and crucifixion. He had also the right not only
to appeal to the Emperor against a judgment that
had been pronounced, but to '

call upon
'

the

Emperor at the very commencement of the pro-
cess and at every stage of it, i.e. to demand that
the examination should be conducted at Rome,
and judgment given by the Emperor himself (Ac
25109. 21 OG3-

; cf. Mommsen in Ztsrhr. f. Neutest.

Wixs'-nsckaft, ii. [19H1] 90-66). Of one important
right the Jews made no use. While they were
entitled as Roman citizens to bring civil processes
before the special tribunals consisting of Roman
citizens, which were found everywhere in the pro-
vinces, they preferred to have them decided by
the courts belonging to their own communities
(Ant. XIV. x. 17).

The social standing of the Jews must have
varied greatly in different places. They appear
to have been most favourably situated in Egypt,
especially at Alexandria. Owing to their pro-

sperity and culture they here played an important
role in public life, and under some of the Ptolemies

they even rose to high offices in the State. Ptolemy
VI. (Philometor) and his consort Cleopatra

' en-

trusted their whole empire to Jews, and the com-
manders of the whole army were the Jews Onias
and Dositheus' (Jos. c. Apion. ii. 5). Another

Cleopatra, the daughter of the royal pair above
named, likewise appointed two Jews, Chelkias and
Ananias, to the chief command of her army in the
war against her son Ptolemy Lathyrus (Ant. XIII.

x. 4, xiii. 1-2).* In an inscription at Athribis there
is mention of a Ptolemy, e7rjTdr;s run <t>v\aKiTuav

(chief of police), who, in conjunction with the
Jewish community, built the synagogue of the

place (see above, p. 96"). Although it does not

necessarily follow from this that he was a Jew,
the probability, in view of analogous cases, is in

favour of such having been the case. The 'AVTUVLO;

MnXxa'os who in the time of Trajan held the

opno$v\a.Kta. at Syene (see above, p. 9G 1

'), may also

have been a non-Jewish Semite, but ought in all

probability to be regarded as a Jew. We may
also remind the reader of the above (p. 96b ) men-
tioned Jewish tax-collectors in the Thehaid during
the earlier Ptolemaic period.

During the Roman period several Jews of noble
birth and wealth held the office of alnbarch. So,
for instance, Alexander, the brother of the philo-

sopher Philo (Jos. Ant. XVIII. vi. 3, viii. 1, XIX. v.

1, XX. v. 2), and a certain Demetrius (XX. vii. 3).

The view that the alabarch was the head of the

* Chelkias and Ananias were the sons of the hii,'h priest Onias

IV., the founder of the temple of Leontopolis. A Greek inscrip-
tion, now in the Berlin Museum, contain* a fragment of a decree
in In.iiour of a certain Chelkias or, as is more probable, his son.
All that has survived of the name is the genitive XeAx.'ou. The
subject honoured was erT^aT^j-o?, and received as a mark of

distinction a golden wreath (see Willrich, Archin fiir Papynts-
/*-.-.v/imi,'7, i. [1300] 48-50). It is possible, but not certain, that
this Chelkias is identical with the one mentioned by Josephus.

Jewish community is certainly wrong. He is in

all probability identical with the dpajSapx'?*, whosq
oltice was that of chief superintendent of customs
on the Arabian frontier, i.e. on the east side of the

Nile. (A
'

vectigal Arabarchite per ^Egyptum
atque Angustamnicam constitutum

'

is mentioned
in the Codex Justin. IV. Ixi. 9 ; an inscription
found at Koptos contains a tariff hxing

' how
much is to be raised by those who farm the

dTroo-rJXiox [?] at Koptos under the arab'trchij' ; see

the text of this inscription in Bulletin tie cui-rcsp.

hclleniijne, xx. [1896] 174-176 ; on the office of the

alnbarch in general, see the Literature in Schiirer,

GJV* iii. 88 i., and add Wilcken, Gri:;-/,i /:

Ostmka, i. [1899] 347-351). Perhaps it is the office

of the alabarth that is in view when Josephus says
that the Romans ' continued (to the Jews of Alex-

andria) the position of trust given them by the

kings, namely, the watching of the river
'

(c. Apiuii.
ii. 5 fin.: 'maximam vero eis (idem olim a regibus
datam conservaverunt, id est rluminis custodian!

totiusque custodies' [the last word is certainly

corrupt]). The 'watching of the river' refers to

watching it in the interests of levying customs. In

any case the alabarch was not an official of the

Jewish community, but a man who held a prominent
place in civil life. Tiberius Alexander, a son of the

alabarch Alexander, even readied the highest

grades of a Roman military career, although at

the expense of renouncing his ancestral religion.

Outside Egypt the Jews do not appear to have

anywhere gained so influential a footing. Yet in-

stances are not wanting elsewhere of their rising

to positions of prominence. In Jerusalem at the

outbreak of the war of A.D. 66 there were Jews

holding the rank of Roman knights (Jos. BJ II.

xiv. 9). At Ephesus and Venosa we meet in tomb-

inscriptions with Jewish 'head physicians' (dpxi-

arpoi ;
see Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the Enttsh

Museum, iii. 2, No. 677 ; Ascoli, Iscrizioni im-ditc

o mal note, 1880, No. 10). These were appointed

by the city, and are thus to be regarded as muni-

cipal officials. In Italy the Jews from the time of

Septimius Severus were admitted to the city offices

(l>i'j<:st. L. ii. 3 :

' Eis qui Judaicam snperstitionem

sequuntur, divi Severus et Antoninus honores

adipisci permiserunt ').

v. RELIGIOUS AND INTELLECTUAL LIFE. In

spite of all its contact with Greek surroundings,
the Jewish people preserved its religious unique-
ness in a surprising fashion. The effects of the

Maccaba'an rising manifestly extended also to the

Diaspora. As in the mother country at the time
of Antiochus Epiphanes there was in aristocratic

circles an inclination towards Hellenism even in

religious matters, so in the city of Jasus in Caria

we hear alout the same time of a NIKJ)TCIJ 'Idaovos

'lepo<ro\i'niTTis who contributed money to support
the festival of the Dionysia (see above, p. 94").

lint the Maceaba-an rising removed the danger of

a wholesale syncretistic amalgamation of Judaism
with Hellenistic heathenism. Instances of this

last phenomenon do, indeed, occur. The Jewish
Hellenist Artapanus considered that he was glori-

fying Judaism by representing the patriarchs and
Moses as not only the creators of all secular culture,

but the founders of the Egyptian religious cults in

the sense in which Artapanus himself understood

these (see the fragments of his writings in Euseb.

Pi-ccp. Erang. ix. 18, 23, 27). In the temple of Pan
at Apollonopolis Magna in L'pper Egypt two Jews
recorded their thanks to ' the god

'

for an act of

deliverance (CIG 4838C
). In a professed letter of

Hadrian it is even said in general that in Egypt
all the Jewish ap\i.aviia.yi^oi. are '

astrologers, hara-

spices, and quacks' (Vopisc. Vita Saturnini, c. 8,

in the '

Scriptores Historise Augusta-': 'Nemo
illic archisynagogus Judreorum, nemo Samarites,
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nemo Christianorura presbytei
mm mathematicus,

nun haruspex, nun alipte-
'

i. Side by siile wnh
s\ ncietisiic ini\tiiri> we liinl also philosophic in

ililli leni > I" ill' 1 literal sen^e ill the l,;i. There
were J6ws witb an education in philosophy whoi
(in tin- lia-i-- ii tin' ;i IK Anneal interpretation <>i

Scripture, regarded tin' higher, philosophical, or

ethical sense ill the i omniandinenl - a- the mil\

I valur, ami neglected tlic observation nf

tin' literal sense (Philo, )/. Mi'i<-,iti"ii' Aln-'ilri mi,

S It) [ed. -Mailgej. 1. -4 ."ill ,i TtKfS 01 TOl'iS (ilJTOl'5

yj.uors ffi'/j.po\a voyrCtv Trpaypdruv i'Tro\an:ia.vovT{S TO.

fit* &ya.v T/K/ji/iujaai', r\Lv Of ^pdejuuts u\iyuipijffav). It

may be al-o assumed in general tliat tin- ob- 11

mice Hi tin- Law mi tlif part of Greek Judaism did
in il altain In llii' rigniir ami preciseiiess of the
Pharisaic part y in Palest inc. Greek culture fcinneil

a hea\ \-counter Height In the latter. Nevertheless,
the Judaism of lli'- I liaspora as-ei ti'il itself in the
main alon- the same linesasin Palestine. Syncre-
tistic movements and philosophic indillerence never

gained the upper liaml. The leaders ul the com-
munities tuiik i-arr that even in tin- Diaspora the

religious life was regulated liy Ilie standard uf the
Law <if Musis. Any "lie who -'-i imisly liruke oil'

from the latter was e\|ielleil from the rniiiiiiiiiiity.

Even a philosopher like 1'liil.i eniii|ilains of the

ile|i|-ei-i:ll lull ani 1

ileglect "I the literal sense men
tiiineil liy him in "hi- above ^notation. \Vitli all

his skill in the allegorical interpretation, lie yet
maintained the binding character of the literal

sense, na\ he ai tempted to shon that all commands,
even those relating to ceremonial purity and to

food, are based upon reason anil nature.
( die principal agency in maintaining the ancestral

faith was found in fin mjitlnr gatherings ill the

synagogue "n '/" *"l'lmth. It is beyond question
that these were held also in the Diaspora in every
instance where a community had liven organized.
According tn I'hilo, 'On the Sabbath day in all

eil ie- thousands of houses of instruction are opened,
in which understanding and self -restraint and

ability and justice and all virtues are taught' {<&

.^/iti inni.,, [ed. Mangey, ii. 282]). The apostle
Paul, in the course of his journeys in Asia Minor
and Greece, found Jewish syiiajjo^ues everywhere,
c.<l. at Antioch in 1'isiilia (Ac Kt"i, leonium (14

1

),

l'iiili|ipi (16--
3
), Kphesus (IS

1"--1" 19s ), Thessalonica
(IT

1

1. Heni-a (IT
1

"), Athens (17"), Corintli (18
4 - 7

).

In the larger cities there were more than one

synagogue; at Alexandria there were a {ireat

many ( Philo, Legal io ad Gaium, 2(1 [ed. Mangey,
ii. ."iii.")] : o\\at 5^ fiat *a6' ZxaffTov T^u^/ia TTJS 7rj\ews).
The Iniitfuage used in the syniigogue service was

niidonlitedly as a rule Grr.ek. The Church Fathers

e\pies,|y testify that the Greek Hihle was used in

the ^\ nagogiies (Justin, Apul. i. 31, lli'il. <. Tri/]>h.
7-J : tertnll. Afitit. 18; Pseudo-Justin, C'uliort. ad
''/'". 13). The (lid Testament is familiar to St.

Paul in the I.XX translation only. It is not there-

fore likely that the Hebrew and Greek texts were
n-eil linth together. The prayers and the address
were also, it may be regarded as certain, in Greek,
I'm in every instance where this language prevailed
I he .lr\\ s adopted it as their .not her tmi^ue. This
is shown above all b,v the tmnli in^enpt ions. The
early period at which the language of the LXX
Infill to exercise a commanding influence on lit-

ingical lurms, and especially on the language of

prayer, lias been recently shown by the above
i p. 'JT'

1

) mentioned imprecatory inscriptions of the
island of Kheneia near Delo-,. These should lie

dated, in the opinion of epigraphic experts, not
later than about U.c. 11(0. They are couched

<|iiite in the style of the LXX (t'lriicaXoCjiai ital

dfni ri>v 9(>H> riif li^urrof, T&V Kvptov rCiv Trvef/idruf

ffapKbs . . . ni'pic o vdvTa t(popCjv Kal oi

Toirni'otToi fiii)' i/c<rci'at). Kven the I 'ah -t in ian

Kahliis could not avoid sanctioning the writing
of the Scriptures in Greek and the utte

prayers in the same language. The e\..|.i .,

not covered by this permission an- M-I\ niiling

(Mlgilld, i. 8; $ut<~(, vii. 1, 2). 1'W tl idinaiy
prayers (Shnut t Shfm6neh'E9fcht

and Mf-

meals) the employment of any language ,

sanctioned.
No sacrificial cultiis was legal, after the I >

iiomic reformation, outside Jerusalem. In spite oi

this, such a cultuswas practised in Egypt i"

than two centuries. The occasion of its establish-

ment was the deposition of the ancient high prn--t ly

family during the general upheaval underAntiocllUrt
Kpiphanes. The liigh priest's son, Unios, having
no prospect of gaining his ancestral ollice at Jeru-
salem, came to Egypt in the time of Antioclius v.

(Kupator) (n. c. 104-102). Here he received a cordial
welcome from Ptolemy VI. (Philometor) and hit

consort Cleopatra. The king placed at his disposal
an ancient mined temple at Leontopolis in the
nome of lleliopolis, which had formerly been a

sanctuary of the dypta. Boii^airm.
* This was con-

verted by Onias into a Jewish sanctuary, modelled
after the temple at Jerusalem, but smaller and

plainer, and with a number of deviations in details.

Since there were already priests on the spot in

suthcicnt numbers, a formal Jewish temple-cultus
was established, which continued uninterrupted
from that date (c. ll.c. 160) until, after the de-

struction of Jerusalem, the temple of Leontopolis
was also closed by the Romans in the year A.u. T3

(see, in general, Jos. Ant. XII. ix. 7, XIII. iii. 1-3,
x. 4, XX. x. 3 ; BJ I. i. 1, vn. x. 2-4 ; Orac. Sibyll.
v. 42!)-,'Hl). It is true that this cultus was never

regarded by the teachers of the Law in Palestine
as justifiable, and that the sacrifices offered in the

Egyptian temple had only a very limited degree
of validity attributed to them (Mishna, Mintiki,th,
xiii. 1U). Nay, even the Egyptian Jews themselves
were not satisfied with their own cultus, but kept
up their connexion with Jerusalem. They per-
formed the pilgrimages to that city like all other

Jews (Philo, ae Providcnt'ut, quoted in Euseb.

Pnep. Ecung. viii. 14, 04, ed. Gaisford), and their

priests, when they married, always had the gene-

alogy of their wives verified at Jerusalem (Jos. c.

Ajiiun. i. T).

Amongst the most important obligations which
the Law imposed upon the .lews was that of paying
the manifold dues to the priests and to tke Icmulc

at Jerusalem : lirstfruits, heave - ottering, tittle,

firstlings, dues in connexion with baking and

killing, offerings on divers occasions, and finally
the two drachma' tax. So far as a due levied on
the products of the soil of the iluly Lund was
concerned (lirstfruits, heave -offering, tithe), thu

Jews of the Diaspora were, as a matter of course,

exempt. Hut there remained still enough of

performances to which even a Jew living far

Irom Jerusalem was bound, if he meant to be

true to his religion. If the dues could not,

owing to distance, be paid in kind, they had to

*
Its situation is most precisely defined in Jos. Ant. xm. iii. 2 :

ri i* AfcT TeXli to\i 'H?.*T0A.Tb ii^a* fvu.'rtTraixts . . . T;tr-

>o*ivGUI,e> Si T>i* tL'ftutt Ifel/^arTfv,-. In ntht-T JKUWO^'CK Jue-

phus Suva mi r. 1\ thut the U-mple was siltiuUM
"

in the nutiie of

HeliopoUa' (.4"**" ix. 7, xiii. x. 4, xx. x. :;;/;.' i. i. 1, vn. x. 8).

We have to do, then, not with the lieller-knnwn Le"i.'

which formed a name of its own, but with another, wl.

included in the nome of Helio|Kili8. The hitter lay on

side of the Delta. In this neighbourhood there are Mill two

mounds, each bearing the name Tfll eUehltdiyrh (set

'The Mound of the Jew and the City of Uniatl
'

in
-

Mfinuir ii/ Iht Kyufl. Kljilnr. t'uiui, 180(1). One of i

will be identical 'with the foundation of Unios. Nuvilli tUn*

upon the one farther ->uih. on account of its )>rnu

to lleliopolis. The more northern one, howevrr

present writer the likelier site, because tlu-re ure evi-l

the Bubastis cult at it. See also above, p. W).
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be converted into money. All these obligation?
were, so far as we know, punctiliously and zeal-

ously discharged by the far scattered Diaspora.
The result of this was the accumulation of immense
stores of wealth at the central sanctuary. Josephus
(Ant. XIV. vii. '2) expressly accounts for these by
pointing to the great extent of the Diaspora.
Fhilo gives a detailed account of the collecting
and delivery of the money (cfc Mon(trc/iin, ii. 3

[ed. Mangey, ii. 2-24]) :

' The temple derives its

revenue not merely from a few pieces of land, hut
from other and much more copious sources, which
can never be destroyed. For so long as the human
race endures, the temple's sources of revenue will
also continue, since their permanence is bound up
with that of the whole world. For it is prescribed
that all Jews over twenty years of age shall pay
annual dues. . . . But, as might be expected in

the case of so numerous a people, the dues amount
to an enormous sum. In almost every city there is

a receiving officefor the sacredfunds, into which the
c/ites are paid. And at Jixed times men of noble
birth are entrusted with the conveyance of the

inoney to Jerusalem. The noblest are chosen in

every city, in order that the hope of every Jew may
br transmitted unimpaired. For the hope of the

pious is based upon the regular payment of the
dues.' In the Euphrates districts the principal
treasuries were in the cities of Nisibis and Xehar-
dea. In these the money was first collected and
thence transmitted to Jerusalem at a fixed time,
many thousands taking charge of its conveyance,
in order to protect the sacred treasure from the

plundering attacks of the Parthians (Jos. Ant.
xvin. ix. 1).

The transmission of such large sums to Jerusalem

repeatedly gave rise to collisions with the Roman
and municipal authorities. Flaecus, during his
administration of the Province of Asia, prevented
the money being sent, and municipal authorities
were constantly inclined to do the same. Hut the
Roman legislation subsequent to the time of
Cjvsar protected the religious liberty of the Jews
in this as in other matters (see above, p. 103).
After the destruction of the temple, the payment
of sacred dues necessarily underwent transforma-
tion. The two drachmae tax was converted into a
Roman tax ; other dues which depended upon the
continued existence of the temple could not, in

the nature of things, be paid any longer. But
even under these circumstances the Jewish people,
by voluntary self - taxation, continued to assert
their unity. A new central authority, the Patri-

archate, was created, to which at least a portion
of the prescribed sacred dues was paid every year.
The collecting of these was now accomplished by
deputies of the Patriarchate, the so-called apostoli.
The principal means of maintaining an exchange

of thought between the mother country and the

Diaspora, and of furthering and maintaining a
close fellowship between the two, was found in

the frequent festival pilgrimages made by Jews
from all parts of the world to Jerusalem. '

Many
thousands from many thousand cities journeyed to
the temple at every festival, some by land and
some by sea, from east and west, from north and
south (Philo, de Monarchia, ii. 1 [ed. Mange}-, ii.

223]). The number of Jews ordinarily present at
Jerusalem at the feasts is reckoned by Josephus
at 2,700,000, a number which, indeed, also in-

cludes the permanent population of Jerusalem
(BJ vi. ix. 3).

While the Jews scattered all over the world
thus held fast to the religion of their fathers, and
that in the legal form it had received through the
Restoration under Ezra, they had become in other

respects Greeks. Greek.culture asserted its suprem-
acy in a decisive fashion here, as elsewhere. In

Asia Minor, Greece, Egypt, Cyrenaica, nay even
at Rome, Greek was the mother tongue of the
Jews. All the relics of writing that have come
down to us from the Diaspora during the last

centuries B.C. and the tirst centuries A.D. are in
Greek. This is true especially of the tomb-

inscriptions, whose evidence is of importance be-
cause they are concerned not only with the rich
and noble, but with the poor and humble (see

above, i., for the most important materials under
this head). These tomb-inscriptions are at the
same time a faithful mirror of the stage of cultum
that prevailed in the communities. The Greek ul

the tomb-inscriptions at Home is barbarous, and
shows, what might otherwise have been supposed
that the Jews here remained for the most part at
a low social level. In other places the inscriptions
of various kinds that have survived reveal a higher
degree of culture.

It was in Egypt that the Jews most thoroughly
assimilated the Greek culture. Here, as is shown
by the case of Philo, they read the Greek poets
and philosophers ; Homer, Sophocles, and Euri-

pides ; Plato, Aristotle, and Zeno. All this could
not, as a matter of course, be without far-reaching
influence upon their whole intellectual life. Their

conception of the world and of life, in spite of

their adherence to legal Judaism, was powerfully
influenced in its contents by Greek culture. The
literature produced by Hellenistic, especially Alex-
andrian, Judaism is, in consequence, of an ex-

tremely varied character. It serves, on the one
hand, religious ends, the defence and propagation
of Judaism (Apologetics and Propaganda) ; and,
on the other hand, it follows Greek models in

History, Poetry, and Philosophy. So far as

poetical art is concerned, it was indeed somewhat
meagrely represented. The extant fragments of

Greek dramas and Greek epics treating of biblical

subjects can scarcely be said to be marked by any
high poetic strain (see the fragments of a drama
treating of the story of the Exodus from Egypt
by the tragedian Ezekiel ap. Euseb. Pro;;!. Evany.
ix. 28, 29

;
and the fragments of an epic on the

history of Jerusalem by the elder Philo ap. Euseb.
ib. ix. 20, 24, 37). In philosophy, however, the
Jews made very notable achievements. Greek
philosophy had indeed advanced far on the way
towards monotheism. It had also, as represented
by many of its teachers, an ethical cast. Hence
the Jews discovered here many elements which
were capable of assimilation by them. These
they adopted with remarkable powers of adapta-
tion ; and in this way, by combining the religious

world-conception of the Old Testament with the

philosophic world-conception of the Greeks, they
created a new unique philosophy of religion which
was as much Jewish as Greek. A clear picture of
this is given us by the writings of the Alexandrian
Philo, which have come down to us in great
numbers.
The adoption of Greek culture enabled the Jews

again for their part to exercise an influence on
their heathen environments. From all that we
know, they carried on a vigorous and successful

propaganda. Those whom they gained over were
either formally received into the communities by
circumcision, or they attached themselves to them
in a loose form ' as God-fearing

'

(atfii/j.ei'ot, tpopov-

lievoi. rt>v Bebv), forming a kind of appendage to the
communities (see art. PROSELYTE in vol. iv. ).

This Jewish propaganda served in great measure
as a preliminary to Christianity. In general the
Jewisli Diaspora, as was remarked at the beginning
of the present article, paved the way along which
the first preachers of the gospel went forth into
the world, and in many ways laid the foundation
of the rapid success of their preaching.
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[.li/i/iti'innl .\<:f' In i. (5). Tht! rarly settle-

ment (if .lews iii Alexandria i- ciuilirmcd also l.y

nn inscription, ili-con-red in I'.m-J in tin 1 neigh-
liuiirl ...... lot \li-\ainltia, \\liiili lead-, thus: "firifi

Kdi -yt'catnos Mii TVJV TJKVUV TTJV TrpfXTfi'X^v 6 'Ior5a(~ot

(gee /.'A'./ xlv. [I'.iui
1

] p. lii-.'i. 'I'h.- inscription
refers in all probability tu I'tolcniy ill. Kuergetes

LlTKRATiRK. U'-mond, Vrrtntch eitwr (letcfi. itir

a!s,i th- articles on particular cities, ./
'

Al<-\aii<lna,'
' Anti-

ochia,' 'Cvrflic,' 'Itnm,' .!;.!. (! Mull'-r, ;irl.
' AK \amlrin-

is.-hc .Jiidcn' iu Herd's /.'/:' i. [Is:, i] ^!:t;, !!: ; KcusS art.

Helleninten,' i'/.i IT. 701 705, ->. 7:;s-74l; Lulle-rLe. k, l>if

Keuttll /.!"'' .

:

'

. i. [ls.vj] (W-li:o ; Krankcl, In, Diaspora
zur Xoit des zweilen Tempi-Is' in M'niiil.^i-ln: tin- I,Y>.-/I. "in/

ii .
, . thumt, ]s:,:i, pp. in-.i i_i, ir.i .n;:;, al.o th,-

Kami- author's art. '!', .i-.iden uuler den erstn t ..... i->'hen

Kaiscrii,' Hi. 1V,|. pp. l"l II:!. I.:. i I.","; J"sl, <.',..,/,. (d-r

n ..
'i .. G, nA. de< /ud nilmm.-. tm.i ... in /

Sntfm, i. 336(1., 3-H-SUl, a7-37U; Ilcrzf.-M, l,Y*-A. il.-s l',,rtv

Jixrael, iii. 4-j:> :.7:i. tlandtbgttatichti ,i,i-.in,l, -n <l,\i Alter-

(Auint, 1879 ; Or&tl, G iden*. ill. [1388)24 r.i ; (.'ham-

panllV, 7i'"iil.- -
' '"

ti'iiij,* (i,- 1<I ,-init,- >l-' .\"i|-"ll, i.

[Paris, 1866 I0i 184; 1 raid, Ce>cA. d<< FottM /wad, iv. 806 ff.,

\. Insff., \ i. ::',M,tT.; Hi.it ,-.m, uni in Weber-Holtzmann'fl (,v>r/,.

tin l',,;/t Ifra-t, ii. :;- ::, _'.'i.'!-'J73 ; Hausrath, A, r. ,<f. / /'-

<l>.^-h>rh('-'-. ii. IM-I-I.', 183-802; N,'uli.i';,T, /.'f l,'!l-i'l:liu'

du 'I'li'niiitl.l^'^. pp.289 H:i; !>:,'. II. incli-r. li<" '!<

,/./ >,'(.,,.,. eft. /.'</in..-, iii. 11-71] :."4 :>17, also 'Uc Jiuhtoruin

ColoniiM,'ltt-u
riiiioiiti I'r., 1 -7,

! I'r.i^-r.] : Lk-utsi-h, art.
'

Ili^in-rsinn'
in KiM.i'v ( - 1.,1'iiir in:

; \\--lrMtt, art.
'

|ii|t rsion
'

in Smith's L)li'-; \\ fii-.:i. kt-r, art. 'Zenfcrennng'
in Schenkcl'^ /- ^ 71- 71ti; Hindekoper, t/udaism ol

7,'"inc n. r. 7r> '" A.I. I!", New Vurk, ly76(cf. Throl. Litertttur-

teaung, i>77. '-,,!. n;:i): llami,uri."'i. /.'/.'.
/(,! i:;iu'l inn! 'I'lifmi"!,

Abth. EL (1888), artfl 'Zehn Si IINIIU-,'
'

/erstrtMiun^.'also
' Ak-x-

umlria,'
' Am irhia,' 'I; .....

. etc., further, art.
'

Ausl>n.itinitf
(l< Juilinthuni^

'

in S i|i].!riiK-ntUl. iii. (IV'-'! '.I- -4 ; Mommseii,
Knm.(lr*ch. v. [1SSL] I- 199; 1'n "/ 1. I',, /., i- < /-ciiiiii//i//- Vulkff

/r.-(, ls.s:i; l:,n.,ii.;/
'

:,. ..'(i
,-. ii;<(c d'lfriul, v. (1898) 221-247 ;

M. Kricllan<l(T, />".- i/ud0ntAum '(/ ,'' / !<>, /i i ..-I 'i* ti' ii i/riVc/(-

IM-A, n It'c/f, 1>:>7; li':na' h, art. 'Judaii'in I)arcnil"-r^'-S:i-lin's

Didtonnain "' - .1
-

. .;/-. -yn..v ff H'lunim'*
; Si-luir<i.

(,'./l' :1

,
iii. [lsi-<] 1-li-JI //.//', I'T. ii. 219-827), \vln-r, a n ..... l,i nt

points are discussed in fuller detail.
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I. Religion in Literature and Philosophy.
II. The attitude of St. Paul to (ireek Philosophy.

III. Degradation of the Hellenic Religion : (I) foreign in-

tlneti'-e ; c_')'sns. ,|iiiliilit \ to foreiKn religious infl
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(4) itinerant priests ; (5) ma^iu ; (U) the worahip of
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IV. Religion of the Gneco-Asiatic cities.

V. Decay and death of the Hellenic Religion.
Literature.

The religion of t!i (Jivek peoples and of the rnoes
\vliit-h liiy lictween Hellas and the strictly Oriental
nations, in communication with both, influencing
anil intlueiiced by both, is a subject which can

liurilly l,e omitted in a survey of the religions
which came into immediate relation to Christi-

anity in the earliest sta^'e of its history ; and yet
it is a subject which at the present time is hardly
susceptible of adequate treatment within narrow

space. The antiquities of the mostnotable Hellenic
cults have been much investigated, though not

always in a very intelligent fashion or with a proper
conception of the religious bearing of the details

so carefully and laboriously collected. Hence the

religions ideas and conceptions entertained by the
various tribes of (ireece, often ditt'crin^ widely froin

one another, have hardly been sufficiently observed
and studied in their gradual evolution ; and, in

fact, evidence is so scanty in regard to most of

them, that it is doubtful if the attempt could lie

successful.

If t lie religion of the strictly Greek tribes is still

very obscure, much more is this the case with what
may be called the half -Greek peoples* of Asia
Minor. This is a subject still almost unstudied,
or studied occasionally, in a haphazard way, parti-

ally, and as a sort of appendix to the religion
of Greece proper. This way of entering on the

study, under the bias and colouring inllttence of

Greek prepossession, is, we believe, injurious, and
has caused much misapprehension. One should
rather begin the study of Greek religion from Asia

Minor, both as being more primitive in many of its

forms, and as having sent into Greece a series of

religious waves which strongly affected that coun-

try. At a later period the Greek influence returned
over Asia Minor, and overran it in a superficial

way ; but this new period in religion was broadly
different, and easily distinguishable from the older

and truly Anatolian period. It is necessary to

begin afresh in that country, to collect and classify
and value the religious facts, and on this basis to

give an account of the religion of the
peoples;

but
that is a great work, which is far too large for the
narrow limits of an article. Probably the most
useful way at present will be to state as simply
and clearlv as possible the views which the writer

is disposed to hold, avoiding disimtation and argu-
ment, and therefore making little reference to

discrepant views, except where such reference is

the shortest way of stating the subject clearly.
This gives unavoidably an appearance of dog-
matism, which the writer can only apologize for

as the necessary result of the attempt to make the

subject clear in small space : if the views of others
crr >lated, either the article would become a

CUM i n -ing congeries of irreconcilable theories, or it

would grow too large in estimating and discussing
:

(in the meaning which we attach to thia term 'half-lireek,
s,e the following paragraph.
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other views. It is also necessary to explain that
t'ie writer's views are founded on a far from com-

plete survey of the facts, and are liable to correc-

tion, doubtless, in many details, if tlie opportunity
should ever be granted him of writing a complete
account of Anatolian religion ;

but the general

principles are the result of more than twenty
years of interest and occasional study, and are not

likely to be much changed by further thought.*
The phrase 'half-Greek races' is not used in an

ethnological sense in this article. It does not

imply a mixture of Greek and non-Greek blood in

any race. It is employed to indicate a gradual
shading oft' of character, as one proceeds from
Greece proper towards the East. The view which
we take is that even the tribes of Greece proper
were far from uniform in blood and stock. The
Hellenic idea and civilization which those tribes

evolved was far too many-sided to arise among a

homogeneous nation : there were combined in its

composition a great variety of characteristics con-

tributed by various tribes of very diverse character,
nursed and matured amid the peculiar circum-
stances of the seas and lands that touch and mingle
in south-eastern Europe and Asia Minor. The lands
that border on the /Egean Sea were pre-eminently
the nursing home of Hellenism, and the further we
go from it the more faint and evanescent become
the traces of the Greek spirit. Hellenism is only
partially a racial fact ; it denotes also a general
type of intellectual and political development, of

industrial education and artistic achievement.
The point of view from which we start may be

stated in outline as follows. (1) The religion of

the Anatolian race or races, in its origin, was to

a considerable extent an idealized presentation of

the actual life of the time, exhibiting a Divine
model and authorization for the existing customs
and institutions in family and society and the
State as a whole.

(2) Their religion was the authority for the laws
and rules on which rested their industry .and agri-
culture and general well-being. Perhaps it origin-

ally taught those rules to a simple people, in which
case the knowledge embodied in them probably
belonged at one time to the priests alone. Cer-

tainly, the sanction for the rules was religious : the
violation of them was punished by the Divine

power through sickness, whether disease of any
part of the body or the general indefinite fact of

fever, which was considered to he a consuming cf

the body and strength by Divine tire.

(3) The Divine power was the ruler of the people,
acting through its visible representatives, na ]y.

the kings or priests: there is every probability
that the king was the priest: the priest-kings or

priest-dynasts are a most characteristic feature of

Anatolia.
This is obviously the religion of a comparatively

civilized people, not of a barbarous race. And it

must be distinctly understood from the outset that
we are not investigating the origin of the religious
forms which are described in the following pages :

we are attempting to understand clearly and
state precisely the religious ideas of a population,

posses-ing an ordered system of government of a

peculiar and well-marked character, surrounded

by many equipments and devices and implements
of an artificial and developed character, practising
both agriculture and a very highly developed

* In the Cities and Bishoprics ofPIirygia, i. and ii., the present
writer was groping his way to the views now expressed in part A.

A considerable portion of part B was written in 1S79-31, and
needed hardly any change to adapt it to the writer's present
views. In view of recent theories it should he added that the
view here advocated, as to the way in which pre-Hellenie
religion developed into Hellenic, remains practically unchanged
since 1SS1, but the name 'Pelasgian' was not used in that
old sketch of the suhject.

system of treating domesticated animals and
adapting them to the benefit of mankind.
A question of extreme interest and importance

is, how far any signs of progress and development
can be observed in the religion which we are

studying. It may be doubted whether there can
be detected anything in the way of growth from
within, of elevation of the religious idea and of
the moral standard in the application of religion to

life, such as is the most striking feature in the

history of Hebrew religion. On the whole, the

history is one of deterioration and degradation
rather than one of elevation. Any improvement
that does take place seems rather attributable to,
and fully explained by, the meeting of different

races with different religious ideas corresponding
to their differing social and family organization ;

and is probably not caused by any mind working
from within the religion, unfolding and vitalizing
the germs of truth which it contained, and burning
away the envelope and accretion of accidental
idolatrous forms that clung to it. We use inten-

tionally these last words, for it will appear that
the fundamental and essential idea in the Anatolian

religion is not strictly idolatrous, and that the de-

velopment in polytheism and image-worship was
gradual, and was external and accidental rather
than natural and necessary.
A. PRIMITIVE ANATOLIANAND PRE-HELLEXIC

RELIGWS. In treating this subject, reference
must often be made to primitive Greek, or, as it

may be called, Pelasgian worship (anticipating part
B, I, II), which illustrates the Anatolian religion
fo remarkably as to demonstrate that some intimate
relation once existed between them. We must here

simply assume the relationship without inquiring
into its nature.

I. SACKED STONES AND OTHER INANIMATE
OBJECTS. As a preliminary, we may ask what
traces of the worship of inanimate things can be
observed in Asia Minor or Greece, and what is the
idea involved in this worship ? Many examples
are known of such things being regarded with

deep religious veneration.

(1) Stones, Pillars, Columns, etc. A rude and

shapeless stone, which had fallen from heaven
(SioTreTTjs), doubtless a meteorite, existed originally
at Pessinus, and was brought to Koine about B.C.

204 ; it is a type of many other similar stones
at Orchomenos, Thespise, Synnada, Adada, etc.

Many of these stones had some approximate regu-

larity of shape, sometimes perhaps accidental, in

other cases distinctly due to human workmanship.
Such were the conical or roughly pyramidal stones
in the temples at Paphos (of Aphrodite), 1'erga

(Artemis), Delphi (Apollo), etc. : obelisks, column-.,
and stones of a distinctly tetragonal shape are
indicated in many other cases : above all other gods
in Greece such stones or pillars were connected
with Hermes, and called Hermaia or Herma i.*

It admits of no doubt that many sacred stones
had primarily a purpose in family life or social or

political organization. Boundary stones or termini
were erected by mutual agreement between dis-

putants, and were consecrated by every religious
sanction known at the time, by ceremonial, and

by a curse on the violator or remover ; and the
belief indubitably was that the ceremonies of erec-

tion and consecration had caused Divine power
and life to take up- its abode in the stone : this

Divine power demanded worship in recognition
and propitiation, and was able and ready to punish
neglect or violation. The terminus was valueless

*
u.'.foptov irTv.irKitivot TO 'EpuMw (Polvainus, Strat. vi. 24) ; ri

'Ey3oouo i; o Vrlttrtrvioiz *< Me;-aAsToA<Ta<; s'.trtv opoi (Pausanias,
viii. 34. (>). These Hcnnaia were columns, or heaps of stones,
or single stones. A useful collection of ancient authorities

will be found in Mr. M. W. de Visser's treatise, dc Grd'corinn,

diis noil rcferentilnis humanam siieaejn, Leyden, 1900.
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Hide-- it was respected iiinl inviolate : Inn, i 'i n i

wa- urgent that it should be respected, I'Ul mere
human ]I.I\\.T wa- unable to make ii BO: acioni-

iiifjly, I In' Divine
|
ouer was invoked In supply tin 1

ili-ii' ,1'iicy. and I
i.v proper rites wa- luini^lii down

mill i-.-iu-'-il iu dwell in tin 1

pill ii in- MM- stone.
din' n( tin 1 ceremonies ]>ro|ier to I he i-ull ui -urli

-a i Teil -I one- \\ a- I lir pouring of nil on I lii'ln ; ;ilnl

in general a -iniil.'ii- ceremonial tu that dc-crihcd
in S 11 was practised. Similarly, in a Imuse any
peculiarly important bearing member, a central

pillar or roof-tree, was placed undet Divine protec-
tiuii by invoking the Divine power to iv-ide in it.

In all cases there is Imt one iin-lhinl anil one

principle. The more urgent man's neeil is, ami
tin 1 Mime important for his life and well being any
stone or erection is, the more does it bei-nine

lleee--a ry to make tin- IhMlle ],o\\el take Up its

abode in the .-tone. In other words, the stone
liecomi-- .1 I'" Hi /, or 'House of l!od'; the pillar
embodies the god Hermes,
The subject in its bearing on early Greek

religion ha- heen admiralily treated liy Mr. A. .1.

Evans in an elaborate papn- on -

Mycenaean Tree
.ind I'illar Cult' (./<//. <if It'll, v,,,/. HM|, pp.
li'.i -':>>, wliieh will lieneefnrili lie regarded a-

fundamental in this department, though it will

donbtleSS recehe development and ill!
]
in ivellll'llt

and eoiTi-i-iion in di'iails from hoth the author and
ol he] -. The preceding remarks will show why
tl hjeetion recently raised against Mr. Kvnns'
tin MI \ ui Journ, of Juell. X/m/. Mini, pp. 2fiS-275,
eannot weigh willi us: the objection is that many
of hi- examples of 'sacred pillars' are obviously
Structural members, and need not therefore he
considered to have any religious purpose: we,
however, hold that the structural importance pro-
duced the sacred character of the 'pillar.' The
saeredness of rude purposeless stones was perhaps
dm- tn 'fal-e analogy," that fruitful agency in

thought, and should he regarded as not primitive,
lull ea-e- nf degradation.

I'rolial.ly no one could doubt that the rude
nui ii stone was worshipped because it had
fallen from heaven, and was obviously and nn-
m i -1 .1 U a hly a mark and sign and example of Divine

activity and power. Similarly, it seems beyond
doubt that the boundary stone, or the supporting
member of the family home and roof, is made
into a dwelling-place of Divine power, in order
that human needs may lie satislied by Divine aid.

The -anie principle of interpretation must be
j

applied in many other cases where the stone was
|

neither in itself an object useful to man, nor
marked by its natural character and origin as

Divine. It was often urgently necessary to pro- I

ti i i a locality for the common use of men, and I

this was done in a similar way by setting up one
or mure sacred, stones in it ; but in such cases the
sacred -lone was an addition, and not an integral

part of the structure or equipment.
In a town it was urgently required that the

street, the common property and a necessary con-
\enience for all. should be inviolate and properly
kept and respected by the dwellers or passers-by.
The common need was guaranteed by the sacred

i or pillars, which were made the residence
<>i DIMIIC power by charming it into them through
the proper rite-; and misdemeanour in the street

or encroachment on it was thus constituted a dis-

respect ol the divinity, and punished by him.
In a re developed state of society, roads lead-

in", li iiy to city were probably put under
Divine protection in a similar way ; and the sacred
si me- wer mmonly made useful to human re-

ip Mement- by having distances engraved on them,
tin- In 1

!. liming milestones.* Hut such stones

u-, '.. ,,-h. il.-e ijriech. tt'c'jcUnu.

generally belonged to a more advanced stage of
thought, when men refused to consider a -tone the
aWle of Divine power. On the Koman In,

roads they were dedicated to the Kmpeioi, and
thus placed under the guardianship ui tin- In,

god incarnate in human form on the earth. Tin-
go,! and the stone are in this stage separated in

thought, but the stone remains sucred in a new
way as the property of the god.
A meeting of three roads or streets, as an im

portant point, was placed under the guardian-hip
of the Divine power. When the anthropomorphic
tendency had become strong, the Divine guardian
of the triple crossing was represented as tin-

goddess (under the name II. I.,, i,. in Gre. -

with three faces, looking to the three ways (just
as in Italy the god protecting the archway and
the door was represented with two faces looking
in the two directions). Hut before the anthro|>o-
morphic idea had gained full strength, there
was doubtless some other way of symbolizing
the Divine guardianship of the meeting of the
ways; and the suggestion seems obvious that the
symbol was the trukdes, three human legs and
feet, diverging, from a common centre, and typify-
ing the walking of men along the three ways
which radiated from the meeting-place (couunlum).
Little is known with regard to this form of ctiltus,

except in Koine, where the feast of the Compitnli't
was an important part of the city-religion ; but
few will doubt that, as streets and roads became
important, a eultus corresponding to the C'uni/iita/ia

developed in primitive Anatolia. In the coinage
of Anatolia the trisk:les is almost entirely con-
lined to the cities least all'ected by Hellenic cul-

ture, in 1'isidia, I -anna, and early or inner Lycia.
Moreover, the epithets Tpn-dpoKos, Terpon-dpai/oj, ap-
plied to Hekate-Selene, are doubtless to be under-
stood as applying to the goddess who guards the
trivium or the qu&driviujn.

It may therefore be reasonably maintained that
in many other places, where we know only that
in

primitive thought a stone was regarded as"sacred
and made the object of worship in the Greek world,
the fundamental character was the same. The
stone was worshipped as home and symbol and
proof of Divine power a power able and ready to

respond to human needs. See also below, (2), and
|IV(1).
As Greek thought developed in the direction of

anthropomorphism and polytheism, there arose an
opinion that the old sacred stone was either a

representation and image of a god, the rudest be-

ginning of a statue, or an altar dedicated to the god.
Such views seem not to be original and genuine
religious conceptions, but merely philosophic in-

terpretations by which more developed thought
tried to bring primitive religious facts into con-

formity with itself. Thus the pillars, mentioned
above, in streets and open places, which were
originally called afft/icti or (tffyieis, were regarded
as altars or representations of a Deity, sometimes
Helios, sometimes Dionysos, but most commonly
Apollo; and Agyieus was then usually regarded
as an epithet of Apollo. The Greeks themselves
hesitated whether to call the pillars altars or
statues of Apollo, a sure proof that neither de-

scription was complete ami true. The pillars or
stones in open places and gymnasia, by roads,
at boundaries, originally and commonly styled
ffeniuii, i.e. embodiments of Hermes, came to be

regarded rather as statues of Hermes, and were

developed accordingly in art, as we shall see in

the ensuing paragraph.
The institution of sacred stones was modified by

another influence. Art was engaged in the service

Seu Ilcrmtl, iv. p. i.l
; Ranuay, II,. I. Cum. on

p. 218.
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of the anthropomorphic tendency in religion, and
wrought out ideal expression in human form of

the various gods : the types of gods and god-
desses were elahorated, and distinguished from one
another, in the ruder stage to a considerable extent

by symbols and equipments, but in the more de-

veloped and perfected stage by the varying artistic

expression of the idealized conception of each deity
as an individual character. Alongside of this

rapid progress in the artistic presentation of dif-

ferent types of Divine character as different per-
sonal gods in human form, there was another line

of development, through which the sacred pillars

(which still continued to be erected in numbers
during this more developed period) were made to

assume more resemblance to the human form.
The top of the pillar was carved into a bust, and

parts of the body were indicated on the sides :

such figures were commonly called Hermrii, and
Greek art developed the type at a later time in

various ways, making the busts portraits of real

human persons. In all such cases art takes the
view that the pillar is a rude statue of some deity
or hero, and makes additions or modifications to

bring out this character more clearly.
The epithet of meteoric stones, Stoirfrris, was

sometimes transferred to certain very archaic

statues, about which the legend grew that they
had fallen from heaven : such was the case with
the rude figure of barely human form in which
Artemis of Ephesus was represented (Ac 1935 ).

The nature of those rude old idols will be more
fully considered in III (1) and V (1).

(2) Thrones. The ancients mention many stones
in Greece which were said to derive their sacred
character from having been the seat of deities or
heroes (who in these cases may usually be regarded
as deities degenerated in popular legend). Such
were the Agelastos Petra at Eleusis (or at Athens)
on which Demeter sat sorrowing for her lost Kora,*
or, as another legend said, where Theseus sat before

descending to Hades ; the chair of Manto at Thebes,
the stone of Telamon at Salamis, etc. The bed of

Actreon at Plativa and various other stones may be
classed with these. The Omphalos at Delphi is

often represented with Apollo sitting on it.

In Asia Minor there are examples of rocks cut to
the rough form of a seat. The 'Throne of Pelops'
in Sipylus beside Magnesia ( Pausanias, v. 13. 7) is

probably to be identified with the rock-cutting,
forming a sort of broad seat, or platform with a

back, on the highest point of an early rock citadel
on the slope of Sipylus, about 4 or 5 miles east of

Magnesia.
Dr. Reichel has elaborated these facts into a

theory of Throne-worship: viz., that the Divine

nature, not yet represented in personal human
form, was symbolized by the throne or seat, which
was regarded as an indication of its presence.
Some of Dr. Keichel's examples of Divine thrones

rest on his own far-fetched and almost certainly
erroneous explanations ; t in other cases the re-

corded story about a Divine or heroic throne may
be only a later popular explanation of an older

religious fact, no longer understood. Uut whether
that aspect of his theory is only pressed too far
ami applied to unsuitable cases, or whether it is

wholly erroneous, there is, at any rate, another and
a true side to his theory. He is right in his view
that before the period of images and image- worship
we must .admit the existence of an imageless wor-

ship in the .'Egean lands and Asia Minor generally :

a Divine power invisible to man was approached

* A similar stone and legend probably existed in Asia Minor ;

and a Christian form was given to it later
;
see Journ. of Hell.

Stvtl. 1SS2, p. :i49.

t See A. J. Evans in Journ. of Hell. Stud. 1901, p. 189 ; Fritze
in llhcin. Museum, 1900, p. 588.

and adored ; it was felt in the phenomena of the

world, in the growth and life and productivity of

nature ; its presence and power were symbolized
and envisaged to its worshippers in various ways,
but the symbols were not considered as images or
likenesses of that Divine nature, but rather as its

home or residence, or as an effect and exemplifica-
tion of its power. The statement of Nicol. Dam.
Synafl. fr. 19 (p. 148), and Stobreus, Scrm. xlii.

p. 29i>, that the Phrygians did not swear or exact
from another an oath (by any god), probably has
some reference to this belief in a Divine nature
without images.* On this topic see further, V (1).

Dr. IJeichel has erred, as we believe, only in the
direction in which he has developed a correct
observation. It was not the seat or throne of the
formless and invisible Divine nature that was in

the beginning worshipped; for the very idea of a
seat already involves the attribution of something
like form and personality to the power which
needs and uses a seat. The fundamental idea was
that of the home and abode, or the origin of Divine

power. Out of this springs all the symbolism and
all the earlier phenomena of Anatolian religious
observances. The sacred stone or the sacred tree
is the home of the Divine nature : the cave among
the wild mountains, the simple shrine, are easy
developments of the same idea.f

(3) Wen/ions. Other inanimate objects besides
stones were made the object of worship. The
Alani, a rude barbarian tribe south-east of the
Black Sea, are said to have worshipped a naked
sword, which they fixed for the occasion in the

ground. This might be disregarded as a savage
lustom which had come in from Central Asia,
were it not that one of the reliefs among the
most important, to judge from its size portrayed
on the walls of the nilytum before the eyes of the
initiated at Boghaz-Keui (Pteria probably), east of

the Halys.J represents a gigantic sword stuck in

the ground, with only the hilt and a small part of
the blade protruding. The hilt in itself is evi-

dently a symbol or representative of Divine power,
composed of two pairs of animals, evidently lions,
surmounted by a human head wearing the tall

pointed hat characteristic of the supreme god. It

is therefore not open to doubt that the custom of

the Alani in the 4th cent, after Christ was the
same as the ancient Anatolian custom. We see

clearly that the sword was regarded not as a god
in and for itself, but as a symbol of a vague per-
vading Divine power. That power resides mainly
in the hilt, not in the blade, and is moulded not

altogether unlike the human form, and yet differ-

ing essentially from it, full of the terror and
strength of savage nature embodied in the four

lions, but human-headed,
If some tribes worshipped the sword, others re-

garded the battle-axe as sacred. The difference

obviously arises from difference of warlike custom:
the weapon to which the tribe trusted especially
in battle was esteemed by it the home of the
Divine strength by which they conquered and
hoped to conquer. In Caria and in Crete the axe
appears as a Divine symbol. We may confidently
assume that it was made the object of a special
cult, like the Sword-god among the Alani. Though
this is not exactly proved definitely by the evidence,

yet the importance of the Carian name Labrys
(iiipcnnis, 'battle-axe') in Carian religion leaves
little doubt on the point : Labranda was one of

the chief centres of the worship of the Carian god,
who was actually called Labraundos,% and one of

* The Pontic oath by Men Pharnakes (Strabo, p. 557) is later

(cf. p. 128) ; but see Reseller, Selene, p. 122.

t i in the shrine see V (3) ; on the sacred cave, IV (2).

1 See Perrot, Mistoirr tte IArt dans VAntiquity, iv. pp. 642,
G47 ; Chantre, Voyage en Cappadoce, gives the latest account.

Heller'-'ed as Zeus Labraundoe.
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tin' Kourcles in Carian mythology was l.abrando-.
'

lint. e\en more unmistakably than the -word, the

axe was a symbol of a Divine po\\ci i,-h a- lyin^
behind il and expressing it-, -It through ii, anil nut

as ;i IKIWCI or a tenor in it -ell. Tin- ;jml caiiyin-
tin- battle axe mi Ills shoulder i- i. in' nl llir niii-i

familial ami w idely diHilscd symbols in cast l.yiliim
anil west Phrygian coinage. '

\\Y notice that the worship of the axe belongs to
tlir < 'arians, a

| pic \vln> beyond doubt weie an
immiijlanl rai-c ; iiml We -hall -cc among them
some examples nf divergence limn llic Anatolian

type iif religion |-ce 5- \ 'I r_'n. 'I'lic worship ot the
axe must lie regarded a- al-o 11 divergence fnun
that type ; iin<l. in accordance \\illi tlic principle
staled at the beginning of the article, this diver-

gence is to l)t- attrilnitcil to tin- cliaractcr of the
Carian race. In the same way the \vor>hip of the

sword, though tracealile in the religion of the
ecntial plateau in the earliest pel iod known to us,
is probably a development out of the original
Anatolian type due to pressure from the ca-t and
north cast. The cast Anatolian type of cultn- is

ot a much more licllieo.se type than the central
Anatolian isce IX (21), anil the reason indnhit-

nbly lies in the rough and warlike character of

the trilies on tlmt side, such as the Kardouchoi,
modern Kurds, etc.

(4) ]\':,m!:ii
/iiixt.1. A rude wooden ]io-t was

sometimes worshipped in a way similar to the
more common sacred stone. The Divinity at

Sai i MI* was originally symbolized by a w Icn

plank; and in the more anthropomorphic develop-
ment, when the Divinity had come to he thought
of as the goddess Hera, this plank was called the
earliest statue of her. Many other similar stumps
of wood experienced the same development in an

Ihropomorphic thought.
In origin some, and probably most, of those

sacred stumps or planks were holy trees, decayed
nil 1 dead ; J and they strictly fall under II. Jjut

in oilier ca-es the original wa-a wooden pillar or

column, the support of a chainlier or house, and
falls under the class dcscrilied above, I (1); this

was clearly the case with the Dionysus Kadmos at

Tin-lies, de-erihcd by 1'au-anias, i.\. 12. 4 (which de
Visser, p. ss, has aptly illustrated from Diod.
Sic. i. xxiii. 4).

II. SAC 1:1:11 TKKKS. The worship of saered trees

is one of the most widely spread religious phe-
nomena in the early (ireck world. The ancient
Homeric hymn to the Aphrodite of the Troad
(Jill 272) mentions that the life of the mountain

nymphs, who shall nurse the goddess's son, is

ii--oeiatcd with the life of the sacred trees, which
man may not cut down; and that, when a tree
withers and dies, the nymph dies with it. The
oak- of Doilona were Diiinc, and the sound of the
motion of their branches was the voice of the god
declaring his will and revealing the future to men.
The bay tieeoi Apollo, the olive of Athena, and

many others, had doubtless the same origin. In
later time the popular legend often attached itself

to svu-li trees, that they had been planted by some
hem or Divine figure L-O with two oaks at llciaelea

in 1'ontus), or in some other fashion they were in-

volved in his life-history (a frci|ucnt form licing
that the god or hero or heroine had been sus-

pended from the tree).
The worship of the tree was conducted on pie.
The Oarian local names Larimui and Lt'rywa (bolli Mshi-j'-

ri'Mm.i* I" coons t*d(thi jhanlntenDodiftb i"im/.
ftlso Loili-inr, Jl title of I \ l.rl.- ;it C\ /.ii-UH.

t s. e list in Head's Catalttguc of Coins Br. Mug. : Lydia, p.
cxxvliL

t K\;nnplc8 in pn-at iiumtHTart alluded to b) .Ma\iuniT\Tiun,
viii. 1 (dr Vi-MT. i' 68),

i; The <i:ikn lit H, r.ii l.M, I'lin. //.V. \\i. s;. on thr \\h"lf

ubject liot-uirhiT. liniinikiiltii*, is fiinilaini-ntal ; but Manii-
hartlt and many ollu-r \vritt-rs must It- cunsiilti -1.
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cisely the same plan nn that of the ima^e in later
time-. It was clothed, crowned, adorned

;

'

pro.
cessions were made to it, saeiilii.'s .-re burnt (n

it, and Dieat-offeringa laid bctoic n . rmpic pi ,u e,i

to it and kissed it (Ov. Met. vii. (i:il). It u-

impious to go beneath it without the pi-npci- rites

(IK. /-''ist. iv. 749). It was wmii;; to p
without some token of respect (Apul. Fter. I).

The fall of a holy tree was a very had mncn
in Koine on such an occasion an </""'<" was
performed, as there had originally been an i/'

'tiH/itnttiii (I'lin. //.Vxv. 20).
Dedication of the hair has always l>cen the

greatest si^'n of devotion to any deity ; boys dedi
eatcd their hair on entering manhood, brides before
marriage, married women at the birth of a child ;

and in Delos it was customary for boys and In nlal

couples to dedicate their hair under the olive tie,.

that grew on the grave of Hyperuche and I.aodici .

The saered tree was the pledge of the pi<
and favour of the god, and on it therefore depended
the prosperity of the family, tribe, or State which
worshipped it. Such belief is seen in reference to
the' ti^ tree in the I toman forum, t or the olive in

the Acropolis at Athens ; and when the latter put
forth a new shoot after the burning of the city by
the Persians, the people knew that the safety of
the city was assured. A piece of the saered tree
was a pledge of security to the Argo ami to the
Meet of .Eneas (.'En. ix. 82). The fate of Megara
depended on an olive tree (1'lin. ffX xvi. 72).
The tree, then, was on earth the embodiment or

the home of Divine life; and the life of man in

some forms of belief was connected with a tree

during his earthly existence and passed into it at
his death. Like the gods, men are often said to
be born from trees. Hesiod's third race of men
were born from ash trees, and Meleager's life de-

pended on a piece of wood. Arcs was born from
Hera and a plant (see below, VI (2)). Talos and
Adonis were born from trees. Most instructive are
the cases in which the tree is said to have grown
out of the hero's grave. Such was the plane tree
on the tomb of Amycus in Ltithynia : Amycus had

opposed and fought with all strangers ; and if

any part of his tree was taken on board a ship,
there ensued constant quarrelling, until his influ-

ence was got rid of by throwing away the- bough.
Here the tree is evidently the embodiment of .the

spirit of the dead person. There was generally
a fountain beside the tree, as at Dodona and
Aulis.

Moreover, transformation into a tree was equiva-
lent to translation to the company of the gods : and
the tree became then a sacred pledge for posterity,
the prototype of the later hero-chapel. 'Hie plants
and trees which grew on the grave were the lifu

of the buried human being. I'hemonoe, the first

I'ythia, foretold that from her deail liody would
spring herbs which would give to animals that at

them the power of showing the future by the state

of their entrails. Thus she would live on with
men. And, similarly, the plants on graves made
a connexion between the deceased and this world :

an Athenian law (Ael. V<ir. Jiisf. ft. 17) puni-hcd
with death anyone who cut a holm oak grow in^ in a

sepulchral ground (hcroon). From this sprung the

later custom of planting gardens in ceincte]],-

Many passages in literature allude to the sympat by
between the dead man ami the trees or plants on
his grave. On that of I'rotcsilaus grew plane
trees, whose twigs pointed towards Troy, and w ho-e

leaves fell sooner than those of any tree around. t

The belief in holy trees has lasted, probably un-

broken, in Anatolia through Christian times down

Thi'ocr. xviii. 45.

Pliny, IIX XV. 20, 77.

; Sot also Paus. x. 5. i ; Pcriu, i. 39 ; Propcrtiui, iv. 6. 1, T3.
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to the present day. In the Acta of St. Philettvrus*
a grove of tall cypress trees at a place in Mysia
called Poketos, on the road from Nica>a and the

Rliyndacus to Cyzicus, is mentioned as the chief
seat of local pagan rites in the 4th cent. ; the refer-

ence probably proves that the grove existed or was
still remembered when the Actn, a late composition
but embodying a real local tradition, took form.
An inscription of Sandal (Satala in the Lydian
Katakekaumene) mentions the punishment in-

flicted in the form of disease by the gods Sabazios
and Anaitis Artemis on a man who had cut their
trees ; and the Mohammedans still believe that
disease will afflict any one who cuts the trees on
a neighbouring hillock. \ Sacred trees were hung
with garlands, just as at the present day rags and
scraps of garments are tied by Mohammedans to
sacred trees in many parts of Asia Minor, though
this practice is not in accordance with the spirit or
the rules of their religion.
The veneration of the sacred tree or grove

evidently implies the idea that the tree is an
embodiment of the Divine life and power, and
that he who maltreats the tree injures the Divinity
that lives in the tree. At the same time, the
utilitarian element also entered here, for the be-

lief protects and safeguards the interests of men,
or their deep feelings of respect for the dead. The
trees beside a village were useful to its popula-
tion, or they were sentinels keeping watch over
the grave of the dead. The worshippers of the
Divine power ornament the tree in which that

power is manifested with garlands, or with small

representations of the power in some of its mani-
festations : and out of the latter custom, through
growing religious degeneration, springs the legend
that some hero (connected with, sometimes a mere
impersonation of, the Divinity) has been suspended
from the tree, as Marsyas from the plane near
Celienre in Phrygia, or Helena from the plane at

Sparta (Pans. ii'i. 19. 10 ; Theoc. 18, 43).
III. SACRED ANIMALS. That various animals

had some religious awe attached to them in early
Greek and Anatolian religion is well known ; but
the nature and real meaning of this awe are far

from certain. No branch of our subject is more
obscure than this; and in none are so many wild
and vague statements and such mixture of ideas
current.

The question of sacred animals is always liable

to be mixed up with the question of Totemism.
There are, indubitably, certain facts in the re-

ligious ceremonial and symbolism of the Greek
peoples which can be most easily and naturally
explained as survivals of Totemism. But we can-
not think that Totemism held any place in Greek
or Anatolian religion as it presents itself to our

study. Similarly, the black stone of the Kaaba in

Mecca is an old fetish, the veneration of which has
survived in Mohammedanism ; but fetishism is not

really an influence in, or part of, Mohammedanism.
Many survivals of pagan rites and symbols are

apparent in the developed Hebrew worship, but
they did not touch its essence or affect its develop-
ment except to be successively eliminated from it.

.Similarly, the survivals of Totemistie forms in the
Greek world do not att'ect our study of its religion,

though they are of extreme interest to the archa'o-

logical investigator. The religious ideas of the
tribes and races, whose contact and intercourse pro-
duced the form of thought, religion, and civiliza-

tion which we call Hellenism, were raised above
the level of Totemism ; and even the earliest Greek
thought did not understand those survivals in a
Totemistic way, but put a new, and historically in-

correct, interpretation on them in popular legend.
* Acta Sanctorum, Iftth May, p. 324.

t Mot/a-ifly 3ta.i Bi^A. TV; Evueyy. 2^aXr|r, Smyrna, I860, p. 164.

Also, the form of religious thought in which the
sacred animal was regarded and worshipped as

being actually a god incarnate is not characteristic
of Anatolia. The nearest approach to that idea is

in the Ephesian religion of Artemis (7), where the

goddess was the queen bee ; but there is no proof
that any actual bee was worshipped. The ex-

planations of sacrificial rites as being cases in

which celebrants kill and eat the sacred animal
as the body of their god, are not admissible,

except perhaps in some borrowed rites of external

origin.
We may, with some confidence, lay down the

general principle (which we shall find continued in

several instances and contradicted in none), that
the sacred animals of Anatolian religion are re-

garded in relation to a more generalized concep-
tion of the Divine power, which lies behind them
and rinds expression through them. Hence they
are often represented in the rude symbolism of

primitive Anatolian art as associated with, or

employed in, the service of some deity or Divine

figure, who is an embodiment of that higher Divine

power.
(1) Animals as parts of the god. The most

typical appearance of animals in this way is as

bearers or supporters or companions or components
of gods. A god or goddess is often shown in rude
Anatolian cult-representations as standing on an
animal or bird : that is the case with a god, pre-

sumably Sandon or Baal-Tarz (Hellenized as Zens

Tarsios), represented on coins of Tarsus, with
several deities on the religious sculptures in the

adytum at Boghaz-Keui, and with various small
works of art in bronze or on seals or in other forms.

The Horseman-god described below, (5), perhaps
belongs to this class.*

In other cases the figure of a god has a rough
resemblance to the human form, but is composed
of one or more animal forms, supporting a human
head, or in an Egyptianizing type the head is

that of a beast or bird, but the body is human (as
in some figures at Boghaz - Keui, or the lilack

Demeter with the head of a horse at Phigalia in

Arcadia).
To this class belong the representations of Cybele

with her lions, or of Artemis with her stags. In
those cases the earliest known types show the

Deity with a form in which nothing is human
except the head and perhaps the arms : the rest of

the figure is a mere shapeless non-human mass or

stump. The animals stand on each side of this

central figure. In one case Cybele's lions rest

their forepaws on her shoulders, t Greek art took
these ancient native types and developed them

freely, making the figures of the goddesses entirely
human, giving beauty and dignity to them, seating

Cybele on a throne with her symbols (patura and

/1/iiijiiiinin) in her hands, representing Artemis
after the type of the Greek hunting goddess, and

introducing some dramatic motive in their relation

to the accompanying animals : the goddess plays
with the animals or caresses one of them with her

hand. Sometimes the lion reclines in Cybele's lap
like a pet dog. See also V (3).

In such representations it is clear that the origi-

nal religious conception did not regard the Deity
as of human form. There is sufficient resemblance
to suggest at first sight the human form ; but at

the second glance the differences are seen to be

very marked. The types arose, as we shall see,

in the way of votive offerings. The worshipper
ottered to the Divine power some rude representa-
tion of itself, laying this on or near the stone, or

* G. F. Hill, Catalogue of Coins Brit. .Wits.: Cilicia, p. 178;
Perrot, Hiitom de I'Art dans I'Antiq. iv. pp. 637-40, 346, 772,

etc. See also I (3).

t Journal of Hell. Studies, 1884, p. 245 and plate.
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hanging it fnnu the tree, which was eon-idi-red li>

lir the Ilium- ul tin- Di\ limy. Tin- ivpi ii-iitu-

tion rmli-ly embodied tin- \a".ue, unformed c.mccp
timi entertained I >v tin 1 ni -luppeis : (In- Divine

I

ii I\M -i was nnl wholly unlike Iniman, hut it was
dillerent, ami i niii.-iinctl the strength ami swiit-

ncss or tin- teeming productive power of various
animals.
The conception of tlie Sntnr, a halt human half

lir-u;il iiirin, Ill-Inn.:- Originally to A-ia Minor, ami
wa-

I|I-M-|II|II-I|, ln-t iii Ionian, ami lln-n in gem-ial
t i i k art. Tin- uiuiv st rid ly ( iivek conceptions of

Theasalian Centaur and Arcadian 1'an an- funda-

ini-ntally tin 1 same in ehaiaeler. Tin- Sat\ i !>]"
varies between hum. MI niivil with lim-e ami
human mixed with goal, while tin- Centaur is

oiih ut tin.- first kiml ami 1'an only of tin- -eioinl.

Sih-nus i^ a similar ult-a, of Anatolian origin prob-
ably, lull developed in art mure mi tin.- human
siilr. Till' ili-a 111 all these lignres is that uf lllilr,

free, natural lilr. nntraim-il, unfettered hy con-
vention* and ideas of merely human origin: this
lili ni nature i- the spontaneous expression of the
I in ine hie, ami i nun-- nearer to the I >iv ine nature
than men ran approach, hut also it has a ilistim-t

human siile, ami ran rome more easily into n-la

lion- with niankiinl than the Hi\ine nature can.
Men ran by stca Ith catch and furee to their w ill

tin- Satyr ami Sileniis. who are thus intermediaries
he! ween t he Divine ami the human. On the ot her
ha in I, those figures are the companions ami servants
anil associates of the god Dionysus, a ileitv of

marked Anatolian character. In anutlu-r respect
they are a means uf mediating hetweeii tin- Divine
nature ami mankiinl : 'they touk them wives of

all that they chose '

(Gn >-). Now the idea lies

ih-e|i in the' Anatolian religion, as we shall see,
that man has rome from (iod and goes hack to
him /it ileath ; and evidently this relation het\veen
Sal v i- in Sileni and human women is one of the

gmtes. |u,. developments hy degradation of that
idea : see In-low mi the serpent (11).

iji Tin- hull often a|i[iears in Burroundings whicli
show his religious significance: in one case he
seems to l.e standing on an altar, as an object of

worship to the human figures looking towards
liim.t The M-iy iii|ueiit employment of a hull's

head on sepulchral and other steles and on sar-

cophagi at a later period evidently originated in

the saered character of the animal, and had at lirst

an npotropaio purpose (the Divine power protect-
ing the grave), hut hreame purely conventional
and ornamental in the lapse of time. l!nt even in

the above-mentioned ca-e, \\tn-re the hull is the

object of worship, a glance at the figure is sufficient

to show that he is worshipped as a symhol : he

represents and cmhodies the generative power of
nature: there lie- hehind him the Divine power of

prow th ami life, \\liieh he expresses: in this char-
acter he played a part in the Phrygian My-terie-.;

lili The limit, which is mentioned as saered in

the w orship uf LetO and I.aii hem is, s and don I it less

gem-ially, was associated with Dionysus, a deity of

maikedly Anatolian charai ter. At l.aoilicca on
the I. veils the goat appears as a companion of the
L'<"i \-eis (identified with the t; k Xeus, and
Heated as an epithet of Xeus|, who lavs his hands
on tin- limn- ut a goat standing lu-snle him. In
* i reek art there is known a type snowing Aphrodite
riding on a goat, which may pmlialilv he an artistic

di-M I'ipment of an old schema showing a deity

Xi IIM)I|IIIII. .1 milt. f. 2. and many otht-r |ilai
s.

t I'rrrul,
|i.

liist. ; c(. p. 872.

t TttLflt; ^atT; xati iatT>.3 rxCfltv 3?axa/>,
'

the ^ixl-liul] \s

father ot tin- ^iMl---rin nl. :iml tin -. rpi nt uf tin- Imll,' was a
tormulaof the I'lm ^i.m M \ -r.Tii - (i 'Ifiin n- \].'\ /'.

'

5 s, , li..v,-hi-r- /,. i i' , [Jl'jr ll.'rfflrt. Vn1!.'3>,l'\r,t.r. l^iir-

U JIM- ( lirt-xli-r). mid Km -i\, I'l'i'-s and tiijstt. t'J t'l>ry/ui, i.

p. l.'lsf. ,s,.,. ,,ls.. lH'li.v>. :-).

standing on a j;imt. Sut-li also is a late A,,
i \ pe -howiux .Men sitting or riding mi a "oai.
The j;(iat and the ox are evidently theanim.il-

characteristic of a pastoral people in tin- -nui
plains of central Asia Minor; and the fait that

they were so useful must have helped to give tin m
their sacred character. Countless her. I- m
are still a feature ol the great plains of the

plateau.
Like the hull, the saered jroat is douhtless to he

understood as the male animal, the emliuiliin. m
and representative of the productive lliiim- powi i

regarded on the active side. The Divine naiuie,
as we shall see, was regarded in Anatolia
times as complete and sexless, but more iiei|iientlv
as divided into two Divine ln-ings, male and lemale

:

and in the latter case the life of nature is pi.
in the cultus as the mutual relations of the Divine
pair, the god and the goddess.

(4) The sheep was a third animal of great im-
portance on the pasture-land of the plateau; and
there is evidence that it was sacred. The sheep
was worshipped hy the Samians, ami was closely
connected with the worship of Hermes. Milchhiifer

inAi-c/utoloff. Zcitunif, 18S3, p. -JUH, quotes exam pies
of the occurrence of the ram as a ligure on graves
in 1'hrygia and Armenia.
The sacred sheep is to be understood as the ram.

He stands in the same relation to Hermes as the
goat does to Dionysos. It is a ram that appears
on the Anatolian and Armenian tomhs.

(.">) The home must he regarded as a sacred
animal (as might be expected), on account of the

widely-spread representations of the Horseman-
god. No Divine

lig^ure
is so common in the later

hieratic art of Asia Minor as this deity. He
occurs on the coins of many cities in Lydia and
West 1'hrvgia, and on rock reliefs as well as on
votive steles in the 1'isidian hill-country ; these
are almost all of the Human period, hut the typo
is certainly much older. In many cases tlie

Horseman-god is a hero, i.e. the deilied form of a
dead man (regarded as identified with the god,
VIII (5)), and the type must in those cases be

regarded as sepulchral. Hence the horse-head,
which appears in many sepulchral reliefs in Attica,

may be taken as a symbolic indication of the same
type, the part standing for the whole. In those
reliefs the deilied dead is usually represented as a
seated ligure of heroic sixe, and the horse-head in

on upper cornet of the relief indicates in brief the

type of the Horseman-god, which is another form
of the dead man's new heroized nature. The horse
was prohahly imported into Anatolia, and belongs
to a later period than bull, sheep, and goat.

(0) The su-iiir.. Most difficult and obscure are
the questions connected with the swine. There is

good evidence to show that the swine was sacred
in the Anatolian religion. In Crete, which was in

strong religious sympathy with Asia Minor, the
swine was sacred, and played an important part
in the Mysteries and the birth of Xeus. At the
Kleusinian Mysteries, which were influenced both
from Crete and from Asia Minor, the swine con-
stituted the most efficacious and purificatory sacri-

fice ; the (ireek purification for murder or homicide
involved the sacrifice of a swine, and the I. Milan

ceremony is said by Herodotus |i. 3T>) to have been
identical with the Greek (whicli may be taken as

proof that the rite was carried from Anatolia to

(ireece). In I.ycia a swine is represented on the

Harpy Tomb, under tlie chair on whicli sits (he
heroized or deified dead. Small

| igs of tcna cutta
or porcelain have lieen found in I.ydian grave-

'

The older and general Phrygian custom Ii

least no horror of swine. +

*
Kun.sav, llittvr. (jV<"7. f Ati

U. p. 32.

Minor, p.
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But this Anatolian custom was interfered with

by a new influence, namely, the Semitic (or perhaps
we ought to say simply the Jewish) anil Egyptian
abhorrence for the swine.* This ruled, at least in

later time, at the Pontic Komana, where a swine

might not be brought into the city, much less into

the sacred precinct or temple of the goddess.
Here we are brought in view of two opposing

and irreconcilable ideas ; and our view is, in all

such cases, that these contradictory ideas originate
from different races (or, in the case of Jewish re-

ligion, from the influence of a new step in develop-

ment). The attempt has been made to interpret
the abhorrence and loathing of the swine as

arising naturally out of the extreme awe and
fear with which it was regarded on account of its

high supernatural powers ; but, on such a prin-

ciple, anything can be evolved out of anything.
There are two opposite conceptions of the swine.

According to the one, the swine is a sacred and

purifying animal ; it is in close relation with the

Divine nature, and the human worshipper uses it

to cleanse himself so that he may be fitted to come
into relation with the Deity sacrificed as the

Eleusinian and Eteocretan prelude to initiation

or marriage [identical rites, VIII (1)]; not eaten

except after sacrifice (see (8), (9), and Ath. 376).

According to the other conception, the swine
must not be brought near the Deity nor permitted
even to approach his neighbourhood, any one who
has touched a swine is unclean, any one who habitu-

ally comes in contact with swine is a permanent
outcast. We refuse to consider that these two op-

posing views have a common origin : they belong
to two irreconcilable modes of thought. The ab-

horrence of the swine we explain on grounds of

health : in a hot country the flesh of the swine is

not wholesome, and in the development of thought
and religion in Egypt and in Palestine this was
observed and constituted into a religious law for

the benefit of man.
It is said that the Egyptians once a year sacri-

ficed a swine to the moon and Osiris, and ate its

flesh ; and in Is b6'~ we hear of Jews who met

secretly to eat the flesh of swine and mice as a

religious rite. But these are natural examples of

the persistence of the old religious facts in secret or

on some exceptional occasion : the new and higher

religious idea cannot wholly extirpate the ancient

idea : the old superstition has a hold on the souls

of men, and usually something is conceded to it.

Only, the Hebrew prophets would concede nothing,
but insisted on the absolute and utter abolition of

the old superstition : that is one of the numberless

points of distinction between Hebrew religion and
all other ancient religions which competed with it.

The principle laid^lown in the preceding para-

graph is one of great importance in our subject.
In the religious history of the Greek tribes we
observe numerous cases in which the religious idea

of one tribe overpowers that of another when the

two tribes come together. But a religious fact

rarely, if ever, dies utterly : though the weaker, it

produces some effect on the stronger, and one of

the commonest effects was that a secret and mys-
terious performance of the submerged religious
ritual was permitted at long intervals. t Thus
human sacrifice seems to have been allowed to

continue in rare acts of ritual, many centuries

after the general feeling of the Greek tribes had
condemned the idea of sacrificing a human being.
Another way in which the submerged religion
maintained itself was in the superstitions of the

lowest and least educated classes, and in rites

* See Wiedemann, //erorfo/V Zu-eite$ Bitch, p. 85. Origen, c.

Celt. v. 49, speaks of the Eg\ ptian priests alone as refraining,
which implies a relaxation of usage.

t See below, | VII (2).

which were rejected as magical and irreligious by
the higher thought of the people.
The rules of impurity connected with the swine

are also a subject of great difficulty ; and here

again the difficulty seems due to the interlacing
and intermixture of different religious ideas, no
one of which has made itself absolutely supreme.
Thus, for example, the statement is sometimes
made that the worshippers of the Lycian and Ana-
tolian god Men Tyrannos abstained from swine's

flesh ; yet the swine was intimately connected with
the Divine power in Lycia (as we have seen).

Out of these facts a very elaborate theory that

men abstained from the sacred animal as being

holy can be spun. But the abstaining from swine's

flesh in the ritual of Men Tyrannos was merely a

very brief temporary act of purificatory prepara-
tion, as is obvious from the context,* and did not

amount to a permanent rule of avoidance, such as

obtained in Egypt and Palestine. The rules of

preparatory purification in the later period (our

authority belongs to the time of the empire) were
much influenced by analogy ;

and this case proves

nothing as to the' real and original theory ruling
in the worship of Men Tyrannos.
The abstinence from swine's flesh, said to have

been practised at Pessinus in Phrygia, was, per-

haps, a much more serious and real fact. It would

hardly have been mentioned by Pausanias had it

been a mere act of brief occasional purification : he
records it, evidently, as standing in marked con-

trast to the ordinary usage of Western Anatolia

(of which he was a native, and whose people he
liad chiefly in view as his readers). The custom
of Pessinus is to be explained as due to Semitic

influence gradually spreading westwards over Asia
Minor.
The sacred character of the swine in early Ana-

tolian and Greek ritual was due, beyond all doubt,
to its being considered as a symbol and representa-
tive of the Great Mother. It was the domesticated

sow, with her teeming litters of young, that sug-

gested its holy character. Thus the holiness was
founded on similar grounds to that of the bull

or cow and the sheep and the goat : the animals
which were most useful to man were esteemed

sacred, as the gifts of God. There can hardly be

any doubt that the method of domesticating and

caring for these animals was considered to have
been revealed by the god, who continues to be

their patron, and whose beneficent power towards
man is manifested in them : see (8).

The wild boar, which is sometimes connected in

mythology with the Divine nature, would derive

his sacredness from a different cause, for lie must
be classed with the wild animals which are imper-
sonations of the Divine strength and swiftness and

might t see (10).

(7) The l/cc. Most instructive of all in regard to

the Divine nature is the bee. The bee was the

sacred symbol at Ephesus, i.e. the bee was the

type of the goddess. A large body of subordinate

priestesses connected with her worship were called

melissai, the working bees ; and a body of officials

(who were originally of priestly character) t were
called esscncs. Now there was a mistake, common
in Greece, with regard to the sex of bees ; the

queen bee was thought to be a male, and called

essen or /SacriXeus. But, when we look at the

Ephesian cult, we find that it was founded on
* The authority is a pair of almost identical inscriptions

frequently published: Dittenberger, Sylloije, No. 379, CIA
iii. 73, 74'; Koucart, Assoc. Jtelig. f. 219. The worshipper must

purify himself i-o a-ziflvt *ai zei?nu< *i ;"""*, but the purifi-

cation was a matter of a day, and after washing from head to

foot the worshipper could enter the god's presence the same
dav : the eating of garlic and swine's flesh, like the third fact,

is 'implied to be the habitual and ordinary way of life of the

worshippers.
t See, e.g., Pausanias, viii. 13, 1.
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a true knowledge. Tin' goddess was the i|iieen

bee; and lier image makes tin- plain, Her body
has niily lln 4

slightest resemblance (t> a ILIUM. in

limly, t'H I has tin- outline of tin' l>ody of a !"<

What are ordinarily called mamma on her body
are nut so, for no nipple is indicated: they
really represent c",gs, and the ma-- of tlie liody is

simply u great ovary or skin tilled with ova. The
goddess is literally indicated as the one great
mother of all life in the community. The r.v.v //*

are the male bee- or drone-, \\lio ilo no work. The
nii'/i.t.'i'ii are the female and working liees, in whom
the sexual character is umle\ eloped i -ee $ VI (3)).

The resemblance liet\\een the constitution of the
s\\arm or community of bees ami that of the

primitive Anatolian community, as described in

VIII (.'!), (7). is striking.
The resemblance is even more striking in re-

spect of the life-history of the Mothei -(uidile--

ami of the ipiei-n bee; lint this will be treated in

VI (3). Taking this in conjunction with the pre-

ceding remarks about the Hiviuc power and life

under the bee form, we see clearly that the place
of the bee in the cultus implies such knowledge of

its habits as would be impossible without caretiil

observation and intelligent methods of treatment.
This is merely one example of the wisdom and
skill applied to the utili/.ation ami domestication
of animals in the ancient Anatolian theocratic

system. The arts of domestication were rooted in

religion. The remarkable practice of self-mutila-
tion as a religious act, characteristic of Phrygian
worship (

VIII (4)), seems clearly to have origin-
ated from the rule (ditinely uiven, as was sup-
pose, 1 1 of mutilating in the same way oxen and
other domesticated animals, and from the natural
mutilation of the bee (g VI (3)).

(S) '1'h' Mii-i-i'itin-.is iittm-ltinij to domesticated ani-
ni'i/'i. -It is obvious that the sacred character of the
animals which have hitherto been mentioned rests

ultimately on their domestication and their useful-
ness to man. This suggests that some of the an-
of domestication may have originated on the great
Anatolian plateau, where t he com lit ions are exceed-

ingly favourable,* and where the existing traces
show that a largo population and great cities

were found where now for many centuries only a
\<T\ -parse sprinkling of nomads and a certain
number of small villages have existed. That a

high degree of skill was reached ill the domestica-
tion of animals is also certain. Valuable breeds of

animals were artificially produced by intelligent
cross. br ..... ling. l>f these the Angora goat still

survives ; and I he secret of it- breeding is still care

fully treasured and concealed, t That the secret of

preserving the purity of the wool lies in breeding
i- pointed "lit el-ew In TI

,';. on the authority of

practical experience; and the natural probability
of tin- explanation (which has never been men.
tioni',1 elsi-where) is admitted as obvious by some
high authorities lowh ..... it has been mentioned.
lint the breed of the ( 'olos-ian sheep with its

glossy violet ll ..... -e, and the glossy black - tie,-, .,!

sheep of I.aodieea, have' entirely disappeared ;

and the reason is that those artificial breeds were
through carelessness allowed to degenerate.

I'.'l l'",,i: thrill, 't 1111111111!* < i.t xni-i-'/firi'. No doubt
neeii 1 ..... ntciiained, though the fact cannot lie

definitely demonstrated by extant evidence, that
the life of all domesticated animals was am, I.

Their existence was so important to man that it

! Condition* determining Elistoi
.!n..i' /ourfu*, Sept L902,p.272:

1
ft '

'

. ri

an<l Ittjliu'inn
'

in thr <;<

below, (1
'i

' \\ annot accept the view advocated by gome distin !

(J^niian writer-. tli.M ih' L u t- int imlm i .| M im
1

Lsio, and is a naturally distinct -i"
1

' ifv

; Rama ^ . lii>r>
'

/. j-. -JT^IT.

5 1'1'1',-citiora of Turkey, lac

must IM' guaranteed and protect d by the stronue-l

religious sanctions. To -lay the OX or the sheep
or the goat or the swine was an act of unj MI\.

Among the Phrygians it was a capital crime to

slay an ox u-ed in ploughing.*
Yet there can 1 pially little doubt both that

the tlesh of the animals was wanted as food and
that they were needed as offerings in -aenhre.
Here two religious laws come into collision with
one another. A quaint and evidently very archaic

ceremony, which was preserved among the people
of Athens (a race character is I i. ally autochi honous
ami Pelasgian), illustrates the way in which the

difficulty was met. The ox for sacrilice was
selected by a sort of chance, the one being taken
which first came forward out of a herd to eat the
corn scattered on the altar near which the animals
were driven. The ox thus selected was slain for the
sacrilice: but the ministers who slew it with axe
and knife tied, and in their absence the weapons
which had killed the sacred animal were tried and
condemned, and punished for sacrilege by being
thrown into the sea. The llesh of the ox was
eaten : its skin was stutl'ed with straw, and the
stuffed animal was harnessed to a plough. I

The character of the ceremony, as an expiation
of the apparent crime of slaying the sacred animal,
is clear. The god, in his kindness to man, has
shown how the guilt may be avoided or diverted,
and the flesh of the animal can be enjoyed by man
without suffering the due penalty. The name of
tin' sacrifice, TO. Hoi></>uKia, 'the ceremonies connected
with the slaying of the ox. 'I makes the meaning
of the whole clear. Probably, in the origin, the

killing of an ox (not a common act in agricultural
life), perhaps even the killing of any sacred animal,
was always accompanied with that elaborate cere-

monial, and made u religious act. The ox was
induced to commit an act of impiety in eating the
sacred barley and wheat on the altar; any guilt
involved in slaying him was visited on the murder-
ing weapon ; and, finally, the pretence was gone
through that the ox was still ready to be used for
its ordinary agricultural work.
The attempt has been made to explain the

{!nii/>/toiii(i as the slaying in the harvest season
of the ox which represents the spirit of vegetation :

the ox, as the Divine being who constitutes the life

of the crop, is supposed to be slain at the harvest
(as Lityerscs in Phrygia was slain by the sickles of
the reapers). This attempt is supported by an
incorrect interpretation of the word Boupliunia,
as ' the slaying of the ox.' The explanation is

forced and unsatisfactory, and may be considered
as an example of the extreme to which excellent
scholars are sometimes led in trying to adapt a

theory, which furnishes the correct explanation of

many n-ages, to other usages which it does not suit.

A Phrygian inscription throws some light on
this subject. The goat is there mentioned as
-aiTed. A certain person confesses to have sinned
because he had eaten the lle-h of the goat, though
the animal bail not been olfered as a sacrifice with
the proper ceremonial: lie atones for the sin, and

acknowledges t In- m-tice of the nciialty with which
the god has visited him.

Hie liatnasc. in Dindorf, Hint, Grace, .Win. i. p. 148.

(Tin- accounts "t the nm'tny vary a little as regards
details : M-C Mr. ,1. U. Fr.i/i r - '-'.''It'll Jlvitgh'l, vol. ii.

(

1 Tliis M-risf of the plural is typical and common : -i.o;

>flt*, 'tin MH iini-t:Mir, s connected with the birth of '/.

and so on. A tuls.- mtrri>n'l;i! i.in of the word Ikv.-j.. <

to in tin' in At paragraph.
5s,c-i.<,., and BMoprici of Phrygia, i. pp. 138, ISO. The

]>nsint uni'T lin-* there adopted an explanation SIIL;,' -'> .1 t.i

I'nif. k..l.rrt-"ii smith, which would take th.

: in -,iinm ^",,1- il- -n at all. But it is more prohahlc
i In! i IM nun [ay in i ma\
In - 1 TitU-L'. Kitlu-r i-f the two different ^m
in the two explanations Is gramma -

i i'U-.
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(10) The lion, which is so often associated with

Cybele,
is also found in art as the supporter on

which a deity stands. Like the bull, and doubt-
less for the same reason, the lion was taken as a
common ornament on tombstones originally with
a protective meaning, later as a mere conventional

figure especially in Phrygia and Pisidia.* Simi-

larly, the stag was the regular accompaniment of

Artemis, and appears carrying a deity on an early
Anatolian seal.f
There can be no doubt that the sacredness of

these two animals, the lion and the stag, springs
from their being the most typical representatives of

wild natural life in its strength and its swiftness.
These two typical wild animals are connected

intimately and characteristically with the Divine
nature as female, i.e. with Cybele or Artemis.
That side of the Divine nature bulked far more
largely in old Anatolian religion than the male
side.J The Great Goddess, the All-Mother, plays
a much more characteristic and commanding part
than the god, who is often pictured as her attend-

ant, and as secondary to her. The life of nature is

commonly represented as female. The spirits of

the trees and mountains, the lakes and forests, are
the Nymphs, described often as if they led a

sexless, separate existence, though there are not

wanting examples of the other conception, which

brings them into association with the Satyrs or
Sileni and makes the reproduction of the life of

nature spring from the relations between the male
and the female divinities.

Accordingly, it is a pair of lionesses, not of lions,
that appear on the most ancient Phrygian Lion-
Tombs and on the Gateway at Mycense. But the
sex is not always emphasized ; and artistic con-
siderations probably contributed to determine the
ultimate preference for lions and stags, so that
these were regularly represented as companions
even of the goddesses Cybele and Artemis : the
mane and the horns made the male animals more
picturesque and striking types.
But in none of these cases is there any universal

rule of sex. If the male Divinity is symbolized by
the ram or he-goat, there are certain to be some
cases in which the female Divinity must be repre-
sented by the female animal in order to carry out
the mythological tale or the cult-act. These less

usual and less typical instances, which need not be

quoted in detail, do not really interfere with the

general rule of sex which has been stated.

(11) The serpent, however, was pre-eminently
the sacred animal in Anatolian and Greek religion.
It dwells in the bosom of the earth, the Great
Mother. It appears and disappears in a mysteri-
ous way. In many Greek temples, and especially
in the temple of Athena Polias on the Acro-

polis at Athens, a sacred serpent dwelt : it was fed

by the priests, and considered to be a sort of em-
bodiment or guarantee of the Divine presence in

the temple. This idea, however, was below the

religious level of the highest Greek literature, in

which it does not make much appearance ; but it

played a great part in popular belief and super-
stition, as well as in actual ritual. Especially, a

serpent with large cheeks, called pareias, which
was believed to be friendly to man and hostile to

dangerous serpents, was considered holy, and used
in the ritual of the Mysteries. In the sacred
drama enacted in the Mysteries the god in the

* For Phryyia, see Journal of Hellenic Studies, 1SS2, etc. For
Pisidia, see Sterrett, Wolfe Expedition, pp. 91-93. The present
writer has seen manv other Pisklian or Isaurian examples.
Rohde (fs'/chf, p. 679) thinks that the lion was used as

denoting the fourth grade in Mithraic initiation, and Cumont
(M<>ntt//t. irtttt. au Cult de Mithras, p. 173) inclines to agree
with him. This cannot be correct. It leaves the sex out of
account : see the two following paragraphs.

t Perrot, op, cit. iv p. 772.

J See below, 5 VL

form of a serpent became father of the god-bull by
Kora or Persephone his daughter (see the quo-
tation in note to III (2)) ; and the initiated

fondled a
jxtrciitx serpent in imitation of this.*

Hence the idea that human life is of Divine origin
took the form, in regard to some special heroes,

(e.ff. Alexander the Great) that a serpent was
their father.

The idea that the serpent is a representative of

the Divine life appears in various forms: a serpent
was intimately associated with, and almost tho
embodiment to human eyes of, ^-Eseulapius or

Asklepios, of Sabazios, of Zeus Meilichios, and in

general of most heroic and daemonic conceptions,
and of the departed dead. Naturally, the animal,
which often took up its residence in graves, was

regarded by popular superstition as the embodied

spirit of the dead
; .and, when a serpent took pos-

session of any grave in this way, there was a

general tendency to regard the person there buried
as being peculiarly active and efficacious, i.e. as a
hero.f The dead man, again, has become identi-

tied with the Divine nature; and the serpent there-

fore is peculiarly representative of the Divine nature
in its Chthonian aspect, i.e. as connected witli the
world of death. The Agathos Daimon, a Chtho-
nian power, associated with the earth and the
riches of the earth, is represented by a serpent
(sometimes with a human head). See B, V.
The worship of the god -serpent at Hierapolis

and Laodicea in the Lycus valley t lias played
some part in the formation of Christian legend :

the sacred serpent is tlere called the Echidna, and
is described as the powerful enemy of St. John
and St. Philip.
The belief in the sacredness of the serpent was

practically disregarded by the majority of Greeks
in the classical period, and despised as a supersti-
tion unworthy of an educated person ; but some

peculiarly sacred serpents, such as that of Athena
Polias, retained a hold on general opinion. yEHan
mentions that, of all the Peloponnesian Greeks,

only the Argives refrained from killing serpents.
(1'2) Sacredness ofuiUdanimals. Obviously, there

is not the slightest appearance that the sacredness
of the above-mentioned wild animals in this early

religion was founded on dread of their power, and

anxiety to propitiate them. The facts as stated
are absolutely opposed to that opinion. More-

over, in the region of Asia Minor which we take
to be the centre and origin of its religious ideas,
the great central plateau, wild animals can hardly
have been a serious danger within historical times.

The country is open, and there is such total

absence of cover that beasts of prey cannot have
existed in any numbers. The Austrian traveller

Sarre quotes the statement of Von Moltke, that the

great plains are the most perfectly level known in

the world. As a rule, they are and have been for

thousands of years so bare and, apart from human
work and provision, so unproductive, that little

wild life, and none of the greater savage animals,
could be supported in them. In such a level

country deer would be a difficult prey ; and when
human skill wrought out some irrigation, found

water, where it was not accessible on the sur-

face, by sinking very deep wells, and introduced

great herds of domesticated animals, the wild
beasts which were able to prey on sheep or oxen

*
2a/3a^i'iiv -/oZv /Ltva-Tv.fi^oav <n/,;?eAov Tot; ftvsu^jtivoi; o diet x;^Ttu

$;'?' bpetzuv 5: iyTiv ojror, )ltlXxcu.lvo; To'j KC'.TO'J 7-jtv TEAev^iary

(Clemens Alex. Protrept. ii. 16
;
cf. Arnobius, v. 21

; Foucart,
Lcs Assuciativns Reliyieuses).

t Strictly, every dead man was a hero ; but such ones were
heroes par excellence.

J Ramsay, Cities and Bishopric* of Phrijfiia, i. pp. 51, 87.

The central plains were known as Axtil'ill, the trcelesl

region, two centuries before Christ, in the first glimpse of them
that the records permit ; and other considerations show that

this state had exisled for a long time previously.
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or goats could shelter t tn-msi-l-. es only in Un-

broken grontnl of the surrounding nuiuiiUiiii-.
" and

in -.IIMI- "I III'' l-nl.lli-il mountain pi-aks of tile

|iliiti>:ni
i In]Hi I i.i - ui ili.'-i-

|

il.-iii-aii mountains are

singularly ban- ami shelterless). Thus lln- great 1-1

beasts ul prey must have lii-en from a very n-inote

IT! Mil few, ami regarded in practical lite as an

(iliii-i-t of tin 1 chase and of spurt tu tin 1 rulers and
tin' nobles (in whatever form nobles i-\i-t -d i

: and
it is probable tliat this condition ul things fostered

tin- tendency tu regard them n.s sacred l>y some
-i'ii ul religiun- substitute for a game law.

Again, serpents HIT neither very numerous nor

at all dangerous. Various i|uite harnilrss species
iH-rur in in. nil-rate abundam -e, and a few an- said

lu In- \i-niiiiiuiis, luit death from tin- bite of a

si-i].cut is jirart ii-ally unknonn in tin 1

country.
Yet tlir scantiness ul tin- imputation in recent

centuries, and tin- small c\ti-nt of agriculture,
havr given f" oppurtunity fur wild life to in-

i-rra-i- In Us natural limits.

Accordingly, for a period of four thousand years
or more, ild animals in tin- plateau must prolialily
have deri\ ed tln-ir saerediie-s from other eun-idc'ra-

tions than the terror and danger that they caused;
and the e\ iilein-e of i eli'.'ioiis fact i- i-li-ar that tile

origin lay in their uolile i|iialities of strength and
swiftness, ami in their association with the Divine
nature living free in the wild and mountainous
districts. See also almve, (Id).

l\'. s\ri:i-:n I'I.MKS. (i) Mountains. If a
-tone could he holy, much more could a great rock

or a mountain lie regarded as the home or the era-

liudiment of the Dhinc power. t Mount Argons.
the lofty .....untain which towers aliove Ca'sarea

in Cappadocia to the height of nearly 13,(KHJ feet,

was regarded as a god or as an image of the pod,
and by it men took a solemn oath : on the coins of

( asrn'ea it is the regular type, taking the place
\\hieh the image of a god occupies in most coins

,.t llelleni ..... Hellenized cities. On coins of Pros-

tanna in 1'isidia. Mount Viaros is represented in a
similar :\\ . and it, too, was evidently regarded liy

tin-
]
..... pie \\ ho dwelt near it as the holy mountain.

The idcntitication proposed in khz Historical Geo-

graphy "/' .Ixi'i Miiinr (p. 407) for Ml. Viaros rests

chiellvj on a certain similarity in the situation

of the lofty peak, which towers over Egerdir and
tin- great lake called by the ancients Limnai,
to Aiga us rising out of the level Cappadocian
plateau.
Then in general it is probable or certain that

tin- Creat Cod was adored on the tops of other

mountains. An example from another Cappado-
cian bill is proved by an inscription found on the

summit. The lofty mountain, now called Hassan
D:i'jh, lo.OlMJ feet nigh, north-west from Tyana.
seems to have borne the same name, Arrjirns, as

the ( 'a--arean mountain ;
and in that case it prob-

ably bad a similar sacred character. The I'.ithy-

nians worshipped Zeus under the names of 1'apas

(' father ') and Attis
||
on the tups of mountains.

In the ruck-temple at lioghax Iveiii, one of the

figures, evidently a personage ul great importance
on account of his size,! i s represented as standing,
or rather striding, with hi~ teet mi the summits of

two mountains. The Divine nature rests on the

mountains, and is at home on their summits,

just as, in other representations on the walls of

the same natural temple, sevi-ial denies stand on

n- iini r <i croecs a n -

surinui, i . place I'rostaiiini s ...... \\h. r-- tliere.

5 Uaiiiav', in /''". 'in-iw/i. //'/' le
i

I SurcH .1" lust mi n
'

t*"'- '< prince.'
e, ,,.,'

.
n , del .(''I, iv p. (KJ9.

their own sacred animals.' Again, in that -aiiio

rock-temple, severul of the (MUH-.I an.mals stand
with their feet placed on the top of high sijnarfil

peilcstals; and the no - called 'Ni Mt.

Sipylus, which is beyond doubt an image ul the

goddess Cybele,
sits with her feet re-img "n two

similar peuestals.t Those |iedestals an- pmi-ably
to be interpreted as holy pillars (such as tlm-e at

(Jnossos in Crete, pictured in Mr. K\ans' aiiiele,
Joitrnnl of Hellenic Studies, 1'JUl, p. 110). The
present writer formerly interpreted them as mmiii

lains;t but in the art as practised at liogliaz-
Keui tlie type of the sacred mountain was rounded
in form and broken in outline, and it seems hardly
permissible to suppose that two types so different

were employed there simultaneously to indicate
the same conception.
The truth may indeed probably be that the

sacred stone when unshaped and rude derived its

holiness, in some cases, from being regarded as

representative of the sacred mountain, the part
standing for the whole (just as the bull's head
stands for the god-bull, Sill (-)), or the miniature
for the vast reality. The oiiijt/m/us, on which

Apollo sits or stands, would then be a sort of

miniature of the mountain which is his Divine

abode.
It seems, at any rate, beyond doubt that origin-

ally any great mountain, such as Mt. Arga-us,
was considered sacred, because on it there rested

a vague formless Divine presence and power, whose

might dominated the country round. This becomes
all the more clear when one considers the sacred

caves : sec the following paragraph.
(2) Sacred cm-cs and mountain glens. Many

sacred caves are known : as, for example, Steunos,
the cave of Cybele, near Aizani, described by Mr.
J. G. C. Anderson in Annual of British Seh. Alh.,

1897-8, p. 56 ; the cave of Leto or Cybele, beside

Hierapolis, described in Cities anil Bishoprics of

I'/tryi/ia, i. p. 89 ; the cave of Zeus on Mt. Dicte in

Crete, recently excavated by Mr. Hogartli ; otc.

All these are caves in the mountains, lonely, far

from cities, full of the iinpressiveness and religious
awe of wild and majestic nature. Along with

caves in the stricter sense we may class deep

gorges and glens among the mountains, in which

holy places of Anatolia were often situated. They
are roofed with the sky, instead of with a covering
of rock.

In those caves and gorges the Divine power
was not worshipped in any visible embodiment.
The human mind was impressed by tlie vague
formless presence of the Divine nature in such

solitary places, and went there to worship. So,

in modern times, at the head of the deep romantic

gorge of Ihri/, where the great springs of the river

of Cyliistra-Heraclea How forth from the rock in

surroundings of impressive grandeur, the rude

peasants from the neighbouring village come and

tie a rag to the tree by the great fountain ; and,

if you ask the reason why they do so, they reply
in simple phrase,

' iJede ittr,' which is the nearest

approach tlieir untrained thought and scanty words

can make to expressing their sense of present
Divine power. In ancient times men had the

same thought, that the Divine power was clearly

manifested for the benefit of man at Ibri/. ; and

they expressed it similarly by votive oll'erings, as

See above, } III : the figures arc shown in Perrot, li

Iv. p. (137.

t Journal o/llrll. Stud. 1882, p. 3.

J As quoted in the pru\ ions note.

5 Deilf iloubtU-sa means originally
' ancestor' :

applied to those heroizi-d |M:niunatfi'> wor-

(oiunion all over the country: the Turlir alwaj

is huilt atiovc the (fra ve ' the Itfttr, who is soin- i

historical figure, sometimes a mythical i

one whoKc very mime lias IH-I-M forgotU-n, and A

'the Halt.' Sic below, j VIII (.'.).
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we may be sure. But they expressed it also in
more civilized and artistic ways ; and above all
other forms they expressed it in a great rock
sculpture, showing the god presenting his gifts of
corn and wine to the king of the land. The river
makes this part of the dry Lycaonian plain into a
garden ;

and the god has given the river, making it
How forth from his holy mountain at the head of
that deep gorge, which is like a vast cave open to the
sky. The king is dressed in gorgeous embroidered
robes : the god wears a peasant's dress, for he is the
impersonation of the toiling cultivator, who by
patience and faith adapts nature to the benefit of
man. Nowhere is the spirit of Anatolian religion
expressed so unmistakably as at Ibriz. In the words
in which St. Paul appealed to a simple audience of

Lycaonians, the fountains of Ibriz are a witness to
the Divine power, that it did good and gave men
fruitful seasons, tilling their hearts with food and
gladness (Ac 14"). The speaker knew his audience,
and caught the exact tone of religious feeling that
sounded in their hearts.
The rock-temple at Boghaz-Keui, which has been

so often mentioned above, was of this class. A
mile away from the great city, up a gorge in the
side of a rocky hill, two chambers with vertical
walls cut in the rocks (the human hand having
assisted the natural formation of the recesses),
entirely open to the sky, and connected by a
narrow passage, leading from one to the other,
constitute the temple and place of worship.
To the same class belonged the great Cappa-

docian sanctuary of Komana, in a glen of the
Anti-Taurus, where the river Sarus flows in its

winding channel deep down among the lofty
mountains. To the same class, too, belonged one
of the holy places of Ephesus. Besides the familiar
and famous home of the Ephesian Artemis, which
lay out in the open plain near the city and close to
the isolated holy hill near the middle of the Cayster
valley, there was another seat of her worship in a
glen among the mountains that bound the valley
on the south. This more sequestered place re-
tained its sanctity alongside of the more famous
temple. The account given of it has been trans.
formed by adaptation to the later Greek mytho-
logy of Artemis ; and the true old Anatolian aspect
can only be guessed at. But there the birth of the
goddess had occurred : there an annual festival
and assembly (panegyris) was celebrated : there
were both an ancient temple with archaic images
and a later temple with Greek statues : there an
association of Kouretes, evidently a society meet-
ing in the worship of the goddess,* called by an
ancient Anatolian and Cretan name, had its centre
and celebrated certain mystic rites. And when the
religion of Ephesus had been changed to a Chris-
tian form, the city had not merely the Church of St.
John beside the great temple in the plain and the
church called Maria in the city (where the Council
of A.D. 431 was held) : t there was also a holy place
of the Mother of God among the mountains'on the
south of the plain (to which the Greeks of the
district continued to make an annual pilgrimage
down to the present day, calling the place Panagia
Kapulu, the Virgin of the DoorJ.J

(3) S'tcrcd spnngs and lakes. In the holy place
of Ibriz we have found that the awe attaching to

glens amid the mountains was inseparable from
the similar religious emotion suggested by bounti-
ful springs. In that thirsty country the most fertile
soil without water is a desert ; but if water is given

* See Cities ami ISistianrics of Phruqia, i. p. 96 ff. ii nn 359
630 f.

; below, VIII (6).
t i" TV; arid-rdr*! iy.x>^iritt T?, Ka.t.o'ju.ivr, Moea-a : see above vol

i. p. 725.

I The Roman Catholics of Smyrna have taken up this place
during the last ten years, calling it the house where the Virgin
lived after St. John brought her to reside at Ephesus.

or brought it becomes a garden. A fountain, then,
was the gift of God ; and the modern name applied
to such great springs, Rudn-verdi ('God hath
given '), is probably a mere Turkish version of an
ancient Anatolian expression. A fine spring* which
rises in the undulating plain on the east side of
Lake Caralis (Bey Shelter), and flows down to the
lake, is overhung by a series of ancient sculptures
of obviously religious character, which are carved
on the side of a small chamber built at the edge of
the springs, so that the water seems to run out
from under the huge stones of which the nearest
wall of the chamber is built.

The fountain was the gift of God. The belief is

distinctly" different from the Greek idea of the
Naiad nymph who lives in and gives life to the
spring ; and yet the two ideas readily pass into
one another. The Greek mind was filled with the
sense of joy and life that the spring suggests ; the
spring was the life of a god ; and the life of the
spring in the Greek anthropomorphic imagination
was pictured as a Divine maiden, human in form
and character and emotions, but eternal and ever
young. The Anatolian mind regarded the spring
as Divine, because given by God, and at the same
time it was conceived as the home and embodiment
of Divine life, the proper object of worship, the
mother of the life of the fields which derive their

fertility from its waters, and ultimately, too, the
mother of the heroes and men who are born beside
it and fed from its produce. This last idea appears
still in its earlier form in Hind, ii. 865, where the
Lydian chiefs are the sons 'to whom the Gyg;ran
lake gave birth.' But from this it is an eas'y step
to the Greek idea of the Naiad ; and we see that
the step has been taken in Hind, vi. 22, where the
Naiad nymphs in the Troad bear two noble sons
to the hero ox-herd. The ultimate cause of sacred-
ness, viz. purity and use to man, appears in the
Italian prohibition of bathing in sacred springs or
the sources of aqueducts (Plin. Ep. viii. 8. 2(J. 5;
Tac. Ann. xiv. 22; Sen. Ep. 41).
When the spring was of hot or medicinal water,

its beneficent qualities and God-given origin were
equally or even more conspicuous. Man}' such
springs are known to have been the scene of a
special worship, and doubtless all were so. The
Divine power was clearly seen in them.

(4) Development of the sacred place into a re-

liyious centre or Hieron. Naturally, some of the
sacred places became much more famous and im-
portant than others. The circumstances that pro-
duced such fame and importance belong to the

history of each individual locality. It was the
needs, the numbers, and the nature of the sur-

rounding population that made some shrines greater
than others. Holy places in very secluded situa-
tions could hardly become very important as re-

ligious centres, though devotees often visited them
and made offerings. The great Iticra were usually
connected with some centre of population, where
the primitive form of theocratic government and
the needs of the ritual (on which see VIII (7) and
VII (9)) caused the growth of a large establish-

ment, whose influence became recognized far

beyond the immediate circle of its original wor-
shippers. Such, for example, were the Pontic and
the Cappadocian Komana, the Galatian Pessinus,
the two Hiera of the Cappadocian Zeus at Venasa
and at Tyana, the Hieron of the Milyadic Zeus
or Sabazios, mentioned by /Elius Aristides (which
is certainly the one that is described in consider-
able detail in the writer's Cities mid

Bi,iIi<i/n-ii-

of P'iri/ffia, i. ch. ix., though the identification
is not there mentioned), the Hieron of Leto and
Lairbenos at Dionysopolis and Hierapolis (ib. ch.
iv. ), and many others.
* Eflatun Bunar,

'

Plato's Spring' : Hist. Geogr. As. 3Iin. p. 39.
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Tt is Milt till' ease. ho\\c\ei. lli;il tllOft

111,,'" Were later ill growth tll.'lll til. -cities hesiilc
which in- ill \\liii-h they were sitnat.-d. Ill many
Ca-l-s it was I lie III nm "hull rail .<! tin- iitv li,

crow by at tract ing [population. Km a hu^e |,,',|,ii

lation H-. pined a suitable 1 n>, ami tin- town
when- people should dwell mnli! in manv cases mil
'" situated e\ii.-tU ut the holy |.l:vci-, itml Illll-t

In- placed at some distance. At Kphesiis it is

highly probable thai tin- place a ng tin- monn
tains ,111 tin- soul li uf tin- valley where tin- xinl.li-

-

was K.-li. -veil tn have l.i-i-n limn, ami \\ In-n- .!//*/ i in

Were :.-"iilaily |i-rl".pi'im-il, was tin- trui- olil holy

jil.-ici-
;

I. ut tin- Hieron BTOT in tin- u]irn vallev.
beSide an isulati-il hill, which formed a con\emi nt

ci-ntn- tin- tin- Crowing ]HI|. illation.

(5) Sacred places m tin / liaion of Greece. I'

is ipl,\i,pus how entirely pn- Hellenic this religion
Ma~, SIP far as \v<- have- yet described it, mill how
t-ntii-ely unlike it was to tin- religion that we
(in- faniiliur with as Creek. Not a simjle teal un-
which we regard .-is chaiacteii-iically llellenie is

.-il-|i:iii-nt iii it. And yet. to exerything that \ "

have described, parallels ran In- cited from religions
foundations in the strictly Cr.-.-k Ian. Is. llehiml
Creek religion proper then,- lies, far away Karl,
that ipl.l aniciinie worship in innuntain Solitudes
nml my-tenons cave-, or on nniuntain tops, like
that uf Hera mi Mount < Icha in Knlm-ii, or of
/ens mi Mount I,yc:en.s in Arcadia; ami the most
barbarous of (In- rude symbolic images of Anatolia,
compounded of parts of animals, are not more abso-

lutely mi-Hellenic than the Arcadian horse-headed
Henii -t.-r. That early religion of t In- Creek himls
seems t.i linn- lii-eii the religion of tin- aboriginal
race who elaborated the Mycentean civilization of
Crete ami the .-Kgean Maud's, an. I. al.nve all, of the
Aigoli. \allcy an. I other pail- ot tin- \\'e,| .Kg.-an
COOBtland, tin-

| ph- whom I'rof. W. Itidgewav
would identify as 1'ela-gian. On this ancient
foundation the religion of later ami more artistic
Cri-.-n- was gradually built up : see below, B, I.

V. I!I:LATI<I.N UK TIII: m:ii;i\\i. AM. ..sir Ki
l.tGliix TO [HAGE -WORSHIP. (1) Cwxistcnce of
tlf two I'.'inif.i iif inirxliip. We have spoken of that

primitive religion as aiiiconic. as i .-\ , i , m-inrr tlje
Divine nature without ^ivin;,' it any dclinite form ;

ami yet wr have heen forccil often to speak of the
rinle images in which that primitive conception of
the Deity was expn-s-eil. The truth seems to be
that the inconsistency, in which we liml ourselves
involved, lies in the religion from the he^inninj:.
I'lolia'ily it was at no time absolutely aiiiconic
ami impersonal : iloulith-ss tln-ie \\as always in the

popular conceptions a deep --eateil ami uncontiuer-
able tendency to give form to tin- I >i\ ine nature, to

d n as envisa^'eil in siiinethin^' like human or
animal form. The anthropomorphic side alone was
steadily developed in the growth of Hellenism. In
the An.-itolian religion the anicnnic si,|,. and the
li.-u h:ui.- liesiial envisagement hoth continued
stroll"; and important, until they wen- forced into
tin liai-k^round hy the invasion of the formed and

Completed Hellenic civilization, with its philo-
sophic -.epticism about the old religion in theory
nml its anthropomorphic orthodoxy in practice,
lint even t hen those native characteristics were fat
Ironi bein" extirpated. They per-i-ie.1 in the tnrm
of siipei -titimis and secret mysterious lites, and,
for the most

part,
even the educated tolerated them

ami accorded a moderate amount of recognition to
them.

A";ain, even in the latest period, when image-
vorshipwas apparently universal, the old, vague,
impersonal conception of the Hiiim- nature was
m.i extirpated, luit remained still vigorous. No
inconsistency wa< felt ln-tween the aiiiconic and
the iconic personal idea. All the stages in this

long process of development could peii.iiK well
exist at the same time. Two or tin ntun.-
after Christ, it is evident from many inscri]
that the popular mind often thought of and sp.,ki-
about 'the God,'or 'the just God,' ..i -the

|.i,m ,

and just God,' as the vague, Immli-ss linim-
power. The people were all acquainted with and
reverenced liolh the purely human representations
of the Greek religious art'and the barbaron
Ipolic images of primitive Anatolian worship, "lint

still their mind was also occupied with a mv-t. u-
ous power behind them.

Similarly, wo must recognize that from the
earliest stage

^

the germs of image - worship and
anthropomorphism were not wanting.

(J) I utiec images and representations ofth I'
ityThe need for some outward and material npi.-

sentation of religious conceptions seems to ha\.-
been felt especially in approaching the Divine
nature with prayers and vows, and in making
acknowledgment of and expiation for neglect or dis-
obedience. The worshippers came to the holy
place, cave or grove or mountain or spring or
stone, and they desired to leave there either some
token of their reverence or some reminder of their
own person ami their own needs, or perhaps both.
In proof of their reverence they dedicated oH'erings,
either the sacred emblems and symbols of the
Divine power, e.g. axes to the god with the axe in
the Dictoan cave of Crete, or representations of
the home and nature of the Deity. The most
characteristic of those representations were the
shrines (xaoi), on which see below, (3). Further, in
evidence of their gratitude when they [paid their

vow, or of their penitence when they atoned for
some neglect of the Divine will ami power, they
often left representations of themselves as they
had been aided by the god, or of the part of the
body in which they bad sutt'ered punishment, just
as the modern peasant ties a rag from his clothing
on a sacred tree beside the old sacred fountain.

(3) Shrines (naoi). Most typical among the
votive offerings of Anatolian religion are the
shrines or naoi, which tilled so large a place in
the practical elaboration of Artemis- worship in

Ephesus. The ntioi of Artemis are described at
some length in vol. i. p. 6U6. Here we have only
to allude to the origin of this representation. \Ve
seem to tind the oldest known form of the naon in
the colossal figure of the so-called Niobe in Mt.

Sipylus, which is indubitably an image of the

goddess (whether Cybele or Artemis, two names of
the one ultimate Divine nature), and which is prob-
ably the ancient statue of the Mother- Cod (less

described by 1'ausanias as the work of 15roteas.
This image we take to be rather a votive repre-
sentation than intended as a cultus-statue. Its

Conspicuous situation in a perpendicular rock at
the top of a very steep slope seems to prove its

votive character : it is a token of the piety of the

dedicator, not an image set up to IK) the object of

worship for others, though doubtless some cultus
would lie established here by the dedicator as part
of his pious act.

Other very archaic examples of the same char-

acter arc probably the Cybele between her lions at

Arslan-Kaya,* and the little figure of the goddess
on the outside of the wall of the Midas city.T
The thought which the dedicator desired to

express was that of the Mother- Goddess in her
sacred cave ; be imagined her as of vaguely-human
form, for she to whom man owes his birth can-
not lie wholly unlike the human form : he tiie

give her the accompaniments and emblems suited
to express her power or her chosen ritual, lions or

tymjtanon. This primitive idea, worked on tbo

Journal of l/rllenie StuJiel, 1884, p. S45.

t III. ISS'J, p. K.
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rocks, was developed in numberless small votive
works in terra-cotta or marble or silver ; and many
examples of those in the cheaper materials are
found at most of the seats of Anatolian worship.
See also vol. i. p. 606.

VI. THE DIVINE IN HUMAN FORM AND CHAR-
ACTER. If various animals seemed suitable ex-

pressions or embodiments of the might of the
Divine nature, the human analogy most of all

affected the mind, and commended itself as proper
to convey some idea of the Godhead. That the

anthropomorphic tendency existed from the begin-

ning alongside of other forms of expression which
have been described, seems indubitable (just as the
aniconic idea has been traced as surviving even in

the most developed iconic period) ; and it has

given rise to far the largest mass of myth.
(1) The Great Mother. The characteristic which

specially distinguishes the Anatolian religion is its

conception of the Divine Being as the mother, not
the father, of mankind. This feature runs through
the social system and the history of the land.

Strong traces of Miitterrccht have been observed
and collected by several writers. Even in the
Grreco-Roman period, when those traces had al-

most disappeared from the cities owing to the

spread of Greek manners, women magistrates are

very frequently alluded to.

The life of man was conceived in that old religion
as coming from the Great Mother : the heroes of

the land were described as the sons of the goddess,
and at death they returned to the mother who
bore them. The god, the male element in the
Divine nature, was conceived as a secondary figure
to the Great Mother ; he was recognized as only
an incidental and subsidiary actor in the drama of

nature and of life, while the permanent feature of

the Divine nature is its motherhood, as the kindly
protecting and teaching power. In later develop-
ment, under the influence of external conditions
and foreign immigration, more importance (especi-

ally in the exoteric cult) was attached to the god:
see VIII (7).

That conception of the Divine power was
prompted and strengthened by the physical char-

acter of the land. The great plateau, where the

religion had its ancient home, was separated from
the sea by broad and lofty mountain walls (and
it is on the sea that the sense of personality
and individual initiative are most encouraged) ;

and its character tends to discourage the sense of

personal power, and to impress on the mind the

insignificance of man, and his absolute dependence
on the Divine power.* But the Divine was kind,
lavish of good gifts in rain and useful winds and
fountains of water and everything that was
needed ; but all those good things required skill

and work and obedience to the divinely taught
methods, in order to take advantage of them. Dis-

obedience to the Divine commands meant ruin and

unproductiveness. Obedience was the prime neces-

sity. With patience and observance the children
of the earth found that the Divine power was a

protecting, watchful, and kind mother.
That character is permanently impressed on the

history of the land and the people ; not vigour
and initiative, but receptivity and impressibility,

swayed the spirit of the people, breathed through
the atmosphere that surrounded them, and marks
their fate throughout history ; t and this spirit
can be seen as a continuous force, barely percep-
tible at any moment, yet powerful in the long-run,

acting on every new people, and subtly influencing

* See the art. on '

Geographical Conditions determinin;,'
History and Religion in Asia Minor' in the Geographical Jour-
nal, Sept. 1902, where the subject is more fully treated.

t See the art. il the Ideographical Journal, as in previous

every new religion that came into the hand. Thus,
for example, the earliest trace of the high venera-
tion of the Virgin Mary in the Christian i I'ligion
is in a Phrygian inscription of the 2nd cent

;
and

the earliest example of a holy place consecrated to

the Mother of God as already almost a Divine per-

sonality is at Ephcsus, where her home among the
mountains *

is probably as old as the Council of

Ephesus, A.D. 431.

In regard to the nature of the Goddess-Mother,
it is unnecessary to repeat what has been said in

vol. i. p. 605 on the nature of Diana : that whole
article may be assumed here.

(2) The qroicth of mythology as the story of the

life of the Great Mother. The Great Mother,
evidently, was often imagined simply as the
Divine guardian and protecting mother, without

any distinctly sexual character being thought of.

But her character as the mother could not be

separated from the sexual idea in the popular
mind

; and, naturally, it is on this side that most
of the mythology and dramatic action connected
M i th the Divine story originates. The mystery of

life, the succession of child to parent and of crop
to seed, the growth of plant and tree and animal
and man, lay deep in the minds of the primitive
Anatolian people or peoples. They regarded all

these phenomena as manifestations of the same
ultimate Divine power. The custom of killing a

human being in the field that his life may pass
into the coming crop and make it grow well, is

clearly implied in the legend of Lityerses at Cel-

a:na?. Similarly, the life of the tree is the life of

the Dryad or Nymph. Each form can pass into

the others, if the suitable situation occurs.

The life of nature begins anew every spring.
This process is the life of the Great Mother : her
child is born every year. Sometimes this birth

was imagined as originating through her own
innate power; she combined, as it were, the male
and the female principle in herself. In Caria and
in Cyprus this took the grotesque form that the

supreme god was bisexual, and some repulsive
legends were founded on this barbarous idea.

These are probably not strictly Anatolian : they
are distortions of the original thought, for a male

deity imagined as endowed with some bisexual
characteristics does not explain the continuance
and perpetuation of the life of nature. They
probably arose among immigrant peoples, like the

Carians, whose national character substituted a

god for a mother-goddess as the supreme concep-
tion of Divinity.

Certainly, that bisexual idea was on the whole

rejected in the development of Anatolian religious

symbolism ; and little mythology was founded on
it. More common is the idea that the Great
Mother conceives through the influence of some
flower or fruit, or in some other non-sexual way,
as in the birth of Attis at Pessinus.t Not un-
related to this is the already mentioned idea that
the god -serpent was the father of the Divine
child.

But far more characteristic and widespread, and
more simple and natural, is it to describe the
Divine life more exactly according to the analogy
of the natural world. The Divine nature is then

imagined as divided between the two sexes ; there
is the god anil the goddess, and the process of the
Divine life evolves itself in the reciprocal action of

the Divine pair and the birth of a new oll'spring :

thus we rind that the God-Father, the Goddess-

Mother, and the Son (Dionysos, Sabazios, etc.)

or the Daughter (Kora, etc.), are all assumed as

essential to the drama of Divine life in numerous
cults and myths.
While we cannot penetrate, in the dearth of

* See above, IV (2). ) Pausanias, vii. 17.
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c\ ideiice, to tin- earliest forms of these sadcd
niytlis iiml ot tin' cult usages with \\liirli they arc

connected, it seems oni\ i.-a -nnal-le to supposi-
that they bewail ill a simple ami -i Il-i OIIM-I cut

form. Tlic view \\liidi forces it-elf mi n- is tliiit

t lie drama of the Divine life was at iii -t nndci -tomi
aiut presented to tin* worshippers in some single
ami Definite form at a time, ami not in a. confused
mixture of different forms. In this ancient ritual

the goddess i- generally the important ami c--eu
tial figure, while tlic "ml is an ailjiuicl nccilcil lor

tile plopi-l development "t her Ille. who passes out

of notice when he has fnllilleil hi-, part in tlic

drama : ami in many cases the union of the two
is ilcscrilieil as a clime again-! -nine la\v, oraetu

ally as an act of I ram I or \ iolcm < c\ en of tlic must
abominable character, which siiineiime.s entails

pum hiie-ii 1 c\<n unto ileatli.

(3) Mi/t/i.i i'f Hi- vi<<A7.-v.y "nil Hi' i/o(t. Sonic-
times tin- union of the goddess anil the god is

]iictureil uinlci 1 the lornis of agriculture, as of

I lenieicr with lasimi 'in the thrice-ploughed fal-

low Ill-Ill.' Thus (lie goddess hears till- Divine

ehilil; Imt lasimi is slain Ky the thunderbolt ; for

a life must lie given in primitive ritual that tlic

crop may acquire the power to -rim. This cult

myth (iep6s \u70t) is conncctcil with the Samothra-
cian .Mysteries ami with Crete, two ancient ccntri's

of the primitive population, which we may now call

I'elasgiaii, using ilie same name that the Greeks
uscil, though i lern scholars long ridiculed it.

Most impoitaiit ami most instructive as to the
nature of the Anatolian religion is the iilca, ile-

.sciilieil alio\e in ; III i7i. that the Divine power
and the Divine life are revealed in the nature of
t In- 1 As w c ha\ e seen, t he form of t he Kphesiaii
goddes- (a till III Il-Jt restricted to Kphcslls, lint

widelv prevalent in l.ydian and Phrygian cities) is

modelled far more cloudy on the shape of the bee
than of the woman. Now , the life of the i|iiecil bee
las described in the I-'.H*

-i/i'/n/i'i
ttin Hri/itnnirtt a

,

whose account mu\ be Driven more shortly in the fol-

lowing terms! is the lii-st explanation of the Attis
Ifjeinl. As regards reproduction, the opinion was
once maintained that the queen bee was in herself
sufficient without any male bee, or that the male
principle wa- convoked ,, tin- queen without her

coming into contact with a male, lint it has been

clearly proved that the queen conies into relation
with a male bee while taking a flight in the air

;

and if she doe~ not Iiml a mate within three weeks,
of her birth the power of intercourse seems to
become lost. Iii the intercourse the male is robbed
of the organs concerned ; and thus mutilated is

left to peiish on the "round. His e\i-ience seems
to have no object apart from the i|iieen bee, and
lie fiilli's no other function and no other duty
in life. This description applies with striking
exactness to the relation between the Mother-
Goddess and the god, who fas w e ha \ e seen

) exists

merely t" he her consort, and is quite an insignili-
cant personage apart from his relation to her.
\Ve must here anticipate what is said in later
sections as to the chaiaeler and original import-
ance of the Goddess-Mother, ami a- to the growth
ol the dignity of the god in histoiic develoj -incut,

in order to bring out the bee nature in her life-

historv. The god consorted with the "oddess by
stealth and violence: tin Bodiless was angry at
the outrage : she mutilated the oe nilant, on
him to he milt ilaU'd I- CSCCttS I'n-n'lim.* .^'nnrir'iin

truiliiHi). Even the false but not unnatural opinions
about the im]iiee:ial ion of the qiic-en Kee have
ob\ ions analogies in the myths about the Mother-
( ioddess.

The myths riot in variat ion- on this njjly theme',
and we need not allude to t hem. except insofar
a.s thi-x an- nei essary for understanding the facts.

The coil, though mutilated, must still U- liiin- in

perfect
form, for the life of naim. lio annual

bloom he represents) is renewed in i.eiie, u,,n , \, -iy

year; ami iicc<irilin>;ly the myth -omeinne- tclfn

that the penalty WO8 inflicted vicariously, dirotnrdffai
6 Zfl'il TOV KptOl' TOI>J Sl&l'HOVt (ptpUV it /ijlti .,

K<iXiroi5 Tj)t A>;oi"t, Ttnupiav ^iv&ri TJJJ /jioei

iKTinvwr, where there is an obvious n-fenm . i , i h,

treatment which the naered instructions pn -i nL-
fordomesticated animals.* Further, punK fan. mil

developments in (Jreek myth produced s'lich tales
as that the goddess was a lover of theg'id. and
mutilated him in jealousy, or that the nun
was intended to compel and enforce fha
Such tales are absolutely opposed to the original
Anatolian idea, which is intended to accoi
the fruitfnlnesa and new life of nature. The
subject ollered a good opening for atUu-k to the
Christian polemical writers, Clemens Alcxamh inns,
Firmicus Maternua, Arnobius, etc.; ami th are
our liest authorities. The accounts which they
give, hideous as they are and concentrating atten-
tion only on the evils, must be accepted as cor-

rectly stating facts: it would have ruined their
effect if they had not been recognized as true
statement of facts. Moreover, they are corrobor-
ated in various details by pagan authorities ; and
as a whole they bear the unmistakable stamp of

truth, but not the whole truth.
The myths in their older form, as distinguished

from the fanciful variations, are obviously in the
closest relation to the ritual : they are simply
descriptions of the drama as represented in the
sacred rites.

At other times the union of the two Divine
natures is pictured after the animal world : Demeter
as the mare meets the horse Zeus, 1'asiphae became
the cow, and so on. Popular and poetic imagina-
tion, which sported in tne most licentious fashion
with all those myths of the Divine unions, worked
out this class of tales especially with the most
diabolical and repulsive ingenuity ; and it is in

the degraded conception of the Divine nature

implied in these abominable fantastic develop-
ments that the Christians who inveighed against
the pagan religion found their most telling weapons.
The mythology that grew around this subject would
in itself make a large subject ; but, though it pos-
sesses considerable interest as bearing on history
and social customs, it has little value from a re-

ligious point of view.
These exaggerated and really distorted myths

did not remain mere tales. They reacted on the

ritual, which grew and elaborated itself and took
in new elements in the lapse of time. 15ut in this

process of elaboration there was no real religious
development, but simply degradation.

(4) The, birth find ilcftth of the Dit'ine nftturc.

The mystery of birth is matched by the mystery
of death, and the one occupied the mind of the

primitive Anatolian peoples as much as the other.

Death was regarded and imagined by them under
similar illustrative forms drawn from external
nature ; and the Divine nature, which is the model
and prototype of all the activity of man, was seen

living anil dying in the life of trees and plants, of

grass and corn. The recurring death of nature,
die bright and beautiful luxuriance of spring cut
oil' in its prime by the sun of summer, the joy and
warmth of the summer alternating with the i old-

ness and darkness of the long severe winter on the
Anatolian plateau, the light of day transformed
into the deadness of night, furnished a series of

expressions of the same principle ; and mythology
and cult are full of them, in nuinlieilcss local

varieties the same truth is expressed : the vmng
hero iti slain in the pride of life and the joy ul his

Sec above, i 111(71.).
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art : Marsyas the sweet rustic musician vies with

the god. and is by the god hung up on the plane
tree and flayed : Hylas is drowned in the fountain

by the nymph who longs for him and takes him

away to herself from the earth : the twelve chil-

dren of Niobe are all slain by the wrath and arrows

of the god : Achilles must die young, and his

grave was shown at various seats of his worship,
in E1K in the Troad, on the south Russian coasts.

The eternal contradiction repeats itself : the life

of nature is slain, yet reappears : it is slain by the

Divine power, yet it is in itself the embodiment of

the Divine power: the god slays the god: on this,

mythology plays in endless variations of the same
tale. ,

With this obvious fact of the death of nature,

its birth is equally obviously connected. The life

of nature never ends : it dies only to be born,

different and yet the same. Men mourn for the

dead god, and immediately their mourning is

turned to joy, for the god is reborn. The mourn-

ing over Attis in the Phrygian worship of Cybele
was succeeded by the Hi/aria, as the lamentation

for Adunis or ' Thammuz yearly wounded
'

in Syria
was followed by the rejoicing over his rejuvenation.
With this subject the largest and the most valu-

able class of myths is connected ; but the few

examples which have been quoted above must
suffice.

VII. RITUAL AND CEREMONIAL. We have

spoken of the growth of mythology before speak-

ing of the ritual in which the Anatolian religious
ideas sought to express themselves. This order

must not he taken as implying the opinion that

myth is, either logically or chronologically, prior
to ritual. On the contrary, ritual comes first, and

myth is secondary : myth grows around the rite,

and explains it or jus'tilies it or enlarges it to

the popular mind. But myth begins from the very

origin of ritual, and there was probably never a

time when rite existed free from myth. The human
mind must from the beginning describe and think

about and imagine to itself the reason and nature of

the religious rite ; and its thought and fancy and

description express themselves as myth. But the

ritual lias perished, while fragments of the mytho-
logy have been preserved ; and it is through the

myths, compared with some rare pieces of evidence

about the rites, that we penetrate back to the

ritual.

(
1

)
The origin of ritual. The ritual of the

Anatolian religion is very imperfectly known. So

far as we are able to discover, it is founded entirely

on the idea that the Divine nature is the model

according to which human life must be arranged.
The god, or rather the Goddess - Mother, is the

teacher, protector, corrector, and guide for an obe-

dient family of children. What they ought to do is

to imitate the Divine life and practise the divinely
revealed methods. The ritual is the whole body
of Divine teaching. The sacrifice, as the method

whereby man can approach and seek help from

Divine power, has been revealed by God ; so the

god was at the beginning the first priest, and the

ritual is the repetition before successive genera-
tions of mankind of the original life of the Divine

beings. The successive priests in the cultus were

each of them representative for the time being of

the god ;
each wore the dress and insignia, and even

bore the name of the god.
In accordance with this principle various reliefs

are to be explained, in which the representation is

grouped in different zones : in the upper zone the

Divine figures appear in their own proper circle of

circumstances ; in the lower zone the Divine figures

appear .-is brought into relations with mankind,
their worshippers, and, e.fj., as teaching men the

method of sacrifice and ottering. One of the best

examples has been published by an old traveller,

Wagener, in his Inscr. rec. en Asie Mineure, pi. i.

It is still in existence, and will be republished in

the proper chapter of the Cities and bishoprics of

Phrygia, iii.

According to our view, then, the Anatolian

religious ritual was a representation or repetition
of the stages and actions of the Divine life. The

important stages in human life were embraced
therein ; and human individuals made their lives

right and holy by performing their actions after

the Divine plan.
This is a large subject. It is as wide as the life

of the ancient Anatolian races, and in its full

breadth it would have to include the progress of

history and the march of conquerors and of immi-

gration, for all those events affected and modified

ritual. Here we touch on a few details only.

Fortunately, circximstances favoured the preserva-

tion, throughout the dominance of paganism, of an

important part of the primitive ritual under the

form of Mystcrirt in many of its original seats, not

merely in Anatolia, but also in Attica, Samothrace,
etc. The primitive forms were not, indeed, kept

pure, but were adulterated by many additions ;

but still they remained ; and if we had a complete

knowledge of the Myste.ria, we could go far to

recover the primitive forms. It is necessary here

to treat together the Anatolian and the Greek

Mysteries, anticipating part B.

(2) The Mysteries. The ar.cient ritual of the

Greek or Pelasgian tribes was overlaid but not de-

stroyed by later religious forms of more ' Hellenic
'

character. In mythology this is expressed by tales

of the conquest of the old deities by younger gods,
Kronos or Saturn by Zeus or Jupiter, Marsyas by
Apollo, etc. In such cases the old religion, though

conquered, is not extirpated, but only submerged.
It takes a long time, and much education, to

eradicate a religion from the popular heart : the

hearts of the educated and privileged classes are

more easily changed. When the new religion

stands on a distinctly higher platform than the

old, or is of an uncompromising nature, the

ancient beliefs persist in some such form as magic
and witchcraft and rites proscribed as unhallowed
and evil, and the older gods are stigmatized as

devils : see B, I, V ; C, III (5).

But in this case the new religion was not un-

compromising, but singularly accommodating in

type. Its spirit was polytheistic and eclectic in

the highest degree. It had little objection to a

pair or a score or a hundred of additional gods, old

or new. Where laws existed in the Greek cities

forbidding the introduction of
' new -gods,' the

intention was rather political than religious : the

dread was lest anything should be introduced that

would disturb the delicate equilibrium of Hellenic

city-constitution, and especially anything that

would prove self-assertive or bigoted, and would

tend to subvert the established city religion,

which formed an essential element of the city-

constitution, and was to a great extent political

in character : see B, IV (14).

Accordingly, the old forms persisted in the form

of Mysteries, sanctioned by the State as ancient

and holy, yet distinctly regarded as a survival not

quite in keeping with the true Hellenic religion.

The old gods were still considered and reverenced

as gods, admitted as members of the Hellenic

Pantheon ; and though Zeus was nominally the

supreme god, yet in some ways the old gods whom
he had dethroned were esteemed more holy and more
efficacious than he. The name Mysteria, which

was given to the ancient rites, was indicative of

an element of secrecy, and a certain uncanny char-

acter, as of ideas which were not to be admit ted

as part of ordinary life.
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What, then, were the M\-teiics? In what lay
their essential character I

'

! .n ] \ ing In ,-UIMM-I

this question we nm-t point out that, though then;
is in the general view a district separal ion be

t Ween M\-lelles ullil the cults (if the
propelly

Hellenic gods, \ el in
|
.1 art ire ami ill detail they puss

into one another, BO that it is impossible in some
cases to say what calegoiy eeitain rite- fall under,
lint there is a general type chuiaeiei i/ing all the
cull.s ealle.l Mv-teries; and, as we shall see, the

great Mysteries \\ere iii Komaii tiine.H developed
so as to be even umie sliiUmgly .similar to mie
another. The Mysteries of the Anatolian religion

may lie convenient!] summed up under the name
Phrygian M\ -i"i ies, as they are commonly called

by the niu -lent writers; but they were celebrated
far beyond the bounds of 1'hrygia. The name
Mi/.tti i-in was, doul.iless, given to them in Asia
Minor rather from their analogy to the .1/y.i/. , /,/

of Greece proper ;
and not because they were con-

sidered there so mystic and sepaiute from ordinary
religion <i they were in (irccce proper. In the
cities of Asia Minor, however, the Greek or
Hellenic views of religion became steadily more
effective; and as those vie\v> giew stiongcr, the
native religion was more and more felt to be of the
nature of Miiiti'rin.

('.\\ .\iitin-i- of tiif .1/v.s7i -i-ifs. In the Anatolian
religion, either originally or at some stage in its

history (whether through contact with some other
race or through some other educational inlliienee),
the idea of the recurring death and new birth of
the natural world regarded, of course', as the
annual death and rebirth of the Divine life was
combined with the fact of the sequence of genera-
tions in human life. The same sequence must
exist in the Divine nature, for the Divine nature
is the counterpart, and prototype of the human
in all stages of its history. The Divine parents
and the Divine child correspond to the human.
The drama of this Divine life was set before the

worshippers in the Mysteries.
lint again in the Divine life, as we see it in the

annual life of nature, the father is the son, the
mother reappears as the daughter: it is never
possible to draw any delinite line of division be-
tween them : the Divine child replaces the parent,
different ami yet the same. It that is the case
with the Divine, the same must be the rase 'in
human life. The stream of human life goes on
continuously, changing yet permanent ; and death
is only a moment 411 the .succession. Here the idea
of immortality and a life of man wider than the
limits of the material world is touched.

Obviously, an important aspect of religion is here
introduced. Human lite is regarded as permanent
and everlasting, like the Divine life of nature ; and
the religion of the grave is the foundation of the
entire religion [see also VIII (:,}]. That man when
he dies becomes a god, was considered already in

the 4th cent. li. c. to be part of t he teaching conveyed
in the Mysteries, as is show n in the curious metrical

inscriptions engraved on plates of gold which have
been found ill graves of South Italy ami Crete,
and which belong to that and the following cen-
turies. There the dedication is considered to be
the result of initiation; but ill the primitive re-

ligion, when all men were religious and the Mys-
teries were the ii'ligiun of the whole people and
not restricted to some chosen noi^n-. the dead all

went back to the god from whom they came. In
a very ingenious paper, S. Keinach has discovered
the inystie formula uttered by the initiated 'a
kid I nave fallen into the milk,' which conveyed
in symbolic terms the same meaning as the words
which the goddess of the world of death seems to
have addressed |o the initiated dead who came
before her ' thou hast become a. god instead of

a man,' or ' thou shall be a god instead of a
mortal.'

"

It is certain that the pagan ii|ilogi-t-. defend-
ing the established religion and at;

I'hii-tian, found this philosophic meaning m the
ritual of the Mysteries, in which tb:r

ligion still lived on. That this mcami
implicit in the ritual from the beginning -ecm,
fairly certain. That it was understood by -.,me

per-ons is probable, and that some development of
the ritual was made at some time or time- t., -i\,.

emphasis to the meaning is also pi.
Not merely people in general, but also some ot the
most educated among the Creeks, believed in the

salutary effect of the Eleusinian Mysteries ; and
tin- salutary effect is expressly connected with the
future world. t Advantages in the world ot

(or of life) are said to be gained by those who are
initiated ; and those advantages are not the result
of the mere ritual observance. The initiated are
said to grow better; ami salvation in the inline
life is said by Isocrates to I* gained both by the
initiated and by all who live a pious and' just
liie 'X;/inm. xii. lio'G).

lint this effect of the Mysteries was not attained
or helped by any formal instruction. It was
dependent entirely on the intense interest and
eager contemplation of the initiated, and the
strong impression produced on their minds. The
ceremonies at Eleusis took place at night, after a
considerable period of preparation and purilication :

the purilication consisted mainly in ritualistic acts,
but not entirely so, for probably some stress was
laid on the condition that the initiated must be

pure in heart and not conscious of having com-
mitted any crime : they were, certainly, left to

judge for themselves or their own moral purity,
and the best ancient pagan conception of parity
was consistent with habitual disregard of some of
the elementary moral rules of the Christian and
of the Hebrew religion, lint the

principle
of moral

purity was admitted, even thougn only in a very
defective and poor form ; and that was a great
thing, at least, in comparison with the general
character of ancient paganism.
After this preparation, and when in a state of

high expectancy, the initiated were admitted to
see the drama of the Divine life : the words spoken
in the drama were few, and concerned only with
the action : the mystic objects were simple in

character: the most holy and crowning act at
Eleusis was the ear of corn mowed down silently.
lint there was a belief ready in the minds of the

spectators that certain truths were enigmatically
expressed in the action, though, as the ancient
writers say, a philosophic training and a reverent

religious frame of mind were required to compre-
hend them.*
The details of the Mystic drama set before the

worshippers cannot here be described. A very

" That the kid is here the mystic form of Dionynos, as the
3od-Son in the Iivine nature, la generally recognized; see

S. Rcinoch, Jtci: Arch.. Sept. 1001, p. 205 (though we cannot

s
ro with him licyiuid what we have adopted from him in the

\l .itiovc). The Phrygian Zeus Galaklinos. or t;.l.ikl ! -. may
Lie brought into comparit>on (llislvr. 1Sr<*.tr. A*. Min. p. 2:J.'>, and
A. Kort*, Beilage mm Vorletungmnnainilt, Ureifswald, 1902,
;i. 30) : he in the cod of the pastoral people of the great plain!
ind the nr-1y hills ot Phryirio.

t Plato, Pnadr. p. 250, Bpinomlt, p. osfl: Isocr. J'aitfi vl.

p. 50, } 28 ; Pindar,/)-, wl (11.) ; Soph./r 71(Dind.) ; Crinm-ona
n Antfiot. ii. 832 (Jac.) : Diodorus Sic. Ilist. v. 40; l.'it-ero,

de Lryg. ii. 14 ; Andociilen, ilf Hint. { 31 ; Sopatcr. Dior.
Zetem. p. 121 in Walz, Itlirl. Grtre.: Theon. .Smvm. Mallinn. I.

J. 18 (Hull); Stroho, p. 407 f. ; Philonlr. I'll. A Mill. i. 15. 17
.

Hrr"d. viii. ti5 ; and many other passages (see Lpoeck, .1 ,'KI ;-A.

p. H7ff., etc.; Lcnoniiant in I'ontruiu. Kniev, Sept.
i 4.11(1., and in Dremberj-8agUo'i Diet. Antig. ii. p. 570ff.

etc.).

t See Aristotle, quotwl In Svnciius, Oral. p Is, f.1 I'.laii;

(ialen, lie (/'. fart. vil. 14 (ed. Kuhn); 1'luU Vt/ttt. Urac. 22,

etc. : see preceding nule.
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brief description is given, in vol. iii. p. 467, of the
ceremonial of the Eleusinian Mysteries ;

and in the
last few paragraphs we have had those Mysteries
chiefly in mind.

(4) The character of the Phrygian and the Greek

Mysteries. Probably there was not a wide differ-

ence even in the beginning, and still less in later

times, between the Eleusinian anil the Phrygian
Mysteries as regards actual ritual : many cere-
monies were probably common to both, and in both
there was much that was disgusting and repulsive.
Yet the Phrygian Mysteries are described as abomin-
able and immoral by the older Greek writers, even

by those who praise and admire the Eleusinian :

the former were believed to ruin and degrade a
Greek city, but the latter to save and ennoble it.

The difference lay not simply in the fact that some
repulsive ceremonies are quoted by the Christians
as peculiar to the Phrygian Mysteries ; for much
of what remains in Clemens' description of the
Elfusinian is equally detestable. The real superi-
ority of the Eleusinian over the Phrygian Mysteries
lay, tirst, in a certain difference of spirit, as the
Greek sense of order and measure and art un-

doubtedly gave a harmony and artistic character
to their version of the Oriental forms ; and, secondly,
in the fact that, as known in Greece proper, the

Phrygian Mysteries were introduced by slaves and
foreigners, and participated in by the superstitious
and the ignorant : they were celebrated for money
by strolling priests, and any one who paid a fee

was initiated without preparation except some
ritual acts : there was no solemnity in the sur-

roundings, and no dignity in the ceremonial, but
all was vulgar and sordid. A very few persons,
also, might observe that the slight requirement of

moral purity made at Eleusis had become a mere
phrase in those street celebrations, and that ad-

vantages in the future world were promised in

return for mere participation in those vulgar rites.

But that observation was probably beyond the

ordinary range of even the educated Greeks.
As regards the many disgusting details against

which the Christian writers direct their polemic,
the admirers of the Mysteries might dcfond them
by arguing

* that religion places us face to face
with the actual facts of life, and that, when the
mind is exalted and ennobled by intense religious

feeling, it is able to contemplate with pure insight
phenomena of nature and life in which the vulgar
mind sees nothing but grossness. They would
point out that the language of religion may be
and ought to be plainer and more direct than the

language of common life. These arguments are

weighty ; but one has only to read the undeniable
accounts given by Clemens, Arnobius, etc., to see
how insufficient they are to palliate the ugliness of
the ritual.

In primitive thought the direct and simple ex-

pression of the facts of life would need no apology
and no explanation. The feature of the Mysteries
that needs and is incapable of apology is that, as
known to us in later time, they are not simple and
direct : they are elaborate and artificial products
of diseased religion. They stand before us as the
culmination of a long development ; and the de-

velopment has been a depravation, not an eleva-

tion, of a ritual which had at first been naive and
direct in its simple rudeness.

(5) The growth of ritual. The process of growth
in ritual went on in two ways.

(a) In the meeting of two different races their

respective religions affected one another. Doubt-
less, the one generally swamped and submerged the
other ; but the apparent victor was not unaffected
in the process. An indubitable example is seen

* The followim; sentences are slixhtly modified from tl

writer's article
'

Mysteries' in the Encyclopedia iiritannica*.
ihc-

in the Lydian Katakekaumene, otherwise called

Mieonia. Here an old M.neonian or Lydian popula-
tion was mixed with a body of colonists introduced

by the Persian kings five centuries B.C. ; and in

the Koman inscriptions six or seven hundred years
later the goddess is called Artemis Anaitis, the
first name being her ordinary title in Lydian cities,

and the second being Persian. In other Lydian
cities, where the same mixture of population took

place, the goddess is called Artemis Persike, in

which the same religious mixture is even more

clearly expressed. In cultus, obscure as that sub-

ject always is, it is certain that the fire-worship
and Magian priests of the Persians were thus in-

troduced into those Lydian cities.*

(b) There was often a conscious and deliberate

elaboration of forms and ritual by the priesthood.
This enlargement of the ceremonial was the result

of an attempt to adapt the established religion to

popular taste, and was accomplished chiefly by in-

troducing rites that had proved fashionable. The
Mysteries celebrated at different religious centres

competed with one another in attractiveness, for

there was much to gain from a great concouise
of worshippers in any city. Hence all of them
adapted to their own purposes elements which
seemed to be effective in others ; and thus a
marked similarity of character between the rites

of Eleusis, Samothrace, and Anatolia came to

exist. Sometimes, at least, new priests were added

along with the new ceremonies. These ceremonies
were often derived from or influenced by the

growth of mythology, and they seem (so tar as

the scanty evidence justifies an opinion) to have

generally tended to obscure any healthy religious
idea that lay in the ritual, and to have increased

the ugly and repulsive element.
The older forms of religion are the simpler, but

it is not probable that any form was ever abso-

lutely simple. There is a certain tendency in

human nature to mingle forms, and to see tl e

Divine idea under several aspects. Just as in

early literary expression metaphors are often

mixed, so in primitive thought different envisage-
ments of the Divine power arise simultaneously,
and these pass into one another without the in-

consistency being felt. Still, it is beyond question
that, when we get any of these religious ideas at

an early stage, it has a simpler form and embodies
a single process, though the accompanying religious

myth may express the process in a way that in-

volves some inconsistency in details. This ancient

form is markedly and unmistakably different from
the elaborate and artilicial ritual of later times.

Especially, the elaborate dramas of the later

Mysteries, as played before the initiated in the

Roman Imperial period, are obviously composed
by a process of syncretism out of various inhar-

monious and inconsistent cults. In the story
enacted in the Eleusinian Mysteries, as described

by Clemens Alexandrinus, there are traces so

obviously Phrygian, that many modern scholars

have regarded his whole description as applying
to the Phrygian Mysteries alone. But Clemens

distinctly implies that he is describing the Eleu-

sinian Mysteries, and he illustrates his description
and his invective by quoting other details, saying
that these are taken from the Phrygian Mysteries.
The explanation of these facts, undoubtedly, must
be that the later Eleusinian Mysteries had been
influenced by the Phrygian Mysteries.
That details from various sources were united in

those later Mysteries is shown by their composite
character : there is not merely the fundamental

element, the story of the Divine fattier and mother

*
Pausanias, v. 27. 6, vn. 6. 6 ; the name Artemis Persike ifl

found often' on coins of Hierocaesarea in Lydia. See also Head,
Catalujue of C'oma, Brit. Mns. : Lydia, pp. Iviii-lxvi and 111 ff.
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and the birth of the child : there ore -ev.-ral sin-h

stone- interlocked in inn- anoihci : tin' god Imll,

tin- L"d lain, till' pill sclpclit. appeal III dlllelellt

detail-, mill pass lulu cadi other in kaleidoscopic
la-hum. There is here :in original ".crm ninl :i

sene- of successive Illlilit ii ill- due tn till' reception
nI new religious forms am) ideas, which were in

cm purated iii the growing ceremonial.
I'M Purification, Thi- subject lia- been alluded

tu in Sill iii
,
"Inn- tlif lati-r rule- of ceremonial

purity are mentioned. I'.ul there can lie no doubt
I hilt C61 tain plai I ice- uf pill ideal ion were presci ilied

in tin' original Anatolian ritual. Tin 1 Greek pmi
Hcatory rules lor limnii -id.-- wen- identical with the

1, \dian :* ami, as tin- l.ydian raiinul be supposed
ti> t><- ilcii\ed Jrnin tin- Greek, \\ e must here see an

example uf tin- influence wlni-h thi"uuhout am i.-ni

times was exerted by Anatolian religion on Greek.
In these and in tlir preparation fur the Mysteiies
the swine was the cleansing animal.

Tin' ceremonial of purilii at ion after homicide
carries the inquirer back to a Vi-ry primitive stage.
As tln j ritual \ias i mmi to Greece .Mini Lydia
(ninl doulitle.-s I'hrygia al-o, a- i- pmlialile though
nnat tested i, w e may presume t liat t he rai ly I !reek

ideas connected wilh It are true nl A n.Mt ol ia ftlso.

Now, one of the lites of tin' Dion\ siac festival

Aiith'xt /<" was called 'the Cans'
| Xofs), because

e\ei\ i-elebraiit drank out of a -
-|

1:1 1 a I e ran
;
ami

the myth explained that I >i nioplion, son of

The-eii-, instituted the custom when Orestes Game
to Athens unpurified : wishing to recei\e him hos-

pit.-ilily. yet imt tu let .in impure' person drink mil
ol I In- same cup as the pure worshippers, the king
ordered that every person should drink from his

own ran separately, and propo-cd a pri/e to the
best drinker, lleie the rite of competition and

pi i/e v.ii ing t" an individual victor is Hellenic,
and liclongs to the later development ill, * III'.

Kut other elements in the ceremony point to an
caily date ; the chief rite was the marriage of the

representative woman or ciueen among the
i pie

llhc wife of the Archon ISasilciiM to the -n.l ; and
the idea \\as als,, as,m -iated with this day that it

a- ai-i-nised. for the dead am-.- on it and must
be propitiated. Here again the idea of connecting
evil omen and a eurse with the dead is Hellenic
and late (see U, V) ;

but the association of the
rising from the dead with the Divine marriage is

primitive and original. Similarly, we may n-janl
the horror against a homicide partaking of the
c mon cup as a thoroughly primitive Mea ; he
must be purified before taking part in that sacred

ce:eiiinny of civilized man, the drinking of the
comnimi cup. lint the application of this to the

lite of 'the Cans' is late, and probably founded on
a mi-conception. In the marriage of the risen ".ml

and the i|iieen, as an annual rite to ensure wealth
and increase to the land (which at that season,
llJth 1'Ybniarv. was being prepared for the coming
ycai's crop and harvest), tbc common cup was

partaken of only by the bridal pair [see ; V 1 1 1

(1)]: and the people in general rejoice -epaiateU
as individual spectators of the holy rite.

The distinction between the unity and close re-

lationship implied by the ritualistic drinking from
the common cup and the sepal at cue-- implied by
drinking from separate cup- is a noteworthy
feature ; and explicit emphasis was probably
placed on it in the ceremony : Imt the details arc

unknown. Similarly, in the Christian Sai-i; -tit

the Saviour laid emphasis on the I. leaking and
disi i ilmt ion from one I, .at", in contrast to the use

in ordinarv Oriental nn-als of a loat tor each guest
(see 1 Co ill

16
'-). See further. 3 VIII . 1 i and Hi.

The most ini| ortant fact for u- in purilicat ion

in that it implies some germ- of a conception of

Herod, i. 31.

sin which has to be atoned for l-'foie the wor-

shipper may approach the Divine power. lii.-.J.

ing an oath and refusal to res! ni..ni\ eir

to one's care entail impurity; and tin- Dnine
anger punishes any or.e who approaches tin- -me
lua i\ without expiating -in h u crime. It i-,

however, true that impurity eijually
ic-ulls tion,

iiHencc against purely ceremonial rules, and that
the conception of sin and expiation which i- u
vealed in the evidence On this subject i- of a \eiy
humble kind

; but there was ut least a germ eai.

able of higher development, though there is little

or no sign that any development ever took place,
except perhaps to some small extent through the
contact with and resistance to Christianity.

(Juilt and impurity entailed punishment. The
punishment seems to have been indicted in some
cases independently of any disrespect to the I >eit v

due to entering the holy place in a state of impurity.
The sin results directly, and without the sinner

entering the sanctuary, in punishment at the hand
of the god or goddess, who therefore must some-
times have been conceived as on the watch to

punish sin. Here again there is the germ of higher
moral conceptions.*

I5nt the utilitarian element which is so clear in

many features of the primitive Anatolian religion
can be distinctly traced also in the rules of puri-
fication. The Goddess-Mother was the teacher and
guide of her people from their birth till she received
them back to her in death. The ablutions which
she required from them were an excellent sanitary
precaution ; and if the whole system of imrilicatory
rules were known to us, this side would probably
be much more obvious and incontestable.

(7) Confession. A remarkable and important
fact in connexion with impurity and sin was that
the process of expiation seems to have involved

(whether obligatorily or voluntarily, we cannot
be sure; but probably obligatorily) a public con-

fession. Sense of guilt was brought home to the
individual by some punishment, generally disease

(fever, in which the unseen Divine lire consumes
the strength and the life, was recognized as the
mcst characteristic expressiont of Divine wrath).

Thereupon the sinner confessed, acknowledged
the power, and appeased the anger of the god or

goddess, and was cured and forgiven. Finally, as

a warning to others, the confession, the punish-
ment, and the absolution were engraved often on a
stele and deposited in the sanctuary. J See also

below, C, III (4).

(8) Approaching the Deity. Apart from pre-
scribed ritual, the worshipper came voluntarily
to the god or goddess for three pur|>oses : (a)
to pray for good for himself or his family ; this

was called tirxii in Greek, and the prayer was

necessarily accompanied by giving, or by a pro-
mise to give, something in return to the Deity,
if the desire was granted : thus ti'xi) (in Latin,

vutum) involved both prayer and sacrifice or

vow: it was a sort of bargain with the Divine

power; (Ii) to imprecate evil on one's enemies (dpd,

KOTO/JO, (ira/to.) : this was really a variety of the

former, for dpi. strictly means '

prayer
'

; but in

the development of Greek religion it w as commonly
ami almost invariably addressed to the powers of

the old regime, w ho had become mysterious, occult,
and uncanny, and passed more and more into tin-

sphere of magic. The vow in this case fell into

disuse, for the occult powers were not gratilied by
public gifts, but by the mere recognition of their

See papers on ' The Early Church and the Tallin I: :

the Sxpontory Tiinrt. 1888-DB (vol. x .), |wviulh ]

t Thi- is shown most clearly in the cur>-

tablet*, in which the wrath of thi- I
'

enemy or false friend ; It is UHually the Divine fin- v.

invoked to destroy the fever-struck *M-

; On tliis subject see "/'. cir. in footnote " abov.
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efficaciousness : the mere approaching them in the

proper ritual and method enabled the worshipper
to call them into action on his side, and he could
as it were compel them to act by addressing them
by the proper formulae (which thus acquired a

magic character) ; but some kind of sacrifice was
an invariable part of the ritual.* (c) To invoke the

Deity as a witness of what they were about to say
or had said (Spxos). This, again, was strictly a

variety of the previous class, for the horkos was

simply an imprecation of evil' on oneself in case
one were speaking falsely. The person swears by
the Deity whom he invokes as a witness, and who
is his horkos

; and, as the form was very ancient,
the object sworn by might be an animal or a stone,
as the primitive embodiment or home of Divine

power : such was the old Cretan oath associated
with the name of Rhadamanthus (though the
Scholiast on Aristoph. Av. 520 speaks as if Ithada-

manthus were the inventor of such milder forms
of oath, as by the dog, the goose, the ram, etc.) :

such also was the sacred Latin oath, per Jovem
Inpldem. An oath, as being really a prayer to

the Deity, was properly accompanied by a sacri-

fice.

In all such cases the prayer or oath is binding
on the descendants or representatives of him who
has invoked the Deity, and the consequences may
fall on them even generations later. It was not
uncommon to bring the children to the place where
the oath was taken, and thus make them explicitly
and publicly parties to the act and sharers in its

consequences.
These voluntary and occasional acts, which per-

sisted alongside of the stated ritual, were older

than, and gave rise to, ritual. The asking of help
from the god in difficulties or troubles was as old
as the idea of a god ; for in the Anatolian belief the

god was the helper and teacher. The way in which
he was efficaciously approached naturally came
gradually to be stereotyped as ritual, and was
regarded as revealed by the god, who was in this

way his own first priest, and teacher of his own
rites.

(9) Priests. The original idea which gave rise

to the Anatolian priesthood has become clear in

the preceding investigation. The priest is the
bearer of the Divine knowledge ; he can teach men
how to approach and propitiate the Divine power.
This knowledge was originally taught by the
Divine Beinc; personally to men ; in other words,
the god is the first priest, performing as an ex-

ample to his successors the due ceremonies. The
idea of a Divine revelation, through which man
becomes aware of the nature and will of God, is

here present in a very crude and rude form
; and

it is hardly possible to distinguish how far this
rudeness is the real primitive simplicity of a very
early stage, when thought is hardly separated
from the sensuous accompaniments through which
it is suggested to men, and how far it may be im-

parted by degeneration, i.e. by the stereotyping of

primitive sensuous forms, and the loss of the germ
of thought implicated in those forms.
While the priest in this ancient stage of religion

possesses the knowledge and imparts it to the

worshippers, he is not considered to be necessary
in himself. The worshipper, whether a private
individual who approaches the Deity on behalf of

himself and his family, or an official or magistrate
who acts on behalf of the State or body which he

represents, needs no intermediary between himself
and the god. Provided he can perform fully and
correctly his part in the transaction, t the Deity is

satisfied and must respond. The priest or helper
* This second purpose frequently- passed into the sphere of

njajiic : see C, III (4).

t '[ju.-rofiizv ctpn n; sir TE^**! v itriortf : Plato, Euth. 14 E.

is needed only to keep the worshipper right, to

guard him against errors, and to help him to

understand the way in which the Deity replies or

conveys information ; in other words, the help'i ig

priest merely acts as instructor, while the wor-

shipper plays the part of priest-officiator, ami per-
forms the series of acts which the god himself

originally did as an example to mankind who come
after him.

In this stage there is not, in the strict sense,

any priest or any sacerdotal order or caste, though
naturally the Divine knowledge would tend to be

handed down from father to son. Priests in the
strictest sense begin only when a person per-

manently assumes the place of the god's represen-
tative, and plays the part of the god regularly in

the ritual as it was rehearsed at the proper
intervals before a body of worshippers. The priest
in this fuller sense was connected with and helped
the growth of an anthropomorphic conception of

the Deity. He was the representative on earth of

the god as the priestess was of the goddess ; and
the two played their parts year after year in the
Divine drama, which constituted the most im-

portant part of the growing body of ritual.

The priest who represented the god wore his

dress,* and in some cases, probably in most, assumed
his name. In Pessinus, for example, the chief

priest was called Atis, as is shown by inscriptions
of the 2nd cent. B.C. ; and undoubtedly this was

simply the name of the god variously spelt Attis
or Atys or Ates, and was assumed as an official

title, implying that the office was lepunuos, i.e. the
bearer lost his individual name and assumed a
hieratic name when he entered on office.

In Asia Minor the succession to the priesthood
was, in all probability, hereditary (according to

some principle of inheritance not as yet deter-

mined) in early times. Where the Greek element
entered sufficiently strongly, this principle was

usually altered ; some more democratic principle
of succession was substituted ; and sometimes life-

tenure was changed to tenure for a period of four

years, or more frequently of one year, or occasion-

ally even of a shorter period. In some of the
more thoroughly Greek cities of the coast, such as

Erythra?, the priesthoods of the numberless deities

were put up to auction by the State, and sold to

the highest bidder. But wherever an early or a
more purely Anatolian and less Hellenized con-

dition can be traced, the great priesthoods seem
to be for life, and to be connected with certain

families.

The number of priests, in this fuller sense,
tended to increase from various causes, and to

become a sacerdotal order. The possession of

knowledge of the Divine law was a powerful
engine, for the body of ritual was steadily growing
in volume, and any mistake in it would have
nullified its ellect. Attention was entirely con-

centrated on details, and the spirit seems to have
been wholly lost. But the knowledge of the multi-

tudinous details required study and teaching ; and
this caused the formation of a priestly ca^te or

order, in which the tradition was handed down.
The power of that order rested on the inaccessi-

bility and difficulty of their lore, and on the ignor-
ance of the worshippers ; and hence there was

every temptation to keep up that ignorance, to

multiply details of cultus and make the knowledge
of it harder, and to create a bar of separation be-

tween the priestly order and the people. But no
details are known, though the general principle

may be confidently assumed.

Moreover, as the great religious centres or Ificra

grew into importance (see IV (4), above), the;"

required a permanent staff of priests and ministers,
* See Cities and Bish. of Phryqia, i. pp. 56, 103, 110.
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in order that tin- increasing numlicr "I |" -i mi
who frequented tin-in might always find help ami
conn-el, lii turn tin- increase of tin-

|><-i
iiniin-iit

siail at MIC great ///cm tended to foster tlie growth
<>i the established ritual, Instead of merely aiding
tin- intliviilnal

worshipper to perform one single
act of tin- Divine action which suited liis special
oircumstances at the moment, the priests of each
// n 'ii staled occasions set the whole Divine
drama l't-1'ort- the eves of bodies of worshippers.
While this mure elaborate ceremonial hail its

justification in producing a certain good cU'ect on
I lir sped aim's. and in imparting i<leas to them, yet
then- was the strongest temptation for the per-
manent priests to refrain from emphasizing this

ns| t of the ceremonial, ami to elaborate the

spectacular side in the way described nliove. In

the simpler Anatolian system of society this

strengthened their i inner (!j \'lll (7), below) ; and in
lln- de\eli>ped Hellenic system it added to the
wealth mid influence of the Hifnm by attracting
immense CPUM!- to the great festivals accom-

panying the annual (or in rare cases biennial)
ceremonies,
Tims there was, necessarily, a large establish-

ment maintained at the principal religious centres :

see IV 1 4). De-sides the {front priesthoods there
wen- iv, pined larjfe numbers of inferior priests,
ministri and miiiittrir, to perform the details of

the enltiis (see $ II, above) and prophecy and give
ail.m iun to the worshippers and the offerings ;

nlsu hierodouloi, of whom there were many thou-
sand* at the greatest Ilicra. The hierodouloi \\sA
liecome serfs or slaves attached to the Hieron in
various ways, and were protected and {foverned by
the tl -ratio administration of the Jlii:ru: on
the female hierodouloi, see VIII (2), below.

Finally, there was fe class of persons called hifri/i :

Bee nc\t $ (io).
It is dearly established by numerous cases, that,

in later times at least, there was a college of priests
in every religious centre in Anatolia. This college
was a hierarchy, with distinct gradation of authority
and allotted duties. At Pessinusa priest isdescrihed
as occupying the fifth or tenth place in order of
rank : anil in other cases where the evidence shows
only that there was a chief and various subordi-
nate priests, we may probably assume from the

analogy of 1'essinus that strict gradation extended

throughout the college. Every religious act was
probably the work of the priests as a body (though
the chief priest would be the lender) ; ami this fur-

nishes some argument in favour of the liezan read-

ing iepets in Ac 14 ia
, where Prof. Hlass condemns

that reading on the incorrect ground that there
was only one priest for each temple.

Hi) //,,,.,/. This class of persons, mentioned at

F.phcsif and many other religious centres, and
evidently very numerous, have been much dis-

ciissed, with varying results, by many modern
writers. Their status is very obscure. The
opinion advocated in the writer's Cities anil
7,'i -//>,., /-/rv nf I'lin/yin, i. 147f. , is that the hicroi
an- mi'iely a modification of the non-Hellenic in-

stitution nf the hicruiluitlni under the influence of
Hellenic institutions and spirit. The /,/ roduuloi
wen- serfs, but not slaves; whereas the (Jrcek law
kncH only the grand distinction between freemen
and slaves. The peculiar relation of the liiero-

doitloi tu ilie Hieron gave a power to the latter
which \\as alien to the Hellenic spirit ; and the old
In: i-nili, 11/1,1 seem to have been transformed in the
Hellenized cities into an inferior order of the city
population, distinct alike from ciiuin- and from
resident strangers and from frecilmeii. Tin- rela-

tion ill the lui rni to the Ilicrim, and their ser-
vice at i he ll/'rrin, seem to have been more a

voluntary matter; and violation of it was left

KX IRA VOL. 9

to lie dealt with by the god; it was not enforced
as a rule liy legal action.

VIII. INFLUENCE ON SOCIETY AND LIFE. It is
a necessary part of our task to observe the tearing
of this religion and ritual on social life ; but this

subject is too obscure to justify any general state-
ments of n very iiositive kind ; and only a very few
details can here be mentioned.

(1) Marriage, There is unmistakable evidence
that a marriage ceremony of a religious nature ex-
isted, and that this ceremony stood in close rela-
tion to a part of the ritual of the Mysteries. In

fact, the marriage was, as it were, n reproduction by
the bride and bridegroom of a scene from the Divine
life, i.e. from the mystic drama. The formula,
'I escaped evil: I found better," was repeated
by the celebrant who was initiated in the Phrygian
Mysteries; and the same formula was pronounced
as part of the Athenian marriage ceremony.
Another formula,

'

I have drunk from the kym-
ft/)i,'t was pronounced by the initiated; and
drinking from the same cup has been proved to
have formed part of a ceremony performed in the

temple by the betrothed pair. J It is distinctly
stated by a grammarian that the marriage cere-

mony took the form of celebrating the '

Holy
Marriage

'

in honour of the Divine pair. At mar-
riages in Athens certain instruction was imparted
to the contracting pair by the priestesses of Demeter
and Athena.
The ritual of tin; Mysteries as reported to us

does not contain, it is true, any idea of marriage
between the goddess and the god, but on the con-

trary presents a scries of incidents of violence and
deceit; and, as we have seen, the whole story is

taken straight from the life of nature as seen in

animals and crops. Undoubtedly, the suggestion
from these incidents would seem to be that the
Divine life, which is to form the model and ex-

emplar for mankind, was of that rude and savage
kind. Hut it must be remembered that our infor-
mation comes from opponents whose object was
only to paint the horrors, anil not to give a fair

judgment of the ritual as a whole. While we
must admit the truth of everything they say, we
must add what they have omitted ; and in all

probability they have omitted the reconciliation
and the exhibition of the progress of life to a higher
level through the inlluenceof religion. That some
such exhibition formed part of the Mysteries is

made practically certain by certain allusions among
the pagan authorities. The formula,

'

I escaped
evil: I found better,' implies it. So does the whole
tone of the defence which the ancients give of the

Mysteries. We suppose that the idea of legal
union and of marriage formed part of this exhibi-

tion and improvement.
Diels, ,S'(7/////i'i'.vc/(c Hliittrr, p. 4S. has observed

that partof the marriage ritual was almost identical

with the purificatory ceremonies practised in tin-

Mysteries (compare also S. Ueinach's ingenious
paper, Ilcv. Arc/ieol., Sept. 1901, p. 210): the con-
nexion was suggested tentatively in the present
writer's Hist. Cum. on Gttltitifins, p. 90 ; and it

may now be regarded as proved.
1 1 in an extremely important fact that the human

marriage ceremony was thus celebrated by forms
*
icvyo* tutxcv il^o iuniei- (Demosth. (If Cor. 'J, M

t in xbuji. >.tt/ !r.<r** : Kirniicus, tie Krr. J'rv/. liclifi. 18.

J The proof is tfiven in the present writer's liittorical C'om. on
tin- Jipi.itli to the fidlfitiatix, (>p. ss-Dl, and is here strengthened
by details there omitted.

} M yai*0v>Ti; toirifi Tt* 11 xrx, T;.'

'

H.'dt .'.*,.- }auL.': LfX.
littrtor.

p.
070 I'orson, p. ,'1)1.5 Xauck. The ^mniniitriitn prob-

ably did not correctly fipprehetKl the nature of this fact,
which he nuist have uot trnin a tfood authority. I'wncr in
JCltein. Mint. \\\. p. L"J7. assumes that the reference is to the
Athenian '

Holy Marriage,' a festival well known at Athens. Hut
tin- JJicrvH tifiiiiia was known elsewhere, and tbe true meaning
of the grammarian's wortls js certainly an slated in the text
above.
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taken from the Mysteries ; and the conclusion
must be that the human pair repeat the action in

the way in which the god and goddess first per-
formed and consecrated it, and that, in fact, tney
play the parts of the god and goddess in the sacred
drama. This single example is, as we may be sure,

typical of a whole series of actions. We have seen
also that some, probably all, domesticated animals,
intended to be eaten, were slain and sacrificed accord-

ing to an elaborate ritual
( III (9)) ; and we may

accept as highly probable the general principle that
all tiie important acts of life were regarded as re-

ligious ceremonies, which must be performed in the

proper fashion, as inaugurated by the god or goddess
and taught by them to men. Every important
stage in life was modelled on what the goddess or
the Divine pair had done, and thus each stage was
consecrated by a sort of sacrament. The subject is

both wide and obscure : see below, Nos. (5) and (6).

There are, however, many difficulties connected
with the question of Anatolian marriage which
must first be noticed briefly.
The practice of marriage between such near re-

lations as father and daughter, mother and son,
brother and sister, is often described as common in

Asia Minor. This disregard of the common restric-

tions on marriage is mentioned usually as char-
acteristic of tribes or persons, called Matfitsaii,

immigrant from Persia, and diffused over C'appa-
docia, Phrygia, and Galatia, who retained during
the Christian period their mysterious ritual, wor-

shipped tire, refrained from slaying animals (though
they employed other people to kill the animals
which they required for food).* But we must be
struck with the fact that, except as regards the

worship of tire, we know that all the characteristics
attributed to the Magusa?i are clearly marked in

the Anatolian ritual. The mystic ritual of the
Divine life consisted of a series of incestuous
unions. The slaying of an animal for fond was
an impious act, and the impiety was punished in

the ritual (
III (9)), though the animal slain was

eaten. Basil, who is one of our authorities about
the Magns.-i'i, describes marriage by capture as

practised and not harshly judged by ordinary
opinion in his own time.t Now, marriage by
violence is characteristic of the mystic drama.

('2) Hierodouloi. In this connexion another
social fact must be noted, viz. ceremonial prosti-
tution of the female hierodmiloi or slaves of the

sanctuary. This custom is known to have been

widely practised at the great centres of Anatolian

religion. Strabo mentions it at Komana and other
Eastern centres. In the West it was" characteristic
of Lydia generally ;J and the women who contri-

buted to build the grave of Alyattes were only
employing in a sacred purpose the money which

belonged to the goddess. This duty was originally
or theoretically incumbent on all unmarried women
for a season ; but how far it was practically acted
on by people in general we have no means of deter-

mining. During the Grs'co-ltoman period it seems
(so far as the scanty evidence permits any judg-
ment) to have been carried into effect by women
of ordinary society only in exceptional cases, on
account of some special vow or some Divine com-
mand (given in dream or oracle). But, even in the
most educated period and society, the cu-tmii.

though doubtless) regarded as a mark of supersti-
tion and devotion to an un-Hellenic cult, was re-

'. jui iinuurreub in txillDtu, /7Hfcn
in I elsewhere), with Strabo, p. 577,

cognized and practised in some cases as one of

the duties of religion by women who apparently
returned to their ordinary place in society after

their term of service.* Apart from these devotees,
the custom was practised in later times by large
numbers of women, slaves of the Hieron, as a per-
manent way of life.

It might fairly he disputed whether that custom

belonged to the original Anatolian religion, or was

part of the accretion which gathered round it in

the course of its development. Evidence does noc
exist to warrant a decided opinion ; but the custom

probably belongs to a more 'advanced 'and artificial

state of society than the primitive Anatolian, and
is to be ranked as belonging only to its develop-
ment, t This forms part of the ground on which
rests our opinion that no trace of elevation can be
observed in the history of that religion, but that its

development is simply a degradation. The custom
is, undoubtedly, not in keeping with the simple
type which we attribute to primitive Anatolia, and
seems incongruous with the institutions described

in the following section. If we are right in this

opinion, then the custom would have to be regarded
as one of the instances of Oriental influence (like

the horror of the swine in III (0)), due to immigra-
tion from the East and long subjection to a succes-

sion of Asiatic monarchies. It is certainly an
old-established part of the religion, going back to

the earliest days of Oriental influence ; but we
believe it is possible to go back on fairly reliable

evidence to an older stag* in the history, when the
women hicroilovloi were of a different character,
viz. guardians of the goddess and of her wor-

shippers.
(3) Women guards. The myth of Herakles and

the Lydian queen Omphale, in which the woman
wears the hero's arms, while he sits and spins under
her command, takes us back to the primitive type
of society which is described in a series of early
Anatolian legends of the Amazons. Omphale and
Herakles are obviously types of the Great Goddess
and her companion or attendant god ; and we re-

member that the Lydian kings for five centuries

boasted to be descendants (i.e. representatives in

orderly succession) of the first priest-king Herakles.

The tale of the hero Achilles dressed as a woman
and spinning in the family of Lykomedes is another

example of the way in which Greek fancy worked

up that primitive custom : Achilles is a hero of the

north coast of Asia Minor and of some points on
the Greek coast.

The Great Goddess, the protecting and guarding
mother of her people, had her attendant women.
These were armed as warriors, and were called

Amazons in Greek legend, where fantastic char-

acteristics are assigned to them.* But that a real

foundation lies under those fanciful tales is certain.

We can dimly descry in primitive history the

Amazons, the servants of the native Anatolian

goddess, contending, on the banks of the Sangarios,

against the immigrant Phryges from Europe,
among whom Priam fought as a young leader of

the Western tribe.

The women servants of the goddess are to be
considered as resembling her in part of her char-

acter as her active and armed ministrce. In Ephesua
they were the melissai or working bees, while the

* See Ramsay, Church in Rom. Emp. p. 397 f.; Hist. Com. on

Galatians, pp." 40, 201.
_

to its degradation. Marriage was the original rule, though
with barbarous usages,: promiscuity belongs to the staj^e of

deterioration.

J It is an interesting illustration of the view stated in III

(7) and 5 VI (3), that the modern discoverer of the sex of the

wot-kiii" bees, Dr. Warder, called them 'true Amazons.'

Iliad, iii. 1S4-190.
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- w.-i^ i ! ([iieen bee. The sexual side of
tin 1

111 'li-itui, alike in t lie bee anil the priestess, is

imt developed: the tninixtrie therefore' must have
!.i . ii young, and their term of serviee was part of

their education. Kvidence has perished as regards
the women servants of the goddess; hut in all

probability at the conclusion of their term of ser-

vice they passed into ordinary society, and in the
cei emomal <>f marriage went through the cereraoniea
above described, imitating the actions and fate of

tin 1 godde--. The opinion stated liy the present
writer, that a nuuiher of those armed servants of

tin- Lji>dde-s are portrayed on the wall of the rock-

siinctuary at Boghaz-Keui,* has not been adopted
b\ n i cut scholars ; but the argument against it

the- l.iilure of any indication of the female form in

the breast has no force in view of the character of

the mi 11 iil i'ir. us active guards, in whom the sexual
t\

]

e i- -c. -lightly developed as to be imperceptible
in their fully draped and armed forms.

In the primitive Anatolian period the women
mini -trie must be taken to have been real guardians
of the goddess and agents of her government
(which she exercised through her priest-king), true
A ma /< ins or armed warriors. Itut history changed :

the plateau became a subject land ; society, manners,
and needs altered, and the uiinixtrie necessarily lost

their original character. During this change we
may believe that their development into the slaves

of the sanctuary, as we see them in the more de-

\clopeil period, occurred. There was an element
in the old 'ininittrir, hinted at in legend, which
could be intensified and systematized so as to

tran-form them into the later hicrwlouloi; but
the primitive element was essentially different

from (lie organized savagery of the time of the

degradation, (2).

ill N. If-miitUnfiiin. The most remarkable ex-

ample of the way in which the individual man
imitated in his acts the life of the Deity, was in

the practice of mutilation. The fate of the god,
the consort of the Great Goddess, had hallowed the
act

; and it was familiar to all as part of the treat-

ment prescribed by the Divine regulations for

domesticated animals. Not merely was it prac-
ti-eil on occasion of great religious festivals as a

part of the ritual, not merely was it almost cer-

tainly the prescribed and necessary condition,

originally, for the priest who represented the god
in the ritual ; it was also often performed on
t hem-elves by individuals in a state of religious
excitement, induced by some crisis of their own life

or of the country in which they lived. On the

origin of this ceremony, see III (7).

This act was alien to the character of Hellenic

civilisation and religion ; and was always regarded
with horror and contempt by the Greek spirit as

tin 1

crowning proof of the barbarity and vulgarity
of Anatolian superstition, as in the Attis of

Catullus (which follows a Greek model).
(u) Burinl. In a religion which taught, ex-

plicitly or implicitly, that men are children of the

Goddess-Mother, and at death return to the mother
who hore them, it is natural that great sanctity
should he attached to graves and sepulchral rites.

In fact the religion of the grave is the religion of

tin 1 household, and lies at the foundation of re-

ligion in general. The dead man, as Itemized or

deitied, was represented under the form of the

Heitv. and one of the commonest later types was
the Horseman-god, S I" (">)

This is an exceedingly wide subject ; and more
can lie learned about 'it than about any other

depaitnient of Anatolian religion. The principal

]

ic lint- may here be briclly stated. See also IX ( I i.

The grave was conceived a.-* the house or home of

1

.li.iiri,iil ni R. Asiatic Socvty, 18S3, p. 14f.: the relief it

rc.'i>r<xliirrtl l>y Perrot, Uiatwrr de I'Art, iv. p. 643.

the deceased ; and the word ofcof is sometime*
applied to il in epitaph-. Km. inasmuch us the
deail man is now part of the Divine nature, more
frequently the grave is conceived as hi- temple.
His right to the sole possession of it was guarded
with jealous care, for, if any unauthorized corpse
gains entrance, this intruder will share in the

offerings and hononn of the temple, and thu- in

the godhead of the deceased (for the dead in.in -

godhead consists practically in the ciiltu- and
offerings paid to him ; a god unworshipped i- a
dead god). It is noteworthy that the sepulchral
inscriptions guard far more carefully against in-
trusion than against mere injury "done to the
tomb : injury can readily be repaired, but intru-

sion, if once successful, is hardly reparable.*
Then the making of the grave and the erection

of a tombstone was a dedication to the Deity ; and
the epitaph on the grave was expressed often in
the form of a prayer (and, of course, a vow accom-
panying it) to the Deity with whom the dead
person was identified. Kven when a person, during
his lifetime, prepared his own grave, he expressed
the epitaph in the form of a prayer and dedication
to the Deity, t It was a duty which one owed to
God to make a grave.
Thus every Phrygian grave was also a shrine or

temple. Accordingly, there is no force in the argu-
ment, which many writers have employed, that
sncji a monument as the famous .sculptured rock
which bears the dedication to king Midas' (MIAAl
1'AXAKTEI) was a cult-shrine, and therefore can-
not have l>een a Sepulchral monument. In truth
it was both. Similarly, some of the tumuli in the

Phrygian land have probably a utilitarian purpose,
being intended to serve as watch-towers and load-
marks. But they were, in all probability, also

Sepulchral, It was desired to give them permanent
sanctity, and this end was attained by the grave
inside, with the religion attached to it. Probably
it is not too bold to lay down the general principle
that the sanctity of a locality was generally, in the

primitive Anatolian system, confirmed by the awe
attaching to the grave -

temple. That principle
remains to a large extent in force still. Sacred

places are numerous all over the country; and in

almost every one the sactadness is continued by,
or founded on, the awe attaching to the supposed
grave of some saint or hero. The fact that the

grave is often demonstrably fictitious (us when the
hero is a mere myth, or has several graves in

dillerent places) shows how strongly the need for

a grave in every holy place is .still felt by the
Anatolian mind. The primitive custom in Greece
of burying in the house, consecrated and guarded
the family home. J
The essential parts of the grave-monument were

an altar and a door ; ami the two typie.il forms of

gravestone in later Phrygia were developments of

the altar and of the door. The former at least

retained the name, and is called 'the altar' in

numberless inscriptions. On this altar-tombstone
there is sometimes engraved, apart from the epi-

taph (and even on a dillerent side from it), the
word 'door' (Bvpa) ; and this custom obviously

Cilie anil Siihoprict of Phri/fiia, i. pp. 09f.,34S(n. 24).

t 'ill.-, -t LM in. MI-. in. 1. 1.- at lit -t in explanation of the

identity in form, appearance, and ireneral chancier W-twccn

(Trove -"monuments and stones recording a prayer and vow or
dedication, were controverted by 1'rol. A. Korte ; but he hiu

since published a stone whose inscription is purely a dedication

to the ifoil, except that at the end the dedicator adds the sepul-
chral form XMI i!/r* C*, proving beyond question that the

dedicatory stone was at the same time the ^ruveslone over Inn

intended tomb. We are now agreed that this custom won char-

acteristically Phrygian ; but the present writer sees fur more
examples of' it than Prof. Korte admits.

t See above, IV (:!); aliu> RaniHy.
' Permanent Attachment

of Religious Veneration lo Sj .
: , sites in Asia Minor,' puli-

lished in Trantacttent o/ tht Uririilal Cumjrtu at Lviulun,

IbU'J, p. 381.
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arises from the feeling that a door was essential
and must be indicated, even if only by a word.
We have already seen that, in later grave-monu-
ments, members which originally had a meaning
were indicated by some part of their original form,
and became mere conventional ornament. We
may suppose that the door was simply an essential

part of the house or temple in which the dead god
dwelt, while the altar was necessary for the living
worshippers to lay their offerings on.*

It was probably on the worship of the dead that
the worship of Divine personal beings was built

up. The dead parent links the family with the
Divine nature. Any inexplicable misfortune or
mischance was often attributed by the Greeks to
some neglect of this cult, and expiated by special
attention to the dead. Among the Greeks the

special sacrifice to the dead hero took place on his

birthday, and was called yevtai.a or -yei^OXia quite
as often as PCKVOW., Among Christians, on the

contrary, the day of death of a martyr was cele-

brated as his dies natalis, birth into his true
life.

The cult of the dead was therefore of prime im-

portance, and this applies as much to Greece as to
Anatolia. Here, too, the gods had set the ex-

ample, which was to be followed in the case of
men. The grave of Zeus, the grave of Achilles,
and so on, formed an integral part of the equip-
ment of their worship. The worship of the heroes,
i.e. the Divine dead, bulked far more largely in

Greek life and religion than would appear from a

superficial survey of the literature. This is partly
due to the fact that the cult of the dead was part
of the half-submerged archaic religion, believed in

by all, but not made prominent in public life. l!ut

even in the literature it is often evident, and must
always be understood as the substratum on which
all social life rests.

(6) Brothi'.rhnods and yiiilds. If the ritual of

the Mysteries was used as a sort of sacrament to
consecrate or give the Divine sanction to marriage
and the other important steps in the family life of

man, so that the family was united and constituted
and maintained by Divine law, the same seems to
have been the case in the formation of associations
and unions wider than the family. Such groups
played a highly important part in Anatolian

society. Originally, in the simplest form of primi-
tive society, there was probably only the one wider

group, the village, united in the religion of the
central sanctuary or Hieron [see (7)]. The ritual
of the Mysteries (to use the later Greek name
anachronistically) constituted the bond to hold
the village together. All were brothers, because
all knew in the mystic ritual that they were the
children of the Great Mother.
But as life and society became more complex, as

towns became too large for a common bond of

ritual to hold them (while no common municipal
bond existed, such as the Greek city ottered),

groups of persons with common interests and pur-
suits were formed, some as trade guilds, some for

other purposes. They are known under many
names, Boukoloi, Korybantes, Hymnodoi, Satyroi,
etc. . t but all were united in a common ritual;
and an essential part of this lay in the common
meal and the cup of which all partoak. There can
be no doubt that the ceremonial was similar to
that of the Mysteries, and was of the nature of a
sacrament or religious consecration of the common
tie, and yet no direct evidence can be given, or is

likely ever to be found. But the indirect evidence
* Journal of Hellenic 81-udies, 1SS4, p. 253; Cities and

V.'iW."/. ,/r uf Phrugia, i. p. 9flf., ii. pp. 3(57, 395.

1 < VMV.v tn/'! l!i*lif,ric* J I'hi'uijiu, i. p. 96 ff., ii. pp. 359, G30.
See also the following note, ami (among other places) Athen.
Nittlicil. IS'.ii), ji. 17i)f., where the priest of Dionysos liathe-

k
r
*-'iiiuii i* head of a list of Boukoloi.

seems conclusive : the most general name for the
members of any association is symbiutni ('those
who live in association'), but the term symmyatni
is occasionally used as an equivalent ;

* and thi*

term seems conclusive, for it is inexplicable unless
the symbiotai were united by the tie of the com-
mon mystic ritual.

The unity of the brotherhood or society was
consecrated, therefore, by the common meal and
the common cup from which all drank : this was
the ritual of the Mysteries, according to the for-

mula,
'
I ate from the ti/iupcmon : I drank from

the kymbaloii
'

;
where the names of the sacred

instruments of the Mother-Goddess are given to

the common dish and the common cup. The
Christian idea of breaking a common loaf was
perhaps peculiar to Christianity, and due to the
direct institution of the Founder : the common
meal of the pagan societies probably followed the
usual practice of simple Oriental meals, in which
each guest has his own loaf, though all eat from
a common dish. But that eating from one loaf

implies brotherhood is an old idea.

(7) Government and administration. The form
of social organization which, in the historical

period, was characteristic of Anatolia was the

village -

system, t
which is often contrasted with

the highly articulated and self-governing muni-

cipality (TrciXis) of the Hellenes. The people dwelt
in groups of houses called villages : at the head of

each village was a komirch, who represented it to

the supreme authority, which in the strict Ana-
tolian system was the priesthood of the neighbour-
ing temple (iepo'x) as representative of the Divine

power in human form. The government was in

theoiy a theocracy : in practice the priest (usually
hereditary, according to some uncertain system of

inheritance) or priest
- dynast was autocratic, as

speaking in the name of the Deity. One restric-

tion of his power lay in the fact that intimation
of the Divine will was often conveyed to wor-

shippers in dreams ; but even in this case the

interpretation of the dream usually required aid
from the priesthood.

'

Beyond this there was no
education, and no State, and probably little or no
formal law.'J

In what relation this system, as we find it later

in practical working, stood to the primitive Ana-
tolian system is uncertain. It shows obvious
traces of development, in that the mother has
become less prominent, and the male element
more important. This line of development was
inevitable. Immigrant races were usually in-

sufficiently provided with women ; and armed

conquerors must certainly have consisted mainly
of men. The conquering race, therefore, must
take wives from the conquered race ;

and the
social position of women necessarily deteriorated
when the conquering caste was mainly men, and
the women for the most part belonged to the sub-

jugated people. In the earliest period there can
be little or no doubt that theocracy was the ruling

system ; but the way in which it was worked, and
the exact position of women in the priesthood,
remain uncertain. Further, we know that there
were in early Anatolia imperial systems and great
monarchies ; but what was the relation in which

they stood to the theocracy is obscure. We may
be confident that the Herakleid dynasty in Lydia
ruled as priest-kings, each new king representing
the god Herakles, consort of the Great Goddess

(as we see in the myth of Herakles and Omphale] ;

*
el ffuu&uioti xx*i ffvu.u.y<T-iKi, where the two names are em-

braced under the common article, and thus identified : see

Ziebarth, Gricch. Vereinwesen, pp. 52, 200. The subject ia

treated more fully in lltttui: Ocm. on Corinthians, xxxi. fl. f

in the Expositor, Dec. 1:1 m.

t WXS.TO xcuu.-r?n.* is the expression of Strabo.

j llistttr. Cam. on Galatiann, p. 40.
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ami it is probable tliut the inheritance passed in

tin 1 female liiu1

, iiiul the kin;; reigned as consort of
tin 1 heiress.* The natural inference that the same
piaetiee existed in the ancient empire of the cen-
tial plateau, whose cliief city was at IJogliaz-Kcui,
inn! in tin 1 later kingdom of Tynna, is valueless,
while we have no information us to the relation of
this chief priest-king to the priests of the many
sacred centres throughout the land (each of which
wa-. presumably, a small theocracy for its sur-

rounding village or villages). The supposition that
the empire consisted of a loose aggregate of separ-
ii. i li. ,.. lacies would not account for the great
si/e and imperial character of the city at lioghaz-
Keni ; and we are at present reduced to mere
conjecture; but evidence is likely to he dis-

covered, when the hieroglyphic inscriptions of
I In- iiinntry are deciphered.

(8) Iliinschtilil prutcijcs. A class of persons who
are called in documents of the Koman period by
\:iri"iis names, (iliiiinii, dpetrroi, ^p^^tara r tffjtTTTd,

are li leniently mentioned in Asia Minor. In the
Unman period they are identified almost com-
pletely with foundlings, i.e. infants exposed by
their parents and brought up as a speculation by
sti angers with a view to selling them for profit:
-ueli foundlings were not peculiar to Asia Minor,
but known generally over the Empire, and re-

scripts relating to them were issued by Vespasian,
Tit 11-. and Domitian for the province of Achaia,
and by Trajan for Ilithynia.t and their status and
righN formed a frequent subject for Imperial
legislation. Hut in the inscriptions of Asia Minor
I In-.- />roti'fffs are mentioned so frequently in

epitaphs as to prove (dearly that under that name
is included also some class of persons peculiarly
characteristic of the country. They are generally
mentioned immediately at'ter the children, and
are -niiietimes distinguished from and mentioned
heli ue slaves, so that it is hardly possible to regard
them as rernrr, slaves born and brought up in the

household, although we would not deny that the
term possibly may sometimes have that signilica-
tion. This class is at present of quite unknown
character and origin, but probably it takes us
hack to a primitive custom some Anatolian
in-i it ution similar to, yet distinct from, the Unman
i'fi ni, 'In. In a IHthynian inscription, a husband
and " ile and their protectress (Opt\j/a<ra. THJLUIV used
as a noun) have a common tomb : all three have
the same nomen, which the two ffp^/nfnara must
haie received from the protectress; but the two
were not the children of the protectress either by
nature or adoption, for they were free to marry
one another. The inscription, No. 36, in Citlfs
unit liish. of I'/iiijr/in, shows a case in which a
child had been exposed in accordance with a
d lea in and brought up by another person, and
MI I lie parents retain some rights over him.
The tie uniting the protege and the protector was
evidently a close and sacred one; out the sub-

ject is one for further investigation, and nothing
positive can yet be laid down with regard to it.

v Religious influences on social conditions.
A\ liile immigration, war, and conquest are favour-
Me to the male sex, it may conversely be assumed

that the high [losition of women and the influence
exercised by, and respect paid to, the mother in

the primitive Anatolian system, imply the long
continuance of a peaceful condition ami'd a settled
ainl. so to say, autochthonous people, such that
the importance of motherly care in promoting
social development had full opportunity to make
itself thoroughly appreciated.

In our brief survey of the prominent features of

* The evidence is collected by Gelzcr in lihtin. Mtuetnii,
vx\v

i- .riff. (cf. xxx. p. 5).

( 1'hnv, Kf. ad Trvj. (io, IX, Citifs and JJitili. ii. p. 540.

the primitive Anatolian religion, it has l>ecomc
clear that this religion was originally a consecra-
tion of the rules and practices which were useful
and almost necessary in actual life. While it can-
not be proved in detail, yet all the evidence jioints
to the conclusion, that in this religion the lite of a
simple community was ordered and prescribed

!
from birth to death in a series of religious formula:

(

for personal conduct, personal purity, relation to

I

others in the family and the community, manage-
ment of the household and of agriculture and farm
economy. A great deal which, in recent times,
has ceased to be familiar to the poorest and the

j

least educated classes was, HI that early time,
i enforced on all as obligatory religious ceremonial.
In modern times this growing ignorance of the
fundamental principles on which comfort, pro-
priety, and happiness in life depend, is felt to IHJ

a serious danger alike among the most civilized

peoples, anil in the less civilized Christian nations
like the Kussian. It cannot be denied that the

tendency of the Christian Church to concentrate
teaching on theoretical dogma and Church ritual,
and to lose hold on the practical household life

of the people, has contributed to spread this ignor-
ance by gradually allowing the ancient stock of

practical household wisdom to fall into oblivion,
and sometimes even actively discouraging it as
involved with superstition.
We have laid little stress on the barbarous ele-

ments in the Anatolian cultus, but have omitted
them or passed them over lightly. 1'artly this is due
to the fact that in many cases they seem to result
from degradation of the primitive religion, due to
the influence of foreign conquerors and immigrants,

;

and accompanied by a probable deterioration of

the original people.
In other coses the barbarous

elements are original, and corresjiond to the equip-
ments and surroundings of primitive Anatolian

society: these might profitably be investigated
1 with a view to acquiring a better idea of that

society, but time and wide knowledge on the part
of the investigator are required.
The failure to develop the higher side of the

Anatolian religion is doubtless due to many causes.
The country was on the highway of armies, and
the uncertainty and siillering consequent thereon
were unfavourable to orderly development, while
the best and most spirited element in the ]ieople
was most exposed to extermination under the
successive foreign conquerors. Nothing is more
destructive to the highest qualities of human
nature than the presence of an entirely uncertain
and capricious, yet serious and ever dreaded, danger.
In the succession of military conquerors the inter-

mixture of foreign religious elements was often

brought about in the worst way, viz. through the

instrumentality of a rude, brutal, uneducated, and
therefore superstitious Oriental soldiery, which had
received not even military discipline.
The unquestioned and absolute domination of a

priesthood was also unfavourable to development.
The element of prophecy, in the sense of becoming
sensitive to the Divine will and interpreting it with
reference to contemporary events, was recognized,
but seems to have liven kept entirely under the
control of the ollicial priesthood. Moreover, the
succession of priests in Anatolia was largely or

altogether hereditary (according to unknown rules

of inheritance): this increased the cast-iron and

unprogrcssive nature of priestly rule. If. as seems

probable, the cliief priest in early times had to lie

a eunuch, that must have further debased tin 1

character of the priesthood. Thus there was no

opportunity for the growing wisdom of the national
mind to declare itself, since the nation outside the

priesthood seems to have been given over to ignor-
ance and practical slavery : or, rather, there was
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probably no nation and no national life, but merely
a congeries of villages.

IX. HISTORY AND CHRONOLOGY. (1) Develop-
ment of the Anatolian Religion in history. It

would be impossible in this place to treat even in

outline the development of the Anatolian religion.
The development was different in every region,

varying according to the diverse historical vicissi-

tudes and succession of immigrants and conquerors
in each ; and the subject would thus be a very
ci mi plicated one. Moreover, as regards no single

region lias even any attempt been made to collect

and classify the extremely scanty evidence. We
can merely quote a very few examples of the

process.
In north - eastern Phrygia the Gauls settled

during the 3rd cent. B.C. They found there the
ancient Phrygian worship of Cybele and Attis.

In many instances we can prove that the Gauls

adopted the religion of the land, in accordance
with the ancient belief that every land has its

own deities, whose power is supreme there (cf. 2 K
17'-

6
). The religious types on the Galatian coins

are entirely either Phrygian or Grteco-Ronian, the

latter character coming in later. The marriage
ceremony in the one recorded instance was of the

Anatolian type :

* this instance belongs to the

family of a chief probably of the '2nd cent. B.C.,

and the noble families were doubtless more ready
to change their religious customs than the com-
mon people ; but Gaulish tribes would follow their

chiefs.

It is, however, beyond doubt that the Gauls
introduced some modification into the old worshr
The Gallic spirit and temper undoubtedly mac
some impression on the character of Phrygo-
Galatic religion. For example, we know that at

Pessinus, one of the chief centres, where the spirit
of the ancient religion continued dominant and
little afi'ected by Hellenism until the latter half of

the first century after Christ, an arrangement was
made about B.C. 100, whereby half of the places in

the college of priests were appropriated to the

Gauls and half left to the old priestly families. t

We can, however, say little with any confidence

about the Celtic element in the Phrygo-Galatic
religion. That the Gauls retained the use of the

Celtic language as late as the 4th cent, after

Christ is certain, but how far they imposed it on
the old Phrygian subject-population is uncertain.

But, v.'hen we go further back in the history ol

Phrygia, we rind that the Phrygians themselves
were immigrants from Europe, who adopted the

religion of the native population. The Mother-

Goddess was seated in the land before the Phrygians
entered it ; and mythology retained the memory
of the contest between the immigrants and the old

religion with its women - guards, the Amazons. t

['lie Phrygian conquerors adopted the worship of

Cybeli', probably imposing their own language on

the mixed population. But there is no trace in

mythology that the women-guards were retained

in' the Phrygian system ; and we may probably
attribute to this crisis the strengthening of the

male element in the Divine idea, and the intro-

duction of the worship of the God-Thunderer (Hel-
lenized as Zeus Bronton) or the God-on-the-Car,
Benni or Bcnncv-s, into the Phrygian worship.
On the other hand, a special mode of burial was

retained among the priests of the Phrygian land,

evidently the old priestly usage. They were placed

upright on a rock,|| whereas in the rock-graves that

remain in the country of the Phrygian kings this

custom was evidently not followed.

In these two cases we have types of what must
Have occurred in the many conquests of parts of

the country by immigrant races. There was no

attempt to exterminate or expatriate the old

people and religion. The conquerors took part
of the land sometimes one-third was recognized
as the proper proportion and shared in the estab-

lished religion along with the ancient worshippers ;

but they affected the cultus more or less, and im-

parted to it some part of their own nature.

(2) Local diversity in Anatolian Religion.
While we have necessarily directed attention

mainly to the common character of religion over

the whole of Asia Minor, it must be clearly under-

stood that this community of character was not

complete, but that there were great local diversi-

ties, which cannot here be properly estimated.

For example, the East Anatolian religion of the

warlike goddess at Komana, who was identified

by the Romans with Bellona, shows a marked

diversity from the true Anatolian type ; but this

is probably to be attributed to racial difference.

More warlike and barbarous tribes pressed in from

the east of the Euphrates (see I (3), above), and

superinduced a new stratum of religious ideas and

rites which belonged to their own tribal character.

Similarly, in southern Thrace the Orphic ritual

shows a character approximating on one side to

the Phrygian, but also revealing clearly a differ-

ent racial character, viz. that of more barbarous

tribes accustomed to eat raw flesh, and giving to

this custom a place and a consecration in their

religion. This, however, is a large subject.

(3) (Jhronologij. As to the age to which we
are carried back before we reach the primitive
Anatolian worship in its uncontaminated form, it

is not possible to make any positive estimate.

The earliest stage in its development that is

attested by external evidence is probably found

in the subjects portrayed in the rock-sculptures of

Boghaz - Keui, which are commonly dated some-

where in the second millennium before Christ.

But there we are already face to face with a stage
of contamination with the religion and cultus of a

people from the east or north-east (perhaps in

some degree also from the south-east) a people
who superimpose a new and incongruous stratum

of religious, social, and governing ideas on the

primitive forms.

Nor is it certain by any means that the Boghaz-
Keui stratum was the first stage superimposed on

the primitive religious foundation. Those sculp-

tures are of such a highly complex character that

they have as yet resisted all attempts at a com-

plete solution ;
and none of the attempts at a

partial explanation has commanded general appro-
bation among scholars. For practical purposes the

sculptures are still a mere riddle ; and hence we
have been unable in this study to make any use,

except in a few superficial details, of these earliest

and most elaborate religious records of Anatolia.

But the very fact that they are so complicated and

obscure furnishes probably a sufficient proof that

they are not the records of a simple cultus, but

of one which had already passed through a com-

plex process of development and contamination.

Thus we are reduced to the study of the de-

velopment from the inside a method always

unsatisfactory, because subjective and liable to

become fanciful, but specially unsatisfactory on

the chronological side, for only contact with ex-

ternal facts gives any marks of time. In the

development we are struck with the tenacity

with which primitive characteristics were retained,

readily distinguishable from the added elements ;

and the primitive character seems autochthonous,
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springing from tin' land. stimulated by its atmo-

*pheie. :in<l im|poMni: ii - character in some degree,
more or less, on every new people or religion that
entered tin- land.

III.' character of the plateau marks it out as an

early home of human nilture. The soil is fertile,

tin' country i- level and little exposed to danger-

oils animals, and in certain districts, where water
is nat iirally abundant, cereals are naturally pro-
duced in siillicient quantity to furnish regular food

to an rally raee of men. The art of agriculture
\vas then 1 taught almost by Nature herself, who
thus revealed herself us mother and teacher of her

I
.....

|ile. The art of irrigation was also taught
there by the -ame, kindly mother: in some places
it is so* easy that the iffe-giving stream, (lowing
hum a ;jrcat heaven-sent spring (

IV (3)), seems
toiiuite men to divert and distribute its waters.

Tin 1 art, when onee begun, was readily extended,
ami a country, which is now almost entirely un-

cultivated, ami part of which is loosely indicated

on Kiepert'* map as desert salt, is shown by the

remains to have supported many towns and cities

in early times." Step by step, and precept upon
precept, the I iodde->-Motlier, the Thesmophoros
ni the 1'ncotian plain and the Athenian plain (see

1!, S II), educated her people; and showed them
how to make the best of the useful animals, swine,
M\, whocp, and goat, and later also of the horse,

by proper nurture and careful treatment and

breeding. The history of the education which she

gave remains for us in that Anatolian religion of

which some faint outline has been traced in the

preceding pages.
If our view is correct, it is obvious that in a

better knowledge of the Anatolian worship lies

the key to an extremely early stage of human
development ; and that this religion lias to be

compared with the most primitive stages of the
known ancient religions of the east Mediterranean
lands. As a rule, even the most ancient Semitic
cults are known to us chiefly in a consider- I

ably developed stage; and the Anatolian religion I

lakes us behind them. In that land true re-ligiou-

di-\ rli ipment was arrested by causes at which we
might guess ; and the primitive revelation of the

Mother-Goddess found no prophets and seers to

cany it to completion : see VIII (9).

1!. THE IIKLLKXIC IlELiaios. In studying the

drvrlopiiii-nt of thought in the Strictly Greek lands,
we are inevitably carried back to an ancient form
ipf religion there prevalent, which presented a
marked similarity to the simple primitive Ana-
tolian cultus. The extent ami the limits of the

similarity cannot be determined with our present
knowledge. But everywhere, in attempting to

comprehend the developed Hellenic religion, one
limls that it rests on this substratum of deep
religious feeling, which sometimes was hardly
articulate, and in that case was often rather looked
down upon as superstition and bnatSai^ovia (Ac 17~)

by tin 1 mor ..... bleated and philosophic minds.
I. KAHI,Y GKKKK UKI.KMON. Frequent refer-

i'iiccs occur in Herodotus to an older Greek or

IVhi-jiHil religion different in character from the

religion of which he conceived Homer and llesiod

To In 1 the organizers (ii. 33). Arcadia he believed

to contain more of the Pelasgian character than any
other part of (ireece. 1'recisely in Arcadia and the

adjoining [parts of the Peloponnesus, the strongest
traces of such a prc-Hellenie religion are shown
in the description of Pausanias. According to

Herodotus iii. ~<'A), the gods of that old religion

* The '

nomaitizati'pn' of Asia Minor hiw tn-i-n thi- chief cause
of ihc pi. -MI (ii-M.lutii'ii aee ImpnMunu <' '/'<"ivi/, p. lo:i,

1902.

the ii.ij.per lilrrailv quoted in (

had no names and no images. The meaning of

this statement is that statues (dyd\uara.) in the
later sense were not used. Symbols of various

kinds, however, existed in greater number and
variety perlmjps

in Arcadia than in other parts of

Greece ; but Herodotus, who was speaking of the

anthropomorphizing tendency in religion, would
not call those rude and non-human embodiment*
dyd\fiaTa. Kpithets of a more general character
were attached to these gods, but not proper indi-

vidual names : among these epithets we may
reckon 'the Great God or Gods' (0eos /dytaTos,
Seal fityiaroi), 'the Pure Gods '

(fool naBapoi), 'the
Good God or Genius '

(d'/aWs #eiis or &aifj.uv), as well
as 'the Propitiated Gods' (ffeoi jueiXix'oi), 'the
Kevered Ones' (^e^fal), 'the Kings' (d^an-rei).

In this religion the worship of the Earth-Goddess

appears in various aspects. She is sometimes the

physical conception, but more generally is con-
ceived in a more moral aspect, as the orderly
harmonious march of physical phenomena, under
such epithets as Themis, Harmonia, etc. This
order is an avenging power that punishes all

offence against itself: it is then Praxidike, Adra-
steia, Nemesis, etc. It is also connected with

happiness, wealth, and prosperity, and the god-
dess is then Tyehe, Chryse, etc. The goddess is

often accompanied by a male genius or deity,
described as her husband or brother or attendant
or child, lie appears as the a-ya06s 5aifjui>v, the pro-
tecting hero, or the genius of fertilizing power.
Traces of this religion may be found in most

parts of Greece: in Attica, in Birotia, and the
Northern islands, as well as in the Peloponnesus.
The goddess is akin in nature to the Italian Uuna
Dea. It is a pre-Hellenie religion, but it has
much of the Greek spirit aliout it. The deities

have in many cases as much of moral as of [physical
character ; Themis becomes a Hellenic conception.
The relation of such older forms of belief to the
true Hellenic religion is well given by -Kschylus
(Kumen. 1 ff. ) in his history of the oracle at

Delphi, where the gradual change from the first

Gaia to the latest Apollo is clearly shown. No
conflict is there said to take place, but the older

religion merges in and is recognized by t'he later,
so that the purely physical conception of the

Earth (Gain) is moralized and harmonized into

Themis, and Themis is elevated into the highest
Hellenic type, Phicbus Apollo, through the inter-

mediate stage Phcebe, who is evidently a mere
device to facilitate the transition in sex, as the

god Pho'bus inherits in right of his sister Plucbe.

On the other hand, .Kschylus (Agamemnon, ITS If.)

describes the relation of the Hellenic Zeus to the
older dynasty as that of a conqueror and almost a

destroyer.
These passages are important as showing that

the Greeks always retained the recollection of a
certain succession and development in religion,
and occasionally they connect it and in our view

rightly with the succession of races in Greece,
where the later conquered without destroying the
older.

The development of the Earth -Goddess into
Themis was exactly paralleled by that of the older

Oemeter into Demeter Tlics-iaufifiorof, 'the intro-

ducer of thf..imiii' (Oetr/uoi, 'ordinances'), who is known
chiefly in Birotia, the plain of Athens, and Paros.
The agricultural idea lies at the Ipottom of her
chief festival at the time of the autumn ploughing
and sowing. But that fundamental reference was

merged in another idea, viz. the analogy between
the continuation of the human family anil the

operations of agriculture." The goddess Thesmo-

Cf. Soph. OSdip. Tijr. 1497 ; .Esch. Sept. 763
; Eurip.

Phffin. 18, etc. ; also the old Attic legal formula IT' a. f fp
. ;,,..,. See A, } VI CO, (3).
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phoros founded and presided over social order,
family life, tlie functions of women, and the birth

of children; marriage was the chief thesmos," and
the priestess Thesmophoros gave some instructions

to newly married couples. A Hellenic touch lies

in the custom of giving prizes to the most beauti-
ful women in Arcadia, and apparently also at

Thermopylae, t Here two great Hellenic ideas,
love of beauty and liking for the competitive
principle, are united in the developed form of the
rites ; but the goddess whose festival was thus
honoured was Eleusinia and not the more primitive
Thesmophoros.
The resemblance of this Demeter Thesmophoros

to the outlines of the Anatolian Mother-Goddess,
as it has been traced in the earlier part of this

article, is too obvious to need any words ; and
Herodotus points out (ii. 171) that the T/if.smo-

phoria rites were formerly practised by the Pelas-

gian women of the Peloponnesus, but perished
when the Dorians conquered the country, except
in Arcadia, where the primitive population and
ritual remained. Moreover, the worship of the

goddess Thesmophoros was confined to women
(which markedly distinguishes her worship from
that of the Eleusinian Demeter), and swine were
sacrificed to her by throwing them alive into holes
in the ground. These are very primitive character-

i^tirs. and show that the cult of this goddess had
not been developed so much as that of the Eleu-
sinian goddess, who is in the myth marked as an

immigrant with a long history of growth out of her

Pelasgian germ.
Pausanias is sometimes inclined to identify those

earlier conceptions with Hellenic deities. He feels

that ' the Good God ' must be Zeus ; J lint about
the nature of the two Armktes he expresses doubt,
which proves that he was struck by some marked
difference between them and the two Dioscuri. In

short, the Greeks felt that those gods whom they
counted older, and sometimes called Pelasgian,
were different from their own gods, and yet closely
related to them. The succession is sometimes de-

scribed as the inheritance of child from parent,
sometimes as the acquisition by victor from van-

quished and even exiled gods. Those old deities

were not in harmony with the later Hellenic gods ;

there belonged to the older a graver, sterner, and
more solemn character ; yet there were implicit in

them the germs of the double Hellenic conception
of Olympian and Chthonian deities, on which see

V, below.
The conservatism with which, as a rule, the old

cult-ideas were preserved in Greece and allowed a
certain scope alongside of the later, give great his-

torical importance to the study of Greek religion.
Often the institutions of a bygone age retained a

religious existence long after they had disappeared
from actual society.

II. GREEK RELIGION AND GREEK LAW. That
early religion was practically coextensive with the
whole circle of public and private life. Religion
was the only sanction which originally existed to
enforce a custom or strengthen an institution

; re-

ligion impressed these on the people by constituting
them into solemn rites binding on all. When in

the development of the Hellenic system political
institutions grew and law became a power, the

legal sanction to some extent replaced the religious
sanction.

One by one the various branches of duty between
members of the State were taken into the circle of
law. In earlier times this was often done under
the advice and approval of the oracles (especially

*
Odyssey, xxiii. 296, AS'*T/MIO tratXxiov Surf&iv, is a faint echo of

ihe religious idea.

t Hesychius, s.v. IltAaii'Sffo- ; Athenajus, xiii. 90, p. 609.

} Pausanias, vm. xxxvi. 5.

the Delphic). One set of duties after another was
formulated as a branch of public law sanctioned by
stated punishments and penalties. In various cases

the old form was continued alongside of the later,

and the offender against a law was not merely
punished legally, but was also formally cursed, i.e.

handed over to the punishing care of Heaven. The
Court of Areopagus in Athens well exemplifies the

gradual transformation of the religious into the

legal sanction, with the religious forms persisting
to some extent alongside of the legal.
But the old sanction in its primitive form con-

tinued to reign in the circle of family duties and

rights, the duty of children to parents and of the

younger to the older, the right of children to pro-
tection and care at the hands of their parents, of

the poor to the charity of the richer, and of the

stranger to hospitality. It was the Erinnyen, the
old vague conception of the avenging power of

nature, older almost than the conception of per-
sonal gods, who punished any infraction of those

duties and rights.* Here a conception akin to the

primitive one reigned in the developed Hellenic

thought. The Erinnyes of the father, of children,
of the poor, protected their rights and punished
the violator ; in other words, punishment was left

to Divine action, and rarely interfered with by
human law. Even the inviolability of the oath is

described by Hesiod as protected by the Erinnyes,
who punished bad faith alike among gods and
men.t

In the sphere of international law, heralds
went between States as Divine officials (Kripvuts

'KP/J.OV). A species of international custom, not
formulated into Law in the strict sense, was re-

cognized as existing between Hellenic States, but
not between Greeks and barbarians ; t but it was
considered to be Divine or unwritten law, it de-

pended on the conscience and feeling of the indi-

vidual State, and was regarded by some more than
others. By the religious, however, it was con-
sidered more binding than the formal laws.

Thus religion continued to be a sort of completion
of public law. Where the latter was insufficient or

inapplicable, or beyond the reach of the sufferer, the

religious sanction was invoked in the form of a
curse. Especially, international obligations were

guarded by little more than the religious sanction.

Any idea of Hellenic unity which existed had been
the creation of religion ; and the rights of even the
Greek stranger or traveller, much more of the non-

Greek, were almost wholly left to religion. Law
was mostly confined to the relations between one
citizen and another ; and in the cases where (as in

Athens) it touched the relation of a resident

stranger to citizens, the stranger must be repre-
sented by a citizen, and could not himself have

any standing before the law. Similarly, the
traveller was under the protection of the gods of

the road.

III. THE ELEMENTS OF HELLENIC RELIGION.

Beyond other traceable but less important inrlu-

ences, three forces pre-eminently are to l>e distin-

guished in the history and formation of Hellenic

religion. There was, first, that above -described

pre-Hellenic eultus in the Greek lands, to which
we may, like the Greeks themselves, apply the
name Pelasgian : that eultus had certainly a very
strong resemblance to the primitive Anatolian

worship, and we have freely used certain obviously
primitive ceremonies of the Greek lands as evidence
of the character of the old Anatolian religion.

*
Iliad, ix. 454, 567, xv. 204 ; Odyss. xiv. 57 compared with

xvii. 47">. The names of the Erinayes as personal beings are of

later origin : the verv plural is a development.
t Op. 802 ; Theoti. 221.

t xeivai rr; "EA>.3or vovuit : fafju^AfUM TEAA^n : xoivot TO/V E/.A-/,h*

vou.iu.oc. or hix^itu ; cf. Thuc. iii. 59, iv. 97, etc.

A lit . 454.
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Into the qiie-tiou whether it spread from Anatolia
into t, recce, a-- so many later religion- impiil-e-
ilnl, we shall not enter, though it nniy lie pointed
out tint ilm Greeks believed themselves to have
dcii\ed Mime very choraoteriatic early forms of

Greek cult from Crete, which in its turn was

certainly connected with unil influenced by Asia
Minoi .

TInTe was, iii the second place, the influence

e\erri-ed liy surrounding nations on early Greek
hi-toi valid religion. (Inly one side of this inllu-

i -in < ran be considered here, viz. the Oriental.

I'nd'T the name of Oriental may lie included all

influence which came from Asia Minor during the

period commonly called historical, as well as all

(ran of Phoenician or other strictly Asiatic in-

fluence. There was certainly great importance
:n Lulling to this inlluence ; yet its true character

mu-t he noted. It did not make Greek ideas, but
wa- -imply the raw material out of which the
Greek mind drew part of its growth. The Greek
mind, with its eager, ardent curiosity, learned from
all it- neiglilNiurs, and most of ull from the most
advanced neigh hours.

In the third place, there was that special quality
and tendency of the Hellenic mind, a unique and

exqni-itely delicate element, which selected and
moulded, "moderated and regulated, mixed and
added life to, the food which it absorbed from

the experience and the acquirements of various

other nations. That spirit of Hellenism stood in

such obvious relations to the peculiar geographical
and ether external conditions of Greece, that some
writers regard it as absolutely produced by them.

l'iut,in our view, there was a certain innate in-

tellectual character in the formed Greek mind,
which enabled them to see in nature what no other

race could see, and to use opportunities as no other

race could have used them. The spirit of Hellenism,
it i- true, was fostered by the geographical condi-

tions, and could have acquired strength in no other

land. It needed just those peculiar relations of sea

and land to foster and strengthen it ; it was, like

the most delicate and exquisite of Hellenic god-
desses, born on the sea, not on the land ; but that

sea must be the .Egean, the path and the roadway
of the Greek peoples, which united the Greek
lands instead of estranging and separating them
(as other seas seemed to do).

One of the most noteworthy forms in which the

strong Hellenic appreciation of individual person-
ality and rights (without much feeling of individual

duty) showed itself was the love of competition
and pri/es. The individual Hellene trained himself

to the highest pitch attainable in competition
with his fellows, and his eagerness was stimulated

l'\ the prize of victory. The prize, in the true

Hellenic idea, was simply the victor's garland, the

recognition by his peers that he had won the

\idory. In the early stages of Hellenism the

mere honour of victory was hardly sullicient to

tempt the competitive ardour without prizes of

value : ami when in later times the Hellenic games
were introduced in the Asiatic cities, it was the

en-linn thereto give valuable prizes (01/tara) ; while

even the Hellenic contests in that later time were
made' practically valuable by privileges and money
rewards from the victor's own State. Only in the

fullest bloom of the Hellenic spirit were the honour
and crown sullicient to attract all Hellenes.

Many religious ceremonies were modified or de-

veloped by the introduction of such competitions.
While the barbarism of primitive funeral rites was

ile\elnped by the Romans into gladiatorial com-
bat-, it was developed among the Greeks into the

.-v-teiu of funeral sports ami prizes. The crown
of wild olive, which originally was simply the

garland of the foliage sacred to the god, worn by

every worshipper at Olympia, was by the Hellenes

given as a prize to the victor in a competition.
The view, then, which we take is that the char-

acter of Greek religion arose in the country, and

sprang from the Greek genius, which took into

itself, assimilated, and gave new life and character
to elements gathered from its own past and from

every race with which the Greeks came in contact,
so far as those races offered anything worth learn-

ing ; but in this process the Greek spirit, so long
as its bloom and vigour lasted, only grew more and
more intensely Hellenic. The more the Greeks
learned from 1'lurnicians or Phrygians, the more
unlike them they became. In many of the Hellenic

deities there is a certain Oriental element, but how
utterly different in character and spirit is the
Hellenic Aphrodite from a Phojnician goddess.
Although Aphrodite, as she was wor.-hipped in the
cultus of the Greeks, bore strong traces of the

ugly, gross, material Orientalism, and though
I'lucniciun elements in origin can }>c assigned to

her more confidently than to any other Greek

deity, yet the Hellenic genius is almost more

conspicuous in the graceful, exquisite, smiling

Aphrodite of the Hind than in any other Greek

deity. The Greek spirit could make her beautiful

without making her moral in the modern sense.

IV. TIIK UKOWTH OF HELLKNIC RELIGION.

(1) Continuity of dnnelopmcnt. The Hellenic re-

ligion which was built on that older Greek founda-
tion had in itself little of true religious character
and depth. It was in many ways a beautiful

development of artistic feeling, harmony, and

grouping, instinct with the Hellenic sense of indi-

vidual rights and liberty, and indissolubly inter-

twined with the political institutions of tiie free,

self-governing, progressive Greek City-State. The
city was the highest creation of the Hellenic

genius, with its free institutions and its education
of the individual man ; and the Hellenic religion
was the ideal counterpart of the Hellenic city.

Hut, when we try to sound the real religions

depths of the Greek nature, we must go to the

worship of the dead or of the sacred stones (the

Hernvii), or the mystic worship of the deities of

the old Pelasgian type. Yet the difference \K-

tween the old religion and the formed Hellenic

worship does not amount to absolute opposition.
The later grew out of the earlier by a simple pro-
cess of easy development. No definite and unvary-

ing line divides the older gods of Greece from the

properly Hellenic gods. There is hardly one of

the latter who has not also in some district, or on
account of some aspects of his worship, a place

among the former.

(21 Gmict/t of mythology. The old personages of

myth and religion continued to acquire new mean-

ing and character amid the historical vicissitudes

of the people. .lust as among the Germanic and
Scandinavian tribes the old Aryan tales took on a

Christian character in their later development, so

the old pre-Hcllenic Divine personalities bear the

impress of later history, or (to vary the metaphor)
formed centres round which the floating beliefs

and facts of later times gathered. Thus the name
of Zeus goes bask to the primitive Aryan stock,

but he came to be the bearer of new thoughts and
ideals in the Hellenic mind. To admit that Cad-

mus represents a Phu-nieian element in Greek

history does not necessarily imply that Cadmus
must be a Phoenician name. 'lo take a typical
case of a markedly late development : As the

Oriental seclusion of women began to spread

among the Greeks in general, the familiar use

of boys and male favourites in domestic service,

with the vices that accompanied this custom,
became general. As was invariably the case, a

mythical or religious parallel and example was
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fount!, and Ganymedes became the mythical repre-
sentative of the new custom in all its worst
features. But, wliile one recognizes this, one

may carry back the history of the mythic figure

Ganymedes much further, and see in him one of

the numberless local impersonations of the fresh-

ness and bloom of nature, the Good Genius who
came from heaven and returns again to it.

The old legends can be traced in Greece in

never-ceasing transformations. They appear in the

Lyric poets in a very different form from what they
bear in Homer ; and the Tragic poets take them
and again remodel them, while in Pausanias we
find occasional traces of local forms differing from
all the literary embodiments. The Odysseus of

Homer is not the Odysseus of Sophocles. But
the inference, which has sometimes been drawn,
that the Tragic poets did not know the Homeric

poems in the form in which we possess them, has
no validity. The Lyric and the Tragic poetry
represent a deeper phase certainly a very differ-

ent phase of thought and religion from the Epic ;

and those later poets treated the myths as their

poetic or dramatic property, and read in them or

into them the thoughts of their own time.

(3) Polytheism and the Hellenic unity. The older
Greek religion, as we have seen, was compara-
tively simple. There was not a large number of

gods worshipped in any one district. But the

conception and names of the Divine beings varied

in different districts to some degree. Though
fundamentally the same, the idea of 'the God'
tended in each district to assume some of the

special character of the people, and to run through
a special kind of development according to the
succession of immigrant tribes or the varying ex-

perience of the original tribe. New religious

conceptions came in with new tribes. The special

deity of each race reflected in his nature the
whole history of his people. The power of each

deity was confined to his own district and the
circle of his own worshippers.
But the idea of Hellenic unity became a political

force, founded on a religious basis and strengthened
in the literary development of the country. This

unity was merely ideal, and never became a politi-
cal reality : it was a power which exerted a certain
influence on events : it was an end which some
persons saw dimly before them in the distance.

The Delphic Oracle was to some extent guided by
that ideal in the leading which it gave to the
Greek States when they consulted it ; but its

influence was never directed to modify the char-

acter of local or tribal religion. It always sup-

ported the established customs of each State.

But it favoured uniformity by introducing new
gods (irv6tixP'naro') >n t almost every city of Greece :

e. (j. Aphrodite, Dionysos, Demeter, and Kora
were all introduced at Erythra? by oracles from

Delphi. Thus the local religions tended towards
a common type by adopting each other's gods.*

Political or social unity, to the ancient mind,
could exist only through common religion. Those
who worshipped different gods and practised hostile

religious rites could have no unity. Therefore, as
a Hellenic ideal unity grew, the varying religions
of the various States composing that unity could
not be felt as essentially different from or really
hostile to one another. If there was an ideal

unity in the political sphere, there must necessarily
be an ideal unity in the religious sphere ; and the

gods of one Hellenic State were recognized as gods
by the others. Those gods quarrelled with one

another, as brothers and sisters quarrel, or as the
Hellenic States warred with one another. But
the States met in the common recognition of the
Hellenic deities. Especially the four great Pan-

*
vopo; XOMUS, Xeo. Jlcin. iv. 3. 1G

;
Dem. Mid. 51.

Hellenic games Olympian, Pythian, Nemean,
and Isthmian formed peaceful meeting-places for

all Hellenes, where religion kept the peace and all

celebrants felt the benign influence of the Hellenic

gods.
(4) Formation of the Hellenic Pant/icon. But

when all the various gods who obtained Pan-
Hellenic recognition were thus set side by side,

the religious consciousness demanded some theory
of the relation between them. Various theories,
in which a religious system was built up, came
into existence. But out of these the great unifying
forces, literature and the Delphic Oracle, formed
a generally recognized Pantheon. No two ex-

pressions of that system are precisely the same.
Different writers conceived it with slight varia-

tions, but the general type is clear. The concep-
tion of a household, as it were, consisting of twelve

great deities is found in several parts of Greece;
but it was far from being universal, and the twelve
selected were not everywhere the same. Again,
in no district did the Hellenic Pantheon corre-

spond exactly to the actual popular religion.

Everywhere Imth literary and popular concep-
tions tended towards a common form, which had
its root in the popular mind and the popular
ideas. It was the great poets who most of all

gave shape to it. and made it familiar over the
whole country and in the Greek colonies. Hence
the popular Greek idea that the Hellenic religion
was the creation of Homer and Hesiod had a
certain truth. They beyond all others gave ex-

pression to the popular tendencies, and were the
chief instruments in moulding the recognized, or,

as one might almost call it, the ' orthodox
'

Greek
Pantheon.

(5) The Hellenic Religion (in ideal. Thiscommon
religion, which we shall continue to term the
Hellenic religion, must be carefully distinguished
from the actual religion of any single Hellenic
State. Like the political unity which originated

along with it, the Hellenic religion was much
more an ideal than an actual, realized fact. Its

centre and crowning idea is the supremacy and

almighty pnwer of Zeus; but very seldom do we
find that Zeus is in actual worship the most

important god of any State. In Athens, e.g.,

Athenaia was the great divinity and tutelary
goililfss of the State; and her festivals were
celebrated with greater magnificence and public
interest than any others. The honour and safety
of the State were bound up with her worship, not
with that of Zeus. Zeus, at least so far as actual

ritual is concerned, occupied quite a secondary
position.
But under this local diversity it is clear that

a general likeness existed. We can hardly con-

sider that men who merelj- performed stated cere-

monies had a religion. That term we can use

only with reference to men who thought about
the ideas involved in these rites ; and it was
the approximation to a general Hellenic type in

their local religion that engaged general attention.

Though thej- spent most care and most money on
the festival of Athenaia, of Hera, or of Poseidon,
their thought was concerned most with Zeus as the

god, and with Athenaia or the others only as his

representatives. Especially is this common or

Hellenic religion the religion of the literature to

which the most thoughtful men gave shape. But
a national literature, though it be in advance of

the prevalent standard of thought, is not in

opposition to it. Homer and Plato only gave
clearer form to the thoughts that were present in

all educated minds. This common character, this

Hellenic religion, is the true line in which the

actual religion of Greece tended to develop. All

intercourse of Greek with Greek, all education,
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nil iVeling iif pride in their common blond ami
nati ilily, tendril tu foster it throughout the

ciilllltiy. lull, nf course, ill IIIM>i|lial dcgn-i- aiTinil

ing tn (In- iuii"|iial siicnglh of these influences in

different parts of the country. Hence tin 1 Hellenic

type was not equally apparent everywhere, just
a> it was mil eijually realized by all men. Some
tnli'-- went mure rapidly, others very slowly, but
all were tending in one direction. Various lines

oi aiminient |i.;ul to the conclusion that this

Hellenic religion assumed a definite form by the

middle i.t the Mh cent. B.C. Changes continued
to take plarr. new ideas were added, new gods and
new rites were popularized after that date, and
indeed down tu the latest time when (Jreek gave
plan- to a new religion, which was thoroughly
non-Hellenic: and even anti-Hellenic, though to

some considerable extent it has been influenced by
Gieek ideas. I!ut at that period the religion of

Hellas sei-ms to have assimilated all its essential
elements and lu have established itself as a power
over all tin 1

I 1 i eek tribes, which act ed chiefly from
a religious centre recognized by all the Hellenes

viz. the I lelphic I 'racle.

In lad, from that time onwards it was not so

much blood or locality that determined the right
of different tribes to t he common name of Hellenes,
as recognition of this Hellenic religion and par-

ticipation in the Hellenic rites.

The hist'iry of the Greeks in modern times

presents a remai kal.lc parallel. For centuries the
Greek religion was the only bond that held lo

get her the (necks in different regions. Every
other bond was gone. No Greek government,
education, or literature existed. The national
name had perished, and the people were sen- in a

barbarous race. The tie of language had in many
cases disappeared, and even at the present day
there are Greeks in Asia Minor who do not
know a word of the Greek tongue. Community of

blood was confined to a small part of the Greek
world, so called. l!ut the religion remained to

unite the people, and it proved a stronger tie

than any other. Cretans of the Greek Church are

(necks, Cretans whose fathers became Moham-
medan* are non-Greek. This common religion
was enough to preserve all the old feeling; and
when the country was awakened from the sleep
of centuries, when education and literature came
in to help, as strong a national feeling and
as complete a severance in the national mind
between Greek and the rest of the world have
been made manifest as ever existed in olden times.
In tin we-tern parts of Asia Minor the movement
can -till be watched in progress. The schools

have not yet been universally established, but,
wherever they have been planted, a single genera-
tion develops, the religious feeling into a strongly
national one.

(II /// ory of the Hellenic Pantheon. Further,
there was a polytheistic element in the primi-
tive Greek religion; and there grew up very
early an idea that around the chief deity there
were other great deities, in whom the Divine

power existed in more narrowly circumscribed
fashion : thus a system of higher and lower
divinities was formed in such an ancient eultus
as that of Kleusis. In the growth of a unified

Hellenic religion this idea was developed. .\eemd
ing to I hi- system Zeus is the supreme god, father
nf giids and men, protector of right and pnnisher
of e\il : a- Kpios and Kr^crios he is the patron of

family and household, as Z^ios and 'I/^o-ios he is

the guardian of hospitality and of friendly inter-

course between different countries; finally, he is

the prolcdiir of eities and public life, and the
fountain of law and of morality : from him
originates all revelation of the will of heaven

(Havoufuzios). His will is fate; and the course of

events is the gradual consummation of his pur-

poses. In the whole Hi ul the will of Zeus was
wrought out (Aioj &' irt\fifTo /UocXij). In the tale of

Melampus and Iphiclus, as it i- narrated in the

Oilyxxry, xi. 2!Hlft'., the fate from the god fettered

the prophet, but, when the lull time came, he was
released ami the purpose of Zeus was perfected.
Tlie other gods and goddesses are the ministers of

the will of Zeus. Each has his n]>eciiil province :

Apollo speaks to mankind in oracles what Zeus
wishes to reveal ; Hestia is the goddess of family
life ; Poseidon rules the sea ; and so on.

The province or sphere of action assigned to

each deity
*

in this Hellenic idea had not much
influence on the local eultus. \\ hen we take the
Hermes of Imbros we find, not the Hellenic idea
of the messenger of Zeus, but the Imbrian idea of

the Divine power. lint the Hermes who was

adopted in many Greek cities under the Hellenic

impulse was the Hellenic idea ; and the popular
view approximated to the Hellenic view. The
average Greek thought of Aphrodite as the deity
of love and beauty, Hermes as the god of heralds,
and so on, irrespective of the eultus ; and their

names passed often into proverbial popular usage
in this connexion.
This religion as we find it in Homer was prac-

tically the general religion of Greece. While in

each district the same gods as of old were wor-

shipped with special care, and the regular culttui

at their sanctuaries was traditionally fixed among
the priests, the other Pan - Hellenic gods were

recognized beside them, and occasionally a Pan-
Hellenic eultus even eclipsed the native worship.
Thus at Olympia, Hera (perhaps associated in the

Holy Marriage, ifpos 70/1105, with Zeus Karai/idTijs,

the naturalistic deity) was the native goddess ;

but the festival of Zeus Olympius, a later institu-

tion, far surpassed the older worship in magnifi-
cence. In general, however, the native worship
remained the chief one, and the 'orthodox' Hel-

lenic system was recognized either by altars and

worship of other gods separately, or by an altar of

all the gods or of the Twelve Gods. See ( 14).

(7) Hloralization nf the Hellenic (jods. The
most important element in the progress of Greek
religion lay in the tendency to make its gods
more and more into moral conceptions. In the

case of the greater gods, the physical character

that had once belonged to them almost entirely

disappeared from the Hellenic mind. In this re-

spect the view of Homer may be taken as identi-

cal with that which prevailed generally during
the Oth or 5th century. The gods are concerned
with human life and human action ; they influ-

ence the course of nature solely as a means of

aiding or hindering the works of men. While the

gods had thus become almost purely moral con-

ceptions, the tendency to see Divine life in external

nature remained as strong as ever.

(8) The Daimones anil the Divine in thf. p/iysinil
world. When once the tendency to polytheism
had been established, it increased rapidly. The

physical world was filled with Divine beings.

Kvery place, every natural object which impressed
men with its beauty or solemnity, became to them
the seat of a deity. The nymphs of the old

Pelasgian religion formed a convenient expression
for this pantheistic idea ; and nymphs were seen in

every tree ami every stream, every glen and every
mountain.

In moral conceptions a Divine nature was equally

conspicuous ; and altars to Pity, Shame, Friend-

ship, ete.,t were erected in different places. Many

t few,
S,I/.TI:, Herod, ii. 53.

., />," *"/, Iff*:, >"*.
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of these names are known as actual epithets of

different deities ; Athena Ergant and Athena
Nike are well known ; Artemis Enkleia was wor-

shipped at Thebes. Ara or the Arai are some-
times an independent conception, sometimes a
name of the Erinnyes or Eumenides. In such
deities as Eros or the Charites we have forms
which were in some instances worshipped as the

great embodiment of the Divine conception and
chief gods of the places (so Eros at Thespiae, the
Charites at Orchomenos) ; but generally they were

only inferior figures attendant on the great gods.
The Greeks themselves found it difficult to deter-

mine how far a god as worshipped under two

epithets continued to be one being. Socrates

(Xen. Si/mjn. c. 8, 9) knows not whether there is

one Aphrodite or two, Ourania and Pandemos ;

for Zeus himself, whom men count one, has many
surnames. Xenophon was wont to sacrifice to

Zeus Soter and Zeus Basileus ; Tint a soothsayer
of Lampsacos showed him that he had sinned in

not sacrificing also to Zeus Meilichios. It cannot
here be accidental that Xenophon's first sacrifices

acknowledged only the Olympian religion, whereas
Zeus Meilichios is a Chthonian deity. Solon's

laws ordered that men should swear by three gods,
'IK^ITIOS, Katfdpcrtos, 'Ea.KfffTr}ptos ; but these, though
expressly called three gods, are obviously epithets
of Zeus. It is therefore not surprising to find

that epithets gradually tend to acquire distinct

personality and a separate worship.
This tendency is seen already in Homer, who

personifies the Airai. The sea-monster Scylla he
calls a goddess, and Chima'ra, Echidna, Sirens are

godlike beings (Odov ytvos). So pestilence and

hunger are called gods by Sophocles ((J-'ill/i. Tyr.
28) and Simonides of Amorgos (vi. 102). These
and all other striking instances of natural power,
real or fabulous, were equally representative of

the Divine nature. The term dnimon (5a.inwv) was
often applied to such powers. In Homer the term

5a.ifi.uv denotes a distinctly less personal conception
than 8c&s : hardly anywhere except in //. iii. 420 is

a special god called 5ai/tuv : the oa.iij.wv is bearer of

the Divine power which works in nature and in

human life : the Sal/tun has not been so formed,
bounded and defined by mythology and cultus as

9e6s : 5a.Lfi.wv is sometimes even used impersonally
(especially in the Oilys/tcy) in the sense of vuinen.

There is a certain tendency in Homer to attribute

a bad influence to the Sainwv, and the preponder-
ance of evil is distinctly marked in the Urli/sscy.*
In the post-Homeric usage 5a.itt.av acquired a

more definite meaning, and was applied to certain

godlike beings intermediate between the great
gods and mankind. In Hesiod the spirits of men
of the Golden Age are appointed by Zeus to watch
and guard men, and are called daimones, and the
name is also applied to Phaethon, appointed by
Aphrodite as guardian of her shrine. Hence it is

generally applied to the train of inferior beings
attendant on the chief gods, as Satyrs, Corybantes,
Erotes, etc. (Plato, Lean. 848 D). These daimonsi
are often conceived as the executors of the will of

Zeus in particular cases. t The analog}- with some

phases of the Hebrew doctrine of angels is interest

ing. In Arcadia men sacrificed to Bronte and

Astrape, evidently daimones of Zeus. Wind-gods J
are worshipped in a similar fashion, though they
are not expressly so named. Daimones as com-

panions and guardians of individual men are nien-

* Krocher, Gebraurh des Wortet S,,<*., reckons that the word
occurs there eighteen times in action unfriendly to men, four-

teen times indifferent or friendly. Fick derives OK.IJM* from
the root dag, 'to teach,' and identifies it with the Sanskrit das-

rnant,
'

wise.'

t So in Plato (Leqg. v. 730 A), o Into; 'vaxr-cu atztuAiv xxi Bios,

* Herod, vii. 17S, ISO.

tioned by Theognis (161 ff. ), and frequently in later

authors.* The words ei>5alfj.uv, Svadatnuv probably
imply such a view. They are not found in Homer ;

and 6\j3iooa.ifiui> (II. iii. 182) is one of many sus-

picious expressions in the passage where it occurs.

EvSaifiaf is used by Hesiod (Op. 824). The Roman
idea of a genius of city or people is not found till

a late date. After the Christian era the Tyche of

the city was worshipped ; and the head of the

city-goddess appears on coins. This, of course,
must be distinguished from the genuine ancient

cult of Tyche. t In Athens a cult of the Demos,
alone or along with the Charites, is mentioned in

inscriptions of the last cent. B.C.

Some order was introduced into this motley
throng of Divine beings by the idea of a train

of inferior deities attendant on each of the greater

gods. Dionysos had a troop of followers from
Sileni and Satyrs down through all grades of

life to wild beasts. The train of attendants is a
sort of epitome of the sphere of action belonging
to the god, and that of Dionysos represents all

phases of the life and energy of nature which are

included in the special significance of that deity.
So it is with many other gods. All the deities

anil il/iinwnrs of the sea form a court round their

sovereigns Poseidon and Amphitrite. To Aphro-
dite is attached every variety of love and grace,
Eros, Himeros, Pothos, the Charites, etc. Art
had much to do in determining the form of all

these trains of beings ; and they seldom attained

such importance as to be recognized in public
cult.

(9) Restrict ions on the nature of the gods. The
originally restricted character of the Greek gods
continued to cling to them. Their power was
once confined to a narrow district, their worship
to a small circle. As the gods changed from

physical to moral conceptions, the range of their

power widened, and the circle of their worshippers
was increased ; but stilltherewasauniversal feeling
that a defined boundary did exist, and that new
worshippers were admitted into a select and ex-

clusive company. The cultus of a god was often

transferred to a new place, where his worship was
established in a form as closely as possible re-

sembling the original (d<t>i5pv<ris) ; but blood and
race were usually the cause of such a transfer.

The worship of the mother city thus spread to the

colonies. When smaller communities were concen-

trated in a great State, as the Attic towns were
in Athens, the worship of each was transferred to

the central city ; and the chief festival of the god
was constituted a memorial of the original transfer

by a procession to the ancient seat of the worship.
Thus the old image of Dionysos was taken from
Eleutherai to Athens, and an imitation left in its

place. But the Eleusinian worship was left in

its own home, with Athens as a secondary seat of

the cultus.

This process was common in Greek history,
and a well-known example in historical times is

the foundation of Megalopolis by Epaminondas,
in order to establish a centralized Arcadian State

in counterpoise to the power of Sparta. When
this was done the gods and worship of the minor
States were incorporated in the greater, and the

memory of their relation was kept up in the

annual festival and procession between the cities.

The importance of this custom for the develop-
ment of inter-communication in Greece has been
well shown by Curtius.J A system of roads to

connect the chief city with the minor ones was a

necessity of the growing cult. When the worship
was left in the minor State as too holy to be dis-

* Cf. Plato, Phcedm, 107 D.

t Paus. vi. -25. 4 ; ii. 7. 5 ; iv. 30. 2.

} Geschichte des Wegebaut bei den Griechen.
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tu; In d, a load bel wi-eii the two cilie- \\a- equally
n quired. This conception of the roa.U is ri-hn..l

to the utilitarian v iew .lescribed in A, I (1), eto. :

the use oi the roa.U for the god's service wa- the

I

naiantee aii. I consecration of their usefulness for
|

all his worshippers, and ensured that they were

re-pe. t. .1 li\ all who reverenced his power.
Thus MI I'jinaieil the sacred roads of the pro-

Cessione oi \thcus, of Megalopolis, of Spaita to

\m\cl.e, of Elis to Olynipia. The road from
Athen- lo Mi.i.ilhon, by which the god had I n

I pjii I.. Athens, was, as Curt ins has em pi m-i /.<!.

ulu.i\- tiavei-ed by the Vtupiai sent by Athens
1.1 con-nit the Delphic Oracle. There they found

the mad that connected Marathon with Delphi,

marking the way along which the worship of the

god had once been borne; and they travelled by

tin- Sacred \\ ay in preference to the direct path
fn. in Athens to Delphi Hence they watched the ,

lightning over Harma before starting; in other
|

words, they observed the signs of the weather in

the direction of Marathon. The most famous
San ..I Way in (.1 recce was the path by which

Apollo had come to Delphi with the Dorians from

the north of Thessaly, and every fourth year the

sa.ic.l procession to Tcnipe kept alive the old

relation. Tlie-e processions are among the most

interesting tea lun-s of (ireek religion. War was
often .-topped to allow them to he carried out.

lint in the Peloponnesian war this was not the

case: for years after the Spartans occupied Deke-
leia the procession by land to Kleusis ceased, till

Alcibiad. s. by guarding the way with soldiers,

enabled it to be held in safety.
(lo) Stuff nails unil goiln within the State. Even

in the Stale it-, -If only a few of the gods were wor-

shipped by the whole people. These were the deal

varpfot, yti>ff\u>t, dpxi>^TC" with whose worship the

safdy. honour, and existence of the State were
bound up. They have to be distinguished from fleoi

irdrpioi, a term which includes all the gods legally

reco^ni/eil in the community.
l'.\eiv set of persons within the city united in

am relation had their own god. But voluntary
associations for the worship of a god, and united by
no other bond but this worship, belong to a later

time, including those which were made in a city ,

like Athens by a set of strangers for the purpose
of their own national worship : see below, C, III.

lie-ides the pa troll -gods of each city (Otoi jrarp^jot),

all gods legally worshipped in the State required

re-pect from the State. If any of them were in-

jured, or if their full rights were not given them,
their anger was shown not merely against the
individual wrong-doer, but also against any one
in his company, and against the whole com-

munity.* Hence it was only prudent for the State

to extend its support to the worship of every god,
to contribute to the expense of his sacrifices and
fc-tivals \5itnoTe\f) iepdl, and to give dedicatory

offerings from time to time. At the same time, it

was obviously necessary to guard against the in-

troduction of new gods into the State (see (14)

below i.

(11) K.cten.tinn of the worship of a f/od. It de-

pended entirely on the worshippers themselves to

determine how far their circle should be widened. Ill

-nine c.-i-es a rigid exclusiveness was maintained,
and new members were admitted only as a special
honour. In the family worship of Zens Ktesiossome
did not allow even the domestic slaves to participate
(l-ai.i-. Ciron. S 16); but the general custom was
to admit the household slaves to the household

worship (cf. .-rCscli. Again. 1026). To the public

worship of smile States no strangers were admitted,
as was the case in the 1'anionion (Herod, i. 143).

At A feus no stranger could sacrifice in the Heraion
.!:*. h .sv/if. 681 ;

Eur. t'l. 1353 ; Ilor. Od. iii. 2. 26, etc.

(Herod, vi. 81). Athens was in general far more

hospitable (Dem. A'aei: 71)). Thin exclusiveness
is rather a relic of the past than a real character-

istic of the Hellenic religion, and it disappeared
sensibly as time elapsed. The worshippers were
the chief source of revenue to the priests and the

temple (Liu-inn, P/tnlar. ii. 8), and were generally
encouraged to come from all quarters.

Apart from the formal ritualistic service of the

temples, viz. the public festivals, admission to

which was a matter of public concern, what may
be called occasional worship, depending on the
wishes and needs of individual worshippers, was
a considerable element in the Hellenic religion.
The cost of the public ceremonies was defrayed
by the State: private worshippers in the temple
also existed. Tnis element was an increasing one,
and was encouraged by the Oracle and by the

priesthood in general. Pindar's house in T/hebes

was close by the temple of Illicit, and he honoured
the goddess greatly (1'yth. iii. 77): the term indi-

cates not mere vague respect, but practical acts of

worship and olleiiiig were implied in
'

honouring a

god.' Neighbourhood to a particular god had the
same effect in other cases (Plant, linti-h. ii. 1, 3):
even travellers passing a shrine or a sacred tree

ought to show some token of respect, were it only
to kiss the hand to it.

It is doubtful how far such worship was ad-

mitted from all comers. Probably the strict rule,

in older time, was that only the privileged circle

of worshippers could be admitted ; and Herodotus

(v. 72, vi. 81) shows cases of exclusion of extrane-

ous worshippers. But it is probable that these

cases were exceptional, that worshippers were

rejected only in some excitement of national feel-

ing, that the
principle

of Hellenic religion, which

gradually established itself in most of the temples
of local cults, was that all Hellene's might worship
in Hellenic temples, and that, in such cases as

Herodotus mentions, the intending worshipper
acted on this principle.

( 12) Stntc recoffnittonofthe. Pan-Hellenic Religion.
The idea of a Hellenic religion of gods common

to all Hellenes never gained complete ascendency,
but is seen in many individual cases. Zeus JJe/leinos

m 1'anhcllcnios was worshipped in Athens (I'aus. i.

18. 9; Ar. Eq. 1253) and in .Kgina (1'ind. Nem.
v. 10; Pans. i. 44. 9). The expression Koivoi fffol

and others similar (Herod, ix. 90, ete. ) show the

same feeling. Invocation of all the gods together
is not infrequent (Dem. de Cor., init. ; Mid. 52).

An altar of all the gods (;iuiuo! KOIVO! irdfruv

ff(uiv) existed at Olynipia; and at Ilium there was
a priest of all the gods (TUIV TTO.VTUV BeCiv). Altars

of the Twelve Gods, as a convenient summary of

the chief Hellenic gods, were frequent. Later we
Innl in Messene statues of all the gods oirixnmt

(13) The Hellenic Religion n pnrt of the City-
State. In the fully formed Hellenic city the State

religion was one part of the commonwealth, and
the State gods had a recognized claim to certain

perquisites. The relation of the gods to the State

lost the religious and pious character, and came to

be conceived as a purely legal matter (yofuf yap roiit

Otovs vofilfofi.fi', Eur. Ha-. 800). Here the verb does

not mean so much as ' believe in the existence of
'

nor so little as 'practise the rites of; it may be

paraphrased by the preceding sentence. Not that

the law could abolish the gods and their worship.
The original thought that the Divine nature was
:i necessary part of the world, and help from it n

necessary element in human life, was indelible and

beyond the legal power to alter. A State without

religion was as little conceivable as a State without

laws ; the good citizen and the religious citizen

were equivalent expressions.
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(14) The Hellenic conception of piety. EiW/Jeia,

'piety,' consisted in giving the gods their due;
righteousness is justice to the gods.* Mythologi-
cally, the idea is expressed by Hesiod (Theog. 535)
as a regular compact of mutual duties and rights

(Kpiveeffai) made in Methone between Zeus and
Prometheus as the representatives of gods and
men. Law and public opinion required that the

gods be given their due ; but that personal honour
be paid them there was no necessity. Their char-

acter and position might be ridiculed so long as no
intention was shown to do away with their wor-

ship. The 7pa0j) dcrt/Sdas was directed only against
him that sought to alter or infringe the established
ceremonial. The atheist (<50eos) was obnoxious to

the law because his principles made the cultus

unnecessary.
The worship of new deities was forbidden in

Athens, until the Ecclesia, or the Nomothetai act-

ing under its direction, sanctioned the introduction
of a new cult, and settled the ceremonial belonging
to it. But the effective prohibition of foreign rites

was hindered by various causes. It was no one's

business to protest against a new worship or prose-
cute the worshippers ; the duty, disagreeable and

entailing ill-will from a considerable section of the

people, was left to the patriotic piety of the nation
to carry out, and seldom found any one to perform
it. An openness to novelties, a receptivity for

foreign thought, characterized the Athenians ; and

foreign citizens and foreign religions (eiriOerot)

found in general an equally free access to the city.
See below, C, III ; above, A, VII (-2).

A higher conception of eiVt'fJfia, however, was
not wanting. Fear of the god was from the first

no prominent part of the idea of piety. Through-
out the literature, love is a much more important
element. Zeus is the father of gods and men, not
as being their creator, but as a father-like ruler

(Aristot. Pol. i. 12). The good man is the man
beloved of God. The gods were full of goodwill
towards men. The passages where the fear of

God is mentioned often show that a high idea is

implied in the word ' fear
'

(iVn yap 5tos, (fffa xai

aldws. Plat. Euth. 12 C). The word S<si<n5aiu.uv

occurs in the sense of '

pious
'

in Xenophon and
Aristotle (Pol. v. 11. 25).

But the other conception of God as hurtful to

men, and of the Divine action as showing itself in

calamity, is not absent (see C, I). In later

times 5fi<n5ainovia, as the superstitious fear of God,
is distinguished from ewtfleta. This sense is tirst

found in 1'olybius, if we except the doubt tul

chapter of Theoplirastus (Char. xvi.). Moreover,
the expression 'justice towards God' is often n~rd
in a better sense than that of mere compliance
with an external law. But such finer thoughts
probably belonged only to the few ; it is hardly
possible to attribute any ideas of the kind to

Nicias, who was to many the ideal of a pious
man. The picture that Plato gives of the religion
of his time is a very dark one. In one place
(Lcgij. x. p. 885) he says that some disbelieve in

the gods, and others think that they are moved
unjustly by gifts and vows. Still worse is the
account given by Adeimantos and Glaucon in

Rep. ii., where the strolling soothsayers who sell

pardons to the people, and teach them that a few
ceremonies and a little money will gain forgive-
ness for all sins, are especially inveighed against.

It must, however, be remembered that these

passages are purposely one-sided. The truth is

that popular thought was unable to reconcile the
love of the gods and the fear of the gods, which
constituted the central antithesis of Hellenic re-

ligion. Their religion provided no help in the
*
Cf. Plat. Prolog. 331, Rep. i. 331 B ; Cic. de Sat. Deorum.

I. 41, 116.

difficulty. Ideas of sin, of the wrath of Heaven,
were present to all men ; and those who could not
themselves rise to higher thoughts sank to super-
stitious practices to avoid the consequences of the

guilt which they felt themselves laden with. The
mythological legends handed down from an older

stage of religion, and frequently gross and revolt-

ing in character, still clung to the gods of the
national religion. The gods seemed themselves to

sanction hateful and immoral acts, and exposed
themselves as much to the ridicule of men as to
that of their peers (II. i. 600 ; Odyss. viii. 343).
The better thought of Greece rejected and abolished
these fables; but the vulgar often justified their
evil deeds by the example of the gods.*
As the Hellenic State grew, and as art separated

itself from the service of religion, the seculariza-

tion of all cultus proceeded with rapid strides.

The productions of the fine period of art were not
made to be worshipped, but to be admired in the

temple. The spectacular side of religion became
every year more prominent. If it could not satisfy
the religious wants of the people, it aimed at
least at satiating them with fine shows. In many
temples the cultus, though never wholly wanting,
was quite subordinate to the purposes of State
offices and of occasional pageants, which had far

more of a political than a religious character. See
also C, III (4).

Art no longer formed, as it once did, a part of

religion; but it influenced the popular theory of

religion very materially. The Artemis of cultus
was developed mainly by the artistic element into
the huntress maiden; and this conception of the

goddess, though not ruling in cultus, was certainly
the common Hellenic idea. In this and other

ways the gulf between the ancient cult and the
actual thought of the people was widened.

V. THE HELLENIC CLASSIFICATION- OF DEITIES
AS OLYMPIAN AND CHTHONIAN. This distinc-

tion, so characteristic of and peculiar to Hellenic

thought, has already been anticipated as if familiar.

One can hardly speak about Hellenic religious
thought without assuming it.

(1) Hellenitni and the thought of death. In
the thought which belongs to and constitutes

Hellenism, looked at in its relation to religion, the
first moment was the revolt of man against the
hard law of nature a revolt springing from the

energetic, joyous consciousness of individual power
and freedom. This thought expressed itself in

the gods whom it pictured to itself gods of beauty
and of enjoyment. There was a tendency to

eliminate from the traditional conception of the
Divine beings everything that conflicted with this

sentiment, and leave only gods of life and bright-
ness. The Athenaia of actual Attic cult died, and
was mourned for every year according to the old

religious idea of the annual death and rebirth
of the life of nature ; but the Athena of Hellenic

thought was lifted far above death. The grave
of Dionysos was a central fact in the actual ritual,
but drops out of the literature almost entirely.
The older views as to the dead, which made

them into and worshipped them as gods, were not
in accordance with the Hellenic spirit, and are
not conspicuous in Greek literature. But the
continuance of the ritual and worship of the dead
in practice among the Greeks is everywhere pre-

supposed and sometimes alluded to. There was
in this respect a deep gap between the educated

spirit of Hellenism and the actual conduct of the

ordinary Greek man or woman. The Hellenic

spirit hated and avoided the thought of death. It

was concerned with life and brightness and enjoy-
ment, with show and festival and art. Homer

*
Plat. Entli. 5E; Ar. Sub. 905, 1080; Eur. Hipp. 451, Ion.

44'.) ; Ter. Eun. iii. 5. 3B.
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describes tin- Eiil'il,i of tlic dead as pn-sei \ in;_' in

tin- le.'ilm lit cli-iitli a shadowy and \\retehnl ex-

istence which i- worse than the most mi-'-i;il>le

lot 111 111'' Yi-t in the llunn-rii- po.-ms the old
rites an- seen in practice at the graves of Patroclus
iiml \rhilles (Udyss. xxiv. tio, etc.) That old

ritual was systematized and formulated under the
inlliience of tin- Delphic Oracle (whose rule always
was in i en ionize and regulate the ancient religious
iisugesi; ami this svstemati/.ation was repeated in

tin Siilnnian legislation, and doubtless all over
Greece.*

Ili-llriii-in could not maintain itself at this

stage : tin- hunt facts of the world anil of life

demand and force recognition. Thus comes ill the
^11 Mint moment in the Helli-nic religions idea

tin 1 inevitable awe before this irresistible power,
the power of nature, stern, inexorable, irresistible,

which may be regarded either impersonally as

r.iti- or Necessity (Einapfj-tvij, 'A*1

^*;??), or person-
ally .is a god whose power or will constitutes and
mm i- and orders the course of nature. Here the

pids of the old regime returned into the Hellenic
consciousness. They were more closely connected
in tin- Greek mind with the power of nature and
tin- one great fact in nature, Death. Life, the
oi hi side of that great fact, was not, ns a rule,

apprehended by the Greeks in its true relation to

lii.iili. The (Ireek mind had sought to make for

itself gods of life alone; and the two antithetic
side* ot the religious concei>tion were to a great
extent developed separately from one .another. In
I his \\ ay, probably, must be explained the remark-
able fad that in the Hellenic religion life and death
are apportioned, so far as that is pos.sible, to two
dill'eri-nt moods of thought and two dillerent sets

of deities. Only in the highest development of
( in i k thought in some rare minds, and there only
in .1 M'iy imperfect way, was the antithesis recon-
ciled in a higher conception of the Divine nature
(-!' I', I, below).

_',' The Ofifinjtian and the Chthonian gads.
The dill'erence between the gods of tin-old religious
ideas and of the newer or Hellenic thought
tended to crystallize in the distinction between
Chthonian and Olympian gods, though this dis-

tinction never became absolute and universal, and
there is hardly ajiy deity who belonged every-
where and at all times to the one class and never
to the other. IJut the worship of the dead, i.e. of

the heroes, and of the Chthonian gods, was marked
oil by broad lines from that of the Olympian
gods ; and most of what was really deep and heart-

felt religion in Greece belongs to the former,
while most of what is artistic and a permanent
possession for the civilized world belongs to the
latter.

The even numbers and the left hand belonged
to the Chthonian deities, the odd numbers and
tin- ri^ht hand to the gods of heaven (I'lat. Legg.
iv. 7 17 A). White was the appropriate colour of
the Olympian gods, the East their abode, and the
direction to which their temples looked and their

worshippers turned when sacrificing to them. The
forenoon was the time suitable for their worship.
The Chthonian gods preferred blood-red or black ;

tin \Vest was the direction to which their wor-

shippers faced, the afternoon their chosen time.
( Illeiings to the Olympian gods were shared in by
men ; otlerings to the Chthonian gods were burnt
whole. Men had community in the sacrifice with
the former, with the latter they had none. One
who had partaken of the black slieep ottered to the
hero Pelops in his grove in the Altis might not
enter the temple of Zeus (Pans. v. 13). The
priestess Theano refused to curse Alcibiudes and

-
l Ki.lili-r'BPonmientarv on the famous Cean inscription,

A Ih, 11- Miltlieil. I 131) ; Plutarch, Salon, 21.

devote him to the infernal gods, on the ground
that her duty was only to bless (I'lut. Ale. 22).
The worship of the Chthonian deities was for

the most part mystic ; and a very brief description
of the character of the ritual of the Mysteries has

already been given in A, VII. This mystic and
secret character shielded the Chtlionian gods
against the Hclleni/.ing tendency ; and thus the
uwe that attached to them remained unimpaired.
Awe was foreign to the spirit of Hellenism ; but
the human spirit demands an element of awe, and
the Hellenes were human. Accordingly, Hellenism

protected
the Chthonian gods against itself by

Keeping them private, mysterious, and apart.
VI. THE RELIGION OFAPOLLOAND THE DELPHIC

ORACLE. To attain a conception of the spirit and
character and the infinite variety of Hellenic re-

ligion and its relation to Hellenic life, it is above
all necessary to study the practical development
of the individual gods out of their primitive form
into the full Greek idea. We can fiere take only
one example. We might select Athenaia, the

champion and mother of Athens, originally a form
of the I'elasgian Mother-Goddess, who became step
by step an almost purely Olympian deity (at least

in the popular idea, though never in the actual

cultus*), patron of what the world holds in

memory as most characteristic of Athens, protector
of the democracy, of art and of letters, opposed to
and yet closely connected with Poseidon, who was
the champion of the oligarchic and aristocratic

element in the city.t Hut Apollo is, on the whole,
the most typical and representative Hellenic deity,
and his oracle at Delphi was the most powerful
influence in guiding and moulding the growth of

Hellenism. And as, in the much debated subject
of Greek religion, it is useful to see more than
one view, Mr. I.. K. Karnell, the author of Cults

of the Greek States, will treat this part of it.

[If the study of any single Hellenic divinity can
suffice for the comparison of the pagan and Christian
classical world in respect of religious thought and
rite, one may be justified in selecting the Apolline
worship for the purpose. It may not indeed present
us with the highest achievement of the Hellenic

spirit in religious speculation : for instance, to tra( e

the gradual evolution of ideas that made for mono-
theism, we must turn rather to the worship of

Zeus. Nor, again, did it attempt to satisfy, as did

the Dionysiac and Kleusinian cults, the personal
craving for immortality and happiness after death
which was working strongly in the Hellenic world
before the ditlusion of Christianity. Currents of

mystic speculation, coming partly from the Ea.st,

and bringing new problems concerning the provi-
dence of the world and the destiny of the soul,

scarcely touched and in no way transformed the

personality of Apollo. Until the old Hellenic

system was passing awaj", he remained a bright
and clearly outlined figure of the early national

religion, a Pan - Hellenic god, whose attributes

reflected and whose worship assisted the various

stages of material, social, and moral development
through which the race had passed. The study of

the cult is of the highest value for the student of

Hellenism, and not without value for the wider

study of European ethics and religion.
To understand this, we must distinguish more

carefully than is often done between the figure of

worship and the figure of myth. This is the more

necessary in the case of a religion such as the

Hellenic, that was not fortified by any strong and

imperious dogma which might bring the mythic

Her relation to the Eumenidca, the Gorgon, and the serpent-
footed Erlchthonioa, ahowa her Chtliuiiiun unit antique char*

octer.

t Sec Neil's edition of Ariilophanes' Knvjhtt, p. 8i
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fancy under control. Hence Greek myth, though
usually bright and attractive, and often illumina-

tive of actual worship, is sometimes repulsive, and
no adequate expression of the serious mood of the

worshipper. If we confine our view, then, to the

public cults Greek devotion being mainly public
and to the myths that illustrate these, we soon

discover that Apollo did not instantly reveal

himself, as he emerged above the horizon of pre-
historic Hellas, as the divinity of the higher life

who brought a higher message to his worshippers.
The Apollo of ./Eschylus and Pindar is not quite
the same as the Apollo of the earliest Greek tribes.

The records of the historic period still preserve the

impress of a wilder and more savage age.
The meaning of the name Apollo, like that of

most of the Divine names in Greece, escapes us.

A modern etymology that connects it with dirl\Xa,
the Doric word for 'assembly,' would yield us, if

we could accept it, the very interesting result, that
the aboriginal deity was not a mere '

Nature-god,'
a personification of some portion of the natural

world, but already a political divinity full of

promise for the future public life of the race. But
for etymological reasons the word dirAXa could not

give rise to the derivative 'AiriXXaw, though they
might both come from some common stem.
We must content ourselves with having the

right to believe that he is at least an Aryan god,
brought in by the Hellenic conquerors, and the
common possession of several of the leading tribes.

In countries where the autochthonous population
claimed to have survived, such as Attica and
Arcadia, he is clearly an immigrant, not an indi-

genous deity. And Greek ritual preserved and
hallowed the memory of his original entrance
into Hellas from the north. It seems that in

Herodotus' time the Delians were still in the
habit of receiving certain cereal offerings at the
festival of Apollo that purported to come from the
'

Hyperboreans." The route which the offerings
followed entered Greece from the north-west, and,

passing southward as far as Dodona, then struck
across eastward to the Malian Gulf, and so by the
Eubcran Carystos to Delos. Wild fancies have
been conceived and foolish theories devised about
these Hyperboreans. Error arose from the illusory
belief that any people, known however dimly to
the Greeks, and known to be worshippers of

Apollo, could have been styled
' the people who

live beyond the north wind.
1

The key to the

puzzle lias been undoubtedly found by Ahrens.
who as a philologist has made one of the very few
philological contributions to the study of Greek
religion that are of any value. He discovered that
the word 'Tircpfjbpcioi is a slight popular corruption
for 'firepflbpoL or'TfrfpfiepfToi'ioi, a well-attested Mace-
donian dialect form for the Delian word llepijiepdfs
that Herodotus declares was applied to the sacred
' carriers

'

of Apollo's offerings. They are then
northern Greeks, all bearing pure Greek names,
which all have a religious origin proper to their
ritualistic function. And it is of the greatest in-
terest to note that the route by which the oblations
of the North - Greek tribes are reported to have
travelled is the natural route of invasion which the
Aryan conquerors are now supposed by modern
historians to have followed.
Can we discover the original character of this

divinity in the earliest days of the worship in
Greece? A belief that still appears to prevail in

ordinary classical scholarship is that he began his
career as a sun-god, displacing earlier and less per-
sonal solar powers, and became gradually human-
ized and withdrawn from this elemental sphere.
Hut the belief is uncritically held, and breaks down
before the evidence of the cult-facts. The epithets
"'hereby a Greek divinity was addressed in prayer

and official hymns give the best clue to the ideas
of ancient worship. None of those that are attached
to Apollo can be naturally interpreted as desig-
nating a god of the sun or of the lights of heaven.
Aikeios, one of his most common titles, can come
from the stem of \VKO-S,

'

wolf,' and not phonetically
from the stem of \unri, an assumed old Greek word
for

'

light.' Ai'KrrYeKijs, an epithet only used twice in

the Iliad in a conversation between Athena and the

Lycian Pandaros, can mean, in accord with the
laws of word - formation, either '

Lycian-born
'

or
' wolf-born

'

: the latter significance being in har-

mony with a well-attested legend. AfyXr/TTjs, 'the

god of the gleam
'

at Anaphe, appears to have been
a later transformation for an older form 'Ao^eXdras,
a term of quite different import.
At a comparatively later period, Apollo comes

into touch with Helios, especially in Asia Minor:
the same may be said of other divinities, for whom
no one would claim a solar origin. The first to

identify him with Helios was Euripides; but this

poet is often quite reckless of the popular religious
view, and the statement belongs to a certain

theory of his.

In pagan North Europe, and in pagan Greece,
the leading practices of ritual that have been dis-

covered and interpreted by modern research aimed
at ensuring fertility and growth in the vegetable
and animal kingdoms. This must be the chief in-

terest of primitive society in the pastoral and
agricultural age ; and it is this that gives function
and much of their character to most of the Hellenic
divinities throughout all periods of their career,
and especiall}' to Apollo.

Doubtless, the earliest Hellenic invaders had
already advanced beyond the social level of the
hunter and the shepherd. Yet early cult and cult-

ideas that survived the changes and progress of the

ages preserve the traits of savage life. Here and
there Apollo was still the cave-dweller : for in-

stance, near Magnesia on the Mreander, where his

image and spirit filled his priests with superhuman
force, so that in wild frenzy they bounded down
steep rocks and uprooted strong trees : even in

cultured Athens he was still worshipped in a cave
on the Acropolis. To this period belong such con-

ceptions as that of Apollo Aifccio;, the wolf-god,
the son of a wolf-mother, the god to whom wolves
were offered in Argive ritual. In Cyprus we come
upon the worship of Apollo 'TXdTijs, the deity of the

woodland, to whom certain trees were sacred ; and
the bow, the weapon of early man, and always the
chief badge of Apollo, belongs to him as the divinity
of the chase, to whom the huntsman even in the

days of Arrian offered a tithe of the spoil. Through-
out all Hellas he was worshipped also as the. deity
of flocks and herds, who tended sheep and horned
cattle in the pastures, and brought plentiful supply
of milk, as Nonius and TaXdtios. The agricultural
life, which is again a higher stage, is also under
his care. He guards the crops from mildew and
vermin, preserves the boundaries of the tenements,
and to liis shrines at Delphi and Delos the Greek
States far and wide send their tribute of corn.
His festivals, which fell in spring, summer, and

early autumn, but never in winter, attest very
clearly his vegetative and agricultural character.
At Amyche, in Laconia, he succeeded lo and
absorbed the cult of an old hero of vegetation,
Hyacinthus, probably a pre - Hellenic personage,
the beautiful youth who dies young and is bewailed
as the incarnation of the bloom and the early fruits

of the year. His grave was beneath the base-
ment of Apollo's statue, and the first part of the

Hyacinthia festival was consecrated to him : the
note of sorrow in the ritual is an echo from the

primitive life of the husbandman and harvester in

Europe and Asia. The Latonian festival of thts
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is one of peculiar interest, ninl it is ini-

|

Ml--! I ill' here lei III)
II' N\ itll till' 1

1
Ill's! 'oils III' 1

concerning it . ( In I ii n v iew l- I hat A] 'l lu \\dpvfiot,

whose narao means ' the cattle-god,' was worshipped
liy ilir Dorians in Nurtli Greece, anil prohahly
liv lln' Hryni'i'- lictorc the Dmian coni|in--t "I tin-

ri'lii|i'inni'-i' ; thai lln- Doilans I'-talili-li'-il lii-

worsliip in Mi'uai'a, Sicyoii, Argos, ami S^aita,

though a previous migration, possibly l the

Dryopes. may liavr already |ilantL'l tin- worship
in certain pail- of SuutliiTM Greece. Tlii-

Sjiaitan
ritual lias been \M-I1 iiiti-i

|iri'li'<l liy Mannluirdt :

for nine days all tin- people lived in tents r huts,

a reminiscence of primithc life, ami the chid a I

nf tin- fe-tival was llii' pursuit ..f a limn called
1 the runner,' who v\a- covered with garlands, by

youths who carried grape ilu-tn-; it" they canght
Iiini, it was a good ''n for I li'' ' T"]I- and vintage.
'I'lii- ritual is Mortal ion magic and old Kuropeaii.
I pun this, as ii|'ii the ritual of the ////<""<'/"'.

ili. I mhcr worship of the god of -ong and music
was engrafted.

TII tin- eaily pa-toral and agricultural period
lii-liHlL'- the rite of human sacrifice \\llieh survived
t n -.lal theic in tin- worship uf A

|
ml hi, and which

was prohalily more fiei|iietit in the earlier period
when it was common to all Aryan and to le-s pn>

grcssive races. In Cyprus tlio-ewho touched the

altar of Apollo v.eie thrown from a rock; from

(lie famous I.eiieadian promontory in Acarnania a

victim \va- hurled mice a year 'as a piacular oiler

ini:
'

to Apollo ; and in the At lie 6op7i)Xia, an early
hai\e-t fi'stival con-ecrated to Apollo, where inii-t

of the ritual was harmless vegetation-magic, the

cruel rite mav have prevailed, even in the civilized

age. of leading forth two human scapegoats and

milting them to death by stoning or burning.
The human ohlation, which Creek civili/ation

tended to aliolish or modify, is a practice what

evei its true meaning that is rooted in savagery.
Yet ii sometimes contains the germ of the idea of

piai nlar and vii-arions atonement that fan bear
fruit in a higher religion.
So far it has only lieen the primitive character

i.i \|.i.iiii
i Imi we have attempted to outline. His

real -i'.'iiilicance for tin- Greek iroXis touches higher
i--ue-. He lii'come-, or already at the dawn ot

Greek hi-tmy lie was, one of a special group of

drill*'- that pre-ided over the ci mi 111 union of the

family, the clan, the village, and finally of the

TTjXls, the last developllient of thi-e. His cone-

shaped pillar stood in the slreet In-fore the door
of the i-iti/eii ; and Apollo 'A-,!

1'"'* hccomes Apollu
llpoararripiot, the god 'who stands het'ore the door'

and shields the household from terrors of the seen

.imi iin-een world. To the Ionic communities he
-i I in the special relation of anre-tor, and the

Dorian cities honoured him as the leader of their

coloiiii's. and sometimes as the founder and organ-
izer of their -oeial institutions.

Two instances may he selected from the many
that illicit lie quoted, to show the importance of

his en|t fur -ocial and political progress. -\t

Athens the court called f'iri e\<f*i'i<l> "as founded
totr\ . a-es of homicide where justifiable i-ircum

Htanei's \\ ere plcadc'd. When criminal law In mes
iihle to con-ider such plea-, it i- advaiicini; from
the ha i liaiie to the civilized sia^'e. It is of import-
ance, therefore, to note that this great advance
\\.-i- as-ocialeil at Athens, in part at least, with
the name and cult of Apollo. A'jaiu, at Delphi
the worship ot the I'ylhian A|n>llo jilayed

a \ery
useful pait ill the emancipation of slaves. The
slave v\ho s;i\ed money could not. ot cour-e. In-

sure of 1'iiyin^ hi- fi''''''l"iii liom hi- master, foi

tin- latter liiighi lay hands on the money and retain

the -lave; hut he could, and from a va-t numher
of Delphic inscriptions we have evidence that he

EXTRA VOL. IO

veiv frequently did, deposit the money with the
who then purchased him from his master, and

let him go free with a religious guarantee, that
was legally effective, against further violence or
i -tiaint. This excellent system prevailed in

other worships elsewhere, but was specially in

vogue at Delphi.
To the development of ethical thought the

\|olline cult contributed one vital conception,
that of purification from sin, an idea that belongs
to other cults also, but is most prominent in this.

\Ve must not interpret this conception as having
at the outset any essential relation to inward or
moral purity, or as even enforcing any austere
ideal of sexual abstinence. Purification in the

Apolline ami other Hellenic cults must be under-
stood in a ritualistic sense: the process of puri-
tication aimed at washing away certain stains from
a man's person that rendered him ritualistically

unclean, that is, unable to approach the altars and
temples of the gods, or to mix with his fellows
without spreading a deadly miasma around him :

such stains would he contracted by harmless

physical acts, but specially by contact with blood.
It is therefore the shedder of blood who stood in

special need of the Delphic ritual of purification,
in which the use of the laurel and the lustration

with swine's blood are combined. Now, these
kathartiu practices are not proved to have been

very ancient in Greece ; the poet Arctinus of the
sth cent. H.C. is the first who records them, and ho
,i--o ( iates them with Apollo and Artemis. There
is reason for believing that they were introduced
into Delphi from Crete, the land whence the
Athenians summoned Epimeuides to purge the

city from the stain of the Cylonion massacre, and
whither Apollo himself repaired to lie purified from
the blood of Python. The Athenian tiapyii\ia. was
partly a feast of purification ; and the idea was
still more prominent in the Delphic feast of the

IVeTTTTJ/Na, held every eight years in the early
summer, when, after a dramatic representation of

the slaughter of 1'ytho, the Dclphians selected a
beautiful and high-born boy, who was temporarily
an incarnation of the god, and who proceeded to

Tempe, and, after purification, returned by the
'Sacred Way,' hearing the pure laurel through
many an old seat of Apollo's worship in Thessaly,
Oeta, and Malis. This ritualistic idea of cleanli-

ness, so prominent in the Apolline cult, at first a
non-ethical idea, is of the greatest importance for

the history of ethics, for from it has grown the
advanced conception of moral purity and the civi-

lized horror of bloodshed.

Finally, Ai>ollo was pre-eminently a god of the
arts and the higher intellectual life, the leader of

the Muses, the deity to whom the stateliest forms
of music and song were consecrated. In pre-
llomcric days the Pa'an was already his special

hymn of praise. In its earliest period the Pythian
festival was a musical, not an athletic, contest ; it

came to include a competition of poets, and even
of painters, thus fulfilling some of the functions of

a Koyal Academy of Arts. It is, in fact, the dis-

tinction of the Greek as compared with other high
religions of the world that it conceived of the

Divinity as revealed in the achievements of art and
human science no less fully than in the moral life

of the household and the State.

It remains to give a very brief outline of the

Oracular worship of Delphi; for this presents the
salient features of the god in the strongest light;
and the Delphic tripod was the chief source of his

power, and one of the few bonds of religious union
in the Hellenic world. The god had seized upon
Delphi or I'ytho before the period of the Homeric

poems, that is to say, before the Greek colonization
of Asia Minor.
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We m.iy ask how Apollo became pre-eminently
the prophetic' god, while the power of divination
was always inherent and often active in every
deity and many a departed hero. His special dis-

tinct ion in this sphere was probably not due to

any fundamental fact in his original character.
The prestige of Delphi was probably the cause
rather than the effect of the oracular prestige of

Apollo; what it was that won for Delphi this

unique position is a question that cannot now be
raised.

We are certain, at anj
r

rate, that it was from the

Delphic rock that, the fame of the prophetic god
spread far and wide over the Hellenic and non-
Hellenic world ; and affiliated shrines were planted
in Greece consecrated to Apollo Pythajus.
The sanctity of the temple was safeguarded by

the Amphictyonic Council, whose constitution re-

flects the pre-Homeric age of Greece, and whose
members bound themselves by a solemn oath to
defend the shrine, and never to destroy or allow
the destruction of an Amphictyonic State. It was
not the fault of the religion that the oath was
shamefully broken, and that this ideal of a higher
national union remained barren.
The manner of divination at Delphi is interest-

ing, and in one respect peculiar. The ' mantic
'

art in Greece has been denned as twofold ; one
kind being ecstatic, enthusiastic, insane, the other
sane and rational. The diviner of the former

type is possessed by the spirit of the god who
enters into him or "her through the sacramental

eating or drinking of a substance in which the

spirit of the god was supposed to reside ; so pos-
sessed, the human frame becomes an organ of the
voice of God, and the human lips are moved in

madness with utterances that the skilled can in-

terpret. Of the latter type is soothsaying from
birds and other animals, inspection of entrails,
the drawing of lots, which may be corn-stalks or
notched pieces of wood. The soothsayer in this
case is sane enough, and may be said to practise
rationally an art or science that is merely based on
a false hypothesis. To these we may add a third :

prophecy l>y means of dreams that were supposed
to well up from the earth and the earth-spirit into
the sleeper's brain. The second type is regarded
as specially Apolline, ecstatic enthusiasm being
considered to be alien to the character of the sane
god. All three were once practised at Delphi the
third when the Oracle was under the dominion of
the earth-goddess, the two former after Apollo's
arrival. But the only divination that was in real

vogue there in the historic period was of theecstat'c,
enthusiastic, epileptic type. The Pythoness drinks
the water of the holy stream, chews the sacred
laurel -

leaf, mounts the tripod above the chasm
whence the mephitic vapours rose, and then speaks
words of frenzy which the"O<r<oi, the live priests of
the noblest. Delphic blood, holding office for life,
who sit near her listening, interpret according to
some system of their own. This oracular mad-
ness has been supposed to be un-Apolline, and due
to the strong influence of the Bacchic cult at

Delphi. The theory is plausible, but not con-

vincing. The priestess of the Argive shrine of the
Pythian Apollo, a very early offshoot of Delphi,
was also '

possessed by the god,' though the pos-
M'sMon was wrought by a draught of the blood of
the sacred lamb that was ottered to him in the
night. What strikes us as really un-Apolline is

inspiration by means of the subterranean vapour :

tin's may be a heritage from the pre-Apolline and
'Chthonian' period of the Oracle, for ihe subter-
ranean world and its agencies are wholly alien to
him.
The Pythoness was merely a virtuous woman,

often of humble origin, a mere tool in the hands of

the '

Holy Ones.' The history of the Oracle ia

really the history of the generations of those "Offtoi,

the record, if we could gather it, of their varying
attitude towards the national ethics, politics, and
religion ;

and a complete list of the oracles would

give us a marvellous insight into the .average mind
of Hellas. For these priests must be taken as

reflecting the better average character of the nation,
not as inspired teachers with a definite mission
and advanced dogma. But their power was really

great, and their exercise of it and their claims
remind us dimly of the Papal power in the Middle

Ages. In one respect their work was evil, and

through conservative instinct they lagged behind
the growing morality of their age ; many a legend
and record attest that, so far from softening the
harsher traits in Greek religion, they encouraged
and insisted on the maintenance of human sacri-

fice. The savage rite gradually passed away in

spite of Delphi.
The political career of the Oracle cannot be dealt

with here. It may be enough to say that the
oracles which have been preserved display no
settled policy ; usually, but not always, the Oracle
is on the side of constitutional government as

against the tyrant, and was nearly always the
devoted friend of Sparta, owing much of its great
pre.stige in the 7th and Oth cent, to the support of

that State.
In a famous oracle concerning the Spartan plan

of Arcadian conquest, Apollo's voice was on the
side of righteousness, but the utterance suggests
a quasi-Papal claim to dispose of territory. But
with all her influence Delphi was too weak to

menace the liberties of the Greek States. Her
best political activity was in the sphere of coloni-

zation ; the "Ocrioi have every reason to be con-

sidered the best informed agency for emigration
that any State has ever possessed. Of course,
neither in this nor in any other matter could they
dictate : they merely advised and pointed the route
In ;nl\ i -at urous spirits ;

and they advised very well,
so that at last no body of colonists were likely to

start without the sanction of Delphi. There is

reason for thinking that this colonizing of Apollo
began in prehistoric times. The Dorian migration
was probably blessed by the Oracle ; and, what is

still more important, we have good evidence from
the legends, of the custom of dedicating to Delphi
a tithe of the captives taken by any conquest :

these appear to have been sometimes sent forth as

a colony of the god's.
A few last words may be added concerning the

part played by the Oracle in Greek religion and

morality. In spite of the dark exception mentioned

above, its influence, which was certainly great, was
often good, and generally innocent. The priests
were propagandists of two departments of cult

especially : the cult of Dionysos, who was Apollo's
confrere at Delphi, and the cult of heroes. The
latter is an interesting feature of Greek religion,
for it explains the spread of later saint-worship in

the Mediterranean ; and as no departed holy person
could be canonized without the sanction of the Pope,
so no departed athlete, warrior, or benefactor could

be, or was likely to be, the object of public worship
without the authorization of Delphi. Usually, the

Delphic rule in religion is to encourage each State
to maintain the religion and ritual of their fore-

fathers.

In the sphere of private morality, in the ethics

of the conscience, the Oracle often did good service ;

and this short epitome of a large theme may close

with a few illustrations of this. Herodotus has

preserved for us the stern and significant words
with which the Oracle denounced Glaukos for

tempting the god to connive at fraud : the terrified

sinner craved forgiveness for his evil thoughts ;
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llllt till' l'\ I I ic il li--- I I del Illlli I I lilt ( illll Would |Hllli-ll

evil illti-lll as well as e\il act. This w:ls thru
almo-t a new pha-c- 111 tin- woild Hi Greek ethic-.

Again, ai .1 latei time tin- IM.IC-I,- i, -\eal- ho\\ far

lln- moral thought nl Greece h-id aiham-cd out of

thr dlil bondage tu litn.-il : .-i hr.-ne ami good man
li.-iil -lain lii- own Iric-inl Icy accident w hile defend-

ing linn in a deadly i in clinic i with rohheis:

horror-stricken, with his friend's Mood upon liim,

In- III -i- In |.Vl|i|ii tc. a-k w hat at..Mi-iiii-iit en- ritual

can wa-h oil' the sin ; Inn a better voice greets him
than might have greeted < Kdipiis :

' Thou did -t -lay
t h V I i ic I ic I, -t riving to save In- Ill'r : go llrllrr, I I n ill

art purer than lliccii w.-it before.
1 Akin to the

ctlnc-al idea embodied IH-IC- i- a xpriantx TTJS llcdas

preserved in tin- Ant holcigv :

'

Kilter tin- shrine of

tin- pun- (.'ml. pure in Mini, having touched thy-'-lt

with hcily water: lustration i- .-a-y for tin- g ..... 1
;

but a sinner cannot be cleansed by all tin- -i reams
ol mi-all.' Tin- geliuillem ..... I these oracle- i- a

matter of indillerence ; they prove a rising tide

of ethical feeling, which originated in the philo-

-cc|.|n..il school- of l.'l ..... -I-, and was imputed to

l>cl|chi. The conservative Oracle itself came to lie

regarded as playing its part in freeing men from
ne icnt heavy burden of ritual that in an older

period may have aided certain growth- in the

nioial world, but hail long; heen a clog upon moral
adv jin-e.

Tlii- short exposition of a great chapter in ( Iii-ck

religion puts forth many unprov cd and undeveloped
statements. The present w lil'-l hope- to lie alile to

clc-. 1 1 more fully and more -at i-t'.-n torily with doubt-
ful and impiirtaiit points in the fourth volume of

his <_'n/ ft i,[tin- tii-' /.- St'il- \.

l.i wis i;. KAUXELL.]

( '. /..i ii-n liKvuLornEM' "/' /;/:/. /.:;o.v is run
<;i;Eh:n ll'iii;i.i> - -I. KI-I.II-.IUX IN l.i TI:I: \ 1 1 i.-i

AMI I'lm i isiiriiv. The essential incon-i-ti-nc\

and Self-contradiction invohe.lin the idea of tho

Ilellenii- r.-inthcon was apparent, in a dim way,
even to the common mind, /ens was him-c-ll an
indn iilnal with ,-i hi-tory full of fault- and -dli-li

nc--. \\ liih- his rule- \\a- otlcn a mere capricious

dc-|oti~m. the other (,'nils were a court siimiund-

inc_
r him, each with his own schemes cla-hin^ Koth

with the will of /en- and with the \\isli of hi-

lelloM. dc-itic--. Thus the power of the hi^he-t -jod

was limited, and ovi-rrulinc/ fate then Ice-came an
iiiexoi alclc l.-o\ . l>eloic \\liie-li even he must lo\\.

However unwilling, he mii-t surrender liis own
-on Sarpcdon to tin- deal li that fate had allotted

him.
The contradictions and incon-i-tcrn-ics which

were inherent ill the sy.-tcm \\eie lelt liy the

common people. Tims l-'.iit hyphron dcfc-nd- Ili-

ac-lion a-jain-t his father
liy

i he- analogy of /cns'-

t real i n cut of his own fat her K rono-. The w or-hip
nl the ilillerellt pids ill the Stale was loosely Co

unlimited into a religion. In Athens the enjoy
nicnt and splendour of the "Teat f'-stivalsof Athena

upple ..... llteil hy the -oh-mil illl pi es-ivcllcss

of the Mv-tefies. '['he t'cc-1 ini_' of awe, the fear

of tiod, and the dread of divinely-sent calamity,

prew with the -pn-ad of education into a. va^'in-

consciousness of sin, and of the need for rccon

ciliation with an oll'ended I iced. On this conscious-
in- the Orphic Mysteries \M-IC l.a-ed ; and in

them cerlain oli.-ervance- ensured Divine for^ive-
li'-s- and future happinc--. SI lolling ]irophets
i-M-ii protesMil to sell iiiilnl"! -nc c-, and in icinni

for money to ensure. li\ pi-rlm min^ c-eitain rites,

safety from pimi Line 11- At the -ami' time a

vacjue idea was ^rowinx in the popular mind that

a c_.ood and pious life was needed to please tincl,

ijiiite as much as compliance with a stated ritual.

There was only one po-sihle cure raisin"; the

conception of Goil and int<Mi-ifyin;_' the- ti-ndeni-v

to monotheism inherent in human IK-

not entirely lost
si^ht

of in the (Ire.

No adequate provision existed in the n li.inii led

n;; the people and purifying itself. The
lie-lphie with other Ornclex luul earrii-d on this

work for eeiitiiries, and i^Jiytirai, npiiointed with its

-.in. lion in many State.s-, were juJfjen in dillii ult

points of religion, and hnd some intlm-i ..... in co-

ordinating the several cults; hut the inllnem of

i In i h ae les hejjun to i_'row weaker lifter the end of
the Hili eent., anil their character deterio
The established religion became purely conserva-

tive] and the ellort of all its ministers was solely
to keep up the traditional state of things. The
only hope lay in the literature of the aj;e ami the

spread of lusher thought. As poets had formu-
lated with the help of the prophets the prevailing
s\-tem. they with the help of tin; philosophers had
now to raise its character. This was the religious
wc.ik that the Gnomic poets, I'indar, ami the
Traiic poets successively performed.
The lirst adeipiate recognition in modern times

of this important side of Greek literature is proh-
ahly to he found in the pages of Zeller and of
Tic-iid. lenliurg, to whom especially \ve owe much
in tin- following paragraphs.
Although the religious thought expressed in

Greek literature and philosophy tended constantly
to separate itself from the common religion, yet it

was only the development of the latent capacities
of that common religion. In its earlier stages
literature worked hand in hand with the Delphic
Oracle. The great Lyric and even the Tragic
poets were recognized as the servants ami ministers
of the god. They wrote hymns for the worship
which the Oracle propagated over Greece ; ami
there is every reason to think that their finest

conceptions of religion were practically those of

the Oracle. Those brief proverbial nttcranccH in

which the wisdom of the 7th and Oth cents, con-
centrated itself are ill the records expressly brought
into connexion with the Oracle, over whose entrance
was inscribed the nydtv &yav of the Wise Man.*

Hut the relation between the two did not always
continue .so peaceable. Apart from those who
-mi]-] -, denied the truth of the prevailing religion,
Iho-e who like .Kschylus or S-jerates continued in

Sympathy with, and tried to read a higher mean-

ing in, the established religion, found themselves
in frequent danger of being misunderstood.

.Kschylus was accused of revealing the Mys-
teries to the profane, and Socrates was condemned
a- seeking to introduce new deities into the State.

The Delphic rule of maintaining the hereditary
order of things (TO. TraT/jia) was generally on the
side of the uneducated, though the Oracle seems on
i he- w hole to have appreciated the, work and char-

acter of Socrates. Hie conflict of religion and
science, which had begun in the 5th cent, or even
eai In i, was the prominent fact in the 4th.

Two questions rose naturally to the minds of all

who thought ,-ilcont the common religion: lirst,

what was the relation of /eus to the other gods,
and how could will and power in them \K recon-

ciled with his omnipotence? And, second, what
was the relation of /eus to that overpowering fate

that seemed at times to control even his will?

In truth, the two questions are but two aspects of

i In- -iime ditliculty, and the answer to one involves

I he answer to the other. As long as the con-

ception ..I (lod contains any of the capn ..... i-

hum.in element, so long must the will of Zens
i l.-i-h with the will of the other gods and IK; over-

rule, I ley the unbending, unvarying order of natuie.

\\hen the Divine nature is conceived as absolutely

Sc e e -pec iall> a )>a|MT on Freedom and Nuccs-itv ii. Greek

Philio|>li.\ in TrandcleiiliiirK'u Beitniye,
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regular and the Divine will as absolutely free

from arbitrariness and caprice, opposition between
the wiJl of the different gods and disagreement
with the course of fate tend to disappear.
As we have already seen, the religious view in

Homer varies between the opposite and incon-
sistent views, and the same wavering is seen

throughout Greek literature.

Herodotus represents more completely the lower
view of Divine nature than any other of the great
writers. In his view, success produces pride ; man
believes in his own power and sufficiency, and
recognizes not the unseen power of God : the goils
blind him and lead him into destruction through
his own arrogance. This view, that the gods, act-

ing as the instruments of an inscrutable fate, blind

men, involves essentially the same idea of fate as

the other view, that the gods are friends of men,
but that fate is over the gods and too powerful for

them. The latter view is summed up in the words
of Pittacos, dvdynf d' oi/di ffeoi naxovm. To Hero-
dotus mere success is in itself a defying of the
Divine law : the Divine power is chiefly seen in

the misfortune which it sends on men. The order
and regularity of the world, recognition of which
is the fundamental idea of his work, is quite above
and apart from human reason ; maa cannot adapt
himself to it, but only mourn when he has felt its

power. Only when lie dies is a man safe from the

calamity that the god may at any moment send
on him.
But in the literature Zeus became by degrees

more completely the bearer of a moral rule, and
the other gods the willing ministers of his provi-
dence and will. As this idea was more thoroughly
grasped, the opposition between Fate and God was
in some degree reconciled ; the order of nature

(Elaap/j.evri) became a moral and knowable law, the
will of God : man, by learning and living in accord-
ance with that will, can avoid the calamity which
must otherwise overtake him. So in Pindar, Zeus
causes all that happens to man ; he can turn night
to day, and day to night : nothing that man does
is hid from him ; only where he shows the way is

a blessing to be hoped for. The constant theme
of ,'Esehylus is the unerring, unfailing justice dis-

played in the course of nature. He uses Justice

(AfKij) and Zeus sometimes as convertible terms ;

and both denote that order in nature which
through snliering teaches knowledge and con-

formity with itself, and the recognition of which
is the only consolation in time of doubt. He
recognizes a development in the history of re-

ligion ; the triumph of Zeus over the older dynasty
of the Titans is the triumph of a moral providence
over a lower order of gods. He directly combated
the ancient saying as it appears, e.g., in Herodotus
(Tra\aitpa.Tos \&yos), and declares that it is the actual
sin of man, not the mere fact of his prosperity,
that brings on him the divinely -sent calamity
(Affim. 750; Eilm. 531); and in many other pas-
sages he shows in clear words that such calamity
is simply the way in which wisdom is taught to
men even against their will. The law of Zeus, or
the course of justice, is to learn by suffering
(ira.9tlv fjiaOeli', irdBfi /*d(?os, Affftm. 170). The law
is a kindly one, the gracious dispensation of one
that has power to make his will into Necessity.
The older dynasty had represented the rule of
fear : Necessity was only a punishing power, which
man must dread but cannot understand ; and was
exercised by the gods of that dynasty

r/s oi5i> dvdyK7}S iarlv oitiKOffTpbtpos

Motpai Tpi[j.op<poL fj.vrjfj.oi'es T' 'EptiWer

and Heraclitus declares that if the sun were to

transgress his bounds the Erinnyes would punish
him. But under the completed sway of Zeus the

avenging power of the older gods is merged in

the helping and benignant power of the younger
deities, for Necessity is changed into order and
reason, which man can learn and respect, and
thereby avoid the punishment and gain the good.
Socrates seems even to have substituted Pronoia,
Providence, for Necessity ; but his biographer did
not understand him.

In Sophocles, polytheism perhaps appears in its

most perfect form ; the other gods are only repre-
sentatives of the one God, or instruments used in

turn by a moral providence. To Pindar, also,
Zeus is not so much a god, as the one God.

Euripides was clearly conscious of the essential

self-contradiction involved in polytheism ; he per-
ceived clearly and felt strongly that it results

in degrading the several gods and making the
world irrational : he gave as emphatic and open
expression to this as he dared : for example, in

the Apollo of the Ion, whose criminal conduct
towards Creusa in the past is even surpassed by
the dishonesty of his attitude towards her and
towards Xnthus in the play. That Euripides was

fully conscious of this aspect of the action seems
undeniable : that the general Athenian public had

only some vague, uneasy sense that the poet was
maligning the gods seems equally certain. It is

doubtful if Euripides had any solution to offer

that satisfied himself ; but at any rate the condi-

tions under which he had to work precluded his

formally offering any solution, for lie dared not
make his views about the gods too explicit, and
could only suggest difficulties and put questions.
But, although his plays are remarkably instructive

as regards the attitude of a section of the think-

ing and educated Greeks towards polytheism, the

subject is too large for our limits.

At the same time, the other side of religious

thought grew correspondingly. The idea of a

larger cycle of life in which the apparent injustice
of earthly existence might be eliminated and all

men receive their deserts an idea of which the
most scanty traces appear in Homer and Hesiod

grows more apparent in Pindar: future punishment
is the climax of the Divine vengeance in /Eschylus,
it is often referred to in Sophocles, and Euripides
says, 'Who knows if death is not really the life,

and life the death?' This recognition of a single
rule in life and after death reconciles the antithesis

of Olympian and Chthonian deities.

The influence of literature penetrated gradually
through the people. The more educated were, of

course, more open to it, and thus tended to become

estranged from the popular beliefs as superstitions.
Hence in the 5th and 4th cents, there was a

growing gap between the religion of the educated
and the religion of the common people. Both, so

far as we have yet gone, were equally polytheistic.

Philosophy entered on a bolder path, and directly
combated the polytheism and anthropomorphism
of the popular religion. While the poets saw in

the ancestral religion the germs of higher thoughts,
they did not try to free these thoughts from the
sensuous symbolism in which the prevailing re-

ligion enveloped them. Philosophy naturally
tended more to rise above the traditional and

accepted ideas. Hence it appears to Plato in the

Tenth Book of the Republic that in the conflict

between philosophy and the vulgar crowd the

poets are among the hitter.

The fundamental doctrine of Greek philosophy
is always the unity of the world. Some conceive
this unity under the form of God, others under the
form of Nature. Heraclitus conceives this unity
as the Divine \/>yos, which constitutes the correla-

tion and intelligibility of phenomena: and Anaxa-

goras as TOUS or Reason. It is therefore the philo-

sophic expression of that fate or order of nature
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which is rccogni/cd l.y I he
]

Is ami liy religion :

but tin- philosophers from the liist maintain it a>

n know able law.

The attitude nf tin- philo-oplieis towalds thr

established religion is various. Some do nut
trouble themselves about it, others use i| where
it suits them, llerai Hi MS approai -lies mo-l closely
tin- .Kschvlcatl point of view ; he dec laic - thai,
w heiv.-is men sec com ladiei inn and perplexity in the
world, God >ecs only unity and consistency ; ami.
like .-Kschyliis, lie calls the order nf Mature '.Ins

I ice _i., ,M. Man lea i MS w hat is this .hist ice, anil

in learning achieves his uwn character and works
out his ,,\\n late: rii ^005 fKdffry daifiuv (compare
.Ksch. Einn. .vjn f. i. (in the other hand, the wor-

ship of images and the ollcrillgs of Leasts seem lo

llcraclitns hateful.
Hcmocriius and Knipcdoclcs bring in the gods

of the established religion as pan of the system
of things evolved from their primordial principles.
A third class of philosophers simply oppose Un-

common religion, ami would tain s rep i[ away to

make room fora higher belief. \enopham-s cannot
lind strong enough terms to express his hatred for

such doctrines as I he plurality of gods, with all

their moral failings. The anthro| omorplii-m of

tin 1 cm i, 'lit religion, where gods arc born and die,
revolts him. God is infinite, and finite character-
istics are foreign to His nature. God docs m,t

change and move like the vulgar deities; He is

motionless, for He is all that exists, and there is

nothing outside of Him into wliich He could move
or change.
To the Sophists |\\ho may lie hroadly dis-

tinguished from the lircek )'hih'sophers hy their
utter lack of sense for the unity of nature, ami the
limitation of their view to the multiplicity of

phenomena) religion was created hy voluntary
compact among men; the variety of religions

proved that it could not exist by nature, for if it

came by nature it would lie one. That the variety
ot religious thought was the nccessarv conscrjuence
of the variety of character produced ill men ley
v ai iety of external circumstances, t heir analysis of

the world was too superticia! to show. But this

very superficiality of theirs is more representative
of popular thought than the philosophy of deeper
men, and shows 1 tetter what was the religion of the
educated ill their own time.

Nothing sets in s,,c|eai a light the degradation
of the gods in popular thought as the comedies of

Aristophanes. Much as he hales the Sophists, and

bitterly as he attacks their it-religion, he himself
shows the go.U of the established religion in more
ludicrous and deg railing situations than any of the

Sophist scared to do. 'I' he Sophists approved of these

gods as a very useful device, and inculcated respect
tor them as the means ot developing morality among
the people.

Isolated outbreaks of popular fury, in times when
calamity tcrrilicd the people into piety and roused
in them a temporary ami

ijuickly evanescent re-

action against the growing irreligion of the tune,
were of no avail 'to stem the torrent of descending
time.' 1'urelv conservative, without any provision
for deepening its character and keeping pace with
the rapid growth of thought and of political and
commercial life, the established religion continued,
as a tn.mmelling anil impeding institution, losing
its hold year by year on all classes of the people.
How intense was the religious feeling of Athens
is shown by such outbreaks a- t,,.,k place in n.r.

41."> and 41(1. A longing for something more is

everywhere manifest in the literature, ;.nd history
shows tin- dissatisfaction to have been as strong
in the mass of the people. The feeling was vague,
for the people knew not what they sought ; and it

showed Itself at lifst only in blind outbursts of liny

against more prominent violations of the established
religion, though in reality these violations wen-

meiely .stronger examples of tile um\,i-al dissatis-

faction.

Only a prophet with a deeper revelation could

bring the strong religious feeling of the people and
the decay of the national worship into haimonv ;

and, after Socrates had sealed with his life his

belief in freedom of religious thought, the succes-

sion ot philosophy to the position once occupied
by the lielphic Oracle as leader of Greek religion
was accomplished. It was, however, the ini-tor-

tune of Greek life, and a proof of its religious
wi akness in comparison with the Hebrew race, that
the prophetic mantle found no new wearer. In
the dangerous path of pointing out the true and
divim-lv ordained course in actual public life,

that path in which Palestine produced a constant
siicce-sion of great thinkers to walk, Socrates
found no follower. 1'lato, while fully acknow-
ledging that the true philosopher should take part
in public life, found the actual world too full

of evil to allow philosophy to enter it. Greek
thought therefore remained abstract from actual
life; it found its work and its heavenly kingdom,
not in the world, but apart from it. Thus, in

Greece, there never 'took place that application of

philosophy to practical work which makes for

development in religion ; and there was never
excited that influence of philosophy on public life

and on the mass of the people which is the mar-
vellous feature of Hebrew history.

Socrates only expresses more definitely and in

simpler terms the theory of the older poets: one
God rules all for the best. He expresses no dis-

belief in the other gods, and often uses the plural
8iol ; but they are not an important element, and
he never, so far as our accounts go, expressed any
opinion alxiut their relation to the great God.
1'lato regards the common religion as tiie exoteric
form of a deeper truth ; it is generally mythical,
i.e. it expresses in sensuous language spiritual
truths. 'I his exoteric religion is proper for the
education of children, and necessary for those who
cannot rise to understand the reality pictured to

them in the tales of the gods. But the popular
mythology must be purified: it is full of hateful
and false tales which have crept in through the
influence of poets and corrupted the genuine
myths.

Aristotle lias the same view. Polytheism is a
State-engine for education. On the other hand,
he sometimes tries to connect it with his system,
b\ placing the gods in the stars ; but the subject
gets little notice from him.

Aristotle was the last purely Hellenic philoso-

pher ; Greek thought had now run its course.

With the victorious march of Alexander, Greek
civilization went forth to conquer the East; and
Greek thought was now brought directly in con-

tact with Oriental religion, and particularly with
the genuine monotheism of the Hebrews. The
Greek contempt for barbarians gradually dis-

appeared before the actual experience of a religion
reater than their own ; while the narrowness of

tin- .lews recognized the high character of Greek

philosophy. Ill the last centuries before Clnist,
constant attempts were made on lioth sides to

unite Hebrew and Greek thought into one system.
The doctrine of angels and devils, which was
mixed up (in later times) with the Hebrew mono-
theistic belief, was assimilated with the Greek
polytheism. The gods who SUROnnded /ens be-

came 'I'niiiiincs who interposed between Goil and
the world and bridged over the gulf between the
inlinite and the Unite. The idea became common
that all men are the children of God ; that the

true service of God lay, not in the cult -observances
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of any particular religion, but in a virtuous life ;

and that a priesthood to mediate between man and
God was needless and wrong. The Xi-yor of Hera-
clitus and of Plato became in the Jewish school of

Alexandria the Divine Word which is the bearer
of all Divine power. Most of these attempts at
a union of Hellenic and Jewish thought ended in

an ascetic system ; for all aimed at combining the
two by dropping elements from each. In Chris-

tianity alone both iind their completion and per-
feetion, without loss of any of their true character.

Stoicism was the most remarkable Greek attempt
to produce a synthesis of Hellenic and Oriental

thought. It was to a great extent a religion, but
it was an artiiicial religion with none of the vigour
of natural unconscious life. As Zeller says, the
whole Stoic view of the world was founded on the
idea of one Divine being, father of all, containing
and sustaining all, ruling all, manifest everywhere.
God was to the Stoics the beginning and the end
of the world's development. Virtuous action con-
sists in fulfilling the Divine will and law. The
true philosopher is sufficient for himself, master
of his fate, above all surrounding circumstances,

perfectly happy in his own knowledge, lord of all

things, a true king and a self-satislied prig. As
all men stand in the same relation to God, all men
are brothers.

In its theoretic character Stoicism was wholly
careless of and uninfluenced by the popular religion.
But in practice the Stoic philosophers inculcated

acquiescence in the religion which was accepted
by common opinion and a restraint on the passions
of the common people. They spoke with contempt
of many points in the popular faith, the temples,
the images, the fables ; but they found real germs
of truth in it, and thought these sufficient to justify
its continuation.

Better almost than in any other writer we may
see in Horace the effect of these religious philoso-
phies on the world of Greece and Rome. To think
and reason about conduct and good action and
wisdom is his only religion. The gods to him are
little more than names and fables. When he

supported the attempt of Augustus to re-create
the old religious cults, the poet and the emperor
were alike urged on by the feeling that religion
was a political find social machine so useful as
to be indispensable to good government.

II. THE ATTITUDE OF ST. PAUL TO GREEK
PHILOSOPHY. In this brief, imperfect outline of
the religious side of Greek literature a subject
which calls for it much more serious and systematic
treatment than it has ever received it has been
shown how clearly the Greek thinkers conceived
the problem, -jnd how lofty was the plane on which
they pitched their thoughts; but we have refrained
from dwelling on their weaknesses and errors. But
naturally St. Paul, who frequently alludes in very
disparaging forms to the Sophia of the world, was
most keer.ly sensible of its faults and imperfec-
tions. Three characteristics seem to have specially
offended him.

In the ftrs.t place, its method was shallow : it

frequently offered irrational '

fables and endless

genealogies' (1 Ti 1
J

) in place of real attempts to

grapple with the problems, and was quite content
with these, pseudo-solutions : those genealogical
explanations, not unknown even to the deepest
Greek, thir.tcrs (as in /Eschylus, Again. 7:tsir. ),

became more frequent in the later period, and
were appli _<! in all departments of pseudo-research,
geographical, historical,* etc.

*
See, e.g., the account given of early Tarsian history and

topography by Athenodorus, the greatest philosopher and
politician whom the city produced, quoted by Stephanus Bvz.,
s.i- 'Anchiale'; also pseudo-Plutarch, de Fluvii*. etc. (Ex-
positur, Dec. 1901, p. 412).

In the second place, the libre in the popular
philosophic speculation of the later Greek time

(which alone was presented to the members of the
Pauline Churches) was poor and its results dis-

appointing. There came from the study no real

advance in knowledge, but only frivolous argu-
mentation and 'questionings' (1 Ti I

4
).

In the third place, the Greek Sophia was entirely
devoid of power over the will and heart of man-
kind. It remained purely theoretical and abstract:
it could do nothing for men ; it was the property
of a few, and had no effect, or a miserably inade-

quate effect, on the life and character even of those
few. Where it did to some degree touch the heart
and affect the life of some rare individual, it pro-
duced a philosophic and affected prig rather than a
true man ; and in the case of some of its most

eloquent exponents, such as Seneca, there was a
woeful contrast in spirit between their words and
their life. But the essential feature in St. Paul's

teaching was that he propounded a doctrine of

power, not of theory. That is what he lays special
stress upon ; and of that he found not a trace in

the Sophist of the time. The Greek philosophers
had sometimes observed that the unwritten laws
which rested on religion had more influence on the
will and conduct of men than the written laws of

the State (see above, B, II) ; but they had not
carried out this observation to a practical result.

In this last observation lies the essence of the
whole matter. The best and the most character-

istic Hellenic thought was bound inevitably to

regard the higher life, at which the good man
must aim, not as the striving after an ideal above
and beyond human nature, but as the proper and
natural development of his human nature. There
was in Hellenic thought no real conception of sin.

There could not be such a conception, for it is of

the essence of Hellenism to be perfectly content
with the human nature, to rejoice in it, to find

in it the Divine perfection. The counsel which
Hellenic philosophy gave to man, which it must
give so long as it continued true to the Hellenic

spirit, was,
' Be yourself : do not fall short of your

true and perfect development.' Such an idea as

rising above oneself, trampling one's nature under
foot as sinful, striving after the Divine nature,
is essentially anti-Hellenic, and it is only rarely
that any faint traces of it can be found even in

those Hellenic philosophers who have been most
affected by foreign thought. But it was in this

revolt from the yoke of sin, in this intense eager-
ne.-s after the Divine, that St. Paul found the
motive power to drive msn on.

But, though St. Paul saw so clearly and resented
so strongly the faults of the Greek Sophia, it would
be wrong to infer (as has been too often donei that
he was either ignorant of or uninfluenced by it. It

is a general fact that the great creative minds in

philosophy have been more alive to the faults of

their predecessors than to their excellences, and
have given larger space and more emphasis in their

writings to criticism of preceding philosophers than
to expression of indebtedness to them. They were

probably not fully conscious of their obligation,
but it was very real. So it has been with St. Paul.

He owed much to theGreek philosophy and thought,
gained partly in formal education at Tarsus, partly
by assimilation of the knowledge which float c<\ on
the surface of a more or less educated society and
became insensibly the property of all its members.
On this see the excellent papers by E. Curtius on
' Paulus in Athen,' and Canon E. Hicks,

'

St. Paul
and Hellenism,' in Stadia Biblica, iv. ; and on his

probable debt (in common with Seneca) to the

philosophy of Athenodorus, which must have been
the staple of education and educated conversation
at Tarsus in St. Paul's childhood, the present
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writer'- remarks in ,>'/. 1'nnl Hi,- 'ininll<r, p.
HIM i II.. may be con-ulted.

Knrther, while -t I'anl often bar-lily critici-e-

tln- current >''./'/' in hi- letters t" In- \"un;j
< 'hurclic-. be \\a- con-ciou- that hewa-a debtor
both to the edueated Hellenes allll to the 1111-

edueated non-Hellenes, Ixith to tin- philo-ophn alK
trained and to tho-e who had no such training
i Ho I" . \inl he would not have his Chun-lie-
lo-e anything of the excellence- of the (' k

spirit. Hi- extreme fondness for thewoi.
ran hardly he i|iiile separated in hi- mind, and
could not po ibly be separated ill the mind- of

hi- nuniei'ou- Hellenic heai-'i n the Greek
i-lim-is, the grace and charm which i- ol the

essence oi Helleni-m. And In- -nm- up in three
Greek wind- hi- conn-el to the I'olo ians and
the A-ian- ".ciicially. when he urged them to

make their market to the full of tin- opportunity
\\llicll their situation olleled them' (I'nl I

1

. l''.ph

I'll \-
-

ill. DEGRADATION OF THE HELLENIC ftELioioN.
I i /

'

I ii i .1 a- in Anatolia
\ i \ I I

i I . above), the hi-tory of religion
after a certain pel io,i ol progress and elevation was
a, continuous proce nt deterioration. The changes
in n-li-ion w.-re I'./r the nm-t part forced on by
cxteinal causes, viz. by the Jire lire of loi.| L n

wor-hips : and their influence was almost wholly
bad. This character resulted partly from the way
in which the influence reached theGreek rare- and

see (3), below), and partly from deeper causes
which cannot be de-cribed ill this short -ketch

{though they have been briefly indicated in A,
i \ III i!n. above): those deeper cause- combined

loythat sensitiveness to the Divine nature,
and that de-ire to hear and readinc to ol .

, the

Divine voice, which make for progress and eleva

t nm in icli'jion- thought.
i- 1

x
nj to foreign religion', influence.

- Some inlluenee was exerted on the n-li^ion ot

the Greek- I -\ almost every race with whom they
came in contact. Even the despised and barbar-
ous Thracians could make their Bendis and Kotys
or Kotytto powerful and reverenced in cultured
A i hen-. Hut it was mainly cults from the lla-t

that att'ected theGreek peoples during the period
which is best known to us.

I he foundation of this influence was always the
-aine. The Hellenic religion, with its invariable

tendency to concentrate attention on tin- bright
-ide of nature and life, and to permit only reluct-

antly, under mystic and half-acknowledged forms,
an\ ritual appealing to the sen-e ot tar in the

wor-hippers, could never completely satisfy human
need-: and more was always sought afti

-eemed to In- found in the more imprc. he fi

reli'jions. Especially the enthusiastic, emotional,
ar.d impressive Oriental forms of religion exercised
on (! recce an inlluenee which acted continuously
throughout ancient history. As we have -mi in

1!, j 111. tin- Oriental character and the primitive
I'ela-^iaii character in mall}' deitie- were fused,
during tin- \ rjorous growth of the Hellenic spirit, I

ml" a new fiinii, becoming truly Hellenic CO.-H-I p-

tiini-: and although, in the cultus especially, the

original characteristics can be traced in ti.c llel

lenic deity, yet the completed product i- e cut ially

Mcrieally dill'erent from the Oriental type.
Tim- far hack in Athenian history we can oh-

serve tie- ran. Mice of the Brauronian Artenii-. a

-.on- to the Ephesian \rtemi- ami the
l'ln\"ian C\ hele, with her attendant animal- and
hei Vina /on priestesses; but myth tell.- how t In-

invading Amazons were expelled by the hero of

A. Ill-man Hi 11' nism ; and the Artemis who estab-

'lereeli was the graceful huntress-maiden, a

purely Hellenic conception, however much of the

primitive forms could be traced in the actual
cultus. But as the youth and creative energy
of Hellenism passed away the Oriental inlluence
asserted itselt more etlectively, and was less

modilied by the spirit of (Jreece. Asklepios never
liecame so thoroughly Hellenized as Dinnysw,
but he was a distinctly later introduction "into
the Hellenic circle of deities.

In all of those deities the Hellenic character is

evident ; but in later times Hellenism touched
only very slightly, if at all, the gods of Phrygia,
of Syria, and of Egypt, who were naturalized^ in
(Ireek lands and cities. In an age when lialf-

Ureek or wholly barbarian kings and Homan em-

perors were worshipped as gods in Hellenic cities,
it was clear that the spirit of Hellenism had grown
very weak.
Those Oriental deities appealed to the side of

human nature which was alien to, and could not
be satisfied with, Hellenism and the bright festival-

loving gods of Hellenic political and municipal life.

But in earlier times, as any Oriental deities pene-
trated into the Greek circle, Hellenism tended to
lend them its peculiar grace and charm, to tone
down the excesses and the abandon of their rites,
but at the same time to detract from their power
to satisfy that deep-seated craving for an awe-

inspiring deity. Even as late as the 3rd cent. B.C.

the-Cybele, who was worshipped at Athens in the
Metroon, was sometimes invoked under the name
of Aphrodite ;" and the first signs of the Helleii-

izing of a naturalized foreign deity was the substi-
tution of a Hellenic for the barbarous name.
The Egyptian Isis, the Phrygian C'ybele, and

many others, can be traced as far back as know-
ledge reaches, pressing upon and forcing their way
into the mind and the worship of Greece. The
worship of Isis was known very early in the Greek
colony of Cyrene (Herod, iv. ISO); for the Greeks
of Cyrene were necessarily in close relations with

Egypt, and doubtless Egyptians visited or resided
in Cyrene, and, moreover, there was invariably a
tendency in the ancients to worship the gods of
the land to which they had migrated, in the belief

that those gods were powerful in the land which
belonged to them.

Cyhele was introduced from 1'hrygia into the
Ionic Greek colonies on the west coast of Asia
Minor at a very early time, and in much the
same way as Isis was introduced at Cyrene. The
Phrygian traders came in numbers to Miletus, as

llipponax mentions in the 6th cent. U.C., and they
brought their religion with them. Moreover, in

times of danger the Greeks turned to Cybele for

help, and found her efficacious and powerful ; in

this respect the story of the introduction of her

worship at Miletus is instructive, and may be taken
as typical of what happened in many other cases.

The party of the old kingly dynasty in Miletus,
having been expelled, took refuge in Assesos, and
were there besieged by the tyrant of Miletus.

Heing hard pressed they consulted the Oracle,
and were informed by the god that helpers would
come to them from Phrygia, who would release
them and Miletus from misfortunes. Thereafter
two young men came from Phrygia, bringing the
sacred things (ra iipd.) of the Kabeiroi t in a basket,
and approaching the wall of Assesos by night asked

admittance, as they had come at the order of the

god, bringing sacred things from 1'hrygia for the

good of the people of Assesos and Miletus. In the
issue the tyrant was defeated and slain, and the

new rites introduced into Miletus.; Here the

* Sec Foucart, Associations ReKgimuet, p. 08, and Appendix,
No. 1(1: c(. in ami 11.

I This term must Indicate the Phrvirinn rile-* with the sacred

object* <U.-i>la.M-d to the worshippera in 1'hr.vgia.

; Nic. Lfcuiuuic. 53.
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reception of the native Anatolian ritual into

Miletus is connected with the straits of a political

party during a serious dissension in the city.

Similarly, the introduction of the worship of the
Dioscuri at Rome and the building of their temple
in the forum was coincident with the struggle

against the tyranny of the Tarquins, the Etruscan

intruders, when the Twin Brethren aided the young
republic.

(3) Manner in which foreign religion entered

Greece. As to the way in which these foreign

gods came to be adopted by the Greeks, no clear

information has come down to us about the very
earliest times, though myth and legend on the

subject can be interpreted by comparison with
later historical facts. B;:t the facts quoted as

typical in the last few paragraphs are taken from
a comparatively early period, and they agree in

general with the fuller evidence that survives with

regard to the later centuries (which will be stated

in the following paragraphs). From all these

sources of evidence, it results that nothing like

intentional spread of religious belief by the ad-

herents of any of those foreign cults occurred ;

that each body of worshippers rather desired to

keep to itself its own gods, and was unwilling to

extend the circle except for some distinct present
advantage to themselves and their worship ; that
the spread of a cultus was connected with migra-
tion or colonization, both because the migrating
people carried their gods with them and because
.settlers adopted also the gods of the land in which

they settled ; the adoption of a new god was fre-

quently connected with and suggested by some

calamity, which was attributed by popular super-
stition or by Oracular authority to neglect or

contempt of the god in question.
The Oracle was often consulted in such cases of

calamity, and often recommended that a novel

worship should be introduced. Such was the way
in which Rome adopted the Phrygian Cybele in

B.C. 204, and Athens in 430. But the Oracle in

these cases (as is always probable and in some
cases certain) simply confirmed the popular im-

pression, that the new deity if properly invoked
would be able to help ; and this popular impression
was produced by seeing the worshippers of the

deity in question, and by the superstitious fear

that that deity was very powerful (which the

worshippers attested) and was being outraged by
neglect.
The religious history of Athens in later times is

better known than that of any other Greek State,
and may be taken as typical. Athens showed
itself more hospitable to foreign cults than any

|

other city, but it was also more hospitable to

foreigners. There came into existence in Athens
a bewildering multiplicity of gods; but the same
process of multiplication went on in all Greek
cities more or less, and the increase was greatest
in those cities where the largest number of foreign
visitors or residents was found.
There was, of course, in Athens (and doubtless

in Greece everywhere) a formal law (in some less

civilized places, perhaps, only a general principle
and ' unwritten law '), confirmed at first by, and
indeed originating from, a strong popular feeling,
which forbade the introduction of strange or new
gods. The penalty was death. The formal per-
mission of the State was necessary before any new
god could be introduced. But this law and this

originally strong popular feeling were, in practice,
far from effective. The following were the u.-ual

circumstances.
Commerce and intercourse brought to Athens,

the Pineus, and other great trading centres large
numbers of foreigners. As these foreigners con-
duced to the increase of trade, the city which

desired to become a great trading centre was forced

to encourage them ; otherwise, in the keen compe-
tition of Greek trading cities, they would have
been driven away to more hospitable places. Those

strangers naturally desired to practise their own
peculiar worship ; and, obviously, a State which

encouraged them must tolerate their practice of

their rites. As early as the legislation of Solon

this necessity was recognized by the law which is

attributed to him. A body of foreigners who
desired to conduct their native worship in Athens

might form a religious society (Siaaos) ; and the

State granted to the society permission for the

rules which it might lay down for its members,
and toleration for its rites, so long as its aims and

regulations did not conflict with the public law or

tend to subvert peace and order in the city. The
constitutionof those religious societies was modelled
on that of the State. The assembly (e/otXijiria) of

members (SiacniTai) framed rules, elected priests
and other officials, who were responsible to it, and
indicted lines on disobedient members; the fines

could be enforced by action before the legal tri-

bunals of the State. New members were welcomed
to these societies, not from the desire to affect the

life or conduct or belief of the outside world, but
because increase in numbers increased the wealth
and influence of the body.

In strict legal effect the Athenian State merely
tolerated, but did not encourage, the rites of the

religious societies (tfiacroi). Special leave was re-

quired from the Athenian Assembly ('EKK\ijffla)

before any such society could build a sanctuary
for itself. As regards the rites celebrated by the

societies, if these seemed to the State to be unsuit-

able or disorderly, the primary law came into force

prohibiting the introduction of new deities on pain
of death. The ritual was permitted only to the

foreigners who constituted the society ; and when,
as occasionally happened, an alarm was raised that

Athenian citizens were going after those strange

gods, the primary law was liable to be brought
into operation, and the offending society with its-

gods expelled. Thus in B.C. 430 the strolling

priest (/uTjTpa-yi'pT?)!) who had initiated Athenian
women into the rites of the Phrygian goddess was
executed. But when the plague immediately
afterwards broke out, owing to the overcrowding
of the city due to the invasion of Attica by the

Peloponnesian armies, an alarm arose, and the

Delphic Oracle (which was consulted) attributed

the epidemic to the wrath of the goddess at the

murder of her priest, and ordered the State to

atone by building her a temple. In consequence,
the temple of the Mother-Goddess (Metroon) was
built at the Pineus.
The question arises, whether, and how far, the

building of the Metroon implied the introduction

of the ritual of the Phrygian Mother-Goddess as

part of the State religion. It was, of course,

necessary that in her temple there should be a

cultus of, and offerings to, the goddess : it was
also obviously necessary that the ritual of the

temple should be such as she loved. But that

does not imply that the complete ritual and mys-
teries of the 'Phrygian deity were adopted and

practised at the expense and under the sanction

of the Athenian State. On the contrary, Demos-
thenes* holds up .Eschines to public contempt
because he had assisted at the performance of the

Phrygian Mysteries ; and he could hardly have
done so if they had been part of the State religion.

Probably the public worship in the Metroon was
selected and toned down by something of Hellenic

restraint and order. But the Phrygian ritual was

performed at the Metroon by a private society of

* Demosth. dt Cor. p. 259 ; cf. Aristophanes,/)-. 473, Lys. 383,

Fax, 1U ; Cicero, de Legg. ii. 15, 37.
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'QpycuvfS, and el-ew hen- by -trolling priests and
nli'lui: and Wa- -.till despised liV Illr edll

cat.-. I ,-unl tin' patriotic cii i/ens, and discouraged

liy tin' State
'I In- ica-iin why tin- foreign rite- -pn-ad WHS in

Athens 1 In' same a.-. eUewhere. Tin- Mat.- religion,

with it- purely external show, did not -.-iti-iy the

,1,-,-pUllm H-ll-.ioUS 01- SUpcr-titloU- cravings lit'

till people: tin- \\.--t turned to tin- imue inicn-e

itinl lit lui-ia-l ic religion of the Ka-t. While the

nlllealeil cla--es ill the later centime- were I l \ ing

to unite ( i reek pliilo-ophy with Oriental ideas

aiiuui the nature of God and In- u-laiion t<> man,
the I. .\\.-i orders i"<-l. refuge in the practice of

tin- direct anil undisguised Kastein rites. l-'iist

natnrali/ed in the I'n.eii- among the lowest ami
nii'-t iuii"i. uit i la-- ut' Athenian-, who lilleil the

harhoiir-toHii with the '

-ailor-' licence,'! those

n,-\\ rites, though si-iinted .-in. I .l.--|ii-.-,l liy the

ni educated eiti/en-, -pr 1, ami by degrees
reilneeil the national worship tu comparative
liegle. I .

There was probably no
jn-rioil

\vhen Greece
wa- not att'eeteil Ky siu-h religion- intlm-nce ; Imt

in Athens the inoveineiit assumeil mueli greater
strength through the influx of foreign nierehants,

nttiartr.l ii\ the i inien-ial supremacy and lii-ral

1
ml ley of the city in the 5th cent. i:.i'.

Thus, e.g., the rites of Ail. mis were introilneeil

liet'i.H- tin- onthreak of the Peloponne-ian war in

r.j . 1:11
I
The festival was being celebrated at the

time when the great ex|>eilition wa- setting sail

for Sicily in li.c. 410, as I'lutareh mentions (.IA-.

18). The rite- hail come from Cyprus laml ulti-

matelv from Syria) ; one of the female conspirators
in the /. v/"V"'" of Aristophanes (performed H.C.

4IJi swears l.y the Paphian Aphrodite ; anil the

ritual is riilieuleil in tile same play iSsil, .ViTl. The
chief r.-remony was entirely non-Hellenic, with its

vehement mourning for the goddess's dead favourite

Ailniii-. I he -eareh for the I ii

iily ami it- .li-i-. >\ .-i \ .

the planting of quick-growing plants in ]mts us

tin- Garden .it \.l.mis, the revivification of the god
in the garden, and the joyous conclusion of the

festival.

Tin- Thracian rites of Kotytto were satiri/ed by
Kupolis in the Il/itii-. anil the fragments .,i that

comedy show how ugly was the character of the

ritual ; while the fact that Eupolis had Alciliiades

in view in the play, suggest- how far the rites

had spread in Athens. .Kschylus had previously
described the Eilonian worship of Kotys and

iMonysos in a lost tragedy : hut there the worship
\\a- toreign, though its place in the tragedy shows
how great interest it had for the Athenians. The
rile- were of similar general character to the

Phrygian ritual of Cybele and Attis or SaKa/io-.

Through the analogy of these .cases the nature
of the introduction of any foreign worship in

the very early Hellenic period can he readily

gathered from the associated myths and legend-.

The wor.-hip of Dionysos was e--.-ntially of the
- kind and character as the Phrygian ritual.

AVhen it began to penetrate into Greece, through
the influence of foreign settlers or a foreign trihe,

it .-iiiiii-ed the strongest opposition from the native

mnl patriotic party, and from tin- go\ eminent
which represented the wisdom and long e\p.-ii

ence ><i the governing; class. IJnt it won it- way
through its hold on the masses : and siippo-.-.l in-

real calamities occurring to tln>-e who had ex-

pi, led contempt or made
OJien

re-i-tatice to tin-

new tod were taken as proois of his power. The
religion of Dionysoswas gradually accepted over

Greece, and the god himself was received as the

B. - l-'niirart, Let Atsoc. 1 S3, 134, 156.

t ^OLV-lxr. i*JX.. GllHp. //

; Tin \ ;ir.- meotioued aa common, Ar. 1'ttx, 4iio.

associate of Apollo in Delphi ; but in peneral it

rested on the devotion of the lower orders and the

democracy,* and was resisted by the aristocracy
and the governing elassea. And even that religion
was strongly allected by the Hellenic spirit ; mid
its Greek ritual lost much of its Asiatic character
and some of its most repulsive features.

(4) Itinerant priests. The strolling impostors
who dealt in religious and purificatory riU.-n, and
practised on the superstitions of the common
people, have l>een mentioned above, and are often
alluded to by the ancient writers. They generally
claimed to lie representatives of the old Orphic
Mysteries, and to possess prophecies of Orpheus,
Mnsiens, and other ancient seers. They had
formula- by which the3' could bend the gods to
I heir will, and make them favour or injure whom
they pleased; and this power they were ready to
exercise in favour of any one who paid them. At
a trilling cost, and without any personal trouble,
one could gain forgiveness of sins, revenge on one's

enemies, and a happy life in the future world. At
other times the rites of the Mothcr-Uoddcss, or
some other foreign ceremonial, formed the engine
of their power. Some of them cured madness by
ecstatic dances, either round the patient sitting in

a chair or in company with him. Orp/tcotelcstai,

Sfetragyrtai, etc., are common names for such

impostors, and little distinction can be drawn be-

tween diflerent kinds of them. They were gener-

ally of a very low class, and addressed themselves
to the lower orders of the people. Their equip-
ment was poor, and they often carried about the
instruments of their ritual on an ass.t
Some of their customs are described by Apuleins,

Met. viii. 25 11'. Among them was included a parody
of the confession and expiation (see A, VII (Of.),

above) : one of the strolling band (who are described
as (Jnlli) in a loud voice confessed publicly that he
had been guilty of violating the law of the goddess
in some way, and demanded from himself the just

punishment of his crime (in the same way as the

goddess is represented in the confessional steles

us demanding expiation and penalty from the

criminal). Thereupon the devotee took a whip
and beat himself, till the blood flowed and the

sympathy of the multitude showed itself in gifts.

(5) Muyic. The practices of such impostors as

are described in the previous section are not always
distinguishable from magic, into which they shade
off by imperceptible gradation. Magic in the
strict sense was always felt by the Greeks to be
a foreign and specially an Oriental art, as is shown

by the very name ^(705, a magician, literally a

magian or 1'ersian priest. The magical art was
called yorinia in reference to the loud howling
utterance of magic formula?.?

In Homer, apart from the tale of the obviously
Oriental Circe, little approach to magic appears
except in the art of medicine, which was to a great
extent learned from the older civilizations of the

East, and which always assumes an uncanny char-

acter to a primitive people : charms (eVaoiJof) are
littered over wounds : Helena has a care-soothing
drink, ncjtentlte ; Aphrodite, a love producing
girdle ; and Athena changes the form of men.
l!ut the use of all such arts is confined to gods
and half-Divine heroes, and is therefore clearly
distinguished from magic.

Later, the
[
ower of transforming men into other

shapes, of making love- philtres, of stilling the

*
Compare, for example, the story of Cleinthcnes, the demo-

T.I! K tvrant of Sicvnn, who ex]>clled the arifltocrutic hero
ArlroMtus, and substituted Divnygia for Adnuttug festivals

(Herod, v. 67).

t Ar. Ran. 1C9 ; ct. Plat. K'-p. ii. 304, EutliyA. 277 D ;

Theophr. Char. xvi. ; Apul. Mrtant. viii. c. 27 ; Lucian, An.
ch. 35.

See W. Ilcadlum in Ctati. Review, 1902, p. 52.
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winds, causing rain, etc., was believed to be
attainable by human beings through arts which
were strictly magical, and quite distinct from
the process whereby (according to a primitive form
of religious belief) priests through their prayers
and rites could induce the gods to do those things.*
The magical art whereby men could attain such

powers was so well known and widely practised
in Thessaly that the word Thcssalis was used in

the sense of '

witch.' Witches could draw down
the moon (as Aristophanes says, Clouds 748), turn
men into wolves, still the winds, and so on. This
magic power was gained by compelling the gods ;

in other words, by appealing to a higher and
supreme power to which the gods must bow.
M.-igical art, then, was associated with an older

pre-Hellenic religion and the Divine power of a
more ancient system, and was always related to
the Chthonian religion and the gods of the world
of death.
The foreign origin of magic as practised in

Greece must not be pressed too far. There can

hardly be any doubt that it embodied elements of
the primitive pre-Hellenic religion, which persisted
in the form of popular superstition and occult lore

after the public and acknowledged religion had
assumed a new form.
The power of magic was most frequently invoked

to attract reluctant persons to a lover, or to bring
disease and death upon an enemy. Numerous ex-

amples of curses of this latter kind have been
found in recent years, and have considerably
enlarged our knowledge of the subject. They
were usually scratched rudely on plates of lead,
the proper metal, and buried in the ground, often
in a grave, or in the Temenos of Chthunian deities.

They were, however, also turned to a utilitarian

purpose, and employed, e.g., almost like advertise-
ments of lost or stolen property, the tinder nf
which was subjected to a terrible curse if he
failed to restore it to the owner. Such curses were
intended to be seen by the thief, and must there-
fore have been publicly exposed ; but even these
seem to have been connected with Chthonian
worship, and attached to the shrines of Chthmiiini
deities. The penalty invoked most frequently in
all curses was fever, the hidden (ire of the gods of

death, which burns up imperceptibly the strength
ami life of the sutterer.f
To this subject belong also the belief in the evil

eye (which, while specially injurious to children
and domestic animals, was dangerous to all) and
other forms of baleful influence, and the use of
charms and preservatives against them (aTrorpJTraia).
This belief was a debased form of the doctrine
seen in Herodotus, that the gods are jealous of

any surpassing success, or power, or beauty, or

happiness in man, and interfere to destroy it ; and
that it is wise to propitiate them by voluntarily
sacrificing part of one's good fortune or wealth':
hence arose the common practice of guarding
against evil by spitting, and by ugly or obscene
gestures.

It would, however, serve no useful purpose at

present to enumerate the various forms which
magic and other superstitious practices assumed
in the Greek world. For our purpose, the im-

portant point is, that they were alien to and in the
long-run stronger than the true Hellenic religion,
and helped to destroy it.

(6) The worship of living men as rfc ///,. The
deification of living men was not in itself alien to
tin- spirit of Hellenism, but, on the contrary, was
quite in harmony with the Hellenic satisfaction

*
Compare, for example, Pausanias, ii. 34. 2 (at Methana in

Argolis), viii. 38. 4 (at the spring Ha-;no on the Arcadian
mountain Lycaeus).

t See Wuensjh in Corpus Inseript. Alt., Appendix.

and delight in human beauty and ncbility. The
worship of the dead as heroes was developed by
Hellenism in a way that tended in that direction,
as when the dead freebooter Philip was wor-

shipped as a hero by the people of the Greek

colony of Segesta (whom he had wantonly attacked
in piratic fashion), simply on account of his per-
sonal beauty.* It was an easy step to identify
the man of surpassing excellence, physical or

mental, with a god either after his death or

during his lifetime, when the perfection of human
nature was regarded as Divine. Thus Pythagoras
after death was worshipped under the form of

Apollo Hyperboreios, Lycurgus as a god, Sophocles
as Askh-pio-.-I it-xion. Sacrifices were offered to

Brasidas and Hippocrates, and the term Sueiv,

which properly denotes the ottering to a god as

distinguished from a hero,t is used about them.

According to Plutarch, the first man to whom
worship was paid as a god during his lifetime was

Lysander (Lys. 18). It is significant that this tirst

step was made among the Asiatic Greek cities.

While there was nothing essentially non-Hellenic
in such deilieation of human nature, yet the Hel-
lenic sense of order and measure and grace long
shrank instinctively from such a step as an ex-

cess ; but, in Asia, Hellenism never was so pure as

in Europe.
The Thasians honoured Agesilaos in a similar

way. From the time of Alexander the deification

of kings \\as customary, as a mere recognition
of 'divine right.' Koman generals were often
honoured by Greek cities with festivals and games,
which implied deification.J Every Roman emperor
in succession was worshipped ; and it was inM-rihed

on the coins and the engraved decrees of the

greatest Greek cities as a special honour that they
were temple-wardens (veuKopot) of the emperors.

IV. liEI.KJIllX OF THE Gli/ECO-ASIATIC CITIES.
Iii the Hellenized cities of Asia Minor, which

had such importance in the early history of Chris-

tianity, all these forms of religious thought and
act were busy simultaneously. The old Anatolian

superstition retained no vestige of its early sim-

plieity and its original adaptation to the needs of

a primitive people, and had been brutalized and

degraded by the exaggeration of its worst features

and the importation of barbarian superstitions;
but it was still strong, especially in the cities of

the inner country. The Hellenic religion in its

decaying forms was introduced and talked about

by the Hellenes of the cities. Greek or Gnvco-
Asiatic philosophy exercised a considerable influ-

ence on the thought of the educated classes in

those cities, and many sayings and principles and

scraps from it had passed into the popular lan-

guage and conversation of society; but it had
little influence on. life, except in the way of pro-

ducing disbelief in current religions and contempt
for the most vulgar kinds of superstition. But on
the great ma>s of the population all kinds of super-
stition and magic exercised a very strong iriflu-

t-m-r. and were mi the whole in harmony with the

spirit of the Anatolian religion in its modern
form.
As to the philosophic speculation current in

those cities, in spite of its many faults and its

obvious weakness as a practical force, the account

given in I makes it easy to understand how and

why philosophy, though so depreciated and scouted

by St. Paul, was, after all, his ally in a certain

clruiv.- against the gross forms of vulgar super-
stition which were the only active religious force

* Herod, v. 47.

+ The distinction, however, was not strictly maintained :

QuFiKt were offered to Philip at Segesta.
t fii.-i.To in I'err. ii. 21, 51, ad y. Fr. i. 1. 26, ad Alt. v. 21 7 ;

Plutarch, Lucitlt. 23, Flam. 1C.
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in tin- cities. (In.' can al ii le.-idily ninli-i -t:i ml

why. In tin 1 i'ilii a led oli-erver in contemporary
(ila-oo Ifomall society, Midi us Serjjill- I'liulll- ill

1'iiplios, IT tin- sinic ami rp" arean pinio oph< i
-

iii .\ihon-. In' -oemcd iii In- ii new I. MI liei "i philo-

sophy. i oi less impressive in him-elt, inn imt

e--elilialK dill'errllt ill type Mom BCOTOB "I other

I. burera 1m were sirivinjj to catch the ear ol tie-

I'llm iiii-il world.

V. Itiru \si) DEATH OF TIIK HIIMMI
ItKl.lGliiv \\ hilo Ihe religion l the country
i-r;iM'il in -ali-ly llie wants ni the people, tin- out

\v:inl show Keiame ^renter anil ^'reater. The
S.-hoh.i-l on \li-tophalle- (VeSp,

lilill -ays tllilt

tlir \c.u consisted ri'iilly of only trii months, us

two were oi rn pi
i ' I liy te-1 ival- ; ami Si ral o i vi.

]i.

4 '-".I I suy- Ihul li:ial!\ a; l'ai cut uni tin -re wen- <

l'ra-1- llian <lay- in tin' \ear. l!ut tin- -|iirit ill

which tin' ritf- hail once l.i-i-n |HM iorined wa- now
]o-l ; |ii-ii|.|i'

tolerated lln' dutie- a- tnniii iori:il

riTrnionial, ami enjoveil tin- fe-lival- merely as

line show-. Tin- word dtftofftoi'atjai, 'to discharge
oiii I'M' ol what i- iliii' to tln> "ml-.' canii' to ilriioti'

carole-- ami perl llllctoi y |"'l lorinance. Tin 1 ilnlv

ol |irl lol IIIHIL I III' public -ai lillce- wa- hired out til

tin- heie-t bidder, /.rlls hail to imimil I lie llcolect

into which lie hail fallen compared \\ it II the more
recent '.roil- i l.uciaii, li-'irmii. Jli.

In I iiith. the Hellenic i el i- ion in its most t\ pical
form coiilil not pel manent ly maintain it- l:ol

human nature. Ii was the evanescent, rare, ami
ilelicale product of ii peculiar period ami of -pi cial

ronililinii- in hnnian history. It was the liehef of

an ,-n i-tocra.y "I talents and opportunities, lilleil

for the nioiiieni with the delight of activity ami

e\paii-iini. ami the mere joy of living. It reipiireil

the Hellenic City Slate for the theatre of it,s

ilevi'lo].iuent. and the existence of a da--. >up
|ioiteil ami -et free from mere drudgery h\ a large
eii-laveil population, hut too numerous ami too

vaiiou- in worldly ciicumatancea to he only a

narrow, privileged, anil idle, aristocracy ol lurlh.

l!ut Midi comlit ions are rarely po--ihlo, ami can

never la-t lone;. Where an approximation to I hem
occur- lor a lime in any considerable -cction of the

population of ain I a ml. 'here results a tendency to

a -iimlar arti-tic development of religion. Km
there ha- never been el-ewhere ail e\|ierinient on
Midi a scale as in Greece, where economic and
social facts, natural surrounding-, and relation to

iore|oii nations, conspired to ".he a ijory and an
intoxicated consciousness of life to th' -mall,

energetic, busy, keenly competing cities of the

Hellenes.
lint even there the conditions soon ceased.

(Ireece -auk into its inevitable place as a third-

rate province in some larjjer empiie. It was
essential In true Hellenism that it should be sup-

ported bv the spirit of a self-governing people; n-

]iroud -elf consciousness and joy in it- own life and

activity were inconsistent with servitude.

A mournful consciousness that the 'gods of

Greece
1 were dead is often apparent in the later

Creek literature, as, for example, in the well-known

story piv-orved by I'lutarch (tlr. Defectll Orac. IT),

thai in the ivi-n of Tiberius, when a ship -ailing

from lireece to Italy was unions the Kehinades

Island-, oil' tlie Acarminian coa-t. a voice vv.i-

-nnimoiiimj by name a certain K^'vptian

pilot who chanceil to be on board : and. w lien In

an-vveicil the third summons ral her reluctantly,
the voice hade him announce when he n

1'alode- that '

I'an the jri-rat is dead
It i- a lilting conclusion to Hellenic religion I ha I

the tirade- I... aine dumb : and c-pccially that t he

Iielphi, Oracle, which had played -o important
ami, for a lime, so noble a part in "juidini: its

dcvclopim-iii, lo-t first its influence and linally it-

voice. As a force in history it had Ion;.: lost all

power; in the 1st cent, after Christ, Delphi and
Aniimin had "hen place to L'haldiean
as Siiai.o and Juvenal agree in Baying, and I '"i

larch wrote a treatise im|niniiL' into tin- ie.

and in the 4tli cent., when .luliiui sent to con-nit

llie Delphic Oracle, the last response was in

for him: Tell the kin-, to earth ha- fallen I he
In nil nut man-ion ; no longer ha- 1'hirbus a home,
nor a prophet ie laurel, nor a fount that speaks :

gone dry is the talking water.' t

etirarf rtf /jturiX^i, xaua ' ftfft SaiSa\os ai'Xd'

oi'KJTt toicios ?x fl ^aXi'/iai', ot' ^udrriia ooupvijv ,

oi) wayav \a\4ovaav' aurtfffltTo Kai \d\ov eouy.

The religious forms of Greece had served their

day ; they were now antiquated, and the world

passed on to other forms. The alternatives pre-
sented to the people were Christianity or vulgar
superstition, while a .steadily diminishing remnant
of the educated class clung to a philosophical form
of paganism.

LlTKitATi'HK. Bowles the many general Dictionaries and
works mi lirri-k Antiquities, which usually include Iteliifiuua

- *, such as Ihiremliery Sajjlio's iJicl. tint A/'' '

/r. <r fun. (A-M published in 1UO-J), Pauly Wissnvva. /iV/-
' \-Deni. in 11KC2), Smith (who ini'ludt's Mv tholojfj-

1:1] 'ii\
. and Uitual under Anti(tuities), eu.'., the vvorlul

i- .i' 'i expressly to Greek Keligion (umler which some casual
mi. .rni i' Ltiout cult8 of Asia Minor), either gener-
ally or in s .11;.- |i;irlii'ular deiartment or asjieet, are extremely

-, and complete enumerations unnecessary and hardly

possible. The reader who looks at the discussion of any detail

in . t'W of the following works will Ihid in them sumcienb
nul; ,i' I..IIH to KU'de him to the vast literature (much of it not

.tillable) that has accumulated round most of the chief

topics. Ovvins; to the capricious and subjective nature of the
,1 (which can hardly be avoided), the information

v\ lii<-h is most important for an investigator from a novel lioint
oi \i,.\\ may, however, be passed unnoticed in several of the

-i ' 1 ihorate works, and may be found only by looking into

some of the older or the less important and honoured vvorkH.

The old-fashioned and unpretending llamlicurtrrl*tt'-h tier

in'" /""lieti u. ruin. lUjftholuijie of Jacob! (Cobuix, l&js), with
its bare and bald lists of references to ancient authorities, is

still often most practically useful tor the investigator, liecause

there he gets facts unencumbered with opinions : in the
voluminous and indispensable, and in many respects far more
.

iinjilt li', work of Koscher, Lfxicon der ijriech. viid rotn.

Miit]<fi> //' (still iniliiii-.li. 'I A -Par. published in November
lub'J), facts are apt to be concealed by opinions : but the variety
of writers in the LfXikon on connate topics often supplies a
useful diversity of opinion. Those who desire to study the

history of modem opinion will find the following li-t, while

inadequate, yet a sufficient introduction from which to make a
l.r- iiimn- (only, as a rule, one work b.v any author is named :

recent writers as a rule are given, and the older can
. .1 >ip ir .NI them).

M PII ^
,
//. '< < ,- ./ v Iteligions de la GrZce ancienne ; Farnell,

Citlt* uj' the iireck States, i. and ii. ItsOO (sequel not ready in
" '

'. ; Uictcr'ich, Sekyia; Diels, Sibvllinutcht Blatter, IbflO ;

l . I'lercii, Ilixtnire dc la Divination ; t'sener, Itrliyioiu-

getehiehtlie/u Uutermichungen, 1S89, (jricchinche GMtcrnamen,
etc ; Gruppe, Die yriech. hulte u, MythfH ; Ridgewoy, Early
Aye t>f Greece, lOtli ; many articles and other works by these

id also by S. Ueinach, Miss J. E. Ilarrisun, Wernicke,
iu, Hohert, Maass, Kuhnert, Korte, llloch, Ilrexler,

Vitrv, Fci-drizet, Iterard, Cumont, Stuilniczka, Kohde, Tiinipel,

Marillier, Ucurlier, Miss A. Walt Krause, Keller, Stengel,
Weinhold.Crusius, Hoffmann, Reichel, Thniemer, Toepffer, von

n'barth, Ziemann, Huresch, llummk-r, etc. Anrich,
Das Antike Mj/gterunwesen, ISiM ; Wobbermin, Ilrliijioitt-

getch. Studitn, 1SUO : Gardner, Oriyin .( the Lord's Supftr,
1SW4, etc., treat of the relation of the Mysteries to i-arlv L'hris-

\nrich is the least imaginative ; Gardner takes a more
. view. Cf. also S. C'hcatham, The Mijfterict (lluls.

I... i. l-!K-97).
On the origin of rit9 and their relation to savage ritual,

Miiriclicr, BaumkiUtut; A. B. Cook, Animal n

i, ..I Aijf ; Frazer, Gidden Botujti- (nominally o:

rriill
1

, more "on Greek), 10011 ; Mannhardt, tt'altl- "f

Kiltie, etc.; Jevons, littrodticti'tn tn the llittlurji <>j I.

Lie). In Burxian's JatiffxtM-riclit from time to
. vvs of the entire literature can be found.

Juv. Sat. vi. 553 ; btrab. xvii. p. 110S ; I'lutarch, de Drjtctu
,-nin.

nun, i. p. 532, has preserved the orai-lf. ^ln. h i- \r-
haps the work of a triumphant Christian or of one

p.ixan philosophers.
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On the religious ideas in the Greek poets and philosophers :

Zeller,
'

Entwickelung des Monotheismus bei den Griechen '

in

his Vortrdfje und Abhandlungen Gcschichtl. Inhalts, 181'5,
Iffberdas Wtsen der Religion, Tubingen, 1845; Trendolenburg,
'

Nothwendigkeit und Freiheit in der griech. Philosophic
'

in

the second volume of his Historische Beitrage zur Philosophic ;

and many scattered references and discussions in the com-
mentaries on the leading authors, and in the Histories of
Literature and Philosophy. Verrall, Euripides the Rationalist,
states well some of the difficulties which are caused by a too

superficial view of the thought of Euripides ; hut the solution

suggested suffers from the want of any attempt to estimate the

place of that poet in the development of Greek thought, and the
failure to emphasize that Euripides must be studied in relation
to the preceding and succeeding writers.

W. M. RAMSAY.
STYLE OF SCRIPTURE.

i. Historical introduction,
ii. Characteristics of Biblical style due to earliness of date or

to the Semitic idiosyncrasy of the Hebrews,
iii. Peculiarities of style purposely adopted upon occasion by

all classes of Scripture writers.
iv. Peculiarities of style for which a preference is shown by

particular classes of Scripture writers.
v. Conclusion. Observations on the critical and doctrinal

significance of differences of style on the part of

Scripture writers.

Literature.

i. HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION. The question of
the style of Scripture has formed the subject of
discussion from a very early period. The diversity
of forms in which prophecy, e.g., makes its appear-
ance was a point of too much interest to escape the
notice of the scribes. Hence we already encounter
in the Talmud a saying which contains an ex-
cellent illustration of the formal differences that
exist between prophecies. We refer to the words :

'

Everything that E/ekiel saw, Isaiah also saw ;

but Ezekiel with the eyes of a rustic who has
seen the king, Isaiah with the eyes of a citizen
who has seen him '

(HSgiga, 136). The meaning
is, that the descriptions found in the Book of
Ezekiel are elaborated in much greater detail and
sometimes developed at greater length than is the
case in the Book of Isaiah (cf., e.g., Ezk I

3- 2'

with Is 6'"
8
). It may have been simply this

diversity which marks the prophetical literature
that gave rise to the judgment pronounced in

X<i>i/tritrin, 89 : 'No two prophets prophesy in

the same style
'

(in* p:ro2), although this remark
primarily concerned the differences disclosed by
a comparison between Ob 3 and Jer 49 1G

. In the
former of these passages we read ' The pride of
thine heart (^ pii) hath deceived thee,' but in the

parallel passage we find
'

Thy terribleness (^p^rn)
hath deceived thee.' Such differences between
parallel passages of the OT as affect especially
their linguistic colouring were not upon the whole
unnoticed in antiquity. This may be seen from
the Massora magna to Ex 2U17

etc., or from the
tractate Soph trim, 8, etc. (cf. Ed. Konig, Ein-
leitimg ins AT, % Hi).

Among early Christian writers no one has
treated the question of the style of Holy Scripture
in more detail than Adrianos in his Eio-ayuyrj eis

ris tfeias -ypaipas (aus neiicuifgcfitndcncn Hand-
si-hriften herausgegeben, iibcrsetzt itnd erldutcrt,
von Fried r. Goessling, Berlin, 1887). His whole
book is devoted to the subject of the present
article. He jioints out stylistic peculiarities of

particular parts of the OT, e.g. the Psalter ( E9,
105). He also drew already the distinction be-
tween prose and poetry in Scripture. Taking the
word '

prophecy
'

in the wider sense w Inch it

assumed in later times (cf. Ed. Konig, Eiiileit. p.
457). lie remarked in the final paragraph of his work :

'

It ought also to be known to the initiated that
one kind of prophecy is composed in prose, like
the writings of Isaiah and Jeremiah and their

contemporaries, but another kind in regular
measure adapted for singing (^ $ per' aSijs eV

uirpif), like the Psalms of the blessed David, and

the prophecy [Ex lo1 ' 18 and Dt32f.] contained in

the second and fifth books of Moses' ( 134).

This question of the style of Holy Scripture is

of great importance in its bearing upon the judg-
ment we form regarding its perspicuity and its

inspiration. From this point of view, the style
of the Biblical writers has been discussed by the
authors we now proceed to name. Flacius Illyricns,
in his famous Clavis Scriptures Sacra; (1567, etc. ;

ed. Basileensis, 1628 f.), vol. i. Pricfatio, fol. 3,
writes :

'

Objiciunt illi [i.e. pontiricii] de sensu ac

intelligentsia litcm esse. Earn illi volunt ex Patri-

bus peti opportere. At contra Augustinus et

Hilarius conteudunt ex collatione Seripturae loca

aut dicta obscuriora esse illustranda.' The other

passages of his work which treat of style are 233
4205S 433

3!l ('Lapsus styli ex alio in almd') 489

('De plenitudine styli ) 50849 (' Stylus 1'aulinus').
These points, however, are much more fully dis-

cussed by Glass in his important Philvlogla Sacra,
which went through a number of editions from
1023 onwards. To these questions he devotes the
whole of the third and fourth tractates of the first

of the five books into which his work is divided

(4th ed. 1668, pp. 186-246). He sets out with the

following statement: 'Inter rationes, quibus Bel-

larminus Scripturoe Sacrai obscuritatem probatara
dare vult, occurrit etiam illaquam a styli seu modi
dicendi in Scripturis usitati ambiguitate desumit,'
and he brings forward good arguments in refuta-

tion of this charge against Holy Scripture. The
same point of view has been since then considered

by many scholars, and is touched upon by Sanday
in his admirable Bampton Lectures on Inspiration
(1st ed. 1893, p. 403), and C. A. Briggs in his com-

prehensive General Introduction to the Study of

Holy Scripture (1899, p. 328). This highest point
of view from which the question of the style of

Scripture has to be considered, is not, however, the

only one. It is a question which is not only an

eminently religious one, but of importance as

regards the history of culture. For it is an ex-

tremely interesting inquiry how far the art of

description by means of language was developed
among the Hebrews and the writers of the NT.
In what follows we shall endeavour to satisfy both

interests, the religious and the secular.

ii. CHARACTERISTICS OF BIBLICAL STYLE DUE
TO EARLINESS OF DATE OE TO THE SEMITIC
IDIOSYNCRASY OF THE HEBREWS. The most

important of these phenomena, arranged according
to their noteworthiness and frequency, are the

following :

I. We have only to proceed a short way in our

reading of the first book of the Bible to be struck
with the great frequency with which the word
'and '

occurs. The opening sentence of Genesis is

followed by the statement ' And the earth was
without form and void

'

(tohu u'd-bolu'i). In like

manner, the third sentence 'And darkness was

upon the face of the deep' is tacked on by 'and,'
while the fourth runs ' And the spirit of God moved
upon the face of the 'deep.' And so in this same
chapter there is a direct succession of some sixty
.-'ntriices, all beginning with 'and.' This prefer-
encefor the copulative conjunction maybe observed
no less in the frequent Polysyndeton which char-

acterizes the style of Scripture, as, lor instance, in
' Shem and Ham and Japheth' (Gn 9 18

) ; or ' Elam
and Asshur and Arpaehshad and Lud '

(10~); or
' thou nor thy son nor thy daughter nor thy man-
servant nor thy maidservant nor,' etc. etc. (Dt5 lJ

);

or ' Thou shalt not kill, neither shalt thou commit
adultery, neither shalt thou steal, neither,' etc.

etc. (5'
7 " 21 65 ). Nay, this preference for ' and ' went

so far that we even find new books of the OT com-

mencing with 'and.' This is the case not only
with the live books of the Pentateuch, but tilso
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with Joshua, .lii'lire-. Until, etc. It e-ann.it he

inferred from thi- I i "I eipe-ning that the--.' Umk-
eine-i' fonm-'l pail- nl a continuous work, for the
Hunk of Esther begins with tin- same formula
'And 11 ra tei pa--,' although il- -nlije'i-t i- an
1-1 tl.it i-il e-pi-eiih-. I'hi- oorred \n-w of this phe-mi-
n ii -in in i- thai i in- r\] 11 1 in M -Anil it cnme to pass'
WOB BO much in use t hal e-ann- to write- it I ion i

force of rii-toni ami alimi-t unconsciously. I In this

same lie-count, the fart that the l!ook of F./ekiel

o|>i>ns with ' Anil il I'aine to |ia--'isllo iinlicatloli

tliat something ha- dropped out heton- this tor-

mula, oe is contended h\ KmMe ami other- (gee i he

controversy on thi- point he-l \\e-rn l!inlili> an. I the

|ne-eiit \\riter in A.I-/IKV. /V///-\. \ii. [I'.MilJ HIM].,

:t7~> II.. .VJ.~. II . .''lit'. I. ; xiii. 41 II. , (l.'il. The expression
4 And it ranie to pa-- hail become a- coinnion as

the |ihr:i-e Ami it -hall come to pa--,' with which
ciicilin-tlinlial -latelnent- of time. etc.. \\e-n- in

troilnceil let. I- _'-'
' Ami it ahull come to pa-- in I he

la-l day- thai , etc-, i.

\Vhen we compare' CM-II -o -imple a writer as

'the Kiit her of Ili-tory,' llii- Hebrew fashion of

connecting sentences i- striking. After giving lii-

own name ami elivieling inankinil into tin- tu
catcgorie's of Hellene'- ami barbarians, ll'-i mini u-

licgins liis narrative' with the- following sente-m '.--
:

' MOUI the h-ariie-il aiming the I'e'r.-ians say that

the I'hecnicians wi-iv the- anlhur- eif the di-e-orel

(namely, hetwe-i'ii the- Greeks ami other pc.iph'-l.
/'"/-, after the-y (the 1'heeiiii ian-l came from the
sea that is calk-el the Ue-'l Sea In thi-ithf Meeli-

ti-iiam-ani -.a. ami -i-Ulnl in the laml which they
Still inhalell. they inum'diately deveiteel I hrm-i'hi--
tn 'jreat ente'ipri-e'- In sea. lint in the course- of

trans|iorting Egyptian ami Assyrian goods, they
frequently \i-it<-il Argos as well a- the- ivst of the

country.' Tlu-n- i- mi need for proceciling further
wit'i the translation of Ili-milntn-' Uitturii, in order
to show the striking contrast ill structure' ami e'.m

in '\iein pi
e -! 'lit cd hy itsOpening sentences and thei-e

of the IJihli'. The numerous principal sentences
which are- CO ordinal if in (in 1'"-, ami the -li-n-n

type-el 'ami' liy which they arc connccti'el, have'

Ceased, a< a rule-, to strike us, because from our
earliest 'lays we- have' hee-n iise'd te> this character-
istie of the- llihlical narrative's, ami this fashion of

writing, which is peculiar to llihlical history in the
Widest sellse, wasal-o M-IV \\e-ll eale-lllateel to illl-

press our miml-. l-'or thi- way of adding principal
si-nience to principal .sentence, iiiul of <-onm -e-t nrj
tlie-ni feir the most part hy 'ami,' is the childish

de\ie-e which always meets us at the naive -ta^e- in

the hisleiry S culture. \\ 'e encounter it in the
chilelhooel of tin- i 111 1 iviilual, we linel it amongst the
iim-'hie'at << [ masses of the. people] ami il -hou-
it-.-ll al lli'' ]irimitivc stages in the devehipment of

the human lair. Kor in-tanee, 'The Homeric

Kpi'i'ch Ime-. tin- co-ordinating of scute m-os
'

((}.

Curtius, '.'/-. i,', -inn. S 51'J5 ; Hentze, /'n/.<A// I, /

ll",,ii'i\ 1889), and it is very interesting' to mile
lieiv tin- niimlii-r of conjunctions ill the- lat, -i lie.

hie'\\ anil nth' r Semitic Iflncuages underwent in-

crea-i' : fer illustrations see Ed. Kmiix. lli<ti>ri\i-li-

(.'"</"'/'<. Syntax der heb, ,v/ir</i7n-, t-S -<77 ii'.'*i/-i.

There are' other four principal marks eif tin-

himple- nie'llii"! followed hy llehrew \viitrr- in

^'reiupin^ their ideas and their sentences. (o)
There lire sm-h forms of expii'ssion as I,e-t thi-in

lie for sij,'ns anel for seasons ami lor ela\ - ami \ ears

((In I
14

), wordswhich mean, in all prolmhility, 'Let
tin-in serve aa -i^ns for seaeons,' etc. Thi- i- tin-

same simple' nn-ihu'l "I r>//ii<itu"i u/ ~<i\ as i-

familiai to n- 1mm the '

pale-ri- lihamn- et auro'
ni \ii-il, Gcorff, 11. I

1

.'-, ami is commonly known
as Hendiadys. Other m-tam-i - of it in scripture
are: 'a city ami a mother in I -i.nl, /'. . a mothi'i-

c-ity, a metropolis cl S -Jii
1

'!; 'feasting and ^.'lael-

0688*=feasting of vl-'dn. (Est 9 18
) ; 'I heard

whispering and a voice,' i.e. whispering of a
voice (Job 4""');

'

changes and war ' = i'huiii;es of
war (Job 10") ; 'j;lory and utrenxth ^lory eif

strength (1's. '2'J
1

iHi') ;

' time and judgment 'nmn
of judgment (Ee83

);
' cloud and Hinoke' clond

of smoke (Is 4s
); 'trouble and darkness '=dark,

.e. irn-iiiediablL', trouble (U8~). In like manner
the lleh. 'consumption and determination' is

rightly changed in EV to 'consumption, even
determined

'

(Is \0'
a 28- J

), and 'end and cxpi'ta
tiem' is correctly replaced by 'an expected end'
(JtT'JU"). The same co-ordination of ideas meets
us in 'the roll and the words' for 'the roll of the
words' (Jer 3G J7

). An illustration of the same
fondness for simple co-ordinating of ideas is found
also in

' her hand . . . and her rijjht hand
'

(.1

or 'my hand . . . ami my riji'it hand' (Is 48 13
) ;

or 'the Loiil) . . . and his glory' (Is GO-) ; or 'the
Loitu . . . and his strength' (1's 105 1

). This
mode of expression is known us /tatf' S\oi> /tai tUpat,
and a counterpart to it has been recently noted
by the present writer in the words ' \Vlio will

briii;,' me into the strong city ? Who will lead
me into Edom?' (1's GO"

|| IDS'" ; cf. Ed. Koni^,
t'unf nciic nrahise/ie Landschaftsnamsn im AT,
VM-2, p. 33 f.). -(ft) There is the frequent throwinj,'
in ni I In- inti'i {ection

'

liehold !

'

: e.g. 'And God
saw . . . and, U-ltultl,' etc. (Gn Pl O 13 8" 18'- \\fa

etc.; cf. Ed. Koni;;, Heb. Syntax, Mlrj). (7) We
have the very frequent employment of direct

speech. The list of examples of this be'.'ins with
the words ' Let there be light' (Gn I

3
) ; It is con-

tinueel in 'Let there be a firmament,' etc. (v."),
'

Beholel, I have given you,' etc. (v.'
a

), and so on
il goes (cf. Syntax, 377). The NT also shares

abundantly in this preference for the uratio clireeta

(Alt !* 2*- etc.). (S) The fourth mark of the
naive simplicity of style which is wont to be em-
ployed by the Biblical writers may be observed
troin the following instance :

'

Till thou return unto
the ground . . . tor dust thou art, anil unto dust
shall thou return

'

(Gn 3 10
). Here we have first a

destiny indicated for man, then the reason for this,
and finally the destiny itself is once more repeated.
Many of our readers must have noticed the same
movement of thought in the conversation and
letters of persons belonging' to the lower classes.

This process whereby one returns to the original
starting-point is called Palindromy, and there are
various species of it. Here are some other in-

stances of the class represented by (In 3la
: 'And

it repented the LOKD that he hail made man, etc.,
and the LORD said, I will destroy, etc., for it re-

pcntcth me that I have made them' (Gn G8'-) ;

'The earth also was corrupt, etc., for all llesh

had corrupted,' etc. (v.
1

"-); 'The LOUD scattered
them abroad, etc. Therefore is the name of it

called Italic], etc., and from thence did the LORD
scatter them abroad,' etc. (1 !*'); 'Every beast
of the forest is mine, etc.., If I were hungry,
1 would not tell thee, for the world is mine (rs
5i i

10 '
1

-) ; 'U that my ways were directed to keep
ih\ statutes, then shall I not be ashamed when I

have respect unto all thy commandments '

( 1 19"') ;

'Surely he hath borne our griefs, etc., for the

transgression of my people was he stricken' (Is
534 '8

) ; 'The LOUD said, etc., because I have spoken
it

'

(Jer 4-"') ;

' Because ye multiplied, etc., because
of all thine abominations' (Ezk 57

'"). Another

species of I'nlintlruinij is represented by the words
' The land was not able to bear them, that they
might dwell together: for their substance' \\.i-

great, so that they could not dwell together' (Gn
13"). There the course of ideas turns from tho
fact to its cause, and then returns to tho fact or
the consequence. The same mental move -im -nt

may be observed in :

'

Judah, thou art he whom
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thy brethren shall praise ; thy hand .-shall he in the

neck of thine enemies ; thy father's children shall

bow down hefore thee
'

(Gn 49B
) ;

' The nakedness
of thy mother shall thou not uncover ; she is thy
mother, thou shalt not uncover her nakedness'

(Lv IS7
); and the same is the case in v. 15 'My

strength is dried, etc., for dogs have compassed me,
etc., I may tell all my bones' (Ps 22 15 ' 17

} ; and in

Is 531 "' '

By his knowledge, etc., Therefore will I

divide him a portion with the great, etc., because he
hath poured out his soul unto death.' Essentially
the same phenomenon recurs in 1 Ch 944 ' Azel had
six sons, and these are their names : Azrikam, etc.,

these were the sons of Azel.' A third species of

Prtlinrlromy is made up of instances like 'God
created man in his own image, in the image of God
crcati'd he. him '

(Gn I-7 ) ;

' Make thee an ark, etc.

Thus did Noah, according to all that God com-
manded him, so did he '

(6
U - --"b

) ;

' Thou shalt

speak all that I command thee, etc., and Moses
and Aaron did as the LORD commanded them, so

did they
'

(Ex 7'-
ff- liab

). The same mode of expres-
sion meets us in Ex la^"--8 - 5" 393-- 4016

, Lv. 4-u
,

Nu I
54 54 8-0 etc., EC 1, Dn 8 lff- 2 etc. (see Ed.

Konig, Utilistik, etc. p. 17 If.).

Another feature that strikes us in the structure
of clauses in the OT presents itself in 'I am the
LORD thy God which have brought,' etc. (Ex 20'-').

Other examples of the same fashion are Dt 5:lb -

('all of us')
e
, Jg 13" ('the man that sjicafast ').

1 S 2S33
('and thou which liast'), I's 71-" ('thou

which /last'), Neh 97 ('thou art the God who
didst '), 1 Ch 21 17

(' I it is that hni-c sinned ').

2. It requires no great acquaintance with the

language of Scripture to enable one to recall such
forms of expression as the following :

'

Joseph was
the son of his old age' (Gn 37 3

), i.f. he was born
when Jacob was advanced in years, forming thus a
contrast to the ' children of youth,' i.e. children

begotten by a man at the period of his full strength
(Ps 1274

,
cf. Gn 49 ::

). Where we now find in the
EV the expressions 'son(s) of or "children of,'

the Hebrew is "3 or ';3, and their use constitutes
such a characteristic feature of the style of Scrip-
ture that it deserves somewhat fuller illustration.

(a) The "3 (/-) is sometimes retained in the
EV : c.tj. Ben-.immi (Gn 1938 ), i.e.

'

belonging to

my people'; Ben-ohi (35
18

), i.e. 'born in my
sorrow'; Boanerges (Mk 317

), i.e. 'sons of thunder.'
Seven proper names show the Aramaic form of

ben-, namely liar- : Bartholomew (Mt 10"). Bar-

ionah (1<3
17

). Barahbas (27'"). Bartima-us (Mk 10's ),

Barsabhas (Ac I
23

), Barnabas (4
3li

), Barjesns (13").

(P) "3 or \j3 are reproduced by
'

son(s) of
'

or '

chil-

dren of
'

in the following expressions :

' son of his
old age' (Gn 37 3

) ; 'thy mother's sons,' or the like,

i.e. brothers who have not only the same father
but the same mother (Gn 27-"'', Jg 8' 9

, Ps 50-,
Ca I

6
); 'children of his people '(Nu 225

) ; 'chil-

dren of Sheth' (24'"), i.e. friends of war tumult
[according to Sayce, Expos. Times, xiii. 64 h

,
the

'Sntu], at least Jeremiah in the parallel passage
(48

4r>

) speaks of 'sons of tumult' (bene sliffCn) ;
' children (son, sons) of Belial

'

(Dt. 13 13
[ItV

' base

fellows'], Jg 19 20 13
,

1 S 2'- 10-"7 25 17
,

1 K 21'"-
,

2 Ch 137
), i.e. worthless persons (cf. Ed. Konig,

Syntax, p. 309, n. 1 [against Cheyne]), cf. 'children
of wickedness' (2 S 33 '" 7 1U

,
1 Ch 17 s

); 'son of
wickedness' ( Ps 89 b

) ; 'children of iniquity' (Hos.
109 ) ; 'son of Hinnom '

(?= wailing: Jos 158 18's
,

Jer 7
31

etc.) ;

' son of the morning
'

(Is 14 12
) ;

'
chil-

dren of strangers' (2"'') ;

' sons of strangers
'

(60
1U

)
=

'

strangers' (Ezk 447
etc., Ps 18 44 '- 144r -

", Neh 9-) ;
' children of whoredom '

(Hos 24
) ;

' children of the

needy
'

(Ps 724
) ;

' children of youth
'

(Ps 127 4
) ; 'chil-

dren of the province' (Ezr 2la
) ; 'children of the

captivity
'

(4
lb 6 19 '- 107 - 16

) ;

' son of man' (Nu 23' 9
,

Job 16-!b 256 358
, Ps 8 4 80" 144 :1 1463

,
Is 51 1 -

56=,

Jer 4918b - 33 5040
51", E/k 2' etc., Dn 7 13 817

, Mt 8-

etc.);"
' sons ( =dist-iples) of the prophets '(IK 2035

,

2 K 2 :l

etc., Am 7 U ) ;

' children
' = '

disciples
'

(Mt
12-7 ) ;

' sons
' = '

disciples
'

(Lk 11'"); 'son(s)' or
' children

' = '

citizen(s)' or '

adherent(s)
'

(Mt S 1 '-

1333 . Ac 13 1U
) ;

' children of (i.e. those that prepare)
the 'bride -chamber' (Mt 9'

5
, Mk 219

,
Lk 5s4

);
'

son(s)
'

or ' children '= '

belonging to
'

or '

sharing
in' (Mt '23

1S
,
Lk 10" 168 2034 -

=, Jn 123G 11", Ac S-'',

2 Co G' 8
,

1 Th 5'
1

,
2 Th 2 :i

, Eph 2- 5ri

,
Col 36

). (y) -ja

or *J3 are paraphrased in the following passages:
Gn 532 'Noah was live hundred years ulc/,' lit. 'a
son of five hundred years

'

(and so in many similar

passages); 15- b 'the steward,' for the possessor or

heir; 29' 'the people (lit. sons) of the East' (cf.

Jg 7'
2 8 10

,
1 K 5', Job P, Is II' 4

, Jer 49-8
, Ezk 25 1U

) ,

his ass's colt
'

(Gn 49") ;

' the l.ullock
'

lit.
' son of

the cattle' (Lv 1
s
); 'young' lit. 'son(s) of (I

14

43 - 14 57
etc.) ; 'their people' lit. 'children of their

people
'

(Lv 2017
,
cf. Nu 225 ) ;

'

rebels
'

lit.
' sons of

refractoriness' (Nu 17 ;l>

); 'meet for the war 'lit.
' sons of might

'

(Dt 3'8b AV ; RV ' men of valour ') ;

'men of valour' or the like (Jg 18 2
", 1 S 1452 IS 17

etc.); 'worthy' (Dt 25-") :

' breed'
(
32' 4

") ; 'surely
die' lit. 'son of death' (1 S 2031b 26"i

", 2 S 12s
,

cf. Ps 791:b 102-ob); 'wicked men' lit. 'sons of

wickedness' (2 S 33
**) : 'hostages' lit. 'sons of

pledges' (2 K 14 14
1!
2 Ch 25-4

) ; 'young' lit. 'son
of (2Ch 13'

J
); 'kids' lit. 'sons of (35

7
) ; 'those

that had been carried away
'

lit.
' sons of the

exile' (Ezr 8 :15

) ; 'sparks' lit. 'sons of Hame' (Job
57

) ; 'a man' lit. 'son of man' (16-"'); 'lions'

whelps' lit. 'sons of pride or savagery' (28
8

)
=

' children of pride
'

(41") ; 'arrow 'lit. 'son of the
bow' (41-

18
) ; 'arrows' lit. 'sons of his quiver'

(La 3 13
) ; 'young' lit. 'son of (Ps 296b 147 9

) ; 'any
of the afflicted' lit. 'son of affliction' (Pr 31 5

) ;

'appointed to' lit. 'sons of (31
8
).

This characteristic of Scripture style attains all

the greater prominence because the same derived

usage is frequently met with in the case of the
term 'daughter.' Eor instance, 'daughters of

Heth' stands for Hittite women (Gn 27 46
). The

same usage appears in 28 1 - 8
, Nu 25 1

, Jg II 40
; 'the

daughters of Shiloh
'

(Jg 21 21
) ;

'

daughters of Dan '

(2 Ch 2 14
) ;

'

daughter of Tyre
'

(Ps 451
-)
= '

princess
of Tyre'; 'daughters of Judah,' etc. (Ps 97 8

, Ca
I
5ff

-) ;

'

daughters of Zion,' etc. (Is 3"> etc., Jer 49:i
"-3(

Ezk 16-7 ) ; 'daughter of Zion
' = ' inhabitants of

Zion '

(2 K 19-', Ps 9 15 137 8
,

Is I 8 Hi30 - 3- 161 224

23 1U - '-
37'" 47'"-

5 52- 62", Jer 4"- 31 6--
14 - -" -6

Sii.i'J. 21-23 96 14n 4(i
u.i9.:u 48 i8 50 5)31, La I

6 - 15

Olf. 41. 8. lOf. 13. 15. 18 348 43. 6. 10. 21 [.

[ 'company; e t.C.
,

Ezk 27U
", see Ed. Konig, Hcb. t><int<t.r, 306m],

Mic l'3b 48 - lu ' 13
, Zeph 3 1 "-

[against Hommel's art. in

Expos. Times, 1899, p. 99 f., see the present writer's

/'tmf ncitc (ti'ftb. LcLndsi'haftsnniiti'ti im AT, 1902,

p. 58]
14

,
Zee 2"' " 99

[on Is I
8
etc., see esp. Stilistik,

p. 32u,,f.]; 'daughter of Belial,' i.e. of worthless-
ni-ss [1 S I""); Hos I

3
; Mic 51

; 'daughter of a

strange god,' i.e. a female worshipper of him
(Mai 2'"'); 'the daughters of music

' = musical
tones (Ec 124

) ; Siryartpfs 'Aapuv (Lk I
3

)
= renmte

descendants of Aaron ; and a similar sense is con-

veyed by
'

daughter of Abraham' (13
lci

), 'daughters
of 'Jerusalem' (23-

8
), T, Suyar^p iniv (Mt 21 s

, Jn
1215

), enyaTTip 6fou (2 Co 618
)
= one belonging to the

Kingdom of God.
A similar characteristic of the style of Scripture

is its fondness for employing fubstantivesfor niljer.-

tii-es. There are numerous examples of this, even

leaving out of account the instances in which the

phenomenon disappears in the EV. Thus we find
'

jewels of silver,' etc. (Gn 2453
,
Ex 3" etc.) ;

'

men,
etc., of truth' (Ex 182

', Pr 12' 9
22-'"). 'Few in

number' is lit. 'men of number' (Gn 34*', Dt 427
,

* On this expression in all its senses, see art. SON OF MAN in

voL iv.
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1 Ch n; ', Job in
.

P 105 .1-1" .1.
i n

K/k l'_" "':. <'f. 'the king's conn
'

i A m T'
"

i
: 'city

oi confusion
'

I
- 24") j 'an n mi pen .i..i. ni-'i ;

'

iu-t rumen t
- of deal li

'

i

' dead I \ . P- 7 '

:

'

-or

row- of death i P- I in
,

.1 K. i i:;
- -

BaniTui i
; 'sacrifices, etc., t righteou ne m-t

it / i ighteou- -acriliee-, etc. I M '>'> '. .lol> s",

P I 23' 51 I Is ''. el. I l'i Pi s

I-J
-

lil ', I- 1-" HI- ">, .Id 507,
Am 6") :

'

liai.

of ju-t ice (Jei ::i i; liranch ot ju-tice' i:;:i ;

'garment- ot salvation gai'tneiit- which dillu-e

lieali I 01*);
'

I lod. etc.. of lll\ -ah at ion

il ch ir, . P- is-'
1 -'" -jr _,-, _: 65 08 70" s.''.

Mi,- 7 Mi.
: r; of strength' i- at time- re

placed by .-ti-ong' .Ig li", .id- 4s 17
. K/k 19"

;i

-'i,
,
P "i il

-'' or
'

mighty' i P- iiv ;>
, or

J I li .'in
'

i
; but we tin, I. on 1 1,,- oilier hand,

God of my -trcngth P- l.'l
I,

Mlic rock ot m\
strength' (627), Mod of thy strength' ill"-, cf.

i . plide ol \olll powel l.\ I'll
'),

'IUIV oflli-

],oer i I III S
i, 'gall of bitterile--

'

I \c S-"), JTOffa

-, i

\ fen))!
'

every lh ni" -mil i l!ev Ili'i.

Another of the peculiarities which belong to the

Semitic idiosyncrasy of the Scripture narratives
i- the frei|iient introduction of genealogies. The
intere-t wa- -t rung in the correct pre-en ation of

ancient tradition, and ihu- the genealogical con
iicM'in- ot families and tribe- were noted. Hence
we tin. I man.\ genealogical trees in the historical

book- of the I'.ible. A 1111 III her of t hem tin In i ml
' li i

e.g. Gn 4 17tr- 53ir- I"-"- I 1'
"'

; many
other- are -hmter, ,-.//. Jos 7 18

, Itu 4'"'--, 1 S I
1

!l'

If etc., 1 Ch I
1

"-, Ezr 7 1"8
(' l-'./ra, the -on of

Seraiah, the -mi of Azariah, the -on of Hilkiah.
the -mi of Shallum, etc., this K/ra went up from

llal.vlou'), Neh 11--, Est '2
5
, Job :ii>-, Mt I

1 ' ;

l.k :,

A -imilar interest accounts for the arrangement
nt the Hook oi Genesis. It is an extremely note-

worthy leal me of its structure that the narrative

regaining the main line of the human race, /..

the citi/en- of the Kingdom of liod. -land-, like

the trunk of a tree, in the centre of the whole.
The i.ram he- of the race, which diverged from the
main -tern, are regularly dealt with at the out-et

briefly, but a detailed enumeration of the successive
li

].!' -.'Illative- of the Iliain -tern follow-. Thus
the Imal compiler, i.e. the author proper of the
i OOk of the I'.ihle. advance- f I om t lie out -ide

in waul-, or from the remote to the near in chaptcr-
4 1 1 he Cainites) ami 5 (the Sethilc-, from who-e
line -prang Noah, who carried the human rai v er

the peiiod of the Flood and ensured its perpetua-
tion thereafter) ; in 1"'-- (.laphet I ul e- and H .-unites)

and \v.-' :/J

(Semites); in 11'"" (the human race,
which rises in revolt against God in building the
Tower of liabeli and vv."J ' L

"

(the Semite-, and,
above all. the Hebrews): in 1 l-"- J ithe Terahiles
in general, cf. the supplementary li-t in _'_' and
PJtl. lAbraham). In like manner the collateral

branches ol I he descendant- ot A braham are 1 1 ea t < 1
1

of in _'.-,'', but the main stem in v.
''-'"

: and the

descendants "i l.-au are given in ch. 36 before the
coniiiiei.ccmeiii of the history of which .1; h i-

Ihe central ligure (37"
r
'). The principal line i-

alway- -it forth last, because it form- the -tailing

point for the earthly mediator- and heirs of the
future salvation.

.An inteie-iing light is thrown upon the \m-inl

conditions under which the Biblical w riier- li\ ed,

by the phenomenon we now proceed to ,h-crihe.
There are two .-ots of passage- in which Mhou'
alternate- with 'my lord,' or 'I' with 'thy
servant

'

(or
'

thy handmaid '). The lii-t gel innl-

il- earlie-l illustration in 'Hear u-. my lord'

((in '_':!'!. and recurs, e.g., in 'The I.iu:ii -aid unto
/.Sit //('.,' etc. (Ps 110' etc., it. *tili*t;i;,

p. I'll i. Thu- persons in a subordinate po-nion

(ulilresseil their mipu-riors as '

thou,' but frequently
interjected 'my lord,' in order to e\|,n th,-i'r

-ul'l' lion. In the same wuy they took can- ihat
tlie 'I' with which they introduced them-. -hi--

should often alternate with 'thy servant.' E.g.
'
If now 1 have found favour in tliy si^-hl. pa-- not

away from thv servant' (instead of ' from me,'
Gn 18 :1

). Similarly, 'tliy servant' and 'unto me'
alternate (Gn I!)

11
'), or 'me' and 'thy sen ant'

(Ps I!!'-
1 '-

'*), or '
I' and '

thy servant' (IJn 'J
11^

"").

further,
'

I
'

is resolved into 'your servant' in
Gn 18" and 19-, where we read 'Turn in, 1 pray
you, into your servant's house.' A^ain, 'we'
alternates with 'thy servants' in

' \Ve are true
men, thy servants are no spies' (tin 42") ; or '

thy
servants

' has its parallel in ' our '

(v.
13

) ; ef.
'

1'rove

thy servants . . . and let them ^ive H.I pulse t

eat,' etc. (Dn I
12

etc.), and the Aram, sentenc
to

nce,

'Tell thy servants the dream, ami we will show
the interpretation

'

(2* etc., cf. StUixtil;, p. -252).
Another characteristic feature of Biblical style

may be regarded at one and the same time tr,,m
the nntionnl anil the rcliijiintu point of view. We
refer to the frequent use of bles.-injjs and cursings.
The series of blessings opens with Gn 1~, and is

continued in \.'JS ii
3

( blessing of the beasts, of man,
and of the Sabbath) a- 9'-

-*' 123 14'" 2o" '28' 3.V
17 Is 19, Ex 3'r13 , Nu 237ir

-, Ut 33'"-, 1 K 8 14 - M
,

_' ('h H . To the same class belongs also the fre-

quent exclamation ' O the happiness of Israel !' or
the like (I)t 33-"J , 1 K 108

,
i's I

1
, and so on to

Ee 10") ; Mt 5" 'Bless them that curse yon';
l.k _')"' '

bless
' = bid farewell; Mt 21", Mk"ll'-,

Lk 1938 , Jn 12 13
, cf. Fs 118M . The series of cursings

begins with Gn 3U (the curse pronounced upon the

serpent), and is continued in v." 4" 9" 12J 27^ 49',
Nu 5 I8lf

-, I)t 27'
iir- 28 lBff

-, Jos Gal I)
23

, Jg 5-3 21'",
1 S 14- 4 - 28 26' 9

, Job 38 ('cursers of the day'), Ps
119-', Pr S33 SS-"7

, Jer II 3 175 2U ulr-

48"', Mul \
>af

'.

To this list must be added the instances in which a
' Woe !

'

is addressed to any one : Nu 21"' (

' Woe to

thee, Moab !') 24", 1 S 4"f-, Ps 12u5
, Pr 23^, EC 4 10

10 16
, Is 3a - H G5 24 16

,
,Jer4 Uff

-, E/.k 16-3 etc., Hos 7"
9 1

-, Mt 1 1-'
1 IS7

etc., Mk 13 17 142
', Lk (>-* etc., Jude ",

Ilev. 9'-'
r' 12 l; ete. This form of expression is con-

nected partly with the ancient custom of blessing
one's children or friends and cursing one's enemies
(Nu 22 J

etc.), and partly with the habit of the

religion of Israel of postulating happiness for the

godly and punishment for transgressors. P>y the

way, these last two categories possess certain
features of special interest. The series of blessings
has its first representative as early as the narrative
of the Creation, that of cursings does not open till

after man's first sin. The Psalter, again, contains

twenty-live examples of the phrase 'O the happi-
ness ! (cf. Si/iittix, 321j/), but only once (12U

5
)

the exclamation 'Woe!' The list of blessings is

longer than the other, and does not end till the last

chapter of the last Iwok of the llihle. Its last
utterance is

'
l.lessed are they that wash their

lolie- \i>r do his commandments],' Rev 22' 4
.

iii. PECULIARITIES OF STYLE PURPOSELY
AIJOITEU UPON OCCASION BY ALL CLASSES OF
SCIJIPTCIIK WHITEKS. These devices will be set
forth in such a way as to have regard to the

interests, successively, of the human intellect, the
will, and the feelings.

1. The Itihlical writers aim at clearness, and
this quality is not prejudiced (n) by the use, which
is common to man, of Metonymy and Synecdoche.
Noteworthy instances of Metonymy are the loi-

lowing: 'seed' stands for descendants in Gn 3"
etc.; 'the earth,' as the source of its products, i-

put for the latter in 'In sorrow shall thou e.,i n

(i.e. the earth = its products),' 3"
b

, cf. Is I
7b

. X,i/,,\
'

prophet,' is correctly rendered '

prophecy by AV
in Un U-41

'; but 'prophet' in Mt 5 17 and 'l.k li,
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has the same meaning ; and ' Moses '

stands for

the Law in the expression
' Moses is read '

(2 Co
315

).

'

Tongue
' became naturally an expression

for speech (Gn 105 etc.).
'

Lips' stands in Hos 14-''

for the confession of sin proceeding from the lips ;

the prophet means to say,
' We will oiler as sacri-

fices of calves the confession of our sins.' Similarly,
' throat

' means in Ps 5 1U conversation. ' Hand '

is

often equivalent to activity (Ex 3' 9 etc. 'by a

mighty hand ').

' Horn '

represents power or rule

(1 S 2' etc., 'My horn is exalted,' etc.). In par-
allelism to 'peace,' 'sword' stands for war (Mt
10"). 'Yield untothee her strength' (Gn 4' 2

)
is =

give the product of her strength, i.e. her fruits.
' Lest ye be consumed in all their sins

'

(Nu 16ai
)
=

through the consequences of their sins, i.e. the

punishment for them. In 'dustthou art' (Gn 3 19
),

dust = produced from dust (2
7
). We encounter the

same Metonymy in 'dust and ashes' (18" ete.,

Sir 109a
). 'Wood' or 'tree' is a term for the

cross in Ac 5M , Gal 3 13
etc. When we read ' Two

nations are in thy womb '

(Gn 25'J3 ), we must
plainly understand this to mean the ancestors of

two nations. In the same way
' covenant '

in

Is 426 stands for the mediator of the covenant, and

'blessing' in Gn 122b for the formula wherewith
the blessing is invoked. The possessor naturally
often stands for the possession. Thus Lebanon is

Eut
for the cedars (Is 1034b ) which symbolize the

ost of the Assyrians ; and the cup stands for its

contents in 1 Co II'
25 etc.

' Heart and reins
'

(Ps 7s

26!
etc.) refers to thoughts and volitions. In Mk

o35 dird roS dpxiavvayuiyov means ' from the house of

the ruler of the synagogue.' So 'the hour' (Mk 1433
)

might stand for the events of that period of time.
A mark of distinction points impressively to its

ben.rer in 'A sceptre shall rise out of Israel' (Nu
24"). So also in Is 233 the Shihor, i.e. the Nile,
stands for Egypt. The contents may stand for

the container : for instance, in Ps 9U ' the gates
of the daughter of Zion,' the daughter, i.e. the

population, of Zion must be the equivalent of Zion
itself. In like manner 'testament' (2 Co 3") =
book of the covenant, and '

prayer
'

(Ac 16 1C
)
=

place of prayer.
Characteristic instances of Synecdoche are such

as the following: 'the Jebusite,' etc. (Gn 10wt> );

'and the Canaanite was then in the land' (12);
'the man' (Ps I

1 32' etc.). This employment of

a part for the whole may be seen also in other

expressions. 'Father' is equivalent to all kinds
of ancestors (Gn 479

, Ex 123
, Nu 14 18

, Ps 225 39"
1066

etc.). Again, in Abraham's words to Lot ' we
are brothers' (Gn 138

), 'brothers' stands for all

degrees of relationship, and so also in Ex 211 and
Nu IB 10

. The principal members of a class could

very readily be used to represent the whole class :

e.g.
' a land flowing with milk and honey' (Ex 38 - 17

135 333
,
Nu 13'

27
etc., Dt 63 etc., Jos 5s , Jer IP 32--,

Ezk 20"- 15
). So also a principal part could stand

for the whole in the following :

' the shadow of

my roof (Gn 19"), i.e. of my house ;

' The ark of

God dwelleth within curtains' (2 S 7
2
, cf. 1 Ch 17 1

,

Ca I
5

, Jer 4- KP 49s
,
Hab 37

), i.e. in a mere tent ;

'Thy seed shall possess the aate of his enemies'

(Gn 2217 24, I)t 12 16 157
etc., Ps 87% Is 3-6a 1431

, Mic
1
s
), i.e. their city. The ' soul

'

stands for the whole
man in Gn 95a 125 '

(' the souls that they had gotten
in Haran') 13 1421 17 14 46 18

, Ex 12 15
, Lv 7 20 '-

etc.;
' Let every soul,' etc. (Ko 13', Ac 243 S23

, 1 Co 1545
,

Rev 1C3
) ;

' three thousand souls,' etc. (Ac 241 7 14

2737
, 1 P 320

) ; cf.
' Thou art my bone and my flesh

'

(Gn 29", Jg 92 , 2S 5' 19 13
'-, 1 Ch U 1

)
= my blood

relation ;

'

flesh and blood
'

(Sir 14 18 17 31
, Mt lb'

17
,

1 Co 155
,
Gal I

18
)
= man; 'How beautiful upon

the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth
good tidings

'

(Is 527
,
Nah 21

,
Ac 5-, Ro 1C 15

), the
feet being the organs most necessary to a messen-

ger. In 'Blessed be the LORD God of Shem'
(Gn 92

*), the designation of the whole (' Shemites ')

is put for that of the principal constituent of the

race, namely Israel (cf. 10-'). The general ex-

pression 'the river' stands for the Euphrates,
because for Western Asia this stream was 'the

great river' {Gn 15 18
), i.e. possessed most import-

ance (31
21

,
Ex 2331

, Dt I
7 II-4

,
Jos I

4 242 '- 14
'-.

2S 10 IB
,
IK 4-1 - 24 14 15

,
1 Ch 59 1916

,
2 Ch 9-*,

Ezr S30
,
Neh 27 - 9

, Ps 728 SO12
, Is 7 20 87 II 15 195 27 12

,

Jer 2'8, Mic 7'-, Zee 9"').
' The high

'

KO.T e^oxv is

the heavens (2 S 22' 7
,
Job 16 13

,
Ps 7

7 IS 16 71 1B 93*

1447
148', Is 24 18-- 1 32 15 335 40-" 57 15

,
Mic 6"). To

this category belongs also the employment of the

abstract for the concrete : as, for instance, 'a help'
(Gn 2 Jl1

)'; 'captivity' (2 K 24'5 2S27
, 1 Ch 5~,

Ezr 1", Neh 76,
Est 2", Is 20' 45 13

, Jer 245 284 291 "- -

40' 5231
,
Ezk !" 3321

40', Am I
6 - 9 -

>*, Ob 201
',
Zee 6 10

).

In Ps 1103b '

youth
'

is employed in the same way
as 'iuvcntus = iuvenes.

(b) Clearness of style can hardly be said to ba

prejudiced by the following devices.

It was natural that a single verb should express
two cognate actions. Thus <,!? (Gn 3'5b )

is used for

the hostile action both of the seed of the woman
and of that of the serpent, and is thus equivalent
in the one instance to '

bruise' and in the other to

'sting.' This employment of only one verb is

known as Zeugma. Cither examples of its use are :

Ps 763 'There brake he the arrows, etc., and [tin-

ished] the battle'; Ezk 69 'I am broken,' etc. ;

Hos 2 18 'I will break the bow, the sword, and the
battle.' Elsewhere we meet \\i\\\aplayuponthe
double meaninn of words. For instance, in Gn 4S 2a

CD:? has the two meanings of
' mountain ridge

'

and 'portion.' Further, Isaiah announces to his

people,
'

Though thy multitude, O Israel, be as

the sand of the sea, a remnant of them shall

return' (10-
il

), i.e. 'a remnant certainly, but only
a remnant' (Cheyne, 1884, ad loc.). Again, when
Isaiah says to his people,

' God will lift up his

start' over tliee
'

[i.e. for thy protection] ons? "T}3
(10

24b ' ;Mb
), he means by ~

{~n, in the first instance,
' manner '

or '

way." That is to say, God will help
Israel in the icnij in which He helped them once

before, when He brought them forth from Egypt.
But, further, cyiso 71-3 has in view the notion that
God will deliver Israel by destroying the Assyrian
army on the way to Egypt, as actually happened
in B.C. 701 (Is 37"6

).

' A phrase of double moaning,
such as Isaiah loves,' is Cheyne's comment on
Is 1022. He adduces no other example, but we
find a similar ' Janus-word '

in 22'J3b - 24
, where TOJ

is used in the two senses of
' 1'onour

' and '

weight.'
Both originated from the radical notion of the

word, namely
'

heaviness.' Again, one and the
same term yio means both ' turn away

' and
'return' (Jer 84b ). The other instances of this

amfiiffiiitif will be found enumerated in Stilistifc,

p. 11 f. The striving after a witty use of words in

a double sense culminates in the Riddle; and, in

accordance with the general custom of Orientals of

diverting themselves by putting and solving riddles,
we find that the writers of Scripture have inter-

woven a number of these with their histories and

arguments. The earliest example is Jg 14 14 ' Out
of the eater came forth meat, and out of the strong
[eater] came forth sweetness.' Both the occurrences
mentioned here are opposed to ordinary experience,
and thus awaken reflexion. The answer to this

riddle was in turn given (v.
18

) as a riddle, namely,
' What is sweeter than honey, and what is stronger
than a lion ?

' Once more, the words ' The horse-

leech hath two daughters, crying, Give, give.
There are three things,' etc. (Pr 30' 5

), furnish a

specimen of the enigmatic sayings which the Jews
called rpp 'measure,' because they lead to the

measuring, i^. exhausting of the scope of a notion,
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The other instances are Pi H"
,

Sir 23

265 "- '" 50-5
. AUo tin- num.- Siil.-H.\c-Il in .ler 2.V*

contains a species of riddle. Tin- ki-y to it i- i"und

in the custom iii interchanging letters. Inuiii-ni

these sv-t.'ins (he last letter of the iil|>hal-t was
BUbatitated for the first, the next to the last for

(In- second, mid so on. In this way ShcsJiach (v)
would stand for Babel fin). The same phenomenon
presents itself iii Jer 51', where the words 'in the
midst of tin-in that rise up against me

'

represent
tin- llrli. l.'l: l.niiuii

(

-

cp 3>), which, on tin- same

Byste f inii -i< hange of letters, would = Kusilim

(c'llra), i.''. I 'halda-ans.

Tin- following instances of interchange of pro-
in, mi unit *nlixt,intii'e may also lie traced to natural

motives, and are thus readily intelligible: 'God
eieated man, etc., in the image of Goo created he

bin] -Cur-'7
). The words ' of God ' take the place

ill 'his,' liecause promineooe is meant to lie {riven

tn tin- concept 'God.' The name preferring of the

iiaim- 'God' to the pronoun is to be noted in the

following passages: 'And the LOUD said unto

Alifahain, etc., Is anything to<i hard for the LORD'
((Jn ls li(

-)='for me"'? ' The LOUD rained lire from
the l.nltD,' etc. (19-'*); 'Thou (O LORD) shall

destroy them that sjieak leasing, the LoiiD will

abhor, etc. (P.s5
fi"b

), instead of 'tliou wilt ahhor,'
etc. :

' He (the LORD) answered, etc., and the

I,<ii:l>.' etc. (Is G"'-) ; 'concerning his Son, etc.,

which was made, etc., and declared to be the Son
of Cod' (Ko I

31
-). In the same way 'tliou' and

'the kin;;' alternate in 2 S '141Mh
,
and the title

'king on many other occasions takes the place of

the pronoun: e.g. '() kin;.', the eyes of all Israel

an- upon thce, that tliou shouldest tell them who
shall sit on the throne of my lord the kin;,',' etc.

(1 K YM 8ub 22lsb
etc.) ;

or 'Thine arrows [O king]
are sharp in the heart of the king's enemies'

(1's 4~>5 etc.; cf. Sli/i.</tik, 154). It was no less

natural that the hare pronoun should frequently be

used to point to the personage who is the main

subject of any particular discussion. For instance,
the hero who was called from the rising of the snn
tn deliver the exiles (Is 41 1

' 7
) is indicated by the

simple pronoun in 41'-" 45 13 46" 48", and perhaps
5.V 1

". Who, now, was a more important subject
than Coil Himself, in religious texts such as are

contained in the liible? Hence the reference of

the pronoun
' he '

is not doubtful in the words '
if

In- destroy him from his place' (Job 8 1

-'"), or in 9s -"

'

for he is not a man,' etc. In both passages Cod
i- Belf-evidently the other party. The same func-

tion is discharged by 'he' in 12ut 13leb 198
,
and

'Cod' is quite justifiably
substituted by AV for

tin- Heli. 'he' in 20" and 21" b
. The same use of

the pronoun
' he

'

to refer to God is found in the

following passages :

' In them (the heavens) he set

n tabernacle for the snn
'

(I's 194
) ;

' Judah was his

sanctuary' (114
2
); 'He will no more carry thee

a\\av into captivity' (La 4-'
J

etc., cf. Stilisttf:,

p. 1 l.'i t. ). Thus ' God ' came to be the fji't'itt lofficctl

xiilij,,'/ or object of tin- Hitilr. Almost more natural

still was it that 'God' should lie the rjrent litgirnl
i-iifitii-f of Scripture. Examples of the latter are :

' Salvation belongeth to the LORD, thy blessing is

upon thy people
'

(Ps 3"), or '
1'ut your trust in the

LORD.' and 'LORD, lift Hunt up the light of tin/

countenance 11)1011 us' (4
5
'-), or 'the LORD shall

judge the people, judge me, O LORD,' etc. (7
8
).

This involuntary turning of the religious man to

his God is met with again in
'

I have set the LORD
alwavs before me, 'and

'

for thuu wilt not leave my
soul 'in hell,' etc. (Ps It}

3 - 10
), or in 'He sent,' etc.,

and 'at thy rebuke,' etc. (18
141 - etc. 69-"' 76' etc.).

The same natural apostrophizing of God is found
in the well known words 'therefore forgive them
not 1 1- _''"' i. or in 'and the LORD hath given me
knowledge of it . . . then tliou shewedest me their

EXTRA VOL. i:

linings' (Jer 11"). Many similar passages are col-

lected in Stiliitik, \>.
243.

liesides these forms of transition from pronoun
to substantive, there are other rapid transitions

characteristic of the .style of Scripture.
(a) After Joseph lia-s been extolled in the words

'Joseph is a fruitful bough,' etc., he is addressed

directly :

' even by the God of thij father,' etc. (Gn
49- 1 '-4 -

'*'). A similar transition shows itself in

such instances as the following :

' Let her cheii-h

him, and let her lie in tlty bosom '

(
1 K !') ;

' who
eat up my people,' etc., and 'you have shamed the
counsel of the poor,' etc. (Ps 1441'-

). The com-

plaint
'

they are gone away backward '

is continued

by the question 'Why should ye. he stricken any
more?' (Is I

4
''); cf. Hab 2"- etc. The opposite

transition, from apostrophe to the objective and
calmer treatment of a person, may lie observed in

the words '

Keulicn, thvu art my firstborn . . .

he went up to my couch' (Gn'49
31

-). The same
change occurs again in 'O Jacob . . . he shall

pour the water out of his buckets,' etc. (Nu 248
"') ;

or in '

Worship tliou him ' and 'her clothing is of

wrought gold (Ps 45"-"); or in ' Thnn shall be

called the city of righteousness
' and ' Ztun sfinl/ lie

redeemed,' etc. (Is I
2
"'-) ; or in

'

Thy men shall fall

li\ tin 1 sword," etc., and 'her gates -shall lament,'
etc. (3-

81 - etc. 22")b etc. ; cf. Stilistik, pp. 238-248).
There are, further, many passages in which the

employment of the third person passes over into a

preference for \\\cjimt, A large proportion of these

cases is explained by the circumstance that the

writer passes to the use of direct speech : e.ij.
' He

feared to say, she is my wife" (Gn 267
) ; 'The

rulers take counsel together. . . . Let tis break,'
etc. (Ps 23

) ; 'He maketh . . . know that / am
Cod' (46'"-) ; 'The LORD of Hosts doth take .

and / will give children to be their princes' (Is

3111.1*).
<

JJ L, fenced . . . and now judge between

mf,' etc. (5'-'-). Other instances are due to the
author's including himself in the same group as

the persons spoken of : e.g.
'

They went through
the flood on foot, there did we rejoice in him' (Ps

66") ;

' The daughter of /ion is left as a cottage
. . ., except the LORD of Hosts had left unto its

a very small remnant' (Is l
e
'-). It might also

happen that a collective personality like the Ser-

vant of the Lord (Is 41* etc.) found its herald in a

prophet. In this way is explained the employ-
ment of 'I' in the expressions

' In the LORD have
I righteousness,' etc. (Is 45-'

4 48wb 4U' 5U4 53' 61 1
)-

Less frequent is the transition from the .first

person to the third, as in 'Lantech said, Adah
and Xillah, Hear my voice, ye wives of Lamcc/t,
hearken unto my speech

'

(Gn 4-3 ). It is obvious

that this form of transition is a very natural one.

The 'I' or 'my' is replaced by the name of the

person concerned. The same phenomenon appears
in

' Balaam lifted up his eyes and said, Balaam
the son of Ueor hath said,' etc. (Xu 24'-'-).

' David
'

is used instead of '

I
'

in 2 S 7'-'"". In the words '

I

shall not be greatly moved 'and 'How long will

ye imagine mischief against a man?' (Ps 62:b -

the poet passes over from himself to the general

category to which he belongs. With special fre-

quency does the '

I
'

of a Divine message pass over

into fhe third person. In some passages the place
of the Divine '

I
'

is taken by a Divine name, as in

the words ' Will / eat flesh of bulls ? . . . Oiler

unto God thanksgiving,' etc. (Ps 5013
'-), or in 'The

LORD said unto my lord, Sit thou at my right
hand . . . the LORD shall send the rod,' etc.

(110"-). In other passages where the lirst person
alternates with the third, we observe the language
of God passing into that of His interpreter. An
indisputable example of this transition is found in

the words 'I will command the clouds that they
rain no rain upon it, for the vineyard of the LoilC
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is,' etc. (Is 56'-). So also in 'Mine anger in their
destruction . . . the LORD of floats shall stir up,'
etc. (10

251 -

etc., cf. Stilistik, pp. 249-256).
(j3) Another phenomenon very frequently met

with in the OT is the transition from plural to

shte/iilnr, and rice versd. For instance, we read
'And ye shall observe this thing for an ordinance
to thee and to thy sons for ever' (Ex 1224ab ).

There 'all the congregation of Israel' (v.
3
), which

in vv. 5 -24a is addressed by the plural 'your,' is

treated in v. 24b as a singular, and this singular lias

probably at the same time an individualizing
force, and a warm parenetic tone. But the reader
of the OT is not misled thereby, for this transi-
tion meets him very frequently: <?.</. Ex 135 ' 16 2024

etc., Dt6 ;5
etc., Jg 125

, Ps 17 12
('a lion'), Is 565b

(where 'them' instead of 'him' has a levelling
effect), Mai 214

('yet ye say . . . the LORD hath
been witness between thee and the wife of thy
youth ')

15b
etc. ; cf. Stilistik, pp. 232-238.

(y) Still less surprising is the smitten transition

from one subject to another. The first instance of
this is met with in the words ' When the sons of
God came in unto the daughters of men, and they
bare children to them '

(Gn 64
). This example is

more difficult in the Hebrew text, where there is

no equivalent for 'they,' and the verb yolciu
might also mean '

beget
' and be connected with

the 'sons of God.' The next example is 'God
shall enlarge Japheth, and he shall dwell in the
tents of Shem '

(9
27

). Here ' God '

cannot be the

subject of '

shall dwell," for He has been already
extolled in v.-6" as the ally of Shem. The same
phenomenon appears in 'And he believed in the
LORD, and he counted it to him for righteous-
ness' (15

6
). There are not a few instances of this

rapid change of subjects (cf. Stilistik, p. 257 f.),

seeing that it is favoured by the so-called Chias-
mus, of which an excellent specimen is presented
by the words ' And the LORD had respect to Abel
and his ottering, but unto Cain and his offering
he had no respect' (Gn4Jb - 5il

). Here the words
that come first in v. 4l)

correspond to those that
form the conclusion of v.

5
". On the other hand,

the words with which v. 4b closes and the words
that commence v.

5" are closely akin. It is readily
explicable psychologically "that similar ideas
should be treated at the end of one sentence and
directly afterwards at the beginning of a second.
Hence Chiasmus is an extremely frequent occur-
rence in the OT. Here are a few further in^t.-m. -i-~ :

' The LORD knoweth the way of the righteous, but
the wmj of the ungodly shall perisli' (Ps l'

;

''i ;

' Why do the nations rage, and the peoples imagine
a vain thing?' (Ps 2'"b ) ; 'It was full of judgment,
righteousness lodged in it' (Is I- 1

) ; 'The vineyard
of the LORD of Hosts is the house of Israel,' and
the men of Judah his pleasant plant

'

(5
7
). An

exceedingly instructive example is furnished by
the words :

' Make the heart of this people fat, anil
make their cars heavy, and shut their ei/ci ; lest

they see with their ryes, and hear with ti'.eir curs,
and understand witli their /tenrt

'

(Is O 1

"). Here a
threefold correspondence may be observed. A
number of other examples will be found in Stil-

isfik, pp. 145-148.
None of the above phenomena, as they are

psychologically explicable, diminish the perspicuity
of the style of Scripture, and there are a number
of devices whereby its clearness is increased.
The first place amongst these is held by the

Simile. What a bright light is thrown upu'n the
number of Abraham's descendants by the declara-
tion that they shall be 'like the dust of the earth

'

((in i:)
1(i 28 14

), or 'as the sand which is upon the
seashore' (22

17 3212
), or 'as the stars of the heaven'

(15
5 22" 264

etc.)! How clearly defined is the

victory of the theocratic king by 'the words Thou

shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel'

(Ps 2") ! With what terrible distinctness the

persecutor stands before our eyes when it is said
'
lest he tear my soul like a lion

'

(7
2 109 17 12

) ! The
few words ' Zion is left as a cottage in a vineyard

'

(Is 1") describe the situation of besieged Jerusalem
more clearly than could have been done in a series
of sentences. With what a shuddering feeling we
hear the words ' In that day they shall roar against
them like the roaring of the sea

'

(o'-) ! We will

only note, further, the characteristic words spoken
of Ahaz,

' His heart was moved as the trees of the
forest are moved with the wind' (7

2
). A special

form of the Simile is the Example. For instance,
when it is said ' We have sinned with our fathers
. . . our fathers understood not thy wonders in

Egypt,' etc. (Ps 1066
'-), this is equivalent to 'We

have sinned like our fathers,' etc. The irapiiday/M
or Exemplnm is merely a Simile introduced in a
peculiar manner. The Example is rare in the OT,
there being hardly any more instances of it than
the following: Mai 2' 5

(Abraham), Ps 996
(Moses,

Aaron, and Samuel), 1U631"-
(Phinehas), Neh 1326

(Solomon). Later generations had much more
occasion to introduce characters from earlier his-

tory for the purpose of encouragement or of

warning. The following are cited as examples for
imitation : Abraham, Moses, and others in the
' Praise of Famous Men,' Sir 44 tl'., in Jth 422 8 19

'-,

or in 1 Mac 25 -'- 6cl
; David as a pattern of self-

restraint (cf. 2 S 2316
) in 4 Mac 36

' 17
; the queen of

the south (i.e. Saba) in Mt 124- ; the widow of

Sarepta in Lk 421'

etc. We have, held up to warn-
ing : the Egyptians in Wis 17 2ff'

; the Sodomites
in Mt 10 15 II 23 ''

; Lot's wife, that [ivyfjiciot' dTricrTowT/s

$0X1* (Wis 10") in Lk 17 32
; Theudas and others in

Ac 536f ' etc. The OT is somewhat richer in in-

stances of the Example, if we include those that
are drawn from the animal world. When, e.g.,
we read ' The ox knoweth his owner,' etc. (Is I

s
),

what is this but an example which puts man to
shame ? Similar is the force of the saying

' The
stork in the heaven knoweth his appointed times,'
etc. (Jer 87

), and ever}' one is familiar with the
call

' Go to the ant, thou sluggard, consider her

ways and be wise' (Pr 66
). For further instances

see Stilistik, p. 78 f. Closely akin to the Example
is the Proverb. For the function of the latter is

simply to describe the usual working of an Ex-
ample. It must, however, suffice here to note the

high value of the Proverb as a device for lending
vividness to a description. For further details,
see art. PROVERB in vol. iv. While, on the one
hand, shortened forms of the Simile may be seen
in the Example and the Proverb, this figure of

speech assumes, on the other hand, expanded forms
in the Parable ami the Fable, as well as in those

passages of the OT which may be called Para-
myths. These three species of picturesque descrip-
tion are explained in the art. PARABLE (in OT) in
vol. iii.

The second principal stylistic device for illus-

trative ends is the Metaphor and its cognates.
The source of the metaphor is a vivid simultane-
ous contemplation of the main elements in two
notions. For instance, the notions of joy and of

light are naturally combined, because both exer-
cise a liberative and elevating influence upon the
health of man. On the other hand, unhappiness
and darkness both weigh man down, as it were.
Thus we explain sayings like the following : 'Thou
wilt light my candle, the LORD my God will en-

lighten my darkness' (Ps 1828
). For the same

reason, a sorrowful period in one's life is described
as a passing

'

through the valley of the shadow of

death
'

(23
4
). So we read ' The people that sat in

darkness have seen a great light' (Is92
), i.e. they

shall attain to political freedom and deliverance
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friini ^.'llill mill -ill. In a similai \va\ 'fire ''mid

lir iin expression lor '

anger,' UN may he seen in

the words ' therefore the inhabitants i>t i In- earth
an- Imnifil

i.
Is '-'4"). The 'deu

'

\\n- quite nalur-

ally used a- ,-i symbol fur a great many phenomena
ol a cheerful order, so tlial tlu-iv i- no dilli< 'iili y
in understanding the expression in 1'- ini-

1 '

Tlitin

ha-t the dew of thy youth
'

(lit. 'Like the dc ore

thy young nien '). On the other hand, tin-
' Moods

'

ainl -iniilar expressions stand for ln>-t- of t'" I'

I-' i-ic-.). The '

earthquake
'

may point an
(illusion to political disturbances, as in 'Thou hast
made tin- earth to trenihle,' etc. (I's (ii >-''). The
rock' is an equally natural figure for a place of

i-i! e i I's 27 1 ' He shall set me up upon a rock'),
as '

depth is for catastrophe or misfortune (Ps (ill
2

'I am come into deep waters'; cf. v.'", and I3u'
'

( Iin nf the depths have I cried unto thee'). Ke-

garded from another )>oint of view, the 'deep' was
naturally employeil as a symbol of the inexlian-l-

ililc and nniai liiiin.ilili' Hence N\ e read. 'O the

depth of the riches,' cte. (Ko II 33
, cf. 2 Co 8-}, and

for the same reason 'deep' in the sense of
'

inys-
terious' is used of the heart (I's til"

1

, .Ith 8") OI

of the lip, i.e. the speech (Is lili
1

-', K/.k .T"-|. Thus
'to ! deep i- equivalent to ' to he unfathomable

'

(I'-'J'J 'and thy thoughts are very deep'), and a
matter that is incomprehensible is compared to

tli.' neat primeval Hood (nyi cinB Ps 3G" ' a great
deep i. The number of combinations of pheno-
mena from the dill'erent spheres is almost endless.
We can note only a few of them. 'Shield 'is an

expression for
'

protector
'

(Gn 15' etc. ), and
' star'

is a beautiful figure for a conquering hero (Nu -JI'
7

'There shall come a star out of Jacob' ; cf. Is 14",
Dn 8', Rev 22 lfi

, and Ovid, Epixt. c:c I'onto, in. iii.

2,
'

1 1 sidiis Kabiie, Maxime, gentis ').
' Tin 1 water-,'

neain, -lands for hostile troops (I's 124'1

,
I- v, Kev

IT 1

etc.), and ' branch' for 'descendant' (Ps 8U" 1

',

Is 11' 6U2'
etc.). From the sphere of animated

nature we have 'lion' as a honorific title for a
-tin!)- hero (Gn 49U 'Judah is a lion's whelp,' cf.

J S 23 a>
etc.); and 'Boats' might be symbolic

either of leaders of the people (Is 14", where the
Heh. is pix ninr

1

??
'
all the goats of the earth

'

; cf.

Zee 10 3
), or of refractory elements in the com-

munity (K/k 34' 7
); while 'sheep' was an honour-

able designation for gentle and pious men (Ps 79"
lOU3 ,

Is 53', Ezk 3S39
, Mt 25331

-, Jn 10' etc.). The
expression 'on eagles' wings '(Ex 194 ) portrays the

triumphant fashion of the Divine intervention in

the course of history (cf. Dt 32", Ps IT81
'). Lastly,

certain objects in the inanimate sphere were often
! j uded as if they had life, and even as if they
were human beings. Thus the blood has a voice
attiilmted to it in the words 'The voice of thy
brother's blood crieth unto me from the ground'
(Gn 4'u) ; and when the prophet says,

'

Hear, O
IHMMIIS, and give ear, O earth' (Is \"), this only
falls -hurt ofpersonification. The same figure may
heoh-crved in the call to ships to howl (Is 23'); and
in i he passageswhere it is said that ' the stone shall

cry out of the wall' (Hah 2"), or that 'if these
should hold their peace, the stones would immedi-

ately cry out' (Lk 19411

), lion' vividly the scene

pi"-ents itself to our eyes! Since metaphorical
expressions portray, as it were, to our eyes a

spiritual process, they readily combine to form
whole pictures. We have an instance of this in

'The whole head is sick, and the whole heart
faint : from the sole of the foot even unto the

head,' etc. (Is I
3
'-) ; and another in 'There shall

come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a
branch shall grow out of his roots' (II

1
). A con-

tinned -cries of metaphorical expressions of this

kind receives the name of Allegory. This figure
meet- n- iii the Song of Sony's, as, for instance,
in the woids 'I sat down under his (i.e. my be-

loved's) shadow with great delight, and his fruit

was sweet to my taste' (2
s

), or in 'A garden en-
closed is my sister/ ete. (4'-"-, cf. ""'), hut it is not
the case that the ir/mfi 1

- Song is an allegorical

poem regarding the Messiah and His C'lmrch (cf.

further, Slilistik, pp. 94-110, and art. SONU OF
SONUS in vol. iv. ).

2. The Hiblical writers naturally desire to give
their words the highest possible degree of em-

ji/iasis. It is this aim that gives rise to not a few
characteristic features of the style of Scripture.

(a) The employment of a prospective prununn,
as in 'This is that night of the LORD to be ob-

served,' etc. (Ex 1242 ) ; 'I shall see him, but not

now,' etc. (Nu 24"), the ell'ect in this last instance

being to awaken strongly the interest in the star
which is then mentioned. So also 'Thou -halt

not go thither unto the land which I give,' etc.

(IH325
-); 'the Most High himself (I'u87

s
); 'to

this man will I look, even to him that is poor,'
etc. (IsGG

2
; cf. Sliliftik, \>.

153 f.). (A) Emphasis
is sought, again, by the repetition of one and the
same expression, giving birth to the so called

Epizeuxis. The list of its occurrences begins with
'Abraham, Abraham' (Gn 22"), and is continued
in the follow ing :

' the red, the red
'

(25
30 AV ' that

same red pottage');
'

Jacob, Jacob !

(40*) ; 'Amen,
Amen' (Nu 5-, Ps 41 14 72'" 89", Neh 8") ; 'of

justice, justice' (Dt 16'-
1" AV 'altogether just')

'Come out, come out' (2 S 1C7 ); 'My God, my
God' (Ps 22') ; 'Iteturn, return

'

(Ca 6 13
) ; 'peace,

peace
1

(Is2(i
3

,
where AV has 'perfect peace,' al-

though it retains
'

peace, peace' in .57'", Jer G' 4
8");

'Comfort ye, comfort ye, my people' (Is 40') ;

'

Ho,
ho' (Zee 2s

etc.; cf. StUmtik. p. 153 f.). A
specially high degree of emphasis was naturally

expressed by the thrice-repeated employment of a
word. This is seen in

'

Holy, holy, holy is the
LORD of Hosts' (Is 63 ) ; or 'The temple of the

LORD, the temple of the LOUD, the temple of the
LORD' (Jer 7

4
) ;

or 'O earth, earth, earth' (22'
a

);

or '

I will overturn, overturn, overturn it
'

(K/k 2 1-7 );

or ' The LORD revengeth,' etc. (Nah 1-). The same
o/i/i/tittic repetition occurs also with the conjunc-
tions, as when the words 'We will arise and go
and live and not die' (Gn 43") fnrnish us with a

speaking picture of anxious impatience. Again,
the double use of the conditional particle in

'

If

ye have done truly . . . and i/ye have dealt well
with Jerubbaal' (Jg 918

) serves very well as a
reminder that the point was open to question.
Once more, to indicate how well deserved a pun-
ishment was, we have a repeated

'

because, because'

(Ps llti"-); or 'for, for' (Is I'-
5
"-); or 'therefore,

therefore' (o
13"- 14

"); or 'for, for' (Jer ^S
5" 1" etc. ;

cf. Milittik, p. 159). Emphasis is also aimed at in

such words as ' Get thee out of thy country, and
from thy kindred, and from thv lather's house'

(Gn 12'), where a series of words is so arranged
as to designate an ever-narrowing circle of persons.
Abraham must separate himself from even the
most intimate circle of his relations (cf. Jos 24-),

in order to follow the Divine call. Such a form
of expression is known as a Climax, and examples
of it meet us frequently in the llible. Here are a
few: 'His bread shall \tcfnt, and he shall yield

royal dainties' (Gn 49'-
1

") ; 'The children of Israel

have not hearkened unto me, how then shall

Pharaoh hear me?' (Ex G 1

-) ; 'the day . . . ami the

night' (Job3
3
); 'ungodly . . . sinners . . . scorn-

ful
'

(Ps I
1

) ;

'

my friend or brother
'

(35
14

) ;

'

Forget
thy own people and (even) thy father's house'

(4o') ;

'

in the twilight, in the evening, in the
black night' (Pr 7) ; 'Are they Hebrews . . .

Israelites . . . seed of Abraham . . . ministers of

Christ?' (2 Co !!-'); 'which we have heard,
which we have seen, which we have looked upon,
and our hands have handled,' etc. (1 Jn I

1

). Speei-
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ally common is the Climax in connexion with the
use of numbers: e.g. 'He will deliver thee in six

troubles, yea in seven there shall no evil touch
thee

'

(Job 5 19
) ;

' God hath spoken once, twice have
I heard this' (Ps 62") ; 'Give a portion to seven,
and also to eight' (Ec 11-); 'two or three . . .

four or five' (Is 176
) ;

'

for three transgressions and
for four,' etc. (Am I 3 - 6 - 9 - " > 3 2 1 - 4 - 6

) ; 'Of three

things my heart is afraid, and before the fourth I

fear greatly
'

(Sir 265
) ;

' Where two or three are

gathered, in my name,' etc. (Mt 18-; cf. Stilistik,

p. 163 f. ). Quite similar is the phenomenon which

presents itself in such expressions as, 'They go
from strength to strength

'

(Ps 84') ;

'

affording from

species to species' (Ps 144 13 AV 'all manner of

store') ;

' from wickedness to wickedness' (Sir 13-'

40 13
), i.e. to ever new forms of wickedness ; 'Add

iniquity to their iniquity' (Ps 69-'); 'The sinner

heaps sin upon sin
'

(Sir 327 55
) ; 'A chaste woman

shows grace upon grace
'

(26
15

; cf. Jn I 16 '

grace for

grace,' i.e. ever self-renewing grace).
3. In conformity with the nature of their sub-

jects, the Biblical writers seek to invest their

language with a high degree of seriousness and
dignity. Both these qualities appear to be pre-

judiced by certain peculiar forms of expression.
The first of these is the Hyperbole, a figure which
is undoubtedly employed in the liible. What is it

but Hyperbole when the posterity of Abraham is

compared to the sand upon the seashore ((in 22"
etc.)? Even a theologian like Flacius admits this

(Claais Script. Sacr. 1628, ii. p. 383ft'.). But we
must also assign to the same category forms of

expression like the following :

' under evert/ green
tree' (from Dt 122 to 2 Ch 28 J

) ; 'The cities are great
and walled up to heaven' ( Dt I

28 etc. ) ;

'

though thou
set thy nest among the stars

'

(Ob 4 etc. ) ;

' Saul
and Jonathan were swifter than eagles

'

(2 S I-1

etc.); 'I am a worm,' etc. (Ps 22"; cf. Sti/ixtik,

pp. 69-77). But the employment of such expres-
sions does not detract from the seriousness, not to

speak of the truthfulness, of the style of Scripture.
The Biblical writers simply conformed in this
matter to the usage of their people and their time,
and every hearer or reader of such expressions
knew in what sense he must understand them.
Nor will it be questioned that the same is the case
with the examples of Litotes that occur in the
Bible. Such are the following : 'A broken and a
contrite heart, O God, thou wilt not despise

'

(Ps
51"), i.e. wilt accept and praise; 'The smoking
Hax shall he not quench' (Is 423

), but supply with
fresh oil ;

' He setteth in a way that is not good'
(Ps 36') ;

'

Thou, Bethlehem, art not the least,' etc.

(Mt26
) ;

' when we were without strength' (Ro 56
),

i.e. laden with sin and guilt. It is true also of
these and other expressions of a similar kind (cf.

Stilistil;, pp. 45-50), that they were not strange to
readers of the Biblical writings, but were a well-
understood equivalent for the positive statement
in each case. The sanie principle holds good of
the examples of Irony in the Bible. For instance,
we have 'Go and prosper,' etc. (1 K 2215

), an ironi-

cal imitation of the words of the false prophets ;
' No doubt but ye are the people, and wisdom shall

die with you
'

(Job 12-) ;

'

It pleased God by the

foolishness of preaching to save them that believe
'

(1 Co I-1
) ;

' Now ye are full, now ye are rich,' etc.

(4
8

, cf. 2 Co 12 10 II 19 12 13
). The 'Biblical writers

were not afraid of prejudicing the seriousness of
their utterances by resorting to Irony, nor had
they any occasion to be afraid, seeing that every
one knew to convert these ironical expressions into
their opposite. Hence we find this figure employed
even in utterances attributed to God :

' Let them
(the false gods) rise up and help you' (Dt 3238

) ;
' Go and cry to the gods whom ye have chosen, let

them deliver you' (Jg 10") ; 'and give me to

know '

(Job 383l> AV ' answer thou me ') ;

' Gather

my saints together unto me' (Ps 505
). Nay, even

sayings of Jesus are reported which exhibit the use

of Irony. Amongst these we do not include KaScv-

Ser( TO Xourdi/ mi amiraveaBe, AV and RV '

Sleep
on now and take your rest

'

(Mt 26M II Mk 1441
), for

rt> XOITTOI/ means '

later,'
' afterwards.' * But Irony

is present (cf. Stilistik, p. 43) in the words ' Full

well ye reject the commandment of God, that ye
may keep your tradition

'

(Mk 7"). There are other

undoubted occurrences of the same figure, as, for

instance, in Jn 7
28 ' Ye both know me, and ye know

whence I am.' To the Biblical writers Irony was

simply what it is to human speech in general a
means of heightening the effect of an utterance.

A similar intention underlies the occurrence of

Sarcasm in Scripture. There is a scoff in David's

question to Abner, 'Art thou not a valiant man?'

(1 S 26 15
), as well as in the exclamation ' How hast

thou helped him that is without power !' (Job 262
),

or the statement ' As a jewel of gold in a swine's

snout, so is a fair woman which is without discre-

tion
'

(Pr. ll 22
). Then there are the numerous

familiar passages in which the gods of the heathen
are the object of satirical persiflage :

'

Elijah
mocked them and said, Cry aloud, for he is a god,
either he is talking,' etc. (1 K 1827

; cf. Ps 115'"-,

Is 40 19 etc. ). We have similar instances of satire

in the question 'Is this the city that men called the

perfection of beauty, the joy of the whole earth-?'

(La 2 5
) ;

in the affirmation '

They that be whole
need not a physician

'

(Mt 912
) ; and in the indig-

nant substitution of ' concision
'

(/>ctTaro,uij) for
' circumcision

'

(ircpiTo/j.-ri) in Ph 32 (cf. Stilistik,

pp. 42-45). The Biblical writers, in short, avail

themselves of all natural means of reaching their

end, to teach and to warn men. In this respect as

in others their heart was tilled with the wish ex-

pressed by the apostle in the wc^s '

I desire to

change my voice
'

(Gal. 420
).

4. The writers of Scripture sougftt to give to

their words that ennobling effect which springs
from regard to purity or chastity. Of this we find

a considerable number of positive traces in the so-

called Euphemisms such as the following: 'Adam
knew Eve his wife' (Gn 4'- 25

; cf. v." 19 5 - * 24 16

38-61
',
NuSl 1"- 35

, Jg ll 39 ID25 21 1
"-, 1 S I

19
, 1 K I

4
,

Mt I
25

,
Lk I

3
') ;

' The sons of God came in unto

the daughters of men '

(Gn 64
; cf. 162 19 :>1 29-a

306 - "> 382 - "
etc., Ps 51 2b

etc.); 'come near her'

(Gn 204
,
Lv 18 14

,
Dt 2214

,
Is S3

,
Ezk IS6

) ; 'to touch

her' (Gn 20", Pr e29
,

1 Co 7 1
) ;

'lie with' (Gn W'-

26'" 3i I
15 '- 34--' 35 2-

etc.) ;

' Thou wentest up to thy
fiit/H-r's bed' (49

4
) ;

' discover his father's skirt'

(Dt 2230 27 20
) ;

' she eateth,' said of the adulteress

(Pr 3D20
;

cf. Stilistik, p. 39); 'Let the husband
render unto the wife due benevolence' (1 Co 7

3
).

Another series is represented by euphemistic ex-

pressions like the following :

' the nakedness
'

(Gn
92!f -, Ex 20'-

6 28 42
,
Lv IS6 "- 20nff-,

1 S 2O', Is 47 3
,

La I
8

,
Ezk 1636 '- 22' 23M ) ;

' her. young one that

cometh out from between her feet' (Dt 2857
) ; 'he

eorereth his feet
'

(Jg 3-
4
, 1 S 243

,
cf. Is 720 ) ;

'

flesh
'

(Lv 15-'-
19 164

,
Ezk 1626 2320 447 etc. ; cf. Stilistik,

pp. 36-38). There are only a few passages where
it appears to us that the Biblical writers might
have shown a little more reserve in dealing with
' the secrets' (Dt 25"). We have no exception to

take to those instances in which ' shame '

is

employed (Is 204 473
), for this is still a veiled

epithet. But the impression of a want of delicacy
is given by modes of speech like the following :

' He lifteth up the beggar from the dunghill,' etc.

(IS 28
) ;

'I did cast them out as the dirt in the

streets
'

(Ps IS4
-') ;

' Thou didst make us as the off-

*The present writer in his Stilistik (p. 43) anticipated Pro-

fessor Potwin (see Expo*. Times, Aug. 1901, p. 4S1), who rifrfitlj

denies the presence of Irony in the above passage.
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ncouring,' etc. 1 1,a 3 45
,

1 Co 4"):
' Do-t thou pursue

ufter a dead dog, after a llea?' (1 S 24"i ;

' Am I

a dog's head?' (2 S 3") ; 'a dead dog' |!P 17 'I;

'The carcass of Je/.ebcl shall be as dung iip.m the
face of the earth' (2 K U37

) ; 'They made it a

draught-bouse' (10
27

) ; 'that they may eat their
Own dung,' etO. (18" II Is 36 13

) ; 'They became as

dung for the earth
'

(Ps83"). Two facts, ho\\e\cr,
ba\c to be taken into account with i.tcicnce i,,

such modes of expression. In the lirst place, they
are in aeeunlanee with the fashion of earlier times,
ami \\ere n,it -o repugnant to men then as they are
to us. lint, further, the choice of such strong ex-

pressjoiis -erved in some of the passages in question
to increase the emphasis of the prophetic denuncia-
tion. This latter point of view helps us also to

explain and to excuse certain passages in K/ekiel,

notably 111
'' and 'JH'"-. We may assume that in

these passages the idolatry of Isiael is described
in such detail as adultery, in order to deter sub-

sequent generations from a repetition of this sin.

At the same time, it must be admitted that the

iirophet could equally have achieved his purpose
by a different method of treatment. In like manner,
tne description of the 'navel' and the

'belly' of
the Sliulaininite (Ca "-") is somewhat too realistic.

5. The Miblical writers are by no means indilicr-

cut to i

ii/i/iiiiii/ in their style.
(" i The very lirst words of the OT furnish

evidence of this, the Heb. words berithith bard
(' In the beginning created') being an instance of
the lirst means of securing euphony, namely Al-
literation. Other instances of it are found in

+\'nt/t yfnafidmend 'Noah shall comfort us' (Gn
o-"'): snemen shfmekhu 'ointment thy name' (Ca
I
3
); 'd/i/idi- icd-'ejiher 'dust and ashes' ((in 18-7

,

.lob :',o''
J
42"); yi.ih.ifwm wi-slidrak 'shall lie as-

tonished and shall hiss
'

(1 K 9>, Jer 19" 49" 50");
anii/i:i iKc-san^n 'joy and gladness' (Est 8W'-) ; liud
in limliir 'honour and majesty* (Job 40', Ps 21 5

96" || 1 Ch 1&-'1 , Ps 104' 111 3
); s/idmir wu-xlmyith

'briers and thorns' (Is 56 T
23'-5 9 18 1U17 27 4

) ;

siiniiii in' .\ii,i/id 'gladness and joy' (Is 22' 3 35'

51"); sMd ira - shcber 'desolation find destruc-
tion" (Is 51" 597 60' 8

) ; xhomniu shaniayiin 'Be
astonished, O heavens' (Jer 212

) ; kCzim kdzfi-u
'

shall reaji thorns
'

( 12
13

) ; sar(r)ehem surfrim' their

princes are revoltors' (Hos 9 13
), etc. etc.; arip.fpov

auriip
'

this day a Saviour
'

(Lk 2").

(b) In other passages we meet with expressions
like '../) u-d-liiiln'i

' waste and void
'

(Gn 1-, Jer 42J
).

These words exhibit what is called Assonance, a

phenomenon which recurs in surer u-mure ' stubborn
and rebellions' (Dt 21 18

etc.) ; 'uycb wf-'urfb 'the

enemy and the Her in wait
'

(Ezr 8-') ; nisfiy \\ kcst'ty

'forgiven' || 'covered' (Ps 32'); zadun
|| kiilun

'

pride
'

|| 'shame' (Pr 11 s
); hdy goij 'Ah nation'

(Is I
4

) ; ki
|! yf>i>hi

'

burning
'

;|

'

beauty
'

(S
24

) ; hvi/
I""!.- 'Ah his glory' (Jer 22' 8

) ; o^ii-os 'mastic'
and Trpivos 'holm' (Sus M>M

); Kri)i>i2i> 'beasts' and
irTTjvav 'birds' (1 Co la3

*). In a good many in-

stances Alliteration and Assonance are combined :

tin' ii-ii-mid 'a fugitive and a vagabond
'

(Gn 412 - 14
);

Jfnyiii
' Cain' and kflnitlii

'

I have gotten
'

(Gn 4') ;

Jy in Kenites
'

and /.rn
'

nest
'

(Nu 24'-') ;

' Achan
'

and 'Achor' (Jos 7
1
'
4

) ; the frequently recurring
'< 'herd biles and Pelethites' (2 S 8 18 15 18 207, 1 K
I
38 - 41

, 1 Ch 18 17
) ; 'nttil 'atta '

thou, now '(IK 21 7
);

'.j/i i ////,; (' poor ') 'Anulhuth (Is lu*) ;

' Jezreel
' and

'I-iael' i Hos I
4
), etc. ; roweia 'fornication' and

Trovrjfta 'wickedness' (I(o I
13
*) ; $9i>vov 'en\'y' and

<t>ai>ov
' murder' (ib. ), etc.; cf. Stttixtik, w. 2S7-2!).'">.

(') The superlative degree of this harmony of
elements in style is observable in such collocations
as the following: wayyakkircm wayyithmikker
'and be knew them, and made himself strange'
(Gn 42 7il

''i ; trn - lul.thiiniiiittlii . . . w6 - sh&mlmu
' and 1 w ill bring into desolation . . . and they

shall be astonished" (Lv 20*3
) ;

*/!' u-mfstiua
'desolate and waste' (Job f> SS", Xepli 1">, Sir

51') ; 'tin lii tn'iJininit ki 16 ti'riiiu-nii 'if ye will
not believe, surely ye shall not lie established

'

(Is 7"); miisitd intis(!t)iid 'of founded foundation 1

('28'"). Many other instances might be cited of
this species of Euphony, which is usually called
Paronomasia or Annominatio. The number is

particularly increased by the very frequent ex-

planations of I'roper Names, which form a note-

worthy feature in tlie style of the Hebrew historical
liooks. In Genesis we have the following combina-
tions : 'itdiiinA 'tillable land' and Tidi'iiu 'man
(Adam)

'

(Gn 27
) ; 'ishshS,

' woman ' and 'ixh
' man '

(v.
a

) ; s/u-th 'Seth' and shuth 'hath appointed
'

(4
a

) ; yapht 'shall enlarge' and Y&pneth 'Ja-

pheth' (SI
27

), etc.; cf. Stilinlik, p. 290. Elsewhere
in the OT we have the following examples of
Paronomasia : Mushe ' Moses ' and milshttlii

'

I

drew' (Ex 2 10
) ; Lnei 'Levi' and yilhiirii 'they

may be joined
'

(Nu 18'-') ; Mara und /tfnuir
'

hatli
dealt bitterly

'

(Ku I
2
") ; 'Eduni and 'ntiiM '

reil
'

(Is

63"') ; Jernsnlfin and shilumiiii '

wholly' (Jer 13'");

Solomon and slu'dum 'peace' (1 Ch 22") ; IWrpos and
virpa. (Mt 16'"), etc.; cf. StilUtik, pp. 21)5-298.

(</) Euphony is aimed at also by making the
same words recur at certain intervals. The various
nunne.es that thus arise may be illustrated from
the '

following groups of examples : (o) biiriikh
'

blessed
'

occurs at the beginning of a number of
sentences in Dt 2S3-6

. This usage is called Ana-
phora, and we note it also, for instance, in the
arur 'cursed' with which vv."" 1* commence; cf.

also 'I will sing ... I will sing' (Jg a3 ) ;

'

Many
. . . many '( I's 3lb-

=") ;

'

Lift up your heads, O ye
gates . . . lift them up' ('24""''); 'and it was full

. . . and it was full' (Is 27" 1'- 8
") ; 'Woe . . . woe,'

etc. (5-
". ".

so-fflj ; -and i WJH t
.ut . . . a ,,,i i

will cut off,' etc. (Mic a""- 12t - 13
) ; 'All things are

lawful for me, but, etc. ... all things are lawful
for me, but,' etc. (1 Co (i

1

-) ;

' Have we not power
. . . have we not power?' (9

41
-) ;

'All our fathers
. . . and all ... and all ... and all' (111""

4
),

etc. (ft) In 'We perish, we all perish' (Nu 17 12
),

we lind the same expression repeated at the end of
two successive sentences a method of .securing

Euphony which is called Epiphora. We encounter
it again in the eleven times recurring 'and all the

people shall say Amen" of IH 27 1 "" 2
*; cf. 'Take

them alive . . . take them alive' (1 K 2U' 8" 1

') : and
we lind at the end of sentences repetitions like the

following: 'the king of glory' (I's 24 IIMb
) ; 'shall

be bowed down '

(Is 2"- '") ; 'when he raiseth up,"
etc. (vv.

lilb-- lb
) ; 'shall lament her' (Ezk 32 1S

"') ;

' as a child
'

(1 Co 13") ; 'so ani I
'

at the close of
three sentences (2 Co 11--); 'in watchings often
. . . in fastings often

'

(v.-"
7
), etc. (y) A superior

degree of Euphony is sought by ln:yining one
sentence and eloxiiii/ another with the same expres-
sion. This so-called Plokeis exemplified in 'Ceased
. . . in Isiael . . . they ceased

'

(Jg a7

); 'Blessed
shall be ... she shall be blessed' (v.

24'b
) ; 'He

lieth . . . he lieth' (I's 10s ) ;

' Wait on the l,oitl>

. . . wait' (27'
4" 1

'), etc.; 'Vanity . . . vanity'
(Ec I

2
) ;

'

Hope that is seen is not hope
'

(Ho 824
) ;

'

Rejoice in the LoRU . . . rejoice '(Ml 4 4
), etc.

(d) Specially frequent is the attempt to secure

Euphony by making the same word end one sen-

tence and begin the next the so-called Anadi-

plosis. The earliest example of it in the Bible is

.\/i"ji/n~/:/i d'lui /ifi'riddul baiidilin dumti yis/tt{/tii~

iihfkh 'Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall

nis blood be shed
'

(Gn 9") ;

' The kings came and
fought, then fought,' etc. (Jg 5") ; '. . . the way,
but the way,' etc. (Ps I""

11

) ; 'and gathered them-
selves together, yea . . . gathered themselves

together' (3o"''); lubish ('is clothed'), />,, ^,

(Ps 93'); lakhin yiyclil Mod/j li-Mu'ab kulluli
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yeyllU 'therefore shall Moab howl, for Moab shall

every one howl' (Is 16') ; ha-kez bd, bd ha-l;fz 'the

end is come, it is come the end '

(Ezk 7
6
), etc. ;

' That which the palmerworm hath left hath the
locust eaten, and that which the locust hath left

hath the cankerworm eaten,' etc. (Jl I
4

) etc. ; 'In
him was life, and the life,' etc. (Jn I

4fi
); 'Faith

eometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of

Christ
'

(Ro 1017
) ;

' He that soweth sparingly,
sparingly shall he also reap

'

(2 Co 96 ) ;

' The trying
of your faith worketh patience, but let patience,'
etc. (Ja I

3
) etc.; cf. Ktillstik, pp. 298-304.

iv. PECULIARITIES OF STYLE FOR WHICH A PRE-
FERENCE IS SHOWN BY PARTICULAR CLASSES OF
SCRIPTURE WRITERS. 1. In certain parts of the
Bible the so-called 'lower 'style is employed, while
others are marked by the use of a '

higher
'

style.
The difference may be observed even by readers of

the Bible who have no acquaintance with Hebrew.

They will note how in certain portions of the OT
the employment of metaphorical expressions has
a special vogue. Every one is familiar with the

phrase 'daughter of Zion,' i.e. the inhabitants of

Zion, and at times = Zion itself. But where do
we meet with this phrase for the first time in the
OT ? From the beginning of Genesis we may read

straight on to 2 K 19"1 before we encounter it. and
the passage just named is the only one in the
historical books of the OT where it occurs. How-
has it found its way here ? Simply because in this

passage we have a report of words spoken by
Isaiah (cf. Is 37"), in whose writings this and similar

phrases are found repeatedly (I
8 HP- 3- 16' 224 23 K1 - 12

37~ ; cf. [Deutero-] Is 47 1 *>* 6 522 621
). The reader

of the English Bible may, further, remark bow, for

instance, in the Book of Isaiah, the beautiful meta-
phors of darkness and light are employed (5

31"'
8--'

9"- etc.), anil how at one time the hosts of the

enemy and at another time the Divine judgments
figure in the oracles of this prophet as irresistible

floods (8
71 - 28" etc. ) Any ordinary reader of the

Bible will notice, again, how in Isaiah there are
far more questions and exclamations than in the
Book of Kings. For instance,

' How is the faith-
ful city become an harlot !' (I

21
) ; 'Woe unto the

wicked !

'

(3
n

) ;

' O my people !

'

(v.
12

) ;

' Woe unto
them !

'

etc. (5
8ff

-) ;

' Woe is me !

'

etc. (6
5

) ;

' Bind
up the testimony!' (8

16
) ; 'Shall the axe?' etc.

( 10
15

) ;

' This people was not .'

'

(23
13

). Nor can
the reader of this book help noticing the dialogues
and monologues it contains. How lifelike, for

instance, are the words ' The voice said, Cry, and
he (the person formerly addressed) said, What
shall I cry ?

'

followed by the answer of the first

speaker, 'All Mesh is grass,' etc. (40
6
). The same

quality excites our admiration in ' Can a woman
forget her sucking child? 'etc.; 'Yea, they may
forget . . . Behold, I have,' etc. (49

15
'-); or in the

question 'Wherefore have we fasted,' etc. (58
3
),

etc. ; cf. Stilislik, pp. 229-231. But the reader of
the original text of the OT will recognize much
more clearly still that certain portions and even
whole books are distinguished from others by a
hif/Iier sti/lc. He will observe that many com-
ponents of the Hebrew vocabulary are used only in
certain passages. For instance, there is no occur-
rence in Gn 1-4 of he'ezin 'give ear,' a synonym
of sfidma ' hear ' which is used in 38 ' lu

'-. On the
other hand, he'ezin, which is translated ' hearken

'

in 4'-", recurs in the following additional passages :

Ex 1516
,
Nu 23 18

(one of the Balaam oracles) Dt
I
45

32', Jg 58
,
2 Ch 241U

(perhaps an imitation of
Is 64'), Neh 930

(in a prayer), Job 9 16
etc., Ps 52

etc., Pr IT 4
,
Is I

2- lu 89 28^ 32" 48s 51 4 643
, Jer 13 15

,

Hos 5 1

,
Jl 1-. The same is the case with the word

'imrti
'

speech,' which likewise does not occur prior
to Gn 42J

,
and after that is preferred to its synonym

dabai- only in the following passages : Dt 32- 33a
,

2 S 223
',

Ps 127
etc., Pr 30s

,
Is 524 2S23 294 329

,

La 217
. Consequently, the choice of these two

words suffices to bring Gn 423 into connexion with
other portions of the OT where the same compara-
tively rare terms occur (cf. Ktilistik, pp. 277-283).
To take other two illustrations of a similar kind,
the dative ' to them '

is expressed by the usual
lahdn in Gn 321

etc., but by lamu in the following
passages: Gn 926b - 27b

,
Dt 32--- & 33-, Job 314 etc.

(10 times), Ps 24 etc. (21 times), Pr 23ao
,
Is 164 231

2614 - le 305 358 43s 447 - 15 48-1 538
(?), La l

la- '- 4 10 - 15
,

Hab. 27
. Again,

' man '

is expressed by 'delam
from Gn I

26 onwards, but 'fnosli is the term selected

in the Song of Moses (Dt 32ai ) as well as in Job 4"
etc. (18 times), Ps 85 etc. (12 times), Is 8 1 137 - ]2

246 338 51 7 - 12
56-', Jer 20W

,
2 Ch 14 10

; cf. the Aram.
'enash in Ezr 4" 6", Dn 21U etc.

2. The portions of the OT which are charac-
terized by the '

higher
'

style embrace the two
categories of addresses and puemn. This may be
noted clearly enough, we think, by comparing the
Book of Isaiah and the Psalms with one another.
For instance, Is !' reads

'
I have nourished and brought up children,

and they have rebelled against me.
The ox knoweth his owner,

and the ass his master's crib :

but Israel doth not know,
my people doth not consider.

1

Here we find that peculiar construction of clauses
to which, so far as the present writer is aware, the
name '

parallelismus membrorum ' was first given
by Robert Lowth in the Fourteenth of his famous
I'mlfi-tiunes de

poesi Hcbrceorum (Oxonii, 1753).
But this ideal rhythm (explained psychologically
and comparatively in Stilistlk, pp. 307-311) is not
met with everywhere in Isaiah. For instance,
when we read ' When ye come to appear before

me, who hath required this at your hand to tread

my courts ?
'

etc. (I
1 '-" 14

), it would be precarious here
to attribute to the author an aim at parallelisiiiiis
membrorum. As little can any such intention be
detected in sentences like ' In that day a man
shall cast his idols of silver and his idols of gold,
which they made each one for himself to worship,
to the moles and to the bats' (2-). Such instances
occur frequently in the prophetical books ; and if

these contain also sentences which exhibit the

parallelismus membrorum, it must be remembered
that the higher form of prose, as employed especi-

ally by good speakers, was not without a certain
kind of rhythm. This is pointed out by no less an

authoritythan Cicero in the words 'Isocrates primus
intellexit etiam in soluta oratione, dura versum

etfugeres, modum tamen et numerum quendara
oportere servari

'

(Brutus, viii. 32); and we find

a confirmation of his statement when we examine
the opening words of his own F'irst Oration against
Catiline :

'

Quousque, tandem, abutere, Catilina,

patientia nostra ? (juamdiu etiam furor iste tuus
nos eludet ? Quern ad linem sese elfrenata iactabit

audacia?' The word ndbi', indeed, means liter-

ally 'speaker' (cf. the present writer's Offm-
barungsbegriff des AT, i. 71-78), and prophecies
as such could be co-ordinated with the productions
of poets only if all prophetical utterances bore

upon them the characteristic marks of poetical

compositions. But no one would venture to assert

this, for instance, of /ec 1-8 or of the Books of

Haggai and Malachi. The last-named portions of

the OT lack even those elements of the higher
diction described above, (1). Further, the author
of Ps 74" did not count himself a prophet, for

he says expressly of the age in which he lived,
' There is no more any prophet

'

(see, further,

Sti/istik, p. 318 f. ).

A characteristic feature of the OT prophecies is

that they begin with a Divine utterance, which they
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then ".o (Hi to develop. Fur instance, till- l!(rk of

l-aiah contains ;it tlie outset God's declaration
'

I

ha\e noiiri-licd and brought u|> children, etc.

.>
'),

which (lie prophet as (iod's interpreter

(30^') then illustrates in detail. Note the words

'Tin-it ha\e loi-akun the l.oitD,' etc. (I
4b

), and
1 nie-s tin- LORD iif Hosts luul left .,' etc. (v.).

Many similar instances will lie found in Stilntil..

p. L'.VP i. Aiioilirr peculiarity of the style of the

Propheta is that ninny of them commence with

crn-urr, then speak of the punishment of the im-

|n>nitciit, and close with the announcement of

deliverance for the godly. '^''' s order ' s found,
fur in-tunce, in Am 7'-9 13

[on 9"'
15 see Driver, Joel

,<:! Amos, I.P. ll'J-123], Hos l--2>, Is !
2-24 &-4,

Mi, 4s1- "- 13 5"- etc.

The true relation of the Prophets of Israel to

poetry consists, in tlie opinion of the present
writer, in the circumstance that here ami there

they inter-iK-rse their addresses with poetical com-

positions. Thus in Is 5 1
'6 \ve have a '

son;;' aliout

tin' \inc.vard of Jnhweli, and specially t"re(|iicnt are

pa--a".cs which reproduce the rhythm of the lament

l'or the dead (the kinii). This rliytlim, which re-

-ciiibles the elegiacmeasure of the Romans, is heard
in such passages as Am 5r

"The virgin of Israel is fallen,
she shall no more rise,

She is forsaken upon her land,
there is none to raise her.'

The same rhythm is found also in the Prnyer of

llczckiah in Is 38'"'w . Another 'elegy' occurs in

Jer B
1 And I will make Jerusalem heaps,

and a den of dragons,
And I will make the cities of Judah desolate,

without an inhabitant.'

And such 'elegies' recur in v. !I
, Ezk 192- " 26"

(Mow art thou destroyed,' etc.) 27OT- :1- 28 lalr -

3'_'-"-
' 11"r

-. See, further, art. PoKTUY, vol. iv. n. 5.

H. The structure of the other poetical parts of the
I IT id". vs;5

' my works,' KO.T' ^. Ps 45') is not easy to

determine. Hut certain conclusions may he affirmed

with confidence, and the lirst of these is that the
i hy th in of ancient Helirew poetry does nut consist

in the alternation of short and long syllables.
W. Jones held, indeed (Pocscos Asiaticte Com-
1,1- iif'irii, London, 1774, cap. ii.), that the poems of

the I >T exhihit a regular succession of syllables of

ditierent (|iiantity, such as we lind in Arabic poems,
lint lie was nl'le to prove his ]iuint only by altering
the punctuation and by allowing the Hebrew poets
great freedom in the matter of prosody. The con-
clii-ion on this subject reached by the present
writer in Xtilistik (p. 341) is maintained also by
Sievers ( 58) : 'Hebrew metre is not quantitative
in the same sense as the classical.' Hence it is

now admitted in all the more recent literature on
Hebrew

|K>etry,
that the rhythm of the latter is

I'a-e'l upon tne alternation of unaccented and
accented syllables. Still there are various iiuann'S

to be observed in the views held by those who
have investigated this subject. (!. ISiekell (Mili-i-

ce I'.itilirtr. lie'iulir, etc., 1879, etc.) holds that 'the
met i Hal accent falls regularly upon every second
syllable." Hut, in order to make this law apply to

tne 1'salms, he has either removed or added some
Jiii i vowel syllables and proposed some 3811

changes, asis]H)intedout by J. Ecker in his brochure,
'

I'ruic <>r (>. Bickell's Carminu Vctcris Testament i

in: 1 1 id da- neueste Denkmal nnf dem Kirchliuf der
hcbiaischen Metrik' (188S). Nevertheless, liickell

ha- adhered to his principle, and gives us his

transcription, for instance, uf Job S'2
6 thus

&'ir 'aui leyamim
W .ti trin sahim yeshishim
Al-kcn za^idlt wa'ira'

Jlchavvoth dc'i 'cthkhem.

That is to say, he makes F.lilm -peak in Iambic
Tetrameter ('atalectic. But, in order to reach

this result, he introduces in v.'f the siipertluons
word sit hiM

'grey-headed,'
while in v.

b he robs
othalti of its ending -i, which in Hebrew is the
characteristic of the 1st person singular. In spite
of such objections, Dulim in his Coiiimentnrv on
Job (Kurzcr llil''nin. 1S'J7, J>. 17) accepted w itlioiit

reservation liickell's theory of the rhythm of

ancient Hebrew poetry. Afterwards, however, he

rightly abandoned it (in his Commentary on the
Psalms in the same series, 1899, Einleit. '24).

The falsity of Itickell's view is demonstrated by
the present writer in Stilittik (p. 339 f.), and in

like manner Sievers ( 55) declares,
'

I can take no
further account of liickell's system." A

preferable
view of the rhythmical character of UT poetry is

that which is represented esiiecially by .1. Ley.
According to this theory, the ancient Helirew

poets paid regard only to the accented syllables

(cf., on this point, Stilistik, pp. 330-336). But
even the advocates of this view are divided into

two schools. The majority (('.'/- Ouhm, Psalmen,
18<J9, p. xxx) hold that the Hebrew poets aimed at

an equal number of '

rises
'

in the corresponding
lines. To this group belongs also Sievers (cf. 52
and 88 of his Metrim-hc Slutlien, 1901, lid. i.). But
Budde and still more the present writer have come
to the conclusion that a Hebrew poet aimed at

nothing more than the esscntiul symmetry of the

lines that answer to one another in his poem.
This may be observed, fur instance, in the follow-

ing four passages :

'
lie instructed, ye judges of

the earth (Ps 2lob
), 'and rejoice with trembling'

(v.
nb

), 'and ye perish from the way' (v.'-
b
), and

' blessed are all they that put their trust in him '

(v.
1 -11

). Our conclusion is confirmed also by the

poetical compositions which are sung by the in-

habitants of Palestine at the present day (see

Stilifti/:, pp. 337, 343). Cornill (Die metrischen

Stitcke dcs Ihtchcs Jcrcmia, 1901, p. viii) supports
the same view, so far at least as the liook of

Jeremiah is concerned :
' For Jeremiah an exact

correspondence of the various stic/ioi was not a
formal principle of his metrical system.' Dulim,
it is true, in his Commentary on Jeremiah (A'lircrr

Jlttfum. 1901) remarks on 2: 'In all Jeremiah's

poetical compositions the tttichoi contain three and
two "rises" alternately." But, to make good his

theory, he has to deny to Jeremiah a passage like
w- 13 because ' the metre of Jeremiah is wanting

'

in

it. Such a conclusion, however, would be valid only
if he were able to adduce other, independent,

reasons

for the excision of this passage. He urges, indeed,
that v. 4 contains a fresh notice of the l*ivine com-
mission to Jeremiah. But this is nothing strange :

such notes occur very frequently in Jeremiah and
the later Prophets (see the passages in St Hist if;,

p. 174). Moreover, vv. 2* 37 of the same chapter are

allowed by Dulim himself to be Jeremiah's, and

yet v.'-
5"- is followed by a fresh call,

' U generation,
see ye the word of the LoitU,' quite in the manner
in which v. 4 follows upon v. Further, Dulim
thinks himself entitled to deny 24' 13 to Jeremiah
because the people of the Loiil) are addressed in v.

4

as 'house ot Jacob,' a designation which Dulim
lielieves to be unused except by later writers.

But 'house of Jacob" occurs also in Is g3 ami 8",
both of which passages are regarded by Dulim
himself (in Nowack's Hr/kom.) as Isaianic ; and
the same expression is found in Am 3U and Mic 2'

3", passages which cannot be attributed to ' Inter

writers.' Finally, Dnhin's view of Jer 24 " 13 raises

the difficulty that Israel is treated in v.a- as a

feminine, but in v." as a masculine, subject. But,
if v. 14 is the sequel of v. 13

,
Israel is naturally treated

as masculine, because it has just been designated
in v.

13
by the masculine word 'am 'people.' In
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any case, it may be added, the supposed interpolator
of vv. 4 " 13 knew nothing of the metrical system
which Dulnn attributes to Jeremiah, else he would
have accommodated the form of these verses to

their surroundings. Hence the present writer is

unable to accept Duhm's view as to ' the metre
of Jeremiah,' quite apart from the fact that,

according to our foregoing contention (see above,
(2)), Jeremiah was not a poet.

4. Some interesting features of style occur

sporadically in various parts of the OT. (a) There
are alphabetical acrostics. The present writer

cannot, indeed, admit that Nah I
2 " 1"

belongs to

this category [but see art. NAHUM in vol. iii.

p. 475], which, however, probably includes Ps 9f.
,

and certainly Ps25. 34. 37. Ill f. '119. 145, Pr SI 10'3
',

La 1-4, and Sir 51 13 "-9
, as is shown by the recently

discovered Heb. text (cf., further, Stilistil:, pp.
357-359). There is another species of acrostic
which we do not believe to be found in the OT.
The letters, for instance, with which the lines of

Ps 110 Ih ' 4 commence are not intended to point to

wza, as the name of Simon the Maccabee, who
reigned B.C. 142-135. That such is the case is

represented, indeed, by Duhm (Knrzer Hdrom.
1899, ad lot.) as unquestionable. But, in the first

place, it is surely awkward that the alleged
acrostic should include only part of the poem.
Secondly, as has been shown by Gaster (Academy,
19th May 18!)2), the name Shimon is written upon
the coins (where the vowel letters are relatively
rare) 40 times with and only once without the i.

Yet the latter is the way in which, upon Duhm's
theory, it would be written in Ps 110. Once
more, the clause 'until I make thine enemies thy
footstool

'

(v."') would be in glaring opposition to
the statement of 1 Mac 1441 that Simon was to
hold office

' until a trustworthy prophet should
arise.' The former (Ps 110 lb

) promises the highest
degree of triumph for the king who is there

addressed, the latter (1 Mac 14 4
') reminds Simon

that his choice to be prince was subject to recall.

(b) Other poetical compositions in the OT are
marked by frequent use of the figure Anadiplosis
described above (iii. (5)). Such is the case with
the fifteen psalms (120-134). For instance, the
' dwell

'

of
' that I dwell in the tents of Kedar '

(Ps 120sb
) is taken up again in the 'dwell' of '

my
soul hath long dwelt with him' (v.

6
"). Again, the

two lines
' that hateth peace' (v.

6h
) and

'
I am for

peace' (v.
7a

) have a connecting link in the word
'

peace.' The same characteristic is still more
marked in Ps 121, as may be seen from the clauses
'From whence shall my help come?' (v.

lb
) and

' My help cometh from the LORD '

(v.
2a

). The
familiar title of these fifteen psalms 'Songs of

Degrees' (AV ; KV 'Songs of Ascents') has refer-

ence, in the opinion of the present writer, to their

rhythmical peculiarity as well as to their destina-
tion to be sung by the caravans of pilgrims
journeying to Jerusalem (cf. Stilistik, pp. 302-304).

(r) Rhyme is found in the poetry of the OT only
in the same sporadic fashion as in the plays of

Shakespeare (where, e.g.,
'
rise

'

rhymes with '

eyes
'

at the close of Hamlet, Act I., Scene ii., or 'me'
with 'see' in Act III., at the end of Ophelia's
speech). Rhyme of this kind may be observed in
the very earliest poetical passage of the OT,
namely Gn 423f

-, where koli ' my voice
'

rhymes
with imratht 'my speech.' But such rh vines,
which could not readily be avoided in Hebrew,
are not found at the end of every line of an OT
poem. H. Grimme claims, indeed (in an article
entitled '

Durchgereimte Gedichte im AT' in Bar-
denhewer's Biblische Studlen, Bd. vi. 1901), to
have discovered poems of this kind in Ps 45. 54
and Sir 44 1 ' 14

. But our suspicions are awakened
at the very outset by the circumstance that the

poet does not exercise his rhyming skill at tin

opening of his composition (Ps 452
). Grimm-j

otters, it is true, a scansion of the verse, mark-

ing it as he does with the sign of arsis, but
he cannot point to the presence of rhyme in it.

Further, with reference to the following lines, are
we to hold that the poet considered an identity of

final consonants (as in 'oznekh and 'abikh of v. llab
)

to amount to rhyme, although the standing and
correct conception of the latter demands an asson-
ance of the preceding vowel, such as is heard even
in the rime suffisante (e.g. in '

soupir' and '

desir')
of the French ? Again, Grimme, in order to
establish a rhyme between the end of v. 3b and v." 1

,

drops in v. 31 ' the closing word (leulam) of the MT,
and alters the preceding words. In like manner
he transposes the words in v. te

, and again drops
two words in v. lob

. Lastly, all the rhymes which
Grimme discovers in Ps 45 consist simply of the
assonance of the pronominal suffix -kli, and he
increases the number by making the masculine
form for

'

thy,' namely -khii, the same as the
feminine form, namely -kh. Thus instead of the
MT lulddrekha (v.

3
i
j

'
1

'),
'

thy majesty,' he would

pronounce hadaraekh, a course of procedure which
is shown to be wrong by R. Kittel in his treatise
Ueber die Notwendigkett und Moglichkeit einer
neuen Ausgabe der hebriiischen Bibcl (1901),
62-68. The weakest point in Grimme's contention
is found in the circumstance that the rhymes he
discovers depend upon an assonance of a series of

pronouns, which could not be avoided in Hebrew.

\Vliy should not the composer of Ps 45 have placed
at the end of v. 4b a word to rhyme with the final

le'ulam of v. 3b ? At all events, the tradition which
allowed le'tjldm to stand at the end of v. 3

, knew
nothing of any intention on the part of the author
of Ps 45 to provide all the lines of his poem with

rhymes. Grimme's attempt to demonstrate the

presence of rhyme 4n Ps 54 and Sir 44 1 ' 14 must
equally be pronounced a failure (see the present
writers brochure, Neucste Prinzipien der alttest.

Kritik ijepriift, 1902, p. 24).
5. The last feature we wish to notice as dis-

coverable in the stylistic structure of the OT is

the construction of strophes. Those scholars who
at present are disposed to co-ordinate the pro-

phecies and the poems of the OT, speak of strophes
also in the Book of Isaiah, discovering them, for

instance, in 26 ' 11 vv. 1 -'" and vv. 18'21
. But even an

orator may unfold his subject in sections cf nearly
equal length, and may conclude each of these
with the same sentence, the so-called Epiphora
(see above, iii. (orf/1)). Lately, the opening of the
Book of Amos has been a favourite field for

attempts to discover a strophic structure. The
earlier attempts are examined in Stilistil;, pp.
347-352, and Sievers (i. 103) agrees with the

judgment expressed there by the present writer.

But a renewed effort of the same kind has been
made by Lbhr in his Untersuchiingen zum Buche
Amos, 1901. He proposes to regard the four pro-

phecies against Damascus, Gaza, Ainmon, and
Moab (I

3 '5 vy.*'8 vv. 13 ' 15 2 1 "3
) as four strophes, each

consisting of 4 + 2 + 4 stichoi. But, in order to

make out this uniformity, he is compelled in I 3

to reckon the object
' Gilead' as the fourth stichus.

Similarly, in 2 l the fourth stichus has to be made
up simply of lassid (' into lime'). Short parts of

sentences have thus to be counted as whole lines,

although in the corresponding passage of the pro-

phecy against Ammon (I
13 ' 15

) a whole clause (' that

they might enlarge their border,' v. 13b
^) is found,

which Lbhr himself takes as the fourth stichos of

the 'strophe' I
13 "'5

. 'The creating of stich'n in

such a fashion, in order to form strophes, appears
to the present writer to be an artificial procedure,
the responsibility for which belongs, not to the
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]>n>|iln>t Amos but to modern upholders of tlie

theory thai till' rni|llll'ts of I-rael Mll'llllt tO

employ
'

strophes.' Our view of tin' mailer i-

thai :il-n ui'( 'o mill in tin- Thrnl. Rundschau (1901,

]>.
414 f.). Sievers (Metrini'hr. I 'at ' " /'"n;fcn, ii.

]>. 4?:tl gives up the attempt to establish an exiu't

equality In-t wwii corresponding lines, for, accord-

ing i" liini, 1"' r because tliry have threshed,
'

ete. )

eoniain- iniir feet, while v.
ob has live, v."' 1

six, and
2" 1

seven.- -In the real poems of the UT there are

ii"i .1 few traces ef an sun at a strophio structure.

The latter eaiinot he denied, for instance, to the

author of 1's 2, who evidently meant to exhaust
his subject in four sets of three verses each. Such
an aim was connected also with the construction

of alplialwtical acrostics (see aliove, (4)). What,
for instance, are the twenty-two groups of eight
v er-c- i-ach of which 1's 1 1(1 is made up, but strophes?
Such divisions of a poem are at times indicated

even externally. We have an instance of this in

the occurrence of quite similar clauses, 'Surely
ev ei y man at bis best estate is wholly vanity

' and

Smi'ly every man is vanity,' in 1's 39r ' and v.
1

"'.

In !_"' 433
, again, we have the thrice repeated

'

\Vhy art thou cast down, O my soul, and why
art tiiou disquieted within me?' and there are a

L: I many similar 'refrains' in the Psalter (cf. 40'- "

4!l
1 -'- -"

r>7
x "

13ti
lb- -b

etc., see Xtilistik, p. 340 f. ).

v. CONCLUSION'. 1. In so far as the stylistic

dilferenc.es between Hililical writings depend upon
the choice of words, the style is not without sig-

nilicanee for the purposes of literary ci-itin.iiii.

This is proved in the present writer's Eiiilcit. ins

AT, pp. 147-151, and its truth reaffirmed, in reply
tn recent doubts expressed by W. H. Cobb, and
ill -iriided, with fresh materials, in the Expository
Titiu t, xiii. (1901) p. 134. For instance, the rela-

tive pronoun is expressed by iyx in Is 1
1 -'"J 1> -

31.
i>. wi, 5a.. aai

)
i,ut is not met w jtli till 40-4 and

43'-'
1

. Again, the negative 16 may be counted at

least sixteen times in Is 1-6. Yet how easily we
illicit have had at least one occurrence of Sj, the
word used in 40-' 4S-"7 44"'-. Now, these and other

words selected in chs. 40 11'. belong to the vocabulary
of the 'higher' style of the Helirews, and it is a

fact that in chs. 1 H'. Isaiah cultivates the most

elegant mode of writing. Why should he, then,
have avoided in these chapters all those elements
of the higher style for which a preference is shown
in chs. 40 If. ? .Such conduct would be all the more

incomprehensible, seeing that the most of the

linguistic peculiarities which mark Is 4Uff. concern

expressions which, on account of their frequency,
are employed without deliberate choice and almost
wit limit consciousness. But a number of the more
recent expounders of the OT have thought to

discover a critical touchstone also in features of

liiblical style which do not depend upon the choice

of. words. Diilim, for instance, says in his Com-
mentary on Isaiah in Xowack's Htlkom.

p.
31):

' The fate of the unknown city is depicted in 'A'*'-

in too elegiac a strain to allow of pur assigning
these verses to Isaiah.' He has in view the words
'Thv men shall fall by the sword, and thy mighty
in tiie war,' ete. But to say that this is 'in too

elegiac a strain' is simply a subjective opinion,
whose correctness is not proved by Diilim, and
cannot be proved. For the strongest expres-
sion^ of grief over the catastrophes that over-

hang Israel are given utterance to by Isaiah in

ol In i passages, such as I
5 '" and 6"'", which are

allowed by Dulini himself to be genuinely Isaianic.

A number of similar critical judgments, which
have been built in recent times upon the manner-
ism- of si vie in certain portions of the UT, are

examined in the present writer's brochure, ffeueste

l'i-in .ijiu u tier ulttKnt. Kritik gcpriift, 1902, pp.
ISM9.

2. The differences in style between vai ions luniks

of Scripture have a special signilicance from the

I>oiiit of view of the history uf rflii/iun. It is a

weighty circumstance that Nathan's prophecy,
which is found in 2 S 7'"""1

, is reproduced some-
what differently in 1 C'h I"""1 ' 18

, and that the oracle

of Is 2-"' has another form in Mir 4 1 '3
. From this

we gather that the Israelites of earlier times cared
for nothing more than to preserve the contents of

revelation in their essential identity. The form
was of importance only in so far as it served for

the preservation of the contents, and thus, even with
the I'rophets, the form was the human element.
( Jod permitted His interpreters to make use of the

language of their own time. If this statement

required proof, it would lie found in such facts as

the following. In the prophetical writings the
two forms for the pronoun

'

I,' namely 'atiukhi and
'tliii, stand to one another in the following ratios :

in Amos as 10 : 1, in Hosea as 11 : 11, in Micah
as 1 : 2, in Jeremiah as 35 : 51, in Ezckiel as

1 (3G'-"
1

) : 138, in Daniel as 1 (10") : 23, in Haggai as

0:4, in Zee 1-8 as 0:9, in Malachi as 1 : 8.

Then in the historical books, Samuel has 48
'iiiiiikhi to 50 'dni, Kings 9 to 45, Ezra to 2,

Nehemiah 1 to 15, Chronicles 1 (1 Ch 17' II 2 S T-)

to 30, Esther to 0. A number of other evidences
will be found in the present writer's article

'

I'ro-

phecy ami History' in the Expository Times, xi.

(1900) pp. 305-310. The above assertion that the
form of the language is the human element in the

Bible, is subject only to the reservation that the

contents of a prophecy were naturally not without
intluence upon its form, and this was the ease

also with the spirit which animated the pro-

phets (Mie 38
,
Is 8" etc.). But we are convinced

that there is still another point to be observed.

When, for instance, we read '

They pierced my
hands and my feet' (Ps 22 1

"), the present writer

cannot believe this sentence to have been written

without the co-operation of the Divine Spirit, who
was the supreme director of Israel's history. Such

expressions were meant to pre-establish a harmony
between the Old and the New Covenant, so that

believers who lived under the new dispensation

might be strengthened in their faith by noticing
the presence of such features in the earlier history
of God's saving purpose.

LITKR.UTRE. In addition to the works mentioned in the
introductory part of the above article, the present writer's

tHilinlile, llhrti'rik, I'uetik, in Jlezug nil/die KMiiche Littrratur

ktm\i*iratirixcli tlaryrxtcUt (l!)ltO) may he consulted throughout.
For special points, reference nm.y be mode to Karl .1. (Jrinun's

Euplieinixtic Lituryicnl Ai'imdicet in ttii', OT (11W1), pp. 3-5,

and Ed. Sievern' ititruche L'nterelK/iunyen, 2 vols. (1901).

ED. KONIG.
SYMBOL, SYMBOLICAL ACTIONS.

i. Distinction between Metaphor and Symbol,
ii. Svmliols in Scripture.

iii. Symbolical actions : (A) in common life ; (B) in the re-

ligious life : (a) constant or usual actions ; (/*) unusual
actions. The symbolical actions in the prophetical
literature.

i. DISTINCTION BETWEEN METAPHOR AND SYM-
noi.. Both these terms stand for something which
is not used in its barest literal sense or for its

proper purpose. Both describe methods which are

employed to give concrete expression to ideas be-

longing to the realm of spirit. But what the

Mftii/i/ior is in the sphere of speech, that the

Xymliiil is in the sphere of things.
'

Metaphorical
'

applies to expressions,
'

symbolical
'

is an attribute

ot objects and actions. How closely allied the two

conceptions are is shown by the fact that in familiar

speech the terms are occasionally interchanged,
tor instance, we recently met with this sentence:
'

If the ordinary man is to fulfil the command to

love (iod above everything, the word " love" must
be understood merely as a symbolical [sinnbildlich]
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designation for two dispositions of mind for which
there is no more fitting expression' (Die Grenzboten,
1900, p. 447). The correct term here would be
'

metaphorical,' not '

symbolical.'
The varieties of Metaphor which occur in Biblical

literature are enumerated and explained in the

present writer's Stilistik, Rhctorik, Poetik, in Be.zurj

atif die. Biblische Litteratur komparatiuisch darge-
stellt (1900). But the notions of 'Symbol' or

'symbolical' could not be handled there, because

they have not to do with a sphere in which lan-

guage is the agency at work. Hence the explana-
tion there given (pp. 93-1011) of Metaphor and the

present article will be found to supplement one
another.

ii. SYMBOLS IN SCRIPTURE. The extent to which

symbolism pervades the Biblical literature is a
doubtful question. The following may be regarded
as the surest instances :

(a) The word 'dshera, which had all along, in the
sense of 'gracious,' been an attribute of'Astarte,
and hence .appears also as a personal name for her

(1 K 15" [
= '2 Ch 1516

] 18", 2 K 21' 23J
-'), came in

later times to be used mainly as the name for the

symbol of this goddess, namely a tree, in allusion

to the fruitfulness of the life of nature (Ex 34 13
,

Dt 7
5

etc., 2 Ch 347
). Further, the hammanim

(Lv 2630
,
Is 178 27 9

, Ezk 6'-
6

,
-2 Ch 145 344 -

'

,-t ,<l.)

were miniature obelisks, which represented the
sun's rays. They were symbols ot the sun-god
who in Phcen. inscriptions is called 3cn ^yi or Vya
:icn, and the like (cf. Bloch, Phon. Ijlimsiti; p. 22).
The mazzeboth, again ('pillars,' Gn 28 18

etc.),
were not set up on their own account. They were
not meant to be dwelling-places of the Deity, but
were symbols, expressive of gratitude for a Divine
revelation (Gn 28- 31 13

etc.) ; primitive altars (cf.

Ex 2<F, Is 1919
) ; allusions to the rock (Zi'ir), which

formed the surest ground of trust for Israel (Dt
304. is. is etc .

Stilistik, p. 99M .34 ) ; or they were
symbols of the twelve tribes of Israel (Ex 24J

, cf.

1 K 1831 ).

(b) It is equally unmistakable that the visible

dwelling-place of God, i.e. the Tabernacle and the

Temple, was a symbol of His invisible dwelling-
place. In point of fact, the Holy Place and the

Holy of Holies correspond respectively to the
heavens and the highest heaven (0:5371 '?:? 1 K ,S-~

etc.), while the forecourt was the analogue of the
earth, which, according to Is 66', is God's footstool.

Josephus was quite right, then, when he said long
ago that the subdivision of the sanctuary was an
imitation of the constitution of the universe (Ant.
III. vi. 4 : 7rp6s fj.ifj.rja'ii' TTJS TUJV flXuif 0iVews). The
same notion is favoured by He 9-'

4
oil yap ei'j . . .

dfTtri'Tra . . . d\X' ei's avrw TOV ovpavov. Hengsten-
berg contended that the OT sanctuary was to be
viewed as symbolizing the pre-Christian stage of
the Kingdom of God (A tithtxtie des Pent. ii. 628 n". ).

But in that case the arrangement of the sanctuary
of the religion of Israel would have pointed to
the imperfection of that religion ; and the view
that this arrangement was chosen in order to

express the truth that the OT religion was im-

perfect, is unnatural. Still less conceivable is the
notion (Schegg, Bibl. Arch. 1887, p. 418) that 'the
sacred tent typified the Christian Church.'

(c) A symbolical meaning of numbers cannot be
certainly demonstrated for the OT. This question
has already been so exhaustively discussed in art.

NUMBER in vol. iii., that only a very little needs
to be added here. The circumstance that the

sanctuary was divided into three parts, has just
been explained. It was not, then, on account of the
number 'three' that this arrangement was adopted.
That number was not a symbol of the Deity (Schegg,
/.<. 42U) at the OT stage of religion. As little is

a symbolical meaning of the number ' four '

evident

in the construction of the Sanctuary. Nor was the
number 'ten' meant to express the idea of 'per-
fection' (Schegg, I.e. 419), as one may see from the
fact that the Holy of Holies in Solomon's temple
formed a cube of 20 cubits (1 K 63

).

(d) With somewhat more foundation it may be
contended that the colours selected for the adorn-
ment of the OT sanctuary had a symbolical mean-

ing. Why, for instance, does blue- or violet-purple
(tikhcletli) occupy the first place among the four
colours of the curtains of the sanctuary (Ex 2(3')?

Without doubt, because it was meant to allude to
the unclouded sky and thus to God. But, to take
another instance, it appears to the present writer
doubtful whether the red-purple ('argaman )

'

recalls

the God of judgment,' as was suggested by Franz
Delitzsch in his interesting work, Iris: Studies in
Colour and Tuli'x about Flowers, 1888, p. 55. On
the other hand, the white colour which we note in

the high priest's dress (Ex 285t)
etc., Rev 4 4

), and
in the horses, etc., of Zee 6* and Rev 6- 19" (cf.

14 14
), is as certainly a symbolical expression of

purity, salvation, and victory as black (Zee 6 s
*,

Rev B5 ' 12
) is a symbol of death.

(c) It may be added that the forms of the CHERU-
BIM in the Tabernacle (Ex 25 18

etc., 26 1 - 31
) and the

Temple (1 K 6-3 - 32 - M
, Ezk 41 1S

) were symbols of the

presence of God (cf. Ps 18 11
). Again, what but God's

dominion over nature can have been meant to be

represented by the carved palins and flowers (1 K
tpj. 35 7^ 2 Ch 37

)? As to the lions, finally, which
were to be seen on various pieces of the furniture
of the Temple ( 1 K 7

29 -

*") and on the throne of
Solomon (10-"), were these not symbols of the

power exercised by the heavenly or the earthly
king of Israel? This symbolical significance of
the lion shows itself also in the description of the
Cherubim (Ezk I

10 102
") and the four apocalyptic

creatures (Rev 47
) ;

and in the same passages we
find the ox, the eagle, and the man as symbols of

strength, swiftness, and reason.
iii. SYMBOLICAL ACTIONS. While it is a debate-

able question how far the realm of Symbol extends
in the Biblical literature, the sphere of symbolical
actions is defined witli almost complete precision.
For it is easy, in the case of each particular action,
to perceive whether it is performed for its own sake
or in order to express an idea. But what is the
best classification for the wide department of sym-
bolical actions? Perhaps as suitable a course as

any will be to distinguish symbolical actions (A)
of common life and (B) of religious life. The
latter class will then be subdivided again into

ordinary and extraordinary actions.

A. SYMBOLICAL ACTWSS is COMMOSLIFEW
The very beginning of life was connected with a

symbolical transaction. The newborn child used to

be placed on the knees of the father, not merely
to be caressed by him (Is ti6

12l<
), but also to be

acknowledged as his offspring. This is the most
probable meaning of Job's question,

' Why did the
knees receive me?' (Job 312a

). For in the two st'u-hoi

of v. 12 it is most natural to find a reference to

the action respectively of the father and the

mother, and the placing of the newborn child on
the knees of the father is encountered also outside
Israel as a recognition of the child by the father

(cf. //. ix. 455, etc., and Lat. tollere). It is

essentially the same act that is referred to when
in the MT of Gn 5023" it is said that great-
grandsons of Joseph were ' born upon his knees."
The expression 'yjS'72 answers to the question
Whither?, and the meaning is that great-grand-
sons of Joseph were brought after their birth to

the supreme head of the family that they might
be recognized by him as new members of it. It

is quite natural that this statement should have
come in later times to be regarded as incredible.
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Hi -iii-i in the Samaritan Pentateui-li we find the

reading ?; 'in tlie days of
'
substituted. But it

this hud been the original text, as is as-unn-il in

Kautzsob's translation of tlie UT, ami by llol/.ingcr

in the J\m-:i-r Htlruia. (ad loc.), it is unintelligible
linw such a strange reading as tlie other should
have arisen. Ami how does the c;

'
also

'

witness

against tin- reading of the MT, as Hol/in^ei ' ""

tends? This conjunction really collides the two
facts that Joseph livcil to see grandsons not only
in the lini' uf Ephmitn, hut also in that of .Man
nsseh. llolzinger further argues that. supposing
iln statement in Un olH31' refers to adoption,
Joseph may have adopted Machir but cannot have

adopted his sons. ' Marhir certainly gained the
same standing as Manasseh, hut his sons did not.'

lint is it really established as a necessary con-

clusion that the narratives found in the patriarchal
history simply reflect the later history of the tribes

of Israel? Is it not rather possible that the story
of (in .'lO'^

1 ' contains an argument against the cor-

lectnessof this recent theory? Further, adoption
on the part of the mother is clearly expressed in

the words attributed to Kachel in (in 3036 'And
she i I'.ilhali) shall bear upon my knees, and so

shall I come into possession of a family from her.'

(/>) Not only the beginning of life out also new

str/is in life were marked by symbolical transac-

tions. A woman captured in war, who is chosen

by an Israelite to be his wife,
'
is to shave her

head and pare her nails' (1H 21 12
). In this way

she is to indicate that her former state of mourn-

ing has ceased, and ' that she is about to begin life

a^ain under new auspices' (Driver, Dent, nil lor.).

It is not possible to discover in either of the two
actions '

expressions of grief,' as is done by Ber-

tholet (Kurzcr Hdciim. ail loc.). On the one hand,
this interpretation is not required on the ground
of 14'. For in the last-named passage and in Jer
16" and Kzk 7 18 it is not the simple shaving oft'

of the hair (Dt 21'-) that is forbidden, but 'the

making of a baldness between the eyes, i.e. on the

forehead.' On the other hand, ISertholet's view
of IK 21'-b is reduced to an impossibility in view
of v. 13

*. For it is added there that the woman in

question is also to put oil
' the raiment of her

captivity,' which is quite a different thing from
'ti> strip herself naked like a mourner' (Bertholet).

Consequently the three actions described in I)t

21 1 - 1'- 13" are really meant to illustrate the fact that

a happy change has taken place in the woman's
life. It is true that she is still to be allowed a
month's time to bewail her parents. Hut during
this she is not to return to her previous absolute

mourning. This is proved beyond question by
the laying aside of her captive garb (v.'*"). The
intention rather is merely that during the month
specified she may have time to reconcile herself to

the transition from the old to the new condition of

things. Thus her situation during this month is

a mingling of grief ami joy. A happy advance in

life was very clearly expressed by the '

breaking
of the yoke,' a symbolical action introduced in

Jer 28' ; cf. Is 58"', Ezk 3D'", Nah 1".

(r) Symbolical actions which denote a disturbance
of one's life or its end. The border of the garments,
specially over the breast, is rent: c.i/. (in 37'-"

1 ' "4

44", Nu '14
s

,
Jos 7", 1 S 412

, 2 S I
2 3" 1331 153-, 2 K

_- (c-i-r c-js-S) 5" II 14 IS37 22'", Is 36-" 37', Jer 3t>-"-"-

41 5
, Jl 2 l:1

,' Job I
20

2'-', Est 4 1

,
EXT 93 - 5

, 2 Ch
2:; HI-7

,
1 Mac 2 14 3" 4 351 5 14 11" 13", Mt 2G65

,
Mk

1 r ;

, Ac, 14'4 (Barnabas and Paul), Jos. BJ II. xv.

4 (yvnvovs TO. o-Tt'pva ruv tffOrjrw TTfptepprjy^vuv).

Further, one puts on sackcloth, a primitive article

of dress, iii order to show that one is giving up
e\er\ convenience and every ornament: e.g. (In 37".

2 S :V" 14- 1<J-
4

21"', 1 K 21s7, 2 K (i
30

, Is 3a 153 20*

22" .Mr1

58", Jer 4" G* 49*, Ezk 7'", Jl 1", Am 8'",

Jon 3'-", Ps 30'- 3.V 3
69'-, .lob 16", La 2'", Est 4"- ',

Dn 9s , 1 Mac 2 14
(irfp/WXo.>To ffdiocoi't), Mt 11-' (cf.

34
), Lk 10' 3

, Itev II 3
(of. 6 1J

<rd/<Kot rpixn-oi).* One
goes barefooted (2 S lo3

", cf. It 20-'") and without
turban (Ezk 24""), or neglects washing oneself (2 S
12s"). Ashes are sprinkled upon the head: 2 .S

13", Is 58s
, Est 4 :l

, Jos. li.f II. xv. 4 (rij< impact
Mni'l: cf. G. Jacob (Altitrab. Parnllelen, p. 15,

where it is shown how the pre-Islamite Arabs
were also wont to sprinkle ashes upon the head
in token of great grief) ;

or one simply sits in the
ashes : Jer G-", Ezk 2730

28'", Jon 3, Job 2" (cf. La
3'"). In this way one clothed himself as it were
with ashes (Kst 4', ef. l>n 9s

,
Is 61 3

), and thus pro-
claimed in a visible fashion that he was indifferent

to the joy of life. Or, again, the hand might be
laid upon the head (2 S 13", Jer 2s7

), to express
the fact that the soul was liowed down by a heavy
sorrow. One covered the head (2 S 1.V", Jer 143u ,

Est G 1

'-), or at least the beard (Lv 1345
,
Mie 37",

Ezk 24 17b
--, cf. 2 S 19-

4
T) and thereby the mouth,

in order to mark oneself as a person who could
neither see nor speak for grief. Perhaps the

smiting of the thigh or the breast (Jer 31' 1

', Ezk
21'"', Lk 18'

3
) were also meant to express mental

suffering.
(it) A special group of symbolical actions ex-

presses the establishing of a relation between per-
sons. This is aliove all symlxili/.ed by the Airing
of the hand: 2 K 10" ('give me thine hand then'),
Ezr lil

ui
('and they gave their hand'), Jer SU 1*1

,

Ezk 17""', La 5ta , 21'h 3U8
^, Pr G 1 11" 17'

8 22-. In

1 L'h 29-4 the giving of the hand by the vanquished
is the sign of submission, and thus a pendant to

the placing of the conqueror's feet upon his neck

(Jos 1U-41
'). An alliance is likewise cemented by

the one party lui/iny hvlil uf tin: right kunil of the

other: Is 41" 45', Ps 73a (cf. 8018
). The con-

eluding of an agreement was also symbolized by
a common mcul (Gn 2G3" 31 54

, Ex 24'"', 2 S 3-u ), and
it is very natural to find that on such an occasion

not only bread (Jos 914a
, cf. v.'

b
) but, above all,

salt was eaten. For salt serves to keep other

articles from putrefaction and consequent destruc-

tion, and might thus fittingly point to the security
of the agreement. The same is still the practice

among the modern Arabs (d'Arvieux, iferlnwirdige
A'tir/irichten von einer Reise, etc., Bd. iii. p. 104 f. ),

and hence the OT speaks of the '

salt of the cove-

nant' (Lv 2 13
) and of ' a covenant of salt' (Nu 18'",

2 C'h 1351
'). The establishing of a connexion with

a property is indicated by a man casting one of

his shoes upon it (Ps 60 IU"
'! 108'"". See art. SHOE

in vol. iv.). This is based unon the fact that

walking upon a piece of ground is a sign of pro-

prietorship. We may recall the Uoman custom of

bringing before the pnetor a clod of earth from
the field which one claimed as his property. A
certain relation was established also when Elijah
the prophet cast his mantle njion Klisha(l K 19""').

A special meaning may be discovered in this act,

namely, the investiture with the prophetic mantle

(2 K 2'3 , cf. Is 20-'). So the covering of a woman
with one's mantle (E/.k 16s

,
Ku 3") expresses the

intention of becoming her protector j>nr excellence,

i.e. of marrying her. This is the interpretation

already given to Ku 3" in the Targuin ('and let

thy name be named [cf. Is 4'] over thy handmaid,
to take me to be thy wife'), and by Kashi (ad lof. :

' this is an expression for marrying' [[-KIC-J jicS]) ;

and '

thy wing
'

here does not mean '

thy protect-

ing arm,' as M. Peril/. (Zwei ultc arab. Ueberset-

zitngcn </<w Hurhf.s Ki'ith, 1900, p. 37) holds. The
correct view of Ezk 16" and Ku 3" is confirmed by

Perhaps the rtnding of tht yannrnlH and the putting on of
Kin->i'-l::ih should t>e rcguoed as the earlier and the later fonn,

P'-IM , i ;\rl\
, of the Kame announceniflil uf mourning (no M.

Jostrow ; cf. Expat. Time*, 1UU1, p. 337 f.).
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Arab custom. ' The son who, in the heathen

period of Arab history, took over the widow of

his father, threw his garment over her. So,

too, Mohammed cast his mantle over the Jewess

Safija, captured at Khaibar, as a token that he
desired to have her in marriage' (G. Jacob, I.e.

p. 23, where other instances of the same thing will

be found). Other actions whereby the conclusion
of the marriage bond was symbolized, are not
mentioned in the OT, unless we are to reckon

among these the loading of Rebekah as Isaac's

bride with presents (Gn 245
-'"), and Isaac's con-

ducting of her into the tent of his mother (v.
6
'").

(e) The opposite condition of things, namely, the
dissolution of relations, is indicated as follows.

One person takes off another's shoe (Dt 25 31*

'ji ny^m), or the wearer removes it himself (llu 48b

'31 iV>i). The idea at the basis of this act may be

explained thus. Seeing that one enters upon the

occupancy of a field by treading upon it with his

shoes (see above, on Ps 6010
||
1U8 10

), the pulling ott'

of the shoe indicates the intention of not carry-

ing out this occupancy. The drawing off of the
shoe was also, among the Arabs, a special sign of

the dissolution of a marriage. This is shown by

the use of , J -^ (khul'un = extractio) for 'divorce.'
L_

' The drawing off of a shoe also meets us in still

later times as the symbol of renunciation of

allegiance. When a ruler was declared to have
forfeited the throne, it was customary to cast off'

the shoe in a solemn assembly' (Ign. Goldziher,
Zur arab. PhUologie, Bd. i. p. 47). A parallel to

the above-cited passage, Ru 48b
, will be found also

in Burton, The J,<ind of Mid'um, vol. ii. p. 137. A
very energetic expression for the complete dis-

solution of a connexion consists in the shaking off
the dial, from one's feet (Mt 10 14

f/cnrajare rbv KOVI-

oprov, K.T.X. ;
Mk 6n fKnvd^are rftv xvv

> K.T.\. ; Ac
1351

). The superlative degree of separation from
a person may be seen in the covering of his face
(Est 7

8b 'and they covered Banian's. face.'). By
this act he was marked as if non-existing. A
similar symbolical action was practised among the
Macedonians (Curtius, IV. viii. '.'2) and the Romans
(cf. Bertheau-Ryssel in Kgf. exeg. Hdb. ad loc.).

Similar to a certain extent is the Turkish custom
of sending a silken cord to one who is condemned
to death.

(/) Symbolical actions affect ing certnin classes of
society. (a) If a Hebrew slave declined to avail

himself of the liberty that was open to him after

seven years' service, one of his ears probably the

right one wns bored through icith an aid against
the door and thus pinned to it (Ex 21'ib

, Dt 15 17
).

This was meant to indicate that the service of his

ears i.e. his obedience must henceforth be in-

dissolubly devoted to this house. The pierced ear
is found also amongst other nations as the mark of

the slave (Nowack, Heb. Arch. i. 177).

(ft) The office of house steward was conveyed to

one by laying the key of the house upon his

shoulder (Is 22", cf. Rev 37
). The investiture

with the prophetic office is once, too, symbolized
by the giring of a book to eat (Ezk 3 1

).

(7) We lind quite a number of symbolical actions
intended to indicate .a man's rank as ruler. First
of all there is anointing (Jg 93

,
1 S 9 16 1U 1 15 1 16OT-,

2 S 24 3 53 ,
1 K I

3" 10 15
,
2 K II 1 - 2330

,
Ps 458

89'-',

1 Ch 29-2
,
2 Ch 22' 23", but not Ps 2'

J
). Although

this practice of anointing princes is witnessed to

even in the Tel el-Amarna letters (KIB, Bd. v.,

Brief 27 s"" 53 37 61
'), it acquired a peculiar meaning

in Israel. For the oil which fed the lamps of the

sanctuary readily became a symbol of Divine
illumination, and so a vehicle of the Holy Ghost.

In the second place, the elevation of a man to

be ruler was expressed by putting on his head a
diadem (2 S 1'", 2 K 11'-, Fs 132' 8

, 1 Mac II 13
,
Rev

19'-) or a crown (2S 1230 , Ezk 10'- 21-6 234
-, Zee 6ub,

Ps 21 4
, Est 8 15

, 1 Ch 20-). Thirdly, a ruler waa
acknowledged by the act of kissing. Thus Samuel
kissed Saul after he liad anointed him king over
Israel (1 S 10'). The kiss, as an act of homage, is

found, not indeed in Gn 41 40% but in Ps 2'-, 1 1C

19 18
,
Hos 13'-', Job 31-', and the same custom pre-

vailed among the Assyrians (Schrader, KAT- 4J5.)

and other peoples. Again, a person may be recog-
nized as a sharer in rule by being caused to sit at

one's right hand (1 K 21B
,
Ps 45' 1101

, Job 30'-,

1 Mac 10--", Mt 19-" 2021
, Ac 75M', Ro S3

', He S 1

12-, Jos. Ant. VI. xi. 9 : Trapa.Kadtff8ti>Tw avrtfi, TOU

titv TrtuMs 'luvaffov [1 S 20'
i5

] CK 5t$iuv). Thus Nero
made Tiridates, king of Armenia, sit on his right
(Sueton. Nero, c. xiii. : 'Juxta se latere dextro

collocavit'), and Sallust (de Bella Jugurth. xi. 3)
tells us :

'

Hiempsal . . . dextra Adherbalcm
adsedit . . . quod apiul Numidas honori ducitur.'

Moreover, when a person is spoken of who stands
in need of protection, the man who stands at his

right hand is his patron (Ps 168b 121 s
*). Finally,

the act of intercourse with the concubines of a ruler

was meant to indicate seizure of his sovereignty.
This was a natural interpretation of the act in

question, and is sufficiently authenticated by 2 S 37

and 1 K 2-'
i
*. But it was not necessarily its mean-

ing, as von Bohlen (Com. on Gencsii, 1835) main-
tains with reference to Gn 35~ and 49', and as has
been held since by a number of scholars, as, e.g.,

Guthe, r/(1899) 1. 4. In these two passages
the act in question may denote merely a gross
violation of lilial duty, and the same interpreta-
tion is put upon it in 2 S 16-"', whereas the struggle
for the kingly sway was indicated by other acts

(15
lfft

). It is not to Judah, whose tribe actually
strove for the hegemony in Israel, that intercourse

with one of his father's concubines is attributed.

(if) Another group of symbolical actions ex-

presses thoughts, feelings, and aspirations. (a)

The consciousness or the assertion of innocence
was symbolized by t/ie um hing of the hands (Dt
21, Mt 27'J

, Herod, i. 35 : Katfapds x f'Pls *"> ('f-

Verg. Aen. ii. 719 f.). (p) A feeling of aversion to

a person is proclaimed by spitting in his face (Nu
12' 4a

'7"3?3 pi;, Dt 25s
"). (7) Bitterness and anger

show themselves by gnasning of the teeth (Ps 35 16

37'= 1 12'", Job 1G9
,
La 2 16

,
Mt 8 IJ 134-

etc.). Hostile

desires express themselves in a similar way : one

gapes with the mouth as if he would swallow a

person (Ps 3521
, Job 16 10

, La 2"*}. (S) Clapping
the hands is a gesture expressive sometimes of ill-

feeling (Ezk 6" 21 17 - - 22 13
), sometimes of joy (-2 K

II 12
, Is 55 12

, Nail 3 1S
, Ps 472 988

). (e) Scoffing
wonder is expressed by shaking of the head or

the hands (2 K 19-', Is 37", Jer l'8"> 4S-7
, Zeph 2 13

,

Ps 228 44 15 1U923
, Job lu4

, La 2 ;5
, Sir 137

, Mt 27 J!I

),

silent astonishment by laying tin
1 hand upon the

mouth (Jg 18 1S
,
Mic 7', Job 21 5 29s 404

) or pressing
tin- lips closely together (Is 52' 5

,
Ps 107

4
-, Job 5 16

).

(f) The fear of profaning a place consecrated to

the Deity is expressed by putting off the shoe*,
these being not only a product of man's work, but
also dirty (Ex 3s

'31 te, Jos 5'5 ,
Ex 292U

, Lv 8-3 , cf.

the covering of the feet in Is 62
). (>)) The dread

of looking upon the holy God found expression in

the covering of the face (Ex 3ab '31 IBP:?, 1 K 19U

'n oVi, Is 6- '11 .19;:), and Verg. Aen. iii. 4U5 S.

describes the ottering of a sacrilice thus
'

Pufyureo velare comas adopertns aniictu,
Ne qua inter sunctos ignes in honore deorum
Hostilis facies occurrat et oniina turbet.'

(6) TJie meaning of the interesting ceremony de-

scribed in 1 S 7
6

, when the Israelites, moved to

repentance by the words of Saniiiel, drew water
ant/ poured it out before Jahweh, is unfortunately
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not clear, lint perhaps we shall not he wrong to

find in it nn expression of humility. l:..\\,-,l

down with grief for its >in, the ><>nl melts like

watei lii-lini' ii- i, .1.1 (1's t>
7
), mill prostrates itself

lielore Him (l's'22'
3 '

like water 1 am ponied out,'
I.;i

%

2'
!l

).
- iii Murh elenrer is the meaning of the

iirtiiin iittriliiited in Xec IF to the future ideul king,

nami'ly, the ru/imf itjtitn nn ttss. This is a striking
allusion to the eminently peaceful aims of his rule.

For the ass was the riding animal not of po\eity
(cf. 1 Iv l

:i;l

) but of ptaee, whereas the horse along
with the liattle-liuw is to be expelled from 'li.

future kingdom of (!od (/ec 9 1

", Is S4 30", Ml '-'I
7

L'II -, Jn 183*).

(h) A connecting link between the symbolical
actions of common life and those of the religious

sphere is found in the lij'tinij 1111 uft/i hmul, by
which swearing is symbolized. The liist in-tance
of this meets us ill Abraham's words, "V TO-n 'I

have lifted up my hand' (tin 14), and we have
noted tie' same gesture as mentioned in the fol-

lowing passages: Ex G8
(TK;'J), Nu 14*, Dt H-4

",

K/k -'.''' ^36' 44" 47", Ps 106*, Nell 9 18\
I)n 12' f. To the same category belongs the

somewhat obscure expression n; OS'
1

?!! i; (Ex I" 1

"),

whether cs lie regarded as a by -form of K??

'throne,' which to the present writer appears .im-

jMissible, or whether it is a corrupt form of 04

'standard.' The latter view seems to us the
correct one, because the words manifestly point
back to the rod of (Jod (v."

b
), which hail once more

evim-i-d its character as the standard of Jahweh
by the defeat of the Amalekites (vv.

1"-'3
). The

most probable rendering would thus. he: 'With
my hand on the standard of .lahweh I declare [as

interpreter of the Divine oracle in v. 141
'], War con-

tinues for Jahweh against Amalek from generation
to generation.' Swearing is symbolized, further,

ly I'liii'tii'i the hanit wider the thiyk : tin '24-*
u 47 ai

.

See art. THIGH in vol. iv.

There are also two isolated actions mentioned in

tin i IT, which are performed not on their own
in count, but in order to express an idea. We
reti-r to the cuttvng in pieces of the concubine of
the l.cvite (Jg 1!)-'"), and of Saul's two oxen (1 S
1 1

7
), both of which tokens bear the marks of

symbol.
I!. XfMIlOLICAL ACTIO.VS 23 THE KELHIIOL'S

LIb'K. (a) Constant or 'usual actions. (a) In

jn-iiii'i- we tind, first of all, the spreading out of

the palms of the hands (0-5;, Ex 9a - 33
,

1 K g52 - 38
-",

l> 1' . Ps 44-' 635
, Job \\\ Kzr 9"', 2 Ch G'-- 13b- =

;

if. 1's 141-'', La -2
K 341

). This gesture symbolizes the

thought that one comes forward as a suppliant and
desires to obtain gifts from God. Hence it is intelli-

gible how also at times the hands simply (c'?;l are

spread out
(
Ps 143", La I

17
"), or lifted up(Ps-2S- 134-',

Nell s'
;

,
1 Ti 28

), or stretched forth ('_' Mac X*> irporel-
vfiv rdy x f?Pa *)' It is not at all likely that the word
C'D;

'

palm-- of the hands' was chosen because origin-
ally it was the custom to stroke the image of the

god (\Vellhauscn, Jicstc'-, 105). Would this have
been a reason for retaining o -

S3 with the verb

'spread out'? It maybe noted that the heathen
Arabs also lifted up their hands to heaven in the
act of prayer: e.g. we read, 'Then he lifted up his

hand towards heaven, and said, ( Allah, give me
victory over Nahd !' This is a parallel to Ex 17

1 "'

(I). Jacob, Altarab. Pnriilleltn, p. 8). Further, in

praying, one practised bowing down (tin 24-'" 47 31
,

I K I -, Job P', Neli 8", Jg 9') or kneeling (1 Iv S54
,

Ps !I.V', I In Ollb
, Ezr 951

',
2 Ch 6'"'', Ac '2036 0els TO.

yJva.Ta), sinking of the head (IS I
2
", 1 K 184

-, Ps

35", I in '.'-'). There can he no doubt as to the
idea expressed by these actions. They amount to
a confe-~ion that man humbles himself before his

Lord and Judge.
(.-<) In the act of blessing, the hand is laid upon

the head of the recipient, or at least stretched out
towards him ((.j n 48 |J

, Lv <J--, '2 K 13", Mt 1'J
13

, Mk
10", Lk i4w ). This imposition or motion of the
hand is meant to symliolize the passing over of the
blessing from the one party to the other an idea
which is expressed by the imposition of hands in
other cases as well. Cf. the following groups of

passages: Nu 8'" i>7
18

, Dt 34", Ac l> 133
, ITi 4 14

5~, '2Ti 1"; Lv 1C-' 24 14
, Sus '>'; Ex 2'J

11
', Lv I

4
etc. ;

Mt '", Mk S^etc., Kev I
17

.

(T) Other i>arts of tlie cultus also provided rich
material for symbolical actions. 'lo follow up
what was said a moment ago, the incense offering
is interpreted in Ps 141- and Hev 5" 83 '- as express-
ing the idea of prayer ascending to heaven. And
no less are the other offerings the medium whereby
such feelings as gratitude or penitence or the long-
ing for reconciliation with (iod are expressed in an
unmistakable fashion. For a Uod who is spirit has
no need of such otlerings for Himself (Ps 50 13

; cf.

Is 40'" and Ac 17s5
).

(5) Symbolical actions with a negative purpose
included, in the first place, the oft-mentioned trunk-

ings (V*\ l'J'"etc.). Washing oneself is spoken of
elsewhere as an act of self-consecration (Jos 33 7 13

,

IS 16 ; cf. Oilyxs. iv. 7.
r
>9), and least doubtful of

all is this symbolical sense in the case of Jesus'

washing of His disciples' feet (Jn 137ir
-). Again,

the circumcision of male children, when eight days
old, as this rite was practised among the Israelites,
had a symbolical meaning, being intended to indi-
cate that the child in ijuestion belonged to the
religious community of Abraham. Within this

community smaller circles receive a higher degree
of consecration, and this, too, was effected by means
of symbolical transactions. In the case 01 priests
we read of washing, anointing (see above), etc.,
Ex 29' 40' 3

, Lv 8'-
'M

. Again, the symbolical
actions whereby the separation of NAZIRITES was
proclaimed, are described in Nu G 1 '-'1

(cf. Jg 137 - 131
',

Am '2'-, and Ed. Vilmar, 'Die symbolisehe liedeu-

tung des Nasir&atsgeliibdes
'
in A'A", 1804). Once

more, there are symbolical actions, although their
number is very small, connected with iirnjihcts.
The one action of which we read in this ease is

anointing, and the mention even of this is doubt-
ful. In 1 K 19 1U

it is merely in parallelism with
'Jehu shall thou anoint to be king' that it is said
' and Elisha shalt thou anoint to be prophet

'

; and
in Is til

1

it is from the possession of the spirit that
the inference is drawn ' therefore hath Jahweh
anointed me.' Consequently we hear much in the

prophetical writings of symbolical actions, and
these demand a more detailed examination.

(b) Unusual actions in the sithere of religion.
This category does not yet include the writing up
in public, of Divine oracles in the way we find the

prophets sometimes enjoined to do (IB 8* 308,
Hab

&
; cf. Jer 36'-, Ezk 24-). l''or this was not intended

to give publicity to an oracle itself so much as to

emphasize one i|iiality of it, namely, its importance.
With more reason may this class be held to include
those instances in which prophets gave tt symbolical
name to a person or a thing : e.g. 'A remnant shall

return' (She'dr-jaskHb), etc., Is 73 8J
; 7"" 88b - lob

;

307 '1

; Zee 11'. r'or Isaiah, in bestowing upon one
of his sons the name Shi'Ar-jSshUb (Is 7

3
), gave an

embodiment to the hope that at least a minority of

Israel would return to their (iod ; and as often as
the bearer of this name walked the streets, lie per-

formed a symbolical action by the bearing uf this

ii'iiiii'. Although silent, he preached a sermon
whose text was Is 6 13

. I5ut, in the most proper
sense, the category with which we are dealing
has to do with the following passages: ,

The prophet Ahijah tore his garment into

twelve pieces, to illustrate the Divine determina-
tion to divide the kingdom of Israel (1 K II 3"'3

-).
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A parallel to this passage was found by
'

some,'
as Abulwalid (Rlqma, ed. Goldberg, p. 215, lines

28-30) says, in 1 S 152"1
. They presupposed the

reading inxiij'!, and took Samuel to be the subject of

the statement ' and he rent it
'

(namely, his upper
garment). But the subject of the preceding clause

'31 P'DH is Saul, as the second of two persons that
have been mentioned is frequently in the OT taken
for granted as the subject of an action (Gn 310a - lla

etc. ; cf. Konig, Stilistik, Khetorik, Poetik, p. 180,
lines 29 ti'. ). But a symbolical action is really re-

corded in 1 K 2035ff
-, where we read that one of the

' sons of the prophets' got one of his comrades to

smite him, in order that he might exhibit by his

wounds the punishment that king Ahab had de-

served. A symbolical character belonged also to

the iron horns which the false prophet Zedekiah

put on, in order to express the notion that Ahab
was to push the Syrians as with horns of iron (1 K
2211

). Something analogous is seen in the conduct
of Tarquinius, who struck off poppy heads (Livy, i.

54) to indicate that his son should deal in like

manner with the nobles of the city. While tlie im-

perative TO
' strike

'

in Am 9 1
is not certainly

addressed to the prophet, chs. 2 and 3 of the Book
of Hosea belong to the present category. Again,
according to Is 202-4

, the prophet Isaiah announced
the defeat of Egypt and Ethiopia beforehand, by
going about half-clothed (cf. 587I>

) and barefooted,
like a captive. We may notice, in passing, the con-

trast to this presented by the words of Kev II 3
Trpo-

<p-r]Ttvaoi'ffi TrepLpcftX-rifj.ti'OL ffa.KKoi'5. Jeremiah, too,

speaks of similar actions in 13 1 ' 12
(the journey to the

Euphrates), 18 1 '6
(the work of the potter), 19' -la

(the
bottle cast out into the Vale of Hinnom), 25 15 " 3'

(the handing of the cup, which is full of Jahweh's

fury), 27-tf-

(putting on of fetters), 2S I1M3 (wearing
and breaking a yoke), 327 ' 15

(purchase of the field in

Anathoth); cf. also the ottering of wine to the
Rechabites (35-

ff
-), and the building in of great

stones (43
9
). In the Book of Ezekiel the following

passages come into account : eh. 4 (the lying upon
the left and upon the right side), ch. 5 (the cutting
ott', etc., of the hair), 12;llf-

(the procuring of bag-
gage appropriate to a captive), v. 17ff-

(eating bread
with trembling), 21" <

6M sighing), v. !9 (i (smiting the
hands together), vv. 24'28

1
19'23

) (the appointing of two
ways), 24M -

(the setting on of the seething caldron),
SI 1*"-

(the two sticks which represent the two
separated portions of Israel). Finally, the prophet
to whom we owe Zee 9-11 tells how he was
appointed to be shepherd of the sheep for slaughter
(ll

jff
'), and received instructions to take to himself

the instruments of a foolish shepherd (v.
15

).

With reference to the above passages from the

prophetical literature, the difficult question now
arises, what we are to hold as to the literal perform-
ance of the actions mentioned by the prophets.
We will examine the various possible solutions
of the problem, in order to arrive at the correct
solution.

(a) As in dealing with other questions, the proper
course will be to consider the OT data themselves.
It appears to the present writer that a starting-
point from which a sure conclusion may be reached
is to be found in Jer 25' 5ir

'. There we read :

' For
thus saith Jahweh, the God of Israel, unto me,
Take the cup of the wine of this fury at my hand,
and cause all the nations, to whom I send thee, to
drink it (v.

ls
). Then took I the cup at the hand of

Jahweh, and made all the nations to drink, unto
whom Jahweh had sent me (v.

17
), namely, Jerusalem

and the cities of Judali,' etc. (vv.
18 "26

). Now. it is

obvious that the causing of whole cities and people's
to drink ffinnut have been carried out literally.
But when, in spite of this, the narrative of tins

transaction runs as if it had been so, we have at
least one certain instance of a prophetical action

which to all appearance was literally performed,
although its performance is seen to have been an
impossibility. Jeremiah thus means nothing more
than that he was stirred up by his Divine director
to a certain action, and that he carried this out in,

his inner life. The purpose meant to be served by
the Divine commission and the record of it, is to set
forth the determination of God with the greatest
clearness. Incidents belonging to the spiritual

sphere are to pass like an earthly drama before the

eyes of the hearer and reader.

The position iof matters disclosed in Jer 25lsff-

furnishes a ground for holding that some of the
other symbolical actions of which we read in the

prophetical books, could also have been performed
only ideally. The prophets, like Jeremiah in the
above passage, might so relate the symbolical
transaction as to guide their hearers to the cor-

rect conclusion as to its actual or ideal occurrence.
Let us examine this point in detail.

Jeremiah records in 134 "7 how he was commanded
by God to bury a girdle by the ' Perath '

(rns), and
that he carried out this commission. If the con-

temporaries of Jeremiah must necessarily and no
other possibility can be plausibly made out have
understood by

' Perath
'

the well-known great river
of Asia, the Euphrates, they must at the same time
have been aware that the prophet had not actually
gone to the Euphrates. Again, the circumstance
noted in Is 20-' 4 that the prophet went about for
three years half-clothed and barefooted, is far from
natural. But it may be that the statement of
time here is not original. The mention of a de-
finite period seemed to be required, and so it was
inserted in the form of a so-called round number.
We venture to add another remark on this passage.
The form of expression,

' At that time Jahweh
spake bij Isaiah

'

(v.-) is extremely surprising, see-

ing that the following words are addressed to

Isaiah. The form is not at all explained by such

passages, as Ex Q35
,
Lv 10", 1 K 12 15

, Jer 37*, Hag
I

1 - 3
, which are cited by Dulim (in Kurzcr He/com.

on Is 20-'), for in none of these does any Divine

message follow, addressed to the person who is in-

troduced by
'

by
'

(TS). Is it too much to assume
that the man who wrote the words '

by Isaiah"
meant to mark the contents of vv. 2"1 as contain-

ing nothing more than the report of an announce-
ment by God? Have we not the same indication
in the strange form of v. 3

, where the words of God
are reported in a definite form meant for the

people? Was it not Isaiah's intention by this

narrative to call attention to the overthrow of

Egypt and Ethiopia?
But, be this as it may, the history which meets

us in Hos 1 and 3 was certainly enacted only in the

spiritual sphere. By means of the Divinely in-

spired narrative of 'the experiences of the prophet
with an unfaithful wife, the ideal relations are
meant to be portrayed, which had partly been
realized in the case of the prophet's Master and
the people of Israel, and were partly to follow by
way of punishment. It is true that, even in recent

times, there have not been wanting exegetes who
have seen in these chapters the record of actual

experiences (Nowack, Die kleinen Prophcten, p. 29;
Valeton, Amos vnct Hosea, 1898, p. 221 f. ; O.

Si-e-eiiiann, Israel, und Jiida bei Amos mid Hosea,
1SUS, p. 32 ff.). But the objections to this view

appear to the present writer to be too weighty to

be set aside. The marriage of the prophet with
a harlot, if it had been an actual incident, would
have been altogether too repulsive. And it may
be remarked, in passing, that what the prophet
was commanded to do was to take to himself a
wife of whoredom and children of whoredom (I

2
).

The notion that ' the impure inclinations of this

woman did not reveal themselves to Hosea till
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atler marriage' (\Vellhauseli. .S'/.'C: n mill \

beiten,v. p. 104 I'.; similarly \V. I\. Siuidi, 1'i-n/j/f ^
></ /.;<-./.

]..
Isl I., ami (J. A. Sinitli. I'.'U'I.

;/
Hi-

Twelve I' rn/ ill- ts. i. -jus f. i ran nut in- i.-rom-iied \\ ith

the text. < 'in- lirst ilium argument may I"' rein-

lorced l.y tin' following questions. Would ll"-i-;i,

even supposing his wife to have been thus guilty,
have in-> -rilied her name on the page of history anil

thu- pilloried her for ever V Or would the inline

of his \\ite have liven so much as naineil. had n
not hem ,-i significant one? No, the designations
Comer bftth-tiiolayim (Hos l

;l

) do not really form a

piopn iianie. We are constantly told, indeed, that
Ihr-r , I. -^nations defy all attempts to explain
them a- appellatives (Nowack, Valeton, rt nl.).

Hut M'-.V may not limner mean 'completion
'

(Frd.
Delit/M-h, Prolegomena, etc1

, p. 200), or, better,
'

ripi-ne .

'

(namely, for judgment), or 'end' (ef.

T:J I's 7"' etc.)? Why may \ve not lind in <//',/,,,/,,

tin' -cnse of 'douMe compression' let. !'. Miin,
Wurzelworterbuch, a. lt>3 f. ; Wiinsche, r.rl.lminni
(Ii\f llnsen, p. 15; Aral). rfooo/a='coegit ') ? May
not, then, the etiithet hntfi-dihlnifim characterize
(Joiner as one who had to do with two husbands '!

(
\Ve may recall t he (|ucstion :

' How long halt ye on
linih knees! If Jahweh is God, follow him ; audit"

Haal, follow him,' I K IS- 1

). Finally, it would
surely have l>een a strange circunistance if Hosea's
real wite had had a mime colnpo-eil ol 1 \\ o element-,
capalile nl being explained as = '

ripeness of end,'
and 'double copulation.

1

Further, Zee II 4 "- records how the prophet was
told to rail one of the two staves, with which lie

wa- to shepherd the people of Israel, 'gracious-
ness,' and the other 'union,' 'community of fate'

(cf. Kil. Konig, Syntax, 244r). Would not these

very names lie enough to show to the prophet's
contemporaries that the actions recorded in vv. 4ff-

were not actually performed ? This conclusion is

favoured l>y the circumstance that there is no men-
tion o| the execution of the command given in v.

1
"'.

Of greatest weight for the solution of the
problem before us are the indications supplied
by the prophet who speaks most of symbolical
actions, namely Ezekiel. The data are as fol-

lows: In the lirst [dace, in his narratives regard-
ing symbolical actions, it is only rarely (12~24'

s
)

that lie states that these when commanded were
carried out. Secondly, in place of mention of the
actual performance of these, we lind rather an
account of their symbolical meaning (4

16(- 55 12'"

opj-aj Thirdly, the external performance of the
charge 'them shalt eat thy bread with trembling,
and drink thy water with trembling and despair'
I !_"">. would have been scarcely noticeable. The
intention of presenting clearly the Divine decree
iis to the final chastisement of Israel was realized

by the bare narrative about a Divine command as

effectively as would have been the ease if the
command had been actually performed. Fourthly,
(Jod's command to carry out a symbolical trans-
ad ion is expressly introduced in these terms:
'(ii\e to the rebellions house a parable (niiishfil)
ami snij (!) to them, Thus saith the LORD God, set
on the caldron, and pour water into it,' etc. (24

3
,

(t. also 2l sb
). This, too, favours the conclusion

ili.it K/ekiel's statements about commands from
(Jod to perform symbolical actions, do not ditt'er

e--cntiallv from the parables spoken in I'-"- and
Is Hut, as a matter of fact, these narratives

may be understood as parables, whose subject is

the prophet as the representative now of God and
now of his people. As the representative <>f God
he i- to -mite one hand against the other (21

1T
), to

depict the conflict which Jahweh, to His sorto\\.
has to wage against the unfaithful majority of
l-i ae| r_T-'

4
), just as the smiting together of the

hands is attributed to Jahweh Himself in 22 13
. In

the same capacity Ezekiel is also called on to depict
vividly the rejection of Israel, to which (lod ha*
been compelled to resort by the excessive unlaith-
fulness ot His people (3"''-

i
'

24'-
3' 1

"). Hence, when
the prophet has to picture forth the highest decree
of the Divine displeasure, he does so by becoming
dumb, i.e. by ceasiiifj to act as a reprover (S

M
), aim

by refraining from articulate expressions of (,'rief

at the destruction of Jerusalem, in order to im-

press upon the people al>out him the truth that
this turn in their fortunes was a just punishment
from (Jod. This dumbness continued till, with the
fall of Jerusalem, the Divine justice was satisfied,
and then the Divine jjrace in the person of the pro-
phet turned anew to the people (JW-), and sought
to win their love. Again, as re/ircscntnlU'e of his

people, Ezekiel is the subject of those narratives
in which actions of Jahweh against Israel are

vividly portrayed. This comes out with special
clearness in the words, 'Hut thou, U son of man,
behold, (fir;/ shall put bands upon thee

'

(3
a

), and
'

Mehold, I put bands upon theo' (4
s
"). In this

way the punishment impending from God upon
Israel is described as inllictcd upon the prophet,
ami the purpose of this is evident enough. The
exiles who, living far from their native land, could
not be onlookers at the act of judgment to lie

executed upon Judah and especially upon Jeru-

salem, were to have a clear reflexion of the fate of
Jahweh's people placed before their eyes.
Such are the positive grounds for holding that

Kzekiel's accounts of symbolical actions, whose
actual performance is not specially mentioned
(12

7 24 1!>

), make up a species of parables, whose
subject was the prophet as representative either
of Jahweh or of Israel (cf. the present writer's art.
' /ur Dcutung der syniholisclicn Handlungen des

I'ropheten Hesekiel' in the \eitc kirc/Uicfie Zeit-

i'/ii'ift, 1S92, p. 650 f.). The same conclusion,
lowever, is supported by weighty considerations
if a negative kind. For instance, is it credible
that Ezekiel should literally have lain upon his

left side for 3!)0 days(4
5
), i.e. for more than a year*

Did the neighbours count the days? Or is it

likely that he actually baked his barley cakes,
using human excrement for fuel (4

12
) ? These

negative considerations have led even Sinend (l\rff,

e.rc(f. Ifdh.
'

Hesechiel,' 1880, p. 27) to the conclu-
sion that 'it is evident, that such a transaction as
that of 4 4 '" cannot have been literally carried out.'

Practically, the same standpoint is occupied also
I iy Kuenen (Jfi.it. -crit. Einlcititny, ii.

p. 2.)8 f . ),

1'oy ('Ezekiel' in SHOT, 1899), and Hiihn (Die
Sfessfanischen Weisstiffunffen, 1899, p. 160) ; and
a similar judgment is passed by Frankeiiberg (in
Nowack's Ihlktini., 'Spriiche,' 1S9S, p. IS). It

may further be noted that IIos 1 and 3 are called
'

parabola?' by Wenrich (IJe /mcscus licbraica; atqtte
(frttltit'tr oriffine, p. 152).

(|3) Hut in the most recent times there have been
a number of exegetes who have held that all the

symbolical actions mentioned in the Hook of Kzekiel
were externally performed. These scholars fall

into two groups. The one group is made up of v.

Orelli (in Strack-Xciekler's Kijj. Ktn.,
'

Hesekiel,'

]>. 3) and Giesebrceht (I)ii: Benifsbegabiing der
iilltrst. Pmphrtrn, 1897, p. 171), who both 'found
their interpretation upon the appearance of literal-

ness in the language of the passages in question.
In particular, Giesebrecht simply asserts that
' the symbolical actions of Ezekiol cannot be
understood as mere tigures.' But this is no argu-
ment. The other group comprises the following
scholars : Klostermann, in his art.

' Ezechiel : Ein

Hcitrag zur besseren Wiirdigung seiner Person
uml seiner Schrift

'

in UK, 1877, .p. 391 t!'. : L.

Guiltier, La mission rtii prophcte Ezrrliirl, 1891,

p. 8511.; Hertholet, in Marti's Kurser Hdcom.,
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'

Hesekiel,' 1897, p. 24 f. ; and Kraetzschmar, in

Nowack's Hdkom.,
'

Ezechiel,' 1900, p. v. They
have come to this conclusion in consequence of

accepting the hypothesis regarding the person of

Ezekiel put forward l>y Klostermann in the above-
named article. Hence it is necessary to examine
this hypothesis, and to ask whether it can supply
a ground on which to defend the view that the

symbolical actions of which Ezekiel speaks were

literally performed.
Klostermann's theory is based on the assump-

tion that the dumbness of Ezekiel (3
s4 ' 27 and 2425- 27

)

was due to a temporary alalin from which the

prophet finally recovered (33
2
"-); and that his

long-continued lying posture (4
lff

-) was the result
of hemiplegia (I.e. pp. 417 f., 422). But to this

hypothesis there are the following objections:
(a) The Divine command to the prophet to shut
liimself up in his house and keep dumb (3

24 - x
), or

1o refrain from articulate lamentation (24
16 ' 27

),

and to lie upon his left side (4
4-s

), must be inter-

preted in the same manner as the command to

shave his head and beard with a sharp sword (5
lff

).

It is impossible to pick and choose amongst the
various records of symbolical actions contained in

the Book of Ezekiel. If, then, symptoms of dis-

ease on the part of the prophet are to be dis-

covered in Ezk 3-4ff- 24 16ff- and 44-s, all symbolical
actions of which he speaks must be traced back to

some disease of his, and we must be permitted to

bring all the particular features of the narratives
of 3-4ff' 2416ff' and 44 '8 into a causal connexion with
some pathological habit of Ezekiel. But it may
be asked whether, among other disordered inclina-

tions, he had a fancy for using human excrement
for fuel (4

12
). Did he at one and the same

time sutler from temporary alalia and also have
the peculiarity at one time of sighing (21

6
),

and at another time of crying aloud (v.
12
)? If

the Divine command to refrain from any articu-

late lament for the dead (24
16

) is to be ex-

plained by a temporary speechlessness, then the

non-shedding of tears, which is enjoined in the
same verse, must be derived from a bodily idiosyn-

crasy of Ezekiel. (/3) It must be observed that
in S-4

"26 Ezekiel speaks not of dumbness in

general, but of keeping silence with any pro-

phetic message. This is obvious from the single
circumstance that, in order to

carry
out the injunc-

tion of silence, the prophet had to shut him-
self up in his house a course of action which would
have been unnecessary if he had been suffering
from temporary speechlessness. The same con-

clusion follows, on the positive side, from the cir-

cumstance that his silence is to evidence itself by
his not coming forward as a reprover IS'

28
"), and

that it is to come to an end when his God again
makes disclosures to him (v.

27
). (7) If Ezekiel had

suffered from temporary nlrtlin, this could not have
been unknown to his neighbours, whose principal

representatives used to assemble in his house (S
1

14' 20'). But, in that case, a new attack of this

dumbness could have had no symbolical meaning
to them. (5) It must truly have been a remark-
able hemiplegia which compelled the prophet to lie

for exactly 390 + 40, i.e. 430 days, and thus to

furnish a parallel to the 430 years (Ex 1240
) of

Israel's bondage in Egypt. (() If it was, as

alleged, a bodily infirmity that prevented the

prophet from articulate wailing (24'-"
> " 27

), he could,
and no doubt would, at least have expressed his

grief at his bitter loss by practising all the other

mourning usages. But, as he did not do so, it is

unmistakably plain that his neglect of the lament
for the dead was due, not to a bodily indisposition
but to a higher impulse. What a novel kind of

cdnlia, by the way, which had its cessation fore-

told (3-
6 24-17

) \

Consequently, the view that all the symbolical
actions mentioned in the Book of Ezekiel were

literally performed, fails again to find any support
from Klostermann's hypothesis about the con-
dition of the prophet's health. On the contrary,
in 324 "26 24'-5

' 27 and 44 ' 8 he is only represented as
the subject of a symbolical action in the same way
as in 5-"' etc. It is also intelligible how he should
be introduced as afflicted with dumbness. For
God meant to symbolize the extreme of His dis-

pleasure against Israel by breaking oil' His reve-
lations (3

27
). Again, Ezekiel is described in 44'8

as lying, because Israel's captive condition might
suitably be regarded also as a lying, just as it is

elsewhere (Hos 3"*) compared to a sitting iu isola-

tion.

A subdivision of symbolical actions may le
formed of those which depict some feature of the
future consummation of the Kingdom of God.

They may be called Trpo<pr]Tfia.i Si' Ipyuv (Adrianos,
Eiffayuyr] ei's rd? Sdas ypa<pds, ed. Goessling, 130)
or '

types.' But it is questionable whether the
OT speaks of any actions which were meant to be

performed with the intention of pointing before-

hand to some incident in the life of Christ. This
is doubtful even in the case of the passage in which
Adrianos (I.e.) appears with a measure of certainty
to have discovered a TrpcxpyTela Si ipyuv. We refer

to Gn 22- ' Take now thy son Isaac, thine only son,
whom thou lovest,' etc. This story is rather
intended to express the notion that the God who
has revealed Himself to Israel, holds human sacri-

fices in abhorrence. It could all the less have
been meant to point to the time of Christ, seeing
that God did not spare Himself the sorrow of

offering His only Son as a sacrifice for the sin of

mankind. Nor was the Flood sent to serve as an
allusion to baptism, although it might afterwards
be viewed as an analogue to the latter (1 P 3-').

This has been noted also by J. D. Michaelis in his

interesting work, Entwurf der typischen Gottes-

gclrirtheit", 1763, p. 37.

The most familiar symbolical actions of the NT
(Jn 134ff

-, Ac 66
eirte-rtrnv adroit rds xP<, etc.)

have been already referred to in speaking of

symbolical washing and the imposition of hands
(which see). To these may be added the cursing

of the fig-tree (M.t21,Mk II 13
'-), the texts relating

to which are not meant to be a mere '

symbolical
narrative,' as has been recently maintained in the
Thcol. Ztschr. ails der Srhwclz, 1899, pp. 228-238.

Further, the catting of lots (Ac I
26

) is merely an
external parallel to the previously (v.

24
) mentioned

prayer; and, finally, the breaking of bread (K\OJTIS

ToS'dprov, Mt 26-6
,
Lk 24s5

,
Ac 242 ) and baptism,

(Mt 28 19
) have a fundamentally symbolical char-

acter. See BAPTISM in vol. i. and'LORD'S SUPPER
in vol. iii.
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(A) Creation of the world.
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(2) Creation myths attributing the formative effect to
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animals and plants, (rf) methods of creation. (a)
a series of births, (p) artificial construction, (j-)

procreation.
(3) Creation myths attributing the formative effect to

u-oi-ds. Supposed connexion between an object
and its name. Creation by inarticulate sounds a
late conception.

(B) Destruction of the world.

(1) Supposed allusions.

(2) A deluge checked by the Deity.
(3) Ra's partial destruction of the human race,
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(A) Historical development of the power of particular goda.
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course.

(J) Duelling-place of the (jods.

(3) Ucalm of the dead variously placed : (a) above the

earth, in heaven, (&) under the earth, in Dual,

(,-( .m the earth, in the Plain of Aalu.

(4) The (l-irian doctrine of immortality : () the Osiris

mvih, (li) later influences of sun-god myths, (c)

Judgment in the world beyond, (t2)the Book of the

llead, etc., (e) principal features of the Usirian

faith. Part-souls.

Literature.

Introduction. In studying the religion of ancient

I'.^ypt we encounter a phenomenon which it has in

common with almost all religions. Two forms of

c. inception may lie distinguished, which started

from the same principles and exercised a perma-
nent influence upon one another, but which at the

s;ime time exhibit a number of radical differences

in the view they take of Divine things. These
two are, respectively,

the official religion of the

upper classes, ami the popular faith. It is true

that the difference is not so pronounced in the Nile

valley as elsewhere, since the Egyptian religion
was "never subjected to a systematizing process
and a logical establishing of its various dogmas,
but always remained in a fluid condition, so that
even the ollicial religion was thus permanently
exposetl to powerful influence from the side of the

popular conceptions.
The sources of information of which modern

investigation can avail itself in seeking to arrive

at a knowledge of the otlii iul religion of ancient

Egypt are very copious. It is the subject of the

inscriptions tin temples, and of almost all the texts

found in tombs ant! on monuments (including the

religious papyri) dedicated to the worship of the
dead. Far fewer materials have to lie taken
ai count of in estimating the popular religion. Its

adherents belonged in general to the poorer classes,
who were not in a position to erect any fine

monuments. Besides, in the texts they destined

for publicity, such persons almost uniformly em-

ployed the terminology and the formuhe of the
ollicial monuments, even in cases where they
understood the dogmas in view differently from
the priestly colleges of the great sanctuaries. In
older to recover this realm of ideas belonging to

the popular faith, our main resources are a series of

ill-executed sepulchral steles and rock-inscriptions,

sjoiadic passages in the temple texts and those

concerning the dead which show traces of popular
inllneiice, ami in which, notably for instance in the
-.. called Hook of the Dead, the popular doctrine

could occasionally not be passed over. When
referred to, this doctrine is, strangely enough,
spoken of as a great secret. Lastly, we have to

lake account of the statements of the classical

writers, who, like their countrymen that were
d in the Nile valley, were brought into con

tact less with the priests and the upper classes

than with the great mass of the people proper,
so that their accounts reproduce primarily the

notions of the latter. What holds good of these

Greeks applies also to the Israelites, who, if they
tx i KA VOL. 12

acquired information or received stimulus from

Egypt, must have derived these from the middle
classes or the lower orders, and not from study
of the doctrines in the temnles which were o
litlicult of access to a non-Egyptian, or of the

inscriptions which must have been almost always
unintelligible to a foreigner.
Under the.su circumstances, it will be necessary

in the present article to lay more emphasis on
thesu popular notions than it has been usual, in

view of the above described meagreness of the

sources, to do in descriptions of the Egyptian
religion. But, on the other hand, owing to the
want of materials and the constant interpenetra-
tion of the two forms of conception, it becomes

impossible to treat the two apart ; the difference

between their points of view can only be indicated
from time to time in the course of our exposition.

i. COSMOGONY. (A) Creation of the ti-orld.-(l)
From the earliest times from which we possess

Egyptian religious texts down to the period when
the ancient polytheism gave way to the Christian

faith, the relation between Divinity and humanity
was thought of by the inhabitants of the Nile valley
as reciprocally conditioned. Man dedicates to the

Deity food, drink, clothing, a dwelling-place the

things which the Deity, who shares in all earthly

?ualities

and needs, requires for comfort. The
)eity gives in return such benefits as he can dis-

pense long life, endurance, joy, victory over

enemies, health, and the like. If cither party
neglects his

duty,
the other is at once set free from

any counter obligation. Man oilers only to tknt

god who shows himself helpful to him
; the god

favours only thnt man who does him some service.

Thus in the inscriptions the god says to the king,
'

I give thee victory in proportion to thine offer-

ings,' and the king threatens to discontinue his wor-

ship if the god will not bestow long life upon him.

As in every instance where similar notions are

cherished, this way of thinking led in Egypt to

the continuance of a polytheistic system. Upon
the assumption that only one or only a few gods
existed, or that their supremacy was universal,
it was dirlicult to conceive how, in view of the

conflicting interests of different individuals, any
decisive pressure could be exerted on the Divine
will by a particular suppliant. This was more

practicable if a man could apply to special gods
who had to be considered in relation to only one
or only a few individuals. Then, when lie had
obtained the good graces of these, he could leave

it to them to accomplish their will in the circle

of their fellow-gods, or to bring it at the proper
moment under the notice of a higher god.

r

lhe

kings of the gods were accessible, if necessary,
to the Pharaohs and their court ; the sphere of

their activity was far too exalted to permit of their

rendering continuous help to ordinary mortals.

In this way the notion that every family and

every locality or province possesses and must re-

tain for itself its special tleities, persisted for

thousands of years, and was never absolutely

suppressed. At no time was there a religious

system in which every Egyptian was bound to

believe ; the belief in the gods always exhibits a

particular form and development in the ditt'erent

divisions of the country, the so-called nomes (see

below, p. 182b).

It is quite recently that historical science has
come to recognize the above characteristic of the

Egyptian religion. Only some thirty years ago
it began to be urged and demonstrated that, in

order to obtain a correct view of the faith of the

ancient Egyptians, we must examine individual

conceptions and individual deities, instead of set-

ting up a priori principles. Up till then it had
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been the fashion to attribute to this people now
an obscure monotheism, now a professedly pro-
found but in reality perfectly unintelligible pan-
theism, or some other religious system, and to

support such pretensions by sentences of the in-

scriptions torn from their context. From the

point of view of scientific inquiry, the ancient

Egyptian religion is made up of a long series of

particular religions and separate spheres of ideas,
which one has to follow in their development,
unconcerned at first with the question which of the
various conceptions is the oldest and whence each
originated. The time may come when it may be

possible to bring a number of the deities into con-
nexion with the various elements that gave birth
to the Egyptian people of history ; with the Libyan
aborigines, the conquering JJamites, and the Semite
peaceful immigrants. But at present the materials
at our disposal are far too scanty to lead to any
certain conclusions, and the hypotheses that have
been started about the Egyptian religion are

already so numerous that in the interests of the

progress of science any multiplying of them is to
be deprecated.

(2) The variety of ways in which myth-forming
speculation could view one and the same event
forces itself at once ou our observation when we
essay a survey of the most important of the

Egyptian myths intended to explain the origin of
the world and of gods and men. It will be best
to commence our study of the religion of Egypt
with an account of these myths, because we can
here tilke account at the same time of a number
of fundamental ideas of the ancient Egyptians
about religious questions, which exhibit resem-
blances to, or differences from, certain classes of
notions that prevailed among the Israelites.

In the opinion of the ancient Egyptians, as with
other peoples, our world, the heavens and the
earth, and the beings that inhabit them, did not
exist from the beginning, but were created. Not,
indeed, out of nothing, but out of a fluidity which
the Egyptians called Nu, and which may be com-
pared with the Clutos of the Greeks. While this
lilled the universe, there was, as a text expresses
it, 'not yet the heaven ; not yet was the earth, not

yet were formed the good and the evil serpents.'
Or, as it is put in an inscription in the pyramid
of a king belonging to the 6th dynasty (Pepi I.

I. 663 f.), i.e. r. 3000 B.C., 'not yet was the heaven,
not yet the earth, men were not, not yet born were
the gods, not yet was death.'

(a) In this primeval mass lay hidden the germs
of the future world, but no text as yet discovered

points to any attempt on the part of the Egyptians
to form a clear and harmonious picture of the re-

lation of these germs to one another. It is only
as to particular points that we have indications.

Thus, according to a widely diffused notion, in

primeval times the heaven, Nut (thought of as

female), reposed in the close embrace of the earth,
Seb or Keb (thought of as male). Besides the

primeval fluid, Nu, there existed, according to

Egyptian ideas, prior to the creation, one deity,
who appears sometimes alone as a male god, and
at other times falls apart into a male and a female
form. This deity calls into existence from Nu the
world that is to be. The means employed are very
variously described, but they may be conveniently
divided into two great categories," namely, acts and
words. Amongst the nryths belonging to the first

class the most popular is that which describes how
the creating deity forced his way between heaven
and earth, tore them from their embrace, trod the
earth under foot, and raised the heaven on high
with his arms. For the most part, it is Shu that

appears as the separating deity, but his place is

taken at times by Bes (Petrie, Hatvara, pi. 2).

We possess numerous pictures (especially from the

period c. 1500-1000 B.C.), showing, with slight
variations of detail, the breaking up of the ancient
union. For the most part, the act is represented
as just completed. The goddess of heaven, Nut,
supports herself on her hands and feet, and so
arches herself over the earth-god Seb, who is still

falling. A number of other deities are generally
to be seen, notably the gods of the Osiris circle.

These are regarded as the children sprung from
the union of Seb and Nut ; they were gradually
generated, but first made their appearance at the
moment when their parents were torn apart.
Other pictures show a somewhat later scene in

the process of creation. We see the earth-god
lying wearied on the ground, while the separating
god stands over him, holding up the goddess of
heaven with his hands. To save himself from
fatigue, he has sometimes called assistants to his
aid : these either hold up particular portions of

the heaven, or even form points of support for the
arms of the god himself. A variant of this legend
found it unworthy of the god that he should him-
self permanently play the part of an Atlas, and be
thus hindered from exercising his power in other

ways. Accordingly, we are told how the god
erected four bifurcated supports one each in the

north, the south, the east, and the west to bear
the arch of heaven. And, in order to ensure the

stability of these supports, upon whose existence
the continuance of the earth depended, a deity
was set over each to guard it. It is the notion of

these supports that underlies the figures of the
four pillars which, in some pictures of the separa-
tion scene, appear beside the god. The names of
the supporting deities are variously given. At
times they are the usual deities of the regions of
heaven : Horns for the south, Set for the north,
Thoth for the west, Septi for the east ; at other
times the place of these gods is taken by goddesses.
But the four supports mark the end of the world;
and, when (he 1'haraoli desires to emphasize the
fact that he is the lord of all lands, he declares
that he rules ' to the supports of the heaven.'
The goddess of heaven is for the most part

thought of as a woman, but at times also as a cow
two forms which from the point of view of Egyptian
mythology are really identical. For in the Nile

valley in general the only purpose served by the

gmlilc^s is to be the mother and nurse of the
future god. The natural symbol for this among
an essentially agricultural people was the domestic
animal that was most common, the cow, which
hence appears as the form of manifestation of

practically all the goddesses in their maternal

activity. If, for instance, the Egyptians desire to

represent the king drinking from the goddess, in

order to imbibe, along with her milk, tiie immor-

tality inherent in her, they introduce him in

contact sometimes with the breast of an anthro-

pomorphic form, sometimes with the udder of a
cow. Even when such a Divine nurse is portrayed
in human form, she is not infrequently provided
with a cow's head, in order to indicate with corre-

sponding emphasis her most important function

(cf. e.y. Naville, Dcir d bahari, ii. pi. 53).

On the body of the goddess of heaven the
celestial bodies move to and fro, the sun by day,
the stars by night ; hence she is often depicted
witli her whole body studded over with stars.

While in the above instances the deity of heaven

always appears as female, there is another series

of cosmological conceptions where a partition into

a female and a male form takes place. We meet
with these from about B.C. 1500 downwards, and
it is quite possible that they originated at the
date just mentioned, for during this period the
whole Egyptian mythology is ruled by the effort
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tu dnidc as far as possjl.le all diiiniiies into a

male and a li-mali- !< MI ot m.-i niic-l al ion. This is

IMIUIM! up \\iili a phenomenon iliai appt-ai- -\.-i m
the lan^na^iv When I!M- r -_\ pi ians w i-li to ox-

press a totality it h tin- m mo-t possible clearness,
I. iey \\iite lioth tin- masc iilmc ami the feminine
Dl tin- word, thus exhau-tiliL: tin 1 gendei s of a

language (hat has no neuter. Thu~ lln-\ say
'e\erv niali' ami every female death,' 'every male
mill evriv leuiali 1

ill-ra~,-,' \\ln-n thev liii-;in all

fuini^ ot death or of disease* I" like m&nner they
fci'i-k to exhaust the totality of thr notion <>f any
paitieular deity by emphasizing the malr ami tlic

female form tit manifestation. This partition of

tlir ilivinity is in nm-t instances the1 result, not
oi a logical development of religious processes ut

thought] bill t an arliti'-ial foi'ination, thr female

Supplemental^ being ol>taim j
il simply liy adding

tin feminine -uttix -/ to the name of the male

deity. Thus from HIT was derived a Her-t, from
lla a I!a t, etc. (see p. 1S4 1

').

In thus partitioning the deity of heaven, they
usually thought of the female form as overarching
the upper, inhaliiteil, side of the earth, while the
male form correspondingly arched the under side,

lioth being thus placed at a distance, either above
or below, tl arth-god Seb. Starting from this

concept ion. the rising of tlie sun is occasionally so

depicted that the subterranean god of heaven holds

up the sun at arm's length, while the < -ininn /ilmli
that have to greet the rising sun oiler their praises
to it.

I

1,-ra-ioiially, although rarely, the sex of the
deities of heaven is reversed, the upper heaven
In-ill- male and its counterpart female. Thus in

text* of the Kith cent. n.c. the rise of the sun in

the under world is so depicted that the male god of

the heaven of day hands the bark with the sun-god
to the female deity of the nightly heavens, as she
staniU upon the spherically conceived under world.

(At Tie- almve described cosmogonic conception is

connected with another, intended to explain the

origin of the sun, but to which we have as yet
only brief allusions. One of these is found in the
so-called Hook of the Dead, a collection of magical
formuhc, whose purpose is to procure, for the de-
ci ased. entrance into the world beyond and autho-

rity there. In pronouncing these the deceased is

to identify himself with certain deities, and to en-
<lea\oiir to obtain advantages by pointing to this
lii t it ions identity. One of the chapters (54), which
\\ e ran trace back to about the year B.C. 2500, begins
thus :

'

I am the double lion of the egg of the great
cackler, I guard the egg which the god Seb drops
from the earth' (cf. PSItA vii. p. 152, xv. p. 288).
This double lion is the horizon. Here sat, accord-

ing to Egyptian notions, back to back two lions,
which represented yesterday and to-day, the issue
of the sun from the under world and his entrance
into the upper world (cf. Toinbi-nn <l- A' //( IV.

,

eil I.efebure, pi. 40), and whose charge was to

guard the sun as he rose between them. The sun
himself is often called 'the egg of the great
c.-i. klei,' while this cackler, again, is the earth-

god, who was supposed to have let fall, i.e. laid,
lli-iire he had a. -igned to him as his

sacred animal the goose, which he frci|ucnt!y bears

upon his head in those pictures in which he is

int loiluced in human form as a man. How be
conceived the egg is not expres.lv said in the texts,
but a

picture mi a collin ot C. I-'" 1 n.c. I l.an/.one,
/'/';. 1/1 nut. pi. 15!l) points to the explanation.
Hi re we sec the earth 'JIM I strain himself under
the male nightly heaven till his creeled /ilinllut

points to his mouth. That is to ~ay. he must have

impregnated himself. and the sun portrayed behind
him is the egg which he will detach from him.sell

as the result of this act.

Alongside of the myth of the great cackler which
in the form of a goose lays the un-egg, runs

another, according to which the sun- and also the

moon-egg are fashioned by a deity upon the potter's
wheel, a process in which it is especially the by-
form of the god of .Memphis, Ptah-Tatunen (relief
at 1'hilie, in Koscllini's Man. del culto, pi. 21),
that we find engaged. To Ptah is attributed also

the creation of the whole world, in which role he
is called 'the great artificer,' so that in this instance
we have to think not of a crude tearing apart of

the primeval mass, but of an artilicial construction
of tne universe. In this work the god hud a
number of coadjutors, the so-called C/inunin or
1 formers.

' These are little, dwarf-like, deformed,
thick headed forms, which, eight in number, were
regarded as sons of I'tah, or, at a later period, also
of Ku. Images of them were frequently put in a

grave along with the corpse. As they had once

co-operated in the forming of the world, they
would now in the world beyond devote themselves
to the reconstruction of the deceased, and help him
to attain to a new and everlasting life.

(c) 15ut the creation of the world was a subject
of far less interest to the Egyptians than the origin
of the living beings and the objects it contains,

gods and men, animals ami plants, lint in the

myths connected with this subject we meet again
with that want of systematizing which shows it-

self everywhere in the Egyptian world of ideas.

We have statements as to the origin of particular
beings and objects, but there is no finished story of

creation such as we lind, for instance, at the be-

ginning of the lik. of (Jenesis. It is this inability
to combine individual notions into a whole that

explains also how it was possible for the numerous
particular statements to maintain their existence
side by side in spite of their contradictions. Since
it was not required to unite them into a harmonious

system, there was no need to separate duplicate
legends, or to exclude or harmonize irreconcilable

elements.
For the most part, one was content to celebrate

in general terms the praises of this or that god as
creator. Thus, e. 1500 B.C., it is said of Osiris

(stele in Paris, Bibl. Nat., published by Ledrain
in Mon. ffji/fit. dc In liihl. A'ltt. till. 21-2(5 ; cf.

Chabas, /.Vr. nir/i. XIV. i. 65 tt'., 193 ft.): 'He formed
with his hand the earth, its water, its air, its plant-.
all its cattle, all its birds, all its winged fowl, all

its reptiles, all its four-footed creatures.' Again,
we read of the ram -headed god Clinum : 'He
created all that is, he formed all that exists, he is

the father of fathers, the mother of mothers," 'he
fashioned men, he made the gods, he was father
from the beginning,'

' he is the creator of the

heaven, the earth, the under world, the water,
the mountains,' 'he formed a male and a female
of all birds, lishes, wild beasts, cattle, and of all

worms.' In another passage the god of Thebes,
Amon-Ra, is celebrated as ' the father of the gods,
the fashioner of men, the creator of cattle, the
lord of all being, the creator of the fruit trees, the
former of the grass, the giver of life to the cattle.'

Similar functions are attributed also to other
members of the Pantheon, and it even happens
not infrequently that in the same tomb or temple
ditlerent deities are hailed as creator in almost
identical terms, without any sense of contradic-
tion. It is seldom, however, that one gets beyond
general language ; and above all it is impossible to

establish a li.xed order in the succession of creative
acts. Sometimes it is gods that lirst come into

being, at other times men, or again animals or

plants, etc.

(rf) The choice of methods of creation, again, is

left to the dills-rent deities nay, one and the
same god adopts one method according to one
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author, and another according to another, (a)

Relatively most frequent is the conception of crea-

. tion, after the analogy of earthly conditions, as a
series of births. A god and a goddess .are placed
at the beginning of the development ; these unite
and have children born to them, who in their turn
are gods. But gradually their posterity degener-
ates, becoming demi-gods and at last men. To
avoid the difficulty of having to postulate the pre-
existence of two deities, a myth, which recurs from
the Pyramid era down to that of the Ptolemies,
makes only one god pre-exist, namely Turn, who
by means of Onani formed the first divine pair, Shu
and Tefnut (Pyramid Pepi I., 1. 465 f. = Mer-en-Ra,
1. 528 f. ; Papyr. Brit. Mus.

lOlSS^ed. Budge, 'On
the H ieratic Papyrus of Nesi-Amsu '

in A rclueologia,
Hi., 1891 ; cf. Pleyte, Her. de trav. rel. & VEgypt.
iii. p. 57 if. ; Budge, PSBA ix. p. lift'.

; Biug'sch,

Religion dcr alten Aegi/pter, 470 f. ; and, for the
creation myth, Wiedemann, Urquell, ii. p. 5711.,
where a collection will be found also of further
ancient statements bearing upon the same circle of

conceptions). Then were born to Shu and Tefnut
the god Seb and the goddess Nut, who were the

parents of Osiris and the gods of his group, whose
children multiplied upon this earth. This gene-
alogy shows that the Onanistic creation was placed
before the heavens and earth were formed, the

representatives of these first making their appear-
ance as grandchildren of the [ire-existing god.

It was not only gods that originated from a

primeval deity by the instrumentality of Onani ;

men also were formed in the same way. In the
tomb of Seti I., founded c. 1350 B.C., there are

portrayed (Leps. Dcnkm. iii. 136b
) the four races

of men, which, according to the Egyptian view,

peopled the earth, and which are characterized as
the Hocks of the sun -god Ra. They are the
reddish-brown 'men, 'i.e. the Egyptians : the dark-

yellow Asiatic Semites ; the black negroes ; and
the whitish - grey Libyans. According to the

accompanying inscription, these beings were cre-

ated by another form of the sun-god, namely the
hawk-headed Horus ; the negroes by Onani, the

Egyptians by his tears, the Libyans by the shoot-

ing forth of his eye, i.e., apparently, by his warm-
ing beams.
A great creative power is attributed also in other

inscriptions to the tears of a deity. They play
a part in the most diverse periods of Egyptian
history. There are other texts besides the above
which trace the origin of the Egyptians to them.
But then the sun as well brought other things into

being by his tears.
' When the sun weeps a second

time,' we read in a papyrus of r. 800 B.C. (Papyr.
Salt, No. 825 in London, tr. by Birch in RP vi. p.

115), 'and lets water fall from his eyes, this changes
itself into working bees, which pursue their task in

flowers of every kind, and honey and wax are pro-
duced instead of water.' Further products of the
tears of the sun-god Horus are cloth-stuffs, wine,
incense, oil, the most varied objects used for offer-

ings, which, accordingly, are designated
' the eye

of Horus.' The tear of the goddess Isis, which
falls into the Nile, causes the inundation of the
river, and thus brings to the land abundance,
wealth, and the means of nourishment.
Not only the tears but other fluids from the

body of a deity have creative power attributed to
them. From the blood that issued from the phallus
of the sun-god when he cut himself, sprang, accord-

ing to the Book of the Dead (clis. 17. 23), two gods,
Hu (Taste) and Sa (Perception), who henceforth
remained in his train. After the slaughter of the
bull, in which Batau, who in the fable of the Two
Brothers (composed c. 1300 B.C.) is conceived of as
almost a divine being, had incarnated himself

(Papyr. d'Orbiney, pi. 16, 1. 8 tt'. ), two drops of blood

fell upon the earth, and from these sprang two
great trees, which now served Batau as an embodi-
ment. Side by side with the blood is the saliva.

When saliva flows from the mouth of the senile

sun-god and falls upon clayey soil, Isis forms from
these materials a serpent, which at once assumes
life, and whose bite threatens to be fatal to the

sun-god (Wiedemann, Rel. of Anc. Egypt, 5411').

The root idea is the same in all these instances.

In every part of the body of the god, in everything
that proceeds from him, there is a portion of his

Ego, something Divine and therefore capable of

development and life-producing.

(/3) A further way to the formation of living

beings was found in the artificial methods attributed

to the gods. We have already had occasion to men-
tion how Ptah, the god of Memphis, was supposed
to fashion the sun-egg on the potter's wheel. In

like manner, according to the view that prevailed
in Upper Egypt, the ram -headed god Clmum
fashioned the king and his ka upon a similar

wheel (relief at Luxor, in Maspero, Hist. anc. i.

p. 157). If no wheel was available, the god was

capable also of forming human beings in a simpler

way. When the sun-god, in the fable of the Two
Brothers (Papyr. d' Orbiney, pi. 9, 11. 6-8), found
his favouiite Batau alone, and desired to furnish

him with a wife, Clmum 'built' a woman for him.
Since the latter owed her origin to a god, she was
more beautiful in her limbs than any woman in

the whole land, and all gods were in her. The
word ' built

' has here for its determinative the

picture of a man erecting a wall, so that the

Egyptian writer thought of an actual construction

of a woman a manner of origin for which the
reconstruction of the dismembered body of the god
Osiris supplied him with a lifting analogy, for after

this reconstruction the god at once acquired new
life (cf. p. 195").

(7) Procreation is another process which is not left

out of account by the ancient Egyptians in con-

nexion with the formation of man. It is employed
above all by the sun-god when his earthly repre-
sentative and son, the Pharaoh, has to be brought
into being. In each successive case the god assumes
the form of the present occupant of the throne,
unites himself with the queen, and thus generates
the future ruler (see the detailed representations
in Naville, Dcir el bahari, ii. pll. 47-53). This
belief in the Divine origin of the monarch was held

fast down to the Greek period. When Alexander
the Great gave himself out as the son of Jupiter
Amon, he was thoroughly accommodating himself

to the notions of his Egyptian subjects. The
ram's horn, moreover, which, in conformity with

this origin, shows itself in the pictures of Alex-

ander and his successors, has its prototype in the

ancient Pharaohs, who (so, above all, Seti I. at

Abydos) likewise, as sons of Amon, bear this horn.

For the most part, the king is satisfied with one

god as his father ;
but at times a step further is

taken, and the Pharaoh claims a plurality of

heavenly fathers. Thus Ramses II. makes the

gods of Egypt declare that they had generated
him as their son and heir, while the goddesses tell

how they nursed and brought him up, so that in a
sense at least they performed maternal functions

for the monarch.
(3) In all the forms of creation hitherto dis-

cussed, some act of a deity is required in order to

call something new into being ; it may be an act

of violence, or a procreative act, or a shedding of

tears, etc. But, .side by side with these, there was
a considerable series of myths which did not regard

any active exertion on the part of the creator as

necessary, but attributed the result simply to

speech, the uttering of words.

The Egyptian assumed and this is a very iin
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portant notion from the point of view of the

history of religion that an inward and indis-

soluble connexion .subsists between an object and
it - name (cf. Wiedi'inami in L'gypte, i. 573 It'., ami
in tin- Mutton, xv. 4'Jil'.). Every thing has a

iiium-: without name is no tiling, and without

thinn no name is conceivable. Thus the name
becomes an imperishable comiionent of the Ego,
on a tooting ol <-i|imlity with soul, form, heart,
i i. .UK! its coiitinui'il existence is indispensable
if tin- \\liole man is to enter upon immortality.
Any one who utters the name of a god correctly is

sine of his favour. When the goddess Isis suc-

i Ifil b\ her wiles in inducing the Bun-god H;i to

whisper to her his real name, she thereby obtained
the power of this god and became the supreme
goddes*. Any one who in the under world was
nblc lo call a demon by name was safe from any
further harm at his hands ; a gate must open its

leave- to any one who named it correctly.
AS acquaintance with the name of a god gave

power over the god, so did acquaintance with a
man's name give power over him. Hence it was
MIA dangerous to one to have his name known to

an enemy, who could make use of it in connexion
with magic, and only required to introduce it into

a formula to bring disease and death upon its

bearer. The anxiety to escape such a result was
sometimes so keen that the Egyptian bore two
name-. one civilian, by which he was called in his

ordinary life, and one sacred, which was introduced

only into religious texts, in the hope that its holy
environment would avail to save its bearer from
di-.-truction. \Ve meet with analogous notions

among various peoples, it being sometimes the

case that even the man himself does not know his

real name, for fear of his inadvertently betraying
it. The ancient Egyptians did not go so far as

this, but the true name was uttered only in the

narrowest possible circles. In the above-mentioned

myth of the sun-god Ka, the god himself is made
to' say,

' My name was uttered by my father and

my mother, and then was it concealed in me by
my parent that no spell might be formed to

bewitch me.' For these reasons it is often said of

the great gods that their name is hidden, and
from the second millennium B.C. downwards the
l>i\ii>c name Amon was explained to mean 'the
hidch-n one,' as if the word had been derived from

the root mere='to be hidden,' which imh-eil is

not true to fact.

The theory of the connexion between name and

thing gave rise to quite a number of creation

in vi ii.s, which all go back to the same fundamental
idi-a. however they may (tiller in details. The
moment the deity in the exhilaration of his

creative activity utters a word, the object desig-
nated by that word springs into being, even if it

should happen that the word in the particular
instance has quite a different meaning. The word
had sounded so or so, and thereupon the notion

inherent in it made its appearance, the word had
assumed the form corresponding to it, and co-

e\i-led now with its notion to all eternity. Some
examples, taken from the presently to be described

legend of the destruction of the human race, will

he-t -how how the Egyptians record the process of

(teat ion in such instances as we have in view.

There the god says,
'

I give thce authority to send
forth thy messenger (hab), then originated the ibis

i//.//;/'.' or 'I let thee turn (andn) to the peoples
ot t lie north, then originated the cynocephalus
i"/'"//).' Sometimes the word uttered is not even
the exact name of the object, in which case a
ic-cmhlance of sound sulliced to bring the latter

into ht-ing. Thus in one text it is said,
'

I let

thee c prehend (<>/() both heavens, then origin-
ated the moon (dull).'

Especially in the later periods of Egyptian his-

tory, from the 17th cent, downwards, such theories

of creation, which in the earlier literature occur

only sporadically, find favour, until in the I'tole-

maic era a perfect passion for them sets in. Long,
fantastic, occasionally unconnected, tetiological

myths bring the god into the most diverse situa-

tions, in order to cause him to utter the word that
shall bring into being one or another portion of

the iiuittirin SHCIU of a particular sanctuary. And
in such myths as little concern is displayed for

logical connexion as for grammatically correct

derivations (cf. e.ij. the legend of the winged solar

disc at Edfu, tr. by Brugsch in Abhandlungen tier

Gottinger Akad. xiv.).

The god who, above all, created by means of

words, wasThoth ; who appears sometimes, as at

Hermopolis, the principal seat of his worship in

Upper Egypt, as exercising this function on his

own initiative, at other times as acting as the
instrument of the creator proper, for whom he

speaks. This was a role to which he was specially
called, as lord of the words of the gods, composer
of the most powerful magical formulae, god of

wisdom. Since he knows what is correct and

gives it correct expression, he comes to be also

the god of wisdom, who, along with his two em-
bodiments, the ibis and the cynoceplialus, is revered
above all the gods by scholars and devout students
of magic.

In all the ancient Egyptian literature known to

us, actual words require to be uttered by the god
in the act of creation. The notion that inarticu-

late sounds, his laugh and the like, could produce
the same results, meets us first in the later Greek

papyrus- literature of the Hellenistic and [lost-
Christian period, and then in the Gnostic writings
(cf. Maspero, Etudes etc mytliul. ii. p. 37U). How
far this belief is older than Hellenism cannot be
determined. At all events, there is a connexion
between it and the strange statement of the
Church Fathers that the inhabitants of 1'elusium

paid Divine honours to flatulence and to the onions
that caused it (.Jerome, xiii. in Is 46; cf. Clem.
Alex. x. 76 ; Minucius Felix, Oct. 28 ; Theoph.
Ant. Oct. i. 15

; Orig. c. V<dx. v. 36).

The Kgyptians had at their disposal a wealth of

materials bearing upon the above doctrines, when
it was desired to record the causes and the course

of creation, but to emphasize this point again
and once for all they never succeeded in harmon-

izing the particular conceptions and constructing
out of them a finished system of cosmogony.

(B) Destruction of the world. (I) While the

ancient Egyptians have much to tell of the creation

of the world, they know far less about its de-

struction, or even about a partial destruction of the

world or of man. Presumably, this world appeared
to the ancient Egyptian in a light so fair that in

general he was unable to conceive of a time when it

should be no more, and when no Egyptian should
dwell any more on the banks of the Nile. It is

true that recent investigators, founding upon some
statements of a Saitic priest reported by 1'hito

(TinuRiis, 22), have frequently attributed to the

Egyptians a belief in a great world-conflagration.
But the truth is that in the passage in question
what is said is that, if a conflagration of the world
should set in in consequence of the stars leaving
their courses, the Nile would protect Egypt by its

inundation. Egyptian papyrus - passages which
have been eiteit for the same purpose (Ebers,

I'd/tyrus Ebers, p. 15), contain equally little to

bear out the contention built upon them. They
tell of a lire which threatened to IH; fatal to Horns',

the son of the goddess Isis, and which Isis ex-

tinguished. But there is no thought here of a
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conflagration of the world, but of a local tire, pre-
sumably in a hut in the Delta where Horns
happened to be at the time. The means, again,
employed by Isis are little suited to the extin-

guishing of a world-conflagration (see Schaefer,
Aegyp. Ztschr. xxxvi. p. 129ft'.).

(2) The only allusion as yet discovered to a
deluge that threatened to destroy the whole earth,
or at least parts of it, is contained in a papyrus of
c. 1200 B.C. (Leps. Den/cm, vi. 118, 11. S<-39 [the
tr. by Pierret in Etudes egyp. 1 ft'., is not free from
errors]), which contains a hymn of praise to the

pantheistically conceived Deity. Here we read :

' Thine (sc. the god's) overflowing water [lit.
'

Thy
spreading -itself -out'] rises to the heavens, the

roaring water of thy mouth is in the clouds, thy
jackals are upon the mountains [i.e. the jackals
which, according to an Egyptian doctrine, drew
the bark of the sun-god, have been compelled to
retire before the flood to the mountain-tops]. The
water of the god Horns covers the tall trees of all

lands, the overflowing water covers the circuit of

all quarters of the heavens and of the sea. A
scene of inundation would all lands (still) be, were

they not under thine influence. The waters (now)
move themselves in the way which thou assignest
them, they pass not over the bounds which thou
settest them, (the path) which thou openest for

them.' The Deity, that is to say, saved the world
from destruction by the deluge, and now by his

providence prevents a recurrence of that event.

(3) Another text treats of the destruction of a

portion of the human race by the Deity, against
whom they had rebelled, and thus belongs to the

category of so-called Deluge legends in the wider
sense of the term. We have this legend in two
copies in Tlu'ban kings' tombs belonging to the

period B.C. 1400-1200 (Lefebure, Tombeau de
Scti I., part 4, pll. 15-18, Tnmbeau de Ramses
HI., pll. 2-5: cf. Bergmann, Hierogl. In-schnftcn,

pll. 75-82 ; Naville in TSBA iv. 'p. 1 ft'., viii. p.
412 ft'. ; Brugsch, Religion, etc., 436 ft'., and Die
neue Weltnnlnunif, Berlin, 1H81 ; Maspero, Les

Oriflines, 164 ff. [Dawn of Civilization, 164 ft'.];

Wiedemann, R-linion, etc. [Eng. ed.], 58 ft'.).

There is a further allusion to this myth in

Papyrus Sallier iv., of the Ramesside period (cf.

Chabas, Lc calendrier dcs jours fastes et ncfastcs,
Chalons, 1870), which contains a list of the days
of the year, with an appended note as to whether

they are to be considered lucky or unlucky, and a
record of the mythological occurrence which gave
them this character. This text remarks on the
13th Mechir :

'

Unlucky, unlucky, unlucky ! Go
not out in any wise on this day. It is the day on
which the eye of Sechet grew terrible and tilled

the lielils with desolation. On this day go not out
at sundown.' The same occurrence is in view also

in the plates of glazed clay which exhibit the lion-

headed goddess Sechet, with a huge eye introduced
behind her. These were intended, in all proba-
bility, to protect their owners from a fate similar

to what then befell guilty men. Their pretty
frequent occurrence down to a late period proves
that the legend in question not only found its way
occasionally into Egypt, but had wide and long-
continued vogue.
The myth itself relates how the sun-god Ra

ruled over gods and men. But men observed that
he had grown old, his bones had turned into silver,
hi- joiiits into gold, and his hair into lapis-lazuli.
When Itii noticed how men were thus inclined

towards rebellion, he secretly summoned the rest

of the gods to Heliopolis to take counsel as to

counter measures. The gods advised him to send
forth his eye, the goddess Sechet (the sun in its

consuming strength), against men to destroy them,
although the rebels, tilled with tear, had already

begun to seek refuge in flight. Ra followed their

counsel, and Sechet slaughtered mankind, wading
*or several nights in the blood of her victims, from

Heracleopolis Magna in Middle Egypt to Heliopolis.
But Ka quickly repented of having instigated this

massacre. Not venturing directly to forbid the

goddess to complete the task assigned her, he
had recourse to stratagem. He caused beer to be
brewed and poured into the blood of the slain.

When the goddess saw this next morning, and
found the tields flooded with it. she rejoiced, drank
the mixture till she was intoxicated and could not

recognize men. Thus mankind was rescued ; but
Ka was dissatisfied with himself, because he had
not left their destruction unchecked. He saw in

this a token of his weakness, and determined to

abdicate his sovereignty voluntarily before a new
weakness should overtake him. At first he set

out, on the back of the cow of heaven, for the
Mediterranean coasts. At this spectacle men were
seized with contrition. They besought Ka to re-

main with them and destroy his enemies. But
the god went on his way, men followed him, and,
when it was morning, they came forth with their

bows and joined battle with the enemies of the

god Ril. Then spake Ka :

' Your transgression is

forgiven. The slaughter (which ye have wrought
on my behalf) compensates the slaughter (which

my enemies intended against me).' In spite, how-

ever, of his forgiveness of men, Ra did not con-

tinue to dwell with them. He betook himself to

higher regions l created the Fields of Peace and
the Fields of Aalu, and settled many men there.

Then he handed over his sovereignty of the earth

to his son Shu (who was likewise a sun-god),
called into being a number of sacred animals such
as the ibis and the cynoecphalus, and charged
the earth-god Seb to give heed to the serpents,
which must be charmed by means of magical
formula1

. In these details, which are not ex-

plained by the legend itself, some part is played
presumably by the recollection of other myths, in

which the serpents appeared as opponents of the

sun-god, and with which the author assumed an

acquaintance on the part of his readers.

ii. THE GODS. (A) Historical development of the

power of particular f/otls. (1) We have already
remarked that the Egyptian religion was not a

unity. Nor did it form a concentrated system
any more than the Egyptian State. The 'latter

had originated in early times from a number of

small States, which either peaceably or as the

result of conquest had become united under a

single ruler, without thereby making a complete
surrender of their former independence. To these

ancient petty States corresponded the later so-

called names (Egyp. hesp), of which there were

generally reckoned 22 for Upper and 20 for

Lower Egypt. The number underwent not in-

frequent variations, adjacent nomes being some-
times united for administrative purposes, while

at other times particular nomes might be par-
titioned owing to rights of succession or other

causes. Nevertheless, these nomes, especially in

Upper Egypt, continued to be the same on the
whole from the Pyramid era down to that of the

Greeks and Romans.
The nomes were independent from not only a

political but a religious point of view. In their

principal city stood the temple of the chief god of

t'ie mime, and here the conception and the worship
of this higher being developed themselves independ-

ently of the religious development in other parts
of Egypt. The cultus, however, was not confined

to this nome god ; worship was offered in his temple
to other gods as well. In this way groups were

readily formed, a goddess and a son or a larger
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family being assigned to the god, " r 'be liittrr was
conceived a- i In snpieine deity, ith it circle of

inferior .oil- surrounding him. Nor did his i-ult

exclude tne worship of other gods in other localities

ot tin' same Dome or in other temples of tin- same

metropolis. The nimie noil was simply regarded
in general its the tutelary lonl who dad the first

chum upon tin- inhabitants in nil specially import-
ant matters, and, above all, when their common
intere-ts. wen- roneeriietl.

ii'i 'I'lii- anthonty of the nome pod was not so

firmly established but that it might be over-

shadowed, even in his own nome, l>y other deities,

although -in -h an experience was relatively rare.

Thus the god of the Thiiiite nome was originally
. \nlier. At a later period, Osiris, the god of the
nl \ of Abyilos, in the siiine nome, gained Midi pre-

ponderance I IL-I! lie stepped into the plaee of Anher
in the nome cult as well. In the Thcbaid the

principal rule appears to have been played at first

by Mont i Ment i. the nod of the ancient metropolis
liernionthis. With the advance of Thebes and the

growing importance of its temple of Anion, the

latter became from the 1 '2th dynasty onwards the

principal deit\. But as the power of Thebes
waned more and more during the Saitic period,
the prestige of its god also sank in the nome, and
the -rjmli' anrr of Mont once more revived.

In other instances nome gods \\ ,-i ,. able to extend
their worship beyond the limits of their own pro
vince. Thus shrines were occasionally built to

t heir own pods by men who hail migrated from one
nome to another. If these shrines were richly
endowed, other Egyptians might be led to attach
themselves to the newly introduced cult. As far

a~ we can trace the matter back, in such cases the

gods who from of old had been in possession were

always tolerant, and took no umbrage at tin 1 intro

duet ion of the new divinities so long as these made
no claim to supremacy over themselves. l!ut cults

of this kind, whose introduction was due to private

pei^, ins, had no importance out side a limited sphere,
fhe authority of a nome god increased in far

greater measure when the princes of his province
raised themselves to the rank of Pharaohs. The god
had procured for his prince the supreme power in

Egypt, and thereby showed that he was mightier
than the other nome "rods. The maintenance of

his cult was consequently the primary duty of the
loval house and of all the courtiers and officials

connected with it, not indeed in the sense that an

officially prescribed State cult was introduced, but
one that had the force of consuetudinary propriety
in view of the religious notions which had been
cherished from olden times by the now reigning
Phaiaonir house. But similar considerations would

pain over other Egyptians also to the new cult,
ami move the various priestly colleges to grant it

admittance into their temples. This advance in

the honours paid to some particular god, followed

by a decline when the power of the dynasty from
that nome decayed, may still be traced, by aid of

the inscriptions, in the case of Anion, Bast, and
other Divine figures. With other gods the change
of prestige has taken place prior to the commence-
ment of the literary tradition accessible to us. In

primitive times, for instance, great significance was

possessed by the jackal-headed god Ap-uat, who
was ultimately regarded as the nome -ml of Siut.

His image was borne upon a standard before the

king, and the jackal's tail, in allusion to his cult,

\\as, down to the latest times, worn by the

1'haraohs. attached to their girdle behind, as a

symbol of rule. In the course of l.^yptian history,
howe\ er, Ap-uat receded unite into the background
in the cull. In the Old Empire he still held the

place of one of the chief gods of the dead, in the

Middle I'.inpire even this prestige begins to deea\ ,

and uiuler die New Kmpire in almost every necro-

polis his place is taken by another jackal-god,
Anubis, who, in the train of Osiris, the god of the

dead, obtains growing significance in the concep-
tions of the uniler world.

(3) In all these instances a |>olitical development
of Egypt, originally quite apart from religious con-

siderations, had brought with it as a logical conse-

quence a change of faith, without the co-operation
of any external compulsion on the part of the
State. Once only was it otherwise, namely, when
Amenophis IV. sought at one bound forcibly to

raise to the chief plaee the cult of Aten, the solar

disc, worshipped as one of the natural bodies a
cult which under his predecessors had been slowly
growing in importance. The rest of the gods were
to take only a secondary place, if indeed the

attempt was not made, as in the cose of Anton, to

prevent their worship altogether, and to damage
the god by destroying his name in inscriptions,
etc. This violent revolution had no success. After
the death of the innovator, even his own family
speedily lost interest in his god. The temples
consecrated to Aten were deserted and destroyed,
his worship survived'in only a few places, and even
there to only an insignificant extent.

(4) In order that the heavenly figures should en-

joy Divine authority, it was not necessary for them
to be the chief gods in one of the nomes of Egypt ;

the enormous number of Egyptian divinities is

itself sufficient to exclude such a supposition.
Some of them even enjoyed widespread regard
throughout Egypt, without ever having possessed
any such local authority. Some even of the chief

deities of the whole country have no place among
the nome gods, as for instance the goddess of

Truth Maat, the god Nefer-Tum, the Nile god
Hiipi, and, above all, the principal god of his-

torical Egypt, Ka. This sun -god was indeed

specially worshipped at Heliopolis, a city which
was called after him by the sacred name P(t-Il(~t

t

' house of Ra,' but the nome god here was originally
not Ril but Atum (Turn). The latter is likewise

a sun-god, who even in later times always enjoyed
veneration side by side with lift, an attempt being

frequently made to represent him as a partial form
of Ra, namely, the god of the evening sun. For
his veneration over the whole of Egypt, Ka is in-

debted, accordingly, not to nnv local authority

possessed by him, as a city Heliopolis never had

any very great importance, but to the doctrine

concerning him and to the development of religious

conceptions in the Nile valley.
In the time of the early dynasties, whose power

was concentrated in Upper Egypt, and which, it

would appear, succeeded only gradually in con-

quering the Delta, Ka plays no considerable role.

Even under the 4th dynasty, which had its resi-

dence at Memphis, not far from Heliopolis, he is

still quite in the background. With the accession

of the 5th dynasty these conditions are changed.
A fabulous story, dating from o. 'Jinx) B.C., makes
the first three kings of this dynast}' to have been
the otl'spring of the god Ka by the wife of a priest
of Ka in an otherwise unknown place of the name
of Saehebu. How old this legend is we cannot

tell, but it is certain that from the 5th dynasty
onwards all the 1'haraohs give themselves out to be

sons of Ka. Nevertheless, the god does not at first

appear very frequently in the inscriptions, although

king Ra-en -user of the 5th dynasty already
caused a great sanctuary to be erected to him at

Abusir (cf. Acffi//>. Ztschr. xxxvii. 1 ff., xxxviii.

94 M'., xxxix. 91ff.). It is not till the time of the

Middle Empire that Ra is mentioned with ever-

increasing frequency, and that the conception of

the specially close relation between deity and sun

begins at tile same time to iulluence the conception
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formed of other gods. This leads, for i 'stance, in

the case of the Theban Amon, to a com). ;te amal-

gamation of the old god of Thebes with the sun-

god a result which rinds outward expression in

the usual name for this deity under the New
Empire, namely Amon-Ra. But, even when this
new name is not employed, the simple name Amon
is always during this period to be understood of
the deity who had become a solar one. The same
happened with other Divine figures. Sometimes
the amalgamation is indicated by the name (Sebek-
Ra, and the like), at other times the old name is

retained, and it is merely the conception of the god
that is influenced by solar notions. In the tirst

millennium B.C. practically the whole of the more
important Egyptian gods became more or less

clearly defined sun-gods, and processes of thought
derived from the solar faith were allowed to influ-

ence even the conceptions of the gods of the under
world who were connected with the Osirian doc-
trine of immortality (see below, p. 195b ).

But, although the nature of the Egyptian deities
was in later times prevailingly solar, we must be
careful not to carry inferences from this back to
earlier periods. AVe can trace the progress of the

process by aid of the monuments, and are not at

liberty offhand to place the result at the beginning
of the development of Egyptian religion.

(5) In consequence of the independence of the
various nome gods, the doublets already referred
to were bound to arise in the circle of the higher
powers. In his own district each nome god is at once
creator, preserver, ruler of the world, quite untram-
melled by similar pretensions on the part of his

Divine neighbour. The Egyptians never attempted
to remove the logical contradiction that thus arose.

Quite the reverse ! In taking over a foreign god
to a new nome, they calmly took over also his titles

and his myths, quite unconcerned that, in this way
a Doppelgangerko the old nome god found entrance
into the nome. The only concession occasionally
made in favour of more systematized thought was
that deities of this kind were declared to be essen-

tially identical or emanations of the same Divine
notion, without, however, the further step being
taken of abandoning the assumption of an inde-

pendent individuality for each particular form.

Especially in later texts it is often asserted that
the nome or temple god bears in other places
the names of the local deities, but one must not
infer from this, as has frequently been done, e.g.
even by Brugsch, that the forms in question are

actually identical. Such statements are merely
intended to characterize the particular god as the

possessor of all Divine power a position which in

other places might quite well be attributed to any
other who was the ruling deity there.

(6) In principle, then, the nome gods have equal
importance, the}' may all of them, if the occasion
demands it, have omnipotence attributed to them ;

but we have already noted that this relation might
assume a different form in practice, according to

the power of their particular nome. The material
at our disposal does not indeed always give us a

trustworthy picture of the actual conditions. We
have an exact knowledge only of those deities

whose places of worship and temples survive and
have been already excavated. Our views are thus

subject to constant shifting when new texts and
monuments emerge from places that had not been

previously examined. Chance plays so great a

part in the matter that it is quite possible that

gods at present scarcely known to us had great
importance in antiquity, and, conversely, that the
forms which are frequently named in our sources
once possessed only slight significance. Here, as
little as elsewhere in Egyptological questions, are
we at liberty to forget that, in spite of the wealth

of monuments that have survived, their number is

relatively small considering the thousands of years
of Egyptian history, and hence their data must
be used with caution in drawing inferences as to
ancient conditions in general. This must be kept
in view in judging of the following list of the most
important Egyptian deities. These are the forms
of which the extant texts principally speak ; and,
al>ove all, they are those which possessed the

greatest interest for the nations of antiquity out-
side Egypt.

(B) List of gods: I. NATIVE EGYPTIAN
DEITIES. Ra is the god of the sun, who, conceived
of as a man, or as a man with a hawk's head, guides
the heavenly bodies, creates new life by his rays,
and thus blesses mankind, although at times he also
shoots forth consuming fire (his eye is the goddess
Sechet, cf. above, p. 18'2). The centre of his worship
is Heliopolis (Egyp. An [Heb. \K] or Pa-Rti, Gr.
'HXioiIiroXis [Heb. c'5 n'3]), where the kings of the
12th dynasty built him a great temple. For the
most pnrt he stands alone, but occasionally an

artificially formed consort (see above, p. 179"), Ra-t
(Ra-t-ta-ui), is placed by his side. The monuments
of the cult of Ra resemble the conical stone in

which among others he embodied himself at Helio-

polis. In the time of the Old Empire huge build-

ings were erected to him in the form of a flat-

topped pyramid surmounted by an obelisk. The
best known of these was that erected by king
Ra-en-user at Abusir (see above, p. 183b

).

The god pursued his course in the heavens by
ship. Two barks, bearing the names Madet and
Sekti, are generally attributed to him ; in later

times he is supposed to use a special vessel for

every hour of the day. The name of Ra is associ-

ated with numerous legends which depict him as
a king decaying with age, against whom gods and
men rebel, but who always emerges victorious from
the resulting conflicts. The texts name a number
of other sun-gods along with and often confused
with Ra. Of these we now proceed to notice the
five most important

( 1 ) HOPUS. Our treatment of this god is rendered
difficult by the circumstance that under this name
were understood two deities, who were originally
quite distinct, although afterwards they passed
into one another : Horns, the son of Isis (see below,

p. 194b ), and Horns the sun-god. The latter, again,
is separated into a number of independent indi-

vidual forms, which are distinguished by additions
to the name Horns. Thus we have : Hn--nr,
' Horus the ancient,' of Letopolis ; Her-nrn-ti.
' Horus of the two eyes,' of Shedenu in the Delta ;

lfer-chent-an-ma,
' Horus in the condition of not

seeing,' of Letopolis ; Hr.r-em-ctiuti,
' Horus on

the horizon,' the Greek Harmachis, at Tanis, and
in the environs of Memphis, where the great .sphinx
of Gizeh is his symbol; JJcr-nub, 'the golden
Horus,' who is regarded especially as the midday
sun ; Her-behitdti,

' Horus of Edfu,' whose symbol,
the winged solar disc, used to be placed as an
oiuen-averter on temples, steles, etc. Then, again,
Hcr-ka,

' Horus the bull
'

; Her-deshcr,
' the red

Horus'; Hcr-ap-shetu, 'Horus the revealer of the

secret,' answer to the planets Saturn, Mars, Jupiter,
which were thus thought of as solar forms. Hri--t

is a later-formed female complementary form of the
male Horus (see p. 179").

(2) Chepera,
' he that becomes '

(Germ.
' der AVer-

dende'), is primarily the morning sun. A Turin
text declares :

'

I am Chepera in the morning, Ra
at midday. Turn in the evening,' but the three

deities just named are usually thought of in

pretty much one and the same way as= the sun in

general.
(3) Turn or Atum is the god of Heliopolis, and
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is fiei|uenllv regarded n- tin- creator; In- i- poi
tia\.-d mostly as ,i 111:111 with the crowns uf Egypt.
A v.reat temple dedn-at,.,! In liini was situated at

tin' inc. ill TII Ti'll el \laskhuta, uinl known as Pa-
house uf Tain,' tin- biblical I'itliom; cf.

Navillf. /Ye- Slnre-rity of 1'itlunn, London, ISS.'H.

(41 Shu appears, iiliovu all, as creator, anil at

Tlii-lii'- and Memphis is nuiiK'il as one uf the

E: \ptian kind's uf the gods. His female consort

ami twin sister is the lion-headed Tefnut. Tin-

not ions ehei i-hi'il regarding this Bodiless, anil

especially h'-r genealogical place in the Egyptian
religious system, underwent numerous variations.

lii tin- myths she does not come at all prominently
forward.

i .".i A ten, 'tin' sun's disc,' of whom we have spoken
already i~ee p. ISS'1

), is, in contrast to Kii, not an

anthropomorphic form, hut the celestial hody itsi-lf.

llr is portrayed as the solar disc from which rays
stream do\\n towards the earth. These end in

hands which reach down the signs for life. power._cte.

Ami-nophis IV. (/. 14.50 n.C. ) desired to make Aim
the ruling god in Egypt, called himself in honour
of him Cnii(achu)-en-alen, 'splendour of the solar

disc,' and huill him a great temple at Tel el- Amarna
in Central Egypt, to whose neighbourhood he
rcmoM'd tin- royal residence, which hail been at

TheU-s. Apart from the prominence it gave to the
ii'-v. -.id, the henotheistic (nut inunotlieistic) refor-

mation of this kin;; made little change in Egypt.
The organization of otlicials remained the same i.-f.

Itaillet, Bee. <' trttv. rel. <i I'Egi/fit. xxiii. Unfl'. i,

and -o did the cultus and the religions formula-,
in which the ancient Divine names were simply
replaced in many instances by that of Aten. In

nnmeioiis- hymns, touched with poetical feeling,
which have Been found in the tombs of el-Amarna,
the god is hailed as beneficent star, bringer of light
and heat, rejoicer of man and beast, cieator and
iiourisher of all things and beings, the only deity
that is worthy of veneration, etc. As a matter of

cour-e, no myth ia attached to the nature god
himaeif.

Amon of Thebes was presumably at first a god
of the reproductive natural force which generates
animals and plants, as were his neighbour gods,
Ment of llermonthis ami Min of Koptos. The
three names probably go back to the root men
(
= ' stand '), the allusion being to the erected

jili'illiiss.
At a later period Amon blends more

and more with the sun-god <se? above, p. 1S4"),

and thus arises Amon-Ra, who is now hailed re-

peatedly in hymns as creator, dispenser of nourish-
ni' ni. etc. More and more he arrogates .the
functions of other gods, and is lirst invoked in a
hrni. i !n-i-tic sense, and then designated panthc-
istically as god of the All, the other gods being his

members and parts. During this period the custom
originated of deriving his name from amen (' to be
hidden '), the idea being that his true name, i.e. his

real nat me, is concealed (see above, p. 181"). He is

portrayed as a man with a high feather crown.
At '('Indies Amon does not usually appear alone,

lint in company with the goddess Mut and their

son Chunsu. There is thus constituted a Divine

family, a triad, the members of which, however,

always remain independent, and never blend into a

tiinit\. It was generally held in ancient Egypt
that a god. like a man, grows old and dies. In
order to secure, in spite of this, the perpetual life

ol i In- god, he is supposed to generate by his wife,
who is usually also his sister, a son like himself,

who. when the father dies, steps into his place. He
in turn generates, by her who had been his own

i. a son like himself he becomes, as the

Egyptians -a\, fot-mnt-f,
' husband of his mother,'

win. incceeds him on his death. Strangely

enough, there is no word of the goddess dying.
Hut this is probably due, not to any real immor-
tality being attributed to her, hut to the meagre
significance of goddesses in Egyptian mythology.

besides the triad, we lind in Egyptian temples
groups of four or eight, and especially of nine
deities. The composition of these groups rests

upon a variety of principles : at times the forms
have actually a close connexion, at other times
one of the gods is regarded as king, the others as
his court, etc. I're-emiiient in this class is the
ennead of Heliopolis, in the formation of which a
mythological system co-operated, and which then
exercised an iijllnence upon other temples as well

(cf. Maspero, Et. dc myth. ii. 337 II'.). In place of
a single ennead some temples have two, a great
and a small, while others have a still larger
number.
Mut, depicted as a woman with a human head

or that of a lion, had a temple of her own to the
south of Karnak in Thebes (Benson-Gourlay, 'J'/ie

Tfm/ile ofMnt in Asficr, London, 1SUJ), where she

passed for iiueen of heaven and eye of I{a, and
where numerous lion-headed statues were dedicated
to her or to Seehet (see below, p. ISti"), particularly
by Amenophis in. and Sheshonk I. Instead of
her we occasionally meet with the grammatically
formed goddess Aincnt by the side of Amon. She
has nothing to do with the almost homonymous
goddess of the under world, Amenti, 'she who
belongs to the realm of the dead.'
Chunsu appears to have been primarily a moon-

god [ch?ns=
t

iiss through,' here with reference to
the motion of the stars]. He bears upon his
hawk's head a moon-crescent and sun's disc, and
the mention of him runs parallel with that of the
other moon-deities (Thoth, Aah, etc.). In later

times he becomes the god of healing, and falls

apart into two forms, 'Chunsu, the beautifully
resting one,' who always abides in the temple at

Thebes, and '

Chunsu, the executor of plans,' who is

sent out by the other as physician and magician.
To the lirst of these a great temple was erected at
Karnak by Uamses III. and his successors ; the
latter had a small sanctuary beside it, which is

mentioned as late as the Ptolemaic era (cf. Acyy/i.
Xt.ti-lir. xxxviii. 126).

Ment was worshipped at various places in the
Thebaid ; he has a hawk's head, solar disc, and
the Amon feathers, and in the Theban period of

Egyptian history he is regarded especially as the

god of war, to whom the Pharaoh, as he sets out
tor battle, is compared. His embodiment at
Ermcnt is the Uacis (see below, p. I'll)-').

Min [formerly read (.'humor Am-si] was the god
of 1'anopolis, Koptos, and other places; he pre-
sents himself as an ithyphallic man, and is viewed
as the god of procreation. Harvest and other

joyous festivals are held in his honour, and he
often coincides with Amon ka-mut-f, as the god
who constantly reproduces himself and thus lives

for ever.

Chnum or Chnuphis, the ram-headed god of the
cataract region, is creator of the world, which he
fashioned upon the potter's wheel, and of human
beings, whom he ' constructed.' 15y his side appear
the goddesses to be presently mentioned, Sati and
Annkit. In addition, we find occasionally coupled
with him the frog-headed goddess Hekt, who is

frequently mentioned from the earliest times down-
wards, without our being able, however, to fix her

exact significance. At all events, she played a part
in the resurrection dogma, which was symbolized
down to the Christian-Coptic era by her sacred

animal, the frog.

Ptah (Gr. 4>0a) was the god of Memphis, and,
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as such, well known to the Greeks, who for un-
known reasons call him Heplxcxtus, Herodotus
visited and described his temple (Herod, ii. 99, 101,

121, 176). Ptah appears in mummy form, swathed,
with only the head free ; the feet are placed upon
the sign for truth. In Memphis he was regarded
as the first king of the country and as creator, a
role which at Philte is assigned to Ptah-Tatuncn,
3. combination of Ptah and Tanen or Tatunen, a

deity who makes his appearance especially in

Nubia, and who, as earth-god, recalls the Egyptian
Seb (Keb). Ptah is also combined with other
deities so as .to form new special gods. Thus we
have Ptah A ten- en -pet, 'Ptah solar disc of the
heaven,' who illumines the earth with his rays;
Ptah-Nu, the father of the gods ; Ptnh-Hiipl,
Ptah the Nile : and, above all, Ptali-Sokaris', to
whom Ptah-Sokaris-Osi/ris, Ptah-Osiris, and Sokaris
alone (see below) correspond. The triad at Mem-
phis is composed of Ptah along with Sechet and
their son Nefer-Tum or Imhetep (Imuthes).
Sechet (Sechmet) is a lion-headed sun-goddess,

who, under the title of 'the eye of Ra,' slaughters
Ra's enemies. In her essential significance she
coincides pretty nearly with the lion-headed Mut
of Thebes, Tefnut, Pacht of Speos Artemidos,
and the cat-headed Bast of Bubastis.
Nefer-Tum appears, particularly in more recent

texts, as a man whose head is surmounted by a
budding lotus, from which we may infer that he
was a god of the regeneration and reawakening
of nature, although there are no specific details of

this in the inscriptions. Imhetrp,
' he who comes

in peace,' is depicted as a youth with a closely-

fitting cap upon his head. He generally appears
seated, with a rolled-up papyrus upon his knees.
In earlier times his figure does not seem to occur,
but in the later New Empire, and, above all, in the
Saitic period, numerous bronzes of him are found,

notwithstanding which he does not become any
more prominent in the texts, where he is intro-

duced as a learned god. For the associates of

Ptah, see above, p. 179''.

Sokaris, conceived of as hawk-headed, is pri-

marily a sun-god. His principal festival fell at the
winter solstice, and in the Ptolemaic period was
celebrated on the morning [at an earlier period
perhaps on the evening] of the 20th of Clioiak (cf.

Brugsch, Br,n. etjyp. i. 42tt'. ). He was worshipped
especially in the neighbourhood of the necropolis
of Memphis (where there is still a reminiscence of

him in the name Unqqurah), and thus became
blended on the one side with the Memphitic Ptah,
and on the other with the god of the dead, Osiris,
whose symbols were, in consequence, often assigned
to him.

Nechebit of Eileithyiaspolis, the vulture-formed

tutelary goddess of Upper Egypt, generally ap-
pears in company with the serpent-formed Uat'-it
of Buto, the tutelary goddess of Lower Egypt.
The combination of the two stands for the empire
of the Pharaoh, who united both their spheres of

authority under his sway.
Hathor,

' the house of Horus '

according to the
later etymology, is mentioned times without num-
ber, and had her principal temple at Denderah.
She is the goddess of joy, the patroness of mirthful

gatherings. Her sacred animal was the cow, in

consequence of which she occasionally appears with
a cow s head, and, even when she wears a human
form, she has very frequently cow's ears. Another
Hathor is regarded as the goddess of the under
world, and yet other Hathors are the seven female

beings who made their appearance at the birth of

a child and, like our fairies, foretold its fortune.

Sebak (Suchos) appears with a crocodile's head
or as a crocodile. Under this same name, how-

ever, we must distinguish at least three different

deities. In the lirst place there was a sun-god,
who is combined with Ra and makes his appear-
ance pre-eminently at Ombos, side by side with the

sun-god Arocris. Another Sebak constitutes a
kind of by-form of Osiris. Finally, there is a
Sebak who is regarded as the god of evil. His
sacred animals were the crocodiles, which were

supposed to be the associates of Set in the under
world, and which in most of the nomes of Egypt
were hunted to the death. The centre of worship
of a Sebak who was well disposed to men con-
tinued till a late period to be the Fayum.

(2) FOREIGN DEITIES. The Egyptian gods
during the flourishing period of the country's
history were not exclusive. They admitted into

their number such of the gods of neighbouring
peoples as had been found to be powerful and

capable of resistance. It is a sign of deterioration
that such a course was not followed with the
Greek and Roman deities, who had no place
assigned to them in the temple cult, but had to
be content with the worship of certain circles of

the people who would regard them as special gods.
In the first millennium B.C. the Egyptian religion
was too ossified to permit of its assimilation of

new ideas. And this all the more because at this

very time an archaizing tendency made itself felt

in religion, so that from the time of the 25th

dynasty the oldest attainable religious formuhe
are in the most unmistakable fashion sought out
and employed once more. In earlier times it was
different. Libyan, African, Semite deities were
then worshipped in the Nile valley along with
the native gods.

(a) From the Libyans the Egyptians, in invading
their future settlements, presumably borrowed the

goddesses Neith and Bast, who at the beginning
of Egyptian history play a considerable part, then
recede entirely, and come forward once more in

the Saitic period (from B.C. 700 onwards).
Bast appears pre-eminently as the local goddess

of Bubastis in the Delta, where she had a share in

the cult of the principal temple (Naville, Bubastis,
London, 1891 ;

Fcxtiral Hall n/Osorkon //..London,
1892). She is portrayed with a cat's head, and,
like all lion- and cat-headed goddesses, is regarded
as an embodiment of the sun. She plays no con-

siderable part in the mythology.
Neith was thought of as an armed woman, with

bow and arrow in her hand. As local goddess of

Sais she was well known to the Greeks. In myth-
ology she is regarded as the mother of Ka, and
then becomes blended with Isis, along with whom
she plays a role in the Osirian festivals, which
under the New Empire had one of their centres at

Sais. The Libyans of the time of Seti I. tattooed
the ideogram of Neith upon their arms and wove
it into their clothes (cf. Mallet, Le eiiltc dc Neith
a Sais, Paris, 1889

; Petrie, Naqada, p. 64).

Amongst deities that were originally Libyan
should perhaps be included also the two goddesses
Sati and Anukit, who at a later period make their

appearance in the cataract district as companions
of Chnum (see above). Sati is depicted with the
crown of Upper Egypt and the cow's horns, and is

regarded as queen of heaven and of Egypt, queen
of all gods, and is compared by the Greeks with

Hera, although she lias fundamentally nothing in

common with her. Anukit wears a feather crown,
is regarded above all as mistress of the island of

Sehel in the neighbourhood of Phila>, and is com-

pared witli Hestia, but never succeeded in gaining
an}' firm footing in Egypt proper.

(4) Bes and Ta-urt and their companions appear
to be of Afrii'un origin, by which is not meant that
we are to think of divinities of a pronounced
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negro type. We' ha\c in dn rather with deities

whose acquaintance the Egyptians made through
tll< J

III'. [Mini III tin- lube- nil Illi' -out ll.'l II li.il.ii-i

of their empire, nml to whom ihe\ leu their gn>-

tes,|ue finiii-, although these -t I in tin- most

glaring opposition to the relini'il forms of the

genuine Egyptian gods, ami permanently retained
111'- -iiini|i ni their .MI ii:n i:in origin.
Bes is portrayed us a bearded dwarf, with long

cars, handy legs, long and generally brut .'inns,

with a feather crown on his head. Itehind liini

hangs diiwn to the ground a long tail, probably
that ol the I'IIIIH IHI-HS ffiittntmt, whose name (4

the god himself bears. Apart from occasional

ornament-, he is represented naked, and alnio>t

always a- nf the mule sex. It is only rarely that

a female form appears beside him. In later times
a nmnlier of liy-torms (l.lait, Al.iti, Sepd, Ahani,
ete. i take thc-ir place by his side. These are at

one time identified with him, anil at another re-

main independent. In the (Mil Kmpiie lie seems to

have as yet played no part ; in the Middle' Knipire
there i- -till little mention of him ; it is during the
New Empire, especially in the Saitic period, that
he attains his bloom (cf. Krall in Jnlirlt. </. ll'i'ii.

J\nii<it/ii.<t. Samml. ix. p. 7-! II'. ; A. (Jrenfell,
/'>/.'. I \\iv.2lff.). He is regarded as a deity who
renders aid at the birth of gods and kings, who
amuses the newborn babe with his dances and
waits upon it, protecting it at the same time from
all evil, and especially against witchcraft. lie

thus becomes one of the most important of the

omen-averting deities. At times he is confuted
itli the young sun. and at a later period is

thought of also as a pantheistic divinity.
Ta-urt's embodiment is a female hippopotamus

standing upon its hind leys, with thick belly and

pendant breasts, and often with a long mam;
hanging down to the ground. She, too, is ready
with her aid at the birth of gods and kings, and
in certain localities she is regarded, in her by-form
Apet. as mother of Osiris. In representations of

the under world she takes her place by the side
of the cow-formed Hathor. She appears at the
entrance to necropoleis and to the realm of the
dead, presumably occupying this position that she

may render aid at the new birth of the dead, the
resurrection. Her symbol is one of the most fre-

quently occurring amulets in tombs belonging to
the more recent periods of Egyptian history.

i. i Asiatic, principally Semitic, deities(cf. Meyer,
/.hMi; \\\. 7H>tr. ; W. Max Muller, Asicn u.

Eiirtinti, :il 1 ft'.) found their way into the Egyptian
temples under the Xew Empire, a period during
which the Egyptian people was much brought into

contact, alike in peace and war, with the different
tribes of Western Asia. The principal deities of

thi.s class are IJaal. Keshpu, Astarte, Anta, and
the city goddess of I^adt'sh. The last named will

lie dealt with in the same category as the Egyp-
tian city got Id esses (see below, p. 1'Jl").

Baal was worshipped notably in the Kamesside
period, and indeed his cult

appears
to have had its

starling -point at the city of fanis in the eastern
lielta, where Itamses II. gave to this god a place
even in the chief temple. His name has lrei|ueiitly
for it* determinative the sacred animal of the god
Set, with whom he thus appears to have been
identified a result which would be reached .'ill the
more readily because the by-form of Set, namely
Siitech. \\.-i- :i]so regarded elsewhere as "_o,l of the
A-ial ies. Nil statues of liaal have been discovered
in Egyptian temples up till now.

Hi IH ii the Phoenician Item'/th, carries a lance,
exhibits Semitic features, and makes his appear-
ance frei|uently upon steles belonging to the

flourishing penod of Egyptian history.
Astarte \\.-is worshipped in several Egyptian

temples. The nu <t frequently mentioned is her
shrine at Mcmpl is, which existed down to the
I'tolemaic period, and must have stood not far
from the Sernpeuin. In the treaty between
Kamses II. and the Asiatic Kheta, she appears as

goddess of the Kheta, but even Kamses II. himself
esteemed her so highly that he named one of his
sons after her Mer-A-(s)trot (Wiedemann, Hrru-
(lut's Zirrites I!nek, 433; cf. Spiegelberg, 1'SliA
xxiv. 41 If.).

Anta likewise makes her appearance as goddess
of the Kheta. She bears shield, lance, and battle-

clnb, and is occasionally mounted on horseback.
Kamses ii. and III. worshipped her, and the first

named of these monarchs called his favourite

daughter and future wife after her Bent-Antci,
'daughter of Anta.' Hut neither her cult nor
that of her Semitic associates appears to have laid
hold upon the mass of the people. It remained an
ollicial cult, quite in contrast with that of the
Libyan and African divinities, who appear to
have found their principal worshippers in popular
circles.

(3) DEIFIED MEN. In treating of the Egyptian
religion, great importance has frequently been
attached to the worship of the king of the land,
and a whole pantheon of kings has been attributed
to the Egyptians. ISiit this way of putting it is

not correct. The Pharaoh was, as we have seen
already (p. 180 b

), the direct oll'spring of a god, and
hence bore the title 'beautiful god,' and felt him-
self to belong to tne order of heavenly beings.
Even during his lifetime hymns were composed
which attributed to him all manner of divine
attributes (for examples see Maspero, Genre cjiist.

7011'.); he is portrayed with the insignia of the
gods; his subjects approached him as a god, and
no doubt offered adoration to him in the popular
cult and elsewhere. But in the temple cult his

worship had a very subordinate place. Ameiiophis
III. indeed prays to his own ha, anil obtains from
the latter the promise of all kinds of heavenly
gifts. Kamses Ii. admits himself into the number
of his temple gods, etc. Hut, upon the whole,
even these monarchs stand a long way behind
the great gods. It may l>e noted also as a circum-
stance connected with this, that the cult ceases as
a rule upon the death of the particular 1'haraoh
concerned. It is true indeed, that occasionally,
even after their death, offerings continue fora con-
siderable time to be presented to them in accordance
with their own directions and from funds left by
them for the purpose, until later generations apply
these gifts to their own use, but it is seldom that
the defunct 1'haraohs continue to be invoked as
actual heavenly [lowers. (Inly a few of them are
mentioned after the lapse of centuries as deities

(cf. e.g. lor the kings of the tirst dynasties, Erman,
Argyp. Ztsc/ir. xxxviii. 121 tf. ), and even then only
in company with others. The temples to the
dead, which the Pharaohs erected to themselves,
appear- to have been nearly all very quickly
alienated from their proper use.

si ill less frequently than kings did ordinary
mortals attain to Divine honours alter death. One
of these rare instances is found in the time of
\ni' nophis in. in the person of Ameiiophis the
son of Hapu, who is still regarded as a god as
late as the Ptolemaic period (cf. Wiedemann in

'XHA xiv. 334, Urqttcll, vii. 28!) tf. ; Sethe, sl'yt/p-

tuira, 10711'.). Another is the prince of Cosh,
Pa-ser, who for a length of time bears the title of
the god' (Wiedemann, I'S/iA xiv. 332 f.), and

there are examples of the same in other two
private persons under the 18th dynasty (AViede-
mann, Orient. Lt:tg. Hi. 361 If.). The Greeks
assert, further (see the citations in Wiedemann,
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PSBA xiv. 335), that in the cherwise unknown
city of Anabis a man was venerated as a god, and
had gifts presented for him t'c eat. But such
notices are isolated ; the veneration of such men
being confined as a rule to the narrow circle of the
clan to which they belonged, or the otHcials of the

building erected by them.

Naturally, we must not confound Divine venera-
tion of this kind with the proper cult of the dead,
the object of which was to ensure a supply of food
and drink to the deceased so as to prevent his

wandering about as a ghost, but which did not

necessarily imply the attributing to him of any
Divine attributes in the stricter sense of the term.

(4) THE POPULAR GODS. Partition of the great
pods. The older investigators of the history of

Egyptian religion proceeded on the principle that
the best way to arrive at a thorough knowledge of

the character of the particular deities was to collect

all the references to them in the monuments and to

draw conclusions from these. But the progress of

study showed that identity of name is in the Nile

valley no necessary guarantee for identity of deity,
that, for instance, Horns of Edfu is quite a different

form from Horus of Letopolis or Horns the son of

Isis. This circumstance it was sought in the first

instance to explain by assuming that the original

Egyptian gods were worshipped at different places,
and that, under the influence of the varying local

development of doctrine, the varying images, etc.,

there arose in course of time different conceptions
of the gods, which found expression in the local

by-names for the primeval divinities. This view-

is in general correct, but the phenomenon had
a much fuller scope than was formerly supposed.
It happened not infrequently that even in one and
the same place the same god was worshipped under
several forms, and that each of these forms was
regarded as an independent personality.
When in invocations a god appears with different

by-names, as for instance Amon-Ra the king of

the gods, side by side with Amon-Ka the lord of

the throne of the world, our first impulse is to find

here two titles of one and the same god, and we
shall thus do justice upon the whole to the notion
of the worshipper. But when in pictorial represen-
tations we see a number of forms seated together
who all represent the same god, but with the
addition in each instance of a different by-name,
and who are worshipped together, the Egyptians
held in such cases that each of the pictures had
also a special divine personality corresponding to
it. Thus Thutmosis III. appears at Karnak (Leps.
Denkm. iii. 3(ic, d) in the act of worshipping ten

gods who are seated side by side and who are all

called Amon, but one is Amon the lord of the
throne of the woild, another Amon-Ka the lord
of heaven, another Amon of western Thebes ; and
these are followed by Amon the bull of his mother,
Amon-Ka the great in love, etc. Sometimes the
texts in such instances indicate that one is to

address the god by his names. But in Egypt to

name any one must not be understood in our
weakened sense ; the name is an independent part
of the Ego, the different names have different in-

dependent forms corresponding to them. This
occurrence of different forms of one and the same
primeval god, if one might use the expression,
explains how it is that upon certain steles the
same god is portrayed in a variety of embodiments.
Thus a stele now at Berlin (No. 7295, publ. by
Wiedemann in .1fi

(

/iin<ji:t ili-rl. a Harlez, p. 372 if. ) re-

presents one of the king's shoemakers, Amen-em-
apt (about the '20th dynasty), engaged in worship-
ping the following forms: (1) the human-formed
Amon-Ka in the valley, the lord of heaven ; (2)
the goose-formed Amon-Ra, the lion of valour, the

great god ; (3) the ram-formed Amon-Ka of Surerii,
i.e. probably the deity who lived in animal form in
a shrine erected by Surerii.

It will scarcely be safe to assume that in such
instances as the above there has been uniformly a

partition, due to local conditions, of the god into a
number of individualities. Kather may we find in

not a few of these forms originally independent
deities, whose old names afterwards became by-
names of a greater divinity, without the memory
of their original independence being thereby per-

manently lost. Many indications in the texts

suggest that there was once a god known as
'
lord

of heaven,' another as 'lord of the All,' a third
as 'great in love,' etc., and that these titles were

gradually drawn into the sphere of Osiris, Amon,
etc., just as happened, for instance, in Greece with
deities like Hygieia, Eubuleus, Basileia, and others

(cf. Usener, Gotternamen, 21(iff.). But the old
deities never became completely absorbed in the
new form, but always detached themselves from
it afresh, as may be seen from the variety of their

embodiments. To each particular form of the

deity a special form of embodiment must corre-

spond, for the Egyptians recognized no gods but
such as were conceived of personally, whether as
man or beast or any other perceptible object. Thus
there could be in the same place different embodi-
ments of the same great god, the latter being only
apparently a unity, but in reality composed of a

long series of Divine individualities independent of

one another.

(a) The Divine forms for heaven and earth are sup-
plied, in the Egyptian mythology known to us, by
personal forms that animate these concepts, namely,
the goddess of heaven, Nut, and the earth-god,
Seb, to whom we have referred already in dealing
with the creation myths. So is it also with the

ln'in-i-iilij hoi-tics. Here, again, there is in general no
mention of the worship of the natural body but of

that of a deity animating it. For the most part,
it is true, these remained special gods; it is only in

a few instances that we have to do with great gods
whose functions extended beyond giving its proper
imivrmeiit to the heavenly body. Occasionally,
however, the attempt was made to combine the

.special god with a great god, in the same way as

at Thebes the special gods were readily brought
into relation to Amon-Ra (see above, p. 185"). We
thus hear of Isis-Sothis instead of Sothis alone
as goddess of the dog-star, or of Bennu-Osiris in-

stead of Bennu (Phoenix). The combination of

Horus with the planet-gods also belongs to this

category. The old month-gods were almost wholly
replaced by great gods, to whom the months were
dedicated ; the lists of later times have preserved
of the old deities, properly speaking,

'

only
' the

great heat' and ' the little heat' for the two prin

eipal summer months (see, for lists of such divini-

ties, Leps. Denkm. iii. 170 f.). The gods of the

particular days of the week were also combined
with great gods, whereas the goddesses of the

hours of day and night were able to preserve
their independence down to the latest times. It

is only rarely then that we find an invocation of

tli" Mars themselves, or that a particular star is

mentioned as a god except in star catalogues.
The proper moon-god Aah gradually passed into

the god Thoth, and, even when he is not exactly
amalgamated with the latter, he is depicted simi-

larly to him. In later times he is further attached
also to Osiris. In the case of Thoth it is probable
that, at least in some localities, we have in him an
actual moon-god whose personality originally ran

parallel with that of Aah, and to whom the cyno-

cf/i/iiilns was sacred ;
whereas the later more im-

portant Ibis -Thoth, associated with writing and
the healing art, is, to all appearance, of a different
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origin. Egyptology has not as vet succeeded in

separating tin' various Divine primary elements
combined in (lie same god, although the task is

one tliat in the Nile valley is at once suggested ami
facilitated by tlie presence of the various sacred

animals.

(b) Htune, worship prevailed especially in Ileli-

opolis, where the sun-god embodied himself, amongst
other tin HIS, in a stone. It is hard to say whether
\>e -houM detect here the inlluence of the Semites,
in whose native land Divine stones played a great

iiart,

or whether we have to do with genuine
Ogvptian notions. In any case, this species of

worship exhibits itself as long established. The
form of the, deity appears to have varied ; the texts

speak now of a pyramid, now of an obelisk (whence
tne obelisks in the classical period of Egyptian
history are always dedicated to Ka or to some deity

amalgamated with him), and again of a kind of

pillar; but the essential form is always that of a
cone, tlie shape common to the Semites. It was

probably owing simply to the inlluence of Hcli-

opolis that the belief in this embodiment of l!;i

found entrance into other temples. The god Set,

the opponent of Osiris, was occasionally thought
of as embodied in a stone, as is shown by the

determinative of his name, which is a stone in the

shape cl a brick-mould. Late texts mention also

worship paid to the metals and to half-precious
stones, but such notices are rare.

(c) The worship of Idyll pluf.cs could naturally
attain to no great proportions in the Nile valley, as

characteristic elevations are in general wanting in

the Mat plateaus that stretch along both banks of

the river ; but instances of it do occur. The cir-

cumstance that the temple of the Hathor of the

copper mines of the Sinaitic peninsula was situated

upon a mountain height, may, it is true, have been

due to Semitic, inlluence. but we find a similar

state of things in other places as well. At Heli-

opolis there was a sandhill, on which sacrifices were
ottered to the sun-god at his rising (1'ianchi stele,

1. 102). At Uebel ISarkul the mountain on which
the temples were situated was called the holy
mountain, probably because it was itself regarded
as holy, and not merely because of the sanctuaries

to which it afforded shelter. From the end of the

second millennium H.C. come some notices pointing
to the paying of Divine honours to the mountain

peak over Shell Abd el-t!urnah at Thebes. This

peak has prayers addressed to it ; a kn, a Divine

personality, is" attributed to it ; transgressions may
lie committed against it, which it punishes severely,
or forgives if entreaty to that effect is addressed to

it. In other texts it is brought into connexion or

even identified with the serpent Mer-seker ('she
who loves silence '), one of the most popular deities

of the Theban necropolis. lint originally the
mountain was an independent Divine form (cf. the

texts in Maspero, At. dc myth. ii. 402 ff. ; Capart,
j,': /'in <l<: I' Lfniverisitf de Jiruxellcs, vi. [Apiil I'.llll]),

which, amongst other functions, was supposed to

discharge those of a healing deity. A more exact

study of the rock-inscriptions of Egypt may be

expected to bring to light more of these high-

place deitiea ;
in temple-inscriptions, on the con-

trary, they appear to be practically wanting,
shoeing that here they were not regarded as of

sulliciently high rank to tind mention by the side

of the great gods.
((/) The cult of snrina.1 and streams was in the

Nile valley naturally confined to a few instances,
there being so slender a supply of independent
watercourses. Of springs, the only one, properly
speaking, that conies into consideration, is at

Heliopolis. In it, according to a stele of the 8th

cent. n.r. 1 1'ianchi stele, 1. 102), the sun-god Ka
washed his face, and his example was followed by

kings when they .isited the sanctuary. It is not
said whether t! <: spring actually received Divine

Honours, but it certainly possessed a certain sacred-

ness, which it retained even after the fall of the

Egyptian State. The Arabs regarded it as the
fountain of the sun ; and, according to the Chris-

tian legend, the Virgin Mary, when tleeing from
Herod, washed the swaddling-bands of the infant

.lesus in it (Ecantj. Inf. Anw. c. 24; Abd Allatif,
lid. dc FMgypte [French tr. by de Sacy], p. NStl'. ).

Far more important was the place held by the
Nile (Hapi), on whose How and inundation the

prosperity and even the existence of Egypt de-

pended, and which was conceived of as a fat man
with nipple-formed breasts, flowers upon his head,
and wearing a loin-cloth composed of sedge. He
had temples in a number of places (Nilopolis near

Memphis, lleliopolis, etc.); in other instances he
was received into the important temples in com-

pany with other deities. The greatest of the

popular festivals were held in his honour and to

mark the phases of his increase ; numerous hymns
celebrating his beneficence have come down to us,

being found even engraved upon rock-walls alon"
with lists of offerings to be presented to him (cf.

e.ij. Stern, Aetfyp. Ztschr. 1873, p. 12'J 11'. ; Maspero,
Hymne nu AtV, Paris, 1868). In these texts he
is hailed as giver of life to all men, bringer of joy,

creator, nourisher of the whole land. In all this

we have no myth in the proper sense of the term,
and the Nile comes into no further relations with
the great deities of the temples. Occasionally the
Nile is not viewed as one divinity, but is divided

into the Nile of Upper and of Lower Egypt. When
these two bind together for 1'haraoh the plants that

characterize them, he is thereby constituted lord

of the whole land. There are other instances

where the process of partition is carried still

further, and each nome has its own Nile.

In the train of the Nile appear a number of

forms which embody the blessings dispensed by
him. Thus we have the god of provisions, Ka (not
to be confounded with the soul-form kn), who is

also called the father of the gods; the gods Hu,
T'efa, and IJesef, which stand for abundance and
nourishment ; the goddess of corn, Nepcra, and
the serpent- headed goddess of the harvest, Helmut.

(c) The worship of aniinnls (cf. Wiedemann,
' Culte des animaux' in the Muxton, viii. 211 ff.,

309 11'. ; Mrl. de Harlez, 372 ff. ; Hcrodot's Zuvites

Iinch,'2~il 11.) has been regarded from ancient times
as one of the most remarkable features of Egyptian
religion. In discussing this subject we must dis-

tinguish between the Divine honours paid to cer-

tain individual animals, and the high regard for

whole classes of animals sacred to certain gods.
In the latter instance it was supposed that cer-

tain animals were specially dear to certain gods,
whether because they were fond of incorporating
themselves in these, or for some other mythological
reason. The animals in question must not be

hurt or killed, in their lifetime they must be fed,

after their death they were frequently embalmed
and buried, but were not worshipped. The pheno-
menon with which we are dealing may be com-

pared with the high regard for certain animals
shown in other lands : for instance, at the present

daj-, for the stork in N. Germany ; it is not animal

worship, properly so called. Almost every species
of animal found in Egypt is included in this

category of sacred animals (see list in 1'arthev's

Plutarch, de Is. 2(il It'.), but regard for a
particular

species is commonly confined to particular nomes
or districts, and one nome had no scruple about

killing and eating the sacred animals of another.

The case is quite different with individual

animals that ranked as Divine. In them a par-
ticular god embodies himself when he descends to
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earth, and lives on in this ii 'arnation in the

temple. The cult is then ocoi oed essentially
with this god-animal, which is duly supplied with
food, drink, adornments, etc. We learn this,
above all, from the classical writers

; the inscrip-
tions in such cases always speak of the god him-
self. These animal deities were immortal in the
sense that, whenever the animal incorporation died,
a fresh embodiment of the god in an animal of the
same species immediately took place. Moreover,
the deatli of the first embodiment was not a com-
plete one ; its immortal soul passed, like that of

man, as Osiris, into the world beyond. Hence the
Osiris dirge was raised for the animal, and it was
solemnly interred, sometimes in an isolated tomb,
sometimes in a spot where there were numerous
such graves of animals. Besides real animals, we
encounter, amongst these embodiments of deity,
certain fabulous creatures. Pre-eminent amongst
these is the phcenix, an embodiment of Itil. The
Egyptians came to look upon these fancied forms
as actually existing creatures, like the sphinx, the

griffin, etc., which were supposed to inhabit the
desert (cf. e.g. Leps. Denkm. ii. 131).
The most important of the god-animals, or at

least the most frequently mentioned in the classi-

cal authors, are the following :

Apis (Egyp. IlTipi) a bull in the form of which
Ptah of Memphis embodied himself, and whose
worship is attested from the 4th dynasty down
to the time of the emperor Julian. This animal
was believed to be engendered by a moonbeam ;

the cow which gave birth to him shared in the
veneration paid him. He was recognized by a
number of marks, about whose appearance tradi-

tion varies as to details. Solemnly introduced
into the temple, the animal gave oracles, partly
directly, and partly through his attendants. His
death occasioned general mourning ;

his place of

burial, from the middle of the 18th dynasty, was
a rock-cut catacomb, the so-called Serapcum, in the
middle of the necropolis of Memphis. The soul of

the animal passed as Osiris-Apis into the world

beyond, and this double form became blended, in

the minds of the Greeks who were settled in

Egypt, with the notions of Pluto and Asclepios.
Thus arose the hybrid god Sarapis or Serapis,
whose cult at the beginning of tin- Christian era
was diffused over the whole of the Roman Empire
(of. e.a. Lafaye, Hist, du culte dcs divinites d'Alex-

andne, Paris', 1884).
Mnevis an incorporation of Ra as a bull, at

Helinpolis.
Bacis -a bull form of Ra (Mont), at Her-

montliis.

Suchos a crocodile embodiment of Sebak in a
lake in the Fayum, which likewise gave oracles,
and was interred in the catacombs of the laby-
rinth.

A ram form belonged, amongst others, to Osiris
at Mendes, and Amon-Ra at Thebes. Thoth had
the form of an ibis at Hermopolis Magna, and, it

would appear, also in a temple at Memphis, where
the ibis was regarded as a sacred animal, and
buried accordingly.
The Phoenix (bennu), in earlier times conceived

of as a heron, in later also as an eagle, was an
embodiment of Ka, especially as the morning sun,
in a temple at Heliopolis (cf. Wiedemann, Aciji/p.
Ztschr. 1878, p. 89 It'. ), but worshipped also in

other places in Egypt, and one of the forms of the
blessed dead, whose resurrection was guaranteed
by that of the Phoenix itself.

The Sphinx, a lion with human head, was an
embodiment of Ra-Harmachis, who is represented
in this manifestation-form by the great Sphinx of

Gizeh. The Sphinx, further, represents more
generally the form assumed by various deities

when they descend to the earth as watchers. The
figures representing sphinxes generally have the
features of the dedicator of the particular sphinx,
i.e., for the most part, the features of a king. The
majority of sphinxes are of the male sex. But if

the deity portrayed should be female, and the
dedicator of the monument a woman, the sphinx
may also have a female form. The sphinx was

originally unwinged ; it was only under Asiatic
influence that it came to assume wings.
The cow was an embodiment of Hathor and of

other maternal deities. The serpent was the form
of embodiment of several deities of the tomb dis-

tricts above .all, of Mer-seker (see above, p. 189"),

as well as of harvest deities like Kennut and many
others.

(f) In the Nile valley there is less frequent men-
tion of the worship of plants and trees than one

might expect in the case of an essentially agri-
cultural people. This deficiency of statement is

explicable on the ground that the cult of vege-
table life was part of the popular religion, and only
found occasional admittance into the temple cult.

Even when the latter was the case, one can always
see clearly how loose was the connexion of the

cult of plants with that of the great gods, and how
little, in consequence, this connexion was main-
tained.

Thus, a religiously important tree is the xi/comore
which stood in the West on the way to the world

beyond, and from which a goddess, who is more or

less identified with the tree, supplied the dead
with food and drink for their wanderings. This
notion took its rise from the actually existing
isolated trees growing at the commencement of

the desert, in small hollows where water is found.

Under the shadow of these the shepherd or the
huntsman would seek rest, and express his grati-
tude by paying veneration to them. A great
deal of vacillation is shown as to the particular

deity with whom this sycomore is to be brought
into relation. The one usually selected was
Hathor, the mistress of the West, but besides

her we find Isis, Selkit, Neith, Nut (cf. Wiede-
mann, Rec. dc trni: rel. & VEqtjpt. xvii. 10 f.).

Within the sacred domain of the temples there
were groves, the trees of which were occasionally
venerated in the same sense as everything else

connected with the temple. In the Ptolemaic

period an attempt was made systematically to

establish this veneration in the case of all temples,
and thus to include the various species of sacred

trees in the lists of matcrin saera. Thus in 24
nomes we find the Nile acacia, in 17 the Cordia

myxa (?), in 16 the Zi:i/ph.i Sjiinn Christi, in

1 or 2 the sycomore, the Jitnipcnix Phcenicea, and
the Tamarix A'ilotica. In all, 10 species of trees

appear as sacred. Of these as many as 3 are some-
times venerated in the same nome (Moldenke, Uebcr
die in altagyp. Texten erwahnten llattmc, 8 ft'.). So
far as we know, the only tree that played a con-

siderable role in the temple cult was one that grew
at Heliopolis near the spot where the sun-cat

killed the Apepi serpent. From this tree the
Pha-nix took flight, and on its leaves Thoth or

Safech inscribed the name of the king in order
thus to endue him with everlasting life (cf. Lefe-

hure, Sphinx, v. 1 ft'., 65 ft'.).

The most surprising circumstance in connexion
with the whole subject of plant worship is that
the tree which is most characteristic of the Nile

valley, namely the palm, makes its appearance
only very rarely in the cnltus inscriptions. Thus,
the palm is found instead of the sycomore of Nut
upon a relief now at Berlin (No. 7322) ; and a stele

at Dorpat (PSBA xvi. 152) mentions the goddess
Ta-urt of the Dum palm ; but such notices are only
exceptional.
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Witli greater frequency than .-acred tiee- we
eneoiniter the speeial gods ii[ corn, who, a~ noted

above, are Bometimea assigned to tin- train of tin'

Nile god. Also the dogma of tin- resurrection "I

<>-iii- is brought into connexion with plant life,

unil Osiris awakening to new life is portrayed as a

iniiiiiiiiy lying upon its I'.M'I,, jncl with rum sprout-
ing from it tl'apyr. Louvre, v. '2~, in I'icnet, />"</"
(I, In ,-, .iii-i-i-i-tinii ; relief at I'liilic, in Koscllini,
.l/'./i. "'' / rii/tn, p. L'lt). Allusions to this doctrine
nre foiinil us early us the MiiMIe Knipire illiirh.
> ' .h//"///'/, pi. -!7l>), anil then repeateilly in

the liook of the Head. Even in the Osiris festivals

of lair times the sprouting of grains of eorn from
tin' ligure of Osiris still plays a part; and in a
tomli of the time of Amenophis in. proof has heen
di-i-o\eicd by Loret (cf. Spninx, iii. 106 f.) that it

was IK i asionally the practice then, in connexion
with luiriul, to make corn grow from an image
of (l-iris as a kind of pledge of human immor-

tality.
i// 1 Hi" ,)'/)/ rfirinltir.* there must have been a con-

sidernlile nninlier, but only one of them is men-
tioned somewhat frequently, namely the goddess
of Thebes, who was conceived of as an armed
\\OIIIHII, ami who appears in two forms, namely
l'a.s-t

'

Thebes,' and ' she who is there in sight of

In i lord' (originally the necropolis of Drah abu

Nepali ; cf. Maspero, t. tic ini/t/t. ii. 403). As
yet, we know nothing of temples creeled in honour
ot Mi<'h personifications. Kven a foreign city deity
found admittance into the Egyptian pantheon,
namely the goddess Kadesh, who derived her
name from a Syrian city on the Orontes, and
who conies before us as t[iiecn of heaven, mistress
of all gods, daughter of lid. She is portrayed,
with a front view, as a woman standing upon
a lion. To what foreign deity she originally
answered, whether a Semitic Astarte ill her local

form as worshipped at hladcsli, or a Hittite god-
de, cannot he determined, but the fashion of her

portraiture makes the latter supposition the more

probable.
i //i There were also certain buildings, temples,

pyramids, and the like, that were temporarily
i' -anlcd as divinities to whom veneration was
due.

(.')) IiKiriED ABSTRACT XOTJOSS. These hold
a spec ial place in the list of Egyptian objects of

veneration. It would be a mistake to look upon
sueli deification as the result of profound philo-

sopliiral speculation ; it is simply a development
of the fundamental idea which never ceased to
make itself felt in Egypt, namely, that every
word must have corresponding to it a perceptible
form, a kind of personality, which could be por-
I ra\ i-d and, if necessary, worshipped. The number
of ah-t ract notions known as yet from lists of gods
or from other indications, is pretty large ; the dis-

cow-iy of fuller lists will no doubt increase the
numli'T. The base of an altar (now at Turin,
pub. in 7'.s'/;.l iii. p. Hull'.) dating from the
time of king 1'epi I. (lith dynasty I, supplies the
follow ing group : Day (//CM), Year i /! ///i. Eternity
(////I. I'lieiidingness (Tet-ta) ; followed by Life

(Anch), Staliility (Tel), and.Joy (/'-/- ////). Further,
we liml here Seeing (.'/), ami Hearing (>'/'),

and, tinally, Kight Speaking (Mati-rher). In other

inseriptions appear Taste (Hit), Perception (.s'/o,

Strength (Us), etc. AVhen it is desired to portray
these abstract notions, they are simply pro\ ided

with a human form having the appropriate
written sign on its head, or their ideographic
hieroglyph sign is drawn with arms and le^s ap-
pended to it. In the temple cult these forms in

gi-neial searcely received actual worship, although
mine of them are mentioned not infrequently

under the New Empire. A number of abstract
notions seem to make their appearance as a con-
nected group at llermopolis, where the so called

eight elementary deities enjoyed Divine honours.
These eight, divided into four pairs, each with a
male and a female, were Eternity (7/r/i), Darkness
(Kek), Heavenly Water (A'), Earthly Water of
Inundation (of the Nile, Scnii) ; see the Literature
in Wiedemann, Orient. Ltztg. iv. 381 11'. From
this starting -

point they found admittance into
other temples as well.

There was only one abstract notion which by
itself played a prominent part, namely the god-
dess Maat,

'

Truth,' who appears as a woman, with
the ideogram for 'truth' upon her head. She is

ipiite materialistically conceived of; one can eat
and drink the truth, in order to become truthful.
Mniit is mentioned from the earliest times onwards,
hut, in spite of the widely dill used veneration for

her, she had seldom a sacrilicial cult of her own.
When prominent officials are called '

priests of the

truth,' this is probably rather a title intended to

characterize them as specially truthful, and not
the name of an actual otlice. Occasionally we
hear of two Truths, in which ease there was prob-

ably in view the distinction between truth in

action, i.e. justice, and inward sincerity. The
goddess of Truth, when represented as human,
appears at times blindfolded, because she judges
without respect of persons. She conducts the
dead into the judgment-hall of Osiris, where she
attends to the weighing of the heart. In myth-
ology she plays no part ;

and if at times she ap-
pears as the consort of Thoth, this has nothing to

do with her proper significance, but rests upon
later speculation, which desired to bring the god
of wisdom into connexion with the truth. A
similar judgment is to be passed on the statement
that .Maat is a daughter of lid. This is simply an

expression of the thought that the light of the
sun brings the truth to view. None of these
notions has been further worked up (cf. for Maat,
Stern, Aerfyp. Xtsrhr. 1877, pp. 80 H'., 11311'.;

Wiedemann, Ann. du Musec Guiinct, x. 581 It'.).

iii. THE CULTUS. The worship of the deity in

the temple was concerned, aliove all, with the

charge of the image of the god or the sacred animal
that found a place in the holiest part of the build-

ing, the naos. The door leading to the naus, or

the barred gate giving access to the god-animal,
was fastened by a priest every evening with a

strip of papyrus, the ends of which were smeared
with clay and a stamp impressed upon them. The
following morning it was one of the tirst sacred
functions to break this seal, and thus to renew the

possibility of communion between the deity and
man. Regarding this ceremony and others which

accompanied or followed the breaking of the seal,
we are informed through the ritual books of vari-

ous temples which have come down to us, and
which describe the various sacred duties to be

performed on the morning of each day. We have
the ritual at Abydos, in the time of Seti I., for

Osiris, Isis, Horns, Amon, Ha Harmachis and
Ptah (publ. by Mariette in Abytlvs, i. 34-86) ; at

Karnak (in the Hall of 1'illars. back wall), from
the time of Seti I., for Amon-Ita (not yet publ.).
Then there are isolated pieces ; mostly with refer-

ence to royal visits to the temple, containing also

pictures of the various ceremonies, mostly in the
correct order, but furnished with abbreviated

legends. These are to be met with on most

temple walls, on the outside of the /mo.v, temple
doors, obelisks, etc. Further text-s may be found
in 1'apyr. Iterlin 53 [now 3H55] for Amon, and 14

and 5.'i [now 3014 and 3U53] for Milt, both dating
from the time of the _'"in dynasty (publ. in
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Hicraiisehe Pcipyr. cms dcr Kcniyl. Mus. zu
Berlin, i., Leipzig, 1896-1901) ; cf. Lemm, Ritiial-

buch des Ammondienstes, Leipzig, 18S2 ; and floret,
Le ritucl du culte divin joui-nalicr en Efiypte,
Paris, 1902. For the parallel texts of the ritual

for the dead, cf. especially Schiaparelli, II Libra
del Funerali, ii., where numerous examples are

given ; for the meaning and translation of the
latter texts, cf. Maspero, t. de myth. i. 283 if. A
number of the statements that come under the

present category are already found in the Pyramid
texts of the 6th dynasty. These surviving accounts
of the ritual show that the ceremonies were nearly
the same in almost all Egyptian temples.
There is first a brief indication of the ritual act

to be performed, with a picture of it also when the
text happens to be engraved in relief on the temple
wall, and then follow the terms of the prayer
which the priest is to utter as he performs each
of the acts named. These prayers consist almost

exclusively of invocations of the deity, without

any further point of interest, whereas the acts

themselves have a higher significance, as they let

us see what was the form of the ancient Egyptian
divine service. They show at the same time that
the latter was very much of one cast, for the same
ceremonies as were performed before the god every
morning were performed also by the king when
he brought a great ottering to the temple in the

hope of obtaining from the god in return the pro-
mise of victory over his enemies, joy, strength, or

everlasting life. Much the same usages were fol-

lowed, moreover, when the object was to reani-

mate a dead man, that he might be able to enter
the world beyond and eat and drink there. We
cannot go more fully into these ceremonies here,
but we must speak of their order: (1) There
was first the '

striking or rubbing of the tire,'

i.e. a spark was generated by striking a flint or

rubbing dry pieces of wood against each other,
and this spark was regarded as Divine and as an
etlluence of the eye of the sun-god Horus. It

furnished the means of lighting the temple and
of kindling the lire for the burnt-ottering. The
latter was the main object, for now follow : (2)

the taking hold of the censer, (3) the placing of

the incense-container on the censer, (4) the casting
of the incense into the flame. Thereupon (5, 6)

the ministrant advanced to the elevated place, the

naos, (7) loosed the band i-hat fastened its door,

(8) broke the seal, (9) opened the naos, and thus

(10) made the face of the god himself visible, and
(11) looked upon the god. Reverently (12-17) he
cast himself upon the ground, raised himself, and

repeated the prostration a number of times, keep-
ing his face all the while turned towards the

earth, and then (18, 19) commenced a hymn of

praise to the god. When this was ended, a series

of offerings were presented to the god : first of all

(20) a mixture of oil and honey, with which it was
customary to anoint the images of the gods, and
then (21) incense. After this the priest stepped
back from the nnos into the adjoining room of the

temple, where (22) he uttered a short prayer.
Then (23, 24) he took his place once more in front

of the nii/ix, and (25) solemnly praying ascended
the steps which led from the temple Hoor to the
level of the interior of the naos. Whereas he had
hitherto stood lower than the deity, he now felt

himself, after performing the above-mentioned
ceremonies, to be on an equal footing with him,
and might thus stand on the same level. But
scarcely had he taken this step when he was
seized once more with awe of the god, whose
countenance was now distinctly visible (26, 27),
he looked upon him (28), and repeated the pros-
trations he had previously performed (29-34).
Then he burned incense (35, 36), and uttered one

or more prayers and hymns in honoui or the god
(37-41). A figure of the goddessof Truth was now
presented to the god (42), who, in order to b

truthful, must receive the truth into himself by
eating or drinking. Then followed an incense-

ottering, meant not only for the god who was the

special object of worship, but for all his com-
panions who shared the veneration of the temple
(43). Then began the purifying and clothing of

the god. First of all the priest laid both his hands

upon the god himself (44), then upon the upper
side of the case in which the figure was placed, in

order to effect its purifications as well (45). Then
he purified the deity with four libation -

pitchers
full of water (46) and with four red pitchers full

of water (47), fumigated him with incense (48),

brought a white sash (49) and put it on the god
(50). Then he put on him, successively, a green,
a bright-red, and a dark-red sash (51-53), after
which he brought to him two kinds of ointment
(54, 55), then green and black eye-paint (56, 57),
an act which was followed by scattering dust
before the god (58), in order thereby to make
even the spot, on which the god or the sacred
animal stood, clean. The priest next walked four
times round the god (59), and this ceremony ex-

plains why the temple naos occupied a detached

position in the sanctuary, namely, in order that
this walking round it might be possible. At the
close of this performance the presentation of otter-

ings again took place. First the god received
natron with which he was purified (60), then he
was fumigated with incense (61), and underwent
a purification with four grains of a substance

brought from the south, and then with four grains
of the same from the north (62, 63), then a purifi-
cation with water (64), followed by a fumigation
with ordinary incense, and another with the Anti
incense from Arabia (05, 66). Here ended the

regular Divine service.

The object of all these acts was to clothe and to

purify the god. The latter point was considered

important, because the Egyptians in all matters of

religion laid special stress upon bodily cleanness.

Washings of every kind were required before any
sacred transaction ;

even the gods must wash them-
selves repeatedly if they desire to consult the sacred
books. Fumigating and rubbing with ointment
also come under the category of purification, it

being the custom in the Nile valley to perfume
oneself before important transactions of a civil

as well as a religious character. The man who
above all had to wash himself was the priest,
who was accordingly designated 'the clean' (db,

uCtli), the ideogram for which is a man over whom
water is poured or who finds himself beside water,
in allusion to these frequent washings.

In addition to the purifying, the supplying of

food and drink to the god or to the sacred animal

played a part in the cultus ; but here we have no
extensive books of ritual to tell us in detail, for

instance, about the prayers to be uttered in con-

nexion with the performance of the various acts.

No doubt, all this was regulated by as exact a code
of ceremonial as the actions and prayers connected
with the clothing and the purifying of the god.
In regard also to other religious ceremonies we are

without the prescriptions as to the occasions and
the ordering of processions, burnt -

offerings, and
various consecrations. There are merely allusions

in the inscriptions, but these show that here too

everything was fixed by a hard-and-fast rule instead

of being left to the discretion of the individual

worshipper or the temple college.

iv. CONCEPTIONS OF A FUTURE LIFE. (1) The
notions as to a world beyond (cf. Wiedemann,
The Eccdms of the Egyptian Dead, London, 1901),
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\\liele L'u.l- and tin- ill-ad have their home, are

]iriinarily KHinrrtril in the Nik- valley with the

MUI and lii-- -I hums' course. Tlir sun rises in

tin- east in tin- morning, anil sails in his ha i U in

ill.- \\.-st : fur tin- motion of the sun. hi,, thai <>t

all tin- ln-a\i-nly bodies, is I-OIU-I-IM-I! "f by the
I i. .us a- i-lli'i-teil by a vessi-l, tin- water- <>n

Mliich it sails being sometimes viewed asa ln-aM-nly
uri-aii. and snmetinies as a Nile that flows through
tin- l.ni/i-n heaven. The sun - bark is geneialU

supposed tu lie carried along liy the stream, re-

i|iiirinu iin-ii-ly to be steered ; it is only exception
ally thai ii is represented us drawn by jackalswhich
run mi Imth luniks of the heavenly stream. In the

caliin lit I he h,-n k sits the sun-god, while ut her gods
man tln-M-si-l. The day voyage lasts I'J hours,

that i- tn say, the Egyptians divided the time from
siinii-e to sunset into 12 equal parts, these being

consequently, as a matter of course, lunger in

summer t han in winter.
The sun sets in the west, and conimem-es MUM

upon a snlit erranean stream its night voyage, which
also la-ts 12 hours. The whole voyage of the -.mi

is eiim|nireil liy the Egyptians to the life of man.
Tin- god i- l.urn in the morning, grows old during
his course. -inks in the evening, as an old man,
into the night, to rise again sis a new god the

following morning. Usually the whole process
i- aeeoinplislied, as indicated above, within four

and twenty hours; more rarely, instead of this,

it is spread over a whole year or over longer

periods of ;}()"> and more years. Wherever tin-

sun comes, he finds gods and spirits, but the

distribution of these beings over heaven, eaith.

and the under world is variously conceived of at

ditli-rent times.
rji A- to the dwelling-place of the gods them-

selves \ve have only meagre data. In the matter ut

tin- eu 1 1 us, apart from the offeringswhich were daily
oileie.1 to the sun upon open-air altars, the whole
cuneern was wit h the embodiments of the gods that

duelt in the temples. If Doppelqangera who did
nut dwell on earth were postulated for these, they
Mere spoken of without any precise localizing of

tin in, ur they were called by such general titles as

'lord of heaven or earth or Egypt,' etc. In later

times, in addition to this, the various gods are

ntly conceived of pantheistic-ally as inhabit-

ing the whole world. Thus it is said (Horrack,
l.'inii iii'iliiinx d' Isix, pi. 5, 1. 2) of Osiris: 'The
heai en contains thy soul, the earth contains

thy forms, the under world (fJiint) contains thy
secrets.' A ihvelling-place of the gods in the
-en-.' uf the Greek Olympus is unknown to the

Egyptians.
i !!i Far more numerous than the statements

.ing the abodes of gods are those about the

region which M'as believed to be the place of so-

journ uf dead men when they were awakened to

new life. This region is variously placed
i" . I IHII-I' the cttrlh, in tinmen. Different views

pre\ailed as to how the soul succeeded in gaining
admittance into the sun-bark among the stars or
into I he -pre.-nling Plain of the Blessed. According
to some, tin- -..ill. immediately upon a man's death.
li.i-i. ne.l to the west to the spot where the SUM
sank through a narrow opening into the deep, and
then- elamberecl into tin- solar bark. On board of

tin- I Ut. i it passed through the under world, and
the following morning rose to heaven. uihei-
helicM-d in a ladder, by whose aid the -mil e.nil.1

climb to heaven. Another set of notions HI t.-i. h.-.l

themselves to the cremation of the dead-, the soul

Mas supposed to ascend with the -moke fr tin-

burning rurpse. l!ut the most widely diffused \ ie\\

WHS that the soul had the form of a bird, that uf

kinu- liein- in the form of a hawk, that of other
men in thai of a l.ird with a human head. In this

EXTRA VOL. IJ

shape it left the body as it grew cold in death, and
Hew upwards.
On reaching heaven, the soul dwelt in the com-

pany of the gods and of the souls that had ai 1 1 \ . .1

there before it. How a place was assigned it here
is a question on which the Egyptians in general
do not appear to have Imd settled convictions.

Only the 1'yramids of the 5th and Cth dynasties
notice it, the dead Pharaoh being here represented
as seizing the supremacy of the other world by
force. With the aid of his servants he captures
the gods on his arrival, causes them to be
slaughtered and cooked, and devours them along
with their souls and attributes, crowns and brace-
lets. In this M'ay their magical poM'er passes over
to him, and he becomes the mightiest ot the gods.
The texts give no indication, it is true, of how he
M'as able to maintain this position against a subse-

quently dying 1'haraoli, or to avoid being himself

captured and eaten in turn.

(/>) Under the, earth. Here lay Diint, 'the deep,"
which the sun passed through by night, and which
M'as divided into 12 parts, corresponding to the 12

hours of night. These were separated from one
another by doors, or, according to another view, by
massive gates. This realm is described in words
and illustrated by pictures in a number of texts,

notably in the BOOK of Ani-Dnrit,
' that which in

in the deep,' and the Book of the Uates, the be-

ginnings of which go back to the Middle Empire,
but M'hieh were widely circulated above all in

Thebes from the 18th to the 20th dynasty. In

later times they were less frequently copied.
While their accounts are similar in their funda-
mental ideas, there are far-reaching diU'erences in

details. Through the midst of Hunt tlo\vs a Nile,

upon which floats the bark containing the ram-
headed night sun. On the banks to right and left

were found innumerable demons of the most varied

forms, men, animals, especially serpents, or hybrid
forms, human and animal. Many of them attend

upon the sun, aiding him in his course. Others,
with the great Apepi serpent at their head, labour

to destroy the sun, but are always overcome,

although this does not prevent their always com-

mencing afresh the conflict of darkness with light
a conflict whose end the Egyptians never attempted
to portray, and probably never expected.
The souls of men joined the sun in the west

when he entered Diiat. The god assigned them
lields in the various divisions. Here they lived

under conditions that were in general far from

enjoyable, and had to render help to the god on

subsequent nights. Each of them had the benefit

of only a single hour's sunshine upon their land.

As soon as the god had left any division, night
reigned in it, illuminated at most by the sens of

fire in which enemies of the sun-god were burned,
or by lire-vo:niting serpents. Originally it was
held that all men, good and bad, kings and subjects,
would experience much the same lot in these

regions. Only those who were expert in magic
might escape from iJiictt and pursue their journey
in company with the sun till they reached a new
day. In later times Diint became the scene of a

process of judgment, in which sentence was pro-
nounced concerning good and evil. The good
M'ere then allowed to till the fields, the Imd M'ere

punished by being plunged in seas of water and
lire.

Similar and as little reassuring is the account of

the future world contained also in other Egyptian
works; hence, above all. the numerous exhorta-

tions to enjoy life which M'ere in vogue from
ancient times down to the closing period of Egyp-
tian history. Here the future world is presented
as a land of sleep and darkness, whose inhabitants

recognize neither father nor mother, in which they
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pine for water and fresh air, and where there is a

reign of absolute death, which shows no tenderness
to its worshippers, and regards not the offerer of

sacrifice.

(c) On the earth. On this theory the realm of the
dead appears to have been for long sought in the

north, in the Delta. This Plain of Peace or Plain

of Aaln (i.e. 'of marsh plants'; later, by popular
etymology, explained as Plain 'of worms'), as it

was called, was thought of as a district traversed

by a stream and divided by numerous canals and
river-arms into islands, which were the abode of

the gods and the dead. The latter were mainly
occupied with agriculture, which provided them
with the necessary food. When the Delta came
to be better known, the realm of the dead was
naturally banished from it. At first it moved
further north, still continuing on earth, but was
afterwards transferred to heaven, being located in

the region of the Great Bear.
In that form of Egyptian conceptions of the

future world which prevailed in later times, above
all in the Osirian faith, a realm of the dead, simi-

larly thought of and named, lies in another quarter
of the heavens, in the west, where the sun sets.

Whether this notion is as old as that of the dwell-

ing of the dead in the north which appears most

likely or was of later origin, cannot be made out
from the texts. From the time of the Middle

Empire the adherents of the Osirian system are
likewise at one regarding the western situation of

the Plain of Aalu. The dead man, before he could
arrive there, must first traverse the desert. In
his earthly form, with the traveller's staff in his

hand, he set out on his journey, commencing,
according to the commonest view, at Abydos, from
which a number of caravan road* ran to the west.

Hunger and thirst threatened him
;
with Divine

help he procured refreshment from the presiding
deities of isolated trees; by means of magical
formula3 he overcame the serpents which beset

him, and the crocodiles which filled the streams
he had to pass through. He was aided by the
same kind of formula 1 also when he wished to pass
terrible demons, or had to go through mysterious
rooms, or was terrified by all kinds of dangers.
These formulae, consequently, appeared to be in-

dispensably necessary for reaching the life beyond;
and they were collected into a compilation called

by modern scholars the Book of the Dead. From
the time of the Middle Empire it was a favourite

practice to commit these formula' to the grave along
with the body of the deceased, inscribing them at
times on the walls of the tomb or on the coffin,

at other times entrusting them to the corpse itself,

written on papyrus or on the swathings of the

mummy. In the various copies extant the terms
of the formula? are approximately the same, but
their order varies very frequently. The Egyptians
did not mark off the road to the world beyond
with geographical precision ; the notions on this

subject changed again and again ; the order of the
demons to be encountered and of the various
realms of the gods is not the same. Only the

starting-point is given, the western mountain-
chain of Egypt, and the goal, the Hall of Judg-
ment, in which the verdict is pronounced on the
dead (see below, p. 197 a

). .If this was favourable,

they entered the Plain of Aalu, to dwell there for

ever, or at least to find a home, which they left

only if it was their own wish to do so. In the
latter event, they could assume any other form

they pleased, visit the earth, or even change them-
selves into gods.

(4) The Osirian doctrine of immortality. We
have alieady noticed in the preceding pages a con-
siderable number of Egyptian conceptions of the
future life. Ill this mutter there was no uniform

system of belief in the Nile valley. It appears to
have been a generally accepted dogma that man's
life endures for ever ; but this was represented and

developed by each nome in conjunction with its

own religious conceptions, without any regard to

the possible prevalence of contradictory notions

amongst their neighbours. They even went further
than this in their want of system. The very same
individuals occasionally regarded views of the future
life which were logically self - contradictory as

equally legitimate, and gave them a place side by
side in their funeral texts. We must here pass
over a long list of such doctrines, and rest content
with giving a short account of the most important
of them a dogma which already played a part in

the earliest period of Egyptian history, and became
from c. 2000 r,.c. the prevailing conception of the
future life, till, finally, in the tirst millennium u.c.

it was practically the only doctrine on the subject
that was taken account of by the great mass of the

Egyptian people.
(a) This doctrine connects itself with the fortunes

of the god Osiris. The first biography of this god we
possess comes from the post-Christian period, being
found in Plutarch's de Iside et Osirldc ; but allu-

sions in the monuments show that much the same
story of his life was known as early as the Old

Empire. It is true that, besides this main narra-

tive, there were a number of others which showed
deviations in details. Above all, the conceptions
regarding the most important episode in the god's
existence, namely his resurrection, differed very
widely, especially in the later texts. This may
be due to the fact that, now that the Osirian
doctrine was the prevailing one, the attempt was
made to assimilate to it other doctrines of im-

mortality, which originally started from other
divine conceptions, or, conversely, to assimilate
the Osirian doctrine itself to these heterogeneous
processes of thought. The most widely current

version, however, continued, to all appearance, to

be that handed down by Plutarch, which is essen-

tially as follows :

Khea (Nut), the consort of Helios (Ra), had
sexual relations witli Kronos (Seb). Helios ob-

served this, and laid a curse upon her to the
effect that she should not give birth to a child in

any month of the year. But Hermes (Thoth),
who was also in love with the goddess, succeeded
in evading the curse. He won from Selene (Aah)
at draughts the 70th part of each day, and formed
from these 5 intercalary days, which he placed at
the end of the year. Osiris was born on the first

of these days, Aroeris (Her-ur, the elder Horns) on
the second, Set on the third, Isis on the fourth,

Nephthys on the fifth. Osiris and Aroeris pass
for children of Helios, Isis of Hermes, Set and

Nephthys of Kronos. According to some accounts,
Osiris and Isis had already intercourse in their

mother's womb, the result being the birth of

Aroeris. In general Osiris and Isis appear as one
married couple, Set and Nephthys as another.

After a time Osiris became king of Egypt, ruled

mildly, gave laws, taught the doctrines concerning
the gods, and then journeyed over the world as
an introducer of civilization. On his return he
was murdered, on the 17th of Athyr, in the 28th

year of his life or his reign, by Set, who had
associated with him as fellow-conspirators 72 men
and a queen of Ethiopia named Aso. Isis' grief
was profound, but she found a companion in

Anubis, a son of Osiris and Nephthys. Besides,
she had herself a son by Osiris, namely Honis,
who later became a helper to her after having
during his youth been often threatened with

danger at the hands of Set. According to Plu-

tarch, Isis discovered the coffin in which Set had

deposited Osiris, at Byblos in Phoenicia, and
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brought it from there to Egypt. Set, however,
fouiiil the collin which had been concealed by Isis,

tore the corpse of Osiris to pieces, anil scattered

them. \Vhen Isis discovered this outrage, shr
searched for the dill'ereut parts of her husband s

corpse, and, wherever she found one of them,
erected an Osiris tomb. Then she and Horns
commenced a campaign against Set, which ended
in the victory of Horus. By way of appendix
1'lutarrh stairs that Isis had intercourse even with
the dead Osiris, the result of which was the birth

of llarpoc rates (Hcr-pe-chrut,
' Horus the child ').

When we look more closely at the treatment of

the corpse of Osiris, as described in Plutarch's

narrative, we are struck with one feature which

points to a mixing up of originally different

accounts of the fate of the corpse. At first the
latter rests as a whole in the coffin, then it is

cnt in pieces, and, finally, the pieces are again
brought together. As a matter of fact, we have
here a reflexion of the chief points in the Egyp-
tian treatment of dead bodies; the only feature

wanting is cremation, which in the earliest times
was practised in the case of kings, and later

occurs sporadically and in connexion with human
sacrifice. This omission must be due to the cir-

cumstance that, at the time when the Osirian
doctrine was attaining to full vigour, cremation
was no longer sufficiently in vogue to demand
consideration. During the Naqada period, a dis-

memberment of the corpse was customary at

burial. In the Pyramid era this was generally re-

placed by the burial of the whole Injdy, which it

was sought at the same time to preserve from decay
by a more or less complete process of embalming.
During this same period we find also a transition

form, by which the corpse was first allowed to

decompose, and then the bones were collected and

placed a<_
rain in the proper order of a skeleton.

At a later period the custom that had practically
exclusive sway in the Nile valley was that of

embalming, which then came in general to be

regarded as that applied to Osiris. During the

process of embalming the latter, Nephthys and
Isis were said to have sung dirges over the god, in

order to aid in his resurrection ; and a similar

practice for a like purpose was followed also in

connexion with human interments (see the texts
in Horrack, Lamentation* d'lsis ct tie Nephthi/s,
Paris. 1K66; Budge, Arc/urolaffia, lii. HIT., 65ff.

.The festivals in commemoration of the burial and
the resurrection of Osiris at the end of the month
Choiak are portrayed at Denderah ; cf. Loret,
A'.

1

*-, i/i
1

true. rel. a l'g>jft. iii. 43 IT., iv. 21 if.,

v. sr> If. ).

In addition to the embalming of the god, we
hear of the reconstruction of his body. This con-
nects itself with the erecting of his spinal column,
anil a festival in its honour was held on the ,'iutli

of Choiak especially at liusiris in Lower Egypt.
Finally, side by side with this there lingers on till

the latest times the conception of the dismember-
ment, in consequence of which various parts of
( (sins' body remained at dili'erent places in the
land, and continued to be venerated as relies in

the particular temples, the so-called Scrapeiimjt.
I'poii this theory, then, there was no such collec-

tion of the parts of the body as is referred to by
1'liitarch. 'Ihus the head of the god was said to
be preserved at Memphis, the neck at Lctopolis,
the heart at Athrihis. There is, however, no fixed

system in the matter; occasionally the same parts
rrst at different places, according to the tradition
of the temples concerned. Thus the head, for

instance, is claimed not only for Memphis but for

Ahydos, and the legs are catalogued as Divine
relics at a plurality of sanctuaries.

(h) Taken as a whole, ( (siris stands in Egypt for

the prototype of the man who after a virtuous life

must die, t>ut who afterwards rose again to life for
ever. Even in early times, moreover, an influence
on the conception ot Osiris entered from the side of
the sun-religion. This movement appears to have
originated at Memphis, where Osiris was identi-
fied with Sokaris, the local god of the dead and of
the sun, in Abydos this amalgamation rarely
meets us. Then, when the sun-worship was cen-
tralized in Ha, the latter assumed the character. of
a parallel to Osiris. The custom grew up of iden-

titying the fate and the death of Osiris with the
fate of the sun ; and, as the old Osiris myth was
also retained, duplicate dates were thus obtained
for the period of the year that marked the occur-
rence of the different events in the life of Osiris.
For instance, the murder of Osiris fell, according
to Papyrus Sallier iv. (lUth dynasty) and Plutarch,
upon the 17th of Athyr. Numerous other texts

(from the 18th dynasty onwards), on the other

band, transfer this event to the end of the month
Choiak, the period of the shortest days of the

year, within which the death and the regenera-
tion of the sun are accomplished. It is this con-
tamination between the Osiris and the sun-god
myths that explains how Osiris, from being a
human king of divine descent, becomes a complete
god. Thus a text of the 18th dynasty describes
him in detailed fashion as creator of the world
(see aliove, p. 179 1

'), although, remarkably enough,
it contains also copious allusions to the usual
Osiris myth, and remarks :

'

Isis the glorious, the

avenger of her brother (Osiris), sought him and
rested not while she journeyed through this land
full of grief; she ceased not until she had found
him ; a wind she stirred up with her feathers, a
breeze she created with her wings ; she performed
the panegyrics usual at burial ; she raised up the
wearied parts of him whose heart is still (the dead
Osiris); she took his seed and fashioned an heir

for herself.' The extraordinary method by which
Horus is here generated after the death of his
father is mentioned also in Plutarch, and meets
us already in the Pyramid texts. This was a
matter of faith then during the whole period of

Egyptian history, and is even frequently (in

Abydos and Denderah) the subject of pictorial

representation (cf. Wiedemann, lie-c. cle trav. rel.

'Egmt. xx. 134 ft'.).

(') Osiris in his lifetime had been a king on earth,
after his death he became ruler in the world be-

yond. He there passed judgment on the dead,
to him were presented the prescribed offerings
I'hich were meant to procure food and drink for

the dead. His sisters Isis and Nephthys play no
role in the world beyond. In genera], Set, the
murderer of the god, is of course tabooed there,
and hence his name is avoided in sepulchral texts.

This is carried so far that king Sell I., in the in-

scriptions on his tomb, in writing his own name,
everywhere replaces the Set by Osiris. It is true
that alongside of the usual tradition a wholly
lil'.erent class of conceptions is found attached to

the god Set. In Tanis, for instance, he is regarded
as a good god and a favourite of the sun-god, on
whose behalf he pierces with his lance the Apepi
serpent in contrast, again, to the Theban con-

ception, in which Set himself corresponds essen-

tially to the Apepi serpent. This difference is

probably connected with the circumstance that at
Thebes one started from the original form of the
Osiris myth, where Set appears as the murderer of

Osiris ; whereas, at Tanis, Set or Snteeh, as god of

the desert and of foreign parts, was amalgamated
with the foreign god Baal, who was thought of as
the sun-god, the result of which was that in this

roundabout way Set assumed a wholly altered
character.
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Of far more importance in the future world than
Set is the jackal- god Anubis, who is generally
presented as a son of Osiris and Nephthys, but

occasionally also as a son of lla. He had aided Isis

and directed the embalming of Osiris. Accord-

ing to the usual view, he was one of the guides of

the dead, whom he, alternating in this function
with Thoth, conducted into the judgment-hall of

Osiris. His cult had no great vogue, whereas
in early times a prominent part was played by
another jackal-god Ap-uat (see above, p. 183).
The worship of the latter had its centres at Lyco-

Iiolis

in Upper Egypt and Lyeopolis in the Delta,
n consequence of this double local worship, we
frequently hear of two gods of the same name,
who are called, respectively, 'Ap-uat of the south'
and 'Ap-uat of. the north,' and, further, by a
combination of Ap-uat with Anubis, two jackals
are frequently portrayed upon steles of the dead
as guardians of the under world.

(rf) The doctrine of immortality attached to the
name of Osiris is the best known to us of all the

Egyptian conceptions of the future life. To it is

devoted the so-called Book of the Dead, whose
oldest texts date from the Middle Empire (cf.

Lepsius, Aelteate Te.rte des Todtcnbuchs, licrlin,

1807 ; Birch, Egyptian Texts of the
Coffin of

Auiaiini, London, 1886; Lepsius, Dcnkm. ii. 98 f.,

145-148 ; Maspero, Mem. de la Miss, du Cairc, i.

155 f. [These texts show a great resemblance to

the Pyramid texts which Maspero published in Lcs

inscriptions dcs Pyramides de Saqqarah, Paris,

1894, a reprint from Ilcc. de trav. rel. a I'Egypt.,
vols. iii.-xiv.]). Its period of bloom, to which

belong the copies that are relatively freest from
verbal errors and best illustrated, falls within the

period from the 18th to the 20tli dynasty (for the
texts see Naville, Das aegyp. Todtenbuch der 1S-20

Dynastic, Berlin, 1886 ; le Page Kenouf, Facsimile

of the Pii/ii/nis of Ani, London, 1890 ['2nd ed. by
Budge, 1894-1895, with Introduction and Transla-

tion]; Budge, Facsimiles of the Papyri of Huncfer,
etc., London, 1899 [among them notably the very
important text of the Papyrus of Nu]. Transla-

tions have been published by le Page Renouf in

PSliA xv. ti'. [recently continued by Naville] ;

Budge, The Book of the Dead, 3 vols., London,
Islis (abridged ed. under same title, London, 1901].
Kenouf's notes are mainly on the language ; Budge
discusses also the history of the Book of the Dead,
with the later and the supplementary texts). In
later times many passages were no longer intelli-

gible to the scribes, who, accordingly, frequently
produced very faulty copies. To this category
belongs the Turin exemplar (emanating from the
Ptolemaic period) published by Lepsius, which is

now used as the basis for citations from the Book
of the Dead (Lepsius, Todtenbuch der Acoy/iter,
Berlin, 1842). A similar but less complete text is

found in the Papyrus Cadet used by Champollion,
and published in the Description d'Egyp. Ant. ii.

Translatioi
lie Uescrif
us, niainl;y based on the Turin

exemplar, have bee,n published by Birch (in Bun-
sen's Ft/i/pt's I'/acc iii L'nircrsnl History, v. 123 ff.)

and Pierret (Le Litre dcs Moris, Paris, 1881).
At a late period, from about B.C. 1000 onwards,

there grew up, side by side with the Book of the

Dead, numerous religious compilations, based upon
the same doctrines, and utilizing the Book itself

as a source. Thus we have the various Books of

'Breathing,' the Book of 'Journeying through
Eternity,' the Book of ' May my name flourish,'
and the like. (Texts of this class have been pub-
lished and discussed by, amongst others, Maspero,
J.i--i inumics royrilcs de Deir el-Bahari, p. 594 f. ;

cf. Budge, The Bonk of the Dead, 1898, ii. pp.
clxxxiii ti'. [text of Nei-i-l'hunsu] : Horrack, Livre
dcs Respirations, Paris, 1877 [another text in

Budge, I.e. p. cxcv ff., publ. by Budge with the
Book of the Dead of Hunefer] ; von Bergmann,
' Das Buch vom Durchwaiideln der Ewigkeit

'

in

Sitzungsber. der Wiener A/cad. 1886, p. 36911'.;

Lieblein, Le Livre Egyptien
'

Quc man nom flcu-
risse,' Leipzig, 1895 ; Papyrus Louvre, No. 3283,
ed. by Wiedemann in Hieratische Texts, Leipzig,
1879). These works help in some measure to till

up lacuna; in the conceptions of the Book of the
Dead. Further supplements, emanating from the
same circle of ideas, are furnished by the rituals

for the process of embalming (Rhino
1

Papyri, ed.

by Birch, London, 1863, and Brugsch, Leipzig,
1865; a 'hieratic Papyrus from Vienna' in von
Bergmann's Hieratische Texte, Vienna, 1887 ;

texts from Gizeh and Paris in Maspero's Mem.
sur quelques papyrus du Louvre, Paris, 1875) and
for the ceremonies at the door of the tomb (Scliia-

parelli, Libra dci Fitncrali, Turin, 1881-1890 ; cf.

Maspero, Et. dc mi/th. i. 283 ft'.).

These texts yield an uncommonly large number
of notices with reference to the notions of im-

mortality that attached to Osiris, but they con-

tain nothing like a systematic Osirian religion.
This is due to the circumstance that from first to

last the Book of the Dead was a collection of

hymns to gods and of magical formulae, which
were based upon the most diverse fundamental
doctrines, and were united in a single work with-

out any attempt being made to remove the con-

tradictions and establish a harmony. As time
went on, this compilation always received fresh

accessions in the shape of independent passages ;

and, in addition to this, the already existing texts

were constantly being expanded at every turn,
without any regard to the harmony of the various

doctrines expressed.
(c) Thus the same confusion that reigns in

Egyptian religion in general, prevails also in the

Book of the Dead and its supplementary texts.

It is impossible here to illustrate this in detail ;

we must be content to sketch briefly the principal
features of the Osirian faith, passing over all

incidental points and particular deviations.

Originally, the adherents of Osiris appear to

have held, in accordance with the teaching of the

Book of the Dead, that the dead man as a whole
would enter upon the way to the world beyond.
The name Osiris and this custom persisted

through the whole course of Egyptian history
was then given to him, in the hope that, like the

god Osiris, he would attain to immortality. In

earlier times, so far as we know, the deceased was

always thought of as male. It was only at a later

period, after c. 500 B.C., that women began to have
their sex left to them, and to be sometimes called

in the funeral texts by the name Hathor instead

of Osiris.

As experience proved more and more that mum-
mies did not leave the sepulchres, a distinction

was drawn between the mummy (cha) and the

Osiris; the former remained in. the cottin, the

latter passed to the Plain of Aalu. All the

same, however, the two were thought of as essen-

tially identical. The mummy was equipped for

the "journey to the world beyond, the necessary
amulets and magical formul;e were given to it,

the tomb was so arranged that it could serve as a

dwelling-place of the Osiris, and offerings of food

and drink were put in it.

While, on the above view, the immortal part of

the deceased, his soul as we should say, was an

Osiris, thought of as with an earthly human form,
in other places the soul was quite differently con-

ceived. But these divergent views were, even at

an early, and still more fully at a later, period

amalgamated with the Osiris conception just men-
I tioned, without on that account being completely
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gi\ell lip. 'I'llll- il came nluilll lll.'lt .'I mull Wa-
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course side hy side. It was then suppu-ed ilml in

tin- mails lilctimc these souls win united, while
lit ilratli (hey forsook the corpse and suiiu'hi. r:i< li

inn' independently, the way to tin- ne\t world.

If they succeeded in this, niul if the deceased was
tmincl righteous when tried before Osiris, liis souls

once mure united within him and lived with him
in the 1'luin uf Aaln, a.s they had once done on
earth. The fart that these part-souls are bor-

rowed from originally independent doctrines, ex-

|ihiiiis how the views of their nature frequently
flash and contradict one another, mid, above all,

how a nnnilier of attributes are ascribed to several

ul I lie part-souls. Here, again, there is a complete
lack uf any systematic harmonizing of the vai ioua

duet lines, which must of necessity be logically

contradictory. IJesidcs, it is to be remarked that

the texts in general do not introduce all the part-
Mini- at once, ami that now one and now another,

iirrurding tu place and time, cume more to the
front. The following is a. list of the most im-

portant of them, along with some notes on the
main significance attributed to each of them (of.

\\ I'-ileinann, T/ic Ancient Egyptian Dnrtrinc of
tli I uiiiinrtttlitii of tin; .S'OH/, London, 18U5, and
l.c I.me iles Morts' ill the Mnscun, xv. 40 ff.):

A'" had the same form as the man, and corre-

.-pondeil to the Usiris, standing in much the same
relation to the iiiiin us that in which the word
stands to the tiling, the name to the person. The
/< \MI- born with the man, and could, even during
his lifetime, separate itself from him to a certain

extent : t bus Amcnophis in. honoured his own l:u

as a god. After a man's death, the kn could at

any time return into the mummy, animate it, and
aiime the dignity of the ' kn living in his cotlin.'

I'm the most part, the cult of the dead recognized
in I lie /./ t he essential personality of the deceased,
the sacrificial formiilic were addressed to it, the
tomb is its house, its temple, ete.

lin has the form of a bird, mostly with human
head and arms. At death it takes flight from the

bud\ . but visits it occasionally, and brings it food

and drink. The tin itself, like the ha, also re-

quires nourishment, being thus as little as the rest

of the part -souls thought of as an immaterial
hem:.'.

.\ii or lulti is the heart. At death it leaves the
man and goes by itself into the next world. In

the Hall of Judgment it encounters its former

p. I-H -sor, and gives evidence, if need be, against
him. In the event of his being pronounced right-
edii-. it was restored to him ; in the opposite ease,
t he heart was supposed to live on ill the Dwelling-

Iilace

of Hearts. The deceased being bereft ot his

ica it was thereby consigned to annihilation, for

\\iiliunt a heart no existence was possible. Thi-
notion led to a peculiar practice. In the process
of embalming, the readily decomposing heart was
removed from the body. Hut, as neither the latter

nor the I Isiris could live without this organ, an
artificial heart was substituted for the natural
one I'ur this purpose they selected an amulet in

the tuiiii of a small vase or of a senrnlia-un beetle,
the latter symbolizing; the notions of Becoming,
Iteing, and Resurrection in general.

S'Uin is ibe toint, tin- envelope of thic envelope ot the man.
uw cast by the man, which( '/mi/lit is the shado

has an existence of its own, and is depicted as a
black human form, or figuratively as a fan.

I'lni inr/iu} is a shining transfigured soul, which
was freipicntly, it may be assumed, conceived of

in bird form.
S ''< -in is the personally conceived strength and

power of the man; occasionally it

stand also for the form of the dead.
appears to

A'''i is the name of the man. As long as this

survived, and monuments associated with it lasted,
as long as sacriticial formula*, which commemor-
ated it, were uttered, the dead man also continued
to live in the other world. In the Saitie period in

particular, great importance was attached to the

ren, the conception of which at times coincides
with that of the ha.

LITKHATCRK. Jablonski, Pantheon Aeijyptiorttm, Frankfort,
17f)0-17o'2 (Che best collection of the ]''-.;'* from the classical

writers, the. most important of which are those found iu
Plutarch's de Ixidr ft Outride .... ..I edition by Parthey, Berlin,
18.

r
,oJ). It Champollion's J'anthe'on Effyptien, Paris, 18:iii-1831,

unit Wilkinson's Manivrs and C'Hutnum of the Ancient EfUflt'
tiartx (List ml. l. London, 1841. have a mainly historical interest.

II Lanzonc, Diiwiiario di initoltyia eyizia, Turin, 1881-ltW
(alphabetical list of the gods, with citations of the sources, and
illustrations. This work is very difficult to procure). II E. de
Rouge, lirrue urcheiilti'iiijne, Nouv. st-r. i.; Pierret, Exitai tntr

lit M ift/Htiit'fii' Kyj/ptii nnc, Paris, 1871) ; le Page Uenouf, Lfcturfs
on the Origin anil Urowth of JCeliyion, London, 188(1 (empha-
size the monotheistic, or, more correctly, henotheislic ele-

ment in Egyptian religion). |i Tiele, lliittitire coiiijiaratifr ties

n n,<,.< rrliifions, Paris, 1882, and E. Meyer, Gfucftiftite

Affiffpten t 1887 (attempt to trace the historical development
of Egyptian religion, but the materials used hy them are not
sufficient to justify any very far-reaching conclusions), li II.

Brugsch, HeligioH und Mt/ttwloffie der alien Aeriyfiter, Leipzig,
l&.S;VlSiM) (an attempt, principally with the aid of texts l>e-

longing to the late period of Egyptian history, to elucidate a
Connected religious system, somewhat on the lines of PlutarHi's
ideas. Brugsch's views, however, lack the support, above all,

of the older monuments. Nevertheless, the materials collected

hy him have an importance of their own). I Strauss und Torney,
tier attdgi/ptinche Viitterylaube, 2 vols., Heidelberg, 1889-1891

(draws upon second-hand sources), i; Maspero, fctude* de unith-

uluijie et d'arctiiiolofjie, 4 vols., Paris, 189:i-J'JUO(a collection of the

extremely important articles of Maspero on general questions of

Egyptian religion, and on various religious compositions such
as the Book of the Dead and of Am-duat, together with reviews
of modern works on questions of the same kind) ; cf. also the
relevant passages in Maspero's Hitttuirc (tncienn*' </* I'Orirnt

claMujUt', Paris, 1S95-1S99. II Wiedemaun, Die Jielii/ion der
atten Aegypter, Miinster, 1890 [Kng. ed., freshly revised, and
witli illustrations, under the title

'

Religion of the Ancient

Egyptians,' London, 1SU7J. A WlEDEMAN\

PHILO.

i. Life.

ii. Works,
iii. System of thought.

'l. The general character and basis of Philo's system.
1. The origin and nature of philosophy.
3. Philo's theory of the universe.
4. Man as the microcosm.
5. The doctrine of God as eternal Being : (a) His exist-

ence ; (fi) His nature, enoto; ; (c) His attributes.

0. The doctrine of the Divine powers : (a) existence and
character ; (/') relation to (.Jod

; (<) function.

7. The doctrine of the Logos : (a) meaning of the tenn ;

(l>) the supreme idea ; (c) the Divine Logos two-
fold ; (rf) God's son and image ; (e) mediator be-

tween God and matter ; (.0 relation to Wisdom,
Spirit, and lutjoi ; (_<;)

Was the Logos a person ?

8. The higher relations of man : (a) general relation to

God ; (li) ethics.

iv. Influence on Christian writers.

Literature.

i. LIFE. I'hilo, called Juilmn.1, to distinguish
him from others of the same name, was a resident,

probably a native, of Alexandria, liorn about the

year B.C. '20. or perhaps a little earlier, he was an
older contemporary ot Jesus Christ ; and this fact

lends a peculiar interest to his writings, as reveal-

ing the intellectual and religious position of a
Hellenist who was at once enlightened and con-

servative. If these writings did not directly in-

fluence the earliest expressions of Christian faith,

they certainly exhibit the line of philosophical
thought, to some extent the phraseology, and the

method of Scripture exegesis, to which that faith

resorted when it first appealed to the Graro-
Komaii world as a system of theology.

Little is known of I'hilo's life. He belonged to

a wealthy and distinguished family, his brother

enjoying Imperial favour, and holding the high

position of iilnliiirch. Familiar with cultivated

-ociety and the luxuries of Alexandria, he did not
actise the asceticism which he some-
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times admired in others. But he led a blameless
and studious life, amply availing himself of those

opportunities
of learning' which Alexandria at that

time afforded, with its Museum and Library, its

concourse of lecturers and students, and the coin-

mingling of ideas which resulted from its position
as a meeting-place of East and West. He was
well versed in Greek literature, especially in the
works of the great philosophers, whom he regarded
with admiration ; but, instead of being led liy this

admiration to despise the simple records of the

Pentateuch, he found whole and untarnished in

the sacred books of Israel the wisdom which was
partially contained in the writings of Greece, so

that, with all his width of culture, he remained
a devout and believing Jew. He was strongly
attached to his own people. On some occasion he
was sent to Jerusalem to offer prayer and sacri-

fices ; and late in life, notwithstanding bis aversion
to the turbulence and anxieties of political life, he
was so moved by the brutal riots in which the
Jews were barbarously treated, that he went on
an embassy to Caligula, in the winter of A.D.

39-40, to seek for redress and security against
further outrage. From such an Emperor nothing
was to be obtained but insult and even blows, so

that the members of the embassy were glad to

escape with their lives. Philo describes himself
as old and grey-beaded when writing an account
of this transaction. The year of his death is un-
known.

ii. WORKS. Philo's collected works have ap-

peared in several editions, of which that of Thomas
Maugey is still the standard. This edition, how-

ever, published in 1742, is neither sufficiently com-

plete nor sufficiently accurate, and will be super-
seded by that of Colin and Wendland, of which
four volumes have appeared (November 1002). A
convenient edition is that of Kichter, in eight
volumes (1828-1830), containing in addition to

Mangey's text the treatises cle Festo Cophlnl and
de Parentibus Colcndis, and the books translated
from Armenian into Latin by Aucher. From this

the Taueknitz edition (1851-1853) was taken, with
some slight alterations.

The works fall into several groups. 1. There is

a series of philosophical works, which are believed

by Cohn to have been written in 1'hilo's early life,

because they contain little of his characteristic

thought, and seem like exercises in philosophical
style and dialectic. The difference of their char-

acter from that of the other writings of Philo has
led to suspicions of their genuineness ; but Cohn
thinks their style so specifically Philonean that
there ought not to be a doubt on this point. This
series comprises: 1. dc Incorruptibihtate Mundl.
This has been commonly regarded as spurious, but
its genuineness has been defended by F. Cninoiit
in the Prolegomena to his edition of the treatise

(Berlin, 18SI1), and is accepted by Cohn. At the
close it promises a sequel, which, however, has not
been preserved. 2. Quod omnis probus liber sit,

which, as we learn from its opening lines, was

preceded by a discourse Ilepi roa Trdvra 8ou\oi> elvai.

<t>ai'\ov. 3. </e Pronidentict, in two books, preserved
in Armenian (with considerable fragments in Greek),
of which the genuineness of the first, which has
been somewhat injured in transmission, has been

questioned. 4. Alexander, sivc dc eo quod rntionzm
habeant liriitu animaliri, preserved in Armenian.
The mention, in 54, of an embassy to Rome can-

not refer to the embassy to Gaius, as it occurs not
in a speech of Philo's, but in the treatise of Alex-
ander which Philo begins to read in 10. But,
as Cohn points out, the consulship of Germanicus,
in A.D. 12, is alluded to in 27, so that the book
must be later than this, but might still be a com
paratively early work. Philo, however, in 73,

says 'ex juvcntute in hac nutritus sum discipline,'
so that he probably wrote this treatise in middle
life.

2. There is the great collection of writings con-

taining explanations of the Pentateuch. This
embraces three extensive works. 1. The large

group of allegorical commentaries, designed for

educated Jews. These begin with the treatises

now known as Sacrarum Lrgum Allegories (a title

which once had a more extended application), and
ilealt with the text of Gn 2-20, certain parts being
.miittcd for special reasons. There are several

gaps, some of which were certainly, and others

probably, filled by books which are lost. This

group, following the order observed in the editions,

ends with the two books (originally live) dc Somniis.

To this scries must have belonged the two lost

books ' On Covenants,' to which reference is made
in de Mutatiane Xominum, 6 [i. 58b']." A second

book 'On Drunkenness' also, with the exception
of some fragments, is lost ; and yet another treatise,

'On Rewards' (founded on Gn 15 l

), is referred to

as having preceded Qitis rcriim divinarum heres

(1 [i. 473]). The fragment da Deo, preserved in

Armenian, may have belonged to this group, and
formed part of a treatise between dc Mutations
SiniiiiniM and de. Somniis. A few pages which

appear in Mangey (ii. 2U5 ft'.) as part of a separate

tract, de Marce.de Meretricis, have been restored by
Cohn and Wendland to their proper place in the

de Saci-ijiciis Abelis et Caini, 5. The first section

belongs to the treatise dc Sacrtfiea-ntibiis, where
it should be inserted between sections 4 and 5. 2.

The explanation of portions of the Pentateuch
in the form of question and answer. This was
intended to cover the whole Pentateuch ; but it

is uncertain whether it was completed. Several

books on Genesis and Exodus have been pre-
served in an Armenian translation, and some

fragments in Latin and Greek. Though this

work is shown by references to be later than

the great group of allegorical commentaries, cer-

tain difficulties suggest that the two works may
to some extent have proceeded simultaneously.
3. An exposition of the Mosaic legislation, in

which allegorical explanation is sparingly used.

The plan of this series is clearly described

by I'hilo himself in the opening of the treatise

da Pranniis et Pauiis. It dealt first with the

account of the Creation, then with history, and

lastly with laws, the following treatises being a

supplement. It is clear, therefore, that the tract

dc Mundi Ojiifieiu, which occupies the first place
in the editions, formed the beginning of this group.
This indeed foreshadows the general plan, and is

expressly referred to as 'the former composition'
in the opening of the treatise dc Abrahamo, which
introduces the second division. The object of this

division was to illustrate the excellence of the laws

through typical examples. The essays on Isaac

and Jacob are lost ; and the three books on the

Life of Moses do not belong to the series. The
tract on Joseph is succeeded by one ' On the

Decalogue,' and this again by four books on
'

Special Laws.' The first of these has been broken

up into several distinct treatises, beginning with

that ' On Circumcision,' and the second and fourth

books also comprise treatises with distinct titles.

The essays on Fortitude, Philanthropy, and Peni-

tence form a kind of appendix, and the work is

completed by a dissertation on Howards and Pun-

ishments, and on Curses.

3. There are several historical treatises, which

were complete in themselves. 1. de Vita Mosis,

originally in two, but now arranged in three books.

* The first number refers to the section in Richter and
Tauchnitz ; the subsequent figures to the volume and page ol

Mangey.
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2. A work culled "twoOmKa., of which only frag-
ment- ha\e lie.-n preserved. This is pcih.-ips the

some as 3. The Apology for the Jews, from which
Kii-chius extracted tin account of tlie Essenes

(I'ni /,.
l-'.r. viii. 11), and to which perhaps belonged

the </' \'it<i Conti'tiiji/irtn'it , containing anaciinnit
of the Thcrapeuta>. The genuineness of the latter

has liccii sharply disputeil by Lucius and others,
anil ably defended especially by Massebieau and
( 'niiyhearc (the former in the Revue <!< I' llni"in'

des Religions, xvi. [1887] pp. 170 ft'., 2S4I1'. ; the
l.iti. i in his edition of the treatise, ISIIo. There
an- some valuable remarks also in Edersheim's
article on 1'hilo in Smith and Wace's Dirtivnnry
ttf Christian Biography, iv. 368ff.| and some of the

principal objections are considered in a review of

Conybeare in the Jewish Quarterly Jin'ii'if. is'.it;,

]>.
l.V)tr. ). 4. in. Flaccitm. 5. Legatio ad Gaium,

which survives out of five books Ile/ii dptrwi/, de-

scribing the persecutions of the Jews, and the sad
t;ite of the persecutors.
The editions contain also certain works, the

spnrioiisness of which is generally admitted: de
Ma lulu

; and, in Arnieniau, de, Sauijjsuiic and dt

lona.
Kur fuller information and references, see the

excellent section on the writings of Philo in

Schiirer's GJV* iii. 4S7 tf. The above clnssilication

is in the main that suggested by Ewald (GVI- vi.

J'.illl'. I. who, however, regards the Life of Moses
a- an introduction to group 2 (3), and places the

leading groups in a different order. We have
followed the careful classification of Cohn ('Kintei-

Inng und Chronologic der Schriften 1'hilos,' pub-
lislu-il in 1'hiltiliitfu.t, Zeitsehr. far das elassisehc

Altfi-tlnim . Snpplementband vii. Heft 3, 18'J9).

A similar classification, though somewhat ditler-

en'h arranged, is given, with other interesting
m: HIT. in an earlier article by Colin, on 'The
latest Researches on I'hilo of Alexandria' in the
./i irixh Quarterly Ri-rie.w, v. [Oct. 18U2] pp. 24-50.

iii. .SYSTEM OF THOUGHT.!. The general cjwr-
ctct( r and basis of Philo'8 system. The peculiarities
of I'hilo's thought are largely due to the influence

of his time and place. In Alexandria, Greek phil-

osophy and Oriental mysticism met and mingled ;

ami while the former, in its decline into scepticism,
sought tor support in eclectic schemes or in positive
revelation, the latter endeavoured to justify itself

before the world of thought by clothing its ideas
in the language of philosophy. Jews, living in the
midst of intellectual culture, and deeply versed in

the finest portions of Greek literature, could no

longer he satis-lied with the crude ideas of their
t.nvl at hers, and it liccame necessary to show that
their ancestral religion was in harmony with the

highest philosophy. Of those who made this

attempt 1'hilo was by far the most eminent, and
his writings possess a singular interest for the
Christian student, not only as revealing an in-

structive phase of human thought, hut on account
of the influence which they exercised, directly and

indirectly, on the theology of the Church. He
combined in himself the two tendencies which were
seeking for reconciliation ; for he was at once a

religious man, full of devout feeling and moral

enthusiasm, and, although his philosophy was
largely borrowed, distinguished by no small share
of -pi 'dilative faculty. Of the truth and Divine

authority of the Jewish religion he was profoundly
convinced. His system avowedly rested upon the

Scriptures, which were inspired in the minutest
details. The prophets speak nothing of their own,
but only what the Divine Spirit suggests, while
the x. limitary powers are in suspense. This con-

dition, transcending the ordinary operations of the

will, is open to good and wise men, and I'hilo does
nut hesitate to speak of his own enjoyment of it

(de Miijrat. Abr. 7 [i. 441]). Moses, however, was
the supreme prophet, as well as king, legislator,
ami high priest; and his law remained, among the

vicissitudes of States, unchangeable und eternal.

Nevertheless, I'hilo did not resort to the Hebrew
Scriptures, but, accepting the current story of the
miraculous origin of the LXX, he assumed that
the Hebrew and Greek were one and the same both
in the facts and in the words. Uut, though he was
ready to attach the utmost importance to a letter

or even to an accent, he is not remarkable for the
correctness of his citations. This subject has been

investigated by Siegfried, who arrives at the fol-

lowing results : A large part of 1'hilo's citations
consists of paraphrases from memory ; in many
instances the citation and the interpretation are
so blended that a complete separation is impossible ;

there are many examples of double citation, one

agreeing with the LXX, the other deviating from

it; many of his deviations are found in single

manuscripts of the LXX
; others are explicable

from the Hebrew text ; some instances occur which

point to a Hebrew text different from the Masso-
retic ; and others indicate an attempt to improve
the Greek. Passages also occur in which I'hilo

bases an interpretation on an expression which is

not found in our text of the LXX. And, finally,
some variations must be ascribed to errors of tran-

scribers. (See Siegfried's PhUovon Alexandria ctls

Auxlegcr des Alien Testaments, 1875, p. 102, where
he sums up the results of three articles in Hilgen-
feld's Zeitsehr. f. tciss. Tlieol. 1873. See also Dr.

H. E. Kyle's Philo and Holy Scrititurc: or the

Quotations of Philo from the BOOKS of the OT,
1895, where the subject is carefully treated in the

Introduction, ii. ; and two articles in the JQR,
v. [Jan. 1803] pp. 24G-2SO, and viii. [Oct. 1J-H5] pp.

88-122, 'On the Philonean Text of the Septu-
agint,' so far as it may be gathered from the
Armenian version of the Queestiones et Respon-
sinnejt, by F. C. Conybeare, who surmises that
'

I'hilo, at different times, and in writing his dif-

ferent works, used different texts of the LXX '

;

which would not be surprising, as the text must

by that time have swarmed with variants). His
canon must have been substantially the same as

that which is now recognized, though there is no
direct proof that he accepted lluth, Esther, Ecclc-

siastes, Song of Songs, Lamentations, E/ekiel, or

Daniel. (See the subject fully treated in Dr.

Kyle's work, Introduction, i. This volume con-

tains also the text of Philo's quotations from

Scripture).
Notwithstanding his apparent narrowness of

view and rigid scripturalism, I'hilo was far from

limiting his sympathies to the Jewish nation. The
man wlio conformed to the Law was, he conceived,
a citizen of the world. He himself attended the

theatre as well as lectures on philosophy, and was
a shrewd observer of the habits and emotions of

men. Uut philosophy could not satisfy him ; for,

owing to the diHiculty of its problems, it was
broken up into conflicting schools, and, while he
found in all the great sects certain elements of

Divine truth, he took the teaching of Moses with
him as a clue to guide him amidst their contending
thoughts. He was not, however, content with

carrying the great monotheistic faith and noble
moral principles of Judaism into the disputes of

the lecture-room ; he believed that Moses had anti-

cipated the philosophers, and that the sublimest

speculations of Greece lay embedded in the Pen-
tateuch. l!iit how was it possible to find the

philosophy of Plato or of the Stoics in the simple
tales of Genesis? l!y the method of allegorical

interpretation, which had already been applied by
some of the philosophers, and especially by the

Stoics, to the ancient mythology, and which I'hilo
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seriously adopted in order to rescue the wisdom of

Scripture. It anything in the venerated records

appeared on the surface to he childish and absurd ;

if any statement was made which appeared dero-

gatory to God ; if there was something contra-

dictory, or a representation which was contrary
to known fact, any of these cases was in itself an
indication of some hidden meaning which was
worthy of a Divine author; and so a method of

exegesis which must seem to us false and arbitral'}'

grew out of the exigencies of the time, and was
reduced to a kind of rule among the interpreters
of Scripture. The rules which are followed by
Philo are carefully classified by Siegfried in the
above-mentioned work (p. 108 ft'.) ; and it is evident
that allegorical interpretation, however absurd and
fantastic it must appear to us, was not left wholly
to individual caprice, but followed certain definite

lines which were considered as established among
the students of allegory. Several of these canons,
though differently applied, are found in the Hag-
gadic interpretation of Palestine

; but this con-
nexion may be due less to Philo's knowledge of

Kabbinical methods than to the general tendencies
of thought which characterized the age. While
thus holding that almost everything in the Penta-
teuch was related allegorically, Philo did not reject
the literal meaning of that which seemed intrin-

sically credible or reasonable
;
and he insists that

the ceremonial laws, though possessing a spiritual
significance, must be observed according to the
letter. Many things, however, especially anthro-

pomorphic expressions, could be understood only
allegorically ; and here we may observe that no
distinction is drawn between allegorical and simply
figurative language. Philo's mode of treatment,
being that of a commentator rather than a thinker,
leaves no room for :i systematic exposition of the

problems of philosophy, and his theory of the
universe must be gathered and pieced together
from an immense number of unconnected passages.
His style, though flowing and ornate, is often
tedious, and the modern reader grows weary of

interpretations which destroy the living beauty
of the original text, and make the patriarchs the

puppets of Alexandrian speculation. Yet the

patient student may lind many a golden saying,
and perceive that Philo's rambling disquisitions
are bound to one another by a thread of coherent

thought.
From what lias been already said, it is evident

that for a proper understanding of Philo some
knowledge of ({reek philosophy, especially of the
Platonic doctrine of ideas and of the Stoical
doctrine of the Logos, must be presupposed. This
the reader must necessarily seek elsewhere. The
Old Testament, too, prepared the way both for the
main problem of philosophy and for the special
mode of solving it. The problem may be thus
stated : How was the transcendent and infinite

Spirit to be brought into connexion with the
material universe and with the souls of men ?

An answer was partly suggested by the doctrine
of angels, and by the poetical personification of

Wisdom, while 'the word of the Lord,' frequently
translated \6yos, furnished the very expression
which Heniclitus and the Stoics had selected to
denote the all-pervasive reason of the cosmos, and
so provided a scriptural basis for the specula-
tions of the thinker.

2. The origin and nature of philosophy.
According to Philo, philosophy originated in the

contemplation of the cosmos, especially of the

orderly movements of the heavens ; but, as this
snuut'sted problems which seemed to him insoluble,
be turned to the study of human nature, which

permitted a closer and more fruitful examination.
Thus he was led to the universal Mind, to Him

who alone is real Being. Philosophy, accordingly,
concerned itself with the whole nature of things,
visible and invisible, and with the regulation of

conduct, its end being wisdom, which consisted in

the knowledge of Divine and human things and
their causes. The incentive to it was found in

the hope of blessedness (ei'Oatjuoyia). 13efore enter-

ing on so serious a pursuit, it was necessary to
have a good moral and intellectual education, and
to master the preparatory or '

encyclical
'

studies

grammar, geometry, and rhetoric. Philosophy
itself had been divided into physics, ethics, and
logic. Of these Philo assigns the lowest place to

logic, and entertains a very poor opinion of physics
or cosmology, as presenting nothing higher than
fruitless conjecture. To ethics, which includes

theology, or the knowledge of God, is assigned the

highest and only worthy position.
3. Philo's theory of the, universe. Notwithstand-

ing his depreciation of physics, Philo believed that
the invisible could be entered only through the
door of the visible cosmos, and lie was fairly
familiar with the science of his day. In order to

understand some of his speculations, it is necessary
to know in what sort of universe he conceived
himself to be living. The earth, apparently re-

gardrd as spherical, was its fixed centre, and
around it extended the heavens in successive

spheres. Enclosing all was the vast sphere of the
fixed stars, with its daily revolution from east to

west. Within this were the seven spheres of the

planets, the Sun occupying the centre ; above it

Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars ; below it Mercury,
Venus, and the Moon. This arrangement was

symbolized by the golden candlestick. Matter
was divided into four elements tire, air, earth, and

water, the dpx** 5 Te Ka-i Svv6.fits of the cosmos. The
air extended from the earth to the lunar sphere,

beyond which was the ether, the salutary form of

fire, as distinguished from the useful but destruc-

tive form with which we are familiar on the
earth. The various objects of nature which admit
of classification were constituted by a process of

rational differentiation. First, things were divided

into animate and inanimate. The latter com-

prised things which remained unaltered, through
the possession of 'habit' (<is), and things which
had the higher property of 'nature' (fiuffis), in-

volving nutrition, change, and growth. The
animated kingdom, divided into rational and irra-

tional, was distinguished by the presence of soul

(i/'i'X'i), which rose above Qiwu by having the

attributes of perception, mental representation,
and impulse. To these, rational beings add reason

and free preferential power. Air, or TrveO/xa, was
the element which constituted habit, nature, and
soul. The air, the life-giving element, must be
full of living beings, and therefore was peopled by
invisible and immortal souls. It seemed impious
to suppose that the stars were only fiery masses
of earth. They were unmixed and Divine souls,
' manifest and perceptible gods.'
This survey of the phenomenal world led to

many important questions, the answers to which
must be briefly given. The universe, notwith-

standing the multiplicity of its phenomena, was

proved both by monotheistic faith and by panthe-
istic philosophy to be one, all its parts being

mutually related, and each object depending for

its perfection upon its place ami function in the

entire system. The heavenly bodies, besides shed-

ding down light upon the earth, gave indications

of future events through eclipses and other celes-

tial occurrences ; but Philo rejected the Chaldsean

astrology, as deifying fate and destroying human
responsibility. This unity, which presented the

universe to the eye of reason as a well - ordered

city, showed that there were powers by which the
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several pan- were united, and iin everlasting law,

stretching irnni centre to circumference, ami funn-

ing ;i limul tliut cuulil nut be broken. It was
as-iimcd that this universe, being the work of the

gie.-iie-t Creator, must lie itself perfect, that is to

say, i ..... plete in itself, and not depending on any-
tiling extraneous for the supply of its wants. Its

pri te. 1 1 "it proved that it was the only cosmos ; for

it eonlil not lie perfect unless the whole suhstance
nf the elements nad been used up in its production,
and tin' Creator, being one, made it resemble him-
self in solitude. To the question whether the
CO-UK'S u as self-existent and eternal ft Jew could

gi\e but one answer: there was a time when the
universe was not. That which is eternal is im-

niiitahle : and therefore the universe, which is con-

stantly changing, must have come into existence.

Its genesis, however, did not take place in time;
tin i imc began with the interval of days and nights,
and the six days of creation denote not a chrono-

logical succession, but an order in thought. Never-
t In-less, as the cosmos came into existence, 1'hilo is

driven into the expression,
' there was once a time

when it was not' (Dec. Orac. 12 [ii. 190]). The
arc-he I \ pe of time is eternity, in which nothing is

either past or future, but only present. The
ijenesj, of the world was, according to a philo-

sophical maxim, the beginning of its corruption;
but the natural process might be stayed by the

providence of the Creator, and thus 1'hilo was able
to believe that the entire cosmos endures for ever.

lint, while he admitted the dependence of the
universe on an eternal and transcendent Cause,
he was not a monist. The four elements pointed
to something prior to themselves, of which they
\\eie differentiated forms. This was matter (otofa
or i'X*;). It was conceived as the necessary sub-

stratum of the forms impressed upon it by reason,
and as therefore in itself wholly destitute of

rational distinctions. It was accordingly described

by negative predicates, dTroios, drasros,

.f\T]^, dcu),ua\os, dptffof, vfKpbs. Matter
was thus only the passive condition of the exercise

of ellicient causality. Its existence was postulated
by a necessity of thought; for causality involved
four things the agent, the material, the instru-

ment, and the enil in view. Matter being thus
the condition of the efficient causality of God, was
it -elf uncaused and eternal. Nevertheless, Philo
iloe> not seem quite at home with dualism, for he
nowhere explicitly asserts the eternity of matter,
and lie occasionally uses expressions which, on a

cursory perusal, seem inconsistent with it, but on
more careful consideration appear not to be so.

Again, he was not a dualist in the sense of accept-
ing an eternal principle of evil. Dead matter could
not be an efficient cause of imperfection, or limit

the agency of God. Passages are, however, cited

which establish I'hilo's belief that the created
universe limited in some way the flow of Divine

power. This limitation was due, not to the oppo-
sition of matter hut to the very fact of creation,
for the phenomenal is necessarily contrasted
with that which is not phenomenal, and therefore
could not be a full expression of Eternal Deing.
And, again, the parts of the universe were, in the

oiiginal design of (iod, arranged in an ascending
s "ale, ami so could experience Divine benefits

only in proportion to the capacity of their being.
These considerations sufficiently explain I'hilo's

language, without attributing to matter a causality
which is expressly denied.

4. Mini ait t/ie microcosm. From the macrocosm
we pas- to the microcosm, man, considering him at

pre-ent simply as a natural object. He combines
in himself the powers which we have already en-

countered, (KTiKT), t/HrriK^, ipvxtisri, and adds to these

\oytxri and SiavoijTiKrf. It is accordingly from the

study of man that we derive our knowledge of

(.iod ; for the higher principle in man corresponds
with the supreme Mind in the cosmos. Man,
then, is a duad, composed of body and soul. The
body is made out of the same four elements as the
rest of the material world. Soul is distinguished by
the possession of afaOrjins, which, being an elffdfaa,
introduces things to the mind through the five

channels of sensation, which are signified by the
creation of animals on the lifth day ; of 0ara<Tia,
which is an impression (rinruau) left in the soul by
what the senses have communicated ; and impulse
(bpn-/i), which has the two forms of desire and
aversion. The human soul, however, is twofold,
and, in addition to the lower part which it shares
with the animals, has the higher principle of
reason. The lower part of the soul, the vital

principle, consists of blood, or, more properly, of

air which is mixed with blood, and carried by it to

every part of the body. Like the sphere of the

planets, it has seven parts or natures. These are
the live senses, speech, and the faculty of repro-
duction, lieing material, it is mortal. The higher
principle is regularly spoken of as vovs. The pos-
session of pops in a ijualilied sense is indeed some-
times extended to the lower animals ; but this

vacillation in the use of language does not neces-

sarily indicate any contradiction in Philo's thought.
The rational principle, in its highest sense, was
distinctive of man, and in him it was the sover-

eign part (ri> iiyefLOViKitv). Several able interpreters
believe that 1'hilo derived the substance of the
rational soul from the ether, and to that extent
was a materialist, although he sometimes wavers.
A remarkable passage seems decisive. He alleges
that we cannot know the substance (oiVia) of mind,
and nevertheless asserts parenthetically, as though
this one point were certain, d\V 01) <rw/ut, aaw/j.aToi'

5t XeKr^ov (tie Sown. i. [i. 02.3]). To resolve his

doubts he appeals to the statement of Moses,
'God breathed into bis face a spirit of life,' mean-
ing by spirit

' not air in motion, but a certain

stamp and character of Divine power" (Quod (let.

pot. ins. 22, 23 [i. 207]). Accordingly, the sub-

stance of the higher soul is 'Divine spirit' (de
Coneup. 11 [ii. 350]), 'derived from nothing at all

that is originated, but from the Father and Sover-

eign of the universe' (de Muntil Op. 40 [i. 32]).

It is accordingly Tr/s ^araptas <t>ii<rem eK/ia-fitou %
CLiroffiraff/j.a r) dirauyaa/J.OL (ib. 51 [i. 35]). In one of

the passages which are thought to contradict this

view he is simply stating the opinions of others;
one or two more admit of an interpretation which
is consistent with his more clearly expressed view ;

and in the remainder the word ' ethereal
'

may
readily be understood figuratively of a pure and
heavenly origin. I'hilo is a rhetorical writer ; and
his highly wrought language must frequently be

interpreted by reference to his more careful and
exact statements. The immaterial soul was by its

nature incapable of division, and accordingly cor-

responded with the unbroken sphere of the fixed

stars, and so completed the analogy between the
microcosmos and the macrocosmos. It belonged
to the tribe of souls who peopled the air. These
fell into two divisions : some, endowed with a more
Divine constitution, living close to the ether;
others descending into mortal Ixidies. The former
were called by Moses angels, as bearing messages
between (iod and man. The desire of the latter

to descend into bodies is not clearly explained, and
seems to imply an original moral distinction among
souls. The souls of the wise, indeed, may have
come to increase their experience and wisdom ; but
others abandoned wisdom, and were swept away
by the earthly torrent. In either case, however,
tiie soul was intrinsically immortal.
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We must now view the soul in its temporary
connexion with the body. Its seat is the heart or

brain, more probably the brain, which is so closely
connected with the senses. There it acts as a

'god' of the irrational part (Leg. All. i. 13 [i. 51]),

through which, though itself incapable of sever-

ance, it is wholly diffused. This diffusion is

effected by means of the ductile powers, which,
without rupture, not only pervade the body but
extend far beyond it, reaching even to God Him-
self. The analogy for this extension of an in-

separable monad confined to one small portion of

space is found in the sun, which, without leaving
its place, sends its rays into every part of the
cosmos (dc Somn. i. 14 [i. 632]). These powers, how-

ever, are not dependent on the soul that has them,
but are in their nature imperishable, so that the
individual mind only has its share of those spiritual
essences which belong equally to countless others.

Beyond the division into rational and irrational,
I'hilo does not venture on any systematic classi-

fication, though numerous powers are casually
alluded to. We must confine our attention to

the most important. Man alone, upon earth, has
been endowed with freedom and the power of

voluntary choice between good and evil, and is

therefore justly subject to praise and blame (the
most important passage is Quod Dcus iinnnit. 10

[i. 270 f.]). He alone is capable of sin, for higher
beings are above the reach of temptations, ami the

animals, being subject to necessity, are below it.

It -is not inconsistent with the power of choice

between alternatives that God is represented as
the sole originating Cause ; but one fragment
pushes this so far as to he inconsistent with the

general doctrine, the writer's mind being for the
time overwhelmed by his sense of the nothingness
of the creature (see J. Rendel Harris, Fragments
of P/iilo Jtida'iijs, p. 8). The logos is another

faculty which raises man above the brute. Here
I'hilo, except in his scriptural allegories, simply
follows the Greek philosophers. The logos is two-
fold : 6 vdid0Tos, 6 Kara 5idvoia.v \byos, by virtue of

which we are rational ; and 6 irpoQopiKlx, or 6 KOTO

jrpoipopdf, or o yfywvw \6yos, whereby we are able to

converse. The latter is the interpreter (ipttrivfi's)

of the mind, and therefore ought to be cultivated,
so as to do justice to the thought. The virtues of

the double logos were symbolized by the I'rim and
Thummim (<>J)/\W<TIS and dXtJtffia) on the breastplate
of the high priest. The sources of knowledge are

sensible perception and reason. The former brings
the mind into connexion with the material world,
and is the starting-point of all our knowledge ; for

the intuitive apprehension of the intelligible cosmos
arises only on occasion of some sensible experi-
ence, as space is apprehended from the perception
of bodies at rest, and time from perceiving bodies

in motion. Nevertheless noiimena shine by their

own light, and in their higher forms reveal them-
selves only to the pure. Knowledge, however,
which depended simply on the natural faculties,

was insecure. As a rule, things were known only
by comparison with their opposites, and thatwhich

required something else to support it could not be

depended on. The formula of scepticism, that it

is safest to suspend one's judgment (ETT^X*"'), is

advocated in a long passage, in which the errors of

the senses and the conflicting views of men are

dwelt upon (dc Ebrict. 41-49 [i. 383-388]). Through
the varying opinions of the philosophers, there-

fore, I'hilo took for his unerring guide the laws
and customs divinely communicated to the Jews.

5. The doctrine iif God as eternal Beinrf. ()
The belief in the existence of one supreme God was
fundamental in the Jewish religion. In the world
of speculation, however, this was opposed by athe-

istic and pantheistic hypotheses, and it was there-

fore necessary to support the belief by philosophical
arguments. The microcosm, man, suggested the
true solution of the problems presented by the
macrocosm. As the visible body was presided
over by the invisible mind, so the universe which
engages our vision must be held together and
governed by an unseen sovereign. This conclu-
sion is continued by the evidence of design and
harmony in the objects around us. The cosmos
has all the appearance of being a work of art, and
consequently cannot be itself o wpuiros 8e!>s, but
must have proceeded from an intelligent and provi-
dential artificer. Again, the universe, as we have
seen, bore the marks of transience and dependence,
and so pointed to a TrpCiroi

1 or irptapvTO.TOv airiov,
which could be none other than supreme Ileason
or Mind (o ruv o\av poDs), which alone could pro-
duce a world that bore everywhere the impress of

rational thought. But the highest mode of ap-
proaching God was by religious intuition. The
world was only a shadow, which left men subject
to conjecture ; but God shone by His own light,

revealing Himself to the eyes of the soul, and

imprinting immortal thoughts upon the mind.
This intuition is not univeii-al. It requires soli-

tude, detachment from earthly cares, and freedom
from the sway of the senses. Self-knowledge,
leading to self-despair, opened the way for this

diviner knowledge ; and lie who had despaired of

himself knew the Self-existent. Accordingly, the

apprehension of God not only varied in different

persons, but in the same person changed with

changing moods.
(6) In forming an opinion r.bout the Divine

nature we are necessarily hampered by the limi-

tations of our own consciousness. The human
analogy evidently fails in a fundamental point.
Man is a derived being, placed in a world which
he has not created, while God is the underived
Creator of the universe. He is not only without
the human form, but without human passions.
The highest truth is expressed by the statement
that ' God is not as man '

(Nu 23 19
), and it is only

for purposes of admonition that He is said to be
'.as man' (Dt I

31
), and to have bodily organs, and

such passions as enmity and wrath. This thought
is frequently insisted on. The two most instructive

passages are de Srtcr. Ab. et Caini, 28-30 [i. 181-

1S3], "and Quod Dcus immut. 11-14 [i. 280-283].
The former, explaining the necessary use of an-

thropomorphic language on account of our weak-
ness, slims up in these words : d^eXfij oiV, u i/'i'X'Jj

TTav yfvqrov Ovrfrbv /j.tTafi\T]T6v fitfiyXov dirb 4vvota.$

T7JS TTpi 0OV TOV dyeVTJTOU HCLL dtyOdpTOV KO.L CLTp^TTTOV

Kai dyiov Kal nuvov /uaKapiou. The higher faculties

in men, however, reason and the preferential free-

dom of the will, were peculiar to them among
created beings, and must be regarded as essenti-

ally Divine ; so that we may regard God as free,

self-determining, ever active Mind (6 TOU iravros

vovs), possessed of rb avrf^ovaiov Kpdros, even His
beneficence being ascribed, not to His inability to

do evil, but to His preference for the good (de
Pluntat. Sue, 20 [i. 342].
When we seek to pass beyond this description,

and inquire into the essence of God, we are met with
blank mystery. The essence of the human mind
is impenetrable, much more that of God, so that

we can know only that He is, not what He is : 6 5'

&pa oi'Se TOJ vu Ka.Ta\r)TTTbs tin fj.i]
Kara TO elvat fjibfov'

uwdp^ts yap ?&$' f]v KaTa\a.fj.{3dvofj.ev O.VTOV, rCiv 8t ye
X^pis i/TrdpiJfws ouSir (Quod Dcus sit imnuit. 13 [i.

282]). Accordingly, He is in the strictest sense

without a name. There are, indeed, numerous

appellations which serve to denote Him, and He
is called in Scripture Kvpiy 6vufj.a.Ti 6 &v (dc Abr.
24 [ii. 19]) ; but these do not reveal His essence,
so as to communicate a perfect knowledge of what
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lie is. In spite of this opinion, Philo constantly
assumes tluit we luive u very extensive knowledge
ol (HH|, and it is generally supposed that his whole
duet rim- i- involved ill hopeless contradiction. This,
however, may lie resolved by a strict attention to

the meaning of words. According to 1'liilo, God
is a simple nncompouiidcd unity. But, when we
speak of Him us rational, good, powerful, we
violate His unity, and represent Him an mani-
fold. This is due to the imperfection of our

thought, which cannot comprehend the essence
in which these things are one, but can notice

only the different effects of the Divine causality
in the monifoldness of nature. An a simple
essence, (lull is without qualities (Siroios, a word
which expresses not, as is often said, the absence
of attributes, but the impossibility of das-ilii-.-i

lion). God is not a sort of God, or a sort of

.untiling, but is alone iu His incomprehensible
p i ire I ion. How, then, are we to regard His
attributes? A man is good by partaking of

g Incss, w!ii''li. as it may be shared by others,
makes the man it particular sort of man. Hud,
however, is not good by partaking of goodness,
as though it were something extraneous to Him-
self. Goodness and all such attributes are among
the i&urTjrt! of God

;
and if other beings may be

classified ns good, it is only because they partici-

pate in the Divine essence, in the eU-rnal and

archetypal ideas which the fulness of God ex-
h.-iusis and transcends. VuStv yap Ian rCiv KaXCiv,
5 lt.il Deou re Kal Ociov (cle Saw. Ab. et Caini, 17 [i.

174]) ; jrXijpijs 8i ayzOZv Tc\fiut>, /uuXXop Si, {i xpi> ^4

d\ritfts etVetp, avrfo Gjv rb dyaO^v, 6s ovpavt^ Kal yrj
TO. Kara fjitpos uuppiati' dyaOd (dc Scpten. 5 [ii. 280]) ;

rSif 5\utc ro^s ejriv it\ixp:?tffraros Kai aKpai^Wcrraros,
Kpelrruv i) apery Kal Kpfirruv rj (TrtaTr/nri Kal Kptlrrut
TJ ai'ri -rit ayaOav Kal aiirii ri> /io\6c (de Mundi Oil. 2

[i. _>]!.

I'-i I'licre is, then, no contradiction in ascribing
attributes to Him whose uncompounded essence is

so inscrutable. He is eternal, incorruptible, and
immutable, and thus difi'ercntiated in the most
absolute way from every thing created. Hence He
is not only the one only God, but He is the indi-
\'Uilile, archetypal unity, without parts or niciii-

1" is. He is invisible, except as spiritual light
revealing itself to the soul. He is omnipresent,
and 'has lilled the cosmos with Himself (dc
Post. Cain. 5 [i. 22'J]), having stretched his powers
through the earth and sky, so as to leave no part
empty. Being independent of place, He is at
once everywhere and nowhere, and all terms of

motion, like up and down, are inapplicable, except
figuratively, to God in His essence (TIJJ Kara TO ilvai

t>((fi ; see especially Conf. Liny. 27 [i- 42.3]). He is

equally independent of time, which belongs only to
the phenomenal world. Every thing being thus

present tu His view, He is omniscient, and no man
can hide himself from Him. As sole ellieient

Cause, He is omnipotent. He is also perfect, that
i~, eompli-ie in Himself, so that nothing could add
to I lie fulness from which all things come; and,
regarded as pure Being, He is out of all relation (r6

yap 6v, j Lv e'ariv, oi'x' rCiv rp6s ri), but some of His

powers are, as it were, relative (uxraxei irp&t T<) ; a
phrase which implies that, though they are de- I

wrilied liy relative terms, their character is not i

altered by the relation, but they impart all and re-

ceive nothing (see dr Mat. Xom. 4 [i. 582]). I'hilo
|

habitually teaches that God has no participation
in evil, and is the source only of good. With him
are of flrjaavpol n'jvw dyaO^v (dc Ftuftt <:t !)> ut. 1 "i

[i. 557]). In one passage, however, this is verbally
Contradicted, elai yap wJTrcp dyaOSiv OUTU Kal KaKuiv

irapa Tip 0ey ftpranpoi (Leff. All. in. 34 [i. 108]).
This may illustrate the kind of inconsistency into
which 1'lulo is hetiayed by his allegorical interpre-

tation of dillei cut passages ; but here the contra-
diction is relieved by the consideration that in olio

passage he is dealing witli moral evil, and in thu
other with Divine punishments. When we add
that God enjoys perfect blessedness and uninter-

rupted peace, we nave completed this preliminary
survey of His attributes.
And now a profound question arises which

philosophy was hold enough to answer. Why ilid

a I icing so perfect, and in need of nothing, create
the universe? Because He was good and niunili-

ccnt, and did not grudge to matter a share of His
own best nature ; and in thus bestowing His favours
He acted from His own sole initiative, oiiifvl Si

irapat;\7}Ttp rfs yap ^v ?repos ; puvy 5^ ai'ry xp7?^*-

fieros (</ Mumli Op. 5, (i [i. 5]). From the same
source springs His providential care, with which
He pours forth the abundant riches of His favours,
blessing the imperfect, and pitying the unworthy.
But His mercies are measured out in due propor-
tion, for not even the whole world could contain
them in their purity. Every doctrine of 1'rovidence,

however, is required to account for the existence
of pain and ot moral evil. The questions thus

suggested are discussed by I'hilo in his treatise
on 1'rovidence, where he gives the usual philoso-

phical answers, on which it is unnecessary to

linger. We must pass to the more characteristic

problem, How are we to reconcile the absolute

simplicity and unity of God with His manifold

activity in the world of phenomena?
Ii. The doctrine of the Divine /luivcrs. (a) Tlieir

existence mid character. When- we survey this

world and observe the mutual relation of its

several parts, we are driven to the conviction
that it is one system, and therefore that it is

held together by a pervasive and enduring power.
But this power is manifested in a vast variety of

objects, which embody distinct ideas or rational
forms ; and nothing but the presence of a compel-
ling lorce can prevent them from sinking-back into

amorphous matter. We are therefore constrained
in thought to recognize a multitude of powers, such
as habitual, vital, rational. God being the only
ellieicnt Cause, these powers must be Divine, and
so constitute the link between God and matter.

They belong therefore to the Divine essence, and,
as that essence is unknown, the powers too hide
their essence, and reveal only their ellects. They
are uncircumscribed, timeless, and unbegotten, holy
and unerring as God Himself, and consequently
they are only partially exercised in creation. From
this brief description it is apparent that they corre-

spond with the Platonic iilaii, and accordingly
I'hilo adopts this part of Platonic philosophy. The
principal passage bearing on this subject may be

quoted. God is represented as replying thus to

Moses : 'As, among you, seals, whenever wax or

any similar material is applied to them, make
innumerable impressions, not Buffering the loss of

any part, but remaining as they were, such you
must suppose the powers around Me to be, apply-
ing qualities to things without quality, and torms
to the formless, while they experience no change
or diminution in their eternal nature. But some
among you call them very appropriately ideas,
since they give ideal form to each thing, arianging
the unarranged, and communicating determinate
limits and definition and shape to the indeterminate
and indefinite and shapeless, and, in a word, alter-

ing the worse into the better' (lie Monarch, i. 6 [iu
218 f.l). The function of the ir idea

the work of creation is described in the following
passage: 'For God, as being ({ud, anticipating
that there could never be a beautiful imitation
without u beautiful pattern, or any perceptible
thing faultless which was not modelled in con-

formity with an archetypal and intelligible idea,
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when He wished to fabricate this visible cosmos,
first shaped forth the intelligible, in order that,

using an immaterial and most Godlike pattern,
He might work out the material cosmos, a more
recent copy of an older one, destined to contain
as many perceptible genera as there were intelli-

gible in the other. But it is not to be said or

supposed that the cosmos which consists of the
ideas is in any place ;

but in what way it subsists
we shall know by following up an example of what
takes place among ourselves. Whenever a city is

founded to gratify the high ambition of some king
or emperor, claiming autocratic authority, and at
the same time brilliant in thought, adding splen-
dour to his good fortune, sometimes a trained archi-

tect having offered his services, and inspected the

good temperature and suitability of the place, de-

scribes first within himself almost all the parts of

the city that is to be erected temples, gymnasia,
town-halls, market-places, harbours, docks, lanes,

equipment of walls, foundations of houses and
other public edifices. Then, having received the
forms of each in his own soul, as in wax, he bears
the figure of an intelligible city, and having stirred

up the images of this in his memory, and, still

more, having sealed there its characters, looking,
like a good workman, to the pattern, he begins to

prepare that made of stones and timber, making
the material substances like each of the immaterial
ideas. Similarly, then, we must think about God,
who, when He purposed founding the great city,
first devised its forms, out of which, having com-

posed an intelligible cosmos, He completed the

pi'ivi'ptible, using the former as a pattern. As,
then, the city which was first formed within the
architect had no exterior place, but had been sealed
in the artist's soul, in the same way not even the
cosmos that consists of the ideas could have any
other place than the Divine Logos which disposed
these things into a cosmos. For what other place
could there be for his powers which would be ade-

quate to receive and contain, I do not say all, but

any one unmixed?' (da Mundi Op. 4f. [i. 4]). The
ideas are not mere names, which could have no

efficiency, but are real essences, to which the quali-
ties of things are due (see especially Snmjifn nt . I:;

[ii. 201 f.]), and which maintain in material objects
the permanence of ideal types. They are eternal,
and do not perish with the things on which their

seal has been set ; for wisdom and goodness do not
die with the wise and good man. In their com-
bination they form the n/a/ios poirnis, which is the

archetype of the xitr^os atVSjjrJs. They have no

locality but the Divine thought, or God Himself,
who is the ' immaterial place of immaterial ideas'

(Cherub. 14 [i. 148]), the primal archetype, or rather
ohlcr and higher than the archetype, the Idea being
only one mode of the eternal Thought. From this

point of view the KBIT/IDS i/oijris is the son of God,
and its counterpart, the Kbaiios atV07;r<5s, is his

younger son. 1'hilo attempts no careful classifi-

cation of the powers ; but there are a few on which
he frequently dwells. The highest of all is the

Logos. Next to this comes the creative power, 7;

TroiT}TtKr], and then, in succession, TJ fia.ffi\iKT], TJ i'Xews,

and the two divisions of TJ vofj.oSeri.Kii, the preceptive
and the prohibitive. The lowest on the scale,
which are virtually only two, are subordinate
varieties of the two powers above them, affecting
the life of men, and not the entire cosmos. The
two great powers, the creative and the regal, have
their unity in the Logos. They are otherwise called

dyadtiTris and efowia, for by goodness God generated
the universe, and by authority He rules it. Scripture
represents this distinction by the two titles, fteiis and

Kvpws. Under the latter power is ranked the puni-
tive, for it is the business of a ruler to punish the

guilty ; but this is not inconsistent with goodness,

' the oldest [i.e. the highest and best] of the graces,'
for punishment is intended as a prevention or cor-

rection of sin.

(b) We must now notice a very difficult question,
What was the relation of the Divine /nm-.;* tn Um/'i

It is generally said that 1'hilo is here involved in

hopeless contradiction, sometimes treating the

powers merely as attributes, sometimes regarding
them as distinct persons. Philo himself felt that
the subject was obscure, and not to be rashly
spoken of before those who were incapable of

philosophical reflexion (see, especially, dc finer. Ab.
et Caini, 15 and 39 [i. 173 f. and 189]). The most
definite statement is found in an allegorical inter-

pretation of the visit of the three men to Abraham.
These symbolized the Father of the universe, and
His two oldest and nearest powers, the creative

and the regal. These present to the seeing intelli-

gence a mental image, now of one, and now of

three, of one, whenever the soul, being perfectly

purified, presses on to the idea which is unmingled
and complete in itself ; but of three when it is un-

able to apprehend the self - existent Being from
itself alone, but apprehends it through the effects.

That the triple image is virtually that of one sub-

ject is apparent not only from allegorical specu-
lation, but from the word of Scripture, which

represents Abraham as addressing his visitors,

not as three but as one, and as receiving the

promise from one only (de Abr. 24 1. [ii. IS ff.]). It

is clear from this passage that the creative and

regal powers are not conceived as beings distinct

from God, but only as answering to our imperfect
modes of apprehension, while to a true perception
both are lost in the supreme and unbroken unity
of God. In other words, our highest thought, when
it penetrates to the Divine unity, can apprehend
God only as pure Being ; but, when we view Him
through the variety of His operations, we are

obliged to think and speak of certain aspects of

that Being. An instructive analogy is furnished

by a description of the 'power' in the wise man.
It receives various names, piety, natural philosophy,
ethical, political ; and the wise man contains these

and numberless other powers; but in all he has
one and the same tlSos (de. Eiriet. 22 [i. 370 f.]}.

Agreeably to this view, the powers are spoken of

collectively as equivalent to the 'invisible' or
' eternal nature

'

of God. It is not surprising,

therefore, that God and His power or powers are

used interchangeably. Again, there are several

passages in which the powers are regarded as

predicates of God, and God is referred to as Him-
self being or doing what is implied by their several

names.

(c) What, then, is the function of the powerst
They are not intended, as is so often said, to act

as personal agents who can take the place of God
in all mundane affairs, but to present to our thought
the mode in which we may conceive of the Eternal

Mind as acting in time and space; or, in other

words, they are not meant to separate God from
the material world, but to bring Him into contact

with it. It is through them that the self-existent

Being (o ttiv or TO 5v) is omnipresent, having filled

the universe with Himself. He '

stretches
' them

into every part, as we may stretch our mind to a

speaker, or the energies of our souls to God. It

is through the powers that God 'touches' the

soul ; for we can receive only a broken and partial
revelation. The passage which is thought to prove

decisively the separate personality of the powers is

the following: f'f eKeltnjs [owrias] yap Traira iytvvriafv

6 Bees, OVK ftfxLTTTofj.fvo^ at'rus* ov yap TJV 0tfj.is aTret/jou

Kai ire<t>vpv.tvt}S i'Xi;s \[>a.(>eiv
TQV i5fj.ova KO.I paKtipiov,

d\\a rats dtrw/xdrots 8i'vdp.fffii>, &v Ti'p.ov ovop.a. at t'5^at,

/CaT6\p7J(TaTO TTpOS TO ytvOS $KO.ffTOV TTJV O.p/J.bTTOl'ffO.I'

\afieiv iJ.op<prjv (Sacrificant. 13 [ii. 201]). Yet even
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here it is God, evidently used in tin 1

highe-t sense,
\\liu generated tlii? universe, and tlie powers are

n-all\ 'ideas,' which impart form tn e\-cry genus.
< .'"I di. I nc'i touch matter Himself, for thai would

imply Ilia! Hi' eiimniunicatcd to it tin- totality 'if

tin 1 Divine idea, and that the universe, instead of

all'urding fragmentary gliiupsea of the Divine

thought*, was a complete revelation of IIU nature.

Again, it is quite in conformity with 1'hilo's

iihundant use of figurative language when God
and Hi- powers are compared to a sovereign and
his attendant bodyguard. Similarly, the human
mind, as a king, has its bodyguard of attendant

powers \ili- Mir/rut. Abr. 31 [i. 402], anil several

other passage*); and the passages where the Divine

powers figure most clearly as separate jiersons may
all In 1

explained as instances of this rhetorical style.
It is impossible for us to survey these in detail.

Some contusion arises also lieeause expositors are

nut careful to separate Philo's literal interpreta-
tions from his allegorical. Thus the three visitors

to Abraham might literally be angels, and yet
allegiirieally might be designed to represent God
miller three aspects of His being. A dilli-rent

order of reflexion arises in connexion with the

creation of man. The words ' Let us make man'
(mini to a plurality of persons. These words
would have ueen quite intelligible if I'liilo had
looked upon all the Divine powers as di-tim-l

per-ons; but in fact he feels their diflieultv, and
declares that the truest reason for them is known
to Cud only. He treats of them in four passages
of considerable length (tie M until Oj>. 24 [i. 16f.];
C<,nf. l.imi. 33-30 [i. 430-133]; de. Furjn et Inv.

13 f'. [i. 55('j] ; and de Mut. Norn. 4 [i. 582 f.l) ; and
in these he professes to give only a plausible eon-

jeeture. line distinction is maile perfectly clear.

Man, unlike the rest of the creation, has been

partlv formed by inferior agents, whereas the whole
cosmos, heaven and earth and sea, was made by
the architect Himself, without the co-operation
of others. This proves conclusively that the sub-

ordinate agents, to whom is assigned the partial
creation of man, were not regarded as identical

with the Divine powers which were exercised in

every part of creation. Man occupies a unique
place iii that he is liable to sin ; and therefore God
ill-legated the creation of man in part to others, in

order that, if evil arose, it might not be ascribed
to the Supreme Goodness. These others are

angels, and angels are souls (lying in the air, and
' under-servants of (toil's powers (roi)s &ro8ia.K6vov3

avrov Tuiv Suvd/ifwv dyytXovs, dc Jfonarrh. ii. 1 [ii.

Ji''J]i. Nevertheless, they are themselves spoken
of as God's powers. This apparent inconsistency
is easily explained. All objects which embodied
a rational idea might be spoken of as powers;
but these created and finite manifestations of

Hivine thought in the elements, in all the lovely
sights of nature, and in pure angelic souls in-

habiting the air, are not to be identified with the
infinite ami nnliegotten powers which, in our
modern language, must he described as attributes
of I. c.d. While, however, they are distinct to our

thought and perception, they participate in the
same nature; for it is only through sharing in a
Divine idea that matter can receive the impress
of rational form, or souls concentrate in them-
selves the characters of personality.

7. 'I'll' ilia-trine of the, Lurjos. (a) At the head
nf the hierarchy of Divine powers was the Logos.
This word occasions a good deal of dillieult\ to

interpreters of 1'hilo, owing to the want of any

Iin-ei-e
Knglish equivalent. It denotes, in its

ugliest -i-nse, the mind itself, but more especially
thi 1 rational faculty. Then it is applied to any
rat H in a I thought or idea residing within the mind,
and is extended to any relation which may be

rationally conceived, to an underlying principle or

law, for instance, of numbers or harmony, and to

the meaning of anything. From this it passes to

any kind of outward expression of some thought
or idea, particularly in spoken or written Inn

1'robably its best representative in Knglish is
'

Thought,' a word which has some approach to
the same variable application.

(Ij) \Ve have already seen that the cosmos pre-
sented a picture of rational forms or ideas ; and,
as these were combined in one harmonious whole,
they constituted one cosmic thought. This thought
was the highest genus, under which the multitu-
dinous ideas took rank as species ; or, more strictly,
God, as pure Being, was the mast generic, and His
reason or thought was second. The Logos, there-

fore, regarded as a Divine power, was the unitary
principle of all beneath it. It was by virtue of
His reason that God was both ruler and good ; or,
in other words, creation and providence were both

expressions of reason. If so, a po^rij K(HT/J.OS must
have existed in the mind of God prior to the
visible world ; and, as it was the sum of the
Divine thoughts, it was the Logos of God. 'The
intelligible cosmos,' says 1'hilo, 'is nothing else
than Clod's Logos, when he is already engaged in

making a cosmos; for neither is the intelligible

city anything else than the rellexion {\ayurniis) of
the architect when he is already intending to
create the city' (tic Mundi Oj>. (j [i. 5]). From
this point of view the Logos is the supreme
archetypal idea (t'oe'a TUJP tdeujv}, which by its im-

press, as of a seal, on matter constitutes the visible

universe. Matter, however, was inherently incap-
able of retaining what was once impressed upon it ;

and hence its ideal forms were forces or powers
constantly present and active, and might be re-

garded as a law, the eternal and pervasive law of

right reason,' which, stretching from centre to

circumference, was a bond of the universe that
could not be broken. The same supreme Logos
appeared in man as the moral law, enjoining what
was right and forbidding what was wrong. Thus
the Logos, the intelligible cosmos, became manifest
in the universe, where it dwelt as an 'intelligent
and rational nature,' ministering as a high priest
in the cosmic temple of God.

(r) It is well known that the human logos was
divided into ecStd^eroy and Trpotpopittos, and that
these terms were, in the later theology, extended
to the Logos of God. Now Philo, while familiar
with this distinction in the case of man, never

applies to God the technical language by which
it was described. Hence it is sometimes main-
tained that the distinction in the Divine Logos
was absent from his thought. But the conception
of a twofold Logos is involved in the account which
we have already given, and it is quite explicitly

recognized by 1'hilo. The principal passage is

in the Vita Mosis, iii. 13 [ii. 154], where it is said
that the '

Logos is double lioth in the universe and
in the nature of man,' and the former is divided
into that which relates to immaterial ideas,
and that which relates to the visible objects of

the perceptible cosmos. Nevertheless, the analogy
between man and God was incomplete; for God
had no organs of speech, and His word was seen
in His works, and not heard by the ears (see,

especially, tlr. Migrnt. Abr. 9 [i. 443 f.]). 1'hilo may
therefore have shrunk from adopting the usual

terms, as one of them suggested anthropomorphic
ideas.

(ih The Logos, as the sum and unity of the
world of ideas, was identical with the Divine
reason ; aiid this reason was not an essence ex-
traneous to God, by sharing in which God became
rational, but was a mode of the Divine essence,
and in no way broke the solitude of God which
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existed prior to creation. God, however, was
more than reason (Kpeicrauv ^ Trdo-a \oyiKT] {frvau,

Fragments, ii. 625) ; and therefore it was possible
to apprehend the Divine reason, though none
could reach God in His essence. Since thought
may be regarded as a product of the mind, the

Logos, as the cosmic thought, might be conceived
as produced by God, and in this aspect is spoken
of under the figure of a son, TrpeaflisraTos or wpuro-
701/05 fio's. The epithet implies that there were
other ami younger sons ; and this is agreeable to
Philo's view of God as 6 irarrjp run i>\uv or rZv
tv-ruv. As the son of God, the firstborn arche-

typal idea, which by its impress has converted
formless matter into a cosmos, it is God's image,
in accordance with which the rational soul in

man was created. Or, in another figure, it is the
shadow of God, disclosing by its incidence upon
matter the rational form of which the substance
is invisible.

(e) It is now apparent in what sense the Logos
was conceived as mediator between God and
matter. It was not a personal demiurgus, creat-

ing, under orders, a universe which God Himself
would not touch, but rather the effectual Divine

Thought, through which God made His own work
(ri> i'Siop (pyof, Qais rcr. div. her. 42 [i. 502]), im-

pressing it, like a seal, upon matter. As the
hidden Reason of God, it is eternal ; as the ob-

jective Thought of God, impressed upon matter, it

has come into existence. As essentially Divine, it

might be spoken of, but only imperfectly (iv KO.TO.-

Xp'jfffi), as God (de Somn. i. 39 [i. 655]) ; and once
it is described as 6 Sct'Tcpos 6(os (Fragments, ii. 625).
This we can understand, if we bear in mind that
matter was not regarded as simply put into shape,
and then left to itself, but its cosmic form was the

living presence of Divine thought, the sum of all

that man could truly apprehend of God, though he
could rise to the knowledge that Keason was not
exhaustive of Being, but transcendent beyond it

was the eternal Cause, whose essence was un-
knowable.

(/) Philo, following the Old Testament, fre-

quently refers to Wisdom. In many passages this
is identified with the Logos. In others the two
terms are distinguished ;

and it is a little perplex-
ing to find that their mutual relations are inverted,
Wisdom being the fountain of the Logos, and the

Logos being the fountah. of Wisdom. Probably
the dilticulty may be resolved by the difference
between the universal and the particular. Human
reason or wisdom, distributed among many souls,
flows from the supreme Wisdom or Reason, which
are identical with one another in either the higher
or the lower sphere. The term Wisdom is almost

always used in relation to man, and is more ap-
plicable than Logos to some forms of character and
attainment; but the latter term is generally pre-
ferred, both on account of its philosophical associa-

tions, and perhaps ow ing to I'hilo's preference lor

a masculine substantive.
Another word which is sometimes used instead

of Logos is Trvf~r

[j.a. This occasionally denotes ' air

in motion'; but in its higher sense it is identical
with Logos. In the latter sense it is used only in

connexion with men, and under the suggestion of

some passage of Scripture.
The cosmical Thought necessarily contained a

multitude of subordinate thoughts or logoi. This
Stoical doctrine was fully adopted by Philo, who
used the word loijai as synonymous with the
Platonic ideas, the powers which constituted the
essence of things. In relation to man they are
' the right words of wisdom,' seen with the eyes
of the soul, ethical ideas or laws, the heavenly
manna by which the soul is fed.

(g) The question of the personality of the Logos

is one beset with difficulty, and consequently
receives conflicting answers. It may be main-
tained that Philo regarded it as a person, that he
did not so regard it, or that he vacillated illogically
between the two conceptions. The doctrine hitherto
laid down does not involve the attribute of per-

sonality. Large allowance must be made for

Philo's excessive love of poetical personification.

Laughter is the ideal son of God, and the graces are
his virgin daughters. Similar figures are abun-

dantly applied to the Logos. It is a ' charioteer
and umpire,' a '

physician,' a '

military officer,' a
'

spear-bearer,' and a '

champion.' This use of per-
sonification is largely suggested by the allegori-
cal interpretation of the persons in Genesis, who
represent ideas, including the Logos. Passages
where such ligures are employed could hardly
induce any one to ascribe personality to the Logos ;

but they may warn us to be very careful in other

passages where the figurative meaning is- not so

obvious. We must briefly survey the arguments
which have most weight. The Logos is the image
of God and the archetype of man : could this be
true of anything but a person ? The answer must
depend on the writer's style of thought and lan-

guage ; and this is clearly revealed in his treat-

ment of the number seven. This number is the
'

image
'

of God, and is referred to as if it were the

very essence of the Logos. It is everywhere im-

pressed upon creation. There are seven stars in

the Pleiades and in the Bear. There are seven

planets. There are seven zones marking the divi-

sions of the sky. There are seven days in the

week, determined by the changes of the moon.
The same law extends to man. The head has
seven essential parts two eyes, two ears, two
nostrils, and the mouth. We need not give further

details. In brief, the number seven is a mirror in

which the Maker and Father of the universe is

manifested (see especially de Mnndi Op. 30 it'.

[i. 21 tl'.]; Li-ff. All. i. 4, 5 [i. 45 f.]; de Dccal. 21

[ii. 198]). This presents to us in a very striking

way the mode in which Philo conceived that the
Divine Thought was impressed upon matter, and
became there an image of its originator. Regarded
as the archetype of human reason, the Logos is

simply the rational power of God, by participation
in which man becomes rational. 'The suppliant
Logos '(6 iv/rijs X>yo5) is sometimes the suppliant

cry of men ; and once, where it is represented as

standing between God and creation, the ambas-
sador of the one and the suppliant of the other, it

seems clearly to mean, in a figure, the cry
' of the

mortal pining always for the incorruptible,' seek-

ing for the complete realization of the Divine idea

(Q
:
i<is rer. div. her. 42 [i. 501 f.]). Whether the

title Trapa.K\T)Tos is ever applied to the Logos is at
least doubtful ; if it is so at all, it is only to the

Logos as identified with the cosmos. The passages
which are most relied on as proving the personality
of the Logos are those in which the term 'angel'
is applied either to it or to the logoi. Of these

there are no fewer than seventeen, and it is im-

possible- for us to consider them here one by one.

The key to the true interpretation of all of them
is to be found in Philo's system of allegorical

interpretation. The angels of the Old Testament
become in this system Divine thoughts, just as the

patriarchs, Moses and Aaron, and other persons,
have fixed symbolical meanings attached to them.
As we might expect in dealing with such a vision-

ary world, Philo's language is not always quite
consistent and clear ; but, with a little care, every

passage will yield its allegorical sense, and will

save us from the necessity of forcing on Philo the

absurd supposition that the great cosmic Thought
of God was a soul flying in the air, that Jacob

literally wrestled with this uneircumscribed and
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ineinpiireal pnvver, nil. I lliiit ordinan in. n >;,!

shower- nf angel-. Tlir Srri|itmv i- accustomed
to describe heavenly visitations under the name "i

angel-: lull tiller. when applied to iln- \; ua

dial i.tcr- repre-ented by the persons whum th>-v

vi-iie.l, -ymholize the Divine thoughts, pn pi-,
or laws whieh enme with their heavenly menage-
to the -.ml. We maybe permitted t<> sum up in

\\uiiU which have been used elsewhere : 'The
l...gi>s i- tin- Tin night of God, dwelling -nl>|. n i\.-l\

in i In- inhniii- Mind, planted out and inude ob-

jective in the universe. The cosmos is a tissue of

lat.nnal l'i >ree-, which images the beauty, the

JMI\\ t-r, tlir goodness of its primeval fountain. The
iva-i>n nf man is this same rational force end-ring
into consciousness, and held by each ill proportion
to tin- truth and variety of his thoughts; and to

follow it is the law of righteous living. Kaeh form
which we can ilillerentiate as a distinct specie*,
cai h ml.- 'it conduct which we can treat as an
injunction of reason, is itself a Logos, one of those
innumerable thoughts or laws into which the
univer-al Thought may, through self-reflexion, lie

re-olvcd. Th MS, wlierever we turn, these Words,
which lire really Works of God, confront us, and
lift our minds t.> that uniting and cosmic Thought
which, though comprehending them, is itself de-

]ie!nleiit, and tells us of that impenetrable BEING
From whose inexhaustible fulness it comes, of
wh.i-e pi-i it-, i ii ins it is the shadow, and whose

Splendours, too dazzling for all but the purilied
intuitions of the highest souls, it at once suggests
and veils" i Drummond, P/iilo JiultKiix, ii. p. '273).

8. The, Jrir/Jtcr relations of mnn, and the ethical

jin/i'-i/i/i's ir/iicfi rested upon them. (n) The Logos
was I lie archetype of human reason; and this

reason was the true generic man, made according
to the image of God, and not yet divided into

. which arose with the Mnoulded' man, who
participated in quality, consisted of body and soul,
was man or woman, and naturally mortal. We
ba\e seen that Halo believed in the pre-cxistence
of the soul: but how he reconciled this doctrine
with the biblical account of the creation of man is

in it apparent. The first man, having proceeded
more directly from God, was the most perfect,
while his descendants, who sprung from men,
underwent continual degeneration. Adam himself
made a wrong choice, being led astray by woman,
sen-ation, which acted under the seduction of the

serpent, pleasure. But participation in the original

type f humanity was never lost. Man was the
true temple of God, and none was so base as never
tn lie visited with noble thoughts. The highest
form of this visitation was prophecy, which came
only to the wise and good, who in moments of

cr-ta-v were possessed by God, anil spoke nothing
oi i heir own. The knowledge of grand ideals,
combined with the power of wrong choice, made
man a moral and responsible being; and 1'hilo

de.il- -I. abundantly with ethical questions that it

is pns-ililc to gather his unsystematic utterances
iiiln Mime sort of orderly arrangement.

(It} The supreme end of human life is ci'Sc.tfjLot'ia,

and this consists of 'the practice of perfect viitue
in a perfect life' (Quorl ilet. tint. ins. 17 [i. '-'O3]).

lint, while virtue shi.uld be followed for its own
sake, it is something higher to follow it for the
sake ut honouring and pleasing God. He is the

peite.'t -j.Mid ; and to follow Him. and lind refuge
with Him. is eternal life (fu>j ciiiwoi), while de-

parture from Him is death (ilc Fnijn rt Invent.
)."> [i. ~i57]). The supreme evil, then, is >i\aima,
Otherwise described as fj.(ya\a.i

:

xia, doV/taa, or

d/iaila. This ignorance is a forgetfnlness of our
indebtedness to God, to whom alone it is congru-
ou- tn siy 'mine'; and 'whoever dares to say
that anything is his own shall be written down a

slave for all eternity' (Ley. All. iii. "0 [i. 120]).
The conditions of responsibility are, first, the

possession of a twofold nature, inclining respec-
tively to the eternal and the transient ; conse-

quently the power of choice between alternative- ;

and, thirdly, a knowledge of the better and the

worse, which is given by the conscience. It is

man's bodily constitution that renders him liable
to sin ; for the body, being phenomenal, is opposed
to the eternal, and sin consists of a preference for
the transient and partial instead of the eternal
and universal. The body, accordingly, is a prison,
a tomb, or a foreign land, which impedes the
reason in the pursuit of its true end. Pleasure
(riSovri), one of the irrational passions, is the prin-
ciple which brings mind and sensation together ;

and it is the desire for pleasure that leads us into
moral evil. 'Ertffv/iia is generally used in a bad
sense, as the desire ' for absent things which are
looked upon a- good, but are not truly so,' such as
food and drink, wealth, glory, power. From this

source all public and private wrongs have sprung.
Nevertheless, 1'hilo distinctly disapproves of asceti-

cism. '

If,' he says, 'you see any one not taking
food and drink at the proper time, or declining
the use of baths and ointments, or neglecting
covering for his body, or sleeping on the ground
and keeping an uncomfortable house, and then
from these things counterfeiting temperance, take

compassion on his error, and show him the true

way of temperance' (Quod (let. jiut. ins. 7 [i. 1!)5]).

If the perfect man reaches a state of airdOeLa, this

is only a deliverance from the sway of the irra-

tional passions through the joyous energy of love
and trust. As the end of man's probation, 1'hilo

expected the triumph of good over evil. The
Israelites would be gathered together into their
own land

; but there is no clear recognition of a
Messiah, still less of any identification of him with
the Logos. The punishment of sin is a living
death, and the final reward of virtue is to have
the Divine Spirit of wisdom within, and to hold
communion with the Unbegotten and Eternal.

iv. PIIILC/S IxKi.fKxcE os CHUISTIAX WKITKRS.
The interest which is felt by Christian theologians

in the writings of Philo is due not only to the light
which they throw on Hellenistic thought in the
time of Christ, but still more to the wide influence
which they exerted on the development of Christian

theology. The beginning of this influence is some-
times traced in the doctrine ami language of the
Fourth Gospel. The doctrine of the Logos set
forth in the Prologue has several points of contact
with Philo's, and through the remainder of the

Gospel many other parallels have been pointed out.
Nevertheless there is no obvious quotation, and the

style of the author is entirely diM'ercnt from that
of Philo. His vocabulary too is strikingly diU'erent,
as an}' one may see by looking through Siegfried's
' Glossariiim 1'hilonenm.' which fills more than 83

pages of his Philn ran Aleximlrin (pp. 47-131). A
few examples of classes of words, taken at random,
may be given. Philo is fond of compounds with
Svs-, having iS words of this kind ; the Gospel has
none. Philo has 4O compounds with ei'- ; the Gospel
has only '2 quite common words. Philo has 73

compounds with CK-, not one of which is in the

Gospel, though the latter has 14 such compounds,
nearly all very common words. Philo has 07 com-

pounds with (TTi- which are not in the Gospel, the

Gospel having 11 ordinary words. If the writer
was versed in the writings of Philo, it is strange that
he has not even inadvertently borrowed an appre-
ciable quantity of his characteristic vocabulary.
Kven in the doctrine of the Logos the character-
istic phraseology is wanting in the Gospel : iroXi-u-

Kn/aos, 6 fpuTjvcui rov Oeov \jyos, 6 ro/ici't, irptcr/ji'-roTOf

IHJS, o ayyeXuv TpnrjSiirarof, dp
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t'5^a, 6 VOTJTOS /c6<Tjuo?, TUTTOS roD fK

0eds. We may further observe that the multitude

of philosophical terms descriptive of God is entirely
absent from the Gospel. In reading the valuable

collection of parallels made by Professor Julius

Grill (Untersuchungen itl-r die Entstehung dcs

ricrten Evangel'iuiiis, Erster Teil, 1902, pp. 106-

138), where the Greek text of Philo is fully pre-

sented, one cannot fail to be impressed by the

marked difference in the style and phraseology of

the two writers. Amid many interesting resem-

blances of thought, which indicate the presence
of a similar religious and philosophical atmosphere,
there are some striking contrasts ; and, in the few
cases where the same words are used, the identity

may be explained without the hypothesis of direct

literary dependence. These facts show that it is

not unreasonable to suppose that the resemblances

may be due to the common stock of ideas which

belonged to thoughtful men at that time. There
are two lines of evidence which strengthen the pro-

bability that this may be the case. First, Philo

himself had an extensive acquaintance with Pales-

tinian interpretation. For particulars see Sieg-

fried, Philo von Alexandria, p. 145 ft'., and Bernhard

Hitter, Philo und die Halaeha: Eine vergleichende
atudie itnter steter Beriieksichtigung dt's Josephiis,

1879. Secondly, other books of the New Testament
also contain a number of parallels to Philo's exposi-
tion ; and, although we cannot prove that the

writers of these books had not read Philo, it seems
more probable that the coincidences are due to the

general drift of thought. Even the Synoptic Gos-

pels furnish some striking resemblances in phrase-

ology and sentiment. The Epistles of St. Paul

approach Philo more nearly, and even contain ex-

amples of allegorical interpretation. It is perhaps
more surprising to find that the Epistle of James
has many words and figures, allusions and precepts,
in common with Philo, and that the two w-riters

agree in some of their doctrines, both in substance

and in the mode of presenting them. The author

of the Epistle to the Hebrews betrays an obvious

affinity with the Alexandrian school ; and yet, even

in his case, we cannot prove a direct dependence
upon Philo. See particulars, and other works re-

ferred to, in Siegfried, and in Anathon Aall,

Geschichte der Logosidee in dcr chriitlichen Littera-

tur, 1899, who assumes a more direct dependence

upon Philo than seems securely established by the

evidence. On the wide prevalence of a Logos-
doctrine in the 1st cent., and its connexion, through
the mediation of Stoicism, with the old Egyptian
theology, see many interesting particulars in R.

Reitzenstein's Zwci rfUgionsgescnichtliclie Fragen
nach iinfiedruckten grieehischen Texten dcr Strass-

burgei- BMiothek, 15)01.

When we pass from the New Testament, the con-

nexion with Philo gradually becomes more and more

obvious, especially through the predominance of

that vicious mode of interpretation of which he

made such extensive use. This is seen in the

Epistle of Barnabas, which follows some of the

principal rules of allegory. It is still further ex-

emplified in the writings of Justin Martyr, where
the whole false system is fully established. The

Apologist, moreover, in his doctrine of the Logos,
has many points of agreement with Philo, which

are wholly wanting in St. John ; and it is certainly
not improbable that a philosopher had studied the

works of the Alexandrian sage. Similar appear-
ances are presented by the works of other apologists,

Tatian, Athenagoras, Theophilus. When we come
to the great Alexandrian writers, Clement and

Origen, "there is no longer any room for doubt

for they expressly refer to him. They inherit from

lim the rules of allegorical interpretation, and are

Jependent on him in some of their important doc-

trinal statements. Eusebius frequently quotes him,
and borrows his doctrines and interpretations ; and
le was read even in the West, for Ambrose makes'

imple use of him, and sometimes transfers his very

words, in a Latin translation, to his own pages.

Jerome, too, is familiar with his writings, and
avails himself especially of his interpretations of

scriptural names, though sometimes correcting
liim. It was probably, for the most part, through
Jerome that these explanations passed on to other

Latin Fathers. See the whole subject treated by
Siegfried, p. 303 ff., where other works are referred

to. This widely spread knowledge of his writings
shows the high estimation in which Philo was held;

but, nevertheless, we cannot place him among the

world's great original thinkers. To class him, as

ancient writers did, with Plato, must seem to us an
absurd exaggeration of his powers. His system of

interpretation, borrowed indeed but extended and

popularized by him, may have helped for a time

to save the reverence due to the Scriptures, but

was in its ultimate effect purely mischievous, hiding
the real beauties of the ancient records, and re-

ducing Revelation to a fantastic puzzle. But he

gave eloquent expression to a great movement of

thought, and prepared a sort of philosophical
mould in which the fluid doctrines of Christianity
.ould acquire consistency and shape; and amid his

tedious interpretations there are splendid Hashes of

spiritual thought, while his ethical teaching reaches

an exalted purity, without transgressing the bounds

of sober sense, and is always Hushed with the hues

of religious faith, and reverence for the Will and

Spirit of God.

LITERATI-RE. In the foregoing article only the most im-

portant references have been given ; for the opinions of Philo

are collected from such a number of passages that the com-

plete references would occupy an undue amount of spare.

They will be found in the present author's work, Philo .In tceus:

ar &e Jewish-Alexandrian Philosophy in its Development mut

Completion, 2 vols., London, 1888, where also there is a much
fuller discussion of controverted points. In addition to works

alreadv referred to, it mav be sufficient to mention the follow-

in" : August Gfrorer, Philo und die aletandrinitchc Theoiofhie,

1S31 ; August Ferdinand Dahne, Geschichtlichc Darxte/lini'i der

judiich-Meiandrimeehen Keligions-Phi/<ii'phit.l& : Friedrich

Keferstein. Philo'x Lehre imi den q&ttKehm Mittelwesen, 1S46 ;

Zeller Die I'hilosophie dcr Grieeaen in ihrer geschiclMichen
EntmMunn iii. Thl. 2 Abth. 1881 ; Henry Soulier, La Ii Ktrine

du Logos chez PIMon d'Aleiandru, 1S7B ; Anathon Aall, Ges-

chichte der Logosviee in der griednsehen Philosophif, 1S9C1.

\ fuller bibliography may be consulted in Schiirer, <;./! '> ill.

54ff An interesting Floriltgimn Philoiiis has been collected

anil published by Mr. C. G. Monteflore in the JQR [April 1S95

vii. pp. 4S1-14J.
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tin- Traditional Text.
56-58. The argument a priori.
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64-06. ' Alexandrian '
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and Syriac Versions, especially k and Syr-'ii.

82. The value of KB in opposition, to Syriac and Latin

evidence combined.
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1. OIMKCT. 1. The object of Textual Criticism
[- ti- ivrover the ipsissimtt verba of the docu-
iiii-Mt- nf \\hich the NT is composed, and to pre-
sent them to modern readers as nearly as possible
in the form in which they left their iiuthors'

hands. This definition is based on the assump-
tion that all the copies of the different books
we possess, whether in Greek or in a transla-

tion, are capable of being traced back in the last

report to one and the same original. The assump-
tion i< a natural one, and not to be surrendered
without very cogent reason. Still we cannot ex-

clude the possibility that any particular book may
h,-i\'- been current from Apostolic times in two
cloM-ly related but distinct forms. St. Paul may,
as Lightfoot suggested,* have issued a second
edition of his Epistle to the Romans. St. Luke
may, as Blass maintains, have issued two editions,
both of his Gos]iel and of the Acts. The pheno-
ini'iia presented by the text of St. Mark, not only
in rrganl to the last twelve verses but throughout
the Gospel, may need the same hypothesis for their

adequate solution.! In such cases the task of the
critic becomes still more delicate. He has to dis-

entangle and present distinctly not one original
but two, which were once current side by side,
but which have in the course of time been blended

together, in almost inextricable confusion, in all

our r\tant authorities.

2. From this definition of the object which all

textual critics alike have before them two conse-

(|in in r> follow, to which it will not be superfluous,
judging from the past history of the science, to
call attention before we pass on.

Tin- lirst is this. There is at present, and there
must remain, room for legitimate difference of

opinion. We must be careful not to arrogate to

the form of text which we ourselves prefer an
exclusive right to represent the true ' word of God.'

s, the papers by him and by Hort, reprinted from the
Journal QfPhuolQffy in Biblical Ewayg, pp. 287-374.

t See Blass, Tfitkriti^che Beinerkutigen zu Markup.
EXTRA VOL. 14

The necessity for this caution is perhaps not so

great as it was in the days of Griesbach.* The
appeal made in a recent pamphlet by the leading
supporter of one of the two rival schools of Textual
Criticism to a standard which has yet to be fixed
is a most hopeful sign.t
The second consequence which follows from our

definition of the object of Textual Criticism is this.

As all textual critics are engaged on one and the
same sacred study, and are fellow-workers to a
common end, they will do well to take special
iiains to cultivate mutual respect. It is strange,
but it is none the less true, that the study of
Textual Criticism seems to have a peculiarly dis-

astrous effect upon the temper. The virulence
with which Walton, Mill, Griesbach, and Lach-
mann were assailed, not to speak of more recent

examples, is a deep stain on the annals of the

study.J
ii. MATERIALS. 3. It does not fall within the

scope of this article to describe at length the ma-
terials available for the Textual Criticism of NT.
In part they are dealt with under separate heads

(see A, K, 13, C, D, Arabic Version, etc.). For a

complete list (and for purposes of reference any-
thing short of a complete list is unsatisfactory) the
student must be referred to the recognized store-
houses of information, e.g. Tregelles, vol. L of
Home's Introduction to the Neio Testament, revised

1856, by no means to be neglected ; Prolegomena
to Tischrndurf, ed. C. R. Gregory, 1884-94 ;

Scrivener's Introduction to the Criticism of the
New Testnnient 4

, 1894, revised by E. Miller and
others ; Gregory, Textkritik dcs Neuen Testa-

mentes, Leipzig, 1900. The evidence, so far as it

had been ascertained at the time of publication,
was collected in two great critical editions.

4. The edition by Tischendorf, ed. viii. 1869-72,
is at present indispensable for students, but it

needs throughout to be carefully checked and
supplemented. The edition of Tregelles (1857-79)
is no less a marvel of patient accuracy. Unfortu-

nately, the first two Gospels were issued before

the discovery of K, and, though the evidence is

supplied in an Appendix issued by Hort and
Streane after the author's death, it is awkward
to use. The statement of the evidence is, how-
ever, given with great clearness. And the method
adopted a deliberate limitation of the authorities,
whose evidence was to be represented, to the uncial

* See the Prolegomena to his second edition. Sect. l. 3, p.
xlvf. [ed. London, 1H09J, esp.

' Deinde non ideo verbum Dei
mutatur, quia in textu vulgari unum alterumve vocabulnm
deletur aut additur aut cum alio permutatur. Quod hebraico

magis quam latino nomine verbum Dei appellare solent, con-
tinetur sen.fu Scriptune sacrse ; non autem ita in ipsis syllabis
atque literis consistit, ut mutato (ob gravissimas ratioiies et
auctoritates, ac salvo sensu) vocabulo quodani, ipsum Dei
verbum, hoc est doctrina Christi ac Apostolorum, pereat.
Nulla emendatio a recentioribus editoribus tentata ullani Scrip-
tune sacra? doctrinam inimutat aut evertit; paura- sensum
sententiaruni atficiunt. Ad has posteriores quod attinet,
tenendum porro est, principium, ut aiunt, peti ab iis, qui
verbum Dei ab editore mutari existiment- Nempe hoc est id

ipsum, de quo disputatur, utrum scilicet lectio vulgarium
editionum, an vero lectio aliorum ac meliorum codicum,
genuina sit verbi divini pars. Nemo itaque vfrbum Dei se
defendere ideo jactet, quia textum Elsevirianum tuetur. Nam
CPquo jure ii, qui manuscriptorum codicum textum defendunt,
dicere possent, verb! divini mtegritatem a se propugnari contra
corruptonnn interpolationes.'

t See The Textual Controversy and the Tmntirth Centura, by
Edward Miller, M. A., p. 24 :

* Thus I submit my case to all the
learned in Christendom. When I speak of the Traditional Text,
I mean that recension of the Received Text which shall ulti-

mately be settled by the voice of Christendom upon an ex-
haustive examination of all the evidence in existence. My own
Commentary, so far as it goes, is meant to be a contribution
towards such a settlement.

'

Accordingly, neither does my theory consciously override
facts, nor must my expressions be taken to be dogmatic, when
convenience in writing leads me to drop hypothetical lan-

guage.'
I See Tregelles, AKvunt of Vie Printed Text, pp. 115-117.

254-256.
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MSS, a few select cursives, all the Versions, and
the Fathers up to Eusebius has a real advantage,
as it concentrates attention on that period in the

history of the text about which there is room for

serious difference of opinion.*
Editions which aim at giving only a selection of

readings such as Baljon's (1898) are radically un-

satisfactory. It is impossible to estimate the value
of any authority in any single book without study-
ing the whole of its readings through that book.

Editions such as that published by E. Nestle at

Stuttgart in 1899 are convenient as indicating con-

cisely the differences between the most important
among recent critical editors, but do not profess
to give the grounds on which their judgments are
based. A Te.etunl Cnniiiicntary upon the Holy
Gospels, edited by E. Miller largely from materials
collected by the late Dean Burgon, of which

part i. (Mt 1-14) appeared in 1899, will afford a
useful index to the Gospel references to be found
in the Fathers down to the latest period. This list

is based directly on the indexes compiled with
enormous labour by Dean Burgon, now in the
Biitish Museum. It has not apparently been

supplemented by reference to other sources, e.g.

Tregelies, or Hort in the Notes on Select Read-

ings in his Appendix. It needs, besides, and will

no doubt in due course receive, careful sifting.

Scholars, however, cannot but be grateful for the
labour that has been bestowed on its preparation.

It is only right to add that Mr. Miller's judg-
ment on the drawback to the use of Patristic

evidence from the uncritical character of the
current editions of their works t must be checked
in the light of Barnard's edition of the Qiiis
dives salfi'fin; and his account of ' The Biblical

Text of Clement of Alexandria
'

in Cambridge
Texts and Studies, v. 2 and 5. Nestle also has
some pertinent remarks, with illustrations, in his

Textual Criticism vf NT, p. 144 ff., Eng. tr.

Mr. Miller's edition embodies, besides, the re-

sults of recent collations, chiefly of cursives. A
certain number of misprints are inevitable in a
work of this scope. Students, however, should be
warned that Mr. Miller has not incorporated all

the various readings for which there is MS evi-

dence. Nor does he always quote completely the

subsidiary authorities, e.g. the MSS of the Latin

Versions, in the passages which Ke selects for com-
ment. Again, the authority of tne Revisers is

quoted constantly for readings on ivhich it is clear

that they were never called upon to pronounce an

opinion.
iii. METHODS AND PRINCIPLES. 5. The mai.i

purpose of this article is to discuss the methods
and principles by the help of which we may hope to

secure the best result from our use of the materials
available for Textual Criticism. This, it is well to

remember, is the true province of the textual critic.

It is, no doubt, of lirst-rate importance for any one
who wishes to bring out a critical edition, that
he should have a certain amount of experience
in the direct handling of MSS. But to imagine,
as Dean Burgon seems to do, that the value of a

* Von Soden's Die S:hri/ten tiff NT, etc. (Bd. i. Abt. 1, 1902)
is a worthy fruit of the recent revival of German interest in NT
Textual Criticism. Hf has already revolutionized the catalogue
of NT Greek MSS. When completed, the work cannot fail to
mark an immense advance in the scientific presentment of the
materials lor Criticism.

t Lc. p. xiii :

*
I am persuaded that more is made of this

drawback than would he if it were generally known how little

modern editing of the best kind, perhaps not in Eusehius, but
in mot authors, alters the quotations.'
A ^omewhat lurid light is thrown on this remark by a

sentence in Nestle, I.e. p. 145, Eng. tr,
' As late as 1872 an

Oxford editor, in bringing out Cyril of Alexandria's Com-
mentary on the Gospel according to St. John, wrote down only
the initial and nnal words of the quotations in his manuscript,
and allowed the compositor to set up the rest from a printed
edition of the Textus Receptus.'

man's opinion on a matter of Textual Criticism

depends directly on the extent of his first-hand

acquaintance with original documents, is very like

measuring the skill of a jeweller by the amount
of his experience in the work of a diamond
field or of a gold mine, or refusing to accept a
historian's estimate of a document unless he has
himself inspected the MS from which it was

printed. In fact, the qualities that go to make an
ideal collator, such as Scrivener for instance, are

very rarely combined with the capacity and the

opportunity for taking such a comprehensive and

intelligent survey of the whole evidence as can

qualify a man to pronounce a sound judgment on
the relative importance of any particular element
in it. The constant growth of available material

makes it increasingly important to lay stress on
the radical distinction between the two functions

the function of collecting and the function of

interpreting the materials of criticism.

It is strange, and not a little sad, that after

nearly two centuries of discussion there should as

yet be no general agreement among textual critics

on the fundamental principles or even the methods
of their science. Yet so it is. Critics have from
the first been divided into two main schools the
' Traditional

' and the 'Critical.' They approach
the problem from diametrically opposite points
of view, and are at present almost as far from

coming to an agreement as they have ever been.

The ' Oxford Debate,' however, at least indicates

a desire for mutual understanding, and is so far a

sign of better days in store.

6. The Traditional School is represented by a
small but vigorous band of English scholars, at

the head of whom stands Mr. Miller,* to whom
reference has .already been made more than once.f
This school has, so far as known to the present
writer, no support on the Continent, though read-

ings of the Traditional Text constantly com-
mended themselves to the veteran French commen-
tator, Godet.

7. Traditionalists are strong in the prescriptive

right due to fifteen centuries of almost un-

challenged supremacy. They have, or had, for

the 19th cent, has not left matters as they were
in this respect, what Mr. Gwilliam in writing
of the Peshitta (Scrivener

4
,

vol. ii. p. 17) fairly
calls 'the advantage of possession.' They are,

however, fully alive to the necessity of establish-

ing their position on the ground of a reasoned and
not an unreasoning faith. They are busy, there-

fore, in justifying their position by argument in

the court of truth and fact, which, as they cannot
but feel, must cast prescription to the winds if

there is a Haw in their title. Their fundamental

canon, as formulated by Mr. Miller (Oxford Debate,

p. xii), runs as follows :

'
It (the true text) must be grounded upon an exhaustive view

of the evidence of Greek copies in manuscript in the first place,

and, in all cases where they differ so as to afford doubt, of

Versions or Translations into other languages, and of Quotations
from the NT made by Fathers and other early writers.'

On p. xiv we read further :
' In the ascertainment of this

text, or these readings, guidance is to be sought under Seven
Notes of Truth, viz." (1) Antiquity, (2) Number, (3) Variety,

(4) Weight, (R) Continuity of Witnesses, ((>) The Context o[

Passages, (7) Internal Evidence. These Seven Notes of Truth,
which are essential to the Traditional Text, sufficiently exhibit

the agreement of it with the Canons laid down. In fact, coin-

cidence with the first Canon implies coincidence with all the

rest.'

* Mr. Miller died while the present art. was passing through
the press.

t Mr. Miller is the author of (1) A Guide to the Textual
Crilici&n of the XT, 1S86 ; (2) The Oxford Debate, 1897 ; (3) The
Present state of the Textual Controi-ersv, 1899; (4) The Text-

ual Controversy and the Twentieth Centura, 19111. He is joint
author with Dean Burgon of The Traditional Text of the Holy
dispels, 1896 ;

and The Causes of the Corruption of the Tradi-

tional Text, 1898. He also edited the 4th ed. of Scrivener's

Introduction.
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s. Thru 1 i- mi iinlir;il inn of I In' kind uf dill'erenci 1 -

between MSS w hieli nil. .hi ili.lllil.
'

anil render it

nece--aiy to rnll ill tin' e\ idi-iir. ni \ i-i'-ion- m
(Quotation-; inn' is there tiny liint <if tin 1 method
of determining the '

weight
'

of a witne-s. Judging
from his Ti'jctintl Commentary, Mr. Miller- "n
liuliit is to weigh uncials against uncials ami
cni-i\o- a;jain--t cursives, antl lie In-l- im ilmiM

so II.N- as there is a clear nunn-rical pre| li-i

anrr in racli cla-s in favour of the same reading.
In 7 ca-es an adverse group is characterized a-

\Ve-tern.' In 5 of these it includes K and B. In

one case i Mi !i'
;i

) a reading attested by SKIi
ti

ul"
,'{ii

iu all lalt. exc. c {{'- Syr-i></ (again-t ntr

and .i';i i and Clem. Horn. (ii. Ii), is described as

Syiiii Low - Latin with Alexandrian support.'
The-e are the only cases in which he gives any
guidance in the classification of Mss.

In I cases, viz. Mt (>-'(]>l. verb after TCI n-/ilva), 13a

({viavtiptv for ffrrtiftev), 13M (diaffdtpTjfTov for ipidaov,

|i
ml', a Latin gloss adopted liy Origen '), \'.P~ (ioip

for aiVoi . di-rruarding .Jn 4"), he sii-pects
'

l.:il ini-

z.'ition.' In 14-' (jToJioi'S iroXXocs dir6 rijt yjjt dimity
for p.iuoi' TT)S t>a\dff<rrit rff) he hints at rclranslation

1 1 nil i Syriac. Here, again, we might wish that the

(ugge-tinns were more illuminating. In ."> ca-e-

he discusses the possibility of the influence of

I.ection systems; in 2 of assimilation to St.

Mark ; in one case (14
3
") he appeals to 'internal

te-tiiiiunv
'

(construction of f}\iww). For the iv-t.

In- i- content to let his lists speak for them-ehe-.
Thr mi-re recital of a lung list of aiithorit ie- mi^ht .

In 1 ha- no doiiht, to bear down opposition by
.-lii-cr weight of numbers. It is true that in the

'Seven Notes of Truth' antiquity stand.- before

number. But his power to estimate the antiquity
nl wit in 1 es is limited by his failure to grasp
clearly the distinction between the date of a docu-
ni' ut and the <lnte uf the ti'.ct contained in it, or at

lea.-t by his failure to apply this distinction con-

sistently.* In practice, his convenient assumption,
A- lliH distinction is ol primary importance in estimating

the weight to be attached to a document, anil as tn.^niMi-r- in

Textual 1'ritn ism sometimes Hnd a difficulty in underManding
it, it may IK- worth while to explain that the 'date of a docu-
nii'iil

'

is, strictly s(ieaking, the date at which it was written.
i in I. u h. .ji the MS is not expressly dated by the scribe, is settled

ti\ |i.o.e.igraphtcal considerations. 'The date of the text con-

tained in the document' is, ot course, primarily the date of the

autograph. But in the cose o( a text like that o( NT, which
i iitinuous history, the 'date of the text' refers naturally
to tin lime when the particular form of text contained in the

t ut was current, either generally or in some particular
district. E.g. D (Codex Beza?) is a document of cent, vi,

but its text represents a type which was wi.lch pr.i.ilcnt
in .nit. ii. 'k' (liohiensis) is usually assigned to cent. v.

Mr l:.irkitt has recently given strong grounds for dating
it early in cent, iv, but the text of ' k

'

is the text current

in MM , in tin- days of Cyprian, A. D. 250 (sec Old-Latin Biblical

I
'

. ii.V

Ii i- interesting to notice that Mr. Miller is alive to
this^lis.

tinotion in regard to Syr-cur and Syr-sin (p. xviii of Text.

CIH.). Hut he habitually ignores it in the case of K and II.

II illusion in this case goes back to iScrivener, who writes

in a note(p. vi, Adferft. C'rit. .s'flcr.), describing the work of Dean
liur.'iin, which underlies Miller's Teit. Cain.: lie had been
ei|._'.i..'' il day and nij;ht for years in making a compl. !. imlr\

or licw of the MSS used by the XL-ene (and ant. fJiceiu ;

Falht-rs, by way of showing that they were not identical with

tln.-c copied in Codd. K and I), and, iiuuinttck a* then mre
vl'lrr, tltfii untut need* If purer and more auttn-nlii- th:m Itins.-

Oven oiled uncials' (italics are the present writi r's|. He also

quotes, 'as helping to annul much ot l>r. llorl s i-rroin-oiis

throrii -'(p. x\viii), an extract from Mr. Kendel Harris, which
e\:i--tl\ i \]irrs.ie*i iir. Hort's fundamental contention on the

matter 'It is not a little curious I., lie |.,r-...n M)IO coin

in. .Titical study of the documents of the NT to find

ili.it h. i in .liscover no settled projxirtion between tin n-e of ; t

Ms anil tlir Critical weight attached to it. ... \ hitle sr u ,h

Boon convinces tbc tyro of the impossibility of iler, rniininL.- :nr.

law by uhii-h tin' \alue of a codex can be detenu me. I in lernn

of Itfl age onb without reference to its histoi

This quotation can have no point in Scrivener's note, except
on tin .issuni|itiou, which Mr. Miller adopts without hesitation,

thil \\,s;.,iM and Hurt attached fundamental Importance t"

tin datts at which K and II were written in arriving at their

tatiuiate of tile weight to be ascribed to them.

that the almost universal prevalence of the Tradi-

tional Text in the I! reek Church after the end of

cent, iv proves that text to be Apostolic, frees him
from any qualms arising from the demonstrable
am iquii \ of those witnesses which he is content to

disregard.
9. At this point it will be well to examine a little

more minutely the claim of the Traditionalist/a

to be the only s'jhool that takes account of the
whole available evidence. It would, no doubt, be
a strong jioint

in their favour if they could sub-

stantiate it. Unfortunately for them, the assertion

is utterly baseless. Their most formidable anta-

gonist. Dr. Hort, framed his text, as any one who
has read his Introduction must know, at least as

directly as any Traditionalist, on a patient exami-
nation of all the evidence. And he lays at least

as much stress on the importance of bringing the

knowledge gained by the examination of all the

facts to bear on the interpretation of the evidence
in each ease that comes up for decision. When at

last a choice lias to be irade between two rival

groups of authorities, the one or the other must
be rejected. But it does not follow that its claims
have not been fully considered. Otherwise, the
Traditionalists themselves would be open to the

charge of 'taking no account' of what seems to

others the most significant part of the evidence.

This charge would, of course, be untrue. And it

is an encouraging sign of a. rapprochement be-

tween the two schools, that the Traditionalists are

beginning to admit the necessity for accounting
for the existence of the various readings which

they reject, on some mere satisfactory theory than

that of the blind or malignant perversity of the

individual scribe of K, 15, or D. A great step to-

wards ultimate agreement will have been made
when it is admitted on both sides that no solution

of a textual problem can be linal which does not
leave room for a rational account of the origin of

all the extant variants.

10. The cause of corruption on which Mr. Miller

is at present inclined (Ujtford iJc.fintr., p. xv) to lay
most stress, is a striking admission of the antiquity
of the texts affected by it. He traces it back to

forms of the oral Gospel which may have been in

existence 'even before the Gospels were written.'

A similar source was suggested long ago by Dr.

Hort as a possible explanation of certain remark-
able insertions in the text of D and its allies. It

remains to be seen whether the characteristic

differences between the text of Nl! and the text of

the later Gospel MSS are best explained on the
same hypothesis. The suggestion does not at first

sight commend itself. In the text of Nl! the

separate Gospels stand before us, each with a
marked individuality of its own. In the Tradi-

tional Text the specific differences in the several

reports of the same utterance or the same incident

which hell) to define this individuality, are con-

stantly obliterated. Now, of course, it is a priuri

possible that this uniformity was original, and
that the variations came from a corrupting force,

which may well have been very ]>otent while it

lasted, but which can, ex hijiinthesi, only have l>een

in operation during a very limited period. Only
in that case it is difficult to see why it should not

have nliectcd all the Gospels equally.
On the other hand, we are bound to make allow-

ance for an undeniable tendency towards the assi-

milation of parallel passages a tendency which
must have acted with growing intensity as the

comparative study of the Gospels developed (as
it did very early), and especially in a country
which ]H).ssessed a popular

'

Harmony
'

(cf. Chase,

Sijro-Lntin Text of the UHXJIC/.*, p. 7ti 11'. ). It is un-

likely, therefore, that Mr. Miller's suggestion will
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obtain any wide acceptance as an explanation of

the characteristic readings of KB.*
11. In treating of the problems raised by the felt

necessity of offering an explanation of the origin
of variant readings, we have reached what is really
the starting-point of the labours of the ' Critical

'

school. Ever since the collection of the evidence
for the text of NT began in earnest, in the great
edition published by Mill in 1707, the attention of
critics was attracted by the nature of the variants
from the 'Traditional' text contained in the
writings of the earliest Fathers, in the Versions,
and in a few of the oldest MSS.t

* This seems the most convenient place to notice Dr. Salmon's
criticism of Westcott and Hort for their lack of interest 'in the
question of the origin of the Synoptic Gospels ; that is to say,
in inquiries whether the narratives of the three have anv
common basis, oral or written '

(Some Criticism of the Text of
AT, ch. v.). It is strange that in making this criticism Dr.
Salmon should have forgotten Dr. Westcott's Introduction to
the Ktiulij of the Gospels, the most powerful statement in any
language of the case on behalf of the old '

oral
'

hypothesis, and
the share Dr. Hort took in the formation of the plan of (Abbott
and) Rushbrooke's Synopticon, which was designed as an instru-
ment for testing any

'

Documentary Theory
'

that might be
started. Otherwise, he might have looked for some other reason
than ' lack of interest' to account for the silence of their Intro-
duction to the NT in regard to the Synoptic Problem. The fact
is, that to have called in one out of many possible solutions of the
Synoptic Problem to fix the weight to be attached to MSS of
the Gospels, would have been to explain obscurutn per obsciirii'S.

It is strange also that so close a reasoner should have failed to
notice that his application to the Synoptic Problem of Dr. Hort's
method for 'the recovery- of the text of a single lost original,
assuming the fact of exclusive descent from it to have been
sufficiently established,' must fail from the neglect of two vital

considerations. He has failed to allow (see Hort, p. 65, 1. 6) for
the possibility of ' mixture

' between the representatives of his
different groups. But, what is even more serious, he has over-
looked the primary condition of

'

exclusive descent.' For, while
we may well believe that the three Synoptics take us back to a
common original, whether that original be our St. Mark or an
Ur-Marcus, no one, least of all Dr. Salmon, has ventured to

suggest that St. Matthew and St. Luke had no independent
information. In fact, if St. Matthew had anything to do with
the Gospel that bears his name, it may well preserve genuine
elements in certain incidents that had failed to attract St.
Peter's attention. From this point of view, the story of the
Canaanitish woman '(Mtl5- lf

, Mk"241
"

)> where there is no serious

question of reading, affords an instructive parallel to ' the rich

young man '

(Mt 1B'6, Mk 10'", Lk 18'8). In each case Matthew
follows a distinct but by no means necessarily inconsistent
tradition. (On 'the rich young man' see G. Macdonald, Un-
spoken Sermons, 2nd series).

It is clear that in settling the text of the Gospels we have to
allow for the operation of forces acting in opposite directions :

(1) a constant tendency to assimilation, affecting all theGospels
alike, complicated by (2) a tendency to dissimilation, produced
by various accidents in the special history of the transmission
of each Gospel.
No mechanical rule can therefore be laid down, and we may

be thankful that in this, as in other cases, the editors were
content to follow consistently the evidence of the MSS which,
taking everything into account, they found most reason to
trust, whether it made for likeness (e.g. Mt 8tf

IS'-*} or for differ-
ence (as in Mt ID'G) between the Evangelists, instead of rev isirig
their decision in each case with an eye to the Sj noptic Problem.
No doubt, the questions cannot be ultimately dissociated. But,
after all, we must provisionally settle our text of the Gospels
before we can solve the problem of their inter-relation.

t A few dates may with advantage be noted here. In the
time of Mill (17U7) the only 'primary uncials' of the Gospels of
which full collations were available were A and D. Bengel
(1734) had access as well to 'select readings' of C. Griesbach,
in his first edition, used full collations of ACDL. No collation

of B was published till 1783. N was discovered in 1859.

In the light of these facts, Mr. Miller's method of accounting
for the preference shown by the 'Critical' school for the small
over the large group of authorities needs correction. 'The
explanation,' he says (Oxford Debate, p. 6), 'is what has fre-

quently been called by other men the extreme adulation paid
to B, especially by Dr. Hort and men of that side. I think some
of it is very natural, and that history quite accounts for it.

They [K and B] are the two oldestMSS ; and in early times, when
people had in their view only a small amount of evidcmv, it

was very natural that they should say that these two MSS,
which come to us as the earliest, and were therefore nearest to
the original autographs, should be right.'

In the interests of 'true history' and 'sound logic' we must
remember that the foundations of'the Critical position were laid,
not only long before N was discovered, but even while the read-

ings of B were almost entirely unknown.
It must, no doubt, have given B a peculiar interest in the eves

of Griesbach when he found how exactly it verified results
which he had arrived at independently (see Tregelles, Intr. p.

Not only was the authority for these variants

denionstrably early, but it was again and again so
much easier to account for the origin of the variants
on the supposition that the Traditional Text was
wrong. In fact it soon became clear that the sub-
stantial uniformity of the bulk of the later copies
of the Greek Text was due to a gradual process, by
wliii-h the variety of texts current in cent, iv were
in the course of three or four centuries transformed
after a common type. This common ' Traditional

'

type Bengel called 'Byzantine.' It is the same
as that which Dr. Hort calls

'

Syrian
' and some

modern scholars ' Antiochian."
It is interesting to notice that there is now no

controversy as to the fact of this transformation.*
The only question at issue is the significance to be
attached to it. Mr. Miller contends that the tri-

umph of the Traditional Text was due to the fact
that it was already widely diffused at the beginning
of the period in documents of such excellence, and
so highly accredited, that it simply crushed all

rivals out of existence.
12. This contention clearly demands careful ex-

amination. In order that the investigation may be
as precise as possible, it will be well to define the
field which it is proposed to explore. As Mr.
Miller's language (e.g. Preface to Oxford Debate,

p. xiv) is quite general, all periods may be assumed
to come alike to him. Let us take, then, the

period between the Council of Constantinople in

381 and the Council of Chalcedon in 450. It is the
latest that we can choose that will give us evidence
which can in any real sense be said to speak with
the voice of the whole Eastern Church. During
this period the development of Christian thought
was determined by influences emanating from
three main centres : from Alexandria, fresh from
the triumph over Arianism, which Athanasius
had done so much single-handed to secure ; from
Antioch; and from the Church which ecclesiasti-

cally was the daughter of Antioch, from Constanti-

nople. Of these three centres it is not, the present
writer thinks, too much to say that Alexandria
never accepted the Traditional Text. The date of

the Bohairic Version must, we suppose, still be re-

garded as uncertain. If, as seems to be at present
the verdict of the most competent Coptic scholars,
it is to be assigned to cent, iv or v, it would give
us exactly the evidence that we need as to the
state of the text officially recognized in Egypt
either at the beginning or at some point in the
course of our period. The Bohairic constantly
sides with N and B against the Traditional Text.
Nor does this evidence stand alone. The same

type of text t is found in the two great Alexandrian
writers of this period, Didymus (t394) and Cyril
(t444). Further evidence on this point will, no
doubt, come to light with the progress of Egyptian
exploration. It is too soon as yet to summarize
the evidence of the papyri. J Here, then, at the

outset, the boasted '

universality
'

breaks down.
On textual matters, as the earliest nomenclature
for describing the 'families' of readings might
have warned us to expect, there was a permanent
distinction between Constantinople and Alexandria,

13. Nor is this all. Jerome's revision of the Old
Latin Versions was made at Rome r. 382 by the aid
of the Greek MSS which he judged most trust-

worthy. It is true, as Nestle says (Textual Criti-

cism, p. 1'24), that it is not yet clearly made out

131), a forecast only less brilliant than that which was verified

by the discovery of the Curetonun and Sinaitic Syriac.
* See Miller's Text. Cont. p. 29 :

' Thenceforward [from the end
of the 4th cent.) till the 19th (? 18th] cent, was far advanced it

|the Traditional Text] reigned without a rival, though perhaps
the thorough establishment of it did not take effect till the

beginning of the 8th century.'
t See Hort, p. 550 of WH Text, smaller ed.

J Yet see Burkitt's Introduction to Barnard's Biblical Text qf
Clement, p. viii ff.
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what these MSS were. I'.ut il is remarkable thai

the latest editors "I ll"' Vulgate lm\e -ecu rca-un-

tn inier fur tin-in a close kinship with N unit U."

At any rate, .leroiue had not been taught by his

stay in tin- 1-a-t to believe in the e.xdu-ne validity
of tin- Traditional Text.

14. Tin- utln-r two cent res, Ant inch and I 'on-tan-

tiini|'lf, re-olvc I heinselves into one, at least in the

person ill ( 'hr\ sustoni, the most |innnini-nt repre-

sentative "I tlie Imperial city. ll>-re, nu doubt,

we -I" tuid clear evidence of the coming supremacy
of the Traditional Text. But even here tin- agree-
ment is hy no means as complete as it might
appear to a casual observer. Each writer. e\i-n ut

those cunneeteil with these centies. ha- hi- own
dcorci- nl approximation to the Traditional Text,

and can lie nlcntilird liy his readings.
The fact to which we allude is in itself so strik-

ing an evidenc-e lH>tli of the phenomenon to which
\w w i-li tn call attention, and of the insight of the

scholar who alone ill OUT generation seems to have

mastered the textual problems presented by
1'atristic citations, that we venture to transcribe

in full the account which Dr. llort gave of tin-

steps l.y which he was led to the discovery of the

lust commentaries of Theodore of Mopsuestia. He
i- reterring to commentaries in Latin on ten of

St. Pauls l-'.pistk-.s contained in a Corbey MS to

which 1'itra had recently called attention, claim-

ing their authorship for Hilary of 1'oitiers. He
\\ i [tea i./iiiii-iiiil i

if ( 'ttixsiral anil Hfii-red Philology,
No. \ii., Feb. 18BO, p. 3l)3f.) as follows:

' What lil me to the true authorship wax, first, the character
of UM i, .\t u-i-il in l In- isolations ; and, secondly, t\\o paai;.-,
on (i;il 4--*-'^, referred to hy Pitra ainon^ tin-

"
>i'l< inli.lior.i.

quibus sihi hand ilnpar identidem Hila-rins elnieat." .St. Hilary

iin|'l"\s, as is well known, a tolerably pure form of the old
Latin version of the NT : the textof thecommentary Is distinct-

i\elv Cm k of a late and had type. No Kather using u>]
knoun Latin text could h;ive *<> written; it contains i,,,m\

corruption.- not I. mud in the very worst copies of tin- Vulgate,
ninrh les-. in earlier versions. It is too corrupt in its e(i:u-.i''!rr

lor any considerable llreek Father even of cent. iv, except
tln.-.i i OHM. rtt-d with the Syrian school, and, amone; them, a

sh;ide too Imd lor St. Clirysostom or Theodore! . Tlii'M- I;ICM

eon*;'li r:il>]\ narrowed the question o! authorship. And when,
in commenting on the passages of Galatians, the author showed
him-i It a vehement opponent of allegorical interrelation, it

u,i- eaaj to see tli;it 1" must have ln-en a literalist of too

it, . el, .I :t character to I,,- unknown, m f:ict oouM no] uell ]

any other than Theodore himself, the chief of the literalists, or

hi- brother rolyhroiiius. Reference to a catena at once put
an end to all Speculation; the Greek fragments of Theodore

upl'i iired in the Latin aloli^ with their lo*t context.'

!.">. Now, if Alexandria persistently rejected the

Traditional Text, if Jerome came back from the

Ka-t cunvinci-d of the excellence of the MSS that

h-a-t re-emblcd it, if there are marked ditl'erenees

during this period even between individual mem-
ber- uf the Antiochene-Constantinopolitan school,

it is ditlicnlt to know where to look for evidence

of the universal, nut to say exclusive, predomin-
ance .if the Traditional Text in cent. v. Even the

IV-hitta, which Mr. <;\villiamt believes, and no
doubt rightly \iisfunl Debate, p. 32), that he ean

trace back with minute accuracy to the shape
which it possi---eil in this same cent, v, is very far

from allording that undivided support which Mr.
Miller de-iderales

;
a fact which perhaps accounts

for tin..... ldne-s with w hich he receives a statement
that uscil to lie regarded almost as a commonplace

to wit, that 'the Svriae Version is the sheet-

anchor of the Traditionalist position.' We are

not sure that he would have been pleased with the

surest ion, for which nevertheless there is some-

thing to be said, that Theodore of Mopsuestia should
be pri ii i in led to t lie place left vacant by the IVshilta.

Hi. These, however, are matters ..t minor import-

Uonl- rth and White, .V.7". Lalii" Ki'il"iiin, cap. vi.
1 1)e re^'ii i* ii NO! ii- in TIAT ii constituendo adhibltis.

1

t Mr. llurkilt '-' ua] i / '> '"'/ *fuil<, '., \ ii. ^lu'oesfartoprove
that the i'eahitta itf in fact a revision mode in this cenlur\ .

ance. It lias all nlono; been admitted that the

Traditional Text was in existence in substantially
its present form by the middle of the fourth century.
The really vital point is to determine whether there

is any evidence of its existence in the preceding
period. On this point Dr. llort '2O years ayo made
a statement, which was precise and definite enough,
one mi'jlii have thought, to ensure patient and
;itii nii\e consideration on the part of those whose
whole system must fall to the ground if the

pi.MI nm laid down in it should prove to be well
founded. His words are these (Introduction, p.

1 14, S 1(12) :

' Uefore the middle of the third century,
at the very earliest, we have no historical signs of

the existence of readings, conllate or other, that
are marked as distinctively Syrian by the want of

at t e-lat ion from groups of documents which have

preserved the other ancient forms of text.' For
the identification of the readings referred to, full

directions are given in SS'^,") f., 343. And any one
who chose to take the trouble could make out lists

of them for himself and test the accuracy of the
contention. Mr. Miller refuses to take this method
of attempting to understand the position of his

opponent. He prefers
a method which is not a

little surprising in a writer who lays such stress on
the importance of sound logic. His words (p. xv,
Preface to Usfurd Debate) are as follows :

1 We entirely traverse the assertion, that " no distinctly (trie)

Syrian (f.f. Traditional) reading" arc found amon.
r:ulh -t Fathers. Ver\ many of the readings in the Traditional

Text which are rejected by the other school are supported by
those Fathers : and there is no evidence, as we maintain, to

show that they pertain to the other side or to any other Text
rather than to us, or that reading confessedly old and found
in the Traditional Text did not belong to that, Text.'

In other words, 'we entirely traverse' a state-

ment, which has express
reference to one element

in the Traditional 'lext, by asserting propositions
which have never been denied with regard to the

other elements which on any hypothesis are recog-
nizable in its composition. It would have been

simpler to deny altogether the existence of 'dis-

tinctively Syrian readings
'

as defined by Dr. llort.

That at least is a question which can be brought
to a definite issue. On that point the Apparatus
Critirus will )>e recognized as an impartial arbiter.

17. Let us, then, examine the facts for ourselves.

It is clear that in this article we shall have to limit

ourselves to illustrative specimens, as an example
of a method which any one can learn to apply for

himself to any part
of the NT that he chooses. At

the same time it is important for the right under-

standing of the method, that it should be seen in

application to continuous portions of the text

and not in isolated examples chosen because they
possess special features ot interest or importance.
The weight of authorities in cases of primary im-

portance can be learnt only by patient attention

to details which in themselves may seem absurdly
trivial and insignificant.
We propose therefore to set forth and to ex-

amine first a list of all the readings which have
a claim to be regarded as distinctively Syrian in

1 Timothy, and then to attempt a more compre-
hensive analysis

of all the variants in Mk I
1 ' 2

*. It

is true that the ultimate decision of the true text in

the Pastoral Kpistles is less secure than it is in the

case of most of the books of the NT, owing to the
absence not only of B, but also of any demon-

strably early Latin or Syriac evidence apart from
the isolated quotations in Cyprian ; but these

considerations will not seriously atl'ect the identi-

fication of 'distinctively Syrian readings,' and the

specimen chosen has the advantage of enabling us

to study the influence of similar but not identical

contexts on one another in a way that may throw

light on a class of readings that meet us constantly
in the Synoptic Gospels.
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18. The first step is to collect all the readings
supported by the mass of later documents without
the support of any of the five leading uncials

KACD2G3 .

(1) 1 Ti 1- four (after mrpln) K*AD2*G3 cu fi

Lat-vg Boh Go Arm : Grig
1
"*.

+ s- c. roll. Syrr Sah yEth : Clir, etc.
See v. 1

, and note similar addition in 2 Ti
I
2
, Tit I

4
, 1 Th I

1
.

It forms part of the true text in all the
other Pauline salutations except Gala-
tians.

(2) 1 Ti I
4 () oiWo/ifac, KAG3

K
2L2P2 most cur-

sives Arm Boll : Chr, etc.

(b) olKo5o/j.rii>, D2
* Iren Lat-vg Go Syr.

(c) olnodontav, 5-" D2
C and a few cursives.

Note characteristic Pauline use of oi'/co-

i>o/jila.v ; cf. Eph 32.

olKoSoniav (not found elsewhere in Gr.

Bible) combines the sound of (a) with
the sense of (6).

(3) 1 Ti I
9
rarpo- ^77)0X^5, KAD,G3 (P.) (K 2 ) 17

37 137.

irarpa- ^rpaXifiais, f C. rell.

The spelling narpo- is due to a false

analogy ; but the question we have to
settle is not which spelling is right in

itself, but which St. Paul is most likely
to have used.

(4) 1 Ti I
13

r!> Trpfrcpor fora, KADo*G3P2 CU7
:

Chr mosc l
Cyr.

T&V irp&Tcpoi' 6t>Ta, f c. rell. Lat-vg : Chr, etc.

Here the neuter is clearly the more idiom-
atic.

(5) 1 Ti 1" M<5"f> ec$, X*AD2*G3
cu 3

Lat-vg Syr-hr
Boh Sah Arm JEth -. Eus Cyr Chr

"" Tert.

/j.i>fif> crofif Set}, f c. rell. Go Syr - hcl :

Chr txt ""<
""a, etc.

Cf. Ro 16-7 where <ro0<? has point, cf. II33
;

and note similar insertion in Jude ffi
.

(6) 1 Ti2u ilcrai}s yvvalicas, N*AP2(D *G.,add rai):

(Clem) (Grig).
ui<rai/s k-oi rds yvv. , f c. D., b ' c rel : Chr.
Cf. v.l. in 1 P 3 1

, and note neighbourhood
of roi'S &vSpas.

(7) 1 Ti 29
ev v\typ.aw Ka.1 Xpv<r$ % p.ap., KADn*G3

Syr-vg Boh : Grig .

iv Tr\tyna.aw ?) xPmV *l M<V-, c. rell. (exc.
Poal3

) f m Lat-vg Syr-hcl Go Sah : Clem
Grig J Cypr Chr.

The combined evidence of Versions and
Fathers, if the details may be trusted,
proves that this variant is pre-Syrian.
It is possibly Alexandrian.

Cf. v.l. in 1 P 33. There seems to be a
point in the distinction between the
treatment of the hair and of the jewels.

(8) 1 Ti 2 12
SiJdo-Kf.i/ Si yvvcuicl, KAD

2G3
P cu"

Lat-vg Arm : Grig Cypr.
yivaiKL Si diSd.vKei.i', f c. rell. Syrr (Boll) Sah :

Chr.
The emphasis clearly lies on 5i5d<rKeu>.

(9) 1 Ti 214
<airemj0e<<ra, ^AD./GsPjCU11

: Chr J.

6.TrcLTt]8el<ra, r c. rell : Chr j.

e|a7T. Pauline, cf. 2 Co 11s
. dirar. has

come in from context.

(10*) 1 Ti 33
MT, aiaXpoK(pSii, SAD.,G 3KLP cu37

verss : Grig"" Tert Chr.
+ ? c. rell. Syr-hcl-mg.
Insertion from v. 8

, Ti I 7 ; cf. Ti I
11

, 1 P 52
.

Here superfluous, see a<t>i\apyvpav.

(11) 1 Ti 3 1B 5s i<pa.vcpJ>8ri, N*A*C*F,G3 cu
3 Boh

Sah Syr-hcl-mg : Grig
1"1

.

&_e<t>avepa(>Ti,
D

2

*
Lat-vg Syr-vg-hcl Arm.

6s e0ow/ii7, f c. SWTVKLP rell.

F2 is quoted here, though the present writer
does not believe that it has any autho-

rity independent of G3 , because it is

sometimes quoted wrongly in support of

Otis. The line above o is not horizontal,
and corresponds exactly to the line

which elsewhere indicates a rough
breathing in this MS. There is no
trace of a sagitta in the o.

On this reading see Hort, Appendix, p.
132a

Note especially the evidence of theVersions.

(12) 1 Ti 4 I2 fV 0170777; A ev iriarci, XAC D.,G3 cu
s verss:

Clem Chr.
v ay. iv Tri>ci>fjLa.Tt tv lr., ?c. rell.

Insertion awkward ; 1 Co 421
,
2 Co 66 no

parallels. Prob. from Col 1
s

.

(13) 1 Ti 4 15
4>avepa r, vaaiv, SACD2*G 3 cu

2 verss.

ipaf. TI ev ir. , f c. rell : Chr.
Cf. Ac 416

.

(14*) ITi 54
airoSeKTkv, XACD.,G3KLP cu^1

Lat-vg
Syrr .-Eth : Chr.

Ka.\bv Kal d., re. rell. incl. Boh Go Arm.
Insertion from 23

. The only oth'er instance
of a.Tro5. in NT.

(15) 1 Ti 521
XptoroO 'IijffoC, KAD.,*G3 cu3

Lat-vg
Boh Sah Arm ;Eth : Clein Ath.

Kvpiov 'I. X., c. rell. Syrr Go : Chr.
Cf. 2 Ti 4 1

. Fuller titles characteristic of

later MSS.

(16) 1 Ti 525 ra Ipya TO. K0.\a, KAD2G 3P2 CU
3

.

TO. Ka\a ipya, f c. rell : Chr.

Perhaps from Mt 5 16
, note ou iiWrut

Kpvfifiva.t. V.
14

.

(17) 1 Ti 525
(a) 7rpi57,Xa, KA 67**.

(b) irp. eitn, D3G3P2
cu7

.

(c) irp. {STL, ; c. rell : Chr.
Here (b) and (c) are insertions of a com-
mon type, (c) apparently a correction

of (b) to bring it into agreement with
classical rules

; cf. 2 Ti 4".

The plural is by no means uncommon in

later Greek.

(18*) 1 Ti 6= Stairaparp^al, KAD.,G 3L.,P2 , etc. : Clem
Chr.

irapa5iaT/>i/3ai', 5-
' not many cursives.'

Sia-rapa. in itself a rarer form of com-

pound is much more vigorous, con-

noting an intensified form of vaparpi^-q,
'

friction
'

or '
collision.'

[19] 1 Ti 65
atpiffraffo aTrd TWV Tocot''Toji>,

NAD.,G3 cu
3
Lat-vg Boh Sah Go .-Eth.

+ ? c.'rell. incl. Syrr Arm: Chr; cf.

Cypr.
An insertion, of an unusually bold type

for this form of text, to complete a
misunderstood construction. The evi-

dence of Cyprian shows that it is not

purely
'

Syrian.
'

It is of a Western type.

(20) 1 Ti 67
(n) on oi>5l e., N*AG3 17(Lat-vg-codd)

r Sah Boh Arm : Ath.

(b) d\ii6ts Sri o. L, D2

* m Go: Cypr al.

aliter.

(c) Srj\ov Sri o.t.,f c. KcD2
bcK 2

L
2
P.

!
: Chr.

(b) and (c) are independent attempts to

mend (a).

See Hort, Appendix, p. 134. He con-

jectures that the true reading is simply
oi'Si e'f. This is found in Arm Cyr.

Cyprian also seems to omit 6'ri.

(21*) 1 Ti 61 -
s ty 6t\i70jjs. All uncials, many

cursives, all versions (exc. Syr-hcl) : Chr.

eis ty Kal f., 5- c. rell.

An echo of Col 315
.

(22) 1 Ti 6 17 dXX' eVi 0e<? (or Tip 6ei}), KAD.,*G 3P,
cu 13

: Grig Chr.
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ii\\' fit ry ('., r c. nil.

ll refill- ilillirllll tci !iii<l a clear case "I

Air. ii> iii NT. Certainly nut 1'h -''',

ami 1 Co 15 19 is more than <lniil>lfiil.

liri is found regularly, e.g. 1 Jn 33
,

1 Ti
I

1

", and in this verse.

(23*) 1 Ti 0" ircivTa irXoiwiuu, nil uncials c\c. i',,

incest cursives, all versions (e\c. .Ktli):
I >i ig Chr.

Tr\oc<rlus irdvTa, r .'Kth, not many cur-

sives.
' limits Trdvra.

(-24) 1 Ti t>
la

o.>Tw5, NAI)..'G 3 cu
w versa.

ni'uTi.H . r c. reil. (37
' conflates

'
alavloi'

trrus) : Clir.

aluviov is haliitual with fu^s ; ef. v.
1

-.

6vTut is striking, and characteristic nf this

Kp. : ef. 53- 5 - 1
'.

(25*) 1 Ti (>-'" rapaOfiKrif, all uncials, most cursives:
Clem Ign.

Ta/>oivara07J*:7);/, r with many curshes:

Hipp Chr.

irapoiKaTal). is said to be the Attic form.

19. Here, then, are 25 readings which have a

/ii-nti'i fa: i,- claim to be regarded as 'Syrian' or

posi Syrian.' The criterion, as Dr. Ilort warns us

I?; :i-Jl I., 343), is not an infallible one. \Ve need
nut lie surprised, therefore, to lind among them 2

leading 1 7 and HI) which are proved by (lid Latin
evidence to be pre-Syrian ; we may therefore strike
tin-in out of our list. The whole 25 belong tci

the Received Text. How many of them Mr.
Miller would assign to the Traditional Text it is

impossible to say. Xo. 2, the support for which is

inlinitcsimal, may be assumed to disappear. \Ve
shall therefore exclude it also froui consideration.
Nos. 10, 14, 18, 21, 23, 25 (which are distinguished
above by an asterisk), when there is serious divi-

sion among the cursives, must lie regarded as
at best uncertain. Hr. Ilort would call them
post-Syrian ; it would be interesting to know how
many of them Mr. Miller would class as 'post-
Traditional.' In any case, they witness to a pro-
gressive deterioration in the text of the Kpistle.
\Ve shall not, however, strike them out of the list,

as their internal characteristics show a striking

'family likeness' to their predecessors. They
may well lie regarded as later results of the work-
ing of one and the same tendency. \Ve shall, how-
ever, where possible, mark a distinction between
them and the other readings. We have no wish to

take- an unfair advantage of the Traditional Text.
Jn. The first point that strikes us on a survey of

the list as a whole is the triviality of by far the

greater number of the examples. One (3) is a
mere mailer of spelling, (4, ti, 10) aflect only an
article, 3 (S, 10, 23*) relate to the order of words,
2 (13, 22i to prepositions, 3 (9, 18*, 25*) to difl'ereMt

compounds of the same root, 4 (1, 17, 20, 21*) arc
M ii He- trivial insertions; there are only 7 2 changes
c.l weirds (11, 24) and 5 insertions (5, 10*, 12, 14*,

15) which can be regarded as at all important,
lit these, only 1 (11) can be supposed to atlect

any point of doctrine, and, as the Nicene Fathers

managed to make shift without the reading of the
Tiaditional Text, we need not be afraid to keep
tin- demonstrably older reading.

21. The next point of interest is the distribution
of support on the different sides on the part of
Kat hers and Versions.*

In the' P.itristie evidence the result is remark-
able. Taking the whole number of passages (25),
ante-Nicene evidence is quoted against the '

Syrian
'

* We have taken the evidence from Tischendorf andTri'p'lli v
We- b;c\ c- lint tliMii^ht it \\nrlh hilt- t" sili'Ji

' I III.' u h"1' !. MI

Independent vinf .iin.n. Thu 1'utristjr evidence includes, U
\\ill hi nniii-fl, iill il.r imtc-.Nicene quotations, together with
Ilif i|ii..uu i"iis 111 Chr\ *'slum.

Text IS times, and only once (25* a rending in

liippolytus incapable of verification) in support cif

it. It we leave out the doubtful examples, the.

numbers are 12 against, for. Chrysc,si,,i,,
- t,-\t

shows a marked contrast. He is quoted in all on
20 of the passages. In the doubtful cases he
siippnrts the ante-Nicene in 5. In the remaining
14 his authority is quoted on Indli sides in 3 cases

(4, 5, 9). He supports the Traditional Text in 12

(or 9) cases, he opposes it in 2 (or 5).

Among Versions the results are as follows :

Latin Vnl({. supports the Trad. Text 1, opposes it 13 (fl) times.
Bohairlo . ,, 2(1) ,, 10(7)
Siibi.tir ,,1 ,, 10(7)
Syriac Vuli:. ,, ,, 3 ,, 9(5)
Hart-lean Syriac ,, 4 ,, 8(4)
.tHhiopic ,, ,,1 ,, lii(<0
Armenian . 1 (0) ,, 12 ()
Oothiu . 4(2) 0(5)

All the extant Versions are combined in 10*, 11,

12, 13, 23*, 24, in each case against the Received
Text.

22. It remains to indicate briefly the character of
the readings of the Traditional Text. Clearly, its

Miost noteworthy feature is its fulness. In one case

(10) it errs by defect, it drops one article out of two,
while it contains 9 (0) additions. The most potent
factor in this expansion of the text is, without
doubt, the tendency to assimilate cognate pas-

sages. A second feature we may fairly describe .

as general weakness. In no single case has any of
the editors collated by Nestle in his Stuttgart
edition accepted any of those distinctively Tiadi-
tional readings.
The net result of our examination may, we think,

be fairly stilted as follows : There is a demonstrably
late element in the Traditional Text of 1 Tim. ; the

readings, which may fairly be regarded as dis-

tinctive of it, in which it is unsupported by any
member of the numerically insignificant group
N ACD./TU, are both weak in themselves and can

very rarely be traced back historically into ante-
Nicene times, and then they seem to belong also

to other types of text.

23. We pass* now to our second specimen passage,
Mk I"28

.

_

This time as we wish to study the whole
structure of the Traditional Text, and not merely
to sift out 'distinctively Syrian

'

readings we must
begin by printing the verses at length, marking as

clearly as the typographical means at our disposal
will allow, the relation in which this text stands to

the other types of text out of which, on the Critical

hypothesis, it was constructed. In one case (v.
16

)

where ' the verdict of the MSS ' seemed decisive,
we have ventured to print as 'traditional' a
reading which is not found in the Received Text.

Otherwise, the text printed here agrees with that
which Scrivener edited for the Cambridge Uni-

versity Press as representing the Greek Text that
may be presumed to underlie the AV.

[in the form of the extract the following points
should be noticed : Words in ordinary type, and
undistinguished by any signs above or below them,
are common to all forms of text alike ; words in

heavy type belong to readings which, either in

particular words or in arrangement or combina-
tion of words, may be regarded as '

distinctively

Syrian,'- because us they stand they agree exactly
with no other form of text.

The relation in which the text as a whole stands
to the 'Western' Text is indicated by continuous
lines. These lines are drawn under the word

" A careful collation of the readings of 1 and the .MSS related
to it in .Mk 1 has just been published by Mr. Luke in (.'tttitbridije

Tfxtn and SfwIifK. It contains a few variants which have not
been noticed above, notubly A<> lor ^.x-i.* in v.u*.
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when the Traditional Text has accepted, above the
word when it has rejected, a ' Western '

reading.
Its relation to the 'Alexandrian '

Text is similarly
indicated by spaced lines.

In a few cases, where it is desired to call attention
to some evidence for or against a reading of the
Traditional Text, though the authorities cannot be

assigned with certainty to any of these types, the
words affected are indicated on the same 'principle
by a, row of dots.

The ' Neutral
'

Text may be assumed to be at
variance with the Traditional Text in all cases
where words are underscored ; all the other words
in ordinary type are supported by it. Slight ditler-

ences in form and spelling have in this case been
neglected].

TV cvayyMov "IijuoO Kpicrrou viav TOV Btov"

2
u>s yeypairrai en TOI irpo$<]Tai;' 'ISoii eyu dirooTAXw

rim dyye\6v pan Trpb irpoirunrov crov, 8s KaTaffKei'dcffi

TTJV bo'jv (TOV p.irpoo*6cv crou' 3
tpwifij /3oujros ev rrj

i Erot^dtrarc TTJV 68w Ki'ptoi', ei'fleias Trotetre rds

rplpiovs aiiTou. *'Eyfffro 'ludvvtis Iv TT]

cprjfiu Kttt KTipiiaauv Sa.TTTi<TfUL pcravoias eit Hcpeiriv

d/j-apriuv.
5 Kai ee7ropei'ero wpbs airrbv Trdffa 77 'lovSaia

X^Pa Kai oi 'lfpojo\vfj.flrat A' Kai tfitnrrifovTO iraKTes

v
rtf) 'lopddvy TrordjUuj VTT' avrov, $<

ajjiapTia.? O.ITWV. 6
J]v 6<= A

'Iwdvvrjs i

,
Kai VT)V TTfpL TTJV 6ff<f)L>V aUTOV I

'.QV. tKai

pj? p.ov oiriatij [ion, ou OUK flpi

as \vffat

i)/ias iv Marr avrm Si (v

y Kai yvTQ v fKfivais rat?

a7ro Nafap&r TJJS FaXtXatas, /vat ffiaTrriffffij VTTO 'lutdwov

els TOV lopSav Tjt
ll} xai e dvafjaivuv OTTO TOV

i'Saros fiSe (T^ij'o/^^oi'S rot)? cupa-voiis, Kai rb Ilz-ef-jiia ws

irepLffTepav KaraBalvov tir' avrt>r. ll Kai ipdivj] fytvtro

K rCjv oi'pavuv ~v fl o i>tos fj.ov o dyaTnjrbs, iv u

'- Kai eiffvf T& HvfUfj.0. avrbf eK/3dXXei eis TT]lt

.
13 Kai r/f Ktt tv TnptJH''!' hf^pca TeffaaaKOvT

Treipafi/iei-os i<?r6 roD 2araKa, Kai r/v fie-ra Twv ffrjpiuv
Kai oi dyyeXot StlJK&vow atVw.

14 Mfra 5^ rA irapadoS^vat Tbv 'ludffijf ijXSec 6

'iT/trof'S ets TT^y TaXtXaia^ K^piVtrwi' Td ei''ayyA(op T^S

/3ain\e(as rou ^eou,
I5 Kai X^-ywf, "On JT

Kai ^yytKec ^ /3a<rtXeia roG 0eoP' jucravoeire Kai
veTe (v TI evayyeXiifi.

16
irepiiroTuv Si Trapa TT)V

cray r^s FaXtXafas eloef A Si^atca Kai 'AfSp^a^ r6f

d5eX06^ avTou TOTJ Ii|iuvos paXXovras ap.4>i^Xir]iT-

rpov fi> TYJ 6a.\a.ffffri' r)Ga.v yap aXte??' 17 Kai elirv

aiToIs o I^tToOs, AeOre oiriffdj /xoi/, /vat 7roi^<Tj t'/zds

Yev^^at dXtets avftpwiruv.
1S Kat ei'^ws d0e^rcs ra

iXt-yov elSey 'IaKa)/3o^ r6c TOU Ze/3e5atoi; Kai 'Iwdvi'^*'

TOI' d5eX06v ai^roD Kai at/rot's v TI^J Tr\oiip Karapri^ovras
rd SiKTva. 20 Kai ei^ws fKaXecrey atVoi/s' Kai d0efTs
TQV Trartpa avTuv Zfpefiaiov tv r(f) Tr\oi(fi fj.erd TUV

OTTtcrui O.UTOU.

21 Kai fiairopci'ovTai et's Kairepvaotifji' Kai ci/^ws ror$

adppaffiv eifff\8ij}v eis TTJC (TcfaYurj'Tjr ^SidaffKev A
.

22 Kai f$tir\7]ffffOVTO ^TT! TTJ StSa^y aiVroC' ^v ^ap 5t5d-

'^Kat A ^f ec TU vvvaywyri auruiv avBpuiros v Trveufj-art

a.KO.ddpT(f3,
24 Kai dc^Kpa^e \tyuv, "Ea" rf Tj/itf Kai <roi,

'iT/ffoG Nafap7;i/e ; ^X(?es aTroX^trat ^ds ; OlSd ffe TS e?,

6 ayios roD GeoC. ^Kai fn-Ti/j.rjtrev aury 6 'I7j<ro0s

Kai <nrapdai'

avrbv rb TtvevpA. rb a.Kd6a.prov A Kai Kpd^av tpuvrj

irdi-res

s, Ti io-Ttv TOVTO;

TIS T| SiSayT) A T| Kaivr) avrt], STI KOT' e$ouo-Cav Kai

TOIS wfei'/xaaii' rols aKa^dprois (iriTdfraft Kai 6rajcotfoump

aXiXaias.

V. 1 Om. TOU K'BDL.
om. ul. T-. 0., S* 28 255 Lat-vg-cod Syr-hr:

Iren i Orig /o3
; Cels ; Horn. Lat. Euf Bas

Hier- al4
. See Hort, Xclect Headings, p.

23, Suppl. (Burkitt) p. 144.

V. 2
(1) KaSws, SBLA unc2 cu8

: Orig| al4 ; cf. 9 13

1421
.

ibs, ADP rell : Orig} Iren al ; cf. 76
.

Kaflijs an unclassical form, usual in NT
with ytyp.

iis y. is rare, but is found in par. Lk 34
.

(2) rif 'Haalf TI? ITPO^IJTT}, KBDLA cu26 Latt

Syrr-vg-hel-mg-h Boh Go(Armmss
): Orig

ifen61
i'orph al".

(-TV 1", D cu" : Orig Iren) (tol* omits

altogether).
rots iTpo^Tjrais, AP rell Syr-hcl-txt Arm 61*

Notice here the strength of the early
Patristic evidence, and of Versions,
coupled with the obvious reason for

change. On the tendency to insert
'

Isaiah,' see Hort, Select Mead. p. 13 ;

cf. Burkitt, ib. p. 143.

(3) tyw, om. BD 28 (Latt) Syr-vg Boh :

Iren"" Origi (Orig"") Tert; so Lk 7s7

(SBDL).
Ins. KAPLA rell Syr-hcl Go Arm ^Eth :

Origi Eus; so Mt II 10
.

LXX (not N or B) ins. in Mai 31 with Heb.

(4) diroirTfXuj, N al pauc Boh, assimilating to

neigh bouring tenses.

So in Mt. in a few MSS, not in Lk.

(5) Ip-TrpoaOiv cron, om. SBDLKP abclq Lat-

vg-codd Boh Syr-vg-hr : Iren Orig
discrti.

Ins. AA rell f ff 1 - 2
g

1 -2
Syr-hcl ; cf. Mt.

and Lk. (D a 1 Tertmlrc om.). In Heb.
and LXX of Mai. the phrase is found
here, but not after dyy. /j.ou.

V. 3
airrov, SAJ3LA rell ft'

1

g
1

1 q Syr-vg-hcl-txt
Boh Arm .ditli : Orig.

roO ffeoO four, (D) (34
m

) abcffpg2
Syr-
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hcl-ing <;<> : Irrn" 1 '

i ICU" 1 -
v/udf), \~

Hliilhil lull to Isaiah, I,XX Illlil llrli. ;

found also ill Latin mid Sxiiar Irxt-,

Ml., Lk.
Y. 4 () o ffaTrrifuv in Tjj epi'ip.<f KTipvaauv, B 33.

(i) 6 fiaiTTi^itif iv ry fprjfjufj Kal Kijputriruv , MLA
Boh.

(c) *V TJ; ('/>7)/iif> iiairrifav Kai mipvavuv, D 28 Latt

(exc. f) Syr-vg.
((/) paTTifuv to TJ cpi'ina Kai mipvyffuv, A rell f

Syr-hol.
Tin- due to the readings liere, ns the present

writer finds liintrd in a MS note of Mr. Hort's, lies

in M.u k's-use of 'Iu. it fiairrlfur (6
14- -4

, not S-' ; yet
see 28 2**) as a title for the Baptist. The original
1 1 -ail ing i- : () = ' John the Baptizer appeared in the
wilderness preaching.' (b) is an Alexandrian emeu
ilali I In' Marcan idiom not being recognized,
and the article causing dilliculty in consequence

'There appeared John who used to baptize ill

the wilderness and preach.' (c) shows the Western
handling nt" the JillieuUy, dropping the Iroulilesonie

article, inserting Kai, and, because tile wilderness
w.-cs a strange place to be specially connected with
the liaptisins, transposing the words, (tl) is

'

dis-

tinctively Syrian,' and conflates (/') and ('), keep-
ing the order of (li) and dropping the article with
i This is a first -rate exani[ile of the excel-
lence of 1! in Ternary Variations. The connecting
particle with tytvtTo in K* and Boh should be
noticed. It could preclude the conn, of vv. 1 and 4

which (trig Jn/i favours.

V. s
(a) VO.VTCS after 'lep., NBDLA 28 33 versions :

Orig Eus.
after ifiavr., AP rell (69 cu 4 om. TTO.VT(S =

Mt,).

(i) TrordMv, om. D a 1) c ff* Eus ; cf. the
' Western ' and '

Syrian
'

reading in Mt.

(c) iiw' ai'ToG after ffiawr., NBL 33 Latt (exc. a)
Arm : Orig Eus.

after Korany, ADI' rell a Syr-hcl Go.

Note, further (d), that N 09 a om. Kal be-
fore (fJaTTT.

In ((/) the omission was probably due to the idea
that the subj. of ^eiropevfTo was complete at xupa
(cf. the post-Syrian i$nroptvovro). The result is a
strange statement that the city folk took the lead in

accepting baptism, which can hardly he historical.
The Syrian change of the position of iravTts may

be a modified echo of this. It is more likely due
to a misunderstanding of the characteristically
Marcan indeliniteness of ifiaTrri^ovTo = ' men '

were
being baptized,

ird^rts with tptairT. is hyperbolical
after a lashion to which Luke supplies parallels,
not Mark.

In </'} and (c) notice once more how the Syrian
Text combines the language of the ' Neutral' with
the order of the ' Western '

Text. The result is a
close assimilation to Mt.

V.(l)ai r,v, NHL 33.

r,v Si, Al) r
l' rel.

Mark's resolute adherence to xat causes
constant difficulty to scribes. At least
40 times 5t has been wrongly introduced
into the Syrian Text; cf. vv. 14 - 16- '"* in
this extract.

(2)o'Iu., NBL unc9 cu6S .

-o, ADA rell? assim. to v. 4
. Otherwise

the tendency in these authorities, esp.
I>, is to insert articles before proper
names. See vv. 8 - 14 - 16 - -" M

.

(3) For rplxas xajUTJXoi' l)"
r reads Sfpptjv (

= &(ppu>)

ico/u.,
' a' jii'llrni and ' d '

fiuus. Mpptv in

L.X.X (of raiment) .)g 4 1 "-
, Zee 134

only.
In Zee 13 4

dtppiv = n-n><, found also (Heb.
nut L.X.X i for Elijah's mantle in IK
!" ", I' K -r- la

'-.

This is remarkable, localise the clause /tai fiicT/c

itpin. v.r. ia<f>. aiTov, omitted by 1), is found exactly
in 2 K 1" in another description of Elijah. Mpptv
(
= the prophetic mantle) was |>robably regarded as

a oonoue and picturesque equivalent tor the whole

phrase.
But the man who introduced it must have

known his Hebrew Bible and his LXX. Note that
1

a,' which also omits Kai fuiinjy, x.r.X., places v.' after
v. 8

.

V. 7
l\eytr aiVroij for infyvoatv \iyuv, D (a). In

' a's
'

arrangement of the verses, airroii

has a point which is lost in L>. In view
of the rest of vv. 7 - 8 in I), it is safe to say
that l\eyei> comes from Lk 37 or Mt 3*

iK-itpvaacv is characteristic of Mk. (cf. e.g.
\M and Lk 4", I

43 ami Lk 5 15
, O 1 -' and Lk

9". It is curious that in these passages
there should be no par. in Mt.). It has
also point as resuming v. 4

.

Vv.7- "
(1) L> a (tf) read : 'Kya p.tv i^as /SaTrifu iv

ijSart, tpxfTat 54 6ni<ru fj.ov o ia\vpjTtp&s fj.ov

ov ot'K dfj.i iKavitt Xi-ffot
"

rbv ifj.avra. TWI

VTro5r)tJidTwi' aiiTou' Kal at'-rds i-^ds ^airr/fft
iv Tretfjuarc ayitf. Notice first tlie order
of the clauses, natural in Lk 3'", which
this reading reproduces almost rrrlttttim,
but weak in Mk. , where there is no ref.

in the context to popular surmises about
John. Notice also the omission of the
characteristic Marcan KVIJ/OLS.

A clear case of assimilation in the ' Western '

text.

(2) The Syrian text adopts iitv from this text,

or from Mt. and Lk. NHL 33 6!) I-J4 Orig
om. ; cf. Jn 1-". ntv rare, in Mk 4 4 y la

! 1481 - m
only ; cf. 1039 .

(3) Also cv 1 against NBAII cu8
. (v 2 against

BL b Lat-vg.
In Mt 3" .In I'-

11 - 33 iv is found with both words
without variant. In Ac I

5
C<5. and tv irv. without

variant. In Lk 3 16
iiS. (exc. D 1 13 6!l al iv i-J.) and

iv wv. without variant. There seems, therefore, no
tendency to omit iv where it is clearly genuine,
even to balance phrases, e..rj. Ac I

5
. The tendency

to insert from par. must have been very strong.
V. y

(l) rats ij^pais (Keivais, DA Latt (exc. ac).
teiVoj never comes after i)nipa in Mk.
without special emphasis.

Only in 13 1B - 3- 14a, all three eschatological

passages.
(2) 6 'ITJCT., DMFA 13 28 69 al. See on v. 6

.

(3) eit riiv 'lopS. vir&'liadv., NBDL cil
ls

(iv Tip,

1-28, etc.) Latt (c f) Syr-vg Boh.
inrd 'ludv. els rbv 'lopd., Al' rell cf Syr-hcl
Arm .Eth Go.

Notice the converse change in v. 5
. Here clearly

the important fact is that the baptism was ad-
ministered by John, not that it toolc place in the
Jordan. iivi> la. is therefore rightly kept to the last.

V. 1 "
(1) eiWuis or ti'Hi't. om. I) a D.

A peculiarly dillicult w<n'd for the textual critic

in M k.
, clearly characteristic, offending some scribes

and some translators by its recurrence, at the same
time always to hand when an adventurous scribe
wished to '

improve
'

the story. We lind ourselves
therefore driven by sheer perplexity to take refuge
in obedience to the one gulden rule of sound criti-

cism and to
' trust our MSS.' The result will show

if our confidence is misplaced.
One point we can lay down at the outset. A

close examination of the facts shows that theeflect
of Synopt ic parallels on the text of Mk. must, so far

as this word is concerned, have been uniformly to-

wards omission : Mk 14" om. I)2.">1 ^'"'ac II- k q (Mt
264 '

1 'non lluctuat ') is the only possible exception.
The facts are interesting, and we may allow our-

selves this oue excursion into the lield of Synoptic
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criticism. Assuming the WH text as our standard,
cMus occurs 40 times in Mark. In 29 of these there
are parallel contexts in both Alt. and Lk., in 8 there
is a parallel in Alt. only, in 2 in Lk. only, in 1 there
is no parallel in either. In one case, l

4
'
J=Mt 83

= Lk 5' 3
, eM. is found in all three Gospels. In none

of the other 30 cases where Lk. has a parallel con-
text is evff. found : in 7 the whole phrase to which
tv9. belongs in Alk. is transformed ; in 17 evB. is

simply omitted ;
in 5 he substitutes wapaxpfj/J-a, in

1 elra. Of the 37 places where Alt. presents a
parallel, ei'fl. is retained in 12; in 8 the whole phrase,
in 15 the word, disappears ; in 2 d?r6 TTJS upas ei<eipT)s

does duty as an equivalent. In one case Lk. (21
9

= Mt 24"= Mk 137
) substitutes oiV ei'Wus for oi'firw.

Assuming, as it is probably worth while to do at

present, that our Mk. was in the hands of both Mt.
and Lk., the figures given above supply a good
illustration of the delicate literary criticism to
which Mark %vas subjected, esp. by Luke. This

general result is not seriously affected by questions
of text. In 6 places TR ins. where WH om., in 4
TR om. where WH ins. But it is worth notice
that the ' Western '

Text, esp. in D and in the
various A1SS of Lat-vet, shows a clear tendency to

omit euff. The chief passages are I
10 - & "> 28 36

416 52. 6S5.6 goo 1443.45. The snme tendency is

found in the same authorities in Alt., e.ff. 4 2i 2
.

In the case before us (l
lu

) the genuineness of

evffvs in Alk. is, we think, supported by its presence
in Alt 316

. There are only 2 cases (24
a 2748

) where
Alt. in a parallel context shows a evS. which is not

represented in the true text of Alark. And in

neither of these does any authority for the text
of Alk. attempt to assimilate.

(2) ex roS pa., KBDL 13 28 33 69 124.

ojrA, AP rell ; cf. Alt 316
.

Here, again, CK is characteristic of Alark. In 4

other cases it corresponds to dird in a parallel
context in Mt., and in 10 cases in Luke. A similar
reaction on the A1SS of Mk. also in I-

5 - 26
7 15 9" 10".

(3) trxifoM^oi's, SAB rell.

fyvvy/iitrovs, D Latt ('apertos') = Mt. and
Luke.

Here there is nothing to account for the change
of dvetfiyfj-ivovs if it were genuine, while o"x_ L opevovs
is at once vivid and difficult.

(4) Ka.Ta.fia.ivm> els O.VTOV, BD 13 69 124 a.

Ka.Ta.fla.lpov eV airrjv, SCAP rell, hut note that

N 33 insert xai p.evov before e w' from Jn
I
32

.

Fondness for els is another characteristic feature
of Alark's style. It occurs in all about 157 times.
Of these, 42 are found in both Alt. and Lk., 39 in

Alt. alone, 19 in Lk. alone, 57 belong to sections or

phrases peculiar to Alark. In 3 places Lk. substi-

tutes (v, in 2 eirl, in 1 (v fieatf. Alt. substitutes
ev in 5 places and eirl in 4. Here (1

IU
) Alt. and Lk.

agree in substituting iirL as they agree in substi-

tuting ev in II 8
. In 4 cases Alt. or Lk. supports

eis when the other has changed it.

On the other hand, i-rrl with ace. occurs only 32
times in Mark. There is only very slight evidence
of a tendency to change it into els. See 6s3 IS"2 - 46

,

and perhaps d (not D) in 913
. In no case is there a

real parallel to the phrase here, which must have
suffered from ' assimilation.'

V. 11
(a) Om. iyeveTo, N* D fF mt (a f

' venit' ; 28
OP*

gl r)KOVOt>-q).

Here, again, light is thrown on the reading by
a careful study of Alark's usage. He is fond of

-'Iveadai, and uses it to cover a great variety of

different meanings. It occurs 52 times in the WH
Text; of these, 6 are found both in Alt. and Luke.
Besides these, Alt. retains only 16, Lk. only 9 ; and
sven in some of these instances slight modifications
are introduced. (Mt. has a parallel context in 49,

Lk. in 36 cases). The text of Alk. shows similar
traces of the attempt to obliterate this individual-

ism. See I
17 2-17 44 - " 5'6 63

(9
6

) 9
7 1043 12" 144

. 96

seems to be Syrian. In all the other cases, except
I 17 227 5 16

,
D appears in the group which either omits

or provides a substitute for yiv. D is generally
supported by some Old Latin A1SS and various
members of the group 1-28, etc. The most in-

structive case is the closely par. 97
eytveTo <t>wpri ex

TTIS vetpeXtis (XBCLA), where AD rell inc. Syr-sin
read T/\Sev (exc. k 1 Syr-vg-codd om.), while ISov

from Alt. and \tyovaa from Lk. also tind support.
In Lk 9s5

eyevtTo . . . \fyovaa is found without
variant, except that D reads r/\(>ev, Syr-cu-sin
riKovaffij. In 1044 the Syrian Text has yeveadai,

NBC(D)LA f'tvai. The omission of eyiveTo may
therefore safely be regarded as 'Western.'

(b) ev sol, NBDs'LPA 1 13 22 33 69 cu-5 Lat-

vg a c ft'
1 - 2

g
2

1 Boh ? Syr-vg-hcl-txt Arm
yKth Go.

iv if, Aril unc8 rell b d g
1 f Syr-hcl-mg.

In Lk. there is virtually no doubt (apart
from the very early

' Western '

variant
vl&s fiov el av) about the reading aii . . .

ev troi.

In Alt. the reading is oiVos . . . ev w, exc.

that D a Syr-cu read <rv &$; Syr-sin
<rt' . . . ev o~oL.

tv aol was peculiarly liable to change from
the association with Is 42' = Alt 12 18

; cf.

2P I
17

.

V. 12
(l)r6 TTP. add TO iiyiop, D.

The tendency to add dyiov is much less than

might have been expected (see 2s
, Jn 7

39
). Its

presence here, perhaps due to Lk 4 1

,
is more likely

meant to mark the contrast with the Tempter.
(2) (a) (Kj3d\\ei. O.VTOV, DA 33-69.

(b) aiiTbv (Kfld\\ei., XABL rell.

The order in (b) is somewhat unusual, though
relatively commoner in Alk. than in Alt. or Luke.
See 3- n - ' 2 54 IP- 18 12 13 - M 1465 167

.

V. 13
(1) (a) iv TV eptiiuf, NABDL 13 33 346 Boh :

Orig Eus.

(b) exe! K1I 1 69 124 131 209 al 15
Syr-sin

Arm.
(f ) ^-ei (p TJJ iphfu?, & unc9 rel Syr-vg.

Here (a) is apparently the original reading. The
repetition ei'j TT]P ep., iv TTJ ep. is thoroughly Marcan ;

cf. v. 16
. It is interesting to notice that Alt. keeps

et's TTJP ep. and Lk. ev TTJ ep.

(b) is a substitute for (a) to avoid the repetition.
(c) is a simple conflation of (a) and (b).

The only alternative is to regard (c) as a redupli-
cation of the regular Marcan type (e.g. d^ias 5

yevonevqs OTC tSv o T)\IOS), of which () and (b) are
alternative redactions. But Mark's pleonasms are

never, we think, weakly tautological, as this would
be ; e.g. in 511 cue? irpos r<j> opei, the second clause

brings out a fresh and important feature in the
scene ; cf. v.'-

e
.

(2) redo-- TI/JL., XBL 33 : Orig Eus.

Tin. Tea-a., ADA rell = Alt. Lk. without
variant.

V. 14
(1) rai nerd, BDer a (c) Boh ?

fj.eTo. 5e, XAL rell.

See on v.
6

.

(2) TO evayyfXiov, om. TTJS /JaffAefas, NBL 1 28
33 69 209 b c fi'

2
Syr-sin Boh Arm.

Add AD rell Lat-vg a f tt'
1
g

1 - -
Syr-vg

.Eth.
TO eva.yy&iov is used without further definition 5

times in Mk. (cf. Ac 157
). In I

1
'l-na. Xp. is added.

In Alt. evay. occurs 4 times, 3 times defined by TTJS

/iamXdas. evay. is not found in Lk. or John. The
full phrase TO ev. T. /Sao-. T. Beov is not found any-
where else. It is most likely that T. /3a<7. came
in from Alt. assisted by its recurrence in v. lt

. No
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til

good reason can be given to explain its omission

if it were genuine. The phrase ^ ftaa. r. ffeou i;

constant 1 14 times) in MK., and never see!

have proxokcil alteration.

(3) I") Kal \iyur, BLA unc* 1 33 69 rel a b

ff1

g- Lat-vg Boh Syr-vg- hel.

(b) \<yw, X-AI) unc8 cu30
f H'- g' Go.

(c) I'm. K' c nit Syr-sin : Orig.
This is a dillicult case. It is surprising how

many of the various readings in Mk. involve the

insertion m omission or change of \<yuv. In some
ease- the insertion is clearly due to assimilation,

9 T IP I4 4 IJM . In others the word is onnii.,1 ,n

changed I 'realise it seemed bald or pleonastic, !

jja H-8 ],|4ii H31 jo' 4
. The aberrant text is almost

uniformly supported by 1), some MSS of Lat-vet,
and some members of the ' Ferrar Group.'

In 3 cases besides this, I
23 2 12 lo4

,
no certain

decision is pos-ible. In 2 of these, l
a 154

,
X is the

chief authority for omission. It is dillicult to

account for the change of (n) either into (b) or (c)

if it be genuine, (a) is also open to suspicion from
Mt 4' 7

.

The asyndeton in (l>) might have led to (n) and

(<) a.s independent simplifications (cf. 1"). But it

is harsh even for Mark.
(c) might have caused dilliculty, because v. 15 can

hardly lie regarded as merely epexegetic of T&

V. '''

ireirXrjpui'Tat ol n<upol, D a b c ff* g
1
nit, probably

due to the association in t hought of pas

sages like Lk 21 24 and esp. Eph l
w

,
the

singular seeming too tame.

V. 16
(1) itai vapaywv, NBDL 13 33 09 124 346 Latt

Boh Arm Svr-hcl-mg.
n-fpuraTwi- Se, AA rell Syrr = Mt.
For 5^ see note on v. 6

.

Trapdywv recurs in 214 (=Mt 9a
)
and 15s1

;

cf. Mt 9-7 2030 , .In 9'.

It is never found in Luke. He has no strict par.

here. In l>oth the other cases he avoids it. There
seems no reason why irtpnruTwv should have been

changed, if it were original.

(2) Si^ui-a, D 28 09 124 346 add ri>.

See note v. 6
.

(3) () Zinuvot, Nl'.I.M al a Boh Arm.
(b) TO? 21/j.uros, AE-A 1 69 aP. See on v.

6
.

(c) aurou, T DGP 33 al vix mu Latt (exc. a)

Syr-sin-vg .-Eth.

(d) avrov TOV 'Zinwvos, EFH unc5 al plus
1*

Syr-hcl Go.

(a) is here clearly the original reading. The

repetition of the subst. is a trick of the Marcan

Style i see 3"). (c) is an inevitable 'Western'
correction agreeing with Matthew, (d) is a.simple
conflation.

(4) (T) d/j.<}>ipd\\oi>Ta.s, J<BL 33.

(b) dn<t>tfid\\oi'Tas TO. Sitcrva, D 1328 69 124

346 Latt.

(c) du0trfd\\oj/Ta$ d^Ji<pl^\'r}ffTpov t
AA unc 11

Boh Syr-hcl (Jo.

(rf) /SdXXoi'Tas &ii.(pl(i\TiaTpov, E2Mm J al pi
Arm = Mt.

Here, again, (n) is clearly original. Its full

force not being understood (or requiring in trans-

lation the express mention of the object), the
' Western' reading ('') supplied ra SiK-rva. from v. 18

.

On the other hand, the influence of Mt. suggested
(c) d^0if(Xj;crTpoi'. Finally, by subst it ut ing ffoXXovTas

((/), the resemblance to Mt. was made complete.
V." yeveaOa.1, om. 1 13 28 09 118 209 al w b Syr-

sin-vg .-Etli.

See on v.". Here the omission is helped
by text of Mt.

V. 18 () TA JiVrna, SBCL al 10 ff
1
g

a
Lat-vg Bol

Arm = Mt.

(A) TOI-TO, DabciP = Lk.; cf. 1028 .

Note that Dae have already used StuTva

in v. 18
.

(c) TO. SiKTva airrCiv, A unc 12 al pi f g
1

Syrr
.Eth Go.

Notice a similar addition in vv."- B etc.

V. 19 () i\iyoi>, BI>L 1 28 IIS 124 131 2(J92'"a btP
g

1 Boll Syr-vg (sin).

(b) (KfWtv, K* = Mt.

(c) &\lyov tKfWfv, ti
c 33.

(d) intiOtv 6\iyov, AC unc12 al pi c f IT1

g
' *

Syr-hcl Arm Go.
Here there is no doubt of the genuineness of

6\lyoi>. (KfWfv seems to have come in Irom Matthew.
The tendency to omit CKtWcv is very slight in the

Gospels, and confined to quite insignificant MSS,
exc. in .In II44

.

(c) and (rf) represent independent conllations of

CM and (b).

\.'M awri\0ov Inrlaw oiVoO, NAI'C rell Syrr.

TlKoKoi'driaav aurcjj, 1) Latt lioh = Mt. ; cf. v. 18
.

airfpX' oirlaw is a remarkable, apparently uninue

phrase (.In 121S is no true parallel), which has
snllered assimilation. 1'erh. aSyriasm; but cU-oX. is

a common word, not wont to provoke alterations.

V. 21
(1) (a) cl<rirop(i'tiTai, KABC rel d.

(6) (iffiropeueTat, 1 22 71 121 al pauc.
(c) eiffTTOpivbucvos, Orig (c) (e).

(d) elfffiropfvovTo, I) r 33 (61 ) (a b f ).

A reading worth looking at. At iirst sight (a)

seems entirely natural, and we wonder why it

should have caused any trouble. Then we notice

the sequence of verbs, d7T7)X0oj>, ftVTropei'-oi'Tai, (5i5a<r~

KCV. The subject of no two of them is the same,
though they are linked by Kal, but in genuine
Marcan fashion the reader is trusted to infer the

subject of each himself.

Again the sequence of tenses, an historic present,
characteristic of Mk., between an Aor. and an Im-

perfect, (li) and (c) are independent attempts to

smooth over the change of sulijeet, (</) assimilates

the tenses.

(2) (a) TOIS <ra.fi[)curiv el<Tf\0wt> el's TT\V aivayu-

yV i&i&aaKtv, ABD rell Latt (exc. c)

Syr-hcl.

(b) eiVeXflwx TOIS <ra. t&iSaanfv els TT\V

away., 33 124.

(c) TOIS fl-dp/Joo-iK fSiSaffKev eis TTJC away.,
KL 28 346 2" : Orig.

{(I) (didaffKfv tv TOIS ffd.pj3a.ffw fit TTJV ffi>va.y. t

C Boll Syr-sin-vg.
(c) TOIS adfipaffu> (is TTJC away. ibiStuTKev,

A 09.

(f) et ingrediens cum eis sabb. in synag.

Capharnaum docebat populum c.

Note that Syr-sin omits KCU da. (is Ka.(p.

This is a strange case of confusion an'ecting the

simplest of sentences. The omission of eiae\S'l>v t

which is common to (c) (it) and (c), produces a

reading which at Iirst sight seems attractive. It

is short and vigorous. And the pregnant use of eis

might easily have led to the insertion of eiae\t>u>v.

On the other hand, the group NCLA, which sup-

ports the omission, is, the present writer believes,

in Mark typically
' Alexandrian,

1

in Dr. Hort's

sense of the term. They exhibit constantly a type
of readings quite their own, which, though always
interesting, rarely succeed in establishing their

claim to preserve the original text. The most
favourable examples are 3"-

' 4~- II 11 15'- ".

Here it is worth noticing that in (/) int/rfdiens

mav stand either for tlairopei'bpevos or ciat\0ii>v.

Anil it is possible that the repetition may have

given offence to the linguistic sense of the Alex-

andrians, and have led to the dropping of fiVfXOui*.

Both words are well established in Mark's voca-

bulary. For though TOpetfnrfleu never occurs (outside

1C""
21

) exc. perhaps in 9110

, tiairop. is found S times.
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Nor is Mk. fond of the pregnant use of ei's. I
9

I
39

(2
1
v.l.) 139 - 16 149 are the only examples ;

and even

Kripvacreiv els (I
3a 14 9

) hardly justifies jiSdcr/cfiv els.

The larger omission in Syr-sin may well be due
to the difficulty of supposing that the work from
which Simon had been called (v.">) lay at any
distance from his home (v.

29
).

(3) ai>Tovs post e'diS., D (Latt) Syr-hcl Arm
/Eth Go. Probably from v. 2

'-.

There is no difficulty in the absolute use of

ciodvKew, which occurs fairly often in all the

Gospels, and generally causes no trouble. Mt 4-3

is the only parallel. Curiously enough, in Mt '21
23

2655 Lk 235 some auth. omit SiddurKcui altogether.
Mark is never tired of emphasizing this aspect of
our Lord's activity. In 9 cases (out of 17) the
word is not paralleled either in Matthew or Luke.

V.-- Kal ante oi'x, om. D*b c d e.

Cf. v." (3) (b).

V.3 (1) tWinpost Kal, XBL 1 33 131 209 Boh : Orig.
Om. ACDA rell.

Cf. on v. 10
(1). It is not found in Lk 4s3

.

Here the word would be specially liable to

alteration, as it expresses simply the suddenness
of the interruption, without reference to any
definite point of time.

{-) avrCiv post ffwayuyy, om. DL 72 bee ft'
2

g
1 Boh.

The presence of the word is remarkable. It has
no antecedent, ffufay. is regularly defined in Mt.,
but very rarely in Mark or Luke. Only Mk I

23 - 39
,

Lk 4 15 (where as here D a b 1 om.). But there is no
trace of any tendency to supply avrur mechanically
with uvvay. in either Mark or Luke. Lat-vg in
Lk 13 10

is an instructive exception. So it is un-

likely that it has come in here from Matthew.
On the other hand, Mark has no quite similar case

(exc. 948
,
where CU'TUP has come in from LXX) of

an indefinite avruv. It is possible that it may
represent Mark's transformation of what on St.

Peter's lips was ' our
'

synagogue.
V. 24

(l)"Eo om. NBD 157 2> Latt Boh Syr-sin-vg
;Eth.

Ins. (A) CLA rell. Syr-hcl Arm Go : Orig
Eus= Lk 4 34 (where as here D cu4 Lat-
vet Boh Syr-sin-hier /Eth om. ).

Another ' Alexandrian '

reading, this time
adopted by the 'Syrian' Text, against the
'Neutral' and the 'Western.' Granted that the
' Western '

authority here must be discounted
because of its behaviour in Lk 4s4

, still the
'Neutral' reading is preferable because it alone

explains the phenomena in the two passages
taken together. There seems no reason why "Ea

(however it is to be understood) should have caused
trouble. All is simple, if we suppose that the
' Alexandrian ' and '

Syrian
'

texts here assimilated
Mark to Luke, while conversely the ' Western '

assimilated Luke to Mark.

(2) oloa.ij.ei/, SLA Boh Arm /Eth : Tert
Orig Eus.

o'da, ABCD rell Latt Syrr= Lk 431 (where
only Arm has pi.).

Neither reading has any intrinsic difficulty. It
is simply a question whether the Alexandrian Text
introduced the pi. in consequence of T^UII (cf. ijofura.v,
v. 34

), or whether the rest assimilated Mark to Luke.
The fact that the Alexandrians omitted to insert
the corresponding change in Luke is not a fatal

objection to the first hypothesis.
V. 25

(1) OT' for f'|, HL 33 cu 16 c f g
]= Lk.

See on v.
1
". etc is habitual in cases of possession

in Mark. In these cases it is never retained either

by Matthew or Luke.
(2) (a) TOV dvffpwirov for avrov and + irvevna

a.KdeapTov, D (S
pe

) Latt (exc. f) (Go
JEth).

Go yEth add TTV. an. but read ain-ou.

81* TO TTV. TO O.K.

(b) KABCLA rell : Orig Syr-sin read
at'ToO without TTV. O.K. Lk.

Here we have to balance the chance that (b) has
arisen out of (a) by assimilation to Luke, against
the chance that (a) has arisen out of (b) by assimila-
tion to 58. (a), as 58 shows, is thoroughly Marcan ;

but the evidence for it, as our experience even in

these few verses is enough to suggest, is far from
trustworthy. Again, if we may allow any weight
to our provisional hypothesis as to the relation
between Luke and Mark, there is no reason to

suppose that Luke would have modified () if his
text of Mark had contained it. In 8a) (

= Mk 5") he
retains the words, though putting them into the
oratio obliqua. His agreement with Mark in these

verses, 4s3
'35 = Mk I'-"-

26
, is exceptionally close.

There is no par. in Matthew.
V.26

(1) The whole verse reads as follows in D :

KOii f^rjX&ev TO Tri>ei)fj.a TO aKdOapTov ffirapd^as
O.UTOV Kal Kpd$as <j>uvr) f^eydXrj ^TJ\&V djr'

avroO.

With this e agrees (only omitting TO dKa.8a.pToi>),
and ft- (only transposing airap. OUT. with TO TTV.

TO aK.).

It is difficult not to believe that this exhibits
a conflation of two readings : () na.1 e$f)\6ev TO irv. TO
dft. (Trrapd^as aiTbv Kal Kpd^as tpuivfi peyd\r}, with (b)

the reading in the text. Some such conflation
must also underlie the reading of D in v. 34

. (a)

might have arisen out of (b) by free assimilation to
Mk 9-6 , where also we find the masc. aai Kpdjas Kal

TryXXa ffjrapdifas ^\fffir
.

(2) Kfd^av is read by AC(D) rell.

<pui>f/ffai>, SBL 33 : Orig.
Neither phrase is objectionable in itself. (f>av. <p.

p.ey. is found in Lk 2346
,
Ac 16-8 , but not in contexts

likely to have suggested themselves here. Kpdfa,
on the other hand, is constantly used of the cries

of the possessed, and spdfas <p. p.. occurs in Mk 57
.

(3) dw' is read for e' by C(L))AM 33 Latt.
See on v. 25

.

V. 27
)!) (a)avrovs, NBfbefPq).

(b) 7rp6s eavrovs, ACDA unc9 al 90
.

(c) jrpbs aiiToiis, GLS rell verss.

It is difficult to find any test to enable us to

judge between these readings. The reciprocal use
of irpos ea.\T. is characteristic of Mk 9 1U II 31

ll'
7 14 4

163
, besides v.l. 9". in- :o lo2

". It is not found in
Matthew. It occurs in Lk 205 (

= Mk) -I?* (v.l,

20 14= Mk), and in Jn 1219
. On the other hand, NB

exhibit no special animus against it. They seem
clearly right on the three other occasions (9

33 1026
,

Lk 20"), where they combine to attest an alterna-
tive reading, awfrfrflv is used absolutely in 12 J8

and Lk 24 15
. The construction of Mk 9' is am-

biguous. In 914 ' 16 the true reading is clearly

npbs aiTovs, though here X in each case reads eatir.

These facts, so far as they go, are in favour of (a),
as is the fact that some of the authorities for irpos

(ACE* MA2
al'-

11

) give what is perhaps a further sign
of the influence of Lk 436 by reading \eyovTes for

\eyovTa.s. O.VTOVS has a real point (cf. on ai/rwf in

v.-b ) if it indicates a distinction between the circle

immediately round our Lord, and that part of the

congregation whose astonishment found vent in the
words that follow.

(2) (a) Tt effTiv TOVTO ; OifiaxTj KO.LVT) KO.T' 4j-owrl&pt

NBL 33 (1 118 131 2P" al3
+arr,)

]5oh.

(b) Tis TI Oioa.\Ji eKelvij T) Kaivrj avTrj i] e^ovtrta

OTI, D (evv
3
Latt).

(c) r[ effTtv TOVTO
;
Tls T] Sida^n ^ Kaivi] ai'T-rj

oTi KO.T' e'^ovcrlaf, (A)CA rel (A Tis TJ K.

av. Sid.} (G9 rts i] K. oio. at'.).

Note that the Latin renderings are very various.
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They agree with D in leaving nut ri iartv TOVTO ;

Sipiin' mint /Mtii-;;. Most, it nut all, may represent
KO.T' ifovatar, miiu' exc. '

d,' tfoixrla.

Tin1

simplest sulution is to regard () as the

original reading ; it is vigorous anil vivid, ami its

abruptness mi-lit easily offend. (6) wuuld then be

a ' Western '

paraphrase, (c) a 'Syrian' cunllatinn

of (n), with one or other of the various forms of (6).

V. 28
(1) *ai tifiWc", NHCDLAM 33 ul".

fijMfc 5<f, A. rel.

See on v. e.

(2,1 t .Wt, om. *
1 28 33 131 al" b c e IP (g) q

l!oh Syr-sin Arm .Ktli.

See on v.".

(3) wavTaxov, ante fit i>\., KC15CL 69 124 b e q
Boh.

Om. X* ADA rell c f IP- -
g

1 - 3
Lat-vg Syr-

sin-vg-hcl.
A characteristic pleonasm, part of which is repre-

sented in Ml4-4
eis &\riv, part in Lk 417

ei's Trdi-Ta

Tjirov. See on v. 13
.

(4) (a) rijs FaXiXaias, K'ABCD rell.

(b) TTJS 'loi'Salas, N*, cf. Lk 4W ; but there

is no indication in Mk., as there is

in Lk., of a use of 'lovdaia to include

the whole of Palestine.

(c) roD 'Iop5a.i>ov, 28 ;
cf. Mt 33 ,

Lk 3a
.

(<l) iKflmi, s""* ; cf. Mt 14M ,
v.l. Mk 6s5.

24. The facts are now before us. Wecan judgefoi
ourselves the kind of variations that are to be met
with on every page of the (iospels, and the kind

of considerations \>y which we can attempt to dis-

criminate between alternative readings, before we
are in a position to assign a special value to any
particular authority, or group of authorities, over

the rest. It is true that we have in one or two

purl irulars anticipated results that must be verified

by further examination. We have treated certain

groups of authorities, which even within the limits

of tliis passage can be seen to mark themselves oil

from time to time from all the rest, as approxi-

mately constant unhs, ami we have given distinct ive

names to the particular sets of readings which

they attest. The fact that the authorities do

exhibit this tendency to fall into groups is now

generally admitted, and even the Traditionalists

are beginning to see that a careful study of these

groups is the first step towards the understanding
of the history of the changes through which the

text, taken as a whole, has passed. They point

out, however, quite rightly, that the term ' text
'

as applied to these groups must be used with
caution. It does not necessarily imply, <.</., that

there ever existed an edition of the 'We-lnn
Text,' including all the variants that we should

be prepared to class as 'Western,' and excluding
all tlieir rivals, in the sense in which Westcott
and Hurt include, with a few exceptions, all the
' Neutral

'

readings ; or, again, in which Mr. Miller

prints the Traditional Text. No critic is likely to

take serious exception to the delinition which Mr.

Miller puts forward of the sense in which he is liim-

self prepared to use the word. ' What is properly
meant,' he writes,*

'
is that of the variant readings

of the words of the (iospels which, from whatever

cause, grew up more or less all over the Chri-tian

Church, so far as we know some have family likc-

nesses of one kind or another, and may be traced to

a kindred source.'

_'.">. More serious exception has been taken by Dr.

Salmon to the names which Dr. Hort gave to the

different groups. He calls them '

question-begging.'
Hut it is by no means easy to see the exact point

Trait. Text, p. 118. The litfht thrown on the extent to

whirli Mr. Milli r in prepared to believe in the existence of

etliti 'ii*' in \<Ty early times by hid note (I.e. p. 'J'2) should nut

be. overlooked.

of his criticism. The names are as free as possible
from any invidious connotation, differing in this

respect tutu nrlu from the name '

Neologian,' which
Mr. Miller regards as a fair description of the
text of any editor who rejects a 'Traditional'

reading. They are all descriptive of certain clearly
marked and carefully delined characteristics of

the groups to whicli they are applied. The
'

Syrian
' Text is so called because its most constant

support is found, as we have seen, in the writings
of 1'athers connected directly with the Church of

Antioch. An objection may no doubt lie against
it, because it must suggest to an uninstructed
reader that the chief support for these readings is

to be found in the Syiiae versions
; but in itself it

is purely descriptive, and implies no judgment on
the genuineness of the readings connoted by it.

_'<i. 'Western' again, as Dr. Hort himself pointed
out, is an inadequate title for readings which have

early Greek, Svriac, and Egyptian support, as

tvell as Latin, lint he retained it because it was
established by long usage, and there seemed no
sufficient reason for obscuring the continuity of

the development of the science of Textual Criticism

by any unnecessary change in the accepted termin-

ology. The name as he delined it connoted

nothing more than the fact that this group of

readings had first attracted the attention of

scholars by the support that it receives in the
real Gneco-Latin MSS and in the Latin versions.

There was nothing in the name to imply that no

readings in this group could be regarded as

;enuine.
27. The name 'Alexandrian' was chosen simply

because the authorities supporting it are, so'far as

we can judge, exclusively confined to Alexandria.
It had, no doubt, already lieen applied to all non-

Western pre-Syrian readings by Griesbach. Neit her

X nor 1$ was, however, accessible to Griesbach
when he made his classification. And, now that
in the light of the new evidence a further sub-

division of Griesbach s Alexandrian family has
become possible, no serious difficulty is likely to

arise from appropriating to one division the name
hich belonged to the whole class before its

elements were fully differentiated.

28. It would be difficult to devise a more scrupu-

lously colourless name than the last on our list

the name ' Neutral.' It was chosen to express the
fact that the authorities supporting it were habitu-

ally found in opposition to the 'distinctive' read-

ings of both the ' Western ' and the ' Alexandrian
'

groups. It is true that these 'distinctive' read-

ings are, from the nature of the case, in the great

majority of instances corruptions that have a fleeted

one particular line of transmission ;
so a group

that has escaped them must be, so far as these

corruptions are concerned, a relatively pure text.

Hut there is nothing in the name to imply that all

the readings attested by it must necessarily be

genuine, or to exclude the possibility that the

rival authorities may in any individual case have

preserved the genuine text. To adopt the name
'

Early Alexandrian' for this group, as Dr. Salmon

suggests, on the strength of the number of names
connected with Alexandria which appear among
its most prominent constituents, would obscure

the fact, to which attention must be called later,

that the attestation to it is by no means confined

to Alexandria, besides obscuring the clearly marked
distinction between this group and the one last

described. It is difficult, therefore, to see what

question any one of these names as defined by Dr.

Hort can be supposed to beg.
2(1. It will be noticed that the points suggested for

consideration in the notes, as likely to afford a pre-

sumption either for or against the genuineness of

the different variants, are exclusively of an internal
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character. This limitation is deliberate, because
at this stage of the investigation our purpose must
be simply to determine which reading in each case
has the best claim to he regarded as original, apart
from any preconceived theory as to the weight to

be attached to the authorities by which it is

attested. Some minds are, no doubt, constitution-

ally impatient of this class of considerations, and

profoundly sceptical of any conclusions which are
based on them. And, no doubt, there would be far

less room for difference of opinion, and far less

need of patient study and careful and exact

scholarship in Textual Criticism, if we could start

with some external standard, and so dispense
with internal considerations altogether. Nothing,
for instance, can be easier, if one may assume
that the mass of authorities must always be right,
than to prove that a numerically insignificant

group of dissentients must be worthless, just be-

cause the evidence of
' the many

' can always, ex

hi/pothesi, be described as 'overwhelming.' I5ut

when the precise question at issue is the relative

weight to be attached to the rival groups, no
amount of erudition can conceal the fact that a
demonstration constructed on these lines has no

logical value; it does 'beg the question.' It is

well, therefore, to realize from the outset that the

element of personal judgment can never be elimi-

nated from the processes of Textual Criticism. A
clear realization of this fact is necessary if we are

to understand the importance of a careful study
of the laws which must regulate the use of the
critical faculty, and of the different methods which
other workers in the same field have found useful

as safeguards to minimize the dangers arising from
unconscious caprice or personal idiosyncrasy. The
criteria for testing t/n- internal evidence, ofHcmlimix
are of two kinds : Intrinsic Probability, or ' the
consideration of what an author is likely to have
written,' and Transcriptional Probability, or ' the

consideration of what a copyist is likely to have
made him seem to have written.' No doubt, taken

separately, they are, as Mr. Miller calls them,*
'weak pillars.' But, when they combine in favour
of any variant, their testimony is overwhelming.
Such cases are indeed comparatively rare. They
are numerous enough, however, to enable us to

form, first a provisional, and then a more carefully
balanced estimate of the characteristic excellences

and defects of each authority with which we have
to deal. They enable us that is, in cases where
the internal evidence of the readings is ambiguous

to appeal to the internal evidence of the Document?

by .which the different variants are attested. But
even this is not enough. The same document may
be of very different value in different parts.

30. We have therefore still to inquire what
methods are available when, as in the case of most
of the MSS of the NT, whether uncial or cursive,
the documents are of a very mixed character, and
considerations derived from internal evidence alone

are in consequence unusually precarious, t

It is at this point that the real importance of the

principle of Genealogy comes full into view. It is

based on the obvious fact that our documents, to

quote the words of Dr. Hort to which Mr. Miller

has called special attention,
' are all fragments,

usually casual and scattered fragments, of a

genealogical tree of transmission, sometimes of

vast extent and intricacy.' It is true, as Mr.
* Trad. Text, p. 238 : cf. Hort's Summary, ed. minor, p. 543.

t The mixed character of the text in the uncials will be ob-

vious from the study of any App. Crit. If any one wishes to

realize the mixed character of the text even in the cursives, he
cannot do better than study Mr. Hoskier's admirably thorough
examination of the codex C04. The only surprising thing is

that he should imagine that the facts he has observed disturb

any of the results at which Dr. Hort arrived. Compare also

the introduction to Scrivener's collation of 20 MSS with

Trey;elles' remarks upou it (Home, Intr. p. 145).

Miller points out, that the analogy with human
relationship which the word suggests is not com-

plete. There is a variability in the transmission
of acquired characteristics in human heredity
which is lacking under normal conditions in

derivation by a process of copying. But this

difference is all in favour of the textual critic,

and enables him to tread securely even in cases
where the normal conditions of transmission are
disturbed by the presence of '

mixture,' i.e. when
the scribe at work on a particular MS embodies
either constantly or occasionally readings derived
from more than one exemplar. For the process

depends on the principle, which it is encouraging
to notice that Mr. Miller accepts without reserve,
that '

identity of reading implies identity of

origin.'
31. The consequences that follow from the accept-

ance of this principle and the careful application
of this method are far-reaching. Its chief import-
ance lies in this, that it opens a field for strictly
historical investigation into facts which can be

brought to definite tests. These tests no doubt

require the greatest delicacy and skill in their

application, but the facts are in themselves con-

crete and quite independent of subjective con-

siderations.

It has, however, one or two subsidiary conse-

quences to which we may call attention before we
pass on. We may notice, first, that it justifies at
once the treatment of groups of documents, which
are found constantly associated in the support of

the same variants, as approximately constant
units : to this point attention has already been
called. It also suggests the explanation of one
of the paradoxes of Textual Criticism which has

puzzled Dr. Salmon (p. 55). It is certainly strange
that the evidence of two witnesses should be
lowered in value by being associated with, rather

than opposed by, a third ; that, for instance, more

weight should be assigned by Dr. Hort in the

Pauline Epistles to B + D2 -G3, than to B + D,+
G3. As long as each document is regarded as

an independent witness, it is clearly impossible
to assign a negative value to its evidence. But
when we realize that each document has a com-

posite character determined by its ancestry, and
that in consequence we have to determine in each

case which strain is represented in any particular

reading before we can estimate the value to be

assigned to its evidence, the paradox disappears.
The value of any group is simply the value of the

element common to all the members composing it.

Thus 15 in the Pauline Epistles is largely
' Neutral

'

with a decided ' Western '

element : D., is Western
with a decided ' Neutral

'

element : 3
is almost

purely
' Western '

with a Syrian admixture. The
combination B + D2 may therefore be either Neutral
or Western, both "elements being present, though
in different proportions, in each document. And
the reading attested by G3 can be either Western
or Syrian. But a reading supported by B + D 8 + G8

in opposition to all other authorities must be dis-

tinctively
' Western.'

32. One further remark may be allowed before

we leave this paradox. It is, no doubt, tempting to

illustrate different stages in the critical process by
comparison with the everyday procedure of the

Law Courts, especially when one's object is to

interest Englishmen in the minutite of a dry and
technical study. But the habit is a dangerous
one. The legal and the scientific methods are

fundamentally distinct, and, in consequence, seri-

ous fallacies, as this paradox shows, may lurk

even in the most specious analogy. But the worst

effect of yielding to it is that it tends insensibly
to merge the critic himself in the advocate, and to

make him 'the champion of an opinion,' for whom
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tin- value of :ni argument i~ measured by it> im-

mediate elfeet i\ene^ rather than 'tin' -MIL:!"

hearted lo\er "I trutli,' wlui knou-. thai there i-

11O illttllence against wllirh he Illll-t Jjllard

resolutely
than the influence of tin- popular prejll

dices which tciiil to war|i his own judgment, am!

\vhic-h respond most readily to a rhetorical ap-

peal.
:ili. \)r. Salmon suggests in another place ip. II!)

i-liat the dogmatic tone of \V1I~ liit,-<a/ii'-fi<ni is

ilm- to the uilluence of the established Cambridge
methoil of mathematical teaching. A closer

parallel would .SOL-MI to lie provided by ordinary
text -1 k> in any department of Natural Science.

\\ e expect to linil ill them a description of the

methods, ami a. classified record of the results, of

an investigation into a series of phenomena which
the sin. lent is no doubt expected to take on HUM.
but only until he has repeated the experiment
ami verilieil the result hy his own ohsei \ at ion.

The extraordinary insight and skill in classiliea

tion which the Introduction reveals, retted the

expert botanist more than the niutlieniatician.

S4. The last consequence of the acceptance of the

principle of 'Genealogy' to which we wish to call

at lent ion, is the light that it throws on the radical

uiiMiunihiess of any system of Textual Criticism

which liases itself directly on a numerical calcu-

lation of the attesting documents, before the

significance of the numbers has been checked and

interpreted by descent. It is, no doubt, a remark-
able tact I hat one of the types of text which were
currenl side hy side in the fourth century is

repre-
sented to-day in extant MSS by a progeny

' like

the stars of heaven in multitude.';* while the

representatives of the others are few and for

the most part fragmentary. Hut the principle
of Genealogy reminds us that, however numerous
tin progeny of any MS may be, their united value

can never be higher than that of their common
oiijnial. And it has yet to be seen whether
that common original can, in the case of distinc-

tively Syrian readings, be traced back beyond
the ith century. The facts which we have already
noticed in the history of the text of one of the
I'auline Epistles prove that the answer to that

question cannot be taken for granted. We must
not forget that, if 'identity of reading' implies
'

identity of origin,' identity in a demonstrably
\Moiii; reading, except in the case of a primitive
error, implies a common original later than the

autograph. And in such cases it becomes of

primary importance to determine as precisely as

possible the date of the common original.
S.'i. \\"e can now pass on to consider what light is

thrown by our examination of the variants in Mk
I

1 "'-" on the character of the witnesses by which

they are supported. We must begin with those
valiants that are the exclusive property of the
Traditional Text, and by which in conseijuence
the value of the authorities supporting it can lie

most effectively tested. We have included pro-

visionally as belonging to it all the readings which
are attested by none of the live MSS, X15CD or L.

Further examination will show which, if any, of

these readings have a claim to be regarded as

belonging also to one or other of the alternative
texts. Sixteen examples occur. The points
all' i led are in almost every case extremely trivial,

but they are none the less significant as indi-

cations of documentary relationship.
(1) V. 1 om. TOC before tffoc.

(L'l V.- rots TrpotpjjTan for '\\ff. T. irpofi.

(!!) V.- add lfnrpocrt)4i> ffov.

(4) V. 4
(inTrrifuv iv Ty ipriiuf nai Kypvaffwv. Con-

Hate.

(5) V. 5
transpose irdms.

See Trad. Text, \\. 233.

(0) V." transpose i>ir& '\wivvov.

(7) V. 10 diro for (K.

(8) V." i? for aol.

(U) V."('i {fry (pttuf. Conflate.

(Ill) V. 18
irepiroTiiK M for ol irapd-yuf.

(11) V. 18 aiVoD TOV Zinuvos. Conllate.

(12) V.^/SaXXoiTa? dn<j>iji\riaTf>oi- for

Xovrat.

(13) V."adl aiTiiK.

(14) V. ' tKtWiv &\iyov. Conllate.

(15) V. 27 ri fffriv TOVTO
; rlt ij 5t$a.x*l ^ KO.IVTI ai'Tij

dri KCLT' f^ovfflav. Conllate.

(16) V. 58 for KO.I.

3ti. Now, it is surely remarkable that in no single
one of these cases does the internal evidence, taken
as a whole, point unequivocally in favour of the
Traditional reading. In many cases it seems to

be definitely adverse. Again, it is surely remark-
able that even in this short passage live of the

readings, vv. 4 - 13- 16 ' IB -

'^, admit of a ready explana-
tion on the supposition that they were produced
by combining, with more or less modification,
two alternative readings which were at one time
current independently. In other words, they
suggest the presence of ('onllation as a factor in

the production of the Traditional Text. This

hypothesis is rendered distinctly more probable by
the observation which rests on a wide induction
of undisputed facts, that the normal tendency of

scribes in all ages is towards addition anil not
subtraction.* The exceptions to this rule, which

spring from purely accidental causes, e.g.
' Homoeo-

teleuton,' are clearly not in point here. Nor, again,
can we logically give any weight here to the charge
of a deep-seated tendency to omission brought
against the scribes of all our oldest authorities:

because again and again the only evidence adduced
in support of it is that the text they attest is

habitually shorter than the Traditional, and we
are looking for an assurance that the Traditional

Text itself is free from addition.

It is true that there is evidence that some
scribes, the originators of the ' Western

'

read-

ings, did in the course of their extraordinarily
rash recasting of the text omit a word here and
there without introducing an equivalent. But
there is no evidence to show that a tendency to

omit alleded a large proportion of their work.
And the common ancestor of X and I! was, so far

as we can judge, entirely unaffected by
' Western'

influence.

37. The suspicion of Conflation is deepened when
we indicate to the eye, as has been clone in the

passage as printed above, the relation in which
the Traditional Text stands to the earlier texts

out of which on this hypothesis it nrtist have been
constructed. The passage certainly illustrates

with remarkable vividness the phenomena which
Dr. Hurt's description would have led us to expect.
His words run as follows:

'To state in a few words the results of examina-
tion of the u hole body of Syrian readings, dis-

tinctive and non-distinctive, the authors of the

Syrian Text had before them documents repre-

senting at least three earlier forms of text, Western,
Alexandrian, and a third. Where they found

variation, they followed different procedures in

different places. Sometimes they transcribed un-

changed the reading of one of the earlier texts,
now of this, now of that. Sometimes they in like

manner adopted exclusively one of the readings,
but modified its form. Sometimes they combined
the readings of more than one text in various

ways, pruning or modifying them if necessary.

Lastly, they introduced many changes of their

own where, so far as appears, there was no pre-
vious variation. When the circumstances are

See Trc-stllm, The Printed Text <ij the XT, p. 184.
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fully considered, all these processes must be recog-
nized as natural

'

( 165).

When the whole text has the appearance of

being conflate, individual readings combining ele-

ments which can be proved to have existed inde-

pendently are more naturally accounted for on
the hypothesis of Conflation than on any other.

It would seem impossible to determine a priori
what proportion of such readings we should ex-

pect to find in a passage of any given length.
Mr. Miller is probably right when he says,

'

I

venture to think that, supposing for a moment the

theory to be sound, it would not account for any
large number of variations, but would at the best

only be a sign or symptom found every now and
then of the derivation attributed to the Received
Text.' * This is exactly the impression that an
attentive reader would receive from Dr. Hort's

carefully measured language in reference to them. t
38. The last point to be examined in regard to

these readings is the presence or absence of ante-

Nicene Patristic support. What has already been
said on the principle of Genealogy will put us at the

right point of view for appreciating the significance
of this part of our investigation. For it is clear

that, unless we can discover some evidence external

to the MSS for locating and dating the readings
contained in them, we shall find it difficult, if not

impossible, to make sure of the direction actually
taken by the different streams of textual change.
The primary source of such evidence is provided by
fully verified and tested Patristic quotations.

39. We must not, however, hide from ourselves

the difficulty of the task. Even at the risk of some

repetition, we must remind ourselves that it is

always necessary, in cases where the text of a
Father appears to agree with the Traditional Text,
to make allowance for the possibility that that

agreement would disappear if we had access to his

autograph, even though there is no variation in

the printed editions or in any of the extant MSS
of his work. No conclusions can be based on
snch evidence unless the correctness of the read-

ing is, guaranteed by the context.

40. Again, in a passage like the one before us (Mk
I
1' 28

), which has parallels throughout either in one
or in both of the other Synoptics, and in which a

considerable proportion of the variants suggest the

influence of assimilation, it is clearly unwise to

build any conclusions on a Patristic reference to

the text in its assimilated form, unless the writer

gives us independent means of determining the

particular Gospel from which he is quoting.
41. Again, in applying the knowledge derived

from such evidence, alter it has passed all our tests,

to the interpretation of the facts of textual history
as indicated by the groups into which the MSS are

observed to fall, we have to bear in mind that it is

* Causes t)f Corruption, p. 270.

t As curious misapprehensions are current on this point, it

may be well to quote the sentences in full, italicizing the

significant phrases. The reff. are to paragraphs in the Intro-

duction. 133, 'The clearest evidence ... is furnished by
conflate readings, where they exist ; and in the case of some of

the primary groupings of the textual documents of the New
Testament ifit-y arefortunately not wanting.' In 5 165, already

quoted, notice the words,
' Sometimes they combined the read-

ings of more than one Text - in various ways, pruning or

modifying them, if necessary.' In 18.i,
'

Occasionally also the

readings of two of the antecedent Texts were combined by simple
or complex adaptations.' We may also compare the language
used in the short statement of the principles of Textual Criti

cism printed at the end of the volume containing the text

(p. 54S, ed. minor). 'The priority of two at least of the three

Texts just noticed to the Syrian Text is further brought to

light by the existence of a certain number of distinctively

Syrian readings, which prove on close examination to be due to

a combination of the Western with the Neutral readings.'
The number of readings in Mk I 1 -28 that have a claim to he

considered as ' connate '

is distinctly larger than this language
would have led us to anticipate. But we must not forget
that the genealogical antecedents of the component elements
are in some cases obscure.

impossible on MS evidence alone to determine

precisely what readings, other than 'conflate,' are

to be classed as distinctively Traditional i.e. are

to be regarded on the Critical hypothesis as

having originated with the '

Syrian
'

revisers, and
not merely been adopted by them from some pre-
existent text. For, as the evidence of the Latin,

Syriac, and Egyptian versions shows, the preserva-
tion of at least the ' Western '

types of text in

Greek MSS is incomplete and fragmentary. So
that it is practically certain that some of the

readings which are at present attested only by
MSS of a markedly Traditional type are not really
the exclusive property of the Traditional Text.

They must have belonged also, at one time, to one
or other of its rivals. We must be ready, there-

fore, to make allowance for the possibility that
some of the readings in our provisional list, and in

any other list drawn up on the same rough-and-

ready principle, may be '

Western,'
'

Alexandrian,'
or even '

Neutral,' as well as '

Syrian.'
42. Ante-Nicene evidence is quoted by Tischeu-

dorf or Tregelles on one side or the other in 7 out
of the 15 readings in our list. In the first case (v.

1
),

the insertion of TOV before 8eov, the ante-Nicene

evidence disappears on close examination. The

passages in Irena-us which contain the clause are

extant only in Latin, and are therefore indecisive.

The clause is wanting in the one passage where
we have access to the Greek of Iremcus, and in

Origen. We may note, however, that Severianus

(fl. 400) and Victor of Antioch (d. 430) both omit
the article. Cyril Alex. (d. 444) is the earliest

authority quoted in support of it. The second

reading rots Trpotprfrais for 'H<r. TOJ 7rpo0. finds a place
as No. 14 in Mr. Miller's select 30 (Trad. Text,

p. 108), and is also discussed at length by Dean
liurgon (Cruises of Corruption, p. lllft'., cf. Trad.

Tf.xt, App. iv.). So in this case we have the

advantage of a full statement of the evidence that

can be put forward on behalf of the Traditional

reading. It will be instructive to examine this

statement in detail.

43. Only a summary of the evidence is given in

Trad. Text, detailed references being promised in

Cniiws of Corruption. In the summary, 6 names

appear as supporting rois irpo<t>. : Titus of Bostra,

Origen, Porphyry, Iremeus (p. 205), Eusebius, Am-
brose. 7 names appear on the other side : Irenjeus

(p. 191), Origen (Gels, ii. 4 ; in Joan. i. 14), Titus of

Bostra (adv. Mnnich. in. 4), Basil (adv. Eunoin. ii.

15), Serapion, Victorinus of Pettau (in Apoc. Joh.},

Epiphanius (twice over the second time with a

ref. adv. Ha-r. II. i. 51). When we come to Causes

of Corruption we are met by a statement that

Tischendorf quotes 13 Fathers against the Tradi-

tional reading : Irenreus, Origen, Porphyry, Titus,

Basil, Serapion, Epiphanius, Severianus, Victor,

Eusebius, Victorinus, Jerome, Augustine. We
are then told that ' from this list serious deductions

must be made. Iren.-vus and Victor of Antioch

are clearly with the Textus Keceptus. Serapion,

Titus, and Basil do but borrow from Origen, and
with his argument reproduce his corrupt text of

Mk I
2

. ... Victorinus and Augustine, being
Latin writers, merely quote the Latin version,

which is without variety of reading. There re-

main Origen (the faulty character of whose
codices has been remarked upon already). Por-

phyry the heretic (who wrote a book to convict the

Evangelists of mis-statements, and who is there-

fore scarcely a trustworthy witness), Eusebius,

Jerome, and Severianus. Of these, Eusebius and

Jerome deliver it as their opinion that the nan>-

of "Isaiah" had obtained admission into the text

through the inadvertency of copyists. Is it reason-

able, on the slender residuum of evidence, to

insist that St. Mark has ascribed to Isaiah words
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ciinfes-cdly written liy Malai-lii ':

'

Tin' ]i:i-s.-i'_'e

concludes with ,-i lecture on the dut_\ of -caivinl

He---- alld ' holiest V.
'

44. It", in tin- liojit of this -statement, we come
hack to the Bummary in Trail. /' /Y. the result i-

st.-n I ling. ( If tin/ li names quoted on la-half of the

TK, tin- e\ idencc of the lirst 3 in tin. mi . if tin 1 rival

le.-iclmg is ilismsseil anil ilisftiiiiileil. lint no lunl

is L-I\'-II ni any justification for tlie appearance of

thfir nanirs on the opposite side. Of the other :i,

Ambrose is left unnoticed; Iren.-en--. \\ho>e name
appeared in the summary, like (he Mann sot' driven
anil Titus, on lioth sides, is boldly elai I I'M In

sively for the Tit. (If Eusebius we gather that

lie i^ usually i|iioteil in favour of tin- opposite side,

but that he felt the ilillic ulty of thai reading so

iniieh that he regarded the text us corrupt. (It

is difficult to see how he eoulil liave failed to reti-r

to a difference of reading among MSS on the point
!i,ni he liceii conscious that any such ilillerem-e

e\i-teil). A reference to the Latin version of

Ircna-iis U rather a 'slender resiilniini' from the

original (i, even when Supplemented \>y a claim to
\ Htor of Antioeh, whose date no douot excluded
hi- name from the summary. This result, we
may notice in passing, does not inspire confidence
in the accuracy of the summary, or in the con-

clusions luiilt on it. Hut that is not the point

immediately before us.* We must turn to a d r

examination of the details of the evidence in the

light of Uean Borgon's.comments upon them.
4,">. The earliest witness is Irena-us. Three pas

sages in his writings (pp. 1ST, I'.ll, LtM) come up for

consideration. Two (pp. 187, 205) are extant only
in Latin ; Imt.asGrabe showed (see note in Si iereni,
then- is no reason to question the accuracy of the
translation. The reading

'

in j)rn/>/ fix,' for which

they vouch, cannot have come in through the
Latin version, and it is, besides, strongly, though
no! quite conclusively, continued hy the context

(p. -H3I. The passage on
i>.

101 is, fortunately,
extant lioth in Greek and Latin. The Latin reads
'in l-'.miin prcpheta' with no recorded variant.
The ( Ireek is attested in various ways. It is found
in an extract from Irena-us preserved by Anastasius

* Mr. Mill, r's 110 passages are meant to supply materials for

comparison ln-twi-i-n the Patriotic evidence to be derived fn>in
uiii.is who died before A.D. 400 to the Traditional and the

in' testa respectively. It is ini]>ossible t" <lisro\.-r tla-

prim -I pi.- which underlies this selection. He prol. ss ( -s i ,, choose
pi-- i^. - in which 'evidence is borne on both sides.' r.ut in s

"Ut ..t the 30 he can flud no Patristic evidence on the ' Neo-
side.

Tin- sr!,, ti,iii is certainly not regulated by anv consideration
of tin- distribution of MS authority. 24 out" of tin- .",n an- snp-

porti. I t>> on.- or more members of the group KBC'IIL. Nor,
auain, is any care taken to choose passages where the Patristic

* nli in . i- ir.-i- from the uncertainty caused by thi- prrs.-mv of

s\MM|.ti,- parallels. The only element common to ;i]I iln to i*

that th<-\ an- printed in thick type by Scrivener in the Catll-

l.rMirr lirnk Testament, i.e. each of them has, at one time,
I- ' n i,l,,|it,,t by one or more of the critical editions collated
at tli'- l""l "f Srri\ i-ner's pages.

It i* . ,|nall\ difficult to see the bearing of this evidence on
tin- point al issue. It Is true that at the beginning of the
rh:ipi. r a vague reference is made (p. 05) to a statement of
Iir. Mori's, and it is assumed at the end that bis roni, ni i,m-
b.n t.. i ii shown to be baseless. But we are left to divine, as
l-i si u. may, how the collection of reff., rca,-hiim to the end of
tb- ith r.-ti!., relating to readings four-fifths of which are oh-

n"t distinctively Syrian, fuTecto Dr. Mori * J...-HIHM timi
ttii-n- .ir'- no historical signs of the cxistt-ii'-i- of ili~i

Syrian readings before the middle of the :inl . i-nt 'I I,, r.

is i \cuse for this flagrant igmiratio clrncln. Ir. llm-t s

|'nsiti,,ii \MIS precisely fonnulated in w<inls which called s|,
( rial

;itt. ntn.ii in tlu- fundamental imi>ortance of the fact whii-h he
i-laini'-l I.. li,i\ r observeil. The passage n.cls ; ( s fullous d,,t_
! 182) 'Before the middle of the third century . at tin MI\
I .irll, -I

,
\\r hav . n.i lilslnrii-al si, us ,,! Mi, , \[,1, n, , ,,1

il art- inarli'-'l as tlisl ini-ln ely
tin- -.v

,

-ijis nf . I,.,11111, nl- u In, h l,a\ .

I rved the othei u t forms of text Thi- u ufai-i <>i

Bi^nificance, ascerl lugiveh t,\ '-xi'-ma] i-\i-

, !
,

,
,

i i,
,

,, ,l,s,,]utcl\ ill'l, ;n n,!, lit MM:J-
catioii ami -Ati-n-i, ,11 ,,( th, , ill i,j\ ol.iaiiii',!

I til'- lilt, rnal ,'li u i' 1, r ,,! |, iding
- U , I . sili.,1 In

Colltlutlon.
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of Sinai. Here the reading is certainly i 'liff. Tt?

","",. The only record^ variant is i fli,-i\(? X^UK
'Ha. TOV Trpoifi. in u Florentine MS containing an
estrac't from Anastasius. This indepen.ii nt con
Iirmat ion of t he reading of the Latin \-ei sion m;ikos

the fact that Iren.-eiis in this passage wmt. n

rif irfiotp. practically certain. Nor does it stand
alone. The same pa.ssaye of Iremeus is quoted
in an anonymous scholion preserved in Evv. -2'Al,

J.'ts. _'.">! (Matthiii's rf, e, a). And in each case,

according; to Matthiti, the reading is iv 'Hff. Tip

rpo</>. It is therefore not a little ditticult to

understand how Dean ]{ur<;<in, in a note expressly
based on a reference to the scholion in Kv. ^38,
should

print
' Ml the prophets.' If his translation

is based on an independent examination of the

MS, it wa.s unkind of him not to give a hint that
Matthiii's transcript was in error. If not, we have
another illustration of the danger of trusting to

printed texts when they agree with TK.
Mk 1* is quoted also in a short introduction to St.

Mark, attributed in some MSS to t'yril Alex, and
in others to Victor of Antioeh, in the same form to

'Hff. rif irpo<f>. printed in Conihelis, i. p. 4,'tli. It is

true that Gennanus (Patriarch of Constantinople,
A. Ii. 713), who has drawn on this same passage of

Irenu'iis, writes ir rots irpo<f>. But the natural

suspicion that he has in this case assimilated
the text of his author Ui the text with which
he was himself familiar, is confirmed by the ob-

servation that this same Germanus, a few lines

earlier, in his extract, writes TOV Si 'Irjaov XpiaroO
T) ylwriait in a quotation by Iren;cus of Ml I

18

in accordance with TK, though, in view of the

special stress laid by Iremeus on the point in a
well-known passage (p. 2U4), there can be no doubt
that the Latin version 'C/iristi autem generatio'
preserves the text as Iremeus wrote it.

We may fairly, therefore, claim Iren;eus as a
witness to both readings in Mk 1-. It is, no doubt,

strange that he should have gone from one codex to

another and back again in less than 'Jo pages, hut
a similar phenomenon with regard to the read-

ing in v. 1 shows that something of the kind must
have happened. The difficulty, such as it is,

would disappear if we might accept Mr. Hort's

suggestion (A pp. in loc.) that the whole of the

peculiar passage (p. 1U1) was derived by Iren;eus

from an earlier writer. As the passage contains
the well known argument proving from 'the nature
of things' that the number of Gospels cannot be
more or less than four, the conclusion has con-

sequences of wider interest than can attach to the

solution of any merely textual problem. If this

strange argument was already traditional in the

time of Ireiiieus, it throws back the evidence as to

the closing of the Gospel Canon, which is rightly
felt to be involved in its very strangeness, into

the generation that preceded him.
!<>. The next authority in point of date is Origen.

Tischemlorf gives 4 references. Mr. Miller's sum-

mary is content with 2. In one passage Origen
deals expressly with the problem ot the composite
.plot,, 1 1,111. He does not regard the dillicnlty as

serious. He writes (4
1*1

) : oco Trpo<t>-qrtio.s iv Siapjpoit

dpijfjiti'CLS Tdirois i'7r6 6co irpotprjrujv (is tv ffi'vdyuv

TtiwolriKt' Ka0ws yiyp. iv 'Hff. His evidence is dis-

counted by Mean Burgon on the ground that his

codices were bad. As this condemnation is based

mainly on the fact that his quotations constantly
sniiport 'the few' against 'the many,' it need not

delay us at this stage. The significant fact for us

is that the MSS used by Origen at dillerent period?

during the long course of his literary activity

(d. '248) in different centres of Church life read

uniformly 'H<r. T<? wpoip.

47. The next witness is Porphyry, the Neo-
Platonist philosopher, a leading opponent of Chris-
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tianity from the standpointof philosophic paganism,
who endeavoured, among other things, to confute
Christians out of their own Gospels. These facts

must, of course, be taken into consideration in

estimating his evidence, and no doubt they would
make him 'scarcely a trustworthy witness' on
a question of Christian doctrine. Rut it is dif-

ficult to see that they invalidate his testimony
on a simple question of fact. Indeed the char-
acter of the work in which the quotation occurs
otters the strongest possible guarantee that he
found ev 'H<r. rij> irpoip. in his copy of the Gospels.
It is impossible to suppose that he invented it

in order to create a difficulty. The retort to
which he would have exposed himself would
have been too obvious and too crushing. As it is,

it is not easy to see how, if his opponents were
familiar with the existence of the alternative

reading, they should not have mentioned it in

reply. Controversialists find it difficult to resist

the temptation to accuse an opponent of corrupting
the text, when he follows a reading to which they
are unaccustomed. However easy, therefore, it

may be, after the approved style of forensic ora-

tory, to discredit the character of this witness,
if one tind his evidence inconvenient, we have in
this instance a strong guarantee that he gives a
true report of what he has seen, and the most
venerated names in Church history can do no
more. Dean Burgon himself has no scruples about

appealing to this same extract from Porphyry for

evidence in support of a Traditional reading (Trad.
Text, p. 286). It would not be easy to find a better
illustration of the fact that the help to be derived
from Patristic quotations in elucidating the course
of Textual History has nothing whatever to do with
the personal

'

respectability
'

of the writer from whom
it is taken. It is determined entirely by the more
tangible considerations of his locality and his date.

48. The other authorities quoted on this text
are not included in the chronological limits within
which our examination is at present confined. So
we must not delay upon them, except to notice

that, when a later writer embodies in his own work

thoughts derived from one of his predecessors, his

evidence is not necessarily worthless. If he re-

peats an argument which deals directly with the

difficulty inherent in a particular reading, the

adoption of the argument will he evidence of the
continued prevalence of the reading. In any case,
we shall have a fresh assurance that the text of

his predecessor has been accurately preserved.
For instance, Victor of Antioeh, as preserved in

the catena edited by Possinus, adopts Origen's
explanation of the difficulty caused by the reading
v 'Ho*. TOJ 7rpo0. 'f TTiTffj.dfj.ei'os ouv 6 dSayyeXtOT^s ujs tJTrd

Hiratov ctprHJ-tvas ras 5uo xp^fffLS TraptdTjKcv.' The fact

that in the same catena the text of Victor's quota-
tion from St. Mark contains the reading iv TOIS

irpo07)Tais (Trad. Text, p. 2S5), is therefore only a
fresh instance of the necessity for caution in

accepting any reading which reproduces the Tradi-
tional Text. Again, Basil's words seem to Dean
Burgon to reflect Origen. They present also re-

markable affinities with Irenajus. In either case,
and especially in the latter, the confirmation of

his predecessors text should not be overlooked.*
49. The next point of reading that we have to

consider is the presence or absence of l/j.Trpotr0^i>

am.*. The omission is supported by Irenajus. The

* The passage in Basil runs as follows : o [\* M*Tfl<*r; rr,; %7et.

ITacpKfe 2-lvmrw; i&wrvf y=J-<Jv?v iuj airor Cr<r*' B.^Ao^ ysv'tftzi;

'Ivtrou \fio-Tov vicu Ao^3i3, ulou 'h@pv.otfi.. 'O Ji liletpzo; Kp%r,* Toy
'

-* t'^in<f 'Apx?, Toij I'jayyAiOu
r. Tta Tpo?.

Mx^dxie; %k T>V

y-!*'?!u
'

'l^ffeu \pttrTOtj Xtttfu; y-'.y-pc&TTKl i

X.T.}.. In Irenreus \ve read : Mx^
y'.vvvffiv XYJ-jmt K-yu\' li. ;

viou 'AiSpetxfj.. xett Toij bi

%k T>V
'

Ivffcv

Xotfrrotj

^at ivtipta^ov X
ij uioij ^K
irt; oZru

passage (p. 187) is known only in Latin. But
there is evidence in the context to show that the
translator is at any rate not mechanically substi-

tuting the Latin version, with which he must have
been familiar, for the Greek text in front of him.
For this is the first of the two passages in which
he gives

' in prophctis,' when the uniform reading
of the Latin versions is 'inEsala pruphrtn.' We
may fairly therefore assume that luwpoaOiv aov was
wanting also in the Greek of Iremeus. Origen
in one place (4

126
) calls special attention to the

absence of the words from the quotation as given
by St. Mark. We are quite justified, therefore,
in refusing to accept the reference to St. Mark
as printed on the preceding page (4

15B
) in support

of the inclusion of the words. Of the 2 other

passages in Origen quoted in favour of the words,
one (3) is really a direct quotation from the

prophet, in the other (I
338

) there is nothing in the
context to decide whether the words did or did not
stand as part of the quotation as Origen made it.

The passage in Eus. delu 43
,
which is also quoted on

the same side, is really indecisive. He gives the

quotation at length from the prophet, and then
tells us that Mk. makes use of it. He does not
write out Mk.'s text at length.

50. In no other case is any ante-Nicene evidence

alleged in favour of the Traditional side of any of

our 16 readings. In v. 4 the ' Western ' Text is sup-

ported by Eus dem
. In v. 5

Origen 4- lai Eus clem

are quoted against the TR, and in v. a
Origen and

in v. 1 '- Origen and Eus dem
reappear against it.

In 8 out of the 16 no ante-Nicene evidence is

alleged on either side.

To sum up our results. The comparative weak-
ness of the Trad. Text in ante-Nicene support is

obvious at the first glance. The only support it

can muster that will stand examination is Iremens
in 2 places out of 3 on v. 2

, and possibly one passage
in Origen on v. 3

.

51. Before we can decide whether this support is

wholly lacking to the 'distinctively Syrian' read-

ings, we shall have to consider more closely the

attestation and the internal characteristics of the

readings in v. 2 and v. 3 . In regard to v. 2
,

it is

certainly remarkable that the reading iv TOIS irpo0.,

if not genuine, must be a deliberate emendation of

the text, of a bolder type than the other readings
of the group, and quite in the 'Western' spirit.
When we add to this that Irenaius is one of the

most constant supporters of the ' Western '

Text,
it will not seem unreasonable to class this reading

provisionally as an early
' Western '

reading of

exceptionally limited circulation, which was after-

wards taken up into the '

Syrian
'

Text. We shall

thus cease to regard it as 'distinctively Syrian."
In v. 3

,
if the reading in Orig. I

38" be accepted,
there would be nothing unnatural in classing it as

Alexandrian. It is attested by A, one of the small

group which, as we shall see, have a large Alex-
andrian element in this Gospel. It also may dis-

appear from the '

distinctively Syrian
'

list.

So much then for the ante-Nicene evidence. The

passages clearly do not afford sufficient ground for

any wide generalization. But enough has been
said to illlustrate the method of investigation
which has to be followed, and the results as tar

as they go are in general agreement with what
Dr. Hort's words would lead us to expect.

52. We have now completed our examination of

trpofr.Tixtij m-jfAOLTrt TOU if iXJ'oy? JT/evraf -rois xvQftu^rois Trv ctp^r,*

ETci/.o-aTo K'.ysuv'
'

Apx*i rov ivctyyi\t<iv '\r,trav \futnov til y-yp.TTtiu
iv

' H J-. TM ?rp<?.

It should be noticed that Basil here passes straight from the

mention of the prophet's name to the quotation which is taken
from him omitting the intervening quotation from Mahu'lii.

In this he is supported hy Epiphanius and Victorinus. It seems
not unlikely that this represents another attempt to escape the

difficulty.
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tin- distinctively Syrian leadings under thr dilli-rcnl

heads suggested by l>r. lion - analysis, JS i:t- His.

A ml \vr have before us examples which will help to

ui\e actuality
'

to most ut the dillcrent das*,-* i.f

phenomena to which he calls attention. We are

then-ion- in a
position to estimate to some extent

tin- strength of the cose against the Traditional
IY\t. If this passage be, a.- then- is no leason to

ilniilit. a fair specimen of the general character of

thiit text, as indicated by tin- internal evidence uf

its
' ilistinetive readings, if some of those reading*

air '

ruiillate.' it they prove on careful examination
to be destitute of ante-Nicene

support,
we ran

unite i stand why critics shoulil lie driven to the

conclusion that, in spite of the vast nuinher of

witnesses that .support Traditional readings, the
true text must lie sought elsewhere. We ran see

also in its true proportions the nature of the
issues at stake between the rival schools. In the

vast majority of cases the diHeieiicc* relate to

point* in themselves exceedingly minute and

trivial the loss or the preservation of delicate

distinctions in style and phraseology between
'lillercnt Kvangelists, the question whether a par-
ticular saying of our Lord is recorded by one
\\itni-ss or by two; at the highest, whether
narratives of incidents or recorded words which

admittedly embody traditions of the Apostolic
period, and have the sanction of centuries of

L'I clc-iaslical use, were or were not actually in-

corporated by the Evangelists themselves in the

(io-pids that they wrote.*
."i.'i. Again, a careful comparison of these readings

with their rivals will help us to understand why
it ha- now come to be admitted on both side* that

the dillerences between the Traditional Text and
tlie

' Neutral
'

or the ' Western
'

cannot lie explained
i* ilne merely to the normal accidents of trans-

mission. The changes bear too clearly stamped
iipun them the marks of method and deliberation,
and have been carried out too consistently, not to

In; the result of design. Dr. Hurt expressed his

opinion on this point with remarkable, boldness and
precision, asserting that a thorough examination
of the facts pointed not to one only, but to two
careful revision* under editorial supervision the
lirst a I'tcr t he deal h of ( Irigen, and the second about
the middle of the 4th century. This second revision
he s:i\\ reason, as has been already pointed out, to

connect with t he Church of Antioch. None of his

conclusions has roused so much scorn and indigna-
tion among bis opponents, or has been so un*par
in^ly denounced as groundless and visionary. Hut
time and further study under the stimulus of con-

t!o\i-isy have brought a more intelligent apprecia-
tion of the phenomena. Dean liiirgon i 1'i-ml. i> rl,

p _:', 1 1, though 'not so simple as to pretend to lix

the precise date and assign a delinite locality to

the fontal source, or sources, of our perplexity
ami di-tress,' yet suspects

' that in the little hand-
ful ni authorities, which have acquired such a

notoriety in the annals of reci nt Textual Criticism,
at tie- head of which stand Codices B and N,

l>r Salmon seems hardly to do justice to the attitude of
\\ it on itu- ta-t |i"i"t. It is true, in a sense, that, as he says

i;;iti-d tin- sul'ji-i-t iiu.'rt'lv a* a '

literary prob-
um.' 11 JH ilitlicult to see how, if thi-ir work was to II.IM mv
scientific value, and to provide material* <,n uhii -h ;i stmtriit "f

'In \p .-U'h age can work with confidence, they could have
done otherwise. All considerations of immediate eiiitli-alion

hodtobi rlgoroualvex i.'i'il. &t the same time they would be
Hi. li-i pi'i'ple in the world In ilisj.nlr lir S:il 1 1 dm-trine of

I lii 'v.. 11 illnmiimtrd pi-mimlira.' A highly developed litn:tr\

runs, iinri- <l.H-9 not necessarily imply a rigidly mechanical
t

'
i lns|>iration.

Tli-' i. \l ail'i]iii.l M ih. K, \is,.rs ri;i]]\ represents that kind
of i'.ini|.r. inn - \v 1 1 p 1 1 Ilr. Salmon's arymin ril \\ miM ilr-Mriat <.

In it il:*linrt ri''''i.-u:!;'iii is ^IM n In '

]ir,M-i ipt i\ r i iu'hls.
'

I'a.s-

,. i in i. - ' : ami Miv h: ' ' H. retalni il

in tin :i tiimiliar l'lai-i s Int
i

\l I In *,IMI,' lime, the
still I' III M ' i IV I - ill II 'A.M-lllll. ill 111. llltfi r--t|i . Ill ,1111 il, III !i 1 1

between these |ia,s>a^i - ami l In ir siirfniiNilin-s.

are to be recognized the characteristic features

of a lost family of (once well-known) :Jiid or ,'tnl

c'ent . documents, which oweil their existence to the

misguided zeal of some well-intent iom, I In it ut t, 1 1 y

incompetent persons who devoted tln-nisrh es to t he-

task of correcting the Text of Si-rijiture, but en-

entirely unlit for the undertaking.' Mr. Milh 1-1-1*

reason to place this editorial activity at an even
earlier period (Cruises of Con: \>. 2"2, note) ;

'

I am
inclined to believe that, in the age immediately
succeeding the apostles, some person or persons
of great inlluence and authority executed a Re-
vision of the NT, and gave the world the result

of such lalnmrs in a "corrected Text." Tlieguidin^

principle seems to have been to seek to Otondff t li--

Text, to lop oil whatever seemed redundant, or

which might in any way be spared, and to elimi-

nate from one(Jospel whatever expressions occurred
elsewhere inanother Gospel. Clauseswhich slightly
obscured the speaker's meaning, or which seemed to

hang loose at the end of a sentence, or whicli intro-

duced a consideration of difficulty, words \\inrh

interfered with the easy (low of a sentence,

everything of this kind, such a person seems to

have felt at liberty to discard. Hut, what is more
serious, passages whicli occasioned some difficulty,
as the pcricope tie adu/tem ; physical perplexity,
as the troubling of the water ; spiritual revulsion,
as the agony in the garden, all these the reviser

or revisers seem to have judged it safest simply to

eliminate. It is difficult to understand how any
persons in their senses could have so acted by the

sacred deposit ; but it does not seem improbable
that at some very remote period there were found
some who did act in some such way. Let it be

observed, however, that, unlike some critics, I do
not base my real argument upon what appears to

me to be a not unlikely supposition.'
54. When we add to this that the result of the revi-

sion was to produce
' a Thucydidean compactness,

condensed and well pruned according to the fastidi-

ous taste of the study,' 'exactly that which does

not in the long-run take with people who are versed

in the habits of ordinary life' (Tntil. Test, p. '-Mil),

we have a picture of the characteristic differences

between tlie rival texts, the main outlines of

which it would be ditticult to improve, blurred

though they are in parts by a failure to dis-

criminate between features peculiar to the Western
and features belonging to both the Western ami the

Neutral types. Students may safely lie left to de-

cide for themselves between the rival methods of

explaining the character and accounting for the

origin of these differences.

It is true that in neither case lias any record of

this work of revision survived in historical tradi-

tion. Mr. Iliirkitt,* however, lias shown, by re-

ference to a far more complete transformation in

a biblical text the exchange of the LXX version

of Daniel lor Theodotion's by the Church of Africa

during the 3rd cent. that no conclusion unfavour-
able to Dr. Hort's hypothesis can be based on this

silence.

55. For the sub-Apostolic period, to which Mr.-

Miller would relegate us, historical evidence is at its

scantiest, so that the absence of any allusion to the
revision which he post ti hites has virtually no weight
at all. Such writings, however, as have survived
to show wliat manner of men the Church produced
during that, period do not indicate any very high

degree of literary power or intellectual distinc-

tion. What a delightful surprise it would be,

if among the Egyptian papyri even a fragment
could come to light representing original work

by some leading member of this early - second-

century school of critics, who, unlike any othei

(Jreck writers of their time, loved Thucydidean
The Old Latin and the Hair., pp. 7, 8.
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.compactness of style, not
wisely, indeed, if it

betrayed them into tampering with the text of

.Scripture, but with a masterful power of reproduc-
ing it, and who anticipated by seventeen centuries
modern scientific perplexities. It might do far
more to shake the foundations of Dr. Hort's posi-
tion than the discovery of the early history of the
cursive script, which seems to Mr. Miller so clear
a piool that the world is drifting away from his

opponents (Trad. Text, p. 238 f.).

56. The points that remain under this head de-
mand reverent handling. They belong to that
side of the subject where the textual critic is bound
to give an account of the position that he occupies
on fundamental articles of Christian faith. Dean
Burgon claims that faith in the Inspiration of

Scripture carries with it, as a corollary, faith in a
special Providence watching over the transmission
of the text, and that the same ecclesiastical tradi-
tion which guarantees the list of books which are
to be accepted as Canonical must be held also to

guarantee the type of text which all believers in
the authority of the Church are bound to uphold
(Trnd. Text, eh. i.).

57. Let us take these points in order. If there is
one doctrine more than another that has in the
Providence of God been forced on the attention of
Christian students during the course of the last

century, it is the doctrine of Inspiration. And if

any result with regard to it may claim to be
established by the trial through which God has
seen fit to test and discipline the faith of those
that believe in Him, it is surely this: that there
is no subject on which a priori arguments are so
liable to be upset when they are brought to the
test of facts. Here as elsewhere we are forced to

acknowledge that God's ways are not as our ways.
The course of events 1ms followed again and again
a very different line from that which we should
naturally have anticipated. And while we may,
I think, confidently atlirm that the result of this
last century of freest discussion has been to deepen
and strengthen the faith of men in the reality of
the inspiration of the Prophets of the Old Cove-
nant, and of the Apostles and Evangelists of the
New, it has shown that there is no royal road to
the discovery of the laws by which Inspiration
works, except through the most patient and atten-
tive study of the books which owe their form and
their contents to its influence.

58. The Church in the 2nd cent, was led by pro-
cesses, which we have no reason to distrust because
they were to a large extent 'instinctive,' to make a
provisional selection of the books that had a claim
to be regarded as Canonical. The list of books
'of whose authority was never any doubt in the
Church,' is amply sufficient as a standard by which
we can estimate the claims of those whose creden-
tials are less complete. Centuries of pious use and
devout meditation, even if sometimes ' not accord-
ing to knowledge,' have shown the rich stores of
spiritual fruit which can be drawn from them.
But the Church, as a whole, has never attempted
to put forward an authoritative definition of In-

spiration. This being so, we are clearly not in a
position to formulate any theory with regard to
tin- ciuir.se which the Providence of God may be
assumed to have followed in regard to the preserva-
tion, in literal exactness through the ages, of the
text as it left the hands of the inspired writers.
Even the languages in which the books are written
are living languages no more. Not one Christian
in 10,000 can read either Testament in the original.We have therefore no grounds a priori to expect
that kind of accuracy in the Traditional Text
w Inch Dean Burgon would postulate for it.

59.
'

But,' it will be said,
'

you must at least admit
that the claims of the Traditional Text on our

acceptance rest on .the same. Church authority that
guarantees the Canon.' Supposing the contention
to be true, the patent differences which exist, to-day
in point of actual content between the Greek,
Latin, Syriac, and English Bibles would show that
we must expect to find in Textual Criticism, as we
find in regard to the contents of the Canon, many
questions which cannot be foreclosed by an appeal
to 'authority.' The text recognized by the most
explicit conciliar decision as alone authoritative
for the Latin part of Western Christendom is

fundamentally distinct from that for which Dean
Burgon claims the prescriptive sanction of undis-

puted and universal possession. But the con-
tention itself will not bear examination. The
differences of use between the different centres of
Christendom in regard to the contents of the Canon
at the beginning of the 4th cent, were perfectly
definite, and the problems arising out of the
differences claimed immediate and special atten-
tion. The Ecclesiastical History of Eusehius is

a permanent memorial of the interest taken in

them, and of the general principles that were
applied, at least in some quarters, to their solu-
tion. But there is nothing even remotely parallel
to this in regard to the development of thought on
the problems of Textual Criticism. If it is true, as
Dean Burgon asserts ( Trad. Text, p. 11), 'that in
the time of Origen the first principles of the science
were not understood,' it would hardly be rash to
hazard the assertion that Origen at least shows
more interest in the subject, and takes more pains
to compare the readings of different M!SS, and to
mention any varinnts that he found existing, than
all the Greek Fathers from Athanasius to Chry-
sostom put together.*

It would indeed be strange if, in the stress of
the battles which they had to fight for the defence
and elucidation of the fundamental verities of the
Christian faith, the great protagonists of the
Nicene period and of that which immediately suc-
ceeded it, bad had time to spare for such compara-
tive minutiae. And, unless it can be proved that

they ever took more than an occasional and passing
interest in the question, what is it but a gross
abusa of a great principle to appeal to their autho-

rity in a matter like this, as if it stood on the same
level as their authority on the great problems wliicli

we may well believe they were raised up by God
to solve for the guidance, not of their own genera-
tion only but of all the generations that were to
come after them ?

60. We must pass on now to examine such speci-
mens as the same passage (Mk I

1 ' 28
) provides of

characteristic readings belonging to the other, and,
if the conclusion we have reached with regard to
the Traditional Text be right, presumably earlier

types of text.

The first of these to attract attention is the
' Western.' It will be worth while to print the list

in extenso, marking the readings which it shares
with other types.

(1) V. 2 us for Kaffws, also Syrian.
(2) om. eytli, also Neutral. Ins. Svr. and

Alex.

(3) V. 3 TOV 6(ou TJ/J.UV or v/twv for aiVoi", with
further addition from the prophet
in c.

(4) V. 4 (V ry <>r]fJ.(fl fiairrtj'uJV KO.I KTjpl'&fful
1 for 6 j3.

fit T7J If). KTJp.
* The primafacif grounds for this assertion are strong enough

to justify its being put forward for examination. Unfortunately,
no systematic collection has yet been made of the materials by
which it could be tested. The list of reff. to passages in the
Fathers in which express reference is made to a*T*yp, which
Nestle has compiled (Intr., Appendix ii.) from Tiscnendorfs
Apparatus Criticii-s, is a preliminary step of great importance.
It is much to be hoped that the matter will not be alluwed to
rest there.
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ither

(

(.",i V. 3 if 'lopSdfy for if TV 'I. ITOTOMV with

1 1 all^p. ol <'*' aiTOU.

llii V." ,). leir Mil, al-c. S\ 1 ian.

(7j VV.W compli'ic-ly >ecasi iscv alien. c). Chiefly
assimilation to paialle-U
'. iospels. Note, however,

(Si V.'J THIS 7)u< f.cus ernfiFais for ex. T. ij/i.

I !i i \'.' om. fuSus.

(II V. 1 "
tit for ei'ir', also Neutral. Against S\ r.

ami Alex.

(12) A'. 11 om. iyivtro.

(13) V. 1 - add Toavio.-.

(14) V. '

f'f(d\\<!( ai/Tov for aeVr. fV/}.

(15) V. 13
rifiepas TeFererapd/focTu for Te?<rcr. ij/i. Assimi-

lation.

(16) V. 14 KU< for S(, also Neutral. Against Syr.
and Alex.

(17) V. 14 add TTJS ^offiXerias, also Syr. Assimihi-

tion.

(IS) V. 15
\iywr perhaps for xai \Jyan.

(1'J) V. 15
ireJrXi)pui'rai oi n'aipoi for irtir. o A'cupit.

C_'i
1

1 V."1 acroO for ii/uuvos.

(21 1 V."1

irdira for TO Sirroa. Assimilation.

i _'. V.
1

-" 1

riiio\ov6riffaf aiTiffur diriiXtfoi- oirlaa avrov.

(24i V.-' add otVoiit after elidaantf.

(2.">) Y." om. Kat.

(2(i) V. 2a om. ei'tfcy.

(27) V.- ;

oni. OITCJI.

(2S) V.'-' om. 6 'I^ffous.

(2il) V.'^ ToD d*t9pa)7roi' for aiTou,

V. 1* add TT^ert'^a aKaQapror.

(30) V.'-* Kecast (see aliove). Note K-pdfas (cf.

Syrian) for <$ni)VT)anv ,
and OTTO for ef^.

(31) V. 27
irpot ai/rous, with Syrian and perhaps
Alex.

(32) V." re's T) e5ic5ax7) txtivT) 3 KOIVT) oPri7 ^ e-focer/o

for Tt fffTLf TOUTO
; 5tc5a^ij KCHVT] nar

(33) V.-8 om. irovTaxoO, with Syrian.
To these we should probably athl, as we have

M'C'll

(!' ) V. 2 tv Tot's jrpoe/i^Tats for (v 'Her. Ty irpotp.

61. The dillercnce in general charactcT lietween

these readings and the '

distinctively Syrian
'

series

is obvious. Without for the most part seriously

atlei'iing the sense, they yet show, if we take the

Neutral text as our standard, a remarkable fr loin

in altering the form of expression,
' the love of

pane phrase,' which Dr. Hort s description ( 173 f.)

would have led us to anticipate. And in most

cases, as we have seen, there is little doubt that

the change was made by the ' Western '

scribe.

This fact will help us to realize the true character

of a reading such as SJpptv in (7), which, if it stood

alone, or was supported e>nly by one or two carefully
clin-i'M example's, might ijuite easily appear un-

i|iic-sticinably original, or, at least, a correction clue

to tin- author himself. It is in itself remarkably
\igoroiis and appropriate. And, if we were deal-

ing with the work of scribes of a normal type, we
should say at once that they rouhl not have- had
either the- inclination or the' capacity to invent it.

lint ilu 1 matter presents a ditlere-iit aspect where
we find in the same company readings like r.'li' roi

di'tfpijjroe' fejr aiTou, (20) ai'ToO for ^(^UIFO?, (21) Trdva

feir Ta 5U'Ti'a, (22) TjKoXoi't'^eTaf for dTTTjXffoi' 6wia(j t (30)

Kpei^as for tfKifvrjffav, (10) ijifvyfj.tvovs for

There is no such ground for attributing these to

the hand of the author. And a se-rihe c'apahh- of

introducing them may well have lieen capable- of

changing rpi\at to o^pfnv if the word occurred It

him. This assumption is strengthened when we

note that this spirit of licence lias affected ncii

single weirds only but whole' sentences. ..</. (7) (3o

(!>_') ; where, in like manner, it would seem iiu

ossible to attribute the readings to a revision by
he author himsc-ll.

This ease, we may notice in passing, in a ^oo,l

\aniple of the ini[H>rtance of attending to wiiai

)r. Hort called the 'Internal Kvidenc-e of |)u,u

iients,' before deciding liniillv on particular lead

ngs. No conclusion can safely be built on a meie

selection of readings, however striking in them-

selves.*

62. The general character of these readings, then,
s not such as to inspire confidence. It is not likely
:hat any editor will be found to accept them as a

whole, and construct his text throughout from the

locuments that contain them. Kditions, indeed,
ike Professor lilass's edition of the Acts and St.

Luke, whieh enable the two recensions to be

studied side by side, supply a real need. At the

same time, the character of these readings, and
the very early date at which they must all have

originaled, will ensure for tluim a large share

f attention. Certainly, the most fruitful work
hat has been done in this department of Textual
riticism in recent years, if we except the closely
duelled work done by Professor Sanday and Mr.
liurkitt on the early history of the Latin Version,
is work that has been devoted to the investigation
f their origin. The lirst step was taken by Mr.

Kendel Harris in the 'Study of the Codex llezn;,'

printed in the series of Cambridge Tcxtx find

Xtntlies in 1891. The thesis of this stimulating
but inconclusive essay was that the origin of the

iieciiliar readings in the Greek text of Codex

Bezci', the primary authority for the Western Text
in its Greek dress, can be traced to the influence of

the Latin version that accompanied it in various

stages of its history. At the same time, he claimed

to trace the Latin version, in the form in which it

has accompanied I), back to Carthage early in the

2nd century. Une direct result of his work was the

publication of two vols. by Dr. Chase on 'The Old

Syriac element in Codex Uez;e' and 'The Syro-
Latin Text of the (Jospels,' in which be collects the

evidence in support of the thesis that the true

source of the peculiar elements in the Uezan text

is to be found, not in Latin but in Syriac. And
he emphasized, following a suggestion thrown out

by Dr. Sanday in a review of Kendel Harris,

the claims of Antioch as the centre from which
this influence had spread. It is ditlieult to doubt
that the swing of the pendulum will ultimately
bring us back to a simpler, if more commonplace,
solution, and we shall be content to believe that

the bulk of the Western readings originated in

Greek, excepting those which may fairly be re-

garded as individualisms of I). The intluence of

Syriac can hardly have been more than occasional

and spasmodic. If the suggestion with regard to

Antioch can be established, im]H)rtantconsec|uences
will flow from it. It would be rash, perhaps, to say
more at present. t In any case, it is in striking

agreement with the opinion expressed by WH
(S 153) :

' On the whole, we are disposed to suspect
that the "Western" Text took its rise in North-

Western Syria or Asia Minor, and that it was
soon carried to Koine, and thence spread in dif-

ferent directions to North Africa ami most of the

countries of Kurope. 1'rom North- Western Syria
it would easily pass through Palestine and Kgypt
to Ethiopia, lint this is at present hardly more
than a speculation ; nor do any critical results

depend upon it.' It is interesting, however, to

notice that, as Mr. Lake has pointed out in his

little book on the Text of NT (p. 89), this view

This caution is si>ecSally neresiry iti jud(rinp of any list of

readings wliirh from the tmtniv of the rose ran consi*! "iil\ of

8|>mmcn : e.j;.
in lilass's article on 'The Western Te\l nf si.

Murk,' unfi in Nestle's 'Critical Notes on various Passages.'

t Sec cap. Chose, Syru-Latiii Text, p. HI.
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would at the same time satisfactorily account for

most of the phenomena in the remarkable series

of interpolations in Acts which Prof. Ramsay has

sought to elucidate.

63. A further question, of some importance with

regard to this class of readings, still remains.
Even if it be granted that, as a whole, the
'Western' represents an aberrant type of text,
'
it does not follow,' as WH themselves point out,

( 237), 'that none of its distinctive readings are

original.' The special class of ' Western non-

Interpolations
'

to which they called attention may
or may not be regarded as favourable specimens.*
At any rate they show that WH did not start, as
Dr. Salmon's humorous illustration might lead the

unwary to conclude, with an invincible prejudice
against any reading that might he called ' Western.'
The fact is that their uniform habit, in their pre-

liminary examination of the text of each book of

NT, was to make a list of all the Western read-

ings that were not obvious corruptions. In Mk.
more than 200 such readings were tabulated. The
list so made was then subjected to repeated re-

visions, and no reading of any interest was passed
over without full consideration. In Mk. more than
60 of these readings were recorded in their lirst

edition under one form of notation or other on the
same page as the text. In the smaller edition
12 rank as strictly alternative readings, 51 are

printed as Noteworthy Rejected Readings in a
list at the end of the volume. Whether this list

would have received large additions had they had
access to Syr-sin is an interesting question on which

something must be said presently. The only point
which it is worth while to emphasize at this stage
is this. They state expressly that they were not

prevented by any genealogical considerations from

accepting any 'Western' reading. Only, they
found very few that seemed to them commended
by internal evidence ( 269-273).
We must postpone for the present the question,

raised by Mr. Burkitt.t whether we are bound to

attach such weight to the demonstrable antiquity
of the readings supported by a combination of the
earliest Syriac and the earliest Latin authorities
as to enable us to dispense with the necessity of

applying the test of 'the Internal Evidence of

Documents' to the readings of this as of any other

group, before taking it as the foundation for a
reconstruction of the text.

64. The Alexandrian readings in our passage are

few, but thoroughly representative of the class.

They include

(1) The insertion of Kal before Kyptaauv in v. 4
.

(2) The omission of flae\6iLv, with various

rearrangements of the words in v. 21
.

(3) The insertion of "Ea in v.-4 .

(4) otSa^fv for ot5a in the same verse.

To these we should add

(5) V.- ins. iyu, also Syrian.
(6) V. 14

<? for Kal, also Syrian.
(7) V. 27

rp6s airrofa, perhaps Alex, as well as
Western and Syrian.
These readings are relatively far less numerous

and less startling than the '

Western,' and in con-

sequence their identification by WH as a dis-

tinct class was a triumph of delicate and patient
analysis,J and writers who are not alive to the

necessity for finding a clue through the maze of

the contordia discors of the small group of demon-

Btrably early authorities, still find it possible and
* See esp. Dr. Chase's note, ibid. p. 130.

t Introd. to Barnard's Biblical Text nf Clement, p. xviiff.

J It is important to bear in mind the fact, to which attention
has already been called, that the discovery was only rendered

possible by the help in different ways of both K and B. Gries-

bach, therefore, whom we mi;rht naturally have expected to
lead the way in this as in other directions, had not the materials
on which f) show his skill as a pioneer.

convenient to despise the evidence on which this

part of WH's classification rests. No one, however,
who will be at the pains to study the readings of

the group NCLA through the rest of the Gospel
will doubt either the soundness or the importance
of the conclusion. WH tabulate upwards of 70

examples, printing 11 either in text or margin ; see
pi.2j.45 36.7 4s 82i.j6 !o ii" 151. The reading
similarly treated, 3" 422 5-' 6 14 - 23 - ffl 99 - 30 1230 15'4

,

seem to differ from these only by the fact that they
were adopted by the Syrian revisers. We must
not, however, forget that these are all picked
specimens, and cannot be fairly judged apart from
their companions.

65. The results of our examination were not
favourable to the genuineness of any of the 6
(or 7) examples that are immediately before us.

Our study will, however, help us to appreciate the

accuracy of WH's sketch of the general character-
istics of the class ( 183). 'The changes made
have usually more to do with language than
matter, and are marked by an effort after correct-

ness of phrase. They are evidently the work of

careful leisurely hands, and not seldom display a
delicate philological tact which unavoidably lends
them at first sight a deceptive appearance of origin-

ality.'
' Some of the modes of change described

above as belonging to incipient paraphrase occur as

distinctly here as in the Western texts, though as
a rule much more sparingly ; and the various forms
of assimilation, especially harmonistic alteration
and interpolation in the Gospels, recur likewise,
and at times are carried out in a very skilful

manner.'
The example in v. 4 is an excellent specimen of

the class referred to in the closing sentence of

184 :

' The most instructive distributions, as ex-

hibiting distinctly the residual pre- Syrian text,
which is neither Western nor Alexandrian, are
those produced by the simultaneous aberration of

the Western and Alexandrian texts, especially
when they severally exhibit, independent modes of

easing an apparent difficulty in the text ante-
cedent to both.'

66. The subsidiary attestation that they receive
both from versions and from ante-Nicene Patristic

quotations is remarkable.
In (1) they have the support of the Bohairic.

In (2) (in one form or another) of Boh Syr-sin
and some old Latin MSS, besides Origen in 4

places.
In (3) they are supported by Origen and

Ensebius.
In (4) by Boh Orig

2 Bus4
, besides Orig

intl Ireu"" 1

Tert
In (5) by Origf Eus.
In (6) by Orig Eus.

67. We come now to the last and in many respects
the most difficult part of our task the examina-
tion of the evidence for ' the residual pre-Syri.in
Text, which is neither Western nor Alexandrian,'
and to which in consequence WH gave, as we
have seen, the name ' Neutral.' The specimens
before us, with the authorities attesting them, arc

these

(1) V. 2
TV 'Her. TV 7rno0., NB(D)LA 1 33 Latt

Syr-vg Boh : Orig Iren sl
Porph.

(2) V. 2 om. e-yii, BD am fu Syr-vg Boli : Iren

Orig i Tert.

(3) V. 4
'I. 6 [}awTifai> (v TTJ ip. K-fipvaaav , B 33.

(4) V. 5
UTT' oi'ToD after (parr., BL 33 (N 69).

(5) V. 6 Kal for 6V, NHL 33 Lat-vg bd ft'
1
g

1 Boli.

(6) V. 6 6 'la. for 'Iw., NUPL al 8
1 69.

(7) V. 8 om. tfv, NHL 33 69 : Orig.
(8) A'.

8 om. iv, 1 NBAH 33 al8
Lat-vg : Orig.

(9) V. 8 om. iv, 2 BL b Lat-vg.
(10) V. 10 eh for ftr', BD 69 a 8.
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(11) V. 1J
rcaaap. V- for itfji. -rcaa., NHL 33: Orig

Ens.

(12) V. 14
Ktii for St. IH>" a (c) Hoh ?.

(13) V. 14 om. TV ,^oin\(ios, NHL I 33 C9 bcfl' 1

Hoh Syr -in : < Irig.

(U) V. 10
</iu>of, NBLM (a lioh AE- A 1 r.'.i .

(lf>) V. 16
d^0i,:<d\Wras without add., NHL 33.

(Hi) V. 19 om. otTwo, Nltt'L II 'g- Lat-g lioh(l.

(17) V.' Trpojat 6\iyof, HDL 1 a b II
-

Syr-vg
Boh,

(isi V. om. oiTiii-, NAHC'DL Latt lioh.

(HI) V.-3 add f cM. NHL 1 33 I'.oh : Hiig.

(2tl) V.-3 om. 'Ea, NHH Latt Syr -i:i-vg Poll.

(21) V.'-16 ^uwijiTax for Kpa.ta.r, Nlil. :t3 ; Ori;.-.

(_'_'! V. 27 ai/roiSs for irplis aiVai't, Nil (b e if-
i|).

(23) V." ri taTiv rof'T-o ; SiSa^r) KatflJ kat' (focffiai',

NHL (1) 33 Hoh.

(24) V. 18 KCLI for &t, NHCm.AM 31
1 2.-. i V.-s add ira^aX oO, K('(N'L) 60 b e <J Hoh.
tis. The internal evidence, aK tfu ha\e seen. i>

strongly in favour of the Neutral' Text in many
of these cases. In none is it clearly unl'a\oni-

ablc. What are we to say of the documents by
which it is supported?
The first point that will strike us as we go

through the list is the variation in size in the

atle-ting groups. At times, c.r/., (1) we have an
array a- strong and varied in its contents as we
could desire, inrlii.ling 7 good MSS, all the early
Veisions, and abundant ante-Nicene I'atri.-tic c\ i-

deuce. Side by side with this we find iu (3) only
one uncial and one cursive. In fact the only
cou-tant supporter of the whole series of reading-
is the single uncial MS, R. Clearly we must test

om ground mo-t can-fully if we are to rest securely

on evidence that is liable from time to time to be
reduced to such slender proportions.

(ill. What, then, is (he real foundation for the

authority which WI1 claim for 15 ?

First and foremost it rests, they tell us, on
'Internal Evidence of Headings.'* They claim
that the great majority of readings, even when but

slenderly supported, approve them-ehes as genu-
ine after repeated examination. The 2.~> examples
before us certainly tend to confirm this judgment.
The case does not, however, rest purely on inter-

nal considerations. It is confirmed, so far as the

evidence at our disposal will enable us to speak,
by

'

genealogy.' In this connexion the reading in

v.
4

is once more most instructive. It supplies us

with a clear proof of the existence of a third type
of text distinct alike from the Western and Alex-

andrian, and presenting a reading which may well

explain the origin of Imth, and it helps us to ap-

preciate the significance of the fact that in other
ca-e- the same MS, which in cases like this is -een

to preserve a text independent of lioth the other

early groups, supports now one and now the oilier

of these groups against its rival. In other words,

except in the comparatively rare cases in which
both the Western and Alexandrian text have gone
astray in the same place, It has uniformly the

support of one set of authorities or the other, i.e.

it would naturally rank both as an early We-tein
authority as compared with the Alexandrian group,
and as an early Alexandrian authority against the

Westerns. Or, to put the same thing from the

I'r. Hcrnhanl Weiss has published in various lninil"Ts of

Ttxtt- unit (fHtcmuhungtn a careful examination of the lv\t
of the ItM.hiiL; uncials as determined e\rlui\e!\ by u sUnl.\ of

'thr Intiriiiil K\ iiletire of Ki-H.lini,'*
'

Mis results ;irr MIIII-

inarizeil conveniently in Kemon's l/nn>ll,<xik tn 1h>- T>-xlnnt
m <' Itic -VY', p. 204 f. Tin \ M'l'l'b a striking and

entirely imlfpentleul corrubonition of Wll's estimate of the
relative purity of the text of H.

The present writer is j;ln<l of thiR opportunity of railing
attention to Dr. Kenyon's llinult"*'k. It i.nituiiv bfiBldcfl

other matter \vhirti num- l.ut -H i'\|.rrl :i (Mb ..ur:i)>iiT .-..nl.l

BUpply, a stliti-UM-lit i.f tllr >|M. *t .. .11- :il i-viu in III. ].r. -inl
M .i.- of Textual Criticism which is eminently clear anil fair.

other side, both the Western and (lie Alexandrian
texts are fundamentally 'neutral' in a lar^e pro-

pi n i ion of their readings. And the further INK k

we can trace either of them, and more e-pecjally
the Western, where the evidence, though -till tar

from complete, is yet relatively abundant, the in.ni

closely do its readings as a whole approximate to

the ' Neutral' Text.
7". In the li^'ht of this fact we may estimate IIIMU

truly the extent of the confirmation which the

text of U receives from other primary authorities.

E.g. in the passage before us it is supported
l.y'l* in HI, by L in 18, by 33 in 12, by 1) in 'J out
01 the'Jo cases. C is extant in 1U, and suppmt-
H in 3. Latin evidence of one kind or another

supports H in 16, the Hohairic in 13, Syr-i'i in - out

of H passages where it delinitely supports one or

other of the variants (in 3 passages Syr-six jire-ent
-

us with a new variant). driven, who in some
eases supports the rival reading as well, is i|imiicl

in support of H in N cases, and Ireiiu-us in 'J. The-e
results correspond closely with the anticipations
which Ur. Hort's words in 235 would have led us

to form.

71. In the care of K and the oldest form both of

the Latin and of the Syriac Versions, it is important
to examine the extent and the limitations of their

support more closely.
Let us take first the relation of these two MSS of

the tireek text to one another. The amount of

agreement between K and H in readings in which

they stand almost or altogether alone is so <jreat

that there can be no doubt, on 'genealogical
1

grounds, that for a considerable part of their con-

tents they preserve unchanged the text of a

common original. What, then, we are forced to

ask, is the length of the interval which sepa-
rates each of them from this common ancestor?

Or, in other words, to what extent are we justi-
fied in regarding their testimonies as '

independ-
ent'?

72. To Mr. Miller the case seems very simple. The
MSS were certainly written in the same genera-
tion ; in part, as it would seem, by the same scribe.

What more is wanted, in view of their admitted

agreement in a peculiar type of text, to prove that

they are 'twin products of a lost exemplar,' and
to justify us in quoting them as 'K-H,' linked

by a hyphen, as certain groups of cursives are

linked, and as Mr. Cronin (J'l'S vol. ii. p. ">!Ml) ha.s

proved that the Codices I'urpureu
1

(N-2-Sinop)
should be linked, because they are all derived

directly from one and the same MSS?
Dean Hnrgon was more cautious. His minute

comparison of the two MSS had impressed him

very strongly with the extent not only of the

agreement, but of the differences between them.
He writes of them (Trail. Text'

p. 33) as 'closely

resembling one another, yet standing apart in every
page so seriously that it is easier to find two con-

secutive verses in which they differ than two con-

secutive verses in which they entirely agree.' And,
though he would have it that the 'idea of fixing
the date of the common ancestor of H and K is

based upon pure speculation' (groups of attested

variations being for some unexplained reason ex-

cluded from the category of lorts). yet he was

perl'eetly well aware that the differences l.,-t \\een

the two MSS requited 'several generation- of

transcription to account for them. Only he was
able to persuade himself that, at a time when the

demand for fresh copies must have been very great,
these generations could 'have been given oil in

I \\oor three years '(ii. p. 73).

7:t. The treatment of the problem in WII . hit,-. $$

287-304) is very different in character. Few better

! examples could tie found of Hurt's inexhaufttiblefer-
i

tility in coiKuiving hypotheses which might fit the
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facts by which he was confronted, and the patient
consideration which he was prepared to give to

each before he pronounced judgment on it. The
passage is too long to extract, and too condensed

already to admit of further condensation. It

cannot, however, be too earnestly commended to
the consideration of all students.
Far too many of the theories that have been

recently put forward have been framed without
reference to the facts to which these paragraphs
call attention. Meanwhile we must content our-
selves with the summary of his conclusions, given
by Hort himself (cd. min. p. 559) :

'

If B and N were
for a great part of their text derived from a proxi-
mate common original, that common original,
whatever might have been its own date, must
have had a very ancient and a very pure text.

There is, however, no tangible evidence for this

supposition ; while various considerations, drawn
from careful comparison of the accessory attesta-
tion of readings supported by NB together, by B
against N, and by X against B respectively, render
it morally certain that the ancestries of B and of
N diverged from a point near the autographs, and
never came into contact subsequently ; so that the
coincidence of NB marks those portions of text in

which two primitive and entirely separate lines of

transmission had not come to diller from each
other through independent corruption in the one
or the other.'

74. The passage of Mark already before us will

supply material uy which we can at once illustrate

and test the force of the argument on which this

conclusion rests. We have already examined the
most remarkable of the readings in which X and 15

agree in the course of our study of the '

Syrian,'
'

Western,' and ' Neutral
'

texts in these verses ;

and certainly the standard of excellence which
the two MSS reach in combination is very high.
Whatever the date of their common original,

'

it

must,' judging by internal considerations in those

parts of it which we can at once restore with con-

fidence,
' have had a very pure text.' The accessory

evidence for a large proportion of these readings
makes it clear at the same time that it is also ' a

very ancient
'

text.

75. The following list of readings in which the two
authorities disagree will give us examples of the
' various considerations

'

to which Dr. Hort alludes,
and so enable us to appreciate the rest of the pas-

sage :

(1) V.
1 + i-ioO 0eoC, R>BDL etc. : Iren Orig

1
"'.

- N* : Iren i Orig Syr-hr.

(2) V. 2 -
iydi, BD am fu Syr-vg Boh : Iren Orig }
Tert.

+ NAPLA etc. Syr-hcl : Orig * Eus.

(3) V. 2
dTTOCTT^XXw, B etC. O.TTO(7T\U1, X Boll.

(4) V. 4
(yeveTO, B etc. /ecu eyivero, X* (Boh).

(5) V. 4
KTipuffffiiiv, B 33. KO.I KT)pvt?ffw, XLA Boh.

(6) V. 5
(ecu eJairTiiovTO, B etc. (pairr., X* 69 a.

(7) V. 7
oiriaw, B : Orig A. diricru pou, X etc.

(8) V. 8
TrvetfuiTi ayiif, BL b Lat-vg. ev irv. ay., X

etc.

(9) V. 9
eyfrcTo, B(a). Kaieyevero, X (ff

2 mt Boh)
etc.

(10) V. 10
eh, BD 69 a (g

1
). Kal lUvov en', X 33 Latt

Boh.

(11) V. 11
0uj; iytvero, B etc. <t>urfi, X*D ft"

2 mt.

(12) V. 14 mi /J.erd, BD*1 a (c) Boh ?.

/j.era 5<?, XALA etc. Latt Syrr: Orig
Eus.

(13) V. 15
isal \tyur, BKLA unc- a b ff 1

g" Lat-vg
Boh Syr-vg.

- X* c mt Syr-sin : Orig.

(14) V. ls
JiKoXovDovf, B. rjKO\oul?7!<ra.v, X etc.

(15) V.w 6\iyov, BDL 1 a b ff- Syr-vg (sin) Boh.
iKciBcv, X* (33).

(16) V. 21
elaf\e<liv, ABD etc.

-X(C)L(A)(3369)(c)(Syr-sin-vg)(Boh).
(17) V. 24

av, ABAr (a curious instance of acci-

dental coincidence in an itacism).
aoi, X etc.

(18) V. 24
olda, ABCDetc. oMa^x, NLA: Iren""

Orig Eus Tert.

(19) V. 25 +\eyw, B etc. om. X* (A*') : Dam.

(20) V. 26 - Trfa r6, B by homceoteleuton. + X
etc.

(21) V. 28
+tv8h, Bete.
- X* 1 33 b c e H'

1 - 2
(g

1

) Boh Syr-sin.
(22) V. 28

roXtXaias, ABCD etc. 'louiaias, X* (cf.

28 sscl> ).

76. From this list we may at once eliminate (17)
and (20), which are clearly only slips of the pen ;

and (4), (14), (22), as possibly individualisms. In

a certain number of the cases that remain (2),

(5), (12), (16), (18), where, as we have seen, the

readings may be classed as either Alexandrian,
or Alexandrian and Syrian it is possible that
the variants might have come in together, if

the archetype of X had been collated with a
MS containing a strongly - marked Alexandrian
text. There remain, however, 12 variants, even
in these 28 verses, supported on both sides by-

early evidence, and by no means the same evidence
in the different cases, which can only have come
into the aberrant text, whichever it is, at different

times in the course of an eventful history. We can

see, then, what kind of evidence is available in

support of Dr. Hort's 'various considerations.'

Further evidence will be forthcoming from the

investigation which we have yet to make, into the
relation in which these two primary MSS of the
(ireek text stand to the two earliest Versions the
Latin and the Syrian.

77. A complete examination of this, the most

important problem that still awaits solution in

Textual Criticism, is not as yet possible. Mr.
Turner has recently reminded us (JTH vol. ii. p.

6i)2) that the ' African Latin
'

had a history before

Cyprian. The evidence of k, priceless as it is,

is only part of the evidence that will become
available in due course as the result of the work
at present being carried on at Oxford under the
direction of Prof. Sanday on the text of Ireu^eus

and kindred subjects. Similarly, we must not

forget that the history of the 'Old Syriac' did

not begin with Syr-sin. The total amount of

evidence for enucleating this history is still

lamentably small, and inaccessible to those who
are not themselves good Syriac scholars. Students,

however, have long been cheered by the announce-
ment that Mr. Burkitt has in hand an edition of

the Syriac Gospels which, they have good reason
to know, will leave nothing to be desired that wide

reading, accurate scholarship, and brilliant genius
can supply.

78. Meanwhile something can be done with the
evidence already accessible. Dr. Sanday con-

tributed a valuable essay on the Greek text

underlying k to the Oxford edition of that MS.*
The various lists are, unfortunately for our present

purpose, admittedly incomplete. Still they afford

a sufficiently wide basis for the experimental in-

vestigation, which is all that can be attempted
here. A collation of Syr-sm with the readings
tabulated by Dr. Sanday supplies a list of upwards
of 200 cases in which the evidence of the 4 autho-

rities is simultaneously available for comparison.
These may well be taken as samples of the ore

which this mine will supply.
It is worth while to tabulate and print thesa

* Old Latin BiUical Texts, No. II. pp. 95-122.
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e\iiin|'lri in full, as tin- tiiMc-s will m-i-il tu l-

i-arei'iilly rhn knl ami supplemented liy bettei

ci|iiippi-il
si -hnliir^ ; ami no im-n.-ly Minin-iir.il >uiii

ninry tit' H-Milts can jjive even an approximately
true impression of the facts.

7'J. I.i-t I. Ml! k Syr-.vin in coinliinati< -i against
later ' Western' or 'Syrian' reading-.

Mt 4'- -6 'IT.

:," -fa
5* -TO?!

544 3 omissions.
64 - aiVcis.

8' - 6 '17.

"
-a.Vijj.

8 13

-!.__- fv T7J upa (kflvg.

8s1 -'I.
ujl ' ' \ ' ~
O ttTTJOTd \OV TJjUHV.

S
'

eis rot'-s xoipoi'S.

U3 d^iorai.
9 1 '

aiVrocs.

9 11
TTfi'Veti'.

In" + vtKpai't (yfip'Tt.
II" 1 -

-yap.

I- 15
4x^ ot (Syr-si/i ut t'K/.).

i-j
-' -A'TF.

13* - aKOi'fii'.

1334 - 6 17.

1 340 TOITOV.
1-144 vA\,t,1O TTdAiP.

1346 tvpuv 6^.

1351 X^fi aiVrot? 6 'Is.

14" TT-ii^a (Syr-.viH < vid.).

I .V
1" aiVoO for TOV 'lov.

Mk S- X^oi. for oi Si elirov.

8a 6U(t\c\(>tt> (Syr-. e lacuna) for

8M etTrai1 for an

9' - X^yowra.
914 (\e&vTf! . . . (iSof for ,

9'6 avrovt for TOI>S

9" om. verse.

9481- -'$ T* Tpp, K.T.X.

10= _ ^ 7wa,\a.

11* om. verse.

13'-"
2

5uKroi'<r( (ff^ffa) for iri

14313 -*rtc(Syr-*i /
inrfl).

1470 Kai i] XaXtd ffov o/uoidj'ft.

154 - ai dwij\eef.

16"'
20 omit.

List II. B v. K k Syr-. in.

Mt 9M +'H.
13' 6

-i>iuh>.

14'" +Tj.
Mk 8" 1

iriis 01' for oUTTui.

15" iOnviMatv for (Oa.i'fjia.ffi'.

List III. N c. 1! k Syr-re.

Mt 5" -aiVoi.

/ Ol'Sf fv Tljj 'lap. TOff" TTtffrt*'.

8'
'

irop' otiiri TOO. iriaTif, K.T.\. (Syr ..</

(^ (iliter).

9s8 + a.'.o.

+ fK Ti^i Xoy.
II 15

aKot'eir.

l.'{'
7

-7dp.
13" +'Hira(ou.

/ + K'WT^iOl'.

\ - 15 k (Syr-sin, paraphrases)!

Mk
II3

12 15

14--'

14W

x ' 1"". K ^ (Syr-wn paiapuraWB).
+Sn.
iSuip for f/Siij.

(
- 15 k.

o'Is.
(^
_

Xajflii, i'lT, Syr-.
ai/riic for atT^J.

s for ffTavpoinnv . . . xal.

M t

4 10

4 16

83

8s

8 13

9s

11"
II-3

1-2-

List IV. Kyi-sin v. Nli k.

+ Hffo(ou.

roi' i'Id ai/r^s for viiif.

+ OTTIITW P.OV.

- 6 KplTTjs.

5 for ri.

d"y. Kai irov. for TTO**. xai ay.
+6 Ki'pioi 17/xwi'.

?XWJ/ c$ouffLav for uiri 'oi'. Tacrir.

at'-roij for ai'Tip.

+ oi fj.at)ijTa.i aiToP.

-i- ffoi at d/t. crou for (ToD a.1 d/i.

+ I/^IK.

eiffa for ,U7) . . . i<l

lii
50

13"
IS-

IS43

Mk W

9-4

ffS

gas

942

10"
10*

12X7

1315

14-4

14 5-

1454

147i

Mt I
3

4 4

4 16

4s3

4'-
4

5

5U

iSuv for et'5ws.

+ ai/Tif (sentence recast).

TTOLCt Ut vie/, for an TTOi^ffn.

irpoaKi>vT)V(v for Tr/xxrfKt'pa.

-f- aiVoD.

+ wj xtt^ 1' fr ^a yvaip. K.T.\.

fi Trttrreueis Trd^ra 5irard ffoi y
+ Kvpte.

+ vrjffrtia Kai.

- Tii>' iricrreui^ruv [f /5 eV^, B].
rots Trpoarptpovfftv for aivrots.

+ roi'S TCIT. eiri XP^M-
aiV6f (^wcT/^^vat for ^w^TJaare

4- c($ TT/P

.

for avyKO.8.

List V. k v. NB Syr-sin.
- K"l TAv Kapd fit r^s 6aMap.
dXX' f irt Trairi . . . Bf otJ.

0is t5ei' fJ-^ya, Kll.

6X7;^ for ^i/ 8X77.
- Kai iSepairtvaev airroiJS.

v.
5 before v.

4
.

dtKaioirvi-Tis for ^oC, KB. 'My own
mime's sake,' Syr-xin.

.. , - . , t I Kli oce5. Kai diurf.
otajt. Kat oriO. : ., -

i . ,

^Syr-nn only Suit.

eV ri; 6S<(J #ifr' ai/roO for /KT ai/roD V T. 6.

- an.
- Kol 8s (dv. . . notxarat, + N Syr-sin (B).

(iroiTjffai

TpiXa M***' Xci'K/^l' T) uAaa-ar.

Ulan rp. X. 17 /j^\. irot., KB (!jyr-si para-

phrases).
?feTt for fxeTf -

i'i'iji' for 5iKaiOO't''>'i)>'.

6 -
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Mt 88 - 6 Trais /J.OU.

911 eltrov for l\eyov, KB. \tyovui, Syr-sin.

912 +Ts.

9" p><m 6 ou-os, K.T.X. |
NB

Ptl""'" f
*"

Oyr-sin conflates.

9s2 4- avOpaTW ( ,

NI{
,,

1 4- TITO, Syr-szn.
102 - itoi bef. 'Id*.

103
Ae^oios for Oa55a;os, KB.

'lo[>6. 'Id/c. Syr-sin,
1010

pdjSSous for pdfSoov.
II 10 Kai for 05.

1330 - atiTa cis, 4- KB (Syr-sirt lit rid.).
1355

'IUITTJS, B Syr-sin 'lwo-?)0. K 'luavvr/s.

Mk S35
(besides om. 8s S' ... I/'I'XTJV) TOV fi'ay-

yeXiou, KB fj.ou Kai TOU evayy. Syr-
sin TOI> ffjiou ei'a7.

915
gaudentes for TOOO-TO^YOI'TES.

935 - K-ai X<?7 . . . StdKovot.

O38 4- 5s OI'K dKoXocflei rifj.lv after 5atfj.!tvta.

ort oi'K aKoXoL'pVi rifj.lv after O.VTOV.

913 oiroC fVTi for eis.

1010
-r secreto.

("B Syr-siii ^T, rfiov. fj.ri

IK only ^7, <pw.
10- 4-etagros.
II 1 - BT^a-pi Kat. 4- KB (Syr-sin).
II 8 IKOTTTOV for Kfyavres, KB.

4- Kai earpwvvvov. -KB (Syr-sin, omits
the whole sentence, fiXXoi di . . . d6>,
ajip. bv homteoteleuton).

1 I
9 + T< tyiffTtf.

12U interrogabant eum farisan dicentes for

Affivres \4ymviv avri2. Syr-sin aliter.

+ tivi ovv rifj.lv ri aoi Sonet.

12'2 -rfraxn.
1243 -riTTTuxr,.
132

4- Kai 5(d rpiuiv r]fj.ep3i> (SXXos dvaffTrjo-fTai

1314

1318

144

10 19
- M>)

- auTou after e\-XfK

\ + \tyovTet, Syr-sin.

'

aSrij, Syr-sin.
14 19

4- Kai fiXXos /J.TITL

14 + dTTOKpiOeis.

1445 - e\0av evOiit.

15'-
3

4- view.

List VI. B Syr-siM v. K k,

Mt 1249 4- aiVoP after rr/v xpa.

Mk 8- 4- aiV^j.

1 my ' j. ' Tk U77 wotv. tin ?T(lo fiTj (pov, fj.ri uotY. -i % i \

\ K only P.TI rpov,
1030 +OIKIOS . . . dypovs.
14'' 4- ov \^yfrf.
15-10 4- aiVoi' after vravpuirovini'.

14
>

" K

rM +si!. -Kk.
I

<>8 - Kai d\fKTbip ((puvriffcv.

"j

K + fK deuTfpou.
I + Sis. - K.

ot k.

4- k K.

List VII. B k w. K Syr-sin.

Mt 1244 - Kai before ataap.
1333 -Kdo-^oi'. _ 4- K (Syr-sin paraphrases).

Mk 8 Hpxovrai for tpx^rat.

Mk 1357 - aiiroC after

13s3 Kai Trpoav\t

Mt 5n

5"

821

9"
9-'
32

10a
II 16

II 19

12
13

Mk 89

10-

10'

HP
II 8

II 31

J.MO

J031

14'

148

14"

14 14

14 16

14 19

14'-7

List VIII. KB v. k Syr-sin,

- Irt d\\a.
TO aurj for OVTW.

O.UTOU after TUIV naOrtruiv.

ZXeyov. k etTTOi'. Syr-sin X^YOt'C-tc.

-
dvOpuTrov. + k. Syr-sin TU-O.

- KOK (V rrj . . . &\\riv.
v TttTs d7o^a?s for ff TTJ ay.

Ipyav for -rtKvwv.

TIV ore for 6Ve 6^ (? Syr-sin).

tvOus ([j.ids for aviflri.

uj^eXet for u)0eX7jffei.

4- irpoff\66vTe s [oi] (paptaa.'ioi.

6 5^ 'Is for Kai a7roK. 6 'Is.

^077 for aTroK. . . . elirfv.

Kui/'ai'Tfs for IKOTTTOV, k.
- Kai earpwwiiov. + k. Syr-sire omiti

app. bj' homteoteleuton.
4- ot<.

ai'TT; TrpuJTT/ eVroXTj.

aiTT/ for bfj.oia. aurrj.

Kai X^7opTes.
5 i:<rx v fTotTio-ef Trpo&afiev [ivpleai T&

k : quod habuit luvc, prsesumpsit et un-

guentavit, etc.

Syr-sin,
' For that which she hath

done, behold as if for my burying
she hath done it, and hath anointed

my body beforehand.'
+ 6<f.

/uoi' after TO KaTdXu/m.
- ai'Tou after oi padr/Tal.

- 1TO\|)S.

1451 4- fTri YUjuvoD.

80. List I. contains 44 passages in which all four
authorities are agreed. Generally (not always)
they form the nucleus of a small group of autho-
rities in opposition to the bulk of later evidence.
In no case do they stand quite alone. Of course
this list represents only a small part of the total
amount of agreement between the four texts.

The most noteworthy reading in the list is thft

omission of Mk 16s '-'1' verses which must on in-

ternal grounds, as even their most strenuous sup-
porters are now prepared to admit, have had an
origin in some respects different from that of the
rest of the Gospel. See, e.g., Trad. Text, p. 305.

Lists II. -V. contain passages in which each of
the four stands in turn unsupported by any of the
rest. Lists VI. -VIII. represent the various com-
binations of the authorities taken two together.
K stands alone in 5 places.
K stands alone in 14. In 4 of these Syr-si has a

reading of its own differing both from K and B k.

Syr-sin stands alone in 44 places.
k stands alone in 56. In 15 of these Syr-.W pre-

sents a third alternative, K in '2.

B and Syr-sin range against N k in 7 places
(besides the 4 closely connected readings referring
to the cock-crowings in Mk.).
B ami k oppose K Syr-sin in 6

j>laces.KB oppose k Syr-sin combined in 31 cases, besides
4 cases in which k and Syr-siw otter divergent alter-

natives.
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L'lH passages ill all cnme before us. Ill five-sixths

1! is supported liv K, in three-fourths it 1ms tin 1

support either of k or Syr-.vui. Ami, what ise\en
nun i- remarkable. 1! (ami in a loss degice iS'i U de

cidcdly niiiif nearly allied to both k ami Syr-a-m
than k and Syr-M/i arc to one anotliiT.

si. \Vli:il, tlii'ii, shall we say of the significance
of these farts!

First, surely, that they amply vindicate Hurt's
contention that the 'Neutral text was hy no
means ronlineil to Alexandria.

Next, that they demonstrate the absurdity of

supposing that the text of N1J was in any sense
the result of a 'recension' by Driven.* At least

li\e--iMhs of their characteristic readings are

demonstrably at least a century older than hi-

time. Kvun if, as must no doubt have been the

case, his judgment on a reading, as expressed in

his commentaries, affected the opinions of some of

the -eholurs ami scribes notably, c.tf., I'ainphilus
who came after him, his influence in tin 1 ea-e ..|

the leadings where XI! are opposed by k S\ r mi
would as often have led away from as towards
MB.

Thirdly, since both I! ami N, as we have already
seen, are mure nearly allied to k than Syr-.wn is,

judging by tin 1 standard of k, 1{ and N are hettur

than Syr- in. Similarly, judging by the standard of

Syr- MH. BandN are both better than k. Soil w mi Id

seem that, on the evidence of the Versions them-
selves, the value either of !< or of li, and <i furtiuri
the value of the two combined, is distinctly higher
than that of either version separately.

MJ. It only remains to consider the problem which
arises when the two versions combine Against
the two MSS. Their very divergences would seem
to reinforce Mr. liurkitt's argument from geo-

graphy, and to lend a peculiar weight to their

evidence in the readings in which they are found
to agree. As we have already seen, even if these

readings are to be regarded as distinctively
'

Western,' genealogical considerations oiler no

insuperable objection in the way of their accept-
ance (\VH, Inti: -37). It is true that lion had
had to examine a closely kindred group, k S\ r at

in Ml., and had not found reason to reject outright

any of the readings of N15 in their favour. Still

he would have been the first to insist on a careful

re-examination of the whole evidence in the light
of any new discovery, not to speak of a discovery
of such primary importance as Syr -fin. He
would, however, have approached the question
from a point of view ditl'erent in many important
respects from Mr. liurkitt's. It would clearly
have been no surprise to him to learn that fuller

knowledge brought into clearer light the funda-

mentally
' Western' character of Clement's bibli-

cal text (Intr. 159). He would have needed no

special exhortation to come out of 'the land of

Egypt,' because he had said from the first that the
'Neutral' text in remote times was not eonlined
to Alexandria is ITS) ; and the fresh evidence that
has come to light since he wrote, esp. the dis-

covery of Syr-.si, has brought abundant fre-h

confirmation in support of his original contention.
On the other hand, he would no doubt have been
inclined to question very seriously the assumed

independence of
* East

' and '

West," of '

Carthage
'

and '

Kdessa,' on which so much of the force uf

Mr. liurkitt's appeal depends. t Mr. Turner may
mi doubt lie quite justified in contending (./mn-ii'i/

It in interesting to notice that Koetsehau (' Hibelcitate hei

Oriu'enes.' /. .'. '. Ttirol. p. 321 IT.) has recctilK c\prc*-i'i lii*

agreement with the opinion of Griesbach anil Hurt (luti-.

( -'4:1 ; <-f. NY-tie, lulr p. is'iff. Hhut orifen
' never nwdc ,m\

thin*: like a recension n( the New Testament. 1

t Intr. to lianiard's t'li-m> nf. etc. p. \\ ill :

' Let us t-.-in-' ..lit

of tlie liui'l i'( Ku'it, \vln< h s|nuks (as Clement' 1* <|ii"lati"ii'>

Bhu\v) with such doubtful authority, and let us see whether the

of T/tcul. Studies, vol. ii. p. 602) that ' the agree-
ment when they do agree of the two great
pillars of the "Western text, the African Latin
and the Sinai Syriac, can hardly IKJ explained
away as due to any identity of their immediate
source. Iloth may have first seen the light, it is

true, in some part of Northern Syria, and l>oth

may have lieen produced within the limits of the
same generation ;

but that is the only extent to
which u common origin ean be ascribed to them,
and it is not enough to qualify seriously the

weight of their consentient testimony.' 'it is,

however, more than enough, if any part of Northern

Syria is really to be regarded as the birthplace of
the Latin Version, to weaken considerably the
force of Mr. liurkitt's argument. l''or the agree-
ment of two parts, even allowing them to he
different parts, of Northern Syria, is a very poor
substitute for the agreement

' of East and \\est,
of Carthage and Kdessa.' We shall require at
least some clear internal evidence to induce us to

go to 'some part of Northern Syria' for a surer
foundation than Nil for the text of the Gospels.
In fact the ultimate appeal must lie, as Dr. Hort's
words ( 373) indicate, and Dr. Westcott's words*
(Intr.

1
p. 3:28) state expressly, to the Internal

Evidence of the Headings of the opposing groups.
Judged by this standard, if the readings of List
VIII. prove, as the present writer thinks they will,
to be a fair sample of the whole, it is extremely
unlikely that more than a very few of the readings
of k Syr-.siK will ultimately make good their claim
to a place in the text. E.g. Mk 10 L' the omission
of tpaptaaloi may with considerable probability be

regarded as genuine, but hardly any other in the
whole list, least of all the insertion of fiVij, Mt 5'-"

J
.

83. On the whole, then, there seems no reason to

anticipate that the present revival of interest in

the early history of the 'Western' text will in

the end be found to upset the estimates formed

by W1I of the relative importance of the differ-

ent groups of textual authorities, or to modify in

more than a mere handful of passages the judg-
ments which they formed on individual readings.

84. As this article is drawing to its conclusion the
news comes in rapid succession of the deaths of

the two last surviving protagonists in the textual
controversies of the nineteenth century, funda-

mentally as the present writer differs from the

position taken up by Prebendary Miller in his pub-
lished works on Textual Criticism, and strangely
as he seems to him to have overlooked or failed to

understand the plainest statements put forward
on the. other side, he must not close this article

without a warm tribute of admiration for his un-
wearied industry, his enthusiasm for his subject,
and his profound conviction of the saeredness of

the cause which he felt called to defend.

The loss of Dr. Westcott will naturally be felt

most keenly in spheres of Christian thought and

activity that are of deeper, broader, and more
universal interest than Textual Criticism. Hut
it may be permitted to call attention here to the
witness borne to the intrinsic importance of the

agreement of East and West, of Edessa and Carthage, will not
Hive UH a surer basis ujton which to establish our text of the

(Jospels.
1

* His words are: ( The discovery of thp Sinaitic MS of the
Old .Syriac raises the <]uestion whether the combination of the
oldest types of the S\riac and Latin texts can outweigh the
combination of the primary Creek texts. A careful examina*
tion of the passages in which S\ r-*mi and k are arrayed against
KB would point to this conclusion.

1 The best comment on the

last sentence is supplied by the specimens of Dr. Westootl's
hahituul method of working, as shown in the introductions to
his commentaries on the i ."-[<] and KpiHtles of St. John, and
on the Kpistle i the Hebrews. It does not, as Nestle seems to
think 1 1 : I f p. 1V23). in\

polvc a surrender at discretion to the
authority of S>T.*IM and k. It simply calls for a systematic
comparison of the distinctive readings of the rival groups before

i a Dii.il judgment is passed on their respective merits.
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study by the fact that it occupied so large a share
of the time and attention of such a man. The fact

that the writing of the Introduction fell to Dr.
Hort has prevented scholars generally from realiz-

ing the nature and the extent of Dr. Westcott's
share in that wonderful monument of the labour of

28 years. The minds and methods of the two fellow-

workers were remarkably distinct, and well fitted

to check and complement each other. And their
work is in the strictest sense the resultant of their
combined forces, and not, as in weaker hands work
on the same principle might tend to become, a
mere compromise appreciably feebler and weaker
than either scholar would have produced independ-
ently.

All the time the present writer was engaged on
this article he was looking forward to the day when
he could present it to Dr. Westcottas some acknow-
ledgment, however unworthy, of a debt of grati-
tude that has been accumulating for 24 years,
and gather from his kind but searching criticism

what measure of success had attended this attempt
to expound and illustrate the principles on which
he and his great collaborator had worked. Now
he can only inscribe it with reverence and affection

to their memory. Christian scholarship will for

all time be the richer for the example of their
'

implicit confidence in all truth' and their 'guile-
less workmanship

'

(Intr. 425).
J. O. F. MURRAY.

VERSIONS (ENGLISH). Owing to the length
of the subject, it may be found convenient to

divide it into the following sections: (i.) Anglo-
Saxon ; (ii.) Anglo-Norman ; (iii. ) Wyelitite ; (iv. )

Reformation period; (v. ) Puritan; (vi. ) Eliza-

bethan; (vii.) Roman Catholic; (viii.) The
'Authorized' and its successors; (ix.) The 'Re-
vised' ; (x.) The 'American Revised.'

i. ANGLO-SAXON. At the head of this period it

is usual to place Caedmon (tc. 680), although he
did not, properly speaking, translate any part
of the Bible. The work ascribed to him is

an alliterative poem, in which he paraphrases
the Scripture account of the chief events in

Genesis, Exodus, and Daniel. A continuation of

the poem, now imperfect, treats of portions of the
life of Christ. His story is picturesquely told by
Bede (HE IV. xxiv. ), how, from a servant, he
became a monk in the mixed monastery under St.

Hilda ; and how, when bidden to exercise his

newly found gift of song, he burst forth into a

hymn of praise of the great Creator. Bede gives
in Latin the substance of this hymn. On the

margin of some MSS of Bede a short West-Saxon

poem of nine lines is found, purporting to be the

original. At the end of the Moore MS (Camb.
Univ. Lib. Kk. v. 10) the verses are found in the
Northumbrian dialect ; and, as this would be
Ccedmon's own tongue, it has been considered to be
the older form. But whether any of these is the

original vernacular of Caedmon, or only a retrans-

lation from Bede's Latin, cannot be pronounced
with certainty. The hymn bears only a general
resemblance to the beginning of the poems, and
hence doubts have been thrown on the C;edmonian

authorship of the latter.* The poems exist, so far

as is known, in one manuscript only (Bodleian,
Jnniiis xi.). It was given by Archbishop Ussher
to Francis Dujon, or Junius, librarian of the Earl
of Arunilel, and by him bequeathed to the Bod-
leian. It was printed at Amsterdam in 1055, and
was edited with an English translation by Ben-

* See the edition of Bede's works by Plumtner, 1806, vol. ii.

p. 25-2, where the question is ably discussed, and F. Graz's

Bsitriigt ?'"' Textkritik t/fr wgrnauntcti Caedwonschen Genetis,

Konigsberg, 1806. An interesting study of this
' Milton of our

forefathers' will be found in R. S. Watson's Ccediiwn, the Jirgt

Emjlish Puet, 1S75.

jamin Thorpe in 1832, and again published by
Grein in his Bibliot'ict in 1857. A shoit passage
from Thorpe's literal rendering, on the subject of

Nebuchadnezzar's chastisement, will give some
notion of Ciedmon's style

' To thee shall not be meal-melt,
save the mountain's grass,
nor rest assigned :

but thee the rain's shower
shall waken and chastise.'

Bede (t 735) himself is known to have trans-

lated portions of Scripture into his native tongue.
Purvey, indeed, in his General Prologue," asserts

that '
if worldli clerkis loken wel here croniclisand

bokis, thei shulden fynde, that Bede translatide

the bible.' No authority, so far as is known to

the present writer, can now be found for this

statement. But Bede expressly says, in a letter

to Bishop Ecgbert (c. v. ), that he had often trans-

lated the Creed and Lord's Prayer for uneducated

priests. t And the touching passage is familiar to

all, in which his biographer Cuthbert describes the
end of his life approaching, before he had finished

his version of St. Jolm.J It is a matter for regret,
that not even this version should have escaped the

ravages of time.

King Alfred (t 900) added to his other titles to

the name of Great an expressed conviction that his

code of civil laws must be based upon the revealed

law of God. Acting on this -conviction, he pre-
faced his code of Saxon laws with a free trans-

lation of the enactments in Ex 20-23, and of the
letter sent by the apostles in Jerusalem, contained
in Ac 15. His reason for the addition, at first

sight apparently singular, of this passage from the

NT, was to show how the harshness of the Hebrew
lex talionis was modified by the teaching of Chris-

tianity. In king Alfred's translation there are

some noticeable peculiarities. In Ex 20" ' for in

six days the Lord made heaven and earth,' for
' Lord' (Dominus) he puts, not Dnjhtfn, the usual

word, but Crist:
' forSam on .VI. dasum crist

;ewohrte heofonas T eorflan.' The explanation is

that, in a contemporary Anglo-Saxon poem, Christ

is made to describe how He created the earth ;

and Dominus, in the Vulgate of the NT, is of

course frequently used of Christ. Another singular

change is iiis transposition of a clause in the Fifth

Commandment. He places
' which the Lord thy

God giveth thee' directly after 'thy father and

thy mother,' apparently wishing to take ' land
'

in

the general sense of earth, and so removing the

limitation. A third alteration is made at the end
of Ac 15'-'

9
. In the Latin text followed by him

there is an interpolated clause :

' et quod vobis

non vultis fieri, non faciatis aliis.' This is duly
rendered :

'

~] )>ret ;e willen (ret otire men cow ue

don, ne dofl je Sajt o|>rum monnum '

;

' and what

ye would that other men should not do to you,
that do ye not to other men.'

Besides these, there are extant various MSS by
unknown authors, containing Anglo-Saxon ver-

sions of the Psalms and of the Gospels. One such

version of the Psalter, contained in a MS found

in the National Library of Paris about the be-

* Forshall and Madden's Introduction, p. 59.

t
'

Procter quod et ipse multis srepe saceraotibus idiotis haec

utraque, et symbolum uidelicet et dominicam orationem, in

linguam Anglbrum translatam optuli.'

J See Appendix ii. to vol. i. of Pluminer's edition. A diffi-

culty is caused, as the editor points out, by the reading of the

St. Gallen MS, which appears to make Bede's translation extend

only to Jn 6"1
. Such a limitation spoils the sequel of the story ;

unless we understand it to mean that the translator had got no

further, when the premonitory symptoms of his illness came

upon him.
S See Thf Legal Code of .f.lfred the Great, ed. by Professor

Milton Haight 'Turk, Boston (U.S.A.), 1893, pp. 33-37. The

explanations given in the text are from Professor Turk, who in

turn acknowledges his indebtedness to the late Dr. F. J. A.

Hort.
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pinning (if this century, has In-en thought to In 1

,

iii |irt ut least, tin- work of Aldholm (ITn'.li,

bishop of Shcrliorne. If sn, it woiilil Ix- a-, rally as

tin- Till rrlltlll'y. There seen i:., however. I > idem <

that it is his work, iir as early as his linn-. In

this version tin- first lil'ty 1'salnis an- tendered
into pros,-, the remainder into verse. It \\.-is |mi.
lished by itciijiiiiiin Thorpe in ISH.'p." Two other
veisioiis were published one edited by S|ielmaii
in Kilo, and the oilier by Stevenson in IS4XI

i >l ili,. ilospels, in like mannet, three Anglo-
Saxon versions were published, from MSS one bv

Archbishop Parker, in 1571 ; another by Marshall,
reetor of Lincoln College, in Itii'i.'i; and the third

by Thorpe, in lsi-_>. ; It Mad I n a complaint
ot schohiis 1 h:it no proper estimate conid lie

formed, from these detached publications, of the
relative value of the' original MSS, or their re-

lation to on,- another. This cause of complaint
has now Keen removed. In the edition of the

(oi-pels ju-l i cferred to, put forth by Skeat,|| not

only is a larger number of MSS Drought into

requisition. Inn their comparative date and value
are ascertained. Two well-known "losses' are
nlso included in this collection the Lindisfarne, or

Durham Hook, and the Kitshworth. In these the
Latin is interlined with a wr/nttim rendering in

Aii'jlo-Saxon. The date of the Latin text of the
Lindisfarne is, roughly speaking, about A.I>. loo ;

that of its 'gloss,' the work of a priest named
A hired, siime i \\o and a half centuries later. The
gloss in the llushworth MS (so called from its

donor) is derived from the Lindisfarne. In a note
at the end ot Si. John's Gospel the names of the
two makers of the gloss (in this ease little e

than transcribers) are given : 1'aTmen, or Farmaii,
a priest of llarewood in Yorkshire, and Iwun.'i

It is obvious that, from the nature of its construc-

tion, a word for word gloss can scarcely be called
a translation.

Kef, .re leaving the Anglo-Saxon period, a brief

mention should he made of the metrical version,
with many abridgments and omissions, of the

I'cnt.-iteitch, and the books of .Joshua, .Indies,

Kings, Esther, .lob, Judith, and Maccabees, the
work of ./Elfric, Abbot of Peterborough in HUM,
and Archbishop of York in lir_':i. What remains of

this version was published in Iti'.IS by Edward
Thwaitcs, at Oxford, under the title Hf/ilnti m-lntx,

I.ii> / Ittb, ct Ewmtjclium A**''o'/< ////, etc. It was
reprinted by Thorpe in 1834, in his A>m/i;-t,i

. I HI//I, -Sfi.i-niiiffi, and still more recent 1\ by llrein

in his Bibliothek. This version, like all those pre-

viously mentioned, is from the Latin.**

s,-. the I'n-fnre to Forshall and Madd.-n's Wvclifite Bible,
p. i, ami Mf.mberl's En'jlinh YersiotW, p. II. when- a S|M

i iin.'M

,il i In- i r iii^l,,; iMi] n ^iven.
t See Miilt, >n's IHilary of the KII

:
I'I\>I /:,/!.-. p. s. In ISSj

tli-' \ ,%],,!-]. in IViHrr (an interlinr o \HL;|" S.IMHI L.'!"". *-u

citlli'.l Ironi its being contained in tli<- CottOll MS \
|.,|i;isi m

A. l)\vad edited by Henry Sweet t"i lh< I in, l.iuh.sh TcU
s i '. I: li'i -' In-first half of th.' '.Mil .'. iilur\ Tlirt,\to!
:i 1 .ii. r ..in

. the I "twine Cantert)Mr\ r-.tltcr, u.is also edited
for tti,- s in,. Society t>\ F. Ilarsley in IKt-S.

; I'. M--.II ,11 :unl Madden, as before.

S Westcott, Hi lorn "''"" '-'" ''''' Hi '!'. 1*7-'. |.. i:. n. 2.

/ // Gotpelt ni dnglO'Sascon, Northumbrian, and Old
M rcia 'i>, ed. by the Kev. Walter \V. SL. ;it . . . Is7l

1*77. Ito.

1 ThL-se partirnlnrs are taken from Skeat's edition. Sec also
the I'rcfa, < ..( !'..rstiall and .Maddt-n. XS'illi r<- u.l I., tin MS

sk. :tt conaidera the C.C.O. ' 'amlirid-,- MS i N,,. i in),

tin- 111. ,11, -uiii illl), anil the Colt. .NIIUI iiiiin, c. l), t.. l.i-

pr.i.'h.
:.lh .In). hi ut. copies "t an unknown original. Tin MS

in 111' i ,nil.. lni\. l.it.r. I li. _. 1 1 ) is rl.i~,.l\ i.kin, )','? h:,|.s a
little l;it<T. Tin evid is of value bs p, .intinu- t.' Ill,' ,'MM-
fn f a common \ < - ! >.i\. .n \ .T- . .n.

\ spi-. '1111,11 , .f .Kltric's lr:,nsi il n.u \\ ill!.,' f.iiind :il
|> l<;..t

Moilll'tTI's /-.'// ;//s/, VfrrionS, s, ,.
. L ',,, K:nli. \ /,,.;/, /. /'.'''

\,.l i.
]>|i, !.">, 1,'.. In Id,' !l:in.lli....K t.'i tlir \\\. hi K\hit'ill,,n,
a by Sir E. M. Thompflon, 1884,p. 4, tl - kdi rip

tl.'ii "I :ci ,'irl\ lllh .,-iit. Ms .>! .liltrir (('otton. I'lni.liis

]: n i. .ui.l :il> '., .ii p. 1, a full account ul tin pr,.i..us
* Durham 11, -ok,' mentioned abo\e.

It ii a .-liiir^.-t, ristic of the Anfflo-Saxon idiom, in the versions
dt-si Til.. .1. i lull ii

|.r,-f,-rs
rt'iidi rinn f.tn-i^n wor Is, i-\ , n ih.nii;li

,'liii,iMl\
,
I- r. I lining and OMNinii luting tli,--iu. Thus '

, , -ut i in., n
'

I IN.- luiii.tr, ,1-nian,' 'disciple* 'leornin. i ible'

'l'ik'')l. 'NCii.iili' '

reuU'-dit't;,' 'treasury'
'

f;old-honl.' and
s i ll will I., borne in mind, also, that the IjUin u-xt from
uhirh tins, \.ISI.IIIH have been made i not the Vul^at.- OM we
lia\,' it

,
l.ui in -i.

i ii,- oasen the ,-arliest of Jerome's revisions, in
otliers the \'fttm llala.i

ii. Axci.o-NoitMAN. During the three cen-
turies that elapsed after the Conquest, the
changes going on in the national life and char-
acter wen- not favourable, at any rate for a time,
to the spread of vernacular translations. Apart
from the sudden disruption in government, nnd
the diversion of men's thoughts to war rather
than religion or literature, the infusion of Norman-
French, with its swifter current, into the slower
English speech, like the influx of the Rhone into
I he Saone, would tend to check the formation of a
common literary tongue. The native strength of
the invaded language prevailed in the long run ;

but for a while, as all know, the Norman-French
remained the language of the court, the school,
the bar, while its rival held possession of the
farmhouse and the cottage. A collateral result of
this state of things was, that the educated classes
were the more readily satisfied with Latin, as the
language for religious use ; while the need, or the

possibility, of devotional books in one common
native tongue was less and less thought of. J
Yet even in this period, as Forshall and Madden

have pointed out, the Anglo-Normans had trans-
latcd into their own dialect, before the year 12'JO,
the I'salter and Canticles of the Church in prose.
\l,,rc remarkable still, they are said to have exe-
cuted in this country a prose translation into their
own tongue of the entire Bible.] Metrical para-

phrases of Scripture stories, such as are found
in the <.>riniiliini,^\ would help to keep alive a
knowledge of Holy Writ.

It will sullice, however, here to give a short
account of two works, both belonging to the lirst

half of the 14th cent. ;
of one of which it is said

that it is 'the earliest version in English prose
of any entire book of Scripture.' Both are prose
versions of the Psalms. The author of the first is

commonly believed to be the William of Shore-
ham ule Schorham), of whom we have a number of

English poems remaining. William himself was
probably a monk of the priory of Leeds in Kent.
Shoreham, presumably his native place, is between
four and live miles from Sevenoaks. When the

like an earlier George Herbert, he poured forth liis

s, ,. llusAvorth atid Warin^'s Guthic and Aiitjlo-Saxnn Gos-
7>, ls(l,

r
,, p. xvii.

I M.MiHon, The English Bible, p. 9. See also Bosworth and
Waring, as before, 1'ref. p. x, where examples arc tfiven.

; s,.,. Train's Social Enylaiul. vol. ii. (1S94) p. 530, and Free-
man's .Y'.rj/m/i Conqwtt, v. p. 508.

S I'rrfnee, p. iii. Thev refer, in evidence, to Cotton MS Xcro
C. iv., Trinity Coll. Camb. MS 11. 17. 1, and others.

,;
//'. The editors refer to the Catalogue dee MSSfranrois de

'/"./c. ilu Rtji, by M. Alexis I'aulin 1'aris
; in vol. i.

pi>. 1 :t i,f which is a description of a MS (No. 07U1) entitled
I r, i, n,,-linn litti'rale tic la Saiulf Bible. M. Paris thinks that
tin- writing and dialect of the M.S. which ia assigned to the 14th
cent., prove it to have been 'execute en Angleterre.' The other
two Mss referred to by Korshall and Madden contain, accord-
ing to M. I'arin (I'alalniuf, t. vii. pp. is;!, 200), only

' traduotiona
-

'

from the Ilible.

U The ftrmulunt, so called from its author Omiin, or Orm, an
n-iM mian canon of the l'2th cent., was edited bv H. M. White

(Jii'lnl. ts78). Notes on its spelling will he found in ai

,,! tin- Ilitlnry nfthc Uulij liuud, by A. S. Napier (Karl-.
T, M Society), 1S94.

Hi, st- particularsare taken from the Preface to The L
.../,,v.^ H'lV/iVfm </* Sli<nrhntn, edited tor the Percv >"ii,tv

l.\ Tli. .mas Wright, JS4II. Wright's text n many
n >

l-y
Konrath in his licit r<t'i<< zur Erkluruiuj to . t:

trill* dea W. tori Sehurham, Berlin, Is78.
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soul in verse. So far as is known, his poems are

contained in one solitary manuscript,* which also

contains a prose version of the Psalter in English
of this period. Whether the two productions are
to be referred to the same author, has been made
a matter of question. That the poems are the
work of William of Shoreham, is not doubted.
His name is found in the colophon to some of

them. And it might be thought sufficient evi-

dence of unity of authorship, under the circum-

stances, that the handwriting is the same through-
out. But Konrath argues, on the other side, that
the dialect in which the version of the Psalter is

written is not Kentish, as ' Schorham's
' would

naturally be, but Midland. t
The subjoined extract, containing the opening

verses of Ps 56 (in the Latin Bible 55), will enable
the reader to judge of the style of the version :

Miserere mei, deus, quoniam conculcauit me homo : tola die

t/mpugnaru diabolic tribulauit me. Haue mercy on me, god,
for man hap defouled me. fte fende trubled me, fe^tand alday
ojayns me. Conculcauerunt me inimici met tota die, guoniain
inulti bellantes erant aduersum me. Myn enemys defouled

m[e] alday, for many were fe}tand O3ains me. Ab ascendine
diei timebo te : ego uero in te uperabo. Y shal drede pe fram be

he}t of pe daye : Y for sobe shal hope in J>e. In deo laitdnbo
sennonef; meox in deo trperaui: non timebo quid facial michi
hmnana earn. Hii shal hery my wordes, what manes flesshe dop
to me. Tota die mala uerba mta execrabantur : aduersum me
omnes cofjitaciones eorutn in nialinn. Alday pe wicked acurseden

myn wordes ojains me : alle her Routes ben in iuel. Inhabi-
tabunt in inferno & abscondent se ibi. ipsi calcaneitm ineu-in

obseritabunt. Hii shul wonen in helle, and per hii shul hidt-n

hem, and hii shul kepen mid fouleinges. Sicut etu&inuerunt .i.

temptauerunt animam meam,pro illo sahtos faceres eos <! in
ira tua populm istos const ringes . i. aduersabis. As hii tempteden
my soule for noujt, pou shalt make hem sauf and jou shalt

bringe to noujt pes folkes in pyn ire. Deus. uitam meani
annuntiaui tibi : pottuisti lucrintati tneas in conapcctu tuo. Ha,
god, ich telde my lyf to pe : pou laidest min teres in py syjt.t

Whatever doubt there may be as to the author-

ship of the version of the Psalter known as

Shoreham's, there is none regarding that assigned
to Richard Rolle of Hampole (t 1349). Richard
was a native of Thornton, near Pickering, in

Yorkshire, and was sent to Oxford by Thomas de

Nevile, archdeacon of Durham. At the age oi

nineteen, obeying an inward impulse, he left the

university, and became a hermit at Hampole, near
Doncaster. His commentary is devotional and

mystical, and, as such, is often quoted by Adam
Clarke in his notes on the Bible. The following

specimens will show his method, which is to set

down, after each verse of the Latin in order, a
literal rendering of it, and then to add his own
comments :

psalme 19 snewyd in paralypomenon.ll where it is red.

when the sunn} s of Israel began to lone god and sey crmjiteuiin
iiniu'no. the ioy of god fulnlde goddis hous. also nere is th

presens of goddis grace, if hit be purly seyd. loue we god here
that we may loue him with aungels : his louying is our fodt

for no delite is like it.

* No. 17,376 of the Additional MSS in the British Museum.
is on vellum, 7$ by 5i in. in size. A memorandum by the late

Sir F. Madden, on the fly-leaf, relates the curious adventure

through which the MS passed before it finally came into the

possession of the Museum in 1840. The writer notes also the
resemblance of the version of the Psalter to that in a MS in the

Library of Trinity College, Dublin, ascribed to John Hyde.
t Bcitraye, as before, p. 1. It was, however, a tendency o

the Mercian, or Midland, to absorb collateral dialects into itself

and possibly some who spoke Kentish might write Mercian
See a passage quoted from John de Trevisa in Train's Soda
England, ii. p. 538.

t The English of this passage was given as a specimen in

Guide-book to the Wyclif Exhibition, before mentioned, p. 10

We have inserted the" Latin text from the MS itself, fol. 50. I

is noticeable how much it differs from the Vulgate.
$ See the edition of The Psalter or Psalms of Darid ani

certain Canticles . . . by Richard Rolle, of Hampole, ed. b
H. E. Bramley, 1SS4, p." v. The MSS user! by the editor ar
Univ. Coll. MS Ixiv. ; Sidney Sussex Coll. MS 45. 3; and th

Laudian MS 2Sfl.

1 Chronicles. The reference is to 2 Ch 7'.

Ps 13G1 Super flnmina, babilonis illic sedimus & fieuimux:
'nm recordare-mur syon. 1 Abouen the flodes of babilon thar
ve sat and gret : whils we vmthou jt

* of syon. C fflodis of

3abilon are all thinges that are lufid here, and passis, that holy
nen beholdis and forsakes, sittand abouen thaim. & gretis
hair oun pilgrymage & thair synne. that are rauysht in til

he flodis. whils thei thynk of syon. that is, of heuen, where

nothing rennys, bot all that ioy is to gedur. worldis mei
grelis. bot noujt bot for tynsil of thair godes or thaii

rendis. as thei ioy nou^t bot in thair welth. ilk man shal

jrete. bot thinkand of syon.

iii. WYCLIFITE. To understand aright the
Biblical labours of Wyclif and those who worked
with him, we must take a brief survey of the

events amidst which he grew up, and try to

discern their general drift.

The reign of Edward III. is often described as

one of outward glory and prosperity. It was so in

part, but it was much more (the latter part of it,

it least) a period of upheaval and slow-working
revolutionary movements. It was a period in

which the sentiment of national independence be-

came more strong and definite, both in civil and

religious matters. In 1338 the German electors

asserted their right to choose a king, whose title

should not need confirmation by the pope.t The

captivity
'

of the papacy itself, when from 1378

to 1409 an anti - Rome was fixed at Avignon,
tended materially to strengthen this sentiment.

The claims of a spiritual sovereignty, the visible

seat of which was at a spot just outside the French

frontier, became perceptibly weakened, as regards

England at least, in a country which regarded
France as its natural enemy. Evidence of the

growth of this .anti-papal feeling was shown in the

passing of the Statute of Provisors in 1351, of the

Ordinance of Pra'munire in 1353, and of the for-

midable statute bearing that name in 1393. The
great battles of the reign, .and its great calamity
of the Black Death, both, rightly interpreted,

taught the same lesson. At Crecy and Poitiers

it was the national militia of England that over-

threw the feudal chivalry of France ;
the yeoman's

cloth-yard shaft that unhorsed the mail-clad noble.

After the Black Death of 1348-49, which ceased

only after it had swept away half the entire popu-
lation, those of the working classes who were left,

whether as labourers in the fields or handicrafts-

men in the towns, were masters of the situation.

No statutes of labourers could prevent them from

demanding and obtaining higher wages. For the

next thirty years the struggle went on between
the forces of upheaval, on the one hand, and

repression on the other, till it culminated in the

Peasant Revolt, and in the scenes of riot at Bury
and St. Albans.
This spirit of the age is seen reflected in the two

poets who, with Wyclif, are the greatest names
in its literature. William Langland, born about

1332, took for the hero of his discursive poem,
no noble, but a peasant, Piers the Plowman, who
'rises, in the poet's conception, from being only a

representative English labourer, to the type of

Christ himself.' J And of the many characters

who grew into life under the creative hand of

Chaucer, the one drawn with the finest and most

loving touch, the '

poure persoun of a toune,' waa
a ploughman's brother.

Of John Wyclif himself, at least for the earlier

part of his life, but few facts are known with cer-

tainty. He was a Yorkshireman, and, according
to Leland, came from the village of Wyclif-on-
Tees. That he entered Oxford is certain ; and, as

he was afterwards Master of Balliol College, a

college founded not long before by a neighbouring
*
Thought about. So nmyantj, with the prefix used as in

German.
t Traill, Social Ennland, ii. p. 159. J /!>. p. 220.

Collect r.:iea, ii. 329. For the claims of a supposed
'

Spress-
well' to he his birthplace, see the Introduction to Wyclifa

En-jlish Works, by F. D. Matthew, 1S80, p. i,
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fniiiily. tin- KallioN D| Hainan! Castle, it in:iy he

reasonably concluded that tin-- was the place of
hi- education. In Kil'iil lie became, a- has just
I ii said, Master of llalliol : ami in Kilil he was

presented to the. rei tiny of I'lllui^hain in Lincoln-

shire, rcsijjnin;; his Mastership s liter. This

living he CM -handed, m |:tiis. lor that of J,udi;eis
ii:ill in Buckinghamshire, prohahlv us hrinu in-.nci

U \fonl. Whether he was the John Wyclif ap

{Miinted
l>y Archbishop Islip, in ]M>~>, warden of

lis secularized foiinilalion of Canterbury Hall, is

doubt fill
"

In l.iiiii In
|

n M.I . employed in the
service of Parliament, which hail rejected the
claim of pope I'rliiin v. for payment of arrears of

the annual trilmte first imposed ,,n km;; John.
On tin- occasion he terms hiiu-e|f |iecnliaris rce;is

clericns.'t In 1H71 he ailvociiteil the proposal that
the revenues of the Church should be subject to

the' general taxation. In Ki74. belli"; liy this time
a Doctor of Divinity, he \\as nominated on a com-
mission appointed to confer with the pope's repre-
selltal l\ .- at lilll^es aliollt the exercise of papal
1'iov i-i.nis.

* In iiis protracted stay on the Con-
tinent his ininil may well have been stirred by
what he saw, to speculate

' de optimo statu ccclc-

siie,' as More's was, when on a similar mission on
secular hiisincss, J M the same region, to -peculate
'

<le opt imo statu rcipiihlica-.' The emlia--y \v a- a

fruit le one. 1'ossilily as a reward for iiis ser-

vice-, \Vyclif \vas presented, in \'M4, to the Crown
living ot l.iitierorth : where, having resigned
Lndgersliall, he remained till his death.

In I.'i77 came the lirst open attack made upon
him hy the authorities of the Chureh. He was
cited to appear liefore ( 'on\oeation, assembled at
St. 1'anl's on I'Yh. l!lth. lint the proseeution was
really a political one, aimed at John of (Jaunt,
through \Vyclif, and the proceedings came to

nothing. I'apal hulls then arrived, rei|iiiriny his

prosecution on nineteen specified articles. For a
time these were suspended owin^ to the death of
Kdvvard in. in June of the same year, liut in the

Rprin;; of 1S7S he appeared at Lambeth to stand
his trial. Once move, however, the prosecution
wa- ane-ted, tin- time hy the inllnenee of the
I'rince-- of Wales, widow of the lllack Prince. 8
In llfxj he hail a stroke of paral\-i-, from which
he partially recovered. Hut on Innocents' |>a\.
i.'isi he was again struck down, while en^a^e.l in

Divine service, and died on the. last day of that

year.
Such are the hare outlines of Wyclifs life. It

Would -eem that one of the subjects most in his

thoughts, suggested in part, no donlit, hy the
event- through which he lived, was that of" lord-

ship or dominion.
I'.y what title did the pope,

the jihhot, the secular governor, claim the power
be exercised! \Vasthat 'lordship' dependent, in
nn\ way, on his own personal character'.' Did it

involve a reciprocity of service'; The theories he
formed appear to have hecn -n^'ested hy the
if, I',, /,-,, X,i/i-ritorifi of Iiichard Kit/ lialph,
archbishop of Armagh, who died in l.'itin. lint

in the mind of \Vyclif they did not remain mere

peoulative theories, hut became actively a<,';:res-
sive principles. One of his propositions was:
'Quod ad verum dominium seculare rci|iiiritur
iustitin dominantis, sic quod nullus in peccato

* F D. Matthew inclines to the view that he was. See the
/ Km u i.i't"i-e, |i. iv, M. Sir E. M. Thompson, In the.
ii'v.inni ..i U vclir piviKfd to Hi,- ilniili-lnidk hci'iirc referred tn,
lllillk- til.- e\ illfll'-'' f'T It -Mllrlll-i; r.

f C.nii]..iiv tin- lille
'

clericus specialis-.! il.,niini T<--\-,'
I"ini' l'\ Hull]. Krp\ n-.|,.ii Ii iiiiiMMi, d. in, :t n kind's
rlia|il.iin, and not, as smne think, a ^jn-riul clerk or com-
lm--ii .11. I

: Slulilct. l'"ti.tti<ntin,ial llitt,,rn, l-.su ii. p. 4C3.
S /'.

).. l-l.

[SIT tin- I'ri-fare to H. L. Poolc'a edition of the de /'.,;,. ,:..-,

Ib'.MI, l'l>. \\MV-X\\Vi.

mortali est dominus aliciiiiis rei.'
* 1'rom thi"

^'reat principle, which Wyclif intentionally mad"
a prelude to Ills SwniJM ill T/tt'l't' '!<', the line of

action he subsequently followed may in large
niea-nie he deduced. His life was a rein llnui

against what he helieved to he unjust dominion
a rehcllion analogous to the national one piin^ on
in more than one country of Knrope at the time.
As a justification of this course of conduct, -HM

ecclesiastical
authority was adverse to him, he fell

hack u[M)ii the teaching of Holy Scripture. The
Word of (Jod, he believed, would support him in

his position, though the religious orders mi^lit
assail him, and archhishops condemn. Hence ho
he^an to lay stress on the importance of a study
of the Hihle, and the necessity that people should
he ahle to read it in their own tongue. In hi*

tract on the 1'astoral Oltice, prohahly written not
later than lUTS.t he pleads for an Kn^'lish trans-
lation. After instancing; the j;ift of tongues at
l'i nlecost, and the fact of St. Jerome's making a
translation of the Hihle, he continues :

' Also the
w urthy reuine of fraunse, not-with-stondin^e alle

lettin^'is, hath translatid the hihle and the gospels
with othere trewe sentensis of doctours out of

lateyn in-to freynsch, why shulden not en^liysche
men do so? as lordis of en^'lond hail the hihle in

freynsch, so it were not ayenus (against) resoun
that they hadden the same sentense in en^'liyseb ;

for thus ;;ii<lilis lawe wolde he hetere knowun &
more trowid for onehed of wit (lielieved for unity
of meaning), & more acord he he-twixe reumes.' J
At what precise date Wyclif be^an himself to

supply this want, we have not the means of know-
ing. Xodouht, his thoughts had lony Ijeen turned
to it. l!ut the genuineness of what is commonly
cited as his lirst work in this Held, a Commentary
on the Apocalypse, with translation, has been
called in i|iiestion. At any rate, by the year 1380
he was busily occupied with the task of trans-

latine; the NT, while a fellow-worker, Nicholas of

Hereford,? was en^a-red upon the OT. Hereford's
work, of which the original .MS is extant, breaks
oil' abruptly in the middle of a verse, Bar 320 .

The cause of this sudden interruption has been

Conjectured to be a summons to appear before a

synod of preaching friars, served upon Hereford
in 13S'2, followed by an adjourned trial held at

Canterbury, which ended in his being excom-

* Ib. p. xlvii. For the evidence that the <fe Daminio U
Wvclif's, see p. xxii.

I I-:>i
: i/i*lt WariH, ed. hy F. D. Matthew, pp. 405, 420. The

fililnr makes no doubt that this is Wyclifs own composition.
In another tract, on the Office of Curates, prohahly not by
Wv.-lif himself, !mt hy one of his school {ill. p. 141), the lan-

j,'ii:ii,
r
e- used is very decisive. Speaking of the opitosite party,

tin- writer says :

'

thei crien opynly that seculer men schullen
not entinneten (meddle) hem of the gospel to rede it in heir
niodir tonj;e, but heere her Costly fadris preche & do after hem
in ullr lhinj.ris ; tiut this is expresly ayenst ffoddis techvn)re.'

I Mr. Matthew suggests (p. 530)" that the French translation
referred to in this passage may be that described by M. Paris.
s,.r above, p. 237 l> note II. Bender, in his Der nfftninator
.l"ti:tiiii Wicklif, 1884, pp. 11-'20, collects the passages, from
Kd\i- und others, which seem to indicate the existence of
vernacular liibles in England before Wyclifs time. liut if any
win h b;id been known to Wyclif, his argument in the text
\\iniM have lost its force.

g Nicholas of Hereford was an Oxford man, and Fellow of

(,MuTnX with which college Wyclif also is said to have been
com ted. lie was implicated in the confession of .lohn Ball
in 1381. Throughout the Lent of l:t32 he was preaching zeal-
mi >:> ,it the t'niversity Church in support of Wyclifs doctrines ;

but nil .IUIM- l"th was suspended from all public functions. On
July 1st, failing to appear at his trial, he was excommunicated.
I i this sentence he appealed to the pope, and set out for
I: Hence probably the sudden termination of his manu-
-'i,|>t work, before referred to. More than once he narrowly
i - i)n<l being handed over to the secular power. At length,
nit* r tieing, according to Foxe, grievously tormented in Salt-
\\ t Castle, he recanted, probably in 131)1. He afterwards
InniM -If sat in judgment on heretics, was treasurer of Hereford
i .j h. ilral in l:il>7, und di'-d in the Carthusian monastery of St.
vimi

, Coventry, somewhere ahout 1420. See K. L. "Poole'fl
article in the Diet, of jiat. Biography. ,
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municated on July 1st. Who continued and
finished the OT * we do not know. It would
no doubt be under Wyclifs superintendence ; but
it was in this year that he hail his first seizure of

illness, and it is diHicult to believe that he could,

single-handed, have finished his own NT work,
and also what was wanting of Hereford's. It is

usual, however, to assign to him the whole of the
NT translation and the remainder of the OT.
The want of uniformity perceptible in the work,

added to the defects naturally attending a first

attempt, rendered a complete revision necessary.
This was at once taken in hand ; but, before it

could be finished, death removed the master mind.
A faithful disciple of Wyclif, John Purvey.t car-

ried on the work, and, somewhere about 1388, the
whole task of revision was accomplished.

In a lengthy
'

Prolog
'

to the OT thus revised,

Purvey states the principles by which he had been

guided. Out of a charitable desire, he says,
'

to saue alle men in our rewnie (realm), whiche
God wole haue sauid, a symple creature hadde

myche trauaile, with diuerse felawis and helperis, J
to gedere manie elde biblis, and othere doctouria,
and comune glosis, and to make oo Latyn bibel
sunulel (somewhat) trewe.' He then describes the

process of revision, as the workers compared the
version made with 'the glose,' and other doctors,
' and speeiali Lire || on the elde testament, that

helpide fill myche in this werke.' A third time
their performance was tested, by a reference to

grammarians and early writers, in order to settle

*
It should be remembered that, according to the arrange-

ment of the books of the OT in the Vulgate, the portion remain-

ing after Baruch is not large Ezekiel, Daniel (with its con-

tinuations), the Minor Prophets, and 1 and 2 Maccabees.
t The important part taken by Purvey in Wyclifs great work

makes some particulars of his life desirable. He is said to have
been a native of Lathbury in Buckinghamshire, born about
1354. Wyclif, it will be remembered, was at one time rector of

Ludgershall in that county. During Wyclifs residence at

Lutterworth, Purvey was closely associated with him, and, after
his master's death, went, as one of the itinerant preachers, to

Bristol, a city in sympathy with the new movement. Proceed-

ings were taken against him by the Bishop of Worcester, and in

13'JO he was imprisoned. In 1400-1 he was brought before Con-
vocation, and recanted. In August 1401 he was presented to
the vicarage of West Hythe in Kent ; but, his mind being ill at

ease, he resigned it in Oct. 1403. In 1421 we find him again
imprisoned by Archbishop Chicheley. He was alive in 1427,
afU-r which nothing seems known of him. See the article by
J. W. Hales in the Diet, of Nat. Biography, vol. xlvii. p. 52.

I Who these helpers were we can only conjecture. The three

following were noted adherents of Wyclif at the time, and it is

not'improbable that one or more of them had a hand in the
work : John Aston, or Ashton, is said to have been of Merton
College, Oxford. If Wyclif was seneschal of Merton, this might
account for their friendship. In 1382 he was conspicuous as
one of Wyelif's itinerant preachers. In that year, along with
Lawrence Bedeman, Nicholas Hereford, and Philip Repyngdon,
he was summoned to appear at Blackfriars, in London, before

Archbishop Courtney. By a royal patent, July 13th, he was
expelled from his university. On Nov. 27th he recanted, but
we find him again denounced as a Lollard, and prohibited from
preaching.
Lawrence Bedeman, otherwise Stevine, was an Oxford man,

like his companions, being of Stapeldon Hall, afterwards
Exeter College. It fared with him, in 1382, as with Aston.

Brantingham, Bishop of Exeter, took proceedings against him
for his conduct as an itinerant preacher in Cornwall. After

making his submission, he became rector of Lifton, Devonshire,
and was there as late as 1410.

Philip of Repyngdon was probably a native of Repton. He
was educated at Broadgates Hall, Oxford, and before 13S2 was
an Augustinian canon of St. Mary de Pre, Leicester. Like
Hereford, he was a vigorous upholder of Wyclifs tenets in ser-

mons at Oxford. When exposed to the same trial, he appears to
have succumbed at once, becoming afterwards a great favourite
with Henry iv., with the style of 'clericus specialissimus
domini resris Henrici,' and in 1404-5 being made Bishop of
Lincoln. On Sept. ISth, 1408, he was created a cardinal by
Gregory xn., and died in 1424. See the articles by C. L.

Kingsford and R. L. Poole in the Diet, of Nat. Biography.
? The glossa ordinaria, or ' comune glose,' was the work of

Wr lafrid Strabo, about A.D. 840. The interlinear gloss was
later.

II Nieolaus de Lyra, so called from the place of his birth in

Normandy, was a converted Jew. Hence the special value
attached to his commentary on the Old Testament. He died
at Paris in 1340.

the precise use and meaning of words and phrases.
And yet once again there was a final scrutiny, by
a committee, as we should say, when there wera

present 'manie gode felawis and kynnynge at tho

correcting of the translacioun.' *

That the work, after so much preliminary care,
was well and thoroughly done, need not surprise
us. Purvey's revision appears to have aimed

chiefly at making the rendering more idiomatic,
both in respect of the vocabulary and the construc-

tion of sentences. In particular, too close an
imitation of the participial construction of the

Latin had often led the earlier translators into

difficulties.
'

Wyclif's own part,' says a competent
judge,t 'offends less in this respect than Here-
ford's ; but the work of each needed anglicizing or

englishing ; and this was the improvement Purvey
set himself to carry out.' A few examples will

make this clearer. It should be premised that not

only was the Vulgate the sole authority for the

translation, but that, as Purvey himself says, the

text of the Vulgate was then in a bad state.
' The

comune Latin biblis,' he declares,
' han more nede

to be corrected, as manie as I haue seen in my lif,

than hath the English bible late translated.' "This

was particularly the case with the Psalms, St.

Jerome's version of which was not used in the

services of the Church,
' but another translacioun

of othere men, that hadden myche lasse kuunyng
and holynesse than Jerom hadde.'

In Ex 722 the malefic! of the Vulgate is rendered ' the clepers
of deuels to doon yuel' by Hereford ;

' witchis
'

by Purvey.
Jos ion 'lurking in the spelunk of the cite' (H.); 'hid in

the denne of the citee' (P.).

Jg S23 Maledicite terra, 'curse ye to the loond' (H.); 'curse

ye thelond'(P.).
Ps 77 (78) De post .Mantes accepit mm, 'fro the after

berende blet he toe h>m' (H.); 'he took hym fro bihynde
scheep with lambren '

(P.).
Ps 113-1 'The maumetis of Jentilis syluer and gold' (H.),

' The symulacris of hethene men ben sillier and gold
'

(P.).

Lk 141 5 'Whan sum man of sittinge at the mete had herd'

(H.) ;
' And whanne som of hem that saten togider at the mete

had herd (P.).
Ro 1311 ' And we witinge this tyme, for hour is now, vs for to

ryse of slepe' (H.) ;
'Andweknowen this tyme, that the our is

now, that we rise fro sleep' (P.).t

Besides the general
'

Prolog
'

already spoken of,

there are separate prologues, some of them very
short, to most of the books of the OT and N'l.

These are usually translated from St. Jerome.
The order of books in the main follows the Vul-

gate, but ' Deeds' (Acts) stands between Hebrews
and .lames. The Epistle to the Laodiceans, in-

serted after Colossians in the first version, was left

out by Purvey. The later version has also a

number of marginal glosses or notes in place of

the short textual insertions common in the earlier.

These glosses, it may be remarked, whether
textual or marginal, are not of a controversial

nature. They are simply explanatory. There
does not appear to be any desire to use them for

party purposes. Thus, on the passage relating the

institution of the Lord's Supper, a subject on
v Inch Wyclif's views were elsewhere so strongly

pronounced, there is no note at all. Neither is

there on Mt 1617
, with the exception of a textual

* Forshall and Madden, vol. i. p. 57. The General Prologue
fills 60 pages in this edition. It is strictly a prologue to the

OT, hardly mentioning the NT, to which Purvey may have
intended to prefix a similar prologue.

t J. W. Hales, in the article before quoted. By the publica-
tion in a convenient form of The Book of Job, Psalms, . . . etc.,

from Hereford's version as revised by Purvey (Oxford, 1S81, Svo),
Skeat has made it easy for the ordinary reader to form an

opinion of Hereford's stvle, though not as he originally wrote.

; The list of such pass'ages may be easily extended from Eadie
or Mombert.

As none of the volumes in Forshall and Madden's great
edition has a table of contents, Skeat was at the trouble to

compile one for a paper read by him at a meeting of the Philo-

logical Society, June 5th, 1896". He distinguishes the different

MSS usi.-d by the editors in each part of their work. See the

Transactions of the Philological Society, 1896, p. 212 ff.
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jjlo-s, explaining lltirittii't as the son,- nf cnluer
'

(a do\i".

Thish.-iiii; II" 1
< -ase, "n is perplexed I" know- mi what ground

Sir Tl is More should imtigh so bitterly ai:.inist U\. -Ill's

translation. 'In which translacyuin In pnrpoveh corrupted
till- lli.]\ t,\(, inah r\oii>]\ I>lir\ll- III. TIM su.-hi VOItlyi U
myght ui the redera exy* aenie to Uu- pr..t.- of su.-h IH-I. ->< s Ll ^

111' U'llt a). "lit !" s.l\V; uhl.-ll 111' IH'I .'lll\ sit forth Ultll Ills

. 'U n ! i insla. \ , ,n nl thi' bvblO, I "It iU" U Jl h ' rta\ In- prolo^'i-s

ami ^'losys which In- made ther vi>on." Sin-h prologues and

^[oss, * aw we have do not answer thi.s di-scriptnui. 'Tin-

ei-'-li-siasti.-al .nidi. Titles iii England' at the linn-, writes an
HIII \. pi i.iiial.l. uitncss.t 'most certainly appro* d of various

eopii s i>( thr actual versions now known as Wycliltle.' S.'ini' >.(

tin-si- ,-\r .MI 'i. - ire ahown, by the autographs and inscrip-
tions 1 1 1, \ I., a r, t.. have l.]onged to high p. raoiiagea in < 'hnn-h

and St.it. .
\\ h.it IS the explanation? \ -, . I \ .Inin^ lias

lieen starts- 1 In r'athi r iia-ipiet.1 He emb-a \ours In prove that
tin- \ . rsi'.i,-, ,.t wlii,-li \\.- ha\e been speakm.. th..s.- we call the
\\ \ '

1 1 !ii.
,
an' in it N \clitite at all ; that we have been under a

di I'isi'.ii .ill tin \i;irs; that thf herctii-al I nuis!;it inn of the

Ilihle due to WyclH anil his followers, if it ever exist* il. has

compli-trly disapjieared ; and that what w, p..s- -- under that

nun' is ni'ithir mure nor less than an authorized Catholic

translation of the Bible. The existence nf snrh orthodox
versions is attistrd l.\ tin- evidence of Sir Th..m a M -n

.
a I...

ii. l.iri s that
'

tin- wholr l.yble was longe hefore his (W\c]if's)
ita\,-s hT vcrtuous & well lerned men translated into the

rii-Ksh ('iiik'f, it by i^ood and e;od!y iteu|ili- \sith ili'iim \ nil ,t

BObernea w*'ll \ rrmrintly red.'g In aiii.tln-r uell-klmwri

jias-aj. iir>]'.uivs of having aeen
' Biblea fair and old.' It is to

be obaerveil (hit M< TI -pi iks of such ort!i<l"\ \ rrsii nis as were
Inadf l"!i>i lirl^ri' \\vh('s da\ s. Tin- l'.ililis In- has si in arr

ff't. Tliat mi iinthiiri/i-il \rrsii.n .vas inadr at, nr after,

\\\.l;!s tjni., f.'ll.iws plainly, it would seem, from another

pa-sij- a littli latrr on in this same /'//"/(' 'And surely
bowe it liathr liaj.p^l that in all this whyle ^'"1 hath e\ I In r imt

MitliTiil 'ir nut pr"iivded that any ifood vertuous man hath had
the tin tide in faythfull wyse to translate it, and ther \IMIII

eyther thr i-li T^\ I.T at the lest wyse some one hysshop to

ai'pri'Ui it. tins, an 1 nothynee telL
1

jj

If, then, the orthixlox English versions seen by More were
old . mi's ; if, [Li he implies, no fresh ones were made by authority
fn.ni \\ \rlifs day t" his own, how is the fact to be explainrd
that the Ililili .

in iw suddenly claimed as Catholic, while found,
wholly or in part, in nearly 200 MSS, should he found n.iuhi re

but ii! MSS written in or soon after Wyclit'n time' Why should

the sul.', ill i-M-ry instain-c, ti\ tl mnp. .sit i.,n to tin- last

iiuarti rof the I Uh'ccnUiry ? What can have caused this sudden
and prolific growth of orthodox Bibles just then, when no link

iy \ i-ililr to connect them with an earlier stage?
r'alln r Casipii.fs paradox is a bold onr.anil, it nri'd not be

gin. I, in_-. i isly and forcibly defended. But, if it is pr..\r.l

unt. n al.li', tin- resorting to it will be one more testimony to the

candour and good faith of the Wycliflte translation.H

iv. RF.FORMATION PKIIIOD. Tlie century tliat

intervened liutween the deatli of Wvelif and the

l.irlli ot Tindalu lias lieen rightly called a century
of |ire|iaratitm. For a time the spread of Lollard

opinions was checked. The passing of the Act tl?

l,nr, /it'n ruiiibnri-iulu in the rei^n of Henry IV.,

and the condemnation of unauthorized versions of

the Kilile in the Synoil at Oxford in 14ns. thn-al-

ennl to lie a deathblow to the hopes of \Vyrlifs
followers. l!ut the wave which had retreated for

a while was soon to return with redoubled force.

Tin' fall of Constantinople in 14">3 threw oiien to

the Western world the treasures of (Jreek litera-

ture. The invention of printing, about the -Mine

jn-riod, furnished the means of spreading abroad
th, irsidts of the new learning. In 14(i(i** was
born one destined to lie perhaps the greatest t >\-

iionent of that new learning, I>esiderius Krasiniis.

Hitherto authority hail triumphed against ci.nvir

tion : it was now to be seen whether it would

triumph against onviction allied with knowledge.

* A Dytil'",!'' t>ftfttr Thomas Mitre Knyyhte . . . 1530, f. .-\iii.

t The Bev. K. A. CaKquet, (I.S.B., in an article which origin-

ally apjM-an-it in the Dufilin lit-vinc, July lisOo, n-prini. i n..t

enlarged in The Old English Jiil/le, aiul other i'oy, 1SUT,

p. 17(i.

; In the work Just cited, pp. 102-178.

$ Dyaltffjf, as hefore, f. cviii.

II //'. f. cxiv. vers., letter G.
-. -

. further, an article by F. I>. Matthew in the F.n'ilifh

JIt.*i. ./-I.-. tl k'fii'W for January 1895, and Kenyon's "i" /.'''/.

at i'l Hi: .iiii-ifiii Mautacripti,\SO&, p. wff.
** That HW and not, as commonly said, 14G7 was th -1 .1- .-t

Erasmus' birth, has been shown by Kan, the learned head-
master of the Krosmiaansch Gymnasium at Rotterdam.

EX1 KA VOL. 16

Between the years 1480 and 149", possibly in

the same year that Luther wax born at Kislrbcn,
William Tindale lirst saw the lit.'lit, il i^ belie\c,|,

in the little village of Slymbridge, (;loni.Mii

nhire.* l-'oxe says that ' trum a child' he \\as

brought up in the I'niversity of Oxford. If so, as
he did not take his liachelor's degree till l.'il'J. nor

his Master's till 1515,t it would seem that hi- lust

years there were spent, not in college but in

school. And with this agrees the statement that
he entered Magdalen Hall, then known as Grammar
Hall, the school preparatory to the great founda-

tion of William of \\ ayntlete. As a boy there, he

may have seen Colet, who was probably of Mag-
dalen ; but t'olet left Oxford on being appointed
Dean of St. Paul's in 15U5, anil it is not likely that
Tindale could have come, in any direct manner,
under his influence. '

Spying his time,' says Koxe,
Tindale presently left Oxford for Cambridge. The
exact year of this migration we do not know, nor
the immediate cause of it. It is natural to connect
it with the presence of Erasmus in the sister

university, where he was Lady Margaret professor
from 1511 to 1515. But here, again, the date of

Tindale's M.A. degree is a difficulty.
After leaving the university, about 15'Jl, as we

may suppose, lie became tutor in the family of Sir

Thomas Walsh, a knight of good position and
well connected, at the manor house of Little

Sod bury, not far from the place of his birth.

Here he remained till the latter part of 1523.

The need of reform in matters ecclesiastical in

Gloucestershire may be inferred from the fact that

from 1512, when Sylvester de Giglis returned to

Koine, to 1535, when Hugh Latimer was conse-

crated, there was no resident bishop of Worcester.
The see was held by Italians; one of them being
afterwards Clement VII. As men's thoughts were
turned to such abuses, we can hardly wonder that

a blunt, free-spoken man like Tindale occasionally

got into heated arguments with the local clergy and
others who frequented the manor house. Thesa
he silenced by a translation of the Enchiridion
of Erasmus

; but. beginning to preach in an irregu-
lar manner to the neighbouring villagers, he wag
summoned to appear before a clerical tribunal,

presided over by 1'arker, chancellor ot" the diocese.

Though no proof of heretical teaching was estab-

lished against him, Tindale began to turn hi*

thoughts to another scene. The idea of an Knglisk
Bible bad been long present to his mind. Iri

London the idea might become a fact. He would
address himself to the Bishop of London, Tunstall,
the friend of More, a man of repute as a states-

man and a scholar. Armed with a translation of

Isoerales to be his introduction to the bishop, and
a letter from his patron to Sir Harry Guildfoid, he
i Mini- to London. The reception he met with from

Tunstall, though not surprising to us, and the dis-

appointments he experienced in other quarters,
convinced Tindale, as he sorrowfully owns,

' not

only that there was no rowme in my lorde of

bunions palace to translate the new testament,
but also that there was no place to do it in all

englonde.' t

During his short stav in London he met with
one faithful friend. This was Humphrey Mon-
moiith, afterwards an alderman and sheriff, and

knighted, who chanced to hear him preach in the

We follow in this account the Life of Tyndale by R.

Dcmaus, revised edition 1880. The Reformer, it may be noted,

spelt his own name Tindale (16. p. 9), the spelling adopted
throiiu'li'iut this dictionary.

t See IJoase, Itegiftrr of the f/mrr*i'fy o/ Oxford, 1885, i.

pp. ix, so. He supplicated for his degree in the name of

NIK In im, or Hychyns, a name by which some previous genera-
lions of his family appear to have been known. The datet
fnrni-lii d by the amtter make the earlier year suggested for

Tindale's birth improbable.
J Preface to the Pentateuch.
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church of St. Dunstan in the West. Monmouth
took him into his house as chaplain, at a stipend
of 10 a year.* For this he afterwards got into
trouble ; and his petition to Cardinal Wolsey,
between four and five years later, is valuable for
the picture it gives us of Tindale's manner of life

while in his house. After relating his first ac-

quaintance with liini, Moninoutli continues: 'So
I took him into my house half-a-year ; and there
he lived as a good priest as inethoiight. He
studied most part of the day and of the night
at his book ; and he would eat but sodden meat
by his good will, and drink but small single
beer.

'

t
At the table of Monmouth, a merchant who

had travelled, and visited Rome and Jerusalem,
Tindale would be sure to meet with men who
could tell him of the doings abroad, and especially
of Wittenberg and Luther. Determined at length,
as the safest course, to entrust his contemplated
work to a foreign printer, he made choice of Ham-
burg, and in or about the month of May 1524 set
sail for that busy city. As Hamburg is said to
have possessed no printing-press at this time, it is

a matter of dispute whether or not Tindale stayed
there till his translation was read}' for printing.
He may have gone to visit Luther at Wittenberg,
as is implied in statements of More and others.
If so, he returned to Hamburg, to receive his re-

mittance from Monmouth, and then went on to

Cologne, to arrange for the printing of his English
Testament at the press of Peter Quentel. Three
thousand copies of the work, in .-mall quarto size,

were to be struck oti'. The printing had advanced
as far as signature K, when the authorities of the

city unexpectedly gave orders for the work to be

stopped, and the printed sheets confiscated. An
enemy, Corhlrens.t bad been dogging the footsteps
of the English scholar, and from him came the
information given to the senate. Tindale and his

companion Koye hastily caught up what they
could of their materials, and took passage up the
Rhine to Worms, where they would be in less fear
of interruption. From the difficulty of matching
Peter Quentel's type at the press of Peter Schoefl'er

(son of the partner of Faust), Tindale seems to
have given up the thought of completing the 4to
edition ; and instead to have had his work printed
in small 8vo, without notes or glosses. But, not
to waste the copies of the sheets printed in 4to at

Cologne, he sent them on to England. In this

way, about March 15-25-26, there appeared the
first English New Testament ever printed, the one
in 8vo, complete, and the portion of the one in 4to.

Of this latter, the first printed in point of time,

only one solitary fragment is known to remain ;

and of the former, only two copies, neither of

them complete. ||

Before pausing to consider these translations in

Equal to about 120 now.
t Monmouth'a petition is in the Harlelan MSS. See Demaus,

p. 8Sn.
J John Dobenelc, who latinized himself as Coclilaiu, was born

about 1503 in a village near Nurnberg. He was a violent

opponent of Luther. As he was himself passing a book through
Quentel's press at the time, he had peculiar opportunities for

learning the business of the two Englishmen. See the letters
from him in Arber's First Printed English Xcu- Testament,
1871. pp. 18-24.

$ William Roye, who had heen an Observant Friar at Green-
wich, was acting as Tindale's amanuensis. As would be guessed
from his poem, he was an uncongenial spirit, and Tindale was
glad to get riil of him as soon as he could.

|i The fragment in 4to is now in the Grenville Library of the
British Museum, Xo. 12,170. It consists of 31 leaves, and goes
to the end of sheet H, ending abruptly with the words '

Friend,
how earnest thou in hither, and '

(Mt 221
-). It has been photo-

lithographed, with an Introduction, by Air. Arber. Of the Svo
edition there is an impenect copy in the Library of St. Paul's
Cathedral, and a perfect one (all but the title-page) in the
Library of the Baptist College, Bristol. The singular vicis-
situdes through which this last book has passed are told by
Deuiaus, p. 126.

detail, we must briefly conclude the story of the
author's life.

The summer of 1520 was probably spent by
Tindale at Worms, in making arrangements for

the transmission of his books to England.* Ob-
stacles in the way of their reception soon began to

appear. Besides the warning given by Coehlreus,
Edward Lee, the king's almoner, afterwards Arch-

bishop of York, wrote from Bordeaux on Dec. 2nd,
1525, to report what he had heard of the suspected
work in his journey through France. One active

agent in the distribution of the books was Simon
Fish, author of The Supplicacyon for the Beggars,
then living near theWhite Friars. Standish, bishop
of St. Asaph.t was the first to bring the matter
under the cognizance of Wolsey. The great
cardinal was disposed to make light of it, but
Tiinstall was urgent for the condemnation of the

anonymous version, and it was ordered that the
books should be burnt, wherever found. To make
the condemnation more impressive, a public burn-

ing was appointed, to follow a sermon by the

Bishop of London at Paul's Cross. * A mandate to

the like efi'ect was issued by \Varham, Archbishop
of Canterbury, on Nov. 3rd ; and by the end of

the year the part taken by Tindale and Roye came
to be publicly known, and an active search was
made for them. West, a priest of the community
to which Roye belonged, was sent abroad to track

them, and letters from him and Hermann Kinck,
during 1528, give an account of their efforts.

Tindale and Roye, however, had separated, and
their machinations were thus battled. In 1527, or

thereabouts, Tindale went to Marburg in Hesse,
the seat of a university, and there, towards the
end of 1528, was joined by Frith. At Marburg
(anglicized in his colophons as ' Marlborow ') lie

printed several of his controversial works, and,
what more concerns us, the first instalment of his

long-meditated version of the OT. The Penta-
teuch was here printed by Hans Luft, and pub-
lished Jan. 17th, 1530. Several copies of this

exist, but only one (now in the Grenville Library)
in a perfect condition. It is remarkable for the
'

piebald
'

appearance of the printing ; Genesis and
Numbers being in Gothic letter ; Exodus, Levi-

ticus, and Deuteronomy, in Roman. The explana-
tion probably is that the books were prepared tor

separate issue, the five having no collective title-

page. The following year Tindale printed, at

* It is a mystery whence the money was obtained for defray-

ing the first cost of these editions. 3000 copies of the Svo
eililiim are said to have been struck off at Worms. Whether
the 4to edition was completed there, is disputed. No trace of

such a complete edition is left, beyond the fragment printed at

Cologne. Still, even the existence of this was not known till

1S34.

t For this person, see Erasmus' Letter to Justus Jonas (Eng.
tr. 1883, p. 42).

t As need hardly be said, this buying up and burning the

copies of Tindale's' first edition proved the readiest means of

providing money for a second. But it is not fair to call Tindale,
as Pore does, a"

'

participator in the crime
'

because he let the

IniDks lie sold, knowing to what purpose they would be put.
Tin- motives of the two parties were different. The bishops
wished to destroy this translation ;

Tindale wished to replace it

bv a better. See Dore. Old Bibles, 1388, p. 20.
"

Genesis alone has the colophon :

'

Emprented at Marlborow
in the lande of Hesse, by me Hans Luft, the yere of oure Lorde
M.ccccc.xxx. the xvij da'yesof Januarij.' From the peculiarity
of ' Marlborow '

as an equivalent for Marburg, and from an iji-

Sression
that Hans Luft never had a printing-press there,

ombert endeavoured to prove that the Pentateuch was really

printed at Wittenberg, and that ' Marlborow ' was a pseudonym.
'

It is painful,' says one writer, accepting this as proved,
' to

think that an intentional misstatement should be on the im-

print of the first part of the English bible ever issued
'

(Dore,
Old BiMes, 1888, p. 67). The pain may fortunately be relieved,

and the fair fame of Tindale cleared, by observing the evidence

furnished by an able reviewer of Mombert in the Athenaeum,
Apr. 18th, 1885, to show that Hans Luft really hal an itinerant

press at Marburg at this time, and that in fact one publication
of this very year, the Compendious old? Treatise used by Foxe,
hears the colophon :

'

Emprented at Marlborow in the lade of

Hessen by me Hans Luft.'
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Antwerp mo-t priil in My, hi- tian>I;Lti<>it of the

liouk ot .ImKili.
' Anl vuTp \\ :i> ;i Uan/jcnm-* i

M'-.'it, lull it \vu* emit L'liirntly >itu;iU'tl tW nun
launk'Htin^ with Kii-Iuiul. lli-re an uidin^ly lit;

ir-hl*-<l inuii ].">:i;{, ii L-t iMilii/i, to lii- aiif-t in

I.".;;.".. Thr la>t t\\> \rar* (if hi- lift- were years
dt oir.-u hiriaiy ;'rli\ ity. In l.~.;il appeared at

Antu.-ip his ir\i-iun of the IVntatfurli, t ieiiois

1'i-in^ the nuly Umk in whidi any ehanx''- rre

!ii;ulr ;
f and in November Of that \var hi-, n-vi-ed

NT. *
Tlii-- is roiiiiii'.:il\ called tin- -i-ciMid edition,

and it i- strange that nine vars .-Imuld have

clap-'-d het'ore Tindali' himself pulili-hi_'d one.;;

Hut it thru- had been any delay, then- \\a- none
now. Two edition^ appeared in i.Vt."). These must
lie . aivfully di-eriniii.atrd. The lir>t i* entitled:

*t't,IH lit
' '

'/ "Iff CO/lf

ixirxl >r,fh th> f,i /. hii l\'i'/it'

\ed in fl >!'< qf&urc L,-i

.V.YAT." No place nr printer < name is jjiven, but
it is nuiMdrird to 1-e lioni tin: piV" of Hans van
Kuie tide at Antwerp. It i.s in s\o. A ^triUin-j

peculiarity <'f tin- edition is the cnrinns mis-

spelling of Kn^'lisli \vonU, such as 'farther' for

father,
'

-In. .|e for >to..d, and the like. This

^ave li-e to the fancy that Tindalc had adapted
hi- version to the pronunciation of the (Ilouee-ter-

shire fanner-. Hut the more rational explanation
is that Ihiteh or Flemish nnnpo-itin

1

.- were em-

ployi-d upon this edition ; mid that in fact it was
not -npei intended by 1'indale at all, but a private
enterprise of Dutch printers, who had observed
the eeiiMire passed on Joye's unauthorized pro
duction of the previous August, and wi.-hed to

anticipate the liifal revision which Tindale was
understood to be

preparing.H
This last revision, in which 'yet once n^ain'

\Villyam Tindalc addie-^ed the reader, has two
titles, the Brat bearing date l.~>:>r>, the second l.">;i4;

denoting, we may suppose, the times of publica-
tion and printing. It is in Svn M/I-, with black
letter type, and has a calendar prefixed. While
bearing no printer's name, or place, it has a

printer's mark with the initials (',. H. These
were conjectured by Ste\en> to denote Guillaume
Hychyns. a form of the translator's name;"* Imt
the late Henry Ilrad-haw ha- ,sho\\ n convincingly
that they are the initials of the Antwerp pub-
lisher. (Jod fried van der lla^en, who latini/ed
him-- -If as JJttmft'us. The printer he employed
was frequently Martin Empcroiir, who was prob-
ably the printer of this last revisit in. t

W- must hasten to the close. On the *23rd or
'-Mth of May 1"35 Tindale was cntr;it>pi'd and car-

ried oil' from Antwerp to the fortress of Vilvortle,
\\heie he was strangled and burnt on Oct. o'th,
l.Vitl. K\ ren in his imprisonment he was not idle.

In the touching letter** to the governor of the

tnrtress, the Marquis of Bergen-op-Zoom, in which

('"pies of this had so completely disappeared, that so,,,,

U-^in t" ii"-ii't ita ever bo _ '!. Hut > IMII L-T.I

Arthur Hervey discovered a copy, hound up in an old volume
with otherj s, In his M>r:wv at Irk worth.

t II-T.-, "A/ /;-/,',,, iss, p. 00, whore the book is described.
77, , j, / .

,
. '"'... I,-. !

Timlttli: It was printed in < r 1,\ M.irtin Kinprn.iir.
in 8vo This is thi- edition used in Ha^stt-r's // j--f> /-(. hi

Fr> \ Bibliographical Description it i N>. ;;. Tin.- opy in the
E'.r.;i^ti .M'i-cuin in marked C. 23. a. 5.

This in net taking count of surreptitious editions, such as
[wm- ci'-'H iri>t:mTS of (op. cit. p. liT). nor of ,!..',. , uii

unthi-n.-c'l edition in Aiipi.st l.'.:J4. Kur this last, sr*- \\ist

C"tt, tw> neral TiVir, 1872, pp.
40-1 -

,
The litk-s of thi-4 and of the next are taken front th- C;it;i-

IC^'IH- of the ltriti*.h Mii^fum Lil-nirr. The press-marks of the
. s art- C. :i'.. a. 'J and r. 80. D, 5.

Set the Intpul'i-'ti-'ft Co hu-N-r'n /It-iapla, p. 19, col. 1.

1 1. in edition Is the nm- nutuht r- '1
'

t>\ Krv.
N. . ;it.i.\ r. p :'i i ", note 1

t+ s. , Hr;iH>.h.iu -
|

! '. in di-r Hujfen,' reprinted
doni tin- /.'' '', i

;,-"/./,. r, !

H Reproduced in facbimilc l>> Krv , with a translation.

he petitions for wanner clothing, he asks also for
a ll.-l.reAV Hihle, yraminar, anil dictioniuy. Ami
it is saitl that he linished in prison a I ran I.u IMH >t

the books .Joslina to '2 Chronicles inclusive." Mi-
last \\onU at the stake were: 'Lord, open the
kin"; of England's eyes I

1

Thi influence exercised by Tindale's version on su>
*'iu - 'Aiil I-.- l.i si considered later on. Ii it it seems pr<<p<T lo
in'ii, . h,-r- a question that has hcen raise<l an to his coinp' I- -n. v
fi_tr thu work of tranalutinj,'. Was he ublu to form an iml-

\
-n-l-

t-nt jinL-nn'iii on his llreek and Hebrew ori^inaN, ur did he
takt hi.t r.ntatt-nch from Luther, and his New Testaim ni n..in
I.u t her und KrasmusVt It may be admitted at um < (ha
Tindalu availed himself freely of the laltours of tmtJi th- -

schohirs. Hi- nhi'i't beinjr what it way, he would p:
have thought it mere pvrv erscness not to do so. lint In -I <l

not borrow as one who could not pay back. Even in
I- '^IM ", In- sometimes not only differs from, but argues against,
tti'' * it Tumi translator, as In the case of the prologue to Juine*.
Tui'i.Ll. '- irriat uptittide for languages is shown by various
I- 'st inn mies. That of Herman von dem Dusche J would be
thought hi^h -tluwn if we did not know that it came from one
ih't likely to be imposed ii|K>n. As regards Hebrew, in particu-
lar, one of the seven languages that von dem Busche dei i..i >1

'1 itnLilf to be at home in, it is not likely that he would have
found it difficult to obtain instruction in it at Cologne, or
Worms, or other cities where ho stayed.

Tin- ipiestion is one that, after all, can be settled only by an
induction of passages on a sufficiently large scale. For thai
there is no room here. We give a few, taken almost at hap-
h:L/.unl from the N'T ; some of which will show Tindale's obvious
Indebtedness to previous versions. But the general impregion
conveyed by them will be, we think, that he used these helps as
a master, and not as a servant. $

Lk 2^ An nesciebatis, quod iu his qu& patrismei mint, ojH>rteb
me csse?

Wissent ir nit, das ich seyn muss in dem das niems vatic.*
1st?

Wist ye not that I must goo aboute my fathers busmen?
(Compare, as showing Tindale's freedom, the Uhemish of

158'^, closely following the Latin,
'
I must be about those

things which arc my lather's').
Ac 9 15 Vade, (juoniani organum electum est mini istc.

(Jang hyn, den diser ist mir ein ausserwelet riistxeiig.
Goo thy wayes : for he is a chosen vessctl vnto me (' vcsscll

'

representing the Greek trxiut; more closely than the Latin
or German).

Ac27 lu 31 Nautis uero qiuoreiitabus fugere e naui . . . aub
prajtextu uelut e prora ancoras extensuri, dixit I'aulii3

centurioni . . .

Da aber die schimYutt die fluoht suchten . , . vnd gaben
fur, sy wolten anckeraussdem hinder schiff auss strecken,

spraeh 1'aulus zu dem viuU-rliauptman . . .

As the shipinen were about to tie out of the ship . . . vndcr
a coloure as though they wolde have cast ancres out of

the forshippe : Paul sayd vnto the vnder captayne . . .

(Compare 'hinder schifl' with 'forshippe.' The term
' vnder captayne,' for centurion, seems clearly due to the

German).
Ro 2 1S

. . . institutus ex lege ; vnd weyl du nuss dem gesetz
vnderricht bist ; in that thou arte infonncd by the lawe

(n>,xbu-i0> i* Tfu toueu. Note 'by' instead of 'out
of).

1 Co 9'9 . . . quo plures lucrifaciam ; auft* das ich ir vil

(
= ihrer viel) gewinne; that I myght wynne the moo

(more). (The comparative is rightly kept, with the Greek
and Lntin, against the German).

* The Knglish version of these nine books in
' Matthew's '

Bible
is not Covcrdalc's, and reasons are given to show that it was by
Tindale. See Muulton. p. 127.

t Tin reviewer in the Atheiwmm before referred to (May 2nd,
1-v.) Imlds very strongly that he did both. Admitting that
Tiiiil.il- possessed a fair knowledge of Greek, he yet insists that
tin- wholesale borrowing of Luther's prologues and marginal
notes, in the first Cologne fragment, justifies the charge that
thr \\nrk was adapted from Luther. If this was done with
a Greek original, and with Erasmus' Latin rendering as an
assistant, what would he done with a Hebrew original? Where
could Tindalc, travelling about from place to place, and busy
with the publication of his treatises, find opportunities of ac-

quiring a sound knowledge of so ditHcult a language? The
reader will find in Kadie, i. pp. 143, ','>'<, a collection of p L^ <

from various writers, conveying this imputation more or loss

ilirv.'th .

I For this writar, sometimes latinized an Dumoms, flee thu
'

Indi'i liio^rapbicus* to Bocking's edition of the /

"in \'trorinn, to which he was one of the contributors.
His l....^T\iphcr. Hermann Hamclmann, speaks of him as the
hii ml of Colet, More, and Fisher. Erasmus was one of his

correspondent*,
The edition* used for thia comparison are the third "f

Erasmus' Atopiiw Tettevnimtwn, }\:\\>-, I'.'j-'; Lc' 1

Ti^'m/i, n,', 'zu Basel, durch Adam Petri,' 1522 (the flnl cilni..ii

of all came out, we believe, In September 1522, at Wittenberg);
and Tindak-'n New Testament of 1...J1, a* reprinted :n Uagster'0
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2 Co 4? Habemus autem thesaurum hunc in tcstaceis uasculis ;

in irdischen gefessen ; in erthen vessels. (Probably Tindale
took 'erthen,' that is, of earthenware, from the German.
Wyclifs

'

britil
'

preserves one side of the Latin textacL'i*,

orrpeuunte, as referring to Gideon's pitchers).
Ph 1 2U secundum expectationem ; wie ich emllich wartte ;

as I hertely loke for. (Tindale seems to catch the force
of arroxa/jadox-a*, the '

earnest expectation
'

of one looking
out eagerly for news).

Ph 1=' ... ad'iuuantes decertantem fldem euangelij ;
vnnd

sampt (sammt) vns kempfft (kampfetj iiber dem glauben
des Euangeli ; labouringe as we do, to mayntayne the
fayth of the gospell.

Ph 2" . . . semefipsum inaniuit ; hat sich selbs peeiissert ;

made him silfe of no reputacion (literally
'

emptied him-
self.

1 Note the freedom of the rendering).
Ph -p . . . compar germana ; mein artiger geferte (mcin

trewer geselle, 1534) ; faythfull yockfelowe. (Wyclif has :

' Also I preie & the german felowe').
Ph 45 . . . modestia uestra

; euwere lindigkeit ; youre softenes.

(Here probably the term used is suggested by the Ger-
man).

Ph 4 10
. . . quod iam tandem reuiguit uestra pro me sol.ici-

tudo ; das ir der mals eyns wider ergrunet seyt von mir
zu halten (das ir widder wacker worden seid, fur mich zu
sorgen, 1534) ; that now at the last ye are revived agayne
to care for me.

Ja 1'-' . . . faciem natiuitatis sure ; sein leiplich angesicht ;

his bodyiy face.

Ja 35 Ecee, exiguus ignis quantam materiam incendit ; Sihe,
ein klein feiir, welch einen wait ziindet es an ; Beholde
how gret a thinge a lyttell fyre kyndleth.

When we turn to the Old Testament there is, so far as the
present writer can pretend to judge, less evidence of originality
in Tindale's translation

;
but instances are not wanting to show

that he did not follow blindly either Luther or the Vulgate.
Sometimes he differs from both. In many cases he sides with
one as against the other ; so'netimes mistakenlv, but quite as
often, we think, taking the right side. A few' examples will
suffice :*

Gn 314 inter omnia animantia ; vftr allem viech ; of all catell.

(Tindale's of is nearer to the original 'out of,' 'from
among

'

see RVm than the others).
Gn 421 pater canentium cithara et organo ;

die mit harpffen
vnd pfeyffen vmbgiengen ; all that excercyse them selves
on the harpe and on the organs. (Here it would have been
better to render '

pipe
'

instead of 'organ, 'with the Ger-
man).

Gn 21'-^ et posteria nieis stirpique meae ; meine kinder . . .

meyne naffen ; my childern nor my childern's childern.
(Tindale, alone of the three, appears to aim at keeping
the alliterative cast of the Hebrew).

Gn 3d 11 IHxit : Feliciter, et idcirco vocavit nomen ejus Gad ;

da sprach Lea, Rustig, vii hiess in (ihn) Gad ; Then sayde
Lea : good lucke ; and called his name Gad. (Compare
the rendering in AV).

Cn 3.
r>" hxc est Bethlehem ; die nO heist BethLehem ; which
now is called Bethlehem. (The words are now held to be
a gloss. Tindale plainly followed Luther).

Gn 373 fecitque ei tunicam polymitam ; vnd machet im
einen bundten rock; and he made him a coote of many
coloures.

(The rendering
'

of many colours
'

is retained even in the
EV, though in the margin 'a long garment with sleeves'
is given. The LXX supports the former, having TOI*,AOV ;

and probably the same meaning was meant to be con-
veyed by 'polymitam' (TA^T), 'of many threads,' in
the sense of damasked).

Ex 3 14 Ego sum qui sum
;
Ich werde sevn der ich seyn werde ;

I wilbe what I wilbe. (See KVui).
Ex 126 ad vesperam ; zwischen abents ; aboute euene. (The

German is the most literal).
Ex I;."- 15 (Tindale has the past tense, along with the Vulgate

and Luther ; the AV has the future).
Ex 1615 Llixerunt ad invicem, Manhu? quod significat, Quid

eat hoc? Das ist Man, denn sie wysten nicht . . . They
said one to another: What is this? for they wist not . . .

Ex 391 Fecit vestes, quibus indueretur Aaron ; amptkleider
zudienen in Heyligthum ; the vestimentes of ministracion
to do seruyce in. (' Vestments of ministration

'

is as
literal as the AV 'cloths of service,' and more dignified).

Lv 19'-'" . . . vapulabunt ambo ; das sol gestrafft werden ;

there shalbe a payne vpon it(RV
'

they shall he punished';
lit. 'there shall be an inquisition.' Tindale gives the
sense, though not pointedly. AV ' she shall be scourged

'

conveys a wrong impression).

Tindale's last words were a prayer that the Lord
would open the king of England's eyes. It is

remarkable that the English version of the Bible
made by the next translator we have to treat of,

bore, in one of its forms, that king's imprimatur.
Miles Coverdale was born in 14S8, probably in

Kichmondshire, in the North Riding of Yorkshire.

* The texts used are, besides a modern Vulgate, the Basel
(dition of Luther's Pentateuch, 1523, and the 1530 edition of

Tindale's, printed by Hans Luft.

He studied at Cambridge, where he entered the
convent of Augustinian Friars. In 1514 he took

priest's orders. Though senior to George Stafford
and Bilney, he probably fell under the same influ-

ences as they. When Barnes, who became prior
of the Augustinians in 1523, was arrested and con-

veyed to London, Coverdale attended him, and
helped him to prepare his defence. About thia

time he laid aside his conventual habit. In
1529 he is said by F'oxe to have assisted Tindale
in his work at Hamburg. In 1551 he was conse-
crated bishop of Exeter, but deprived in 1553, on
the accession of Mary, and imprisoned. His de-
liverance is said to have been due to the inter-

cession of the king of Denmark, whose chaplain,
Dr. John Macbee, was his wife's brother-in-law.
After living abroad in Denmark and Geneva, he
returned to England in 1558, and died in Feb.

1509, at the age of 81.*

What first turned Coverdale's thoughts to the
translation of the Bible is uncertain. It seems to

have been, at least in part, the encouragement to
undertake the task given by Thomas Cromwell,
witli the knowledge, if not the express approval,
of Sir Thomas More.t The earliest document of

Coverdale's we possess is a letter addressed by him
to Cromwell, undated, but probably written in

1527, in which he reminds him of the '

godlv com-
munication

'

that Cromwell had held with him in

the house of Master More.t As he goes on to

speak of now beginning to ' taste of holy scrip-

tures,' of being
' set to the most sweet smell of

holy letters,' and of needing books for his work, the
natural inference is that he was then engaged in

the task of liible translation. At any rate there

appeared, as the result of his labours, two issvies

in 1535, followed by later ones, of the first com-

plete translation of the Bible into English. The
titles present an interesting, but perplexing,
variety

' Biblia
|

The Bible, that
| is, the holy Scripture

of the
|
Olde and New Testament, faithfully

and truly translated out
]
of Douche and Latyn |

in to Englishe. |

M.I).XXXV.' (followed by texts).
' Biblia

|
The Byble : that

| is, the holy Seryp-
ture of the

|

Olde and New Testament,
| fayth-

fully translated in
|

to Englyshe. |

M.D.xx'xv.'

(texts). The title of an edition of 153B varies from
this last only in the spelling of one word. That
of an edition of 1537 is :

' Biblia
|

The Byble,
that

|
is the holy Scrypture of the

|

Olde and New
Testament, fayth|fully translated in Englysh,
and

| newly ouerseene & corrected.
|

M.D.XXXVII.'

(texts).
'

Imprynted in Sowthwarke for James

Nycolson.' The word ' Biblia '

in all is in Roman
capitals, the rest in black letter, occupying the
central compartment of a page within a border of

tigures.
On comparing these titles, two important dif-

ferences will be noticed. Before 1537 no place of

publication is given ; and in the first alone is it

specified that the translation is made ' out of

Douche and Latyn.' With regard to the place,
while there can be no doubt that the editions of

1535 and 1530 were printed abroad, opinions differ

as to the claims of Antwerp and Zurich. In favour
* Art. by H. R. Tedder in the Diet, of Sat. Biography.
t Bore, Old Bibles, p. 90.

J Jieynains (ed. Parker Soc.), p. 400 ; Moulton, p. 96.

See Platesi.-iv. of Fry's The Bill? by Coverdale, 1867. No per-
fect copy of Coverdale's "Bible is known. In the British Museum
(C. IS. c. 9) is a fine copy, with titles in facsimile by J. Harris.

The size of leaf is 11} m. X7J. The dedication,
' Unto the most

victorious,' etc., begins near the top of leaf Jf 2, and ends on
the obverse of leaf 4* u 'j- 1 une ^ ^ speaks of '

your dearest
iust wyfe and most vertuous Pryncesse, Quene Anne.' On the

reverse of 4* iiij. begins the '

Prologe,'
'

Myles Couerdale vnto
the Christen reader,' ending on obv. of ^ 7. On the reverse of

this last begins a list of 'The Bokes of the hole Byble,' ending
on obv. of leaf viii., and on rev. of this begins 'The first Bok*
of Moses, called Genesis.'
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of the former is a statement "i Symeon Ilujtiuck,
ill 111.-, Life of Kmaliurl vim Metclcn, llils, that

.Illcoli \all Metelell lit Alltnerp, lllc pnnl'-l. rill

ployed 'Illl celtaill dorte e-eol|er. Mil Mlle-
('(. \ri.liil.' on tin- \\ork of au English translation
of the Bible."

UM I he other luiMil, certain peculiarities of type
point to /iirich ; iiinl \Ve-lcot (, supported In

Ginsburg, is convinced that Km-. IIOMT .if Zilricn

MII- the printer. As to tlii> description of the
sources from which the version \\a- made, it is

mo-t natural In suppose th.-it tin- words 'out of

Douche and I,:ityn' were omitti'il after the tir-t

i iir, a- likely to olt'enil suine English supporters
oi the undertaking. The inentinii of I louche'

(Germain, in particular, might suggest a Lutheran
lua-. lint the description was an aeemale one,
anil in his Dedication and Prologue 1'overdalc

openly acknowledges it. He had '

purely and

faithfully translated,' he says, 'out of live sundry
intei

[>i
i't IT-.' And again: 'To help me lierin, I

li.-iie had somlryi
1 translations not only in latyn,

but also of the Douche interpreters, whom (he-
cau-e ot theyr synguler gyftes and special! dili-

gence in the Bible) I huve been . . . glad to

tolnwe.' What the 'live sundry interpreter-'
were is a <|uestion of much interest. Coverdale's
indebtedness to the Vulgate, the Latin \er-ion of

SaMetes I'.ijjiiiims (first published at Lyons in

l.v.s.. l.nilier, tlie Zurich Bible (the work of

Xinuli, Leo Jud;v, Pellieanus, and others, l.~>i>)

-!li, and Tindale, are unmistakable. t But, a- lie

speeilics only 'Douche and Lalyn
'

on his title-

page, he may not have meant to include Tindale
as one of the live ; and if so, the tilth source may
have to be sought for in some other Latin or

German interpreter. In any case, the perfect
caniliiur of Coverdale's declaration in his Prologue
is apparent. He had not sought the work ; but

when it was put upon him lie had executed it witli

tin: be-t helps he could obtain. One or two short

spei minis will show the style of his trans-
lation

ii ."-."i-i The frutofull snnne Joseph, that florisninge sonne
t" l"k. \|>.>n, the doubters go vpon the wall. And though
the sh-'ttT- angered hfm, stroue with him, and h:it''<l tnin,

M't hi- t, .\M- bode fast, anil Ihe armes of his hundes wt ! in <!<

stronge by the handes of y 1-' Mi^htie in Jacoh. Of him are
nlnit-n & stones in Israel. Of y fathers God art thou
i tin- Almi^htie art thou blessed, with bles-vn-^ .f

i ilioue, with blessynges of the depo tli.it htth
% in!' r.

i
,\ ith till vx\ rj.^ps of hrcstes and womhes.

i. -. L'S) ,y> And the kynpe wente with his men to
J.Tii^al. in. au'uynst the Jebusites, which dwelt in the londe.
Ni'Ut.TtlR-li'S they sayde vnto Dauid : Thou shall tn-t '"tin-

Inth. r luit the blynde and lame shal dryue y awaie. (Thcy
th"u;_'hte plaiiely, that Uauid shulde not conn- in). Howbeil
liaiml \iannc the castell of Sion, which is the riti- n[ liuijj.l.

Tli' n -ivilf liaiiid the same daye : Who so euer sni\trlli lli.-

;

. Hul optayneth the perquellies, the lamr ^ ihr
M\ inl.\ uliii h (Jebusites) Dauids soulc hateth. Herof commeth
tin- I'ronerbe : Let no blynde ner lame come in to the h

Jer 88?-l] N"W when Abdemelech the Morian In \ n_.

berlayne in the Kyngea Courte, vnderatode, Miii iln\ hod coal
JiT-'inv into the dongeon : he went out of the K\n:;ts II.HIV, .

aii'l -pake to the kyn^ (which then sat under tin |.nrtr ..IT

lii-n .lainin) these wordes : My lorde the kynjre, \\II.TI: :ts tlifsi-

I.M ii in* die with Jeremy the prophet, they do him vrronge
Nainrly, in that they haue put him in preson. tl:t i, in il\, .>f

i r r i lirre is no more lired in the eitc. Then tli.' k\n-''
ciiiiiiiuuiiidr'l Abdemelech the Mnrian. ... So AtMl.'D,,

t!i. IMPn \\ith him, i: went to y" house of Ami:r.li. A tl.-r-

.:i almcry he pat oldo rag(;cs & worne cloutes, and let
them d'..wni- !> a corde, in to the dongeon to Jeremy.

The tender beauty of Coverdale's tran-Iation
ha- ne\er been surpassed. In the Psalms especially
(hi- eharacteri-lie is noticeable. Ill ll'ili'J, at the
la-t ri'\ i-ion of the Uook of Common 1't a \ i-r. \\ hile

the lio-pels, Kpistles, and other portions of Scrip-
ture made use of, were directed to be taken from

"

',''1 -t'''l M Henrv Stevens in his Cataloiuc of the Caxton
i

'

i

t See WiM .lit. \ji|iend. iv., for the sources of Coverdale's
' -i \i \ ->i\ in all), and Eadie, i. p. 2

the newer version, the Psalter was left unclianged.
the older version being regarded us more rhythmi-
cal for singing. Henee it is that, if the niai< -iy
or the pathos of the Psalms has sunk deep into

myriads of Knglish hearts, to Coverdale above
others their debt of gratitude is due.

t'overdale's Bible had not lieen more than two
years in circulation when there appeared what
purported to be a new version, printed in 1.">,T7.

I'o this version, commonly known a.- Matthew's
Bible, some mystery attaches. The title runs:*
'

<1 The By hie
|
which is all the holy .Scrip- turc :

in whych are contayned the
|

Olde anil Newe
Testament truly j

and purely translated into

En,glysh by Thomas
;
Matthew.

| Ksaye i.
|

C*" llearcken to ye heauens and
|

thou earth geaue
eare : lor tlie

|

Lorde speaketh. j

M-D-XXXVll."
Across the page at the bottom is,

' Set forth with
the Kinges most gracyous lyceee.' This may
accordingly be termed the first Authorized Version.
On the reverse of the title is a notice of various
additions made, including 'many playne exposy-
cyons," in the margin, 'of svtli places as vnto the

symple and vnleamed seame liarde to vnderstande.'
A calendar and similar matter tills the next two
leaves. The fourth leaf begins with 'An exhor-

tacyon to the studye of the holye scrypture
gathered out of the Byble,' and has at the bottom
1. 1!. in large lloriated capitals. The rev. of this
leaf and obv. of next have,

' The summe & content
of all the Holy Scrypture . . . ,' and on the rev.
of the tilth leaf is the dedication 'To the moost
noble and gracyous Prynce Kyng Henry the eyght,
kyng of England and of Fraunce . . . Defender
ot tlie faythe : and vnder God the chefe and
supreme head of the church of Kngeland ..."
This ends on rev. of sixtli leaf with, 'So be it.

Youre graces faytlifull & true subject Thomas
Matthew,' followed by H. It. in capitals. The
seventh leaf, signed * *, has an address 'To the
Clirysten Headers,' followed by an alphabetical
'Table of the pryncypall matters,' ending on rev.
of eighth leaf. This 'Table' shows a strong con-
troversial bias e.g.

'

Abhoinynacyon. Ahhomy-
nncyon before God are Idoles & Images, before
whom the people do bowe the seines, Dent. vii. d.'
'

Confessyon. Judas, which confessed hyin selfe to
the prestes of

y" lawe, and not to God, is damned,
Mat. xxvii. a.

'

Cursynge. God doth curse the

blessynges of the preastes, an<l lilesseth their curs-

syng, Mai. ii. a.' The ninth leaf has 'The names
of all the Bokes of the Byble,' with a full-page
woodcut of the Garden of Eden. With the tenth
leaf a regular system of numbering the leaves

begins. The tirst of the four sections into which
the Bible is here divided closes on fol. cxlvij with
' The Knde of the Ballet of Ballettes of Salomon,
called ill Latyne Canticum Canticorum.' Follow-

ing this is a leaf, unsigned, forming the title of
the second section, or prophetical books. This
title has on the obv. a centre-piece, surrounded by
a woodcut borderin sixteen compartments ; and on
the rev. a centre-piece (the seraph touching Isaiah's

lips), with four large floriated capital letters at the
four corners K. G. along the top, and K. \V. along
the bottom. With Isaiah the numbering by folios

begins afresh, and ends with Malachi on rev. of
leaf xciv. Underneath are two capital letters,
W. T. The Apocrypha follows, with similar title

(but only fifteen compartments in border), and ex-
tends to Ixxvi leaves. The New Testament in like

manner is numbered to cxi leaves; and a leaf not
numbered completes the work, with the colophon :

'ft To the honour and prayse of God
|

was this

Byble prynted and fy|nesshed in the yere of oure I

* The copy described is in the Library of the Brit, and For.
ii Iy, marked s... 9. 2. It is ill folio; size of leaf, lljx

8 inches.
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Lorde God a.
|

M D xxxvn.' There is nothing to

show where the book was printed, though the

woodcut on the title, and that of Adam and Eve
before mentioned, have been traced to the blocks

used for a Dutch Bible printed at Liibeck in 1333.

The most probable place is Antwerp ;

' the larger

types being apparently identical with those of

Martin Emperour in the edition of Tyndale's N.T.,
1534.'* While passing through the press, the
sheets appear to have been bought by the London

printers, Richard Grafton and Edward Whitchureh,
whose names are not obscurely indicated by the

capital letters R. G. and E. W. Grafton, in a
letter to Archbishop Cranmcr (Strype's Cranmer,
App. '20), speaks of having invested 5UO a large
5UMI for those days in the production of the work,
and mentions that the impression would consist of

15UU coiiies. To prevent infringement of his rights
as publisher, Grafton prays the archbishop to use

his inlluence with Cromwell to the end that the

king's licence might be obtained for the publication.
Cranmcr, who was probably already interested in

the project, exerted himself so effectually that

the king's licence was soon granted for the new
translation

' to be bought and read within this

realm. 't To this English version, then, as has

been said, the term ' Authorized
'

may first be

properly applied. J

Three other points require elucidation: the meaning of the

capital letters I. R. subscribed to the '

Exhortacyon,' of W. T.

at the end of the Old Testament, and of the name Thomas
Matthew on the title-page. The initials may be taken, with all

but absolute certainty, to denote John Rogers and William
Tindale. Rogers, a native of Deritend, near Birmingham,
where he was born about 1500, after graduating front Pembroke
Hall, Cambridge, the college of Whitgift, Bradford, and Ridley,
had gone out, at the end of 1534, to be chaplain to the English

factory at Antwerp. There, according to i''oxe (Acte and M<ui.

vi. 591), he came under the influence of Tindale and Coverdale
to such an extent as to join them in that painful and most

profitable labour of translating the Bible into the English
tongue, which is entitled "The Translation of Thomas Matthew.

" '

As Rogers moved on to Wittenberg soon after 1536, it is doubt-
ful whether he could have had much personal intercourse at

Antwerp with Coverdale
;
but it is highly probable that Tindale,

who suffered October Oth, 1530, may have given his manuscript
versions and the like into the hands of Rogers at his first

arrest. John Rogers, it may be added, was the first to suffer in

the Marian persecution, being burnt at Smithfield, February
1555.

Why, assuming that the Bible before us was edited by John

Rogers, it should have been put forth under the name of Thomas
Matthew, is not easy to explain. Some have supposed it to be a

disguise for William Tindale, whose name, if openly given as the

author of the greater part of the version, would have roused

opposition in high quarters. Others, that it was the real name
of a sharer in the work. Both suppositions seem negatived by
the fact that, in the register rccoi-diii- the arrest of John Rogers
later on, he is described as John Rogers alias Matthew. The
same motive that made him veil the name of Tindale under

initials, might lead him to suppress his own.

An examination of the contents of the book
shows that the Pentateuch and NT are certainly
Tindale's, with slight variations, the latter bavin;,

been taken, as Westcott has shown (pp. 183, 1S4)

from the revised ed. of 1535. With equal certaintj
the books from Ezra to Malachi inclusive, and the

Apocrypha (excepting the Prayer of Manasses)

may be assigned to Coverdale. The books fron

Joshua to 2 Chronicles inclusive present a difficulty
It might have been expected that they would lie

taken from Coverdale's version, that being
only English version as yet extant in print. As
a matter of fact, however, they are evidently
not so taken. And it has been shown, by a com

parison of renderings of identical words found ii

Tindale's Pentateuch and '

Epistles,' as well as it

* Note in the Brit. Mus. Catalogue. Mr. Sidney Lee (art
John Rogers' in Diet, of Xat. Biogr.) assigns the work to th

press of Jacob van Meteren.

t Jenkyns, Remains, vol. i. p. 107.

; An edition of Coverdale's Bible in 4to (the first printed ii

that size), by .lames Nycolson, of Southwark, which appearet
in this same year, l.">:}7, had also the notification : 'Set forth will

the Kynges most gracious licence.'

hese historical books, that the version must almost

ertainly be Tindale's. It has already been men-
ioned as probable that Tindale, at or before hia

irrest, would consign his unfinished translations,
ind the like, to the care of John Rogers.
As to the Prayer of Manasses, which waa
mitted by Coverdale, the translation may very
veil be set down to Rogers himself. It owes much
o Olivetan's rendering in the French Bible of

535. Rogers executed his task of general super-
ision as editor well and carefully.* Hut the

ontroversial character of his annotations, and his

Delusion, almost unaltered, of Tindale's Prologue
,o Romans, were probably among the causes which
ed to the production of the ' Great' Bible.

Taverner's Bible. In the same year as the

Great Bible, 1539, appeared a new edition, which,
TOIU its close relation to Matthew's, it will be con-

venient to examine first. Its title runs : t 'The
most

|

sacred Bible, |

whiche is the holy scripture,

conjteyning the old and new testament, 1
translated

in to English and newly 1 recognised with great

diligence |

after most faythful exempplara by
Rychard Taverner.

|

Harken thou heuen . . .

Esaiei.
| Prynted at London in Fletestrete at

|

the

sygne of the sonne by John Byd[ dell for Thomas
Barthlet.

|

Cum privilegio . . . M-D-XXXIX.'

The title is followed by 15 leaves, not num-

bered, of which the first' has on the recto an

Address to Henry VIII., on the verso 'an Exhor-

tacion'; the next 'the Contentesof the Scripture,'
and the remainder ' The names of the Bokes,' etc.,

followed by 'A Table of the principall maters cpn-

teyned in the Byble.' From Gn 1 the numeration
of leaves begins, ending witli

' Salomons Ballet
'

at

ccxxx. The prophets are numbered afresh, to the

end of Malachi, at Ixxxxi. The Apocrypha and

NT have each a separate title-page, and number
Ixxv and ci leaves respectively ; three unnumbered
leaves of ' Table

'

completing the work.

In the Address to Henry vni. the king is described

as ' in ertli supreme heed immediately vnder Chryst
of the churche of England

'

; and among all his

services to religion it is declared that none is

greater than his sanction of the English Bible.

Being essentially a
' new recognition

'

of Matthew's

Bible, we do not look for much originality in

Taverner's work. But he gives himself a much freer

hand than some suppose. The more violent con-

troversial remarks in his predecessor's notes are

softened down, or omitted. Thus, in the 'Table

of the principal! maters,' Matthew began his sec-

tion on Altars with the words, 'An aultcr was

neuer commaunded to be made, but only to God,'

and ended with,
' So we have no aulter but Christ.

'

Taverner begins,
' An aulter was commaunded to

be made to God,' and leaves out the concluding
sentence. Under '

Purgatorye
' Matthew wrote,

' He then that wyl pourge hys synnes through fyer

or by any other meanes then by the passyon of

Christ, denyeth hys sayd passyon . . . and slial be

greuously punyshed, because he hath despysed
so

greate a grace!' Taverner omits the section alto-

gether. The last chapter of Acts ends on leaf

liiii ; Romans begins on Ixi. The inference natu-

rally is that an intermediate sheet of six leaves

had been meant to contain Tindale's Prologue to

Romans, but had been cancelled.

A few examples will indicate the nature of the

changes made in rendering. It will be seen that

they are
chiefly;

due to (a) the seeking after a

plainer, more idiomatic rendering, (i>) the in-

lluence of the Vulgate, (c) a better knowledge of

Greek.

*
Examples will be found in Westcott, pp. 1S2, 183 ; Moulton,

pp. 12'.), 130.

t We quote from the copy numbered 4. c. 5 in the Brit. Mll3

Library. It is in small folio ; size of leaf, Iljx7i inches.
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<n) CM l!' \\ilh nil th.-vr furniture (Matthi-w
'

,|>],,

'h'.st ) ;
NII 'JI-- n. n, M,. I. .-

1 M ' neuerthelater ')
I- In the

last iluvis (M. 'in |.r,,,'i *sr <( Mint '); Mt 'Jl'
1 was \ir\ WrOthe

(M
'

, v,'.lin>,' wroilit- ') ; .Mi 5*1 im.l elsewhere) pursue for

|,.TS, ,',it,'
'

;
Ml -'' \ ii.l, r .eithrit> ( M.

'

siit.j-'.'t [n Hi, tutho
i i

'
, ol .,n,,l In-r ') ; l.k '2* unite tip fr

'

iLs.'i.n.lrd '; Ac a7 anone
(M

'

111,111. .ll.Ll. 1\ I

I', I t;n4.H" a (|llantitif of l.awlni. (M.
'

,i .it's'.- bawbm*,'
N nL modlCUn "' )

;
fin 4

1

.!*' ttu-\ Ihrt-w <l.m n \\w ualls of
1

i,, ' it
'

i M. lh.'\ 1 1, ,1 ml M'.l all u\,' Vul^r. M< ''"<t< /> ' nt .

1 K -Jl- 1 in, -I i is., an. I fin-til.'-! (SI.
'

priHuiH'.l an. I (..Isakt-n,' Vul^'.
f/l,''

'(II).

(.) l.k l:r and il il I., an- Inn /, if not. &c.
I V ' " -, u 1 1, 'th.-r it t\'ill I, car*- frute, anil \ f il l.r.tn- n.il,' .\,- I;

1;.. s- ' n. itiir.' (M. '.Teaturfs ') ; MU 1 1~ i,,i ', , /,..,
]

r.' uitti

you ahva\ <-MTin.l. 'shall have').
His ,i, .|u.unt,in, . uith tin- (ii,,-k article does not, hoxvever,

n, >m nicb overaightd .1- ,' pmn ., i, i \i i ; i.
, u i

Mick I.",
'

) .1 j.r. .j.li.'i (.In 7*"l, can faith fan.' In in '

l-'a -"t. In
.In '.

J " '

\ I ].!.., 1 1, 1. , l!\
'

Is li,,t .III Ml!|ir, IM-III. Ill .,11 I hr , .nil, I .'!

a inxh.' I'., i, I'j/
1

./ /,',/./,>, p. us) aswert-i that the translation
il t Eadras, at leant In part, U original. But, BO far an thi present
writer lias , \ainni.-.l it, it agrees with the one in Matthew.

Kichard Taverner was a clirnl and pensioner of

Ciomuell. \\hnin 1536 appointed him clerk of tin-

l'n\\ Sciil. The full ul liis |uitrnn in l.'iln put :i

stup l(i his
liliTuiy work, anil inuilr hi- pnsiiiun

iinxifi 1

. For u tune he was, c.iniinUti-il to the
Tower. Hi' Miee l.'il. however, in le^'uiniii": the

luyul fuvoiir, anil under Kilwanl vi., in l.Vii!.

reec-ivi'il II -.-n.T.'ll lieeiu-e to Jili'Uch, though U

layman. Ileilieil in 1575.*
The Great Bible. - liefore the execution of

Cromwell, on .Inly 'JStli, 1540, that -t.-ile-^niun had

jll^t time to -ee DTOUght til a Mleeeflll issue our
"real s,.||,.ni,. ,,,, \\hieh he hail set his heart. This
\\.-is the production of an uniemleil version of the
I'.ilile in Kn^Ii-h. Circumstances seemed to favour
Cromwell's project. Coverdale, on whom he chiefly
relied for an improved translation, was in 1'aris,

where, in 1.~>;N, he had linm^lit out an edition of

the New Testament in Latin and English, printed
liy Ke^iia\ill. Taper and printing were lioth lietter

at i hat time in I'aris than in London. Kranrisi.,
so Ion;; as his relations with Henry kepi u'ood, was
villiiifr, upon certain conditions, to sanction the
work of ( 'ovcrdale and Grafton ami the French

ininl.-i
IJi'^nuult .

I" No private opinions were to

ie introduced. The work was to lie 'eitru ullas

privatas nut illi^'ittimas opiniones.' lionner.
s]ioiil\ to he made Bishop of Hereford, was trans-

ferred from the court of the emperor to that of

Francis, and churned 'to aid ami assist the doers
thereof in all their reasonable suits.' So far, at
least, he seems to have regarded the translating of
the llihle without disfavour. For a time, there-

lore, matters wont smoothly. I!nt in December
l.'i.'ls the French kin}; inclining more and more to

the -ii| e of the emperor, the Inquisition \\.-is all.,\\e< 1

to interpose, and the printers and others engaged
in the enterprise had to tlee for their lives. Accord

inj; to (iriifton's own statement i. !'</ /'(/,;, ',/,, i,t >,f

Hi. Chronicles, etc., 1564, sub anno Jli Hen. vin.i,

eighty finished copies were 'seased and made COM
fiscal.' If this was so, no copy of the eighty,
which would have I'aris as the place of puhlicat ion.

appears to have escaped destruction. Fo\e is the

authority for a story that 'four great dry vats
full' of the printed sheets were rescued troni a
hah. i. lasher, who had purchased them 'to lay caps
in.' l!ul Kindlon (p. ti'.l} discredits the statement,
on the ground that the material- -ei/eil. for the
restitution ol which Cromwell and I'onner were

in.'iking constant etl'orts, would lie in tlieciistodv

of t In 1 uni\ ei'sity. Hftwever this may lie, Cromwell
sue ceiled in getting moat of the plant transferred

to London, and there, from the [ires- of Hi. hard
- , ,n :\ \ I I

1

, ,llnnl in Diet. o/iVn(. Biiujmi'lm.
t Tla- royal iH-niiiMsioii, alnn^ with many int-T.-stinx' l.-tt. rs

fr',in Coverdale <M,I <;iiir,,:i, i- -I\,M m i o'snni;.- m .1. ,\.

Kllu,l,,n'- /;/,-.,',/;',,' ,/. f/. /,-- ,/ //.'.,,'

j, i ', ,u.'i\ [,rini
. '

'

i the com
BllUll.ll.-ll,.

Ill T, I! _1, '.\ .s /.'.',,'r '/ ./ s,.,^,, r , lU(:f[ Is !,],. -Js] |y

(iiutton and Kdward Whitchnrch, newly housed
in the vacated p ecinotof UieGrayl'riars, appi
in \]til 1539, the first edition of the (Meal IJihl. .

The name '

(I real llilile.'a.s heing 'of the e.ivate-t.

\ohinie
'

(both terms buinj' used by Lira: (on him-

self), is a convenient one liy which to denote the
sevi ii ditions of this work issued during the years
I.Vt'.i II. Ut these the second and subsequent ones
had a preface l>y Cranmer, and the name ' Cranmer's
Jiible may be proiierly applied to them. Hut it

is not correct to use it, as is often done, of the lirst

edition as well, in the preparation of which the

aiclilii-hop had no direct share. The dates of the
seven are as follows: (i.) April 1539; (ii.) April
1540; (iii.) July 1540; (iv.) ready in November
1540, but kept back till the following year, on
account of the fall of Cromwell in .Inly 1540; (v.)

May 1541 ; (vi.) November 1541 ; (vii.) December
1541. Though no two issues are identical, the

family likeness is so strong that it will suttice to

describe the first, and to indicate brielly the
features by which later ones may be identified.

The title of (i.) is:* 'The Itihle in
j Knglyshe,

that is tosaye, the con tent of all the holy scrypture,
bothe

|

of y" olde and newe testament, truly I

translated after the veryte of the
|
Hebrue and

Greke textes, by y dy lygent studye of dyuerse
excellent learned men, expert in the forsayde i

tonges. U 1'rynted by Richard Grafton &
(

Kdward
\Vhitchurch. Cum priuilegio ad imprimen dum
solum

|

1539.' This title, in black and red letters,
is surrounded by a singularly spirited woodcut,
bearing no artist's name or mark, but commonly
believed to be by Holbein. In the centre at the

top, a king, his crown laid aside, is prostrate on
the ground before a figure of the Saviour appearing
in the clouds. Lower down the central line, the
same king, seated on his throne, and now easily
recognizable as Henry VIII., is giving a clasped
volume lettered vcrbum Dei to a group of ecclesi-

astics on his right, headed by Cranruer, and to a

corresponding group of lay nobles and others on
his left, headed by Cromwell. Heneath, on the
dexter side, a preacher, not unlike Colet (who,
however, had been dead twenty years), is address-

ing a mixed multitude on the words of 1 Ti 2'.

Labels, with suitable inscriptions in Latin, issue
from the mouths of the chief characters. Some
little boys, too young to have learned Latin, cry
'God save the king' in Knglish.t Five more
leaves of preliminary matter follow, containing
(1) 'The Kalender,' ending with ' an Almanach for

xix years'; (2) 'An exhortacyon to the studye'
. . . ; (3) 'The sumine and content of all the holy
scripture' . . . ; (4) 'A prologue' . . . ; (5) 'A
descripeyon and successe of the kynges of Juda'
. . . ; (6)

' With what Judgement the hokes of the
Olde Testament are to be red.' Genesis begins on
the seventh leaf, marked '

fo. 1.' It is worth
while to give some extracts from the Prologue,
'

expressynge what is meant by certayn signes and
tokens that we have set in the Byble. First,
where as often tymes ye shall fynde a small letter

in the texte, it sygnifyeth that so moche as is in

the small lettre doth abounde and is more in the
common translation in Latin, then is found,' ether
in the Hebrue or in the Greke. . . . Moreouer,
where as ye fynde this figure o*> it betokeneth a

dyuersyte and difference of readynge betweiie the
Hebrues and the Chaldees in the same place. . . .

We haue also (as ye maye se) added many handes
both in the mergent of thys volume and also in the

* The copy used is that marked C. IS. d. 1 in the Library of

the British Museum. It is a singularly fine copy, the leavea

measuring 15 x It) inches. A sumptuous copy on vellum, meant
ii i

i inwell himself, is in the Library of St. John's College,
<

,l^e. In this the title is somewhat abridged.
t A full description of the \vondcut is given ill Moulton,

pp. I'M, 139, and in Mumbert, pp. l!U4, 205.
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text, vpon the which we
purposed to haue made in

the ende of the Byble (in a table by themselues)
certen godly annotacions : but for so moch as yet
there hath not bene sott'ycient tyme minystred to
the Kynges moost honorable conncull for the oner-

syght and correecyon of the sayde annotacyons,
we wyll therfore oinyt them, tyll their more con-
uenient leysour. . . . God saue the Kynge." The
colophon is :

' The ende of the new Testamet :
|

and of the whole Byble, ffynisshed in Apryll, |

Anno
M.ccccc.xxxix.* I A Dfio factu est istud.'

Peculiarities by which the various issues of the ' Great Bib]

only ones which present Cromwell's coat of ar

loiiowing euuions. in it ne nistingmsnes two classesoi people :

some being too slow, and needing the spur; others too quirk,
and needing the bridle. ' In the former sorte be all they that
refuse to read the scripture in the vulgar tongue. ... In the

confused account of the term '

Hagiographa,' by which for some
reason they are described: 'because they were wont to be
reade, not openly and in comen, but as it were in secret and
aparte.' The mistake was repeated in the editions of April and
July 1540, and of May and December 1541. In the fourth of the
seven, the first which shows Cromwell's arms erased, the title

presents, by way of compensation, the names of Cuthbert
(Tunstall], Hishop of Durham, and Nicholas [Heath], Bishop of

Rochester, as those by whom the work was 'ouersene.' In the
title to this edition, also, the king is styled 'supreme heade of
this his churche and Realme of Englande.

1

Who were the '

dyuerse excellent learned men,'
expert in Hebrew and Greek, who helped Cover-

dale, we are not informed. But traces of their
work may perhaps be seen in the translation of
musical terms in the Psalms, and in the retention
of the Hebrew titles of some of the books of the
OT. Thus the first book is described as 'called in

the hebrue Bereschith, and in the latyn Genesis.'
If we take it for granted that Coverdale was the

working editor of the Great Bible, we shall be

prepared to find that he reproduces in it very
much of his own earlier version of 1535, as well as
of what had been incorporated with Tind ale's work
in 'Matthew's' Bible of 1537. But in the OT
there is evidence that this reproduction was care-

fully revised by the help of an edition of the
Hebrew text, published at Basle in 1534-35, with
a new Latin rendering by Sebastian Miinster.

'Thus,' Westcott goes so far as to say (Hist. p.

187), 'Coverdale found an obvious method to

follow. He revised the text of Matthew, which
was laid down as the basis, by the help of Miinster.

The result was the Great Bible.' This is too un-

qualified a statement. For instance, in the open-
ing chapters of Genesis, a book the version of which
in Matthew's Bible was by Tindale, we find not a
few examples of Coverdale's own rendering in 1535

being preferred, or of a fresh rendering being made.
A very few specimens must suffice

'Then of the euening and the morning was made one day'
(C.) ;

' And the enening . . . unv day
'

(G. B.) ;

' And so of the
. . . was made tltf f/ji'at dn ije

'

(T. ) ;

'

Et/t//Miespera . . . dies
unus' (Minister) ;

'

Factumque est . . . dies unus' (Vulg.X
' And God set them in the fvrmament '

(C. and G. B.) ;

'

put
them

'

(T.).
' And all the hooat of them '

(C. and G. B.) ;

'

apparell
'

(T.).
The Yulg. here has onwlus, .Miinster cxercitits.

'The Lorde God shope man, euen of the iiionldc of the erth'

(C. andT.); . . . 'of the dust from of the groumle' (G. B.).

' In Eden towarde ye east
'

(C.) ;

' from the begynnynge
'

(T.) ;

'eastward from Eden' (G. B.) The Vulgate, followed by T.,
has a principle ; Munster ah orients.
The version of Isaiah in Matthew is by Coverdale. But that

this was diligently revised for the Great Bible, a few examples
from the first two chapters will show

' An oxe knoweth his LORDE
'

(M.) ;

' The oxe hath knowne his
owner' (G. B.).

'Like a watchouse in tyme of warre' (M.) ;

'

lyke a beseged
cytie

'

(G. B.).
'Ye tyrauntes of Sodoma 1

(M.); *ye Lordes of Sodoma'
(G. B.).

'Cease from doinge of evell & violence' (M.); '& violence'
omitted (G. B.).

'Leade'(M.)| 'tynne'(G. B.).
' Al heithen shal prease vnto him' (M.); 'all nacvons'

(G. B.).
'So that they shal breake ... to make ... & savres therof

(M.) ;

'

They- shall breake theyr swerdes also in to mattockea
... to make sythes

'

(G. B.).

In the NT the relation of the version found in

the Great Bible of 1539 to those of Tindale (1534)
and Coverdale (1535) may be conveniently traced

by the parallel passages from St. Matthew, 52
in number, set down by Westcott (pp. 174-17(3),

for the purpose of comparing the two latter. If

the Great Bible be compared with these it will lie

found to agree with Tindale in 5 places, with
Coverdale in 33, and to differ from both (though on
the whole nearer to Coverdale) in the remaining 14.

As regards the relation of the text found in the
Great Bible of April 1539 to that of the succeeding
editions, Westcott has shown, by a full induction
of passages, that while in the OT there is little

change in the versions of the Pentateuch and the
earlier historical books, a careful revision of the

Hagiographa and the prophetical books is apparent
in the issue of April 1540. The authority most
relied on for the changes thus made is Munster.
A curious circumstance pointed out by Westcott
is the fact that, instead of the alterations being
progressive, the text of Nov. 1540 shows a ten-

dency to recur to that of April 1539 ; so that

practically two groups or recensions may be recog-
nized : -(I) April 1539, Nov. 1540, May 1541, Nov.
1541 ; (2) April 1540, July 1540. In the NT
Erasmus occupies the position which Miinster has
done in the OT. A single example will show the
deference paid to Erasmus

Ja 11^
' Dens enim intentator malorum est : ipse auteni

neminem temptat
'

(Vulg.).
1 For Gode cannot temte vnto euyll, because he

tempteth no man '

(G. B., Apr. 1539).
N;im Ileus ut UKilis tentari non potest, ita nee ipse

quemquam tentat
'

(Eras.).
For as God cannot be tempted with euyll, so neither

he himself tempteth anv man' (G. B., May, Nov.

1540).

In the Preface to the Book of Common Prayer it

is noted that ' the Psalter followeth . . . the trans-

lation of the great English Bible, set forth and
used in the time of King Henry the Eighth and
Edward the Sixth.' This arrangement, which was
unavoidable in 1549, was left unaltered in ltili'2,

the rhythm of Coverdale's version, and its greater
fitness for singing, having in the meantime en-

deared it to the people. The present text of the

Pr. Bk. Psalter does not, however, represent the

text of any edition of the Great Bible exactly, and
it contains some misprints (e.ij. 'sight' for '

light'
in Ps 38'). See Preface to Driver's Par. Psultcr,
and esp. the elaborate collation in M'Garvey'a
LitttrgirE Americana: (1895), pp. 1*-51*.

Though Bishops Tunstall and Heath had allowed
their names to stand on the title-pages of several

editions of the Great Bible, and Bonner, after the

royal proclamation of 1540, had duly caused six

copies of the Bible to be set up for public reading
in St. Paul's, it is plain that the Episcopal bench

generally were only half - hearted as yet in the

work of" translating the Scriptures into English.
A motion was brought forward in Convocation, in

1542, for undertaking a fresh version, but was
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nhi-lved hy (!:triliiicr, who stipulated fin the Hans
1 II ''I :i I Inn, llol translation, ol InallV Wolds nf tilt

original,
such as ecclosia. f>

"'*> /ttt-r. jtn\<-h't, ziz

(l,n:i. i/n/i-iii -In, in
; including even some uf \\hicl

tin- meaning WHS oli\iiiii-, as xim/i/'-.r, ///i/ v,

.v. Til have constructed a vcr-ion nil (lies,

principles Wlllllll have been 111 anticipate I he Wiilst

faults oi the llheiins ami I iniiai translations.

v. I'riMTAV. -Meantime, however, while tin

bishops at home wcie hesitating, tin' \\nrk of a
new MT-icin, or rut her of a vigilant revision of

e\istin-_: ours, was being iielively carried on
aliroail. Tin' result was ihe Genevan Bible."
When, mi the accession of Mary Tmlor, in l.'i.Vi,

tin' leader- of the Reforming |iartv sought -ate

On the Continent, l-'rankf.nt I... aim- for a Inn.- a

eentii'ior ill.- refugees, lint when ilissensiou- on
tin- siilijeet of the English Liturgy l>i<>k'- mil
I" -MM-I -n I lie moderate section, headed by <'o\.

afterwards dean of Durham, and tin 1 more \ iolent

spirit-, who followed .lohn Kim\, tin- latter with-
ilri'W lo ( ; ( .|ie\ a. Among them was William Whit
tingham. a native of Chester, who in I.M5 hail

I n niaile Fellow of All Souls', Oxford, ami
Senior Stmleiit of Christ Church in l.">47.t In
l.v.7 In 1

published anonymously at Geneva a new
\ei-ion in English of the NT in small Svo, hearing
ilati- 'This \ of June.' This was a prelude to a

greater work, an English version of the whole
Bible, on \\hii-h some of the exiles were engaged.
The in'Ws of queen Mary's death, in 155s, drew
nio-i ot these haek to England ; lint Whittinghatn
remaiin-d at his |mst, to linish the work, and with
him, a- Anthony a Wood tells us, there remained
'"in ,,] two more.' These 'one or two' \\en-

jirnhalily Anthony Gilby, of Christ's Coll.. C.-un

bridge, who afterwards hecame reetorof Ashhv de-

la-Zoache ; 'a fast and furious stii-kler against
Church discipline,' aa he is called hy Fuller, hut a

frond scholar ; and Thomas Samp-mi. Sani|ison
had entered IVmhroke. Hall, Cambridge, hut ap-
parently had not taken any decree. After re-

fn-itii: tin- bishopric of Norwich in I5iin. he was
made dean of Christ Church, Oxford, in 151.1.

lie/a i-iw-s him the character of being of 'an ex-

ceedingly restless disposition.'

liy t he lahours of these men, and of others whose
names have not come down to us, t here \\ as issued
from the press of ' Kovland '

Hall, at Geneva, in

l.Miii, an English Hible, commonly called, from its

pl.-n e "i publication, the Genevan, which was de-
tilled to attain lasting popularity. Its title was :

The r.ihle
|

and
, Holy Seriptvres ennti-v in-d in

the ( llde and Ncwe
|
Testaments.

|
Translated nccor)

din;; to the Ehrue and Greke, and conferred With
|

the h.-st translations in diners langage-. With
nni-ie profitable annotations vpon all the hard

phice-, and other
things of great] inipoiiancc a

may a p pi -a re in the Epistle to the Header." Kehm
is .1 woodcut of the Israelites cros-ing the K.-.l

Sea, bordered by texts in small italic characicr.
On tin- n-veise ,,f the title is a list of the bonks ,i

the Milile, including the Apocrypha (ending with
'-' Mai-. Leaves ii and lii ar -i-upied b\- a
Dedication to 'the moste vertvous and noble
<
v>venc Eli/abet h,' from her liumble subject- of
the IjiJish Churche at Geneva.' Leaf iiii is Ulled
on both -ides with an Address '

to ovr lli-lo-, e! in

the Lord, the lirethren of En-J-iml. Scotland,
Ireland. \-c.,' dated ' from Gencu.i, In April. I.Vi.i.

Tin- r. _iilar foliation begins on the lifth leaf, and
* Asei irticleson tlii P

I ! ill VOls. n. ali'l iii

i
.

Ii Uenry vill. to J

DJ II. limp', 111 Tli, .\

''I' Is sold I
i ilvin'a brother-in-law ; but this is

USputed liy A. K. I'.ill.inl in Ins art. ua \V. WlMtlin^-lmin in UK-
Diet ty \ ' Bio .

-i/i/i;/.

Ill

pted

ends \\itii the close of the Apocrypha on f. 474.
The NT begins with fresh foliation, and ends on
f. 1 '_'_', In-ill-; followed by 12 unnnmheicd leaves,
containing jiroper names, with interpretation, and
chronological tables. A map, folded into two
leaves, is placed next after the title of the NT.

If we inquire into the causes which made tin-

Genevan Uible so long a favourite one ill-'.-ne

estimates that KiO editions of it appeared !

151)0 anil the outbreak of the Civil War in Eng-
land), they are not far to seek. The mere shape
and size of the volume as it first appeared, a
handy 4to,* was a recommendation as compared
with the ponderous folios of the Great, or the
Bishops', Isihle. It was printed throughout i

Roman and italic, not Gothic, letter. It ailopte..
the division into verses, lirst introduced by Stephen
in I.V.I, and followed by Whittingham ill his NT
of 1557. It retained the marginal notes, Calvinist
in tone, but generally free from oll'ensive asperity,
of the NT of 1557, with the addition of similar
notes for the 1 1

1', -the Apocrypha being but slen-

derly furnished with them. It indicated by marks
of accent the pronunciation of proper names. It
had woodcuts, t and convenient maps and tables.
The version of the ( T is substantially Tindale's ;

that of the NT Whittingham's ; but both are

vigilantly revised. A comparison of the Genevan
ver-ion of a passage from Ac '27

13-2S 4 with that
of Whittingham.J and with that of the Bishops'
Uible in 15158, will sulh'ce to show this

OV. lowHpd tifnrt'r (HfixvTie a<r<ro>).
Ac 2713 sG. loscd wi^r.

(B. loosed unto Asson.

(W.

there arose ayaftnst Candie, a stormyc wynd out
of the northeast (xecr ai-rrr).

G. there arose by it a storuiic windc called Euro-
clydon.

U. there arose against their purpose a flawe of wimle
out of the northeast.

i \V. and ilrauc wyth the wether (ijipifttO
v. 15 ', G. and wm canted away.

vB. and WITC dri/ufn with the weather.
{ \V. and we were caryed hem-th a litle yle . . .to come

hy fhf hoat (T^; rxeifrt ).

v.18 - G. and we ra ruder a litle yle ... to get the hoat.
15. but we were caryed intu an He ... to come bv a

(. hoat.

{W.

vntleryirdinj the shjT> . . . they let slip the
vessel (TO trxsuoe).

G. mderyirding the ship . . . the vessel.
B. and made fast the shtppe . . . a vessel.
V. and to haue fjatjiied this iniurte and losse (xtp-

If.**,).

G. BO shulde ye haue gained this hurt and losse

(-hauesaued the losse by auoidin;,' the danger
niarj;. note).

B. neither to haue brought vnto vs tins hanne and
V losse.

(
W. were caried to and/rain the Adriatical sea(5i;^o-

,1 jiti.a,.).

I G. were canted to J: fro in the Adriatical sea.
VB. were sa<ilttn;i in Adria.
f W. thev connnitteii the xhip (italics) (liani).

v.) G. they connnitteii the ship (italics).
v H. they ronnnitted thetnseitteB (smaller type).
\V. shoidd llir awav.

,

{\v.

should /to away.
G. shuttle jlffe away.
I!, should run it? awtiy.

{W.

on broken peccx (both words in italics) (!T/ TJ*P
rUt Td, ,T.>..) . . . that they came all sa/c.

G. on eertein* pieces (piece* in italics) . . . y thei
came all safe.

B. on broken, peeces . . . that they excapfd all.

{\V.

the
Barbarians^.

. . theaAomv tchich appeared(rb
iiro T> icirrvm).

G. the Barbarians . . . the pre*rnt shmcre.
\'- y stralingers . . . the present rayite.

{\V.

a /fM'e stickt-s.

O. a noiM/wr of stickes (i

I . ;t IjondtU of stickcs.

{\\

. Hie H'nrme (ro Or.piov),

G. the mtrine.
B. tlie6eaf.

n tr>.Y.Soe).

* The size of page in the copy before the present writer
tint Mus. G. 17. b. S) is 93 l.y Cj inches.

<>f these are said to be from the French Bible of A.
: in, published at Geneva earlier in (he same year.

1 Whittingham's translation is included in Barter's English
>

. from whicii we quote it.
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A few peculiarities of spelling nmy be noticed.
The desire to economize space, as shown in the

frequent contractions, even of short words like
'ma' (man), 'ra' (ran), has led to the reduction
of double consonants and diphthongs in many
instances, to single letters. Thus we Iind 'delt,'
'

hel,'
'

wildernes,'
'

confunded,'
'

thoght," and many
more of a like kind.
A 4to edition of the Genevan Bible, printed at

Geneva in 1570, by John Crispin, professes to be
the second edition

; but Pocock has shown that
this title really belongs to one issued at Geneva in
folio without any printer's name, the OT being
dated 1502 and the NT 1561. The first edition

published in England was one in small folio, with
Roman type, issued in 1570 by Richard Barkar (sic).
An edition of the metrical version of the Psalms by
Sternhold and Hopkins was prepared for binding u!p

along with this. Later on, in 1578, we Iind the Book
of Common Prayer, somewhat garbled, printed in
the same volume with the Genevan Bible.
No other change need be noticed, except the

partial displacement of the Genevan NT by a fresh

version, made in 1576, by Laurence Tomson, a
private secretary of Sir Francis Walsingham.
Tomson closely followed Beza, putting

' that
'

for
the illc by which Beza had rendered the Greek
article. Thus, in Jn I

1

, we have ' that Word' for
' the Word.' Tomson's notes were more pro-
nouncedly Calvinistic than before. His NT was
often bound up with the Genevan OT, and, as a
separate book, is said to have been preferred to
the other.

vi. ELIZABETHAN. The Bishops' Bible. It was
not to be expected that the Elizabethan bishops
should acquiesce in the popularity of the Genevan
version. Its Calvinism, if we may judge from
Whitgift's example later on, might have been
tolerated by them, but not its hostility to their
office. Accordingly, a move was made by Arch-
bishop Parker for a new translation, or rather for
a fresh revision of that contained in the Great
Bible. The steps taken can be followed, with fail-

certainty, in the Parker Correspondence. There is

extant a letter, dated Nov. 20, addressed by the

archbishop to Sir William Cecil. This is referred,
in the Calendar of .State Papers, to the year 1500.
But if, as Pocock suggests, it should be placed a
year earlier, it would present to us one of the first

acts in the proceedings. For in this letter the
archbishop not only acquaints Cecil with his plans,
but asks the busy statesman (out of compliment,
we may well suppose) to undertake some portion of
the translation. The general principle on which
the work was to be carried out, was for certain
books to be assigned to individual bishops, or other
biblical scholars, who should work on the text of
the Great Bible as their basis, and transmit their

portions, when finished, to the primate, for his
final revision.

The defects of such a scheme were obvious.
There was no meeting together for the discussion
of various renderings. No provision was made to
secure uniformity of style. The final revision to
be expected from one with so much business on
hand as Archbishop Parker, one not specially dis-

tinguished as a scholar, and one who had, moreover,
reserved certain books as his own particular share,
was not likely to be thorough, even if deputed
in part to other learned men. Accordingly, we
are not surprised to find traces of haste, if not of

negligence, in the work. Thus the revision of

Kings and Chronicles was despatched by Bishop
Sandys in about seven weeks. As an incentive to

diligence, the initials of each contributor were to
K- printed at the end of the books undertaken by
him. Comparing these with a list sent by Parker

to Cecil, Oct. 5th, 1508,* we can identify neaily
all the workers with fair certainty.

General Epistles and the Revelation,initial cjpiBLiea unu tile ive*eiation.
It will le noticed that Parker's list omits the Book of Psalms.

The initials appended to this book in the Bible itself are T. B.,

supposed by Strype to designate Thomas Becon, formerly one
of Cranmer's chaplains, afterwards a prebendary of Canterbury.
The Psalms had in lact been originally assigned to Edmund

;ar to
the

Huaoiar ior correction. A uimcuity is also caused ny tne
that the initials at the end of Daniel, T. C. L., do not appea
correspond with the '

I. Lich. and Covent.' of the list. But me
explanation of Burnet is a plausible one, that Thomas Bentham,
Bishop of Lichfiekl and Coventry (15GU-loSO), is meant in both
cases, the confusion of I and T. being easy ;

and that he was
accustomed to si^-n himself 'Covent. and Lich.,' reversing the
usual order.

By these united efforts there was produced, in

15(38, from the press of Richard Jugge, dwelling
in St. Paul's Churchyard, what well deserved the

designation by whicli it was often known,
' the

Bible of largest volume.' The title - page is

chielly occupied by an ornamental border, having
within it, on an oblong label at the top,

' The
holie Bible,

:

[| and in the centre, within an oval, a

portrait of queen Elizabeth : above it, the royal
arms ; beneath, in three lines, the text Son- me
pudct . . . credent i from Ro I

16
. The next three

leaves have 'A Preface into the Bible folowynge,'
by Archbishop Parker. The fifth, sixth, anil part
of the seventh leaves are taken up with Cranmer's

'prologue or preface.' Other preliminary matter
follows, extending to the twenty-sixth leaf, Genesis

beginning on the twenty-seventh. One interesting

point among the subjects treated of in the Intro-

duction, peculiar, we believe, to this Bible, is the
caution to ministers against heedlessly reading
aloud words or phrases whicli might sound objec-
tionable. Certain '

semy circles' are used as marks
to denote what 'may be left vnread in the publique
reading to the people. 'If This scrupulousness,
which would have satisfied Selden, might well have
been extended to the designs used for initial let-

ters; some of which (notably that at the beginning
of Hebrews in the ed. of 1572) would be more
appropriate for an edition of Ovid's Metamorphoses
than tor an English Bible. Besides the copperplate
engraving of Elizabeth already mentioned, there
is one of the Earl of Leicester at the beginning of

Joshua, and another of Sir Win. Cecil (to represent
king David?) at the beginning of the Bk. of Psalms.

* Printed in the Correspondence of Archbishop Parker (Parker
Society), pp. 335, 336.

t That is, 2 Samuel.
t

' Where in the New Testament,' he writes to the archbishop,
' one piece of a Psalm is reported, I translate it in the Psalm

according to the translation thereof in the New Testament, for

the avoiding of the offence that may arise to the people upon
diverse translations.' Parker C'orrexp. p. 250.

In the copy before the present writer (Brit. Mus. 1. e. 2) the
size of page is 15A by 10^ inches.

!i Some copies have the additional words: 'conteyning the
olde Testament and the newe.'

I The note is on the fifteenth leaf, signed
*

1, next after th

list of
'

faultes escaped.'
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Tlie 'other perusal, 'of which 1'ai ker hail a--nied

Cecil that tlic tr:iviiil of the lie* isei- would have
tl:e lieiielii. -howel it -elf in an amended rililmn,

published by .lii'_'ue, in 4tn, the follow hi"; year,
\vilh tin- lniet title,

' The hull liil.le.' Hut nnlx

ne;Ji".rnt use hail lieeii made nl the critici-ms

eaileil forth. Some inl ere-t in" specimens nf these,

by a achoolmastei n:inieil Laurence, have liecu

I'll t nnalely pieserxed by Strvpe,* alnl the \\a;, Hi

\\hieli they weie ineoi poialed in the eilitiun uf

l.'iiin -how- strikingly the want nf ran' c\eii-i-ed.

Two example- musl stitlire. In Ml US" the I l a

ditional rendering of d/Ae/>f/iyouf, namely 'harmless,'
hail Keen retained. Laurence pointed mil that

careless' lin I lie sense of scrums) was lather the

word, lint he must have been surpri-ed t<> liml

himself taken so I,[erail\ that in 15U9 the render-

ing appeared, \Ve will make you careless.' A^ain,
in Ml '_'! "the H"\i-ei-, follow-in;; the Great iiihle

in preference to the Genevan, had remlereil Kurd-

a\wnm '

let us enjoy
'

instead of '

let 11- take
'

(KV).
Laurence found tanlt with this, on the ground that

\he original si^nilieil 'let us take po es-ion or

scysyn (seizin) ii|uin.' In the edition nf l.~ili'.l, and
in every uh-ei|iiL>ut one, this appeared as 'let us

season u/i^n his inheritance* ('sease on" in AV of

1611}.+
The most singular part of the matter is that,

while eiirreetimis (of whatever valnei were iivel\

admitted into the second edition of l.")(i
(

.l, the third

of l.~>7- went hack in many particulars to the first.

A few example- will make tills clear. For brevity,
the edition- may be denoted by A, 15, C.

In < 01 ilii- 1 in A An. ill is ii woman : 'she feddt-
'

; in n, rorrectly,
.1 mini '

lir n til-
,

i

'

poea
back to 'she.' In

J^'
.

:
>i'J A reads,

' vr lh;i! ih\, II K\ \[i :

'

,

'

(KV
' that sit on nrh \irpr Is ') ;

J:'M HIM BV| I'pperuiosle in iudgment'; goes bKk to A.-
In Ml l.V> A ii.is li\ tin u\lt that (is offered) of me, thu *h:i]t

In- hrlj'i'il

'

; It '\\hat -in soeuer shoUl haue come of na-
'

;

I rees with A. In l,k 2- A has 'and this l!r*t taviii^ u;i>

mail.
.
K llu* laving was the first and executt-il \vlu-n.' t-lr. ;

- - luu-k to A. -In Ac 11 A and have 'O Theophilus';
II 'ik-arf TliL-oi'hilus.' In Ac T34 A and C have '

I hanr -!< -nr. 1

Ii M:I -
;

It
'

I haue perfectly sene.' In 1 Ti 1- A has 'a
n.a u nil M'lini'

'

; I:
'

liis nalurall sonne' ; C foes back to A.

The edition of 1372, moreover, exhibited two
ver-ions nt the 1'salms in parallel Columns : that of

the Ki-vi-i-rs themselves, and that from thellir.it

Jiible. .Many subsequent editions appeared. Dore
(dlil Hi',/. s , ji -j;i<i) einimerates nineteen in all,

from l.'iiis to lliuO inclusive; Pocock seventeen,
s]ii-:ikin^ doubtfully also of one of these, as never
-''ii by him, an alleged folio of IGUO. The Uritish

Museum Catalogue does not show this last, nor yet
an SMI (included by Don!) of l.~>77.

The l!;-hop- liiblu appears never to have recei\ ed

the- royal -am-lion. 1'arker, indeed, in his letter

of (ii-t. ."ith, I.Mis, before quoted, tried to procure,
through Sir Win. Cecil, such a mark of recognition.
'The printer,' lie writes, 'hath honestly (lone his

diliu'eMre. If your honour would obtain of the
Mtieen'- Highness that this edition mi- hi be

licensed and only commended in public reading in

churches, to draw to one uniformity, it were r."

^reat cost to the most parishes, and a relief to him
for his ^reat ch:ir;.'es sustained.' Uut, -o far a- i-

known, the application was unsuccessful. Accord

injjly, the claim to lie 'set fourth by niiethinil .'

made by the editions of 1574 anil l.">7.">, must be
nteiieil tii the sanction of Convocation, {,'iven

in l.'iTl. Tlio Constitutions and Canons Ecclesias-

tical of that venr expressly ordain that 'every
archbishop and bishop should have at his house
a cop\ ni i he holy 15ible of the largest volume as

/,//.- f /'",<./. i.d. 1S21, vol. iii. p. 23S. It has l>. n con
]> tured, with ni ii prot>alility, that the Laumiiv in IHR-H-

Uon/a roan in Ui times of (jreat lame tor Iii- kin>u Inl-i in

Hi. i;i. .-k.' \\ i- Thomas Lawrence, appointed heotl-ninsti r nt

s!n-i ',\ -luir-, n,

* S' '< I' ! .1' in the llibli'iyraitlier, vol. i. p. 113, where
in i * \ainple.s arc yivcn.

lately printed at London.' A like injunction was
laid upon cathedrals; and, 'as far as it could be

conveniently done,' upon all churches.*
vii. HUMAN CATHOLIC. It was not likely that

I :i 'Ii h liiuiian ('at holies should continue unmoved
by this untiring work in translating the liible.

livery fresh version made by scholars of the
Reformed Church was a tacit rellexion on them for

making none. Accordingly, it was resolved l>\ the

leading members of the newly founded KiiL'li-h

College at Douai, that this reproach so far as

they admitted it to be a reproach should be

wiped away. The moving spirit in this under-

taking, as in the foundation of the college itself,
was Dr. William Allen, t made cardinal alterwards
in l.'iS". Hut the actual work of making the new
translation devolved almost entirely on Dr. Gregory
Martin, a native of Maxlield in Sussex, who had
been one of Sir Thomas White's tirst batch of
students at St. John's College, Oxford, in 1557.

Having chosen to forsake Oxford for Douai, he
was made by Allen the teacher of Hebrew anil

liihlical literature there. J Dr. William Kevnolds,
formerly of New College, Oxford, Uichard liristow,
a Worcester man, and others, took a share in the
work of revision.

Amid such circumstances, recalling in some
measure the origin of the Genevan version, the
translation known as the Rhemes and Doway took
its rise. The entire Uihle appears to have been

ready for issue together. Hut, owing to want of

liiml-, a portion only could be published at a time.
The NT was properly given the preference, and
appeared in I,~>v2 with the following title :

'The
j

New Testament I of lesvs Christ, trans I

lated faithfvlly into English |

ovt of the authentical

Latin, according to the best corlrected copies of the

same, diligently conferred vvitli
|

the Grceke ami
other editions in diuers languages : with Argu-
ments of bookes and chapters, annotations, and
otherneeessarie helpes, for the better vndei^staml-
ing of the text, and specially for the discouerie of
the Corrvptions of diuers late translations, and
for

| fleering the Controversies in religion, of these
ilaies. In the English College of Khenies. . . .

1'rinted at Ithemes
j by .John Fogny |

15S'J
|
cum

privilegio.'
The volume is in a convenient 4to size, printed

in clear-cut Itonian type, no black letter being
used. In some respects the arrangement of the
KV is anticipated. The text is broken up into

paragraphs, not verses. But the verse numeration
is given in the inner margin, an obelus being lire-

fixed to the beginning of each verse. Quotations
from the OT are printed in italics. At the head
of each chapter is ail 'Argument,' and 'Annota-
tions

'

at the end.
Of the preliminary matter, the long Preface to

the Header, occupying leaves a ii-c iv, well merits
attention. The writers address themselves to three

special points: (1) the translation of the Holy
Scriptures into the vernacular, and, in particular,
into English ; (2) the reasons why the present
version is made from the Vulgate ; (3) the principle*
on which the translators have proceeded. They
do not publish their translation '

vpon erroneous

opinions of neeessitie that the holy scriptures
should alwaies be in our mother tongue, or that

they ought or were ordained of God to be read
*
Cardwell, SittuHtalia, i. 115.

t Allen was born in l.
r 32 at Rossall in Lancashire ; entered

Queen's College, Oxford, in 1M7. He founded the seminary at
lionai in I. -.. and removed with it to Uheints in l.*>7s, when
disturbances in Flanders made Douai unsafe. He died ul Home
in 1.W4.

i See the art. by Thompson Cooper in the 7)iV'. i\f Sat.
1:." i, i/

:
l> >j Martin and Hristow lioth died of consumption at a

comparatively early ac.
% In the copy belore the present writer (Brit. Mils. 1008. C. 0)

the pa^c measures -
by OJ incites.
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indifferently of all .... but vpon special con-
sideration of the present time, state and condition
of our country.' Holy Church, while not en-

couraging, had not absolutely forbidden such
versions. Using the freedom thus left, divers

learned Catholics, since Luther's revolt, had

already translated the Scriptures into the mother

tongues of various nations of Europe ; yet still

repudiating the notion that all people alike might
indifferently read, expound, and talk of them.
That the Latin Vulgate should have been taken

as the basis of their work, in preference to any
Greek text, is defended on the ground of its

antiquity, of its freedom from the discrepancies
visible in MSS of the Greek, and of its having
been denned as exclusively authentic by the
Council of Trent. Usually it would be found that
the Vulgate agreed with the received text of the
Greek ; and w here that was not so it would prob-
ably lie found in accord with readings relegated to

the margin, but not necessarily of less authority
on that account. The issue, we think, within ten

years of the date of this Preface, of the Sixtine

edition of the Vulgate in 1590, and the Clementine
in 1592, with the momentous corrections of '

preli

vitia,' as Bellarmin called them,* must have been
a shock difficult for these apologists to withstand.
As regards the style of their translation, the

Rhemists profess to have had one sole object in

view. This was, without partiality .and without

licence, to express the sense of the Vulgate with
the least possible change of form ;

'

continually
keeping ourselves as near as is possible to our text,
and to the very words and phrases which by long
use are made venerable . . . [not doubting] that
all sorts of Catholic readers will in short time think
that familiar which at the first may seem strange.'
In carrying out this principle it is inevitable that
some felicitous phrases and turns of expression
should be hit upon in the course of a long work.
'A pnljiable mount' (He 1'2

18
) is better than ' the

mount that might be touched
'

of the AV. In the
first chapter of James alone it is to the Rhemish
version that we owe 'upbraideth not '(v.

s
), 'nothing

doubting '(v.
6
),

' the engrafted word'fv.-
1
), 'bridleth

not
'

(v.-^J.t As Plumptre lias pointed out, so great
an authority as Bacon (Of the Pacification of the

Church ) goes out of his way to praise the Rhemists
for having restored '

charity
'

to the place from
which Tindale had ousted it in favour of 'love.'

In particular, the closeness with which the trans-

lators kept to the Vulgate helped to save them
from that needless variation in the rendering of

the Mime or cognate words, which is an undoubted
blemish in the AV. Thus, while SIKO.WVV is cor-

rectly rendered in our version 'to justify,' Siraios

and oiKtuoavvri are more often than not represented
by 'righteous' and '

righteousness.
' Once more,

the antiquity of the MSS from which the Vulgate
translation was made causes its readings at times
to accord with the results of the highest critical

scholarship. It will follow that the Rhemish
version occasionally comes nearer our RV than
does that of king James. Thus in Mt 54J the

clauses, interpolated from the parallel passage in

St. Luke, which find no place in the RV, are

partially omitted in the Rhemish. So, too, this

latter agrees with the RV in reading 'Christ' for
' God

'

in 1 P 315
.

lint, when every allowance of the kind is made,
the fact remains that, to ordinary English readers,
the translation in question must often have seemed
one into an unknown tongue. What else could

* See the passages quoted by Westcott in his article on ' The
Vulgate' in Smith's IJ/S, \ol. ifi. pp. inn;. 1707.

t See Moulton, p. IS", where more examples are given.
J See an article in The Mnnth, June 1897. pp. 578, 579. The

writer appears to think that zvpoy>.ratn;, in Ac 14^, should
be translated

'

by imposition of hands.'

have been thought of such specimens as these :

'

I wil not drinke of the generation of the vine '

(Lk 22 18
); 'the passions of this time are not

condigne to the glorie to come '

(Ro 8 ls
) ;

' For our

wrestling is ... against Princes and Potestats,

against the rectors of the world of this darkenes,
against the spirituals of wickedness in the celestials'

(Eph 6 1

-); 'But he exinanited himself (Ph 2;
) ;

' Yet are they turned about with a little sterne,
whither the violence of the director wil

'

(Ja 34
) ?

*

In 1593 the English College returned from Rheims
to their old quarters at Douai, and completed their
biblical labours by the issue, in 1609 and 1610, of
two volumes, containing the OT and Apocrypha.
In size, type, and general execution, they closely re-

semble the volume of the NT published nearly thirty
years before. The title is :

' The
[

Holie Bible
|

Faithfvlly translated into English, |

ovt of the
avthentical

|

Latin
| Diligently conferred with the

Hebrew, Greeke, |
and other Editions in diuers

languages. |

With Argvments of the Bookes, and
Chapters :

|
Annotations : Tables : and other

helpes, |

for better vnderstanding of the text : for

discouerie of
i corrvptions in some late transla-

tions : and
|

for clearing controversies in Religion.]
.... Printed at Doway by Lavrence Kellam, |

at
the signe of the holie Lam be.

|

M.DC.IX.' The first

volume extends to the end of Job. The second

volume, bearing a similar title, and the date

M.DC.X., comprises from Psalms to 4 Esdras. A
preface to 'the right welbeloved English Reader'

goes over much the same ground as that prefixed
to the Rhemes NT, but more cursorily, being only
about half the length of the other. The hindrances,
which had delayed the appearance of the work, had
all proceeded from 'one general cause, our poore
estate in banishment.' The arguments for trans-

lating from the Vulgate are re-stated. The reten-

tion of Latinisms, or original forms of words, is

defended. If English Protestants keep
'

Sabbath,'
'

Ephod.'
'

Pentecost,'
'

Proselyte,' and the like, why
not '

Prepuce,'
'

Pasch,' 'Azimes,' 'Breadesof Pro-

position,'
'

Holocaust,' and others of the same kind ?

This uncompromising principle gradually gave
way. In 1749-50, and again in 1763-4, editions of

the Doway OT and the Rhemes NT, each edition
in five vols. 12mo, were published by Richard

C'halloner, Bishop of Debra, in partlbns, with ti.e

assistance of William Green, afterwards President
of the College at Douai, and Walton, afterwards
Vicar Apostolic of the northern district of England, t

As thus revised, it is substantially the version used
at the present day by English-speaking Roman
Catholics. In Cardinal Wiseman s opinion, 'though
Challoner did well in altering many too decided

Latinisms, he weakened the language considerably
by destroying inversion . . . and by the insertion

(it particles where not needed.' J
The nature and extent of these changes may be

iudgcd of by a comparison of a few passages from
the older and newer versions, side by side with the
RV of 1885 :

1609-10. 1763-4. 1885.

2 K [2S]21 19 Adeo- Adeodatustheson Elhanan the son
datusthesonneof the of Forrest an em- cfJaare-oregim. . .

Forest a broderer . . . broiderer . . .

* See now especially J. O. Carleton, The Part of Rheims in
tin- Makiii'i of the Enylish Bible. Oxf. 1902.

t See the art. on '"Challoner
'

by Thompson Cooper in the
Dli-t. f *\nt. Bi<i;ii-(ijtlii/. Challoner was born at Lewes in 1C..I1,

and died in 1781. His parents were Protestant d:s--enU'is.

But, losing his father in infancy, he was brought up in Roman
Catholic families, and sent to Douai in 1704.

J Cotton, Rhemes and Doumj, p. 49 n., specifies, as an
additional fault, Challoner's excessive fondness for 'that' aa

equivalent to '

who,'
"

whom,'
' which.'

<irni>ni. 'weavers' (thought by Kennicott to be a tran-

scriber's insertion from the latter end of the verse), evidently

suggested the j*ofy?ni'f<rrn<s,
'

broderer,' of the Vulgate. Want
of space forbids any attemptata commentary on these passayei
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2 Es [N'eh] 9" and and set the head and app..iiiti-d a

paiu- III.- h. i.l I.. I" return to tti.ir '

|'t
un !. ntnm

*<-tiiriie to Hair scr- Ixmdagi;. t" their bondage
aitiidc. (marg.).

Job 26'3 nnd his and his artful hand His hund hath

han.l i in- !li. iiii-l- hutli brought forth pi-r<-.<l the swift

uif.-, llic uimliiiLC tin- winding her- bei].. nt-

h.-rjwtit is brought 1- ul

forth.

Ps 07 (OS]
15 1 The The mountain ol A mountain of

mountain- ..I <;.! a Ood is a fat inoun- fiod i (In nioiiii-

fat mountain - A tain. A curdled tain of lu-han ;
\n

mountain .nnl'!.. I IU..U nt ain, a fat high IH..IIIII.IIN i-

a- . h, <-,', a UM.- in. .11 ii tai M. Why the mountain of

mountain-. Whv suspect ye curdled lla-han. WMl....k

opposeyou cruddea mountains? ye aakonoe, ye higb
]ii..nnt.in. - mountains?

Jer 5039 Therefore Therefore shall Therefore the

shall th'- 'ir.iL'.'n* dragons dwell there wild u-a-t- of the

d. 1 with the tuulisti with the tig-fauns, di-sert with thi-

limr<lT<-rs. wolvi-s(!l< l>.
' lioul-

ingereatures')shall
dwell tin-re.

The free manner in which ChalloneT bon.i\\.-.l

from tin- AV litsclt enriched by earlier borrowings
fnini tin' Khemes and Doway version) has It-en

often remarked. A few verses will suttice in

illustration.

RoSls For I reckon that the sufferings of thi- pi.-' nt inn.

ore not worthy to be compared with the glory to conn-, that

shall lie r.-vealed in us.

K['li
.'- KIT "iir \\n-tling is not against flesh and blood, but

airaiiM prin. ipalitit-s and powers; against the rulers of the

world of this darkness ; against the spirits of wickedness in the

lil^'h
]

'

i'i,
' Who being in &e form of God thought it not mi.t.,r\

b> I..
>.,|n:i!

.-, i i. < .< .1 : Hut debased himself . . .

II. i.;n. \i,,i .1,, M.it forget to do good and to impart ;
for by

such sacrilict-s God's favour is obtained.

viii. Till: ArmolUZED.' The so-called Atitlio

rizeil Version uf Itil 1 had its origin in the Hampton
('..iirt Ct inference, held on .Ian. 14th, llitli.nnd IStli,

16H4. (tn tin; second of these days, one of the four

representatives of the I'uritan party, Dr. .lohn

lleynold.*, 1'resident of Corpus Christ! College,
Oxford, a learned and temperate divine, 'moved
His Majesty that there might lie a new translation

of the Bible,'* alleging in support of his rci|ii st

the presence of many faults in the existing ones.

It is not likely that much would have come of the

motion, luit for its happening to chime in with the

mood of tin' kin;,'. 1'ne caustic remark of Han-

croft, Itishop of London, that 'if every man's
humour should he followed, there would he no end
of translating,' probably indicates the spirit in

which the proposal would have 1 ecu received by
his pai I \ jjeneially. But, while they were content

to let the matter droji, .lames was thinking out his

plans for carrying Dr. Reynolds' .suggestion into

effect. l!y .Inly of that year we lind him writing
to the Ui-hop of London', informing him that he
.iad ma.le out a list of fifty-four learned divines,

to whom the work he hail at heart might lie suit-

ably entrusted. He also drew up, for the guidance
of the workers, a paper of instructions, too lung to

be giv en here in full.t but containing some sensible

rules. In this he requires the bishops to -, , that

provision he made, where necessary, for those en

gaged on th<. task of translation. The king's let ter,

dated .lulv -'Jn.l. Kiu4, was communicated by lii-hop
Han. roil

;
t.. his In-other prelates on the 31st. In

this letter king James speaks of having already

Sum and Subslanee of the Cunferrncr . . . by William

Barlow, d.-aii f rh.su-r, reprinted in Cardwi-ll's History qf
f.ii/.Ti ncet, ii. Is7, 1S8.

t It ma\ IK- -..ii in Canlwell's Documentary .1

I&44, pp. ila, I Hi.

; Han. r.. II M.I- Appointed
t" Hi'' -" "I I'.inl, rl.ur\ al lli.

laTl.r .n. I ..i li."l \\lnl._iil lia\iiik' "li'-'l i" Kcliniary .>! ihtt

\ , ,ir, lt:il'T"lt .ii-. lull.'. .1 in ;li. nil.-r\.il Holnt- o( the ar. In-

episcopal tul i. -

appointed 'certain learned men, to the 1111111!.. i of

four and lifty, for the translating of the l'.;l.l.

Knt, for some unexplained reason, the scheme did

not come into operation till ItiuT. 1'ossiblv the
death of some of those selected, or the difficulty of

providing for the maintenance of others, may
have caused the delay. However, by UiuT all was
in working order. A list of the companies of

ie\ isers was issued, together with a paper ot rules

to he observed in the conduct of tlie work,

liancroft, no doubt, had a hand in drawing up both
these documents. The most important of the rules

were the following :
*-

I. The ordinary Bible read in the church, commonly called

'the Bishop' Hible,' to be followed, and as little

altered as the truth of the original will permit.
III. The old ecclesiastical words to be kciit, videlicet, the

word 'church' not to be translated 'congregation,'
etc.

VI. No marginal notes at all to be affixed, but only for the

explanation of the Hebrew or Ureck words . . .

VIII. Every particular man of each company to take the
same chapter or chapters, and having translated or
amended them severally by himself, win-re he thinketh

good, all to meet together, confer what they have
done, and agree for their parts what shall stand.

As each company finished one hook, they were to send it to
the other companies for their careful consideration. Where
doubts prevailed as to any passage of special obscurity, letters

were to be sent to 'any learned man in the land' for his judg-
ment. Finally,

' three or four of the most ancient and grave
divines in either of the universities, not employed in translat-

ing,
1 were to be ' overseers of the translations as well Hebrew as

Greek.'

It will be seen at once how much more effectual

were the provisions made for securing accuracy
and thoroughness in the work than those devised

by Parker and his coadjutors for the BUhops'
Bible.
The lists of translators which have been pre-

served tiller some dilliciilties. The king, in his

letter before referred to, speaks of the workers

appointed as numbering fifty-four. Uurnet's list,

which he obtained from the papers of one of the

company engaged in the work, gives only forty-
seven names. The discrepancy may be accounted
for by the death of members (as in the case of Mr.

Lively, who died in May lo'0">), or some of the

other changes to be looked for in a period of three

years. Wood supplies two additional names those
of Dr. John Aglionby, Principal of St. Edmund's
Hall, and Dr. Leonard Hutton, Canon of Christ
Church. ( Ithers may still remain to be discovered. t
The entire body was divided into six groups or

companies, of wliich two held their meetings at

Westminster, two at Cambridge, and two at

Oxford. Some uncertainty being allowed for, the
lists are as follows :

FIHST WKSTMIXSTKR COMPANY.

(Gcntgis 2 Kintjft).

(1) Dr. Lancelot Andrevves, Dean of Westminster ; Master of

Pembroke Hall. Camb., 1580-1605 ; Bishop of Winchester, 1019-

20. (2) Dr. John Overall, Dean of St. Paul's ; .Master of St.

c '^tln riiu-'s Hall, C'amb., 1598-1607 ; Regius 1'rofessorof Divinity,
1 :.:. n.oT; Bishop of Norwich, Hilti-9. (3) Dr. Hadrian &
s.ir,L\ i.i, best known as the friend of Hooker; b. at Hcsdin in

Artois, 1531 ; made I'rofcssor of Divinity at Leydcn, 15S2 ; in-

f Mr. J. S. Cotton has kindly referred the present wnter to
Clark- l!errifter o/f/ie i'nir. of Oxford (Oxf. Hist. Soc. 1S97, ii.

1 1 1 i. u In-re a disjiensation from the statutable exercises for the

degree of D.D. is granted to Arthur I. .k. -, 14th May 1005,
' because engaged on the translation of the NT in London.'
Artlnir Lake, or Ijikcs, vvosat this time Master of St. Cross, after-

wards Bishop of Bath and Wells. A similar
dispensation,

for a
like reason, dated tith May 1^)5, is granted to John Harniar. In

the Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series, under lltli Apr.
1005, mention is made by Bishop Bilson, writing to Sir Thomas
Lake, Sec. of State, of Dr." tleorge Ryves, Warden of New College,
as a translator. This ref. also we owe to Mr. Cotton. The
names of Lakes and Kyves are new. The three dates given are

interesting as furnishing evidence that some of the translators,
at leaHt, had got to work as early on the spring of 1005.
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camo., 16S3-10U3; Leetur linguui uraccaj, 1093; Itector or st
Clement Danes, 1601-17 ; d. 1017. Noted for his skill in archi-
tecture (Collier, Eccl. Hist. ed. 1852, vii. 337). (0) Dr. Eobert

(8) 'Mr. King,' probably Geoffrey King, Fellow of Kind's Coll.,

Cambridge ;
succeeded Dr. Robert Spalding as Regius Professor

of Hebrew, 1607. (9)
' Mr. Thompson,' taken to be Richard

Thompson, of Clare Hall, Cambridge ; called, from the land of
his birth, Dutch Thompson ; the friend of Casaubon and
Scaliger. (10) 'Mr. Beadwell,

1 taken in like manner to be
William Bedwell, scholar of Trin. Coll., Oxford, 1541 ; Rector of
St. Ethelburga's, Bishopsgate Street, 1001

; tutor of Pocock.

FIRST CAMBRIDGE COMPANY.

(/ Chron. Ecclesiastes).

(11) Edward Lively, Fellow of Trin. Coll., 1572-8 ;
Re"ius

Professor of Hebrew, 1575;* d. 1605. (12) Dr. John Richard-
son, successively Master of Peterhouse, 1609, and Trinitv, 1615

;

Regius Professor of Divinity, 1007-17; previously Fellow of
Emmanuel. (13) Dr. Laurence Chaderton, first Master of Em-
manuel Coll., 1584-1622 ; previously Fellow of Christ's Coll.
One of the four Puritan representatives at the Hampton Court
Conference. (14) Francis Dillingham, Fellow of Christ's Coll.,
1581. Praised for his knowledge of Greek. (15) Thomas Harri-
son, Vice -Master of Trin. Coll., 1611-31. (16) Dr. Roger
Andrewes, brother of the bishop, Master of Jesus Coll., 1618-32.

(17) Dr. Robert Spalding, Fellow of St. John's Coll., 1593; suc-
ceeded Lively as Regius Professor of Hebrew, 1605; d. 1607?.

(18) Dr. Andrew Byng, Fellow (?) of Peterhouse ; Regius Pro-
fessor of Hebrew, 1608. About 1605 a stall in the cathedral
church of York to be kept for him

; d. 1651.

FIRST OXFORD COMPANY.

(Isaiah Malachi).

(10) Dr. John Harding, Regius Professor of Hebrew, 1591-S
and 1604-10 ; Canon of Lincoln, 1604 ; President of Magdalen
Coll., 1007 ; d. 1010. (20) Dr. John llainolds, or Reynolds, Dean
of Lincoln, 1593

; President of Corpus Christ! Coll. , 1598 ; d. 1007.
His share in the Hampton Court Conference has been already
mentioned. (21) Dr. Thomas Holland, Fellow of Balliol, 1573 ;

Regius Professor of Divinity, 15S9 ; Rector of Exeter Coll., 1592;
d. 1612. (22) Ur. Richard Kilbye, Rector of Lincoln Coll., 1590 ;

Prebendary of Lincoln Cathedral, 1601 ; Regius Professor of
Hebrew, 1610 ;

d. 1620. (23) Dr. Miles Smith, student of Corpus
Christi Coll., about 1568, afterwards of Brasenose ; Canon of

Exeter, 1595-9 ; Bishop of Gloucester, 1012-24
; d. 1624. To

him, along with Bishop Bilson, the final revision of the work
was entrusted, and he wrote the Preface. (24) Dr. Richard
Brett, Fellow of Lincoln Coll., 1586 ; Rector of Quainton, Bucks,
1595 ; d. 1037. Praised as an Orientalist. (25) Mr. Richard
Fairclouuh, scholar of New Coll., 1570; incorporated at Cam-
bridge, 1581 ; Kector of Bucknell, Oxon, 1592.

SKCOND CAMBRIDGE COMPANY.

(The Apocrypha).

(26) Dr. John Duport, Fellow of Jesus Coll., 1580; Master,
1590; Prebendary of Ely, 1609; d. 1017. (27) Dr. William
Branthwait, Fellow of Emmanuel, 1584

; deputy Lady Margaret
Professor of Divinity; Master of Caius Coll., 1607"; d. 1620.

(28) Dr. Jeremiah Radcliffe, Fellow of Trin. Coll. (29) Dr.
Samuel Ward, f.ady Margaret Professor of Divinity, 1623 ; Master
of Sidney Sussex Coll., 1610. Had previously been scholar of
Christ's and Fellow of Emmanuel. One of the English repre-
sentatives at the Synod of Dort ; d. 1043. (30) Mr. Andrew
Downes, Fellow of St. John's Coll., 1571

; Regius Professor of
Greek, 15S5-1628 ; d. 1623. He corresponded in Greek with
Casaubon. (31) Mr. John Bois, Fellow of St. John's Coll.,
1580

;
Greek Lecturer, 1584-95 ; Prebendary of Ely, 1015. When

the Apocrypha was finished, he joined the first Cambridge
company a.t their urgent request. (32) Robert Ward, of King's
Coll., Prebendary of Chichester ; Rector of Bishop's Waltham,
Hampshire.

SECOND OXFORD COMPANY.

(Gospels, Acts, Revelation).

(33) Dr. Thomas Ravis, Dean of Christ Church, 1596-1605 ;

Bishop of Gloucester, 1605 ; of London, 1607 ; d. 1609. (34) Dr.

George Abbot, Master of University Coll., 1597; Dean of Win-
chester, 1600 ; Archbishop of Canterbury, 1611-33

; d. 1633.

(35) Dr. Richard Edes, student of Christ Church, 1571
; Dean of

Worcester, 1597 ; d. 1004. As he died thus early, some have
thought that Dr. James Montague, who succeede'd him in the
Deanery, was the ' Mr. Dean of Worcester

'

in Burnet's list. Wood
gives, in place of Edes, Dr. John Aglionby, who was Principal
of St. Edmund Hall, 1001 ; d. 1610. (36) Dr. Giles Thompson,

* The Cambridge Calendar (unofficial) gives 1580. A touch-
ing picture of the close of this great scholar's life inferior as a
Hebraist to Pocock alone is reproduced, from a contemporary
funeral eerluon, ia Cooper's Athciiai Cantab.

matric. from University Coll., 1575; Fellow of All Souls', 1580 ;

Dean of Windsor, 1602 : Bishop of Gloucester, 1611 ; d. 1612

(37) Sir Henry Sayile, Warden of Merton Coll., 1585 ; Provost
of Eton, 1596 ; editor of St. Chrysostom, 1610-13 ; founder of
the Savilian Chairs of Geometry and Astronomy ; d. 1022.

(38) Dr. John Perrinne, or Perne, Fellow of St. John's College,
1575 ; Regius Professor of Greek, 1597-1015 ; Canon of Christ
Church, 1604-15 ; d. 1015. (39)

'
Dr. Ravens,' assumed to lie

Dr. Ralph Ravens, Fellow of St. John's Coll. ; Rector of Great
Easton, Essex, 1605 ; d. 1610. In hia stead Wood gives the
name of Dr. Leonard Hutton, Canon of Christ Church. (40) Dr.
John Harmar, Fellow of New College ; Regius Professor of

Greek, 1585-90; Head-Master of Winchester, 1588-95; Warden
of Winchester, 1590-1613 ; d. 1613.

SECOND WESTMINSTER COMPANY.

(Romans Jtule).

(41) Dr. William Barlow, Fellow of Trinity Hall, Cambridge,
1590; Dean of Chester, 1602-5; Bishop of Lincoln, 1608-13;
d. 1013. (42) 'Dr. Hutchinson,' taken to be Mr. William
Hutchinson, of St. John's Coll., Oxford ; Archdeacon of St.

Albans, 1581 ; Prebendary of St. Paul's, 1589; d. 1010. (43) Dr.
John Spenser, President of Corpus Christi Coll., Oxford, 1007-
14; Chaplain to James I., and Fellow of Chelsea College; d.

1614. (44) Dr. Roger Fenton, Fellow of Pembroke Hall, Cam-
bridge ; Preacher of Gray's Inn, 1599 ; Prebendarv of St. Paul's,
1609; d. 1616. (45) 'Mr. Rabbet,

1

identified
'

with Michael
Rabbet, B. A., of Trinitv Coll., Cambridge, 1570 ; incorporated at
Oxford, 1584 ; Rector of St. Vedast's, 1604-17 ; d. 1630. (46) 'Mr.
Sanderson,' identified in like manner with Thomas Sanderson,
Fellow of Balliol, 1585; Archdeacon of Rochester, 10HO-14

;

Canon of St. Paul's, 161] ; d. 1614?. (47) Mr. William Dakins,
Fellow of Trinity Coll., Cambridge, 1594 ; Professor of Divinity
in Gresham Coll., 1604 ; d. 1607.

With such machinery prepared, the work went
on apace. From an expression in the Translators'
Preface we may infer that their task took some-

thing less than three years in completion. Con-

trasting their own labours with those bestowed
on the Septuagint version, finished, according to

tradition, in seventy-two days, they say,
' The

work hath not been huddled up in seventy-two
days, but hath cost the workmen, as light as it

seemeth, the pains of twice seven times seventy-
two days and more.' Of the method of procedure
we have an interesting glimpse left us by Selden.*
' The Translation in King James' time,' lie writes,
'took an excellent way. That part of the Bible
was given to him who was most excellent in such
a tongue (as the Apocrypha to Andrew Downes),
and then they met together, and one read, the

Translation, the rest holding in their hands some
Bible, either of the learned Tongues, or French,
Spanish, Italian, &c. : if they found any fault they
spoke ; if not, he read on.' The final preparation
for the press seems to have been entrusted to six

delegates, two from each centre. t Dr. Downes
and Bois are mentioned by name as of the party,
and the time thus occupied is said to have been
nine months.
At length, in 1611, the volume appeared from

the press of Robert Barker, with this title;
' The

| Holy | Bible,
| Conteyning the Old Testa-

ment,
j

and the New :
| Newly Translated out of

the Original! | tongues, & with the former Trans-
lations

j diligently compared and reuised, by his 1

Majesties speciall cOmandement.
| Appointed to )>e

read in Churches,
j Imprinted at London by Kobert

(Barker, Printer to the Kings |

most Excellent
Maiestie.

|

Anno Dom. 1611.' The title occupies
the centre of a copperplate engraving, being
Hanked, right and left, by figures of Moses and
Aaron, and having the four Evangelists at the
corners. Above is the Paschal Lamb, surrounded

by Apostles ; and below is a pelican, symbol of

piety. At the summit, in Hebrew characters, ia

the sacred name of God ; on either hand tlie sun
and moon

; the Holy Dove beneath ; and at the
bottom of the plate the artist's signature, 'C Boel
fecit in Kichmont. '

The NT has a separate title, within a woodcut
* Table Talk, ed. 1868, p. 20. We owe the rcf. to Dr. Wes'x;ott.

t Isife of Jahn Bois, by Dr. A. Walker; printed in Peck's
Desiderata curiuxa.
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border, representing, down one side, the tents and

badges oi tin- tMehe tribes of Israel, and down
II ill. -i the twehe Apos|le>. At tin- corner arc

tin 1 loin c\-angelists with their emblem-.
The second title runs :' The Ne\\e Testament

of our I.mil and S;uiior ,les\s Christ * Nev.lv

trali-lated out of tin 1

nriginall tlreeke: mill with

|
tlic loriiier Translations dilejeni l\ compared

ii IK i renised,h\ Ids Maiesi ies s|.eriall< 'oin n i a ml e-

liii'iit. Imprinted |

at London by Koliert
'

Barker.
I'l MI. : in tin 1 Kings most Excellent

|

Maie -i n-.

AMIHI I loin. Kill.
|

cum 1'riuilegio.'

Tin 1

lir>t, or general, title is followed by tin 1

'Kpistle liediratone
'

(A 2-3), mid this by 'The
Translators to tin 1 louder' (A3 ivi-xn to 1', 4 mrso).
Calendars, Tables to find Easter, mid the like,

occupy tin' remaining ]ireliinin:ii v leaves. The
tr\l IP! this i 'i/itin /n nn-cfi^is

in black letter. II'. "1

Inn - and summaries ot the contents of chapters
(tin- l.-iiier )iy Hr. Miles Smith) are in Kmnan
letter. Words supplied, which would now lie in

ilalics, are in small Human.* Various head-pieces,
initial letters, anil other embellishments, from the

Bishops' Bible, the further reprinting of whieh was
discontinued after llillti, were used again in this

edition. The figure of Neptune is now found at

the beginning of St. Matthew, and the crest and
amis Hi \Valsingham and Cecil are left on in the

I salnis. I By what warranty theclause '

Appointed
to lie read in Cliurches' was inserted in the title is

not en-y to delermine, seeing that there can be

found for it, so far as is known,
' no edict of ( 'mi

Mpealinii, mi Act of I'a i lia meni . no decision of the

1'rivy Council, no royal proclamation.' $ The true

explanation probably is that, as the new revision

\\a- in. .int to supersede the old Bishops' Bible, it

naturally took the place, and succeeded to the

privileges, of that work. But, a_s lias Keen before

mentioned, the Bishops' Bible was ordered, by the

l'mi*tii uti'ins anil dtxoiis Ecclcsi'-istical of 1571,

to be placed in all cathedrals, and, so far as it

was practicable, in all churches. Thus the new
version was simply the heir of the old. It may be

rental Ivd. in passing, that the clause is not found
in the NT title of the editio princeps, nor at all in

the lir-t Svo and some other early editions. >i It

will be observed also that the OT and NT are

spoken of in the general title as '

newly li-miilnti-il

out of the original tongues'; and the 1'refai e is

headed 'the Translators to the Header.' This

might I" 1 thought a disregard of the very first of

the kind's instructions. But we must bear in mind
how the alternative word rcriscd was then used,
as for instance in this very title. And the 'Trans-
lator' themselves, while content to use thisdeMg
nation in their Preface, make it quite clear what
their conception of their duty was in this respect.
'

l!nt it is high time to leave them,' they say,

referring to Komaiiist objectors, 'and to shew in

brief what we proposed to our selves, and what
course we held in this our perusall and sum \ ot

the Bible. Truely (flood Christian Header) we
never thought from the beginning, that we should
need io make a new Translation, nor yet to make
ol a b.'id a ^ooil one . . . but to make a flood
one lie

1

1 el . or out of many flood ones, one pi ineipall
e

I one, not justly to be excepted against ; that

hath been our indeavour, that our mark.'
Whether or not the translators reached their

mark, is now no matter of opinion : history lias

spoken. K.-pecially as a well of Englih nndeliled,

drawing its waters in part from yt older springs,
* The copy used for this descri|ilii'ii is th,. .,m m:irkr-l li;i;

1.6(1) in the Library ol the liritish Museum. Size ot page,
I*. LO ! lies.

( s. . Lottie, A Century oj Bibla, ISTL', p. 0.

! Kul.. . II. -Ml.

} A li!,t u! th. .si
1 in which i: is u.Kiting is given by Dorc, I.e.

p. 3_'o.

it has solaced the heart, and sati-lied the taste,

if peasant and scholar alike. One well entitled to

be beard (the late Bishop Lightfoot), writiirj on

a subject which made him rather a severe critic

than a willing eulogist,* speaks of the '

grand

implicity' in which the language of our Engli-h
Bible ' stands out in contrast to the ornate and
iften affected diction of the literature of that time.'

Another, than w horn few, if any, have studied the

text of Holy Writ with minuter care, marvel- at

'the perfect and easy command over the English
language exhibited by its authors on every pa",'

1

, f

And yet another, whose testimony may be ot the

greater value from the fact that, when lie gave it,

he had ceased to be in the communion of the

English Church, pays a generous tribute to the
benefits derived from listening, in the course of

public service, to the 'grave majestic English,' in

which are enshrined ' the words of inspired teachers

under both Covenants,' and from associating

religion with '

compositions w Inch, even humanly
considered, are among the most sublime and
beautiful ever written. '*

But it is of more importance, especially as bear-

ing on the question of subsequent revision, to form
a just estimate of the defects of the AV than to

record the language of panegyric. Some specimens
f these defects, taken almost at haphazard, are

accordingly given. But it must be borne in mind
that their cumulative force loses its effect when a
short list only can find place.

Gn 152 'And the steward (r. possessor, or inheritor) ot my
house

'

; 20 t6 ' Thus was she reproved
'

(r. And so thou art

cleared); 23'8 'And he died '(r. settled); VJ* 'Instruments ot

cruelty,' etc. (variously emended) ; 49*'
'

diy^ed down a wall
'

(r.

houghed oxen) ; 4!> l * ' between two bunions
'

(r. between the

cattle-pens) ; Ex 13* ' This day came ye out' (r. KO ye forth) ;

l.V-
'

prepare him an habitation
'

(r. praise, or glorify him) ; 32'^
' had made them naked '

(r. had let them loose) ; 33' ' tabernacle
of the congregation

'

(r. tent ot' meeting distinct in use from the

tabernacle) ; Nu U^> ' and they did not cease
'

(r. but they did
so no more) ; 21 18 '

by the direction of the lawgiver
'

(*. with the

sceptre; but variously rendered) ; Jg5 lti 'for the divisions
'

(r.

by the brooks, or watercourses see also vv. 10 - la - 15 - 17
) : 8W

'

iicfore the sun was up
'

(r. from the ascent of Heres) ; 1 S 131

' Saul reigned one year
'

(r. Saul was [thirty! years old when he

began to', reign see margin of KV); 1 K 20 ' with ashes upon
his face

'

(r. with his headband over his eyes) ; 22:J8 ' and they
washed his armour 1

(r. now the harlots washed themselves) ;

2K 11'5 'without the ranges' (r. between the ranks); 11' '

'they laid hands on her' (r. made way for her) ; 216 'observed
times

'

(r. practised augury) ; 2 Ch 22s ' because of
'

(r. of) ; Job
38^ ' the cattle also concerning the vapour

'

(r. concerning the

storm, or concerning him that cometh up) ; Is 2916 surely your
turning of things upside down shall be esteemed as the potter's

clay
'

(r. Ye turn things upside down ! Shall the potter be

counted as clay V) ; Ezk 1318
' kerchiefs upon the head of every

stature' (r. kerchiefs for the head of persons o! every stature) ;

Mai 23
'
I will corrupt your seed

'

(r. I will rebuke the seed lor

your sake).
Mt 2"i*

' are gone out
'

(r. are going out) ; 2G55 and elsewhere
' a thief

'

(r. a robber) ; Mk &3 ' an executioner
'

(r. a soldier of

the guard) ; Lk I 5*
'

called
'

(r. were calling, or would have

called) ; ID 13 '

occupy
'

(r. trade, or do business) ; 22*>
'

by the

fire
'

(r. in the light of the flrc) ; Jn X* ' with the woman '

(r.

with a woman) ; 10'H
' one fold

'

(r. one flock) ;
Ac 1'jss

' the law

is open, and there are deputies
'

(r. court days are held, and
there are proconsuls ; or the courts are sitting, and there

arc magistrates); 1 Co 14*> 'one place' (r. the same place);
2 Co 913 '

experiment
'

(r. proof) ; Eph 412
'
for the work of the

ministry
'

(r. to a work of ministration, removing the ci,.nma

after 'saints'); Ph 3-1 'our vile body' (r. the body of our

humiliation) ;
42 'Euodias' (r. Euodia) ; 2 Ti 4" 'I am now

ready to be offered
'

(r. I am already being offered) ; He 2 16

'He took not on him the nature of angels' (r. it is not of

nngelfl ttiat he taketh hold, i.e. to succour or support); 4*
' Jesus '(r. Joshua so also in Ac ") ; Ja 1" 'gift . . . gift'

(r. giving . . . gift) ; Kev 44
'
seat*)

'

(r. thrones).

If we knew with certainty what were the original

texts chiefly relied on by the translators, we should

be better able to account for some of the flaws in

their work. So far, indeed, as the OT is concerned,

On a Freth Krriiian of the Knylith XT, 1871, p.
191.

t Scrivener, The Authorized Edition of the f.iujlith Kilile,

1884, p. 141. This is a re-print, with additions and corrections,
i.i th.- s-ime author's Introduction to the Cambridge Paragraph
liibl.-, 1S73.

I J. II. Newman, Grammar ofAmnt, 1S74, p. 46.
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the variations found among different editions of

the Hebrew Bible then printed are less material
than might have been supposed. And for this part
of their work the translators had good helps. Be-
sides the Latin version of the Hebrew Bible made
(1575-9) by ImmanuelTremellius (a converted Jew,
who became Professor of Divinity at Heidelberg),
revised by his son-in-law Francis Junius, who added
a similar version of the Apocrypha,

' an interlinear

Latin translation of the Hebrew text, based on
that of Pagninus,'* had been appended in 1572 to

the Antwerp Polyglott by the Spanish scholar,
Arias Montanus. The Complutensian Polyglott
had been available since 1517. Moreover, in the

interval, versions into several modern languages
had appeared : a revised edition of the French
Bible, in 1587-8, at Geneva; an Italian translation

by Diodati, in 1607, also at Geneva; and two

Spanish versions, one by C. Reyna, Basle, 15(19,

and the other, based on it, by C. de Valera,

Amsterdam, 1602. t But, as regards the NT, the
translators fared worse. The great MSS of the
Greek Testament, with which scholars are now
familiar, were then unknown. The science of

biblical criticism was not yet competent to deal

with them, had they been available. The third

edition of Robert Stephen, 1550, furnished a textus

rccepttts, representing what was best in the Com-
plutensian and Erasmus. To supplement this, the
translators had the several editions of Beza's Greek
Testament with his Latin version, preferably the

fourth, of 15S9. It may be going too far to assert,

with Hartwell Home, t that ' Beza's edition of

1598 was adopted as the basis' of the Authorized
Version. But even Scrivener, who combats the

assertion, admits that, out of 2.52 passages ex-

amined, the translators agree with lieza against
Stephen in 113 places, and with Stephen against
Beza in only 59 ; the remaining 80 being cases in

which the Complutensian, Erasmus, or the Vulgate
were followed in preference to either.

Poor, however, as was the apparatus criticus at

the command of the translators, they had an ad-

vantage, which it would not be easy to over-

estimate, in the existence of previous English
versions. Some of these the king's letter of in-

structions had specially directed them to consult.

Two others, not named in those instructions, they
consulted frequently, and with the greatest benefit

to themselves. These were the Geneva Bible and
the Rhemish NT. The Douai OT appeared just
too late to be of use, not being issued till 1610. It

would be exceeding our limits to enter into the

statistical calculations, by which it has been sought
to apportion aright the indebtedness of the AV to

each of its two rivals. It must sullice to say that

its obligation to both was great ; to the one for

principles of interpretation, to the other for an
enriched vocabulary. At the same time its inde-

pendence was never sacrificed.
'

It differs from
the Rhemish Version in seeking to fix an intelli-

gible sense on the words rendered : it differs from
the Genevan Version in leaving the literal rendering
uncoloured by any expository notes.'

The gradual efforts that have been made from
time to time to emend and perfect this noble trans-

lation will be most fittingly noticed when we come
to speak of the Revised Version of 1881. A few-

words remain to be said on the relation in which
the first edition of 1611 stands to its immediate
successors ; and mention must be made briefly of

some of the most conspicuous among the almost

countless descendants of king James's Bible.

* Westcott, General View, p. 268. t lb. p. 269.

; See Scrivener's Supplement to the A V, 1845, p. 8 ; and the

same writer's Authorized Edition, 1884, p. 60. The edition of

vis was Beza's fifth and last, judged less correct than that of

;M9.
Westcott, I.e. p. 269.

That the edition described above as the tirst was

really the editio princcps of the AV, few scholars

will be found to deny.* But, when we come to

inquire which of the others is to be placed next to

it, we are met by a difficulty. A number of Bibles

are in existence, the first, or general, title of which

agrees in wording with that of the assumed first

edition, but differs slightly in the division of lines,

and also in not having for border Boel's copperplate
engraving, but a woodcut, similar to the NT border

of A. t For date, the first title of B has 1013

(sometimes 1611) ;
while the second, or NT title,

has regularly 1611, and has also, what that of A
has not, the words (in italics)

'

Appointed to be
rend in Churches.' t In what relation, now, do A
and B stand to each other ? It has been held that

they represent
' two contemporary issues . . .

separately composed and printed, for the sake of

speedy production, in 1611.
' But this supposition

is negatived by the fact that in both these Bibles

and indeed in all the black-letter folios of the AV,
save only one of 1613, in smaller type the printing
is so arranged that every leaf ends with the same
word. The sheets, notwithstanding many internal

differences, could thus be interchanged, and in point
of fact are often found so interchanged in copies
of the editions dated 1611, 1613, 1617, 1634. 1640.

It follows that no two could have been set up
simultaneously from two corrected Bishops' Bibles

used as '

copy
'

by separate compositors. They
could not by accident have brought, their leaves to

end uniformly at the same word. The alternative

remains of supposing B derived from A, or A from

B. Of these Dr. Scrivener chooses the latter. He
considers B ' to have been printed tirst, and rejected

by the translators on account of its inaccuracy in

favour of the more carefully revised A edition ;

but to have been ultimately published, by a kind

of fraud on the part of the printers, after the

translators were dispersed.' || Notwithstanding
the learning and ability with which this opinion
is defended by its author, it will hardly gain the

credit of being more than a brilliant paradox, with

those who weigh impartially the evidence furnished

by the errors and corrections observable in the two
volumes.

In endeavouring to single out the more notice-

able in the almost endless list of editions of the

AV that have appeared since 1611, our attention is

first arrested by those which are conspicuous for

the number of errors admitted, or for the efforts

made to eliminate previous errors. A few pre-

liminary words thus become necessary on the re-

sponsibility of printers in the 17th century.
It is a mistake to suppose that the appointment

of King's or Queen's Printer, then or formerly,
implied any obligation to greater vigilance m
ensuring accuracy of printing. It was simply a

matter of purchase. In this way Robert Barker's

father, Christopher, had bought, in 1577, a patent

granted by Elizabeth a few years before to Sir

Thomas Wilkes, and thus became (Jueen's Printer.

In this capacity he opposed the claim of Cambridge,
in 1583, to maintain a university press. In 1627

the Barkers assigned their rights to Bonham Norton

and John Bill. But in 1635 Robert Barker's second

son, of the same name, bought back the reversion

of the patent ;
and it continued in their family till

* The adverse opinion of Dr. Scrivener will be mentioned

presently.
t For brevity, we Mill so denote the assumed first edition ; and

the one we are describing, by B.

The actual copy described is that marked 3051 g 10(1) m the

Library of the British Museum.
Art. '

English Bible,' by the late Rev. J. H. Blunt, in

Encuclop. nrit.o vol. viii. p. 3Sti.

II We adopt the convenient summary of Scrivener's views (for

which see his Authorised Edition, p. .iff.) given by the Rev

Walter E. Smith in his valuable monograph, A Study oj tM

great 'She' Lible, 1890, p. 5.
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17i'!l. having had a inn i if 1 .'!_' \ rars. Tin- -

. llinni'-Ji Thoma- l!a-kelt, need mil lie par-
tii-ulari/ed. In I7'J'.ia i'n-.,h patent \\ as granted to

( n'lir-f Kyre. Andrew Strahan, a i ill .luliii Reeves ;

and so we come to tin 1

present distinguished tinn

j| Kyre .V Spiii tiswnnile.

li i oh\iou< that purely business transactions,
snc-li a- Ihr i\ would nut of necessity give rise td

an\ lui'lv ideal nl" responsibility in a King's Printer.

II" v, i ii i Id feel it his lirst 1 1 ut y to recoup himself fur

tin- -inns laid out. Auv higher standard of work
nni-t be prompted liy liis own sense of imlil . .v.sr

\i-i-orilingly, we arc not surprised to hnd
traces HI had \\orkmati hip multiplying in cilitions

Hi the \ \ ,8 the yeaj mil on. A. flagrant example
of Midi IP" 1 1 enceisto i"- een in the 8vo edition of

Idol, + ).
nnli .1 by Kohi-it I'.arkri- and tin- assignees

ni J. Kill. In thi.s, besides many other mistakes,
t In 1

' not
'

is Irfi nut in the Si \i-nt 1 1 Commandment
|K\-Jii

u
). Fur this.it is fair to say, tin 1

printers
were lined in tin 1 tln'ii sub-taiitial sum of t_:!' n l'\

tin 1 I 'uiirt of lliv.li ( 'oininission, with Land at its

hrad. With tin 1

proceeds oi tin 1 line, Laud, it is

>aid. designed to |nnvha-r a tmint oi II reek type
for tin- university press uf <>\ii>nl; but it does
not appear that payment of the money was ever
enforced.

rh.- universities, to which we are now accus-
tonird to look for aei'iirncy and beauty of i.\po

graphy, were late in the ran-. I 'ambridgc, as we
!ia\ e srrn, had pleaded t he privilege of its press as

far h.'ick as l.'isli. lint in point ot tart no Knglish
Uilile issued trom il till Ili-J'.i : nor from thai "I

Oxford till |i;::i ^. The Cambridge folio of lii-J'.i,

printed liy Thomas and .lohn Ilnek, is a creditahle

piece of win k, and shows traces of careful revision,

lint il is the hi-! to exhibit a mi-print, which held

il - mound, il is said, till 1SU3 'thy doctrine' for

the dm nine,' in 1 Ti 4'6.

In Ki.'iS a still more serious attempt at revision

\\a- madi 1

liy a little hand of Cambridge scholars,
at the command, we are told, of Charles I. Their
name- are preserved in a manuscript note, made in

a e"|'V ol the liilile ill 1

1

lle-l ii ill . I'V a eon t cmporarV
Master of .le-u- College. They were Dr. (load.
lie' i : lladleigh in Sullolk, an old F.ton anil

Kin", s man : 1 >r. Ward and Mr. llny-e lioisi, Imth

already spoken of in the lists of translators: and
Mr. Mead, moie familiar to us a- .lo-eph Mede.
Dr. Scrivener, while; speaking favourably of their

work a- a whole, points out some fresh ,-,',-n/it due
to them : among these I he -ul:-l il nt ion of 'ye

1

for
' we in Ae (i', looli-hlv believed l'\" -ome In 1><- nol

an accidental mi-print, lint a deliberate change,
made under Noneonformist inllnenees.

ill oi In -i editions of the A\', an Svo, printed at

Edinburgh in Hi33, may he noticed as the tirst

printed in Scotland; the e.-nlie-t in Inland not

appearing lill 1711. and in America not lill 1 7.VJ. |

A IL'IIIO of 1 lis-_*. pi
! .testing In he printed in l.i union.

lull in all probability from a pie-- in Amsterdam,
may lie taken a- a -pel I Il ol a nlllll he! ol edition-,

pnidiired in Holland, hut coiinlei t'cit ing the im-

prints of London publishers, \\iih the ohjeet oi

imposing upon Knglish readers. They are i tl\

full of errors. ( 'iin-picnon- fur the inagniticeiicc
of their typography are the nohle folios of .lohn

'Set thi ii 1 1' ii 11 i i.r .inil i:..h [tarki r, nnl mi Tii oa
in Ml. II. II. Tnlili r in lln I <

'
' Val -mil I!'- -

t Sri i\ , ii. r, Authoi
'

. p. 2.
r
in., I.MM- i'.:

1
' bhl

. me com '>ni\ cu kni.\\ n to 1

namely at Wolfenbiittel. Ur. Heuo* Stevens (Caf "'< :

1877, p. i n i -h..u" li-.i h i IM-, si. MI mi MI- in In'

im-.irnrt. Tln> 11.111,1 \\ 1 Itibk
'

oriyinati ! \\ith Mr.

: Tlii- l.i-i wafl In ' 'I surreptil ou ly,
' ' irin_' On- f;il-'' iir

print uf
'

M.II 1 l i . \ )

'

pi

cved by Cotton in in- Uu- n in i

| owi iii\ iniiili-linl in America.
EXTRA VOL. 17

I'.askell ((Kfonl, 1717) and John lia-kcniHe ,Cam.
lirui^'e, 17ii:i). In the former of the-e. however,
a

misprint
of '

vinegar
'
for '

vineyard
'

<r '\ine-

jjarth ?) in the headline over Lk 'JJ, has caii-e.l n
in lie commonly known as ' The Vinegar Ilihle.

1'assinj; over the folio of 1701, revised l>y Ill-Imp
l.lii\il, in which for the lirst time date-, taken in

the main from Ussher, were added in the n

we come to two editions which, from their
|
n>\-

imity of date and similarity of aim, may I n

ven icntly studied together. rheseare(l)an edit inn

in folio and one in quarto ('J vuls. ), jirinted hy .1.

In-lit ham at the Caiiihridge University 1'ress in !7ii'J,

revi-eil by Dr. Thomas I'aris, Fellow of Trinity
( ollr. :

e
; and ('2)an edition, also in folio and quarto,

issncil from the Clarendon Press at Oxford in 1769,
revised hy Dr. benjamin lilayney. The fame of

Dr. I'aris has to some degree sutl'ered eclipse ;

part ly from the later editor having his predecessor's
win l> to ini]irove upon, ami partly from the accident
of a lire at Dod the bookseller's having destroyed
the greater part of the impression of 1702.* Vet
competent judges have pronounced the work of Dr.

I'aris to he at the least not inferior to that of his

successor. There is extant a report, dated Oct. '-'oth,

17G9,t addressed liy Dr. lilayney to his employers,
the delegates of the Clarenuon Press, in which he
states the principles hy which he, and hy implica-
tion Dr. Paris, had been guided. The restoration
of the exact text of 1611, where not itself corrupt ;

the modernizing of the spelling; the weeding-out
of references to pass-ages in no way parallel, and
the replacing of them hy fresh ones; the making
clear the allusions contained in Hebrew proper
names by adding their English equivalents in the

margin ; the rectification of the use of italics; the
reform of the punctuation, such were some of the

objects aimed at. Oxford has done honour to Dr.

lilayney, by making his two revisions of 1709 the
standard text for its university press. Dr. Scrivener
associates the work of Dr. Paris with his as deserv-

ing of equal praise, pronouncing their labours to be
'the last two considerable efforts to improve and
correct our ordinary editions of Holy Scripture.'
With these, accordingly, the present section may
fitly close. But a parting word of tribute must not,
in justice, be withheld from the work of Dr.
Scrivener himself, whose Cambridge Paragraph
Bible (in 3 parts, 1870-3) is a model of care and
laborious exactness.^

* Somewhat singularly, the copies ot Dr. Blayncy's edition

suffered, though apparently not to the same extent, from a fire

at the HHile Warehouse, Paternoster Row.
t Reprinted from the Gentleman's Mmjazine (xxxix. 517) as

App. l> in Scrivener's Authorized Rditian.

t We have not considered it within our province to notice
versions of detarhed portions of Holy Scripture. But an excep-
tion geenis properly made in favour of Sir John Cheke's trans-

lation of St. Matthew and part of the first chapter of St. .Mark.

This singular work is in a fraiLTint'nUiry state, and there is

nothing to show how far the author meant to carry it. The
MS, in Chekc s beautiful handw riling, is preserved in the Library
of Corpus Christi Coll., Cambridge. It is unfortunately defec-

tive, having lost a leaf containing Mt IG^-IS7 inclusive, wanting
also the last ten verses of eh. 28. It ends abruptly with the
words 'Capernaum, and '

in Mk 1. Marginal notes are added,
dealing chiefly, as befitted the scholar who '

taught Cambridge
and king Kdward Creek,

1 with the wording of the original.

Cheke's translation, though probably made about ISSO, lay un-

I
.a Mi-ln -i I till l-i:i. \\ In n it found a competent editor in the Itcv.

James Goodwin, B.D. Its chief jK-culiarity lies in the <

deliberately made to exclude words of foreign origin, and like

Harnes, the I>orset poet, to use solely, or as nearly so as possible,
words of native growth. Thus for 'captivity' he writes ' out-

peopling'; for 'lunatic,'
' mooned' ; for 'publicans,' 'tollers';

tor 'apostle,' 'frosunC; for '[trosulyte,
1 ' frenchman

'

; for
'

crucified,' 'crossed.' His principles in Ibis respect were the

opposite of those held liy Gardiner and his school. Si

he in not consistent. Thus In Mt 8 (he adopts the dlvis
.

h.i]ii- is. but not into verses) he us*s 'acrids' for kit-u-

rn Mk 1 he retains '

locustes,' putting ixf..oat< in tlu .

S'.im limi - his system reduces him to hard shifts, OS when 1 >r

'tetrarch' he gives
' debilec of y c fourth part

His method of spelling is interesting, front the light it throws
on the pronunciation of the time. To indicate that a vowel is
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ix. THE 'REVISED' VERSION. It must be con-

stantly borne in mind that the work of 1611 was
not a new translation, but a revision of an old one.

In any such case the thought is readily suggested
that the revision may itself need revising. If in

nothing else, the revisers may have erred in excess

or defect : they may have changed too much or

too little. Nor can men who have undertaken to

correct the faults of others reasonably complain
it" their own performance is subjected to unsparing
criticism. So it fared with the AV and its authors.

Even before the work had seen the light, it became
evident that, in certain quarters, it would meet
with a hostile reception. And the origin of this

hostility is instructive to notice, as disclosing the
mixed motives by which men may be influenced

under such circumstances.
The leader of the attack was the learned Hebraist,

Hugh Broughton ; a scholar whose erudition would
have fully justified his inclusion in king James's

company, but whose lack of judgment and imprac-
ticable temper would have made it impossible for

him to work with the rest. Rainolds and Lively
were old antagonists of his. Moreover, he hud
himself projected a fresh translation of the Bible.

In a letter to Lord Burleigh, dated 21st June 1593,
he explained what his plan was. He proposed to

have the assistance of live other scholars ; to make
none but necessary changes ; and to add short

notes. His views on the subject he further set

out in 'An Epistle to the learned Nobility of

England, touching translating the Bible from the

Original,' published in 1597.* And when the AV
was in preparation he showed his determination
even yet to have a say in the matter, by writing
an ' Advertisement how to execute the translation

now in hand, that the first edition lie onely for a
triall, that all learned may have their censure. 't
We can understand that, when at length the revised

translation appeared without his co-operation being
asked or his advice attended to, his indignation
knew no bounds. A copy of the finished work was
sent him for his opinion, and he gave it. Writing
to a '

Right Worshipfull Knight attending upon
the King,' he passionately exclaims: 'Tell his

Majesty that I had rather be rent in pieces with
wild horses, than any such translation by my
consent should be urged upon poor churches.'

It ' bred in me,' he had just said,
' a sadnesse that

will grieve me while I breath. It is so ill done.'' J
The reader will judge how far this was prompted
by personal feeling; and how far, as Bioughton's
learned editor contends, the words were spoken 'in

zeal and vindication of the truth.
'

As time went on, the faults which Broughton
had detected, or thought he could detect, in the

AV, were supplemented by an ever-lengthening
list of errors due to the carelessness of printers.
After the breaking out of the Civil War more

op.-rially, learning, and its handmaid, the art of

printing, became held in less esteem ; and the

presses of Holland found their account in doing
what the king's printer, or an English university,
should have done. But the editions of the Bible
thus imported were, it need hardly be said, in

most cases extremely incorrect. So serious was
the mischief judged to be, that, as early as 1043,
the Assembly of Divines made a report to Parha-

Inn^. he doubles it. Thus we have ' taak
'

(take), 'swijn'
iMvme), 'aineen,' 'propheet,'

'

Herocd,' and the like. 'Church'

(p ti7) is said t" he sounded 'moor corruptly and frenrhlike'
than the north-country

' Kurk.' Speaking generally, the value
>r liir work is philological rather than biblical.
* 1'rinted in H. B.'s collected Works, Lond. 1662, p. 557ft.

For several particulars in this account the present writer is

imU'bted to the Rev. Ale\. Gordon's art. in the Diet, of Satiunat

Biography.
t Sloane MSS. No. 30SS, leaf 120 verso.

J Works, p. Oil.

Works ;
Dr. John Liglitfoofa Pref., sig. C.

ment on the subject. In it they complained of the

faultiness of these Dutch editions. To substantiate

their charge, they were content with three instances

only : but these, it must be admitted, were enough :

(in 3li-
J 'found the riders' for 'found the mules' ;

Ru 4 13 '

gave her corruption
'

for '

gave her concep-
tion' ; Lk 2rJ3 'your condemnation 3

for 'your re-

demption.' The Assembly's report was followed

up by an appeal from the learned Dr. John Light-
foot. In a sermon preached before the Long Parlia-

ment, Aug. 26th, 1645, he urged upon the members
the necessity for a ' review and survey of the
translation of the Bible,' that by this means people
'

might come to understand the proper and genuine
reading of the Scriptures by an exact, vigorous, and

lively translation.'
*

It does not appear that either report or sermon

produced any immediate effect. There exists, in-

deed, the draft of a bill, proposed to be brought
before Parliament in 1653, authorizing the appoint-
ment of a committee ' to search and observe wherein
that last translation appears to be wronged by Pre-

lates or printers or others. 't But the spirit which

prompted the motion for such an incjuiry was too

obvious, and nothing came of it. There were, in

truth, vested interests at stake, and abuses con-

nected with them, not easy to reform, even under
a Protectorate.

Henry Hills and John Field (who had obtained
his patent from Cromwell) were the licensed printers
to the University of Cambridge. But the fact that

they had to pay for their privilege a yearly bribe

of 500 to certain persons in power,! prepares us

to expect from them little conscientious work.

Accordingly, when, in 1659, William Kilburne,

Gent., printed at Finsbury his Dangerous Errors
in Severall Late printed Bibles: to the great
scandal and corruption ofsoitndand true Religion,
it was chiefly against these two printers that his

attack is directed. The longer title, or Advertise-

ment, of the tract describes it as 'discovering

(amongst many thousands of others) some per-
nicious erroneous & corrupt Erratas Escapes &
Faults in several Impressions of the Holy Bible

and Testament within these late years commonly
vended & dispersed, to the great scandal of Re-

ligion, but more particularly in the Impressions
of Henry Hills and John Field, printers ..."
Kilburne brings heavy charges ; but he fully

justifies them. Two specimens must suffice. Both
are from pocket Bibles printed by Field, in 1656

and 1653 respectively : Jn 7^ '

this spake he
of the spirits

'

for ' this spake he of the Spirit
'

;

1 Co 6'
J ' the unrighteous shall inherit

'

for ' the

unrighteous shall not inherit.'

The improvement which authority, regal and

republican alike, had seemed powerless to effect,

was brought about by private effort and the slow

but unvarying growth of public opinion. If any
one will take the trouble to go through a list of

editions of English Bibles, and parts thereof,
which have appeared from about the middle of

the 17th to the middle of the 19th cent., he can

hardly fail to be struck with the steady increase,

first, of paraphrases, and then of new or emended
versions of separate books of Holy Scriptuii;. The
names of Edward Wells and Zachary Pearce, of

Chandler, Harwood and Gilbert Wakefield, of

Archbishop Xewcome and Bishop Lowth, not to

mention many others, will meet him at every turn

in this field of inquiry. Or let him apply a simple
numerical test to the first fifty years of the 19th

cent., taking Cotton's List of Editions as a con

* Newth. Lectures on BiUe Revision, p. 92.

* /'. p. 93.

; s. miner. Authorized Edition, p. 26; Lottie, Century of
DiH.-s. pp. 12. 13.

Keprinttd by Loftie, ib. pp. 31-49.
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venieni basis i"i lii- calculation. Hi' will lind

iliai there ore only nine years out ol t he im \ m
which then- has n'nt appeared some lli--.li tran-la

lion, in in-\v edition iif -Mi-li translation, nf some or

ull tin- I ks iif the- liihle. And Cotton's ut is

not exhaustive.*
\\ hatever ini-lil be tin- merits or defects of

tin--,- \ i -r-n m- :unl sonic of tin-in an- very de

fecli\c. especially ill point of stylet they had

tin- i-lli-i-l of keeping alive ;in interest in the sub-

ji-ct. MI-II were con-tantly reminded th.it tin-

n-ii-ioii of Hill, with all it- high ipialit ies, coulil

not be accepted a- Imal. Mon-oM-r. by the labours

of lirian Walton, Ki-iinii-ott , Mill, lientley, and

otln-v-. tin- only Mil'- I'imiiilatiiiii for tin- reviser's

work lia.l 1 n' Iniil, or hail at li-a-t heejin to be

laiil, in lixing, on sound pi inciples, the original

texts.

l-'orccs were dm- slov.lv gathering, which cul-

iniiiati-il during the middle third, or nearly -o. of

tin- lii century. Many rau-r- contributed to

bring aliout this result. The after-swell of the

i;.- 1 MI n I lil I a. n at ion and of the Oxford inovi-nn-nt

\va- -till fi-lt. making nn-n les-; -at i-lied with thin-_'s

a- tin v wen-, simply because they wen-. It was
tin- period of tin- hililical lalituirs of Ti-rhrtidoi t

an 'I Ti '_', -I les, of \Vord-wiirlh and A I ford, of Tn-iu-h

ami Scrivener, of l.iuhtfoot, \\Vstcott and Holt.

I'ulilir atti-ntion had been callrd afresh to the
' of revision liy a series of pamphlets and

In Islll appeared tin- third and enlarged
i-dition of Professor Scholelicld's learned Hints

for mi iinproreil Translation of the .V. // / fo-

ment. In October IsVi an F.dmlmrgh re-viewer,

di-cusMn:_r the merits of an Annotated Paragraph
JiMe. |nibiishei| by the Religious Tract Society
two \ear- In-fore, in which corrections of the AV
had Veen freely introduced, expressed the , . ,n

viction, not only that 'our Common Version

requires a diligent revision, but that the great

body of the pn pie are aware of it; and that

their trust iii its perfection, which has been so

loir_r opposed against any suggestion of improve-
inei.t. i .m no longer be alleged as n pretext for de-

* A (rood summary of the steps finally leading to the revision

of 1-M. so far at least as the year iNtf, ia given in IV fi r

I'liiniii-i" - .1
'

,' I. 'n tin- A in ti' in/. 'I \ > rsiun in vol. iii. of Smith's
;> ' / n, Bidli \ list "i works, bearing more or lea

'i lion "t tlir \\. beginning with Holic-rt

i|
fol . 1069, .Mil be i.ninil hi tin- A|i|>. (pp. ilO-U)

i.i' On '/< .1 r "< '/' A i

t IT i. ihiinst :v -u\ni',' 1 tin- -l.iin t" '[iintf
1 Dr. Edward

II ,ii... ..I i.l 7 H i'Hi,' XT, '2 vols. 8vo, 176S),

parable --: HH- I'rodi^al Son: 'A pentlc-
ni.in i 't .t -.plciMliil luuiil'. unit i'|>ii!i'iit t'irlun'' li:nl I

Mi, 1 1,.', hr \ en n-- r ;i] -1
T M' IK 'I hi' f.itli- r. :ui'l t. ,-__-, i] him in

. M.tlun 1, rm- r.. iiiM..' :i ]>;irtit IIMI

b bill "'ll mi'l in- ' M' r lir^l II.T. Thr in-

dnli,'tnt tuthi-r, "\ i rroiiu' bj d ' ntB
1

ni

i .ill hi^ fnrtuiirs iH'twixt tliein.' irs thus:
1

l-'.ir -I i' 'I i !n i i ni ' r i lit. \inir :i*-,-inli|y :i |nT-ii>n ;iri :L\ nl in

Be n' n'l'l -]>li'ii<li'l 'Ir'-^-. with 11 l<rilli;iiit diamond

PjiirKiin.:
"H lui h ui'l. mill slioiiM tln-r,' Bntel :il III-' -:ini--

nan in a raeai ^'l Imhit ; Yo
ted I". Hi- lustiv n( tlii- -iij. ,-rli Mst, should

iBfluniptuouriy habited

eat,' etc \ i .

' ..-tin Bible by J i

('. .

iii|ii< -r, M. 1 1. i 'MI! ! 1846), !- rport
t\M-ni', thousand emendations.' The following are a few brief

!>i
<

i Hi. darknesa shall not be (ucb as was in
hrr :ill-ut~li

wiii-n itfli rendered n i.tihli-

Thr liui'l .if /. liiilun ;nii| tli'' l;uii| -I Nuphtali,
Sn -.1 ill in' .-i .MI. i i,. i

- .1 upon 1 li-'iu

I
. i

' l:m, in Galilee of the
i

Tli' ji-'i-pli-
who walked in ilnrkn'SH, have seen a great

T uli. i ilwi-11 in tin- land of the shadow of death, upon
them tht- lijlil ^tiini-th.

Tli' 'ii hust inultiiih'
Wl i"\ tlmll lli'I-l Tint IMi'l.MSO. . . .'

1 (
' .'' tin-re Is no resur-

n-.'ii.in .mil fnl . : '

tK 7
'

'

\\ itlinin r- ' -descent,

liming nt-ithcr jirnli'L-ts^'-ir ur *u - -- i a: office, . . .'

la\inv; the Jitteiniit." On March 1st, 1856, ( anon

Selwyn hron<;lit the matter beion- tin- no
tip- Lower House of Convocation, and followed
this up. in the nntuinn of the .same \ear. by the

pamphlet just cited. In July IvMl Mr. .lames

llevviood, M.I', for North I.nnca-hire. moved in

the House of Commons an address to the CmvMi,

'praying that Her Majesty would appoint a K"\al
Commission of learned men, to eon-ider of sin-h

amendments of the authorized version of the IJibli;

as had been already proposed, and to i

-ii^;_;est ion- from all persons who mi^ht be \\ilhn^
to oil i

i i hem. ami to report the amendments which

they niif,
rht be prepared to recommend.' t Alter a

short discussion the motion was withdrawn. I'.ut

its author did not let the subject drop ; publishing
'I'lf I'.ili/,' nnd its Jierisers in 1S57, and the Stati

nj Hi' J iitlmrizcd Itililc Revision in 1S560. In Is.'iT

a good pattern of what such a revision should In;

vsa- ---I in the publication of The Gnxpel ai-rorilimi

in Si. .In/in . . . reriscd by Jive clergymen. In

1S63 a remark by the Speaker of the House of

Commons (J. Evelyn Denison, afterwards Lord
( i--in;-ton i. suggested the undertaking of the

spiakeis' Commentary, one express object of

which "as 'a revision of the translation.'

Not to dwell longer on preliminary matters,

by the -priii;: of 1ST" thinjrswere ripe for action.
i in I, binary loth of that year, the Bishop of

Winchester (Dr. S. Wilberforce), anticipating a
motion which Canon Selwyn had prepared to intro-

duce into the Lower House, moved in the Upper
House of Convocation of the Southern Province,
'thai a Committee of both Houses be appointed]
with power to confer with any Committee that

may be appointed by the Convocation of the

Northern 1'rovince, to report upon the desirable-

ness of a revision of the AV of the NT, whether

by marginal notes or otherwise, in all those pas-

sages here plain and clear errors, whether in the

Hebrew or (livek text originally adopted by the

translators, or in the translation made from the

same, shall, on dne investigation, be found to

exist. 't The liisliop of LIandaM'(I)r. A. Ollivant)
carried an amendment, to include the OT in the

terms of the motion. When the motion, thus

amended, had been agreed to, it was sent down to

the Lower House (Feb. 11), where it was accepted
without a division. In pursuance of it, a joint

Committee, consisting of ei^ht members of the

I'pper House and sixteen of the Lower, was formed.

The Convocation of the Northern Province had
in the meantime declined to co-operate. They
admitted the existence of blemishes in the A^ .

They were ' favourable to the errors being cor-

rected.' l!nt they 'would deplore any recasting
of the text.' Notwithstanding, the work went
on ; and on May 3rd a Report of the joint Com-
mittee, embodied in live Resolutions, was laid

before both Houses of the Southern Convocation.
The Resolutions allirmed

'
1. That it is desirahlc that a revision of the AV of the Holv

ires he undertaken.
2. That the revision he so conducted as to comprise hoth

marginal renderings nnd such emendations as it may he
found necessary to insert in the text of the AV.

3. That in the oliove Resolutions we do not contemplate any
new translation of the Bible, or any alteration of lh

laniruaiie, except when in the judgment of the most
competent scholars such change is nt-i-es-nary.

4. That in such necessary changes the style of the Inn^uagft

employed in the existing version be closely followed.

* Snteg on the prnjuwd Ainfmlinfiit of the A"'
I'trfinn . . ., by William Selwyn, Canon of Kly. 1856. p. 11

h, an
"

In-fore, p. 103 ; Ellicott, Considerationt on
! '. 1870, p. 6.

;
\\ sii.-ott, Kti;j. n\hlf, p. 333, quoting Ckroniclfl

vocation. The words ' Hebrew or' will IM- nntirtil nn in i

ii -Lilly wUlcr in its scope. Thr--i' im nil- ;

NT ItcviMon Company (ln*. \Vct'ott. Nt-wi h, and Muiiltuii)
have led occuunU of tbeM prucvfdiiiKB.
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6. That it is desirable tha; Convocation should nominate a
body of its own members to undertake the work of

revision, who shall be at liberty to invite the co-opera-
tion of any eminent for scholarship, to whatever nation
or religious body they may belong.

1

Tliis Report was unanimously adopted by the

Upper House, and eiyht bishops were at once
nominated, in accordance with the terms of the
last Resolution, to be its quota towards the new
joint Committee. On May 5th the report was
discussed in the Lower House. Some opposition
was there shown to the principle embodied in the
last clause of the fifth Resolution ; but, on a
division, the adoption of the Report was carried,
with but two dissentients. On May 6th eight of
their own body were chosen, to co-operate with
the others in forming the new Committee. This
new, or second, joint Committee held its first

meeting on May 25th, 187U. It then passed a
series of Resolutions, indicating the lines on which
the work should be carried out. In substance
these were as follows, the more important ones

being quoted in full :

I. Committee to separate into two Companies one for OT,
the other for NT.

II. Names of the members of Convocation, nine in all,

forming the OT Company.
III. Names as before, seven in all, for the NT Company.
IV. OT Company to begin with Pentateuch.
V. NT ,. Synoptical Gospels.
VI. Names of

' Scholars and Divines
'

(18) to be invited to join
the OT Company.

VII. Names of ' Scholars and Divines' (19) to bo invited to join
the NT Company.'

VIII. That the general principles to be followed by both
Companies be as follows :

'1. To introduce as few alterations as possible into the
text of the Authorized Version, consistently with
faithfulness.

2. To limit, as far as possible, the expressions of such
alterations to the language of the Authorized and
earlier English versions.

3. Each Company to go twice over the portion to be
revised, once provisionally, the second time finally,
am! on principles of voting as hereinafter is provided.

4. That the Text to be adopted be that for which the
evidence is decidedly preponderating ; and that
when the Text so adopted differs from that from
which the Authorized Version was made, the altera-

tion be indicated in the margin.
6. To make or retain no change in the Text on the second

liiuil revision by each Company, except tico-t/nnis of
those present approve of the same, but on the first

revision to decide by simple majorities.
6. Cases in which voting may be deferred.
7. Headings of chapters, etc., to be revised.

8. Permission to consult learned men,
' whether at home

or abroad.'

IX. The work of each Company, on completion, to be com-
municated to the other, to secure, as far aa possible,

uniformity in language.
X. 1. 2. 3. 'Bye-rules' as to the mode of making corrections.

The invitation given in accordance with Resolu-
tions VI. and VII. was declined by Canon F. C.

Cook, Dr. J. H. Newman, Dr. Pusey, and Dr.
W. Wright of the British Museum. The last-

mentioned, however, subsequently joined the OT
Company. Of those who accepted it, Dr. S. P.

Tregelles was prevented by ill-health from joining
in the work, while Professor M'Gill was removed
by death in 1871. Dean Alford, one of the

original members appointed by Convocation, died

in the same year. Two other members of like

standing, Dr. Chr. Wordsworth, Bishop of Lincoln,
and Dr. Jebb, Dean of Hereford, resigned their

seats at an early stage of the proceedings. Seven
new members \vere chosen in their stead, of whom
one, Dean Merivale, resigned in 1871. Others
were added subsequently. The lists of members
were accordingly as follows :

MEMBERS OF THE OT REVISION COMPANY.!

The Rt. Rev. Connop Thirlwall, Bishop of St. Davids (Chair-
man till 1871).

* The names in Resolutions II., III., VI., VII. are included in

the fin.il lists given below.
t This and fhe following list are drawn up, in the main, from

those prepared by Di . Philip Schaff for his Companion to the

The Rt. Rev. E. H. Browne, Bishop of Ely, afterwards ol
Winchester (Chairman from 1871).

The Rt. Rev. Chr. Wordsworth, Bishop of Lincoln.
The Rt. Rev. Lord Arthur C. Hervey, Bishop of Bath and

Wells.
The Rt. Rev. Alfred Ollivant, Bishop of Llandaff.
The Very Rev. R. Payne Smith, Regius Professor of Divinity,
Oxford

; afterwards Dean of Canterbury.
The Ven. Benjamin Harrison, Archdeacon of Maidstone.
The Ven. H. J. Rose, Archdeacon of Bedford.
Dr. W. L. Alexander, Professor of Theology, Congregational
Church Hall, Edinburgh.

Mr. R. L. Bensly, Fellow and Hebrew Lecturer of Gonville and
Caius College, Cambridge.

The Rev. John Birrell, Professor of Oriental Languages, St.

Andrews.
Dr. Frank Chance, Sydenham.
Mr. T. Chenery, Lord Almoner's Professor of Arabic, Oxford.
The Rev. T. K. Cheyne, Fellow and Hebrew Lecturer of Balliol

College, Oxford ; afterwards Oriel Professor of the Interpreta-
tion of Holy Scripture, Oxford.

Dr. A. B. Davidson, Professor of Hebrew, Free Church College,
Edinburgh.

Dr. B. Davies, Professor of Hebrew, Baptist College, Regent's
Park, London.

Dr. George Douglas, Professor of Hebrew, and afterwards Prin-

cipal of Free Church College, Glasgow.
Dr. S. R. Driver, Fellow and Tutor of New College, Oxford;
afterwards Regius Professor of Hebrew, Oxford.

The Rev. C. J. Elliott, Vicar of Winkfield, Windsor.
Dr. P. Fairbairn, Principal of the Free Church College, Glasgow.
The Rev. F. Field, author of Otiiuii Sura'cense

',
editor of

Origen's Ilexapla,
The Rev. J. D. Geden, Professor of Hebrew, Wesleyan College,

Didsbury.
Dr. C. D. Ginsburg, editor of Ecclesiastcs, etc.

Dr. F. W. Gotch, Principal of the Baptist College, Bristol.
Dr. John Jebb, Dean of Hereford.
Dr. W. Kay, late Principal of Bishop's College, Calcutta.
The Rev. Stanley Leathes, Professor of Hebrew, King's College,
London.

The Rev. J. R. Lumby, Fellow of St. Cath. Coll., afterwards
Norrisian Professor of Divinity, Cambridge.

Dr. J. M'Gill, Professor of Oriental Languages, St. Andrews.
Dr. J. J. S. Perowne, Professor of Hebrew, St. David's College,

I.;niipeter ; afterwards Bishop of Worcester.
Dr. E. H. Plumptre, Professor of NT Exegesis, King's College,
London.

The Rev. A. H. Sayce, Fellow and Tutor of Queen's College;
afterwards Professor of Assyriology, Oxford.

Dr. \V. Selwyn, Canon of Ely ; Lady Margaret's Professor of

Divinity, Cambridge.
The Rev. W. Robertson Smith, Professor of Hebrew, Free
Church College, Aberdeen ; afterwards Lord Almoner s Pro-
ft.-sMir of Arabic, and Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge.

Dr. D. H. Weir, Professor of Oriental Languages, Glasgow.
Dr. W. Wright, Professor of Arabic, Cambridge.
Mr. W. Aldis Wright, Librarian, afterwards Bursar, of Trinity

College, Cambridge.

MEMBERS OF THE NT REVISION COMPANY.*

The Rt. Rev. C. J. Ellicott, Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol

(Chairman).
The Rfr. Rev. S. Wilberforce, Bishop of Winchester.
The Rt. Rev. G. Moberly, Bishop of Salisbury.
The Most Rev. R. C. Trench, Archbishop of Dublin.
The Rt. Rev. Charles Wordsworth, Bishop of St. Andrews.
The Very Rev. E. II. Bickersteth, Dean of Lichfleld (Prolocutor

of Lower House of Convocation).
The Very Rev. Henry Alford, Dean of Canterbury.
The Very Rev. A. P, Stanley, Dean of Westminster.
The Very Rev. Robert Scott, Dean of Rochester.
The Very Rev. J. W. Blakesley, Dean of Lincoln.
The Very Rev. Charles Merivale, Dean of Ely.
The Ven. William Lee, Archdeacon of Dublin.
The Ven. Edwin Palmer, Archdeacon of Oxford.
Dr. Joseph Angus, President of the Baptist College, Regent'i
Park, London.

Dr. David Brown, Principal of Free Church College, Aberdeen.
Dr. John Eadie, Professor of Biblical Literature in the United

Presbyterian Church, Glasgow.
Dr. F. J. A. Hort, afterwards Hulsean Professor of Divinity,

Cambridge.

Gr. Test. 1883. It will be noticed that the present list contains

37 names, Dr. SchafTs only 27. There is no real discrepancy.
The difference of 10 is made up by including those who were
removed by death or resignation during the progress of the

work. If they had sat as members, for however short a time,
it seemed fair "to include them. The losses by death in the OT
Company up to 1875, after which year no new names were
added to the list, were 7, and by resignation 3. Under the

Professor Plumptre.
* Dr. Schaff 's list (exclusive of the Secretary, the Rev. John

Troutbeck) contains 24 names ; the present one, 28. The dif-

ference is accounted for by the presence or absence of the

names of Bishop Wilberforce, Dean Alford, and Professor Eadia

(removed by death), and of Dean Merivale (resigned).
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Thi' Urv. \V. <;. llmn]>hri , 1'r, t.rM'l in ( St. I

lir. II. II Ixriinrclx, C.L i "I I Mi
.

11' -in-- I'r.'l. BOf tit lirri-k,

I '..in

IJT .1 i: i.i.;i>!f.<t. lluN ( -in 1'rof.^or of Divinity, Cambrldgi ;

. inN l:i~h<i|, .i| I 'in h. in

IT- W Milliu-in. Pr.'l. s-'T .i| Hii initv, Ahi-rd. '
'

lir. \\ I' \|. Hill, in, aft.Txx.ird- M.i-,1. r .il Tin I., is S.'li,.ul. t '.mi

bridge.
l>r. s "x. ixih, 1'riii' ij'.il

"i ^ w ( -
. rlampetead.

l>i \|. v.m.l.T Ki.l rt-. I'K.I 01 I Humai i ,81 \ndrcws.

I M i 1 1 i. Scrivener, afterwards Vicar of Hi n.l.m.

Dr. u. \iin>' smith, .in. rii.u u 1'run -ip-il
i tin Proabyterlan

|'..!I
.

i .iriuurllicii.

Dr. c. .1. Van-inn. M later of the Temple ; Dean ol l.!.m.l:>iT.

IT. I: F. Weatcott, Canon oi Peterborough; u. _MU> Professor

.,1 I Mi i ml i
,

f '..lulu nl- r
; :ilu-ni ;u.K l;n-lm[. , >i 1 mi h.uii.

The i\\.> CiMnpanies, thus coii-t il ill e.l, bewail

their labours in .lune 1^7". (In tin- morning of

.June -'.ml tin- members of tin- NT KexUioii t .mi

pany met together in llenrx VII. 's Chapel, to join
in i'l..lv '' niiiiiiiiM, a- tlic best preparation for

tin- "..Ik thru u. In- lieunn. Tlir <>r Company
lilsl a-sembled fi >r 1 Hl.-illcss ( ill .1 Ullr :il H II. Unr lif

tliu NT Revisers, l>i. Newth, has left as a'minute
ami intere-tiim deseript iuii

*
of the mode of pro-

cr.luri- ..lurried in the Company to \\hirh he he-

longed. Much of what he says will apply equally
t.i l.i.th Companies; luit \\ant of space forbids

1X11 1 lilt llic lillrl.'-I extracts. Till- phiee' of meet-

ing was the historic Jerusalem Chamber, placed
nt their disposal Ky l>c:in Stanh'\ . Here, on luui

c-oiiseciitivi- ihiys of every mouth in the y:ir,

except August and September, the NT Kevisers,
ui.-t. The session lasted from eleven to si.\,

with half an hour's interval for lunch. The

ordinary routine is. thus descril>nl : Preliminary
malteis over, 'the Chairman invite- tin 1 ('.nu

puny to proceed with the revi-i.ni, anil reads

a short pas-a^e as ^i\en in the AV. The i|in-~

lion is then asked whether any t-j-tnut changes
are proposed ; that is, any readings

that diller

from the (Iri'ek text ns pre-nitc.l m the edition

pulilishcd liy Itohert Stephen iu l.Vid. If any
change is proposed, the eviilenct: for and against
is linelly stated, and the propnsal considered. The

duly of stating this evidence is, liy tacit consent,
i lev. ill .-.I

ii]
i. m two members of the Company, w ho.

from their previous studies, are specially
cut itled

to -peak with authority upon such questions Dr.

Scrivener and Dr. ilort. . . . After discussion,

the vote ol the Company is taken, and the pro-

po-cd reading accepted or rejected.' The reading

being thus settled, .[uestions of renderinj; followed,

and were dealt with in a similar way.
It is c\i.lenl that, with such methods, pro^r

would nece.s-arily I"' -low. In fact, at the close of

their ninth Bitting the NT Company had lini-hed

the lir-l revi-ion of not more than l.'i.'i vcr.-cs, or an

average of 17 a day.t It was even proposed, foi

more expedition, to divide the Company into tw.

se. lions; one lieeinniii"; the Kpistles, while tin

other proceeded with the Gospels. Fortunately,
the propo-al was negatived.

Meantime an event occurred which, while pro-

mising to make the work more thorough, seemed

likely to render it still more protracted. This was
the association with the Kn;Ji-li ;

Kevisers of i\\.>

Companies of American biblical scholars. The

arrangement- were not completed till Dec. 7th,

1S71, and work was not actually be^'nn by the

A riean contingent till ( lei. It h, IN?-, after they
had ie.eii.il from Kn^lainl the lir-t revi-ion of

the Synoptic tlospel.-.S "nt there i- ex idence that

such 'co-operation had lieen thuUL'hl of, almo-t

from the very lirst. 'On July 7lh, ls;n, it wa-
moxed in the l.ow.r llou-e ol Convocation by the

present 1'rolociitor (Lord Alwyne Compton) that

/.''i7'(ri'x. ;i- lii-fiiri', ]i.
117fT.

t II:
]..

l-.'l.

Tin xv. ml '

Knflisli
'

i- u- ! in its widest ncn*.-

8 srli.,11. .u- I.. i..r.-, i' ::!! it. IT. Scliaff xvas himself the

President of llu- Am irirun (.'.nianitttc.

the I pp.-r House slmuM be requested to instruct

Ihe Committee of Convocation to invite the co-

. lation of some American divines.' This was
it once assented to by the Upper House.* DilH-

culiies naturally arose, hut were overcome by
patience and tact, and by the guod feeling dis-

played on both sides. A visit of Dr. Ann- to

N. iv York in August 1870, and of Dr. Schall' to

this country in the following year (when he w,i-

pie-ent, unofficially, at one ot the meetings of the

Kn^lish NT lie vision Company and observed their

methods), helped to smooth the way. A repre-
sentative Committee of American scholars and

theologians was formed, with Dr. Schall for Presi-

dent, ami this resolved itself into two Companies,
as follows :

OLD TESTAMENT RKVIHION COMPANY (AMKUICAS).

Dr. W. H. Green (Chairman), Theological Seminarv, Princeton,
N.J.

Dr. t!. E. Day (Secretary), Divinity School of Yale College, New
ll:u .il, Conn.

lir. r. A. Aiken, Theological Seminary, Princeton, N.J.

Dr. T. W. Chambers, Collegiate Reformed Dutch Church, N.Y.
Dr. T. J. Conant, Brooklyn, NxY.
Dr. J. de Witt, TheolOfficaVSemlnary, Nexv Brunswick, N.J.

Dr. (1. E. Hure, Divinity'School, Phila.

Dr. C. P. Krauth, Vice-Provost of the University of Pennsyl-
vania, Phila.

Dr. T. Lexvis, Professor Emeritus of Greek and Hebrew, Union

College, Schenectady, N.Y. (d. 1877).
Dr. C. .M. Head, Theological Seminary, Andover, Mass.

lir. II. Osgood, Theological Seminary, Kochester, N'.V.

Dr. J. Packard, Theological Seminary, Alexandria, Va.

Dr. C. E. stowe, Hartford, Conn.
Dr. J. Strong, Theological Seminary, Madison, N.J.

Dr. C. V. A. Van Dyck, Beirut, byria (consulting member on

questions of Arabic).

NKXV TESTAMENT REVISION COMPANY (AMERICAS).

Dr. T. D. Woolsey, Nexv Haven, Conn. (Chairman).
Dr. J. H. Thayer, Theological Seminary, Andover, Mass.

(Secretary).
Dr. Kzra Abbot, Divinity School, Harvard University, Cain-

bridge, Mass
Dr. J. K. Burr, Trenton, Ncxv Jersey.
Dr. Thomas Chase, President of Haverford College. Pa.

Dr. Howard Crosby, Chancellor of New York University, N.Y.

Dr. Timothy Dwight, Divinity School, Yale College, Nexv

Haven, Conn.
Dr. II. B. Hackett, Theological Seminary, Rochester, N.Y.

id. 1S70).
Dr. James Hartley, Professor of Greek, Yale College, New
Haven (d. 1872).

Dr. Charles Hodge, Theological Seminary, Princeton, N.J.

(d. 1S78).
Dr. A. C. Kendrick, University of Rochester, N.Y.
The lit. Kev. Alfred Lee, Bishop of the Diocme of Delaware.

Dr. M. B. Kiddle, Theological Seminary, Hartford, Conn.
IT. 1'bilip Sehaff, Union Theological Seminary, N.Y.
I >r. Charles Short, Columbia College, N.Y.
Dr. E. A. Washburn, Calvary Church, N.Y. (d. Feb. 1881).

It will be noticed that four members of the

above Company died before seeing the fruit of

their labours, but not before they had each taken

part, for a longer or shorter time, in the work.

Two names are not included those of Dr. G. K.

Crooks of New York, and Dr. W. K. Warren of

Boston both of whom accepted the invitatie.i to

join the Company, but found themselves un ble to

attend. The place of meeting was tl- Kible

House, New York. ( iw in;: to the sti"
1 '

ney had

gained, the Kn^lish 'Vmpames had bnulied the

lirst revision of *Iie Synoptic Gospels, and been

twice over the Pentateuch, respectively, by the

time their American brethren were ready to begin.

The manner in which their fellow-work was then

carried on is described in the Preface to the

Revised NT.
1 We transmitted to them from time to time,' say the Eng-

lish Revisers, 'each several portion of our First Revision, and
received from them in return their criticunns and correctiona.

These we consideredwith much care and attention during tin

time we were engaged on our Second Revision. We tli.'i. nt
over to them the various portions of the Second RexiMi.ii as

thev were completed, and received further suggestions, islurb,

like the former, were closely and carefully considered. Liul ol

'

Titnel, May 20th, 1SS1, quoted by Schaff.
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all, \ve forwarded to them the RV in its final form

; and a list
of those passages in which they desire to place on record their
preference of other readings and renderings will be found at
the end of the volume.'

The first revision of the entire XT occupied six

years of labour ; the second, about two years and a
half. What was to some extent a third revision,
together with various necessary details, prolonged
the task of the English Company till Nov. llth,
1880, 'on which day, at five o'clock in the after-
noon, after ten years and five months of labour,
the revision of the NT was brought to a close.'

*

The Preface bears that date. But further causes
of delay intervened ; and it was not till Tuesday,
May 17th, 1881, for London, and Friday, May 20th,
for New York, that the actual publication took
place. The scene in each city on both those days
the congestion of streets in the booksellers' quarter,
the Mcippr.ge of all other traffic, the night-and-day
labours of the work-people employed will not
soon be forgotten by those who witnessed them.
Dr. Schair' computes that at least three million

copies of the Revised NT were sold, in this country
and the United States together, within the lirst

year of its publication.
Meantime the revision of the OT was advancing,

on similar lines, but more slowly, from the greater
extent of ground to be covered. The Revisers in

. this case were more conservative than their fellow-
workers on the NT, and their version differs less
in proportion from the Authorized than does the
other. The Preface, dated July 10th, 1884, speaks
of the revision of the OT as completed in eighty-
five sessions, ending on June 20th, 1884, having
occupied 792 days, usually of six hours each"
The day of actual publication, May 19th, 1885,
M.-IS marked by little of the excitement which
attended the publication of the NT four years
before. The Revised Bible, in its complete form,
bore the title :

' The
| Holy Bible

| containing
the

|
Old and New Testaments

|
Translated out of

the Original Tongues | Being the Version set
forth A.D. 1611

| Compared with the most ancient
Authorities and Revised.

|
Printed for the Uni-

versities of
|
Oxford and Cambridge |

Oxford [or
Cambridge] |

At the University Press
|
1S85.'

No mention has thus far been made of any
revision of the Apocrypha. Such an extension
of the work does not appear to have been con-
templated by Convocation. That it was finally
included in the scheme was a result of the
negotiations about copyright. In the course of
1872 an agreement was entered into between the
Committee of Convocation and the representatives
of the University Presses of Oxford and Cam-
bridge, by which the latter, on condition of
acquiring the copyright of the RV, when com-
pleted, agreed to provide a sum sufficient to cover
the bare cost of production, including the travelling
expenses of members of the Companies; whose
labour, in other respects, was a labour of love.f
It was ticjn for the first time stipulated by the
University printers, that the Apocrypha should be
included in the scheme 01 r 'vision. This was
assented to.

In pursuance of the compact thus made, it was
arranged between the two English Companies of
Revisers (the Americans not joining in this part of
the work), that, as soon as the NT Company should
have finished its task, it should resolve itself into
three committees for the purpose of beginning the
revision of the Apocrypha.J These were to be
called, in imitation of their predecessors of Kill,
the London, Westminster, and Cambridge Com-

* Newth, as before, p. 125.
t Westcott. Erj/luh Bible, pp. 346, 347.

J Preface to the Apocrypha in the RV, from which most of
the particulars immediately following are taken.

mittees. The first of the three had assigned to it
the Book of Sirach; the second had 1 Mac., to
which were afterwards added Tobit and Judith ;

the third was to take Wisdom and 2 Maccabees.
The London Committee began work on May llth,
1881, and finished the second and final revision
of Sirach on May 25th, 1883. The Westminster
Committee completed their second revision of
1 Mac. on Nov. 3rd, 1881, and the remainder of
their task on Oct. llth, 1882. The work of the
Cambridge Committee lasted from the spring of
1881 to the summer of 1892. During this com-
paratively long interval space was found for giving
the difficult Book of Wisdom a third revision.
The OT Revision Company having in the mean-

time (July 1884) come to the end of their own
proper labours, passed a resolution, appointing
six of their number a committee for revising the

remaining books of the Apocrypha. Of these
six, two were unable to take any part in the
work ; and Dr. Field, one of the OT Company,
whose co-operation had been invited for the settle-
ment of the text, died in April 1885. A small
committee of four members Professor Lumby,
Professor Robertson Smith, Mr. Bensly, and Mr.
W. Aldis Wright had thus the task of revising
what remained of the Apocrypha, comprising
1 and 2 Esdras, Ad. Esther, Baruch, Song of the
Three Children, the History of Susanna, Bel and
the Dragon, and the Prayer of Manasses. For
one of these books (2 Esdras) they had the benefit
of Bensly's careful reconstruction of the text, and
were thus able to give a translation of the ' miss-

ing fragment' (7
30405

). In the other instances no
critical settlement of the existing text was at-

tempted. The revised Apocrypha was published
early in 1895. It bore the title :

' The
| Apocrypha]

Translated out of the
|
Greek and Latin tongues |

Being the Version set forth
A.p. 1611

| Compared
with the most ancient Authorities and

|
Revised

A.D. 1894
|
Printed for the Universities of

|

Oxford
and Cambridge |

Oxford [or Cambridge] |

At the
University Press

]

1895.'

In endeavouring to form a just estimate of the
merits of the RV, it will be convenient to take
the component parts of it in the order in which
they appeared. The NT, moreover, challenges our
attention first, because of its surpassing import-
ance, because the changes made in revising it were
relatively much more numerous than in the case
of the OT, and because the attack and defence
were here the most strenuous. As was not un-
natural, the strife grew fiercest about the form in
which the Lord's Prayer was now set forth. In
both its forms (Mt &>", Lk II--1

) alike it was now
without the doxology. The form in Luke was
much curtailed. For ' Our Father which art in
heaven' it had simply

' Father.' It lacked alto-

gether two petitions
'

Thy will,' etc., and
' Deliver

us from evil.' These changes were made on MS
authority, believed to be the highest; and the
clauses omitted were duly noted in the margin.
So far, the Revisers were within their rights. But
a further alteration of 'from evil' to 'from the
evil one

'

could not be so easily defended. It was
understood to have been accepted mainly through
the influence of Bishop Lightfoot. A chief argu-
ment for the change, the alleged fact that piwao-tfcu

OTTO, as distinguished from puvaaOai (K, denotes
deliverance from a person, not a state, was con-
troverted by other scholars : and we cannot but
wish that, in this instance, the renderings in the
text and margin could have changed places.*

*
See, for an outline of the controversy, the Bishop of Dur

ham's three letters in the ffuanHan of Sept. 7th, 14th, and 21st,
l^Sl, reprinted in A Fresh Revision of tke A'T, 3rd ed. 18H1,
and Canon F. C. Cook's A Secuiul Letter to the Lord Jiishup oj
London, 1SS2.
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Fault was also found with the change the

uncalled li change, .-is it -reined in many -in the

order of I In- \\ords in tin 1 familiar Song "I Si in run.

\Vh;it. Mas gained, men \\oiild ask, by thus re-group-

ing tlic well-remembered lines

' .N'mv li-tti-st thou thy servant depart, O Lonl,
According t<i thy onl, in

\
Id

A more perfect parallelism, it might he replied,
nnil a closer adherence In thr order of the original,
lint tin- further i|iii'-tinn might lie pressed : Mow
f:ir is this latter i|imlity essential to a good idiom-
atic translat in '.

Mme irritating, however, than such changes in

important passages as \\e have nutieeil, were the
incessant alterations in small particulars, which

tupped up the reader at every turn.* One accus-

tomed to '.lesns stood (111 the shore,' in Jn -I',

eiiuld not take kindly to ' Jesus stood on the/; "'//,'

even though a-siired that the rendei-ing of acyiaXos
was thus kept uniform. Nor would one who knew
how deeply the phrase 'vials of wrath' was em-
bedded in our language, fail to demur, if he read
l!ev l.'i, n(. having '

Innr/.i of th" wrath of (Jod'

sulistituted fur the familiar expression. The Ke-
visera of Kill and those of ISSl both equally
udniitted that no two words in clill'erent languages
cover precisely the same ground, l!ul from this

eommon axiom they proceeded to opposite eon-
clu-ions. The older translators felt justified by it

in varying the rendering of the same \\or<l in the
oiiuinal. They even made a merit of doing so.
'

\\'e have not tied mil-selves,' they say in their

Preface, 'to an uniformity of phrasing or to an

identity of words, as some peradveiiture would
wi-h that we had done. . . . That we should
i \pie-s the same notion in the same pailieular
Word; as, tor example, if we tran-late i he Ilchrew
"i tlicek word once hy y//7/'/.v . never to call it

mil nt . . . thus to mince the matter, we thought
to savour more of curiosity than wisdom.'
The liberty thus claimed is freely used in the

AV, and, it must lie admitted, deserves at times
rather to be called licence. The tianslation may
gain in spirit and buoyancy, but at the cost of

losing other ipialities yet more precious. How
much is lost, t,,r instance, by the capricious altera-

tion of destroy' to 'delile,' in 1 Co 3"?' If any
man destroyeth the temple of God, him .shall (iod

destroy.' Nothing hut the love of variety for its

own sake could have prompted I lie double render-

ing of ouuptatu in 1 Co I'-"
'''

by
' diHerences

'

and
'diversities,' and of (vfpyT]iJ.a-ruv and its connate
verb by

'

operations
' and ' worketh.' Hardly less

injiuious to the sense, in many passages, is the

converse fault of using the same Knglisli word
to translate dillerent words in the original. Thus
liuht

'

serves a- the equivalent of 0is, (j>uar-f)p (1'h

^Tiantn (> Co 4J
), tfxfyyos (Lk II 33

), \uxos (Mt
li

j
-'i ; know '

of olda, ywuaKu, iTrifivAuKU, and eiriara-

uat. The Ke\ i-ers of 1HS1 were fully alive to the

liilliculties placed in their way by this peculiarity
of their predecessor..' labour, and speak in their
I'letace ot the principles on which they en-

deavoured to sohe the problem thus presented to

them. They discriminated, as far as p~~ihle,
bet \\een 'varieties of rendering,' which were com-

Prnfi-sor I'lumptre computes the number of variaii -n- m
ri-niliTin^ trniii th.' AV .if ilir NT i.. ] won IN, in :[.",, IHMI.

!,, iki thi m 81 i'. See ( .innn r...v-. Seam < /.
"

I

I n. ('.".k (urtli'T rstiin.tt- - !liji tli. -l.-i i.ili', ns Irniii

I tn tir. . k t- \t . .1 I-.! 1 in I h it ,i'l. .(>!<! l.v the li,'^- rv , \- ''.,!

,".'H"i. K'l_ u i /'/.. G 1889, p. 842)
making' tl V" t liunili. r I h' I .n i. I, \l n~i il l.\ J^IIIL

.l.ilM'-^ -, t r.i M-],it' T-. -i, l.ir a^ it r"il]'I t" OLDCOrtAineu, 'A '
-

pnbliblinl at CambrldKi bj Bcrl bd, ;^ iM.aimi.^.
Ill' r'.i'lm;,", preferred l>v thu Ki.-\i*rr*. A viinil.ir \Mtrk, lull

u irh i .,n\ ns. UtaneemeDl Ol text .ni'l n^ti^. \\a^ puKh-h,.l
;it ' >\l'inl by Archdeacon I'ahutr. The calculation was thus
made easy.

piitible with lidelity to the true meanin.v: of the

le\t
'

and ' varieties which involved inconsistency,
and ere suggestive of dill'erciices that had no
existence in the (Jreek.' To the former class they

professed themselves lenient. Some have tln.iiLlr

that they would have acted more wisely il they
had made this class more comprehensive, instead

of sacrilicine; so much for a uniformity m render-

inv;, not always attainable even by themselves.'
It may be well, as helping the reader to form a,

judgment for himself, to set down a short list of

passages from the NT in which the rendering of

the KV in generally admitted to be an improve-
ment, followed by another of passages in which
the changes made are considered by many to be
for the worse.

(A) Change* admitted to be /or the better.

RV 1881.

Mt 121 And Jeeus perceiv-
ing it.

AV 1011.

Mt 12i r> But when Jesus
knew it [as if for a time he
h;nl in>t known itj.

Mk 4-1 Is a candle brought
to be put under a bushel . . .

and not to be set on a candle-
stick?
Mk 43S And he was in the

hiinlrr part of the ship, asleep
on :\ pillow.

.Mk ?i y . . . purging all

meats.

Mk lt>(2 exercise lordship
over them.
Lk '13*- when thou contest

into thy kingdom.
Lk IM 1 ? ... as ye walk, and

are sad?

Jn 4 1
. . . made and bap-

tized.

Jn 21 1G Feed my sheep.
Ac as2' This man was taken

of the Jews, and should h;ive

been killed of them : then
came I with an army, and
rescued him.
Ac 2G23 Almost thou per-

suadest me to be a Christian.

Ac 2T40 And when they had
taken up the anchors, they
committed tAt'w*i'/l'c* unto the

MS.
1 Co "28 ... but I spare

you.
1 Co 9s Have we not power

to lead about a -IM, i
, a wife

. . .?
Ph 46 Be careful for nothing.
2 Th 2' . . . by the coming.

1 Ti 313 . . . purchase to
themselves a good degree.

1 Ti O5 . . . supposing that

gain is godliness.
2 Ti 2- . . . who are taken

captive by him at his will [pro-
nouns ambiguous].

Tit I 12 The CYctians are al-

way liars, evil beasts, slow
bellies.

Ja l <i;
. . . he being not .1

forgetful hearer, but a doer of

the work.

Mk4'i' Is the lamp brought
to be put under the bushel,
. . . and not to be put on the
stand '(

Mk 4s8 And he himself was
in the stern, asleep on the
cushion.
Mk 7 1 " Thixhe laid, making

all meats clean [uoLtta.?,^**,

masc. in K t A, BJ.

Mk U)J- lord it over them.

Lk 2342 when thou corncst
in thy kingdom.
Lk~24" ... as ye wajk?

And they stood still, looking
sad.
Jn 4 1

. . . was making and
baptizing.
Jn 21i (i Tend my sheep.
Ac 2y'27 This man was seized

by the Jews, and was about to

be slain of them, when 1 cume
upon them with the soldiers,
and rescued him.
Ac 2(pi With but little per-

suasion thou wouldest tain

make me a Christian.
Ac 27* And casting off the

anchors, they left them in the
sea.

1 Co 7^3 ... and 1 would

spare you.
1 Co 1)5 Have we no right to

lead about a wife that is a
believer . . . ?

Ph 4" In nothing he anxious.

2 Th 21
. . . touching the

coining.
1 Ti 3'3 ... gain to them-

selves a good standing.
1 Ti (J5 ... supposing that

godliness is a way of gain.
2 Ti 2-G . . . having been

taken captive by the Lord's

servant unto the will of Gorl

[see also m.].
Tit I 1 - Cretans*- ' e alway

liars, evil beasts, i'' e gluttons.

ja l^3 ... being .lot a hearer

that forgctteth, but a doer that

worketh.

(B) Changes not eo admitted.

AV 1011.

Mt 5<M . . . till thou hast

paid the uttermost farthing.

RV 1881.

Mt 620 till thou have paid
the lost t farthing.

See the examples of inconsistency in rendering in the RV
collected by Edgar, p. 302. SiJffjwt>. is 'teacher,' 'doctor,'

'master'; *^m>- has four equivalents ; v*p*xj.r.fn and rr>.>x
each live. Of course, some ol these are AV renderings allowed

to remain.
t Or. ;x T - A high authority, I'r. F. Field, himself one of

the Revisers, characterizes this change as one 'than win. li n i

single verbal alteration has met with more general repi

(Xotet on the Translation v/ the XT, IbUl), Pref. p. xiv n.).
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AV 1611.

Mt 133= ... it is the greatest
anuni- herbs.
Mkl62 . . . they came unto

the sepulchre . . .

Lk 55 . . . we have toiled

all the night, and have taken

nothing.
Jn 17- . . . that he should

give eternal life to as many as
thou hast given him.
Ac 21 ;*<' Canst thou speak

Greek?
Ac 2716 . . . we had much

work to come by the boat.

Ro f~ Yet peradventure for
a good man some would even
dare to die.

Ro 5'5 For if through the
offence of one many be dead,
much more the grace of God,
and tlio gift by grace, which
is hy one man, Jesus Christ,
hath abounded unto many.

1 Co 51 It is reported com-
monlv . . .

2 Co 102 . . . that I may not
be bold when I am present
with that confidence, where-
with I think to be bold against
some, which think of us as if

we walked according to the
flesh.

Gal 216 Knowing that a man
is no: justified by the works of
the law, but by the faith of
Jesus Christ.

Gal 316 NOW to Abraham
. . . were the promises made.

1 Ti 3'- A bishop . . .

1 Ti (jio For the love of

money is the root of all evil.

He 115 ... for before his
translation he had this testi-

mony, that he pleased God.

He 127 If ye endure chasten,
ing, God di-aleth with you as
with sons.
He 133 Let your conversa-

tion be without covetous-
ness.

Rev 19= Praise our God, all

ye his servants.

RV 1SS1.

Mt 1332 ... it is greater
*

than the herbs.
Ml; 162 . . . they come to the

tomb . . .

Lk 55 ... we toiled all night,
and took nothing.!

Jn 172 ... that whatsoever
thou hast given him, to them
he should give eternal life.

Ac 212" Dost thou know )

Greek?
Ac 2716 ... we were able,

with difficulty, to secure the
boat.

Ro 5? for || peradventure for

the good man some one would
even dare to die.

Ro S 1 ^ For if by the trespass
of the one the many died,
much more did the grace of

God, and the gift by the grace
of the one man, Jesus Christ,
abound unto the many.

1 Co 51 It is actually 1 re-

ported . . .

2 Co 102 ... that I may not
when present show courage
with the confidence wherewith
I count to be bold against
some, which count of us as if

we walked according to the
flesh.

Gal 216 ... knowing that a
man is not justified by the
works of the law, save [m. but
only] through faith in Jesus
Christ.**
Gal 316 Now to Abraham

were the promises spoken.
1 Ti 3" The bishop . . .

1 Ti 0") For the love of

money is a root of all kinds of

evil.tt
He 115 ... for before his

translation he hath had wit-

ness borne to him that he had
been well-pleasing unto God.
He 127 It is for ;j chastening

that ye endure ; God dealeth
with you as with sons.
He 135 Be ye free from the

love of money.

Rev 195 Give praise to our
God, all ye his servants.

The Revisers of the OT had a task before them in
some respects more difficult, in others easier, than
that which the NT Kevisers had had to face. On
the one hand, their subject was a much longer one ;

more varied in its contents, and hence requiring
more diversified knowledge in those who dealt with

*
Query, used here as a superlative? pi'ilju* is so used in

Mt Is 1 and elsewhere. The tendency of the superlative form of
adjs. to disappear in NT Greek (noticed by Rutherford in the
Pref. to his new translation of Komam, 191)0) is illustrated by
the fact that tt^e-To? is only found once in the NT (2 P 1^).

t Justified by KV on ground of aorist tenses
I For the ellipse of AAE? with E;Urv,<rT,, see Field, in Ion.

'

IHrliculty' not found in AV. 'Secure,' as a verb, only in
Mt 2SH (iu.a.; i/afi/t,aix *ar,in/tu), where the Revisers liave
suusiiNted 'rid you of care.' As a rendering of Ti/uxftma
?!*irl)ai in the present passage, 'secure' is inappropriate, unless
(as is probable enough) the RV uses it as simply equivalent to
'get hold of.'

I] The '

for
'

refers to d, ^nought suppressed, by a common Gr.
idiom. Rutherford thus supplies the ellipse: 'I say liarelv
conceivable, not wholly inconceivable ; for,' etc. As le'ft in the
text the words are scarcely intelligible.

IT
'

Actually
'

in this sense is a modernism.
**

Burgon (The Revision lievised, p. 147) quotes Bp. Words-
worth of Lincoln as saying that the statement thus put forth,
with 'save' instead of 'but,' or 'but only,' 'is illogical and
erroneous, and contradicts the whole drift of St. Paul's argu-
ment in that Ep. and in the Ep. to the Romans.'

ft TVTTJ., not Te>n.'>, is 'all,' not 'all kinds of.' With
?, anarthrous as predicate, Field (in lac.) aptly compares (after

WetStein) Athen. Vii. p. 2SO A, oc.p%->, xcct
f', :rae>TO,- ayctUoij r, ry

:;

yotffTfHti ioovr,.

! J i<',- has undoubtedly better authority than u. But, with this
allowance, let the two versions be compared simply as English.H Gr. o rpoTa;. 'Let your manners be without auariee'
(lib, niish). It must be admitted, however, that the AV is very
unintelligible here, or, if intelligible, gives a totally falie sense-
to a modern reader.

it ; beset, moreover, with greater obscurities, tvnd

not illustrated by the light shed from miny
quarters upon the NT. On the other hand, the
confessed obscurity of many passages formed a

justification of the Revisers' work
; tewer persons

were competent to criticise their work ; and they
had the advantage of an interval of four years
after the appearance of the revised NT, in 18S1,
in which to profit by the verdict passed by public
opinion upon the performance of their colleagues.
Above all, they were not hampered by the constant

necessity of deciding between rival texts of the

original. Very wisely, we think, they came to
the conclusion, as stated in their Preface, that ' as
the state of knowledge on the subject is not at

present such as to justify any attempt at an
entire reconstruction of the text on the authority
of the Versions, the Revisers have thought it most

prudent to adopt the Massoretic Text as the basis
of their work, and to depart from it, as the Autho-
rized Translators had done, only in exceptional
cases.

'

Being carried out on the same lines as the
revised NT, we find in the present work the same
improvements in the arrangement of the English
text : the grouping by paragraphs, the indication

by spaces of a change of subject, the clearer mark-

ing of quotations, the system of parallelism adopted
for poetical books and passages, and the like. As
in the NT, the direction of Convocation is obeyed,
that no change of reading be admitted into the

English text if not approved, at the final revision,

by a majority of at least two-thirds of the Revisers

present. Hence it may often be the case that a
particular reading in the margin is one which a

majority though not the requisite majority of

the Revisers would have wished to see inserted in

the text. It is permissible to conjecture that an
example may be found at the outset in On I

2
, where

' the spirit of God moved upon
'

is left undisturbed,
but the margin otters the alternative rendering
' was brooding upon

'

(cf. Dt 32"). As in the case
of the NT also, another rule of Convocation is not
observed that, namely, which directed that the
revision should extend to ' the headings of pages
and chapters.' Both classes of headings have been
omitted altogether : with the twofold advantage
that space is gained, and the province of the
commentator is not encroached upon.

In passing to the more important subject of the
merits of the revised translation itself, the first

question that will occur to many minds is, whether
the changes made are proportionately as numerous
as in the NT. Is there, in particular, so frequent
an infringement of the rule laid down by the Com-
mittee of Convocation ' to introduce as few altera-

tions as possible into the text of the AV, consist-

ently with faithfulness'? The prevalent opinion
is that there is not. But to give a decisive answer
is less easy than might be supposed ; partly from
the extent of the ground to be covered, and partly
from the fact that the language of the OT is in

general less familiar to most persons than that of
the NT.* Thus in Jon 46 we had 'to deliver him
from his grief a vigorous and appropriate ex-

pression at the time, although it may well lie

asked how many modern readers are acquainted
with the old meaning of 'grief.' Instead of

this, we now have ' to deliver him from his evil

case' a rendering which, while closer to the
* A writer in the Church Quarterly Review (Oct. 1885, pp.

190, 191) reckons that there are about S30 changes in Judges,
6S4 in Pss 1-41, 335 in Hosea, and 13S9 in Job,

' the most
difficult book in the OT.

1

In the Eilintmrgh Review of the same
date, p. 4S3, similar results are obtained. The reviewer notes
jn'U changes in the entire Book of Psalms, 127S in Jer., 1550 in
Ezekiel. On an average of nine books, the changes marked
'important' number about one-sixth of the whole. But it is

obvious that opinions might differ widely as to what changes
were important.
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Mel, ,'.v,- lacks die spirit and tone of the Other.

Ill,
|...

'ion has Keen taken, again, I" the snlisti-

tution of -my piovocation' for
'

LM id
"

in 1 S 1",

where Hannah plead-: 'Out of the abundance of

mx i oniplaint and "lief |but i- this ihe meaning
ol'llie Hell. 11';'.'] liaxe 1 -pokell hitherto.'

The OT Revisers made il a principle not to depai I

from the Mas-ore; ie Te\l -axe in -exceptional
case-.' ( Ine -mil case occurs in .I" I s ", xx here

are de-cribcd the idolatries of the tribe of Dan,
and the participation in them of Jonathan, the

son of (icrshom, the son a- xx e now read of

Moses. The AV in place of Mo-e- has Manasseh.
The explanation is simple. To save the eival

lawgiver from the reproach of having an idolatrous

hint, the Mas-oietcs sii .-led a corruption
of the Icxt ill the pa---a",e ill i|lle-tioll, by xvritill".

a '

suspended N "x el and bi-ixveen the M and S in

Mose-. thus converting it, so far as the consonants
arc concerned, into Maiiasses.1

1 The Revisers have

rightly restored Moses, xvhich is also the reading
ot the Vulgate.
To take another example. In 1's 24" the AV

reads: -This is the generation of them that seek

him, that seek thy face, (I Jacob'; xvith the

marginal variant, 'O Cod of Jacob.' All attempts
to make sense of I lie fill II. el reading being, to say
the least, far- fetched, the Kexi-eis haxe xx i-cly

placed in their text that supplied by the margin ;

in xvhich tlie\ ha vi' tin- support of the LX\, the

Vuluate. and the Syriac.
The advantaee gained by forsaking the received

text lor the ancient versions beim_; in these and
BO other instances^ indisputable, it is perhaps
to be icgrclted that the Kcx iscrs did not use the

term 'exceptional' with a .rcatcr latitude of

meaning. To have done so might have saved them
at times from the necessity of encumbering their

maruin with variants (as in the case of I'.-s J 1 - and

"lily perplexing the reader, ami leaving him
to reconcile conflicting renderings as best lie can.

A word must be said in passing on the treatment
of archaisms by the OT Revisers. The principle
they lay doxvn in their Preface appears at lirst

si".ht to he a sound and consistent one. ' Where
an archaic word or expression xxa- liable to be

mi-understood, or at least was not perfectly in-

telligible,' they have changed it for another.
When-, -although obsolete,' it 'was not unin-

telligible,' they have suffered it to stand. Thus.
lo take their own illustration, 'to ear' (1 S S 1

-)

and 'canii",' ((In I.~>'
;

| are replaced by 'to ploxv
'

and '

ploxving,' as being noxv not only id <olete, but

misleading. On the other hand, 'boiled' is re-

tain, d in Kx y-" ('the rlax was boiled'), as the
xxoi. I i- -till occasionally met xvith in country
parts, ami ha- no Kn^li-li t'ljiiix ah-nl to express
its meaning -that of -podded tor seed.' lint, as
otten happens, a principle, good in it-elf, is here
lotin.l to xvork imperfectly in practice; the reason
in tl.i- ease heni'j. that xxords and phrases intel-

ligible to one class of readers arc unintelligible to

another, ami he it is dilhciilt to knoxx xx here t

draw the line. The result is al best a compromise.
'Artillery' is ".one from 1 S -Jo"'; but 'braxerv,'
in I he- -en-,- ,>t adornments or beauty.!; is re-

tained in Is 3 18
. Cain is now a 'wanderer.' not a

vagabond'; the inlets of the -In, re, where A-her
abode, are -creeks,' not 'breaches': the- i|iiesiion
nf Achish (1 S 27'") is made clear by tin- simple
chan-.'e of -road' to 'raid.' lint we -till meet
xvith

'

oecllllellt for occurrence
'

(I 1\ ,")'l, 'chap
'

'.%'"!" literally n ll.U-rrd ill tilt- I.\\ t.yaTo T> xatxZ* et-l-ro^.

t Bee l...nl Arthur Ik-rvtVs note, if/ iu<-., in "I'ti,- N/.. ,/X- , x

.

; A- ! n/J, IN -j-ji'i, 1 1 'i, i,-- Bee tin- utlcle in tin- ''/,./,-,/,

Quarterly Remap
t

i- t .ri- rri-Ti.,! t,,, \>\<. ly;, Is7, ulurc ilirMc

ea ;uv ihs.-u--, 'i

$ ^ct- the marginal reading of In 44.

men for
' traders

'

(2 Ch 914
), 'sith' for 'since.'

In 1 S 17'" 'carriage' is pro])eily chan
'

bauua^e,' as in Is 1028 and elseulien-; and in

J K _':;" 'title' (from the Vulgate) is in like

manner replaced by 'monument."1 Vet tin- house
in xvhich the leper king A/.ariah dies is still called

a .. -\ eral,' instead of a '

separate,' house rj K l.Vi ;

and, yet more strangely, the Latinism 'desired'

I'm -remitted' is .still found in the description of

the death of Jehoram (2 Ch 21*").

In spite, however, of defects and inconsistencies,
of which only a very few specimens have been

given, it is but just to the UT Uevisers to admit
t ha t i hey hax'e corrected many a faulty rendering,
and by so doing have thrown light on a multitmle
of obscure passages. In 2S I

18
, for instance, David's

bidding
' the v-sn of the bow '

to be taught to the

children of .luilah has always been felt to be out

of place at the beginning of the dirge, liy the

simple change of use to song, as the xx'ord to be

supplied, it is seen that the dirge itself,
' the song

of the bow,' xvas the thing enjoined to he taught.
The inconsequent statement in Is 1U",

'

though
thy people Israel be as the sand af the sea, yet a
remnant of them shall return,' is made logical by
reading 'only' for 'yet'; both words being alike

in italics. Much improved also is the rendering
of the next verse. In the AV it stands :

' For the
Lord God of hosts shall make a consumption, even
determined. . . .' In the KV it is :

' For a eonsum-
mation, and that determined, shall the Lord. . . .'

' The sliips of Tarshisli,' in the older rendering of

F./k -J7-
5

, by a poetical but not very intelligible

metaphor, 'did sing of thce in thy market.' Now,
in .simple prose it is :

' xvere thy caravans for thy
merchandise.' In a very obscure passage, Hos 5-
' the revolters are gone deep in making slaughter'
can at least be understood, which is more than
can be truly said of the earlier version : 'are pro-
found to make slaughter.' Hah 1" gains much in

terseness, not to say fidelity, by the rendering
' whose might is his god,' in place of '

imputing
this his power unto his god. Other examples
crowd upon the memory, but these xxill suffice.

As we try to view the work of the Revisers upon
the t wo Testaments as a finished whole, the question
inimitably arises: Is their work a failure or a
success '; AVill the Bible, in the form in which

they leave it to us, become the Bible of the English-

speaking people, or will it be quietly laid aside, to

be referred to occasionally as a useful commentary
on the older version *

Fortunately, xve are spared
the necessity of replying, as time alone can give
the answer. We do not forget how slowly, for a

long while, the AV itself won its way to general
acceptance; and how the Psalter it contains IIP ,

not even yet displaced the older vers'"n. In the
Hook of Common 1'rayer.f .B"".owing as xve do
the long and unselfish 'a'uour bestowed by the
Ilex i-ersup. .. l''-a task, we cannot but sympathize
xvith the aspirations with xvhich their Prefaces close.

Hut as it is a hazardous undertaking to at tempi
to i. tore not renovate an ancient building, so

is it perilous to apply the touch of any but the
most loving and cautious, as well as skilful, hands
lo the venerable structure of the Version of Kill.

For its 'marvellous English,' to recall a familiar

* The Hebrew xvortl p% here so rendered, is translated
'

sign
'

in Ezk 3 18 (AV and UV), while in Jer 31*1 its plural 19

'.\.. uiuirks.' See Edtfar, as before, p. 319 n.
t s. . ^nine remarks on this by Scrivener, Aiitttorizrd /

p. 1B9. Professor Cheyne, who quotes the iiassatfe (/;. ,

3rd ser. vol. v. p. 3(14), Justly urges in reply the claims
u against sound. Hut in a translation of iKK-tieal bonks ii,.th

must be studied. As a passing illustration, let the reiulrr .-.ill

to mind txx-o sentences from the older version of I'.

'Who jfiveth fodder unto the cattle,' and 'He bl,,urt!i \utli his
wind and the waters How '

; and ask himself what hub b.-cn

gained by the alteration of these in the UV.
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passage of F. W. Faber, 'lives on in the ear like

a music that never can be forgotten. . . . Its feli-

cities seem often to be almost things rather than
mere words.' The makers of that version erred, no

doiilit, in many places. Small credit is ours, if,

with the added knowledge of nearly three centuries,

we can discern their faults. But great will be the

praise of that scholar, or that band of scholars, who
shall be judged to have removed the blemishes of

their handiwork, without marring its beauties.*

The revision of the Apocrt/plui was, as before

said, an afterthought. It was .simply a matter of

agreement between the Revisers and the repre-
sentatives of the University Presses of Oxford and

Cambridge. Moreover, whilst, in the Speaker's

Commentary, the Apocr., issued in 1888, was in-

cluded under the general title of ' The Holy Bible,'

the title-page of the revised edition of 1S95 makes
no such claim. The Preface ends simply with the

unassuming hope
' that it will be found helpful to

the student, and acceptable to the general reader

of the Apocrypha.' This seems to make a few

words desiraijle on the position held by the

Apocrypha in our English Bibles,t

The first printed English Bible containing the Apocrypha, was
that of Miles Covenlale, 1535. In a short prologue, Coverdale

describes these writings as ' The bokes and treatises which

amonge the fathers of olde are not rekened to be of like

authoVite with the other bokes of the b.vble, nether are they
founde in the Canon of the Hebrue.' After giving a list of

them, which agrees in order with our own as far as the end of

Sirach, the translator adds :
' Unto these also belongeth liaruc,

whom we haue set amonge the prpphetes next vnto Jeremy,
because he was his scrybe and in his tyme.' He then explains
that these books ' are not iudged amonge the doctours to be ol

like reputacion with the other scripture, as thou [good reader;

mayest perceaue by S. Jerome in cyistula ad Pauiinum, And
the* chefe cause therof is this : there be many places in them,
that seme to be repugnaunt vnto the open and manyfest trueth

in the other bokes of the byble. Neuertheles, I haue not

gathered them together to the" intent that 1 wolde haue them

despysed, or little sett by, or that I shulde think them false, for

I am' not able to proue it

The above '

gathering together
'

of the Apocry-

phal books into one place, while it might seem an

It will be instructive to note the progress made in a

parallel revision movement that concerned with the German
Luther Bible. We are enabled to do this by a paper of l>r

Philip Schaff's in the Expositor, 3rd ser. vol. v. p. 4BS ff . The
work was begun, in 18ti3, by the Eisenach German Evangelica
Church Conference, and the result of their labours appeared a

Halle, in 1883, under the title : Die Bibel, Oder die gauze HeiJig
SrJirift ties Alien und Neufii Testaments nach der deutschci

Uebersetztmg D. Martin Luthers. The revised NT had been

already published separately. The Halle publication was re

garded as a Probe-biliel, or specimen of what was proposed.
The revision was carried out with extreme care, but in toe

conservative a spirit ; as may be judged from the fact that

while the English revised NT contained some 30,000 changes,

the German contained only 200. Failing to please either part}
those who desired and those who deprecated change

'
it wa

recommitted by the Eisenach Conference of 1886 for Una
action.

'

After being subjected to a second and more thorough
"oing revision, and kept back for the proverbial nine years, th

Luther Bible was issued again at Halle in 1892. A Preface b.

I>r. O. Frick, Director of the v. Canstein Bihi: Society, gives a

interesting account of the progress of the work, and the liiu

on which it had been carried out Still more than in th

English revision, the difficulty was how to steer judicious!
between opposite extremes : to correct errors and remov

an-liaisms, without needlessly disturbing the venerable ' rust

on Luther's handiwork ; to keep in view the wants of schoc

and congregation, while not forgetful of the more fastidiou

taste of scholars ; in short, to pacify alike those who woul

summarily recast the whole version, and those who would leav

it altogether untouched the large class of those whom Di

Frick might have described as holding to the opinion of Magi
Petrus Lapp, in the Epp. obscur. Vironim :

' Sacra scriptur
KumVienter est translate, et non indigemus aliis translation

bus,'
Dr Frick refers, for fuller information on the subject, t

Das Wcrk der Bibelrcrision, Halle. 1892. See also two article

by Dr. H. L. Strack in the Expositor, 3rd ser. ii. pp. 178-187

v.' pp. 193-201 ; and Funck's Beurtcilunfl der rev. Ausgabe f

X.T. JS'JS, . . . Cannstadt, 1S96.

t For a fuller treatment of the subject, see the art. ArocRvrn
in vol. i., that by Bishop Eyle in Smith's DB, and D
Salmon's General Introduction to the Apocr. in the Speaker
Commentary.

ppropriate bridging over of the interval between
IB Old and New Testaments, undoubtedly tended

o make deeper and more sharply cut the lint

ividing the canonical from the uncanonical books,
nd to diminish the esteem in which the latter

vere held. So long as these were interspersed

mong the canonical, as in the Greek and Latin

iibles, it was natural that, in the popular mind,
,he two classes should be indiscriminately re-

garded as Scripture. Even Colet, in his Hyght
'riiitf'nll Municion, cites or refers to Sirach more

requently than any other book ; and later still, in

he two Books of Homilies (1547 and 1503), we
ind passages from the Apocr. quoted as '

Scripture
vritten by the Holy Ghost,' or as 'the Word of

lod.'
*

But, when the Apocryphal writings were

grouped together by themselves, the thought

easily suggested itself, to the Puritan at any
ate, that they might be dispensedwith altogether.
t is said that some copies of the Genevan Bible

of 1576 were issued without the Apocrypha, t In

any case, the practice of printing Bibles not con-

taining the Apocr. must have continued, for in

1615 it was judged of sufficient importance by

Archbishop Abbot to be prohibited, under pain of

one year's imprisonment. This prohibition was of

ittle avail in arresting the course of public

opinion. In 1643 Dr. John Lightfoot, when

iireaching before the House of Commons, com-

plained of the privilege, curtailed as it was, still

enjoyed by the Apocryphal writings. He speaks
of them not as connecting, but as separating, the

Old and New Testaments. 'Thus sweetly and

nearly,' he exclaims,
' should the two Testaments

join together, and thus divinely would they kiss

each other, but that the wretched Apocrypha doth

thrust in between.'
' Like the two cherubins in

the temple oracle,' he continues, the Law and the

Gospel would touch each other, 'did not tnis

patchery of human invention divorce them
asunder.' J
But in fact the concessions made to the Puritan

party at the Hampton Court Conference itself,

with regard to the use of the Apocr. in the

Lectionary of the Church, and the large excisions

then agreed to, furnish evidence enough, if any
were still needed, of the diminished esteem into

which the Apocryphal books were falling, and

help to explain the comparative carelessness with

which these books were revised in 1611. That

the revision of the Apocr. then made shows signs

of less care and deliberation than was bestowed

upon the canonical books, is certain. The task

was assigned to the second Cambridge Company,
a body which comprised perhaps fewer scholars of

eminence than any of the others. They were the

first to finish their allotted share of the work.

Tor the rest,' says Scrivener, || 'they are con-

tented to leave many a rendering of the Bishops

Bible as they found it, when nearly any change
must have been for the better ;

even where their

predecessor sets them a better example they resort

to undignilied, mean, almost vulgar words and

phrases ; and on the whole they convey to the

reader's mind the painful impression of having

disparaged the importance of their own work, or

of having imperfectly realized the truth that what

is worth doing at all is worth doing well.'

One peculiarity of the AV of the Apocr. could

* This was noticed by Pusey in his Eirenicon. See the

Church Quarterly Her., Oct. 1SSS, p. 140. In the first part of

the Sermon of Smarintj, a quotation from Wisdom is intro-

duced bv the words :

'

Almighty God by the wise man saith.

1 Chu'rton, Uncanonical ami Apocr. Scripture, Introd. p. 21.

Salmon, Gen. Introd. (I.e.) p. xxxvii.

A full list of these is given in Perry, Hist, of the Lny.

Church, i. pp. 105, 106.

\\Autliorized Editmn, p. 140. Scrivener notes that Dr.

Robert Gell in his Essay, 1650, formed a hke unfavourable

opinion of the revision of the Apocr. in the AV.
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hai'lly fail t" strike the rr.-t.ln, tli'Hi-li it ini^ht
iml ornii tn him to a MI iln- il to it^ t nit- caiix-

.simpli- in'-li-fiin-. Tins is the M'Hi.ity <>i words
in llalir-, or, in ca>e of tin.1

early Mm 1- h-Mri

filitioiis, in .-mall Koiuaii type. As lii-ht puhlir-hcd,
there nrre >nl\ till\ four rxamples to In- louml in

the \vhole Apocr\ ph:i.
' In fart only t hive in-tam-cs

occur at all later than Sir 4.V, alter which [ ], or
M'Tiit linn--

( ), are Ml 1 i-t it lit ei I in their loom/ *

h nia\ It-- of service for forming a ju>t estimate
of the merit - ot the AVaml K\' respect t\ 1\ , 90

far a- the Apoer. 1- riuin-l IH'<I, |n -<'t lo\Ml t\Vo

or three shciL c\Uart>, taken almost at random
from the. lii-hop-' lUhle, and nolle.- -..mi- (.1 tie-

changes made in tie- re \ i --ions of 101 1 and I s'G.

Tin -'"I 1

)'
of the HUlio].-.' Kible used is one of the

L'nd ed. "I I "'7-. The lirst pa.-*agr. taken shall he

from the description <>i a friend in Sir 0. And
heie u.- are s-trucU at the < ni I set hy the ailvanla-r
t he I;iler Ke\ isris have gained in rrcngni/in;:, hy a

M stem of parallelisms, the poetical cliarartn ni

the hook. The >ame remark applies to Wisdom.
Thi- in turn Mig.ur-t.s tin: i|uestion : \\liy, if the

principle of stichometrj \\a> admitted in the case

of the Sapiential luniks, it should have l.< . D

iL'ii'iied in other parts of the Apocrypha. Why
.should it not have been applied to portions, at

least, of llaruch, to the psalinic I'rayer of

Mana r>, and to the Smiu of the Three Children?
The re-nil. a> \\e have it, seems to point to a want
of uniformity of plan.

SIRACH ft (Bishop? Bible, l.
r

>7'2).

''

lli-lde frcndshi]i with many, ueuerthelt-.sse haue but one
u i.

"
if th"ii u

r
- ! ' : ft freende, prooue him first, and be not hasty

'

116 h,\ Mi < fi 'I'-iit'r.

* For M'Minir iLKin is ii frt-endebut for his owncturne, and wyl
not nbi'lr in t in <l;iy of trouble.

'

\ i i i IN iv i-, Miinine fret-nde that turm-th to enmftie, and
takfih ('in

1

! .r^.i\ n>l thee : and yf he knuwtth anv hurt by thee,
In- 'rilrfll i! ..lit.

iyne, somrne fr'i M'U- is but a companion at the table,
uii-l in tlit dfl

'

inucth not.
n Hut in thy 1'iosjif] itic he wyl be as thou thee selfe, and

lint-ly with thy huur.eliol.lt- folke.
J- li thuii ix.- Itron^lil lowe, hu will be oyaynst thee, and wyl

i 1.1 .

ll'p, in \ -

|lp

, for ' Holde frendship,' etc., the AV has, mnre
lihT.ilU

,
'Be in pi C< H ii many

'

; the It\', si ill m-in- >-\^--( h ,

'Letth"- thai an al p- i '-with thee be mam
fti Iff-rvfct* TOAAoi. Ill V. 7

,
for '

If thou jjrt '<-!
'

|( ''.M nl;il. ;uil

llisli.) Hit1 AV and UV in i ilk-ssly,
*
If th"ii uniMi -! ^t-t.' It is

IALL -t ly
'

It 1 1 1 "U ; ( i t getting' (or 'aoquirinjj '), ii Kt.fftn, For
<-' (so, too, Cov.), the AV. tint MI well,

' to
' r. in tiiin.' Tin- ll\', more nimply, 'to triist him.

1

In v. s
,
fur

On- mi! :! man is,' t n \\, ih-

,

'

there is a It ' lor.' ri<-. Not
rs, a more imjuirtitni nm -MI n i-,

i- rrc'l to in vv.11- )2'/ l s it a faithful frii-nd

.

- -i pi-niKuiMTi; flxus,
1

fM|i.,'.\,"i

But asure frende, etc.X or ie it tin- t inn- > i\ .-r ..f \. i"
1

'

Chel L A^ ir. undoubtedly ri^ht in ukin- the!
-.n-i

i,;. beginning v.n with 'But 1

in.-^r.ut

of
* And.

1 The HV niakis the meaning c-lt;ir

'And in tie. pr"-i" rit,\ I if will be as thybt-lf,
Amt will hi- In'M over thy servants :

i -|I.L][ I., l.i'onirht low, he will be against thee,
Anl uill liil'' him->h in-iM thy face,'

'

}'" I'-M over 1

is nut ;i li:ipi*y rendering of rxffr.a-ixfftTctt IT*,
'

Will If I'Uli: BpOl ''II \\itll.'

iffrem
, )

'

-"ite).

'When tln'v Were pur .i^iiti. Irr . 'ihcr, lie ralle]

one of tin-in, ami f*.i\'t vnto hym.O tli" 1 ' ]

t h.it h.i-l
'

-...ilony. th> li-

\S tin 'lit
1

111' ill h.l_s; ,- .(.ililK- ;il", n-i-, ;irr li- i\V 'i Hi 111 I'
1

! i l\ L'llt.
'

1 1,' ii.-. real centm <> i he 1 1^ T'-MS j-n

phrase (' O thou . . . lon^') of -utat/vnu'^tt Vtn;* !->. Tht-
AV I. ii-l.Tinu',

'

i > Until that art
\\.i\i-nold in wi'-ki'dnt >y,* and this i-^ i

. tht- KV. At

*
S.-ri^. n. r, H'.

j..
72. Some \\.\-- \ tin- KV

M of itali-'- is overdone. S tli im; ii>o! in the
JV/i. vol. %i,i. (1895 96), i ] 822, 328, when
lAi'f ISC* 10 C61 '( >i/utao- ( v in '1 M:i
4

1

'- '
'. In Sir 223 (wi ,

'
i , li:htfr i>

born to In-- loea.' 'In rt-\i.-\\ t-r -li. : :

fvul-'sfi. Hut. it is justitl -d by tin- puruii- i

HIM- it should be ot' T*>.xj*i>"vj \-~ n..r i

. ni 'ii\ in of ;rj* e-*!' (cf. H< [he UOtiOD
i \" 'i.iniii- ^i;ilr, tlt'ort-pit, worn out 1 1 i.^i

in ->
'i

- ;is u translation of r.uifv* x*x*>. <>n the

id, tli- n-nderiny in the UV of r,Ka.n by 'un fine home
tu llitt-

'

is cxct'llent.

\Vis 7 '-^
(HisJttipif Bible, here (lift- i~< //! n< "*// // -u/i ' '<ro. X

'-"- Fur \ViMlumc, whichc is the woorkcr of al iliin. :

:;ii!^'lit UK- : tur in her is the spirite of vnd- t

loly, "in niih, manifolde, snbtilc, quickc, moi.ii

HI. l\ t, \ M.II tiled, plaine, sweete, luuyii the thing tli:i! i> -.'i-l,

-h.ii |n . whiehe can not be letted, dooing good.
- 1 Kiiuli' to man, stedfast, sure, free from care, hauyni,' al

if , imarg. <if power), circumspect in (m;i: .

T_';inl "ii ul Ihynges, and passing through al vndcr^lamh ng,
I. .I'n an I Mititile spirits.
-* For wigedome u nimbler than al nimble thinges. ~in -..i^ii

h anil atteyncth to al thinges, because of her It

-'
1 ni ^H i, the breath of the power of Gud, and a |Mire

1 Mm in i t; '.-, \ i., in ni i the glory of the almyghty [liodj ; there-
lore ran ni' d tiled lliin^ o.imne vnto her.

Tin --pi i ii ni I "i\ im Wisdom is here described by a M i .1
I'i[lnl>, iiiiinlM'iin- in the Greek text twenty-one (7x.-i. lli

ri-n.lrrin_ i't tin A\ is u
jjreat improvement on that of tht

r:irlirr \i 'iMi'iis. In the HV, where further changes are made
i in! : idency to ditfuseness. Thus oiicv, 'inti-lli.

sent
'

(' underatondinKi* AV), becomes 'quick of understand-
in^': i^*.t);T9,

' mobile' (' lively,
1

AV, with which compare the
double sense of 'quick'), becomes 'freely moving'; Tractor,
'

pcm'lratitiL.'.
1

'distinct
'

('clear,' AV), becomes 'clear in utter-
.1:1 i, .1^ ii i" liu in 'iiize with the Lat. 'disertus.' The render-

ini,' of fM*c'sin; by
' alone in kind' also seems doubtful. On the

I,
' unhindered i* a terser rendering of a*>.i'Tc than

'

\sliii 'It i 'unuot be letted' (AV) : and there are several others of

this type,

i >iir of the minor defects pointed out in the UV
of the A]>ocr. is u \\ant uf consistency in the

siii'llin^' ot proper names. The Kevisers, in their

1'irtai r, >lio\v themselves aware of this, and plead
in mitigation the ditliriilty of securing

'

uniformity
of plan in the work of the four committees.' But
the fault lies deeper. Inconsistencies are met with
in the same verse. Thus in 2 Es*2'"

( where the AV
had consistently

'

Esay and Jeremy,' the former is

altered to ' Esaias
'

in the KV, while the latter is

left untouched. In 1
JO of the same book, one

solitary chanjje is made in a string of proper
n:ime> that of '

Ajj^eus
'

to *

Ajjc/a'ii.s
'

j
and this

i-^ left hetwixt such incongruous forms as ' Nahnin
and Ali.-icue, Sophonios, . . . Zachary and Malachy.'
In .Ith S l

'Elcia,' as it is in the AV, is altered to
'

Klkiah,' which represents neither the Hehrew
form of the word ("j?/" I.lilkiah), nor the Greek
I'KWid), nor the Latin (Elai).
More serious is the charge brought against the

Revisers "t' iie'dec'^i^ the help which the Oriental
Versions were capalile of allording them." For

example, in Sir 'J5'
5
they are content to reproduce

the meaningless rendering of the AV, ' There is no
head above the head of a serpent,' without any
hint of a better sense being procurable. Vet help
is not far to seek. The Syriae version, as Eders-
IUMIII points out, is literally 'there is not a head
in" i-' i'll/t r than the head of a serpent.' And this

at once suggests what Uissell and thers had

already perceived that the Hehrew word, here
lenderrd 0a\7i, 'head,' in the (jreek, was prob-
ably ;!, which in L)t 32s3 and elsewhere denotes
\eiiom.' The meaning then becomes simple and

natural, 'There is no poison above (more virulent
t liiini the poison of a serpent.'

Or, again, take Sir 51' '

I called upon the Lord,
tin- Father of my Lord.' If the words had been
\\ tit ten from a Christian point of view, they would
\i:'\i- been unexceptionable. But such was not the

point of view of Jesus Ben Sirach. 'The .s\iiae

shows us,' writes Edersheim, 'that the original
text signified, 'unto the Lord, my father, O Lord."

It is out fair to add that, in two at 1. ;i-t oi ihe

books, Wisdaiu and - Esdms, the Versions have
been freely resorted to, and with happy ellt-rt. In

2 Esdras, more particularly, the Greek original of

In an able review of the revised Apocr, which upp. D

the Timtt of Nov. 18, ls<J5, this charge i.s
i
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which is not extant, many passages have been
corrected through this means. A single chapter
will furnish sullirient instances. In 2 Es 3 18 the

AV has ' them didst set fast the earth/ which does

not suit the context. The verb in the Arabic
version is rendered by Gildemeister concussisti,

which justifies the translation of the RV, ' Thou
. . . didst shake the earth' (as if &rei<ra? had been

corrupted to ZffTyffas). Inv.w is a singular diversity
of rendering: 'and so shall thy name nowhere be
found but in Israel' (AV) ; 'and so shall it be
found which way the scale inclineth' (RV). The
Arabic again bears out the RV. In the Latin, as

Hilgenfeld suggested, momentum may have got

perverted to unmrn fmtni. Other examples will

be found in TV.*1 ' * w of this same chapter. But,
on the whole, the Oriental Versions might have
been consulted with profit to a much greater extent
than they appear to have been.
There are a few instances of conjectural emen-

dation of the text, one or two of which deserve

mention. One of the most felicitous is noted in

the margin of 2 Mac 7
3(i

. By the slight change of

TTfirTWKafft to TTfirwKcurt the construction is simplified,
and the sense altered from *

having endured a short

pain that bringeth everlasting life, have now died

under God's covenant,
1

to '

having endured a short

pain, have now drunk of overflowing life under
God's covenant/ Another, the merit of which is

as-i-ucd to Dr. Hort,* is admitted to the text of

ii .Mae 44
. It consists in reading Mepeo^lciK,

' son

of Menestheus '

(as in v.-1
) for the inappropriate

fj.aivfffdai us (or rather, ws),
* did rage as,' etc. In

2 Es I
36 the Revisers give

' O father
'

(paler, Cod. S)
in place of ' brother' (AV). 15ut neither is suitable,
the speaker being God. Bensly suggested that the

true reading in the Greek might have been Trept-

fi\c^ov, drcttmJtjnre t and that the contracted form
of trepL had got mistaken for one of -jrdrep. But this

conjecture, though ingenious, was not acted upon.t
Subjoined are some examples of changes of

rendering made by the Revisers, which have met
with approval, or the reverse :

(A) Changes generally approved.

AV 1611. RV 1395.

1 Es 133 And he bound Joacim
and the nobles.

1 Es 421 He sticketh not to

spend his life with his wife.

2 Es 14^2 and they wrote the

1 Es 133 And Joakim bound
the nobles.

1 Es 421 And with his wife he
endeth his days.

2 Ss 14^2 and they wrote by
wonderful visions of the night course u ut, '.

: "
e .> i^.at were

that were told, which they told them, in characters which
they knew not,t
Jth 3y nigh unto Dotxa {i.e.

knew not.

.Illi 3'-' near unto Judea (m.
or I)ntca\ DothanJ.

Ad. Est 135 differing in the Ad. Est 135 following per-
versely a life which is strange
to our laws.

Wis I 1 a body that is held in

pledge II by sin.

the Wis TA and fell upon the

strange manner of their laws.

Wis 1* the body that is sub-

ject unto sin.

Wis 73 and fell upon
earth, which is of like nature. kindred earth

Wis 17'8 a pleasing fall of Wis 1718 a measured fall,

water running violently. et<' .

*

Sir 151-1 [f thou wilt,' to keep Sirl5l 5 If thou wilt, thou shalt

the commandments, and to keep the commandments ;

perform acceptable faithful- And to perform faithfulness

ness. is of thine own good plea
sure.**

* London fyinrtrrhi AVr.. April 1806, p. 6.

t On the value of Sir. H. L. Bensly's assistance in this section

of the work, and the facts connected with his discovery of the

'missing fragment' of 2 Esdras, see a full and discriminating
review of the revised Apocr. in the Guardian of '24th Dec. 1S95.

J The RV translates the text adopted by Bensly (Fourth Booh

of Ezra, 1896), in which, ex successione, the reading of Cod. C.

displaces the meaningless excessiones of the Latin. The cor-

rri-t I'm of noetic to notis is borne out by the Eastern versions.

Gr. '\)ii>',v \ctu.u* %tvi^otsffotv xttpaMjSirm*
|| xxTKYptu, oppignerato.
If fu9fMt v&vns Tof>'.vo?t.i*ou jSiat. But is

*
fall

' a necessary part
of the idea? The context seems to point to fattfMS being 'the
measured sound" or cadence.

** The construction of the second clause in the Greek *}

ftffrtv tTOiriffeti ii^oXjM- IS disputed.

AV 1611.

Sir 2211 make little weeping
for the dead, for he is at rest.

Bar 5G God bringeth them
unto thee exalted with glory,
as children of the kingdom.

Pr. Majii O Lord, Almighty
God of ... etc.

1 Mac 221 God forbid . . .

1 Mac ll**3 purposing to re-

move him out of the country.
2 Mac 49 to write them of

Jerusalem by the itante of An-
tiochians.

2 Mu<- s-f the battle that they
had in Babylon with the Gala-
tians.

(B) Changes not so approved

AV 1611.

1 Es 4M With her there is

no accepting of persons or re-

wards.
Jth 16" Then my afflicted

shouted for joy, and my weak
ones cried aloud ; but they (in.

f/n' . \. <xtiri(tnti) were astonished :

these lifted up their voices, but

they were overthrown.

Wis 8" she teacheth temper-
ance and prudence, justice and
fortitude.
Wis 1113 being deceived they

worshipped serpents void of

reason, and vile beasts.

Sir 0- that thy soul be not
torn in pieces as a bull [straying
alone].

Sir 24*-* I was exalted like a

palm tree in En-gaddi.

RV 1895.

Sir 22" weep more sweetly
Tor the dead, because he hatt
lound rest.*

Bar 5 ( > God bringeth them in
unto thee borne on high with
giory, as OH a royal throne, t

Pr. Man* O Lord Almighty
. . . thou God of, etc.

1 Mac 221 Heaven forbid . . . t
1 Mac 11GS purposing to re-

move him from his office.

2 Mar 4y to register the in-

habitants of J erusalem as
viti:,'tin of Antioch. U

2 Mac 820 the help given in the
land of Babylon, even the battle
that was fought against the

Gauls.1

or not made where needed.

RV 1S95.

lEs 439 (the same).**

Jth 16" Then my lowly ones
shouted aloud,

And my weak ones were
terrified and crouched for
fear :

They lifted up their voice,
and they were turned to

flight, ft
Wis 87 she teacheth soberness

and understanding, righteous-
ness and courage. J t

Wis llis they were led astray
to worship irrational reptiles
and wretched vermin.

Sir C2 that thy soul be not
torn in pieces as a bull.

|j II

Sir 24^ I was exalted like a

palm tree on the sea shore. If IT

* ti* xXetua-ov x.r.A., SfndicilM plora (Lat.).

t i; tlpovov a<nAE.osr. For Opovov some MSS read uious (filios,

Lat), followed by the AV.
J As the Revisers note in their Preface, the words ' God ' and

'the Lord' never occur in the best Greek text of 1 Maccabees,
See the point fully discussed in Fairweather and Black's ed. of

1 Mac. (Camb, Bible), 1897, Introd. p. 46.

5 xpetott , 'office,' is a better supported reading; than je*^*?,

'country,' which has very little authority.
|| 'ATi9x**f otHfypti^Kt. The rendering of the AV throughout

this passage needs emending in several points. Thus It I*TSI/$-

4i,- (v.
8
) is translated

'

by intercession,' a meaning which the
word bears in 1 Ti 2 1

, but inappropriate here, Data ")er con-

gressum occaifivne is Wahl's explanation.
If It is with some hesitation that this passage is placed among

the improved renderings. As to the construction, the words
T> iv TJ R should probably be connected, not with iv-nA^ii*,
but with the following trctpotTat&v. The reading of several MSS,
TY,V iv ty B. rrpa; rout l*et.ketrets ytvouivqv iratpctTtx^i*, supports this

view. 'The marg. note, 'Gr. Gototians,' appended to 'Gauls,'
is confusing. TaXa-roe* may mean Galatians ; but, like Karon,
it may also mean Gauls. The question is, which does it mean
here? See Bissell's note on 1 Mac 82.

** The Gr. says nothing about rewards : olx Itrrt rrctp eti,ry . . ,

Xiutop*. Truth'' indi/erently ministers justice.' Other passages
in this book, where the rendering of the AV needs correction,
are 2-"

* are now in hand '

(i vspyt'tToti,
' are being pushed on '), and

8yl 'children' (vEanati, 'youths').
ft The sense is obscured by this rendering. The fault is due

(as was pointed out by a reviewer in the Times, before quoted)
to the true parallelism not being observed. When properly

arranged, the first two clauses refer to the Israelites, the last

two to their enemies

Then my lowly ones raised their battle-cry (rXaX=*v),
And my weak ones gave a shout (i-or.a-et*, not i$ojaf,8tifau)i

And they (the Assyrians) were affrighted,

They lifted up their voice (in fear) and were overthrown

It The names of the four cardinal virtues, needlessly altered.

iXo^ai/JTiTa *; *vw5aA li-rsXij. If 'creeping things' b

substituted for
'

serpents,' the rendering of this clause in the

AV may perhaps be judged preferable.

HII The simile has no meaning. The Lat. couples velut taurus
with Non te extollas, etc., preceding, and thus makes sense;
but the reading differs widely from the Greek. Mr. Ball

(Variorum Aptjcrypha, in loc.) suggests 'as by a bull' ; com-

paring, for the construction, the LXX of Is 5*" and Jer 50".

Till The Vatican MS has sv attyutXeis 'on beaches,' which the

Revisers follow. But, as Edersheim pertinently remarks, 'palms
are not supposed to attain any special height by the sea shore' ;

whereas En-gedi of the Amorites, as its other name Hazazon-

tamar shows, was noted for its palm trees. The Cod. Siriait., by
second-hand, has s svya55er ; the Lat. in Cudesi the Arabic

'at the fountain of Gad.' Hence the AV is most probably

right. Kautzsch (Apok. u. Pseud., 1900) accepts Engeddi.
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AV K.I I.

II.- iiiak. ill the doc-
trim- ..I kih'Ul,.!,.- .ij>i..ar tuj

tin liiTlit.

.su' ith.

1 Ma.- .':' And laid op u the
!>....k .if tin- la\\, \\ li

ti. .' h. li liu.l BOUghl I" t'.ilnl

tin lik. n. n o( theii '

1 M ,' I-' .: II. 1 -'l| |

tilt- kll-^ \\li- M|...|l him.
1 M.I.- i;"- Thi-n Hi.' kin-,-

enttrt.1 . . . 1'iU \\hcii hu ;jaw

. . . IIL- brake, etc.

UV 1895.

That mak.-th ilintnlr-

II. ... I" -I. in. I.. 1 1 ha.- tin- Imllt.*

Hill' sallllXt

I M,,. .' in. I lai.l . . . con-

.eniint: uh htj ..... "i il. :y> w-n-
U'.llt |.. ln<|U!IV, .s.-l'killl,' til.-

lik.'ii.---. "i theii I'l-.N. :

1 Ma.- i.*-' all. I III.- kill'.'

sr, tn--.li I.. I..- niHm him.
I Ma.- W An. I till- kinu' i-n-

t.-ri-<l . . . an. I In saw . . . an. I

net at nought . . . mil gave

(in the whole, a study of tin; KV of tin- \I..T-
rniiiint fail lii make us awaic ill llir great amount
ui 01 k si ill to be done before such a translation a-s

vie lie-in- in sec can In-
|
..... lui-ril : \\nrk in settling

tlif li-\l. in harmoni/ing proper names, in elucidat-

ing nl.-i ui.- pa
-

ngei
"

I'.ni it ..-HIM.'! (ail to make
us consi -inn- aKo '.I tin 1 vast anioiuil of work cluiii-.

That there an' iiii-.|iialitii's in the workmanship
none will deny. \\ 'i-i Imn i- 1.. M.-I done than Sirach,
'J M:lr. lll.-lll i \larral ..... -. Hilt li'l t lie fair-lllilli leil

reailer take any "I these books, anil compare caie

fully I he rendering of a few consecutive chapters in

Ih. -in with that in the AV. He will meet, no
ili HI I it, w ith changes i hai he demurs to as uncalled
for or even wrong. lie will lie perplexed, on the

other hanil. hy I he seeming ne-lii-l of alterations,

where In- had thought them necessary. I'-ut lor one
SUl-ll ca-e lie "ill lilld .'I score, ill which the new
version is an improvement upon the old, in point
n! exactness, or tini-h. m eon-i-tency of diction.

Tin- I'ensei-s ha\e .-ii an\ rate thrown do\\n the

gage, and may now say to their critics: i't nun
rcctius.

x. 'I'm: AMF.MCAN" KKVISKD '

VERSION,** HH'HI

and I'.ml. With the completion of lli.-u worU in

Iss.V tin' Kn^lish nii'iiiheis of the joint Kevision

Company regarded their corpoi:iie .-\i~ii-n. -.- a> at

an end. The American mem! er- retained their or-

pini/ation. In assi^niirj the copyright tothetvio

I'nivcr-ity Presses, it had lieen stipulated that for

fourteen yeai i every copy issued from those jiresse-
rliouhl contain in an appendix the readings pr<-

lened I iy the Americans ; and that the latter, for

their part, should give their sanction to no other

\ i i i,n of vv.-'-27 shows that tilt- similes an- tak.-n

fr -t,. i ii..n and Ti^'ri^. lji|ilir.Li.-s aii.l .l-ii.l .M, . nnl

Gihon. IK'lii-.-. f r. mi .-.ui.-i.l.-luti.'n^ ..1 s\ uniii-l ry, X shi.ul'i re-

j.i-
ni ; .;

'

light,' or anything ..i Hi. kin.l. Imt ih.- nanif ot a

rivi-r. l

' in thinks that the Gret-k translator hail nxj
I.- .M him, win. h in Am S3 and elsewhere means not 'as the

.1 r i/ e. lilt- Nil.-), :t-s il ^X'J ; anil that he
ur-.n-h t....k tin- lonni-r rendering. See the review in the
/ ' '

I, ]i. 7.

t ilr. T*.3?.ev na/r!v, 'a youn- i .. f'f. Jn ffl.

'id, t:\ (oUowfi ii.. besl nipported reading of the Greek,
r i he, ..M ill.- aiuli.-i itj

< ' Bomi '

i. iii.-

t'.. in). I'll . AT:. I 1 1 .- AMint- of 1618, inKrtaw in^Mfftp it' bri
in*tA*-a.. Such a mode ot .1.-.. rutm- ih. -:i r.-l

boolu - :i-i I..- iiit.-lli._'ii.l.'. Other expbMUbtioru maj IH-M.-IIIII

I ,11. All that is here contended (..r is, that th.- KV tak.-s

no oc.ounf t III.- plural in Tta't *>, inakrs ur;i-*> <l.i .l.iut.l.-

duty l..r 'u.r<- wont to inquire, seeking,' and gives a very

^ Tli. AV .i].|-.
ir-; to have followed tlu- rt-ailinir of some

ourM\'*, v , .I . aair) sumiof-c.1
'

'Hi. UV a.|.-|.t^ tlu-

rniiiui.-ii I- '

III;
-

i .!, M

'it i-.'.-in.'l thai,' just OS ill the LaU, '.I \ismn . -.' n quod

I This is cited as an instance of thi- I'rin ij.l. ,
\. i

ol'--i-rv. d thi Una) i.-n,

a-- .1 I i

thi^ )n-. ulianl> , thi Ittve r. i-r-Nlti.
.

fi.nn uf the original, but at II ...... -r "I sacrilli-ing English
Idiom

\ li- 1|. tov .1 Ifl bl ] ] '- 1
- UK- introduction,

in 1
-

i-, ..I inar^iii .1 I- I. r out I hr ItV.
"

"III.-
|
l!h r.il.l.- .-..ntaiiiiiiL'tli.- i >M an. I Ne\v T- -

I transl.it. .1 .. ! ..I III.- --ri_ nil tongueg l-inu' Ih.- \.T-I-.II ^.-r

f-.rlli A i.. lr.ll .-..iii|.:ir.'.l with Ih.- ln..-t .iin-icnt antli-r

an, I r.-MM',l vr. ' n. \ili K.lil.'.l ! \ Hi.- \n,.

Krvisimi C..IIIII1III..- A.D. 1901
1
SUndard Edition

|
Men i"ii

Thomas Nt-Kun <v Sons.'
|

version for the same numlier if years. It Kecame

evident, however, as time went on, dial the

Amei ican Itevisers would not be conieiit ilh a
viTsion in which the renderint;s they in.

\\eie permanently consigned to an appendix. Ac.

coidiii^'ly they continued their labours, ii miu'ht
almost be Kilid without interruption limn Iss.'i;

and the result has been a fresh recension i i he

KV of the NT in 1'JIXI, and of the whole Ilibh- in

1901.

The book is well printed by Thomas NeNon \-

Sons, of New York. Kach pnye lnus two coliiiiins.

The space rnnninj; down the middle of each is

occupied by marginal reference.". Various readings

piiniid in italics are grouped at the foot of eai h

column, or in the .side margins, according to the

size of the book. Alone; the top of each papi
runs a headline summarizing the contents oi that

page. The Apocryphal books are not included.
The titles present several noticeable variaiions

from the customary form. The NT title -page
begins ; 'The New Covenant, commonly called The
New Testament of our Lord and Saviour,' but the
title of the whole liible (there being no separate
title of the OT) does not exhibit the word 'cove-

nant.' 'S.' for Saint is not prefixed to the
names of the writers of the NT. 'The Acts'
is the sole title of the historical book ; The Kpistle
to the Hebrews bears no author's name; the
term 'general' is discontinued before the Catholie

Kpistle.s ; and the last book is simply
' The Kevela-

tion of John.'
In their Preface the translators indicate with

. l.-.-ii MI--S the ends they chiefly desire to attain.

The principal of these are: that the name 'Jehovah'
be inserted, wherever it occurs in the Hebrew,
instead of 'LORD' or 'God,' which had hitherto
taken its place. That 'Sheol' in the (JT and
Hades' in the NT be used to express that unseen

world which had been imperfectly or inconsistently
denoted by 'the grave,' 'the pit,' 'Gehenna.'

Throughout the NT they would replace
'

Holy
Ghost' by

'

Holy Spirit.' The translators desire

to bring the dict'"n "*< nmch as possibl" into hp.r-

iiiony wiMi that in use at the present time. To
this 'cud they would always write 'who' for
'

which,' when referring to persons ;

' are' for '

be,'
in using the indicative ;

and so on in many other
instances.

It is obvious that in this last respect consistency
cannot be ensured at once ; and fault will no doubt
be found with the new revision on the ground of

want of uniformity.
To advert for a moment to the special objects

lirst spoken of as desirable, there can be little

doubt that the restoration of the name '.Jehovah
'

vull be a gain, wherever special stress is laid on it

as that of the God of the Hebrews, as in Ex 3"- '*.

But in many other passages, notably in the I'salms,
the frequent repetition of the name cannot but be
felt a burden a result which was avoided under
the old system by the use of two short but impres-
sive words,

' Lord
' and ' God.' *

Whether the words ' Sheol
' ami '

Hades,' one or

both, will ever become naturalized in the Knjli-h
1'iilile is not easy to forecast. We have assimilated

Sabbath" and '

Pentecost,
' and many more such

terms. Why, it may lie asked, not these also ?

Experience alone can decide.

So in the case of 'Holy Spirit" and -ll..ly

Ghost.' There can he no question about the in-

trinsic merit of the former. The one great ol.jee-

tion to making the change is that 'Holy tihost"

has become so deeply embedded in the creed- and
formularies of the Church that it would be dillicult

" In Pss 1-41 the name 'Jehovah* occur* -J7L' lim.-., . ir ,,| in

Fu Mi-ISO It occurs mutinies (see Kirk|uiirick, (><i/m, Intro

duction, p. 55).
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to displace it. This holds good of the American
Church as well as of our own.

It will perhaps be most serviceable to the reader
to set down a few passages in which the new
recension may be instructively compared with its

immediate predecessor. It will be noticed in how
many instances the American Version reverts to

that of 1611.

EC 12s ' desire shall fail
'

(Am. RV) :

' the

caper-berry shall fail
'

(RV). This would not be

intelligible without the help of a commentator. It

is explained that caper-berries were eaten before
meals to give a whet to the appetite. If they
failed to do so, it might be a sign of the coming
on of old age.
Dt 32 14 'with the finest of the wheat '

(Am. RV):
' with the fat of kidneys of wheat '

(RV, retaining
the Hebrew ligure of speech, by which the choicest

parts of an animal for sacrifice were taken to ex-

press what was finest in other objects. See Ex
29 13

).*

Zee 4' 4 ' these are the two anointed ones
'

(Am.
RV) ;

' the two sons of oil
'

(RV, retaining the
Hebraism in its unmodified form).
Jer 17

9 ' The heart is ... exceedingly corrupt
'

(Am. RV) ; 'the heart is ... desperately sick'

(RV).
Jg 512 ' lead away thy captives

'

(Am. RV) ;

'lead thy captivity captive' (RV).
Pr 13' 5 ' the way of the transgressor is hard

'

(Am. RV) ;

' the way of the treacherous is rugged
'

(RV).
Ac 17'

:2 ' Ye men of Athens, in all things I per-
ceive that ye are very religious' (Am. RV) ; 'some-
what superstitious' (RV). It is noticeable how the
influence of the Vulgate has drawn all the English
Versions, down to the AV inclusive, into rendering
0ifftd<L'.fj.oveffT^povs by some form of '

superstitious.'
But it is certain that St. Paul would not have
raised a prejudice against himself by using an
offensive term at the very outset of liis address.
Hence 'religious' (a sense in which the word is

used by Josephus) is wisely taken as its equivalent.
Rut in prefixing

' verv' t,he A-y.-rj(>an translators

obscure the delicate shade of meaning in the com-

parative.
Ph 2s '

who, existing in the form of God, counted
not the being on an equality with God a thing to

be grasped
'

(Am. RV) ; 'who, being . . . counted
it not a prize . . .

'

(RV). This rendering of inrap-

xuv by
'

existing' is a distinct improvement on the
'

being' of the RV. 'Prize' (RV) renders more
neatly than the later equivalent the apirayfj.!>i> of

the Greek, but not so literally (see Moule's note on
the passage).

'

Grasped
' should rather be 'grasped

at.'

1 Th '2
s '

might have claimed authority
'

(Am.
RV) : 'might have been burdensome' (EV, with
'claimed honour' in the margin). The Greek is

ambiguous, Siwdfj-evoi ev /3dpei civan. The use of

ciri[}a.p!j(rai in v." in the sense of 'prove a burden
to,' seems to carry cv /Scipei elrai with it. But, as

Ellicott points out, this is counterbalanced by the
close connexion of the clause with SJ^av, so that
the American Revisers may be right.
2 Ti 2'-*

'

having been taken captive by him unto
his will' (Am. RV) ; 'having been taken captive

by the Lord's servant unto the will of God
'

(RV).
In aiming at perspicuity the RV has given a com-
ment rather than a translation. The Am. RV
leaves an ambiguity in the pronouns

' him ' ami
'liis.' A point would be gained if 'His' were
written with a capital letter.

He II 5 'for he hath had witness borne to him
that before his translation he had been well-

" For this and one or two other examples the writer is in-

rlebte 1 to an appreciative article by Professor H. M. Whitney,
in the April number of the tiibliutht:ca Scm (Ohio), 1 (JU2.

pleasing unto God '

(Am. RV) ;

' before his trans-

lation he bath had witness borne to him that he
had been well-pleasing unto God' (RV). The
tenses speak for themselves.
He II 1 'now faith is assurance of things hoped

for, a conviction of things not seen' (Am. RV) ;

'now faith is the assurance of things hoped for,

the proving of things not seen' (RV). The former
of these renderings has been praised as much the
better of the two. But, as Westcott points out,
'it is difficult to suppose that l\eyxm can express a
state' ; and he himself gives

' substance' and 'test'

for I'TroffTcwts and Ae7xos.
If, in the above examples, the advantage may be

claimed for the American RV, the same can hardly
be said in the case of those which follow :

Ex 2lJ la ' thou shalt not kill
'

(Am. RV) ;

' thou
shall do no murder' (Prayer-Book Version and
RV). It is interesting to observe that each of

these newest renderings has gone back to an
earlier pattern, the RV to that in the Prayer-
Book, and the Am. RV to that of loll. There is

this merit in the last, that it harmonizes with the
word used in onr Lord's summary of the Com-
mandments (Mt 1918

). But the word 'kill'

does not necessarily imply a criminal act, and
in so far the rendering of the Am. RV is inade-

quate.
Ps 246 ' This is the generation of them that

seek after him, that seek thy face, even Jacob '

(Am. RV) ;

'

. . . that seek thy face, O God of

Jacob' (RV). The difficulty lies in supplying
the ellipse

' O God of.' It is admitted that, if

the Massoretic text be followed, the first of these

renderings is the right one; but in that case,

as Kirkpatrick points out, 'the construction in

harsh ;
a vocative is needed after thy face ; and

Jacob does not by itself convey this sense.' Hia
conclusion is that ' the AVm and RV rightly
follow the L.XX, Vulg. ,

and Syr. in reading "O
God of Jacob.'"
Ps 148 12 '

young men and virgins
'

(Am. RV) ;

'young men "and maidens' (RV). What is gained
by the change ?

'

Lk 24-6 ' Behooved it not the Christ to snfl'ei

these things, and to enter into his glory ?
'

(Am.
RV). Except in the spelling of the first word this

rendering repeats that of the RV, and is therefore

open to the same objection. By retaining the co-

ordinate construction with ' and ' instead of the

subordinate, the sense is missed. It should have
been '

by suffering these things to enter into his

glory,' or ' to suffer these things and so enter,' etc.

This will be seen more clearly by comparing such

a sentence as Mt 23-3 ' these things ought ye to

have done, and not to leave the others undone '

;

which would appear to charge the Pharisees with

neglecting the ceremonial observances of the Ian'.

The sense requires : 'without therefore leaving the

others undone.'
Ac 8a- 'The passage of Scripture' (Am. RV);

'The place of the Scripture' (RV). The change of
'

place
'

to
'

passa"e
' has not been made by the

Am. RV in Lk 4".

Gal I
10 ' am I now seeking the favor of men,

or of God?' (Am. RV) : 'am I now persuading
men, or God?' (RV). While it is admitted that

a verb of kindred meaning with ircWw should be

supplied by zeugma, to govern Biov, it does not

seem necessary that the meaning of TreiBu with

avffpuirovs should also be thus modified.

Tit I
8 '

given to hospitality
'

(Am. RV and RV)
for the simple

'

hospitable' (<jx.\6^ei>uv).

He O 16 - " In this passage 8ia8riK-r) is rendeied

'testament,' not 'covenant,' both by the Am. RV
and the RV. But, as Westcott has shown,

' there

is not the least trace of the meaning
" testament

"

in the Greek Old Scriptures, and the idea of a
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" te-tanielit
"

\v:i- iinleeil I \'_n to the. lew- till

till' I line "I I In 1

I lelo.l-.'

.l.-i I'
7

'every ^oo.l -il't anil es.-ry pel-feet yilt
'

(Am. li\ , in lln> a^ieein;,' with the A\'I: 'I-M-IV

:ooil jjit't ami every pi-Heel I,,,, in" il;\
'

i. This
latter rendering; iail- heeaii-e 'I n

'

i- not a

< \\oiil tn '1:111,' a- <5^'/>T;jua in tile original
int. Tin- Aiiii'i-ii'iin Revisers, in making
..-rve for l"'th thi-M' term-, eiinfe them-

M-l\i's 1111:1! ilr tn -in mount the ilitliriilty.

Kev _'' 'a- they are wont to sny
'

i \in. 1!V) ; 'as
tliev saj K\ i. Tlie latter is preferable, the
(ireek lirin^ simply lit Myowtv.

Th,' iuieiener to In' ilrawu from tliis brief ooni-

pari-.'ii of lenilerinx-s as well as from a more
e.-n.-ral Mii-M-y oi th,' work, is that il i.s prema
tun' a- yet to call it. a- i- dune on the t it le-paj.'e, a
' M.I in ia ril' eil it ion. 1 1 -eelii- e\ i.lellt that . i-M'li if

the |'l iliei|i|es of t he ]ati--t Ke\ i-iT-. he ai I 111 it I I'll . a

i -oii-i, 'eralih- time must elap-e lietore they ean lie

t hoi i Highly carrieil nut ill practice. An illu-t ration

taken from one single ile|iartnient of t he -uhjeet
will svillice. In the ease of archaic or oK ,,l, !

\vonU nincli progress has been maile. Many a
' ho\\ Ill-it

'

ha~ ^iven place to yet
'

: or ever
'

t"
'

In-f
'

:

' e\ il entreated
'

to 'ill-treat eil '; m, at

to f I' ; ami the like. But how many still re-

main '.

'

( ii-mli Ti-th
'

is altered to '

liviniieth forth
'

in <;.-il 4- 4
, but left unaltered in Job Ms-'. 'Ili-h

minded.' which is now an epithet of praise, is left

in I Ti li
17 in t he sense which it hore in the da \ - nt

the I iiinpowiler I'lot. 'Took knowledge of for

rei-o-ni/ed
'

still remains in Ae I

1;
. 'Nephews'

is i i-Jitly changed to 'grandchildren' in 1 Ti 5 4
:

lint
'

piety.' in the Latin sense of the word, still

remains in the same passage.
\Ve may see from these few instances that it is

\ain to Impc that a standard edition of the Kn^lish
llilili- will he soon forthcoming ; and still more vain
tn ill, am that the desired object has been at taine, I

already. That manyimprovements linye been made
ii|

on the Hevi-ion of 18S3, none would wish to

deny. It is reasonable to anticipate that, win n tin-

next Kevision is accomplished on this side tin

Atlantic, it may in its turn show a superiority in

some
respects over that of 1901. Hut ll ml to

be kept in view is not that the scholar- of the two
countries should pass and repass each other 'aiUi-i-i

s-patii-.' but that they should advance ' facta

paiiier mine pace.' The aspiration to winch utter -

aii'-i \\as 'jiven in the Preface to the Joint-I!e\ i-ioii

of th, NT in 1881, is not yet, we trust, out of

season that the labours ot the fellow-woi kei -,

'thus happily united, may be permitted to i>e.-n a
be in',' to both countries, and to all Knulish

spi akin;; people throughout the world."

*.* In concluding this article, the writer desires

to acknowledge his indebtedness to his si. n-, n--p.-.

eially tin- Ke\. .1. M. I,\lptou, assistant mastci in

Mariborongh College) for much valuable help in the
course ot it.

urnt1. Abrahams, art- on the RV ot the Aporr. in

IMNll ]i|>. 321-321); G'hr. Aiiili-r-'h. .IH/M'.

of II"- I
. 1S45; E Arber, TV,-

XT, I-; runim, 1886, pp. 500
'i '

', ii'. I---. 1
1. 243 (art. on the lti-h..ji-' l:ihl.- , 1-- .1. n.

]>.
-Jiii (n-\ i,-\\ >,t i:.l_':ir); Euyttej'B EngKffi ll'siij'in ilMtrilm--

tlon), n 'I
; iln- Ven. Bede, ll'i/rjb, eil I'lunu

Be i XT in Expos. 2nd ner. ii., iii. ; w. i;,-n,li-r. !> ?

'-. .'. H'ietSf at* niMiilifrsetzrr, 1884; I-

\-nlnM-rt, Alir'il 1S5S ami 1869, pp. 50-*1 <,-:irh .-.Id. (

', April 1S9 (Cffldmon); E. C. I.

erni'l"' n. n. d. : J. II. 1:1 n:

i Brit.*; Bosworth-Warini,'. I'r.-l. t,i Tit?
'

i

'*, 1805: H. Brodshawl Gtn(frird r. d.

Il" British Museum, CW. ((/ . . . Kihl.

II"- 1

I

,n, n'orlut, ed. by John Lightfoot, 1082; -' vt

|:iu_.'M, 'li', /;. i iVi'im AVn>c(f, 1883 ; Ciedmon's M'

fkrat . ill. It. Tli,,rpe, 1833; E. Cardwcll, /

.1 ' i- 1 1.
-

(m, 1S44. Hiil. Hi '

J. I-, i uli l -M, //,, J'tti-f. uj littcim* in the Makiiij oj' the Eiig.

l;;i,l,-, \:ri; Tli.-i'tni..-' n New York). 1871. pp. 148-170 !

.-

Mil- riv. pp. S27-371 (Eiw. vss); t'/in-v/i Quarterly, Ji

inn l;\ ,il OT); T. K. Chcvnv on UV rxihn- uml K:iuih. in

Ml sor. v., vi., vii. ; A. S. Cook, />'i'- ' 'i' '.'i'"'"'

til'l h'n'i. I'rvte \Vritfrtt (Intnxl. on Old EMU. Itit.l. \'

i-'- I i '. Cook, llelimr wi.fram Eeil,' n I. '

',/ l."ii'l"it, 1SS1, The lifv. Vertutn of Ot'

1832, .1 Second Letter tu the . . . lip. of L<nt il

'
.' -nt ttf the Ilil'le, 1S52, Khnif

[855; M I'i'MiiluIr, iletimriali o/(anon.), 1B3S ; A. I!. Imvid-

-.,n.
'

.l,-l- iii K\Y Kjrpog., Srdser. iv. ; H. Pumaus, II",- /

i/ihy, 1S; J. 11. l)ore, Old Iliblet, 18SS ; S. H I', el

'(len. 'to Josh, in KV,' Expttg., 3rd er. ii. ; John Euiln . il>t

I':, i I:. lilt, 1870; Eadu-inc's Canterbury ftaltrr, iil. liv K.

II.II-IIA. ]it- i. 1SS9; Edittljunih Jtcrinr, Oct l!>.."i (K\ "I "Ti;
. l .-. ir, The lliUes oj Kn'ytand. 1880; C. J. Ellicott, Con-

:/.< on /tt'rmoll, 1S70; T. S. Evans, 'Crit. Hcmarks on
KV,' in Krpos., 2ml scr. iii., v. ; articles by various \vr-: n on
the Failure ot the KV, in EXJIOS. Times, iii., iv. ; K. Field, \ r, .

mi tin' Triiiwlatiun . . ., Isni); Forshall-Madden, The. Italy
- ,'lifltc Versions), ISiiU ; F. Frv, Description o/ the (ireat

lli'ilr, 1530 . . ., 1885, The Biltle by Coaerdale, 1S67, /

i 'A, 1'ilit. uf XT, 1878; E. Gosner, Ueitr. z. Jin-

id. nrurnyl. Schr\ftin-ache . . . vie sie an' H

' :nnt .-V ! I" 'n soil, Ib91 ; F. A. Gasquet, Old i

/;,','., ls:i7; U. (;cll, i'K..ay toward the Amendment (ot the
v. LI i; F. Oruz, Biitr. z. Textkritik Citdmons, ISXi; The

' i. lUth Feb. 1870 (Action of Convocation), 27th Nov.
is:).', (K-tti-rs on use of KV), 24th Dec. 1SU5 (review of KV of

K lj:irwood, A Liberal Tr. of the XT, 1768; J. Hcy-
u.,,l.>',i>,-i,/ Hit. Authorized Kible Itevision, 1880, The JHblt and
it* lt''i-i*.'i-s, 1S57 ; H. W. Hoare, artL on the Enif. Uible in the
\ - 11 n'h Cent., May l*ls, April ISDi), Etolutinu of the EIVJ.

"\, 2nd cd. 1902; T. W. Hunt, CirJmon'i Eiodut
.

'

li'iniel; J. Jacobs, Kev. OT' in DM. Archa'ology, ISO4 ;

A. C. Jennings and \V. H. Lowe, 'A ('rit. Estimate of KV of
i iT,' A'.i/>o., 3rd ser. ii. ; I!. H. Kennedy, Ely Lectures, 1S82 ;

F. ( :. Ki-nyon. iiur Rilile anil the A nc. MSS, 11)5 ; W. Kilburne,
i-ii in ... 13'ililet, 1C59 ; J. A. Kingdon, Incidents

in the Lire* of Tho. 1'oyntz anil Me. Grqfton (priv. printed),
1S05 ; A. F. Kifkpatrick,.' Judges to Nch. in KV,' bxpoi., 3rd ser.

i., ii., iii., v. ; M. Konrath, Ueitr. z. Erkl. u. Texlkr. des William
r. .Vi'AorAain, 1878; G. V. Lechler, John Wijdif, tr. by P.

Lorimer, 1S84 ; J. Lewis, Life of J*ocock, Pref. p. 13 ff., Com-

pletc Account of Translations . . ., 2nd ed. 173U; J. B. Li|,'ht-

foot, On a Fresh Keen, of the EnnKth XT, 1871 (3rd cd.

enntincr Letters in the Guardian, 7th, 14th, 21st Sept.
lsl) ; \V. J. Lottie, A Centura of Biblti, 1872 ; Lonion yiiartcrli/

ls:iO(art. on the 'HVof the A)xwr.'); R. Lovett, The
I'm l:'d Kng. Bible. l.",Si-lSSf>, 1895; M'CIellan, Four GotpeU
dnii-'id i. 1-7,; M'Clintock-Stroni,', <'<jcl. (art. on Eng. VSS),
1873; G. P. Marsh, Lectures on the Eny. Language:, E. Miller,

The Oxford Debate on the Textual Crit. of the A?', 1S97 ; G.

Millignn, The Bii.7. Bible, a Sketch of its History, 1S95, and art.

on VERSIONS (Eso.) in vol. iv. ; J. I. Mombcrt, Kny. \'SS of the

pp. 301, 262 (Trevisa); G. Offer, MS Collections (tint. Mus.,
Ailill. ami Eg. MSS 26,070-20,673); The Orinulum, ed. 11. M.

White, 1S78; A. G. Paspati, Ranarks on the lt\' of the XT,
18S3 ; T. H. I'attison, flirt, of the Eng. Bible, 1891 ; Percy
Society's Publications, lieliijinns J'tmns qfWm, de Shorehain,
1849 ; T. J. Pettitfrew, Ilililiotfteca SuMexiana, vol. ii. 1839 ; C.

Plummer, Pref. to I'm. Bieilo! Hist. Keel. 18!>6; E. H. Plumptre,
art. on the AV in Smith's l)K : N. Pouot'k, artt. in The JHUiii-

irrapher, vo\s. i.-iv. on the Bishops' and Genevan Bibles ; K. L.

Poole, n'y.-lit and Mtieemenls for lleform, 1888; Prime
\Vi-iiili-ll, Fifteenth Cent. Bibles, 1888; The Quarterly Jteriar,
\iiril l^ril, p. 12911, Oot. 1885, pp. 281 -829 (RV of OT); K. Kolle,

.if llampnle, The 1'taltcr . . ., ed. H. R. Bromley, 1884 ; W. G.

liiitln-M'iril, St. I'aul'f Kf,. to the Roman* (Intnid.), 11)00; W.
i

' RVof NT' in Bj-/^>x..2nd ser. ii. : P. Schaff, Companion
it, lii.'Tfxt. 188;t ; J. Scholcfleld, Hints/or an Jmprored Traml.

., 3rd ed. 1849; F. H. A. Scrivener, Suvptfment tu the A I',

Authoriml Ed. of the Ewj. Btb. 1884; W. Selwyn,

i Wmlif* Bilile (in Trans, of 1'hiloloe;. Soc., pt. i. for

i; W. E. Smith, A Study of the tJreat 'She' Uible,

1890; H. Stevens, Cat. of Bibles in the Caxton Celebr. 1877;

i-Waring, The Lintlittfarne and Jtnufitrorth Glosses

(Surtees Society's Publns., Nos. 28, 39, 43, 48); E. Tliwaites,
<-fms . . ., 1098; B. Thorpe (see above, 'Cnxlmon'];

The Times, 19th Nov. 189S (review of KV ;if Ap<KT.); W.
Timlale, see Laiisdniviiv MSS (Hrit. Mus.), 1)79, f. 150; K. C.

Trench, On the A V of the XT, in connexion irilh itotne Jttc.

, fur it* Hern., 2nd L 18.TO ; M. II. Turk, The Lerial

Code of Kin'j .f.V/rn/ the threat, 1893; C. J. VaiiKhan, Auth.
or Her'. 1S82 ; R. S. Watson, Cmlinon . . ., 1875 ; II. K U
A Gen. 1'iriru.f the Hist, of the Enn. Di> m Hi,-

Church, 1875, Some Leimns of the KV of the ST. 1897 ; 8. W.
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i of, 1545; John Wright, Early /libteH of .1

1803: J. Wyclif, Emjlith \Vt*rk* of (e<L by F. I). V
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1S95. ,1. 11. l.ril, >N.
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DEVELOPMENT OP DOCTRINE IN THE
APOCRYPHAL PERIOD.

SOURCES.

]!.C. 200-100: Siracli; Daniel; Ethiopic Enoch
1-30, 83-90, 91-104 ; Baruch 1-3S

;
Tobit ;

Sibylline Oracles (part of Book iii. ); Testa-
ments of the Twelve Patriarchs (B.C. 140-
A.u. 30) ; Book of Juliilees

;
Judith.

B.C. 100-1 : Ethiopic Enoch 37-70; 1 Maccabees;
Psalms of Solomon

;
2 Maccabees.

A.I). 1-100: Assumption of Moses; Book of

Wisdom ; Philo ; Slavonic Enoch ;
4 Mac-

cabees ; Josephus ; Apocalypse of Baruch ;

Book of Baruch (from 39 onwards) ; 2 (4)

Esdras ; Ascension of Isaiah ; Shemoneh
Esreh.

fin the above list of authorities the Targums are

not included. They undoubtedly contain frag-
ments as old as the time of John Hyrcanus ; but
as they were not published until, perhaps, the
3rd or 4th cent. A.D., they must obviously be used
with caution as sources for estimating the develop-
ment of Jewish doctrine during our period].

Introduction.
1. The question stated.

2. Relation of later Judaism to foreign systems of thought.
(1) Persian influence.

(2) Greek influence.

3. Decay of the older Hebraism.
4. Classification of the Apocrypha according to the national

influences under which they were composed,
i. THE DOCTRINE OK GOD.

1. The OT position.
2. The position of this doctrine in Jewish writings of the

Apocryphal period.
3. The extent to which foreign influences affected the

doctrine of God as reflected in these writings.
4. Popular superstitions regarding the name Jahweh.
5. The Christian doctrine of God.

ii. THE DOCTRINE OF THE WISDOM.
1. In OT presented not only as human, hut also as Divine.

2. Hellenizing of the Heb. {/oiAuui in the Alexandrian
Wiwdom of Solomon.

3. The Logos of Philo.

4. The Memra of the Targums.
5. NT conception of the Logos,

ii. ANGELOLOGY AND DEMOXOLOGY.
A. Angelology.

1. OT doctrine of angels.
2. Post-exilic development of angelology on Persian lines

seen in (1) Daniel, (2) Tohit, 2 Mac., 2 (4) Esdras.

3. Conception of elemental angels in post-canonical Jewish
literature.

4. Doctrine of angels as held by the Essenes and by Philo.

5. Denial of angels by the Sadducees.
B. Demonology.

1. The position as reflected in the earlier OT literature.

2. The Satan of Job, Zechariah, the Chronicler, and the

Similitudes of Enoch.
3. The doctrine of evil spirits in the Apocrypha and in

Josephus.
4. Demonology of the Alexandrian Jews.
5. Development of demonology in the Jewish pseudepi-

grapha.
C. Relation of the religious consciousness of our Lord to

current beliefs about angels and demons.

r. ANTHRoroLOGT. Teaching of the Apocrypha and Pseudepi-
grapha as to

1. Psychological nature of man.
2. Original moral condition of man.
3. Immortality of the soul.

4. The first sin and its consequences.
5. Free will and foreordination.

6. Ethics: (1) Palestinian; (2) Alexandrian.

7. Final shape given by Christian doctrine to Jewish

anthropology
v. THE MESSIANIC HOPE.

1. Meaning of the expression.
2. The OT position.
3. The Messianic idea in the Apocrypha.
4. Transformation into Apocalyptic ideas.

5. The Messianic idea in later Palestinian books.

6. The Messianic expectation in Hellenistic Judaism.
7. Peculiarities of the later Messianic hope.
8. Question as to retrogression of Messianic idea during the

post-Prophetic period.

Fi. ESCIIATOLOGY.
1. Position of eschatological doctrine in OT.
2. Post-canonical development, with special reference to

(1) Future judgment.

(2) Realms of the departed : (a) Sheol ; (Ii) Paradise ;

(c) Heaven ; (<0 Gehenna.

(3) The Resurrection.
3. Question as to the influence of Zoroastrianism upon

Jewish esehatology.
Literature.

Introduction. 1. The question stated. Our first

concern in discussing the subject of doctrinal

development in the Apocryphal period is to get
a clear conception of the true bearings of the

question. The field over which our investigation
is to extend consists practically of the intervening
space between the Old and New Testaments. We
have to deal with a transition period, to be con-

sidered with due reference both to what precedes
and what follows ; we are to look back on the OT,
and forward to the NT. In short, we must have
the OT basis from which to start, and the NT
position to which we are to be led up, loth in

full vision. The question might be broadly stated,

then, as the relation of Jewish views of theology
at this time to the Old and New Testaments
the special point to be elucidated being whethei
and how far the Apocrypha and other non-canonical

pre-Christian Jewish writings bridge the distance
between them. They do so historically ; do they
do so doctrinally ? Is there evidence of real doc-

trinal development ?

The student of theology will hardly say there is

no felt want of such a bridge. While the NT
stands most intimately related to the OT, and
would lie a real enigma without it, it is yet true
that the difference between them is of the most
marked description. And many, instead ot follow-

ing the somewhat doubtful course of leaping from
the one to the other, naturally prefer to tread the

path, indistinct and curiously winding though it

be, that undoubtedly leads through the gloom of

these 400 years into the full-orbed light of the
Christian era. They claim that amid much that
is admittedly of questionable value, and amid
much to which distinct objection can be taken in

these Apocryphal writings, the latter nevertheless

furnish stepping-stones by means of which it is

possible gradually to climb the long ascent from
Malachi to Matthew. Nor is there anything

priori extravagant in this claim. In virtue of

its own inherent living power of growth, ami in

accordance with the divinely chosen method of

its gradual delivery to man, revealed truth must
have gained something, if not in actual content,
at least in clearness of expression, during such a

period. As a matter of fact we find that, in the

two centuries immediately preceding the Christian

era, Jewish literature, though obviously jiast
its

prime, has still a measure of vigorous life. It

throbs with patriotic feeling, of which indeed (in

the Books of Maccabees) it reflects perhap.- the

niu-t signal instances on record. It shows also that

during these ' Middle Ages of sacred history' the

lamp of true piety continued to burn, and, so long
as that was the case, scriptural doctrine could not

altogether have stood still, but must of necessity
have undergone some development in its applica-
tion to the circumstances of the age. And this

theological development must have made itself felt

in the Jewish religious books of the period. As
will be seen from the list of authorities given
above, these numbered many more than tho*e in-

cluded in the OT Apocrypha. Among other extant
works falling within the limits of our period are

the remarkable and mysterious Palestinian Book

of Enoch (preserved in Ethiopic), parts of which
date from the 2nd cent. B.C. ; the Gneco-Jtwish-
C'hristian Sibylline Oracles, which, from a large
Jewish nucleus issued from Alexandria towards
the middle of the same century, grew lirst under
Jewish and subsequently under Christian hands, into

a ' chaotic wilderness '
of fourteen books ; the Hook
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:i/',//<r'Av\, assigned by the most recent scholarship
to i

1

. l.'in II. C. ; the I'.inlin.i nf S<I/IIIHIIII, dating fnini

li. r. 7" Hi; anil the Assunijilinn <>t .!/' .v, which

appears tn have liecn written
practically

at the

dawn of the Christian era (A.D. 7-3(1). These ami
ut her pgendepigrapha dating from the eailv ecu-

tin ies of unr era (<.(/. the Apocalypse of />'/ // ami

the Asi-i-iixinn nf fsniit/i) are mostly apocalyptic,
ami, while throwing a valuable supplementary
light on the religions views of the Jewish people
in the time of our Lord, do not take rank with
the 1 1 cut cid-canonical

'

liooks. Although I hey ,-ne

sometime-* teimed apocryphal (Iren. //"/. i. 'JO),

they form no part ot the OT Apocrypha properly
so called, and perhaps we may take the latter

as representing on the whole the continuity lioth

of literature and dogma. At the same time,

for the sake of completeness, it will be necessary
to include in our historical survey material sup-

plied by the pre-Christian Jewish literature gener-

ally, as well as by the writings of 1'hilo and

.losephus, which date from the 1st cent, of the
Christian era.

The history of the Church, moreover, no less

than the expansive iiower of Divine truth, leads

us to expert, that there should be such a bridge
between ( T and NT doctrine. Almost any 401)

years of Church history have witnessed important
new developments of doctrine : and every age has
found occasion to sift and discuss many points
that never suggested themselves to those of an ear-

lier time. Our own religious perspective has dis-

tinctly changed within a relatively shorter period.
And. mutatis mutiinilix, is it at all likely that the

le\\ish theology of the post- Prophetic period took
no colour of its own from the special circumstances,

struggles, and aspirations of the age? No doubt
it is true, as Langen

*
points out, that the OT

eon Id never have developed itself into the NT, as

the seed does into the plant, seeing that a new
and miraculous fact which could not develop, but
wa<- accomplished by Divine statute at a definite

moment ivi/. the Incarnation), came in and sharply
defined the boundary line between the old and new
economies, and expressed their essential difference

of character. But, though the term development
lie inapplicable here, it is otherwise as regards
doctrine, \\hich must always of necessity develop
itself. This is a natural law in the spiritual world
which will not be denied. Are we, then, to sup-

pose that this organic development within the

sphere of Jewish theology met with a sudden
check after the issue of the lx>oks composing the
lleb. Canon, ceased, in fact, in order to the sub-

sequent sudden appearance of quite new truths?
SIK 1, a thing, to say the least, would be a great
an imaly, and to many the Apocryphal

books have
furnished some tangible and valuable links in the

chain of biblical truth.
I lei tainly, none can with reason refuse to lielieve

that in the eventful period of .Jewish history to

which they owe their origin there was produced,
and in these works preserved, something of signifi-

cance f<ir the universal (.'hurcli of (!o<l. Vet they
have been denounced as worse than worthless.

Few will now accept the bitterly hostile verdict
of the Kdinhnrgh I'.ible Society in 1825, that 'the
w hole- work (.') is replete with instances of vanity,

Mattery, idle curiosity, affectation of learning, and
other blemishes ; with frivolous, absurd, false,

superstitious, ami contradictory statements. '+ For
w bile t lie Apocrypha admittedly do contain inaceu-

ra :ies, offences against good taste, and even serious

deviations from 'sound doctrine,' it is ridiculous
in -peak of the whole collection as ' bad in itself,

'

iui< nil, I'tn ill Faltutlinn ?wr Znt Chrixti, p. 64.
t Klaifnh nt relative to the circulation of the Apocrypha

(I8i
r
0, A|i|icili\, p. 8.
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bad in its eM'ects, bad in every point of view,'
* or

as a ' miserable heap of fables and romances, of

pitiful fooleries and base falsehoods, of vile im-

postures and gross immoralities. 't Such an esti-

mate of the main portion of the religious literature

of the centuries preceding the advent of Christ
amounts to the negation of the great law of

spiritual evolution, according to which utter stag-
nation in the matter of doctrinal development is a.

virtual impossibility. The developments of such
a period may have been strange, retrograde, and
misguided, as well as normal, progressive, and

healthy ; but development of some sort there must
have been. And we must look for the reflexion of

this, such as it was, in the Apocryphal literature

as the written repository of the religious thought
of the age. Reasonable as this view of the ease

appears to be, it has been too often either quite
overlooked or vehemently rejected, lly those who
concede to these liooks no right save that of being
anathematized, it will of course be considered

monstrous to take account of them at all in con-

nexion with biblical doctrine. And this class has

had, and probably still has, its representatives in

various quarters. For rooted aversion to the

Apocrypha has not been confined to Scotland. A
Herman writer J rather wildly says, 'They tear

asunder the code of Divine revelation'; but the

real question, which we must not allow to be
obscured by a statement of this sort, is, How does

NT doctrine stand related to that of the Hebrew
Canon? Is there any middle ground? And do
these post-canonical ixmks furnish us with that

middle ground ? Do they show us any doctrines in

a transition stage of development between the OT
and NT positions? 'Science,' says Keuss, 'can
never ignore or neglect with impunity the regular
succession and natural connexion of facts, and it

acts under a singular illusion when it attempts to

bring together the two ends, after cutting away
the thread which unites them' (Apimtolir. Age, \.

p. 70, Eng. tr.). May not the Apocrypha in this

case be the uniting thread which some have been
too eager to cut aw ay ?

2. Another interesting and important factor

here enters into the discussion, viz. the relation

in u'hi'-h tin: later Juilnism stood tit foreign systems
of thuitnht, for it was undoubtedly ow ing to the

influence of these, combined with a certain decay
of the older Hebraism itself, that it assumed its

distinctive character.

The choice of Israel did not absolutely exclude the rest of the

human race from beini; the objects of Divine regard (Jn !). On
the contrary, it was distinctly contemplated that they should
ullimatelv be received into the larger Israel of the Christian

I'hurch (Ml 8", Jn 101). While the Jews were selected for the

discharge of the missionary function of transmitting the Divine

revelation to the world, (lod was also by His providence cnulu-
allv and surely preparing the world tor Christianity. Conse-

qnentlv, the idea of other nations making some contribution

towards the sum-total of the religious knowledge attained in

pre-Christian times is not one to be summarily rejected at

unworthy of consideration. When in Jn l y Christ is designated
'the true Li^ht, which liphteth every man that rometh into the

world,' may we not warnintably trace to this source the reason-

ings and yearnings of a Socrates for a future and endless life,

and the 'profound thoughts of a 1'lato concernini; the im-

mortality of the soul? After a struggle with his native Jewish

prejudices, the Apostle Peter perceived that ' God is no re-

sj>ecter of persons: but in every nation he that teareth fJod and
worketh righteousness is accepted with him '(Ac iowr.). That
other nations besides the Jews had at least some measure of

liu'M is therefore a fact which should lie thon^htfuljy acknow-

ledged rather than j;ni'!^in^ly admitted. It can in no way
derogate from the supreme honour due to the religion of Jesus

Christ to recognize that Confucius taught olicdienee to parent* ;

that Huddha based his svstem of morality on the notion of th

i'i|iialii \ of all, and enjoined the widest toleration ; that Zoro-

aster, so far from bem^ accurately described as a ' famous

impostor' and 'very crafty knave,' was a teacher of mono-
theism and ot many valuable ethical principles ; or that in

* Secornl Statement, etc. (182U), p. 00.

t /fi'ti. Antlffir Liithittti, at annual meetinp ot E.H.S., 182".

Keerl, Vat U'urt {iMft uiiJ die Apokryflitn Jet AT, p. 17.
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ancient Egypt men were familiar with the conceptions of im-

mortality and eternity. These were only so many '

past stars

getting light from the everlasting sun.' All that was true or

good in these ancient faiths was derived from Jesus Christ.
The providential shaking together of the nations which took

place during the centuries immediately preceding the Christian
era enabled each to pour what contribution it could into the
<.:!v;it treasury of religious thought and sentiment. The fusion

of the diverse tendencies and thoughts of East and West wasuie ui%erse leiiuencies aim tuuugiiis 01 E.USL aiiu * est was
not without its effect in developing in a forward direction

(though not uniformly so) the truth that God had communi-
cated to His people ; and the constant intermingling of ideas

th
le

ng

caieu 10 nis people ; ana uie constant, intermingling 01 meas
that took place was, under God, destined to result in nothing
less than the inbringing of a cosmopolitan religion, equally
suitable for all climates and peoples, and capable of assimilating
all that was noblest and purest in human aspiration and culture.
Whatever of real advance in doctrinal development is anywhere
traceable during this important and formative period is there-

fore still to be attributed to the revealing Spirit and guiding
hand of Jehovah, and is not to be regarded as simply the pro-
duct of human reason or philosophical speculation.

With the exception of certain modes of thought
and expression, including perhaps the ponderous
visionary style so much employed by Ezekiel, the

patriotic Jew apparently brought back with him
from Babylon no new literary possession. His

religious borrowing was upon a still smaller scale :

he had viewed the idolatrous practices of his cap-
tors with lofty scorn (Is 449

--"). But his debt to
Persian and Greek religious thought proved to be
much more considerable.

(1) Persinn influence. The worship of the One
Supreme God which was common to both Persians
and Jews (Ormazd and Jahweh being to this ex-
tent practically identified) sufficiently accounts for

the bond of religious sympathy which undoubtedly
united the two peoples. They were at one in their

repudiation of idolatry ; both looked for the abso-
lute reign of the good. That the final destruction
of evil is well within the horizon of Zoroaster

appears from the Gatha.1, or hymns, the only part
of the Avesta claiming to be from the prophet's
own hand. (For further details, see art. ZOROAS-
TRIANISM in vol. iv. , and Cheyne in Expos. Times,
ii. (1891) 202, 224, 248). Apart from the influence

inevitably exerted on one another by men of diverse
creeds who are brought by circumstances into close

mutual relationship, these fundamental resem-
blances between their respective faiths naturally led

to a certain interaction of belief in other direc-

tions also. For example, the Zoroastrians, like

the Jews, expected a Saviour (Saoshi/nnt, of the
stem of Zoroaster) at whose advent the powers of

evil were to be overthrown. Again, it need not
be doubted that the Zoroastrian expectation of a

glorious and happy future, in which the faithful,
freed fiom all contact with evil, should enjoy eter-

nal fellowship with Ormazd and his angels, led

the Jews towards a clearer apprehension at least

of the hitherto but dimly entertained and scarcely
formulated doctrine of a personal immortality.
Persian ideas have been traced in the OT itself

(Dn 10 13--" 12 1
) ; they are certainly present in the

Apocr. (To 12") ; and seem to have passed through
the earlier Jewish apocalyptic (En 90-'"-) into the
NT Apocalypse of St. John (1

J
8-). A noticeable

feature of Zoroastrian ism is its artistic and lavish
use of numbers and images. This tendency was
specially developed in connexion with the doctrine
of good and evil spirits, and is already reflected in

the later canonical books of the OT (1 Ch 21', Zet
39 4 IU

), and still more, as we shall see, in the post-
canonical literature. These foreign elements begm
to produce a freer play of the imagination within
the sphere of things sacred than had been possible
under the former limitations

; they supplied the
old faith with a new stock of names and images.
That Jewish ritual as well as doctrine was ali'ectei

by Persian influence appears not only from the
institution of the Feast of Purim, but in connexion
with such a matter as the saying of the first prayer
\ShCma') in the temple at daybreak.

(2) Greek influence. The tide of Hellenism,
which began to flow over the whole civilized world
after the brilliant conquests of Alexander the

jreat, affected Palestine as well as other countries.

During the period of the Ptolemies and the Seleu-

cidre the Greek spirit took possession of the land ;

native customs and traditional ways of thinking

everywhere yielded to this subtle overmastering
force. In the purely Judivan district, however,
;he Hellenistic spirit was so far kept at bay. No
new Greek cities sprang up within that essentially
Jewish area, and when the rising wave of Hellenism
dashed up against the rock of Judaism the latter

was strong enough to withstand the shock. Only
its sharper corners were worn off in the process,
and this was necessary in order to the fulfilment

of the function assigned in providence to the Heb.
faith as the historic preparation for the world-

wide religion of Christ. The influx of Greek cul-

ture was met by a fresh and resolute devotion to

the legalistic ideal developed by the scribes. Such
was the result of the conflict epigrammatically re-

ferred to by Zechariah in the words: 'Thy sons,

O Zion, against thy sons, O Greece
'

(9
13

). Proudly
conscious of their privileged position as the chosen

people, and punctilious to the last degree with

regard to their observance of the temple worship,
the Jews gained rather than lost in national senti-

ment. But if the Hellenistic spirit was denied an
entrance into the religious citadel of Judaism, it

crept insidiously into every other department of

life(l Mac I
15

,
2 Mac 49

' 14
).

Alexandria, and not Athens, was now the proud
' mother of arts and eloquence,' and it was in this

Egyptian city that non- Palestinian Judaism came
into closest contact with Hellenistic thought and
culture. The spiritual atmosphere of the place
was altogether peculiar, and charged with elements
derived alike from the East and the West. Two such

powerful and opposite streams of tendency could

not meet without mutually influencing each other,

anil the world has profited by their fusion. The
translation of the Heb. Scriptures into Greek made
them the property of all nations, while the Greek

language ami philosophy provided the Jewish re-

ligion with splendid weapons for apologetic and

raissionarv purposes. .Judaism and Hellenism were

thus complementary factors in creating a type of

thought and life w'ider and fuller than either of

them could have produced of itself. A distinctly

religious conception of the universe had hitherto

bri'ii as foreign to the Greek as the rules and ab-

stractions of metaphysics had been to the Hebrew.
But the Greeks were now provided with a direct

Divine revelation, capable of rilling with life every

groove of their languishing philosophical systems ;

and the Jews, besides appropriating certain Greek

conceptions, found the means of giving scientific

expression to the contents of their religious con-

sciousness. The result of this union of two great
forces was seen in the rise and development of the

Jewish - Alexandrian philosophy of religion. In

this system, unfortunately, the literal meaning of

Scripture was discarded 'in favour of allegorical

interpretations. From the time of Aristohulus

(2nd cent. B.C.), who maintained that the Greek

philosophy had been borrowed from Moses, to that

of Philo Juda'US (c. 20 B.C.-50 A.D.), who still

further developed the allegorical method, philoso-

phers used the Bible largely as a prop for theii

own speculations. To Judaism the results were

sufficiently serious, but it emerged at last from

the keen battle which had to be waged as the

price of its partnership with ' the wisdom of men,'
if not without wounds, yet also enriched with

spoil.
There were thus two great streams of influence

flowing in upon the Jewish theology of this period,
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an l-'astern and u Western, a Persian ainl a t.ieel,.

< M these I iv fur tin 1 stronger was tin- ( !rcck, I IHMI;_'|I

lli- r>i,ian i^ as distinctly traceable. Tin- one

may in- likened to an ordinary under-current, ami

the other In tin- Culf Stream. "The Persian current

was that Hi Zoroastrianism j the Greek cannot l>e

!is>cx-i:iti-il with a single nunie. Out of these two
foice-. which were new, or newly felt, acting upon
tin- iialnc .luilaisni (if Palestine, which wa.s old,

was tunned that third which we meet within the

Inline Jewish theology (if the period. lint there

was also, as we have seen, a Jewish theology
(int-iili- (if Palestine altogether. Not only (lid

ti>iei-jii intlnences How in upon .ludaisin, but

Judaism, now no longer confined to Palestine,
went nut t(i meet them. Thus the hitherto un-

brnkeii river of OT idea!) and doctrines divided

itsrlf at this point into three separate streams.

One, the main current, continued to flow on in

Pale-tine; while on the east and west of it ran
two nthcr streams the one through Persian ter-

i it my, and the other through (Jreek. The trilm-

tai-ii-s of Persian and (Jreek ideas by which these

streams
respectively

were fed necessarily caused
their waters to be ot a composite character, exceed-

ingly dilliciilt to analyze so as to say definitely,
'Tliis is .Jewish, that is Persian,' or 'This is

ilewis.li, tliat is (Ireek.' These currents, however,
intii which Judaism was divided, and through
which it was widened, were destined in some
decree to find a meeting-point again in the re-

ligion (if Christ, which assimilated what was good
nut only in Judaism, but also in the splendid
cical ions of foreign philosophical and theological

thought.
\Vc lind, then, that human .speculation had a

_'ical function to ]H'rform in so acting upon OT
ilo'jma as to soften and widen it in the direction

of the larger truths of the perfect revelation in

Christ. This revelation was certainly the more
easily received and apprehended that the Greeks
had lived and thought. The contribution of the
thinkers 4if the West to the universal religion was
their philosophical culture and spirit. That, joined
to the sacred depository of truth that composed the

faith "f the Hebrews, went to form a religion wide

enough for every section of humanity. It wanted

(inly the material force of Rome to fuse the nations
into the outward and political union that was to

consolidate thedeeiier union which the interchange
of spiritual thought and feeling had already in

UN -at measure brought about.
3. Dffiy of the older Hebraism. If, moreover,

in the later canonical looks we already find traces

ot lli- influx of foreign influences on the one hand,
e aKi. discover signs of the decay of pure Hebraism

on the other. In particular, we can discern in

K/ekiel and /echariah distinct traces of the pro-
ee-s by which the old supremacy of the prophet
passed lirst into the hands of the priest, and sub-

sequently into those of the scribe, the spiritual
anee-tor of the NT Pharisee. For instance, it is

\ eiy Mumlicant that in the fifth vision of /echariah
the two 'anointed ones' who jointly sustain the.

spiritual life of Israel are the civil and priestly
heads of the nation, and that the prophet is

accorded no place by their side. Quite foreign,
too. to the older prophecy is the way in which
/echariah introduces mediators to bridge the dis-

tance between men and Jahweh, who is conceived
as reigning in the remote heaven and maintaining
intercourse with the world through the medium of

imisible messengers. In Malachi we detect not

only a certain scholasticism of style that is new,
but also, as contrasted with Isaiah and the other

great prophets, a tincture of the legalistic spirit

(4
4

i which was destined to become so strong in the

near future. 'Joel starts, like any older prophet,

from the facts of his own day, but these hurry him
at once into apocalypse; he calls, as thoroughly as

any of his predecessors, to repentance, but under
the imminence of the day of the Lord, with its

supernatural terrors, he mentions no special sin

and enforces no single virtue. The civic- and per-
sonal ethics of the earlier prophets are absent.

In the Greek period, the oracles, now numbered
from the ninth to the fourteenth chapters of the
Hook of Zechariah, repeat to aggravation the ex-

ulting revenge of Nahum and Olmdiah, without
the strong style or the hold upon history which
the former exhibits, and show us prophecy still

further enwrapped in apocalypse. That the
ceremonial had now taken precedence of the moral
and the spiritual is also clear from a comparison of

the historical hooks of this period with those of

earlier times. The Chronicler is concerned chiefly
alxnit the outward holiness of Israel, and knows
nothing of the ethical earnestness of the older

prophets. In the Apocryphal literature of the <!r.

period we see the spirit of Pharisaic Judaism alto-

gether in the ascendant.
4. The foregoing considerations supply us with

a convenient basis for the classification of tin:

A/Hirn//ifin. They range themselves into three
classc.s according to the national influences under
which they were composed, and it will be im-

portant for our present inquiry to view them in

that connexion, bearing in mind, of course, that no
classification of this sort can be absolutely exhaus-

tive, and that traces of Pers. influence, e.fj. , may
be met with in books prevailingly <j!r. or Pal. in

their origin, and rii-e vcrsii. t

(1) The Persian-Palestinian books. These are

characterized chiefly by their deep-seated horror

of idolatry : by the extraordinary value they
attach to alms-giving ami other works of bene-

volence
; by a very elaborate doctrine of angels,

and especially of demons ; by the prominence
they give to the miraculous ; by a distinct doe-

trine of immortality, and indications of belief

in a future judgment ; by the doctrines of the

mediation of the saints and the cflicacy of prayers
for the dead ; and by the sure hope of the resur-

rection of the just. To this class belong Tobit,
I: u in h. 2 Mac., and the Additions to Daniel.

Here it will he observed, on the one hand, what
a curious deviation there is in some particulars
from OT doctrine, and, on the other, how marked
an approximation there is on some other points
towards the NT position.

(2) The pure Palestinian liooks, viz. Sirach,
1 Maccabees, and

jiossibly
Judith. These are dis-

tinguished by their keen attachment to Judaism,
as seen in the way in which they magnify the Law,
and celebrate the praises of /ion and the temple
services ; bv the much smaller place given to the

miraculous ; by their defective ideas alxmt a future

life, the only immortality known to them being

apliarently that of being remembered ; by their

silence concerning the resurrection ; and by their

crude notions with respect ton Divine retributive

judgment. Here we are in contact with the cen-

tral stream of Judaism, and hence find no such
decided deviations from OT doctrine as in those

books written under Persian influence. There is,

however, as might be expected, also less of real

development towards NT positions. The Pharisaic

party, we know, were dominant in Palestine, ami
did what they could to prevent foreign influences

from being introduced. There was thus less vio-

leutcollision between opposing elements, and heneo
less pronounced results were produced liuth in thu

* O. A. Smith, The Ticelvt />ro;i/ir<, vol. II. )>. xl.

\ Thin is the prinripk- of CUMfflcatlon adopted tiy Krrt-

Hohm-Mer in hi* iui|M>rtant work, !>< li'-nnntik Ur-r

Schr(ften dei AT, Leipzig, 1!M>.'. (Uh l. 1W1J.
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normal and in the abnormal directions. Yet even
here there was a gradual widening as generations
passed, and as new influences forced themselves
even into the citadel of Judaism.

(3) The Jewish-Alexandrian books. These in-

clude 1 Esdras, the Wisdom of Solomon, and the

Prayer of Manasses. While also showing an
attachment to Judaism, they lay more stress upon
a holy life than upon the outward cnltns of the
Mosaic Law. But the chief peculiarity of this

third class is that they bear distinctly the colour-

ing of the Greek philosophy. Especially is this true
of the Book of Wisdom. This important work is

far from being an ordinary sample of Alexandrian

theosophy, but neither is it conceived precisely in

the spirit of the older Heb. literature. In passing
from those OT books to which it bears the closest

resemblance, viz. Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, we
are conscious of a certain change of atmosphere,
and of the presence of a new element which gives
a distinct tone to the whole. This new factor is

none other than the subtle spirit of Hellenism.
The work deals in an abstract and philosophical
manner with such subjects as the creation, wisdom,
man, history, etc. It also contains the Platonic
doctrine as to the four cardinal virtues. In this

division of the Apocr. we naturally again meet
with more variation from OT doctrine. With re-

gard to sundry points, it would be vain to attempt
to reconcile the Canonical and Apocryphal state-

ments. E.r)., the position taken up in Wisdom as

to creation and the soul of man is not that of the
OT. These discrepancies arise apparently from .in

effort on the writer's part to harmonize the scrip-
tural and philosophical positions. The general
strain of the book, however, is thoroughly biblical,

only the truths of revelation are viewed through
the medium of Gr. learning. While the prevailing
standpoint is essentially that of the OT, we not

infrequently meet with passages conceived in the

larger and freer spirit of the NT. For over against
the variations mentioned we must place the fact

that there is a clear advance upon some OT doc-

trines, notably with regard to that of immortality.
Ewald says we have in this book 'a premonition
of John' and 'a preparation for Paul' (HI v. p.

484). And, in fact, altogether apart from the claim
that St. John's doctrine of the Logos is found in

germ here, St. Paul's argument in Romans that
men are inexcusable who do not find out to some
extent from nature even the knowledge of God,
his description of the Christian's armour in Ephe-
sians, and the expressions used with reference to

the Person of Christ in the anonymous Epistle to

the Hebrews, are all embodied already in this

Apocryphal work (13
lff- 5' 7ff- 720).

While it is Important to recognize the facts just
mentioned, we must not put forward an extrava-

gant claim on behalf of the post-canonical Jewish

writings.
' These books belong to the decaying

period of the nation's life. The earliest of them
were written only at the close of the Persian do-

minion, and belong to a time when prophecy had
ceased, and when men were looking not for what
might be revealed, but to what had been revealed.'*

The statement in 1 Mac 9'-
17 that ' there was great

tribulation in Israel, such as was not since the time
that no prophet appeared unto them,' illustrates

the prevailing feeling on this point. There was no

longer any proper scope for prophecy as the medium
of further revelation. A period when attention to

legalistic details became the paramount tendency
in religion was not one to call forth men filled with

great ideas, and eager in the name of God to unfold
them to the people. And, in fact, religious activity
was practically confined to the expository handling
by the scribes of the revelation already given in

Canib. Bible for Schools, 1 Mac., Introd. p. 14.

the Law and the Prophets.
' Fresh principles and

truths were no longer developed, though of course
this did not exclude development in the case of

what had already found expression.'
* The only

further revelation now possible was that which was
to burst through the limitations of Judaism and

bring in a religion for man. The Maccaba-an
revolt, however, regenerated in a wonderful degree
the religious life of the period, and gave rise to a,

literature of its own which really amounted to a
renaissance of a very fruitful kind. Our claim,
then, in regard to the Apocr. and othernon-canonical
Jewish writings of the period is, that, while form-

ing no essential part of OT revelation, they yet
supply a very welcome link between the OT and
the NT, and contain not a little that is of value
in their illustrations and applications and further

developments of tlie principles already revealed.

It has been too readily assumed that these books
are wholly without ' evidences of the Divine Spirit

leading on to Christ.'

i. THE DOCTRINE OF GOD. The first thing that

naturally demands attention when we come to look
at the dogmatic of the Apocr. is the doctrine of

God. Now here, perhaps, it was not possible as

regards the general doctrine that there should be

any advance, and we are rather concerned to ask,
Is the lofty presentation of the OT, as given especi-

ally in Ex 34s
'-, sustained ? On the whole, there

need be no hesitation in saying that it is, although
in some of the Apocryphal books the conception of

God is much higher than in others. It is at its

lowest in Judith, and at its highest in Sirach and
Wisdom. But in general, throughout the Apocr.,
one finds essentially the OT view of God, as that
had been evolved during centuries of theocratic

guidance.
1. The OT position. While the general idea of

God is everywhere expressed in the OT by the
name El (also Eloah, Elohim), the earliest concep-
tion of the Divine nature within the sphere of

revelation is that conveyed in the name El

Shaddai = (?) 'God Almighty.' Although probably
of pre-Mosaic origin, it was only at a later stage
of revelation (Ex 314 62f

-) that the name Jahweh
came to be apprehended in its essential significance
as the absolutely independent, faithful, and immut-
able covenant God of Israel. God was next con-

ceived as the Holy One (Ex 15"), just (Dt 32*,

Ps 366f
-), and jealous (Ex 34 14

), but also merciful

and gracious (Ex 346
). In the prophetic writings

He is further designated as the Lord of Hosts (Is

I'-'
4 2 12

,
Jer 1016

,
Hah 2 13

etc.), and in the Hokhma
literature as the all-wise (Job 355 ,

Ps 147 s
,
Pr 2fi

,

Sir 2-6). See, further, art. GOD (in OT) in vol. ii.

Precisely the same conception of the Divine

Being predominates in the Apocrypha. The only

point about which there could be any difficulty in

maintaining this identity is the spirituality of

God ; and with regard to this we hope to show that

in the Apocr. there is something that may not

unfairly be described as intermediate between the

perfect revelation of the NT anil the more material-

istic view of the OT. While the fundamental con-

ception of God remains unchanged from that of

the OT Canon, there is at the same time a decided

movement towards a more spiritual conception of

the Supreme Being.
2. The position of this doctrine in Jewish writ-

hiifs of the Apocryphal period. (1) Of the Pal.

books the most important here, and the oldest, is

Sirach. This book (written in Heb. c. 180 B.C.,

translated into Greek B.C. 132) has much to say
about God, especially about His relation to the

world physical and moral. The fullest statement

of God's relation to the material universe is found
* Camb. Bible fur Schools, 1 Mac., Introd. p. 14.
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in 4-_"''-43*
3

; and what is (list UK ii\,- of the writer'-.

viru a-, here e\prc"t'd i- Ili^ a-M-l't ion tlllll III''

mighty oik- ni (HH|'S \\i-.lniii nrr beyond tlie

power of Ili^ saint* to declare r_" i. Hi- i* alnne
nil IniiiuiTi praise t-lli*

1

).

' \Vlio hath seen liini, tliat

In- in. i \ dei Ian- him ? And who shall magnify him
as lif i-'' (C>

;1
i. There is no doubt that tln< re

presents a distinct step in the development "i tin-

doctrine of (loil. 'From the point of view of

KcclcMastieus,' says Nicolas, 'it is not only anthro-

pomorphic representations which give false ideas oi

deity; not rwn the most elevated conceptions of

the human spirit can declare it as it is. No I..M

of imagination, no effort of intelligence can reach
it. Ji us, son of Sirach, has pronounced the word :

the Eternal U incomprehensible in His IM-HCC by
the limited facnlties of man.' * The liook also con-

tain- many statements regarding God's relationship
to the moral world. There is a benelin'iit design
in i-iratiiiM, 'for all tilings are created for their

UM-' nil-
1

1. 'In the hand of the Lord is the

authority of the earth,' and also 'the prosperity
of a man I In"-). 1'overty and riches are from
tin 1 Lord' (II

14
), and

' he hath not given any man
lii'i'iii-i- to sin' (15'-

1

"). God is represented as '

\ i-it

in-, men; hut 'as his majesty is, so also is his

meiey' ('2"). Sometimes the contrast is drawn
from the opposite side, as in ltt

l - 'As his mercy
i* great, -" is his correction also; he judgeth a
man ai -cording to his works.' As judge, there is

with Him no respect of persons (3.V-). In the
asM-ition that 'the Most High also hateth sinners'

(1-2" i we have a deviation from the true biblical

iiosition that while hating sin God loves the flinner.

Tin' writer addresses God as ' Father and Master
of my life' ('23

1

), and recognizes Him as the hearer
of prayer ('21

s So 1 " 38" etc.). A gracious Providence
watches over the godly (34

la
), but the sacrilices of

the wicked are vain (34
Ia

). God is regarded as

specially the God of the Jews, but yet as the God
of all, and loving all (3G

1
'5 - "

18"). The relation
of God to evil is thus laid down : 'Say not thou,
It is through the Lord that 1 fell away; for thou
shall not do the things that he hateth. Say not

thou. It is he that caused me to err; for he hath
ii" in'i'd of a sinful man' (15

11
'-). This passage is

one of several in this book, the tenor of which is

practically repeated in the Epistle of St. .lames
I

Excejit in the two particulars noted above,
there is nothing in all this either in advance of, or
at variance with, what is met with in the Canonical
books of the OT upon the subject of the nature
ami character of the Supreme lieing. The con-

servative instincts of the writer have even brought
ii| on him the charge of adhering to 'a imt MI

much untrue as antiquated form of religious

belief.'!
In t he various sections of Enoch the conception

of God is practically that of the OT, although occa-

sional 'li\ i-rgences occur. E.g. the idea of God
rejoicing over the destruction of the wicked (!I4

10
)

is i|iiite" foreign to the OT (cf. Ezk IS^- 32
33").

Tlii- Look i-mploys a great multiplicity of titles for

God. I If these, which are collected in the Index
to Charles's edition, some of the most striking are,
'eternal Lord of glory' (75

3
), 'God of the whole

world
'

(S4-),
' Head of Days' (4K-),

' Honoured and
(ill. IK, us One' (14

21
), 'Lord of the sheep' (89"'),

' Lord of spirits' (37
2
), 'Lord of the whole creation

of the heaven '

(84-).

In the remaining 1'al. liooks the conception of
God undergoes little modification. According to
tin- .ni

r IHH of Jubilees, Israelites are God's cliililn-n

'.lecaus physically descended from Jacob (I
2
") ; but

He i- -il-o'tho God of nil (i-'-" 30'"etc.). The
idea of ( ,od presented in Judith is of the narrowest

lien T)oc. 1M. de*Juif, p. ICOf.
t .'lii-.vnc in The Kiyotitor (1st Berien), xi. p. 351,

Jewish type. God is the God of Jews only. He
ranks us the greatest of national deities, who will

wreak vengeance on the foes of His people. Their
misfortunes are due to their having departed from
the law of Moses. God hears their prayers when
they 'cast ashes upon their heads and spread out
their Sackcloth before the Lord '(4"). Iti'

6
is con-

ceived in a higher strain ; but apparently it is

borrowed, like a similar passage in Sirach, from
Ps 51. The general scope of the liook, as regards
the relation of the story to the character of God,
detracts from the value of its separate statements.
God is represented as countenancing the deceit

practised by Judith in order to the deliverance of
her nation, and by consequence the assassination
of Holofernes. This book ranks fairly high as a

literary work, but we cannot justify its morality
without subscribing to the maxim that the end
justilies the means. It contributes nothing to the
doctrine of God beyond the general impression
arising from the history, and that certainly is such
as to convey a conception of Him far inferior to the

lofty position maintained in Sirach. The First
liook of Maccabees, being wholly historical, eon-
tains nothing to the point. Indeed, according to
the true text, the name of God does not once occur
in the book. Although inserted iii several passages
of the AV (2-

1 :}.w 4M etc )? it is n i,sen t from the
Greek text. In 3la a few MSS do contain the word
'

God,' but there is a preponderance of authority
against the reading. While it breathes throughout
a spirit of unfeigned faith in God as the defender
and helper of His people (4""- 12 15

10"), exhibits the

deepest reverence for the Law and the temple wor-

ship (l'2
!l

'2-'), and recognizes the overruling provi-
dence of God (I"

4 3 18
) ami His unfailing support of

those who put their trust in Him C2
11

'), yet the

general conception of the Divine lieing, so far as

presented in this l>ook, is not that of Jahweh
dwelling among His people, but that of God en-
throned in the distant heaven (3

W 4 1U
). In Test.

Levi 3, God is designated 'the Great Glory,' as in

Enoch 14-" ld'2
3

. 2(4) Esdras, while presenting no
distinctive doctrinal feature on this head, contains,
besides an enumeration of the Divine attributes

(""-") am[ n summary of much OT teaching about
God, the striking invocation of S'-

1"'33
.

(2) Of the Pers.-1'al. Ixioks liar 1-SS
is perhaps

the oldest, liamch's idea of God is simply that
He is the guardian of Israel ('2

U 3'-
4
). In spite of

disciplinary trials, they enjoy peculiar privileges
(2

13
). To them alone has the Divine wisdom been

revealed ; and had they not abandoned it, they
would not have been in subjection to the heathen
('2

1 ' *
3"). The Hook of Tobit has a wider concep-

tion of God. The writer hopefully contemplates
the time when 'all the nations shall turn to fear

the Lord God truly, and shall bury their idols.

And all the nations shall bless the Lord' (14
61

-).

The Jews will be raised above all other nations,
not, however, because they are Jews, <ts Jiuruch

holds, but because they do the will of God. In

this book we have an illustration of the post-exilic

tendency to accumulate names for God. He is

spoken of as 'the Most High' (I
4
), 'the Lord of

heaven and earth
'

(7
18

), 'God of our fathers' (8
a
),

'the Holy One' (12
13

), 'our Lord,' 'our Father'

(13'), 'the Lord of righteousness,' 'the everlasting
King' (13

a
), 'the Lord God' (13"), 'the King of

heaven' (13'- "),
' the Lord of the righteous

'

(13
U

),
' the great King

'

(13
15

). Those who fear God shall

be recompensed (4
14

) ; indeed the fear of God is

the true standard of wealth (4
;1

). The burden of

the l>ook is to prove that God's favour is reached

through good works, such as fastings, the giving
of alms, and the burial of the dead (12"" ). In this

distinctly unbililical position (cf. Sir 33 -

*, which,
though pure Palestinian, conies under the excep-
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lion noted above, p. 275) we may perhaps trace the
influence of Zoroastrianism. According to that
system, man's future destiny is determined by his
life on earth, apart altogether from any idea of a
Saviour. In the books of heaven every man is

credited with his good deeds, while he is debited
with his evil works. ' After death the soul arrives
at the accountant's bridge over which lies the way
to heaven '

;
a balance is struck, and according a's

one good or evil predominates so will his future be.'

In the case of equality between the good and the
evil, tin soul is relegated to an intermediate state
until the last judgment, when his fate is finally
fixed. The biblical doctrine of forgiveness is

foreign to the system of Zoroaster, although it

teaches that in view of man's ignorance, and his

liability to be led astray by the powers of evil,
Ormazd graciously resolved to send a prophet
(Zoroaster himself) to point out to men the right
way, and so rescue them from everlasting per-
dition. Still, in the last resort, this is essen-

tially salvation by works a doctrine propounded
in Tobit, but utterly alien to Holy Scripture, the

teaching of which on this head has been well voiced
in two lines by Tennyson

' For merit lives from man to man,
And not from man, O Lord, to Thee.'

(In Metnoriam).

In the Assumption of Moses, a pure Pal. composi-
tion, the OT conception of merit is still adhered
to (1'2

7
), although in the Apoc. of Rarueh, a com-

posite book belonging to the lirst century of our
era, justification by works is taught (51" 678

) just
as in the Talmud.

(3) If some of the Jewish-Alexandrian writings
contain little that is noteworthy, from our present
standpoint, regarding the doctrine of God, there
are others which furnish us with much that is

germane to our purpose. In the second section of
liar. (3

11

onwards) there occurs the following pas-
sage :

' This is our God, and there shall none other
be accounted of in comparison of him. He hath
found out all the way of knowledge, and hath
given it unto Jacob his servant, and to Israel that
is beloved of him. Afterward did she appear upon
earth, and was conversant with men. This is the
book of the commandments of God, and the law
that endureth for ever : all they that hold it fast
are appointed to life ; but such as leave it shall
die' (3

35
-4'). Owing to a misinterpretation, this

was treated as a luciis classifi/s in the Arian con-

troversy ; the reference in 3 :" is not to the incar-
nation of the Logos, but to Wisdom personified, as
in Sir '24'. The really special feature of the pas-
sage is

' the view which it expresses of the sacred
law. This wears the appearance of full creative

originality. The Law is the final manifestation on
earth of the wisdom of God Himself, which has
taken a sort of bodily form, bestowing life and
salvation on all who keep it. This constitutes a

totally new combination of the older representa-
tion of wisdom as the revelation of God in the
world with the deep veneration for the law which
had recently arisen.'

* In Baruch there is there-
fore no real development of the doctrine of God.
The Wisdom of Solomon, on the other hand, is

here of first-rate importance. In this book we
have the very highest conception of God, and are
lifted entirely above the limitations of the Jewish
idea. God '

is manifested to them that do not dis-

trust him' (I
2
); 'he visiteth his holy ones' (4

1:
').

Men please him, not by their Judaism but by the

purity of their life. God is described both in His
relation to the physical and moral worlds, and also
in regard to His nature and essence. His all-

powerful hand created the world out of formless
matter (11

]7
); by His word He made all things,

Ewald, HI y. p. 20S.

and by His wisdom He formed man (9-1. But
while ' He created all things that they might have
being' (I

14
), 'God made not death' (I

13
). As

'

sovereign Lord of all
'

(6
7
), He exercises moral

supervision over mankind in general :

'

being
righteous thou rulest all things righteously' (12

15
).

God's infinite resources are used in behalf of the

righteous and against the ungodly (o
15 - " H 17ff

-).

Stern, however, as are the writer's delineations of

the Divine judgments against sin, he is not ob-
livious to the correlative truth of the Divine mercy
(jj33 joie etc.). The sovereign Lord is also the
lover of men's lives=souls (il*

6
), and

' the saviour
of all' (16

7
). Full recognition is accorded to the

truth of God's gracious and sleepless providence
(4" 12' 3 145 - 3

; 17-). The philosophy of Israelitish

history is explained by the fact that '

by measure
and number and weight thou didst order all

things' (II
20

).

While the view of the Divine nature presented
in Wisdom has manifestly much in common with
that of the OT generally, it is also decidedly tinged
with Hellenism. God is spoken of as ' the first

author of beauty
'

(13
3
), a designation which would

never have occurred to a Heb. mind uninfluenced

by Gr. thought. All wisdom is in His hand (7
16

),

and is the reflexion of His essential glory and

goodness. In a noble locus classicus the author

says :

' She is a breath of the power of God, and a
clear effluence of the glory of the Almighty ; there-

fore can nothing deliled find entrance into her.

For she is an effulgence from everlasting light, and
an unspotted mirror of the working of God, and
an image of His goodness. And she, being one,
hath power to do all things ; and remaining in

herself, reneweth all things : and from generation
to generation passing into holy souls she maketli
men friends of God and prophets' (T

25
"')- This is

the language of the educated Greek as well as of

the pious Jew. Such metaphysical abstractions

and recondite conceptions are altogether alien to

the genius of the unsophisticated Hebrew. What
is distinctive in the idea of God presented here is

that He is regarded not from the point of view of

power and majesty, but from that of wisdom.
The author's philosophy led him to value wisdom
more than power. With him wisdom is the most
excellent of all things, the noblest ideal that can
be pursued, and the highest Being is necessarily
the wisest Being. There is also something non-
Hebraic about the following statements bearing
on the spirituality and omnipresence of God :

' The spirit of the' Lord hath filled the world
'

(1
T

) ;

'thine incorruptible spirit is in all things' (12
1

) ;

'

verily all men by nature were but vain who had
no perception of God, and from the good things
that are seen they gained not power to know him
that is' (13

1

). On account of Ex 3 14 we should

pel haps exempt the last from this category, but the
other passages look very like Jewish modifications
of Gr. thought. The iciea of the all-pervasiveness
of the Divine spirit occurs also in Ps 13!)

8
, but

there is a difference in the mode of its presenta-
tion. In Wisdom the personality of God is kept
more in the background, and is conceived in a
vein of idealistic pantheism. With Plato, God is

not a person but the all-comprehending idea of the

Good, and our author's language seems to indicate

a certain bias in this direction. But at the same
time he emphasizes the spirituality of God ; in the

passages referred to we certainly have this appre-
hended in a very remarkable degree. If they lack

the directness and finality of that great revealing
word, 'God is spirit' (Jn 4^), they nevertheless

furnish an intermediate link between it and the

more materialistic standpoint of the OT.
It Mill be necessary for us here, and at subse-

quent stages in our investigation, to take account
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I

of the thcologii ':il position of tin- Jewish -Alex-

andrian philo-opher 1'liilo, whose views, as marking
a niit.-llile dev.-l.ipment of Judaism intermediate
I.eiween ill.- \|ioeryi>liii and tlie NT, cannot

reasonably be passed over. Although not the

lir-t, 'he 18 'i
1 '" 1

' tlie niost im|n>rtant representa-
tive of Hellenistic Judaism, and his writings give
us tlie clearest view of what this development was
and aimed at.'* One of its most eherished aims
was the substitution of more abstract teaching for

i In- limner. m- anthropomorphisms of the OT. Ami
in this lield I'hilo did extensive service. He held

that grief, envy, wrath, revenge, etc., cannot lie

iittrilmtcd to God, and that when He is repre-
sented as showing; such emotions and all'eetions the

m. .in.-- .it the Divine activity are only being ex-

.iresscd in a way that specially appeals to the

ir.man mind. Hut, strongly inllueneed as he was
liv i ir. pliili.sophy, I'hilo did not ahandon Judaism,
(in the contrary, he did his best to propagate it.

In opposition to the Stoic doctrine that God is the

(impersonal) soul of the world, I'hilo declares Him
to lie essentially different from the world, of which
He is the Creator and Preserver. And thus, in

-jut < < if such approximations to pantheistic thought
a- we meet with in his writings, and his free use

of tir. philosophical language and method, I'hilo

-lands firmly on theistic ground. Frequently,
no

iloulit. he conveys the impression of sinking the

nine reteGod in a conception of almost purely ideal

content. According to this philosopher, God is

pure Keillor, of whom no quality can be predicated,
and it is only through the medium of an infinite

multiplicity of Divine Ideas or Forces, distinct

from his own proper being, that any active relation

between (iod and the world is rendered possible.
lit Carding the nature of these mediating i'o<?ai or

ovvdncts, however, he has no very definite concep-
tion. He follows Plato in calling them lilctts, and
the Stoics in also designating them purees and
I.i't"i. i.e. parts of the Reason which operates in

lli.- world; while at the same time he further

identities them with the Jewish Anijcls and the

(Jr. l>/rnwns, i.e. intermediaries between God and
the world. It is not surprising that this vagueness
of conception with regard to a fundamental tbeo-

l.'jiral distinction should involve him in a serious

contradiction. I'hilo is unable to avoid the incon-

sistency of declaring on the one hand that the sum-
i.iial oi Ideas, the KOOVIOS xoijT-it, is nothing more
than the Reason of God as Creator, while yet on
lli.- other hand he represents these Ideas as so

many distinct and independent entities. If God
works jn the world through the medium of His
l.l.-a- or Forces, then the latter cannot be separ-
ated from Him : but if He does not come into

din-.-! relationship with the world, then they must
have an independent existence. See, further, art.

I'll ll.ii in the present volume.
3. The cjctcnt ti> u-hi<'li fufdijn influences affected

f/f il>iftrinc itf God fts reflected in these icntiHtfx.

How far, speaking generally, did external views

modify the ()T conception of this fundamental doe-

trine
1

: As regards the influence of Persian thought,
il must be said that, although traceable, it was yet
in this connexion comparatively inoperative. The
references in the visions of Xechariah to

' the seven

eyes
of Jehovah' (3

U
4"') are probably derived from

Zoroastlian imagery; but. if we except the idea that
til.- lavour of tJod is obtained through good works
|T I _""), there is hardly anything in the Apocry-
pha lunching the doctrine of God which can be

attributed to Persian influence. Allusion has

aheady liecn made to the general identification

of Jehovah with Orniaxd. Hut, if there were points
of union between the religion of the Persians and
lhat of the Hebrews in their conception of the

*
Schurcr, art.

' Philo' in Encyc. llrit.

Supreme Being, there were also points of cleavage.

K.IJ., unlike Judaism, Zoroast nanism starts from a

diialistie scheme of the universe. In the person*
of their representatives Ahnra-mazda (< )rmazd) and

Angro-mainyush (Ahriman) good and evil have
existed from all eternity. These two spirits divide

the world lietween them; and its history is the

record of their contest for the possession of the

human soul. Man has been created by, ami is

accountable to, < trmaxd, but he is a free agent, and

may, if he choose, become the abettor of evil. To
do evil is to serve the interests of Ahriman ; to

live righteously is to advance the kingdom of

( Inna/.d. The two original spirits wage war by
means of their respective creatures. Tluis Ormazd
is practically an idealized Oriental monarch sur-

rounded by his ministers or Ameshi-Spentas (mod.
1'ers. Amshaspands) who execute his will. lint for

the pious Jew, after the Exile as before it, there is

no such dual proprietorship of the world; on the

contrary, there is one ' Creator of all
'

(Sir 24s
),

' the God of all' (Sir 50"), and 'sovereign Lord of

all' (WisG'S3
).

Hut, if the I'ers. influence was slight, the Gr.

influence on the OT conception of God was con-

siderable. The necessary consequence of Judai-m

meeting (ir. thought appears in nothing more

clearly than in the way in which the LXX trans-

lators habitually tone down anthropomorphic ex-

pressions about God. A few examples taken from

only two OT books will sutlice to illustrate this

tendency. In Is 42, where the Heb. text reads,

'Jehovah shall go forth as a mighty man,' the

LXX has 'The Lord God of powers (My>ios 6 0eis run'

Siwdniui'') shall go forth,' while in the same passage,
as also in E.x 15a

, for His designation as ' a man of

war' is substituted the general idea of 'stirring up
war' (ffwrpifiuv Tto\{,xoi't}. The statement of Ex 111

3

that ' Moses went up unto God, ami J" called unto
him out of the mountain' is modified as follows:

'Moses went up unto the mount of (iod, and Goil

called unto him from heaven, saying,' etc. In K\
21 it is said of the slave who prefers his master's

service to freedom,
' his master shall bring him

unto God' (HV), but the Gr. tr. runs, 'unto the

judgment of (iod.' An obvious avoidance of the

idea of seeing God occurs in Ex 24'", where the

Heb. text 'They saw the God of Israel' is ex-

panded into '

they saw the place where stood the

God of Israel'; and in Is 38", where He/ekiah's

lament,
'

I shall not see the Lord in the land of the

living,' becomes '
I shall not see the salvation of

God,' etc. But, while in the case of the bolder

anthropomorphisms used by the Heb. writers the

LXX translators \vere thus careful u> put more
abstract language in their place, they did not of

course go tlie full length of pantheism. That
would indeed be a strange travesty of the OT
which should attempt to represent !" as an im-

personal Deity, devoid of self-conscious reason and
will. All that can be affirmed is a distinct tendency
to guard the idea of (Jod from misconception, by
making use of language studiously abstract and
sober. The same tendency is observable in tlie

Apocrypha. As the majority of these books were
written originally in Greek, we cannot trace the

process so visibly as in the case of OT books
rendered into Greek, but it shows itself none the
less in the much rarer employment of names of

members of the human body (anthropomorphisms),
and in the much rarer ascription of affections of

the human mind ianthropopathies), to set forth the

[icrsonal activity, moral freedom, and spirituality
of the living God. Even Wisdom, however, is not

wholly free from anthropomorphisms; it speaks
of God's ear (l

lu
), and ot His hand (5

1 " 7 10"
etc.); it contains the expression, 'them the Lord
shall laugh to scorn' (4

18
), and it 'retains a picture
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which wa3 removed by the Targumist Jonathan as
too anthropomorphic.

*

Philosophy has often wavered between pantheism
and the recognition of a personal Deity. The
human mind has difficulty in uniting the two con-

ceptions of the Absolute and concrete personality.
Revelation, however, has done this, and has done
it without detracting from the significance of either,
or setting the one above the other. The person-
ality of God is not, as in the more popular view,

emphasized to the virtual exclusion of the concep-
tion of the Absolute, for it is expressly declared
that the heaven of heavens cannot contain Him
(
1 K 8'-

17

) ; nor, on the other hand, is the idea of the
Absolute pressed, as in the strictly scientific view,
to the exclusion of the individual personality, for

God is represented as saying,
'
I am the Lord, and

there is none else, there is no God beside me' (Is
455

etc.). In the Apocrypha likewise each of these

conceptions gets its true position. This appears
from such a passage as Wis I 7

' The spirit of the
Lord hath tilled the world, and that which holdeth
all tilings together hath knowledge of every voice.'

Here the author pronounces against Greek pan-
theism by representing God as a living, personal
Being; yet in the second half of the verse the
attributes of omnipotence and omnipresence are

predicated of the Divine spirit in the most abstract

way. In short, God is presented as knowing and

willing and actively working, just as in the UT,
but He is spoken of in a more philosophical way.
In another passage the writer excvises to some
extent those who have been led to hold pantheist it-

views from the mistaken notion that personality
is not compatible with absolute Godhead. At tho
same time, while giving them credit for diligent
search after God, he laments that they should
'

yield themselves up to sight, because the things
that they look upon are beautiful,' and not ' sooner
find the Sovereign Lord of these his works' (IS

1

*-).

4. Pvpulnr superstitions regarding the nnmc
Jnhiec/i. Owing, perhaps, to their more figurative

language, the 1'al. Jews had not the same aversion
as their Hellenistic brethren to representations of

God which ascribed to Him visible features or
human passions. But even they felt it necessary
to harmonize the corporeal conceptions of the

theophanies with the many biblical assertions of

the spirituality of God. This they sought to do

by the theory that God Himself did not appear to

the patriarchs and to Moses ; they saw only a
manifestation of God His word, His glory, His
Shekinah. Persian ideas had as little to do with
this attitude of the Pal. Jews as Greek, for Zoro-
astrianism did not concern itself with religious

metaphysics. It was not due to any external in-

fluence. They had simply come to build their

doctrine of God more upon the spiritual basis of

such teaching as that of Ex S lt 10** etc. Un-
fortunately, they

' did not know how to retain it

within the limits of spiritualism. It fell gradually
into the excess of a gross theosophy of reveries and

superstitions.' t Like the philosophers of Alex-

andria, the illiterate Jews of Palestine had arrived
at the conclusion that God cannot be known to
human intelligence. Unlike the former, however,
they could not give philosophical expression to
this idea, and held it only in the form of a super-
stitious belief that it is unlawful to utter the
sacred name. The Kabbalists refer to it as ' the
mime of the four letters.' According to Jewish
tradition, it was pronounced only once a year by
the high priest when he entered into the Holy of

Holies, and Simon the Just was the last who did
this. He who knew how to pronounce this mys-
terious name was believed to have a magical power

*
Langen, Judenthinn, etc. p. '2115, n. 8.

t Nicolas, DCS Doc. Rel, den Jui/s, p. 159.

over the forces of nature, and was designated among
the Rabbis na SM = ' master of the name.' Mystic
speculations upon the name of J" naturally led up
to wild surmises regarding the essence of God and
the origin of things, referred to possibly in Sir
31 21

'-, practised among the Essenes (Jos. BJ II.

viii. 9), and embodied later in the Kabbala. The
tendency of the period was towards an abstract

conception of Deity. Starting from the principle
that God was too pure to have immediate relations
with created things, men were forced to have re-

course to the theory that He governs the world

through intermediary beings. And here the Jews
of Palestine virtually joined hands with Philo.

5. The Christian doctrine of God. In Palestine
the strongest influence opposing the growth of the
Hellenistic spirit was the partisan life which the

people had come to lead. Samaritan separatism
and Pharisaic pride gave the most determined
resistance in their power to everything foreign.

According to Dillmann ('Enoch' in Schenkel), the
Book of Enoch was the first known attempt to

defentl the biblical conception of the world against
the inroads of Hellenism. The work of the scribes

in expounding and elaborating the Law helped still

further to erect and strengthen the ' middle wall
of partition

'

between Jew and Gentile. Yet it is

plain that, when Christ appeared, the doctrine of

God was very variously conceived. It was reserved
fur Him to clear away the heathen elements that,
in spite of all efforts to the contrary, had clus-

tered round it, and to reveal God as the loving
Father of His creatures, by whom the hairs of our
head are numbered, antl the sparrows protected and
fed (Mt 10'""-). Christ thus made God known to

men as He had never been known before, and gave
full expansion to OT glimpses of truth. Antl we
know ho\v in doing this He united the most popular
expressions and modes of thought with the most
abstract conceptions. His teaching 'joins, in the

highest degree possible,' says Wendt (Teaching of

Jesus, % ii. ch. 1),
'

popular intelligibility and rich

significance.' The truth is, both elements are

necessary. The exclusive use of either the popular
language of the imagination or the philosophical

terminology of the schools must lead to a defective

and one-sided conception of God. In the former
case the concrete personality comes to clear ex-

pression, but the elaborate use of popular images
may seriously interfere with the thought of essen-

tial spiritual Godhead. When, as in the OT, He is

represented as writing, laughing, bearing the sword,

etc., we are brought within measurable distance of

such a humanistic conception. That the Israelites

were constantly in danger of obscuring the con-

ception of God as the Absolute is shown by their

repeated lapses into idolatry, which really meant
the putting of many separate deities in the place
of the One. On the other hand, a conception of

God that is limited to the philosophical language of

the schools must always be deficient on the re-

ligious side. The free, personal life of Deity can
become intelligible to us only when expressed in

terms taken over from human life. Such language
is of course figurative, but it sets forth the Divine

activity in a way singularly fitted to impress us.

Our minds cannot lay hold of Gotl in His invisible

Being ; we need some tangible object on which to

fix our thoughts. We see God's glory in the

heavens, but we cannot live on abstract ideas of

Being and Omniscience. We long for a Person
whom we can love, to whom we can tell our

sorrows, whom we can approach with confidence.

Instinctively we cry, 'Show us the Father.' This

great need of the human soul is fully supplied in

the Person of Christ. He is the Word of life,

whom men's eyes have seen, and mon's hands have
handled.
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Our conclusion, tlii-ii, is that in At lea-l <> I

flu' -I important Apocryphal lioks,Thc Wisdom
HI Solomon, theic is un

u|>|n
' -lablr development

to\\,-ni|s a inoii' spiritual idea of God, and tliat

\\liut of ;,'iossness yet remained in the conception
of Him was. purged away by Christ. In tin 1

Christian doctrine of God we have al-o tin' tine

conccti\c to the exaggerated idealism of 1'liilo,

according to which God lias no direct connexion
\\ ii li tin- \\orlil \vhicli lit- has made.

ii. TlIK DoiTUIXK OK THE WISDOM. Among
I Mir nt, 1 1 nations in general, and among the Hebrews
in particular (I K4 3

'"', ,Ier4!>7 ), there was a strongly
marked tendency of mind known distinctively as
' wisdom,' and comparable to, though not identical

with, the speculativephUosophyof Greece. Whether
iii.l I tin' Hebrews can be said to have possessed a

philosophy at all, depends on the meaning u^cnbed
to the I ei in. Of metaphysical speculation about
(oul and the world they had none, believing as

they did that 'in the beginning God created the

he.-ncns ami the earth,' but they had a 'sacred'

Iiliilosophv

of their own, which was, above all, re-

i^ioiis and practical in its aims. Between secular

philosophy and the human wisdom of Israel there

was thus an essential difference. They differed in

standpoint, in method, and in spirit. The Greek

philosopher exercised reason upon the phenomena
of the universe (TO nav) as he found it, with the

vi.-\\ of making it yield up its secret ; the Hebrew

philosopher had his ethical and religious principles
to start with, and merely verified them in the

actual occurrences of life.

1. \\"<xrltim presented in OT not only ai human
/nit an Jfieine. In its liitiiuin aspect Wisdom is the

ability to recognize, the capacity to understand,
ami the disposition to co-operate with the Divine

pill pose us it affects the physical world and the life

oi men. Theoretically and practically, 'the fear

of the Loitl) is the beginning of wisdom.' Moral
and intellectual wisdom are seldom dissociated :

the righteous man is the ' wise
'

man, and the

ungodly is the fool (1's 55
, Wis 4" 12). Among

the people of Israel the human wisdom assumed
dillerent phases from time to time. From being a
doctrine of 1'rovidence in the widest sense, accord-

ing to which 'the LORI hath made all things

answering, to their end' (1'r 16'), it came to be so

in a narrower sense when the events of history

appeared irreconcilable with the a jn-iuri principles
contained in the Law (cf. 1's 37. 73, and the l!k.

of .loli). There came, too, 'a period of comparative
ijuii

-i ence in the presence of difficulties, which are

themselves drawn into the general scheme, and
slio\\ n, as parts of it, to have their own utility.'

*

In the OT, however, Wisdom is presented not only
as human, but also as Dii-inc. liy Divine Wisdom
is meant the world in its totality as inhabited

by liod and expressing in its varied phenomena
liis mind and character and mode of working. As
the unity of thought and force underlying the

manifold forms of creation, it may lie ideally dif-

I'en ni lated from God. It is so, e.g., in the nassuge
of most significance the remarkable generalization
of 1'r S. Wisdom is spoken of in such a way as

to make it impossible to believe that only the
Divine attribute of wisdom is meant. Nor per-

haps can we regard this description of wisdom as

ceii.-iinly nothing more than a poetical personi-
fication of the Divine Intelligence.' t lluther is

\ II. Dnvidmn in The Expositor (first Scries), xi. p. 340.

i li'-lt-t (1'rolorjue to St. Jotm'it Goitptt), who adds : 'When
combined, however, with the notion of the An^el of the Lom>,
this idea of Wisdom assumes the character of a rent |HTsonatity.'
Il i> <litli'-ult to nee what ^ood purpose is served hv thus mivint;

up the two ideas. A preat deal is predicated of Wisdom that is

not in the OT applied to the An^el of the IxMlD ; they have, in

f:irt. imthini; in common Iwyond the notion of representing
God to the chosen people.

it here the active, organized, and conscious em-
Imdiment of the Divine principles empirically
manifested in creation and providence. It is

something outside of, yet standing alongside of,

(!od, created by Him so as together with Him to

fashion the world. God is the actual worker, but
Wisdom is with Him us His workman and fellow.

Realizing itself thus in the work of creation,
Wisdom is further represented as '

playing
'

like

a child before .lehovuh in His habitable earth, in

all the glow of conscious power, and as taking
special delight in the sons ot men. Such qualities
are ascribed to it as to make it almost identical

now with the Spirit, now with the NT Logos.
In different parts of the Heb. Scriptures God's

revelation of Himself is attributed to His word.
(Jn 1 at once suggests itself in connexion with the
idea of the Word as creative ; God sjuaks, and the
world starts into being. Later on, it appears as
the regular medium of the prophetic oracles. In

certain psalms (33" 107'-
1" I47 15

) and in Isaiah (55")
we find the Word personified and set forth as the

agent and messenger of the Divine will. It came
thus to lie conceived as distinct from God Himself,
force being perhaps lent to the distinction by the
fact that nearly all Heb. words for speech include
the notion of standing forth. The Word is essen-

tially connected with the idea of mediation, and
indeed the whole Jewish revelation is pervaded
by the thought that God never manifests Himself

except through a medium. He sends His angel,
His word, His

prophet,
His only - begotten Son;

but, as for Himself in His essential Being, 'no
man hath seen God at any time.'

It is thus possible to find the germ of the
doctrine of the Logos already in the opening
verses of Scripture, which represent God as

having called things into being by speech. But,
doubtless, it was only in connexion with the later

development of the Wisdom that the origin of the

Logos doctrine was referred back to this source.

The whole subject is beset with much difficulty.
This is partly due to the variable meaning attached
to the Wisdom by biblical writers. Sometimes it

is conceived as a pure abstraction, sometimes as a

simple personification of the Divine Intelligence,
and sometimes as virtually a distinct person objec-
tive to God Himself. From 1'r 8 it is clear, on the
one hand, that to the writer Wisdom exists along-
side of God in a special sense applicable to none of

His attributes ; and, on the other, that his picture
of the perfectly harmonious coexistence of God
and Wisdom excludes the hypothesis of a duality
in the Godhead. The Logos is more than a simple
personification of Wisdom, and yet is not altogether
conceived as a distinct person. The conception
is more than poetical, without, however, clearly

passing l>eyond the poetical category. A very near

approach is made to the idea of the hypostusis of

the Logos, but there is no definite expression given
to it. Xo other passage of the < >T affords a deeper
glance into the inner Divine life, and yet it is not

easy to say what precisely we gain from it in this,

to us, necessarily mysterious department of know-

ledge. Possibly Langen is right although it may
1 difficult to reconcile such an opinion with a
strict view of inspiration when he says with re-

gard to the statements of the sacred writer :

'

It

would really seem that in those expressions he
bus presented his own dark surmisings about the

essence of his
" Wisdom of God" rather than clear-

cut thoughts' (I.e. p. 25:2).

2. Hellf.nizinQ of tlte llcb. Ifukhmn in thf Alex-
nnilrifin Wtjulum of Solomon. In Sirach the con-

ception of Wisdom is often of the vaguest kind.

Wisdom may l>e reason, or foresight, or knowledge,
or virtue. He does use it, however, in a more
definite sense. Objectively, it is that everlasting
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power by which God created and governs the
world. Immanent from all eternity (I

4 249
), it

became active at the creation. It must therefore
be conceived at once as an emanation from God
and as

standing alongside of God. Subjectively,
it is the possession of the man who discovers the
Divine Wisdom through the investigation of God's
works in nature, and the knowledge of His will as
revealed in the Law. The personification in Sir 24,
although sharper and bolder than that of Pr 8,
does not go beyond the latter in the direction of

asserting a distinct personality. Wisdom is repre-
sented as a premundane creation of God (v.

9
),

which 'came forth from the mouth of the Most
High, and covered the earth as a mist' (v.

3
). All-

embracing (v.
5
), and with a footing in every nation

(v.
e
), it makes its home in Israel (vv.

8 -

*"'). takes
root, grows, blossoms, and brings forth fruit

(vv.
12-17

), and is enshrined in the Mosaic law (v.
M

).

To Wisdom is thus given the special aspect of the
revelation of God in the Law and in

' the assem-
blies of Jacob.' But, although in this way it cor-

responds somewhat to the NT \oyos, there is no
clear ascription to it of personality :

' the concep-
tion of it still floats, so to speak, "as a mist.'"
Thus we find nothing in Sirach, or in Baruch
who agrees with him (of. 3Ka-), beyond a highly
coloured personification after the manner of the
OT writings. They stand, in spite of Greek inllu-

ences, where the author of Pr 8 stood. But these
influences told very strongly in 'that highly
original synthesis of Jewish, Platonic, and Stoic
elements,' the later Alexandrian Book of Wisdom.

Heraclitus, who was a pantheist, appears to have
been the originator of the Greek doctrine of the vovs
or \uyos. Matter, he said, is God, but the animat-
ing i-oOs gave it shape. Anaxagoras improved on
this by his threefold system of Godhead, \iryos,
and matter, holding that God as the highest Being
made use of the \syos or >-oDs = Divine Intelligence,
as the regulative principle of the universe. To
Anaxagoras belongs the merit of having asserted
the ascendency of Mind, although his theory was
much obscured by the attempt to adduce explana-
tions from material causes. In opposition to the

physical philosophers, and in continuation of the
work of Socrates, Plato put forth his theory of

Ideas, in accordance with which he maintained
that the phenomena of the universe could be
accounted for only by

' The good,' i.e. the Final
Cause. This philosopher gave a further develop-
ment to the views of Anaxagoras by holding that
the Xu7os or vovs which gave form and order to the
world designed it after the pattern of its own per-
fections. A supreme Mind, he contended, must
as Intelligence work with some end in view; but,
as the perfect Intelligence can fittingly have for
its object only that which is best, it must have
reflected its own attributes in the shaping of the
world. Thus 'God is the measure of all things'
(de Left. iv.). The i-oCs holds together the Kiwr/ios

fotfTos, but, as regards its relation to God Himself,
Plato is clear only in saying that it is not identical
with Him. For, according to this greatest of Gr.

philosophers, the Divine essence is to he sought,
not in Intelligence but in the idea of the Chief
Good; and, when he speaks of God as pod, it is

only as Creator of the world that He is so desig-
nated. Still, Plato does not go the length of re-

presenting the voSs as a distinct personality.
It is not difficult to ^ee how the Alexandrian

Jews found their Heb. nc;n (Hokhina) in this Greek
doctrine of the novs. Not to take account of dif-

ferences. Plato and Solomon or the writer of Pr 8
it should perhaps rather be said were agreed that
Wisdom must be distinguished from God, that it

nevertheless belongs to Him, and that through it
* De Wette, Ev. Joh. p. 12 (Leipzig, 1837).

as a medium He actively works. Here, then, was
a distinct point of union ; and it is only natural
that in passing from Sirach to Wisdom, written in
another country and at a later time, we should
meet with a considerable development of the OT
doctrine, which was still substantially repeated
there. This development is in the direction of

Hellenizing the Heb. doctrine of Wisdom.
The writer introduces his discussion of Wisdom

with the remark that he will explain what it is,
and how it arose (6~). Further, the doctrine is

set forth in the abstract terms of Platonism, and
not in language current among the ancient Hebrews.
There is in Wisdom 'a spirit quick of understand-
ing, holy, alone in kind, manifold, subtil, freely
moving, clear in utterance, unpolluted, distinct,
unharmed, loving what is good, keen, unhindered,
beneficent, loving towards man, stedfast, sure,
free from care, all-powerful, all -surveying, and
penetrating through all spirits that are quick of

understanding, pure, most subtil' ('--'). This
summation of the attributes of Wisdom in no
fewer than 21 particulars is quite after the Hel-
lenistic style. The computation is indeed moderate
when compared with the 150 epithets applied by
Pliilo to vicious men.* The whole description of
Wisdom recalls the manner in which the Gr. philo-
sophers were accustomed to speak of their poCs.
In point of subtlety of thought and expression the

passage is manifestly framed after the Gr. rather
than the Heb. models. It is also worthy of note
that this does not profess to be a description of
Wisdom itself, but only of a spirit that is in her.
In this connexion Langen says :

' There was a
disinclination to transfer directly to Wisdom itself

what the Greeks said of the vote, because croifila in
the abstract is only a bare conception, and there-
fore in the case of such a transference the finalities
mentioned ran the risk of being handed over from
their more substantial bearer (i/ous) to a purely
ideal one. On this account the writer elevated
aorfiia. into a substance, while investing it with a
spirit (irv(vna). And hereby there was therefore
also implied an actual doctrinal advance, inasmuch
as the essential character ( Wesenseigenthumlichkeit)
of Wisdom came to clearer expression than was
po^-il.le through the figurativelanguage of Solomon
(i.e. Pr. S). Vet this advance can be treated only
as formal and not material, since Solomon also,
through his anthropomorphic presentation of Wis-
d< ni playing before God, had already plainly enough
raised it above the purely ideal. 't As regards the
description itself, it would seem that, when the
writer speaks of Wisdom as ' a clear effluence of
the glory of the Almighty,'

' an effulgence from
everlasting light,' 'an unspotted mirror of the

working of God,' and 'an image of his goodness,'
he means to represent it as standing in a relation
to God that is not shared by the Divine creations
a relation so close and peculiar as to constitute

Wisdom the very image or reflexion of His own
essential Being, in a sense in which man cannot
be said to be so. Here at all events Wisdom is no
mere personification, but a real essence of purest
light, the image of the Godhead, streaming forth
as a substance from God before the creation of the
world. At the same time there is no shaip dis-
tinction of personality drawn between God anil
His Wisdom. While, in conjunction with the
Gr. doctrine of the i/ovs, the Heb. doctrine of the
Wisdom came to be more clearly conceived and
expressed, it was not as yet, either in the minr1

of our author or of his contemporaries, hypos-
tati/.ed into a second and subordinate God, as it

afterwards was by Philo. There is in more than
the usual sense a personification of Wisdom, yet we

* ZV ^fcrccde Meretricif:, ed. Mang. ii. 268.
t JmUnthutii, etc. p. 25yf.
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an- Inl nnly li:ilf-wny to
personality.

As Schiirer

nays,
' The author applies theterm II tafontofGodto

represent tin- notion of an intermediary hypOStafflS,
so far as lie entertains it' (U.I I' II. iii. p. 371) n.).

It i-. however, iniportant to note that, as the re-

sult of the combination and interaction of the
Greek and the .Jewish mind, the Hook of Wisdom
marks a distinct step towards greater deliniteness

ct conception and expression in reference to this

doctrine,
In t he l!k. (if Wisdom the Heb. Hnkhmn is practi-

cally identified, however, not only with the Gr.

raft, but also with the Holy Spirit and with the

Logos, in the <)T, (>od's Holy Spirit is the giver
ot all g I : so to the Alexandrian was Wisdom.
1 1 is nut wonderful therefore that the author of our
liodk virtually identities the two, and attributes to

Wisdom just what the OT (e.g. in Is 11-) does to

the Spirit of .)". At all events, the idea of the

Spirit of (ioil is intermixed with that of Wisdom,
for it is Wisdom that inspires the prophets (~'

r
').

[n one passage in particular (9") Wisdom and the

Holy Spirit are spoken of in unite parallel terms
as the sole avenues to knowledge of the Divine
counsel. Although not known to most of the

Apocryphal writers, the Holy Spirit is, beyond
doubt, expressly mentioned here. See art. HOLY
Si-iKiT in vol. ii. In at least one passage there also

serins to be an identilication of the Wisdom with
the (Jr. \u-fOt. Regarding the destruction of the
firstborn in Egypt it is said, 'Thine all-powerful
word leaped from heaven out of the royal throne,
a stern warrior into the midst of the doomed land,

bearing as a sharp sword thine unfeigned com-
mandment ; and standing it tilled all things with
death ; and while it touched the heaven it trode

upon the earth' (18
151

). The description here

given of the \oyos inevitably suggests what the
writer has already said of Wisdom as sharing
God's royal throne (!)

4
) ; and besides, as Langen

has pointed out, there is merely a transference to

the Xc/yos of what was before said of Wisdom, viz.

that it
'

pervade! h and penetrateth all things'
(7"

4
), and

' reachet h from one end of the world to

the other' (8
1

). In support of the view that God's
Word is here only another name for His Wisdom,
we have the general doctrine, otherwise clearly

expressed in our book, that God executes His will

through His Word (16'-). It can make no diller-

ence that in this case His will was to punish
Egypt, and was not associated with any creative
or healing purpose. A comparison of this passage
with 10 I!I shows that what is here ascribed to

the \byos might equally well have been attributed
to the agency of the Wisdom. Urctschneider, on
the other hand, maintains (I.e. p. '254 f.) that

\u7osheredenotes the destroying angel, and that
nowhere either in the Apocrypha or in the LXX is

it the equivalent of ny;n, which is always trans-

lated by ffofftia. Hut can the epithet rwrodfoa/ios
be fittingly applied to an angel? However this

may be, it seems i|uite plain that the doctrine of

Wisdom in the Apocrypha is intermediate between
that of the OT and tiie Logos of Philo, just as in

1'hilo again we have the transition from the Apo-
cryphal to the .lohannine doctrine. In the Hook
of Wisdom there is assuredly development of some
sort, however we may be disposed to characterize
it. If our author says no more than the OT, he

certainly says it more clearly. If there be no
material advance on the OT doctrine, we have
that doctrine presented in a much fuller and more

developed form, and this we may regard as the

legitimate service of Greek thought. Hagenbach
recognizes

' the more delinite and concrete form
which, at the time when the Apocrypha] writings
were composed, was given to the personifications
of the Divine word and the Divine Wisdom found

in the OT." And so good an authority as A. IJ.

Davidson says,
'

If in the Alexandrian Wisdom of
Solomon a progress directly in uilcnnce of what is

found in Proverbs viii. on the doctrine of Wisdom
may be justly contested, there is certainly what
may be called a progress round ftbout, the ideas
about Wisdom are expanded and placed in new
lights, and made to enter into new relations in

such a way that a general approximation to the
N'T doctrine of the Logos is the result.' t See,
further, the articles WISDOM and WISDOM OF
SOLOMON in vol. iv.

3. The Logos of Pkilo. Already in the OT
(Pr 8) there had been drawn the distinction lie-

tween God Himself and the Wisdom of God, and
in connexion with the Platonic doctrine of the
yoPs a further development is traceable in the

Apocrypha, particularly in the Hook of Wisdom.
The designation of the Wisdom as \6yos furnishes
the transition to another not.-thle development
that which we tind in the teaching of 1'hilo.

According to this philosopher, the relation of the
\\ isdom to the Logos is that of the source to the
stream ; the Logos is just Wisdom come to expres-
sion. Sometimes, however, he identities the two
(dc Profug. i. 5U). The whole world of ideas is

embraced in the single conception and -npreme
Idea of the Logos or Reason of God. All empirical
knowledge of God is referred to the Logos, who
ranks indeed as a second, but also secondary, God.
It is he who created and who reveals himself in the

world, while the true God is inconceivable, and
' hides Himself behind the impenetrable veil of

heaven.' The Logos is not in himself God ; he is,

however, an emanation from God, His firstborn

son, and formed in His image. He is the mani-
fested reflexion of the Eternal the shadow, as it

were, cast by the light of God. He is at once the
medium and the mediator between God and the
world

; as ' the many-named archangel
'

he is the
bearer of all revelation ;

and in him as high priest
God and the world are eternally reconciled. With
striking vigour and originality of thought I'hilo

built up a religious philosophy, in which the Logos
is endowed witli personality and represented as a

hypostasis standing between God and the world.
In thus raising tiie Logos from an impersonal
power to the level of a mediatorial hypostasis he

passes beyond the OT and the Apocrypha, and
makes his Logos correspond exactly neither to the
Jewish Wisdom nor to the 1'lalonic fan. His

teaching under this head is, however, character-

ized by the same ambiguity that attaches to his

doctrine of God. By no possible ingenuity can the

Logos be consistently represent'" i ice the
immanent Reason of God, and yet also as a dis-

tincl hypostasis mediating between the spiritual
and the material, the Divine and the Unite. And
in general it may be said that,

'

owing to the mani-
fold relations in which Pliilo places the Logos,
to Divine powers, ideas, and angels, to the super-
sensual and to the visible worlii, to the thought,
speech, and creation t (..id. and again to the

human spirit, whose heavenly prototype he is, a

perfectly clear and consistent conception of this

mythical figure is rendered a virtual impossi-
bility.':!: Moreover, the service done by Plulo in

giving clear expression to tli. personality of the

Logos is seriously curtailed by his theory of sub-

ordination, which, all hough no doubt in his vitw
necessitated by the pronounced monotheism of the

OT, detracted from the position previously assigned
to the Logos, and I-M -n anticipated in some measure
the fashion of Gnostic polytheism.

//(. (>/ Ditctrinri, i. p. 106, EI\K. tr.

t Art. '

Apocrypha
'

in fr'ncyc. Brit.

t Lipsius, art. Alcxaii'lrinische lieligioniiiitiilogophie' it

SchiMikcl Bibellexican.
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4. The Memra of the Targums. Before we come
to consider the teaching of the NT regarding the

Logos, reference may be made to a kindred expres-
sion which occurs very frequently in the Targums.
The name given to the Logos in these writings

(but never in the Talmud) is Memra = ' Word.'

Memra is not, however, always the equivalent, nor is it,

strictly speaking, ever the precise equivalent, of Logos, which
has the additional meaning of reason ;

and one result of the

adoption of this narrower terra was to give fresh significance to

the statement that the world was created by the word of God
(On 1", Ps 336). Still, the mediation of the Memra or Word is

not, as in the OT and in Philo's theosophy, represented as

specially connected with the creative activity of God ; rather is

it applied to the whole scope of His activity in the world.
With the Targumists it stands in much the same relationship
to God as the Uokhma or fcQttz of the earlier Jews, only it is

allowed a wider range. By His Word God enters into covenant
with men and exercises guardianship over them ; to His Word
they pray, and by His Word they swear. There is, however,
considerable vagueness in the use of the term. Sometimes

anthropomorphisms are avoided by the introduction of Hjord

or glory. Thus in Gn 28 the glory of J" appears to Jacob, who
declares that the Word of J" shall then be his God. But in

some passages, when there can be no such motive, Memra or
Word is used for the Spirit of J", apparently to avoid refer-

ring directly to the Divine Being the processes of the inner life

of Godhead. A distinction is made between the Word as spoken
(i'ithijama) and the Word as speaking or revealing Himself

{Memra). E.g. in Gn 151 'After these things came the l'<lh-

ijawa of J" to Abram in a vision (? in prophecy), saying, Fear

not, Abram, my Memra shall be thy strength and thy exceeding
great reward.' ' A critical analysis shows that in S2 instances
in Onkelos, in 71 instances in the Jerus. Targum, and in 213

instances in the Targum pseudo - Jonathan, the designation
Memra is not only distinguished from God, but evidently
refers to God as revealing Himself.' *

From what has been said, it will be apparent that, while the

Memra plays a r61e somewhat similar to it, it is not to be

altogether identified with the Logos of Philo. In one respect,

however, the Targumists are at one with the Alexandrian theo-

sophy of which he became the leading exponent ; the Deity
Himself remained in the background, and everything that can

be known by us about God's essential Being is transferred to

the Word. This is shown, e.rj., by their treatment of 1 S 2C,
where, instead of

' Let not my blood I'all to the earth before the

face of the Lord,' we have ' Let not . . . before the Word of the

Lord.' Even affections are attributed to God only mediately

through the Word (Gn 66, 1 S 151, Is 421). with the Alex-

andrians God is without qualities (atmo;) ; with the Targumists
He is virtually unknowable. While, then, the Memra of the

Targumists is not to be identified with the Logos doctrine of

the Alexandrian school, the former being at bottom religious
and the latter philosophical, the two conceptions are yet in

some measure related. Indeed the difference between the

position reflected in the Targums and the standpoint of the
Book of Wisdom is most satisfactorily explained on the

assumption that the Alexandrian doctrine of the Logos, as

representing the know-able in Deity, was not unfamiliar to Pal.

circles, at any rate so far as its general features and results

were concerned. In all probability it was to a large extent
welcomed and adopted as a ready-made and serviceable con-

ception. This may be inferred from the fact that the ex-

pression Memra is used almost to excess, and in the most
- varied connexions. While really connoting much less than the

Jewish ire$ia.
= Gr. Aoj-os, it was given a far more extended

application than is warranted by the doctrine of the fo?,u as

presented in the Book of Wisdom.
It was in keeping with the spirit of the age that the Tar-

gumists should hail a doctrine which made for the purification
of the conception of God by excluding the ascription to God in

His essential Being of all direct activity in the world or contact

with man, and ot all such affections of the soul as seemed to

savour of the finite and human, and so to import a certain

limitation and degradation of the Deity. They did not, how-
ever, like Philo, speculate about the position of the Word
relatively to God. They were content to connect their generali-
zations with the OT representation of the creation of the world

mediately through Wisdom. And as in the sacred writings the

conception of Wisdom is not a fixed one, but appears now as

merely a personified Divine attribute, now as virtually a distinct

development; they did nothing to give precision or clearness

to the obscure and indeterminate position in which it is found
in Proverbs and Wisdom, and also in the earlier writings of

the Alexandrian school.

For generations thinking men had been grap-

pling with the problems suggested by the <>T

doctrine of the Logos in conjunction with philo-

sopliical speculation, and it would appear as if at

length by the first century of our era the hope of

a satisfactory conclusion ever being reached had
*
Edersheim, Life and Times ofJems the Jlesniah, i. p. 47.

been to a large extent abandoned. Men were

weary of wandering in what seemed an intermin-

able maze. For while on the one hand there was
a disposition to surmise that the unity of the God-
head was not in all respects absolute, on the other

hand it was recognized that the phenomena of the

inner life of Deity were secrets undecipherable by
man's intellect, and only darkly hinted at even in

revelation. Through the dense maze of subtleties

and theorizings which had overrun the path of

investigation Philo had boldly cut his way to

clearer ground by ascribing to the Logos a distinct

personality, albeit with the rank of an inferior

God. Others went to the opposite extreme, and
took no cognizance whatever ot the subject. The
writer of -2 (4) Esdras, e.g., ignores the whole

development of the Logos doctrine. Although
that doctrine was specially associated with the

creation of the world, and had obtained in Pales-

tine a new significance as Memra, the term ' Word '

is used by the writer simply as denoting the spoken
word, even where he speaks of God as having
created heaven and earth by His Word. All

mystery is eliminated from the doctrine, and no
consciousness betrayed of the existence of the

many enigmas which had gathered round it.

5. NT conception of the Logos. But the whole

position with reference to this doctrine was about

to undergo a development of the utmost conse-

quence through the promulgation of the Christian

idea of the Logos. This is set forth in the Pro-

logue to the Fourth Gospel. Here we are taught
that the Logos is a Divine personal Subsistence,

and, as such, exists in a twofold manner : first, as

coexistent with God from eternity, as resting in

Him before all time ; second, ak outwardly exist-

ing, i.e. as manifested, first of all in order to the

act of creation, and finally in His Incarnation in

order to the redemption of the world. ' In the

beginning was the Word, and the Word was with

God, and the Word was God. The same was in

the beginning with God. All things were made

by him. . . . And the Word was made Hesh, and

dwelt among us, full of grace and truth.' In these

bold, concise, and unmistakable utterances, St.

John, moved and enlightened by the Holy Ghost,
at once completely solves the long-standing riddle

of centuries, and communicates a new revelation.

Joining on his representation to that of the Mosaic

account of the creation as containing the first

revelation of the activity of the Logos, he pro-
ceeds to erect upon this foundation his great
doctrinal superstructure. The opening verses of

the OT had already declared that in the beginning
God created the heaven and the earth, and through
His Word gave shape and order to formless chaos.

St. John supplements this statement by further

declaring that ' in the beginning
'

the Word already
existed alongside of God and partook of the Divine

nature. He thereby also confirms the language of

Pr 8, which speaks of Wisdom as '

set up from

everlasting,' and as occupying the very closest

relation to God. True, he does not make use of

the term Wisdom, but of the term Logos. The

latter, however, is employed, not in its older mean-

ing of A'ou-s but in its then current sense of Word.

The connexion with Pr 8 is obvious enough, and

the Evangelist's representation makes it impossible
to put any other interpretation upon the passage
than that which it must bear when read in the

light of his words.
The question is often asked, How far was the

writer in his view of the Logos influenced by cur-

rent philosophical speculations, and more especially

by those of Philo '! In seeking an answer we must

keep in mind the fact that when the Gospel was

written the name Logos was a familiar one, alike

in Jewish and in non-Jewish circles. The air waa
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full of Mieh doctrines as Philo's, and that of the

Ln;;os in its essential features not only existed in

Alexandria before liis day, but must also have

gained ciiiTeney in Palestine, seeing there was
constant communication between Egypt and th.it

rmiiit ry. Consequently, it is not surprising that

the author of the Gospel uses the name without

c \|i|anatiiin n- mil 1 which his readers would be pre-

pared
to understand. Two extreme views have

been propounded, and, as frequently happens, the

truth would seem to lie somewhere between them.

Tin' lirst is. that the philosophy of the time had no

inllurncf whatever on the Prologue to this Gospel,
and %\as nut kept in view by the writer. In this

case the name Logos is not regarded as derived

frnin t he Schools, hut as having sprung up solely
\\ it liin I lie Church, in the sense of unit in = '

word,'
' revelation.' But, if we thus exclude the meaning
ratio and confine it to oratio, we cannot put a

satisfactory construction on the words iv dpxii ?iv

6 \0705. For though we may regard creation as a

self-revelation of God, wrought through the Logos,
who was as Logos at the beginning uf the world,

yet if, as we believe, r/v denotes the pre-temporal
i'\i-tence of Christ, we cannot accept the narrowed

meaning. It is only as \6yot iv&i&deTot that the

tei iii can denote His eternal existence before
time ;

and this we lind to be an outstanding truth

in the record of the Logos made flesh. The
other and opposite view, that the writer merely
expands and embodies the teaching of 1'hilo,

is likewise untenable. Even those who deny
the .lohannine authorship must reject it, for

the two conceptions, if in some respects similar,

are yet essentially at variance. While the idea of

an Incarnation is utterly destructive of 1'hilo's

dm trine of the Logos, it is the central truth of the

Christian faith that God's revelation is not com-

plete, 1 until it is emlKjilied in a human life. On the

assumption that the Gospel is St. John's, this view
is incredible. Can we suppose that the disciple
whom .lesus loved, who drew from the Saviour the

principles that gave character to his life, who

!

Hindered deeply and long what he had seen and
leard. would have founded his conception of his

Ma-ler on the crude notions of an expiring philo-

sophy? The matter, then, would seem to stand
thus": The author derived his view of Christ's Per-

son from Christ's life and teaching, and his own
rellexion upon them, guided by the illumination of

the Holy Spirit. Like St. Paul, he might have

e\|n.'-sed these views independently of any philo-

sophical system. At the same time he recognized
in the name and conception of the Logos a suitable

vehicle for his own thought, and adopted it accord-

ingly. In other words, he recognizes and declares

that there is a great Truth after which men had
IM'CH thus groping, that there is a Divinity work-

ing in the World, as the Greek had faintly per-

ceived, and that there is need for a revealer of the

invisible God, as the Jew had come to feel.

Very noticeable in connexion with St. John's

solution of an enigma which had become more and
more complicated as time went on, is the contrast

between the linn tread of Scripture and the hesi-

tating vagaries of the unaided human intellect.

In the Prologue to this Gospel there is a note of

certainty, of finality, of iiuiot confidence, and of

powerful persuasiveness, Which is foreign to Alex-
andrian tneosophist and Jewish Targumist alike.

The Logos liecame llesh : in this simple yet mo-
mentous declaration he conveyed to the world the

secret of the inner life of the Godhead a.s he had
learned it from the Holy Spirit working in the

soul of one who had been so intimately associated

with Jesus, and who, more than any other of the

Apostles, was capable of being animated by the

mind of the Master. That which he had seen and

heard, and which had never failed from his adoring
consciousness, he announced to men not only as an
answer to their problems, but also as the redemption
of their souls. The two loftiest ideas in <)T reve-

lation are those of Wisdom and the Messiah, and,
although the Jews had no proper conception of

this, and latterly even lost the consciousness of it,

the two ideas were essentially one. It was his

knowledge of this that enabled St. John to unlock
the mystery which would yield to no other key.
To as many as received Him on the footing of His

being at once the Word and the Anointed of God,
the Eternal Word gave power to liecome the sons
of God. The jarring note in the Evangelist's
account of this glorious gospel is the record that
' he came unto his own, ami liis own received him
not.' It needed the lurid light of the cross t show
the harmony and inseparableness of these two
ideas, and to prove that Christ, as combining in

His own Person everything ascrilied to the Logos
and the Messiah, is made unto us ' wisdom from

God, and righteousness, and sanctilication, and

redemption
'

(1 Co I
30

).

iii. AXGKLOLOGY AND DEMONOLOGY. A.
ANQBLQLOGY.\. The, OT doctrine of anijc/.i.

There was throughout the East a general belief

in angels as inhabitants of the
spirit-

world. In

the OT these are recognized as spirits intermediate
between God and man, and acting as the mes-

sengers and servants of Providence. Their nature,
while .superior to that of man,

'

is not purely
spiritual ; their main function is that of executing
tlie Divine behests. They are poetically conceived
as forming the host of heaven (

1 K '22"
1

), who praise
God in the sanctuary above (Ps 14H- ISO 1

), act as

the ministers of His will (Ps 1035
'"-), attend Him

when He manifests Himself in His kingly glory
(Dt 332

? ; see Driver, tulluc.), and form His retinue

when He appears for judgment (Jl 3", Zee 145 ).

The mention of the captain of the Lord's host in

Jos 5 13ff'
is too slender a basis for the conclusion

that the ancient Hebrew regarded the nngels
as an organized celestial hierarchy in which the
cherubim and seraphim hold their respective ranks.
Nowhere are the cherubim endowed with independ-
ent personality ; they are only ideal representa-
tions, varying according to the conception of the

writers wiio make mention of them. In like man-
ner the seraphim of Is 6 seem to be only symbolic
appearances. There is, however, a very perceptible
development of angelology in the OT itself. At
first the Loll!) God speaks directly to man (Gil 3") ;

then He appears to men through His messengers,
who are called 'sons of God' (Job I

6
, Ps 29' S'.f).

We have further the conception of the Angel of the

Loitn, who is in some passages identified with J"

(Gn IS'-
1

", of. with 19 13
), and in others hypostatically

distinguished from Him (Gn 24', Zee I
1

-). Whether
this name is to be applied specifically to one angel
who represents God's presence, or is to be extended

to any angel with a special commission, remains

therefore a moot point. The doctrine that Israel

was led by the angel of J" paved the way
for the

belief in angelic guardianship of individuals, which

some would lind in Ps.'M7
91", although it is doubt-

ful whether these passages contain more than a

poetical expression of trust in a beneficent Provi-

dence. On the other hand, angels were regarded
as the instruments of judgment (2 S 24W ,

'2 K lit",

Ps 784
"), and even the forces of nature came to be

personified as God's messengers (Ps 1044
).

Prior to the Exile, with rare exceptions such as

Is 62 '6
, the prophets do not introduce angels, but

already in the visions of Ezekiel and Zcchariali

they play a prominent part, and the mystic
number of seven (Ezk 9-, Zee 4-'-') possibly points
to the hierarchical idea which certainly afterwards

gained ground (To 12", llev 82
). Ezekiel culls
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them men ; Zecliariah calls them lioth men and

messengers. By these prophets special prominence
is also given to one angel who acts as Instructor or

Interpreter. This is the fruitful germ from which
has sprung the widespread invocation of angels
and spirits in the worship of the Christian Church.

Then, as in modern monastic piety, it appears to

have arisen from a false conception of God as reign-
ing in the remote heaven ; angels were employed
to bridge the gulf that separated Him from men.
Zecliariah is the first prophet to recognize different

orders and ranks among the angels C2
3 - 4 3'- J

).

2. Post - exilic development of antjelologt/ on
Persian lines. In the post-exilic period, chiefly
under the Parsi influences brought to bear upon
the Jews of the Dispersion, the OT doctrine of

angels underwent a curious and interesting de-

velopment. Not that the Jews adopted wholesale
the doctrine of Zoroaster either on this or on other

points; but the inevitable social ami religious in-

fluences amid which many of them lived in con-

tentment and peace, could not but tell on their

theology. All the more was this the case that
Zoroastrianism was in the zenith of its prosperity
as a religious system, and in many respects indeed,
as we have seen, was allied to Judaism. In no
direction did it influence Jewish thought more
than in the department of angelology. Men's
minds were strongly attracted to the superhuman,
and angels were multiplied until God was con-

ceived as governing the world by hosts of these
'

intermediary beings who concerned themselves
with theatt'airsof men with very various ends.' The
belief in a regularly graded hierarchy of good and
evil spirits, which characterized the religion of

Zoroaster, began to be distinctly reflected, at least

as to its main features, in the Jewish theology of

the period. The position
reached with regard to

this whole doctrine in the later Judaism was
apparently the result of the Persian conception
of pure iieings who surrounded Ormazd as his

servants, acting upon the ancient Jewish belief

that the angels were the messengers of Jehovah's
will. Development of the doctrine on Iranian
lines was facilitated by the general and undefined
nature of the Heb. angelology. The latter offered

no bar to the acceptance of an ideal structure
based upon a common principle ; and the religious
character of the Mazdean doctrine of pure spirits

gave it the appearance of being the complete form
of their own more rudimentary belief. In the
later Jewish literature, accordingly, the angels are
viewed as a well-organized host, whose recognized
chiefs (Dn 10'3 ) are admitted into God's immediate

presence, and form His secret council (Enoch 14).
They are seven in number (To 1'2

15
). Three are

named in Daniel and Tobit, viz. GABRIEL, i.e. 'man
of God,' whose special function seems to have been
to communicate Divine revelations (Dn S 16

9'-'
1

, Lk
I
19

) ; MICHAEL, i.e.
' who is like God?' the guardian

of Israel (Dn 1C 13 - =1
12>, Bar 67,

cf. 1 Th 4 16
, Jude",

Rev 12'); and RAPHAEL, i.e. 'God heals,' whose
mission it was to cure disease (To 3 17

), and to

present the prayers of the saints before God's
throne (To 12 15

,
cf. Zee I

13
). Three more are men-

tioned in 2 (4) Esdras: URIEL, i.e. 'God is light'

(4
1
); JEREMIEL, i.e. 'God hurls

'

(4
36

) ; and PHAL-
TIEL (the Syriac has Psalticl, 516

).* Who was the
seventh? Is the silence of the pre-Christian Jewish
literature on this point merely accidental, or was
J" Himself reckoned the first of the seven arch-

angels, as Ormazd was the chief of the seven

amshaspands'!\ On the latter supposition the

analogy would be complete, but it would have

" Cf. Enoch 20' (Uriel, Raphael, Rajuel, Michael, Sariel,

Gabriel).
t These are called (1) Vohti-Mand = 'the good mind'; (2)

4sha-vahista=' the highest holiness'; (3) Khshathra-vairya =

been alien to all Jewish tradition to compare
Ormazd or any of the archangels with J". To
them He was far above, and of another nature than,

angels or archangels, who were only His servants.

They borrowed the idea of the seven nnishaspnnds,
and made them the chiefs of the heavenly host ;

but they regarded them, their chief included, as

beings entirely subordinate to J".

The Persian influence is seen so far in the pro-
nounced angelology of the Book of Daniel. What
is new here is that angels, who are designated
' watchers' (J'TI'. In LXX TJJ is Grecized into ctp,

but Aq. and Symm. render eypr/yopos), have recog-
nized princes with particular names, whereas in

ancient Israel none of the angels were known by
proper names. The angel in Jg 13 181 ' refuses to

tell his name. That the names of the angels
ascendcrunt in inanii Israelis ex Bnbijlone* is

expressly acknowledged by the Rabbins them-
selves. It is also taught in Daniel that the
nations have their own special tutelary spirits,
who fight actively in their behalf (10

13
--). This

identification of particular angels with different

nations carries us a step further than the inter-

cession of the angels in Zechariah's first vision.

There is also in Daniel a further development of

the former prophet's vision of a hierarchy among
the angels ; they are classified in categories, of

which each has particular functions.

But it is in the Apocryphal writings that we
discern the full strength of the Persian influence.

The great Books of Sirach and Wisdom have little

or nothing to say about angels. Judith speaks of

none, and 1 Mac. refers only once to the destroy-
ing angel (1"). In Baruch also there is but a single
reference to the subject (6

7
). The other books,

and mainly 2 (4) Esdras, Tobit, and 2 Mac., are

our sources. The most important passage, and
one which formed the groundwork, so to speak,
of many subsequent delineations of man's relation

to the spirit-world, is To 1212' 15
(cf. Rev 84

) :

' When
thou didst pray, and Sarah thy daughter-in-law, I

did bring the memorial of your prayer before the

Holy One : and when thou didst bury thfdead, I was
with thee likewise. . . . And now God did send

me to heal thee and Sarah thy daughter-in-law.
I am Raphael, one of the seven holy angels, which

present the prayers of the saints, and go in before

the glory of the Holy One.' This passage teaches

still more clearly than the Books of Zecliariah and
Daniel that there is a distinction of rank among
the angels. Raphael is one of seven who stand in

the immediate presence of God ; from Lk l
ls and

Rev 8'- we learn that Gabriel was also a member
of Tobit's heptarchy. This idea, which was prob-

ably taken from the customs of Oriental palaces,
where dignitaries were wont to gather round the

throne, and which at all events had been embodied
in the religion of Zoroaster, attains great promi-
nence in the Jewish Apocalyptic literature. In

spite of the weighty authority of A. B. Davidson,
who observes, 'The number seven already appears
in Ezk 9-, and there is no need to refer it to Persian

influence' (art. ANGELS in vol. i. ), it is difficult

to resist the conviction that the seven ainsfifts-

panels or princes of light suggested the seven Jewish

archangels. So Winer, R WB, art.
'

Engel
'

; Ewald,
HI v. p. 185 ; Nicolas, DCS Doctrines Relic/lenses des

Juifs; Cheyne, OP p. 335. At the same time there

is no reason to suppose that the entire scheme of

the supersensible world elaborated in the Avesta
became part of the creed of Judaism. While the

Persian influence is traceable, and while there are

general points of resemblance in the angelology of

'good provernment'; (4) Spenta-annaiti = 'meek piety'; (5)

Haurvatat = '

perfection
'

; (6) Ameretat = '

immortality
'

; (7J

Ahura-mazda = ' the supreme tfod himself.'
* Jems. Talmud, lidsli-hashdiui, p. 56.
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the two systems, there is nothing like absolute

identity. It is further implied in the passage
under review, that according to their position in
this hierarchy particular functions are performed
by |irticular angels. The great Imsiness of 'the
-' * i-ii i- to '

present the
jirayers

of the saints.' It
seems to follow from tins tliat the prayers of the

[lions are directed to the impels for this purpose;
compare, on the other hand, Hev '2'2"-. Another
1 lu-i. rlrarly reflected in Toliit, is that some annuls
arc charged with the protection of individual men :

' A ". I angel shall go with him, and his journey
shall lie prospered, and he shall return safe and
sound i .")-'!.

' Good' is here evidently not descrip-
n\e of the

angel's character as opposed to evil
a libels but to his oth'ce of guardianship, in keeping
with the statement of v.

16 'God . . . shall prosper
your journey; and may his angel go with you.'
1 lie Israelites thought of the superhuman powers,
not as good and evil but as benevolent or anta-

gonistic. If the idea of angelic guardianship of

individual men appears at all in the OT (Ps 347

91"), it does so in a far Jess definite shape than
line. In NT times, on the other hand, this belief
-i Tin-, to have been quite current (Ae 1'2

15
). An

interesting example of its recurrence in modern
literaiure is found in Lessing's Satlinn tier Weise,
rthcre Kecha, Nathan's adopted daughter, is made
to say

' Ich also, ich hab' einen Enpel
Von Antrcsirht zu Angesicht yesehn ;

Und meinen Engel.'

The same idea was extended to nations and armies
( 1 >n !_", -2 Mac II 6 1523

). Indeed we find in 2 Mac.
almost a re]ietitiou of the old Itoman legend of
Castor and 1'ollux mounted on white steeds and
appearin',' at the head of the Jewish armies (3

Mir
-).

A somewhat similar tale is told in 10'-"-"-, where
five such ' men '

appear,
' two of them leading on

the Jews.' In la'-
3 Judas Maccabseua is represented

as
praying for ' a {rood angel

'

to terrify the enemy,
and in v.-"

7 the .lews are described as having been
' made exceeding glad by the manifestation of
God.' This idea as applied to nations seems to
underlie the Heb. text followed by the LXX trans-
lator of Dt 3 'The Most High set the bounds
of the people according to the number of the

angels of Gud' (Sx -33) instead of 'sons of Israel'

(^Vj?'. '33). Perhaps also Ben Sira may have had
the angels in view when he wrote :

' For every
n:ii ion he appointed a ruler' (Sir 17").

3. Conception of elemental angels in post-can-
onical Jewish literature. Allusion has already
been made to the personification of the forces of
nature in the OT. The same tendency showed
itself later in the conception of the elemental
angels. Sir 3!)-8ff'

speaks of '

fire and hail, and
famine and death ; teeth of wild beasts, and
scorpions and adders' as 'spirits (Ttvevfum) that
are created for vengeance.' Although these are
not angels, they are said to rejoice in executing
God's commandment, and the language used by the
writer certainly prepared the way for the intro-
duction into Palestine of the Gr. idea of attributing
to every separate thing its Satfuuv or angel. In
the Book of Enoch, the sea, the hoar frost, the
snow, the mist, the dew, and the rain, each has
its special spirit (6D"'"'-). This idea is still further

developed in the Hook of Jubilees (B.C. 135-lo7>) ;

the different elements are represented as each con-

taining a spirit, and this again its angel, so that
it becomes possible to speak of the angels of the
lire -spirit, the wind -spirit, etc. The fullest de-

velopment, however, of the tendency in question is

found in the Targums. Thus in that of Jonathan
the pestilence of Hab 35 becomes the angel of death.
That even abstract conceptions had their angels
bound up with them appears, e.g., from the state-

ment of the Testament ofllcnjamin that the souls of
the virtuous are led by the angel of peace (&yyf\ot
T7JS tip-flftjy).

To sum up. The Jewish people, under the in-

fluence of what they saw in the religion of Zoro-

aster, formulated their doctrine of angels with
more precision than they had done previously.
Especially was this the case with regard to these

points: (1) the angels as a whole were conceived
as forming a celestial hierarchy with seven princes;
(2) those angels who acted as intermediaries be-
tween heaven and earth were designated by proper
names; (3) the Jews began to follow the custom
(which, however, was no less Greek than Persian)
of peopling the whole world with angels, anil of

giving to every man his own protecting spirit or

Sainwv ; (4) they formed the conception of the
elemental angels.

4. Din-trine of angels as ln-lil In/ ///. Esscnes and
by I'/ii/n. That the Jewish angelology had not
reached its full development even at the beginning
of the Christian era is evident from the fact that
a cardinal point in it, viz. the doctrine pro]>oundcd
in the Talmud and the Targums regarding the
creation of angels on the second day of the creation
of the world, is entirely absent from the NT as
well as from the later pre-Christian Jewish writ-

ings. The same conclusion is pointed to by the

vagueness in several respects (e.g. in the exact
division of angelic tasks, and in the varying names
given to the last three archangels) of the angel-
ology of the two centuries before Christ, which
seems to have been a product of popular imagina-
tion rather than the deliberate teaching of the
Uabbis. The Palestinian and Babylonian Jew
was, however, quite satisfied with an angelology
which not only supplied some tangible link between
him and the Deity, but also afforded the comfort-
able assurance that in heaven his destinies were
watched over by the accredited commissioners
of .}". It was otherwise with the Jews of Alex-
andria and the Essenes, who were concerned with
the speculative rather than the practical, and with
whom the doctrine of angels took the form of a

theory of cosmic powers. By the latter sect the

popular !>elief in angels was spiritualized into an
esoteric system, in which the angels were only

metaphorically the servants and messengers of

God; in reality they were descending grades of

being, dillering in purity and in power in propor-
tion to their distance from the First Cause, of

which they were all emanations. It was the

privilege of the initiated to be informed as to the

distinctive names of this graduated series of spirits,
ami ot the relations in which they stood to the
u hole and to one another. Anyone admitted to

their sect had to take an oath that he would

'equally preserve" their peculiar books and the

names of the angels (Jos. BJ II. viii. 7). In all

this we see the allegorizing and Gnostic tendency
already at work.

Philo's doctrine of angels, although much akin
to that of the Essenes, bore the peculiar stamp
of its birthplace. It was a Platonucd version of

the ancient Hebrew beliefs. The latter formed,
indeed, the common basis of hoth the Palestinian

and the Alexandrian angelology ; the ditlerences

in the developed products were due to the fact

that in the one case Zoroaatrian, and in the other

Platonic, influences were at work. According to

Philo, the angels are incorporeal beings who in.

habit the air. and are in number equal to the stars.

They are comprehended in two main divisions

the inferior angels, who dwell nearest to the earth

anil art' capable of descending into human l>odies
;

and the higher and purer intelligences (\6yot =
Ideas), whose habitat is the up|ier regions of the

air. It is through the latter that God, who as the
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perfect Being cannot enter into relations with

corruptible matter, communicates with the uni-

verse. These intermediaries, whose action is purely
spiritual, Philo identifies not only with the Pla-

tonic Ideas and Stoic Forces, but with the Dirmons
of the Greeks and the Angels of the Jews. Their
function is to execute the commands of the Most
High, and to protect and direct the souls of good
men. Among the infinite variety of the powers
two are supreme goodness and might. It must
be said, however, that Philo has no clear-cut con-

ception of these mediating forces. At times he

speaks as if they were mere abstractions, at other
times as if they wrere persons. But this is the

necessary result of the premises from which he
starts. As the media by which He works in the
world His Ideas must he inseparable from God

;

while at the same time, on the assumption of His
aloofness from the world, they must rank as

independent entities.

5. Denial of angels by the Sadducees. In certain

quarters, however, during the post-exilic period
the doctrine of angels seems to have met with
entire rejection. The position of the Samaritans
is not quite clear, but at all events they hail a
doctrine of angels, and in this respect differed from
the Sadducees, who maintained that ' there is no re-

surrection, neither angel, nor spirit
'

(Ac 238
). This

is so far supported by Josephus, who says that

according to the teaching of the Sadducees the soul

dies with the body (Ant. XVIII. i. 4). How much
does this denial of angels by the Sadducees imply ?

It is possible that they only rejected the oral

Pharisaic tradition and the developed angelology
of their day, while accepting the written Scrip-
tures and a rationalistic interpretation of the
old angelophanies. Yet they were evidently pure
materialists, and repudiated the idea of a future
life. It does seem strange that the}' should never-

theless have believed in God ; but their God was,
like the deities of Epicureanism, entirely separated
from the world. In their view the present life was

complete in itself, and man had no future judg-
ment to face. As adherents of the Epicurean
philosophy, they could not accept either the doc-

trine of a future life, or the Jewish angelology
which postulated a spirit-world created by God,
and judged by Him.

I!.' DENOSOLOGY.l. The position as reflected
in the earlier OT literature. The development in

demonology is still more marked than that of

angelology. Among the ancient Hebrews the
belief in evil spirits seems to have been of the
mc^t rudimentary description, hardly amounting
to more than a vague popular superstition. The
data furnished by the earlier OT literature is ex-

tremely meagre. Ruins and waste places were

peopled with weird spectres (sc'iriin), including a

night-monster, Lilith, who was specially danger-
ous to infants (Is 13-' 34 14

).* Mental disease was
attributed to the malign influence of evil spirits,
but in such cases the evil spirit is said to have

proceeded from the LORD (1 S 1614
). As His Pro-

vidence comprehended alike the evil and the good
(IS 26

,
Ps 78JU

), there was really no place for

demons viewed as the source of evil. The shftliiii

of Dt 32 lr and Ps 106 :

", though illegitimate objects
of worship, are not in OT the noxious spirits which

they liecame in the later Judaism, and the story
of the serpent in Gn 3 1 '7 is not elsewhere alluded
to in any pre-exilic writing. If the belief in evil

spirits can lie said to have existed in Israel before

the Exile, it certainly was not in the widespread

*
Although these passages are prohably exilic, and coloured

by Babylonian inflxience, the mention of jackals and other
animals in connexion with the sc"triiti warrants the conclusion
that demons were supposed to dwell in all those animals which
haunt the solitary waste.

form which it afterwards assumed. Although
those interpreters who have detected a personal
being in Azazel (

= (?) 'God strengthens,' Lv 168
)

are probably right, in view of the fact that Jehovah
receives the one goat and Azazel the other, it does
not follow that the conception of the latter arose

at an early date in Heb. history. It is probable
that the Priestly Code is not of Mosaic origin, and
that this allusion to the ritual of the scapegoat
belongs to post-exilic times. There is no subse-

quent mention of Azazel in OT, although he re-

appears in the Book of Enoch as a leader of the

(fallen) angels. Cheyne (' Azazel
'

in Encyc. Sibl.)
thinks he was 'a personal angel substituted for the

crowd of se'irtm (or earth-demons) to whom the

people sacrificed ; just as the scapegoat was the sub-

stitute for the sacrificial victims.' However this

may be, it is clear that he was regarded as in some
sense antagonistic to J" ; and that the conception
of him, if not identical with that of Satan, as

Origen (c. Cels. vi. 305) and others have supposed,
was at least a step in the direction of that of the

devil.

2. The Satan of Job, Zcchariah, the Chronicler,
anil the Similitudes of Enoch. In the Prologue to

Job we have the first trace of the Satan or Adver-

sary, i.e. the angel whose function it is to act as

Accuser and to execute God's purposes of judg-
ment. As a member of God's council (I

8
) he stands

in contrast to those angels whose ministry is con-

cerned with errands of mercy, but while an angel
of evil he is not in his own nature an evil angel.

Although showing a strong disinclination to be-

lieve in human virtue, he does not in Job, as in

Jude, contend with God ; he is content to act by
His permission. But while he is not here repre-
sented as an evil spirit, he is yet on the way which
led later to his being so conceived. He performs
his task with a too evident relish, and instigates
God against Job (2

s
). It is still a question among

critics whether the Book of Job is pre-exilic, but

the other OT writings in which the word Satan
is used to denote this minister of God undoubt-

edly belong to the Jewish period. In Zee 3'-'-

he appears as the pitiless accuser whom J" repels.
The cruel and malicious way in which he exercises

his office against the broken-down Church of the

Restoration calls forth the rebuke of Divine grace.
Here there is an approach to the conception of him
as an evil spirit, without his being regarded, how-

ever, as an embodiment of all evil ; he is still God's
servant. In 1 Ch 21 1 Satan is used without the

article as the distinctive designation of the spirit
who stands up against Israel as their enemy. It

is at his instigation that David numbers the people,
an act ascribed in earlier times to J"(2S 24 1

). The

possibility of such an interchange is owing to the

fact that in either case the angel who tempts David
is the minister of J". Angels are but the ministers

of His will. Even to the '

lying spirit
' mentioned

in 2 Ch IS" 1 we are not to ascribe an evil character.

That passage does not prove that at this stage
evil spirits were not only believed in, but viewed
as having power to

'

possess' individual men. The

spirit who misled the infatuated Aliah is Jehovah's

messenger, and goes forth from His immediate

presence. In the Satan of Zechariah and the

Chronicler, then, even more than in that of Job,
there seems to be some approach to the conception
of an evil spirit. At the same time he has not yet
become an actual demon. The period was one of

transition : foreign influences were at work among
the Pal. and Bab. Jews, and primitive Semitic

beliefs were undergoing a process of transforma-

tion. Thus in the earlier post-exilic age Satan
was neither a Heb. angel pure and simple, nor a
Jewish demon of the developed type familiar to us

in NT. Later, in the Similitudes of the Book of
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Knucli, written, .lecordin", in I'hailes, ll. C. 95-80,
lie appears as ruler of the aicjels \\liniu he ha-
Iliade subject to hilll (.".4", rf. Ml I-'-

4
"'). These

wliu an- designated Satans, have access in heaven
but are subject tn tin 1 l.onl nf spirits (4oT

l. l.iki

those of Satan in N'l', their functions are tempting
(69

4 - 1
, of. Mt 4"'-. l.k :!-2-), accusing (4O-, of. Ko\

12"'), ami punishiii", (53
a

."ill
1

, cf. I Co HP), ll was
Ion", lu-lurc Satan came to lie concch ed in I'ales-

tine as Beelzebub, 01 pm of devils. Thrrc is, in

flirt, a .-trailer reticence regarding the existcnct
and nature <ii Satan in tin.1 literatim 1 of the period
between the Testaments, lie is not mentioneil in

the Apocrypha (Satan heiii". most probably used in

Sir Jl
1

-'7 inercU in the general sense of adversary
cir by Jo.-cplius. There i.s nut, however, the saint

silence with regard to demons, t'mler the influ-

ence ot Ma/deism a more concrete form was ",i\en
to Heating Semitic superstitions about evil spirits.
Not that this influence went very tlecp. lor Persian
dualism could nut seriously atl'uct Hebrew moiio-
theisin.

It ii a moot point whether the ronception of Satan may not
h:i\r I.een lak.n o\er tloln Ihe IVi-Man^. This is ll, nieil In
mam scholars, -'.,/. tiehler, \vtio niaintuins tliat 'the Satan of
the OT is (le\ MI. I of e-selit ial i-har:ir-leri-t Irs \\ hieh til list I If pres-
ent t" ju-!il\ a .''-ii-pan-on u itli Ahriman '

("'/' Tit--"!, ii. p. 'Jill.

Knu'. tr). So also Kenan. <'he\ in- thinks it
'

a inutlrr fiir ar^ll-
niL-iil. lint s\li.. .-an t;iil to M-e lli:it the Satan of Ihe Hook of
lin.'lali.m i- Ilir fellow .if Ahrinian '.'

'

("I', p. isL'). O. A.
Smith, u Inl. jt'lnultill^ th.- ilitri.-llltv of lilt- .|lleslioll, ]:ni_.-
hilllStlf (111 ttlC lie-alive Sille ('/'/,, Ttotltt /V../,A.JI. li.

Jl. *]!,).

X 1

iording \ \\.llhansen, ho\ve\er,- who Hunks that
' Ihe

indue!.'. ..I I'ai.ism u|'. .11 .Iii.husm was not so e^rc-at a* i-

nsiutll\ annulet!.' 'Satan has some relation I'. old Hebrew con-
ception- (1 K \\ii.t. hut nevertheless is ,enliallv Ihe p!",|.n-t
of Zoroostrian dualism '

(irt'
'

Nf:.rl
'

in /.';./.. Brit.), tlruce
sii-^.^u i h.,t Che divergence ..! 1 i 'li :' i

1 n. mi :' s -jji, i-.-frrrr. I

h. .il-. .v r. IU.I\ h LV . 1 1. . n .li:i I.. :. t, . lill- "M '!.' |MI! ..I Ihr
' 'hron '

li i I
-

u
' 'Men of Iranian in Hun. .

.
t hM i.'inii|:.lion was

i." in wort ..i God i77,. Mi. ml Order ,,,t
//' ll

1

.,,/,/, p. I.:D. Tin-
intliH'iii'e iif ttie I'. -I ion ,1 i ih-in. \\ hi.'h rc].i'.

~. ul> \liMin:ni;i-
III.- :uil:i'_"UM ,.l llrlii:i/.l, m:i> :.K,. p.,v,il,| v lie n-ll.-.'li'.l in

/.. : MI,' Satan appears as accuser of Joahua the hi^h priest,
si in ini^. asu.is i.iisr,.Ni;ir\' upon su<-h occasions, at his ri^rlit

haml (P i
1 ''> 'IK. rebuke administered to I inn exacth .'..in-

'''.!' - \M'li 'li. i' ol .lii.l.''
1

. \vlii'|-e .Michael the ni.'h.iii.. ] is val i|

lo li.ive disputed With Ililn .iti..l.' Ihe I, Ill-Jill ..I Mi.s. s'. II is,

h,.ui \, r, .|..nl.|lnl uli. Ilier in '/,<.. Satan is not nsed int-rcly in

thi ^- ;.. r.1 sense of the A.hersary ; tlie ( urrence of the
urii, ; to preclude the view that we have here a regular
prop, r name a~ in 1 I'll ill. In the art. /'.IIOA.SNCIAMSM in
vol. iv.,.I. II. M, nilton, while characterizing as 'absurd' the i,i,-:i

Ih.il Salan ua-; holTOWCfl from All-la Mani\ n. isreu.l\ [oi-iincede
M ' ih, rankinu' of ihinons and the elevation of one spirit to

- "iiii.-. boye been stimulated !> parsism.' 'I'h.s \v ,ii, r
- '11.-^- ll.:t! 'tin- al.-iiiilotini.-nl of earlier UieiLs-, like A/.a/el

ami I he s, i
|,,.,,t

'

-in ia\ ,.iir ..| t h.- s ; ii :m j s ,,, | h(;
. as^jn^t-d [O

I . influence. See, further, art. SATA.N in vol. iv.

3. Till' lllll'f !/<' lifr'i'if SpiritS
III til''

.1/1' ','////,/.><

/,,/ iii //,,- n-,'i/i,iif.t nf ./<-,
YI////.V. Althonuh the

Apocrypha say nulliiii"; of Satan (unless \Vis 2-4 ,

on \\liich see l,elo\v, refers to him . they clearly
leach the doctrine of Sa^iivta. or evil spirits.
These are nut angels, nor, apparently, fallen
an_o]s. They have power to plague ami e\en
sl,i\ men. hut can lie driven away hy fumigation,
and hound hy the angels. A- Ian- i- repre
sented in To li" as heine; in love with Sarah,
dailghtei oi llau'uel. and as h.-nino killed in succes-
sion -cM-n iinlorlun.-ile no n to whom she had he, n
man led (3

s
). The aii^'el Raphael ad\ ise, Tol.i,-,,

tli'- sun ol Tol, it lu inaiiA Ill-Land ]n.,\i,l,-s him
with :\ clll in tin- s|,a| f ihe heart and IIM-I

of a li si i ih row n upon the ashes oi incense, to drive

away the demon. The smell causes the evil -puit
I" lice into r!o\pt. win-re he is hoillld hv li.'lphnel
s ll all the other spilit.s were like this one,

tli,-\ iniisi ha\e had Imdiis, and mn-l have been
inferior in power to tin- an-,-|s. Th,. wriii-r oi

lie- I look oi Tohit was e\identh acnuain
with Mesopotaiiiia. and therefore with the I'er-

sian demonolugy, which is reilecied in hi- work,
although in, i I.. Ihe ,-\i,-nl of i

,-|
,rc-enl iii^' the

demon a- a rival power to thatofl.od. lie stops
EXTRA VOL. 19

short of actual dualism. The author of I \l.o
,

speaking of the Akra or eitatlel which was the

headquarters of the Syrian f,'a.nisoii, .i,--. i il,. s ii as
an evil adversary (5icipo\os) to Isi.-ol, i.e. 'an

aiUcrsary or devil ill stone"; but this simpl\ n
il', is the popular conception of thedeul a- ho-iih-
to (iod's true worshippers.

Joseplius, though silent as to Satan, has a
(

I

deal to say about evil spirits, and we may fairly
take his views as those current in his lime. His

theory is that demons are the spirits of wicked
men departed, who enter into the li\inx ami Kill

them unless they can obtain deliverance i /;./ vil.

vi. 3). The art of exorcizing evil spiiiis is a lo
known to him. By the use of certain incantations,
and especially hy the application to the im-l i il- ut

the demoniac of a lire-coloured root called barras,
which {,-rew near the fortress of Madia-ms, the
demon can be expelled. Josephua s)>eaks of this
as the discovery of Solomon, anil says he saw one
Eleazar releasing demoniacs in this fashion (Ant.
VIII. ii. 5). He gravely aliinus that great care must
he exercised in the handling of this root, otherwise
fatal consequences will follow. On the soil In-ing
removed, it may, however, be safely taken by tying
a duo; to it ; as soon as the dog moves, it dies, hut
tli, plant has been rendered innocuous (UJ VII.

\-i. :ii.

4. DcmonolotjyofthcAlcxfnidruinJews. If the
Pal. -

demonology of the two centuries preceding
the fall of Jerusalem be characterized by an ele-

ment of triviality, that of the Alexandrian Jews
is marked by one of vague generality. In the
LX.\ heathen gods are uniformly demons, and not

merely nonentities as in the Heb. text. The same
\\<-\\ is taken by the Alexandrian author of liar
"

V, who in his hatred of idolatry charges the
Israelites with having sacrificed to devils and not
lo (ioil (-IM. In the Book of Wisdom the subject
i- dealt with on a higher plane of thought. 'God
created man for incorruptiou, and made him an
image of his own proper being; hut by the envy
of the devil death entered into the world, and they
that are of his portion make trial thereof (2

l3
'-}.

This is interesting as being the first clear allusion
in Jewish literature to the narrative of the Kail as
told in (tenesis. It is also a philosophy of the

history, for it 'substitutes a personal devil for the

serpent,' and i.s, moreover, a tolerably precise state-

ment of the doctrine of original sin. But it is only
a passing allusion that the writer makes to the

subject ; lie does not return to it, and his views do
not reappear in other writings of the Alexandrian
tlews. IMiilo, who makes only a single reference
to evil spirits as exciting impure desires in man,
adopts another explanation of the Kail (rlr <jiy. 4).

Yet the recurrence of this view in liev 1'J', and it*

n-ceptance by Christian theologians, show that it

must have had its advocates.
"). Pronounced development of dcmonnloiji/ in (fie

Jewish jtscttrfepiffrfipkft. In the Jewish pseutlepi-

grapha, highly composite works containing many
Christian elements, and ranging over one or two
enturies before and after the Christian era, much
ight is thrown upon the development of demon-

>logy. These writings embody a mass of hetero-

geneous material w Inch had considerable inllueiiie

n shaping NT doctrines, ami in no direction in

:his intluence more marked than in that of demon-

ologv. The only demon named in the Apocrypha
is Asmodicus (To 3"- "), but in the psendepigrapha
we meet with many others. Beliar, probably the

ISelial of '2 Co G", appears in the Testaments of the
Twelve Patriarchs, in the Sibylline Oracles (i

107
),

and in the Ascension of Isaiah (4-) as the Anti-
hii-t. The latter work further describes him as

the ruler of the world (I
8

iJ
4
), which will be the

scene of his manifestation (4'-'}. In the Book of
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Enoch, which seems to embrace all the super-
stitions of the period, a list is given of the chief of

the demons to the number of eighteen ((i
7
), and

another of (evil) 'angels' to the number of twenty
(so the Greek text of 69'-), followed by a further

enumeration of their chiefs, with an account of the

particular direction in which each showed himself
active. In both instances the leader of the demons
is Semjfizii. No place is given in either of the lists

(which belong to different sections of the work, and
differ considerably from each other) to Asmodanis,
or to Sammael, who figures in the Ascension of

Isaiah as ruling in the tirmament along with Beliar

(4- 7 s
), and in the Targum of Jonathan as the angel

of death (Gn 36
). It was he who tempted Eve

(Jitlkitt Shim. 'Eercsh.' 25). As the special foe of

Israel lie was the counterpart of Michael (tihem
rabbi 18).

In Enoch 16' the demons are spoken of as the
disembodied spirits of the giants, who were the

progeny of the fallen angels and the daughters of

men, and who will carry on their work of moral
ruin upon the earth unpunished till the final judg-
ment (cf. Mt 12-3a - and 8^ 'Art tliou come hither

to torment us before the time ? '). This is clearly
a legendary expansion of Gn G-- 4

, which, however,

says nothing about a fall of angels, and nothing
condemnatory of the love shown by the sons of

the Eloliim for the daughters of men. The Heb.

tradition, which was not without its analogies in

pagan mythologies, arose naturally enough in an

age in which no surprise was felt at the fact of

familiar relations between God and men. It is

not easy to trace the process by which the narra-

tive of Genesis was gradually metamorphosed into

the legend of the Cook of Enoch ; but by the time
when the LXX translation was made there was

apparently a disposition to look askance upon the
union of the sons of God with the daughters of

men. This seems the most natural explanation of

the curious divergence by which in that translation

the simple fact of the existence of giants gives way
to the representation of the giants as the offspring
of that union. This theory once accepted, it would
then be an easy enough deduction from it that such
a relationship was a blot upon angelic sanctity.
M. Nicolas (Dcs Doctrines Relic/lenses clcs Jitifs,

p. '284 f.) thinks that the legend of the fall of angels
and of their transformation into demons, as well

as the Book of Enoch itself, originated among the
Pharisaic and ascetic Jews who gathered round the

temple of Leontopolis in Egypt during the high-

priesthood of Onias IV. But this view, of course,
involves the assumption that the Book of Enoch
was originally written in Greek, whereas according
to Ewald and more recent authorities (e.g. Charles,
The Hook of Enoch, p. 21 f.) it is a Pal. composition
with a Heb. original.

C. THE RELATION OF THE RELIGIOUS Coy-
SCIOUSXESS OF OUR LORD TO THE CURREXT
BELIEFS ABOUT ANGELS AXD DEMONS. We can

only briefly touch upon this question, as the dis-

cussion properly belongs to NT theology.
It is remarkable that Jesus added nothing to

the doctrine of angels. He certainly used it as it

existed for the advancement of His own purposes,
but He nowhere demands faith in angels as neces-

sary to cliscipleship. In this respect both Judaism
and Christianity are distinguished from the re-

ligion of Islam. Can we conclude, then, that
Jesus made use of angels merely in the way of

symbolism ? Or does not such a saying as this

compel us to the opposite conclusion : 'Take heed
that ye despise not one of thise little ones; for I

say unto you, That in heaven their angels do always
behold the face of my Father which is in- heaven '

?

(Mt IS 1

"). Although it is used with a certain poetic

freedom, an angelology is clearly implied in the NT.

The popular belief in Satan and demons is no-

where assailed by our Lord. It may lie that this

did not lie to His hand as the herald of the heavenly
kingdom. But did He accept it ? If He had meant
to lay stress upon the reality of the idea, would
He have used it so exclusively in figure or parable
as He has done? Owing to the number of factors

(anthropological, physiological, psychological, and

theological) involved, the subject is admittedly
full of difficulty, and it seems equally perilous
either to tiy to explain it away or to dogmatize
upon it. It comes out strongly in NT writings,

yet not in such a way, perhaps, as to make it

possible to formulate any very definite doctrine.

SchenUel and theologians of Ids school maintain
that the belief in Satan and demons in NT litera-

ture is only the reflex of the popular Jewish
belief produced through foreign influences, but

already more or less given up by the educated
classes of the period, and that it is therefore no

peculiar product of the Christian idea. The diffi-

culty presses most in connexion with the frequent
cases of casting out demons recorded in the

Synoptic Gospels. How are they to be explained ''.

The theologians referred to do so on the Accom-
modation Theory, which men like Pressense again
have always consistently rejected ; others would

explain them psychologically, and diagnose them
as cases of delirium or insanity ; Schleiermacher
and Matthew Arnold speak of the power of a
dominant will over a crushed spirit; stricter

pietists have clung to the literal doctrine of exter-

nal evil spirits ; Keim has put forward the theory
that Christ freed an enslaved self -consciousness

from the morbid dispositions engendered by super-
stition ; Bruce attributes the confession of the

Messiah by the demoniacs to the prevalence of

the Messianic hope, and its special sway over

shattered minds. According to a recent writer,
the demonic possession recorded in NT is genuine,
and has as its distinctive features (1) insanity or

mental disease of some sort, forming the natural

element ; (2) the confession of Jesus as Messiah,

forming the supernatural
element (Alexander,

Demonic Possession in NT, pp. 1-1, 150). The

presence of the latter element is the criterion of

real demonic possession, which was a counter-

movement on the part of the powers of evil to the

Incarnation. In this way only three typical cases

occur those of the demoniacs of Capernaum (Mt
9'-

3f
', Lk II 14

) and Gerasa (Mt S:sff
-, Mk 5 lff

-) and
the youth at the Transfiguration- hill, and the

sufferers are regarded as having been the victims

of epileptic insanity, acute mania, and epileptic

idiocy respectively. Interesting and able as is

this writer's treatment of the subject, he has not

proved his case, and the last word upon the

problem has not yet been spoken. There is per-

haps no satisfactory middle ground between ' the

view that what Christ accepted must be true, and
that which sees in His attitude to demonic pos-
session a particular example of Kenosis.' Three

things seem clear (1) Jesus recognizes a Satanic

activity and a Satanic mastery over the possessed ;

(2) He usually reduces the legions of devils com-

monly believed in to a single Satanic being, though
in one passage (Mt 1215

II Lk II 26
) He speaks about

the unclean "spirit taking with him seven other

spirits more wicked than himself (the question
arises here, If we accept the personality of the

devil, must we also believe in his angels?) ; (3) He
conceives the relation of Satan to man as a moral

one, and so gives to the whole doctrine an ethical

basis. From this standpoint there is a gond deal

to be said for the ancient view that there is a

possession bound up with moral obliquity.
iv. AN'TJiuoroi.OGY. The development in regard

to the doctiine of man is not so remarkable. In
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general we liml just the OT anthropology in the

.tpiii-rypha, though it i.s in some- i. -pre!- stated

v. nli -icniiT pn-ri-ion and e-le-.irness. On om- eir

tii important points. ho\\i-i.-r, thru- is a distinct

deviation from tin- I >T po-itiou.
1. J'xi/i'/t'./i yical naturt ofmem. As to li is nature

ami origin, man is u creature of Goel, con-i-i i:--j ot

semi ami lioily. The-re- se-e-ms tu In 1 mi dist imiioii

maele- li.-t \\e-.-n Trru'.m ami Ci'\i;; at all events the-re-

U no trichotomy. The fulle-t conception of 111:111'.-.

pe-r-eeiiality i- fouiiel in tin Uook of Wi-elom ; luit.

although on some- ntlit-r iniiiils the plirase-i.1.1 \ oi

thai book i> distinctly of a Platonic cast, it mm IH-IV

adopts Plato's doctrine of a tripartite nature in man,
I.")

11

be-ing only :i:i api ,-ue-nt i-\ri-|itiiin. Tlii- is the-

mole r<-lliarl,able ill I hat il WOS tnO accepted the-eery

of t lie Alexandrian 81 lioul, and he-e-ame one of the
tenet- i>{ 1'li-lee (d S( mn. i. --' ami of Jo-e-phus
(.Inf. I. i. 1-J). IJtit MI- have here only out- instance-

out of several in which tin- write-r shows his imle-

|
.e-::.!, -lire- of tin 1 lli-lh-ni~tii- philosophy : hi- ran

apply it on ocr.-i-.ioii to the kernel of OT elo.uma
with very fruitful results, hut he is not its slave-.

Hi-
|iiisitinii

as to tin- ilcrivatioli of the human
soul is that of en atioiiisiu, not traelue-iani-m. The-

spiritual ego, which is distinct from the body,
comes directly from Cud, and attaclies itself to

the heiely at hirth. Hut at this point \\ e meet
with a real variation from OT doctrine. Our
author teaches the

jin.
-existence of the human

soul. When goeiel, it enters an uudeliled body
(s"'-i. Some ili-pnte this interpretation of the

pa-sa^e, lint the inlluence of (ir. philosophy is

Undoubtedly traceable here. as also in the further

fttatement that the body is only an 'earthly frame'
for the mind (i-ois, 9U ). The soul is temporarily
lent to the body, \\hieh must after a brief space;
restore- it and then return to dust (15

a
). Here the

Je-wish ehie-trine of tin- resurrection of the body is

abandoned in favour of the (Jr. eonce-ption of the

immortality of the soul. The writer's ideas of

?
re-existence a ml dualism are l.oi lowed from the
\ I ha uorean and 1'latonic doctrines respectively.
With regard to pre-existence, we may com]iare the

dise-iples' ipie-tion in .In \>-
' \Vlio did sin, tiiis man

or his parents, that lie was horn blind '/' This re-

mained for lout; the main prop of the pro-existence-
doctrine-, and it shows ho\v readily uneducated

pi'ople. must have- picked up many philosophical
ies Vi hirh diel not seem directly to clash with

BOCred I :.nis customs. One of the alternatives
Ir-n- i-. of i onise, that possibly the man had sinned
before- his biith. Vieui'd in ibe li^ht of the sub-

M-e|iie-nt remark to the man himself, 'Thou wast
. her burn in .'ins.' this seems incapable of

explanation except on the theory that there had
lire .Jim- visible in this w ay the pnnishnn-nt of sin

coinmillei i:i a pn- e\i-te-iit state-. 'l'ln- aying i

iirobably to be tiaerel to the inlluence of the
I. . who in spite of their c\< liiMve-ness COlil-

monded till- reverence of the- populace as strict

moralists, and as a secret order repri-se-ntinx the

eie-e-nlt and m\sterious. At all e\cnts, it shows
how deeply foreign \icw-. had imprinted theni-

Belvee on the .l<'\\i-h the-olouy of the time, and
that with rcL.-inl to anthropology as well e

iloe-triiies. In I he attempt to -olic the-
]

lieiiile, \\hat is man'.' the elmtlistie the-ory lie---

midway between the two extremes oi material! m
aiul pantheism. But, while dualism i-iiuhl as to

tin- i'ombni:ii ion in man's nature ot (be- a:iiinal anil

ill.- ipivitual, it settles nothing as to the u
1 1 i v. o ele-i iii-ni-. On this point, indeed, the Gr.

|ihilo-opln'is. and after them the Gnostics, imlnl^e-

in the M'ile'.i
1 ons. Si-n-r is made

thc|e|a.- ol ' .niel (he lioelv is \ie-wee! as r

c\ il. se-e-in^ il 01 i

. Mm a fiinriph ,

to the Divine cle meiu in the human .-pint. In

eonlrast to this the Jewish anini .m
beidiej in the OT taught the e-reation -! man. < I

hi- bmly, and his soul, by an ac-t of tin- l>

ill ((in I'-
7

[!'] '2
7

[J]). I're-exi-teie-e- is no

taii};ht in tho OT, 1's 139 13
, which is perhaps ihe

nearest approach to it, uein<; simply a pie-tie ele-.

scription of growth in the wonili. That in the;

centuries immediately preceding thedm-;
the scriptural doctrine was seriously en.:.

frinn the side of speculative philosophy, is e-lear

from the IJook of Wisdom itself. According to

Lauren, tho writer does no more than clothe

genuine .Jewish doctrine in a Gr. dress, t

establishing it with a precision corresponding to

the danger it had to meet; but, in view eii hi,

position with regard to pre-existence anil dualism,
the .statement requires modilication. In com
with the latter point it should he noted tin:

S)
15

, iniluenred by the 1'latonic idea that tie

is the soul's prison, the author means that tho

body led man into sin, he ascribes this in another

pa-s.-iue to the envy of the devil (

-
2-4 ). The most

probable explanation of this divergence appears
to bo that he was trying to find a via mcuia be-

tween philosophy and Scripture.

Although the work is considerably under the
inlluence of Hellenism, the doctrine of creationisiu

is traceable in 4 Mac. (13), where God i.s spoken of

as giving their souls to men. The reverse is the
case with Enoch, and yet trichotomy is taught in

at least one passage (67
s
). The expressions of

Joscphus on this subject are vague and even con-

tradictory (Ant. I. i. 2, BJ VII. viii. 7). His de-

scription of the soul as a part of godhead (f-otf.0,

6fou) is only his way of altirming its likeness to

Goel, and is not to be interpreted pantheistically ;

it is evidently used to emphasize the contrast be-

tween the perishable material body and the im-
niortal soul. He is at one with Platonic dualism
in maintaining the unsuitability of the union of

spirit and matter in one body, and, although he
nowhere expressly adopts the view of the Essencs,
it is doubtful whether he contemplates a Loniily
resurrection. The one point upon which he is clear

is that there is a continued personal existence of

the soul after death.
2. Original moral condition of man. According

to Gn I-"'-, man \vas made in the image of God.
This is the positive foundation on which the later

Jewish theology bases its view about the moral

dignity of the human race. Uut, although the

phrase is uniformly referred not to physical form
but to mental and moral characteristics, it is not

always understood in precisely the same sense.

According to Sirach, man's likeness to God con-

sists in his sovereignty over the rest of creation,
and in his intellectual endowments, particularly
in the power to discern good and evil (17

V - 8
). In

\Visdom this resemblance is seen not only in man's
dominion over the creatures and in his moral
direction of the world (9*-), but also in the fact

that he M-as created for immortality C2
a

). lly
Philo the Divine image in man is conceived ns

mediated through the Logos. The reasona! le

soul is a transcript of the eternal Word (ilv 1'lnnl.

Noc, 5), and it is in the rational element or i-ofj that

M'e are to look for the Divine image (tic Muittl. Opif.

23), in virtue of which man is a product, not of

earth but of heaven (<h I'lnnt. A'oc, 4). Strangely
enough, Josephus makes no allusion to the sn

3. Tht immorttilHy nf the sunl. -In Wisdom the

idea of a future life is much more prominent than
in the earlier OT canonical books. The old

delineations of Shcol, and intermediate rcl'e -

to the realm of the shadow of death, no I

sullice for the cultured Alexandrian. M
is met by a clear and iioinlcd statement oi tin-

view that the .-,oul is immortal ('2^ 3'). The
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of 2 Mac. adopts the same standpoint (C-6 12J3r
-).

And if in liotli books stress is mainly laid upon
the fact of the future life of the righteous who
were apparently destroyed by persecution, this
does not warrant the inference that the writers

deny the future existence of the wicked. 2 Mac
7
14

(cf. Jn 5-3 ) lends no support to this view, and
the reference to punishment after death implies
the continued existence of the sinner (12

43f
').

Apparently, the future existence of the wicked
was also accepted by orthodox Pal. Jews. The
common phrase 'destruction of the ungodly' must
be interpreted in the light of those passages in OT
and Apocryphal books which have in view the
eternal punishment of the wicked. By the 're-
moval 'of the godless in Enoch I

1
is meant their

being handed over to the place of punishment, and
not their annihilation : cf. 22 13

, which speaks of
sinners whose 'souls will not be slain on the day
of judgment.'

' There are degrees of suffering in
Sheol. The worst penalty appears to be "the
slaying of the soul," but even this did not imply
annihilation' (Charles; see this writer's further
notes on Enoch 99" 1U83

). Even in the Ascension
of Isaiah, which says that the destruction by tire

of the ungodly will cause them to be as if they
had not been created (4

]B
), absolute annihilation is

not intended.
In the doctrinal position of the Sadducees as

summed up in Ac 238
(cf. 42

, Mt 22-3nr
-) the anthro-

pological element is the most important. Their
denial of angels was of little consequence compared
with their denial of the resurrection. A love for
Hellenistic \\orldliness had rendered attractive to
them the idea that this life is complete in itself,
that death is no mere shadow but a reality, and
that a resurrection is not to be thought of. Along
with the resurrection of the body, the Sadducees
naturally denied the immortality of the soul.

They were pure materialists, who made no earnest

attempt to reach a philosophy of the nature and
life of the human spirit, and took no account of
the Scripture fact that the separation of soul and
body is the punishment of sin. At the opposite
pole from the Sadducean doctrine was the extreme
spiritualism of the Essenes. who denied the possi-

bility of a resurrection, but believed in the immor-
tality of the soul. They accepted the Pythagorean
doctrine that the human soul is derived from the

purest ether, and that its connexion with the body
is accidental and necessarily temporal. Its pre-
existence they regarded as a necessary consequence
of immortality and the dualistic opposition between
spirit and matter. The practical effect of these
views was seen in a rigid bodily asceticism a.nd in

an earnest pursuit of moral ideals. Immortality
and the resurrection both formed part of the creed
of the Pharisees. Josephus, indeed, says they
taught the transmigration of the souls of the good,
and the eternal punishment of the wicked. But, so
far as the former idea is concerned, this deviation
is really more one of form than of substance, the

only difference being that in the one case it is

asserted that the material frame does not remain
t.ie same, while in the other it is held that every
soul has its own particular body. It is quite after
the manner of Josephus to make a Jewish doctrine
as little objectionable as possible to men of other
races, and this may account for his curious con-
fusion of the Jewish doctrine of the resurrection
with the widely prevalent pagan doctrine of the

transmigration of souls. The 'idea of the punish-
ment of the wicked was certainly not excluded
from the doctrine of transmigration, although the
resurrection was frequently spoken of as confined
to the good. It was conceived only as a resurrec-
tion to life, in which, of course, the lost had no

part. What was really but a qualification of the

resurrection was thus transferred to the resurrec-

tion itself, and Josephus was at once right and
wrong in limiting the resurrection to the good,
while representing the wicked as delivered up to

punishment. But in general it is true of this

writer that he has no decided anthropological
views of his own, and that his pages veiled the
most diverse opinions upon this subject current in

the Palestinian Judaism of his time.
4. Tlic Jirst sin find its cotinci/itfiifex. In Sirach

we have exactly the biblical account of the Fall :

' Of the woman came the beginning of sin, and
through her we all die' (25-

4
) ; and this may be

taken as representing the general opinion
1

among
the Jews of Palestine two centuries prior to the
Christian era. As practical reformers, the prophets
did not concern themselves with religious meta-

physics ; but during an epoch when the Law was
the one subject of study it was inevitable that
attention should be concentrated upon the problem
which agitated the whole ancient world that of

the origin of evil. And, naturally, the narrative in

Gn 3 formed the starting-point in this discusskm.

Only gradually was the doctrine of original sin

clearly formulated. In Sir 8'' all are indeed said

to be worthy of punishment : but if there be

transgressors who are 'a deceivable seed,' tlio.-e

who love and fear the Lord are 'an honourable

plant' (10
1S

). The writer of Wisdom says, 'By
the envy of the devil death entered into the

world, and they that are of his portion make trial

thereof' (2
JJ

). This speculative treatment of the
narrative of the Fall in Genesis in no way alters

its content. The language clearly implies the

doctrine of original sin, which, however, is not
conceived as inconsistent with a certain predis-

position towards good (S
19

). That this goodness,
on the other hand, is in any case not absolute, is

shown by the writer's statement that apart from
Divine aid he could not possess

wisdom (8-
1

)-

In Enoch the eating ot the tree of knowledge is

treated as the source of a radical moral and

spiritual transformation in man, which showed
itself in his instant recognition of the impropriety
of being naked. It carried death with it also, not
as a punishment but as a natural consequence
(G9

n
). Although Uillmann would read this into

108", it is doubtful whether the book knows any-
thing of a natural bias of all men towards evil.

The question of original sin is scarcely in the view
of the writer, whose concern is rather to explain
the great moral difference in men. This he attri-

butes to an initial difference of natural disposition.
Philo treats the narrative of the Fall allegoric-ally.
Man represents the spiritual, woman the physical,
side of our being. By teaching man to exchange
the celestial for the terrestrial life, woman was
the cause of the first sin (da Jfitncl. Opif. 53 If.).

Through his descent into a sensible body, the first

man caused the most evil consequences to his

whole posterity. Sense as such being evil, sin is

inborn with human nature (//> I'itn Jlvim, ii. l.~>7).

j

Josephus (An/. I. i. 2-4) gives a sort of alle-

gorizing version of the biblical account of the

Fall. By eating the forbidden fruit our first

parents attained the height of knowledge, but
it proved their destruction. Their punishment is

made to consist in labour and adversity, in the

swift advance of old age and the near prospect of

death. Of an original immortality nothing is said.

In a somewhat embellished account of the Creation
the Book of Jubilees takes cognizance of Adam's
sin, and represents it as involving his expulsion
from Paradise, with other attendant penalties.
But it goes no further. It declares neither that

death is the consequence of sin, nor that Adam a

transgression resulted in the depravity of the

race.
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It Would appear, Illrli. that ill .Icwl-h posl exilic

Inulilii'ii no rlr:ir view- had I n formulated on

I lie siihjci t cil anthropology. A riTt.-iin degree of

latitude prevailed alike a- regard- i he philosophical
r cptimi of the r. ni-i n in ion of 111:111 and tin'

I h, 'illogical po-ition a- I" thf original condition
nf our race. In particular, no ilortrinr of original
MM had, lor till- most pal I , hecn ill 1 n ed at .

\\ It 1 1

-omc exception-, howc\cr, llotalily that of Jose-

phlls, the rccogni/ed neces-ity of death was con-

ncrtril with the fall of our first parent-. Vet,

cimou-ly enough, tlii- wa- n-ually considered a

distinct gain, inasmuch !1S through tin' Ill-l -ill

iniin had audaciously p>
--ed linn-ell ol know

ledge divinely prohibited. In other words, lie had

Binned to Ilia Own aiKantage. So that ill till- par
ticular, a- I.angen point- out. 'pre-Christian Ira

dill, ,11 agree- rather with tin' I'mmd hen- - my I li

than with the biblical account' I/.'
1

, p. Ifii.'n.

In '_' ill K-dra- \M- meet with the doctrine of

original -in in a highly de\ eloped form. Already
in the ail"., -I I'l-ii'l'.- promise to teacll him 'where-

foif the heart is wicked
'

U'l. the w i n ei a nines

that the question will iniere-t hi- reader-, and iii

.-e\eial pas-age- he Drives to it a di-tind and

ilelinile an-\\er. The -in- of l-rael are fruit- of

the first fall (3-"H So also in 4*' it is -aid, 'A

pain of i-\ il -ee.l \va- -O\MI in the heart ol \dani

from the beginning, and ho\v much w ickediie

hath it brought forth unto thi- ti '. and how
much- -hall it yet bring forth until the' time of

threshing conic!' A- in our nature the evil far

outweighs the good, -o the perishing outnumber
the saved lT" S :i

!l
r
'i. Ill \ic-W of the' pe imistie

tone of tlic writer, it would not he -ale In infer

that his oiillook was that of the .ludai-ni of the

pel io,l. alt hough in day- of trouhlous event- it was
doiilitle-- -hared hy many. The element of truth

nnd, 1 1\ ini; hi- linn hid pie-en tat ion i- that empha-
sized h\ oui Lord, vi/. that relatively few enter

in at the -trait ".ate. Thi- i- unite in keeping
with the -m,t demand- ot (IT morality, in which

the writer finds a point of contact for his doctrine

of original sin. He give, deal , \pu--i, ,n, how-
ever, |o what was only oh-euiely wrapped up in

.lewi-h tradition. Itut in his handling of (hi-

doctrine he doc- not conline himself to ali-tiacl

theory: he ap[, roadie- the prohlem al-ofiomthe

practical side. \Villi the deep feeling of a -oul

crushed hythe eui-e of -in he die- out, (I thou

Adam, what hast thou done? lor though it was
thou that sinned, the evil i- not fallen on thee

alone, hut Upon all of ll- that come ot t hee
'

(7*).

Although the writer's views are coloured hy Chris-

tian inlluence, that inlluenee is only a rellcx one.

lie was him-elf no ( 'In i-lian, and no propagatoi
of Chri-tianny. His work is essentially .Icwi-h,

and il- aim i- to revive the .lew i-h hope. Nothing
i- further from hi- intention than the appropria-
tion of foreign mallei, V' 1 " "'- inevitable that

expressions lorged in the heal ol the c, nllii't

attending the early development ol Christian

doctiine should have appealed to hi- -usceptible

spirit. On il- au-iciei -ide Christianity mini--

lercd to hi- gloomy -pirilnal tendency. In it-

milder a-pect- it -i em- to have awakened no

an-wcriii"; echo within him. What, con-cimi-ly
01 uneon-i iou-ly, im|'ic--cd him wa- it- delinea-

tion of the race a- -link in universal -inliilne--

ailil e \po-ed to the w rat h and elll-e of I MII|. i if the

human heaii a- naturally wicked, and of the com-

paiatively -mall niiniher of I he saved. Yd he i-

so far from denying the ],o ihilily of -alvation

that he even specifies what i- iiece-sary in order

to lind it. viz. woiksand faith ill
7

13"). A- the

tliiiuelit alieadv appear- in (in I.V', there i- no

need to a-erihe the expression to the inlluence ot

Si. .lames.

will andforeordination. I in- 1 1T dearly
allirms, on the one hand, tie- doctrine "i I 'Mine

piovideiiee anil foreonlinal ion, and, on the other,
i IP- freedom of the human will. All the l.iiei

.Icwi-li writin^a take the same |,o-iiinn with

repaid to man's moral liberty. Aeeerdin^ to

Wisdom, God is found of filch a- -e, k Him in

-in^i, ness of heart (I
1

*'). Wisdom i- attainable

by him who loves her and will diligent l\
;

li, i i'i'--
u

). 'For her true be^innini.' i-

ol di-( ipline ; and the care for di-ciplme i- love

of her; and love of her is oh-ei\an,-e of her
law -

; and to Jjive heed to her lau- conliinieth

tncorruption ; and incorraption brin^eth near unto
Hod; so then desire of wisdom promoteih I,, a

kingdom' (C'
7ff

'). Thus alon^ the entile hue of

the -niil's moral development the way lies open to

man. Oxvinjj to innate wickedness (~>
l:
'i, he cannot

tread this path withoutDivine helpiv'l: lull lor

tin- he can pray (7"l, and it will IM- ^ivcn him it he
shows himself worthy of it (I

2
"'), and dm-- not

court death by unrighteous words and d,

I To the same ellect.is the tenuliiiix of

Sirach. The Lord 'showed men jjood and evil'

i IT
7

', and 'left him in the hand of his own
counsel' (I5'

J
). 'Before man is life and death :

and whichsoever he liketh, it shall be ^-iveii him
'

I I.V 7
:. It is noteworthy that, in thus allirmin^

man's power to distinguish between f^ood and evil,

I he writer stoutly assails the contrary opinion
(I.V

1 "
I. As he would never have controverted an

unknown theory, the doctrine of predestination
must have had its exponents in Jewish cncle-.

I ice will in man. it was held, could not consist

with God's government of the world. 1'rovidence

meant predestination, and man is but a pas-ive
aeent ill the hand of (iod. This is the point of

view against which lien Sira directs his polemic;
and, although we cannot tell with what 1'ul. school

lie w as specially identified, it is evident thnt during
i hi- period theological questions were keenly de-

bated. In view of the full recognition of human
freedom, and in opposition to Saddiicean rational-

ism, special stress was laid in some quarters u|H>n
the heavenly ordering of earthly tilings. This

thought gradually came to be expressed under the

iigure of a heavenly hook or heavenly tables, in

which was set down the whole course of events as

these would unfold themselves in actual history.
The idea of a book of life is not foreign to the

UT (Kx 32s2
, 1's 0928), but it was more freely

employed in the later literature ; cf. e.g. EnocL
1U4' lUS2 47". In the Book of Jubilees sins are

said to be written in the eternal hooks which aie

before the Loid (39") ; while Abraham and Levi

are written down as just in the tables of heaven

(H)
a

3U'-
1

"). The same idea occurs in Un 10-'. It

corresponds to the Platonic world of Ideas or

Divine world-plan, and seems to have been the

Jewish expedient for retaining the old doctrine ol

Divine providence in the face of Hellenism. 1'hilo

finds the distinctive nature of man and the most
diiect consequence. of his likeness to (Jod in the

laciilty of self-determination. The moral liheiiy

belonging to the rational element in man is i In-

very condition of virtue. By a spontaneon-
will man can choose to practise good or evil, and

so arrive at honour or condemnation. His dc-iiny
is thus in his own hands. According to JoBeplinx,
the chief difference between the three leaning

! Jewish sects was connected with the que-iiini m
,

human freedom; but, except as adherents of one

or other of these, men seem to have troubled
'

themselves little about the relation tocich other

I of the two factors of human liberty and I in me
'

prearrangcment. The peculiar use of .iuapu/i-ij

for Ofis allords an example of Josephu- liking tor

i Hellenistic terms a- a medium for tin- e\pic-snm
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of Jewish ideas (Ant. XIII. v. 9, xvm. i. 3 ; BJ II.

iii. 1).

6. Ethics. In the sphere of morals the vital

question must ever be, What is sin, and what is

virtue? According to OT ideas, sin consists in

deviation from the law of God, and viitue in the
observance iif that law. Hut for the most part
the OT is content with laying down general prin-

ciples, leaving men to apply these to their own
special circumstances in accordance with their
individual judgment. In post-exilic Judaism we
meet with two marked developments differing on

opposite sides from the OT position. The one is

that of Pharisaism, according to which the main
element in morality is the literal observance of

positive precepts ; the other is tli.it identified with
the Alexandrian school, according to which the

principal importance is attached, not to the out-
ward act iiself but to the sentiment inspiring it.

(1) Palestinian Jews based their ethical system
on tin: Mosaic law, which is not a philosophy hut

a revelation. It does not deal with the general
conditions of moral existence as such, but with
the particular conditions that obtained in Israel.

Naturally, therefore, the scribes were not philo-

sophers ; they were interpreters of the sacred Law.
For Ezra and his coadjutors this formed the unique
standard, not only of religion and morals but also

of economics and politic.*. Every department of

life was regulated by it. No distinction was made
between the ceremonial and the moral; Sabbat h

observance and rules about food were enjoined by
the same law that commanded the love of God and

just dealing towards men. National law and not
conscience was the recognized norm of morality,
which thus became synonymous with jurispru-
dence. In point of fact, the practice of well-doing
was often dictated by the love of good for its own
sake (To 4-, Sir 4-" etc.), but in theory morality
was simply a matter of mechanical obedience to

legalistic prescriptions. This conception of ethics

led to the Law being developed in quite a wrong
direction. Every biblical commandment was sur-

rounded by a network of putty regulations. No
allowance was made for changing circumstances;
full obedience to the Law in all its particulars was

inexorably demanded of every Jew. To the pre-

cepts of the Written Law were added those of the
Halrtkka or Traditional Law, which was handed
down as a sacred trust from generation to genera-
tion, and ultimately embodied in the Talmud. It

took centuries for the Oral Law to reach its com-

pleted form, but its birth dates from the restora-

tion of Israel under Ezra and Nehemiah. An
attempt was thus made to bring every conceivable
case within the scope of the Law, and with merci-

less logic to regulate the whole of human conduct

by strict rule of thumb. Legal details were multi-

plied until religion became a trade, and life an
intolerable burden. Men were reduced to moral
automatons. The voice of conscience was stifled ;

the living power of the Divine word was neutral-

ized and smothered beneath a mass of external
rules. Hence our Lord's accusation against the

Pharisees, that by their traditions they made void

the Law. Not that in Palestinian ethics the inner

motive was absolutely disregarded. The litera-

ture of the period recommends the practice of the
Law out of respect to God who gave it (To l'

J 4 r'"-

etc.); and, from the efforts made in the 2nd cen-

tury A.D. to crush out the modified spiritualism

represented by Sirach and the school of Gamaliel
and Hillel, we may reasonably infer that the
Pharisaic affirmation of the merit of works met
witu considerable opposition at an earlier date.

Liberalism disappeared only when the observance
of the Ceremonial Law became the one safeguard
of Israel's nationality. Yet there is no doubt that

exterualism held the field, and that more and

more, as the one thing needful.

A conspicuous example of legalistic Judaism is

furnished in connexion with the observance of the

Sabbath (see vol. iv. p. 320'
1

). No fewer than
39 species of servile work are forbidden on that

day, and each of these includes numerous par-
ticulars. To observe scrupulously the prescribed
nil. - about food is viewed as morally meritorious

(Dn "-, Jth 86 etc.). From the days of Noah
downwards, the eating of blood seems to have
been considered criminal. In Enoch 45 the giants
are depicted as dreadful cannibals because guilty
of this enormity. The Book of Jubilees also

attaches much importance to this prohibition.
' Eat no blood whatever . . . that thou mayest be

preserved from all evil' (21
6 - 18fr

-). This appears to

lie a superstitious gloss upon the biblical statement,
'the blood is the'life' (Lv 17"). At all events,
it shows us that an ethical significance was given
to mere externalities having none. Almsgiving is

represented as purging away all sin (To 12" 14").

Tnis error as to the value of good works parsed
over into Chiistianity with Jewish Christians, and
formed the subject of St. Paul's great controversy.
In the special religious conditions of the Jews this

mechanical and minute system of ethics was per-

haps inevitable. It seems to be a law of religious

history that all written tradition gives rise to an
oral tradition, and that the latter always claims

to dominate conscience ; especially is this the ca>e

where, as in Mosaism, written tradition is at once

a religion and a revelation (Nicolas, Dvs Dmti-iir'n

Reiifjicuses des Juifs, p. 381). Chiirih history
shows that even (official) Christianity has not

always refrained from lording it over the con-

science in matters of detail not included within

the scope of the Divine commandments. Closely
connected with the value attached to good works
was the exclusivtness which distinguished the Pal.

Jews of this period. It was no longer their birth

only that marked them oil' from other nations ; in

virtue of their observance of the Law they occu-

pied a position of superiority over ' sinners of the

Gentiles' (Gal 2' 5
). The strength of this feeling

is reflected in the jealousy afterwards shown by
Jewish Christians towards their brethren of pagan
extraction, and in the demand that all such should

at least perform the obligations of proselytes. The

misapprehension as to the nature of sin on the part
of orthodox Judaism led naturally to a wrong view

regarding absolution from sin. In this connexion
there was apparently no thought of a moral re-

newal of the heart. To judge from the attitude of

later Rahbinism, it was all a question of calcula-

tion. Sin could be atoned for by counterbalancing

good works ; and if a man's good deeds exceeded
his evil deeds, then he was both morally good, and
would stand in the judgment. But evidence is not

wanting that in the Judaism of the period room
was found for the conception that a soul may rcai h

a point in sin which constitutes a state of moral

banishment from God. According to Jubilees

(26
3 - 31

), Esau committed 'a sin unto death' in re-

nouncing the yoke of his brother, while 2 (4) Es

749 speaks of ' works that bring death,' i.e. for

which, on earth at least, there is no forgiveness.
With regard to retribution, the Pal. Apocrypha

strongly maintain that a holy life will bring

happiness, and that the wicked will meet with

misfortune and punishment (Sir 35" 28'). The
writers mostly confine their view to the present
life. Tobit joins with Sirach in laying great stivst

on almsgiving as a means of securing the Divine

favour, but only, it would seem, with reference to

this life
; though in one passage he speaks of death

as more profitable for him than life, and desires to

be released from distress that he may 'go to the
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exeil.i-lin;; place (3). l-'iltili-e letlilillli HI, how

ever, i- al-o taught i.itli lii . - Ma.- 7", J (4i K-
;

r_'i I'lir imir:il idea- iif I!M' Alexandrian Jexxs

relleet .'I dilleielit ami, ill inn' le-]>ecl at lea-t,

limn 1

-criptnral atmosphere, Moral wmth i- de

tcrmincd, not hy tin- inca-nre of obedience In

posiijxe pie-ci iption Init ley lli' inner purpo-e of

the heart. Tlir spirit of the Law i- not -ul n

li.-ited to the IcItiT. Moralitx i- :<- iplallty of soul

iWis I
4

">'"), and has it- root- in Fellowship xvith

(iuil (|."i
:

i. \\i-doin, which has it- -muce in (he

liiiir cardinal ( Platonic) virtues- -ulieine--, under-

standing, righteousness, and courage i.s
:

i em-re-

spond- -omew hat -tri kindly to \i hat St. Paul de-iu-

uat >- faith.
' To be acquainted with tl i- periei i

righteousness, ami to know t hx- dominion is tin- i not

oi immortality' (15*). According to I'liilo, n-liuiou-

reverence i- the >ource of virtue, ami the pi-neci
law i- l he disinterested love of the good for it- own
sake.

lii;i, if thr Alexandrian ethics coincides with UT
teaching in the place which it a--i-jn- to thr heart's

intention, it deviates from the scriptural im-ition
in virtually setting aside the practice of the Mo-air
law. In Wisdom sacrilice is mentioned only inci-

denlallx. \\hili- -tress is laid upon the importance
of prayer ilti-"i, and upon the word of Hod a- the

true nourishment of the soul (lii'-*). 1'hiloexpM --l\

teailie- thai li'od takes no pleasure in -arrihre-,

lint i- pleased only with purity of heart (-A I ictim.
<>

It'if. Ji). The virtuous soul is Hi- temple, ami its

humane the true ollering. So far he may lie -aid

to anticipate the spirit of Christianity. l'mt m
opposing the mechanical morality ot the Pal.

schools the Alexandrians fell into an unhealthy
spiritualism. The writer of Wisdom -how- a di--

tinct leaning; towards asceticism. In his xicw the

liodx i- the enemy of the soul, upon which it acts

a- a li<-a\\ drag (9
15

), anil celibacy is lietter than
the anxious lot of him whose children are only too

likely to be, given to wickedness (3
lar> 4 1

). i'hilo

goes -till further, and allegorically reduces all the

]
io-it i\ e precepts i if the I I 'I

'

t,. i In one idea of over-

coming sense by the life of the spirit. It i- the

duty of the wise man to loosen the lionds that hind

lie |>irit to the material frame in which it i- im-

prisoned u/c Migrat. Abr. I). Although the appli-
cation of this general principle frequent ly coincides

\\nli ill'
precejits,

it amounts to a rejection of the

po-itive teaching of revelation. That there i- no
fundamental ii^recment is shown hy the ilillei ence
l.ilueen the Philonic and LIT conceptions of -in.

An online' to LIT revelation, the sinners ie-tora-

tion may he ell'ected hy his ]ienitent return t" ( ."! :

in 1'hilo's system there is no healing for tin- -mil

that h.i- deliherately sinned. Neither doe- the

Alexandrian theosojihist acknowledge any di-

of heimin-ness in sin, seeinf; that he attaches no

importance to the outward act, hut takes account

only of the freedom and decision with which the

sin i- committed. This writer's ascetic hias i- -o

far corrected hy his declaration that the can- oi

the soul and devotion to (Jod should not lender

n- oMnioii- to our duties towards our fellow men
(./, lt.'1-.if. 22).

In contract to the Palestinians, the Alexandrian

Jewsapplied the idea of retrilmtion to the I'ntnre a-

well as to the present life. Wisdom cleaily teaehe-

the doetiine of future rewards and punishments
Ct

1

"-). The Day of Judgment is expre ly men-
tioned i.'t"- "). The terrors of an evil enn-ciem e

and the tin in 1

.: lit of future condemnation are jointly
-et forth in IT-

1

. In 194 the hardening of Pharaoh -

heart i- represented as a necessary doom, quite
alter the analogy of the Greek Nemesis.
Another distinctive note of the Ah-xandiian

ethic.- i- its iiinv i i-jilistic tendency. According to

Wisdom the peculiar advantage of the .le\\ con-

sists, not in his hirth hut in his pn--. --ion of the

knowledge of God. Pagans are sinners, nut IM-I .

they are not of Abraham's race hut lie,aii-e t hex-

are xvithout the knoxvled^e of the true (Jod I.;

It is from this standpoint that idolatry is iv^anled
as the source of evil and the corruption oi l.te

(14'-'). Philo departs even more emphatically than
Wi-doni from the Jexvish particularism taught in

Palestine. All men are hrethren, similarly
i/ed and endoxved ; hefore all is set thi; same ta-k
of emancipating the soul from the homla^'eof the
lui i\ . Slavery is the fireatest of all evils, and vii I m
consists in oheyin^' the voice of conscience'. It i-

the mission of the Israelites to he the priests and

prophets of the whole human race, and herein lies

their privilege, liut in order to accomplish this

momentous task thev must have a true spiritual

understanding of their Law, i.e. they must heconie

philosophers. This extreme spiritualism xvas due

partly to the influence of (Jreek philosophy, ami

partly to the distance of the Alexandrian Jews
from Palestine. Equally shut oil' from contact
with the schools of the home land, and lime the
observance of the Ceremonial Law, they soon ideal-

ized their religion.
7. Christian doctrine gave finnl sluipc and pre-

cision to the Jewish anthropology, and threxv a
Hood of li^'ht upon the obscurities of a period un-

rivalled for religious wavering and confusion. To
mativ things in the current theological teaching
Christ gave His assent; with regard to others He
set men upon the ri^'ht track ; others still He re-

jected or supplanted by positive doctrine of a

contrary character. To a lar^'e extent this was
done through the use of well-known ideas and

expressions. The words of Jesus with reference to

unpardonable sin (Mt 1231f-

II ; c:f. 1 Jn f)
10

, He (i
4(r

-)

probably reflect a phraseology familiar to the
Judaism of the a;_'e. A jirnpus of this example,
Lauren suggestively remarks that the key to

many theological dillicnlties of NT passages lies

in approaching them from the standpoint of their

historical connexion (Judenthum, p. 381). With-
out essentially altering its content, Christian doc-

trine introduces li^ht and deliniteuess into the xvell-

ni^h chaotic mass of religious thought and theory
which represented the accumulation of centuries.

As to the nature of man, it distinguishes between
soul and spirit without embracing Plato's doctrine

of trichotomy, and rejects the Pythagorean view
of the connexion between soul and body. It teaches,

further, that there in a personal future life for

man, a resurrection to life, but also to judgment.
In St. Paul's Epistles we have the facts of redemp-
tion joined on to the teaching of the opening
i li i pters of Genesis, and raised to a definite system.
Sin, death, and grace appear in their true signifi-

cance and connexion. Lin the one hand, we have

the loftiest ideal toxvards xvhich to strive in our

moral and spiritual growth and development, and
on the other the Almighty will working from

eternity towards the fulfilment of His purposes

(Ho 8). While not shoxving how the two rtoi

tan be held in combination without neutralizing
each other, it teachex both free xvill and an over-

ruling Providence. Finally, Christian ethics neither

ignores the motive inspiring conduct, nor minimizes

the importance of the external net. It tea. In -

that, while the moral quality of an action i-

inined by the inner motive, its outxvard inauili-ta-

tiou is also worthy of praise or blame (Mk 14").

v. TIIK MESSIANIC HOI-K. i. Mi-miing </ tin

expression. The xvord Messiah (Hub. r.-;

Xpurroj) menus 'anointed,' and is used mo-t in-

queiitly in OT of the theocratic king of l-nu-1

(I S |-J
:

'eU-.), hut xvith a
sjiecial significance uln-n

applnd to David and hit descendants (1's |s
j
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S9M-). In I)n 9-' the reference is apparently to

Cyrus (cf. Is 451
). The title does not occur either

in the Apocrypha or in the Apocalyptic literature
written during the last century and a half B.C.

In the latter especially there are undoubtedly
Messianic passages, but the style of composition
lent itself most naturally to the use of the sym-
bolical. The earliest extant instance of its dis-

tinctive use as a technical form is found in the
anti - Sadducean Psalms of Solomon (IT*

1 186 - 8
),

composed c. 140 B.C. It may be noted here also

that the expression
' Messianic hope

'

is not free

from a certain ambiguity, seeing that under this

title are frequently comprehended two things
which should be carefully distinguished, viz. the

expectation of the Messianic .era, and the expecta-
tion of the Messianic kintj. In tracing the develop-
ment of the Messianic idea in Israel it is necessary
to keep in view the fact that many Prophetic and

Apocalyptic writers who look forward confidently
1,0 a glorious future for the nation entertain no
t xpectation of a personal Messiah. The Jews
cherished a strong belief in the restoration of their

r. ational prestige as Jehovah's chosen people. After

purifying the nation by discipline, He would bestow

upon them all that heart could wish. This faith,

already preached by the prophets of the 8th cent.

B.C., they firmly held apart from and prior to the
notion of a unique personal deliverer in the form
of the Messiah. In certain sections of Judaism
also, and at certain periods, when the latter ex-

pectation grew dim, the wider hope was never

relinquished.
2. The OT position. The prophets Amos, Hosea,

and Joel give clear expression to Messianic hopes
for Israel and Judah, but say nothing of a personal
Messiah. What they predict is the revived glory
of the Davidic house (Am 9 llf

-) and the return of

the children of Israel (Hos 3r
'). Nor does Zeph-

aniah, in depicting the happy future that shall

follow the Divine judgment on Israel and the
nations IS

9 " 20
), introduce at all the figure of Messiah.

Jeremiah announces the coming of a king of David's

line, but seems to think of a succession of them
(17'

J5
'22

4 S3 13
-"); and Obadiah (v.

2
) speaks of a

plurality of saviours on Mount Zion. The same
thought appears to be implied in Ezk 437 458 '

,

and elsewhere this prophet idealizes the reign of

David, referring to him as the 'shepherd
'

of Israel

and '

their prince for ever.' In Isaiah, Micali,
and Zecliariah we meet with a great advance in

the development of Messianic expectation. These

prophets do not confine the blessing to their own
nation, and clearly bring forward the person of a

particular descendant of David (Is 7'"""' 9uf
-, Mic

5'
2ff

', Zee 99 149
). The terms in which this king is

described perfectly fit the character of the Messiah
as that came to be recognized in Jewish theology.

3. The Messianic idea in the Apocryphi. While
confidently predicting better times for Israel, the

Apocrypha afford but few materials for the con-

struction of the doctrine of the Messiah. Baruch,
Tobit, and Sirach may be noticed first as falling
within the period between the cessation of pro-

phecy and the commencement of the Maccabee
revival. Baruch comforts Jerusalem and the
Jewish nation by the assurance of the destruction
of their enemies, and of the return of their pro-

sperity as a united people 'gathered together by
the word of the Holy One' (4

21ff
-). There is no

Mediator known to Baruch as accomplishing all

this. Many of the Fathers pointed to another

passage (S
35
*') as a prophecy of the Incarnation ;

but the words 'afterward did she (AV 'he') ap-
pear upon earth, and was conversant with men'
are more properly regarded as a personification of

Wisdom. Toliit's point of view is somewhat dif-

ferent. He predicts the same happiness for Israel,

and a return to Jerusalem, there to re-establish
with great pomp the worship of the Lord God.
But he speaks of no vengeance to be wreaked on
their enemies, over whom they are rather to ob-
tain a glorious triumph in the shape of their con-
version to Judaism (13

s - " lliir

-)- 15en Sira knows
no more of a personal Messiali than either Darnell
or Tobit. The idea of a glorious future is present
to his mind, although he expresses himself on the

subject with great sobriety. He recalls the pro-
mises made by God to Abraham and to David
(44-

1 45-5
47"), and looks for the return of the

scattered Jews, for the punishment of their op-
pressors (36

loir
-)> and for the breaking of ' the

sceptres of the unrighteous' (35
18

). In spite of a
dim Messianic expectation in 44-."> I that is in no
special way connected with an individual Messiah,
his real interest is in the perpetuity of the Israel-

itish people. 'The days of Israel,' he says, 'are
innumerable

'

(37-
5
), and 'their glory shall not be

blotted out' (44
13

). The only other passage we
need refer to is one which is generally thought to

be of later origin on account of the great contrast
it bears to the prevailing doctrine of the book, viz.

48 10
'-. This passage, which recalls the closing lines

of the prophecy of Malachi, speaks of Elijah re-

turning at the inauguration of the Messianic king-
dom, and that in such a way as to seem to imply
that the author had hopes of living to see it all.

But the Gr. text is obscure, and it is certainly not
safe to conclude that he speaks of a future life.

' From the little and in part doubtful evidence
that remains to us, it would seem that in the

period between the Captivity and the rise of the
Maccabees the Messianic hope resolved itself into

vague anticipations of a glorious and happy future,
in which the presence of God would be more mani-

fest, but of which a Messiah would form no essen-

tial feature' (Drummond, Jewish Messiah, p. 199).

This is exactly the position of those modern Jews
who say the Messiah is not a person, but an

epoch.
In 1 Mac. three passages have been singled out

for discussion in this connexion: (1) 'David for

being merciful inherited the throne of a kingdom
for ever and ever

'

(

-257 ). These words are put into

the lips of Mattathias, and it is possible that the

writer, without ascribing this expectation to the

priest of Modin, contemplated the restoration of

the Davidic kingdom through the appearance of

the Messiah. (2) 'They pulled down the (dese-

crated) altar, and laid up the stones in the moun-
tain of the house in a convenient place, until there
should come a prophet to give an answer concern-

ing them '

(4*). There is here certainly no specific
reference to the Messiah. (3)

' The Jews and

priests were well pleased that Simon should be
their leader and high priest for ever, until there

should arise a faithful prophet
'

(14
41

). Although
the absence of the article makes it difficult to

identify the 'prophet' in question with the Mes-

siah,
' the allusion may still fairly be regarded as

Messianic in the general sense that the expected
"faithful prophet" first appeared in Christ'

(Camb. Bible, ad loc.). In 2 Mac. there is only
one passage of Messianic import 'In God have
we hope, that he will quickly have mercy upon us,

and gather us together out of all the earth into

the holy place' (2
18

). The use of 'quickly' seems
to imply the expectation of the near approach
of the Messianic kingdom. There is nothing
in Judith beyond the mention of 'the Day of

Judgment,' when the Lord Almighty will take

vengeance on the enemies of Israel (16
17

).

In the Alexandrian Wisdom of Solomon likewise

we meet with little that can claim to be directly
Messianic. We have the same belief expro-nl as

to the punishment of the enemies of God's people,
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anil the elevation of the latter to :i position of

supremacy, tuit all in vciv ".eneial teim-
There is just one passage

' which has 1 n

often reckoned to ! Messianic. It describes I lir

sullering ill the lighteoiis at the hands of tlie

Ungodly, here ami there ill SIH'll language as

makes it MTV natural to interpret it of the Mi --

Mali. Mo-t piohahh, however, ii is I-rael as a

nation that i- spoken of here; ami many of the

expressions are to he applieil rather to the present
than to the future. In Iti

17 ami other passages
Israel is ealleil 6 SUCUOT. Besides, some of the

things said scarcely admit of Messianic applica-
tion, ' .'/.

' Let us lie in wail I'm the righteous man,'
'

lie 1- grievous nnlo Us even to hehold,'
' \Ve

were aceountc'd of him as ba-c metal.' These

expulsion* all point to national enmities. Mure-
over, the next chapter proceeds to speak of the

righteous in the au;JI C'jatc. It is inconceivable

that, had the Im] f a Messiah Keen clear to his

own mind, this writer would not have brought it

forward in an unmistakahle way in his leteicm cs

to the gloiioiis kingdom awaiting tin- godly i.V">.

At the s;,mc time il may he conceded to Kwald
that '

this work should. ... in con-ideralioii of

its i-t ntial idea and ultimate purpose, he reckoned

amonu' the Messianic product ions
'

[ili^f. v. p.
4M...

With the exception of the mate] ial supplied hy
J , 1 1 I'. Area, which is dealt with In-low, this sums

lip what the Apocrypha contain with regard to

the doi-triiie of the Messiah; and certainly it is

impossihle to claim anything in the way of de-

velopment here. Indeed. '

111 I he post I'.x i I [all t line

the limitation of Messianic apprehension to OT
forms hecomcs again much greater than with
Jeremiah and Dcutcro-Isaiuh

'

(Kielim, .l/i-.v *("/!/

J'm/'ti ''/. p. '-'HI).

4. Transformation ofMi <i<i<> .I/""'.
<-

In t In- po-t exilic period the ancient

Messianic promises gradually assumed a new aspect .

The .l/if.i-:i/i//itn- presentation of the Messiah nope
appeals for the hrst time in the Book of Daniel.

which seems to have formed the model of mo-t .it

the Mili-ei|iient literal me 1 lea mig t his name. The
Work dates from the Maccah.-ean -(Mr_gle against
the t v ramiicul attempt of Antiocluis K|iplianes
(the little horn

'

of eh. 7) to suppress Judaism by
force. Its aim is to revive the courage of the

Jewish people. This it seeks to do I ey pointing
them to the -plendiil example of religions con

,-iaiiev set liy tin- heroes of a former age i I (ii. and
to the glorious destiny awaiting them m the future

7 I -i It deals vv it 1 1 I he restoration of Israel, ami
the victorious establishment oi the worship "t '

under a Davidic prince, hut with a wealth ol detail

thai is new. and with a rcferenc of the tacts t.,

the hi-tniy of the four e.icat nali. ins which in

succession ruled the world. The kingdom of ( lod

is repieseiiti'd as the lilth and last monarchy
(J'"'i. tin' linal < oiisiimmation of the Divine pur-

poses to which tin- whole series of revolutions,

political and religions, consecutively lead ui>. It

will he preceded I v t lie \ b"IM I na I i"ll "I 1 >e-o|atioll

(it-
7 I'J" i. t he culminating point in tin- caieer of the

transgressors (t) I. This will continue for n. fixed

pi-nod, and then the la~t and vilest ,,f the heathen

po\Vc|s \\ill le crushed 1'V I'll- sjiecial interposition
of the Mo-t Iligli, w ho w ill transfer tin- dominion
to His saints i.7'"|. The glorious deliverance will

In' si- nail /ed hy a par I ial I
e- ill I ec I ion of the dead.

of whom so hall rise to cv ei last ing lii

some iii eliaine and eve] lasting contempt i I'J'i. So
shall lie ilia urinal cd the Messiah's killed \v hic-h

shall extend to all nations and never he destroyed
(7"'. Some think there i~ hen- no Ira I lie-

Messiah, and that the p TSOII in human form who
appears in the vision

sonilication uf Israel, as '.he four animal- an-
the p rsoiiilication of tin- four empires; ,.ut tin-

majority of scholars ascrihc to him a supernatural
character (ef. article Sox OF M\x in vol. iv.

p. ."is.'l f. ). In any ease, the Me.-sianie i.lei ap
pcai- here in a more precise form than in Siroch.
Instead of vague predictions of a pio-pcrou-
tut ui c. there is a definite date 10 the
dov. ntall of Israel's enemies, and to tin- a--ump
I ion hy the chosen people of univei a] ilnininion.

Tlio-e who have fallen victims to persecution will

not he without their reward ; they will he iai-ed

up to share in the glories of the Me ianii era

Subsequent Apocalyptic writers follow tin- i;,.ok

of Daniel in connecting the advent of the Messiah
with the general development of human hi-i n\,

although they dill'er from it and from one anothei
in their mode of mapping it out. .Sometime- it i-

diviiled simply into the period preceding and that

following the Messiah's coming; sometimes into

lime peiiods of 1000 years. The Testamenls ol

tin- Twelve 1'at i iarclis (Levi 17 f. ) speak of -even

weeks, Knorh of ten weeks, and the Sibylline Or.

(2
15

) of ten generations. Other hooks, how ever,

lepieseiit the time of the Messiah's advent as

known only to God ('2 Es G7ir
). Already in Daniel

i he enemies of Hod's chosen people are supported
hy the rehel angels (10

18(-

12'), and in the later

literature their last and greatest enemy is repre-
sented, not only as a pagan king hut as the prince
ol demons, leading all the hosts of evil against the

Messiah. Some other notable development-
such as the preparation of the way ot the Lord by
the reappearance not only of Elijah as in Malacln,
Inn also of Moses, Isaiah, and Jeremiah; the

dating in mystical numhcrs of the main cveni-

tliat usher in the Messianic era; a resurrection

;/
'tin -jii-il i.|iialifyiiig Dn 1-2- ; cf. Jos. ,-lnf. xvni.

iv. :f, /;./ vin. i. 4) ; the giving of a new law for

the whole world (Sib. Or. 3" ) ; and the mil-

lennium, or reign of the Me-siah mi earth for 100D

years. These elements sulliciently distinguish the

apocalypses horn the ancient llch. prophecies. To
speak 'more generally, the former are dillcie

from the latter by their almost purely tran-e, n

dental character, and by the wider sweep of their

hori/on. If the essential features of the piituic
an- the same as in the prophetic writings, the
main interest is shifted from the present to the

inline, and the canvas is enlarged. There is

"jealer precision, more fulness of detail, and bolder

colouring. This gradual transformation of Mes-
sianic hopes into apocalyptic beliefs was the neces-

sary consei|Uunce of the political situation in

Israel. As each new crisis overtook them, away
had to he found of reconciling the prophetic pro-
nii-es with present misfortunes.

I'.ut there is an element in Jewish Apocalyptic
literature which forbids us to regard it as a mere
extension of OT Messianic teaching. I-'orc

Iliieiiei- is clearly traceable in such ideas as those
oi a partial resurrection, a millennial reign, etc.

And in this instance the external impulse wa- not

itieek. but -Persian. Between Hellenism and
Jewish Apocalyptic there is no affinity : tin- one
conceived the golden age as past, the other as

future. In the atmosphere of Alexandrian
i-m the Messianic hope lost its vitality, and resolved

itself into little else than a philosophy of human
betterment from the point of view of religion and
murals. On the other hand, apocalyptic helieis

are closely associated with Babylonia uinh-i the

Persian rule. The scene of the Book of Daniel,

in which they were lirst propounded, is laid in

Babylon, and the Pal. Apocrypha show thai it

was among the Jews who either as returned exiles

or as cili/eiis bad intimate relations wiih

Imi that these views found ai-cupUn- e. Moreover,
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the sacred writings of the Persians ( Vcn>/ii/i'nl,

etc.) speak of tlie coining of a deliverer in the last

days, of the overthrow of the enemies of Orniazcl,
and the consequent establishment of an era of

happiness analogous to that contemplated in the
Messianic expectation of the Jews. The re-

semblance extends even to such details as the
idea of a fifth monarchy, the resurrection of the

dead, the millennial reign of the saviour, etc.

Not that these elements were simply adopted by
the Jews as an addition to their own Messianic

hopes by way of supplementing and completing
them. In no case does the resemblance amount
to identity, and on certain points, as, e.g. ,

that of

the final restoration of the wicked, the 1'ersian

doctrine was distinctly rejected by the Jews.
This again influenced their views of the resur-

rection, which they conceived as partial and not
universal. The Persian elements traceable in the

Jewish beliefs of the period merely show that, in

the fresh interpretation of ancient documents in-

duced by their changing circumstances, the Jews
were influenced by the recollection of something
analogous in Mazdeism.
We have a tynic.il specimen of Jewish A pocalyptic

in the Hook of Enoch. Difficult critical questions
arise with reference to this strange and interesting
book, questions of date, authorship, and constitu-

ent elements, but it is unnecessary for our purpose
to discuss them. (See the general and special In-

troductions in Charles' ed.). Two well-marked a c-

tious of the book treat of the Messianic expectation,
viz. the Xiinilititfles (37-71) and the Drunn |"/'A/I/.<

(83-90). The date assigned by Charles to the latter

section is B.C. 166-161, or a little later than Daniel.

The work of a Hasidivan in full sympathy with the

Maccaha'an insurrection, it contains two visions,
of which the first deals with the judgment of the

1 )eluge, and the second gives a bird's-eye view of the

entire course of human history from the Creation
down to the establishment of the Messiah's king-
dom. In the first vision no attempt is made to

explain the origin of human sin. According to

the representation of the writer, the judgment that

first fell upon the world was caused by the sin of

the rebel angels, and not by that of man. In the

second vision, which employs a symbolism akin to

that of the Book of Daniel, special stress is laid

upon the distressful condition of Israel after the
Exile. This is ascribed to the faithlessness of the

seventy shepherds, who wickedly destroyed those

whom God entrusted to their care (89
19ff

-). Cut in

the midst of this oppression, from the party of the
Hasidieans and in the person of Judas Maccabeeus

(the
'

great horn
'

of 90s
), there will arise a deliverer

whose sword shall destroy their enemies. God
Himself shall appear, and the earth shall swallow
them up (90

6 ~ 10
). Then will ensue the judgment of

the fallen watchers, the shepherds, and the apostate
Jews, who will be east into a fiery abyss (90'-

4

"-)-

This will be followed by the setting up of the new
Jerusalem, the conversion of the remanent Gentiles,
and their submission to Israel (CO-

8
"'-), the resurrec-

tion of those who have succumbed to persecution,
and the gathering of the dispersed of Israel (90

33
).

Finally, the Messiah ('a white bullock') will

appear (CO
37

) ; all the saints will be changed into

his likeness, and God will rejoice over them (90
38

).

\Ve have here ' the Messiah coming forth from the

bosom of the community. He is a man only, but

yet a glorified man, and superior to the community
from which he springs. So far as he is a man only,
he may be regarded as the prophetic Messiah as

opposed to the Apocalyptic Messiah of the Simili-

tudes, and yet he is not truly the prophetic Mes-
siah ; for he has absolutely no function to perform,
and he does not appear till the world's history is

anally closed. Accordingly, his presence here must

be accounted for purely through literary reminis-

cence, and the hope ot the Messiah must be re-

garded as practically dead at this period. The
writer felt no need of such a personality so long as

the nation bad such a chief as Judas Maccakeus'

(Charles, Jutrod. p. 30 f.).

5. The Mcusiunlc idea in later Palestinian books.

The Book of Jubilees (written, according to

Charles, n.C. 135-105). This work is distinguished

by the spirituality of its description of the Messi-

anic kingdom, although the person of the Messiah,
whom the writer expects to arise from Judah, is

alluded to only once (31
18

). It is neither strictly

apocalyptic in form, nor chiefly concerned with the

subject of the Messianic hope. Only two or three

passages are of importance tor our purpose. Ch. I

speaks of the day when the sanctuary of God will

be established in the midst of Israel for ever and
ever. Corrected by reproof, the people will abandon
their idolatry. After having been dispersed among
the heathen, the penitent Israelites will be gathered
into one, and God will come and dwell among them.

On the setting up of the Messianic kingdom.
' the

heavens and the earth' . 'and all the luminaries

shall be renewed' (1
L"J

). This idea of the gradual
transformation of nature as well as man appears
to have been taken from Mazdeism (Soderbloni. !.<i

}'ii- Future iVaprcs le Mazdcixnie, p. '254). In cli.

23 the death of Abraham at the age of 175 years

gives occasion for some reference to the duration

of human life, and this again leads the
_

writer to

portray in glowing colours the future vicissitudes

of Israel. By reason of sin the infant of three

weeks will look like a centenarian. But they "ill

begin to renounce the sins of their fathers, and

then their days will gradually lengthen to a

thousand years, and the servants of the Lord '

will

again pursue their enemies.' In another pas-age
universal empire is promised to kings of Jacob's

line (31
1S

). The statement that life will be short

until the day of the Great Judgment (23") seems

to indicate that the writer conceives the Judgment
as intervening at the point when after protracted
trial a new generation penitently kisses the rod.

This marks the rise of the Messianic era. 'Jubilees

will pass away,' however, before a perfectly pure
Israel shall dwell in quiet throughout the land.'

We must next take account of the Similitiule.8 of

Enoch (chs. 37-71), which Charles refers to n.c.

05-80. This work exhibits the genuine religious

spirit of Judaism. The Messianic doctrine in par-
ticular finds here unique expression. Dealing with

the old proUem, How can the temporary triumph
of wickedness consist with the justice of God ? the

writer finds the answer in a comprehensive review

of the world's history from the first beginnings of

evil down to the final extrication wrought by the

establishment of the Messianic kingdom. His

method is strictly apocalyptic. Men were led

astray by the watchers, who became subject to

Satan (54
6

). After this sinners deny the Lord of

spirits (38-), and the mighty oppress God's elect

children (62
9ff

-). But the Son of Man along with

the Head of Days will appear for judgment. Pun-

ishment will be meted out to the fallen angels (54"),

the kings and the mighty (38
5
), and the godless |3S

J

etc.), and 'unrighteousness will disappear as a

shadow' from the earth (49
s
). Heaven and earth

will be transformed (45-"-), and the elect will live in

the light of eteinal life (58
3
). The Elect Cine will

dwell among them, and 'with that Son of Man
will they eat and lie down and rise up for ever and

ever' (62
H

). Most frequently the Messiah is desig-
* While Charles admits that this is a correct statement of the

case '

if v." is correctly handed down and to be taken literally,'

he amies that the view that the Final Judgment precedes ilie

Messianic kingdom is precluded by the writer's conception of

this kingdom as 'a gradual and progressive transformation.

Cf. the same writer's note on 23^0.
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nated tln> Klect One
'

i in'
1

i:, etc.)! but al-o'the
Kigliteou- One' (37

s
), 'the Anointed 1

1 18' 52*), and
tin- Sun oi Man (46affl )s. etc.). His pn- e\i-t

riii'i- seem- In l>e a Hi in led ill 4v ". This is ;i -iililin \

instaiH'f ul religion- -peculation on tin- jiart of this

Apocalyptic writer ;
ami en-tain ly il is ran- to liml

in a 1'al. wink ol pn- < 'hri-tian date such a union of

the Messianic idea with the Logos doctrine of Alex
amlrian anil tin- \Visduni doctrine of 1'al. .ludai-m.

It
|
T< iKa lily appealed to him, however, as -t In- In !

i --I

mean- of pie-ei \ in- intai'l ihr religion-, content ol

the Messianic idea' l.anu'-n. J ml, ullinm. \<.
-114).

Ill tin- Siiiii/itiii/i'.i tlir Mes-iah appears as (1)

Pro|ihi't ami teacher. Wisilom is poured out like

\vatfr before linn |4'J'); its secrets stirain forth

from his mouth (M 3
). He is tin- l;i--l ami highest

cinlioiliiurnt of thr spirit of prophcc\ i I'.i i, ami the
revealer of all thai i- hidden , III I. (2) \ iml.raloi

ami ruler of tin 1

light is. He has Keen revealed
to the i'lei-1 iii-

I,
ami w ill lie a stall' to iln- right.-. .11-

Is'. Id 1

pie-eivcs their lot. and is tin 1 avenger
of their In.- (48

7
).

'1 In-y shall havi- the earth for

their dwelling-place I ."i 1 i
; lie will al.iile over tin-Ill

Ilil"
4
); ami their faees uill he lighted up with joy

(51
s
). (ill Judge. The writer's spiritual i-mn-ep

linn of the M'---ianic idea conn's out specially in

connexion with tin- judicial linn-lion assigned to

him. The Lord of spirits has cho-i n the Mes-iah
as judge i 111' I. l-'ur I iiis win k he is lilted hy rea-on
of Ills perteel I 1 g 1 1 1 ei ill-lie-- , Ili'l. N.I InattcT by
what death they have perished, all the righteous
will he rai-ed hy him to lite again i.~>]' til

;

'), and
110 evil shall stand ill his presence i4!J-|. Helms.
-e-ses (he spirit of illicit i'1'.l'

1

!, and rules over all

(li'J
11

). All judgment is eoniinittcd unto him, and
lie will sil on the throne of his glory (4,V (ill

17
).

The con-ei]uenccs of judgment are piesenteil in

45- ffl
. In the transformi'd heaven and earth no

place will he left for sinners. A/a/el and all his

a-M.ciatc, lie will judge |.">.V). On all men and
angel-, g.iod as well as had. he will pronounce
si-nlem-i- ilil'i, and in his presence falsehood will

he impo-silile , i!i' i>--i. \\liile the writer llnis

boldly lepie-ents the Messiah as the supernatural
Son of Man, clothed with the atlrihules ot D. n\
and -eparating tin 1 righteous from the wieki-d. il

is noteworthy that, like other prc-t 'hi istian .lew i-h

authors. In- knows nothing o| a S.-eoml Advent.
The Mi'ssiah is spoken of simply as tin- deliverer

of tin- righteous, the light of tin- (lenliles I IS 4
|.

and the judge "I the win Id, and hi- w hole act ivity
i- eonnei-ii-d with a single appeaianee. This may
help to explain the fact that to the later Judaism,
ami ev.-n to the tirat Christian di-ciph

1

-, a siitiering
Messiah -eeini'd a contradict ion in lerms. Itather,
il was thought, must the .Messiah on his in;:

'ahnle hn ever" i.ln 12 ;'-'r
), in he -ping with tin-

view- already presented ill Knoch ol his single ami
continual presence upon earth.

That the Me-siaiiic expectation grew stronger
as the end of tin- Jewish State diew near is evi-

denced hy the I'salms of Solomon, a collection of

Is p-alm- hreathing the spirit of (IT
] try, and

ihtimi iioni ;he early years of tin- Roman -npre-

tnacj in I'alesiinc (B.C. 7U-40). >; these
i

m-,
which an- of Pharisaic author-hip, only t o ilT

and 18) give expression to such hope-. The \\III.T

strikingU comliinus the thought "t I HI, I Hiin-elf

lieing the King of Israel ilT'i with that of an
endless Da\nln- monarchy (IT

3
). After recalling

the beginning- of royalty in Israel, and In-wailing
tin 1 havoc wrought hy the stranger r l'oaipe\ ..

he plead- with (ioil for their re-ioiation under
'a son of David" (IV

3
). He then goes on to

describe i he person of the future \le--iann- kin-.:,

on which In- lay- greater stress than his prede-
c-e or-, i Daniel, Siraeh, etc.). This ruler will

gather again the holy people, over whom he will

u in righteousness (17
28

). The heathen IT

id the '

proud sinners,' i.e. the lla n

(vv.
3"- 41

), will he driven from the inhn iiam-e

usurped hy them. The subject nation- will

to a purilied Jerusalem to bring her wearied
children as gifts, and to see the glory of tin- l.md

(li Himself without sin (IT
41

), then i- no

unrighteousness in bis days, for all are saini ami
iheii king is the Lord's Anointed (17"). "i

met hods of warfare he will not resort to (IT .
Imi

will smite the earth with the word of his mouth
(17

38
). The period of his dominion is limited :

' he
shall not faint all his days.' Such is the beauty
ot I he king of Israel, and hapiiy are they \\ h" are

horn in his days (17
47

18'). 'Ihis bright e\

lion of u Messiah in face of the triumph ol the

Human arms shows that the downfall o: iln

national dynasty was marked by a distinct n\i\.il

of Messianic hopes. The writer contrasts th

of tin 1

present with the glorious future a-

Israel when they shall have returned to (Jod. The
Messianic idea is treated, however, more with
icieieiiee to its bearing on the earthly pl-
ot the Israelitish people than is the ease in Knoeh,
and it is very doubtful whether the supernatural
at all enters into the ]K>ut's conception ot his hero.

While there is no secularization of the Messianic

idea, the future king is represented as David's
sncei ---or upon the earthly throne (11. 18'

1' 10
).

A I I he commencement of' the Christian era the
Messianic idea in its spiritual significance had
faded largely from the popular mind. It was in

truth the secularization of this idea that led to

the erucilixion of Jesus. A Messiah of another
.-oi I was wanted. This feeling found its strongest
manifestation in the fanaticism of the Zealots,

who, on the principle that (iod had already (under
i In- Maccabees) delivered Israel from the yoke of ;i

great heathen empire, continually fomented rebel-

lion against the power of Home. At the opposite
pole iioni this was the exclusively spiritual concep-
tion of Messianic prophecy which had become the

specialty of apocalyptic authors. Both of these

elements originally entered into the Messianic

idea, but gradually they came to be sharply ills-

linuuished.
In i he Assumption of Moses, written according

to Charles A.I). 7-3i>, but doubtless embodying
views current before its composition, the Jewish

lawgiver recounts to Joshua the future history of

the nation down to Messianic times. The work in

apocalyptic, and gives expression to the Messianic
iilea. on its purely religious side. There is no
mention of any victory over the heathen. The
writer abandons the hope of an earthly Messiah,*
and some would even dulcet hostility to this hope
in i lie statement that 'the Eternal (Sod alone .

will appear to punish the Gentiles' (10
7
). In the

bcuutilnl passage forming eh. 10 there is m>:hing

lieyond an ardent expectation that J"\vill in

Himself for the punishment of their enemies and
the salvation of the chosen people. The theo-

cratic kingdom, which will be preceded by a day
of repentance tl"

1

), will extend to 'the whole crea-

tion" 1 10'). The dominion of the devil shall have
an end, and Israel's enemies shall be punished
In i In- hands of the angel (Michael), 1<V ". Hod
w'ill also exalt Israel to heaven (III"), whence they
-hall i.iyfully behold their enemies in Ge( henna).T

Tin trend of Jewish Messianic expectation just
before and after the destruction of Jerusalem by
the Itoinans is exhibited in the Apocalyp
Uaruch and 2 (4) Esdraa. These two win ings

Hiltfenft'M's iiU-nliflration of 'T.1XO
1

(O 1

) with thr M

)>urch arliitrary. Ct. vol. Hi. (>. 44II 1
'.

t AeixmtiMK to the conjecturi.' uf I li.ol. i

terrain) rvuUa ." ',.'. M-(, and thug 'riainl.. ^ ',- . . >

'. t-'i

sense.
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have so many affinities that some have regarded
them as from the same hand ; but, according to
tlii j most recent scholarship as represented by
Kabisch and Charles, they are composite works
derived from several authors. Barucli reflects the
Judaism of the latter half of the 1st cent. A.D.
The Messianic portions, which present an opti-
mistic view of the earthly prospects of Israel, seem
to have been written prior to A.D. 70. They are
three in number (1) 27-3U 1

. The coming tribula-

tion, which will fall into twelve periods, will ex-
tend to the whole earth, and the enemies of Israel

will be destroyed. After that the Messiah will

appear, and the surviving
' remnant '

will feed not

only on the flesh of animals and the fruits of the
earth, but on manna from the skies. It will be
a time of plenty, of marvels, and of joy. At the
end of his reign the Messiah ' will return in glory'
to heaven. (2) 36-40. Four successive world-

empires antagonistic to Zion will rise and perish.
When the last and most terrible of these (Koine)
is ripe for destruction, then will be revealed ' the

princijiate of my Messiah, which is like the
fountains and the vine, and when it is revealed
it will root out the multitude of his host.' The
last surviving leader (?

= Pompey) will be put to

death by
' my Messiah,' whose reign will endure

for ever, until the world of corruption is at an
end. Here the Messiah plays a more active part
than in the former section, the protection of Israel

and the overthrow of their enemies being repre-
sented as his sole work. (3) 53-74. In this section,
which magnities the Law while expressing the

I opular Messianic expectation, the writer divides
the history of the world into twelve periods of evil

(black waters) and good (bright waters) alternately,
followed by a period of woes (the last and blackest
\\atersi. To these succeeds the Messiah's kingdom
(the bright lightning). He will judge the nations,

sparing those who have not trodden down the seed
of .Jacob, but slaying the enemies of Israel. He
will then continue to sit on the throne of his

kingdom, and all tribulation will vanish before
the universal joy.
The representation of 2 (4) Esdras (written,

according to Schiirer, in the reign of Domitian,
A.D. 81-96), while of the same spiritual type, is

marked by some striking peculiarities of its own.
Among the Jews hitherto the thought of a glorified
.Messiah had been universally prevalent, but pseudo-
Ezra speaks of him as dying after an activity of 400

years, and says nothing of his resurrection. After
the death of Christ, the world, he says, shall re-

lapse into primeval silence for seven days,
' so that

no man shall remain.' Then the new world shall

Vie ushered in, the earth shall restore its dead,
and the Most High shall be revealed upon the seat
of judgment (7

an
-)- In contrast to the view pre-

sented in the Assumption of Moses, this writer
not only sharply distinguishes the Messiah from
J" Himself, but also gives a figurative delineation
of his person. He is described as a lion rising up
out of the wood and rebuking the eagle (i.e. im-

perial Rome) for her unrighteousness. While he
has been kept by the Most High unto the end in
order to condemn the Romans, the rest of the
Jewish people shall live happily under his sway
until the Day of Judgment (12""*-). Again he is

pictured as a man coming up from the midst of
the sea, and flying with the clouds of heaven (13

s
).

Planting himself upon a great mountain (the
emblem of Zion), he encounters a mighty host who
have gathered themselves against him from the
four winds of heaven, and destroys them by the
flaming breath of his lips. Coming down from the
mountain, he then calls to him another and '

peace-
able' multitude (the ten tribes). These figures, it

is explained, are used of ' this my sou
'

(13
37

) ; and,

although it is not easy to deduce from them a

very concrete doctrine of the Messiah's person,
one or two points are sufficiently clear. The writer

dissociates himself from the view current in the
Judaism of his time: according to him, the Mes-
siah is in no sense an earthly king. At the same
time it is plain, from the representation he gives
of him as dying, that he does not conceive him as

possessing essential Deity. Neither is he depicted
as an ordinary man : he comes up out of the sea,

'as it were the likeness of a man,' and flies with
the clouds of heaven. As fire melts wax, so his

voice burns those that hear it (13
3
'-). It would

therefore seem that in this apocalypse the Messiah
is conceived as a created being of a quite peculiar
kind, who appears as a man among men for tlie

destruction of Jehovah's enemies and the restora-

tion of His people, although not as an earthly
potentate. The Most High has reserved him for

long (13-
11

), until the moment appointed for his

coming.
' No man upon earth can see my son,

or those that be with him, but in the time of his

day' (13
5J

). Then he shall be revealed (7-
8
), and

his appearance will herald that revolution which
shall destroy the power of Rome and bring together
tin- scattered tribes of Israel.

It is clear from the Shemoneh 'Esreh the chief

prayer which it was the duty of every Israelite to

repeat thrice daily, and which, although it attained
its final form only after A.u. 70, must lie considered
much more ancient as to its groundwork that the

hopes expressed in these apocalypses were cherished

by the nation as a whole. Prayer is ottered for the

gathering of the dispersed, the rebuilding of Jeru-

salem, the revival of the Davidic kingdom, and the

restoration of the sacrificial service.

6. The Messianic c.r/nTti/finn i Hellenistic

Judaism. If in Palestine the hope associated

with the advent of the ideal Davidic king had not

altogether waned in presence of the political and

religious liberty enjoyed under the Hasmon;ean

dynasty, the people were at least content to wait

for the rise of a new prophet (1 Mac 14J1
). lint

in Egypt, where they were still under Gentile

dominion, the Jews seem to have cherished moie

warmly the hope of a Messianic deliverance. Thus
about 'li.C. 140 the oldest Jewish portions of the

Sibylline Oracles predict the approach from the

East of a God-sent king, who will take vengeance
on his adversaries, and make war to cease through-
out the earth. Heathen opposition to the temple
will collapse under the stroke of the Immortal,
whose children will live in peace and quietness
under the protection of His hand. At sight of

this the Gentiles shall accept God's law, and bring

gifts to the temple. So sliall be inaugurated the

reign of peace. God will set up an eternal king-
dom over all mankind, with Jerusalem as its

central seat, and under the just sway and judicial
control of the prophets (3

B5-- 7!W
). Although the

Messiah is not named, and although the main
stress of the prophecy is laid on the triumph of the

Law, the introduction of the figure of the Messianic

king into the writer's delineation of the future is

nevertheless very significant in view of the abstract

spiritualism affected by Alexandrian Judaism gene-

rally, and already traceable in the LXX. No less

remarkable is it that even a speculative moralist

like Philo, in his delineation of the happiness in

store for the righteous, should avail himself of the

image of the Messianic king. According to this

writer, all adherents of the Law will be liberated

'at a given sign on one day.' Led by a Divine

appearance, visible only to the delivered, they will

rebuild the ruined cities, and the desert will be

fertilized (de E.r,sen: 8-9). On their deliverance

the dispersed Israelites will stream toget'ier to a

certain place : the indeliniteness here is probably
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illlr In a -|'ll il nall/ill-4 ill I'llilii s mind ill' tin 1 /lull

lit till' prophet-. Tin- nilllill'.' era "ill lir -i".nal-

ixril liy tin- taniene ul \viltl liea-t- \'/> I'l-iiiiini

it I'ii'iii.1, l.'ill.l; liy till 1 saint-' hloodle \icliiry
in hut il.-

I

1 Thru, -a\ - tin- prophecy i Nil 'J4
T

, l.XXi,
ii man who goes to luittli 1 ami makes \viir shall go
furtli itnil Miliilnr great :unl populous nation-, tind

Himself sending help to Hi- >:iint-' (H'. Hil]; liy

tllf Me ill", in ph\-lcal !n':lltll and -Iri'll-lli IT

Is,; :iihl l,y that ul wealth ami pro-perily f-'m.

Athough there i- liciv mi expre iiiriitiiin ul a

pel-oil;-.! Me :ah. t ho lal I er i- neverl hele clear!}
mi I it'll I ril in I In 1 warrior w I n i -ul ul Hi'- great nal ion-.

Tlir ii-i' ul such langiia'.-o, alien as it i* to 1'hilo-

gen 'i.il |iiiinl tit' view, i- a (mint ol I In' prevalence
ul I In' Me lanie iili'.'i III lii- t inn'. It is more all i'l'

111- tnaiiiirr In lay -In--- U|n>n I In- liberating power
of virtue, ami this ln> contrU es to tin. w il limit .

how
I'vi'i . all i In r excluding the activity of thi- l.ogo-
u- a fiuiilaiiii'Mi.'il t'artnr in tin' futnrr salvation.

Tin' llelleni-t ie -yni|iatliii'- of .Insrphn- an- ap
parent in his treatment nt tin- Messianic idea. He
-tin lit in -ly ignore- it. ( Inly in two pa ape- of his

writing- ill"-- it tin. I tlif fainte-t r\| -ion. In

recurding Danii'l'- interpretation uf Nebuchad-
- dream hf dor]iae- to explain tin 1 meaning

of thr -Imu 1 wliit-li wa- fiit out of the mountain
anil dc-tioved tin- iina'ji' i I In _">. mi the ground
that a- a in-tnrian In- i- mil rum-iTni'il with thr

future (Ant. X. x. 4). Again, in remarking u]ioii

tin' fuliilini'iit oi several of llalaanfs predictions,
lie takea no account of ihr Me ianic prophecy in

Nil 'J4
1

-'"-. hnl miTi'ly aihls :
( )m> may easily guess

that thr ii'-l "ill have their completion in line

time' (.tut. IV. \ i. .Vi. No further eviileiiee is

required to -how i hat in liis presentation of Jewish

hi-tory the Mi i --ianie propheeio, of the OT are

deliberately ignored. When he says of .'< as,

Thi- i- the Chri-l' (An/. XVIII. iii. .'i), all he
mean- to convey is that He wa- popularly re-

garded as the .IcwUh Me iah. CertainU. the

\\oril- il'i not eoiitain the < onfe ion of his own
faith. Thai he had per.-onally abandoned (if in-

deetl he ever nmler-toodi the Me ianif hope i-

t-lear from hi- dei -la ration to hi- fellow-countrymen
at the siege ol d'-m-alem that I tome was invincible,

and thai ( iod had now given the dominion to 1 1 i U
I/,'./ V. i\. :ti, as well a- from hi- impudent trans

ference of it to the rule m Vespasian < !!! vi. v. 4).

\lter the |-;\ile the iloetrine ot the Me iallie

expectation appears In ha\e a unied t v> o \ei\

ditlerent ttirm- one in I'ahw-t ine. and tl thel

in K^vjit. Tin' in, i ,i 'I clearness of the (iro-

phetic
doctrine had I a accompanied in I 'ah '-tine

by an i'ldea-ed departure from the true nnder-
standiii". ol the -cii|itiiral po-ition. In the pre-
vniline- |io| nlar concept ion the rehpiou- eharacier
ol t he Me -

i.-i 1 1 u a-i>VerlooUed. M "II ell her t I II mp III

of him a- a temporal prince, or In-t -i^ht m the

personal element altogether in their anticipation
of a teiiipoial l.itrjd

' The t hem-rat ic \ .

the
i |>le made it impossible for them to

separate
the thon'.'lil of tin- Messiah from that of a victori

nil- eallllly kill'.', ailtl CIlUSI'll them to clill^ to the

(lolitical idea till it was limilly extinuui-hed in tin-

ashes of tin- 1 1 nly City." In Kjjvpt t he duct rine

had a 'hill-rent history. If the notion ot a Me ianic

ruler did not ' ea -e to bo popularly contemplated, no

plan- at all wa- jriven to a visible Me ;ah in the

.le\\i-h - Alexandrian philosophy. When- 1'hilo

doe- inlrodui" the lifjure of the Meianic kin;:,

thi- is ilone purely as a concession to the populai
semi nt, and not because it fall- in with hi-

t'thical \ iew. The i oni-'-pl ion of the Alexandrian

philosopher- was wholly ideal, and exclu-ive of

persona! Mi ianic activity. The Law and i--

s,, Hi- .-i it
i the Exile to the .1

Si ri<--t, i

(loin were all the Me-siah they \\i-hed. No other
xn-vs would square with their pliilc \-iem,
which did not favour the concrete and \i-ilh- -nie

of things. This was the oppo-ite i-xii-i' t the

development in Palestine, ami it i- not imp
that what yet remained of true .Mi -ianic hope in

the latter country was due to the tenacity with
which their brethren in E^yjit clnn^ to th-- m\
tical conception of the .Messianic ilelm -i am e

7. I'ct-ttli'tritics o/* the I'.ttcr M
From the situation as broadly rell. , t, d in I'ah--.

tine and in E-jypt it is elear that tin- liopi

bright future, which formed on integral pan oi the

religions consciousness of Israel, assumed vaii'.n-

a-]iect - in different minds and lit iliHi-renl p
of the national development. l'iirticnlail\ note-

worthy are some well-marked points of <"

lietui-en the older and the later Messianic hope.
Iii have been well stated by Sehiirer (//.//' il.

ii. p. 129 ff. ), whom we here follow. .(1) Upon tin-

whole, the former contemplated nothin*; nun-
the advent of better times, when a puritied nation
under a wise and just Diividic kin;: should occupy
a place of power and influence, and enjoy all the

blessings oi peace and prosperity, (i) \\liile the
former was almost entirely national, the latter

growingly assumed an individual character. Every
pious .lew would share ill the ^lory of the future

kingdom, anil, for this end the righteous .dead
would be raised to life a>.rnin. (3) The former tlid

not ;jo beyond the circle of earthly circumstances,
w heteas the latter conceives the future salvation

as transcending the sphere of the present. (4)

In later times, and in the hands of the scribes,
the Messianic hope assumed a more scholastic

form than in the earlier prophetic days. 'The
poetic image was stiffened into dogma

'

in a way
not possihle so long as the Messianic expectation
was a living reality. While this characterization

is broadly true, it is to be remembered that 'even
in later times the old hope of a glorious future for

the nation maintained the supremacy. This forms,
even in the later view of the future, the determin-

ing ground-plan of the picture. Ami just as upon
this foundation the characteristic peculiarities of

the later view have stronger or weaker influence,

and produce this or that alteration, is the old

image now more now less, now in one way now
in another, specially modified and supplemented

'

(H.ll> II. ii. p. 135).

8. Question ns to the. retrogression o/
1

tht Mts-
slftnic idcit (htrinrj thG^post'Propfatic'ptnod. Was
there a break in the development of this doctrine?

Did the distinctively Messianic hope disappear
with the cessation of prophecy, to be revived only
with the advent of Christianity r It would be

wrong to suppose that it ever became absolutely
extinct. In order to this the Prophetic book- of

the OT must have perished, and the synagogues
must have been closed. Neither of these

had happened. Even in the darkest days there

yet remained some earnest souls who clung to the

old faith and tried to revive it. It is, however,
inn] -Liable that the expectation of a personal

I ih went greatly down after the Prophets
were silent. The hope of a bright future for

Israel never wavered, yet there was a ven
disposition no longer to associate it with the

raising of an ideal Davidic king to the t

For many, the 1'roplietic picture of such a king
hail lost its lirst attractiveness. They had
for him long enough, and he had not

ajip
Thus among the great mass of the Jewish

| pic
there was no living faith in a personal M
the time when the Apocrypha were com
What was the reason of tins retrogr. Sa
far as we can judge, it was due to two
tions (1) The hope of the .lews wa- a
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hope. It was in 1 ooks that was all. They took
fin 'ji iiuted that there would be no great realiza-

tion of it in their time, and looked upon the living
realities of Divine grace as confined to the past
and the future. Such want of heart marifested
in regard to this great central doctrine was neces-

sarily a crushing blow to the national develop-
ment. (2) Their hope was a political hope. The
transient glory of the Maecab;ran period gave a
measure of religious life, but any further deliver-

ance that was longed for was rather along the
same lines.

' The speedy triumph of the Mac-
cabees satisfied for a time the aspirations of the

people : and a longer period of suffering and dis-

appointment was needed to develop the hope of a
Me*-iah into a passion among the masses of the

nation, and into a doctrine in the schools of the
learned' (Drummond, Jewish Messiah, p. 260).
The hopes centred on the Hasmonoean princes
were gradually seen to be delusive, and in the

struggle for supremacy between a secularized

hierarchy and the Pharisees or party of the Law
the people took the side of the latter. Turning
from all human kingship, they looked for deliver-

ance to the king whom J" Himself would raise up
from David's line. That in the time of Christ this

hope was generally prevalent is manifest from the

Gospels. It had been abundantly proved that the

kingdom of God could not perfect itself under the
restrictions of an earthly State. But that stone
which the builders rejected was soon to become
the head of the corner in the prophetic building ;

and in the person and work of Jesus as Messiah
the true spiritual idea of the Divine kingdom was
to arise and prevail.

vi. ESCHATOLOCY. In the OT, eschatological
doctrine appears in a very undeveloped form, and,

though it cannot be said to occupy a large place in

the Apocrypha either, there is yet enough in these

post-canonical books to show that in the period
after the Exile there was a much clearer appre-
hension of a future life than there had been in

the earlier stages of the nation's history. It is,

however, in the Apocalyptic literature of the
two centuries preceding the Christian era that the
most marked development in eschatology is met
with. In these works the inherent importance of

the subject, connected as it was with the Mes-
sianic hope, combined with the Jewish fondness
for elaborate and fantastic presentation of truth
to give it a foremost place.

1. The OT position. By many scholars (Stade,

Schwally, Charles) the eschatological ideas of the

early Hebrews are traced to the ancestor worship
of Semitic heathenism. However this may be, it

is certain that in the Mosaic legislation die out-

look is confined to the present sphere of existence :

virtue is rewarded, and vice punished, during this

life. Both in pre
- Mosaic and in Mosaic times,

however, the view that death does not end the
conscious life of all had taken possession of the

popular mind. It comes out in connexion with
the translations of Enoch (Gn 5-'-

ff
-) and Elijah

(2 K 2U ), although immortality is here conceived
as a possibility only for soul and body together,

previous to death, and not after it. The thought
of Jehovah's power restoring the dead through
human instrumentality (1 K 17-"-, 2 K 405

), which
is of later occurrence, also implies the thought of

a future life. According to the Heb. conception,
death does not mean absolute extinction. Although
the dead person does not in any real sense live, he
still subsists. He descends into Sheol, a dreary
region of darkness (Job 10-1

), a land of silence and

forgetfulness (Ps C417 11517
), the house appointed

for all living (Job 30-"). In this shadowy exist-

ence, the dreamy counterpart of his past life, he
has; no fellowship with the living, whether men or

God (Ps 65
,
Is 381S

). He has nothing to fear, and
nothing to hope for. Into this conception of Sheol
no moral element enters ; there is no distinction

made between good and bad. Personal identity,
however, is not lost, and the kingdom of the dead
reflects the family and other distinctions of the

upper world. Thus men are gathered into tribes

(Gn 2osf-
etc.), and kings sit upon thrones (la

14s
-).

Although they did not actually formulate either

the doctrine of immortality or that of the resur-

rection, the Prophets by their ethical tendency
prepared the way for a more spiritual develop-
ment. Their insisience upon the fact that Israel's

relation to J" is morally conditioned, was litted to

awaken the consciousness of a new life through
fellowship with God. The conception of a life of

blessedness beyond the grave was the necessary
corollary of the' law of individual retribution as

proclaimed by Jeremiah (31-"
Jf

-) and developed by
Ezekiel (IS

4
). That this law as thus stated caused

much perplexity to the afflicted righteous is evi-

dent from Job and Ecclesiastes as well as from
several of the Psalms. And, although the doc-

trine of a blessed future life in which the wrongs of

the present will be righted is nowhere definite /
taught in these books, they contain passages in

which it certainly seems to be implied (Job 14'-
19-8'-, Ps 49. 73). If in Job the immortality of the
individual is no more than a deep aspiration, in

Ps 49 and 73 it becomes a settled spiritual con-

viction. Early in the 3rd cent., and even perhaps
late in the 4th, it was merged in the larger
doctrine of the resurrection, which embraced not

only the idea of an individual immortality, but
also that of the Messianic kingdom. Thus for

a time the former idea completely fell into the

background, since to the Jew the future blessed-

ness of his nation was more than the well-being of

the individual.

This eschatology of the nation is reflected in the

Prophetical books of the OT, especially in the

conception of the day of J", when judgment will

be meted out to Israel's enemies, and unmingled
happiness to the chosen people, the judgment on
the former being the inaugural prelude to the
national blessedness of the latter. We have
here the oldest expression of a coix'rptiun which

subsequently assumed various forms. In the 7th

cent., when the Jews chafed under the cruelty of

their Assyrian oppressors, Nahum and Habak-
kuk reasserted it with only slight modification.

According to Amos, however (and also Hosca,
who, while not using the expression 'day, of

Jehovah,' predicts the judgment which it denotes,
131"1

'-), it is upon Israel itself that the judgment
will most severely fall (3

L>7

), for in His '

day
'

J"

will manifest Himself, not in order to the triumph
of Israel, but for the vindication of His own
righteousness. In Isaiah and Micah the judg-
ment is represented as falling chiefly upon Judfth

and Jerusalem (Is l-
4ff-

29", Mic 3'-), while in Zeph-
aniah it is set forth for the first time as embracing
the whole world (1

1S
), and leaving only a righteous

remnant in Israel (3
]

-'-). In Jeremiah the day of

J" is mainly, although not exclusively, directed

against Judali (37
6ff

-) ; but at the same time there

islield out the hope that the national life will be

regenerated and restored (23
7 <- 2451

-), and that the

Gentiles shall be converted, and only the impeni-
tent destroyed (1-2

161
-).

The epoch of the Exile witnessed a revival of

individualism in religion. According to Ezekiel

and his followers, judgment means the destruction

of the Gentiles and the purification of Israel man
by man in order to the establishment of the Mes-
sianic kingdom, which will be introduced hy the

day of J". In the post-exilic age the idea of judg-
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ment recede- hefoie that of a niliw-l -al Me--ianic

kingdom. Through [srael as the Servant ol .1 :ill

iiMum- .-hall embrace (In- true' i' I -^iMii i 1-J -Hi
1

TIL" "p."'-), :iinl viclil Ihein-ehis In Him of their

own accord (Is 2s* = Mic 41
*-)- |M

I- I!'"
1 '-'

'-'.Vpt

ami A--yri:i are placed alongside of Isi':-> I 08

shariie.; in her -|iii it ual blr. e.lm---, while in

Mai 1" we have iln 1 lairjiiau'
1 of iiiiipialilieil uni

vei-ali-m, anil the acceptance by J a- a pure
oiler, m_: I'M'li of tlir urn- pa-clou- -acriliees of the
ln'iit hen. In contrast to this standpoint . how ever,
the particularism of E/ckiel continued to have it-

advocates, ami the Mr-: aim- I, ,n i i i. :n \\a- viewed
a- tin' i lo-o prc-'-iM- oi' a reunited l-:ael dlu- !'>',

Mic .v, I- !i"
r
-), the Gentiles bcin^ either excluded

01 rep'.e-ented a- in subjection to I-racl. In llau.

(J-""-) anil /ec. I I
1

'"') the day of .1 i- depicted a-

invohing tlir ili'striiction of the heathen power-,
aii'l t'lf establishment of the Mes-ianic kingdom
a-

roii-cijiient
on tin- rebuilding of the lini|i!i'.

Joel's |ioint of view i- already a pocal ypt i<
J

: tin'

nation- generally will be destroyed, ami Israel

ju-titicd; there is no moral sifting of I-iarl as in

older proplii-t-. In tlir apocalypse of Danirl it is

tauuht that when c\ il ha- reached its height the
i'H.1 iii I hr world will i'ii-ni'.

It needed a combination of both the inilividnal

and the national aspects ..t the thought of a bles ed

future for the righteous to form the fuller doc-

liini'of the i e-ui reel ion :;s apparently conceived

|py the end of the 4t!i or b"ginni:ig of tin 1 3rd cent.

B.C. If we accept ('hcyne'- \ ie\v a- to the date

{<. 334 II. C. ) of the remarkable passage Is 'Jic ', a ml

rhaih 1 -' interpretation of il- meaning, it \va- then

lii-hl i hat immortality would indeed Ipe seemed tip

the righteous individual, Iput would nm-isi in his

ie urrection to -hare in the blessedness of the

Messianic kingdom.
'2. Post-canont '! "'>-,

!,,/>,nr-nt. lint, although
tie- HIM trincs "f immortality and the resurrection

were thus steadily establishing themselves in

,leui-h thought, it wa- only v.vy -jiadually that

they won their way to ^em-ial ri-eo^nitton ainoiiL.'

the'
| pie. Iii -e \eral oi I he ( IT \i ocrypha there

i- no mention of them. Siracli limits tolhi-life

1-ipth the piiiii-hnient oi wickedness and the reward
of righteousness. Kven after the iloctrine of the

re-nrrection v, as In inu regularly taught in the
.-cl N of the Pharisees, many of the .lews evi-

dently hail no clear ideas upon the subject I.Mk

9 10
). 'At the same ti in the ].-] -canonical

literature there is undenialily a further dewdop
men I "I t he e- chat olo^ical rum-r-).; mn- of the later

prophets. The new views regarding the future

ile-; ;u\ of man a--umcd t wo di.-tinct fm in one in

Palestine, the other in Kgypt. To the Pal. .lew i he

fill nl -e life was made real only through a lioilily

re-unection ; to the Alexandrian, it was the necea

sarv con-c.|iiem-!' of the immortality of the soul.

The -ml cent. B.C. witnessed a great advance
in esrliati'louv. Instead of the old indefinite

lie-- of the .lav of .I", we have ( lie formula! ion of

ili-tinct i'li- . The Book of Km/eh e-p"cially
de-crilic- tin- last things and the other world in

minute detail.

ill Future judgment. A prominent feati >

tin- i -. -liaiolo --n-al development of t he period is the

strongly expressed certainty with regard to fntme
retril tition, in contract to the ad ni it teduncerb intj
that men will in this life be rewarded according
tip their works. In the view o! the apocalyptic
uriteisof this century the e-talpli-hnicnt

of the Me ianie kingdom will lie preceded by
judgment and ju-t recompense for all men living,

and for some .>r all of the Israeliti-h di

well as for the fallen anuel-. To a certain

punishment ha- alieady been aiimini-li'i cd through
the lirs. wuild-jiid^menl on the angi 1- who loinn d

with the dan ' men. on their

children, and on all men living at the time of

the I leliljrc (Kuucll 10 1 ' 1

-). The.-e an; el- an
I. -t in gloomy caverns under the hill- il' 1

hih' the souls of men are iclega'id to Sln-ol rJJi,

un;il the tinal judgment that shall unite] in the

reign of the Messiah. Then will judgment l,e

pronounced upon the impure nngel-. tin- di-nn n-

\\hohavo hitherto escaped puni-linn :i' II

with I ho exception of one special da- ol

c-'-"
:

), upon all Israel. The fact of an individual

im!--iiii'iit. after death is thus already taught in

the oldest section of the IJook of Enoch. It i- al-o

found in Jubilees (-I'-
3 S>s-

etc.) in snecial coiri

with the idea of 'heavenly tables,' on which

'judgment is written down for every ci'

and [or every kind.' We have it embodied like.

vri e in the Apocalypse of Baruch (4*" ), according
to which those who have rejected God's law will
lir-l b, hold the righteous invested with the .-ph n-

dour of angels, and 'afterwards depart to be
tormented.' There is here no limitation of the
i'lea to faithless Israelites. In the contemporary
IJook of Daniel (B.C. IflS), which presents a con-
trast to the Hook of Enoch in respect that i

in view the future of the nation rather than that
of the individual, judgment is executed by the
saints (7~) as a prelude to the linal judgment
at the hands of the Almighty (0

1Jff
-). Although

nothing is said as to the judgment of ai

that of the angel princes ot Persia (10
13i

-") anil

Greece (10*') is implied. In Enoch 83-90 (written
n.C. 106-lfll), the last judgment is likewise placed
at the inauguration of the Messianic kingdom.
Special reference is made to the judgment wrought
by the 'great sword' of Judas Maccabtens (90'"),

whose victorious campaigns against the Syrians
were being carried on when this part of Enoch was
wntteii. I/i this section of the book the thought
of a gonerftl individual judgment is set forth in

great judicial detail. A throne is erected for the
Lord of the sheep ; the sealed books are opened ;

the seven archangels arc commanded to bring
before Him the evil angels (the fallen Watchers),
who are cast into an abyss of lire ; the seventy
faithless 'shepherds' of Israel and the 'blinded

sheep' (i.e. apostate Jews) share the same fate.

After tins the Messianic kingdom is set up on
Cftrth ; a new Jerusalem takes the place of the old,

and the righteous who have suffered oppression are

brought into it (90-'
olr

-).

liming the last century B.C. there occurred a
radical change in Jewish cschatology. What lay
at the root of this was the conviction that an
eternal Messianic kingdom cannot be suitably
iiiaiiiiested on the present earth. Such a view
had obviously an important bearing upon the

whole Held of eschatological thought. It led the
writers of this century to take new ground with

respect to the kingdom, and the place of the Kinal

Judgment relatively to it. Some cut the knot by
ig the eternity of the earthly Messianic

l.iie'.ioni (Enoch 91-104); others by postiihuing
i In i.iea of a new heaven and a new earth i

:'i~ 70). The latter section of the Book of Enoch
is the only work of this century which still places
the 1 ual Judgment at the inauguration of the
'.! -nic kingdom. All others dating from this

period (Enoch 91-104, Ps.-Sol., etc.), appear to

it to its close. As to the scope of the

Judgment, the view of the former period remam-
r.naltered; it extends to nil men anil aie_p I-,

righteous and wicked. Enoch 91 - 1'I4 follows

Daniel in speaking of a preliminary jm
!il through the instrumentality".

In l'--Sol 17. IS the Messiah himself is

although the act of judgment here i-

tunhncd to the destruction of the hostile
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The 1'al. Judaism of Hie 1st cent. A.D. con-
tinued virtually to reflect the escliatological posi-
tion arrived at in the preceding century. In the

Assumption of Moses, as well as in the Apocalypse
of Darnell and 2 (4) Esdras (certain sections ex-

cepted), there is conserved the idea of a prelimi-

nary judgment. The Final Judgment on men and
angeis is placed at the close of the Messianic

kingdom, or, tailing the expectation of such a

kingdom, at the close of the age (Apoc. of Baruch),
or on the completion of the number of the right-
eons (2 (4) Esdras).
So far as the doctrine of a Future Judgment

is concerned, it would therefore appear from the
above that the Apocryphal period witnessed very
decided developments. Although the OT idea of

judgment through the overthrow of existing hostile

powers was to some extent retained (Enoch 90 18
'-,

Assumption of Moses 3, Apoo. of Baruch 7'2
6

,

2 Es 13M ), this gradually gave way to that of a
forensic act. The Judgment was placed for the
most part at the end of the Messiah's reign instead
of at its commencement. It tended to assume a

growingly personal and individual character. The
scope of the Judgment was also extended so as to

include all, men and angels alike. Obviously, we
have here a distinct approximation to the doctrine

of the Judgment as given by Christ Himself. ' He
employs many of the terms which were current,
while He relieves the popular beliefsof all that was-

gross, fantastic, or trivial. He brings to the OT
conception the' extension and the certainty which
it needed. The spiritual principles of His teach-

ing, and the things which it adds to the Heb.
faith on the subject, make the old doctrine a new
one.'

* That He is Himself the Judge, that every
man will be judged by Him '

according to his

works,' and that His judgment is final, these are

the transforming elements by which all the de-

ficiencies of the pre-Christian conception are re-

moved, and the doctrine of a Future Judgment is

raised to a clear and definite position in the doc-

trinal structure of revealed religion.

(2) Sealing of the departed. (n) She.ol. In Dn
122

, according to the most probable reading, this

is designated
' the ground (land) of dust,' and

seems to be used in its OT sense as denoting a

region devoid of moral distinctions. It is repre-
sented as the (inal abode of all mankind save the

best and the worst in Israel, of whom the former
shall rise to ' aionian life,' and the latter be cast

into Gehenna. For these two classes Sheol is

only a temporary and intermediate abode. The
writer appears to have in his mind the faithful

and the apostates in the struggle with Antiochus

Epiphanes.
From the detailed description in Enoch 22 it

is manifest that during the 2nd cent. B.C. the

conception of Sheol underwent a radical change.
From being a place free from moral distinctions it

has become a place of retribution, where men are

dealt with according to their deserts. Here all

souls assemble (22
3
), and await the Judgment in

their respective habitations. Of these there are

four two for the spirits of the righteous, (1) for

those who have died an unmerited death, (2) for

the rest of the righteous ; and two for the spirits
of the wicked, (1) for those who have already been

punished in this life for their wickedness, (2) for

those who escaped punishment in the upper world.

From three of these divisions there is a resurrec-

tion to final judgment ; but from the fourth, the
abode of sinners to whom death came as the

punishment of their crimes, there is no resurrec-

tion. In their case Sheol is equivalent to hell.

Ethically, this represents a great advance upon
the old neb. conception, although it is of too cast-

*
Salmond, Christian l>oct. of Immortality 3

, p. 318.

iron a description to be truly ethical. The soul

can neither become better nor worse, and ' Sheol

thus conceived is only a place of petrified moralities

and suspended graces' (Charles, Escliutulofii/, 1ST).

Soon, however, this fault was to be remedied,
for in 2 Mac l'2l-fr- moral transformation in Sheol
is considered possible. Judas is said to have
ottered sacrifice for the fallen warriors,

' for if

he were not expecting that they that had fallen

would rise again, it were superfluous and idle to

pray for the dead.' During the last century B.C.

She'ol is regarded (1) as the intermediate abode of

the dead, whence all Israelites (2 Mac 6-3 ), and

possibly all without distinction (Enoch 51 1

), rise to

judgment; (2) as the final abode of the wicked,
'',.<. 'as hell (Enoch 56", Ps-Sol 146 etc.), where
souls are slain (Enoch 9<J"). In Enoch 91-104

Sheol is almost synonymous with Gehenna, and
in I's.-Sol. entirely so. The Similitudes conceive

Sheol as the preliminary abode of those dying
previous to the establishment of the Messianic

kingdom. Subsequent to this, however, it becomes
the final abode of the wicked (b'3

1

"). This view of

Sheol was almost a necessary consequence of the

belief that only the righteous would be raised

from the dead.
In the 1st cent. A.D. Sheol is represented as

the intermediate abode of all the dead prior to

the last judgment (Apoc. Bar 23 48 16
,
2 (4) Es

44
'). According to Josephus, the Pharisees taught

that the righteous are rewarded and the wicked

punished under the earth (virb x^"Js> Ant. xvm.
i. 3), or in Hades (KO.U' $5on, BJ II. viii. 14), i.e. in

Sheol. The righteous rise again, and possess
other bodies ;

but for the wicked tlure is no

resurrection. Between the righteous and the

wicked in Sheol there was, according to the pre-

vailing conception of the period, a great gulf fixed.

The former inhabited 'the treasuries' (Apoc. liar

21 a
etc., 2 (4) Es 7 s5

) of restful bliss; the latter

dwelt in a place of torment (Apoc. Bar 305
).

It appears, then, that during the Apocryphal
period the conception of Sheol was by no means a

fixed quantity. Rather was it in a somewhat
fluid condition, and underwent considerable varia-

tion. It hail, however, 'come to be regarded as a
definite xtm/ium between death and judgment,
with preliminary penalties, and, in some forms of

thought, with moral processes. The idea of an

intermediate state took a larger and larger place.

in Judaism, and in this matter Christian theology
to a great extent served itself heir to Jewish theo-

logy. But all this is in the strongest possible con-

trast to Christ's own teaching. His words fix our

thoughts on the present life and the final issues.

. . . They give little or no place to the thought of

an intermediate state.'
*

(b) Paradise. According to Scbrader,t the word
'

paradise
'

is of Perso-Indogermanic origin (/inn-i-

dafzct, from pairi,
'

around,' and itctiza,
' a ram-

part'), and signifies an enclosure or '

park.' From
this it came to denote a pleasure-garden generally,
as in Neh 28

,
EC 25

,
and was ultimately adopted

as the distinctive designation of the seat of the

blessed, whether conceived as earthly or heavenly.

According to the conception that prevailed in

the 2nd cent. B.C., Paradise was reserved for

those who had been directly translated in the

flesh. In other words, its gates had been opein-d

only for Enoch and Elijah. From the way in

which it conceives Sheol as 'the place of condem-

nation
'

(7-
2 22-2

), the Book of Jubilees, howevev-

seems to imply that Paradise is the inter ...ate

abode of the righteous dead until the Fi a Judg-
ment. But this work also shares th point of

view of the later 2 (4) Esdras, accordii . ,
to which

* Sohnond, Christian Doct. cf Immurtulitii . p. 345 f.

t CUTil p. 71.
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I'al.'ldise is conceived as till' lilial abode lit till'

righteous (?"
'- s -'i. Already in the 1st cent. B.c.

it i.s viewed us -tin' -ar.leii ut' the rivJii' .HI-
'

I K IK I. 1 1 I'll I-
;

i, ill 111 till- 1 1 wellinv
I

dare nt
'

t III' elect

i|-;i:iiili i;ir 61"). 1" tin- Simuitvdet, however, it

is nut tin' eternal alinde dl t lie holy, vv Im pass from

it lilt In' Messianic kingdom.
It would appeal, tlierel that no MTV ilrliniti'

position hail lii'i'ii reached cither \\ith n^anl tu

th.' i'.-M".raphical situation of 1'aiadi-e nr with

regard tu its inlialnl ant -. 'This is clear fr tin-

\arving rr|ni'si'iitat mils (if tin 1 lliiiik ut Enoch
iiniii-r luitli nl lh. -i- li.-a.ls. In :>'J-'- il lii-s in Ihr

Kast : in 711-"- between tin' \\i-t an. I Ninth: in

77J in thr North. ... It is apparently empty in

Knoch's time in :;.
'

. an. I tin- uuhtcMii.s dead are

in Hi.- West, :__' : it is tin- abode ..I 111.' righteous
ami tin- I'h'i't in Knoeh s ami Nnall's tinirsin lil'-

r,u-
:
iheahiuleot 1 he ea i liest lathers in Enoch's

tini.'. Vi

In s|.iti' M| tin- uii.'.'i lainly thus attaching I"

tin- li'ini
' Paradise' in . I. -\\ish thought, tin' later

Rahbia constructed on elaborate
topography

of it.

with 'Abraham's luisiiin' as Ihr place "f highest
honour. Tin 1

general |ni|inlar rinu'i'|it inn in the

time of Christ is perhaps fairly well reflected in

thai of the KSSCIICS. who, aceordill". In .Ins. 111./

II. viii. Ill, regarded 1'arailisc as a legion situated

I . \ ..in I the iieeaii. \\here ill. Me was im uncongenial
rain or cold or heat, ami \\hrre ri-hl is -..uU

Were |iel'|ietll:llly
refreshed by penile /cphyrs

blowing from (lie sea. The word is very spar-

ingly useil in NT. In the recorded sayings .it .mi

l.on'l it incurs hut ..m e I l.k 'Jit
1

i. and not in such

a wav as in thinw much li^ht upon His own eon-

I'l'pn.'in of the term, lie employs it in a very

general sense, ami possibly as the word which
\\nulil convey must meaning and comfort to the

listener.

(c) Ilearcn. It is not until the last century K.c.

that we liml heaven lepiesented in Apocalyptic
w 1 it illL's Us (he al.Mile ill the I i". 11 t ei ills sll I ise.

|

uellt

to 'the .lay of the -real judgment.' This view is

Ihst met with in Knoeh !U 104, where the righteous
aie di'scriiied as the objects of angelic intercession

lim'i. To ill. in will the portals of heaven lie

openetl | KM'-'): their joy will lie like that of the

angels oi heaven (lO^) ; and they will yet become

companions
of Ihe heavenly host ilM4

fl

). According
in tii. later Apoe. MI I'.aiuch. they will lie maile

like unto the angels '.'.I
'

'),
w hile in the SimUilinl, '.v

of Knoeh il is claimed that they will themselves
lice. Hue angels in heaven. The I'.ii.ik of .luhilees

cJ.'t
'

i and the Assumption of Moses (I'i'i also re-

^anl heaxen as the eternal home of the righteous.
u/l Hi If unit. From ih'iioiiiiL.' t he si cue of idola-

I - aaciincee ( iehenna' (from the 1 1 el.lew ;:r ;

'\all.-y of lliniiiiin.' C,r. \'ifi>va\ came to signify
the place where apostate .lew- are punished in the

si-lit of the ri^hli-ons let. Is :iii"i. In I In 1'J- it

hi i 'MI nes the Una) aluiile of all such apostates. Ilut

in the last centni\ !:.<'. this idea took on ipiite a

new c plexion. (lehenna is now no longer e\

i-lii-ixely reserved for apo-iate Jews, ami is the

Jiliu'e o'f punishmenl for the nations ^ciicially
.Ith lii

ir
i. Moie paiti. ularly is it inlcmled for

king! and tin- mighty i Km" h Is' 1

."ilv'-.M-:. A^ain,
wheieas accurdin^' to the ohler view the torments
of the wicked Were to allonl a constant .spectacle
to the righteous i Kiioeh '-'7

'
'.I"-'

1

'-!, in the Simili

hill,* this s|,c. lade, allhoii^h -till to he witnessed

|l'i'_"- 1. is only ill"tempi uai \ . I illation. This fresh de-

velopment is nece-sltatc. I \i\ the writers view with

respect to the tranefi alionof heaven and earth

al Ihe advent "I the Messiah. In Ihe new heavens
and the new earl 1 1 I In re was mi place for I o-h. ana,
which iiceordiii'jh disapi.cais liom the si^ht of the

* "h;ul. ' 'i., Intl.- UN U4J**.
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rijjhl is from henceforth illi" .. Mill anoiher
mii.iiiicaiiou of tin' oi.iei yiew oi Gehenna occurs
in r.mich ill 104, where the wicked are cast into the

tnina. t fire at incorporeal spirits (08 . Hither-

to the punishment of Gehenna had heen thought
of as lioth hoilily and spiritual, l>ut In-i e ' ' li i

element is eliminated. In this hook no distinction

is mad.- 1'civve.n Sheol mid (ielieiiini i!l!l" etc.).

J ill I'Ndras contains tile following statements :

Che Most lli^'h shall ho revealed upon the seat of

judgment '. . .,ud ' the pit of torment shall appear,
and over a^ninst it shall lie the place of rest: and
the iinnacei.t liell (Gehenna) shall liesliMwed. ami
over against it the paradise of delight' (7

s8
). The

nations that are raised from the dead will then !

called upon to lielndd the contrast between the

delight and rest on one side, and lire and torments
on the other i7"

71
')- It was only in the later

liahhinisin that the word was used to denote a

lemporaiy purgatory as well as the ahode of the
wicked a'fier death. \s employed bv Christ in

the s\nopiii (iospels,
' Gehenna '

retains its older

meaning as 'the linal rctrilaitive scene or con-

dition, not any intermediate place, whether of

penalty or of purification, between death and the

ic.siii reclion.'
"

(In the momentous and dilln nil

.|Uestion as to the eternity oi the penal condition

in (odienna. the student is referred to the dis-

( iission in hk. iii. eh. vi. of the work just quoted.
(3) Tin I:- xiiri-i '-HUH. The tirst occurrence in the

OT of the idea of a resurrection is in II. is i;-, where
the hope expressed is clearly

not individual but
national. It appears a^'iiin in a national sense ill

I'./ekiel's visi.m of the valley of dry liones (37'"
u

).

Chronologically, the next reference to this idea
is found in the post exilic prophecy of Is -24-^7.

Here there is a distinct advance upon former con-

ceptions. Although the thought of a resurrection

is still, as in llosea and K/ekiel, limited to Israel

i'J'i'
4

l. its application to individuals r_'l)'
;

'i, even if

the prophets' words do breathe a pious hope rather
than contain a clear-cut doctrine, is new. ( hie

oilier I IT passage is of importance in this con-

nexion, vi/. Dn \'l- 'And many of them that

sleep in the dusty ground (lit. the ijroitntl nf < t

': Shcoli shall awake, some to everlasting life,

ami some to reproaches and everlasting abhor-

len.e. Theie is here taught for the first time a

resurrection of the wicfatl, as also the doctrine ot

a iliversitv of lot reserved for the righteous and
t he w icked in the future. In both cases the writer

t hinks of Israelites only, and does not even include

all of these. Only those are in his view who have

distinguished themselves either by their promotion
of, or antagonism to, the Divine kingdom.

In the subsequent development of the doctrine

the extent of the resurrection was variously con-

ceived. In Dn l'2-
f- the writer thinks of a partial

resurrection of both righteous and wicked; Knoeh
1 :((i speaks of a resurrection of all the righteous
ami sonic of the wicked ; the Similitudes represent
at one ti that all will be raised up, good and
bad alike (.">!"), and at another contemplate t ho

resurrection of the righteous only (til i

; while

Knoeli 111 -104, and the later Jewish literal un-

"enerallv, limit the idea of the resurrection to

Ihe i-i-h'teou- iKnoc-h ill
1 " i)*

1

, -2 Mae !i" . I' S,d

.'(" IK
1

etc. i. It is in all these cases the lesiinec-

t ion of Israel tlat is spoken of; there isas\et m:

thought of a general resurrection.

Ihlleient views were held also as to the nature
of the le-ll! 1. etioll itself. Krolll "J Maccabees
( which as a professed epitome of the work of

.la~.ni of I vi. ne must be taken to reflect the

eschatolo^ii al views oi the century preceding that

in which it appeared) it is evident that in ili.--_'ml

cent. li.c. the duel fine of the resurrection of tho

s.ili, el, up. at. p. 300.
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body was very distinctly held. In the account of
the cruel death of the seven brothers and their

mother, the resurrection is represented at once as
a resurrection to eternal life (7

9 - 3li
) in fellowship

with the risen righteous (7-'), and as a resurrection
of the body (7

11
)- By thus uniting the doctrine of

a resurrection with that of immortality, 2 Mac.
takes up a more advanced position than any other

Apocryphal work.

During the last century B.C. the mode of con-

ceiving the resurrection underwent a change in

keeping with the altered view as to the scene of
the Messianic kingdom. So long as the latter was
regarded as an eternal kingdom on this earth, the
idea of a bodily resurrection seemed quite in place.
But, after it became usual to think of that kingdom
as having its only fitting manifestation in a new
heaven and a new earth, the resurrection was con-
ceived either as purely spiritual (Enoch 91-104,
Ps. -Sol.), or as one in which the risen righteous
shall be invested with garments of glory and of
life (Enoch 62 15

'-). The Similitudes, however,
retlect the older view of a bodily resurrection.

Although at the beginning of the Christian era
the limitation of the resurrection to the righteous
was the accepted view of Judaism, there were still

different ideas held with reference to the resurrec-
tion itself. According to Jos. (BJ ll. viii. 14), the
Pharisees taught that ' the souls of good men only
are removed into other bodies,' i.e. bodies of another
nature than the present, while the Essenes believed
in the soul's immortality, but not in a bodily resur-
rection. In the Jewish-Alexandrian writings the
resurrection is regarded as wholly spiritual, and as

taking place immediately after death.'* Matter
being essentially evil, there can be no resurrection
of the body. As the true self, the soul only is

immortal, and can be redeemed only through
Wisdom (\Vis S15

). The knowledge of God's do-
minion is the root of immortality (I.)

3
). The

author starts from the position that 'righteousness
is immortal' (I

1
") as God is immortal. Then

follows the statement that ' God created man for

incorruption
'

(2-) ; in consequence of his Divine

origin he bears the stamp of immortality. Death
would have been unknown but for the envy of the
devil (2-

4
). Eternal life in fellowship with God is

therefore the portion of the righteous. To them
death is but an apparent calamity (3

3r
-). The

ungodly, on the other hand, are doomed to death
(2-

4
), and are punished for their crimes both here

and hereafter (3
17

'-). In this book only the larger
thought of immortality is emphasized ; it leaves
it to be implied that there must be a previous
(spiritual) resurrection to life. The righteous
dead, moreover, are not merely as in OT said to
dwell in Sheol, but in immediate nearness to God
(6).
The same view is set forth still more explicitly

in the writings of Pliilo. According to this anchor,
the body is only the temporary and polluted
prison-house of the rational soul, which, as an
emanation of Deity, is immaterial and imperish-
able. This is essentially the Platonic doctrine ;

although Philo, for whom Genesis is only an alle-

gorical history of the soul's development, found it

already taught in the statements that God made
man in His own image (I

28
'-) and breathed into him

His spirit (2
7
). Philo's view as to the essentially

evil nature of matter precludes the possibility of a

bodily resurrection. He quotes approving!}' the

word-play of Heraclitus, who calls the body (Vi,aa)
the tomli (ariita ) of the soul (Ley. Alleg. i. 33).

The doctiine of an incorporeal immortality is

also taught in 4 Maccabees in connexion with the

*
According to the Book of Jubilees and the Assumption of

Moses, whu-h were of Pal. origin, the resurrection of the spirit
takes pla<-e only after the Final Judgment.

famous story of the martyrdom of the seven
brothers and their mother. It describes the
brothers as 'running in the way of immortality'
(14

5
); the mother as 'again giving birth to the

entire number of her sons for immortality' (16
13
);

and both them and her as 'assembled together to

the company of their fathers, having received

again from God pure and immortal soils' (18
s

).

Another point, in regard to which no agreement
had been arrived at when Christ came, wa the
time of the resurrection. According to Enoch 51',

it was to take place immediately before the Mes-
sianic era ; according to the Apoc. of Baruch and
2 (4) Esdras, it was to synchronize with its close.

The only Jewish works of the 1st cent. A. D.

which teach the doctrine of a general resurrection
of the entire human race are the Apoc. of liaruch

(30--') and 2 (4) Esdras (I
3
-''-"). Even on this view,

something was done to conserve the idea that the
resurrection is a privilege pertaining to the right-
eous. In connexion with the appearance of the

Messiah, reference is made to ' those that be with
him' (2 Es IS5-) in such terms as to suggest a
retinue of saints who-e special prerogative it is

to 'rise first' (cf. 1 Tli 4 ]u
)
and accompany Him

when He assumes His earthly dominion. The
nature of the resurrection body appears to have
been the subject of frequent discussion. In Apoc.
Bar 49--51 it is taught that the bodies of the dead
will be raised in precise!}

7 the same form as that

in which they were committed to the ground, so

that the}' may be recognized. After their identity
has been established, they will undergo a trans-

formation in order to endless spiritual existenre

in glory or in torment. This supplies a link with
St. Paul's teaching on the resurrection in 1 Co
153Dff..

That the belief in a personal resurrection was
not, however, universal during the Apocryphal
period is shown by the fact that certain books

belonging to it retain the old view of Sheol (Sir

1727 '- 41 4
,
Bar 2 17

). Indeed, from the evidence

adduced it will be seen that during this period
'the belief had a varied and interesting history.
It underwent certain enlargements, and became
more established. But it developed at the same
time some doubtful elements, and remained subject
to some uncertainty.'* If immortality cannot he

said to have been a dogma of the later Judaism,

certainly the idea, along with that of the resurrec-

tion which stands or falls with it, was one gener-

ally current among the Jews. Yet we know that

it met with a vigorous opposition from the Saddu-

cees, who made use of the Greek materialism to

combat a doctrine that occupied so rudimentary a

place in the OT. This party, however, could not

succeed in Israel : and the hopes which had long
animated those known by that name gradually
tended to Hx themselves in a clear and delinite

doctrine, which found its completion in the teach-

ing of Him who declared God to be the God not

of the dead but of the living, and Himself to be

the resurrection and the life. In these words

Christ indicates that man's relationship to God is

such as to secure not only his continued existence,

but his existence in his whole being, bodily and

spiritual. His language, even as reported in the

Fourth Gospel, points, moreover, not to a bare

immortality in the Hellenic sense, hut to a bodily
resurrection (Jn 5'*'-). It is further set forth in

His teaching that the resurrection will be univer-

sal. The ex| ression
' the resurrection of the just

'

(Lk 1414
), so far from limiting the scope of the

resurrection, actually suggests the very different

lot of the wicked when they shall be raised up.
There is a ' resurrection unto life

' and a ' resur-

rection unto condemnation.' Beyond what may
* Salmond, op. cit. p. 331.
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he gathered friiMI till- comparison between I lie COR-

iliiinii uf I In' ri-en ami that of 'tin 1 aiiizel- in

heaven '(.Mt -'_'". \lk l2,Lk 20"), Christ's doctrine

fniiil-hes MM iiifni-mat in!i with reference In the

natr.ieot lli' 1 n -nrrcction body.
.'}. 1>n \tintl *M' fn th<' 1 11 rf II- ll''<' "f Z<H'<"'*t>

H/ii,ii
Jiii-ixh eschatology. Tin.- development in

cschalolo'jy during tlir Apocryphal period was
undoubtedly of tin 1 most [roiiounced character.

How an- we tu i'\|ilain it? How is it tliat with

I In- Messianic llii|ii-
>llllk so low thnv should ll.'ivi'

hecM MM) mils' an advance in escliatology,
Init iin

ni'rival at sni-li fixed form- as \vi' meet with in tin:

Jcvvi-li literal lire nt' I In' age? A living t'aitli in

II pe]-onal Messiah was not always essential to

Messianic expectation ami tin- belief in a Future

Judgment : ami what we find in Amos ami utlitT

OT prophets we may be prepared to sn. repeated.
Km tin' i'0-iiion of I lie apocryphal

ami pseudepi-

graphic hook- i- here so iniirli rli'al'i'i
1 ami fuller

than anything i" the O'l' that wo an' constrained

to ask, Hon was it reached? It can lianlly lia\c

lii'cn the result of metaphysical speculation. \\ as

it, then. sini|ily a legitimate ilevelo]inien( upon
doctiiiies potentially existing in the Hi'

1

: Those
who take thi- \ iew point to the fact that the

restoration of the chosen nation is set forth under
the liuiiro of a rising again to authority ami in-

fluence ( K/.U :!7i. The later .lew-, it is saiil, put
their own construct ion upon such pa--a'je-, ami
thence forniulaleil to some extent a doctrine a- to

the way in which the righteous would come to the

enjoyment of the Messianic kingdom. \\lien it

shouM lie inaugurated, they would he raised up
and have part in it.

Many scholars, however, explain the e-chato-

logical development of the period
on the theory of

the contact of Judaism with foreign system- of

thought, and in particular maintain that the doc-

trine of the re-urrection was arrived at through
tlie medium of /oroa-t nanism, or at all events
a iimcd the form it did under the -timulus of

Per-ian influence. It can no louder lie reasonably
iloulited that the resurrection formed part of the

creed oi the ancii 111 I'l-i ians; ami at any rate we
have the express testimony of Theopompns (pre-
served in riutarch, etc. i that thi- dociiine was
hclil by the Xoioa-lrian- at the time of Alexander
the ( 1 1 eat . i.e. previous lo it- ap] earance in I laniel,

and at lea-t a- early a- I- -ii''
J

. This theory is

therefor.' historically p"-- il'le. Hut can it be sub-

stantiated': Apart li the general presumption
that the .lews would be disposed to regard favour-

ably I he religion of Cyru-, their deliverer, stress

is laid upon the fact that the doctrine of an in-

dividual resurrection appears in the ( T only in

writings dating from, or subsequent to, the 1'ers.

period, and is f:i first put forward in a hook, the

writer of which had special connexion with Ha by-
huiia. Thc-e con -id era I ions, how e\ ei . do not prove
that the .Icwi-h dociri I the i c-nriect ion wa-
(leri\cd liom the religion of Xoioa -!.]. A- Nicola-

lias -aid,
' Ideas do not pa-- ready-made and ."in

iilcte from one naiion to another like the finit- of

indu-iry which are transported in caravan-.' And,
in fact, the Jewish and Persian beliefs with regard
to tin- re-ill re. 'lion of the l.oily are not identical,

/oioa-tiiaiii-m knew nothing of a pallia! re-iiiie.

tion, whether of (lie right i- and wicked a- in

Daniel, or of the righteous onlv a- in _' Mac. etc.,

ninl, unlike Judaism, looked for the linal n'Mora-

i on oi the wicked after the resurrection. Tin' idea

of -imple hollowing is further precluded h\ I lie

gradual formal ion of the Jewish doctrine, the

development of which, in its principal sla^e-, i-

distiii.tlv li.'iee.'ilile. This doctrine was of no
sudden growth in l-rael. Il had I.JIIL; 1'cen nasceiil.

when the persecution under . \nliorliu-- Kpipluinuti

j.ne it life anil vigour as the prand -ii-i.'inin"

hope of those who tliil battle for (Joel's law. ill''

vva- a Kreat turniii','. point in .ludaism, ami _avi

to it, as regards religious beliefs, mod lit,

and ethical practice, a character which ha- In -. n

-tamped on all its subsequent hisio.v Scribet
and people were UiiiteJ by a common pat riot i-m.
The religions conscience was awak.m i ;

m. n

l.iokeil eagerly for the promised Deli erei, and in

ill assurance of His coming found a new life.

Those who shed their blood to prepare the advent
of Mis kingdom would be raised up to share in its

Miss. The resurrection of the dead was thus the

necessary complement of the Messianic linpc, and
in its earlier form was set forth as the lir-t act of

the victorious .Messiah, and as the piivilcgeof .lews

only. This is the genuinely Jewish form of tin:

doi i rine of the resurrection of the body, and had
a distinct place in an order of ideas called forth

by the crisis which overtook the Jewish nation in

the second quarter of the 2nd cent. B.C. It did

not owe its existence to foreign influence, but was
the result of internal development.

L!ut there may be stimulus without transference,
and this appears to be what really happened in the
case before us. The foreign influence was not such
as to supply or even fundamentally to utlect the
doctrine itself ; at most it helped to determine the
form of its development. Naturally, therefore, it

does not seem to count for much in any single

passage in which it can be traced; yet the cumu-
lative effect of its presence in frequent instances is

not to be denied. For an interesting enumeration
of passages from the OT and post-canonical litera-

ture giving evidence of 1'arsi influence on Jewish

eschatology, see par. 7 of the article XnltiiASTHI-

\\ISM in vol. iv. Among other (and more doubt-

ful) examples the following perhaps may be safely
allowed. Is '24'-"- speaks of an intermediate place
of punishment for evil powers, where they are im-

prisoned prior to their linal judgment. Even
Charles, who thinks that the influence of Zoroas-

trianism on Jewish eschatology was but slight,
admits that the ideas here expressed

'

appear as a

foreign element in the OT, and may be derived

from the Mazdean religion." Cf. in this con-

nexion Jude", Enoch IS"-"^! . The new heaven
and new earth of Is 65'" 66-, to be ushered in after

the Last Judgment anil overthrow of evil, cor-

responds to the 1'ers. doctrine of 'renewal' after

the world's purification by
' the ordeal of molten

metal.' The latter may also have suggested the

figure used in Mai 3'-' 4'. In Ps 17 15
4'J

U there is

probably a reflexion of the Pers. conception of the

dawn as a daily emblem of the resurrection. In

the later Apocalyptic literature also traces of

Parsism occur. In Enoch (4;5
4r

') reference is made
to the transformed heaven and earth ; ami its

location of the mountain of Hod's throne in the

xuiith (18"), taken along with the placing of a
hell in the north (Secrets of Enoch, 1"), recalls an-

other characteristic of Parsi literature. Through
the medium of earlier Jewish apocalyptic, many
Persian ideas found their way also into the Apoca-

lypse, e.g. the binding of the old serpent, Satan's

mule attack upon heaven, the millennium, etc.

In the peculiar and epoch-making circumstances

of their nation the Jews assimilated certain foi>

elements, and grafted them upon the data supplied

by their own sacred books so modifying them,

however, as lo make them lit into and complete
their own doctrinal system, with a view to tho

fuller expression of their own spiritual needs.

l.iTc.RATrui!. BV'ulc tho OT Thi'iil"Bii.i< "I "">>

anil huh;.nun, HIM) vnrimi!! article* in till' !.

ce Bri'lw.'hni'iiliT, llir l>"jinalik tier Ajuikr. Sclir(flrn da I / '

EtchattAujn, p. 109.
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W. KAIRWEATHEK.

TRINITY.
A. In the Jewish Apocrypha and pre-Christian Jewish

writings ; (ti) In I'ak'sLine ; (b) in Alexandria.
. In the XT.
i. In the Advent and Incarnation.

(1) Testimony of the Holy Spirit and the return of

Prophecy.
(2) Birth of Jesus Christ.

(3) Baptism of Jesus.

(4) The Holy Spirit given to Jesus for ministry.
(5) Temptation and Transfiguration of Jesus,

((i) Outline of NT doctrine of the Trinity.
ii. Teaching of Jesus.

(1) In Synoptics.
(2) In the Fourth Gospel.
(3) The Apostolic Commission and Baptism,

iii. Apostolic Teaching.
(1) Among Jewish Christians Acts, Hebrews, and

Catholic Epistles.

(2) Teaching of St. Paul.

(3) Teaching of St. John.
iv. Trinity involved in the Life of the Apostolic Church.

(1) Equipment of the Apostles.
(2) Establishment of the Church.

(3) Work of Missions.

(4) Test of Doctrine.

(5) Christian Worship.
Literature.

A. IN JEWISH APOCRYPHA AND PSEUDEPI-
GRAPHA. Jewish theology in the period between
the OT and Christ made some progress towards a
Trinitarian view of God. It was marked (1) by a
monistic and transcendent conception of God,
which put Him far away from man, and avoided
all anthropomorphisms about Him (cf. Weber,
Altsynaij. Theologie, 144 f. ). On the other hand,
the Law was largely put in place of the immanent
.J", and God made a student of the Law ; that is,

a Jiidnizlncf of J" took place, which ended in the
dualism of a transcendent God and a Kabbi school-

master God. (2) Tliis remoteness of God led men
to seek after mediators between the far-off One,
whose very name was a mystery (Enoch 69 14 '-

;

Weber, 144), and the earth. Angels and other

beings were made prominent ;
but especially the

Messiah was felt after. In Palestine the mediat-

ing
' \Vord '

of the prophets, the H"!?'?, was taught
(cf. Weber, p. 174) ;

while in Alexandria Philo
elaborated his doctrine of the Divine \jyos, whom
he identified with 'the Angel' and all Divine
manifestations in OT (cf. Siegfried, PftHo, p. 219 f.;

Drummond, Philo, ii. 239 f.). This 'Word' was
regarded sometimes as Divine thought or revela-

tion or action. Again, it was presented as a Divine

hypostasis, personal if not a person (4 Ezr 643
,

Apoc. Bar 564
,
Wis S 1

). Biesenthal goes so far as

to hold (Trostsehreiben d. Ap. Paul and. ffebr. 69)
that ' the Generatio ieterna filii vel Messiie was in

no wise a later doctrine of Christianity, hut be-

longed to the very oldest teachings of the syna-
gogue.'
The transcendent view of God arose in the

schools of the scribes in opposition to surrounding
polytheism ; and, while it called for a Mediator,
it also tended to make him transcendent as was
God. This may be the reason for the practical dis-

appearance of the thought of king Messiah in the

period just before Christ, and the appearance,
through study of the OT, of a heavenly Mediator
(cf. Baldensperger, Selbstbcwusstsein Jesu, 1892, p.

69). This Mediator, the 'Word,' was Divine, in

heaven (Dn 7
s ' 13

,
Enoch 46. 48. 6"), pre-existent, a

supernatural 'Son' of God (En 11)5"), who would
come in due season to reign on earth (En 454

,

Ps-Sol 17*"'). He sits upon the same throne with

J", shares His knowledge (En 413) and glory (En
62, 4 Ezr 243

), and will be final judge (En 47^). All

that is involved in the ' Word ' Enoch ascribes to
' the Messiah

'

(52
4

) ; though Philo does not identify
the Xo7os with the Messiah. As soon as Jewish

theologians systematically studied the OT, they
found a God-like Being set forth somewhat after

the manner of NT writers and early Christians.

He was the ' Wisdom '

of Pr 8 (ef. Mid rash in lui-u),

'the Angel' (Targ. Ex 2316
) ; He spoke to Moses

at the bush ; He was the Heavenly Man of Dn 7
13

(cf. 4 Ezr 13'), and the Eternal One of Mic 5 1
. All

other middle beings are set aside by this supreme
Mediator, who is the 'firstborn' of God (Targ.
Ps 27

; Baldensperger, p. 88), and
' Christ the Lord '

(Ps-Sol 1728 - 35 - 36
; cf. La 4-, Lk 2"). The writings

which describe His coming are called '

apoca-

lypses,' for He would unveil the very face of God
(4 Ezr 6 7

28
, Assump. Mos 107 ). With him ' Deus

palam veniet' (I.e.). Here Judaism reaches a
n&lf-metaphysical,*an Arian conception of the Son
of God, beyond which it could not go. Only the
incarnation in Jesus Christ could Lead men further.

(3) With the Messiah would come also the Holy
Spirit, which had left prophetic men since Malachi

(Weber, p. 78). But how it was related to God
and His Christ was not evident. It is identified

with Divine wisdom (Wis 7" 9"), with the Angel
(Ps Sol 10), and with the Memra (Wis 7--'-). The

Spirit is felt to be distinct from J"; the Targnms
(on Mic 27

,
Zee 4B etc. ; cf. Schlottmann, p. 82)

often distinguish the Spirit from God, and that

with the same formula onj [?
= '

"jEte (e.<7. Gn 1-,

Jg 3 10
, 1 S 10" 16'

3
) where no such distinction is in

the Heb. text. Philo gave to the Xiryos the desig-
nations 6 dei'irepos 0e6s and 6 irpetr/ii'raTos i'(6s, also

'an image of God' (ilc Suinn. ii. 6) ; and the Spirit
he calls an 'impress' of this Xd-yos image of God.
This Spirit of the Xiyos of God is the principle of

all life. Both 'Word' and Spirit inhere in God :

the Spirit is personal (Weber, p. 1S5), Divine, God's

voice in man, the Eternal Wisdom. Again, we
hear it called a creature, and made on the first

day. Further than this Judaism could not go.
We have here, perhaps for the first time, the

absolute designation 'the Holy Spirit' (Ps-Sol 17
14

,

4 Ezr 14 2a
,
Wis 917

) ; and He comes with 'Christ

the Lord '

(Ps-Sol 18 s
), who appears

' in wisdom of

the Spirit and righteousness and power '(cf. Lk
2449

, Ac I
5
}.

(4) This Jewish teaching was compiehensive but

confused. It had elements of the Trinity in it,

but did not know what to do with them. It be-

lieved in God transcendent and 'God with us,' but

could not correlate them. Its Christology found

three things in OT (1) the Son of God, heavenly,

Divine, eternal, and the Son of Man, also in

heaven (Dn I'
3

,
Enoch 629

); (2) the human Messiah,
who would be a glorious king of all the earth ; and

(3) the suffering Servant of J". How to combine
these was beyond the power of Judaism (cf. Knock
5. 10. 25. 90. 98). The heavenly and the earthly
elements would not meet. Two Messiahs were

sometimes taught ; and most Jews looked for a

Messianic kingdom such as actually appeared in

Mohammedanism. The Holy Spirit was also be-

yond Rabbinical grasp. Perhaps the 'still in the

land,' from whom NT Christians chiefly came,
'
full of the Holy Ghost,' knew more than did I IK-

theologians. Philo speaks of ' the Divine Spirit
'

(de Giij. 5) ; others preached a created spirit, a

ministering spirit, like the angels (Weber, 184).

The Spirit was needful for holy living ; but it was
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iui\v \villnlru\vii :inl hidden, to come again \\itli

tin- Messiah. Tin' /;.</// A""/ took tin- place oi the

Spirit , tin 1 scribe took tin- place of tin' prophet.
'I lie (nines*, of OT teachings lie-, here, lint coll

iused. waiting for the NT doctrine of Father, Sun,

anil Holy Ghost.
/;. [N THE NK\\- TESTAMENT.!. Aiin-nt ,1,1,1

Incarnation. (1) With the close of the in the

spirit of Prophecy l.'fl Israel. Judaism, in spite ot

particular workings of the Spirit, iliil not ha\ e t he

Holy Ghost l.lll 7"
;

'i. ll was said to have left llie

nation with Malachi, anil was little lookeil lor by
I la I ibis unit scribes (et. ( intikel, }\"u-/,iiii'i, ,, il. /nil.

I,' 'i*f,'x, :,:>}. lint as the Advent of t'liri-t drew

nigh. His great loieriinner, the Spirit of God,
-nddenlv reappeared, and a group of saiuls in

Isiacl, filled with the Holy Ghost, prepared His

way. The last (IT prophet foretold the lirst NT
prophet : and liotli. led hy the Spirit, proclai d

Messiah the Lord (Mai 4'3"-, Mk I
7
). Jesus and

the Evangelists regard gospel history as beginning

especially \\ith John the Kaptist' (Lk Iti"') and
hi- inspired testimony to the Son of (iod. He
announced the coining of Jesus as the cumin;; of

J"(ls4n
;

, Mk 1

:;

, l.k I
711

). He showed the return

of the prophetic Spirit as the Spirit of Christ

(Mk 1", I-k 1'"), which alone knew the deep things
of the Law mill the I'rophets, and led to Christ

as the fullilnient of hoth. No" toi theliisi time

we hear a prophet clearly preaching salvation as

repentance towards God the Father (Mt 3'-'), faith

in a coming King, the Son of (iml (Mk I
1

, Jn l-'-'i,

who takes away the sin of the world, and a I,apt ism

of the Holy (i'iiost, given hy the Son of (iod (Ml
:;', Nik i, 'l.k :C". .in i*>).

(J) The work of Jesus was inseparahle from His
Person. What He did rested on what He was, for

His preaching includcil Himself. None horn of

woman was greater than John the Kaptist; hut

he was less than the least in Christ's kingdom, and

hcyoiid measure less than the King Himself I Mt
:<"', Mk I

7
, Jn I

34
). John was tilled with the Holy

Spirit from the womh (Lk I'
5
), through the Holy

Spirit ( 'hrist hccanie man. To the one He impart ed

eharacler. to the ot her He gave being. The <;,,,/
I

to tli' //./,;. -.v ted. Hilgenfeld, 17') calls the Holy
Ghost the spiritual Mother of Jesus, as Mary was
His hodily motlier. Angels now appear again as

1 enters of God. and their chief mission (l.k

jii. j j s t( , proclaim the entrance of the Spirit
into humanity, and to set forth the mystery of the

Incarnation hy the Holy (ihost. To the inquiry
of Mary how she could become mother ot the Son
of the'.Highest ilJ< I

34
), CHhriel replied that it

would take place through the co-operation of the

Holy ( ihost ami the power of the Most High (\

upon her. The Mo-t High means here Cod the

Father > l.k (;'' ''} : hoth I ut her and Spirit caused

the Incarnation (cf. Is 4S 1

"). The Father, hy His

po\\ei. appeared as an overshadowing cloud above
the Virgin, as later over Jesus when He called

Him 'my helmed S,,n' tMt 17' I. The Spirit is

>aid to ''cc.me upon' (iire\fvffcT<u) Mary, as the

power of the Father 'shadowed upon' her [.'in

ffKidan) : so that the conception i- more apei itically

described a- ot ihe Holy Ghost iMi I* "> yel
Jesus is culled the Son of the Father. It is evident

that the Holy Spirit is here -e than a Uivine

inlliience ; otherwise, the addition 'the power oi

the Highest
'

would he meaningless. It seems also

clear that, while the Spirit acls as a Person, the

parentage i> ascribed to the Father. Tin' (iod

with whom Mary found lav, ,111 appears in per-
son;,] distinctions of Father and Spirit in the con

ceptionot Jcsiis, as was perhaps Foreshadowed in

the creation of Adam 1 1 in - :
l. The res, ill of this

supernatural conception was twofold: liist.Je-.ns

was holy, corresponding with His relation to lie-

Spirit; and, second. He was the Son of God il.k

I ., corresponding with Hi- i l.ition i.i ihe

Father. lie was as sinles, U s the Holy Clio i

His sinlessiiess and His supernatural hum are put
together. The KV of Lk 1" shows th* the
was rooted in the other; because of this liivm,

origin
'

wherefore, also, that which is to ! horn
shall be called holy, the Son of God.' Il was to

bring out the truth that '
it was not the >'</%//;

hut His holiness from His very birth, which was
secured by the miraculous conception.' thai tie-

Keviscrs were so careful to correct the translation

here (Dr. D. Itrown in I'resb. anil lif. /.'/-. IMiii,

p. 'J:!2 ; cf. Hofmann, NT Theol. 25). His ,inlc-s.

ness was not incidental, but was of His very being.
The nun potitit ficccare lay in His nature; oiln-i

wise, through childhood and youth He could not

have developed without some falls into sin. II,-

was one with the Holy (ihost. He is also so one
with the Father that His name is 'God with us'

(Mt l
a

) ; and His kingdom, like that of J '. is

everlasting (Lk I
33

). The angel of the Lord calls

Him Christ the Lord (Lk 2"); for the identi-
cal ion of the Messiah with Jehovah, long foretold,
was now a historic reality.

(3) The birth of Jesus was of God and of the

Spirit of (iod ; in like manner He was baptized for

service in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost. The Baptist says that Jehovah sent him to

watch for the coining of the Sou of God ; ami the

sign of His coming, as all Israel knew (Is ll :
"i,

would be the descent and abiding upon Him of the

Holy (ihost. His great mission, in contrast to

that of John, would ho to baptize men with the

Holy Ghost. In the Gospel tu the Hebrews (3
14 ' 17

)

the Holy Spirit says,
' Fill mi, in omnibus pro-

pkctls cxyct-tubnm te, tit venirei et reqwietcerem in

tc. Tu es enim reyuiet men, tu e.i Jilins mcns

primogenitws, qiii regnas in scmpilcrniim.' The
most Jewish Christians had definite views of the

Hivine Christ and the personal Spirit. We are

not sure (Jn I
13 ' 18

) where the testimony of John

passes over into that of the Evangelist ; in any
ease, the witness is remarkable. He knows that

the Son came from heaven (Jn 331
), was pre-

existeut, and because of His heavenly origin was
above all human forerunners (I-"

7 - 3J
). What

Christ taught He learned by seeing and bearing
it from (iod (3

3J
). He bore the sins of the world

(Jn 1-"
J- 3tf

), because He was the Lamb of (iod and a

heavenly od'ering (v.
30

). He was the final Judge
of the sinners of the world (Mt 3'-), because He
was Jehovah and His way was the way of J" (Jn
I '. Such was the Son ot God whom John rccog-
ni/ed at baptism, through the statement of the

Fa i her that the Spirit would rest as a dove upon
the Son. John adds,

'
I saw and bare record that

this is the Son of God' (Jn 1
:

"). The Synoptists
add that the Father spake from heaven when the

Spirit descended, saying, 'Thou art my beloved

Son i\lt 3", Mk 1" 3-). The objective dove

symbol was an indication that the Spirit was dis

linet from the Father who spake, and from the

Son who heard the Father's voice and beheld the

dove descend (Mk I
1
").

, 1 1 I'he double witness of Father and Spirit to

Ihe Son was regarded as His commission to cut. i

upon His ministry of redemption. And, what is

ot special importance, Jesus now received authority
i/.e men with the Holy Ghost. The liapi 1-1

and all four Evangelists regard this as tin

tinth -et forth in Christ's baptism (Mt 3", Mk P.

l.k 3", ,ln l~- ffi
) ; and the risen Lord confirms I hen

v icw {.In y, Ac 1
s
). His work was as t.

Johns a- the Spirit of God is aU.ve water. 'I'he

(IT lan-dit that the Holy Spirit would come filli

the Messiah (cf. Jl -2*, Is 11-') ; the llapiisi takes

a long step beyond this in proclaiming ih.it the
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Holy Spirit conies directly from the Messiah as

Son of God. The truth here developed is that the

Holy Ghost stands in the same relation to the Son
that He does to the Father (cf. Is 443

). He is the

Spirit of God ; He is also the Spirit of Christ. At
the birth of Jesus the Son appeared as conceived

by the Spirit ; now the Spirit appears as proceeding
from the Son. In the one case Jesus received of

the Spirit ; in the other the Spirit received of

Christ. The Spirit in relation to Jesus Christ

cannot be cause in the same sense in which He is

ett'ect. We touch here the mystery of the God-
man, in which apparently contradictory statements

respecting Him iind their simplest solution by
reference to His human and Divine natures (cf.

Novatian, de Trin. xi. ; Augustine, dc 'J'rin. i. 8).

As man the Messiah needed the Spirit as means of

perfect human development; as God He imparted
the Spirit to believers for regeneration and lull

redemption.
(5) The Temptation of Jesus was closely connected

with His baptism as introduction to service. The
conflict with Satan had to do with the true relation

of the Son to the Father; and it was the .Spirit
that drove Him to this conflict (Mk I

1

-).
'

If thou
be the Son of God ' was the repeated taunt. The
second Adam stood where the first Adam fell. The
threefold temptation was the same lust of the

flesh, lust of the eye, and pride of life ; bread good
for food, to know as much as God, to have the

kingdoms of the world, so pleasant to the eyes, at
once in Messianic possession. It was a battle of

the evil spirit and the Holy Spirit with ministering
angels (Mt 4"). It was a struggle of the Son of

God and the god of this world, in which the aim
of the tempter was to tear Christ out of His one-

ness with the Father. The same truth appears in

the Transfiguration (Mt IT
2 '8

). In face of Satan

(10-
3
), doubting disciples, and the cross (IT

9
), the

Son stood to reveal what is called the Trinity.
The bright cloud of the presence of Jehovah (

1 K
8'"- 11

) is here : the Father addressed Jesus as 'my
beloved Son,' telling the Church to ' hear him '

as

the great Prophet (
Dt 18 10 - ls

) ; and He was trans-

figured by the Holy Ghost (fj.cre/jiop<puid-r) ; cf. tv

noppr) 0eoO, Ph 26
,

1 Ti 3 1U
) in anticipation of His

return to the glory of the Father. Christ was now
ready for His public ministry. Born of the Spirit,

baptized of the Spirit, victorious over the devil by
the Spirit, He returned in the power of the Spirit
into Galilee (Lk 4 1J

). His first public utterance in

Nazareth was, 'The Spirit of the Lord is upon
me '

; and ' the eyes of all ... were fastened upon
him ; for he said, This day is this scripture ful-

lilled in your ears'(Lk 41"). He knew that both
Himself and His gospel came from God the Father
and the Spirit of God.

(0) The NT doctrine of the Trinity, presented a;

it is chiefly from the point of view of the Son, con
tains the following elements:

First, There is one God, Jehovah, the Fatliei

everlasting.
Second, Ever with Him was His Divine Spirit.

Third, With Him also, from before the founda-
tion of the world, was His only-begotten Son, en-

joying perfect knowledge of the Father, and sharing
His glory.

Fourth, In the fulness of time the Son came
into this world (a) by incarnation (Jn I

1 - IJ

through the co-operation of the Father and Spiril

(Mt I
18
-"", Lk I

35
), and (6) by humiliation, eavrtar

(Ktvuaev (Ph 27
).

Fifth, This coming was for the salvation o!

men ; it was preceded by the love of the Fathei
and followed by the work of the Spirit.

Sixth, In His incarnate mission to save men,
the Son was endued with the Holy Ghost without
measure.

Seventh. Following the work of humiliation,
which ended in death and burial, came the resur-

ection and exaltation of the Son through the

co-operation of the Spirit (1 P 3 18
)
and His ascen-

sion to the Father where He was before.

Eighth, This ascension was a triumph over
Satan and his kingdom, a reward for the Son, in

which He received all Divine gifts for men, these

gifts being summed up in the Holy Ghost, whose

:oming to earth was inseparable from the Son's

glorification in heaven. The two foci of NT
Christianity are: (n) God sending the Son from
lieaven to earth to redeem men, and (6) the risen

ind glorified Christ sending the Holy Spirit to

make men partakers of that redemption.
Ninth, The Church is under the constant pro-

vidence and mediatorship of the exalted Son and
the immanent Spirit : this is sometimes presented
as what Christ has done for us, and, again, as what
He does in us, by the Spirit.

Tenth, When the end comes, the Son will re-

turn and judge mankind ; He will then terminate
all that is temporal in His kingdom ; and Father,

Son, and Holy Spirit will continue for ever in

those Divine relations which took on the colour

of time and space in the history of redemption.
Of these inner relations of the Trinity neither

Jesus nor the Apostles speak. The Scriptures re-

veal only the side of the Divine being which has

to do with God's relation to the world and man ;

yet the doctrine of the Godhead in these respects
is so set forth as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, that,

if such representations rest upon reality, we seem
constrained to believe that there are personal dis-

tinctions within the Divine Essence.

When we pass to Christ's entrance upon His

ministry, we touch the whole sequence of thought
here outlined as involved in the Trinity. In the

Synoptic accounts Jesus presents the gospel as the

kingdom of God the Father, to enter which men
must not only accept the words of Christ, but have
faith in Him as Saviour ; in the Fourth ( Jospel
Jesus otters salvation as eternal life. This life is

in the Son, and is imparted by the Spirit.
ii. Teaching of Je.iiis. (1) In the Synoptic Gos-

pels Jesus appears () as proclaimer and bringer of

God's kingdom. He came from the Father (Mt
2US8

; cf. Jn 16'), had all the Father had (If-
7

2S1S
), and entered this world able to seek and to

save the lost (Mt 15-4 18", Lk 19 1U
). In this im-

plied pre-existence Jesus claimed more than ethical

oneness with God. Ethical pre-existence is no true

pre-existence. It was Jewish theologians whom
He challenged to tell whose son the Messiah is

(Mt 22J5
) ; and when they answered 'the son of

David,' He replied that David, speaking by the

Holy Ghost whom Jesus presupposed as well

known from the OT called his son his Lord.

Isaiah knew (II
1

) that the Messianic 'rod' and
branch' sprang from the stem of Jesse, and pointed

to a Lord and kingdom above that of David ; so

Jesus teaches that His sonship was not simply
from David, but from a source which made him
David's Lord. He was David's Lord in heaven

before He appeared as Jesus on earth (cf. Mt ID'
,

Mk y-'
7

, Lk UJS
).

Such seems to be the argumen;.
Tliis heavenly origin made Him well-pleasing in

the sight of God (Mt 3 17 12 18 IT 5
), set Him above

the angels in heaven, put Him next the Father

(Mk 13-
;j

), and gave Him authority from the Father

to forgive sins (Mk 2"'). As Son of God He cast

out devils and empowered others to cast them out

(3
15

). Jehovah said,
' Look unto me, and be ye

saved, all the ends of the earth ;
for I am God, and

there is none else' (Is 45-J
) ; Jesus does not hesitate

to put Himself in place of J" in the same invita-

ion :

' Come unto me all ye that labour
'

(Mt 11 s
").

salvation depends upon Him (11
s7

), and Ho is
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always pie-en! t,,-av,-i\lt is ' Because Hi ws
erer with God (Ml L'|

;

: cf. I in T'
:

. II, r.-m judge
men from tlir beginning ot time to the end. A-
Suii nf M:MI He will weli-ome I lie iints to glory
(Mi L'.V, l.k -':; in. I -ente the \\iek.-d to outer
darkiu >. .le-ii- knu\\ - Cod a- well n- ( incl know-
llini (Mt II-'

7
). Only tlic oinni-i ifii! Fathei can

know tlir heiim nl III.- Divine S.niilii 17
, l.k IM--I.

Tin' -i.l.' i-iuifc--ion ul faith whieh Hi- approv ed was
that nl Hi- own Divinity (Mt lli'

T
|; ana upon that

llr l.iiilt Hi- rlmivh iv.'
1

'. ,.f. .lu 17-1. II,' Jill not

declare sins forgiven : II, imparted forgivene--
(Mk _'''!. Tin' eon-cioii-ne ul .le-u- -peak- a-

of one who was with God heiore all time, through
all li , all, I \\ho i-iiiil inne- in eternity with lio,l.

Ill- Word- ere Ihll- Illl, I, '1-1, 1,1,1 liV I he .lew - I M k

2'. .In .V"i and I
iy the Apostles (Mt In"', .hi IT,

i,
-

'. I c,, I.-,.', l Vh I" 1 I. The won I- imply MI. h

a relation as theologians call the Trinity.
\ln The fi-llow -hi], of Father, Son, ami Holy

Spirit appeal- -till more per-onal ami e--eiit ial in

bhi "lual work of man- redemption. The n-

ligiou- value of Fathei. Sun. ami Spirit appear-
In be 1 he -a me. Tli,' Spirit i- nut prominent in the

teachings of -le-us, tir-t
,

I )< an-,- its work, internal,

subjective, tender. Illll-t lie fell rather thall de
-elilied ; and, -eeotld. I'eeail-e llle out pouring of

the Holy Spirit was mil to eonie till altei 111-

ascension. Y.-t the Spirit i- there i\lt In Eoi

faith in (lod involve- al-o faith in Chri-t and Ihe

Holy Spirit : since each has part in man'- salva-

tion. Thi- truth appears whether eon-idered from
( ;,! do\\ nw aid-, horn man

ii]
iw a i d-, or from Christ

the centre outwards. Tin- la-l i- -| ially import-
ant ill NT teachings, for.Icsns ever looks hark to

the Fat her and forward to the Spirit. He is (he

onlv. the living l.ond lietween them. No man ran

come to the Father hut hy Him Mt I I -'. .1 n r,-- :

no man can conn' to Him miles- the Father draw
him (Ml II--. l.k li'-'i; neither ran any man emne
:,. father and Son unless l-mnoi th,- ll,Jv Clm-t
(Mk 1:1". Mt .V5

,
Lk 1 !'<. Salvation, .le-u-

teaches, depends upon right relation- to leather.

Son, and Holy Spiiil. I nle-- men enter the

kingdom MI ile- Father through faith in God they
will I,,- 1,,-t i Mk I

1

'

II. Unless they believe in

tl.e Son a- Saviour they will ! left mid. T -in i.\It

I1-- -Jl
'

-j i \n,l nnle- they accepl the ll,,l\

Spnit ih,-\ will iiieiir eternal dea'lh i.Mk 3--'i. The
kingdom of heaven come- from the Father i Mt Ii

1

"),

is brought I'.v the Son M k I IL' . and put in the

heart- of men hy the Holy Spirit. When .le-\is

-how ed I he llol v I .In i-l i -a -I inn out devil- He -aid,
1

I 'ii i- the kingdom of < ,"d eome unto you'
(Mt I'J-'-i. lioth Father and Son hear the prayer

prom pi, ,1 1'V t he- Spu 11 i Ml l'i
,
.In I I

1]
i

; and all the

l-h---iiig- of the kingdom of liod How from the

Father in heaven tfirOUgh Chri-l. who liid- u-

a-k what we will; and the Holy Spirit, who luinu-
all I he uifl- "I' the heav enlv I 'at her to II i- i

on earth Mi T ', Lk II 13
),"

will impart il unlti as.

.le-ii- taught that the full e-tal,li-him-nt of ihe

killed would In- the work oi t he II.J\ I ,h,,-| i l.k

Jl , \e I 'I.

Ill, Trinity underlies the kingdom of Cod:
it i- al-o ihe revelation of Cod wlurh overthrow*
the rival kin-, loin of the devil (Ml !_' . God the

Fill her i- at the head of the urn', the d,

father is at the head of the other' Mi I:: . .In 8").

.le-ll- rallie to destroy the Works of the devil I. ii

:;' Ml. I ', 1 Jn 3"), and tin- Holy Spirit wa- the

[iow er of Cod in His hand- to ea-t out Nit an. The
world ol demons was much more prominent in Nl
thought than we sometimes snppo-e , f. \\ein, -I.

ixt: v, [.p. 1-26). Je.sus-u I up
the I old I'rayer in 'Thy kingdom come' and
' Deliver 11- n the evil one.' Hi- eonimi ion I,,

the 'IweUe i-on-i-ti-d e--eiitinlly in I'reaeh the

{,'os[)el

' and 'Cast out the devil M k I

16 l.k 43-'-al
9'-=); His own work mi-lil I.

larly summed up. The destroyer ami the >

were thought ot tojiether: XH//U.I ilin/it,/n<. iniHm
"fur, seenis to he the NT nexus of thon-lit.

It was a conscious conlliet of personaln i- -. llu
i' 'in' in - assailed Christ, or a p[ tea led to Him a- I In-

Son of God, ilouhtless understanding more i>

title than did the .lews |Mk3"); and He /.-ph.,;
that He carried on a war of destruction liv means
of the Holy S|iirit (Lk <J" II-

1

", Mt 12^), who was

given hy the rather (Lk U 1J - u
). The evil spiiit

was cast'out hy the Holy Spirit; and the llolv

Spirit came from the Father through the Son Mt
12^). That Son and Spirit are hutli Divim- and
personal, Jesus shows in the terrible pa. at-' M
I ->---; cf. Mk 3--*>, Lk I--'

10
. Men saw the Son

il ^h the Spirit casting out devils, and wen- -o

hlmd as to call it the work of Heel/.elmli. Looking
at the sun they called it midnight. Such confound-
in- ot spiritual values meant moral chaos. All
other impulsive blasphemies against Father a

would he forgiven; but to seethe personal Holy
Chusi at work and call Him the personal devil
meant death to spiritual distinctions. It was
lila-phemy against the Holy (ihost (perhaps, as
the derivation of the word, p\dirTfii> TT\V ^\af>,
-u-'je-ts, attack on personal character), and in-

volved '

jruilt of eternal sin' (Mk 3*). It was
al-o. -o one are Son and Spirit, in some sense an

unforgivable sin against the Son (cf. Lk 12 1" 'a
word against the Son'), 'because they said he
hath an unclean spirit.' So pointed is the per-
sonal antagonism that Jesus seenis also to teach :

.\n//t'< diabolus, mtltttx Spvntuu Sctnctits. The
Kla-pheiny which Jesus declared fatal was against
the Holy Spirit ; the blasphemy which the Apostles
lii-t feared was against the Son of God (Ac 13",
Ja 2', 1 Ti I'

3
). The two sins which have no for-

giveness are lying to or ul out the Holy Ghost, and

[Hitting the Son of God to the shame of open denial
i M k .T" 8, Lk 9* ; cf. Ac .i

3
, He 0"). The de.stiny

,,1 man s sonl depends upon his attitude towards
the Son of (oid anil the Holy Spirit ; we can hardly
think of higher claims lor the Divinity and 1'erson-

alily of lioth.

i L'I The record of Christ's teaching in the Fourth

Gospel presupposes the Synoptics, and in Apostolic
perspective, under illumination of the promised
Spirit, unfolds their final meaning. ^ ere this
i ,11

p.
I not from John, it still would .-how how the

mo-t spiritual Christians in Apostolic days recalled

tie- words of Jesus respecting the Son and Spirit,
and how their experience witnessed to them. In

the Apocalypse, Jesus appears, after the manner of

ihr Synoptists, as Son of Man exalted as Son of

God ; in the Fourth Gospel, Christ is revealed as

the Divine Sou incarnate, not hum I Jed. but with
His eternal glory veiled hy temporary abode among
men, only to burst forth again in full splendour at

His ascension. Jesus here presents Himself as

central in salvation ; He is the eternal life ((i
1

"-"),

of which men must partake or perish. From this

central position Jesus ever looks up to the Father
and forward to the Spirit. He speaks much more
here of the Holy Spirit than He does in the Sv imp.
ties. He enlarges and unfolds here what II

eated there. He identities Himself more clo-ely
with the Gospel. The kingdom appears h

eternal life, and that life is in Christ (I* 3* 5

He is not a guide to the way, or a prea,
truth : He i.t the way, the truth, and the In

When John's disciples wondered at His know led^e
of men, He told them that lie was Jne.ili'-

reachii.gall the way to God (I
1 '- 5

'). To see Him was
to see the Father (14"). His solemn v\

dti'-v . . . iya el/u (8
M

), seem to i' I \ \l

of Ex 3 14
. In His typical interview with \
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inns, the Jewish theologian, He presented salvation
as flowing from Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
Baur says Jn 3'" sums up all Christian truths, and
from it the Trinity appears as ' the most definite

expression of the peculiar relation between God
and man which lias been realized through the re-

velation of Christianity
'

(Lchre von d. Dreieinig-
keit, i. 80 f. ). Nicodemus addressed Jesus as
' teacher

'

(3-) ; but Jesus replied that He was
'eternal life' (vv.

15 - 18
), and pointed out as the

three steps in man's redemption, (1) regeneration
by the Holy Ghost (vv.

5 - u
) ; (2) faith in the Son

of God, who came from heaven to save men by
His death (vv.

15 - 15
); and (3) the love of God the

father, who gave His only-begotten Son to redeem
the world (v.""-). The elaborate teachings of Jn
14-17 are but an unfolding of what is here taught
as the way of salvation. Moving from heaven to

earth, as the thought of Jesus does in the Fourth

Gospel, we find His theology consists of (1) God the
Father in glory and the glorification of the Father
in the redemptive work of the Son ; (2) the salva-

tion of men through the incarnation, death, and
exaltation of the Son; and (3) the establishment of

a kingdom (so in the Synoptics) of eternal life (so
in Fourth Gospel) through the Church, in which by
the special revelation of the Holy Spirit men will

be born again and equipped with spiritual gifts for

service, and all to the glory of the Father and the
Son (Jn 5' 7 - - l - '-'

*). Even when speaking to a
Samaritan woman and early in His ministry, Jesus
related acceptable worship to Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit. He taught that God is His Father
(4-

1

'-"), and, through Him, Father of believers only
(1

12 844
); and that the Father is to be worshipped

in spirit and in truth, that is, in the Spirit of truth

(4-
4

,
cf. 14"). To the Jewish theologian as an in-

quirer, to the Samaritan woman as indifferent, and
to the eager disciples (14

6 - 13 - I6
'-) the Lord's theo-

logy is the same to the Father, through the Son,

by the Holy Spirit. In the farewell discourses

( 14-17) the Father, Son, and Spirit are so repeatedly
spoken of as if persons, as acting together and
apart, as going forth one from another, and return-

ing one to another, that the question of difficulty is

not : How can one God subsist as Father, Son, and
Spirit, but rather : How can the Father, Son, and
Spirit, here respectively set forth by Jesus, consti-

tute one God ?

In these discourses Jesus sheds some light upon
the inner Trinitarian relations of the Godhead.
He shows lirst that the work of redemption in-

volves His triumphant return to the glory which
He had with the Father before the world was
((i

6- 1331 - 3-
17

5
). It was Divine, eternal glory to

which the Sou returned : such glory only a Divine

Being could lay aside and take again. It re-

mained ever with Him as Son of God, but was
veiled in the incarnation (1

14
'2
U II 4

"). Jesus says
the Son is so one with the Father that He has

glory of His own, has eternal life in Himself (5-'
1'

II-5
) ; in fact, that all that the Father has the Son

has (5
21 16 15

17'-'
5
). Men may believe in Him as in

the Father
( 14'), seek life from Him as from the

Father (6-"), pray to Him as to the Father (14
4
),

and are as safe in His hands as in the Father's
hands (10-

8--s
). And for this equality with God

He gives a remarkable reason :

' My Father is

greater than 1.' He describes His relation to the
Father in the paradoxical words: 'I and my
Father are one' (14

2S 1030 ), and again, 'My Father
is greater than I' (14

28 102S
). Jesus never calls

Himself God ; but ever claims to be Son of God,
and does this through a perfect human conscious-
ness (14"> IT3

20"). He knows that both as Son of

Man and Son of God He came from heaven (13
6

K :;s
i ; and He calls Himself the Son of Man who

is in heaven (3
13

). He claims to he ' the Son '

in an

absolute sense, as God is to Him 'the Father' in an
absolute sense (6

411 3^ 52U - w - 21 - -2 - -3 - M S35 - *> 14 13
). It

is from this relation of God incarnate that He says,
' My Father is greater than I.' For Moses or Paul
or Luther to say,

' God is greater than I am,' would
be absurd. Equally absurd would it be for Christ
unless He were conscious of superhuman being,
as the Jews saw at once (5-

3
). In the two places

where He thus speaks (10-"" 14 28
) He addressed His

disciples. He might thus speak from the point of

view of His humiliation by the incarnation or in

reference to the precedence ever given the Father
before the Son and Spirit ; but, plainly, His pur-
pose here is to cheer believers. He does not say,
'

I am less than the Father' ; His mind dwells upon
the absolute oneness with the Father, so that all

the greatness and fulness of the Father are for His

people. Hence He says to His disciples (10
2!l

),

' My
Father is greater than all

'

opponents, and (v.
30

) 'f

and my Father are one.' Again (14
38

) He says, 'If

ye loved me ye would rejoice, because I go unto the

Father; for my Father is greater than I.' The
greatness of the Father is not apart from the Son,
but belongs to the Son, and through the Son
becomes His people's. The Father was not greater
than the Sou by way of contrast or separation, but
in the way of likeness and perfect oneness. No
mere ethical union of Jesus with God fully explains
this 'one.' Only one Divine Being seems able to

include such relations and make the inliuite fulness

of the Father the possession of the Son. Only
God could receive all -of- God. Of such Divine

being Christ seems plainly conscious (3
13 6 4i; Sx - M

103i ). When charged with making Himself God
(10

3a
) He answered that He was Son of God, and

gave, as proof, that He was sinless (cf. Lk I
33

,
Jn

103"), sanctified and sent of God a thing no mere
man could claim. The salvation of all the redeemed
hangs upon Jesus Christ ; only a oneness of being
with God can bear such a load of weal and woe. It

is into this transcendent and real relation of Father
and Son that Jesus roots the gospel of redemption.
It begins and ends in heaven. Because the Son
came from God and went to God (13

13
) He could

wash the disciples' feet, and as Divine Providence
be ever with His people. From this transcendence
He speaks as Jehovah to His people (Ac 95 -

""), and
from it He sends forth the Holy Spirit. The Spirit
is spoken of as in heaven with the Father and Son,
and coming to earth at the intercession of the Son.

If there is anything cardinal in NT teachings
(1416-is.

=6 15M 1(J
7 171 20=^, Lk 244U

, Ac I
5 - 8 24 - " M

,

Ko I
4 8 1 - 9

, Gal 31 - 2
), it is that the gift of the Holy

Ghost comes through the glorification of the Son.
This is the theme of Jn 14-17, especially of 16

r" 15
.

Here Jesus sends another Paraclete to continue
His personal work (14

1B
). Jesus never spoke of the

Spirit as created ; there is a power from on high
( Lk '-4

49
), but its source is the personal Spirit (Ac I

8
).

Nor,does He ever speak of the gift or outpouring
of the Spirit, as John himself does (1 Jn 413

). Jesus

speaks of the Holy Spirit as a Personal Being,

coming from the Father, sent by the Son, to testify
before men to Father and Son ( 15

2"-
'"). Hence the

disciples would not be 'orphans' when Jesus left

them (14
1S

). When He said,
'

I will come unto you'
(14

18
), He meant by the Spirit : the one is as per-

sonal as the other. The incarnate Son was more
of manifestation of God then than the Father ; so

Jesus says that the Spirit can do greater things for

men than the Son, because the Son returned to the

glory of the Father and the Son (14'" 15 :6 Iff 1

-).

Eaeii takes precedence in His peculiar work. The
Father can no more complete the work of redemp-
tion without the Son than the Son could begin it

without the Father. They are so one that .leMn

could say that the Father sanctified Him (10
36

) or

that He sanctified Himself (17
19

). The Father
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til-lids till- Si. II ; mill till' Sim eomr- Ililll-rlf. Jr-ll-

exrlndr- in all Hi- trariiinu- separate .-ii-non oi

Father and Sun i 1 4
1 '- ""

IT
1 "-- 1

). Ami I In- mission

nl tin' Spirit is to witness to Father ami Smi.

This indicate- the ei|iial I'ivinity iif all. I'nlr

tin' Smi i'ii' C,od. Mr fiHilil nut si-nil tlir
Spirit

nt Cod ; mul tlir llulv Ghost would nut trstity I"

:iinl _lorify :i 111:111. .Ir-u- teaches tliat Father,

Sun. ami Spirit are all equally pir-nit in tin 1 soul-

of believers |7'
V *

; M't llnllr losi-s Hi- prr-onalily
or i- roiifoundrd \vitli another. Tin- witness of the

Spirit, .li'-n- -av-, i- twofold lir-l to tlir Church,
mnl -rriiml to tin- wurlil. To Christiana llr would
so rrrall tin 1 leacliings of .Ir-n- mul aihl to thrln

iliat in In- \ rr- \vonlil kno" th'e Son as never before.

.li-sii- tan-lit thr-r tiling-' - 1 l
j

'i : tin- Spirit wmilil

triirh 'all things'. (V.*), llial i-, tlir things of tlir

Father anil Son i in
1

-i, a- thr spii it ever hears ( 16
13

,

iiotr tin- present -rnsr in aKoi'irrj} tlirin in Divinr

niiiiiisrii'iii'i'. Tn thr wurlil al-o, through the

('linn h, thr Spirit wnulil tr-tit\ t.n I Ini-t (18
8
'").

A- ill tlir S\ II
i]

tirs, >o ill thr Fourth I io-prl. .li-n-

rrvral- thr l''atlirr, Son, ami Holy Spirit as building

up God's kingdom and destroying that of the devil
Thr spirit \\a- 10 convince the world that it hail

not glorilicil Ihr Son. To linti- (In- Son \\as to hatr

thr 1'alhcr | l.V
;

. ami to hair I hr SoMr.-illnl forth

(In- proir-t of thr Spirit il.V :;

--"i. I >nl\ tin- Spirit,

i-oming fnini tlir glorified Christ, could o\eiromr
tin- hatrnl i hi' i. Ami tin- en-operation "1 Son
ami Spirit rr-trd on r--niliul rrlations to onr an
othn ami to thr world (1 1

1 "
Hi"). Alnm-t drainati-

rall\' it is said of thr peTSonal Spirit that (KCIVOS

1 .7-'" i wnulil i-iinvii't thr worlil of a threefold

sin. Thr triple attack of Satan upon thr Son |1,U

-4 "! i- nirt by a triplr defence of the Spirit. The
lir-t \\orld sin was disl rlirf in Christ : tin- -rroml

wa- -in a^ain-t thr ri-htroiisnr-s ol Clni-l (c*f,
' rlrinal sin,' Mk .'!-"'i. Coin irt ion of this sin the

Spin: wrought through thr triumphant ir-urrrc-

tinn of .Ir-n- (cf. 1 1' :i'" 4", 1 Ti :{"'. llr 1I
I4

|, ami
His return to the Father, with whom only tin-

righteous ran dwell. Thr third -in. likr I hr t bird

Inn pi at ion i \ll I

1

'

i. wa- ]nil t im_: Satan ill the pi are

of tin- Son of Cod. Thr Spirit would show that

thr dratll of .Ir-ll- Illrailt tlir ilr-tllll-lioll of till'

devil : -the prim-r of this world i- judged' (.In lli"|.

A- intiinateil in tin-
Synoptics,

Jesus here teaches
that Cod i- lo dr- 1 r, iy t hr kingdom of evil liy Hi-
Son and Spirit. Tin- prince of this world is judged
and (1 ip-il. The Son testifies ( 14") that the world
is lo-l lirr.-in-r it raiinot know and receive 'h' 1

S[iint ; the Spirit tr-tilir- that the world i- lo-t

hrran-r it does not iu'irpt and honour I lie Son.

Tin onlj ho| t man, Jesus teaches, lies in enni-

ing tn Cod tlniii];jh thr Son and thr Holy Spirit.
Thr I livinity nf I mill and their pla<

r in thr Ti inil \

!'.p]irai- to Lr inextricably invol\nl in Christ's own
^o

j>rl. In most solemn maniiri Hra-k- die once
hlind man (i)

33
),

' Dost tliou lielieve on the Son of

Clod';' Hi arrrpts his confession of faith in Him
as such,

'

Lord, I helieve.' Hr al-o accepts, a- llr

had dour lirfore i Ml 14-
;;

Hi'
1

-. \\-or-hip a.- Sun ol

God. lien- llis testimony |o Hi- own Divinity
and ri|iiality with God ciilmimilr-. lint with it

I I r r\ rr asMiriales the Holy Cllo-t a- r Ill
1 From

Hod 14""1
') and continuing the work ol ihrSon in

leading men In (iod (3
0-8 14 16

).

[3 I In 1

Synoptic (iuspels present, liy ay of

jn-t In-tin ir accommodation, thr tr.-i,-hiii"; of

, Ir-ii- to the .Irws, though showing iin idrntally.

r-pr. ially lifter the resiirreetion, the higher srlt-

i-iiM-rion-nr-- of Christ as found in tin- Imutli

Gospel (Cf. r-prrially Mt 1 1'-
; ami I.I- I" Tin

last, "ivrii intentionally for disciples (.In -..'I

for the ( linrrh, and for man a- man, untold- thr

ilrrp.-r rharartrr and \\ord- of Christ. Tln-ir air

two symholii-al art-, which sho how the doctrine

of the Trinity appears with equal natm al:

all I In- (Jospels .Jesus hreallinl upon Hi- di-

ciples and imparted the Holy lilm-t i.ln -Jo- II.-

also hade them baptize their converts in tin- name
of the Father, Son, and Holy (Jho-i Mt 2j

Urn- in brief symhol and funniila lie -rt- tmili

the Trinity conception of Jn 14-17. Hr hrraihrd

upon the disciples from His own rim in I liod\ and

said,
' Receive ye the Holy (Jliost.' He -prak- a-

Lord,
' Take '

; it is a word of coniimiiul w itli

which He sends forth the Spirit. He begins to

do what He said He would do (l(i
;
). Sjieakin^

a- Cod (cf. Gn 27
, K/k 37 s

), He exein-nl iln-

authority to impart the Spirit of (lod. Thii.ujh
Hi- \\oid of command and His vital In rath the

Holy tihost proceeded from (iod the Father to the
heart- of mnl. The Apostles rereivrd tin- hapti-m
of the Holy Spirit for service, as had .Irsiis Ilim-

srlf for Hi's jjreat Apostlesliip (Mk I
8- lu

,
.In I -,

He.'! 1

). The authority to hind and liio-ruuni h\

.li -u- (Ml IS 1

") is now ascribed to the Holy cho-t

(.In -Jii-
:

'). Hot h Son and Spirit forgive sins through
the Apostles. The gift of the Spirit (.In 'Jo , 01

re-ponds with the liuptisiiial eoiiiniand (Ml -_N'
'

.

Until set forth the Apostolic commission; and
luithiloso in the name of Father, Son, and Holy
Cho-t. In the Fourth Gospel, .lesus sends Imih
tin- Twelve in His own name, with the ant Inn i' > "I

tlu1 Father and inspired by Him with the Spirit

(Jn-
1

). In Mt -S'-"" He claims all ]>i>wer in In-aM-n

and on earth, and bids them disciple and luiiiti/e

men in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy
(Ihost. .Jesus bej;an His own work with bapli-m,
which He said was from God (Mt 21M ), and re-

t'-n rd to communion \\ ith Himself as baptism ( M k

111
31

") ; hence His command to baptize is not strange.
II. would send His disciples to the Gentile world
\\ it !i I he same ordinance with which John came to

Israel. It is the Trinitarian formula that chal-

lenges criticism (cf. \Vendt, Teaching of Jesuit, ii.

:)4!l, :iT4). True, there is no text evidence against
it (Kesch, ParaUcltextc, 3 Ev. ii. 303 f.); and it

occurs in the most Jewish Gosjiel, where such

teachings are improbable unless from Jesus. Later
references to baptism in the name of Jesus (Ac
OM 19^ j QO pa) .seem either to describe the accept-
ance of Christianity, without reference to the mode
of baptism, or to prove that the Trinitarian form
was not the only one in use. \\ here the form of

baptism is expressly referred to, it is always in the

name of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost (Diti'ir/ic,

vii. 3; Justin M., A/>. i. OT
;

cf. Resell, /.<.). If the

teachings in Jn 20- 1 " 23 are from Jesus, Mt 28'" is

i|intr natural. If the Apostles were sent by the

I al hnand the Son, and inspired by the Spirit to

dri lair converts' sins remitted, what more natural

than to add '

baptize them in the name of the

I at lirr, of the Sou, and of the Holy Ghost
'

?

can hardly think of Paul, some 25 years after

Christ's ascension, writing
' the grace of the Lord

Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the com-
munion of the Holy Ghost, be with you all, or

John reporting Jesus (1G
7' IS

) as building Hi-

upon Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, unless die

Lord had taught essentially what is in M
The teachings of Jesus seem fairly to include the

following: (1) He approved of the baptism of John,
and llis disciples continued it (Jn 3*" 4') ; CJi atin

the death of John, He let this preparatory bapli-m

drop (a) because the kingdom foretold had actually

come, (li) because Messianic baptism led to lal-r

views of the kingdom and provoked opposition,

(c) because Jesus gradually turned to the -|n i ial

instruction of the Twelve; (3) llis trailing mi

baptism identified it with the Holy (ilm-t. a- all

the evangelists tell us (Mt 3", Mk P, l.k :. i
,

1
B

,
Ac 1

s
), hence, as soon a-s the llol\ Spiiii was

given at Pentecost, the Apostles felt that tin timr
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had come for the renewal of external baptism also
;

(4) baptism
' in tlie name of Jesus ' would then

mean, as Jesus caught, baptism of the Holy Ghost
and into the i..ervice of Christ, in contrast with
Johannine baptism ; (5) Luke shows that Jesus
had the same view of baptism and the Trinity as

appears in Mt '28
1!l

. He taught (a) the coming of
tiie Holy Ghost, (4) this coming was a baptism of
the Holy Ghost, and (e) the Father and Son par-
ticipated in this baptism of the Holy Ghost (24

4'J
,

Ac I
5
). Here are the same elements of doctrine as

are contained in .Mt 28'". If we suppose with

Haupt (Apostolat i,,i XT, 38 f.), that this is not
a formula of baptism, but a summary by the

Evangelist of Christ's teachings on baptism and
what it meant, we reach the same result : the only
confession of faith and baptism that Jesus taught
meant sharing the redemption of Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost. The Apostolic form '

in the name of

Jesus' would then mean just what is taught in Mt
2S la

. It was baptism in the Spirit unto Christ :

hence, when St. Paul found disciples (Ac 19 :l

)
who

had not received the Holy Ghost, he asked unto
what they had been baptized : baptism had special
reference to the Holy Ghost. It also referred to
all the redemptive work of the Son (Gal 32tif

-, Ko 63
),

as well as to the full activity of the Spirit (1 Co
12' 3

, Tit 3s - 6
).

St. Paul also puts baptism and the Holy Spirit
together (1 Co 10-- 3

) in a way to make it seem
certain that he traced both to Christ (II

23
, T!f.

Mt- 20- J
). St. Peter, too, describing conversion

(Ac a38
), united baptism in the name of Jesus, and

reception of the Holy Ghost, just as we should

expect oti our view. Baptism 'into the name'
meant baptism unto God (Jer 14'J ), who is revealed,
not through but in the Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost. Jehovah was the name of God for the
OT covenant ; the new name of God for the new
covenant in Christ is Father, Son, and Spirit.
Their equal Divinity, personality, and participa-
tion in man's redemption so form the doctrine of
God and His work in the teachings of Jesus, that
Mt 2S la may well be regarded as a culmination and

synopsis of the gospel of the risen Lord. This

baptismal formula was the centre of a solemn act
of worship in which Father, Son, and Holy Ghost
were equally adored. It was a solemn profession
of faith in which each was regarded as indis-

pensable ground of man's salvation. It was a
solemn confession of covenant relation in which
each was equally looked to as source of consecra-
tion and blessing. Jesus speaks of these distinc-

tions as of spiritual realities. It seems impossible
to paraphrase His words into,

'

Baptizing them
into the name of the Father, and of the Messiah,
and of God as Spirit,' as some modern critics say
Jesus meant (cf. Kaftan, Wcscn de.r Chr. R-;l. ii.

345 f.; see H. M. Scott, Nicene Theol. 255 f.).
'

Tlie Trinity of revelation, according to Jesus'
own teachings, leads up to a Trinity of Being

'

(Schlottman, Cinnpfiiiliuin d. Bib. T/icol. 134).
The historicity of Mt 28 1U is not weakened by later

opposition to Gentiles entering the Church (Ac
H' 15 1(i

, Gal 2 16
) ;

for that controversy turned not
on the fact but on the mode of their admission :

must they enter the Church through the syna-
gogue or not? (cf. Schmid, Theol. of NT, 163).
On the other hand, this Trinitarian confession
has an argumentative relation to all nations; the

spread of the g<p '1 would be a proof of the truth
of the doctrine. Upon such teaching Christ pro-
mi-ed His blessing ; with it He would be in His
Church unto the end of the world (v.-, cf. Mt 24 14

3031
). Out of this confession of faith in baptism,

taught by Jesus, has grown the first and only
creed of all the ages :

' I believe in God tlie Father
. . . an 1 in Jesus Christ our Lord . . . and in the

Holy Ghost.' ' The baptismal symbol in its whole
i-iDilfnts goes back beyond all question to the

Apostolic age
'

(Caspar!, Qitellcn z. Gcxch. il.

Tauf-symb. i. 5) ; and no other than a Trinitarian
formula has ever appeared in the history of the
Church (cf. Resch, 424 f.) ; 'Trinitarian baptism
was universal in the earliest churches and among
the earliest heretics.' No Judaizer cr Gnostic: ad-
ministered Christian baptism without the rpur-

tiampia fwovonatria, the ' trina invocatio, nomen
trina> beatitudinis,' that sprang from Father, Sou,
and Holy Ghost (Clem. Hum. ix. 23).

iii. Apostolic Teaching. (1) The outpouring of

the Holy Ghost upon the Apostolic Church brought
lirst the personality of the Spirit into greater pro-
minence, and, secondly, shed new light from the

Spirit upon the Son. (a) This new light showed
(a) the great importance of the Person as well as

the words of the incarnate Christ He was much
more than a prophetic Messiah ; (/3) the unique
value of His atoning death ; and (7) the vital

relation for believers between this shameful death
and His glorious resurrection and ascension to

the right hand of the Father, where He represents
and rules His people. The first martyr, full of the

Holy Ghost, saw the heavens opened and Jesus

standing on the right hand of God (Ac 7
s5 ' M

; ef.

1 P I
1 "-- 1 318

'-, Ph 26
'-, He P). He who ascended

to Divine glory, it was felt, must ever have dwelt
in Divine glory ; and His incarnation, instead of

being His life, was but an incident in His eternal

existence. These Jewish Christians all start from
Ps HO1

'-, and declare by the Holy Ghost that the
Psalmist knew by the Holy Ghost that Christ was
Lord of David and Lord of all (Ac 234 - *> Id36

11-',

Ja 21
, Jude 4

; the Didache calls him 'the God of

David,' ID6
).

' Our God and Saviour Jesus ( 'hri*t
'

and 'our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ meant
the same thing (2 P l'-

u
2-"). Jesus was equal

with Jehovah (cf. Weiss, NT Theol. 6
132) ; His

throne was God's throne (He I
5 ' s 313

) ; because He
was God (He I

8
). Language failed these Jewish

Christians to say more of the glory of tlie Son of

God. The whole OT, as revelation of the Holy
Spirit, testilied to the Divine Christ (He 3" I

5 - 8f-

2-f- 5s 106 ). The ruling idea in Hebrews is that
the old covenant of Jehovah with Israel was sup-

planted by the new, in which Jesus takes the

place of Jehovah, 'Christians take the place of

Jews (cf. Ep. of Barnabas 4), and the Holy Spirit,
which led Israel towards Canaan, leads Christians

through the Son to the rest in heaven (1-2
3 - " 4 1(

-j.

This eternal Son is as the Jehovah of the OT (He
p. is gi 102)^ nn(i i s described there as such (Ps 110,
He I

13
, Ps 10220--8

, He l
lu

). He became incarnate

to save men; and, in co-operation with the Holy
Ghost the eternal Spirit (9

14
), the eternal Son

(I
8

) became author of eternal salvation (5"), .and

eternal redemption (!)'-) unto an eternal inherit-

ance (9
15

). The relations of Father, Son, and

Holy Spirit are eternal. An attempt is made to

set forth the connexion of the Son with the Father

by comparing it with a brightness streaming from
the Divine glory. Christ is one with God as a ray
of light is one with the sun : out of such relation

He takes form as a Personal Being dhtinct from
the Father, yet so one with Him that to see the

Son was to see the very glory which constitutes

the Father (He I
3
), the very 'character of His

being
'

(cf. Weiss, 493).
' He was everything lofty

that could be imagined. Everything that ran lie

said of Him was already said in the lirst two

generations after His appearance
'

(Harnack, Dug-
mengeseh. i. 60).

(6) Equally marked is the Apostolic conception
of the Holy Ghost and His relation to Father and
Son. In the Gospels Jesus speaks 25 times of

the Spirit, and the Evangelists make a like number
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(if references; bat in I he Acts and F.pislle. o\ n
lli:i statements a rr lii.-i.lr about tin- Holy Ghost

.Scoiield, I /, lln/,/ Spirit in NT Sci-ipture, Hi.

In tin' Co-pel- the Spirit 'was nut yet' (Jn 7
3
"),

that is, not in tin' fulness ami abiding power of

pi
i -I \-ceii-ion days, lint, a ft IT ( 'In i-t's ret urn to

the Father, Apostolic men were 'full of the ll"l>

Ghost
'

(Ac 4'i. At 1'enteeost tliu Spirit came as

.le-iis predicted l.ln 3
s

111 -, to Hi-pile ami ei|iiip

the Clinreh. He came also in judgment, OS Jesus
hail said i.Mk 3", I.I. I-' i. Tl'ie hist nientiiiii of

the 'Church
'

;Ac .V) shows An.-uiias ami Sapphiia
dead upon its threshold tm l\ in^t to the Holy
Ghost. To lie to the Spirit Mas to lie to Coil

(v.
4
); for il is the Spun of hotli God (1 1' 4 U

)

ami His Christ '1 I' 1"). Kegcncrat ion is the

work of the Spirit, who uses the wonl ll 1' \'
a

,

.Imle ''-">; il is also the work of Coil (1 I
1

.V"i.

The writer of Hebrews speaks little of the Spirit

ill believer- ; hill when he conn's to set lorlh llli
1

eternal hi^li priest hooil ot I he Son ill "I, which was
'after the pow er of an emlless life' (!"'.>, he empha-
sizes the iloctiiue that ( 'hrisi's eternal intercession

takes place through the I'ternal Spirit (ll
14

). If

Spirit mean- here let. Delit/scli, ml foe.) 'tile

liivmc inward being of the God-man,' we meet
once moie the view that Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost are eternally one with Coil who is a Spirit.

Si I' ; i as leader Ol tin- ,le\\ish Christians

preaches the ^o^pel as from Father, Son, and
lli.lv Chost. He sums it up doci linally I I' 1-)

as (a) election l.y Cod the Father, (/&) through
the

Holy Spirit, (7)" unto salvation by .Ie-us Christ.

This is the order from the side of Coil : from the

side of man he deserihes it to inquirers and twice

over to a court of Jewish theologian- I Ac J-
;
"
4' 5

as (a) repentance towards God, () i.-iiih in the Lord
.Icsiis Cnrist, and r, receiving the Holy Ghost.

He says the conversion of Cornelius was accept
anee ot the Holy (I host as a uift of Cod, and faith

in the Lord Jesus Christ (Ac IP", cf. 1 1' I"'-).

He describes Christians as those who have 'faith

in the n-lit. mi-m ss of our God ami Sa\ iour .lesii-

Christ c_' I' I
1

"i, where .Icsus is hoth Cod ami
Saviour. He adds that hoth the preacher and the

\Vonl must lie witnessed to by the Holy Spirit, to

have any ellcct ll 1' 1" 4" I. This Trinitarian

..ospel ot' St. 1'eter is thai of St. Stephen I
Ac ;"),

St. .lames (! _" 1"'), and St. Jiule (vv.
l;'-- :

). The

beginning of the Christian life takes place through

pres.-iii.il
HIM .it i he Son in the Word; for such

applying I he things of Christ by the Spirit (I I'

) regenerates tin- heart. All Christian growth
depends upon being in Christ (.'!'" 4' .~>"i. The
three Apo-lolic c lilimis ot entering the kingdom
of Cod were repentance i \c 531 II". l!o -j', _' Co
7'-

"
; it. Mt '.i'

:1

. Lk -J4"), faith (Ac 3'" I 4- 7
-Jn '.

Ko ll
1

", I Co 13"), and holiness (Ac '-'U ". He B1
,

.la J'
7

, Ko Hi
1

); and these resicd upon Father,

Sou, and Holy Spirit. Faith in Clnist works b\

love (Cal .Vi towards the Father, the Sou, ami
the biclliivn, and puvilies the heart by the in

dwelling of the Holy Spirit (Ac I.Vi. Tliesc c.m

slant .-illusions to the Trinity, with no further

explan.it mil , show that this doc-tune was taken
for granted among the Apostolic Churches. From
the adoralion of Jesus Christ, the- centre ol the

Triuilv. as Cod by .Fewish Christians, light mu-t
Inn c- fall. 11 ill all directions upon I he c-o:ieepl ion of

Cod as Fa I her, Sou, and Holy Ghost.
i-_'i >l. 1'anl sets out from fundam.-nlal hc-li.-f

in one Cod (Cal $*>, 1 Co 8, 1 Ti _' . but at once

proceeds to teach that in the gn-p.-i cod i- i| lr

Father of the Lord Jesus Christ. ("I I'pon this

essential relation of Father and Son he built all

his hop'-s iKo !, 1 Co I-"1

,
2 Co 4 (i

l. In the

eternal Son believers were chosen before the

foundation of the world (Eph I
4
). He is call..!

(ti'i,not and even OfJs, side b\- side with the l-'ath.-r

(Ho'J
8

, ef. 7*. Tit 2 13
). He shares Dm,,,

l.iitcs, and, together with the Father, is worshipped
and glorified (1 Co 1-, Ko 13'", Eph :>''. I Ti I'-).

Net He is never identified with the Father, but is

caietiilly ilistinguished from Him (I Co s", Ko I'

83-). He is the image of the invisible God (Col i

and shares the invisible glory of God : He ta al-o

a man' Christ Jesus (I Ti '2
s

). As -haling the

glory
of the Father, He is called the In -lln. in

..I all creation (Col I
15

). As Jesus spoke "t the
Father as greater than He, when claiming all the
Father has as His, so St. Paul describes the glori-
fied Christ as Head of Creation, in reference |,,,ih

to God and the universe. In Him all tiling- -ul.

si-t, because He is the Son and receives all ti..m

the Father ('2 Co 4"). He is described as ' e\. -I in-

before the world in the eternal Godhead. \d II,-

did not cling with avidity to the prerogative- ..t

Hi- Divine majesty, did not arbitrarily display
His eijuality with God; hut . . . took upon Him
the' form of a servant

'

(Lightfoot's paraphrase of

1'h _!'''). St. Paul does not use mctapnv. -i.al i.-ini-,

but teaches here that the inop<f>^ Otoc involve. 1 par-

ticipation in the ovaia Beau. Similarly, l!cn_. I re-

marks (in Niisgen, Gcscli. NT O/f. i. Ill) that the

term OfJTijs as distinguished from 0ei>>7! expresses
' non inodo divinas virtutes sed ipsam divinam
nalurain.' St. Paul regards the Incarnation as

serving the double purpose of showing God's love
a la: her (Gal 4 4

,
Ho S-'

; cf. Jn 3'"), and of reveal-

ing the inner relations of Christ's premumlan.- ami
Divine being (2 Co 8", Ph 2"-). A God of love

seemed to involve personal subjects and objects of

love within the Godhead, from which God who
loved the world sent forth the Son of His love to

save men. The Father gave the Son (Ko S :!

-|, the
Son gave Himself (Gal I

4
), surrendered His glory

and died on the cross
;
the Holy Spirit witnc .-III

to the Son and wins sinners to accept Him (Ko
I

1 - 4 - 5
). That is St. Paul's gospel (Ko I

16-

"), which
has proved itsulf the power of God unto salvation.

He often sums up his gospel, and it is always Trini-

tarian (Kof>"
5

8-<- lo 16 - 17
, 1 Co-2'"1

1
123', '2C"o3J

, Gal
44"u

, Eph I
3 '"- 13 2 l8 44 -

) Col I
3 4 - 8

; cf. He l'-'
J 2s - 4

jgai. an. M
1 1^-'.

24.
-). Over every sermon he can pro-

nounce the benediction of Father, Son, ami Holy
Spirit (-2 Co 13").

(6) St. Paul, like all the Apostles, supports his

theology by the Old Testament. His central

theme, the Divine Christ, he sets at once in in-

separable relations to Jehovah. The Jewish teach-

ings of his day confounded DM7K and nw (so

Jehovah is rendered 0eis in LXX of Nu 22 "
28",

while VK and c-.isn appear as ntpua in Nu -28", Gn
212 - 6

) ; but St. Paul, with a few possible exceptions
(1 Co 3"', Ko 144

'-), agrees with St. James (I
1 2 1 - 8

)

and St. Peter (Ac 2*') in distinguishing them as two
Divine Persons. The Father is fleJs, though the

name is also given to the Son (Ho II
8
), and the Son

is xi'pios. This personal distinction of Father and
Son is traced by St. Paul to the OT distinct i'

D'nStt and .TI.T, and to the dillcrent relations ot 1

to man expressed by those names (cf. Scebei

Anbctiintj <l.
' Hcrrn' /:i 1'nntiis, p. 8f.). The

distinction of (Jod in Himself and the rev

Jehovah in the OT, St. Paul sees fully unfol

the personal distinction of Father and Son. i

did not heroine Lord; His Kiy>ijt was but a I i "t

His activity as a personal Divine Being, llewa-
God before He was manifested as Lord; and II. will

be God after He ceases to rule as Lord (I c
cf. August. I.e. i. 8). He is Lord, not in rdat ion to

Goil but in relation to niaii (Ho 3 1 - "- 21 0" 14', I Co
1
s
-"). St. Paul, too, goes back to Ps 11(1, which

lie quotes oftcncr than any other OT pa--a _.- i;>

Sw, Eph 1'-', Col 3 1

, 1 Co 15^). He found th. M- tie-

Lord Christ reigning with the Lord Uod until all
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enemies to God's kingdom were subdued, and
sharing the Divine majesty and power insepar-
able from God. This prophecy was fulfilled in the
incarnate Lord conquering death and Satan, and

through the Resurrection sitting down at the

right hand of God, with all enemies at His foot-

stool (Ro 834
, Eph 1-). The glorified Christ is the

Lord of glory (Ph 2", Ja 2'). Not till after the
Itesurrection was Jesus Lord, though He was ever
Divine (1 Co 2s

; cf. Mt 224
''-). Christ saves us as

triumphant Lord (Eph 43
, 1 Co 1 s

-). He is also

the Providence of the Church (Gal 2-, 1 Co 4 19
16').

When all believers are saved His lordship ceases;
He gives the kingdom which He undertook to the
Fattier and resumes the eternal relations of the
Son (1 Co 1525 ). From the Resurrection to the Last

Judgment is the rule of Christ. He rules with
the Father (1 Co 1510

, Ro 8 :)u

), as He saves with the
Father (Col I

3
,
Ro 8 8

). God's work for man, St.

Paul teaches, is never apart from Christ's work.

They are as rays of heat and light in the same sun-

beam. Hence St. Paul was called to be an Apostle
by both Father and Son (Gal I

1

), who formed one
Divine power (as omission of Sid before tifov and

singular predicates siiow ; cf. 1 Ti I
1

, 1 Th 3",
2 Th 217

,
1 Co 158 - 10

; Seeberg) ; and he sees the

linal judgment as by both God and Christ (2 Th I"'-,

1 Co45
). All between these in St. Paul's survey

of life is done equally by the Father and Son.
' The active rule of the exalted Lord is, according
to Paul, such that in every act of it contempor-
aneously an act of God the Father is completed

'

(Seeberg, p. 35). The grace of the Son is as much
a Divine element in salvation as is the love of tin;

Father (Tit 36 - 7
); hence, with the possible ex-

ception of Ro 834
,
St. Paul never speaks of inter-

cession of the Son with the Father, so one are

they considered in working. His God, in opposi-
tion to polytheism, is 'one God the Father, of

whom are all things, and one Lord Jesus Christ,

by whom are all tilings' (1 Co 86
). He says (v.

4
),

' there is none other God but one,' and that one
God is the Father ami Sun. These were equally
God for St. Paul from Ps 110 to his own last ex-

perience. The subordination of the Son was but
a stepping-stone to lift the saints to the glory of

the Father, which was shared by the Son. The
words 'Christ is God's' (1 Co 3s1

) support the
assurance 'ye are Christ's,' as the statement ' the
head of Christ is God' upholds the teaching that
' the head of every man is Christ

'

(
1 Co 1 1

3
). St.

Paul follows Jesus' teachings that the Father was

greater than the Son, not by way of contrast, but
in a unity, which communicates all the greatness
of the Father through the service of the Son (cf.

Col l
w 2s 3").

(c) St. Paul's theology is Christo-centric. He pro-
ceeds from Christ outwards to Father and Spirit,

yet everywhere recognizing the Divine relation of

the Spirit to the Father and Son. The living bond
between the Son, exalted as Lord, and man is the

Holy Ghost. St. Paul echoes Jesus' doctrine (Jn
l'3'

4
j that the Spirit teaches Christ and is an earnest

of all good things to come (2 Co 1~ 55
, Eph I

1
'
1

).

So one in working are they that he calls Christ

a life-giving Spirit (1 Co 1545
), and says, 'the Lord

is the Spirit' (2 Co 3"). They are one as in the

Godhead, yet distinct, both in their subjective
and objective relations to man ; for he adds :

'where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty,'
nml elsewhere (Gal 5 1

) says, 'stand fast in the

liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free.' St.

Paul's theology grew out of his experience. He
knew the personal Divine work of Son and Spirit
in his own soul (Ph 3;r

,
Ro 89

9'). He had extra-

ordinary gifts of the Spirit (1 Co 14 18
). He knew

that all religious life comes from the Spirit (Ro
15'", Gal 3--

3
). He knew, also, that Christ in him

was his life, his hope of glory (Col I
27

). But he

sharply distinguished the revelation of the Lord
in him (Ac227

), andfthe sending of the Son that
we may become sons of God, from the sending
of the Spirit to awaken us to the life of sons (Gal
44 "d

). He did not regard the Spirit as merely the

spiritual disposition produced in us by Christ.
Christian life is equally related to both Son and

Spirit ; they are equally Divine, but not identical.

The Spirit proceeds from the Son as the Spirit of

Christ (Ro 89
,
Gal f, 1 Co 2">, Eph 4'), as well as from

the Father ; and in his experience St. Paul found
the Sou to be the fundamental type of the form
of life into which believers are brought by the

Spirit (so Nosgen, ii. 262). The Spirit is the im-

pelling power, the Son is the abiding life element,
in the Christian (Ro S 14

,
Gal I

18
). The same fruits

spring from both (Gal 55 - >" -- -4
, Eph 5", Ph 1").

Both make us free from the Law (Gal 5'- 18
). We

are to have the mind of both (1 Co?40
, Ro 827

) ;

both intercede with the Father for us (Ro S34 - 27
),

and with us for the Father (Ro S9
,
2 Co 135

). We
cannot trace the limits of the working of Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit ; but St. Paul plainly teaches
that there are such limits. The Spirit begins the
life of the soul in man, but all NT writers ascribe

the resurrection life of the body to the risen

Christ (2 Co 4 10
). The Spirit makes man a new

personality, the Son makes man a member of His

body, the Church (Nosgen, I.e.) The Son may
become angry and condemn in wrath (1 Co 152J

),

the Spirit is only grieved (Eph 430 ). The constant
use of the names shows a corresponding distinc-

tion of functions within the Godhead.

(rf) St. Paul's worship also is of Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit. The Spirit is for him personal,

searching the deep things of God, with a will of

His own for man's good, and showing Divine
treasures to man (1 Co 2" ; cf. Lk 244a

,
Jn 1.V).

The Spirit does the work of the Father and Son
(Ph 4 13

, Gal 35 4S
). Father, Son, and Spirit must

have been for St. Paul Divine realities. He could
not pray to mere names or personifications. He
never suggests that one is more or less Divine or per-
sonal than the other. That most solemn claim of

Jehovah '

I have sworn by myself . . . that unto
me every knee shall bow '

(Is 40
23

)
St. Paul applies

to Christ as God (Ro 14", Ph 210
). For a Jew with

the First Commandment as the creed of his life,

prayer to Jesus Christ meant full equality with

God; for neither OT (Is 42s 4Sm-, Jer 1U 1

"-, Ps

18--) nor NT (Ro I-4'-, 1 Th I'
1

)
allows worship of

anything but God. The blasphemy of Antichrist

was claiming Divine honours (2 Th 2'). St. Paul
warned against worshipping 0i'crei /JLT] ovjt Btdis (Gal
4 8

), hence'he must have worshipped Christ as rfiijjei

CVTI 0eif>. A Christian was a man calling on the

name of the Lord Jesus Christ for salvation (Ac
914 - -1

) ; and St. Paul, like St. Stephen (Ac7 5a
) and all

saints (Rev 2220
), prayed to Christ Himself (Ac 22 1

")

and taught others to do so (1 Co 2'). To call on
Christ was the same thing as prayer to God (Ps
88 10

, Is 45-3 ). St. Paul's test of a Christian was
'

calling on
'

the Son (2 Ti 2'--). False teachers knew
this test, and did not dare to omit it (2 Ti 2-'-'),

because praying to Jesus was the recognized way
of salvation "(Ro 111

12 - 13
). A Christian meant a wor-

shipper of Christ (1 Co I
2
). St. Paul prays to the

Son to send the Spirit (Eph 314
). The Spirit prays

in him to the Father, echoing the familiar ' Abba '

of the Lord's Prayer (Ro 8'-
6

, Gal 46 ). He unites

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost in doxologies of

adoration and praise (2 Co 13 14
). He prays for the

same things men's salvation to Father and Son,
and in the same Spirit to both. He thanks the
Father through the Son (Ro 1" 7

25
). He does not

pray to them alternately, or in succession, but at

the same time (2 Th 1-, Gal I
3
, 1 Co I

3
). He cannot
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separate them in his worship. In certain thanl,-

giving* St. 1'uiil pray* ti> I '"! .'i- tin' Father uf
'

g
.I

f

Jesus' ( 'hi ist i Ku I,') , aCo I
3
, Elih I

3
), showing that

lie knew the I .old was within the Cud head as Sun.

He thanks the Father through the Son, I,, \e
Christ'- wurk was the ground of all thanksgiving
to Cud. The Son is the completer of the Fail in -

work for man. The lo\e of Cod and the grace nl

Christ and the fellow -hip ol the Spirit ol hue n 1 ,

there! in the -pirit of gratitude. St. 1'anl's

thii-e caidinal \nliie- are. laith in Jesus Christ,

love tu Cud the Father, and hope in the spirit of

promise i F.ph I", Cal :i
}1

. 1 Co l.'f i. They air all

fruits of the Spirit Cal .V J
,. and come from the

Father through the Sou. St. 1 'an I certainly taught
all the data of a duel line ul the Trinity, however
theologian- ma\ tlill'er as to its I'm mutation. He
could not have leal netl hi- lixcd, coididcnt doctrine

of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit from Jewish

thrologv; neither dill pagan thought suggest such

teachings: he evident l\ received it as part of the

go-pel given him by Chrisl icf. Cal I
').

i:t) St. John's teachings take their perspective til}

from his doctrine of the \,-,ot, which he -ce- pi.-

limned in the (IT. This i- central in his Co-pel,
as it is in the doctrine ot the Trinity. The Divine

Xi-yos became incarnate in .le-n-. This may be

why Christ s c.mccpt ion uf the Holy Ghost is not

leteiicd In, and why the Spirit is spoken of as a

jiit't. and not made -o clearly personal as in the

words of Jesus Himself |1 Jn3"4ls
).

The Fourth

Co-pel presents Christianity a- a double n-M-l.ii ion

uf God thi'uugh the Spirit and through the Sun;
I he K\ aie_eli-t heal s wit MC-S ch icily to t he Son, and

lets the Son testify to the Spirit. Because St. John
beholds the eternal Son prominent in the (IT iCn
1', I's :CT"'", I s -II r .VI

11
.. 1 11 I

1
'"), he does not describe

tie In.-ai nation a.s a humiliation, as St. Paul tloes

(I'h '_"'), or rise to it through the thought of His

ascension tu glory involving pre-cxi-tent glory, as

in He 1
: '

2'' In 1

-.' He sees the Divine Son, the

Creiitor of the uiiixiTse i Hi, carry I he glory of

Cod icileil with Him into the world 1 1

'" 14
), anil,

when His work uf redemption was complete, move

calmly again inlo the glory which He hail with
the lather before the world was. Hi- emphatic
statements that the \j-,oi i/-".v in the beginning with

(iod, and that the beginning of the being ut all

things was through Him, set tmtli the eternal

lleillg of the Soil. And because of His Divine Son-

ship lie was a Ui\ine revelation: 'No man hath
seen God at any I ime, (iod only -begot ten (/J.ovoyfi'ris

.,- in S I! C l.i, who is in the bosom of the

Father, he hath declared him.' What can tran-

scend 'God only - begotten '! St. John exhausts
all Jewish de-< ript ion- of I livine manifestations to

set forth the glory of t he Sun. He embodied them
all. Hr w a- our w il h I lie V'. 1 he e\ ident 'glory

'

of Coil i I" 2" 12". In 1 to 1- li ; cf. Sehl, >tt maim,
i:in. Mi lii

7
, MU^ '. His coming is the coming of

the D'uine glory, which F./ckirl -aid i i:C' 7 in Targ. )

should dw ell for ever w it h ( .od -
| pie. Jesus had

ident ilied Himself with the Slick inah i Ml Is ; ri

l'ii-/.- I iintii, iii. :ii : He even said thai His presence
was greater than the Shekinah in the temple (Mt
!_' i : si. .luhn proceeds to identify t he Sun with the

M, mi-it or ' \Vunl
'

(1
1J

). In one statement he rum
bines the Afetra (Xi-vos), the Ke#ar (SAJa), and the

Shekinah in "v. and
applies

all to I he incai na-

tion of the s..n ..I Cod i ]" "
. Jesus Christ reveals

the pei-oaal gl..i\ ul (iod, not temporarily, but

incarnate, tabernacling among His pn.plr a- .1,

hovali tented among l-,;i, I I X 25" 20", lie I").

I'hilo called i hr \
.,-,,,-, h'juratiM'ly SitTtpos Out : St.

John calls Him :mp!\ Sets; I'" 1 1 ,- i- on our -id.-

the Xo^oj of God, and. on the other. Cod. I 'In I.. -

X6"yos is rpuroyovo'i ti>s, in', a- :m aiejel, dp\dyy(\os

(cf. Kielini, //,'. 1 Hi I.) : bul Si. .luhn puts the

Son-Logos far ahove all aii^el- ; lie i- ,,n, \>nli

Gotl, truly personal and iiu-arnate a- the Me-siali,
all of wliien is foreign to I'hilu's allr^mit al e\r.

j^esis. St. John's I h colony shu\\ s nu cun in- MUM \\ it h

that of 1'hilo. l^ike St. 1'aul, he eonies to Jr-n-
from the ()T, anil limls that it is the revealrd i iud,
the Jehovah, the Kuril of David, the ' Menna that
took flesh in Jesus (I

2
14"). The relation of thr SUM

to the Father is expressed It.y
St. John a- in II, I

,

by the-terms 'light, as" God is li-ht" ,

I Jn i
. 'life,'

as '(!od is life' (!-') only the Son is culled 'tie )u,

or 'eternal life" (1 .In 5'-'"), because the Son i- the
manifestation of Divine life antl its .source tm
man and especially by the word novoy(i>ris I

"

3 16-'8
,
lJn4s

; cf. I
1
). Christ was the only-begotten

Son of God, as the willow's son was her only
(Lk 7 12

), as the ruler's daughter WILH his only
daughter (Lk 8*'-'), and ns the iKissessed boy as

his father's only son (Lk 9:w
). He was the unly-

lii-juiteii' in such a sense that He mi;;lit he called

the only-begotten Son or the only-begotten c.,.i.

He was the Son absolutely, and in a sense shared by
no other being. He was so one with God that St.

John says He was God (!'
1J

) ; or, as put elsewhere

(1 Jn 5s -

'"), He was the ' true God' revealm
true God. He was also 'with (iod' (I

1

'"), i.e. not
God without a property peculiar to Him as Son
of God. From this Divine Sonship Hows St. John's

Gospel. In it he finds the source of all blessing
and eternal life (20

31
,-

1 Jn 5 12 - 13
). From it come (1)

the puwer to become sons of God (I
1
*), (2) Bonship

through faith in the Son (ih
1

*), (3) sonship through
the will of the Father (I

13
), (4) iiartieipation in the

truth, grace, glory, ami indwelling of the Father
1 1

n
, 1 Jn4 14

) ; ()) an experience of the fulness of the

Godhead in the Son (I'
6' 17

), through union with
whom (6) believers share the victory of the Son of

Gotl over the devil (1 .In 3s
), and (7) have the wit-

ness of sonship in themselves (1 Jn 5'). Xo Divine
Son of Gotl, no other sons of God. If God Im not

the Divine Father of the Divine Son, He is the re-

ligious Father of no man : that is the theology of

St. John's Gospel.
In the Apocalypse, which has a strong Jewish

colouring, we lind the same high conception of the

Father and the Son. As conqueror over Satan and
Saviour of the saints, Jesus sits in Divine glory,
adored and praised as omniscient (2

s3
), omnipresent,

and eternal ( I
' 2 3- 1 58 - " 7

1-
1

1.

15 20s 22'- 3
). He is

the Son of Man, in heaven with the Ancient of

days (Dn 7
13

,
Kev 14 U ), while judge of all men on

earth (2-'
r 123 HI 15

). His face shines as the faee of

God (I
16
); and before Him the prophet falls down

as before Jehovah (I
17

). He is King of kings ami
Lord of lords (17

U
19'"), nay, He is Lord God

Almighty (15
3
). Weiss concludes (p. ,V50) : 'It \a

rei tain that the Messiah appears here as an

original Divine Being,' side by side with the

Father.

(h) Of the Holy Spirit ami His relation to the

Fat her antl Son, St. John says lit tie : but his con slant

presentation of Christianity as life, birth from God
and a birth to holiness, jiresumxise

the L'uiiifoi'rr.

He makes the full teachings of Jesus on the lluly

Spirit (14-17, ef. 7**) his own ; and says the AMOS-

tolic experience anil testimony through the Holy
Ghost, after the glorilication of Christ, were oa

rivers to drops, compared with what they ne
before I"

3
"). The water of life is from the spirit

a-s from the Son (7"). Jesus taught the Sp
1'araelete on earth representing the Fathn and

Son (cf. TopdnXijtre! of
Holy Ghost, Ae SH 1

) ; St. John
adds the doctrine that the Son is a corresponding
I'araelet in heaven with the Father, repr.--.-iii ing

men (1 Jn 2'}. The 'new birth
'

is menu I h\r

t lines in the XT. It is a TeAmytn n i l of ( hr hole

i

creation through Christ (Ml \'.<

'

and oi a iinglu
I soul in conversion through the Spi I . St.
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James (I
18

) sees Christians 'come into the world'

(aTroKvc'urffai) begotten of the Father ; and St. Peter
twice speaks of God begetting us again (1 P I

3 - -3
).

St. John has the further conception that the birth

from (iod takes place through the Holy Ghost (I
13

,

1 Jn -2-
a 39 47 5 1 - 4

), for there is no doubt that by born

of God he means by the. Holy Spirit (3
6
). In two

passages he shows that the indwelling of the Father
and the Son depends upon the Spirit (1 Jn 4 1:!

3'-'
4
).

He presents religion also as a command of the
Father to believe on the Son (1 Jn 323 - 34

), and then

says that this obedience of faith is possible only
through the indwelling of the Father and Son by
the Spirit. The only way to keep out evil spirits
is to be possessed of the Holy Spirit ; and we know,
he says, which is the Holy Spirit, by its testifying
to the incarnation of the Son of (iod (1 Jn 4-- 3 55 -

)

and to nothing else(16
13

). In the passage on the
Three Witnesses ( 1 Jn 56 - 8

) the Holy Spirit test ilies

to the Son as Divine Redeemer, (a) because from
Him Hows the double stream of life-giving, cleans-

ing \vater (Jn 7s8 IS34 ) and atoning blood ; (b) because
the witnessing Spirit is

' the truth' ; and (<) because
the Father testities also to the Son (1 Jn 59 ).

(c) St. John touches here a thought which runs

through the whole NT. God, who is transcendent,

incarnate, and immanent as Father, Son, and Holy
Ghu-t, establishes His kingdom in opposition to

the god of this world, who is the devil and Satan

(Itev 1-2" 20-'). The kingdoms of light and dark-

ness run in growing opposition through the Fourth

Go-prl (6
7" 7

2U S44 - 48 10- 132
). St. John knows of

demoniacs (cf. 'signs,' etc., 443 203
"), but the only

man he describes as possessed of the devil (IS*'
2
*)

is Judas, the son of perdition, who betrayed the
Son of God. To deny the incarnate Son is to join
th-' ranks of Antichrist, to deny the Father also

(IJn 22
'-), and to show that the new birth from

God has not taken place (IJn 39 ). That is, the

only way to oppose the devil is to be born of God
by the Spirit (1 Jn 5 18

). Christians are sons of

G'od through the Son of God (1 Jn 3 lf
), who

came to destroy the works of the devil (v.
8

) ; and

tiny prove both their sonship and their opposition
to the devil by obeying the Spirit in them, unify-
ing to the incarnate Son. Thus both the begotten
beginning and the triumphant end of the Chiistian
life are inseparable from Father, Son, and Hoi}'
Ghost (1 Jn 5 1 - 5 - 6

). Amid the OT imagery of the

Apoc-nlypse we move upon the same high plane. It

opens with a benediction (
I
4 - 5

), like that of St. Paul

( 1 Co 13' 3
), in which salvation is set forth as coming

from God, the seven spirits before His throne,

evidently the sevenfold, perfect revelation of the

Spirit promised the Son (Is 11-), and from Jesus
Christ. Salvation is ever ascribed to God and the
Lamb (7

111

4"), and is mediated by the Spirit to the
Churches (2

7 - " " - 38 - >'> -- 14 13
22"). The rapt

Christian ' in the Spirit' hears the voice of Jesus

saying,
' Hear what the Spirit saith unto the

Churches.' As in the Gospel, so here, the Spirit

appears both as between Jesus and the Father (I
1

),

and as possessed by Christ (3
1

). The Son and the

Spirit are so identified that what one says is from
the other (2

7 - 8 - 17 35 - 6
). The glorified Christ and

the prophetic Spirit are here actually at work as

foreshadowed in the OT view of the Word and the

Spirit of God. The Paracletes in heaven and on
earth are also here. The glorified Christ says,
' Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord,' and
the responsive Spirit replies, 'Yea, that they may
rest from their labours' (14

13
). The Spirit and the

Bride say,
' Come '

; that is,
' Come to Jesus

(22
17 -

") ; and Jesus is the only way to the
Father.

iv. Teachings in the Life of the Apostolic Church.
The Trinity was not a theory from without, but

part of the gospel, life, work, anil worship of the

Apostolic Church. It lived in devotion long before

t appeared in theology. The Father, Son, and
Hulv Ghost were as much part of Church life as

body, soul, and spirit were elements of every be-

iev'er's life. The}' are not introduced or explained,
Imt everywhere taken for granted and present.
No man can share NT worship without using
Trinitarian forms. This natural and incidental

yet constant reference to Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit in Apostolic Churches presupposes just such

a development as our study has indicated. The
later and clearer statements are always in full

agreement with what had been already taught.
What the first disciples received from Jesus went
far beyond what is recorded in the Gospels ; it went
far beyond all that He said or did : for after His

ascension they became conscious that Jesus was
not only a teacher, but Saviour and Lord, and im-

parter of the Holy Ghost. The teachings and
work of Christ in Apostolic experience expanded
much more rapidly than they could have done in any
process of merely natural development. The order,

too, of growth is just what we should expect : new
teachings of Jesus about God as Father, then the

teachings of Apostles about the Son, and, last of

all, the full reference to the Holy Spirit. This

order repeats itself in the history of doctrine which
took form in the Nicene Creed. "Through the words
of Jesus, the Synoptic Gospels, St. Paul, Hebrews,
St. John, and the Acts, there runs a harmonious
and growing representation of God as Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit. Jesus sets Himself as Son above

all the servants of God (Mt 21 33
, Mk 12 1 ' 9

,
Lk 3-"'-) ;

He I
1 - 2

gives the same doctrine in theological form,

declaring the Son above all created beings
' God for

ever and ever.' St. Paul presents an intermediate

view, in which God and His Christ are central (1 Co
I
s

,
2 Co I--

3
,
Gal I

3
, Eph I

2
) ; but puts it at once in

vital union with the Trinitarian conception of God
as Father, Son, and Holy Ghost (2 Co 13 14

, Eph
314-16) T)le Acts shows historically that Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost were inseparable from the

life and thought of believers; while the Fourth

Gospel presents the same teaching as the cul-

mination of NT theology (lb'
7 -' u

). (For further

indications of doctrinal growth, cf. the articles

GOD IN NT and HOLY SPIRIT in vol. ii.). These

early disciples knew that there is an infinite

eternal God (2 Co 4"- ls
, 1 Ti I

7
) : they knew also

that He is personal, and personal only as Father,

Son, ami Spirit. How the Infinite can be personal

is ever a mystery ; to Apostolic men the threefold

personality of the infinite God was no greater

mystery than any personality of the Infinite.

They a'lso knew that there is 'a God of Absolute

Itight, the Supreme Lawgiver, the Holy Father in

heaven (Jn 17", Ro 77 ' 12
,
Rev 48 ) ;

on the other

hand, they knew that God had broken through
His own law, and, by His revelation in the Son
and Spirit, opened heaven and poured supernatural

grace and blessing upon men (Ro 326 4s
,

1 P I-' ).

Their practical experience found that this person-

ality of the Father, and the mediating personalities
of the Son and the Spirit, were indispensable to

fellowship with God through grace and faith, and

in the struggles against sin. Illustrations of this

practical Trinity may be seen (1) in the equipment
of the Apostles, (2) the establishment of the Church,

(3) the work of Missions, (4) the test of sound

Doctrine, and (5) the nature of Christian Worship.
(1) The risen Lord gave His commands no more

directly to the Apostles, but through the Holy Ghost

(Ac I
2
). As inseparable as the Father and the Son

appear before the Crucifixion, just as inseparable

appear the Son and the Spirit after the Resurrection.

To the Son as mediator of the Father, and to the

Spirit as mediator of Father and Son, the Apostles
turn as to the source of all power and authority.
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St. Peter say- lie opened tin' Church to I In- ( lent ile-

l.ecail-C till1 Lord .le-ll- I '111 1st I'rom hea\cn lulil

lii in lu i In -ii
I Ac 1 1 "i. inn! Ill-can-.- t In- I Inly Spirit

told hi in t ilc i MI i Ac Hi" 1 1

1J
!. St. John s'a\- tin-

Spirit of truth in tin- Apo-tlc- made tlirm men ol

Cod I I .In 4-- "I, ami witne ed through them that

iln- I .-ithi-i- -ent tin- Si,n to -i\i- lit'- in believers

'). Tin- Spiiit in tlic Apo-tle- iii.-nli- tin-in

pn-ach tin- incainatc Sun, nml denounce .-ill con-

tr:iiy preaching as of tin- ili-vil I I .III 38
"1

?). The
Lord .le-u- sent Anania- to St. 1'anl that lie might
l,<- hll.-il with tin- lli.ly Gho-t (Ac !i'

7
: then St.

1'anl pn-ai-lii-il Clm-t. llial lie- i- tin- Sun of God
(v.

AI
). St. Paul supported hi- claim in In- an Apo-tle

liy appealing to the call of God the l-'atln-r ami Hi-

Son i. MI- cini-t ii:<> I', Gal r- :

'". i Co 1'), who
tilled him with tin- llol\ Ghosl at his conversion
I'm apostleship I Ac '.I'

7
1-1. He trace- the grace nl

iijiii.-tle-hip
and of all \\nrk ill tin- ( 'linrch tn the

Holy Spiiit (1 Co l-J'-l and the Sun (v.-
17

,
I I i I .

1 Co '--', -J'l'i _'-' ") ; and he -puke from experience.
The-e \po-tle-ti-ted a 1 1 Chi i-1 '- Ti initai ian pro-
mi-e-. lii His name, as the nil f (!od, thi-\ cast

out devils (Mk 16", Ac 16U), healed th.- aick (ib.

Ac 3 9s*), and rai-ed tin- dead (Ac !i'" 2ii'"i. The
ll<>!\ (ihn-t ill their work lionnnred the Son n- He
lion,',ure.l the Father (.In .V-

; Ac :!" Ili", .la -").

St. I'cter found that the Spiril iu-pired him to

speak as Jesus promised (Ml 1019-

. l.k !_"-), ami,
tlni- in-piled, he preached repentance towards the

Father and faith in the Son as the way of life

(Ac 4"-
'" - ;l -

>]. He saw also in tin- i>T covenant
of God with parents ami their children a point c.f

coiine\iiin for the doctrine of approai-h to the

Father through the Son (Ac '2
M--'

;{'''
l7

). Sin-

wen- rcniitle.l or retained by the Apo-tle-oii the

authoii:\ oi the Son and as inspin-d Kv the spirit
i\l> is 1

-'. .In -3 1---
'*>, Ac ""). They imparted

tin-

Hi '. <pirit for service (Ac 8"), and, full of the

lln!\ Cho.-t. acted ill the name of Christ a.- minis

id- nt discipline (Ac 15*"), in conscious opposition
to the kingdom of Satan (1 Co "i

4 - 5
<i"). They

could pronounce Anathema in vic nl tin- coming
Lord. Christ in the midst, and tin- Spirit in the

miil.-t with the Apn-tle- a- innii-tcr-. foriin.-d the

Supreme Court of the I'hun-h. St. Paul sums up his

apn-tl -.h,|i \i -JU-24) in (" the enii-tanl witness

nl tin- Holy Spirit. guiding him through bond- and

per-i-i -in inn- ni Satan and bad men ;
i'- aministiy

ret'i d Iioiii the Lord Jesus Chii-t; and [c :<

gospel of the grace of God revealed in Hi- Son
That was his practical work, and not a t henlogu -al

i-lalioration
(
Ro I"]

1 "-
'"J. The A po-t 1.-- claimed and

CM-I. ised dnclrinal authority over the ( 'liurcli 1 1 .In

4"-. 1 Co 4-' 54
{(" 1 1

13
), resting their claims on the

coinmanil of the Son through the S| irit |A.- l-i.

They alinie perfectly knew the meaning of .Ic-u-

i 1 ( .. -J"
1

!, as Jesus alone perfectly knew I In- mean
in^ nl the < IT. They also had the Spirit of pro-

pin i \ ,
si i that they could declare t he Inline ^l.u i. -

..i ( lirist's kingdom, and ll verthrow "t tin-

kin-ilom of the devil (1 Co :' Hi . I I i I ', 1 .In '2--

I . Bel -J'3").

III. \ p. -tolie ( 'liurcli was huilt upon faith in

l-'allier. Son. and Holy*'host. IVnteco-t \\a-inan

impoilaiit -en-e tlie hirthda\ nl the Chinch: and
Si. Ivier e \plai ned it liy saying that the Son a I t In-

ii-hi hand of the Father, having received the pm
01186 of the Spirit,

' sheil forth this which ye now
see and hear.' The Holy (.ihost sent hy the ^mi-
lied Son made the ('liurcli. If liny tiling i- certain,

it i- that the Apostolic Church saw its foundation

laid in the ascension of Christ anil tin- de-cent ol

the Spirit. This Spirit of Christ was the '-

ating. -and if\ ing, working ]iower in the ('much,

li any man had not the Spirit of Chii-t. he wa-
none of Hi- i K" s"|. Surrounded hy pa;jan- whose

gods \\ en- dc\ ils (1 Co I0-
v

l, and hy Jews who were

led by Satan to crucify the Lord (Jn 6" 8** I::
.

Christians were kept hy the jiowcr of the Holy
(iliost (Ko !)*). They met heresy in the -ame

|

. iw . i

(I .In 4 J
'-), and were given hy the Spiril a twoiold

defence: (1) the (lid Testament, in-piled at hi -I hy
the Spirit, and now made practical hy the Spiiit ;

and (2) growing faith in the Son of (lud. The
Spirit revealed Him iu the hearts of he!i<\

the personal, glorified, triumphant Lord (1 Co j -i

The (IT ami Christ were shown to be essential!]
the same Word of (od, once siiuken by the prophetB,
now incarnate and glorilied in Christ, lint, ILS in

the OT, so in the NT, the Spirit is never confounded
with the Word or with Christ. Whether s|M-aking
through Apostles or Prophets, the Spirit e\ci de-

clares Jesns Christ to he the true cornerstone of the
Church (Kph*", 1 I' 2"). Through the Spirit be-

lievers already share the glory of Christ, nnd
through Him receive all the gifts of the Spiiit
(1 1' V, F.ph I

3
G", 2 Co 1-, Ho 8").

i.'l I'rom the Trinity also started the Mission of

the Church (Mt 28""-). The Holy Spirit ajipeared
at once as the great propagating power. He re-

peated the ' Come ' and ' Go '

of Jesus (Mt 1 1-' 28'",

Ac 1") and continued His work. Jesus declared
that the work of foreign missions was the aim of

His death (Jn 12-"
1 - a> - 3

). It was furthered hy the
Father (v.

a(
-), and carried out by the Spirit, who

inspired the lirst missionaries, !Vter(Ac4 8
), Stephen

(6
5
), U:unabas(ll-

4
>, Philip (8*

1

), and I'aul (13
4
), to

preach the gospel and cast out devils (Jn .2" ; cf.

Ac 87
). 'Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the

work whereunto I have called them,' said the Spirit

(Ac 13-) ;

' Go ye into all the world nnd preach the

gospel to every creature,' said Jesns.
'

liapli/.e

them in the name of the Father. Son, and Holy
Ghost,' that is the Trinitarian foundation of

missions. St. I'aul is intelligible only as a man who
regarded himself as an organ of the Holy Ghost,

lighting the powers of darkness (Ho 8*1

, Eph (i
1

-)

to save men by the Son of God (1 Co 21
1
J '7

). He
hail more gifts of the Spirit than other Apostles,
and was the greatest missionary of Christ (1 Co
14"). The Holy Spirit directed him to his lield of

labour (Ac 1GT
), and the Son told him what to ex-

pect in those fields (9
15

). The same is true of St.

I'd. -i- (Ac 1
'''' 2 1 - 17

-^) and the rest.

(4) The NT Church also regarded the Trinity as

the doctrinal assurance that any man was preaching
the gospel. Unless he preached the Son of God
in personal witness of the Spirit, he was not true

to Christ. St. Paul urged Timothy (2 Ti I
1!l- u

)to
hold fast the Apostles' form of sound words, which
consisted in faith and love towards Christ, who is

God our Saviour (1 Ti 'J'), and was committed unto
Him by the Holy Ghost. False teachers left the

Church because "they denied the Father and the

Son, and had no unction of the Holy Ghost (1 Jn
2'"-

'*
'"). Only those preaching the Divine Son

had the witness of the Spirit : to such there came
the demonstration of the Spirit and of power (

I Co
2', 1 Th I'", lio U 1

). Supernatural signs of the Holy
Ghost encouraged such missionaries to preach, and
roused the careless to hear of the Son of (iod as

Saviour (He '2
s

, 1 P I
1
-, Eph I

13
'-). As Christ knew

what was in man, in like manner did the Spiui in

Apostolic preachers so reveal the hearts of In

in Christian meetings that they fell down crvnej,

'God is in you of a truth '(1 Co 14-4 ). Tin two
heresies against which the Apostles warned wcie

an incipient Gnosticism, which rejected Chi i-t as

Lord and Head ;Col 2"'
"

'*, 1 Ti 1" a
), and an allied

Antinomianisin, which set at naught tin- Holy
Ghost (Eph a"-"- '", Kev 2n -

*"-, 1 Co 3" . The

Holy Ghost warned (1 Ti 4') against
'

-

devils' which opposed the Son, and 'st-dmim;

spirits' which fought against the Siiint m <.,,,!

liy the laying on of hands the Holy spun a<
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given to NT workers that they might preach the
Son of God as Saviour (1 Ti 4H - >" 6

). Only such

preaching of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost would

actually reform and save men (Eph I
17 24'6 ' 18

31. 2.

5.^4-16
43-8. a. U

51.
2. .

1B-=0) St,_ paul
'

s test <Je .

scription of the gospel against Judaizers is,
' God

sent forth His Son ... to redeem them . . . under
the law,' and make them ' sons

'

; also,
' God hath

sent forth the Spirit of His Son '

into men's hearts,

'crying, Abba, Father' (Gal 44' 6
). All men sent

of God would preach this sending of Son and

Spirit as the true gospel of Christ (1 Co 123f
'), and

not ' another Jesus,' and ' another Spirit,' consti-

tuting
' another gospel

'

(2 Co 1 1
4
).

(5) The NT Church meant two or three gathered
together with the Son in their midst (Mt 1817 -

=*).

The meetings for worship were of two kinds (irst,

that of the Lord's Supper, in which Christ was
central ; and, second, the public service of oiKo8o/j.-f),

in which the Holy Ghost was central ; but each
carried with it the Trinity. The general wor-

ship was charismatic. Its aim and purpose was
edification of the saints through the xaP'<rfiaTa

granted the various participants by the Holy
Ghost (1 Co 1426

). The worshipping people were
the body of Christ (1 Co 1016 1227

, Eph 4 1

-), in which
each member edified the others as an organ of

the Holy Spirit (Jn 645 V
38

,
1 Co 316

). Each brother
who took part was moved by the Spirit of the

glorified Head of the Church, the Lord Christ (Eph
I
22 4 15

, Col I
18

). St. Paul traces all the elements
of worship tongues, prophecy, teaching, interpre-
tation, prayer, singing to the Holy Ghost (1 Co
14"-

; cf. Jade !0
) ; but not apart from the Father

and the Son ; for in this worship were diversities of

gifts by the same Spirit, differences of administra-
tion by the same Lord Jesus, and diversities of

operations by the same God and Father (1 Co 124 "6
).

The order of St. Paul's thoughts in worship appears
as be prays for the Ephesians (3

U' 1V
) to the Father

that He would strengthen them by the Spirit, so

that Christ might dwell in them. He asks the
Romans (15-')to pray in like manner on his behalf.

The doxology to Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,
spoken of God rather than to God, with which St.

1'aul opens and closes Epistles (Ro I
7

16'-"
7
, 1 Co I

3

16-3 , 2 Co 1- 13 14
), doubtless appeared also at the

opening and close of Christian worship (2 Co !-* "

13"). The synagogue worship began with ' Blessed
be Jehovah' (cf. Schiirer, GJV* ii. 377); the

Christian service began with such an invocation
as 'Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ . . . the God of all comfort

'

(2 Co I
3

).

The Jewish worship closed with the threefold

benediction :

' The Lord bless thee . . . the Lord

keep thee . . . the Lord give thee peace
'

; the
Christian service ended also, probably, with a

threefold benediction of F'ather, Son, and Holy
Spirit (cf. Ro 15> 2 - 13 - 16

,
2 Co 13", Kev I

4-" II
13 14'

l(i
!t

lit
7

). St. Paul uses the word vi'yjios nearly 150

times, and always of the Son of God, uniting the
Lord Jesus and the Lord God in his worship (cf.

Secberg, p. 3). Both Jewish and Gentile Chris-

tians, filled with the Holy Ghost, worshipped
equally the Father and the Son a thing impossible
to men whose Bible was the Old Testament, unless

they accepted what we understand religiously by
the Trinity (Eph 5 la

, Ph I
111

).

A similar recognition of the Trinity underlies

the worship of the Lord's Supper. Only those

baptized in the name of Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost were to partake of this Holy Supper (I Co
10 i-j

1410-19, Gal 3-"-, Ac2:t8 8 12 193
; Didnrhe, x.).

It called to mind the Father, in whose kingdom
the new wine would be drunk (Mt2li-

a
, Lk 22">).

It was celebrated in remembrance of the Son. who
sealed the new covenant with His blood (Mt2628

,

Mk 1424
,
Lk2213

); while the solemn reference to

Christ's return to the Father and the coming
thereby of His kingdom implies the work of the

Holy Ghost (Lk 22 1S
). The wonderful discourses

(Jn 14-17) on the mission of the Comforter were
spoken in connexion with the Supper. The wash-

ing of the disciples' feet while at the table (Jn
135. is) symbolized the work of the Spirit. The
worship of all who were here fed by the Son was
charismatic (Ac 20"), and conducted by men full of
the Holy Ghost. Jesus said,

'
this do in remem-

brance of me' : St. Paul said, 'till he come' (1 Co
11-"); the Spirit-tilled disciple at the feast prayed
especially to the Lord Jesus, saying,

'

Come, Lord.'
This appears as part of the ritual (Didache, x.), and
St. Paul's use of it in the original

' Maran Atlia'

(1 Co 16--) shows that it was already liturgical in

NT days (cf. Rev 22-'). The object of adoration

here, as in all worship, was the Lord Jesus Christ,
who, according to promise (Mt 2S-U ), was invisibly
present, feeding the Church, and guiding all her
activities (Ac I

2' 217 431 ). The hymns' of the
Church must have started from this Christian
Passover (Mt26:io

,
Mk 14-6 ) ; they are all 'spiritual

songs' (Eph 5 19
), arising in men tilled with the

Holy Ghost (5
18

, cf. Col 316
), and without exception

glorifying the Son of God (Eph 520
, Col 3", 1 Ti3 16

,

Kev 191 ' 3 -

1 1
17 '- 4" 5- 13

). For St. Paul the Lord's

Supper consisted in (1) a celebration of the Lord's

death, and (2) communion with the glorified Chiist

(1 Co II 24 '- 1010f
-). This 'KOIVUVM of the body and

blood of Christ, which united all to worship the

Son, was the creative work of the Spirit, which
made a group of individuals a Church of God.
After Pentecost, believers continued in this KOIV-

uvia. (Ac 242
), which was a gift of the Spirit (v.

3
**).

The Holy Ghost led believers at the Communion
Supper to break bread in memory of the Sun and
otter prayer to Him as Lord of all. From NT days
onwards, the Spirit led Christians at the Lord's

Supper to pray to Christ as both Creator and
Redeemer (1 Co 1021 - 26

, Didache, ix. ) ; and in both
offices He was inseparable from the Father. The
communion of the Lord's Supper was 'unto the

ivavia of His Son Jesus Christ,.' to which we
are called by the Father (1 Co 1"); and in it as

the family gathering of the Holy Brotherhood
'the co.mmniuon of the Holy Ghost' was indis-

pensable (2 Co 1314
). The community of goods (Ac

242'-), which was an enlargement of the Lord's
Table to provide for the poor of the Church, arose

through men 'all filled with the Holy Ghost' (Ac
43U 32

), speaking the word of God and witnessing
to the gloritied Christ (v.

33
). And the sin of

Ananias and Sapphira against this communion
St. Paul calls the contribution for the saints a

Koivuiiia (Ro 15-6 ) was lying to the Holy Ghost (Ac
53. sj_ "pijg nien chosen to serve these tables of the
Lord and His poor were '

full of the Holy Ghost and
wisdom' (6

3
) ; and when the first of them, Stephen,

began to preach, his gospel was the Most High
God and the Glorified Christ, whom he adored as

Lord. In urging the Jews to be saved, he de-

clared that opposition to God and His Christ was

resisting the Holy Ghost (7
43 - 5s - 51

). The NT con-

nects also the sacrament of Baptism and that of

the Supper. The one was Gods Israel marching
in covenant with the Lord through the sea ; the

other was the spiritual meat and drink given to

feed them by the way (1 Co 10 1 "1 12 13
). And, what

is very important, both sacraments profess faith

in Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. St. Paul sees in

Baptism a profession of fellowship with the Son
(Ro 63

,
1 Co I

13
), into whom believers are bap-

tized by the Spirit (1 Co 12 13
), showing that he

agrees with Mt 28 1;l
; and in the Supper, which

commemorates the'^on. he says we 'drink of the

Spirit' (1 Co 1213
; cf. Niisgen, ii. 333). The sent

Son and the sent Spirit appear in both sacraments
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11- tin' only way ( communion with God. The
Lord's Slipper embodies till' thought ill" covenanl

with tin- rather through conl'e- ion of tin- Son.

.Ic-ii- called it a new civilian! in Hi- blood M lv

14-'). 'I'd rat anil drink of this Supper was a test

nl ln\altvlii l''at h"i
,

S. in. and Bolj (,lm-l i

I
I'. i

10" '

I I

'- ' -'
I'J

'

; Cf. Mk 14'-, l.k l.'i
-"

-'I ". -In

l.'!'"i. \l thefii.il ill' (In- nil-- till' sari ilirial Illral

nf loyalty toClin-l was eaten. !t \va-a place of

spiritual liff "i diMtli: hence St. I'aul. fiillu\\ ing
.1. -M, i | (',, II

:

,
.In s--,, -ecs the alternative here

i.i he tlir kingdom of God or the kingdom uf

S.-iian; table of tin 1

I. in. I .I.--H- ur talili 1 of the

dev il ; S].iril i if Cod or spirit of ev il. I hat is t lie

crucial .iiiil'r--inn te-t al thr Holy Supper (1 Co
in I _'!. Tin 1 charismatic communicant, -peak
MIL i \citedlv \\ith tonuiie-, mii:ht -rein unworthy
to -it do\\ II lit the l.old > Tal.le

;
Si 1'aill'- -II picnic

mid only enlerion is, No man ran -av tliat .le-us

is the Lord lint l.y the Holy ( ilm-t
''

(
l'J

:i

l. The
|e-t .1 every ( 'In islian in all \\or-hip, including
the 111. ist -acled -er\ iee ill the I .ord'- Supper, Was
lieliel ill the Holy Gho-t, who testilied to the

I li\ me Son. who came forth from t lie Fat her. The
real preselire of the Sun ot I I . ..

I . set forth ill the

lioilily syillliol of 111" 1.1. .ken bread, experienced ill

the communing Church, which is the body of

Christ, c\er one v,ith her hiviue Head, and
witnessed to 1'V the Holy Ghost, without whose

pre-eiice there call lie no Christian woi-hip, is a

doctrine of the NT to which the Church in nil

a;_cs ha- hoi in- tc-ti nv. In the believer'- ex

pelienee. a- ill the Ilihle hi-tory of redeniplioll,
this doctrine ".rows np.m him. Not till the < IT

revelation ended was it evident that God was
Father; only the Siill could perfect U reveal the

Father. Not till .le-u, had tinishe.l His work and
returned to the Father "as it fully evident that

lie w.-i- the linine Christ; only the Holy (ilm-t

could perfectly reveal the Son of God. And not

till the Church has ended her win k on earth and
lieeollle ".lulltied with her l.old, Hlld tile histori-

cally revealed economic Spirit has completed her
sand ilicalion, \vill the hivinity and I 'el -onalil y
of I he Holy ( 'host lie perfeel ly manifest. ( Inly in

the heavenly life, where the Spirit may eea-o In

le siihjcc'ivc and in-eparaMe from our -puit in

religious consciousness, will His distinctive char
aeter appear a,s manifest as that of the Father and
the Son.

LiTKRATrRK. There is no recent littTiitnn- mi tl.i^ sut.j.-rt.
S.i' ,iit i;..ij IN NT in V..1 ' I:. .1. s ill. u..rk^ .|.i'.l..il in tlu-

te\t xnil Hi. section! in /:
I n'l'.\i\ ik-lik-r,

111, -hill, S, hultl, SIN. 'i. I. .ii.l /'' \>\ !(.. It/Mi. inn.

\ ,

,

i .. .MM. ,. . the Literature under artl .1 . -. - -
1

< 'ni:i si,,!., . ,-,
,

vi i >-i MI, Hm.'i smu r. in 1 1 1
i

.
:

ry ; and in

H.T/. .-II HI. k. /'/.'A'- 1

. In our d heTrinil itreo i

from the point of view of Ch '

ler's art. 'Chrui-

tt i er, BitLTnei .>,>-
->,<. THi^Ma it;.'

. <
i

> !

'

'

: . Del
'. in 'li. Tr Ootb - "i 'I. Kir.'hi- ili-s 1 Chr. .luliri

i^ i ilii.il. lc. Th>- .Its 'iiv-i..!! i.n tlie A|'..sl. l'r....l -l.ir'.-l l.\

Hiirn-t.-k in IK-- /'"-

mill sli;rc.l l.v /...-kler, Xnm .I/ . ! Bwete, /A.

A //"(. t (-./ ii-:ni, shudsside light u|".n the mi

lli'i.it M. SCOTT.
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This article is intended not .simply to -late \v hat

the teaching of the llilile on the subject of J:.

lation is, but also to show what is the iintuie of

the revelation preserved in the 15ible, ami what
are the wider relations to human thought and life

held liy it. It will deal accordingly with tin:

philosophy, the history, the ilortrinc, and the eoi-

(/' net of Revelation. Topics already di-cu--cd in

previous volumes will again \HI referred to, but the.

new point of view from which they will be re-

vaiile.l should prevent repetition, and, wherever

po--ilile, icference to ]>revious articles will take
the place of detailed treatment. The subject will

he handled with this intention and under these

limitations.
i. THK PHILOSOPHY OF KKVELATIOX. 1. The

present /nation regarding the Bible. It is gener-
ally admitted that a great change in theological

thought has taken place during the last century,
espee.ally in regard to the Bible. We cannot now
think of it as our fathers did. We cannot believe
that it- -eience must determine our view of nature ;

that it- historic records can never be convicted of

mi- take; that its every part alike gives us the
w hole counsel of (Jod ; that the imperfect morality
which is found in some whom it commends an

holy, or commissions as teachers, must be explained
by the discovery of invstic meanings; that every
word it utters regarding man's duty, devotion,
and destiny must lie accepted as authoritative.

This change of attitude regarding the Scripture*
is due to several causes. Firstly must be men-
tioned the ethical spirit of the age. In the records
of the IJilile, deeds are reported and approved in

the name of Hod as done by men recognized as

servants of God which our conscience must con-

demn. There are views of God's relation to men
presented which contradict man's consciousness of

in . .[..m, on which his moral duty and worth alike

depend. Can God approve injustice and cruelty ?

Can man be the creature of a Divine omnipotence?
Such i|iiestions are being asked, and cannot be
answered without Considerable modification of the

traditional views of the Scriptures. Secondly,
-. i.me has been making many discoveries, if also

manufacturing a few theories. Everywhere it

linds unbroken order, unchanging law, continuous
.!. v . liipmeiit. In claiming that miracle and in-

spirat ion are possible the liible seems to come into

with science, and harmony can be restored

only by a reconsideration of current conceptions

legal-ding the liible. Thirdly, the philosophical

conception of evolution, which has so transformed

everj mode of man's mental activity, has been

brought to bear on the Scriptures with results in

many ways opposed to the thoughts which have
to ruled in the Christian Church. /

tin- literary and historical criticism of the vv i

t hem-elves has led to conclusions about date,

authorship, mode of composition, literary char-

a. tii. and historical value, which are vi i

nnioved from the opinions on these matter- \v hich

en handed down in the Church. On the-e

grounds, the common views al unit the Hi Lie hilh.'i to

held are being very widely and boldly ehulli njjed.

Hut, on the other hand, we seem to ! lui ni-hed

now with a more secure foundation on which vvu
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may build our apology for the worth of the Scrip-
tures. For, Jirstly, within the last century philo-

sophy in the person of the idealist thinkers of

Germany has become more favourable to religion,

recognizing its use and worth in making man
rational, and accepting the conception of God as
the necessary, ultimate principle of thought. In
more recent sociological theory the value of religion
in moralizing man has been recognized. Without
expecting very much help from philosophy and
science in vindicating the claims of the Bible, we
must yet acknowledge that the much more re-

spectful attitude towards religion which now gener-
ally prevails among thinkers does offer the promise
of more careful and sympathetic consideration of

any defence of the Scripture which may be ad-
vanced. And, sei-nndh/, what calls itself the science
of Comparative Religion has shown that man is

everywhere religious, even as he is rational and
moral, although the forms in which these higher
activities are expressed are often imperfect and

inadequate. Although the discoveries made in

this inquiry regarding man's religion have some-
times been used to discredit the unique value of

the Bible, yet in an impartial comparison with
other religions Christianity need not fear that it

will lose its pre-eminence, nor will the Holy
Writings of our faith fail to assert their superi-

ority. Keeping these general considerations in

view, we may now apply ourselves more closely to

the subject of Revelation with special reference to

the Scriptures. In dealing with this, it will not
lie enough to inquire what claim the Bible makes
for itself, and what worth the Christian conscious-

ness assigns to it ; it will be necessary to verify
this claim, and vindicate this worth in relation to

man's thought and life. It is the purpose of this

preliminary philosophical discussion, therefore, to

show that man's nature implies religion, and re-

ligion revelation, and revelation inspiration ; but
that while all these belong to man as man, yet the

perfect religion, the ultimate revelation, and the
authoritative inspiration are found in only one

Person, who is, however, so related to a historical

development going before and to a historical de-

velopment following after Him, that He cannot
be viewed apart from their record, or they be seen

apart from Him.
2. Man nnd Religion. It must be here assumed

that the attempt to explain man empirically that

is, as a product of nature has failed, and that he
must be interpreted ideally, as a person in and

yet above the process of nature. If Materialism,
or Naturalism, 01 Agnosticism be true, then human
religion is a delusion, and Divine revelation an

impossibility. But none of these theories can
offer a guarantee for the truth of science, or a
reason for the claims of conscience ; and each of

them fails to explain all that man feels to have
the highest worth for him. Idealism alone can so

interpret man as not to lower the value of his

spiritual interests and pursuits. What, then, is

the idealist interpretation of man ? As rational,
he seeks truth, the harmony of thought and being :

as moral, he seeks what from different points of

view may be described as holiness or freedom, or

the harmony of law and will ; as emotional, he
seeks what from different points of view may be
described as blessedness or love, the harmony of

his whole self with his whole environment. No
although these ideals are not always consciously

present to his mind, even although they may dis-

guise themselves in the forms of lower desires and

expectations, yet they are ever determining his

actions both as motive for and as end of his de-

velopment. These ideals as realized in one Being
afford man his conception of God. Of course it

is not affirmed that man's religious consciousness

reaches this conception by any such analysis or

argument ; all that is here indicated is that man's
ideal nature adequately interpreted implies the

conception of God, and that his belief in his

ideal involves his faith in a reality corresponding
thereto, for such a reality alone can afford him
the assurance that his ideal can be realized.

Unless the intelligence and the intelligible world
have their ground in one reason, the harmony of

thought and being can never be reached ; unless

the activity of man can be derived from the same
character as is expressed in moral standards, the

harmony of will and law seems unattainable ;

unless the same purpose is expressed in the

desires of men and the process of the world,
there will be no escape from the struggle of the

self and the environment. Man has ever sought
to form relations with, by rendering services to,

or seeking benefits from the Being on whom he
is proved by his very nature dependent, and with

whom, as rational, moral, emotional, he claims

affinity. The communion of God and man liuds

expression in Religion, which from a speculative

standpoint may be defined as necessary, and from
a historical as universal. It is true that attempts
have been made to prove that there are peoples
without religion ; but in the instances produced it

has subsequently been found that closer investi-

gation modified first impressions ; and, even should

there be any doubt left in a few cases, it can
be confidently asserted that peoples without re-

ligion have not yet reached the full development of

their humanity. Without attempting now to dis-

prove the contentions of the thinkers who do not

interpret man's morality and religion as true,

but account for them as fictitious, we may assert

that the origin of religion cannot be inconsistent

with its functions. If man's ideal implies re-

ligion, its origin lies not in what is lowest but in

what is highest in him. Imperfect as were the

forms in which the instincts, impulses, and intui-

tions of religion at first were manifested, yet we
have warrant in the history of religions for con-

cluding that man's consciousness of God developed

along with his consciousness of self and the world.

The communion he sought with God had neces-

sarily the inadequacy of his purposes for himself,

or the uses lie made of the world. If religion be

thus implied in man as mind and heart and will,

the inquiry as to the organ of religion in him is

evidently due to a misconception of its nature.

Religion is not one of a number of spiritual func-

tions ;
it is the relation between man's whole

personality and the Being who is its ground, la,v
;

type, ideal, in whom all his varied functions have

their source and reason. Hence religion has his

whole nature as its organ, and finds expression
in all his spiritual functions. Religion is not

primarily or exclusively intellectual (Hegel), or

moral (Kant), or emotional (Schleiermacher), but

embraces mind and will and heart alike. Just

as man responds to his natural environment in

knowledge, feeling, deed, so does he respond to

his spiritual environment in reason, conscience,

reverence. His consciousness of God is at least

as varied as his consciousness of the world, or of

his own self. But in the history of religions the

proportion and harmony of these three elements

has not been maintained. Religion as truth and
as righteousness has often been subordinated to

religion as the satisfaction of emotions. This is

sought in worship, from which all intellectual and
all moral elements cannot be altogether excluded.

In Greece, for instance, we find the popular

idolatry completely divorced from the ethical

inquiry of a Socrates and the speculative effort

of a 1'iato. The intellectual and moral content of

religion has again and again been allowed to fall
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behind the stage reached '> -cn-ncc ami morality,
while tin- ritn.-il i 'li mem- wen- made unduly pro-
minent. N 'ft it i- i|iuie e\ ident thai the con cioiia

lie-- of God oil-lit In have a i-nlltfllt a'leiplate to

tin- demand- ill rea-'Hi ami tlif dictate- oi con
science. Tin- religion- development lit inaiiUiinl

lias not I'ffM normal ; it ha- liffii di-turUd ami

penciled I iv -in. Kcnevval a- well as proc,n---
i- needed. Ili'm-f Coil'.- activity in religion must
In- ic.iemplive a- \\fll a- perfecting.

:!. /,'. inn'- i"ti"n. [t follows from the
vciv nalnri' 11! iclieion tliat C.nl i, active as well

a- man. If man rai-f> hiin-dt above his natural
to hi- spiritual environment, from -fit ami world
to God, God responds to thai approach ; na\ ,

it i-

to tlif atlrai-tion of thi- spiritual f nviromiifiit that

man yiclils. I'nlf idigion i- a delusion, man i-

not holding intercourse merely \vitli a transfigured
self IT an iilrali/cil world. Itfli^ion i- not an
iimi'jination. which rohs the world of its linitmlf,

or lilt- t In 1 -I'll alio\ < it- limitations. It is liccaii-c

neither the world nor the .-elf i- adequate to hi-

iilfiil conceptions, or cull satisfy his ideal m-i e-

sit if s a- a -piiitual being, that man in religion
elevate- him-flf to a region not of hi.- own ab-

stractions, lull where Divine reality inefts him,
ami enters into rffiprora! relation- with him. The
truth, pnrfiif-s, ami power of religion depend on
the eiimpleteiie-- of llii- flfvatiiili. \\'hfli the

Consciousness "I elf IT Ihf vv.nld dominate-, we
have concept mil- of G.id fal-e and unworthy.
1'agani-m never -o ileliverfil it-elf from the con-

scioii-ne of t he world as to rise tn a t rue ami pure
eoiifepi 1011 ol Cod. Its deities rcinaiii natural

being-, and therefore not ideally rational or

moral. \\'hen it ilid rise ahove the eoii-eiou-ne--

of the world, and even strove to ri-i 1 above the con-

scion-iie-- of self, it reached a pantheism in which
Cod \\as merely 7-6 ?K or T& if. neither by ob-ei \ a-

tion of the world nor hy contemplation of the -elf

can the con -don-ness of God In- reached, for neither
i- adequate to give content to the conception. The
world may suggest a linal ]>urpo-e and an ultimate
cau-f. the relation of the self to the world a com-
mon uiouinl for hoth, the self reason and right-
cou-nc-- ti man"-, so much truth there
is in -pecnlative theism. 15ut, neverthele--. no
ellnil ot man. unaided of God, ha- readied Ili-

leality. Not through nature nor in -elf doe- mini

know Gi >d, hut Only as God makes H im-elf kno\\ n.

Just a- lor hi- natural e\i-tence man and natuic
inii-t he in reciprocal relations, so for Ids spiritual
e\ pei lenee must man anil God lie alike act iv c. To
di n\ Cml's action on man in Id- religion is to

de-lroy it- truth, worth, and claim. His religions

knowledge is not self-projection, his religion- life-

is not -dl'-stihjection, his religion- feeling is not
self -ati-faction. So to treat religion i- not to

inteipiei it as true, but to account for it as

fictitious, however necessary and universal the
iiction may he allowed to be. Or to explain
religion HB the action of nature on man i- equally
to contradict its essential character. It i- luithei

In deny that God can have reciprocal
relation-

with the -pirit who has allinity with Him-dt. h
i- to a Hii m that Coil who is absolutely, and man
who i- relatively, above nature can have no pd
sonal relation except through nature-: th.i' c .d

who i- communicative, cannot communicate mile--

umler -udi conditions as make the coinmnnical ion

inadeipiate for Hi- bounty and man'- need; that
Cod i, unalile to constitute such direct rdatioii-

with man a- a complete human devdo] nt de
mauds. Tin- i- to subject hoth God and man to

nature. If man in religion is conscimi- ot e|e

rating him-dt above nature that he may more

completely ally himself with (iod. shall

thai Cod i- nnahle -o to detach Him-dt lioni

nature that He may respond to man's clloi t

'

May we not believe rather that G<xl stand- in

such personal relations to man that He can onl oi

His own fulness meet the need of lliniclf which
He has implanted ; that the spirit that -i

knowledge of Him, because it has lieen nuule for

it, will gain it, ami not Iw mocked by a tian-

li^iired self or an idcali/ed world? Vet nn -tic

thinkers have been mistaken when they Hum lit

that God could he known only in abstraction from
the consciousness of self and the world. It is not

by losing the linite consciousness that the Infinite

reality is known. Nay, it is in such an elevation
and purification of the consciousness of self and
the world as carry us beyond their linitude and
reveal to us their absolute source and purpose.
This is a real distinction, the verbal expression of
which is not easy. We do not know God apart
from the world and self, and yet we know Him as
dillerent, though not separated, from !>th. \Vo
do not leave the world and the self behind when
we rise to God, but we see the self and the world
in (iod. Although God is manifested, yet He is

not exhausted in world and self. God has a
revelation of Himself in nature and history on
the one hand, and man's own spiritual being on
the other ; but that revelation cannot be identi-

fied. with human discovery in the realm of nature,
human reflexion on the course of history, human
in-i^ht into character. All these human activities

imply Divine action, as in God we live, and move,
and nave our being ; yet, to be in the full sense
a revelation to man, nature and history, reason
and conscience must become the organs of a Divine

activity, not of creation, or preservation, or govern-
ment only, but distinctly of self-communication.
Nature as a succession of phenomena, history as a
series of events, and personality as an organism of

varied functions, are not revelations, but become
so when man knows that in them God is speaking
to him, and making Himself known.
This revelation, it is to be understood, is per-

manent and universal. It is not to be supposed
that the spiritual activity of man, which seeks
God in nature, history, self, summons into activity
the spiritual self-revealing function of God ; but
all these media of llerelation arc to be conceived
as permanently and universally so related to God
that they constitute His manifestations, and man
is so made that he interprets them as such when in

religion he seeks God. I5ut man's receptivity does
not always and everywhere respond to this activity
of (iod. While he is made for intercourse with
(iod, he does not maintain it unbroken ; nay, la-

may even sutler it altogether to cease. God is still

active, but man is not responsive. The conscious-

ness of self ami of the world are raised into a false

independence of the consciousness of God ; and, it

may he, ultimately exclude it, or so pervert it as

to make it but the expression of spiritual deformity.
Man's responsiveness to this permanent and uni-

vci-al Divine activity must not only be stimulated

I

and sustained, but the consciousness of self and
the world must be put in their true and right
relation to the consciousness of God. but BIIICC,

as the history of heathenism has shown, this con-

sciousness of God has not IM.-CII mediated, but per-
verted by the consciousness of self and the world,
Cod must in thought he first detached from self

and the world, that the right and true relation

may at last be apprehended and nppicciuted. In

other words, God s transcendence must be as

in order that His immanence may be understood.
The spiritual vision, so to behold God as above and
beyond nature and history, is lacking to man, UH

neither his inner nor outer experience can stimu-

late or sustain it. and therefore God, who is Him
self the I'xjhl, must bestow on men thu snjlil t'
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behold Him. These objective and subjective re-

quirements have been met in that special revela-
tion of God, the literature of which lies before us
in the Holy Scriptures.

4. Revclatwn rind Inspiration. In passing from

general to special revelation, we must take note of

a certain ambiguity which attaches to the common
use of the term 'revelation.' The sense in which the
term has been used in the previous discussion is this.

Nature, history, conscience, reason, are so consti-

tuted that they show what God is ; but man lias

not received this knowledge in its purity and com-

pleteness, for he does not know God as He makes
Himself known. His receptivity to the Divine
revelation must be restored, so that his conscious-

ness of God, obscured and perverted, may he purified
and perfected. God must, on the one hand, so act

on him as to make him capable of this purified and

perfected consciousness ; and, on the other hand,
that there may be continuity in his spiritual

development, this consciousness of God must be

mediated by a progressive purifying and perfect-

ing of his consciousness of self and the world.

This artion vf God un the nature of man we call
'

inspiration'; its result, the perfected and purified
consciousness of self and the world and God, is
' revelation.' The latter term is sometimes loosely
used for the subjective process as well as the

objective product, but it is desirable that the
method and the purpose of God's action be thus

distinguished, and the term Inspiration be re-

served for the one and the term Revelation for

the other. While the essential content of this

revelation is the character and purpose of God, the

contingent form is the consciousness of the self

and the world of the inspired agent. It is quite

posMhle to imagine that this Divine action might
have been universal ; and yet, if we consider what
is God's method in the progress of the race, we
shall recognize that this restriction of inspiration
to individuals is not contrary to but in accord
with it. Although the form of St. Paul's argu-
ment raises great difficulties for our thought, yet
the fact must be admitted that there is a Divine
election of individuals and nations. God deals

with mankind as one body, of which the several

members have not one function, but arc mutually
dependent. Science, art, philosophy, culture of

many kinds, is the Greek's contribution to the

treasures of mankind. From the Roman the
nations have learned law, order, government.
The speciality of the Hebrew was religion. Each
function was assigned to each people, not for self-

enrichment only but also for mankind's greater

good. As limitation of effort and concentration of

energy are the necessary conditions of the greatest

efficiency and fullest service, it would seem that

in no one people could all the functions of a com-

plete humanity be developed : to each must be

assigned the development of one function, the

results of this development in each being in course

of time made the property of all. If we compare
the historic peoples with the savage races, we

may ask, Why has God made them so to differ ?

Surely the answer is, that to the historical peoples
iim\ lie given the generous task of imparting the

treasures of thought and life, which they have
won liy ages of toil and struggle, to the savage
races, who may have been incapable of gaining
them for themselves. The Parable of the Labourers
has an application to the history of the world.

The labourers hired at the eleventh hour also

received a penny. It is to be remembered that

God's election is to service through sacrifice, as

the world's saviours are also its sufferers. As the
Hebrew people was chosen to be the school of the

knowledge of God for the world, the lessons were

taught in national pain, loss, ruin. This revela-

tion was not only limited in space, hut also con-
ditioned by time. A perfect revelation would be
wasted on an imperfect nation. Religion, or man's

receptivity for God's communication, can make
progress only as conscience and reason, morals
and institutions are developed. That a revelation

may be effective for the ends for which it is

intended, it must be adapted to the stage of

growth of the persons to whom it is given.

Accordingly, the idea of evolution, the applica-
tion of which has been so fruitful in other branches
of knowledge, not only may but must be utilized

in the interpretation of this revelation. Viewed
from this standpoint, it shows a steady if slow

progress, not without relapses followed by re-

coveries, yet with the dominant tendency to truer

thought, purer worship, and better life, until in

Jesus Christ the promise of the Hebrew religion
found its fulfilment, and from Him went forth the

power which has made, and is still making, the
Christian religion the final and perfect satis-

faction of man's need of God. The theoretic

proof of the superiority of the Christian to all

other religions is being confirmed by the practical

proof that, wherever it is known ami understood,
the imperfections of the religion hitherto cherished

are recognized, and its higher claim and greater
worth are acknowledged. In its idea of God as

Father it offers the truest object for faith ; in its

law of love it affords both the highest principle
and the strongest motive for morality ; in its pro-
mise of eternal life it inspires the brightest hope ;

and in the salvation from sin it otters it delivers

mankind from its greatest danger and meets its

deepest need.

Before passing to consider more closely the

history of this revelation, two remarks, for which
the preceding discussion affords the warrant, may
be added. Firstly, there is no religion without
revelation. In so far as men have sincerely sought
God, however inadequate their conceptions or im-

perfect their methods, He has been really found
of them. The truth and worth of any religion

depends on the measure of man's responsiveness
to God's revelation. Uecondly, we cannot alto-

gether deny the inspiration of the great religious

personalities who have in any degree reformed or

revived religion, such as Confucius, Buddha, Zoro-

aster, and Mohammed. In so far as they saw any
clearer light than their contemporaries, God gave
them siglit ; but, as any revelation which came

through them has done immeasurably less for

man's progress than the revelation in Christ, they
cannot be regarded as His rivals, but at best as

tutors to lend to Him.
ii. THE HISTOHY OF REVELATION.!. Charac-

teristics of OT revelation. In dealing with this

history it will not be necessary to enter into any
minute details, as these have already been pre-
sented in such articles as ISRAEL in vol. ii. and
OLD TESTAMENT in vol. iii., but the characteristic

features and decisive factors may be briefly shown.
The revelation was to and by individuals, law-

givers, judges, priests, and prophets men who
were chosen, called, and fitted by God to be the

teachers and leaders of their fellow-countrymen,
rebuking their sins, withstanding their unbelief,

correcting their mistakes as to God's relation to

men, communicating His will and His purpose,
and announcing His judgments and His promises.
Otherwise it could not have been ;

for just as

peoples are chosen for special functions, so in

these peoples persons are chosen, by whose en-

lightenment and stimulus they are fitted for the

discharge of their respective functions. To the

minds and hearts and wills of a few men God
commits His message and mission to the many.
But these few are not isolated from or independent
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of the society t'nr which their work is dune. Not

i HI I \ .1.1 i he words ami works of the individual nol

Sllllice fill tlic lull expression ill I III
1 Ciilllcllt Of

]>i\ini' revelation, Inn In 1 in isolation wmiiil lie

incapable df hcin _ the organ of I Mv ine com mil idea-

tion. As the iniliviiiiial lives nut tu Inin-rll luit

IMI -ociety. Cod's will for him cannot be expressed

apart from His |mr|uise for MICU-IV. ( lull's moral

ciiiiiiiiainls, invohing as these ilo the relations f

men to one another, can linil aile.|iiate e\|iie--ion
oiilv in the cii-i 3, laws, ami manners of a

society. So communion with Coil for its \ariet\

ami vigour needs c mnnity with men. If an

imlii iiiual message is not to lie wasted, it must
l,e ildiM-n-il to a society w ilh a measure of respon-
siveness. Hut this involves that each teacher or

leader docs nut stand quite alone, but that In- has

entered into other men's labours, and that lie is

souinu SIM (I of which others will reap the fruit.

Kadi is continuing a work already begun, and is

transferring to others a task waiting to he cum

pleteil. Then 1 mr.st I"- I his inheritance from the

past, ami this heipiest to the future at each staue :

lul the whole lollllsel ami purpose of (toil eallliot

he ci-mmuiiicateil at once. AS Cod's communica-
tion must at eai h sta-e lie eomlil ium-,| by man's

r.-i -epti\ ity, ar.il the development of that n-.ep

tivity was very gradual, the revelation was pro-

gicssivo. Men were led from lower to highei

thoughts of Coil, from
|

'er to richer life in

Coil, from narrower to wider hope from God. We
must, to complete uiu-concept ii ui of the process of

revelation, not only consider God's action through
the inspiration of men, hut must also take into

due account Coil's -niilance of tin- whole course

i.t the history of the people for whom this revela-

tion was intemleil, ami His control of all the

events which ali'ected its fortunes and develop-

ment; for what Cod had done or was doing in

judgment or mercy to punish or to save, was the

content of the message and mission of the leaders

or ti-adiers. It was nut through nature that Clod

discovered Himself; it was nut hy brooding over

their own inner life that Coil's spokesmen found

the word of tin- Lord. They read the signs of the

times in the rise and fall of empires ;
in famine,

pestilence, and invasion ; in the wrongs and miseries

of the
|

-, and the tyranny and luxury of tin-

rich : in moral and s,,nal conditions as well as in

political circumstance. ; and the signs of the times

were to them a Divine language. Accordingly, the

histor\ must lie included in the revelation, in the

measure in w hich < unl \\ as seen to he acting, ur was
heard to he .speaking b\ the inspired persons in

all events and experiences. 'The external history
alliudi-d the occasion for the internal revelation,

hut did not limit its raii^c, as inspired men learned

ami taught more a hunt Cod than w as immediatel y
sugge-ti-d hy facts. It would lie to ignore the

most prominent feature of this history not to lay

.special stress mi the redemptive character of it.

Cu.l again and V'-t :i-_:iin showed Hilllsi-lt to he a

Saviour in delivering His people from the evils

which they had hnumhl upon themsel\es by their

trans^res-mn. The Kxodus from F.gypt and the

U'-tilin from l'.:i l.\ Ion. In meitiiui only the D1Q I

momentous in-lances, wen- hulh decisive lait.'i-

in the |irocess i,i' i ,11, l
s ic ve la tion.

_'. I.itnit'iti'in "I God's action. It is hy so view-

ing the history ui Kevclaliuti in a nation that we

scape some dirlicult ies t which we expose our-

selves, if we consider only the inspiration of in-

dividuals. It has often I n asked, why should

we restrict inspiration to Hebrew lawgiver, or

judge, priest, or pruph*-!. ami nliis.- it in Ciei-k

sa-e or Unman statesman'.' Without entangling
ourselves in anv ah-iract psychological discussion

about the subjective process of inspiration, we can

answer the question \>y pointing mil I'll
i of all,

thai, whatever true or hoi\ utterance regarding
Cud or the spiritual order niav have lalh-u liuni

the lips of Creek sage or Uomau stab
nui addressed to a soeiety, conscious oi it-ell a-,

discharging a Divine function in tin- wmlil.
const itnied by a Divine covenant and nmlai.d
h\ a Divine law; did not connect its.-li mun
alely with prior Divine utterances, which W.-M-

alike the condition of its intelligibility and the
hasis of its authority ; did not mark a sta^c in i he

pi"--n--sive development of the know-led-. .,i C.,.|

and of a moral and religious lite corresponding
thereto. We may most gladly admit th ::i -M iv

t;ood and perfect gift is from above, from iln

Father of lights, and that all truth con. .-i iiin-j

Cod is of Cod; yet we must maintain thai such

isolated, and for the most part impotent, utter-

ances cannot have for us the same significance
as utterances which find their due place and play
then n ..... Iful part in the expression of an ever
more ade.|uate and inlluential knowledge of Cod
in a progressive national history. The distinct-

ively religions character of this history ia usu-

ally recognized, hut is variously explained. The
Hehiew people has been credited with a gcnini
Jfit- f'/itfinn, an innate tendency towards mono-
theism, a passion for righteousness. It has accord-

ingly been maintained that we do not need to

ui/e in this progress any but the ordinaiy
historical factors. Just as the Creeks had the

u. inns of arts and letters, and the Romans the

genius of law, so the Hebrews had the genius of

religion. Hut the very phrase in which the func-

tion of this people in the world-economy is ex-

presseil, forces us to recognize what is claimed for

itself hy the literature which this genius has
pro-

duced. If the argument developed in the previous
section is valid, religion implies a reciprocal rela-

tion of Cod and man. The consciousness of the
world and the self cannot constitute, although
they may mediate, the consciousness of Cod. Nay,
those tend to pervert or even exclude this, unless

restrained ami corrected by an intensified re-

ligious life, which is an increased responsiveness
to the presence and action of Cod. Hence a

genius for religion implies an activity of God
which a genius for art and letters, or for law,
does not. The character and the result of re-

ligious genius implies a revelation of Cod by Him-
self a* no other genius does. But besides this

consideration, two other evidences of the Divine

action in Hebrew history may be indicated. On
the one hand, we do not find any of the peoples
who had the closest racial alliuity to the Hebrews

display any innate tendency towards monotheism,
or any passion for righteousness; and, on the other,

the history of the nation itself shows with what

dilliculty and delay it learned the lessons of faith

and duty, which Cod was giving to it both hy His

dealings with it in events, and hy His teaching of

it by His messengers.
3. Fulfilment qfthe OT revelation in Jetitst

This revelation has its issue and consummation
in Jesus Christ. As religion seeks to bring man
into such reciprocal relations with Cod that there

mav l>e a community of thought, feeling, and lile,

in ilis God-manhood religion had its ideal reali/ed.

As the purpose of revelation is to- communicate ID

man such a knowledge of Cod as shall he a.l. .

to answer the questions of his mind regarding Cud.

to satisfy the longings of his heart for CJod, '>

determine his actions by the will of Co.i. m iln-

. iiisciousncss of Jesus, who knew the 1'ailn-i ;i_s

He was known of the Father, in the testi ...... ly

of Jesus, who being in the bosom of the 1-atln-i

has declared Him, revelation reach. -.1 ii

But we must add, inasmuch an mans iclatimi i
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God in religion had been disturbed, and his capa-
city to respond to God's revelation had been de-

stroyed by sin, in Him also was accomplished that

redemption from the guilt, power, lust, and curse
of sin, and that restoration to the knowledge, love,
and life of God, which made it possible for man to
receive Christ's revelation of God and to enter on
the realization of His ideal of religion. In com-
pleting', Christ transcended the Hebrew religion
and revelation. He came in the fulness of the
time, but He was sent into the world by the
Father. Accordingly, we have to recognize iti Him
two aspects a historical and a metaphysical, a
natural and a supernatural. It is not within the

scope of this article to discuss the evidence for
His Divinity (see article JESUS CHRIST in vol. ii. ).

Let it suffice to assert that it seems to the writer

impossible otherwise to account, without violation
of all historical probability, for the records of His
teaching, work, character, and influence which
have come down to us

;
for the growth, the spread,

and tlie worth of the society He founded ; for the
moral and spiritual forces which proceed from
Him to transform the life of individuals, nations,
races; and that it appears to him both true and
right to regard the universe as the gradual fulfil-

ment of a purpose of self-revelation in a series of
existences of ever higher worth, greater truth, and
nobler grace, which is not closed by man, capable
under limitations of understanding and welcoming
this revelation, but finds its most fitting and
worthy close in the union of the Creator and the
creature, the Word who became flesh. But be
it noted that the truth, worth, and claim of the
Christian religion and revelation depend on the

reality of the Divine incarnation. There may be
a better religion and a truer revelation, although
our intelligence cannot conceive their character
and content, if Christ be only one of tlie prophets.
Only if He is the Son, can we be quite sure that
we have found at last, and can never again lose,
the infinite and eternal Father.
There cannot be an adequate discussion here of

the doctrine of the Person of Christ. But to de-
termine accurately the range and limits of tlie

revelation in Him, the limitations necessarily in-

volved in a Divine incarnation (see article INCAR-
NATION in vol. ii.) must be recognized. We must
inquire how far the mode, the form, and even the
content, of His teaching was dependent on His
relation to His age and His people. Without
entering into the very complex problems which
His knowledge raises, it seems necessary for the

purpose of this article to state two general prin-
ciples. Firstly, He knew all that it was necessary
for Him to know, that, as Son, He might reveal
the Father, and that, as Saviour, He might re-

deem mankind from sin and death, and restore it

to truth, love, holiness, God. His was unerring
moral insight and spiritual discernment. Secondly,
as regards tlie facts about nature and history, which
men can discover for themselves by the exercise
of their faculties of perception and reasoning, He
probably knew what and as His age and people
knew. All questions about God's character and
purpose, and man's duty and destiny, He can
answer with infallible authority. But questions
about the authorship of a writing, or the date of
an event, or the cause of a disease, it was not
His mission to answer; and, therefore, regarding
all such matters we are warranted in believing
that He emptied Himself of all Divine omniscience.

Although we cannot account for Him by birth,
training, surroundings, yet He must be inter-

preted through the thought and life of His age
and race. As born of Mary and of the seed of

David, as brought up in the home, and doubtless

taught in the school at Nazareth, as seeking His

knowledge of God in the beliefs, fulfilling the will
of God in the laws, and observing the worship of

God in the rites of Judaism, as linking His pre-

cepts with tlie commands, His words with the

teaching, and His claims with the authority of

the Hebrew Scriptures, He stands in close and
constant relation to the Divine revelation to the
Hebrew people. He so attached Himself to it,

that we may trace along three lines its progress
towards Him.

4. Christ's connexion with the OT. The truth
entrusted to the Hebrew people was the concep-
tion of the character and purpose of God (see
article GOD in vol. ii.). As the Divine discipline
of Israel advanced, this conception became richer,
wider, purer. At first thought of as might, then
as wisdom and righteousness, He is at last con-
ceived as longsutt'ering, mercy, pity, even love.

At first viewed as so liound up with the fortunes
of His people that their disasters are His dis-

honour, He is at last seen to fulfil His larger
ends in their loss and ruin. At first regarded as

pleased witli offerings and won by worship, He is

at last recognized as served by pure hearts, clean

hands, and true lips. To this spiritual and ethical

prophetism, and not to the legal and ceremonial
Judaism of His own time, did Jesus ally Himself,
and gave to this teaching a wider range and a

deeper reach. The conception of God has a very
intimate connexion with the organization of life.

In the Hebrew people the idea of God was in a

pre-eminent degree the regulative principle of life,

the national law, and the social morality. All the

teaching of the prophets and all the efforts of the
reformers were directed to bring the life of the

people into accord with its faith. It was this

morality which Jesus accepted, unfolding its full

meaning, and applying its principles to the inward
motives as well as the outward actions, making
wider the circle of those to whom the duties were
due, correcting imperfections which had been
allowed for the hardness of men's hearts, but,
above all, supplying stronger and sweeter motives
in the recognition of man's filial relationship to

God, by the inspiration of His own moral enthu-
siasm and example, and by the constraining love
of gratitude to Him for His sacrifice and salva-

tion. As God came to be more clearly known,
and the claims of righteousness to be more fully

recognized, a need was more and more felt. The
loftier the view of God and His will became, the

greater did men's shortcomings appear to be. Of
this sense of need was born the hope (see article

MESSIAH in vol. iii.) of God's help ;
and just as

God was known to be merciful as well as just,
did this hope gain assurance ;

and just as men
learned their helplessness and the failure of all

their efforts at reform, did the hope gain urgency ;

and just as they learned in national disaster God's
method of dealing with sin, did the hope gain dis-

tinctness. The true Messianic hope was born of a
moral need, and grew for a religious end. The
false Messianic hope was the offspring of an un-

ethical patriotism and an unspiritual bigotry.
Christ fulfilled the true Messianic hope, and was

rejected by the Jewish people because He would
not accept the false ; yet even this true Messianic

hope He transcended. Whatever was merely
national, legal, ceremonial, had no fulfilment ;

only what was universal, ethical, spiritual, was
realized in Him. He did not leave what He took
from the Old Testament as He found it, but
transformed it, and it is only as fulfilled by Christ

that the older revelation has authority for the
Christian Church.

5. Relation of Christ to the NT. Between the

two Testaments there is not only an interval of

time, there is also a change of religious thought
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mid lift-. A triniiarian concept ion nf <,od takes
tin/ place nf ;i unitai !:in ; in-lead <>f a national
then- i- .-in individual and ilm- iini\ ersal iel.nn.ii

nt man t< < MM! : a ceremonial is snpeiseded liv a

.spiritual worship ni toid; an oiltwai.l I- changed
to an inward morality: the hope nf a delneianee

promised yield- In I In- assurance of a salt atimi

possessed. (If course these contrast-, an- snb|ect
to soi |iialiliration. there arc parts nl the
OT which anticipate some of the li ii' IHT elemen I

-

of tin- NT. and there an- features in tin- Apostolic
Cliiirrh as presented in tin- Nl which are Bur
\i\:il- cif tin' lower dements of tin- ( IT. \hit
tliai a new creation liad been accomplished, no .me

comparing the two literatures ran donlit. How
can tin- NT In; accounted lor? Not by a mulm-al
pn.ce (Strauss), nor by polemical tcndem ies

i Ham i, I. ut by the historical pcr-on and work, life

and death 01 Jesiis Christ. The wiitei-s of t he

Gospels and I-'pistles "jve us what is an adequate
explanation of their character and i-nnteiits. In
.Icsiis they had learned to recogni/e and confess
nut only the Messiah, hut the Son of the living
(loil, in more than the Messianic sense, even the
I."id Iroiu heaven, and the \Vnrd who heeanie
lie- h. As Healer and Te:wher He ~tooi| alone
ahiiM- other men. He could not 1 iisnared hy
sin, or hidden of death. As Crueilieil, lie was to

them the power and the wisdom of (lod unto
sahation. Ill Him, as Risen and Ascended, tiod
was reconciling the world unto Himself. This
com '

pi ion of Him which they give us !ls not only
Hi- own claim for Himself, but as the witness of

their own experience of whut He had heen to them
in the llesh or was still in the Spirit, is in perfect
harinonv with t he words which thev repmt a- tall

ing Irom His lijis, and the deeds which they record
as done liy His hands. The Evangelical history and
ill.' \postolie interpretation are in perfect unison.
Whatever lominon sources tlie Evangelists used.
each writes from his own standpoint, and their

representations agree. It is unintelligible and in-

credible that this portrait of sinless perlection and
ura i mils I,canty can he a work of tlie imagination,
and not a copy of reality. Four impcrlcct men
could not have succeeded in producing this har-
monioiis pictuie. Surely the impression and inllu-

ence nl the lliiginal s<i inspired the writers that

they were able to preserve for all time and all

hui.U the grace and glory of the life of which only
lor a short time a few men were the \\ il nesses.

lint I he NT oilers not only this record, hut also
an interpretation : and there is at piescnl a ten-

dency to distinguish these two very shaiplv I

one another. Some scholars and tliinUers strive
to free ' uistianity as Jesus taught it from the
Hellenistic metaphysics of St. John and the l.'al.

hinic exegesis of St. Paul. We must, theiefore,

ini|iiire whether the Apostolic interpretation does
not In-long to the revelation in Christ, whether
in disowning St. John's philosophy and St. Paul's
tl logy we aie not refusing Christ's own le-n

moiiy to Himself hy His Spirit in St. John and Si .

1'aul. It seems necessary to insist that not onlv
Christ's consciousness ot Himself, hut also the
Christian consciousness of Him, belonus to Hi-
rc\ elation. If the Person and work of Christ are
the olijei I ive cause in the revelation, the spiritual

contemplation of St. John and the moral enniliet

of St. Paul are the subjective ell'ect ; and the one
should imi he separated from the other. To know
Christ fully, we must not only know what He
said and did 1 1 Illiself, but also what He made .,1

tin- men who fully surrendered tliemsehcs i,, ||i-

erai e and truth. To k'rasp His truth in it- en

tirety, we must know it not only as expressed in

Him, hut also as it linds expression in men of
varied capacity and diilereiit character. He must

present Himself not only as the perfect ideal, hut
also as the sufficient power for realizing thai ideal
in imperfect men. When we see Him takin
so dill'erent from Himself in nature, halut. char-
acter, and making them like Himself, the crooked
straight and the rouyh plain, then only do we
learn the fulness of power ami the surety of

promise which dwell in Him. Because in St.
John's conception of the Person of Christ we can
discern his mental habits, and in St. Paul's doc-
trine of Christ's work we can discover his char-
acter and experiences, it by no means follows
that either of them is false. Nay, rather it follows
that Christ evoked what was truest in St. John
and best in St. Paul, and that the mind of the
one and the soul of the other enable us better to
understand Christ, who made them both what they
were. He was the centre of numberless relations,
the source of countless developments, the cause of
manifold influences. Through many varied per-
sonalities He needed to exhibit the content of His
Person. With regard to St. Paul especially there
is an inclination junoiie; those whose spiritual ex-

perience has not afforded them the ability to
understand his, to maintain that his views about
sin and -,Taee are morbid, exaggerated, unnatural,
too much coloured by the Judaism which lie

claimed to have laid aside, too much involved in
the legalistn which he professed to be contending
ajain-t. The lack of such an experience as St.

Paul's gives no man the right or reason to deny
its worth, which has lieen proved to many in the

history of the Christian Church because they have
shared it. To the present writer, at least, it seems

beyond all doubt that without St. Paul's interpre-
tation of the relation of Christ to sin, law, death,
grace, and life, the revelation of (iod in Christ
would not have been complete. Is not St. Paul's
view of the Cross one of those truths which Christ
could not fully disclose to His disciples, because

they could not bear it, but into which the Spirit of
truth led them'; Is it altogether vain to suggest
that St. Paul never knew Christ according to the
llesh that he might gain his knowledge of Christ
in the Snirit through inward struggle and anguish,
and might thus in his writings give expression to

an experience through which many after him would
he called to pass? St. Paul's interpretation of

Christ's work has not lacked the confirmation of

some of the most notable Christian experiences.
The criticism which imagines that when it has
traced the exegetical methods of St. Paul to the
Kuhhinic schools, or the philosophical terminology
of St. John to Alexandrian speculation, it has

adequately accounted for what is distinctive in

them, deludes itself, llehind their words there is

their personal experience. These but atl'ord the

form, that gives the content. Had St. John not
seen all in Christ and Christ in all, the doctrine
of the Linjus had never been. Had St. Paul not

passed from sorrow and struggle to peace and

power in Christ, he would never have construed
the work of Christ as lie does. The personalities
have to be accounted for, ami not merely their
forms of speech traced. We may freely and

frankly recognixe much that was teni|>orary and
local in the modes of expressing the truth, and

yet be warranted in asserting that the truth ex-

pressed is permanent and universal.

6. Limits of the NT rcKcla/iun. It may \>e ob-

jected, that if the Christian consciousness of Christ
has authority even as the testimony of Christ to

Himself, why should we limit this authority to the
consciousness of St. Peter, St. John, St. Paul, and
the other persons whose writings have found a

place in the NT? Why should such works as the
/mitiitinn ofCliri.it or the 1'il'irim's /'/,,,.,, n,,L

be as authoritative as the Gospel of St. John m
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the Epistles of St. Paul 1 From the standpoint of

this article the traditional answer, that the latter

works are inspired and the former not, cannot be

given, because the general principle assumed in this

discussion is, that the inspiration of any writing in

the distinctive sense in which we apply the term to

the Holy Scriptures can be inferred only from its

position and function in the history of revelation.

The answer from this standpoint cannot be given
in so few words, but it will be indicated as briefly
as possible. Firstly, the men whose writings form
the NT stood in an immediate historical relation to

Christ, such as no men since have done. They were
either eye-witnesses, or had received from eye-
witnesses what they had declared. St. John had

enjoyed intimate fellowship with Christ. St.

Paul, though one 'born out of due time,' lived

in such constant and intense realization of the
Risen One that he could declare, 'to me to live

is Christ.' St. James, although he was not the

companion of Jesus during His earthly ministry,

yet had known Him according to the flesh, and
shared in that vivid and potent consciousness of

the exalted Lord which was bestowed on the
Church at Jerusalem after Pentecost. The author
of the Kpistle to the Hebrews, whoever he was,
had connexion with the Church at a time when
the Lord's presence, though withdrawn from sight,

yet wrought signs and wonders among believers.

As the history of the Canon (see articles CANON in

vol. i., and OT CANON", NT CANON in vol. iii.)

shows, the Christian consciousness hesitated about
the admission of some writings, because they had
not such warrant, or at least it was doubtful if

they had. The value of the writings varies with
the closeness of the contact of the writers with
Jesus Christ. Secondly, a comparison of the writ-

ings which have been admitted with those which,

though seeking admission, have been rejected,

justifies the conclusion that the Christian con-

sciousness, not as expressed in decrees of councils

or the authority of bishops, but in a growing una-

nimity of use and esteem in the Churches, was

guided by the Spirit of God in what it accepted as

kindred with, and what it rejected as alien to, the

deposit of truth and grace committed to it by
Christ. That judgment has been confirmed by
growing Christian experience. While some, be-

cause they lack the sympathetic insight, may
reject this book or that, yet individual peculiari-
ties are corrected by the general Christian con-

sciousness. The critical questions which some of

the books raise, such as 2 Peter and Jurie, are as

open as ever to discussion, and may result in the

conclusion that these writings should have been

excluded, and not included ; but that does not
affect the conviction that there is a limit to the
books which the Christian consciousness will re-

cognize as authoritative, because recording the
revelation of God in Christ. Thirdly, this con-

viction is not without grounds in reason. It is

altogether reasonable to conclude that those who
were brought into contact with Christ Himself or

with the Christian Church, in which He manifested
His presence and power in an intensified spiritual
life and in varied spiritual gifts, should be qualified

by His Spirit authoritatively to interpret His mind
aiid will. It is equally rational to conclude that

this unique relation was destined to be, not per-
manent but temporary, continued only until the

whole content of the unique personality of Christ,
so far as was necessary tor the practical ends of

revelation, should find a place in the minds and
win a hold on the wills of men. The introduction

of so unique a Personality into the course of his-

torical development must necessarily have estab-

lished unique relations between Himself and those

immediately connected with Him, and commissioned

to proclaim and diffuse the truth historically ex-

hibited in His Person. The varied relations in

which men might stand to Him were then dis-

played ; the limits to and the lines of the normal

development of the Christian life were then indi-

cated. Just as the seed, when it falls into lit soil,

begins to grow, and has in it already, though
undeveloped, the promise and the pattern of the

full-grown plant, so the seed of the Divine life,

finding its lit soil in tlie souls of disciples and

apostles, displayed what is the type to which
Christian life must conform. Not that the con-

tent was then fully developed, but that the form

of that content and the laws of its development
were then given. Fourthly, a note of revelation

is originality. Religious life, however varied and

intense, which is dependent on a past development
and is not originative of a future development,
cannot be accepted as a revelation. Hence, while

Christianity is progressive, it is also permanent.
It develops, but does not augment,

' the truth as it

is in Jesus.' To suggest that religious works of

later times may be equally inspired with the writ-

ings of the NT, is to ignore this characteristic of

the revelation in the Son of God a revelation

which, as it has been shown, must include not

only His own words and works, but also the in-

terpretation of His person, which is given in the

relations which He formed wills, and the trans-

formation which He wrought in, those who came
into direct historic contact with Him in that

manifestation of His presence and power which

immediately accompanied His incarnation. We do

not need to deny the high spiritual value of subse-

quent Christian literature, or doubt that it is the

Spirit of God which is still guiding His people into

truth. Nay, we should believe that God reveals

Himself in the experience of every man whom in

Christ He saves and blesses, and that his life in

the Spirit is an inspired life; yet the revelation

and the inspiration alike are mediated by faith in

God's grace in Christ, and are therefore dependent
on the original revelation and inspiration. We do

not need to attirm that all the writings of the NT
are equally inspired, and that no other books are

inspired; but nevertheless we may acquiesce in

the judgment of the Christian Church, that the

Christian Revelation is .presented adequately and

effectively in the NT Scriptures.
7. -Relation of Criticism to the history of Rcvela-

tion. In this 'sketch of the Christian revelation

and its herald, the Hebrew, critical problems have

not been discussed, not because the writer has

ignored or been indifferent to their existence in

forming his conclusions, but because the scope of

the article seemed to him to exclude their treat-

ment, and because in many other articles they have

been fully dealt with. But a reference to the bear-

ing of these questions on the conception of reve-

lation cannot be altogether avoided. Whether

myths, legends, and traditions w'ere employed
by the writers of the Hebrew records or not,

whether the patriarchs were historical persons or

personifications of tribal characteristics and rela-

tions, how much or how little was involved in

the relation between Jehovah and Israel mediated

by Moses, how far the prophets were innovators

teaching new truths or conservators recalling old

beliefs, what were the stages of the development of

the Law before it assumed its final form in the

Pentateuch, these all are questions on which

scholarship must be left to pronounce judgment.

Questions of literary ethics, such as the use of

older sources without acknowledgment, the com-

position of speeches for historical persons, tho

ascription of later developments of the ritual

system or the moral code to Moses, the treatment

of history from the religious standpoint of a later
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age, niii-t be dealt with, licit liy applying i h-in

standards hut by recognizing the customs oi each

\\iii.-rs age. 'Mia! tin' ciiucal reconstruction of

tin' ill' exhibits far more cleaily Ilian .11. 1 the

traditional view- nf date and authorship the pro

giess nf revelation, must he frankly admitted.
Tlint tills progress is 1,. In- re-aide.l as a merely
natural evolution is a conehiMon \\liii-linon-sulls

of a legitimate iiinl sober literary ami historical

i-ritirisiu warrant, \vliirli involves philosophical anil

theological presuppositions, the acceptance of which
must li-ail tu tin- ili-llial nf I he n-:i hi v nfa Divine

lev clatinii altouet her. iiiul w Inch is contradicted, as

will In- shown in tin- m-\l .Ti-limi nf this art ide. bv

tin- ii-tiiiiniiy which tin- (IT Scriptures hear in

themselves. Sn long as i-i-itirisiii recogni/.c.s the

pi i -si- 1 H -C ami o|u-rai inn of ( Jml in tin- history of the

Heiirew people, it may change our opinion of the

inoile, lint it ilnrsn.it allect 0111 conviction of the

fart nf a Divine revelation. The essential content
nt thai reveliitioii. tin- i.li-a of ( bid, the law of life,

iiinl the lni|n' .'I sahatinn. as just described, will

not In- n ultra. lided by any of these results. The
i.li-a of evnlnti.Hi si-i-mi-ii to many Christian thinkeis

n ilmial of the fai-t of i-reation ; lint now Christian

t lid-in ha- n-i-n\ civil frnm its panic, ami confidently
atli i ins that evolution is a creative mode ami imt a

creating i-mise. Sn \\ill it In- with the results of

criticism : it will In- seen that it all. vis niily the

conception of (he inoile of revelation, anil not the

r. -Mainly of the fart, When we turn to the NT,
it must' he frankly enneeileil that I 'liristian faith

must he nnii-h nmre concerned iilmnt the results of

critii-isiu. If the portrait nf-li-sii.sisn.it suhstanti-

ully hi slni ii-al : if I he w it ness of the Apo,t les in His

lesiirrcctiiin, ami the reception of tin- -Spirit by
tin-in, is not to he lielieveil ; if St. Paul's interpre-
tation nf the ( 'rnss is nothing else or more than an
imliviilnal, ami in no way a typii-al experii-m-e ;

if St. .lolin's ilni-trim- of the /.</' is a theological

spei-nlation, for w Inch the historical I'crfcon of Jesus
allnr.ls no jnstilirati.m, -then assiireilly the char-

ai'ler and content of Christian faith would be

thoroughly changed, as the revelation of tioil in

Christ would be essentially altered. Some indica-

tions have already been given '"JW t''' s criticism

is t.i In- met ; but I he fuller answer inn-l lie reserved

until the last sect inn of this arl irle on the l-.'i-i'/cnces

iij l!' i-. /"linn ha- been reached.

s. Assumptions *< v"/'<A/"/ //*' Supernatural,
Criticism may have much to tell us about the local

and temporary forms of the revelation, about the

personal characteristicsand histnrieal circumstances
of the writers, about the literary methods nf the

writings, in short, about tin- earlh.-n v i-sel whieli

holds the heavenly treasure ; but the serious, I-M-II

decisive, i--ue for faith lies not in any of these

<|iie-t inns, however interesting', but in theaHirma
tion or denial of the fact that (in.l has spnUcn to

mankind in the revelation, nf which the llible i-

thc literature. In asserting this lad, care nm-t In-

taken not to assume nn untenable pn-itinn. Even
the m. '-t cautions criticism has made impossible
the assumption of ullni - in/" i ii'itiii-'itiini, which
asserts the absolute infallibility and anlliorit\ of

all the writings in the Itible, which maintains that

all human conditions are transcended by Dmne
revelation, so that its agents must lia\ e been raised

quite above their imli\ idualiiy, environment, and
.sta^e nf develo|iinent into such a relation to I iod

that tin- hum. c. intent and the human form can
be identilied : that they may be regarded as alto-

gether iiniletermined by their own capacity, char-

acter, or circumstances, and that accordingly the
literature m-e. 1 not lie inter pr. -led by th history, as

it may have no relation to the needs of the time
when it was written, but may anticipate the n I,

of another a' re. The vehement deleiice which is

sometimes met with of the Mosaic authorship of

the Pentateuch, of tlio unity
of Isaiah, of the

accuracy of all the historical narratm-s, ,,f the

literal tulliliiient of prophecy and apocalyptic, in-

volves this assumption. This may lor a long time

vet lemain the popular attitude, and hen,' and
there will be found a. theologian in panic, who
will seek to save the ark of (iod by appealing'

against the findings of scholarship to the pn-pi
di.es anil the passions of the multitude in the
( 'liurclies; but in an article such as this it is

not necessary to waste any ell'ort in refuting it.

What, on the contrary, is much more relevant to t In-

present purpose, is to examine closely the oppo-ite

assnnipt inn of anti-svpem&turalisM, with which
it wiuild be unjustifiable to charge the Higher
Criticism us a whole, but which does evidently
act-mint for some of the views advanced by some
of its representatives.
Without at present entering on any detailed

disi ussion of the subject of minifies (see article

MIRACLE in vol. iii.) and inspiration, the denial

of the supernatural operation of <!od in revelation

must be dealt with. The denial may be due to

either a supposed scientilic interest or an assumed

philosophical necessity ; the uniformity of nature
or llf. continuity of thoui/kt may be alleged as

objections to the supernatural. So lonx as life,

mind, and will cannot be explained by the simple
application of the principle of causality, that is,

so long as more complex forms of existence call for

more adequate categories of thought, the uniformity
of nature cannot be asserted so as to exclude the

possibility of the supernatural, which is the high-
esi conceivable category. The idea of evolution,
with its recognition of a progress in which each
successive stage transcends each preceding, is not
a hindrance but a help to the belief in the super-
natural ; as it presents nature to us, not as a rigidly
lixed system but as an ever-developing organism,
full of surprises in its fresh manifestations, with a

possible future inexplicable by its actual past. That

personality in this progress appears as the highest
stage, forbids the limitation of our conception of

the whole process by the application of any of the

lower categories, which are inadequate for the

interpretation of this highest stage. And person-

ality, which in its religious function reaches out

beyond the natural to the supernatural, and re-

co^ni/.es not only its dependence on the order of

nature beneath it, but also its atlinity with tlie

Maker of nature above it, itself holds the promise
of unexhausted possibilities of existence. The
categories of science do not explain all forms of

being, and therefore cannot determine what may
or may not be beyond the range of their applica-
tion.

Without venturing en the unwarranted course
of denying the possibility of the supernatural in

the name of science, some writers try to get rid

of it by denying the sufficiency of tue evidence.

l!:it. in the" estimate of the value of evidence,
mental prejudice, if unconsciously, often ati'eets

the decision. Often when the trustworthiness of

the witnesses is denied, they have been prejudged
laUe witnesses on the assumption that miracles do
not happen. How is it that many are prepared to

accepi as trustworthy the report of the sayings of

Christ in the (Jospels, and yet refuse to receive

(heir record of 1 1 is works? Is there not as much
and as good evidence for the fact of the Kesnrrec-

tion as for any of the ordinary events of ancient

history about which no doubt is felt? In this so-

called scientific examination of the witnesses a

philosophical presupposition is involved. Nature
is conceived as a self-enclosed and self-sutlicient

-ystem ; but so to think of it is to allow the

consciousness of the world to exclude the con-
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sciousness of God. When the attention is fixed
on the world solely, then order, system, law
become the guiding categories of thought. But
when attention is turned to God also, then it is

recognized that reason, character, will ought to
be the predominant conceptions. In accordance
with these the consciousness of the- world must
be transformed. The consciousness of the world

suggests necessity, the consciousness of God free-

dom in the relation of God to the world
; the

former makes nature appear as a complete unity,
the latter leads us to think of it as part of a larger
whole ; the former constrains us to look at nature
as a sphere in which unvarying physical law main-
tains itself, the latter warrants us in regarding it

as a scene in which a moral and spiritual purpose is

being realized, to the accomplishment of which the

physical order must be regarded as subordinate.
The question of the probability of the supernatural
is really identical with the question, whether the

religious consciousness of God shall transform the
scientific consciousness of the world, or the latter

be allowed to determine the former. If we follow
our religious consciousness, we shall be able to deal
without prejudice with all the evidence for the

supernatural submitted to us ; if the scientific con-
sciousness is allowed to rule over us, however much
we protest our impartiality, the improbability of

the supernatural will be an influential factor in our
treatment of the evidence. The consciousness of

God will also afford us the regulative principle in

dealing with the narratives. We shall recognize
that there is an assertion of the supernatural, due
to ignorance of the laws which regulate unusual
natural phenomena; that expectation of the super-
natural has sometimes led to an assumption of it ;

that only such evidence to the supernatural can be

accepted as valid as justifies it in relation to our
consciousness of God, that is, in the supernatural
there must be manifested Divine reason, righteous-
ness, or grace. It is only if we view the world

teleologically as the expression of Divine purpose
that we can admit the supernatural, when it can be
shown to be necessary to, and explicable by, the
fulfilment of this end. In other words, we must be
able to show an intelligible and credible reason

why the supernatural order has been manifested in

the natural.
A few words will suffice to meet the objection

that the supernatural breaks the continuity of

thought. If the world is viewed as the manifesta-
tion of the Idea or Reason, it is argued by some
that no new factor can be admitted, but that each

stage of the development must be explicable by
that which precedes. But it may with reason be
asked whether the limitation of the evolution of

the Idea to the natural order is justified ;
whether

we should not rather conceive that the rational

system of the universe has the supernatural as the

complement of the natural ; whether man's thought
has warrant to set limits to possible reality. This

objection seems to be due to an exaggeration of the
achievement and authority of man's self-conscious-

ness. Let us recognize that there may be factors

in the historic progress of revelation, inexplicable

by our consciousness of ourselves or of the world,
but of which the consciousness of Uod may afford

the explanation. The world is something more
than the evolution of categories, and its rationality
vaster than any logical system. Keason is often

set in opposition to revelation, but reason can give
no adequate or satisfying interpretation of the
world or of self without the regulative conception
of God ; and reason cannot develop for itself the
full content of this conception without religion, or

conscious relation to God, which, as has already
been shown, presupposes revelation, or God's con-

scious relation to man. Man's reason is his capacity

so to order and relate all his knowledge that the
universe will appear to him an intelligible unity ;

but this unity cannot be constituted without the
idea of God ; and if man is to affirm a reality

corresponding to this idea so that he may be able
to base this mental structure on the solid founda-
tion of real existence, it is only by religion, respon-
sive to revelation, that he can bridge the gulf
between thought and being. Hence reason must
recognize as regulative of the consciousness of self

and of the world the consciousness of God, and is

therefore dependent on revelation ; and that not
an abstract revelation discoverable in individual

minds, but, as man's reason has developed in human
history, the concrete revelation in Christ in which
man's conception of God has found its most ade-

quate and satisfying content. If we confine our

regard to the intelligence within or the intelligible

without, the supernatural may seem unintelligible ;

but if we develop our sense of God, especially of

our need of God to save and bless us, we shall gain
the moral insight and spiritual discernment to

apprehend and appreciate the supernatural.
9. History and Literature of Reodatinn.

Hitherto revelation has been discussed as a history
and not a literature, as a life and not a book. This
seems to the writer the proper standpoint. The in-

spiration of the writings contained in the Bible has
in the traditional view too long been allowed to

hold the foremost place; and the Higher Criticism
has undoubtedly rendered us a service in compelling
us to relate the literature to the history. To say
that the Bible is the record of the revelation is in-

adequate, unless we give an extended sense to the

word 'record.' While the narrative parts of the

OT and NT do record the history of the Divine

guidance and rule of the Hebrew people and the

Christian Church, which is an essential element in

revelation, yet in the Prophetic and Apostolic

writings we have more distinctly and directly the
literature of revelation, the expression of the in-

spired consciousness of the bearers of God's mes-

sage to men. In the Psalms and the Wisdom
literature we find the utterance of the devotional
mood and the practical or speculative wisdom
which a more or less close contact with Divine
revelation produced. As in Christ the Spirit dwelt
without measure, all His words and works are

revelation ; and the witnesses of them for us, in

so far as they were influenced and impressed by
this revelation, were inspired. The inspiration of

all the writings is not of the same intensity, but
varies with the stage of God's revelation rwl>ed,
and with the degree in which the writer submitted
himself to the presence and power of God's .Spirit

in it. The primary matter is God's action in events

and persons to make Himself known, not in abstract

truths about His nature but in concrete deeds in

fulfilment of His purpose ; altogether secondary is

the literature resulting from that action. Although
we must approach this revelation through its litera-

ture, the value of which is that it perpetuates and
universalizes the revelation made temporally and

locally, yet we must never allow ourselves to forget
that the revelation was before the literature

;
and

that even for us the literature is not an end in

itself, but only a means to bring us here and now
into vital contact and personal communion with
the God who thus revealed Himself that He may
continue to reveal Himself to us in a deeper know-

ledge, and wanner love, and better use of the

Bible.

iii. THE DOCTRINE OF REVELATION.!. The OT
dwti-ine of Revelation. Whatever stages Hebrew
faith may have passed through before it reached

absolute monotheism, yet in its doctrine of Revela-

tion it is assumed that there is only one God, and
that idols are nothing (Ps 1831

,
1 S 22

, 2 S ?'-, Jg
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I

(!'", Kx I'.l'i. Nul only the history of tin- eho*cn

pc,,|,|..
i* old, -led li\ llllll I P* TS. |0."p 107), bllt

His judgment* all- al*o seen in till- dc*l illlcs lit"

it her nation* lAm 1. _. !i'i. He make* Himself
known III ]>"l'*olis who do Hot helonc. to till' elect

nation, Us Melehi/eilek. I. ill, all. llaual, Pharaoh,
Ahimeleeh, Kalaam, Cyrn*, .lob. His worship
pie* hack I" the he^iniiin^s of liuiiian history
(tin 4 '-'"i, and e\eu I In' heal hen may ollrr Him .an

acceptable woishipiMal 1"). Niitnri 1 reveals His

-lory (Job :is II. 1'.* S. 111. '-".I. !W, Is In
'

I.

.Inn's con*cietice. n-ii*oii, spirit, us coining from
Him. reveal Him (Un 1-", Nu n>--, Dt :tn", l.k :!'-,

.lol. :(_". I'* s 36, I'r -" II"
1

--"i-
7

, Kc -.'-"I. Hut

limiting our uttniiion to thr revelation to the
i-lio*i-n people, which, howe', er, is conceded us

having a relation to iill mankind iCn I2
1

', I* I'.l'i,

Cod* intercom's" with the patriarchs is often

represented in laniMiaue which is startling in its

frank ami fn-e ant hi isomorphism. He appear*
to and talks with I hem. The references in ( ieiiesis

to t heopliaine* are so numerous that they need not
he specially Illelillolieil.

(
If with t lie .-III! Ill ar,HI

conliiiiee the M ord appeared' is tracked through
the hook, the rele\anl pa**ai;cs will he easily
found i. Sometime* the Lord appears or speaks
in dream-, oa to Jacob, Joscpli, I'haraoh, Samuel,
and Solomon. Sometimes He makes Himself
known in a visioM, as to Moses, Isaiah, and
Kzekicl. A sign of His presenee in the e.-nnp of

Israel was the pillar of lire and cloud ; afterwards
Hi* presence was found ill the ark of (he covenant

(1 S 4 .~n. A sound in the tops of the mulberry
trees wa* to David the proof of Clod's action (_' S

!)-'}. To Elijah, Hod came not in the whirlwind,

tarthi|uake, or lire, hut in the 'still, small voice'

(1 K 111" 1;
i. Through the priesthood, inquiry was

niiide of .lehovah for guidance in perplexity by
I'riiii mill I'll iiminim (see article in vol. iv. ), or
Otherwise (Jg iM-'--, 1 S 14;;li -

J-.""j. and through
it He communicated His blessing and instruction

(Nil t>--'~-
7

,
lt :t:i

u
'). The seer .also is consulted

(IS 9). God's leading is sought and found by
various si-ns (I in 24 U -

", 1 S li)
;

. Jg 7
1J -

'<).

\\lii'ii the conception of Gods transcendence
tended more and more to supersede that of His

immanence, greater prominence was given to

supernatural organs of revelation, a* His ,^/iirit,

\\'uril, Wisdom, iiiul Angi:l. (Consult the articles

on all these subjects). The Angel is sometime.*
identified with, sometimes distinguished from,
Jehovah, lull may on the whole he regarded a* a
manifestation rather than as a messenger. The
ii.-i me ot i.o.l (see articles on NAME in vol. iii. and
(Inn in vol. ii.i is the epitome of the revelation of
( ;<!. 1 1 is sometimes so

personified
iis to be virtu-

ally ci|iiiviilent to (iod Himself, and to be the sub-

ject or object of actions (Ps '20' fi" 7
lr

,
Is _".!-' .V2

1

Is :;u
, |i, 28" 1-2", 1 Cli 29"', Kx '.<" 20", K/k

20", -2 S 7 1:i

, 1 K S 17 --
). In Ex L'li-

1 the name of

(iod is represented as dwelling in the Angel. A
new immc minks a fresh stage of revelation (Kx
.'{'

" (i -i. lint, while God reveals Himself, it is

recognized on the one hand that He cannot be

fully known by man (.lob '26" 2S 1 -
iiti-' :!7

16
4'2

:l

,

I'r L'.'I- :!n
;

, I* I.V
:>

), and on the other that (here i*

]icril for the man who sees Him or III* an^el. or

even looks on or touches the outward si^n of His

presence (Gn :>.> ', l'.\ :V 19'-
I
2ii'

a -24" -2s
:l"

:in-', [, v

Hi-. .1^' ii-'-', 1 S ii', 2S 67
). Piety and morality,

however, arc the conditions of {jninin;; such a

knowledge of Him as avails for theneede of the

soul, and of enjovin^ close communion with Him
(.lob 28a,

P* 17" 25" -'7
s

4-2-. IH i".!-'
1

).

The most prominent and authoritative organ "i

revelation are the /n'n/i/nt , i *ce artii-le l'iai|'|[i:rv

AMi I'laii'MI/l's in vol. iv.j. All new be^'iiinin^* in

the life of the nation are made by the authority

I pin phots. lioth Abraham and Mo*'* are re-

^i I as prophets (Gn '20V , L)t is"), i^m,. in ih-:

spirit of the OT, St. Peter descrilies David as n
prophet (Ac 2^). Samuel sanctions the introduc
tion of the monarchy, and even Saul aft, i In,

anointing is mightily seized by the pro|,li,-i ic

spirit ilS S-10). Nathan tirst approves l>.i\id's

intent ion to build the temple, but afterwards con-

veys Cod's prohibition (-2 S 7). The division of the
two kingdoms is lirst announced by Ahijah, who
ah timates the fall of Jeroboam's house (1 K
I !''' 14'). Kchoboiim's attempt to subdue the re-

bellion by force is forbidden by Shemaiah (1 K
12-"-'). Elijah not only announces to Ahab God's
judgment on his family, but also anoints Ha/ael
to be king over Syria, and Jehu over Israel (1 K
21-- IS)

1

"). The part played in the national history
hy the later prophets, especially Isaiah and Jere-

miah, is so familiar that it needs no detailed dis-
cussion here. The prophetic consciousness is of

special significance for the doctrine of Inspiration ;

but it would be beyond the scope of this article to
discuss this subject fully, nor is it at all necessary,
for in the article on IMiiiPHECV AND Pliui'iiKTS in
vol. iv. it has already been dealt with by a master-
hand. SuHiee it here to call attention to the im-

portant and decisive fact, that while, unless in a
few exceptional cases, the prophet continues in the
normal exercise of all his faculties, yet he does
wiHi confidence distinguish between his own sub-

jective meditations and the objective message of
God. It is from this fact we must start in dealing
with the question whether the OT does contain a
revelation from God, or only the reflexions of men.
That in this revelation God may have employed
abnormal inward states, as dreams or visions (see
articles DKKAMS in vol. i. and TKAN'CK and VISION"
in vol. iv.), or extraordinary outward signs, is by
no means incredible, as these may have been a
necessary adaptation to the condition of those
whom He used as the organs of His communica-
tion. The language about God's coming to and
talking with the patriarchs we cannot accept
literally, Imt must recognize the necessarily ima-
ginative character of these narratives, although
they probably have some historic basis in tradi-

tion, as the revelation of Jehovah through Moses
seems to presuppose some antecedent revelation to
the fathers of the people. Such conceptions as the

Spirit, the ll'onl, the Wvaium, or the Angel of
God must be regarded as efforts of the human
mind to explain God's presence and communion
with men in revelation, while maintaining the
idea of His transcendence and absoluteness ; but
in them we may recognize anticipations, however
imperfect and inadequate, of the Christian revela-
tion of God its Father, Son, anil Holy Spirit.

2. Tim doctrine of the XT rcifirilinif tlf rnrclatinn
in the OT. The recognition of the OT in the NT
may he traced along three lines historical, theo-

logical, literary. The Hebrew is recognized as an
elect and privileged nation, as the bearer of God's

special revelation (Ko 3'-'J 94 - 8
11'"). Although

the Jews by their unbelief have forfeited their

claim, yet (iod has not forsaken His people, and
their partial and temporary rejection is the divinely
appointed means of a universal and final salvation
i Ko !i 11). The promise hail lieen given to this

people iii Abraham that it should he a blessing to
other nations ((Jiil 3) ; (iod had delivered it from
Egyptian bondage, and entered into covenant with
it. *o that it was pledged to obedience to His law.
\\lnle St. Paul insists that the promise came
before the Law (Uo 4'- 10

), the old covenant is

regarded as distinctively a covenant of law, and,
as such, is contrasted with the new covenant
which has been established by Christ (2 Co 3 ; ef.

also He S, and see article COVENANT ill vol. i. )
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Admitting the Divine origin and consequent
spiritual character of the Law, its insufficiency
to secure righteousness is acknowledged by St.

Paul (Ro 77- "5
). The author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews equally acknowledges the inefficiency of

the ritual sacrifices to cleanse the conscience and
to restore communion with God (He 7). Thus the
NT recognizes the imperfection and limitation of

the former revelation ; and Jesus, in contrasting
what was of old (Mt 521. n. SB.

.*>)_ because of the
hardness of men's hearts, with His own teaching,
seals with His own authority this Apostolic, doc-

trine. The greatest persons of the old revelation
are transcended by the supreme Person of the new,
and fall far short of the privileges of the humblest
and simplest believers. Abraham rejoiced to see
the day of C'hrist (Jn 85B

). Moses and Elijah met
Him in the Mount (Mt 17

3
). While law came by

Moses, grace and truth came by Jesus Christ (Jn
1"). Greater is He than Solomon (Mt 124'-).

Greatest of prophets, the Baptist is inferior to

the least in the kingdom (Mt 11"). The saints of

old longed in vain to see what the disciples see

(Mt 13'"). Nevertheless, what is best and truest
in the old is carried on and completed in the new
revelation. Jesus came not to destroy but to

fulfil the Law and the Prophets (Mt 5"). He
fulfils the Law by disclosing its essential prin-

ciples, and by giving to these wider and more
inward applications, by securing by His sacrifice

the salvation from sin's guilt and power, which by
obedience to the Law could not be attained, and
by imparting a spiritual energy the Law could not
oiler. He fulfilled Prophecy generally by carrying
on to its last and highest stage the Prophetic ideal

of morality and religion, but especially by realiz-

ing in His own person the aspirations and expecta-
tions of saints and seers regarding the Day of the

Lord, the Messiah in the narrower sense of the

term, the Servant of the Lord, and the Priest

after the order of Melchizedek (see articles on
MESSIAH in vol. iii. and PROPHECY in vol. iv.).

The extent to which the writers of the NT
regard this fulfilment as being carried will be
shown in considering next the use of the OT in

the NT, which yields us the following conclusions

regarding their views : (1) The OT Scriptures are
cited as an organic unity, ij ypaip-fi, at ypatpat, ra

yfau.ij.aTa. (2) They are cited as authoritative, as

appears from the formula- of citation, y^ypawTai,
Kofliis tlirev 6 BeJs, from the purpose of the quota-
tions to establish a proof, and from the frequency
of the references in exact or approximate quotations
or historical allusions. (3) Christ expressly assigns
authority to the OT in the words ' the Scripture
cannot be broken '

(Jn 1035 ) ;

' How then doth
David in the Spirit call him Lord '

? (Mt 22"). (4)

The inspiration (see article INSPIRE, INSPIRATION
in vol. ii. ) of the Scriptures is expressly asserted in

two passages (2 Ti 316- 17
,
2 P 1-') which, however,

are not definite enough to yield a doctrine. (5)

The quotations are often inexact, and are drawn
from the LXX as well as the Hebrew (see article

QUOTATIONS in vol. iv. ). To suggest a provisional
conclusion at this stage of the discussion, it is

evident that, while the writers of the NT treat

the whole of the OT as authoritative because in-

spired, yet the inaccuracy of many of the quota-
tions as well as the use of the LXX show that,
even if they would have formally accepted a theory
of verbal inspiration, yet they were not limited and
controlled by it practically ; but this general im-

pression must seek confirmation in a more detailed
discussion.

() Not only does Jews Himself quote from the
OT frequently, but in His own language the modes
of speech of the OT are recalled. It ministered
counsel and comfort to His own personal experi-

ence (Mt 44 - 7 - 10
,
Lk 418

, Mt 27 46
, Ll< 234G

). It wa?

appealed to in His teaching (Mt o21 - -17 - 31 154 19"
22:<J - 37

). It was His weapon in controversy (Mt 913

15a 2113.33. 3. 2244
). OT history served to illus-

trate His work, as the serpent in the Wilderness,
the preaching of Jonah, and the doom of the cities

of the Plain. His use of the OT leads us to recog-
nize it as a Divine revelation akin in spirit and

purpose to His own. A few quotations there are

which raise points of difficulty, as His use of the
words of God to Moses in proof of the Kesurrection

(Mk 12-'
6
), His appeal to the taunt to the unjust

judges as a justification of His claim to be the Son
of God (Jn 10M ), His assumption of the Davidic

authorship of the 110th Psalm (Mk 123G ), His
allusion to Jonah's story as an illustration of His
own resurrection (Mt 12-"'). There is good reason
for regarding this last allusion as a gloss which
has crept into the text ;

and the other quotations,
it may be pointed out, are used in controversy as

ad hominein arguments, on which it would be

perilous to base any conclusions about Jesus'

exegetieal methods ; yet in each case we can dis-

cern the connecting link of thought between the

quotation and its use, which justifies it as neither

arbitrary nor artificial. The allusion to Jonah
and the reference of the 110th Psalm to David
have been used to drag the authority of Christ

into modern controversies of literary and histori-

cal criticism. Without comment on the reverence

or the prudence of this procedure, this argument
can be met from the critical standpoint without
recourse to the objectionable explanation that

He accommodated Himself to His hearers. For,

firstly, no wise teacher raises avoidable disputes
on questions which lie beyond the range of His pur-

pose of teaching, but uses the popular language in

all matters indifferent. It shows a strange lack of

moral insight and spiritual discernment to assume
that it was so important that the Jews should have
correct views about historical and literary ques-

tions, that Jesus was bound to spend time and take

pains to put them right on these before He could

impart to them the gospel of His grace. He came
to preach the gospel, and nothing else ; and, even
if He had held other views than His contempor-
aries, there was no need of His discussing them
with His ignorant and prejudiced hearers. This

whole argument is due to a confusion of the acci-

dentals and the essentials of Divine revelation.

Secondly, the present writer is prepared to go
further, not for the sake of getting altogether rid

of this argument, but in the interests of a true

Christology. One cannot read the Gospels with

an open mind without coming to the conclusion

that no claim for the omniscience of Jesus is made,

nay, even, tacts are recorded which disprove such a

claim ; that His consciousness of the Father whom
He came to reveal did not include a knowledge of

all the facts of nature and history which can be

ascertained by the exercise of ordinary human

powers of observation and inference; that His per-
fect wisdom and absolute truth, His moral insight
and spiritual discernment, had no relation what-

ever to the treatment of literary and historical

problems ; that, as not embraced in His message
ami mission, His views on all such questions were

the opinions of His age, which He had learned in

the same way as all His contemporaries. If the

purpose of revelation is practical the salvation of

men by the self-sacrifice of God then the more

complete the reality of the Incarnation, the sub-

jection of the Son to the limitations of humanity,
the more thorough is the fulfilment of this pur-

pose. It is as much in the interests of Christian

faith as for the sake of intellectual liberty that

the limitation of the knowledge of Jesus must be

confidently affirmed. But, to returu from thlJ
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neee.ary digression lei (he main cciurso of the

discussion, the iin estimation of Jesus' use of the
< IT show - i hat Be recognized thr kinship nf His
own i elisions life iii i h. 1 1 uf the saints of old ;

that

ill His lr;i. hill- Mr a "II med a- tin- cullilil ii ill of

the understanding of His words the knowledge of

the Law ami thr Prophets : that in thr inoial

standards lie imposed the principles of the Jewish

theocracy were applied .mil de\e|oped. anil that

His own historic mi-sion was conceived in relation

to a continuous ami progressive historical activity
"1 Cod in and liy the chosen people ; Imi, on I he

otlirr ham I. I In- manner of Hi- n-e of I h I >T does
no! discharge us from ihr duty, far less forbid the

lltlrlii]i|. lo tree liy sound c\e",elieal anil rrilira]

mrtlniils tin' uuM'-t 'I ami permanent nuiieMi <>l

trutli in the (IT lev-elation from its loral and tem-

porary fol ins of expression.
(In The ilistiin-l ive use of the < IT in the Um/H-ls

ami I lir A i t.i i- I hi-, I hai the vv hole life of Christ
is viewed as tin- fulfilment of prophecy. \\ c

oiis,.|ve differences "t emphasis, according to tin-

speaker or writer, the hearer or reader. Without
entering into details, it may be saiil that when
the writer or speaker is himself imbued with the

spirit of .linlai-in, or addresses himself to .lews,

then the ai;;u nl from propheey is more pro-
iiiim-ni than when Gentiles are being >pokeu or

written to by one of broader sympathies. Gencr-

ally, the ill' is appealed to as authoritative by or

for those whose irh-ioiis life had already been

developed by it. How large a plare this eoiieep
tion (ills in the minds of Ihe hisioriral writers of

the NT will be best shown by a brief summary of

the farts of Jesus' life, in whirh they find pivdie-
tiolis reali/ed. I Ir is //.///"/ <r rn-i/ni ill /,' .tlilfli- in,

mid as an infant returns Irom /:''ii//,t
to .\<< zretfl.

His publie ministry is /in;//,/,,/ by John the

liaptist. Hi' brains Hi- work in (inlilcc by elaim-
in- llf ,ii<i':tr,,i nf i./ III' >nn'it, and in .Ind;ea by
showing Ih. teal for God's />. His ministry
in \ortln rn (ialilee brings liif/tt tu ilnrk /i/>i,;i.

Ill His arts of healing lie tn/.i:i lljiiilt llilllx If tin'

burden "t men's infirmities. As befits the (Servant
"/ 'ii',/. He i.s /mini'! , silent, patient. He is com-

pelled by the stupiility of I he
] pie to sjicak in

/iiii'i/lil'i. llr. ;//./., Jerusalem in lnir/ini'.ix,xe<itctl

mi mi ii.i.i. He is Creeled in i-nnii.n/ in th'' name of
tlii

:

I,mil. His ruessagi is nut li Sieved; He is re-

j.
I., I /',,/ Hi lead* rs ,'f tin-

// "/if: ; He is /i trm/i'/l

fur Him, 1 1/ ; lie i- forsaken in/ Bisfollower^ ; He is-

.Hid lull, '/ int/iniit

,11111
. II i.i ifiiniii nt.1 are <liri'l,,i ; fli\ /n,,i,i are

twt brok'ii, although His si<l ii jii-i-n-i/ ;
He is not

Sllfl','1-,
:/ In I, III, III II (,/' il.'ilii : He is , ,;i/t"/ In

li,,i/'i rn i/it /i, mi/. Uy His pft the Siiirit is f,,,/ir.
,1

/ui-l/i iii,,,,,
,,// Jlr.sk. Although in Him all tin-

until,)'* ,.t tit. '"/-//I in 1

. I,' i' I
, yet against Hint

tin
1

In -illr ii i;/,/' .
ii ml the. ralci'.i are ifn//i' >, ,/ t,,

if'tl,,,-. In His exaltation as Sun <,f th,- llnil, it

all trim .,!, I'll Him arc />ut to sliame. He proves
Himself a li/ilil tn til,

1

H'lilili.i, and in Him nl,.n,

I'm: tlf ruin "i Jerusalem be repaired.
There ran be no doubt whatever that the OT

revelation reaches its highest point in the hopes
which Christ fullils, for there is a vital, or^anir
eonnexion lutwei'n it and Him. The .Messianic

hope did in many of its most striking: features
.nun i pat ! t lie I'haiaclerisl irs of His life and work.
On the other hand, these writers treat the whole
(IT as prophel ical. i-M'ii when it is purely his-

loiieal or didactical, and thus use some
\,:-.

for (piile another purpose than their original
intention. N ei even m these eases the interpre-
tation rallllol lie pronounced alti'-rlher ailill[;ll\

and aitilirial. For if Christ may be re^anb-d as

the end and reason for all ( mil's historical art h it y
in the Hebrew people, then its whole development

may he conceived as a movement toward- Him in

whom the promises whieh had never found fullil-

nniil. the hopes which had apiin and a;:ain been

blighted with disappointment, the a-pii alums
whirh neither moral performances nor ritual

observances could satisfy, all found their consum-
mation, then the spiritual experiences of (iods
saints of old may be viewed as an anticipation "i

thu life hid with Christ in Hod, and the sullerin^s
for righteousness

1 sake of God'fl witnesses to an
unbelieving people as a participation in the Cross
of the Just and Holy One. These writers, there-

fore, were entitled to assume the unity of the life

of Cod's Anointed with the .history of His chosen

people, the prophetical character of its Kr^at per-
sonalities and the typical significance of its main
institutions, although it must be acknowledged
that they laid stress on minor details which may
he adequately accounted for as coincidences, and
need not be regarded, as they regarded them, as
immediate prophecies. It has sometimes been
assumed that these coincidences are not to he

explained by similar conditions and experiences,
due to the unity of the principle underlying the
whole development of religion and revelation,
which not only ends but is summed up in Christ,
but must be accepted as Divine harmonies. To
the mind of thu present writer at least such a view

gives an artificiality to, and hides the reality of,

the connexion of Christ and the OT. There are

cases, however (Mt 27"- '", Ac 231
'), where this con-

nexion is imposed rather than discovered. Again,
to note briefly the conclusion to which this part
of the investigation leads, we are constrained to

recognize the continuity of the revelation of the
OT and the NT ; and, on the other hand, that the
writers of the NT tend to regard the parallelism
as more exact than it actually is, owing to their

peculiar method of exegesis in treating passages
apart from, even in spite of, their historical

setting. It need not surprise us to find that the
men who were fitted by the Spirit to be both

receptive and communicative of the truth as it is

in Jesus were lacking in scientific method and
historical insight. Their inspiration did not raise

them above their times in these respects, and con-

sequently we must, on the one hand, form such a

conception of revelation as admits such limita-

tions, and, on the other, maintain that the OT
must be interpreted by the grammatical and his-

torical methods of a scientific criticism, unhindered
and undisturbed by appeals to the usages of NT
writers.

(<) In St. Paul's Epistles the doctrinal aspects
of the OT are more prominent. The frequency of

his quotations depends on the subject he is dealing
with, and the destination of the letter. Generally
speaking, lie appeals to the OT most frequently
when he is asserting the independence of Chris-

tianity against Judaistic objections, and not when
he is developing its unique contents. His so-

called Rabbinisms (1 Co 10 1 '4
, 2 Co 3", Gal 3 16

4'ji-3i) nee(j not excite any surprise and cause any
dilticulty : that they are so few in number is a

testimony to his mental vigour and spiritual dis-

cernment. Sometimes he does give to a quotation
an application which the context does not justify
(Ho <i*-

M II"- 10
12"', 1 Co 9" 14-' IS", Ual 3U ).

Even in his normal use the OT language some-
times, on the one hand, obscures the Christian con-

ception, and, on the other hand, his Christian

conception transforms the meaning of the OT
words. Sometimes his use gives a harder, at
other times a more gracious, tone to the passages
quoted than they have in their own context.

r

lhe
language of the OT is not adequate for his gospel,
the essential inspiration of which we may assert
and maintain w ithout committing ourselvea to an
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acceptance of his exegetical methods. The occa-
sion anil the purpose of the Epistle to the Hebrews
explain the characteristically Jewish use of the
OT. Sentences are taken without any regard to
context ; stress is laid on single words

; allegorical

explanations are given of historical references.
This reading of the New Faith into the Old does
violence to the historical significance of the one
and the Divine originality of the other. The
Apocalypse is steeped in the OT imagery, and
applies the Messianic prophecies to the Second
Advent. Without any closer examination of the
other NT writings, enough evidence has already
been produced to justify the conclusion that in

every part the NT treats the OT as a Divine
revelation, but that the exegetical methods of the
NT writers are such as to forbid our basing on
their use of the OT any dogmatic theory of verbal

inspiration.
3. The NT doctrine of Revelation. Although

the NT recognizes the Divine revelation in the
OT, it does not limit God's manifestation of Him-
self to the Hebrew history and literature. The
Prologue to St. John's Gospel takes up the OT
conception of the Divine Word, Wisdom, or Spirit
in its doctrine of the Logos, and teaches a perma-
nent and universal revelation in nature and in
man as well as in the history culminating in

Christ. As significant is St. Paul's teaching
regarding the witness of nature to God, in his

speech at Lystra (Ac 141!M7 ) ; regarding man's

affinity to God, in his speech at Athens (Ac
IT"" 31

) ; regarding the wilful ignorance of God,
to which he traces the religious degradation and
the moral depravity of the Gentiles, and the testi-

mony borne to God by conscience, in his Epistle
to the Romans (1

]8 -33 2H~ 16
) ; and regarding the

Divine purpose in the pre - Christian stage in

human history, in that to the Galatians (4
1"9

).

A study of the science of Comparative Religion
does not contradict, but confirms, this doctrine of
a permanent and universal revelation in which
OT and NT agree. In many religions \ve find the

higher elements suppressed by the lower, and in

only a few the higher elements asserting them-
selves over the lower. Even in the corrupt and
superstitious paganism with which Christianity
in its earliest days came in contact, there was in
its philosophical schools an approach to an ethical

monotheism which, imperfect as it was, proved
to some men a tutor to lead them to Christ.
As regards the NT doctrine of the OT revela-

tion, enough has been said in the preceding para-
graph ; we must now consider what it teaches
about the origin and the method of the Christian
revelation. Jesus Christ is pre - eminently the
revealer of the Father ; this function He claims
for Himself (Mt II-7

, Jn IT-6 ), and it is accorded
to Him by St. Paul, St. John, the writer to the
Hebrews (Jn I 18

, Col I
15

, He I
1 '3

). Yet it is only
by the Spirit of God that men are enabled to

recognize in Him the Son of God (Mt 1C 17
, Gal I

15
).

To know God in Christ is to receive a revelation
which transforms all things, so that self and world
alike appear as a new creation (2 Co o 17

). An
interesting evidence of St. Paul's consciousness
that the Christian revelation was both in con-

tinuity with and in contrast to the older revela-

tion, is his use of the word '

mystery.' The Divine

purpose which has hitherto been concealed is now
revealed (Ro II-5 16-;

',
1 Co 27

, Eph I
11 33 - " 5a2 6 19

,

Col l-
s 2- 4 s

). A completion of the old revelation

(Mt 5 17
,
Gal 3-4 44

,
Jn 5s8 ), the new revelation can

claim permanent validity, as it will not be super-
seded by any other (Mt 24s4

). On the other hand,
the comprehension of the perfect revelation by
man is imperfect relatively to the full and clear
vision of Christ, which is the Christian's hope for

the hereafter (1 Co 1312
, 1 Jn 3-) : Christ's con-

sciousness of perfect knowledge of, love for, and
obedience to the Father is explained only by the
confession of His essential unity with the Father.
The promise of Jesus to His disciples, that the

Spirit should be given to them, was fulfilled at
Pentecost ; and in the outpouring of the Spirit on
that day St. Peter was bold enough to see the
fulfilment of Joel's prophecy of a universal pro-
phetic inspiration (Ac 2' 7 '

'"). Both in the Acts
and in St. Paul's Epistles it is assumed that all

believers are inspired ; in the exercise of their

charisms, spiritual gifts, the presence and power
of the Spirit in them is revealed. But for the
instruction and government of the Church (see
art. CHURCH in vol. i.) it was believed that

Apostles and Prophets possessed an authoritative

inspiration. The Apostles had seen the Lord, and
were witnesses to the Resurrection (Lk 2448

, Ac
I
8 ' 22 2!

-, 1 Co 9l
). They showed the signs of an

Apostle (1 Co 9-, 2 Co 12'-), and they had received
a call from God (1 Co 12-", Eph 4"). They were
endowed as well as the Prophets with that higher
energy of the Spirit which qualified them for

special revelations (see articles APOSTLE in vol. i.

and PROPHET IN NT in vol. iv.). Most instructive
in this respect are the writings of St. Paul, as to
defend the truth of his gospel it was needful for

him to establish his claims as an Apostle. He
asserts his independence of human instruction and
his reception of his gospel by Divine revelation

(Gal I
11 '-4

). In his own instructions to the Churches
which he had founded he distinguishes between
the commandments of the Lord and his own judg-
ment (1 Co 7J5t 40

), but expresses the confidence
that even in the exercise of this he has the Spirit
of God. He testifies that, in a state of ecstasy,
he was transported to the third heaven and heard

unspeakable words, unlawful to utter (2 Co 12-'-
3
).

Not only did Jesus appear to him on the way to
Damascus (Ac 9 17

, 1 Co 158
), but on other occasions

also did He come and speak to him in trance or
vision (Ac 18'-' 22 17

26'). At Troas he was guided
to cross to Macedonia by a vision in the night (Ac
1G9

). The angel of God conveyed an assurance of

safety to him (Ac 27^). St. Peter, too, was taught
his duty towards the Gentiles in a vision during a
trance (Ac 1010

). An angel appeared to Mary in a
vision (Lk I'-

6-38
), and to Joseph in a dream (Mt

I*"23
). The visions in the Book of Revelation

may be, as is common in Apocalyptic literature,
a literary device, but there may have been some
basis for them in unusual psychic conditions. Of
such mental states as trance, vision, dream as

organs of revelation, we must beware of judging
by our modern standards. For us such means of

Divine communication may seem less credible

than inward intuition, but even to a St. Paul
these methods of revelation seemed significant and
valuable. (The articles on DREAM in vol. i. and
TRANCE and VISION in vol. iv. may with ad-

vantage be consulted). In closing this section of

the article a few general considerations may be
offered. The Prophet, or Apostle, or even Clirist

Himself, is confident that God is revealing Jlis

mind and will to him, but distinguishes God's
words from his own. With the Prophet, it would
seem, the inspiration was not constant ; his whole

personality did not become the permanent organ
of the Spirit. In the Apostle the spiritual posses-
sion is more constant and complete. He may still

distinguish his own opinions from his Lord's com-

mands, hut his inspiration is derived from an
intimate personal union and communion with the

living Christ Himself. As the natural life has
been more completely transformed by the super-
natural, their contrast is less evident than in the

prophetic consciousness. In Christ the union of
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I iod and man is so complete, that, so to .speak, the
absolute i|uantily oi the m-pii at ion guarantees
the perfect i|iiality of the revelation. There is,

then-lore, no uniformity in the intensity of the

inspiration or the siillieieney of the revelation in

the Holy Sciipinrcs; but we must distinguish
degrei s of tile one as we leco-j!li/c \ arid ics of the
other. In the III' the prophetic consciousness
exhibits levelatloll at its lli-he-t ; the spirit of

devotion as expressed in the I'-alms mav he

n ckoned nearest | u this: then we may peihaps
place the meditations iii the Wisdom literature on
the iirohlem.s of life and duly ; and, lastly, come
the historical records, inspired in so far as they
regard the history as the development of (lod's

purpose and the fulfilment of His promises. The
Apostolic interpretation varies in the fulness of

the understanding of the mind of Christ, dependent
on the closeness of t 1 le fel low si I i p w it h the life of

Christ, in whom revelation and inspiration alike

culminate. The < IT inci eases as a icvclal ion as it

approaches Him, ami the N I v aries as a revelation
,1- 11 leecivcs mole or less of His Spirit.

iv. 'I'm. F.VIM.M-I. ni Ki.\ i;i. rntix. 1. Eyl-
! Hi:- /;. ,,v/-i- <</'/,' I'litiiin.- -'flic lirst line

of evidence is to he found in what has just been
Ilicllt lolled at t he close of t he previous section the
consciousness of the beards of the revelation.

They hear witness that they are not speaking of

themselves, but that (lod is communicating to

them what they are declaring to others. The
truth of the reality of the u-v elat ion. and the

sincerity of its organs, these two are not the
same, tor a man professing to communicate a
revelation might he a deceiver or self- deceive, I.

cannot be proved by any outward attestation, but

only by tlie moral and spiritual ipiality of the
level.-, i ion, and by (lie personal chaiadcr it forms
in the hearer. The fulfilment of prophecy is not,
unless in exceptional circumstances, a test that
can be immediately applied, and the performance
of miracles docs not afford a decisive criterion, as
the natuial may Uj made to appear as super-
natural, lint these two evidences are i|nite out
ol court for us. For, where the character of the

and the content of the revelation do not

inspire confidence, denial that any real prediction
has been made, or any actual miracle has taken

place, cannot he disproved. If at one time pro-
phecy and miracle were relied on as attesting a
level, ition, such an argument is worthless at the

present day. For, on the one hand, the i

critical attitude towards the ic,-oi,l~ of n-velation
which is becoming more general forbids that un-

i|iicsi ioiiing belief that predictions w.-ie mad,- and
that miracles did happen which was once common :

and it is being more clearly recognized, on the
other hand, thai a Divine revelation must be a lie

to commend itself morally and spiritually to the
conscience and reason of mankind, and' that a

lev chit ion which could not so commend itself

could never he accepted on any external evidence
without such an al dii-ai ion oi 1,-a-on and con
science as would involve a far more serious injury
and wrong to the moral and spiritual nature of
man than could be compensated for by any ,sin h
n elaf ion.

J. Evid net <>f the Litentt '> f Bevelatt

But, when we get to this position that the evidence
of revelation is in the quality of its contents and
the character of its bearers, we, to whom this
revelation has not come at first hand, but has
been transmitted by a literature, hav,- to a~k this

farther question : Nthe liieiaim, i M i t woithv in

ii- i>-iimo:i\ to tin- consciousness and ch.

of these heard s and to t he con ' en t s of I his lev ela

tionV This is the point at which the hi torj oi

the formation of the ''<// of the (IT and 'NT

forces itself on our attention. This story has

ahe.idy heen told in previous artiilc., and need
not he told again ; hut one fact deserves special
notice, that it was not by formal decree, of any
ecclesiastical authority that certain writings vveie

selected as sacred, recognized as insj ireil, and
.or,]. ted as authoritative for faith and life ; hut
this was brought about by their use in worship
and for edification. We need not claim an in-

fallible judgment for either the Jewish or the
Christian Church, but what must be insisted on
is that it was the religions consciousness which
was the court of appeal with regard to the writings
to be treated as the literature of revelation. The
importance of such a literature cannot be over-
estimated. Only if (iod had revealed Himself

uniformly to all mankind, would there be no need
for such a literature, lieasou has already been
shown why along with a general revelation we
may believe in a special. To perpetuate and to
dill'use thisspccial revelation, limited both spatially
and temporally, the written record was necessary,
.lesiis Christ would be incomprehensible without
the record of the revelation which led up to Him,
and His grace and truth would be inaccessible to
tht! mind and heart of mankind without the report
of the revelation realized in and proceeding troni

Him. Yet a difference between the importance of
the two Testaments must, in view of the modern
critical position, be clearly recognized and frankly
explained. What were the stages and phases, the
features and factors, of revelation in the OT is an
interesting and important question for our under-

standing of the OT ; but it does not in the slightest

degree affect the historical reality of Jesus Christ.
Not the view of the OT which most untjuestion-
ingly accepts as historical all its narratives and
all the traditional opinions about authorship and
date of the writings makes Christ most credible,
but that which makes to us most intelligible the

progress of revelation towards Him, and the fullil-

uient of its promise in Him. Accordingly, we can,
without troubling or bewildering our faith with .-*

task for which it is not competent, leave to a
reverent scholarship, which makes neither ultra-

supernatural nor anti-supernatural assumptions, all

historical and literary questions regarding the OT.
The NT, however, holds a much more immediate
and vital relation to the revelation in Christ, and
from Him through His witnesses. If the sub-
stantial historicity of the Gospels and the Acts
cannot be maintained, if the image of the 1'erson

of Christ presented there is mainly a work of
fiction and not a copy of fact, if Jesus did not

really so impress and influence men as He is repre-
sented to have done, if the Apostles who have
undertaken to interpret to us their experience of
His grace ascribed to His Spirit what was due to
their heredity, individuality, or environment, then
the Christian revelation must lose so much of its

contents as to aflect its character. If, for instance,
a filial consciousness towards (lod and a fraternal
consciousness towards mankind was all that Jesus
!,v caled, if He put Himself in no way into relation
to the sin of mankind to save men from its guilt
ami curse, then undoubtedly Christianity becomes
a religion of illumination, and not of redemption,
lint if the historical character of the NT as the
i, 'on! and report of th life and work of Christ,
and the interpretation of the experience wrought
by His spirit, is more necessary to Christian faith,
it can be maintained as that of many parts of the
i 1 1 cannot. We have more nearly contemporary
evidence of the existence and the acceptance as
authoritative of the NT writings than for any
oi tlieOT. The contents of many portions of the
NT are self-evidencing to reason and conscience as

revelation, as many portions of the OT cannot bo
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saul to be. The character of Christ, the existence
of the Church, the experience of St. Paul, all

these are proofs of the reality of the Christian
revelation as presented in the NT such as can
meet doubt and help faith. That the NT can be

accepted as a true record and a faithful interpre-
tation of the revelation in Christ, is a conclusion
which the best scholarship allows and Christian
faith claims.

3. Evidence of Experience. No conclusion of

scholarship on so dilfieult and delicate a problem
as the date, authorship, historical accuracy, and
theological authority of these writings can compel
faith. Scholarship, as honest and as competent as
that which is found in the Christian Churches, has
not felt this compulsion, and has been able to
maintain an opposite conclusion. For this con-
clusion depends not only on the outward data, but
on the inward attitude with which the data are

approached. If, through the Person and Teaching
and Work of Christ, God does not here and now
draw near to a man, make Himself known to him,
meet his greatest need, and bring him his highest
good, neither the OT nor the NT can be proved to
him the record and the interpretation of a Divine
revelation. He might assent intellectually to the
whole process of argument, but a mere assent to
the claims of the Holy Scriptures has no religious
value or significance. The evidence of revelation
is a present experience, the impression the Holy
Scriptures make, and the influence they wield, in

reproducing in men the same relation to God as
was perfectly realized by Christ, and is being pro-
gressively realized in men by the presence and
power of the Holy Spirit. The intellectual pro-
cess cannot be ignored, and the spiritual experience
alone recognized. If it were proved to a man's
reason that the NT is not a true book, he might
find an testhetic gratification, but he could not get
a spiritual satisfaction in the life and work of
Christ. It will enlarge and strengthen a man's
faith, if he not only yields himself to the impres-
sion Christ makes on him, and the influence He
gains over him, when the NT is read and studied
on the assumption that it is true, but if he also

sees what evidence there is to justify that assump-
tion. The evidence may at tirst not go beyond
the more probable, or the less improbable, but
that is itself enough to justify a man, under the

pressure of his practical necessities, in putting
Christ to the proof, with all honesty and sincerity,
whether He is indeed able to save to the uttermost
all who come unto God through Him. The results
in personal experience and character will in most
cases raise the probability to a certainty, and the
man will be able to say that he knows whom he
has believed, and is persuaded that He is able to
be to all who trust Him all that the NT represents
Him as being.

4. Reception of the Divine Revelation. It is with
this proving of Christ's grace that the present
evidence of Divine Revelation must begin. But
the acceptance of Christ as from God will so

change the mental attitude, the moral disposition,
the spiritual capacity, that a personal apprehen-
sion, appreciation, and appropriation of the entire
revelation of God in the Holy Scriptures will be-

come increasingly possible. There may remain
incidents incredible and doctrines unintelligible,
and no Christian man is required to do violence
either to conscience or to reason by forcing him-
self to believe anything which does not evidence
itself to him as from God. On the one hand, a

large liberty of reserve should be claimed, and, on
the other, a wide tolerance of difference should be
shown. But no man who has found God in Christ
can treat with inditierence any element in the
Christian revelation. He must feel that his in-

sensibility to impression from or influence by any

}iart

of the Holy Scriptures is his own spiritual
oss, the narrowing and the impoverishing of his

experience ; and he should so strive to widen his

intelligence and deepen his sympathy by fuller

submission to the Spirit of truth and love in

Christ, that he will be able at last to secure and
rejoice in the whole counsel of God, all the truth
as it is in Jesus. Only by this receptive and re-

sponsive attitude can a man become the possessor
of the Divine revelation as his personal treasure.
As in olden times God revealed Himself in outward
signs and sounds, so in the Holy Scriptures, read
with intelligence, reverence, aspiration, does He
still reveal Himself. Not a distant but a present,
not an indifferent but an interested, not an in-

dolent but an active Father meets us in Christ

by the Spirit, and deals with us here and now.
The significance and value of the old revelation
is that it is the medium of an ever new revela-

tion. God Himself proves that He spake and
wrought of old by speaking and working in us
now His own good will and pleasure, even our
salvation. Every Christian man should be an

inspired man, because the Spirit is in Christ given
to all men according to their faith ; and, in this

experience of the Spirit, God is really revealing
Himself. But inasmuch as this revelation comes
from this inspiration, and this inspiration is con-
ditioned by faith in Christ's grace, and that faith

is not found apart from a knowledge of the Gospel
as contained in the Holy Scriptures, this continuous
revelation and universal inspiration in Christ is not
a rival to or substitute for the revelation and in-

spiration of the Holy Scriptures, as the former is

dependent on and controlled by the latter. We know
that God reveals Himself in us only as we know the
revelation of the Father in the Son; but to the

testimony of the writers of the Scriptures to their
own authority and the witness of the Church to

the worth of these Scriptures for its faith and life

there must be added, to produce that perfect con-
fidence in God's revelation which it demands and
deserves, the experience in the individual soul of

God's presence and power in His Son and by His

Spirit.

Summary. Let us sum up in a few words the

arguments of this article. Man is by necessity of

his nature religious. Religion implies revelation ;

man's approach to God is in response to God's

approach to man. As religion is, so is revelation

universal ; but its quality varies with human
capacity and development. It is in accord with
God's method that He should through one nation

bless all mankind. In the history of the Hebrew
people there can be traced a progressive revelation,
the record of which is in the OT. This culminates
in Christ, in whom the ideal of religion is realized,

and the perfect revelation is given. To secure full

historic reality to this revelation, the image of His

person and the influence of His work must be

perpetuated and diffused, as is done by means of

the NT. The Holy Scriptures as the literature of

revelation offer us a doctrine of its range, method,
and purpose. The bearers of the revelation bear a
witness to their own qualifications and authority,
which is confirmed both by their characters and
the contents of their message. This evidence is

further strengthened by the recognition of the

worth of the'OT in the Jewish Church and of

the NT in the Christian Church. But the full

evidence of revelation is not possessed until its

purpose has been fulfilled and its effect realized in

the experience of the Christian, saved from sin and
death and doom by the love of the Father in the

grace of the Son through the fellowship of the

Holy Spirit.
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LlTEHATfRE. The special articles refer r.,1 |o iu.it I" , on-uln <l

tor the Literatim- relating t" their r. Rpe< 1 1

1

lubji t*. I- or I lir

more general I i lent ore. the li'-te nl I hi i li't ..( Ill-- .irliele III!! I

in vol. I iii.it In' ri'l. r:. .1 I" I" 1 hi h.iks IhiTi' nieiil lolled may
i* .iiiileil < .unl's, rrteiih i

.
i md Sabatfer'i PAilofop&y ^/

>

I, .,,'.,!
.
Kiurkunis I'lf I'/" OtOpKb ".' <>" I7i/i'i,i/i /'.'

:u:.l lllini;tvorlh's A'< (l*"'i iln-i A'- pvfirfnm. Itrili'i- s .1 //< '

dual* ttiih 111. nit .1 '
: touched on, and nil Cnty '

/,, fluxion is -.nil ttnril iiMiitm;:. Herrmann's Communion
1,1 '/,, ( '/in.f HI/I iJ'ifA Co (otters .111 original and Mi^eMite treat-

ment of the subject of Revelation.

AI.KKKII K. CAKVIE.

THEOCRACY. Tli.'ti-nu- I In > TIM v

'

;iiul
'

tlieo-

crat ic" have been used somewhat freely in connexion
with tin 1 history of Israel, lnit it is not altogct her

easy to determine with precision what ideas should

In' attached to them. It may seem that, if these

words are to denote an act mil constitution of human
society, they must imply the absorption of the

St.-ite 'in the Church, or at least the .supremacy ol

the ( 'hureli over the Slate. When applied, as they
are, to I he form ami aims of the medieval I'apacy,
tin -y have (his meaning ; ami so taken they would
he 1 1 in- only of the iierioil. or ]ierioils. of .It-wish

history when the ]ico|ile were ninh-r a hierarchy,
with the high priest at its head. Wellhauscn and
other critics of his school do, in fact, restrict the

notion of the Theocracy thus, and consequently
hold, in in i in dance with their view of the docu-

ments, that it was realized only after the Exile.

The question of tin- l-s| use of the term must not,

however, he identified with that of the date of the

Priestly Code. Headers of the Hible, generally,

taking the 1'entateueh as it stands, and believing
the constitution therein descrihed to have been

given and actually established by Moses, have

rcgaidcd those early days as ideal ones for the

Theociacy. Hut it may he doubted whether they
have denved the impression that its essence lay

in priestly rule, or whether this is in reality sug-

gested in the Mible; while a more elastic concep-
tion must certainly be formed if justice is to be

dune In the teaching of the ( >T as a whole.

i. Tin' u.if < if l/i' ti'i-in /ii/ JiiH'/i/tits. The term
'

tlicoc'raey
'

was coined by Josephus on the model
of others expressive of various kinds of political
constitution, in order to explain to (Jentih- readers

the distinctive characteristics of the national life

of Israel. He uses it but once, and then with an

apology. In '. A/I. ii. Hi, after referring to dill'er-

enees between States in respect to the seat of

1

lower a single sovereign, a few, the multitude
ie pioceeds: 6 5' 7^Te,>o5 fojtotffTTfls ei's /j.tv TOI'TUV

ovSorioiv aTTfi5(v, ws 5' &v TIS fliroi fiia.ffdfjid'Of rbv \syov,

QcoKpaTinv dw{5ct$( TO jroXirf i'/xa, 6ea TTJV dpXV" *' To

niros dratftif.
'

< >ur lawgiver had an eye to none
of these: but, a- one might say, using a strained

expression, he set forth the national polity as a

theocracy, reterting the rub 1 and might to tnid.

AS . losephtis iut n n iui 'I'd the term, it may he worth
while to consider a little more fully what In-

intended to convey by it : and this may help us to

clear our own minds. There is the more reason for

doing so, because statements in regard to his mean
ing, which the present writer believes to lie in

dillerent way- misleading, have been made by such

writ el- as Stanley. ./. '/CK/I I '/IHI-I-/I, I, eel nre IS mil.,

and Wellhaii-en. ProUg. to Hi.!, nf Israel, I'.n^.

ti. p. 411, Urd (ieiman ed. i. p. 4'M.

Ill the s,.,|Uel to the Wolds jllst qllOtcd, JosepllUS

says, by way of explanation or expansion of them,
that Moses led the Israelites to recognize (lod as

the soiiicc linth of tin- ^ood things bestowed on all

mankind, and of deliverances -ranted to them-
selves in their distresses in answer to their prayers ;

that to the whole people he imparted a knowledge
of (lod such as at most a philosopher here and
there amoni; other nations had attained to; and
that he -rave them Divine laws ami customs to

mould and train their national character. A
EXTRA VOL. 22

bioadcr in moil- unexceptionable statement a- to

(hi' special nd.ition of the true Coil to Isiael as

their ruler, and of their iclation to Him as lln

subjects, it would IK: dillieult to imagine.

In other places, however, Josephus <ls.Tiln-s tht- M
-lilutiini a mi iiri-.Ki.'nii-i.

1

connecting thi-- "Uh Ihi- ti.w

that it is also a Iheocrury, which he ituli itel vitbout
iisin k

- the U-rin. Thiif, in Ins \.TM-IN >! VI. .~.- .iililn-s I..

ihi ]n"|.li ut the clow (it his life. in tvln.h h. t"'->

III. in- |ir<-lllinrlMT, Ml far OB provision for (COVrrnnii III u.is i i. II

.11,1. 1, to On- jnil^ri ttlio were to be appointed in all llnir

[Utes, "I vtli-in M.W8 had s(ikcn (Ut 1B' ll' ;
ol. .Inf. n.

11,1 in than to thi ie makes Maees iur,
' An ariito-

11. v i- beet, ;unl the lifi- in hunnont thi-ri-ttith ; let not desire

t.ir knot h' i |ilit.Vtake hold ot you", hut cherish this <mr. mill

havini; tlir laws U >our iinistt'rs, do all thintfw ai^cording to

lh, in; fur u Mitti. , - in h;itr (iixl for your ruler' (Ant. if.

tiii. 17). I^itt-r on he explains Samuel's uriut at tin- | pie
I, n 1. 1 in I (.11- 11 kin;: lit Ins h.itn-'l "f kinyw ali'l ''"lit i. -IH.II th.a nil

iriatocracv is Divine, and that it makes tlmse happ.t tthniune
it fr their form ol jx>lit v (Ant. vi. iii. :i). (imi in.ir-, <if the

Kctiirn from Exile he writes that those who ihen Milled in

Jerusalem wlojited 'an iinst." riitn' i-onsin ul H>II with an
ohtarehv. for,' he ailils, 'the chief priests ttere at the head of

affairs till the descendants of the Ha-smontean hecame kings'
n(. XI. if. ). See, further, art, RBLIOIO.N or ISRAKL, n. iii. 1.

It is to be observed that Josephus lays no stress

on the '

holiness,' either oilicial or personal, of the

ruling class, as he would have done if he had held

the view attributed to him by Wellhauscn ; and in

the last passage cited he even distinguishes the 'oli-

garchy' of priests from that 'aristocracy
1 which

regards as so desirable. It appears that for

him the tli'-'.'-i-nlit- character of the system lay, not

in its formal institutions but in the fact that they
were of a kind to throw much on the people them
-rites. There was no excessively eminent human

personage to intercept the regards that should be

turned on (iod alone. Men were to submit to the

laws because they had received them from (Jod,

and to depend on His <;uid:ince and protection
-

which included, no doubt, the raising up of leaders

for times of special need.

ii. We pass to the actual history of the belief in

Jehovah's kinj;shin over Israel. ('() The conin:i-ii.ii.

of the bcliff with Semitic religious Mere*. --This

was . one of those conceptions derived from the

general stock of Semitic religious ideas, which

in Israel came to be immeasurably refilled and
exalted. In the OT itself we have evidence that

in other instances also the tribal or national god
was regarded as the king of the tribe or nation.

In early times it was the specific duty of the

chieftain or king to lead in war, so that the notion

of chieftainship or kingship is itself involved in the

belief implied in the language of .lephthah (J 11*)

that the god fought for his people, and won and

held the territories in which they dwelt (cf. 1 S

26'", Ku I
14

'-, and the phrase in Is 1U10 'the king-
doms of the idols'). For evidence from other

sources, gee \V. 11. Smith, ./W 116 f.

(b)Thc view attributed to Gideon and to Samuel
Hint tin- establishment ofan cartluij kimju/iif imitli 'd

ilislmi'i'tii to Jchnrah, In two passages in OT the

proposal to establish an earthly monarchy is treated

as an infringement of Jehovah's rights, Jg 8'-
13 and

1 S s with \'i
vl

. It will be necessary that we should

diseuss briefly the historical value of these notices.

And, first, a few words as to the documents.

There \s a larpe amount of agreement amon^ critics to the

eft, , i ili.u in the I'.ook ol .luil^es the work may he traced of a

romjiiler i>t the age of Deuteronomy, i.e. the l.ut . i (.. 1 1 -1 ..I t he

.Ii uish kiiiHoin. who has provided a framework into which he
h:i- lilt. <l ii:irrnl ues, anil perhaps a collection of nun ii lv< -. "t

mi eiirhi-r :ice. Some touches, also, are assigned to u |>
-i exilii

e.litor The .juestion whether (lideon's refusal of the kingship
is 11 trait introduced hy one ot the later hands will hat, 1,1

l, i i i red in connexion with the similar view of human
i , lt . h . ujipearin^r in 1 Samuel. In the portion of that iMxik

ii relates to th< i e of Saul, two account* are combined
win. h (five .list) net, and in some respt-cU differing, views of the

transaction. That one in which the desire for .1 kim.' is n-pre-
-. in. .1 u tin act of disloyalty to Jehovah i .-I iier.illt r. iranlisl

^\\,. 1,1,1 ,,t!ln l\tu VV ellhllllM II refer- It
,

' IIH tit l>e. lllse of

itt, .III lIUil. oil thl- I'.'! III. to tile e\llle Ut V><J?t L'Xllic till 1C. When
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the monarchy had been overthrown and the government was in
the hands of the chief priests (Prolegomena, Eng. tr. pp. 249,
253-U, and 3rd German ed. i. pp. 260, 205-8). The statement in

regard to Gideon in Jg a-J he necessarily supposes to have heen
introduced at the same period (76. Eng. tr. p. 239, and 3rd Germ,
ed. p. 249). Other competent critics, however, point out
::iarked affinities between the document embodied in 1 Samuel,
which is now in question, and E of the Pentateuch (Bndde,XATW p. 230 f.; Driver, LOJ' p. 177 f.); and in the connexion
of this document with the Northern Kingdom is to be found,
according to Budde, the true explanation of its low estimate
of the monarchy (i!>. pp. 235, 238). He accounts for the words
of Gideon in like manner ('Ricnter' in Kitrzer Hatidcom. in
Inf., and Einleit. lixf.). If we must choose between these
views, the latter is certainly the more reasonable. It is a pure
figment of the imagination, and opposed to all the evidence
which we possess, to suppose that, under the constitution estab-
lished after the Exile, men learned to depreciate the monarchy.
On the contrary, we know that the hope of its restoration was
still cherished

; and, although there was a period in which this

hope died down, there is no sign that any other ideal was
tuniR-d of a nature to exclude it. Indeed, if such had been the
case, its revival, without leaving any trace of a struggle between
it and other aspirations, would have been well-nigh impossible.
There were, on the other hand, no sacred associations with any
one of the successive dynasties in the Northern Kingdom, and
prophets had been brought into far more frequent and sterner
conflict with individual kings. It would be more conceivable
that here religious men should have become convinced of an
inherent incompatibility between human and Divine sovereignty.
But evidence is wanting that such was the case. [In Hos 13*10

no opposition to kingship on principle is implied. With regard
to Hos 11)3, see <}. A. Smith in Expositor's liible, p. 2S8, n. 1.]

The admission that the narrative of Gideon's

judgeship may not have been committed to writing
till long after the events, and that the document
used in 1 Samuel with which we are concerned may
prohably have been composed in the latter part of
the 9th or even in the 8th cent. B.C. (on date of E,
see Driver, LOT 6

p. 123), does not make it unsuit-
able fur us to ask whether the view respecting the
institution of monarchy which is found in them
may not be due to a sound tradition. That view
does not seem to be out of harmony with the
diameter of the early age to which the narratives
refer, and with natural tendencies of the human
mind. And its appearance merely in two isolated

instances, which cannot be shown to have anything
in common with the experience and feeling of
better known periods of Israelite history, is suffi-

cient to suggest that it is a survival. We do not
indeed know of the existence outside of Israel of
the same view. But it would surely be quite in
accordance with the relations supposed to exist
between the god and his worshippers (see W. R.
Smith, US, Lect. 2) that a tribe or group of tribes
which adhered to its primitive organization, or
want of organization, should insist that its god was
its king, contrasting itself in this respect with
neighbouring nations that had adopted monarchy ;

or even that the notion of the permanent chiefship
or kingship of the god should have been evolved
before that of permanent human kingship. And,
when a movement arose to substitute a monarchy
for the older and looser constitution of society, it

would be natural that in some quarters it should
meet with opposition from a spirit of conservatism,
which would call religious beliefs to its aid. We
shall, moreover, be justified in regarding the fact
that we have an example of this in Israel, though
not elsewhere, as due to a peculiar intensity of

religious feeling and faithfulness to the God whom
they acknowledged, by which not the whole people
but individuals amongst them were already dis-

tinguished.
(r) The Theocracy subsequent to the establishment

of the Monarchy. But while there is reason to
think that belief in Jehovah's kingship over Israel
existed before the regular establishment of an
earthly monarchy, and that it ad'orded a ground
with some for objecting to this institution, the
sense of the Divine sovereignty over Israel was not
in the event impaired by this change of national

polity.
It is a mistake to speak of the transition

to this new7

period as 'the close of the Theocracy'

(so Stanley does, Jewish Church, Lect. 18 init.).
The same work in which the document that de-
scribes resistance to the introduction of monarchy
is embedded, has in its second book set forth
Jehovah's covenant with David and his descendants
in terms which virtually make the reigning prince
of this house the earthly vicegerent and representa-
tive of the heavenly King, under whose control lie

still remains ('2 S 7'""). Some other passages, whicn
show how the relation of the king to God was
regarded, are 2 K 11" 233 - 4

, 1's S9-7 , Nell 13-", and
even as to the Northern Kingdom 1 K 14 U . In
Dt 17"-- we have 'the law of the kingdom

'

set

forth in subjection to the principle of the Theperacy
(cf. Driver, LOT 6

p. 92). The remarkable expres-
sion in 2 Ch 13" should also be particularly noticed :

'the kingdom of Jehovah in the hand of the
sons of David' ; the lateness of the work in which
it occurs makes it the more important. The use
of the title King for God belongs especially to the

Prophets and Psalms. Some instances in which
God is called King of Israel, or in which His being
so is most directly implied, are of the times of the

Monarchy or the tirst part of the Exile, and occur
in writers to whom, beyond question, the Divine
sanctions of the earthly kingdom were no un-
familiar thought (Zeph 315, 1's 48'- S'J

18 [AV and
ItVm], Is 33'--, Jer 8 1S

). Passages of a later date
are Is 43' 5 44s

. It is to be added that, where God
is spoken of simply as King, or as King over all

the earth, the special relation of Israel to God may
be, and in some cases certainly is, present to the
writer's mind, the thought being that Jehovah,
who has made Zion His favoured seat, from His

capital exercises a world-wide dominion (Zee
14- 16 -

", Jer 101U 48 15 51 57
,
Ps 95 :; 98" 145'). Where

individuals with special devotion address God as

their King, it is impossible to say always whether

they held that the privilege and the power to do
so were consequences of their membership in the
chosen people ; but sometimes they seem to have

recognized this (Ps 5- 44J G8-4 74 1

-).

In conclusion, we may say that if we are to be

guided by OT thought and language, as assuredly
we ought to be, in determining the meaning to be

given to the term theocracy, it must be employed
to designate, not any one of the forms of govern-
ment under which the Israelites lived, but a great
conviction. It will describ; the faith that God
exercised a special and effective rule over Israel by
blessings, punishments, deliverances, by prophets,
whom He sent to instruct them, and the visita-

tions of His providence, throughout all the stages
of their chequered history. And in that Kingdom
of Heaven, of which our Lord spake so much, the

Theocracy found its enlargement ami fulfilment.

V. H. STANTON.

HEBREWS, GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THE
Introduction.

i. Patristic and other evidence of existence.

1. Jerome.
2. Epiphanius.
3. Eusebius (including Hegesippus).
4. Clement of Alexandria, and Origen.
6. Muratorian Canon (silent), Irenauls, Papias, Ignatius.
6. Nk-ephorus, and a minuscule codex of 9th or 10th

cent.

ii. Extant fragments.
iii. Theories of origin and character.

Literature.

Introduction. Under the designation 'accord-

ing to the Hebrews' several Church Fathers, from
the 2nd to the 5tli cent., speak of a Gospel which
existed in their day, though to Greek - speaking
Christians known but vaguely, if at all. Many
of the statements made with regard to it are of

ambiguous meaning, as if the writers themselves
were but imperfectly acquainted with the subject ;

and hence it is little wonder if the most divergent
theories have been held about it. Was the Gospel
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according to the Hebrews a particular book, or was
ii ;i i \ pc uf i radii ion which was embodied in several

di lien 'ii i luniks'; Did il exist in Greek as well as in

a Semitic lonunc'.' and was the Hebrew a transla-

tion 1 1 IMI i Gieek, "i tin- original '.' \Va> it a -ource

(if the canonical t
,.>-p.'l- or derived from them, m

quite independent nt, ami parallel to, thorn'; In

thr alienee of anv r. -11.1111 answer t:i these .plc-

lions, some of which may IICMT I"- linally disposed

Of, the Gospel acconling tci the Ilehrevv - ha- h.-en

made to till a place in connexion with each succes-

sive theory of the origin of tin' Go-pel-.; some, as

I.e-sing, ami iiioif recently Ililgent'eld, regarding
it as. the primary loot of the whole of tin 1 Co-pel
literature; tin.- Tubingen si-ln.ol seeing in il the

eai h' i written express ion of the Jewish-Christian

]icisilioii; while olhers liolil that it was never im-

|ioitaiil, anil that, while it ma\ hii\e contained

some true reiiiini-eeiiees. it- tradition on the whole
was seeoinlary ami derived. Kei-ent discussions,

however, by HUgenfeld,* Xahn.t llamlinann,
*

Harnack, and Nich.iNnn. have rendered the

siiliieel less shailowy. While there is still much
ililld.ncc of opinion on special point-. I he Gospel
according to the Hebrews is coming into view as

it actually existed in the early cciilurics.

i. PATRISTIC ANH OTIIKI: KVIUKXCK OF EXIST-

EM'E. 1. More facts ale to 1"' learneil on the

subject I'rnin .//"/// than from any oilier l-'ather;

iiinl it is licst to begin \\itli what he tells us, re-

ferring afterwards to the statements In.- fore him
ami after him. What is here saiil ahoul .lerome

i- based on the ailmiralile ilisciissioii hy /aim, in

\\hich the passages are collected.

.In o; in- \\ cut t \\ ice to I he Mast . Ho liveil 374 -

:(7!l a hermit life at I 'liah-U ill Northern Syria, ami
in :ts.~> lie was at Anlioch on his way to 1'alcstinc,

to spend the rest of his life in the inona-ldy lie

foiinilcil at l!et hlelicin. He was much in contact

with Syrian Christians, who hcl|ieil him to learn

Ilehrevv, ami lohl him many interesting things.
In particular, he gathered Inun them much informa-

tion as to the Co.-pl-l they Useil. This he descrilies

liy various phrases which at lir-! sight seem some,

what inconsistent with each other. At one time
he calls it 'the Hebrew Compel'; at others, ami
inii-t lrc,|iiently, 'the Gospel according to the

HehlcWs' 111:1,1 (IT .<:' II ll'l II III //.'/.)(/ I.M. Till'--!'

M on Is may l- a ilcscript ion. not a title, ami do not
of themselves n-i|iiire us to think of a written

work; they might icfer to the Kvangclic.-il lia.li

lion current in the Kast, which might exi-1 in

more than one foim. Jerome frequently says that

the Na/arenes use I hi- C.i-pcl, or are in the hahit

of reading it. If tin-
' Na/.ai cues

'

of .lerome were
a particular sect, their Gospel won hi he a particular
hook. Hut the name is more pmh-ihly, in most of

the pa a -jc- w here he u>es it. a general one 1 01 the

Jewish Christians of the Kast ; so that tln-Go-pd
ihc\ ii-eil mi^hi have various forms. In one pas
sa-'d'c/Mt i-."

:

;
No s'

| Jerome says the Nazarenes
anil-the Khionites USIM! this tlo|n-l. Here he must
he hdil In lie speaking very lon-i-ly. Thete weie

I'^liioniles who were, to I he eye of the ( 'Inn chm;',n,

Ill'll-tie.-, ami lhc\ hail I .o-p.-l III herelical lell-

ih-m-N oi w huh fragments are pie-cncil, though not

l.\ .lei nine. Kill I lie Id in
'

I'.l.lonile
'

was also ll-cil

a- a general ill-signal imi of I he < 'In i-l ia n- of rale-

line \\ ho kept up a .lew i-h form of In-lief in Clnist.

Il i- not t lien-ton- to he infcrre,! from this expres.
sion of Jerome Ihat he iilcntilieil the hndical

XT extra Can. Rec., Fate. 1. Evanyfliorum cc. /;.'././"..

l-lc., ls-1

t iirt, lufhif iift \ /' h.i
,
n i-.i: 7-2:1.

j 'ffjl, ,,>,,! I nt. i O.I I, II. V. 3.

t.
i hron do .

n I, pp. I

H T/i'
1

<init}i,-l ,IC'-oritlll'l tn tin' II > ':". 1-7'

Hi. iniiiiUTiiii;( lh'! Kratfincnls in this article is that oi

Preuschen's Aittilfjumena.

Gospel "I the I'll linn iles w ith thai .'iccoiilin- to the

Hehn-ws, whicli he iloe- not elsewhere n-^anl a.s

helellcal. Mole pi olial.lv he I-
;.'
" 1 1 1 \ o! a con

tu-ioii, ami aihls the l-'.hionites to the Nazarenes,
though llic two were iilentical: if this is s,i, his

e\ple--ion neeil not [loillt to more t hall one hook.
lint all i Ion his as io w hat he means hy his ( ,o-pd
acconlin^ to I he llehn-\vs' are set at n--t l.\ his

other stalcmcnls. In his c/e Virix ///i/7/,/,,/, ni. :i)

oi the \ ear :i
c

.i'_' he -peaks of a book which existed
at that day in the lihravy at C'a-sarca, which the
marl \ r I'aniphilu- look such jiains to form; ami he

says lhat the Na/aidies at Kertea I.\lc[i]o -ho\\cil

him Ihe same work, ami allowed him to copv il

(No. -). Here we conn- to another nuzzle. In (his

pa--aue he call- the hook, of which lie knew two

copies, iji.iiini lh in'iii -11111,
' the original He'n-\v.

Now, he is -peaking in this passage of the (io-jicl

according to Matthew, so thai he appears io i inn k,

like I 'melon in later ilays, lhat w hat he h:nl copicil
out was the original Helu'ew of Matthew, of which
the canonical 1'irsl (lo-pd in (neck \\asa transla-
tion, [n his commentary on Mi l-2

u
(the passage

cin-il aho\ei he says that t In- ( lospcl used hy the
Nazareiies ami Khioniles was calleil hy many

' the

original of Matthew '

(.Mutt fur i mit/i nticuni). And
in hi- work a^ainsl the I'cl.-i-ian- he speaks of ' the

Gospel according to the Hebrews, which is written
in ihe Chalila-an ami Syrian tongue [i.e. Aramaic,
cf. Zahn, p. (i.'i'J. It is Chalilaic as appearing in

the I ('!', Syriac as a living language], hut in llehrew
letteis. which the Na/.arcnes use to this day; ac-

conlinj,' to the A
]
n-. h-s, or, as many are of opinion,

aecoriliny to Matthew, which has a place in Ihe

library at Ccesarea (No. 3).' And this hook, he tdls

us, he had translated into Greek and Latin. To
these translations of his own he frequently refers.

There can he no donht that he made them ; there is

evidence, indeed, that they occasioned some little

scandal in the C'hurch, and were regarded a- an
indiscretion on his purl, as if he had sought to add
a lifth Gospel to the sacred four acknowledged hy
the Church.
There are many difficulties and confusions in

Jerome's statements on this suhjcct, hut the fol-

lowing facts clearly appear from them : 1. The
Christians of Syria used in the 4th cent, a Gospel
in Aramaic, written in the square llehrew char-

acter, and not identical with any of those in the
('anon. 2. There was great uncertainty as to the

origin of this work. Many held it to be the origi-
nal work of the Apostle Matthew. Some identified

it with the Gospel of the Twelve Apostles, the

surviving fragments of which, not preserved hy
Jerome hut hy others, show it to have been a
different work (see Harnack, Chroniiliir/ie, ii. (>'2~).

Those who knew little about it could say that it

was used hy the heretical Khionites as well as hy
the ordinary Oriental Christians. 3. It was un-
known at this period in the West ; Jerome knew
ol no ( ireek or Latin version of it ; his designation
of it 'according to ihe Hebrews 'indicates its circle

of readers; it was used by Hebrew-speaking Chris-

tians, not by others. 4. The identification with
the Apostle Matthew shows that it rescnihled our
Kii-t Gospel more than the others; yet .lerome
knew that it was in many respects diHcrcnt fnmi
the canonical Matthew, else he need not have
I i.-in-laled it.

J. 1'i'om Epiphnnius, Jerome's contemporary,
who also spent part of his life in the East, we have
various statements as to the Gospel used in I <

tine, and on the whole a confirmation of tin- facts

nlii.'iincd from Jerome. It is from Kpiphanins lhat,

we derive onr 1 1 agmellts of the Go.-|>d ai i o: 1
1 1 n- to

the I'.liionilcs. lie tells us that that Gospel U-gan
with John tin- l!a|'ti-t. without a ny geneahr \ or

story of the Infancy, and that the eaily Docetics,
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Cerintlius and Carpocrates, had used it. The frag-
ments show an ascetic tendency, and in one of
tliein [here is an account of the baptism of the Lord

quite different from that in the Gospel
'

sec. Hebr.'

Nicholson, however, prints them as part of the same
book

;
for which he can allege the passage of Jerome

given above, and also a statement of Epiphanius,
who says that the Ebionites called this Gospel
'according to the Hebrews," and that it was the
Hebrew Matthew. The latter statement the ex-

tracts plainly disprove ; and if we add to it the
statement made by the same Father, that Tatian's
Diatessaron was called by many

'

according to

Matthew,' we have some measure of the confusion

which, in this Father's mind at least, rested on
the whole subject. As to the Nazarenes, whom he
treats as another set of heretics, but in his descrip-
tion of whom we may recognize the features of the

ordinary Jewish Christian of the East who cherished
the Law as well as the Gospel, Epiplianius says
they have a 'very full Matthew m Hebrew.'
This bonk, however, he has never seen ; he cannot
even tell whether or not it opened with a gene-
alogy.

3. The work with which Jerome made such close

acquaintance was known to Fathers of the two
centuries before him

; some of the extant frag-
ments are found in their writings, and we find

them considering how much authority is to be
allowed to a Gospel which, though not recognized
by the Church, was not suppressed, but in some
quarters warmly cherished. Enscbius, who lived
half a century before Jerome, and was much in-

terested in the question of the books to be adopted
by the Church, quotes several times 'the Gospel
which has reached us in Hebrew characters,' or
' the Gospel which is with the Jews in the Hebrew
language.' He does not speak of any translation
of it" into Greek, and we do not know how he got
the Greek versions he gives us. In his famous list

of the New Testament Scriptures (HE iii. 25) he
gives

'

sec. Hebr.' a place, not among the acknow-
ledged books of the Church, but among the Anti-

legomena, the books which are accepted in some
quarters of the Church but not generally, such as
the Shepherd of Hernias, the Teaching of the

Apostles, and, in the view of some, the Johannine
Apocalypse. 'In this class,' he says, 'some count
the Gospel according to the Hebrews, which is

most used by those of the Hebrews who have ac-

cepted Christ' ((JJ fj-dXiffTa 'E^pafcoy ol rbv \ptar6v
vapaSf^a./j.ei'oi x '/""""")' Harnack sees in these
words an implied statement that there were
Greek-speaking as well as Hebrew-speaking Chris-
tians who used this Gospel, and holds them to

prove the existence in Eusebius' day of a Greek
translation, which had disappeared when Jerome
wrote. But the judXio-Tamay be taken with ^ rather
than with 'E/Spa/wx, and may indicate tiiat the
Christians of Syria clung to this Gospel more than
to the Diatessaron or, any other Syriac translation.

Similarly, Eusebius says (iii. 27) that 'sec. Hebr.'
was used by the better set of Ebionites, i.e. by the
Christians of Syria who kept up their attachment
to the Law, as their only Gospel :

'

by the others

they set small store.' Eusebius, then, respects the

practice of the Jewish Christians in using a Gospel
which had come down to them in their own tongue :

but a work of such limited circulation could not be
taken to belong to the accepted collection of the
Church. He nowhere identities it with the Hebrew
of Matthew, though he does speak of that work, in
which early tradition (irmly believed, when he says
(v.

w
) that Pant.-enus found in India the Gospel of

Matthew in Hebrew, which had been carried there

by the Apostle Bartholomew. What he knew of
'

sec. Hebr.' is all in the direction of the difference
of that work from Matthew, not of their similarity.

In a statement about Hcgesijiptt.t, .who travelled
from the East to Home in the latter half of the 2nd
cent., he tells us that that Father wrote a book of

Memoirs, in which he gave extracts from the Gospel
according to the Hebrews and the Syriac, translat-

ing them himself. Whatever may be the precise
meaning of this, whether it credits Hegesippus with
using two Gospels of Semitic language or only one,
it shows Eusebius to have considered '

sec. Hebr.'
to have been in the possession of the Christians of

the East from a very early period.
4. Going back more than a century to Clement

and Origen, with whom, as is well known, the
Canon of Christian Scriptures was only emerging
into definite form, we find 'sec. Hebr.' in the posi-
tion of a well-known book, which, while it may not
rank as Scripture, yet in one passage of Clement
(see below) it almost seems to do so, is treated
with respect, and regarded as a possible source of

genuine information as to the Gospel narrative
and teaching. Of Origcn, Jerome tells us that he

frequently used this Gospel ; and there are three

passages in the works of the great commentator
in which he is seen to do so. He furnishes two of

the. extant .fragments, introducing one of them
(Jn 212

) with the words :

'

If any one gives credence
to the Gospel according to the Hebrews, where the
Saviour Himself says' (No. 5a), and saying of

another (Mt 19'"),
'
It is written in a certain Gospel

which is called "according to the Hebrews," if at
least any one choose to accept it not in the way of
authority, yet (this phrase is thought by Zahn to be
a gloss) for the bringing out of the question before
us' (No. 11). Origen, then, who (irmly believes that
the Church had only four Gospels (Horn, in Lnr. 1),

knows of another to which some attach value, and
he does not condemn that work as either heretical

or absurd, but leaves it open to those who are so

inclined to accept its statements, and regards them
himself with great interest.

With regard to Origen's predecessor, Clement,
we have the one fact that he twice quotes a saying
from 'sec. Hebr.,' on one occasion (Strom, ii. 9. 45)

introducing it with ' So also in the Gospel accord-

ing to the Hebrews it is written
'

(No. 24) ; where
the phrase 'it is written,' the ordinary formula for

quotation from Scripture, is held by some to in-

dicate that he regarded
'

sec. Hebr.' in that light.
But with Clement the Canon is not a very definite

quantity ; he names as Scripture a number of

books which, according to Eusebius (vi. 14, 1), he
does not seem to have held to belong to the NT.
That Origen and Clement had 'sec. Hebr.' in a
Greek translation is asserted by Harnack ; but he
does not succeed in accounting for the disappear-
ance of such a version, if there was one, before the
time of Jerome ; and both Fathers were in a posi-
tion to quote from .a work in Aramaic.

5. It is riot necessary to go further back. The
Muratorinn Canon, drawn up at r!ome in the last

quarter of the 2nd cent., does not name our Gospel.
Irenccus, writing in the West some time alter,
knows that there are Christians, whom he (alls

Ebionites, who use only the Gospel of Matthew,
and repudiate the Apostle Paul as an apostate
from the Law. He shows no knowledge of the

Gospel 'sec. Hebr.,' and his statement may be
understood as a vague reflexion in the West of the
fact that there weie believers in Christ in the East
who used only one Gospel and connected it, in the

way we have seen, with the name of the Apostle
Matthew. Of Papias, first author, so far as we can

discern, of the statement that Matthew had written
a Gospel-work in Hebrew, Eusebius tells us that he
had the story of the woman accused to the Lord of

many sins a story which Eusebius says
'

sec. Hebr.'
also contained (No. 23). He does not say that Papias
derived it from that source. . Finally, it is a very
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curious circumstance (lint fi/iintiiii, in the early

part of the 2nd cent., quotes the narrative in which
llii- risen Chi ist summons Hi-' disciples to .satisfy

themselves that Hi' i-
' not a linililcss spirit

'

(No
I'.n. Kiisi-liius, who knew our I Jospel. declares t hat

hi' does not know friuii what source Ignatius dc-

i iv ed t his ; and to conclude, as HainacU does, that

Ignatius knew 'srr. II, I, i., seems scarcely neccs

sary.
ti". The history of our Gospel after Jerome trans-

lated it is soon to|i|. Iii a Stichometry, or list of

t he I <oiiks of Snip! ure with t he nil in he]
1 of lines ill

earh. appended In a copy nf the chrono^raphy of

.\ ,,,/, In, i -in, I 'an Kuvli ill Constantinople smi ,si:t,

(he loispel an, inline to the Hehrews is nai I

among the Ant ilcjiomciia of the NT. It is in

I'oinpany here with the Apocalypse of .lolin. the

Apocalypse of I'rler, ami the Kpistle of liarnahas.

(oiod reasons have hern riven for thinking that

the copy containing this list originated, not at

I 'on-iaiitinoplc hut at Jerusalem, anil that the

list was drawn up ill Palestine. It may have hecn

a centiirv or two old when the MS was wiitten ;

and thus we are given to know that though the

I 'anon of the Church prevailed in Jerusalem as

well as elsewhere, yet the work which had once
lieen the only ( iospcl of the ( 'Inistians of the Kast

was still held ill allection there, and read, if not in

Church, yet piivately. Its appearance on this list

shows that it was in I i reek when the list was made.
And we may suppose that it was Jerome's tiatisla-

tion which was thus half canonized. The Slicho-

nietrv informs us how large a hook our ( lo-pel v\ as.

and now it compares in this respect with those ot

tin- Canon. 'Sec. Hehr.' had '.'JIHI lines; it was

longer than Mark, which had -JiHIO, but shorter than

Matthew, which had --'."inn.

The last fact of the external history of our

Ciosprl is derived from n minitscwlc <'"/'.' <>/ th<'

fir.it iinil Si-i-imit canonical Hnx/H-tx, which dates

from the '.Mh or lnth cent., and was brought by
Tischendorf from the Kast t,i Si, IVtcrsbiirg. The

(iosjiel according to Matthew j> said in it to have
been taken from old copies at Jerusalem. There
are four marginal notes on Matthew, giving
readings from r6 'loi'Saucor ; and one of these
ariees with matter i|iioted by Jerome from the

(iospel aci ording In the llehievvs. \\'e thus Irani

that that work was extant in (ireek, and was a

matter of interest in the Kast
uji

to the time when
this copy was made, and probably some time after.

It i- open to us to believe, w itli /aim, that here also
we are on tin track of Jerome's Greek translation,

('nun this point tin- ( iospcl according to the lie

brews is lost, and, till the hook itselt turns up in

sonic corner in the Ka-l, we are left for our know-

ledge of it to (he shadowy history which has been
(i; I, and to what may be learned from the

scanty fragments which air preserved.
ii. KXTAXT FI:AC;MKXTS. The liagmcnts are

'J4 in number. They are collected in a very
convenient form in I'leu-chen's .\ntil, ,/.,,,,

. nn

lliiessfii, 1901), the pa^a^es in which thrv occni

bring aUo "Jvrn ; and also in Nestle'.-, \nn '/'in/'i-

:,< nil Griect s/i/i/i/<
,,1'nt inn <l.cip/.ig, is'.ii'n : also in

Nicholson, /aim, and llandmann. Thrv are vari
oils in their nature some being linguistic, stating
a different word, phrase, or name which stood in

our I nispcl : while si,me j;m' ;L pin e (,f narrative

of a dillercnt tenor from that in the canonical

tiospels, or addilional (o what they supply. A
tru "ive isolated utterances of the I.ol, I mil lollll,!

in our New Testament. The fia'jments show
'hat the dispel contained the baptism of .Ir-ns

by John, a piece which may lie connected with
cither the Transfiguration m the Temptation, the
Lords Prayer, the story of the man with the

withered hand, the confession of IVtcr, the pi,,
r

about forgiving seven times, the intrrv irw with 1 1 in

rich young man. the triumphal entiy, the impeach-
ment of tile Pharisees, the palable of the Talents,
I'rtci s denial, Baiahhas. a catastrophe in the

temple at the ri u,-ili \i,m, two appearances of the
risen Lord: to which is to be added the story of

the woman accused of many sins. That thrnai-
taiivc proceeded after the same sclirnir as our
Matthew cannot be proved or even shown to be

probable; some narratives are fuller than in that

C.ospd, and s, additional to.it; yet the work
was considerably shorter than Matt hew. A (

;,i-pi 1

for the use of Hebrews would probably contain
a genealogy, though on this point Kpiphanms
confesses ignorance; it might also have a narra-

tive of the Infancy, though the evidence on this

point is not conclusive.

The linguistic variations have been thought by
many scholars to show that 'sec. Hebr.' wa- a
translation from tlreck; but recent writers take
a dillerent view, and hold our tlospcl to give vain-

able correct ions of the* Ircek I lospels of the* 'linrcli,

and to show an earlier tradition. Thus its read-

ing l!,-th/i-hi-in. J lulu is better than //'< Ihl, /,< / :i <:'

,1 ml, !',i in .Matthew, pointing, to the district, not

the country ; and when Barabbas \s explained to

mean 'the son of their Master' (Jerome ; No. Hi),

we remember < Irigcn's statement, that the name of

this pri son w as Jesns, and see that our ( io-pel may
have been right in taking Barabbas, not as a
name but as a title. < (rigen also says that the
word is to be translated 'son of the teacher.' In

the Lords Prayer the fifth petition ran, '(live us
this day to-nmrrow's bread (No. 7). Here it has
been held that the Aramaic mahnr was a trans-

lation of cirioi'fftos, taken as derived from i) (iriowra,

'the coming day.' But the converse is possible;
^Triorcnos may be a translation of ui'ilmr (see

I.ightloot, h'r Ji L'I i-ixinn, A lip. I. I'J.'ii : i" this

prayer as originally given only very simple terms
would be employed, which can scarcely be said of

fTriowrios if derived from oiVia, and denoting neces-

sary,
1
or (as Jerome)

'

Bupersubstantial.' To.day's
work is done among simple people for the bread
of to-morrow, and the prayer in this form might
accompany the work without implying the anxiety
forbidden in Mt 631

.

The narrative pieces are of extreme interest.

No. 3 ;

'

lichold, the Lord's mother and brothers

xnii/ tu him, John the Baptist is baptizing for
/<////> inn of sins; let its yo find be bapt^-'l l"i

him. Jlitt he said to them, II hut sin have J done
that I should yo and be baptized by him;
/iiT/ni/ix ii-h'it I hinv nun- xnnl ix ignorance?' lleic

the title
' Lord

'

applied to Christ, and that of ' the

1'aptist,' belong to a time when the tradition was

ahrady formed; but the revelation of Christ's

family circumstances at an early time, and the

words He utters, appear such as could not have
been invented. The absence of any consciousness

of sin, and at the same time the attitude of

humility, agree with all we know of His rally
life ; but, as we see from Mk 111"

1 with its parallels,
the 1 1 ad it ion tended to discard Hisself-deprei i.;i ion,

Mt :i'
J shows that reflexion early took place on I ho

meaning of Jesus' baptism by John.
No. 4. The Baptism :

'
It came to jvtxx n-h.ii Hi,-

I.,, nl 1,, i, I </..-. 'in/I'd, out of the water, thi- vlu,l

fain i,f Hi, Hi hi ^/iii-it came down and rested II/H.H

linn, mill xnid to him, My son, in all tin //;,///,.
tx f

was looking forthtc, that than shouldest com
that I i/iinifd rest in thee. fur tin, n m-t n.

il, n n nrt mil firxtliorn son, who rciifn, \/ In , I' / nity.*
line mine distinctly than in any of the canonical

(lospels the baptism is the act by which Jesus is

made acquainted with His destiny to bring about
the highest revelation of (lod. The dove is not

mentioned ; the Holy Spirit itself descends on
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Him. The heavenly voice is that not of the
Father but of the Spirit, afterwards spoken of
as feminine, and is addressed as in Mark, not to
the bystanders or to .John but to Jesus Himself.
The Spirit is to dwell with Him, not as in the

prophets occasionally and provisionally, but in
full and ultimate manner ; He is lirstborn of the

Spirit, and is to have an endless reign. This
passage also can scarcely be thought to be in-
vented. It has the appearance, like the next
extract, of a communication made by Jesus Him-
self to His intimate friends, and setting forth His
experience, as does also that of the Temptation,
in a symbolic narrative.

No. 5. The Flight to Mount Tabor :

' The Holy
S/iirit, mi/ mutlicr, Iimk inc. just 11010 bij one of mi/
hairs, and carried me away to the great Muniil
Tabor.' This extract occurs 5 times in Origen and
Jerome ; it must have made a great impression.
Jesus appears to be telling of an experience He
has just had ; it seems scarcely possible to connect
it with either the Temptation or the Transfigura-
tion, though early tradition held Tabor to be the
scene of the latter : Jesus has been carried off, not
as in the former by the devil, or as in the latter
with any companions. The Holy Spirit, the Heb.
word for which (m-i) is usually feminine, has taken
Him (cf. Ezk S3

. liel and the Dragon vv16
) for some

communication which He alone is to hear.
No. 7. The man with the withered hand (lit

129' 13
) is in this Gospel said to be a builder, and

to entreat help in such words as these :

' I was a
builder, seeking my tiring with my hands ; T pray
tin , Jesus, restore to me my health, that I mm/ niit

basely beg my bread.' The E.G. commentator
Stapula states, when dealing with this story in

Matthew, that the man with the withered hand
made a strong appeal to Jesus' compassion ;

accepting this as a fact from Jerome citing this

Gospel. The story reads awkwardly without
this feature ; in its absence the energy of Jesus
appears to be called forth by His indignation
against the Pharisees, or by the desire to establish
the view that cures may be wrought on the
Sabbath : neither alternative is very satisfactory.
The simple freedom which is apparent in these

narratives meets us also in the Christophanies
recorded in the Gospel. In one of them (No. 18)
we are told how '

the Lord after handing over the
linen cloth, to the servant of the high priest (the
guard at the tomb is accordingly not Roman but
Jewish), n-ent to James and appeared to him (cf.
1 Co 157

) ; for James had sworn that he would eat
no bread from the hour at ichich the Lord hnd
ili- mil- the, cap (of death), till he should see him
rising againfrom those u-ho are asleep. . . . Bring,
the Lord says, a table and bread.' . . . And then it

goes on :

' He took bread, and blessed, and brok-j it,
and f/a.i'e it to James the Just, and said tn liint :

My brother, eat thij bread, for the Son of Man is
n-ii n Ji-inn those irlm are asleep.' Here', as in the
former pieces, the embellishing touches of a later
time are unmistakable, while the tradition itself
has a look of originality, and is independent of
our NT.
The narratives from the ministry also present

surprising variations from those of our NT, as
uhen we hear the Lord (No. 11) addressing the
xi-n<iiil rich man with the exhortation to part with
Ids possessions, and showing him that he has not
kept the Law, since there are people dying of
hunger about his gates and no supplies a're "sent
them out of his well -furnished house. The
parable of the Talents (No. 14) had three types
of service, not only two as in our NT, and' the
hard sentence was directed not to him who hid his
lord's talent in the- earth, but to the servant who
had devoured his lord's substance with harlots

and flute -

players. It was not the veil of the
temple that was rent at the Crucifixion, but the
lintel (No. 17), a stone of immense size, that was
broken in two ; in which, however we may compare
the two physical facts, we see at least a different

symbolism.
We find, lastly, a number of sayings of the Lord

not recorded in the canonical Gospels, but which
are accepted by scholars as not unfit to stand with
those formerly known tons. It is reckoned among
the greatest crimes ' that one should have saddened
the spirit of his brother' (No. 20). 'Never be glad
but when you haee looked upon your brother in

charity
'

(No. 21). The following is more difficult :

' / will c&oos'efor myself the mll-filcasing ; the well-

pleasing are those whom my Father in hearen gave
me' (No. 22; from a work of Eusebius in Syriac ;

the translation is disputed ;
cf. below, p. "346:l

).

Could this come from the same mouth which said,
'I came not to call the righteous, but sinners'?
It speaks at least of a more Jewish colouring in
this tradition. Yet the same Gospel contained the

story of the woman accused to the Lord of many
sins, which, whether parallel to Jn S 1

' 11 or to Lk
7
3U " 5U

, or a different story, must have had a lesson
of compassion for human infirmity.

iii. THEORIES OF ORIGIN AND CHARACTER.
From these extracts, reminding him now of one
of the Gospels of the NT and now of another, and
in some cases appearing to add to what these

Gospels give, the reader will readily see what
questions are here suggested to scholarship. That
'sec. Hebr.' was a translation from Greek into

Aramaic, drawing its information from the can-
onical Gospels, mostly, no doubt, from Matthew,
but also from Luke, has now ceased to be believed.

If, however, Matthew wrote a Gospel-work in

Hebrew, as 1'apias declares and as early Christen-
dom believed, our Gospel may be related to that

Apostolic work. This is held by Hilgenteld,
Nicholson, and Zahn, in different ways. Hilgen-
feld, as the principal opponent of the now pre-

vailing view of the priority of Mark to Matthew,
is naturally led to claim tor 'sec. Hebr.,' which
agreed on the whole with Matthew, but was more
Jewish and less universalistie, a very early and
independent position. He considers '

sec. Hebr.'
to be the work of Matthew of which 1'apias speaks,
and to be the earliest Gospel, from which the

study of the Gospels must set out as its point of

Archimedes. Nicholson, in a book full of learn-

ing and of interest, concludes that '

Matthew,'
not necessarily the Apostle, wrote both ;

sec.

Hebr.' and canonical Matthew, the latter of
which may have been translated from Aramaic,
and was probably first produced. This would be
another instance in the NT of an author who
wrote two versions of his book, both of which got
into circulation. Zahn considers that Matthew
wrote, as Papias says, in Hebrew, and that '

sec.

Hebr.' followed him, but was written in a broader
and more popular style (as some of the fragments
show), which caused the original Matthew to dis-

appear before it. It follows that on points of

language the non-canonical Gospel, being nearer
Matthew's original than the canonical, is more
correct, but that its tradition is derived from
Matthew, and is to be regarded as secondary.
The present state of opinion as to the origin of

the Synoptic Gospels is opposed to the views of

these scholars, ami none of them has found fol-

lowers on this subject. If, as is now generally
believed, the sources of Matthew, Mark, and Luke
alike were Greek ; and if Matthew, as appears to

many to be capable of demonstration, composed
his Gospel with Mark before him, and another

work, also Greek, before him from which Luke
also drew, then any Aramaic work Matthew used
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must have liceii -nh-idiary to his iniiin sources.
That canonical .Matthew M as originally composed
ill (ileek, lint tian-lated. is lint IIOM l|UC-llono'l

I In- jin-Hinn, accordingly, is that we km>\\ tin 1

in.pd tradition tn ha\c been jnit into Creek l,\

A.D. Til, wllL-11 at t ('Ml
|
its MCI'I- made til Cl III struct nlll

nf it continuous Gospels for tin 1 u-c nt i 'hristian-.

These mil I i-i Men i \ a i inns modifications, the t-\i nal

critics assure u-, aftiT they Merc wri ton, mill

tended In become ala\- i o di.L'nilied. inure

intelligible tn men nf all land-, ami In part \\ith

any features they mi-lit have at lirst of Inn -real
naiM-te ami -impl in! \ . llut the t railil inn, though
translated intn Creek, i-nnl niueil 1" exist in its

original Aramaic; ami it i- nn matter nf wonder
if it Mas -ecu in course nf time to be different in
snme respects limn that nf the Church, if it re-

inaiiieil innre .lowi-h. mure ]iartii ular, ami in many
instances mure realistic ami cpiaint. /aim e\

plains these features nf 'sec. lldir.' us <luc tnthe
exiilieram i a popular ]ireaeher, ami thei'dmo

ipiile secondary: Imt t hey may also lie explained
a- -r_n- nf an earlier sta^'e of tin.' trailitinn w hidi,
while the Church outgrew it, survived union";

' the
Hebrew 8.'

The date of the work Jerome translated cannot
lie tixcd with any precision. 1'apia- may not have
known it, as Hugenfeld thinks, nor Ignatius, a-

Ilarnack. Its anonymity, its primitive character,
and the authority it atteruanU enjoyed, point
to a MTV early origin. It may haw- emne intn
exi-tcnce alinllt the same time a- the S\ nopl ic

( io-pds, and in nliedience to some at least of the
same n mine- as led tn their appearance.*
LITERATURE. In addition to the works mrntiont*! in the body

ot the above article, which are the most r>-'-int :LM'| Important,
insult for the history of the subject, Lessinir'fl

Y'/i.-i./. Hachtatt, p. i.'i; tin' N'T Introductions of Kn hhorn.
Hu^'. ilc \Vrtti-, KI-US.S, anil Hil^i'iit- M .

W i i/-,,. ki-r - I'ntii--

siicA"
. Itaur's and It-l!/-

n'S works on III.- i;o.).rK; Lip-ills' ;irl.
'

Ajiorn |ili:i]

Go
p

^mith's l>"-r qfchristian !'." i/-.i/'/ir/. Thesubject
N ih~ ii-v. ( lti\ s,,^!,,. 1M1 | K. | UI in [)n <r HI '[!* nil Jtir Lit. . t

I Illlst, \\lr.]r tllr inns! ri llloll nl tills k i Ml t
.

I Ki ':lr

] I Mt/m:tnii - !.'" ,i J'-n ('''I'll, tri.L'~ 'SeC. llft'T.' as a CO-
onlin '

' ".ilh llir s\n.i[i!ii- 1,,,-jirU ,-uiif \\.;i\cs its

An AN MK.NZIES.

AGRAPHA.
i. N.ilne.

ii. ( 'rrtain Sayinps not to lie inrluili^.
iii. MithiHl :ui'l lirsull?. ot .mi, inn nt tin' Acrapha.
il I ! I t '.

(in 1 i:.: A^T:I|I|I:L fruni thv NT or from some NT
manui

(fc) 1C I'.'' : fr Gospel according to thi n- i.n \\ ^
-.

I'll : ir. ' nhn^ i,, i In K- \ ]iii.m*.

(c) !' 9 : the Oxs ' h ' '

'!.- uiiiuiits, Catholic
:iinl In i.-ii' .il.

(. t 17-48: from lln- Mi-lina.

I I \ in M . from early Christian Writers.

(ii) Aurai'lia from Mohammedan' sources (1 ."!).

Literature.

i \ \MK. The name .!//-. I/,//H was lir-t n-cd in

ITTii '.I. ii. Burner. /' sennonibus Christi irypdQms,
l.eip/i^i for the Sayings purport in;; in, nine frnm
.lesiis Christ l.llt tlan-lllil ted to U-nllt-ide of the
I'.in.inieal (

In-pel--. 'The term \\a- -ui^c-ted liy tin-

idea that thc-i- Sayiiio- are -tray -in \ i\al- frnm an
unwritten tradition, orally |uv erved and ruiinino;

parallel with the \\littell tin-pel-. It i- nnw re.

ciiL'iii/ed that this cle-iription dues nnt strictlv

apply to mam Sayings which nin-1 he included
in any collection oi -iieh material; hut the name
has proved convenient, and -inee the puhlica-
ii'in ni Ke-di - elaborate monograph i' Aurapha :

Aussercanonische Evangelienfragmente in mogtich-
ster \'nll-tamli;jkeit /u-animcn-,'-tdll mid unter-
SUcllt,' ill

'

d I'll/I SMIi '/III, If/ill, V. 4, ISs'.l

ha- pa--ed into o,. n , .,..,] n.,,.,

Cf.
, furlhiT, on \ariotis points ill-alt with in this artidi-, thf

fulluwiny an. AOH.U-IIA.

ii. CMM\IN SAYINGS NOT TO BE ixn.t m n.

In a cnlle.-timi nf A'.-iapha il i-. however, neither
cnstlllnaix inn ad\i-alile In illelllde all thai falls

under the delinition jn-t ^i\en. The hurj dis-
"

' ascribed tn .le-u- m -ndi wnrk- ,

liiil'ifn-iilin, or tn the Ilisen Chi i-l
, as Hi thr P1stif

Xn/i/ii'i,* hiive no clitini to aiilhenticitv. ami are

Jirolitahly
studied only in llieir original emitexi.

1 he -allli- I- In he -aid nf Ilin-t nf the cnlllpara-
tively tew Savin-- of .lesn- tmnid in the n li-inus
romances known as Apocryphal Gospels, hither
(ino-lic or Catliolic, ami in I he Apocryphal Ads,
a- \\dl as of the Letter of Christ' to Ah^ar
(Kuseh. ///.' i. l.Si. And oi snme nt the Sayings
now usually and rightly included in the lists it

must In- said that if then full context \\en- known
ii would pro! ia hly at once appear that the} were ol
this same sort, and Mi-re heller omitted. ( If a
dill'ercnt character are the Sayings pies,-r\

, d n,,ni
those uiicanonical (iospels which Men- de-i^ned,
like the canonical (io-pds. to emliody Kvan^dical
triidition for serious puhlic or private use. To ihis
class of writings liclono the Gospel according !>

tli Hebrews, tn^ether with the (far less \aluaiilci

Gospel '" -ni-'iiii i I" tin
l-'.iii/iitinH.i, and the l;li,<

ii'iix/n/ imainly hascd iipmi the canonical (inspel-)
known tn Kpiphanius. \S itli t he-c Mould !" placed
also the i;i,-[,,l

<i.':tni] * ,t<i tf> /''/</; hnt the only
fraomenl nf it cxlanl eniitains no Sayinjj; of Jcsu's

excepting a peculiar form of the word from the
cross of Mk ir,". Mt 'JT^

1

.

It is also to be remarked that in nearly all the

published collections of A^rapha a considerable
imnilier of Sayings Mill !>e actually found which
for vaiinu- rca-ons have no ri^'hl to he included
as independent A^rapha. (a) Some nf the-e arc

obviously mere jiaralld forms or expansions or
comliinatinns of Sayings found in thu canonical
( io-pcl-.
For instance

Kphr. Syr. Tesfnmcntiim (0/i/>. Greece, ed.

As-cmani, vol. ii. p. -JH'JI, TOU yap dyaOou
5iSa.ffKd\ov iJKOi'ffa (v -rots tidots ti5a77f\ioi5 tpii-

ffavTos rot? e'aiToP fjiad-rjTaiy' ^b^v tirt yij^ KTI'I-

ayaOt :

' For I heard the (i ..... I Teacher in the
divine Gospels saying to his di-ciph--. t ,. i \in
nothino nn earth.'

1

Cf. Mt ti
l; '

ln !l

, l,k 1-J '.'.

With ii;_-aid to se.rh cases, t he process of altera-
tion oi -in ...... i the Sayino- of Jesus to be seen
within the Synoptic (iospds themselves, whether
a- -hiiMii hy the paialld forms in the several (!os-

pel-. or hy the variant readings O f Greek MsS
and the rendi -rin-s nf eaily \cisinns, should he a
warniiiL: aL.-nn-t assumino inn ca-ily the presence
nf an independent Savin". There is a strong pre-
snmption in favour ot accnuntin.u' for half-strange
Saving- nt .Ic-iis from (he univei-ally cunent
canonical (in-pd t radition. Hut, in dcterininin^
whether nr no; a >a\ in^ i- to be regarded iis an
independent A^iap! ..... . individual judgments will

necessarily vary. !' ..... thei ^.i\ m-- \\ Inch midit,
be da--cd hde. see below, l.ist of Aorapha,' Nns.
:is. 111.

In other cases, by a mere slip a pa--aue from

Siriptnic ha- been Minndy ascribed toJesns by an
ancient liter. For instance

/'"'<, alia Apostolonirtl Syriare led. I.a-

garde, ji. II, 1. 1-J), 'For the Lord -aith,
Wrath dcstriiyeth even wise men. 1mm
1'r l.'i

1

. 1 1, nl nloriblls, iii. , 'Mmid llnmini;-
ii dicil Nnliie contristare Spiritnm Sanctum
qiii in vnlii- e-t, et nolite oxstin^nere lumen
1

1
in id in Mibis cll'ulsit ':

' The Lord al-n \\ ai net h

"Forcert ^ founil in thr .' , ulii-h in\n
a somewhat different character fi mthei that "ik. hut

'i Ilii I. .-I -I \_;

I : I
-

'I'ln.t

'

I /T \ ii. i'),

Is-.H, p. iiul. ;
1 :i7 11J, U'jf.,

. I. p. 141.
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and saith, Grieve not tlie Holy Spirit which is

in you, and quench not the light which has
shone in you.' From Epli 430

, 1 Th 5 19
.

(c) In another class of cases the ancient writer
never intended to give the impression that he
was quoting a Saying of Jesus, but has merely
paraphrased in homiletical fashion Jesus' thought.
Thus

Hippolytus, Dcmonstmtio adv. Juda-os, vii.,

fifvot : 'Whence he says, Let their temple,
Father, be desolate.' Here the context shows
that the apparent quotation is meant simply as
an explanatory paraphrase of Ps 69", of which
the writer is giving a connected exposition.
Petrus Siculus, Historic Manichccontm, 34

(ed. Mai, Nova Pair. Bibl. iv. 2), iratpe, OUK
dSiKui ae, a7rAa/5es TO. ffd fv ry j"cu7J trov vvi> &pov
rii abv KOI virafe: 'Friend, I do thee no wrong,
thou receivedst thy reward in thy lifetime ;

take up that which is thine and go thy way.'
The context shows that this is an address to
certain specific errorists, made up by combinin"
Mt 20 13f - with Lk 1625

, and put by the author
into the mouth of the Judge at the Last Assi/.e.

(d) Other Sayings have occasionally been included

through sheer mistake of some kind, as

Epist. Barnaba;, iv. 9, 'Sieutdicit filiusDei,
Kesistamus omni iniquitati et odio haheamus
earn

'

:

' As the Son of God says, Let us resist
all iniquity and hold it in hatred.' Here the
Greek text (tirst published from Cod. N in

1862) ws Trp^irct fiots &eou d.vTiffT^p.fv, K.T.\.,
makes it apparent that sicut dicit jilius Dei is

a textual corruption of sicut decetjilios Dei.

(e) Still another class of Sayings to be found in

the lists owe their places only to the guess of some
modern scholar trying to discover the source of
an ancient quotation. Resell, especially, has in a
number of cases been led by his theory about the

origin of the whole body of Agrapha to assume
without sufficient ground that a quotation of un-
known origin is from the words of Jesus.

Examples of this will be found in his treat-
ment of 1 Co 29

, Eph 5", Ja 45
,
or such a case

as the following :

Clemens Alex. Strom, i. 8. 41 (Potter, 340),
OVTOI oi TO. KardpTta. KaTa&wZvTes /ecu y.i]6v vfpa'tv-

opTfs, <f>-qalv i) ypa<t>ri :
' These are they who ply

their looms and weave nothing, saith the Scrip-
ture' (cf. Resell, Agrapha, p 226 f. ).

A more plausible suggestion is that Rev 1615

(Resell, Agrapha, p. 3lO ; Ropes, Spr. Jesu,
No. 145) is an Agraphon.

iii. METHOD AND RESULTS OF CRITICISM OF
THE AGRAPHA. The criticism of the Agrapha
has first to determine the source or sources by
which, independently of other sources known to

us, the Saying in question has been preserved.
The Agrapha were much copied by ancient writers
from one another, and even an imposing array of

attesting authorities is in most cases reducible to
one. This genealogical criticism of the sources

accomplished, the next question is whether the
earliest authority for the Saying is of such date
and character that he might reasonably have had
access to trustworthy extra -canonical tradition.
For Papias or Justin Martyr this will be admitted ;

for a writer of the 4th cent, it will not. Finally,
a third question must be considered, viz. whether
the Saying is conceivable in the mouth of Jesus, in
view of what the canonical Gospels make known to
us of His thought and spirit. On the answer to
this question will depend the ultimate decision as
to the probable genuineness of the Agraphon. Rut,
even if a negative conclusion is here reached, the
proof is not complete until a fair explanation of the
actual rise of the Agraphon has been furnished.

The criticism of the Agrapha is in most cases
more difficult and less satisfactory than that of the

Sayings of Jesus contained in the Gospels, because
the history of their preservation and

early trans-

mission is, as a rule, utterly obscure, and oecause
of their iDelated character, lacking, as they often

do, all context. The setting of the canonical Say-
ings in a great body of material all of the same
general character, touching on the same topics, and
transmitted to us by the same process, is a factor
of unspeakable significance and value in Gospel
criticism.

For detailed criticism of the Agrapha the reader
must be referred to the literature of the subject.
Here only a general summary can be furnished.

(a) Of the following list of Agrapha, Nos. 1, 17,

19, 21, 34, 35, 38, 39, 42, 43, 44, 46, 48, 59, 60 are,
for various reasons, certainly not genuine Sayings
of Jesus.

(b) Of most of the others so positive a statement
cannot be made, but to the present writer Nos. 2,

3, 5, 6, 9, 22, 28, 40, 41, 45, 50, 54, 56, 63, 64, 65, 66
seem decidedly to lack the marks of genuineness ;

while in favour of Nos. 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20,

23, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 49, 51, 52, 53,

61, 62 a better, though not a conclusive, case can
be made out. Some of them may have concealed
within them a genuine kernel.

(c) Nos. 4, 11, 13, 15, 24, 25, 47, 55, 57, 58 (distin-

guished by an asterisk) all seem with considerable

probability to possess, historical value. At the head
in trustworthiness stands No. 13 (Ac 2035

), which

possesses the same right to be accepted as any
Saying in the Gospel of Luke. The others vary in

the strength of their claim.

The fact that after all Christian literature has
been thoroughly searched there can be found out-

side of the New Testament only a bare handful of

Sayings of Jesus which can possibly be thought to

convey trustworthy tradition of His words, is strik-

ing and important. Its significance is increased

by the comparatively trifling intrinsic interest

which attaches even to these few Agrapha. The
cause of this state of things seems to be that the
authors of the First and Third Gospels gathered
up practically all that the Church in general

possessed of traditions of the life and teaching of

Jesus Christ. Any tradition embodied in the
Fourth Gospel seems to have belonged to a com-

paratively small circle, if to more than one

person. Living tradition may have persisted for

a time in Palestine (possibly leaving a trace in

the Gospel according to the Hebrews), but it was
cut off by the destruction of Jerusalem and the

withering of Jewish Christianity. The treasures

that the earliest tradition had brought to the

Gentile Churches were collected and arranged in

our Synoptic Gospels ; and the Evangelists did

their work so well that only stray bits here and
there, and these of but slight value, were left for

the gleaners.
The Agrapha from Mohammedan sources are

chiefly of merely curious interest.

iv. 'LIST OF AGRAPHA.
[Nute, In the following list, numbers preceded

by R. refer to the numbered Sayings in Ropes,
Spriiehe Jcsu ; numbers with Ag. to the 'Logia'
enumerated in Resell, Agrapha ; and with Ap. to

the 'Apokrypha' given by Resch.]
{a) 1-15. Aarapha from the NT or from some

NT manuscripts.
1. (R. 113) Mt 6 13

(TR), Sn aav e/r-nv TJ /3curiXe(a

Kai 7) Si'^a^tts KOLI TJ 56a et's TOJ)S at'wfas. 6.fiT]f.

2. Mt 17 J1
(TR), TOVTO d T> 7^fos OUK dxiropet/erai

ei ,U7) iv Trpoaevxv *"<"' ntffTelf.
3. (R. 114) Nit 17'-

6'-
(Arabic Diatessaron ; cf.

Cod. 713evv ), 'Simon said unto him, From strangers.
Jesus said unto him, Therefore the sons are free.
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Simon sixith unto him. Yea. .le-ii- -aid unto him,

Give thou also unto them a- it a stran-.'i. And
lest it -I um lit dislle-- I I n Mil, ^u tin ill I" the -ea, and

cast It IliMik.'

4. It. 153) Ml -li-" (1M> \cr--i, i'ut 5t' sVr
fjLtKpov ai'^ijaat Kal (K jueifofoj ^XarTOf (froi. clfftp-

Xo^'foi Si kdi TapanXTjt'tWes Sawfijaai M dvaMnatif

fit TOl'S ^^X*' 7
'

ay TOTOl'S, jUT/TTOTe (VOO^jTfpjS ffOV

ftn V';, fc'C.i irpoaeXtftiji' 6 Seiiri'Ox'XTjTwp erwfl <ror fri

itaTui \uipti, KO.I icaTaiffX'
1

>'0>i'!J- <a>" ^ dran^o-jit '

riW rjrrova TUHO? nai (jrf'Xfl;) ffou TJTTUI-, f'pet ffot

itHriwXi/Tcjp' <ri'*ay* fri d>u>, vai larai am TOCTO

Xpriatnov : 'It'll ye seek from tin' >niiill ti) increase,

and from tln> greater to ! less. l-nt when ye
come in, even by invitation, to a i.-a-t, -it not down
in the distinguished place-. le-l one grander than

tliuii arrive, anil tin- flivci of thr fca-t come anil

say to thee, Go further down, and tlmu be ashamed,
I'.nt if tlmu sit down in tin- inraniT place, anil

one meaner than tlmu arrive, tin; j_'iver of the

tea -I will say to thee. .loin (u>] flirt lu-r up, and
that shall In- to thine advantage.'

:,. ill. 115) Mk !l'
;>

(TU), -ai Trdira Oivla. dXi oXiir-

li. lit. 110) Mk 16"-'8 (TR), Mil five* auroif

woptvfttvTfS ei5 TOV Kufffjiov awar~a Krjpi'^aTt TO et'a'y-

-yAlOl' TTdarj TTJ KTlfffl' 6 TTlffTf*W k0.i fjaTTTiffflfiy Gtild-f}-

fffTai, 6 5 diriffrijuoj naraKpiff-/iir(rai. yij^ela Si TOIS

d>to\oi'8i)Jfi raCra, tv rif &vt>p.a.Tl pov Scu-

ufti>, 7\uw<rois \a\7j<roi'irii', Kui fv TOIS \ipalv

ii', K&.V ttavdffinov TI Tricjatv ov /ITJ arroi'S

dppuwroi'5 \fipas ^TTtBriffoi'ffiv KO.I KaXiis

'"

7. (K. 132 ; Ay. 27) Lk G 4
(( 'oil. I ><, rr, aiVS Wp?

0taaa.iJ.fv6* TLVCL fpycL^ftevov rtfj aa^f^drtfj flirty oi-ri^'

&vtlpuwf, ft fj.fv oi5as Tt iroicts, ^tavdpioT el' et 5t' /ATJ

oT5as, fTrtKardparos ai vapa^drrj^ et roD c6^ou :

' On
the wune day, si-i'iiij.' mu- working on the Salp-

hath, he said to him, Man, if tlion kii(i\vest what
tl ...... ]ni'>t, lilrrd art tlmu ; I. ill if thou kno\ve>t

not. thou art ai-rursed and u trii>^rei-sor of thr

Law/
>-

i K. 136) Lk 9"'- (TK), "al elrtv OI'K attarc otoi>

irvei'/jioiTh (art iVfis' 6 ^dp wiis roP avOp^nrov oi'K f/\fft

1^1 \u5 dvOpdnruv dwoMaon d\\a. ff^jffat.

n. l.k 11' (Greg. Nyss. </> Oral. Dom. iii. p. 73S),

t\i't:Tu) rbayiov Tn-ti^d aov ftp' ^ds Kai KO.da.piaa.Ttij ^/xas :

'

l.i't thv Holy S|iiiil come ii|ion us and cleaii.se us.'

in. .It. 137!' l.k -M"' 'I'll', o S! 'lr,ffovt l\eye- trdrcp,

d^fy aiVots' oi' ydp o'Saai ri noiocat.

Ml. lit. 14I>; Kesch, ]i. 341) .In 7M-S" (TR),
/'. i-.'-nji.

. I l/ttffi-flf.

1-2. (It. I.'W) Ac I
5 11 1G

, 'Iudi-7,5 ^x ip^Tiaev idan,

i-^'-iv 5f ^c Tri'eiVttT't poLTTTtatHjafjOf dyiy ov /icrd iroXXds

13. lit. 141 ; A^'. I'.'l Ac -Jlr', ,

ul-Wonf.'fl^ T6 rZ

\6yuv TOU M/p(ou 'Iljffou 5n aiVos flirts'- /ao-dpi(Ji' eiTTi

/taXXji' SiStifat T) XaM/^dctii'.

14. lit. 13!l) 1 Co 11-"-, TOI'TO irniflre (It TT] fH

i.vinvri<rtv. TOUTO Toitire offdias <d iri^TiTe ei's ri)>' ip.i\

.

'ir-i. (It. l.'>4i 1 Th 4 13 ' 17
,

TO.-TO 7ip vrfv \iyoiuv
tv Xii^ifi Kcpioc, QTt T7^r? ol fiiiTfs oi Trtpi\cur6fjit voi fi'y

TJ)!- irapoi'fflaK roD Ki'plov ov pi] ipOa.aap.fv rocs /COIJIT;-

fl^Tas' STI anVis 6 M'pios ^v kfXeiiir/iOTi, e 0ucij
'

c, fc'at oi ffKpot cV Xptar*^
~5 oi filfrfs oi irfpiXetir

riatTai dir'

Tai Tfp2rov,
. ai<f atTO?5

..
dfpa. KO.I OITWS irajrore (riT

(b) 16-25. From Gn^i"! m-r,,, -,1,1111 t,, t/i, II,

brews, -ti. /V//i i,'i,*/,J
u<, ,,,, lm,i /,, tli, /v/.v/<-

tianSi

Hi. ilt. 134 ;
A^).

11) Clcmcii- Alc\. SI,;,,,,. \\. <).

45 ll'otter. 4.">:tt, 17 ^di- ry *a(>' 'K.^>aiort cva,yye\l<p, 6

t, ytypairran. xai 6 ^acriXfiVas dca-

iracacai; v. 14. UO (1'otter, 7M4j, IO-OK -yap TOI'TOIS

exeiva Si'waTai' ou irai'ireTai 6 fyT^v ?W5 av ft'prj, tvpuv

Si (Travairai'afTai :

'

r'or those word- have the same

meaning with these others, He that -eeketh -hall

not -top until he lind, and when he bath found he

shall wonder, and when he hath wondered he -hall

leieji, and when he hath reigned he -hall rest.'

17. (It. !I3 ; Ap. 14) Ori^'cn, i';i Jnnnii. torn. ii. 6

(cf. in J''t',-/n. /,"!>,. xv. 4), fdv Si npoffltTal TIS TO

KaO' 'Ef<paioi'$ tvayytXiOv, tvQa auros 6 aurTJp tprjatv*

apTi Ao/ic /J.t T) fj.7)Ti)p p.ov TO ayiov irvfup.a. fv fjny TUP

Tptx^.v M01 ' *a * dirrfvtyKt fit fly TO tpos TO p-tya. Oa^aip ;

' And if any one goes to the Gospel according to the

Hebrews, there the Saviour him-elf -aith : Ju-t

now my mother the Holy Spirit took me by one
of my hair- and carried me oil' to the ".real moun-
tain Tabor.'

IS. (It. 150; Ap. 17) Driven, in Mutt. torn. xv.

It (mtus iiii. ,/',; /iiti'i*. Scriptuiii e-t in evan-

jjelio i[Uodam, ijiiod
dicitnr ->< Minium Hcl.ra-i.-, si

tiuiieii placet alicui snscipcre illnd lion ad andoii
tatein sed ad manifestationem pr..|>i.-ita- qua'S-
tioiiis : Dixit, inijuit, ad euin alter divitum :

Mayistcr, ipiiil bonuni faeiens vivain'.' Dixit ei :

Homo, le";es et prophetas fae. Respondit ad euill :

l-'eei. Dixit ei : Vade, yende oinnia i|U.-e po--i.le-
et divide pauperibus et veni, seiitiere me. Co pit

.intern dives -ealpere caput snnm et nun placuit ei.

Et dixit ad euin Dominus : C^noniodo dicis, le^ein
feci et prophetas, i|Uoniam seriptum est in le^e,

Dili^
res proximum tuum sicut tc ipsum j

ct eeee

iniilti f rat res tui, lilii Aliralue, amidi sunt ster.i.ie

morientes pra
1 fame, et domus tua plena est niultis

bonis, et non ej;reilitur oninino aliquid ex ea ad
cos. Et conversus dixit Siinoni diseipiiln MIO

scdenti apud se : Simon, fill Joanna 1

, facilins e-t

caincluni intrare per foramen aeus i|iiani divitem
in re^'num cieloruni': 'It is written in a certain

Cospel, the so called (Jospel aec<irdin<; to the

Hebrews, if any one like- to take it up not as

having any authority but to shed light on the

matter in hand: The other, it says, of the iidi

men .-aid unto him. Master, by doiti"; what e, H ,,|

thill", shall I have life
1

: Me -aid to him, Man, do
the law and the prophets. He answered unto

him, I have. He said to him, (!o, sell all that

thou hast, and distribute to the poor, and come,
follow me. l!ut the rich man bewail to scratch

his head, and it pleased him not. And the Lord
said unto him, How sayest thou, I have done the

law and the prophets, since it i- written in the

law, Thou shall love thy neighbour as thyself;
and behold, many brethren of thine, son- of

Abraham, are clad in tilth, dyinu; of hunger, and
thy house i- full of "j>od things, and nothing at all

;j..e- out from it to them. And he turned and said

to Simon his disciple, who was sitting by him :

Simon, son of John, it is easier for a camel to

enter through the eye of a needle than for a rich

man to enter into the kingdom of heaven.'

lit. (R. 95; Ap. ISi Kiisehius. //i'"/,/,'ini,i, xxii.,

TO ct'y 7/Mcis rJKOV 'E/3paiVot5 xa-PaKT *ipfflv feayyAtoy TTJV

dTT(i\T^v ov /card TOU diroKpi'^avTOS ttrfjytv, dXXd KaTd

TOV dcriiiTwf ffrrjKUTot' Tptit yap 5ot'Xoi'S wtpifixf
t
Tof t*iv

KaTa<po.yjvTO. Trjv iwap^tv TOU SfffTrjTov jucTa Tropv&v nai

av\rfrpioav, TOV Si KO\\a.ir\aaidaavTa TTJC Jpyaaiar, TOV

Si KaTaKpv>l>Q.VTa TO Td\OiVTOv' eiTa TOV p.iv dTro5tx&ijvat t

Tr/piy : 'The (lospcl which has come down to us

in Hebrew diaiaeters gave the lineal a- made not

against him who hid [his talent], hill auain-i him
wlm lived riotously ; for [the parable] told ot three

servant-, one who devoured liis lord's -ul. i

with harlots and flnte-gltls, one win. gained prolit

many fold, and one who hid his talent ; ,'iid how
in the is-in 1 one was accepted, one meiely blamed,
and one -hut up in prison.'

L'O. (It. 151 ; Ap. 214) Kuacbius, Tlieoi'lm,,,
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(ed. S. Lee), iv. 12, pp. 233-34, 235,

'

[The cause, there-

. <AJSI

'( . *~n -i* ,_ . '

foi-e, of the divisions of the soul, that conies to pass
in houses, he himself taught, as we have found in
a place in the Gospel existing among the Hebrews
in the Hebrew language, in which it is said], I will
select to myself the good, those good ones whom
my Father in heaven has given me.'

21. (R. 98re ; Ap. 30) Jerome, ailv. Pelag. iii. 2,
' Et in eodem volumine (sc. evangelio iuxta He-
br;cos) : Si peccaverit, inquit, frater tuns in verbo
et satis tibi.fecer.it, septies in . die . snscipe eum.
Dixit illi Simon discipulus eius : Septies in die ':

Respondit Dominus et dixit ei : Etiam ego dico

tibi, usque septuagies septies ; etenim in prophetis
quoque, postquam uncti sunt spiritu sancto, in-

ventus est sermo peccati
'

:

' And in the same
volume it says, If thy brother sin in word and
give thee satisfaction, receive him seven times in

the day. Simon, his disciple, said to him, Seven
times in the day 1 The Lord answered and said to

him, Yea, I say unto thee, until seventy times
seven ; for with the prophets also, after they were
anointed with the Holy Spirit, there was found
sinful speech.'
See also Scholion in Cod. 566evT , Mt 1822 TO

tv rots wpotpTjrais jiierd rb ^/>tO"(//Jcat auroiis ep Trveuftart

dyl<p fupiaKero ef ai'Toi? \byos d/j.aprias.

22. (R. 105 ; Ap. 50) Jerome, de Viris Illnstri-

bus, ii., 'Evangelium quoque quod appellatur
secundum Hebraeos et a me nuper in Gnccum
Latinumque sernionem translatum est, quo et

Origenes soepe utitur, post resurrectionem Sal-

vatoris refert : Dominus autem cum dedisset sin-

donem servo sacerdotis ivit ad lacobum et apparuit
ei. luraverat enim lacobns se non comesturum
panem ab ilia bora qua biberat calicem Domini,
donee videret eum resurgentem a dormientibus.

'

Rursusquepost paululnm : Afl'erte, ait Dominus,
mensam et panem. Statimque additur: Tulit

panem et benedixit ac fregit et dedit lacobo lusto
et dixit ei : Frater mi, comede panem tuum, quia
resurrexit filius hominis a dormientibus.'

' Also the so - called Gospel according to the

Hebrews, which was recently translated by me
into Greek and Latin, which Origen, too, often

uses, relates after the resurrection of the Saviour :

But when the Lord had given the linen cloth to

the priest's servant, he went to James and ap-
peared to him. For James had taken an oath
that he would not eat bread from that hour in

which he had drunk the cup of the Lord, until he
should see him rising from them that sleep.
'And again, a little further on : Bring me, saith

the Lord, a table and bread. And there follows

immediately : He took the bread, and blessed,
and brake, and gave to James the Just, and
said to him, My brother, eat thy bread, inasmuch
as the Son of Man hath risen from them that

sleep.'
23. (R. 133 ; Ap. 2) Jerome, adv. Pelafj. iii. 2,

' In evangelio iuxta Hebra^os . . . narrat his-

toria : Ecce mater Domini et fratres eius dicebant
ei : loannes Baptista baptizat in remissioncm pcc-
catorum

; eamus et baptizemur ab eo. Dixit autcm
eis : Quid peccavi, ut vadam et baptizer ab eo ''.

nisi forte hoc ipsum, quod dixi, ignorantia est':
' In the Gospel according to the Hebrews ... is

the following story : Behold, the Lord's mother
and his brethren were saying to him : John the

Baptist bapti/es unto the remission of sins ; let us
^o and be baptized by him. But he said unto them :

NY hat sin have I done, that I should go and be

baptized by him ? unless perchance this very
thing which I have said is an ignorance [i.e.

sin],
'

*24. (R. 147 ; Ap. 7) Jerome, in Ezcch. IS7
,

' In

evangelio quod iuxta Hebra?os Nazara?i legere
consueverunt inter maxima ponitur crirnina, qui
fratris sui spiritum contristaverit

'

:

' In the Gospel
which the Nazarenes are accustomed to read, that

according to the Hebrews, there is put among the

greatest crimes, he who shall have grieved the

spirit of his brother.'

*25. (R. 148 ; Ap. 8) Jerome, in Ejihcf. 5S!
;

' In
Hebraico quoque evangelio legimus Dominum ad

discipulos loquentem : Et numquam, intuit, Li-ti

sitis, nisi quum fratrem vestrum videritis in can-
tata

'

:

' In the Hebrew Gospel, too, we read of the
Lord saying to the disciples, And never, said he,

rejoice, except when you have looked upon your
brother in love.'

26. (R. 135 ; Ag. 30, Ap. 16) 2 Clem. Rom.
xii. 2, fTrfpurr/fffis yap CU'TOS 6 /a''p:os i'lrb Ttcos, TT^TC

rji;Ci avrou
i) /3a<n\eta, etTrec' orav Zarai TO. Si<o Zv, Kal TO

tx7 U?S TO fO"W, Kai TO &pfTff fJ.TCL Trjs ^TflXft'aS, OVT

dpacv ovrf 6fi\v :

' For the Lord himself, having
been asked by some one when his kingdom should

come, said, When the two shall be one, and the

outer as the inner, and the male with the female,
neither male nor female.'

Clemens Alexandrinus : (1) Strom, iii. 6. 45

(Potter, 532) ; cf. iii. 9. 04 (Potter, 540), and Exc.
ex 1'heodoto, 67, rrj i:aXii/i5 6 Kvptos irvvffcii'oij.ti'r],

p.XP l TtvTe davaros iV^iVft, oi'X ws KO.KOU TOU fiiov tvros

KO.I TTJS KTitrews 7ro^7/pas, fj.t?xp'S ^^j ftVei', 11^6?^ at

yvvaJKes TiKTeTf : 'When Salome asked how long
death should have power, the Lord (not meaning
that life is evil and the creation bad) said, As long
as you women bear.'

(2) Strsni. iii. 9. 63 (Potter, 539 f.), oi 3t a.vn-

rauffjp.fvoi rrj KTtVet TOU Ofov 5td rrjs v<pr)fj.ov tyKpCLTfias
KaKtlva \tyovffi ra irpbs ^a\ufj;T]V tip'rj^i'a, uv irpjTfpoi*

fj.t>r]o'0rj/j.ev' faperat 5e, oF^tat, (v TUJ KO.T' Alywriovs
euayy\iu}. (pa.ai yap on auTos tlirev 6 ffwrrjp' r}\6ov

KaraXuffai ra ?pya rr)S OTj\fia.s, t}r]\cia.s fi-tv TT)S (Trt-

^t'yu/as, Zpya ot y{vvri<TLv \cu (p9op6.v : 'Ami thuse

wiio oppose the creation of God through shameful
abstinence allege also those words spoken to

Salome whereof we made mention above. And
they are contained, I think, in the Gospel accord-

ing to the Egyptians. For they say that the
Saviour himself said, I came to destroy the works
of the female, the female being lust, and the

works birth and corruption.'
(3) Strom, iii. 9. 66 (Potter, 541), ri Si oi!xi "al

ra e^s ruiv irpbs ^a\u>urfi' fiprip.tvuv ciritp^povfftv oi

TrdvTO. fJ.S.\\oi' r) r<f Kara TIJC d\-?i(>fiai> evayye\iKW

(rroixfoo-vres Kavjvi ; <pap.vr]S y&p aflTTJS' KaXus ovv

fTroirjffa /j.ri reKQi'ffa., cos oi' Sej^Tws rijs yfvtffeus Trapa-

ftoravriv , rrjv 8 iriKpiav %xovffcLV W fayy*
' * And why

do not they who walk any way rather than by
the gospel rule of truth adduce the rest also of

the words spoken to Salome? For when she

said, Therefore have I done well in that I have
not brought forth, as if it were not fitting to

accept motherhood, the Lord replies, saying, Eat

every herb, but that which hath bitterness eat

not.'

(4) Strom, iii. 13. 92 (Potter, 553), Sid roPr6 TOI

o Kdo'o'tai'os (pTjffi' TrvvBafo^fTj^ TT)S i]aXa>,io;j, TTJTC

yvuaOriaerai (lef/e yevrjfferai) rd irepi &v r/pero, HfpTj

6 KvpW brav rb TTJS <u'ffx<''')s IvSv/jia Tran'iar/re Kal orav

ytvrjrai rd dtio liv, Kal rd appsv uerd TT)S OrjXfias, ovrc

dppev oiire 0T)\v : 'Therefore Cassian says: When
Salome inquired when those things should be con-

cerning which she asked, the Lord said, When ye
trample on the garment of shame, and when tho

two shall be one, and the male with the female,
neither male nor female.'
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(ci '.'7 .'!:!. !'>> Oxyrhynchiu
'

1.,,,,',,,.'

[/.HI/H'll 1, Ktti TOTe Oil! . taXflP TO KaptpOt TO

(v Tip 6</>Oa\ft.<? TOV do(\tpoC' <roi , is part ol l.k ii'
|.

J7. /.i/i'-ii '2, \4yct lifffoSr t&v v.r) vriffTcvaijTf TOV

KOffftov oi' /J.r] fuprjTf rrjy flaffi\tiav TOV Ofov' Kai (av uj]

'

.lesiis saith, Kxcepi ye fast to the world, \e -hall

in no wise liml the kingdom of Cod ; and except
ye make the sahhath a leal sahhalh, \e -hall not
see the Kitlni .

2S. /.i>i/ii f /i ;;, \tyct 'Irjffovr t[(r]Triv fv fjitfffp TOV

KOff/Aoi', Kal ev ffapKi wtpOTjv aiVoiy, Kai fvpov irdfTay

fjKtli'OVTas Kal oCotva tvpov Suf/^vra (t> acrois, Kai jrovfi

T! T'
t 'Xrl M01 ' ^^i TOll cio?S TulV dv1)pl*JTTliJV t OTI Tl'tp\ot (IffIV

Ty Kapoia aiVatc] Kai oc ft\{[wouffUf^ : '.lesiis saith,
I stood in the midst of the world, ami in tin- lle-h

was I seen ot them, and 1 found all men drunken,
and none found 1 athiist aiming them, and my
soul giieveth over the sons of men, because they
are blind in their heart, and see not.'

I'll, l.i I/II.H 4 ... [T]IIV wTuixf'av : '. . . poverty.'
.'in. Log ."i

!^t'7]fi ['Ij)<rous' oir~\ov(dv Siaiv [/), ova]

e[ifflv a [Of ot, Kai [ojirot* e[fs] fffTiv fiovos, [X^j^w 701 fiu.i

fjicT

1

auT[ov]' l-yfi[p]ov TOV \iOov KaKtt f&p^ffets fJXj ffxi&ov
TO $t\ov Kdyu eKci ei/ni : 'Jesus saith, Wherever there
are two. they are not wit limit Cod ; and wherever
thcie i- one alone. I -a\, 1 am with him. Itai-e

the stone and there shall thou find me ; cleave the
wood and I here am I."

31. J.i ii/n n 6, X^7et 'IrjiroCs' OI'K IVTIV SMTOS irpo-

tprjrijs tv TI} waTpiSi acr[o]0 ot'o^ t'arpoj Trotft ^fpairtt'as
et! TOV! yivwaKovTas ai'T&v : '.lesu- saith, A prophet
i- not acceptable in his own country, neither doth
a physician wink cure- upon them that know him.'

32. I.n'fi'xi 7. X-J^et 'lijtroiT TroXts olKoSoinjpfrrj fir

Si'vaTai ofTf Kpi[.i]qvai :

' Jesu- saith. A city built

upon the top of a high hill and stablished, can
licit her lall nor he hid.'

<7ou, TO . . . : 'Jesus saith, Thou hearest with one
ear . . .'

((/) 34-40. From various ancient clonnn /,,

Cullnilii- inn/ ln'ivtical.

34 i K. H'i : Ap. 21c) Clem. Alex. Strom, vi. (i. 4S

[Potter, 7'iU, aiTtKa iv Tip Il^rpoi' K^pt'^/tart 6 Kcptos

<f>tjffi irpiy Tovy ftaOyTds fJitTa. TIJV dvaffTaffiV f^c\f^du7]v

v Kal d7rotrr<l\oi'5 Trtirroi-y rrYrjadfiti'os flvat,

ff.'juTrwf fwi rbv Kfofiov (vayycXitraffffai rot's Kara ry]v

oiKOV/J^vijP dvOpuiwoi'S ytvuffKfiv ort efs 6e6s foriv, dia

TI)? [rou xpiffTov] TriffTeuJS (f*.rjs 5r)\o$VTas rd ^XXopra,
iiirMS oi aKoivarres Kai iriaTtvaavTes <ruO*<riv, ol Si /UT?

iria-TetVaj'Tfs dKofaarns fUipTVpT/ffufty, OUK (XOVTCS
CiTroKo'fi.a.v ttTTfiv' at* rjKOi'ffa^jitv : 'Straightway, in

the 1'ica. Innu o| I'eter, after the rc-m'red ion the

Lord says to the disciples, I elio-e you l\\e|\e dis-

ciples, having judged you worthy uf me ithu~e
whom the Lord wi-hed i, and having accounted you
to lie l;i it lit ul agios) |e~. sending yon into the wot Id

to preach, that the men on the eailh -honM know
that ( iod i-, : and 1 1 lull hut h in me I o show
what is to lie, in older lliat they who hear and
nelie\e 1I|:|\ I je -;i\.',l

; hilt lllo-e \\llo lielle\'e not,
having heard, may hear witness, ha\ in^ no excuse
for savin;:, \\"e did not hear.'

35. (R. l"ii : A p. 51) Clem. \le\. Strom. \'\. :>.

I"' il'oitcr. T'i- . Sia. Totrr6 (pijjtv o Il^rpos dpijKtvat
riiv Ki'piof Tots a7TO(Tr6\oi5' cdv fj.tv otV rts 6c\r}(rij TO\<

'Icrpa^X /.tfTavorj&as Sia TOV &v&p.aTfa pov TriffTfi-civ ciri

T&V Oc6v
t dtpf&'fiffofTai acr^J at aua/mcu. fittTa 8u>8cKa

K&fffj.of furi Tts fifty' oi'K TjKoi'(rau.fv :

'

I'llelelole I'elel ~a\s that the I.old said to the

apostle^. It then any I Ol l-rael wishes (0 repent
and lielieM- lhro:i;jh my mime on liml, his ~ins

shall be forgiven him. Uter twelve years go forth
into the woi Id, !c-t an\ one -a\ . \\ e .lid mil bear.'

36. [R l.'i" : \-. 1.")) AI>^I,,H<- Church Ord r,
xxvi. (Ilil^eiifcld. A/' extra Canonem 3

, iv.
ji.

118), irpot\tye yap iinTv, STC etlSamcer, in rd dtrffevts

Sid TOV layvpov ffwtiri<TCTai :

'
l''or he said to us

lielore, when lie was teaching. That which i- \\eak
shall lie saved tlirmmli that which is strong.'

:t7. ili. KU ; AX. 'Jiii Jiiitiiscalia Syr. ii. 8 (ed.
I.ayarde, p. I 1 1, \tyti yap r/ ypaiprj- dvrip dS6Ktncs
dirfipairTos :

' For the Scripture saith, A man is im-

approved if he he unlempted.'
Tertullian, </

l':"/il. xx.,
'

Vigilate et orate,
ini|iiit. ne incidatis in tentationem. Et ideo < redo
tcnlati snnt, i|iioniam ohdormierunt, nt appre-
liensum Dominnm destituerint, et (|iii enni eo
jiersiiterit !( e|adio sit u-iis, ter etiam nejr.-u erit.
Nam et pr.-eeesseral dictum : Neminem intentatum
re^'iia cielestia consccutiirnni

'

:

' Watch and pray,
lie saith, that \eentcrmit into temptation. And
so I think they were tempted, hecaiise they fell

asleep, so that they failed the Lord after his
arrest ; and he who continued with him and used
the sword even denied him three times. For the

saying had also pn .....ded. that no one untempted
should attain to the heavenly realms.'

:ts.
( K. Kll ; Ap. I.'H Horn. Clem. iii. 53, (n nty

'

fycpel i'luy Kvpiot 6 ticos TIHUI> ix TiZv d6(\0uv
ep Kal f/j.f'' avTov d/coi'tre Kara iravTa. 6s av 5

p.ri aKoi'ffri rou Trpo<pT]Tov ^Ktlvov, diroOavftTai :
' More-

over, he said : 1 am he concerning whom Moses
prophesied, savin"., A prophet shall the Lord our
tlod raise up tor you from your brethren like unto
me ; hear him in all things ; and whoever shall
not hear that prophet, shall die.'

39. (It. 80; Ag. 11) Hum. Clem. x. 3, 0eoD TOV
TOV ovpavov KTLffavTos Kal TT/V yrjv Kal TrdvTo. tv aiVots

TTfTroiTjKiJTOS, u)9 d\7j^7;s ftpr/Key riniv TrpotyriTriS :

' God
having created the heaven and the earth, and made
all things therein', asthe true Prophet halh told us.'

40. (K. 7 ; Ag. 13) Horn. Clem. xii. 29, 6 rqs
d\Tjt)ia! Trpo(f>T]TTjs ZtpTJ' Ta dyaOa f\deiv Set, naKapios
5^, <pri<rt, Si' ob ?px^Tac o^iotw? Kai TO. KO.KO. di-dyKy
e\(?etV, oi'al 5 5t' or ?p%fTai :

' The Prophet of truth
said, (lood things must come, hut blessed, saith
he. is he tliKiiigh whom they come; in like

manner, It must needs be also that evils come,
hut HOI; to him through whom they come,'

41. (Jl. 89; Ag. -2-2) Const. Apost. viii. 12, 6<7ds
yap av caOir/Te T!>V aprov TOVTOV Kal TO Trorfipiov TOUTO

Trivr/Tf, TOV BdvaTov TOV e/iov KaTayyt\\eTc a%pis av
i\Ha :

' For as often as ye eat this hread and drink
this cup, ye do show my death until I come.'

42. (R. ;~>2; A[>. 21"i Kpiphan. H(er. xxx. 13,
f'v Tip yovv Trap' airroit tvayye\ii? Kara MaTtlalov

t ov% oXtfj Si TrX^peardry, d\Xa vtvoQtvfjitvtp

riKpuTrjptafffitvtfi ('EfjpaiKOv Si TOVTO Ka\o~<&iv)
OTI fyivtT6 ns dvijp ovofJiaTi 'lijiroOs, Kal

acrii$ ujs TWV TpidKovTa, fa i$t\taTO T]f*as. Kai f\0wv
tif Katpapvaovf*. eiffrjXOtv (is TTJV oiKlav it'^wro? roD
* TT^XTJ^^JTOS ll^rpoi/, Kal dvoias TO 0T6fjia avrou {iKf*

Trapcpx6/ifvos Trapd TT)V \lp.vriv Tiflipidoos (if\e^d/jiriv

'ludi'vrjv KOI 'IdKwpov, I'tovs TiftfcSaiov, Kal i/j.<jj:'a Kal

'AvSptav Kal ^<l>i\iinrov Kai I'aptfoXo/j.aioi' Kal Uw/xar
Kai 'laKutfov TOV TOV AXtpziou Kal~^> QaoSaiov Kal

^Lifjiuva TOV 7it]\uTriv Kal 'Ioc5af TOV 'IffKapiuTrjv Kal

ffi TOV ^laTOaiov Ka&f^6/ji(vov fTrl TOV Te\wviov ^KaXctra,
Kal TjKoXoL'tfrjffds juot. iifj.dt ovv ,1oi'\op.ai elvai SfKaSt'O

diroffr6Xocs et'y ftapTi'piov TOV 'I<rpaiJX :

' In their

Co-pel, called "according to .Matthew," though
not fully complete, hut fuUilietl and mutilated
ami i hey call it "the Hebrew''), is contained the
lol low ing : There came a certain man, hv name
.lesus, and he was about thirty years old, who
clio-e us. And when lie had come to Capernaum
he came into the house of Simon, snrnamed I'cter,
and lie opened his mouth anil said, As I

p.i

l>\ the hike of Tiberias I chose John and .tames,
sons of /.id n -dee, and .Simon and Andrew and
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< Philip and Bartholomew and Thomas and James
the son of Alphii-iis and> Thaddaeus and Simon
the Zealot, and Judas Iscariot, and I called thee
Matthew, sitting at the receipt of custom, and
thou didst follow me. You therefore I wish to be
twelve apostles for a witness to Israel.'

43. (R. 92 ; Ap. 6) Epiphan. Half. xxx. 16, cis

rb Trap' avTOts (sc. rots 'E/iiwi'aiois) euayy^Xtov Ka\ov-

p.fvov Triplet, Sri rj\8oi> jcaraXva'at rds ffvalas, ml far

p.i} navfrriffde TOV 8iteiv, ou iraiVerat a<f> vp.av ri 6pyrj :

' As their [the Ebionites'] so-called Gospel runs :

I came to destroy the sacrifices, and except ye
cease from sacrificing, wrath shall not cease from

you.'
44. (R. 94 ; Ap. 15) Hippolytus, Philosoph. v. 7,

Trfpl ?js dtapprjdrjv iv T($ Kara Oup.av iriypa.<pop.^vij
j

ei/ayycXtif) TrapaoiSoa&t [sc. ol ^aafffftjvoi] XttyovTes
OVTW f/i A.jftr&v ftptyrei (v iraiolois d-jrb erCiv eirrd'

fKfl yap fv Tif) TfffffapfffKatoeKaTi^ aiwvi Kpvpop.fvos

(pavfpov/j.ai
'

Concerning which in the Gosiiel in-

scribed "according to Thomas "
they [the Naas-

senes] have expressly a tradition as follows: He
that seeketh me shall tind me in children from
seven years old onwards, for there I am manifested,
though bidden in the fourteenth age.'

45. Acta T/iomce, vi. (M. R. James, Apocrypha
Anccduta, Second Series), OUTWS yap ioi.5dx8Titi.fv

irapa TOV fftt,'Tr}pos XtyovTOS' 6 \vrpovp.(vos ^tr^ds drrb

T<Lv ti'SuiXuif
, oEros ZffTat fj.yas v rrj fiafftXfia p.ou :

' For thus were we taught by the Saviour, who
said, Whoso redeemeth souls from idols, he shall

be great in my kingdom.'
46. (It. 100; Ap. 44) Acta Philippi, xxxiv.

(Tisi'h. Acta apost. apoci'.), dire* yap p.oi o KvpW
ddv fj.r) iroLr}cn)T vp.Zv TO. Karcu fts TO. avw Kal TO. dpuTTfpa.
eis TO. 6etd, ou p.ri fifftXffrjTf et's Tr/v fiaffiXeiav p.ov :

' For
the Lord said to me, Except ye make the lower
into the upper and the left into the right, ye shall
not enter into my kingdom.'

(e) 47-48. Afjraphn from the Mlshna.
*47. (R. 152) Abvdd Zara 16A, 17, 'The Rabbis

have the following tradition : When Rabbi Eliezer
was once imprisoned fcr heresy (miniith, i.e. inclina-

tion to the forbidden Christian religion), he Mas
brought before the (Roman) court to be judged.
The judge said to him, Does such a mature man
as thou occupy himself with such vain things ?

Eliezer replied, The Judge is just to me. The judge
thought that Eliezer was speaking of him ; in fact
he referred to his Father in heaven. Then the

judge said, Because I am held by thee to be just,
thou art acquitted. When Eliezer came home,
his disciples came to comfort him, but he would
accept no comfort. Then R. 'Akiba said to him,
Permit me to say to thee something of that which
thou hast taught me. He answered, Say on.
Then R. 'Akiba said, Perhaps thou hast at some
time heard a heresy which pleased thee, because
of which thou wast now about to be imprisoned for

heresy. Eliezer replied, 'Akiba, thou remindest
me. I was once walking in the upper street of

Sepphoris ; there I met one of the disciples of
Jesus of Nazareth, named Jacob of Kephar Se-

klianya, who said to me, In your law it reads :

Thou shall not bring the hire of an harlot into the
house of thy God (Dt 2318

) ; is it lawful that from
such gifts one should have a draught-house built
for the high priest ? I knew not what to answer
him to this. Then he said to me, Thus taught mo
Jesus of Nazareth : Of the hire of an harlot hath
she gathered them, and to the hire of an harlot
shall they return (i\Iic I

7
) ; from tilth it came, to

the place of filth shall it go. This explanation
pleased me, and therefore have I been arrested for

heresy, because I have transgressed the word of

Scripture : Remove thy way far from her (Pr 5"),
i.e. from heresy.'

UJS Troietre, oiirw lroiq&T)<JTaL vp.lv'

OJS SidoT, ofirajs dodi^fffraL iip.1v'

ws Kptverf, oiirws Kp

48. (R. 117) Shabbath 116a. b,
' Imma Shalom,

the wife of R. Eliezer and sister of Rabhau Gama-
liel (II.), had a philosopher as a neighbour, who had
the reputation of never accepting a bribe. They
wished to make him ridiculous. So Imma brought
him a golden lampstand, came before him, and
said, I wish to be given my share of the family
estate. The philosopher answered them, Then
have thy share. But Gamaliel said to him, We
have the law : Where there is a son, the daughter
shall not inherit. The philosopher said, Since
the day when you were driven from your country,
the law of Moses has been done away, and the

Gospel has been given, in which it reads : Son and
daughter shall inherit together. The next day
Gamaliel brought to the philosopher a Libyan ass.

Then the philosopher said to them, I have looked
at theend of the Gospel ; for it says : I, the Gospel,
am not come to do away with the law of Moses,
but I am come to add to the law of Moses. It

stands written in the law of Moses : Where there
is a son, the daughter shall not inherit. Then.
Imma said to him, May your light shine like the

lampstand ! But Rabban Gamaliel said, The ass
is come, and has overturned the lampstand.'

(f) 49-66. Agrapha
from. early Christian

Writers.

49. (R. 2
; Ag. 2) Clem. Rom. xiii. If., p-dXio-To.

fj.fp.vilti.tvoi rCiv Xuyujv TOU Kvpiov 'Irjaou, oDs \d\tjfretf

OLodffKiiiv fTrLiKiai> Ko.i fj.o.Kpodvfj.iav OUTWS ydp etTrec*

f\eare, 'iva.
'

vp.'tv*

' Most of all remembering the words of the Lord
Jesus which he spake, teaching forbearance and

long-suffering ;
for thus he spake : Have mercy,

that ye may receive mercy ; forgive, that it may
be forgiven to you. As ye do, so shall it be done
to you. As ye give, so shall it be given unto you.
As ye judge, so shall ye be judged. As ye show
kindness, so shall kindness be showed unto you.
With what measure ye mete, it shall be measured
withal to you.'

50. (R. 57 ; Ap. 28) 2 Clem. Rom. iv. 5, Sii

TOUTO, Tavra I'^iuJc TTpo.ffO'jVTtijVi elirev 6 /a;ptos' (av ?}Te

fj.T* tfj.ou ai'Vtjyfj.^vot ev rif) Kii\7ry p.ov Kai p.T} TTOLrjrf rds

fVroXds pioi', diro/3aXuj tVdy /cat fp^i vp.lv virdyfTf air'

fVoP, OVK ot5a v/j-as irudev fart, fpydrai. dvop.las :

* For
this cause, if ye do these things, the Lord said,

Though ye be gathered together with me in my
bosom, and do not my commandments, I will cast

you away, and will say unto you, Depart from

me, I know you not whence ye are, ye workers of

iniquity.'
51. (R. 149 ; Ap. 10) 2 Clem. Rom. v. 2-4, X<fyei

yap o Kvpios' ZafaQe QJS dpvla v [itcrip \UKWV. diroKpitfeis

8e 6 IT^rpoj airy \tyet' ta.v ovv oiaffTrapd^uiTiv ol \UKOI

rd dpvia ; eiirev o 'l7/<7oOs ry ll^rpcj?' p.T] <j>ofifl(jduaav TO.

dpvia rot's Xt''*oi'S p.fTa rb diroffavciv ai>rd' Kal up.is p.j]

ipofielffBe rot's diroKT{vvovTa.s vp.a.3 Kal /j.Tj5ti> vp.lv ovva-

p.{vovs Trotetf, dXXd (pofifiaffe rof p.fra rb dirodavelv vpas

%XOVTa' f^ouoriav \fi'x?is Kal <7ttJ^aros, TOU fia\{ii' els

yievvav iritis : 'For the Lord saith, Ye shall be as

lambs in the midst of wolves. But Peter answer-

ing said unto him, What, then, if the wolves should
tear the lambs ? Jesus said unto Peter, Let not
the lambs fear the wolves after they are dead ;

and ye also, fear ye not them that kill you and are

not able to do anything to you ; but fear him that,
after ye are dead, hath power over soul and body,
to cast them into the Gehenna of fire.'

52. (R. 5; Ag. 7) 2 Clem. Rom. viii. 5, \4yei

yap o xvpun eV Ttf ei>ayyt\i<f' ei Tb /j.iKpbv OVK {Ti]pi]<!a.Tet
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T<i fJ.tya rls ufj.iv Swffft ; \{yui yap Ufuv &TI 6 -marks t'v

t\a\iffTif} Kal cv iroXXcf) irtffTut t firtv :

'

1'or the Lord
Miitli in the' (Jo-pel, If ye kept not tluit which is

little, \vliu shall ghe unto you tli:it which is great 1

l-'or 1 say unto you tli.-it lir who is liiitliful in the

least, is faithful also in iniicli.'

53. (It. 110; Ap. U5) Ireiiieus, v. 33. Si., 'Qnein-
iidmndnm presbyteri meminerunt, qui Umnncni

discipiilum Duinini vidcrunt, amiis.sc so ah co,

qnemadmodutn de temporibus illis docchat I>omi-

nils ct dicebat : \ cniciit dic> in ijuibus vinea'

nascentur singuhe decem millia paliiiitiini haheii

tes, ct in unn palmitc dena niillia brachiorum, ft

in uno vero palniite (Ayf brachio) dcna niillia

llagcllorutn, et in iinoqiioqiio llagello dena niillia

botrunm, ct in unoi|uoi|ue liotro dena niillia aci-

nornni. ct ununiquodque acinuni cxpressum daliit

vigintiquinque metretas vini. ICt cum coriiin

apprehciidciit all'. .!-- sanctoriini hot nun, nlins
clamahit : P.olrus ego inclior sum, me slime, per
rue' hominum bcnedic. Similiter et granum tritici

decent niillia spiciiruin generaturum, ct unaiiii|u:iin-

i]iic spicani habituiam decem niillia granorum, ct

anumquodque granum i|iiinqiio liililircs simil.-c

claue iiiiiinla 1
: ct reliqua autem poma et seniina et

hcrbaiM SCM -1111(111111 congruentiam lisConsequentem :

et omnia aniinalia iis cihis utoutia, qua- a terra

accipiniitiir, paeitiea ct conscntanca inviccin licri,

siihiecta hominihus cum oiiini suliicctionc. lla-c

autcm ft Papias, Io,-(niiis auditor, Polycarpi autem
lontubernalis, vetus lioniu, per scripturam testi-

monium pcrhibet in quarto librorum suoruin : sunt
cnim ill) i|iiin<|uc libri conscripti.

' Kt adiccit diccns : Ha-c autcm eredibilia snnt
eredentihus. Kt luda, impiit, proditorc IKPII

credente et interrogante : (.jinniiodii cr^o talcs

^(nitiira- a Iiiiiniiin pel licicntur V dixisse Domi-
iiniii : Videbunt qui vcnicnt in ilia.'

'As tlie ciders, who saw John the disi-iplc of

the Lord, relate that they had heard from him
how the Lord used to teach concerning those times,
and to say: The days will come, in which vines
shall j,<ro\v, em -h having ten thousand shoots, and
on one shoot ten thousand branches, and on nne
branch a^'ain ten thousand twij;s, and on each twi^
ten thousand clusters, and in each cluster ten
thousand grapes, and each j^rape when ]iressed
shall yield tivc-and -twenly measures of wine. And
when any of the saints shall have taken hold of

one of their clusters, another shall cry, 1 am a
better cluster

;
take me, bless the Lord through me.

l.iUe\\ ise, aNo. that a ^'1'ain of wheat shall produce
ten thousand heads, and every head .shall have
ten t him .-in. I grains, and every yrain ten pounds
of line Hour, bright and clean ; ami the other fruits,
seeds, and the i:rass shall produce in similar pro-
portions ; and all the animals, usin^ these, fruits
which are products of the soil, shall become in

their turn peaceable and harmonious, oliedient to

man in all subjection. These things 1'apias, who
was a hearer of .John and a companion of l'ol\ carp,
an ancient worthy, wttnessetb in \\ riling in the
fourth ot his books, for there are live books com-
posed by him.
'And he added, saying. I'.ut these things arc

credible to them that U-he\e. And when .Indus
the traitor did not believe, and asked, llo\\ shall
such growths be accomplished by the Lord? he
relate.* that the Lord said, They shall see, \\ ho
shall come (o ( hcse (I illlest.'

llippolytus, Comm in li'nii'l'iii. lib. i\. (cd.

Bralke, p. 44), roO otV M'pi'oc 5njyot>fjL^vov rod

TTfpl TTJS fj.f\\ovffrjt rujf aytwv pa<ri\fiat (is fi

Kai OavnaffT-f), KaraTrXa'ym o 'Iot/6at eVl rod X

f$TJ' Kai rlt dpa. t*f>tra.t Tacra ; 6 6^ M'-ptos ftftt]' TaPra

6^ovTat oi d^(ot ytv6fj.trot :

'

S(t when the Lord told
the disciples about the coming kingdom of the

taints, how it was glorious and mar\cllous, Judas,

ama/ed at \\liat was spoken, said. And who then
shall see these limits'; And the Lord replied,
These thinvs shall ihey si-e \\lio b.-comc ttorlliy.'

_54. (H. 8S; AX. _'!) Justin Miirtxr, lh,,l. itxxv.,
flirt yap' TToXXoi tXfeaoi'Tai eVi r(p OfO^-arL ^toc, {gutter

cvSeSu/tdiot d^pfiara. Trpoffdruo, tauitv If eiat. \ M.I

fipTra-^fj' Kai' laovTat axiaiiara. Kal aipiaa.* :

'

l-'or he
said, Many shall come in my name, clad \\ithout
in sheepskins, luit within they are ravening
wolves; and, There shall be schisms and heresies.
Ct. fiiiln.Wfi/in .s

1

///-. vi. ."> led. La^'anlc, p. !I'J, I. !P).

".'<:>. (K. 1-1'J; Ag. 39) Justin Martyr, !></. \lvii.,
5i6 Kal 6 Tinirepos Klipios 'IljffoSi Xpurrbs tlireu- (V oh av

iVas KaraXd/iui, tv TOI'TOIS Kai Kpivd :

' Wherefore al-o
our Lord Jesus Christ said, In whatsoever things I

apprehend you, in those 1 shall iud^e you.'
50. (It. 01 ; Ag. 51) Justin Martyr, .(///. i. i:>,

ftire 54 OUTWS' OVK Ti\t)ov Ka\faa.t Si^aiocs, d\\' anapTu-
XoiH- ei's lUTdfoiav' ttt\ei yap 6 irar^p o otpdvios TTJX

[L(Tdvotai> TOU ajuapTwXoD ^ rr}v Kj\aatv auroD :

' And
he said this, 1 came not to call righteous b-it

.sinners to repentance; for the hea\cnly Father
desireth the sinner's repentance rather than hi.s

punishment.'
57. (It. 143; Ag. 41) Clem. Alex. Strom, i.

J4. l.")S (Potter, 410), aireicrffe ydp, <p^ai, TO. ^eydXa,
Kai TO. fiiKpa I'/ia* TrpoffTeOTjafTai.

( Iri^ell, ilf Ornt. ii., ri> ^tv S Set' aireire TO. /JLeyd\a,
Kai ra fUKpa 6/uv Trpoffn6-Q<reTat, Kai' alrftre rd twov-

pdvia, Kai TO. fwiyfta i<fj.tt> TrpoffTfffjjfffTaL :

' That \\ llicll

is n ..... Iful : Ask for (bearcat things, and the small
shall be added to you ; and, Ask for the heavenly
things, and the earthly shall be added to you.'

*58. (H. 144; Af,'. 43) Clem. Alex. Xti-uin. i. -Js.

177 (1'otter, 4-5), c(\'6rws &pa Kai ij ypa<tr/}, TOIOCTOCS

rtcds TJHO.S 5(a\eKrtKoi''s oi'Tws (OtXouaa ycv^fftiat, irapat-
Vfi' ylvfaOf &t dAxtfAOi Tpairf^irai, TO. ^v a7ro5o\i/xd-

?OI>TIS, rb Si Ka\6v KaT^xovret : 'ltii;litly, therefore,
the Scripture also, in its desire to make us such

dialecticians, exhorts us, lie approved money-
changers, disapproving some things, but holding
last that which is good.'

Cf. Orig. ill .loh. torn. xix. (rripowruv rrjf {VTO\T)V

'lyaov Myoi'trav' S6Kifjiot Tpawtftrat yiviaOt} ; Apclles
n/i. Kpiplian. Ilin: xliv. '2 ; liiiln^-nlin ,s//c. ii. 30
(cd. La^arde, )i. 4.') ; J'i.ilin Xnjihi.i, p. :(,'>:! [Lat.

)i. 'JJilJ ; H,mi. f'lfiii. ii. 51.

5!l ilt. s; ; Ag. 17) Clem. Alex. Strom, v. 10. 64
(Potter, 084), \tyfi. ydp 6 Trpo^v/rTjs' irapa^o\T]v Kvpiov
rts voTjiret ft fjLij aotpbs KO.I firi&Ti'jfj.iji' Kai dyaTr&v rbv

Kvpiov CLVTOV
;

fTri dXiyuv fffrl rat'Ta xuprjffai. ov yap
tptiovCiv, <t>T]di, TrapriyyaXev o xi'pios I" TIVI t{<ayyt\iif

fj.vffT7]ptov ^fj.i)v ffj.ol Kal TO?J cio(9 Tov otKov f^ov i

' For the

Prophet saith, Who shall know the parable of the
Lord except the wise and understanding and that
loveth hi.s Lord'.' It belongeth to a tew only to
receive these things. lor not grudgingly, he
saith, did the Lord declare in a certain Gospel, My
mystery is for me and tor the .-oils of my house.'

60. (R. 107; Ap. 53
1 Clem. Alex. Sti-om. iii. 15.

97 (Potter, 555), TrdXd' 6 Kcpis tpijffii'' o yrifjio.^ pi]

^K[1a\\^T(*) Kal 6 fj-Tj yrfftas /*rj yafj-firu' o Kara, irpo-

'Again the Lord saith, Let him that is married
not put a way, and let bun I hat is unmarried mail v

not : let him that with purpose of celibacy hutli

I'M. mi I.] not to marry remain unmarried.'
61. (K. 1-2'J; Ag. 8) Clem. Alex. Er,;,-/:/,, eat

'rit'txlutii, ii. (Potter, *J57), 5id TOVTO \4ytt 6 <rujnjp'

0-wj"ou ffif Kal TJ V'i'X 7
? ffov : 'Therefore the Saviour

sail h. l!e save I, thou and thy soul.'

li'J. lit. 1'JS; Ag. 5) Origen, 7/oHi. ;i l<-ri-u/i'iui,

xx. 3,
'

Legi alicubi (|iiasi Salvatore diccnlc. et

([iia-ro si\-c (juis persoiiam tiguravit SaUaloiis.
sive in mcmoriam ailduxit, an vcrum sit hoc I|UIM!
dictum est. Ait autcm ipse Salvator : Qui iuxtii

me est, iuxta ignem est ; (pii lon^e est a iin', longc
estaregno': 'I have rend soun-where what, pur
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ports to be an utterance of the Saviour, and I

query (equally if some one put it into the mouth of

the Saviour, or if some one remembered it) whether
that is true which is said. But the Saviour himself

saith, He who is near me is near the lire; he who
is far from me is far from the kingdom."

63. (R. 90; Ag. 364) de montibus Sina ct Sion,

xiii.,
'

Ipso (sc. Domino) nos instruentc et monente
in epistula Johannis discipuli sui ad populum : Ita

me in vobis videte, quomodo quis vestrum se videt

in aquam aut in speculum
'

:

' He himself instruct-

ing and warning us in the Epistle of John his

ili-riple to the people: Ye see me in yourselves,
as one of you sees himself in water or mirror.'

64. (It. 85 ; Ag. 3) Epiphan. Ha-r. Ixxx. 5, fifios

yap o ^pya.Tr}$ TOU fjuadou at/rot/' nai' apKfT&v Tip cpyaj'o-

fi^vu T] Tporpr) O.ITOV :

' For the labourer is worthy
of his hire ; and, Sufficient for the labourer is his

maintenance."
65. (R. 125) Augustine, Contra advcrsarium lenis

et prophctarum, ii. 4. 14,
' Sed apostolis, inquit,

Doininus noster interrogantibus de ludarorum

prophetis quid sentiri deberct, qui de adventu eius

aliquid cecinisse in prteterituni putabantur, com-
nmtus talia eos stiam nunc sentire, respondit :

Dimisistis vivum qiii ante vos est et de mortuis

fabulamini. (juid mirum (quandoquidem hoc testi-

muniuni de scripturis nescio quibus apocryphis

protulit) si de prophetis Dei talia conh'nxerant

hivretici, qui easdem litteras non accipiunt?'
'15ut (he says) when the apostles asked our Lord
what ought to be thought about the prophets of

the Jews, who were believed formerly to have

prophesied his coming, he, angiy that they even
now had such thoughts, answered, You have sent

away the living who is before you, and prate about
dead men. What wonder, seeing he has brought
out this quotation from some apocryphal scrip-

tures, if heretics who do not .accept the same

writings, have invented such things about the

prophets of God 1
'

6b'. (R. 97 ; Ap. 24) Ephr. Byr. Ei-antf. cone,

expos, (ed. Mosinger, p. 203),
'

Quod autem tur-

li.-itn-.est consonat cum eo, quod dixit: Quamdiu
vobiscum ero et vobiscum loquar? et alio loco:

T;edet me de generatione ista. Probaverunt me,
ait, decies, hi autem vicies et decies decies

'

:

' Now
that he was distressed agrees with what he said,

How long shall I be with you and speak with you?
and in another place, I am weary of this genera-
tion. They proved me, he said, ten times, but

these twenty times and ten times ten times.'

(fl
1

) For examples of unauthentic Agrapha from

very late sources, see Ropes, Spruche Jesu, pp. Ill,

116, 120, 121.

(h) Agrapha from Mohammedan sources. Tilt-

following 48 Agrapha from Mohammedan sources

were published by Prof. D. S. Margoliouth in the

Expository Timzs, Nov., Dec. 1893, Jan. 1894, pp.

59, 107, 177 f.

1. Castalani. Commentary on BuJchari, i. 163,

'Jesus asked Gabriel when the hour (i.e. the day
of judgment) was to come? Gabriel answered, He
whom thou askest knows no better than he who
asks.'

2. Jakut's Geographical Lexicon, \. 1, 'Jesus

said, The world is a place of transition, full of

examples ; be pilgrims therein, and take warning
by the traces of those that have gone before.'

3. Baidawi, Commentary on. the Koran, p. 71,

ed. Constantinop., 'Jesus said, Be in the midst,

yet walk on one side
'

4. Zamakhshari, Commentary on the Koran, p.

986,
' In the sermons of Jesus, son of Mary, it is

written, Beware how ye sit with sinners.'

5. El-Mustatraf, etc., i. p. 20, 'Jesus said, I

have treated the leprous and the blind, and have
cured them ; but when I have treated the fool, I

have failed to cure him.'

6. El-Hmlnik El-Wardiyyah, i. p. 27, 'God re-

vealed unto Jesus, Command the children of Israel

that they enter not my house save with pure
hearts, and humble eyes, and clean hands ; for I

will not answer any one of them against whom
any has a complaint.'
The following are from El-Ghaxzali, Revival of

the lielii/ioui Sciences:

7. i. 8, 'Jesus said, Whoso knows and does and

teaches, shall be called great in the kingdom of

heaven.'
8. i. 20, 'Jesus said, Trees are many, yet not all

of 'them bear fruit ; and fruits are man}
1

, yet not

all of them are lit for food ; and sciences are many,
but not all of them are prolitable.'

9. i. 30,
' Jesus said, Commit not wisdom to those

who .are not meet for it, lest ye harm it; and with-

hold it not from them that are meet for it, lest ye
harm them. Be like a gentle physician, who puts
the remedy on the diseased spot.' According to

another version :

' Whoso commits wisdom to them
that are not meet for it, is a fool ;

and whoso with-

holds it from them that are meet for it, is an evil-

doer. Wisdom has rights, and rightful owners ;

and give each his due.'

10. i. 49,
' Jesus said, Evil disciples are like a

rock that has fallen at the mouth of a brook ; it

does not drink the water, neither do'js it let the

water flow to the fields. And they are like the

conduit of a latrina which is plastered outside, and
foul inside ; or like graves, the outside of which is

decorated, while within are dead men's bones."

11. i. 50, 'Jesus said, How can he be a disciple

who, when his journey is unto the next world,

makes for the things of this world ? How can he

be a disciple who seeks for words in order to com-

municate by them, not to act according to them ';

'

12. i. 52, 'God said unto Jesus, Exhort thyself,

and if thou hast profited by the exhortation, then

exhort others ;
otherwise be ashamed before in.'.'

13. i. 177, 'Jesus said, If a man send a \\.-iy a

beggar empty from his house, the angels will not

visit that house for seven nights.'
14. i. 247, Prayer of Jcsiis'O God, I am this

morning unable to ward off what I would not, or

to obtain what I would. The power is in another's

hands. I am bound by my works, and there is

none so poor that is poorer than I. O God, make
not mine enemy to rejoice over me, nor my friend

to grieve over me ; make not my trouble to be in

the matter of my faith ;
make not the world my

chief care ; and give not the power over me to him
who will not pity me.'

15. ii. 119, 'God revealed to Jesus, Though thou

shouldst worship with the devotion of the inhabit-

ants of the heaven and the earth, but hadst not

love in God and hate in God, it would avail thee

nothing.'
10. ii. 119, 'Jesus said, Make yourselves be-

loved of God by hating the evil-doers. Bring

, yourselves nearer to God by removing far from

I
them ; and seek God's favour by their displeasure.

They said, O Spirit of God, then with whom shall

we converse? Then He said, Converse with those

whose presence will remind you of God, whose

words will increase your works, and whose works

will make you desire the next world.'

17. ii. 134, 'Jesns said to the apostles, How-

would you do if you saw your brother sleeping,

and the wind had lifted up his garment ? They
said, We should cover him up. He said, Nay,
ye would uncover him. They said, God forbid !

Who would do this? He said, One of you who
hears a word concerning his brother, and adds to

it, and relates it with additions.'
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IS. ii. l.~>4, 'They -ay that there wa- m> f"iin

of addre-s .Icsiis loved better to hear than "I 1

. mi

111. ii. IliS, 'When .le-us was asked, How art

thoii this morning '.' he would answer, I liable to

for, --I. ill what I hope, or to put oil' what 1 fear,

I. nuii'l hv my work-, with all my good in another's

hand. There i- no poor man pomer than I.'

_>ll. iii. -.">, 'Satan, I he accursed, appeared to

.le-n-, and said unto him. Sa\ , theie i- no Cod
l.ul Cod. lie said, II is a true sa\ ing, but I

\\ill not say it at thy iuvitatinn.'

Jl. iii. L'S, 'When .le-u- wa- liorn, tlie demons
oaine to Satan, and said, The idols have been

ov ertui iied. He 1 said This is a mere accident that

ha- occurred : keep still. Then lie Mew till hi' had

-.me over hoth hemi-ph-ie-, and found nothing.
Alter that he found .Icsiis the son of Mary already
born, with the 1 angels surrounding him. He re-

turned to tin- demon-, and -aid, A prophet was
limn vesterday ; no woman ever eoneeived or hare

a child without my presence save this one. Hope
Dot, therefore, that the idols will he worshipped
after this night, so attack mankind through haste
and thoughtlessness.

'

_'_'. iii. 'JS, '. lesiis lay down one day with his

head upon a stone. Satan, pa--ing hy. -;iid, tl

,le-n-, ihou art fond of this world. So he took

the stone and cast it from under his head, saying,
This In- thine together with the world.'

23. iii. .VJ, '.le-u- was asked. \Vlio taught tliei-V

tie answered] \<>one tan-Jit me. 1 sa\\ that the

ignorance of the foul was a shame, and I avoided

it.
1

"24. iii. 52,
' Jesii- -aid. Ille-sed is he who ahan

dolls a present pleasure for (he sake of a promised
(rewanl) whieli r- ali-ent and unseen.'

-.">. iii. ti."i,
'.le-ns -aid, O company of apo-iles,

make hungry \oiii liver-, and hare your hodie- ;

perhaps then your heart- ma\ 866 God.'
JO. iii. 07, 'It is related how .Icsiis remained

-i\t\ .!a\- addressing hi- l.ord, without eating.

Then the thought of hread came into hi- mind,
and his communion was interrupted, ami lie saw
ii loaf set before him. Then he sat down and

wept over the loss of hi- communion, when lie be-

held /in old man c!o-e to him. .lesus said unto him,
(lod I/less thcc, thoii saint of lio.l ! 1'ray to (!od

for me, for I was in an ecstasy when the thought
of bread entered my mind, and the ec-ta-y wa-

interiupted. The old man said, t) (iod, if thoii

kiiowust that the thought of hread came into my
niiml since I knew thee, then forgive me not.

Nay. when it wa- before me, I would eat it with-

out thought or rellexion.'

JT. iii. M, '.lesiis said, liewarc of glances; for

they ]ilant passion in the heart, and that is a
suiin ient temptation.'

_'s ni. S7, '.le-us was asked by sonic men to

guide them to -ome eoui-e w hereby they might
enter 1'aiadise. He -aid. Speak not at all.

The\ -aid, \Ve cannot do this. He said, Then
only say what i- good.'

'_".>. iii. S7,
'

.le.-ii- .-aid, |)e\otinn i- of ten parts.
Nine of them eon -is! in silence, and one in solitude.'

:(O. iii. '.CJ, '.leslls said. Wllo-oevel lies much.
|o-e- his lieauty; and whosoever wrangle- with

others, loses hi- honour; and who-ocver i- much
troubled, .sickens in hi- bndy: anil \\ho.-oe\er i-

evilly disposed, torture- him-elt.'

31. iii. !)4, '.lesiis. passing by a -wine, -aid to it,

Go in peace. They said, (t Spirit of I iod, -ayest
thoii so to a swine'.' He answered, I would not

in eu-tom my tnn-ue to evil.'

.'!_'. iii. Io7, '.lesiis -aid. One of the greatest .,1

sins inlioil's eyes is that a man should say God
know - w hat he know - not.'

33. iii. 10S, 'Malik, son of Dinar, said, Jesus

lay w alkeil w ith his apo-l le-. and t hey pa--.-d

by the caret) "t a do-. The apo-tlcs said. How
foul is the smell of tliia dog ! i!ut .Ic-ns said, How
w bite a:e it - leel Ii ;

'

:(l. iii. l.'d. 'Christ passed by certain of the
.lews, who spake evil to him: I. nt he -paUe-ood
to them in return. It wa-s said to him. Verily
these speak ill unto thee, and do-t thou speak
g 1 '.' He said, Kaeli give- out of his store.'

','}'>. iii. l.'il, '.lesus -aid, Take nut the world for

your lord, lest it take you for its slaves. I.ay up
your treasure with Him who will not waste it,

etc.

3ii. iii. 151, 'Jesns said, Ye company of apostles,

verily I have overthrown the world upon hei lace

for you ; raise her not up alter me. It is a mark
of the' foulness of this wo;-|d that (!od is disobeyed
therein, and that the future world cannot be at-

tained save by abandonment of this; pass then

through this woild, and linger not there; and
know that the rout of every sin is love of the

world. I Ifti'ii does the pleasure of an hour bestow
on him that enjoys it long pain.'

ii7. iii. I3L ' He said again, I have laid the world
low for von. and ye arc' -eated upon its back. Let

not kind's and women dispute
1 with you the pos 68

sum of it. Dispute not the world with kin--, for

they will not olii-r you what you have abandoned
and their world ; but guard against women by
la-t in- ami prayer.'

,".s. iii. l.'il,
' He said again, The world sec-ks and

i- -on-ht. If a man seeks the next world, this

world seeks him till he obtain therein his full sus-

tenance; but if a man seeks this world, the next
world seeks him till death comes and takes him
by the throat.

3!l. iii. l.VJ, 'Jesus said, The love of this world
and of the next cannot agree in a believer's heart,
even as lire and water cannot agree in a single
vessel.'

40. iii. 153, 'Jesus being asked, Why dost thou
not take a house to shelter thee ? said, The rags of

those that were before us an: good enough for us.'

41. iii. 153, 'It is recorded that one day Jesus
was sore troubled by the rain and thunder and

li-htning, and began to seek a shelter. His eye
fell upon a tent hard by ; but when became Ih. ie,

li'iding a woman inside, he turned away from it.

Then lie noticed a cave in a mountain ; but when
he came thither, there was a lion there. Laying
his hand upon the lion, he said, My God, 'Ihou
hast given each thing a resting-place, but to me
thou has given none ! Then (iod revealed to him,

Thy re-tin-. -place is in the abode of my mercy :

that 1 may wed thee on the day of judgment . . .

and make thy bridal feast four thousand years, of

which each day is like a lifetime in this present
world ; and that I may command a herald to pro-
claim. Where are they that fast in this wmld'.'

Come to the bridal feast of Jesus, who fasted in

thi- world 1

'

4'J. iii. 133, 'Jesus said, Woe unto him who bath
I hi- world, seeing that he must die and leu. n,

and all that is in it ! It deceives him, yet he
I ru-is in it ;

he relies upon it, und it betray- him.
\\..e unto them that are deceived.' When they
shall be shown what they loathe, and shall IK:

abandoned by what they fove ; and shall 1 v er

taken by tliat wherewith they are threatened !

Woe 1 unto him whose care is the world, and w ho-e

woik i- sin ; seeing that one day he shall be dis-

-laeed b\ his sin.'

43. iii. I"i3, 'Jesus said, Who is it thai builds

upon the waves of the sea? Such is the w..il.l ;

take it not for your resting-place.
'

44. iii. 153, 'Some said to Jesus, Teach n- -ome
doctrine for which (iod will love us. .1. -u- ,ud,

Hate the world, and God will love you.'
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45. iii. 154, 'Jesus said, Ye company of apostles,
\>e satisfied with a humble portion in this world,
so your faith be whole ; even as the people of this
world are satisfied with a humble portion in faith,
so this world be secured to them.'

46. iii. 154, 'Jesus said, O tliou that seekest this
world to do charity, to abandon it were more chari-
table.'

47. iii. 159, 'Jesus used to say, My condiment is

hunger, my inner garment fear, and my outer gar-
ment wool. I warm myself in winter in the sun ;

my candle is the moon ; my mounts are my feet ;

my food and dainties are tlie fruits of the eartli ;

neither at eventide nor in the morning have I

aught in my possession, yet no one on earth is

richer than I.'

48. iii. 101, 'The wor!4 was revealed unto Jesus
in the form of an old woman with broken teeth,
with all sorts of ornaments upon her. He said to

her, How many husbands hast tliou had ? She
said, I cannot count them. He said. Hast tliou

survived them all, or did they all divorce thee?
She said, Nay, I have slain them all. Jesus said,
Woe unto thy remaining husbands ! Why do they
not take warning by thy former husbands? Thou
hast destroyed them one after another, and yet
they are not on their guard against thee.'

The following two Sayings are quoted by Levinus
Warnerus, in notes to his Centuria proverbiorum
Pei-sicontm, Lugd. Batav. 1644, p. 30 f. (see Fab-
ricius, ( 'ud. apocr. JV2', iii. p. 394 f. ) :

49. 'Jesus, son of Mary (to whom be peace),
said, Whoso craves wealth is like a man who
drinks sea-water ; the more he drinks, the more
he increases his thirst, and he ceases not to drink
until he perishes.'

50. '

Jesus, son of Mary, said to John, son of

Zacharias, If any one in speaking of thee says the

truth, praise God ;
if he utters a lie, praise God

still more, for thereby shall thy treasure be in-

creased in the list of thy works, and that without

any labour of thine, that is, his good works are
carried to thy list."

Finally, we have the following Saying :

51. Kuran, Sur. 5 fin., 'Remember, when the

apostles said, O Jesus, Son of Mary, is thy Lord able
to cause a table to descend unto us from heaven ?

he answered. Fear God, if ye be true believers.

They said, We desire to eat thereof, and that our
heaits may rest at ease ;

and that we may know
that thou hast told us the truth ;

and that we may
be witnesses thereof. Jesus, the son of Mary,
said, O God our Lord, cause a table to descend
unto us from heaven, that the day of its descent

may become a festival-day unto us, unto the first

of us, and unto the last of us
; and a sign from

thee ; and do thou provide food for us, for thou
art the best provider. God said, Verily I will

cause it to descend unto you ;
but whoever among

you shall disbelieve hereafter, I will surely punish
him with a punishment wherewith I will not punish
any other creature.'

LITERATURE. Much of the material relating to the Agrapha
was collected by the older editors of Patristic texts. Especially
the notes of Cotelier (Patrrn apostolin'2, Antwerp, 1G98 ; Eccle-
siae Graecce monumenta, Paris, 1677-86) have heen quarries of

erudition for later workers. In recent years important con-
tributions have been made by Anger (Si/nopsi.s Evangelionun,
Leipzig, 1852); Hilgenfeld (XT extra Canonem Reeeptum*,
Leipzig, 1884); and Zahn (ftesch. d. netitettt. Kanons, 1888-92),
as well as by the writers who have discussed the fragments
of the Gospel according to the Hebrews (notably Nicholson,
Handmann, Zahn). Collections of Agrapha have been fre-

quentlv made since those of Grabe (in his Spirili'gium, Oxford,
1608) and Fabricius (in his Codex apocr. XT, Hamburg, 1703).

See, among others, R. Hofniann. Lcbcn Jesu nftch den Apokrit-
phen, 1851 ; Westcott, Introduction to the Study of the Gospels,

Appendix C, 1800, 81894 ; J. T. Ilodd, Sailings Ascribed to Our
Lord, Oxford, 1874; Schaff. Histnni of the 'Christian Church,
vol. i., 1882, pp. 162-7 ; Nestle, XT ttiipulctni'lltnlii, Leipzig, 1896,

pp. 89-92; Preuschen, Ant&egomena, 1901, pp. 43-47, 138f. ;

J. de Q. Donehoe, ^pucryphai and Legendary Life of Christ,

1903. Resch brings together a vast amount of material relat-

ing to the whole subject, and uses the Agrapha as a leading
argument for his theory (founded on that of B. Weiss) of
the origin of the Synoptic Gospels. He holds to an original
Gospel, called in ancient times rot Ac>ja, and composed in
Hebrew by Matthew shortly after the death of Christ. This
document is supposed to have been the main source of the
three Synoptic Gospels (its matter constituting four -fifths
of Matthew, three-fourths of Luke, and two-thirds of Mark),
to have been used by St. Paul and St. John, and to have
been .known fur many centuries to the writers of the Church.
From it are derived the Agrapha, and to varying translations
of it are due not only the variations of the Synoptic Evangelists,
but also many of the countless textual variants in the Gospels,
especially those ol the 'Western Text,' as preserved both in
MSS and in Patristic quotations. A reconstruction of the

(TIT \. 1-5), 1803-96.
Resch's contention that 75 Agrapha are probably genuine

Sayings of Jesus would, if accepted, furnish some reason for

supposing a single common source of such material. In fact,
however, most of Resch's Agrapha do not commend themseh es
toother scholars as probably genuine ; and his solution of the
Synoptic Problem has been generally rejected. See J. H.
Ropes,

' Die Spniche Jesu die in den kanonischen Evangelien
nicht iiberliefert sind ; eine kritische Bearbeitung des von
D. Alfred Resch gesammclten Materials' (Til xiv. 2), ISM.
For criticism of Resch's views, see also Julicher in ThLZ. 1890,
col. 321-330; Church Quarterly Review, Oct. 1890, pp. 1-21;
Knowling, H'itllcss of the. Epistles, 1892 ; Rahlfs in ThLX, 1893,
col. 377 f. ; C. C. Torrey in AJTh, Oct. 1S99, pp. 698-703.

Blomfield Jackson (Twenty-Jive Agrapha, annotated, London,
S.P.C.K., 1900) offers sensible and interesting discussions, with
some fresh illustrative material. More complete notices of
literature in Resch, Agrapha, and Ropes, Spniche Jesii.
On ^the Oxyrhynchus,' Sayings of Our Lord,' see the editio

princ'eps, Grenfell and Hunt', AOPIA 1HCOT, Sailings of Our
Lord, London, 1897 ; Lock and Sanday, Two Lectures on the

'Sayings of Jesus,' Oxford, 1897 (with full bibliography);
Grenfell and Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, pt. i., 1893, pp.

On the Sayings from the Talmud, see Laible, Jesus Christus
iin Thalmuil, 1891 [Eng. tr. by Streane, 1893); and Literature

given in Ropes, Spriiche Jesu, pp. 115, 151.
On the Sayings of Jesus in Mohammedan writers, see J. A

Fahricius, Codex apocr. XT, iii., Hamburg, 1719, pp. 394-7;
Jeremiah Jones, Xeivand Full Method of Settling the Canonical
Authority of the XT, i., Oxford, 1798, pp. 451-71 ; R. Hofniann,
Leben Jem nach d. Apokryphen, 1851, pp. 327-9 ; D. S. Mar-
goliouth in Expository Times, vol. v. pp. 59, 107, 177 f., Nov.,
Dec. 1893, Jan. 1894

; W. Lock in Expositor, 4th ser. vol. ix.

pp. 97-99, 1894. J.H. ROPES.

PAPYRI. The manner in which papyrus was
used as writing-material in the ancient world, the
dates of its adoption and abandonment, and the
countries in which it was employed, have been
described in vol. iv. of this Dictionary (art.

WRITING). The object of the present article is

to show what actual writings on papyrus, bearing
upon the study of the Bible, have come down to

us, and what kind of information is to be derived
from them.

i. THE DISCOVERIES OF PAPYRI. The first

papyrus rolls to be brought to light were the

product of the excavations on the site of Hercu-
laneum in the middle of the 18th century. In
1752 a small room was discovered, which proved to

be a library ; and on the shelves round its walls
were found several hundreds of rolls, calcined to the
semblance of cinders by the eruption of Vesuvius,
which buried the town in A.D. 79. These, how-
ever, when patiently unrolled and deciphered, were
found to contain philosophical treatises of the Epi-
curean school, and do not concern us here. All
other papyri that have hitherto come to light are
derived from Egypt, where alone the conditions of

soil and climate are such as to admit of the pre-
servation of so perishable a material. The date
of the first discovery of papyri in Egypt is 1778,
when a collection of rolls was discovered by
fellaheen, probably in the Fayum ; but, since no

purchaser was immediately forthcoming, all were

destroyed but one, now in the Museum at Naples,
containing a list of labourers in the reign of Corn-
modus. For a century after this date discoveries

v\ere merely sporadic, though some important
literary papyri were among the fruits of them.
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Tin' lir-f lin<l upon a lariie si-ale was made in IsTT,

on the sili' nf the city "I Arsinoc, in tin- Kaynm.
tiuiii which se\eral thousand papyri (nearly all

1 1 .1 MM ntarv I were di-i ixi-d, most uf \\ hieh are n.,\\

ill \ Irlina. With this eM'llt till 1 IIHiileMl period of

papvrils di-covery lie-ill-, alld till 1

quartet ii| a

ceiitin y that ha- elapsed -inee thai ilate has wit-

nessed an ever-increasing Mood of pap\ri, partly
clue to tin 1

systematic -ean he- of Kuiope.in e\

plovers, mill partly to the irregular /<-a I of I lie

Hal ives. Tlic prineipal loealit ies from which papyri
have I ecu drau ii are t lie l''avnm, a iletaelied pro-
\inre l\ni". I" the we-t ol tin- Nile in Central

!

. ami tin.1 neighbourhoods of the towns of

I >xvi hynchus. I li-nno] olis, lleiacloopoli-, ami
'I'helies. They are found in the. riilihish heaps
ol liiirieil towns or villages, in the eai I oniia".o of

mummy case- of the I'toh maie perioil (in which

layers of papyills. covered with plaster, took the

place of wiioil i, ami in eenietei ie- ; one remarkable
ili very (by Me ]-, dreiitell ami Hunt, en the
-II e nl I in 1 alleient Telitllllisl belli;; that of a ceme-

tery of crocodiles, iii w hieh the animals were foninl

wiapped in mils oi papyrus, while other rolls had
lieen stutl'eil insiile them. There are now tens,
01 even hundreds, of tlioiisamls of papyri (the

majority, no iloulit. heiii". mere fragments) in the

po-scs-ioii of I lie museums ami learned societies uf

l-'.uiope. many of whieli have not yet lieen un-

rolled or deciphered. Some of these are liteiary
vMnk-, relics of the liooks \\ Inch once circulated

amoli". the educated cla--es, native oi- foreign, of

l'"\|'l : Inn tin 1 vaai niaioiity consists oi nun

literary documents, including ollicial and com
mercial papeis of all descriptions (census . rolls,

tax - register-, reei-ipts, petitions, sale-, ]ea-c-,

loan-, etc.
I,
a- well a- ]irivate letters and accounts.

It is from these that some of the most instructive

materials for mil pre-ent purpo-e are olitaim-d.

ii. Ki.YPTIAN I'AI'Vl:l.--'rhe papyri of which we
lia i hielly lo -peak ale ( ileek. lieloll^illL' to the

pciiod after the coni|iie-i nt M".ypt hy .\loxander
and the estalili-hment of the I'tolemaic dynasty.
But ii: addition lo these some mention must he

|

made of papyri in the ancient Egyptian laM^na^e.
W Iliell precede t he ( i leek peril id ol coincide W it ll the

earliei pait of il ; and in the later K",yplian lan-

euai:e, commonly know n a- I 'optic, which coincide

with the latter pail ot 1 he Creek period and con-

tinue after the practleal dl-a ppeai a lice of Cleek.
Ancient l-',".yptian papyri have only an indirect

heal in", upon the -I inly of the III) le. ( 'uncut rent ly
with the monument 1- of -tone, they ^ive us rccoid-

of the history of Kj.'.vpt, with which that of the

IM'iews is in contact III any place* ; while

many of them contain copies ,.| the Hook of the

Iiead. the principal document of the M^yptiaii
religion, with which the l-iaelitcs may po--iKly
have lieconn- aei|uainted to - xlelit through
their interconr-e with tln-ir m

i.-j
hlioui -. The-e

arc written in hieroglyphics, the earliest Ii I

writing ]naeti.i-d in llpvpl. Two other forms
\\ < n. .n. n.--i \ !! \ d.^ i.|i

i]
.I d limn it the hieratic

and the demotic. Hieratic papyii ale relatively

scarce, and contain nothing lo our purpose; de-

I'M 1
! 1C an \i-r\ dilliclllt to tran-late. and are mostly

el lli- nature ol liu-ine-- dociiments or Btoni

line document of the latter class, wiitten al.out

the end ol the l-l '"111 lias Keen held to show
eeita n re-eliililaliee- lo the narralixe of the
Nati\i!\ of mil I.old : Kin the re-eniMance i-, in

tiuth, very -liuhl and iinc--enl ial lirillilh, Sti rit

of ill ///.//' Prit '

of Memphis, 1900, pp. i::. n
(111 the w hole, the] e|i ue. the later l''.^\ pt Ian

|

a p\ I i

contl 111 little that concerns the KiKlical student as

such.

iii. Hl.l:l:i.w l'\r\t:i. If ].apyrus was u-ed in

1'al. -tine at all a- writing liialelial -., :,,
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\Vt:ill\i:, /.'. is ii.i, no spceinien- ot it could lie

e\p. eted to survive ill that country ; and even in

Alexandria, where the colony ot learned -lews no
clolllit po--c--ed looies ot the IK ! :ip Miles
on pa p\ rus, t he soil is (on damp Iii admit ol I heir

preservation. Consequently it i- not -mpi i-in;.'

that, up to a very recent dale, im 1 1. bn papyrus
was known to exist. The first publication (contain-

ing fiaumeiitsot prayers and business documents,
from papyri in the lierlin Museum) was made by
Stein-chneider in l.sT'.l; Kut these are not earlier
than the 7th century. Portions of a liturgical

papyrus-codex, as-i^ned to the !lth e-'iit . ale in

the ( 'aiuliridpe I nivcisity Library, mid there an-
a few fragments at Uxfonl ami Vienna. I'ar

earlier and more valuable than these is a I ragmen I

aei|iiiied in I'.ni'J by Mr. W. L. Nash, anil by him

I

'resented to the Cambridge I'niversity Library.
I is assigned on jiaheo^i a phica I groilllils to I lie

Jml cent, after Christ, though tin- maieiials for

comparison (consisting mainly of inseiiption are

\ery scanty. It contain- the Ten ('ommaiid
meiils and the commencement of the N/c ,,,,,

hi (i
1 "

i, in a l.-\t iiill'uring markedly from the
Mas-oretic. The Decalogue is in a form nearei to

in , than to Ex 201' 17
. The Sixth and Seventh

( 'ominaiidnionts are transposed, as in Cod. 11 and
in I.k Is

1

-". The Shenia' ininiedialely follows the
I lee; i ]i i-ue. but has the int rod uc lory wolds, T he-I-

an.' the statute- and the judgments which Mo-es
commanded the children of Israel, when they
came out of the land of E^'ypt,' which appear
in the I,XX land OL). So far as it goes, there-

fore, this interesting fragment tends to support
the theory that the L.XX not infrequently repre-
sents a 'jennine pre - Massoretic Hebrew te\t.

(S. A. Cook, PSBA xxv. 34, 1903).
iv. <;I:KI:K PAPYRI. lip to the present time,

out of all the great mass of Greek papyri which
have been brought to li^ht, not many have any
direct bearing on the Bible text 01 history. V .

i

theless, all lists speedily become antiquated by the

publication of fresh discoveries. The following
list is believed to be complete up to June 1U03 :--

A. j;;iit;,-iii t<-xts*-

1. On I
1 '5

, in versions of LXX and Amiila.
4th cent. Aniherst Pap. 3r (Grenfell ami
Hunt, A iiiln i-fit Papyri, pt. i. I.

2. (iu 147
; probably a quotation in a theo-

logical treatise, since the text on the
// / VM, m the same hand, is not biblical.

3rd cent, lirit. Mns. Pap. "21i.

3. Ex 19 1--- 5 - 6
,

l)t 323 - 10
. 6th cent. Am-

herst Papp. 191, lil'2 (up. rit. pt, ii.).

3ti. SSiri^-ie 1
. 4th cent. StrassburgPap.illl.

Arrhh'.f. Pitjx/rii.'ifonr/innf/, ii. '227.

4. .lob I
21 - 23 23 . 7th cent. Amhorst 1'ap. 4

(il>. pt, i.).

5. Pso"- 12
. 5th or 6th cent, Aniherst Pap. 5.

6. Ps 111 (1D--18 (!!)) 20 (21)'-'.-34 (35

7th cent. Brit. Mils. Pap. 37 (Tiscln-n-

dorf, .I/on. Sar. Incr/., Nov. Coll. i. 217).

7. Ps 11 (12)
7-14 (lo)

4
. Late 3rd cent. Brit.

Mns. Pap. 230 (Kenyon, Flit-similes of
Biblical MSS., pi. 1).

'

8. Ps 3'J (40)'"-40 (41)
4

. Berlin Museum
(lilass, Zeilxclir. f. (iff. Sprar/ir. lss|

9. Ps 107 (108)
13 108 ( 11.9)

>*. 12.1:1 I1>,H-
n-j. i;7-i35 135 (|3(j|

'''
131! (137

'

l:;7

(138) }3S(\3'J)-"-
M 13'Jtl in -I IM

(141)
1 ' 4

, with several additional small

fragments. 7th cent, or later. Ambers'

Papp. 6, 200 (Grenfell and Huut, </

pts. i. and ii.).

In nililition to the pa]iyri hero CTIUIM- r;i*i il. thi

s'\i'i.it 1-iMiial fniLMiR-uls in tin- |{:;inrr

'le at Paris, oa to wtii--li no (irt-.-isi-

i n published.
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10. C,a 15-?. 7th or 8th cent. Bod I. MS Gr
Bib), g. 1 (P) (Grenfell, Greek Papyri,
i. 7).

11. l838**-. 3rd cent. Rainer Pap. 80-24

(Fiihrer durch die Ausitellung, 18U4, No
536).

12. Ezk 512-63
, with Hexaplaric symbols 3rd

cent. Bodl. MS. Gr. Bibl. d. 4 (P)
(Grenfell, Greek Papyri, i. 5).

13 Zee 4-Mal 4. 7th cunt. (?) Heidelberg
University Library (Specimen facs. in

Times, Sept. 7, 1892; to be edited by
Deissmann).

14. Mt li-. 12.
14-L-o. 3rd cent pennsy]van ia

Univ. Library (Grenfell and Hunt,
Oxi/rhynchiis Papyri, i. 2).

15. Lk l"-*> 53 - 8 5M-&. 4th cent. Paris,
Bibl. Nat. (Scheil, Mem. de la Miss,
arch, franeaise ait Caire,' ix )

16. Lk 736;j3 103"-12
. 6th cent. Rainer Pan.

8021 (Fuhrcr, No. 539).
17. Jn 133-31. S3-41

2011-17. ]-.. 3r(] cen(
.

Jj,.;,

Mus. Pap. 782 (Grenfell and Hunt, O.ni.

Pap. ii. 208).
18. Ro P- 7

. 4th cent. Harvard University
Library (ib. ii. 209).

19. ICo l"-= 6' 3 -i8
73.4.10-14. 5th cent

Uspensky Collection at Kiew.
20. 1 Co ! 25

-
;r7 2-8 3"-10 - =. 5th cent. St.

Catherine's, Sinai (Harris, Biblical Frn<j-
ments from Mt. Sinai, No. 14).

21. 2Th l'-2-. 4th or 5th cent. Berlin
Museum P. 5013.

22. He I
1

. 3rd or 4th cent. Amherst Pap.
36 (Grenfell and Hunt, Amherst Papyri,
pt. i.).

B. Extra-canonical writings
23. Fragment from narrative of St. Peter's

denial, consisting of parts of seven lines.
3rd cent. (?) Rainer Pap. (Bickell, Mitth.
Erzh. Rainer, i. 52).

24. Logia Jesu ; one leaf, containing seven
sayings of our Lord, with remains of an
eighth. The lirst (imperfect) agrees, so
far as it goes, with Lk 64-

; part of the
sixth is nearly identical with Lk 4'-

4
; the

seventh is an expansion of Mt 514
; the

rest are new. Found at Oxyrhynclms.
3rd cent. Bodl. MS. Gr. th. e. 7 (P)
(Grenfell and Hunt, Sayings ofour Lord).

25. The Ascension of Isaiah, ch. 2. 4-4. 4
;

the only extant MS of any part of "the
work in the original Greek. 5th or 6th
cent. Amherst Pap. 1 (Grenfell and
Hunt, Amherst Papyri, pt. i.).

C. Theological works
26. Pbilo, rls o r(ov Qfiuv K\rjpov6^o^ and wepl

yevteeus 'A/3A. 3rd cent. Formerly at
Gizeh, now in the Louvre (Scheil, Mem.
de la Miss. arch, franeaise au Caire,
torn. ix. ).

27. Hernias, Pastor, Sim. ii. 7-10, iv. 2-5. 3rd
cent. Berl. Mus. Pap. 5513 (Diels and
Harnack, Sitzitnnsb. d. Berl. Akad.
1891).

28. Hernias, Pastor, Vis. i. 2-3, 12-13
; Hand.

xii. 1; Sim. ix. 2, 12, 17, 30; the last

fragment contains a portion of the text
hitherto known only in translations. 6th
cent, Amherst Pap. 190 (Grenfell and
Hunt).

29. Tract on prophecy, including quotation
from Hernias, Mand. xi. 9. Hainack
suggests that it may be part of the work
of Melito irepi 7rpo0j)Tfas. 3rd-4tb cent.

Oxyrhynchus Pap. 5 (Grenfell and Hunt).
30. Fragment on the higher and lower soul ;

according to Harnack, from a Gnostic

work of the Valentinian school. 3rd-
4th cent. Uxyrhynchus Pap. 4 (ib.).

31. Theological fragment of uncertain char
acter. 3rd cent. Oxy. Pap. 210 (ib.).

32. Early Christian hymn, in irregular metre.
4th cent. Amherst Pap. 2 (Grenfell and
Hunt).

S2a. Admonitions, perhaps login, very frag-
mentary. 4th cent. Strassburg Pap.
1U17. Archie, f. Papyrusforschuiig, ii.

33. Basil, Epp. v. 77 E, vi. 79 B, ccxciii.
432 B, cl. 239 C, ii. 72 A. 5th cent. (?)

Berlin Museum (Phtiologus, 1884).
34. Gregory of Nyssa, Life ofMoses ; extracts.

5th cent. Berlin Museum (Blass, Zc.it-

schr.f. ag. Sprache, 1880).
35. Cyril of Alexandria, de Adorations, p.

242 E-250 D, 286 B. 6th or 7th cent.
In private bands (Bernard, Royal Irish
Acad. xxix. pt. 18).

36. Prayer to our Lord for deliverance from
sickness and evil spirits, including ele-

ments of a creed ; regarded by its lirst

editor as drawji from the Gospel of the

Egyptians, but without adequate grounds.
4th-5th cent. Gizeh Pnp. 10263 (Jacoby.
Ein neucs Evangelienfragment, Strass-

burg, 1900).
37. Fragments of lives of SS. Abraham and

Theodora. Louvre Papp. 1704- 8 bis

(Wessely, Wiener Studien, 1889).
38-44. Unidentified fragments of theological

works. 5th-7th cent. Amherst Papp.
194-199, 201 (Grenfell and Hunt).

45-48. Ditto. 6th-7th cent. Brit. Mus. Papp.
cxiii. \1a-c, 13 (Kenyon, Catal. of Greek

Papyri, vol. i.).

49-51. Ditto. 6th-7th cent. Brit, Mus. Papp.
455, 462, 464 (ib. vol. ii.).

52. Ditto. 6th cent. (?) Brit. Mus. Pap. 873
(Catal. of Additions to Dept. of MSS in
British Museum, 1894-99).

53. Hymn or incantation in Christian terms.
7th cent, (?) Brit. Mus. Pap. 1029 verso

(unpubl.).
54. Prayer. 7th cent. Brit. Mus. Pap. 1176

(unpnbl.).
55. Unidentified theological fragment. Berlin

Museum. (Blass, Zeitsc.hr. f. ag. Sprache,
1881).

56. Liturgical fragments, apparently choir

slips. 7th-8th cent. Amherst Pap. 9

(Grenfell and Hunt).
57. Fragments of a Hebrew - Greek Onoma-

sticon Sacrum. Heidelberg University
Library (Deissmann, Encycl. Biblica, iii.

3560).
P. Documents illustrative of Church history

58-60. Reports of appeals by Jews beard by
the Roman emperors (Claudius and
Trajan). Berl. Pap. 7il8 (Gr. Urk.
511), Paris Pap. 68 + Brit. Mus. Pap. 1,

Berl. Pap. 8111 (Gr. Urk. 341). See
Wilt-ken, Hermes, xxx. 485 ft'.; Bauer,
Archil' fiir Papyrnsforschung, i. 29, who
compares these documents to the early
Christian Acta martijrum.

61, 62. Libclli, or certificates of conformity to
the State religion, issued by magistrates
during the Decian persecution, A.D. 250.

Berl. Pap. 7297 (Gr. ITrk. 287 )
and Rainer

Pap. (Krebs, Sit:unijsb. d. k. Akad. zu
Berlin, 1803, No. 48 ;' Wessely, Anzeiaer
d. k. k. Akad. in ll'icn, 3rd Jan. 1894).

63. Letter from a Church dignitary in Roma
to a Christian community in the Fayum,
containing references to Maxiums (bishojr
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p
b

of Alexandria, A.I), '-'til 'JvJi and hi- MIC

ce--orTheonas. Amherst Pap. .'(" (Civil-

fell and Hunt, .Iw/er-f /'"/"///, pt. i. ;

Harnack, Sil-mi'/^/i. <l . 1!' rl. Akad,, Nov.

1, 1!KK)).

64. Letter from the presbyter P-eno-iris to

the presbyter Apollo with reganl to a

woman sent to the Creat (la-is by the

irefect of Kgypt (perhaps a din-hail
lani-hed during the persecution of l>io-

cletianl. IJrit. Mils. Pap. 7Kt (Crenfell
and Hunt, '// /. /'"/>'/n. ii. p. II,");

I Iei-smann, Y'/c K/ii.ttfi- "f /'v nostril I,

65. Inventory of furniture of a( 'hri-tian church
in the village of Ibion (in the Kayuni).
fith-l.tli cent. Itodl. MS. Cr. th. d. 'J d'l

iCrenfell and Hunt, '>/>.
fit. p. Itim.

6<J. Fe-lal letter from a Patriarch of Alex
andria to hi- clergy. Probably A.I). 577.

Hrit. Mus. Paii. 729 (ih. p. Hi.'il.

67. lie-nipt from the emperors Theodosius II.

and valentinian in. to Ajiion, bishop oi

Syene and Klephantine, in reply to his

petition for protection. Iteference is

made to churches on the island of Phihe.

A.I). 4-_>:> 4.'>o. Leydcn Pap. X (\Vilcken,
Anhii' fttr Papyrusforschunff, i. 396 if.).

68. Christian amulet, including the Louis
Prayer, (ith cent. Papyrus found at

Heracleopoli- in ISU'.I, but since burnt

(ib. p. 4-_".ltl. . where references are given
to other amulet-).

v. V.u.n: in im: PAPYRI. The direct value to
b.blical science of the papyri above enumerated
can be hrielly estimated. The earlier biblical

fragments (those of the 4th cent, or earlier) are
too few and too -mall to be of much textual

importance; but -o far a- they go their evidence
in the NT support- the now dominant textual

theory associated with the name- of \Ve-tcott and
Moit. They range themselves with the Codices

XI! and their allies, thus supporting not merely the

t\| f text which \VM have shown to be earlier

than the Textile Iteceptus. but that particular form
ot it iXVH's, ' Neutral )

which there is good reason

to as-ociate with Kgypt. In tin: ( >T nearly all the

p:i|>\iu- tia-mi'iit- vet discovered are later than
tin- great vellum uncials, and throw no new light
on the textual problems of the LXX; but No. 1'J

i- noticeable as containing a Hexaplaric text, with

the earliest extant specimens of the symbols u-cd

by (Irigen. Outside the range of the canonical

books, the Yienna fragment (No. -3) is too -mall

to admit of any secure deductions ;
but the'Logia'

I

.1
|i\

1 11- is exceptionally in I ei c-t M rj, though there

i- no evidence to establish either. the immediate
source of its contents or the amount of authenticity
which can le allowed to them. The ' Ascension of

Isaiah' MS is al-o of considerable value a- the

only extant witness to the Creek text of the work ;

ami the same may lie -aid, to a less degree, of the

Henna- fragments No. -Jsi. The other theological

papyri do not amount to MTV much.
The greater part, however, of the value of the

papyri lies in another direction, and arises Imm
the'light which they throw on the circumstances
under which the L.XX and the NT were \\ ril ten

and circulated in the earlier ages. Occasionally
I hey provide us with direct evidences of early
Christianity, as in the ca-e of Nos. lil-tiS in the

foregoing li-t ; but the indirect evidence i- greater.
both in bulk and in impoiiance. In the Creek

papyri of the Ptolemaic period \\eha\e a ma-- of

document-, literary and mm literary, written in

(he very country in w Inch the LXX w a- piodm cd

and at the very same lime, and showing u- bolh
how books were written at that time and what
manner of Creek was spoken by the loivigu rc.-i

dents in Kgypt. Similaily. n the jiapyri of Ilia

early Roman period, from the l-t to tin- itl ..... i
,

We ha\e examph-s of hook-, li-llel-, and liU-ilie-s

documents eonieiiiporary with the liter- ol i lie

NT hook-, and illustrating the method- ol hook

production and hook circulation In-line the adop-
tion ni vellum and the date of the great vellum
uncial- which are the foundation of our textual

knowledge. The ic-nlts call he indicated only
in outline within the limit- ol this article.

(<0 I.ii/i/nitii-. Previous to the great ili-co\. i n-s

of papyri, it was usual to treat bihlical Creek as

11 tiling apart, due to a combination of llel n-w

inlluenccs with the common Creek dialect, which

operated only in Hellenistic (Jewish-Greek) circles.

There is, no douht, a considerable amount of

truth in this view. Hebrew idioms naturally in-

llneiiced the translators of the I,XX, ami acquaint-
ance with the L.XX naturally allected the style of

the writers of the NT: but it is a view which re-

quire- modification. The papyri show us the dia-

lect of ( Ireek Kgypt in many forms, the lanjruaye
of the Covernmeiit official, of the educated private

person, of the dwellers in the temples, of the

peasantry in the villages ; and in many of them,
which cannot be suspected of being subject to

Jewish influences, we tind words and phrases
previously known only in the LXX or the NT.
Tliu- the 'instrumental' use of the preposition iv

by St. Paul in 1 Co 4'-'
1

(iv ydflSt? l\0u irpo? 6/ias) has

habitually been regarded as a Hebraism ; yet an
exact parallel to it occurs in a group of petitions
from a village in the Fayum (Tehtunis Papp. Hi' 4

41 5 45" 4G 15 47"' 12 48' 9
Moppeiocs aw dXXon Tr\tloai ev

/ia^aipais Trapaytvofj.(voi', fTrcXtfwf Ai'Koy avf d\\ois tv

STT,\O<S, ir.T.X.). Another papyrus from the same

neighbourhood (50
la

) contains the expression eiri-

f(aXiic ffiWxwfffx, in the sense 'he turned to" and
blocked up' (a canal), which may be compared
w ith the obscure use of the same participle in Mk
14'- Kal eiri/JaXuiv f/cXaiei'. Prof. A. Ueissmanu, who,
if not the tirst to notice this topic of interest in the

papyri, was the first to develop it at length, has

given the following list of words occurring in the

LXX or NT, the use of whieli is elucidated or con-

tinued by the papyri :

ay-yap :cu, doeX^us (of members of religious com-

munities), dooXos, a.O(Trj<Tts, aK'ara-yi'waTos, dfj.tTav6-rjTOft

(Xfai^dXai'TOJ, dirtX^Trrujp, dvri\7j^ii^ts, dir^ui, dp^-eros,

dpxt^wjLtaro0l'Xa^, aVjrds"o/iat, &tpfffis (i'Sdru?^), yrf fv

u',;,, ,;.i (but here I). 's explanation cannot be accepted,
the phrase meaning land not held directly of the

king), j3a<rTdfw, fjcfSaiuffis, yii>T]tJ.a., yoyyi'fa, ypanfia.-

Tei'ij, ypd<pu (ytypawrai), 5idooxos, ota/cora;, 5tuJpr{,

Soniiuos, ia.v( =&"), W. e\aiwv, ds (
= dat. conimodi),

eVra^iao'TTJs, CITCL'^IS, i/uTriov?fpyo5tuKTr]s, (purav (
= re-

quest), HffOiiffis, euiXaros, 6efJL(\ior, Ka&aptx dirb, Kard-

npifui., Kvpuucia, \etrovpyia, \ixfidu, Xi^ (
= west, which

is normal in the papyri), Xo-yfia, nerd Kai (or ai>v nai),

fiiKpjs (=iunior), i>eJ0i-roi, mftos (
= nome, the teiri-

lorial division of Egypt), 6voft.a. (in such phrases aa

Irrtiita tit T>> roO ^airiX^us exo/ia), 6<fiei\ri, 6fuviov,

,

^*oi', ireptarainj, TTfpiTfpvfffdat (but D. s interpretation
of 4<n)fios as = dirfpiTf/uKTrros is untenable), diro ripivt,

Trf)\vt (genitive TTTJX^''), iroriir/iit, irpa-y^a (x<tv, irpdK-

rup, vpfff^iTfpot (designating an official), irptOtais

,

s, <ro\<5dp:ov, <r\rfytriis (as court-title), ITIM-

p, ffvvtxu, <T<ppa.yiu, ff(pvpis, ff^na. (
= slave),

!. vila 0cou (used as title of Augustus), wro-

( =ass), vTroTr&Siov, ijiiXos(as court-title), xcfa-v/ia,

In addition to the light thus thrown on the

" iTi^>.ai mijlht also be taken to mean '

heapinir up (earth)' ;

I. n! the ' onilmetioM without un ohjict wmilif l>u Btnngv. and
i soinewh:it Ututoto^iual, Bince <r^. v.*?i. aioiie

would ^i\u the amc sense.
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vocabulary of the Greek Bible, the papyri furnish
evidence with regard to the orthography and the

grammatical forms in use in Ptolemaic and Roman
Egypt ; but on these topics it is impossible to say
much until the work of classifying the materials

provided by the papyri has proceeded further than
is at present the case. A beginning of the ap-

plication of the material to biblical study has
been made by A. Thumb (Die sprachgeschichtliche
St'-lliinii ill's liiblisi'lu'ii GrierMsch).

(/>) Historical. On the historical side, the papyri

provide a mass of information with regard to the

usages, official and private, of Egypt under Ptole-

maic and Roman rule, which from time to time
throws light on the biblical narrative. We have
letters with which to compare those which St. Paul
wrote to his fellow-Christians ; some of them re-

calling, by the number of salutations with which

they conclude, the terminations of the Epistles to

the Romans or Colossians (e.g. Brit. Mus. Pap.
404) ; others, in which a large autograph signature
closes a letter written by a scribe, illustrating St.

Paul's expressions in Gai 6" (c.(j. Brit. Mus. Papp.
311, 413). We have official, legal, and business

formula' in large numbers, including, for example,
reports from one magistrate to another, similar to

that sent by Claudius Lysias to Felix (Ac 2328"30
,

where it may be observed that the doubtful word
of salutation, fppwa-o, in v. 30

, which is omitted by
the best MSS, is decisively condemned by Egyptian
usage, which admitted the use of this phrase only
in letters addressed to an inferior). We have
records of trials before magistrates, including
brief summaries of the speeches of counsel, which
recall the report of the speech of Tertullus in

Ac 24=ff
-. The double name of St. Paul (SaOXos 6

KO.I IlaOXos) ceases to be remarkable or to cause any
difficulty, when we find in the Egyptian census-

lists scores of such double names, showing that it

was customary for the natives of Oriental pro-
vinces to assume a Greek or Roman name in

addition to that which they had among their own
people (e.g. 'HpwSiys 6 KO.I IIerei'e0p?}s, 'IfftSwpoy 6 Kal

Haras, K.T.X.). The same census-records throw an

interesting light on the census of Quirinius recorded

in Lk 2'-. They prove that a census was held every
14 years in Egypt under Roman rule, at least as far

back as A.D. 20 ;
while at the same time all tlie ex-

tant indications tend to show that this system did

not exist under the Ptolemies. It is natural, there-

fore, to regard these facts as having some bearing
on tiie statement in Luke ; but the only attempt to

work out the problem in detail is that of Prof. W.
M. Ramsay (Was Christ born at Bethlehem? 1898,

p. 131 11'.). A.D. 5-6 (the Egyptian year beginning
on Aug. 2vl), the date of the unquestioned governor-

ship of Quirinius, is one of the census-_years : B.C.

10-9, the natural date for the immediately pre-

ceding census, is too early for the Nativity ; hut

Ramsay argues that the special circumstances of

Juda?a under Herod's rule would account for the
census having lieen held a few years later in that

province probably in B.C. 6. Complete evidence

on the subject is not yet forthcoming ; but the
instance is suggestive of the way in which the

papyri may elucidate the chronology of the NT."
(<) Textual. Yet another branch of biblical study

which is illustrated by the papyri is that of tin-

history of the text. They furnish us with number-
less examples of Greek writing of the period in

which the LXX and NT were produced, and enable
us to realize the conditions under which books cir-

culated in the early ages of the Christian Church ;

and thereby they suggest a natural explanation of

the genesis, at a very earl}
7
date, of the divergent

*
They may also assist Patristic chronology ; e.g. Justin's

A!>!O<III is *ixed to a point shortly after A.ri. IfiO by the men-
tion of the prefect Munatius Felix in Brit. Mus. Pan. o58.

types of text which we find already established by
the time that our most ancient ve'.lum codices were
written. This topic has, however, been already
dealt with (see art. WRITING in vol. iv. pp. 151,

952), and need not be reconsidered here.

vi. COPTIC PAPYRI.* The importance of the

Coptic versions of the Bible for the purposes of

textual criticism is well known (see vol. i. p. u'72) ;

but, as in the case of Greek MSS, the majority of

the Coptic biblical MSS are on vellum. Only one
Bohairic papyrus (a number of small fragments of

a Psalter of the 10th cent., divided between the

British Museum and the Rylauds Library) is in

existence ; all the rest are in theSahidic or Middle

Egyptian dialects. With one or two notable ex-

ceptions, to be named below, the biblical papyri
hitterto discovered are small and unimportant
fragments. On the other hand, (.'optic papyri
have proved unexpectedly valuable in respect of

apocryphal writings (some orthodox and others

heretical) which were hitherto unknown, or known

only by name and in a few quotations ; while they
also include a considerable number of Patristic

texts and a very large quantity of documents bear-

ing upon monastic and ecclesiastical life in Upper
Egypt. Catalogues of these papyri are, however,
still almost wholly wanting, so that no complete
lists can be given : the following are the most
notable individual MSS of which the existence has

yet been notified :

1. Brit. Mus. MS. Or. 5000 ; a large and com-

plete codex, containing the entire Psalter in the

Sahidic diaiect. Prob. 7th cent. Edited by E.

A. W. Budge (The earliest known Oijjtic Psultcr,

London, 1898). Its text agrees markedly with

that of the largest Greek papyrus Psalter (No. G,

above).
2. Brit. Mus. MS. Or. 5984 ; part of a very large

codex, containing considerable portions of the

Sapiential books (Prov., Eecles., Song, Wisdom,
Sirach), with one small fragment of Job, in

Sahidic. Portions of the Song. Wisdom, ami

Sirach are wholly new, and in the other books

the text sometimes differs from that published.
Prob. 7th cent. Described in tlie forthcoming
catalogue of Coptic, MSS in the British Museum,
by Mr. W. E. Cram.

3. Sixteen leaves (apparently out of an original

32) of a papyrus book at Cairo, containing a nar-

rative of the Resurrection and conversations be-

tween our Lord and the disciples. It appears to

purport to be a document issued by the Apostles
to the Church in general, for its information. It

is orthodox in teaching, and directed against
the early Gnostics_,

Cerinthus (MS Kipipflo;) and

Simon being mentioned by name. The MS may
be assigned to the 4th or 5th cent., the work itself

to the first half of the 2nd cent, Described by
C. Schmidt (Sitziinffsb. rl. B:rl. Ah id. 1S95, p.

705 ft'.), but not yet published.
4. Papyrus at Heidelberg, containing the Actn

Paul! in Sahidic, and showing that (1) the Acts of

Paul and Thecla, (2) the apocryphal correspondence
between Paul and the Corinthians. (3) the -!/'</-

tijrium Pauli, all hitherto generally regarded as-

independent works (but cf. opinions quoted by
Harnack, Altfhrist. Litteratnr, i. 12S fi'. ), are

really parts of this early and popular romance,
which for a time circulated with the canonical

books. Prob. 7th cent. Desciibcd by ('. Schmidt

(Xeue Hcirlc/bcrijer Jahrbiicher, vii. 21711., 1S97),

but not yet published.
5. Twenty-two leaves of a book, partly at Berlin

and
] partly at Paris, in Akhmimic dialect, con-

taining (a) an anonymous vision of Heaven arid

Hell, 'imperfect at the beginning and perhaps at

* For information with regard to this section the present
writer is inm-li indebted to Mr. W. E. C'rum
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tlif i -inl
:
iM

]
n

i.].!
ii i -ir- nl tin- history of tin- "i M

anil the ruining "I A n I irln i.-t ami Messiah, I'M! u li'il

\|.IM als pse ni Kli.i-.' A. Saliidic papyrus at Paris
contains six |ea\es ol tlir latter work, coinciding
with anil supplementing tin; Akhmiinic .MS, to-

getliei with (HI- li-ai' ni tin. .\poeal\pse ui Xeph-
uni.'ili. Tin' \l.h. Ms is assigned in tlie -llh ."illi

cent., the Sail. til till' ."llh (tin- |Hllih-llril tarsiniile,

would perhaps l-alhi-r suggest tin 1 -llh rrnt. Im the

I'm i IHT ami I hi 1 1'in I nf I In- ."ilh fur t hi' la I I '-I i. Pub-
lished l.y Sli-iinliirll i /'. .,/, n. l'iiti'i:i., N. !'. ii. .'!",

ii. Papyrus at Strassburg, containing two muti-

lated leines ol an a poei \ pha 1 ( lospel ill Salliilic',

which, however. lllelc 1- Im reason til identify
(with tin 1 cililnri with tin' tins],e| according to

ihr r'.gyptians. Thi' narrative appears tu relate

tn the |i..|iinl Int ween the Kesin reition anil the
ASCI -n-i'iii. 'I'll'- pap\rus i- of the ."illi-lith cent.,
lint there seems iin iea-on to place the compos]! ion

of the (lospel earlier ihaii the :>rd cent. Published
l.\ \. .Iaeoli\ 1 1-', in ncues Ei-nii'i I" nli'ii'inK nf

,

Strassburg, 1900)
7. 1'ai'yni- at Turin, containing the Ilist'i 1'ilnli

or (
;.i-iiri ui Nil o<h 'in u- in Salliilic, of w Inch ( I reek

ami l.atiu texts are alreaily e\tant. Published by
!'. Kn-si (1 l'n/iiri >'/,/, ,1,1 .I/H.V. ,, I'.,a. n,, I, Torino,

1887).
s. rapynis at lierlin, containing ("I the Evan

u ealleil the .I/" ,'. ryphon Johan
~ ' '

~^"''ila 'lyTOu Xpuror, ('i lli'i.'ej Ile'rpou, in

Sahiilie. 1'riili. ."ilh eenl. 1 he l'.rini>l> // nni Mufin
is ipluleil (without titlel liy Irena-lls ( i. '_'!!) as a

(Innstic wink, ami is consequently eailier than
l-il-i: ]S."|. This di-cmel\ is especially inl elest illL:

a- eiiahling us iii lest the accuracy with \\hii-li

Iremeiis i epri"-rnt s his opponents views. lie-

si'iilieil liy ('. Si hiniilt \Sit .IIHIIX.'I. <!. li-'i-I. Al; nl.

Is'.i'i. p. "vi'.lll. '

: tin- ll/jafis l\(Tfoi< has recently heen
iiuhlisln il hy him (Text >>. I 'nti rs., N. I

1

', ix. 1." liiuji,

but the other treatises ha\e not yet appenreil.
il. liruee (Iiio^lic I'jipyi'us, at (>\fonl, cuntaiii-

iheto ' books of Jeu,' a work akin to the

I,
lull earlier in ilate, lieloii^iii^' proli

alily to llir lir-t hall of the :!ii| eenl. ; i//ian 1111-

iiameil MOI k, si ii i leu hat earlier still, bein^ as^i^neil

liy Sehllliilt totheeml of I he 'Jin I cent . Until ale
ill S'lhiilie ilialeet. Accnnlin^ toSehniiilt, the ln-l

belongs i" the Se\erian type of (iimsticisin ; ihe
sei ...... 1 to the Uinilfeil, but lint, iilelitieal, Selhite-
Arehnntiean 1 \ pe. Ktlitud by I'. Seliniiilt (TU,
IM. \iii. 1892).
M. I'apyrus at St. I'eteislniri;, cnntainin;; frag-

ment ~ i it

apocryphal
Act - of i he Apo-i le-, \ \/.. i he

Acts nf r.artliolninew, I'hilip, ami Amlrew ami
Matthew, in AUhiiiiniic. l-'.ilile.l by II. von l.eniin

\llull. ili' r. \i-nil. lin/i. </.< Set nets 'If- Ht. Peters-
(in rii, nnnv. sei. I. N... I. 1890).

II. r..ip\niai Leyden, containing (a) a magical
prayer ami exoni-ni at t ril.utcil I" St. liie^nrv:
i//i the correspondence "t I'lm-t ami AK^ar, in

Sahiilie. K.liteil liy rievteaml lloe-ei . I/..

<''ii>i<^ I/H MH-.I it'. I iiiii/ii,
'.

, ./ Leide, Is'.'T. \i.

4(1 II I.

!_'. lirit. Mil-. MS. Or. .'iiiil, a lar^-e ami coin-

iilcte i-oile\ of 17-1 leave*, containing leu ralri-tic

homilies, in Sahiilie. |)e*i i il .1 in l'inm> eata-

1 1,'_ lie ill I

'opt ie M S"i ill I he lil il l-ll Mll-elllll.

lit. liiit. Mn-. I 'a p. :!ii, loiilHinin^ the Canons
nl \thalia~ills. ill Sahiilie. I ICM-I il ieil hy CIUIH,

n/1. i-il
. ami lo be eiliieil by him Bluntly in the

puhlicatinns nf t he Te\l ami Translation .s, ,,.|ei \ .

11. I'apyru* at Turin, cnntainiiej lie- l.iie ol

Athalia-ui- ami records nf the r,,iinril nl Nir;ia.

Liliteil by !'. Uo-si :/ /'ii/in-i Capti, 1884).
l."l. l.i't;em|s nt -alllt~. llolllilies, ete., in pap\li,

at Turin, eiliteil by Koi. op, cit, ilss.'i IVI-J'.

The numeiiiiis papyri iniostly small cniitain-

in^' letters ami nth i iloeiiiuenl - which illu-t rate

eeele-ia-lieal life ill I'^'ypt, fall OUlaldu the si o[ie
ol I Iii- ai tide.

LITIRATUBB. Kenyon, f'nlifitjniiihi/ n/ f:rr>-!

eh. i.; lln- ;uni!l:il .1

|i]<
>r:i! :>'ii l-'ni'il, ni'-litilai^ Nri-:im,s .HI ;i:i i

'
,

.mil I 'III :

'

.

a-
i before i-r; :u.'l

'

I

IiTiiliir VMM ill N Tii.r .l;iliri-n bis 1898' (in ,l,tlif :>. u. <1
. t-'-n-t-

I
,

'

: I

s-\ iimur ilr Rice],
'

I :n Hi -MII Papyroloj -j'H-
1

'

in [In: I; <

.1 mli'iai.M i \\', '.: lr..!n I'.i 'i I ; .1 ;

i ken (from 190U); DeisBmann, /.'"'-

..... I A. in Hilt* Eudiei :

17), n b i.ni;. Ir. of

liotll serici by A. Grieve (liible She''" 11)01); Miiuli.in,
1

(iriiiiinrirn :il Noi.-s Iroin the Papyri,' in ?/ <

\>. ::l. Ill, Expositor, Apr. 1901 and Feb. lOUJ ;
(lie prni"ip^l

publications ol i'i]>'.ri (Kirvpt Kxploration l-'uinl. liriiisli

Mu-i-iini. I: HIII M : i uni, Hainer collection at Vienna, Lord
Amli. i-r s collection, etc.); and works cited in the GO
thi3 artidc - F. G. KENMiN.

WAGES. The usual OT term for 'wages' is i:y

sdk/iar; less frequent ly the cognate rrpysnuw^
ami ,-^VD /!' nllnli. ;:rx 'i-tlmrin is the rewnnl paiil
to a prostitute. As wages are the price paiil or the
re\ianl uneii for labour, T~9 meltir, 'price,' may
sometimes* I" 1 translated 'wages' or c nire' ; and

conversely the terms for 'wages' are som
translated ' reward. 't The usual NT term is /j.urt'6s,

misthos. The trriu fyuviov, opsijnion, is translated

'wages' in I.k ;i" (of soldiers), Ro 618 (' the wages
of sin is ileaih'), and '2 Co II8

. According to

Sanday-Headlam on Ro 6~
J

, ty&vi.oi>
'

=(1) "provi-
si ..... mincy, ration-money, or the rations in kind
e.iven to trnnps"; (2) in a more general sense,

It is used in the Apocrypha of wages
pa nl 10 soldiers. J
(A) OLD TESTAMENT. There are only a few re-

ferences to wages in the Old Testament, because in

Israel, as in the ancient world geneialh . mo-i work
was done either by members of tin 1

family or by
slaves. We may, however, take '

wages' in a broad
sense as the price of labour without regard to the
status of the labourer. From this point of view
we may consider wages as paid to li\e classes: (i.)

the farmer and his family living chiefly on the
a' iiia 1

]
u oi luce of their work ; (ii.) relations outside

the family in its narrow modern sense; (iii. (slaves;

(iv.) priests, soldiers, hired labourers, etc., giving
all their time to a master

; (v.) craftsmen, smiths,

carpenters, etc., working for ditlerent customers.
It may be as well to say at once that the available

data are extremely meagre, so that only general
stalemeiits are possible.

i. A fanning family living chiefly by its own
labour on its own land depended for the return

for its labour on its industry, the fertility of the

land, and the stage of development of agriculture.
These, of course, varied : for the general condition

of things, see AGRICULTURE (in vol. i.), PALKSTIXK
in vol. iii.), etc. Hut the accounts which we have

nl the families of Saul and of Jesse of ISethlehem
-u-ui st that in earlier times the yeomen-farmers,
as we should call them, obtained a good return for

ilen labour. The prophets of the h cent. (Is 3 14

i I" . Am 28-8 39 - Ju 5"- u)and the Book of Nehe-
miali i cli. 5) show that towards the close of the

monarchy, and after the lieturn, the small farmers
wen 1 hardened with various charges, taxes, usury,
eli , and hardly made a livelihood.

ii. Remuneration of dependents. There were
oi ten associated with the actual family, more
distant relations and other dependents. These
shared the work and the life of the family, prob-

ttbly, as a rule, on no fixed terms, but rce

as e should say, board and lodging; living
'

u.3

Mic.1. * f-y. Uu2".
: i M . ;- U32. and (apparently) 1 Es4.
5 Thi.. is ralhcr an inference lor the period ot the close of till

-hy.
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one of the family,' but often with inferior comfort
and less consideration. Tims the '

poor relation
'

would be provided for ; and ' the poor within thy
gates and the Levite,' who are so often commended
to the chanty of the pious Israelite (Ex 23", Dt
12">-

1!l 14-6-'9 15'- 8
), would no doubt he expected to

render some service to their benefactors. Thus
Moses kept the Hocks of his father-in-law Jcthro
(Ex 3') ; and Jacob, at the beginning of his sojourn
with Laban, rendered similar service for board and
lodging (tin 29 10

). The sequel (cf. iv.) shows that

dependents might also become hired servants at
lixed wages.

iii. Remuneration ofslaves. Their remuneration,
like that of the previous class, consisted of 'all

found,' and varied according to the circumstances,
character, and goodwill of the master. We should

gather that the slaves were well treated, as is

commonly the case in the East. See also art.

SERVANT in vol. iv.

iv. Wages of hirelings in continunl employment.
The class of whom we read most are the priests ;

their wages in earlier times consisted of a share of

the sacrifices, and of freewill offerings. Probably,
as a rule, either a priest had land as a family in-

heritance, or the sanctuary held land. Some priests
received a stipend from the owners of a private or
tribal sanctuary. Moses' grandson was hired by
Micah of Ephraim to be priest of his sanctuary
for a yearly salary of 10 pieces of silver (shekels),
a suit of clothes, and his board and lodging (.lg
17 1 "' 12

). No doubt this was fairly liberal ; yet when
the Danites invited him to go with them ' he was
pleased

'

(Polychrome Bible), probably expecting a

larger income. Thus he became priest of the

sanctuary of the northern Danites at Dan. The
Priestly Code has very large ideas as to the proper
revenues of priests and Levites, but these were
never fully realized ; see art. PRIESTS AND LEVITES
(in vol. iv.), 8f, 10 b.

In early times there were no professional soldiers :

probably the leader or the king may have made
some contribution of provisions or arms to the levy
engaged in actual warfare. The chief wage of the
soldier was plunder. The bodyguard, the foreign
mercenaries, and the forces of horsemen and
chariots must have received some regular pay and
have been provided with fodder and stabling, hoard
and lodging (1 K 426- -8

). In 2 Ch 256 Ama/iah hires

100,000 mercenaries for 100 talents of silver ; the

hiring would be for a single campaign, which might
perhaps last a month. The wages of a successful
soldier would be augmented by royal gifts, as in
the case of David (1 S IT 25

), and grants of land.
Thus we read in 1 S 814f ' ' The king will take your
fields, and vineyards, and oliveyards, even the best
of them, and will give them to his servants. And
he will take the tenth of your grain, and of your
vineyards, and give to his officers, and to his

servants.'

Little is said about the pay of other classes of

hirelings. Jacob purchased a wife by seven years'
service (Gn 29 18

), and of course had 'all lounil
'

during the period ; afterwards he was paid by a

portion of the increase of the flock (30
:llff

) ; but
we do not know the normal price of wives ; it

probably depended on the eagerness of the would-
be son-in-law.
The hireling is not referred to in the JE legisla-

tion (Ten Commandments, Book of the Covenant,
etc.), so that, apparently, work for wages was rare
in early times. It increased with the growth of
civilization. The hirelings were sufficiently numer-
ous to be the subject of ordinances in the later

codes, Dt 2414
,
Lv 22 10

(H), Ex 12 4S
(P). The pay-

ment of wages would be increased by the attempt
of the Priestly Code (LvSo39 '55

) to minimize slavery
amongst the Jews. The hireling seems to have

been at the mercy of his employers as to the
amount of his wages, and even as to getting them

paid at all. Laban changed Jacob's wages ten

times (Gn 31'). Both the Prophets and the Law
intervene on behalf of the wage-earner (Dt 24 14

,

Jer 22 la
,
Mai 35

) ; he was to he paid promptly,
nsnallv, as it seems, at the end of each day (Dt
2415

, Lv 19U ,
Job T-), but Lv -25 refers to a ' servant

hired year by year.' The hireling was considered
inferior in industry to a slave, of whom it is said

in Dt 1518 ' to the double of the hire of a hireling
hath he served thee.' In the earlier periods of

Israelite history, when almost every family had
its own land, it would be the exceptionally poor
' ne'er-do-well

' who was on bad terms with his kin,

or the foreigner, that hired himself into service.

Dt 24 14
speaks of the hireling as 'poor and needy

. . . of thy brethren or of thy strangers.' Natur-

ally the connexion of the hireling with the family
was less close than that of the slave ; he has no
share in the family sacra ; he may not eat the

passover (Ex 124S
[!']); nor may the hired servant

of a priest eat the holy food (Lv 22 1U
). When we

consider these facts, together with the control of

the labour market by the employer, and the full

advantage which the latter took of the situation,

we may be sure that the usual rate of wages
afforded only a hare subsistence to the free labourer.

The description of the miserable condition of the

working classes in Job 24 1
' 12 will refer to hired

servants. In the case of the corvee, or compulsory
service for public works, no wages were paid be-

yond food and lodging. The corvfe was used by
Solomon to build the temple (IK 5 13 124

), and
doubtless by other kings and nobles (Jer 22' 3

).

v. Wages for occasional pieces of work. Pro-

phets, priests, judges, etc., received payment under
different names for the occasional services rendered

by them to their clients (Mic 3"). These payments
or fees were variously known as gifts, shares of

victims (cf. above), or even bribes. The gifts or

bribes varied with the importance of the occasion,

the wealth of the giver, and the standing of the

recipient. Saul considered that Samuel would

accept a quarter of a shekel as a sufficient fee for

information about his lost asses (1 S 9s
). Jeroboam's

wife going to Ahijah, disguised as an ordinary
woman, took him ' ten loaves, and cracknels, and
a cruse of honey' (1 K 14J ). But the princes who
consulted Joseph (Un 41 41

'-), Balaam (Nn 22 17
), and

Daniel (Dn 26 5 16
), made them munificent otters of

wealth, power, and honour.
There are references to various kinds of crafts-

men who must have worked '

by the job' so to

speak, especially to smiths and carpenters, but we
are not told how they were paid. Judah's payment
of a kid to Tamar (Gn 38'") may be mentioned
here.

Code of Hammurabi. This code, which is dated ahout B.C.

2285-224'.! (Johns), includes provisl'uis as to the fees to be paid
to doctors and builders; and as to the wages of boatmen,

reapers, threshers, shepherds, labourers, brickmakers, uu.oi>,

stonecutters, and carpenters ;
and as to the hire of oxen, cows,

waggons, and boats. If a doctor performs for a n >ble a suc-

cessful ope ation for a wound or an abscess in the eye, he

receives ten shekels of silver ;
if for a poor man, five ; if tor a

slave, two. But if the noble dies or loses his e.ve, the doctor's

hands are cut off; in the ca--e of a slave, the doctor replaces
him if he dies ; pays half his price if he loses his ey. For
minor operations, the doctor receives five, three, or two shekels,

according to the rank of his patient. A cow- or sheep-d >eU)r

receives one-sixth of a shekel of silver for a cure, and pays the

owner a quarter of the animal's value if it dies. A builder is to

be paid in proportion to the size of the house ; and if it collapses

through faulty construction and the owner is killed, the builder

is to be put to death ; if other damage is caused, suitable com-

pensation is to be paid.

Oxen, boatmen, reapers, threshers, and shepherds were hired

for the year ; the hire for the ox being 4 iinr
* of corn, of a

boatman or thresher 6, of a reaper or shepherd 8.

There were also hirings by the day, as follows : (a) reckoned

*
Worth, according to Johns, a shekel of silver per gut.
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In ka " of cunt; for tlirrstiiiif,'. n\ -jn, , t ss 1 i. .-:ilf 1 ; oxen,
w:ixk' 11 ". ^"'1 driver. ISH; or un^'-on, 40

; if,) re. -k I in . t

sih 'T ; boat, 3
; carpenter, 4 ; tailor, lirirkiink- r, i .r stoni .-utter,

5; labourer, for first IU r tlis of tl,, \..ir, t,
;
(or 11.

Hev en month*, .V A freiu'lit | M1 .tt to ,':irrv t'tti ./ur of corn .'ouM
1.. lnr.'.l f.-r our si xi h ,,f .i sli.-K.-l ;i <l,i\ .

In tins r.HJi- iiiiLiiv regulations .in l.ti.l down fl '

III I If ix s 11. 1 .1* t.. ill . .1 ni.-nt or tin- provision nun It- for

\hetr rn.untenLin.-e. hut \M m i\ ni-luiU- that they were treated
l.llh I In- .-onilm-At IVe II -Ulll\ Illlil . sl.l.T.ltloll MsllilK ,i

tonle.l to till-Ill In Illi- .ill i. lit K,st. Ko[ .'.M|C

implies tint ;i ninst.T uoii.il I,,- willing to p;i\ two shekels, or
t In' e.|iiivalent of t tin . u tli~'u. ,,;.- to * r>h.']>lien!, (or tin-

run- of ;i sU\e. Moreover, if u slave married a tree woman, the
ehihlren were free.

ll uill ! Moti.e.l that wains', as in nn<li;cval codes, are fixed

by law. We in. iv siinniKe, trnni the Jin;ilo^\ of (lie Mi. Mir A-es,
tint th.-H.- regulations \\.-r.- Mi:nle In tin- interests of Ihr . n

plovers ; anil that, pr:u'ti,-allv ,
tin- rutes u\ed \\ere a niininiuin,

anil that higher wu^es were often paid.

(11} THK Ai'oriEYi'ii.v AVI) THK XK\V TESTA-
MKNT. Tin- references Ill wages ill lllr Apocrypha
:unl llir New Testament ale still comparatively
few. iiiul .In mil suggest (hat any very important
changes had taken

|>!iii-r.

i. The farmers, etc.. profited by tin- order main-
tiiiiiiil liy thr K. .111:111 government ami the HeroiU.
but probably this advantage waa more tlian counter
balanced l>\ t In- \M'iuht of taxation anil the fraudu-
lent extortions of tin 1

i>uliliean>.
ii. Dppendents, poor relations, etc., prohahly

Were very lull, h it) tile ~:\li' |i>it ion iis of olil.

iii. .x/'iiv.v were still well treated in the Ka>t, and

fairly well when serving in I lie household* of ( Ireeks
or e\en Romftna, t>ut tin- provision made for ^la\es

working in laelories or on lar^e farms, or mannino
ships, was often scanty and sordid. C'f. art. SKI: VAN T
in vol. iv.

iv. (('<./. i paidfor continuous ftrvice. In To .">"

tlie atiu'el Uaphael, profe*~in^ himself to be il

member of a distinguished .Jewish family akin to

Tohit, is hired by the latter ;is travelling com-

panion to his son. and subsequently sent to collect

a lar^'e debt ;
so I hat hired -ervanl s were sometimes

placed in position* of tru>t. Raphael's wa^es \vere

to' In- a drachma a day and '"all found.' with the

promise of a IKMIIIS at the end of the en^a^'ement
if lie o.'tve salisiaction. Similarly, the labourers in

the vineyard ( Mt 'Joi received nili-nnrinn or denarius,
\v bus,. \ a I ue \vas the same as that of the drachma
'in ordinary tr:'ii-aetioii-' lait. MOXKV in vol. iii.

]i.
4'_'S' i. The shekel contained rather more silver

than a halfcrown, and the denarius alnmt J as
much silver as a shilling; jirobahly, too, the
labourers received food. The mere statement of
the weight of silver, however, tells us nuthinx as
to real wa".es ; and to a. lar^'e extent our data
rather serve to lix the value of silver than the
real wa^es of labour. If we may reckon the price
of wheat in NT times at fioni liK to tl a

iiuarter, a denarius or drachma, about ll'.d. a

lay. with food, would In- very roughly equivalent
to the jiTe-eiit vva'jes ..i a London e!iarvv onian,
iibout Js. :i day with food, wheat beino about -J'.ls.

il ipiiirter.

We are told t tliat before the time of .Julius
C;e>iir a foot -.ol, lier was paid

* of :i denarius a

day, a centurion .
:i boise soldier a denarius;

that these Wil"es were doubled by .Itllills Ciesjir,

and further increased l,v \ ii^u-t us, and a":in by
Domitian. The I'ra'toriiin guards received double
P!IV.
There are various references to the payment of

\Vil".i- and the s,.]viee~ of \v a o
(

. ea 1 llel s. Sir '-'"

s|ie;iUs of the '

hireling who ^iveth thee his life'

(mar;;, xuil'). On t be ol her hand, w e iire liidden

(Sir :t7"i not to take counsel . . . wit h a hireling
in thy house about lini-hin;.' his work.' Il was
still neecssiiry ,Si r ,S4 '-"-'. and later still .la .Vi to

denounce those who kept back the ;i-esof their

:ti>t,i 1 ././r (Johns). t 180 U-l shekel (Johns}.
v'b Roman Antiyuifif.*, p. 'Ml.

luted -enaiits. Mereenai'v soldiers- atiiKiur in
I Mac r,

III Ml. 1-'" /ebeilee lias a pili.l crew ( HlffBuToi) for
his lishino lial ; and hired ~,-iv atil ~ . umWe i iip
in the pai i hie- ot ilie I'lodi-al Son l.k I.')

17 - 1:
'. ami

ol I lie I.a I mill els it, the \ IMevald Mt I'll
1 -

'). The
former implies that ibe hou-ebold of a wealthy niiin

included -everal hired servants ; and the latter, thai
then- was a class of tree labourers vvl.o were, as in

I he I lid Testament, hired and'pnid by t he day. So.

too, the reaper receives wages (,Jn 4 :l1
. .la '>' . The

-eiviee of the 'hireling' or free labourer is still

lightly esteemed :

' the hireling . . . fleet h because
he is an hireling, and caret II not for the sheep .In

10 IJ
) ; and the Aposi les style themselves ami their

fellow-Christians the 'slaves' (6ou\oi), never the
' hired servants,' of Christ. The preachers of the

gospel receive \\ages, 'hire' (fua0t>s), from men
whom they serve I,k JO7

,
2 Co 11", ITi 5 le

). Cod i-

said to give
'

1 1 ire 'or wages (Mt a 1 '-'

'20", He II" etc. );

on the other hand, there are 'the wages (6i/-uii/ia) of
sin

'

i Uo ti-'i and ' the wages (nvjOoi) of unrighteous-
ness {_' I' -J' etc.).

Mt 54 ' 'whosoever shall impress thee to go one
mile

'

implies the existence of the toreic or exaction
of forced labour.

v. The irntfcs of occasion (il service. The A|K>C-
rytiha and the New Testament give us no delinite
inhumation as to the payment for pieces of work
done by smiths, carpenters, etc.

LlTKlt.vTl'RF. Ewnld, Antiquities of Ixrnel, pp. 185, 217 f. ;

Nouiirk, Li'lirtnfh /IT lli'ti. Arch. i. pp. 221-250; Bcnzinj^er,
//. '. Arrfi. pp. 204-2^3: \V. H. Bennett,

' K."ononnc Conditions
ot tin- llel-rrvv Monairhv (I^abour),' in Thinker, April 18!.'J ;

C. H. \V. Johns. Tl,,: Uldett Uode uj' Lam in the Wia-td (Code oj
Hammurabi), 1903. \V H JJ KJf j,ETT .

SHIPS AND BOATS. l"n<ler the designation
'ships' are included in the liible vessels of iill

sixes, from the sea-going ships whose Phoenician
crews 'did their business in great waters' (Ps
In""'), and traded for kings Solomon and Hiram
(1 K !)-"'

'-" -H )from the head of the Calf of 'Akabali
in the Red Sea to Oi'imt in the Indian or Arabian
Sea, down to the mere fishing-boats of the Sea of
Tiberias (.In 6' 'Jl

1
; called Sea of Calilee in Mt

4 18
,
Mk T

3
', Jn 6 1

; and Lake of Cennesaret in

Lk 5'), such as that in which our Lord was
awakened from sleep during a storm and rebuked
the wind and sea and reproached His timid dis-

ciples for their want of faith (Lk 8 '"'*).
'

liont*
'

are men i loni'd in the AY only twice. The term
is applied once to what were, apparently, lake

Kshing-crafl (-In ('""' irXoidptov). It is used again,
in the story of St. Paul's voyage and shipwreck,
of the boat (<ri<d<f>ri) of a sea-going ship which was
hoisted up on account of bad weather after being
towed astern during the first part of the voyage
i Ac 'J7"

1

). This boat was afterwards lowered again
l.v i he crew of the ship, but cut adrift by the
soldiers on St. Paul's advice (vv.

30 ' K
).*

A. SHIPS OK THK Oi.u TESTAMKNT. It seems

pioper to make mention here, as belonging to tlie

category of '

ships,' although denominated an '.ark

("ni, of the huge three-decked vessel said to have
been built by Noah under Divine direction ilin

(>" 15 -

'"), and apparently without mast, sail, or any
means of steering or propulsion. It was to he oi

gopher wood (an unknown timber!, and was in-

i tided as a means of saving Noah and his family,
and such animals as were necessary for the pet

\
'

ferry-boat
'

is perhaps mentioned in 2 S 11>, it the SIT

.7^-,'n nnij,'! is correct, although such a meaning ot -"n^
1

is not founit elsewhere. But prob. WellbaiiMMi (followed by
hmiT, ft al.) is rii;ht in reading '.1 11^y;i.. 'uinl (hev i

..\.T tlie for*I.' This is implicitly sup|n.rt<il l.\ the I.XX *

T>. Af'Tu?>lC ('.f., llV .-olll llsl.il, of 1 ftlld

n, the reading adopted b.v Bjdde in SHOT).
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fetuation
of the species, from destruction by water.

f we assume the form of the ark to be conceived

as that of an ordinary ship, we have no historical

mention of its dimensions as given in Gn 615
being

exceeded until the construction of the Great
K'lxli i'ii steamship, built at Millwall by Brunei
in 1858, with accommodation for 4000 passengers,
and with a capacity of 24,000 tons, which is slightly
in excess of the apparent size of the ark. See,

further, art. FLOOD in vol. ii. p. 16. The earliest

Scripture mention of ships properly so called (mx)
is in Gn 49 ]3

, where Zebu] tin is spoken of in the

Blessing of Jacob as a haven for them. The next

is in Nu 2424
,
where the Balaam oracles speak of

ships from the coast of KITTIM as taking part in

the destruction of Assyria. These latter would
be ships of war as distinguished from comin'-i< i;il

o;ir*. Mr -chant ships are mentioned in 1 K 9 :ti

(cf.

10-- 'a navy of TARSHISH') ; and in Ps 107'-
3 '30 is

given thr heart-stirring description of a sailor's life

in a sea-going ship. In Pr 31 14 the foresight of the

thrifty housewife forms the point of comparison
In i \\rVu her and the merchant ships which bring

goods from afar. In I'r .Jo'-' the way of a ship in

the midst of the sea' is mentioned as one of the

four things which were too wonderful for the

writer. The absence of chart and compass, with

the sun and stars only for a guide to the Phtrnician

mariner, and these often, as in St. Paid's voyage
(Ac 27 20

), invisible, made the art of navigation a

mystery known only to those who, like these

c\prits, were gifted with the hereditary in-tiini

of their profession. Moreover, the pressure of the

wind on the sails from a direction opposed to the

ship's course, nevertheless urging her through the

water on the way she would go, seems almost as

wonderful as that the disposition of the muscles

and feathers of an eagle should enable it to soar

to invisible heights, or swoop to the earth in a

moment without apparent motion of its wings, or

that the slippery serpent should glide rapidly over

a smooth rock without any external means of

locomotion. In 1 K 9-" (II
2 Ch S 17

'-) and 10-- (I! 2 Ch
9-1

)
we have the account of the building of Solo-

mon's merchant ships at 'Ezion-geber at the

head of the Gulf of 'Akabah. and the furnishing
of them with experienced Phoenician pilots by
Hiram king of Tyre, the friend of Solomon's father,

David ; and of their voyage to Ophir and hark

with 420 talents of gold (equal to 2,583,000). The
last of the above passages has a notice of the tri-

ennial visit of Solomon's and Hiram's ships 'to

Tarshish,'* bringing back gold and silver (the

latter being considered so plentiful as to be re-

garded of no account), ivory, apes, and peacocks.
These were genuine sea-going ships, and the whole

of the above references, except those from Genesis

and Numbers, relate to the same century and to

the 40 years of Solomon's reign (c. 970-930 B.C.),

when Tyre was at the height of its prosperity, and
Shashank (Shishak) I., of the 2'Jnd dynasty, or his

immediate predecessor, was the ruling Pharaoh of

Egypt. Unfortunately, the Phoenicians have not

left us either literature or sculptures from which we
can form an idea of the kind of ships used on these

voyages ; nor have we any Assyrian representa-
tions of them until two centuries later in the time

of Hezekiah and Sennacherib, when all the sea

(rade of the Assyrians was in the hands of the

Phuenicians, who had also absorbed that of the

Egyptians (Herodot. i. 1). A century later still

The Chronicler here confuses a 'ship of Tarshish' (i.e. a

large vessel fitted to go long voyages) with a ship going to

Ttirahiati. Wherever the latter port was, whether (as most

believe) Mcnti.-al with Tartessus in Spain, or Tarsus, or some
district in Greece or Italy, it could not have been reached l>\ a

vessel sailing from 'Ezion-geber unless by circumnavigating <>n

every ground a most unlikely supposition] the continent of

Africa.

Ezekiel (27
5"s

) speaks of the royal merchant 'hips
of Tyre, which traded with Syria and vn ious

Mediterranean ports and to the far East, as h*,rin<;

planks of rir and masts of cedar, whilst the oars

were of oak of Baslian, and the benches of the

rowers of ivory inlaid in wood from the isles of

Kittim, the sails of line embroidered linen, their

crews from Zidon and Arvad, and their pilots from

Tyre. But this description, although no doubt

applicable to the royal yachts, may be considered

to some extent poetical as applied to commercial

ships.
The question of the much disputed situation of

the port of Ophir to which Solomon's ships trailed

from 'Ezion-geber in the Gulf of 'Akabah, bringing
back gold, ivory, almug trees, and peacocks (1 K
ga JO--), belongs to another section of this Dic-

tionary (see art. OPHIR in vol. iii.) ; but the length
of time occupied in the voyage, inferred from the

interval of t hree years ( 1 1C 10'--) between the arrivals

of the ships at
'

Ezion-geber, indicates a great dis-

tance, such as Central or Southern Africa, or the

island of Ceylon, where peacocks still abound.
Such voyages would necessitate the ships being
laid up in some safe port between the months of

May and October, during the bad weather and

heavy sea which accompany the S. \V. monsoon,
as is the case at the present day with the Indian

and Arab trading vessels which annually frequent
the port of Berbereh opposite to Aden.*

Although we have no contemporary representa-
tions of Phoenician sea-going ships of Solomon's

time, we have drawings of Egyptian ones to refer

to of a much more ancient date, and of a type
after which we may suppose the ships of the early
Phoenicians and those of Hiram and Solomon to

have been constructed. These drawings, no doubt,

give us a faithful picture of the ships, their crews,

and their merchandise from a general point of

view ;
but they are more or less conventional, and

the technical errors in our own marine historical

pictures point to the necessity of not relying too

much upon accuracy of nautical detail, as the

drawings may have been made by artists who did

not take part in the expeditions and were not sea-

men. Unfortunately, also, many important de-

tails are missing from the models of ancient ships
in the museums. The Egyptian ships were for

the most part unloaded at a port in the lied Sea,

and their cargoes transferred overland to Koptos
on the Nile.

The first Red Sea voyage of which we have any
knowledge is mentioned in an inscription at \Vady
Gassus, near Kosseir, in the Valley of Hamma-
mat, on the road from Koptos to the Red Sea.

This commemorates the expedition sent by Pharaoh
Sankh-Ka-Ra of the llth (a Theban) dynasty to

the ' Land of Puanit
'

(or Punt), the site of which is

as much disputed as that of Ophir or Tarshish,
and is considered by M. Edouard Naville to be but

a '

vague geographical designation.' See, further,

art. PUT in vol. iv. p. 170 t'. The destination of

the expedition was evidently, however, somewhere
in Tropical Africa, and was in all probability in

the vicinity of the present Somaliland on the east

coast, where there existed an riitr>'i:t for the

ivory, frankincense, myrrh, gold dust, and ostrich

feathers, and for the ostrich eggs so much prized

by the Egyptians of those days. This lirst ex-

pedition to Punt must have taken place, according
to Brugscli, 250 years alter the founding of Tyre,
if Herodotus (ii. 44) was correctly informed by the

Tyrians, i.e. about 1500 years before the time of

Solomon, and 500 years before the birth of Abra-

ham ; but, according to Mariette, even earlier than

this. We have no account of this expedition, nor

*
Findlay's Directory jar the Navigation oj the India a Ocean,

1870, p. 559.
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any sculptures showing the kind of ships employed
on it.

'I lif iiL-xt important lied SIM expedition men
limii'il on the iiioniinirnts was sent during the

iMh dynasty, also tn tin; Land <>i 1'iinl, in the

id^n nl i|iln-n llatsrpsii I., sl^tei m' 'I'lmtli - II.

inuring tin- sojourn of the Israelites in L.^\pl.;
tiiu sculptures on Ihe walls of Drir cl -Itahn, near

tin- 'I minis ol tin' Kill^s at 'I'ln'lii'-, fully illustrate

this important cxriil, including tin 1

ship- iiseil i,see

Flinders 1'utrie, History ../ Ay."/*', ii. s-'ll'.). The

pl...
< of dcpartine liy tin' o\ rrlan 1 route from

the Nile to ihe Ked Sea, on the ont\v.-inl voyage,
as well a~ (In- poll of rcshipment of the goods
1 i

:

_lit by the cxpcililiuii on its return I'.v
t lie

saim- route, was doubtless the anrient Koptos
(now Ijoft), as in the earlier expedition lidoie

ineiitioned ; the lied Sea port ol" embarkation and

the height of theit prosperity in the land of < iosheil

((in 4T''
1 -1

,
Kx I

7
), \vlin-li they had inhahited for

more lhan a i cntnrv, it is probable that, as their

iieeii|iation "as that of shepherds and cattle-

dealer- locate. I in I In; midst of the Delta, they
would see and know 1m' In tie of what was going
on su |ai -oulh ol them as Koptos and Theirs,
and absolutely nolhin^; of the sea-^oin^ ships of
w hieli the ex pi

1 1 it ion was eomjiosed. ( 'onsr.|iirnl 1 v,
no knowledge ot the lunldin^ or handling of slips
or hoats\\as i-.-irru-d away with them from K^xpt
al the time ol the l''.xudus

;
and the forty yeais of

suhsi'i|iient wandering in the wilderness would
have sufficed to eiisnii- the obliteration liom their
memoii - ol any sueh knowledge had it heen

acquired.
It was not until the reijjn <if Solomon that the

Isiaelites coniiiieiictd to uuild ships (1 K 1J-6 ), an

1. UKSII \S1IKII (MIIIDLK EOV1-I). W. WALL, K. HALF. TOMB OF AXTA, B C. 3600. SAIL1XG Sllll- WITH

AXTA STASDINIi 1IY THE CABIN.

disembarkation heinj; Tna or (Kninun, known
later as 1'hiloteras (dfti-r it had ln-en so renamed

liy the Ptolemies), and now as Old Kosseir, not

far from the, inndiTii poll of ilr-i name in lal.

L'I'J 7' N., and distant from K iptos almiit Jno miles.

\ regards the African port depicted in the seulp-
rire as (In- i.l

jcci
of l!ie

i-'.pi'i'.ii ion, find called
i

1 Land of I'nnt. tin re is some doiiU. I'.ut f. r

th Afrieai! elmny i !>'''> ri/i < nu /">" cylon, ( i. I'. I!..

fo much in i >r temple furniture in I

and oihiT trees which are re;,ie-i -nli d as i_'riiwi:i;;

near t'.ie plae of lani!inu'.* I he laml-loeki-d po: I ..]

]', rbereh already spoken of, which has
lr MI a ^real in;. it fi T I he pun hid - of tin- interior,

miu'ht lie inieinli d : and even these trees mi
Ii .11 artistically i:il induced to indicati- a pail of

thc~i' proihii't 3.

\l:hoii"!i the I 'liildren of I r.-u-l must, at thi-

time of i|llecll ilatsop-ll's I'Xpi-di; ion. haM- lu'eli at

These trees arc not now found near the seashore.

art which, through the friendship of Hiram king
ol Tyre for David and his son ('J S 5" II 1 Ch 14'

and 1 K ")'), they learned from the Phoenicians,
who supplied tin; pilots and mariners for these

ships (1 K SI'-
7

). Whether the 1'hu'iiicians brought
their knowledge of shiphuildin^ with them from

Western Arabia at the time of their early

migration (Herod, i. 1, vii. 89) or learnt it fr. m
the I'.v \ptians, is a mystery. Boatbuilding

was

certainly a very ancient nrt in Egypt, as in the

tomb of"Ti r.t Sakftra(5th dynasty, c.
_36Wi-i:,iKi

3660 n.c. [I'etrie]) it is represented in the wull

sculptures in nil its details.

'II, . merchant ships of queen Hatscpsu's expcili-

I in-i to the Land of I'unt, as delineated on the walls

of the temple of Peir el-Uahri,* are long vessels

eurvc'd upwards at each extreme, us we see the

1'ho nil ian triremes of the 7th eent. B.C. depicted
*

Eyij-j. Eznl. Fund, pt. iii. vol. 15. pl. Ixxii.. Ixviii., Ixxiv.,

Ixxv. ; I'ctrie.'/.c. p. 84. Ct. flgs. 3 and 4 on
\>. 'Ml.
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on the Assyrian monuments, but without their

figureheads ; the stern is recurved towards the
bow like the uplifted trunk of an elephant, and
ends in a trumpet mouth the conventional repre-
sentation of the papyrus plant a form adopted
also by the Phoenicians and Assyrians; there is

also a raised forecastle and poop. The mast, in-

stead of being of the more ancient 'sheer-legs'
form (as we see it in tig. 1 on the walls of the tomb
of Anta at Deshasheh, 5th dynasty, c. B.C. 3600),
consists of a single spar, placed a little forward of

the centre of the ship, and is kept in its place by
' shrouds

' and a '

stay
'

; whilst additional support,
when the sail is set, is given by a pair of very stout

'jeers, 'or halliards, attached to each side of the
'

bunt,' or middle of the 'yard,' and secured to the

gunwale of the vessel. The sail is of the square
form and secured to two yards, the lower of which
is as long as the ship herself, but the upper one is

a good deal shorter. Each yard is in two pieces,
'
lislied

'

together in the middle of its length by
means of cordage, the centre of the lower yard
being securely lashed to the mast near the level

of the gunwale. This lower yard is supported by
numerous '

lifts
' * at uniform intervals (apparently

about seven in number on each side), which are
' rove

'

through
' sheaves

'

or ' snatches
'

placed one

and Roman ships of later date. A noticeable

arrangement tor strengthening these sea-going
ships is a tightly stretched and very stout cable
secured to the bow and stern in the centre of the

ship, inside, passing high over the heads of the

rowers, and supported on strong wooden props with
forked heads. This.is doubtless to attord support
to the weakest or curved portion of the ship at her
two ends, neither of which is water-borne a very
necessary precaution under such conditions when a

vessel is straining in a heavy sea. Assuming the
distance between tlie rowers to be 4 ft., the space
between the foremost oar and the extremity of the
bow is about 18 ft. in length, so that the total

length of the ships appears to have been 10'2 ft., of

which a length ot about 58 ft. only is water-borne,
the remainder being the curves of the bow and
stern. A row of port

- holes, corresponding in

number to the oars, is indicated on the side of the

ships below the gunwale. These were probably
intended for a second tier of oars, as we see in

the Phoenician and Assyrian triremes of the 7th
and 8th cents. B.C. The ships are steered, not
1

by a single rudder passing through the keel,' as

in the more modern arrangement described by
Herodotus (ii. D6), but by two very stout paddles,
one on each quarter, having simple broad blades

^. DESHASHEH (MIDDLE EGYPT). COFFIN OF MERA, B.C. 3500. BOAT CONVEYING

OFFERINGS TO THE TOMB.

above the other at the head of the mast, so that

one rope answers for a lift on both sides of the

yard. These lifts are so tightened as to give to the

yard the form of a bow curving upwards at each

extremity. The head of the sail is attached, in

accordance with modern usage, to the upper yard,
which can be hoisted to the masthead when the
sail is set, or lowered so as to lie on the lower yard
or remain aloft with the sail

' brailed up
'

at plea-
sure. This upper yard has a single lift on each

side, attached half-way between the mast and the

yardarm. The ' foot
'

of the sail is attached to the

lower yard at intervals when the sail is set, but

quite detached from it when the sail is furled. The
' braces' of the upper yard (not always represented
in the drawings) are single ropes attached to the

upper yard at the same spot as the lifts, and lead

thence to the deck or gunwale ; they were usually
under the control of the helmsman, as we see them
on the walls of the tomb of Anta at Deshasheh.
There are 15 oarsmen, seated on either side of the

ships, all engaged in rowing (not pushing the

oars), although the sails are set (pi. Ixxiii. ), and only-

one man plies each of the 30 oars a universal rule

in ancient ships. The distance between the rowers
in a fore and aft direction is, apparently, about 4

ft., but possibly only 2 cubits, as we see in Greek
* Precisely as shown in the model of an Indian ship in the

tmlian Institute Museum at Oxford.

without the remarkable letter D form of the
Phoenician ones represented on the Assyrian monu-
ments in the time of Sennacherib, but having long
' looms '

or handles, which first pass through
'

strops,' or loops of rope, placed on the gunwale
midway between the upper end of the stern-curve

and the point where the stern first touches the

water ; immediately above these strops, at a
vertical height of about 4 ft., the upper portion
of the looms rests on the summit of a post fixed

to the gunwale close to the strop ; here is placed
a crutch or notch in which the loom revolves by
means of a tiller lixed to its upper portion and

curving downwards to the hand of the helmsman
below. The ordinary mode of steering was pre-

cisely as by the modern rudder, the normal position
of the blades of the paddles being nearly vertical

and ' fore and aft.' We see the same arrangement
of tiller in the papyrus sail-boats painted on the

tomb of the priestess of Mera at Deshasheh,* a
few miles south of the Fayum (not to be confounded
with the tomb of Mera at Sakarah, belonging also

to the 5th dynasty), nearly 2000 years before queen
Hatsepsu's time. A stout stirrup of rope is attached
to the upper part of the post on which the loom

rests, and hangs over the outside of the ship, appar-
ently for the helmsman to put one of his feet in

whilst he placed the other against the outside of
*
Egyp. Expl. Fund, vol. 15, pi. xxvii. See above, fig. 2.
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tlif -hip in older tn obtain leverage in working llir

paddle mi -pei ial occasions when tin 1 loom imi-t

Lave been picviou.-ly lifted out ui tin- crutch ; hut

I In- .stump in.-i\ also have been u.-fl to support
the rodder-paddle when not in u-c. or when it

was trii i-il ii]' Occasionally ships had only one

rudder-paddle. .-IN slmwn in tiinili painting- ami in

the model of the Scandinavian ship lately found

at Christiaiiia, to he -een in th<- Pitt-Bivere Collec-

tion at Oxford, which rudder-paddle being on the

.-larboard side explain- tin- deri\ation of tin- wind
from ' steer hoard, t Mher tomb paintings show as

many a- I href nnhlfi paddles on one side. Four-

oared boat-, without ma-t- or sails, are also lepre
sfiited in the l>eir el l.ahri paintings of c|iiffii

Hat-ep-ii - expedition as bringing oil goods to the

ship-, ami these have only one paddle -nidil.-r.

which is shipped ill a crutch in the centre of the

stern, hut with the same stirrup as .shown in the

ships.
'I line is no \i-ihle unr/iur of any kind on hoard

the ships, nor any arrangement for u-ing one ; hut

the pilot on the forecastle has a long pole in Ilia

hand with which he is sounding the depth of the

water. The only anchor used in those early days
was a hca\y weight, generally a large stone or a

basket lull of smaller < 8. No anchor, properly
so culled, is lepie.-euti-d in any Egyptian sculpture
or painting. 1'hc hooked anchor (S.yxt>pa) is lirst

mentioned by the poet 1'indar (I. v. IS) in the ."it h

cent. i;.c . ; it was without Mukes. Homer always
use- the word ti'vai, meaning a stone anchor ; and

Ephorus, the historian of the tth crnt. H.c. iStraho.

vii. :t', attrihuted the invention of the two-armed
anchor to Anacharsis. a Scythian prince of the lilh

cfiit. n.c. In the time of Herodotus lii. !Hi) the
|

merchant ships of the Egyptians on the Nile. li'-n

sailing don stream, used a heavy stone attached

to a rope from the stern as a drag to keep their

heads straight, in conjunction with a raft of

tamarisk Moat hi", on thf water, attached to tin-

how, so as lo hi- aclfd on by the current which

pulled the ship down stream, whilst the stone held

her ha< k, as is still the piactice on the river

Kuphrates ;

* Imt there is no mention of the use

of a IMIW anchor, whether of stone, or any other

material.
The form of the Egyptian ships admitted of tin n

lying at audio] as easily by tin- stern as by the

head, and, paddles which could In- lilted out of the

water he in;: used instead ot ni.ldet-. there was no

fear of the latter being broken by t he sea. a- was
the case when the modern rudder, hung on '

gud-

geon-' l>\ mean- of 'pintles,' was substituted in

later times. The advantage of anchoring by the

stern in narrow waters or w hen suddenly shoaling
H at ei at ni".hl ,

as in t he ease ol St . I 'an I 's ship oil

tin- i-laiid of Mclila (
Ac 'J7'-"' -'), where the rudder-

jiaildles were I need up dear of the water, is

obvious, r.ui this vessel Imd means of anchoring
by the bows if d--sired (v.**), and no doubt the

E^\ptian -hip- :il-o : large siones. wooden tubes,
..! sacks lilh-d with lead or other heavy wei-ht-

beiii'j n-ed as anchors.
The Hi'ijits of queen Ilal-ep-u'- ships wen- proh

ably dfi'iM-il. like the Egyptian -hip- in Ihelinie

of 'Hem, lotus lii. !Ui|, and e\en at the present

day. from the gum arabie tree of Nubia (Arm-m
nilotica, helilei, known to modern .\iah- as the

.</, a corruption of tin 1 ancient Egypt name
tli'iiit, which is as old as the 4lh dyua-t\. m ui

one of the many vain-tie- of tin- tree in that

region Tin- equally common .

!/''/. or 'ash' of

the ancient l'.-\ pi ians (.1 ., ,,/ v y,'/, I lelilei. which
Canon Tristram -up] io-.es to be the

'

sliittim wo. id

of the llible iK\ -!:>. -J'i. :t7. :tsi. i- scarcely more
than a vaiiety of the .tout, and, like it, is frBijuently

I 'lii-sia-v, voL LL p. G4U.

mentioned in the hieroglyphs, and is of the same

antiquity.
The -inp- of Solomon built at'E^ion-geber (1 K

9^) were probably of the tir and cedar supplied by
Hiram il K ."i"

'
'

I, which do not ^row in K"\ pi

or Nubia, althon^h much imported for use in K".yp-
tiall temple- tnnn the ~il\\ dynasty do\\n\\aid-.

No mention, however, i- made in the I'.ible of

the material u-'-d in shipbuilding. .\feoidiii". to

( Ine-ecritus. chief pilot to Alexander the in eat

(I'liny, vi. -J4i, the ships whieli traded in the ."ith

cent. li. r. between Taprobane (Ceylon) and the

country of tin- I'rasians (Calcutta) during four

months of the year, the voyage lasting -_'u days,
were ringed like the Nile bouts, and were built

of papyrus stems as we see them in process of

construction depicted IfiKHi years earlier on the

wall- ot the tomb of Anta at I(e-haslieli ; but

these were only coasting vessels. The Egyptian
merchant \e--el- in the time of llcimlot it- an-

described by him (ii. 96) as being built with-

out ribs, the planks, 2 cubits in length, being
arranged 'like bricks' (i.e.. probably the planking
was double, the middle of the outer plank over-

laying the two ends of the inner one), ami joined
In"!-! her by long 'tree-nails'; the planks were
eaulked with stems of 'by bins' (Pajii/rux nuti-

qtiui'if in, L.), the sails being made ot the same
material, which seems incredible ; but whether of

Max or byblus, the ' cloths' of the sails were placed
horixontally instead of vertically as now. The
ropes of Egyptian ships continued to be made of

byblus (Herod, vii. i"), 34) or of palm fibre a- late

as the '27th or I'er-ian dynasty (li.r. -4SO), and,

according to the same authority (Herod, ii. !Mii,

the sails also, whil-t tho-e of the Phoenicians were
made of Max. I'.ut it is doubtful if the Nile boats,
described by Herodotus, were really sea - going
\es-el- like those of i|ueen Hatsepsu and Solomon,
though they carried many thousand talents (more
than Inn tons) of cargo; and, as the making of

linen cloth was an Egyptian speciality, it was

probably used for the sails of sea-going ships by
them as well as by Solomon and Hiram, who im-

ported it from Egypt (Ezk '27).

At heir el Itahri
* we see the queen's ships being

laden in a port of the Land of I'unt after the same
fashion as we may suppose those of Solomon to

have taken in their cargoes at Ophir, by means
of porters and '

gang- boards' connecting the ships
with the shore. The cargo, which is being carried

and -towed on the deck by the crew, consists of

sacks of frankincense of various kinds (especially
that called -anti'), gold dust, ebony, elephants'
tusks, gum. ostrich eggs and feathers. Live apes
are i limbing about the rigging as we see them in

the boat depieled on the tomb of Mera at Desh-

a-heh -Joini year.- earlier an indication probably
of the fauna of the Land of I'unt, whieh includes

the giraffe, peculiar to tropical Africa.

\Ve mav safely assume that Solomon's Mediter-
i,in .ui ships were similar to those built by him
at Ezion-geber, on the Phoenician model, and that

the latter, again, resembled those of queen Hat-

-ep-ii. although with possibly some modilieat 1011.-

of no great importance. There seems, also, no
iea -mi to suppose that the ships built at E/ion-

geber by .lelioshapliat king of Judah a century
later (1 K 2'2"), or the passenger ship in which
.lonah embarked at .loppa some thirty years later

for Taishi-h (Jon 1
:

'|, a. id in which the vain use of

tin- oars in the ships to endeavour to make the

land is so graphically described, belonged to a
illllelelll tvpe.

.-7///..V oficitr. The Egyptian sailors or boatmen

formed, according to Herodotus (ii. 104), one of

tin- -even classes into whieh the population of the

iif. Kzpl. t'mut, pt. iii. vol. 16, pi. Uxiv. See fix*- o" P- -M>l-
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country was divided, the office of pilot or steers-

man ranking above all other grades. Probably
those belonging to merchant ships formed a

superior subdivision of these. We may take it

for granted that the Phoenicians and Tyrians fol-

lowed the same practice in the time of Solomon
as with certain modifications the Greeks did in

later times. The crews of war ships seem to have

been placed in a separate category with the

soldiers, who, from constant practice at the oar

on the Nile, were themselves expert galleymen.
Whether any of these latter were on board queen
Htitsi'psu's or Solomon's ships we are not told;

but, although these were both commercial expedi-

tions, it is probable that the ships were prepared

are stationed in a 'top 'or cage at the masthead.

During the engagement the sail was 'brailed' up,
and there was apparently no lower yard to the

square sail as we see in the ships of queen Hat-

sepsu of a later date. According to Wilkinson

(iii. 204), ramming was used in the attack ; but
the ships had no beak for this purpose as in

Roman days, a lion's, ram's, or other animal's head
covered with metal taking its place.
There seems to be little doubt that the Egyp-

tian men-of-war also took part in the Mediter-

ranean in the transport of troops and in sea

lights during the reign of the Ramses Pharaohs

against the ships ot various nations inhabiting
the littoral, as they did in the time of Pharaoh-

o. TE.UPLE OF DEIU EL-BA1IRI. MIDDLE COLONNADE. SOUTH WALL. QUEEN HATSEPSU'S EXPEDITION TO PUNT, B.C. 1500.
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to fight if need be. That men-of-war were speci-

ally fitted out by the Egyptians for fighting-

purposes in the Arabian Gulf we know from
Herodotus (ii. 102) and Diodorus (i. 55), who
both mention the fleet of 'long vessels' built ex-

pressly for war (called by them itn) to the number of

400, whilst the transports were called tisch (broad),
and the galleys mcnsch;* and the employment
of such vessels on the expeditions of the Pharaohs
to Ethiopia was frequent, the officers who com-
manded them being mentioned on the monuments,
and the title of 'chief or captain of the king's
ships' being not uncommon. A sea fight is repre-
sented at Thebes, in which the Egyptian sol-

diers in military dress are seen rowing. In the
men-of-war of the 4th and 5th dynasties slingers

*
V.'ilUinson, Anc. Egypt., vol. i. p. 274.

necho (Herod, ii. 159) ; their victories over com-
bined forces of Dardanians, Teucrians, Mysians,
and, apparently, over Pelasgians, Damiians,

Oseans, and Sicilians, being recorded on the

monuments.
Of the Phcenician war vessels which were con-

temporaneous we have no knowledge ; and it is to

the Assyrian monuments of a later date that we
are indebted for pictorial representations of them
in a very crude way. During the three invasions

of Syria and Phoenicia by Shalmaneser IV. in the

reigns of Hezekiah king of Judah and Hoshea

king of Israel (B.C. 726-721, 2 K IS9 - 11
'), Josephns

tells us, on the authority of Menander (342-291

B.C.), that the Assyrian monarch, in order to quell
a revolt in f'e island of Tyre, made use of 60

Phoenician galleys with 800 men to row them, but
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\vasutterlydefeated In the Tynan- with i-j -hip-,
w hic!i took .">IMI pri-oner-.*

Sennacherib, \\lin had sent the I tali-ha k el i IIP

ll.'/ekmh In lepioach tin- h\ in- (I. .. I i-J K I'..
"

'),

an. I demand llir surrender of .lem-alcm thr second
time \vitliin three year-, I. ink, a few years Inter,

his riiMjnciaii shipwrights across Mesopotamia to
t liv Tim i- aiul limit a Meet ,>i hi- ow n, with \vliicli

lie made ,'i succe--l'ul rai.l mi tin 1 Chal.Lean settle

in. 'in in Siisiaiia at the noith einl of the Cult' of

Pei-ia. It K thc.-e I'lnrnieiau i-n/'iji/inifl liiieme-,
with two li.T- nl oar-, ami having lieak>, ina-ts,

an. I sail-, that we -ee represented ill the sculp-
tme- .it Konymijik. I In Sargon s sculptures the
Phienician vessel- uf tlii- time have 4 or ."i oal -

liien .ill eaeli Mile, lint in Se :nacherih's they have
8, 9, or 11, arid also two -teei-Miien. It was n..i until

Sennach.T.i. - li that the Assyrians began to

liuil.l war \e--e!-, \vliieh even tlien were only
initiations of Hi.eiiieian one-. These trireme war

galleys were what i- ?&[led aphracl, i.e. i he upper
tie) ol rowers were unprotected ami c\]ised to

view. The apertures for the oars are like those

the li-hum ami pa-sen^'. -i vessels on (lie s,"i "i

Calilee, in wliicli our Lord cmliai !,.<! ile-erihcd

in the A V a- ship- [except in .In li-
J -

, here i
1

has 'l.oat-'], ami ill the [IV as '

lioats
'

[Mt 4-~-

14----'' ,
ML li

".".w
i
Lk 5-'

3 ' ;'" N

.In (>'"
"' '-"-

-'|i, the intere-t in ships in. -HI ion. -J

in the NT centre- in the \ oya^e of St. 1'anl from
r.'esarea to 1'iiteoli, iiliont (it) A.D. During this

vays ' lie ami his fellow-traveller, St. l.uUe the

physician, experieiieeil what seem- to have IH-.-II

hi- limitli shipwreck ("2 Co ll-',i. Tin; account

of this voyage is reinarkiilile for acc\uacy ami
eonci-eiie-- in the use of nautical terms, though
wanting in the descriptive details which a pro-
fe ional seaman would have added. In the

Onomasticon of .lulius 1'ollux of Nancratis in the

K^yi'tian Helta, written aliout a century ami a

halt later, we have a collection of (.'reek nautical

term-, containing most of those u-ed in St. Luke's

description of the voyage. Of the ship of Adra-

niyttiuin, a seaport of Mysia (which had then lieen

for half a century part of the Unman provi: I

Asia Minor), in winch they embarked at (.'a'.-aivu.

t ^ ^'

'

in queen Hat-epsn'- -hips, no onrs liein shown in

them in the drawiiej- in cither case. The Leak
i- -omewliat like the snout of a li-h : the shield-

of the soldier- are -ceil -uspcnded ill-iile I he hul

walk-, they thi'ln-elvcs lieini; partly vi-ilile ;
I he

pilot is iii the Low, ami the steer-man aft, with

pait of the ciew -laii.lini.' near the ina-t, the lw..

sti'i-riuu-paddle- liminu 1. lades in the form of the
lelt.T I ). w hi. h i- per hap- only com en t ional.

The war ships of Kittim iDu II
1

"), which were
to ci.:i.|iier Ant '.oi-liii-

!'.|ip!i; s, are l.'oman

vessels. lii'JMae 1 we have tin Itr-t mention of

galleys ir/mjpat).

B. NEW Ti [\MI\T SIIIIN \\h I'.ii \rs._An
account of Creek ."ml Komaii ship- of war (fijfj

HOKpai. nan IvngcB), ot which ample detail- are

yiven liy Koeekh,; Cra-er.s ( iuld and Konei, and
T..I i .* seem- to I. out oi place here, as, apart in mi

* Uawlin^'ii. Ala- V ol. ii. ].[>. 4.1.".. 440.

t Lu.vuril's .\ <''', f:. i-t series, ].. 71, etc. :
.m-l pi. in Knvvlin-

nn, i iw 1/onarcA. * "i ii. ]i.
tru.

,

i -in

; h>- vtteru n

fAi / ofth '
'

-i ivl Romans, 3rd c<l.
| i

,

.1-.'. ii nl SAi] ,

no details are friven ; but the two Alexandrian
corn -hips in which the voyage was completed
from Myra (Ac 2T"' ' s

), a port of Lycia, to Fair
ll:i\en- in Crete, and to the i-laiid of Melita ('28'),

ami thence to Sy ra.-u-e. K helium, and Puteoli
IL'S"-

'- l;:

i, were evidently of large size, if the read-

in"; in both AV and UV of 276 as the number of

persons on board, including the crew, besides a
cargo of wheat, is correct.* This number was not
evi laordiiiary, as .lo-ephus tells us that only a
lew years later he himself was wrecked on a

coyage irom Pale-tine to Puteoli in a ship having
alioMi (i(Hl persons on board.

For the type of these ships we can refer to

contemporary paintings found at Herculaneum
and Pompeii which '

ntl'ord valuable details, and
II.MC the advantage of synchronizing perfectly
with the voyage of St. Paul, the catastrophe to

which they owe their preservation having happened
le-s than twenty years after his shipwreck.' t

The term TrXoiov used by St. Luke throughout his

account of this voyage, except in Ac 27 41
, when

*
\VII and others rca.l

' about (a*;) TO.'

I I smith, Voyage aiu.1 Shipwreck of St. 1'aul, 4th cd. 1SSO.

p. Id'-
1
.
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yaps is used, was a common one for a merchant

ship in general, but does 'not point to any one in

particular of the many kinds of sea-going ships
(phase/i, corbitcc, cyboece, etc.), of the 'round' or

merchant class (a-TpayyvXri i>avs, naris onernriei) in

use at that time ; but the fact of the wrecked
vessel being a corn - ship of Alexandria suffices.

Lucian (2nd cent. A.D.) in one of his dialogues*
gives an account of one of the great merchant

ships employed in carrying corn from Egypt to

Italy about 150 A.D. Her length was 180 ft., and
breadth 45 ft., the depth from upper deck to keel

being 43^ ft. Such a ship would carry a bur-

then of 10,000 talents or amphora", equal to 250
tons. But ships of much larger capacity were
built for special purposes, such as the one described

liy I'liny as having, alxrat twenty years before St.

Paul's voyage, taken the Vatican obelisk, by order
of the emperor Caligula, from Egypt to Home,
together with four blocks of stone to form its

pedestal, the whole weighing nearly 500 tons, in

addition to 1000. tons of lentils in the hold as a
bed for the obelisk to ret on. The mast of this

ship, which I'liny describes as the most wonderful
vessel ever seen afloat, was a single fir spar, and

required four men with extended arms to encircle

it. This event occurred within Pliny's own know-

ledge as a youth of seventeen ; but if he is correct

as to the size of the ship, that of the mast is

almost incredible, unless he was in error as to its

not being a built one.t Julius Csesar tells us that
these ships carried movable three-storeyed tur-

rets on the upper deck for defensive purposes. J

According to Lucian's description, the ship hail

both bow and stern curved upwards like those of

the ancient Egyptian and earliest Greek ships, the

ends terminating in a gilded chenisnis, one of

which was in the form of the head and neck of a

swan, and the other either similar or a '

figure-
head.

' Somewhere between the stem and stern

was a statue of the presiding deity of the State
or port of origin of the ship. On each bow was

painted a large eye, or a figure illustrative of her
name.
From a painting still to be seen in a tomb at

Pompeii, and another found at Herculaneuni, we
know that such ships had projecting galleries at

bow and stern, with bulwarks of open rails, and
that the upper ends of the two paddle-rudders
(TTTjSdXm, qubcrnacula) passed through holes in the

ship, as described by Herodotus, instead of being
externally attached to rope straps on the gunwale
as in the Egyptian vessels and in the Scandinavian
one already 'spoken of, and were often connected

together by a rope attached to the tillers stretched

across the ship, called -%a.\i.v!}s, which kept the two

paddle-blades parallel to one another ; !
but this,

from St. Luke's account of the shipwreck, must
have been done in such a way as not to prevent
the rudders from being triced up clear of the water
in case of anchoring by the stern. We also see in

the Herculaneum painting a portion of one of the

ship's cabins described by Lucian. There are also

depicted what are, apparently, cable arrangements
for anchoring by the stern, though no anchor is

visible. She has two masts with 'square' yards
and sails, as we see represented on the coins of the

Jnd and 3rd centuries A.D. ; and this seems to have
been the normal number, though occasionally
there were three at this period ; but only one
mast is shown in the Pompeii ship. The masts
were supported by

' shrouds
'

placed abreast of and
* TXo?ov ?i E-j^atl.

t Pliny, HX xvi. T6 and xxxiv. 14.

J df ISclln Gallito, iii. 14 ; de Bella Civili, i. 26.

Anticfiitd di Ercolano, torn. ii. pi. xiv. cit. J. Smith. T'.

aiut S. of St. Pan!, p. 206.

Ii Guhl and Kouer, Life of the Greeks ami Haitians, fig. 291,

\i. 257.

abaft the mast, with '

stays
'

to support it from the

bow as now. These as well as the '

running
rigging

' were made of hide, flax, or hemp, or, prob-

ably in many cases, a combination of them and

papyrus.
The ships of this the merchant class were built

almost exclusively of fir or pine, as also the masts

and yards, the latter (nfpauu or antenna;) being in

two pieces
' fished

'

together like those of both

ancient and modern Egyptian vessels. The sails

at this period were almost universally made of flax

as now; the 'bolt rope' surrounding them being
of hide. One of the sails is called dpr^ui/ by St.

Luke (Ac 27 40
), and, although this word is not

found in Julius Pollux or in any other ancient

or mediaeval Greek author, a mast and sail, each

termed artemon, are mentioned by the Romans,
Lucilius, Labeo, and Seneca, almost contemporane-

ously with St. Paul's shipwreck, as being, appar-

ently, inferior in importance or magnitude to the

principal mast and sail of a ship; they are repie-

:<ented/>n an Alexandrian coin of A.D. 67
* as a sort

of bowsprit and spritsail, and again on a Roman
coin of A.D. 186 in the Museum at Avignon as a

foremast and square foresail. t The word artemi.n

is translated in the AV 'mainsail,' but in the RV
'foresail'; and there can be little doubt but that

the latter is the more correct term as applied to

the sail hoisted when the ship was purposely run

aground. The word is still in use in the French

marine as the name of the mizen or sternmost

mast, and the sails on it; whilst the term misnine

is applied to the foremast and its sails. The word
artanon is now obsolete in the Italian language,
but in the 16th cent, it was applied at Venice to

the largest sail of a ship, which appears then to

have been the foresail ; and, possibly, the ignorance
of this fact, as suggested by Smith, may have led

the AV translators into error.?

The sails were triced up to the yards by numerous
'
brails' (raXiiSio) when it was desired to reduce or

take them in, and these were worked by the crew

from the deck below ; the yards were also furnished

with 'lifts' and 'braces' for trimming the sails.

The anchors (&ynvp*), which were suspended as now,
one on each bow from ' catheads

'

(eir^n-iSfs), were

made of lead, iron, or wood coated with lead, and

of the modern form, as on the coins of P.-cstiim we
see the stock and flukes or palms and ring duly re-

presented ; besides the 'bower' anchors there were

others, four of which were let go at the stern of

St. Paul's ship when shoaling water (Ac 27 29 - 3a
),

whilst a pretence was made by the crew of also

laying out the bower anchors by boat.

'Oars (KJmri, remus) are not mentioned as being
used on board ;

and as these were often. absent from

large merchant vessels, or only sufficient in number
to be used as 'sweeps' during a calm, this was

probably the case here. Such vessels had movable
'

topmasts,' to the summit of which was hoisted the

upper corner of the triangular sail, called in Latin

snf/innim. It is to the lowering down to the deck

of these topmasts that the expression (Ac 27")

'stiake sail' in the AV and 'lowered the gear'
in the RV probably refers ; to

' strike
' a topmast

is the proper nautical term in use at the present

day. Seneca tells us that Alexandrian wheat-

ships, on arrival at Puteoli, alone had the privi-

lege of keeping their topsails up, all others being

obliged to lower them down on entering the bay.

The phrase dpT000aXM / ra dx<?w (Ac 27' ), trans-

lated in the AV ' bear up into the wind,' and in the

RV ' face the wind,' would be, in nautical language,
'beat up against the wind.' To 'bear up 'is the

sea phrase for doing exactly the reverse of what is

*
Torr, Ancient Ships, pi. vi. 27. t Ib. pi. vi. 28.

, , . . .

t Smith, V. and S. of St. Paul, pp. 192-200.

5 Kpist. 77, cit. Smith, V. and S. of St. Paul, p. 157.
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e\pic ed in tlir A\". and mean- In put .-i -hip before

I lii> w inil. ( 'aptam Si iirmy in de-crihing a nav;il

sea light says, licar up before the wind that we may
give liim our -tarboaid broad-ide.' ami again,

' llr

I".us up before the wind to .-top In- h'aks'; arro-

<f>0a\it(ii> ,
as a nautical expression, may have refer-

ence t< tin' eves p.uiiti'i! on each bow nt ships in

'_'i n rial
;
the trim v\ es of the ship' is still in general

u -e us a -en term for the in-iile part of her \\liii-h

lies nearest to the.-iem. The rope cables (irxoiKia,

u-,"''/" 3 '
<i it<-<'ith<l or fain'* RnCOttUes) which pas-ed,

a- no\v, through hole- oil eaell siile of the bow,
were of from ti in. to -H in. ill iliiuneter, equal to

from i:u in. to is in. modern hemp cables, and were
'hove in' by a cap-tan (arpotpelov) to weigh the

ain'hor. (Tiaiii cable- were then iiseil only by -hip-
of war, anil, in so far as the English Navy is con-

cerned, were not introduced till the beginning of

the I'Jth century.
The terms 'helps' and 'undergirding

'

lAc JT 17

rfoTJflfiat, viroj'upi'iWfs) refer to the mode- in use of

-I ii ngthcning an old ODWeak ship in hail weather

by bracing the two curved emls of the -hip, which
wcienot water-liorne. t. Bethel h\ means of a ctont

inpc or calile pa ing along the ontsiile ot the ship

longitudinally, uml generally below the water-line,
-e\cral times ; or by passing it umler the keel and
round the hull in a ilirection tran-ver-e to its

length, and probably -um.'t ime- by a combination
of both these methods. t'ndergirding' is a literal

1 1:1 n slat ion of the Greek nautical term for the opera
lion of pa ing the above ropes or cables (inrofw-

aara).around or under a -hip ;
but it has never been

an Eiigli-li sea term, although the process of trans-

^'iM- nndergirding has occasionally been re-orted

to by our sailing ship- when dangerously over-

-t rained, and was then termeil '

Crapping
'

the ship.f
The internal longitudinal rope support of the

ancient Egyptian ship- seems to have been still

in use in liiuiian -hip- to -ome e\lent under the

name of toi'tit* ntimi,
*

probably from the two or

hiui part- of rope of which it consisted being
lightened, as required, by means of a piece of

wood inserted between them and twisted round;
the transver-e external support was termed mil:-".

The longitudinal support lieeame unnece-sary when
the length of the end- of t lie ship not water-borne
became greatly climini-heil and the amount of deck

increased; with improved shipbuilding the long
curves di-appeared. All Greek and llonian ships
of war of the rank of tiircnic- and upward- -cem
to have had the kypoz&fn&tQ permanently lixed in

their places on Ixiard to enable them lo better

wilh-tand the shock of ramming, anil were also

supplied with extra ones as part of their -tines;

but, in the ca-e of merchant \c--cl- (tpopTayuyai)
such a- St. I'aid'- -hip. the-e '

help-
'

were prob-
ablv improvisrd out ot their oidinaiv gear. The
t'lin irmrij, translated 'tackling' (AV and KV
Ac 27'"), which the crew land pa engers |.\\']i

threw overlMiard with their own hand- on the
third day of the gale, probably refer- to the -pare
-tore- of various kind- which billowed some
hea\ ier unde-i ribed weights (v.

18
),
and ll w ,i onlj

as a last resort that the cargo "t wheat v. ') (on
which the commercial -ncce-- of tin' \oyage de

pcnded, and which wa- in charge of the -nperca i go'

(yai'/cXijpo;, v."), to w lio-e ill aiK ice and that of the

sailing-master U-i',ipi>7;r7jt) St. I'anl attiibnted their

mishap I was jell i-oned
'

in on lei to -o lighten I he

-hip, that, when the cable- were -lipped (1 and
tin- fore-ail h"i-ted, -he might run high upon the
beach they had -elected u ,*).

h'ron i the dept h of \\ aler in which sou ml ing- were
taken (Ac 27"), viz. in '.Maud 15 fathoms, it is evidenl

The I'nm
t Isiilort-

iriit Mm- .....
. l.k. .

]. 10, >.n. ICOK.

sj,. O;>. K"l. I'.ir. HJ01.

that a sounding lend attached to a line ( Kara-ire ipa-

T-ripia, rtitii/iii-'iti'ti wa- u-ed. a- \ve -ee il on a b:t-

relief in ih liiiti~h Mu-euni. -u-pendei| limn tin1

volute of the bow," and plobably '.limed with

gren-e at its lower end to del ermine I In- nal ufe ,i

the boitoiii, as in the time of Herodotus lii. ~i\ and
I.ucilius. t The anchoringby the stern when rapidly
shoaling water at night i Ac 'J7-

:

'l w a- good -eamaii-

ship, and, in a \e--el -hapi-d alike at both end-,
oiiiied no practical difliculties, the ru.l.lei paddie-
Ix'ing afterwards t riced up clear of the water. The
ship carried at lea-t one boat (<rkiii/nj>, like all others
ni hei class, for general puipo-e-. -ueh a- laying
on! anrhoi-

(l . commniiicat ing with the -hon-
or with other ships ; and t hi- boat wa- lowed astern
in charge of one ol I he crew,; in accordance w ii h

usual practice in line weather, being either hoisted

up to ' davits
'

outside the ship, or hoi -ted on lioard

altogether, for greater security (v.
10

), when bad
weal her came on.

The .-hip in which St. 1'aul embarked from the
i-land of Melita seems to have been of the same
type as the wrecked one, but we have the additional

detail given of her '

sign' (irapaffTinov, )'.w</<" i
' '-'*" '.

indicating her name .iiu<r>c/>oi, translated 'Castor
and Pollux 'in the AV and ' The Twin Brothers'
in the KV. Whether the nnrnxi 'i/ion was, in this

case, a painting on either side of the stem denoting
the J'fiiti-i-x II' I' inr. sons of Jupiter, who were then

specially venerated a- the patrons of sailors, like

St. George and St. Nicholas in modern days, or
whether they formed her '

ligurehead,' we do not

know; but both modes of indicating a ship's name,
and, occasionally, a combination of the two, were
in vogue at that timer in Konian ships. That these

ships were capable of '

working to windward '

like

modern sailing ships there can be no manner of

doubt, although, possibly, not lying so close to the
wind as within f> or 6 points of the compass; but
the quotation from 1'liny | //A' ii. 4S) does not refer

to
'

beating,' and merely states that ships with the
same wind sail in opposite directions according
to the ' tack

'

they are on, and often meet one
another, which can obviously be done with the
wind fair or abeam. !

|
The modern nautical term

corresponding to the Greek wcptcX^uvrej K<ITTJVTI}-

aatLtv <i's 'Vriyiov (Ac 28' 3
), translated in the AV ' we

letched a compass and came to Kliegium
'

(RV
' made a circuit '),fl would be ' we beat up to Khe-

gium," the only course open to her in making for

that port from Syracuse with a northerly wind,
which is clearly indicated by her waiting there a

day for a change of wind to the south. That these

-hips were fast sailers we know from contemporary
-latements of ancient authors, and especially from

1'liny. who, in speaking of the marvellous utility
of the tla.x plant, of which sails were made, in re-

ducing the time occupied in a voyage from Egypt
to Italy, instances a voyage recently made from the
Strait- of Me ina to Alexandria, by two Konian

prefects, E. Galerins and Balbillus, in 7 and (i days
respectively ; and another voyage from 1'uteoli to
Alexandria by Valcrin- Mai ianus, a Koman senator,
' lenissimo llatn. in !l days.** .St. Paul's voyage
from Uheginm to Puteoli (1*>0 miles) was effected
in -'day - 1 but see art. KOADS AND TKAVKL (IX NT),

p. 379).
( If the fishing and passenger Ixmts on the Sea of

Galilee (Lake of Tiberias), which were evidently
very numerous in our Lord's time, we have no

description.

* Guhl and Koner, Life of the Gretks and Roman*, fig. '*i)4

]..
->:.'.>.

t Ton-, .-I narnt Ships, p. 101. I ll>.
\

$ llnr. ('firm. i. 8.

ii. //;-', iirt. 'Ships and Bouts.'

W II it.illi.umt; UK 1

) read l;,l>..vr.r,

U.\ xix. 1.
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ft jtf BLOMFIKLD.

ROADS AND TRAVEL (IN OT).-

I. ROADS.
i. Position and conformation of Palestine.

ii. Hebrew terms for 'road.' Metaphorical usages.
iii. Various kinds of roads.

jv. The roads of the OT.
1. Koads connecting Palestine with other coun-

tries : <n) Arabia, (b) Egypt, (c) Syria, Assyria
and Babylonia.

2. Roads in Palestine : in (rt) Judrca, (b) Samaria,
(c) Galilee, (t?) the Jordan Valley (including
the fords), (<?) on the east of the Jordan.

II. TRAVEL.
i. Motives for travelling: : (a) attendance at religious

festivals, etc., (6) commerce, (c) political relations,

(rf) ill-health, (c) war. Travelling hampered for

Jews by the Sabbath law.
ii. Modes of travel : on foot, riding (asses, mules,

camels, horses), chariots, ox-waggons, caravans.
iii. Provision for the wants of travellers. Inns a late

institution. Khans. Oriental hospitality.
Literature.

I. ROADS. i. POSITION AND CONFORMATION or
PALESTINE. The land inhabited by the Israelites

seemed from its position to have been predestined
to form a meeting

- point in the world's lines of

communication. On the western side its situation

brought it into connexion with the Mediterranean
coasts ; on the south-west the country was closely
bound to Egypt, that land of ancient civilization ;

on tin- smith to Arabia, which was traversed by
richly laden caravans ;

while on the north there
were approaches from the coast by the Alurj
'd i/if tin (' the entering in of Hainath,' Nu 348

,
Jos

13\ and often), and by the S.E. side of Antililianus,
to tha cultured lands beyond, and further to the

great empires of the Euphrates. It was only on
the east that an insurmountable barrier to com-
munication was presented by the cheerless desert.

For the Israelites themselves, however, these ad-

vantages of situation had not the significance that

might have been expected. The seacoast with its

harbours, some of which were poor enough, was
(apart from the period referred to in Gn 49 1S

) in

the hands of the Pho'iiicians and the Philistines,
to whom thus belonged the important points at

which the caravans coming from Damascus or

Arabia unloaded their goods for further transport
by sea. Consequently the Israelites, when they
sought to take a share in international commerce,
found themselves compelled to make the distant

port of 'Ezion-geber the starting-point of their

shipping trade. It was not till the latest period
of Jewish history that they got Joppa into their

hands, a possession afterwards supplemented by
the harbour of Cfusarea, which had been repaired
by Herod.
The ancient caravan road connecting Damascus

with Arabia, the modern Pilgrim Road, ran along
the eastern side of the territory of the Israelites,

and thus was of no service to them. In like

manner the important caravan road from Gaza to

Arabia touched only a small and thinly peopled
tract of their country. On the other hand, the

great caravan road connecting Damascus with the
middle part of the Mediterranean coast and with

Egypt ran right through the territory of Israel,
and offered its people a variety of advantages,
which they did not fail to utilize when the State

reached under Solomon the culminating point o*
its culture.

In the interior of the country the extensive
stretch of mountains, interrupted by steep descents,
presented a serious obstacle to communication.
Any one who has made journe3's in Palestine
knows from experience how travelling is a course
of up hill and down, and how at every turn de-
clivities have to be passed which it is a severe task
for one's horse to mount or to descend. For the
most part, one has to ride at a walking pace ; it

is but rarely that valleys are encountered with a
level surface where horses can gallop for any long
stretch. Besides, the tract on the western side of

the Jordan is separated from that on the eastern
side by the deep depression of that river. In the

dry season, it is true, communication between the
two parts of the country is kept up by numerous
fords, but during the rainy season these are for
the most part impassable; while, on the other

hand, the winding and impetuous course of the
stream makes it impossible to use it as a water-

way between north and south. The only excep-
tion in this respect is the broad expanse of the
Lake of (iennesareth, ottering great advantages tn

the dwellers upon its shores.

Nevertheless, the gradually developed high civili-

zation of the Israelites led to the difficulties of
communication being overcome as far as was prac-
ticable, and there arose, as the Old Testament,

shows, a network of roads covering all the in-

habited parts of the country. From this point of

view, the monarchical period, from the reign of
Solomon onwards, must have been of special
significance ; but, on the other hand, the differ-

ence between the earlier and later periods must
not be exaggerated. The country to which the
Israelites came as settlers already possessed a
certain measure of civilization. The Tel el-Amarna
letters, which in so many respects have enlarged
our knowledge of the pre -Israelite history of

Canaan, mention, amongst other things, caravans
which the Egyptian vassal-princes in Canaan were
in the way of sending under escort to Egypt.*
This points to the existence of routes of com-
munication. We gather also from the Song of

Deborah that in the period of the Judges there

were roads with a brisk traffic in the Northern
kingdom, for the condition of things that had

supervened owing to the weakness of the Israel-

ites is described in these terms :

' The high-

ways were unoccupied, and the travellers walked
through byways' (Jg 5).t

ii. HEBREW TERMS FOR 'ROAD.' The usual
Hebrew word for 'road' is TH (derckh), which,
from its etymology, probably means '

ground
trodden upon.' Side by side with it we have the

word n*pa (mSsUliih), which occurs also in the

Inscription of Mesha, .and whose radical meaning
is undoubtedly that of a road which has been

constructed by the tilling up of hollows, and which
is kept up by artificial methods. More poetical
is the employment in Hebrew of the word rr;x

Corah), which, on the other hand, is the usual

term in Aramaic. Likewise more poetical are

3'nj (nathibh) or nynj (netMbhah) and (common -in

Aramaic and Arabic) S-j? (shiiblii/). A narrow
road shut in on both sides was called Vi;'-"3

(uiix/t'ii/, Nu 2224
only) ; the road that ran right

through a valley or led over a stream was i:y?

(ma'tlbhdr) or .Tiayg (ma'buruh) ; the steep road up
a declivity, n^y.5 (iimaleh), or. down it, Tiia (iHi'n-i'uh.

In the jifj itmfive language of the OT the notion
* Cf. Nos. ISO, 189, 242, 256 in Winckler's edition [Petrie, Nos.

254, 231, 42, 41].
t That there were much frequented roads also in the southern

portion of the land is evident from the narrative of Gn 3S, where
the kalfsliah takes her seat by the ways;'!': to be seen by
passers-by.
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of ' road r 'way' plays :i prominent ]i:nl,
:i

circumstance ]ii
ohahlv connected not with the

increase of communication l>ut with recollections

ol I lie nomadic prc historic period of Israel's

history. I" tli" desert tlie discovery of the

right path is oltell a ilUCstioli lit life, for Ilir

waiiderei ttho ('nils to lind a well of water 01 \\hii

stiiinlilrs iipoii an enemy's i|iiarters speedily falls

a prey to death. In this way tin 1 language ot the

OT is lo lie understood when it speaks of a way
to life ami one to ileatli 1

1'r I','-
1 ln i;

!'J-" 14'-21">,

.ler 'Jl'i, or of a way tliat pel i~lies I 1's 1"|, or tliat

i- shut u|'
i. lull I'.l'i. \Vlien ( ""I means to dest i,i\

a nation He closes n|i its way with a wall * or with

thorns (Hos _''"). Mis law teaehes Israel the

right way, from whieh, however, the )ieo|ile con-

stantly wamler I.Ier :i'
:1

, ef. Is i."). lie \vlio follows

the example of another walks in his ways > I K 15'-'
6

ami ofteiil. Illustrations of similar usages might
he mult iplied indefinitely. The same figurative
moile of expression prevails also in the I,<oran,

whose lirst hearers must have been familiar

with the 1111)101 tance of path -finding to the

I'll -daw ill.

iii. V.uilnrs KlN'Dtf OF ROADS. In ninny pas-

sages of the OT the word 'way' or 'road' un-

doubtedly stands for a simple bridle-path. It 13

the latter that is the initial stage in the process
whereby men and boasts tread the same ground
year afler year. Thus the very old Pilgrim Koad
from Iianiascus to Arabia consists merely of a

n her of parallel track-, without any artificial

const rnei ion, and recalls the passages in t he ancient

Arab
|

is where such roads are compared to

striped cloths from S. Arabia. On the hills of

P.I lest ine the hard limestone soil forms a lirm

foiind.it:"!! for the roads, which for long stretches

reipiire nothing more in the way of construction,
and present no inconvenience to the traveller ex-

cept al -pots where the winter rains have washed
down accumulations of stones. The existence of

artificially formed roads is not necessarily implied
in the. passages where chariots or waggons are

spoken of. \cc< udiiig to the OT, the ".real plain
between the hills of Samaria and Galilee was the

proper home of chariots of war, which could move
here with case (Jg 4-, cf. '_> K '.l"i. l!ut besides

this n-e heai also of vehicles traversing the hill-

country proper e.ij. Gn 45'-'' (from I.Iebron to

Kg\pii. I S 6 (from Ekron by way of Beth-shemesh
to Kinath jeariml, -S li (from Kiriath-jearim to

Jerusalem), 2 S I.V, 1 K 1 '. Is 22", Jer 17-' (from
ami tn Jerusalem!, 1 K I- M itrom Sheehem to

.Icnisalemi, IK _'/-"-'" (from It.-imoth -"ilend to

Samariai, 'J K 7'"' (from Samai ia I' 1 I he -Ionian),

._> |^ -,'.i.
.Mir.

(f,-,,,,, Damascus to Samariai. -J K 1013 '-

i fro in .le/reel to Samai ia, cf. !)'-'"'). With refer-

i in . to (In 4."i'-
7 Uobinson (BIIP- i. ~2\4i. ) declares

that the road from IJehron to the south cannot

|n.ssihly have In 1
)

1

)) traversed by waggons, anil

In-nee he assumes that they must ha\e niadi 1 a

circuit bv the \\'mlii ./A'/.*//,/. In like manner
he asserts that the road between Hebron and
.leiii-alem must ha\e been impracticable for any-

tiling on wheels. l!ut in that < ase the OT could

not ha\e spi.ki-n at all of vehicles travelling from

and to Jerusalem, for none of the roads leading to

the capital are a uhit Keller than the IJehron road.

Nor can it well I e doiiUed that the chariots whiih
Ah-ahnii collected in connexion with his projected
rebellion (_' S I.V) were procured at Hebron. AS a

matter of fact, there is no ".round for Itobinson's

remark if one keeps in minrl (hat the li^ht two
w heeled chariots of war and I he clumsy ox wagons
(1 S ti| could travel not only on perfectly primitne

Tin- iiii'tti'nl nf III, irking :i r-i:nl li\ IIH.UI-. "f :i w;ill (TJ)
fnrnhil <>! loose Btonea i- .t. -''uti, >i !>> i;mhr in 31ittciL it.

Aut-'/u-i'-f'i' K 'I' x /' "'."-A- it I'al. \\t't I/ID, ISLKJ, p. 9

tXl'KA VOL. 24

roads, but even along unbeaten ground.* Of course
the progress under such conditions was often \eiy
slou, and the journey was attended with inei.n

\ enieiices and dangers such as are exjiressly alluded
to in _' S li".

Hut, although a number of the roads mentimi, .!

in the liible are nothing more than primitnc
natural tracks, it is a well established fact, on the

other liaml, that the Israelites had also artifi-

cially constructed roads. It is a circumstance of

special importance from this point of view that
the Mnahite king Meaha records in hia Inscription
1 1. I'll) how he caused the road alonj; the Arnon to

lie constructed (^^DO Tory), For it may be inferred

that what was done by this prince would also he

done by the Israelite inonarchs of the same period.
A testimony in favour of this may be found in the

very word n^po (infxllldh) noticed above. It is also

expressly said in I)t 193 that the mails leading to

the three Cities of Refuse are to Vie kept in <;ood

repair (['-''). In Sir 21'" the writer says figura-

tively,
' The way of sinners is made smooth with

stones." Contrariwise, .lob (3H
1

-) speaks of a tear-

ing up or destroying (cm) of the road, which like-

wise presupposes one that has been artificially
formed. The expression

' the king's highway
'

(TiS^n T!?) used for the great trunk-road of the

country (Nn 20", ef. v. 1 "
n;po)' appears to point to

the fact that it was especially the kings who saw
to the repairing of the roads, a procedure which
was natural even on military grounds. t We are

not, of course, to think of such roads as possessing

any special excellence ; they were probably similar

in character to the ' Sultan's roads as these existed

in Palestine down to recent years. Accordingly,
when kings went upon a journey, people were sent

out to prepare the roads, for instance by removing
loose stones from the surface (cf. Is 403 S" 14 G21U

, and
Diod. Sic. ii. 13). It is also related by Joscplms
that Vespasian took workmen along with his army,
whose duty it was to remove inequalities in the

roads, and to cut down any bushes that might be
in the way.J On the other hand, it is improbable
that the Israelites built any lir'uliic.n, as there is no
word in the OT (nor even 2 Mac P2' 3 ) which can be

proved to mean '

bridge,' and none of the existing
remains of ancient bridges over the Jordan are

earlier than the Uoman period. Any one who
wanted to cross the Jordan had to avail himself
of the foi-ils, unless lie followed the example of

Jonathan the Maccabee (1 Mac SI
48

) and swam
over. In desert regions a '

taaymark' ([''V zlijyun,
or "nTcri tnmrAr) was set up for the guidance of

travellers (Jer 31'-'), a practice which is also men-
tioned frequently by the ancient Arab poets. But
milcxtonei were lirst introduced by the Romans ;

the Israelites reckoned distances by the number of

days' journey (tin 3U* 31a
, 1 K I!)

4
,
2 K 3"), and

appear in general to have had no measure for long
stretches of road.'l

iv. THE HOAIIS OF THE OT. The mention in

the OT of the then existing roads is naturally of a
* Cf. e.g. the illustration* in \V. Max Mulltr, Asieti u. Kuropa,

301, 306.

t Bui when .Toscphns (Ant. vm. vii. 4) records that Solomon
cAutied the roads Ir i hn- to Jerusalem to tie paved with black

stone, it is certain that he attributes to this monarch the work
of a later a<;e. A stone pavement is mentioned in the OT in

2 K lf.1", Ezk 401', Men 38 (?), 2 Ch 7", ef. Aristeas, 38.

J KJ in. vi. 2. Cf. vii. 3, where it is recorded how Vespasian,
when lie had determined to besiege Jotapata, first despatched
workmen in the direction of the city to level the mountain
road, which was difficult for foot-passengers to tra\crse and
whollv impractii-.'ilile for horsemen, .losi-phus adds that in four

il:i\s tln-y succeeded in making a wide military road.

on the other hand, it may lie assumed that the Phoenicians

understood how to build some kind of hridne, for the deep
l.i! in\ ^,ir^i. which is crossed by the undeniably ancient road
between /.idon and the Mrr} '.-li/i/tin cannot be passed in any
"thi-r way (cf. Uc.hinson, HUP iii. 511).

In ilier the word .-nij (kilihrah, fin 85l 4S', 2 K 51)

really stands (or a larger measure of length, it) very uncertain.
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somewhat incidental character, and is influenced

exclusively by regard to the scenes of the history
that is being narrated. Nevertheless, it is worth
while to enumerate the most important of these
roads, since we thus obtain at all events a view of
the condition of things at the time. They were
supplemented by the later Roman roads, which as
a rule followed the old lines of communication (cf.
the following article).*

1. We shall first examine the roads that con-
nn-li-d. Palestine with the surrounding countries.

('0 From Arabia it was possible to reach Palestine

by a variety of roads. Une led in a straight line
fiom Elath, by way of Lysa (Wa/ly Lussan), to
( la/a.f At Aboda ('AMe) it met the road coming
from rjebron by Beersheba and Elusa. The por-
tion of this road lying between Lysa and Elath is

probably to be identified with ' the way to the
Yam Siiph' mentioned in Nu 14-5 21 4

, Dt I
40 21

.

Another road ran up from Elath to the north
through the 'Arabah depression. The traveller
who made choice of it in order to reach Judah,
might either make his way to Hebron by the
ancient Ascent of'Akrabbim ; or he might journey
through the 'Arabah as far as the south end of the
Dead Sea and thence gain the hills and reach
I.Iebron by way of Zutvcre et-Tahta and el-Fukd ;

or he might pursue his way along the west side of
the Dead Sea and make use of the ascent at En-
gedi (see below). These roads must have been
under the control of the Israelites at the time
when Solomon opened the sea trade from 'Ezion-

geber. Close by the watershed a road parts from
the 'Arabah route and goes down to the metropolis,
Petra. This city, however, may be reached also

by a direct road over the high land. From Petra
a main road leads by et-TiiJiln to Kerak in Moab.
This may perhaps be identified with 'the king's
highway

'

of Nu 20 17
. But it is extremely doubt-

ful whether it is the same that is referred to in the
parallel narrative, Dt 28

,
for here the road from

Elath to Ma'an and thence (coinciding with the

great Pilgrim Road) to the east side of Moab suits
much better. The Pilgrim Road itself, whic h leads
on further by Edre'i and Muzerib (probably the
ancient Ashtaroth-karnaim) to Damascus, marks
an old established and very important connexion
between Syria and Arabia, and also opens up, by
means of various branches running westwards, a
further connexion between Arabia and Palestine.
At Edre'i it takes up a road coming from Dumah
(Dum&t al-Jam/ill). The oasis of Tema mentioned
in the OT (Job G 19

, Is 21 1J
) may be reached both

from Dumah and from the southern continuation
of the Pilgrim Road. Along these roads travelled
not only peaceful caravans, but also the Bedawin
tribes upon the occasion of their forays upon the
civilized districts east of the Jordan, or their

plundering campaigns to the west of that river.

(6) Palestine was connected with Egypt by two
roads. One of these (' the way of the land of the
Philistines,' Ex 13 17

) ran along the shore of the
Mediterranean, and is probably identical with the
present caravan road which leads past Knntamt
el-Khazne.'i By this road Sargon advanced
against the

Egyptians,
and defeated them at

Raphia; and Necho doubtless availed himself of
it when he set out to march through Palestine
(2 K 23-9 ). At a later period Titus made his way
from Egypt to Judn-a along this road, his halting-
places being Ostrakine, Rhinocorura, Raphia,

* Of maps to he consulted on what follows, we should re-

commend, in addition to the two accompanying ones and lar^e
English ones of the I'EF, the spec'ial maps of the XDI'f,
vols. iii. and xix. Cf. also Bartholomew -Smith's Hap of
Palestine (Edin., T. T. Clark, 1901).

^

t Regianlinf; the stations of the I'eutinger Table, cf. Buhl,
Gffch. fief Edoinitrr, p. IS.

t Cf. Brujjsch, Deutsche Recue, ix. 350 ff.

Gaza, Ascalon, Jamnia, Joppa, and C.i'sarea.*

The other road is called in the OT ' the way to
Shur' (Gn 16', 1 S 157

). The researches of F.' W.
Holland have shown that it deviated from the
caravan road from Beersheba, and ran north from
Jebel Ycli'lf, then by Jebel Mughara, and finally
over undulating ground to Ismdiliya.\ See, fur-

ther, art. SHUR in vol. iv.

(c) On the northern frontier of Palestine there
were three entrances to the country. These
marked the connexion not only with Syria but
also with the Euphrates lands, Assyria and. Baby-
lonia, for any direct communication with the
latter through the waterless Syrian desert was
difficult. We shall look first at the points of

entrance, and then at the routes which converged
upon them.
The first entrance is the road along the Mediter-

ranean coast, leading from Beirut by Xidon to

Tyre and on to the south. Somewhat to the
north of Beirut it was blocked by a rocky pro-
jection at the j\"/<r el-Kalb, but even in pre-
Israelite times this obstacle had been overcome,
for among the figures cut on the rocky wall, at the

spot where the course of the road is hewn past the

rock, is that of Ramses II. a circumstance which
throws an interesting light upon the conditions of

communication in these early times. The second
entrance was the Merj 'Ayijun, into which de-
bouched the road leading from Riblah (2 K 2333

256. ait.) through the valley between Lebanon and
Antilibanus. The third starting-point was Da-
mascus, from which several roads led to the west
and the south. One ran along the foot of Hermon
to Dan, whence the traveller could reach /idon,
Tyre, and Galilee (see below). Another ran in a
S.W. direction past cl-Kitnetra in Golan, and
struck the Jordan at the spot where afterwards
the Bridge of Jacob's Daughters was built. We
shall presently describe more fully how from this

point it traversed Western Galilee and led by one
branch to Acco and by another to the Plain of
Jezreel. By means of its further continuation

along the Mediterranean coast it formed the piin-

cipal connexion between Damascus, with its hin-

terland, and Egypt. In the Middle Ages it was
called Via Maris, and there is a strong proba-
bility that it is to be identified with the road
that bears the corresponding name c;n yr\ (derckh

hay-yam, 'way of the sea') in Is 9'.J Besides
this there was still another road from Damascus
through the tvans-Jordanic territory, which crossed
the Jordan at Bethshean, and thence led to the
Plain of Jezreel or into the hill-country of Samaria.

Having now learned what were Uie points of

entrance to North Palestine, we must notice

briefly the roads leading thence to Syria and
the Euphrates lands, for the Israelites had not

infrequently the misfortune to see armies ad-

vancing against them along these roads, or had
themselves to tread them as deported captives.
The oldest principal line of communication be-

tween North Palestine and the Euphrates lands
contrived to avoid the desert by a long circuitous
route through Syria, passing Riblah (2 K 23s3

2o 6 ' 20
'-), IJamath, Eniesa, and Aleppo, and along

the Upper Euphrates till in the fertile Belikh

Valley it reached the city of Hanan, where the
roads from Armenia and Babylonia met. Thia
was probably the route chosen, for instance, by
Pharaoh-necho (2 K 23-19 ), who was met by Nebu-
chadrezzar at Carchemish. It was doubtless along
the same road that the Assyrian kings advanced

* Jos. BJ iv. xi. 5. Retfardin^ the ancient Egyptian fortresses
on this road, see W. Max Muller, Atsicn ?(. Ent'tipa, 134.

t Proceeding* of lioual Gt'o/r. Sire. xxii. 4551.; Trumlmll.
Kadegh Barnea, :!lf. ; Outhe, XDl'\' viii. 217.

I Schumacher, PEt'St, 1889, p. 7s f.; G. A. Smith, UUHL 426f.
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on their expeditions ni' i-omiucst." From Hairan
a road li>il direct in Nine\eh, while Babylonia
miilil he reached throu".h ili'' Mesopotamian Plain.

At a later period Thapsai ns \\as a l';ivc nu id'

dossil,", place. It was here, fur example, that

lln- \oiuio.ei Cyrus ami Alexander tin- (ireat

crossed till' Kuplllalcs. This hrmioht "II'' Ilearel

M> tin' desert on tin- west HI thr river, 1ml n was
still possible to kl'l'|l III! till' edge of till' cultured

lanil. In tin 1 Koiiiiiii period, on thi j other Imml,
a niiifh frei|iicnli il route "a-, tin- shorter roatl

tioni Hamascns by way of Palmyra and a number
of water station, in the de-ert to the spot where
the Chaboras joins tin- Kuphratcs.t It is possible,
howi MT, that ill luiirh earlier times this ile.-eii

road hail a predecessor. H. \Vinckler J seeks to

show that a> early as iln- 14th rent. li.'. the llahy
Ionian king Kadosman-harba, linding the ohl mail

through N. Meso|iotaniia cln,ed against him by
I

'

\ i elision ul I he -\\ay of Assyria, canseil \valer

slalioiis In lit; established ill the desert, ill older
i ai he might have a direct road from Babylon to

Damascus utter his compicst of the Snti who
lived in this desert. The cireunistance that Pal

inyra is liist nient ioneil towards the close of the

pie ( 'hristian period is of course no argument
against this \ iew, fur a water station may very \\ell

have existed there |irior to the buil.ling of the
famous city.

^ Im-h ni these roads was followed h\"

the e\ile> on their w a y haek from liabylon cannot
In' ileiermineil \\ilh certainty. The descriptions
in Is 4O 1 " 4:i'"- 4!i""- presuppose that a desert has
to he traversed hy the reluming company. We
may also recall tiie circumstance that those who
accompanied Xeruhhabcl look with them, aci-"i<!inu

in I'./.r i'"
1

, not only horses and mules and asses,

lull 4.').") camels, and thai those who returned with
K/.ra were ex| <! to danger from 'Hers in wait

'

il'./i s"i. Mnt this will suit e.|ually well a journey
through the mostly unpeopled X. Mesopotamia,
and does not point of necessity to a course through
the desert proper. According to Berosus (n/i. ,los.

c. A/iimi. i. I'.ii, Nebuchadrezzar, after he had
cleared Syria of the F.gyptian troops, being in-

formed ot
%

his father's death set oil for Babylon
liy forced marches through the desert. At the
same time he left instructions with his generals
to conduct the Jewish, I'lurnician, and other

prisoners of war, along \\ith the haggagf of the

army, thither. In this latter instance, evidently,
i In- way round about the desert was to he fill-

lowed.
'_'. Unuil.t in Palestine. (a) When we turn to

.liiil'in. \ve are best informed as to the, roads

leading from Jerusalem. The ancient main road
Iroin the capital to the Maritime Plain led past
(iilieon and lid h Innon. from which there was a

steep asei'Ht (o the plain (cf. .'../. Jos 111"
1

, US '_''

I::
'

[LXX]20", \. ::',
n.

.1,,,. /;./,,. vii . o, xix 8j

The present road from Jerusalem to.lallaor l.ydda
is lirsl mentioned a few times hy Kiiscl.ins.S From
the 1'hilistine Plain various passes led into the

SSi.ilin m. *. r i! it. '.
i il.i-s (II Win.-kli-r. /iV//,,iw/, r. '/Y rt.

fntth, 2) how. u h. n t hi I :u|. In icefl \va* in hiiih Hi 'ml. li-- IT.IS,.-.!

I IK- rivrr mi *,-".'!> .-..ii^t rm '

I trim -li'-rj's' skins, unit dr-
featfd UK- kinir uf Cur'-lu-inish ami "there.

i M. v. O|iiiL-nlit-iin, Turn Milt>-!iiK'<'r zurn perxixchell Golf,
i. B i

'.Alt": 'nil! I ',,, >,,'l,t,n !:,:, i. I ll',
; //.';/ .'> t i*,'ll . t-'.nt u ii'k'fll It >

I

BttbffloniftU tt/iti .! nnm fait, II. Tin- ;ii-|l\i- inli-r'-inir-M- !-
tui-i-M |{:ili\l'in iind l':ilr-! i|]i--Ku'> 1'! 'i> IML-anH illikf tf ri-\;il

^en and traders ia witnessed to bj the Tel el'AmArno
letten, e.y. Wlnckler, Not 10 n Petrle, Nan. 22, 124].

5 i>ii:.in.- lm. _;, -J71. 411, L':;.'|. s.:. II tin- N'T KIIHIMII-. .li.'iiM
l " ui. nii.-al \vitli KoMniy/0, the waj t" it \MHII.I I'l-in. i.t. unn
th<- In ^iiunliL' "t till- .l.itf;i III;LI|

; but i' Klnlll.Hls is -

the relent n i.k "ii :

iii i.. to tin- r..;ul to this \iilaj:i- 1,\-

way of .\if'.< Sam-wit. If Kin i' ti j.':u iin t.. iijlitl> i.l.ntiliiil

Wltll Kill-/,' tl'lneb. It W:ls t.\ Ihr .ast.TII ]...lli.lll of the

present .I.ilTa road that the ark travelled from this citv to
Jerusalem (1 S li).

mountains and to the capital.* From Ash. hi 1

the main road led through the II /././

called in earlier times the Vale of Elah i< i. tin

narrative of 1 S IT'"'l. From 'Fkron a road ran
to Iteth shcme-h in the M'atly en- Siinir furl hei to

the north. Hither the kine brought the aik ol

Jahweh, and thence it was afterwards conveyed to

Iviriath jeai im and linally to Jerusalem (1 S 0,
'_' S lii. Towards the south Jerusalem was con-

nected bv an ancient road with Hebron and be-

yond it with llcetslieba (cf. e.g. 2 S 15" l(i"\ 1 K
111

3
). By this road I.ysias, according to 1 Mac

4'-'""', attempted to reach the capital, but was
completely routed by Judas at ISclh /.ur. It was
presumably this road also (hat was chosen when
a journey was undertaken from Jnihca to Fdotii.

The ancient highroad, before it was modernized
a few years ago, bore every trace of having been

always the main route between Jerusalem and the

south; it was carried in a straight line, and was
in many places artificially constructed, and that

apparently from early times. Like the generality
ot such roads, it presented not a few difficulties,

leading as it did over steep hills, and being covered
at not a few spots with large stones. t An hour's

journey south of Jerusalem a road strikes oil' from
it, which brings one in Ki minutes to Bethlehem
(cf. Jg IS)"1-). From Jerusalem to En-gedi there
was also a much frequented road. It is mentioned
in -2 (,'h '20. As the j"i'n (llitzziz) of v. 16 is no doubt
to be identified with the modern \\'Otl>J //".v".v</,

the ancient road followed exactly the same course
as the later Roman road. A part of this road is

probably in view also in 1 S 24-'-, whereas the
road named in the parallel narrative (2li

3
)
should

more likely IK; found iu that between F.n-gcili and
Hebron, if, that is to say, the hill Hachilah is

rightly identified with Iliikr cl-KulA. From F.n-

gedi one can proceed further to the southern shore
of the Dead Sea and to Kdom. The ancient main
road between Jerusalem and Jericho (Lk 1U-

W
) prob-

ably coincided with the Roman road.J It ran,

according to 2 S 15'^ [LXX] 16s
,
over the Mount

of Olives and then by the city of Baliurim. Its

further course, which may be presumed to have
been the same as that of the later road (before it

was modernized), led through the waterless and
sun-scorched desert to Tnl'nt cd-DAm, a name
which probably points back to the old 'Ascent of

Adummim' by which the low ground is reached

(Jos 157 18 1

'). This wa.s the usual road taken by

1)ilgrims
coming from the east of the .Ionian. The

atter, as a rule, included also (.laliheans who de-

sired to avoid the road through Samaria. There
was another, but a longer, road from the capital to

the N.W. shore of the Dead Sen and Jericho. It

tirst follows the lower I\idion Valley by Mar-saba ;

then passes the Minilm- hill, anil crossing the
small plain of Jlii/:rt' linally arrives through beauti-

ful scenery at the low ground. It was probably
by this road that king /edckiah Hed from Jeru-
salem to the Jordan ('2K ~25

41
-, Jer 304 ). The

present main road from Jerusalem to the north,
which at some spots is very bad and uncomfort-

able, meets us in the narrative of Jg 111
13

, where
the Levite, turning aside from Jerusalem, pro-

Iiosed

to pass the night at llibeah or Kamali.
ts northern continuation, which ran past (iophna,

is mentioned in (Jnnin.- 300. 94. It is the same
road which is called in Jg 2O" the way from
Bethel to Gibeah. By this road T.tus moved on

*
Joscphns (RJ ill. ii. 3) saya that these passes were nc.-ujiii'd

by the Unman, when the Jewn projected an attack on '.

i in the ancient roads from Jerusalem to 'A,l,._r, M ,- y.lil'V

x. l:i4f.

t Uoi.mson, miP^i. 214 f.

I c 'I. v. Kastcrcn, XD1'\' xiii. 05 (T.

; I: mi ill is tli-- modern ff-tt>'un ; Cihcah in all probability la

Tuftt f/- / ul, somewhat to the south ol it.
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Jerusalem, for he passed the night at Gophna,
then at Gabath-Saul, i.e. Gibeah, and came finally
to Scopus, from which he descried Jerusalem with
its magnificent temple.* On the other hand,
Isaial. (lO

28
*') makes the Assyrian conqueror ad-

vance against Jerusalem by another road further
to the north-east a circumstance which at least

suggests that in olden times armies coining from
the north approached Jerusalem by this road, and
not by the one first named. As a matter of fact,

the two roads unite further to the north, but it

is strange all the same that considerable armies
should have preferred the very difficult passage
by the Suweinit gorge (cf. 1 S 14 J

). The road
named by the prophet, which can be reached either

by way of 'Anathoth or by the present road to the
south of Tillel cl-Fi'd, runs past Hizma and Geba'
to the Suweinit gorge, north of which Michmaah
is reached. At all events Michmash was, as 1 S
13 18

shows, an important meeting - point, from
which roads ran in all directions. Towards the
south one could go to 'Ai and 'Ophrah. A road

running west connected Michmash with Beth-
horon and the Maritime Plain. And, lastly, there
was a fourth road going in a south - eastern
direction to the Valley of Zeboim, by which we
should no doubt understand" the great WOdij el-

Kelt, from the northern edge of which an ancient
road leads down to Jericho, t It is very probable
that it was this route that the Israelites followed
when they moved into the country to the west of

the Jordan ; so that here again we have to do with
a road of extreme historical interest.! Since there
is a direct course from Michmash to 'Ai, every-
thing is in favour of the latter city having been
the first to be attacked by the Israelites ; and by
the same road they could always retire upon their

fixed camp in the Jordan Valley (cf. Jos 9).

(6) The continuation of the road leaving Jeru-
salem for the north leads to Samaria, namely by
way of Bethel to Shechem (cf. Jg. 21 19

,
a passage

which shows that the ancient road, like the
modern one, ran to the west of Shiloh). The
scene of Jos 4sff- is the spot where this road bends
to the west and leads into the Vale of Shechem.
The different roads leading from Shechem are re-

ferred to generally in Jg 9i5 , and in v.*7 there is

special mention of the way that came from ' the

Soothsayers' Oak.' But several of these roads
were cf special importance, and the scanty allu-

sions to them in the OT must be explained on
the ground that detailed narratives are so seldom
connected with this district. As the well-watered
and fertile H'aity tiha'ir, running west from

Shechem, opens a connexion with the Maritime

Plain, so does the Wady el-Furi'a, which runs

east, provide an approach from the Jordan Valley.
Neither of these roads is mentioned in the OT,
except in the narrative of Jacob's immigration
(Gn 3317

'-) ; but in later times we read of Ves-

pasian coming from Emmaus and descending by
way of Shechem to Korea?, i.e. the beautiful oasis

Kiiri'iirn at the mouth of the Waily el-Furi'a.\\

The story of Abimelech's march from Shechem to

Thcbez (Jg 95U
) introduces us to another main road

leading out from Shechem, namely that which
runs in a north-eastern direction by way of Titbits

Jos. BJv. ii. Iff. From Gibeah a road led to Gibeon, if
' '

1

* Jos. BJv. ii. Iff. From Gibeah a road led to Gibeon, if

Buriile's very attractive emendation in Jg '2U31 is correct. In

any case such a road exists, and in all probability it was
follow. -<1 by the legion \vliich calne from Emmaus to join Titus
at Gibeah.

t The name Wady Abu Dabd' , recalling the name Zcbu'lm, is

still attached to a branch of the Wddy el-Kelt.

J Cf. G. A. Smith, HGHL L'C.4.

In Ut IV it is usual to discover a reference to the main
road which passes to the east of Shechem, but perhaps Steuer-

nai,rel is right in questioning the correctness of the text in this

passage.
II
Jos. BJ iv. viii. 1.

to Bethshean, and thus connects Shechem with
the trans-Jordanic region and Damascus. Lastly,
there is a road to the north, running from Shechem
to Jenin, where opens one of the approaches that
lead from the Plain of Jezreel into the hills of

Samaria. Here we are at the starting-point of

the great road which led from the Plain and from
Galilee past Shechem to Jerusalem and to the

south of the country.* Hence we find king
Ahaziah of Jiulah at this spot when he sought
to flee to his home before Jehu an attempt,
however, which failed because his wounds com-

pelled him to hasten to Megiddo, westward from
Jenin (2 K 9-17'-). At Jenin we encounter also

those Galilteans who in their pilgrimage to the

temple passed through Samaria (cf. the story of

the murder of Galiheans perpetrated here by the

Samaritans, Jos. Ant. XX. vi. 1 ; BJ II. xii. 3).

Special importance attached to this Jenin road
for the further reason that it formed the approach
from the north to the capital, Samaria, the great
Jcmn-Shechem road throwing off two side-roads

to Sebastiyeh. One of these branches off at the

beautifully situated village of Jcbna, the other at

the more southerly Beit Imrim.\ Here then we
have the route followed, for instance, by Jehu
when he drove from Jezreel to Samaria (2 K
10'-

ff

-), and probably also by an enemy advancing
from the Jordan against the capital (7

Nf
-).

In addition to the two roads already mentioned
which gave access from the north to the hill-

country of Samaria by way of Bethshcan and
Jenin, there were a number of other passes at the

choice of travellers coming from the Plain of

Jezreel. The most important of these is the road

leading by Lcjjiin (probably the ancient Megiddo)
over the hills in a S.W. direction to the Judrean
and Philistine Maritime Plain ;

for this is the

continuation of the above-mentioned great caravan
road (the Via, Maris) connecting Damascus with

Egypt. This road was traversed not only by
patient caravan camels, but by many great armies

e.g. by the Assyrians when marching against

Egypt ; by Neeho s troops on his march to the

Euphrates, which king Josiah made a vain attempt
to stop at Megiddo (2 K 23 J

) ; by Cambyses in his

Egyptian campaign, etc. It was presumably
followed also by the Aramamn kings of Damas-

cus, when they extended their military expeditions
to the Philistine Maritime Plain (2 K 12'3 1322

[LXX]).J But besides this main route there was
another caravan road to the southern Maritime

Plain, which was preferred by those who crossed

the Jordan at Bethshean. It is described by
Robinson (BKP iii. 158 f.) as running west from
Jenin into the hill-country and touching the Plain

of Dothan between Kefr Kttd and Jn'bud. Its

great antiquity is shown by Gn 37-5 ,
where a

caravan travelling from Gilead to Egypt passes
Dothan. Finally, it was possible for one coming
from the northern part of the country to reach

the Jndipan Maritime Plain by keeping right along
the seashore, for an artificially widened passage
led by the foot of Carmel ;

but this route was
chosen only by those who from their start in the

north had followed the way by the coast.

(f) Among tl:e roads in Galilee we have first to

deal with that part of the Via Maris which touched

* In Jth 4' the high priest writes to the inhabitants ot

Bethulia, directing them to seize the mountain passes because
liv tlH-m was the way to Judiea, and it was easy to hinder an

approach, as the pass was narrow, with space for two men at

most. It is plain that the author has in view here the narrow
vallev of Jibteatn, behind Jenin.

t Robinson, fi/i/>2 ii. 311. Samaria is connected with Shechem

by a road which turns off to the right from the IKrtdf/ Sha'ir.
'

; On the ground of these passages, Wellhausen (Camp. d.

Ucx. 254) identifies the Aphek mentioned in 1 K 20*. 30, 2 K
13", with the Aphek of the Maritime Plain, on the situation of

which cf. especially G. A. Smith, IIUHL^ 675.
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tlii^ district. Alli-r ii.-i-.~in:,'
the l!rid";e of .lamb-

1
1 in-Ill, -I-, i In- road ascends t" A !'>/.

frui 1 1 \vliicli it run- in i In- V \\ . shore oi i In- La ke

HI ( lenne ore) li at A /' m M\ I lience it inns

lip tlil'iiu^li tin- Vale nf el i.lammam t" Klum -I

i'tijj&r, .-mil reaches tin- 1'hun of,lc/ncl in the

nei-hliiiiirlmnd ill Talior. At lyn-n IJ'i/lin it

throw - <ill a lir.-uu-li in a west n I y iliri'i-limi in \'

ill 1 1 ic remainin;: mad- in t ialilee. which, nw in".

In I In- dense pupii hit ion ..t' lliis part of the country,
must have hern very nuini-r>iu-. w. may notice tin;

tniliiu in;;. '1'lic cities which Tiglath-pUeser con-

?in-ici|

in -m vi --inn (_' Iv 1 .">-"'
i lay on tin- mail

mill lyil \ll In I In- M' I'/' .li/i/lill. t Hilt till' 111:1111

mail from the . !/ ; inilic -oath probably
Uept c-ln-er h\ the .Ionian, till it finally united

with the I'i.i .\l:ii-i.i. From .l//i/ 1 1 he ancient Aliel

In-Ill Maaeahl a mud ran westwards to T\m ;
n

connected the latter city with Damascus. On the

western side of the Galilfcan hill- the protnlniai
known a- the Ladder of Tyre (Sceua Tyriorum]
presented an awkward oli-tarh- lo einnnninieation.

N. . ilhi-le , the rinenirian- -uccecded in making
this dilliciiit point pa-sahle even for chariot-, a- i-

prined hv the aneient marks of whi-els; and so

w e hear n'i various annie- moving from Syria aloii",

tin- -eacoa-t.' What mad- are n-ierred lointhe
narrative of 1 K IT

1
' and Mt 1.3-' cannoi In- deter-

mined with certainty owing to the brevity of the

descriptions.
(i/i In (In- Jiii-ifnii Viilli'y an ancient mad on the

wc-tein side of I he river Mipplie- the connexinn
between norlli and south. I'll the w e-t -hnrc of

I In- Lake nt ( i e ..neth. \\ here the bordering hills

|ea\t- only a somewhat narrow -Hand < dear, this

road connected the tmmeron.- village- that were
found here in ancient times. From tin- cm--iii'_:-

pho-e a I HI -lli-lii -an it was followed liy I'ompey in

hi- campaign against Ari-tnhnlns.t; Along its

iioiihern piiriien. between tin- Lake- .,i Gennes
arcth and I.Iuh h. .Jonathan inarched (1 Mac H"7

).!

The .Jordan, as already remarked, p,,--e--c- a

considerable nnmlier i J'urds. The most southern
of the-e is called '// n 11

; next comes the ford at

the pilgrim-' hailing place; and, further up the

rue], that at the mad from .Icriehn to >\ >'"//.

ihe i m--iiiLj i- now made,- liy a hrid-_. \

in i niliei oi these points we must seek the

I. nd ni /' n i.Jg 3* [see art. t,|rAi:i:v in Mil.

iv.], cf. 2S l'.i
: ' ;

i. At the next principal eniianee
in ilie hill country, namely tin- ll'm/n / Fdri'a

cniniii'.: limn Shechem, we encounter tin- ford iW-

,
hkcu i

-e with a bridge. w Inch liy I In- w a\

stands a1 i"
1 enl on dry ground, the river having

ImlliiHcd a new lied foritseli.* This much Ire

i|Henied cin--in:_' to the central ]i-irt
of the trans-

Joi lanic distiict meets us in the I >T under the

name A'l'iin i.losS 10
,
and probahly al-o 1 K T"'.

where \lo.n-e happily sn-_'.i;e-t- rea.lin^ 'the ford

(in ' iililii-iit/i i Adam i. Fill tiler imrlli I- the mii-l

impiiiiani crossing-place, the ford '.<li<2ra at Heth

sin-all, which \\a- that clm-i-n. for example. li\

Judas on his return march from the ca-l m the
.Jordan (1 Ma. . and liy I'ompey in his above,

mention. -d campaign. The importance m iln-

ily intelligible in view m iln- fai

noted, that a whole -cries of ._reai caravan roods

LSI and west conver-.'e upon it. -Th.

yet other two crossing-places farther up tin- riv. r

one by the bridge cl-Miijiimi, A hour Mnith of the

* In ihisr.i i;i]li.iurhood,iathetimcotChrisi,,i, Hi

bounil.in I Mi

( .In wii^htm<it fitlinu'l\ in //

J .1. ^. .! .1'. \:- \v . 1 ;
l;J l. xiii. 1, 111. ii. I ; \','. 71.

5 .1 ' 11
I-, int'tn . n i the north an the great road leading

CM ri- -. (" l.i::llt\ ri' i

\ ]'li"i '^ia| ill ..[ :!iis l.i-iitL;'- will In' fnmiil i:

.

I, p. ^4.

miiiith of tin- Jarmiik; the other immediately
south of the exit ol | he .liildan Iliim I he Lake ni

( leiiric-aieth. a point ,/;,</, / Tlimm) when- -ome
iraccs ni an ancient bridge remain. The tmd i \a\

named had special importance for sm-h ol tin-

dweller- on the shore of the Lake as did not ,-nail

them-, he- of boats, lietween the l.ak. ,,! I ,, n

1 1 and that of ljuleh is the Bridge of Jacob's

Daughters, at the spot where the old caravan mad.

already referred to more than once, crosses the

.Jordan." l.a-tly, in the northern Jordan \all \

there is a road from (ialilcu to Dim, when- tin-

dilh-ri-nt sources of the Jordan have to be crossed,
a la-k now accomplished for the most part by
In idics. In the OT this road is alluded to in such

passages a- .J.L.' IS7
.

i i .\biiut the roads on the east side of the.

Jordan the Bible gives us little information. On
the olher hand, the Roman roads give a good
picture of the later routes of communication, and
Irom these we may draw backward inferences as
to the earlier mads. The way from Mahanaim to

the Jordan \ alley rj s _* 4') probably rail through
the Wady'Ajl-&n. Nothing ran be said aliout the

road mentioned in 2 K lu 16 until the site of Ramoth-
gilead has been determined. Coming down lo a
later time, the route followed by Judas Maccab.-cus

after his conquests in the districts to the west
o_f

the l.lauran range can be fixed with tolerable

certainty. Kpln-un (1 Mac 5 Jli

) is in all probability
identical with Gf]ihrun (1'olyh. V. Ixx. 12), a name
which is recalled by that of thedeep Wuilij Ghiifr, in

whii-h the city will thus have lain which Judas had
to pass through. t Josephus speaks incidentally
of the roads which led from the city of Julius

to Gamrtla (the modern Jamli (?)) and Sulcttcia

(now Selukiye).'t We have already spoken of

the road from Damascus to the Bridge of Jacob's

Daughters.
II. TUAVEL. i. MOTIVES FOR TRAVELLING.

Journi-j-s were undertaken only on a very small

scale by the Israelites after they had exchanged
the shifting nomadic stage of existence for a
settled life ; for the inconveniences and dangers
attached to travelling were many and the ad-

vantages few. Any one who left his home and

family gave up, according to the ancient Oriental

conception, the best part of his human rights, ami
heianie a <)(

:r (see art. GER in vol. ii.), whose
welfare and whose life were entirely at the mercy
of those with whom he sojourned. This was, above

all, the rase if lie lived in a foreign land, w here,

as David expresses it (1 S 2G la
), he had to serve

other gods. The traveller was frequently exposed
to the risk of being plundered and maltreated on
the way. In the desert he was threatened with
all ih. perils characteristic of such places (Is 30",

.lei -J" etc.). On the sea his life was in constant

Ian i.Ion I
4

, 1's 107'-
3

"'-, Enoch 101 J
).|| Journeys

to: pleasure in our sense of the term were thus"

ipiite unknown to the Israelites. Nor do we lind

any ho undertook travels for purposes ot research,
moved by a scientific interest, like Herodotus o?

llm Batnta; although they enjoyed listening to

the laics of those who had visited foreign parts

(cf.
.loh 21-'"). The Israelite who travelled had a

di 'liniie and practical aim in view. Such aims

might of course be purely accidental and indi-

\ idual, as, for instance, when one did not dare or

wi-li to remain at home, like Jacob, or the l.evite

l '(. the picture ot the hridge in ZDIT xiii. 74.

luiinarher, Sorthrrn Ajliin, 179, 1S1 ; Hulll.

i

1

!"><if. d. iwrdt. OatjonlaiilatuUs, 17 f.

is. t'i/o, 71.

i .1 different periods, Jg 9, Hos 89, Jer 32, Ezr S=!, Pr
IK IDiW; Jos. Atil. XIV. xv. 5, xs. ii. 1.

ni; diverting pooni in V
> "-men (12, in which a Bedawi describes the lerrurs i li.it

hud l>. -> : lam on his passage bj sea.
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who was dissatisfied with his abode at Bethlehem -

judah (Jg 17
7ff

') ;
or when one had to go in pursuit

of runaway slaves or a fugitive wife (1 K 239
'-. Jg

l!>
lff

-) ; or when a prophet was commanded to be-

take himself for concealment to another country
(1 K 17), etc. But, in addition to such casual

instances, there were regularly recurring occasions
which necessitated the lacing of the hardships of

a journey.
() In part these occasions were connected with

religions observances. Even in earlier times the
Israelites were accustomed to assemble for the

great festivals at certain of the more important
sanctuaries (1 S I

3
,
Ex Si23

'-) ; and when, after the
Deuteronomic reformation, the temple at Jerusa-
lem was recognized as the only legitimate sanctu-

ary, these festival pilgrimages received a strong
impulse, and became a main element in the life of

an Israelite. Eroin all parts of Palestine, and
afterwards from all quarters of the then world

(see art. DIASPORA in the present volume), Jews

poured into Jerusalem, which, on the occasion of

these festivals, was a seething mass of humanity.
Those who had most acquaintance with the dangers
of such a journey were the Galilean Jews, who
had to pass through the hostile territory of the

Samaritans (Jos. Ant. xx. vi. 1). On this account

many of them preferred to take the roundabout

way by the east of the Jordan, where they were
liable to no such misadventures.* It must be re-

membered, moreover, that in early days men often

visited a sanctuary for the purpose of obtaining
oracles or receiving instruction on a point of ritual

(Gn 25", 2 K I
2

,
1 S 320 9G

, Zee 7
3
).

(6) Further, the increasing Jewish commerce sup-

plied many with a motive for travelling. In the
earlier period it was mostly foreigners that tra-

velled through the land and carried on trade with
its inhabitants (cf. the story of Joseph, Gn 37- 8ff

',

Ex 218
, Dt 14-1

, and the term sokcr used for the
trader by whose standard money was weighed,
Gn 23 16

,
2 K I

2 - 5
). But as early as the monarchical

period and still more in the later post-exilic times
the Israelites began to take an active part in both
home and international trade, and this involved

frequent journeys in their own land as well as to

foreign parts. The trade in horses carried on by
Solomon led his buyers to the- neighbouring States

(1 K U)28 ' 1

), while the shipping trade frotu'Ezion-

geber inaugurated by him gave the Israelites an

acquaintance with travelling by sea. Israelitish

merchants established factories in foreign cities,

as at Damascus, where Ahab was able to obtain
State permission for his subjects to erect dwellings
in a certain quarter of the city (1 K 203J

). In the
later post-exilic period Jewish commerce made a

great advance, particularly after the Jews came
into possession of some seaports on the Mediter-
ranean ; and it was all the easier for them to

undertake trading journeys, because they could

count with certainty on meeting with countrymen
of their own in all foreign trading towns. The
wife of an Israelite now knew that it meant a
distant journey when her husband on setting out
took the money-bag with him (Pr 31").

(c) A third 'motive for travelling was supplied

by the political and diplomatic relations into which
the Israelites entered with other peoples. A nation
th:it was in \assalage to another required to send
men to hand over the tribute (Jg 3' 6tf

-). The later

kings of Israel had often to go in person to a

foreign court to pay homage to their powerful
suzerain (2 K 1C 10

, Jer 51 5a
). But more especially

*
Special risks naturally attended those travelling companies

that carried with them iar*>;e sums of money, as, for instance,
in i'<>Mii''\ioM with the transmission of the poll-tax of the Baby-
lonian Jews. Hence these companies included many thousand

persons (Jos. Ant. xvm. ix. 1).

attempts to arrange political alliances led to a
constant coming and going of ambassadors (la

30-"- 31' ; and on the other side 14-- 18. 3D, Jer

273
). Journeys of an involuntary character are

seen in the deportation of conquered peoples, a
fate which befell the Israelites more than once.

But there were also occasions when one volun-

tarily left his home to find safety in a foreign
land (Jer 43). A happier condition was that of

the travelling companies which by the grace of

their sovereign were permitted to return to their

homes (Ezr 1. 8). Moreover, the sojourn of a

portion of the people of Israel in the Diaspora
gave occasion for frequent journeys between the

foreign land and the home country, as we see from
Jer 293

,
Zee 6 10

,
Neh 25ff- 136

"-.

(d) A special motive for undertaking a journey
was ill-health, which led to the visiting of foreign

places in the hope of a cure (cf. 2 K f>). This
habit finds illustration particularly in later times,
when the various hot springs in the Jordan Valley
were much frequented."

(e) Lastly, wars of conquest and plunder may
in a certain sense be reckoned among the motives
to travel, which brought great multitudes of men
to foreign lands.

Travelling on the part of Jews was beset by a

peculiar difficulty in the shape of the Sabbath law,
after so strict an observance of it had been intro-

duced that on the Sabbath day and on those

festival days on which sabbatical rest was en-

joined it was unlawful to walk more than a lixed

number of paces. Thus Josephns (Aiit. XIII. viii.

4) mentions incidentally that the Syrian king,
Antiochus Sidetes, out of consideration for Hyr-
canus who accompanied him, remained for two

days by the river Lycus, on account of a Jewish
festival being then in progress. On the other hand,
the Law accommodated itself to the needs of tra-

vellers in so far as it permitted those who were on
a journey in the month of Jvisan to celebrate the

Passover in the following month (Nu 9lul
-).

ii. MODES OF TRAVEL. Those who were not

particularly well-to-do, especially if they were

young, strong men, went for the most part on foot
(Gn 28, Jos 9 13

, 1 K 10 Jff
-, Is 527

, and the Go-pel
narratives). Hence the first attention shown to

an arriving guest was to wash his feet (Gn IS4
, Jg

1921
). Women and elderly well-to-do men mile

niiiiii ii.v.v.v, which also carried the baggage (.Ig

193
,

1 S 25-, 2 S 17-3 ,
1 K 2'", 2 K 4-4

,
Lk 1034) ;

people of high rank also used mules (2 S 13-9 ,
1 K

I
3
*). Camels were less frequently employed, and

only when the journey led through the desert

(Gn 24). Ilursca, on the other baud, were used

only in war, being either ridden or harnessed to

the chariots. The cliri riots mentioned in the OT
are, as a rule, chariots of war, but they were
used by kings also in journeying from one part of

the country to another (1 K 12'
8

,
2K 10'"; and

the story of Naaman in 2 K 5, where, however,
we have to do with a foreigner). In 1 S 67 we
meet with an ox-wnggon as a vehicle of transport ;

and in the case of the waggons s^nt from Egyj t

to convey the old men, the women, and the chil-

dren, we should probably think also of similarly

simple vehicle* (Gn 45 1B
). From a later period we

have the story of the Ethiopian chamberlain (here

again a foreigner) driving in a chariot (Ac S2
'"-)-

Josephus (Ant. XIX. viii. 1) speaks of a larger
kind of chariot (cnrrivn), in which Agrippa, accom-

panied by other kings, drove out to meet the

Roman pnetor.f In Ca 39 we read of a sedan chair

* Cf. Dechent,
' Heilbader u. Badelehen inPalastina' \nZDPV

vii. 173ft.

t When Josephus (Ant. viii. vii. 3-4) relates how Solomon

nften drove out to his gardens at Etham, he is simply muting a

picturesque touch of his own.
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or palanquin (1 '")?-", <f,op<ioi,) being used by people
. .f limb rank.

On account of the attendant risks, one did mil

care 10 on on a loni; i.mnicy alone.* but had at

1, a-t one companion, who received a daily wa^'e

and. if (he journey terminated happi!\.a pre-. n!

besides I'.. .1 \\'h( n Neheiiiiah travelled from

ili,- I
1

, rsiaii court to Jerusalem, he carried with

him letters from the king to the governors of the

various provinces commanding them to grant him

fne passage and an armed escort Ndi -" 1. '1 he

favourite method was t mbine inio large com-

p:inii s caravans, originally a Persian word . which

were accompanied by armed men cf. K/i s -

Such caravans, travelling under military protec-
tion, are referred in in the Tel .1 Amarna letters

3GC above, p. :>''S'' . In the wilderness they were
c dieted by the liedawin tribes, e.g. the Dedan-

itea Is21u . When imknown regions had to be

traversed, a guide acquainted with the roads had
to be

i
Mire, I Nu 1" . 01 parlies were sent in

advance to make inquiry about the way and about

the cities that had to be passed .lit 1--). The

deadly danger of a caravan whin the water of

which it has come in search is found dried up, is

port rayed with poetic beauty in Job t;
1
".

iii. I'COVISION FOR TIIE WANTS OFTRAVELLERS.
For the coiiifnrt and the n 'V, slum ni of travellers

M iv little provision was made. In the wilderness

the inhabitants of the oases might, as described in

Is '.I", meet the exhausted caravans with water

and bread; but, in the main and as a matter of

course, a traveller through tin- desert had to pro
vide tor him-eit i>\ bringing tin necessaries of life

with him (Gn 21"). But the same w;is the case

even in travelling through inhabited regions. The
l.e\iie of Ji: 1!) takes with him fodder and straw

for tin- aasea as well as bread and wine (v.
19

) ;
and

a similar course is followed by the Gihennites when
they seek to give themselves the appear. meo of

having come from far (Jos 0). In Nu 20 l;n - we
r. ad o: a great company binding itself, as it passed
thnnmh a country, to keep to the highway, to

touch nothing in the vineyards or the lields, and
to pay tor the water drunk by man and beast.

of inns in the proper sense of the term we do

not hear till NT times (Lk 10""
j ;

and the very
circumstance that the Greek word va.vSo-x.tlov there

employed was adopted by the Jews as ,ii-i;o, proves
that tiie whole institution was a new and foreign

appearance.! In earlier times there may ha\<

been establishments at least somewhat akin to the

modern klmus large empty buildings surround-

ing a courtyard, in which travellers can pass the

i,, Jit, but where the necessaries of life are not

sold.J Some have thought to rind the correspond-
ing word in Hebrew in the pni (yvrttth) of Jer 41' 7

;

but the real meaning of this word is very un-
certain, and even the text is doubtful, for Josephus

1 ./,'. x. ix.
'>) read the word p'-nj ('hurdles,'

sheep-pens
'

:. Likewise the word ~-
i ,,/.;/". ,

has

to be considered
; for, even if in some passa-.

appears to mean simply the place where one takes

up his quarters at night, the sense of //<" his

very well pas-a^es like (in 1'J-
7

|::-
;

. Jer '.f-. The
Uini: was attended on his j.nmievs by a ";- T
(*<ir ,n : uii/i:i/i. lit. -captain of the resting-place,

1

KV 'chief chamberlain,' HVm 'quarter-master').
whose duty was to look after night quarters for

the royal party (Jer ol 6
").

* K. Meir. in an e|iii:min. e.illed tin- *'ilit.irv traveller a ' son of
ilr:iil,

'

(W. l!:icii.-r. Iii, itgadader I IT).

travels Ol tl.l- n..nl. s Koei-.. (.

Ltltfin. l.ihnii >:rttr t:i, T'l!litu:t . Mi'h'.i ..!,. n I ,lr\l'i:>t .
II 1'.'-.

Ill the fin-Ill I-'"H 1 1 it k it still >!! - :i~ 1 !i<- n.'II Me .il' :| \ n
' VTM S;iiii:,n:i. ihr I-'nnittka .if the Tiilmuil (Neul.iuuT, tr'ioff.

itll Till,mill. IT-'!.

I A.-CMniiriL' in Ili-i-Milt'tii-* fv. .'_'). tliet-.. were Mich caravan-
serais (icaraAvaeiO (:i the ruadn ill lilt l'el"-l:ui .-.n|.|ie.

In L'I neral, then, in eai.v times the traveller,
unless he earn, d his victuals with him and pre-

ferred, like Jacob, to sleep in the open air, had to

tall back on the hospitality of Hi nits of

the place; but this he could do with coni,

for in all ages hospitality has been one of the mo>t

beautiful virtues of the Oriental. Although it is

not expressly enjoined in the Law,* narratives

like (in is"' 24". Kx 2 io show how highly it wan

esteemed; and Job, in the passage where he ea.-ts

a backward glance on his former life in order to

prove his integrity, says, amongst other thin--.

Ih. stranger did not lodge in the street, but I

opened my doors to the traveller' (31
82

). Passat -

like Jur 111
16 indicate how severe was the judgment

passed on those who suffered the traveller to
|
a--

the night outside; while the story related in Gn
HI and that in Jg 19 are meant to show the

enormity of the offence of offering violence to the

defenceless guest. The deed of Jael alone is praised

(Jg 62011
-), although, according to ancient Semitic

notions, her guest ought to have been specially
sacred to her, because he had drunk from her milk-

bowl. But in this instance duty to a guest is re-

garded as overshadowed by duty to one's country.
When one reached a city at nightfall he took

up his position on the open space before the pate,
and waited to see if any one would invite him in

(Jg 191Mr
). In like manner a traveller in the

country took his stand before the tent or the

house into which he dtsirrd to be invited (Gn 18'2 ).

When the guest entered, his feet were washed,
and a meal was prepared for him. In the latter

instance, a wish to honour him was marked, as

still happens regularly in the East at the present

day, by the killing of an animal from the herd

((in 18", 2 S 12'). At his departure he was ex-

pected to eat heartily to strengthen him for his

further journey (Jg "lO5
,

cf. 1 S 28- J
). To take

payment from a guest was contrary to good
manners, and hence it is a perfectly genuine touch
that Josephus adds to the narrative of Gn 24,
when he makes Hebekah decline Eliczer's offer to

pay for his entertainment by telling him not to

think they were parsimonious people (Ant. I.

xvi. 2). In later times hospitality specially flour-

ished among the Essenes, who, according to Jose-

phus (Tf.7 11. viii. 4), took nothing with them on
a journey, as everything belonging to their co-

religionists was at their command. There was
even an official appointed in every city, whose

duty it was to provide travelling Essenes with

clothing and all other necessaries. An instance of

a permanent guest-friendship is supplied by the

story of Elisha and the wealthy lady of Shunem
(2 K 4"11

-). In later times, under lioman and
Greek influence, this practice was greatly ex-

tended. Thus we hear for instance of guest-
friends in Jotapata, whose death was bewailed at

Jerusalem, after the little fortress was taken by
the Unmans; f cf. also Ac 1<T> 2 1

111
. That a guest's

lot, however, was not always a happy one, and
that he was exposed to many disagreeable ex-

periences, is noted by that always acute and dis-

passionate observer, lien Sira (Sir 20-'1(r
).

Limun-u. Rlrhm. l/n'J&, nrtt.
' Relscn

'

and '\Vc(re';
O. A. Smith. IIMoricalGtotiraphyoftht Halt/ l.timl. t

K. Buhl, KtngrapMt d* atttn I'uliintiaa, VJ5-1S1
; U. Gutho,

' - ftibelii'iirUrbuck, art. '\Vcge.'
FlIANTS BfHL.
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in the world of the first century after Christ was
dominated and determined by one single motive,
viz. to seek direct connexion with Rome, the

capital and centre of the Empire and of the world.
Within the bounds of the Empire, the principle
of Roman Republican government had originally
been to connect every subject, country, and district

as closely as possible with Rome, and to keep them
as much as possible disconnected from one another,
so that each should look to Rome as the centre
of all its interests, its trade, its finance, and its

aspirations, and regard all other subjects as rivals

and competitors for the favour of the governing
city. Though the ideal and the ultimate aim of

the Imperial government was different, and did
not tend to make Rome the governor of subjects,
but rather to educate and elevate the subjects to

equality with Rome by a slow but steady process,
yet in the first century the older idea still was
practically effective to a large extent, and governed
the system of communication. Hence the first

point is to examine how each province of the

Empire communicated with Rome.
Along the great arteries that led to Rome all

new ideas and movements of thought and religious

impulses naturally moved, without any definite

purpose on the part of the originators, even per-
haps in spite of their intentions in some cases.
It was, as a rule, an easier and more rapid process
for a new idea to spread from a distant province
to Rome than to spread from that province to its

neighbour, if the neighbour did not lie on the road
to Rome, or was not connected with the first pro-
vince by some old bond of intimacy. Hence the

fact, for example, that Christianity spread very
early to Rome constitutes no proof, and does not
even afford a presumption, that there was any
purpose or intention of carrying it thither. Such
conscious, deliberate purpose can be proved only
by some clear evidence of its existence, and espe-
cially by deliberate statement on the part of those
who entertained the purpose.
For example, we know that the purpose of visit-

ing Rome was distinctly expressed by St. Paul (Ac
111-'

1

) several years before he was able to carry it into
effect

;
and we can infer from the general character

of his action that the purpose was in his mind,
latent or perhaps expressed orally, long before the
date at which he first mentions it in his extant
letters. But even at that time Rome contained

already a body of Christians, and St. Paul's aim
was twofold partly to extend the limits and affect

the character of the Church in Rome, 'to impart
unto you some spiritual gift,' and 'that I might
have some fruit in you also, even as in the rest of
the Gentiles' (Ko I 11 -

'') ;
but still more to use

Rome as a basis from which to affect the W<M.
especially Spain, 'to be brought on my way
thitherward by you' (Ko 15-4 ). Just because
IJ'ime was the centre and meeting-place of all

mads, it lay on the way for any traveller or mis-

sionary going from Syria to the West : he could
nni uci direct, but must transship in Rome.
When our keeps this principle clearly in mind,

the interpretation of Clem. Rom. i. 5 becomes
evident and certain. Clement says of St. Paul
that 'after he had preached in the East and in the

West, he won the noble renown which was the
reward of his faith, having taught righteousness
unto tho whole world, and having reached the
furthest bounds of the West.' If Clement had
caught the least spark of the Pauline and the
Roman spirit and thought, he could not have
called Rome (as some modern scholars maintain
that hi' did) * 'the goal of the West' or 'his limit
towards the West,' 7-6 r^pfio. TT)S 5i5<rew!

;
and Light-

'* It is iif enm-M-. lirr.-.s:ir-y lor those who brlirvr tliat St. Taill
wfis put to dealh at the conclusion of the two years' imprison-

foot has rightly expressed the general Roman point
of view in that age, which looked on Rome as the
centre of empire, not as its limit, nor as belonging
to the Western part of the Empire.

ii. SEASONS AND ROTTKS OI-KN- rm: TU.VVEL-
LING. The route of communication was not
always the same throughout the whole year.
When the crossing of any considerable stretch of
sea formed an essential part of a line of com-
munication, the route in question was closed
almost completely during a considerable part of
the year. The times were stated by the ancients
themselves as follows: The sea was closed from
10 November to 10 March

;
but perfectly safe

navigation was only between 20 May and 14 Sep-
tember,* while there were two 'doubtful periods
11 Mar.-2G May, and 15 Sept.-lO Nov., when mer-
chants might risk sailing, but fleets of war vessels
were loath to do so.

It is not the case that the closure was absolute.
In case of necessity or urgency a voyage was at
times attempted in the season when navigation
was closed. Julius Caesar's army crossed from
Brundisinm to Epirus during Nov. 4!>,t and Pom-
pey's army had crossed similarly in Jan. 49.1

Again, Claudius proposed great inducements to
traders who carried corn to Italy during the

winter, guaranteeing a certain rate of profit, and
insuring them against loss of their vessels by
storm. His proposal probably applied chiefly to
the short voyages from Sardinia and Africa, in

which it was possible to watch an opportunity
for a less dangerous voyage even in the stormy
season

; but, in the long voyage from Alexandria,
such waiting upon opportunities would be a much
more serious matter. See Suet. Claud. 18.

When Flaccus was recalled from the government
of Egypt, early in October A.I). 38, he sailed im-

mediately, and had much stormy weather at sea
;

but 1'liilo (in Flac. 13-15) gives no information as
to the route. Shortly afterwards 1'hilo and four
other envoys sailed from Alexandria, in urgent
need, to present a petition to Caligula : their route
also is not recorded, and the length of their voyage
is uncertain

;
but they were in Rome in the spring

ccf A i>. 30, and had an audience there of the

Emperor ;
and Philo refers in feeling terms to their

troubles on the sea. In both cases we need not
doubt that the ships sailed along the coast, accord-

ing to the opportunities of getting on from point
to point.
But only the exigencies of government service,

or of urgent religious and national duty (and to

the ancients national duty was necessarily a matter
of religion, for patriotism was a religious idea),
would cause such winter voyages. Doubtless, Philo
and the other four envoys had to pay largely to

induce any ship to sail after 11 November. In

ordinary circumstances the regular course was to

lay up at the beginning of winter and wait for

< doubt as to the meaning.
* ^ecuj'ft ndi'/ifitfif, \'<.'i:etius, iv. 30, v. 0; f-f.itn.-- ti^to-i*

Intilms itiex et cert<i warix, Tacitus, Hint. iv. M .

+ Nominally, Jan. 4S in the un reformed old calendar (which
i"as (IT davs wron-r in B.C. 471.

(I'liil'c. in Fine. 16, de I.efj- -'*) Their vnvai
not later than November, perhaps alrra.ly in t'
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sprim;. Thus Ibaev speaks " :

'

ill. f. G Ol

'. is n 'turning from liithynia. bul detained al

I'lienm in Kpinis iiniil spring returned and the
Adriatic was open; ami oi another Roman sailor

wailing i probably in Syria. O.I. iv. .",. '.i till spring
I, i man d and he could cross t he ( 'arpa> 1 iac Sea till

sea near Kiiodi i

This .'.lead ot storms and dislike to tra\,l in

winter was ie>i contined to voya-ji > by a. Even
on land there' are main pro"!-, that, where moun-
tain ramies or high plateaus had to lie ci '

as in uoini; a POSS A-ia Minor, i idinary persons
a\ lided wintei travi Iling and waited till spring.
l!a>:l "1 I '.i -.in a. who speaks in h'/ii.'ti. 'JO of a

coiitinuous stream of travellers' on a mvat route,
s ii'h as that which led irom Cicsarea I" Athens,

says thai in a severe winter 'all the roads were
blocked till Kaster' ( /;'/".*'. 198), and thai -Iheroad
to lioine is \\hoiiy impra ticable in winter' i A'/ "''.

.1 ,

,
II.-. ID eting wilh the I'.isli. p of Icoidnm

iici-t be tixed 'at a season suitaMc for travelling'
I'.M i

; yet ilie road 1" tween C;e,aiv.a and
leonium is wholly 0:1 the l,-\c], ami crosses no pass
or elevated ground. Kven a mild winter -was

ipiite sutlicient to keep him from travelling while
it lasted' , i:

t
,i.-t.

>.',). A modern traveller or mis-

sionary would t rave iw the roads of the plateau at,

any time
;

t but for ancient travellers there was
' time, during which travelling was almost

entirely suspended, and no journeys were planned
or thought of, exci pt bv professional travellers

( I'.asil. HI'. 1!'8). Vegetius (iv. l-i'.M mentions that

land ir.nel was stopped as ..cnpletely as sea travel
I , I'M en in Nov. and 1U March.

lie reason lay, not simply ill the snow. although
ll.rsil .-peaks in I'.'i.i^f. 18 of 'such a heavy fall of

snow tliat w,- have been buried. h"u-i s and all.

beneath it.' but quite as much in the spring rains

and tlu extremely cold winds of early winter, which
are v.ry trying, though not likely t > keep an active

traveller indoors. The Taurus is ill .some places,

however, impassable in winter except with consid-
erable personal danger: see. e.g., the account given
by Prof. Sterrcit in the \l'nlf< Expedition t:, . l.s/./

Mia"!-, p. so. In time of heavy rain th- surface of

tin- pl.it- an beeonit'S, ill most pi ices, a sea of mud,
thouuh perhaps the principal II" : in t '.els may
ha-.,' been w, 11 enough built in the time of St. Paul
i, ' rise ab ,'., that sea.

This is a factor of considerable importance in

determining tin- chronology oi Si. Paul's
in y s. The broad and lofty rid_:e of Mount Taurus
is for the most part really dangerous to rosa

in winter, owing to the deep snow oblilnatin :

ids. The roads leading trim 1'er^a direct

towards Ephesus, and from la: us through the
Cilician Gates towards Lycaonia and tin- north and
we. I u'enerally, cross a lower summit height, and
an- actually traversable by well equipped or deter-

mined travellers tlir"iii.h most part of the winter,

except during any temporary block caused by
snowstorms. Hut we must estimate the time of

year when SI Paul would be likely-to ci-.-s Taurus
A,- i:;-

4 II J4 Hi 1 IS23) according to toms of

the period.
To estimate this factor rightly, we should know

the precise limits of the close season in popular
This i, di;'i -ult. For example, towards

tie i ml of May lss_> snow was lyiim in all these

uplands. In the crossing of the Cilician Gates
durum the early part of June I'.KIL' there

thunderstorm, ac.-oinpaiiii d by seven cold and
rain, almost everj d iv. Durim; tin-

such weather was fairly probable, W6 em
hardly believe that it was customary or usual tor

*
I.yi'i.'i ur Ciliri:i :ir,' ;il-,> l,"'-il,le.

-* ll:iin

. vol. t-L\.v\\ i. N,,.

ordinary persons among tin- ancients to anai.gi
::rne\s. P>a-il, as ipioii'd abovi-, may lie

taken as a lair speeiim'ii of ancient riews.
It is Hue that even in ancient til

crossed Taurus by the Ciliciaii Gat s in N"
.">! and April 511 B.C.* Antigonus vainly trii d to

Cross Taurus I nun ( ilieia ill ll.f. :il-l, bill lost manv
owing to the snow. His second Rttcmpl at

a more laMMirable opportunity succeeded (Piodor.
xix. c,:). 2).
To take another example from later history, in

tin- autumn of A.I). H>:i the Kmperor Nieephmns
broke the peace, thinking that he could do -o

safely at that late season with the winter at hand.

Nicephorus relied on the eu.ioinary closed time,
when the march of an army was impossible. But
lie was taken unawares t by the Caliph Harun er-

Kashid, who crossed Taurus in the winter season
before the end of the year (the Mohammedan year
ended about ^n Dee, ml i r iii A.D. 803~). Harun did
not consider himself bound by the ordinary custom,
and he must have passed the Ciliciaii Gates about
November or early December.}
The i|uestion, however, in such a matter is not

what is possible, but what is customary. Just as
it was possible to cross the sea during the closed

season, so it was possible to traverse the Cilician

Gates in the winter by taking a favourable oppor-
tunity, and yet the winter was a closed season,
when ordinary people would not attempt to cross.

The ordinary traveller had not the equipment of a
I'.oman governor, like Cicero, nor was he like such
a general as Antigonus, anxious to surprise an

i \, and willing to risk the lives of his soldiers

in the attempt. Yet even Antigonus must wait a
lav, mrable opportunity.
Although the exact limits of the travelling season

must remain uncertain, yet probably the ordinary
custom of the sea ruled also on land. If there was
any difference, it would naturally be that on land
the closed season began and ended a little later

than on sea. All travel across the mountains was
avoided between the latter part of November and
the latter part of March.;. and ordinary travellers,
not forced by official duties, but free to choose
their owr. time, would avoid the crossing between
October (an extremely wet month on the plateau)
and May.

iii. VARIATIONS IN TIIK ROUTES AT IIIFFEKENT
SEASONS. Where a long sea passage was involved,
it does not follow that the route from the province
to Koine was the same as the return from Home
to the province. The winds which favoured the

voyage from Home might prohibit the return voyage,
or vice versd. We shall see one such case below :

in .-i i aimer the winds favoured a quick voyage from

Italy to Alexandria, but seriously hindered the re-

turil M". ai;i'. In general, the path from Home to

thi \ ~l followed a different line from the path
which led from the East to Home; and an envoy
from the East would go to Koine by one path and
re-turn by another.

lioth these causes contributed to complicate the

communications between the province of Syria
(including Palestine) and Home. There were four

lines of communication: (1) by sea to or from
Puteoli on the Gulf of Naples, and by land between
i and Koine; (2) by sea to Corinth, and

to Hruudisium, and by land between Hruii-

disi mi and Koine; (3) by land to Ephcsus, thence

* In Ilie incorrect calendar current nt tlmt time (\vhlcli \ :iri.'l

'ii (Inys from the truw mlt-mlur In H.C. 47t K,

in Tarsafl on 5 January, ami readied Tarsus nn lil>

ii-tnrii imiriiey on .' June. Hut. according to the true a

nlderi the most snuvvy Benfum In Taurus.
iler Khnlifrn. II. V- !'>'.>.

'her roatl, by (Jennnnlela, which the Arabs often em-
'"ver to Imvo been uw<l by II.nun. and wuuld

l'ir a winter expedition.
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by sea to Corinth, etc., as in the preceding route;

(4) ihe land route across Asia Minor, and, after

crossing to Europe, along the Egnatian Way to

Dyrraeliium, and thence across the Adriatic Sea to

Brundisium.
The first-named was the great route, preferred

by trade and by travellers who desired to make a

rapid journey eastward from Italy. It was closely
connected wiiii the Egyptian communication with
Rome

;
and in fact it was the splendid and regular

service of ships between Alexandria and 1'uteoH

that made this route so important and so rapid.
AVc shall therefore describe the Alexandrian service

at this point. The Syrian service connected itself

with ,the Alexandrian as it best could, and used
the latter as much as possible. The excellence of

the Alexaiidri.nl service was due to the fact that

Egvpt was the mainstay of the Imperial corn

supply for feeding the gigantic city of Koine.

When one considers the vast population of Home
(probably not very much under a million), the

smallness of the Italian harvest (for Italy was

naturally far more productive of wine, oil, and
fruits tlian of grain ;

and Italian wheat could no

longer be grown at a profit in competition with
sea-borne grain), and the fact that scarcity in

Koine meant discontent, mutiny, and probably
revolution after the murder of the Emperor who
had let the corn supply fail, it becomes obvious
that the maintenance of a steady and trustworthy
service between Rome and the principal corn-

producing countries was an Imperial concern of

the very first importance. With the defective

means of commerce and transport then available,

private enterprise was quite incapable of feeding
the great population of Rome

;
the corn supply

was a most important department of the Imperial
administration

; and, in particular, the long trans-

port from Egypt was mainly performed by a fleet

in the Imperial service. Transport from the other

chief producing countries Sicily, Sardinia, and
Africa was easier, and private enterprise had

probably greater scope there
;
but the Egyptian

corn was the greatest source of supply for Rome.
Of course it is not to be supposed that there was

no private trade between Puteoli and Egypt ;
on

the contrary, there was doubtless a good deal.

But the corn trade seems to have been an Impe-
rial business, carried in Imperial ships (III. ix.).

Egypt was kept far more closely under the imme-
diate Imperial administration than any other part
of the Empire, and practically the whole supply
available for exportation was marked for the

Roman service and managed by the Emperor's own
private representatives. No great Roman nobles

were allowed even to set foot in Egypt, except on
rare occasions by special permission. The land of

Egypt was managed as a sort of great private

appanage of the reigning Emperor. In a few cases

we read of corn from Alexandria being brought to

other cities of the Empire ;
but this was in case of

famine, and must have required the special grace
of the Emperor, to relieve tlis distressed population
of one of his towns.

iv. VOYAGE FI:OM ROME TO EGYPT DIRECT AXB
THENCE TO PALESTINE. Communication from
Putcoli to Alexandria was maintained direct across

sea. The prevalent summer wind in the east Medi-
terranean waters was westerly ;

and the ships ran

in a direct course from the south of Italy to the

Egyptian coast, keeping at the outset well out south

from the Italian coast, in order to avoid the land
winds and to get into the steady Mediterranean
currents of air.

The pilots or sailing-masters had acquired great
skill in those long voyages, and could make their

harbour with almost unerring accuracy : they are

compared by Philo to skilful charioteers driving

their teams of horses. Such a service required
also careful study of the seasons and the winds.

Experience showed that there were seasons when
the winds could be reckoned upon with confidence,
and others when the long voyage was unsafe or

impossible. The important period to notice is that
of the Etesian winds; and it is doubtful whether
the direct voyage was hazarded (as a rule) except
when they were blowing. In the year A.l>. 38,
when Agrippa was enger to go quickly from Rome
to occupy his kingdom in northern 1'alestine, he
was advised to wait for the Etesian winds, and
then sail direct to Alexandria and thence cross
to Palestine. He reached Alexandria in a few

days,* arriving apparently early in August. This

passage of Philo (in Flac. 6) is extremely impor-
tant for the system of communication with Syria
and Egypt.

In the open Mediterranean Sea and the Levant
the Etesian winds are said to have blown from
the north-west steadily for forty days after 20

July (or thirty days from 1 August) ;
and at this

season it was difficult for news from the East to

reach Rome (Tac. Hist. ii. 98) ;
and the Etesian

winds prevented a voyage from Alexandria to Italy

(Caesar, de Sell. Civ. in. 107), t or from Rhodes
to Athens (Cicero, ail Alt. vi. 7). They began to

blow each day towards noon, but never earlier in

the morning. There is much difference among the

ancients as to the direction and duration of the

Etesian winds
;
but the diversity is due doubtless

to the facts that (1) they vary in different seas,

(2) any regularly recurring time of fairly steady
wind was Etesian (i.e. annual).
The statements as to the Etesian winds drawn

from the ancient writers (see the quotations in

Facciolati and Forcellini's Lexicon) are entirely
confirmed by modern meteorological experience,

except that the north-west winds prevail in the

summer months' generally, and not exclusively
during the forty days from July 20. These winds

prevail in that season '

throughout the whole of

the Mediterranean, but mostly in the eastern

half.' In fact it is probable that, to the sailors of

the Alexandrian Roman fleets, the Etesian winds
meant simply the summer winds, and roughly
corresponded to the period of open sea from the

end of May to the middle of September. The
statements restricting the number of days during
which the winds blow are probably taken from
Greek writers who were speaking more of the

vEgean Sea. J

But Agrippa had to wait some little time for a

ship. The delay is explained by Philo as due to

waiting on the winds; but in all probability this

is not quite a complete account. It was necessary
also to wait until a fleet of ships was ready. Single
vessels did not venture on the long sea course.

The reason why the long voyage was made by a
whole fleet in company was, doubtless, safety. One
ship could aid another. There is, of course, a

good deal of exaggeration in Philo's account of

the certainty with which the ships reached their

goal. A single ship could not be certain of making
directly the harbour of Alexandria after being six

or eight days out of sight of land
;
and might

easily miss Egypt altogether and sight Cyrene on
the one hand or Syria on the other. But with a

large fleet sailing with a widely extended front,

the ships keeping within signalling distance of one
* The expression oAiyats must not be pressed too

. ST'Jb),closely ; it is opposed to the long coasting passage ( see p. ST'J

:nul prohably indicates a period of 15 to '.iu days : see beli>\v.

t Here the Etesian -winds are spoken of as blowing in early
October ; but this is due to the disorder of the lloman calendar.

Caesar reached Alexandria on 3 Oct. ; but this date was really

equivalent to late July or early August.
J See the excellent discussion, with quotations from modern

experience at sea. in .Tames ^Ulith, Voyage and Shipicrttk of
St. J'aul, pp. , TCff.
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another, tin- experience .if ntir would eU ,,le the

nthrls; when the .-lli|i nil till' extreme right came
in sight of the r\ n 1 1. ii,- ,,r Ki:\ plian coast. 11 would

si.-nil accoi'lumU ,
and the news would spread to

the extreme li-tl immediately ;
or if. nil till' other

hand, ati.-r having run lav . n..uuli. tin- ship nil the

ri^ht hail not signed any laml. i .r that nil the

I, -It n t' tin- tli-ri lia.l sighted Crete,* tins would

show (hat all hail taken Inn norlheiK a <-,-ursc;

anil -ailinu dire. -lions wmiM In- ML'iialled o\er the

whole ll.-.-t.

Similarly, the westHard-eoim; vessels tried to

sail in a hiiily. a-; \ve see trmii Seneca, h'l'ixt. Mar.

77, 1. Hut exceptions lie, IllTed oil this route, if

vessels were In lati-d and utilised to make the

voyage alone .1- in AC L'T- -js").
It is not to I.e supposed that all the corn vessels

.-ad.-d in single tl'-et at the same tune. There
could not p,issih;\ lie lacilities for loading neatly
all the vessels simultaneously; and it \v..uld have

been an absurdly wasteful metlmd for the lirst to

wait until the last were loaded. Heynnd a doubt,
there must have he. n gevei n -ni -

. aSive companies,
which sailed together: when a certain number
w.re ready they would start. .Moreover, it is

known that even single corn ships were occasion-

ally dimmed on a voyage, as we have seen in the

preceding paragraph. A dedicatory inscriptio-i,

erected hy th.- m.i-ter of a corn ship which was

evidently wintering in the liarhuur of 1'lnenix, is

<|ii il.-d i'V .lames Smith .

I',,;/";/'' nn<l >7iijjirivi-/,- "/
St. I'-iiil'. p. -Jt>! ; also in ''//. iii. :;)

li cannot he supposed that a passage on govern-
ment vessels v. red to every one, any more
than that the Imperial postal sen ice by land Has

opeii to every one. In the latter case it is known
that no one could use the Imperial service without

a ilii'/niiiii signed hy the l-'.mperor (who made a rule

..I entrusting a certain nuiuher nf ,h,,/.,:,i,il<r tn

rnors of provinces, which the governors gave
to persons travelling mi puhlic service, and to some
others in exceptional circumstances).! 15ut. natur-

ally, officers on L'overniiient service, like the cen-

turion in Ac -_'7'-' ". to >k advantage of an Imperial
coin ship with full authority; anil it is evident

from the laiij,uige of Ac -J7" that in such a case

the centurim was in supreme command of the

vessel as the highest officer of the Imperial service

on board, and. after consulting with the sailing-

master and the captain and with any other per-
9 ins whom he chose, -> nled hosv far the ship was

. and when ii was to he laid up for the winter
,s/. Paul Hi' Traveller, p :'.-.'l .

As regards the time which news fr Home
took to reach Kgypt, a much i \a^i;et;iti d idea ..I

the speed "i communication has heen
i

l.\ i-'riedland T (Sittengeschichte /.'"..<.<. ii. p. :;i i,

and his been incautiously quoted from him as the

foundation of their argument by many mo.h-rn

scholars.] This distinguished .s.-holar infers from

I'liny and Hi- it ships trc.juently
sailed

i tin- -s -a of A/. >tt to Alexandria in tourteen

days, and from IMmdes to Alexandria in four; a. id

that on a fortunate voyage a ship could reach

Marseilles in twenty days from Alexandria, and
Alexandria in seven days from I'tica or in nine

days from 1'u'e Ii I'liny. \nt. Ifitt. xix. 1
;
Diodor.

iii. :!J . s.e als i below. S vi. i.

These, if corre, -tl\ recorded, must have been

quite exceptional voyages, and cannot be used as

examples oi ordinary life.

Hut when Au'i'ippa .sailed fnun Puteoli, as above

ilescrilii-d. in AH :ls i ppiliahly in .lul\
.

early as .lunei.* he reached Alexandria in a lew

I'Af^oit VffTtpOV rin4pa.lt. 1'lliln, in h'hn-. 5),

lieiore an\ news of his elevation had reached the

Hast. This >eems to imply a very short \

hut 1'hilo is ..f course speaking comparatively, and
we need lint suppose that he means less than ten

da\s. hut rather even a little more than ten.

Still this seems to be a case in which the time from
Home to Alexandria can hardly II.-IM exceeded

twenty days. With this as a standard, it must
he interred that in the open season it would be a

tedious and unfortunate voyage which failed to

bring passengers ami news from Home to Alex-

andria under twenty-live days.
The speed with which the news of a grave [in

perial event like the death or accession of an

Kmpernr reached the provinces would be the test oi

extremes! ordinary speed. There can be no dmi! t

both that such news would be carried by qni k

special messengers faster than ordinary travelhrs

would go, and that the State messengers would
travel at a fairly uniform speed (except so far as

winds or storms favoured or prevented them). Yet
the statistics collected by Wilcken (Griech. (Mritkn.
i. p. 7!i'.i IT. ) vary in a very perplexing way. lint

this variation is more in appearance than in reality.

Setting aside mere examples of the ignorance in

small villages or remote towns of events at lo'im .

we find that probably sixty to sixty-five days
was an ordinary period for news of such great
CM its to penetrate from Rome to Egypt. A u 1

example is afforded at the accession of 1'ertinax

(1 Jan. A.I). HIM) : the prefect of Egypt issued at

Alexandria instructions with regard to the cele-

bration of that important event (^iri TTJ cvTv\eura.T-i)

pa<7iX(e)/?).J It cannot be supposed that any time
was lost in such a case. The instructions an- daii I

(i March, and the news is not likely to have been
then more than a day old. At that season, there-

fore, in the slowest and most difficult time for

travelling, the- news travelled from Koine to Alex-

andria in sixty-four days. The route by which

messages of this kind were transmitted will be

considered hereafter : see below, ix. xii.

Hut. on the other hand, there are cases of much
more rapid transmission ; as, for example, the ac-

cession of Galba was known officially in Alexandria
within twenty-seven days. This speed, however,
was due to the fact that-(Jalba was proclaimed on
!i .lime, and at that season news would come by
the direct sea route from 1'uteoli to Egypt, whereas
the clearest examples of news of such events tak-

ing about sixty days to arrive in Egypt belong to

the winter or spring. We have seen that the direct

sea route to Alexandria wag hardly ventured upon
except between 27 May and 15 September.

v. VOVAOK FI:"\I ALEXANDRIA TO HOME.
The voyage from Alexandria to Rome was a much
more difficult and tedious matter than the voyage
from Rome to Alexandria, owing to the pre-
valence (luring summer of westerly winds in the

Ships ri-ody to sail from Putcoll In Jnno must doubtless have
siart, .1 from Alexandria In the previous year (liku Si. Paul's

ships!; those which started from Alexandria at th.-

i-iiiiiiiiL' 'if the open season would not be able to sail from Puteoll

nil ih,- end of July. See below. ; vl.

t Mere carelessness must also ho allowed for In remote

|,l.i,
,-- : HIIIS NITO'S dealh us matter of current kno

Elephantine within fllty-seven days; and vet on the ntu

day a document was dated In Thebos ly his relu'ii
'

Tliebes must have received the news before Kl< -|-

A^ain, In (villages of the city) Arslnoe the acces>l<u, "i I

(1 .January) was currently known on 19 May. but Ifi,

KJune: It was known In the Kayum before. 1 April,
v

i/,"- , it. i ;iN,, L'ives exam pies of an Kmperor ignored In <

,!,., 11 n, nt- live or even eltfht months after his accession.

ih: Vrtuniltn. No. IMC, Wilcken, I..-
,

$ There is no evidence as to the exact time occi)|ii<-<!

Kent 'I. n il "us 1,-ss than twenty-seven da> s , \\
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Mediterranean. The ships had to help themselves

by the uncertain and litt'ul breezes on the coasts.

Now it was unsafe to keep too southerly a course

owing to the great quicksands, Syrtes, on the

African coast : even if the winds permitted, ships
could not venture from Alexandria on a course

which would keep them near the Cyrenaic shore

lest the wind might shift round towards the north

and drive them too far south (Ac 27 17
). They were

compelled to take a northerly course, keeping as

much to the west of north as the wind would
allow. Thus they might fetch the Lycinn cnast.

or. in very favourable circumstances, possibly ships
miu'ht even make the Rhodian or Cretan coast

;

but it may be regarded as absolutely certain that

they could never attempt a course across sea from
the Egyptian coast direct to Italy or Sicily,

liather they would make for the south-east end
of Crete at the best though with the prevailing
west or north-west winds such a course could

rarely have been sailed. In ordinary circum-

stances, the usual aim of ships from Alexandria

undoubtedly was to reach the Lycian coast, keep-

ing west of Cape Akamas in Cyprus ;
but some-

times they made too much leeway, and failed to

clear the western point of Cyprus. In the former

case the harbour of Myra was, apparently, the

usual point to which ships ran (Ac '21-). In the

latter case ships seem to have run for the Syrian
coast, perhaps because the south coast of Cyprus
was dangerous from its shallow and harbourless

character. Examples of voyages northwards from
Alexandria are given below: on the voyage south

from Rhodes to Alexandria, see p. 382b
.

After reaching some point on the south coast of

Asia Minor the westward-bound ship was obliged
to work along the coast from point to point, taking

advantage of the land breezes. Dion Chrysostom
in his second Oration at Tarsus speaks of the fitful

and uncertain character of those breezes, compar-

ing to them the policy of a city governed for brief

periods by a succession of magistrates.* Not a.

moment could safely be lost in taking advantage
of such a breeze, lest it should fall again, or

change its direction, before the ship got past the

promontory ahead. The progress along the coast

in this part of the voyage was necessarily slow,
and sometimes exceedingly tedious. St. Paul's

ship took fifteen days from Cssarea to Myra (Ac
27 5

[Western text]).
This part of the voyage frequently ended with

the harbour of Khodes. Vespasian touched at

Rhodes on his voyage from Alexandria to Rome in

A.D. 70.1- So did Philotimus on his way from
Caesar in the East to Cicero at Brundisium in

July, B.C. 47 (see footnote on p. 3S7 a
). Herod the

Great sailed in winter from Alexandria by the

I'amphylian coast and Rhodes to Rome by way of

Brundisium in B.C. 40, and in B.C. 14 touched at

Rhodes on his voyage from C;esarea to the Black

Sra.t as did St. Paul when making the reverse

voyage (Ac 21 1

).

Gregory of Nazianzus in the 4th cent, sailed

from "Alexandria to Greece, keeping under (i.e.

Houth and west of) Cyprus, and reached Rhodes

apparently on the twentieth day (Carm. de vita

*(/, 128 ff.
;
de rebus siiis, 312

;
Or. xviii. 31).

The- ship on which St. Paul sailed for Rome is

not stated to have touched at Rhodes, and the ex-

pression that it came over against Cnidus (Ac 27")

suggests that it kept north of Rhodes as if intend-

ingto cross among the Cyclades to Malea. Lucian's

iS7i/yi. also, sailed north of Rhodes.

*
iacrirfp oi TOIS aTroyeiolf, ^aAAov 8e Tots ajrb ruiv yvn^tnf

irrrvpacrt TrAeoi'Tes, XX viv. Mil, p. 4'J4. He had probably experi-
cnrril these winds mi the voyage hack from Alexandria.

t Joaephus, .R/vii. ii. 1 ; Suet. !'?;>. 7
;
Dion Cass. Ixvi. ;

Zonaras. \i. IT. He landed at Brundisium.

} Jusephus, Ant. xiv. xiv. 21'. ; J3J i, xiv. 0; Ant. xvi. ii. 2.

After reaching the south-western extremity of

Asia Minor the ships ran down to the eastern

promontory of Crete, Salmone, and proceeded to

work along its south coast in the same way as

before (Ac 27 7 - 13
). This was the safe course, in

preference to the north side of Crete, because

there, if a north wind came sweeping down the

JEgean, the ship would be in danger of being
driven on the coast, which has few harbours.*

On the south coast there was not the same danger
of running ashore, partly because the harbours

were more numerous, and still more because the

south winds in this sea are much more gentle, as a

rule, than the north winds, t

Only one piece of evidence (see below) known to

the present writer describes the voyage between
Crete and the Italian coast. But the course of

such a voyage is indubitable : the ships would take

an opportunity of running for the south point of

Cythera, and thence off Zakynthos and across the

mouth of the Adriatic to the south coast of Italy,

usually to Hyclruntum (Itin. Mar. -p. 4*!i). They
would not shrink from running direct to Italy if

the wind at any moment were from the north. An
ancient fleet could safely run from Cythrra or

Xakynthos for the wide angle between Italy and

Sicily ;
the ships on the wings would guide the

whole fleet by signal.
The evidence "of Lucian in the beginning of his

dialogue, Narigium, is clear: the corn ships in

ordinary course sailed across from the south-west

of Crete to sight Cythera ;
1 but they sometimes

missed their course under the influence of southerly
winds and got into the ^Egean Sea.

There is not in the ..Egean or the Adriatic the

same prevalence of westerly winds in summer as

in the Levant and the open stretch of the Medi-
terranean. Northerly and southerly winds are

more characteristic of those seas
;
and therefore

this part of the voyage would in general be much
more easily accomplished than the preceding part.

Hence in a favourable voyage the runs from Alex-

andria to Myra, and from Crete to Rhegium and
thence to Puteoli, would not be slow

; but. even

at the best, a considerable time would necessarily
be spent on the coasting voyage from Myra to the

west end of Crete.

It is noteworthy that this wide stretch of sea

between Crete and Italy, being affected by the

prevalent winds of the Adriatic, was called by the

sailors Adria (Ac 27 2:
). We note also that west-

ward-bound ships kept well to the north in this

part of the sea to catch the Adriatic winds, while

eastward-bound ships must have kept more to the

south in order to profit by the general Mediter-

ranean current of air setting for the Syrian coasts

and the hot deserts behind them (see iv.).

On the other hand, in unfavourable times, if the

ship failed to clear Akamas, or did not get suit-

able winds west of Crete, all three parts of the

voyage might be tedious. The scene in which
I,ueian's dialogue, yavigiitm, is laid is most prob-

ably taken from a real event. The ship failed to

clear the point of Akamas on the seventh day frum

Alexandria, and, after being driven to /id. in, and
on the tenth day from Zidon reaching the Cheli-

* SvaMncvos (Enst.1, which does not mean (as some scholars

have understood! tliat UKTI- was no harbour on the north coast,
but only that Th'-v were too few.

t It is different in the Adriatic, where, as Horace (Orf. i. 3-

l.'i) sivs, thr si-nth wind is the arbitfr.

J cSeiTflC KpJT>7' &fiai' AatioI'Tas, UTrep Toi1 MaAea TrAeufravraT,

i)Sj] (i.e. before the seventieth day from Alexandria) eixni if

'iTaAta. A glance at the map shows with perreet certainty how
this must N> intrrj.ivted.

The exact course is mentioned : the ship sailed through the

An'lon or channel between Cyprus and the Cilician-Pamphylian
roavt, tin- -.aim' r.inrse as St. Paul's ship took. That course

as 11 s<arilv and invariably followed by westward-bound shipa
from thy Syrian harbours.
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d mian Islands teast of .Myra'. ii met ,1 storm,
narrowly e-caped sinking, and then alter had a
run uf bad lurk s.iinh ni Crete, ami was finally
druen by southerly winds iiitn tin- .Kgean. ami liail

tu put nidi tlir I'ira-us alter a voyage "t 7n days.
vi. TlMK III I W I I \ AI.KXAMHM A ANI> Ki'MK.
r'miii this voyage, as descrilnd liy I.ncian. Com-

bined with tlir statement in .\i' 1'7', that St.

Paul's ship reached M\ ra mi ihe lull enth d,i \ from
< asarea, \vr ran slate \MtJi \ery ci msidi-i able

accuracy tin- t.nr time in My ia from Alexandria as

Him- days, and from /idoti as t\vrlvr in thirteen.

Now twn days \\as ample timi' from tlir Straits

nl Messina In I'lttei ll i Ac 2818), When tin' wind

Favoured; anil ten tu twelve .lays must, lie allowed
from Crete to the Straits. This leaves thirteen to

eighteen days tm- the coasting voyage from Myra
to the wi M extremity ol Crete, in the passage
de.^i-iil'ed iii the next paragraph as a favourable
one. (In-gory of Na/.ianzus inn]; twuty days to

Uhodes (say ten |o Myra. and ten from Myra to

Khodcs) ; this is a little slower.

K.xamplcs of the average length of passage from
Alexandria to Koine are ditncult to get. as most of
those which are mentioned are exceptional and
te, linns voyages. lint the following may be taken
as probably a fair average \oyagc in the best
season. No. 27 of the Kerlin Greek Papyri is a
letter written Imm Koine mi ~i August, towards
the end of the L'nd cent., by a sailor or officer

mi an Alexandrian ship, lie mentions that he
'came to land' on :;o June, finished unloading on
1'J .Inly i perhaps in Pnteolii,* and reaehed Kmne
on l!i .Inly. Now the ship cannot be supposed
to have left Alexandria Ion;: before UH May, for
the statement of Vegetins about the period when
the .sea was fully open was almost certainly
inspired by the rules for the Alexandrian corn

ships. If the ship in question sailed in the first

fleet it would probably be ready to start on the
tiist day o| open sea, and the voyage would have
occupied thirty-six days. Hut. further, the ships
would probably be ready to take advantage of a
favourable opportunity Some days before the 1'i'ith.

for it eanimi In- supposed that the day was fixed
with absolute precision (Ac 28"). The voyage in

this case, then-tore, may be taken as lasting prob-
ably about forty days ;

and we must understand
was a lavnnrable passage. In this argu-

ment we have assumed that the ship arrived as
one of a Heel and not as a single stray ship ;

but it may fairly be assumed that stray ships came
in at unusual times, very early or late, and that a
ship reaching I'uteoli on .'!() .lum: was sailing in

the ordinary course. 1'rnbably this was near the

ordinary time for the first Heel of ihe year to

arrive, as di.s.-nbid by S. in ea
/-.'/tint. .)/../. 77. 1 i.

in a year when the voyage was very - I. As a

rule, vessels wiih a heavy cargo like com did imi

unload at I'nieoli, but went on theme t,, cisiia,
win ri. is valuable cargo was discharged at Puienb
and carried in Kmne by laud.

< Mi the other hand, l.ucian. ill the passage i|iloted
above. s.iy s that the ship which he describes, at the
time when it was forced to put into ihe l'ira-Us by
Bin 38 "t weather on the seventieth d.i\ I mm Alex-
andria, ought in ordinary course to have been
alr> ady in its harbour in Italy it it had not been
driven astray into the .Ivgeaii Sea. I Tins seems
to imply that the POyage to Italy just mention, d
was an unusually quick one. Had forty day-, been

* If u i OBBUmo Iti.it h. sCurr.l .1- -O-IM :[ , n ill. 1:111(11" M-.IS fire

l-ln-il. I'lMvi.ll u.illl.l I,,- ,-,.|-t:iln. Til.- |;,-din .-.lltor i.-l\..s ,,,',.
'nii'.n: M.I.I nij&tvar airoA., that lion. .-I the Corn

tl :llllTS l|;|s L'.,| [,. , n , I,, ,|l |.:u

fit would ippi ii nrohibli rmt ilil~ -lii|,. -l,li-li si^in,.,!
Ak;llllil> on tlir >c\i nlli iliiv I'l-iln Al' \;iiHhl:i. \\ns on llu- ,-\.

Iri'ini- riL"ht of tlif llc'i'l. ll uniilil signal tin- ..llii-r>. lnit w.i-
itM'll'tiiii fur fust I" In- ul.l, d, c],-ur tin- |iriniiiiiitiiry.

about the Usual length, I.tician would naturally
have said that his .S7n// should have bet n already
fnr a

I,,H,J tiiur in an Italian harbour mi the
se\. -ntielh day.

Acconlingly, we conclude that, when nni de-

tained unduly, fifty days was a more common
length of passage from Alexandria to Rome. It

would be roughly divided thus

C days to Akamas in Cyprus.
3 .Myra.

10 ,, Rhodes (Gregory's time).
15 west end of Crete.

13 ,, ,, the Straits.

1 day in the Straits.

2 days to I'uteoli.

When a ship was delayed beyond sixty or seventy
days the passage would begin to be considered an
unfortunate one

;
but no anxiety would be tell, for

it must often have been the case that ships were
carried far from their course,* and detained even
till the following year. 1'hojnix, in the south-west
of Crete, was evidently a common harbour for lag-

gard ships to spend the winter in (Ac '21 1 -
;
also

p. 079" ) : it was convenient as being near to the
west end of the island, so that ships could there be
on the outlook for promise of a fair passage across
the wide sea to Cythera and Italy.
There can hardly be any doubt (though no proof

formally exists or could be expected) that the

remarkably early Christiatiizution of Crete was
due to the ships from Alexandria and Syria hav-

ing occasionally to winter there. Such a result was
natural when crew and passengers were doomed to

remain for some mouths in harbour, (in the other

hand, the many voyages along the coasts of

I'amphylia and Lycia appear to have produced Mule
or no effect, for those provinces seem to have been
less affected by Christianity in the early centuries

than any other part of Asia Minor. The reason,

doubtless, was that passengers in ships on the coast-

ing voyage could never count on an hour's delay.
The fitful land winds might change or begin or
end at any time, and the passenger was bound to

the ship.t Only those who have had the experi-
ence can realize how absolutely prohibitive this

uncertainty is as regards any intercourse with the

country along which the coasting voyage leads.

I'amphylia or Lycia could not be Christianized in

the same way as Crete, but only by deliberate and
intentional missionary effort such as that of Ac li'a.

vii. VOYAGES TO ASIA, THE ^KOEAN AND
EKXINE SEAS, PALESTINE AND EUYIT. During
the rest of the year, except the open season, the

voyage to Kgypt was made by way of the coasts

of Asia Minor and Syria the same route that

war vessels would take even in the very height
of summer. Caligula intended to sail by that

course, ri'fi Brundisinm. when he thought of going
to Kgypt. This was the more luxurious though the

slower route, as he could rest quietly on land every
night (Philo, tie Ley. 83, cf. in Flnr. i>).

Smaller vessels or ships of war never ventured
on such long sea courses as were needed in the

voyages hitherto described, but. kept closer to the

shore. Only the large, heavily-built merchant
vessels were suited for such a voyage (Philo, tie

Leg. 3:),
N

; they alone had sufficient spread of

canvas, or strength of build, or storage room, to

go a long voyage and remain out of sight of

land for a number of days. The war ships were

slighter in construction, moved in a more agile way,
and were not dependent on the wind or able to

make such use of the wind, for they trusted chiefly
to oars.

* Luclan's Shin carrtfd to the Plni'iis; two to Mn'.ta, Ac
2S'-.

t I'f. Dion Chrysostoui as tjuottHl on p. 3SII*. nolo *.
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The voyages made by the south coast of Asia
Minor are naturally similar in many respects to

voyages between Home and the ports of the

vEgean Sea or the Euxine. These also may
therefore be suitably noticed at this point. Pu-
teoli was the chief harbour of this trade in the

Roman Republican times and the iirst century
after Christ. When Delos was the great centre
and market of the v-Egean, before the massacre of

Roman traders by Mithridatea in B.C. 88, Pute-
oli was called Lesser Delos.* When Delos was

destroyed, no other harbour of the JEgean was
heir to its greatness, and Puteoli became more
important than ever. It was crowded with traders

and settlers from all the Eastern lands and har-

bours. These brought their religion with them
;

and Puteolanian inscriptions reveal a mingled,
strange picture of foreign deities, cults, and socie-

ties and traders (see the interesting article by
M. Dubois on ' Cultes et Dieux a Pouzzoles '

in

Melanges d' Histoire ct d'Archeoloyie, 1902, p. :!:!i.

From Puteoli thus started, and to it came in, a

vast body of trade. After the completion of the

great works by which Trajan improved the har-

bour, Portus August!, at the mouth of the Tiber,
which Claudius had planned and in part made,
that port supplanted Puteoli to a considerable ex-

tent as the emporium of the Eastern trade. But
in New Testament times it claimed most of that

trade, though some part (especially the heaviest

goods) always went direct to Ostia without break-

ing bulk at Puteoli.

All ships trading between one or other of these
harbours and any part of the East passed through
the Straits of Messina. Beyond that, there were
the three lines one keeping well south to seek

Alexandria, one keeping as near the line to

Cythera as was possible, but often tending north-

wards towards Zacynthos. The ships from and to

the JEgean kept north of Cythera, rounding Cape
Malea. Trading vessels coming from Egypt and

.Syria kept south of Cythera : as to those which
were going to Egypt or Syria, it is probable that

they kept north of Cythera and through among
the Cyclades : such at least was Jerome's course
see the end of this section. Doubtless, war vessels

and small trading ships always kept north of

Cythera, and crept on from harbour to harbour
and island to island. Thus a very large number
of vessels must constantly have been passing and

repassing through the southern Greek waters.
There can be no doubt that all, or almost all,

heavy merchandise travelled by this route between
Rome and the TEgean or Black Sea harbours. The
alternative route by Corinth required transship-
ment and transportation across the Isthmus of

Corinth, which would have seriously added to

the cost of freight. In earlier times, when Cape
Malea was an object of dread to sailors in small

ships, the trouble of the Isthmus crossing might
be incurred in carrying goods, but the Roman
merchant ships seem to have lost the old dread :

on a gravestone at Hierapolis in Phrygia we read
that a certain Zeuxis had rounded Cape Malea

seventy-two times. Though Nero revived the old

scheme of a ship canal through the Isthmus, he
was probably impelled more by the tradition than

by any real apprehension felt in his own time
;
and

the canal would not produce any great saving in

hours of voyage except to ships from (and to) the

Adriatic, or Epirus, or Acarnania. These facts,
or the disturbed state of the Empire soon after,
caused the scheme to be abandoned

;
and there

was no good reason to bring about its resumption
by a later Emperor, though Herodes Atticus talked
about it.

* Paulns ex Festo, xi. p. i>1, *.r.
' Minorrm Di-lum,' quoting

the phrase from Luciims. Kilt. in. UJ (Laclimann).

Ephesus was the great harbour of the Asian

produce, though Smyrna vied with it
;
and other

harbours also were used, such as Miletus, Caunos,
etc. But most ships seem to have put in at

Ephesus, even though bound to other ports ;
and

it became a custom for the Roman governors of

Asia to land first there. This custom was finally

recognized and made compulsory by a formal
enactment of the Emperor Antoninus Pius. The
enactment probably sprang from some complaint
on the part of the great rival cities, Smyrna and
Pergamus ;

and the Imperial rescript marked and
confirmed the recognition (perhaps originating
from Hadrian) of Ephesus as the capital of Asia.

Ephesus was dc fitcto the capital of the province
long before it was formally recognized as such by
the Imperial law.*

Passengers, also, as well as goods went some-
times by this route to the Asian coast. Pliny the

younger went in this way in August A.D. Ill to

Ephesus, and experienced contrary winds. There
he changed ship, and went on northwards in small

coasting vessels to his Bithynian province.
Trade with the Black Sea harbours followed the

same route as far as Ephesus, and then went on

through the Hellespont and the Thracian Bos-

porus. At Ephesus it met the line of ships

trading between the north TEgean or Euxine har-

bours and Syria or Egypt. This latter line of

ships was now far less important than it had been
under the Greek kings in the last centuries u.c

,

when Canon Hicks thinks it safe to assert that

daily ships ran on the line.f The causes stated

above prevented such trade on any great scale

between the provinces of the Empire. Still there

was an appreciable trade, and Diodorus (iii. 34)
gives a statement of the length of voyage from the

Sea of Azoff to Crete and Egypt (which, as we
saw reason to think, conveys a very exaggerated
idea of the swiftness of the voyage).}
From this passage of Diodorus it is clear that

the long over-sea voyage to Alexandria was made
direct from Rhodes: with a westerly or north-

westerly wind that was the natural line, and not

any longer than the run from the Lycian coast.

With a west wind the ancient ships could hardly
have reached Alexandria from Lycia on a direct

course
;
now the object was to make Alexandria

on a straight run. Thus we see that there were
three long lines common in the Levant voyages :

(1) from Rhodes to Alexandria ; (2) from Alex-

andria past Akamas towards Myra, though the

latter part of this voyage could not have been
made on a straight course

; (3) from Myra or Pa-
tara to one of the Syrian harbours, as in Ac '21.

It is impossible that ancient ships ordinarily
sailed from the Sea of Azoff to Crete in ten days.
A voyage from Crete to Alexandria in four days
is more credible, because ships could often have a

continuous run with a steady breeze, and a lucky

voyage might reach Alexandria in four days. But
there is a great variety inevitable in the former

part of the voyage changes of dii-ection, changes
of wind, passing from sea to sea, and through the

long narrow passages of the Bosporus and Darda-

nelles. Finally, the statement that ten days was
the time from Alexandria up the Nile to Ethiopia
is entirely inconsistent with the tendency of all

the evidence that Wiloken has collected as to the

length of time needed for even great Imperial events

to become known in Upper Egypt (even though in

many cases the indifference and carelessness of the

peasants may account for their ignorance).
In an admirable excursus to his posthumously

* See vol. iii. art. PERGAMOS. p. 751".

+ See Paton and Hk-ks, Jnieniitiaint of Cos, p. xxxlli.

J Diodorns is more probably speaking of ships in his own
time than quoting J'rom some Greek account of older voyages.
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published Commentary "ii First Peter. Dr. Unit

traces tlir eour.sc nf tin- nii-SM.ngiT wlin carried

that letter t'niiii !{ tn H harbour mi tin- smith

COaal i'f tin- III. irk SIM : ln> considers thai Sinop,-
w.is ihr harbour, but Amastris seems more prob-
able. Sinope was MII longer MI imporlant a har-

li.'.ir umler the Romans as it liail been in older

tiiui-s: Aniastris surpassed it. ami Imrr the title

Mctr. .polls I'onti. Moreover, if tin- messenger

hail landed at Sinope. hi- \vmiM naturally liavr

visited ( 'appadocia before (ialatia. whereas Dr.

Hurt has rightly argued thai the strain -der nf

enumeration of tin 1

provinces is due to tl rder

i if tin 1 messenger's jiinrm-y. lie lamh-il at Amaslris,

visited 1'mitns tirst. then passed thrmiirh Nurth

Ualaii.i to r.esatva anil perhaps 'I'vana. and thein-e

through South (ialatia tn Asia, and finally reached

liithyiiia.
It may he added to Dr. Hurt's examination of

the facts, thai the journey in its eastern part prob-
aMv corresponds to tile actual order in which

Christianity spread : that is to say, the new re-

liiiion was i-arried hy ship to the liithynian and
Politic harbonrs, and thence spread smith into the

imrlliprn and north-easleni regions of the province
(ialatia. including inner Pontus* and the north of

Cappadocia. Thus we lind that this new thought
and teachum, limiting free on the currents of

L'Oininunication across Ihe Empire.' s[iread lirst

directly along the great tracks that led to Koine,
as every free and natural movement of though!

necessarily did owing to tlie circumstances of that

period, ami from thai centre was redirect, d to the

outlyinn parts .if the Kmpire. As Christianity

spread from Syria and Ciliria through the Cilician

dates, it diil not radiate out west and north and
north-east, but passed along the great route that

led by Ephesus. Corinth, and the sea-way, or by
I'mas and 1'hilippi and the overland way, to Italy.

It is extremely difficult to get even an approxi-
mate idea of tile time required on these courses

between Koine and the various eastern provinces.
There was MO rule possible in this rase, sneh as

we could determine roughly in the direct Alex-

andrian passages, and as we shall be able to deter-

mine more accurately in the overland postal route

iseejix.i. 'Ihe ships generally were merchant

vessels, liable to minor variations in their course

,n , inliim tn the conditions of the carrying trade,

ami Mimelimes waiting in harbours for Mime lime

to unload or lake in fresh cargo, as in Ac -Ml.

Thus their voyages were evidently slow, as a rule.

Probably they were generally much smaller than
the Alexandrian ships, and some would not ven-

ture to do more than make short runs from har-

bour to harbour m- point to point, in the ancient

lireek fashion: the la.st class of vessels had more
reason to dread Mali a than the better built

traders. Kven war vessels, which were < ipaia-

tively independent of winds, evidently required
niucii longer time for the eastern voyage than the

large Alexandrian trading vessels.

Statistics as to the time which despatches during
the Kepublican period, or private letters under the

I-'.inpiiv. required to reach a distant destination on
this course, are of little value as indications of the

rate of travel: there was no regular postal ser-

vice, and the Idler-carriers were liable to man\

delays and interruptions. Hence the n nled I ids

vary widely. Friedlander i p. :il quotes two cases

of letters from Syria addressed lo Cicero in limne :

one, dated :!1 Dee., took OMT a hundred days in

delivery ;
the other, dated 7 May. hardly over

* S,-i- t|, t. nrtlfli. roNTl's In vol. Iv., wln-iv .-iM|.h:i-N Is Mil on
lh<' imiioruuit, liu cUi-ii lu-^'liTli-.l. ili>tlni-tlnn h.-t...-ii l'i,.

VlnciU I'linlm nil till- ri.ll.-l lUhK-h ll> tlliit<-.l lllth lilt

ami ii" >in, ,! , i in n > Pontu* (n kingdom at tlr>t. in 1'rov. Uulutlu
till al.iiin IlKi, llicn-iiftiT In Tniv. I u|.|.a.|... -bl.

lilt\ :* ]iresnni:ibly the latter was carried Mraiu'ht

through, while the other wa-s carried by a messenuei

who was detained on the way. The slow letter

was sent during the wm-st seasnn oi tin- \.:ir. Ihe

quick letter during the best
;
but ill the case . >t land

travelling (if cither went in that way), tic- season

oii".ht not io make aii\ serious difference. liolh

were sent by men of lii^-h standing, who could

command all the resources of the State for quick
transmission ;

hut the period was disturbed, and
tin- machinery of government was dislocated and
liable to stoppages. The quick letter travelled at

much the same rale as the Imperial postal servici

organized by A iiiiii.st us i see below. J ix. ). tak inn only
a tew days more than Imperial despatches probably

required. The slow letter perhaps went by ship.

A business letter written in Puteoli on '2'-', July,
A.D. 174. was delivered in Tyre a hundred and seven

davs later, t though it was sent in the most favour-

able season for sailing. This letter would not be
transmitted by the Imperial service, but by private
aients. travelling doubtless by ship. It couid hardly
have been sent by one of the large sl-ips running
direct, to Alexandria, but was more probably sent

mi a trading ve.-sel which went by Cape Malea and
the Asian coast, and probably spent time in vari-

ous harbours. St. Jerome sailed in August from
Portus August!, by .Malea, through the Cyelades,

by the Asian coasts and Cyprus to Syrian Antioch,
whence he went on to Jerusalem, which he reached

in winter; t this voyage was made along the same
route by which the letter to Tyre travelled, but

seems to have been quicker.
With similar variation in speed, letters from

Kmne in Cicero's time reached Athens in one case

arriving on 14 October in twenty-one days, in

another case in forty-six days during July and

August : the former is mentioned as showing

great activity on the part of the messenger; the

latter, though so slow, came iu the most settled

season of the year.
viii. OVECLAND ROTTE AND IMIMI:I\I, P. is-r

i:ip.vn KKi'M HuMi: TO THK EAST. While
]
a-seii-

gers to and from Egypt or Syria seem frequently
to have travelled along the coasts of Asia Minor
and Crete, it is not probable that the Imperial de-

spatches and news went regularly by that route,
which was uncertain and (at least during a con-

siderable part of the year) liable to great variation

in time. The fast sea passage (see iii.) was of

course preferred during the open season; but it

m:i\ be regarded as probable that during the rest

of the year the Imperial service to the eastern

provinces was conducted by the overland route

through .Macedonia and Thrace. Only in this way
c mid that regularity of communication which was

important for administrative purposes be attained.

For those purposes reasonable certainty as to when
instructions would be received was in many cases

even more important than the chance of the mes-

sages being delivered more quickly ; and, where

speed was important, it was always possible to

send a special messenger in addition by the route

which offered the chance of more rapid dcliv.iv

Hence even Syria and Kgypt probably communi-
cated n uularly with Koine by the overland route

during the stormy and the doubtful seasons of

tin- year.
Ilihl. in inn (Geschichte ties roiu. TVwcv.v. ; />-, p.

Iii:! l.i and other writers have rightly maintained

that ship.s were used only as a subsidiary and

occasional method of communication for Imperial

Cicero, ad Fam. xll. 10. 2 (false number In Frledlfmder, |i.

:ll. ti.it.->. in/ Alt. xlv. 9.
+ I'll,, case iMiuiitnl liy Frledluniler from M.mnn-, -n in /: . '

0M//iiCA. 1S30, II. p. Gl, to which Iho |iruenl writer has

QOl li.i,! :l, !.".-.

; Mi. in. a. It H /In. III. 28, el. Vnllnrs. II. .M.

i
i i, ,T... ././ fin,*, xvl. 21. 1 ; xlv. 5. 1. s. , ,;, ,

; ,n. 5.
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purposes, and not as a regular and permanent part
uf the postal system, at least under the early

Empire ;
but under Hadrian a procurator (pru-

c.urfitur puc/illationis tt nd naves vagas) was sta-

tioned at Ostia (or Portus August!) , possibly to

regulate the transmission of despatches by occa-

sional or special ships (CIL xiv. 2045).*
Moreover, the overland route was the shorter

for many provinces, even in the open season, and
had therefore to be maintained in full efficiency

throughout the year. Hence it must have been
the main route for administrative purposes ;

and

every other route, even the short sea route in

summer, was merely subsidiary and additional to

the great way for the Imperial couriers.

An incidental proof of the preference of land to

sea travel for Imperial communication is furnished

by two of Pliny's despatches to Trajan. He men-
tions (Ep, 63) that a courier came to him at Nicsea
from the king of Bosporus (Pantikapreum on the

European side of the entrance to the Sea of Azoff) ;

but it is also implied there and in E/>. 07 that

the embassy from Bosporus on its way to Rome
would pass through Bithynia, and be obliged in

courtesy to pay a call on him as governor in pass-

ing. The official way, then, was not to sail from
the Crimea to the Hellespont or to Byzantium,
but to take ship to Amastris or Sinope, the shortest

sea passage, and then travel by land. The purely
land route from the Crimea through South Russia
round the north-western coasts of the Black Sea
was not open to the Roman service, because it led

through foreign territory.
Tlie regular course for the couriers carrying

despatches from Rome was along the Appian Way
to Brundisium. Then they crossed from Brun-
disium to Dyrrachium or Aulona, and thence
went by the Via Egnatia to Thessalonica and

Philippi and its harbour Neapolis. The direct

and apparently easy route along the coast to

Nrapolis was avoided by the Roman road (as the

Itineraries are agreed) : the road turned away
from the crossing of the Hebrus at Amphipolis
(Ac 10) inland to Philippi, the great Roman culunia,
before seeking the harbour

;
but there was, doubt-

less, always a path in local use from Amphipolis
direct to Neapolis.

Very little evidence exists as to the exact
route beyond Neapolis. The way to Syria under
the later Empire was by Byzantium, Nicomedia,
and Ancyra; but it is certain that that route was
not in use so early as New Testament times, for

the roads of the provinces Galatia and Cappa-
docia seem not to have been constructed until the

end of Vespasian's reign ;
and Cappadocia was not

even properly organized as a province until about
A.D. 74. Previously, viz. from A.D. 17 to 74, it

had been a procuratorial province, which implied
that it was governed not after the fully developed
Roman system (which permitted a considerable

degree of autonomy or home rule in internal

matters), but after the native fashion and on
monarchical lines by a procurator who represented
the Emperor. The procurator represented the

native king, whose rule had been deliberately
chosen by the people, when the Romans had offered

them their liberty and autonomy in B.C. 95 (Strab.

p. 540) : when the last king proved incapable, and
the province was still unlit for real Roman pro-
vincial organization, a procurator was sent in

place of the king, who gradually raised the country
to the Roman level. After A.D. 74 Roman roads

began to spread over the combined provinces of

* Mommsen, Staatxret-ht, ii. 3
p. 1030 {approved by O. Ilirseh-

feld), denies this, and understands that the procurator's duty
was tt) register the ships as they singly entered the harbour.

Accepting this, however, we must observe that such registra-
tion was necessary for the postal service, aud might naturally
be combined with it.

Galatia Cappadocia (united under one governor,
but as a double, not a single uniform homogeneous
province). Thus there gradually grew up a great
through route from the Bosporus opposite Byzan-
tium by Juliopolis to Ancyra, Archelais-Colonia
and Tyana, and the Cilician Gates, joining the
older line of the Overland Route and also that of

the Central Route* to the Gates at Colonia Faus-
tiniana or Faustinopolis, which was founded by
Marcus Aurelius beside the old native village of

Halala (the Byzantine Loulon), 23 miles S.S.W.
from Tyana, and named after his wife, who died
there. That new through route, the 'Pilgrims'
Route,' is described by the present writer in Hist.

Geoyr. of Asia J/i'iior, p. 240 ff., and more fully in

sections in the Geuyraph. Journal, 1903, and by
Anderson in Jaitrn. of Hell. Stud. 1899, p. 53 ff.

It is therefore highly probable that messengers
for Syria and Egypt during the first and early
second centuries went by the same route as mes-

sengers to Asia.t They sailed from Neapolis, the

port of Philippi, to Alexandria Troas (Ac ]6W

20'). Galen, it is true, sailed (from Troas) to

Thessaloniea
;
but he implies that this was an

unusual course, taken for the special purpose of

visiting Lemnos (Op. ed. Kiihn, xii. 171). J Those
who preferred to avoid even this short voyage seem
to have crossed the Hellespont at Lampsacus and
thence followed the route given in the Antonine
Itinerary, p. 334, by Ilium to Troas.
In general, travellers from live East would prefer

the less fatiguing route by Corinth ( x. ) ;
but

there would always be many travellers from the
northern provinces on the overland road, and in

winter it was the only route that was always
open. Hence Aristides, when he travelled to

Rome in the winter (probably of A.D. 143-144),
went by that road. He describes the hardships of

the journey the rain, the frozen Hebrus, the

snow, the wretched inns, the sullenness and ill-

will of the barbarous natives
;
he lay long sick in

Edessa
;
and thus, although for a time he went as

fast as the Imperial post, he finally reached Rome
on the hundredth day from his own home (which
probably is to be understood as Hadrianouthene in

Mysia, though Pergamus or Smyrna are also pos-

sible).
From Lampsacus or Troas the way for Syrian

couriers doubtless went by Pergamus (still the

capital of Asia in the 1st cent.), Philadelphia, and
on through the Cilician Gates to Tarsus, Anti<><-h.

Palestine, and Egypt. The way from Philadelphia
to the Gates is described more fully below, xi.

An important and typical route deserves fuller

discussion. In the reign of Trajan, Ignatius was
conducted to Rome from Syrian Antioch by land

through many cities (the only one mentioned by
name being Philadelphia) to Smyrna, || thence
he went (probably on shipboard) to Troas and

Neapolis for Philippi, and then went along the

Egnatia!i AVay, and so on to Rome. There is one
unusual feature in this journey, viz. the detour to

Smyrna. Presumably, some special duty required
the escort to go to Smyrna; possibly prisoners
under sentence were to be taken from thence

;
but

the exact reason must remain uncertain. The

ordinary course for such a party would have been
* See below, g x.

t A new route came into use before A.D. 193: see xii.

J lletnrning from Rome to Asia, he again wished to visit

Lemnos ; but this time he took ship from Neapciis for Tliasos,
and thence to Lemnos.

Or. 24, p. 3o:> (i. 4S1 f., ed. Dindorfl.
I Friedhimler. Dtirxtelhtn (fentiUK fltrSittenyexcJt ichlt 1 /?<)*,

p. an, mentions only the absurd account of the A etu (Antiochian),
that Ignatius wont by sea from Seleucia to Smyrna, and says
tli.it this ignorant statement, whether true or invented, is at

least the work of one thoroughlv acquainted with the way.
(In the contrary, it proceeds from one who mixes up and con-
fuses quite Inconsistent routes aud methods of travel, as is

shown in the sequel.
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in n-|nirt to the governor al ivrgamns ;
hut special

oideis innsl ha\e I 'fin smt to alter tlir Usual

course. From Siuyini the natural course would
In- In sail tu Tinas ami 1'hilippi ;

ami il is certain

lll.ll Ignatius passed through [)Oth Of those towns.
anil tliai lie sailed I mm Troas l 1'hilippi.

If we mulil assume llial the convoy travelled by
the Great Highway, through 1'liilinnrliiiin, .lulia,

Apanu-a, ami l.aodicea. II would In 1

necessary to

suppose that, the rail In Smyrna was received

al I'hilailrlphia. Hail the milirs in visit Smyrna
been known at I,a..iliiva, Ihr nalural course woiikl

liave takrn tin 1

parly through Tralles ami Kphesus.
lint il may be n-garded as most probable that the

Unman officer followed llir ilireet path west from
.Julia straight through I'rymnessiis ami near Ac-

iiinnia to Philadelphia and Pergamus, aud that the

convoy, travelling by this nnlinary mute, was
called away In Smyrna I'mm Philadelphia. This

establishes a probability that the path Julia-

rrymnes.sns-rhilai|elphia was the usual one for

Imperial business under the early Kmpire. That

path was an important Unman road in the early

Kmpire. and less important later (see (.'Him Hint

11,'xli. n f riu-'iiii'i. ii. p. "><* f.).

The reason why the ntlieer who conducted
Ignatius i with niher prisoners! preferred the land

road to the direct voyage from the Syrian roast.

did not lie in the season of the year. Friedlander

says the voyage from Seleucia to Smyrna was
made in late autumn or winter; but. as we saw,
there was no such voyage, and indeed that voyage
roiild hardly have iieen made in winter: he is

wrong also as to the period, for Ignatius was at

Smyrna on _':! August, and is therefore likely to

liaM- slarled from Anlioch in early .Inly.* Accord-

ing to the .b7,i. lie entered Home and was martyred
Hi the feast of the Siijinnri'i. I'll Dec., which would

point to a later stiirt
;
but no statement in the

Acta as to the journey carries the smallest weight ;

and that authority must be disregarded exrrpi
when continued by other evidence, especially that

of the letters themselves. Better ant liorit ies t

uive 17 Uctolier as the day of his martyrdom and

presumably of his entry into Home, for those two

days were wrongly identified by ihe hauio^raphcrs:
see p. :;*<!.

\Ve must therefore suppose that the land road
was followed because it was the ordinary official

route for government messages and parties; and
that for Imperial administration and Communica-
tion ships were used only occasionally as oppor-
tunity offered : that conclusion was stated on
Lem-ral grounds at the beginning of this section,

and is confirmed by the circumstances of this

special case. A similar cnnclusinn is distinctly

suggested by Ac 27--28": it is evident that, but

for the accidental meeting with a convenient Alex-
andrian corn ship at, Myra, the centurion wmdd
have conducted St. I'aui and Ihe rest of his con-
\o\ io Smyrna. 'I'mas. Xeapolis, and so on by the
same route as Ignatius travelled from Smyrna.

\Vlien Kphc.Mis became the regular seat of

government of the province Asia. Ihe ordinary
course for such a party would perhaps have been

by Julia, Apamea, Laodicea, Trades, and Mag-
nesia to Kpliesus. to reprrt themselves there to

the governor; but, as we have seen, il was prob-
ably not before Ihe lime of Hadrian that Kphesus
became the otlicial capital, as it had long been the

practical and commercial capital of the pi-mince.
Now by that lime the mad-system across Asia
Minor was greatly developed : the roads nf (ialatia

and Cappadneia were built on a givat scale under

* See tin- r:ilrn]:it ion of tlnil' fur tlir I'Uirhi \ ,|^ L'r.rli ill tllw

foll'i\\ in;.' M'l-tiiill.

+ Tin- r:ir!i.-*t ;ir.' rlirvfuistrim ntiil llir i.-trlv Syri:ui Mnrlvr-

ulncy. Si i- i.ik'iiiiiii.i. /,jiintiu* <ii,,i i;,;,,,:ii r ,
\i.

|i
in

1

, r

EXTRA VOL. 2$

the Flavian dynasty, when the administration of

central and i-a.-tern Asia Minor wa^ remodelled in

\.h. 71. It i-- pn-Mble that under that dynasty
the governmeni couiiers from Home to S\ i ia

beuan to travel by Hyzantium. Ni oim-dia. Juli-

opolis, Am-yi'a. Tyana, and the t'ihrian (lat.s.

Ihougli tin- route tnllowed by Ignalius's guards
would suggest that the older and longer route

through the province Asia was nl.iinid in ordinary
use as late as Trajan's time. lint during the

and cent, (before \.n. 1!)2. see below, jj xii.) the

Hithynian mule or 'Pilgrims' Uoad' Was made
olticial and ordinary. Already in A.I). 112 .Juli-

opolis was an important point on a Unman route

(Pliny, Ei'ist. 77).
According to the Actn. Ignatius took ship at

Dyriachium and sailed through the Adriatic and

Tyrrhenian Seas to I'nrtus Augusti. the new har-

bour completed by Trajan at the mouth of the

Tiber : he desired to land at 1'nteoli, but strong

wind would not permit. There can be little doubt

that this voyage, like that from Seleucia to

Smyrna, is a pure invention : the short, passage
to Brundisium would be preferred as the natural

and ordinary conclusion of the march along the

Kgnatiau Way.
The truth is, as Hilgenfeld has seen (though

Lightfoot* argues against him), that the writer of

the AI-IH. who possessed no authority except the

letters (of which he made very little use), and
who had extremely little knowledge of roads and

geography, tried to model the .journey on St.

Paul's so far as the few facts known to him per-

mitted. He took the journey to Seleucia from

Ac 13*: there he made the martyr embark for

Smyrna, i.e. on board a ship 'to sail by the coasts

of Asia' (Ac 27'-), and afterwards on another which

sailed close to Puteoli (Ac 28 13
), but was blown past

it to the great harbour (which the writer had
heard of in his own time, but which had prob-

ably not been completed when Ignatius died), lie

speaks as if Ignatius exercised as much authority
on this ship as St. Paul did on his (Ac 27), which
is evidently absurd. The brethren come forth

from Uome to greet the martyr, as they did to

welcome St. Paul (Ac28 10
). Everything is fanciful

and invented ;
and all is the invention of a person

who had only rather vague ideas of the journey.
The distances by land on this route may be ninthly

estimated as follows, according to the Itineraries :
-

Uome to Brundisium . . .'!t)0 miles

lirundisium to Dyrrachium or

Aulona 2 days

Dyrrachium or Aulona to Neapolis :!81 miles

Neapolis to Troas . . . about 3 days
Troas to Antioch by Philadelphia
and Julia 880 miles

Troas to Antioch by Laodicea . !I30 ,.

Antioch to Cajsarea . . . 3(!o ,,

Czesarea to Alexandria . . . 435 ,,

Total : Uome to Alexandria by Nea-

polis, Troas, and Julia, 5 days and 2420 .,

Uome to Alexandria by Neapolis,

Troas, and Laodicea . 5 days and 2470 .

Pyrrachium or Aulona to Callipolis 0:!t> miles

Callipolis to Lampsacus . . 2 hours

Lampsacus to Troas . 00 miles

Total : Home to Alexandria by Lamp-
sacus . . 2 days and 2730 or 2780 .,

Dyrrachium or Aulona to Constan-

tinople...... "50 ,,

Constantinople by Ancyra to An-
tioch 750 ,,

Total : Itome to Alexandria by An-

cyra ... 2 days and 2(l(iO

ix. in i: \TIONOF Jorr.NKYS.ON THK POST i:<> M>

1.1 IWI:I;N ROME AND THK EAST. The time re-

*
fgiiatitis and J'ulycarp, it.

|>. 889.
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quired to travel by the overland route requires a

much more complicated investigation than is the

case with the sea routes
;
the time would vary

within very wide limits, according to the taste

and character and equipment and physical powers
of the individual traveller

;
as a rule, the gov-

ernment couriers went most rapidly ; ordinary
travellers in carriages came next to them, and
sometimes equalled them

;
travellers on foot were

of course much slower, and travelled shorter daily

stages. But on the whole we shall find reason to

think that current views, which are all founded

on Friedlander, exaggerate the speed of travelling,

and neglect the practical facts which restrict the

rate over a long journey ; the eminent authority

just named takes exceptional cases (which are

mentioned because they were exceptional, whereas

the ordinary cases are not recorded, just because

they were ordinary and familiar) as examples of

the regular practice.

(a) Travellers on foot seem to have accomplished
about 16 or 20 Roman miles per day. This estimate

of 20, as stated in the present writer's Church
in the Roman Empire, p. 65, was founded on ex-

perience and observation in the country. It is

continued by a fragmentary itinerary of a journey

through the Cilician Gates, dating from the 1st

cent., in which the daily stages vary from 18 to 22

Koman miles,* and by the principle of Roman law

(mentioned by Kriedliinder, p. 2-">) that the number
of days' grace allowed by the prator to parties at

a distance was reckoned at the rate of one day
for each 20 miles. The estimate may seem short,

but a consideration of the distances, mutatinnes

and mansiones, on the Bordeaux Pilgrim's Itin-

erary would suggest that the average daily stage

was even shorter, viz. 16 to 18 Roman miles
; t

and this shorter estimate is in accordance with the

following unbiassed testimony. Sir H. Johnston,
in the Nineteenth Century, 1902, pp. 728, 729,

speaking of the rate of travel on foot, suited for

the presumably hardy and strong African work-

men going to the Transvaal mines, says :
' It should

be laid down as an absolute rule that not more than

15 miles [i.e. 16 or 17 Roman miles] are to be

accomplished in one day.'
It may therefore be confidently assumed that

the ordinary rate for a long journey on foot was
about 17 Roman miles per day. At this rate the

distance from Antioch to Rome would be com-

pleted by the party in which Ignatius travelled in

about ninety-five days continuously : eighty-six

being spent in walking, seven on shipboard between

Smyrna and Neapol is, t and two between Dyrr-
achium and Brundisium. To this some days
must be added for detention in Smyrna and Troas,

where evidently some halt was made, and there

may possibly have been some other such stops by
the way, especially in Tarsus, for the officer in

command to report to the Roman governor of

Cilieia, say, about 104 days from start to finish.

Now of this total the journey to Smyrna would

require forty-four, to which we may add two for

delay in Tarsus and elsewhere, and four for the

interval spent in Smyrna before the letter to the

Romans was written (evidently on the eve of

departure); and, as that letter was written on

24 August, the party must have started from

Antioch about 6 July,' and arrived in Rome about

17 October, on which day he reached Rome accord-

* The passage is discussed in the Appendix tn a paper on

'Tarsus. Cilieia, and the Cilician Gates' iu the Geographical
Journal, 19013.

t Double the unit of distance, SJ Roman miles, while the

traveller in carriage or waggon went three units, as is shown
below. No Itinerary Rives a complete list of the stages or units.

; Allowance for watting on winds must be made (see Pliny,

Epift. 15, 17. who travelled at nearly the same season. Aujf. or

^i'pt. A.D. Ill); otherwise rive ilays would be an ample allowance.

ing to the oldest authorities (properly interpreted) :

see p. 385". By this rough yet not inaccurate

reckoning we are forced to the conclusion that

Ignatius is likely to have reached Rome about the

day mentioned in the oldest tradition
;
and it

seems not improbable that this day was correctly
remembered in tradition, with the probably in-

correct addition that he was put to death on the

same day that he arrived.

But it is more natural and probable that the

execution was postponed until some great festi-

val, when, amid the sports of the amphitheatre,

Ignatius formed one of the crowd of criminals

collected from all parts of the Kmpire, who were
made to struggle with, or die unresistingly before,

the starved wild beasts. The later hagiography

delighted to represent the Roman government as

intent on and wholly absorbed in the punishment
of the martyr, and as hurrying him to death the

moment he reached Rome
; whereas, in reality, no

official in Rome thought or cared about the one

individual amidst a crowd of criminals reserved to

make the next Roman holiday.
The journey of Ignatius may serve as a fair

example of numberless similar journeys made by

martyrs to Rome to meet the same kind of death

for the amusement of a populace, which was in

this way kept in good humour by the Imperial

policy. There seems to be nothing exceptional or

unusual about this journey. Ignatius was treated

somewhat harshly by the soldiers who guarded
him and the other prisoners ;

but naturally the

guards were severe with the criminals, whom they
were bound to watch, and for whose safe custody

they were responsible (Ac 27 1
'
2
).

(it) Travellers driving along the road may prob-

ably be taken as going ordinarily at the rate of

4 Roman miles an hour. That is the rate which

the writer calculated for the journey of Aristides

from Smyrna to Pergamus,* and the minute details

which Aristides gives make it possible to attain

approximate certainty as to the rate. Ordinaiy
travellers were weighted by luggage, and would
not go faster than the heavy waggon on which it

was carried. But where they wished, they were

able to travel at the faster rate of the Imperial

post : see below.
The regular day's journey for this class of

travellers was perhaps only 25 Roman miles half

as long again as the foot traveller's ordinary

journey (faster travellers went double distance, a

few quadruple: see below). Twenty-five miles

was the average distance between the man-
siones on the roads

; and, as Friedlander points
out (p. 19), the distance between Bethlehem and
Alexandria (which is about 400 Roman miles) was

reckoned to be sixteen days' journey (mansiones)j
Between each two mansimies the rule seems to

have been that there should be two mutationes,

though we have not a complete list for any road,

for even the Bordeaux Itinerary omits some.

The roads, therefore, appear to have been

divided into stages of about 8 Roman miles in

lensth. The length of the stages was, undoubtedly,

closely related to the average daily distances in

ordinary travelling.

(c) The rate at which the Imperial couriers

travelled is difficult to estimate with any exact-

ness. Chambalu (de magistratiJms Flnrini-nm, p.

8) supposes that they travelled at the rate of 160

Roman miles per day; and Friedlander (p. 2:!)

quotes this estimate with apparent approval. But

such a rate is entirely inconsistent with the long

interval which (as we have seen) elapsed before

* Journal nf Hellenic fUngitu, 1SS1, p. -in.

t Sulpieins Scverus, Dial. i. 4. So twenty-five mansiones
f, i Eilessa to Jerusalem (.s

1

. .WH<z Ag. Peregrin. 47) ;
tue

distance by Antioch is uot much under GJ5 miles.
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events at Home of great importance in the Imperial
fiiiuilv became known in Kiiypt. If the couriers

travelled at that rate, important eM'iits ill KIIIIIC,

like tin' proclamation of an Emperor, ought to

have been kiip'wn at Alexandria within twenty

days iii all seasons of the year; but news seems

to have taken three or four times as long, exei pt

when it could lie carried by ship direct from Italy.

We have seen in iv. a clear case: the accession

of 1'ertinax on 1 January had just become known

(pr .bably mi the preceding day) to the prefect oi

Kj,\pt in Alexan i: i or '' March A.n. l!i:i, implying
a period of sixty-four days spent on the journey.

This may seem to imply a very slow rate of

travel for government couriers; and even if we
suppose that the prefect in early March A.n.

1'.' : was absent from Alexandria, and had to be

summoned, tlni delay cannot have been more
than a day or two. Had the governor I n far

from Alexandria, he would not have waited till he
returned there before issuing his edict. Neglect
or dela\ iii eel.'briting the accession would have
been disloyal, and. in the- Koman sense, impious.
Moreover, another well-attested interval confirms
this case. News Ol the death of (iains Ca-sar at

Limyra on tie- coasl of I.ycia on '-'I February A.n.

4 reached 1'isa on 2 April.* If we allow that it

reaehed Koine four days earlier, this would

thirty-six days from Limyra to Koine. Nev\-

of this tragic event of Imperial importance would
not, linger on the way; and there seems no reason

to think that it. would lie concealed on arriving in

Koni". Doubtless. puMie mourning was ordered

instantly by Augustus.
Moreover, for a long journey such a rate of

travelling was s.illi -iently tatiguiiiL.'. The couriers,

undoubtedly, wen- sol Hers
;
t only t> them could

such an important service be entrusted ; and
doubtless picked men alone were employed. The
service must have h .]! planned with a view to be
c iliM-t>-nt with will! cm judiciously be expected
from i;o, id soldier- a- a permanent duty. It would

appear that a courier carried through to its des-

tination the despatches with which he was en-

trusted, and that these were not pa-.-rd from hand
to hand. The latter method would have given

r pos.-ihility of speed, but the former was
in ire sue and Useful. Hence, for example, Tacitus
({{it. ii. 73) mentions that the couriers (.<;.-
latorfs) t'ro'ii s.'ii and Palestine gladdened
Viti-Iliu.3 by describing how the Eastern legions
had taken the oath t i him. See Suet. .!.;. I-.

Ciiambalu and Kriedlander have been misled by
some exceptional cases of rapid travelling. A
great effort can be made for a few days; but the

.^te.idy all-the-year-r mud rate of travelling for the

couriers must be estimated on a very different

scale. \Ve are ii , t M how many horses were
killed in those exceptional rides. We have laid

down as the ruling principle of the government
conrii i- *et . ice thu regularity and certainty were
more prized than mere speed ;

the government
desired to know eoiiti 1- ntly at what date it could
be reckoned that instructions would be received

and pat in etl'c-t. The headlong speed of modem
government me-.vig "s had no analogy in ordinary
Koman practice, though exceptional characters,
like Julius Ca's.ir and some others, knew the

value of speed iii critical circumstances, and risked

everything to attain it.

The postal service across A-ia Minor before the

: !' I latin, VP 648. F '

(Inl-'.i \u.-. 14) from Rhodes to Brandlalam (Clc. <u2 .4tt. xi.
'

t-'>ln>. \iv. 'J 1 ; /./,( f.iij,n\ T).
*

I'll. ' LI. ;-t:iiri nimihrr \\-rr.- ;C-

ta led I IP-II Ip-L'i-pr: i itoriM of the Pnctnrian pniml
'

I in jipT-pr'-. inT-'in, HUP! fiprmp'il :i

>ort .it' !m.|yt:i,;inl. n-i'lv I'";-

't'lu'v u ope, : i men.

railways \\i-n- opened may be taken as a fair

example of the probable rate per hour: leu .-. -

were changed frequently; no halts \\eie made
except at government ollices in the eti ai eitiis;

and the rale of riding was about ."< Itoman miles pi r

hour.* Fiiedlander I p. UL' ; rightly estimatis thai

the Imperial post travelled at this rate, tleniL-h he

considers that military couriers travelled :ii . u Uj
double the rate In miles per hour (Inc. fit. p. '-' I ). t

Aristides. on the journey to Koine by the

Kgnaiian Way ill A.I). 144, as above disci did.

says he travelled as fast as the Imperial n i.rii is
;

and this we may confidently take as .", Rou.an
miles per hour. Similarly, before the railways
were opened in Asia Minor, private travi

often rode with the post when they desind to

make a rapid journey.
The rate per day of the couriers depends on the

number of hours they rode. As to this no certain

estimate is possible; but it seems probable that

double the ordinary traveller's journey was the

distance required daily of the couriers. A faster

rate seems inconsistent with the length of time
w Inch Imperial news took to reach distant plan s.

We conclude, then, that 50 Koman miles per

day was the post rate for the Imperial couriers.

At this rate about fifty-four days would be needed
for despatches from Home to Alexandria, forty-six
to i ':esarea (the capital of Palestine), thirty-nine to

Syrian Antioch, twenty-four to Hyzantium, and
seven to ISrundisium. Hut, further, no allowance

need be made for halts at the great administrative

centres Ca-sarea, Antioch, Ancyra, and ISicomedia

(or the Asian capital when that route was followed).
The Turkish post used to halt to allow provincial

governors to send on despatches to the more dis-

tant provinces, and some time must be allowed

for preliminary consideration of the despatches
which the courier had brought ; Imperial couriers,

however, carried their despatches, as a rule, from
Koine to their destination, waiting for nothing by
the way.

But, even if the Imperial couriers may sometimes
have made such halts by the way, it is entirely

improbable that the news of the death of an

ICmperor and the accession of his successor would
be allowed to linger in such a fashion. Couriers

would in such a case surely go straight on to

their own destination. They would carry official

intimations to the governor of each province, and
it was the duty of the governor to circulate the

news by special edict. Doubtless, a special courier

started from liome for each different province, and
the Alexandrian message was carried direct with-

out any serious halt by the way. Hence it can

hardly be supposed that the news of the accession

of Pertinax, which took sixty-three or sixty-four

days to reach Alexandria, travelled by this route,
unless we allowed for a long detention by stn-s

of weather at Brundisium. Rut in xii. we shall

see that the news in that case probably travelled

by a different route.

As we have seen, hurried travellers went as

rapidly as the government couriers. Aristides

mentions that he did so; and Kriedlander (p. -I)

quotes the following cases, which all evidently

imply journeys of GO miles per day :

Tarraco to Bilbilis .

Mutina to Rome .

Kome to Puteoli

2^4 miles fifth day.
310 ,, sixth day.
141 ,. third day.}

* The rnte for ordinary trtivplU-r.s on horseback on n lonp

lournoy Is \ or 4 Komnn mllea jwr hour ; but one finds ft <|iiliu

CMy tii koi>|i u
|i

with i IIP' post tor a short tlinu, as '

kiippws from experience.
+ It i- not clcnr why he distinguishes t"' P"5' rnt '' p"1'"" 1 tlmt

i-f military riers. ThO post WOa Carried by in''

t M:irti:il (v H)4) soys that the fifth carrlairo \'iil -'p-ilmp*

ipondent from Tarraco to lillblll.s: he evidently
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Still more rapid journeys are mentioned. Julius
Caesar is said to liave travelled for eiglit clays from
the Rhone to Home at the rate of 100 miles pur
day. Couriers carrying urgent news sometimes
rode for several days in succession at the rate of

150 miles per day. Friedlander gives 1(50, but the
facts seem to point rather to 150, or six mansiones.
Icelus carried the news of Nero's death to Galba
in seven days or a little less (Pint. Galb. 7), pre-
sumably going to Tarraco by ship in four days,
and thence over 300 miles by land. But such

journeys were only performed in stress and need,
and afford no standard for ordinary life.

The relation of all these varying rates to the
fundamental 25 miles is manifest.
We have made a much more modest estimate of

Roman rates of travel than Friedlander. He esti-

mates the foot-traveller's daily journey at 26 or
27 Roman miles, that of the ordinary traveller by
carriage at 40 to 50 miles, and that of the courier

anywhere from 130 to ItiO miles. We regard all

these rates as exceptional, and as true even then

only tor short distances.

The rates which we have found reason to ac-

cept as customary may seem slow, but they are

probably quite as great as is consistent with the
climate and the character of the people. Travel
was performed chiefly in tlie summer season, and
there is no doubt that the day's journey began
early in the morning, and that a stop was made
by noon, after six hours (25 miles); while, in the
case of ordinary travellers who were not in a hurry,
it is probable that no second journey was begun
after the heat of the day was passed.* Couriers
and rapid travellers did one stage before noon and
a second in the evening, each of five hours, 25
miles. As has been pointed out in art. TYRANNUS
in vol. iv. p. 822b

, ordinary people regarded the

day's work in summer as finished by the fifth hour,
one hour before noon, though active, energetic

persons still kept up the older Roman strenuous
custom of a distinctly longer day.

Practical experience will show that walking 10

miles or driving 25 miles day after day without

intermission, in the hot season, is quite sufficient

for the strength of the ordinary man, and that

only men of more than average strength and en-

durance can stand a long course of riding 50 miles

per day. We have quoted the testimony of experi-
ence as to the rate of walking journeys ;

and as

to carriage travelling, the following may be quoted
from a Times telegram from the Transvaal about
a journey performed in a carriage, with all the

careful equipment that can now be commanded, in

January 11)03 : 'Mr. Chamberlain's journey to-day
amply testified to his physical strength and powers
of endurance. The thirty miles constitute a for-

midable trek . . . and the sun proved very trying.'
On the other hand, in the wet season or the winter
a long course of travelling is even more fatiguing,
from other reasons. During that period very few
travellers except government couriers and carriers

of goods would be on the road.

The question might be raised whether during
the most temperate months of the year a quicker
rate of travelling was required of the post couriers.

Tin- evidence at our disposal does not permit a

certain reply ;
but it is most probable that the rate

was uniform for the whole year. Every season

offers, or may offer, its own special hindrances to

rapid travel
;
and it would be necessary either to

thinks of five days as the post-distance. The distance is 214
inilrs in the Antonine Itinerary; but Kriedlander t.

r ivi-s '.''.'I.

hi-oin Miuina to Home he pives 317 : the Antunine has 81S. but
even this seems too great (Cic. ad fain. xl. o. 1 ; Philost.

AjMll. Tyan. vii. 41).
* Even in the Republican period it was not thoufrht idle to he

ready for the pnnri|i:i] meal (after work and exercise anil bath
were all tinished) full four hours before suuset.

have one uniform rate, or to estimate the proper
rate for each journey separately according to the
weather and circumstances, which would be absurd.

x. THE CENTKAL R'.H-TK BETWEEN ROME AND
THE EAST. The routes which we have described
were those by which goods were sent, and which
were, as a rule, employed by travellers contem-
plating a steady, continuous journey, without
halts. Travellers along the land route were in-

deed able to stop when they pleased, or when it

was necessary to do so
;
but as a rule they under-

took the journey for the sake of reaching Italy,
and not -with any thought of staying in the little

civilized and rather inhospitable regions through
which the Egnatian Way led. Thessalonica,
Philippi, and a few other towns on that part of
the road were, doubtless much like the ordinary
second or third rate cities of the Grecized countries
east of the vEgean Sea

;
but west of Thessalonica

the traveller passed into half-barbarous lands,
where there was no temptation to stop, though
occasionally (as was the case with Aristides through
sickness, see p. 384) a halt was unavoidable. ( >n

the sea route there was, as we have seen, rarely
any opportunity of stopping (except in Crete during
a winter detention).
But the route most favoured by those travellers

who intended to make halts by the way. whether
for business or for pleasure, passed across the
Isthmus of Corinth and through Ephesus, the two
great business and commercial centres of the

.flCgean world. This was in many respects the

greatest and most typical road to the East, most
patronized by tourists and travellers, and by far

the most important in the history of early Chris-

tianity ;
for along that road, incomparably more

than by any other, travelled and intermingled the

thoughts, the inventions, the intercommunication,
of the busiest parts of the ancient world. Thus,
as we have seen, the sea routes carried Christi-

anity direct to Rome, and did not affect the lands
and cities by the way except Crete. The over-
land route, also, was not very important in the
diffusion of Christianity. Philippi and Thessa-
lonica, two early centres of the new religion, were
Christianized almost, as it might seem, accident-

ally, and hardly anything is known with regard to

any important development along the road, nor
did those two cities play any leading part in early
Christian history. But Ephesus and Corinth are
critical points in that history, and continued to lie

centres of activity and development for many
centuries.

The great stages on this road were Crcsarea,

Syrian Antioch, Tarsus, Cybistra,* Derbe, Iconium,
Pisidian Antioch, Apamea, Laodicea, Ephesus, and
Corinth or Athens. Each of these was a knot
where the roads of a whole district met, and where
its trade and intercommunication and education
found a centre.
Thus this great artery was the channel in which

the life-blood of the Empire mainly flowed. It

was not the route along which goods mostly
moved, but it \vas the route of those who directed

trade, as well as of thoughts and inventions.

Along this road it was St. Paul's early idea to

move towards Rome. In his second journey.
Ephesus attracted him as the city

' in which the
East looked out on the West.' i.e. on Home

;
t but

he was diverted by Divine impulse to Philippi.
Again, the last missionary idea which he had in

mind before his final imprisonment and condemna-
tion was to winter in Nicopolis (Tit 3 1

-), a point on
* There was a more direct rond from Cybistra by Hyde,

Savatra, Laodicea Katakekaumene. Philotneliutn, and Julia, to

Apaim-a (|i. 390) ;
but it did not lend through the preat cities,

and the list of names shows that it did not play such an im-

portant part in early ( 'hri.stian life as the longer road.
t See llort, Lectures uit E^tieKiana, p. 813.
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the coasting voyage between Corinth and Hrnii-

disium.

The route in\..l\ o.l a ".."d deal of variety. change
of transport and melhod in travelling:. It was

partly a sea route, partly a land road. I-'r. ,ni

Syria to l-'.phesiis it was usually a land road

.iliou-h it was free to the traveller to vary it by
Using the sea for this part of the journey I. He-

tween Kphesus ami Corinth the communication
was by s.-a ,

and again between Corinth and the

Coast of Italy. Though a land road was
|

sible

for a great part of the way in this latter stretch,

il was rarely or never employed except for purely
local communication, since it traversed barren,

mountainous, and sparsely populated, almost bar-

barous lands, and there were on it no great cities

or centres of thought and trade. But the sea way
touched several important centres before- it reached

Italy.
I'.ither of two sea ways to Italy was open

from Corinth. Probably the more common was

along the coast of .\carnania and Epirus, by
NIC.. polls, to Hrumlisium. as described in part in

the Itiin i--n-ii<in Mm-itinn/iii, p. l vs . and thence

by the Appian Way, the 'Queen of Roads,"

through Tarentum, Venusia, Heneventum, and

Capua to Rome.
But dstia or I'utcoli was sometimes substituted

for Brundisium as the Italian harbour in this

route. vKlius Aristides travelled by this way from
Rome to Miletus and Smyrna, starling in Septem-
ber AH. 14.1. Friedlander (p. L's f.

) thinks he

reached Miletus in fourteen days from Rome; but
this is certainly erroneous, and the interpretation of

Anstides's words must be incorrect. Masson reckons
tli.- fourteen days Irom Corinth to Miletus, which
is much more probable. This would be a very
slow and tedious passage, but not improbable, if

wiads were unfavourable. Friedlander supposes
tliat Aristides sailed in thirty-six hours from

Sicily to Cephallenia, which is incredible;* the

steamers of the Messageries Maritimc-s would take

nearly that time for the crossing. The distin-

iMis'ied German scholar has made the mistake
oi ignoring the halt which (as we have already
1

iv. I out) probably took place at Corinth, and

pi-rhaps at islands in the vEueau Sea as well as at

Miletus. Finally, Aristides says that he did not

reach Smyrna until winter had begun, which

implies a journey of nearly two months, if not

more; for he seems to mean that the bail weather
of winter had begun, and it is rare for such weather
to begin before the middle of December or even
later.

In truth, it is vain to think of reckoning the

average time required on this journey. It. was not

mid" continuously. Its importance and ehaiacti r

arise from the fact that travellers frequented it

with the intention of staying at various poinls on
its i-ours -. seeing and talking and learning and
teaching and transacting private or public: husine.-s.

I in-...- >t iteiiients .should not be taken as involv-

ing an assertion that, no one ever travelled without
halts by this route : there are no universal rules

in human conduct. Hut continuous unhaltiim
travel was not the intention of this route; and
ev MI when halts are not actually" mentioned, it

cuniol be as-umed ill any case without careful

e .11, nil-ration that no halts were made. The two
great breaks and changes, at Corinth and at

Kphesus, required new arrangements at those

places, thus caused at least some short delay, and

easily led to considerable halts. The traveller from

Arlntides. Or. 24. p. !W> (od. Dlndorf. vol. I. p. 4*1). East-
ward-homiil *lii]'- niii.l.- f..r c \ll.-in-iii K.1U. *ix >\:>\ * l'i-,ni *n n\

ll'hilo-t. .l/'iJf /'//"". vlil. l.V I ; 1'iius. vi. -jr.. :',.. Km-dhniili-r

.pi. .t.'s A|... II. .nhi^s \..\:IL;I. (vii. lo 1), !

;

v,, il;i\ ', Corinth to

1'uteoll ; but common men needed longer time.

Home landed at I,ech:eum, on the (

'

-i iiit hian

Hull', and had to find a new vessel at Con. lin-a-

for his eastern passage, lie naturally \\aiti.l l< r

some time at so famous a city as Corinth while

making the new arrangements. The i/ii,H;,x, or

portage of vessels across the Isthmus, could be

used only for very small vessels, and came t he

reckoned as a factor in the ordinary travelling

system.
This tendency, at a break between voyages, as

at Corinth, or at a change from land to sea travel

or vice versd, to make a halt which might 1

days, is illustrated in St. Paul's journey from

I'hilippi to Jerusalem (Ac 20. 21). 1'hilippi was
so near Neapolis that no detention at the harbour
need be expected. But at Troas there seems to

have been a change of ship with detention of seven

days ;
and at Ciesarea the change to laud travelling

was accompanied by a detention of some days and
the preparation for a journey by road (see below,

p. 3',)8b ). On the other hand, the transhipments
at 1'atara and at Myra (Ac 21 1 275

) seem to have
entailed no delay, as in each case the change of

ship appears to have been unpremeditated, and due
to the opportunity that presented itself of a larger
and more convenient sea-going ship. The change
at Troas from land to seafaring made it a good
centre and starting-point for mission-work,

' a door

opened
'

(2 Co 2 1

-).

This discontinuous character of travel on the

Central Route to the East shows very clearly
what has been already stated, p. 382, on other

grounds that there was no serious need for a

ship canal at Corinth under the Roman Empire,
and little prospect of such a canal being any
more remunerative than the modern canal is. It

would have been disadvantageous to Corinth under
the conditions of the Roman Empire that there

should be continuous unbroken navigation past
its gates. The scheme of Nero and of llerodes

Atticus was an archaistic fancy, and not a sound

practical scheme resting on a solid commercial
basis.

Again, owing to the character of this route, the

cities on it grew steadily in importance. Travel-

lers did not pass through them as mere hostelries

and stations lor a night : they were visitors who
stayed for a time, taught and learned, transacted

business or performed political and social duties.

Corinth, in particular, is mentioned as profiting

by these opportunities. It was the half-way house
between Italy and Asia. Hence Gains of Corinth

was the host of the whole Church '

(Ro 10'-"), and
Corinthian hospitality is mentioned several times

by Clement of Rome in his letter.*

We have described this route only as an Im-

perial highway, neglecting its local character and

noticing only the great stages. It will be described

more fully among the inter-provincial routes in

the following section.

xi. INTEIM'UOVINCIAL ROUTES IN THK E.VST.-

These were, as has been said in i., only of sub-

ordinate, consequence in the Imi>erial time. But,
of all inter-provincial routes in the Unman Empire.
those in the East were the most frequented and

important. The older Greek trade between the

Levant and vEgean harbours had not been en-

tirely destroyed ;
and many hundreds, doubtless,

of small vessels were constantly plying along all

those coasts from Egypt or even Cyrene round to

Corinth. Travellers were always able to h'nd

readily a ship to carry them in either direction

along the coast. They might not always find one

to do exactly what they desired : the first ship

* Under C'ORINTCI. vol. I. p. 4SO>>, the Citrinftiiacit of l>lon

c In \ -,.-ii.in. Or. H7, fs erroneously referred to: tin- :

I In III- l,Hi,,,i,n;l. Or s". i, p. ]:< i:i'.l. will. I

.,! tli<- 1,0. k
j,<

i i,,,l. I. lit Is tnu- al.-.. of tho Kuinan.
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might not be going as far as the harbour which

they aimed at, and they might have to tranship

(Ac 21-) : their ship might omit to visit a harbour

where they would have liked to stop, or it might

stay several days in a harbour where they had no

wish to remain (Ac 20'").* They would have to

accommodate themselves to the course of the ship,

and remain close to it even when it was lying at

anchor, except when it went into harbour to load

or unload, or when it was laid up for the winter

( v '-)-

There were also ships plying between the Euxine
harbours and those of the jEgean and the Levant.

Diodorus gives the time for vessels between the

Sea of Azoff and Alexandria (see iv.) : such a

vessel would run down to Amastris or Sinope, then

coast to Rhodes, and thence run direct to Alex-

andria, if Egypt were its destination ;
or to Myra,

and thence west of Akainas to the Syrian coast,

if such were its aim.t

The land roads connecting the provinces of Asia

Minor were fairly developed, because in many
cases the same roads that led to Koine also con-

nected the different provinces with one another :

Asia Minor is a bridge stretching from east to

west, from Asia to Europe ;
and the roads that

passed across it westward, besides leading to

Home, traversed several provinces and connected

their most important cities.

1. The great Trade Route by which the products
of Cappadocia were carried to Ephesus was also

the direct path from Cappadocia to Rome, and
those products were carried to Ephesus as the har-

bour for the trade with the West : the Trade
Koute had been developed under the Greek kings,
and became even more important under the Roman
Empire. It is not to be supposed that all Cappa-
docian trade with Rome passed through Ephesus.
All heavy merchandise would inevitably follow

the natural law of seeking the nearest harbour,

viz. Tarsus for southern Cappadocia and Amisus
for northern Cappadocia. It is noteworthy that

the single Cappadocian product which is expressly
mentioned as carried to Ephesus by land red earth

used for colouring would be in small bulk and of

light weight (Strabo, p. 623). The Trade Route,
which went from Ephesus by Laodicea, Apamea,
Julia, Laodicea Katakekaumene to Csesarea, is

fully described in the Historical Geography of Asia

Minor, chs. iii. iv.

In the east of Cappadocia the old Trade Route

was in the time of Trajan, or perhaps already
under Vespasian, merged in the military road

system for the defence of the Euphrates frontier. 1

2. The Syrian Route coincided with the Trade

Route from Ephesus through Tralles, Laodicea,

Coloss*, Apamea, etc., as far as Laodicea Kata-

kekaumene. From that city the most direct path

kept away along the north edge of the low range of

hills called now Boz-Dagh, by Savatra to Hiera

Hyde and Kybistra. But general intercourse

avoided this path and turned south to Iconium,

Derbe, Laranda, and Kybistra.
We may call this route the Syrian, as the Gates

through which it issued from Laodicea on the

Lycus were called the Syrian Gates. It was
identical with the Eastern' section of the Central

Route of the Empire, x., and coincided in part
with the Overland Route, viii.

An alternative for part of the way kept east-

ward from Apamea through Apollonia and Pisidian

Antioch, Neapolis, and Pappa to Iconium, where

* The view taken by many scholars, that St. Paul and the

delegates chartered a vessel for their own voyage, is probably
incorrect. See St. Paul the Traveller, p. 295.

t Piodiirus, iii. 34.

On these eastern roads, see Anderson injournaloj Hellenic

Stiir/itK, 1S!I7. p. 'W ff.

Cities and &ish. of Phrygia, i. p. 35.

it rejoined the other. This is the line that plays
most part in the XT. More important cities lay

along it
;

iu practice it seems to have been the

most important way.
A modification of this alternative route, made

mder the Emperor Augustus, was of some im-

portance for a time. That Emperor founded a

series of six military colonies, with Pisidian Antioch
as the centre, to control the barely conquered
tribes of the northern Taurus (i.e. Isauria and

1'isidia). These six c-nloniae were connected by a
series of military roads, each of which was called

Via Sebaste, the Augustan Way.* The road com-

ing from Apamea coincided between Apollonia and
Antioch with the Augustan Way coming from tlie

western colonial ;
and again south of Antioch it

coincided for a long distance with the Augustan
Way that leads to Lystra.
This Augustan Way is mentioned in the Acts

of Paul and Tkekltl as TTJV fia.tri\iKi)i> 68bv rrjv ets

\varpav <t>fpov<rav. starting from Antioch it coin-

cided with the other road to a point about 24
miles from Iconium (west of the village Kizil-

Euren), where it probably turned south to Lystra :

in the story of Thekla, Onesiphorus went out to

this point on the Basilike or Augustan Way and
waited till Paul should pass.t This line had more

importance in a military and official point of view
than in practical life.

Another alternative to part of the Syrian Route
ran between Ephesus and Pisidian Antioch

;
it

traversed the higher Phrygian lands,} and was
useful only for travellers on foot or on horseback.

It kept nearly in an easterly line from the one city

to the other, ascending the Cayster valley, cross-

ing the high and hilly region where the Cogamis
rises, and through which the Maeander breaks in a

deep canon, going through Seiblia and Metropolis,
and again crossing a ridge of mountains to reach

Antioch. It is mentioned Ac 10 1
.

3. An important route led from the harbours of

the I'ropontis and Bosporus, and from Nicomedia
and Niciea, almost due east through Bithynia,

Paphlagonia, and Pontus, keeping nearly parallel
to the Black Sea coast. It traversed the long valley
of the Amnias in Paphlagonia a valley which is

divided both from the sea and from the Central

Plateau by two parallel mountain ridges. Many
of the campaigns in the history of the Pontic and

Bithynian kings were fought along this valley.

The road must have played a considerable part in

the development of society and religion in those

northern provinces under the Roman Empire ;
but

hardly anything is known on the subject owing to

the almost entire loss of evidence.

4. Another very important road from the Propon-
tis and Bosporus harbours and from Nicomedia,
ran south through Nicaea to Dorylaion. There was
a road-knot at Dorylaion : here met many ways :

from Smyrna and Philadelphia on the south-west :

from Syiinada and the south : from Iconium and

Lycaonia : from the Cilician Gates and Cilicia :

from Ancyra and the East. The last mentioned

way was afterwards the great Byzantine military

road, which is very fully described in the His-

torical Geography of Asia Minor, ch. G. 'Ihe

other roads that radiated from Dorylaion also

became far more important in later times, when

* In St. Paul Ihe Trarelter, p. 64, the name is given not quite
correctly as the '

Uoyal Way
'

: the Greek term was |3ae7iAii) oS6s,

which might be rendered" rightly so in English : but the Latin

name, recently discovered on three milestones, proves that

^aolXlKI7 here 'is to be understood as '

belonging to the Emperor,'
who was called BaaiAeus in purer Greek, Se^aart)? in technical

and common Greek.
tTlie line of the Basilike, as given in the map attached to

St. Pmilihe Traveller, requires to be corrected near Lystra by
recent discoveries: the difference does not affect the argument
or any other opinions in the book.

J i'.e. High or Central 1'urygia, see vol. iii. pp. 805, S67*.
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Xicomedia tirst. ami Constantinople afterwards,

\\elc sllivessi\ elv capltalfl of the Koinall \\oi.il,

and \vln-ii tlir roads thai connected the various

district.- (if A.-ia Minor with the capitals acquired

immensely greater consequence. Hut (if (llt'lll all

duly the mail from Smyrna to Dnrylaion was ot

considerable importance in Konian tunes, as it

connected liithynia with the two leading cities

of Asia Smyrna and F.phesus. It passed through

Philadelphia, and coincided for a long distance

with the road Philadelphia-Julia (see above, viii.).

Tin 1 mad from the soulh to Dorylaioii was evi-

dently th if along which St. Paul travelled

when lie had been fi irliidden to preach in A.-ia

Ac lil"). lie turned away north towards Hithynia,

intending to preach in the great Greek cities of that

province, Nica.-a and Nicomeilia. Hut when he

came nearer the frontier, probably at Dorylaioii,
he was forbidden to inter that province ;

and lie

then turned towards the west, keeping n -ar the

trontier. perhaps in the liope that he might. l>e

pei-niitteil to enter at another point. He was,

however, impelled onwards towards the sea, until

at last lie came out on the .Kgcan coast at Troas.

A possible memory of this journey is preserved in

local tradition near the spot where he must have
crossed the river.*

5. A road of considerable importance in Roman
times connected Perga, the capital of 1'amphylia.
with Ephcsns and the Asian cities. It crosses the

Taurus at a lo\\ elevation, and comes down on the

I.yens valley : there is no difficulty in the path,
which is marked out by nature. According to

some recent theories. St. Paul was thinking of

making his way to F.phesus already on his tirst

journey from lVri:a (Ac 13 14
) ;

but if Ephesus had
been his aim, he would have taken the easy,
natural, and frequented mad which trade and
mteicoiirse ordinarily followed. Instead of doing
so. he cros.-ed Taurus by a very difficult path,
which can never at any time have been of any
importance, and which had no object except to

permit occasional communication between the dU-
tricts of Perga and of 1'isidian Antioch: it seems

beyond doubt that a person who went by this way
as far as Antioch had as his aim simply to reach
that city.

xii. OTHER Hum .-. Of the many other im-

portant roads of the F.mpire. few played any part
in the early history of Christianity, at least so far

as the New Testament is concenn d.

1. The road round tin; north of the Adriatic

Sea. from Koine by the Flaminian Way, about iMO
miles, to Ariminum. and thence through Kavenna,
Allinum (by ship), and Ai]iiileia. led to M.e,;a,

Daeia, and the regions of the .Middle and Lower
Danube generally, and on to Thrace and Con-

stantinople.
This road was of growing importance in later

times, as the countries throiuh which it pa-M-d
increased in civilization, li was of little import-
ance in NT times, and was valueless as a through
route for communication with the Kast because it

traveised the still purely barbarian country of

Thrace, which was formed into a procurator!. il

province! by Claudius in IU 4o. Only under
Trajan was Thrace constituted as a fully organized
province of the Empire. From that time onwards
the route which we are describing possessed some
considerable impmtance, aol < l\ as a connexion
with many great and improving provinces, but
also as an alternative, purely overland road, ulti-

mately the Imperial post-mad, to the Kast.
This route crossed the delta of the 1'adus by

ship from Kavenna to Altinuin; bin the purely
land mad went round by Hoiionia (Ilologna) along
the ./Kimlian Way, then north to Verona, and

* St-f MIMA, vol. ilL t s,.,. above, ]'.
''.

east to Aquileia. H\ tin latter way the distances
v.i ic i according to the Itmerai n .-

Home to Ven.na :;7o, and to Aquileia .Vjn n, , B

Thence to Sirinium (Lower Pannonia) 400 .,

., Sanlica (Thrace) . .Jill .,

,, .. Constantino]. le . . :!l'.i .,

Total: Koine to Constantinople . I ->o

Home to Alexandria . . . ::i:io .,

Courier's time, Koine to Alex-
andria...... 03 days

Ivome to Casarc a in 1'al. . L'UHI miles
Courier's time. Koine to Ca .-area . .14 days

Hut if we suppose that a courier went direct

from Ariminum by Kavenna, thence h\ ship to

Altinuin, and thence riding to Aquileia, 'and that

lie took even one or two days on ship and oilier

two days for the land journey to Aquilcia. '.' "i

miles, he would save two or three days.
These results seem to show 1

clearly that this was
the road by which the news of the accession ,,t

Pertinax travelled from Koine to Alexandria:
the messenger, starting on 1 Jan. A.I>. 111:!, arrived

only about the sixty-third or sixty-fourth day. in

Alexandria. If so, it would follow that this route

was established as the regular official path to tin-

East before the end of the 2nd cent., and after the
time of Trajan.
The reason for the change of route was doubtless

twofold. The northerly route was far the most

important: it passed through many great military
centres and the capitals of several provinces, while
it communicaied with the capitals of scv< ral

others which lay off the line of the road. More-

over, the long and sometimes stormy crossing of

the Adriatic Sea was avoided by the northern

route, which necessitated no voyage except the

short and always easy passage of the Hosporus.
Thus we can imagine that the northern road de-

veloped more and more- at the expense of the road

through I'.i nnd i.sium. It may be asked whether
the latter road would not be kept in use dur-

ing the more temperate seasons of the year, even
if the sea-crossing was avoided in the most storing
months. That may have been so: for the acces-

sion of Pertinax, the most conclusive case known
to us, falls in January, the stormiest month of the

year. Hut it. is perhaps more probable that when
the northern route was established it superstded
the other: it was for many reasons convenient to

have permanent and unvarying conditions of

travel : moreover, at least during the decay that

characterized the administration of the 3rd cent.,
it is unlikely thai more than one route was m:,ii:

taiued permanently with a full working postal
establishment.

_'. The country of the 1"pj.;r Danube, Khsetia,

etc., was approached by il.e Augustan Way over

the Hrcnner Pass i
rii'i Claudia Augusta).

3. Gaul and its adjuncts and tyrants, the two

provinces of the Khine frontier, Lower and Upper
Germany, were approached by several mud-.:

(ft) The Flaminian Way to Ariminum, and the

.Kmiliaa Way to Placentia, continued to M n

and the Alps, and across the Cottian Alps (Mont
Genevre) to Aries (Arelate), or the Graian Alps
(Little St. Bernard) to Vienna, Lugdunum, and

Augusta Kemorum (Kheinis). The distance r m
Home to the Klione was not much short of NHI

Koman miles, and was said to have been trav. r-ed

by Julius Ciesar in eight days. The distance to

Kheinis is given as 1170 miles in the Antonine

Itinerary, by a very circuitous route.

(h) The Aurelian Way led along the const of

lialv, I.iguria, and Gaul to Massilia (Mai-
and Arelate.

The Cassian or the Clodian Way led to

Florence, and thence it joined the Aurelian W.iy
Anton. Miner, p. 120.
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or else went across the Apennines to join the

.Kmilian Way at Bononia. This route had only
local importance, and was then merged in the

preceding.
4. Spain, which St. Paul hoped to visit from

Koine (Ko lo24
), might be reached either by sea

to Tarraco, or by the roads to South Gaul, which
were continued across the Rhone through Narbo
and over the eastern end of the Pyrenees to Tar-

raco, and thence by the Via Claudia Augusta to

Valentia, Cordova, and Cadiz. News of the battle

of Munda (not far from Cordova) is said to have
been brought to Rome in thirty-live days, which
is at the "rate of about 50 miles a day ;

while

Julius Caesar reached Rome from Obulco (35
miles from Cordova) within twenty-seven days.
The distance from Cordova to Rome was about
1700 miles.

5. The route to Britain went on from Lugdunnm
by the valley of the Saone (Arar), by Soissons and
Rheinis to Amiens and Boulogne, where the chan-
nel was crossed to Rutuphe (Hichborough). The
distance from Rome to Hononia was about 1250

miles by the shortest route through Helvetia.

Letters from Britain reached Cicero in twenty-
three, or twenty-seven, or twenty-nine days:*
there can be little doubt that all were carried by
special .military couriers, who came bearing Caesar's

despatches.
(5. Africa was reached either by sea from Ostia or

Portus, or by land and sea combined. The direct

voyage in very favourable circumstances was made
in three days ;

but this can only have been a rare

and exceptional passage. Pliny's statement, that

Africa could be reached on the second day, must
be set aside as very doubtful. The land route

followed the Appian Way to Capua, and thence

the Popilian Way, keeping near the coast, to

Rhegium, about 450 miles from Home
;

thereafter

it traversed Sicily from Messana to Lilybseum, and
crossed the narrow seas to Africa. The total land

journey was about 050 miles. A letter from Africa

reached Rome in one case in twenty-two days : t

doubtless it travelled either by the land route

or by a coasting voyage.
II. THE GENERAL EQUIPMENT Of THE EOMAS

ROAD SYSTEM. i. MAINTENANCE, REPAIIJS, AND
SAFETY. While the maintenance of the great
roads in Italy was entrusted to special officials

of praetorian or even of consular rank, f the

care of the roads in the provinces was part of the

duty of the provincial governors. At important
points, and especially at knots in the road system,

permanent military guards in special guard-houses
were stationed. These stationea were charged not

merely with the care of the roads, but still more
with the keeping of them safe from robbers

or brigands, and in general with the safety of

the public in the region around. In the more

important statinnts, at least, the commander
was a centurion regionariits. A soldier in such
a statio was called .<stationari>ns. On the sub-

ject, see O. Hirschfeld in Hcrl. /Sitsiingsber. 18111,

p. 804 f.
; Mommsen, Strnfrri-ht, p. 307 ff., esp. p.

312
; Domaszewski, liijm. Mitt/ieil. Instil. 1902,

p. 3:JO ff.

Thus the charge of the roads was closely con-
nected with the maintenance of peace and order in

the districts served by the roads
;
and there grew

up in the later time a tendency to name some
districts of Italy according to the great road which
connected them with Rome.

* Cicero, ad Q. frat. iii. 1. 18
;
17. 25

;
ad Alt. iv. 17. 8.

t Cicero, ad Fam. xii. 25. 1.

J Curators of the i,
rreatest roads, sometimes coitfiiilareR.

The name tfatio was used widely in military service : hut
Ht'ititnmriitK was practically restricted to *t<ltione# for police

duty and public safety, and the use of the word belongs to a
later period than the NT.

But, in spite of these attempts to keep the peace

along the roads, there was a considerable amount
of insecurity. The inscriptions often mention

guards or travellers slain by robbers.* Juvenal

speaks of the brigands of the Campanian roads,
who when actively pursued in their usual haunts
find it the safest course to take refuge in Rome
itself (Sat. iii. 305 f.). The case described in Lk
103) was no uncommon one. St. Paul's '

perils of

robbers' (2 Co 11'2J) were very real : it was espe-

cially in journeys through mountainous districts,

where roads were not carefully guarded, that he
had experienced those dangers, as Ac 13H SI 14'24

ID8
;
but there was sometimes danger on the most

frequented roads. Poorer travellers were those

who suffered most, as was natural ;
the rich had

large trains : important persons were granted an
escort in some cases, e.g. Lucian was escorted by
two soldiers through Cappadocia (Alex. 55).
The Roman roads were probably at their best

during the 1st cent., after Augustus had put an
end to war and disorder. In the troublous period
at the close of Nero's reign, disorder crept in again ;

and it is doubtful if the Flavian rule ever suc-

ceeded in repressing it so completely as Augustus
had done. Thus St. Paul travelled in the best and
safest period, and yet the roads even then were in

some places far from safe (though probably this

was only in exceptional parts). In the decay of

the Kinpire and the general relaxation of order

during civil wars and during the growing weak-
ness of administration in the 3rd cent., travelling
was much less secure. On the whole subject see

Friedlander, p. 46 ff.
;
O. Hirschfeld, 'die Sicher-

heitspolizei im rom. Reich '

(Brrl. Sitziiiii/slifi:

1801, p. 845 ff.), 'die aegypt. Polizei der rom.
Kaiserzeit' (ib. 1802, p. 815 ff.).

The Roman roads only traversed properly organ-
ized provinces, anil not either foreign countries or

territory not yet administered on thorough Roman
principles, such as Cappadocia. That province oc-

cupied a peculiar position in the Roman Empire, as

we have described it above, viii. In the Pauline

time, therefore, there was no Roman road lead-

ing across it from Ancyra to the Cilician Gates.

That road could not have been made before A.n.

74, when Vespasian made Cappadocia into a fully

organized province.
There was one remarkable exception to this

general rule. The road from Derbe to Tarsus led

almost entirely through non-Roman territory
'

(governed in St. Paul's time by Antiochus IV.).
Yet that road had been necessary for Roman com-
munication with the province Cilicia ever since that

province was organized in B.C. 104. The precise

authority which Home exercised along the road,
and the relation between Roman and regal power
over it, are wholly obscure. It was impossible to

leave a road, along which Roman officials and
couriers were frequently obliged to travel in the

exercise of their duties, entirely under non-Roman

authority; and yet it seems practically certain

that Rome did not exercise authority ovi r the

cities on the course of the road before the time of

Vespasian. It is in accordance with this anoma-
lous position of affairs that no reference is made
in Acts to that part of the road : it is wholly dropped
out of sight, and the author speaks as if St. Paul

passed directly from Cilicia into the Roman terri-

tory of Galatia at Derbe. St. Paul and his his-

torian were thoroughly penetrated by the Roman
spirit, and simply ignored non-Roman, i.e. non-

provincial, territory.
ii. CONSTUUCTION, MEASUREMENTS, MILK-

STONES.- As to the construction of the Roman

*CTL ii. 29f,8. 8479. iii. 2399, 2544: rttie* and BM. "f Pin:

i. p. 32S, No. 183 ; Sterrett, Epigr. Journey, No. 15C ; Boissier,

Jnser. de Lyon, 478, iv. etc.
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1'oads. it is unnecessary to speak here. 'I he 111.HUM I

and measure varied greatly ;
ami ill the KaM it is

ii. it
|ii-.ilial>li' that llir roads \v. re limit .HI tin' >a

ma>MM- scale as tin- Appian Way. Ten feet seems

to have been a common breadth. The road through
tin' l.'iiu' pass over Taurus, which Irakis from 'I'arsiis

t.. Tyana ami to Kjhistra, anil which \\as built in

a very costly ami Maud sU le. was In feet broad;
I. ut this breadth as require. I t.. he entir.-u ser-

viceable; ami where the mail was eut through
solid rock, the distanee left between tile mek
walls seems to have lie. n always fully l.'i or 14

feet. The ma.l 001088 Taurus froai I -.iranda to

Olba ami Korykos sec-ins t.i have been nar-

rower: it, remains in a tairly complete c ilition

al" nit niii to live miles fmin Korykos. lint. au'ain,

some miles south of Ancyra. near tiorbeous. the

Pilgrims' Koute seems to bave been very much
h: ' > idcr.

.Milestones are frequently found in groups of

three or four, new stones having I n erected

when repairs were made. Hut the later Emperors,
especially those of the 4th cent., were usually
satislic.l with the substitution of their names for

those of some earlier Km pi r. n s on an old milestone :

this may he classed almi^ with many other ex-

amples of slovenliness and carelessness during the

degradation of the Kmpire. After the 4th Century
hardly any milestones are known- one of many
proofs that the Hy/.antiiie government had greatly
degenerated from the thoroughness of method that

characterized the Koman Empire.
iii. INNS A xi ENTERTAINMENT. Inns, taverns,

and places of refreshment certainly existed in

numbers along the great mads. Little is known
ali >iit them, and the little that is known gives no
favourable picture of them. Aristidcs complains
of their half-ruinous condition, with leaky ceilings

and general discomfort ami disagreeable conduct
on the part, of the owners, on the road from Nea-

pohs to Dvrrachium. His account suggests that

he found the inns on this rnad poorer than those

to which he was accustomed in A-ia. To judge
from all that is mentioned. though one must not

pi-ess ton closely the complaint of travellers, in

the le.-s ei\ili/.ed countries they were, as a rale,

dirty, ill kept, and badly managed by churlish and
ii;n irant hosts.* Hence wealthier travellers carried

tie ir invu equipment, and the hospitality of private
houses was much sought after.

<>n the other hand, in the Kastern provinces
inns seem to have lieeii niiich superior and far

inoii. numerous: competition raised the standard
of equipment (as 1'lutarch says, cle vit. I'utl. 8, p.

VlJi, ami the art of imikeeping was very ancient

in the province of Asia.t l-'.pictetus, who origin-
ated fmm Ilierapolis in the Lycu.s \allev, speaks
of the traveller being tpni]ited to linger long ill a

s-ih-ndid hotel. I The Pniihnriiins which is nien-

ti 'lied near the summit of the load above the

narrow pass of the Cihciau dates, must ha\e l.e.-u

at least a laru'e establishment, though probably
t the nature of a khan (in which only mom.

but no furniture,;; was supplied) than of a hotel;
but at least there can be no doubt that f 1 was

supplied, whereas in modern khans nothing but

.'lie,' can be procured by the traveller. The
present reason f,,r this detect, viz. want of capital
or of trading instinct, did not exist in Koman
times; but it Is mentioned in earlier Greek times,

-i. l. .him A poll. Ejiiut. vlli. U.X; Pliny, Ili-l \,il. l\. l.M,
\\i l.'.s; s.-ri|.t. lli-t. Aiiir. ll'iilr. Id; Plutarch, <fl San.
/' .,. K p. 1:10; III. .-,-.. r. ilf Veil. II. pn.-r.i-d. r-|.n-ii|.v]. n.

I'..'. A II uiv .ju..tc.l l.v Ki-lt-illjiml.T. See shore, p. 831
' Ml IIS Itllti.[llity, tin 1 wrll.'l "s < it I * .tni 1

/.'.*/.. .;/ I'll njij'nl ,

Ii. p. 411'. n.. niiiy I... cuiiMilti-a..

; l>i*. ii, _; Id

s-Not imirh fnrnlshlnc. of course, Is ntf.lo.l, nr \\.ml.l t,.

oMiit.'i l.iMe, 111 \\anii oiuntries.

when the land was poorer (Plutarch, _

l.tK-'iii. oar. 44).
The fact that Aristides, travelling in Asia be-

tween Smyrna and 1'ergamus,* went to an inn

before going to a friend's house, which l-'riedland. r

rightly notes, may serve as an indication of the

superior character of inns in that province, thoimb
it must be remembered that he was travelling by
night (Or. 27, p. (HI ff.). His discontent with the

inns in Macedonia on the Kgnatian Way shows

probably that he was used to better accommoda-
tion in Asia (see above, viii. ).

Imperial ollicials, judges, soldiers on the march,
and even municipal magistrates,! had the right to

free quarters in the towns through which they
passed. They were billeted on residents (though
physicians and teachers of grammar, philosophy,
and rhetoric were exempted by Vespasian). The
behaviour of many of those who enjoyed the right
of free quarters was rude and oppressive; and
1'lutarch (Cat. 12), in describing the modest and
courteous behaviour of the younger Cato in this

respect, shows by contrast what was done by
others. Towns might avoid the burden by erect-

ing a public house of entertainment, t as is stated

in the inscription published by Waddington, Insrr.

de la Syrif, No. 2524, on which see the remarks
of Domaszewski in MltlheiL des Inxtit. li'um. 1902,

p. 333. Such oppressive conduct was frequent, in

spite of all attempts to repress it. Trajan wrote
about it to Pliny (Epist. 77). Provincial governors
were charged by the general maiidata of the Em-
peror to prevent it.||

Inns, taverns, or houses of better class for the

entertainment of high officials (prcetwla) were
often erected by municipalities: see CIL iii. 0123.

Kriedliinder. p. 41, quotes Man in Hull. (1. Iitstit.

1882, p. 111! (but it may be a private Aospjft'umorinn).
In one respect, however, the ancient inns were

almost universally bad. They were little removed
in character from houses of ill-fame ; and such are

sure (like their owners) to degenerate in general
character. The profession of innkeepers was dis-

honourable, and their infamous character is often

noted in Koman laws.lf

The story of the birth of St. Theodore of Sykea
bears witness to an equally depraved condition of

things in the Oth cent, after Christ
;
and in the

Middle Ages the pilgrims to Jerusalem saw no

improvement, and found that a decent stranger,
if his ship were lying in harbour, would be wise to

return to it at night rather than stay in an inn.

In ancient writers allusion is often made to the

way in which hosts and hostesses tried to in-

duce travellers to enter their inns, also to their

cheating and shamelessness. Finally, hostesses

were often said to practise witchcraft.

The bad character of the inns imparts new
meaning and stronger emphasis to the repeated
and emphatic, references made in early Christian

literature to the duty of hospitality.** It was not

necessary to recommend this virtue because it was

neglected in the society of that period, as, e.fl.,

purity and various other virtues are urgently

pressed on the attention of the early Christians,

* This journey Is very fully discussed In Juitrn. of Hell. Stiul.

ISS1, n. 4S> If.

t Winy, .V/. //M'. Ix. 20, Epttl. l.\. SU. 10.

t I'llny, KpM. vlli. 8. fi.

8 It was calltil Siaanru<i5. iiniT<i<ii'. Lk.S 14
(MlilrcsM-.! i..lli.-

solillers on duty at nn Imperial estate, probably near .l.u.h...

who in later times would hnve been called aationarti, see

Domoszewskl. hK.eil.); CIL III. 1238C, 141'Jl ; 1'ap. Oryrynck,
II. 2411, 2*4. 2S.V

! CIL III. 14191 (Appla In Phrygla), 115JSC (Skaptopara In

1 I'lplan, IKfi. III. 2. 4. 2 ; xxlll. 2. 48. 1 and 9 : Cad. Iv. 5(i. 8 ;

Tertulllan, tie Fngn in I'criecul. 18; BCD also Mui-.|ii:ii.lt.

p. 471, n. .

*
S,-,-. r.ii.. Co f."3

,
1 TI81

,
Tit 1, 1 P 4', Ho IS* ;

Clem. Horn.

> i. 10-12. S5.
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because ordinary society lacked them and cared

not for them. On the contrary, hospitality was
in all probability generally and regularly practised
in pagan society. Nor was hospitality recom-

mended merely on the general ground that it is a

good thing : the advice and exhortations in early
Christian literature are always given with a clear

reference to the actual position and failings and
interests of the people concerned. The reason for

recommending it lies in the needs of the Christian

travellers : they ought not to be left to the corrupt
and nauseous surroundings of the inns kept by per-
sons of the worst class in existing society. Gaius
of Corinth, that meeting-place of nations, was re-

membered by Paul as the host of himself and of the

whole Church (Ko 1G23 ).
The reference in Lk 1035 opens up the question

of the expense of inns. The Samaritan there pays
two denarii, about two francs, for the expense
incurred at an inn for two persons for one night;
he can hardly have intended this to cover part
of any future expense, as the wounded person
needed further care

;
for he promised to pay any

expenditure beyond that amount, and it is not

clear that there was any surplus after paying
the night's expenses. The pay of a private in the

Homan legions during the 1st cent, was a little

over half a denarius per day, of a praetorian

apparently two denarii
;
but the soldiers were dis-

contented" and mutinied, claiming a full denarius

of daily pay (Tacitus, Annals, i. 17 and 2i). Per-

haps the action of the Samaritan was only a liberal

payment of the bill already incurred, with a pro-
mise to pay any further expenses.

iv. CUSTOMS, ROAD-TAXES ou TOT.T.S, AND
FRONTIER DITTIE9. Among the incidents of

travel, custom-house examinations did not fail.

Personal effects were free from duty ;
but mer-

chandise of every kind was liable to a duty,
sometimes by tariff, generally ad valorem, at the

frontier of each of the provinces. Duties collected

from travellers to pay for the maintenance of roads

may be summed up along with the customs duties :

there is not enough of evidence about them, but

their existence seems certain.

Attempts to defraud the customs officers were
numerous and varied: milJe art/bus circumscribi-

mur, says the advocate of the customs officials in

Qnintilian, Declam. 341. The result necessarily
was greater strictness on the part of the officers :

the law gave them the right of searching the

luggage and the person of all travellers (except
that personal search of matrons was forbidden) :

*

they sometimes disturbed and turned over per-
sonal luggage in the search for contraband

articles.!

Officials, soldiers, and certain distinguished per-

sons, by special favour of the Emperor, travelled

duty-free, and safe from such troublesome ex-

amination (drAeia).
The customs duties (portoria} formed a most

important item in the revenues of the Roman
State, and their regular and complete exaction

. was a matter of the utmost moment.} They were
levied at the frontier stations in the nearest cities,

which all bore the title portus, Xi/ui?", whether

they were maritime towns or frontier towns on
the great land roads. Hence, e.g., Derbe, which
was a frontier town of the province Galatia, is

called Xi^" by Stephanus Byzantinus.
* See the case of the lady who hid 400 pearls in her bosom,

Quintilian, Veelnm. SMI.

t References in Freidlander, p. 4fi, n. 1.

t 'The frontier duties (portoria,) formed the principal part of

the State Uevenue '

( Rostowzew,
' Gesch. der Staatspacht in der

riim. Kaiserzeit,' Pliilol. Unppl. is. p. 4091.

See DF.UIIK, vol. i. p. r>9.
r
>; GALATIA. ii. p. S7; LYCAONI*. ill.

p. 175". This important fact about Derbe remains entirely

disregarded by writers on the subject; and Ai^ijv is commonly
altered to At^ifTj.

( inly in the case of the province Achaia was there

an exception perhaps made. Dessau (Hermes, xix.

p. 532) expresses the opinion that the Romans
exacted no customs duties in that province during
the Imperial period, and thinks that Athens col-

lected customs in the harbour of Pirseus for its

own benefit at that time, according to an inscrip-
tion of Piraeus (published in PKlldlogvx, 1870, vol.

xxix. p. G04). If he is right, there were no customs
duties in the great harbour of Corinth (except in

so far as that city was permitted to charge for its

own advantage) ;
and this freedom would greatly

encourage the passage of intercourse through the

city.
The duties payable at the frontier varied widely

in amount. In Sicily, in all the provinces of

Illyricum,* perhaps in Africa, the charge was five

per cent, all round, in Gaul and in Asia two and
a half per cent. In

Syria
it was levied by tariff

(irmdKLov}, varying for different wares and products,
and reckoned according to a formal statement or

invoice (professlo, diro7pa<?i): the tariff system is

known to have existed at the great Euphrates-
bridge, Zeugma, and at Palmyra, t and may there-

fore be supposed general for the whole of Syria.
v. THE TELOSAI IN THE GOSPELS. With re-

gard to the tax-gatherers, or '

publicans,' TEXurai,
mentioned in the Gospels, there are some incor-

rect views which have obtained practically uni-

versal acceptance in books relating to the NT.

(1) The telonai are usually described by modern
authorities as if they were identical with, or

agents of, the puljlicaiii those great financial

corporations which in the Republican period had
farmed the revenues of entire provinces : in fact,

the current translation, 'publicans,' bears wit-

ness to the almost universal acceptance of this

mistake. (2) The telonai are also described by
modern writers generally as being collectors of

customs duties, and it is regularly pointed out

that Capernaum and Jericho were near the

frontier} (Lk 527 10 1
--, Mk 2 14

etc.). But it is

impossible to suppose that mere custom-house
officers on the frontiers could be either so numer-
ous or the object of such bitter and fanatical

hatred as were those telonai. To see the false-

ness of the current view, and the true nature of

the telonai, it is necessary to recapitulate briefly

the history of the recent Roman practice in

Palestine, and we accept the views stated by
Rostowzew.

In B.C. 57 Gabinius reorganized Judaea. He did

not (as many authorities have supposed) make it

a part of Syria or treat it as a province : this is

proved with great probability by Unger.ll Gabinius
introduced a partial autonomy, dividing Palestine

into five parts, each with a capital city and an

* The character of the Illyrian system during the first cen-

tury is unknown. From the* time of Hadrian onwards tin- eight

provinces Klut-'tia, Noricum. two of Pannonia, two of Mn'.-ia,

Dam, Dalmatia, were organized for this purpose as a single

governmental district, though dues were levied at the frontier

of each district, as in Africa dues were levied probably at the

frontiers of the four districts into which the province was
divided (liostowzew, pp. 3'.I3, 40i): quattunr pullica prue.
Africa was the full title of the A frican customs.

tFronto, Prie. JIM. 209 (Nuber); Philostr. Tit. Afioll.

Tijan. i. IS: on Palmyra, see the important Infer, of A.l). 187,

Dessau, Jlerme*, xlx. 4S(i If., 52C If.: Eostowzew, p. 405

(Heckendorf. Zft.il. <l. morffenl. Getelbtch. 1SSS. p. 37ll IT., gives

both Greek and Aramaic text*). Schurer, Getcli.. tl.jud. \'Me**,
i. p. 47S, wrongly supposes that Palmyra collected the tax for its

own benefit, following Dessau, loc. cil. ; Kostowzew shows that

it acted on behalf of the fiscus, and was assisted or watched by

Imperial officials.

J It is, however, by no means clear that Capernaum was the

frontier city on the road, though it was not far from thu fron-

tier. Jericho was at the frontier between procuratorial JudlPil

and Herod Antipas's Perapa. Eostowzew (p. 4S1) makes some
not miite accurate geographical statements on this point.

Gesch. der Staatspacht,' u.s.w., p. 475 ff.

1 See his paper on .Josephus iv. in SiUungntier. Layer. Akad.

1S1I7, i. 1S9 ff.; llostowzew, p. 476.
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aristocratic Kiiiiliiilriini I" administer the .jovcrn-

iii, MI. But a direct lax. stipendium, institiiNd

liv I'ompex. 111 ii.r r,:;, was paid by each part.*

I-.,]- taxiii.'ii Palestine was treated along witli

Syria, tin' collection of tin- taxes in both li.-iim

contracted I'm- by one society of publicani. The

publicani made tlirir arrangements with tin- live

f'/iilnili'iii, and 111'
1 live Capitals fonnid MI many

centres c.i administration ami collection c.f the

xti/>< in/linn for ami liy the juil'lifiiiti.

.Inliiis Ca-sar restored the single government
\\irh tin- capital ami rrntiv at. Jerusalem Moinin-

sen, l'i-iiriii<;f, II. p. 17-V,. With this was uniicd

a remodelling of llic regulations ivu'ardnu the

Stipendium. I'ln- MX. at tirsl, hail In be ]ianl in

/.d is the central oili the company of /"<'<-

i ubtlesa . hut, after a year or two ha. I

elapsed, ill'- control of ilir
;

, if /,//V.o)/ was abolished.

BO lar as concerned Palestine, and the ethnaich

v\.i- made -solely responsible for tin- levying of tin-

tax and I!M- payiin-iit of it to the Roman govern-
iii.. ni. J

Tin- autonomy of Juda-a was thus restored

very completely, except for the payment of a

Sllpi nili'iui, lint the tax was collected l.y the ruler

of the nation in native fashion. Ileiiee the eensns

oi Syria (according to Lk -J
1

), which began in

i;.i-. s. was probably eomlueied by Herod over

Palestine according to the .lewish tribal divisions

K.imsav. ll'./.s Clii-ist Hi, ni in Hi Hit, 'lii'in .'f\i. viii.).

This tinaneial system lasted till A. I), (i, when

(Juiriiiius. in his sei-ond governorship of Syria,

maile .lnd;ca a province, and subor.linaied it. to

Svria. li is i|in:e obvious that the system of

jnililii'inii was not ihen r. introduced. Tlie census

whieh IJuirinius nia.h- shows that tlie Roman
State retained the tax under its own control

;

whereas tin- previous n-iifits between s and (i li.c.

had evidently been made in Palestine areording to

native methods, because the taxation was levied

by such methods.

Perhaps collection of taxes b\ the Roman State

was now introduced, and the division of .Imhea

into eleven in/in rr/iin i inii^t have probably been

intended to laeilitate this: the.-e had their iii'lru-

/ittlris and /-I.HMI, and were probably not divided

into /mil is on the Greek system.
Many ta\.-s were paid in tlie province .hid:: a

a heavy poll-tax, customs duties payable al the

frontiers, road-tax on those who used the roads,

Kind-tax, and many others. The system was

probably much the same as in the Seh-ucid times.

The so-called 'publicans.' reXiirai in N'T, were

the agents in collecting these taxes. It is obvious

that these publicans' have no connexion with or

i.iiiion lo the old i'iil,lirani of the lioinan Re-

public. Those old jnil,lii''iiii had been financiers

on a vast scale, who tanned the taxes of an entire

province, paid a lump sum to the lonnan Slate.

Cted the taxes by their own staff of agents,
nm I made larue protits out of the revenue which

they collected. Their staff was a highly trained

band of clerks and agents, consisting chiefly of

their slaves and free. linen, who were familiar with

the work of tax-collecting, ready to be employed
ill any province [armed by the tinaneial com-

* Tills Htii'finllum. mi umiMiitl kln.l of tav in !!;. 1:.. 1.1:1!

Slat.'. \vas |.r..l,alil.v imitated fnilil tllf Si-lrii.-i.| ru-t,.Mi in

S \ I I.I.

* 'I'hN. .if r.nir^i-, iiu|. li.'H tli.-il Hi,- tax in Pal. -tin.' \\as ,,.]

l,Tl,.it I (.'. [.'.'.I nl 111,' imliln-tnn Lilt \<\ ttir U"\-,'nim,'lit

of Uu- laml .'I -lii'l.i i. u tiirli in turn |.aij It to tin- jitit.;-

Tills av.il.K'.l tin- \v,,rt i-vilr..

; M ins,. n iinil ,i!tii.|s Mii'iiuM- that .Tuda'n uas i

III,' lav li\ < ii'sar. anil thai Che edlCtft OD the Bubjccl .1'.-'
[i tins.

An!. .///'/ xiv. \ . .'.) refer only to Joppft. Nirs,' in II, m*. s. \i

185, and Vleraok, Mrwo ffnvoiM, p. 100, show that tii-
1 '-^i nl

.Ins,.[iliiis must nut In- tain|MT,',l \\ith (as Mmnni .'ii lins i,, ,ln).

A[i|iiall lni-nlt,ilis H,.n.,l ani'in^- tt,r kliiL'- M'il" |.aiil
r

'

tj <i" his, 'Inn i,|, I.,-. li,.|,,,l-,'l lln.ilsil,. ]l,.i,a u . I n.lr. -mis
I,-- Km. i

'

(/.',r il V.I. ./HI,'. -. I-'.' 7. p. I'.''-' It. . lIsnKl
J'ii. KI,,UI,II>H. lli. p. I'.'i'i; Wi;,'l..'ii. (,;-i,,/,. Ottrata, i. -.'-17.

pany, almost always foreigners and n.a

ot ill,' province where they were Man. .11. d. I5nt

the tilmi'ii of the Nl were .lews, who prayed in

tli, temple, and wilh whom .1. sus and Hi.- dis-

ciples sat at meat. They were ooiitiaetors or

fanners on a small scale: they arranged for the

i-ollc-ciing of one tax in one town or small district.

Their precise relation to the I.',.man -< ivi-i umeiit

and their method of remuneration is not altered,

but Ki.Movv.'ew regards it as practically certain

that they did not pay down a lump sum by con-

tract and retain all that they could collect over

that amount, and he snu-esls that they pel haps

may have hi en paid through a percentage on the

amount colic, 'led.

Hence the tilnnni in a town were very numer-
ous : l.k :,

-
". Mk -J" '-, l.k 111"', MtO 1

- 1

"-)". Kaeh
had his own ollice. where he sat, where he col-

lected hi-- own special tax alone or with others,

for associations or companies of tfloimi SOUK times

united to make the contract. Those telmi'ii VM-K-

persons of some property, as is quite distinctly

implied in the (iospels (cf. also ,1, sephus, /.'./ II.

14. 4
f Niese, 287]). They were permitted by law

to collect only a certain fixed duty according to

law or tariff, though there were many instances in

which they illegally collected more than the proper
amount

;
see Lk 3 12 -

'". They had no right of ex-

acting arrears, but could merely denounce and

accuse defaulters before the officers of the State

(avKO<t>avT(lv, Lk l!l8
; Rostowzew, p. 343 f.) : then-

powers, therefore, fell far short of those exercised

by the old Republican publicani and their agents.

These teloiiai were evidently all natives of the

country ;
and the fiscal system was practically the

same as in Roman Egypt, a slightly modified con-

tinuation by Augustus of the Hellenistic system,
which utilized the native population as collectors.

The change which Julius Caesar in B.C. 47^44

introduced, and which Augustus in A.D. (i con-

firmed, in abolishing the sway of the fiuhliraiii in

Judica,* was only part of the general change in-

troduced gradually in the Empire. The exactions

and tyranny of the publicani had been the greatest

evil of Republican Roman government in the pro-

vinces. The Emperors gradually increased the

activity of the government, narrowly watched the

conduct of the jiuhlirani, reduced their gains.

collected the new Imperial taxes (such as that on

inheritances) without their aid, and finally abol-

ished them entirely, as Hostowzew has shown with

admirable skill in the dissertation from which

we have so frequently quoted. The collection of

customs duties (pnrtoria) was the split-re in which

the publicani had persisted longest, because in

that department, through their immense staffs of

trained agents, they had a great advantage; but

even there they were superseded, at latest in the

2nd cent., in Judsea already by the arrangements
of Julius Ca-sar. The Imperial government rarely

substituted direct collection by its own officials and

stall; sometimes it employed the cities, e.g. 1'alm v ra,

as above pointed out, but generally it used a large

stalf of small fanners of revenue, who collected

each one tax in a small district, and who wen-

carefully superintended by Imperial officials, to

whom they had lo refer all doubtful cases.

In the Republican period the publicani had li, en,

of course, subject to the jurisdiction of the pro-

consul or other governor of the province. I'.ut

their situation, subject to the governor of a year,

who had no knowledge from his previous train-

ing of the facts and methods of tax-collcctini;. and

was therefore quite unable to understand the real

icter of many of the complicated questions

Srhun-r iloon not ndrnlt lhl, Gt*?li. 'I i"<l. lW/v.3, I. p.

4T-: an. I -,ls a-i,l. \Vi.-d.T. /li Hi: :. >/.'/ M'Ufll'jllllg d.

,.n. l-r.'.i. i'.
> I., who lia.l M'cti rightly.
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connected with the vast business-organization,
whose correct working he was supposed to keep an

eye upon, was very different from the situation

of the contractors under the Empire, who were
watched over by an Imperial procurator, trained

to the duty, selected by the Emperor, as a rule, on

account of his familiarity with the duty, remain-

ing for years in the same office, and commanding
all the collected information that was stored up in

the Imperial bureau. It was necessary under the

Empire for the contractors to be very much more
careful, when the regular methods of overseeing
had gradually established fixed and minute rules

of procedure, than under the Republican regime
when there were only vague and general principles
laid down as to tne conduct of the collectors, and
it was rarely difficult, and usually extremely easy,
to hoodwink even a just and strict governor. The

pitblicani of the Republic had been the masters,

tyrants, and scourges of the provinces, able to

seize, torture, and ill-treat as they pleased any
provincial whom they declared to be in arrears

permitted by the governors of provinces (who
were almost all ignorant and either feeble or cor-

rupt) to exact what they wanted in any way they

pleased gaining great wealth with little or no

responsibility in practice. The tax-contractors

(tflonai) of the Imperial time, or even the publi-
cani where they continued in that period to exist,

were far more closely and efficiently superseded :

the amount which they could collect legally was
much better known through the tariff: the trlnnai

had not such a direct interest (though they had
some interest) in collecting too much, and had no

power to collect arrears at all, but could merely
denounce the defaulter to the proper Imperial
officials. It is probably the case that, if a telones

failed to prove his case against a defaulter, he had
to forfeit a penalty (possibly fourfold the sum
claimed, for Zaechaeus's obscure and unexplained
statement in Lk 198 was perhaps founded on legal

usage).*
The trlonai collected taxes paid in money, not

tithes or other dues paid in kind. The Jews re-

garded it as a fundamental principle of their re-

ligion that they should pay no money except to

the temple and the priests. But the ttlonai, ex-

acting the many various kinds of taxes, intruded

unpleasantly into the life of the people at every
turn, and were a constant reminder of their sub-

jection. Moreover, the fact that they were Jews,
who made themselves the agents of the oppressor,
and acquired money by exacting it from their own
brethren, made them even more despised than if

they had been Romans or slaves of Romans, like

the agents of the old puklicani.
So far as we can judge from the Gospels, the

method of tax-collecting was, generally speaking,
the same in the procuratorial province of Palestine

and in Herod Antipas's kingdom of Galilee and
Persea. Small contractors for a single tax in a

district performed the work of collecting both in

the province and in the kingdom. The superin-
tendence of these contractors lay with the supreme
taxing authority. In the province the authority

was, of course, the Imperial government. In the

kingdom the authority is not quite certain. While
it is possible that Antipas was permitted to

*
evvKotbai'Triaa in that passage is commonly misunderstood

and mistranslated: it does not mean 'exacted': the passage
means 'if I have accused any defaulter before the government
and had him condemned to pay up arrears,' It is possible
that, in mentioning this detail. Zacchffus was replying to the

unspoken accusation of unfair conduct levelled at all his class,

and that he meant 'as to this accusation, my reply is that when
I have made an unfair claim for arrears, I forfeit as a penalty
four times the sum claimed : this makes it practically impossible
for ns to act so unfairly and extortionately as we are accused of

doing.' lint the first'part of his statement would still remain
as obscure as it is on the ordinary interpretations.

collect the taxes for the Romans in his kingdom,
as his father Herod had done, it seems more

probable that he was not so honourably treated

as Herod the Great had been, and that Roman
officials supervised the tclonai in his kingdom as

in the province.
III. MEA\S .4 AT> POPULARITY (IF TRAVEL.
i. TRAVEL AS PICTURED IN THE CLASSICAL

LITERATURE. To judge from many expressions
used by the leading men of letters and philosophic
moralists in classical times, travelling might seem
not to have been popular. Those writers often

speak as if travelling, especially by sea, were con-

fined to traders who risked their life to make

money, and as if the dangers were so great that

none but the reckless and greedy would incur them ;

and the opinion is often expressed, especially by

poets, that to adventure oneself on the sea is an

impious and unnatural act. The well-known words
of Horace ( Od. i. 3) are typical of that point of view.

But that point of view was traditional among
the poets; it had been handed down from the

time when travelling was much more dangerous
and difficult, when ships were small in size and
fewer in number, when seamanship and method
were inferior, when few roads had been built, and
travel even by land was uncertain. Moreover,

seafaring and land travel were hostile to the

contentment, discipline, and quiet orderly spirit

which Greek poetry and thought loved to dwell

on and to recommend : they tended to encourage
the spirit of disorder, rebelfion against authority,
self-confidence and self-assertiveness, the VHVTIKTI

dvapxla, stigmatized by Euripides in the Ilt-nilm.

In Roman literature the Greek models and the old

Greek sentiments were looked up to and imitated

as sacred and final
;
and those expressions of the

Roman writers, like the Corinthian Canal ami the

dread of Cape Malea,* were a proof of their bond-

age to their Greek masters in thought.
When we look deeper, we find underneath and

behind those superficial sentiments very diffirent

views expressed by the writers who wrote in closer

contact with the real facts of the Imperial world.

Writers like Philo and Pliny in the 1st cent.,

Appian, Plutarch, Epictetus, Aristides in the 2nd

cent., are full of admiration of the Imperial peace
and its fruits : the sea was covered with ships

interchanging the. products of different regions nf

the earth, wealth was vastly increastd, comfort

and well-being improved, hill and valley covered

with the dwellings of an increasing population:
wars and pirates and robbers had been put an end

to, travel was free and safe, all men could journey
where they wished, the most remote and lonely

countries were opened up by roads and bridges :

such is the picture of the Roman world which

those writers place before us.t

It is the simple truth that travelling, whether

for business or for pleasure, was contemplated and

performed under the Empire with an indifference,

confidence, and, above all, certainty, which were

unknown in after centuries until the introduction

of steamers and the consequent increase in ease

and sureness of communication.
ii. TRAVEL IN THE CHRISTIAN LITERATURE.-

The impression given by the early Christian

writings is in perfect agreement with the lan-

guage of those writers who spoke from actual

contact with the life of the time, and did not

merely imitate older models and utter afresh old

sentiments. Probably the feature in those Chris-

tian writings, which causes most surprise at first

* Pee above, pp. 882, 3S9.

t f'riedlander quotes I'hilo. Leg. nd finlum, 7 and 21, pp. W2,
,

r
>66; Pint, df fort Rom. 2; Appian. Prirf. 6; Epict. Di**. iii.

13. 9 ; Plin. Ifat. Hint. xiv. 2, xxvii. 2 f. ; Aristides, Or. ix.

eis fjacriAcn. p. 1)6 (Uind. i. p. 111).
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In thr tia\i -Her familiar with those counti-irs in

modem time-, is tlif eas\ Coiili.leiice with which
extensive' j)l;nis of travel wvie tormed ami an

i| ami I-M rutc. 1 by thr early Christian-.

In Ac Hi"1 '- a journej I", land ami .-ca thrmiu'li

parts of S\ na, Cilicia. a corner of ( 'appadi icia,

Lycaonia, Phnuia, M\sia, thr Troad. Thrace.

Macedonia, ami (ireece is drscnliril, ami no sug-

gestion is mailr that this long journey was un-

usual or strange, except that lluj somewhat

heightened tone of the narrative in 1U;-U corre-

s|u>ii'!.- to tin- rather perplexingly rapid changes of

scene and so ce sive t'ni>irations of St. Paul's in-

tentions. Km those who arc m, s t intimately ac-

i|iiaintcd with tliosc countries know liest how
s-riotts an undertaking it wmilil lie at the present
time to repeat that journey, how many accidents

ini.hi occur in it, ami how much can- and thought
would lie ad\ liable before one entered on so

extensive a programme.
\ in, in 18-' St. 1'aul touched at Ephesus in

tin Unary course of the pilgrim-ship which was
iii_

r him and. many other.lews to Jerusalem
Cor the Palaver. \Vlien he was asked to remain,
he excused himself, but promised to return as he
came ba 'k from Jerusalem by a Ion;; land journey
through Syria, Cilicia, Lycaonia, and Phrygia :

fiat extensive journey seems to be regarded by
speaker ami hearers as quite an ordinary excursion.
In K o 1 ">-', when writing from Corinth, St. Paul
sketches out a comprehensive plan. He is eager
t i \isit Home : first he must go to Jerusalem, but

. ter he is bent on visiting Spain, and his

will naturally lead him through Koine, so

that he will, without intruding himself on them,
have the opportunity of seeing ami affecting the

lioinans and their Church on his way. Through-
i media d times nothing like this off-hand way

iching out extensive plans was natural or
there were then, indeed, some great

travellers. l,ut th >.,e travellers knew how uncertain

iirneys were, and they would hardly have

expressed such rapid plans as a matter of serious

hn.-iiie>s, because they were aware that, any plans
would lie frequently liable to interruption, and
that nothing could be calculated on as reasonably
certain: they entered on long journeys, but re-

garded them as open to modification or even
frustration: in indicating their plans they knew
thai they would be regarded by others as attempt-
iui: something great and stranue. I!ut St. Paul's

U and language seem to show clearly that

such journeys as he contemplated were looked on
.is '|iuie natural and usual by those to whom he

spoke or wrote. He could go off from Greece or

Macedonia to Palestine! and reckon with practical
certain; ig in Jerusalem in time for a fea.st

day not far distant: 'I must by all means keep
this feast that coinelh in Jerusalem : but I will

return again unto you, if God will' (Ac is- 1 AV ).

The last condition is added, not as indicating

uncertainty, but in the usual spirit of Eastern
i. whi-li forbids a resolve about the lutiirc.

r simple and sure, to be dcclaied without
nit ion of Divine authority like

the Mohammedan inshallah,' which never fails

when the most, ordinary resolution about the

morrow is stated.

iii. Ti:\\ r.i.i IIXFIXKD TOTIIK ROMAN I-:MIMI:I.

line of the main causes for that certainty and
confidence in tta\el lay in the unification of th,

Kmpiiv and the profound peace and
established by the Lmpi tors over all the \bdit.r
ranean world. Trau Hers were everywhere in

their own omniM. Travel in foreign countries
was ne\cr common am ng the ancient-. A

though many con.-idcral ! ,
- in foreign

ivud la/I a;-"iis lands had been made, t!n

adventurous and exceptional, and stand on quite
a diitereiit platform from the easy, sure jourm \>

which we are describing as characteristic of the

early Imperial period. The Human traveller

travelled in the Koman world; but that world
was now so extensive that his journeys could be
made on a much greater scale. Moreover, war
was no longer to be dreaded

; only civil war was
now possible, since a foreign army could not be

thought of within the Koman bounds
; and when

St. 1'aul was travelling, civil war had long ceased
to be considered as a possible contingency (though
it broke out shortly after his death). Again, Au-
gustus had exterminated piracy by sea and bri-

gandage by land, as Kpictetus said
;
and though,

as we have seen, the statement can only be accepted
with certain limitations, it was fairly correct dur-

ing a vigorous period of provincial government
(such as that between A.I). 47 and 01, during which
most of St. Paul's travelling was performed), and
in the thoroughly organized parts of the Empire.
When St. Paul confined his work and his imme-

diate plans so entirely to the Homan world, he
was not merely acting in the spirit of his time,
which he had unconsciously assimilated during his

childhood as a Koman Tarsian, but he was guided
by the practical possibilities of communication and
travel at the time. The 'door' was open wide in

the one direction, in the other it was closed. That
the Scythian was ultimately to be included in the
universal Church, was of course part of his ideal

;

but that lay further away and beyond the sphere
of immediate work, and, moreover, the preva-
lent idea in the Koman world doubtless was that

the Koman rule and Empire was steadily grow-
ing wider and taking in more and more of the
alien world. New provinces were continually

being added during St. Paul's lifetime. A little

more than twenty years after his death, Dion

Chrysostom was wandering among Scythians and
Getse through South Kussia and Hungary from
the mouth of the Borysthenes to the Upper Dan-

ube, and soon afterwards a new province of Dacia
was formed on the north of the Danube.

iv. CLASSICS OK TRAVELLERS,AND MOTIVES FOI:

T'UAVliLUXG. In the XT we find a large number
and a great variety of travellers: Lydia. the 'Ly-
dian woman' from Thyatira, dealing in turkey.red
stuffs at 1'hilippi:* Luke, the doctor, at Troas :

Aquila, the Politic tent^maker, with his wife at

Koine and Corinth and Ephesus, and back at Koine
again: Bar-Jesus, the Jewish magician at Paphos:
Paul, taken in many cities for a lecturer on ethics

and philosophy wandering in search of fame and
a situation : A polios coming to Ephesus probably
in the same way : the agents of Chloe travelling
between Ephesus and Corinth, probably for busi-

ness purposes (Expositor, February 1UOI), p. 104) :

the centurion conducting a body of prisoners to

Rome : besides these, many travellers for Church

purposes, like the deputation in Ac 20 and 21,

Titus at Corinth, Timothy and Silas sent to Mace-

donia, and so on.

There was a similar variety of travellers in the

ordinary society of the Koman world. Then, as

now, there was a tendency in the people to crowd
into the cities : farming and country life were
found to be hard and not very profitable. Officials

and messengers were continually travelling back-

wards and forwards between Home and the various

provinces, or from province to province, as they
were transferred from one to another: centurions

and soldiers in charge of prisoners, a few occasion-

ally for trial who were Komans, most mere criminal,

intended for the rcnatiuiien (like Paul the Koman
citizen and the criminals who were conducted along
with him, Ac 27) : many recruits, of whom at least

LTDIA (country) iu vol. 111. ouU TUTATIKA iu vol. iv.

,

s pleton
Branch, \

83 Canal Strr-t
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20,000 annually were needed for the armies, those

of the west being filled up from the western pn>-
vinces in general, those of the east from the eastern

(though Hadrian changed that Augustan system,
and arranged a series of territorial armies with

local recruiting, which would diminish the number
of travelling recruits). Embassies from the cities

to Rome, or to provincial governors, are known
from inscriptions to have been very common, e.g.

Byzantium sent every year two complimentary em-

bassies, one to the Emperor in Rome and one to

the governor of Moesia, until Trajan ordered the

city to content itself with letters. Travelling for

purposes of education, pleasure, or health kept
thousands on the roads. Vast crowds flocked to

the great festivals of Greece and Italy : Dion

Ohrysostom's account of the Isthmian festival is

doubtless founded on what he had seen, though it

is placed in the time of Diogenes.* Students

flocked to the great universities, Athens, Alexan-

dria, Rome, etc. Strabo mentions it as a pecu-

liarity of Tarsus that uo students came to it from

abroad, but its lecture-rooms were crowded with

native students, though some of the young Tar-
sians went abroad to study. Curative springs and
the famous medical schools which were often at-

tached to great religious centres (such as the temple
of Men Carou, near Laodicea, of Asklepios at Per-

gamus, etc.) attracted large numbers of patients,
often from great distances : thus we saw above that

Spanish invalids visited Vicarello in Tuscany for

centuries. Voyages were made for the sake of

health : Gallio did so twice at least once when he

was governor of Achaia, another time long after

from Rome to Alexandria- (see St. Paul the Trav-

eller, p. 2<il : these two voyages are often confused) :

we believe that St. 1'aul made a similar journey to

the high country of Pisidiau Antioch (Ac 13 14
).

Tourists for the mere pleasure of sightseeing were

numerous, and Pliny expresses his wonder that

Italian people went away in numbers to see foreign

scenery and remained ignorant of the wonders and
beauties of their own country (Epist. viii. 20).

Again, there was a great deal of emigration in

search of employment. This led chiefly to the great

cities, and, above all, to Rome. In the great city men
of all nations were found

;
and the Syrian Orontes,

as Juvenal ( Sat. in. 62) says, emptied" itself into the

Tiber. But in every city visitors or strangers resi-

dent for business purposes were common : they
came as traders, actors, and artists, physicians,

magicians, and quacks, teachers of grammar, phi-

losophy, and rhetoric, and so on. The inscriptions
of every province offer numerous examples.
Formal geographical accounts of the products,

resources, cities, and monuments of various coun-

tries in the Roman world were in existence.

Strabo's Geography, written about A. I). 19, and
Pausanias's elaborate account of all that was worth

seeing in Greece (written in the 2nd cent.), were
the outcome of a great many previous works of

similar kind.

v. ROAD MAPS, GUIDE-BOOKS, AND STATISTICS.

Maps of the roads, lists of halting-places and
distances both by land and by sea journeys, and
other means whereby intending travellers could plan
out and reckon their route, were evidently common.
A fragment of an account, indicated day by day,
of a journey through the Cilician Gates, has been

found in Rome ;t arid it is quite probable that such

an itinerary on papyrus could be purchased in Tar-

sus in the time of St. Paul. Many such itineraries

in more or less complete form have been pre-

served, belonging mostly to a later time. But

* Isttimlaca, Or. 8. By a slip his 1'nriiitliinca is quote,! in

its stead in the art. on 'Corinth' in vol. i. ]). 47'.i.

\ OIL vi. 51176
;

/fist. Geogr. nfAsia Jfinor, p. CS ;
see art.

on
' Tarsus and the threat Taurus Pass '

in (jeogr. Journal, 1903.

similar ones were at the disposal of the geographers
such as Strabo (B.C. 64-A.D. 19), whose account
even of countries which he had not seen is accu-

rate to a degree otherwise impossible of attainment.

Four silver vases have been found at Vicarello in

Etruria, shaped like milestones, and inscribed with

the full itinerary from Cadiz to Rome. They be-

long to different periods, and represent therefore

a long-continued custom : they can hardly be ex-

plained otherwise than as dedications made at the

famous baths of Vicarello by Spaniards, who in

gratitude left a memorial of themselves ami their

journey as a votive offering to the Divine healing

power at the baths.

vi. MEANS OF LOCOMOTION IN JOUIINKYS r.v

LAND. The land journeys mentioned in the NT
seem to have been for the most part performed
on foot. Tl.ere is one evident exception. In Ac
2115. 10 a journey of 08 Roman miles is described

from Cfesarea to Jerusalem. That long distance

was traversed in two days : that this was the du-

ration of the journey is shown clearly in the West-
ern text, which mentions that the travellers rested

for the night in a village at the house of Mnason
and went on to Jerusalem the next day, while the

Cresarean disciples returned home. Though this

meaning is not so clearly evident in the accepted
text of Ac 21 16

,
it appears on closer consideration

to lie in it also: v. 15
, they set about the jour-

ney to Jerusalem (imperfect tense) : v. 16
, they

lodged with Mnason, to whose house the Cssarean

disciples conducted them : v. l:
they reached Jeru-

salem and were welcomed (see Expositor. March

1805, p. 214 ff.).* It is clearly irreconcilable with

the results which we have attained, that a miscel-

laneous body of travellers from various cities of

Greece and Asia Minor, who must have had some

personal luggage with them, could perform a jour-

ney of 68 miles in two days on foot without horse

or carriage.
Now, in 21 15 the preparation for this journey is

described : the writer at the beginning of the land

stage of the long journey felt it necessary to ex-

plain that some preparations were made. The
word used is timr Keucurditevoi^ which Chrysostom
renders ' we took what was needed for the land

journey
'

(TO. irpos TTJV bbonropiav \a/36fres). There
must lie in this some allusion to the horses or

vehicles for the journey ;
and it is not impossible

that inrotyyia. or faa is to be understood with ra

in Chrysostom's explanation. But, however that

may be, equipment and preparation obviously im-

ply means of conveyance. In the case of persons
who simply rose up and walked to Jerusalem, there

would have been no room or need, in this extremely
concise narrative, for describing their preparations.
The narrative, therefore, makes it clear that there

was some amount of luggage to he carried to Jeru-

salem, and that horses or carriages had to be em-

ployed. Now <?7ri<7ini<rai 'iirirov means 'to saddle ur

to load a horse,' I and it seems quite possible in

Greek to take the middle voice as meaning
' \vc i:*>t

ready or saddled horses, for our use.' Both horses

and carriages could undoubtedly be hired for jour-

neys in such a city as Csesarea (see Friedlander,

p. 20 ff.).

vii. SHIPS AND SHIPPING ACRANGEMENTS.
Little that could be said on this point has any
bearing on the NT.
The art of shipbuilding had been so greatly im-

proved that vessels of very considerable size were

* We regard the Western text, here as a skilful and correct

c'linnienta! -v on the briefer reading, but not as the original Lukau
I. in- l:ii:...

t anoaKfvatrdtJievoi in a few MSS. can hardly be correct.

t Aristnt. Oectin. ii. 'J4
;
Xen. Hell. v. 3. 1 ; Pollux, x. 14.

V <;n>!in> (as Professor Knowlin^ mentions) uinU-rst 1 it ag

sarcitMM iumentitt imponere. See also Exputjitur, March 1-^D,

]>. 'M t.
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coiisii 'acted. I.nci.in's .V.i/-/;/iini describes .in .\h-x -

ainlii.iii corn vessel towards tin- mil nf tin' 'Jinl

Cent :is ll'o cubits, i.r is. i led. ill length ;
fnun

which .lames Slnitll
\',:>/,i,j,

mill Slii/iii'i-ii-l-
i'f SI.

l''iil' '. |i. 1SJ I'f. I calculates tin' tonnage ;is between
1 Ind ami IL'INI, ii nun h more Milirr estimate than
MIIIIC scholars reach. Josephus . \'it. 3) sailed tor

Hi mil' ill a sliip which carried tiUU passengers. St.

1'aul in niir carrying -Til.*

In shape and in rigging, linwever. there had not
h-'i-i, iniieli iiii|iniveiiieiii mi the mure aiieient and

primitive \i-ssels. There was still a meat deal of

limn cessary and useless length in the high bow
and stern, which st 1 far mil above the water;
so that there was a great difference lietweeii the

leimtli of that part of the keel which was immersed
and the total length of the ship. The ship was
sailed mainly liy one large sail on the single ma.st :

hein '

it was always dilticnlt to shorten sail and
to ail.ipt the ship to a wind as ii grew stronger.
Moreover, the leverage of the single Illl'^e sail oil

a ingle mast exercised a tremendous disruptive
power on the hull of the vessel: hence ancient
vessels encountered much greater danger in the

opi ii M-a tli. in nioilein sailing vessels ha\e to face,
and were often sunk owing to the timbers being
\\reuched asunder by the straining of the mast.
and the ship hein;,' thus made leaky and unlit

to keep out the water; whereas modern sailing
vessels are usually safe in the open sea and more
in danger near shore.

In addition to the great sail t other sails were
also used, though apparently only as subsidiary ;

and they were not employed in e\ery ship. There
was sometimes a topsail ; .V/'/'I;C'I,,M al>ove the
urea: sail. Moreover, there were one or more
small storm-sails, which could be substituted for
the great sail when the wind was too .strong: some
su.-h subsidiary sails were an absolute necessity in

a ship which had to go on a voyage far from
homi
There were also small sails one or more on the

how. and one behind the irrcal sail towards the
Bfa ii These seem all to have been only occa-

sionally used as supplementary. In Ac J7" the
ai'temon was set to work t'ie disabled ship. A
single sail, set to work a large ship, must have
I" en i itlier rigged on the great mast, or set further
forward. If the mast was still tit to be used, the
former would be more probable; but some analo-

gous cases point to the 'irt:ni">i being rather a
Foresail, set on the bow. where a small mast was
often placed (as is shown in several works of

ancient art). The case mentioned i>y Juvenal
Sal .ii 69), where a ship disabled by a storm

manages to make its way into harbour by the

Bail on the prow, the only remaining one, which
the scholiast explains as the artemon, must in

this obscure subject be regarded as the .strmi

I e\ idence available.}

ships of war were more lightly built, for the
sake of rapid manieuvring, and wi re as a general
rule impelled partly at least by oars. Hence
the) were independent of the winds to a great
decree. l!ut, owing to the slightness of their build,

they could not venture on long over-sea vo\a

* Si.m- 1 s--h"!:irs ^:iy th:i' the ship IMosrtirl. \vtiicli \\intrrcr|
n". M:lll:i. k I'll board Ihi- u]|,,|,. -,'Tli I A. _'-!!, ; I, lit :

n.it Miitril ill the t.'\t. tli.niL'ti it may j>>slMv IK- trui-: it tin

l>[08CUrl ri.lllil tllki.- nn liiKinl -'Til |.:ii.M-lifr' ! own
r implement vun rn.w.lt-.l in Tir u >h..rt voyagoofa r- .

It mu*t ti;i\i- I n 11 very lur^i- \--s,.l.
' It 1^ :i'lvi^;it'l.' I.. :i\'.i.l tin- li;inn-

'

Mi:iin-:il!.' whi.
.1 tiTlii \vllli ;i ilittVl-ont i-onniitatii'h in Mii.il.-rn sliijis.

;
i
t
>.',t ^iif^rnrmif nini', i. relo nrora mio. l!i-'

-:l\> <,nl. It is |..*-*jt,l,. llnit lir :is

iinly in:ikiiiL' mi int.-i..|M-r r.'in Arts nr sm lli.'i siniihir j.;i*-
MIlTI- : hilt MII'll 11 Ml.Tl- |l.'ssil,lllly caMllilt l.v I'. .11 -:.l iTi'i I t Ill-

t'Tt.aiiiii.-'' tlu- iinit'H'.iiiity m ola fj\nur ir lo invalida'.
....

moreover, they had not
Jtorage i nun for the

ei|Uipll]ellt lleeih-d for sm h Vojages. See aliove,
I. S vii. p. 381,

viii. I'A-^i.M.Kl: Snips. The ships of which
travellers availed tlnmseUes were doubtless as a
rule trading ships, whose movements were deiei-
mined mainly by considerations of freight and
lading, not of passengers; in other Wotds, iln-

ships made money mainly from the freight, and
not from the passengers' fares. Hence rrgnlai
rices ai stated intervals for the convenience mainly
of passengers probably did nol exist. Travellers
embarked in a vessel that happened to be ftoing in

their direction, and were dependent on the chances
of the trade

; and, as we have seen above, thisoitm
affected the arrangement of their journey.
There must, however, have been certain excep-

tions. The large numbers of persons who visited

the great religions festivals and games must h

ii quiii d special M sscls where a sea had to be

crossed; and just as special steamers now run
from Smyrna and Athens for the festival of the

Panagia of Tino. so in ancient times the people, of

the Ionian race were conveyed to the great national
reunion in the festival of Apollo of Delos, whose
place the I'anagia has taken. In some cases, win re

presence at the festival was a national duty, tin-

city probably sent the people at State expense. Hut
in many cases, and especially in later times, when
national ties were weakened, and the festivals wen-
visited chiefly from motives of curiosity, artistic and
athletic interest, or enjoyment, the ships were run
from commercial motives, and the owners protited

by the fares of passengers.
One case of this class is of great importance

as affecting the NT. Thousands of Jews of the

Diaspora were able to go up to the Passover at

Jerusalem only by ship : the land journey from
distant cities would have been too tedious and
slow. It may, e.r/., be regarded as certain that

all Jews who went up to the Passover from the

western, the northern, and even the eastern coasts
of the ..Egean, travelled on hoard ship; and that

ships were run for their special benefit in order to

make money from the passengers. Such pilgrim-

ships would run for the special purpose of tin-

festival, and would lose no time by the way from

stopping for other purposes. Thus it would be sate

to start from such a port as Corinth or Kphesus
much later than would be prudent on an ordinary
trading vessel, liable to stop for days in harbours
on the way to load or unload. The time of absence
from home and business required for the journey
was thus much shortened.
The position of Jews in the Diaspora was affected

in various ways by the pilgrim-ships. On the one
hand, those ships immensely facilitated communica-
tion, and made it possible for far larger numbers of

Jews to go up to the Feast : thus they strengthened
the national feeling and sense of unity, which so

marvellously resisted the dissociating influence ol

distance and of difference between the Diaspora
and the Palestinian Jews in language, customs, and
education On the other hand, they offered oppor-
Minties for oppressing and annoying the Jews in

every harbour that the ship had to enter: m
strictness in enforcing harbour regulations might
cause delay, and this could be best avoided by

- ry : greed or positive ill-will might prolong
the detention so as to endanger the purpose of tin-

voyage or compel the payment of lame sinus

mere fact of a great number or Jews being col-

'1 in one ship gave opportunity for many acts

of injustice and malevolence. Hence it is easy to

see why numerous edicts of kings and li.iman oth'-

eials and Kinperors in favour of the .lews reiterate

the provision for unimpeded liberty to journey to

ile.111.
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The right understanding of Ac 20 llf- is influenced

by this fact. St. Paul was on the point of sailing
from Corinth to Palestine : he was going to be for

ten days or more in the company and the power
of a body of Jews, including the most zealous and,
in some cases, fanatical among them. The situa-

tion was at the best a dangerous one. It became
known that some of the Jews were openly stating
their intention of using this favourable opportunity
to get rid of their enemy : murder on shore was
too dangerous, but murder at sea on a ship where
all except a few sailors were Jews* might be

easily carried out in such a way as to defy inves-

tigation and probably even to escape notice : the
loss of one pilgrim in a crowd might probably
never even be observed. It was therefore resolved
that St. Paul must avoid this obvious and serious

danger. He was quite ready and resolute to ad-
venture himself in Jerusalem, where the danger
was equally great. But there in the great city at

the Feast his death, if it came, would be a public
protest in favour of truth and freedom : on ship-
board it would be unknown and useless, so far as
these high ends were concerned. Moreover, he was
in charge of a considerable sum of money con-
tributed at Corinth (see next paragraph), and was

responsible for its safe delivery at Jerusalem. It

was, however, impossible by that time to reach
Jerusalem for the Feast by any ordinary vessel

;

and therefore St. Paul sailed for Philippi and spent
ihe I'assover there.

Presumably, the delegates who were to accom-

pany him to Jerusalem carrying the voluntary
contributions of the Pauline Churches (just as

among the Jews then ' men of noble birth are
entrusted with the conveyance to Jerusalem' of

the accumulated annual dues paid by the Jews in

the Diaspora) t had arranged to meet him at

Ephesus. On the new arrangement the Asian
del.-gates came on to Troas to meet him and the

Macedonian delegates (Ac 20*). The party was
dependent now on the chances of trading vessels,
and therefore the start was made from Philippi as

s:i:)ii as the Passover and the Days of Unleavened
ISivad were ended. There was no detention at

Ne.i;>olU. which is not even mentioned. Owing
tn the great importance of the passage between

Neapolis and Troas, as we have seen, vessels of

one kind or another .must have been constantly,
probably daily, available there. At Troas, how-
ever, there was a detention of seven days ;

and
then there seems to have been a choice of vessels

one going round the west and south coast of Asia

Minor, making a short stay of three or four days
at Miletus, but otherwise only the ordinary nightly
halts of coasting vessels

;
the other intending to put

in at Ephesus and make a considerable stay there
for some purpose connected with her freight. In

these circumstances Paul, though desirous of seeing
the Church of Ephesus, chose the ship that sailed

past that city, because he was desirous of reaching
Jerusalem in time for the Feast of Pentecost, and
did not wish to run any risk of being too late

l
Ac _'il

lli

). Some commentators suggest that be
was also unwilling to go to Ephesus, from fear

lest trouble might arise there, as on his previous
residence

;
but when a perfectly sufficient reason

is stated in our authority, it seems unjustifiable to

add another reason.} This case is a very instruc-

tive example of what might happen in voyages
made by common travellers.

* Such ships may probably have been owned and perhaps in

1'iut iiuuineil by Jews : though the existence of Jewish sailors is

nut much attested nt that time.
t As Philo, de Mnii. ii. 8 (ii. 24, Mnnsrey), says. The passage

is quoted by Prof. Schiirer in the art, DIASPORA, above, v.

I Moreover, it is quite unnatural to suppose that in the <rreat

ity "'.' KphrMis the return of a single Jew for a week or so must
n< Tri-Mirily be observed.

ix. IMPERIAL TRANSPORT SHIPS. We have,

above, spoken about the Alexandrian corn ships
as belonging to the Imperial service. In the strict-

est point of view that is not quite accurate. Those

ships were not government vessels, like men-of-
war. They belonged to private owners, or rather

great trading companies, who contracted in open
market with the Imperial government* for the con-

veyance of the corn. As in the collection of taxes,
the government found it easier to give out the work
to contract than to organize for itself the enormous
machinery in men and equipment needed for that

great service. But, on the other hand, those ships
were exclusively used for the Alexandrian service

(as other companies contracted for other special
services and purposes) ; t the companies received

certain subventions from the State (including a

free gift of all the wood needed for building), and
immunities for all members from various public
burdens

;
and thus they were bound in a great

degree to the State service, and became almost

part of the State equipment. Gradually it was
found advisable in the public interest to bind tlii'iu

more closely, until at last they became hereditary
servants of the State for that duty, and unable to

free themselves from the service, which descended
from father to son. and which was remunerated by
percentage } at a rale fixed by law, and no longer
given out at contract. See Marquardt, Rom. Prinit-

alt. ii. 41)5 ff.

x. CORRESPONDENCE. Communication by letter

had been common from remote antiquity. The
familiar use of writing leads to correspondence
between absent friends as inevitably as the pus-
session of articulate speech produces conversation
and discussion. Now it is becoming more certain

and evident through the progress of discovery that

writing was widely and familiarly used from an

extremely early period. There was, of course, a

very marked line of distinction, in ancient society,
between the educated section of the population,
which could read and write, and the uneducated,
which could not

;
and the distinction did not at

all correspond to the distinction between free and

[

slave
;

on the contrary, many of the slaves in

households of the educated class were specially

highly and carefully educated, when their abilities

were such that education would make them more
useful to their masters.

With the great development of travel and com-
munication in the Roman Imperial period, it might
have been expected that communication by letter

should have been greatly developed and increased.

It is, however, extremely doubtful if that was the

case.

The weakest side of the Imperial system always
was its comparative carelessness of the intellectual

and spiritual well-being of the population. To feed

and to amuse (-panem etCircenses') nearly summed
up its ideal of treatment for the masses. Keal edu-

cation, which the Greek cities admired and aimed
at, grew weaker and poorer as the Empire grew
older. The fact that in the purely barbarian pro-
vimrs, such as Pannonia, Mcesia, etc., the intro-

duction of the Roman civilization and government
caused an educated class to grow up, should not be
allowed to conceal the real fact that the educated

class was not enlarged proportionately over the

whole Empire.
And, similarly, epistolary correspondence was

probably not much, if at all, increased in those

* Ad Itanium Iflcamutiut noln* ty framanaffnis provinciis
ailrr'iatitr frumentum (Columella, de Re Rust. 1, pr. 20).

t Special' ships were built for the transport of the immense
Works anil monolithic columns of coloured marble : the nature

of the transport required that, and Pliny mentions that uiirrs

nitli'infiritm cattsajitmt (Xat. 7/it.t. xxxvi. 2).

J In the 4th cent, the rate was 4 per cent, of the cargo, and an

aurtua lor every thousand bushels.
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parts ,if iln> I'.mpin- when- e-hili/.ttion and

tlon Mail existed bet.. re thf Kmnan compi >!. The

In,;
. i.il govei nmi nt mad.- itteinpt at. ami

never even seems i<. ii.m- thought about, e-arrying

tin- e-orii-spomli-iice i if private persons, nr facilitat-

ing such communication be-lwceii tin-in. Tin- iiust,

as \vr liavi- s.i-n. was absolutely cmilincel t" Im-

|H n.il .IIM| BtriCtlj otli.-ial needs. 1'rivate Irtl.-rs

could In- .-rut .inly liy special mcsseiiL'ers, or by
tin hands .if friends or ai-i|iiaiiilam-< s, m- by some-

nther chance eippmtunity. Siirli oppeirtunilies

Were, il is Inlr, Minn- nillller..tl, when till' number
Hi travellers \\as greater; inu this Inl to im p.-r-

Iliailrlll development nf (In- idea. SlU-li statistics

as an- piv,iTvi-el seem tn -ln>\v tliat tin- transmis-

simi nf private lett, rs i-Hiitiiiued slow, irregular,

ami unci nain -

see p

It is ppilialily true that a larger ninnlier nf

pri\ate h-tti-rs h:is lieeii preserved i if tin- linpi-rial

period than nf an earlier time; lint this is due tn

the naturally imnv m-arh complete' drstfiiet inn nf

tin- im -nini-i.il> 'if the nlder pcric id in ihe longer

lapse i.l tune, imperially inasmuch as private let-

wire \\iitteii I'm- the nmst part mi pi-rish-

alile materials, wliieli survive n. .where and in no
cliinat.- ekcepl m !'-> pi.

(inly hi mn- ivspiet was then- any real develop-
ini ut ..f epistolary r.iiiiiiiunioatiiiii lietween private-

imli\ idnals under tin- Unman Kmpire ; and this

devi-lnpnient wa, not 80 Illllell ill the frci|l|ency .f

letter-writhe,' as in the purpose ami character oi

litl.rs written by pri\ate individuals. The Chris-

ii. in- developed tin- letter into new furins. applied
it tn new uses, and placed it mi a much higher

plane than it had ever liefmv stood upon. In their

hands I'liiniiiunicalinii liy letter became o if the

m-'si impoii.int, if not the most impurtant. of all

for cnusnljdating and maintaining the

Sense m unity amoim tin- scat'eivd memhe-rs of the

universal Church. Tin- scattered congregations
had for ceutui-ies no real unifying ami diree'ling

ceiitn-nf life: Jerusalem had Keen in some decree

such a centre at tirst ;
lint whether or not it could

otherwise ha\e maintained that authoritative

po*it all chance of its e'miiinuing to be the

bead and centre nf the universal Church disap-

peared with its siege and capture liy Titus and the

chanu'i-.s that were forced on by that event ; and
im other city took, or could take, its place for

several centuries. The unity of the separate at.d

e,|.ial C .ie.-ie_::iiimis was kept alive bv travel and
b\ correspondence. IS.v

such means the congrega-
tions cxpressi-d their mutual affi-ctimi and sym-
pathy mid sense of broiherl I. asked counsel of

niie -uinili. , I -. i e with loving freedom and

plain speaking to one another, imparted mutual
coinlm-t and eiicou: a jeinent. and generally ex-

l>l-essed their sells,- of their colnlllnn life. Tims
aros-- a lien Call "iv of l-'.pisl [e-s.

liei-sm.inn. following; older scholars, has rightly
and clearly distinguished the two older categO]
lie true letler written by friend In friend or to

friend,, springing from the momentary occasion,

inn nded "id> tm- tin- eye of tin- p. rson m- persons
tn w linin it is addressed and the literary epi 1 l>

written with an eye I" tn. public, and studied with

can-lid literary art. Hilt lie has erred in try in", to

reduce all the letters ot the NT to one or other of

these categories. Though he sho.vs S'ltne vaL-ne

Se-llse of the Illsll Ilicielicy of the two older cate-

gories, yet. he has imt seen with siiHicient clear-

in-, s. nor stated with sufficient precision, that in the

m-w com lit inns a m-v. -at. gorj had been d- 71 loped
the general letter addressed t,. a Whole class nf per-
sniis in- tn the entire Church ot Christ. I.. It. is ..(

thi, class ai. tin. letters, in the sense that the\

spring from the h.air ..t the writer and speak
direct to the heart ot the readers; thai they n-.

\ v. n.. 26

out of the actual situation in which the writer

Conceives tie- l.ad.-l. In be placed; thai they ex-

press the wiiiic's keen and Inini- s\mpath\ with
and p.iriicipatmn in the fortunes nf the whole class

..I per8OI]8 addivs.sed ;
that l! -ey are Imt alle.-led l.\

any thought of pnlilication tor a wid. i public than
the persons imnn-diad ly adi resi d. On the other

hand, the letters of thi> rla-s i . . ial prin-

ciples of life and conduct, rehuion and elhies,

appl'caMe to a wider rau^e nt ciu iiinsiances Ihau
those which have called fnt.li the- .special letter;

and the letter, appeal as ein]>hal ically and inn-

inali ly In all Cliri>lians in all time as the\ dm in

tlnise addn s>ed in tin- lir.-i instance. Such litlii.-,

have a certain analogy to the edicts and rescripts

by which Umnan law L;P -w. docnments arising nut

nt special circiiiiistances but treatinu' them m; '-< -m -

ral principles. As expressing eeneral truths and
universal principles, those letters must have I.ei n

the result of Inn-.' and can fill thought, ihnti^h the
final express!, .n \vasi.llen hasty and called fmth by
s especial occasion. This more studied character

differentiates them from the mere hasty unstudied

expression ot personal affection and interest.*

Those general letters of the Christians ,

and embody the growth in the law of the Church
and in its common life and constitution. 'I In \

originated in the circumstances of the Church.
The letter of the Council at Jerusalem ( Ac 1 .'.-'--"

l

')

arose out of a special occasion, and was the reply
to a question addressed from Syria to the central

Church and its leaders; the reply was addressed
to the Churches of the province of Syria and
Cilicia. In aded by the Church of the capital of

that province ;
but it was forthwith treated as

applicable equally lo other Christians, and was
comniiuiicaled as authoritative by Paul and Silas

to the Churches of ihe pro\inee (ialatia (Ac Hi').
The peculiar relation of headship and latin ih .. d

in which St. Paul stood to the Churches \\hieh he
had founded, developed still further this category of

letters, as is well shown in the article on Ki'is i I,KS.

vol. i. )\ 700. A still further development towaids

general pbilosophico-legal statement of religious

dogma is appan ut on the one hand in Unmans.
addressed to a Church which he had m.t founded,
and on the other hand in the 1'asim-al I'.pisihs,

addressed to friends and pupils of his own. paitly
in their capacity of personal friends, such portions
of the letters beini; of the most intimate-, incidental,
and unstudied character, but far more in tin ir

olli.-ial capacity as heads and overseers of a group
of Churches such pans of the letters being n.-,lly

intended more for the guidance of the cmmrc::a-
timis than of the nominal addressees, and I i

undoubtedly, to a considerable I-MI nl merely con-

firmatory ot the directions and instructions already
given In the cmigreiiatinns by Timmhy and Titus.

The double character of these K.pistles isastmni:
pm it oi their authenticity. Such a mixture ..|

character could only spring from the intimate
friend and leader, whose interest in the wmk
which his two subordinate's are doing is at times
lost in the personal re-lation.

The Catholic Kpisths represent a furthei

of this eleve'lopme-nt. First Peter is addressed t.>

a MTV wide yel can-fully elelined body of Cliuri-hes

in view of a si-rimis trial to which they are about
t.. be exposed. Second Peter, James, and l-'irst

John an- ejnite indefinite in their addn-ss to all

Chri,lians. Hut all of them are sep.-n-iie-d by a

br I ami deep division from the literary e-pisile

written for the public eye: they are' inlonm-d ami

inspired wild Ihe intense personal affection which
ih. \\riiei-s felt for e\ery inili\idiial of the thoii-

-. i I ISTI.E. v.il.l. p. 7:1. ; l>.-i,-inann,/.T

;r..n-.lv.l:i> artlclt- un '

Kj.htolary LiU-ratelrc-
'

In Knti/cl. /.
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sands whom they addressed. A serious study of
all the NT and early Christian Epistles from this

point of view is much needed, and would bring
out in strong relief their real, human, individual
and authentic character. The seven letters to the
seven Churches contained in Kev 1-3 are full of
touches special to the individual Churches, many
of which have hardly been observed in modern
times, but which show close personal knowledge of
the cities on the part of the writer; and yet they
are written on a uniform plan, which gives them
a certain literary type to a degree and of a kind

differing from any of the other letters. They
stand by themselves, written in the inspiration of

one single occasion, which expressed itself suit-

ably to the individual circumstances of each of the
seven Churches, yet conformed to certain general
lines.

This remarkable development, in which law,
statesmanship, ethics, and religion meet in and
transform the simple letter, was the work of St.

Paul more than of any other. But it was not due
to him alone, nor initiated by him. It began be-
fore him and continued after him. It sprang from
the nature of the Church and the circumstances
of the time. The Church was Imperial, the King-
dom of God, and its leaders felt that their letters

expressed the will of God. They issued their truly

Imperial rescripts: 'it seemed good to the Holy
Spirit and to us '

is a bold and regal expression in

the first Christian letter.

Christian letters in the next two or three cen-
turies were often inspired by something of the
same spirit. Congregation spoke boldly and
authoritatively to congregation, as each was moved
by the Spirit to write : the letter partook of the
nature of an Imperial rescript, yet it was merely
the expression of the intense interest taken by
equal in equal, and brother in brother. The whole
series of such letters is indicative of the strong
interest of all individuals in the government of

the entire body ;
and they form one of the loftiest

and noblest embodiments of a high tone of feel-

ing common to a very large number of ordinary,
commonplace, undistinguished human beings.

Such a development of the letter in that widely
scattered body of the Church was possible only
through the greatly increased facilities for travel

and intercourse. The Church showed its marvel-
lous intuition and governing capacity by seizing
this opportunity. In this, as in many other ways,
it made itself really a rival to the Imperial adminis-
tration. It did, and did better, what the Imperial

policy was trying to do.

The bishop, as the representative of the congre-

gation in its relations to other congregations, was

charged with the maintenance of correspondence,
just as he was charged above other members with
the exercise of hospitality to Christian visitors.

The letter which he wrote might be regarded either

as emanating from the congregation or as his

personal letter. The letter of Clement to the

Corinthians is expressed as really the letter of the

lioman Church to the Corinthian Church. It is

the present writer's belief that the Epistle to the

Hebrews was the letter of the Church in Cuesarea,
and mainly of Philip as leader of that Church.

In the absence of a proper postal system, special

messengers had to be found to carry these letters.

These messengers may be assumed to have been,
from the beginning, always Christians : such were

Epaphroditus, Tychicus, Titus, Phoebe, and many
others.

Dr. Hort, in the Appendix to his posthumous
Commentary on First Peter, has shown that such
a messenger carried that Epistle from Home to

the Churches of Asia Minor, sailing to Amastris.
where he landeJ and went across Pontus into North

Galatia, Cappadocia, South Galatia, Asia, and
finally Bithynia.
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i. FP.ENrn VETISIONS. The earliest reference to

the lingua liomana nistica, in connexion with

France, comes to us in the 7th cent., when Mum-
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nioliiius was elected bishop of Noyon because he

.mini speak in. rii (irtniaii anil Romance : but tin 1

oldest written French i- iiMiiicl iii detached wml-
written in tin 1 Mh ri>nt. us el,,,,,-., on a Latin

Bible, inserted to explain tin- meaning of the

Latin word-. Tin -< an- tin- well-known Kcichenau

anil Casscl glosses. Tin- Jltli cent, gives us. in the

Suassbiirg oaths of SI 2, tin- first eontii u>

French. Katlirr in tin; same cent my, in Mi), it

hail been oldeied at tin- Synod of Tours that tlir

Latin homilies were in In- translated in tiiii/iium

liuiiiini" in riuticam ant I It :ittxi-m>i. This does not
,

however, imply more than an oral translation ; liut

it i> significant nt i lie widening hreaeli between
the language of the eommoii people and the Latin

nt i he clergy a breach which had no<loui>t heen

widened unnalui.-illy I'.v riiarlcniagne's i-fliuts to

prevent, the deterioration of written Latin. By
the next eentnry, the loth, welind the great broad
di\ision appearing, into the 1'intj'"' </"</ of the

centre and north of France, and the tmii/m- il'm- of

the south. By the end of the llth cent, the first

of these was marked off into at least four dialects:

Norman in the X.\V. land in F.nglandl, 1'iiard in

the N.K., Burgnndianin the east, and French in the
tie de France. This la.st gradually Kecanie supreme
as (lie literary dialer!, owing to the widening poli-

tieal supremacy of the lords of France, with I'aris

as their capital, and by the 14th cent, its supre-

macy was complete. In the south, the litnijne

(I'm- attained its chief literary importance in the

12th and Kith cents., and after the defeat of the
south in the Alhigeiisian war in 1272 it was

supplanted for literary purposes by the northern
French, on which, however, it exercised a con-

siderate influence.

1. The earliest MSS of a French version of any
part of the l!ihle which have come down to us

belong to the 12th century. These contain the

I'-.-iller, the Hooks of Kind's, the Apocalypse, and
live i ha

j
it els of St. .lohn's Gospel. All but the last

are, in the earliest MSS, in the Norman dialect;

the last is in Provencal, and was probably copied
at Linio'je..

(<} Two MSS of the I'salter, the s,, -called

F.adwin I'salter in the library of Trinity College,

rambridge, and a Paris MS'of the 12th or 13th

cent, il'ini'li Int. NH40), translate Jerome's Psnlttr-
In m l/i /iniii-um, i.e. his rendering of the Psalter

from lln- Hebrew. In the Cambridge MS, which
was wri' ten by F.adw in at or near t 'antei bury about

11 Jo, the French is an interlinear gloss written

over tin- Hebrew in a triple I'salter. The I'aris

MS, which contains only Ps l-!is", has a Latin

text which probably represents a revision made
in Normandy at Bee under Lanfrane's inlluence.

Thes,. I'-altcrs were edited by Michel at I'aris in

|S7(>. Besides the I'sn/fi-i-iiim // ln'n irinil of

.leiome. his I'.tnlti-riinit Hitllii-inn, or Latin trans

lation based on the llexaplar text, was used as the

version which nndeilies another group of early
French 1'salters. The most im].ortant SlS of this

eroup is that written at Montebour'.' in Normandy
before the year 12i >. This is now in the Bodleian

l.ihr.-ny I M'S Hodl. I louee 320), and was edited hy

Michel at llxfonl in IHIiO. It is written in the
Norman dialect. Several other MSS belonging to

this family are known, three of which are con-

nected with F.ngland. viz. a Cotton MS (But.
Mns. Nero ('. iv.) of the end of the 12th cent.

written at Shaftesliiiry ; an Arundel MS 2:in of the

same date with an Knglish calendar; and a Mth
cent. MS aUo in the British Museum i.MS Hail.

177m from Kirkhani in Yorkshire. In tlie Arnmlel
MS the interlinear French gloss is jml won! for word
over the corresponding Latin. Two other MN>nf
this family are Hibl. Nat. /-V/n/.'.v lul. 7ns. oi tin-

early 13th cent., and a Munich MS Iti of the 14th

century. This \ersion of the I'-alter, of which the

Arundel MS is perhaps the most ancient repre-

sentative, and ot which lierger mention- leaily
a hundred MSS. was the basis of all the I'rencll

translations of the I'salter down to the edition of

uliM-tan. Hetween this and the version based on
Jerome's Hebrew I'salter there is

' no dilleience of

glossary or of <;rainniar.' The underlying Latin is

of course different, hut the French in both is the

Norman dialect, resembling that of the Oxlonl
MS of the Chntison de Roland of the latter half

oi the f-Jth century.
(li) The version of the Books of Kin^s is foufid in

several MSS. the most important and the oldest of

which is a Ma/.arin MS 70 of aliout the year 1170.

Another MS mentioned by Herder is in the Ar-enal

Library at I'aris, No. 5211, ami to these 1*. M' MI
(liiiiiinnirt, xvii. 120) adds Bibl. Nat. 0447, and in

the same library A'ouv. arq. fr. 1404. The version

is not literal, but has many glosses,
and is in parts

versified. It is a translation of a text of the

Yul^ate not unlike the revision of Alcuin, written
in Anglo-Norman, and not, as Leroux de Liucy
thought, in the dialect of the lie de France.

(r) The Apocalypse is preserved in
'

pure Norman
of the 12th cent.' in an early Kith cent. MS (llibl.

Nat._/V. 4U3); in a slightly different version in Bibl.

Nat. MS//-. 13090 (A.D.1313); and in the dialect

of the He de France in Bibl. Nat. MS U)3(i. The
version, originally one and the same, has heen re-

produced in more than eighty MSS and in various

dialects. There is also an early 13th cent, version

of 1 and 2 Mac., of which there have been several

editions, in a dialect which has been the subject of

much controversy.

(rf) The five chapters of St. John are found in a
MS dating from the end of the 12th cent, in the

British Museum (MS Harl. 2928), and are the

earliest representative of the Bible in the dialect

of southern France.
2. About the same date we meet with several

references to the existence of partial translations of

the Bible in the south and east of France in con-

nexion with the \Valdenses, or followers of Peter
\Valdns of Lyons, and the natives of the Vaud.
Thus Walter Mapes, who w as himself present at the

Lateran Council of 117!), tells how certain \Valden-

ses libnim domino papa; prcesentaverunt linijnn

conscrijilum Gallica in quo textuset glossa psnltr.rii

plitrinioriniiyue lerjis utrinnquR librornin contine-

batur. Again, Stephen of Bourbon, writing soon

after 1225, says that a man named Waldus, a
native of Lyons, arranged with two priests to

translate the Gospels for him, and that besides

this they also translated 'several books of the

Bible.' Again, a Bull of Innocent III., dated 12th

July 1199, refers to the translation into French of

the Gospels, St. Paul, the Psalter, the moralia on

Job, and other books, and bids the bishop and

Chapter of Metz make inquiries about them. The
iiiiii-nHii Leroux de Lincy edited with the Books
of Kings from a late 12th cent. MS (Bibl. Nat./i-.

24704) in a dialect which he thought to lie Bur-

gundian, but which P. Meyer says belongs to the

neighbourhood of Liege. The MSS connected

with Provence and Vaud have been made the

subject of two monographs by Berger in liinnnniii,

xv iii. 3531V. and xix. 500 ft'. The MSS themselves

belong to a later date than the references just

mentioned, hut probably the version goes back
to the religious movements in the 12th and early
13th centuries movements of which an impoiiant
feature was a study of the Bible ; and the text t hey
contain has close affinities with one which circu-

lated in the districts mentioned, in the 13th cen-

tury. Amongst the Latin MSS of the Bible we tind

a group with a peculiar mixed text, ipiite local

in its distribution, containing only the NT, anu
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marked by curious divisions of the text. They
'

present a recension quite peculiar, which cannot
be confounded with any other family of text, and
which can confidently be called Languedoc.' It

is important to remember that these Latin MSS
belong to the beginning of the 13th century. Now,
the earliest of the Provencal MSS is in the library
at Lyons, and is dated by P. Meyer in the third

quarter of the 13th century. This translation is

based on the local Latin text just mentioned (as in

the long interpolation found in a few Latin MSS at

Mt '20'-"), and that a glossed text in which the Latin
was 'written above the Provencal. Another Pro-

vencal MS (Bibl. Nat,. MS fr. 2425) is not earlier

than the beginning of the 14th cent., and Meyer
regards the version as not much older, while its

linguistic peculiarities indicate an origin in the
south or south-east of Provence. The translation

is more free than that found in the Lyons MS, but
is not independent of that MS, with which it agrees
in some misreadings or misrenderingsof the Latin.

The two MSS exhibit ' the greatest dill'erences,

and striking resemblances.' Thus, in St. Mark
the texts difler widely, in St. John the resem-
blances and differences are both great ; on the
other hand, in the Epistle of St. James and those

of St. Paul the text seems to be the same. A
third MS (Bibl. Nat, MS/r. 6261} of the Provencal
belongs to the loth century. The version is

'

free,

often abridged, sometimes paraphrased or accom-

panied by glosses.' The Latin text on which the

translation rests is
' that which was in use through-

out France from the 'Jth to the middle of the 13th

cent.,' and there is hardly any trace of the local

Languedoc readings already mentioned. There
are other indications that the translation is earlier

than the end, and perhaps than the middle, of the
13th century. In Romania, xviii. 430, Meyer men-
tions another fragment of the 14th cent, containing
the same translation, on the whole, as that found
in the MS just mentioned a translation inde-

pendent of that in the lirst two MSS, and bearing
marks of having its origin among the sect of the
Cathari. Another Provencal MS of the 15th cent.

(Bibl. Nat. MS fr. 2426) contains the historical

books of the OT. This translation was made not
from the Latin, but from the French. Berger thus
sums up (Romania, xix. 559-561) the history of the
Provencal Bible: 'The first Provencal translation

comes to us from Limoges. It consists of five

chapters of St. John. The MS which contains it

was copied in the 12th cent., perhaps in the Abbey
of St. Martial. There is no reason to think th.-it

it is a fragment of a more complete translation, for

it is a liturgical section. About one hundred years
after, in the south of Languedoc, and very probably
in the department of Aude, an interlinear version

of the NT was made over the text then used in

that district. This version, preserved for us in

the Lyons MS, was the official translation of the

Cathari, and undoubtedly exercised a great influ-

ence in the south. It is difficult to believe that
the Vaud version and the second Provencal version

(MS//-. 2425) have not been, to some extent, influ-

enced by it. ... Finalh1

,
in the 15th cent., beyond

a doubt, the Provencal Bible was completed by a
translation of the historical books of the OT. . . .

This new sacred history was not derived from the

Latin, but from a French compilation, a composite
work due to several translators.'

3. Another group of MSS contains a text cer-

tainly used by the inhabitants of the Vaud, but
there is nothing at all to prove that the translation
was their work. Five of these MSS have been

carefully examined by Berger. The oldest is the

t'jirpentras MS, No. 22, in the Municipal Library,
which dates from the 14th cent., and contains,
besides the NT, the Sapiential books. Another

MS closely allied to the preceding is a Dublin

MS, dated 1522, which 'would seem to be a re-

production of the MS of Carpentras,' only that
it contains eight chapters of Ecclesiasticus not
found in the latter. Two other MSS, one at

Grenoble and another at Cambridge, are closely
related. The first is particularly interesting
because of a liturgical point, implying a con-

nexion with Bohemia ; and both have a curious

translation of the latter part of the Acts derived
from an Italian version. The last MS of this

family, at Zurich, belongs to the 16th cent., and
has been influenced by the text of Erasmus.
Of the relation of this group to the Provencal,

Berger writes (Rumania, xviii. 405) that 'it is not

possible to give a decided answer. There are in-

numerable differences of all kinds between the two
families, and the most important perhaps is that
their Latin text is not absolutely the same. . . .

It is not impossible that the relation of the Vaud
and Provencal texts may be thus explained. After
the first edition [i.e. of the Provencal text], repre-
sented by the Lyons MS, a redaction of the inter-

linear Provenval text might have been made into

more modern language, and one which the trans-

lator believed to ba more in accord with the Latin.

Into this work variants of every kind, even of the

Latin text, might have found tiieir way.'
Of the OT, the only part which has found a place

in these MSS is that which includes the Sapiential
books, and that probably has a different origin
from the NT. The version is based on the Latin,

corresponding exactly with the revision made at

Paris at the beginning of the 13th cent., and 'con-

tains none of the peculiarities of the southern texts

of the end of the 13th cent., of which the Vaud
NT seems to be the translation.'

4. All these translations with which we have so

far been engaged were local and partial ; but the

same century which gave birth to the translations

of Provence and Vaud also saw the origin of the

first complete French Bible. This dates from some
time after the year 1226, the time to which linger
Bacon assigns the Paris revision of the Vulgate,
the chapter divisions of which (as found in MSS
Bibl. Nat. lat. 15185, 15467) are adopted by the

French Bible. An inferior date is fixed by the

second Dominican revision of the Vulgate made by
Hugh of St. Cher about 1250. The limits of time
within which this complete French Bible was made
are therefore fixed pretty narrowly. The trans-

lation was made at Paris '

by several translators

working under the same guidance and using several

Latin MSS, of which the chief was a copy of the

Bible, corrected by the University.' The character

of the translations varies widely in the different

parts of the Bible. Some books, for example
Genesis, are glossed throughout ;

in the rest of the

Pentateuch there are no glosses, in other books
there are few. The translation also varies very
much in merit in respect of style and accuracy.
There are many resemblances between the Gospels
and the Prophets. The translation of the Acts and
( 'atholic Epistles is poor ; on the other hand, that

of St. Paul's Epistles, especially the Epistle to the

1 tomans, is very good. Some MSS give two ver-

sions of the Epistle to Titus. All these things indi-

cate that the work was not that of one translator,

but of many.
Of the entire Bible we have only one perfect

MS (Bibl. Nat. fr. 6 and 7), which dates from the

end of the 14th century. Another MS in the same

library (fr. 89!)) is a good deal older, dating from
about 1250 ;

but several books are not found in it,

and it is mutilated at the beginning and end, for

it begins with Gn 2" and ends with 1 P 2-'. Of

the lirst part of the Bible we have three MSS of

the 13th and 14th cents., viz. Arsenal MS 5056.
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Km Mu- ll.iil.-ian (ill!, mill Cambridge MS ]'.<.

3. 52. Hi iln- -eeond part of tin' liiblewe ha\e

\i-iy many \I>S. Amongst tin.' oldest ami most

important of tlirsi', all of tlirm belonging I" i lii-

Ktt li r. nt.. are Mazarin HM, r.ii.l Nat. //-. :ins.

Urns-el- MS A. 211. liihl. Nat./--. I25M. It is n,,t,

how i \ i -i ,
i -a \ to distinguish between Mss of the

M'cond pail ill tin- Fiencli Kilili- ami MSS ut the

sei-uml volume, t lir so. called Hilili' Hi^li'i'uil'- ' \\ liirli

Jin 'in {mi all -il bodily the Bible text), unle-s tin

MSS an.' ulili-r tlTan tin- ilati- ut tin- l\il,h- Ili.i-

tofiale. This work was a translation into French
of tlie lli^i'iiii Scholastica, ru]ii]ni-ril by 1'i-ti-i

( 'nun -lor aliniil IIT'.I. It was a risumt of l!ilili>

hi-toiy, iiiccu -puratiiig in.'iny legends ami :L good
ilfal ut secular lii-ii'iy. The Frciicli translation.
(ir eiliti \\.-i~ maili- liy Guiars des Monlins. uf

Am-, in tin- N.I-',, of l-'ranrr. at the end of the 13th
riTit. HI- ilralt MTV tii'i-ly with the original,
Boini time- ahridein."., - t is Inserting, extracts
of Bible text. I'll.- Bibb Uistorial, i

',:,,,/,/,/,,

of which tin- oldest MS iA.li. l:;i2i is Brit. Mil-, i.

A. xx. i- the mum- given to Gniar-' work when
:ii-<-oiii|>aiii>'i( liy a 1 i.in-lation of tin- actual t >-\t ul

the Bible. Tin- smalle-l copies do not contain the
text of Chron., K/rn, N< -h., .lull. SOUK.- add .lull.

while the so-calli-il llnimlfn Hilili v //i ././ /-'A'.v e,i\c

the complete text of Chron., Ezra, ami Nchemiah.
Tin' popularity rapiilly altaim-il liy the work of

GuiaTS QeS Moulins secured a \viilr rirrulatiun for

tin 1 Frem-li translation of the Bible of which it

im-urpuraU'il so much.
~>. In tin 1 14th cent, there are only three traus-

latiuns \\ Inch rcijuire to be noticed
i"i I'll.- iir-,t is nil Anglo-Norman version maile

in Fngland, which never hail an\* iiitlui-m-' 1 in

l-'i-amc. The earliest MS (Bil.l. Nat.//-, ll cmls
with He' la, and belongs to tin 1 lirst half of the
llth i-'-ntnry. A second MS illrit. Mils. i. ('. in.

date- from the 15th cent., ami contains (rum
Gene-is to Tobit. The translation is not a good
one.

(b) The second translation belonging to thi-

p'-i i"il i- the so-called IJible of king .lulin. at whose
coniniaiid the work was begun liy.lulin ul Sy ill the
diocc-i'of l.'iii'ims. It is found m a MS (Bibl. Nat.

fr. I.'ki!i7l of the year IS.")."), licrp-r dr>crilu'- n .is

an 'excellent revision of the An^lo Norman liilile,'

giving a text independent of the 13th cent, tians-
lal lull.

(ri Tliinlly, we have to notice the incomplete ver-

sion inaili- in II, mill de 1'resh-s. This is t he '

Ililili-

ut I'hrii-h'- \..'.-i revised text of which, coTitainin-j

the \\hole n
]', is found in MS liibl. Nat. //-. i:s. ,,

14th cent. MS.
ii. Tin' 15th cent, is

' the age of MSS retouched,
mill of the licv.innin";of printed texts.' The eai lu--t

printed text i^ that which appeared in l.yon in

1 177 or L478 with the names of .lullien M.-u-hu ami
I'eiei Fargel a- editors. It reproduces the text oi

the IMli cent, liihle, but is an eililioii uf no ini-

jiortaiiec. Much mure important is the edition

pi mli ''I Ky Veia r.l i u ith no date on tin- tit],, page .

at dates variously ".iven as 141S7 ami I I'.nj. This
B l-xt \ei\ much like that in MS //-. I.V.',

and embodies :\ ie\i-,ion made by John de Kely.
Clillle-siir of ( 'hal les VIII.

7. With the hce-iii nine; of the 16th cent, we come
to the inipiiiiaiii \\ork of le Kevre dT'tapli'~.
which appeared lielueen 1323 and ITilin. Tin- N I'

w;is published by Simon de (,'olim-s at Paris in

l.Vj:t, ami oil en n-piinted later. The compleleil
Hible api.eaieil a' Antwerp in I.':!". The HT is

laiL'i'ly .1 in' I iaii-l.-it ion fioin t he X'nlu.-it e. ami
the ulu~^e, of the /,',',/. //,,/,,,-,,//, l'ur t he nio-( part

di-appcar from tin- l-'ieiich Bible for the first i i.

11-,'. save where .1. ill' K- l\ bad ".iM'ii tin- uaro

[ihi.ise of the liilil' il and not the bible

text, le Fcvre only
' revised

'

his predecessor's
\vork, comparing it with the Latin. The tian-la-

tiu:i i> described as 'painfully literal.' but the

marginal notes with which it was accompanied
wen- thought to savour of Protestantism, ami in

1540 the book was put on the Index, and many
copies were destroyed. A few years later a revi

sion of the Antwerp liible was undertaken by two
Louvain divines in the interests of Koman r.-itho

licism, and appeared in 155U. Very few changes
from le Fevre's version were made, but the trans-

lation was authorized and frequently revised (in

1GOS, 1021, 1047) and reprinted.
S. The translation of ( Ilivetan of Noyon in 1'ieardy

marks an epoch in the history of the French IJible.

Tin-, the lii-t French Protestant version, was pub-
li-hed ill 1333 at Serrieres near to Neufchatel, and
is sometimes called the llible of Serrieres. It was

frequently re|iublished with numerous revisions in

the successive editions. The work of Olivetan has
been the subject of several articles by Kenss in the
Re.eue lie Thcologic (series iii. vols. 3 and 4), in

which his relation to preceding workers is carefully
examined in detail. His chief contribution was in

the translation of the OT. This is, according to

the estimate of Keuss, not only a work of erudition
and merit, but a real clirf d'leuvre. He had the

Antwerp Bible before him, but generally the

changes are so numerous that it would be hard to

prove his use of it. There is no doubt that we
nave in the OT a new translation in which he

sought faithfully to reproduce the original. Simon
asserts that Olivetan had little or no Urcek or
Hebrew knowledge, and Pctavel that he was
really dependent on Pagninns' Latin version of

the Hebrew; but Graf says his marginal notes
show that he does not follow Pagninus slavishly,
but himself consulted and studied the Hebrew.
In the Psalter, Ulivetau translated from the

Hebrew, whereas le Fevre's version, in the

Antwerp liible, was based, like nearly all the
mediaeval French Psalters, on the Gallican Psalter
of Jerome, which, as we have seen, represented a

Hexuplar text. In the Apocrypha (llcriie de Tlico-

loi/i'', iii. 4. 14) he did not himself make a new
translation, but ' confined himself to reproducing,
with very slight and superficial corrections, the
translation printed at Antwerp.' The marginal
notes show the amount of work he himself did,
sometimes explaining the Hebrew, in other places
substituting one French word for another. These
notes show that the Greek has been used in some
cases, while elsewhere it has been quite neglected.
The NT is substantially the same as that printed
in the 1523 edition of le Fevre, but there are

changes probably due to the use of the fourth
edition of Erasmus (1527), in which the Greek text,
a Latin translation of it, and the Vulgate are

placed side by side. That he has carefully used
the Greek is seen by the care with which he marks
the words in le Fevre's version which are rot in

the Greek. Thest- he prints in small type. Keuss
regards his work, judged by the Standard of that

time, as indicating an 'erudition really prodigious.'
It has been often asserted that Calvin collaborated
with Olivetan in this work, but there is no proof
of any association with Olivetan in the original
translation, or in any revision before 1545. liefore

this latter date many editions had appeared,
including an anonymous one under the name of
Uelisem de lieliniakom (i.e.

' no name from no-
where ), and many changes had been made.
The lirst really important revision was that pub-

lished at Geneva in 15*8, which checked fora while
the changes which had l.vn introduced from time
to time into Olivetan's version, and it is important
not because of the changes nmilc by the Geneva
rc\ i-ers, but because the edition became official
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Of tlie Geneva translation there were very many
editions in the 17th and 18th cents, which had a
wide circulation. The work of Martin (NT in

101(6, Bible in 1707) and Roques' revision of it

(1730) are comparatively unimportant.A more complete and important revision of
Olivetan's work was carried out by Osterwald,
who published a Bible at Amsterdam in 1724.
This was followed in 1744 by a much more
thorough revision, which regarded mainly the
French idiom and the exegetical views of the time.
It is clearer than Martin, and bears the marks of
careful work, but as a translation is heavy in

style. Another Geneva edition of some import-
ance appeared in 1802-1805, and in 1822 a revised
edition of ( (sterwald was published by the Bible
Societies of Lausanne and Neufchatel, which in

turn was revised more than once later. In 1834 a
committee was formed at Paris to make a good
translation, and they proposed 'to combine Martin
and Usterwald, keeping the exactness of the one
and the clearness of the other.' As a result, a
NT was published in 1842 at the expense of the

S.P.C.K., and this was followed bv the OT in

1849. But the Bible of Osterwald was still the
most popular, and feeling was so strong that in

1863 a disruption of the Bible Societies in 1'rance
was the result, the majority wishing to circulate
other texts, while a minority was anxious to adhere
to Osterwald.

9. Leaving, at this point, the history of Olivetan's

version, we must go back chronologically to men-
tion the French translation made by Castalion of

Geneva, on which he had I.een at work since 1544,
and which he published in 1555. This translation
was made, not from his Latin version published in

1551, but from the Hebrew and Greek. His chief
aim was to produce a work intelligible to the
common people ;

and to effect his object he did
not hesitate, if necessary, to coin a word. The
style is brief, nervous, and often effective, but
the expressions chosen are sometimes undignified.
A\ bile its language was strongly censured by some
when it appeared, as by Henry Stephen and the
Genevan professors, it has been more highly valued

by later Protestants as 'the first translation truly
French and truly modern.'

10. It is not necessary to delay over the many
Catholic versions of the 17th cent., connected with
the names of Corbin (1643), Marolles (1649, etc.),
Amelote (1666), Bouhours (1697), which were all

based, more or less, on the Vulgate, and are chiefly

interesting as showing the existence of a need
among the French Catholics.
The only one of lasting importance is the work

of the Port Koyalists, which is associated with the
names of Antony and Louis Isaac le Maistre.
The last named is better known as de Sacy. The
translation of the XT from the Vulgate was begun
by Antony le Maistre before 1657, and revised
and completed by Louis le Maistre, who used the

original Greek. The whole was revised by Arnauld
and others, with the help of the ancient Versions
and Patristic commentaries. The translation was
finally authorized, and the NT appeared at Mons
in 1667. The OT translation was the work of de

Sacy himself during his imprisonment in the
Bastille; but the publication was authorized only
if notes were added to the translation. This wa's

done, and the result was that the publication
begun in 1672 was only completed in 30 volumes,
the last of which appeared in 1695.

' The transla-
tion made from the Vulgate is not always literal

enough : it pays more attention to clearness and
elegance than to faithfulness. Of all the French
versions, it is the purest from the point of view of
the language, and the best written.' It has been
often reprinted with and without notes, and during

the last century it was circulated even by the
Bible Societies.

11. Numberless translations.of the whole or part
of the Bible have been published both by Roman
Catholics and Protestants during the last century,
which need not detain us. It is only necessary
in conclusion to notice the translation of the NT
published by Oltramare in 1872 and that of the
OT by Segond in 1S74. These were combined in
an edition published by the French Bible Society
in 1882. Segond completed his translation of the
whole Bible by publishing a NT in 1880, which,
though not so good as Oltramare's version of the

NT, has been circulated widely by the English
and French Bible Societies. In 1900 the French
Bible Society again published the OT of Segond,
and the NT version of Oltramare.
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Bible' in Vijfouroux's Dictionnaire de la Bible; le Lony,
Bibliotheca bacra

;
E. Reuss, numerous articles in the Straps-

bury: lleinte tif TMvlogie ; Douen, Histoire de la Soci&ti Utb-

lique Pntcstantc; Herzog, KE* iii. 127 B.

ii. ITALIAN VEPISIOXS. 1. None of the MSS i.i

the Italian Bible which have survived probably
belong to an earlier date than the 14th cent.; but
the evidence they afford as to the text from which
they are derived enables us to refer the origin
of the translation to the middle or second halt of

the preceding century. It is not likely that the
whole Bible was translated as early as this. That
part is earlier than the 14th cent, is clear from the
differences between the text of the Italian version
and the Latin texts of the 14th and 15th cents.,
and its frequent agreement (e.g. at Ex 34 1IS

, Nu 3K )

with the peculiar local readings of earlier Latin
MSS circulating in Noithern Italy. An early date
is also indicated by other evidence furnished by
some of the MSS. Thus the order of the books,
and the divisions of the text found in two Paris

MSS, and another at Siena, agree with those of

Latin MSS prior to the 13th century. Other facts

preclude the obvious suggestion that the resem-
blance is due to the use of the early Latin MSS
by a 14th cent, translator. The beginnings of the
version are to be traced to the '

religious and
liteiary influence of France,' and it has many
points in common with the early French MSS,
more particularly those connected with Provence
.and the valleys of the Vaiul. These resemblances
occur throughout the whole Bible. Thus the
Italian Psalter is in close agreement with one
of the earliest French Psalters. Of the Gospels,
again, M. Berger writes :

' The Italian Gospels
stimd in so cluse a relationship to the different Pro-
vencal texts that we have to look to each of them
in turn for parallels to the peculiarities of our
version.'* The Provencal text to which the
Italian is related is an early form of that text.

The same is true of the rest of the Italian version
of the NT, but there are indications that it

belongs to a somewhat later date. One of the
most striking illustrations of the relationship
between the Italian and Provencal texts is to

be found in Jn I
1

, where ' In the beginning was
the Word '

is rendered by the Italian version ' In
the beginning was the Son of God.' This is found
also in Provencal MSS, and other versions con-
nected with them. Another parallel between the
Italian and Provencal is found in the famous

passage 1 Jn 5'- 8
.

Probably in Italy, as elsewhere, only single
books or sections of the Bible were first trans-

lated ; and those the books most in use for devo-

* Romania, xxiii. 380. In this article the late M. Berber
gives a very careful account of the early Italian Bible, and
manv facts have been taken trom it.
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tional
]iii] po-i -, ( ir for edification, such as the

( iospel.s, the 1'salms, and tin- Sapient ial I k- "I

tin- <>T, iiinl mole pai 1 1' -ularly the Hook of I'm

verbs. Tim- thr cai lie-t M-s ill tin' version w liich

is assigned douhtfiillv l" tin- KUli i-i-iit., a MS in

tin- library of St. M.ii k ;.i Venice (Cl. i. ital 80),

i^ a I lanslation only nf tin- I e.-pel- and F.pi-t le- of

I In- Simda v - areiiriline in i !ir 1 Ionian year, t It her

MSS oi t he < ;,,- pel- i 0:1-1-1 ot ex t lad-, making a

harmony of (lie i-'uur Gospels, beginning some
linn'- with our, sometimes with another, this

harmonj- being often paraphrastic. Others give
a riiiii]i|i tc text n| i lir Gospels ; anil of these com

plde MSS licrgcr enumerates six of the 14th anil

l.'il ll centuries.

J. To those parts of tin- Ilihle which have been
iiii'iilioni'il, translations ul" tin- rest were snhse-

i|iii'iitly added, the I >\' being for the most pai I I In-

latest Io 1. 1' ileall with. The (ompletloll lit (he

translation was prohablv the work of the Diiinini

enns of the 14th cent.; lint ciuii]ilete IliUe-, owing
Io their e\|ieii-e, were ran-. A- elsewhere, the
historical hooks of the OT were at lirst para
phiascil ratln-r llian translated, on the plan of t he

Jlnti'i'i't Sr/i,,/infirriQi the French In/it' II i.^<>rinl> ,

inoilelleil on it. In this form we find a good .lc:i]

of the (IT in a Siena MS il. v. .,1 of the Uth cen-

tury. Another SienaMS (F. iii. 4iis 'om-liest MS'
ul lie- (IT, the whole of which it contains. This
la-t MS ilates from the 14th or l.'itli cent., and
is interesting for the old order in which the hooks
of i he Piilile are found, anil the old system of divi-

sions of the text. Other noteworthy MSS are two

belonging to the Uieeardi Library in Florence, one
of which i MS 1-J50) is a 15th cent'. MS of the whole
NT: the other (MS 1-J.VJ, is a Uth cent. MS of

the second half of the llible fnun l',ec|e-iast icns

Io Kevelation. The lirst half of the Ilihle, Gene-is
to I's 14, is found in a Laurentian MS lAshl,. Hii-J)

of the year 1400 ; while a Pali- Ms ( ifn/. :t and 4)

ol the \iar 147'-' contains the second and third

volumes of a liililc, beginning with F./ra. 'I'he

only complete MS of the whole Hible which ha-
nine down to us is also in the ltililiothei|ne
Nat miiale at I'aris (MS, itiit. 1 and _!). This date's

Ironi the end of the 1,'itli cent., and with the other
I'aris MS came from the liluary of the kinu- of

Naples, and no doubt repre m a ver-ion made
there.

Ii. The MSS, in which the version is contained
either wholly or in part, have man\ of ihcm been

carefully examined with a view to the evidence
which they afford in regard to itsgi-neral character
and history. This may be summarized as follows

The language is, as a rule, the Tuscan dialed a-

spoken at Florence in the 14th cent. j
bm in some

rases, -.!/. in the 1'salter contained in the St. Mark
MS, ilnl. ,">7, the iiilliieiice ot tin- \ cnel ian dialed
is evident, and the MS of the Gospel, iMS, ital.

i. 3) in the same library is in purr \ i-ndian. The
te\i found in both these MSS. as mi^ht be c\

pected, represents a different niiderl,\ in^ text from
that found iii the majority of MS.-S

In the IVntatcucli the MSS as a rule present
one and the same version: but one MS illiccard.

1655 rontaininn (.iencsiv rvea a text

ipiite dillereiit from that ol the other MSS. such
ic- Siena MS, F. iii. 4. In the hi-tonea! I k- e

have two versions one more incorrect, abounding
in glosses and paraphrase, and tlereiore probaKly
tin- earlier, found in the siena MS i|. v. 5) J

the
other mole literal and exad iSiena MS. I-', iii. 4.

I'aris, liihl. Nat. tl-il. H . In tin- l'-alter we lind

m:in\ valiants in the comparatively laijje number
of MSS. I, ni these i".illy represent only one

original version. In t In Book ol 1'iowil,-, one
ol the earlie-t book- to he translated, tin-re are
almost as many versions as there are M>s. of

the Hook of Judith there arc two veision- the

one lice, the other literal. For the lest nl the

UT, though there arc many variants, jet the-e Ju
not indicate more than one translation.

Passing to the XT, we lintl that most of the
M^'s of the Gospels <;o back to one and the same
version. An exception must be made in re-pi ; ..t

the Venetian text (Mare. MS, ilnl. i. .'() alieadv
mentioned, which stands alone. The MSS of the

Ad- vary in the glosses which they insert ; and
Mini", hi daees three redactions ot

%

the vet-ion,
bin these are not independent. The traiislaim

name is <;iven in a prologue found in some MSS
a- Domenico <'avalea, a Dominican of I'isa, who
died in Ki4'_'. A curious fact mentioned hj

-

liei^i i

(I.i'. pp. 'Ml, .'W-i is that this version has been used
in two MSS connected with the Vaud, and i- the
soni -I e of an ot hcrw i-e mil i ai id rciiderin;; of Ac IB

onwards, found in those MSS. The process of

Italian indebtedness to France has here been
reversed. In St. Paul's Epistles there is onlj' one
version, though it has passed through more than
one redaction. The version found in Kiccard.

1252 seems at lirst sight to be independent ; but
there are expressions, which it has in common
with other MSS, which point the other way. In

the Catholic Kpistles we lind, as elsewhere, two
translations the one incorrect and glossed, the
other literal. Most MSS of the Apocalypse con-

tain the same text, but one (Riccard. 134!)) is quite

independent, and is related to the Provencal texts.

The most striking and sufficient proof of this is

the rendering of the words ' one like unto the son
of Man' by 'one like the son of the Virgin,' a

rendering found in several versions connected witli

the south of France.
In regard to the text of the version, Herger

(l.r. p. 417) sums up as follows: ' We cannot
affirm that it was translated entire by one single

person, or bj
r the same group of translators. . . .

As for the NT, it appears to have come entirely
from one pen, and that the pen of a man who
knew the Provencal language perfectly, and who
had the Provencal Testament under his eye or in

his memory. Many readings of the Latin which
the translator adopts are those which were current
at the beginning of the 13th cent, in Languedoe.
Sometimes the Italian text is not a translation

of the Latin text, but of the Provencal or Vaud
version.'

4. The name of one translator, Cavalca, has
been already mentioned, but probably all he did

was to revise an older text resembling those of

southern France. Another name connected with
the old Italian version as a translatoi is that of

John of Tavelli, bom in 13SU, and afterwards bishop
of Ferrura, who is said to have translated the
version printed at Venice. An old Life of him
ascribes a translation to him, but is indefinite as

to the extent of the supposed translation ; and the
statement as to the \ enice edition is disproved
bj' the fact that the printed version is contained
in 14th cent. MSS, while John of Tavelli was then
too young to have done the work ascribed to him.

The early versions have also been assigned to

.lames of Voragine, Passavanti, and others. Pas-
savanti is himself excluded by the way in which
he speaks of the versions wtiich existed in bis

time, and the mention of his and other names is

probably due to the wish to assign the version to

persons well known in connexion with the forma-
tion of early Italian prose.

.Y i if course, in connexion with the Reformation

movement, several translations came into exist-

ence. The earliest is associated with the n.-u i

\ l:< ncioli, one of those who championed I

tine liberty, and sullered for so doing. Mis tiaiis-

lation was begun in l.VJS, and the NT was. ln-t.
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published by Giunti at Venice in 1530. This was
followed by the Psalms in 1531, and the whole
Bible in 1532. This complete translation (and
also translations of the separate books) was fre-

quently reprinted. On bis title - page Brucioli
.Linn- that the version was made from the
Hebrew and the Greek. He probably knew
Hebrew ; but Simon has proved that no great
knowledge of Hebrew is shown, and the author

very probably relied on Pagninus' Latin version
for the OT, and that of Erasmus for the NT.
His commentaries betray Protestant ideas, and
bis work was condemned and put on Paul IV. 's

Index of 1559, and after this it practically ceased
to be reprinted. In 1538 a Dominican of some
repute, named Marmochino, issued a translation
which was in reality only a redaction of Brucioli's

work, bringing it more into conformity with the

Vulgate. The IGth cent, produced many other
translations of separate books, with and without

commentaries, but none are of any special interest.

6. The most important translation, which is still

the official Hible of Italian Protestants, circulated

by the British and Foreign Bible Society, is that
of J. Diodati, who was born at Lucca in 1576,
and died in 1049. Diodati was a very good scholar,
and when only twenty-one was appointed by Beza

professor of Hebrew at Geneva. His work is

described as remarkable from the point of view of

literature and of scientific accuracy. As a rule he

keeps close to the Vulgate, except in the Psalter,
where the Vulgate follows the LXX. An edi-

tion of the whole Bible was published at Geneva
in 1607. The 1ST was published separately at
Geneva in 161*8 and at Amsterdam in 1665. An
edition with commentaries appeared in 1641. A
carefully revised edition was published by the
London Societyfor Promoting Christian Knowledge
in 1854.

7. Of Catholic translations there were fewer in

this country than elsewhere. The prohibition, by
Pope Pius IV. in 1564, of the reading of the Bible in

the vulgar tongue was not removed till 1757, when
Benedict XIV. gave a qualified permission, and so
for two centuries the Catholics had no need of

a translation. The only one which need be men-
tioned is that of Martini, archbishop of Florence,

published in 1776 at Turin, and circulated by the
l.ritish and Foreign Bible Society in editions of

the NT (1813) and of the OT (1821).
8. In conclusion, it is necessary to speak briefly

of the earliest editions of the Italian Bible. One
of these was printed by Wendelin at Venice in

August 1471, and bears on its title-page as the
name of the translator Nicolo di Malherbi. Berger
says of it that ' the text in general differs much
from that of the MSS '

; but it is really not a new
translation, but the old version with a few changes,
chiefly dialectical, from the Tuscan of the MSS
to Venetian. Of the frequent later editions of

Malherbi 's translation, one that of 1490 is

noteworthy if, as Carini says, the designs for its

ornamentation were the work of Bellini and Bot-
ticelli. Another edition, which followed immedi-

ately in October of the same year, is that published
by Jenson, the text of which was based partly on
that of the MSS, partly, as in the NT and Psalter,
on that of Malherbi's edition. The explanation of

this is that the printing was begun simultaneously
at different points. Berger says of it (I.e. p. 364)
that it is

' faithful to the MSS, and those as a rule
the be.'-.t

'

; but the value of the edition is enormously
depreciated by the fact of its being in large
measure a reproduction of Malherbi's work. It

had become a bibliographical rarity, for it was
not in great, demand, and was reprinted with a
valuable introduction by Negroni in 1882-1887 in

ten volumes.

LITERATURE. S. Berger, 'La Bible Italienne ail moyen age
'

in lioiiiania, 1894, p. 3!>xtf. (with bibliography, anil list of MSS
appended); S. Minocchi, art. ' Italiennes Versions de la Bible'
in Vigouroux's Itict. </c la Bililc

; Negroni, La Bibbia, volgarc ;

Carini, La \'erxioni delta Bibbia in volgare italiano ; le Long,
IJibliotheca Sacra.

iii. SPANISH VERSIONS. 1. The history of the
Bible in Spain begins with Priscillian andLucinius
of Bfctica. the correspondent of Jerome (Epp. Ixxi.

and Ixxv. ) ; and four centuries later the school of

sacred palaeography at Seville and afterwards at

Toledo, from which came the Codex Toletanus and
Codex Cavensis, might well detain us. The im-

portance of the Visigothie text of the Vulgate,
and the influence of Theodulf and the Latin
Bible of Spain beyond the border of that country,
are other interesting subjects closely connected
with the Spanish Bilile.

2. But our immediate object is to trace the his-

tory of the Bible in the Spanish language. To this

there is no allusion before the 13th cent., when
John I., king of Arragon, passed a royal decree in

1233 at Tarragona, that no one, clergy or laity,
was to keep in his house any translation into the

vulgar tongue of the OT or NT. This prohibition
implies the existence of such a translation. A
few years later, however, the reign of AlphonseX.,
surnamed 'the Wise' (1252-1284), marks a period
of literary activity, especially in regard to the
translation of ancient writings into Spanish.
Among other works he is said to have ordered
a translation of Jerome's text of the Bible. One
of the most important productions of this reign
was the commencement, at any rate, of a Historin
General very similar in character to the Bible

Historiale (see above, p. 405"), but in its original
form probably more general, and containing less

of the Bible text than the French work. The
Histuria was divided into five parts, the first of

which corresponded roughly to the Pentateuch ;

the second covered from the death of Moses to the
death of David ; the third the Psalter, Sapiential
books, and some of the Prophets ; of the fourth we
do not know the contents ; the fifth contained some
of the Prophets, the Apocryphal books, and a large
part of the NT. It is probable that the first t\vo

parts alone go back to the time of Alphonse X.,
and that in Spain, as elsewhere, the earliest form
of the composition had comparatively little of the
actual text of the Bible, though a good deal of it

was paraphrased. Of this work we have many
MSS of the 14th and 15th cents., some with, some
without, the text of the Bible. It is impos-
sible, however, to define precisely the date and

origin of the Bible text contained in the work,
the later MSS of which in Spain as in France no
doubt gradually incorporated more and more of

the ipsissimi vcrba of the Bible. Comparatively
little, if any, can be assigned to the date of

Alphonse X.
3. One almost unique feature in the history of

the Spanish version of the Bible, as compared with
those made in other countries, is the large pro-
portion of early translations made from the Hebrew
text, the work of Jewish Kabbis. The history
of these, and of the translations made from the
Latin, has to be recovered from an examination of

the text of MSS contained in the Escurial and
elsewhere, and from such other information as
these MSS give in the way of prefaces, notes, etr.

Much has been done in this direction by Eguren
in the work mentioned at the end of this section,
and by Berger in a detailed comparison of the
text of the MSS in two articles in Romania for

18!)!), where a full description of a number of MSS
and a bibliography will be found.

Among the important MSS which contain trans-
lations from the Hebrew may be mentioned two
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in I lie K-curial, I. j.
s and I.

j.
I',. The t'u-t ol

thi-e is a l.'itll cent. MS. which contain- :i hilue

part of tin- lirst half uf tlic liible. including the

r-alti-r. Tin- MTMIIII "I' tin- Psalter is slid, in a

llntr prefixed til it, I" he I lie vvol k of Ili'l Iliall, .'I

German, and to be made from the Hebrew. Now
a man of tin- name, kin'\\n as a translator of

A i i-l. .1 li', is connected with Toledo almut the \ eai

l'24o. There is no reason, then, to doubl tliai the

I'salli r Mas I ran -I at rd a In ml I ha I I inn 1

I'.v
1 In man.

llr piiihahly il-i'd tin' /'-'/'. // /. M| .leromc, and ,-u

MI- I'm. I !i-f:ili mi I'-.M I'.ii'j. and llcb. 5-2]
5

) ren-

di-rrd by 'always' : Imi tin- translation sho\1 EUI

indc|ii'nilriit knoM ledge nl" I lehreM', as al 1's 1 1

: and

41'. Tin' -IT. mil Ms mi-iiiiiiiii-d above is assigned
In I hr I Itli cm I., and run I ai us tin- second half of

tli.' I'.iblr. Tin- Spanish used i- llial of tin- rally
llth rent., ami tin-re are many point- of rrseni-

lilanee, in respect of 1 1 ic' I i'\t d iv i-ii ms, summaries,
eti between this Ms and the <',,dex Toleianus,
tin- llilile of Thi'cicliilf, and tin' Visile it hie text a

le-i-mlilaiiec which points to an early date lor the

translation. There are various other MSS e.m

taining M'rsions from the lleln-ew, <.</. I''.-eur.

Ililil. MS I, and a bilingual ll.at. and Spanish I

MS belonging to the Itoyal Ili-t. Library al

Madiid, wliieli lie-ins with Ih-- Major I'mphets
and ends nilh 2 Maccabees. The best knoMii of

lhe-e translations is the so-called llilile of the

link.- of Alba, Ihe, MS of which is HUM in the

Liriu 1'alace at Madrid. This is described by
Berber as an 'unrivalled monument of S|ani-h
11 rt and science,' 'an enterprise unrivalb-d in tin-

Middle A ;:es.' The work was ordered in 14-22 by
l.on is de ( in/man, master of the order of ( 'al.-itrava,

M li.. paid more than 3(X)0 for it. The translation

Ma- ranied out between )!-- and 14:;u by Kahhi
Mo-es Arragel (i.e. 'the Expert ') of Maijneda,
n. .11 T.ilrdo. It was not a new translation, but a

revision of older texts.

lit versions made from the Latin Vulgate may
be mentioned (1) the Bible of (..Miiroga (Kseur.
MS h. given by Cardinal (Juiroga to I'hilip n.

In this the order of the 1 k- i- that of the

Vulgate; and the Apocryphal 1 k-. not in the

llelieM, are translated; (2) a translation made
for Alphonse v.. king of Arragon (1416 1 i->. This
MS rontains the books from 1'roverlis to the

Vpocalypse; (3) a translation made by Man in de

l.urrna i a bout 1450) of the Gospels and St. I'anls

Epistles contained in Kscur. MS 11, a MS now lost ;

! 1 1 a 1 i anslation (in Kscur. MS 7) of the books fiom
Lv 7 - Kind's.

4. The earliest printed edition of any part of the

Spanish IJihlc is that of the 1'eiit atem-h pimted
at Venice iii 1 IH7, which was the work of Spanish
.lews exiled from their native country. l!y far

the most, important and tin-- be-t known of the

rally Spanish Bibles is the so-called Bibl

t'<-n-iii-ii. uliich contains the whole ( >'[' except
Lamentations, and was the work oi two I'. HIM

_ue-e .lens. I liiarte Piiiel and .Icronie de Varans.
It is not really a new translation, but only un

editing of the old revision made with reference
In the Hebrew. The translation. MI- are told.

leaves much to be desired in n peel "i i |,"_'anre

and correctness, and is often inexact and lull oi

Hebraisms. Some corrections Men- made in later

editions, of which then- have been very many
between Hill and the present da\, published in

many cases at Amsterdam. Besides tin 1

I'-i le oi

l-'errara. then- have 1 n many Jewish versions of

the Mimic or parts of ihr i >T : llms I'laitn- men-
tions three edit i.m- uf tli" 1'enl: tench at ^.mstet

dam. si\ ver-iiili-ot the I '-a 1 1 er i 1 n-l Mn -n !!<_'. i and
l7-'ii. a tran-latiim of tin- Son-/ ot Songs, oi the
'

First Prophets,' of the HaglOgrapha, and of

Isaiali and .lcrcmia.li.

."i. Translations made by Catholics in the liith,

17th, ami early 18th centuries are comparatively
iinimpiirtaiit. The Council of Trent prohibited
the lead in"; of the liible ill the vulgar tongue, and
our of the rules of the [nquisition \\as strm-. nt

in the same direction. It was not till 17 >7 that

li. in-diet XIV. permitted the reading of the llibb-

in the lan^naue of the country under certain con-

ditions ; and litteen years later, in 1"S'2. the Spani-h
I nijiiisit ion i^ave similar permission. Moreover, in

the 1 i;t 1 1 rent, at any rate the hulk of the Catholic

theology of Spain was written not in Sjianisli but

in 1,at in. For the most part, therefore, the ellbrls

of Catholics in regard to liible translation were
conl'med to those parts of it which had a place in

the liturgy, and several of these attempts were
never printed. Of the Gospels, four complete or

partial translations are recorded. The lirst is a,

translation of the liturgical (Jo.spels and Epistles

by Montesiro, which was printed at Madrid in

l."il'2; the second is art anonymous translation of

t In- four (iospels, contained in MS Kscur. I. j. 9, but
never printed, which is not dated, but is later than
tin- Complutensian Bible of 1514-1517 which it

11-es ; the third is a translation by a Benedictine,
.lobn de Kobles, made in 1551) which is found in

MS Kscur. II. i. 4, but was never printed ;
the last

is a translation of St. Matthew and St. Luke by
Siguenxa. Of the 1'salms there were several trans-

lalions, including one by Villa, a Benedictine of

Montserrat, which was afterwards put on the
Index; another by Cornelius Snoi, published at
Amsterdam in 1553. The Sapiential books also

tumid many translators, including the famous
Louis of Leon, an Augustinian who translated the
llo.ik of Job. There was also a version of the
A

|

'. icalypse by Gregory Lopez, which was published
after his death.

6. More important were the Protestant trans-

lat ions. The earliest of these was the version of the
I'salier by Juan de Valdcs, a Lutheran, the MS of

which is at Vienna. This was not published till

Isso. To the same translator belongs the version
of Unmans and 1 Corinthians, printed at Venice in

l.'i.'ili and 1557. The first published Spanish NT
Mas the work of Francis of Eruinas, printed at

Antwerp in 1543, and reprinted many times later.

Another version, regardeil by some as a model of
I 'astilian style, was the translation of the NT from
the Greek, and the Psalter from the Hebrew, the
work of Juan Perez of Pineda, who lied to Geneva
to escape the Inquisition. The tirst published
edition of the whole liible is the liihliit del Oso,
MI called from the bear which appeared as the

frontispiece. This was the work of Cassiodore de
K ma, a distinguished Hellenist, and occupied
I \\elve years. The OT portion was probably little

more than a translation of the Latin version of

Pagninus. It is regarded as a satisfactory trunsla-

t ion, and was published at Basle in 15G7-136U. The
edition by Cyprian de Valera (Amsterdam, 1GU2)
Has practically only a revision of the work of

Cassiodore.
7. In the period after 1782, when the Inquisition

revoked the prohibition against reading the Bible
in the vulgar tongue, a number of Catholic trans-

lations appeared of the Psalms, Sapiential books,
and ( iospels. Only two of these Catholic vei-ion-

nre important. TMio lirst is the work of I'hilip
S. in. attcrwards bishop of Segovia, and was pub-
lished at Valencia in 1791-17SI3. A second edition

H i p'lhlishcd at Madrid in 171)5-1797. This traiis-

I ii is based on the Vulgate, and is on the

whole ' correct and elegant, though sometimes

lacking in clearness and exactness, und more oil. n

in \varmth and life.' As the lirst complete version

bv a Spanish Catholic it was received with eiiihii

-ia-m, and M'ent through many editions. But the
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need of a translation based on the Hebrew and Greek
began to be felt, and in 1807 Charles IV. ordered
such a one. This was the work of Kelix Torres y
Aniat, afterwards bishop of Astorga, and was
published 1823-1825. Though very successful and
often reprinted, it did not supplant the translation
of Seio, of which numerous editions still appear.
There are no recent Protestant translations. The
copies circulated in large numbers by the British
and Foreign Bible Society are practically only
reprints of the early Protestant translations of

Enzinas, Cassiodore de Keina, and Cyprian de
Valera already mentioned, and of the later Catho-
lic versions of Scio and Torres Amat.

8. Besides the Castilian versions of the Bible of

which we have hitherto spoken, the translation

into Catalan, the language of Catalonia, also

demands attention in connexion with the history
of the Bible in Spain. Both by language and

by political ties the district of Catalonia was in

the early Middle Ages closely connected with
southern France, and we are not surprised there-

fore to find a close resemblance between the
Catalan version and those of France. According
to Berger (Rumania, xix. 523), the version 'is not
older than the 14th cent., and was made in all

probability by a native of Catalonia, educated at

the University of Paris.' Its dependence on the
French version is shown by the way in which it

reproduces the most characteristic glosses of the
French Bible.

The oldest MS of the version is a Marmoutier
MS of the NT now at Paris (Bibl. Nat. Fond* e.sp.

486) of the 14th century. We have also later MSS
(1) Bibl. Nat. Fonr/s esp. 2-4 ; (2) Bibl. Nat. Fontls

(x/>. 5; (3) Brit. Mus. Egerton 1526, all of the

loth cent., and all containing the same portions of

the Bible, which enable us to trace the history of

the text to some extent. These later MSS pre-
serve the same general text as that contained in

the 14th cent. MS, but the glosses of the French
Bible have been removed. ' The foundation of the
version is the same : the phrases of the 15th cent.

MSS from end to end are modelled on those of the

14th, and a number of characteristic expressions
attest the original identity of the translation.' Of
MSS of the Psalter in this language Berger men-
tions ten, and in them he distinguishes three in-

dependent versions. One is found in Bibl. Nat.
Fends csp. 5, another is contained in Bibl. Nat.
Funds eip. 2, and Egerton 1526, and a third in

Bibl. Nat. Fonds fr. 2434. The first, like the

other Catalan Psalters, is based on the Gallican

Psalter ; the second seems to rest on the Hebrew
Psalter, but this is really not the case ; the third

represents the most ancient form of the text, and
this last is based on a French version, for '

all the

peculiarities of the Catalan text are explained by
the French, and several are only explained by it.'

The Sapiential books show evidence of the use of

French and Latin as bases for translation. In the
Book of Proverbs both French and Latin influences

are clear, in Wisdom there is no evidence of French,
in Siracli the two alternate. There is a similar

want of uniformity in regard to the Prophets.
The translation of Isaiah is made from the Vul-

gate, but shows French influence. In Jeremiah,

Ezekiel, and Daniel there is no trace of such
influence. Nor is the underlying Latin text the
same

; for, while Isaiah and Daniel rest on the

ordinary Paris text of the 13th cent., there is no

sign in Jeremiah and Ezekiel of the characteristic

readings of that text. Of the Gospels we have
three Catalan versions one very inexact and para-

phrased, the others literal. Two of these have

many points of resemblance to the Provencal, by
the help of which they were made, viz. those con-

tained in the Marmoutier MS and Bibl. Nat.

Fonda csp. 2 ; the third contained in a Barce-

lona MS does not appear to have anything in

common with the Provencal text. In regard to

St. Paul's Epistles, there is 'no doubt but that

the Catalan Bible of the 15th cent, is dependent on
that of the 14th, and the latter on the Bible in

the language of France' (langue (Toil). The
Apocalypse was based not on the French, but on
the Vulgate ;

but in the middle of this translation

made from the Latin we find reminiscences of the

F'rench. Berger sums up as follows in regard to

the NT :

'
I conclude by saying that the Catalan

version of the NT was made at the latest in the

14th cent, in some places from a F'rench text, in

others from a Latin text very similar to those

in use at Paris. The writer probably incorpor-
ated into his work an earlier translation of the

Gospels.'
The names of two translators are met with in

writings on this version. The one is Boniface

Ferrer, to whom is ascribed the translation printed
near Valencia in 1477-1478 ; but, while the version

belongs to the 14th cent., Ferrer lived in the 15th.

A more important name is that of Sabruguera,
a Dominican of the beginning of the 14th century.
He studied at Paris about the year 1307, and this

would agree with the character of the version, as

indicated by the MSS. Further than this, one
MS attributes to him a version of the Psalter.

The only early edition is that just referred to ;

but nothing of it remains except four pages of one

copy now in the monastery of Porta Cieli, near
Valencia. A note on one of these pages preserves
the name of Ferrer as the translator, and tells us

the translation was made by him, with the assist-

ance of other scholars, from the Latin. During
last century, by the efforts of the British and

Foreign Bible Society, a version of the NT in

Catalan was made and circulated. The first

edition was printed in London in 1832, and later

It was reprinted in London and Barcelona.
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' Nouvelles recherches sur les Bibles

Provencales et Catalanes' in Romania, xix. 505 ff.,
' Les Bibles

Castillanes,'etc.. Hi. xxviij. 30ff., 608 ft. (with a bibliography
and list of MSS, etc.); Eguren, Memoria degcriptiva de log

Codices notables, etc., Madrid, 1859; Plaine, art.
'

Espagnoles
Versions de la Bible' in Vigouroux's Dictionnaire de la Bible ;

Borrow, The Bible in Spain ; llaj'or, Spain, Portugal, and the

Bible.

iv. PORTUGUESE VERSIONS. 1. A 14th cent. MS
in the Escurial (O. j. 1) contains a Portuguese
translation of the first part of the Hlatoria Gi'in'ml

of Alpbonse (see p. 408 b
), which of course bad a

Scripture basis. This translation may have been

made by order of king Denis (1279-1325), the

grandson of Alphonse, hut it does not give the

literal text of the Bible. In the same century
we are told that king John I. (1385-1433) had a

translation made by distinguished scholars of the

Gospels, Acts, and St. Paul, but nothing more is

known of it. His granddaughter Philippa, who
died in 14U7, is said to have had a translation

made from Frencli into Portuguese of the Gospels
and Epistles of the Church year, and the MS of

such a translation now exists at Lisbon.

2. A 15th cent, catalogue of the library of king
D. Duarte (1433-1438) mentions among the books

a translation of Genesis, another of the Gospels
and Acts, another of the Books of Solomon. From
this we may infer that before the date of his death

a Portuguese version of these books existed.

3. In the same century we hear of the compila-
tion of a Life of Christ preserved in a MS of the

monastery of Alcobaca ; and a paraphrase of the

Acts, mixed with a good deal of legend, is found

in another MS of the same monastery. We also

know from the writings of D. Manuel of Cenaculo,

bishop of B'.-ia from 1770-1802, that twenty years
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In lore he wrote Iheie WHS ill e\ i -I ellce a pal'l-

phra-tic translation ln:uli' ill tin- l.'illi cent. liy a

Portuguese acquainted with Hebrew. I II this he

gives a specimen from tin; beginning ot tin- Hook
of Hem-sis, which shows that tin- translation krpt

fairly close to the tr\t of the Kible. There was
also ill u MS of Alcohaca, which lias -line liren

lost, a less literal translation, or rather summary,
ol ( IT history. Some i-\iiact-of this which have
lieell pre-el\cd ale -.11.1 to lie written ill lalrjlla'.ie

of the 14th eent., mole archaic than the pa age

ipioteil liy
I 'enaculo.

Most of the stalements nieiil ioneil here are in-

capable of being tested i.\ tl ..... vidence of Mss
containing; the version, hut I here is nothing im-

probable alioni them, ami they imply that the

Portuguese translation ilates from the l-ltheent.,

that at hist only some pall.- of the Kihlc \\eie

translated, ami those the parts most likely to be
in Use, and that the tianslal ion was made from
the Spanish and the l''rencli, ami no doubt also

from the Latin.

I. It is not till the end of the 17th cent, that

we meet with the liis! printed Portuguese Bible.

Tli is was a translation made by a native of Lisbon,
.lohii Fcneira d'Almeida. who went out in the
Kast as a Koman Catholic missionary, and after-

wards heeame a Protestant. lie began with the

NT, which, a ft IT being rcM-ed, was printed at

A lust erdam in liis I ; unit a second < '
1 11 n m appeared

in 171-. Almeida's work, completed only as far

08 K/ekiel, \\ .-is eont limed by ot hers, and gradually
the whole Ilible was pllhh-lie'l, ill" hist pa 1 t |o

iippear being t lie Major Prophets, w liich was printed
in IT'il. Almeida's version was not very popular,

partly because it was antiquated in style, and

partly, perhaps, from prejudice on account ot his

change of religion.

"i. In 17^4 u Catholic translation by Anton
I'ereira de Kigueiredo was published at Lisbon.
This work, with notes, in twenty-three volumes,
was based on the Vulgate, but does not tollow it

slavishly, and sometimes departs from it in ta\our
oi the Uieek. A revised edition was be^un some

years later, but not completed till IM'.i.

Moth ot these translations have I ..... n circulated

in Portugal by the Jiritish and Foreign Kihlc

Society, but not ill very large numhei j,

I.IIKK vrritE. S. Verger in Romania, \\\w. p. 513, where a full

will lie found.

v. GKI:MAX VERSIONS. 1. The oldest fragment
ot the I'.ible in Herman is to i" found in a \|s,

twenty-three leaves of which are at Vienna (MS
V ce\ \\jji. i and two at Hannover. These leaves,
recovered from the bindings of other Mss, ci .....

from a MS of the 8th neat, which !!.. nued to the

Kavarian monastery ot Monsec, and they preseri c

frag ..... tit- 01 a Latin and Herman translation of

St. Matthew, the lirst of which begins ill s on t

the last ends with 2H'JI . Tile end ill", ol' the Ho-pel
is followed by u Latin subscription. I mm which it

is clear that only this Gospel was translated. The
translation is uiiexpe.i .-dl\

j
..... i The Latin is

cl ..... ly bul not slavishly followed, and theie ore
le\\ mi-iakcs due to nii-.iinder.-t anding tie- Latin,
The Herman i- clear, and 'il was the aim ot the

translator to ghe not only correct but

Herman,' in a dialed w hieh is -a Katarian
lion ol a l-'rankish or Alsatian original.' There is

an edition of this very early and Interesting M >

by Massmann \ienna. Isll , and moi" recently
by Ileiich (Strossburg, l^n I).

J. The ne\i document. ny e\idencc bearing on
i he i ild ( iernian Bible is a translation oi i

llaimony ol the (dispels, coatainefl in a M I. .ill

MS, \,,. ,-,i;> of ihc -ccond half of I lie nth t., in

which thu Latin and (lei in. in are gneii in parallel

columns. The Latin version rests on that of the
h'nlda MS of the litli cent., and this is d., el\

followed by ihe Herman, in an l-'.a-t Prankish
dialect. The trunslution is not, as Sievers -up
posed, the work of a number of men, but of one,
who perhaps received assistance from others, and
ma\ perhaps have used already existing tian-ia-

lions of ihe separale Gospels made by different

translators. The style of translation is not -o

vigorous as that of the Monsee Si. Matthew, but
it is clear, and inns easily. In one section tin-re

an- peculiarities, best explained by supposing that

there wa- a detect in the MS copied, which was

supplied from another source.

II. \Ve must leave on one side, a not properly
belonging to our subject, such sacred poems, em-

bodying a good deal of the Piihle mirralive, as I hu
Krtxt of Otfrid and tin- IlJi'iml liy an iinkiiown
author. lloth these belong to the middle or
second half of the Hth century.

4. To the Kith or early Lith cent, belong- the
work of NotkerLabeo(d. llfJJ), n monk ot St. Hall,
who translated and commented on .Job and the

Psalter. His work on .Job has been lost. That on
i In I

'

alter is contained in its entirety only in one
MS i No. 21) at St. tiall, but fragments of different
MSS of it are to be found at Munich, l!a-le,

Mailiinjfpn, and elsewhere. The method adopted is

to ^ive each verse of the 1'salnis in the shorte-t pn--
sible sentences, tirst in Latin and then in German.
This is followed by commentary or puraplu.-i-e.
Above the Latin words an interlinear Herman
rendering is given in the St. (Jail MS ; but this is

later than Notker, and is not contained in the

fragments in other libraries. Probably Noiker'-
w ork was intended not for reading in the sen ice-,

but for students in the monastery.
5. A little later than Notker is to be placed the

work of \Villiram, abbot of Ehersberg in linvaria

(d. 1085), who translated and commented on the

Song of Songs. Of this work many MSS survive,

showing its popularity. The Latin text of the

Vulgate is written in the middle of the page ; on
the left of this conies a Latin paraphrase in leonine

hexameters, and on the right an explanation in

German appended to little sections of the text in

Herman, which are of varying length. The German
translation is generally very free, often too free,

but the style is good and almost ideal.
' Such a

true translation was only possible because Wi Hiram
loses himself in his text, and has sought to repro
duce it even to the smallest details. Williram has
absorbed the Song of Songs into his very being,
and from his being it has welled out in purest
German.'

6. The next fragments of Bible text are some
portions of the four Gospels recovered from the

bindings of volumes at Vienna (now Suppl.
J.VilD and Munich (now c.g.in. 52jll) attributed liy

\\althev (p. 4~rt>) to the lith century. These are
cleailv copied from a MS belonging to an older,

perhaps a much older, date. The sections are
marked for liturgical use, both in the Latin and
the Hcrninn, and the 'use' points to the diocese of

Constance, perhaps to St. Gall. The aim of the
translator has been to give a 'Mowing ami popular'
Herman version; and in this, in spite of an im-

I

ei iici know ledge of Latin, he has succeeded. It

is possible, but cannot be certainly proved, that

the version was made for reading at church
services.

7. To the 12th cent, belongs a MS of the l'-alier

now at Munich (Cuil. Germ. 17), which came from
the monastery at Windlierg, and is dated Ils7.

With this may be discussed another MS of the

P-alier belonging to the same century, now at

Vienna i
MS -JiiSi'i. Koth these are Latin I'-alte:^

wilh interlinear German versions. In the Wind-
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berg Psalter the Latin is represented sometimes
by more tlian one synonym, and a fuller explana-
tion given in the margin ; the German is often

omitted, or given only in part, possibly, as Walther
suggests, because the scribe could not read the
German he was copying. The synonyms were
probably added later, possibly from a MS like the
Vienna Psalter. The translation in this last
Psalter is less exact than that in the Windberg
Psalter.

8. To the next century Walther ascribes a Zurich
MS (Stadtbibl. C. 55. 713) of the Gospels, which,
like a later MS of the same family at Basle (A. iv.

44), shows signs of being copied from an earlier

MS, in which corrections had been made, for two
German words are often given for one Latin.
Walther notices the effective and impressive char-
acter of the translation.

9. The beginning of the 14th cent, marks, accord-

ing to Walther, an epoch in the history of the
German Bible, and MSS begin to multiply. We
need not therefore pursue beyond that date the

history of separate MSS of the whole or part of

the Bible. The multiplication of MSS is explained
by the desire of the Christians in Germany to

have translations of the Bible to which they
might appeal in regard to matters of doctrine
and practice, as the authority of the Pope was
weakened by the events of the early 14th century.
The result was that a number of independent
translations were made, often very inexact and

inadequate.
Walther enumerates altogether 203 MSS, begin-

ning with those which have been mentioned, and

going down to the 16th century. Of these, 10 con-

tain the whole German Bible ; 6 others were origi-

nally, but are no longer, complete Bibles ; 5 contain
the OT and S the NT. Of the whole number no
fewer than 128 belong to the 15th century.
In connexion with all these MSS it is only

possible to summarize the results as given in

Walther's exhaustive work on the German Bible
of the Middle Ages, and to mention one or two
MSS of special interest or importance. The most
important of the MSS, to which no reference has

yet been made, if importance is to be measured by
the amount of controversy of which it has been
the occasion, is the so-called Codex Tcplmsis. It

is so called because it is to be found in the library
of the Prasmonstratensians at Tepl in Bohemia.
The controversy, of which it is the centre, is the

relation, if any, between the German translation
and the work of the Waldenses. On the one hand,
llaupt maintained that the pre-Lutheran German
Bible, with which this MS generally agrees, had a
W.-ildensian origin ; and, on the other hand, Jostes
denied that there was any sufficient evidence of

this. In this discussion many other scholars lie-

sides the two already named tuok part. The Codex

Teplensis contains, among other things, a longish
treatise on' the '

7 stiicke dez heiligen christlichen

Gelauben '

(seven articles of the holy Christian

faith) appended to a short discussion on the
'7 heilikheit der kirchen' (i.e. the sacraments),
and it is their inclusion which suggests to Haupt
the Waldensian origin of the MS; and, as the
text of this MS agrees with that of the first

printed German Bibles, he goes on to infer the
connexion of the German Bible with the Waldenses.
Walther (I.e. pp. 193, 194) says: 'As a result of

the controversy between Haupt and Jostes we
may recognize that only the treatise at the end of
the MS, and that very probably, originated among
the Waldenses, while the other additions may
have come as well from a Waldensian as from a
Catholic. At the same time, it is by no means
certain that the man who inserted the last piece
was aware of its heretical origin, or was himself a

Waldensian.' Other evidence is afl'orded by marks
in the margin drawing attention to certain pas-

sages of doctrinal importance. But these marks
do not all imply the same doctrinal views on the

part of the person who added them. Some are

Catholic, others Waldensian, and all in the same
hand. These marks therefore only prove, accord-

ing to Walther, that the MS was used arid marked

by one of the Waldenses.
Another MS which deserves attention is the

splendid Bible in six volumes at Vienna (MS
N. 2759-64) called the 'Wenzel Bible' after king
Wenzel. It contains the greater part of the OT,
and was the work of Martin Kotlev between 1389

and 14UO. The importance of the MS lies not so

much in the text as in the elaborate illustrations.

Some of these are found in other MSS, and their

origin and purpose are not always clear.

A third Ms to be noticed is the so-called Florian

Psalter, a trilingual version, in Latin, Polish, and

German, chiefly"interesting in connexion with the

early history of the Polish Bible. This is also a

sumptuous volume so far as illustrations are con-

cerned, but for some reason or other they were
never completed.
Among early groups of MSS one of the most

interesting is that which contains a translation of

the Psalter made by Henry of Miigeln about 13.50.

The oldest representative of this family is a MS of

the Cistercian monastery of Rein near Gr.ad\\rin,

but the version is found in 18 other MSS. Thu
MSS give a continuous translation with a Latin
text on the margin and a gloss derived largely
from Nicholas of Lyra. Of the translation repre-
sented by this group Walther writes (p. 718):
' His work on the Psalter cannot be brougut into

line with the other German Psalters, for his chief

purpose is to provide a popular work, and he has
succeeded in his object.'
Another group of MSS of the Psalter is one

which goes back either to the original Hebrew
text or to Jerome's Psalterinm Hebraicum. As

preserved in the MSS the text has been corrected

by the help of the Vulgate.
10. From the MSS we pass to the early printed

editions of the German Bible. Of these Walther
enumerates as belonging to the period from 1400,

the date of the earliest, to 1521, eighteen editions

of the complete German Bible fourteen in High
German ami four in Low German besides thirty-
four of Psalters or other separate books of the

Bible. The four earliest bear no indication of the

date or place of publication, and their order of

precedence has been very carefully examined by
Walther. The result of his investigation is to

vary the order as previously given by Hain.

Walther has proved that the earliest Bible is that

printed by Mentel at Strassburg. In a note at

the end of the copy in the Munich Library it is

stated that ' this book was bought on the 27th of

June 1466 for 12 gulden" ;
and a note at the end

of a copy at Stuttgart says that it was printed in

1466. The second edition of the Bible is that of

Eggestein, also printed at Strassburg. On the

strength of a note in the Stuttgart copy, which

says that it was printed in 1462, Eggestein's used

to be regarded as the earliest German printed
Bible. Walther shows that it is later than MenttTs

edition, on which it is based, and that it dates

from about 1470, as a note in the Gotha copy
implies. The third, dependent on Eggestein, is

I'flanzmann's Augsburg edition of about 1473.

The fourth, also an Augsburg edition by Zainer,
is a revision of Eggestein, for 'they have many
most striking misprints in common.' This is

assigned to about 1473, and is to be regarded as

earlier than the Swiss edition, printed probably at

Basle, which used to be put fourth. Ol this Swiss
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edition one copy only, at Gottingen. out nf the

thirty to known In H-, bears >i dale, 1174. < >n

/aiti.-i - edition ul I47:i tlio Swiss ciliiioii and
three other Au^-liui;: edit ion-, printed bv /aincr

1177. and S,,i- .1477 and I ISM . depend. The
nexl edition, published liy Kiiluip.iT ;it Nurem-

berg in I ls:i. professes to he and is 'a revi-ion

with great diligence, liis corrections being

po--ib]y den\ed from those in tin 1 Cologne l,u\v

Herman Bible, with which Kohurger'- edition lias

many illu-t i at inns nnd ollirr points in common.
Tin 1 'last live editions of the complete High German
I'.rhle \\liich preceded Luther are dependent cm

that cif Kolnirger. 'J'hey were published, cun 1 at

Sira--l.ni 1

.; i I Is;,) liy Grttninjjer,
:ind four al \ie_

1 in j twn liy Schfinsperger in Ils7 and 1 HIM, and
two hy Otniar in 1.">II7 and I.Ms. Walth.-r thn-

sum- up tin 1 result of his exhaustive invent i- at icm

.it tin 1

early printed Bibles: 'Our conclnsinn from
tin 1

comparison of these Bibles is that lh> -\ .-ill

belong to the same family of translations, but

tli.it thc Bible lirst published hy .Inlin Mentel
at Stras-lmrg in 14til> was revised ulumt 1473 liy

(i. /ahier at Augsburg, ami that this new and
! \ i-id .-ditionreceived atthe hanc!-oi \. Kolmrger
at Nuremberg, and afterwards in the two last

liilih- nf the Middle Ayes, a further slight correc-

tion.'

The text represented by this succession of

printed Bibles is found also in various Psalters

printed at various dates and in various places be-

tween 1473 and 1418, and also in an edition of

I he Apocalypse (14!IS) and of Job 1 1-lssi. Besides

printed editions of this recension of text. Walther
enumerates fourteen MSS in which it is found,
nine of which, however, are copies of a punted
Bible, as is evident from the misprints which they
reproduce, while a tenth also depend- on a printed
text. Two of the other MSS iat Wolfenbiittel
and Nuremberg) are MSS of the early part or

mi. Idle; of the 15th century. That at Nun ml" T;J

c'.iniaiiis only Joshua, Judges, and Ituth, but is

interesting on account of tbe reasons given b\ the

tianslator John Ilellach of Iti'som, in the dioee.-e

of Constance for undertaking the \\ork .>i brane

Iat ion. The other two are MSS of the XT the
one at Freiburg in Saxony; the other, air ady
mentioned, at Tepl in Bohemia. 'I'hi'se are 14th

Ci ni MSS, having many points of resemblance,
Imt neither is a copy of the other. From a care-

ful examination Walther conclude- that Meiilel's

liil.le repn-c 'in- the text of this family in a purer
and more original form than tin-. 1

,
the olde-t

MSS whieh enntaiii it. This text, Ka-e.l of course
on the Latin, shows many point- of agree nt

\\ith old MSS of the Jttila, and in the XT many

Jiointa

of agreement with the Greek again-t the

.at in, but only in cases where the (.1.. k ha- a

leading n.it contained in theVnl at.-; t.u it ihe

Vulgate has a fuller reading than the (lin k. tin 1

Vulgate i- followed. The question to he decided
i- w liet her the German translator him-elf enri. h. .1

hi- text hy using several MSS oi the \ uluai.-, or

n-ed a MS of the Vulgate whieh it-. -If contained
III.- additions which he has translated. Wall her

deeide- ill favour of the second alternative, and
limU ,-u. h a MS in a Latin MS at Werni-. 'i...!.

,

which has :!7 of the 45 additions common <" tin-

lirst Bible and the Freiburg and Tepl Mss ; and

many, but by no means all, of the-e :.ie tonrid

also in the Provencal version connected with iln-

Valdi'iises. But the resenil lam-e- ai.- not, a- we
have- -c'c'ii above (see ;>. 41J'', -ntlic-ieiit in numl.c'i

or di-t inctn c- c-non^h to pni\ c- a \\ alden-ian . ui- in

of the earliest t .erman printed liible-.

11. The work ol Luther marks an epoch in the
lii-toi\ nf tin- tieimaii r.il.le. Hi- lahonrs in

tran-lation began \\itli -<une of th.- I'-alm-, the

i I'rayer, the Ten Commandments, -

ol tin 1

(iospels and the Epistles, all clearly in-

l ended for the edification of the unlearned.
Iln idea of making a complete translation of

the Bible dates from 15'21, but it was thiit..n

years later before the work was carried out in its

entirety. The lirst part to appear was the \ I,

the translation of which was done at the Wart-

burg. This was the so-called Septembcrliil* /, so

called because it appeared in September 1522, at
\\ ii i. nlierg, but without any date or the name of

the
publisher

on its title-page. Of this a photo-
graphic facsimile appeared in 1S83 on the four
hundredth anniversary of Luther's birthday. The
iirst edition was followed by a second in the same

year 15i, and by 158U more than seventy editions

ot tlie NT had appeared.
The translation of the OT was a more difficult

task, to which Luther then turned. He tells ns
that in the translation of Job days were some-
times spent over a few verses, and the erasures in

the MS of his work, now in the Hoyal Library
at Berlin, are sufficient evidence of the trouble
which he took. The OT translation was pub-
lished in parts, beginning with the Pentateuch,
which appeared in 15:23. The historical Books and

Hagiographa were followed in 1532 by a complete
translation of the Prophets, and in 1534 by the

Apocrypha, and so ' in a relatively short lime the
most epoch-making work of modern times came to

light.' For the translation Luther was himself

responsible, though he consulted numerous friends.

Though he is not wholly independent of the work
done liy his predecessors, some of whose mistakes
he reproduces, he was not by any means dependent
on them. Both in the OT antJNT he translates

from the original text, using in the OT the Brescia

edition of 14!'4, and in the XT Erasmus' edition of

1519, which he follows, for instance, in the curious

reading (v rais rjufpcus f/iats at Kev 2 Ia
. He had

also the assistance of the LXX, Vulgate, and the

Glossa ordinuria. The object Luther set before

himself was not to produce a literal translation,
but one which should be clear and intelligible to

the people ; and in this he was successful, largely
because he was a thorough German, fully conscious

of the needs of the people, and in sympathy with
them. The result was that this translation had
an incalculable erl'ect on the development of the
German language and literature, leading to the pre-
dominance of one dialect throughout the country.
Outside the limits of Germany it was the basis of

the versions used in Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
and Holland.

His work had no sooner appeared than it was
the subject of much criticism, which came chiclly
from the Koman Catholics. The earliest critic

was Emser, who in 15:23 published a volume, in

which he called attention to the many mistakes
and doctrinal errois contained in the work of

Luther. Emser's work was the precursor of many
others, and it is no doubt possible to point to

mistakes due to a defective knowledge of Hebrew
<n i. nek. But the best testimony to Luther's

work is the permanent hold it has hail on the

(in man nation, as shown by the innumerable
editions through which it has passed. Some of

ire interesting because ot the changes of

different kinds which they introduced in many
cases with the object of supporting special doc-

trinal views. Others had a linguistic purpose.
More modern and familiar words and constructions

were introduced in iilaceof those which had become
oli-olete. One of tliese revised editions, which ob-

tained a very large circulation, is that of 17n3, of

which the Canstein Bible Institute at Halle has
since- 1717 circulated, according to Nestle, more

- than live million copies.
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12. Such was tlie position which Luther's transla-
tion occupied in Germany, that while it was gener-
ally admitted that revisions and corrections were
necessary, many of the attempts in this direction
roused great opposition ; and while some would
have been content with merely removing words
which were obsolete or of uncertain meaning,
others were in favour of a more thorough revision.

Finally, a commission, representative of various

theological views, was appointed, charged to make
the minimum of necessary corrections, and the
tirst result of their labours was the NT, published
at Halle in 1S67 : and Knally in 1883 appeared
at Halle, 'The Bible, or the complete Scriptures
of the Old and New Testament according to the
German translation of D. Martin Luther. First

impression of the Bible revised by order of the
Eisenacli German Protestant Church Congress.'
This is the so-called Prohe-Blbel or Proof-Bible.
Two years were allowed for criticism, and then
the final revision of the Proof-Bible began, during
which numerous opinions and reports were sent in.

In January 1890 the great final conference of all

who had taken part in the theological and lin-

guistic revision was begun at Halle, and at last

in the beginning of 1892 the revised edition was
issued by the Canstein Bible Press at Halle. This

completed the work begun as long ago as 1855,
when Pastor Mbnckeburg of Hamburg made an

appeal to the Bible Societies to unite in preparing
a uniform text. It was inevitable that the result
should be freely and variously criticised, and the
amount of literature produced has been large.
The defects are due not so much to the revisers
as to the limitations set in regard to the amount
of change they were to make, which were fixed

before the work was begun.
13. The rapid and widespread popularity obtained

by Luther's translation, when it first appeared,
made other attempts in the same field rare, and
the only important edition in the 16th cent, is the
Ziiricli Bible of 1530, which followed the publica-
tion of the Prophets and Apocrypha in the preced-

ing year. The translation was for the most part
that of Luther, only unimportant linguistic changes
being introduced. The only portion of the Bible
of which a new translation was made was the

Hagiographa, including Job, Psalms, Proverbs,
Ecclesiastes, and Song of Songs ; and this was
not satisfactory, especially on the linguistic side.

A later edition of 1548 is said to be based on a

comparison with the Hebrew, but the changes
are not important. This edition of 1548 became
itself in turn the basis of later revisions. Of
such later revisions the most important is that of

Breitinger, who published a NT in 1629, which
introduced many changes, and aimed at extreme
literalness. An attempt to secure a thorough
revision aroused such opposition that it led to no
result. It was not till the 19th century that any
satisfactory or effective revision took place, and,
as a consequence of these revisions, Nestle says
that '

its dialectical character has now disappeared,
and in respect of accuracy it may be compared
with the best : it certainly has not come from one

mould, and the effort after exactness has frequently
led to bombastic language and lack of clearness.'

In 1858 a commission was appointed in Switzerland
to revise the work again, and in 1893 a NT and
Psalter appeared, in which account has been taken
of the results of scientific criticism of the Greek
text.

14. Another Protestant translation of importance
is that of J. Piscator, first published at Herborn in

lb'02, and afterwards in use at Bern and elsewhere.

Nestle describes it as a weak translation, abound-

ing in Latinisms, which indicate a use of the Latin

versions of Junius and Tremellius. Mention should

also be made of the Socinian version of Crell and
Stegman (Rackau, 163U) and another by the So-
cinian Felbinger which was published at Amster-
dam in 1660. Another translation, which had
leanings to mysticism, was the Berlenburg Bible

(1726-1742), based partly on Luther's version,

partly on the Zurich Bible. Other versions, such
as the Wertheim Bible of 1735, were rationalistic

in tendency, and explained away the supernatural.
The same object was kept in view in Bahrdt's
translation of The latest revelations of God (Riga,
1773). Of 19th cent, translations those of de Wette
(1809-1814) and Bunsen (1858-1869) are the most

important. The first mentioned combined scholarly
exactness with happiness in expression, the second
aimed at being popular and easily understood by
the masses.

15. The German translations made in the interests
of Roman Catholics have not been very numerous
or very important. The earliest is a translation
of the NT by Beringer, published at Spires in 15215.

This was almost a reprint of Luther's version. In
the next year Kmser, who has been mentioned as

one of Luther's lirst critics, published a NT at

Dresden, which also differs very little from Luthrr's
save that glosses have been added in places, and
the text of the Vulgate in some instances pre-
ferred. Emser's version has been many times re-

printed. A few years later, in 1534, Dietenburger,
a Dominican, printed a Bible at Mainz. In his

translation he followed Luther in the OT, though
he sometimes adopted the Vulgate rendering. The
Apocrypha is a reproduction of the translation of

Leo the Jew made for the Zurich Bible. The NT
closely follows Emser's version. The version of

J. Eck, Luther's famous antagonist (Ingolstadt,
1537), was in the NT only a reproduction of Emser,
but in the OT the pre-Lutheran translation was
followed as a rule. It does not seem to have been

successful, and Nestle says of it that the ' German
is beneath criticism.' In the 17th cent, the only
Catholic version of importance is that of Ulenberg,
based on the Sixtine edition of the Vulgate. This
was published at Cologne (1630), and afterwards,
as revised by the theologians of Mainz (Cologne,
1662), was known as the Catholic Bible. In the

18th cent, several translations appeared, that of

Erhard (Augsburg, 1722) being perhaps the most
often reprinted. At the end of tlie century

appeared the work of Braun (Augsburg, 1788-

1805) in thirteen volumes. This was afterwards
revised by Allioli (1830). These and other Roman
Catholic versions kept the Vulgate mostly in view,
but a free rendering of the Greek of the NT was
made by Brentano (1790). His translation of the

OT from the Hebrew he did not complete himself,
but his work was continued by others. The 19th

cent. Roman Catholic versions are, like the earlier

ones, based on the Vulgate, though the Hebrew
and Greek texts are not neglected. The version

of Kistemaker (1825) was the Roman Catholic

version which was adopted by the British and

Foreign Bible Society.

LITKRATUKE. W. Walther, Die dcutsche Cibt'hibersetzunfj des

Mittelalters, Brunswick, 18X0 ; Nestle in Herzog's JtEZ hi. 61 ft".,

where a full bibliography is given ; Vigouroux, art.
' Allemandes

Versions
'

in Dictiunnaire de la Bible.

vi. DUTCH VERSIONS. 1. The earliest transla-

tion of the substance of any part of the Bible into

Dutch is to be found in metrical versions of the

Biblical narrative ; but these do not represent literal

translations of the text of Scripture.
2. Of literal translations of the whole or of parts

of the Bible, Isaac le Long in his Boekzaal. dcr

nederduitsehe Bybcls enumerates twenty-four MSS ;

and to these Walther, in his work on the German
translation (see p. 721 If'.), has added others. The
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ol.lesi MS. according to Wallher, is a Vii-iina MS
ill two volumes |MSS -J771 -i, v liirli In' assigns In

tin' si TIII it I 1 1 ;t 1 1 uf 1 1 ir 141 li cen lui y. A mi HI- other

early MSS arc a MS at Paris of tin- historical

I ks Hi I In' t II', t wo MSS in tin- Modleian l.iKrary,

inn' (ilatril I IT-' i>t tin' I Mispcls. anil another uf the

Arts, St. 1'iiul, anil tlir Apocalypse. All these

contain a \ri-iim maili- fruni tin- Latin, probably
iiliuut 1300, liy a Fleiniii",, fur tin- lii-ni'lit ul those

unlearned in "thai language. Such a translation,

according to the unnamed nan slat ur, was desirable

in spite nf 'tlii- u]iiniun uf many clergy that the

mysteries uf tin- Bible slumlil In: kept fr the

ordinary man.' 'I'u tin? translation are added ex-

planations based mainlyon the fw<orto >',-ltnliixlii-ii

uf 1'i'ii-r 1'iniii-stiir; lnit these are distinguished
Imni tin- t,-\t liy being written in a different char-

acti'i Moreover, some part* which it was thought
niiili'siral.lc to pupulaii/i- !.</. I It 22' ' ::l

)
aic I, -II

uut, ami fur these the reader is referred to the ori-

ginal Latin. The lirst edition of this translation,

Inn \Mtliinit the Psalms and New Testament, was

printed at Heli't in 1477.

:t. It "as inc\italili- that Luther's version should

In- t i;ihslated cry SIKHI into Hutch, in spite of the

iippiisition of (lie Inquisition and the edicts of

Cli a lies V.. and an edition appealed a I \nl werp in

1522, for which so much of this version as w as avail

ahle was used. In 1525 and 1520 cither cdiliuns

appealed uf the New Testament at Basle, and in

1525 I he whole Old Testament was published at

Antwerp in four small volumes, the Pentateuch
and Psalms being based on l.uther, tin- rest on tin-

Delft liiblc. The lirst complete P.ihle was printed
at Antwer]i by Jaeob van Liesveldt, and in the

si'cc.ud edition of 1532 Luther's version of the

Prophets was adopted as a basi?. Several editions

followed before 1540, when the printer was con-

demned and put to death for unorthodox state-

ments in the- notes. Liesveldt's Bible was revised

bv Vorsterman with the help of the Complutensian

Polyglott.
4. It was only to JC expected that efforts should

be made' by the Roman Catholics to secure a trans-

lation for their own needs. Editions of the New
Testament appeared in 1527 and in later years, a

Latin-Hutch version in 15;!!), and finally in 151S

editions of the whole Bible were published at

Cologne and at Louvaiu. The lirst was the work
of a Carmelite, the second of a Canon of Louvain.

Nicholas von Wingh. This last, which contained

a vigorous preface dealing with the mistakes ul

Protestant Kibles, was approved liy the Ti logical

l-'acult v at Loin ain, and published with the' sand ion

of Charles v. It has passed through many edit inns,

was revised iii 1599 after the Vulgate of l.V.i2, and
issued by the PI. i ni in

jiress
at Antwerp, and has

been many times reprinted. A later re\ ision of

this version dates from 1717, and is the work of

.F'jidius Wit, a Ghent divine. This is in the

idiom of Flanders and lira bant, and follows the

Vulgate, though in certain parts the original texts

have been used. Ill 182O permission was given to

circulate a translation without note or em nt

for 1 1 ie henelit of 1 Ionian Catholic's, and tl I it ion

oi I.V.I!) -the so-called Mucrentoi f P.ible was re

primed at I'.nissels j n Ivjl. and to its circnlal imi

tin- Fiiiiish and Foreign Bible Society contributed.

5. Amongst the various sects \aiimis transla-

tions circulated, each after a time preferring iis

own. Thus the J.iitlirrniin, who had used Lies-

veldt's lliblc, in 15."iS adu]iled one based on a

Magdeburg edition, and the l.'i.'iS edition was many
tunes-revised and icpi iuted. The .!/' iniinmt: * used

an edition of the Bible pnlilislied by Viestkens iii

I .Mill, and oi the New Testament published in l.V'r.'.

A few years earlier t he /.'. t<,ruc':! I '!< ;'i7c-.v
acquired

a translation printed at Emden in 1550. This was

the work of Jan OheylHart. In the earlier half ol

the liihle, down to and including .lob, lie used the

ti-xl of l.iesveldt, revised by the help of the Xiiiich

edition ol l.MS 9; the rest of the liible was a

lianslatiou of this Ziirich text. A separate' edilion

of the New Testament was published in l.Viii, and
this was many times revised. A few years later,

in 15h'2, a translation based on Luther's version

was adopted, the so-called Itcuj; /Ea 0V Etlleiwpiegel
Ilihle. The Rcmonstrttnfal for a long time use, I the

version made by order of the States Gencial, and
lirst published in 1037. This sect was opposed to

the views of those who took part in the transla-

tion just mentioned, but after careful examination

they wen; so satisfied as to its accuracy that they
adopted it, and have used the Old Testament ever

since'. A version of the New Testament was made
for their use by Christian Hartsoeker, an Arminian

minister; but, although it professes to be a new
translation, it follows in the main the version

hitherto used.
(i. The lirst attempt to revise the existing Dutch

version by use of the original texts seems to have
been made by W. Bamlartius of /iitphen, who in

11114 produced such a revised text, with the help
of various scholars and earlier editions. Any
such individual or private attempts were dwarfed

by the combined effort in the same direction made
by the States General, which resulted in the edition

of 1037, to which reference has been already made.
The necessity of procuring an improved version

based on the original texts was generally recog-
nised some time before any steps were taken to

deal with the need. In 1594 the States General

determined on undertaking such a work, and en-

trusted it in the lirst instance to Philip Marnix.

The matter was discussed at several sittings of

the Synod of Dort in 1018-9, but it was not till

ten years later that the work was begun by
six translators and eight revisers for the Old

Testament and the same number for the New,
the scholars being selected by the Synod, and

paid by the States General. The translation was
linislied in Ib'.'iiJ, and the revision in l(i.'!5. The
lirst edition was printed in 1030, and published at

Le\deii in the following year. In the next thirty
years many editions appeared at different places,
and with slight revisions and changes in ortho-

eraphv (such as the unsuccessful revision contained

in the edition of Henry Cats of 1834) it has been

adopted up to the present day.
7. About the middle of last century (1848) an

attempt was made to combine the various Pro-

testant sects in the work of revision, and members
of various theological faculties were entrusted with

the task ; hut jealousy and distrust prevented a

successful completion of the plan,
and when the

New Testament was ready in 1SOO it was not
welcomed. The work on the Old Testament, after

nn abrupt cessation, was resumed in 1884, and its

publication at Leyden began in 1897.

8. The only modem translation not based on the

edition of 1037 which need be mentioned is that of

Professor Van der Palm of Leyden, published in

1825. This enjoyed great popularity during the

thirty years after its publication, but was never

adopted in churches.

l.iTKiiATTRR. Isaac Ic Long, Btirkzaal dtr itrrtfnliiiltrlif

li'ii'. is, 17:12 ; Baipiter, Bible uf Evrr;t Land; Ni'stl.

"n 't I

'

'<.Tetztm;/ert, p. 171) ff., and litcratun; there mentioned.

vii. DANISH (AND NORWEGIAN) VERSIONS. 1.

The earliest translation of the Bible into Danish

is found in a 15th cent. MS now at Copenhagen,
This contains the OT as far as 2 Kings, and is

based on the Vulgate, which it follows very closely.
The MS has been edited by Molhech at Copen-
hagen in 1828. The version belong* to the 15th or
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only MS containing any large section of the Bible
winch has survived of the many which, according
to the statement of Hvitfeldt (died 1609) in his

Danish Chronicle, were to be found in the mon-
astic libraries in his time. Of the Psalter there
are several MSS of about the same date, and

fragments of Biblical translations are also to be
met with.

2. At the time of the Reformation, Denmark was
the earliest of the Scandinavian kingdoms to pos-
sess a complete version of its own in the vernacular.

The king, Christian II., entrusted the work of

translation to his secretary, John Michaelis,
or Hans Mikkelsen, who had heard Luther at

Wittenberg. The NT appeared at Leipzig in

1524, and was reprinted at Antwerp in 1529. The
translation of the Gospels was based on the Latin
version of Erasmus, and the rest of the NT follows

very closely Luther's German translation. The

language into which Mikkelsen translated was not

pure Danish, hut a mixture of Danish and Swedish,
and the work was not very well received.

3. In 1528 two Danish versions of the Psalter

appeared. The one, based on the Hebrew, in

which the Latin and German were also used, was
the work of Wormord, a Dutchman, and was

published at Rostock, but had no great success.

The other was the work of C. Pedersen (1480-1554),
a man ' who had the same importance for Danish
literature that Luther had for German.' This

version was based on the Hebrew text and Jerome,
and was printed at Antwerp, and afterwards re-

printed at Copenhagen. In 1529 he published an
edition of the NT which he based on Michaelis'

translation, but used also ' the help of the best

available theologians,' i.e. Luther and Erasmus.
Two years later another edition appeared at Ant-

werp, and also a version of the Psalter. In 1535

Tausen published at Magdeburg a translation of

the Pentateuch, in which Luther's version, the

Hebrew, and Vulgate were used. In 1539 a trans-

lation of the Book of Judges by Tidemann, based

on the Vulgate and Luther, appeared at Copen-
hagen, and two years later the same translator

issued a version of Wisdom and Sirach.

4. The year 1550 marks an epoch as the date of

the appearance of the first complete Bible. This
was the work of the Theological Faculty at Copen-
hagen, and among the collaborators Pedersen took
a prominent place. The work was done by com-
mand of Christian III., who ordered Luther's ver-

sion to be followed as closely as the Danish would
allow. An edition of 3000 copies was published,
and in 1589 a second edition followed, in which
the archaisms of the lirst were removed.

5. The lirst translation based on the original lan-

guages was the work of Kesen, bishop of Zealand,

who, not finding the editions of 1550 and 1589

literal enough, undertook a revision, which was

completed in 1607, the NT appearing two years
earlier. This work of Resen was not very success-

ful owing to its indifference to Danish idiom, and
another edition of the older version appeared at

Copenhagen in 1633, with slight changes. This is

known as the Bible of Christian IV.

6. Resi-n's translation was revised by Swaning,

bishop of Zealand, and others in 1647, and of this

revision very many copies were circulated by the

Cnllfji- ipf Missions, founded in 1714. Later it was

adopted by the British and Foreign Bible Society,
and with only slight changes it is the version which
circulates generally

at the present day. During
last century revised editions of the NT (1819) and
OT (1824) were published under the superintend-
ence of Bishop Munter. Another revision of the

whole Bible appeared in 1872, under the superin-
tendence of Bishops Martensen and Hermansen.

possibly the 14th century. This appears to be the 7. The Bible used in Denmark was current also in

Norway till the separation of the two countries in

1814. An important revision of the 1647 Bible was
begun in 1842, and the work was carried on over

many years. The translation of the OT as finally

approved did not appear till 1890. Of the NT a
new translation was made by Bishop Bugge, and
revised by other scholars.

LITERATCRR. Bruun, Biblioteca, Danica', le Long, Bibliothec*

Sacra ; Herzoj}, HE* iii. 140 ff.

viii. SWEDISH VERSIONS. 1. The earliest refer-

ence to the Bible in Sweden is connected with the

name of St. Bridget at the beginning of the 14th cen-

tury. She is said to have had a translation of the
Bible made for her. About the same time a great
Bible in Swedish is mentioned in the will of king
Magnus Smek, which may have been the same as

that mentioned as made for St. Bridget, and prob-

ably was not a complete Bible, but an exposition
of the Pentateuch made by Bridget's confessor

Matthias, which was no doubt to have been con-

tinued in the other books. Towards the end of the

next century the Books of Joshua and Judges were
translated by Nils Ragnvaldson, and a little later

Budde translated Judith, Esther, Ruth, and the
Books of Maccabees. A version of the Apocalypse
of about the same date also survives. No other

parts of the Bible are known to have been trans-

lated. All those which have been mentioned are

based on the Vulgate.
2. In 1523 Sweden separated from Denmark,

and, in order to secure linguistic as well as political

independence, Gustav Vasa commanded a trans-

lation to be undertaken. Two translations were
ordered one in the interests of the Church of

Rome, for which Vasa had recourse to the arch-

bishop of Upsala ; the other, based on Luther's

version, which was the work of Laurence Andreas,
afterwards chancellor. Of the lirst, no part was
ever printed. Of the second, the NT was published
at Stockholm in 1526, and many times reprinted
since. A few years later (in 1536) the Psalter and

Sapiential books were translated, and in 1541 the

tirst Swedish version of the whole Bible appeared
at I"

|
isala, the OT being translated from Luther's

Bible of 1534 by Laurence Petri and others, and
the NT being the translation of Andreas already
mentioned. This is substantially the Bible in use

at the present day. At the beginning of the 17th
cent, a committee was appointed to collate various

editions of Luther with the object of producing
an improved Swedish version. The results were
known as the Obseri'ationes Strencjnenses so called

from Petri, bishop of Strengniis ; but the edition for

which the notes were made did not appear till 1617,
when it was printed at Stockholm. It was prac-

tically
a reprint of the 1541 Bible with certain

additions, and corrections of typographical errors.

Several subsequent editions were issued, some of

them with deviations from the text of the original.
At the beginning of the 18th century a revision

was ordered by Charles XII., and entrusted to

Benzel, bishop of Strengniis. Very few altera-

tions from the 1617 text were admitted, and
the work was published at Stockholm in 1703.

During the 18th century many editions appeared ;

but, owing to their cost, the circulation was not

large till the Swedish and British and Foreign
Bible Societies took up the work. They worked

together for some time, but the connexion be-

tween them was severed by a difference of opinion
as to the inclusion or exclusion of the Apocrypha.
The current translation of the NT appeared in

1S82, and was slightly revised next year, and

approved.
LITER .VTI-RE. Herzog, RE* iii. 146 ff. ; Bagster, The Bible 0}

Every Lnnd, 185 ff.
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i\. llr\i: \i:i \N VERSIONS, I I'll'' nit induction
nf Christianity inin Hungary toward- tl ml m
tin- liith c.'iil. was soon tollowed liy -eimous in the
\ M'ular, Inn I,.-il in -nil remained tli" language
of the ( 'unit. Tin 1 earliest specimens nl Hungarian
which have survived area funeral ora' ion in a l.'illi

rrnt. MS, aii'l another fragment nf tin- lltli cent.

cm the virginity "I Mary. The Ilils-ito move lit

hail so -HIT I mi Hungary, ami -nine pal Is nl" I he
Bible were nan-lated into Hungarian: Imt thr

inroads of the Turks clu-ckc-l an\ deielnpmeni in

tliis direct i, in. Tin.- earliest translation of which
we have any remains dates from tin- beginning <>(

(In' I ."it 1 1 cent .. .mi \\ a- I he \\ork nl two Franci-can
iimnks. Thomas ami Valentine, whn. under stress
i'l |'Mi

-MI 'ill ion, llcil from I'lolii-iuia into limitary.
Fragments ot their work sur\ ive in a \ ii-nna MS

i No 17 i. \\ hii-h MI mi a in. part of the < IT ; in a .Munich

MS, dated 1466, which contains the Gospels ;
ami in

a M>, helonuiu- in i lie bishop uf Stuhlweissenbnrg,
containing ||IM I'-alui-. Canticles, ami dispels.
The Vicuna ami Munich MSS wen- published l,y

IloliiMiilMi in I Vis 1S42. Tin- translation, which is

on tin Vulgate, i- described as terse and exact.
2. TII the leiMnning of the l.'ith cent, is to be

assigned a translation hyLailislaiis Batori (d. i-in-n

H.'iiii. Many fragments of this \er-ion, including
I'entatcuch. Joshua, Judges, and XT, arc said by
SehwickiT to survive in the library at (Iran. A
MS ni i he \ ear 1.">1!I contains a Hungarian version,

]iciha|is the one by Ladislaus, com]ilcte. An a I

iniist cnni|ilete translation of the Psalms is also to
be I'nnml lu a MS vf 1522.

''< I he beginning of the Ifith cent, was a tit f

"Teat literary activity in Hungary. The earliest

printing-press
in Hungary was e-t.-i blishcd at i Hen

in 147.S, and many others followed in the Kith

century. The earliest Hungarian 1 k In lie |irinted
was Knnijati's translation of St. Paul's Kpistles.
This was followed by a translation nf the Acts, the
win k nf the same scholar, which was ha-cd on the
\nl-atc. This was ]irintc.l at ('laeou iu l.'iSK.

The next translation to appear was mn 1 of the

(in-pcl.s by <!. IVsti, also based on the Vulgate, but
a suecessi'ul rendering, more free and independent
than that of Knmjati. Mine important was the
tian-lation of the XT by John Syl\e-ter (

I'.rdosi
i,

who had been a pupil of Melanehthon at Witten-

berg, and was commended by him as a man rich iii

knowledge and wisdom. This -cholarlv Imt rather

high-Mown translation was printed at I

j s/ivt,
the lirst lluii'jai iaii 1'rotestant pmitini; press, in

l.'ill, ami aiicrwards at Vienna in I."i74. A few

years later ( 1S5I 1.">IW) appeal i-d a eaieinl trau-la-
I ion ot I he i" i'|' and XT, based on the Hebrew . bv

Kaspar Heltai, also, like Sylvester, a pupil of

Melanehthon. Other translations inllowed ; but
none i~ of any importance till we come to that of

Ka-par Karolyi, the most important Protestant
translation. This was based on the llcbivn and
( ireek. t he \ ulgate and other translations bejn- aK,,

used, [t was first printed in 1589 ISOOatVisol
to t ion/, and is known as the Vi-olv Ilibh-. It was
revised in 1608 bj A i be it Molnar of Szencz, and has
passed through many ediiion-, and i- -till in USL-.

4. In the lie-inning of the ITtli cent, we lia\e a
1 Ionian t 'at liolle t lau-latioli, base, 1

. .:, ( he Vll I -ate.
This was the work of a .lesini . George Kaldi. and
is a \i^orous and laiihful version ! was pub-
lished at Vienna in lli-J.'i : a second edilimi followed
in IT.'tJ, and it is still in use anioa" the Roman
Catholics. About tin- middle of tin- century a
l'e\ i-lo|l was undertaken b\ I olllll >:.-|.|lell liellilell

Il'lklar, win established a pinr for the

purpose al \Varadin. The wnik ol printing \vas
lint hall finished \\hen the ton \\as tak-n and
burnt b\ the Turks in Hiiiii. and neaily hall of the
\\ hole eiin ion \\.as di-s| ro\ ed.
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"i. During this century the use of the Hunt
lan;_

rua"e spread, though Latin was al-o u-ed, and
there uas a -real increase in t be numbei ,,; pi mi, ,1

book-. At the same time, even as late as ins.',

we meet with complaints as to the scarcity of
I ks, for the supply had apparently not kepi
pace with the demand. Towards the end nl t he

century a complete 1'rotestant translation oi the
liible was undertaken LyGeorgCsipkesof Komnrn,
who had been a student of Hebrew under l.en-di-u

at 1 Irecht. This was based on the oii-itial Ian-

XUa-es, and finished in IGTo. Owing to various

political and religions obstacles the publication
was delayed, and it was not till 171") that anan.e-
inenls were made with Vitrin<;a at Leyden for I he

production of an edition of 40UU copies. A lai";e

iinmber of these were burnt before delivery, by the
intervention of the Jesuits.

6. The 18th cent, saw a great decline in the
interest taken in the Hungarian language and
literature; but copies of the Bible were difficult

to procure, and costly. Steps were therefore taken
to collect funds for reprinting Karolyi's trans-

lation, and this was done live times at Utrecht.
Three editions also appeared at Hasle.

7. At the bepinnin^ of the 19th cent, the British
and Foreign ISible Society interested itself in t he
circulation of liibles in Hungary as elsewhere, and
for a time printed llihles in Hungary itself, bee nisi-

the introduction of liibles was forbidden. From
1S.VJ till 1SB7 no agents of the Society were allowed
in the country ; but with the accession of the em-

peror Francis Joseph, in 1867, permission to circn I ,, t e

copies of the Hible was again given. In Issil, on
the initiative of a Hungarian scholar, and wit h t he

help of the British and Foreign Bible Society, a
revision of the old text was undertaken, and the

archaisms of Karolyi were removed without inter-

fering with the general vigour of his translation.

After many delays the lirst part, the Hex .

appeared in 18116. A revision of Karolyi's XT had

previously been published in 1878 at Budapest.
In the interests of Koman Catholics, a revision of

Kaldi's translation was entrusted hvtliearc'ii ip

of Krlau to his secretary Bcla Tarkanyi, who, after

nine years' work, completed a translation with

notes, the first edition of which was published at
Krlau in 1862-1865, and a second edition appeared
in IS'J'2. Balogh in his account of the version in

Her/tog's HE 3
(iii. p. 118) sums up by saying that,

between 1541 and 1S71, 78 editions of the Hun-
garian 1'rotestant Bible, and only 8 of the Roman
Catholic Bible, appeared.

LITERATI-RE. Hcrzog, KE3 iii. 115ff.; Schwicker, Geschiclitt

der V
'

ngarischp.n Lttteratur \ art.
'

Hongroises Versions' in

Vigouroux's Diclionnaire dc ttt ItiUe.

x. BOHEMIAN VERSIONS. 1. The oldest MSS of

a Bohemian version of Scripture belong to the 14th

century. There can be little doubt that the trans-

lation of some parts of the Bible was made con-

siderably earlier, possibly as early as the 10th or

llth century, for the Eastern Slavs hail many
versions by that time (see vol. iv. p. 803 f.

'

SI

Version'), and the Western Slavs, to whom the
Bohemians belong, would be sure to follow the

Eastern branch l>efore long, and certainly had a
Slavonic liturgy very early. Xo MSS, IIOI-MT,
have reached us, for the fragments of a Bohemian

of St. John's Gospel, assigned to tin imli

cenl . are probably a forgery of llanka.
J Here, as elsewhere, the Psalter was one

first books to be translated, and we have 31

early MSS of it, two of which are assigned to the
lllli century. These are the Wittenbei _ Psalter,
edited by Gebauer, which contains a Lc >

interlinear Bohemian version, am
laid i lemeiitine Psalter in the University 1
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at Prague. In all, four different early translations
of the Psalter have been distinguished by Gebauer.
Besides the Psalter, other books of the OT were
translated in or before the 14th cent., includin"
Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Daniel. The earliest parts
of the NT to be translated were the parts used in
Church services, and so it is not surprising that
traces of Slavonic influence should have been
found in the Bohemian version due to the use of
a Slavonic liturgy. The translation was no doubt
made from the Vulgate ; but Vondrak, who has
carefully examined the text with reference to any
evidence of Slavonic influences, writes : 'It is
true they took a Latin text for basis, bnt the
translator, or rather "glosser," had also a Church
Slavonic text before him.' Traces of similar
influence Vondrak also finds in the Psalter. On
the other hand, Dobrofsky maintains that there is
not the slightest trace of Slavonic influence.

3. Besides translations of the parts of the Gospels
used in Church services, complete Gospels in
Bohemian were also extant in the 14th century.
Wyclif mentions that Anne of Luxemburg, wife of
Richard II., had a Gospel in lingua tnplici exar-
atitm scilicet in lingua Bohemica, Tcutonica et

Lcitina, about the year 1380. To a slightly later
dati- belong the MSS at Dresden (c. 1400), Leit-
nii-ritz (c. 1411), ami Olmutz (1417). The text of
these MSS is, according to Leskien, a '

conglomera-
tion of the already extant older translations of
single books of the Bible made by different persons
at different times in different recensions.'
The important point is that the text of all these

MSS is older than the time of Hus. He 'did
almost as much for his native tongue as Luther
for German. He corrected the translation of the
Bible, rearranged the Bohemian alphabet, and
fixed the orthography.' This revision had some
reference to the Vulgate as the underlying text,
but was directed mainly to removing obsolete
words and expressions. During the interval which
separated the death of Hus in 1415 from the first

printed Bohemian Bible in 1488, many revisions of
the text took place, and many MSS of this period,
both of the whole Bible and of the NT, are men-
tioned by Dobrofsky, all dependent on the Vulgate.
Some of these are only copies of other MSS, while
others contain independent translations.

4. In 1487 the first printing-press was established
at Prague, and next year appeared the first edition
of the Bohemian Bible, interesting as 'the first
instance on record of the application of the newly
invented art of printing to the multiplication of
the Scriptures in a living tongue.' On this first

edition, with only slight alterations and correc-
tions, many later editions are based. The edition
of the NT which appeared in 1518 is interesting
as the first work of the ' United Brethren '

carried
out by order of Lucas of Prague. But this and
subsequent revisions were relatively unimportant
when compared with the so-called 'Kralitz or
Brothers' Bible,' published in six volumes at Kralitz
in Moravia (1579-1593). This work is described
as ' an eternal monument of the beauty of the
Bohemian language,' for which the United Brethren
did so much. The work was superintended by
John Blahoslav,

' the first profound student of the
Bohemian language,' who himself translated the
NT from the Greek (1564). In the translation of
the OT thirteen scholars besides Blahoslav took
part. The Hebrew text of the Antwerp Polyglott
was used as a basis, but previous Bohemian versions
are also quoted.

5. The disastrous battle of the White Mountain
in IIL'O was followed by the crushing out of
the Bohemian nationality. 'Books in the Chekh
language were hunted up in all quarters and
burned. The Jesuits were very active in these

labours : one especially, Andrew Konias, probably
the greatest book-burner whom the world has ever
seen, boasted that he had been instrumental in

destroying 60,000 volumes.' Owing to the pro-
scription of the national language in 1621, and the
activity of the Jesuits just mentioned, the circula-
tion of the Bohemian version languished. But a
demand on the part of Iloman Catholics led to
the publication of the so-called ' Wenzel Bible,'
edited by Jesuits (1677-1715). The text of the
Venice edition of 1506 was used as a basis, but the
Brothers' Bible was also used. Another Catholic
edition, which is a revision of the Wenzel Bible,
was the work of Durich and Prochaska

( 1778-1780),
and this in turn was again revised by Prochaska,
the NT appearing in 1786 and the whole Bible in
1804. In 1S08 Palkovitch published a reprint of the
text of the Kralitz Bible, with a list of words which
had become obsolete, and this was circulated later

by means of the British and Foreign Bible Society.
LITERATURE. Dobrofsky, (Jeschichte der Eohm. Sprache;

Vondrak, Die Spuren der altlctrchemlavischen Evangtlien-
Ubsrsetfung in der altlnJnnixf/icii I.itfmtnr; Morflll, Slavonic
Literature; numerous articles in the Archie fur ,SY'-/.s.7;c

Philuloyie [see especially Supplenic-ntband, pp. 145, 140] and
in the Centrallilatt fur BMiothektwesen, 1S97 : Leskieu in
Herzog, Ht!*m. 101 If.

xi. POLISH VERSIONS. 1. The earliest specimen
of the Polish language which has survived is the
well-known Florian Psalter, so called because it
was discovered at the monastery of St. F'lorian
near to Linz in Austria. This MS (St. Florian
iii. 206) is trilingual, richly illuminated, in two
columns. The versions represented are Latin,
Polish, and German, a verse in Latin being fol-

lowed first by a Polish and then by a German
rendering of the same verse. It is uncertain
whether the letter M and the arms of Anjou found
in the MS signify that it belonged to Margaret
the first wife of Louis king of Hungary and
Poland, and daughter of Charles IV., or refer to

Mary the sister of the Polish queen Hedwig of

Anjou, and daughter of king Louis. In either
case the date would be about the same, viz. the
middle of the 14th century. It is asserted by
Leciejewski that it is a copy of a much older text,
and the version may well be refeired to the 13th
cent., to the end of which Macieowski assigns a
version of Ps 50. The St. Florian Psalter shows a
very close adherence to the Latin, and also a use
of the Bohemian version. It is sometimes called
the Psalter of queen Margaret, and has been care-

fully edited by Nehring.
2. Another important MS is the so-called Bible

of queen Sophia, now in the library at Saros Patak
in Hungary. According to a 16th cent, statement
it was written for Sophia, the fourth wife of

Jagello, about the year 1455. Other authorities
date it a century earlier. This MS was edited by
Malecki in 1872. It is perhaps copied from a
complete Polish Bible, but is itself very incom-
plete, containing only the earlier books of the OT
(according to Mortill, the whole Pentateuch ; ac-

cording to Leskien, Genesis only), Joshua, Ituth,
Kings (and, according to Leskien, also Chronicles),
and fragments of other books of the OT. The
writing of five different scribes is traceable in the
MS. The translation it contains is based on the
Bohemian version, with occasional reference to
the Vulgate.

3. Various other Polish translations were made
after the beginning of the 16th cent.,

' the classical

age of Polish literature,' as it has been called.
The first was a translation of the NT, the work of
i Lutheran, Seklucyan, a competent Greek scholar,
whose translation was 'made from the Greek, with
the use of the Latin and other versions.' This
was printed at Konigsberg in 1551. The first
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\ei-iou of tlie whole Bible was published nl

( u ten years Inter. This, the '

I Ilil Ciaeow'

Bible, was intended fur Roman Catholic use; lint

(In- Pope refused to sanction it, I an-c of theu-c
made in it nf tin- Bohemian Bible. 'I'ln 1 next im-

portant edition is ill,' so-called Kad/ivil or Brest

Bible, piibli-hcd at Brest for tin- Cahinists in

l.'ii;:;, ai tin- evpi-nse of Prince Nicholas Radzivil.

Tin' son of this prince, who was a Unman Catholic,
on Ills father's death bought up and burnt nil

copies ,,f this translation. This version claimed

to he based on tin' original trxts, Hebrew ami

Creek, but was regarded as So.-inian in places. It

diil no!, however, sati-fy tlii- seel, for whom a vei

sion was made liy Bmlny in l"i"H 'from Hebrew,

Greek, and Latin,' and this was reprinted, with

certain rlmnurs, j M i;>7-j. Another Socinian trans-

lation appeared ill l.">77.

I \notherimportant translation made from the

original language was that published at Dantzig
in 1632, and afterwards reprinted. A large number
of copies of this edition Here bought up and burnt

by I he .Icsuits. At tlie beginning of the 19th

cent, the text of (lie |)ant/.i'_' Bible, was adopted

by the Berlin l;il le Society for the edition circu-

lated by that Society.
."i. I >; ( 'atholic traiislations the first to be noticed

is the l.copolita Bible, the translation of John of

I.ember;.', based on the Vulgate, and pnlilished in

1."itil. But the most important of the Catholic

vcr-ions is that made by Jacob \Vnyck, and pub-
lished at Cracow in 1599. This was based on the

Vulgate; but use was made by the translator of

the original text, and also of previously existing
I'oii-b i ran-hit imis. It was sanctioned by I 'ope
Clement vill., and has been often reprinted. At
the beginning of the l!)tl< cent, the text of this

ciiiiion was used by the St. Petersburg IHhlc!

S \ in IsKi. and it has since been reprinted
and widely circulated.

LlTKRATl'RK. HiTZOfr, HE 3 iii. ]l'i">ff. ; numerous iirticlcs

in fche Arehiv /3r SfavtoeAe Phii>l<jie\ Mai-till, Slavonic
!.,'< ,

< i',--'.

xii. RUSSIAN VERSIONS. The early history of

the I'.iblc in Kn-sia is dealt with, in regard to its

origin, and 1 he MSS in which the version is p re-

scued, in vol. iv. p. 8G3 f. In the present article

the history may bo taken up with the liist edition

of the llible, and continued to the present day.
1. The first llnssian book was an A/>n.ifnl (the

name given to the MS or volume which con

tained the Acts, Catli. Kpp., and St. 1'anl's

K| i-tles), printed at Moscow in lo'il. The inno-

vation of printing was not well received, and the

printers, ThiMidoiof and M-t i lavctx, had to lice

from Moscow into Lithuania. Here edition- oi

the Co-pel- il.",i;9), the Apostol (1">74), and, finally

([."si i, of ihe whole Bible appeared.
This last is the famous i >>trog l!ib|e. -o called from

the place at which it was prinled. the first complete
printed Bible in Slavonic. For this work, bronchi
out under the auspices of ( 'on-taut ine, prime ol

Ostrog, various MSS of the Slavonic were- u-cd ;

the Slavonic text was compaied with the Creek,
and sonict imrs w it'i the I .at in : modern expressions
Were substituted f,,r tho-e which were obsolete.

and therefore often unintelligible : and errors were
conected. Another work the Ililile of Skorina,

(Prague. i:,i7 i.vj'o emphasized the growing need
of a translation into the ordinary language of the

time, and a few years later Gregory's \er-ion of

the Cospels i I."i."ill I.Vlli maiks the tii-t definite

lie^'iiiiiine; of a tran-lat ion into Itn-siaii. as i!i-

tin^'uished from (lid Slavonic. The piinti:
v a- ic established at Moscow by hall the Tel li hie

(1533 l-"'>t . but the prejudice a^aiu-t introihicine

corrections caused the perpetuation of tlie mistakes

found in the Slavonic MSS. At la-i the a-

lor. at any rate, HIM c-.ai v reforms lu>eame |<oei fnl

cnou-jli to I Hectual. In this agitation thefamous
N;c , who became patriarch ol Kussia in lii.'iL',

took a prominent part. Scholars were summoned
to Mo-cow, and in 1053 Greek MSS were brought
from Mt. Athos. This revision was the bc^inniii^'
of dissent in Russia, for many adhered to the u-e

of the nnrcvi-cil books. In face of the Opposition,
progress was slow, and it was not till Hi74 that a
icvision of i he Slavonic liible according to the
(reek text was ordered, and bejjun under the

superintendence of F.piphanius siavenet/ki. In

1083 a translation of the Psalter into Russian by
I'heersof appeared.

2. The ae;e of Peter the Great marked an epoch
in the history of the liible, as in other things. He
reMscd the alphabet, re vill"; some letters and
intioilnciii", the character with which the reader ol

modern Kussian is familiar, but the Old Slavonic
remained in use for ecclesiastical purposes. In
1712 a revision of the text was ordered by Peter

the Great, but the printing of this revised edition

was delayed by his death. II is successor, Catherine,
continued the support given by her predecessor :

but it was not till* Elizabeth's reign that anything
cltcctive was done, owing to the persistent opposi-
tion to the work of revision. In 1744 Elizabeth
ordered the Synod to proceeil with the work, and

finally in 17.">1 appeared the so-called Uible of

Kli/.abeth. \Vith very few changes this is the
I'.ible in ordinary use in Russia at the present
lime, the text of the second edition of Elizabeth's

liible (17.")ti) being the one adopted.
:i. The reign of Alexander I. (1801-1825) marks

the next event of importance in connexion with
the Bible, viz. the establishment of the Russian
Uible Society. This was in the first instance
due to the energy of John Paterson, an agent of

the British and Foreign Bible Society, and with
the warm support of the emperor the first dep'it
of the Russian liible Society was opened at

St. Petersburg in 1813. In 1818 the first edition

of the Gospels in Slavonic anil Russian was

piinted. in 1822 an edition of the NT followed,
and a beginning was made on the OT, a Psalter

appearing in the same year. But the work of

the Society was to be shortlived. It met with

opposition from rationalists on the one hand and
conservative ISible students on the other, and fell

into disfavour also with the emperor on the sug-
gestion that there was about it somewhat of the

nature of a secret political society. It 1824 the
|

work of translation was discontinued, and the

existing copies burnt; and two years later the

Son.ty was finally dissolved by the emperor
Nicholas, after having during its short existence
translated parts of the Bible into fourteen new
languages, and circulated nearly a million copies
of the liible or some parts of it in twenty-six
dillcrent languages or dialects.

4. But the demand for Russian Bibles continued
to lie keenly felt ; and Philaret, the famous bishop
<.i M, -cow, made attempts, but without much suc-

cess, to prosecute the work of translation. The
first attempt to translate the ()T from the Hebrew
original into Russian was made by Pavski, pro-
fcs-or of Hebrew at the Academy of St. Peters-

burg ; but this work was not for general use.

Similar work was being done by Macarius, and
hi- translation was submitted to the Holy s\ I.

with a representation as to the urgent need of

completing the Russian translation. At la-t tin

Synod was moved to action, and in IStit) the
tian-lation of the Gospels appeared, followed in

isii-J, by the Acts, Epistles, and Apocalypse. The
first part of the OT to be published was the IVnla-

teuch in ISliS, but the whole work was only co:u
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pleted in 1875, nearly twenty years after the

passing of the original resolution of the Synod in

1857. This was the first translation approved by
the Czar and the Synod, and is in ordinary use.
A translation of the OT made from the Hebrew
into Russian by the British and Foreign l.ihle

Society (London, 1875) was not allowed to circu-

late, but the same Society was allowed to print
the translation made by the Synod, and to circu-
late it without the Apocrypha of the Greek and
Latin Bibles translated by the Synod.
LITERATURE. This is for the most part in Russian. See

Scrivener's Introduction, ii. 157 ff.; art. by the present writer
in the Church Quarterly Jiecu'w, October 1895 ffrom which the
above facts are summarized 1, and the Literature there referred
to

; Nestle, Urtext, etc., 211 ff.
; Kean, The Bible in Jiussia.

xiii. MODERN GREEK VERSIONS. 1. Theearliest
translation into modern Greek dates from 1547,
when the Pentateuch, the five 'Kolls,' and the
other parts of the OT read in the Jewish services
were translated from the Hebrew, and printed at

Constantinople, in three columns which contained
the Spanish, modern Greek, and the Targnm of
Onkelos. All three columns were printed in
Hebrew characters ; but the edition had no wide-

spread circulation, and had a literary rather than
a religious value.

2. The lirst really important translation was that
of the New Testament made by Maxinius Callipoli.
This was printed at Geneva in 1638 at the expense
of the Government of the United Provinces, and
contains an introductory preface by Cyril Lucar,
patriarch of Constantinople, who had studied at
Geneva. This translation, in the Greek of the
17th cent., follows closely the original text; and
of the edition of 1500 copies many were by per-
mission distributed in Hie East.

3. The translation of Maxinius was reprinted in

1703 in London at the expense of the Society for
the Propagation of the Gospel, after having been re-

vised by Seraphim ; and after further correction by
Anastasius and Kollettis an edition was published
at Halle in 1710 at the queen of Prussia's expense.

In Greece the favourable reception originally
given to Maxinius' work was modified later, on the
ground that it was made in a dialect, and there-
fore not generally intelligible. The real under-

lying ground of opposition was distrust of Pro-
testant influence. Whatever the cause, the cir-

culation of Seraphim's work was forbidden by the

patriarch Gabriel, as that of Maxinius had been
earl ier.

The influence of the British and Foreign Bible

Society at the beginning of the Iflth cent, made
the matter of a modern Greek version again
prominent. In 1810 Maxinius' translation of the
New Testament was reprinted, and several editions
were circulated before 1830, the necessary per-
mission having been obtained from the patriarch
Cyril in 1814.

4. But the need of revision was recognized, and
accordingly in 181!) the archimandrite Hilarion
was entrusted with the work, the ultimate respon-
sibility for the revision being undertaken by the
learned archbishop Constantius of Sinai. "Cer-
tain difficulties arose as to the inclusion of the
OT Apocrypha, for Hilarion's version of the Old
Testament was made from the Septuagint. Ulti-

mately it was decided by the British and Foreign
Bible Society that the translation of the Old
Testament should be made from the Hebrew, and
the headquarters of the work were established at
Corfu. Here two English scholars, with a know-
ledge of Hebrew, and with the help of other
scholars, including two learned Greeks, Bamhas
and Tipaldo, began the work, using not only the
Hebrew, but the French translation of Martin,
the Italian of Diodati, the Septuagint, Vulgate,

and other versions. Parts of the Old Testament
(e.g. the Psalms) were printed and circulated as

they were finished, and by 1836 the whole Old
Testament was completed. The New Testament
translation of Hilarion was also revised by Banibas,
and an edition appeared in 1848. This 'revision
is considered so correct and idiomatic that it has
now completely superseded that of Hilarion.'
As once before, so again, a reaction set in against

Western influences, and Biblical translations were
forbidden in the Orthodox Church. But, in spite
of this, the British and Foreign Bible Society con-
tinued to print translations into modern Greek.*

LITERATI-RE. Lejrrand, Billioffrapliie Uctteniyve, 1SS5-1S95 ;

Bagster, Lible of Every Land
; Nestle, t'i'ti-xt, etc. p. 178 ff. ;

Bible Society Importer for Jan. and May 1902.

LL. J. M. BEBU.
APOCRYPHAL GOSPELS.

i. Definition,
ii. Origin,

iii. Value.
iv. Reception and influence,
v. Classification.

Literature.

i. DEFINITION. The history of the word 'Apo-
cryphii' accounts for its various uses, and its ety-
mology explains its diverse meanings (see art.

APOCRYPHA in vol. i. p. 112).
'

Apocryphal
' was

a title of honour when it was applied to writings
which were hidden on account of the unique value
of their contents ; their secret doctrines imparted
to them a special authority (auctoritas secreta).
But '

apocryphal
' was a term of reproach when it

was applied to writings which were hidden on
account of the heterodoxy of their contents

; their
heretical teaching rendered them specially harm-
ful. An approximation of the two opposite senses
of '

apocryphal' may, However, be traced ; for the

secrecy which was originally a claim to peculiar
regard soon became a mark of inferiority, owing
to the suspicion which rests on books of hidden

origin. From these differences in the application
of the word it is not difficult to understand how it

came to pass that Gospels which were held in high
esteem, as, e.tj., by Gnostic sects, were condemned
by the Christian Church and declared to be un-

worthy of a place in the Canon, notwithstanding
that for some of them Apostolic authorship was
claimed ; it is also not difficult to understand how
Gospels, which were not condemned for their false

teaching, were excluded from the Canon because of

their inferiority to the writings of the four Evan-

gelists. Hence 'apocryphal,' which in the early
Fathers means heretical, acquired the sense of iin-

i-niiiiiiii-iil, which it now most frequently bears.

Under the heading of 'Apocryphal Gospels' it

is customary to include all extra-canonical writings
which claim to be Gospels, whether they are rivals

of or supplements to the canonical ( Josprls, whether

they are dependent on or independent of the writ-

ings of the four Evangelists, whether the tradition

they embody has the appearance of being authen-
tic or is manifestly fictitious. But when the term
'

apocryphal
' has this wider denotation, it has a

narrower connotation. To Jerome this extension
of the meaning of the word is generally ascribed,
for he applies it to those Jewish writings which
had a place in the LXX Greek version of the OT
but were not included in the twenty-two books of

the Hebrew Canon (Prologim Galcatus :
'

Quiit'/tnil
t:.ifni has cst, inter diroKpvtpa. csse poncndmn ').

Nevertheless, Jerome held that some of the OT
apocryphal books might be read ' for the editica-

* These were sanctioned on condition that the ancient Greek
text was printed in parallel columns with the modern Greek
version. But in IflOl ecclesiastical and patriotic prejudices were
roused by a modern version or 'paraphrase,' circulated at the

expense of queen Olg'a, and, in consequence, the circulation ol

any Greek version except the ancient Greek text has been de-

nounced by the Synod and prohibited by the Government.
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tii'M '[ 111' 1

] |'li-.
ii"i in:

1

continuing tht'mitliority
dt riiincli dogma- (Pro/, to /'"</, - of Solomon) ;

his dc-ciiption of these non-canonical hooks a-

,-L|
.in-] \ phal dOM 11"! tlleletore illl|ilv tllllt 111'

Condi-Mined thrill ;i . false ami Wort Illess. This
iiiu-t In- liniiM' in iiiiiul when 'apocryphal' is de

lilR'il :i- iiiifiiiiniii' n/ in it- :i|i|ilir:itioll
to Co-pel-.

Apocryphal Go-pels are uncanonical Go-pel- ; Imt.

nil iiiii-.-iniiiiir.-il Go-pels an' nut nece--arily apo-

ciyphal ill I In' bad meaning wliii-h adhere- to

ihr word. A Co-pel may ! m-illuT -pinions nor

heretical, tlii'irjh it i- apocryphal: it may li

based ii|ii'ii a genuine tradition, though it is un-
canoliii j I

ii. dniciv. Tlie res-mi,lances tvrul the varia-

tion- in the Syiu'l'lii- (lo-pels furnish a ].i"i.l'-in

which requires for it- solutiuu either an oral tra-

dition which gradually became a- stereotyped as

though it had heen written, or documentary
sources imiililiril by oral traditions. M..-t critic's

ii-roL-in/'- eli-iiiriits of truth in the oial as well

as in the documentary theory of the origin of the

Gospels. Tho-e vv li" ailopt the iloi'iimenlary hy po
the-is allow lea the influence of traditions current
in the Church, though not committed to writing.
The piol.li'in pre-enled liy the apoeryplial Go-pel-
is to determine how far their additions to the nar-

rative- of lie- tour Kvaiigeli-t- are derived from a'l-

thentic sources, also to decide how far the fictitious

accretions are due to fraudulent intention- or the

heiei ii-al tendencies of 1 he respective writer.-. The
external ev idem-e for t he exi-1 '-nee id an apoeryplial
I."

1

1. -I mii.-t he weighed together with the evidence

derived from a careful study "1 its contents hclme

any judgment can he pronounced as to it- m i^iin.

lint no pie judgment of the i--ue in any particular
ca-i- i- involved in the -tateim-nt ot some general
consider.-it ion- which nm-t guide every such in-

i|iiiry. The ant hor of >// rn"t u,- it /,' fi'iimi thinks
that 'apologetic critics are prejudiced hy 'can-

on cal glannini : but there may he an unreason -

al Ii- bin- against as well as a reasonable presump-
tion iu favour of t In- canonical t lo-pel-. The re\ <-i

c-nce t hey I'lijoycd for cent lines i- a signilicant fact,

and i- not -a: i-iactorily accounted for liy t he -tale -

ment that they were 'more fortunate' than the

Co-pel- w hich were never included in the ( 'anon of

Scripture
1 (The C/</,/"/ according in l'it /, p. l."Ji.

The claim of an uncanonical Co-pel to repre-ent
an i, nlv form of the Christian tradition cannoi
I-'- di-:iii--,-d on " j>rni gionnd-. nor can it he

admitted wit In nit the most
thorough

mv-: Cation.
The author may have derived the narratives ot

unieci.ided incidents in the life of Jesus, or the

reports of His unwritten sayings from Sources

unknown to the four Kv angeli-t-. .lesus did

'many other tiling-' i.ln -Jl i tli.-m tho.-e which
the canonical Co-pels relat'-; ln-ton- St. Luke
wrote i he Third Co-pel many had 'taken in hand
to diaw up' similar, if le-- complete, narratives

(Lk l'i. Moieovei, tin- manufacture of fanciful

tradition- i- not alvvay- to I" 1 a-cribed to the /eal

ot hell-tic-, hut -IlliK - t" :m Cagei de-lie to

satisfy without critical di-criiiiinatioii hetvveen

the tllleleus of tact and ihe em hclli-hlllen ! - ot

tiction -curiosity in repaid lo tho-e periods in our

Lord's life about which the four Evangelists tell us
nothing. I'-eudu Matthew had p'-i -uaded him-elf
that the motive which impelled him to write vva-

love lor Chri-t i iij'mili'i Mmin': 'uninr

cnin i 'iifi^li tft, ' "i ,"t/\j, 1,1111 . 'i. lint livfoie ati;<

apocryphal ( ei-p.-l i- a--u 1 to contain an earlier

and purer form of the Kvan^elic tradition it nm-t
I"- examined in the li^ht nf indisputable evidence
that w i it IT- ot i ino-i n- tendencies [cf. Kpiph. //-/ /-.

.\\v i. X, IL'I pulili-hed I iet it ion- and p-eudepi^raphii'
Wolk- to -llppolt their pecllll.-ll- t'-|let-. I

'

I : I 1 1 1 1 1 II -4

that their works imparted knowledge, -'intlj

handed down to them, of the lliin-j- hidden liy

.lesii- from the multitude to whom Me -poke in

riddles which none Imt Mi- nm-l tavouied .11-- iples
nndei-tiiod. Origen (c. 240) says : 'There are a >

liellevers exactly like- drunken people who (leal

with violence their own hody, for they lal-;!y and
alter the text of the Co

p.
-I- three "i I'mn time.-,

in order that they may evade it- ie n-train-'-'

ii. -J7. >'' llani.n-k, ' '/iron. i. .~i!HI).

The variation- in tie- texts "t -ui-h apod yphal
(hi-pels as ari' extant in dilli-n-nl recensions can-

not, in the judgment of Ti-cln-ndoi-f, lie explained
as unintentional alteration-: otiiii the sen-e of a

passage is completely altered, ! ll-'-e ( io-p<-|- liein^

tn-ated with a freedom which i- incone.-ivahle on

the supposition that they' were held in as hi^h

esteem as the canonical Co-pel- [de /-.''-. .!;/';.

/ i-t u.iii, p. 121 :

' Fruiiilii apocrypha I--/V/H-

gclia) rniiriiifiintitr rs, mini qua laborant t'.i-fni

ambiguitate, a
//

immen ttm i-nni'nifn //if' runt,

I
n *

,,1'j
/i * in >f

i/>.i't
ha ml ifin'i i tionum '- :

tuff i'fi iiiiiiitur'). The authors of the apoeryplial
( ;o-pels, whether they were influenced by do":mai ie

motives or by u desire to satisfy curiosity, adopted,
as Hofniann points out, similar methods of com-

1

1" -it ion. In both classes of writings there are
-nine stories which are pure inventions, but there

are others in which a CIIIISH inf/in may be di-

covcred. Sometimes elaborate narratives, are de-
v eloped out of a mere allusion in the canonical

(Jo-pels, sometimes words of Jesus are transformed
into deed*, -.oiiii-l lines a slavishly literal fulfilment

of an OT prophecy is recorded, and sometimes
.lo-tis i- represented as -vvorkini; marvels closely

ri'-enibline; and frequently surpassing UT miracles

(IIcr/o,u, I'll I''.'' i. 055).
iii. VALUE. ^The revival of interest in the

apocryphal writings of the NT is due partly to

the discovery of new documents, and partly to

the attraction exerted upon the minds of many
scholars by the fascinating and complex problem
of the literary origin of the Gospels. Amongst
the questions upon which light is sought are tin-

following: Do these uncanonical Gospels impart
any additional knowledge of the words and works
of the Lord Jesus? In this respect it is generally

agreed that their value is slight. Do they help to

establish any theory of the origin of the Go-pels';
In this respect their value differs greatly : until

more complete and more accurate texts of some of

tie -e I lo-pels are accessible it is impossible to ex-

pre-s any positive judgment in regard to their

relation to the canonical Gospels. It may, how-
ever, be said that the theory of a common oral

tradition de-erves more careful consideration than
it has received from some modern critics, whose

arguments are valid only on the assumption that

priority to the canonical c iospelsand direct depeud-
di e oil them are the; only po.-siljle alternatives.

The apocryphal Gospels contain informal ion

which i- of considerable value to the student of

the manners and customs of the Jews in eaily
Clnistian times. It is true that thoir statements
are sometimes in flagrant contradiction to

history ;

but it is, as a rule, not dilliuult to discover the

doviii.ii i bias which led to a perversion of the

When no such motive is discernible, and
the details "jveu violate neither psychological nor

historical probability, the writers source may be

an authentic tiadition. For example, the -citing
ol some of the fabulous stories of our Lord's child-

boo,! has an interest for the antiquarian wlm
i, iid- I hi' lanta-tic miracles as ipiii" incredible.

It i- a l-o probable that, in the neat future, these

Go-pels will prove of even greater value to his-

torian- as they strive to disperse the gloom which

still hangs over the tirst two centuries of the

Christian era, the period when heretical ten-
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dencies appeared within the Church, and heretical
sects were formed outside it. In the controversy
which has arisen on this question there has heen
on the one side a tendency to forget that in the
4th cent, opinions might be regarded as heterodox
which were not so regarded in the 2nd cent. ; but
on the other side there has been a tendency to
claim the sanction of the early Church for later
forms of asceticism and Gnosticism, on the in-

sullk-ient ground that some of these Gospels which
originated in heretical circles found some favour

amongst Christians. Von Dobsehutz, who has
studied these writings from this point of view,
has called attention to facts which have an im-

portant bearing on the discussion, as, e.tf., that the
adherents of Gnosticism who claimed to belong to
the Christian Church, and sought to propagate
their peculiar views within its borders, did not of
their own accord leave the Church, it was the
Church that excluded them ; also that the Docetic

type of Christianity current in Egypt at the end
of the 1st and at the beginning of the 2nd cent,
was at a very early date discredited as heretical,

though it long continued to dominate Christian

thought as expressed in Christian art (Theol. Lit.-

Zeitunrj, 1903, No. 12).

In tliis article the contents of the various apo-
cryphal Gospels are given, sometimes in full, but

always in sufficient detail to enable the reader to

judge of their worth. This course has been taken
in the belief that first -hand acquaintance with
these writings establishes, by contrast, the unique
value of the canonical Gospels, and furnishes the
most conclusive refutation of the theories which
seek to lift these extravagant stories to the same
level as the narratives of the four Evangelists. To
pass from the NT to these apocryphal Gospels, in
so far as they embody independent traditions, in-

volves a complete change of psychological climate.
The wisdom of Westcott's words is confirmed by
recent research :

' The completeness of the anti-
thesis which these spurious stories otter to the
1 )ivine record appears at once if we may be allowed
for a moment to compare light with darkness in
relation to the treatment of the three great ele-

ments of the Gospel history Miracles, Parables,
and Prophecy, the lessons of power, of nature, and
of providence. In the apocryphal miracles we find

no worthy conception of the laws of providential
interference ; they are wrought to supply personal
wants, or to gratify private feelings, and often
are positively immoral. Nor, again, is there any
spiritual element in their working . . . The apo-
cryphal Gospels are also entirely without parables ;

they exhibit no sense of those deeper relations
between nature and man between corruption
and sin which are so frequently declared in the

Synoptic Gospels. . . . Yet more, they do not

recognize the office of Prophecy. History in them
becomes a mere collection of traditions, and is

regarded neither as the fulfilment of the past nor
as the type of the future' (Introd. to Study of the

Guspc/s, Appendix 1)).

iv. RECEPTION AND INFLUENCE. In tracing
the influence of these writings no question arises,
as in regard to the OT Apocrypha, of their recep-
tion by any section of the Church as canonical or
deutero-canonical books. In the 2nd cent, four

Gospels, and only four, were recognized. There is

also ample evidence, as will hereafter be manifest,
thfit most of the apocryphal Gospels have always
been condemned by orthodox Christians. A few,
however, had an extensive and early circulation

amongst Christians in the East : for example, the

Protevangelium of James was read in churches in
the 4th cent., and was translated into the Syriac,
Arabic, and Coptic languages. Details of such

usage will be given in the notes on the several

Gospels; but in general it may be said that these

writings were condemned by the Western Church
until the Middle Ages, when a sufficient period of

time had elapsed for their origin to be forgotten.

Pseudo-Chrysostom (c. 600) is said to have made
use of the apocryphal Gospels of the Childhood
of Jesus, and from the 10th cent, onwards they
formed the material for legendary poems and

miracle-plays, whilst some of their traditions were
embodied in paintings and other works of art.

The first of a series of Latin poems by Hroswitha

(d. 968), a Saxon nun, is based on the fictitious

accounts given in these Gospels of the perpetual
virginity of Mary. Vincent of Beauvais, a Do-
minican', did much to popularize these apocry-
phal stories by including many of them in his

Speculum Majlis (c. 1250) ; the third part of this

work, the Speculum Historiale, contains twelve

chapters from the Gospel of pseudo-Matthew, and
several from the Gospel of the Nativity of Mary.
In the 14th cent, the Speculum Historiale was
translated into French and other European lan-

guages. In his Speculum Sanctorum de Voragine
(d. 1298) made use of almost the whole of the

Gospel of the Nativity of Mary, and of a few

chapters from the Gospel of pseudo - Matthew.
Tliis work, better known as the Lztfciifki A urea,
and the Spcnilitm Historiale of Vincent were

amongst the earliest printed books in the loth

cent.; they are the chief sources from which ninny
popular Roman Catholic compilations of these
stories are derived. Yet Vincent put the Gospels
he made use of into the category of 'doubtful'

writings; and amongst Roman Catholic divines

who have denounced them as unauthoritative,

Tappenliorn mentions Alcuin (d. 804), St. Bernard
of Clairvaux (d. 1153), and Thomas Aquinas
(d. 1274). As recently as 1884, Pope Leo XIII.

reaffirmed the judgment of the learned Pope
Benedict XIV., which declares the Protevangelium
of James and other works on the Nativity of Mary
to be '

impure sources of tradition
'

(de Festis

B.M.V. lib. ii. cap. 9: 'Cum pltires scribere

voluerint, ex turbidis font thus, qiue tradidcrunt,
hciusisse videntur'). 'i'appenhorn, whose work is

published with episcopal authority, laments that
these fictions are often accepted as embodying
'ancient and pious traditions.' 'The veil which
the Holy Spirit in the Gospels has drawn over the
birth and early life of the Mother of God, we
ought not to try to remove by means of untrust-

worthy, apocryphal narratives
'

(A us.ierbiblische

A'achrichten, p. 18 f. ).

Some of the fables of these Gospels are found in

the Koran, as, e.g., the vow of Mary's mother to

consecrate her virgin daughter to the temple-
service, the feeding of Mary by an angel, the use
of rods to discover by lot a guardian for Mary,
the making by the boy Jesus of twelve sparrows
out of clay, etc. Kessaus, the famous commen-
tator on the Koran, refers in his notes to more
of these stories (cf. Forbes Robinson, Cnplie Apot:r.

Gospels in 'Texts and Studies,' IV. ii. ; 1890).

v. CLASSIFICATION. There is an article on the

GOSPEL OF NICODEMUS in vol. iii. p. 544 ti'., and an
account of the Gospel of Marcion in art. LUKE
(Gosi'KL OF), ib. p. 168 f. Separate articles on the

GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THE HEBREWS (see above,

p. 338 rl'.), and on the Gospel of Tatian (see art.

DIATESSARON, below, p. 451 tl'.), appear in the

present volume. In the present article the most

important of the apocryphal Gospels, other than
those above mentioned, will be treated in tho

following order :

A. Gospels (or fragments of Gospels) which, in

the opinion of some critics, embody an early tradi-

tion, and rival the canonical Gospels. In regard
to the date, character, and tendencies of these
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Go-pel- llieic h:i-, ho\\.'\.T, heen Illllrli eolilro

vcr-y ; they arc known a-

1. i:o-p,-l a .Mini,' to tin- K.:yptians.
J. i -

3. i''.n urn ' -ni.

B. Gospels which cUim to lill
ii|>

the gaps in

OUr kllovt ledge of Ihr parents lit .lr-.ll>, ill' Ol His

infancy mill childhood, viz.

1. l'i Ling the
1-atm rerriis'ons knou M .is

(.it Qospi i "i )>-' udo M.L: tii--^ .

(i) i.. i" i ol thi N itii Hi "i Mary.
2. Go-.], i accord i

3. Ar.tt 'i'- <;..sm-l .11 tli,- I 'hiMhood.
4. Aral.ic HiStOrj "1 Joseph Ihr I arp.'iilcr.

5. The Departure of Mary (Trtliutilu* Mtn'itF\

C. Gospels whose heretical origin is universally

acknowledged, viz.

1. Gospel of the Twelve Apostles.
2. (:.]" i aocor im^ in I'luiip.

Go p. 1 :i.-r<,r,li: u I., M
k GOBp '

'

bO !' i-llides.

/). Gospels ( >f which almost nothing is known ex-

cept their inline. These will be mentioned in alpha-
heiieal older, ami, :i-- far as pos-ihle, ilr.-erihril.

LITERATI-RE. In IxK Bihliander's edition of the 'Protevan-

r,clilllll .1 M I, this uolk IN ;,]so [1 Illy lo.sprl
iii tip- i-.uh.-si roll, it ion of NT Apocrypha : Ajjocr'ijln' .

!

. Haria, i/i pA, ao rnattoni ' ' /amtfta
Chritti,

'

i, etc., I.i6-l, addt by M. N'eandcr s,,r:e.i-
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I ;h r,' is a chapter un '

Apoer. Lili-ralni'.'
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i ', AI '.llli <-d. 1" t. eontains,

in iii.- ~riti'ui ,nli:l.i|
'

l.ilir'pniin I'eperditoruin Fra^nieiita,'
learned notes on some of tli.M- I

;,i*|,. N.
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' . '.s- a comprehensive work
-.hortK [o I"' pnl.ll tied ""'I' I II" i-dl'.u-.lup ot llr. llelinei-ke.
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C0n n, t
i urvltrisUiehen l'< ' >!<< i< n>n K-H, iri--,-iiis a
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i '/-'' ill,' .\ l\
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Kllicott.
'
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1
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;
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Of the A]io.-r\ ph;,| (Jospels'in lit' '! >f i"l >/ "'If,.

'.",/.,/.. \pii.-inliv l>; .Siilmo.i.
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Apo,-r\ pluil and Heretical
' '

.' ' (ion lu I/"' .\T, li>. t. \i. : (irr, .\T i ,
i

- '.Mill 1-1 ii 1 :uid sr)li.]:irl>- Pot, -s -:i \olnmc 0( tile
1

Temple Bible ': Hone's '
catchpem i Vw Vegtament

is s'ntl. I, II' 1\ d. s'Tlh I

-
, i||\ \vorthless.' l-A",-l-

lent Kll_il-M i of '4:', --II III \\ :ill.' I i

' i' and Hat
'

"r

(Ante-Nlcene Christian Library) ;

vul. i\.,an extra voluine of tin: neri.-, contains 'Ihi '

Peter.
1

Impon mr .uid l,'ii-(h\- arti'-li-H on bnese '^ '-pels are contri-
buted by Hotn i ITI I.. '

'
! i ,.i /'/;/; bj l-i|

til.- hn'l. "I I'ln'i*'. BlOQrnphy\ -non.T artirles by ,l;iln.'S lo
vol. i. ol I lir / , -. :ind l.\ I 'l,:ir!< - 'o \ ol. \\\ . ol tli,

/ Britanniea. H lann's article has the mint oulnplcU-
Bibliography.

A. 1. /-.''.I-/';/. I.v.s-, ,/(/.sy/-'L ACCORD1SQ TO

Tin:.

i. .M.'.ei.n, "i Hi.' title.

ii. K\ i'l' id "t i

-

1. ( 1. -nil-lit ..! \l, \.-indria.

j. i in'4''n (.lerom.', AmbroseX
:i ii:],poh i u, .111,1 Epiphauius.
4. TII' ; ofCIement

ot [tome.
r,. Hypothetical sources.

iii. Com, ,,!-.

i\. Origin and character. Place and data
Literature.

i. MKAXIXG OF TIIK TITLE. In the title which
Clement ill Ali'.vuiihi.'i lir--t applies tn tin- I In. pel

ri> KO.T' AiyiirTiovs ti'ayyt\ws the prepu-i mn
Kara, cannot have the same nieaniiix .-i^ in tin-

titles of the canonical ami other Gospels, where it

Unveil \\itha pruper name in the singular. The
reference is nut tu authorship, lint tu the region in

which the (iu-pel found acceptance, or to the circle

from which it sprang. It i.- improlialile that the

(jospcl \vas written in tlu; Hoyptian. i.e. tin-Coptic

lan^na^-e :
Clement of Alexandria quotes from it,

lint there is no evidence either that In- m;ide n-e of

a translation or that he had learnt Coptic during
his re-,ideiici- in Kjqrpt. On account of tin- re-em-

hlance of the title to that of the (io-pel acroid-

in.u to tin- 1 lei in -., llarnack (Chronologie, i. r, l-j t.)

u < K that one Gospel circulated am. .111:-! the

.leu i-h Christians residing
in K^'ypt, and the other

liospel amoiiost the Christians \\lio \\i-\\- native-.

of Egypt; it is also a po-.-i'.lf inierenee that the

(iospel was not called vaf/"E\.\7)i<a5, hecaii-e Chris-

tianity had more adherents amonp-t the native

Egyptians than nniongst the Greek residents in

Egypt. 15ut there is insnUicieiit fonndat ion for

Harnack's argument, when hi! maintains that the

title the Go-spel of the Egyptian-, or the l-'.oyptian

Gospel signifies that tins was the only (iospi-1

known to these Egyptian Christians. If, in the

same circles, the Go-pel- arconling to Matthew,
Mark, etc., hail lieen read with eipial or even

higher authority, it would have heen impo -ihle in

thn-e circles to descl'ilie this Go-pel as //<.' GII-IIC!

of the Egyptians.' llarnack s conclusion rests

upon his statement that the name was given to

the Guspel hy Egyptian writers, i.*;. hy Clement,

of Alexandria and I Irigen ; he acknowli-dLjo- thai

if non-Egyptian Fathers Irid tliu- de-crilied this

( ,o
1

1, !.
' we might, nay we must, have believed that

because the Gospel c.-i'me from Egypt it wa- called

the Egyptian Gn-pel, just as the Palestinian Gospel
was called ri> elayyt\iov KOi8"Ef}pa.iovs, Ot'Efipcuriv,
or 'lovStuic&v.' But althnngh ( Irigen \va- ;i ii.-iti\i-

of Alexandria, Clement \\a-an Athenian. 'Xiihn

(Geschichte, ii. HH'i) can lind no intimation in the

writings of Clement and < iii-jen t iiat theyregarded
them olve- a- A;-, rn-ruH ;

hi- explanation of the t it lo,

therefore, is that whilst the Church at Alexandria
k, pi to tin- canonical Go-pels, this non-canonical

Gospel had con- idcrahle popularity ill the pnn inc. s

of Eg\ pt dm ing the -nd century. This eondn-ion is

a probable inference from the scanty facts ; more-

o\ei , it i- in accord with the history of t ho Church
in I \

|'t during theiinl and 4th cents., \\hen the

provincial
Churches diverged in their theology

from the teaching of the Ale\andi ian Father-.

ii. EviliKXCE OF EXISTENCE. 1. The Go-pel
according to the Egyptians is first mentioned

dT.'i -JMI 1
1 hy Clement of Alexandria. Alter Bunt-

ing a pas-age which .lulius Cassianu- (c. 17'M

a-eiihe- in 'the I.old,' Clement adds: \Ve ha\ e

mil lln- saying in the four Gospels that h.-ne I.e. 11

handed down to us, hut in the G.. -pel ,.a.-' Acyir-
rioi's (Strum, iii. 13. 92). The tin-pel is not de-ei ihed

as a heretical writing, hut it i- to-aided a! Dill

-i.le the class to which the four Gospels helong (rou

Tro.naSfSo/u^i'Ois T]inii> .-iTTaiiffif ti'ayyfXioit I.

J. (',<'/./( in In- Commentary on Lk I
1

(:. l'-'"i
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gives the unknown authors of rb KOT' Alyinrriovs

ffa.yyi\iai> the first place in his list of those who
' took in hand to draw up a narrative of Gospel
occurrences.' 'With these writers who took the
matter in hand he contrasts the four Evangelists
who wrote as they were moved by the Holy Spirit
(e aytou KLVotifievos Trvet'/^aros). Latin translations
of Origen's notes on this passage are given by
./'runic and by Ambrose ; both place the Gospel in

the class of heretical writings. Jerome's words
are: ' Ecclcsia quatuor habet evangelia, hccreses

pluxiinct, fi quibus quoddam scribitur lt secundum
.Ki/i/ptios."' (Cf. Zahn, Geschiehte, ii. 625). After

naming other apocryphal Gospels, Jerome says
'

ct alia plura legimtis' : these words are not in

the extant Greek text ; but as it bears elsewhere

signs of abbreviation, and as Ambrose in his in-

dependent version essentially agrees with Jerome,
the Latin is probably a correct rendering of

Origen's words. Harnack and Zahn conclude that

Origen had this Gospel in his hands ; hence we
may, with some degree of conlidence, accept his

judgment as to the character of a work which he
had himself read.

3. This Gospel was known by name to two other
authors. Hiji/iolytus (155-235) quotes from a
Naassene work a passage which treats of the
constitution of the human soul, and says (Pliilus.

v. 7) that this Gnostic sect found support for their

fantastic theories fv ru tirtypafio^vip KO.T' Aryi'Trrioos

fimyyeXlif. Of the Naassenes little is known.
Liglitfoot (Biblical Essays, 1893, pp. 408, 411-418)

sought to prove that the erepocu5cicri,aAoDxTs of the
Pastoral Epistles closely resembled them ; but Hof-

inann, B. Weiss, and Hort (Judaistic Christ t'mitii,

1894, pp. 130-146) have shown that this view does
not meet the requirements of strict exegesis. The
Naassenes were not Jewish legalists, but Gnostics
' in whose syncretistic system there were Jewish
elements' (cf. Zahn, Einlcitung, i. 476). Epi-
phanius (377) states that the Sabellians appealed
to this Gospel in support of their doctrine ; he does
not give a quotation from it, but says that it

represents 'the Saviour' as teaching His disciples
that the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are
the same (rbv avrov flva.i Trar^pa, TOV avrov ctcai vi6v,

rov ai'T^p area dytov irvev^a.) ; he also asserts that
the heresy was derived from apocryphal sources,

especially from 'the Egyptian Gospel' (; O.TTO-

Kpv<puv riv^if, fjui\LffTa dirb TOU Ka\ov,u.tvov \iyvirriov

ciiayye\icv). The slight change in the title (Afyi'ir-

TIOV cvayyt\Loi') renders still more probable the
view taken above of its meaning ; Epiphanius
(Har. xxx. 13) also speaks of a Hebrew Gospel
('E|3/Dai'Kc5i>), and the natural explanation yields good
sense in both cases : the Gospels would fitly be so

described which were used respectively uy the

Egyptians and by the Hebrews.
4. The so - called Second Epistle of dement of

Rome, Of writings which are supposed to con-
tain quotations from this Gospel, although it is

not named, the most important is the ' Ancient

Homily,' which from the 5th cent, was known as
the Second Epistle of Clement of Rome to the
Corinthians (130-140). Pseudo-Clement unlike
the genuine Clement, whose Scripture references
are almost exclusively to the OT makes many
allusions to the Evangelic history, using both the
canonical Gospels and apocryphal narratives. In
one passage there are verbal agreements with the

Gospel according to the Egyptians :

' For the Lord
Himself, being asked by a certain person when
II if kingdom would come, said, Win n the two shall
/" one, and the outside as the insids, and tin nuilf

I'-it/i the female neither male nor female' (2 (.'lein.

xii.). Liglitfoot concludes (A post. Fathers, pt. i.

vol. ii.
]). 238) that ' our pseudo - Clement would

seem to have employed this apocryphal Gospel as

a principal authority for the sayings of our Lord."
Harnack is quite certain that he did, but the
evidence does not warrant a positive statement ;

there are differences as well as agreements in the
two forms in which the saying is quoted (cf. iii.

below). The two versions may therefore be derived
from a common source, either oral or written, the

purer form of the saying being found in pseudo-
Clement. Zahn and llesch oppose the identifica-

tion of the source as strongly as Hilgenfeld and
Harnack assert it ;

Harnack assigns three other

quotations in the Homily to this Gospel (Chrun.
i. 618). Hopes says that it is impossible to express
a confident opinion (Die Spruc/ie Je.su, pp. 132,

146).

5. In recent criticism there has been manifested
a tendency to refer back to this Gospel sayings of

our Lord and narratives of events found in other

fragmentary sources. Harnack favours the theory
that the Lug!a, in the Oxyrbynchus Fragment were
taken from this Gospel (cf. Expositor, 5th series,

vi. 411) ; Sanday does not adopt this view, but is

of opinion that '

they may well have had their

birth in proximity to it' (Grit. llcv. viii. 140);

Armitage Robinson says :

'
I am not at present

prepared to say that the newly discovered sayings
are excerpts from the Gospel according to the

Egyptians. I must content myself with the state-

ment that such a view is not improbable' (Ex-

positor, 5th series, vi. 421). It is a mere conjecture
that the Fayum Fragment (Mk \1'X -'M

abbreviated,
with v.'-

8
omitted) is an extract from this Gospel.

Harnack (Chron. i. 590) suggests the Gospel ac-

cording to the Hebrews as an alternative source,
whilst Zahn regards the verses as the fragment of

a homily (Geschiehte, ii. 789 f.). Volter (Petrus-

I'l'inii/i'/iinii oder JZgypterccangclium ?) holds that

the Gospel of I'eter is identical with this Gospel,
in which, however, he is compelled to acknowledge
the presence of interpolations. The reasoning has

failed to convince scholars who have made a special

study of the Gospel of Peter (cf. Crit. llcv. v. -299).

Other conjectures, as, e.g., that this Gospel is re-

lated to the Ditlarhc and to Tatian's Diatessaron,
are mentioned by Harnack, but he does not deem
it needful to discuss them. On the general ques-

tion, it may be said that it is hazardous to treat

one Gospel, whether canonical or apocryphal, as

dependent on another, because similar reports of

our Lord's words or deeds are found in botli ; they
may be independent of each other, but dependent
on a common source, oral or written.

iii. CONTENTS. The passages from this Gospel

quoted by Clement of Alexandria are taken from
the discourse of Jesus with Salome. (For the

Greek text, see Harnack, Geschiehte. i. 13
;
Preus-

chen, Antilcgommn, p. 2f.). To Salome's ques-
tion, 'How long shall Death reign?' Jesus re-

plies,
' So long as ye women give birth ; for I

came to destroy the works of the female.' Salome

says,
' Then should I have done well, if I had

borne no children';' and the Lord makes answer,
' Eat every herb, but the bitter one eat not.'

[Salome's words are n-aXcis ouv iwolriaa. /iii)
rtKouoa, ;

Liglitfoot proposes 'an easy change of reading'

(Hv (iroiijaa.) to avoid the contradiction to the can-

onical narratives implied in the rendering 'then

I did well that I bare not.' But, as Zabn points

out, this rendering would require oi> in place of

/a?) ; all difficulty is removed by adopting Harnack's
note of interrogation]. To a further question of

Salome,
' When shall these things be known?' the

Lord replies, 'When ye tread underfoor, the gar-
ment of shame, and when the two become one,

and the male with the female neither male nnr

female.' (Cf. ii. 4 above for pseudo -Clement's
version of this saying).
Another extract from this Gospel is given by
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Ilippolytus in hi- refutati f the Naa cue

heresy (l'liiln.i. \. 71 : I'lic-v allirm that the- soul

i- very difficult to di-eiiver, and hard to under-

stand "; fur it due- not remain in the same ligiire or

the same form invaiiably. or in one pa--ivi- con

dition, that either one' could cxpn it by a sign
or coiiiprehend it .-nb-tantially. Hut they have

thc-c varied changes [of the SOlll] sel down in the

(io-pel in-cribed
'

according to the Kgyptian -."

l.piphanius i //.<;-. Ixii. -_'i States thai thi- (Io-pel
wa- a chief source "I Salellian heterodoxy; but,

although he a--erls t hat in it many such thing- are-

a-cribed to tin- Saviour 'with a mystical -ignih
eanec' (ju'cJTTyiuoiIs), he mentions only one: 'the

same [person] is Father, the same is Sun, the same
i- Holy Spirit.'

In Uarnack's judgment, three more passages;
found in the homily of pseudo-Clement {!-/!. c. 4,

c. ."i, c-. Si arc- quotation- from thi- (io-pc-1, vi/. :

1

Ilie I.old -aid. Though ye be gathered together
with me in my bo-oin and do not my command-
ments, I w ill ca-t you away, and w ill -ay unto you,

Hi-part from me. I know you not win-nee ye are,

\e worker- of
iniquity.' (Cf. l.k I:;

1

'. Mt 7a).

'

l-'or the Lord saith. Ye shall be a- lambs in the
in .it wolve-. Kut 1'eter aii-wcTed and said

unlo him. \\liat then, if the wolves should t'-al

the lambs? Jesus said unto Peter, Let nm I In

lambs fear the wolves after they are dead ;
and ye

also, tear ye not them that kill you and are not

able- to do anything to you; but fear him that

after ye are dead hath power over soul and body,
to casl them inlo the gehenna of lire.' (Cf. l.k ll)

:>

,

.Mt H>-\ and l.k 124 - 5
).

' For the Lord saith in the

Go-pel, If ye kept not that which i- little, who
shell give unto you that which i- great? l'"ur I

.-a\ unto you that he which i- faithful in the' lea-t,

is faithful also in much.' (Cf. l.k Hi
11

. Mt 25"- 1B
}.

iv. OlMllIN AND CHARACTER. There is great

divergence of opinion in regard to the character of

thi- Gospel. All are agreed that it circulated

among-! various heretical sects or schools; blU
was it, then-tore, a heretical Gospel as regards its

origin? or wa- it, as llarnaek believes, 'part of

I In ,,,-iiiiii<if l-'.vangelic literature in the strict sense

of tin 1 weird ?

'

The facts of which any sali-fae-tory solution of

the problem must take account arc these: I.

Clement of Alexandria's statement- {Strum, iii.

!l. Hi. !U) that the Gospel was u-ed (a) by Ca-.-ian,

the (iinistic leader (6 TTJS 5o*;7;<Tirw7 dpxyy^) of the

Encratites who were ascetics and condcnineil m.-u

i la-.,-, and 1/1) by Theodotus, the Egyptian pupil of

lie in \aleiitinus. _'. Ilippolytus a crl-

thal the Naa-si'iies, who were' al-o ( I no-tie--, nuoti-d
it in siippoil ol their -pc-i-ulation- about the soul

of man. Ii. Epiphanins say- that the Sabcllians

funnel passages in it which taught a modali-th-

doctrine of the Trinity.
4. Clement of Alex

iindria chi--e.- it apart from 'the' four Gospel.-.'
5. ( trigen pats it at the head of the li-t of hen -I ical

(lei-pel-. I- Origen's judgment coniiriued by the

exiant fragmeiiis of this Gospel ? To thi- epn-st ion

Lip-ill- (lift, t'/iri.tt. Hiuy. ii. Tl-i replie- : 'The
I lii-pel was a product of pantheistic gno-is'; un-

que-t ion.-ibly, it contain- trace- ot the teaching
that the' true- gne.-i- imp.-uts in-ight into tie- nn

substantial character ot all the distinctions which

pi ev ail among, and separate' one from anoi her. t he

things of this vi-ihle- world'; it reflects al-o the

placlical a- we'll a- t lie my-t je-al a-pe-ct of GnO !i

cisin, for the- Eucralite prohibition of marriage
was the natural con-eqiiem e of in-ight into I lie'

vanity of the distinction- of -ex. Some- amount
of Kin-rat i-tn i- reeogiii/.-.l by llaniack. but he con-

tends that it is not pre-eiit In -in h an extent as to

justify those who de-clibe the' (io-pel as llerct ical

and Gnostic, lie is right in maintaining that the

ascetic tendency of some of the -a\ ill^s has been

e.xa^-erateil, and in uiLiin^ that t le- cut ire ( lu-pel

maj line contained mate-rial derived from purer
sources than the fragments knounto us. Km to

establish the non-heretical character of this ( ,'o-pel

more coni-ln-i\e evidence is ie-.|mi.il than it- n-e

h\ p-e-udo Clement , I iii h, as we ha \ e -ecu. cannot

be regarded as a ei-iiaint\'. The- least convincing

p.-ui e,t Harnack's investigation is that in which
t he inference that this Gospel hears the Synoptic
stamp, and is closely akin to Matthew and Luke, is

made to n -t upon tin- insufficiently attested a--el-

tion that it was used by pseudo - Clement. 'It

contained nothing heretical, it it had, tin: Chun-h
at Komi' in 17" would certainly not have read it'

(i'/iri'ii. i. (il!>). Kut if pseudo-Clement drew from
the same source as t hi- i

Io-pel, t he- phenomena ol

i in- te-\t would be- satisfactorily explained, especi-

ally ihe- expanded and less credible form given in

tin- ( lospel to the words of Jesus. Moreover, this

solution of the problem is quite consistent with
Harnack's \ie\v that this Gospel is not dependent
on the Synoptics, hut 'derives from the sources of

the Synoptics.' The strongest argument adduced
to prove that this Gospel must have contained
much orthodox teaching, is based upon the fact

ilia i i 'lenient of Alexandria held it in good esteem
and gave a different, if mystical, interpretation to

those passages which the Kncratites quoted in

support of their ascetic practices. The most prob-
able conclusion which the evidence now avail-

able warrants is that the Gospel according to the

Egyptians is a Gnostic writing derived, it ma\ be,

from a good source ; but if its unknown author had
accc-s to material as valuable as that of which the

Evangelists made use, he treated it more freely,
and I oth added to and modified the Evangelic
tradition.

In regard to the plm-c where this lln-pi-1 was

written, Zahn suggests Antioch ; Harnack pniei-
Egypt. Its tlutc cannot be later than the middle
of the 2nd cent., probably about 140. Harnack,
however, holds that the terminus (id queiti is 130.

LITKHATCRE. Emmerich, dc Evantj. gee. Ebrceos, -I '

'

etc., l-"7; Sclmeckenburger, Ueber da AVaw/. tier

ls:(4 ;
HL-iiML-cku \n Die Apolcrtf^hen den XT. Set.- ,il- Mil-, n

Md, Harimck, /aim, in opp. citt., and cf. Itesch, AuOtrtaium-
it !,< I'tiralteltexte ZO, den ticaityelien, 1S04, p. '38.

A. 2. PETER, GOSPEL ACCORDING TO.

i. Evidence of existence prior to it9 discovery.
1. Seram'on.
2. Orifen.
3. Knsi'liiui. etc.

4. Some doubtful testimony.
ii. Coiii > nt - ' t recently discovered i^Vaginenti
iii. Kt-hilii'ii In tlie canonicnl Gospels.
iv. Alleged use by early writers,

v. Character and tendencies,

vi. Date und place of origin.
Literature.

i. KVIDKXCE OF EXISTENCE PBIOR TO ITS VIS-

cnvi.iiV. 1. The earliest evidence of the existence

ol this Gospel is found in a letter of Scr<i/n,
who l.ectimu bishop of Antioch c. I'M. Eusebius
mentions amongst the memorials of his 'literary

indu-try
'

a work composed
' on the so-called (Io-pel

of 1'etiT,' and gives the following extract from it

l///i vi. 12 [McGitfert's translation, p. 258]) : 'Tor

we. brethren, receive both I'eter and the other

:ip..-tles as Christ ; but we reject intelligently the

writings falsely ascribed to them, knowiiu thai

mil were not handed down to us. When 1 vi-ited

you, I supposed that all of you held the true t.nlli.

and as I had not read the Gospel which they put
forward under the name of Peter, I said,

"
If this

is the only thing which occasions dispute among
you, let it be read." But now, having learned I i

what has been told me that their mind wa- in-

volved in some heresy, I will hasten to cumu to
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you again. . . . For having obtained this Gospel
from others who had studied it diligently, namely,
from the successors of those who first used it,

whom we call Docetoe (for most of their opinions
are connected with the teaching of that school),
we have been able to read it through, and we find

many things in accordance with the true doctrine
of the Saviour, but some things added to that
doctrine, which we have pointed out for you fur-

ther on.'

2. Origen, writing c. 240, not only mentions this

Gospel, but also shows some knowledge of its con-
tents. ' Some say, basing it on a tradition in the

Gospel according to Peter, as it is entitled, or the
Book of James, that the brethren of Jesus were
sons of Joseph by a former wife, whom he married
before Mary

'

(Cum. on Mt. bk. x. 17 [Ante-Nicene
Christian Library, p. 424]). Eusebius tells us (HE
vi. 21) that Origen was summoned to Antioch by
Mammsea, the mother of the emperor Alexander
Severus, and 'a most pious woman,' though it is

not said that she was a Christian. From Ser-

apion's statements about this Gospel it is evident
that it was not widely circulated ; but if Origen
saw it during his visit to Antioch (probably 218),
his uncertainty in regard to a particular passage
is only what might be expected, and does not de-

tract from the value of his testimony to its general
character.*

3. Besides quoting Serapion's estimate of this

Gospel, EusMits (c. 324) refers to it twice (HE
iii. 3, 25).

' The so-called Acts of Peter, however,
and the Gospel which bears his name, and the

Preaching, and the Apocalypse, as they are called,
we know have not been universally accepted, be-
cause no ecclesiastical writer, ancient or modern,
has made use of testimonies drawn from them.'
In his chapter on the Canon of Holy Scripture,
Eusebius classifies the books into Homologoumena
or 'accepted,' Antilegomena or 'disputed,' vdffoi or
'

spurious,' i.e. orthodox but not canonical. After

enumerating the writings which aro placed under
these several heads, he adds :

' We have felt com-

pelled to give this catalogue in order that we
might be able to know both these works and those
that are cited by the heretics under the name of

the apostles, including, for instance, such books
as the Gospels of Peter, of Thomas, of Matthias,
or of any others besides them, and the Acts of

Andrew and John and the other apostles, which
no one belonging to the succession of ecclesiastical

writers has deemed worthy of mention in his

writings.'
Thi j statement of Jerome (elf Vir. Illust. 1) that

this Gospel is a heretical work, also the condemna-
tion pronounced upon it in the so-called ' Gelasian
decretal' (' evangelium nomine Petri npostoli apo-
rryphiiM '), are in agreement with, and possibly are
based on, the judgment of Eusebius.t

4. Historical critics of different schools regard
the testimony of Thcodorct (c. 450) as untrust-

worthy. He says that this Gospel was used by the

Nazarenes, of whom, however, he knows nothing
except that they

' honour Christ as a righteous
man' (Hicr.fab. ii. 2). Zahn points out in detail

the marks of confusion in Theodoret's references
to the Jewish Christian sects (Gesckichte, ii. 743) ;

Harnack inserts a note of interrogation, and
attaches no more value to this than to most of
'

this historian's remarkable statements
'

(Chron. i.

623); Hofmann thinks that Theodoret meant the

Gospel according to the Hebrews (P2tE'
J

i. 6li3).

* For other traces of the use of this Gospel by Origen, see
J. O. F. Murray's article in the Expositor (4th series, vii. 55 f.).

I Other writers who were probably acquainted with the
Petrine Gospel are the author of the Didascalia and Apostoli-
cal Constitutions (cf. Harnack, Bnichxlttckc, ji. 41 f.), and
Cyril oj Jerusalem (cf. Swete, 'The Akhmiui Fragment,' in his
edition of the Gospel of Peter, xxxff.J.

There has been much discussion in regard to the

meaning of a phrase in Justin Martyr's (c. 150)

Dialogue with Trypho. Some have thought that
this Gospel is referred to as the ' Memoirs of

Peter' in the passage: 'And when it is said that
he changed the name of one of the apostles to
Peter ; and when it is written in the Memoirs of
him (dTro/j.i>T]i*oi>c i'fiara ai'roi") that this so happened,
etc.' The difficult problem of the relation to this

Gospel of Justin Martyr's quotations cannot be
discussed until its contents have been given ; but
it is important that the discussion should not be
biassed by the assumption that 'the name "Me-
moirs" cannot with any degree of propriety be

applied to our canonical Gospels,' as the author of

Supernatural Religion asserts (The Gospel accord-

ing to Peter, p. 22). It may be granted that the
ai/7-oD is more naturally interpreted as referring to

Peter and not to Jesus ; but the judgment of such
an expert as Lipsius (Diet. Christ. JHoyraphy, ii.

712) must not be forgotten :
' In the passage in

question the right reading is most probably not

a.Troij.i'rifj.oviEi'fj.a.Ta O.IITOU (i.e. of Peter mentioned just
before), but a.iroy.v. aurj> (i.e. TUV aTroaTjXujv as else-

where).' But if, contrary to his invariable practice,
Justin here attaches a name to the Evangelistic
writings, it is by no means certain that he speaks
of this apocryphal Gospel as the 'Memoirs of

Peter.' He may refer to the Second Gospel, for

many ancient authorities support the testimony of

Origen :

' The Gospel published by Mark may be
called Peter's, whose interpreter Mark was' (adv.
Martian, iv. 5), and in Mk 3" there is a record
of the fact mentioned by Justin: 'Simon he sur-

named Peter.'

ii. CONTEXTS OF RECENTLY DISCOVERED FRAO-
MEXT. In 1892 M. Bouriant published the manu-

script known as ' the Akhmim Fragment' ; it con-

tains portions of the Gospel of Peter, of the Apoca-
lypse of Peter, of the Book of Enoch, and 01 the
Acts of St. Julian. This parchment manuscript
and a papyrus collection of mathematical pro-
blems were discovered by the French Archaeological
Mission during the winter of 1886-87 in the tomb
of a monk at Akhmim, the ancient Panopolis, in

Upper Egypt. A heliographic reproduction of the

manuscript greatly assisted paLcographists to de-

termine the true text, in regard to which scholars

are now generally agreed. The parchment codex
is assigned to a date between the 8th and the

12th century. The following translation by Dr.
J. Armitage Robinson was carefully revised by
him in accordance with the photographic facsimile

(Ante-Nicene Christian Library, vol. ix. p. 71'.}:

1. But, of the Jews none washed his hands, neither Herod nor

any one of his judges. And when they had refused to wash
them, Pilate rose up. And then Herod the kinjj conmiaiidcth

that the Lord be taken, saying to them, What things soever I

commanded you to do unto him, do.

'1. And there was standing there Joseph the friend of Pilate

and of the Lord ; and, knowing that they were about to crucify

him, he came to Pilate and asked the body of the Lord for

burial. And Pilate sent to Herod and asked his body. And
Herod said, Brother Pilate, even if no one had asked lor him,
we purposed to bury him, especially as the Sabbath draweth
on ; for it is written in the Law that the sun set not upon one
that hath been put to death.

3. And he delivered him to the people on the day before the

unleavened bread, their feast. And they took the Lord and

pushed him as they ran, and said, Let us drag away the Son
of God, having obtained power over him. And they clothed

him with purple, and set him on the seat of judgment, saying,

Judge righteously. O king of Israel. And one of them brought
a cruwn of thorns and put it on the head of the Lord. And
others stood and spat in his eyes, and others smote his cheeks

;

others pricked him with a reed" ;
and some scourged him, saying,

\\ ith this honour let us honour the Son of God.
4. And thev brought two malefactors, and they crucified the

Lord between them. But he held his peace, as though naving
no nain. And when they had raised the cross, they wrote the

title This is the king of Israel. And having set his garments
before him thev parted them among them, and cast lots for

them. And one of those malefactors reproached them, sa\ ing,

We for the evils that we have done have suffered thus, but this
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man, who hath become the Saviour of mm, what wr.mg lulh

li, done i" you Ami they, being angered at him, commanded
that in* le-s -I.. Mil. I n. .t i.,- hrukeii.that he might die in torment.

:.. An.i it was i i. and darkness came over all Judim : ami

tbej were troubled an. I distressed leal the sun had set whilst he

was \et ;dnc :
| furl il is wrillen Ic.r them, that the sun * 1 n..l

(in hi'ln that hath lieen put to death. And one ol them said,

(.ii. him In drink gall with vinegar. And they mixed and UMM-

him to drink, and fulfilled all things, and accomplished ih.ir

eing against their own head. Andmaie, unit ahum with lamps,

Mlppusini; lh.it II was lliitht, and fell duwn. And the l.urd iTlr.l

out, sa\ mi:, M\ ]>..w.r. m\ p. .w er, thou hast forsaken me. And
when lie h.i.l -aid it,

li.' was taken up. And in that hour the

vail of tin- temple ut Jerusalem was rent in twain.

11. And Him tlicv drew out the nails from the hands of the

l.urd. and laid him "upon the earth, and the whole earth quaked,
and great teai orosi Then the sun shone, and it was found the

ninth huur; and the .lews rejuircd, and gave his h..d\ to

Joseph that he muht l"lr\ it, sinee, he had seen what
good

things he had done. And he took the Lord, and washed him,

and rolled him in a linen cloth, anil brought him into his own
tomb, wliii-h was called thi _arl. n of .luseph.

7. Then the .lews and the elder- and the priests, perceiving
what e\ 1 1 the\ had dune to thelusehes, he" all tu lainen! an. I 1"

.. ,Woi i"i " " sms ; the jnde nt hath drawn nigh, and the

end of Jerusalem. And I with my companions was grieved;
and being wounded in mind we hid ourselves: t..r we w.-iv

being sought for by them as malefactors, and og wishing tosel

flre to the temple. And upon all these things w. lasted and

sat inuiiriiin.: and weeping night and day until the Salihath.

- i; i: n,. s.-iihe-. ami Pharisees and elders being gathered

together one with another, when they heard that all the people

niiiriiinre.1 and heal their breasts, saying. If hv his death these

must n.i^hn si-lis have Come to pass, see huw righteu.is he Is

the elders were atraid, and came to Pilate, beseeching him

and saying, Give us soldiers that we may guard his sepulchre
for three d.ijs, lest his disciples come and steal him awa\ .

and

the people suppose that he haa risen from the dead and do us

evil. And I'll. ite gave them Petronius the centuriun with

soldiers to guard the tomb. And with them came elders and

scribes '' the sepulchre, and haying rolled a great st t.>-

eethcr with the centurion and the soldiers, they aliugeiher wh..

were there set it at the door of the sepulchre; and th. \ affixed

seven seals, and they pitched a tent there and guarded it. And
early in the morning as the Salihath was drawing on, there

came a multitude from Jerusalem and the region round about

that tin* might see the sepulchre that was scaled.

0. And in the night in which the Lord's day was drawing on,

as i h. s,,l,h, rs kept guard two by two in a watch, there was a

great voice i?i the heaven, and they saw the heavens opened,
and two men descend from thence with great light and approach
the tomb. And that stone which was put at the doo

1 approach
,r rolled of

itself and made wa.\ in part; and the tomb was opened, and

both the young men entered in.

10. When therefore those soldiers saw it, they awakened the

centurion and the elders', for they too were hard by, keeping

guard. And, as they declared what things they had seen,

again thev sec three men come forth from the tomb, and two
..t lli. in supporting one, and a cross following them: and of

the twu the head reached unto the heavens, but the head of

him that was led by them overpass.'! I h. heavens. And they

heordavoice [rom the heavens saying, Thou host preached i<-

them 1 1, a! .sleep. And a response was heard from the cross,

11. They therefore considered one with another whether to

goawaj i". I show these things to Pilate. And while lhe\ yet

IMUII-II! tl n, the heavens again are s, , n tu ..pen, and a

,, rtaiii ni in tu descend and enter into the sepulchre. Vihen

the centurion and they that were with him saw these things,

they hasl n. -d in the night to Pilate, leaving the tomb which

Id, \ were watching, and declarer! all things which th-'. h:..l

.,,,,. I, reatl distressed, and i\ing. Truly he was the

Son of God. Pilate answered and said, I am pure from the

blood of the Son of God: but it was ye who det.i inin..! this.

Then th.-v all drew near and besought him and entreated him

to command the centurion and the i.ui.iiers t.. s ;t \ nuthm : ,,i

the things which they had seen: For it is Letter, say ihej, fur

us tu I,.- -uiltv of the greatest sin before God, ami nut tu fall

into the hand's of the people of the Jews and tu L. si d.

Pilat. th r. :..re commanded the centuriun and the sui.li.i-- lu

sav nothiiiL'.

li And at dawn upon the Lord's day Mary Ma-.bl. n. a

dis-iple u( the l.ui.l, tearing because ut the .lews, SIM., they

were l.ii riling with wrath, had not done at the I.urd's -,|.iil hi-

the things which Women are wont to do fur those that di.
,
an. I

tur Hi. is,, that are beloved by them she t"ok her friends with

her, and . line to the sepulchre where he was laid. And they
feared lest I he Jews should see them, and th >, sold, Although
on that da\ on which he was crucified we could not weep and
lament, yet' nuw let us do these things at his sepulchre, I'.m

who shall roll away for us the stone that was laid at Hi, duur

of the sepulchre, that we may enter in and sit by him and do

the things tli.it are due? For the stone was great, and we fear

lesl s n, |ei US. And if We eailllut, >i't il we bill set at 111.

door the t hint's w hieb we bring tr a me rial of him, we will

weep and lament, until we euine unto our home.
1;;. \n.l i h.\ \\.ni -in. I luiind the tomb opened, and coming

near ih, ', looked in th.i. ; and the\ s.-e there a c. . v _

man sitlin- in the nn.lsi ,,t the tomb, beautiful and > uthed ii

a robe e\eeeding bright ; who said lu them. Wherefore are y<

come? Whom seek }e Him that was crucified.' He is risei

and gone. But if ye believe not, look in and see the
i

vhc.c he lii\, that he is not there]; lor he is ,i ., n md gone
thither, whence he was sent. Then the women feared and tied.

n Nuw it was the last day of the unleavened bread, and
i wen going forth, returning to their hum. s, u thi feast

\as ended. Hut we, the twelve disciples of the Lord, wept and

(,re grieved; and .a. h one, being grieved for that which woi
..me to pass, departed to his home. But I Simuii Ivt.r and

\ndrew mv brother took our nets and went to the sea ; and

there was with us Levi the son of Alpliaius, whom the Lord . . .

iii. RELATION TO THK CANONICAL GOSPI.IS.

\ i '.-ireful study of the contents of this Gospel
I'vi'als many close resemblances to, and some

sinking divergences from, the canonical Gospd>.
I'he author of Supernatural lldiyion endeavours
.i prove that it is not dependent on them, and

leseribes those who differ Irom him on this ijur>-

1011 as 'apologetic critics' (op. cit. 107 f. ). Hut
llarnack's judgment is that acquaintance with

Mark is 'proved or almost proved,' on the other

land acquaintance with John is
' not proved

'

;
in

regard to Matthew and Luke he is uncertain

whether their points of agreement with this

Gospel show that its author made use of their

narratives, or of the same sources as the Evan-

gelists (liruchstiu-kc, p. 82 f.). Zalm holds that
' the only sources from which the Gospel of Peter

has drawn its materials are our four Gospels,' and
.Imws that there is close agreement with each
< iospel as well in forms of expression as in sub-

jcct -matter. He accounts for the divergences liy

illowing time for the development of variations

in the text of the canonical Gospels (Das Eran.

jeliumdes Petrus, p. 47). Hut, whilst the evidence

available may suffice to establish the probability
(if dependence upon the four Gospels as a source,

it is not sufficient to prove that they were the only
source. The subject is exhaustively treated in the

introduction to Swete's edition of this Gospel (' The
Akhmim Fragment,' xiiitt.). The 1'etrine Passion-

history 'exceeds by about one-fourth the average
li'imtli of the four canonical narratives,' and this

notwithstanding many significant omissions ; the

result of a verbal comparison reveals coincidences

which, in Swete's judgment, prove that the use of

tlir First and Second Gospels by the author of the

Petrine Fragment is
'

scarcely doubtful
'

; that there

is ;i strong presumption
'

in favour of his use of

the Third Gospel ; and that traces of verbal in-

ilidiirdiii-s to the Fourth Gospel are fainter, though
it is

' at least probable that he had access
'

to it.

From the nature of the case absolute proof is not

attainable, but the solution of this complex pro-

blem, to which the investigations of many scholars

point, is that the 1'etrine Gospel is later than the

canonical Gospels; that its author was acquainted
\vith them ; that his sources are treated with great

freedom, many of the changes being due to his re-

casting of the Gospel history in the form of a per-

sonal narrative ;
and that possibly he had access

to olher sources, which may have included, as Har-

iiuek rightly says, some good traditions (i!/iruii. i.

624).
iv. ALI.F.OKD USE BY EAKLY WRITERS. Traces

of the Petrine Gospel have been diligently sought
in the works of authors who wrote before the date

.. i uhich it is known to have been in circulation.

The author of Supernatural Religion argues lor

the probability that Tat tan possessed this Gospel,
Inn reveals an apologetic interest in the establish-

in, ut of a conclusion which might 'lead to the

opinion that Tatiau's Harnwnij was not composed
OU1 of four Gospels, but out of live' (<//>.

cit. p. 41).

It is, however, an indisputable fact that there are

signs of harmonizing in this Fragment: to refute

the argument that Tatian used it by proving that

its author used Tatian is impossible, but in all

probability a Harmony, such as the Diatcssaron,
.-i- known to him. This is Swete's view, though

he does not think that the Petrine writer was
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' limited to the use of the Diatessaron '

(op. cit.

xxiv.). Dr. Rendel Harris, in his '

Popular Ac-
count '

of the Gospel, clearly states the facts, but
reserves his final judgment.
There is much more to be said in favour of the

vie\v that Justin Martyr (c. 150) was acquainted
with the Petrine Gospel, as a comparison of the
following passages with the Fragment will show.
' The Spirit of prophecy foretold . . . tlf run-

spiracy\rhich was formed against Christ by Herod,
the king of the Jews, and the Jews themselves,
and Pilate who was your governor among them,
with his soldiers' (Apol. i. 40). 'And as the
prophet spoke, they tormented Him. and set Him
on the judf/ment-seat, and said, Judge us' (Apol.
i. 35).

' Those who crucified Him parted His
garments among themselves, each casting lots for
what he chose to have, and receiving according to
the decision of the lot

'

(Dialogue with Tn/jjho,
97). The words and sentences 'in italics are the
most important parallels to the Petrine Gospel in
Justin's writings, and the most striking of these
is the statement that Jesus, not Pilate (of. Jn l'J

ls
),

sat on the judgment-seat. But Justin's account
bears a closer resemblance to John's than to the
longer narrative in the Petrine Fragment ; if there
be dependence, Justin's seems to be primary. This
conclusion is continued by a fact to which Dr.
Salmon calls attention, viz., that Justin who,
ex hypothesi, believed this Gospel to be Peter's]
and therefore a document of paramount autho-
rity 'in every case where the account in this
Gospel differs from that in the canonical, and
where we have the means of judging which Justin
prefers, follows the latter without hesitation'
(fntrod. to NT, Appendix, p. 587).

The Epistle of Barnabas (vii. 3-5) resembles
this Gospel in representing Jesus as drinking
gall mingled with vinegar, and in its description
of the fasting and mourning that followed the
Crucifixion. Dr. Swete thinks that it may 'not
improbably have come into the hands of the party
from which the Petrine Gospel emanated.' He is
also of opinion that the resemblances between the
Sibylline Oracles (bk. 8) and the Petrine Fragment
are ' for the most part superficial.'

v. CHARACTER AND TENDENCIES. Serapion,who first mentions ' the so-called Gospel of Peter,'
states that it was used by the Doceta> ; after
reading it through, he pronounced it orthodox in
general, but condemned it on account of its hetero-
dox additions. Is this judgment as to the character
and tendencies of the Petrine Gospel sustained by
the knowledge gained of its contents from the
discovery of the Akhmim Fragment?
Docetism in the 2nd cent, had various forms.

Ignatius combated a Docetic heresy which Liu'ht-
foot describes as 'Judaic,' for it combined a denial
of the reality of Christ's passion with a tendency
towards Judnizing. But the author of the Petrine
Fragment does not doubt that Christ had a true
body, and he manifests an anti- Judaic spirit in
his endeavour to fasten on the Jews the responsi-
bility for the crucifixion of Jesus. Irena-us de-
scribes an Ophite system, which more nearly
resembles the teaching of this Gospel ; but Swete
points out that, according to that system, the
Christ withdrew from Jesus before the Crucifixion,
whereas the Petrine Gospel 'regards the higher
nature of the Lord as remaining with Him oii the
Cross up to the moment of His death '

(op. cit.
xxxix. f.). Hippolytus (Philos. viii. 8, x. 12) refers
to a Gnostic sect, which bore the name of Docetic,
although they taught that Christ was born of the
Virgin Mary, and had a true body. On the ground
that Serapion could not have spoken so favourably
of a work which denied the reality of Christ's
body, McGirl'ert identities the Doeetai, who used

the Petrine Gospel, with this Gnostic sect, whose
speculations added to true doctrine (Eusebius,
Church Hittonj [JlcGiffert's tr.], p. 258, n. 8).
There are, however, points of contact between
the Petrine Fragment and the comments of Valen-
tinian writers who accepted the facts of the Gospel
history, but made it the vehicle of Gnostic teach-
ing. Dr. Swete inclines to the belief that the Petrine
writer, though not himself a Valentinian, 'felt
the influence of the Valentinian school.' It is not
necessary to decide between the claims of these
different types of Gnostic Docetism to see that a
writer of either of these schools would be likely to

produce just such a Gospel as Serapion describes.
Moreover, his judgment as to its character and
tendency is fully sustained by the contents of the
Akhmim Fragment, which has many features in
common with the canonical Gospels, and yet has
many additions to the Evangelic tradition, some
being obviously unorthodox. The amplifications
of the Gospel history, which clearly reveal a
Docetic purpose, are : the statement that the Lord
was silent on the Cross 'as though having no pain

'

(see. 4) ; the cry,
' My power, my power, thou hast

forsaken me,' followed by the description of His
death as an dv6.\i)\j/n :

' and when he had said it,
he was taken up' (sec. 5). The conclusion arrived
at implies that Eusebius too severely condemns
this Gospel ; it compares favourably with the
other Gospels assigned by him to the ' heretical

'

category, though it is not free from Docetic
tendencies which characterized some forms of

early Gnosticism.
vi. DATE AND PLACE OF ORIGIN. From Sera-

pion's evidence the terminus ad quern for the date
of this Gospel cannot he placed later than A.D. 170.
The fixing of the terminus a quo depends upon the
decision arrived at in the foregoing discussions.
Critics who, like Harnack, hold that Justin used
the Gospel, assign its composition to the beginning
of the 2nd century. The opposite conclusion im-
plies A.D. 130-150 as the probable date ; in Swete's
opinion, it cannot be placed earlier than A.D. 150.
There is no evidence of the circulation of this

Gospel in the West ; a probable inference from the
places of residence of the writers who were familiar
with it is that it was a Syrian Gospel.

umi; also editions by von Oebhardt, Kunze,
Lods, A. Sabatier, von Schubert. English editions by Rutherford
in extra vol. of Ante-Nicene Christian Library, Robinson and
James, Swete, Rendel Harris, and the author of Supernatural
tiettgian ; also Macpherson's translation of von Schubert's work
a useful edition with synoptical tables and critical apparatus.

There are important articles by Baljon in Tkeul. Htudien, 1894,
Iff.; Funk in Tltfol. QuartalSOtr. 1S93, 278 ff. ; Hilgenfeld in
Zeitichr. f. wise. Thcul. 189:i, 220 ff.; von Soden in Xcitschr. f.
Thcal. u. Kirc/ie, 1893, 52 ff.; Stanton in Journal of Theol.
Studies, Oct. 1900

; Murray in Expusitor, 4th series, vol. vii. ;

Macpherson in Crit. l\ev. vi 296.

A. 3. FAYUM GOSPEL FRAGIUEST.
i. Discovery.

ii. Contents.
iii. Theories of origin. Date.

Literature.

i. DISCOVERY. FayAm is a province of Egypt
about 50 miles soutli of Cairo. It has become
famous within the last 25 years owing to the
discovery at Medinet, its capital, and elsewhere,
of a large quantity of papyri in Latin, Greek,
Coptic, and other languages. In 1882 the Austrian
Archduke Rainer bought a mass of documents
which are now in the Imperial Museum at
Vienna. In this valuable collection a small and
mutilated fragment of a Gospel was found. The
honour of deciphering and restoring the true text

belongs to Dr. Bickell, Roman Catholic Professor
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of Christian Aich.eolu".y in the I ni\ CM --it \ nf Inii*-

oruck. In tin 1 / '"!' l.'iili-'li vr.V Thcoloffu
(|ss.\ iii. i:i* ||

,
Ki, U.-ll puhli-hcd tin- Kia'jmenl .

ami lus judgment in reu'ard to its antiquity ami
value, since then hie conclusions ha\e been sub-

jected to keen criticism by many scholars. The
piincipal contribution* to tln> di-cus-ion have 1 n

made liy llainaek ami Xahn ; tin 1 result of tlirir

Critical investigation* is "h en be I iw. An in-lnic

1 1\ r arronnt ut tin 1 Kavitni papyri in eeiieral, ami
ni tin- Imoment in

particular, waspublished liy

I'rotessiu Sinkfs ni Iniblin iu tin; Ej'jmsitur (3rd

series, i. :::;i. ii. i:t-J. vii. 4i'.n.

ii. CONTENTS. The Greek text of the Fragment,
hS ImalK rest I b\ Ila-kell. I- a* follows: .Merj

Si Til tpaytlV UI5 f* Wort, TTcilTtS iv TUtn-TJ TTj HVKTi

<FKavSa\urtliiTitrt>( Kara, ri ypaipiv iroTOtw TOP irot^na
Kai rd irp6pa.Ta. Sia.ffKop^iffS'qffoi'To.t. EiVupros rot) H^T-

puc' Kai ti Trdi>Tes OI'K tyu. {(prj ai/ry' 6 dXfKrpvijv Sis

i nai <ri> irpZrov rpis airapfTJiTT; jue.

(Vitainty in repaid t.i so: Irtails i.f tin- re

constrnction cannot be attained. At first liickell

ri'.-nl ii'5 >;.'./-, ov, tin- letters li'inu' lirri 1 oh-cmc.
Xahn i'/ M-///.-/I/. il v A'/

1

Canons, ii. 7^"u print*
what In' regards as the mo-t probable tr.\t ill a

waj '.\lii.-h S|K>\\> at a ^-laiu-e ihe mutilations at
tllU IMIll III till 1 lit!

. . . vnvijffdvTuv 5 aiT^v

/t<rd r6 <p]ay(iv (is t^ors, Trd[\ii' erTTf

Tarry;] 77; VI^TI <r*caf5a\tr[(/i)(Tfff^c

A'aTa] r6 7pa0^c* '*3raTu^u? riif [Troi^^fa, Kal

Tii] TTp'jfta.ra. 5uurKopincrtiria[cTai." eiwov-

TOJ 6e TO]U IlcT. "xal ti Travres, OUK i^ii,"

#07;'
"

irpic] 6 aXeKrpi'ujv 5is KCjcf^i/fct (777-

ptepov, ffi> rpis lie d^Trapftfay "...
Acconlinx to Zahn's rr< imMrurtril text, the CO11-

tent- nl tin1 Fragment are: 'Now wlii'ii tln-v hail

siinj; a hymn, ufii-r eating arc-.mlin^ In III-IIMII,

Id 1 -aiil a^ain : This ni^ht ye shall lie olleinleil

arruiiliii^ In the Si riplu:. .

"
I v, ill sniiti' the sln.'p-

lii'nl, anil the i-lieep -hall he .-eat tereil." When
aiil : Kvell though all, yet nut I, llr-alil:

I'.i line the enelv shall crow twice this ilay, tliou

shall ili'iiy me I h

iii. THEORIES (IK ORIGIN. The pas-HMrs ;n (] lt.

cam in ie;] 1 Gospels Avhich correspond to tin cmiteni s

uf the Fayilm iMa^iuent are Ml OS**, .Mk 14-'
1 :1

",

the resemolances to Mark being nmre eln-,e. The
\\uiil- ii-i'il inr 'cock' ami 'ero\v' (lit. 'cry
cnekini'i are not found in the NT. In lliekell's

judgment thc-i' fi' verses are a genuine rrlie nl

rai l\ r.\an^elie tradition, and the Fragment is part
uf su: h a document as Luke inentions in the pro-
face in hi- t

iii-pel. Harnack incline.* In Kickells

MI', though he admits that the word* may be a
free quotation fmrn Mark rather than a part of

tin- original mateiial used liy the Synoptii- \\iiier-

('Dos Kvaii^elieiil'ra^iiient von l-'aijum' in Textt

mill I nt . ,"/': mgen, v. -li. The n.-e of diiii-n-nt

\\iml- fur L ami 'crow' does not disprove the
latter i henry, hut tends rather to confirm it. Tin-

! i a;j iiii-n! has a\t\r^! -T tnr d^KTup, and M^.M^.II'

fur ^luvrii
1

. d\c>,Tpi'uv is the mule usual word in

cla**ic prnse ; KOKKuffiv l~ m e\prc--i\e than the

coliiiirh-* ifiuftiv. 'It i- iiiu-i pr.il alilc thai the

\\unl~ ii-i.l in tin- ranonical (ins|els are nmre

original, and that a preacher substituted n

case a more elegl "t. and in the oilier case a i e

cant e\pic**iun
'

i/ahii. </>. '-if. ii. TsTi.

lluii favoured tin- view that tin- pa--:ii:c i- an

extract hum ihe Synoptic Gospels, and mieivd a

timely warning auain-t ha-ty deduct inn* limn mie

scanty t'ra^incnl (Times, loth .lime ls,*.~n. (Hher

cunjrriuial explanations u: it* origin are that it

is a i|uotatiiin ti.im till Go pel accunliir; In the

1 1 el in- s, or the Gospel according to the K^ypi ians

(Harnack i, and that il i^ a (inuslic re.cen-iuii of

the canonical (in-
pi

I* iStuke*).

The style of writing and the met 'md* ui con-
traction employ.-,! m (|,i- |''raxme:il luini-h, in

the JlliI'MMenl ,,| I'liilllenl
]i:il.i "L'laphi-ts, a stluIlX

argument fur lixiii"; the lint, of it* conipu-iiiun in

the .'ird century.
l.imi UCUK Tlii* )iaa been mfficii'iitl.1, iiuli,- itnl lull Ij

lit I If .lli"V r M-.'t Mil ill Ih|. .LI i

|

13. 1. JAMKS, PHOTEVASGELIUH OF.

i. Title,

ii. Kv hi. ni-i- ,,f existence.
1. Kinirth cL'iilury \\ritere.

'J. i irigcn.
ile tn

iii. Sumniiiry of cnnti-nts. \'ari.itiuiis in jmeiidO'
M,it:j, u md V'oti

'
> Vtinj.

iv. C)i:ir.-i''tiT ;in.| n ti-i. n.-n---.

\ . KeUltlllll til I, Utill rLM.V'l

1. I;..-)., i i.r p "' '- \i'i"i,, a-.

'

liosiicl of the .Vir'"-'','/ "J Mary.
vi. Date.

Literature.

i. TlTI.K. This work claims to have been written

liy .lame- the .lust, in Jerusalem, but ils aullmr
due* mil describe it as a (iu*pel. Its title ill the

manuscripts is 'The Hi-loiy of .lames concernin;;
the Uirth of Mary.' Katly writer* do not refei

toil as ci'a.yyt\ioi>, but describe 11 as fiiTiyijtris, \6yos

iaroptKh, i&Topia. or ytt>VT]ffts Mapfas. The name of

/', / i-nii'i' /in m was probably ^ivi-n to it hy Ori-

ental Christians; it is not kmmn lo haxe exi-icd

before tin 1 Hith cent., when the Latin version of

Postellus and the (in-ek version (irpureva'^y^Atoi'} of
Michael Neander appeared.

ii. KVIDKXCK l)F EXISTENCE. 1. The I'l,.
1

.

helium, in it* present form, \va* known to 4th cent.

Father*. /'/i:/Jiiiniu\ (c. :!7ii' made use of il i II" i-.

Ixxix. ."), lxx\'iii. 7); Harnack (I'/n-nn. i. linl lin.i-

reference to it in Gregory of Nyssa \Hrnt. m di n

Siitnl. i
'/ni.iti, iii. 346), Eustathius, and the Ex-

I'i'rfif'i H<i I'll" rt.

'2. If this work had been known in carh lime*

as 'the (io-pel of .lames' the evidence uf rin n

-Iii A.D.) would have been less trust w ui i hy.
There is. Imwi'ver. little doubt thai he retci to it

as 'the Kook of James 5

(T; ^t^3\os
r

ltiKiifftov} in a

passage where he distinguishes its title from that
of 'the (iu-pel according to Peter,' and yet refers

to both writings as common sources of the'iani-

lion that our Lord's brethren were '-on- of Joseph
by a former wife, whom he married before Mary.'
Origen add-: 'Now thu-e who say so wish lo

I

ne the hiinuitr of Mary in virginity to the

end in M'i/1. toiii. x. 17,1; this comment i* an
accurate description of the purpose of the 1'rot-

e\ aiejeliuill.

;i. /''ivv/^A' //v/ri'.v of anonymous use. l'o; r

i'i ni tact between this work and other M ri( in e- li.i\ e

I n tun in I. Petei "I .!/ ' i a 'Ir in id. HI 1 1 in all pi
ii

liability derived from it hi- accuiuit uf the death
of Xaciiaria- iKullth. Hi-It. Sac. iv. 4 1 1. C

of Alexandria (C. 200 \.H.imay ha\e learnt fiuiil

il the -lory of the attestation of Mary - \ iruinity
aiier the birth of her son, but tin imle Unite tvords
'-

*ay' may refer to oral tradition oli-mn.

vii. llii. Justin Marlyr (c. 140 I e\eial

leniai kalile 'concordances' with tin- I'mtevan-

^elium. Both combine (Aixjl. 33) the anui 1 -

mc--a'_:e to Mary (Lk l^) with his word* to .lu-eph
Mil ; buth state (Dial. 78) that our l.uid was
burn in a cave; both speak (.!//"'.

:;:!' ut Mai\ -

o\ er*liadnw in" liy 'the power of Hod' ; bul h at i:e h

iinpoitanee /' il. 100) to the Da\idic de-i > ni uf

Mary; both assert that 'Mary re.ened joy,'
though .lu-tin (Dial. 100) connect- ihe words \al

Xa/idi- Xa/Soi'ja JIa/)io with the angelic salu

whiNt in the Protevangelium tin- *ame wonlsare
id with the priest'* bem-dii liun. Xalm

repaid- the dependence of Justin un this (iu-pel
a* proved, lint the more exact resemblance* would
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be satisfactorily explained if both writers made use
of a common tradition ;

and the variation in the
context of the statement about Mary's joy points,
in the judgment of many scholars, to the use by
Justin of an older text of the Protevangelium.
On the whole, the evidence cannot be said to prove
that he used this Gospel in its present form.

iii. SUMMARY OF CONTENTS. [Two Latin Gospels
of the Childhood pseudo-Mat t/teii'aruit\\e Xutii-iti/

of Mttry either depend on the Protevangelium, or

on the sources used by its author. In so far as the
contents of these Latin Gospels are parallel to its

narrative, the chief variations will be noted ; they
furui.-h important data for the solution of the pro-
blem of the mutual relations of these Gospels].

1. On a great festival, Joachim, an exceedingly
rich man, brings double offerings to the temple ;

they are rejected because he is childless. In his

grief he retires to the desert and fasts forty days,

prayer being his food and drink. 2. Anna, the

wife of Joachim, being reproached by Judith her

mail! - servant, prays to God under a laurel, and
a<U^ that to her, as to Sarah, a child may be

given. 3. Beholding a sparrow's nest in the laurel,

Anna laments that she is not like the fowls of

the heaven, which are '

productive before Thee,
Lord.' 4. An angel of the Lord announces to

Anna that her prayer is heard ; she vows that
her child shall be a gift to God. Another angel
bids Joachim return home; he obeys, and takes

with him Hocks for an offering. Anna and Joachim
meet at the gate.

In pseudo-Mat. 3 the angel bi<ls Anna meet her husband at

the (inhh'n Cate ;
in Xnt. J/ary 4 the angel bids Joachim meet

his wife at the Golden Gate. Ct. Ac 32.

5. On the following day Joachim brings his offer-

ing to the temple and goes down to his house
'

justified.' In course of time a daughter is born
to Anna and Joachim ;

Anna calls the child Mary.

In Xat. Mary 6 the name Mary is given at the command of

the angel.

6. When the child is six months old, Anna sets her
on the ground 'to try whether she can stand, and
she walks seven steps'; Anna vows that Mary
shall not walk on this earth until she has been
taken to the temple of the Lord. When Mary is

a year old, Joachim makes a great feast; the chief

prints bless the child, and Anna sings a song to

the Lord. 7. When Mary is three years old, her

parents take her to the temple in fulfilment of

their vow. After the high priest has blessed her,

he 'sets her down upon the third step of the altar' ;

she ' dances with her feet, and all the house of

Israel love her.'

In iiwudo-Mat. 4 the child is put down before the doors of

the temple, and '

goes up the fifteen steps so swiftly, that she

does not look haek at all.' In Rat. Mary li the virgin of the
Lord goes up all the steps without help

'

in such a manner that

you would think she had already attained full age.' The Lord
*'

by tbe indication of this miracle' foreshowed the greatness of
1 His virgin.

1

8. Mary dwells in the temple ' as if she were a

dove,' and is fed by the hand of an angel. When
she is twelve years old, Zaeharias the high priest
summons the widowers in order that the Lord may
signify whose wife Mary is to be.

Pseudo-Mat. 6 adds many marvels, as, e.jr., the angels often

speak to Mary and most diligently obey her ; sick people who
touch her go home cured. Both in pseudo-Mat, and Anf. Mary
the age of Mary is fourteen when she refuses to be given in

m.uTKige, and announces her resolve to be a \ irgin to God.

9. Joseph, throwing away his axe, obeys the sum-
mons ; the widowers present their rods to the high
priest in the temple. A dove comes out of Joseph's
luil ,-uid rests upon his head the sign that he is

chosen to keep the virgin of the Lord. 10. When
Joseph refuses, saying,

'
I have children, and I

am an old man,' the priest warns him of the guilt

of disobedience. Joseph therefore takes Mary from
the temple to his home.

In pseudo-Mat. 8 the tribe of Judah is chosen by lot ; then
every man of that tribe, 'who has no wife,' takes his rod to the

temple. The high priest does not at first bring Joseph's rod
out of the Holy of Holies ' because he was an old man.' Joseph
asks :

' Why do you hand over to me this infant, who is younger
than my grandsons?' In Nat. Mary 8 Joseph withholds his

rod ; God is consulted a second time, and Joseph is found out ;

also Joseph's rod produces a flower on which the Spirit descends
in the form of a dove (cf. Is 111- 2).

11. The angel of the Lord announces to Mary at the
well the coming upon her of the power of the Lord.

In pseudo-Mat. 9 the angel appears to Mary in her chamber,
while she is working at the purple for the veil of the temple.

12. Mary visits Elisabeth, who greets her as 'the
mother of my Lord.' 13. Mary returns home after

her three months' visit to Elisabeth ; Joseph re-

proaches her, and with weeping she maintains
her innocence. 14. The angel of the Lord appears
to Joseph. 15. Annas the scribe accuses Joseph
of stealthily marrying Mary ;

the officers bring her
with Joseph to the tribunal. 10. Joseph and Mary
drink the water of the ordeal and remain unhurt.

Pseudo-Mat. 10-12 describes with even less restraint the
incidents recorded in chs. 13-16. In Xat. Mnr/f 9 the words of

the angel to Mary are much expanded ;
from one addition it

would seem that when this apocryphal book was written the
doctrine of the Immaculate Conception was unknown :

' that
which shall be born of thee shall alone be holy, because it alone,

being conceived and born without sin, shall be called the Son of

God.

17. Joseph takes Mary and his sons to be enrolled

in Bethlehem. In Mary's face sometimes there is

laughter and sometimes sorrow ; she explains to

Joseph,
'
I see two peoples with my eyes ; the one

lamenting, and the other rejoicing.'

Pseudo-Mat. 13 adds 'she saw the people of the Jews weeping,
because they have departed from their God ; and the people of

the Gentiles rejoicing, because they have been made near to

the Lord.' But cf. Gn 25 or Lk 2*.

18. Joseph leaves Mary in a cave in charge of his

two sons, whilst he seeks a woman to minister to

her needs. The sky is astonished and the birds

keep still. 1'J. When the woman enters the cave
a great light shines, but it gradually decreases
until the infant's birth. 20. The woman tells

Salome of the strange event ; Salome demands

proof. Her hand is made to burn with tire as a

punishment for her unbelief, but is restored when
she touches the infant. 21. The Magi are led by
the star to the cave, and present their gifts. 22.

Herod sends murderers to kill the children from
two years old and under. Mary puts her child

into an ox-stall. A mountain is cleft to receive

Elisabeth and John.

Pseudo-Mat, adds many details. The star is
'

larger than any
that had been seen since the beginning of the world.' The ox
and the ass 'incessantly adore Him,' fulfilling the word of

Habakkuk the prophet :

' Between two animals thou art made
manifest.' (Hab 3- LXX iv fjLieu S&o tuu* yiaiff-W-.e-v;, by slight

change in Hebrew text: D';n D'jy for w;n

23. Zaeharias is murdered, because he cannot tell

the officers of Herod where his son is. 24. A priest
hears a voice saying, 'Zaeharias is murdered' ; the

body of Zaeharias is not found, but his blood is

turned into stone. Simeon is chosen in his place.
25. The author says that he withdrew into the

wilderness, because of the commotion that arose

about the death of Herod. Doxology.
iv. CHARACTER AND TENDENCIES. From the

summary of contents given above, it will be seen

that chs'. 1-17 of the Protevangelium are occupied
with the story of Mary her birth and childhood,
her life in the temple, and her betrothal to Joseph.
In chs. 18-20 the style of the narrative is changed,
the direct form is assumed :

'

I, Joseph, was walk-

ins,
'

etc - The writer, laying aside all reserve,

enlarges upon the marvel of the birth of Jesus,
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and upon tin- pcipct ual virginity of Mary. Tin 1

remaining pmtion i)l this work irh-. 'Jl _'."!, eon

sist^ nl" nit tin- account of tin' visit lit till- -Mil^'i,

which closely follows tllr nan at ive nl' 1 lie canonical

Matthew; and i/-i tin- -tiny ut' tin- marvellous

escape of John tunii limn!'* massacre, and of the
minder ut his father /acharia.s.

Tin' extravagance- nl' rh-. IS-'Jn, thr Gnostic
tendencies ut' tin' narrative, and tin.1

abrupt intro-

duction of Joseph us tin- speaker, air siillicieni

I'i'.'i-iiii- for re;_'ardine; this section of the Gospel as
deii\,.,l from an independent source. llarnack
call- this section -I -I-

rii/ilnn,i Jn-,1 /i/n. S
lielu has been ca-t ii|iiui cli-. _'_' _'!, which Ilarnack
call- .l/iiii-i-ii/i/niiii Zacharue, bv the researches of

I'.eiendt- (Studien fiber Zacnarias Apokryphen,
Isii.'i i

: he holds that the Protevangeliuni dues not
(unt.-iin the-e legend- ill their iilde-t luriii. Con-
tinuation of this ll y is found in the fact that

Origin (in M<itt. tract. 'J."ii, wlm \\a.- ari|nainted
with the l!iiU ut .la 9, ^ives a very ditlerent

account of the martyrdom of /acharins
; his

iieconnt may ha\e come from an independent
souice, Init the recognition of this |iu.-sil>ility
renders no less probable the snu'eestion of llar-

nack [Chron. i. ii"l that the >v->\os 'Icu-ii/Sou to
which driven relei- is e--entially identical with
chs. 1-17 of the 1'ioti -v aii^climn. The evidence
>.| linden, therefore, like the evidence of .Instin,

yield- 110 ploot of tl \isti-nccol" thi. Gospel ill

Its present torin ; he liecome.-, however, ll Idest

witness lor the y^i'Tjtris Jlapias, the story of the
Nat ivity of Mary.

'lie- n -ult of the foregoing analysis is to show
that in ull probability the Protevangelium is a

composite work. The facts do nut warrant the
inference that its author had three separate docu-
ments helore him of which he made free use,

mldin;.' his own embellishments; the\ |ioint rather
in the direction of tlie conclusion at which I.ipsius
(hi- 1. i'/ii-ixt. /:i"<i. ii. 703) arrives hy a dillerent
coin-'' of reasoning. The author's acquaintance
with Jewish customs is inaiiife-t to evei\ reader;
but, as I,i]i-ins ]ioints out, such incident- a- the
rcfn-al of Joachim and his sacrilice, the hrinyin;,'

up of Mary in the temple, and the drinking by
.lo-e|ih of the water of the ordenl, are quite con
trarv to.Iewisli ideas and usages ; moreover, there
are I laces of (i no-tie specula! ion, e-[ieciallv in the

Apocryphum -I-
,"/ti and the .l/mi-i-it/i/unii /.!>/,

ni "' ' This curious admixture of intimate know -

ledge and gross ignorance of Jewish thought and
cn-tom compel- us !o a nine and distinguish be-

iwei-n an onginal Jewish-Christian writing and a
tino-i ji- recast of it."

*

v. I:H. \TiuN TO I.MIN RECENSIONS. 1. T/n-

Go.'-i
' ido Mntfli,:r. Tin Gospel claims to

be .b rome's translation into I.alin of what the

holy Kvan^elist \latlhew wrote in Hebrew and
'

-et at the brad of his Gospel.' It JMVC-, with
variations such as are noteil above, tin- same mil
rativ e as I he 1'n.ii \ au^elinm ; but, instead of i ud

ing with the martyrdom of Xachnria-. it describes
\c\\~. Is '_'! ! tin lli'jht into |^\ pi , and enlarge- upon
the marvels of the journey ..'!. the adm at ion of
the inlant .le-u- l'\ dragons, lion-, and panthers;
the bending of a palm 11 e .'I Mi- word, in order
that His mother may gather ils tniit

;
the shorten-

ine ol I he way. s,, that in one day they accomplish
what would otherwise have taken thhiy day-; the

* The Rri->iii.!M-\ i 1 1 KM 1 1 r .i thla Go
| I,

:

:i
-

' f;ir a** it ran Kf
ed with the norm I ]

niZf'l '* -Tilii-s '.I \ .11 I..KS - -I N, l|.it\\ i[||st;uill!ll'_' I llr u

of v that the Evikngel i :

It would
.r\ !nir.|.-]i.' if lilt- i.Jii'liill^ r.|i ;i ].t, r-

Muiih. and St. l,uk. . uith Uidr lifi'liki- i

huiliatlitil s, liail In . n 1 1. n\ i '! tri.ni .1 unrk t.-nnai- \\ ith SII]ILT-
bti;i"i:s trivialities

'

(Dr. T. Nicol in Critical Jien< u
,
MI. ;;:.).

prostration of the idols when Mary w it h her child

enters the K;_'yptian temple. The re-t of Ibis
( iosprl, in w hat Tischendori regards as its complete
i oi in i Evany, apocr. ."il I Ui, ^ive- the .-tmy m the
bo\ hood ol Jesu- in a to; in e\ en more e\t ia\ ae.-int

than tlieliospel according; to Thomas, an account
of which is eiven below. Then- is little doubt
that, in so far a> this dispel is parallel with the
narrative of the Protevangeliuni, it is independ-
ently derived from the .same sources. It alone
records the sp cial series of miracles wrought in

K;_'ypt and on the way thither ; in the nan
which it has in con.mon with the 1'iotcv aneelinm
there is a marked development of the mai \ cllons

nature of the incidents
;
the yrovv in" exaltation of

Mai \ is aUo very apparent.
2. Tin: tln.i]>i:l nf tin: Xntirit;/ nf Mnri/. This

short Latin (lo-pel, entitled the /:'i-'iii</ /nun i/.

.\ntii-itiiti MIII-III-, covers the same e.oiinil us lin-

early part of the (lospel oi pscudo-Matthew ;
its

last words describe the birth of Jesus at l!eth-

lehem. It is found amonest the works ot .leiome,
and has every appearance of bein^' an orthodox
revision of the I,a! in (.o.pel oi pseudo-Matthew.

vi. DATE. According to the view taken above
of the composite character of this Gospel, the

original Jewish -Christian work dates from the
middle of the '2nd century. The Protevangeliuni
in its present form embodies the result of a Gnostic
le.-ast. and cannot be earlier than the latter part
of the Urd century. To the 4th cent, or perhaps the
5th must be assigned the Gospel of

/<
'</</ Mnttl<- n\

of which the Gospel of the Saticity uf Murij is a
later redaction.

LITERATI-RE. In 1552 Bihliandcr's Latin i-ilition vvus inihlisliw!,
Postellus having prepared the text from a Greek Ms. In 1-411

.snric.nv is, n,, i ;t separate edition, ex. cad. M^ Venetian

.St-L- A. .Mi-\-r in ftii- Afn'tii-. ,/,-,v .\T, ji. -17 ; itlso Ni-an,|. i Boi

Thilo, Tin -lii-nil'ii-f, ll:ii'iiui-k, Xnlin, ILirlier^, Wriu-ht, Hrr, in

,'/'/.. i-ilt. Tnin.sliiliun liy A. Walker in AnU-Nin -in- I 'lirisliun

Lil,rur\, ;iN" l>\ I ,-a\l'c:in- frmn iin Aiini-nian MS in .-l,/i'.-.

> III, -I i. 1897, p. 434 fl. Articles by Hilgenteld in

llchr.J I. Thi-iil. xii.
)>. 3391., xiv. p. 87 note; C'cinniilv,

II,:- ,;,,,//. ,i,-r kaiwiiicJien tiindlietitgiichichten, and in A"

Kii. ],.
T^sif.

B. 2. TIIO.WAS, GOSPEL ACCORDING TO.

i. Evidence of early writers.
1. Hi|i]>"l\ Ins.

2. On^i-n, Eusebius, etc.
ii. Present lonii.

in Summary of contents.
i\ . < 'liaracter and tcndcnciea.
v. Date.

Literature.

i. I'.v Mil ACE OF EARLY WRITERS. 1. A Gospel
card Qufiav was. according to ////</. ////.v i I.Vi _':,."n.

in use aniony the Naasseties. A ]ia--a^e, in which
the\ i, Muni iuppor( hii their teaching in regard to
the 'nature of the inward man' (Qvaw . . . TT\V

e^Tiiy dvdpwiroi'), is quoted from the Gospel: *He
who seek- m, shall iin.l nie in children from seven

years old ; for t'lerc will I, who am hidden in the
louiteenth a-on, be manifest' ('EjKJ 6 frjT^n cupf/fti
fv Traniots a7r6 ir&v ^Trrd' fKft yap tv ry t5' at'In

Kpvfl6fj.tvos tfHivfpoi'fiai).

L'. Oi '/ n ic. 240) mentions this Gospel (limn. i.

in I '. and I
1

!"-: Inns (c. 324) places it with the
Pel line Gospel amongst the 'heretical' wri;ne.s

(///-.' iii. _'.")!. i'i/ril of Jerusalem (d. 380) states
thai the \lanich.-cans wrote it (C'atcch. iv. 3(i>. and
in a later passage of the same work traces iis

origin to 'one of the three base disciples of Moses
vi :;ii Later writers refer to the hi^'h
in which it was held by the Maniclui'ans.

ii. l'Ki:si:\T FoliM. A Gospel, entitled ' Thomas
the Israelite philosopher's Account of the Infancy
of the Lord i H.L-aa 'IffpzyXtTOv ipi\oau<pov fi-rjra t it TO,

TratSiKa. rov Kcpioc), is extant in two (,i,-el. n-ccn-

jions, nl-o in a Latin and in a S\ i

Ti-chendoii e nub t,ue Jojin^i- (Jix-uk recension
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(Evanj. cipocr. pp. 140-157), the shorter Greek
recension (pp. 158-163), and the Latin version,
which Harnack describes as a compilation, with
striking resemblances to the apocryphal Gospel
of Matthew (pp. 164-180). The Syriac version

(Wright, Apoc. Lit. NT, p. 6f.) is a somewhat
abbreviated form of the longer Greek recension.
(For English translations of the two Greek and
the Latin versions, see Walker's Apocr. GOSJIC/.*,

p. 78 ft'. ; and for a detailed account of the varia-
tions in the several texts, see Lipsius' article in
Diet. Christ. B'.rifj. ii. 704). None of these four
recensions contains the Naassene quotation from
this Gospel which is given by Hippolytus. Does
he refer to a different Gospel, or to an original
Gospel of which the longest extant version con-
tains only fragments? The attempt to answer
these questions must he deferred until the outline
of the contents of these four recensions has been
given. But one important piece of evidence is here
in place. Nicephorus (d. 599) mentions this Gospel
in his Stichometry, and states that it contained
1300 stichoi. Therefore, inasmuch as the longest
extant recension does not contain half of that
number of stichoi, it is possible, though not certain,
that the copy known to Nicephorus'contained the

passage quoted by Hippolytus.
iii. SUMMARY OF CONTEXTS. The narratives

contained in this Gospel of the Childhood of Jesus
consist of (a) stories of His superhuman know-
ledge, (6) stories of His superhuman power. The
different versions frequently disagree, as well in

their statements in regard to the scenes of the
miracles and the names of the chief actors, as in
the form of the narratives and in the arrange-
ment of the various incidents. The following
summary is based on the longer Greek recension :

(a) To his teacher, Zacchtens, tlie child Jesus
repeats the letters of the alphabet, 'from the

Alpha even to the Omega, clearly and with great
exactness'; He questions His teacher about the
first letter, and convicts him of ignorance of the
nature of Alpha, and therefore of inability to
teach others the Beta. 'Thou hypocrite! first,
if thou knowest, teach the A, and then we shall
believe thee about the B. . . . And in the hearing
of many the child says to Zaccha-us :

'

Hear,
teacher, the order of the lirst letter

'

[the old Phoen-
ician A was written < or V], 'and notice here
how it has lines, and a middle stroke crossing
those which thou seest common ; (lines) brought
together ; the highest part supporting them, and
again bringing them under one head ; with three

points [of intersection] ; of the same kind
; prin-

cipal and subordinate ; of equal length. Thou hast
the lines of the A.' The amazement of Zaccha-us,
as he listens to this allegorizing, is thus ex-

pressed :

' That child does not belong to this earth.
. . . What great thing he is, either god or angel,
or what I am to say, I know not.' The shorter
Greek recension represents Jesus as saying :

'

I

know more than you, for I am before the ages.
. . . When you see my cross, then will ye believe
that I speak the truth.' When Joseph takes the
child to another master, who tries ' to flatter him
into learning his letters,' Jesus immediately reads
a book that lies on the desk, and by the Holy
Spirit teaches the Law to those that are standing
round. The account of the child's visit to the

temple with His parents follows closely the narra-
tive of Luke (2"--

1

-). It describes Him as 'sitting
in the midst of the teachers, both hearing the law
and asking them questions,' but adds: 'And they
were all attending to him, and wondering that he,
being a child, was shutting the mouths of the elders
and teachers of the people, explaining the main
points of the law, and the parables of the prophets.'

(6) Some of the miracles ascribed to the child

Jesus are works of beneficence, but others a:e
deeds of vengeance. When five years old He
makes twelve sparrows out of clay, and as soon
as He claps His hands they Hy away. At the
same age He raises to life a child killed by a fall ;

and also a young man who, whilst splitting wood,
cut the sole of his foot in two, and died from loss of
blood. ' And he said to the young man, Bise up
now, split the wood, and remember me.' When
six years old He breaks a, pitcher, but fills His
cloak with water and carries it to His mother ;

He stretches a short piece of wood, and makes it

equal to the longer piece. At the same age He
cures His brother James, who was dying from the
effects of the bite of a viper ; He also performs two
more miracles of raising from the dead. But His
miracles of vengeance make such an impression
that the parents of a boy whom Jesus has killed

say to Joseph :

' Since thou hast such a child, it is

impossible for thee to live with us in the village;
or else teach him to bless, and not to curse, for lie

is killing our children.' The son of Annas the
scribe is 'dried up' at His word ; a boy who runs

up against Him is struck dead ; one of His teachers
incurs His wrath, and at His curse swoons and
falls to the ground; His accusers are smitten
with blindness, and dare not provoke Him to anger
lest His rebuke should maim them.

iv. CHARACTER AND TENDENCIES. To the evi-

dence of Hippolytus that this Gospel was known
to the \aassenes, and of Cyril of Jerusalem, who
regards it as a Manichftan work, should probably
be added the witness of Iremeus (c. 190) to its use

amongst the Marcosians, a Gnostic sect, whose
leader boasted that he had improved upon his

master, Valentinus. It is true that Iremeus does
not name the 'spurious writing'; but he accuses
the Marcosians of pulling to pieces 'the dispensa-
tions of God, in themselves so striking, by means
of Alpha and Beta,' and of bringing forward ' that
false and wicked story

'

that the Lord said to His
teacher: 'Do thou first tell me what Alpha is,

and then I will tell thee what Beta is.' 'This

they expound as meaning that he alone knew the

Unknown, which he revealed under its type,
Alpha' (Hxr. I. xx. 1

;
of. xvi. 3). The value of

this passage consists in its testimony to a second-

century Gnostic interpretation of an incident which
is recorded in the extant Gospel according to

Thomas. Harnack ((.'hrun. i. 59-1) assigns to this

apocryphal Gospel, in its original form, a saying
of Jesus, which Irenanis charges the Marcosians
with misinterpreting :

'
I have often desired to

have one of these words, and I had no one who
could utter it' (Hcer. I. xx. 2). The saying may,
however, be a loose quotation from the canonical

Gospels (Lk 10-4
;

cf. Lk 194
-).

The question asked above may now be answered.
If one sect of Gnostics found in the contents of

this Gospel not to assume that the Gospel itself

was in their hands support for their speculations,
the Syrian Gnostics (Naassenes) may have used
the same Gospel, though the passage quoted in

Hippolytus is not found in the extant fragments.
The saying (see i. ), whatever be its true mea.ij-

ing, is clearly a Gnostic interpretation cf some of

our Lord's sayings about childhood, with Gnostic
accretions (cf. Mt 7 s IS5

). Hopes (Die ,Sj>ntc/ie

Jcsu, p. 100) expounds it as signifying that only
when a child attains to full intelligence can the

image of Christ be manifested in it. The saying
is not so entirely out of harmony with this Gospel
of the Childhood as to compel the ascription of it

to an unknown Gospel of Thomas. The undoubted
difference between this saying and the fabulous
contents of the Gospel that has been preMTved
would be explained if the Gospel quoted in Hip-
polytus was revised by an anti-Gnostic editor and
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iihhrcx iatcd ill accoid.-iiire with his virus. Sncli

an anli-t ino-tic would ! a heretic in the ju.i_

iin-iii Hi writer- liUr i hie., .11, I'm in tin- canonical

Go-pel- llu- i-lnlil .Ic-iis works in" milaeles. ll

I- probable, 11- l.i|isiiis suggest-, thai tlii.- Gospel

originated in an attempt 'to cnli-t lln 1 miraculous
-loiie-o| i In- I hil.ll I mi tin- Catholic -ide. . . .

Tli.- i-lnhl .Ir-ii- [it ini^lit In- argued] 11111-1 c-ri

tainly haM' winked sonir miracles in older to

rebuke the t ino-i i- error, w huh made the Chris)

to de-ccnd upon Him lor tin- lh"t time at lli-

lia|itisni

'

(linl. l.'ltri.-il. lit'i'i- ii. "i'4i.

v. llAli:. /aim holds thai I hi-. Co-pel wa-one
of the sourer- n-ed by .Instin Martyr \f. 1 l'i>. w In"

say- (/'i"/. *M that .le-n.s 'was in the hai it o!

winkiir-- OS a carpenter when among men. making
plough- and Mike- inyorpa. *ai i'i-,al; there is a

M-r ha I coincidence with tin- Go-pel which descrihes

Jo-cph a- a carpenter who 'made ploughs and

Mike-.' Itnt .Instin, who was a native oi rale-tine,

would scarcely ic.piire a written source for this

tradition, nor i- he likely In II.-IM- n-ed a heretical

( ...
]..

I as an aiithoiity. .Instin cannot, tlu-ieloic.

In- .jiioted to prove the existence of this Gospel in

tie- ln-t half ill" the second century ; a legitimate
inference iroin the evidence already gi\cn is that

in its original form it WHS written c. 100- ISO.

I'.ut llarnack does well to add that it is impossilile
to say certainly how nincli of the Go-pel in its

pie-cut tm 111 was derived from the longer work.
There may, of course, be interpolations in the

abl.iex lalcd \ er-ions of this Gospel.
Ijmtu' ii > i.'rrius published a fra^'ini/nt from a Paris

Ms ,.t rh, i:.Ui .-rut. in his notes I., i h.- ' cnut. -ly ..-'. \ i. 17
;

iiKn Mini;. in III l.ir.-i-r p.. Hi. .11: .Vui.'-n ,-,,,v ,,,'l ,r,
,/,:,.

<.;<!,

j;. 3. CUILDIIOOD, ARABIC GOXI-EL OF THE.

\. Sources,
ii. Contents.
iii. Characteristics. Date.

Literature.

i. SiintrF.S. This Gospel is entitled in Ti-chen

dorl's corrected Latin version (Ei-'iim. .!/../. pp.
1M 'Jniii, EfHHiitium Infiiuii" Snloatoris Am-
l,i:-ii,,i. The Arabic text is a translation from the

Svriac. The work is a compilation. The author
refer- to 'the book of Joseph, the high priest'

(c. 1), to 'the Gospel of the Infancy,' and to 'the

perfecl Go-pel' (c. 25), and concludes: 'Here
endeth the w hole Gospel of the Infancy, with the

aid of God Most High, according to what we have
found in the oiiginal.' For the lirst part of this

Gn-pe|i! 25) the compiler claims the authority of

.Io-eph Caiapha-, w !m-e book Lip-in- i /',./. ' '//, , ./.

/>'("</. ii 7o.~n identilies with 'the lino-tie work
H -e of in the I'rotevangclium, and which

1 the name of Joseph (not Caiaphas, of course,

but the husband of Mary)'; tin- eorliei
|
onions

df his n.'irratiM- are to a large extent parallel to

the rrotevaiigcliuni and to the Gospel of
/

Mi/ //I, ir; but In- a l-i i draw 8 largely on
' the perfecl

( iii-pel,' though he record- 'M-IV many miracle-'

of the Lord .le-u- which ale not found either in it

or in h-ss 'complete Gospels of the Infancy. In

the -,-cond pail r_V> .""."ii his chief source i- i he

Gospel according to rimma-.
ii. Cnvn \t-. This Go-pi I begin- by i|iioting

a word of .1 1 -11- spoken, w hen He wa- lying in His

cradle, to Marv Hi- mother :

'

I am .le-n-. I he Son
o! (iod, the Logos, whom tlnm ha-t bmnghl fmlh.'

Miracle- are narrated for which no paialh I can be

found cither in the canonical (io-pel- or in the

apocryphal writing-, a-, e.g., tin- Lad\ Maiy give-
to the kings from the F.a-t one oi her child's

swaddling-bands, which 'the lire wa- not able to

burn or destroy' |8| ; a demoniac boy, the son of

EXTRA VOL. 28

an |-'.^\plian priest, is healed hy putting upon hi-

head a newly wa-hed L.-ainicnt ot the I. ..id Christ

(111; the water in which Ma r\ \\ a-he-.lc-u- . ]. ,i n .

liom lepio-y 1 17' : by witchcraft a youth ha

transfoi ni.-d into a mule ; Mary puts .le-u- on
the mule's hack and a-k- Him to exert Hi- miehty
power, whereupon the animal 'hecaim- a MHIII^
man, free from every defect

1

(21) ; the Holy Family
fall into the hands of two robbers, Titns ami
Unmachiis ; Titns bribes Dnmaehus to let ; In-m
-o lice, and .Ic-us tells His mother that in thirty

years 'these two robbers will be raised upon the
(loss alone; with me, Titus on my ri^'ht band and
Unmachus on my left; and alter that day Titus
.shall e,o before me into Paradise' (23); at- the

age oi twelve, Jesus discourses in the temple to

astronomers on the heavenly bodies,
' their course,

direct and retrograde, the twenty-fourths and
sixtieths of twenty - fourths, and other things

beyond the reach of reason (51) ; also to a philo-

sopher 'skilled in treating of natural science' He
explains 'physics and metaphysics, hyperphysica
and hypophysics . . . and other things beyond the
reach of any created intellect' (52); 'from this

day' (i.e. from His twelfth year) 'he hepan to

hide his miracles and mysteries and secrets, and
to "ive attention to the law, until he completed
his thirtieth year' (54).

iii. CHARACTERISTICS. The extracts given from
this Gospel prove that its author not only drew

largely from his sources, canonical and apocryphal,
but also allowed his imagination free play, with
the re-nlt that bis work is a strange conglomerate
of authentic- Evangelic tradition and the most
fantastic legends. In one respect alone does it

compare favourably with the apocryphal Gospels
it ..... -i closely resembles ; from its fabulous stories

there is an absence of miracles of vengeance such
as are found in the Gospel according to Thomas
and the Gospel of pseudo-Matthew. There are

many traces of the inlluence of Gnosticism in this

Gospel, but it also contains a clear recognition of

the humanity of Jesus : the mother of a dying boy
who i- healed by 'the smell of the clothes of the
Lord Jesus Christ' says to Mary :

' Now I know
that the power of God dwelleth in thee, so that

thy Son heals those that partake of the same
nature with himself (311). The central section of

I In- work has been aptly described as '

thoroughly
Urienial in its character, reminding one of the
lale- of the Arabian Nights, OT of the episodes in

the itnlilen Ass of Ajiuleius' (Walker, AJJUCI:

(.'i/.sy;
/.t, X.).

No definite (fate for the composition of this

Gospel can he lixed. Lipsius is content to say
that it was compiled 'comparatively late, but

pndialily earlier than the Mahometan times.'

I.rrKRATrnx. In 1CT7 Hcnricus Sike published an Arabic text

with Latin translation: Er. Inf. ret Liber apocri/uhnx de
In .'..',,/ Sali-:iluri. Sec Kabricius, Jones, sx-hniid, Thilo,
I . hi n'lorf, in ojtp. citt.

li. 4. JOSEPH TUB CARFESTER, AKABIC
HISTORY OF.-

i. Sources.
ii. Contents.

iii. Ohonclerhtlcfl. Pat.
Literature.

lioir in \itliailoiis ill lilt; ouuiuiv i 11" 1 .in.iii|'iin n-

diah.t- of the Coptic, from which language the

Arabic text was a recension. The author relates

brielly the life of Joseph, and at greater length his

death and burial; he also represents Jesus as

altering h-i i-ihy and rhnpsodical lamentation-.

For tin greater part of his narrative there is no
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parallel in other writings, but in the sections whicl
describe the choice of "Joseph to be the guardiai.
of Alary, his betrothal to her, Herod's search for
the children, and the flight into Egypt, the ant hoi
is in close agreement with the Protevangelium
If he used it as a source, he omitted the portents
which it describes as accompanying these events
it is more probable, however, that his source was
the earlier Jewish-Christian tradition, for the resl
of his work does not suggest that Gnostic em-
bellishments would have been distasteful to him.
There are more distinct traces of his dependence
upon the Gospel according to Thomas in the
account given of Joseph's perplexity and the
words

_pf
the angel (17); Lipsius (Diet. Christ,

llniff. ii. TOG) adds that in the Coptic recension
' the use made of the Gospel of Thomas is still

more evident.'
ii. CONTEXTS. In the introduction to this his-

tory the author states that it was related by our
Lord to His disciples on the Mount of Olives.
The speaker throughout is Jesus, who says of His
mother: 'I chose her of my own will, with the
concurrence of my Father, and the counsel of the
Holy Spirit. And I was made flesh of her, by a
mystery which transcends the grasp of created
reason' (5), a mystery which 'no creature can
penetrate or understand, except myself, and my
Father, and the Holy Spirit, constituting one
essence with myself (14).* Joseph before his death
asks Jesus for pardon (17) ; Jesus sees Death
and Gehenna approaching :

'

accordingly I drove
back Death and all the host of servants which
accompanied him' (21); when Joseph died, 'he
had fulfilled a hundred and eleven years; never
did a tootli in his mouth hurt him, nor was his

eyesight rendered less sharp' (29); of Joseph's
body Jesus says :

' Not a single limb of it shall be
broken, nor shall any hair of thy head be changed.
Nothing of thy body shall perish, O my father
Joseph, but it will remain entire and uncorrupted
even until the banquet of the thousand years' (26).

iii. CHARACTERKTICS. The motive of this his-

tory is revealed in words spoken by the Apostles
to Jesus :

' Thou hast ordered us to go into all the
world and preach the holy gospel ; and thou hast
said : Kelate to them the death of my father
Joseph, and celebrate to him with annual solem-
nity a festival and sacred day. And whosoever
shall take anything away from this narrative, or
add anything to it, commits sin' (30). There is
another reference to the day of Joseph's com-
memoration i,26) ; the work is doubtless, as Lipsius
suggests, 'a festal lection for St. Joseph's day.'The words of Jesus to Mary,

'

Thou, O my
virgin mother, must look for the same end of life
as other mortals,' point to a date of composition
earlier than the 5th cent., when the Assumption
of Mary was taught. Tischeudorf decides for the
4th century.

LITERATURE. In 1722 Wallin published an Arabic text with
Latin translation. See Tischendorf, Hofmann, in opp. citt.

B. 5. MARY, I'IIE DEPARTURE OF.
i. Versions.

ii. Summary of contents.
lii. Characteristics. Hate.

Literature.

i. VERSIONS. Tisohendorf published in his
Apocalypses Aporri//,luR the Greek text of a work
sometimes described as the Erangclittm Joannis
its full title is, The Account of St. John the Theo-
logian of the Falling Asleep of the Holy Mother ofGod. Two Latin versions are printed by Tischen-
dorf, and the writing is generally kno'wn as the
Iranmttts Maries or The Departure of Mary.
\\nglit has edited three recensions of a Syriac* The words in italics are omitted in the Coptic version.

text. Arabic, Sahidic, and Ethiopic versions aro
also extant. Lipsius finds the nearest approxima-
tion to the original text in the Greek and in the
Syriac versions known as B and C. Syriac B was
edited by Wright (Journal of Sacred Literature,
1865), and Syriac C is published in his Contribu-
lions to the Apocr. Lit. of the NT, pp. 24-41.
Walker's translation of the Greek text is used in
the following section (' Ante - Nicene Christian
Library,' A/int-ri/phal Gospels, etc. p. 50411'.).

ii. SUMMARY OF CONTENTS. ' The all -holy
glorious mother of God and ever-virgin Mary'
goes to ' the holy tomb of our Lord '

to burn
incense and to pray. She is invisible to the
guards. Gabriel informs her that her request is

granted : 'thou having left the world, shall go to
the heavenly places to thy Son, into the true and
everlasting life.'

Mary and her three virgins return to holy
Bethlehem ; in answer to her prayers the Apostles
are summoned to her deathbed. John is

' snatched
up by a cloud from Ephesus' and assures Mary
that her '

holy and precious body will by no means
see corruption.' By a whirlwind the Holy Spirit
brings '1'eter from Rome, Paul from Tiberias,
Thomas from Hither India, James from Jeru-
salem.' The Apostles who have fallen asleep are
raised from their tombs, but the Holy Spirit says :

' Do not think that it is now the resurrection ; but
on this account you have risen out of your tombs,
that you may go to give greeting to the honour
and wonder-working of the mother of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ, because the day of her
departure is at hand, of her going up into the
heavens.'

Mary, sitting up in bed, asks the Apostles to
tell her how they had been summoned. John
says,

'
I was going in to the holy altar in Ephesus

to perform Divine service
'

; Mark says,
'
I was

finishing the canon of the third [day] in the city
of Alexandria' ; Matthew says, 'I was in a boat
and overtaken by a storm, the sea raging with its

waves ; on a sudden a cloud of light overshadowing
a stormy billow, changed it to a calm, and having
snatched me up, set me down beside you.' Similar

experiences are narrated by the other Apostles.
Marvels accompany Mary's departure : the sun

and the moon suddenly appear about the house ;

all who are ' under disease and sickness
'

are cured,
if they touch ' the outside of the wall of the house

'

where Mary was lying. The Jews,
'

boiling with
rage,' say to the Procurator,

' The nation of the
Jews has been ruined by this woman ; chase her
from Bethlehem and the province of Jerusalem.'
The Procurator refuses, but yields to importunity
and ' sends a tribune of soldiers against the

Apostles to Bethlehem.' The Apostles leave the
muse '

carrying the bed of the Lady, the mother
of God '

; they are ' lifted up by a cloud
' and

transported to 'the house of the Lady' in Jeru-
salem. The priests and the people 'being the
nore moved with hatred' take the wood and lire,

'

wishing to burn the house where the Lord's
mother was living with the Apostles' ; but many
Jews are burnt up by

' a power of lire suddenly
coming forth from within by means of an angel.'
The Holy Spirit reminds the Apostles that 'on

he Lord's day
'

Gabriel made the Annunciation to
,he Virgin ; 'on the Lord's day' the Saviour was
iorn ; 'on the Lord's day' the children of Jeru-
salem welcomed Him with palm - branches and
rlosannas ; 'on the Lord's day' He rose from the
dead; and 'on the Lord's day' He will come to

'udgment.
' On the Lord's day

'

Christ comes with
i host of angels and says to His mother, 'Thy
irecious body will be transferred to Paradise.'

Mary kis.-es and adores the right band of the
-.ord ; she beseeches Him as '

God, the King of the
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AL-C-. 'In' only-hi-".ottcn of the Father," to he-tow

Hi- aid upon e\ eiy man calling upon, or pray in;;

'.o, r naming tin- iiann 1

ni, thine handmaid.' The
Lord replies, 'lurry M>II| tliat rails upon thy
name' -liall licit In' a-hamed, lull shall liinl mercy,
and eomloi;, ami support, and confidence, lioth

in tin.' world that now is, and in that which is

I.. e.iine, in the presence of my Father in the

heavens.
Whilst the Apostles sing a hymn, mid the powers

of the heaven- le-pond with Alleluia, the blame-
less -..ill of Mary departs. When Jeplionioa puts
his hands upon the conch on which her holy body
In"-. ,ui angel nt the Lord hy invisil.le power,
with a sword of lire, cut oil' his two hands from
his -lioulders, and made' them hang ahont the

conch, lilted up in the air.' At the word ol 1'etei

the hands are lixcd on again.'
Different accounts are given of the transference

of Marv's 'spotle and pie-eioiis body' to 1'ara-

disc, line de-e -rilie- the translation as taking

plan' after the body had lain for three days in

Gethsemane in a new tomb; (mother rcpresenls
'twelve clouds of light' as snatching up the

Apo-'h- with the conch and 'the Imdy of our

Lady' into I'ara.li-e ; and another nan-ale- the

miraculous resii-citation of the Virgin's body.
'Anna, the' mother oi (he Lady, is one of the

heaM'iily choir that -ing' the' Alleluia and adore
' the holy relics of tin- mother of the I. ..id.

iii. CHARACTERISTICS AND DATK. Although,
as Lipsius points out \l>'n-t. l.'/u-l.it. llii.'t. ii. 7i>7>,
' n comparison of the various texts prove- that I he

original narrative \\.i- n..\\ abbreviated and now
enlarged in manifold ways with all manner of

toiei^n addition- and -ttango . .1 name-lit -.' yet, in

(ill the various forms in which this work is ex-

tant, the' /' /iiii-tm-i-
i
if M"ril ( KOI'MWS rW Mopias,

/, in iliix Mni-iii^ contains many evidence- ..t a

de-iie to furnish Apo-lolic -auction for Mary-
wm-hip of an ad\ane-eel type. Truces of the J'l-nf.

i i-mi'i' limn .Iii'-iiln and of (ino-tie apocryphal
writings are found in some texts, hut the narra-

tive common to all v,-r-i..n- is undoubtedly 'a
Catholici/iii". recast of an heretical work.' Such

phrases as 'the holy altar,' 'the canon of the

third day,'/.', a part of the' Church service con

M-tiiejof nil tea, 'casi incense and pray,' are

internal evidence of a Catholic- development of

ecclesiastical ritna). Lipsius says: The Catholic
rcca-t plainly belongs to a time- when the worship
of the Virgin i- already lioiiri-hing, i.e. at the

earliest, the close of the- 4th, and most probably
the beginning of the .1th century.' Proof of the'

wide circulation of this work i- allonled by the

number of extant \er-ion-ofit ; in Catholic- circles

it ha- bad ".i eat intlui'iice. I In and Wright i|iiote

with well merited approval the judgment of

Kw.-ild : 'This liook has become- from the- lir-t

the linn foumhition for all the unhappy adoration
ol Miry, and for a bundled superstitious (hint's,

wh'.'li have inl rildi'd "I'll !.-- and le-s re-islalice

into the Churches, and h..\e r..ntiibuted -o much
to the degeneration and to the crippling of all

better Chri-tianity.'
I.IIHMIIKI I'm. ten's A >!'" lit .Sifriac />(W-n>;ic/iN, p. 110;

Kllfi-r |illlili-lli.| the \: ." I'M 111 I-M C./..-I ...i

' /.' .(', M,I:I I ,

.

_ _M\r- -..in.- |.:ir-

i >( tin- S:itii.li.- \ fr.i.. ii 111 iti-' ''.!'.</ C.K/./. r.,
t ,t. /;.,,-,,.

ani'ri'in. SIT Ti'-.'hi'iiil.irt, Wright, iu </';>. ci(f.
;

Lils.i eirr-

Introduction and Notes 4
^/ Apocr. H'ritin-jg).

C. 1. TWELVK ArnsTLES, GOSPEL Of Till:.

1. Evidt-nrt- of e-xist.'in >
:

1. .v.i Identical with the Gonpcl according to the
Hebrewa.

2. leU'iiti.-al with the heretical Go].vl ..f ill. Khionitcs.
li. Contents of fn^monti prewrvod b> K[.ii>huniua.
Iii. Character anil tt-n.it-iiL-ies. LhAte.

Lilerulun-.

i. EVIM \. i UK EXISTENCE. 1. A Cospcl en
tilled re} triytypann4ir(ar TUV SJjSfxa eca-y/i/XiOi*

(Jerome: 'juxta XI I apo-tolo-' and Kvairj. XII

apo-teilorum ') is placed by "//</- "' '-'- !"l an...n -i

Ihe heletical (io-licls (II:, ill. 1 ill /.//.',. Kilt

(tri^'en c-te-e-med highly 'the lie.-pel :u -ccj-din^ to

the Hebrews,' which -leromc (4l7i coniiix-- \\ith
'

I he I
.I.-].el .'lee. I! .1 1 II:' t . I I he A pll-t le- "'/ '. /

'

/</'/ .

iii. '_'). til modern scholars who accept Jerome's
identification of the two (In-pel-, the n 't di--

tin^uislicd are Resell (Aijrapha, p. 3^7) and

Lipsius (/>/</. cin-ist. Bioff. ii. 710 f.). Zahn
(GetcMcMi (A.v //T /fanona, ii. 662, 724) m-d llar-

nack ((.'finnii'/iiiiii', i. (i-!() disc-u-s the c|in",:icin in

detail, and a^ree in the conclusion that Jeiome
misunderstood Ori;;en, from whom all hi-i infor-

mation about this (Jo-pel was derived (UM art.

HKIIKEWS [iiii-1-i.i, Acrncnixr. TO Tin
; aU-ve, p.

338 H'.). I.ip-iu- c-on-iderably modifies bi- Accept
-

mice of .leicime's ,-tatc-ment by hi- conf j- sion :

'One tiling is certain, that at various times i i.d in

dill, nut circles it took very different shapes' ;
he

frankly rei-o^ni/i's tl xi-tcm-e of 'contradictory
phenomena,' and sii^^e-t- that the Gospel known
to these Fathers was 'a recast of an older original'

(n/i. i-it . ii. 711).

J. My those who regard this (lospel as nn ! nde-

E
undent work it is often called ' The (lospel of the
bionites.' In the.ir view the Kbionites win- c ..ai-

poseil and ii-ed it were not Jew i-h Christians who
observed the Mosaic- law, thou;_'li to them the name
uas lirst given (Orig. adu. Ccls. ii. 1) ; they were
the heretical sect of Kbicmites, more conee.'y
described as F.lkesaites, and characterixed by 'an
abhorrence of sacrifice and by an objection to the
use of flesh meat' (cf. Salmon, Iiilnnl. tu XT, p.

l.V.lf.). (Iwinx to the ambiguity in the meaning
of '

Kbionites,' ronflictinj; interpn-tat ic.n- arc- "i\ cri

to the statement of Jerome ill'.isi that the (iospel,
of which he speak.- indifferently as '

accordinjr to

the Hebrews' or '

ace online to the Apostles.' was
n-cd 'by the Nazarenes and by the Kbiouit.--'

[Cornm, in Mutt. 12 13
). If he means orthodox

.Jewish Christians, he is 'guilty of a confu-ion,
mid adds the Kbionites to the S'azarenes, tl -jh

tin' two were identical' l.Menxics, ahove, p. li:;'.i' :

if, however, he means F.lkesaites, his original mis-

take in identifying two different (iospels may
account for his mentioning together the two
parties by whom the two Gospels were respee-
1IM-I\ ll-e.l.

l-lpiplianiu- l.'!77) was acquainted with a (lo-pel
which the Kliionites c-alh-d

' the Gospel according
to Matthew, not entire and perfectly complete,
hut falsified and mutilated (oi'x <5Xy Si- wX^peaTdTif,
d\\ct vfvoOen^vtfj Aai I'lKpwTrpLa.fftJ.^i'v), which they
call the Hebrew Go-pel din-r. xxx. 13). The last
sentence ha- no weight, for Kpiplnuiius also -a\ -

that Talian- l>i'it''x*'tron was called the Ilel.iew

( lo-pel (up.
cit. xlvi. 2) ; the value of his statement

consists in its correct description of the (Jo-pel of

the Twelve Apostles, of which lie alone has pre-
served fragments, neither lengthy nor niiineiou-.

but sufficiently extensive to prove that theanthoi
of this Gospel used Matthew's narratives or his

source-, mutilating it, ami falsifying it by additon-i
which have an Klke-saite tinge.

ii. COM KNTS. The extant fragments of this

Go-pel an- toimd in one of the writings of Kpi-

plianius (llur. xxx. 13-10, 2"2). /aim gives the

Greek text [Geschichte dea NT Kanontt 'u. 7-'-". ni

all the- pa-sages that in his judgment are i|iiol.-i

lion-. i
Cf. I'leuschen, Antile<ii>iitrna, ml.; al-o

\\e-ti-ott, lull-mi, to Slutfy of Gospels, 4ii."ill'.).

1.
' The iitirinnini,' nf tlu-ir (Je-p.-! i-* this : It

111. il,i\s nf HiT.nl, killi; ..f .lu'l.r:t \in lln hull ).ru>lll.K-l ,,f

I u:..|'im->, I i .
'

. \\ith 3

liupuaiii ut rc-jK ntan. < in lli<- rivvr .li.nl.in, whu was aaid to bo
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of the race of Aaron the priest, a son of Zacharias and Elisabeth
;

and all went out to him '

(cf. Jit 31, Lk I'").
2. 'There arose a man called Jesus, and he was about thirty

years old, who chose us. And when he came to Capernaum he
entered the house of Simon who was surnamed Peter, and
opened his mouth and said : As I passed along the Lake of
Tiberias I chose John and James, sons of Zebedee, and Simon
and Andrew and Thadda-us and Simon Zelotes and Judas
Iscariot

;
and thee M.itthew I called as thou wast sitting at the

receipt of custom, and thou followedst me. Therefore, I wish
you to be twelve Apostles, for a testimony unto Israel' (cf. Mt
4l2f. 18* 991., Lk 3'*>).

3.
' And John arose baptizing ; and Pharisees went out to him

and were baptized, and all Jerusalem. And John had raiment of
camels' hair, and a girdle of skin about his loins

; and his food
(the Gospel says) was wild honey, the taste of which was t*ie
taste of manna, like a honey cake steeped in oil

'

(cf. Mt 3'"-).
4.

' When the people were baptized, Jesus also came and was
baptized by John. And as he came up from the water, the
heavens were opened, and he saw the Holy Spirit in the form of
a dove, which came down and came upon him. And a voice
came from heaven, saying : Thou art mv beloved Son, in thee I

am well pleased. And again : To-day have I begotten thee.
And immediately a great light shone round about the place ;

and John, when he saw it (the Gospel narrates), says to him :

Who art thou. Lord? And again a voice came from heaven to
him [John] : This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.
And then (the Gospel says) John fell down before him and
said : I beseech thee, Lord, do thou baptize me. But he
forbade him, saving. Suffer it, for thus it is becoming that all

be fullilled
'

(cf. Mt 3W-).
5.

'

I came to put an end to sacrifices, and unless ye cease
from sacrificing, [God's) anger will not cease from vou.

1

6. = Mt 12-<"-5i> ; the last verse reads :

'

They who'do the will of

my Father are my brethren and mother and sisters.'

7. 'Have I earnest lv desired to eat this flesh, the Passover,
with vou?' (cf. Lk 22>5).
Westcott adds
8. 'They say, according to their absurd argument: It is

sufficient for the disciple to be as his Master '

(cf.

iii. CHARACTER AND TENDENCIES. The fore-

going extracts furnish the material upon which
any judgment as to the characteristics of this

Gospel must be based. Its verbal agreements with
the canonical Gospels are evident ; references to

parallel passages in the Synoptics might have been

multiplied. Zahn inclines to the view that its

author made use of all four Gospels (Gesehirfite
dcs XT Kanons, ii. 732 f. ), though he grants that

dependence on the Fourth is doubtful. The use of
the Johannine designation 'Lake of Tiberias' is

noted, and the unique position of John at the
head of the list of the Apostles. The most strik-

ing parallels with Luke occur in extracts 1 and 7.

It is certain that the writer had access either to
the Sj'noptic Gospels or to their sources

; but it is

also evident that he has altered the meaning of

some passages and made additions to others. His
heretical tendencies appear in 5, which gives ex-

pression to the Klkesaite abhorrence of sacrifices ;

in 7, which disparages the Passover by adding the
word 'flesh' and by turning our Lord's statement
into a question to which a negative answer is im-

plied. The vegetarian practices of the sect account
for the omission in 3 of 'locusts' from the Baptist's
food ; the comment of Epiphanius on this passage
is instructive, and his play on words shows that
he was using a Greek and not a Hebrew text of
Matthew: 'that they may convert the word of
truth into a lie, and put honey-cakes (iyKpiSat) for
locusts' (aKpidas). It is plain from 1 that this

Gospel had no narrative of the birth of Jesus and
no genealogy ; but these omissions may not have
any significance, for the story of the virgin-birth
was accepted by some Gnostic Ebionites, and the
resemblance to Mk I

1 is obvious. The account
of the baptism of Jesus should be compared with
the corresponding narrative in the Gospel accord-

ing to the Hebrews (Nos. 3 and 4. See HEIJREWS
[GOSPEL ACCORDING TO], above, p. 341 b

) ; the dif-

ferent traditions embodied in the two Gospels
supply a strong argument for their distinctness.
This section also shows that the author did not
always make skilful use of his souices ; the state-
ment that Jesus forbade John is irrelevant, and
inconsistent with the context. Only eight Apostles

are mentioned in 2, but the emphatic reference to
'the Twelve' in the immediate context imparts
probability to the suggestion that the omission of
lour names is due rather to a scribe's error than to
the author's carelessness.

The examination of the contents of the extant

fragments of this Gospel yields slight evidence for
its dependence upon the Gospel according to the
Hebrews, and brings to light differences in the

parallel narratives which point to the use of dif-

ferent sources. The facts have a satisfactory ex-

planation, if the Gospel is a distinct work compiled
to some extent from good material by an author
who did not scruple to modify the Evangelic tradi-

tion, and to introduce spurious details in order to

adapt his work to the principles and practices of a
heretical Ebionite sect. The inconsistencies pre-
sented by the extant passages of this Gospel are
so marked as to lead Westcott to contemplate the

possibility that the information of Epiphanius
may have been 'derived from different sources';
hut he does not exclude the alternative and, on
the whole, more probable view that the incon-

gruous elements ' had been incorporated in the

Gospel in the time of Epiphanius
'

(Introd. to

Study of Gospels, p. 466).*
Zaim assigns an early d'lte to this Gospel (170),

but his argument is not convincing. He supposes
Clement, of Alexandria (e. 190) to refer to it when
he saj's that ' the Lord announced in some Gospel
or other : My mystery is for me and for the sons
of my house '

(Strom, v. 10, t>4). The ultimate
source of this saying is the LXX rendering of Is

2416
; but in what apocryphal Gospel Clement

found his version of the passage it is hazardous to
atlirm. This Gospel was known to Origen, and it

reflects a Gnostic form of Ebionite teaching; the
latter part of the 2nd or the early part of the 3rd
cent, is the probable date of its composition.

LITERATURE. A. Meyer in Die Apoknjphen des AT, p. 24
See Hilgenfeld, Harnack, Zahn, Westcott, in opp. ritt.

C. 2. PHILIP, GOSPEL ACCORDING TO.

i. Evidence of existence,
ii. Contents of extant Fragment,

iii. Characteristics. Date.

i. EVIDENCE OF EXISTENCE. The Coptic-Gnos-
tic work known as Pistis Sophia testifies to the

existence, in the second half of the 3rd cent., of
a Gospel ascribed to Philip. This Apostle is

represented as having written in a book the

mysteries which the risen Lord revealed to His

disciples:
' Et yiium Jesus fiitiswt dicere hcec

verba, cxsiliens Philippus xtctit, dcjiosuit libriini,

qnt in SHCI inftnit, iste yap est, qui scrioit t'cs onnti's,

qnrts Jesus dlxit ft qunsfecit unities' (see Harnack,
l.'/iri.tt/iclte L'rlitteratitr, i. 14, where the whole

passage is quoted). Epiphnniiis (377) knew that
the Gnostic heretics, against whom he wrote, used
a Gospel which bore Philip's name (e:s tvona. <J>Ai?r7rou

TOV ayioi* p.a6^Tov ei'ayyf Xcop TreTrAaoytecoj'). He quotes
from it the passage given below. Lcotithm nf

liyzantium (d. 543) states that the Manich.-eans
had composed a Gospel of Philip ; hut that he is

referring to the work known to Epiphanius cannot
be altirmed (de Sci-tis, iii. 1).

ii. CONTENTS OF EXTANT FRAGMENT. The
passage quoted by Epiphanius (Itirr. xxvi. 13)
from this Gospel is thus translated by Lipsius
(Diet. Christ. Jliofj. ii. 710): 'The Lord revealed
to me what the soul ought to say when she mounts
to heaven, and what answer she should give to

* The quotations given by Epiphanius from this Gospel have
been compared by J. Kendel Harris with the contents of a

Syriac MS edited by him. In his judgment the Syriac work is

an extract from an adaptation of an earlier lost Gospel, and not
a \ri-.-i.in of the Gnostic Gospel of the Twelve Apostles (The
Gtmpel of thf Twelve Ap^ttea^ etc., edited froui th^ Syriuc
MS, Cam'b. 1900).
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til'
1

lliu'lier powers: "I ha\e kilo"!! myself Illltl

na tin- 1 eil mvself together, and btgotten no children
t"i lli.- \irh, in n| this \\iulil. Inn have turn up his

roots, ami ".athcn-d i he -ratteieu members; ami
I know tln-e and \\lni limn art: fur I also am
de-cemlcil Iliini till' upper world.

'

UK CH \r.\, rERiSTics. The Fragment has a few

point- ill contact with till
1 r'olirlh liospel, lillt till 1

Ifseliihlances air too slight In pnne dependence
(i'f. .lull - The 081 tiC ami lino-til' tcnden-
( ie- u! I hi 1 work in i

1
I " it h manifested in tin 1 single

.-i-nii-nri 1

. 'I haM 1 le-otten no chililri'ii for the
Aichoii uf this wurlil l.ipsius notes that lln-

brief extract al-o dwells mi a favourite theme uf

G-.o-tie writings, vi/. Tin 1

prayer- uf thedepait-
in;: Mini as -In- pa-ses tin mi", h the various liraM-n-

'

(op. rit. Tin,.

/aim i
'.'' i'lin-liti' i/' v XT K'lrion/s, ii. 767) thinks

il

jiiiihahli
1 that Clement u[ Alexandria (i: I'.lti.i

hail thr aulhoiit\ ut this Gospel for his a-serl 10:1

that it was I'hihp to w hum our I.unl said,
'

l.< -ave

tin- .l.'a.l tu I.my their uw n dead.' etc. (l.k '.i

Whence Clenirnl deii\ed this tradition i-annui

now In 1 iletermineil, hut tin- < onjecture cannot he

accepted as e\ nlence tur an early ilnli-. Ilaniark
decides tor the eml of the I'ml or the first half
of tin 1 3rd cent., ami lia-i-- his argument on the
natine uf the Gnosticism which the extant l-'ia-

men is ,,f this Gospel reflect.

C. 3. MATTHIAS, GOSPEL ACCORDING TO.

i. Kvidence of e\i-'

ii. Conjectural i'K'iuitUi'.tioM.

iii. Sii| I'l'sid I-..M-

iv. < >ri^in and date.

i. FvilUM i OF EXISTENCE. Oritfen (r. 240)
nieiiliuii.s a Gospel /Card Martfiaj' (limn. I / Lilt 1

.),

ami A'"v lini\ (c. :;_'!
places it. touelher with the

i

in-] .-1- : < -i oiiiini: to I'etei ami to Thomas, in his

li-t of heret ical w rit iir.-- i HI', iii. i"n The name
of this (luspel i~ also louinl in later lists of apoe-
ryphal works, lint no writer who uses this title

rives any ([notation from the I io-pel.
ii. CONJECTURAL IDENTIFICATIONS. .ffippofy-

tilt il.Vi _':!."!) states that the I'.asiliilians appealeil
tu

' MM ret iliscourses' which hail liccn 10111-

aiunicuted to them hy Matthias, who hail IUM-M

privile^eil to receive private in-liuctiuiis from
our I.oril : '0a(Tic fipTiKcvai ^Iar6iav CLITOIS X^ocs

'

ocj i)KOt'<rt Trupo. TOU awT?ipOf KOT' ioiav

f'f (/V/i/iv. vii. L'I,. If from other sources
the . uiiienis of this Gospel were known, it mi'jht
lie possililc to iilelitify it with these tirr

\>,oi, lint tin 1 reference i- m.i of necessity to a
'

i ;i 1 1 ix
'

I l.ipsins. //, . I
, Christ. I'i'Hj. ii. Tllii : ami

i; v. mill I lie satisfactorily
i

\i laim-il if the iiu-pei
of lla-iliile-. melltiuneil hy lili^ell (tl-'lrt, -_'li ,,,

M'lll. :::; :;i claimed foi i In- t> ai-hiiiL1 of his school
the authority of .Matthias. The name of one w ho
was not el n i-.cn to be an Apostle during the life oi

.Ion- woiilil naturally siiuu''-t it-elf to alum-tic
writer who knew- that the mily way to trace hi-

ii- to our l.onl was to iincnt the lielimi oi

secret leachiilv - 11 en to all A
|

o-l le ill the illtel \ al

hetween |hc I e- 111 I'l -i ! i' i| 1 ami the a-crllsioll.

quotes three

passn-es ; 1 1.m tin 1 Tia-ii: IU::T o; Matlhias
'

(Ilapa-

MttT/liiic). The Ihlee iplol :i
' lolls ^i\en i,-

low are icspc.tiveU i;.i i.^im <1 hy the following
toimnl.c ' Maithias exhortinu in the "Tr.-nli

lion- say-
'

.

' Tlie\ -.-; y that Matthias also taiiu'lit

thus': '

They sa\ in the '

l'i .-nlitiuns
"

that

Matthias the Apostle, constant!] -aiil.' i

relel s lo I he \\ urk hl.ov I) as till
'

I'lailll .

Manillas' with respi-i- . In the liis( passage he
mention- il het ween Plato -ml I In-

(.i'-|nl to the lli!'-v.-; in ih secuml
|

lie nnotes n . ii a, ;, i; irumi dii t< ly utter u

cine to our I.unl .ilmut I he impos>ihility
ut serving

'

tv.o ma-ll I-. t lle-e lielllL'. ill his \ iew,

|ileasure ami (loil. l.i|.-iiis ami /aim nh-ntilv
this \MH k w ith (he (io-|iel acciinlinu- to Matthias
mentioiieil hy <ln-en. I,ipsius allows that the
identification is a conjecture; /aim en'ei- into a
iletailiMl argument in .support of the MIJ;; tion
(i;<M-l<ii-lit,- ties .\ /' Kmi'iii-i, ii. 751 H'.). lint llar-

nack s refutation of this theory is powerful ami
convincing. In the earlier part of his work
(Christlicne Urlitteratur, i. 18) he speak- with

i|iialilieil approval of /aim's arguments in favour
ol iilent ilicatioii. ami assigns to them a inea-iiie
ui prohahility ; hut his more mature judgment is

that they arc; inconclusive \<'hron. ii. 5U7). In the
wink known to ('lenient the speaker is not our
l.onl, hut Matthias. Neither this fact nor the
title 'Traditions' is favourable to the hypothesis
tint it was in reality a Gospel. Some ot /aim's

reasoning is based upon conjectural emendations
of the text : hut, unless these suhjective altera-
tions are accepted, the authorities he quotes refer
not to Matthias hut to Matthew.

iii. SUPPOSKD CONTKXTS. The passages quoted
hy ('lenient of Alexandria from the ' Traditions of
Maithias' are given here hecause they have an
interest of their own apart from their relation
to the Gospel according to Matthias, of which
it is probable that \ve know nothing but the
name.

' Wonder at the things present, for that is the first step to-
wanls a knowledge of the things be>ond' (Strom, ii. 9).

* The Hesh must be fought and evil entreated, and its un-
1'riillrd hist must in nowise be yielded to ; but the soul must
_i'i<\ through faith and knowledge' (Strotn. iii. 4).

If the neighbour of an elect person sin, the elect one sinned.
l-'i ir if he had conducted himself as the word enjoins, his
in i-hbour would have so reverenced his manner of life as not
to sin

'

(Strom, vii. 13).

iv. OltlGIX AND DATE. In accordance with the
\iens already expressed, nothing can be said of

the 'Gospel according to Matthias,' except that it

was known to < trigen in the early part of the
3rd century. The Traditions of Matthias' was
i|iioted with respect by a Christian Father towards
the close of the '2nd cent., and it appears to have
been highly esteemed by Gnostics on account of
its ascetic teaching, though in the extant frag-
ments there is nothing extravagant. Harnack
limls in the phrase 'as the word enjoins' (ait 6

\jyos inrayopcvft) the stamp of Greek philosophy ;

hut this is l.y no means certain.

C. 4. UASILIDES, GOSPEL ACCORDING TO.

i. Evidence of existence,

ii. Character and contents. Date.

i. EVIDENCE OF EXISTENCE. Oriijcn (c. 246) is

the ohlest and probably the sole authority for the
ment that IJasilides (c. 133), the founder of

a Gnostic school in Egypt, 'had even the audacity
>)<TC) to write a Gospel KUTO. Ka<n\iSrji>' (Hum.

in I. nc. 1). Later writers who express a similar

imminent, but can scarcely be ijnoted as indcpi -ml

-scs, are Antitrust. (E;c;>. in Lnr. 1) and
i/er< ne, who includes a 'Gospel of Bnsilides' in

Iii- li-t of Apocryphal Gospels (Pnrf. in Matt.).
ii. ( JIM: AC i i:'i: AND CONTEXTS. More is known

M I'.asilides' Exctictita, a commentary on 'the
Go pel,' than of the Gospel which le is said to
lia\e written. Agrippa Castor, lo whom Eusebius
///.' iv. T.I refers as a ' most renowned writer,' who
'exposed the error' of liasilidcs, says that lie

w luie twenty-four books upon the Gospel
'

(its ri

<i'a->-,t,\ioi' rfiySXia). A more specific title ('EfirYifiMk
i veil to this work by Clement

ni Alexandria i I7">--UO), who quotes from the

twenty I hint Imi.k 'Stritm. iv. 12) a p:i--a^e which
treat- u[ thr lelalion of sin to suth-nn" and
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martyrdom. Lipsius thinks that Basilides is

endeavouring to base his Gnostic teaching on an
exposition of Lk 21 l!!ir-

; but Zahn suggests Jn 9'-
3

,

to which the resemblances are closer (Genchichte
iei ,\'T Kanons, i. 707; cf. McGirl'ert, Eascbius. p.
17!), n. 12).

Another fragment from ' the thirteenth book of
the treatises (trartatnuni) of Basilides

'

is preserved
in the Arta disptrtationis An-helaitt Manet is, c. 55
(see Galland, Bibl. Pair. iii. 608). This passage
contains an exposition of the parable of Dives
and Lazarus (Lk Hi). Zahn traces to the Exeyctica
the Basilidian teaching about marriage in Clement
(Sti-iiiii. iii. 1), where the reference is clearly to
Mt 111

11 -

'-. It is reasonable to assume that the
'Treatises' and 'Expositions' of Basilides are
different titles for the same work. In regard to
the number of the canonical Gospels upon which
the Ex:rjetk-a were based nothing can be positively
asserted ; but it is known that the schools of
Valentinus and Basilides used the Gospels on
which the extracts from this work are based.
The Exegetica almost certainly includes John as
well as Luke, probably Matthew also.

In regard to the relation of 'the Gospel' to the
Exegetica different opinions are held. McGiHert
(df. cit. ) suggests that '

Origen mistook the Exc-
getir.n for a Gospel

'

; but it is necessary neither to
ascribe this confusion to him, nor to suppose that
he inferred the existence of an apocryphal Gospel
from the variations from the text of the canonical
Gospels in the passages upon which he comments.
There is evidence that the followers of Basilides
made use of the ' Traditions of Matthias' (Hippol.
I'li'ilia. vii. 20), and that he claimed to have re-
ceived instruction from '

Glaucias, the interpreter
of Peter.' Herein may be found the explanation
of his departures from the Evangelic tradition.
There is nothing inherently improbable in the
hypothesis, which seems best to account for all the
facts, that in the interests of Gnostic doctrine
Basilides wrote a Gospel and afterwards a com-
mentary on it. His Gospel may be described,
with Zahn, as 'a kind ol Harmony'; but the
sources from which his narrative was derived
appear to have been used with considerable free-
dom.

Tlie date of this Gospel and of the Eregttica is

probably 130-140, the period when Basilides ap-
peared as the founder of a sect.

D. Of the following Apocryphal Gospels little
is known but their name. Use has been made of
Hofmann's list, derived from Kabricius (in PRE* i

601)

1. AXDREW, GOSPEL OF. Possibly identical
with the Gnostic 'Acts of Andrew' (ircpMoi
'Ax&you). Augustine' refers to apocryphal writings
of Andrew (c. Adversar. Lecj. et Pnifihct. 20). See
Lipsius, Die apukr. Apostelgeschichte, i. 543 f.

2. APELLES, GOSPEL OF. Probably a muti-
lated version of a canonical Gospel by a disciple of
Mart-ion. According to Epiphanius (Htcr. xliv. 2)
this work is the source of the familiar unwritten
saying of our Lord :

' Become approved money -

changers
'

(yifeaBe SJKifjioi Tpairefirai.) ; BeeAORAPHA
above, p. 349b

. Cf. Harnack, De Apellis gnosi
monarchia, 1874, p. 75.

3. BARSABAS, GOSPEL OK Mentioned in the
Gelasian Decree, but nothing is known of its
contents unless fragments of'it have been pre-
served in the Mohammedan Gospel of Barnabas.
See White's D intptun Lectures, 1784, and Axon's
urticle in Journal of Theul. Studies, April 1902, p.
441.

1. BARTHOLOMEW, GOSPEL OF. Mentioned in
the Gelasian Decree, and by Jerome (Pntf. in
Matt.), in surroundings which suggest that it was
a Gnostic work. There is no sufficient reason for

identifying this Gospel with the Hebrew Gospel
according to Matthew, which Bartholomew is, said
to have taken to India (Eusebius, HE v. 10).

5. CsniKTHL'S, GOSPEL OF. Mentioned by
Epiphanius (Hear. li. 7). Hofmann thinks that
this work was a mutilated version of the Gospel
according to Matthew, similar to that which the
Carpocratians used.

6. EVE, GOSPEL OF. Mentioned by Epiphanius
as in use among the Borborites, an Ophite sect of
Gnostics (ffa-r. xxvi. 211'.). Harnack is doubtful
if it can properly be called a Gospel. Lipsius de-
scribes it as a ' Gnostic doctrinal treatise, though
presented, it may be, in an historical form '

(Diet.
Christ, liiog. ii. 717). Prenschen prints the ex-
tracts quoted by Epiphanius as a fragment of an
Ophite Gospel (Antilegomena, p. 80). Jesus is

represented as saying in a voice of thunder :

'
I

am thou, and thou art I, anil wherever thou art
there am I, and in all things I am sown. And
from whencesoever thou gatherest me, in gathering
me thou gatherest, thyself (cf. Hopes, DL Kjjruclie
Jcsu, p. 50).

7. JUDAS ISCARIOT, GOSPEL OF. According
to the testimony of Iremeus (adn. Htrr. i. 31),

Epiphanius (Har. xxxviii. 1), and Theodoret
(Hierct. Fab. i. 15), this work was in use among
the Cainites, a Gnostic sect. Lipsius says that
it represents Judas's betrayal as ' a meritorious
action, and the traitor himself as the perfect-
Gnostic who destroyed the dominion of the Demi-
urge by bringing about the crucilixion of our Lord.'

8. TllADD.F.us, GOSPEL OF. Mentioned in some
MSS of the Gelasian Decree, but nothing is cer-

tainly known of its contents. The name of the
author may be intended for the Apostle, or for
one of the Seventy who, according to tradition,
was sent to king Abgar (see art. THADD/EUS in vol.
iv. p. 741 f.).

9. VALESTISUS, GOSPEL OF. Mentioned by
Tertullian (ilc Prcescrifif. Htn-ct. c. 49), and usually
identified with the 'Gospel of Truth' (Evani/clium
Veritatis) on the authority of Irenrnis (adr. Hter.
iii. 11), who says (1) that the 'Gospel of Truth'
was used by the Valentinians, and (2) that it de-

parted entirely from the canonical Gospels. Zahn
liolds that the two Gospels were probably separate
works (Gescliichte des .A T Kanons, i. 748).

J. G. TASKER.
DIDACHE.
Discovery in modern times.
A. THE 1'UIMAL DlDACHE.

i. The Dklaohe of our MS.
(o) Title.

(6) Contents and structure.
ii. Materials tor comparative crilic'sm.

(a) Textual witnesses : (1) primary, (2) second-
ary.

(fo) Historical testimunia.

(c) Conclusions.
iii. Genesis of the Didache.

(a) Genesis of the Tii'o Ways.
(It) The witness of l.ania'jas ; date of this wit-

ness.

(c) Origin of the fuller Didache.
(<0 Its exact contents.

iv. Church conditions implied in the Didache.
v. Date.

B. TRANSFORMATIONS UNDERGONE BY HIE DIDAI/HE.
C. SIGNIFICANCE op THE DIDACHE FOR EARLY CHRISTIANITY.

Literature.

Discover;/ in modern times. The publication in
1SS3 of the early Christian manual popularly
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known as tin- Iiiil'irli,- mark- :tn e|ich in the

study of primitive Chi ;-l mnil y. One might emu
iiare it to Ilif rediscn\ cry iif the genuine I

- na I i.-m

Kpistles in tlif 17th century, lint the comparison
Would llll .c.-IMt Justin' to its reill sigllllicancc,
w hieh lies in tin- w ay in which tile liiilni'li? hear- mi
a wide inline ui early writings, and mi |phenu na

in them which ii causes tu stainl nut in now and
clearer light. It i- needful, then, to iln mine than
consider I lie actual contents nf our .MS, written

in iH.'ili liy
'

l.en. nntary ami -inner,' anil discovered
about IsT.'i in the lilirary nf the Jerusalem monas-

teiy in I'hanar, tin 1 llieek quarter nf Con-tan

tinn|.|e, liy 1'lul'il ln-n- liryennios, a scholarly
Creek ecclesiastic. ( Ille must also I IT to estimate
the various literary and historical relations nt the

original work which the MS brings to nur know-

ledge, ami of which it remains the prime repre-
sentative. In this Ms, i!onhtlc-s Palestinian in

mi-in, it occupies L'oii lines, nt ."ili lelters on an

average; -' i that it is alum! tilt* size of St. Paul's

letter to the I lalat iuns. Kut in all probability
the original work, with which we are mainly con

cerned, was slightly shorter. Accordingly, our in-

quiries will fall iimler three main lieails, vi/.,

(A) The primal Ilidache: its contents, genesis,

date; i l!> tin- tian simulations which it n in lei wen I

in variou- riirir- ; (i'i its significance in the history
m I hristianity.

A. TlIK Pl'JMAL DlDACHE.\. TlIK l>lliMII]

OK on: MS. -(.i 7',//,-. _of the two titles in the

MS, ' Teach in", of the XI I Apostles' ami '

Teaching
o; the Lord through the XII Apostles to the

lienliles,' it seems natural to regard the latter as

the more original, line can hardly imagine the

fuller and more individual title being added be-

tween the commoner one and the text proper.
It is unlikely, however, that either of them be-

longed to the earliest form of the '

Teaching,'
corn ponding roughly to chaps. i.-vi. of our MS.
This body of precepts touching the Tim Win/*
may perhaps, in its oral stage, have had some

descriptive title, Mich a- 'the \\"ay of the Teach

ing'* (see ra-vri}^ TT)$ 65oi< rf)? &i5ax*l* iu vi. I), or

'the Way': or it may have been known simply
as 'the Teaching

'

(see oXXrjK SiSax^" in xi. 2, ct.

vi. 1 ; cf. liarn. xvi. 9 ai eVroXai rij; 5i5axw> a'*o

xviii. I), or 'Teaching of the Lord' (perhaps pre-
set \i-d in our second litle, ^tlax^l Kvpfov, K.T-.Y,

cf. eVroXai Ki'pioc, iv. 12 f. i. the lind of Israel Isee

irapf/cris fleoi", vi. 1 1. Tin- would aiioul loth with
tin- content- of the original I'u-ii ll'ni/x and with
the phrasing in Ac IS'- f\-jr\7rrr<VfKO! eVi TTJ Sitiaxy

Ki -KM. w line reference has just been made to

TO* cooes roe Krptor rds o'Otiat (llos ]4'"l. Here
Tea chin;.'

'

has t he object ii e sen f
'

I loci i inc.'

As llr. ( '. Taylor I -ay-, 'the primitive Church
had, instead of a New Testament, a body of teach-

ing, which was at tirst, from the nature nt the

rase, wholly unwritten. To this St. Paul alludes

when lie lays down that a bishop must be blameless.
"
holding to the faithful word which i- accoidin^'

to Tin' T'H'hitnl'' (Tit 1"). .Instill Martyr a^alll

expressly refeis to it. -peaking of Christ as al

tested "by the \\oiil- ol Tii' I'li'lini'l, and the

piophei ies to Him ward
"

1 1 'ml . .'Cii. This tea i hnrj
would s times be spnken of as the I.olds, and
after a while a- the Apostles' rj.ln 1

', Ac _" i, jn>t
a- the Jews spoke of a Torah absolutely, and of

n Torah of Moses, and of tlie Lord.' Certainly ihe

way in which St. Paul refer- to the '

type "t teach

iii^'iin relation to
'

-in. unto deal h." and '

obedi-

ence, unto righteousness') unto which the Ifmnaii

IT '2 P2' r. ilu Tr'r l,>.r,Hl,fl (T l,z*.ir:>r: , OtA \ '-

'
' the Way,' IS" 'tin- Wm ,,( tin- l...nl.' 2SthU v, ... /

J4 U ' the Wjiy whii-h tht.-\ '^11 IH r. -\
. . i-'.' i.;;^: ^* T i^ r^,; tiou.

t Tin 'r.<r'-tiiiij "/ rAc 7'ia7i(. J//-/ ll-t I .. /. '

..>-, p. 112.

Christians were , limited
'

I Ko Ii
1 '

i, and \\ lii.-li

forbade the causing "I 'Ini-ion (cuxoaraa ia. Id . ct.

I Mil. IV. .'i oc 1TOt7)<7ty <TX ((TMtt), is Vel'V sllL;^e-ll\e of

a recognized tnrm nf
' Icarhnm i n\iit-, nn

lines similar to I hose of our Tin, II ays. Still full

pi not is lacking that il a- -o -ty h-d.

Nor can \\ e be -me nf the title under which I he

Teaching was lirst written down. '

Teaching nf
the \postles' (cf. Ac 'J'-'i is likely enough, especi
ally it this was, a- it appear-, the earliest form in

which it was known in Egypt, lint, even were this
nime certain than it is, it would not necessarily be
the menial Palestinian tnrm. which mi^ht lie

-imply The Teaching' (like liiii'iviii-i. tin- iitie

of a later Palestinian work su e-ied l,\- our
I lidache). Still, the varied character of the witness
In ' Tea ehini; of the Apostles' rather -up] nrts this

as the primitive title of the written In-,, ll',ii/.t.

Thus the I. at. \crsimi, the purest fiuin nt I he 't'n'n

ll'<///v apart from our MS, has as its rubric il,

doctrina Apostolorvtn i snal-o Ku-ehiu-' HE iii. '25

Tiiv a.iroaT&\un> al \tyonivai Sioaxal, which Kulinus
renders //'.// ///.( ,/nn- dicitur Apostolorum), Atha-
nasius ({'i:\-liil E/ilttb-a, 3!), Si.Sa\T] Ka.\oi'fjL(fij TWV dir. ),

and NicephorUfl (StSax^l a.iroiTTj\vi/}.

It looks, then, as if there were two distinct lines

of transmission in the history of the Tim \\'tnji, of

which the Latin and our MS are the types a result

borne out by textual criticism. The ipiestion of

their mutual relations will be dealt with later on.

(inly, we may here observe that the phrase 'XI I

Apostles' is no les.s primitive than 'the Apo-ih-
pure and simple. Thus in that part of the .1 v :i n-

.limi iif I.iiti'th. which represents a time prior to

.\.n. inO, it is 'the Twelve Apostles of the lie

loved' who plant the Church (iv. 3) ; and it is the

preaching (ir/io^TjT-eia) of his Twelve Apostles
'

that
is forsaken by the mass of 'disciples' 'on the eve
of His appioaeh

'

(iii. 21). Hence the idea of
' the

Lord's teachin<; through the Twelve Apostle- to

the Gentiles' is ipiite in keeping with an eaily
date for the recension so described, especially if

it belong to Palestine. And as it does not claim
for its contents that they are the very word- ol the

Apostles (cf. 'my child' in iii. 1-iv. 1), there is

nothing pseudonymous about the work. It repre-
sents current teaching and usage at a time when
it was natural to assume that these did hut ex-

press the mind of ' the Lord
' which to the com-

piler of our I lidaehe doubtless means, as in si \ era!

other places (viii. 2, ix. 5, ei's ivo^a Kipiov, xi. 2, 4,

s. NV. 4, xvi. 1, 7 f.), the glorified Christ.
(lit I'luit-'iitx mill xtnictiire. As it stands in our

MS, the Didache has real organic unity. A natu-
ral development of thought is traceable through-
out (save perhaps in one section near tlielieginnin;;),
as will appear from the following summary.
There are Two Ways in this world, one of Life

and one of Heath so radically different are they.
The Way of Life consists of love, (1) to God our
Maker, iji to line's neighbour as to oneself: this

iinnUe. refraiiiinj; from doing to another what
ime wiiuld not have done to oneself.

'Now of these words the Teaching is a t. I

lows' :

-

The Evangelical precepts which follow in our MS exi in].li!y
id. tboui ' to man, flowing from lov<

Itnt Ihf hithr i'l':i, til-- lirst eleTUent ill the tie

until, is nut formally developed. It is rcpmk-'l oa r

r--lili.ui t" man U God'a linage, wlu-tiier in tin- n
. -I l.\ our MS. i ir u|i t" tlir 1. \rl <! Hi, n, - .-

..I rln' (;ii],l,n KuK\ uliii'h iir;ictica!ly repIaceH thi

idr i \p"-!n"ii ur 'teaching' ot Ihe Way ot Life in it-

IITIII (-1 r U low).

Then comes a section dealing with practical
ln\e to one's fellow in the spirit of the Sernmn
mi the Mount, in which forgiveness of wrong and
the relief of physical need by mie's own
an- emphasized. Ju the latter case u wainiii- tu
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the recipient, is appended, as to liis final account-

ability to God, it' lie take save when in want;
likewise he who has whereof to give is bidden to

make sure that he linds a lit recipient.
The exposition of the negative form of the Golden

ilule opens (ch. ii.) with the words, 'Now the
second precept of the Teaching (is).' It consists
of an expansion of the second table of the Deca-

logue, beginning, after Jewish usage, with ' Thou
shale not kill

'

; but it also inserts the Third Com-
mandment against perjury, in close connexion with
false witness. The expansion in question is in

terms of vices to which paganism was specially
addicted.

The incidence of pa^an failings explains the reversal of the
order as to homicide and adultery found in the Latin version.
This change confirms the view that its text represents Alex-
andria rather than Palestine

;
Dt 5l~'- LXX, cf. JiJIi xv. 30'Jff.

NII mention is made of the Sabbath or of honour
to parents. The former seems to be omitted inten-

tionally ; the latter may be taken for granted,
or may be omitted because pagan parents must be

disobeyed. Abstinence from idolatry is naturally
assumed : thus in iii. 4, vi. 3, tilings are for-

bidden as leading to or implying idolatry. This
section ends with what is its keynote prohibition
of all evil purpose or feeling against another.
Indeed it goes further: 'Thou shall not hate any
man

; but some thou shall rebuke, and for some
tliou shalt pray, and some thou shalt love above
thine own life.'

The next section (ch. iii.), which has a unity of its

own as regards its first five or six precepts at any
rate (indicated by the recurrence of 'my child'),

passes to the subller sorl of sins, which lead on to

the grosser kind already dealt with. It makes the
moral ideal more searching and exhaustive. In
Jewish phrase,

'

it fences the Law '

:

' My child, flee

from every evil, and from everything like unto it.'

Its Jewish colour is very evident ; and the cardinal
sins to which others lead are homicide, adultery,

idolatry, theft, blasphemy. In contrast to the

haughty and self-assertive temper, to which the
last of these is traced, there follows a series of

exhortations to humility of spirit and conduct
which have a more specifically Christian ring; and
the section ends with an exhortation meekly to

accept the dispensations of Providence as good
(which may once have followed the last of the more
Jewish precepts, in an oral body of catec/u.:ii.i fur

proselytes to Judaism).
An easy transition to the last class of duties (ch.

iv.), those of life in the religious community and

family in particular, is presented by the inculca-

tion of reverential docility towards 'him who
speaks the word of God' ;

' for where the lordship
is spoken, there is the Lord' (a truly Jewish
maxim). And here follow precepts on consorting
with ' the saints

'

; on the avoidance of disunion,

partiality in judgment, a doubtful mind ; on sel-

fishness and beneficence the latter marked by a
cheerful spirit, in view of Divine recompense and
of the brethren's fellowship in the greater goods
of immortality ;

on parental discipline and the
mutual relations of master and bond-servant (2-11).
The whole ends with the summary precepts :

*

' Thou shalt hate all hypocrisy and whatsoever is

not pleasing to the Lord. Thou shalt not abandon
the Lord's precepts, but shalt keep what thou
didst receive, neither adding nor taking away.
In meeting thou shalt openly confess thy trans-

gressions (cf. Ja 5">), and shalt not come to thy

prayer with a bad conscience. This is the Way of
'

ife.'

The Way of Death (ch. v.) is simply the oppnMtr
*
Probably part of the original framework of Jewish oral

catechesis
',

<-f. the re-cim-rui'iire of
' my son '

in the Latin ver-

sion, which may hue preserve un original touch.

E

of all this, and takes the form of a List of Vices

(Si 1 follows the order of chs. ii.-iii.), a common
topic both in classical and Jewish literature.

In Judaism, indeed, there seems to have existed something like

a standing list, to jud^e from the many points of contact be-

tween this list and those in the NT (e.g. Mk 7-' f
-, Ro I2""-, 1 Co

51'l , 2 Co 12'*>, Gal 61-*1, Col 3=, I Ti I"''-, 2 Ti 3'- ), on the one

hand, and the traditional Confession of Sins in the Syna^o^ue
(I'uiui), taken alonj; with Wis 14--*, the Slavonic Enoch 10-"-,

and Test. XII Patriarchs (Reuben 3, Levi 17). on the other : cf.

Cicin. lloi. i. 18, xi. 27, Jlecogn. iv. 3(3. Note the Jewish alpha-
betic number 22 in 1 : see Rendel Harris, Teaching, 82 fl.

Instruction in the 'Two Ways' ends (ch. vi. ) in

our MS with warning against deviation from '

this

way of (the) Teaching' as deviation from God's
truth. To which are added two postscripts :

'

If,

then, thou art able to bear the whole yoke of the

Lord, thou shalt be perfect : but if thou art not

able, what thou canst, that do. But touching
food (/3/xD<ris), bear what thou art able ; yet of

that (food) which hath been ottered to idols beware

exceedingly; for it is a service of dead gods.'*
The signiiicance of these will be I'.ealt with in the

sequel.
Such was the Teaching t which should ring in

the ears of the Gentile convert as he took npnn
himself the vows of Christian baptism. Of this,

in a simple* form, the manual now goes on to

speak (ch. vii. ). And as it refers to fasting as an

accompaniment of baptism, it passes naturally to

the stated Christian 1'asts and Prayers (ch. viii.),

in each case as contrasted with those of
' the

hypocrites' (i.e. unbelieving Jews). Next conies

a description of the special Eucharistic prayers

preceding and following the actual eating of

the Church's sacred meal (lit. 'being filled'). A
striking feature of both groups of prayers is their

reference to the fulfilment of the feast, and of its

imagery, in the consummated state of the Church
in the kingdom of God. It is added, however,
that the liturgical forms here given (chs. ix. x.)

are not to bimt '

prophets
'

in Eucharistic prayer.
At this point the manual pauses once more, to

call attention to all that has gone before (TO.UTO.

TTCLUTO. TO. Trpoecpti/j.^a) as the norm of true teaching
on the matters in question, and the test of such as

are to be received as teachers.
'

If the teacher

himself lurn find trach another teaching to the

undoing (of this), hear him not ; but if to the

increase of righteousness and knowledge of the

Lord, receive him as the Lord
'

(xi. 2). And so we
are led naturally to a description of the ministry of

the Word, which is of the 'prophetic
'

or heaven-

sent type.
'

Apostles,' or divinely prompted mis-

sionaries^ are described quite briefly, as being
rather exceptional visitants. They are lirst named
in conjunction with the prophets, I!

as persons pro-
vided for by

' the rub 1 of the gospel' (KO.TO. rj Sjy^u,

roD ef'ayye\iov) ; and then follow one or two rough
and ready rules for their treatment, as they past;

through 'existing churches on the way to their

mission-fields (cf. 3 Jn 5 ' 8
).

'

Prophets
'

occupy mor ;

space, probably as being a subject of more pr.-u

tical interest for those addressed. The nerd < i

tests, as between genuine and spurious cluimaii's

tu the high authority and functions conceded -n

him who had the spirit of prophecy (a prime ma. k

of the Messianic age, Ac 2 17
'-), was benmih

acutely felt. Hut the simplicity of the tests he -e

supplied those of character merely, where t'.ie

Wis llj 1 " '

P.ut wretched they, and in dead (things) th ir

hopes: for that they called "gods" the works of men's hand! '

t Compare the ' foundation of repentance from dead wo 1 ka

and of taith towards God
'

in He 6', with its own further 5/oa t

attached.

i Simpler originally than what now stands in Did. vii. '^-4 ; :.ee

below, iii. (rf) ad Jin.

5 l:\ lliis time called 'evangelists' in most regions outside

Uestine; of. Eph 4H, 2 Ti 4', Ac 21 (written for non

alestinian readers), Euseli. IIK iii. "7 ; vt see Kuv 2^.

i,
An unworthy

'

apostle
'

is called a '

pseudo-prophet
'

(\i. !i)
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;/cd phenomena of
'

-peaking in s
pii ii

ple-i-nt -In.u, that llir ftge ot
'

cut hilsia-lil
"

Is

Mill far from over (cf. .hide '-
", 'J I' -2"' \

Ihe-e two Up'
1 - "I itinerant ministry are to I" 1

recei\ ' 'I accordiii", to certain i ule-, -" I In- ordinary
Cliri-tian stiam.:ei need- haiidhnv, w illi |n iideuce,

inclll'illl;; case- Ill which III- wi-he- III -cttle amoll;;
hi- new friend- (i-li. \ii.i. Tin- in turn -ii^e-is
tlie ca-e in "hull even a prophet de-iie- i,. -ettle

in one commniiit \ . Hi- -upport i- provided fur by
the principle that 'tin- labourer i- worthy of Ill's

meat ; and tin- applies al-o to '

I eacher-,' a le-s

spontaneous ami mine local type of tin- in-phcd
mini-try." lint it is the prophets, above all, who
answer to the hi".he-t niini-iry under the (IT;

'they are your chief prie-l- n--p. a- oll'i-riii". tin-

sari il-ce of prayer at 1 he Kin-hat i-t , \. 7, xiv. 1-3) :

and accordingly, to them, in tin- lir-t in.laiici-. tail

the lir-t-fruil -of \ ai iou- Uiml- '

I Im-e -pecilicd are

mainly country prodtieei. Kailin:; a prophet, lii.-t-

frnit- -_o tn the poor (ch. \iii. i.

\iti-rthi- e\cui-u- on mallet- of I)i>cipline in

relai ion to l-ieihtvn coiiun^ to thecomniniiit \ It "in

Ollt-ide. -U".^e-ted. it -eem-. h\ I he mention of

prophet^, in connexion with t : e Kucharistic Mea'., -

tli lepiler turns again to tin- chief features of

inteinal chinch older, ami no to the Ktu-harisl , the
stated I'.rcakinx of I tread on tin; Lord's day,'- lo

lav dow n the conditions of its 'pure
' observance

(uh. xiv.). This depend* on prior confession of

ttcspa-sc- icf. i\. 14) between those uniting in the'

sacred ' sacrilice
'

of praise in j>ra\e>- N<me may
partake \\ hile out of harmony w itii his fellow ; J so

shall their -aciilice of prayer $ be that pointed to

liy Mai 1"- ". The thought of the Chnrch's gather-
in - "ii the I ,,01 d - day leads to men t ion of the local

ministry, -hi-hops' and 'deacons,' as those who,
in a sense, share the saered ministry (Xfirovpyia)

primarily belonging to the ministers of the \Vord,

prophets and teachers. Hence they are not to

In- looked down upon because their own special
functions are of a humliler order, hut are to rank
as associates of their more gifted colleagues iii

the honour of the ministry i\v. 1, 2i. \Vitli this

apnlo.y tor the administrative mini-try, elected

liy the local community it-elt :ia<l n\\ assuming
greatel importance than in the pa-t |,

the compiler
returns to the thought of fraternal discipline,

already alluded to in < oimcxion with the Knehai i-t .

lie use- terms \\ hich imply that it was a matter
of the Churi-h it-elf, and n i: only of its bishops
and deacon-, and enjoin- tl.a! n lie dealt with
'as ye h.-m- it in the Gospel' (cf. Mt is 11

"-!. This
saine (io-pel standard i- to regulate their siippli
cations (eixdt) and alms and all their actions ( \\.
:;. i

I .n.-i liy. let them watch
'

in I In- intere-i- of t heir

'life, i" lie ready when the i..,id com,.*. The last

days may I"- \erynear. marked liy aliumi:

I

iseudo - prophets ami corruptd- {already on tin-

mn/on, si. L'I and li\ .ill of the sheep.
Then, as law le, -ni>-- increases, hatted .-hall LMI

the length of per-i'cntion and treachery amon^
the iiieiliren, until there shall ,-:ppear the world.

i a- ( i'ld's Son, with -i-jn- and wond'-i -. and
inn a coitt-e oi lemporaiy triumph. Thus man
kilnl sliall he tested, and even m:m\ l,rhr\i-r- shall

fail: lint those who shall endure in their faith

'
.1.1 'I:. niv l.rrthri'li

'

.'' \ . .

; M I-'--, l-:|ili 1,1TI 1 i .,

'
'

,, Z\,?.0-J, |'lh.lp- .1- r<\>, . r;..^ tjl

tli' - >
I

1

; .-f. ch. \ iii., when
I ; ui-i.'r'--si..ii I. ''.-.*< M ni.iit ui'l l.i- |.';i >\\ ihr pi\ M:

. i

11 i

I, iv., has
'nt- iliqulnetur et ini|'i.iii:itur <n-n'

Q ',

' i. M. -'' '
. Ml. I

1 - -

tr-n- --I|.I.H. .,-

blOU8(with all iinl'Iu I \ ow, i^x-'-J. -^'''^ -v 't '
' '

-hall !>_ -aveil by the curse* !t-SL-lf
' And tl.n.

shall appear the i<inx of thu '-tilth- lo>r, th, -i-,.

ni oiit-preailinj; (the Cruci'Kid wit!. ..utspicai!
arm-i in heaven ; t next, thi- i^n of .'* trumpet'.t
\<iici-; and third, resurrect iou oi t!ie de-id not of

all, however, lint, a.s it \viis said, 'the Lord -hall
come and all the saints with Him.' ' Then -hall
the world see the Lord coming ut*)ii the clouds ut
hea\ en.'

ii. MATKISIAT-S HO II COMPARATIVE CKITICISM.
In view of this summary most will ngri'i- with
llarnack lller/o^'s 1'HE 3

i. 713) when he sa\s;
Kvcn if we knew nothing oi the 'Jociiineiit inmi

separate tradition, were aw-ire ot no later rec n

sums of it, ami were not in ^ position to supply
it- -oiiice-, we shoulil apart from some passages
in the lirst chapter, which, in any case, raise the

sii-picionoi hein^ later additions have toaci|uiesce
in the assumption of the integrity of the writing.'
Perhaps this i.s to overlook one or two secondary
feature- iii chs. vii. -xvi., particularly ch. vii. ;

but, broadly speaking, it is true. U hen. however,
we turn to the traces of the work in the ancient
Church, and to certain related documents that
have reached us, perplexities and complications
arise on every hand. These we must now examine,
\< t without ignoring the unity in style and lan-

guage, as well as in feeling, which marks our
i 'idaclie as a whole.

(a) Textual witnesses : (1) Primary
(a) A. =Apostolical ConttUutionSfVii. 1-32. This

i'ii 1 1 mi lies the whole of the Didaclie, almost as found,
in our MS the Tim Ways largely verbatim (1-21),
the rest with more reserve ; but 'throughout occur
large additions meant to suit the taste of certain
circles of Syrian Christians in the latter half of the
4th century. Its special value lies at once in the
relative completeness of its use of our Didaclie,
and in the fact that it belongs, broadly speaking,
tu i he same region.

It opens with the reference made by
' the lawgiver Moses' to

choice between the Ways of Lite anil IJealh (Dt 30'"), and li;i\ MIL;
-riil thr words of 'the Lord Je-ns,' 'No man can serve two
ini-ti-r-.' continues : 'As in duty bound (<x>ac>%ai'wr), we also,
IM|:.>.MH^ the Teacher (JioacxaAw), Christ, . . . say that "Two
\V:i\ 3 tliL-reare," 'etc. This rather points to knowledge ot .i.'-n-,_<

KI/P.O!/ in the title, just as the opening of the Ainwt. Coiixt. as a
whole, Tattri rot; i; i(yai\ xtfit. vouttt, points to TCI; iJ\in*. As to

' Apostles, this is found in the title of the ilulascalia
->' It-

1 "W), tne basis of Apoxt. Cyltst. i.-vi., which runs: 'The
lii'l i- ..li.i, or the Catholic Teaching of the Twelve Apostles and
holy disciples of our Saviour.'

1 ,1> K=Epi-3tle of Barnabas. In chs. xviii.-xx.
it ipiotes the bulk of the Tim }i'i/.i as found in
Did. i.-v., but in a very dili'erent order and with
some textual variation (partly due to freedom of

citation, partly, perhaps, also to original textual

dillerences). There are slight echoes of the Two
Ways in other parts of the Epistle, as also a rather
close parallel in iv. 9, 1U to l)id. xvi. 2. The great
value of the Epistle of Barnabas is that it supplies
an early date (see below, iii. (b)) in the literary his-

toi\ of the Didaclie.
i

1
,

1 1 'O= Apostolic Church, Ordinances, 1-14. This

compilation of aboutA.D.300 does for the Egyptian
< 'huich wlmtApost. Const, vii. does for the Svri.-in :

it works up the local recension of the Didacln mi,,
a form more accordant with current sentiment.
This work (which exists in Greek, Coptic, and
Syriac) is our chief witness for the textual trans-
mission of the Two Ways in Egypt ; for there is

" For thi- idea of salvation through suffering, lor M
people as well as for Messiah, see liarn. viii. t.

: 'In in

e shall be evil and foul days, in the which we >li:ill li--

' he who suffers pain in the flesh is healed i

"t the hyssop' ; cf. vii. 11 and Kvv 1.
( Mi -l 'the sign of the Son of Man in heaven't- -

recension found in Cod. <itt"t'.

nmiiin, Kiiie Eljaj U
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i:

no proof that the Epistle of Barnabas was written
in Alexandria, rather than to it. Thus it is by
the aid of CO that we are able to recognize the
next document as a witness to the Egyptian type
of text. But CO has one or two features due to
the Epistle of Barnabas also.

(5) L = The Latin version. Until recently this
was known only in a fragment (Cod. Mellicensis),

ending with Did. ii. 6". But in 1900 it was pub-
lished by J. Schlecht from a complete llth cent.

MS, now at Munich, and extending to vi. 1, after
which come two or three concluding paragraphs

peculiar
to itself (see below). This version probably

belongs to the 4th cent. (cf. Schlecht, Die Apostcl-
lehre in dcr Liturgie der Kathol. Kirehe, 67 f. ), and
its value is great in two directions. It tends to con-
firm the idea that the original Didache consisted
of the Tiro Ways and nothing more ; and it is a
most important textual witness in conjunction
with CO and Barnabas. As to L and what of CO
answers to it, we may say in general that they
represent the same type of text at different stages
of deviation from its primal form. On the whole
L is further from our MS, and this not only
because of such liberties as are natural to a
translator. Sometimes it or its Greek original
omitted and transposed,* and sometimes adopted
additional touches from Barnabas and Hennas, at
least in the opening paragraph.

' Vi:e dux sunt in saeculo, vitas et mortis, him et tcnebi-arum.
In fn'n vtnstituti sunt anfjeli duo, unus aequitatis, alter iniqui-
tatis.

1 Hern the words in italics echo Barn, xviii., vi TE TOV
Carro; ZBt'l V, TOIJ ITKOTOV, . . . $' f fjL' * y&p liffi TlTetj'fllvol $Gnot.ytti-y;l

otyy&ei TOU Oltij, i$' ,? Si ctyyt^oi roij 2cTKva. L's deviation from
B iii describing the angels is due to Hernias, Mandates, vi. 2. 1,

rt-ekrp.a?. In view of this, one must assign to Hennas, Mami.
ii. 4, the addition to iv. 8 (rather mangled at the end) of
' Omnibus enitn doininun dare vult de donis suis.'

As to its ending, L has special features which
deserve attention. It runs as follows :

(1)
' Abxtinc te, fili, ab istis omnibus, et vide ne quiz te ab

la>- 'liictrina avocet, et si minus etfra disciplinam doceberis.
(-) ll'fr in consutendo fii cotidie fecerix, prupe erix vivo deo ;

l/uxl .v/ non .fecerift, lonye eris a veritate. (3) HCKC omnia tibi
in ultimo pone et non deciperitt de spe tua \secl per fitec sancta
certain ina fn-n-/'iiii'.tml coronam per DominumJesuin Christum
retinanit'in ft dominantem cum Deo Patre et Spiritu Sancto in
scecula scecnlorunt. Amen].'

Here we may safely set aside the words in brackets
as late, and probably due to the translator. But it

is otherwise with the rest. As to 1, the fact that
the injunction to avoid the things of the Way of
Death is separated from immediate connexion with
that section, is probably a mistake ; while

' doctrina
'

is secondary as compared with 65oO rij? SiSax^, and
'extra disciplinam as compared with impf/cros
Beov. On the other hand, L seems to preserve the
more original form in ' abstinc te, fili,' the plural
of our Didache being an adaptation to its fresh

setting in the larger work. In 2 we may at

present set aside ' in eonsulendo
'

as ambiguous
(yet see below, iii. (b)). But the simple religious
phrase

'

prope eris vivo dco
'

looks at once primitive
and Jewish in type ; and the thought occurs that
it is equivalent to ' thou shalt be a true proselyte.

'

t
So Philo speaks of the proselyte as '

deserting to
God '

or ' to the Truth '

(cf. Did. v. 2"), which corre-

sponds exactly to the terms of L's antithesis. If this
view be correct, L probably preserves the original
form of Jewish-Christian 'Teaching' to converts,

* Cases of omiasion or compression occur in iii. 3, 4, 8*S iv.
13a

, 14a , v. fin. (zet*tietu.(if/Tr,7oi') ; of transposition, in ii. 2, 3,
where a different ethical emphasis is in view (CO is nearer our
MS); of slight insertion, as i. 1, 'in steculo'; ii. 2, 'deum
tvterninn

'

; iii. 7,
' sanctam terrain

'

; iii. ft, 'nee honorabis te

apud homines'
;
iv. 3,

'

sciens quod tujudicaberis' (after
'

judica
juste ').

t See art. PROSELYTE in present work, vol. iv. p. 134a ; cf.

Apoc. Bar 413 'who have forsaken vanity and fled for refuge
Deneath thy wings.'

while Did. vi. 2, 3 represents the fresh form given
to this clause by the author of the fuller Didache,
in terms of current Palestinian conditions at the
time when he wrote. In this light, 3", with its

reference to the believer's Hope, may also be

original,* corresponding in function to the eschato

logical reference in Did. xvi.

(e) Sch The Life of Si-hnwfi, an Egyptian monk
of the Thebaid, who died about A.D. 451. Heiv
we have in an Arabic version (ed. Iselin, Texte und
Untcrs. XIII. i.) the bulk of the Two Ways, i.e.

L-iv. 8 (so CO) and traces of v., vi. 1.

(2) Secondary witnesses : containing textual evi-

dence of a fragmentary or uncertain nature, like

that of the Sibylline Urncles. The parallels in

these, as in most of the writings here named, will

be found in J. Kendel Harris' Teaching of the.

Twelve Apostles.
Ignatius, Smyr. xiii. 1, Mnijn. iv. Did. xvi. 2.

Preaching and Apoc. of Peter (ed. M. 14. James,
82). Hennas (Mand. ii. etc.) our Didache. 2
Clement apparently our Didache (xiii. 4, xvi. 4,

Did. i. 3, 5; xvii. 3f., Did. xvi. If.). A/ml, of
Aristides, ch. xv. Justin our Didache (Taylor,
Expositor, III. vi. 35'J if. ). Theophilus, ad Autol.
ii. 34 fin. Iren;eus Did. i. 1, 5, xiv. 3; see below.

Tertullian, adv. Mare. iv. 1 Did. xiv. 3, iv. 14.

Clement of Alexandria explicitly iii. 5 (calling
it 'Scripture'), implicitly i. 5, iii. 2, ix. 2. llip-

polytus, Philosoph. ix. 23 implicitly ii. 7 ; cf. i.

3. Origent implicitly ix. 2. Pseudo - Cyprian,
dc Aleatoribus (ch. iv. ; Did. xiv. 2, xv. 3) ex-

plicitly. Clementine Homilies. Pseudo-Clement,
de Virffinibux. Didascalia (Syriac and Latin).
Lactantius and Commodian echoes of Two Ways
only. Atlianasius, Syntagma lloctrina; clear

traces of i.-vi., less clear of xii., xiii.; de Virgini-
tate quotes or paraphrases, ix., x.; Fragment irepl

i/<ti>oowpo<pi)Twv, cf. .xi., xii. Pseudo-Athanasius,
Fides Nicfcna and Didcisealifi cccxviii. jiutruiti,
two recensions of the &]i)itcf(jma, in which the
Did. is freely used. Serapion (of Thmuis, in the

Delta), in his Praj-er-Book, c. 350 A.D., quotes
from ix. 4. Optatus, de Schismate Don'ttist. i.

21, quotes iv. 3". Augustine cites Did. i. 5 fin.

(see below, iii. ((/)). Canons of Basil (Egyptian,
5th cent.) uses the Two Ways. Severinus, Doctrina
de tiapientia explicitly (Two Ways, and perhaps
more). Jienedicti liajula., iv. (Tim Ways). John
Climacus (f. 580) implicitly i. 4, 5. Dorotheus of

Palestine (c. 590) implicitly iii. 1, 10. Boniface of

Mainz, Adtnonitio (S. Petri) sius jiraidicatio S. Uoni-

fatii, appears to know more than the Two Ways.
(b) Historical testiinonia,

[Irenaeus. The authenticity of the Pfarfian

Fragment is too dubious to warrant citation of

its deurtpai rutv a.TTo&T6\uv Stard^fts].

Pseudo-Cyprian, dc Aleatoribus, iv.,
' Et in Doc-

tritiis aposiolorum : Si quis frater delini|uit in

ecclesia et non paret legi, hie nee colligatur
donee pocnitentiam agat, et non recipiatur ne in-

quinetur et impediatur oratio vestra
'

(Did. xiv. 2,

xv. 3).

Eusebius, Hint. Eccl. iii. 25, 'Ev TOIS v&8ois (here
= non-canonical books) ^ararerdx^w KO.I r^v llai'Xou

o T Xe^o^eros \ioL^.T]v KO.L rj

'

XTTOKCL-

firiaTO\7j Kal TWV fi-Troo-ToXtuv ai Xc*yOfivai Aiba^ai
where Kutinus has Doctrina yutK dieitnr apusto-

lorum (so the Syriac).
Atlianasius, Feital Epistles, 39, etrrl Kal erepa

TU)J> Trarepujy di'ayivuffK&6a.i rots &pri irpo<rpxo~

* The '

Teaching
'

as known to Barn. xxi. 1 seems to have had
some such closing exhortations.

t Origeri's quotation of what occurs in Did. iii. 10 is probably
from Uarnabas, which he has just cited. So the echo of th<
same passage in l>ionysius of Alexandria may also ue indirect.
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Kal /3oi'XojUs
f

i'Oiy Ka.7j)xii&9au rbv rrjs fi'crf^fi'cu

0(f>ia Ho\OfjLuiVTot *ai o0ta t/>u^ Kai 'iw''i//i

A'ai 'Ioe<5t(? \ai Tu-'Jia? icat AiSax^ KaXoilllfVlJ TUIV

diroo-ToXwv vat 6 IIo.^Tjf.

optatns, /.'., Kt in eapitihu- tnondatorum, A
r

/'"re v v i\."j
'

1 1 >iil. iv. :t").

Kniinii-, Comm. / Si/mli. .l/io-/. ;is, 'In Novo
v.-rii I'e-iaineMin libellu- iini iliritur I'astoris she
Hi nice, [i-t is] <|iii appellant!- /'" I"/V i;/.lml-
i'inin gecun linn I' limn, ljua

1 (iinniu lee.! i|iiidem
in i cclcsiis voluerunt, HUM lamen piotciii ad
ancioiitatem e\ his liilri conKrniandani.

1 These
Bre

'

Kcele-ia-tica!.' not '

I 'anouical
'

licmlvs. lint

they an 1 mil
'

Apoci yphal,' or siic-h as were noi

(o be read in church. 'I'liis distinct ion should le

borne in mind in considering lln 1

following, and

espei lally tllr silence of Wc-lern list- of canonical
and other 1 ..... k-. like i hat oi i 'odex ( llaromontanue
and tin- I i,-i'i-: I inn ','. /'/.vii'.*

Nn e pin ut is, Stii'/imii' >!/ iii-in^ list of sa'e. v.-vi. ).

*ai u'crai rift pt'as dvri\tyji'Tai'

'An-(Mu\r-yis 'IwcLWOU ar.X- 1-1(111

lUrpov ,, Hi"!

BapKd|3a eTicTT-oXj) KiUU

lltptooos Jlat-Xoi'

, , Il^rpou

,, 'ludvvov

Kara Su/iav

Ai8ax.T] airoffToXuv crrt^. 200

',' nftl,' Siftif

(UT :i|mcry|ilial ImoUs, mostly not in 1,XX)
'laicitf^ou ttrropta

llcrpoi' aTroKaXi'^is

RepioSoi Kai Ai8axai Twv airocrToXuv

Hapvd^fa e'7r7ro\7;

Tlir importance of tliis entry, which recurs in a
HM in Cod. Ignore. -Jiui. i^ that the analogy of the.

ircpioSoi of Apostles i suun from Nicephorus' list to
inrhidi' si'|iaiati' works) |.ints to mon' than one
\\iU kiio\\n as _i(5ax7j rCiv a.iro<jT6\ii3v

; and this in

turn c-aMs liack li^lit on I'.u-i'liiiis' plirase. On
tin 1 othi'r hand, Ihr Syriac ami Latin I'lTsions of

Eusebiua surest that onl\ nm- work of the name
was ^I'lirrally known in Syria and Italy respect-
ixc-ly, towanl- tl ..... nd of tin- 4th ri'iitnry.

' ions. '1'he impressions con\cycd liy
this li<id\ of i<\idi'iiri' may now ln> stated. (1)
Kmiwlrrlv of the Tii-n (l"oi/v ( Did. i.-vi.) is far
..... ! ^i-m-ial than that of the full Didaehe. (-J)

lint in tin- matter a liroad ilistinetion lon^' existed
lii'twi-i'H Palestine, or Syria, and other centres of

Christianity. In I he tormer, the i wo seem to .stand

on much the same level down to Kiiscliins, though
after liis day one' ot I he -in l-'iidrd to tall out of use.

This was piolialily the fuller form, now siipi-i ~eih-d

liy tin 1 1 i/'i'i^i" / ft and .\i>"\t. Const, ui I KNe-
whi're the hulk ot (lie rules in tin' full Didache
seem never to have suited existing u^a^'e, or at

least speedily fell out of touch thclewilll Hence
it is mainly the l-'.uc'hari-t ic parts I which have
left traces on the literature of the 'Jnd ami !trd

cents., lioth in l'^
r

y]'t and in the West. Yet
several K^yjitian witnesses of the -1th and ,~>th

A-. (In 1 Ih.l... h. is nni miiniiL,'
'

A]'.T\ iihii,' it may hftvc
befen one of th6 Oputni^a atou troctotuMarui '

ii"t vi,,,.,!!,.,!, i,, vO,-,. h |.,Tii.ti's tin. Kpisllc u( Kariu. ,

bflnn-i 1

1

I I'.isMlih lli..f;irl\ JT..\ alfiict' of the uw ^f \VliiL-srlay anil
Friil:i; ;is f;ist-.l;i\^, mill nf III.- tlllvr .lr\vt-h sl:iti.l ll-ul-* n!

prayer,
.ils.. nn|.:ii ^ [ I,,. iul1ii..:n . .if [ ii.l. \ in \ j,i in, .hisiiii s

-
'

e<rr. i..sc.; air*. f..i.]nii^ tin-

Ih.n . I'liu I'iii. x Ji,\ 'oca Utlevfi

,

,
.

t. Km liiin-.hr

cents, -how \aiious adaptation-, of phra-c- ..< , ur-

riiiK in Dili, xi.-xiii. Similar phenomena also

crop up later in the West, possibly thron^li use
of such secondary sources. (4) In any case the

AicioxT) rZiv dTroar6\ui' meant to Athana-iu-, if not

already to ('lenient, the shorter work, which was

adapted tu the instruction of catechumen-. It

was a I iook for general Christ inn edilical ion, like

II' i xi /mil or the Sli'jilf ril ; when 'ii- the fulh-i um k
was known only to scholars, and hy them n-ed in

an historical sense and as largely out "i date,
In the \\est. at lea.-t in Italy, to jml^e Hum
Kiilinns' words {compared with his Athana.-ian

model), we -at her that e\ en the 'l'im II '/(//< hail

lieen "i\eii a local or 1'etrine setting. (5) All
I hi- tell- against the view (c..it. of l-'unU, that
the Tim ll'ni/\ as a di-tinct work wa- -econdary,
having.been separated trom the larger Didai-hefor
Catechetical purposes, lint it favour- the theory
that the full Didache reached Alexandria, tiom
Pale-tine, only after the primitive Didaehe had
become lirmly estahlished there. ((i) Finally,
there is no proof that the full Didache ever ex-
isted in Latin.

iii. GENESIS OF THE DIDACHE. (a) Genari.-inf tl-
' Tim H'ni/n.'- Settiii", aside the theory that the
full Didaehe (with or without i. 3''-ii. 1) was prior
to t he / a-,, ll'i/i/x a- a -eparale work, which seems
as little supported hy internal* as hy external
evidence, we must .start from a closer considera-
tion of the Tim Il'i.y.v a- the nucleus of the whole.
In suhstanee it is clearly of Jewish origin. This
i- pnned lioth by its .structure ami hy its constant

parallels with purely Jewish literature, and par-
ticularly with Kahliinic sources. This was first

demon-lrated by Dr. (.'. Taylor, and is realhimed,
c\en to excess, by a Jewish scholar like Dr.
Kohler.

Kiililri's collection of Jewish parallels (The Jririitti Furi/clo-

p<flia, \i>l. iv., art.
' Didache ') to the idea of 'two \\.i

I,' efr ,

is full anil \uluable. But he oiitrnnK the evidence when he
assume- that the 'Jewish manual' (which he hu-hl\ m:>t- :.

lia\e existed) hii.l iu:i!lrr ti.-iit inu en l.i\r f> God will ii ;h>'

( liri-l i.ui r.-iliirlnr nun 11 n I. Ills ,.l:it<-f ili'-tii, tliiil 1 1,' u lieli-

iM.ok hiis fallen into disorder,' and that ' the whole flrsl r*ii "f

tin-
"

I nitii' |H\
'

iltiiiiu- \Mih monotheism, was tainpeii.il with
!>;.

Ih' I hristian editor,' are haseless cnnjectures.

Specially Jewish is the section in which the path
to the graver sins is fenced by warnings against
the lighter ones iiii. 1 ft'.), each such warning t "IIIL;

prefaced with '.My son." Probably this .section

was hollowed from a self-contained unit of Jewish
teaching for Gentile proselytes (incliuling iv. 1).

Of such instruction, which was sure to take more
or le-s tixed shap ..... i the lines of the Deeah-u'ie, '

we have a good deal ot indirect evidence id. Ho
ii

1 '" 1

''). And it is obvious that the first etlmt-of
Jewish Christians, like the Hellenist missionaries
of Ad-, to instruct their Gentile converts, would

naturally proceed on the existing lines. Hence
we can well conceive the genesis of the .!> \vi-h-

Chri-tiiin Tiro ]t'ni/s out of the oral ratccli'-'i* of

mi ionary Judaisin. Hut there is no evidence
ilia i i here was ever a purely Jewish Tiro ll'<f</< in

writing, or even that all the elements in our Twn
ll'iti/: ever before existed as a unity. Iml.'ed. -nine

ot its pieiepts were probably the creation of the
new and gentler Christian spirit a spirit well

hy the positive form of the '.

I nl. ss the TVo tt'ai/H ha<l lain liefore the compiler of the
huh he, he would hardfy have written ' nn *

!

i' own t< nih ni'y heinj: nhown in the 'children
I hi \\ i .ii I ii'iith, and the plurals throughout chfl vll \M.
N> i

< iin u> iTu:i^.'ine i. 3l'-ii. 1, vi. B-Sf 1

' ..... ipiliiiL' ;t inanuul for catechumens siihs, ,

(
n, , : t in tin in:,. u(

the mil Didache.
ik'.iii'M ip out that such emphatii on the Di
i in i n. Diaspora, wai I'r. .^...M\ LT. .,i.-r beloi

iin disparagement <>t tin- niiin- .Mnyan- l:i\\>, ;is tiu.j^rarv
Uskt^ii-, 111. t'li Judaism inure K

r ti:iritrd 111 the mutlt r.
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Jlule,' in contrast to the negative. In the original
framework of the Two Ways, this negative form,
'according to the traditional Jewish *

interpreta-
tion' (Kohler), practically cancels the larger spirit
of the words of Lv 191S

; so that on it the exegesis
or 'teaching' proceeds. This defect was soon -felt

by the Christian consciousness, aiul was rectified in

the fuller Didache.
Of course it is impossible to assign an upper

limit to the date in the history of Christianity,
when something like the Two Ways began to be
used in the preparation of raw Gentile converts
for baptism. But, in the endeavour to trace its

earliest written form and to assign a rough date
to it, the Epistle of Barnabas is our primary
authority.

(Ij) The witness of
' Barnabas' Its witness, in-

deed, is ambiguous, and has been read in opposite
ways by different scholars. One thing is certain,

namely, that Barnabas did not know Did. i. 3 1'-

ii. J ; else it would not have failed to echo these
more Evangelical precepts. But the evidence, as
\\c >liall see, is rather against the fuller Didache
ever having existed without them, and to this
extent against Barnabas' use of it in any form.
The affinity of thought between iv. 9f. and Did.
xvi. '2 does not prove the opposite;! both may
be independent expressions of sentiments current
in the same region and period (of. He 111

1""'-15
).

But, ccmlining the issue at present to the most
primitive Didache, does Barnabas presuppose a
written or only an oral Two Ways'1

. Probably the
former.
The striking verbal agreement with the very

phrasing of the Two Ways (as found in Didache,
CO, and L), conjoined with great freedom of treat-

ment, involving changes in thought, as well as
insertions and omissions, all this points to use
of a document rather than to quotation from a
familiar stereotyped tradition. For an author
would be less inclined to upset the order and
\MM~I the sense of a body of teaching which lie

had learned by long use.

In the case of Barnabas, moreover, the use of
such a fixed tradition is the less likely in view of

the writer's sense of superiority to tiie religious
ideal embodied in the 'Teaching,' which he aims
at adapting to a higher level of spirituality. He
finds it a form of instruction for would-be Chris-
tians in the rudimentary principles of the new
Way of Life : he turns it into a vehicle for impart-
ing ethical 'insight' (gnosis) even to mature
Christians, to whom he is ever saying, 'Let us
become spiritual

'

(iv. II). That is not the way a
man treats the catechism of his own church, I a

formulary engraven verbatim on his memory by
constant use. It is rather the way of one who,
finding a terse and tune-honoured body of precepts
current in a community of somewhat different

traditions from his own, seizes on it from the out-

side, as it were, and adapts it with sovei'eign
freedom to the edification of his own spiritual kith
and kin. This, of course, involves a special view
as to the genesis of Barnabas a theory which

* In view, however, of the fact that the maxim o trl fiia-ii;

\T^U fj.-f, froit.tr-',; is attributed to Cleobulus (one of the Seven
Sages of Greece), and that this form is close to that found inm '-- ... ... TU:I~ / : .!.--.. !-.ij. _.

u i in- auiuiLii; aio vt-i. niAiiio, uu i. ;.

1 This goes against the 'liro Ways being already in use in

u\]il. Indeed, if Barnabas is addressed to Alexandria, the

way in which the author cites and quotes verbatim this

Teaching' excludes such an hj-pothesis.

takes its personal references seriously, and sees
in its author a more or less itinerant teacher (cf.

Did. xiii. '2). Yet it is a theory which also emerges
naturally out of due analysis of that author's

handling of the Two Ways.
Provisionally, then, we assume that Barnabas

presupposes a written Tico Ways, perhaps known
simply as 'The Teaching' (cf. cu evroXal TIJ; Sioaxfjs,
xvi. 9) or 'Doctrine of the Lord'; but. that this

was only in the hands of certain church teachers,
or was written down for the first time at his re-

quest and for his benefit. Thus the question of a
written form at this stage is of very slight moment
in the place where our author wrote his Kpistle.
In any case, it is probable that it was about the
date of Barnabas that the Two Ways, after an
oral career of some duration, passed into written
form. It may be that in this form it speedily
followed the Epistle itself to Alexandria, jiossibly
to satisfy a demand for fuller knowledge of it cre-

ated by the latter. Thus would begin the Egyp-
tian line of tradition, which is best represented by
the Latin version, and in which it seems always to

have been known as '

Teaching of the Apostles.'

As to the contents of the 'Teaching:' as known to Barnabas,
there is good evidence that it embraced the bulk of Did. i.A-

.

(i.e. except i. 3b-ii. 1, missing also from L, CO, Sch, etc.).

The highly Jewish '

fencing of the Law '

in iii. 1-0 would not
commend itself to Barnabas, any more than the related iv. 1,

which he modifies in a bold way (M; y.ipf,* TOU cQtizt)*fju>v for us

z^pto*). But did he know ch. vi. '{ If so, in what form?
Immediately after the Way of Death in Barnabas we read :

'
It is good, therefore, having learnt the ordinances

l

(vi%aiuLiM7a)
of the Lord, as many as have been written, to walk in them.
For he that doeth them shall be glorified in the kingdom' of

God : he that chooseth those others (ixuvec) shall perish together
with his works. For this cause is resurrection, for this cause

recompense. . . . Near (is) the day wherein all things 'shall

perish along with the Evil One. Near (is) the Lord and his

reward. Again and again I entreat you : to each other (jafriiv)
be good lawgivers; to each other (kxuru*) continue faithful

counsellors (rvfj-pwlot') ; take away from among you all unreality
(i,Tjxpi/ri').' This is certainly nearer to the line of thought in

the Lat. than to our Did. vi. 2, 3. Nor should one overlook
the parallelism between the <yr&j* [A<-*<T< tr-Ju.pa-jt.Gi and 1/s

'

iii

coiisulendo.' But if Harnabas implies L's ending, what mean
the points of contact which exist between Did. vi. 2 and Bar*
nabas? Probably a common atmosphere (see below (i/)).

But u'hat date must iue assign to Barnabas?
As this is a crucial matter for our Didache, which
was probably rather later, reason must be shown
for fixing on the reign of Vespasian, in spite of

much critical opinion to the contrary.

It is a mistake in method to rely mainly on the apparent
reference in ch. xvi. to a rebuilding of the Jewish temple by
the Romans as imminent. For such an expectation is quite as

likely to have arisen in certain circles under Vespasian, soon
after the staggering catastrophe of A.D. 70, as later under
Hadrian. This being so, the dating in terms of Roman
emperors, apocalyptically indicated in ch. iv., is really far more
secure, when due note is taken of the very peculiar situation

presupposed.

'And I saw the fourth beast to be wicked and

strong, and more intractable than all the beasts of

the earth ; and how there arose from him ten

horns, and from these a little horn, an excrescence

(n-apaipvdowv) ; and how that it abased at one stroke

(v<!> iv) three of the great horns.' Now when it is

noted that the text of Dn 7
7ff

-, which is here

explicitly cited, does not furnish the most distinct-

ive phrases in this description (for which Barnabas'
Greek is here given), we are sure that they contain

at once its emphasis and the key to its author's

meaning. Keeping this in mind, we perceive that

the reign of Vespasian alone suits the conditions.

He and his two sons were, for a student of apoca-

lyptic on the look-out for striking phenomena
rather than for strict Itoman theory.

' three' con-

joint heads of the empire, which might be smitten

down 'at one stroke.' The stroke was to be de-

livered by Nero, reappearing as Antichrist, himself

an ' offshoot
'

of the series of emperors, to which he
had once belonged. In this solution Lightl'oot and
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llruii-.-iy ftgree
:

' ami il i- li.-ml to -re \\liy
hlmiild ]lc-it:iti' to :nvi'|it it iu -.nine I. inn ,

,\. m
K.-un-av >, ]iir!i includes .lulm- :nuoii^ ill.- 'leu

kind's,' ami cxilu<U"< dtlio ami Viii-llnis as un-

IiU"ly to muni ii- i'iM|irrnr.< in \'r-|>;i-mn'- ihiy.t
It i- -tr.-uiuc- t hat any -UK- MiuiiM lluuk tliat Nrr\ a
-ati-lir- lln- iinii|ii.- -iliialhin liintnl ;tt liv ISarna-

l.a-. toui-liin.v wlnrli lie iniulit "ell -;iy to hi- ron-

tcin|ioiai \ readers,
'

I mii'i-tanil. then, ye on^ht.'
l''nrtlier. it i- natural to -n|i,'o-e that the roinci
lienee ln>| \\ ri'li tile Imlit irlll situation and I Illlliul

|

\vonlil It- noticed while the new conditions \\eie

still fresh in men'- thoughts, that is, rally in

Vespasian's re lull lienee a date as early even as

A. H. 71 i- IIMIIC likely than one toward.- the end
of Ve-pa-i.'in - rei'jn. e-|"-eially a- it \vonld lie

lie fore the I'lavian rule a- lelt to he linnly c-tali-

li-hed that the idea of Nero's return to overthrow
th.' I la\ ians (like the -hoitlived emperors of GS-liD)
would inii-t readily occur.

(i
i Origin "f /// ///// r it, lache. A nniiii^,

then, that nlnnit A. li. 7", or soon after, the

Teaching
'

,i| the Tii'n ll'"v.v\vas already current
in <lHinite form in one or re of the lireek-

s|ieakni", ie-ic,n- of 1'ale-tine (e.g. the- Maritime
1'laini. how are we To imagine it growing .into OUT
I'ldache liy the aildlliun .il |!ie cci le-la-l Seal sec

lion- i\ii. \\ i and the e-ehatolo^ic-al conclusion

(svi.), as well a- the parts of eh. i. al.-ent from
other \v itne e- lo the' 'I'li-n ll'n i/.t': In the period
follow in u mi i ned lately on A.I). 7n (here .-till existed
in I'ale-iine a -iron", -en-e that all -acred n.-aj;es
ol I lie local I'.ei le-ia rested upon the teaching of it-

Apo-toln- fouinli'is. ]iartii-iilarly the Twelve. I5ut
il \\ a- a l-o felt, w itli some (ii-n lay, that the personal
influence of lhe-e aiithoritat i\ e exponent.- of the

(Jo-pel wa- \early becoinin;,' less and le--. In

lirinily or death was rapidly removiii"; those of

them who had not already ",onc to other Held- of

work. How, then, was their inllnence to lie pre-
served unimpaired, especially ainoii", (lentile lie-

lie\ !!-. over whom it must from tin- lir-t have
hcen lea-t assured] and who were most lialile to

change uiiil.-r outside iiillneiice-. which would he-

al then maximum on the sea-lmard '.' Sooner or
later the plan would surest itself of putting into
w i il ten em -illation those ll-aue- which wi-ie held
I" be \po-iohe, for the sake hoth of lixitv and
\\ider dillu-ion. Such a method wa- i[inte in

I,' pin"; with Hellenistic haliil-, e-peeially when
influence on non-.le\, - wa- -oiiuln . Hence i I wa- in

evi-ry way natural tliat the lir-t public t-ateclii-ni

of the Christian life and of ordered Church fel-

lowship should lie addre--i-d Mo t he ( lelltile-.' It

was ei|ually natural that it -honld he i necl hy
ii- llelleni-tie author or author- as '

Teaching of
the Twelve Apostles," who were to all I'ale-iiniaii

Christians essentially tin- auilioi me- a- to ih<ii

I.oril- mind and w ill.
| l-'inally, w hat more natural

1 han to adopt a II ex I -I ill", hody of precept- like I he
I'li-n \\'niis, already held to embody Apostolic teach-

ing on the duty ol the tlenlile turned Christian,
anil to enlarge I he -cope of the I il le

'

Te--.cliill";
'

e\en a I I he ri-k of making it (over rat her more
than it wouhl -u^^e.-t $ to it Creek at any iale?

I.iu-lili" i. '

.
i 'tin r,-l,i,i ike Hainan

I .

e, 307-3M
t This i-' ir:n K ini- of VitellluB, butnot equally*o of < Kho, whu

\\ll-. 'N, I'l In :< >T, \ .

-| i*;:tri '"'linn :i LIK l;>l.it< fur f lit- |iur(ilr.
A lingly, thi pr

m \-> ni< r j<n-i' i
- i kmi n- Au-nst cs

and to exclude Vitelliua on]
'

.-///-' m. ; I ,
\\ h" m,t\

lit IT n !!.' ! th. I'iefl i .r> \\ntini;*). I; i~ i-rMh.,1,,,.
! h,i f si .|M),H -

\ i
, ,

'

,
,

i
,

< ir.ini Aii^'u-l u*. ITI il s

n . , dition In the 'I tury 1

; H.-M' "in- NI.I-, observe that vl pepi i ii "t tin-
C'n<cnr,\,il ,,| V- I..-

1 -
1

-', ii..'.'. s.-i liiiiiu!'. :i|i|.lti ,1 \\ilh l,irL--'T

lil'ITt \ l"f III!' lll'!l\ I'lll.ll '

s; \"t.- i h. tendeni D, n lu-thrr
int" Uoctritue(di dleaioritnu, \v.) or Af2rxAj f the title ol ;

wtii'k \iliirii \\.i> in., mi to -

peraedi out I'Hl.iriir, :l t least OM
rtganlu it .

A- ihe enl. ii "enii-nt of conlent- ciin-i-ted mainly
in the addition of matter ili-l im-t ixely Chi i-n.'ii in

character, the Teacliinj,' or Doctrine wa- now -

ferred, no longer to 'the Lord' (lod. hut to i he
Lord' Christ, the special source of Hi- Apostles'
teaehin;;. Thus would arise the title 'Teaching
of the Lord, through the Twelve Apostles, to the
Gentiles.

1

if/i It* i-.nirt contents. I5ut while, no doubt,
ihi i-nlarued I )idache from the first eonl ain>-d I he
i.ulk oi eh-, vii.-xvi., did it contain all or ; i

the p.-i-eepis now found in Did. i. 3''-ii. 1*

(1) Hid. i. 3''-ii. 1 reads as follows:

i. '.' :

'

l:lr-s flu in (lut curse you, and pray for vour '

'"it t.i : tor them lint pi-rst-cule you. For what *i

tin r.-, if yi- l.n -.- them that love you? Do not even tin
(i ' Borne? Hut love ye them that hate you, and ye bhull not
have an tnnm ,

i:
'

\i'-!;i:n (ili u) from fleshly and bodily lusts. If - ai

-JM- Ui. i a i.|..u ,,n tin- ri^ht cheek, turn to him the ot
and I h"H -hn.i l.< |H rifcl. If any one rotn pel thee to ^n with
linn IK- mil. , p' \\iili him tw.un. I( any one take a

cloak, give him tin c'mt uNo, I( any one take from ti.-

la thine, ;^k it not h,i.-k, n.r m-ithcr IMU-L thou.
5 :

'

(iive to e\ ery OIK- that avk> th of thec. and ask n- i

for to all the Father willH that tfifts LL- pivcn from his own
liuiiMiii s. |:l - Vs< <\ iv he that j;i\eth according to th- command-
ment ; forheis^niiltless. Woe to him that takuth ; for it, i

HH\ on*- h:i\in<4 need taketh, he shall be uiUlet>s ; but In- That
huth not need shall j;ive account wherefore he took nn\ thing
and for what purpose; and bein^ put in restraint, shall he
examined rriiiii;_' hi> rondma, and shall not come out
tliein-e till he have paid the la.st farthing. Yea, too, concern-
iiu 'his \-'i\ nutl'T it hath ln-un said. Let thino alms sweat
uit i> Tlii TIC haix's, till thou havi- h-.irnt t" \\ h-un i

ii. 1 ; 'And the second commandiuent of th*
'

i-.-iujjis'

The jirolilrin is ;i dclirjitr mit-. anil tlic evidence
is rarlii'r and fuller for i. 5 than for i. 3, 4. Thus
\\- liavu niithin^ in Hernias iiarallel to i. 3''-4,
as Nun'?, ii. 4 *i is parallfl to i. 5 ; ami the same
Imlils also for ('lenient of Alexandria, if not for
Iivna-us.* Moreover, the phrase Kara. TTJV ivroX-tiv

(\. 5) occurs twice in xiv. 5, 7; so that it seems
I'liini.i-trristio of the original compiler of the full

\vork. A^ain, it is only what we should have ex-

pcctcd if tin 1 mind which added \ii.-xvi. should
lind something want in*; in an exposition of love
to tnid and one's fellow which bejjan with illus-

tration of the negative form of the latter, without
a word on its positive aspect. And when we look
at the contents of the precepts for which we sup-
pose him responsible, we lind the one in which Kara

Ti]v ffTo\r)v occurs to accord excellently with what
we lead in ix. 3. For there (Jod's jrifts of food and
drink to mankind at lar^e are referred to, and a
verb (exapJ"w) is used which contains the special
notion expressed by the word for 'gifts

1

(xapiv-
paTa) in our passage.

Tin- i-l.isin- paragraph of eh. i. ia of such importance, both
for the 'lit- "i "in t'i<t:i''l- ami ir iu use in later time*, as
to IIM nt s|i..:,il notirC. Mini \.l ! "ii. liinj,' ttii> tojiic, too, it

huh IK I'H sn,|. I .
i HI\ .iMn- -<> on sweating into thine hands

until thou pcri-.eive to whom to jrive' (-.//a xxt irtpi r^^nu
^ili.,1 iicrra*, '\bfM7oTa* Y, |Xff!^JrbH] <rn tit rot: %?*{ ff'.-

u.\
-,
-KU; T. ti I *; ). Tin- *-i i IM "t tliis is doubtful. On I he u h"li-,

ii seems best i-> re^rd it as ((ualiiyin^ the idea of inHi> t itui

nate giving suggested in tin- lon-Ljoin^ jtarntfiiiph, which Mmplv
piit-^ the "iiu" on the person who otuks anil receiver under false

9. Here it is to be ohservcd, as Dr. I'. la\!.-i hu^
slioun.t that the limitation IH not so much of what h.i- I"-- n

ni'tiuilly said (viz. that e\er\ oiif '//c- "-,\-A is to receive, without

qui cion), aa ol \vhat might li < erred from it, i

'h. i- i- ii" j-!i-. I-.
i restraint and discrinunfttion it) L.T. ;ir_

r
.

Tin M .-. in i.i'-t, the case where a man is ready to \

.kin ; .unl then he in ri^ht to hold his hnixl, ami let tin

"t -i in- (gained by one mveat) go oil gathering it in, rniilit
MI in found. Hut, whatever its im-aiiing may be, (his

s,i\ in- I.MI. iii .1 a very living tpjcHioii in .mi.ni and m

*
Tin- relations of Hennas and Clement to our l>i<l

discussed he low (p. 440*). AH lo Iremeuti, the fragim-m (No m,
fd. Har\->. n 477), ia*r nt f-^ottrt (rar. ifC. '

!--i\ ?**;) v),r,ff,t+ JMtt oi (rar. IfC, u. ) rui., *A>.:Tfiie; -rifl

eL-y.TY( (rZ) XVO-M/ >u*rtfv>fr<- may well \>- I i-.d. I. j,

n a- 1 in il - > <i>te\t as the fulfllment of the i \\.o.M In . ><l ]o\u
in i 'J.

t In an exhaustive discussion in The J<n"! >.t i

\i\. 1-4 IT. See a I-... the poMuige from John dimm u^, l I >u
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Christian ethics,* and so attracted a good deal of subsequent
attention and comment. If, then, we may infer that the

passage in the Did. is the fountainhead of this maxim in the

Fathers and schoolmen, it proves that to some of them at least

our Did. was known, down to the 5th cent, and later, and
that in the Westf as well as the East. It is true that at first

sight the maxim, as introduced with iip^ree.!, might seem to come
rather from some OT Srripture, especially as Augustine cites it

with '

et alio loco Scrijrfunt dicit : Sudet,' etc. But the nearest

known OT passage is the e t TO*;, y*-atit -nvi w.'if of Sir 12 1
;

while, had a nearer been known to Augustine and others, they
would somewhere have given us more than the former's alio

loco. Hence we may conclude that Sir 121 js j,, fac t the ultimate

basis of the e'ipr.'rett
in the Didache, but that its phrasing of the

maxim is in terms of some current (? llabbinic) paraphrase of it

(cf. iffiBii in Mt 5-- ).

This is so far confirmed by a passage in Nicetas
1 catena on

Mt 54 - :

' We should do alms, yet with judgment and to the

worthy, that we m&yjintl a recompense from the Most lii'jh.' \

In the words in italics there is a clear echo of Sir 122 , so that

what precedes is probably based on 121
. Thus this passage in

Sirach seems to have been the foctis clansicuj for the idea of

giving uAttt xpttrivs xeti reit ot$iot?, to use Nicetas' words; and
the more concrete saying under discussion was perhaps a

current form of it. Whether this maxim was already in the

Didache as known to Clement of Alex, is an open question.
But it we find him expressing the sentiment in immediate con-

junction with the thought with which it is connected in the

Didache, there is a presumption that he knew that work to

contain it. Now this happens in his Qin's dives salvitx.\\ May
it not be, too, that the '

libellus ab apostolis
' known by Origen

to contain ' Beatus est qui etiam jejunat pro eo ut alat

pauperes,' was our Didache expanded in i. 5?
Wt.- have yet to consider the relations of Hermas and the

Didasealia to our Didache i. 5 as a whole. The Didascalia (as

reconstructed from the Syriac and the Verona Latin fragment)
has the following in bk. iv. 2, 3: 'Truly blessed is he who is

able to help himself, and sn avoid pressing on the place of

(relief belonging to) the orphan, the stranger, and the widow.
This grace, moreover, is of God. Hut woe to those who have

and hypocritically take, or who take when able to help them-

selves. But every one who takes shall give account to the Lord
God in the Judgment-day, wherefore he took. . . . He who has

and taken hjfpocriticaUy t or through laziness, instead of working
and so helping himself and others, shall incur judgtnent with
God. . . . He, then, who gives simply (TX^-) to all, gives well,

as far as he is concerned ('sicut est illi '), and is guiltless

('innocens* = iflio,-). He, too, who takes because of affliction

(B).,3cu.tvo;) . . . takes well, and shall be glorified by God in life

eternal. Here the words in italics seem simply to make more

explicit the middle clauses of Did. i. 5, viz. *\Voe to him that

takes ; for if indeed anv one having need takes, he shall be

guiltless (0wof); but he that hath not need, shall give satis-

faction (?>ttitrii It.zr.v) why and wherefore he took." As to the rest

of the quotation, it seems to echo our Didache "i in its anti-

thesis u.\v,i)iu;
:UMxatpio; t ola.} . . , betugavevo-iv, which is parallel

to Did. alone.*'* On the other hand, Hermas is the probable
source of the other matter. For its form follows closely the

phrasing of Hermas, Aland, ii. 5f., e.g. cl EV ><*/> AaavovTs;
bt.i.ltu.ttoi ... o cuv 5j5oi/f (T>.iV thrice in the immediate con-

text, besides -rain* iffrtfevuiioit o.lou etfrhZ; abovp) etOSisJffvn
. . .

'!- ,^..," Totpet rsu Htu . , . o oi/v OUTM; <xTA.4i? biatxotu*, TM fitM ^t,tmeti,

Further, the idea of the pious labour and merit of the re-

cipient, in praying for the donor, may well come from Sim. ii.

6, 7, just as the idea of the needv as God's altar, here and else-

where (ii. 26, iii. 0, 7, 14) in the Didascalia, goes back to Poly-

carp, ltd I'hil. iv. 3.

* Dr. Taylor is too ready to take the sense put upon the

maxim by "Augustine and 'later writers, specially in the West,
as fixing its meaning in the Didache. Its original context in

the Didache requires that the stress fall on the f&
:

.%pi; iv yvios

rivi 3or, i.e. the arrest of the impulse to give ;
while in Augus-

tine, Cassiodorus, and Bernard, at any rate, the emphasis is

on the justnm which they insert ('donee invenias justum cui

cam t radon').
t Here the divergences in text are against all being dependent

on Augustine.

attribution to Ulem. Alex, is due to a mere guess ot uoraenus,
the first editor of Nicetas' catena, as is shown by F. X. Funk,
Kirchengesch. Aohandlungen, ii. 126 f.

$ Compare the Rabbinic saying, 'He that receiveth alms
without needing the name, shall come to want before he dies'

(Ketkubdth, GSa).
II Ch. xxxi. ad fin., where he says that the principle in Mt

H>f-, as to making friends by
(

the worldly Mammon, is even
more divine than fj-ocvrj TU auvtiwrl at X.Sov, since it teaches
one not to wait to be asked, >.>,' lr^ ava^TEM. oa-n; i|*o; tJ

T*0ei. That he has Did. i. .5 in mind, is suggested by his

adding Otov ^otp OVTUZ v> Toiofurr, $tXo&Mpiot. to TOEVTI, x.T.X., as Did.

adds, TKVI 3 ftp tiiXii ln^iafftioc.1 o TKT:_P tx TW .''.anv ^ctpitr l

u,otTtot'.

K The Didascalia is certainly dependent on our Didache
elsewhere (cf. Holzhey, Die Abnangigkeit des st/r. Didaskalia
von der Didache, Munchen, 189S).

** The nearest known parallel is the sentiment in Ac 1(W>,

which the interpolated Apost. Const, iv. 3, actually substitutes

here, in the form iTtf xeti t x-^ptss f^atxctpiov iltrtv tivou TOV bi&evret

As to the relative priority of our Didache and Hermas, tha

case seems here as clearly in favour of the former as elsewhere.*

But if so, it is probable that Hernias' repeated ^ bio-ru.^

xf>.nu*) Ttvt Sw? Y. T/M fi*i S>&; is a protest against the f*'-x.i>ts

}-*; TIN iw? of Did., and that consequently 'Ibpuretru, etc.,

stood in the Didache as known to Hernias, and is, in fact, per-

haps echoed in ex TW KOTUV m . . . l&w. It seems, indeed,
that Hernias' protest is twofold. He protests, first, against tr> ing
to distinguish the good and bad ; it is enough that they be

needy ; that, he says, is God's own principle (cf. Mt 5-*5). Then
lie goes further, and protests against trying to distinguish be-

tween real and apparent need ; that, he says, is the receiver's

look-out. But whatever Hennas may or may not have in mind,
Did. i. 5 fin., in writing XA stati a-spi TMTOU %/> s/^rai, prob-

ably means to apply what follows only to the need of dis-

tinguishing real from feigned need : so Apost. Const. Hi. 4, x/jr,

tj T0ii.iv TavTai v&ptH!rtu t [**, CiXoxoivot/VTot; TOVTSV offrt; y %

But we can hardly imagine the '

Teaching
'

proper, at any stage, to have opened abruptly with
a section on giving; and, in tact, we observe in

what immediately precedes in our MS that the

phrase KCU Ivy rtXeios has its parallel in vi. 2. Nor
is the parallel merely verbal. The idea of the

phrase is probalily the same in both cases, and

belongs to the same mode of thought as meets us

in Ja I
26 213

3-, touching a KJ/UOS c\ev0ipias and a
rAeios df-rip in relation to it (cf. MtS48

19'-')-

The feeling that though a certain perfection of self-mastery
was the Christian ideal, it could not be insisted upon for all

in practice, seems to have been rather general among the
w as et even the most

2, 3, but also in Harnabas, and that in a way which does not

point to dependence of the one on the other. In Did. vi. 2, 3

it takes this form :

'

If, indeed, thou canst bear the whole yoke
of the Lord, thou shalt be perfect ; but if thou canst not, what
thou canst, that do. But touching food, bear what thou canst ;

but of that offered to idols greatly beware, for it is worship
of dead gods.' In Barnabas we read of ' the new law of our

Lord Jesus Christ without yoke of constraint as it is' (ii. 6);

and of the spiritual, not ritual, obedience which belongs to

it. On the other hand, we have in his Tim Ways the exhorta-

tion,
' as much as thou canst thou shalt be pure (iyK>Eif) in

the interests of thy soul,' following on a special!} exacting

precept as to control of the tongue (xix. 8, cf. Ja 32 for the

tongue as test of the '

perfect man '). This breathes the same

spirit as speaks in Barn. iv. 11, 'Let us be spiritual, let us be

a temple perfect to the Lord
;
as much as is in us, let ua

practise the fear of God ; let us strive to guard his precepts.'
Thus Barnabas has the same idea as Did. vi. 2, the meaning
of which he helps to fix ; but he puts it in his own way,
without showing trace of Did. vi. 2 any more than of Did. i. 4.

Thus the author of our Didache intends his

qualifying paragraph in vi. 2 to refer to the
'

teaching' already given in i.-v. ;
and his recog-

nition that ' the yoke of the Lord '

includes what

might overtax the moral power of some, becomes

more natural if we suppose that he had in mind

high counsels like those in i. 4, 5,t which he had

himself introduced.
So far there seems good reason for holding that

the full Didache originally embraced the precepts
in Did. i. 4, 5. But was that all, and did it open,

fitly enough, with the general precept, 'Abstain

thou from bodily lusts' ?

'A-riVau fir* ff&pxizvv xeti ff*LLtLttx-~iv Ti W u.iii ilv . Here there may
be dependence on 1 P 2" ; but more probably -,j*/zi is an

interpolation from 1 P 2", to explain the less biblical wux-riz-M,

which the Amst. Contt. changes into zs-i*.zi. Cf. 4 Mac 1--

Ti> 8s Itituiuta a.1 pin !.V. ^UX"*'', <' Ji miuaTir.a.'. The present
writer cannot think (with Ropes, Die Spriiche Jesii, 4U) that

this maxim is to be viewed ' as an abstract reproduction of such

passages as Mt S-'"-'. It goes too closely with what follows.

The best parallel is Hermas, 3Iam1. xii., where all_virtues
are

referred to * ITiHup.'* < a.y.ti\ (o yatp $co; TOU Ijioit xa-roixtt i>

rH sTii/ii,t T? iy*t?, 2, 4), and all vices to ii KriSv/ua r. >r/>

('ATl-rlcUa., nut lit i'tro ri. !T/(,i-/iii TV, trnr.pm, i* Too-J:"li

KnjM flif, 2, 2). Cf. Mand. viii., with its maxim, *

* Dr. Taylor's paper in the Journal cf 1'liilolugy, xviii. 297 S.,

almost amounts to demonstration on both issues.

t Cf. John Climacus (*c. vi.) tifi?** ui> tunviTi_Siictm,

tiflfcirTtpcv !>t xai rf fir, a,VoS>T,' T
li_

asri> Tu <xi/uyT fL*l

iTairsV,, Si/Ai!.oM ,u.>.iirra, T*j;<* T K-rxtlut **i fto<> ititt

x*tl:ir-7*xsv This passage suggests that e. has fallen out trom

the' phrase Mi yi /
..i,i at the end of i. 4. 'Nay, not even

if thou art able
' would make good sense after 'Ask not back

thine own.
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i^x^Tl^rf-t T Tjti-j.a; T^r,, i^aC*""** r*

-o ^ r Vi m. \\1. 3, u; a>T,7a^(>.x*u(V V0 T* MffUXM*
. i, v.

No clniilit tills has reference to wluit fi>lln\vs,

repression nl tln> instincts to
'

hit hack
'

and In

Imlil last one'- possessions. Fur such instincts

spring largely from bodily impulse, \\ bile unic-cnl
fillings (di>ciKada, cf. Justin, .I/"//, i. Hi) is a

victory of spirit nvcr body, a supreme form (if

Belf-contro] (ou<t>po<r{'i>ii or ^yicpdreia}. Yet, admit-

ting this connexion, WOuld tin' 'Teaching' or

e\] iiisition of the fundamental enmimnids in Hiil.

i. '_' lie likely to hc^in with unic-cnltulne--. rallnT

I ban \\ ii h w hai w e liml ill i. 3, as also in l.h (1
'

It is h.ird tu ilcriile. The very fact that i. - does

precede Illicit make 1 1 oil 1

1
'i id pa -s a I i nice 1 11 I he

nin-t emu -rete ami prncticol examples of the pmi
of hue, vi/. unreaentflllncaa ami active charity,
dither tll&n dwell further on the feeling of love*
ami its secret ael-of prayer ami fasting. A^ain,
it i- rather -trance lhal in i. .'i (ami there iilone)

tin 1

plural
'

liless ye,' etc., appears at the liciul of

|ireee|its |inrpi n t inj; t j lie aililresseil to the indi-

vidual catechumen. For it is not as though at

tlli- time the /'/(Vi.vv//i/'i ivr/iit (if the Lord'.-, [ireeepls
Wdc felt In lie l.iu sacred t>i he adapted In the

context in which tliev were cited, Yet such argu-
ments seem weaker than those pointing to i. .'! as

originally part of our Didache. For. first, our
Didactic really has in mind not the single convert,
hut Christians in general, as eumes out in its May
ye, children, he delhercd from all these' (at the
end of the Kvil \Vayl. Next, ihe clauses, 'Jn:t
for those who persecute you,' 'ami ye shall not
ha\ e an enemy,' are not found ill otir dispels : and
the latter at lea-l seems to ha\e inlluenced Justin

Martyr hoth in his Dialogue And Apology. Indeed,
Justin practically follows i. 3 u.s a whole, where it

deviates from our Gospels.

ti^iirtitf*.if6tj*Ttt: HUM; itx, life;:, 71 Tttn xerec^ui(/; iiu7

i,TSS TVI ITrflattOT* VU:. Th,' SI tlllllll'Tlt Xtti oC^ !;'

iii A
t ,i,>. i H. li,,i>. I'.-.j I;, u tlgo in i'i,-in Hoin.xii.

:l'J, I iy I>r. C. T;i.\!nr i /-.<-/" (tor, ::nl -i-rios, vi. :14f., wlii-ri-

.lustin'- r.'hiti'in t.. th.' I'nl i- r^inum d ). To \\tiirli inuy liy

fl'liil ,\ /"' "f ,\ , ''M/fX. 1.'., TO-.- klauZtvttt cc^Toi,; Tetpetx&t.olf,
xai T^<r;./(jf et'iro*: iai/ro..- TeiovVjv. N'T i!m s it -ct-ni mere
ai'riik-nt Ihitt Mttti'l. ii.. utmh tn ^in- H,TIII;L-' i-\|..isil [,.n "t

Uif fuith iiinl fear of God. in enj"iiuii- inMlik,- r>.oT>)f and
. tir-i Specifies :il-lini-ii'-f ii"lu >^T>.oc/.,oe (xxi l^rfc.ce*

TaiTori ''it,: uir TiTa>i), uiul then deals with tlic duty uf

jjivinj; (TAii,-).

To sum up. The fuller Hidaehe seems, from the

lir-t, to ha\e ruiiiaiiied all. or very nearly all, t of

eh. i. as it stands in our MS. Ils title was the
second and longer one of our MS, under which
it was peihap- known to Hennas, \\ ho-e Twehe
Mandates (t'i>ro\ai i. artificially drawn out to that

nnmlie], seem -ui:;jc-tcd liy those of the Twehe
Apostles. A^ain, they and their teaching 'to
the (Icntilcs' may he alluded to ill the Twehe
nations; who inhahit the world, and to whom

l.ll.' /''. / -i' /"/', f>, 5-flTTI x -,ct x*i TO Tt.r.ffior, T:tr.?et

KO., i^i'n*: i>.ir (tin- prartical result of *>.6Tjf to t;<xl ami
man).

t nl.v,r\.> tin- similar Evantfeliral matti-r in rh. xvi., which
i- '.iiri':ill\ ii'tnnMiil !M|,;I\I- bevn parl "t III'' tullrr I'nhi.h.-

frniii I lir lir-t. Vi't u hilc \M' linil i :u K !i,n i - cf
'

I};* re. 7*. elf.,
f V. in Hrnn:i- (801 ftbove, ]' It'.

1

", it i- i>thi-r\\ i-t- \vilh tl.'

|irliult\
i.t Ilir ilr.'i'iU.ll racelvei el th< '"iiln\i"Ii

Between 'I^wTaT*, L-t'-. und \\lial ]ii
illh| '" vvul'l ^'aln I'V il-

I'IIII-SI,,N |:ut if an intt rp<ilutinn, ii in i-t In i urly, as it is not
a.-.-ilniliitr:l to i.nr (;.--ji.-N.

I NI'IH. iv. 17. 1 : MI Hr. Tavl.ir. /mint, nf 1'liil. xviii. 2fl8.

Yfl llrnnu- ln:i>- ra'liiT h;i\ thr s|nnlMa! iUnilnL'H'' "f tin-

T\M'Ki- liit.i- ot I-r.Lcl in \ i. u (.-I Mi ri-''i. It i.- in itru i irt h\

th.lt ill Mnnil. \ii. :i. -^ we reuil nr,/ ic-i Z* T.- i.To/a.- T:
iitx, a;i.l t hell t-.lli.u- :v r. hiikr ..t 1 h-- -IILILT''-! 1"M t hat Ihr-.'

iT/.( arc too hanl for man lo ki . i I
I
-Ks t - if |ijd. \i. -J

were U-injf nlivised in thu practicr "f Borne ''h tin ..ther hand,
the Htmid TiAi.a of Sim, v. 8* 6 tnuufonns tbe TI/I.OTT.; of liiil.

i. 4, vi. 2, into '

merit.'

the S,m of (loil was heralded hy the Apo-tles.'
.lu-tin Martyr al-n shows him-df lamiliar with
the exact idea of this nile, when lie write- of rocs
d:r6 ira^roy {Oven's OivOp^truv 5ta T^I irapd r^v dwoa-
T6\tiiv ai-TOti diSaxn* ireKT^vras Kal wapatTTjffafdvovt
TO. iraXata fj/ oh irAovui^ffot dvfffTpdtftijffav ?0tj (.\i>l.
i. 53, cf. u. '2, ra ha\d faiTtfi ffvytTriaTti/j.tvof did

TT]V 6.trb TO? XptirroO otdaxrjv, TO StSau/cdXiOf T^$ tfetas

aptrrii u/ioXo^tjufi'). And, indeed, it may well lie

that the very form in which Justin, in coin n

with the A"* i'i/ifiii: i 1'i'ii-i, Hennas, 2 Clement, and
the .l/iti/<a/i/ I,/

~

Ali*tiili '.'. coneei\e> ( 'll 1 isl iailit V,
\

p

iz. as revealed 'teaching
1 on virtue and \ ice,

owes much to the inllucnce on the lirst half of
the second cenlury of the Christianity set foil h

in the Aida^Tj Ki'pioc 5td r^v SudfKa. diroaT6\uf rolt

lOvetnv. This would help to e\ plain the decree to
which '

moralism,' with its notions of the I'hine
(vTo\at and JLU(T#O? duttuoff^fijy, colours t hat literature.

Certainly the title of our hook suits the attitmln
of orthodox circles in the closing vears of t he ti i -t

century, w hen 1'apias was on the look out for tho-e
who related Tay napd rov Ki>piov TJ; Tricrrft ScSofitvas

(tVToXdsl, as witnessed h\ personal 'disciples or the
Lord

'

(Kiiseh. HE iii. 3!).

(2) As to chs. vii.-xvi., it is usually assumed that

they are homogeneous, and contain nothing alien
to the original Didache in its' enlarged form. Hut
this is hardly accurate ;

and t !iouv.h i he accretions
are wonderfully few and slight, w hen we rememln-r
the nature of the Didache and the drastic handling
to which in other forms it has heen snhjected i-ce

helow, 1!. 'Transformations,' etc.), it is the more
worth while referring to them, that they furnish
the sole excuse for a paradoxical theory that our
Didache 'did not exist as a hook heforc the 4th

century.'* ISesides a numlier of mistaken or in-

conclusive criteria of lateness, t the treatment of

liaptism in ch. vii. is rightly appealed to as nn-

priinitive. It is t rue that Allusion has hete nothing
to do with 'rliiiii- ha]. t ism

'

(as Dr. Bigg supposes),
and therefore is not in itself a mark ol late date.
l!ut Ihe change of address, from the plural of

the community to the singular of the olliciatinj;
minister, su^pests a later hand ; and the suspicion
is hnriic out hy the Ajmst. C'unst. (in what it has
and has not), as well as hy the unusual concern for

detail the casuistry of liaptism. so to speak -

which marks these clauses. They liml their fullest

parallel in the I'li-iiii-iit'iin: Homilies (ix. 19, xi. 'JO,

iii. 73, xiii. 9, 11), and may lielong to ahout the
same period. This applies to vii. '2, 3, and to the
end oi vii. 4. lint the injunction to the baptizer
and hapti/ed to last het'orchand, and to any others
who can to join them in this, is prohahly original
fci. Justin, Aj"'l. i. til, ^p.av ffuifev^o/t^iftai> KO.I ovvvya-
TtcofTw*' OI'TOIS). Other minor Secondary features
ate ihe form of the Doxoloo;y in ix. 4, which the

(imitation in Atlian. dc I'iry. (with the paiallel

passage ill the Apvst. Const.) shows once to have
been, as elsewhere in the Didache, aov fanv rj

Sivatm Kal ii 56$a ; and the possible insertion of

ix. T)
1 '

Kal yap Trcpl TOVTOV ttprjKfir 6 Kcpioy, MTJ 5C.Tf

TA ayiov TOIS KuirL In this latter ease the formula
of citation tipT]K(v 6 \'t'-ptos is certainly not un-

pritnilive; but the idea (the 0710 071015 of laid

litui^ic-l is not found connected with Ml 7'
; l>d"ic

('lenient \Sli-nm, II. ii. 7)'nn<l Tertullian (tic 7';",,.

xli.). Further, it duplicates what appears in n ne

primitive form in x. 6b
,

ei ns a^ios, tpxtatiw tl

Ttj OCA: IffTi, fjitravoeiTu ; and the more elaborate

parallel in Ajiost. Const., which has the like

IT c. n\%g. Doctrine of the Tmlre Apottlex (S. i'.C. K i-'.'-i

Si iinr -iiu|,l\' turn into proofs of ivr*/ enrl\ dati, . ; t!ir
' At what date would it he thought lawlnl tn publlab

tin I."Hi- 1'j iMTftnd a collection of Eucharistlc |ir.i\ii- in a
book of this description f

' This seeinn to the ].r -. nt wriiei to
tell rather liravih against the relatii(-l\ lati- dat<- ul

i
i

i.-, and in favour of u first century ilatu.
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thought without citing the words of Mt 7'',

shows how apt such an idea was to creep into
the text. Finally, in xii. 5, the striking word
"

Christmonger
'

(Xpi<T7-^tnropos, in contrast to Xpi<r-
Tia.f6s at the end of xii. 4) may be suspected of

being late in origin. Certainly its use elsewhere
is late, beginning perhaps with pseudo-Clement
(E/ii^-t. dc Virg. I. \. 4, xi. 4. xiii. 5) and Athanasius
(dc Pseudo-proph., echoing Did.) ; nor does Apost.
Const, make use of it, or indeed of xii. 2-5 as a
whole. This, however, cannot do more than render
the earl}- date of xii. 5 or even xii. 2-5 rather less

certain than that of the work as a whole. With
such reservations, then, the original contents of

the fuller Didnche (probably as Hernias knew it)

were practically those of our MS.

iv. CHURCH CONDITIONS IMPLIED IN THE
IMHACHK. This subject will be discussed more
fully under C. Enough here to indicate certain
features benring on origin and date Thus the

degree to which its Christianity is still expressed
in forms determined by Judaism, while yet its

attitude to unbelieving Judaism ('the hypocrites')
is one of bitter hostility, seems a highly primitive
trait. It has more in common with the Epistle of

James than with any other Christian document ;

only, the judgment which James felt near at hand
has fallen, and has left Judaism as a whole still

impenitent apostate in the eyes of our author.
Yet even he is swayed by Jewish sentiment in

matters such as dietary restrictions (vi. 3), where
inherited instinct would naturally leave a prefer-
ence, even when Gentiles were concerned. And so

vi. 3 shows a qualified survival of the compromise
laid down in Ac 15-'", with a clear distinction be-

tween different elements in it :

' Now touching food,
bear what thou canst ; but of food ottered to idols

greatly beware, for it is worship of dead gods.'

Observe, too, the natural, allusive way in which it

is said : 'All first-fruits . . . thou shalt take and

give as the first-fruits to the prophets ;
for they are

your chief priests. . . . Take the first-fruits and
give according to the commandment' (xiii. 3, 5, 7).

It is the age of transition, when the old forms of

Palestinian Judaism are being adapted to the
new religion of the Spirit, of which the prophet is

the type.
But it is in the Eucharistic forms that this

primitive continuity of thought and feeling is most
apparent. We are still in the atmosphere of ' the

breaking of bread
;

as it appears in Acts. The
ideal implied in the Didache might (with the sub-
stitution of second-hand for first-hand Apostolic
teaching) be summed up in the words of Ac 2'2

'

They were keeping steadfastly to the teaching of

the Apostles and to the communion the breaking
of bread and the prayers.' 'The breaking of

bread' in Thanksgiving (Eucharist) is still viewed
as ' the expressive act by which the unity of the

many, as partakers of the one Divine sustenance,
is signified' (Hort, Christinn Ecrlcsin, 44): and
here we have samples of 'the prayers' in which
the thanksgiving was expressed. When we ex-
amine these prayers, they are seen to be trans-

formed Jewish BirakhCth over food : only, the

parallel between the bodily and spiritual food

reappears in a yet more impressive form, and the

looking forward to the restitution of the Davidic

Kingdom (here .alluded to in 'the Holy Vine of

David Thy servant'), with the festal joy of a
united and blessed Israel, receives a nobler Mes-
sianic meaning. Indeed, the more the parallel
with Ac 2J-" 47

is studied, the more the identity of

spirit comes out ; and a conviction arises that the

writings belong to nearly the same epoch
*

(cf. the
* The prenent writer assigns the Lukau writings, like Barn.,

to Vespasian's reign.

irpo0?)Tcu Kal oiScla-KaXoi of Ac 131 with Did. xiii. 1,

2, xv. 2). Particularly is this so, when we observe
the agreement of Didache and Luke's Gospel (on
either text) with respect to the order of the Cup
and the Bread. For, however we may explain the

liturgical usage here revealed, it is hard to believe

that it would be thus enjoined, without a sign of

embarrassment, once the Gospel of Matthew, with
its opposite order in the story of the Last Supper,
had become generally known in Palestine. Such
a consideration tends to exclude the notion that
the Didache means our Matthew in those CMSCS

where it cites 'the Gospel" (viii. 2, xi. 3, xv. 3, 4)

a view otherwise unlikely, owing to the fact that
it also quotes Evangelical phrases found only in

Luke. Add to this the nature of the ministry,

especially the central significance of the prophet
and the absence of any one presiding adminis-
trative official ; the absence of any trace of public

persecution, of any fixed creed, any conscious

theological tendency, or any special heresy to be

guarded against ; and, finally, the type of its

eschatology and the general effect is that of a

stage in primitive Christianity not later than the

close of the 1st century.

J. Reville. Lfs Oriftines tie I'fipixcnpat, 260f., well says:
'Certainly the compiler of the Didavhe, like all ji-enuine Chris-

tians from the beginning, has a very lively sense of the unity
of the Christian Society. But this unity is all spiritual and

mystical : it does not yet manifest itself in any ecclesiastical

organism. . . . The veritable organs of the essential unity of

the Church are still the apostles and, above all, the itinerant

prophets, all those who go from city to city, from village to

village, to be the witnesses of one and the same evangelic tradi-

tion and the interpreters of one and the same Christian inspira-
tion. Precautions have already to be taken concerning them,
lest they abuse their position ; but there is as yet no thought
of subordinating them to any ecclesiastical authorities. The
sovereignty of the Spirit is still undisputed, and knows no other

control than that of the conscience of the faithful.'

v. DATE. In trying to reach a yet more exact

date, we are hampered by ignorance of the relative

rate of development in different countries, especi-

ally as it happens that primitive features were

likely to linger longest in Palestine, to which
internal evidence points directly. Accordingly it

is rash to say of Palestine, that after a given decade
such a manual would no longer be in correspond-
ence with its environment. Still it does seem pos-
sible to show that certain decades are more prob-
able than others, even in Palestine. Nor is docu-

mentary evidence here quite so wanting as is often

supposed, if we may take Dr. R. H. Charles' views
on the Ascension uf Isaiah as substantially correct.

He shows that the striking Christian section (iii.

13 b
-iv. 18) which he gives reasons for believing

to have belonged originally to a larger
' Testament

of He/.ekiah
'

(known to Cedrenus) reflects con-

ditions as they existed within the lifetime of the

last of those who had seen their Lord in the flesh

(iv. 13), i.e. not later than A.D. 100. Further, the

Hebraic cast of the style and the circle of ideas in

this section point strongly to Palestine, or at least

Syria, as the region to which its descriptions apply
most directly. Here, then, are data for testing
the state of things implied in the Didache by
criteria belonging to a similar local type of Chris-

tianity. The following quotations exhibit the main

points of contact. After an account of the first

advent of 'the Beloved' (i.e. Messiah as God's

rah, as in Did. ix. x.
;
see Mt 12W , citing Is 42"1

-)

and 'the discipling of the Twelve' (^ ran SwdeKa

/tmtfijreia), we read

' He will send forth his disciples, and they shall disdple all

the nations and every tongue unto the resurrection of the

Beloved . . . arid his* ascension into the seventh heaven,
whence he came : and many who believe in him will speak
in the Holy Spirit. . . . And on the eve of his approach, his

disciples will let go the preaching (T,?rT.av) of his Twelve

Apostles, and their faith and love and their purity (ayvi/otn) :
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and tin re uiii '

'
'

; proai >i

And then-will l.i in ll'i.i-r it.us man\ dl

\,,ill ot wisdom: and tll.-r. will IT III. III
1

. l.o\ It -- .1.1' I- .ill, I

-in ph. -i. Is unjiul t.iwar.ls lln-ir simp. which sli:ill he rava
:
_-,.l

lor want ..I
].

:..... Ami then- "ill he much
...n.1,1 ,11.1 ralng .-,... and tin- II. .]\ Spirit i!l it.

|..
,n

from tilt- in in . i,.l
-

. ...In.. , !ti I Ir ... ,1 i\ - ln.iii\

.),. ikur.: sinv thin-s, I. ill onh "Mi- hen iiinl then in

,iM,-rsp ' <! err.. r and , ,1 fornication

an. I \ am-l,,l> in- 1]., . \lii--h -hall i>e ill those \\llo

will lit- called s,-r\a'its ,.l iliil i ..... ,tn. I in tl,"s.. uho will re-

ivi\. him. Ami there will In.. ureat hull.. I in the shepherds
an. I el.l.-r. t..u u-U ; en w ill lit' Intl.-h

in Hi.- l.c-i .1 1
9,

i. 'i . , I. "ill sp, ,k uh.it i- pi. ising

in iii. own eyes: .nut tiie\ will h-t -*' mtiri\ tin- pr..p!ie.i'-

,.l Mir pr..phels \vli.. were l,..r,.n- 111, I N. u. ill I : an, I tin-si- \cr\

\;si.,ns tO .' a. *"i'i, IN ..i.l.r Ih.il thi> ln.i> i.ll.i

the i in] '.il-.'. ..II li- u , ,w n In-.irt
'

(iii.

\e\t follows a description of tin 1 descent i.l

lieliar '

in tin' likeness,,! a man, a kin";. la"'I'
1

-*.

a inatrii'iili'. "tie who himself tin' kin" will per-
secute I In- plant \\liirli iho Twelve Apo-t les nil lir

Helmed shall plan! : ami nt lln- Twelve, one shall

lie delivered into Iii- hands.' This Nero-Ant ic'ln i-I

is tln-ii pictured as cmulatiii"; the superhuman
powers nl tin' Messiah

'Hewil! i in.l speak i '.., it" r.i-loved, and will say, "I am
Qod, and before me there has been none." . . . Ami tin.- trreaicr

j.
in ,,t those who shall li.e < I ..... n a*., .,-i.ii. .1 i,,., MH r in order

i r) the Beloved, he will turn aside after him.
. . . Ami In- will s,-i up Ins imu-i- hefore him in everj -

itj

. . . \t\'\ lnali\ lH-hr\ri^ an.l -.aims, ha\ in- -i t n him for

\\ h< .111 th. \ urr>- h"|>in-.' n am. 1'.
,

.1. ~i|. III.' I 'liri.l,
'

alul thi.-r

n him <>f ttust- ft-\v in lh,,.. days
will he li-tt a. In. >,r\anl^, whil. Iii. \ tl. r ir.,ni solitude to

8. .lu u. li-. au. ut in^ ihc i-iiiniii',' HI tin Beloved (iv. -.1-13).

It i- tun- tl'.-it nn.' iiin~t nut fniLji't that in nil

tlii- we are li-li-niii". tn an apcu-alypti^t one \\lni

as such is apt tu iltti'll mi thr ilarU'T Inn-- nt' days
which he ivfianU as tin' ilarkest hour lirfinv tin'

dawn,' familiar to all apocalyptic. \"'-t allnwinx
fin- this, as alsu fur sunn' phrases ami dansrs
which may !. ilui- tu the linal r.-ihictur of the

i

ion, the impression remains that the ile^n-e

to which deterioration lias imailcil the communi-
ties -pi. dally in tli,- uritn's miml. particularly
the ili-n-c lo \\liii-h 'the prophet

'

is already <lis-

credited,
- not to .speak ot the ".reatiT relative

jirominence of tin' local
'

pastors' ami 'elders,
that all this implies a -late of thilrjs at least as

late in I he ile\ elo| ...... M t of t lie S\ Til! II i if I 'alc-t illia II t

('hiirc-hcs as hat meets us in the i liihu-he. Surely
mi'li a picture of ilefccti'iti from the 'love ami

pin ily of Messiah's Twelve Apo-tles presents a
u ide mil last to the life aim in ^

I 'hristians as con.

templatei! liy the riiinpiler of the Iliilarhe. ami
tells someuhat aoaiiist a la t el i late. In particular,
the absence of explicit wainimj against po- -il.lc

faults in the local I. -a. let's, like tlm-eof the el, lets'

ami shepherds cited above, deserves not ice. In-

stead oi tin-, the only hint of actual faults within
the lil'iit her! ...... I is til,' lll|lll|.'l loll lo

'

reprove one
another, not in wrath, lmt in peace.' and to visit

w ith temporary spiritual ostracism t ),,, I .rot her ho
olicnds against his fellow i\v. :ti. In an\ case

the attitude and mode of thought evidenced in the
.1, - ,, ion, in It- i.-l.-rence to 'tin-

).]' -aching of

his T\\ehc Apostle-,' as the norm oi taith ami

comlm-t. to which ('hri~tians in the la-t days were
like to prim' unfaithful, rnrnisliesa close parallel
to tin- idea of the Teaching of the I.old, through
tin- Twehe \po-tles. to tile (o-ntllc-. Thus jt is

natural to re-aid the-,- two writin-s ;
- almost

contcmpoiarx auciii].!- to extend the influence of

the II.-1.1 II ion- ".oill". I lack to '

I he T \\el\e \po-tles.'

Cltily. tin- author of the 1 lidache did not s,.,. >llr |,

difficulties in the way as were patent to the eye
oi the apocalyptist. writino further, perhaps, from

.
i

hiopii', Hi.- (o
t Th. r. \\ ,.

;,i obabl -,ni,,ii < ,,ns, j,,i;sn. - -

out lh,- iv- 1 -.n- in question t-. u.inan: ;)i>- argument
in tht
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the original centres of Apost,,ln- .-o t i\ il \ . \ c-

ill^'ly liefore A.M. loo. AceoidlliL;l\ , as to dale, it

seems licst to sav \\itll colihdelir. ire lather

than after A. l>. |im. and w it h dillidcme, 'A.D, Sii-

!Mi is the most likely decade kimuu to us.'

The folloU illL ' I' " i I '! '

,

I'f II" / ."
.

I I

i.'r>. mills :

'K\rr\thinu w] - .niirni its Jewish character tios

bearill-,' on the nui-.tioll of its ila!.-. It ll is .1, |-.\ , .1 nun.. -I Itelj

lr,,in .1. u i-h -..,.!--., il inns',:;!,.. ; ,, i ..... re

sect, which l..n_- pi.-.r\.,l n- II. !-i.u,
j,,

; ,.

ha\ i ..... In,- <|.iu n I,, us I r ..... t In-
|
intuit l\ i- au. Ill uhl- i,

anitv hail hut just s,-paral,,l il-,-il ti,,m lh, paren
.hnlaism. Tin- lonii.-r alti-r:-

early ilate \ve liml it quoteit \\ith protomul r. .|-

pale of .tmlaisin ; anil \\.- .11-- thus linill'. ^--1 CO n anl it. in

whati '- ' i"-i\ I"- n. "i i^mal !,,| in, as a genuine IraylneliL ol the
-,-arlu -st tradition of the Church.'

I!. '/'/,. I .v.sW/.M/.t //ii\,s- UNDERGONE r.Y ////:

ItlliM'llE. These have already heen indicated iu

the section on 'Materials for comparatn criti-

cism.' I!ut a few illustrations may here lie uhon
of the s]iirit prompt ini: sm-li eli'oits to adjust a

primitive church-manual to develo < nholic'

ideals, l-'or they show at once the rdncia n, . ,,f

the revisers to break altogether with thi-

ahle monument of the lii'st a^e ol t lie I lunch, and
the radical change in Christian ideal- represented

hy the Catholicism of the 4th century. Tin- o;:Iy
section in the Ku"\ptian

' A
]

ostuli,- ( 'hureli Order"
at all parallel toll ...... rl.-.a-lnal clement ill the
Diflache runs as follows

( 12), the .signilieant

changes \ lieiii"; in italics -

Thomas saiil : 'Chilil, him Ilia' -],. ,ik. lh to thee th,-

GoAandl ...... netktotheevart-cautebrecpa .

-
-

'!/>' tin' x, "i in t.',, /..,/-,/. i ii, : .h . ii :,, is the apple
eyei I'arn. xix. 0) ; and thoil Rhalt n-meiiil.i-r him r 3

day, thou shalt honour him as tin.- I.nnl. . . . An<I t).

seek out his face dail> ami I!" ">' ,-' II ..
xh'tlt lionni' , himtu much as thou art - - '

I ,-<'ui lf Ini! ,.l //i ./ /,,in,/\ l-'i,i it lli,- I.. .i,l ,l,-_n, I

tht-.-ai In. hanils
"
spiritual 1 ..... 1 and drink and life el

thon ou^'hi, .1 much more to ofiei nd
liml

'

(,-t. Did. iv . 1, 'J. xiii., \v . L', v ::, iv. 8bX

Here regard for the minister of Sacraments is

added to that for those who minister the \\onl

in any form.

Similar tendencies are seen in Apost. Const, vii.

Thus Dili. vii. 1 appears as :

' Hut touching haptism,
'

f>f
jll'l'

l^''llll
t

r, . . . M' .*lll!tl .'/.-"' ... |,ll. 'I-.' til:' l.lll'll - i

n nit, ,vn^i,7' (then follows Mt -js 1 '-^). 'And tliou shalt

<i.> ..... '. . /, U '
'

r.-' j',',1'-,-.
I'--'/-

-

//,'/, '/ ,(', r, find, ttut vj alt, t/tvit shall seal \citk o*-
'

(a,,-*).

So -vith the Eucharist ic prayers ill Did. ix. X. ;

while Dili. xv. 1, '2 is transformed so as to read

' But ordain (ito^no. irx>ri i) hisho(>s worthy of the Lord, and
( nt, just, meek, etc. . . . ,

iliitiriii (irttvf),
' the word o/ }rieti/,

net i't I/,. /.,,,.! < '.ilo76uaZtTx: I. Tir raw

x-jpw i(>u-.). I'- 1 -' 'i" '' 1' -" "' ii" -e (UjatAer8t at turd*,
(( In < i' til: ''.,;,.-. '<x <-" -

'

'

'tiff.'

I'.csides these extant recensions of the lln

in which the idea of Teaching: of the Apo-'
turned int.. a pn.u- I'M t i..n. notalily in tin

tian '('hurch Order,' which makes the -

Apostles sj.e.i
. tve hear from Kufinus of

the l>",i I ia 01 Judicium Petri, jiossihly tin-

in;, M'"//v iu a set tin"; adjusted to the t.

lh, I; ..... an Church. Finally, there is some .

for supposing that an ahl.reviated edition oi lln;

mil Didache, omitting archaic parts
-

touching \pii-ilcsaiiil 1'ropliets. was current in

certain circles in the East. This would In

cedently proliahle, as an alternative meti

Wilh (he \viiU-st and m.,-t \.ir>-

A. Ehrhant. .1

.

.

: '2tjl.

nn of Cod. on
AIT.
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I in-serving an ancient book in current use ; and is

tlie most natural explanation of the size of the
Didache as known to Nicephorus or his (? Pales-

tinian) source of <: 500 A.D., viz. about two-thirds-
of our MS. Another possibility ia that this

Didache was the fuller form of the Two Ways
in Apost. Const, vii. (used in the ascetic maxims
printed in Uricns Christ., 1901, 49 ft'.).

C. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIDACIIE FOR
EARLY CHRISTIAXHT. The historical value of

the Didaehe is (a) direct, as it casts light on the first

century of Christianity ; (4) indirect, as it shows,

by its wide and long - continued circulation, how
such primitive ideas and usages continued to find

a certain recognition after they had, on the whole,
been forced into the background, or totally sup-

pressed by the characteristic forms of Catholicism.
Under (a) the gain lies not so much in the way

of new facts, as in the fresh light cast upon things

already witnessed to by our existing documents,
though in a manner too implicit to attract atten-

tion or win general assent as to their meaning.
Tliis is notably the case with the primary ministry
of the Apostolic and sub-Apostolic ages an un-

ordained and largely an unlocalized ministry of

the Word, including functions closely connected

therewith, such as Eucharistic prayer the ministry
of Apostles, Prophets, and Teachers in the Spirit.

Lighttoot, for instance, had already anticipated
much of the truth as regards these ; yet only for

the few who could ' read between the lines' of our

existing texts in the face of misleading traditions.

With the aid of the Didache the blindest can, if

they will, perceive the distinction in kind between
the higher ministries of the Spirit and the minis-

tries resting on gifts of n humbler but most neces-

sary order, such as Bishops (Pastors) and Deacons.
But there are other points almost equally im-

portant, even where less obvious. Such are (1) the

congregational character of primitive Discipline,

resting on the collective responsibility of all for

each (xiv. xv. 3), side by side* with the existence

of executive officers for this and other purposes
(xv. 1, 2). whose appointment is attributed solely
to the local community : (-2) the Eucharist as still

of the nature of a sacred meal of religious com-

munion, in which, in some regions at least, the

blessing of the Cup preceded that of the Broken
Bread \\\. x., so Lk >"e

; cf. 1 Co 10' 6
) ; (3) the

semi-Jewish nature of the two fixed Fast-days and
three hours of Prayer, which passed into Chris-

tian use as suggested by, and in rivalry with, the

practices of unbelieving Judaism (viii. ); and (4)

the idea of Christian Baptism as involving vows
of renunciation of the Way of Death and sclf-

sui render to the Way of Life.

In the last respect, as also touching the nature
of the primitive Eucharist, the Didache illumines

and is illumined by Plinv's report to Trajan about
Christians in Pontus-Bitnynia. Their early morn-

ing worship on the ' stated day
'

included a binding
of themselves by solemn vow (sacramen to is Pliny's
word) 'not to any crime, but against the commis-
sion of thefts, robberies, adulteries, the breach of

faith, the repudiation of a deposit when called

upon.' This surely means that the moral vows
taken at baptism were then renewed, and that

such vows wrere more explicit than we had realized

prior to the discovery of the Didache. Of course

the usages in this matter may not have been

exactly the same in Palestine and Bithynia. But
the idea of an explicit moral covenant, as part of

the new allegiance, t is common not only to these

*
Compare the picture of conjoint discipline of this sort, as

latr ;is the 3rd and 4th cents., reflected in Apost. Const, ii. 47,

and its basis in the I>/<!/i*-ii"i<i.

t Justin, Affol. i. 61, describes candidates fir baptism as those

two, but also to many early Christian witnesses,
such as Ignatius, Hernias, Justin, Tertullian,

Origen ;

*
to the abrenuntiatio diaboli, as found in

the ' Canons of Hippolytus
' onwards ; and to the

whole series of addresses to candidates for baptism
or to the newly baptized, which extends well into

the Middle Ages. Thus the very Homiliarium in

which our Latin ' Doctrina Apostolorum
'

is pre-

served, comes next to an ' Admonitio S. Petri sive

praxlicatio sancti Bonifatii ep. de abrennntiatione
in baptismate.' Then, again, the Bithynian habit

of meeting later on in the day
' to take food, but

ordinary and harmless food,'confirms the Didache's

picture of the EuchaHst as one aspect of a religious

meal, which could also be termed a '

love-feast,' as

seemingly by Ignatius, t
There exists, indeed, a tendency in certain circles

to discount the signiiicance of our document in

these and other respects especially its
'

dogmatic
poverty' on the pfea that it is not representative
of primitive Christianity, but only of some isolated

and exceptional type of community, remote from

the main stream of the Church's life. This is both

unproved and improbable as regards Palestinian

Christianity, which is the one type really in ques-
tion. On the contrary, the Didache is in full

accord with the piety of the Epistle of James and
of those who furnished the author of Acts with the

materials for his picture of Jiuhean Christianity ;

while it helps us to conceive the form of faith in

which the readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews
had been reared, and from which they tended to

fall back into mere Judaism. The question, then,

arises : Are we to regard ordinary Palestinian

Christianity, during the Apostolic .and sub-

Apostolic ages, as 'representative' or normal as

far as it went ? Or are we to discount it as

Ebionite, Judaic, or non-Apostolic, because it does

not show certain features familiar to us from the

Epistles of Paul (which form the bulk of our

evidence) and those which, whether influenced by
him or not, are hardly typical of the Palestinian

Church (the Petrine Epistles, the Epistle to the

Hebrews, where it represents its author rather

than its readers, and the Johanninc Epistles)?
This issue is seldom faced. Yet on its answer

largely depends our estimate of the Didache.

((>) But the case against the 'hole and corner'

theory of the Didache goes much further. One
can appeal to the history of its reception by the

Church at large. To use Dr. C. Taylor's words

once more,
' If at an early date we find it quoted

with profound respect beyond the pale of Judaism,'
we must regard it

' as a genuine fragment of the

earliest tradition of the Church.' If it be rejoined
that this applies more to the Two Ways than to

the full Didache, the lesson is the same, namely,
that the estimate of the ante-Nicene Church, par-

ticularly in the second century, was surprisingly

appreciative of what some to-day find hardly
Christian at all. J But when we consider the record

' who are convinced . . . that these things which are taught

by us ... are true, and who promise that they are able thus

to conduct their life.'
*
Ignatius, ad Eph. xiv. 2 o'i l^m.yy'.M.ifJ.^ei X^/o-roi/ sncti, Si'

J

Tpffinuffi* ezllio-ovrizi ; Hernias, Mand. vi. 2, aatXtv itr-rt
^

T

T&$x/rHa.i ; Justin, Apol. i. 65, -rov TT!;irit:ve* KK~I truja*T*Te-

0uu''> Tertullian, de Corona, 3,
' contestamur nos renuntiare

diabolo et pompai et angelis ejus' ; 11, 'Credimusne humanum
sacramentum divino superduci licere et in alium Dov.iinum ri--

spondere post Christum '? See also Origen, contra C-'.inm, iii.

51, 53; cf. the Elkesaite protestation of future ho'.ui.". in

Hippolytus, Philoioplt. ix. 15, which maywell reflect sou.thi,--;

ul ii'Tinal baptismal usage.
t Ad Smyrn. \iu.,dx i^> le"?" X"f'> "" tarxura OIITI ^-r.-. vu

OUT-, u.yK*Y,v Tttisiv ; on which see Lightfoot's remarks.

t The justice of this complaint may well be doubted by those

who recall the working faith of Francis of Assisi, and how ni'i-i

there is in common between its emphasis and that <! fcha

Didache. Of course the Passion of Christ forms a givat |mmi
of contrast ;

but in the e.irly Palestinian Church as a whole
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set out alio\e HI \. ii., we HIT -truck liy tin- hifji

pre-IiMi- ..i tin- mil Ihilaihe lot more than two
Will II Ill's. I

Inly I III- i-all explain 111.- way ill which

il i-- used, and I-M-II cil.-. I, a- in "' . I -' itnnlni<.

So \\itli tl:.- iiillii.-in-.- il exert-, on lar later works,
whether a- ih.-ir ha-is in on,- degree "i

1

anotliei

[Didasealia and Apost, Const., Atliana-ins mid

pM-ndo . \tlian. i, nr a> an archaic riling of such

ii'l'iit.- a- in rail fur an ci|ui\ aleiit
"
HIOH- in K< -i

-p

in;: with i-iirr.-nt ecclesia-tical usages (Apostolic
('/iiiri-/t Order), 11- \ei-y rivals witness to its

lustiii"; acceptance. If ii ! not representative
of Mill- A

|
osiolu- Christianity, it i- hard to see

hv what oliji-i-iivc' rnlrria -any oi tho 'Apostolic
Fathers' is to j,'ain thai cn-dit.

l.m KMI I:K. ni I|M enoi n. hi", ilun r',-iiu-.-!.'.l with the

l>i.U'-li.'. lull ., nut - \\ ill u found iii tli.- Following: s, h,,ti,

'/'/,, o/,/.'.>r < Attii /' Uamtal, v- York i

i !. .-A ii I
.

i Mar,-|i

I--,'; \. Kliiii.n.l. !>! Altdiristliche I.in.,,<t:ir UK, I ilu,- /-.';-

fmrtckun ,
< .1... I'M n-un.' im. I!r.

!!, \Uit-re, besides a full 1
i itions,an i -linuitu i

_. ); Hi:-')!, 'k :unl Ilrown (New Vurki; s. ( "rris ;m<) "Dins

(New York) ; deRomi bin (Oxford: the most bandy edition, with
I ,i i;.>oil list of minor liin.Liiii.- during

L884); i I'rins Leuli-n nil in l^i, P. 8abatier(Paris,1885)lays

pis; , m]th.i-:s \\ the eschatologl
'

' 'I' 1
'

pi'ty r>

nected n- thi- Didache, bul <\\.<\\ - a ha-' \ Inference from this

and oth.-r earl] features in assigning it to 'the niiiMk- of the

lir-t centurj
'

;
> h.iir ci- abovi i. L885, I-MI, l-.^i; K- M M- ''in

(Miliin, !>>:>. MO.UMII. i

-

i '.i, Spence (London, L885); C
T.i\loi-d '.'mil'; .<L". BI i"

i '' 1,1880; Harnaclf /' ApoatelMtn
11 -

.
l

i
. _, 1--'. (inspire-! li\ Taylor's

work) ;ui-l l-!i(i; Klinh, DQCtrillQ >-', TnlnNum,
l-v.7 ( it 1 1 full f'n>l,"_;i'iii'-ri;i UH! I lie iv!,i; . .1 .i. i "inifiit -

) ; Kui'li-l

Hurri^ l...iii|i>ii ami II, ill itnon- <\uth i.hi't.-nphi,' Lir-simile of

Hi-' MS.
, thi most 1'iiiitul if ;ill ! i tlso among the

liiOBt valuable, pai Lei texts and ( ' .it k-n^ih,
and a innul" r ol mgP tive t'liii-itlitn.ns, '-i>. trmn .It-wish

rH.KiP'^i, 1887; .'- lltn.n, '/'A.' rj,in;-h "_'
ti.

\ ,. italic Age t

HI'., I 'i'n. i---.
;

]'.. .i:n'i|iiicr, I'uris (with lull bibliography >.

ami .i. M Uinaai Rome, L891; E. von K--H. ase, t;irs-.-n. L897;
i i _ in

' Karh ciiun'li < lassies,
1

L898 (8.P.O.K., London);
Funk. J'nt,'''^ A i'"f't

''"'
, i., i' 1:|

l -

I ./' v I . , , It li-' full Latin
t, \: i, ti'i. / - n i ! Schlecht, (Mburgi Brisgovite,

sui(i]iti
l 'tis II.- 1 1!* i

. HCM I.L liiiii'l 1

, - i ' ol "< pp., the Greek
..ii. l Latin stand le 1 Bide); .ml m-'i*- t;i'u\

. uiih |<|IO(M-

^niplii'' i
: ''IS (ii"w iii Muni' Si ), in

I Hi- .I/-.".'.
.'/,. in d i

- /v"'/,.
1

ffircAe, Freiburg,
l.iui. in the l-iim version, lin;ii i. - preliminary esti-

mate in '/'A--.-/. /.' '
.

! i. ;iml [,:i.k'ii/..- in the Jtetwe
,i //,,',-- , . .
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J. VlatMlX llAUTLET.
DIATESSARON.

i. Aiitluirimd I lute.

ii. Tuli-, Language, and later History.
() Ti-l inn ,m i-t t ii.-.'K -,\ i il- I -.

'.
i I'- -t inn.nv i, I S\ i iai' u nt..-r^.

iii. Non-Syrioc versions of the l ii.it. --.-iron.

(a) The Anm man \. i-i..n ot St. Kphraem'B com-
lni'nliir\ i.n I hi- I 'iutt s.sirull.

(It)
Ci.d.-\ Kulfl-'iiM-.

(i-) TliL- Aral'ii- \ i-rsii.n.

iv. Kelaliun S I In Male ssaron to the Old Syriac.
l.ili niture.

i. AUTHOR AMI 1 1 ATE. The Diatossaron, or

ll.-uniony of tin- t'.nii ( lo-]u-U. was most (irolialily

compiled liy Tatian, tin- disci|.li- ol'.Iiistin Martyi-,
touanls tin' i-nil of the '-'nd ri-nl. A.H.. not lon-_;

after lln- \.-ar 17- or \~'.\. \\lu-n Talian ri-lniind

from Komi- to Ins native land of MI-MI],otamia.
Tin- scanty information that wo possess regarding
the early history of the author of this famous work
is mainly derived from hi- no h-ss celel>raU-d (ti'nHn

ml <;,-i"-i>.-- i\dyot Trpis "EXX^Kas), a work whirh
was probably composed soon after his rom.-i-ion
to Christianity. lie is deseriln-d liy Cleineni of

Alexandria \Mrnm. iii. Sli, l^.ii.lianius i //,/,-. ID.

1 1, and '1'lieoiloret (//"/. Full. i. 20) as a Syrian ; and
this stalcmeiit us to his nationality a^rers with
Ills own mention of the fart that lie \\as horn 'in

the land of tin- Assyrian- \ti,-<ili<>, 4'J, ^e^^^^tis fj.iv

(v ri] r2v
'

\GG\'p(it)v ->;). \\ e ma v inter Irom his o\\ n

Writings that hewa.-a man ot "ood liitlli and posi-
linn, and, as sin-li. not without the temptation to

emliarU on a mililaiN m |oliiieal rareer; hut his

mind was em |\ all ra.-l.-d lolliat [iiirsiiit of learn-

ing to which he de\oied the j;reater part of his

lit.-, lie spent many years in visiting the various

sehools, and ill studying the ditlereiit tenets, of

heathen philosophy, and linally settled down in

liomc'. where, |iie-nmal.l\ ihrou^h the intlneiiee

of .liistin. In- emhraeed Chrislianity. I.iKe t In-

latter, he snllered ]ier-eeiit inn at the hands of

Crescens ;
Imt it seems probable that he remained

in Home as a leaeher Mime years after the martyr-
dom of .Instiii, in A.n. Hi.">. iinioni; his pujiils lieing
Kliodnii of A-ia Minor. It was, no doubt, during
lids latter poriion of Ids re-idenee in Koine that

Tatian developed that eurious mixture of hei.-io

do\ \ie\\- with which his name is associate.! \<\

later writers, and whn-h, while causin;; him to In-

In nnded as u heretic, also m-ressil atcd his ilepa 1 1 :u i-

ii Ill, in.' Thus he undoubtedly advocated, hl-.e

i In- I n, i.-il ites, a rigid B ' el ici -in. i-oiidemnin^ inai

i ,i .1 nd the use ot w ine and animal tood : In- a I so

lollow.d \larcion in distiiiMUishiiiL.. the I i.-ininr^i'

from the ( MI 1 of the New Testumeni . while h.- 1 1. Id a

( luostie theory of oeons similar toil

his denial of the salvability of Adam aione marks
.: moi e

orij in.. I departure n t In- m i li...|o\ ica.-h-

in I In- ( 'liurch. In view of the stale in. ;its as

lo Talian- li--i'lieal opinion- mad.- l.\ In-na-iis,

( 'I. in. -in ..i Alexandria, Origeu, Eusehiiis, etc. , hii

lieteio,!o.\y can ha I d ly 1 ii- d i.-pnt ed : \ . I it is m ,| i, ,-

able thai l n - < ins is tin- lir-i to deli nit eh a ...-ia!e

him wil H-tical pails (see In-low, ;: ii.in.

I'll-- i.. '

i inn's departure front Kome lot the
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East may lie placed with tolerable certainty about
A.D. 172-173." How long he survived after his

return to Mesopotamia is unknown ; but it was
there, probably at Edessa, that lie composed for the

Syrian Church that Harmony of the four Gospels
which has rendered his name so famous.

Before leaving the personal history of Tatian we
may note that no suspicion of heresy seems to have
attached to his name in the Syrian Church a
fact which is most easily explicable on the sup-
position that, amid the primitive conditions of his

native Church, Tatian had neither the occasion nor
the inclination to air those views which had pro-
cured him so much disfavour at Home. After his

bitter expeiienccs in the latter city, it was only
natural that he should turn his attention towards
a new field of activity such as that afforded by the

compilation of his Harmony, rather than to the
dissemination of his peculiar views. The plan of

reproducing the fourfold history of the Gospels in

the form of one simple connected narrative was no
doubt a bold one, but the underlying motive was
probably the desire to present his less cultivated

countrymen with the story of the Gospel in a form
which should at once preserve all that was essential
in the narratives of the four Evangelists, while

omitting all that might seem calculated to perplex
anil confuse.

ii. TITLE, LANGUAGE. AND LATER HISTORY.
The full title given by Tatian to his Harmony of

the Gospels appeal's to have been 'The Gospel of

.Icsiis Clnist by means of the four [Gospels or

Evangelists]' ((*- ^n vvn .>

'Iijcrov Xp:<rToC rb SLO.

crdpwv), but the work was generally known and
cited by the shorter title Iiin/rxxnnni (^Oj-CQ-^-iJ ;

the forms ^O^CD-Zl-.J and ,OfDJ^(-? also occur).

In addition to this Greek title, however, the Har-

mony also received the genuine Syriac name Evan-

yliini da-ll;l,,dlctP lii^J^O? ^n . V
,. ir^i

or 'Go-pel of the Mixed.' to distinguish it from
the fourfold form of the Gospels, the Emnf/clion

da -
Mi'jih'irn'shc yO N

'Gospel of the Separated (ones).'
The Greek title has been used, among others,

as an argument in favour of the view that the

Harmony was originally composed in that lan-

guage : but no stress can be laid on this fact, since

Greek titles, and especial!}' Greek technical terms, t

were largely employed by Syriac writers. More-
over, the balance of evidence seems to support the
view that the Diatessaron was an original Syriac
work, though no tinal opinion on the subject can
be expressed until we have determined the question
of its relation to the Old Syriac version (see below.

iv. ). There can, however, be no doubt that,
whether originally composed in Greek or Syriac,
the work w.ns intended for use in the Syriac
Church, and was widely circulated in a Syriac
form at an early date. Further, there is no direct

evidence of the existence of a Greek original, and
the scanty and indefinite nature of the information

supplied by the Greek writers seems to show that
the (Syriac) work was known to the Greek Church

by name only.
(a) Greek writers. The first notice of the Dia-

tessaron occurs in Eusebius (HE iv. 36), who states

*
Zahn, Forscliunyen, i. p. 2S2f.

t Cf. Xrowxe*, 'Exx/.r.<rictff~nxr., TtTpt'jtfy~yk\i6v t etc. Baethgen
olijects that these were used also as titles in Greek, and, as such,
were taken over into Syriac, while Diatcssaron is a Greek musi-
cal termimrs ti'dinicii.*, and does not occur elsewhere in Syriac
(Eron'jc!iitfi-a<jm?nte I p. 89 ; Cf. Zahn, Fornch. i. pp. 104 f. t

239 f.).

that Tatian, whom he wrongly describes as the
former leader of the Encratites,

'

composed a sort
of connexion and compilation, I know not how, of

the Gospels, and called it the Diatessaron. This
work is current in some quarters (with some per-
sons) even to the present day.'* The work is also

briefly mentioned by Epiphanius (Hcer. 4t>. 1), who
says :

' The Diatessaron Gospel is said to have been

composed by him (Tatian). It is called by some
the Gospel according to the Hebrews. 't Apart
from these two writers no mention J is made of the
Diatessaron by either Greek or Latin writers until

the Oth cent, (see below, iii. b) ; and the silence of

such writers as Iremens, Clement of Alexandria,
Jerome, or Augustine is explicable only on the

supposition that the work WHS exclusively a Syriac
one, and, as such, unknown to the Greek Church.

Before passing on to the evidence afforded by
Syriac writers, we may note two points arising out
of the above notices which tend to confirm the

impression made by the silence of the Greek
Fathers. The iirst is the omission of the rlaii-e
'

I know not how '

(OI'K old' STTUJS) in the Syriac
translation (4th cent.) of Eusebius' Hi.xtoyi/. The
explanation of this fact given by Hjelt is no
doubt correct, viz. that the translator purposely
suppressed the clause as irrelevant, since Tatian's
work was well known both to himself and to his

Syriac readers. Equally interesting is the trans-

lator's insertion of the words 'now this is the

(Evarujelion) da-Mtluillite' (Gospel of the Mixed)
after the word 'Diatessaron,' which shows that
the Syriac title of the Harmony was already cur-

rent in the 4th century. The second point is con-

nected with the confusion that existed, according
to Epip'ianius, in the minds of some with regard
to the Diatessaron and the Gospel according to the
Hebrews. As Zahn (Forsch. i. '25) has pointed out,
the confusion admits of a tolerably easy solution

on the supposition that the Diatessaron was a

Syriac work. When the existence of another

Gospel, written in the same or a nearly allied

dialect, among the half-heretical Nazareans, i.e.

in almost the same district, became known, it was
not unnatural to suppose that the two were either

closely allied or even identical. Such a mistake,

however, could have arisen only amongst people
who were either ignorant of Aramaic, or who
possessed no knowledge of the works in question
save at second hand.

(b) Syriac writers. In contrast to the compara-
tive ignorance displayed on this subject by Greek

authorities, the statements made by Syriac writers

concerning the Diatessaron, and the evidence of

its use in the Syrian Church, are both clear

and decisive. The'earliest testimony is contained

in the Doctrine of Addai, a work which, in its

present form, is variously dated by critics from
the middle of the 3rd cent. (Zahn) to the begin-

ning of the 5th cent, (von Dobschiitz, Chriitus-

bilder, p. 158 f.). But, though the form in which
we now possess this text may not be earlier than
A.D. 40n, its contents are clearly based on very

early tradition, and we may therefore safely follow

Zahn (Foi-scfi. i. 90 f.) in regarding it as a trust-

worthy witness to the practice of the Edessene
Church during the 3rd century. The crucial pa-snge
states that ' much people gathered together day by
day, and came to the prayer of the (Divine) service

and to (the reading of) the Old Testament and the

t >

- .iJ.

; On the obscure scholion to Jit 27* contained in Cod. 72,

see Zahn. f'crxc/iim'tfii, i. -Of.

Jed. Wriitht and M'Lean, Camliridsre. 1S!>8. p. 24:i.

fl Die attsirrische Evangelienubersetinttig mid Tatians Diatcg-

sarnn, p. 24 note.
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New, (namely) the Diatessaron, mul bclie\ed in the

resin re -I n in Hi I In 1

1 1 rail.'
"

(If a similar nal UH- i-

tlif i iiminaiicl ".iveii to hi- preshv lei- in Aililai's

partini.' speech : t
' Tin 1 Law anil the 1'iophets ami

the I

iii-pel, wherein \e II-MI| exeiy day belo re the

iicople ; anil the Kpi-t I.
1 - of I'aiil which Siiiinn

(Cephas -ent n- from the city of Koine ; anil the

Ail- ill the Twelve Apo-tlc-, which .Illllll the -ml

lit" Xelieclee sent II-. from Ephcslls ; I hese writ ilia's

(ur Scriptures! -hall \e reail in the churches nf

(.'hi 1st, ami he-ides I hem notliiiiL' else shall ye
read. The-e two passages deal Iv show 1 hat the

terms'Diatessaron and 'Gospel
1 were intiTchan",' 1 -

ahle. ami al-u thai the version (if the Syria'
1

dispels ailu|ileil hy tile Kile--elle Church fill
1 Use

in Dixine -erviee \\a- that which liail Keen com

|
-il by 'I'atian. Internal e\ iilenee, a^ain, shows

thai \phrn.-iles, the bishop of the eon\ent of St.

Matthew near Miisnl, niaile n-e of the same
version, Ihouuh the Co-pel ^notations in his

limn ill-* iwiitien between \\'M ami 114.") A.D.) are

not taken exclusively horn Tatian's work. The
most -inking proof, however, of the widespread
u-e nl I In- I ii,i!e-^aron in the Syrian I'hureh

during the 41 h eent., and of the hi^li repute in

which it stooil, is the fact that it forms the hasis

of the commentary on die Gospels written by the

famous Kphraem Syrus (il. y,'A A.I). ; see helow,
iii. n}. It is noteworthy al-o that the Cospel

(imitations which are to he fnuml in his genuine
w 01 k- appear to he also taken from the Harmony.^
The he^illllillj; of the "it II eelll . form- a lle('i-ive

point in the history of the Syriae. versions of the
Sew Testament, inasmuch as it marks the intro-

duction of a new version, which was destined to

Mipeiscde all its predcee civs. It was during die

episcopate of Kahhrda, lii-hop of F.dessa (A.I). 411-
4:t.~. and under his direclion that a revision of

tin i ,1-1 in- S\ riae I ran -la I ion of die NT was set

on foot, with a view to hrin.uiiif; it more into
.on foi niily with die cmrent l.ie. k text. Accord-

ini; to Ins biography S (written soon after hi-

deatll l I !a hi HI la
' tlan-laled hy the w i -i loll I of Cod

which was in him the New Te-tament from Creek
into Syiiac. hecaiise of its variations, exactly as it

was." To .|uoie Mr. Hnrkitt, 'It is only the

helief, the i-noiieons helief, that the 1'eshitta N'T
was proved lo he older than ItahhCila through the
attestation ^iven to it hv St. Kphraem, which has
hitherto prevented scholars from reco^ni/ini; in

these words a description "f the making and

iiuhlication

of the Syriae Vulgate
'

or the I'eshitta.

!ut in onlci to e-tahhsli the new revi-ed vcr-iori

on a linn ha-i- il wa- necessary to suppress all

earlier translations. With a view, therefore, to

seeming this end. Kahhfda commanded his priests
and deacon- '

lo lake care that in all the churches
there should he all F.f"il- linn i/,iM, /,li,i

, -, ,*/,,
.

and that it should he read.' The object of this

canon w.-i- eleady to estahli-h the new version at

the expense of die I liat essnriin." How successful

it was is shown hy the fact that henceforth the
Pesliitta reigned u lone as the accepted eccle-iastical

text, while the I >iat e-saron almost entirely dis-

appeared. An iuieie-tiii". not ice of the thorough-
ness with which the crn-ade against Tatian's

Ilarmony wa- carried out has heen pretervcd in

the willing- of Theodore), hishoii of CyiThue
(A.li. 4'j:i 4."i7i. In his ii,-ati-e on lieresies (JIaii:

fii rinlli|.s, ji. :tf,. I i:>(.

t I'hiliilis. |i. 411. I. sf.

t I'.'irHiU. li-.rt* ,n,'l ,s'/ if,
//,',.'. vol. \ii. |i. .Vi.

5<i\rih.-rk, >'. A'/'/i in,"! i .S'/n, l;-i':<,l,i, ,-ic., opera sclecla,

p. 17:.

"/' ''If. p. fl7.

^] llverbt-rk, }>. cit. p. 'J-jn. The torni Kran,irli,ut da-

M,'/.t,,l>: '.,/,. lini-l hrrr ill-null'. IIM! thi- 01. 1 S\ri:li' viT-l^ll

{\\ln.li u:i- :il~,. M .illU'il). lull r;illi.T anv Ms ..f till- l.inr

c.ispi'].. .is ..pp. ..i. i t.. tin- Bmngdum da-Mibaliifi ,.r in.
ts*j %ron.

F"li. i -Jin he slate- that Talian '

i'..ni|.o-ed the

Cospel, which is ealleil l)iale--aron, culling out
all the ^enealo^ii's and all such pa--a-e- as slunv

the Lord to ha\e I n -I'll hoi n ..I I he Bed nl I '.n hi

aitei the lle-h. Now this work was n-ed not

only hy Iho-ewho I eloiifjed to hi- own sect, hut

also hy those who follow the Apo-iolie doctrine,
since they did not perceive the mi-chief of the

composition, hut used it in all simpli.iiy on
acronnl of ils hrevitv. And I myself found more
than JIKI such copie- held in honour ill the ehm< lies

in onr parts, and. having collected them all, I pit
them away, suhstituting the Gospels of the tour

Evangelists.'
Nevertheless, the vigorous measures adopted hy

Itahhfila and Theodore! failed to briiif? ahout the

complete rejection of the Diatessaron. l-'or, i hun-li

Tatians Harmony appear- to have heen elieittu

ally excluded from puhlic worship in the S\iim
Chnrch, tlie evidence of later writers shows that
tin \\oik was still in existence as late as the
Middle ALTCS. Iljelt

*
su^ests very plausil.ly that,

either the ^rowin^' anlaj;.inisin between the Nlono-

ph\ it. - (or .lacohitesi .-.nd the Nestorians reacted
on Church praxis, and caused the latter to retain

the Co.-pels in the form to which they had lum
accustomed, or el-e that, for the same cause, the
ecclesiastical reforms of Itabbula met with no

acceptance among the Syrians of the East. This

theory is certainly an attractive one, and explain*
many of the phenomena connected with the later

history of the Diatessaron; hut the evidence at

onr disposal, while amply proving thai Talian "s

work was well known to and held in hiuh e-leem

hy the Nestorians down to the I llh cent., i.t

scarcely sutticient to justify his further conten-
tion that it wa- retained hy them in the services

of the Church till that period. A more probable
explanation of its continued existence is to be
found in its connexion with the name of Kphraem.
Kphiaeni's commentary on the Diatessaron was
not only, as we shall sec later, translated into

Armenian, but also exercised a marked inllnence

on the works of later (Syriae) N'P commentators
an eloquent proof of the esteem in which that

writer's work was held; and it can hardly he

dou I ited that its association with the name of

the j;reat Syriae Father contributed very lai . l\

to the preservation of Tatian's work union- tin-

Syrians themselves. Some confirmation of this

view is afforded hy the way in which the later

references to Tatian and his work, which ure not
conlined to Nestorian writers but include several
Jacobite ant '.mis, are closely connected with St.

Ephraeni s commentary.
If the later s\nac writers who either refer to

or i|iiote from the I )iatc--aron (or Kphraem's com-

mentary upon ii ), the lirst and most important i*

Ishodad of Men. the Nestorian bishop of l.laditha
n 11 ll.-dliattai, who flourished about A.D. 850.t In

hi- commentary on the NT we liml the lollowin^
statement in the Prologue to St. Mark :

' Matthew
and John belonged to the Twelve, but Mark and
I.uke lo the Seventy ; hut Tatianus the di-ciplc oi

Juslin, the philosopher and martyr, made a -elec-

tion from the four Evangelists and combined [or

mixed J^L.Ki) and put together a Gospel and
called il il he) Diatessaron, that is "of the Mixed "

(il't Mi'hiillf-tf) ; and concerning the divinii\ i.f

Mul i he did not write. And on this (Gospel)
i iv. cil. p. 29.

I For iv full discussion of his commentary on the NT as con-
I en. .1 111 the Cambridge MS, Ail. li73, unii i.if tin- p.-- .^. -.

ii.'.irmi: i.ii Bphraero'a commentary :m.l thi '

llini-. / / -</,, -nt* of Ihr O." ' ' -'. uj,--n
I!,. l>il<- n,.-n, London, 1- '

ir u i> lip-
1

III.' un|ortaiK-e of Nil.. -l:i I - \\ -rk in Ihi- .

|.\ ih. \ni. M. :ui scholar*, l>r ll.-ill ami l'r<ift.-:wor

Journal qf Eittlicai Litii-<itnn\ vultt. xi. and xii.
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Mar Ephraem commented.' Hjelt (op. cit. p. 30 f. )

.argues with some force that the position of Tatian
immediately after the four Evangelists, and the
manner in which he is mentioned, seem to show
that Isho'dad regarded his testimony as of equal
value with that of the Evangelists ;

and this im-

pression is confirmed by an examination of those

passages in his commentary in which the Diates-
saron is definitely cited, viz. Mt l'

Mb 34 - 13( - 21 1

,

Ac I
13

. It is noteworthy that Isho'dad avoids the
error into which so many of his successors have
fallen, and draws a clear distinction between the
Diatessaron of Tatian and that of Ammonius.
Thus, in discussing the words ' as it is written in
the prophet Isaiah' (Mk 1

s
), he says,* 'others

(say) : in the book of the Diatessaron which was
composed in Alexandria, he (Mark) says "in the

prophets" instead of " as it is written in Isaiah."'
The Jacobite bishop Moses bar-Kepha (d. A.D.

903), who was almost a contemporary of Isho'dad,
also wrote a commentary on the NT in which
there are clear traces of acquaintance with Eph-
raem's commentary, and apparently with an even
earlier work (Harris, pp. 10, 13, 24, 85). He
further makes direct mention of the Diatessaron
in two passages in which he is discussing the
canons of Eusebius. The whole passage runs as
follows :

' Which shows who collected the four
books of the Evangelists and set them in order in

one book. And some people, indeed, say that
Eusebius of C.-usarea, when he saw that Julianus

(sic ! for A iimonius) of Alexandria made the

Gospel of the Diatessaron, i.e. "by means of

Four," and changed the sequence of things [Hjelt :

of the verses] in the Gospels, and that Tatian also
the Greek, the heretic leader, made a Gospel which
is called Tasaron (sic !), and he too changed the

sequence of things ; he, Eusebius, took care and
collected the four books of the four Evangelists
and set them in order and placed them in one
book, and preserved the body of their compositions
[Hjelt : the integrity of the text of the narratives
of the Evangelists] as it was without taking any-
thing from them or adding anything to them, and
made certain Canons on account of their harmony
one with another. 't Here we see that Bar-Kepha
distinguishes the two Diatessarons, though appa-
rently he only knew Tatian's work through the
medium of Ephraem's commentary. The absence
of any direct quotations from the Diatcssaron as
well as the epithets which he applies to Tatian
may be due, as Hjelt suggests, to strong anti-
Nestorian feeling.
The two lexicographers Isho bar-'AH (d. S73) and

Bar-Bahlul (who nourished about the middle of the
10th cent.) both refer to the Diatessaron. The
former defines the word ' Diatessaron' (for which
he gives a variant Diaqntrun) as 'the Gospel of
the Diatessaron, which Tatian made, the Mixed,'
and adds that the author omitted both the human
and the Divine genealogies of our Lord, and is on
this account accursed, namely, Tatian : the latter
statement is, however, not found in all MSS, and
may be regarded as a later gloss. In Bar-Bahlul's
lexicon the Diatessaron is defined (Hjelt, p. 48) as
'the collective Gospel which (was composed) from
the four Evangelists

'

: to this is added,
' This was

composed in Alexandria, which the bishop Tatianus
has written.' The latter sentence is, however,
wanting in oilier MSS, and by its very form
betrays its secondary character. It is interesting
to find that Bar-Bahlul q notes the Diatessaron by
its Syriac name Evangchon da-MehaUtte, while he

* We have here followed the text of the Berlin MS as given bv
Hjdl (p. 35 note). For the text of the Cambridge MS, which
seems less original, see Harris- (p. 15); the latter refers the
quotation '(as ) it is written in Isaiah' to Tatian's reading at
Ut :>-.

1 Uarris, op. cit. p. 21.

cites the reading
' Jesus Barabbas '

(Mt 27 17
), which

is found in the Sinaitic palimpsest, as occurring iu

the Ecangclion dfi-Mcpharrcshu.
The evidence of our next witness, Jacob bar-

Salibi, the Jacobite bishop of Amida (d. 1171 A.D.) ia

largely based upon that of his predecessors. Thus
in his NT Commentary lie reproduces with but

slight variations the statement of Isho'dad in con-
nexion with the opening verses of St. Mark. Ha
omits, however, the sentence ' and concerning the

divinity of Christ he has not written,' but adds the
remark ' now the commencement of the same was :

In the beginning was the Word.' In like manner
he follows Bar-Kepha in his statement concerning
Eusebius and his canons (see above), though in

another passage in his prologue to the Gospels
(Harris, p. 28) he makes the extraordinary state-

ment that Tatian and Ammonius were unable to

bring the Gospel accounts of the Resurrection into

harmony, and therefore desisted from the attempt.*
Probably Zalint is right in supposing that Bar-
Salibi has here confused Ammonius with Eusebius,
and has assigned to the latter the role of Elias of

Salamia (of whom he speaks elsewhere): for the
fact that the canons of Eusebius stopped atMk llj

b

was apparently treated by him as excluding the
narrative of the Resurrection, while he ascribes

the correction of this supposed error to Eusebius
instead of to Elias. In any case it seems tolerably
certain that Bar-Salibi can hardly be treated a.s an

independent witness to the existence of the Diates-

saron, even though we reject the statement with

regard to the Diatessaron which occurs in his com-

mentary at Mk I
3
.f

The statements of Bar-Hebrreus (d. 12S6 A.D.)
in like manner appear to be mainly borrowed irom
the works of earlier writers, especially Bar-Sulilii.

He follows the latter in reproducing Isho' dad's

notice concerning Tatian with the same omission
and insertion, but by a strange misunderstanding
of his author applies the language of Eusebius with

regard to the Diatessaron of Ammonius to Tatian's
work.
Even at the end of the 13th cent, we still find

striking evidence of the continued existence of the
Diatessaron. The NT commentary of the cele-

brated 'Abd-isho (Ebcdjesu) bar-Berika (d. 1318),

metropolitan of Nisibis and Armenia, iias not been

preserved, but in the preface to his Nomocanon
he describes Tatian's Harmony as the example of

completeness and trustworthiness which he has
endeavoured to imitate. The description is as

follows: 'Tatian the philosopher having compre-
hended the meaning of the words of the Evan-

gelists and grasped the plan of their Divine

narrative, composed one admirable Gospel out of

the Four. This is what he called the Diatessaron,
in which he preserved with all care the accurate
order of the sayings and deeds of the Saviour with-

out having added a single word of his own.' From
this notice it seems clear that 'Abd-isho was well

acquainted with the Diatessaron and its contents,
even though he elsewhere ||

confuses its author with
Ammonius. The evidence of these later Syriac

* The passage runs as follows :
' Eusebius of Cffisarea took

pains to compose tlie canons of the Gospel and this, indeed, is

known f om his letter to Carpianus and pointed out by their

means the agreement of the Evangelists. Ammonius and
Tatian had written a Gospel, the Diatessaron, i.e. of the Four,
as we have said above, and when they came to the history of

the resurrection, and saw that it varied, they gave vip (heir

works. But Eusebius took pains to make these canons and to

point out in the same the agreement of the Evangelists' (Hjelt,

p. 43).

t 'J'lifiil. Littbl. 1896.

i
' Others (say) : in the book of the Diatessaron. whirh was

composed in Alexandria, which the bishop Tatiamis has

writu-ii,' i.e. the same gloss that appears in the lexicon of Eu
Bah.ul.

5 Mai, Script.
Vet. A'ora Col!, x. 191.

[I Assemani, Bibl. Or. iii. 12.
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vi i;crs. at least from tin- I'Jlh mil . on w aids, is nci

doiil.l .-omevv hilt discounted liy the fact tliat lln-v

app.'ai to have malilU lieiived ill II mt.M ni.'il II.M

from thf works nf their pi edc< -i-.-ors ; Imt the

-eininlary nature of their evidence i- mole linn

outweighed liy the additional testimony furnished

liy thf tollovv iii". translation* of the I liatcssaron.

"iii. NUN S\ 1:1 \t- \M:S|IIVS m TIM. DIATKS-
SAUnN. Tin- a hove sketch of tlir history ill till'

l>iatess;ii-,,n proves lie\ iiml quest ion : I ) i 'hat 1 his

forill of tin- i;n-|n'ls was vei\ widelv. it in. I r\

ehi-ively, used iii I lir Syrian Church i

lining tlir Hid

anil 4th cents. ; ami rji that tlir wink continued in

In 1 known anil read liy Syriai- writer, down in the

beginning of llir 1 I! li i entnry. Hut the o\ 1.1. n. e

of the existence and influence of Tat i.-m a Harmony
is, a> vr have pointed nut, lint rimtini'il to tin'

1

1
not alii HI - ami reii-p-nces of Syriar commentators ;

tor though tin' Sviiae Diatessaron has unfortu-

nately nut been preserved to us, yel we po--e-- Loth

Latin ami Arahir tran-latimi- nf Tatian's work,
tiigel hei vv ith an Arnu'iiian version of St. F.phraem's
i ...... in '111:1 iv u|inn it. These versions in themselves
furnish incontrovertible pmoi

'

nf thr great esteem
in which t he llanimny "as held, ami in that re-peel
form a um-l inn m taut aililit inn In I In- cv idence set

fni th ahov e : lull thrir rh:i'f value lies in the fart

that l'\ I In 'ii Hi' .-in-- \\ i- all 1 enabled tn nl'tain some
i

<mee|iti<>ii. not only of the order ami arrangement
of Tatiaifs work lull also nf its ac-t nal text.

(a
' I in A i- in ,n in version nf St. F./iln

/ m's com
aunt n'li i,n t/i /'. it , 'i, 'i, i. It has lu-en already
suggested tlnit St. Ephraem's commentary on tin-

I >iaie--:ii ..... i.mi ilniteil iii mi slight measure t<i

the preservation of tin- latter work. Fur the
honour ami esteem in whieh that writer and his

works weie In-Ill liy the Syrian Chureli naturally
extended in in- (iii-pel commentaiy, and ensm-ed
the survival of Tatian > work at least in that form.
\\V play even go further, and assume I hat the

example -el l>v BO promim-nt a writer as Kplnaem
c'\ei'i i-ed a eoiisideralili.1 iiillnenee on his sin < essnrs,

who were thus led to study, and so to preserve
a work \\lii h otherwise seemed destined in dis-

appear lint, whalexer its inlluenee in the past,
it is nndiiul.tedly tine that in inodern times the

publication of a Latin translation of I he Armenian
version of this eommentary ha> heen the means of

nnee more arousiii", the interest of scholars in the

Diatessaron, and 01 rescuing ii from that oMi\ inn

to whi-.'li il liad lieen so Iniiv assigned. Tlie Ar-
ineiiiaii \i'i-Mii nf the commentary first appeared
in tin...... St. l-'.phraem', works issued in

four volumes l,y the Me.'hiiari-t Fathers of St.

l.a//:ir<> in Is.'lti. A Latin t i.in-lal mn of theemn
..... nlaiy was prepared liy .1. II. \ in liei . one of I lie

editors, as eaily a~ 1S4I. hut was not pulilished.
The work was finally made aree-siKle to si holars

liy I 'ml. Mi'.'-iii'jei . w In i in |s7H puhli^hed Aueher's
translation, which he had reused and corrected hy
the aid oi another MS. under the title: Eva
Concordctntu i tpo '>" facta " s,in't', l-'.jilu'n>mn

Doctor* ?yro. lloth the MsS on which this nans-
latiiill i~ l.a-eil date flolii the Near llll.'i. lint the
versionitself is assigned to tlie 5th cent. (Moesinger,
p. xi). Thai the Ainieiiiaii M-i-siiin was made
from the Syiiae commentary "f St. Lphraem seems
to be fully c-talilishe.!,' ami we are tie 1,1 .....

justified in treat in", the umk as genuine.

Aiming the lii-. i to recognize the ui.'at impori
a nee ol \loe- uejei - 1] a 1 1

-
1 . 1 1 i

. ,n w a - I'l 1 1; e "i .
I /.,:,i i.

to whom, indeed, all NT scholars are laiui U in

leliied lor a knowledge, not only of a i onsidei alile

part of the I liate-saion itself hut al~oot a lar-e
numliei of facts lieaiiii". mi its history aim

*
Zahn,

(Vuj*c/ Coi

law.

h. i. 4') I
,

.1 H INI] . ii Hill. .1 .'

itlary <j .>'. A;./ir<n-m the Syrimi, (

act IT. Those portions ,.1 the teU W hieh t he author
was aMe to restore with the aid oi the ne\\ tn
lal mn land also nl the //' tea) wen-

incorporated in the lir-t xoluine oi hi- I-'*,,-*, Ii /.

,/// '.

aitkirctUic/i ,< Litei itui Erlangen, issi,. h,
this work /aim further ^a\e a lull and complite
aciniini of all that was iln n known ol i he lli.i'-

salon and its author, and \lent, solved
the many complicated and ditiii -ms u hich
an- i oniiei ti il with its origin and history. The
main interesl of th- \oliiiii-. In. \\e\ei, eeniics in

his hrilhaiil restoia I ion ,.i the text, and in t he
uvidenc-e which he has ad.lu 'd in support of his
lei ..iistructiiin. \Ve therefon- append a briel di-

scrip! ion of the in thuds employed l.y /aim ill

recnverin^' the lost text.

The task nl rc|iriliicing the order and anan^e-
ment oi the Diatessaron, as /. lin di-covcied, was
materially lightened In I le- liaracter and form of

Ephraein.s commentary. For the latter con-i-ts of

a scries i if lectures or discourses, w hich me iai u ly
liomiletic Imth in form and substance, and app.ai
to have been deluded orally. .Moreover, each
discourse was apparently precede, I hy the readme,
of the t Li-pel section which formed the subject ol

discussion ; and though, unfortunately, the text of
the section was not included in the commentary,
the discourse itself allords suliieicnt e\ nieiiee lor

identifying the passage nf Sciiptiire thus com-
mented on. In rec-unstriK'tinj,' the text its. Ii

/aim had to fall hack upon the Gospel quotations
contained in the commentary as translated hy
-Moesinger,* and in the 11 <,,,,, >, ..i Aphiaates. I

The l.ospel limitations ihat oi-cur in the Latin
translation of F.phraom's commentary naturally
form the hasis nt the text. Those t|Uotations,J
however, which OCCUr chiefly by way of illustra-

tion out of their context, i.e. in nlher (iiscmiisi-s

than the one to which they In-lone, are inseitcd
in square brackets, as also the quotation- from

-\phraatcs, the latter l:cinu ".hen. tor the -ake of

clearness, in (iernian iiisteml of Latin. Fintlid,
all

quotations, whether in K]ihraem's comnientaiy
or in the llnniilii's of Aphiaalcs, which are mil

given literally, hut freely leproiluei'd, are punted
in italic type ; and, lastly, all /aim - ow n adilit ions,

.'/. lefeienees, eie.. an- . -::closel in round bracket -

In the voluminous notes apiiended to each section
/aim has compared the Curetonian and Iv-hitta

versions, and, in many cases, also the Haiklean ;

while in I he moiv important passages reference is

made to the tireek MSS (N, U anil D) and to the
Itala MSS.

It is no slight tribute to the skill and ingenuity
of /aim to saj i li.-ii h - has liy these means succeeded
in restoring not only the broad general features
of the Diatessaron, Imt also, to a relatively la)

extent, its actual text. The former we are able m
control liy means of the Latin (Codex Kiilden-i- -

and Arabi" translations of the Diatessaron, which
confirm in the most striding manner the ai < niacy
of /aim s deduct ions

; but these versions, untmt u-

nately (see below) all'ord but little a-ssistain c in

i nig the actual text.

I.m nigh, however, of the original Diatessaron

A ini.ii' jiccurate English translation from the Armunian
MSS l, v l':ltl"tl \:,, Ij Al>|>. l|ill\

lir. li.iin:\]i it.:;- /'. Earliest L(tc o/ C'A/

;
i

;nnl in I h.- - niir \\ i :' i j

1

'inn, p. 75f.
+ i 't. 11. i. ; h. . n. i

i.u! that, lli.ni^h Ai'hr.uirrs knew and usel D Miron,
his i; "iis are not taken i :..'liiHUi-l\ :i 'in tiiul

work.
J Thi 1 iliiuht expressed hy Zahn as to "

u. i
. t.ikrn troni the Dintttaaron or from the I't"-!!!!

1

. tiu i A

I ulicL- anil !or all.
'

Vlr.

! - vvrk on .V. KI>!" ', it

nun IK.' regarded 03 uertuin lli.a l'.]ihr.n in ilid nut ux.' the
I'l'Shitta.
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has in this way been restored to enable us to make
out both the object of the author and the methods
which he followed. It is clear that the object of

the Harmony was not to detract from, or impair,
the authority of the four canonical Gospels, which

undoubtedly form the basis of Tatian's work, but
rather to put together a single connected account
of the life of our Lord, which should contain all

that was essential in the narratives of the Gospels.
It was thus a popular rather than a learned work,
and was designed to obviate those difficulties to

which the fourfold form of the Gospels was only
too apt to give rise. But, though the author was
fully convinced of the genuineness of his sources,
lie did not adopt, as Zahn puts it, a 'superstitious
attitude' towards them. He rightly perceived
that divergent accounts did not necessarily imply
more than a single occurrence of the same incident,
and acted accordingly; while in cases of actual

discrepancy or contradiction he boldly followed
one authority to the exclusion of the others. Thus
he followed St. Mark's(10

46
) narrative of the healing

of one blind man after leaving Jericho, in prefer-
ence to that of St. Matthew (20-

9 - 30
), who speaks of

two blind men, and to that of St. Luke (18
s3

), who
places the miracle before the entry into Jericho.

In this respect he appears to treat all four Evan-

gelists as of equal authority ; but, in the main, his

scheme of our Lord's public ministry, which ex-

tends over three Passovers/' is based on the Fourth

Gospel. In detail, however, the latter is treated
with the same freedom as the Synoptists. Thus
the puriiication of the temple (Jn 2 14

'-"-') and the
discourse with Nicodemus (;'"-') are transferred to

the Keast of the Dedication at Jerusalem in the
last winter of our Lord's life. The following ex-

ample will perhaps give a better illustration, not

only of the boldness with which Tatian treated his

sources, but also of the keen insight and judgment
displayed by Zahn in tracing out and determining
the principles which appear to have guided him :

We find in the Harmony that JnG 1 '-' 1

( 34. Feeding
of the 5000 just before the second Passover) pre-
cedes Jn 44 '4-

( 38. Discourse with the woman of

(Samaria) and Jn 5
(

40. Visit to Jerusalem and
cure at the Pool of Bethesda), the two latter being
separated by 39 (the healing of the leper, Mt 8-'

4
,

Mk I- 45
, Lk 5 1 -' 14

). But 38 (Jn 41'-), which forms

part of a journey from Jndtea to Samaria, seems
to he inconsistent with the preceding sections

(14-37), which (with the exception of 25) describe
the Galikoan ministry. A further difficulty is pre-
sented by the isolated position of 39, which is the

only incident belonging to the Galikvan ministry
which, presumably, stands in its proper position
between the journey to Galilee (Jn 44 ' 43

) and the
visit to Jerusalem (5

1

). The correct explanation is,

no doubt, that ottered by Zahn, who points out that
Tatiau has reversed the order of St. John, and
assigned the two days' sojourn at Samaria (

Jn 4 4 " 4
-,

38) to !i journey from Galilee to Jerusalem.
Tatian's procedure is bold, hut it involves no
alteration of Jn 44' 4

-, since these verses include

nothing which requires that the sojourn in Samaria
should form part of a journey from Judiea to

Galilee. The remaining verses of ch. 4, it is true,

clearly point to such a journey, but they form no
part of 38. For vv. 1 " 3 had already been given in

13; of vv. 43-46 Tatian had only utilized v. 44 in

32, while it is doubtful if v.
43 ever formed part of

the Harmony : according to Zahn, vv. 4lib " 54 also were
omitted by Tatian, their place being taken by
39. t It naturally follows from this alteration of

*
Cf. iii. c. According to the Arabic version, no account of

the first Passover is given by Tatian ; this, however, does not
affect the length of our Lord's ministry.

t These verses, however, occur both in the Latin and the
Arabic translations, though in different contexts.

Tatian that the scene of 39 is transferred from
Galilee to Juda'a. This second change, however,
is certainly an improvement from the point of view
of the history, for Mt 84

,
Mk I

44
, Lk 5' 4

appear
to presuppose easy access to the temple and its

priestly ritual. The complete chronological scheme

underlying the Diatessaron, which has thus been

restored, is as follows :

Sections

1. The Logos, Incarnation and Childhood
of our Lord 1-7

2. The tirst Manifestation.... 8-12

3. The beginning of His public ministry.
First Passover (Jn 21

*) ... 13

4. Jesus in Galilee ..... 14-37

5. Journey through Samaria. Second
Passover (Jn 5) 38-40

6. Sojourn in Galilee..... 41-51

7. Visit to Jerusalem. Feast of Taber-
nacles (Jn "-') 52

8. Journey to (Pera-a or) Galilee and back 53-58

9. Feast of the Dedication in Jerusalem . 59-71
10. liaising of Lazarus. Sojourn in Eph-

raim and return to Bethany . . 72, 73
11. From the Triumphal Entry to the In-

stitution of the Lord's Supper . . 74-S!)

12. Passion, Kesurrection, and Ascension . 90-100

(b) Codex Fiddensis. That the Latin Harmony
of the Gospels discovered by Victor, bishop of

Capua, about the year A.D. 545, and ascribed by
him, on the authority of the statements contained
in Eusebius (HE iv. 36), to Tatian* does actually

represent the Diatessaron, may now be regarded as

proved. t A comparison of the two documents

clearly demonstrates that they are closely allied,

and that, at least as regards the order, they are,

with few exceptions, in remarkable agreement.
This agreement, unfortunately, does not extend
to the text, for the copy of the Latin Harmony
which Victor inserted (in place of the four Gospels)
at the head of his edition of the New Testament
is not so much a translation, whether of the

original Syriac or of an intermediate Greek

version, as a transference of the language of the

original text into the language of the Latin

Gospels as revised by Jerome. In other words, the

form exhibited by the Latin Harmon}' of the

Codex Fuldensis is that of the Diatessaron, the
text is that of the Vulgate. We cannot, however,
follow Hemphill

* in attributing the form of the

Latin text to Victor or to the scribe working
under his direction. Such a supposition is incon-

sistent with Victor's own introductory remarks,
which convey no hint of such a laborious task, and
is directly excluded by an examination of the

descriptive capitulation prefixed to the Harmony.
For though the latter frequently disagrees with
the enumeration of the chapters as given in the

text, and was clearly, therefore, composed before

the Harmony had assumed its present form, it has

been preserved unchanged by the copyist. The fol-

lowing instances of this disagreement, taken from
the commencement of the Harmony, are the more

interesting as they serve in a large measure to ex-

* ' Ex historia quoque ejus comperi, quod Tatianus, vir eru-

ditissimus et orator illius temporis clarus, unum ex quatuor
coinpaginaverit evangelium oui titulum diapente couiposuit'

(Codex FuMenxis, ed. E. Uanke, 1868, p. 1 f.). The origin of the

curious title
'

Diapente
'

(i<i TS.TI) for 'Diatessaron' has long

perplexed the minds of scholars. It is not found either in the

original Greek of Eusehius or in the Latin (of Rufinus) and

Syriac translations of that work. Further, it is expressly
excluded by Victor's statement that the Harmony was compiled
from the fi'ntr Gospels(the numeral is also inserted in the trans-

lation of Euflnus). Zahn (Foneli. i. 2f.) is probably right in

re"arding it as a Itipuns calami either of Victor or of his scribe.

> H. Wact-, Expiixitor, 1SS1, 2, p. 128f. ; Zahn, Fjrsch. L

pp. 1-5, 298 f.

; The Uiatesxaron of Tatian, p. xxiv.

Cf. Zahn, Punch, i. p. 3 f.
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plain the opposition with which Victor's idcntilica-

tiuii nf tin- llai ninny was in! -o Inn- received.

Tin table nf chapters commences : I'ra latin I. In

t in ri i'/iniit, il- KX tt/iutt
1/1 iiin, ]i<

r
ijifi

nt Jrtrtit

flint iiiiillin. Kroni this heading we see that till'

Harmony com need with .III I

:

'', llinl that I.U

I
1

' 4
,

which IKIW precedes it in tin 1 Harmony.
I'm I mi |i:ut "i tin- original work. In tin' same
w ,-i\ we r;i II r\|il;iill till' presence nl I In- "el lea log ies

of ill" l.iinl, \\liirli, as Mr know, wer lilted in

Ta' ian's I iiai(>-.s,'inin. The capitulation runs : V. </:

gen I'ltfii'iii (sic!) < f natioitate ''lisivti. Here
tin' Muni ./. in i-iitin is clearly identical with ii'i-

ti' -it'it. mill does nut refer in ilir genealogies (Ml
I

,
l.k :^M . Mt I

17 )hnt to Mt ["'(Christi autem
itio sic eral), \\l\ich \s gi\eii in iln- io,le\ at

tin- beginning of i'li- "' Tims we see thai the

Latin Harmony originally commenced with .In 1',

ninl iliil nut contain the genealogies, the omission
of M lih 1 1 is so eha i act eristic of Tat ian's work.

Tl liiiiiiiatiini uf these later aililitions to the

Latin Harmony imiliniliieilly removes two of (he

strollge-t oli]i'ct loll- that Men- urged against
the iill'lltilieatioll of Viet 01''s . I l-ro\ cry with the

l>iaiessaron. There still remains, however, the

ipie-tion of the language, sinei', in the o|iinioM of

in.iiiy sedolais, the Latin translation can have
I" MI made only ihroiigh the i limn of a liieek

veision, w I ict her tlmt of the original Diatessaron or

of a translation mail e from I heSyriae. lint thccvi-

ilence M hieh we have examined all'unls no support,
or rather is entirely n|i|io-i'il.

in the theory of an

oiiginal Creek Hiates-aron, while the reseiirehes

of /aim (h'ln-ai-h. i. :il 1 f. i have shown com lu-i\ ely
that the siippo-eil neeil of a Creek inletmediaiv
Iranslatinii lacks historical support. Thus a con

temporary of Victor, the African .lunilins, who
was i,>inr-itnr xacri /miiitn at Constantinople about
A. n "il.'i .ViL1 , maile a Latin translation ( lit.-ititnt"

1 1 if ui't/'i'i ilii-iiin AV\I of an introduction to the

Scriptures, compu-eil hy the Syrian Nestorian

Paul, a pupil ami teacher of the school of Nisihis,
ainl -cut it to I'riinasiiis, hi-hop of Adrumctuin.*
EMMI at an earlier date t 'as-iodorns and the
Human hl-hop Agapetns id. ."iHii A.H. i eonceiveil

the iilea of fmi inline' a theological school at Koine
on the model of thus,, at Nisihis ami Alexandria.
Still more important is the testimony of (Jcn-

iiadms of Ma-sj|ia, who wrote a continuation of

.liTome s i/i I'lci.v llln*ti-i'ini.i. In the lir.st chapter
nf t Ills MOfk (written aliollt \.H. )!l."n In- discusses

at s ,, length the Humi/i- .1 of Aphraales, whom
he iilentilieil wilh .lacoh of N isiln~. ami explains
.lev s sili. nee w ith rej;aril to t his writer on the

^'rmiml that his works hail not Keen translated ;

tin the works of the few Syiiac writers which are
im Iniled in .lerimie s category were, l.y his own
testimony, known to him only through Greek trans,

hit ions. (iennailins mentions further a Syiiac
chronicle of .laeul, of Ni-iliis, (he w ritiirjs of tun
of I'.phiaem's pupil-, -unl also those of Isaac of

Antioch. It would aeem, therefore, thai tie- i^nor
mice of S\ riac, wliich pn-\ adi'd aiming \Ves|ern
writers at the ti f .leionie, had lar^'elx ili-

appeared iliirin^ the inteMal l't \\een the date of

th" latter and that of \nloi ol ('apmi. I'roliahlv,

as /aim sii^^ests, this change \vas ehielly brought
aliont liy the S\iiae monks w do settled in Sinai.

Palestine, K^ypl, and Constantinople, and Hide
came into contact \\ith Western scholars. Hence
it is liy no means improbable that some Latin
scholar in the ."ith or at t lie he^inniiiu "I the lit d

vent, should haie compiled that l.atit! form of

the Svriae Ilialessaron which has lieen prc-ened
to us in the ( 'ode\ I'lildensis.

It is ol. i ions from what has I n said almve t hut

the I 'ode\ l-'nldeiisis can add nothing to our know-
hilin, Thfotlor i\'n .V"jxvu^.f(ia und Junitiu* .1/ru-anu*.

leii-e of the text of the I fiat e-sal I III . It is, how-

ever, an important witnes- to Hie general s| met me
and anan-emnil of ils Syiiac original, lliou^h
even in that icspect it seems to have siillere.l imm
revision. Its chief alue for our pur pi -oiisist s,

as we shall see, in the fai I that it supplies MS witli

i In in. aiis ,,| cont nil liii" 1 1, (
.

far more trn-l wm ihy
evidence of the Araliic version.

(') Tli:' .li-nlii'- I't-rsian. This version was liist

pudlislied liy A. I 'iasca, one of the guild o! ~ei iptors
at the Vaticmi Lihrary, under the title :

'

I If Duitex-

sitrtiii ti'hirh luti'iii compiledfrom ttf l-'i>itr Gospels
(in Araliici, \ n '/'iitiiin !'.! niii-tii'i-iini Ilniiifn"i-

Al'tlnf,. \lllf finntHltt I'.f i/ltji/l't
i-i'i/fi iilnlit

it ti-nii.'iliiliiiii' Latina, ilmim-it I'. . I <//, /iv

etc., Romae, 1888.' Of the two MSS which
foini the Kasis of this edition, one (Cod. Vat. Aiali.

xiv. i had liccn hroiight from the East by .lo-epd
Assemaiii as early as A.II. 1710, and dad hecM

dclinitely descrihed hy its discoverer as'Tatiani
Ilialessaron M/U i|ualuor Evangelia in unum re-

da. ia i/.'i/,/. <i,-. i. (ilU). A slatement to the

.same piled contained in the colophon* Ma- al-o

ipioteil hy Stephen Assemani ; nevertheless the MS
was left unnoticed, except hy /aim, until the

publication of Ciasca's lii- Tutinni Diatessaron
Ai-nliii'ii 1'ii-xiuiic -\- in lss:j. In this essay Ciasca

gave a full description of the MS winch, like

Assemani, he assigned to the 12th century, lie

further defended the statement of the colophon,
despite the fact that the Arabic Harmony com-
menced with Mk 1' (instead of Jn I

1

), and con-

tained the genealogies according to Matthew and
Luke. II is conjecture that these add it ion- were a

later interpolation was substantially continued by
a comparison with the second MS, which shortly
afterwards came into his hands. This Ms was

presented to the Musco Itor^iano in Issil by the

Copt. ( lalim dost lab. It is probably to be assigned
to the 14th century. It displays a less toned
orthography than the Vatican MS, hut present

-

the text in a more original form. Uoth the intro-

diidoi v notice and the coloplio.i describe the work
as the iMates-aron. It clearly begins with -In 1',

Mk I
1

forming a sort of title, while the gene-
aliejie- are not included in the text, hut have been
in-died before the colophon. For his Aiabic text
Ciasca has mostly followed the Vatican MS, but
thde are a number of passages in which he has

adopted the readings of the later MS ; 1 he variants
are in every case added in the footnotes. The
usefulness of the Latin translation is a good deal

impaired h\ Ciasca's attempt to adapt it to the

style and ehaiactcr of the Clementine Vulgate;
apart from this fact, it also contains too many
inaccuracies to be of much critical value. This
translation has been followed by Dr. Henipuill in

his Knglisd edition of the Diatessaron (1NSS), ami
forms tde basis of another English translation,
which has been compared throughout with the

oi initial Arabic, published h>' Dr. llamlyn Hill

in ih E'ti-/ie*t Life of Christ . A more literal

and entirely independent English rendering ol the

Arabic has also been published by the Uev. Mope
\V. 11,,"."..;

An interesting statement as to the origin of the

Arabic translation has been preserved both in tin-

introductory notice and in the col.>pdon of the

'

In Bn ,
. i- a lilir ,ni- adnntata rc|HTif- ; K\|>Ii>'it

;iu\iii" Ii. -i s, i"-.,ii'-i mil Bvangelium quod ex ,|u:ii,,"r l.\.u<-

h rlil- i"!lr-l! 1 I, I
I Mil-, qllodl{llf 1 lint i ---I t < ill \ 1,]^" 'IlillUT. Kl

Liu- n, .1
i iLu. Script. \ct. Aura Cull. iv. i 14).

t I'm i vicrn, iv. 4(15-187.

Vi
' tian Library: Additional Volume. 1S&7.

are juvn in lull l>y lljult, i/;>.
' '"::<'Ui-r

n-- ",i of tlie (liltiriih Le presented a , ,,, , ,,

the Hanuony by the varioua read i ih. t\sn .Ms.s.

ft. U. 688) that t]

.mini",, ," I..., I, Mss is pi"ii:thl> ihr remaiui
I i,l< \\ Ii Ii

]i
< Ii i]'- run aa follows :

'

TheUospel oi J< .-.
;

:
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Borgian MS, according to which it was made by
the '

excellent and learned priest
' Abu'l Faraj

'Abdullah ibn at-Tayyib. The colophon adds
further that the Syriar exemplar was written by
'Isa (MS wrongly Gubasi) ibn 'AH al-Mutatabbib,
tlie pupil of Honain ibn-Ishak. By means of these

notices, the correctness of which \ve have no reason
to doubt, we are able to fix the date both of the
Arabic translation and of its Syriac original.
Ibn at-Tayyib was a well-known writer of the
1 1th cent. (d. 1043), who commented on the

writings of Aristotle, Galen, and Hippocrates,
translated the Gospels of SS. Matthew and John
from Syriac into Arabic, and also wrote an Arabic

commentary on the Gospels. The scribe who was
responsible for the Syriac exemplar is most prob-
ably none other than the famous lexicographer
Jesus bar-'Ali (see above, ii. It), who nourished in

the latter half of the 9th cent, (his teacher Honain
died in A.D. 873). Tims the date of the Syriac
MS used by the translator of the Borgian MS is

the latter half of the 9th cent., and that of the
Arabic translation itself the first half of the llth

century.
It is disappointing to find that, though the

Arabic translation has preserved the outward
form and characteristics of Tatian's Harmony,
and in that respect is a most important witness to

the order and arrangement of the Diatessaron,
the text which it exhibits has throughout been
accommodated to that of the Peshitta, and is

therefore of no value for restoring the original

Syriac version. The data at our command are

perhaps insufficient for determining whether this

accommodation bad already been effected in the

Syriac exemplar which was used by the Arabic

translator, or is to be assigned to the latter him-
self. Zahn * maintains that the translator entirely
recast the Syriac in accordance with the existing
Arabic versions of the Gospels, and that the his-

tory of the Arabic Harmony thus presents a close

analogy to that of the Latin (Codex Fuldensis).
In support of this view he urges that, when once
the Diatessaron had been banished from the public
worship of the Church, it would soon cease to have
an interest for any but the learned, and the latter

would have no motive in introducing any altera-

tions. As evidence of such learned interest in the
Diatessaron he points to the marginal references,
attached to both the Arabic MSS and presupposed
by the introductory notice in the Borgian MS, by
which the source of each passage was indicated :

these, presumably, already existed in the Syriae
copy of the 9th cent., since the writer of the notice
is silent on the subject ; and they naturally formed
no part of the original Diatessaron. It seems,
however, more probable that the later type of text

preserved in the Arabic version reflects the result
of a process of revision by which the Syriac Dia-
tessaron had been gradually brought nearer and
nearer to the authoritative text of the Peshitta.
For the Arabic, unlike the Latin Harmony, shows
evident signs of its Syriac origin ; and this fact

alone makes it difficult to imagine that its text
was entire!}' recast in a similar manner to that of

the Codex Fuldensis. Moreover, it is not only,
as Zahn admits, a faithful witness to the order
and arrangement of the Diatessaron as a whole,
but also reproduces in many cases the liner de-
tails which determine the internal composition of

the individual sections. These arguments would

naturally receive strong confirmation if we could

viz. the Diatessaron.' In the Syriac exemplar, used by the
Arabic translator, the original title was probably obscured by
the substitution of 'the Son of God' (Mk I 1

) for 'viz. the

Diatessaron,' while later still the insertion of another marginal
gloss from Mk I 1

(ex Marco die ; Intiium) caused even further
tonfusion.

Gcsch. ii. p. 530 f.

follow Hjelt in his theory which is undoubtedly
supported by the fact of this llth cent. Arabic
translation that the Diatessaron was retained in

church use by tlie Nestorians down to the Middle

Ages. For, had such been the case, the accepted
text of the Peshitta could not have failed in course
of time to exercise a marked influence on the older
text. Hjelt's further suggestion, that the refer-

ence in the colophon of the Borgian MS to the
work of 'Isa ibn 'AH al-Mutatabbib, i.e. Jesus bar-

'Ali, possibly contains a hint as to the authorship
of that final revision of the Syriac Diatessaron,
which is embodied in the Arabic version, can only
be described as an ingenious conjecture. But,
whatever its genesis, it is clear that the Arabic
translation possesses far greater value for restoring
the original work of Tatian, more especially in

relation to its internal structure, than the Latin

Harmon}' of Victor. Moreover, since a comparison
with the quotations of Ephraem and Apliraates
attests its trustworthiness in those parts for which
the Syriac writers are available, we should be justi-
fied in admitting its evidence, even where the
latter are silent. In such cases, however, some
doubt would naturally exist, and it is therefore in

this connexion that the importance of the sister

Latin version is most apparent. For if, as can be

shown, the Codex Fuldensis is in entire agreement
with the Arabic version in passages which are
otherwise attested by Syriac evidence, we may
infer that their agreement elsewhere is also due to

the fact that both have preserved the original
form of the Diatessaron. Tuis is the more certain,
as the Arabic translation of the llth cent, cannot
be dependent on the Latin version of Victor in the
6th cent., while the theory of a common source
for both is excluded by a comparison of their
variations from the original.*
The testimony of the Arabic Harmony has natur-

ally enabled Zahn to supplement his former work
to a very considerable extent, while at the same
time confirming in the most striking manner his

reconstruction of the Diatessaron. In one respect
only is a correction necessary in the chronological
scheme (see above), viz. the omission qf the tirst

Passover
(
Jn 2 13

) t : otherwise the changes involved
are confined to a few cases in which the order of

the individual sections varies in the Arabic version. J
Of these the majority are accepted by Zahn when
the order of the Arabic Harmon}' is confirmed by
that of the Codex Fuldensis.

iv. RELATION OF THE DIATESSARON TO THE
OLD SYRIAC. The term ' Old Syriac

'

is here used
to denote that early form of the Syriac Gospels
which existed alongside of the Diatessaron down
to the beginning of the 5th cent., but which was
then revised in conformity with the Greek by
Itabbula, with the result that the new version, the

Peshitta, speedily became the accepted ecclesias-

tical text. II
We have already seen ( ii. b) that

this veision, with its separate Gospels, was fre-

quently described as Evangelion da-Mepkarres/ie
(Gospel of the Separated [ones]), to distinguish it

from the Diatessaron or Ei\ da-MShallSte (Gospel
of the Mixed). Of this version we now possess two
codices, viz. that called the Curetonian Syriac (Sc),

a Nitrian MS of about the middle of the 5th cent.,
which was published by Cu-reton in 1858, and the

Sinai palimpsest (Ss), dating from the beginning of

the 5th cent., which was edited by the late Prof.

Bensly, J. Kendel Harris, and F. C. Burkitt in

*
Zahn, Gesch. ii. 535 f.

t fi'onch. i. 250.

} Hamlyn Hill, Earliest Life of Christ, Anp. ix.

In two cases at least it would seem that Zahn has insisted

too rigidly on the absolute agreement of the Arabic and Latin
versions ;

see Hjelt, up. cit. p. 70 f.

II
For a fuller account, see an article by the present writer ir

Tlie Church Quarterly Review, April 1903, pp. 143-171.
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Tin 1 two codices agree -
closely though

they ;il-n display .some important textual varia-

tions that they may be suitably described as

two recensions of one anil tin- -aim- translation.

Of tin- two texts Ss is decidedly tlir purer, and
IM;I\' he iT'jarded a^ a faithtul witness to tin 1 text

of tin.- 'Jin I cent.; Sr. MM tl ther hand, probably
n-pn-scnts a later reeeii-ioii cit tin 1 ."id century.
The qili'-tiMii that i:alnrally arises from a COM.

Mill-ration of these I wo M>S of tin- I >|<| Syriac is

that "i their n-lation to tin- Harmony of Tatian,
which also iMvuhi - tin- furl hi-r i|in--tio;i of the
relation of tin.- Old S\ riae to the I >i:ile--aion.

\- i in- IT-.II it of his exhaustive investigations in

connexion with tin- I liatessaron, Xahn concluded
that Tatian hail based his Harmony on tin- tr\t of

tin- I Hil Syriai-. which must have hi-i-n maile about
tin- MI i'l' Hi- oi I In- I'm I cent. ; luil lia.l also made use

of a (iicck text of a ^imilar type to that of the
C...li-\ I'.e/a- ami of tin- oldest Itala MSS. This
roiiclu on .11 in IT -.lily, based on two miscon-

ceptions. For from a enmnari-oii of the text of Sr

with that <!t" tin- I lint i --sai on (T), Xahn arjjued that

thr former hail inlluenreil. ami was therefore prior
to, tin- latter ; lint, sinre he also ideMtilied S w it h

i In- i Mil Striae, the two errors did not allect I he

correctnesfl of hi- main contention, that the '>|,1

Syriac was prior to T. The real relation ot T to

Sr was lir.-t established by I
1

'. I!aethj;en,* who, as

X.'ihn admits, has show n conclusively t hat T eh-a 1 1\

inllm-mvd, ami was therefore prior to, Sr. The
arguments addm-eil liy Knrthui-M are, brielly :

(ll the presence of an extraordinarily large num-
ber of harmonist ic readings in Sr. which must be

derived from the Harmony; (-) the numerous
cases of abridgment which an- to he e\plaim-d in

a -iniilar way :
<',ti tin- -pccilii-ally 'Alexandrine'

'_-. which point to a lat'-i date than the 2nd
cent. ; id tin- great tic-iloui oi ie:iderini,r , which

tri-i|iiently l.i; into paraphra-r, and may be
rcc .".iii/.ed as dm; to Tatian ; (j) the dogmatic
character of Se.

(1) Even if we exclude those cases in which a

harmoniatic reading is altered by either a single
lircck Ms or oni- of tin- old translations, or a
Patristic quotation, eth <: n has show u i !iat there
still remain SOHH- l."in cases in w hi. h Sc stands

alone, i-xcept for the frei|uent agreement of T.
This is the more remarkable, since such mixed
texts are necessarily conliiicd to pa-sages for

which then- i- ;i pnallel account; while /alms
i it HIM of the text of T, of which r.aeili.ueii

mal.es use, is of a very fragmentary nature.
C-'i It is of the very . sen t a Harmony such

ns that compiled hy Talian that it should omit
not only tho-r incidents and savings which are

repeated hy one or more 01" tin- Kvan-jelists. hut
also many of the -mall elan 68 and words which,
without atli-i-tiii". the sense, serve to rharacleri/c
the narrative. Hut, I houv.h t hi se omissions mi.uht

naturally be cxpei I'd to he restored in a n.-m-la

tiMiiol tin- foui separate Gospels, nearly a half of

the (rou.ehiyi JT" readings which arc peculiar to

Se icxcludin;.' the hai-mo li-i ic rcailinusi helon^ to

this rate;. oj y of abridgment or omi"ion : hence we
may infer i hat Sr ha- modi u e oi t he shorter tcx'

oi '!' \\hcrever such a i
- not uliect either

the mi-ailing or the context.
i:ii As the re-nit of an exhaustive examination.

Baethgen pronounce.-, the t. \t i.t s. to I t a

dei nleilly '.Western
1

type, as is shown by its

alhnily with I '. in put al-o with S and soun-

minuscules icspe. -ially (ill., and, lastly, witli the
' African

'

text of the t lid Latin. Ihii Sc also dis-

plays traces of ' \le.andlllle' illllllcMie. which
seems, in fad. lo he due to (Iri-.ell. llelice the

must certainly he as-i^ned tu a later
*
Svongtlit '

i

date than thai ot the Diatessaron, and cannot l>e

i-ai lii i I han I he .'{id century.
^4) In his discussion on the met ho. I ot t he 1 1 .m

lat i Se. i;.-ieih^en (pp. i:i--_':i) elassiii,.- the
various expedient- adopted in unh-r to lepimluce
the sense of the ( I lee I. text. Kilt -iniilar exam] le-

occur with even greater frei|ueiiey in T ; and though

naturally some of ilu-lalier's more striking ii.uis

lat 1011- are no hm-jer in In- found in Se. \ .! tin- two
so often agree that the depeuderice ..f th.- one on
the other can hardly In- denied (cf, IJaci h-en, p.

s7>. In view, then-tore, of th,- priority ol T wlddi
has hcen already established, it i~ hi-ldy probable
that ill I his respei-t, also Se is dependent on I he

Diatessaron,
i.'o li is, however, especially with regard to its

'

do-_Linal ie
'

rharai-ler thai Sc betrays I he inllii'-m-e

nl I'at inn. Clear traces ol the tatter's anli .lew i-h

or universali-tic views appear to he preserved in

Mt I'-'
1
(iHitniliuii for TOV Xa6v aeroi ), .In li iirdi-ras

for Toi'-t Suiotxa), T
5 '

(the omission ol i)/iii alter

6 cjjuos).* The omission of the possessue pioiionn
with ' Father' in Ml (i

1 '

In--, Lk li
1

'-', .In li
- U-' is

also, according to Kaethucn, to he a-crihed to a
.similar point of view, l-'urtlier, Tatian s Kncratite
views seem to he reflected ill those lelhli llll^- of

Se which arc dearly due to a de-ire to e-lahlish

the psrputur.l virginity of the mother of mn Lmd.
This is especially noticeable in Mt I

1 -59
.

The above arguments do not all possess the same
e\idcntial value, but the cumulative e\idenee
which they supply is more than sullicicnt to justify

Baetbgen s conclusion as to the relative dates of

Se and T. It by no means follows, however, that
the evidence which was conclusive in the ease of

Se necessarily applies to its archetype. \ \/.. the
(lid S\ riae : hence liaeth^cn's further conclusion,
that the Hiatessaron was the earliesi form of the

Syriac Co.spels, cannot be accepted without addi-

tional proof. In this connexion the di- , \.-t\ of

the Sinai palimpsest is of the greatest impoi tam-e.

For if it ran be show n thai this codex agrees with
Sc in exhibiting the .same traces of T s inllucncc,
we can only infer that this agreement - oes hack
to their common source, i.e. the Old Syriac, and
that the latter is therefore posterior to Tatian's

Harmony. That such is actually the ease is main-
tained. amon-4 olhers, hy /aim and Nestle : l.ni . in

view ol the arguments brought forward by Murk ill +

and Iljelt, J the contrary opinion seems to be the

mure probable. For a comparison of the text of

Ss with that of Sc shows that those peculiar
featun-s of tin- text which clearly pointed, ill the
case of the latter, to the influence of T, are by no
means so strongly marked, if not entirely wanting,
in the loruicr. This di\er ence of text is especi-
all\ noticeable in respect to the harmonistic and
dogmatic' readings which undoubtedly form the
main support of Uactli.u'cu 's arguments as to the
relation of Sc to T. \Vith regard to the former,
liurkitt notes that sixteen,;; or more than one-

third, of the forty thn xamples (quoted hy
llai i li-eni. where Sc stands alone (or with the

aioiil, are not shared in Ss. Hence it is

dear that, though Ss undoubtedly contains a lar^e
number of mixed readings, these bj

r no means
form .-iicli a distinctive feature of its text as ihcy
do in the ea-c of Sc, and need not therefon- he

I to the same cause. Their prose.
moie than sullicicnt ly accounted for, whether we
assign it to the well-Known tendency of scribes ;,,

harmonixe parallel passages unconsciously, or to

the actual inllucnceof the Diatessaron, which, as

To llii'M- MI- in:iv mill Mt 102>(tho cniiiwinn ot in 'I

Oct. :;l, l-'.'l.

! Of:. fit. |l. 11171.

} llji-lt. <'i>. t'H. p. Ins ii .
. i.rr- -s thi-. I., tlfti-rn, and |X)int

out thut in (our of th. - toifl ijLki-ti\t-.
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we have seen, was the accepted text of the Syrian
Church during the 3rd and 4th centuries. In re-

Bpect of their 'dogmatic' character, the difference

between the two codices is even more strongly
marked, since Ss exhibits no traces of Tatian's
influence. A striking illustration of this fact is

furnished by an examination of the two texts in

the crucial passage, Mt I
18- 25

: v. 19 Ss her Inixlmml
Se omits ; v.-u Ss thy wife Sc thy betrothed ; v.- 1

Ss and them shalt call Sc (his name) shall lie

called; v. 21 Ss his wife Sc Mary ; v.-5 Ss ami .tin.'

bore him a son, and HE called his name Jesus
Sc and he lived with her purely, until she brought
finili the sun, and SHE called his name Jesus. (In
this rendering of OUK iyivuaKtv aiVijn [omitted by Ss]
>S<- follows Tatian). But it is obvious that the lack
of agreement between Ss and Sc on these points,
which formed the basis of Baethgen's argument
for the priority of T to Sc, materially weakens the
case for the similar relation between T and Ss,
since the other points of contact are not decisive
in themselves and may have arisen equally well
from the dependence of T on Ss.

Moreover, we are not without positive proofs of

the priority of the Old Syriac (as represented by
Ss). The most important of these is the omission
in Ss of the last twelve verses of St. Mark, which,
as Burkitt has pointed out, can only be a Greek
variant, and must represent, therefore, the origi-
nal form of the (.(Id Syriac. But we know that
Tatian included Mk 16" 2U in his Harmony : hence
its omission by Ss clearly points to the priority
of the latter. Other omissions which point to the
same conclusion are those of Mk 15'

J
", Lk 2'2

J3 - 44

(the Bloody Sweat) and 2334
(the Prayer on the

Cross), all of which are given in the Diatessaron.
Similar evidence is also afforded by the curious

mistranslations of Ss which occur in Mt 22'", Mk
7
2B 105

", Lk 4*>. In Mt 22" TOI>S /m^ras owroC (Sc
ToO 'Itjaou) for aiTuip (Sc TUJJ* 4>api<7atu)p) ; in Mk 7"

11

Ss renders from the border of Tyre in Pfiienicia,

clearly identifying the Zupo in 'Z.vpoipou'iKiaaa with

Tyre (nis) ; in Mk 105U
airopaXum is misread as

a.iro\af}wv ;
in Lk 4'

J!1 its rendering presupposes wore

Kara.Kpfp.affai aiThv instead of ware KaraKpri^n'iffaL
ai'Tiii/.* To these we should probably add Mt 5*,

Lk 2-r
', where Aphraates renders TrapaK\^0-f)tTovrai

and irapa.K\ritri.s according to the ordinary meaning
of the verb, viz. to pray. Aphraates, as we know,
made use of the separated Gospels, and has prob-
ably done so in the present case ; for Tatian, who
was well acquainted with Greek, would hardly
have fallen into such an error. Ss, it is true,
translates TrapdK\ijan correctly in Lk G-4

,
but makes

a similar misrendering in Lk 2'-
5

; possibly, as
H jelt suggests, Ss does not represent the original
text of the Old Syriac either in Lk 624 or in

Mt 54
.

But, apart from these omissions and mistransla-

tions, which clearly attest the independence, and
therefore the priority, of Ss, a comparison of

the two texts shows no less clearly that '
in those

cases in which they differ from one another, the

former, as <a rule, presents a form of text which

appears to be the older and more original
'

(Hjelt,

p. 155), while in many cases the rendering of T
seems to be directly based on that of Ss, or of one
similar to it. Space forbids a complete discussion
of all the divergences of the two texts, but the

following instance will afford sufficient illustration

of this statement.
We have already seen from a comparison of the

texts of Ss and Sc in Mt I"'-5 that the former gives
a plain unbiassed rendering of the passage, which
is in marked contrast to that of Sc. But the

* Tatian apparently inferred that our Lord was actually cast
over the cliff, but was miraculously preserved from 'harm

|Moesin!{er, pp. 130 f., 212 ; Hainlj n Hill, Dissertation, p. 93). _

variants of Sc in this passage reflect, to a large
extent, that desire to emphasize the virginity of

our Lord's mother, which is even more apparent in

the Diatessaron e.g. in the rendering (v.
18

) ante

quam data cst viro for Trplv i) avve\8elv, the omission
of ai/Tijs, \-.

w
; the rendering in sanctitate habitabat

cum ea for OVK tylvusKev, v.-', and the transposition
of v.-5 and -4b

. Possibly the clearest indication of

the priority of Ss to T is given by v. ls
,
in which the

rendering of T and (Sc) obviously presupposes that
of Ss. Other passages which point to T's immedi-
ate dependence on Ss, or on a text similar to it,

are Mt 10-3 143
-, Lk I

13
, Jn 3m 35

". In Mt 10s3 Ss

renders ciritatem by l--r- ;
while in Lk 10W ,

which

is here combined with the Matthew passage, the more

usual l/J.jjlO is found. This difference of render-

ing, however, is preserved by T, who uses the

latter word for eicitatan in the introductory sen-

tence which he has incorporated from Lk 10, but

renders the 7ru\s of Mat. by ^^D. In Mt 143'- he

translates iKbiratrev by two synonyms, the one

(.1-1
nic-ii

lieing taken from Matthew, and the other

(-
. V

)
from the parallel Mk 6s1

. The dependence
of T is no less clear in Lk I

13
,
where Ss renders 5iJn

elar/KouaOri T) o^ffis aov quite freely by
'

For, behold,
God has hearkened to the voice of thy prayer

'

; for,

though he has restored the passive construction of

the Greek, he has also retained the addition of Ss in

the form ' exaudita est deprecatio tua ante Deum.'
Jn 334f - offers a number of interesting Syriac vari-

ants ;* but of these the rendering of T (ov yap {*

p.irpov oiduffi [76 wi'ei'fj.a 6 Trarijp] f TUJ I'iyj avrou d-ycnrp

Si O.VTOV) seems to be based on that of Ss (ou yap
fK ptrpov SiSuaiv 6 8fis 6 -rrarrip, ayawa Si rbv WOK

airrov), the order of which he has slightly varied.

Other passages in which Ss has preserved the

more original reading are : Mt 46
(for pa\e acavrttv

Kara), 54 '-
(the order of the second and third

Beatitudes), 10 (for irpis rb. irpj^ara ra a.iro\u\jra

rou oik-ov 'lo-paijX), 16n 1720
(for SLO. TT]V a-mirriai'

i'uZv), 18' 21 28'31
(Ss here presents a 'Western'

text), Mk 7" 9C3
,
Lk 214

(the rendering of ei-Jok-io),

(jw j-2i {fvTfc vfLuv), Jn 2 1 "
(omission of TOVTOV after

rbv raw), 4 19
(omission of ?j yi'fh), 6s8 - 3a II 1 - "'

(omis-

sion of Kal i] fw?;).

In consideration of these facts we are justified
in ignoring a large number of those passages
which were formerly brought forward by Zahn^J
in support of his theory of the priority of T
to Ss. For, though the majority of these attest

the close affinity of the two texts, they do not.

of themselves furnish any evidence as to the

origin of this affinity, i.e. as to the priority of

T or Ss. Zahn's view, however, finds its main

support in those traces of harmonistic readings
which he discovered in Ss, which he naturally
ascribed to the influence of T. Briefly, Zahn's

theory was as follows: Ss and Sc are un-

doubtedly closely related, and may be described

as two recensions of a single version. Their

variations, in which Sc, as a rule, agrees with the

Peshitta, are for the most part of a grammatical,
lexical, and stylistic character ; in others the

agreement of Sc and P against Ss can be explained

only by the supposition that the free, or less

accurate, translation of Ss was altered in Sc and

P, and brought into closer conformity with the

Greek text. But Sc has also been shown to have

much in common with T : hence it was natural to

expect that Ss and T should be closely allied. The
conclusion arrived at by Zahn, after an examina-

* See Burkitt, .S. Ephratm's Quotations from the Gospel, p.

f>uf.; Zahn, fimck. \. p. l'2'.l.

t So Aphraates, 123 ; Moesinfter, 105, omits these words.

J Theul. HIM. 1S95, Nos. 1, 2, 3.
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lion of the text of S-, wa- that tin 1 latler wa- ev en

in elo-ely allied In T than Si-. The iii-tanccs

cited by /aim in proof of hi- contention for the

ii

ty ul 'I' have lii-en ealefully exam ill"d
li_V

Ijelt," who has -hovvn that in tin' niajiirity of

ca-c- tin- alleged dependence "i Ss mi T iv-is on
insufficient evidence. A tr\\ ttacesof bomioniza
linn, it is tnii'. an' to In- foiunl in S-. l.ut tho-o air

pioliahly to In' ,-iserihed In lain intei] illation.

Our cxaiiiinatioii, llii'ii-'..! . "I tin- relation of

till' I >iate--aloll to till' two codices of till' I Mil

Sviiac vet-ion lead- lo tlir following conclusions
a- to tin- history of Tatian's llarinoiiy. Tin' two
texts an' closely n-lali'il tu each other, lint a com-

parison of tin- two -how- i-li'aily that I hr I Mil

Syriae is the earlier version : hence tin' lattrr must
liavi- been iii existence lii-fon 1 A.I). 17-. At this

date Tal lan i on i piled hi- I >ia'e aron. or Harmony
of the four (io-pcls, in Syriar from tin 1 older

voi-ion, \\hirli it i|iiirMy superseded, revising it

with the In.1

!]! of a 'Western
1

copy of tin- (iii'rk

text, ami introducing a number of arbitrary
ehan;:es in aeeoiilance with his t hcolo;;ieal view s.

DllWII to the I'llil ol the -(th eellt. the I >iat e-saroll

as univei-ally aeee|i(eil l.y the Syriae Church,
t!e extent of its inlliienee M-ing rollec'tcd iii the
later recension of the I lM Svnae version rcprc-
senteil liy Se. In A.II. -Ill I In- Old Syriae version
was ie\ i-i -i I. in eon f 01 in it y w ith the cm lent ( .reck

text, ninler the ail-pices of IJahl uhi, who foreilily
renioM'il th" Diatessaron from church use ill onler
to make room for his new vei-ion, viz. (lie 1'esliitta.

As the re-ul t of Rabbula's action, the I tiaies-aimi

prai til-ally disappeared from the knowledge of
the Syrian Church, the r<;<iemes in it in later

writers being mainly eoMiieeteil with the better
l.'ioun coiiinieiiiai v of M. |-'.pliiaem. All interest,
however, in Tal ian's wink iliil mil eea-e with its

I 'a in-!: nient as a service Look, i n a limn t he he^jn-
niii". of the (ith lent, it was lian-lated, or rather
1 i a n- 1 envi I, into Latin I -van unknow n author. This
trail-hit ion, a- preserved l,y Vietor of I'apua in

the 1'iidex I-'uIiieii-i-, proliahly formed the ha-i-

ot the t.niiian version m-nle c. M.'o s.'in v.|i.,and
this a^ain vva- ulili/i-d

I-;.
I he author of the < lid

Sa\on po, in known a- Hcliand, Tin- la-t stn<;e of
tin- hi-tory of the Diatessaron was not reaeln d until

the llth cent., when it was onee more resi ned
from ohscurity, this time in thu form of ,-m Aral.ie

translation.
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1. 77e- ./f'iri'.vA H'fir. Sources and contents.
_'. Tli' . I nil v./,,.. Contents and souncea. Character

-.1 Josephufi i- ,' l.i-t..niui.

3. The /../..

4. Tin - i'iii rit A finnan.
I'rojcctiil works. \VorkHattrii' ;

!

iii. The Kiljle of Jost-phus, and hib lix-ulnR-nl ..I I In I

narrative.
1. T. \i

'_'. run. ,n .if I IT.

3. Additions to Bililii-al narrnti\f, mainly drrhrd from
K..!,i.ii.i,- trailili..n.

4. Omissions from apologcti' EDO

5.. Rationalistic explanations ol U-< inini.'iiloug.

*: l'r,.].iu . I..M in the OT.
iv. Relation o( Josephus to Philo and A!. u.<lii;ui Jmhiisin.
\ 'I I.-- :ul. U'-'l uillu-N-4 ..f . I. ->(],hns t.) v'l.ri-t.

vi. Styli'.

vii. Editions and TraiiRlati.,n-v

Literatim*

i. LIKE. Josephus, son of Matthias the priest,
ns he would he de-i-i ilied hy his eolintryinjn, or
l-'lav ins .Josephus, to ^ive him the name which he

adopted out of gratitude for the hene.its conferred
on him liy tin 1 l'"lavian emperers, was horn in

the lirst year of the emperor Caligula, A.l>. :!7 or
.'!S ( ]'itn, 5 ;

*
cf. Ant. XX. '2U7, where he identities

the thirteenth year of Domitian's reign with the

lifty -ixth of his own lifei. lie was of priestly
di'seent. his father's line having lieen one of the

nohlest families, as he tells us, in the first of

the twen'.y lour priestly courses; while on his

mother's side he was connected with the royal
HasMioiiaaM house (I'ita, 2). So precocious was
he in hi- studies, that at the age of fourteen,
if we may l-i-lieve him, his advice on qne-t H-MS

concerning the Law was sought by the chief

pii.-si- and principal citizens of Jerusalem. At
the a^e of sixteen he determined to make trial

oi Hi. th -eels of his nation, Pharisees, Sad-
diieces. and l-'.s-enes, and linally- sjient three years
in the desert with one lianus, a hermit, who
appears lo have earned tin- asi el ir piaetk'es of the
last-named -eet to an extreme. lie returned to

Jerusalem in his nineteenth year, and from that
time .'i.iheied to the 1'haii-ai. party, whose iloc-

triues have left their mark on many of his pages.
At the ai-' oi twenty-six, about the year A.l>. (i3,

he went in I;. -me to plead the cause of certain

priests who had been imprisoned by Felix and
sent to Italy to be tiie.l hy the emperor. On this

-bi-ephus, like St. Paul a few years earlier,
Buttered InpwrecU, but was picked up with sunn;

of his companions by a ship of ('yrcne and brought
safely to 1'iitcoli. There he fell in with Aliiinu-.
a .Ii wish actor in favour at court. Through the

iMlbn -nee of this man with 1'oppa'a, the shameless
i

i - and afterwanls wife of Xero, who co-

ipietti-d with Judaism [.losephus' remark, C.

yaf f/v. Ant. XX. 1'Jo, implies that she was n pm-e-
lyte), he obtaineil the release of the pii,--i-, and
Limn. .1 to 1'alestine laden with presents. The

ike of brevity wr- have used the sooti

\\ln-l, NI. -, I,,- , I" i. ted the text '-
. ^,-n in

l.Tiwk. 1- ai t In- oil,, i prill- i|.:il i-rai.-:il i-.l,- :,,. ,, r.
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visit of Josephus to Rome nearly synchronizes
with the period of St. Paul's imprisonment in that

city ; but the earlier dates now generally assigned
to the latter portion of the Apostle's life

*
force

us to the conclusion that he had already heen
liberated, and that his liberation cannot have been
in any way connected, as Edersheim conjectured,
with the mission of Josephus. Whether or no the
Jewish priest became acquainted at this time with
the life and work of the Apostle it is impossible
to say : he has at all events maintained the same
silence with regard to him with which he passes
over all that concerns the history of the early
Christian Church.
His brief visit to Italy seems to have impressed

Josephus with a sense of the invincible power of

Rome ; and on his return to Judrea, where he
found liis countrymen ready for revolt, and every-
thing pointing towards the immediate outbreak of

war, he at first tried to pacify the war party, but
in vain

( Vita, 17). After the defeat of Cestius

Gallus, the governor of Syria, in the deliles near

Beth-boron, towards the end of A.D. 66, he realized
that the irrevocable step had been taken. Josephus,
then barely thirty years old, was appointed to the

important post of the command of Galilee (BJ II.

568; Vitu, 28). Apparently, his connexion with
the priestly party obtained for him this office, as,

in spite of his frequent assertions of his skill and

strategy, lie does not seem to have possessed many
of the qualities necessary to a successful general.
He found Galilee in a divided state : Sepphoris
and Gamala were disposed to favour the Romans,
Tiberias and Gischala were unwilling to submit
to the commands of the newly-sent general. His
first step~ were to fortify the principal places, to

reform the army after the Roman model by
appointing a number of subordinate officers (BJ
II. 577), and to appoint a council consisting of

seventy of the principal GaKkeans, who were to

try cases, and would at the same time be hostages
for the fidelity of the district ( Vita, 79). But his

efforts to enforce discipline and to secure the

allegiance of the Galiheans were unavailing. He
found many opponents, the most formidable being
John of Gischahi, who afterwards played so im-

portant a part in the siege of Jerusalem ; and the

spring of A.D. 67 was chiefly spent in civil war and
in avoiding plots against his life. He was sus-

pected, perhaps not without justice, of harbouring
designs of betraying the country to Rome. At
length John sent to the capital, accusing Josephus
of setting himself up as a tyrant, and prevailed
on the high priest Ananus and the principal men
of the city to recall him from the command (BJ
II. 627 ; Vita, 189). An embassy under the com-
mand of four leading men was accordingly sent

to supersede Josephus. He, however, refused to

accept the order, and succeeded in obtaining letters

from Jerusalem by which he was reinstated ( Vita,

309). Meanwhile Vespasian, who had been com-
missioned by Nero to conduct the war, was ad-

vancing from Antioch upon Galilee. Gadara was

quickly taken, and Josephus, who at the first

onset was half inclined to surrender, and wrote
to Jerusalem for instructions on the subject (BJ
ill. 137), at length threw himself into Jotapata,
and resolved to stand a siege.
Of this siege Josephus has given us a detailed

account in the third book of the Jc'rish }\'nr, with
much encomium upon his own skill, although he
does not conceal the fact that at one period he

meditated quitting his post and saving himself by
flight. At length a deserter betrayed the fact to

the Romans that the sentinels could no longer

* The close of the Acts is placed early in J.D. r>0 by Harnack,
in 01 by Turner, (i'2 by Ramsay, and 63 by Lii;htfuot (see art.

CUROSOLOQV OF NT i:i voL i. p. 424).

keep awake through the night, and advised them
to make an attack in the early morning. This
advice was acted on, and the place was taken after

a siege of forty
- seven days, on the 1st of the

month 1'anemos (July A.D. 67). Josephus with

forty others concealed himself in an underground
cavern, where he was discovered by the Romans.
He was ready to surrender himself, but was pre-
vented by his comrades, who insisted on his sharing
their fate, and dying either by their hands or hia

own. Josephus, by some stratagem, prevailed en
them to draw lots as to the order in which they
should put each other to death, and managed
[' whether we must attribute it to chance or to

Divine Providence '

are his words] to be reserved

till the last with another, whom without difficulty
he persuaded to seek liberty along with himself.

Being brought before Vespasian, he posed as a

prophet, and foretold the elevation of the general
and his son Titus to the empire, and was kept
a prisoner, although treated with consideration.

The prophecy of Josephus has been repeated by
Roman historians Suetonius (Vesp. 5) and l)io

Cassius (Ixvi. 1). Rabbinical tradition ascribes a
similar prophecy with reference to Titns to Kabbi
Jochanan ben Saccai, and both emperors are said

to have been informed of the destiny awaiting
them by heathen oracles (Tac. Hist. ii. 78, the

priest Basilides at Mount Carmel to Vespasian ;

Suetonius, Vesp. 5, Titus, 5). Both Tacitus and
Suetonius tell us that there was a widespread
belief that at that time men coming from the

East would become masters of the world (Tac.

Hist. \. 13 ; Suet. Vesp. 4). Josephus could not

but be aware of this belief,' and might with no

great shrewdness be able to read the signs of the

times in the growing dissatisfaction with Nero's

rule, which came to a climax in the following

year.
By the end of A.D. 67 the whole of Northern

Palestine was in the hands of the Romans. Only
Jerusalem, where a bloody civil war was raging,
remained to be taken. But its capture was delayed

by the events of A.D. 68, which drew the attent urn

of the generals to the West. News came first of

the death of Nero, which took place in June, and

then, in rapid succession, of the accession of Galba,

Otho, and Vitellius. In July A.D. 69 Vespasian's

legions took the law into their own hands, and

proclaimed him emperor. One of his first acts as

emperor was to liberate Josephus, whose prophecy
had now come true; his chains, so the historian

tells us, were, at Titus' suggestion, not merely
loosed, but struck off, to indicate that he had been

unjustly kept in bonds (BJ IV. 622). He now

accompanied the emperor to Alexandria, and from

there was sent back with Titus to take part in the

siege of Jerusalem ( Vita., 416). It is not the place
here to describe the course of that memorable

siege, which the historian has narrated in the fifth

and sixth books of the Jcidch }\'nr. The services

of Josephus as interpreter and intercessor were
more than once requisitioned by Titus (BJ V. 361,

VI. 96) ; on one occasion he was hit by a stone,

and barely escaped capture and death at the hands
of his countrymen (BJ V. 541). He was, he tells

us, at this time between two fires ; for, while

bitterly hated by the Jews, he was suspected by
the Romans of treachery whenever they met with

a reverse (Vita, 416). 'After the capture of the

city and the destruction of the temple he was
oll'ered by Titus the choice of what he would from

the ruins, but was content with requesting a copy
of the Scriptures and the life of his brother and

fifty friends. Subsequently he obtained the release

of about a hundred and ninety of his friends, and
was granted an estate outside Jerusalem (Vita,

422). He sailed with Titus to Rome, and witnessed
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the COrgeOUa triumphal proce--ioll of tin' two

empeior-. Hi which lie has Irii us a description

(II. I VII. I I'.'i IV. I. And HOW III.- el-twhlle .IcWl-ll

IIMI-I anil patriot set lied down to a life of ease as

d litli i-.it- HI'. Me was piven apartments l>y \ ''-

pasi.-in in I In- house \vliirli tin- latter li.-nl occupied
lii-iori- In- became fiiipi-ior, ami I ..... ..iin-.l with ihe

K.iman citi/en-hip .-unl a pension il'/V", 4'JS) : In-

\va- ihu- ill ..... iv. tin- first to In- placed on tin- 'civil

\\-(' which wan instituted by that emperor (Suet.

l'i.v/i.
IS: 'Trillins i- lisco l.atini- Gm-cisque

rhetoril'ii- annna i-i-ntt-na ..... -tiluit'). llr was

also avvaide.l a furtlii-r ".rant of land in .luda-a.

lint tin- hatred of his countrymen still pnr-uril

him. ami his security was from turn- to time

endangered by tln-ir accusations. llr mentions

One Jonathan in particular, tin- leader of a Jewish

revolt in I'yrene, who accn-. d him ot complicity
in his designs ; Vespasian, however, befriended

.I'i-ephus. ami hail .lonathan put to death (/.'/ VII.

i:;T ; Vitu, 4-4'. I ndei Tilus .-tnil lliiinitiiiu lie

continued to n-i-i-i\i- tin- same honourable trcat-

im nt ; tin- liiltiT rmpi-ror exempted his estate in

Jmhra I'roiii taxation. \Vr know nothing as to

tin- ilato of lii> ili-ath, except that In- must have
live. I into tin- 'Jnd cent., sim-i- In- wrote- tin- /.//

iitti-r 111'- ih-alh of A-lippa II. \\'il". ''''.<>. who
ilii-il in tin- thinl year of Tra Jan's rci-.ii, A.l>. Ion

(rimtiu-. Bibliotheca, Cod. 33).

Theacrurac.i . .1 tin -i i

1 ....... tol l'h..liii-i h:i. lnm-i-\vr, ln-i-n

i-alk'i in question, ""l Xi, -.- ill"' Ziittchr(ft, r..i Ijcxvi.

i-i : ii i. ill. ni in inn i-:|.:i|iiniliins, tin linn ...... i tin- historian,

with the freedman of Nero, has conjectured thai .i"si-|,hns was

iiiYolvf.l in th<- ruin of liN palnm (Snrl. !><nn. 14), tailing a

\ i.'l III tll till' Ml -]'H 'Ml Is . .1 |lnIultl:Ul 111 IMI 1 1 \ |i '.l.'i.

l.ius tells us that .losephus was lumoured
with a -latin- at Koine, ami that In- works were

phueil in Ihe pnlilie lilnaiy i///-.'iii. Hi. lie was
mariieil al least four times (/,'./ v. \\'.\ : \'i/", 414,

4l."i. t-JTi: tor his family connexions, see Schurer,
i.'.ll

'-'
i. 77 |//.//' I. i. sl'|.

ii. \Vii|:KS. -In the leisure which he enjoyed at

l; ..... e, .loM-phns eomposeil Ihe four works wliic-h,

ow in-.', no i Ion lit. i" t he In i'h e-lrrin in w liieli they
wen- held hy early (Christian writer-, have eome
down to us entire. namcU. tin- Jeirish ]\'ur, the

Antiquities, the Life, ami the (realise A<i'iiii\t

.l/n"ii: nor is (here sullicinit uionnd I'm- lielie\ in;.;

i lint in- i ote any m hers.

1. Tli.- Jewish War.- This is the oldest ( ,f

.lo-ephii-' works. Inning lieen w ril ten dnriim tin-

latter half of tin- n-i-ii ol \'e-pa-ian IA.II. (!I-7!H.

That it was written late in tin- rei^n is shown

hy the laet that it had lieen plecedi-d hy other

BCCOUntS of I he war I /'./. '"' 'i"l . '. and also liy the

mellti'ill ol the i ulnplr! ion of Ihe hllilililie of the

ti-ni) h- of l'a\ (/.'./ VII. l.">si, which, according to

111. i Ca--ills llxvi. l.'n, was dediialed ill A.I). 7."'.

It was composed, iii the lir-l [ilaee. in t he writer's

native ton-He, thai i- lo aaj \lainaic. I.'l the

hem-lit "i the Semitic peoples of inland Syria (roe;

&vul fiapjdpois, /'./ 1. '''. and was afterwards n-n

,1,1, ,i into ( Ireek for 1 1"- use "t readers t!n-ini^honi

tin- Koniun empire. The original writing has not

lieen pre-ened : prohalilv it was a nincli shortei

work thun the I in-ek, and did not con in in I In- t w i

inliodiictorv 1 ..... k- and tin- clo-ini: hook of tin

/,'./. |-'o: tin- linn lation, which shows no tn .....

of its Aramaic paienla-e. and must have lieen

prnetically a new work, .lo-cplnis employed certain

i;illnlii,i':i> HI'S (xpq<r6fi>'^ Tifft TT/JU! T7ji- EXXrjr'iSo

<j>wvT]v tri'fepyoa, r. .I//, i. ~>i. I 'opie- wen- pre-
sented to Vespasian and Tillls. and I" many
llomans W|MI had taken part in I lie w ar. and .- . /./

to llerod Ai;iippa II. and otln-r learned tin n annum
his countrymen, all of whom, .lo-ephn- a-~eits,

lit le-ti-d the a i -en racy of his work (c. .I/', i. ">l f.),

Titus hiniselt al!i\ed his imprimatur, ami A-grippa

w role as many as -i\ty-two letters in its siippoit

[Vita, 363 tt'.). Kloln two of these, which an-

inoleil, it appears that the woik was i-i\ed in

'aits, tor .\-rippa asks for the rest to he sent to

lim. while he oilers to supplement the inloi-iiiali.ui

I l In- w i it er at their next inei-l 111^ i//<. ).

This is undoubtedly a careful piece of work.
The w liter held the important post of commander
nl' the forces in ( ialilcc at t he opening of the war,
unl throughout the sh-e of .leinsalem was in

iiltendance in the lloman army. A great pail of

Ilis- turotiiit of the war must have ln-en wiitlen

from notes made during the events which he de-

scrihes; though he must also, especially in the

ipeniiiL; honks, h.-u e had access to liteiaiy matei ials.

He realized the magnitude and importance of tin-

crisis [his exordium appears to he in imitation of

the opening sentences of Thiu-ydides with regard
to the Pcloponnesian War], and shows a hi^li

h-r f literaiN -kill in his dramatic presenta-
tion of the uarrative. His chief defects may he

said to lie a tendency to exaggeration, especially
in the matter ol nuniln-i-, and the hias which he

shows, writing as he does under Imperial super-
vision, in extolling the achievement s and the

clemency of the Koiuan in-m-ials. Thus his ac-

count o't the des re of Titus to spare the temple
(/.'./ VI. 1-J4, -'.; IV. l runs counter I o I hat of Snlpu-ius
Scverus, proliahly derived from Tacitus, a.-coid-

ini; to which I he general ^,'ave his sanction to

its destruction ['At contra alii et Titus ipse. ever-

Icndum in primis teinpliim eeiisehant,' Cfiron. ii.

:>n|. His representation of the Xealots as the only

person- to blame for the obstinacy with which the

sie-41- was prolonged and the miseries endured, is

probably an exaggeration, due, to his personal

antagonism to his old enemy in ( Jalih-c, .lohn of

(u-chala. The rhetorical speeches which are put
into the months ot t he principal actoi-. here and
in the Aiifi'jititim, are n device which he shares

in common with most ancient historians.

( '.nit /!/:. liook I. -ives a rapid skelch of .lew ish

historv from the ca]itnre of Jerusalem by Anti-

ochns Kpi|ihanes to the death of llerod. Book II.

carries on the history from the aeces-ioii of Arehe-
laiis to the dciea! of Cestiiis Callus near U.-th-

horon. and the dcvvi-h preparations for the war.

liook III. describes the cumin", of Ve.-pasian and
Til us. the siege of Jotapato, ana the war in (Jalilee.

liook IV. contain- the Imal scenes of the (ialila-an

campaign, the factions in Jerii-ah-ni, and Ihe ad-

vance of Vespasian upon the city, from which he

is called a,wa\ to Koine ..a liein^ elected emperor
by his army. liook v. contains a description
oi tin-

city
and tin- temple, the investment by

Titus, and the capture of the lirst and second

walls. Book VI. describes the horrors of the

taniine and the taking of the castle of Antonia,
which is rapidly loll. .wed by the burning of the

temple and the capture and destruction of tin-

city. Hook vil. narrates the return of Titus to

Koine, the triumph of tin- -'-neial-. and the

capture of Macha-i n- aril Ma-ada, I he la-l slronj;-

liolds of the most obstinate Jewish belligerents.
Sour ' I'he -in, unary in Hooks I. and II. of

l In- events from Judas Maccaha-ns to the oiithi.-ak

ol tin- v.ar seems to be extracted from some I'ni-

vci-al History, which contained occasional rel.r-

, in ,- to.lewi-h hisiory. It is most piolmlili- thai

this soui. i wa the xreat work of Nicolau ot

l>ama-cu-. A comparison of this part of the

work with the corresponding portion of the .Inii-

tfuiti . where the description is far more detailed,

although there is occasionally verbatim agr..

T.i.-iiMs i //.
'

' - the total nnnilii-riif tin- i

, ,' i lint UH- tin- nunil'i-r

of the d. ' poorer clawe alone, whose bodies were
tliruvvn unl at
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between the two works, forms an interesting
study.

2. The Antiquities. In this comprehensive work
Josephus undertook to give a history of his nation
from the creation of the world to tlie outbreak of
the Jewish War. He tells us that he had such a
work in mind when engaged on his earlier history,
of the labour which it cost him, and how, after

many misgivings and interruptions, it was only
through the encouragement of his patron Epaphro-
ditus that he was instigated to complete it (Ant. I.

6 tt'. ). This Epaphroditus, to whom he dedicated
not only the Antiquities but also the Life and the
centra Apionem, has often been identified with the
freedman and secretary of Nero ; hut as the latter
was put to death by Domitian (Suet. Dom. 14),
and the Life at all events was written after the
death of that emperor, this view is untenable.
Schurer considers that the patron of Josephus
should rather he identified with the grammarian
of the name who, according to Suidas, lived in

Home under the emperors from Nero to Nerva,
and collected a large library ; the name, however,
was not An uncommon one. The opus magnum
was at length completed in the thirteenth year of
Domitian and in the fifty-sixth of the life of the
historian (A.D. 93-94, Ant. XX. 207). The division
into twenty books was the writer's own (ib.), and
in that arrangement as well as in the title ('louSoik-Tj

'.\PXaio\oyia) he seems to have taken for his model
the great historical work of Dionysius of Halicar-

nassus, entitled 'PajjuaiVij 'Apxa-'oXo-yia.
Contents. In Books I.-X. the narrative closely

follows the Biblical account down to the Baby-
lonian captivity. Book XI. embraces the period
from the return under Cyrus to Alexander the
Great : XII. continues the narrative from the time
of Ptolemy Philadelphia (B.C. 280) to the death
of Judas Maccalweus (B.C. 161): XIII. gives the

history of the Hasmona'an house to the death
of Alexandra (B.C. 67): XIV. the history of the
brothers Aristobulus II. and Hyrcanus, the coming
of Pompey, and the accession of Herod to the
throne of Juda'a (B.C. 37): XV., XVI., and the
first half of XVII. describe Herod's reign (B.C.

37-4) : the rest of XVII. the reign of Archelaus
(B.C. 4 to 6 A.D.): XVIII. contains a collection of

notices with regard to Quirinius, Pilate, Tiberius,
Herod Agrippa I., and the disturbances caused

by the order of Gains to erect his statue in the

temple : the greater part of XIX. is occupied with
the events leading up to the assassination of Gains
and the accession of Claudius (A.l>. 41): the re-

mainder of XIX. and XX. give a summary history
of events to the outbreak of the Jewish War in

A.D. 66.

Sources. For the first ten books the principal
source was the LXX text of the Bible, with occa-
sional recourse to the Hebrew. This was supple-
mented by various legends, derived in part from
Kabhinic tradition : for these and for the general
treatment of the Biblical narrative tlie reader is

referred to the next section of this article. But
the Biblical narrative was further supported by
quotations from secular historians and documents
other than Biblical. Allusion is made to Berosus
(I. 93, 107, 158, x. 20, 34, 219), Nicolaus of Damas-
cus (I. 94 with other writers, 108 with others, 159
with others, vn. 101), the Sibylline Oracles (I.

US), Alexander Polyhistor (I. 240), for the annals
of Tyre to Menander (VIH. 144, 324, IX. 283) and
Dius (vin. 147) and the original Tyrian archives

(VIII. 55), also to Herodotus (VIII. 157, 253, 260,
X. 20), Megasthenes, Diocles, and Philostratus (X.
227 f. ). In the case of the lists of authorities cited
in I. 94, 107 f., 158 f. (ef. the list in c. A/i. ii. 84)
it should be noted that Nicolaus is quoted last, and
it is probable that the other names are simply

taken over from that author, of whom Josephus
made considerable use in writing his Antiquities.
It is thus not necessary to assume a first-hand

acquaintance with all the authors mentioned : a
parade of Greek authorities tended to impress the
Greek readers for whom the history was written.
Freudenthal (HMc.nisticke Studicn, 'Alexander
1'iilvliistor,' 1875) has shown that Josephus was
also acquainted with the Hellenistic versions of
the Biblical narrative made in the 2nd cent. B.C.

by Demetrius and Artapanus ; but his knowledge
of these was probably indirect, being derived from
the extracts made by Alexander Polyhistor or
others.

The account of the return from the Captivity is

taken from the Greek 1 Esdras, a slight use being
made of the canonical Books of Ezra and Nebe-
miah. This is followed by the story of Esther,
also taken from the LXX, with the additions

peculiar to that version.

The determination of the sources used for the

post-Biblical period is a more difficult matter, and
in recent times has given rise to considerable dis-

cussion. For the next two and a half centuries
of Jewish history Josephus has little or no infor-

mation ; the interval from Nehemiah to Antiochus

Epiphanes (B.C. 175) is bridged over by some legends
with regard to Alexander (end of Book XL), a
long extract from the Letter of Aristeas, and a
story of the mission of Joseph, the nephew of Onias
the high priest, to Ptolemy Euergetes (Book XII.).
The account of the persecution of the Jews by
Antiochus Epiphanes and the history of the Mac-
cabees to the death of Jonathan (B.C. 175-143), is

taken from the First Book of Maccabees. There
can be no doubt that Josephus used the Greek
version of that book, and not, as has been main-
tained, the lost Hebrew original ; but the almost

complete neglect of the last chapters of that book
raises a doubt whether they were contained in

Josephus' copy. Some use has been made of Poly-
bins, who is quoted in XII. 135 and 358. Fur the
later history of the Hasmona'an houses after the

point where tlie narrative of Polybius ended (B.C.

146), Josephus appears to have been without any
special Jewish authorities, and to have derived his

information from the sections dealing with the
Jews in Universal Histories by Greek writers.
His principal sources at this point were the lost

history of Strabo and the voluminous work (ex-

tending to 144 books) of Nicolaus of Damascus,
the friend of Herod the Great. From Books XIII.

to XVI. of the Antiquities references to these two
writers are frequent. Nicolaus is quoted in xil.

127, XIII. 250, 347, XIV. 9, 68, 104, XVI. 183 if. ;

Strabo in XIII. 286, 319 (344 Timagenes, prob-
ably from Strabo, cf. 319), 347, XIV."35, 68, 104,

111, 114 tt'., 138, xv. 10.* It has, however, been
maintained by some recent critics that these two
authors have not been used except in the above-
named passages, and that the narrative is mainly
based on some authority who remains nameless.
Niese (Hermes, xi. [1876J pp. 466-488) has pointed

put that some of the quotations from Strabo are
inserted out of place in the history (XIV. 35,

138 f.): emphasis is also laid on the mi with
which the quotations from historians are intro-

duced, as though they were merely intended to cor-

roborate an account derived from other sources.

These arguments have, however, been sufficiently
answered by Schurer. He has traced the use of

Strabo even where he is not named. The mis-

placing of some of the Strabo extracts is explained

by the fact that Nicolaus was at those points the

main authority. Traces of the style of Nicolaus,
as seen in the extant fragments of his work, may

*
Livy is once named (viv. OS), but it is not likeJy that

Josephus made any use of his history.
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a I MCI be found, in the opinion of this writer, in this

1
1 il ion (if the Antiijniti.-t.
There reniiiins one argument to be considered

which has Keen adduced in favour of tliis theory
of ail anonymous source. Destinun (/'(' {'ii'l/cit
,i i /'. Jos //ins, ls,s-J) was the first to call special
at I rut ion to the use of tin 1

phrase KaOus 5eSrj\aKa^ei'

(t.('j$ S(5ri\(irrni) ill several iiistanres where the
references cannot be verified in the extant works
of Josephus. The phrase is employed at the end
of sections dealing with the history of the Seleucid

dynasty, or, more generally, with the all'airs of

Syria and 1'arthia, where the writer reverts to

Jewish history proper. Since there is no trace
of any separate work on Syrian history by Jose-

phns, Desiinon maintained that these references
were taken over bodily by him from his source.

Further, as the phrase forms a link between the
non-Jewish and t lie Jewish portions, the anonymous
writer, from whom Josephus copied it, must, it is

urged, have already comltined Jewish ami heathen
materials. Josephus. according to Destinon, in

this part of his work, found his history already
made for him, and his only task was to insert

occasional references to other historians such as
Strahoand Nicolaus. The Syrian sections with the

phrase in question are interspersed throughout the
part which is liased on 1 Maccaliees; and Josephus,
it is alleged, did not use that book at first hand,
but found it incorporated in the anonymous work.
This theory, which at first sight appears highly
improbable, cannot be lightly dismissed. Such
careless copying of autlmrities is not without

parallels in ancient history ; and the explanation
of these references forms an interesting problem
on which the last word has not yet been said.

The tads are as follows : (1) The first instance of

the jih rase occurs in Anf. VII. 393, xaffus Kal (v

fi/\\ois 5c8ri\uKa/j.(i> [Hyrcanus opens David's tomb
and bribes Antim-hii- Knsebcs with the treasures
concealed there]. This might be a reference to
the parallel account iii /-'/ I. (il ; but references in

A >it. to ]!J are usually more' precise (Ant. XIII.

73, 173, XVIII. 11), ami the allusion to one of the
Sell ucid.s is to be noted. rJi In An/. XI. 305, KaOus
ff &\\mt Sfoi'iXurai. [I'liilip and Alexander], the
reference maybe, as elsewhere where the passive
is us d, to (ireck historians generally. (3) In
Books XII. and XIII. the personal 557]\uKanfv and
the impersonal dcdri\uTai are used interchangeably
with some variation of readings in the MSS, and
the reference is usually to the Selcucids (XII. 244,
:l-i. Mil. 30,61, lus, 119, ISO, L'.->3, 271, 347, 371,
37-1. (4| In Hook XIV. tin- impersonal 5t5v;\wroi is

always used, and in two instances the phrase |,,..

tomes 'as has been shown Inj others' (XIV. 122 tV
4\\u-i/, 3nl Trap dXXois). The last instance, also with
5eSri\uTcu, is XVIII. ;~>4 [the death of ( iermanicus in

A.Li. 19]. The reference in these cases is nearly

always to I'arthian affair-, and, but for the use
of the personal SecST/Xiim/ic? in Book XIII., there
would be no question that Josephus is here direct

in;; his readers for fuller information to Creek
historians at large. (.">) A c-omparison between
K.I and A nt. iu the following cases is specially
interesting :

_

/.'./ I. 179 [death of Ant. XIV. 119 [the
Crossus] Trepi &v ou vvv same] ws KO.I tv aXXois
MII, n 15 \t-yfiv. oeo-/i\uTa.i.

I!./ I. IS'-' [1'arthian Ant. XIV. !_'_ [the
war of ( 'assius] Trepi av same] us nal !rr' aXXuy
to tripou ipoi'Htv. oedijXwTai.

In the earlier work a promise is made of a further

description 'elsewhere : in the latter wink the
reader is referred to other writers. There can be
no doubt that Josephus used the same authority
or authorities when writing the parallel portions
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in BJ and Ant., and it looks as if the co ion
source at this point had some such phrase as laOus
tv aXXots 5(orj\i^Kafj.tv, "which Josephus has retained
with various slight modifications, (in the other

hand, it. might lie said that he did contemplate a,

work on Kastein history which still re, named un-
written in A. Ii. 113 (the date of Ant.) ; that he had
his own earlier work before him as well as tho
common source when writing Ant.; and that ho
has simply repeated himself, altering the phrase
in view of his failure to carry out the projected
Syrian history. Uut the former explanation ap-
pears to be the simpler of the two.
The following general observations may be made

with regard to the phenomena. () Tin- explana-
tion that naturally suggests itself is that Josephus
wrote a work on the Seleucids and Syrian history.
The only external evidence in favour of this is a
rather vague statement in Jerome (Com. on Is II,

ml iiiit. : 'intelligant me noil omnium prohare
fidem . . . sed ad distini-t ionem Joseph] 1'or-

phyriique dixisse, i|iii de hac qiuestionc plurima
disjiutarunt '), which implies that Josephus had
written on the seventy weeks of Daniel. Such a
work would of course have dealt with the Selencid

dynasty. l!ut there is no allusion to it elsewhere ;

and Jerome, who quotes the interpretations of
numerous writers on the seventy weeks in his

Com. on Daniel, does not mention it again.

Josephus himself in Ant. X., where he treats of

Daniel, is quite silent on the subject, although his

vanity must have led him to mention such a literary
undertaking.

(b) The objections to Destinon's theory are that

Josephus is elsewhere generally accurate in the
matter of references : the formulas of reference
used in the verifiable references are not unlike
that used in the unveriliable cases : the first

person, undoubtedly meaning Josephus, is used
in close proximity to ratfiis S(5ii\uKc./j.ey (Ant. XIII.

347) : Josephus does not give the impression of

being such a careless compiler as thx theory would
require us to assume, (c) If the phrase has h, en
borrowed from a source, it is simpler, with SHnm-i,
to identify this source with Nicolaus, in whose I'ni-

veisal History one or more books would probably
be devoted to the history of the Seleucids, rather

than, with Destinon, to invent an anonymous
writer, (r/) If we reject altogether the theory
that the phrase is taken over from an eailier

source, we may, with Driiner (Untersuchun/jen
uli.T Jf>m-/i/iif!, Marburg, 1890), suppose that Jose-

phus refers to a preliminary work (Vvrarbc.it} to

the Antiquities, which was never given to the

world, in which lie briefly sketched the history
of the Seleucids. Niese (Hist. Zcitschrift, lid.

Ixxvi.) regards the phrase merely as 'a con-
venient and euphonious formula for breaking oil'

the narrative'; but this leaves unexplained its

almost complete limitation to Syrian history.
l''or the history of Herod the Great, which

occupies the greater part of four books (XIV. 158-
XVII. 102), there can be little doubt that the prin-
cipal source was Nicolans of Damascus, Irom
wiioiu also, apparently, was derived the much
briefer account in the J1J. Josephus, however,
does not accept all his statements without ques-
tion, and more than once censures him for the

partiality which he shows to that monarch (XIV. 9,
XVI. 18311'. ). He appears to have had access also
to some document in which an unfavourable \\i-\\

was taken of the king. Mention is once made of
the 'Memoirs of king Herod' (ra virowqpa.Ta. rd
roD /3o<ri\i?a>5 'llpaSoi', XV. 174); but it is doubtful
whether Josephus used these at first hand. A
dillcience in the arrangement of subject-matter
is to be noted in the two accounts of Herod. In
DJ the external history of the reign is lirst
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ending with an account of Herod's buildings (to
I. 430) ; and then, as a pendant to the picture of

the patent prosperity (al viraiffpoi. euirpayiau), is

added the tragic story of the domestic dissensions.
In Ant. this division is abandoned, and the events
follow one another in chronological order.

After the death of Herod, when we should

especially value any details which might throw
light on the Gospel narrative, the history becomes

meagre, expanding again into greater fulness when
the reign of Agrippa I. is reached. With regard
to him, Joseplius would be able to obtain full in-

formation from his son Agrippa II., who had already
offered his assistance in the composition of the
BJ (Vita, 366); and for the events leading up to
the war he could draw on his own recollections.

The most striking feature in the latter part of the
Ant. is the disproportionate length at which the
somewhat irrelevant story of the assassination of

Gains and the accession of Claudius is given : it

occupies the greater part of Book XIX. This must
be derived from some contemporary source, and is

of primary importance for the Roman historian.

Mommsen (who is followed by Schemann) has

suggested that this source was the history of

Cluvius Kufus, who was present in the theatre at

the time when Gains came to his end, and of whom
a remark is quoted by Josephns (Ant. XIX. 91 f.) ;

but we do not know that Cluvius' work embraced
more than the reign of Nero and the events of

A.D. 69.

Throughout his history Josephus is careful to

note the succession of the high priests ; and at the
close (XX. 224-251) he gives an enumeration of

them, from Aaron to the destruction of Jerusalem,
with some divergences from the earlier notices.

(Destinon has laid stress on these divergences as

pointing to the use of different sources). For this

part of his work he must have had access to the

priestly records, which, as he tells us, were kept
with such strict exactitude (c. Aj>. i. 36).

Of great value for the historian are the decrees,

mainly concerning exemptions granted to Jews,
which Josephns has grouped together at various

points in the narrative (XIII. 26" ff'., XIV. 149 ff.,

185-267, 306 ff., XVI. 162-173). Of their genuine-
ness there can be no doubt ; whence Josephus
obtained them is doubtful. He refers in two

passages to the archives in the Capitol at Rome
(XIV. 188, 206); but it is improbable that the decrees

concerning the Jews of Asia Minor were preserved
there. Niese (Hermes, xi. [1876] 466 ff.) has con-

jectured from Ant. XVI. 48, where Nicolaus, defend-

ing the Jews of Asia, appeals to similar decrees,
that a collection of them had already been made
in his Universal History, from which Josephus
has borrowed them ; Schiirer(f?J

r r 3
i. 86, note) has

shown, however, that this will not account for all

the documents quoted by Josephus.
As to the character of Joseplius as a historian,

very various estimates have been held, from that

of Jerome, who extolled him as a 'Gra?cus Livius'

(Eft. 22), to that of some modern critics, who have
accused him of subjectivity and gross misrepre-
sentation. The apologetic nature of the history is

evident on the face of it. Its object is to represent
the maligned Jewish nation in the best light to

Greek readers. This has occasioned the suppres-
sion of some of the darker incidents in the Biblical

story. But, granted this, there remains no very
serious charge to be laid against the historian.

His work is, on the whole, a skilful compilation,
its value naturally varying with that of the autho-
rities consulted, while the criticisms passed upon
Nicolaus (xiv. 9, 183) show that these were used
with discrimination. Attractiveness is one main

object. To this end the narrative is diversified by
legendary additions culled from all sources. Nor,

it must be admitted, does the historian, with a
view to greater picturesqueness, refrain from add-

ing minor details of his own invention with regard
to the strength of contending armies, names of

localities, and the like (see Driiner, Untcrsnch.

iiber Josephus, Marburg, 1896, p. 39 ff). He, how-

ever, professes in several passages to have a high
ideal of a historian's duty (e.gr. Ant. XIV. 1 ff. , XX.

154 ff. ; c. Ap. i. 24 ff ) ; and, speaking generally,
one must grant that, so far as it is possible to test

him, he reaches a level of accuracy that gives him
a high place among the historians of antiquity,

setting aside those of the very foremost rank, while

in extent and comprehensiveness he is far in advance
of any of his predecessors in the same field.

[For the sources of the Antiquities, see especially

Bloch, Die Qncllen des Flav. Josephus, Leipzig,
1879 ; Destinon, Die Quellcn ties F. Josephns, Kiel,

1882 ; with the reviews of Schurer in Thrulog. Litcra-

tiirzcit. 1879, col. 567 ff.; 1882, col. 388 ff.].

3. The so-called Life ('Iwo-^irou j3ios) is appended
in the MSS to the Antiquities, and was certainly

composed by Josephus as a sequel to that work,

although it appears to be separated in time from
the larger work by an interval of at least six or

seven years. That it was planned as a sequel is

shown by the promise at the end of the Ant. (xx.

26(i) of a brief account as to the author's family
and life ; by the fact that the Life begins without

any prefatory remarks, being linked on to the A nt.

by the particle Si, and closes with a dedication of

the whole work of the Antiquities (TTJK iraaav TTJS

dpxtoXo-ytas dTO7pa077) to Epaphroditus, who had
been named in the exordium of Ant. (Vita, 431);

Ant. I. 8) ; and by the fact that a passage from the

Life is cited as from the Ant. by Eusebius (HE
iii. 10). On the other hand, the Antiquities con-

tains a formal conclusion of its own (xx. 267 f.),

and was completed in the thirteenth year of

Domitian (A.D. 93-94, 16.), while the Life implies
that Agrippa II. was already dead (359 f.) ; and we
learn from Photius (Bill., Cod. 33) that his death

took place in the third year of Trajan (A.D. 100).

The probability is that the autobiography was an

afterthought, which was appended to later copies
of the Antiquities, in which the sentence contain-

ing the promise of the Life (Ant. XX. 266) was then

inserted for the first time. The immediate occasion

for the production of the Life was the appearance
of a rival history of the Jewish War by Justus of

Tiberias, in which the writer accused Josephus of

being the real cause of the outbreak of the Avar with

Rome ( Vita, 340). Justus had written his history

twenty years before, but, according to Joseplius,
had kept it back until the chief actors in the war
were dead, when there was nobody to convict him
of inaccuracy (360). The appearance of Justus'

work, with its damaging criticisms, was likely to

endanger the secure position which Josephus had
won for himself at Rome, and the earlier historian

of the war felt bound to defend himself. The Life,

then, by no means answers to its name. It is not

a complete autobiography, but simply an apologetic
statement as to the actions of Josephus as com-

mander in Galilee before the outbreak of the war,
to which have been added a few details as to the

earlier and later events of his life, by way of pro-

logue and epilogue. The defence which Josephua
makes against Justus is an extremely lame one.

He has to admit the part which he took in organ-

izing the forces of the country against Rome, while

endeavouring to show that he was not in favour

of the war. It is an obviously one-sided state-

ment, marked by excessive self-laudation, and the

brochure must be pronounced to be the least

satisfactory of the historian's works.
4. Against Ajiimi, a. work in two books. The

title, by which it is ordinarily known, is neither a
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suitable one, since Apion i- not mentioned until

ilir second hook is reached, nor original. It occurs
lirst in Jerome. Tin- older dc-ignations, both of

which may be original, aiv llt,'i r,;i T^IV '\ovbaiuv

dpxaioTijTos (Kus. HE iii. ib ami llpb* Tot'f "EXXr^as

(Porphyry, ('< .-i/^tui. iv. 1 1 1. It was undertaken
a- a reply tu criticising on the . I nti</tnli, v, ami a

refutation of current attacks upon, ami groundless

prejudices against, the Jewish nation. It gives an

interc-ling glimp-r of the anti-Semitism of tlie

lir-t century. The writer begin- liy disproving
the extreme antiquity claimeil for the Greeks, ami
contrasts the discrepancies founil in their writings
with the carefully preserved ami unanimous record-
ot the .lews. lie accounts for the silence of Greek
writer.- with regard to .Jewish history. He then

proceeds to quote evidence for the antiquity of his

nation from Egyptian, I'lm-nician, Chalda-an, ami
Creek sources. He pa--es next to a refutation of

t he malignant ami often ab-urd accusations brought
against his country by Manetho, Chicrcmon, Lysi-
niachus, Apollonius Molo, ami, the greatest
offender of all, Aiiion. The object of JosepllUS

1

most biting satire enjoyed a considerable reputa-
tion as a grammarian ami interpreter of Homer,
but, from all accounts, he must have been a man
of inordinate vanity, and a loquacious charlatan ;

the nickname of '

cymbaluui mundi,' given him
by Tiberius, corroborates the impression which we
derive from Jo-i-phus ; he is liest known as the
leader of the Alexandrian embassy to Caligula in

A.D. 38, which brought accusations against the
Jewish residents in that city, and was opposed by
the counter - embassy of the Alexandrian Jews,
headed liy 1'hilo. JosephuS concludes his work
with an able and eloquent defence of the Jewish
lawgiver and his code, and contrasts his concep-
tion of God with the immoral ideas about the gods
current among the Greeks. The book is, in short,
an apology for Judaism, carefully planned and
well worked out. The satire directed against

Apion and the rest is pointed and lively, though
sometime-, as in the allusion to Apion's death iii.

143), it exceeds the bounds of good taste. The
treatise gives us a higher idea than that we should
form from his other works of the writer's literary
skill, and of his genuine patriotism and zeal for his

country's religion. A special value attaches to it

from tiie numerous quotations from authors whose
work- are lost. It must have been written after
A.D. 93 (the date of the AiiU'/niH' M, but whether
before or after the Life is uncertain.

I'nu.iKi'TKD WORKS. At the close of the

.\iitt-i iti 8, Joscphus, after promising a brief

autobiography, the Life which we posse, an-
nounces his intention, Cod willing, of writing two
lutuie works : (1) A summary ot t h'- .lev> i-h War
and the subsequent history ot his nation down to
the thirteenth year of Doniitian ; and (-2) a work
in four books -on the opinions held by us .lew-

concerning God and His Being, and concerning the
Laws, why some actions are permitted to us by
them and othcis are forbidden.

* Neither of I he-c
works has come down to u.s, and there i- no reason
to suppo-e that either was carried out. lint tin-

work '

(Mi ( 'u-lomsand Causes,' llepi iff^v KHI ainav

[Ilepi (0uv Kai vbiiwv or T; aino\oyia. are other names
which he suggests for it], appears, from the men-
tion of the lour books, to have been already
mapped out in his mind, and was pos-ibly begun.
The project had been formed perhaps even at the
time when the Jnrixli \\~nr was written (/,'./ v.

'_':>7i. and theie are frequent allusion- to it in the
earlier book- of the An/i'/nitiix. The treatise was
to contain, c.ij., an explanation why the first day

It i>; null.' -<-s-;ir\ In Mi|i|>nM- [hat Josephus contemplated
two distinct works, one on the Being ot Goil, and one on the
Laws.

is spoken of as 'day one' (Ant. I. 29; cf. I'hilo,

r/r ttjni . ftfundij 9, diet rT\v rod VOTJTOU Kufffiov fjibvuffip

fj.ovadit<i)v EXOVTO * 0i'"J't') ; the reasons for the dress

worn by the high priest (11J v. '237), for ihe

practice- of circumcision (Ant. 1. 192, 211), foi the

changing of the shewbread every sabbath (Anf.
ill. 143), for the various sacrilices (Ant. in. L'.'iT),

for the distinction between clean and unclean
meats (Ant. in. 259); and a general rationale of

Jewish laws and customs (Ant. iv. 198). It- is to
be regretted that this project remained, apparently,
unfulfilled. Such a work would probably have

preserved a considerable amount of valuable tia-

ditional lore, and put beyond a doubt the quest ion

whet her Josephus was acquainted with the writings
of I'hilo. At any rate, a comparison between the

allegorical treatment of Scripture by the two
writers would have been interesting.

ll'ultKS ATTHllH'rKD TO JoSEJ'UlTS.The so-

called Fourth Honk ofAfaccabe&i, or IleptaiVo/fparopos

Aoyi.afi.ou, was attributed to Josephus by Eusebius

(HE iii. 10) and other Patristic writers. This
rhetorical exercise has some points in common
with Josephus ; but that he was the author of it is

disproved by the fact that it appears as an anony-
mous work in many MSS, by differences of style,
and by the fact that it is based on 2 Maccabees, a
book of which Josephus shows no knowledge in

the Antiquities, The work, llepi rov 7racT(is[IIepi

TT;S roD macros arrias, or llfpi TTJS TOU 7rarr6s ot'trt'asj,

ascribed by 1'hotius (Hi/>/., Cod. 48) to Josephus, is

of Christian origin, and its author is almost cer-

tainly Hippolytus. On the alleged work of Jose-

phus on the Seleucid dynasty, see above, p. 46.">
b

.

iii. THE UIBLK OF JOSEPHUS AND HIS TREAT-
MENT OF THE HlBLICAL NAKIEATIVE. 1. Text.

In the 1'reface to the Antir/uitii'x, Josephus professes
that his account is based directly on the Hebrew
writings, implying that lie has translated them
himself for his Creek readers (Ant. I. 5, iK TU.V

'E/ipaiVon' fj.8tjpfj.^vevfj.^vTjf ypa/j./Aa.Tvt' ;
cf. X. 218,

where his task is declared to be not to explain
the difficulties of Scripture, but merely /j.eraippdfeif

TCLS 'E/tyaiuH/ fi/3\oi'$ fis TT\V 'EXXdoa y\d-rrav). In

reality this is not the case. The Bible of which he
has made use throughout his work is, beyond a
doubt, the collection of Greek translations com-

monly known as the Kcptnagint. The language
of that version is constantly to be traced beneath
the historian's paraphrase: passages occur which
are peculiar to the Greek version, and probably
never found a place in the Hebrew (e.g. the vapid
answer of David to Goliath's question,

' Am I a

dog?' Oi5x*, oXV T) x(iPa Kvvfa, 1 S 17" [Ant. VI.

18ti]; cf. also Ant. VII. 173 with 2 S 1321
,
Ant. VII.

19U with 2 S 1427
, Ant. VIII. 17 with 1 K 2s7 -aj

wpKitrev K.T.X.). The writer's dependence on the

Septuagint is most clearly seen in the use which
he makes of 1 Esilras (including the story of the
three pages, for which there is no Hebrew equiva-
lent) and" of the LXX additions to Esther. There
can be no doubt that he has also used the Greek
version of the First Book of Maccabees, not the
lost Hebrew original.
As to the type of Greek text which he has fol-

lowed, Me/ (IHr, liib'-l tlcsJusejiImx, 189f>)has made
a special study of the subject for the historical

boons from Joshua to the end of the Books of

Kings. He has examined the proper names of

Josephus and the positive statements which deviate
either from the MT or from the LXX. The con-
clusions to which he comes are as follows: (1) The
text of Cod. B is never followed by Josephus where
there is a diversity of reading. This statement
is- essentially, but not absolutely, correct : for

instance, the answer of David to Goliath, men.
tioned above (1 S 17 43

), occurs in B but is absent
from A, the Luciunic text, and the Hebrew.
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(2) In Joshua, Josephus follows the Hebrew closely.

(3) In the Books of Samuel he diverges from the
MT and Codd. A and B, and agrees with the
Lucianic text, whose errors he follows and whose
language he sometimes misunderstands. (4) In

Judges, Mez does not arrive at anj' definite deci-

sion.* Speaking generally, we may say that the
LXX text of Josephus agrees most closely with
the Lucianic text or that contained in Cod. A.
The present writer tested the text of the Greek
Bible of Josephus for 1 Esdras, and found that it

almost invariably sides with the A text as against
the B text (see vol. i. p. 762 f.) In 1 Maccabees,
where R is wanting, Josephus sides with X as

against A.t
Whether, and how far, Josephus used the

Hebrew along with the Greek text has not yet, it

seems, been ascertained with sufficient accuracy.
There can hardly be a doubt that a man of his

antecedents and education would be almost as well

acquainted with Hebrew as with the Aramaic

spoken in his day ; but the indications that he
made any use of the copy of the Hebrew Scrip-
tures which he rescued from the ruins of Jerusalem

(J'ifri, 418) are very slight. Practically, the only
hint which he gives of a knowledge of Hebrew,
and the only criterion which he oilers us for test-

ing the extent of his knowledge, is to be found
in the etymological explanations which he appends
to the Hebrew proper names throughout the narra-

tive ; many of these explanations, however, where

they are not easily deducible from Scripture, are

probably taken from contemporary Midrashim ;

while occasionally, as in the explanation of the
names Muwijs (Ant. II. 228) and 'Icpotr^Xvfia (BJ
VI. 438), he accommodates himself to his Greek
readers, and accepts incorrect, or at best extremely
doubtful, etymologies. See, on the whole subject,

Siegfried,
' Die Hehriiischen Worterkliirungen des

Jo-.-phus' (ZATW, 1SS3, pp. 32-52).
2. I'finiin of OT. Josephus, as we have seen, in

writing his Antiquities, draws freely upon Greek
books, such as 1 Esdras and 1 Maccabees, which
were never regarded as canonical ; and no hint is

given th.it the information derived from them is

less trustworthy than that contained in the can-

onical books. \n the opening of his work, using
rhetorical language, he declares that ' the holy
writings contain the history of five thousand years

'

(I. 13; of. XX. 2:>'Jfi'.). But that he was aware
of the distinction between canonical and tin-

canonical books is made plain by a well-known

passage in the contra Ajjionem, which is of primary
importance for the history of the OT Canon, and
must be quoted in full. Contrasting the reliability

of Greek and Hebrew records, he says (e. Ap. i.

37 tt". ): 'The writing [of the Scriptural records]
was not within the power of all alike : nor is there

any inherent discrepancy in what is written. It

fell to the prophets alone to learn the events of

the highest and most remote antiquity in virtue
of the direct inspiration of God, and to record

clearly the events of their own time just as they
happened. It therefore naturally, or rather neces-

sarily, follows that " do not possess ten thousand
discordant and conflicting books. No ; we have
but two - and - twenty books, which contain the
record of all time, and are justly credited.! And
of these, live are those of Moses, containing the laws
and the tradition from the origin of man up to

*
It is to be noted that in this book Josephus transposes

chapters 19-21 (the events leading up to the almost complete
extermination of the tribe of Benjamin), placing them at the

beginning of his account of the Judges.
t The Hellenizc-d forms of Hebrew proper names employed'hy

Josephus are given in Dr. Redjwth's Supplement to the Sfp-
'Auifiint Concordance (Fasc. i., Oxford, lOiMi).

j'The word &&* ('which are with justice believed to be
livine ') is an addition of EusebiuB, HE iii. 10.

the death of Moses : this period is little short of

three thousand years. And from the death of

Moses until that of Artaxerxes,* the successor of

Xerxes on the throne of Persia, the prophets who
succeeded Moses recorded the events of their time
in thirteen books. The remaining four contain

hymns to God and counsels for the life of men.
lint from Artaxerxes until our own time records of

all things have been kept, but they have not been
considered worthy of equal credit with the records

of previous times, because there has not been the

(same) uninterrupted succession of the prophets.'
He goes on to say that, although so long a time has

elapsed since the Scriptures were written, no one
has ventured to add to them, or to remove or
alter anything; and that all Jews from their birth

instinctively regard them as the teaching of God,
and are ready, if need be, to die on their behalf.

In this statement the following points are

noticeable, (a) In the time of Josephus there was
a canon of Scripture which had long been recog-
nized. The test of the oanonicity of a book was
its antiquity. The mention of Artaxerxes, who in

Josephus (Ant. XI. 184) and the LXX represents
the Ahasuerus of the Book of Esther, must have

special reference to that book. Nothing later

than its reputed date was regarded as canonical.

The 22 books of Josephus are generally taken to

be : (1) the 5 books of the Pentateuch ; (2) Joshua,

Judges 4- Ruth, 1 and 2 Sam., 1 and '2 Kings,
1 and 2 Chron., Ezra and Neh., Esther, Job,
Daniel, Isaiah, Jeremiah + Lamentations, Ezekiel,

the 12 Minor Prophets (13 in all) ; (3) Psalms and

Song of Songs (' tlie hymns '), Proverbs and Ecclesi-

astes ('the practical precepts'). (6) There is a

tripartite division of Scripture, but not the ordi-

nary Jewish division of Law, Prophets, Hagio-

grapha. The second group of historical-prophetical
books has in Josephus been increased by a num'ier

of books which the Rabbis placed among the

Hagiographa. The Rabbinical arrangement is not

chronological, nor based in the subject-matter,
hut is the result of the gradual growth of the

Canon, and an indication of three stages in its

development. In Josephus, on the other hand,
the arrangement is one of subject-matter. Such
an arrangement had already been attempted in

the Greek Bible of which Josephus made use ;

but the exact division into groups of 5, 13, ami 4

books is not met with elsewhere. It was natural

that Josephus, writing for Greeks on the historical

records of his nation, should place together all

the historical or quasi-historical books. (c) The
number of books is given as 22, not, according to

the commoner Jewish enumeration, as 24. Josephus
is the only Jewish writer who gives the former

number, but it recurs in the Christian Fathers

such as Origen (on the authority of Hebrew tra-

dition, aj). Eus. HE vi. 25) and Jerome (Preface
to Books of Sam. and Kings); the latter writer

gives 5 books of Moses, 8 of Prophets, 9 of Hagio-

irrapha, and alludes to the other enumeration of

24 books (see Kyle, Canon, of OT, 2211 The
number 22 was arrived at by joining Ruth to

Judges, and Lam. to Jeremiah ; and a fanciful ex-

planation was found for it in the number of letters

in the Hebrew alphabet (Origen, Jerome, etc.).

It is curious that this explanation is confined to

Christian writers; it seems to he of Alexandrian

origin. The number 24 appears to be the older,

but the relation between the two numbers is still

obscure. The idea of equalizing the number of

books with the number of Hebrew letters need

not have produced the division into 22 books ; it

may have been a later play of the imagination

(Buhl), possibly the invention of Origen, who is

the first to note it. In view of the parallels in
*
Or, according to another reading, 'until Artaxerxes.'
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Oi'igi-n and .Iri'nmr thcie can be im doubt that the

number 22 in Joseph us \\as arm i'il at by t n at m^
Ruth and Lam. as parts of Judges and Jeremiah.
Tin I.- i- mi ground for C.nit/- inleience, llial

Kcclesia-te- and the Smi^ of Smi"- liail nut lic"ii

received into tin- Canon when .lo-cphiis wrote.

See, further, Kyle, ( ',, ,/ n/'. l.'s liii;, and the

work- of liulil anil Wildehoer on tlir (('I' Canon;
also art. uT CAM IN in \ol. iii. p. tinTl.

In ,L |M" !-: -' i II le to Mi' 1 writings nf

Jeremiali ;iinl J./' ~,'-l t.l/i'. \. 7:i tl.-T.- i- m eniKnutical
statement that Kzeklel was the firel t iwi bi

'- booki
ur. tin- d> -i nirti'in of Jerusalem and the Captivity. Two
.\lil.iiKitiiin- h:i\r I", ted fOl

' -: (1) The
i d ted into two part*]

chs.l-3yaml.il! iv l'i' the latter portion contains no refer-

the Kxile. (2) The i-eL-ond book has been 8U]|i"-i'l to

be an a]" -r\ |>h il \\rk, fr"iii vvhirh art- taken certain quota-
tion* maili- \>\ I

! in Alex, and i-thers \vhii:h are not to be
tr i 'fil in t h'- i nil pin< .' i

1

-

i I i .
- '

' /

I117i. Both explanations leave unexuUkim I <l.> -uitment that
Ezekic] v\ p '

i Hi li-r :n iii Ki H:"rii .mil II.TI h.'Mt
have taken the u..nl- In n : r 1" .leri'lniah. and a division of
hi- ['r-i;ilii-i-v into two jiaru. See Jiiurn. Theol. Stud. iv. p.
I 181

3. Al/l/it/lllll t<> flu' /.'/'//('"/ H I, 'I !?', Hl'lill'l/

i
fi-niH Hulilitui'' tradition, do-cphn- ha-,

\vitli a vii'\v to rendering the Biblical narrative
OlOre attractive In hi- (Heck readers, diversified

and amplified it by a large number of addition-.
'I'll'

1 -!' additions may '" iliviiled into: (1) tho-c
ilrini'd lioin l!aliliinii' tradition. 1^1 those derived
from Alexandrian and llrllrniMir writers im Jew-
ish history. i:ii those which are the invention of

the historian himself. It is not, however, always
ea-y \ di'tinuui~h between these three i la--e-,

and the atteni|it to do so has not hei-n made in the

|iri--'-nt artii'le. Additions for which Kahhinic

parallels have been traced are indicated by an
asterisk. For a fuller treatment of the relation of

.|O-C']I|IMS to Kabbiiiisin, the reader i- ict'encd to

the article of F.dersheim in tin- !'i I. '// ''/,,;,/;,,,(

/;.<<// >//;!, and to the works of IMoch (hi' <
t
in,t/, ,, ,

and other-, i- F.dersheim, whose profound study of

Rabbinic literature ^ives his opinion ^reat weight,
concliidi's that .losephns' kno\\ledv'e of tradition

was, like hi- aci|iiaintant'e with Hebrew, not more
than superlicial.
We may lie^m by grouping together those addi-

tions and explanation- \\hich con-i-l in the identi-

l
: cat ion of place- or pel -on-, m in inferences deduced
from 1 riii^inj; dill. -rent pa a^.-sof the i IT into
connexion. Amonj; these may ! named "the
identification of the rixei- of Paradise, I'i.-hon

-, IJiildekeU-Ti-ris (BO IAX) = Aiy\A" '.!'.
i. .'is 1. 1 ; 'it \\:is N in nod. the builder of cities (Gn
lu"|, who conn-elled the linildinj,' of the Tower of

IJahei, to revenge himself
\\\

i.oii for the Flood

(-I nt. I. 113n".|: Kan ua- the name of one of the

springs of .lor dan I.I/it. I. 177i: Abraham's de-
ill shy Ketniah occupied Tro'.'l'iilyti- '. I /<'- 1.

L'.'i'.i, ii. 'JKt, \\hcie Gn 25* merely names the ea-t

countrv'l ;

"
the daughter of Pharaoh \\ho adopti .1

\lo was named TInTmul hi- [Ant. II. __'l ; I',',', I.

uf .luliil"^ ' Tharmiith ') ; the injunctions in Nil
111 al.ollt the led lieifei and the cle.-i I'sin^ of OI1C
v. ho lunched a dead hoily are brought into con-

nexion with the death of .Miriam in Nn '_'n \ A rt. \\ .

TS|'. |; Mount Ho] i- idcntilied with 1'etl:

I\". MM; the mothci oi Ali.nidc h v,a- named
Ilrumah i.l/''. v. -JS3 ; unnamed in Jx S3 '

; the
name is probably taken from that of her residence,
Aiuinah, -I: '.< : the nai f dej.ht hah's l.uryiii^-

phn i' \\ a , Sel in I , i lead , .1 ,.'. V. 270 J .'^ 1- T ' one
of the citic- of Cilead': ,lo-,.|.|ni- may haM- had
another i. ., * \Ii /. !>,- I:, ', I ,j, . ./, j. Ill, ;

Saul's uncle (1 S 1014
} was Abnei Ant. VI 58; ci

t Tin }TI--P ; A '.rks nt
i

'
'

. Tachancr
i

.' I

I . ,1871), and nthuts nan:'M i S :.nri-r.

1 S II'
1 '

i;
' the mention of .loab cuttinj; oil" the

water-supply of the Ammonites (/Int. vn. l.'i'.ii ha -

apparently aii en out ot the name, 'the c;ty of

water*,' by which Kabbah i- i-allel in -J S iij ;

the i|iiecn nt sin I,, i appears as the queen of K^'ypt
and Ijbiopia (.Inf. VIII. lli.'i) ; the prophet who
prophe-ied against the altar of .lend. o. mi I I K 13')
is n.imeil 'Idoui' (.-In/, vill. 'J31 : has this arisen
from t'ooc in the I.XX, ml i$ou &v6pttnros TOU tfeoO?) ;

an anonymous prophet in 1 K 20(21)" who ton-

told the death of Ahab is idcntilied ith .Micaiah

(At. vin. :{s;i ; ,-f. 4o:i and 1 K '228) ; and the
'certain man who drew hi- bow at a venture' ami
.nase Ahab hi- d.-at h \\ onnd i- called 'A/tarot (Ant.
vin. 414; ? =Naaman); "the 'certain woman of
the wives of the sons of the prophets,' who was
persecuted by her creditors ('2 K 4'), was the widow
of Obadiah, who had borrowed money to support
the prophets at the time of the famine (A>i(. IX.

47 1; Tarshish, to which Jonah was sailing, is

identified with Tarsus in Cilicia, and the prophet
i- -aid to lime been east up by the whale in the
Fiixine Sea (Ant. IX. 208, 213).
Some of the most striking among other legend-

ary additions lire the following:
* Hefore the Fall

all livinu creatures spoke a common language
(Ant. I. 41), and the serpent for his malignity was
punished by the loss of speech and feet (Ant. I.

.'in ; so .1 1'lul, ., iij. -js,
' and on that day was closed

the mouth of all beasts . . . for they had all

spoken one with another with one lip and with
one tongue

'

; see Charles' note ; also the Targuni
oi pseudo-Jonathan, 'upon thy belly shall thou
uo, and thy feet shall be cut on"). Adam had
daughters as well as sons(^ln/. I. 52; Jitb, iv. 1).

Cain averted the punishment of death by a pro-
pitiatory sacrifice, and was banished with his wife
and lived a life of luxury (Ant. I. 5811'.).

* The
descendants of Scth invented astronomy, and left

a record of their discoveries on two pillars of
brick and stone, that they might not be lost to
mankind in the Hood or the tire which Adam
had predicted (Ant. I. 60 ft'.; cf. Jnb. viii. 3,

Cainan after the Flood finds an inscription which
had been carved on the rock by the Watchers con-

cerning the heavenly bodies). In Ant. I. 118 the

Sibyl is quoted for the statement that the winds
were employed by the gods to overthrow the
Tow ei of Hsibel (cf. Omc. i'%//. iii. 101 ri'.). Abra-
ham's know ledge of astronomy leads him to believe
in one God (Ant. i. 15511'.); in Egypt, (!od by an
insurrection punishes Pharaoh for taking Sarah ;

while Abraham consorts with the most learned of

the Egyptians, and teaches them mathematics
and astronomy {.Int. I. I(i411'.). I'otitihar's wife
selects for her tcnnitation of Joseph t lie occasion
of a public festival, from which she begs to be
excused on tip-

|.|,
pl o f illness (Ant. II. 45). The

interpretation of Pharaoh's dreams was shown him
in his sleep, but forgotten by him (Ant. II. 75).
* The birth of Moses was foretold to Pharaoh by
a l(po*/pafjLnaT<i>s, and to his father Amrarn bv <lod

[Ant. 11 205, 217); his mother was granted an

easy deliverance, and so the birth escaped detect ion
n. 218). Moses' height and beauty (Ant. II.

224 1 were a common topic in tradition (cf. Ac TM ).

.loseplms tells a story of how the child was
lnou-lii to I'haiaoh.and how, when the king play-
fully placed hi- diadem on his head, the child cast
it away and trampled on it ; and how the iepoypan-
na.Ti\'t detected that this was he whose birth he
had predicted (Ant. II. 23211'.; cf. the tragedian
I'./ekiel. .//,. Knseti. Pra'/i. E>\ ix. 440). But the
mo-; noueeablc addition to the history of Moses

t Thi- -.-< in- of a i n UK- I'hili-tiiH-s and I-raelites,
- tfiven os'P,,

This, ht '\M-\i_r, a.- Mez has au^geslcfj, may be a corruption ol
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is the account of his
*
Ethiopian campaign (Ant.

II. 238-253). The Egyptians, whose country had
long been ravaged by the Ethiopians, at God's
advice appoint Moses as their general. He, after

ridding the country of the serpents which infested
the line of march, gained a complete victory over
the enemy, with the help of Tharbis, the daughter
of the Ethiopian king, whom he marries. This
account should be compared with that of Arta-

panus (in Euseb. Pnrp. Ev. ix. 432c), who is

probably the ultimate source from whom many of

the Moses legends are derived by Josephus. In

Artapanus, king Chenephres envies Moses, and
sends him against the Ethiopians, hoping that he
will be killed. The war lasts ten years ; Moses
ultimately gains the affection of the Ethiopians,
and teaches them to practise circumcision. The
Kabbinieal accounts (see Edersheiin, Diet. Christ.

Kiog. iii. 456) are rather different, representing
Moses as fighting on the side of the Ethiopians.
The story in its various forms has, no doubt, grown
out of the reference to ' the Cushite woman ' whom
Mo-i's married (Nu 12 1

). Murmurs against Moses
are magnilied into attempts to stone him (Ant. II.

327, III. 12 ; with III. 307 cf. Nu 14 10
). The pro-

hibition to priests to marry innkeepers (Ant. in.

276, cf. Lv 21 7
) is to be explained, as Edersheiin

suggests, l>y the fact that, in the story of Kahab,
Josi'plms, in common with the Targum, translates
n;ii (harlot) by 'innkeeper.'

* Balaam is said to

have counselled Balak to entice the Israelites by
the beauty of the women of Midian, and so to

draw them away from their religion (this does not
occur in the narrative in Nu 24-25, but a hint of

it is given later in Nu 31 1(i

). He foretells slight
disasters to Israel to be followed by renewed pros-

perity (Ant. IV. 128 ff.). As to Moses' end, we are
told that he was accompanied to Mount Abarim
by

' the senate,' Eleazar, and Joshua ; the senate
was then dismissed, and, while the prophet was
still conversing with Eleazar and Joshua, a cloud
covered him and he disappeared in a ravine. He
described his own death in Scripture, for fear that
it should be said that he had been translated to

God (Ant. IV. 32411'.).

For additional Icijal ordinances, we may note the

injunction that the evidence of women and slaves

is not to be accepted (Ant. IV. 219) ; the forty
stripes allowed by Dt 253 become, in accordance
with the later Rabbinical practice, 'forty stripes
save one' (Ant. iv. 238, 248; cf. Targ. Jerus. i. ;

2 Co II-4); mention is made of the scrcn judges
(Ant. IV. 214, 287) ;

* the sexes are not to exchange
dress, especially in battle (Ant, IV. 301 ; cf. Dt
22'"'; Bloch refers to NCtzir 59n) ; the extraordinary
statement that the Jews were not allowed to

blaspheme the gods of other nations, or to rob
their temples (Ant. IV. 207 ;

f. Ap. ii. 237), seems to

rest on the LXX of Ex 222S Seous ou raKoXo-yVs
(where the Targums render DM?^ by

' the judges').
Among additions to and comments upon the

Scripture narrative in books outside the Penta-

teuch, may be mentioned details with regard to

Manoah and his wife how they used constantly
to visit the suburb (rb irpoiaTtiov) to pray for

children, and of Manoah's jealousy of the angel
who had visited his wife (Ant. \. 276 ff.). Solo-
mon's judgment is that both children should be

divided, which excites the mockery of the people
(Ant. VIII. 31 f.); the exorcisms which Solomon
invented were still in use and efficacious in

Josephus' time (Ant. VIII. 45 ff.); his road-making
is described (Ant. VIII. 187); his first deviation
from virtue was in making images of oxen and
lions (Ant. vni. 195 ; cf. 1 K 7-

5 101
"). In the siege

of Samaria doves' dung was bought in place of salt

(Ant. ix. 62). ZedeUiah disbelieved the prophecies
of Jeremiah ana Kzekiel because of their apparent

discrepancy with regard to himself (Ant. x. 106).

A description is given of a wonderful palace which
Daniel built at Ecbatana, which was used as a
mausoleum for the kings of Media, Persia, and
Parthia (Ant. X. 246).

4. Omissionsfrom apologetic motives. Josephus,
wishing to present the history of his nation in the

best light, passes over in silence some of the less

creditable incidents. We may note the omission

of the selling of Esau's birthright, the story of

Judah and Tamar (Gn 38), the killing of' the

Egyptian by Moses, the worship of the golden
call, the breaking of the first tables of the

Law by Moses, the story of Micah (Jg 17. 18).

The suppression of such incidents as these appears

certainly to be due to apologetic motives, altnough
other omissions may be the result of necessary

compression ; it must be admitted that some of

the darker incidents in the picture are faithfully

portrayed, though excuses are sometimes offered,

as in the account of the slaughter of the Amale-
kites (Ant. VI. 136). It is rarely that Josephus
condemns an action outright, as he does in the

case of the sacrifice of Jepht hah's daughter (Ant.
V. 266). The most striking omission of all is that

of any reference to a Messiah. The words of the

LORD God to the serpent, 'It shall bruise thy
head, and thou shall bruise his heel,' occasion no
allusion to a future deliverer. Jacob's blessing
is entirely omitted, nor do Balaam's prophecies
call forth any hint of a Messiah. If Jusephus
held any such belief, he at all events felt that

the doctrine would have no interest for his readers,

or perhaps we should rather say that lie studiously
avoided a topic to which, in the circumstances of

his time, it would have been dangerous to allude.

5. Rationalistic: explanations of the mii-in-iilniin.

Out of regard to the incredulity of his heathen

readers, Josephus frequently suggests that miracles

recorded in the history may have been due to

natural causes, or he apologizes for mentioning
them with the plea that lie is only faithfully

following the Biblical account. The readiness

with which he has recourse to such explanations
must, however, raise a doubt as to his own belief

in miracles. Thus he appeals in support of his

account of the crossing of the Keel Sea, which,
he says, happened are Kara J3ou\tjfftv 0ou eiYe KCLTO.

Ta.{>To/j.a.Tov, to the similar incident of the retreat of

the Pamphylian Sea before Alexander the Great,

adding,
'
let every one think as he pleases as to

these things' (Ant. II. 347 f. ). The Biblical account

of the healing of the bitter waters of Marah rr.-idily

lent itself to a rationalistic explanation (Ant. III.

7 f.) : cf. the account of the healing of the fountain

by Elisha in BJ IV. 462 ff. (-rro\\a Trpoffxeipovpyrjaas

cj fYtoTijjuijs)- The historian notes that quails are

abundant in the Arabian Gulf, and that manna is

still found in the region (yl)^. III. 25, 31). As to the

wonders of Sinai, every one is entitled to his own

opinion, but the story 'must be told as it is given
in the Sacred Books (Ant. III. SSI). When Elisha

procured water for the three kings in the wilder-

ness, he was enabled to do so by rain having fallen

some distance away in Edom (Ant. IX. 37, cf. 2 Iv 3"

'neither shall ye see rain'). The story of Jonah
and the whale is given 'as I found it recorded'

(Ant. IX. 213 f.). The same detachment from the

narrative appears in the accounts of the deliver-

ance of Daniel and his comrades from the fiery

furnace (Ant. x. 214, <pa<ri), and of Nebuchadnezzar a

madness (Ant. X. 218 : Josephus only undertook to

translate the Hebrew books). -A famine in the

time of Herod was due either to God's wrath or

to natural causes (Ant. XV. 29!)). Sometimes a

rationalistic explanation of the miraculous is put
into the mouth of a participant in the actions

described. Thus the Philistines attribute the
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Buffering! brought upon them liy tin' presence "f

tin- ill 1, In natural causes (Ant. VI. !l) ;
the- i.l.l

prophet gives . Id. il. 11:1111 :i rationalistic exphina
tion of (hr remliii'j nl I In- altar ami the wit lining
of the kind's Man. I (.In/, vni. 244); Elijah on
Cariuel liiil- tin? people ajijirnai'li tn see tli.it he
iliil not conceal lire amon;_; tlir \\oml \.lnt. \lll.

."li'i; Hanii-l's enemies asserted tlial t he lions left

him unha MI ed because they had hail their till of

food (Ant. X. 2lio).

0. I'rn/i/n'-K'. in Hi'- "'/'.-- .)osi>|i|ius is careful
tn nuti' tin: liillilinrnt of piophecy, ami especially
t" ircoiicile apparent discrepancie, in t In- predic
linns lit dili'eivnt prophet*. From the fiillilnient

of many of the prophecies of lialaani, even within
the memory ol tin- hi-loiiaii, out 1 may conjecture
that tlie remainder also will come true (Ant. IV.

12.">). /eiieUiaii, S.MI nt Chenaanah, is maile to

ijuole tin- prophecy nl I'.lijah, that Ahah's lilooil

was to lie spilt in tlie liehl of Nahoth, as contra

dieting the preilielioii of Miraiah that the king
was to fall in liattlr a^ain-t Kamoth-gilead, at a
distance of tlir lays' journey from Samaria.
The historian notes the accomplishment of both

predictions (Ant. VIII. 407 1'., 41H). Xcdckiah,
kin;; of Judali, dishelievi-d the prophecies of

Jeremiah and K/eki<d, hecanse t he former declared
that he would he carried a prisoner to liahylon,
while the latter said that he would not sec liaby
Ion. The statement - were reconciled, as .losephus
notes, in the putting out of the Kind's eyes (Ant.
.V t'Hif., llh. The fiillilnient of tlie prophecies
of Daniel alloids a refutation of the opinions of

the Epicureans (Ant. x. 27711'.); he ilill'creil from
other prophi-ls in lixing a delinite time, and in

being a prophet of good things, and therefore

enjoying popularity (Ant. X. 2U7). The spoliation
of the temple hy Antiochiis Fpiphanes was in

acconlaiice with a prophecy of Daniel (Ant. XII.

2:!2i, the building of the temple of Oniaswith a

piopheey of I-aiah (Ant. XIII. IJ4 ; J!J VII. 432).
In one inMaiice -lo-opluis refuse- to reveal Un-

meaning of a pas-ai^e iu l>ani.-l, which he prob-
ahlv took to refer to the destruction of (In- Itoman

empire (Ant. x. 210). He holds that the gift of

prophecy did not entirely fail in post Ullilical

times. It was possessed h\- .lohn ll\-realms (Ant.
xiii. 2!)!)), Judas an Essene ixin" HID, I'ollio

txv. 4), by .losephus himself (lij III. 3'J9), and
lit her-.

iv. Kii.ni.iN or .h>-!.riirs TO I'mi.ii AXI>
Ai i x \xi>i:i \\ .IriiMsM. losephus only mice
inentioiis 1'hilo. in a hrief notice of the embassy
to Caligula, which was led hy the pliilosoplier to

oppose the counter-embassy of Apion (An/, xvm.
_'.")7 II'. ). He there speaks of him in the highest
terms as dvi]p TO. vdvra. fi>5oos . . . Kai 0i\o<7o0ias
oi-K dweipos. It is impossible to say whether
.I'iscphus was acquainted with the detailed account
of that embassy which 1'hilo has left ns in his
/. i/ntii, ml i, .1,11,11, or how far he was aci|uainled
\vith the other writings of the .\h-\andrian philo.

BOplier, Had In- ftCC ]'ll-hed his projected work
Oil the 11' nil/ nf I'mil and the MI n nl ii'l nl I In LaWS,
We should In- in a bet ler po-it ion to estimate the
extent of the inlluenci- which 1'hilo exercised upon
him. Indications, however, are not wanting in

the earl\ hook, i,i' (he . 1 /// <y '"'"' of an appar-
ently direct dependence n| on 1'hilo-

writings.
The following an- the principal parallels which
II.K ' i.eeii noted : (

I 'I lie Preface io t he Anti-

i/n,li,.t and the opening of the ili'
llf,i/i,'iii Mnni/i

show a striking auiecineiil in the sc,|inme of

ideas, lloth w.nks raise the i|ues|j,,n why the
Mn-aic code is pri led liy all necoiinl ol the
I'reatioii. .liisepim- c\|ic<-ts that hi~ n-adi-rs will

wonder how it comes to pass thai hi- work, of

which the main purpose is to record laws and

historical events, has so laiLje an element of

"physiology
1

(^Jrt TO<TOVTOV 0i'crio\o-/ ia! KCKOUHtnnjKCi').

He explains that \Ios,s, .litli-rin- in I his i

from other legislators, whose cmlcs IH-'.-MI with

contracts and the rights of man, considered it

neees-aiy, ln-lore layinu down his code, lirst to

elevate men's minds hy settiii"; the lii'jhest nt :i!l

examples hetore them and inducing them to con-

template the nature and actions of ( iml, especially
as exhihited in the creation of the world t.tnl. I.

IStl'.). I'hilo begins Ills,work with a similar con-

trast between the procedure of Moses and that of

other legislators. Moses did not com nee hy

laying down commands ami prohibitions, but gave
as his exordium a most marvellous account ol the

Creation, in order to show the liarmoir, existing
between the world and tin; Law, and that I In- law-

abiding man is a true citi/en of the world. The
unanimity of the Law and the nniver-e is also

expressed by .losephus (.-|H^. I. 24, TrdvTO. yap TJ
TUJV 6\wy (pvafL ffi'i^i^fov ^X CL r^v Sidtfeffif). .losephus
11. !.">, ~2'J.\ and I'hilo both refer to the mythical
stories which dislijjuru the codes of other h-^ts

lators. (-J) In the same context, .loscphus, .|III|M

in accordance with 1'liilo's do -trine, admits that

there is an //"/'///.<</ mi'mini/ in Scripture as

well as a literal (I. '24, TO. pin aiviTTO/j.ti'OV TOV vojioOtTOv

5c^t^is, TO. 6' d\\TjyopovvTos ^tcra ffffj.vbT-ijros, offa 5' c'|

ei)0aas \tyetT0a.i awttpfpe, TO.IITO. [tyrus (fj.rfiai'tfo'sTos).

It is not often that .losephus in the Antiquities
resorts to such allegorical explanation (that was
reserved for the projected atnokayla,]; but there is

one striking instance, where the tabernacle and
its furniture and the various articles in the dress

of the high priest are explained as symbolical of

the universe and its parts (A/it. III. 17'J-187).
This is quite in the siy!'

1 of I'hilo, who ^'ives a
similar interpretation of the materials used for

the woven liaii^'iii^s for the tabernacle and the

hij;h priest's apparel, in the <le l'i'" .l/</..v, iii. ti,

12. The details of the explanation are not ah o

lutely identical in the two writers, but for the

general idea .losephus is not improbably directly

dependent upon I'llilo. (3) In Ant. I. 2! I an ex-

planation of the use of fnia for irpJirri in (in 1

'

is

promised in the aiYio\oy(a. For 1'liilo's explana-
tion, see '/.'

lljiifir. Miuilli, 9. (4) Some of the

explanations of Hebrew proper names are iden-

tical in the two writers: these, however, may go
back to an earlier tradition. (5) Some expressions
with regard to the nature of ( iod have the ring
of I'hilo, or at least of Alexandria. See.'. .I//, il.

107 (dyt ISTJTOV Kai Trpbs ritv diStov \p!tvov dva\\oiuTov

. . . &vvdfj.fi p.lv uuic yv&ptnov, OTTOIOS 5^ Kar' ovffiai/

eorlx dynuyron) ;
Ant. VI. 230 (r6v Bttiv TOVTOV &v

TroXlV bpys Kftl Travraxou Kfx l 'fj-^ t'ot'}t ^- l^-> -7S ;

c. AI>. \\. 2S4 (6 0e6s Sid Tratros TOV Kofffnov TTftftoir-

TJKCV). The four cardinal virtues of Creek plnlo

sophy are traced by .loseplms, as by 1'hilo, in

the 'Mosaic code (c. Ap. ii. 17U; cf. Wis S7
,
with

1 lea lie's note!, lint t he indicat ions which ( Ilioiei

(I'iiiln, 1S31, ii. 3.">ii .'f(i7i has found in Josephus of

the Logos doctrine of I'hilo in the account oi the

three . n^ds who visited Abraham, the buniine

bush, ami the pillar of tire are fanciful and tar

from convincing, so- Siegfried, Pliilu con A/i.r-

arulria, Is7.". pp. -JTs-281.

v. Till: Al.l.l.i.KIJ WITNESS OF JOSEPHUS 'I'"

CIIKIST. The passage on whicli so much has

been w lit ten occurs in Ant. xvm. 63 f. [iii. .'i],

and run- as follows: ' Now about this time Inc.!

.le-u-, a wise man, if indeed one .should call him a

man. For he was a doer of marvellous works, a
teacher of such men as receive the truth \\itli

pleasure; a ml many of the Jews and ma n \

the Greeks did he win over to himself: this was
the ( hrist. Ami when, on the indictment m the

pmicipa! men among us, Pilate hud -cnluuccd him
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to the cross, those who loved him at the first
ceased not [to do so] ; for he appeared to them on
tlie third day again alive, as the Divine prophets
had declared these and ten thousand other wonder-
ful things concerning him. And even now the
race (TO (j>C\of) of Christians, which takes its name
from him, is not extinct.' The passage stood in
the text of Josephus in the 4th cent., as Eusebius
quotes it (HE i. 11; Dem. Ee. iii. 3. 105f., ed.

Gaisford), and from that time down to the 16th
cent, its genuineness was undoubted. Its exist-
once contributed largely to the high esteem in
which Josephus was held by the Fathers. During
the last 3UU years a vast amount of literature has
been written on the question of its authenticity.
Very few critics at the present day accept the pas-
sage as it stands as from the pen of Josephus;
but there is a division of opinion as to whether the
whole is an interpolation, or whether Jesephus
did make a brief .statement about Jesus Christ,
which was afterwards augmented by a Christian
hand.

(1) As to the,external evidence, it is true that
the passage occurs in all the MSS. But this is of

comparatively little weight, as none of the Greek
MSS containing Book XVIII. of the Antiquities
is older than the llth century. The old Latin
version carries us much further back, to the time
of Cassiodorus (beginning of the 6th cent.), and
the quotation in Eusebius attests the existence of
the passage still earlier, in the 4th century. On
the other hand, it is practically certain that Origen
in the preceding century did not find it in his text
of Josephus. For, while he is aware of the passage
in Josephus concerning James, the Lord's brother,
he s;, V s:

' The wonder is that though he did not
admit our Jesus to be Christ, he none the less

pave bis witness to so much righteousness in
James' (Comm.in Matt. x. 17); elsewhere Origen,
collecting all the indirect evidence for Christianity
which he can iind in Josephus, is silent on the
above passage, and again states that Josephus
'disbelieved in Jesus as Christ' (c. Cc/siim, i. 47).
This is a case where the negative evidence practi-
cally amounts to a positive proof that the passage
was unknown.

(2) The internal evidence is decisive against the
genuineness of the passage as it stands. The sti/lc
attbrds no certain clue : it is not markedly different
from that of Josephus in this part of his work : it

may lie granted that the interpolator has done his
work with some skill. But the contents are not such
as Josephus could have written. He is elsewhere,
as was seen, silent on the subject of a Messiah. The
sentence 'this mis the Christ' (%*, not evofji.';eTo)
can have come only from a Christian pen, and it
is certain that Josephus was not a Christian. The
same may be said of the phrases

'
if one should

call him a man,' 'the truth,' and the statement
about the appearance on the third day. Zalm has
adduced an interesting parallel to the" first of these
phrases and the following words 'for he was a
doer,' etc., from a Christian work, the Acta Pilnti
(quoted in Sohiirer). The passage is out of plncc,
and breaks the sequence of the narrative. It is

interposed between an account of the disturbances
in Juda-a caused by Pilate's disregard of Jewish
scruples (55-62), and an account of scandals con-
nected with the worshippers of [sis and the banish-
ment of Jews from Rome (65-84). The opening
of xvill. 65, 'And about the same time another
calamity disturbed the Jews,' connects that section

directly with the section about Pilate. The men-
tion of Pilate has of course led to the insertion
ot the passage at this point. The fact that the !

passage interrupts the sequence of the narrative
is an argument fur its spuriousness as a whole.
Moreover, as .Schurer has pointed out, a careful

analysis of the section, eliminating all that must
be of Christian origin, leaves practically nothing
behind. The theory of partial interpolation is

unsatisfactory.
Two other passages have to be taken into account

in the discussion : (n.) that concerning the death
of 'John surnamed the Baptist' ( Ant. XVIII. 116-

119), who is described as a good man who bade
the Jews practise virtue and be baptized, and who
was put to death by Herod because he feared that
John's influence over the people might lead to a
rebellion ; (t>) that concerning the death of James,
' the brother of Jesus who was called Christ,' whom
Ananus the high priest caused to be stoned (Ant.
XX. 2UUf.). Origen refers to both these passages.
There is no reason why the former should not be

accepted as genuine. The style is distinctly that
of Josephus [.V..6. the form d/iaprds in xviii. 117].
The historian could refer to the preaching and
baptism of John without giving oll'ence to his
Itoman readers ; he could not without personal
risk allude to Messianic expectations at a time
when the spirit of the Jewish revolt against Home,
the strength of which lay in those expectations,
had not been completely quelled. The language
of the second passage is not inconsistent with its

authenticity. There is a marked difference be-

tween the words 'who was called Christ' and
' he was the Christ.' But since Origen, in referring
to the passage (c. Calstim, i. 47), says that Josephus
attributed the outbreak of the war to the putting
to death of James (a statement which does not
occur in our text), there is good reason to believe
that here, too, there has been interpolation. This
has taken various forms, one of which is that

given by Origen.
We conclude, then, that the passage about

Christ, was introduced into the text by a Christian
reader towards the end of the 3rd cent.

, between
the time of Origen and that of Eusebius. For the
literature and an admirable discussion of the

question, see Schiirer, GJV 3
i. 544-549 (to which

the present writer is largely indebted). For the

passage about James, see i. 581 ff. of the same work.
vi. STYLE. A few remarks may not be out of

place with regard to the style of the historian,

upon which there can be no doubt that he spent
considerable pains. He tells us as much in Ant.
XX. '2U3

; and, while he justly claims to have

acquired a certain skill in the grammar, he con-

fesses that long usage of his national language
had prevented his mastering the Greek pronuncia-
tion (Tyv Trpotpopdv). Elsewhere, he tells us that his

chief aims are accuracy and beauty of style (rb TTJS

fTrayye\ias Ka\\o:), so far as this is attainable by
the choice of words and their arrangement, and
the use of other ornaments of speech (Ant. XIV. '2).

His fastidiousness in this direction may be illus-

trated by the way in which, while using the LXX,
he regularly replaces certain words used by the
translators by others of a more literary character.

Thus he uses -07Js for LXX iiiinov f-iov-us), e^7ri,u.-

irpdvc.i for f,u7ri'pt'j~j', KOL^OTTLV for KOLrdWLvde'j, vcavifKos

for TraiSdpiov, Tre/mew for dTrooTfXXeii', i>Tra.vTa.v for

avvavrav, i'Troarp^fLv for ertcrrpe^eiy. Similarly, be
has taken the trouble to re-shape most of the
sentences in the Letter of Aristeas, while retain-

ing a good deal of the language. His Greek is

almost entirely free from Hebraisms ; the use
of irponTiffetrffai (like Heb. r

,D') is the only certain

instance which Schmidt discovers (de F/av. Jos.

Elocutions, p. 516). He tells us that, in writing
the Jcicish JJY/r, he employed collaborateurs to

assist him with the Greek ('. Ap. i. 5!*, xp^ffd^v js

riai Trpos rrjf "\\Tii>i5a tpui'rjv trvvepyois], and no doubt
he had similar assistance in writing the A ntiquitiss.
It would be interesting to know how far their
work extended. Naturally, variations in the stylo
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anil voi-:i!uil:iry occur, pai tly due to tin- dilh'ieni

SOUL 68 "ii \\ Inch In- draw*, partly |n-ili;i[is lu the

u<l \ iee "t diflbrenl "

The most marked in-tanec of change "I style
occurs in three of the latei 1 ks of the AntiqHitt
ix\ii. xx in. xix. i. Among tli- mo. i *irikmg nt

tho phrases and u*cs peculiar to nr characteristic

of tlic-c I hret- )>. iok*. tin- lolhm ing in.-iy be not i'il :

a large ii-i- uf tin- neuter participle (pros. aor.
(if.

tul. i ith :irtirh' us an ab*tract noun (' .'i. xvil. 1,

TO fj.Tj fvt,KOivuVT}ffov ; 171, fv e'\JTt5i rot- a.vai(T<jxi\ouvTos

of n-coM'i-y': ii list is given in Srlnniilt, "/'.
< it.

:iti! liiis : th<- ii-i- is Thucydidcan] ; a more frequent
u-e uf tin- o|it;itivi- [Srlnni.lt note- th.-il tin- con

jiiiirtivi- is .-ili.si'iil from Hook XVII.]; tin- n-e of >.

\\ith inf. in tii-iilin
i'/>/i-/iiii. of tli.' Attir teriuina-

lion -a.ro for -rro iTIiucydideanl, of 6/rjc7os where
oirof is used in tin' earlier l>"k-, of torurovr (va.fi

brnvovv, oi"jrii'a7 = jraKTasl. anil the phrases in roe

o^os, nijStv ds dradoXds (cf. Thucydides), .and, cotn-

I ined. aTjSif is dc. d\\' ex TOU dff'ot. Tin.- departure
in tlie-e I !,* from the ordinary pne ;iie of the

writer extends to the orthouiapliy. Wln-rcas ul.se-

vtheif .losfphu*, aeeording io the .MSS, almost
in\ ariably writes the Attir r-r, in these hooks <ra is

the rule, ami TT i* almo-t unrepresented ; it In ".in*

to ri'i-ur towanls the eml of Hook XIX., anil in XX.
the two spellings occur in almost ei[iial proportions.
It must he aihleil that in these honks the imitation

ot'Thucyiliilean words and phrase* i- moie markeil ;

the writer has tried to reproduce the liillienlt style
and involved |ieriods of his model, with the result

that he has often made, his meaning very obscure,
and the ti \t lias suffered much eorniption. The

subject-matter in this portion of the work i* h-**

earefully arranged, and there is not a single- i. ii i

dice to anlhoiities. Srhini'lt (op. tit, p. :iliS) has

suggested that the peculiarities of this section are

din -to the n->' of Nieolans of I>ama-eii*. Hut the

remaining frugmentsof Xicolaus do not contain the

u-.-1'..'e* in c|uestion ; traees of his style may rather
he loiiml in tin- hooks preceding XVII. The use of

a sinu'le authority for this Ion;; section is out of

the 1

1
uest ion, mid the difference of style i~ probably

to I.-- accounted for hy the employment i-i another

ffi-vcp-yos and amanuensis. It is not unlikely that

the work was laid hy for .some time when the end
ot Hook xvi. was reached.
An interesting study has heen made hy Primer

(I
'

tit* r\n'h it ii~ n nlr ./'.,/'/*"., MarliurLT. IMHi,

pp. 1-Miof tin- use made Ky .lo-ephus oi Tlnicy-
ihde- as a model. The imitation i~ coiisiileralile in

the earlier hooks of the Ant '

: tiom liook

VI. to XII., and in XX., it is mm existent or MTV
slight : in XIII. -XVI. it {radually ini-ica~cs, and
reaches it- climax in XVII.-XIX. ll i~ no: conlini-d

to i he diction. The narrative of incidents in the

history of the Israelite, ha* III-I-M heightened hy
touches from the act-omit of the siege of I'latica

and the Sicilian expedition n-f. .1,.'. |\, .1". with

Time. ii. 77, and .[uf. IV. 91 f. with Time. \ii. s:(f. i.

The Sicilian expedition especially ha* ion-c.| the

,le\vis|i hi*turian to imitation. iS.-e al-o Kennedy,
M af XT <lrc(k, 56 f. ; .1. A. l-'.mc-ti. Obser-

vation x Philologico
- critical, etc., l,eip/ii_'. 17'.i"n.

The style of .losephus lias also lieen intliieiu-ed.

thou^'li in a h-** dc-ree, by a study of llcio lotu*

(Schmidt, op.
' it. ..o'.lf.).

Nicsc I//;*/. y.,it^hnl~t, lid. l\\\i. -J.i7l remarks
on the lan^'U.-iu'c of tin- ./,,/, l\"m- that it is

precious' [yeicaftit), and rich in pociu-al "r rare

words. 'It is not the simple s|
eh of the

Atticisls, hut approximati'* to the "\elladcll fill-

lie-- of the A*ia:ic oratory.' He liinl* the *tylc
oi ih'-.l,,.' ttiti simpler and the

]
ti'-al colom

iie_' alino*t wanting. 1'he same c.-n-i-. according to

Nle-c. i- not .*]icllt ill the J OD ihc .'iMiiii

ance of hiatus
;

in lioch wink*. hoe\ii, t In- i r;i*i.*

ot" article and noun (<-.</. rdieX^oi', Tdir0a\oi/j,

tfoiMdno^, /'./ ii. lls. appeal- to Ii tin- rule.

\ii. Knirmx* AXU Ti: \\*i. \ i inx.s. All pre-
viou* edition*, of .lo-cphii- h:i\c h-'-n -upplanted
hy the ^'leat critical edition of 11. N n-*e in 7

volumes, containi:m a full critical apparatus ami
introduction* on I he relation* of the MSS i lii-rlin,

|ss; ISII.'H. Nn-s'-'s only lauli *cem* to ha\ e hccn
.I too (,'i-eat lelianee on a sin-le class of MSS, with
lhcic*ult that I he true text is often to be look. -il

for in the apparatus rather than in the text. In
the manual edition of Niese, without critical ap-

paratus ( Isss ISII.'H, some corrections of the errors

of the MSS have heeii introduced. On the basis

of Nieses work, Nalier has constructed a recension
of his own ill \ol*., Teuhner, lS88-18'J(i). Nie*es
edition is indispensable to the student, but that of

Nalier will al*o he tound useful as supplementing
and, to some extent, improving on the work of

Niese,
Kach of the works of Josephus has its own

separate MS tradition : the MSS of the two halves

of the Anti'/niti>:i (I.-X., XI. -XX.) also have their

own separate hi-torie*. For this history, and for

the early \ersions of Josephus, it will be sullicieiit

io icier the reader to the introductions to Nic*e *

volumes and to Scliiirer, GJV 3
i. 95-99. With

regard to the old Latin versions it need only IK;

stated here that we have: (1) a version of the

Aiiti'/uifi , and the cvntrn Ajiioncm undertaken at

the instance of C'assiodorus (tic Institutions Div.

Lit. 17) in the (jth cent. ; (2) a version of the
,ii-n-i*ii ]\'m- commonly attributed to liulinus; (3)

a very free Latin version of the Jcwis/i II </-,

which goes hy the name of Hegesippns, a corrupt ion

of the name Josephus. The seven books are here

compressed into live. The original is abbreviated,

freely altered, and sometimes expanded : it ha*
the appearance of being rather a new work than a

tiaiishition. It goes hack to the time of Ambrose
of Milan, to whose pen it has sometimes, although

probably incorrectly, been attributed. Of the

Life alone no Latin version exists. There is a

Syriac version of liook VI. of the War.
Of Knglish translations the most serviceable, as

containing the complete works, is that of Whiston,
revised by Shilleto (London, 1SS!)-1SUO), but the
revision has been somewhat carelessly executed,
and the translation is not always to be relied on.

An I'.nglish version of the War and the Life by
Traill (London, 1802) is reported to be more
reliable.

LITKKATI-RE. The literature on Josephus is immense. For a
i-.'ii-|...,-nis <.i ilii. in in- rrcent works, the reader must lie

n-f'Tf-'i l" ill-- \IT. mil hiliHography ^ivcn hy Schiirer, op. cit.

i. 100-10C, to \\lms.' mirk the present writer is very greatly
indebted. K'-t-n ii'

1 -'* \\ill there he fount! to treatises on many
interi ting )

i'-. -'i' Ii :i- the chronology and. geogntphj ':

Josephus, which navenos been touched on in thepresen'
H. ST. J. THACKERAY.

NUMBERS, HOURS, YEARS, AND DATES.'

i. N'umhers an'l Counting. Ditliuulty of fixing precise mean-
ing of expressions.

1. The 'three days' between our Lord's death and
resurrection.

2. The ' three years
' and 'fourteen years' of Gal in

and 21.

3. The ' fourteen years
'

of 2 Co 12-.

4. The 'seven days' of Ac 20.
f>. The ' twelve days

'

of Ac 24".
ii. Hours of the Day.

1. Varying senses of the terms ' hour* ami 'day.'
1.

' liours
'

in Che NT. The discrepancy between Mk
.tid Jn 10R

Dates,

1. batint: hy the years of kin^a and emperors. The
'
Bfteeiith year of Tiberius

'

in Lk 3'.

ii irtt. CiiROXotoav OF TIIF OT and CHROSOLOOV or TIIK NT
<>f the |Kiints dealt with in the presi-n

. although some of the JT:H' ipl-
- l:ii'l

<l mn. en' 'ilnh MI the first part of $ iii., win be found tu

ippl\ ,
"T.
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2. Dating by periodically elected magistrates.
3. Dating by priests or other officials.

4. Devices of historians for indicating important dates.
5. Character of the dating in the NT.
6. Dating by counting from a fixed era (Seleucid,

Actian, etc.).
7. The Beginning of the Year in current use.

(a) According to Roman custom, year began
1 January.

(i>) In Asia Minor and N. Syria, year began
about autumn equinox,

(e) In Southern Syria, year began about spring
equinox.

Literature.

i. NUMBERS AND COUNTING. Important results
sometimes turn on the precise meaning of such ex-

pressions as ' six clays afterwards,' or ' on the sixth

day afterwards,' and 'he was ten years old,' or
' when he was in his tenth year.' There is a

tendency in English to differentiate between ex-

pressions containing the cardinal and the ordinal

numbers, so that ' the tenth year of his age
'

refers
to the interval between nine and ten, while ' ten

years old
' means that the person in question has

lived ten years and something more. Sometimes,
again, we find that, when the expression

' six days
later

'

is used, the intention is not to reckon the day
from which the period is counted as one of the six,

whereas, when the expression 'on the sixth day
after' is employed, the intention is to reckon the

starting-point as one of the six (as, e.g.,
' the sixth

year after' 1'JOl is 1906, but the phrase 'six years
after' 1901 means 1907). Generally speaking, in

Greek, Roman, and Gr:eco-Roman usage there was
no such difference between the expressions with car-

dinal and with ordinal numbers ; but both classes
of expression were used and understood as we in

English tend to interpret the ordinal form. The
older and popular expression in English also did

not, as a rule, recognize such a difference : e.g. the
idiomatic expression 'this day eight days' means
the same day in the following week (the interval,

e.tf., from Tuesday to the following Tuesday), ami
'
lifteen days' is still sometimes used to denote an

interval of a clear fortnight. The following ex-

amples of ancient usage may be cited :

Cicero (ad Fam, iv. 6. 1) says that .'Emilius

Paullns, the conqueror of Macedonia, lost two sons
within seven days. Livy (xlv. 40) tells the story
in more detail, that the younger son died live

days before, and the elder three days after, his

triumph over Macedonia was celebrated. Some
scholars have remarked on the discrepancy be-

tween these statements. But there is no discrep-

ancy when the numbers are counted according to

the ancient fashion. If the triumph was cele-

brated, say, on the 14th day of the month, then,
as Livy says, the younger son died on the loth and
the elder on the 16th ; and, as Cicero says, the
16th is the seventh day after that on which the
first son died.

Galba adopted Piso on 10 January A.D. 69.

Then followed tour complete days of sovereignty ;

and on 15 .January Piso, in a speech to the soldiers,

spoke of the day as the sixth since his adoption
(Tacitus, Hist. \. 18 and 28).

There are some exceptions to this usage ; but

probably all could be explained as arising out of

the special circumstances. Thus Tacitus else-

where speaks of Piso's reign as lasting four days
(Hist. i. 19 and 48). According to our reckoning, it

lasted live clear days, from 10 to 15 January ; but
there were only four unbroken days of sovereignty.
The general rule that has just been stated must

he applied in interpreting the numerical state-

ments in the XT.
1. The three days between the Saviour's death

and resurrection are part of Friday (viz. the few
hours that remained before sunset), the whole

twenty-four hours from sunset on Friday to sunset

on Saturday, and the few hours between sunset on

Saturday and the early hour of the resurrection

before sunrise on Sunday.
2. The three years and the fourteen years in

Gal I
18

'2
l must be counted in the same way, the

first and the last year in each period being only
fractions of a year. Here the reckoning is com-

plicated by the uncertainty as to how St. Paul
counted the years. Was he thinking of years of

his own age ;
or years reckoned from the day of

his conversion as prominent in his mind at the
moment ; or years according to the common Asia
Minor and N. Syrian reckoning, with New Year in

the autumn ; or years according to the S. Syrian
style, with New Year in the spring (like the Jewish
sacred year) ;

or years according to the Roman
style, with New Year on 1 January? (see iii. 7).

The first two of these suppositions may be at

once set aside as inconsistent with the ancient
custom of thought and expression : years were
counted by St. Paul as beginning and ending
according to the current visage, and any part of

the current year, however small, was counted as

one year. It would be as unreasonable to consider

that he counted the years as beginning and ending
according to his birthday or his conversion day
as it would be to consider that he counted days
as beginning and ending according to the hour of

either of those events. But the real difficulty lies

in determining what system of years was ordi-

narily used by St. Paul in thinking and counting :

in other words, what day was New Year's day in

his estimation.
The present writer is not aware of any argument

justifying an absolute ami confident answer to this

question. But the general impression made by
the facts stated in iii. 7 is that St. Paul counted

according to the N. Syrian system, with the year
beginning about the autumn equinox. This gives
the general rule (stated only as probable, not as

certain), that, in reckoning the number of years
that had elapsed since any event, St. Paul counted
the second year as beginning to run about the next
autumn equinox : thus the interval between the.

event and the ensuing autumn equinox, however

short, was reckoned as a year, and so with the

interval separating the point down to which he
counts from the last preceding autumn equinox.
According to this rule, the conversion of St.

Paul (assuming, for the moment, the traditional

day, 19 January, to be correct) and his first visit

to Jerusalem (which he says took place three years
after his conversion) might have occurred in two
successive years of the Christian era. In his way
of counting, the first year would be at an end about
'23 Sept. or 1 Oct., after the conversion, the second

year would end in the autumn of the following

year, and any event in Oct. or later of that year
would be in the third year. Thus, if the con-

version were in January A.D. 31, the first visit to

Jerusalem might have occurred in Oct. -Dec. A.D.

32, or in the first nine months of A.D. 33. On the

other hand, if St. Paul was thinking of Roman
years, the first visit could not be earlier than Jan.

of 33, and might be as late as Dec. of 33. Thus a
difference of nearly a whole year might be caused

by the slight difference between those two methods
of reckoning.

3. The statement in 2 Co 12- is also interesting.

Fourteen years before writing, St. Paul had

enjoyed the greatest vision, and the closest com-
munion with the Divine nature, that had ever

been granted him. There is probably little doubt
in the mind of almost all scholars that these words
were written during late summer or early autumn,
about six months before the last journey to Jeru-

salem began. On the scheme ot chronology which
is followed in this article, this would be about Aug.
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in Sept. A. 1 1. ."pli ; and (lif year in \\liii-li tin- v i-imi

tuck place would !, on tin 1
.\-ia Miinir and N.

Syrian -ystcm, I In' year ending in autumn A.H. 4:i,

tui tlif S. Syrian system i hr yi'iir ending in spring
A.Li. 44, on tin' Unman -v-tcm A.n. i:i (see ? in. 7).

4. In A.- _''! it i- id thai the deputation yciing
to .inn aleni tarried seven day - ai Tina-. A- they
sailed away Ir TI...I- mi Monday morning, they
mn-t have arriM'il tli.-i.- on llir preecdirje I 'in -

ilav hetme -iin-et. Tin' journey from Pliilippi to

Truas occupied li\ i'
.::.y -. and therefore began on

III.- 1'ii.lay pie.-edinj. 'I'lir live days' joium-y,

doubtless, included one ilay'.- travel on r'mlay to

Ni-a|ioli-.' on Saturday they -ailnl lor Troas, ami.

nltiT a -lo\\ voyage \>- l<i '), they arrived proh-

al.ly early on Tuea ay. The-c dad'* may I"'

regarded 'a- practically certain. Now it seems
also practically certain tiiai St. I'aul started as

soon as the day - ol I nleavencd l!i cad were ended,
for lie wa- eager to I., in .lei ii-alem in time for tlie

1'Va-t ot rcnlecoM. In order to reaeh Jerusalem
In- wee dependent .m the um-ertain ehanre ot

ships ;t he nad already been in I'hilippi for some
turn', and tlien- wa- no .-pecial neeil for him to

prolong his slay for a single day after the I'Va-t

wa-- ended. l.-.eiy emi-hl.Tat ion shows that he
vva- lound to ih -lay only for the festival season in

l'hilip)ii, and to Mait immediately after. That is

eertainly the plain intention of the writer of Aets.

The Ion- detention in Tioa-, waiting for a pas-

sage towards Syria, and the -ccmnl shorter deten-

tion in Miletus, show how uncertain was the

conr-c of a ship, and prove tliat St. 1'anl conld

not allord to spend any time in 1'hilippi after the

lc:iM wa- ended. On the other hand, when lie had
reached ( 'a-sarea, and had only a land journey
ailing a g I load, on which the rate and time
conld I 'i' leckoncd with cmiliilcnce, he was able to

wait several days, and go up to Jerusalem just
before rellteeo-t .

Thu- v\e reach (lie .on. -lii-ion that, in the year
in which St. Paul went up to Jerusalem, 1'a over

began on a Tlnu daj at Min-et. and the days of

I 1 1 lea v i 'iied Kn-ad earn.- to an end on the following
Thur-dav at sunset. From this it lias been inferred

(Kanisay, N/. Paul th : Her, p. '.'v.M that the

journey wa- made in the year A.I). 57; anil the

discns-io is which have taken place on the point
-.-.-in to t he prc-i-nt writer only to have established

this result more clearly.*
.Y riiei'e is iniieh diliicnlty in St. Paul's words. Ac

Jt' 1 '111 not m.ire than twelve day- since I went

up to worship at .lern-a lein.' The reckoning seem-
to show (bat it wa-a little more than twelve day-.
St. I'.'iul readied .lein-ah-in alter a journey, pre-

sumably after siin-et, so that, though it was only
nc\t morning that lie called mi St. .hum-, yet in

the reckoniii- l,mh events fall in the hi-t day.
Then v\e seem, at iii-t -i-jht, to have the following
li-t of day - and events:
1-1 day. Arrival alter -nn-el ; vi-i( to St. James

nest morning.
Jlld ,, Kilsl day ..I 1'lllili. -at!. in, Ac li I -'".

iid ,, Sei-mul ,, ,,

-Mil ,, Third ,, ,,

"ith ,, 1'ouitli ,,

\,i long di 'I at Xcapolis, ln-r. .

.t.uMi,- ,

i-.r Tr.Ki- i-v. T\ <ia\

-

iii..-.,-. p. I..
1

-

, till a certain amouDt
of time nuii-t liu.

t Thi-ri- \\.-n- IP. piL'rh..--lir,'- i-in-h ;IH nii_'ht li;i\.-

before F -

'

i fter a ehip waa
fountl. ii - voj ogi I...L i-i

'. . see

al>.A.',
]

; |ii\.i . VIr Turn. r. ut.'ive, vol. i.

p. 4-JI'. I-.', Prof. 1

412 ; 1!"X', ii. 1), Th<
tint th.- -'

a^iinst Koin.in ii ' c .jl.uiiK-vl ^ho ill the early

yearaofthi [mperial period.

(it Ii .lay . l'ill!i day ot 1 'in ilicat ion.

Ttl

8th

9tb

null

Sixth
Seventh ., ,,

*
,
Ac 'Jl-

7
; riot ;

St. I'aul'- -]
-li.

Council, A.- __".

I'ltivam by night, 'J3
11

.

I
( 'mispiracy, liii'-.

~|.loinne\ to Antipalris begins before

[ sunset, 23".

| Journey to Antipatris continues by
night.

[Arrival in (Vsarea belme sim-et. _;.
'

.

Detention in (Vsarea. '-'ml day. -I .

llth

i.'di

13th
14th 4th
l.'ith .. ,, ">th ,, : trial.

This list seems to show that litleen day.- at the

Ica-t had elapsed between St. 1'anl's arrival in

.Icm-alem ami the day when lie declared that not

more than twelve days had passed since he went

up to Jerusalem.
The explanation probably lies in Ac -M- 7 ' when

the seven davs lot' puiitication; were about to be

completed.' I

'

In the above li-t this is understood
a- implying that the seventh day had arrived ; but
it may, perhaps, be taken as merely imply in _ 'the

-.-v en' day- ot pnrilication were more than half

finished, and the men were now coming near the

end of the period. 'J This seems quite consistent

with the fifth day, and in that ease St. Paul would
he speaking on the thirteenth day -incc hi., entry
into Jerusalem ; and we -may understand the

peculiar expression 'not more than twelve day-'
as meaning 'the thirteenth day i.- not yet com-

pleted and pa-t
'

: this form of uxpie--ion -hows
distinct analogy with the case quoted above from
Tacitus (Hist.'i. 19 and 4S).

ii. Houits OF THK DAV. 1. 'Hour'(wpa, h-jrn)

is a word used in a considerable variety m senses

in the NT. The Latin hum was borrowed from

the Greek (wpa), ami was to a great exten! deter-

mined in usage by tin; origin. TheCrreek word ipa
meant, in a v.-iy wide and general

-en-e. a .ii-tin-

gnishahle period of time, a division of time marked
oil by a beginning and an end, how ever v agilely the

bounds might be indicated. Thus upa meant, in

the most general way, a measurable or estimable

lapse of time; and this sense of the word nevei

entirely disappeared, and is found in the N f. e.g.

Mk <i" . t w ic.-i. w hen- it i- rendered 'day
'

in both

AVnnd KV ; Mk 11", 'J Co 7", where it is rendered

'season' in A\ and KV. The <ipcu TJJS rvuros and

T^S w^P<" in Xenophon, Jlrin. iv. 3. 4, are not the

'hours' ot night and of day, but the great

'periods,' the watches of night and the forenoon

and afternoon of day.
The most characteristic division of time indi-

cated by upa in early time was the season of the

year; and (he mythological Hurni were personifi-
cations of the Sea-mis. The use of the word in

the sense of a division of the day, something HJV

proximating to an hour in the modern usage,

hardly begins much before the end of the 4th cent.

B.C. in the extant literature ; but this quickly
became the most common and widespread mean-

ing of the word; and from some time, probably
i-ailv in the 3rd cent. D.C. onwards, the

word in that -eiise was adopted in Latin. The
divi-ioii, which was probably of Babylonian origin

iming t'.rthe moment that the riot broke out mi the

lu-t <l;i\ ..I t*urifl. .IK.II; l.iit vvt- tihnll aee bi-luu ilic it j.r-it.-

IM. -t on ' I.- lir ii day.
f The i >!mo8t completed' in AV and KV is too

1 .r. . k iui>.>.6. fv-rtXiirtiect.

; 1 1., t.. .' in |.-\t e-*.~t>,nu.:*r.; ii -r-f,- ij^cur;
:

. nt with uur n-:id' :

ti.s.-.-ui bl M; and di'llinl- i 'he true Lukan
text.
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(Herod, ii. 109), was according to the duodecimal

system ; and from an early time in the history of

this usage traces occur both of a popular division

of the period of light from sunrise to sunset (the
natural day) into twelve parts or &pat, and of a
scientific division of the double period of light and
darkness from sunrise to sunrise, or from sunset to

sunset (the civil or legal day), into twenty-four
(twice twelve) parts.
Hours of the latter class, one twenty-fourth part

of the lixed and unvarying period, a revolution of

the earth round its axis, were of absolutely lixed

and unvarying length ; but the words horn, upa,
were rarely employed by the ancients in that
sense : it was only astronomers that sometimes

spoke of these wpai ia-rififpLi'ai, hora: ceqiiinoctialcs,
as they were called. In ordinary usage among the

ancients, these words hora, wpa, had a different

meaning, which arose out of the only means of

measuring hours known and used in ordinary life

by the ancients, the sun-dial. The dial, originally
a very simple instrument among the Greeks, was
improved, until it atlbrded a means of dividing the
time between sunrise and. sunset into twelve equal
parts or hours. These hours were equal in length
to each other during the same

day,
but varied in

length from day to day. The earliest systematic
use of this division into twelve hours among the
Greeks is said to have been made during the 4th

century before Christ.

While hours of this new kind were in common
and popular use, the astronomers found it neces-

sary for their purposes to use the equinoctial or

sidereal hours of unvarying length, which they
calculated by means of ctepsydrcB or water-clocks.
There often occur in the NT examples of a system

of numbering the hours of the day. The third,
the sixth, and the ninth hour, as the main divisions

between the four quarters of the day, occur very
often. ' From the lifth to the tenth hour ' Ac 199

(according to the Bezan text) is a note of the
hours of lecturing in a public hall of quite un-

usual and even unique character in the NT ;

' the

eleventh hour' (Mt 2l>") is proverbial of the ap-

proaching end of an allotted time. St. John uses

the number* with exceptional accuracy :

' the tenth

hour,' l
w

;

' the seventh hour
'

(in a medual obser-

vation), 452
.

The precise meaning of these expressions in cer-

tain cases has been the subject of some doubt

among NT commentators ; but there is absolutely
no uncertainty as to the meaning in ancient pagan
usage, and the doubts expressed as regards the

interpretation in a few passages of Christian writ-

ings are unnecessary. A certain amount of ob-

scurity is introduced into the subject by the use
of the word 'day' in two different senses: the

period of light from about sunrise to sunset is

called the natural day as distinguished from the

period of darkness or night ; a day and a night to-

gether constitute the period of the legal or civil

I)a3". In the following remarks we distinguish
these two senses by the convention that '

day
'

means the period of light as distinguished from
the night (Lichttag in German), and that 'Day'
means the legal period of a day and a night.

According to our own ordinary modern system
of counting time, the legal Day is divided into 24

hours, and the hour is an unvarying and absolute
duration of time ; while the length of the day and
the night are continually changing within certain

limits (according to latitude), the day containing
more hours and the night fewer at midsummer,
and conversely at midwinter, while at the spring
and the autumn equinox day and night are equal,
and contain each 12 hours.

There are only the scantiest traces of such a

meaning for the word 'hour' in ancient times,

and it never occurs in popular usage, though it

seems to have been known to astronomers from a

very early time. The length of the ordinary ancient
' hour '

varied continually from day to day through-
out the year. The day, the period between sun-

rise and sunset, was divided into twelve equal
parts called 'hours' (Ju 11"). The division was
marked by the progress of the shadow from line

to line on the sun-dial ; and the progress was
more widely published in houses of a more preten-
tious character by some such device as the blow-

ing of a trumpet. In Trimalchio's ho'.ise (1'et-

ronius, p. 26)
* the trumpeter was an established

institution ; and in the old German Imperial city
of Goslar the same ancient custom was maintained

by the public authorities down almost to the pres-
ent time : not many years ago, and perhaps still,

the trumpeter in Goslar sounded every quarter of

an hour, for the division of time is carried out
more minutely in modern than in ancient times.

There is hardly any trace in popular Gra-co-

Unman usage of any definite division of time
shorter than the hour: hone mumcnto, 'in the

motion of an hour,' i.e. _the time that the shadow
on the dial takes to creep from one line to the

next, was a customary phrase for a brief interval

(Horace, Sat. i. 1. 10). Hence the word 'hour* is

often used in the NT to indicate a point of time,
where the more emphatic expression of modern
laii"ua cre would require some such term as

'

instant'

or
"

moment,' e.ij. Mt 8" 9~, Mk 14J1
,
Lk 12",

Jn IT 1
. But this usage may really be much more

emphatic than it appears at first sight. The Latin
word kora certainly, and perhaps also the Greek

upa, are often used in the sense, not of the period
that the shadow takes to creep from line to line

on the dial, but of the brief moment in which the

shadow crosses the line. Billinger luis conclusively

proved, contrary to the opinion of almost all

other scholars, that the latter was the nwie fre-

quent sense of the terms in Latin, hora prima,
hora sccuntla : these generally indicated, not the

whole time which the shadow required to move
from t!:e starting-point at sunrise to the first line,

and from the first to the second line, but the

moment t when the shadow reached the first or

the second line. Hence hora ssxtn is frequently
found, and almost always has the precise and
exact sense 'at the point of noon.'

But Bilfinger tries to push too far the view
which he champions. There are certainly some
cases in which horn pritnri moans the whole period
from sunrise to the moment when the shadow on
the dial reaches the first division. In truth, the

ancients were far from being so accurate as modern

people are ; and probably many of them were

hardly conscious of any difference between these

two . meanings, and used the term hum prima so

loosely that they could hardly have specified which
of the two meanings they had in mind. We ought
not to try to make them out more accurate than

they really were. Their vagueness in estimat-

ing' the divisions of time must be allowed for.

They had never been used to measure time so

accurately or so minutely as we do. They had
no division shorter than the hour ; and they talked

of the hours very loosely, making use chiefly of

the prominent divisions first, third, sixth, ninth,

and twelfth hours. The third hour meant little

more than '

during the forenoon
'

; and if an ordi-

nary person, speaking of the third hour, were
criticised and told that he should have said the

sixth hour, he would probably have regarded the

correction as too slight to be worth making, just
as a Turkish peasant would at the present day.
Modern peoples are so habituated to minute and

* Cf. also Martial, viii. 67, x. 48
; Juvenal, Sat. x. 2151

t liilfinger, Der burgcrlichc Tag.
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accurate divisions cil time, nnil to precise punctu-
ality, tluil tln'ir thoiioht ami laniMia'jo have a<

i|iiireil ii precision which U wanting in the aurient

writers,* anil which we must not try t" forco on
them by strained interpretation.
An example ot the ilulllile meaning of ill'' term

' hour
'

is seen 1 1 Mt 20s be compared with Plutarch,
' '/v/.v.v. 17. In tin 1 forme] passage 'the eleventh
hm '

is llseil metaphoi ically to indicate the last

point ..I lini,-. the l.-i-i line ami Imiir of the ilial.

before the allntteil I inn 1

,
\ i/.. the ilay, mini's to an

end, ami (lie opp >rtunit y is lost tiue\ei. In the

latter passage the twelfth hour
'

is used to<-on\ ey
I he same |n-o\ erhial sense, as being the last period,
which ends \\hen the snn sets. St. Matthew
thinks of the moment when the shallow crosses

the last dividing line; Plutarch thinks of the

interval that elap-es het\\een that moment and
the sunset. The inlluence of Ivoman usage is' here

Been ; dials and 1 1 i visions ot time seem to have been
more familiar in the Itoman I inn 1

, and with greater

familiarity came the use of hum to indicate the

point <f time when tin- shadow crosses the line.

When //'/<' in'uii'i or \< .'Kiul'i indicates a point
(if time, it :nis the moment when the shadow
readies the line at the end of the lirst or of the

second hour after sunrise; and soon. Hence, in

this nsa".e. horn primu .orrespomls in logical sense,

t hough not in time, to our expression
' one o clock.'

The length of the hour varied, therefore, accord-

ing to the length of the day : it was about To
minutes loii". at midsummer, and hardly more
than 4."> at midwinter, while at the equinox it was

exactly ti" minutes, like the hour in our modern
eii-tom. This sense of the word ' hour' as a period
of time is found in such passages as Ae I!)

3 '
5",t

l.k -'_' '. Ml Ju'-L'G"', Mk 1-P7
. In popular language

the varying length of the hour is alluded to in

such expressions as horn irxlirn. In hoth (ircck

and Koman times the conception of an hour as an

unvarying period of time, the twenty-fourth part
oi tin- civil or legal Day, occasionally appears in

honks of a more scientific character, hut never
in popular literature or common lite.

The division of the hour into (in minutes is said

to lie nt Babylonian origin, and may have hail an
existence in scientific thought and astronomical
calculation-; hut such a minute division played
no part in popular life, never a Heeled popular
thought, and was not expressed hy any word in

popular language. The hour was I he shortest
division of time known to ordinary people, as has
lieen stated a hove.

In ordinary usage the night was divided, not
into hours 1ml into four watches, the second of

which ended at midnight. The dial gave no means
of dividing the night into hours; and the length
of hours of the day could not, except with much
troulile and careiul adjustment (suctl as i nly men
of science would lie able to give), he applied to I In

night liy such methods of measuring as the r/,
/,

vii- 1 i'ii or water clock. I 'cause the niv.ht hours ".lew
shorter as the day hours grew longer, and en

incidcd with them in lon-lli only al the ei|iiino\.
l!ut, liy analogy from the expression hum .ii-.r/n

for 'noon,' midnight was often called Imrit xi-j-fn

iini-tii II] ']:ni in I i'm, \/. \lt. :t. 7 ;
< pare xl. 1. 1,

xxviii. 1. ."i ; Aulus ( H-llius, iii. !. 11). The Creek

corresponding expression is not found in the NT
(probably not anywhere in strictly Creek litera

Thr loosen,.-^ sliiiun h\ si l.nkr in r'"j'inl !" lime is noted
In f<i. 1'inil II,. 'I'm,-.'!!: f. ]i. I-. etc.

t In A. 3ittrrn/u inust mean ' the period of tbree
hours'; it c;in hunlh l

. u, . ..nlin^' to thi n-:i-. <1. si ritual in

Ilir t"]l"\MTi^ paraCI ipli, 111'' nliT\.il tli:i! -.rl'.irM.'s u ILIK- on
th<- <ll:il from t

v
li- til in I ti>l!"U 1:1- I in.'. l..-.';iu-.f that would ^-i\r

H SJ..HI' "I .mli t ',\ " ii i i.hiiL,' to thi' iini'iriit u:i\ ot

counting thr stiirtinu' |i"in( us the tinst. Lk 'H1 '-' ini^t In inl< r

JTrl. .1 in 1 111 .in,.' i .

it the similar expression 'at the thirn hour
of ni",ht,' implying the end of the ln-t watch,
occills u, \c '_:(-'. In Ac Hi ''111" sam,. I,,, i

thcni",ht.' the mcanin;: is 'instant or 'point of

time, as in the expressions described above.
It is accordingly involved in the very idea and

origin of the hours in common usa^e that they
he"in from sunrise, and that the first hour ended
\\ hen the shadow reached the first divid in;.' line on
the dial ; and so on. These hours arc parts oi the
natural day, the l.iclittHtj, and cannot be counted

except as liujjinniiifj with the day. The houi-. as

parts of the civil Day, were a totally dilleieni con

CCption, which, as \\ e ha\e seen, never atlectetl or
cnicicd into popular usajxe and popular tlmicjlit.

Is it possible that those equinoctial hours nii^ht
have been counted as heojnnin"; from the point
when the Day was considered to he^in (thoii"h

only in scientific- work)? We ask, then, when the
l>a\ was considered as bco;innino.
The lejial or civil Day, comprising a t-omplete

period of day and ni^'ht, was regarded as he^in-

nin^' from various points in the Kast and in the
West. The Koman usage was the same as our
i lern usa^e : the Day was reckoned as the

period from one midnight, horn soxtu nocti.i, to

the next. In the Jewish and the (ireek usiifie the

Day was reckoned from sunset to sunset ; and it is

in accordance with its Kastern origin and its early
development amid Greek surroundings that the
Church always reckoned the ecclesiastical Day as

beeinnino; at sunset, liillin^er, indeed, maintains
that both (Ireeks and Romans (except in matters
of Koman law) counted the Day as be^'innin^ at

daylight, either sunrise or roughly at dawn ; but

I'n^'er has conclusively refuted his arguments on
this point (see his article on '

Tagesanfang
'

in

I'/iitntiirfiia, 1892, lip. 14(1'., 21-2 H'.), allowing only
that, there was a Macedonian usa"'e (traceable at

Pergamos and other places where the Macedoni;ui
calendar was used), aecordinj; to which the Day
was counted to be;;in from sunrise. It may, how-
ever, be doubted whether those seeming cases of
count in"; the Day from sunrise may not have been

simply caused by the ordinary popular custom of

count in" the hours of the day as beyinnin^' with
the li",ht. 15nt however that may be, it is certain
that no example has ever been ijunted from the
ancient writers in which the hours were counted
as beginning from midnight. Though the Koman
lejial Day beoan at midnight, yet the hours of the

clay were counted only as beginning from sunrise ;

and the hours of the ni";ht (in the rare eases in

which hours of the night were spoken of) only
from sunset. In popular usage probably no ni"ht-

hours were spoken of except the third, sixth, and

perhaps the ninth, as the beginnings of the second,
third, and fourth watches; and those expressions
were used, not because there was any device in

ordinary use for dividing the night into twelve
hours, but simply by analogy from the three main

customary divisions of the day.
J. There has been among some NT scholars a

certain degree of hesitation about accepting as

absolutely and invariably true the principle that
hours were counted only as beginning from sunrise ;

and some attempt has been made to show that the
hours of the day were sometimes counted after a
'lillci. nt fashion. This hesitation has been caused

by the apparent discrepancy between .In HI 14 and
Mk l.'i -'"'. In the former passage it is said that the
trial of Jesus was concluded and the judgment on
the point of being pronounced

' nfmiit the sixth

hour.' and some more time was needed (but pndi-

*
It is sonu-tinics aiil that the Greeks hail only three

\\;iti Ii. s iiic KonmiiH four. This IH an error arising u> in mis-
mil i IIK udion of I'ollux, i. 70. See Ml-. Macau s note OB

Hrroilotug, i\. :>, iu his forthcoming edition.
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ably not long) to conduct Jesus to the place of
execution and raise Him on the cross, so that the
Crucifixion could hardly have been consummated
before 12 noon. No other estimate is given by St.
John of the lapse of time on that da}', but towards
sunset it was found that Jesus was dead already,
though the other two sufferers were still living ;

thereafter the body was taken away by Joseph
and Xicodemus for burial, apparently just before
the day was ended, perhaps about 5.3U or 5.45 p.m.

In the latter passage, Mk 15-5
, it is stated that

the Crucifixion was consummated 'at the third

hour,' i.e. 9 a.m. (modern time), and that at the
sixth hour darkness began and lasted till the ninth
hour, when Jesus died : about the beginning of

evening, very soon after 6 p.m. (modern time, i.e.

sunset), Joseph took away the body for burial.
It has been suggested (and the view is advocated

by some high authorities) that St. John counted
the hours as beginning from midnight, so that

according to him judgment was pronounced on
Jesus about 6 a.m. (modern time) ; then after an
interval of three hours followed the Crucifixion,
and afterwards darkness began (according to the

Synoptics) at noon. By this device all is shown to
be in perfect harmony. It is urged that the dif-

ference in the way of counting the hours was due
to the fact that St. John wrote in Ephesus, and
counted in this one case according to the fashion
of Asia Minor as being familiar to the public for

which he wrote. An example of this supposed
Asia Minor custom is sought in the martyrdom of

Polycarp at the eighth hour. It is maintained
that exhibitions of wild beasts, and executions by
expMMire to the beasts, ordinarily took place before
noon (which is true),* and that therefore the eighth
hour can only have been 8 a.m. (modern time).

It is needless to discuss fully the case of Poly-
carp ; t the facts show beyond doubt that his case
was exceptional, and that he did not suffer until
after noon. He was arrested near sunset at a
villa at some distance from Smyrna (to which he
had retired after leaving his first refuge in a villa

near the city) on a Friday, officers having been
sent to arrest him in compliance with the shouts
of the crowded audience at the conclusion of the
venadu in the stadium at Smyrna on that day. He
was permitted to pray for two hours after arrest ;

'when the hour for departure arrived' (that is,

evidently, early on Saturday morning) he was
conducted to Smyrna ; he was introduced for trial

before the proconsul after the games in the
stadium were concluded, because he could hardly
have reached the city before the games began, and

they would not be interrupted to allow the trial

to proceed. It is clear that the games were over
for the day when the trial was held, for Philip
the Asiarch (who favoured Polycarp) declared that
he could not reopen them in order to comply with
the demand of the crowd that Polycarp should
be exposed to the beasts. The games, of course,
lasted more than one day ; but it may be regarded
as practically certain that they would not be con-
tinued after the fifth hour.J The interval between
that hour and the eighth was occupied with the
trial (for the forms of Roman law, even in a
hurried trial, required some time) and the pre-

paration for the execution
;
and the Jews, who

could hardly have been present at the games on
a Sabbath of especial sanctity, but who came in

numbers to the trial, showed themselves active in

procuring materials to burn Polycarp. Othei ex-

* Sec the full discussion in Friedliinder's Rijm. Sittengesch.
Hi. p. sn (349) ; also Martial, viii. 67. 4, v. 65. 8.

t It is discussed at length in the Expositor, 4th Ser. [1S93],
vol. vii. p. 220 ff.

J See Expositor, loc. e?"t., and the article TYRAX.VUS, vol. iv.

p. S'22 1
'. MartiaJ sati ad quintain rarios extcndit Roma

amples of martyrdoms which took place in the
afternoon are those of Zenobius and Zenobia at

Aigeai in Cilicia on a Friday at the ninth houi
(Acta Scinct. 31 Oct. p. 263), and of Pionius at

Smyrna at the tenth hour (Acta Plonii).
In those exceptional cases the hour was remem-

bered ; but in ordinary cases the execution took

place early in the day, commonly forming a part
of the exhibitions or iisnntiones.

Thus the one example that has been most confi-

dently quoted to prove the existence of a peculiar
way of numbering the hours in Asia Minor turns
out to be an example of the ordinary custom. In

truth, the idea that in Asia Minor people counted
the hours from midnight is even more improbable
than it would be in other countries ; for, as has
been shown above, there are many instances of

even the civil Day, as well as the natural day,
being reckoned there to begin with sunrise. More-
over, why should St. John in that one case count
his hours from midnight? It is certain and ad-
mitted that elsewhere he counts them from sunrise.

The more closely the subject is examined, the
more clear does it become that the numbering of

the hours in popular usage always started from
the beginning of the natural day. While the
other kind of hours, the equinoctial, were some-
times used in scientific calculations, there is no
appearance that they were numbered. The very
idea of numbering the hours is a matter of prac-
tical convenience in everyday life, and has no
scientific character.

It must be recognized that there is an absolute
and perhaps intentional and deliberate differ-

ence between St. John and the Synoptists : the
latter declare that the Crucifixion took place
about three hours earlier in the day than the
former admits. With regard to this difference

there arise several questions bearing on the sub-

ject of this article : Which Evangelist shows him-
self most attentive and observant of details of

time ? what is the cause of the error which must
exist on one side or on the other? what is its

importance? with whom does it lie?

There, can be no doubt that St. John is more
careful about recording points and details of time.

The two disciples of the Baptist went to the place
where Jesus was, 'about the tenth hour' (I

33
).

Why does the historian record such a minute and
in itself valueless detail ? Obviously, he was natu-

rally attentive to details of time, and that one
remained in his memory because he had seen and
known. 'About the sixth hour' Jesus sat down
on the well of Jacob to rest (4

11

). The official's son
became free from the fever ' at the seventh hour

'

(4
5
-). In these cases there is no intrinsic import-

ance (as there is in the case of the Crucifixion) to

make the time of day memorable. The time when
they occurred is stated, because the narrator re-

membered the details from personal knowledge ;

and only a person attentive to time-notes would
have remembered what was the hour at which
each event occurred.
While the question which authority is right

cannot be discussed without a far wider estimate
of facts and characteristics than belongs to the

present article, yet the inference from the above-
stated facts is in favour of St. John's superior
trustworthiness in any statement of time ; and the

long interval of three hours which the Synoptists

place between the consummation of the Crucifixion

and the beginning of the darkness seems improb-
able.

The cause of the difference in this matter lies

probably or certainly in the want of attention to

the lapse of time on one side or the other. St. John
shows himself distinctly more attentive, through
a certain personal character, whereas most of the
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simple country people to whom tlir Synoptic
tradition must ".o hack an- very unlikely to have

paid iiny at ten (ion to an exact estimate of tin' pas

sa;_:e of time, ami may i|uitr prohahl\ ha\ e ei red in

tlii-ir recollection of tin' time. Tlir reason for the

dill'iTi ni ! lies simply in tliat inaccuracy in c-ti

mat iiix ami mi'asui 'in", tin 1

lapse <if time which is

ohsei\ahl,- ill tin 1 thought ami laii'jiin".e of the

ancients. The, dillcicnee in opinion is not din-

to correct memory ln-inu oh-cmcd in tin 1

lapse
of linn-; it dates from tin- even!, and \\oiild he

found in acrniiiits written at tlic time, if witnesses

of various character liad been thru ordered to

state tlii'ir impressions in writing.
As to tin- decree of importance to be attached

to tin- contradiction between tin- witnesses, it is

evident from tin- uennal considerations already
stalcil that tlicre is no im|iortance in such a

dilleienee of recollection. Three events occurred

successively during the day: the memory ot most

of the witnesses marked tin- sequence by iccoid-

iii", that they occuire.l respectively at the third,

the sixth, and the ninth hour, the only three

divisions which the popular mind was used to

Hole. Kilt tllosi- llilee ill\isiolls Well' liy st

people used vaguely ami roughly, without any
nci-iiiale estimate of tin- precise hour indicated

on the ilii-J ; and so it was in this case. The

people who assigned tin- time of the Crucifixion as

tin- third hour would have probably heen much

surprised if any one had in their presence used

their testimony to pin down the event to an exact

hour. Their thought and mind were not trained

to such accuracy, the}' saw no importance in hcine,

accurate, and they were from habit not capahle ol

CM n attempting to be accurate in respect of the

l:i|
-e of time. The sixth hour, as heine; midday,

f as heller marked than any other; luit even in

leuaid 'o it we must allow considerable latitude

w hen oidinary pels,,us speak of it. St. John alone

ill the NT stands out as habitually careful and
accurate in this respect. The distinction between
him and the other NT writers on this point is like

the diMerence between Komaiis and Greeks. The
(, leeks made little use of the hours, and spoke
little about them. The Romans used the hours

ill all departments of life, regulated their business

and private life by them, and spoke frequently
about them. St. John stood on the Roman plane.

iii. YKAIJS AXD DATES. A convenient and

practically useful system of chronology was de-

veloped only very slowly in the ancient world.

1. Jin/mi/ /ii/ t/i: yean of kings and emperors.
In countries ".overned hv monari h~. the- custom of

dating by the years of the current rei^n was
natural and widespread. Such a system was of

course conlined almost absolutely to the limits of

the monarchy. P.eyoiid those limitsit could hardly
he used, or understood, or verilied. I'.veii within

those limits it had many pi act i' al disadvantages
for historical purposes. l-,n instance, a cons;,!, i

able amount of trouble was often needed to dis-

cover the meanint.' and value of dales in past time ;

US unionist ourselves it WOlllll not he obvious,
without some tumble, what interval elapsed he

(ween the liilcenth year of I o-oix-e 111. and the

third year of Victoria. The ditliculties of this

method are of course not so serious in conteni

porary dating : while a soveiei".n i~ ici^niii",, the

\eais of his rei^n. fr whatever day it IK an,

would lie familiar to all the people, but after his

death hardly any one rniiemheis the exact limits

of bis reie.ii.

The difficulty is increased by the fact that a king
reigns not for an exact number oi years, hut fora

period that must he reckoned by years, months,
and days. If hislirst year is counted OB running

from the day of bis accession, his la-t year is a

oken one; and hi- successor's leipi has to be
counted a- he-innin^ from adillereiit date. Thus
a literal ici ki miii;..' I iy the e \ai-t years oi each kind's

i^'n becomes chronologically so complicated as to

lie extremely unwieldy and practically impossible.
Some modification was ihcictore commonly in-

troduced for chronological purposes in this method
of reckoning. The years of each kind's rci^n were
counted according to the current and leeo^ni/ed

system ot years, and not according to the ilay
when the reie.li be-all : either the lils| year of the

monarch was reckoned as ending with the laM day
ol tin- current \i ar iso thai tins nominal liist \ear

f his n-ijiii nii^ht last in reality only a few da\s
or months), or the last year of the former nmnaicli

was counted as running up to the end of the yai
in which he died, and the lirst year of the new
monarch was counted as bc^innin^' only with the

lirst day of the local year next alter he ascended
the throne, or some other device of thai kind
was adopteil in order to facilitate chronological

reckoning.
Thus either the (irst year of Queen Victoria

would have to lie reckoned as endue.' on ill I i.-e

ls:(T, and her sixt\ tilth year would lie niiinin^ at

(he time of her death ill the bc",inninv. of Mini :

but in that case the rest of (he year I'.HU would In-

reckoned by subsei|Uent chronolo^ists as the lirst

vear of Kdward VII., and in historical chronology
1837 would he called as a whole the Iii st of Victoria

an. I 1!MM the lirst of Kdward VII. : or else I he w hole

of IS.'iT would have to he reckoned to William IV.,

ls"s would he the lirst year of Victoria, and 1'JOl

would he her six tv-fourfIi, and would, as a whole,
lie reckoned as the last year of her rei",n. When-
ever possible, it is desirable to investigate each

v.iitei 's practice from his own writings, lint, of

I In' two alternative methods which ha\ :.- just been

stated, the former was, on the whole, the more

tiei|iieiit and ordinary rule, and the one which

must, in cases of doubt, be supposed to have been

followed, as most likely to have been the practice
of i he writer in iiuestion.

(In the other hand, in dating liy years of the

emperors, it i~ odiums that in Kyypt the latter

method was often practised, and many persons
continued lo date documents by the emperor who
had been in ollice at the beginning- of the year,
even thouv.h his successor had already been in

power formany months ; see above, p. 37'J'
1

I where

manv of the cases alluded to are probablj due,

not entirely to ignorance, but to the idea that the

whole current local year should be reckoned to the

emperor in whose name it had liejjun).

1'ractical convenience dictated the rule, and it

mav he regarded as universally observed that

when ordinary persons spoke of a series of years
they meant, and were understood by every one to

mean, (he current years of the country or State

to which they belonged, and not years reckoned

from some arbitrary epoch, such us the hiitli ol

an individual or the accession of a sovereign.

Thus, in Ke;vpt, the universal way of counting the

veais of the Konmn emperors is known to ha\e

been a< cordinn to the Egyptian year befrinniii"; on
1 Tlioth i.'t'i August i. Similaily. we may lie sure

that in Syria people counted ill ordinary usa^e
a< 'cording to the current local year (on which see

S iii. 7).

There was no fixed and universal rule ainonj

chronolo-i-ts regulating their practice in this

respect ; and the custom of cacti ancient w liter

should as far as possible he determined ~,
.p ;l i

-

aiel\ Horn a special study of his method. M. ny
eiiors have been made by modern writers owue_-

to misinterpretation of chronological statements

according to Imperial years, l-'or example, in Uie
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reign of Claudius, the dates (so important for NT
chronology) of the great famine (Ac 12') and of
the edict expelling the Jews from Rome (Ac IS 2

)

have heen assigned to the fourth and ninth years
of his reign. Now Claudius began to reign on
25 Jan. A.D. 41, and many writers have forthwith
assumed that his fourth year ran from 25 Jan. 44
to 24 Jan. 45, and his ninth from 25 Jan. 4'J to 24
Jan. 50. But that assumption is certainly wrong.
We must first ask who is the authority responsible
for the date, and what was his way of counting
Claudius' years. Did he follow the Roman official

reckoning of years of the reign, or did he follow any
of the chronologist.s' methods ? The authority is

Orosius ; and it is clear that he followed the method
which reckoned A. L>. 41 as the last year of Caligula
and 42 as the lirst year of Claudius.* Hence his

authority (such as it is) places the great famine
in A.D. 45, and the edict expelling the Jews from
Koine in A.D. 50. Ultimately, the value of his
evidence depends entirely on the older authority
or authorities on whom he was dependent : that
is a topic that has to be treated by a careful com-

parative study of his account of the period as a
whole. What concerns us here is that it is wrong
to qrote his evidence in favour of placing those
events in A.D. 44 and 49.

It lies outside of the limits of this article to in-

vestigate the practice of the more scientific chrono-

logists, which was not absolutely uniform. ]5ut so

much is certain : the modern fashion of counting
a sovereign's years from the day of his predecessor's
death and his own accession was not followed by
chronologists or historians in ancient times ; and
the reason lies in the hopeless cumbrousness of
that method of reckoning. Such '

dynastic
'

years,
as they may be termed, were hardly thought of or
reckoned by the ancients. Current years, accord-

ing to local usage, alone were taken into account.
The official Roman practice in reckoning the

years of an emperor's reign varied. It was cer-

tainly not determined by scientific considerations
of chronological convenience, and probably de-

pended greatly on the choice or caprice of indi-

vidual emperors. In general, the only part of

the official description or titles of the reigning
emperor that gave a clue to the length of his

reign was the number of times that he had held
the tribnnician authority, t which .was apparently
chosen by Augustus as the characteristic feature
and the fundamental element in his tenure of

authority. The real foundation of liis power, of

course, lay in his command of the legions. That,
however, was too harsh and repellent a feature

;

and in B.C. 23, after years of hesitation, during
which he governed as triumvir by extraordinary
appointment (for periods of five years, beginning
from B.C. 42), or as consul by annual election

(B.C. 31-23), he finally preferred to have the tribu-

nician authority as Champion of the Commons
conferred on him ; and henceforth in his formal
list of titles the number of years during which
he had held that office was stated as being equi-
valent to the years of his reign. The custom was
continued by subsequent emperors.

*
Tliis is pointed out by the present writer in St. Paul the

Traveller (pp. 08, 254), where it is explained as due to a faulty
reckoning of the years of Claudius ; but in Was Christ Bom tit

JJcllttrlic/n '

p. 22s, the right explanation is given that Orosius
(or the older writer from whom he borrowed) reckoned inten-

tionally after that fashion. We need not ask what, was the
New Year's Day in Orosius' reckoning; : it was certainly late in

our year, St. Paul the Traveller, p. 68.

t This number is always stated in the title (except in the
abbreviated titles on coins) : triu. pot. alone means the lirst

year of the authority of the emperor in question. The consul-

ships and the imperatorial salutations were also expressed
numerically in his title ; but the number gave no clue to the
length of his reign. For example, the eleventh consulship of

Aii-u^liis was in B.C. 23. but he continued to be called 'Consul
XI.' till B.C. 5, when his twelfth consulship began.

Most of the emperors of the 1st cent, reckoned
their years of tribnnician authority from ths day
on which it had first been conferred on them, and
disregarded the day on which their predecessor
died, and on which their reign practically began.
The theory was that their legal authority began
when the people conferred on them tribnnician and
other powers, and thus made them Champion of

the Commons, with the powers to make their

championship effective. The later view, which
makes dynastic succession the criterion, did not
rule in the Roman practice of the 1st cent, and
even later ; and there is absolutely no justification
for the common modern view, that the years of an

emperor were counted in that century from the

day of his predecessor's death.

According to this official Roman view
The years of Augustus began 27 June.

,, Tiberius ,, ,,

,, ,, Caligula ,, 18 March.

,, ,, Claudius ,, 25 January.
,, ,, Nero ,, 13 October (till

A.D. 60).

,, ,, Vespasian ,, 1 July.
Titus

,, ,, Domitian ,, 13 September.
Nero's and Domitian's days coincided with those
of their predecessor's death. Claudius' day was
one day later than Caligula's death, Caligula's
was two days later than Tiberius' death, and
the other four had no connexion whatsoever with
their predecessor's death.

Nero, in A.D. CO, introduced a new way of

counting his own reign, and made the change
retrospective. His seventh year had begun on
13 October in that year, but 'he ordered that his

eighth year should begin on 10 December A.D. GO

(for the old Republican rule was that the Tribunes
of the Commons entered office always on lu De-

cember). Hence he was officially in the fifteenth

year of his reign when he died on 9 June A.D. 08

(though according to our modern way of counting,

by which many scholars interpret the chronological
statements of the ancients, his fourteenth year was
then still unfinished). But this way of counting
the years of the reign from 10 December was not
imitated by any of the 1st cent, emperors except
Nerva and Trajan from the year 97 onwards, and
could not have had any possible influence on NT
usage.

2. From this follows a conclusion extremely im-

portant for NT chronology. There is no justifica-
tion in Roman official usage for the view that
when St. Luke (3

1

)
mentioned the fifteenth year

of Tiberius he was counting from the death of

Augustus on 19 August A.D. 14, and meant the
12 months that began on 19 Aug. A.D. 2S. We have

previously seen that neither ordinary contemporary
usage, nor the more scientific usage of chronolo-

gists, permits such an interpretation.* We must
therefore conclude that, whatever St. Luke may
have meant, he certainly did not mean the year
19 August A.D. 2S to 18 August A.D. 29. Yet the

majority of modern writers assume as self-evident

that that interpretation (which is founded only on
modern custom and prejudice) must be what St.

Luke had in mind. The question now is what

bearing the special subject of this article has on
the interpretation of that important date.

It may be regarded as practically certain that

the custom of dating by the years of the reigning
Roman emperor originated, not in Rome but in the

Eastern provinces ; and hence such dates are to

be interpreted by Eastern, not by Roman, usage.

*They would consider that his reign began on 19 August,
but that his first year ended 1 at the conclusion of the current
local year (which' in many places would be on 22 or 30 Sep-
tember).
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Tin- Koman ta-hion (if dating liy coii-ul- [n r-i-tcd

ill II far I liniilL'li Ihe Imperial lime; and MI.

' .ii., tin- .1 linn Ix of Tacit n- .-in' arranged in strictly
annali-tic order, year by year, according: to con

Mils, iiini not hy year- of t In- eiiiperot s. Tin- pre-
valent i net I n id of d in n tine; in tlje Eastern proviiiee-
wa- a mixture of the dyi>a-uc method with the

leckoning according to local years: a- a general
inle. the year- nl each emperor were counted ae.

(online to the current loeal \eai-, lull hi- ici^n
"a- eoii-idered to he";iii at the death of his prc-
l.'re-vol A ' '' "1 >

1 1 ] ] ': In that method thclifteeuth

year of Tilieiin- would In' the year beginning in

spring A.l>. 'J.s, or in autumn A.n. L'T. according as

(lie local year be<_aii in -pring or in autumn."
There \\ere, how e\ er, -nine exception- to this rule

iihoiit the tie^iiinin^' of the rei;_;n, cau-ed chiclly
by collegiate government. Tlius, in E".ypt, the

rei",n ot I 'oiiimndn-, w ho had 1 11 colleague of his

father, M. Anrelin-, for -ome yeai-. \\a- counted

continuously with hi- father'-, a- if there had
Keen an unbroken rule from A.I>. llil to I'.rj. Now,
theie were ill the 1st cent, t o emperm-s Tilierius

and Titus who reigned for a time as colleagues
of their predeee--oi-. Iii their strictly otlicial

-tyle. lioth counted their year- of tnhunician

iiiitliority from a point loin: anterior to their

pi .'.l.-< e--. r-' ileath. lint Tiberius
1

trihunician

authority was interrupted and remained in ahey.
ance for a v.ood many \ ears, hence it wa- inipo--
silile to count the year- of hi- ici-n from the
lir-t of hi- triliunieian authority. There was,
ho\\ever. a -eei uid occasion when he was a umed
a- colleai:ue of hi- pie.iece-Mi; \\ith power over
all the annie- in all the province-. Thi- was a

few days or week- before. Iti January A.li. 1J.

when, on hi- return from raunonia, he eelel.rated
hi- triumph, llefore his nrrival, probably at the

etiiiL' held in ordinary course on I January,
the Senate had conferred on him tho-e ".real

power-: and it has lieen -UL"-'ested with much
plausibility that St. I.uke ilt'i considered hi- rci^n
a- lieLMiinin". ji.uii that day. when lie lieeame eol-

lea-lle of Augustus, -i i tat a- I he ploMllee- and
all provincial adnuni-tra4ion were concerned. If,

an many hold on other grounds to ] prohalile.
St. Luke wa- writing under Titu-, \\ho counted
hi- year- from hi- collegiate appoint ment. there
would he an Imperial contemporary analogy
pi ptiii;.' the hi-torian to thi- way of count-

ing '1 ihei ius' year-.
i ine mii-t take into account that, in the ca-e

both of Tilicrius and of Augustus, it wa- ex

tiemely dillieiilt to tell from what date their

power ou^ht to I*- counted a- bc^iniini".. Inlioth
ca-e- thele were -eleral diHel'elil date- which
mi".ht, with almo-t ei|iial plausibility, he taken
a- the com ncement of their reigns, while'

Itomau eii-tom <a- we have -ecu I'm bade that

cither reie.n should b' counted a- beginning from
the deatli of the preceding: ruler, the day which
mcdern en-tom prefers.

It i- therefore impo ihle to arrive, on the

L'l'OUtld of cll-tom of etl'(llctte, at anv -life con-
cln-ion nl.oiii i lie -i-n-e thai -hoiild he attached to

the date ill l,k :i' ; and the meaning can lie detei

nnn.'d mdy liy the general chronolo_'\ ot llie life

of Chii-i, which i- not within the -co] f this

ailiele. In tlii- place there i- only one further
lemark to make. St. I.uke counted according; to

cuiient years: lull what, in hi- ea-c. ale to In-

understood as current year-
1

.' lie wa- e'Ttainlv
inlluenced iii \ariou- way- h\ l.'om.'iii feeling,
Illlt it -eem- hi".hlv ilnploha lie that lie would
count according to ;he I! an year ; and there an-

ali-oliitely no other fact- mentioned in hi- writings
'

It \\ill In- jir^'iiril in ll. . ^i'. IMI 1 ill tl 1hi- li-al year j

beyan at fir smui iifti_-r thi- antinuii fiiuiimx.
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to -how with ci'i taintv what wa- hi- cil-lom in

respect of chronological rcckonin;.'. He wa-. hnw-

ever, Greek, ami it -eon- impiol.ahle that he u-cd

any kind of \ ear i it her than the Macedonian. \na
tolian, and North Syrian, lie^'innin^ at or near the
autumn ei[ninox. It ue nuiy start trom tlii- strong

pie-iini]i|ioii.
the liitcenth year of Tilieiin- h.-^an

in aulunin A.n. _'."> or A.D. -27 (in the latter ca-e

year I of TiU'iiu- would husl only from 1'J \u^. to
22 01 :tn Sept. \.n. 14).

The paa-e i-enenmlKTeil hy another diU'n ulty.
The call ..I John ihe Kaptist took place in that
tiftceut li year ; lmt w hat relation does the on II hear
to the hapti/ine; of Je-us, or, in other words, how
lone; had John's preaching la-ted before Jesus came
to he liaptucd? It sveins prohable that the call of
John and t he couiin^ of Je.sus are to be placed
w it I iin 1 hat lit! ecu; h year, for otherwise the (fating,
which is here -tated in such careful detail, would
be valueless, l.'ut when an ancient historian speci-
fies a date -o ela Innately as St. LnUe does in this

ease, hi- object ia- we shall see*) is to fix chrono-

logically a critical event according to which the
rest of the history is to be grouped.

Moreover, the narrative distinctly gives the im-

pie- "ii that Jesus wiusuneof John's early hearers.
The baptism of Jesus in the Jordan belongs prob-
ably to the late winter season, as Lewin has
shown : f and the call of John then must have
taken place in the late autumn immediately pre-

ceding. The ancient customs of reckoning -eem
to leave only two possibilities : Jesus was baptized
by John either in the beginning of A.U. 'JO or in
lip I" 'Miming of A.I). 'JS, according as Tiberius'

reiiMi is counted as beginning from his collegiate

power or dyna-tically from the death of Augustus.
'J. /t'ffnuf liij fi'Timli -ullif !> '/ ,// / >n -ffntes.

Far more difficult tlian the date according to the

years of monarehs was the custom of datitr.' hy
eponymous magistrates, which was introduced by
the proud self-consciousness of Greek city life. No
means existed of determining the interval between
two events, for example, dated respectively in the

archonship of Euclid and the arclionsliip of I'ytho-
dorus, except to consult a list of archons and find

out t lie number of names between them. Except
in Athens, it would lie extremely difficult to find
a list of Athenian archons; even in Athens it

would not always be easy to find such a list.

Almost every city in Greece made it a point of
honour to date by its own magistrates. Tims the

difficulty of this system was so much increased
i hat in the majority of cases such dates are useless,
and convey no chronological information. When
we remember that in many towns those magis-
trate- held office tor only part of a year, the cnm-
brou-ness and absurdity of this pompous method
ot dating can lie understood.

i inly iii the case of the llumnn eponymous niagis-
iiaie-, the consuls, is a nearly complete list pre-
-ei \ed ; and the power of Home spread the custom
of dating by consuls far beyond the limits of the

city. Consular dating was practised frequently
even under the empire. It was complicated by
the tact that the consuls who began their office on
1 January did not always remain in office through-
out the year, and especially it became common
under the empire that several pairs of consuls, the
original and the later siijfceti, held office in succes-
sion diirin<_' each year. The old Uoman rule, that
the date should be given according to the cxi-tniL;
eon-n]-. whether or no they had come into office

s.-, below, )

i / ,/ i, Sot ' '. p. 177 : a slight chance is needed to a

il;iir tin MMM.nini; to the (inference of yetir in t

li""k. Tl ^-li m iii-.ii;rff with its conclusions,
-I N-' nil \M-ik I>N Ihe suhjtx-t, "'

n, v,. , i.i M [i|i'triii . .mi! i! .'in;. \\i:h \vliich it co]i
' v ;<l- ii' i I,, .inii^' nil evel) bln^lu bvlmrul-' j
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on 1 January, was in force until the latter part of
the 1st cent.; but at that time it began to he
allowed that the whole year should be specified by
the names of the pair of consuls who entered on
office on 1 January ; and gradually the superior
convenience of this practice established it as the
rule.

No dates in the NT are expressed by the consuls,
but in early Christian times such dates were some-
times used. Thus they found their way into
Eusebius and other important later authorities for
the early history of Christianity; and often very
important questions relating; to early Christian

chronology turn on this system of dating. The
list of consuls entering office on 1 January is almost

complete; but nothing like a complete list of con-
suls sufferti can as yet be recovered.

3. Dating by priests or other officials. This was
originally a mere variety of the system of dating
by monarchs ; for in many of the great religious
centres the priest at an eaily period was a dynast
or priest-king, who ruled over the people of the

god as his representative and the interpreter of
his will. In later times, when in general the

priest had sunk to a much humbler level, the old
custom still continued. Under the Roman Empire
the governor of a province was often mentioned to

specify a date : the Human governor exercised the

supreme power, and was in a sense a monarch for
the time of his office, and, in fact, where a mon-
archy was formed into a province (for example,
Asia, Bithynia, Cappadocia, etc. ), the first governor
succeeded the last king. In the Imperatonal pro-
vinces, such as Syria or Palestine, in which the

governor regularly remained in office for several
successive years, this way of cl-uing was of small
use without specification of the number of years of
office (which was very rarely made, as it attributed
too much of the monarchic character to the gover-
nor, and would be likely to oH'eiid the emperor) ;

in the Senatorial provinces, where the governor by
an almost invariable rule remained only one year,
it was more useful.

4. Devices of historians for iiirlierifhn/ important
ifufi-.f. To lessen in some degree the difficulties en-
tailed by such complicated and narrowly restricted

systems of chronology, it was an occasional practice
for historians to indicate the time of an event by
several different ways of reckoning, when they
wished to mark a date carefully, and to make
their chronology readily intelligible to different
classes of persons. Thus Thucydides (ii. 2) in-

dicates an important date by the Athenian archon,
the Lacedaemonian ephor, and the forty

- eighth
year of the priestess Chrysis in Argos, and by the
fifteenth year of the Thirty Years' Peace. As a
rule this was done, even by the most careful,

only for some one or two critical events in their
narrative. For the rest of the narrative they
generally contented themselves with indicating
the beginning and end of the single years more
or less carefully, making the critical event a means
of connecting the narrative as a whole with other

departments and periods of history.
According to that traditional practice among

historians, St. Luke dates the call of John the

Baptist very elaborately, not merely by the fifteenth

year of Tiberius, but also by the Homan procurator
of Palestine, by the high priests i whom he seems
to consider joint-priests), and by the tetrarihs of

Galilee, of the Itur.po -Traehonitie land, and of

Abilene. It is remarkable that he does not name
the Roman governor of Syria, when he mentions
the unimportant tetrarch of the small Syrian
territory of Abilene; the governor of Syria was
not brought into any relation with the subject
of 1'is narrative, but' neither was tin; tetrarch of
Abilene. It is also remarkable that he numbers

the j'ear only of Tiberius and not of any of the
tetrarchs.

We must understand that this elaborate dating
is intended to connect the whole book with general

history, as was the usage of other ancient writers.

There is no other purpose served by the carefully
stated synchronisms. Now, the call of John the

Baptist is of importance in the book only as lead-

ing up to the baptism of Jesus by John ; and we
therefore must understand that the dating is re-

lated to the baptism as well as to the call of John.
If some vague, indefinite interval elapsed between
the call and the baptism, the careful dating would
be absolutely valueless for the book, whereas we
have been forced t > the view that such careful

dating was used tnly for a critical point in the

chronological sequence of the narrative.

5. diameter of the rlatinfj in the NT. Of the
small number of dates which are given in the

NT, most are specified according to the reigns
of sovereigns ; but a very few are expressed by
officials or priests. Generally they are stated in

the vague Greek fashion, 'when Quirinius was

governor of Syria,' or ' in the high priesthood of

Annas and Caiaphas'; and on this analogy, even
when monarchs are concerned,

' in the days of

Herod the king,' or ' Herod being tetrarch of Gali-

lee
'

(Mt 2 1

,
Lk F 2'- 3'- '-').

The solitary exact data
in the NT is the year of Tiberius, already dis-

cussed. This looseness as regards time seems more
marked, when it is observed that almost all those

scanty indications of dating are found in St. Luke :

only one allusion that aids in providing a historical

setting for the narrative is given by any other

writer (Mt 2 1

). The few allusions to contemporary
history that occur in the other writers are forced

on them by their story ; St. Luke alone makes
intentionally chronological statements.
This chronological weakness is not a peculiarity

special to the NT, but is characteristic of many
ancient writers, even those whose purpose was
more specially historical than was the case with
the early Christians, among whom St. Luke alone

seems to have had any thought of historical sur-

roundings to his narrative. The chronological
relations of ancient narratives are often so insuffi-

ciently marked that modern students are perplexed
to arrange the events described in them according
to the strict chronological order which present-day

requirements demand. In Tacitus' biography of

Agricola, the author obviously avoided chrono-

logical statements as out of Keeping with fine

literary quality. Only in the conclusion (eh. 44)

he gives the exact years of the birth and death of

Agricola according to the Roman consular method
of dating. In the body of the work no date is

given ; but, by the allusions to contemporaries with
or under whom Agricola served, and by our know-

ledge of the principles applicable to the Roman
official career and of the legal intervals between
the several offices, it is possible to arrange the

chronology of Agricola very precisely : but much
of the chronology is fixed by external evidence,
and the biography alone would not be enough. If

the history of the Eastern provinces- in the NT
period were well known, many of the chronological
difficulties of the NT would disappear, and the

references to the two kings, Herod Agrippa, to

Sergius Paulus, Festus, Philip the tetrarch, etc.,

would be points chronologically fixed by external

evidence, assuring the NT history that lies around
them. If, on the other hand, the history of Rome
and the rules of Homan official life in the time of

Agricola were as obscure as the state of Palestine

in NT times, if the dates of Suetonius Paulinus

and M. Silanus were as uncertain as those of Pilate

and Festus. of Aretas and Sergius Paulus, if the

date of Galba and the consulship of Collega and
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I'ri-cu- wen- (In- subject of a- much contriiv er-y a-

the chirt events in the reigns of tin- Memd-. tiu-n

tin- life Hi Auricula would oiler maiiv chronological

problem-; lull with all it- advantage- and all

HHiiliTii re-can h n li;i- <_:i\ IMI ri-i- In a L; I deal of

chronological di-cu-sion, and a few of the dates

an- -till uncertain.

ij. Dating by countingfrom "
jii-,,1

, m i.x',v.-riV,

;\t'fi'in, etc.). Tin' limn- rational ami practically
ll-etnl -V-tem cil chronology, by counting till

1

V 'Ml -

frui n a i -i in vi 'i it i< ma My fixed ami generally accepted
era, ha- nut alli-etcd tin- NT; lull dates according
tu such an era an- found in tin- Hooks of Macca-
IK-C-, v\ here it i- called '

tin' year of tin1 kingdom
nt the Greeks' (1 Mac I

1

"). This name was applied
to t hi/ c 1,1 wiilcly n-c'l in tin- central or Syriiin part,

rarely in the we-ieiu or A-ia Minor part, of the

Scleucid Kinpirc. It wa-tixed according to .- um-
uncertain e\eni in the end of B.C. 31'J or the early

part ot B.C. 311.

The rule in regard to all eras of this kind was
not that the critical event on which the chronology
ilepended was made the starting-poillt of the yeai-
of the da, l.nt that tin- current local year in which
that critical event occurred was counted the lirst

year. Hence the v-ar 1 of the era might last only
a few ii,iv- or week-; and that wa- the ca-e, tr

exam] le. with the Actian era. In almost all lands

where vve know of that era being Used, the cm rent

local years began at or aliout the antnnin eipiinox
(eiihei mi illi September or on 1 October). Now,
the hat! le ol Act illln vv a s foll^llt on '2 September
in li.c. 31 ; and therefore the year '2 of the Actian
era he;: an at the following New Year, which was
either on 'J3 Septcmlier or on 1 October, according
to the Way "1 ci'lllll lll'_ III diM'erelit localities.

This rule, which is aecejited I'.v almost all recent
wnti'i- on chronology, i- di-iv-artled once or

twice in the excellent article on CHRONOLOGY OF
THK XT in vol. i.

|>. 4n.'!, and therefore ought to

he staled more emphatically here. It is proved
ilHinitcly for the Actian era in the present writer's

Hilton '' if '/, 'i/i/ii/ "/ Asi'i MIIIHI-, 1
1. 441,* and

has hern illustrated and proved in other eras by
varion- writer-: see, '!, Th. Keinach, .Y/.//v

iii'iti:- Chronicle, I'.m'J. p. If. (who quotes the rule

from the place jll-t ciled).

The inle ha- t" lie applied to the Seleuoid era.

.M. i I' i mi nit -( iannean lias pointed out that, w here-

as in Syria generally that era was counted accord-

ing to (lie Macedonian year-. beginning from 1

October, iii Daina-cn- it was counted according to

the local yar-, which began at the spring ei]uinox.t
He con-idei- that the hr-t year of the Selencid i'ia

la-ied in Syria generally from I October 313 to 30

Septeinher 31 I li.c., and in Damascus from -'.'<

March 31-J I o _'_' March 311 i:.c. lint it is highly
prol.al .|e. thou'Ji not a- yet definitely proved, that
win-lever ill the Syrian region- a ditlcrent kind of

year was in u-e ii .!. in Tyre, w here the year he^an
on Is April, a- Nie.-et has shown), the Sclent id

era wa- onnted accordingly.
\ i :net'ul -ludv, according to modern principles,

of this era in it- various torm- l.'.i/. in l!ali\ Ion,

where it i- .-aid that the year 1 ran from 1 (let.

311 to :;n Sept. "I" n C.) i- much needed, and would

prove extremely useful ;
hut that lies beyond the

ploper Illllil- ol the pie-rut article.:;

Then- i an e\i laonlinary variety of eras of thi-

t-las-. The idea -cem, to have lieen struck out

* Tbc ri knniii'.' ;v:is -talrd iM'ti-]irlnli-iit;>' t.y M [mhool
B'.unu-r '

, ; .

!

1; ;
i ::,7j, /.ft. J

XX. 1'. 257 i t K"
, ]>. 11 f.

' /.
;

loll, i. pp. df.. T-.'f.

1808, i- -' '-IT. : > i. M ,** cAriVf Born at
I.

J Th' '

irl.V sti'i\\n I.-, tin- iii.:;i-n- anil iim-crtain
account L-ivcH of this ere in P*v\y-V/\atovilL,Railcneyciopddic,
t.f.

'

.

ill theellnll which drei-k i -i v ill/a I n Hi made, alter

Alexander the I, real'- lime, to -1111 it-elf to the

Asiatic -1 mi. in- wliidi it had coni|iiered. The
placlnal needs of -nveinillX greatly linidllied the

character and outward expre ion of I In- lin-i-k

spirit ; and the u-e of thi- kind of chronology wa-

nearly contined to Macedonia and the -ulijed lands

of \Ve-tein A-ia. I!ut the proud -ell'.eon-cioii--

ness characteristic of the Un-ck cities reacted on
this custom, and it was made a point of honour for

each district and State and
city

I" adopt an da of

it-own and count therefrom, instead ot a^reein^'
in then-eof -nun- common era. No ancient era,

however, was u-ed so widely or so loll;,' il- the

Seleucid. which continued In 1 m ployed for i

than a thousand years, until the Aral. nni<|iie-t of

Syria de-troyed the t ira-co-A-iatu- civilization in

that country.
To those who regard St. Luke as a Syrian of

Antioch, it must -eem -trance that he did not

employ tin- familiar Syrian era in hi- careful

dating- in -V. Hut to those who regard him as

conm -rted with Macedonia as well as with Antioch,
his dreek character and feeling will sufficiently
account for his employing a method of dating
vvhidi i- more akin to the style of Greek reckon-
in-.

7. /'/I'' Ililiiniiil'l nf til,- Y"H- ill i-lli-i-i-llt US'.

Local variation as to the day on which lln- year
hexan was a most fruitful cause of chronological
difficulties. The varieties were extn-meh minn-r-

011- and perplexing; hut of them all only a tew
have any hearing on NT questions.

I'M Kniiian cn-tom maiie the consular year and
1 1 tiicial year generally begin on 1 .Ian nary, (in

careful examination, no prohaliility can he found
that tin i-o writers in the NT who sjicak ahout the

la]ise of any number of years counted them accord-

iii.L; to the Koman system. Still less chance is there

that the Koman trilmnician yi-ai , lie^:niiiir^ on In

Decemliei. had any influence on the NT. It is

true that a few emperors" counted their reiun-

aecordiu^' to trihiinician years, so that their first

year ended on '-I Hec-iiiher, and the second year

began on in December, following their accession.

Hut thiit iniild have no effect on XT usage.
(Ii) lu A-ia Minor and North Syria a year ln-iu-

niii" ahout the autumn equinox was very widely
used. It mixht, with v:rcat prohaliility, be aruued
thai men like St. Luke and St. Paul, brought up
in lands where a year of that kind was certainly
or probably in ordinary use, would naturally count
accordiii- to it. That must be admitted as reason-

able ; and there seems to be no weighty considera-

tion against it.

(<) In various regions of Southern Syria a yenr
beginning at or near the spring ei|iiinox was in

use: the year- of Damascus (from 23 March) and
of Tyre (from 18 April) have been referred tu

ill ii iv i- di). The Jewish sacred year began also

about the -piin^' equinox; but it was a lunar

year, ami therefore was not likely to be u-ed lor

chronological purposes, for which the irregularity
ol lunar years made it unsuitable.

With that one exception, all the years which
have been alluded to in this article are to be

iiiidi-i-tnoil as solar years. They had all been

tran-formi-d from an original lunar character to

suit the .lulian year, though keeping their New
N . i Day at various different seasons.

l.i 1 1 IMI I:K. --On hours: besides the special nrtit-U-- in Itii1

ti
' .iries of Antiquities (esp. SI. A

M rologlnm' in baremhcrB-SoRllo), see liililn.'-i. In. '/.

. IWicr, litf ml l'" :

itntihit & 'I'-i-ii; L'njjer, Zfttrechnung oft '

i

iin .lir.'ii.iliii.'.v: the dabur.iU' article 'Ai-ra' tiy K-iliilsrhek

* Nero (nfter CO), Xerva (in 7), and Tmjan (oa n.i

IllHlM-, p
'
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in Pauly-Wissowa should be consulted ; and Lewin, Fasti
Sacri, should always be at hand. The discussion of numerous
eras by the recent numismatists, especially M. Imhoof Blumer
and M. Theofl. Reinach, are highly instructive. The present
writer has treated some of the principles in Cities and Bishopric
(if I'lirygia, i. p. 201 8.; Wai Christ Horn at BetliMieml chs.
v.-x. W. M. RAMSAY.

GREEK PATRISTIC COMMENTARIES ON THE
PAULINE EPISTLES.

Tt.e Mibject will lie dealt with in this article

under the following heads :

i. The original bulk of the literature, p. 484.

ii. Catena; and compilers of the later period, p. 485.

iii. Patristic commentators on St. Paul, p. 489.

iv. Summary of MS material for ii. and lii., p. 521.
v. Patristic editors of St. Paul, p. 524.

Index, p. 529.

i. THE ORIGINAL BULK OF THE LITKRATURE.
There is a sense in which nearly the whole of

the writings of the early Christian Fathers may
be said, and truly said, to be expositions of Holy
Scripture. The controversy with the Jews turned
on the interpretation of the Old Testament, the

controversy with Valentinus and Marcion on the

interpretation of the New : the theologians who
dealt with these topics, which tilled so large a

space of the horizon of the Church in the 2nd and
3rd cents., like the theologians who dealt with the

equally pressing danger of Arianism in the 4th,
were all contributing their share to the explana-
tion of the Prophetic and Apostolic writings. A
book like the advemts ffareses of Irena-us contains
a mass of exegetical material ; and few tasks in

the domain of early Christian literature would be
better worth doing than the collection and co-

ordination of the fragmentary comments on pas-
sages of the NT which are scattered up and down
the writings of the period anterior to tlie develop-
ment of formal exegesis.

All this, and much more, would form part of a

complete history of Patristic exegesis ; but, since
such a history cannot be written in these pages,
it lias seemed wisest to attempt only a limited
and experimental treatment of one corner of the
vnst Held, and to conline the scope of the present
article to such Patristic writings as stand in direct

connexion with the Pauline epistles.* Books
which range over the whole of Scripture are there-
fore in the main excluded; and this atl'ects two
important departments of ancient Biblical litera-

ture : collections of Scripture proofs, of which the
most famous instance is the Testiinonin of St.

Cyprian ; and discussions of Scripture difficulties,
such as the 'Mixed Questions' of Acacius (the
successor of Eusebius at Ca-sarea), or the Qucrs-
tiones Vcteris ct Novi Testamenti of Ambrosiaster.
Tt is not, indeed, easy to draw a quite consistent
line of demarcation : it has seemed worth while to

note the occasional use of the great dogmatic
theologians of the 4th cent, in the Catena- (p. 41I8

1

',

below), and a place has been found in the list for

one or two writings such as the letters of Isidore

of Pelusiuiii, and the Euthaliau 'edition' of the

epistles (pp. 5T2 1

',
524h

) which perhaps cannot

strictly be ranked as exegesis of St. Paul.

More serious objection might be taken to the
absence of any notice of Latin commentaries

(except in so far as they are translated from the

Greek); and no doubt Ambrosiaster, Jerome, and
Pelagius would have formed a natural pendant to

Origen, Chrysostom, and Theodore. Yet, after all,

it remains true that the lines of exegetical develop-
ment were laid down in the East ; the rival systems
of allegorical and literal interpretation had been

* In order further to limit the ground, the Epistle to the
Hebrews has been excluded from detailed or special treatment ;

though, as nearly all the writers who will be enumerated
accepted it without difficulty as a genuine work of St. Paul,
some summary reference to it has occasionally been made.

elaborated, the one at Alexandria, the other at
Antioch, and both schools had produced exposi-
tions of the Epistles in imposing bulk, before a

single Pauline commentary had seen the light in

the Latin West. It may lie hoped, therefore, that
even in this inchoate form the following con-

spectus may prove of service to those who would
know, with more detail than has hitherto been

easily accessible, what was the measure of the
devotion of the early Christian centuries to tlie

special study of St. Paul.

No general or systematic list of the early Greek
commentators on ' the Apostle'

*
.as a whole, com-

parable to the Latin list of Cassiodorus, lust. Div.
Lift. 8, has survived. But in partial explanation
of this fact it must be borne in mind that the
continuous and uniform exposition of the whole
series of the 13 or 14 epistles was unknown or at

any rate infrequent, in primitive times. The first

extant commentary on the Epistles as a whole is

that of the Latin Ambrosiaster (r. 375 A.D. ) ; and

though some of those commentators whose work
is lost such, c.tf., as Theodore of Heraclea may
have anticipated him, they can neither have been

many in number nor much anterior in time. The
work of the earliest interpreters of St. Paul was
done, as a rule, on single epistles, or if on more
than one, as in the case of Origen, yet still inde-

pendently on the diil'erent epistles and unsystema-
tically. Our estimate of the total mass of early

exposition must be formed on such generalizations
as can be drawn from the chance enumeration, by
St. Jerome, of the books that were accessible about
the end of the 4th cent, on three or four particular

epistles.

(1) 1 Corinthians. Jerome, Ep. xlix. 3 ad Pam-
machinm [A.U. 393; Vallarsi, i. 233J : 'Origcncs,

Dionysius, Pierius, Eusebius Cu-sariensis, Didy-
mus, Apollinaris, latissime lianc epistolam inter-

pretati surt . . . revolve omnium quos supra
memoravi comment/Olios et ecclesiariim biblio-

thecis fnierc.' In E/i. cxix. '2-6 ad JUiin'ri-inin ct

Alcxandritm. [A.D. 40(5 ;
i. 704] he quotes on 1 Co

1551 the views of four commentators, Theodore
of Heraclea, Diodore of Tarsus, Apollimris, and

Uidymus, besides the 'Mixed Questions' of Acacius
of Ca-sarea.

(2) Galatians. Jerome, Prtrf. nd Comm. in Grd,

[between A.D. 386 and 3!!2 ; Vallarsi, vii. 309:

repeated in E/>. cxii., i. 733]:
'

Aggrediar opus
intentatum ante me lingua- nostril- scriptoribus, et

a gr.Tcis quoqne ipsis vix panels ut rei poscebat
dignitas usurpation : non quod ignorem G. Marium
Victorinum, qui Itonue me puero rhetoricam

docuit, edidisse commentaries in apostolum . . .

Origenis commentaries sum secutus : scripsit enim
ille vir in epistolam Pauli ad Galatas quinque
proprie volumina, et decimum Stromatum suorum
iibrum commatico super explanatione eius sermone

complevit ; tractatus quoque varies et excerpta,

qu:e vel sola possint siifficere, composuit. pneter-
mitto Didynmm videntem meum, et Laodicenum

* 'O 6frotrre>.o; is the regular phrase for the corpus of Pauline

epistles, and dates hack to the end of the 2nd century. If

Eusebius (HE v. 27) tells us that Heraclitus (about A.D. 200)

wrote e<> TO* 'An-errsAov, the form of the title may perhaps tic the

historian's and not the commentator's ;
hut in two other places

(//' y. 17, 18), the phrase occurs in actual quota! ions from anti-

Montanist writers of the same period : Sii* yix.p ii*i TO
-rp^rixov

ot^iiTt (Anonymus), and Qtiuffuv . . . ^.ifju-j^e;
TO* KTOCTTO}.G*

*6o)u*>, TO* riT**tcuE; ETIT>.V. (Apollonius). So Clement
of Alexandria, Stront. yii. 14 : TO T< Euetyr&wt xoti o 'ATOO-TUAO?.

So, too, the Latin Irenaeus, HOT. iv. xxyii. 4 :

' Ton; no quidem
dicente [Lk IS'] . . . et Apostolo in ea qu iv. ad Thcs-

ealonicenses epistola ista prsedtcante,' and of en elsewhere,

especially in Book v. : in two cases the Greek also is extant

v. ix. 3, where it, too, has 'ATOO-T-OJ.O; ;
and v. ii. 3, where the

Sacra Parallda ^ive o ft*''-"!"'' Tlai^o; for
' beatus Apostolus

'

;

but there can 1 e no question that in such cases the Latin is our

best guide. Doubtless, the use of the phrase goes back furthei

still into the 2nd century
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If ecclesia iiuper i -lessum," et Alexandruiii vete

rein Ii:rri>tii-Ulll, F.llseliiuill qlloque i'.misenilm, ct

Theodonim lleracleoten, cpii et ipsi nonnullos

super hac re oommentariolos [r.t. coiumeiilainisj

rcliqiierunt . . . lejii lia-e uiiuiiii.' A^'.-iin, in /.'/'.

exii. ml .lii'fiittinitin [A. I). 4O4 ; i. Till), (i :

' Primus Ori;;enes in dvinio Stromateon libro,

nlii cpistolam Pauli ml Calatas interpretatur, et

ceteii deinccps interpret rs . . . quid ilic:un de

l'i:iniif, i|iii
ilinliiin in |Mintilic;ili ;;radii Constant!-

nopolitaiiam rexil ecclesiam, et proprie super hue

c:i|iilnlci latissimiim exaravil librtim, ill quo Ori-

^eni- ei setrnini Bententiam <-( secatus?'
iSi F.phcsiiuis. Jerome. l'i-:i-j.

ml Ci, nun. inKji/t.

[same dale as I'miim. 111 lint. ; Vallarsi, vii. ."ii:i|

'

S.-i.-iii- 1 ri.'.'enem iria vuliiiniua in uanc epistolam
eollsci 'ipsi-se. .plrlll rl Mil- e\ palte seclltl SIllllUs,

Apollinamim eiiam et I liilyniuin qiiosdam com
mental iolos edidisse, i' i|uiinis . . . pauca decerp
ainius.

1

(4) I Thessalonians. .Jerome, Kp. cxix. (nf xu/i. )

8-111. discussinj.' 1 Til 4 1:'
", <;ivrs quotations ll.i III

t wo commentator*, < hif.'en ami Dim lore, ami alludes

to I MO others, Theodore [of lleraclea] ami Apol-
linaris.

Tin- simple fait that of twenty or more Greek
treat iscs mi mir or other of these four epistles
which .lerome hail (or had had) in his hands only
one has survived to our day other than in Catena

fragments, shows more eloquently than any argu-
ment roiild <lo the wealth ami variety of the lost

exegetical literature of the 3rd and 4th eentnries.

And if \ve further relleel that some of these

twenty treatises would not, but for their casual

mention by Jerome, have even been known by
ii- to have existed at all, we shall icali/e what
mi imperfect pieture the catalogue which we now

proceed to draw up must ^ive us of the labour

which the 'a-'- of the Fathers' devoted to the

study ot llnly Scripture.

ii. CATKX.K AND coMPir.KRS OF THE I.AT;:U

I'lM'ii. I! ;mc pnieeedini; to speak of the
I'atristie I'oiiiiiientai ic- separately, it will be con
venieiit to sav si iiiict hin^ of lho-e nmre genera]
and miscellaneous colic, : \,,t\~ ol later date which
are otien tl my source from which we can now
lecmer any iia^ments ot the older writers. The
suhjeet of ( 'aten.e was (ill .|uite lately an almost

unexplored one ; and no greal ad\ ai:ce can In; made
in the study of then) until more of the material

that exists abundantly in MSS has made its way
into print. \Viili regard to the 1'anline epistles in

paiticnlar, we need to know with more precision
than is now attainable' what material exists an-

terior to the two ^reat compdcrs of the end of the

1 Ith cent., Theophylact of liul^aria and F.u thy mills

Xl^abenus. The -cope of the brief sketch which
now follows is limited to an enumeration of the

matter in this department that has been either

published or at least described in print : but some-

tiling more will lie said later on i-ee pp. 521-524)
about the manuscript matci ial.

1. The liist Catena piinted on the epistles is

that known by the name of Oecumcilius, pub-
li-lnd at Verona in 1.">M'_' under tlie following title:

'E7ry7)<7eis iraXatat xai \iav u<t>t\tfjiot /Spa^i'Xo'ytai' rt x'ai

fftuprjvf.a.v TOU \oyou t\ovffai Sai^affrijy (K Siaipopuv TUV

o.^i^v n-aTf'pwc \'iro^vt]^aTuv eir' OtVoi'.ufivioi' Kat 'Ap^&a
(ji \\tx<'fiVoi tit rat T)]? Was SiaO r/KT]! Trpaynareias rdaSf
TCU fnif < liVoejlfWoe fi's rat ll()difi! Tar 'AirojrdXwi', tit

TOS if?rT4 Ka^'oXnis Xcyo^vat irurTo\dt, iris ras llai/Xov

ird<ras' roe 5<? '.\ptOa fts ryv '\uavvov An>JcdXv^tF.
The edition appeared under the same aiispiees as
the -lightly earlier |I.1J!H c'llitiim of Cliry-ostom
on the F.pl-tles i-ee below, p.

."ii i.'i
'

I ; tile ]ia troll,

\vho b>re the expt'ii-e- of hotli editor and printers,
"
lie me HIM, of course, Ajxjllinaris of Luoilicca.

was the illustrious I iian Mat leu Cilierti, ln-hopof
X'clona ; the seleilar entru-led with tin- wolL Wat
Bernardino Donnto ; the t\

r

pe (and im- i (.i.-. i.

type lias never been produce, Ii wa- -i-t up apml
Stephannm et trade'- Sabios.' The whole con-

tents of the volume were drawn from a sin-le

MS, presented to the bishop by .lohn l.a-c;m-,
' iniro librarii artilicio sumptiu[iie d.--i i ipt >im ap-
pi imeiiiie \ et list urn

'

;

*
!\r the Kpi-t le- t In- M S -a \ e

in the text, a continuous exposition as though by
a single author, in the margin the names of the

authors from whom the text wa- drawn: but use

was also made of other MSS of adiMeienl rla--,

which JMVC t liu quotations separately in the text,
eaeh under the name of its author. The \\oik

was attributed (quite ri^htlyl to Oecumeniua, on
the ground that his name appears in the margin
attached to the linal comment on the Colossiaii

epistle: e'/c roO dfriypdiftoi' fj.i) fupwv Ara\i2s rds Trapa-

ypatpij.s rot) fj.aka.piou 'Iwdjri'ou ri)y irpjs KoXo^traeFy

C7rtiTTO\;/5, ffuvtypa^tL (H'TOS uirwj rjdl'vd/j.Tjv fdv oi'V

(upfttrj n iv aerats T) KOvfyov i) (Jrt\7)\l/ifj.ot' 1
urrw 6

uva-ytvwffKwv fj.ijv ftvat TO roiovrov Tra(<r/ia.f The
editor concluded, on the strength of the one MS
which was known to him, that (lit! main and anony-
mous port ion of the work Is taken from ( 'hrysostom,
not indeed word for word, for when that is done
the name '.lohn

'

or
'

('hrysostom
'

appears like any
other ill the margin, but with much abbreviation
and omission ; that where Occumenius takes ;c u

individual line he puts his own name in the

margin, so that the leader may not he deceived
as to the authority claimed tor it : that the rest

depends on various ancient authors, whose namt s

are likewise -jiven in the margin, and of '.vhoin

Photiiis is far and away the most frequently cited.

Theodoret for the si^-n 9(oi)up. reters to him ami
not to Theodore of Mopsuostia

-COMICS next, and
after him Se\nian, Cyril of Alexandria, and (iea-

nadius. l!ut the ini]iortant point to bear in mind
is that th(! sum - total of the rest of the quota-
tions hears only an inlinitrsimal pioportiun to the

bulk of the matter supplied by Chry-o-toMi,
IMiotins, and Heeiimenins himsell ; in the n:ne

epistles from l-'.phe-iaii- to Philemon there are only
thirteen marginal n-ferences outside the.-e three

writers. This disproportion would, no doubt, be

modified, though it is impossible to say how 1

seri

on-lv, if we eonhl estimate to what extent either

(eeumenius in his on-inal compilation, or the

scribes who copied him down to the exemplar of

.lohn Lascaris, fell short of exactitude in insert ine,

or reproducing the marginal asciiptions of author-

ship: for all such informal ion as has accrued to

us about Oeeumenian Mss (see below, p iss,

points to the conclusion that the 'anonymous'
portion of the printed text ouu'ht to siilVer at least

some reduction in favour of the rest.

It should also be noted (hat the printed text of

OeeumelllUs prefixes to the exegesis a j:
..... I deal

of
' Futhalian

'

matter: (i-) Ai^yTjtris Tre/i ro? a~,iov

6.iro3TJ\ov llaeXoc, EetfaXJoe 6ia*>oe wpj\oyos : ili.l

a*-oi5wtiai HoeXou rou dirotrrJXoe : (iii.) ^oprroiOF
Ilat'Xoi- TOC dwotfroXou : (iv.) i'irtt9m TIJI irput

'

l'a?,uaioi>s ifirtcToX/;?, [nti'. raiTrjif 4wtffT&\ct}: i\.)

0dXaia r?)S T,)ds 'l'a,u.aio>t tirioroX^i, [IMC. a (tay-

ye\tKTi 5<c5a<r/,aXta] : (vi.) <rxJ\tov Trplv (jriSij^^ffoi
llaiiXoi> . . .; similar matter to Nos. iv \ i. is

Xivell with the oilier Pauline epistles. See In-low,

on Kutlialiiis, pp. .VJIJ. ,)27.

The edition oi Donaius was repeated without
alteration of the Creek, so far as appeals, but

with the addition of (he pi i -face and I. at in l/ersion
1
I'erhaps i'lrnri'-.l "illi I'uris -r. illl ( \:,.!i K-

s:i'. \i.. a IMIJIV i>f Oecumenlus-Aretboa xvhii'h certainly At one
lull'' I" l-.n^i -i I" -M,)MI 1. L- ari-

I So, i. PI, i>n Kph I'" Hi' 1 n. "ii ........... ; 'I in tlie

e'.- ; ', *>i ixtij^K' r*rt -/*, i\rY,ffa. T

sostoiul ttr.fxt ui the lr\t.
III*- s
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of Joannes Hentenius, A.D. 1545* in the edition
of F. Morel, Paris 'sumptibus Cl. Sonnii,' 1631;
anil the edition of Morel is incorporated in Milne's
Pntroloyin Grama, vols. 118, 119. Thus we arc 1 still

using Oecumenius on the authority of the MS of

John Lascaris, modified, as Donatus' preface tells

us, by other (apparently non-Oecumenian) MSS.
Who Oecuiuenius was beyond the fact that he

is said to have been bishop of Tricca in Thessaly
we do not know ; as to his date, if the editions

were right in making him use Photius (on which,
however, see below, p. 488), he must be later than
the middle of the 9th : but, if once the name
Photius is removed, no obstacle remains to a much
earlier period. See, further, p. 523.

2. Next of the great compilers to Oeeumenius,
both in order of history and in order of publica-
tion, comes Theophylact, archbishop of Bulgaria
c. 1U75 A.D. His commentary on the Pauline

epistles was iirst published at London in 1636 as a

posthumous work of Dr. Augustine I.indsell, bishop
of Hereford, who died at the end of 1634. From
the preface, addressed by T. Baily to archbishop
Laud, it appears that the commentaries were

copied out from a 'codex vetustus' of the earl

of Arundel, and that the copy was compared with
two Oxford MSS ;t at Lindsell's death the edition

was almost complete. The Greek text is accom-

panied by a Latin translation, based on that of

PhiKppus Montanus, Antwerp, 15(54.

As vol. ii. of a complete issue of the writings
of Theophylact, the commentary on tlie Epistles
was reprinted at Venice in 1755 ; the Greek was

simply repeated from the edition '

satis nitidam
et accuratam,' as the new preface calls it of

Lindscll, some 'manifest errors' only of the Latin

being removed. The Venetian editor's contribu-

tion to the criticism of the text is, in fact, confined

to the list on pp. 771-776 of readings from a Venice
MS presumably codex 32 of Zanetti's catalogue,
s:i j

c. xiv. from which list, as he informs us with
obvious satisfaction, he excluded everything (i. )

that was manifestly wrong, (ii. )
that injured either

the style or the sense, (iii.) that the London edition

had already noted as read in the Oxford HISS.
No wonder that, though the variants were '

satis

mnlta?,' he succeeded in reducing them ' ad medi-
ocrem numerum '

! Yet he tells us enough to

show that the differences even among the MSS
hitherto known are very considerable ; the com-
ments in one are now longer, now shorter, than in

the rest ; while at other times, though the general
sense is the same, the language varies so much
that the result is practically

'

expositiones diversai.'

The most considerable merit of the Venice edition

lies in its two indexes, Greek and Latin. The whole
is reprinted in Migne, Patrol. Gr. vol. 1'24.

According to Ehrhard (in Krumbaclier, Geschiehta

der byzantinischen Littcratur-, 1897, p. 134), Theo-

phylact shows a certain independence in the com-

mentary on the Pauline epistles, and in particular
cites man}7 more names of earlier Fathers than in

his commentaries on other books of the Bible

Clement of Alexandria, Methodius, Basil and
the two Gregorys, Cyril of Alexandria, pseudo-

Dionysius ; but even here the majority of the ex-

planations are quoted anonymously. Chrysostom
is of course still the chief stand-by of the com-

mentary : in his case, Theophylact even takes into

* Hentenius also rendered into Latin the commentary of

Euthyiuius Zit;abenus on the Gospels, 1544.

t The Arundel MS was the present British Museum Arumleli-
anus 534, sue. xiv., and the two Oxford MSS were Baroeci 14(i,

SPEC. xv. (the Baroeci MSS came in 1629), and Miscell. 20, saec,

xiv. (this MS is in the 1620 catalogue, and probably was (riven
in 1*104 by Wimvood). Lindsell's apparatus vriti^iix is confined
to (i. ) a considerable number of brief variants in the margin, to

which the symbol j-/>(*^">0 is prefixed : (ii.) notice of a few
more substantial diverfrences in which the two Oxford MSS
agree against the Arundel, pp. 1033-1U41.

consideration the varies Icctiones of the Scripture
text (bci clem er sorjnr die abweichenden Lcsnrten
des Uckrifttextes bcrucksicfitirjt). Ehrhard is an

authority from whom, speaking ordinarily, there is

no appeal ; but the present writer has been unable
to find in cither of the editions the references to

the Fathers by name of which Ehrhard speaks.
3. The third of the great compilers, Euthymius

Zigabenus, author of the Pan uplift Dutjmuticn,
was a younger contemporary of Theophylact, and
flourished under the emperor Alexius Comnenus,
c. 1100 A.D. C. F. Mattha'i, the first editor of

the original Greek of Euthymius' commentary on
the Gospels, had found at Munich a MS of Euthy-
mius on Romans and 1 Corinthians. But it is a
Greek scholar, Nicolas Kalogeras, late archbishop
of Patras, to whom the publication of the com-

mentary on the Pauline epistles is due (Athens,
1887, 2 vols.). Kaliigeras' preface, pp. 61-<j4, gives
an interesting account of his search after a com-

plete MS, which he found at last in MS gr. 6

(sa>c. xiv.) of the Casatensian Library at Rome.
The title of the commentary runs, according to

the MS :

'

Ep/^yem T<Zv TTLffTO\Ov TOV fjieyo.\ov diro-

oruXot' llai'-Xou ft>i\oTTvv<i.<s epaviff&eiaa., /tdXtffra ^v dird

TTJS f^Tjyfafw TOU i' d^t'ois jrarpos T]u.(*iv lurai'foi' TOV

Xpl'ffOtTrJ/iCH
1

,
C:Tt 5<: KO.L O.TTO QiO.(pjpUV &\\tilV TTar^pWI',

cTivacrez^KjiTos TWO. KCLL TOV TCU'TT/I' fpa.vtff(tfJt^vov TOV

7ti-fo.j3rivouKi8vij.iovu.ovaxov. Besides Chrysostom, the

chief sources used are said to be Basil and Gregory
Nazianzen ; but the citations are all made anony-
mously.* The agreement with Theophylact is

often exact and verbal (Ehrhard in Krumhacher,
pp. 84, 134). The order of the Pauline epistles in

the MS is Romans, 1 and 2 Cor., Gal., Eph., Col.,

Philem., 1 and 2 Thess., Phil., Heb., land 2 Tim.,
Titus.

4. Nicetas of Serrae, deacon of St. Sophia and
afterwards archbishop of Heraclea, was another

younger contemporary of Theophylact, and author

of well-known Catenae upon some of the Gospels
and on the Epistle to the Hebrews. His claim to

be regarded as author also of a Catena on the
Pauline epistles rests on the evidence of the title

of a single Florence MS, Laur. ix. 10, sa?c. xii. :

'E^v/YTjcris TOV fj.aKapiuTj.Tov /iijrpoTroXirou [XiK7JTa]

'HoaKXeias ti's rds eTrierroXa? TOV dyiov llai'Xou TOV

aTocTTJXov: the name XiKTjTa is not even by the

original scribe, though he was presumably the

person meant. A specimen of this MS, extending
over chapters 1-8 of 1 Corinthians, was published
in vol. v. of .To. Lamius' Delicia; cruditorum

(Florence, A.D. 1738). It contains passages labelled

with the name of Oecumenius, and on comparison
with the printed text of the latter it is plain that

the relation between the two Catena? of ' Oecu-
menius ' and ' Nicetas

'

is exceedingly close so

close that it is obvious to conjecture that the title

of the Florence MS is a mere scribe's figment, and
that the MS itself simply represents one of the

numerous subdivisions of the ' Oecumenian
'

tradi-

tion. Still, the texts do not run quite on all fours

with one another : as a rule, Lamius' text is only
an abbreviated and corrupted form of the printed
Oecumenius, but every now and then comes a

section which is peculiar to the ' Nicetas
'

text ;

and, until more has been done for a critical edition

of Oecumenius, it is hardly possible to be certain

that the Florence MS may not, after all, embody a

recension by Nieetas of the Oecumenian Catena.t

*
Except in the commentary on the Catholic epistles, vol. ii.

pp. 473-664, which, however, is probably not by Euthymius.
t Dr. J. Sickenbenrer,

' Die Lukaskatene des Niketas von

HeraUea' (Texte uitd I'ntei-siichuiifjen, K.F. vii. 4, A.D. 19(12),

luestion still further bv calling attention

But at prts-
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j).
Besides the three compilers, Oecumenius, Theo

phyhict, and Kiitliyiiiius, we have also in print
the Catena on the Pauline epistles whicb l>r. J. A.

Cramer,
| rincipal of New IUTI Hall, published at

Oxford between Isll and IS41; it imi-l, however,
be remembiTed tliat Cramer's Catena, unlike the

books hitherto mentioned, i- not homogeneous, t'ui

i- draw M from diMerent MS sources for ihediM'erent

epistles. The volume on Komans, published last

of all the epistles in 1S44, is siilliciently described
below in connexion with the list of Karo and I.i'-l/

main: at and .
. p.

|ss i, \\itli Oiie.cn (p. 4'J'Ji, ami
with Hionysiusot Alexandria (p. -lUT'i. The vol-

ume on 1 and _' Corinthians |.\.li. 1S4I i is itself not
unifoim: t In- Catena on tin- l-'n-t l-'.pist lc, drawn
from MS Paris ^r. L'l'T, sa-c. \vi.. is of high value,
and contains, for instance, o\ er so references to

Urigen i a-_:ain, for tliis MS. Karo and Lietz-

mann, 8, p. 4.XS
1

') ; while that on the Second, of

which Paris;;!-. L'-JH. -a-c. \i., was (lie source, docs
not di Her widely from Oecumenius : two Bodleian
MSS, .\nct. T. i. ~, mec. \i., and Koe Iti, sa-e. x.,

supplied some matciial (collected at tlic end of
till' volume) for the correction of t lie ( lecuillenia II

printed text.* The third volume |.\.n. IslL'laml
the greater part of the fourth ,.\.i>. Is i:ti consist
of a ('atcna on the epistle- from (lalatians to

Hebrews inclusive, taken from Paris coislin gr.
-HI. B03C. \. : while the remainder of vol. iv. is

made up of a second ( 'atena i Nicetas'i on llebrev a,

limn 1'aiis ^r. -j;)s, HBC. xiii. Portions of the-e
Catena- are, at least in their present and printed
form, ;i'."iiv ni"ii- ; some of the shorter epistles
have only a colophon appemled to them, indicat-

ing in a general way their s,,urces Chrv sostom,
Severian, Theodore of Mopsuestia i-ee below oti

Sevciian, p. .">u7 i ; lull, on the whole. Cramer's
volumes present a marked contrast to the other

printed te\t- above enumc'iatcd in the vastly

larger numher of eases where the Patristic an-
thoiitics arc ex] re--ly cited, ami his i-onvenient
indexes to each volu make it fairly easy to derive
such a ^cnoral conclusion as is emhodied ill the

following tahle. The n; - an- arranged in tin-

order in which they rue ili-.-ilt with in this article,
that is to say. in loii-h chronological order.

Chrysostoiii occur- everywhere icxeept, strange to

.-ay, in the liist of the- two Catena- on Koman-i,
and is then-tore not named. Authors nann d only
once or twice are omitted. Tin- I'.pistle to the
II' bit n - i- h-ll out "I ceoiint :

I hi-. -n : ipioted frequently on Kom., 1 Cor.,

Ephesians.
Eusebiua of Kme-a : occasionally on (ialatian-.

Apollinaris: occasionally on Komans.
Dlodore : iM-ca-mnally on Komans.
Severian: occasionally on all the Kpi<tles (mo~t

freipii ntly. perhap-, on 1 ('or. i

e\c.-|ii -_ Co-
rinthians.

Theodore of Mopsiie-tia: on all the Kpistles
e\'e[,t _ Cor. 1-1 !ic'[uenlly on Kom. and
1 I '01 inlhian-.

Isidore: occasionally on liomans.

Cyril of Alexandria: frequently on Kom. and
1 I "i-inthian-.

Tl lord ; \i-ry frequently On Itom., frei|uently
"ii I Cor., occasionally on 2 Corinthians.

Ciennadiiis; fi e.|iient ly on Konia n-.

Theoilore the Monk : OCCB i"li ally on Komans.
(I'-eiimenius : occasionally in the 'Jin I Catena on

Kom., also on l ( 'or., 2 Cor., and Ualatians.
1'holui-: occasionally oil Uom., frei|iienlly on

1 ( 'orinthians.

ent tht-rc -,TMI< n,.itiinL' t" sh"H -ti.tt t h- t Mr* noe Catena and
the t':iri- ( i: , n:t ..ri i h>' game thins '''

i
(| !i " ' '^ 'r' 1 '

hi- I i- i '"I -'i. -' -I "I In I..I1IIIU-. lex! "i i hi- I I'Ti-iii-i- MS
1 Similai DOtee um iln_- sunn.- ll.ss are iij'i-cndt-ii also to

vol. iii. (CJaL-2 Thess.).

6. Aliout the -.inn- period thai Cramer wa<
working at t he I 'at in. e in the lilir.ille- of (Ixl'ulJ
and Paris, caniinal Angela Mai wa- making thu

stinly ot Catena a the Vatican om- ot the -t

product i\ el is of his marvellous literary fecun-

dity; but, whereas Ciamer pnhiisin'd hi- Catena!
as they stood. .Mai selected Iro:n his sources and
separated whatever lu-lon.u.-d to now one, OOM
another, of (he ancicnl wntci- who-e remain- he
was reseiiiii"; from oMiviou. The .<

,-i/i/f,i-iiiu
I

' rum ffov ' 'ollectio ( In v,,l-. isj:, i.s:,'s, con-
tains nothing, lieyoud minute fragments, of any
Greel; exegesis on si. Paul, thouuii . .f the Latin
ii contains the commcntai n-s of Victoi i:nis Ater
(vol. iii.) and the prologue to thus- of Clan...
"I I'll! ill (Vol. vii.l. The

,S'y,
,',,'/, .;,//, H'nii'lillllll

(In vuls., ls-_".i |s||i contain-, of l.atin material,
the same Claudius on Philemon, and the camm-

'

of Priscilli.in on St. Paul. Loth in vol. i.\.; and in

vol. iv. pp. -I'.m 573 the Catena remains ol Theodore
ot Mop-ue-tia on the Koman-. from MS \ at. gr.
~('i'2.' Lastly, the .\'in- J',it,-rn,i IttiJmt!,' ,<!

("J

vol-., ]s(l Is.'it; the Sth volume is Mai's, but
was published after hi- death li\ ( 'o/,-a l.u/i, Is71 ;

(lie llth volume is Cozxa-Lu/.i's own) contains,
lie-ides fragments (") in vol. iii. part 1, pp. I IJ7,
extracts t'l.en Cyril of Alexandria on [tomans,
1 and '2 Corinthians, troin a Vatican MS.f ami
on Hebrews from a Milan .MS. Amb. E. (ili inf.

;

t/'i in vol. iv. part :!, pp. 1I4-I4H. extracts from
I >n ly inn- on -J Corinthians from the -aim- Vatican
MS; (c) iii vol. \ii. part 1, pp. -(117, 4nS, a few

ipmtatioiis from Theodore of Mop-nest ia on "J Co-
rinthians, a.uain from the same MS, Vat. ^1 TiiJ.

Mais material for 2 Corinthians was a welcome
addition to our Knowledge, that bciu^ the one
epistle on which Cramer had found no Catena that
wa- not nearly related to the printed I lecumeniiis ;

on the other hand, mo-t of his work on Kom. and
1 Cor. is anticipated (though probal>l\ with a !>--

pure form of texti in the Cateme which Cramer
had published ju-t before him.

It will not n I point in;; out to the reader who
has followed the above account of the print "d

Catena-, that many i|iie-tions su.L^e-t themselves
to which only a fuller examination of the still un-

published MS mat lial can supply the answer.
We have at the end if the lltli lent, two com-

pilers, Tlieophylact and Hiithymiu- Xi^alienus,
\\lio-ewiuk-ontlie Epistles are in prinl ; imtthe.se
works arc. unless reinforced by other -oiiice-, use-

less for our purpo-e, since they systematically
avoid naming the w liters whose comments they
incorporate. \\'e have at an earlier date but
how much earlier i- one of the questions that
demand solution one other compiler whose person
i- kno.Mi, i leciimenius ; and he adopts an inter-

mediate method beivveen t he Catena- and the com-

pileis. -ince lie -omeiimes gives his authorities,
and leave- it apparenily to be understood that
the vastly preponderant portion of his work,
which is anonymous, is abstracted and alilmvi-
ated from Chi v -o-toin. lint behind the coin pileis,
as I 'ramer and Mai

sufficiently
show us, lies an

older ami more valuable .uroup of writing's, to which
the name Catena propeily belongs: these cou-i-t

piopeily ol named quotations, and the cat. -n.-t '-

work is confined to the choice of his authorities ami
the selection of passages from them. The limited
ranue of names in some of these Catena- su^^e-t- a
vci\ i.'iiv date, and the beginnings of the system
may be sought at Antioe.li even as far back as
tin middle of the 5th century. In particular,

"
Tin- number ot the MS is not yiven ad lof., but in -Vuta

/'rto-iim ti/'/."f/icca, vii. 407.

1 Tl.' of .M.ti
(p. vii) is 'codt-\ .tide

)iriti.-' tint1 Nil.': it is. in i> Ms from
he dreu hu Tln"-l"n- on j . ,-. on

J i urinlhians, Vatic, gr. 7(ii, vvliii'h i- n .. x.
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the inclusion in tlie Catenas of material from
authors such as Origen and Apollinaris, Diodore
anil the two Theodores (of Heraclea and of Mop-
suestia), remarkable as it is under any circum-
stances, would be tenfold more difficult to account
for if it had originated after the middle of the 6th

century. In days when Greek Churchmen, though
they fought stoutly enough for dogmatic truth,
had not yet enclosed themselves within the narrow
ramparts of Byzantine orthodoxy, St. Cyril of
Alexandria could lay down the rule (Ejiistola ad
Eiiliiiiiinn presbyterum) that not all the writings
of heretics are heretical : ov iravTa Sea \iyovaiv oi

alperiKoi (pevyftv Kal Trapairflffffai \pT], 7ro\Xd "yap 6/zo-

\oyoufftv Civ Kal Tifj.ets ofj.oXoyovfj.ci'. Whether or no
they definitely sheltered themselves under the au-

thority of St. Cyril's dictum, it was in this spirit
that the first catenists went to work ; the pre-
cedent must have been set in the relatively un-
trammelled freedom of the days before Justinian ;

and all through the Byzantine middle age an occa-
sional scribe found himself (doubtless much to his

surprise) reproducing on equal terms, in this one
form of literature, the words of those ancient
writers whom he most approved and of those whom
he most reprobated.
The Catena;, then, have a special and unique

value as preserving, however imperfectly, no small
mass ot the work of authors on whose writings, as
a whole, a ban was set by later generations ; and
the study of Catena" is therefore an indispensable
preliminary to intelligent acquaintance with the

development of Patristic exegesis. Unfortunately,
even the few texts that are printed, such as Oecu-
inenius and Cramer, fall far below the standard

required in a modern edition. It would have
seemed, therefore, in any case, essential to supple-
ment this introductory section by attempting to

give some idea of the Catenas MSS contained in
the libraries of Europe, especially of such as are
earlier than the end of the llth cent.; and this task
is greatly facilitated since the appearance in 1902
of a work now to be described, which constitutes
a very important addition to our knowledge of the
Mibject.

7. In the Xar/u-ir/itcn ron der konifll. Gesell-

xr/rift il,-r Wisssnschaften :u Giittinrjcn for 190:3

(philologisch-historische Klasse, Heft i. pp. 1-60, iii.

pp. 299-350, v. pp. 5.59-620), G. Karo and J. Lietz-
mann *

published a classified list of Greek Catena
MSS i in both Old and New Testaments. Although
in the total mass the Pauline epistles hold but a
subordinate position, occupying only 13 pages (pp.
597-610) against 46, for instance, for the Psalms
and 33 for the Gospels, yet eight different forms of
Catena; on them besides that of Nicetas on the
Hebrews are distinguished and separately de-
scribed ; a summary account of all.matter hitherto

printed is prefixed, of which occasional use has

already been made in the preceding portion of this
article. Under each of the eight Catena; some
one passage is selected, for the six which contain
Romans the passage is Ro 1^-, and the incipit
and explicit are given of every comment on the

passage or on any part of it : in this way additional
MSS could without difficulty be assigned their

proper place in the classification. The reasons for
the order in which Karo and Lietzmann arrange
their eight Catena? are not easy to see, and a
different order will here be adopted, a reference
to the corresponding place in their account being
given at the end of each section.

(a) A very large majority of the MSS described,
37 out of 49, give the Catena of Oecumenius ; but

* Lietzmann had already, in 1S97, published a pamphlet,
Catentn: Mitteilnngm liber i/jrc Gesehichte nnd haiidscltrift-
liche Ueberlitfmtng (Freiburg i. B. : 85 pp.), which, however,
contains no special material for the Epistlea.

a new test is supplied for grouping Oecumeniau
MSS, according as they do or do not contain cita-

tions from Photius. Thus for Ro 7
8tr- the extreme

in one direction is represented by three MSS
which give four passages from Photius byname;
two or three others give the Photius passages, but
\\itlmut name and with minor transpositions; and
one gives them in the margin only. All the rest,

though they diller among themselves by omissions
and transpositions, agree in containing no Photius ;

and ten of them agree further in giving the same
12 scholia on these verses in the same order. It

would seem, therefore, to be certain that the
Photius element is alien to the original Oecu-

menius, and that MSS in which the Photius
element is present, whether with or without name,
can be set asiue as representing a later recension

a recension, however, already current iu the
loth cent., to which two of its MSS belong.

Among the ' Photius
' MSS that group is, no doubt,

the more ancient which gives the Photius pas-

sages under their author's na:ne, since names are
much more likely to have been omitted by the

progressive carelessness of scribes than inserted

by the accurate research of scholars. Tried by
these tests, the printed Oecumenius comes out but

badly ; the four r hotius passages are all present,
but only one of them by name, and none of them
in quite the same place as in the other MSS. On
the other hand, the amount of agreement in detail

between several of the earliest of the non-Photian
MSS appears to be so considerable that a revised

edition of Oecumenius, based on these alone, ought
not to involve excessive labour in comparison with
the advantage to be expected from it. [Karo-
Lietzmann, vi. pp. 604-6U9 : see below, p. 523].

(Ij) Of non-Oecnmenian Catena1

only one covers
the whole of St. Paul, and that one is represented
only by a single MS, Paris gr. 216, s;ec. x. ; the

scholia appear to be very brief, and to represent
the same relatively late stage of the Catena tra-

dition as Oecumenius, in not attaching to every
citation the author's name. Nothing of this

Catena is as yet published. [K. L. ix. pp. 610, 595].
The remaining Catena; are all partial : and it

may be convenient to mention first those which are

in print. Two of them, with portions of a third,
are contained in Cramer; Mai published from a

complete!' MS further extracts of the third ; the
other three are still imprinted.

(c) Cramer's Catena for Galatians- Hebrews is

drawn from a unique MS, Paris coislin 204,
site. x. It is noteworthy on the one hand for the
number of epistles which it covers, and on the
other for its entire immunity from later accretions ;

it is almost, if not quite, the only Catena in which
the name of Oecumenius does not occur. [K. L. iv.

p. 602: see further below, p. 521 1

'].

(it) Cramer's second Catena on Romans (7
7-

end) is drawn from Munich gr. 412, s;ec. xiii. ;

and as this MS (apart from two late copii^ of

itself) is again the only known representative of its

Catena, we have no means as yet of supplement-
ing Cramer's edition. [K. L. ii. p. 601].

(e) Cramer's other Catena on Romans (chapters
1-8) is derived from a late Bodleian MS, Auct. E.

ii. 20. Inexact statements have been made about
this MS (see further in the fourth section of this

article, p. 522"), but it is at any rate now clear that

both this MS and the Paris MS gr. 227, which

supplied Cramer's Catena on 1 Corinthians, are

descendants* of the Vatican MS gr. 762, sa-c. x.,

from which Mai extracted citations of Didymus,
Theodore, and Cyril ;

and whereas the copies only
contain Ro 1-8 and 1 Cor. respectively, the original

* The Paris Corinthians JIS appears to be simply a transcript,
the Bodleian Romans MS to be to some extent an aubrevial ion,
of the corresponding parts of the Vatican MS.
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col el- tin- whole ul tin- three epistle-, KI. m. in-

1 Ciirintliiiiiis, ami _' ( 'm inl limns. No known
Catena bus so wide ;i lall'je ul eailv sources ;

Imt sj,|e
l>y

-i'li
1 with primitive element- i.erm-

the name of 1'hotiu-. [K. I,, i. pp. .v.is GUI].

(/) How fur tin' unpublished Catena mi 1 anil

'1 < 'ul in! Ilialls, ( iulatiuns, ullil Ephesiulls, contained
in Vatic, gr. (>!'_', .SIT. xii., is independent of

tlin-e already described, it is not easy to say:
union;; tin' names trei|iientl y quoted is that of
t lei uni'-niiis, lint we Iniil also llrigen, Theodore.

Cyril, Scvenis (i.e. Se\ ,-i iaii ?l, ami on - Cor.

Di(dyiiiua *). [K. I., iii.
\<.

li U : see below, p. ,V_'_"|.

'/ I lir apparently imperfect Catena of a Vienna
Ms (gr. Hiii

| .|ti]. BJBO. xiii.i on i;,, I' I Co I
1 -'

cite- no fetter than 'Jl authors; hut a considerable

pio|ioi (ion of tliii' jin- comparatively lute Ana-
stasiu-, . I ol in Cliinav, .lolin of Duma-ens, Muximus,
Oecumenius, I'hotius, Symeou Lognthctr-. A di-

tiiiLjui-liin^ fealuic of this collection is that it

discriminates to some extent between the sources
of its mil. i mat ion I 'liry-ostom, Theodoret, and
Uennudiu- are riled in rof ci^ocr,

'

lioni tin- text,'

('.'. diriTl from their respective commentaries ;

while among those cited as a\o' or fK rov ff\o j i.f.

In. in Catena-, air Driven, Ai-aciu-, Siberian,
Theodore. I liTiimi'iiins, Euthulius, IMiotius. One
-outcc :is prt'.-umuhly tlir I'hotian recension of

(ITU nius ; Imt it would seem that another uml
much mole aiiriciil ('alfiia must also have been

employed. [K. I,, vii. p. tjiJ'J].

(ii) Tin' last Catena is one on Unmans ami 1 Co-
rinthians in \'utie. m. li'To, -:IT. xii. It :i|i|n'ars
to hear ~ome relation to Ueeumeiiins, Imt to eon
tain le~- matter, ami, apparently, to name IN
anthoiitie- .Inlin iCI.iyostomi, Severian, Theo-
doiet more frequently. Perhaps it will be found
\u I mil ile lor identify in;; nu\v mat lev from Se\n inn

OI1 these | \\i, epistles. [
K. |,. viii. p. I) 1

1

1].

Lest .-itlention should lie unduly distracted from
the main purpose of this article, further details

alioiit simie of the more important MSS of Karo and
Liet/.mann s lists, as well as some notice of one or
t\u> " liich do not appear there at all, are lele-ated
to a later point ip. .YJ1 1. These preliminary jia^-os
are meant only to serve for introduction to the

Catalogue of commentators \vhieh follows, and for

the lieiter luidei standing of the process l,y which
tlieir works, or what lem.-iins of them, have to lie

ie-cueii and reconstructed.

iii. I'ATI:IS:TIC rn\i\i I:\TATI HIS n\ ST. I'AITL.

1. Marcion. -Whether the .1 ulilln > vof Marcion,
which certainly contained \\hat amounted to some
sort i-t theological i om i M entary on his Gospel, con-
tained also similar expositionsof his

'

Apo&tolicon,
1

is uncertain, though perhaps proljahle.
\Ve have

no siii'h definite statement tor the Mpistles a-

Ten 11 Ilia n has ^ivcn in regard to the Gospel : t the
evidence in the ullirinativc coiisi~ts primarily of

reiei. n.c- in Jerome's commentaries on the<iula-
tiaiis and ''phesiaiis taken, no doiilit, from
tlri^'ell's liooks on the -ame epistles which m
to point in this direction. Thus (.<) on lial I!'

(
Vull.'ll si, vii. -I.'U) :

'
' '/n-i.ifil\ in,.i i; 'A ///(/ il: uml'

tlii'tn !' <n v, jit.tn v f,m nobis maledictHm
', sulirepit

in hoc loco Marcinii, ile pnle~tate cieatoris, .[iicm
saie_uiiiaimm cinilelem intamat ct vindicem [i-./.

iud icem |. asveri n s nos redemptos es-,.
j.er

( "In is| 11 m.

i[lli
allerills I.,.iii ilei lilius sit.'- (//) (In t.al li"

Ip. ."l'_':( I :
'' 'nill Illlln K': I "III: III IV

l/lli
I'll/, I'/ll _,!/ II,-

:, It l/lli
.If I'llt: 1/ll^lt III llllllllllllS /.Illl I.V

.

Man-ion liune locum ita inlei pretat us e-t nt

plltalet lideleset cat ei l| u mello- simill orurc ileliere,

et ma^istrum commiinii are in oratione discipulis,

- ' Ins r. \isnl text uf ten t-pistles of St. t'^ul, i v.'lu.lin-

the I'ast.n il
i-].

INI lr-.

t Ten. mil-. Mni-i-ii>iui/i. iv.L

ill" \elma\i ..... elatlls i|ilod seijuatur in niiii'i/iin

Ix'n M . . cetera i[ii;e seijtinnl ur cum ems e\ pi fit it ine

non con^niunt. '(') ( In l-'.ph
.V"- i p. (i.V.ii : /'/-../,/ r

In a- ;v /Ul /Hi f linillii /liltn ill i I nil 1 1 ! ill, i I , mil ihln

iii i-in-iii HUH: STcramenttim lm<- magnum eft, ego
iiiili-in '/a" in I'/n-ixtn it in /:'''/! -.-i'l . . . inteiio

Dennis Marcionem ipia consei|iientia locum i-ium,

i[ui de Veteri usiii|iatus est Instruiiiento, in I'liiis.

turn et in lOccle-iam interpretari i|>ieat, cum iuxta
ilium

scri|itura
veins omnino mm peitineal ad

Chiisium.' (it Man-ion's exegesis we win ut any
rate say that, unlike the

interpretations
of the

Vnlentinian selc.ol, it was not altegorist, or rather
that it was diametrically opposed to allegory ; Imt
the main interest with which he wrote wa-, no

doubt, theological rather than directly excv.etnal.
2. A commentator on St. 1'aulis perhaps referred

to by Uri.^en on Kph I
u (Cramer's Calwa in J"-/>/i.

\>. 119; .Imii'iiiil i

if T/irii/itifirttl Hltiit(U:t, iii. '24'J),

where, commenting on the grammatically super-
fluous repetition of ev

<j> (in rif \ptarip in <? . . . if v),
lie explains its presence by the 'saying of one of
I hose \\ ho were before us, that, from liise/reat love
lo .lesiis, I'aul continually, and as it mi^'ht seem
redundantly, makes mention of Him' : {\tye S-fi ns
TU.-V irp6 ijfjiujf a.Tri> T^J iro\\^s irepi r6f 'I^trocf dya.irijs

rdv \lav\of avvf\tara.TO. aeroe jaf/ii/f/cr^ai Kal wffTTfpei
jraoeXi, Jr-Tui. The reference is, no doubt, not neces-

sarily to technical exposition ; yet the words most

naturally suggest a homilist or commentator who
was examining the details of the Apostle's style,
and attention is therefore called to them in this

place. It is tempting to identify this '

prede-
cessor' with Pantxnus. The testimony, indeed,
of .lerome (ill

1 Virit Jlliixtribus, 3ti), that many
commentaries by Panttenus were extant when lie

wrote, is possibly nothing but an amplilication
of the vaguer words of Kusebins, HE v. Ill, 5id

&iixmt, Still, Ensebius himself seems
to imply that 1'antu'ims did write commentaries
Ithou^li he says nothing about their surviving to

his time), and these would naturally have bien
accessible to driven ; but whether they included

expositions of St. I'aul, there is nothing to show.*
a. Heraclitus. Eusebius in his Hat. Keel. (v. 27),

just after he has brought matters down to the
death of the emperor Commodus and the suc-

cession of 1'ertinax (A.I), iy-2-1931, mentions at the
head of a number of liooks belon^itij; to about
that time, which he hud himself read, the writings
of Heraclitus on 'the Apostle' (TO. 'li/iaK\eiroi> eis

rim 'A7r^(T7o\of ). Nothing is known of these com-
mentaries or of their author ; possibly he may
be identical with the expositor alluded to by
iirigen. Nor have we any means of knowing
whether Eusebius' dating was based on adequate
grounds.

4. Alexander 'the ancient heretic.' Among
the works on the Epistle to the (lalatians which
.lei nine hail consulted before he wrote his own
commentary (see p. 484 1

', above) was one by
Alexander,

' vetcrem luerettcnm.' Apparently, the

only known Alexander with whom we could

identify the commentator is the Vulcntiniun whom
Tertnllian combats in his f/t: came C'/iri.vft (after
A. n. 2HIJ), 16, 17. But there is nothing in Ter-
tnllian's words that suggests any connexion of

hi- Alexander with St. I'aul, and the mime was
ntie of the commonest. At the same time, just as
tin- Valetitinian Herucleon was the earliest com-
mentator on St. John, the Valentinian Alexander
may have been one of the lirst commentators on
St. 'I'aul.

\ -i ill more prolmtile source is perhaps lh< //
,

ii( ( 'It-liU'Mt ul Alc\:milria, which i)ilj,'tit to li.n . I., . .1 in. m i. n. .1

in ill. tr\t at this pUi'T ; the IUISSIIIK scctioa will l.e tuiiiut

lnli.M, )..
,','Jll.
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5. Origen. The most important and most prolific
of early exegetes of St. Paul was Origen, although
even he did not write any uniform exposition of
the Pauline epistles as a whole ; it was not, as has
been said (p. 484''), till a century later that any com-

plete commentary on ' the Apostla' was published.
The list of his works preserved to us in Jerome's

Ep. xxxiii. ad Pntilam (see Harnack-Preuschen,*
Geschichte der altchristlichen Litteratur, i. 334 ;

E. Klostermann gave an improved text in Hit-

zunfjsberichte der k. prcuss. Akadcmie der Wissen-

sch'iftcn, 1897, p. 855) shows that the bulk of his

exegetiral writings on St. Paul must have exceeded
that of any subsequent expositor in the Patristic

period : the following commentaries and homilies
are there enumerated :

Romans : commentary in 15 books.
2 Corinthians : 11 homilies.
Galatians : commentary in 15 books ; 7 homilies.

Ephesians : commentary in 3 books.

Philippians : commentary in 1 book.
Colossians : commentary in 2 hooks.
1 Thessalonians : commentary in 3 books ; 2

homilies, f
2 Thessalonians : commentary in 1 book [not in

Preuschen's text].
Titus : commentary in 1 book ; 1 homily.
Philemon : commentary in 1 hook.
Hebrews : 18 homilies.

The only epistles left unrepresented in this cata-

logue are 1 Corinthians and 1 and 2 Timothy ; yet,

strangely enough, Jerome himself with regard to
1 Corinthians hears witness, as we have seen, to
the fact that Origen was among those who '

latix-

sime hanc epistolam interpretati sunt.' And the
list is altogether silent as to the third department
of Origen's exegetical labours on the Bible, that
of scholia or '

notes,' though reference will he
found below to these in connexion with Kom.,
1 Cor., and Galatians. The explanation of the

discrepancy appears to be that the list in Jerome,
Ep. xxxiii., is simply transcribed from the list

given by Eusebins in his Life of Pamphilus, and
therefore represents the collection as known to
Eusehius. Jerome himself, while he knew hooks
of Origen's that were not in the list, may very
probably not have known many books that were
in it. But the range of knowledge of either Euxe-
bius or Jerome, partial and mutually exclusive

though it be, contrasts painfully with the scattered
debris which are all that time and theological ani-

mosity have spared to us of the vast labours which
the father of Christian exegesis devoted to St.

Paul. Much of his matter, indeed, remains acces-
sible to us in the pages of later expositors, par-
ticularly of St. Jerome; hut the direct tradition
of his work, apart from fragments, is practically
limited to a Latin version of the commentary on
Romans, and to Catenas notes on Romans, 1 Co-

rinthians, and Ephesians.
Of the chronology of Origen's writings on St.

Paul there is not much to be said. The Stromateis,
of which the third hook appears to have contained
notes on Romans, the fourth on 1 Corinthians, and
the tenth on Galatians (see below, pp. 41)2-403),
were written at Alexandria, i.e. before 231, under
the emperor Alexander Severus, i.e. after 222
(Ens. HE vi. 24). The commentary on Romans is

mentioned in that on St. Matthew, and the com-
mentary on 1 Thessalonians in the contra C'clsnm

(see below, pp. 490*', 406-') : the commentary on St.

Matthew and the contra Cclsvm were, however,
almost Origen's latest works, so that in neither
case does the information carry us very far. On

*
It may be stated here once for all that the section on

Origen is due to Dr. Preuschen.
t The 2 homilies may possibly belong to the Second Epistle :

the list only says 'in epistolam ad Thessalonicenses.'

the other hand, the homilies on 1 Corinthians had
been written before the homilies on St. Luka
(]. 492'', below), and these latter are placed imme-

diately after the departure of Origen from Alex-
andria. But it may be taken as probable that

nearly all of his formal exegesis of the Epistles

by way of commentaries and homilies belongs to

the later or Cwsarean period of his life, A.D. 231-
250.

The best account of the various editions of

Origen's works is that given in bishop Westcott's
article in the Dictionary of Christian Biography,
iv. 140-142. No single Greek treatise was printed
before the 17th cent. ; of the Latin works of

Origen collected editions appeared in 1512 (Jacques
Merlin, Paris, 4 vols. ; reprinted at Venice in Iol6,
at Paris in 1519, 1522, 1530) and 1530 (Erasmus,
Basle, 2 vols. ; reprinted with some additions in

1571). The lirst collected edition of Greek works
was that of Peter Daniel Huet, afterwards bishop
of Avranches, Orir/jiiis in xiirrnx script 11 ran com-
mattaria (jiiiccmnrj/ic i/rtci-c r^'jicriri /lotiirnint,
2 vols., Rouen, IBb'S (reprinted at Paris 1679, at

Cologne 1685) : neither Latin works nor Catena

fragments were included. Latin and Greek were
first brought together in the great Benedictine
edition of de la Rue, Origen is opera omnia qtir.e

grace vel latine tuntmn i\/'l/t)/t ct cms nounne

fircuiitfemntui; 4 vols., Paris, 1733-1759 ; the last

volume, edited by Charles Vincent de la Rue
after the death of his uncle, Charles de la Rue, is

that which specially concerns us : from this edition
all quotations in this article are taken. Migne,
Patrol, (r/:, vols. 11-17 (Pauline epistles in vol. 14,

cc. 837-1310), is a reprint, with a few additions,
of de la Rue. Lommatzsch, 25 vols. (epistles in

vols. 5-7), Berlin, 1831-18-18, has the merit of

handy size. The new Berlin edition of Origen
has as yet only published St. John of all the NT
commentaries. Editions of separate portions will

be noticed under the epistle to which they belong.
(i.) JioiMins.

The commentary* in 15 books (Cassiodorus,
Inst. Dif. Lift. 8, has 'viginti'; but xx easily

grows out of xv) is mainly known to us through
the Latin version which Rulinus of Aquileia
towards the end of his life made at the request
of hi> '

brother,' the deacon Heraclius after his

translation of Origen in Gen., in Exotl., in Lcrit.,
in Jos., in Jut/., in Ps. xxxvi., xxxvii., xxxviii.,
hut before his translation of the Clementine

Rci-vfj-
nitiuns and of Origen in Sum. (see his '

peroratio
in explanationem Origenis super ep. Panli ad

Rom.,' de la Rue, iv. 688) ; probably, therefore,
about A.L>. 405. The 'preface' and the 'perora-
tion' to this version raise important questions
both about the state of the text of Origen's

writings at the end of the 4th cent., and about
the methods adopted by Run'nus in editing his

exemplar for Latin readers.

(r7) The incompleteness of the Greek text: '

Super
omnes autem ditlicultates est quod interpolate
sunt ipsi libri ; desunt enim fere apud omnium
bibliothecas (incertum sane quo casu) aliquanta
ex ipso corpore volumina, et luvc adimplere atque
in latino opere integram consequential!) dare non
est mei ingenii sed . . . mnneris fortasse divini

'

(Prcrf. in e.cfi/'iiiiitiiiiii'm, etc., iv. 458). Preuschen
in Harnack, Altchr. Littcrntiii- i. 373, makes this

into a double statement of incompleteness and in-

terpolation; and if that were so, we should have to

compare Rutinus' earlier treatise, de adulteration*

libroritm Origcnis (A.D. 397 : de la Rue, iv., Ap-
pendix, p. 48), where, on the strength of parallel

* The commentary on Romans was written before that on St

Matthew; cf. torn. xvii. in Matt. S 32 (de la Pile, Hi. 821),

referring to Ro 7 1
: tifxrcet 3s T?.S<G ifti* . . I vyoufluivs T

'
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case- iii tln> wiitinjj- of other Fathers, and of
n complaint liy Oilmen himself in ;i particular
in-tance. he maintained t)n> theory of ll whole
Kile falsification of tin- 1

Iri^en
literature hy heretics.

Jerome liinl mi dilliciilty in \iru\ii\g Kii/r. /.'i:f. li.

l!'i that iln> generalization was quite unreasonable.
A- a matter nf fact, tlir A] ollinal lan- are tile

only heretic- auain-t w I nun tin' charge of delihcrate
nnci systematic fal-ilicat ion of documents can lie

sustained, and they would certainly not have
-elected ( Iri^en for (heir iiutliority; inoreover.
even if Onsen's do^mal ic writings hail lieen

manipulated, there i- not the l.-a-t reason In

think that his exe^e-is \\onlil have lie. 11 exposed
to similar treatment. lint, in truth, Kiiliiins. as
I he eonnei 't in;; particle cnim show-, is not making
t wu statement-, lint one : inti-i'/m/m;- i*.

'

to alter,'
''0 corrupt,

'

n.it necessarily hy inte! polat ion : in

this case the '

interpolation
'

consists simply in the

imperfection of t he I k-ellers' copies, ami Itulinus

himself appears to realize thai that mayha\i' I n

merely aceiileiital. The fact it-elf i- interesting
enough, anil agrees curiously well with the evi-
demeot ihe \ihos MS (Laura, 1S4, I!. Ill) of the

K|iistles, which von der Goltz * has show n to con-
tain not only a genuine Origen text of St. I'anl, hut
some

important (hi-eii nt<ii-<tiiuiliit, aiming them
the starting-points of the separate TJ.UUI of the

commentary on Koinaii- : for it is noted that tomes
II anil 14 were n.it extant (o'j <f>fpfrai). lint as the
Latin version ;;i\es a continuous commentary ex
ten.liiiu over i he w hole epi-tle although arranged
ill In hook- in pla'-e of the oii^inal !."> r we are
liouinl to suppose that Iliilinns hail succeeded in

securing a complete!- copy, -othat tile 'interpola-
tion' ha- haiilly allecteil the form in which the

commentary has reached us.

b Km. even if Itulinus po--es-ed a complete
Creek text, hi- own words reveal that he did not

produce, or aim at producing, a complete Latin
translation, llcraclin- had he^cd him. he -ay-.
' nt oinne hoc xv volnminnni corpus, ipmd ;;nei u-
sermo ad ipiadra^intu fere ant eo ampliii- millia
vcr-iinm produxit, ahhreviem et ad media, si fieri

pote-t, -patia coarctern.' And if the liji'ire- ore
correct, it wonlil -rein to follow that this process
of alilireviation was faithfully carried through;
for whereas a t ran-lat ion ordinarily cover- some
what more -pan- than it- original, the t ran-lation
of Itiitinus occupies only L'lto prices or almnt _'.">, IHICI

half-line- uhere hem- t\\o colimins to tliepa-ei.
while the -Id, verses

'

of ( Iri^en, at the normal
rate of Hi syllahle- to the verse, would come to

fully half a- much a-ain. The few iia-sa^e- pie
served in ll ri^inal Creek (see below) oiler, of

coui-i'. an idiviou- means of testing in individual
instaiic. - Ihe relation of the \cr-ion to ils ex-

emplar.
KuKnus' translation of the <-ommi.ntary on the

Romans was (as the list of extant Mss in Preaschen
IlainacU, ji.

41 id. amply i!e n-trate-. l.y far the
hc-t known specimen in the West of ( Mi^ en's work
on the New Testament. While the Mast \\a-

[lilin^ up it- anal heinas, and .In-t inian wa- a-pei -

mtf tin' name and memory of Uri^en in the \:iin

ho) f reconeiiiiii.' the Nestorians, the \Vi'-t, a-

repri'-i'iited in the Ccla-ian decree ./. libril

,-
cipienclis, appro\e.l of all such wmks of his an

'llle Me ed .lei ....... do.- not leplld lal e,
'

coll I I'll I
-

ing itself with the rejection of 'the resl ami t hen-
author.' Tim-, to lender nna aila Lie Knlinn-'
translation of iin^,. n ,,n the Komaii-. nothing
mine was neces-an t han to make the -nli-t n m :nn
of the name .lenmie

'

tortln-na ..... 'Kuhnn- in

title, iirefai-e. and peroration; and this is what
actually happened in tin- later Mss,, and in the
earlier edition- I.eiore Erasmus. * The earliest
extant MS of any pail of the translation i- a
Lyons MS, cod. 4s:( ili:ii; it contains, roughly
speaking, the lirst live hooks (hut without ihe

beginning of I'.ook I., ami therefore without the
translator's prologue anil name), ami i- one of the
olilest knoun specimens of the so called .semi-

uncial writing Delisle calls it Dili ..nt., hut,
in view of its habitual use of 'dom' forr\ei\ case
of dominus, ami of the declension 'is,' 'ill,'

'

ini,'
for /..vrv, the present \\lltel would prefer to call
it ,">th, so that it is perhaps tin- most ancient
monument of 1'atristie e\e_esi> that has come
down to our times. Next in a^e would come a
fragment la.-crihed to ahmit 7"il A. n. ) in a Monte
('ass in., MS, cod. l.-id. of which the fust 114

pi
contain our commentary, as far a- i"'

;

, ineludin^
the prologue and name of Itulinus.t

(.If the two fragments from ( Iri^en's commentaiy
on the Romans, preserved in Itnlinn- version of

I'ainphilu-' .l/,<iti,<[iii jn-ii I'rir^'ii' (de la Kile, i\.,

Appemlix, ].p. '_'.">, :i:!i, theseconil does not appear
at all in llnliims' version of Ihe conimeiitarv it-elf

(cf. de la Kne, iv 4li(i) ; Ihe lirst appear- only in
an abbreviated and independent form liv. 4ii.")).

'fin- tollowin^ authorities have |ireserveil pas-
sages fr ..... . or references to, the original Greek of
the commentarv on Komans.

a. The I'liilni-tiliit of I'.asil and Cieumv (ed.
Kohin-on, I 'amhriilj;!', ISlCi) contains tw/i pas-
sages: ill. xxv. /in 6 (K Trpoyvaatuis d(popitr/j.l>s oint

dvatpfi r6 acrfoc<nop. (K rotj a r^j^ov TUIV ets rrjv Trpos
Paiuaioi'5 {^tjrfifnitlav, fit TO 'A^Hapur/ttivoi ci's fi'c-,

6eov (Ko 1'; Kol.in-on. pp. iJ(i-'JSI): and . h. i\.

TiS 6 \jyos rov TTJV Otia.v ypa(f>rjv Kara oicuftopa ffTjfMiivj-

Hcva. Tif airy tiviinari Kt\pria6a.i. 7ro\\os i.a.1 iv r<f

aiTtfi TuTrtj). (K ri)s irp6s 'Puj^iat'oi'S
'

TJ/AOS ZVVO.TQS, fit r6
Ti oiV ; 6 vjuos a^apTM ,' ( Ko 7" ; l!ohin-on. pp .. I 58),

(1 St. Basil, / Xj.iritit .in iii-tii, T:( (ed. I '. !'. II.

John-ton, Oxford, IS'.i-J. p. 14li:
| Origen |

fv rois
(It Tijv irpit T'w/jaiocs fTriffro\r]i> efi^ijrucoit, A! iepai,
<pf}ffi, 5iTa,uets \wpijTiKal TOU yiovaytvovs KOLL rijt TOV

ayiov llcei'^aaro? Of JTT;TOS.

7. St. .lerome, E/i. xxxvi. ml Datimsum (A.D.
3S4 ; Vallar-i, i. l.VI), ipiotes no actual words:

I iri-i-nes in ipiarlo I'anli ad Roma,naa i&rrfyrcuii
[/'./. i^riyriTiKwf] tomo de cireumcisione inrgnilive
uisputavit.'

a. Soeiati-s, Hist. En-/, vii. 32 (ed. Ilright, p.
^tHii : \at Qpty^vrft 5t fv TIJJ irpuir<^ rjpif rOiv fit rrtv

?rp6y Pujuaioi'j TOI< ajroTruXou ivL<jro\

.

(. The . \tlio- MS, whose di-covery hy von .l.-r

Colt/ lias already Keen mentioned just ahove, i m-
hodies, a- tar a- llie I'ailline I'pistles are eon-

cerned, an attempt at a critical . .in ion acronlinj;
to the text used l.y Oi i^eii. The Idth cent.
scholar to whom we owe the existing Ms derhed
his text for the most part from an dpri-jpa^oi'

TraXaiuTOToi',
' a very ancient copy,' representmjj .1

similar at teinpl on the part of all earlier pi ..ha 1.1 \

nun h earlier) scholar, the accuracy of which the
later scholar tells us he verilied liy the help of
-iieh coinmcniai ies or homilies of Origen on ' the
Apo-tle as were ar.ccs.xiMe to him. With re^anl,

Tin- ,,/ifn. i.rinr<*jH of the Latin coniin. utarx . unil. i l)ie
till.-

' IliiTiiminn iin. i ;.rinli'il ,il \ ..... '. i.

t Tbe rest of this MS m earlier (Cth o :

.. euji\ o!
! 1.. ''iiiiilfIlUir\ of Anil. I..-
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howc\er, to the Roman epistle possibly because
this epistle, standing at the head of the older MS.
hail sullered more than the rest in legibility he

copied his text not from the 'ancient copy,' lint

diii'ctly from the /fiimnttii [i,e. the sections of text

p|eli\ed t'l colTc~polldillg sections of eXpi IM| inn I

in his own MS of Origen's commentary on that

cpi-tle; but as the llth anil 14th tomes of the

commentary roughly speaking, chapters !l ami
13, 14 ere wanting in that MS, he was there
thrown back on the 'ancient copy,' helped out,
where it was specially difficult to read, by the
further testimony to Origen's text of the Romans
contained in tin- notes on ditliciilt passages in the
third hooU of hi- !<ti-"in">'-i\.' So far, \ve are

dealing with the text only of the Orjgen com-

mentary; hut the.\thos MS preserves also a few
n,ai"iiial citations from the commentary itself,

and would have preserved more had not some
Greek monk later on, after the fashion of his

kind, set him-elt to eia-e with care anything that
follows the name of the arch-heretic. It may be

Imped that chemical reagents will yet prove vic-

torious over the monastic scalpel : meanwhile von
der Goltz baa printed such matter as has escaped.
The notes do not come t<> much ; but they are
v aluable a- show in;.' how late some of the writings
of Driven .survived in the original Greek, ami with
what dcMiled care t hey were -I ill studied perhaps
in the circle of archbishop Aretlias of Ca>sarea.

Origeii i- cited in two cases (Ro 31'
11") as being

unable to identify the sources of quotations in

St. I'anl, Int for the most part (as doubtless also

in the notes that have perished) to establish some
question of reading. In I

7 both lemma, and ex-

pnsition omitted the words <V 'Pii^j; in 5" the
lemma had Xa^ui-TeT, but the exposition \a/tfi<imrrfs ;

in *' the 'ancient copy' had t yap fi\tirci rit

ATijfi, the text of the At'hos MS has 5 yap pMirei
rtt KOI ATH'II with r-Troj^Kfi in the margin, so that
it would seem that the reading of the 'ancient

copy' was (exceptionally] given a place in the
text, and that taken from the commentary
relegated on this occasion to the margin; in 15' 4

both lemma and cxpo-iiion apparently read ii

at'roi jufUToi. On 1 .In 4
:

it is noted that that verse
i- quoted by Origen in torn. TJ' on the Romans with
the reading 8 Xiiei rbv 'Iijuoci' ; similarly, 2 Co 12 1U

is

said ml lia: to be adduced in torn, r on the Romans
in the form (fwJTiof TOU Kvpiov xai evavriov TOU &cou (f

Xpii7T<J; \a\oi'U.v.

f. Cramer's Catena on the Romans (Oxford,
1844) consists of two Catena-, lioth imperfect. Of
these, the lirst, taken from a Bodleian MS, Auct.
E. ii. 20, covers Ro I'-O 1

, and makes considerable
use of Origen in more than 50 quotations, t belong-
ing to the follow ing verses : Ro I

1 - "" ll 2s-9- ' '*

32.
4. 10-12. 13-18. 19-20. 21. 25. 27. 28. 30. 31 43. t. 7-8. 11. 12(1). 15.

ISa. 16b. 17. 16. 18. 13-24 56 g5.
Sib. 12. 11-14. 1S-20. 21. 22. 23

'Jl.
6. 7.

8. 9. 13. 14. 15. 23. 24
tlf.

5-7. 24-25. 26a. 26b. 33. S7. 35-3SI
] w j|]

he seen that for considerable sections of these chap-
ters 3 lu-425 6'--87 S-4

"38 an almost continuous

exposition could be restored from this Catena.

Unfortunately, we do not yet know how far Vatic.

ur. 762, which appears to be a direct ancestor of

the Bodleian MS (see above, c, p. 48S
b

), would supply
additional Origen matter for the later chapters of

the epistle, or a corrected Origen text for the
earlier ones.

17. Cramer's second Catena, Munich cod. gr. 23

(now 412), s:vc. xiii., extends from Ro 7" to the end
of the epistle (thus overlapping the Bodleian
Catena for Ro 7'-9'), but contains very few pas-

sages from Origen : Ro 7
9 ' "- 12

;

" = 85'' : * 3s-3 1020

seem to exhaust the list. Besides these, it quotes
* On Origen's Stromateis'see also pp. 49O, 492 1

', 493.
t The list in Cramer's index should be supplemented by the

following references : 22. 23 ; 73. 18 ; 74. 1 ; 105. 9.

on S"' a long passage en- 7-775 4>i\oKaX/os TOI" 'flp

(ed. Robinson, 226. 12-1.); 227. 15-229. 29), which
is really part of Ori^cn's comment on 1' ; on 921

the still longer extract (* r?}y 'K^Xo-yT/y TOU 'Qptytvovt

(Cramer, p. 340) is not from the commentary on
the Romans, but from the </' I'l-im-ijiiit. ami the
brief paragraph 'Qpiyivovt in rdv 'Ek-Xo-^ji' idamer,
p. 349) has the same source (Robinson, p. xxx).
Since all these references came not directly from

Origen, but from the /'/K/< <(/<(,
* we should lie

prepareil to expect that the eight other ^notations
are similarly derived from some mediate source;
anil if we compare them \\ith the Uxfoid Catena

seven out of the eight belong to the portion of

the epistle, 7'-9', common to the t\\o Catena' we
shall lind that, with the exception ot the short

passage on 1"'" (Cr. 179. 13-18), all are already
contained in the Oxford Catena. If we further
consider that the last eight chapters are only
represented by a single Origen quotation in the
Munich Catena, it will scarcely seem over-lnild to

conjecture that the latter Catena drew its Origen,
not of course from our actual Oxford MS. hut from
some similar MS, which was equally limited,
whether by the original design or by accidental

loss, to the lirst half of the epistle. The practical

point of this conclusion, if correct, would be to

reassure us that the loss of the earlier part of the
Munich Catena has not seriously diminished our
store of new matter from Origen.

It only remains to test by the evidence of the
Greek texts, fragmentary though they are, the
relation of Rulinus to his original. It has already
been calculated that more than a third of the

Greek must have been omitted to hi ing the Latin
within its present compass; and Dr. Robinson

says of the passages preserved in the riu/fiilui

(p. xxxi.x) that in the translation they 'are so

abbreviated that without the explanation of

Kiilinus we could scarcely have believed that

they were intended to represent the corresponding
sections in the Philofulin at all.' \Vilh regard
also to the Latin text of St. Paul as given m
Rulinus, bishop Westcott points out (l>ui. I'/tr.

Bivgr. iv. \\tiu) that it makes no attempt to repre-
sent the Greek of Origen, but is rather an Old
Latin text pure and simple presumably, one may
suppose, that of Aquileia.

Srluilia on Humans. The third book of Origen's
Stromnteis, or Strumata,^ appears to have con-

tained brief notes or 'scholia' on the Roman
epistle, as the fourth book did on 1 Corinthians
and the tenth book certainly on Galatians: see

below, p. 493*. It is quoted in the Athos MS (von
der Goltz, pp. 58, 59) for the readings of Ro 9-v-

'a
.

(ii. ) 1 Corinthians.
The list of liusebius-.Ierome makes no mention

of any work of Origen on 1 Corinthians ; but
Jerome mentions him as one of those who had
commented on the epistle 'at great length,' and
Cramer's Catena (Oxford, 1841 ; taken from MS
Paris gr. 227, SJBC. xvi.) gives an even larger
mass of quotations from Origen than the same
editor's lirst Catena on Romans does for that

epistle. The number, in fact, is over 80, and they
are in this casewith the exception of a single
allusion by Origen himself, Hum. xvii. in /, >.

(de la Rue, iii. 953),
' Memini cum interpretarer

illud quod ad Corinthios scribitur Ecclesia; Dei
* For which, however, they give a text independent of, and

in some points better than, the extant rhilwalia MSS ; see

Kobinson, p. xxxi.

t The proper Greek name was no doubt 2T/-*<*Ts<>,
'

ha?s for

bedclothes,' 'carpet bags,' and so 'receptacles for miscel-

laneous odds and ends' : ^Tfuuctrx would be the bedrlothes

themselves, and the form Stromata, whether in connexion
with Clement or with Origen, seems to be found onlv in

Jerome, and to be due probably to the difficulty of declining
the word stramatrtif! in Latin. See Hort and Mayor, Clement

oj Alexandria, pp. xi, xii.
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qiuf est Corinthi cum omnibus rjui invocant eum
[1 Co 1'-] dixisse me diversitatem ccclcsice et contm
qui invocant -nomm Domini ' * the only authority
of any sort for the book from which they are ex-
tracted. That tliis was not in the form of com-

mentary but of homilies is shown (as Westcott

points out) l>y the phrases used on 3 1

wtpi Civ KO.I

trpwT)i> e\(-foij.ev (Cramer, 51. 6), and on 6" irapcua-

XoiVf <"'" xal iVaj, Ci irafSfs (Cramer, 107. 19). t The
following is a list of the passages commented on :

J (^Q J2a.
lib. 4. 7. 4-8. 9. 10. 11-1::. 17a. 171) (bis). 18. L-Oa. 20b. 19-21.

2-5-2S. 26. 27. 19-21, 2(1-31. SO_O2 73. 6. 7-8. 9-10a. h-10. 11-15. 13-15

31-3a.
3b-4. 6. 9-12. 16-20. 21-23 41-5a. 5. 6-7. 7-8. 9-10. 15-18. 19b-20.

>2l-5~ 5:!
~ 5 * 7 "8 ' 9~ 13 G^2 "3-] 4 ~ya - 9u- 10 - 12 - 13a - 13b-14. 15a. 18. 19-20a

Jl-4.
51i. Oa-7. 8-12a. I2li-lta. 18-24. 25-28* g7-9a. 9b-ll. 16-18. 19-22. 23.

24*
J 01-5.

6
Ji>[2.]

3a. 10. 28. 31. 34
jgl-2. 3. 4-5. 8b-ll. 12

J431.
34-35. 36. 37. 38 Jg2. 12. 20-22. 36-37. 42-J4

KJ10-12.
13 -1 4

. The
Vatican MS gr. 762, from which Cramer's Paris
MS was copied, will probably not yield any fresh

matter, but perhaps an improved text.

The Athos MS contains traces of erasure opposite
1 Co 2" 3K

|

416 6 1
7

1 1U1 II 1 12' 13 1 14'
15';

BB
, which

may possibly have marked the beginning of

homilies. But however this may be, it preserves
also clear indications that the fourth book of the
Stromateis contained notes on this epistle ; ei> r(p 8'

T^V ^.rpiap-areuv is appealed to for the readings of
731.34 920.21 alu | JQI^ an(j jn eat.l, case several lines

of the 'exposition' are quoted in support of the

appeal. There can be little doubt that in the
similar quotation on 6H (^riycipef for i^eyepet) we
ought also to read not, with von der Goltz, in rif

a T^IV "ZTpufj-aT^uv, but fv rt^i 5' (A for &).

(iii.) 3 Corinthians.
The list mentions 11 homilies ; but nothing is

otherwise known of them, and published Catena-
on this epistle contain nothing from Orison : even
Vatic, gr. 76'2, which is unpublished, can hardly
contain any Origen, or cavdinal Mai might have
been expected to have put it before the world.
Preuschen ingeniously proposes to read '

in ep. ad
Cor.' i.

'

(instead of ii. ) in the list, and to identify
these homilies with those from which the Catena
on 1 Cor. is drawn. Yet the Origen quotations in

that Catena are so full that it may be questioned
whether so small a number of homilies as 11

could have provided so much matter. And though
the nutrtjinalia in the Athos MS are scanty for

this epistle, there is a long gloss on I"- 19 of which
the first words have escaped erasure, OUTMJ Kai

cu'rds ttTryeiT-cu Myuv .
' and this is enough to

make highly probable the employment of a defi-

nite exposition, whether commentary, homilies, or

notes.

(iv. ) Gnlatian-i.

The list mentions a commentary in 15 books
and 7 homilies: .Jerome, in the preface to his

commentary on the epistle (see above, p. 484 1

'),

enumerates 5 'volumes' (of commentary), several
' tractatus

'

(
= homilies), and 'excerpts' (i.e.

sc/iiitin or notes) ; and tells us also that the tenth
book of Origen's Stromateis was devoted to a brief

explanation of this epistle.
With regard to the Stromateis, one passage on

the Galatians is extant: Jerome (' Gal. lib. iii.

(Vallarsi, vii. 494-4%) gives us a literal version of

the explanation of Gal 5 13--3
:

' hunc locum, quia
valde obscurus est, de decimo Stromatum libro

transferri plat-nit ad verbum '

; and further on (vii.

505) :

' in eo loco ubi supra de decimo Origenis
Stromate verbum transtulimus ad verbum.' As

* The interpretation alluded to is preserved, though in a

corrupt and perhaps incomplete form, in the Catena, Cr. 7.

9-17 I f tj. ffilifftutAl* atTv otTO raZ *
ivixott.bffbeti

'

. . . u-tx^nxt
\rri Tx.v

t

ixz'f.'r,tr*at.*' T-/,* ccfffl^ov xaii ctUAjfj.0*.

t Yet it is just possible that the catenist was drawing on
more than one work of Origen on the epistle, for on several

occasions he seems to quote two different comments of Origen
on the same passage.

eleven verses are covered in two columns and a
half of Jerome's Latin, the exposition may justly
be called, in comparison with the ordinary standard
of Origen's work,

'
brief.'

For the commentary the Athos MS has happily
preserved the starting-point of each tome torn.

a' = l'; torn. ;3'
= 23 ; torn. -y'

= 35 ; torn. o' = 4; torn.

e' = 56 thus establishing the number given in

Jerome's commentary against that of the list :

beyond these numbers it has preserved nothing to
our purpose. But two quotations, perhaps three,
are embedded in Itiilinus' version of Pamphilus'
Apologia pru Urirjene (de la Rue, iv. , Appendix,
p. 35): (i. )

'

Ilesponsio ad tertiam criminationem :

iuod non purus homo sed divime nature sit

( 'hristus. l)e primo libro epistohe ad Galatas

[on Gal I
1

] ... (ii.) HJVC in initio upistolac dicens,
in sequentibus libri ipsius similia adiecit [on Gal
I"- 1

-] . . . (iii.) Kesponsio ad quartam crimina-
tionem : Adversum eos qui dicunt eum per alle-

gorias adimere omnia qua; a Salvatore scripta
stint corporaliter facta. Ex eodem lib. in epist.
ad Galatas

'

: but these last words are only in the

margin, and if they do not rest on MS authority,
no conclusive ground remains for connecting this

lengthy and important passage with the Galatian

commentary in particular among all the works of

Origen. Conversely, the comment on Gal 319 in

the '

Kesponsio ad quintain criminationem,' which
in the editions is entitled 'in tertio libro epistobe
ad Colossenses,' ought perhaps to read, 'in tertio

libro epistohi- ad Galatas.'

Cramer's Catena on the Galatian epistle, taken
from Paris coislin 204, contains no quotations
ascribed by name to Origen; but as the quotations
are nearly all anonymous, it is at least possible
that Origen is among the writers of whom use is

made, and it might be worth while to compare the
Catena with the commentary of Jerome, in order
to sec if -there is matter, common to the two. For
it is certain, both from Jerome's own words in the

preface to his commentary and from the parallel
case of the Epistle to the Ephesians where the

recovery of a good deal of Origen's Greek has
made comparison possible between the two writers

that a very large proportion of the exhaustive

commentary of Jerome is drawn directly from

Origen.
(v. ) Ephesifins.
Both the list and Jerome (Prtrf. nd Comm. in

E/ih. ) mention a commentary in 3 books (and

nothing else) on this epistle. Although it has not
come down to us in any continuous form, either

in the original or in a translation,* yet enough
survives in the Greek of Cramer's Catena and the
Latin of Jerome's commentary to render feasible

at least a partial reconstruction.

o. Cramer's Catena (Oxford, 1842), taken from
Paris coislin 204, sa-c. x., contains some 40 quota-
tions from Origen, many of them of considerable

length, but disfigured by the appalling blunders

which, here as elsewhere, have to be set in the

balance against the gratitude due to the only
scholar who, during the whole 19th cent., effected

any substantial addition to the printed texts of

New Testament Catena-. In this instance, how-

ever, a beginning has at last been made of a re-

vision of the Cramer texts. In the Journal of
T/H-ulofficftl Utiirlifs for the year 1902 (iii. 233-244,

398-420, f>54-r>76), the Rev. J. A. F. Gregg, of

Christ's College, Cambridge, published from a
fresh collation of the MS a continuous text of all

the Origen fragments, equipped with full apparatus
both of the Scripture references and of the parallels

* Preuschen in Harnack, A Itckr. Litteratvr, i. 375, goes
beyond the facts in stating that Jerome actually translated

the book. All the passages lie adduces refer to the use Jerome
made of Orifjen in his own commentary.
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in Jerome. With the text re-collated, the punctua-
tion revised, and the more obvious corruptions "re-

moved I'.v
I In' help of emendations from various

English scholars, we can no\v lor the first time
read a substantial portion of a work by Origcn on
St. 1'aul in its original language and in an in-

telligible form. No donlit. tin- calrni-t ha- .-it

many points contented himself with selections, and
has alilircviatrd tin- sii|ii>ralninilant material of the

commentary: hut the onl\ considerable pa :. _ .
-

which an- wholly unrepresented are Eph 'J
7 '"

3'-"- lub-4- 4-' j-'
5 - 33

(with the exception of two
sli.ni notes on vv.'- 7 and - :l

i I'r

(3. The- . \thos MS contains at tin' end of the
text of Ephesiaiis a note to the elleei that diro
TWO fit TV? Trpos 'E0fiT(oi>s <txpoaenui> t$->iyriTiKui/ TO/J.UV

avraveyituffov TJ cFTTiffroX^. The vox nth Hi ivravc-

ynuffof is, as M.M .|c-r Holt/ points out, clearly a
misreading of an uncial avTavf-yvuxraii (OX for
"II i. The veiy ancient copy

'

c see al ove, p. 491 1

')

had itscl'. i hei etoje. heen \erilicd with thc/pHi-
ni'it'i in Origen's i oinmeni.ii \ The' commence-
ment of TU/IOS a' at I

1
is marked ; unfortunately,

no e,,i responding mat ks seem to ha\e heen pre-
served leer turn. .1' and torn.

-,
.* In what remains

of the- mcrginal notes the '

exposition
'

is only
mentioned twice: on M'" a- reading /3d0os Kal V<j/os

(el. .lnni-ii'il '/' '/'/! >/. Studi t, iii. 411), where the
li ,n inn ga\ e i -yd! Kai (jaffas : and on 2-' as ftiav Mymva
TJIV oiKoSo/nriii \\itli tin- article, where the lemma
ga\firaira oiKoSop.it without the article (JThSt, iii.

4o7 : lied inson, /:/,. t,, t/n- K^htsiaiu, p. 297).
7. That .lerome s commentary in 3 books on

the Kphesiaii epistle (published between 3SO and
3! 12. follow s i Irigcii with extreme fidelity is estab-
lished by se\,ral comergent lines of testimony.
\Vc have hi- own preface, where, out of the three

predecessors w hose work he used, he distinguishes
t Irigcii. a- t he one whom In- in -ome decree followed,
from A|iollinaris and l>id\mus. of whom he bad
only made occasional use :

' ex parte secnti sumus
. . . pauca dec erpsinms.' We have the Catena
quotations ; for if the fragments extant for Eph 1

may he taken a- a specimen of the whole nearly
three-fourths of the Catena Greek is represented
by translation or paraphrase in Jerome's Latin.
\\ e have, lastly, the documents of the controversy
between Jerome and Rufmus. Their mutual
polemics centred round the allegation of Jerome's
change of attitude toward- I'li^en; and this in
turn was argued out over the Ephesian commen-
tary. In fact, in Jerome, Ep. Ixxxiv. ad Pam-
mai-hium [A.D. 400], 2; Knlinns, A/H'/oyia, i. 22-
43, ii. i!, 42; Jerome, adv. 7,'<". /<//,, i. 'lO, 21-29,
iii. 11, 13, we have a series of statements and replies
which throw an interesting sidelight both on the
writings of Origen and on the methods of Jerome.
We must be careful to remember that it was
Kulinus' cue to show that Jerome expressed or

implied approval of all the matter he took over
from Origen ; just as it was Jerome's cue to show
that he borrowed from other writers than Origen,
that he often placed two divergent interpretations
in simple juxtaposition, that in these cases he
could not be supposed to he expressing agreement
with both, and that therefore the same negative
attitude on his part ought to he assumed even in
cases where he gives the view of Origen only.
Jerome had claimed that his commentaries on

Eeclesiastes and on the Epistle to the Ephesians
would prove that he had always gone counter to
the doctrines of Origen. Rniinus tests his allega-
tion with reference to the Ephesian commentary,
and adduces seventeen passages one after another

* Both Jerome's commentnrv and Cramer's Catena are divider!
into 3 books; the former at Eph Si 431, the latter at 2>i W.
One or other of them is probalilv following Origen, whose
Book iii. may therefore be fixed at 431.

as proving that .lerome, on several of the very
point- which he now charged against Origen anil
ids followers as heresies, had used the weird- of

Uri^eii without in any way dissociating himself
from them; indeed, while < higen had put forward
his speculations cautiously and warily and with
hesitation, his imitator had repeated" them with
curtness and decision 'as though the angel were
speaking l>\ Ianiel, or Christ by St. 1'aul' (A/iol.
i. 43, ii. !J

(a) I'lnnii . ,.
,;,,-/iiix fntiii.'i cri-nlnrn- ,;iti<i>iiil,itis,

id eat anrjelornm it iinimnrnni. Kulinus, A/iol. i.

36-38, nnotes from Jerome's coi nts on Eph I'-
13

2 15 - 17
(\allarsi, vii. .MisC,

'

potest ita re-ponderi
. . . purga-sc peihibetur' : ;,(i!i I ), iion solum
hominum clesia intelligi potest '; 582 B,

' et
ha>c (piidem inxta vnlgatam interpretatioiiein . . .

drachmis qua1 salvic fuerant cupulavei it

'

; .".S'J 1),
'

quod autem ait, I't duo I'Onderi't in semet ip-o . . .

liaCitaturus i'st in novo mundo ') : the Chnn'h in-

cludes angels and heavenly powers, and the
Saviour's cross has cleansed them, and joined
together things in earth and things in heaven,
the near and the far. so that man will receive ill

the end the form of the angels.
(b) Do diabolo "t'jii' "//</ //\ rrfniji^. Untinns, i.

34, quotes Jerome on Eph 27
(vii. 570 A,

'

quod nos

qni quondam lege tcncliamur . . . in\ta sedentiiim
voliintatem incipient gubiTiiari ') : the rebellions

principalities and powers will begin to be ruled

according to the will of Christ and the saints who
shall sit above them.

(c) De aninue statit. liufinus, i. 25-30, 36,
quotes Jerome on Eph I

1 - ' "'- "
(vii. 548 C,

'alius vero qui Deum iu-tnm conatur ostendere
. . . antequam humiliarer ego peccavi, et his

similia'; 551 C, 'invadunt itaqiic in hoc loco
occasionem . . . nisi cansir pr.c

> . -,.] int qua- ius-

titiam Dei probcnt'; 558 C, 'si x/,i'r<n-iiiiitx tan-
turn dixisset in Chri-tto et non pra'inisisset nti-

. . . benedicti sumus in cadcstihus
'

; ."ili.'iC, 'cpiod
vero ait In aynitiove tins . . . et cetera his sim-

ilia'): God's predestination of some to holiness
not to say also the inequality of human conditions

would conflict with God's ju-tice, if we did not
think of antecedent causes, known to God alone,
which would supply the ju-tilication ; and Scrip-
ture hints at a previous abode of the soul, which
is contrasted with its present place of pilgrimage.

(</) Qiivd aniina; in corjimv Inn' rim-tn n-/n/ in
eareere tene'intur. Rutinus, i. 37, 38, 40, quotes
Jerome on Eph 23 - lu 3 1 6-" (vii. 573 B, 'nos yen.
dicimus . . . apposita sit ad malitiam'; 577 1),

'et diligenter ohserva quia . . . factura piininm
locum tenet, deinde plasmatio' ; 587 I!, 'quia in

pluribus locis lectum est vinculnni anima' corpus
. . . per eum pra-dicatio comiilcatur

'

; 68J 1!,
' alius vero propter corpus humililatis . . . spiritua
Dei habitat in vobis'): the body of our humilia-
tion, the body of death, fashioned later than the

soul, is a ' chain ' and '

prison
'

to the soul, and true

knowledge is possible only to him who has put otf

his chain and been delivered from his prison.
With these passages may be combined the quota-

tion in Rutinus, i. 22, from Jerome on Eph S-s - '*

(vii. 059 A, 'foveamus igitur . . . quod nobis in
crvlestibus repromissum est'): women will become
men, bodies will become souls, for we shall be like
the angels.

(e) DC rest it iitione omnium. Rufinus, i. 35, 39, 41,
42, quotes Jerome on Eph I

21 2 15 ' 1 " 4J - 16
(vii. 560 C,

'si autcrn sunt principatus et potcstates . . . et
dominatione liat': 583 B. 'instaurationem novi
hominis tune plene perfecteque cpmplendam . . .

tiat voluntas tua sieut in ca^lo et in terra' : 008 E,
'nwritur nuomodo una spes . . . et isti in nobis
nniim sint ': 618 C-620 A,

' in tine rerum cum Deum
facie videre ... in welesti Jerusalem, quam in
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alio loco apostolus inatrem sanctorum vocat ') : not

only in the present but in the future life there

will lie rising ami falling, but in the end there

will be a renewal of humanity, a restitution of

all things, a perfect unity of all rational creation

in common faith anil common recognition of the

Son of God, in the one hope of our calling, in the

one budy, in the perfect man.

(/) Veritatem et perfectiorcm doctrinam non

cssc omnibus tmblicandam. Rulinus, ii. 2, quotes
Jerome on Eph 4-5 (vii. 627 E,

'

propter quod 1'aulus

ipse perfectus ... in thalamum sponsi et penuin

regis inilucat'): every man is to speak truth, but

only to his neighbour that is, to his neighbour in

faith and virtue ; to others he must shroud him-

self, as God does, in darkness and mystery.
It is not necessaiy to enter into the details of

Jerome's answer to the individual charges. The

controversy was so far simply ad hominem that

liutinns has to blame Jerome for Origenist state-

ments which Kulinus, as an Origenizer, can hardly
have considered seriously heretical ;

while Jerome
has from time to time to make what defence he

can for the Origenist colouring of a commentary
written some ten years earlier, and certainly not

reconcilable with the rigidity of his later views.

What is valuable for the present purpose is simply
Jerome's statement and defence of his methods as

a translator and commentator.
'I,' writes Jerome," 'in my commentaries,

whether on the Ephesian epistle or elsewhere,

have unfolded both my own opinion and that of

others, making clear what is heretical and what
is catholic. For this is the practice of commen-
tators arid of any one who has to explain things :

they pursue their exposition through diverse

theories, and set down the opinion of others as

ivell as their own. And this is done not only by
the interpreters of Holy Scripture, but by the com-
mentators on secular literature, both Latin and
Greek.' In the particular book under examination
he had in the preface acknowledged obligations to

three earlier commentators ; but of these Origen
differed from Apollinaris, Apollinaris from Didy-
m us : if, then, he set down more than one opinion
on the same passage, was he to be supposed to

accept them both or all ?t In two of the instances

urged by Kutinns he had given three views anony-
mously, in simple juxtaposition : the first was in

either case his own, the next that of Origen,
the third that of Apollinaris.* Even if he had
erred through modesty in not more definitely dis-

tinguishing his own from his predecessors' ex-

planations, he could hardl.y be held responsible
for all three at a time. In others of the incul-

pated passages he had not obscurely hinted at his

own disagreement by such introductory phrases
as ' alius qui cona'tur ostendere' and 'iuxta

ha-resim aliam,' or such summaries as '

quod ita in-

tellectum et adveisum eum fac.it.' But the one

thing which, amid all the difficulties of transla-

tion, he had studiously set himself to avoid, was
the habit, so dear to Rulinus, of doctoring Origen
for \Vestern readers. He himself either rendered

the actual words, e.g.
'

ponamus tamen ipsa verba

qu;c in Origenis libro tertio continentiir,' H or,

where the exposition was a very lengthy one,

reduced it to reasonable compass, yet without

omitting anything either of the argument or of

the illustrations.1

* timtm Rulinum, iii. 11. t Jli. iii. 13.

J lb. \. 24, 25. 5 III. i. 22, 26.

||
Ib. i. 2S = Vallarsi, vii. 6S8D-659A: 'dicamus illam car-

nem ... in crelestibus repromissum est.' It is interesting to

note that this commentary on Eph 5-
1
* -y is absent from Cramer 8

Catena ; the catenist avoids just what Jerome found interesting.
H Jli. i. -2'2 :

' tatisshuam prigenis disputationem hrevi sermone

comprehenderim . . . nihil ab eo dictum pnetenniscrim . . .

poaui ergo omnia, licet breviua, qua; in grseco reperi'; i. 26,

To sum up : both the Paris Catena ami the

commentary of Jerome contain an
' amount of

Origenian matter which must form no inconsider-

able proportion of the whole of Origen s commen-

tary on this epistle. Koth, however, habitually
abbreviate, so that, except in such rare cases as

Jerome's obiter dictum in e. Biif. i. 28, where, !is

was noted just above, he repent* from his com-

mentary a passage of twenty-live lines (on Eph 528 -

a
) as a literal rendering from Origen, we can only

then be sure of possessing the whole fulness of

the original when our two authorities exactly
agree. With regard to Jerome, there is of course

the further question, how much of his matter to

which parallels in the Catena are wanting can be
ascribed to Origen. All the evidence we have
tends to the conclusion that his own contributions

and his requisitions on others of his predecessors

put together do not equal his debt to Origen.
The data of the controversy with Kulinus enable

us happily to identify as taken from Origen a

group of passages which, as they express with
more than usual distinctness speculations after-

wards accounted heretical, were of all the least

likely to be preserved in a Catena.* Yet great as

are Jerome's services in this matter of faithful

representation, no one can compare the Greek and
Latin where they run parallel without realizing
how the very virtues of Jerome's writings the

limpid How of words, the easy sequence, the direct

straightforwardness of meaning cause him to be,

as perhaps every Latin translator must be, an

inadequate interpreter of the more technical lan-

guage of the great Greek theologian, of his more
subtle thought, of his tentative and hesitating

style, of his half-seen glimpses into mysteries that

lie behind and beyond the letter.

(vi. ) P/iilippians.
The list mentions a commentary in one book.

Cramer's Catena on this epistle, as on the Gala-

tians, is for the most part anonymous ; but any
extended use of Origen appears to be excluded by
the colophon which names John (Chrysostom),
Severian, and Theodore as its sources. The Athos
MS contains two interesting marginalia : at the
end of ch. 3 it notes e'us u>Se i; e$i)yTj<w i.e. Origen's

commentary did not extend to the 4th chapter,
which is personal rather than doctrinal ; at S 14

eis

TO /ipaftelov TTJS a.vw K\r)fffus roS 6eov it records that

'in expounding these words he adds that some

copies read di>eyK\i)cria.s TOV BeoS
'

and, as in another

part of the same note it mis-writes this variant as

avevifKiu (twins TOV 8eov, it would appear that here

(as in the Ephesians) a note has been taken over
from the ' ancient copy,' whose faded uncial writing
has again given rise tu error.

(vii.) Culossianx.

The list mentions a commentary in 2 books ;

but we ought to read '

iii
'

for '

ii,' since the Athos
MS marks not only TOGO'S p' at 2", but T-.JUOS 7' at

3 16
. The same MS notes at 41 - that the third

tome ended there, the last words expounded being
iVo irraSiJTe rAeioi : so that in this, as in the

previous epistle, the purely personal matter was
left without comment by Origen. Of the contents

of the exposition we only learn from the MS, that,
in dealing with the words in 4U ol OVTCS CK irtpi-

TO/J.TJS, 'he' (oiTJs, 'the master') 'developed wond-

rously the theme of the ilitl'erent senses of circum-

cision in the Scripture.' The only other extant
' latissimam Origenis exposition, et eosdem sensus per diversa

verba volventem, brevi sermone constrinximus, nihil ext-mplis
et assertionibus illius auferentes.'

* Of all the passages alleged by Rufinus arid catalogued
above, onl}" one, and that perhaps the shortest and least im-

portant, is preserved in full in the Catena (Jerome, 573 B=
Cramer, p. 137). In one other case, the note on t-ri'/tcuiri; ("t(53 C
= Cramer, p. 131)), part of the passage occurs in the Catena, but
without the definite allusion to the pre-existence of souls. (The

pages of Cramer are marked in Mr. Greg's edition in JThSt).
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reference to this commentary is in Kutinus' trans-

lation of Pamphilus' .-l/,.,t'ii/i'i pro (jriqcHf (de la

line, iv., A pp. p. 37), under the head '

Kcsponsio
ad quintain criuiinationem. (juod unus est Chris-

tus lilius I lei: In tertio libro epistola? ail Colos.

seKscs.' But the passage which follows under
tin- title is an explanation of (ial 3 18

diaraytis Si

dyyt\ui> if x e'i' P-toi-Tov ; and it is impossible net In

suspect that we should rather read 'in the third

linok of the epistle to the Galatians.' Cramer's
Catena oilers no help; its sources are again Chry-
MI-;, mi. Se\ei ian. and Theodore of Mopsuestia.

(viii.) / Thessalonians.
Tin' list gives a roninient.-irv in 3 liooks and 2

homilies, llolh nrigen himself and Jerome refer

to the ciimiiieiitar.v. Origen, i-untnt '/ /.HUH [A.D.

JI'.P). ii. CM, after quoting 1 Th 4"'", adds: rip 5=>

(pavtljav fiiiir fit TOI>I TJiroi'5 Stiff^a'* eScOt.wOa iv oTs

vTnjyopvffan<v ($rjyTjTit;oif TI}$ irph QfffjaXovinrit irpo-

T^pat eViffToXjjs ide la line, i. 437); .Jerome, Ep.
cxix. in/ Mini rr, n, ii ,1 .I/ . nir/riiiii, 9 [A.D. 4U6 :

Vtllaisi, i. sn;t], inlroduees a Ion;; comment of

Origen's mi 1 I'h 1 '", extending over nearly two
eolumns, with the words ( li igenes in tertio volu-

mine e'tiivijTiKiii' episto|;e Pauli ad Thessalonicenses

]niiii.e. post nnilta quze vario prndentique sermone
dis-ennt. h:i-e intnht.' This is the only known

i|\i.ptatinn : tin- VtliM- Ms has preserved no Origen
ni":-'im"!"i mi the epistle; l>ut Cramer's Catena,
a on the Galatians. is mostly anonymous, and

may conceal ii-i-.-ii mutter.

(ix.) - Thcssuliini-iiix.

Tin' list not in the older form, repeated by
Preusi-h-'ii llarnack, bill as printed from further

MSS by K. Klostei mann in the Berlin Sitzitngs-

beri'-l't'- /./ /.-. preuxsischen .</.<!. t/i-r H'issen-

schnf/'ii, isii7, p.
v'p.'p names a commentary in

one 1 k. The Atbcis MS several times refers to

the exposition
'

in three cases, 214> " 3 1U
, for the

readings it implies, on 2 16 as establishing Origen's

orthodoxy, (JijYoi'i/iei'OS TO'TO rl>
\tyrbv <7a0it fiioy TIJS

TptdSot Mytt evipyttar. Nothing is otherwise known
it 11

(X.) I'liHi'inon.

The list mentions a commentary in one book :

but Greek authority almost wholly fails us. The
Athos MS only notes on v. 12 that ' he too does not

mention the word irpocrXa^oG' presumably in his

commentary. Cramer's Catena is again drawn
from < 'hr\ stpstom, Severian, and Theodore of Mop-
snest ia. Latin writers, however, a<;ain to some
extent supply the defect, (a) Hntinus-I'amphilus,

Apol<xjiaproOiigene(<l8\a,Tl\ie, iv., App. p. 3s ), 'Ke-

sponsio ad sextam criminationcm. Quod ea qua?
in scripturis referuntur etiam secundum litteram

jjesta sint,' cites under the heading 'de epistola
I'auli a[poslpli ad I'hilemonem

' a passage taken

from the comment on v. 5
, concerning faith in the

Lord Jesus and ' in all the saints,' which Ori^en

interprets as meaning belief in the Old Testament
histories. (|3) Kulinus, Apoluyia, i. 40 (Vallarsi, ii.

625), quotes as Orij;en's an allegorical interpreta-
tion of v.'-

3 '

Epaphras my fellow-captive,'
'

quod
capti pariter et vineti in vallem lianc deducti sunt

laerimarum.' The passage quoted comes from

Jerome's commentary on 1'hilenion (Vallarsi, vii.

763), and strengthens the conclusion that Jerome
in this, as in his other expository labours on St.

Paul, wrote with the commentaries of Origen
before him. It is true that in the preface to this

particular commentary, unlike those to the Gala-

tian ami Kphesian epistles, he makes no mention
of the debt due to his predecessors. But this

may have been either because it seemed un-

necessary to repeat information he was giving in

the more or less contemporary commentaries on
the two longer epistles, or perhaps because in the

case of the Epistle to Philemon, which had so

often been either rejected or passed over, he had
had fewer predecessors, and so there was not the

same need as el-e\\ here tu distinguish the different

writers to whom he lay under obligation. But
that at least he made extensive Use of Urigen
all the indications r mvei'ge to show. The com-

ment on v.'
1

, translated in Kulinus - Famphilus,
occurs in an indp'peiident and abbreviated version

also in Jerome (vii. 752).

(xi. ) Titus.

There is no evidence tip show that Origen wrote

anything on either of the epistles to Timothy,
but for the epistle to Titus the list names a

commentary in one book, and also a single homily.
Of the latter nothing is known. For the I r

we have one reference in a Greek writer, several

quotations in Rutinus-Pamphilus, and St. .leiomes

commentary, (a) In an interesting little lith cent.

tract of questions pui to a Palestinian abbot, 15ar-

sanuphius (Gallandi, xi. 5112; Migne, J'liti: t!,-.

86, c. SU1), the questioner the whole inteie-t

lies rather in the questions than in the answers
mentions having found the doctrine of the pre-
pxistcnce of souls in Origen, iJidymiis. ami l.v.i-

grius ; and yet Origen himself asserts iv TW aurou

f'\T?TriKV T^ Tpj* TlTOI* ( JTlffTO\7J5 f*T) tLVOLt TUPP CLTTOffTJ-

\uv jiiTjoe T-ijt JKK\ri<rias TrapdSofftv T& ]rprj3iT^>ai/ eloat

TT]V ^IPX'!" TTJS rod (rii^aros icoraffivci'T)?, liis cipfriivov

Xapai;T7),jij"ui' riiv ravra. \(yovTa. The assertion would

be a strange one in the month of ( Irigen. Tin- ex-

planation, as will appear in a moment, lies in the

form of the passage alluded to, which is happily

[preserved in Kuiinus. (,i) Kiilinus Pamphilus,

Ajmlvflia pro Oriffcnc, c. i. (de la line, iv., App.
21-23), quotes three passages (which are con-

nected together by the phrases, 'iiost h;e.' paucis

quibusdam per medium insert is adiec it aiid
'

|p>:

pauca addidit h;rc') 'ex co libro (pu-in in epistolom
Pauli apostoli ad Tituin scripsit,' on the passage
'a man that is an heretic' (Tit 3 1J

). Tin whole

contains a valuable catalogue of the opinions
which to Origen seemed to deserve the name of

heresy. Again in c. ix. (ib. 43),
'

llesponsio ad octa-

vam criminationem. De anima,' two further brief

quotations are given from the same context. \\ here

Origen raises the question whether those v, In. treat

0:1 matters not contained in the Uule of the ( 'liurch

such as the origin of souls ought to be treated

as heretics, even if their opinion seems ii'-u and

strange. It is clear that this is the passage referred

io by' the monastic questioner of Barsanuphius,
and "clear, too, that Origen, though his indirect

manner of approaching the point may have de-

ceived the monk, is really urging that, b.-twecii

what is of faith and what is heresy, tin re is a

middle ground of debatable matter on such sub-

jects as the pro-existence of souls. (7) \Vith re-

gard to the relation of Jerome's continental y on

this epistle toOrigen's, what was said of the Kpistle
to Philemon holds here. Here, too, the h<im com-

ment on Tit 3 1U
, quoted by Kutinus from ( Irigen,

has been reproduced by Jerome ;
but on this occa-

sion in a form so abbreviated as to deprive it of

all its interest (Vallarsi, vii. 736).

In accordance with the plan of this artrcle, tho

Epistle to the Hebrews is not separately dealt.

with : but those who wish for further details may
refer to Preuschen-Harnack, p. 376.

[Dionysius of Alexandria]. The impulse to

Biblical studies given by the teaching and example
of Origen showed itself long after his death in the

schools of Alexandria and Cassarea. The next

three writers to be mentioned were all noted

Origenists. St. Dionysius the Great of Alexan-

driahead of the catechetical school, perhaps
from A.D. 233, and afterwards, A.D. 247-265,

bishop is hardly represented at all in extant

documents except by fragments of his numerous
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letters. But if, like his contemporary St. Cyprian,
his primary importance lay in the influence which

by means of his correspondence he exercised in the

current ecclesiastical affairs both of his own pro-
vince and of the Church at large, yet, like Cyprian,
his literary activity was in no sense confined to

this single channel. As a commentator he is known
to have written on the Book of Ecclesiastes : but

the case for regarding him as an expositor of

particular books of the New Testament rests in

several instances on single quotations, which (even
if correctly ascribed to linn rather than to some
other Dionysius) may have come from other sources

than a formal commentary or series of homilies.

For the Pauline epistles the evidence seems some-

what stronger at first sight, seeing that Jerome,

Ep. xlix. 3, includes him in the list of those who
had interpreted

'

very fully
' the First Epistle to

the Corinthians. Yet 'latissime' is certainly
meant to apply to the half-dozen authors enumer-
ated taken together, rather than to each indi-

vidual ; and even though there is no suggestion
in Jerome's language of any limitation to the

particular portion of the epistle (the 7th chapter)
in reference to which their names are cited, it

must not be overlooked that, of the six commenta-
tors named here, only two recur in the parallel
list for 1 Co 15" given in Ep. cxix. Is there,

then, any trace elsewhere of Dionysius' work as a
commentator on St. Paul? For if this allusion in

Jerome stands quite alone, it will easily admit
of a less stringent interpretation : a discussion on

marriage, with express treatment of St. Paul's

language on the subject, might easily have had a

place in one of the lost letters. If, on the other

hand, there are independent grounds for includ-

ing Dionysius among the early commentators on

any other epistle, the case for taking Jerome's
statement literally will be immensely streng-
thened. And such evidence appears to be ottered

in the statement quoted by Harnack, Altrhr. Lift.

i. 423, from Christopher Wolf, Anecdota Graica,
iv. (Hamburg, 1724) p. 62 that Dionysius of

Alexandria was largely used in a Catena on the

Romans :

'

illius mentio frequens est in Catena
MS in epist. ad Romanos, quam B. Reiserus

memorat in Catalogo MSS, p. 9.' The reference

is to Antonius Reiser, Index manuscriptorum
Iiit/liiit/ti'cce Aiir/tista(E (A.D. 1675), 'Cod. 23:

Catena in epistolam D. Pauli ad Romanos viginti
et quinque patrum giwoorum, videlicet Acacii,

Athanasii, Basilii Mau'ni, Gesarii, Chrysostomi,
dementis, Cyrilli, Damasceni, Didymi, Diodori,

Carterii,* Dionysii Alexandrini, Dionysii Areo-

pagit:is Euthalii, Geunadii, Gregorii Theologi,
Isidori, Maximi, Methodii, Nysseni, Oecumenii,
Origenis, Photii, Severiani, Theodoreti, Theo-

phili.' The Augsburg MSS passed dxiring the
course of the 18th cent, into the library of Munich,
and the same MS is catalogued as gra>c. 412 in

Ignatius Hardt, ('ataloijus coctieum Jtianuscrip-
turnin IriMivthecK rccjice Bavariac, iv. (Munich,
1810) p. 269. Hardt notes that Reiser was in

error in including the names of Athanasius and
Carterius, and in omitting those of Theodore of

Mopsuestia and of Apollinaris. It will be noted
that neither catalogue says anything of a '

frequent
'

mention of Dionysius, or for that matter of any
other writer ;

and in fact the Catena is nothing
more nor less than the second of those printed by
Cramer. Dionysius of Alexandria is there men-
tioned once only, and the quotation is one of

* Carterius was the colleague of Diodore in the school of

theology which Chrysostom and Theodore of Mopsuestia at-

tended : as he is not known to have written any exe^i-tical

works, and as, further, his name occurs in Reiser's list out of

its alphabetical order, it is tempting to take Carterii as a

genitive depending on '

Diodori,' so that Diodorus Carterii

would be parallel to Eusebius Pamphili.
EXTRA VOL. y.

exactly nine words : -ri> 5i lias 'l(rparf\ dprl TOV 01

irXeiot-es Kfirtu (p. 418; Ro II-6 ). The positive evi-

dence is therefore reduced again to Jerome, and
Jerome's words do not justify us in regarding
Dionysius as a formal commentator on St. Paul.

[Pierius]. Another head of the catechetical

school of Alexandria, towards the end of the 3rd

cent., was Pierius. The evidence for connecting
him with the study of St. Paul is again Jerome's
list of commentators on 1 Co 7, with this dis-

tinction, that Pierius' words are actually cited (Ep.
xlix. 3 ; Vallarsi, i. 233) :

'

Pierius, cum sensum

Apostoli ventilaret atque edisseret, et proposnisset
illnd exponere Volunutcm omncscsse sicut nicipsum
[1 Co 7

7
J, adiecit TO.UTO. X^YW^ 6 IlaDXos avTiKpus d^a-

/j.lav K-ripvutrei..' As in the case of Dionvsius, so in

that of Pierius. there is no other evidence for a
Pauline commentary than this reference in Jerome ;

Jerome's second list on 1 Co 1551 omits his name
also ; and since we have independent grounds for

knowing (1) that Pierius commented at length on
the opening of the Book of Hosea ; (2) that the
comment in question took the form of a homily
or homilies at Easter, i.e. during the Easter eve

vigil ; (3) that in the first of his ' Paschal treatises
'

(eV T^J Trpttiroj ruv eis rb Trdcrxo-) he strongly asserted

that St. Paul had had a wife, but separated from
her and dedicated her to God in the Church
(Jerome, cle Vir. III. 70 ; Philip of Side, fragments ;

Photius, cod. 119), Harnack concludes, not with-
out reason, that St. Jerome's citation is taken
from this same treatise on the opening of Hosea,
a passage which would olt'er an obvious opportunity
for reference to 1 Co 7.

[Eusebius of Cusarca]. From Alexandria
we pass to the second centre of the influence of

Origen the school and church of Palestinian

Ca^sarea. Among the extraordinarily diverse

writings of its bishop Eusebius (c. 270-340 A.D.)
were certainly included commentaries, and those
not exclusively on the Old Testament. But once
more the evidence for ranking him with the ex-

positors of St. Paul rests on the first of Jerome's
two lists for the 1st Corinthian epistle, supported
this time by a single quotation in Cramer's Catena

(pp. 75, 477; 1 Co44 - 5
). That, somewhere in the

vast array of the works of Eusebius, Jerome should
have found a discussion of 1 Co 7, and the catcnist

an explanation of a single passage in another

chapter, seems much more probable than that a

commentary by no well - known a writer should
have left no other trace behind, If conjecture
may be allowed, it would seem not unlikely that,
as Pierius appears to have treated of 1 Co 7 in

connexion with the Book of Hosea, and as Jerome
in the preface to his commentary on Hosea places
in immediate juxtaposition with the homily of

Pierius a discussion by Eusebius in the (lost) 18th

book of the Demonstratio Evangelica, the latter

was also the occasion of Eusebius' exposition of

the marriage teaching of St. Paul.

6. Theodore of Heraclea (commentaries on all

the Epistles?)
The results in the case of Dionysius, Pierius,

and Eusebius have been almost wholly negative.
Nothing more has been established than that
somewhere or other in their writings they found
occasion to expound one or two passages from the

Apostle.' Of continuous commentaries or homilies,
even on a single epistle, there is no real trace.

But for Theodore, bishop of Heraclea-Perinthus
in Thrace (from before 341 till between 355 and

358), the evidence is conclusive that, however little

can be recovered of his work, he did publish
commentaries on several, probably on all, of St.

Paul's epistles. In Theodore we first come in

contact with the great school of Antiochene inter-

said to have been a pupil of the

Staplettn Branch,

83 Canal Street.
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lii.-t founder of that school, Lucian tlie martyr;
ami :ill tlnil we know of his nietlioil shows thai' he
\v MI kc ( 1 nil Antiochene r;;it her than cm Alexandrine
lines. No interpretei of St. Paul in the lir.-t hall

nf the 4th cent, co-.ild in liis mutter In- wholly
inilc|ienileni nl (Miucn: hut ill his dear ami
literali-i style 'lit Theodore was not the
follower ol Uiigi-n v,, niui-li as the predecessor of

Chry-o-ioni and I'in odon t.

Theodore v\a- perhaps the lir-i commentator
who-e workv\: liiamU tn the New Testa-
nient. Jerome (de I'//-, in. '.m tell- n- that under
tl ni])criir

I 'nii-tantiiis he published comnien-
taiies mi St. Matthew ami Si. John ami on 'the

A]IO-I le,' ili-i inguished by hi-tm ii al feeling ami by
i h. line-- ami of -t\le. Theoiloret (HE
ii. :i -peaks o[ his

' remarkable learning' and of
hi-

'

inte:
|.
relation of the l>ivinc Gospels' in im-

meiliate connexion with, ami a]i|iarently as ac-

counting tor, hi- inlluence over the emperor. Yet,
in

s] ite of tlie-e te-',inioiiie- to hi- im|ii)rtance, no
le liaiMiient of hi- woik on St. I'aul appears

to haM down to n- in the original. His
merit- a- an e\|m-itor were ni.alih.' to weigh down
tin- lnil. mee against his faults as a theologian.
Though he belonged to the more moderate section
or the party, he v.a- undoubtedly an Arian ; and
tin- whole .-I the Arian literature of the 4th cent.
ha- perished, with .-neh minute exceptions, that it

rt-quiic- -nine elloii lioih ol \\ill and of imagina-
tion to rceon-truci tli>- \a-t stores of learning in

clnoni.-lo. hi-ioiv. and commentary, which shared
the t.iii of inon 'i

etlj dogmatic writings.
The cpi-tle- mi which we know for certain from

St. Jerome's references thai I! hire commented
are 1 Thessalonians (;>. cxix. 8: Vallarsi, i. 802),
1 Corinthian- i ib. 5 -J : i. 7!Ui. and Galatians (Prasf.
ad (.'"nun.: vii. :(ii:ii. l-'or the latter epistle tlie

refi i neral ; with regard to 1 Th 4 >s'" we
are h>ld ihai I view agreed with that of
hiodorc. v. huh is given al length (.-see below under
No 12i; only in the third case on 1 Co 155'"5

are \\ e given an actual version of an exposition
contained in Theodore's 'connnentarioli.' The
diminutive form implies (what the Catena frag-
ments on the Gospels amply bear out) that Theo-
dore's comments were brief and succinct. The
passage translated is for the most part a para-
phrase, in clear nnd straightforward language, of
thetext. helped out hy the parallel verses in 1 Th 4.

It is to he noted that Theodore gives the Syrian
reading, 'omnes quidem non dormiemus, onines
auteiu iinmutahimiir,' without notice of any
variant : from which it may perhaps be concluded
that he was not interested in textual questions.

7. Eusebius of Emesa (on the Galatians).
Horn at Kdessa, Eusebius studied in succession at

the chief centres of Christian learning in the East
at EHessa, at Csesarea, at Alexandria, and at

Antioch. But it was with Antioch, and with its

successive Arian bishops, that his connexion was
specially close. It was from Antioch that he was
sent to the bishopric of Emesa or Hemesa in Syria,
which he occupied till his death ; and it was at
Antioch that he was buried. The years of his

episcopate roughly coincided with Theodore's : he
did not become bishop till after 339, and he died
under Constantius, i.e. not later than 360. Like
Theodore, he was a leader of the Arian party, and
like him a trusted adviser of the Arian emperor.
Like Theodore, again, whom he immediately fol-

lows in Jerome's list of 'illustrious men' (de Vir.
III. 91), he wrote largely on the New Testament
'ad Galatas libri decem, et in Evangelia homilia>
breves sed plurimre' with the same historical

method, and with similar elegance of style.*
* Jerome speaks of his 'eloquence' again in contrasting him

with Diodore of Tarsus (dc Vir. 111. 119).

l',u-'-biiis, however, was the more popular and

rhetorical, ami, if we may judge from the 'ten

books' which he devoted to one of St. Paul's

shorter epistles, the more diffuse writer of the

two.
Jerome names Ku-el.iu- again in the preface to

his commentary <ni Galatians mi. Mill', hut no-

where <|iiule- 11 1.m him by name. Cramer's) 'alma

on the Galatians in other words, MS Paris coi-lin

204 include- a feu. lor the most pan very hiief.

citations: on Gal p - ' "
-J"-

" -"
:\-> 4*--"- 10

Ou . Two points an- noticeable aboul the-e tiag-

mcnts. In the first place, the predicate
'
ol Emesa

is found only on two o.'ta-ion- out ol thin ecu,

though there does not seem any real n a-oii to

doubt that Cramer i- right in attributing all

Eusebius references to Kn-. iiiu- ..f Kme-a. In the

second place, nine quotation- oui ol the thirteen

are introduced anonymously in the text with the

phrase 4XXos (frepos) <fn)uir, the name Kusehius

being supplied in the maigin : but again there is

no ground for doubting the correct ne of the in-

formation. The annotator show- lir-t-liaml know-

ledge of particular interpretations oi Ku-cl>iu- on

pp. 31, 90; and the only question i- whether some
of the anonymous quotations which have no mar-

ginal ascription of authorship may not likewi-e

belong to our Eusebius.
That the catenist should have so far relaxed the

rigidity of Greek orthodoxy as to make even this

tentative and semi-anonymous use of an Arian

commentator, is perhaps another indication oi In-

early date : see above, p. 488".

8. Asterius ihe irian (on the Romans).
The literary activity of this celebrated Arian

philosopher, theologian, and exegi oi pra
the

Dictionary of Clirtstirtn 13io(jrrr]>!i<t contains no

mention is placed by Jerome (tie )'</. ///. !)1|

within the limits of 'the reign of Constantius;'
but his history goes bank to the gn .n persi

and be was a personal disciple of Lucian s. A
Cappadocian by birth, an Antiochene by tiamni .

be was one of those to whom the Arian movement
in its earliest stages owed most. No one did nnue

than Asterius the layman to give it its philo-

sophical basis, its theological tei minolo-v .
and

its literary expression. In the tiehl of exegesis

Jerome records that his labours in-hided com-

mentaries on the Epistle to the Koman- and

on the Gospels: but he tells us nothing about

these books which would involve a lir-t - hand

acquaintance with them; and what he does say,

namely, that they were assiduously studied in

Arian circles, when taken in connexion with I In-

complete absence of citations from them in the

Catena.-, perhaps suggests that the Arian animus

was more marked in his exegesis than in that.

of Theodore of Heraclea and Eusebins of Km. -a.

[Athanasius, Basil of Cjesarea. Gregory of

Nazianzus, Gregory of Nyssa]. That citations

from the great Fathers of the 4th cent., whose

writings served as the authoritative standard of

Greek dogmatic theology, should be found scatu ..!

here and there throughout the Catena-, is only
what we should expect. The references to Atha-

nasius, indeed, in Cramer's four volumes on the

Pauline epistles amount excluding, here as else-

where, the Epistle to the Hebrews to no mm-
than two. Those to Basil, outside the Koman

epistle, are also only two: for the Uonian i pi-tie

they are fairly numerous. The few quotations

*
If Asterius ol ScvthopoIJs, philosopher and commentator on

the Psalms (Jerome, Epp. Ixx. 4, cxii. 20: Vallarsi, i. 4-'7, 717),

were iiU-ntic-al with our Asterius the Arian, also a philosopher
and also a commentator on the Psalms (Jerome, rfe 1 ir. Ill 14),

we should have a further proof that Jerome placed him utn-r

Eiiseliius of Osarea and Theodore of Heraclea. Hut, eve.i if

the identification were more probable than it is, Jerome a

chronology is not infallible.
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from Gregory Nazianzen occur also mainly, those
from Gregory of Nyssa exclusively, in the Catena
on the same epistle. It will be remembered that

Cramer's sources are for the Roman epistle a
Bodleian Catena .and a Munich Catena (see above,

p. 4s7') : for each of the Corinthian epistles a

separate Paris MS : for the other ten epistles a
continuous Catena in a single Paris MS, coislin

2U4. Of these, the second or Munich Catena on
the Romans (7

7 -end) is responsible for all but
nine of the whole number of quotations from
these four Fathers on the Pauline epistles : and this

fact alone is enough to create some presumption
\hat none of them had written on any of the other

epistles, since commentaries of such distinguished

authorship could hardly have escaped the notice

of a catenist ; and even a commentary on the

Romans, had there been such a one, must have

played its part in the Bodleian as well as in the
-Munich Catena. Further, many of the citations

from these particular Fathers are introduced not

only with the name of their author, but of the
book from which they are taken. Thus for Atha-
nasius : 1 Co 7 (Cramer, in E/>n. nrl Cor. 478" =

Benedictine edition, ii. 1272 = Migne, Pair. Gr.

27 c. 141(3), TOU ayiou
'

A.9a.varriov iv TW Ilepi TOU

o-eu.i'ou ydu.ou. For Basil : in the Munich Catena on

Romans, ex TU>V 'AovtijT-KriJi' (eight passages), en TWV

'AvTippijTtKuii' (three), eV TOU "On oi'i; iffTLV aiVtos T^JV

KO.KV>I> o 6ejs (two), K TOU EJs TOV X/3', (is TOV \y' ,
els

TOV u.5', ^a.\fj.jv (one each), K TOU Ilepi ei'xaptorias

Xo70i< (one) : oil Col I
10 iv rots /car' ftuvou.iov Xuyoit

(two). For Gregory Naz. : Munich Catena on

Romans, fK TOU
'

HTTTJU-^VOU (one), CK TOV Ilepi viou

f? Xj7ou (one), e'c rav Ilepi ipiXoTrrux'as (two) : on
Col I

1" in Tip l!epi viou oevrtpif \jyw : on Eph I
17 iv

TU Ilepi I'ioG XJ7w. For Gregory Nyssen : Munich
Catena on Romans, en TOU KCLTO. Eivofiiov ft' \oyov,
ev Tu reXct TOV KO.TO. Evvofiiov ffiSup.ou \oyov. Sueli

passages as still remain unaccounted for show
themselves on examination to be derived from
sources still extant : thus the rest of the Basil

quotations in the Munich Catena on Romans can

mostly be traced to the adoersiis Ettnouiinm and
the apparently spurious Homilin df Spirit u s"in-to.

Of Catena; other than Cramer's, Karo and Lietz-

mann's lists (see pp. 488-489, above, a and 7) show
.an occasional use, but no more, of the great dog-
matic writers. Thus Oecumenius gives one quota-
tion from Ath-'iasius, three from Basil (one of

them tK Tris Ileus ^ufoTroXiras eViirToX?ls), one from

Gregory Nazianzen eis TOV j3' Ilepi t'ioD \uyov, two
from (iregory Nyssen. The Vienna Catena on
Romans has none from Athanasius, but four from
each of the Gregorys, and nearly 20 from Basil,
the sources being generally given in the case of

Basil and Gregory Nyssen. Thus for Basil : 'A<re>)-

TLK^V (live passages), 'E^ar^/Lt^poi', Ei's TOV \y il/a\u.ji>, Et's

ril Ildrep ^uJjK, Ilepi 00>oi>, "(}TI OVK effnv amos nanC-ii

9ejS, fV T(fJ IIpOS
'

AjJ.rpL\J\iOV K
, E:S TO fJ.apTVpiOV

'Ioi'\i7-7-as, e'i< Xa/aj~(?) 6^-iX. (all one each) ; for Greg.
Nyss. E/s TO IldTep iiiiCiv f! 6,ui\ias and 7rp6s EiVi/iiov

Xo. Some of these references are probably identical

with references noted above from Cramer: in any
case the general result is the same. There is no
reason whatever to suppose that any of these

Fathers wrote a commentary on any part of St.

Paul.t
9. Didymus of Alexandria (commentaries on

1 and 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephosians).

By far the most striking figure among the
heads of the catechetical school of Alexandria
in the 4th cent, is the blind presbyter Didymns.

* Cramer gives only the introductory words ; the Benedictines

give a passage of some ten lines.

t A tract by Gregory of Xyssa on 1 Co 1523 'Then shall the
Son also himself . . .,' is printed in vol. i. pp. 83S-853 of the
Paris Kiln edition. Its genuineness has been contested, per-

haps without reason.

Born about the end of the lirst decade of Hie

century, he became head of the school under

Athanasius, was still living when Jerome wrote
his catalogue of ' illustrious men '

in 392, and only
died, according to the Luusinc History of Pal-

ladius, about the year 399. In spite of total loss

of sight in early childhood, he mastered all the
secular and sacred science of the time, and poured
out the wealth of his knowledge,

'

night and day,'
for the benefit of visitors and correspondents,
among whom were numbered Antony, Jerome
and Rulinus, Palladius and Isidore. His special

strength lay in the exegesis of Holy Scripture.
It was with the object of learning his views on

points of doubt ranging over the whole Bible that
Jerome visited him in 38li. Palladius tells us th '.t

he dictated explanations of the whole of Scripture.
Jeiome, de Vii: III. 109, after enumerating some
ten works, nearly all of them exegetieal, adds that

there were countless others,
'

quit digerere pioprii
indicis est

'

; and, in fact, besides the commentaries
there mentioned on St. Matthew and St. John, we
know from Cassiodorns that he wrote on the

Catholic epistles, and from Jerome himself that .

he commented on the 1st Corinthian, Galatian,
and Ephesian epistles (Epp. xlix. 3, cxix. 2 [Val-
larsi, i. 233, 794], Pratf. ad C'omm. in Gal. [ib.

vii. 309], Prcr/. nd C'omm. in Eph. \_lb. vii. 543]).

The volumes of Cramer's Catena on the Pauline

epistles contain only a single citation from

Didymus, on Ro 1'
M

. But Mai in his Nova
Putrum Bibliot/lsiM, iv. (1847) part 3, 115-146,

published from a Vatican Catena* more than fifty

excerpts upon 2 Corinthians : many of these are

of considerable length, and at several places they
form so continuous an exposition that there can
be no doubt whatever they were taken from
a commentary.t Tims the question naturally
arises whether the commentaries on these four

epistles were independent of one another, like

Origen's, or were parts of a complete and homo-

geneous Pauline commentary. It is not in itself

decisive that Jerome speaks of the commentarioli
of Didymus on the Ephesian epistle, J while he

includes him among those who had interpreted
' latissime

' the First Epistle to Corinth. Yet
neither the long explanation which Jerome trans-

lates from Didymus on 1 Co 1551 " 5;J

(Ep. cxix. 5 :

i. 795 D-79S A), nor yet the Mai fragments on
2 Corinthians, seem quite to suit the diminutive

applied to the commentary on Ephesians. And
since Didymus was in almost all respects a close

follower of Origen, with regar I to his exegesis
Jerome mentions this expressly in introducing the

fragment on 1 Cor., 'non pedibus sed verbis in

Origenis transiens sentential!!,' the evidence as

a whole appears to be best satisfied if we suppose
that he also imitated Origen in treating the dif-

ferent epistles separately and not always on a
uniform scale. In that case there will be no
reason left for postulating lost commentaries by
this author on the remaining nine epistles. He
may easily have written on more than the four of

which we have definite information, but it is not

necessary to suppose that he wrote on all ; and
which of the others, if any, he expounded besides

1 and 2 Cor., Gal., and Eph., we shall be able to

* Cardinal Mai jrave no sort of indication of the number of

the MS : but (a) he noted the fnlio mi \\-hirli r;i<-h hi'Uinus
citation is found the first is on fol. 340, the last on fol. 411 ;

(b) he mentioned that he bad already printed some Cyril of

Alexandria from the same MS. It is, in fact, the already often

cited MS, Vat. nr. 7(12.

t The verses at which the different excerpts bejrin are as

follows : 2 Co 11- - 3- 6. 7. 11. 12. 13. 15. 23 &. lli. 12. lo. 17 31. 4. 7. 17

44. 5. 7. 8. 11. 13 51. 2. 13. 14. IB. 17. 21 &t. 7. 10. 11. 14 72. 6. 12. ]3 $13. -U 22

1Q1. 3. 17 HI. 7. 12. 13. 21 122. 7. 19 1311.

t In the case of the Galatian epistle the MSS of Jerome(Pro>/.
ad C'fHniit. in Gal.: Vallarsi, vii. 309) appear to vary between
1 coimuentarii

'

and ' commentarioli.'
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say only if further and fuller knowledge comes to
our assistance.

"

10. Apollinaris (or Apollinarius) + the younger
of Laodicea (commentaries on nil tin.- Kpistl. -

'.-i.

The problem in the case of Apollinaris is nut
unlike that for Didxiiius, l.ut tin- balance "I evi-

dence incline- perhaps tin- other way. h is e. ituin
that he commented mi live of tin; Pauline cpi-tles,
,in.l it seems likrlv that lie ciini ntcd on :.\\. St.

Jerome mentions him among those who interpreted
'

I iti-sime' the 1st Epistle' to the ( 'orinthians, and
among the authors of

'

cuniinentarii
'

or ruinmeii-
tarioli

'

on the (ialatian tind Kpln^ian epi-tles.
On 1 Co 15" he notes that Apollinaris' exposition
agreed in substance though not in language with
that of Theodore of Her;:clea, and on 1 I'll 4 15 that

Theodore, Apollinaris, and Diodoreall adopted the
same interpretation VnlUrsi, i. -j;i:t, !'.<:>. so-2; vii.

369, 543). Thu- on every epi-t |c where Jerome has
occasion to refer to older commentators he in-

cludes A|M)llinari-. arnon- them ; while in the tie

Vii'i* III a < ,->!>'/*, liij, in- sp'-.-iks of him as 'in

sanctasscripturasinnumerabUiaBcribensvolujuina.'
The CateniE enable MS to add yet another epistle ;

for Cramer's Unll'ini Catena on the IJomans con-
tains 36 citations from Apollinaris of which 21

belonu to i hr in -i two chapters, and arc therefore

Bufficiently numerous to imply a continuous e.\-

po-ition. It would not then appear to be rash to

suppose that A]>ollinaris, like the writers of the
school of Antioch with which he stood geographi-
cally in such clos.. contact, commented on the
whole of St. Paul. That the Catena' for most of

the Epistles do not <juote from liim is sullieiently
accounted for by Ins equivocal reputation as a

theologian. Apollinarianism wa-s the special bctc

noire of the 5th cent. Antiochenes, and Apollinaris
was so far in a worse position than either Origen
or Theodore of Mopsnestia, as he may be said to
have died out of communion with the Church,
though apparently still in possession of his bishop-
ric. That Jerome on the other hand, in spite of
his heresy, used him extensively and spoke of
him with respect, he calls him nothing worse than
' the Laodicene who lately left the Church,' is

due partly to his admiration for a man who had
been a powerful champion of Catholic Christianity
ngainst Arianism and paganism, partly also to
the loyalty he always retained (and it is one of
the most pleasing features of Jerome's character)
for his old teachers. J Of the residuum of Jerome's

commentary on the Ephesians, after the Origen
matter has been subtracted, much certainly came
from Apollinaris. In the cases which he discusses
in detail (cf. p. 493*, above), wherever he had given
three interpretations, the lirst was his own, the
second that of Origen, the third that of Apollinaris.
And though the amount which can at the present
stage of our knowledge be definitely recovered out
of St. Jerome's writings for Apollinaris is small,
yet Jerome's evidence is singularly clear in respect
to his general character and relationships as an
exegete. On the Ephesians Apollinaris habitually
ditl'ered, according to Jerome's express statement

*
It is worth noting that Didymus is not included among the

commentators on 1 Tlies^alonians whom Jerome enumerates
in EJJ. exix. 8-10.

t According to Zahn, Forschungen, v. 99ff., the correct form
is Apollinaris in Latin, 'ATo>.tvL?it: in Greek. But Jerome
seems most often to write Apollinarius.

J Jerome, Ep. Ixxxiv. 3
(A.D. 400) :

'

Apollinarium Laodicenum
Antiochiae frequenter audivi et colui ; et cum me in sancti
scripturis erudiret, uumquani illius contentiosum [super sensu]
do^ma suscepi.'

Two passages, however, can be identified by the help of
Jerome, c. Ititrinttin, i. 24, 25 : (a)

' in tertia {exj-Kisitione] quid
Apollinarius simpliciter explanaret' = Comui. in Eph, ii. 7
(Vallarsi, vii. 578D-577A), 'alias vero . . . rtici potest': (li)
'in tertia quid Apollinarius contra illius [sc. Oriyenis] vadens
dogmata sentiret

' = Comm. in Eph. iii. 1 (vii. .

r
,s7B), 'licet

quidam . . . carnis acceperit.
1

(p. 495", above), from Origen on the one side, as on
tne other from Didymus; while in his exposition
of the two passages from the Corinthian and
Thessalonian epistles, discussed l>v Jerome in

/.'/<.

cxix., he agreed with Theodore of Heraclea against

Origen and Didymus in tin- one case, in the other

with Diodore and \\ith Theodore again against
Origen. His e\c;.:ctic:il position WHS therefore

inlluenced more by his geographical connexion
with the city of Antioch than by his opposition
to the teaching of its .-.chool in the sphere of

theology. Among Antiochene expositors there is

no one whose loss, if we may judge by the frag-f

ments that remain, we have more reason to de-

plore. The Catena quotation^ on St. Matthew .-.

liospel are often very striking, and betray a sin-

gularly ordinal and independent mini). Or the few
on St. Paul, that on Ko I

1 in Cramer may serve as

an example: ncxwpiffuJvot KO.I AqbtoplCM^NOC eic T6

e&ryyeXutyill'j ws 6 rj^tos a0ipt<r/ia KOLI d(pa.lpefja. \4yet rit

Xwpiftfjui'ov Tuv Bvfj.druv Octp Koi Upfwtv.
11. Knnamiiib the Anoma-an (commentary on

liomans).
Eunomius, disciple of Aetius, and his successor in

the leadership of the Anomojan or extreme Arian

j)arty,
was believed by Jerome, when he wan

writing his '

Catalogue of Illustrious Men in H'.i-J,

to he still alive (ch. 1'2'(), but if, l.-ist hi'anl of in

history some years before that date. A prolific
writer on theological questions, he drew forth

answers from the principal theologians of his day
Apollinaris, Didymus, Basil ot i lesarea, liiegory

of Nazinnzus, and (Iregory of Nyssa. His con-

tribution to exegesis was a commentary in scxen

tomes on the Epistle to the liomans, known to us

only through the criticism of Socrates i HE iv. 7),

who speaks of him as 'ignorant of the Holy Scrip-

tures, and unable to understand them, but copious
in language and given to tautology

'

: his commen-

tary on the Homans was an illustration of his

defects as a writer and thinker, for, verbose as it

was, it never really grasped the meaning (jsJiros)

of the epistle : many words and few ideas would
be found in all his writings alike. No fragments
of the commentary are extant, and it is possible
to conjecture its method of exegesis only from
the geographical and historical conditions of the
writer's career. Eunomius was by birth a Cappa-
docian ; was educated at Constantinople and, under

Aetius, at Alexandria ; accompanied his master to

Antioch in 358 ; and was intruded bishop of ' y/iens
in 3GO. Although he did not long retain the

bishopric, he appears to have lived, with intervals

of exile, in or near Constantinople for some twenty
years, till he was linally banished to his native

Cappadocia about 3S3. All the probabilities point
to his exegesis being rather Antiochene than
Alexandrine ; but a more direct influence than
that of the Antiochene school in general will,

no doubt, have been the commentary of his Arian

predecessor Asterius on the same epistle [No. 8,

above, p. 4S18
1

'].

12. Diodore of Tarsus (commentaries on all the

Epistles?).
If Eunomius can be spoken of only loosely as an

Antiochene exegete, there is no doubt that in

Diodore we have a representative of the Antiochene
school in its strictest sense; and indeed, both for

his own writings, and as the teacher of its two most
illustrious members, Chrysostom and Theodore of

Mopsuestia, he may rightly be called its second
and greater founder. Diodore was Ijorn at Antioch,

perhaps circa 325-330, and, with the exception of

a time spent in study at the university of Athens,
lived wholly at Antioch until his elevation to the

bishopric of Tarsus in A.D. 379. For twenty- live

or thirty years before that date, as layman, as

monk, and finally as priest and head of the theo-
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logical Sfhool, Diodore was standard-bearer of the

Catholic cause in the capital of the East ; and,

important as was the see of Tarsus, Jerome (de

Fir. lllunt. 119) is no doubt right in saying that

his greatest fame was as a mere presbyter of

Antioch. When Jerome wrote, he was apparently
still living ; but he must have died soon after, for

a new bisliop signs for Tarsus at a Council in

394. If Jerome tells us that Diodore was an
imitator of Eusebius of Emesa, and that, though
he followed his ideas, he could not rival his elo-

quence owing to his ignorance of secular literature,

we must remember that Jerome would be bitterly,
if naturally, prejudiced against him as the real

author of the consecration of Flavian to the Antip-
chcne episcopate after the death of Meletius in

3S1. The West refused communion to the party
of Flavian; and Jerome, for all his profound in-

terest in Greek Christian learning, was a thorough-

going Western in matters of party controversy.
Of the ' many

'

books of Diodore, not enough has

perhaps survived to test the soundness of the

criticism ;

* but whatever amount of truth it may
have had, we cannot but regret the almost total

loss of the exegetical writings of one who holds

so important a place in the history and develop-
ment of Christian exegesis. Pliotitis (cod. 223)

appears to have known him only through his book
'on Fate'; and though he praises the clearness of

Diodore's language, he seems to imply that the

book did not show any corresponding clearness of

thought. From Socrates (HE vi. 3, followed by
Sozomen, HE viii. 2) we learn that Diodore's fame
was that of an exegete, and an exegcte oi the

literalist school :

' he wrote many books, attending
to the letter only of the Divine Scriptures, declin-

ing to tind recondite senses in them' (rds fffwpias

ivT^tv fXTpeTrv/Aevos).

According to Leontius of Byzantium, Diodore
commented on the whole of Scripture. In the list

given by Suidas, and derived by him apparently
from the 'EKKXyaiaaTiKri'IaTopia. of Theodorus Lector,
commentaries on many books of the Old Testament
are mentioned by name, and, of the New,

' On the

Four Gospels,'
' On the Acts of the Apostles,'

On the Epistle of John the Evangelist' ; besides

a treatise on the principles of exegesis,
' What is

the difference between ffewpia. and d\\ijyopla.'!' It

is curious that, while there is no notice of any
commentary on the Pauline epistles in this list

of Suidas, Jerome mentions such commentaries

specifically, 'extant eius in Apostolimi commen-
tarii' ; indeed, as he mentions no other work of

Diodore's by name, but dismisses the rest under
the general description

'
et multa alia,' it may

fairly be inferred that he attached particular im-

portance to them. Whether these 'commentaries
on the Apostle

' extended to all the Pauline epistles
is not certain, though Jerome's language and the

analogy of other Antiochene commentaries per-

haps suggest it. Jerome himself (Eji. cxix., A.D.

40(j : see pp. 484, 485 above) includes Diodore among
the commentators on 1 Corinthians, and quotes in

full his exposition of 1 Th 4 15-"
: that he omits to

name him in the prefaces to his commentaries on
Galatians and Ephesians (before 392 A.D.) may only-
mean that Diodore's commentaries had not at that

time come into his hands. Of Cramer's Cateme

only those on the Koman epistle cite him the
Bodleian Catena on the earlier half of the epistle
32 times, the Munich Catena on the later half

only thrice (1C
5 II 1 - 32

). Even in the Bodleian
Catena the comments are not scattered evenly
over the eight chapters, but begin only at 515

,

* Harnack's attribution to Diodore of a roup of four treatises

ihat pass under the name of Justin Martyr (' Diodor von
Tarsus' in Texle vnd Cntertntchv.nynt, N. F. vi. 4, 1901) has

not yet secured general asseut.

being fairly constant from that point as far

as 8- 1

; the references are 5 15 - Jd - 18 - -
6'-

5- "' ls--3

-I. 5. 7. a. 13. 1J. 15. 18. -Jl. 23. 24
gl.

2. 3. 9. ]5. 16. 19.
21_

*
J^

reference to previous expositors should be noted

(Cramer, 48. 22), Ivtoi ntn oiv . . . ip-qd-qaav.

The exegesis of Diodore is concise, clear, in-

telligent ; but an Antiochene expositor and
Diodore's theology in respect of the doctrine of

grace does not appear to be substantially different

from his pupil Theodore's t was perhaps hardly
qualified to sound in these particular chapters the
full depth of the Apostle's thought. With one

exception the catenist's citations from Diodore are

short, but a passage of six pages (108. 4-114. 12),

which ranges over the whole of lio 7
5-8 J

,
follows on

the name of Diodore ; and there seems no valid

reason tor denying it to him. It would, therefore,
form the natural starting-point for further investi-

gation into the exegetical principles
and methods

in which Chrysostom and Theodore were trained,
and from which, in opposite directions, they de-

veloped.
13. Chrysostom (commentary on the Galatians;

homilies on the rest of the Epistles).
John, surnamed Chrysostom, born at Antioch

about 347, ordained priest there in 386, consecrated

bisliop of Constantinople early in 398, driven into

final exile in 4U4, is the earliest of the Greek
Fathers whose exposition of all the Pauline epistles
has come down to us. With the single exception
of the Galatians, which is represented by a con-

tinuous commentary (and even this was perhaps
prepared for oral delivery, see below on ti.at

epistle, p. 503"), the method of treatment is, in

every case, by a scries of homilies actually preached
in church. The benefit of his hearers, says the

patriarch Photius at the close of an interesting
criticism of the most illustrious of his predecessors
(codd. 172-174), was the one great object of Chry-
sostom, in comparison with which all else was

neglected ;
and he accounts in this way for the

absence in the Ho:ili'-'s of any attempt to penetrate
into the '

deeper
'

sense (TO. fiaBurfpa, T) fiaffur^pa,

deupia). And while it is certainly true that Chry-
sostom was in full agreement (fuller than Photius
would pel Imps have liked to admit) with the exe-

getical principles of Diodore, his master, anil Theo-

dore, his friend, witness, for instance, his general
introduction on the chronology of the Epistles,
which he defends on the ground that o-wreXer

rtfjiiv Trpo? TCI p^TOi^iej'a ou /j-LKpov 6 rCiv eVtcrroAtuf

xpi^os (Hum. in cj>. Ruin., ed. Field, p. 4), it is

also true that the warm moral interest and direct

purpose of edification animating the Homilies
raises him above the arid intellectualism which
was the danger of the literalist school of Antioch.

To each l.omily is appended, at the end of the

exposition proper, an 'ethical' application of the

lessons to be learnt from the passage expounded ;

and this is sometimes given the separate heading
TjfiKui/ in the MSS. Of the homiletic expositors of
' the Apostle,' St. Chrysostom ranks as indubitably
the greatest, and subsequent commentators and

compilers bear testimony to his popularity as an

exegete by the extensive use they make of his

work : indeed his Homilies, shorn of the ' ethical
'

or directly hortatory passages, form the ground-
work of niost of the extant Cateme on the Epistles.

In what manner and by what methods the

Homilies of Chrysostom were preserved for pos-

terity there is little direct evidence to show.

Writing at Constantinople a generation after his

death, the historian Socrates excuses himself from
* The comments on S-4 9^ ascribed to Diodore in Cramer,

pp. 142, 16-2, are said to belong to Theodore (see Swete, Theodore

uj Mojtxiiettia, p. Ixxiiin.).'

t <.'/. on Ko a'" :

' the sin of Adam was one, but . . . con-

demned Tt.i; Ts/Aoi,-, because they imitated Adam,' reading

/apirurlltu for /jur-.fourUeu (Cramer, 43. 3il).
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entering into detail on tlie characteristic-- of the
Jl'-iin'i v, or from attempting to e.\] lain their

popularity , by the remark that any one who wished
Mil :ill i'iea 111 their lirilliallee a:id attracti\e

ness had only to turn to their published furui.

Hi'
:i| pears to diMin;_:iiish between two chis-es of

honiihf.- Iho-ethat were published l.y
( 'In y-ostom

himself, and those that were simply taken down.
as 1 1' d, by shorthand writers (oZT eKSoO^rcs

Trap aurov \t,yoi Kai oi \<yovTot aiTof- i'irb TU.V o^ifypd-

(ptiif t\\>/yf'trTt!, ///.' vi. 4). Thr distinc t ion lliu-

niadr is horni. 1 out hy Mich evidence, both external
and internal, as we possess. ( In tin- one hand, the
finished character of I In 1 homilies, for instance, on
IfoiH ,n!\ lo imply i hat the preacher
had himself p:e|ated them lor implication; anil

with this coirc-ponds the fact that references

(intended to f \iu~f the preacher from dwelling on

to|iic- which h< lahovatcil elsewhere)
are inori 1

t han once made to pn-v ions disiourses as
still acce-- il le iii hook shape, ,.if. to the homilies
on St. John and to tin- h ilie.s on the change
of name from Saul to 1'aul I//I.I/L \ii. in / Cur.,
Coiinii. in bli pa--aee~ aie i|iioted in full

below, pp.
.'in::'

1

, .'ii'.'ti. i in i lie other hand, the
less polished style o! --Hue ol - of Chry-
EOstom's liomilie-, sin h a^ tho~eoii I'hile moll, has

,-ted that in them we have only the report at
d hand of unprepared addresses ; while those

on II' i'i own to have! a first published
aft. i hi, deal Ii from notes taken by the presbyter
( 'on-l ant me.

I In inpnu ml Socrates, as cited in the

pre\ioii- paragraph) give to the Homilies the title

Xu-yoi ;
and this must lie taken as their correct name,

at least in the form in which they were prepared
for publication. 1'hotius, however, while admit-

ting that he found them he is speaking particu-

larly of the homilies on Genesis circulating under
that title, urges that, as they consist throughout of

direct addresses to an an. Heine, they are really
not \jy-oi but 6fju\iai (cod. 17- : ws jrapjpras cpwv roJr

aKpoards, oiru irpfa acroi'S ijTOTetj-frai aai epary. Kai

dwoKp
:ffTai Kai viri<TXffiTai).

Fliotius also bears witness to the high place
among all the writings of St. Chrysostom which is

due to the homilies on the Pauline epistles, taken
as a whole, and at the same time draws a distinc-

tion, which develops rather than contradicts that

suggested by Socrates, between different series

among them : -jravraxov yap rdis X^/ois ai'roy rb

Ka.Ba.pbv Kai \ap.irpbi' Kal cvKptvts fiera roO ^5^os

TcxvovpyS.v, TOITOIS re fvrav&a [sc. in liis interpreta-
tions of ' the Apostle

' and of ' the Psalter '] juaXicra

StairptiTH Kai Tfj T^V wapaociy/uiTwy tivoila Kai rij

Twv fi'di'fj.TjfJiaTuv atpOovia. KO.I (ft irov 5^ot) Kai Sctvu-

TTJTC Kai aTrXuis Ev re X^et Kai ffvvSrjKT) Kai fifd^Stp Kai

voryiafft Kai rr) dXX?; [v.l. o\Jj] KaraffKeirrj apiffra. TtiffOf

ras <nryypa.(pas inrf<mjffaro. dXXa ras p.iv fls T!>V

'A.irjffroXov t-artv
'

avrdv futivuv (iriyvZviii, iroiat

re aurv v 'Avrin^fia St.a.TpipovTi e^fWOfrj&Tjffav, at Kai

/aoXXoi" 5i7)Kpij3u>'Toi, xai iromi Apxiepmreiom eiroiri-

Qt^ffav . . . ft rts TTJV Swafjuv Kai ryv &\\TIV dpfTJjv
TOV \<jyou OavfjiOifav, trxoXdj"ora avrbv p.a\\ov dXX' oi'

vpdy,ua<n Komls ff(rT
ll e<f>JiJ.evoi' ravras tpaiy f^epyd-

aaaffai.

In proceeding, therefore, to say something sepa-

rately with regard to each set of homilies on the
Pauline epistles, we shall rely not only on in-

dications of place and time, but, where such

precise data fail us, on the more general charac-

teristics of careful preparation and literary linish.*

But if evidence of this sort on the whole sug-

*
Savile, Tillemont, Montfaucon, have all dealt with this sub-

ject ; hut the most complete and convenient discussion will lie

fiuinil in rield's Preface to his editi-n of St. Chrys^sbom on the
Hebrews, pp. xi-xvi. For an account of the editions of St.

Chrysostom's Homilies, see helow, pp. c05a-507il
.

_' its Antioeh, we shall, on the other hand, not
too hastily conclude that an authoritative and

apparently episiopal tone necessarily points to

Constantinople : for Tillemont has collected icf'-r-

ences to such language in homilies indubitably
Antiochene, and s!i[i]'o-cs that Flavian, on or-

daining (_'hi\ -0-toin priest, enl rusted him with a

large share of his o\\ n e|ii-eo|ial authority i.l/i-

muircs, vol. xi. 'Saint Jean Chrysostome,' aiiide
xiii. ).

(i.) Romans. 33 homilies; in the earlier edi-

tions arranged as :!L'. the liist homily bein^ treated

separately as the 'argument
'

iso similarly lor the

Fhilippians). In this series Clii-yso^tom pfrhaps
reaches the zenith of his aehiei eiipnis as an

expositor: in them more than an\ where el-e

throughout his \\ritm m h is the judgment "i

Isidore of Pelusiiim. him-.. It no nn an nitn
'did John, the wisest of men, pour out the full

treasures of his wisdom ; and he pays him the

highest compliment in the ]ower of any eiitie

when he goes on to assert that '

if the divine
Paul had received the gift of Attic lan-na-e >o

as to be his own expositor, his c\] option would
have coincided with that of (.'hiAso-tom. oCrw Kai

irBvitri/tafft Kai kdXXei Kai Kvpio\ts;ia KCKjtrfi.i)Tai T)

ipuriftia (ail Isii/uritin diavonuiii. /'/'/>. lib. v. :>'J).

If, then, the rule of Photius holds ".nod. these

homilies must belong to the .
A nt iochene period;

and in favour of this view may ! quoted a pas-

sage in Jloin. ix. [viii.] p. 5US IJ,-* olSa UTI i'.jr6 rtiv

ffr/KJf euiifv rim airrbv Kal Tbv irot^fa, and
| o-~ihly

another in Hum. xxxi. [xxx.] p. 1V.\C, ^ira roaourov

Xptivov eiffiuvTct tvOa tufivf IlaDXoy, ZvOa fOtOij, IvOa

auvcKaSurc Kai iifX^xO?;, TTTipovftcffa Kai irpij ri)v

fiv^fji-riv fKfivtjv aTri T^.V ri>irtj)v trapairffj.irj/*(0a. Tille-

mont, indeed, reserves judgment on the nonnd
that in the phrases used at the end of //<//// xxx.

[xxix.] the preacher ranks himself among jrom^es
and apxovTet ; but these words hardly appeal to L.I

beyond others which Tillemont himself, as al.me

mentioned, had noted as belonging lo Am inch.

A series of comments on Ho 5' 2-r taken from
Hum. xi. [x.] are cited, together with other pas-

sages from St. Chrysostom, by Augustine ntra

Julian urn, I. vi. 27), in order to relmi the force

of Julian's appeal to Chrysoatom's authority in the

Pelagian controversy. Yet how far Chi \-o-tom
was in reality removed from the standpoint of

Augustine may be illustrated by his explanation
of lio S'^

3
(rots Kara irpiOtffiv K\TJTO'IS ovtrtv), where,

in order to emphasize man's contributory share m
his own salvation, he erroneously interpret ~ the

irpitftffis as man's and not God's (ovx y xXijffis pAvov
d\\a TI TpJOcats TV Ka\ovfUvui> TT]V <ruTrjplai> elpyd-

ffaro, p. 5U5 15 ; quoted by K. Simon, Hint. C/'it. < f > *

Commentateu rs dn NT, p. 174).

(ii.) 1 Corinthians. 44 homilies; also ranked

among Chrysostom's best work. The evidence
of place is here unusually important, since it covers

not only these homilies but others as well. In

Horn. xxi. p. 188 E, Chrysostom urges that niggard-
liness in almsgiving was especially inexcusahle at

Antioeh (KOI TcCra iv 'Arrioxfia, fi> y TrpC-Tov ex/"!.""-

Tiaav Xpiariavoi . . . if fi iro\i'f 6 TTJS eXf^ojinjs
T!I Tra\ail>v f\-i,ua Kopiros) ; in Hum. xxvii. p. 'J4'_' I

'

he cites Mt 18' and says he has already explained
the passage at length, when dealing with the

Gospel (raura /j.ev e i-pvrepav (v avriji ytvopevoi. TU xupiifi

dif\tx0i]u.ei>) ; and similarly in Horn. vii. p. 53 A he

refers to his exposition of the Gospels for fuller

treatment of Jn 7ai 8'" (dXXd ris 6 rp^Tros rrjs dva-

yvuveujs TauTijs Kai TLS eKeivtjs, iv Toly tvayyf\iots ij&Tj

e'pTjTor Kai wore ^iij <rwex- s T^ a r̂r'> CTptQtiv, exei

Tra.pairip.irop.tt> roils (VTiiyxdvofTas). The homilies on

* References to the HomiUc* are p:i\'en in the pai,niiu
( if the

Benedictine edition, because this numeration is also to be luuud
in the outer margins of Field's pa^es.
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1 Corinthians were therefore delivered at Antioch,
but probably towards the end of St. Chrysostom's
residence tliere.

('"'.)
L2 Vorint/iinns. 56 homilies. A reference

to i

onstantinople appears in Horn. xxvi. p. 625 C :

before the tombs of the tentmaker and the lisher-

man at Home the very emperor humbles himself
to ask their intercession ; and so, too, at Con-

stantinople, Constantius conceived he could pay
his father no higher honour than to bury him ' in

the antechamber of the fisherman' that is, at the

porch of the church which contained relics of the

Apostles. Savile, although he rated the style of

these homilies above the average, yet thought
himself forced by this passage to place them at

Constantinople ; but Tillcmont, Montfaucon, and
Field rightly deduce from it just the opposite con-
clusion. Two citations from these homilies were
made in the Second Council of Nica>a (A.D. 787),
the sixth session of which consisted of the reading
of an elaborate refutation of the 'decree' of the
Iconoclastic Council of 754. The latter had ap-
pealed to St. Paul's words in 2 Coo7 '

by faith, not

by sight,' and 5 lci 'even though we have known
Christ after the flesh, yet know we him so

no more' ; and in answer to that appeal exposi-
tions of these texts are given from Cyril of Alex-
andria (see below, p. 515 !

') and from Chrysostom.
IwdvvTyi o vir^p xpi'<riov KO.L \L6ov Tlp-iov 3toa.ffKO.\io.if

KiKTri/ntros is quoted for both verses, Mansi, xiii.

2SS, -289 [Labbe-Coleti, viii. 1122, l\-2S] = Hoin. xi.

p. 514 C, Ham. x. p. 508 C, and the quotations
are of sufficient length (twenty-five and six lines

respectively in Field's text) to be of some value
for testing the character of the MS tradition.*

(iv.) Gnlafianx. A continuous commentary
without break of any sort, for the chapters into
which it is divided by the earlier editors are in

no way represented in the MSS. This continuity
necessarily carries with it the absence of the
' ethical

'

sections which in the other epistles form
the close of each homily ; but, curiously enough,
the use of the second person, which would seem to

be as alien to a commentary as it is characteristic
of a homily, occasionally recurs, e.g. in the passage
073 E quoted just below, or in the comment on

S8 D :Gal 214
, p. 6S8

Either, then, the commentary was composed for

ultimately homiletic purposes, or it may be that
the direct speech of Chrysostom the preacher
flowed naturally from the pen of Chrysostom the
writer. Perhaps because of this uniqueness as a

commentary among so many homilies, critics have
differed much in their estimate of the literary
value of this work ; Savile and Tillemont rank it

high enough to be allotted to Antioch, and the
latter adds that the ' book' on the change of name
from Saul to Paul, referred to in this commentary
(p. 673 D E), consists of homilies that were cer-

tainly preached at Antioch (ed. Bened. iii. 98-140),

*
Comparison of the two texts reveals the following variants :

(1) Field, p. 128, 1. 7, xxt caXiv rmou afcTflv (SC. ol btinu no

longer a-r trxpxoi) eipzr.yov rev X/)0-TOv ovTtt biixvvfft : Cone.
Nic. xxi 'rd^tv io\t av-rotj'

'

Apwyov f)v Xpiyrov ovTct ^tixvuiri, as if a
second quotation from Chrysostom began at 'A^^rj-ov. (2) Field,
1. 15, a//. \ijv olxitt ', Cone. Kic. iAA vuv e-jzi7i ytvutrxmiv.
6Ti e.' xuii trtzfarov iyvuzKiAtv ~ov \f>ttrrov, uX~A.cc vDv oixirt. Here
the Council is clearly right, anil the MSS have omitted a line

through homceoteleuton. (3) Field, 11. 15, 17, r,/*.v f*.<v . . .

Xojff-Tow bi : Cone. Nip. Ifl r,,i/v fj.lv . . . IT] 5; XpitTTOv, prob-
ably wrongly. (4) Field, 1. 22 [Jn 1430], 6iK {%u oitiv : Cone.
Nir. t-jfiffH elZi*. Both readings have good support; but the
latter is less likely to be the posterior insertion into Chry-
sostom's text, and is therefore prohably genuine. (5) Field,
1. 24, Ta txro; ecepxe; itvxt : Cone. Nic. OltlitS tretcxcf, perhaps
accidentally. (t>) Fit-Id, p. 1211, 1. 29, 'iva. nijms : Cone. Nic. 'iva.

tt-/,T.,-. (7) Field, 1. 29, ii-r-fi, a-xobiuv OT* ixlv.fivjfj.iv ; Cone. Nic.
f.'~'', Tl (JVV ; AEJ-OVTO; TO'J v%Y,pl.OVVTtZ IV TU CliifJ,OtTt lZ%7,UOVU.tv.

It is difficult here to decide. (S) Field, 1. 31, ttZta: Cone. Nic.
omits. (9) Field, 1. 33, iv lai^fia xa.\ iv x!v,;u,<r.r, : ConC. Nic.,
less pointedly, completes the quotation by prefixing *prt tfovcutv
and subjoining ittt dj T/TC^MTOV tcpo; npaffertov.

and was therefore more likely to be accessible to
Antiochenes than to Constantinopolitans : tW p.r\

TOU KaTfjreiyoyTos drroffTas fj.a.Kp'jTpov TTOLrjffU rbv \oyov
. . . KO.I yp.lv 5t eiprjTai rts i-Trep TQVTUIV \uyos tire irepl

rvjs ,uera^^(7ew5 auTou T^? Trpoffrrfoptas :r/)6s I'ftas 5ic\eyo-

irdvTo. e!o-rUe Tavra. A brier citation from 'John
Chrysostom,' etc TOU uTrofj.vrju.OiT05 TV)S Trpds FaXaTas

fVnTToXTjs, is preserved in Photius' account (cod.
229, part 3) of a work by Ephraem, patriarch of
Antioch A.D. 527-545, in defence of the Council of
Chaicedon

;
but the words themselves 6Vi, rp-nai, rb

ai'TOf iradtiv Ty (pvtrei. TTJS #eoT?;Tos appear to be
neither akin to Chrysostom's normal theological
style nor identified in his Galatian commentary.

(v.) Ephe.sians. 24 homilies. Allotted by
Savile, on account of their unfinished style, to

Constantinople, but by Tillemont and Montfaucon,
on the ground of historical indications, to Antioch.
Tillcmont points to the impassioned appeal against
schisms in the Church at the end of Hum. xi. (after
the exposition of Eph 44 ' 11

') p. 86 ff., which naturally
connects itself with the Eustathian separatists at
Antioch ; Montfaucon to various laudatory refer-

ences to the monastic inhabitants of the neigh-
bouring hills, Hum. vi. p. 44 A, Horn. xiii. p.
44 E ; cf. Horn. xxi. p. 162 I), whereas at Con-

stantinople the monks were not dwellers in hills,
and are mentioned rather with blame than praise.
If further argument is needed, it may be found in

the mention without definition, as of a saint well
known to the audience, of Babylas, martyr-bishop
of Antioch under Decius (6 /ictrapios /j.dpTvs Ba/ii'Xas,
Horn. ix. p. 70 C).

Citations from or references to these homilies
are made (1) by Theodoret, Uinloijiis II.

' Incon-

fusiis,' ed. Sehultze, IV. i. p. 158, K T?}S fp/iijraas TT)S

Trpos 'E0e<7toi'S eVtoToX?js : (ft) Hom. i. p. 7 D, KO.TO. TT\V

fuooKiav . . . ytyovev. (b) Horn. iii. p. 20 D, irepi

TOI'TOV (pTitfiv'O debs TOU Kvpiov T/P.UV '\rjO~ov \pcffTou, ou

Trcpi TOU Beau \6yov: (c) Horn. iv. p. 2(3 F, Kal fiWas

T/fj.5.? . . . Trepi TOU KO.TO. odpna. TrdvTa, ei'pT^Tcn
*

(2)

by Ephraem of Antioch (see just above) in Photius
cod. 22'J for the use of 6 a-jOpwiros with the aiticle

of the human nature of Christ (6 Xpixroo-To^os en TJJ

(pfj-tj^eia T/JS Trpoj Efpfcrioi's f?rt(TToXy}s TptTT^s 6fj.t\io.s) :

the whole passage IS E-19 C is more or less in

point, but the specific reference is perhaps to 20 D,
TOV iLvdpuwov ciy p-ya. (.''i^XorTjros avr/yayt (3) by
Facundus of Hermiana in the middle of the 6tli

cent., pro Dcfcnsioiie Trillin Capitulorum, xi. 5

(ed. Sirmond, p. 486 ; Gallandi, LliU. Vet. Patrum,
xi. 788),

' beatus loannes ... in commento epistola;
ad Ephesios libro tertio,' translating into Latin

(n) Horn. iii. pp. 18 F-19 A, ivvari<rov oo-ov . . . TOU

ffeoP X67oi, oi>Sa.fi^, and (6) Horn. iii. p. 20 C D, ovo

ya.p TO. /jL^yiffTO. . . . ou Trcpi TOU ffeou Xo^of.'f'

(vi.) Philippiatvt. 16 homilies; in the earlier

editions 15, because the first homily was separately
treated as the 'argument' (so also in Romans).
This is the first set of homilies which the majoiity
of critics place at Constantinople, on the ground
partly of general negligence of style, partly of

language that is ,-upposrd to be definitely episcopal
in the 'ethical' pa it of Hum. x. [ix.], p. 2(i.S F
onwards, where the preacher rebukes his congre-

* Theodoret's polemical quotations, at least from early
writers, are not to be relied on; it is therefore all the more
important to note that his differtn< es trom Field's text are

relatively slight. In onecasr(]>. 7 I', u~ a.v m i.tot for ; aiv

\ra] i-<o/) he supports Cramer's Catena against all the direct
MS tradition. Did he use the Catena ?

t Facundus entirely supports Field in his return to the text
of the Verona edition against Sa\ ile and the Benedictines ; e.g.
20 D he reads 'in F&nguine i his ^alvavit

' = -ri;i^ri v.i^o-j 'urutnv

(Field, Veron., and :: .MSs, :rj.iinFt omission by the rest) and
'pneter hoc '= z*/>i; Tetirow, with the same authorities, where
the rest omit AV>'?.
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i for their grudging support of the clei.v
\ even i"i tins epist!,- grave doubt must he i'.-lt

in presence lit a passage indicated by Tillemont.
. xvi. [xv. p. :;!* (' \\ \\here Chrysostom.

enumerating tlu> drav. hacks In earthly royally,
ends his datk catalogue of misfortunes with the

catastrophe in which Valcns perished, while -he
that now rules, ever since lie put on the diadem.
has lived niiuing laUmrs. dangers, despondencies,

'i, lilies, conspiracies.' I '111 \ -oioin \va- a U'M
I'lvachei : lint even in l'liry-o>toni'- mouth such

language is more natural at a ili-tanee from the
foiirt. An. I it is ii"i ea-y to v,.,- why the argu-
nient shoul.l leap fioni \"alen- to Aivndius without

any hint at the critical fortunes of the inter-

mediate reun of The<..|,.-ni- \\<. :\',\< Sd.'n; yet
if Thcodosius is meant hv -. the homilies

in belong to the AntiiK-heiie period. In a
1 -ciia from tbe Fathers contained in I'.ook i. of

Leontius of Byxantium, .* rt

l-'ntii:-fiiannit,i are included passages from L'hry-
in 1 Inn. -ee just Ix'lnw) ami in

I'ful. the latter pa--a_.- is fiom li -m. vii. [vi.]

p. -!!'> 1-. . M rot- &tou.

IJ homilies. Kor the lirst

time the indications ;.: in favour of

lantinople. Not only i~ the style considered
to lie lielow the average of the other epistles, but
the preach. i is ijuite certainly a bishop : in Hum.
iii. p. :U!' I

1
1 he - roi'Toi', to him

belongs ro r; ! tn . >o. Hum. vii. con-
tains two illiistiations drawn from eurrent or

recent events : i>. 374 I'. the man who but yester-

day was exalted in the tribunal, who bad heralds

to proclaim aloud his dignity and crowds of

attendants hustling a way for him in the forum,'
who to-day is living deprived of nil this pomp anil

station, can only be the minister Eutropius be-

tween his fall at the lieginning. and bis death at

the close, of A.D. 399 ; p. 375 E,
' my own city

(q riXij it ij^po) gave offence to a previous
monarch, and he ordered it to be destroyed to the

uttermost, inhabitants and buildings alike . . .

but when our neighbours of the city on the const

interceded on our behalf, our citizens went a lion t

saying that that intervention was a worse humilia-

tion than the destruction of the city would have
been' St. Chrysostoni, in fact, is giving his audi-

ence at Constantinople the story of the experiences
of 'his own' city of Antioch after the 'statues'

riot of A.I). 3S7. It may lie noted that the '2nd

and 3rd homilies were preached on successive days :

p. 338 A, Grin*pov dra^aXXo^roif acpio? rofro Tpotfeirai

Set: 343 B, rti.ucpor drcSocVai dra-j-nafos' TO cip\7,va

tr(p \iit dfia\i.u'!'- Perhaps the days were

Saturday and Sunday.
(viii.) (ix.) 1 Thfsixtlonions. 11 homilies; 2

Thcss'iltinians. 5 homilies. Both sets of homilies

appear to lie episcopal utterances, and were there-

fore preached at Constantinople: cf. 1 Thess.
Hom. x. p. 495 C, K&r . . . rijs fintXijirias cyc-vd-yn) i)

r^5 KotvT)t ft'Xijs aTetp^w : ffwn. xi. p. 504 E, iVet'^eyoj

ry>o,ui;r T^$ aTdrrw i'^v y/jftjratrias : '2 Thess.

Horn. iv. p. 5:53 E, d\\d, Qiiai* . . . cri- 04101$ rlir \ai>r

i" TC.> TOV Tjyoi'iAfov Topava\fV, p. 535 E, Tjucty 5i}noi'

ToaoiTov Tpoarr^Tcs, cf. p. 536 B C.

(x.) (xi.) 1 Timothy. IS homilies; - Timothy.

The most definite wants of all, t^n.i ii'.u.' (p. 272 D), do not,
however, appear in Field's text.

t Ai^xmlms; to F. Locfs' masteriy diseussinn oi this iiuix>rtant
but obscure writt- r (Tfjrtt unit tTntvmieAlMtgm, iii. 1, A.D. 1SS7),

the trealise fontm -NV.sf. r t EHtyctt. was published between o29
and 5*4. Leontius is not mentioned in the Dictionary of
Christian Biography. These passa^s fn>ui Chrysostoiu are
iu the Latin version of H. Cnnisius, Lfttiont* Antiqutr (re-

edited by J. Risn.-ii.-e. Thesai-ru-i .Vomimrittonim. i.. Antwerp,
A.P. 1725, p. 554). and in the Greek of the important Bodleian
MS of Leontius, cod. Laudianus CT. 92 B, foil. 556. 56n : but

they are omitted ^with many others) in Migue's edition, vol. Si>,

c. ISOtf,
' miauendi volumiuis ^ralia.'

in liomilics. The supposed inferiority of the

style of tlte~e homilies led Savile to attnl>'.ile

them, aceording to 1'hotius' eanoii. t,. the t'on-

>taiitino|>litan pcriiHl. Montfaueon. bo\\e\er,

while admitting that on none of the l.pi-tle~ is

it so dilliciilt to decide as on these, considers that

the unstinted enlouy "I monks in l!i-n>. n

xiv., and the absence of any indication of epi

position in dealing with the qualibcations for the

ministry \>\.\A don by St. 1'anl (contrast the

passages quote. I .ilM>\eoii 1 and _ 1'ln --
. point on

the whole to Antioch. The homilies on 1 I'imot y
are named by r'.phracm of Antioch and l.contins

of Hyznntium : Kplnaem o'/'- IMiotius. cod. 'J-'.i'.

appealing this time to the leaching of the Fathers

on the I' nit y of Christ's l',i-,in, includes. \

(Trojuoj Trf* ir^j Tinotffor T^Kt---

l^eontius (see just aline on I'hilippuiiisi cites from

I

Hum. in 1 Tim. vii. p. 5Sli B, ereiiSi) -,
i

f
i

. . . OI'TUI ai Oeiis f/r.

(xii.) Titus. 6 homilies. The principle laid

down above, that caution must be exerci-

interpreting passages which at lirst siuht seem to

imply episcopal oversight on the part of the

tirt-aelier,

receives abundant just ilii-al ion in these

lomilies. For whereas on the one hand II", n. i.

j
p. 735 B speaks of the warptxii iidroia which forbids

|
treating anyone rir &pxouirui> other than gently
lio\\ever much trouble he give us.' on the other

hand Hum. iii. p. 740 C contains an indisputable
reference to Christian attendance at non-Christian
sanctuaries at Antioch. 'What must we - :l \ ,.|

those who keep the same fasts as they do, \\ho

observe sabbaths, who go oft to places dedicated to

their worship, such as the spot at l>nphne, the

so-called cave of Matrona '
' *

(xiii.) I'ftilemon. 3 homilies. These homilies

appear to present no features suggesiiv ,,t , nher
Antioch or Constantinople. The majority ot .

suppose that the relatively unlinished style i-

' decisive, according to 1'hotius' canon, for i

stnntinople ; Venables (Diet. CAr. /;."./,. i. 5

i
even sjH-aks of them as perhaps 'extem|iirai..
addresses taken down by others.' Yet sm-h i-

uncerUiinty of this sort of criterion that Moiit-

faucon can assert that '

parent diligent iam et nc-

,
curationem alibi in scriptis eius vix rctn-na-.'

No Latin translation of any part of Chrysostom
on St. 1'aul was known to Cnssiodorus \\ hen he

wrote his summary account of extant commcn-

i taries, tie Iiistitutionc Divinanim L<'

ch. 8; but he possessed a complete set of them in
! the original Li reek, which, as he says, could !*

translated if wantetl if, that is to say, the Latin

commentaries which his library could manage to

procure should turn out insufficient 'Commenio-
ratas tamen epistohis a loanne Chrysostomo ex-

positas Attico sermone, in suprascripU) octavo

nrmario dereliqui, ubi sunt gneei coiiices con-

gregati : ut si latina non potuerint Intiora com-

meiita procurari, de istis subinde transferattir quod
plenissimam poterit pnvstare uotitiani.' Two
things are here worth notice. In the first place,

Chrysostom was, for the Lntins, th-- Greek com-

mentator par ejccellcnce : if Cassioiloms knew of

the existence of any others, they were at any
rate not in his hands. In the second pi

the quality which distinguished Chrysostom in

Cnssiodorus' eyes from all the Latins was his ful-

ness: there lie was in the library, ready to be

One would naturally suppose that allusions to the well-

known name of the inuoebene Daphne implied heath

worship: but the fasts and sabhaths are. of oourse, ,V
and from Uoin. flrfr. JtiJtrvs i. (ed. Eened. i. 5M 1'

that there was a Jewish synajrojrue at Daphne, besides that in

Antioch : **, -.iZn K, ?td ri: iir'W X-x rvn >>?; <*: *>>*
JUtt rr> S> AA^III, T,r;crs.-* yitl IXit 79 :. .2 . t
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translated if no Latin commentary of equal 'lati-

tude' should come into the hands of the monks of

Vivarium.
That the Homilies should have been early trans-

lad-.! into Syriac is only what we should expert ;

and the evidence of the catalogue of Syriac MSS
in the British Museum fully confirms such expecta-
tions. The material falls naturally into the three

classes of (a) translations at full length ; (li) abridg-
ments extending over several or all of the Epistles ;

(c) fragmentary quotations.
(n) Translations, Romans : MS dccxlv.* (Brit.

Mus. Add. 17 104) is for the most part a palim-

]>-r-t of a 6th or 7th century MS of the homilies

mi Romans. 1 Corinthians: MS dlxxxix. (Add.

145(13), site, vii.-viii., Horn, xx.-xxxiii. ; MS dxc.

(Add. 1-2100), A.D. 584, Horn, xxxiv.-xliv. S

L'urinlliinHs: MS dxci. (Add. 14564), sa>c. vi.-vii.,

complete save for a te\\ Incunas ; MS dxcii. (Add.

121SMI, stec. vi.-vii., complete. Ephesicmx : MS
dxriii. (Add. 14565), stec. vi.-vii., complete.

J'/ii/iji/iiuns, Philemon: MS dxciv. (Add. 14506),

sa-c. vi., fragments. Colossians, Titus: MS
d\i-v. (Add. 14566, part 2), s;ec. vi.-vii., consider-

able portions. 1 and 2 Thessalonians: MS
dxcvi. (Add. 17152), A.D. 594, complete.t In this

group of MSS all the Epistles are represented

except Galatians and 1 and 2 Timothy.
(li) Whereas the MSS of translations in full of

the Homilies range from 550 to 750 A.D., those of

abridgments and extracts in which all or most
of the Epistles are treated in a single MS belong
to the later centuries ; and this is probably not

an accidental distinction, but is a parallel pheno-
menon to the supersession of commentaries by
Cateiue in general. MS dccxiv. (Add. 14683), foil.

1-141, srec. x. : parts 3 and 4 (with two great
I'n-inias) of a commentary on the Pauline epistles
abrid"ed from Chrysostom, containing Galatians

[Gal 6'
2
-end, Eph., Ph I

1 ' 11
lost], Philippians,

Colossians, 1 and 2 Thessalonians [1 and 2 Tim.,

Philem., He 1-107
lost], He 10-end ; on fol. 140i

is a complete list of the number of Chrysostom's
homilies on each epistle. MSdccclii. (Add. 12168),

foil. 166-233, sa>c. viii.-ix. : Pauline epistles, with

extracts throughout from Chrysostom ; Colossians

comes at the end between Titus ami Hebrews.
MS drrdiii. (Add. 12144), foil. 123-176, A.D. 1081 :

Catena on all the Epistles, principally, but in this

case not exclusively, from Chrysostom.
(c) The fragmentary quotations are far too many

to enumerate here, and must be sought for in the

catalogue itself, and in Wright's invaluable index

to it. Often, of course, the motive for the choice

of the passages is the dogmatic interest : thus MS
dcc-clvii. (Add. 12155), snec. viii., consists largely of

tcstinifinin collected from the Fathers with a view
to the refutation of various heretics; and citations,
or groups of citations, from Chrysostom on the

Epistle, occur on no fewer than twelve occasions,

representing on one or other occasion each set of

his HI:,, lilies.

It remains to give an account of the principal
editions of the Greek text, and of the manuscript
authority on which they are based.

The editio princeps of the original Greek text of

Chrvsostom on St. Paul is the Veronensis, a superb
piece of typography in four folio parts, J published
at Verona 'per Stephanum et fratres a Sabio' in

152<J ; the patron, according to the preface addressed

* The roman numerals are those of Wright's catalogue.
t Tli. homilies on 2 Thessalonians are reckoned not as five

homilies, but as an introduction and four homilies : compare
the arrangement for Romans and Philippians in the earlier

editions of the Greek (above, pp. 5U2>>, r.ua 1

').

I That is, it is paged with four separate paginations, lnt then-

is only one colophon, and no copy that the present writer has
seen is Ixmnd in four volumes. Possibly iD was issued in >ln/-ts

only, and bound in volumes at each purchaser's discretion.

to pope Clement VII. by Donatus of Verona, was
Gibertus, bishop of the see." Part i. contains the

homilies on the Romans (foil. 1-132) and Ephesians
(133-204) ; part ii. the two Thessalonian epistles

(foil. 1-33, 34-47), Colossians (48-86), 1 Corinthians

(87-255) ; part iii. the Second Epistle to the Co-

rinthians (1-93), Titus (93-108), Hebrews (109-205),

Philippians (205-249) ; part iv. the two Epistles to

Timothy (1-42, 42-70), Philemon (71-7S), and Gala-

tians (78-107). The Greek is given without any
Latin translation. The homilies on all epistles

except 1 and 2 Thess., Col., and 1 Cor. are divided

each into two parts, the more strictly homiletic

portion at the end being separated oil' with the
title iiOiHov. The general title of the homily and
its running headline is \jyos a',.\6yos fi', and so on.

Even the commentary on Galatians has the running
title \i7os a throughout ; but, being a commentary
and not homilies, it has of course no 'ethical' sec-

tion. The text of the whole edition is taken appar-
ently from a single manuscript, identified by Heyse
(see below on the Oxford edition) with the Venice

MS, Marcianus 103, stec. xi. The unusual order in

which the Epistles occur in the edition is no doubt

faithfully reproduced from the order of the MS : as
each series of homilies circulated from the first

independently, .and were rarely brought together
into a single MS, there was no lixed rule to follow,
and the sequence in the Venice MS may be assumed
to be accidental. The Verona edition is, apart
from the matter of punctuation, warmly praised

by Savile ; its faults were due to the imperfect
condition of the ' half-eaten

' MS on which it was
based. Indeed it is now clear that, as regards the

type of text used, succeeding editors (until we
come to Field) progressively deteriorated from the

standard of the editio princeps rather than im-

proved upon it.

In 1603 an unimportant edition appeared at

Heidelberg
' in bibliopolio Commeliniano,' which

claimed to restore to its integrity the mutilated

Greek of the Verona edition by the help of MSS
at Heidelberg and Augsburg ; but the character

of the edition is far from corresponding to the

promise of the title-page.
A very different work soon followed. In Sir

Henry Savilc's great edition of the complete works
of Chrysostom (Eton, 1612) the Pauline epistles are

to be found in vols. iii. and iv. in vol. iii. Romans
to Ephesians, in vol. iv. Philippians to Philemon.
Information about the MSS used must, however,
be sought in vol. viii. (the concluding volume) col.

22511. The groundwork of Savile's text through-
out was the Verona edition, but he modified it by
the help, on each epistle, of some one MS from
the libraries of France and Germany. For the
Romans he used a codex '

Regius
'

of Paris ap-

parently Paris gr. 731, save. xi. ; for 1 Cor. a MS
of New College, Oxford no doubt cod. Ixxvii. siec.

xii. ineunt. ; for 2 Cor. a Paris 'Medic-can' MS;
for Gal. a Paris '

Regius' MS ;
for Eph. an Augs-

burg MS presumably Munich gr. 353, s;ec. x.; for

Phil, a Vienna MS and the copy of a Vatican MS
perhaps Vatic, gr. 551, sjec. x.; for the remain-

ing seven epistles also an Augsburg MS perhaps
Munich gr. 377, stec. x. For the Roman epistle he
further gives in an Appendix, vol. viii. cc. 981-988,
a collation again of an Augsburg MS apparently
Munich gr. 457, s;ec. xi. A large number of sug-

gestions and emendations are also printed in the

margin of the texts. By using more than one

manuscript, and still more by drawing on his own
critical ingenuity and that of other scholars,
Savile was able to make in many ways a very sub-

stantial contribution to the improvement of the
text of St. Chrysostom ;

but the type of text re-

*
Compare the account of the Verona Oecumenius, p. 4S5,

abovp.
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pi-e-i nted l>y bis new MSS was inferior for the
ino-i par; lo tin' type repre-enteil liy tlie Venice
M> employed for tin- Verona edition.
A nexx edition xvas published at Paris in 1636 by

the king's printer. ('. .Morel, of which volunn -

iv.-vi. contain I he I ion lilies 0:1 the K| i-tles. Morel's
nlitioii ilo -s not pretend to do more than follow
Sax lie 's Greek text, ineol

|

iova t i tig at the -

time l.allll I ..lll-lal lon.s lex iseil liy tile .le-lllt

I'lolltuM (111 ! Inc.

The |;, -m-dietine edition of St. Clirysostom \v:is

the latest of the vast lal'ours carried through liy
iloin Keinaid Moiitl'aiiroii. Vol. ix. (A.D. 17.".i

<i> itaills the homilies nil llolltalls; vol. X. lA.II.

ITi'.'-'i contains 1 aii<l '.'('or., (ial.; vol. xi. (A.H.
17:Ut the ii-maiiiiirj epistles. According to the
convenient i-iistoin of lieiiediet ine editors, a Latin
translation faces on eaeh page the Greek text:
!'ii: ihe latter is generally judged to be inferior

to the text nf Sa\ ile. The maini-ei i pi
s used were

exelnsi\'l;, |'a' isiati : on Konians [the numbers of
tin- modem cat loj ne of M. 1 1 n 1

1 m; are substituted,
XX hete I. lent III' al oil is possible, fill I hose o| Moilt-
laiicon \|s.>, patis gv. 7;,-j s-, ,.. \i

,
and 7:U, sa'C.

xiii.: on 1 Coi. MS gr. 7:is, atec. x.: on 2 Cor. M^
Coislin 74, s.'ee. X ;

on I .a la I la Us nolle ; oil Eph. MSS
coishn 74 ias on _' I 'or. I. eoislin 7-V sa-c. xi., gr.
Iol7. sire. \.; on Hiil. apparently MSS eoislin 73
and gr. |i>17 ,as on K|,h.l; on Col. MSS gr. 1017

(as on Kph. >, -r. 7:il. acec. \\.. gr. 743. sa-c. xi.; on
1 'Mies-. a|i|iaii'iitly gr. 7!S ias on Col.), gr. 1017
.i- mi I', ['h. I. ami one o

i her : on J I' I less. gr. 743 (as
on Col . and a seeoml -Coll., Dlti,' which may
pciha|'- he gr. 744, s

: ee. i\. : on I Tim. 'Colb. (ilG
'

la- i in _' Thess. ) and gr. 74H ia- on Col.) ; on 2 Tim.
nothing is s.iid : on run- gr. 745 (imperfect), 8EC.

xii., an 1711 i I'ragiiientaix '. stBC. i\.; on I'hileniun

gr. 74."iias on l'it Montiani'on does not appear
to liavr made r\ han-i ix i- use even of the early
MSS of the I'aris Library ; the reissue of the Bene-
dictine edition. Paris, IVil is in. takes account of

several additional MS.-, , ,, ,,,,. Romans gr. 731,
sa%c. xi.; for 1 Cor. gr. ~X>. sa-c. xi., ami 740, sa'C.

xi.; for _' Cor. gr. 741. sa-c. xv.; for Gal. gr. 675,
-el xi.. and Iol7 (imperfect), sa?c. x.

Meanwhile, lietore t he appearance of the second
Beiiedietin lit ion. attention had been called to

the iin|iortaiiee ot ( 'hi \ -ii-toni's /l"mi/ics for the
hist..i\ of ihe text ot St. Paul, by C. F. Mattha-i,
whose critical edition of the New Testament ap-

peared at Ki'ja towards the close of the 18th cent.:

part vi. (Ilomans, Titus. I'liilemon) in 17s2, part
vii. (1 ami 2 Corinthians) in 17S3, ]>art viii. (Gala-
tians, Epbesians, I'liilipjiians) in 1784, part x.

(Hebrews, Colossian-i also in 17S4, part ix. (1 and
2 Tliessalonians, 1 and '2 Timothy, together with a
' Proefatio in onmes D. Panli epistolas') in 1785.

Mivttha'i \xas professor at Moscow, and his MSS
of the Homilies were exclusively drawn from the

library of the Holy Synod in that city many or

most of them had come originally from Mount
Atlios : a list of them may be inserted here.

Mosq. xcvii.=Matthwi (vi. 262) 3, A.D. 917:
l.onians.

,, c. = (vi. 204) S, sa?c. x.-xi. : Romans.
ci. = (vii. 277) 1, A.D. 993: Hebrexvs,

Colossians.
cii. =(vii. 275) 9, soec. x.-xi.: 2 Cor.,

1 Timothy.
ciii. =(vi. 275) cror 6, sn?c. x.-xi. : 2 Cor.,

Titus.

civ. =(vii. 274) 7, saec. ix. : 1 Corin-
thians.

cv. =(vii. 274) 2, A.D. 990: 1 Corin-
thians-.

cvi. = (vii. -/76) 4, soec. xi. : Philippians,
Hebrews.

,, cvii. =(vii. 279) 5, sa^c. x. : Hebrews.

MO-H. cviii. = (vi. 275) (3, sa'C. x.-xi.: E|>h.,

Pliilippians, I'liilemon.

,, cix. = (vi. -270) a, s:vc. ix.-x.: 1 Tim.,
_' I nil.. I'liilemon, 1 Thess.,
_' Tliessalonians.

In the ' Prsefatio
' above referred to a singularly

perverse piece of writing Mattlnci explains Ins

iea -ons for devoting such sjieeial attention lo the
MSS of Chi Vsiistom's Hi'ini/iix. To Chrysosioin,
he maintains, are lai Lel\ dm: the dillirult ie- hich

beset the attempt to reconstruct the original t<'xt

of St. Paul. Partly throii-h his copying ( i.

the loss of whose commentaries Mattha'i
|
lote-ses

to regrot only because he xxmild like ,, iion

the amount which Clirysostom horroweil from him,

partly through his own earele n, .md inexact-

ness OI tjllOtatioll, the text ol t lie Kpistli
-s :,- .1

in his Hn"<i' "< -eiioiisly depraved: while,

owing to the popularity lie enjoyed, the t . v thus

depraved, copied by .lohn ot Damascus, Tl pby-
lact, and others, reacted upon the current manu-

scripts of the New Testament. Th:i~. in ordei to

grasp the whole extent of the corrupt ing intlu

of the Greek l-'al In :- upon our existing M~s^. i! i-

necessary to identify the Clirysostom reading of

each disputed pas-ax'
1 in turn : lor \x hatex ci i Ise is

right, that is sure to be wrong. Hut this i .ntili-

cation must rest not on the edition- ot Savile or

Montfaucon, since neither u-ed enough codi

nor followed those they used, hut on a fre-h and

thorough examination of a larger number of M-"-.

Mattha'i's own work on the Chrysosl MSS
was naturally limited to collation of the text of

the Epistles a.s embedded in the //< ./n//'v: l.iit a

complete edition on a wider basis ( ,i Ms .mi imrity,
as demanded by him, was m tact piodm-ed for the

Oxford Library of the r'aihei- Ky the KII. V.

Field, better known perhaps as the editoi of the

Hcxttplrt. Collations were supplied-- in It.-.ly by
Theodor Heyse, at Munich by '. C,. Kr^ inger,
at Paris and Vienna by other scholars. Among
the MSS employed for the lirst time ai.d

many of those that older editors had i.

re-collated for the nexv edition were ill tor

Ilomans: Paris gr. 1016 A, sa-c. xi.: Vatic, gr. .Vi",

swc. x.; Venice Marcianus 98, s;ec. xi., ;i:;d .~>ii4,

sec. xi. ; Vienna Lambec. cxli. //>///'. i.-xxix.)

antiquus." (2) For 1 Corintlu'-ms : Pari- gr. 6S3

(imperfect), saee. xii., and supjil. '-'-li < //.,/,, >,xi -

xxxiii.), Sii-c. ix.; Munich gr. 373 I beginning in

Horn. iv. : 'omnium pra'stantissimus .

-
,

. x.;

Venice Marcianus 99, sa?c. x., and A[ipend. 77,

srec. xii. the two latter only paitiallx Hated.

(3) For .? C'vrintliians: Paris gr. 742 (contain- only
the 'ethical' or homiletic portions), s.ei . xiii.;

Vienna Lambec. cxxxv. '

anti]uus,' CXXN' i.
]
er-

vetustus,' and cxxxvii. '

pervetiistus.' ) lor
Gfilett inns: Paris gr. 725, ssec. xii. ; .Munich gr.

373 (as for ICor.); Vienna Lambec. rxxxv. (as

for 2 Cor.), and cxl.
'

antiqnus' ; and an unidenti-

lied Venice MS. (5) For Ephesians : Munich gr.

353, s;vc. x. ; Vienna Lambec. cxxxvii. '.-is tor

2 Cor.: only usod in part), and cxxxviii., sa-c. xi.;

Florence Laurent, pint. viii. 2, sa:c. xi. : Vatic.

551, sa>c. x. (6) For Philippians: Mils. But.

Hurney 48, sn'c. xiv., and Vienna Lambec. c\l.

(as for Gal.). (7) For Colossians: Mus. lirit.

Uurney 48 (as for Phil.) : Vienna Lambec. cxxxi.x.
'

perx-etustus,' and cxl. (as for Gal. Phil 8, HI

For 1 and 2 Thmsalcinians: Mus. Brit. Burnev 4S

(as for Phil. Col.) : Florence Laurent, pint. viii. 2

(as for Eph.). (10, 11) For 1 ,' . Timothy:
Mus. Brit. Bnrney 48 (as for Phil. Col. The
For 1 Tim. onh/ : Florence Laurent, pint. viii. 2

(as for Epb. Thess.). (12) For Titus: Burnej Is

again, and Munich gr. 353 (as for Eph. ). 13 I 'or

' These ndjectives of Lambecius' catalogue must be taken for

xvhat they are xvorth.
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Philemon: again Burney 48. Besides these, the

Catena? published by Cramer are mentioned for

every epistle except 2 Cor. ;
the first of the two

Catena1 on Romans contained practically no Chry-
sostom, but in every other ease the Catena texts

are stated to be of great value, and sometimes
to preserve the tr e text against all the MSS of

the Homilies themselves. These latter MSS are

divided by Field into two classes the lirst contain-

ing a purer and more original text, the second the

recension of some later scholar. Since the first is

represented more or less by the Verona edition,

the second by Savile, Moiitfaucon's is set aside as

being critically of less importance than either,

Field's text represents to a large extent a return

to the cditio princcps. How well justified he was
in doing this may be seen from the note to the

quotations by Facundus of Hermiana from lln,,i.

in EII/I. iii. (p. 503' 1

, above) ; just as his dependence
on Cramer's Catena against the direct MS tradi-

tion is in another case supported similarly by
Tlieodoret (16.)- In

fii't.
Field's is the only edition

which can be called in any real sense critical ; and

although the number of MSS used might perhaps
with advantage be increased and more use might
be made of the Syriac, it is not likely that the

work of this eminent scholar will for a long time
to come be superseded.

Field's volumes appeared in the following order :

2 Corinthians, 1845; 1 Corinthians, 1847 ; Romans,
1S41I ; (ialatians, Epbesians, 1852; Philippians,
Colossians, 1 and 2 Thessalonians, 1855 ;

1 and 2

Timothy, Titus, Philemon, 1861 ; Hebrews (with
indexes to the whole), lSb'2.

About the same time with the Greek edition,
and under the same auspices, an English transla-

tion of the Homilies was undertaken at Oxford as

part of the large series of translations in the
'

Library of Fathers of the Holy Catholic Church.'

In 1839 appeared in two parts the homilies on
1 Corinthians, translated by H. K. Cornish and
J. Medley (from the Benedictine text, but modified

from Savile); in 1840 those on Galatians, trans-

lated anonymously, and on Ephesians, translated

by W. J. Copeland : in 1841 the homilies on

Romans by J. B. Morris (from Savile's text,

modified by the new collations of MSS) ; in 1843 a

volume containing Philippians by W. C. Cotton

(from Savile), Colossiaas by J. Ashworth, and
1 and 2 Thessalonians by J. Tweed (all these from
the reissue of the Benedictine text, compared with

Savile) ; in the same year another volume con-

taining 1 and 2 Timothy, Titus, Philemon, also by
J. Tweed (from the new Benedictine text, with

Savile, and occasionally with material from colla-

tions) ; and in 1848 the homilies on 2 Corinthians

by J. Ashworth and J. F. Christie (from Field's

text, which, as above mentioned, had been pub-
lished as early as 1845).

14. Severianus of Gabala (commentaries or

homilies on all the Epistles?).
Severianus, bishop of Gabala, on the Syrian coast

south of Antioch, is principally known to us as

one of the main instruments of St. Chrysostom's
misfortunes. It was common knowledge that

Chrysostom's fame as a preacher was the cause of

his selection to the episcopate of Constantinople,
and therefore other Syrian bishops who had

acquired a local reputation in the pulpit were
moved to follow in his footsteps, and, neglecting
their flocks, to transfer their oratorical gifts to

a more comprehensive sphere. Antiochus of

Ptolemais and Severian of Gabala came in this

way to reside in the capital ; and whether or no

they were moved by jealousy of the bishop's

preaching powers, they soon showed themselves
two of the most persistent and unscrupulous of

his enemies. History has not cared to tell us

more of them : they are visible on the stage for

a moment in the light which radiates round the

personality of St. Chrysostom, and when that

light is withdrawn they pass on into darkness

again. Nor in the case of Antiochus do any
literary remains survive to enable us to judge how
far his friends were justified in bestowing on him
the rival appellation of the 'Golden Mouth' ; even

Gennadius, dc Viris Illustnbus, 20,* knew only a

single one of his homilies. Severian was perhaps
the more eminent preacher of the two, and cer-

tainly the more considerable exegete : Gennadius

(op. cit. 21 (describes him as 'in divinis scripturis
eruditus et in homiliis declamator admirahilis,'
and had read his exposition on the Galatians.

The evidence of the Catenne points to his having
written on at least several others of St. Paul's

epistles : Oecumenius quotes him on Romans,
1 Corinthians, 2 Thessalonians ;

+ Cramer gives
several quotations from him in each of his two
Catena? on Romans, many in that on 1 Corin-

thians, several again on Galatians, Thessalonians,
and the Pastoral epistles, while for the four

epistles of the Roman captivity the colophons at

the end of the Catenre summarize their sources,
and in each case Severian is named among them.

Ephesians : TZv els TTJP ?rp6s 'E0ea~toi>s etrurroMtv

llat'Xou TOV aTrotrroXou f^TjyrjTiKWf (K\oyuv TU[J.OS O.TTO

0ajry)s 'Upiyevovs, rov u.o.Ko.piov 'Iwdwov, ^eurjpta.i'ov,

6eo5iipoi'. Philippians: fui> els TT}V irpbs "tiAorTTTja-ious

eVtOToX^p f!;Tiyt]TiKu.i> K\oyu,v TOfjiOS a TOV naKapiou
'\{jja.vvov 112. Zeu^ptopou 2. QfoSitipou O. Colossians :

At eK\oyal r/}s fpfjujvelas Trjs vapotfcrips eTrttrroXijs CK TOV

KO.TO. TT\d.TOS VWO/J.VTI^aTOS TOV (T000U KO.I olKOVflCI>tKOV &l8a-

0'KO.\OV 'IwaVVOU TOV tiriO~K07TOV T7)S fiafflhioOS TTuXfWS Kdi

at P.LO.V

o3uipoi' TOV o-^oietrrtas'
' Kvpi\\ou. Philemon :

Tofj.0! a. -q fp,u.ijveia T!)S TnffTo\T)s TOV [MKapiov 'laivvov

TOV XpiwoaTvVtou, Zei'Tjptapou, OeoSwpoi' Mo^ouetrHas.
It is clear that the statements of these colophons
imply something more than the occasional use

which could be made of miscellaneous homilies

and the like : they are satisfied only by supposing
that Severian had formally written on these

epistles.* The same thing follows for 1 Corin-

thians from the extensive quotations from him, 90

in number, in Cramer's Catena. Add to this the

express testimony of Gennadius for the Galatians,
and we have six epistles which Severian can he

proved to have expounded whether in commen-
taries, or like Chrysostom in homilies, has not so

far been established. As Severian is further re-

presented on each of the remaining epistles (to a

greater or less degree) in Cramer's Catena, the

deduction is a probable one, that, like his other

contemporaries of the Antiochene school, his ex-

position covered the whole range of the Pauline

epistles.
Severian is, as we should expect, a commentator

* Gennadins, a presbyterof Marseilles, published about A.D. 495

a supplement to the tie. Viris lUustrilats of St. Jerome, enumer-

ating exactly one hundred writers for the century that had

elapsed between the original work and the continuation.

t One of the Catenie in Karo ancl Liet/mann's list, Vat. gr.

1270, sfec. xii., Romans and 1 Corinthians (p. 489", above, A),

appears to be related to Oecumenius hut to name its authorities

more frequently ;
and may possibly prove useful for identifying

further quotations from Severian for these two epistles.

t As the contributions of both Chrysostom and Theodore for

these four epistles can be identified, in the case of Chrysostom
from his Huinili^s, in the case of Theodore from the Latin

version (see below, p. 510'>), it ought to prove possible, by a

process of exclusion, to put together the residue that belongs
to Severian ; but the attempt has not yet been made.

Venables, in Diet. Christ Jiiiyr. iv. 6286, speaks of the

possibility that quotations giv en as from Severian may really

belong to Severus, the great Monophysite patriarch of Antioch
in the early Oth century. Hut be was not apparently acquainted
with the decisive testimony of Cramer's Catena ;

nor is Severus,
acth e writer as he was, known to have commented formally on

any of the Pauline epistles. See further below, p. 622.
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of tin- litcrali-t or historical typo. An interesting

testimony to hi- reputation a- a preacher outside
tin' limits of tlir influence of either Constantinople
or Antiocli, is the fart tliat in the Coptic Church
his ffniiii/ifx are prescribed iis lessons in Holy
Week, together with those of Athanasiiis, Chi\ 90

stoin. Shenoiite (he Copt, anil Severus of Antioeh
the Monophysite.

15. Theodore of Mopsuestia (commentaries on
all the Epistles).

1. THK i-n*i'ri".\ nf TiiKoiHiRE ix ///>/ ;,i

AMOXG SYRIANS, GREEKS, i ITIKS. Th (un-

called sometime- of Ant inch, where lie was lx>rn

aliout S.'iii. I. nt nioie otti-n ot Mop-nestia, of which
lie became lii-hi>|> in S'.l'J was pupil of Dioilore,
frieail of Chryso-4om, and after the latter '- ilenth

tin ~t milnriitial teacher, whether as theologian
01 ae cvuetc. within the Eastern Church, Intel-

lectually the ^reatest of the Ant iochene writers,
Tin" .

:ioiisly i|llalilieil by
the liefeet lit one -ided lie : ill c\e".e-i- lie repre-
senteil the extreme of the reaction against the

alle-oii/er-, minimizing or explaining away the
Me ianic element ill the old Te-tameut ; in

Chi i-lolov.\ he ilwelt mi the ethical value of the
human example of cini-t so exclusively as almost
to make 'the M:t-ter' (6 5(ffirJTrit X/Mffrds) u different

1'er-oii from the imtw idling \Vonl. In both aspects
The,., lore'- thought may not unfairly he called

i at innali/iii". : ami \ et there i- lioth in Ilia theology
mid in hi- e\c".e-i- ;m important element of truth,
-uc'i a- specially neeileil empha-i- in his day and

perhap- al-o i ir-. He ilieil at the end ot 428,
'taken awa\ Irom the e\il to come,

1

just as the

theological len.ieiicv which he represented and
to-i. Teil wa-. coming to a head in the Nestorian

controversy.

Naturally, Theodore became one of the great
saints and doctors of the Nestorian communion.
Throughout the IOIIL' centuries of it.- prosperity he
was to it, /i"i- lit -

.

' the Interpreter' : most,
if not all, of his coiiiincntaiie- on Holy Scripture
were translated into Syriae, and were read in that

language for at least IIMIII years. Vet. so far, only
the commentary on St. John ha- been in this way
recovered : we owe the greater part of our extant

Syriac literature to the Monophy.-ite monastery
of Nitria in Egypt, and coii--i|uciitly writers of

the school of Theodore are but scantily represented
in it.

Naturally, again, in proportion as Theodore
became an authority among the Ne-ionans, he
became an object of suspicion within the Church.
In the first generation, indeed, after the Council
of Ephesus in 431, the ' Chinches of Syria anil

Cilicia
' remained faithful to the memory of their

great teacher: 'we believe as Theodore believed,

long live the faith of Theodore.' The Council

itself, though in one of its later sessions it had
condemned the use of a creed which appears in

fact to have been Theodore's, neither on that
occasion mentioned his name nor took any other

opportunity' of aspersing his memory. Cyril of

Alexandria did not conceal his own conviction
th.il Theodore and Diodore 'had borne down full

sail upon the glory of Christ/ and were the true

parents of Nestorianism; he collected and answered
a series of propositions taken from their writings ;

but happily for the peace of the re-united Churches,
and in spite of pressure from his more extreme
adherents, he declined to commit himself to the
fatal policy of post mortem anathemas. For a

century, therefore, after Theodore's death it re-

mained possible for orthodox Christians of the
' East' to study the Biblical writings of ' the Inter-

preter' without being calumniated as fautors of

heresy : and it is at least not improbable that it

was within this period that the Catena? in which

most use i- made of him were originally compiled.
Hut the stubborn and protracted resistance which
theChalcedonian definition encountered in so many
i|iiarter-, caused the centre of gravity in inatleis

t hcol.i-jical to shift further and further from the

standpoint of the older Antiochene school ; while
the sensitive orthodoxy which was engendered by
the struggle made it ra.-ier for each party to pro-
cure the condemnation of the extreme wing on the

opposite side than to protect the extreme wing on
its own. When .lust im.ui aiiathcniati/i-d Theodore
to please the Moiiopliy-ites (as he had already
anathematized Origen to please the Ne-iorians),
he failed, indeed, to reconcile the -e|.arati-ts, hut

he might at least claim that his policy had in-

curred no serious re-entnn-nt amoii". tin-el,, church-

men. The a ceil -at ion ol N e-tol'iani/ing t i lldeneics,

repeated under a series "t Monophysite emperors,
had already driven the mthodox section oi the

school of Antioeh to sacrifice Theodore ; and if we
may lielieve the e.idcncc produced in ,V>u at a
council at Mop-uestia, held, it is true, under

pressure from Justinian, the name of Theodore
Iiad been erased from the diptyi h- of that church,
and the name of Cyril suh-titutcd, as far hack at

any rate as the end of tin- ,"iih century.
For the Eastern empire the action of Justinian

and his count ils was linal : theChalcedonian party
in the Greek Church had enough to do to maintain
their own orthodoxy and that of the Fourth
Council without taking under their protection the

favourite teacher of the Nestorian-; Theodore's

writings, Biblical as well as theological, were

placed under a tacit ban, and circulated only, so

far as they circulated at all, in fragmentary and
emasculated form in the Catena-. But the Latins

were less trammelled by fear of emperors or Mono-

physites ; the resistance, indeed, of pope Yigiliua
was after a time overcome, but the Chim-he- of

Africa and North-eastern Italy broke oil com-
niunion (and the latter body maintained their

separation for over a century) from men who had
dared to anathematize not -only the opinions, l.ut

the name, of one who had '

departed this life in the

peace of the Church and the praise of the Fathers.'

Justinian employed force; the opposition rc-oiied

to the pen. Kusticus, the pope's nephew and

deacon, published an improved Latin ver-imi of

the Acts of Chalcedon. The /'/ m irium of l.ih-T-

atus, archdeacon of Carthage, and the ///'/ 1>> fi:n-

sioiic Trium Cnjiitulorum of another Alrican,

Facundus, bishop of Hermisna, state the contem-

porary case against the condemnation, Facnndus

especially giving us valuable particulars in regard
to Theodore's life and writings. Jnnilin-, an
African official at Constantinople, introduced Theo-
dore's principles of exegesis to the West under the

title Instituta rcyulfiria Dirinn /,.<//.; while it

was probably about the same time, anil perhaps
also in Africa, that the commentaries of Theodore
on the lesser Pauline epistles were translated into

Latin and so preserved lor the use of future genera-
tions. But the controversy of the Three Chapters
died out at last, and the same silence about the

person and history of Theodore as already pre-
vailed among the Greeks overspread the Western
Church also.

2. GESEHAL ESTIMATE OF THEODORE'S STYLE
(AS (ilVES BY PllOTIL'S). Before all first - hand

knowledge of Theodore's works had quite dis-

appeared, the patriarch Photius, in the 9th cent.,

placed on record the only criticism we possess of

'the Interpreter's' literary style. The three

books which came into I'hotius' hands were (a.) the

25 or 28 hooks inrip BaaiXti'ou Kara Evro/iiov, cod. 4,

with which in cod. 6 Photius compares and con-

trasts the treatise, bearing the same title, by
Gregory of Nyssa ; (ft) the commentary in 7 tomes
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on Genesis, cod. 38 ; (7) the 5 books ITpos TOI'S

X^7oj>ras tpv&et Kal ov yi>Jjn?i TrraUif roi'j dpflpwTroi'j,

cod. 177. According to his custom, Photius sup-

plements his account of each work with a summary
judgment of the merits or defects both of its style
and of its subject-matter ; and, by combining the
three notices, we may form a fair general idea of

the impression made by Theodore's writings on a

competent and not wholly unsympathetic reader.

Strong in power of thought and in his handling of

Scripture, Theodore's weak points, according to

Photius, are obscurity and prolixity. His style

(<j>pdats) cannot be called lucid (<ra<pfy) although
his vocabulary is simple enough still less brilliant

(\a/j.irpjs) ; it is, in fact, ungraceful and unpleasing
(&xapu Kal aTjoTjs). Its obscurity is due to long-
winded periods (trxotvoTfrfai ircpioSois) ; to the ac-

cumulation of parentheses (ira/)f^/3o\ais dXXeiraX-

XTJXOIS), which distract the mind from the subject ;

to fondness for oblique cases and, part iuipial con-

structions (rats TUJV (Jpo/idrcjp irXayiats Kal ra?s UCTO-

XiKais Vfeffi) ; to continual and inartistic tautology,
in which the repetitions are more circumstantial
than the original statements (rds eTraxaXTj^eis it\4ov

Tuiv 5i777?).rea;p rats Trepiardaffft ,ue juec7r,2<r#aO. On the
other hand, Theodore's writings are packed close

with thought and argument (rats Siaroiats >;al TOIS

fTrixf'pW""" Mo irvKvte) ; in fertility and in mas-
siveness of proof (ri> irXjjtfos rav (Trix eiP rH*ara" Kal

TO yapi/nov) he is as much superior to Gregory
of Nyssa as he is his inferior in beauty, bril-

liancy, and charm (KdXXei re Ka.1 \anirpjTrjri teal TU

ilSi'TdTip). Whatever his other faults, the con-

tinuous labour he spent on Holy Scripture (0iXo-

Tro'.'diTfpov StaTcff-ijvat), and his wealth of apposite
citations from it (rats ypaifuKals dptora TT\OVTWI>

fia,m'/)/ais), deserve full recognition. As an excgete,
he avoided .allegory as far as possible, and inter-

preted historically.
The criticisms passed by Photius upon Theodore's

style and method would perhaps apply less seriously
to exegesis than to some other departments of

literature. A wide acquaintance with Scripture,
an unwearied devotion to its study, when combined
with unusual powers of thought, albeit not of ex-

pression, are no contemptible equipment for ' the

Interpreter
1
of St. Paul.

3. HISTORY OF TUEODORE'S COJIMEXTARY ox
THE EPISTLES. (i.) The first complete list. The
fullest information about Theodore's commen-
taries, and the tirst quite definite statement that
he expounded the whole series of Pauline epistles,
come to us from the great catalogue of Syriac
writers drawn up for the Nestorians by their

metropolitan Ebed-jesu (died A.D. 1318), and printed
in vol. iii. pp. 1-362 of J. S. Asscmani's BiUiotheca
Oricntnlis Clcmentinu-Vnticana (Rome, A.D. 1725 :

for Theodore, see pp. 30-35, ch. .xix.). The bulk
of Theodore's works, Ebed-jesu begins by telling

us, amounted to 150 times that of the Prophets:
as they were arranged in 41 [it is possible that we
ought to read 51]

' divisions
'

or '

parts,' each part
must have been thrice the size of the sixteen

Prophets put together. Of these parts, the com-
mentaries on the Old Testament appear to have

occupied 18; St. Matthew, St. Luke, St. John,
and the Acts, one each ; and the Pauline epistles 5.

The latter are enumerated as follows (Assemani
gives, in parallel columns, the Syriac text and a
literal translation into Latin) :

'

epistolam quoque ad Romanes ad Eusebium

exposuit.
binas ad Corinthios epistolas tomis duobus

dilucidavit et illustrav.it rogatu Theodori.
Eustratius postulavit expositionem qnattuor
epistolarum quas sum commemoraturus :

epistolre ad Galatas et ad Ephesios et ad

Philippenses et ad Colossenses.

binas autem ad Thessalonicenses lacobo efflagi-
tante exposuit.

epistolam ad Timotheum utramque explicavit
ad Petrum.

Cyrino etiam deprecante exposuit epistolam ad
Titum et ad Pliilemonem.

item epistolam ad Hebr;cos nd eundem Cyrinum
dilucidavit.

qninque autem tomis finem imposuit commen-
tariis suis in totum Apostolum.'

If we may assume, as appears probable, that
the words pclga ('division ) and penqinta (TTIKO^,

'volume') are, for the purpose of the catalogue,
identical, Assemani translates both by 'tomus'

then, of the live parts into which the commentary
on St. Paul was distributed, the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
must have contained respectively Itomans, 1 Co-

rinthians, and 2 Corinthians ; the 4th, Galatians

Colossians, witli perhaps 1 and 2 Thessalonians ;

the 5th, the Pastoral Epistles, Philemon, and-He-
brews. This, however, was probably no more than
a mere library arrangement of the Syriac volumes :

what takes us back nearer to the original com-

position of the commentaries is the grouping
according to their various addressees Eusebius,
Theodore, Eustratius, James, Peter, Cyrinus.
Theodore's exposition of St. Paul was therefore
not a book carried through continuously and pub-
lished as a single whole, but a series of at least six

parts, which, so far, may or may not have be-

longed to the same period of his long literary

activity, and may or may not have been written
after the same method and on the same scale.

Like Chrysostonvs homilies on the Epistles, Theo-
dore's commentaries must have been too bulky to

be compressed within a single binding ; and they
must tiierefore have circulated separately or in

groups, with the result that one writer would

naturally have acquaintance only with some of

them, another only with others; exactly as the
evidence now to be described shows to have been
the case.

(ii. ) Earliest isolated references. Ebed-jesu bears
witness to the knowledge of Theodore's commen-
taries on the epistles, and the position held by
them, among the Nestorians of the Middle Ages:
we have now to turn back to the earlier but more
fragmentary references which can be picked out
from the controversial writings of the Teign of

Justinian.
a. The first specific mention of any of Theo-

dore's commentaries on the Epistles is in Leontius
of Byzantium, contrn Nestorianos ct Eittychianos,
between 529 and 544 (see above, p. 504"). To each of

the three books into which that work is divided a

Catena is appended of xp^fsor pifccs just ificat ires,
those of liook iii. being taken from Theodore,
1 liodore, and Paul of Samosata. Mai (Script. Ye.t.

Nov. Cull. \'i. 299-312) has printed the Theodore

passages, with the prologue to them : Leontius
there complains bitterly that Theodore's followers

were so carefully on their guard against commit-

ting any of his writings to the uninitiated, that
his own selections had been perforce restricted to

the single work irepl (he intentionally miscalls

it Kara) rr)s fvav6puTr-f)aeus. From the exegetical
books he consequently quotes nothing beyond a

single passage on the Psalms ; but he gives a list

of those which were known to him by name, and

compounds for ignorance of their contents by
ingeniously vituperative mis-statements of their

titles. In this list he includes (besides the books
on Genesis, Job, Psalms, St. Matthew, St. John,
St. Luke)

' the false interpretation
'

(TTJV irapefTJ-

7770-11') of the Epistles to the Hebrews, Corinthians,
and Galatians.

fi. The Acts of the Council of Constantinople in

553, which anathematized Theodore, are extant in
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L,atin. The 32nd of the series of quotations from
his works, which were read at the fourth ' collatio

'

or session, is taken ' ex commento epistolaj ad
Hebneos' (Labbe-Coleti, Concilia, vi. 55; Mansi,
Concilia, i.\. 216) ; Theodore there deduces from
Ac. 1033a and Ps 44 (45)

8 that I he unction or

Messiahsliip of Jesus was a ' reward.' The Con-
stitntiun ad Impcratorem of pope Vigilius in the
same year examines the Council's quotations one

by one, and condemns, under the same heading
' ex commento epistola? ad Hebneos,' the passage
jnst mentioned (Labbe-Coleti, v. 1336 ; Mansi, ix.

82) : the Latin of the quotation is identical (save
for trail scriptional errors) in the Acts and in the
Const'it in'u in, so that probably an official Latin
version was ordered by the Council and supplied
to the pope. A later pope, Pelagius II., writing
to the bishops of Istria in 585," quotes (from one
or other of the above sources) the same passage
under the same title (Labbe-Coleti, vi. 209 ; Mansi,
ix. 443).

7. Facundus of Hermiana (iii. 6 ; ed. Sirmond,
p. 127) quotes in defence of Theodore a passage on
Ko I 8 ' in commento epistohe ad Romanes,' as

showing that he admitted both Messianic pro-
phecy and the unity of Person in the two natures :

'

et prophetas de domino Christo locutos et ipsum
dominion Christum hominem contitetur et Deum.'

(iii.) Printed collections of fragments on the

fjii.it/'-s from Catena;. a. The first considerable
contribution w.as that of Mai's tijiicileyium Ilo-

mttniim, iv. (1840) pp. 499-573, consisting of pas-
sages from a Vatican Catena on Romans: the
number of the MS is not there given, but it is

supplied in Nov. Pad: Bill. vii. 407 as Vat. gr.
762 (on which see Karo and Lietzmann's list of
Catena? above, p. 488, e). In his Noun Patnim
Bibliotheca, vii. (1854) 1, pp. 407-408, Mai adds (i.)

one more fragment from the same MS on Ko 1" ; (ii.)

14 or 15 fragments from the same MS on 2 Cor. ;

(iii.) two small fragments from Vat. gr. 765 (srcc.

x.) on Gal 33' 22
which, however, as Lightfoot

(Galalians
6
, p. 229 n.) points out, really belong

to Theodoret.

f). Between the earlier and the later publication
of Mai, Cramer was issuing the successive volumes
of his Catena; on the Epistles, and thereby adding
largely to our stock of fragments from Theodore.
The h'rst or Bodleian Catena on Romans (chs.

1-8) contains 54 quotations from Theodore ; but
since this Catena is beyond doubt descended,
directly or indirectly, from the Vatican Catena on
which Mai had already drawn (see above, p. 488''),

no real addition to our knowledge was thereby
made. The second or Munich Catena on Romans
contains no more than 10 pieces from Theodore,
and those quite brief, so that it, too, hardly comes
into account. But for 1 Corinthians [the Catena
is taken from Paris gr. 227] there are 58 passages
from Theodore ;

and in the same way the Catena
on the lesser epistles from Galatians to Philemon
[taken from Paris coisliu 204] supplied Cramer
with no inconsiderable number (see just below, in

connexion with the Latin version of the commen-
tary on those epistles).

7. Of A. F. V. von Wegnern's Theodori Antio-
chcni Mopsnestiie. episcojri quie sitpcrsunt omniu,
only the first part, embracing the commentary on
the Minor Prophets (Berlin, 1834), ever appeared.
But. in 1847 the scattered fragments of Theodore's
work on the New Testament, as they had appeared
in Mai's Spicilerjivm and Cramer's Catena, were put
together and arranged in order by O. Y. Fiitzsche,
Theu/lori cpiseopi Mopsuesteni in Novum Testa-
ment urn commentariontm qua: reperiri potiiernnt
(Zurich). Of this useful volume, pp. 45-107 belong

' The letter was really written by Pela^ius' deacon, Gregory,
afterwards pope Gregory the Great.

to Romans (Facundus' fragment, and the Catena
fragments of Mai and Cramer combined); pp.
108-119 to 1 Cor. (Cramer, Mith corrections) ; p.
120 to 2 Cor. (one fragment on 6 from Cramer ;

Mai's Nont Pati-nm liibliuthfca, vii., had not then
been published) ; pp. 121-172 to Galatians-Hebrews
(Cramer, with corrections). Fritzsche detected
some cases of incorrect attribution to Theodore
made by either Cramer's copyist or his MS ; but
he did not examine the MSS himself, and he
worked without the help of the criterion now put
into our hands by the discovery of the Latin
version. Of his preface, the most interesting part
is the disquisition on the unknown writer ' Theo-
dorus monaehus.' Cramer's Munich Catena on
Romans assigns to this author 39 pieces, but
Theodore of Mopsuestia (on the authority of Mai's
Vatican Catena) claims 16 out of the 39, and
Diodore (on the authority of Cramer's Bodleian
Catena) 4, while 2 are Theodoret's. Among his-

torical personages known as 'Theodore the Monk,'
the easiest to identify with the exegete of the
Catena^ would be, Fritzsche thinks, the Severianist
monk Theodore of Alexandria at the beginning of

the 6th cent.; but the result of Fritzsche's analysis
of the 39 fragments on Romans points rather in

the direction of some unknown compiler of the
Antiochene school (see below, p. 519").

5. The edition of Theodore in Migne's Patrnlogia
Graeca, torn. 66, is, so far as concerns the Pauline

epistles (cc. 787 - 988), reprinted direct from
Fritzsche, with the addition of a Latin transla-

tion and of the fragments from Mai's Nov. Pair.
Bibl. vii.*

(iv. ) The Latin version of the commentaries on
Galatians-Philemon. More important for our

knowledge of Theodore than even the discoveries
of Mai and Cramer was the identification of a
Latin version of the commentary on the ten shorter

epistles. The Benedictine editors of St. Ambrose
noticed that, of two sister MSS of an exposition
of St. Paul belonging to the great library of the

abbey of Corbie, near Amiens, the lirst contained
on Romans and on 1 and 2 Corinthians the well-

known commentary of Ambrosiaster, the second
contained on the remaining epistles (Hebrews not

being included) a commentary wholly unknown
to them save that Rabanus Maurus had obviously
made large use of it (Ainbrosli Opera, ii., Paris,

1690, App. p. 21). t The next scholar to concern
himself with the Corbie commentary (which mean-

while, since the time of the Revolution, had
become Nos. 87 and 88 in the public library at

Amiens) was another Benedictine, dom, afterwards

cardinal, J. B. Pitra. Pitra saw that the unknown
commentary was a genuine and unadulterated
survival from the Patristic period, far older than
the 9th cent. the date both of Rabanus and of

the Corbie MS ; and believing that he had found
the true author in the person of St. Hilary of

Poitiers, he published in 1S52, under that Father's

name, the full commentary on Galatians, Ephesians,
and Philemon, with brief notes on the rest (S/iiri-

IcgiuiH Solesmcnse, Paris, i. pp. xxvi-xxxv, 49-159).
But a comparison of Pitra's text with Cramer's

lately pu
revealedrevealed the fact that in the Greek fragments
which bore the name of Theodore was to be
found the equivalent, so far as they went, of the

* E. Sachau's Tbrodoi-i Mr>]ntui'stcni j'rajfmenta S<iriaca e

mdiciJiiis Mnsei Brilannici Xitriitcix (Leipzig, 1S69) appears to

contain nothing' from any of the commentaries on the Epistles.

t Besides Rabanus (who, however, for Gal. and Eph. used the
real Anihrosiaster, and only bejfan his use of the unknown
authority with 1'hilippians), we can now arid Amalarius, de
Ecftcsiasticis Ofleiis (1'hilippians and 1 Timothy), and arch-

bishup Lanfranc's commentary on St. Paul (Galatians to

Philemon), as well as an isolated reference on G.> latians in

the Collectanea of Sedulius Scotus ; see Swete's Theodore,

pp. xlvi-li, and vol. ii. p. 340.
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I. a i in of the Cor hie MS : mill t he only po ihle . ,m

clii-inii \\.-i-- that in tin- hitler we
i

taeed c < om

pletc version "I Theodore's comni.-ntaiy mi these

i-].i-l I.--.. Tlic eolnpali-oll \\a- Illllilr, ::ll<l 111" coll

chi-ion drawn, tiy .1. L. .lacohi in ls.">! i/-

ril'l t 'ii' ' .''

' !

'

' I'/u'i'f-

. and. independently, l>y l'i. Hurl in

Is.vi (Journal o/
' -

< ''' and Sacred /'////'/".,,/.

iv. ::!_' :ti is i. Mr. llmt afterwards di-c..\eiel a

second an. I slightly earlier MS in llrit. -Mils.

llailc\ :;oi;:l. limn Cll-a oil tin- Mii-clle: and nil

edition "i tin- Latin version, with a re-collation of

i is Creek tia^nirnt- for (In- trn cpi-l|.-s

i-oM-reil liy it, was published in Issil by Mr. II. I!.

/'/< ,,iii,n' "/!/<>/' a stia .

'

ff'.^t. i'tiu/: Theodort .'/'/
, i, plains 1!.

I' Rfarii, 2 vols., Cambridge) -a hook <>i

th'- ran- kind fur which praise i- superfluous.
Tin- Latin siippli. - us un tin: onc> hand with

some -!! of n pi.- .-illation of Tin- -idiuv 's meaning
over liui;; pa_-es where the Creek entirely fails

d ..11 ill.- other with a test for tin- verifies

ticni of what icall\ in tin- I latena helmi".- I.. 'I'll.'.)

dor.-. It i- sati-la.-lor/ t,i lind tha' tin- n.-t rr.-ult

ha- I o-'ii to a. 1.1 to the number of fra;_'in -lit-

a.linitl.-d as genuine liy Fritx-chc : for whereas

only -.". i-ll "I hi- pa--a-_.-- have to he Btmck

out, there are n.-arly i" others in the ('alma
uf which Theodore had wrongly heen deprived

(Swete, p. x\ii. n. :f and ii. That th.- catenist

can now he sho\\n to ha\.- often abridged an. I

occasionally paraphrased his author iSwete. p.

XXXV), i- mi more than the parallel rxperi. n . ot

other w riters iii the Catente might baveled us to

expect,
The tr.-in-lator iniiy lie credited on the whole

with faithfulness and roiisi-icntiousiie-- : lull

ii.-ither his knowledge oi Greek ial any rate of

Theodore'- Creek) nor hi- eoiniiiand of hi- o\\ n

tongue was snltii-ient to produce what cmdd lie

from a, literary point of view, a -uccc--fnl
. i. As to In- dale, it is natural to bring the

atti nipt to iiitiii.lii.'e Ti lor.- to Western readers

into eiiiiiie\ioii with the circle of l-'aenndiis and
.Iiinilins. and to plan- him i .ei j.-cturnlly at or -.. m
aft.-r the middle nt the lith eeiit. ; and the con-

jecture is in harmony with the evidence of his

Hihli.al t.-\t. which iwheii it is not simply n

literal i. n.l.-rinj; of Theodore'-i displays .some-

time- remini-ceiicc- ol the Vnlu-'il'-, lint more
often relllllliseeliees of the Old Latin (866, tor

Inller detail- on all these point-. Sete. pp. XXXV-
Iviiii. It is a les- easy i|Ue-tion to ail-uel.

whether hi- Iran-'allon in. hided also the longer

epi-il.-s. The evidence of Kaliann- Manrn- -Hi;

e.--ts ihat there \\.ie MSS \\hieh gave Ambrosi
OateT for U I'] h.--ian~, Th lore for the re-l :

the e-.i-tiii"; MSS with I. i: n. and. pi.-nm
ulily. Se.lnlin-' in.-.ke the chan e :i Anihr..-i

a-ti'i to Theoil between -JCor. and I i.-l. :

]o--il.Iy. Iherelole. ll ma\ lie al^lled. other M SS

may have e\i-te.l hi.-h -npplanled Ainhro-ia-i .T

by Theodore at a -nil em her point or even Mom
tlie lie-inning. ^'et we ha\e s.-.-n i p. ."in'.i'i I ha I

TI loies li k eomnii-ntari.-s on ll pi-ties

(lid not eirelllat'' ill a sni'jl.' voln ; and ill the

ah-ein-e of delinite iinlieat ions (ii (lie n i Hilary it

i- -ate-l In -llppo-e lli.il (he llall-laliir had access

to nnlv a porlion of them, and that the\\h..|eol

his wol k ha- llo\\ lieell reeoveled. A- all impel 1 1 el

com nl a i \ ,
I hen- a- an ohvioiis reason for emu

]il'-lill";
il bv Imrrii" irr; I he lnl--llrj epl-llr- ll.nii

some other eoiiimenlary . >neh a- Amhro-ia-l . r -
;

and Ihe aeei.leiit that the missing epi-tle- hap

ji.ll.
-.1 to lie the first in the -elie- explain- al-l)

DOW it was that (he name already aiia.h.d to

them eanie III he alia, lied to the lest ol the series

a.s well, .so that I'iirolin^ian -crihe- and Bch.

read Theodore of Mop-ne-t ia under I he p ..-ud..n\ in

ol Ambrose of Milan.

(v.i eel/ rand date !' '// nmentariei
"II til' A'/.;.// v. (}\ the order III whieh Th.odole
commented on the diflerenl epistl.

- of St. I'anl he
eives several iinlieat inns hyer referenci i >

One e.-mmentary to another iSuele. p. Kin.i. -

atiana "//./ y/m/ciov on <;al :i iSv.eie. i.

p. ;~)1, 1. li) liu refer- to Ko II
;

: >i no-Irani

dei-iirrere volnent iiihi pr.-lat imiein in i|iia latin-

id e\pli.-a--e \iileiniir.'
(/3) Galaticau after //

brews; mi Cal 4- 4
(i. 70, I. Im he sa\ -, 111 .-pi-tola

ilia .[lla- ad Ilehra-os est ini el prel anl e- o-l elidilnlls

e\ ideniius.'
*

(7) Gcilatians after i -,,/. i other

gpi ll mi I Ial -J'li. Hi, I. -J.n he allude- lo ple-
\iou- notes on many pa a-es, miilli- enim in

lori- coniunctionea a li.-ato I'anlo non cum debita

sei|iieniia ]iositas es-e o-i endiiiiiis.' (o) I'.i'li nans

after Galatians: mi I'.ph I
4

(i. l'J:>. 1. -li he ref.-r-

to his emniih-nt on t ial li-':
' di\i j-.lixit' MSS.

\M-on-ly] nam.|iie et in epistola ( lalatai inn. ((

tfter I'/il/i/i/ii'iiiK : on Col I
17

(i. -JT-.

I. 1'Jl he refers to I'll '_"
:

"
: hoeelillli o l.ndillllls

[ o-teii. i. -inn- MSS, hut the confusion of i and is

very < inonj feei.-se a po-toliim et rhilippeii-ihns
si-rih.-niem.

'

(j") 1 Timothy after J'/H/I/I/HHHI : on
1 Ti :r iii. 118, 1. 13) he r.-ters to I'll 1' : nai TOITO

fTTfffjjfjiTji'd.^LfOa. KO.I ft> TJJ Trpis <i>t\iTrirt)(rioi'S. (rf)

I / i,, i,,/ 1
!, I "flii- innat i'f III' ii/ /i i' /'./".v'/''^

on

1 Ti l
:; - J

(ii. 71, 1. 1_) he mention- L

interpret at ionem
no-Irani .|Uam propemodum per mimes epi-tola.-

explicasse \idemnr.' (C) Titux aft' i' I 'iininl/iii :

.in |'n l (ii. 237, 1. 20) he refers to 1 Ti 3a : 'dictum

. -t nohi- hoe idem laiiu- in ilia epistola quam ad
Tiiiiothenm inprimis dndiim scrip-erania-.

1'hiis. with the c\i-eptimi that lleluews came
-ome here near the lieuinnin^' of (he li-t. Then-

iloru ajipears, so far as w- can jnd^e, lo have
written on the Kpistlcs in the order of our New
Tc-laiiient ( 'anon. lint both I he -epai ate <h dii -a

tions of (In.' ditl'uii-'it xronps recorded by I

1

. bed je-n

p 509, ab.nei. nlld me interval between the eom-

menlary on Titus and that on 1 Timothy ijuain

dudnm scripseraiuus,' t sugj;est t' lilt ''"' whole

espo-ition may have be. n
s|

lead over some con-

siderable number, of years. The work on at least

the later F.pi-tlcs was posterior to the work on the

Co-pel-: mi Col 1" (i. 273, 1. 5) he refer- lo (he

explanation of Jn o, 'si interpretat ionem no-lram
.I.eiiiT.re Milnerit in illam parti-m evaiix.-lii

lohannis'; on 1 Ti 1
J

(ii. 74, 11. 2-ti) to the ,-\

planaiimi of the eenealo;_;ies,
'

interpretationeni
no-Irani . . . ipiain de evaiiudiis ex]iresis.se visi

suinii-
'

: and on lTi:!''lii. 1M7, 1. 14) to his exegesis
of the Epistles and Gospela as a whole,

' sicnt ii.ni

solnin ill apo-lolica intei pr.-tatimie id ostemliinus.

-e.l ei iii evaii^elioinin ml i.T]irutntioiie identideiii

id demonstravimus.'
Seeing that Theodore'- prolonged span of exe-

rjetical ictivitj e\tenih-d over the whole of the

la-( i|iiarlei m the l(h cent, and of (he lir-l

ipiarter of the ,~>th, the conclusion so far n-.n-li. d

with regard to the iiate or dale- of hi- . ommen
l.-nie- on the Kpislles is not very pre< i-.-. tine

Im. of ai^ument, however, still remains to be

examineil which may bear upon the chrmiolo \ .

naim Iv, the relation ..t his commentaries totho-e

ot other more or less contemporary
1 hat lh<- K|'

: - M' \

Gain in t!"- si.]. i, h. n i- Scrivi ner, /' (rod, In f/.i-

i'/.. .VV'-t, i. 67, ii. 13S): M.-M ,itt,?<.

jj-t
i .. . i

- ihrouich the t'uulin. i

, i.f I; ("ji. '-it. i. 5ti, 57).

itinlum' may only represent vr, ta parbapi m su, n
.

.
i. -'.

; lir. su.-t.' (p. txi) enipha^izos in On- oonm (ion 'i> uw
i i i tauten

inaicatinG 'l:iie after A.n. ittempl ^iii

I ,i,. r ,,u M . ta <li-ul HI autlli i will, in,

i ins tli.tt cL-nlrv ruund Ui. n.iiuv ui L lhalius.
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Ancient commentators were accustomed to study
and copy earlier models, and were studied and

copied by later imitators in their turn. Theodore,
though he \vas of too independent a mind to copy
his predecessors as much as others did, probably
studied them quite as much, to judge from the

frequency with which he records the views of

'certain people' and expresses disagreement with
them. To Onsen's system of exegesis he, of course,
stood in fundamental opposition. The material
is haruly sufficient to enable us to estimate the
extent of his undoubted debt to Diodore ; and
even if it should be proved that he used also

Chrysostom and Severian both of them more
nearly his contemporaries than was Diodore

yet even their expositions might have been in his

liands before the year 400 A. D. Of his successors,
Theodoret can be shown to have exploited him

freely (below, p. 517"); but Theodoret probably
wrote after Theodore's death, and furnishes us
therefore with no new terminus ad quern. But
between Diodore and Chrysostom on the one
hand, and Theodoret on the other, there is yet
one other commentator whose evidence is crucial

for the chronology of Theodore. The date of

Pelagius' Latin exposition of St. Paul falls within
the years 401-409, and since his points of contact
with Theodore appear to be unambiguous (Swete,

pp. Ixxiv-lxxvi), we get a new terminus ad quern
or 'i quo for the latter, according as we make his

share iu the common matter original or derivative.

The question can be fully answered only when the

.true text of' Pelagius has been restored from a

comparison of the various recensions in which he
h;is ciinic down to us.* Dr. Swete inclines to the
view that Theodore borrowed from Pelagius; but
it would be unusual to find a Greek writer using a
Latin authority, and in two at least of tlie paral-
lels (Gal 3-u

,
2 Ti 2-fl ), while Theodore states his

own view and no other, Pelagius prefixes to the
view that coincides with Theodore the formula
' ut quidam putant.'t If then Pelagius drew on
TI dore, and that for the later as well as the
earlier Epistles, it would follow that Theodore's

exposition of St. Paul was completed very early
in the oth century : nor does Hiere seem to

be anything which seriously conflicts with such a
conclusion.

4. THEODORE AS A. COMMENTATOR ON ST.
PAUL.* Theodore is the typical Antiochene

exegete, not in the sense that he serves as a
standard for judging other commentators of the

school, or as a mean from which in one direction
or another they diverge, but in the sense that the
literal and historical method of interpretation,
which (with whatever qualifications) is distinctive

of them all, is in him carried out to its most

rigorous extreme. The present age is impatient
of any form of allegorizing, and so is inclined to

sympathize with Theodore; and yet it might be
well to recollect that it was Origen's allegorical

interpretation of the early chapters of Genesis

which, as nuu-h as anything else, aroused the

opposition of the Antiochenes, and that Theo-
dore's literalist principles committed him to the

* With the appearance of H. Zirnmer's book Pcla-jius in
frtand (Berlin, 15(01), all previous discussions of the subject of

Pelagius' commentary, and of the related commentaries of

pseudo-Jerome and pseudo-Primasius (cf. Swete, p. xlv). were at
once superseded ; see a review of Zimmer by the present writer
in Jvtirnal of Theological Studies (October 1902), iv. 132-141.

t Of course a common source for Theodore and Pelagius in

that case probably Diodore is conceivable ; but Theodore's
work is the more likely to have reached the West.

J See Swete, pp. Ixv-lxxi, Ixxix-lxxxvii, and Kihn, Thfttdor
von Moptfiieslia wnrf Junilius Africanusals Exfficten (Freiburg
im Ureisgau, 1SSO). The first 200 pages of Dr. Kihn's admirable

monograph are devoted to Theodore and his biblical exegesis :

unfortunately, he wrote before the publication of Dr. Swete's
edition, and pays little or no attention to the commentaries on
Bt. Paul.

acceptance of the story of Jonah as a record of

actual historical fact. No doubt, Messianic appli-
cations of the Old Testament had often led to

exegesis that was arbitrary in the extreme, and
Theodore voices the reaction of common-sense;
no doubt also it can be urged, with show of truth,
that at least in the New Testament there is no

place for allegory, and that Theodore's position
is here inexpugnable. And he would be a singu-

larly unfair critic who failed to recognize and

appreciate the services of Theodore's severely

logical mind in expounding the often difficult con-

nexion and concatenation of the Apostle's thought;
in this direction probably no ancient expositor
cither attempted or achieved as much

;
and for

that alone, if all other merits were refused them,
these commentaries of his would possess a real

and permanent value. But it is also just this

relentless sense of logic which from another side

sets a fatal limitation on Theodore's powers of

exegesis ; for he approaches the study of the

Epistles, unconsciously no doubt to himself, with
the expectation of finding in them, not merely a

theological system as complete as his own, but

the particular system at which he had himself

arrived. St. Paul's thoughts do not always con-

sent to be labelled and put in their proper place
as parts of an organized and coherent body of

doctrine; and so far as they do admit of it, it is

not quite on Theodore's lines. The contrast be-

tween T) irapovo-a. and r\ ,uAXoi><7a KaracjTains, which
dominates Theodore's whole scheme of the uni-

verse, is a fruitful one, but it does not exhaust,
and in part it does not even correspond to, the

theology of St. Paul. To Theodore the 'present con-

dition' and ' future condition' are indeed those of

sin and sinlessness, but they are also those of death

and immortality, of change and changelessness ;

and it is on this aspect of the contrast that Theo-

dore's optimistic thought habitually dwells. Re-

demption tends to be predominantly the restora-

tion of the gift of immortality, moral lapse a
weakness of our mortal condition, Christ our

human example in the successful struggle with it.

It would be rash to say that there is no room for

Theodore's conceptions in the wide cycle of Chris-

tian theology ; but they are not the characteristic

conceptions of St. Paul, and so far Theodore could

not be his ideal
'

Interpreter.'
16. Isidore of Pelusium (letters on detailed

points of exegesis).
With Isidore a new chapter opens : we are on the

threshold of the era when Greek exegesis ceases to

be strictly original, and begins to reproduce what
seemed most worthy of preservation in the great
writers of the past ; and however great the ln>s in

vigour and freshness which this change entailed,

it carried with it at least the compensating advan-

tage of expanded sympathies. Allegorical and
literalist systems could each claim the sanction of

illustrious names : neither could be wholly rejected

by those who wished to walk in the footsteps of

the '

Fathers.' St. Isidore is the earliest expositor
in whose case geographical position is not the

decisive factor in determining exegetical affinities.

His nationality and all the external circumstances

of his life connected him exclusively with Alex-

andria, while his literary studies and his ecclesi-

astical hero-worship tended rather to make him a

follower of the great iiomilist of Antioi-h. Tlie

interest which attaches to him in these respects is

sufficient excuse for rinding a place in this article

for a writer whose exegetical remains consist only
of answers to correspondents about difficulties in

the explanation of detached passages of the Sacred

Text.

Isidore, as his name suggests, was an Egy| tian ;

and his whole career, so far as we know, was spent
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in I'.^ypt. <>f Alexandrine family (aecordiii" to

F'.phraem of Antioeh. in I'hotiiis cod. -J-Jsi. and, to

jud",e from his exlcn-ivc learning, of Alexandrine

training. In- early embraced the monastic life and
commenced th<- prolonged residence at IVlusium,
the frontier-city h.-lvveen F.^yot and Palestine,
which has e.ive-n him the title that distinguishes
him from hi- nani"-ake of Sc-v ille. From I'dn-ium
he carried on, during a period of which dillen-nl

critics extend the limits a.s far back as li'.i.'i

and as far on as t."iO, the- vast correspondence
on which his fume mainly rests. It is enough for

the present pur| ose to -,iy that Isidore, when
writing to Cyiil of Alexandria dnriii"; and after

the- Council of F.phesiis in 41)1, employ,- towards
ih' 1

archlii-hop a familiarity and even authority of

tone which imply either advanced age or lonj;-
established reputation.

'fin- dogmatic interest was a much stronger one
than the e\e;jetical in the generations which
-in eeeded Isidore ; and it appears probable that

his let I ei - ovv i- t heir survival as a collection to the
use made of them in the Moiiophy.-itc controversy.
Whether or no lie survived till tin- outbreak under
Ilio-coriis of tin- secular stiu^^le, Isidore was
suMiciently Antiochene, in theology as well as

cxe-je-i-, to have -poke-n with no inici-rtai!! sound
about the truth of Christ's maul 1: 6<roO ireiflo!

01- X^-ycrat, XpttTroiJ yap T& ird^'os y^yovf, ffapK&O^vTos

\.'irofi.tivo.vTOt I I'.ft. i. \'24] ; (K tpL'fffuv dvoiv 6 fit

iirdpxtiHi I'iJs ( /'./I.
i. )*'_'.'!, to Cyril) ; iv CKUT^pais THIS

ipvatoiv ch inriipxi' "'0$ Ocoe (K/>. i. 40."ii. Con-e

i|iiently we liiid the writers on the Chale-edonian

side-, F.phraem of An; inch, I.eontius of Byzantium,
l-'acundus of Henniana, appealing to his authority ;

while the- ".real Monophysite writer Seveiu-

atfenipt- laccordiii'j to Stopln n (Jobar. in I'hotiiis

cod. -J.'i-Ji to turn ih l".e- of the appeal by act-US-

ill", l-i. I. t t Iri-eiii-m. The principal strong-
hold at Constantinople of the ( 'halccdonians

was the monastery of the Anfuntir or 'Sleepless
one-'; and il wa- the Acn-meta- who, Somewhere
in the century 4.">o - ."ill A.K., collected and pub-
lished an c'diticui of OIKHI of Isidore's letters.

Facundus apparently quotes from this collection ;

and nearly titty letters wen- excerpted from it

and translated into Latin (together with a very
numerous scries of documents hearing on the
Nestorian controveisy by a scholar of the time
of .lustinian, whose work is preserved to us in

two MSS of the 1-Jth cent., Ca-inen-i- _' and
Vatic-anus 131fl.

From the same- collection of -Juno letters, and
from i ther source, all our I .'reek MSS are

derived. The oldest of 'hem ((Irotta 1-Vrmta

B a I), written in !lS."i, and never yet employed
for the printed texts, contains Illini h-tters, niim-
i.cied from 1 to 000, and from loo| to -.'IIIMI;

another at Pali- ^r. slf-J, of the Ktth cent.) con-

tain- the first l-l.'i letter-: while two Iliihcent.

MSS at the- Vatican iVat. ^r. til'.l li.'io and \'.-it.

iittob. ijr. :ill ::s:i) contain the whole -JiHUI, num-
bered tluoujli continuou-ly Ii the lir-t to the
last. ( Ii i two more- ^ivc- some- pen I ion of the
e-ih, i lion in its proper older ; but a much la'ecr

lllllllbel e|M-
e],,nj,s

c,f lettel~ s, lectcd nut 'it the

le-l because nl their connexion with seinie- par
ticular topic. Thus limil. Laud. -.'r. 4-J, sa-e. xii.,

contains thirty ei^ht letter- on the I'-alte'i,

ai landed ill the order of the- I'-alms with whii-h

tlie-y deal, though to each letter i- still prelixi-d it-

]Hdper number in the- continuous series. Within
this class one Ms distinguishes itself from the

rest, both tor the lar^e bulk of Idlers which il

contains and for the inHm-ncc which it has exer-

cised llpoll the printed texts. --Venice MaleiailUS

i'Jti, sa-c. xiv.: of it- 1 US letters, the lii.-t .liv i-ie,n.

KX1RA Vul.. 33

4S4 in nuniher, are concerned exclusively with the

exegesis uf di Ill-rent parts of Scripture.
'

1 nfoitiinately, the history of tin- c.iinied text"

became c-m.-ni-jled at an early point with this

other or indirect III I tin- manu-eripl tiadition.

'I he ' ilifn: jn : n' f^, |
il e

J
p;tl c-d I ly thc-alihc- JaCqUCB

IJilli, and puhlished posthumously at 1'aii- in l"is.">,

was taken, indeed, Irom the Tans MS above men-
tioned, and consisted therefore- of the lii-l I'Jl.'i

leit.Ts of the original collection. These wen-
divided by the editor, it is not der c,n what

grounds, into three books, tin- first conipnsini,'
,")OO, the sc-c-ond .'-100, and the third the remaining
4i:i ; but, apart from this division into books, the

letters then printed were printed in the exact

order in which the. Aco-nicta- had arranged them.
To the next editor, Uitterslnisius. or rather to the
MS on which he relied, is due the confusion which
still prevails in the printed texts of Isidore. He
used a Munich copy of the Venice MS. and found
in it a> many as -J.'io letters which had not appeared
in I'.illi's edition: IMK own edition, published at

Heidelberg in luo~>, repeated Itilli - three books,
and added to them a fourth, consisting of the -Jlio

new letters, thus raisin;.' the total number to 1-UX
As \\ c- have seen that the interest ol the scholar (who-
ever he was) who put together the collection of the
Venice MS was in the first place exe^etii al, it is

not surprising that the fourth book should contain
a specially lai",e proportion of strictly e.xexetical

letters, or that the editor who linally comph-tid
the printed collection, the Jesuit A. Sclmtt, though
he was able to add ,5(i!l new let lei- hum t he-

Vatican Library, added few of the more strictly
exe".etical sort. Schott published liis.Mi!! letters as

a lifth hook
| (without reprinting the earlier books),

fn-t in (ireek alone, Antwerp lOlJS; next in a
Latin version only, Koine lti^4 ; and linally in both
llie'c k and Latin, Frankfort l(i-J!l. The four books
of liilli Rittershusins and the tilth book of sdiott

vven- c-i.mbined in the Paris edition of Mmel, Itliis ;

and this edition (which has Greek text and Latin

translation throughout) has never been super-
seded, though the imperfections of its text are

only less j;larinx than its faults of typography and
det'i-ctive indexes. Something was done lor tin-

impicivenient of the text in the publication by
I'. I'ossinus, Koine 1070, of collations made from
Konian MSS, under the direction of cardinal liar-

bc-rini, some thirty years earlier; and these notes
of I '..--inns are incorporated at the foot of the page
in Milne's reprint of Morel's text (Piitr. dr. 78).

Four dissertations by German, Krench, Swedish,
and Italian scholars respectively Nienmyer,
ill.-ille. fs-J.'i ; reprinted in Migne), K. L. A. liouvy
iNinn-s, 1SS4), V. Lundstiiini (in Erunos, vol. il.

[I'psiihi, 1897] p. 08), and N. Capo in Htmli ili

/i/ii/i,i/in f/.f.v.s'/'cif, ix. i Florence, liHH) have each
contributed something to our knowledge of the
MSS of Isidore ; but a new edition remains one of

tin ili'.titli'rittit of 1'atristic literature. J

Amoiif; the letters of Isidore which deal with
the- -tuely of Holy Scripture in fieneial may be
menlione'd Ei>ft. i. : 0!) ; iv. 01, 140, -20?, >1 ; v.'-JSI,

203, 318. More nearly approaching the subject of

i-xe^esis are the letters on linguistic topic-, -nch as

that on the use of nrjiroTe in .Scripture (ii. 270), or

those on Scripture synonyms [Trench, Hyittniiiint </

There is some reason to think that 1-i.l.r.'- 1. r.

bavi been ii ai -'''I into Syriac : two I nn MsS
(mil. cli-,-oxxvii. ^ Add. 14731, SIL-C. xi., anil eo<J. \1: i

Forshiill's calttloj/ue, sax. xiii.) contain selections ii

M j'-tnck-nce.
t Tin -teitul number otletten thus becui Kitti-n-

i-i printc-d in bb fourth book several U

alre\nl> iti I'.iili, and ill the same vvav Sr!i,,n '-. lilth licxik con-
i lined u vi nl that hod appeared in Kitti r^h-;

I h'nlle-r <lc la-Is alic.cit the hislorv, -Ms- i.s of the
.,.11. . l IMII i.f l-i.l B lettera Will I-- l-'iuul ;n .. |. ij.i

r b> Uie

present writer, Journal of Tlteuloyical Slutliee, 1'JUl.
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tin- t>~<-w Testament, pp. xiv-xvi, does not seem to

know of them] (iii. 92 ; iv. 130 ; v. 128, 203, 286, 337,

338, 411). Far more numerous are the letters which
are exegetical in the strictest sense, as explaining

passages in which Isidore's correspondents had

appealed to him for help.
The prominent place which belongs here to

the Pauline epistles may be explained naturally

enough on the ground of their inherent difficulties ;

but it also corresponds to the special veneration

which Isidore displays towards the Apostle. He
never tires of drawing on the resources of his

vocabulary for fresh phrases with which to do him
honour : St. Paul is 6 tfejjr^nos IIoCXos, TO axeSm

TTJS K\oyijs, 6 TUJC TOV Xpicrro? PorjpdTwi' rafj-ias, 6

yrjv Kal da.\affffo.v pvfffj.Lc'a^, 6 fiapfldpois (f>t\offo<pf'tv

dfa7ret<ras (ii. 124) ;
6 Kopi'ipaios [rCiv vofj.itj.ws TOV irap'jvTO.

ftiov Sia.0\ijffdvTuf^ (iii. 207) ; 6 Tuv dvdpui-wiviuv irpay-

/j.a.Tui' dvpi/i-Ds fiaaavicras TTJV tpvaw (iii. 351; ef. v. 74) ;

6 c 'loi'iaiKTJs fTrdXjeus evayyeXiKov firixa.i>ri,u.a yeyovws

(v. 197) : and see especially iv. 80 (on St. Paul as

the u5os eK\oyiji, and on miracles) and v. 299 (on
the reasons for our veneration of St. Paul, and on
the contrast between him and those who claim to

be his successors).
The following is a list of the letters, some

eighty in number, which are directed exclusively
or primarily to the interpretation of passages in

the Pauline Epistles :

Ho

I
28

pa

Epp.
ii.213;iii.350; 1 Co 917

iv. 194.

iv. 59.

iv. 60 (cf. v.

74).

iv. 01.

iv. 100.

I"

88

g!8

8s8

91-3

11 s

12'

12'8

12

13 1

13s - '

137

13U
i Co r-

2-
ou

31.
a

3s

3is

67

gio

618

95

010

3-5

6'--
= iv. 52.

iv. 62.

i. 477.

iv. 63.

iv. 13, 51.

ii. 58.

iv. 101.

iii. 75.

iii. 2S4, 285 ;

iv. 36, 37,
120. 22U.

iv. 11.

ii. 216.

iv. 12, 102.

iv. 16.

i. 456.

i. 429.

iv. 150.

iv. 81, 127.

i. 445.

v. 82.

iv. 6.

iv. 94.

iv. 95.

iv. 42.

iv. 129.

i. 413.

iii. 176.

ii. 138.

10-7

12- 7

13"
13 12

1420

1529

1531

1556

2Co47

12"

137

Gal 1
s

3 15

Eph 2 15

4=6

431

Ph 1-

2a

2

319

Col I 15
-

015

1 Ti 31

3 16

43

5s

Tit I
16

111.

iii. 265 ;

144.

iv. 14.

iv. 68.

iv. 103.

i. 443, 444.

ii. 56.

i. 442.

i. 221.

iii. 399.

iv. 52.

ii. 4, 5.

iii. 266.

iv. 46.

i. 428 ;

182.

iv. 7.

iii. 165.

ii. 196.

iii. 53.

ii. 189, 239.

i. 328.

iv. 104.

iv. 22.

i. 139.

iii. 186,
188.

iii. 31.

iv. 166.

iv. 108.

iii. 216 ;

219.

ii. 192.

iv. 112.

ii. 124.

ii. 64; iv. 85.*

181

iv.

None of the printed Catenre on the Epistles have
made any extended use of this large body of letters.

477; 83= iv. 51; g^^ii. 58; ll s= iv. 101; 12' =
iii. 75; 12 ls= iv. 220; 122 = iv. 11; IS^ii. 216

* For completeness' sake, references to the Hebrews may here
b. ,nMl: He V = Epi>. iii. 5S ; 2i* = iv. 14G ; 4 = iv. 147, v. 01

413 = 1. 94; 9" = iv. 113; 10'-S=iv . 1GS ; 12^=Ui. 1S4 ; 12">=i. 320
121" = iv. 20; 13J = iv. 192.

137 =iv. 16; 1313= i. 456; and twice in his Catena
on 1 Corinthians: 613 = iv. 129, and 9--'-' = ii. 138.

Among Karo and Lietzmann's Catenae, No. vii.

on Romans) quotes, we are told, ]>]>. 1245. 1244,

1323, 1337 ; but these letters belong exactly to

that part of the collection where it is not at present

possible to bring the old numeration into com-

parison with the printed text no doubt they are

all to be found in Book iv.

Isidore as an independent interpreter has a
terseness and directness of his own : but perhaps
the reason why he is not more often quoted in the

Catena" is that his explanations are sometimes

only echoes of those of Chrysostom ; compare, for

instance, the comment on Ro 12 18 in E/i. iii. 284

with the parallel passage in the latter's Itoiiiilici.

Isidore's panegyric on Chrysostom's whole exposi-
tion of the Romans has been mentioned above

(p. 502b
) ; and elsewhere he cites the letter of

Libanius to Chrysostom as illustrating rriv TOV

doiSi/jiou 'ladwov [sc. Chrysostom] y\uTTav KO.I TO

jcdXXos TUJV vo^fjidruv KO.I TTJV rvKVifnjra T^IV evfli'inj-

fudTuv (ii. 42). Nor was admiration for hi^ writings
divorced in Isidore's mind from admiration for his

life and character : Chrysostom is called by him

(in reference to his clc Sacerdotio) a r^v TOV 6eoO

diropprtTuv I'TTO<P^TT;S, 6 TT/S eif Brj'ai'TtEj ^K<cX7jirtas Kai

irdo-r;s 6<t>0a\fj.as (i. 156) : in the cause of Chrysostom
he can speak plainly about one patriarch of Alex-

andria, or plead boldly with another ; Egypt, he

says, by making use of Theophilus T&V \i6ofiafij

Ktti fcpvaoXa.Tpiiv ,
TOV 6eo<pt\rj Kal &eo\jyov KareTroX^^tref

ivdpuirov (i. 152), and he writes to Cyril, in the in-

terests of peace and reconciliation, a letter that is

universally understood to allude to the restoration

of St. Chrysostom's name to the diptychs (i. 370).

Thus, just as in doctrine he represents a reac-

tion in Egypt from the extremer type of Egyptian
theology, so too in exegesis Isidore, Egyptian and
Alexandrine though he was, modified the alle-

gorical traditions of Alexandrine exegesis under
the influences of Chrysostom's writings. He takes

up a middle position between those who interpreted
the whole of the Old Testament directly of Christ,

and those who refused so to interpret any of it : iya

dvayxaius 017AU dju^jrepa yeyevf/ffffaL, TO re p.T] irdvTa

XeX^x#al **?' ai'roC Kal TO py Tra^reXiis TO. /car' af'Tov

ffffiy?iff0<u (ii. 195). He will not ivfuse to allow

some place to allegorical interpretations, and he

gently rebukes a correspondent who had asked for

a purely literali.st exjilanation of some pru\i>ioiis

of the Mosaic legislation : roi'S riis Oeupias vTroipai-

vovTas KO.I TO ypd/j.fjitj.
et's TO TTfeu/xa fj.Tapi'6fj.i^ovTa$ OL'K

ol5' STTUJV atrtaird/xei'os, Katrot iroXXd^is wt^eXt^ud TWO.

TOLS aKpocu^tevots X^ofras, at'ra rd 7rpa7,uara (pnyvev-

Bijval aoi XiTrapais 7rape/cdXe<ras (ii. 81). Even in

matters belonging to the New Testament, alle-

gorical interpretations can be found in Isi.l.nv :

but to what a subordinate position, at least in

dealing with the Pauline epistles, he relegates the

allegorical sense, may be illustrated from Ep. iv.

129, where, in enumerating many possible explana-
tions of the precise meaning of 1 Co 6 18

eis TO iSiov

ffii/ia A/inprdrfi, he has recourse to allegorizing as

a ninth alternative only : ei Se Kal Tpair^vai ?;,uds

Sot'Xfi ei's TTJJ/ T^S dXX7)7opi'as 65J, evdr; IITTW ^ XEX^J;-

ffo^vrj.

17. Cyril of Alexandria (commentaries on

Romans, 1 Corinthians, 2 Corinthians).

Cyril, the great opponent of Nestorianism, was

archbishop of Alexandria from 412 till bis death in

444. Nothing is known as to the date of his birth.

His relations to Isidore of Pelusium seem to have

been those of a younger to an older man, but lie

was of sufficiently mature years in 403 tip be

present, in the train of his uncle and predecessor

Theophilus, at the Council of the Oak which con-

demned Chrysostom. The overpowering dogm.Uic
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mi-" I cit Cyril's career iiiul writing"* ha- natur
all V I ended to oli-cnre tin- mlele-t ul his e \cgctical

work; yet tin 1 Imlk even uf what is preserved ul

thr latter da-s i- fur inure con-iderable than tli:tl

ui tlir tormer. aini tin 1 original discrepancy must
have i H -I'M Dealer .-till. 'I'm i niMi'ii sin--- in Til in it

In 1 laiii on tin 1 statement of Ca-sioiloriis, in tlie

preface tu hi- In-,/. I lii-. I. iff., tliat Cjril was one
of tlioso who hail r.\|iiiuiiilri| in tlir Creek Ian-

".mcje the Hivine Scriptures of tin 1
I Mil anil Nrw

Testament ah ip-o pmicipio n-i|iirai| liin'in
'

; tor

iinl inilv II, mi-Mi n| Alexandria (of whu-e Ihiu,,!,/

/:<,-,:
V it VVa- moll 1

III
1

lc-s tnif, see below, ]l. ."i_'U"l,

lull Chry-"-lom. (Jii-eory. ami Ka-il, air included
iimlrr tin 1 88 heading, ami there is every reason

to sll|ilui-i' it inexact ill tile ea f (lie latter

\vutei-. lint out oi the seven volumes which make
U|i the only complete eilition of Cyril'- work-
that of Anliert i I'.-u i-, I ill!- 1'iur eon -1st win illy of

exegetical matter
;

.-nnl \<t this edition contained
not hill", on tin 1 Nrw Te-tainent i'\e 'pi tile

I

mi I l< i n-

wliirli liaM' survived of the commentary "ii St.

John. FIT two i entnries after Anliert little more
wa-done ; lint the la-t seventy year.- have witnc--ed

the reeov ei \ of a Sv i iai- v er-io:i of the commentary
on St. Liikf. ami ul considerable fra-iin-nt- in the

original (i reek of commentarieson St. Matthew and
on .-nine uf tin,1 I'anlii |ii-tle-.

That I'vril hail eoiiiinenteil on the F.pi-tle to

the llelurv.- there \\ a- a good ileal ot ancienl
v ideiiei 1

. in Theoilori't, I.eoiilins, Faciindns. ami
others, to -how ; hnt for the epistles of St. Paul,

piopei ly -peakhi"., tin- only direct witness that

was in jirint until within tlie last sixty or seventy

year- appear- to have 1 n a solitary ((notation
(itself perhap- taken from a Catena) in the Act-
of the Sen.ml Council of Nica-a in 7s" (Mansi, xiii.

Js'.ii. The ileiinitiini
'

of the Iconoclastic Council
o: T.'il hail appealed tn 2 Co 5 1"-

", and the an-vver

of the or tin ii I ON appeals, aiming other intei pn I ei -,

tn Cyril : nal Kiipi\\os 5i 6 '.\\ttavdpeus o iiir^/),uaxos

TT}S ci\ixpivoL'S ynuv iri(TTfajj mttfavlfav fltiiv TO CLUTO

prjT^v ot-rw? oipf*7)vfi>fi' 'KwfiOTj yap ytyovtv dc^pwiros 6

fjLOvoyfvTjs rov Bfou \byos (there follows a pa--a^e of

some Is lines).*

Ciann i - Calcme on the Fpi-tles to the Corin-

thian- (A.D. Isll) and Konians (A.II. 1S44) lirst

supplied -illlirienl material to pro\e the e\i-tem-e

of continuous commentaries; for his Catena on
1 Corinthi.1

,!!- contained sixty limitations from

Cyril, liis Hoilleiaii Catena forty-four limitations
fo'r Uo 1 s. and hi- Munich Catena ahont -evenly
for l!o 7 hi. similar proof for 2 Corinthians (the

epi-tle cited in the Second N'icene Council I was
not long i lei.-i v eil. I", t lie .'fid volume of Mai's .Yi<r

I'liti-iim lii :'ii<iiii " the title-page of which hears

I he, late l-i:>, though the year |s-l!t i- mentioned
in t In-

1
irei :i --i 1

piililishcd from the Vatican Catena,
MS ".r. 7li'J. a vv hole -ei ie- of Cyril line excerpl- on

of the same volume, pp. I Ii7. l''or the lii-l two

epi-tle- Mai had lieell largely a nl ici paled 1 >\

('lamer, since two of the latler's MSS ithat on
I Cor. and llie Hoilleian Catena on K n
de-cemlaiil-. collateral or direct, of Mai - Vatican

MS; hut for tin; latter chapter- of Human- Mai'-

inatter wa- partly, and tor i! Corinthians it was

wholly, new .

A euiiimeiiceiiieiit of a comprehensive reissue of

Cyril's work-wa- made Ky the late P. I
1

'.. Piiscy,
and the following pmtii'ii- had appeared when I he

i in- jinn' .(ii. umenliu ''")' '
- }i * naim-

nl on Ui. in. IM-, tin,', mi i Corinthians, on in
'

' o

rinthian-. i\\- ulily have
been all culltil out of his il. .-m.uii- wrilin^s.

work was premai nielv cut short l>y hi- deaih in

1880: the coinmenlai v mi the Mnnn Prophets
rJ vol-., Uxfoid, Isiisi, the i I'lienlary mi St.

.lohn \'.\ vol-., 1872), and two volumea ot dogmatic
treatises ils7.">, Is77i. Happily for our pn-ent
piiipo-e, the third volume of t'.ie eoiiiiin-ni ai v mi
-St. .John was extended to include tin- remain- of

i he commentaries on St. Paul: Romans (pp. 1Y3-

J4S), 1 Corinthians (pp. 240-310), 2 Curint loans

(pp. :i.'u :!iil, as well as Hebrews, i>p. :(i'i-' llu..

Tnis edition entirely supersedes those of Cramer
(whose two MSS on the Koinans were re-collated)
and -Mai ; for it eonihines their malei ial with ad-

ditional fragments on the two Corinthian epistles
from an early Catena in the monastery of Panto-
crator on Mount Athos (see below, . 522'')," and
with a few new fragments on Uo 1 (1'usey, pp.
173-175) drawn from a Vienna Catena (Karo and
l.ii I /in.inn s No. vii. : see above, p. 4SO"). Several

impoitant ehaii";es are also made in this edition

in the matter ot passages incorrectly ascribed to

St. Cyril, t
From the Athos Catena the division of Cyril's

commentaries on the two Corinthian epistles into

7\Vot and \6yoi can to some extent be reconstructed,
though it must of course be remembered that t he-e

'tomes' and 'chapters' do not necessarily lie-in
at the verses where they happen to he <|u

> d

The following indications are supplied : 1 Co (i
la

^K TOD y' TJ^UOU, 7"
1 fK TOO 5' [MS A IOI' A] T^UOU, 10l

ro^tos 5 X J7os -/', 1 I
s

Tufj.os 5' X6707 5', 121*

Tj,aos c'

\jyos a', 14" r6,uos e' \6yos /3', 14' Tii,uoj e' \j7o? y'

[MS inverts the two numbers], 15' T-J^OS f [MS
omits ('] \uyoi o', 15" {K rov f TJ/IOV. And for

J Corinthians : I
1

TU^OI a' \6yos a, V Ti,uoj a' \&yos

ft', 3' To/tos /3' \jyos a', 47 rVs y' Miyos a', 4"
rjuos y' \jyot /3', 55

r6,uoy 5' X^/os a'. The Syriac

fragments catalogued in the next paragraph testify,
wherever they give details, to a similar aiianiie-

ment : on 1 Co l.'r" the '

lifth tome' is quoted, and
on l.V J the 'seventh tome' ; on 2 Co 5J the ' third

tome," and on 13s the 'fourth tome.'

The Greek evidence of which an account has
so far K-en given would by itself create a strong

presumption that. Cyril had not commented on

any but the longer epistles of St. Paul ; for the dili-

gence of Cramer, Mai, and Pusey, between them,
iia- found nothing on the shorter epistles save
two or three citations on dalatians and Colossians.

I'.ut i-olated citations from Fathers of great theo-

logical repute are presumably taken, as was showu

imp. 4 '.18 above, from their dogmatic writings. Thus
the Vienna Catena just referred to cites Cyril for

the Kpistle to the Unmans, not only (K rod vipovs,
' from the text of the commentary,' or perhaps we
should best represent the words Ivy translating
them 'ail loc., but also from the Kara \ovnar,
from the 6>)<rai'pi55, from the ?rpJs 'Kp.uiai', from the

Ilfpi TIJS iv llvevimTi. Xarpdas, Hook vi., and from the

Kara. TocXiavou. The p-la. XPW'* '" Cramer's Catena
on Colossians (pp. 3U5, 340: see above, p. 5D7 1

') is

from the 6i)!raiipjs,t and the two eited from a MS of

( lei nmenins on the same epistle (r>p. cit. p. 411) are

from the llcpl TTJS in II^eii/iaTi Xnrpeias. And this

conclusion is reinforced by the testimony of the

Syriac manuscripts, where there is no trace of any
commentary (apart from Hebrews) save those on
the Kmiian and Corinthian epistles, though Cyiil

Ciifitrtnimti-lv, afrcdh clement of confusion is intro f

thi (act that th quotations (ram Vat. 702 and
tti'iiU'li tin v t:illy in nense, rarely tally in words: the turnuT

i-i contain uiorc Scripture citatioim, the latter more
1, hlllr il I hrl.logy.

t Tims alum! a iloxen of the pa. i
' i 'In Miini- ti

i
i :, i I i ins are identified 111 i.tlii-r writing

1 -r i'\ril (Iht
1 at llfnuiam and tin 1 : M! Ilin-u

to other writen oltogethei
Photius.

J Tin- ciutinn "n n. 32n of Cr.iim r ! idl I K ../.>., belong
I re^llv tu Hit; ll"MiU<x of Clirysoalom, ad t'tC.
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was of course an author much used in the Mono-
physite circles from which this Syriac literature
cornes to us. Even the commentary on Romans
was but sparsely known : from the two Corinthian

epistles the quotations are more numerous, as the

following list of British Museum MSS will show :

Severus of Antioch against Julian: MS dcxc.

(Add. 1-2158), A.D.5S8, quotes Cyril on 1 Cor.,
foil, llrc, 266 ; on 2 Cor., fol. 1196.

Monophysitc treatise: MSdccxcviii. (Add. 14535),
socc. ix. ineunt. : on 1 Cor., fol. Set.

CateniB patrum (the last of the six exegetical,
the rest doctrinal)

MS dccclvi. (Adi 14529), srec. vii.-viii. : on
(l?)Cor., fol. 20.

MS dccclvii. (Add. 12155), sa-c. viii. : on 1 Cor.,
/ol. 12oi

;
on 'the epistles to the Corinthians,'

foil. 63-f, 686.

MS dccclviii. (Add. 14532), sa;e. viii. : on 2Cor.,
foil. 376, 486.

MS. decclix. (Add. 14533), so?c. viii.-ix. : on
1 Cor., fol. 1036; on 2 Cor., foil. 53, 596.

MS rlccclxiii. (Add. 14538), srcc. x. : on 1 Cor.,
fol. 23n.

MS dcccliii. (Add. 12144), A.D. 10S1 ; on Horn.,
1 Cor., 2 Cor.

No external data appear to exist which would
enable us to date the commentaries on the three

epistles. According to Bardenhewer (Patroloijie
1

,

p. 321), the commentary on St. John is later than
the outbreak of the Nestorian struggle, but earlier

than the other NT commentaries. His ground
for the latter statement appears to be that these
commentaries represent a progressive advance in

the direction of emphasis on the literal sense,
which contrasts strongly with the book, for in-

stance, on Worship in Spirit and Truth, where the
Pentateuch is allegorically explained. It is, no
idoubt, true that we do find a mixture and com-
bination of elements in the exegesis of the Epistles :

for instance, in explaining Ko 8-s rois Kara vp'jdeai.v

A-XTJTOIS, Cyril explains that one would not err in

sa3'ing that some are called KO.TO. irpu6einv TJ\V re TOU

.KK\1]KUTOS KO.I TT)V fCtVTUV. But it WOulll SCelll pl'C-

mature to draw from these features any definite

.conclusion as to date ; and there are not wanting,
in the history of the Catena? (see below-, p. 522b

),

indications which suggest that the commentaries
of Cyril passed into circulation at no inconsiderable
interval before those of Thcodoret.

38. Theodoret of Cyrrhus (commentaries on all

the Epistles).

Theodoret, the younger contemporary of Cyril
and typical representative of the orthodox Anti-
ochene theology as Cyril of the orthodox Alex-
andrine, was born at Antioch in the latter part
,of the 4th cent., and became bishop of Cyrrhus in

eastern Syria about A.D. 423 : be died not many
years after the Council of Chalcedon in 451.

Like Cyril too, although his fame rests primarily
e.n the share he took in the dogmatic controversies
.of his day., his own literary activity (to judge at
least .by those works of his which have been pre-
served) was more largely exegetical than either
doctrinal or ecclesiastical or historical or apolo-
getic, though his Dialoynes, his Letters, his Church

History, and his Cure for Pagan Affections, sur-

vive to show us what a many-sided theologian he
was. Of the four volumes of Sirmond's edition

I Paris, 1642), <vols. i. and ii. are taken up with
OT exegesis, and the tirst half of vol. iii. with the

commentary on the Pauline epistles :

*
of the ten

.olumes (5 tomes, each in two parts) of J. L.

Lx-hulze's edition (Halle, 1769-1774), the tirst four
are OT, the fifth (torn. iii. part 1) is our Pauline

*
Though this was the edilio prlnccps of the original Greek of

Xbeodoret .on St. Paul, a Latin version by Gentianus Henetus
had been published as fajr back as 1552.

commentary (the editing of which was in fact done
for Schulze by J. A. Noesselt), while the last two
contain little more than dissertations and indexes.
The editions of Sirmond, to which Gamier added

a supplementary volume in 16S4, and of Schuize-

Noesselt, which incorporates the material of both
Sirmond and Gamier, have remained with the

exception of Migne, Pair. Gr., vols. 80-84 (Pauline
epistles in vol. 82, cc. 35-878) the only collected

editions of the works of Thcodoret. But for his

commentary on St. Paul the Oxford Library of

the Fathers made a real advance towards a critical

edition, though the standard reached may not have
been so high as in Field's sister edition of Chry-
sostom (p. 50G 1

'. above). Mr. Charles Marriott of

Oriel College, to whom the task was entrusted,
was, of all the Oxford Tractarians, perhaps tUe
most deeply versed in Patristic scholarship. At
the moment of the too early breakdown of his

health, the first volume, containing Romans,
1 and 2 Corinthians, and Galatians, had already
been issued (1S52)*; the second and concluding
volume was nearly complete, but the usual delays
that attend posthumous publication prevented its

appearing till 1S70. A brief account of the editions

of the text, and of the MSS used in them, is prefixed
to the first volume. Sirmond appears to have used

only one MS, but gives no details by which it can
be identified. Noesselt used two : an 'Augu.stanus'
which he called A this is no other than the fami-
liar Munich Catena on Ro7'-16 and a '

Bavaricus,'
B, no doubt identical with Munich gr. 18, stec.

xvi.f Marriott took over Noesselt's material and
his symbols A and B, but his main reliance was on
t\vo Paris MSS, coislin 82, sa?c. xi. (C), and gr. 217,
saec. x. (D). By the help of the latter MS, brought
from Constantinople to the Royal Library after

Sirmond's day, a lacuna in the commentary on
Galatians (2'

; -'14
, pp. 336. 14-339. 20) was for the

first time filled up. Marriott made use also of

the printed Oecumenius, and of such of Cramer's
Cateme as contained material from Theodoret.

Unfortunately, he restricted within very narrow
limits the improvements he allowed himself to

make upon Noesselt's text ; nor was it easy to build

up definitive results out of MSS so few in number
as those he employed.

Unlike Chrysostom, and apparently unlike Theo-

dore, Theodoret expounded the whole of the four-

teen epistles on one scale and in a single work, to

which is prefixed a common preface (irpofffupia) and
a common title ([roP na.Ka.piov] 6eoiiupi;TOK eiriaiibirov

l\l'pOU p/J.1Ji'fio. TulV to' iri<TTQ\ClV TOU ayioV a7TO(7TO\OtJ

IIc.uXou). To this difference in method and system
between Theodoret and his predecessors corre-

sponds a difference in the bulk of their respective

expositions ; for whereas Chrysostom's Homilies
on St. Paul fill seven fairly thick octavo volumes,
Theodorct's are all comprised within two quite
thin ones. When Theodoret wrote, the reaction
was probably already in full swing against what
must have seemed the long-windedness of the older
commentators Origen, Chrysostom, even Theo-
dore. There was a real gap to fill with an expo-
sition of the literal sense, that should be less

discursive and homiletic than Chrysostom's, less

ambitious! v conceived than Theodore's; and it

could hardly have been tilled better than by the

commentary of Theodoret. In two succinct phrases
he has sketched his plan and its limits : TUS d<pop/.'.as

K T^V /j.aKapU-jv (7iA\^u iraripuv' <riTro,iu'as oe 6ri

/j.d\iUTa (pvovTiCj.

An earlier passage in the preface indicates that
Ihe ' blessed Fathers ' whom Thcodoret especially

'
Although Mipne's edition was not published till 1S64, it

does not seem to have taken any account of this volume.
t This MS is not improbably a direct copy of a Venice ilii ol

Theodoret on St. Paul, Marcianus 3ti, SLKC. s.
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followed were two in number: lie might well, In:

says, I" 1

i ml id I'll t'nr shaniele s MM. I aril y in set I in-j

his own linnil to t lie1
'

in I dpi elation of the Apostle,'
fjLfrd rtfy Seiva Koi rbv Seiva roes rijr OIKOV^V^ (ftujTtjpa^.

That he is there referring to < Ihrysostoni and Thco-
rlore ie beyond question. It has been hm". reco^
iii/i'il of hi~ riiiiiiiienliiry 'i|iir

>< in- -"it ipi'iin

nbrege ilr Saint Cbrysostonie' (Simon, IIi\i. i'nt.

c/V.v Commtntateurs du A'/', p. 31 4) : nml, now that

part nl Theodore's \viil"k has lii'ell It-covered. Simoll's

iiMtliei ilivmat ion,
'

.Ie lie iloutr ]mint qu'il n'ait

aussi I'lin-nlii- les commentairea de Theodore ile

Mopsneste,' is abundantly verified ; '.hou^li a; the
same tiiin- il i- to he i cnn-inhcred t hat Thcodorct
avoids rail-fully die less orthodox speculatione of

his predeccs-or. anil indeed seldom, if ever, ver-

bally re|iroilnei's him (Swete, 'ilvnlm-f, \\. Ixxvi).

When, then, it is ailmitteil that Theodore! 's com-

tni'iitaiy, 'fur a|i|iM'riation, terseness of expres-
sion, ami good sense, is perhaps unsurpassed,' ami
that '

if (In 1 absence of faults were a just stanilanl

of merit, it woiihl deserve the lirst ]ilaei-

'

( I.i".ht -

foot, il'il'il KIIIX :

', |i. -j:!H|, all ami inure than all is

conceileil \vliich Theodoret would have wished to

claim.
To what period of Theodoret's life the com-

mentary on St. Paul belongs, is a question which
four cross reterein-i-s to it in his own writings
enahle us to answer within comparatively narrow
limits.

a. E/>. 1 is iiihlresseil to an (nnfortnuately) nil-

nameil correspondent, to whom Thcodoiet hail

srnt ri]v 6t5 rbv Of'iov 'Air60To\of ffi^ypatfieljav ^t'/iXoj/,

anil who hail reail it through and returned il

without any expression of opinion nliout it. It

would .seem that the letter, if it did not even pre-
cede, must have immediately followed the puhli-
eation of the commentary; but there is nolhin".
w halever to lix its date.

p. In '.'""'''' 1 "' J.fi'i/ii'iim Theodoret gives a

lirii'f summary of sin t his writings, mention-

ing those '

again*! i hi 1

I ni'i'ks,' 'against Heresies,'
ii-aitisi the Magi,' the '

interpretation of the 1'ro-

phets.' and the 'notes on the . \postoiie epistles,'
T*V diroffroXniiv cirtuTo\ui> i'lronvfiuara. Of these

(jiui -.limn-i on the Oelateiieli we know that they
Mere earlier than the Qn<EStionesoilt\>e liooks of

Kini,'s; but as tliey ale not mentioned in the next
two lists, it is probable that they are themselves

posterior to A. [i. 440.

7,5. In two paiallel and not far from contem-

porary letters '!'/'/'
v- nil I'.IK liilllll Alli-i/l-"illl,il

and 113 od Leon m up. A'm", A.M. Us 449), Theo-
doret, under the stress of the early years of the

Monophysite i mil loveisy. is appealing for assist-

anee alike to |-'.ast and \\'est ; :i!id ill both letters

he i, .\ieus a number of hU earlier works books
written 'either be hire the Synod of I'.phesus, oral

any rate nut less than twelve years u^o,' 'twenty
years oi eighteen yean m tilieeii years or twelve

years .-IL;O

'

as euaiantees that the in t hodox dm-
trine he now piote~~.-,l was mi new tiling with
him. To Kusebiiis he s.-i\.s : 1 expounded all the

1'riiphets, and the l'-alter, and the Apostle ; and
I Wrote long ago :i'j:'in-t \ii:ms .-ind Maeeilonians
and \pollinaris and Man-ion; and I e.,mp"-i<l ,-i

ItivTiKTi ftit1\ot, and another on I'rox ideme, and \et

Binither auaiiist the i|iiestion~ of the M:i'_;i, and (In-

Life of the Saints, and many olher books as w ell.'

The list e.iveii to Leo is the same in siibsiame,

though dillerent in older and in detail : 'I wrote
iiL'ainsi Ariaiis and Knnomiaiis ; against .lews and
(.reeks; a^ain-t the Maui in Persia; on 1'ni-

versal Vrovidenee ;
on Theology and the Divine

ivavOpuTTiaK : I interpreted, by the ^raee of (io.l,

both the Apostolic writings (TCI dirouroXiKa <rcy-

ipdnnara) and the Piophet i. .n:n lea.'

lu liotli these bare estimates of the writings

of a sinu'le decade the commentary on St. Paul
linds a place, and it would be unreasonable tu

reject t he evidence that thus lixes it between \.n.

4'_'!l and 4!W. Hut tile internal eliaractei -ist i. - ot

the commentary enable us to -_-o a step I'm I her and
reduce this internal by some years. For Theodore!,
closes his eominent on Col _"' (in avrif naTootei

iraf rd T\T)/jw^Aa rr/s OttiTrjTot trufjiaTiKui) \\-ith the
words t/tAs y6p tffn Kui fic^pwjros, /cai rl> opw^tvov-
TOUTO iraffav %xci T]vufji4vjiv TOV fjiovoytvovt Tjjv 0f6rijra^
and lie would hardly have thus expressed himself,,
until (he plotless of the Nestorian controversy had
led the more moderate Antiocheiies about A.li. 4:i'J!

to adopt the terminology of the Ivu/nt lie a detinite

guarantee of their orthodoxy.
19. Gennndius cf Constantinople (eonimeniai i,-,

on all the Kpis(les).
( iennadins, patriarch of Constantinople from

I.">S till 471 A. Ii., was not only a supporter of t!ie>

Council of Chalcedon and an opponent of the Muiio-

physitcs, but bad even in earlier life during I he
interval between the Council of Kphesns in Ilil

and the Ken nil m in 433- -written against the Twelve
Articles of St. Cyril. Faeundns, to whom wu owe
this information (/n-u Jl'fciis. Triiim. l.'iijiit. ii. 4,

ed. Sirmond, pp. ~(i-Sl), renders into Latin some
specimens of < iennadius' controversial style (such
as 'quales Cyrilli Ae^'yptiiet ipiantas blas]ihemias
inenrri . . . anatlieinati/atunis est te Ileus, paries
dealhate '), in order to contrast the censures meted

out, for no stronger laujjnajjc about Cyril, to Theo-
doret and Idas with the immunity enjoyed by
' sanetns ( lennadius,'

' beata 1 memoi i;e < Jennadius.
'

The theological tendencies of Gennadius beinx thus

obviously Antiochene, it is natural to eonelnde
that his allinities as an excrete woulil be of the
same type ; and it was in the domain of exegesis
rather than of dogmatic, theology that his special
interests lay. Such at least is the impression
left on us by the account of him in Gennadius of

Marseilles, ilr. I'irix III. 'JO:
' Gennadius Constanti-

nopolitana: ecclesia- episcopus, vir lingua nitidiis

et mgenio acer, tarn dives ex lectionc antiquorum
fnit ut Danielem prophetam ex inte^ro ad verhiim
(ommentatus exponeret ; homilias etiam miiltas

eomposuil.' The expression 'ex intejjroad verbum
'

seeing to imply that Gennadius found something
to say on every word of his text ; in any case, w hat

was regarded as his most marked characteristic

was his '

reading of the ancients,' that is, appar-
ently, his knowledge of the works of earlier com-
mentators, (iennadius in fact, like Isidore and
Theodoret, belongs to the generation of exegetes
intermediate livtween the more original writers

on the one hand and mere catenists on the other,
to those who, either out of the whole bulk of

exist in"; commentaries, or from the one or two

predecessors to whom they specially attached

themselves, selected and abbreviated material

which they combined in varying degrees with wh.it

was properly their own.
The published remains of Gennadius have been

collected in Mignu, Pntr. Gr. 85, ce. Kill IT:il:

the department of exegesis is represented chiellv

by Catena fr:igmnt ou Genesis ami on St. Paul.

I or the latter, Mignc's only Greek sources were:
(i.) the Catena of Oecumeniiis, which, in the

printed text, nsrrilies to (lennadius live passages
on llomans, four on 1 Corinthians, one on 'J i orin

thiaiis, two on (ialatians, one on '2 Thessalonians ;

in i the Catena- of Clamer, of which the l!odleian

Catena on l\omans has 57 Gennadius citations,
tin- Munich Catena on Romans 04 citations,' tin-

Catena on 1 Corinthians two citations. Another

sin. -I- the two Catena) overlap for Uo 77-0 1
, some of these

rit,iti"M-* i>r,-iir twice nvt-r. .lint tin- I '::il ifl therefore -"ii-i.l-T

iilil\ II-IM tlKin tin- Hum "I .".7 114. It JH curiuus ttiat no ciuiiiin.i

froin Ui.-nna.liu8 (K-cur bvluru tt .
:

.
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Catena can now be added to the list of those which
use Gennadius, Karo and Lietzmann's No. vii. (17 on
p. 4S8a , above), which appears to draw on him both
directly and indirectly, i.e. botli from the text
of his commentary (in TOU

C^ous) and from earlier
Catenae Since this Catena is also on the Romans
(it breaks off at 1 Co I

1
-), the mass of Gennadius

material on that one epistle is so large compared
with the mere fragments that have come down to us
on the other twelve, that the question may arise

whether, after all, Gennadius commented formally
on any other epistle than the Romans. But there
is more than one reason which makes any such
suspicion untenable.

In the first place, the longer epistles are very
much better represented in the known Catena? than
the shorter ones

; and, so far as printed material
enables us to judge, the range of authors employed
is decidedly larger on the Koman even than on the
Corinthian epistles. No doubt, the explanation of
this may lie partly in the fact that more commen-
taries were actually accessible on the Uomans than
on the rest ; we have seen, for instance, that the
two Arian writers, Asterius and Eunomius, com-
mented on that epistle only (pp. 498'', 500b

) : but
it may also well be that among the original com-
pilers, of whose labours our existing Catena MSS
are the ultimate result, were some who started

working at the iirst of the Epistles on a scale and
with a thoroughness which were never equalled by
the scholars who dealt, then or later, with the
rest. For the seven epistles, Philippians-Philemon,
no Catena material (besides Oecumcnius) has yet
been described other than the unique MS, Paris
coislin gr. 204, printed by Cramer ; and that Ca-
tena, since no name is cited in it later than Theo-
dore of Mopsuestia, may actually have been put
together in the first half of the 5th cent., before
the commentaries of Gennadius, or even of Theo-
doret, had passed into circulation. In face, then,
of the quotations in Oecumenius, few and scattered

though they be, the absence of Gennadius material
on these epistles in other sources might probably
be discounted.

In the second place, we have definite external
evidence which would outweigh the argument from
silence, even if that were stronger than it is. The
Chronicle of Marcellinus (a Gth century continua-
tion, with special interest in Constantinople, of
the Chronicle of Jerome), as printed in the earlier

editions, concludes a notice of Gennadius, under
the year 470, with the words 'et Pauli epistolas
omnes exposuit.' It is true that these words arc

rejected by Mommsen (Mon. Germ. Hist., Chronift,

Miiwra, ii. 56) as not part of the original Marcel-
linus ; but they are found in the Bodleian MS of

Mareellinus, written about A.D. 600, and they
belong, therefore, at least to a very early recen-
sion. The correctness of the information is of
course quite independent of the authorship of

Mareellinus, and there is no reason at all for

doubting it.

Gennadius, then, commented on all the Epistles.
But it still remains true that our knowledge of
his commentaries is practically confined to what
Cramer's two Catenae on the Romans have pre-
served for us ; and to Cramer's volume we must
turn if we are to get to closer quarters with the

exegesis of Gennadius. The two characteristics
which we have learnt so far to associate with him
are Antiochene sympathies and wide reading in
the literature of exegesis ; and the Catena frag-
ments bear ample testimony to both of them.

(a) The commentator's erudition is apparent.
The quotation of Aquila's rendering of Is 8 14 Kara
TTI>I iKooaiv TOV 'A/a''Xoi> . . . Ai'rds 06/3?)f<a vfJtav KO.I

:. IT-OS 0psi)ffit iifj.Z.11 nai larai els ayiaufta. rai ei's \iOov

T-po/rnop[i.aTos KO.I ei's virpav u/ca>'5dXoi>, in illustration

of Ro 932 (Cramer, 367. 9-21), must be one of the
latest instances of the use of the unauthorized
Greek versions of the OT. And the references to

previous expositors are quite unusually numerous,
though unfortunately all anonymous : Ro S34

(Cramer, 152. 2) oi> yap, ws Ttves i)i]0riaa.v . . . -. Ro 837

(289. 31) TO ynepNIKCOMEN oi'rws QTreSw^ TIS : Ko
!)-

3
(161. 24) ai'Tij fur ouv ?; T^vpoeKTeOda^ iriareuf

*

d/cpij3>7s fp/j.T/i>eia- KU>\VII Si oi-Slv mi TI> S^aaav
(repots eiirelv (where there can be no doubt that the
'others' are right and Gennadius wrong). In the
middle of one long exposition of an earlier commen-
tator's view (on Ro 9 lair

-) extending from 349. 30,
^repos ot Toi-To OLTCJS fpfj.rivcujv, as far as 351. 1,
ravra. Trpos TOUTO . . . dvTfitrujv, fpfj.tjvfiiet \oiirov KO.L

r2v TrpoTefffiff^v ^jj-ftijv TOV aKoirov occur the words
dXXd yap 5 TivSjv firi TOV Trapbvros re0at'/,uci\'a, TOUTO
r;a.l Trpjs <rc, <?i\ra.Tt p.oi lle'rpe, fioi>\op.a.L 8tt\8*tv : and
this address to 'dear Peter' is therefore not
Gcnnadins' own, but is taken over with the rest
of the passage from his source. What the source
was, it would be interesting to know ; the turn of
the phrase suggests perhaps rather a letter than
a formal commentary.

(b) In several directions the fragments betray
the Antiochene temper of Gennadius' commen-
taries. He uses, if not so frequently as Theodore
and Thcodoret, the title 6 SeuiroTjjs X/JICTTOS (Cramer,
63. 35; 410. 21 ; 478. 34). He speaks of the K<UI>JI

rardcTTaa-is (43. 15), and dwells with special em-
phasis on fu^, affa.va.Tia., dircitfeia (e.fj. 50. 33 ; 56. 29 ;

UO. 2; 117. 11
; 118.32; 146.25). In commenting on

Ro S3 his Christology expresses itself in Language
which contrasts strongly with the more guarded
and accurate phraseology of Diodore (Cramer,
124. 3-11) on the same passage: 123. 13, TOV yap
Viov TTf.u^as TOV eauToD, crdpKQ. TT\V airrrfv jjfj.lv e^o^Ta
T(a.9TiTTjV re rai a.pa.pTelv e7riOEXMf'")" OMOICOMA
yap c&pKOC AMApTl&c TTJV &Sexo/ivriv duapr^aat
capita. ipr,aiv, us Kai ri> gN OMOItOMATI ANfipobnOY
reNOMENOC dvTi TOV Tevo/ifvos dvOpuTros. So in the
treatment of the problems raised in the Pelagian
controversy : on Ro 5'- <p' $ TtdvTes rnuipTov, TrdvTft

is equivalent, he writes (43. 1-11), to ol TroXXoi,

since, though it is true that all have died, it is not
true that all have sinned ; infants, for instance, oi

TT^'S d.v flev VTTCvdvvoL T

As we should therefore expect, Gennadius shows
himself to be no allcgorizcr, and devotes himself to
the literal meaning. Special mention may lie made
of his notes on the 'idioms' of Scriptun? : Ko 7"
(93. 23= 176. 7), on personifications card TO r)js tfeias

I8os 7pa07)t of abstractions such as Sin or Right-
eousness : Ro 7H Trejiya/Kbos (100. 13 = 186. 1), on
the use of metaphors, according to the i'5iw,iia

ypa.<f>iK6v, without the introductory us : Ro 8-u TI

(trio-is (139. 8-19), on personifications of inanimate
creatures : Ro 155- 6 6 at flfdj . . . TOV fleji/ (499.

18-25), on repetition of the name of the subject (TOV
Ocov instead of O.UTOV) as an idiwfj.0, T?}? ypoapfis. In-

teresting specimens of an exegesis which is rather
clear than deep may be found on the following
passages : Ro 9' (159. 4-162. 16), a summary of the
Jewish position and of St. Paul's attitude towards
it: Ro 131

(458. 3-22), how the overflow of new
life and power in the spiritual charismata of the

primitive Church created a danger which called

out the Apostle's exhortation to civil obedience
and orderliness: Ro 141M7 (482. 12-25), on the
sin plicity and effectiveness of every detail in the

style of these verses.

With Isidore and Cyril, Theodoret and Genna-
dius, we have reached the close of the golden age
of Greek exegesis. Of the three names that still

remain for cursory notice, the first two, Theodore
the Monk and John of Damascus, appear to have

* So Cramer : Dr. Sanday suggests p>ww
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confined themselves exclusively to tin' task of

i- pilation t'rijiu prc\i.m- < m.-iitatoi-. while

the t in i.l. 1 1 if patiiarch Photius, stands at the MTV
limit lit" tin' Patn-tic p. nod; ami all tint'.' might

perhaps lia\f f.iiiinl a mole appropriate place at

all eailier
|i.

lint in this aitirlf i p. 4S5).

20. Theodore the Monk (commentary on Ro-

mans?).
In ( Valuer's Mnnirli Catena on 1!" 7

T-1G nearly
furl v citations an.' ".iven under tin- nanif of an

otherwise unknown excrete, t.n.)ij,.oc MomxoD:
ami nii'iiti.'H \\ a- HIM. If al..i\ >

p. ">1" ' "t Fritzsclie'a

analysis i. f thfsf pa--ai_'e-, t'nuii which it appeared
that many of ihfin an- found elsewhere ascribed

In Dioiloie, 'I'hf.i.liiri', or Tlii'iuliin.'!. So large a

piop.u ii.m. in. 1 1, recur as Theodore's i l(i out of

:i!ii. that tin- ilmilit iiu-vitalily risfs whether the

SeoSciipov MoraxoG of tin- Munich catenisf may not,

aiifi all, have Kffii a misunderstandingof 6eoJiioot

Mo( \toi'f (Trias ): Inn, Ifmpting at first si^'ht as this

explanation is, it breaks down when eonfronteil

with thf facts. It ilofs not aeeinint for the

I tio.loie passages ;* of the fourteen citations from
Theoilurf tin- Monk in that part of the epistle iKo

7 91) which is covered also by the Bodleian Catena,
four, imleeil, reappear in the latter under the

anthor-hip of 'I'll lore of Mopsue-tia, lint two,
an. I parts of t \\ .. more, under the authorship of

Hiodore.t And it is inconsistent with tin- intro-

ductory phrase- un.lfi which '1'lico.lore tin- Monk
ushers in his Inn-rowed matter, for these betray at

-e the compiler's hand : thti- ( 'ramcr, 173. 1, rivts

8^ 0o<7i (what follows is from Theod. Mops. ) : 'J-ls. (

Zrepos Si aTretpTivaTo (from the same writer) : 32s. 2.~i

and 379. 6, ((f>ij TIS : 417. 25, (<fn; ot T<S irtpl Toirrav coi

o.'Vws. l.f-- -tifss can \>e laid on the use of ;}, v)

Ta.\a, TJ i.ai oiVwt, since nearly all commentators
Ijom time to time give alternative interpretations ;

I. in ih. 11 iclative frequency in Theodore the Monk
sfi-\ i I., liear out the roiK'lu-ion that the Munich
catcni-t has stumbled somehow upon an unknown

compiler, the -tuple of whose material was derived

from writer- of the Ant im-hene school, and prin-

cipally, it would seem, from Diodore and Theodore.
The anonymous form of his quotation-. TIS, ?Ws,

?Tfpo!, may he aeeidental, or it may conceal the

de-ire io recommend the subject-matter of tin- two
"teat expositor-, wild had fallen under the odium
oi N.-torian heresy, in i|uarters where suspicion
mi".ht lie awakened by the exprc-s mention of

th.-ir names. There i- nothing io show when the

Monk live. I ; but the data on the whole point to

the Hth century.
21. John of Damascus (commentary on all the

Epi-t le,

St. .lolin I lamascene belongs t,, the time he
was born about Us:, ;m.l .lie.l about 7iio A. ii. when
Ci.-ck theology, though it had still to produce
Tl lore of Stndiiiiii, was approaching the d
of it- ci.-:iti\f era; and it was his uni.|Ue \\ork

to sum 1171
the results of prc\ ion- thinker- in thai

domain and to combine them in a ^ri-al con

stnietive system. I'.ut theology cannot be divorced

from New" Te-tament exegcsi-, and systematic
lli.olojy moM-d theiffor i parallel line- \\ith

Catena compilations: in the Wi-t the author of

the Siiiiuiiii :l- the ailthol al o of the I'n/inn

.\m-"i; and in i he . a-e of .lohn of Damascus, side

by -ide \\itll the s\-lcliialic tleati-c "n Hi'' l''"itli

may !' -el the coin i n.- nl a i y on the Pauline epi-t le-

whu-h will he found in le (Alien's edition of his

TheOfiortt :i]>|" :ir^ I Qe nit" Ih. i|ii.
~i 1\ lhr"ili:ti

tin- ini-takr "i Sinner's Index; th.- l:i-i ilir. . ].:.~..,s ii.. r .

:is.'nl.f.l t" Tlit'.l"ni^ M"ii.i'ini^ :U'>- L;ist-N in th< l'\l .i'

9w2P^fv.
. Ii . ff,. i r.iiu.T. iss 19 = 10.1. 4; lli-.i. KI ill. n; : -1-. :tn

120 17 St '
i

-

81. Tl !'"- I'niini-r, IT.".. 7 '.'I n
;

:-2. 2J-11U. 10; iil). :K=13L 8; 24S. (i=13S. 3ii mill M7.

19.

oiks i Paris, 171-', vol. ii., pp. 1 .'71 1 or in Mi^nen
repiint (1'iilr. Gr. H.'i, cc. l.'C.i lo.'tli.

The very title of this work, as le Quieti prints
it, -hows at once that John aim- :it nothing
further than the selection of what is bc-i and
most authoritative in the exegesis of the past: in rjjs

KaOj\ov fp.uT/ce/as Twd^fot; TOU Xpi'ffOffTu^oy ff,\oyai

(v (iriropri eK\fye'iff(ii Trapa 'Iwcifcoc TOU SafJiaffKyvou.

lint the sources of the commentary are nm. !

(jiiien points out, confined in fact exclusively to

( In \ -ostuiii. Although on the longer ejiistles
.lohn follows him closely, the case, it is said, is

different with the shorter ones ; attention is called

to the note on Col 2", where, in the technical

language cf the Nestorian controversy, a nn-iely
'relative' (ffxfTivus or awaJTriKJ!) indwelling of the

Word in Christ is expressly rejected: in the com-

mentary on the epistles to the Ephesians, Colos-

sians, j'hilippians, and Thebsalonians, le IJiiien

could find no trace at all of the use of C'hrysostom,
and according to the same authority the comnien-
tarie- both of Cyril (to judge by the parallel- in

the Oecumenian Catena) and of Theodoret are

exploited by John. An obvious objection to le

(^uien's view as thus stated is that we have seen

reason to conclude (p. 515) that it was on the

longer epistles only that Cyril wrote;* and a

further analysis of John's commentary is all the

more desirable, because it may probably be found
/u have exercised a dominant influence on later

compilations such as those of I'hotius and Theo-

phylact.
POT this purpose, however, a new edition of the

commentary would appear to be essential ; le

Quien based his text on an ancient but imperfect
MS (Paris gr. 702 [

= Ueg. 2331], foil. 252-434, s;ec,

x. ), and warns us in his preface
' codicem multis

passim memlis scatere iiiulilum<|ne esse, ut sensus

Ni'pe impervius sit et obscurus.' lint lie had
heard also of a MS at Patmos ; and No. 61 (JO of

Sakkellion's new catalogue of the Patmos lil.rary

(Athens, 1890) contains, in fact, the commentary
of John. In its present condition this MS, which
is attributed to the beginning of the loth cent.,

has lost most of the commentary on Romans, and
Sakkellion was therefore unable to fix the author-

ship ;
but the portions of the text which he prints,

sucn as the argument for 1 Corinthians and the

opening words of the commentary on the same

epi-t le, are amply surtieient for the identification.

In the Patmos MS, then, together with a re-

collation of the Paris MS, material for the revision

of the text is ready to hand.
It is interesting to note that, according to le

Quicn, the /i'iiiiini/'i prefixed to the exposition give
a text of the epistles which is not that used by
St. Chrysostom another reason for a new and

eompleter edition.

22. Photius of Constantinople (commentaries on
all the Epistles?).

In the person of Thotius (A.D. 820-891), states-

man, ecclesiastic, scholar, exegete, the illustrious

line of Creek writers on St. Paul that began with

Urigen finds a fitting close ; and indeed his many-
sided qualities and multifarious learning bring
him, intellectually if not morally, into comparison
rather with Origen than with any intermediate

commentator. Considering the posit ion of authority
which Photius has enjoyed in the Ity/annne
( 'hurch, it is a little strange that his exposition of

the Pauline epistles has neither lieen disco\.nd
in any direct MS tradition, nor yet ext

from the Catena' and separately collected either

in the volumes of Migne (Pair. Clr. 101-104) or in
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the Greek edition of Photius' works at present in

process of issue. Yet tlie material is abundant,
tind could easily be worked, as the following con-

spectus will show.

(a) A later recension of the Oecumenian Catena
(see p. 488'", above) distinguishes itself from the

original work exactly by a large use of Photius
;

in Karo and Lietzmann's specimen (Ko 7 s
"') four

passages are taken from 1'hotius as against twelve
from all other writers. The principal MSS known
to give this recension are : at Milan, Ambros. D
541 inf., sa>c. x. ; at Rome, Vat. Paint, gr. 204,
soec. x. ; at Venice, Marcianus 33, sa>c. xi. In

these MSS the Photius passages are incorporated
in the text : other methods of grafting the new
matter on to the Oecumenian stock are illustrated

(i.) by Paris coislin 27, s;ec. x., where the Photius

passages are inserted in the margin by the second
hand ; and (ii. ) by Oxford Magd. Coll. gr. 7, saec.

xi. ineunt. (containing, however, only Romans and
1 and 2 Corinthians),* which adds at the end of

each epistle TO. \elvovra, that is to say, a large
number of quotations from Photius and a small
number from Gennadius.

(/;) Though these Oecumenian MSS would be the

principal means of the reconstruction of the com-
mentaries of Photius, yet for the longer epistles
considerable assistance would be given by other
Catena'. The Catena of Vat. gr. 7G2, so far as we
can restore it from Cramer's texts, should contain

.something from Photius on Romans, and a good
deal on 1 Corinthians. Cramer's Munich Catena
on Ito 7

7-Hi has about 25 quotations from him.
Karo and Lietzmann's Vienna Catena (ij on p. 489,

above) cites him '

sa-pius,' but apparently from an
earlier Catena rather than direct from the text of

his commentary, and perhaps only through the
Photian recension of Oecumenius.

Since 1'hotius' literary activity falls in the
second half of the 9th cent., and five out of the
Catena MSS just enumerated belong to the 10th
or llth cent., there is a fair presumption that his

text could be restored from them with tolerable

correctness ; and the attempt would be worth the

making. But it is not possible to say, without
further analysis of the quotations from him than
has yet been undertaken, whether the result

would contribute in the measure in which an
edition of John of Damascus, for instance, ought
to contribute to our knowledge of that exegetical
tradition of the earlier centuries which it is the

purpose of this article to illustrate.

23. ADDEXDUM (to p. 4S9 11

, above). Clement of

Alexandria (notes on all the Epistles?).
The series of commentators on the Pauline

epistles should have included the name of Clement;
for the express evidence of Photius makes certain,
what is indeed already implied by Ensebius, that
the lost 'TOoT-uTTiicrets or Outlines included notes on
the Epistles. t Eusebius tells us (HE vi. 14, 1)

that '
in the Hypotyposes Clement gave concise

accounts (eVtreTTiT^eVas 7rejro:7jrai duiyi'iacis) of the
whole of canonical Scripture, including such doubt-
ful books asJude and the other Catholic epistles
and Barnabas and the so-called Apocalypse of

Peter '

; and he adds some few details about
Clement's treatment of the Epistle to the Hebrews
and of the Gospels. Photius testifies more clearly
(cod. 109) to the exegetical side of the work : of

the three writings of Clement, presbyter of Alex-

andria, Hi/putypuscs, Stroniatcus (sic), and Pceda-

goijns, the Hypotyposes
' contain discussions on

* The second half of the Magdalen College MS is in the Cam-
bridge University Library, Ff i. 30 ; and the arrangement of it

is thi' same.
t on this subject the indispensable monograph is Th. Zahn's

Forschuiigen zur Geschichte des X'ilicheii A'amms und der
altkirchlicheyi L/t^ratur, iii. :

*

Supplementuui Clemeutinum,'
pp. 64-103, 130-loti.

selected verses (5ta\a^/3droii(Ti irepi l>t}Tjv Tiv&r) op
and down both Testaments, in the form of a

summary exposition and interpretation
'

(at> ral

Kei/>a\aiw5uJj ws 5?i@ev f^rjyrjffi^ re KOLI e^tj^eiav iroi-

eiTai). Photius proceeds to criticise the theology
of the Hijpoti/poscs from the standpoint of Byzan-
tine orthodoxy, and concludes thus: 'All these

things he attempts to establish from phrases found
here and there in Scripture ; and there are count-

less other follies and blasphemies committed either

by Clement himself or by some one who has usurped
his name. This blasphemous nonsense occupies

eight volumes : the author continually repels
himself, and distorts his texts (irapdyei. TO. fard.)

promiscuously and indiscriminately like a lunatic.

Speaking roughly, the general scheme of the work
Consists of explanations (6 5e o\os (7K07r6s Wiravet

ej/j.Tjvela.i Ti^\a.fovin) of Genesis, Exodus, the Psalms,
the epistles of Saint Paul, the Catholic epistles,
and Ecclesiastes.'

*

Though both Eusebius and Photius have some-

thing to say about the JIypot >jposes, neither of them
has preserved much of its actual words : it is to a
Western scholar that we owe the only considerable

portion which survives. We have already seen (in

connexion with Cyril of Alexandria, p. 515") that

Cassiodorus named Clement no doubt with refer-

ence to the Hypotyposes at the head of those

Greek commentators who had explained the whole
of both Testaments : and when tie comes to deal

with the Catholic epistles (In-st. Din. Lift. 8) lie

tells us that Clement '

quondam Attico sermone
declaravit' about 1 Peter, 1 and 2 John, and James ;

that in expounding them he said many things that

were acute, but a few that were over-hasty ; and
that therefore he himself had arranged for the

commentary to be rendered into Latin in such

a way that Clement's teaching, strained free of

some small causes of oU'ence, might be fearlr-^ly
absorbed. About the identity of this translation

with the extant Aduinbrationes dementis Alex-

axiirini in epiitolas canonical although the four

epistles actually expounded there are 1 Peter,
1 and 2 John, and (not James but) Jude there can

be as little real doubt as about the intended

equivalence of Adumhrattnncs to'TTror^Tranreis.

Zahn's text of these Aduinbrationes covers only
fourteen pages in all ;

and though it must be borne
in mind that Cassiodorus ordered the omission of

certain passages of the original, it would seem that

Photius was abundantly justilied in speaking of

the exegesis as 'summary' and 'select' (/ce^aXeu-

w5is, /irjrii riva). A commentary which ranged over

the whole Bible in eight 'books' must needs have
been of the nature of an epitome. In fact it be-

comes clear that, side by side with the tradition of

lengthy and detailed exposition, which had its

rise among the Gnostics. (Basilides, as we know,
devoted twenty-four books of Exegetica to ' the

Gospel') and was taken up and developed in the

commentaries of Origen, another and very different

method, modelled possibly on Papias'
'

Exposition
of the Sayings of the Lord,' can claim an equal or

almost equal antiquity. Origen himself was no

stranger to the system of interpretation by 'scholia'

or notes : see above, in connexion with the Roman,
Corinthian, and Galatian epistles, pp. 492, 493.

Among early commentaries on the canonical Gos-

pels, that of Victorinus on St. Matthew is described

by Cassiodorus in the phrase 'de quo [sc Matthieo]
et Victorinus . . . nonuulla disseruit' (Inst. Div.

Lift. 7): nor does the work of Hippolytus on the

same Gospel appear to have contained anything
like a continuous exposition. t

* Not Ecclesiasticus : see Zahn, p. G6, n. 1.

t See a paper bv the present writer,
' An Exegetical Fragment

of the Third Century,' in JThS v. 218-241 (especially pp. 225-

227), Jan. 1904.
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Tv>el\ mme-nts on Iia-sages in tlir Pauline

pi^tlf- ar.- directly citcil fr.uii the- tfypotyposi
*

(/iilin, op, cit, pp. i>ii 77 : Pre-u-i lie-n in Haraack,
Altf/ir. Litteratur :>".': 3015): eleven of the- -cur

in tin' C.'itena u|' ( lec'iniciiius, ami one in tlie

I' i:il a HI ,s'/" ri/ii"/- nl .lull u Moschus (died A. 1 1. li'Jm.

The formula of uuotatinn in the latter case' is

6 2rpwuart'5 tv T Trcfj.wT(? Tj.uy TUV 'Tiro-

. . . TO dirotrroXtKbi' /.T/TeV Q^or/iffos r6 Xe/7oc

eT.) - r - x - !' ' '" !"> The references ill

o.-.'iimenius an 1 not m< rely marginal ascriptions
of authorship, Mic-li as arc' given tn other authors

in tlii.- Catena, lull art- |iart of the te'Xt itself, and
in I'M i \ case but inn- .-ire' appended and not

prelixed to the r|ii"t.->i inn : u.
'

ru>s o KX^JUT/S f>

TerdpTv* [once iv 5'], cV Tri^irT(f, f>> ijSonip [once
e f'] 'TirornrjcTftaii'. It is natural to conclude
from tlii.- that ( li-rnini-nius drew direct from
Clement him-elf rather than through the agency
nl ,i I 'atena.

h'ive liitiereiit epi-tles an'
represented

in Oecu-
mi'iiiu- limitations: I Corinthian- (II

10 5ia TOIJS

cyyAocsi, 'J Corinthian> (5
U li"- '*}, llalatian- (5

W
),

I Timothy i _'" natpoit i&ois, 3 18
ii0tfi; <ry,Aois, 58 Tiic

icjiui- nai nd\LUTa oUeiur, 5W fi d-yiwi' TruSas lft<ff, 5'-'
1

XwpU TrpoKpifjia.To$, G 13 TOC ftaprvfffyfnyrn fVt IIofTtoi-

lliXdT-oc-). and 'J Timothy i-'
J

<>'d jroXXii" napTt'pav).
The comment- on liol'h Cnrintliian e|ii~tl''s are

ijiicitc'd from the 4th booU ; t h:i I on t ialatians from
thc.'ith licink ; those on I ami _' Timothy from tlieTth
I k. /aim

i
ic lints . u il 1

1 1]
i. I."in, l.'iiii that Clement .

like the' Miiratorian Canon, appears to have drawn
a marked line hetweeii the c'pi-tles to Chun he .

\\hieh he c>\ponndc'd in the 4th and ."il!i hooks of

the Hi/iiiitiiiiiws. and ihc' per>onal episth-s, which
arc- dealt \\ith in the 7th, the I'anline -.' i ii- hi'in.u

interrupted in the' intermediate hook hy note- on
the Aets and perhap- aUn on the Gospels>
To these t\\'elvc- pa--a;je- tiom ( ti-eumenius and

Mo-c'lni- it JH possihle th:;t -e\i'iiil more should
In- : dded from other Catin.-e. Neilher Xalm nor
I'li'ii-i'lic'ii seem- to mention lliefart that Cramer's
.Munich Catena on l!o:n::n- contain- three- cita

limi- .mi llo 8a I" 10s),
and hi- Catena on

1 I 'ori nt hia us two c'it at ion- ion I Co I-" 1-M, under
tin- hcadinv: KX^uti'Tos; while the Catc-naof Vat.

f;r. li'J-. so I'r. Mi n all iiiloim- tin- present writer,

cniitain- at least live'. It is probable that some of

these came tnnii t he' //;:;.
tyflOSl v.

As the example of the- Latin Advmbrationte
Would lead 11- lei expert, the-e commenls of Clc-

men! cm St. I'aul are hricf for the' must part very
hlief. The- e\c'^c'-i- i- ot eotir-e pi edoinillan t ly

alli'^oi iral. The d",-ye\<n of 1 Co II"' are '

ri-jhi 'inl-

and virtuous men': aremdinv. to one Interpreta-
tion Hint, hoe\ei. linally aei'c'pli'di of lial .">-'',

Christians are the ffajjj XpiffToc", and the- whole'

VIT-C mc-an- 'there is no law a",ain-t siieh a- have'

criicilicd the lle-h eel I'hii-t.' i.' . the'ii own liciiiy :

in '2 Ti '_' the- iro\\ol jidpnipfs are tin- Law ami the

}'ropliets, cited re^ulaily hy tin- Apostle as ' wit-

ne-ses
'

to tin- content- of his pi I'ac h iii'_'. l!nt the

//"/i"/y//"vi-.v also in this a^ain ii'si-inhlinx tin-

work ot 1'apia- adduce tradition- of Apostolic
history in explanation of tin- sacred text : Mich
m a I In was hardly to t lie pin pn-c- cil i-ateni-ts, lent

r'.ii-ehius ha- pre-erved a fe-w hearing cm ciihn- NT
book-, and the- -uliiai \ ^notation in -lolm Mn-i IlUB

is of this character. Clement. In- tell- u-, in ex-

jiinindiii":
I Co 1", 'relates that cini-t i- -aid tn

nave baptized iviei .inly, 1'eii-r tci have- hapti/eil
A ndrc'\\ , A ndre-w to ha\ e hapt i/e-d -Icjhn ami .la mi'-,

and they the rest."

The- comment on IColl" ia in the- |.rint-.|
t.

in- -Tniix ^'i\'-n .11 i.
- .u IK.JHM mil tli.a the Uod-

li-i.in Ms. An. -i. T. i. 7. .Hi it on |i. 41.. ..( rr.nn.TH ('.ilniii mi
the Corinthian epistli-s, rtuda .. nr^r^, und this is cloulitlcss

ri^ht.

iv. SlMMVKV UK t-M'l lll.lslli:]) OK IN'AHE-

e.if MII.V ITIII.ISIIKII MS MAITKI M.. The aim
of the present -eriiciM i- tee pnillt out the lilll'S

along whieh it is likely that the lahuurs of thu
next generation of scholar- could lie mo-t pmht-
ahly directi'il, with a view to our further know-

ledge of the- Patri-lie \\iitini.'- eniiiiirrated in

this ailicle. The material groups ii-e-lf naturally
under four headings: A. Anon\ nmus Catena-;
u. Catena! of known iiuthorship ; i'. Original
commentators a- preserved in the Catena-; li.

Cnmmc-ntalors \\hee-r text is pre-e-rved independ-
c-nt ly id ( 'ateiije. Thus three of the four headings
of the section are- concerned, directly or indirectly,
with Catena- ; and that fact is enough of il-ell to

fore-shadow the- predominant part \\ hich \\ ill I c-li uej

in the immediate future to this hraiich of re-can h.

In a large extent the following paragraphs will

do no more- than focus the results of preceding
sections, ami bring into one comprehensive scheme
I In- i-cilateil points that have already been indi-

cated at various stages of the inipiiry : but fuller

detail- will be LMM-II here than was possible above
about the more important Catena MSS : and, in a

few cases where for one- reason c.r another tin-re

had he-en no previous opportunity for introducing
it, the matter is entirely new (see A 4 and 5,

]-.
.iL'-

1
'

1

, and li 1, p. .->i':V|.

A. A itini
if limits l'<itinrr.

1. The most ancient of the- fanl'me C'ateme, to

judge bv the- limitation of its soiirn's. i- the Paris

MS, coislin -3)4, sa-e-. x. (311 foliosi, from whieh
< 'ram IT published his Catena on the eleven epistles,
Calatian- Hebrews ( Karo and l.iet/mann - No.

iv. ). The leathers regularly cited are Origen
eon the- Kphcsiansi, Kusebiiis of Knn-sa (on the

(lalatians), and, throughout, John ('hryso-tniii,

Sevc-rian, and Theodore of Mop-m-stia: while

lla-il, (ire-gory Na/ianxen, and Cyril are ipioted
c.nrr each on the ( 'eilos-iaiis. Pulling aside the

Kpistle to the Hebrews the Catena on which may
perhaps have- had a separate origin and history

-

there is nothing later t ban t li til -t half i if tin- ."it h

century, ami, if we except tl ne pa-sage from

Cyril, nothing later than the lirsl \.-.n- of that

e-enliiry. Cramer employed a 'scriba Pari.-iensis
'

to copy out the MS for him, and expresses ill his

preface the fear that the copyist mm -rni|.ri

codicis let-tionem vere reprtesentaverit.' lleew well

jii-tilied his tear- ve-re. the re-collation of the

Origen ciimnii'iit- on Kphe-ians for Mr. (Jn-gi;'-

edition in ./7'/i.s' iii. (lliU'J) abundantly demon
st rated. The Tlu-mlene-, too, was re-collated for

1 *r. Swete's edition ; but for the remaining 1' at leri -,

and especially for Se-ve-rian, Cramer's edition is

still our only authority, and for critical piirpn.-es

it is quite valueless. See, for previous re-fe-n -m > -

to tin- l.'iitena, pp. 4H7' (('lamer); 488'' (Kam
I.iet manni : t'l:;

1

.
I! I-, 4!i."i

h
. 4Vii' (Origen); I98b

I Ku-ebius of I'.me-ai; Ifl'.l' il'.a-il and Cre-g. Na/.

em Ced !''(; ."ei7
! s.. \,-iiaiH: 510^*, 511 (Theodore

of Mnpsiiestia) ; .">1.V' (Cyril); 31S" (absence of

Thi-eeelon-t and ( le-nnadiu- i.

'_'. Ne'xt pe-ihaps in antiquity of origin, and

not inferior in the importance of its contciii-,

- the N'atieiiii Calc-iia, gr. 762, sa-c. \.. an

.nm isMS of 411 folios; the Catena for Unman-
commencing on fol. In, that for 1 Corinthian- on

lul. -.'iS'i, and for 2 Corinthians on fol. :<4n/(.* The
handwriting is very line: the blank spa..-- l.tl.

. .;.. .HI lull. 343, Si'iK, show that the exemplar of

that part at any rate of the MS could no lunger be

deripliere-d, and was prol>ably, therefore-, already an

old M.s when it was being copied in the loth cent my.

K.ir many new detail* about Ihr \ uii en e .,1. n -
.
-in. I l.-r an

iiii|i..ri:int referance in n.- [| '' ^ni.r it

to Hi. nun. 'iirii.il kindness of his friend Ur. Mcrvali, ol

the.- Vutie-an Library.
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In Karo-Lietzmann it is No. i. ; their list of the
authors cited is divided, according to their custom,
into two classes : the first (at least 10 citations

apiece) includes Apollinaris, Cyril, Didymus, Dio-

dore, Gennadius, John Chrysostom, Occiimenius,
Origen, Pliotius, Severus of Antioch,* Severian,
Theodore, Theodoret ; the second consists of

Acacius of Cresarea (4 times on Romans), Basil

(3 times on Romans), Clement (twice on 1 Corin-

thians), Dionysius the Areopagite (once on 1 Co-

rinthians), Gregory Nyssen (once each on Romans
and 1 Corinthians), Isidore (5 times), Methodius
(once on 1 Corinthians), Theodulus chorepiscopus
(once on Romans). This account is, however, not

quite exhaustive, and omits, for instance, a scholion
on fol. 4036, written in smaller characters but by
the original scribe, under the heading 'AXe^dpov
(Trtanjirou NiKctia;. Alexander of Nic;ea lived in

the first half of the 10th cent., and may conceiv-

ably have been the editor of the Catena in its

{iresent

form. Both Oecumenius and Photius are
aiil under contribution : the passages taken from
the latter are considerable both in number and

length. Where both of them are cited together,
Oecumenius always conies first.

Of the two late MSS of parts of this Catena
which alone were at Cramer s disposal Paris gr.
227 and Bodl. Auct. E. ii. 20( = Misce!l. gr. 48)
the latter, on the ground of its rather curious

history, may claim a few words here.

MS Bodl. Auct. E. ii. 20, containing in a 16th

century hand a Catena on Ro I'-O 1

,
was presented

to the Library in 1659 by S. Cromleholme, master
of St. Paul's (School in London ; at an earlier date,
in 1601, it had been given to Dr. G. Ryves, warden
of New College, by John Lloyd (Johannes Luidus),
rector of Writtle in Essex. Lloyd's inscription on
the fly-leaf is headed 'Ex manubiis Gaditanis,'
indicating that the MS was part of the spoils of the
Earl of Essex's Spanish expedition in 1596 ; but
whether it was taken in the sack of Cadiz itself, or
formed part of the library of bishop Osorio of

Algarve, which is known to have fallen into
Essex's hands on the homeward journey, t cannot
be said for certain. At the end of the text on the
last leaf is the word XciVei ; and on the following
guard-leaf, in different ink but perhnp in the
same handwriting as the body of the MS, are

epitaphs by John Lascaris (see above, p. 485'') on
himself and on his wife Catherine. These two
epitaphs were actually inscribed on Lascaris' tomb
in the church of S. Agata dei Goti at Rome ;

and since, in the MS, they are separated by a
floriated cross, such as one might expect on a
tombstone, it looks as if they had been actually
copied in situ. If so, the presumption is strong
that the MS itself was written in Rome, and that
Vat. gr. 702 was its direct exemplar.
See above, for these MSS, pp. 487 (Cramer and

Mai) ; 488'' (Karo-Lietzmann) ; 492, 4'J& (Origen) ;

499L
(Didymus) ; 501" (Diodore) ; 510 (Theodore of

Mopsuestia) ; 514"-b (Isidore) ; 515" (Cyril) ; 517 b

(Gennadius) ; 520" (Pliotius) ; 521" (Clement).
3. More importance than the brief account in

Karo-Lietzmann (No. hi., op. cit. p. 601) would
suggest seems to attach to the Catena on the
Corinthian. Galatian, and Ephesian epistles con-
tained in Vat. gr. 692, foil. 1-93. These scholars
attribute the MS to the 12th cent., and name
Cyril, John Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Origen,
Severus, Theodoret, Theodore, and (on 2 Corin-

thians)
'

Ai,' as the writers more frequently cited ;

*
If this is correct, and not really a confusion with Severian,

the last note on p. 507 b above should be modified. But, in the
case of the Catena next to be mentioned, Karo and Lietzmann
have wrongly expanded 2in into Severus instead of Severian.

t Of the many books which came by trift from Essex to the
Bodleian in A. D. 1CUO a considerable number were printed in

Spain and Portugal.

Clement, Gennadius, Isidore, and Gregory Nyssen
as cited respectively three times, twice, twice, and
once. But the date should be moved back to

soec. x.-xi. ; the names of Nicolas, Methodius,
Basil, Eusebius, Pliotius should be added to the
list of Fathers cited ; from Clement of Alexandria
not three only, but at least live quotations are
made ; Di(dymus) is very common on 2 Corinthians ;

Severian is once named in full (fol. 59a), and the
substitution of this Father's name for Karo and
Lietzmann's Sev(erus), proposed on p. 4S9" above,
is thus amply justified. On many occasions the
catenist compares expressly the views of different

authors e.ff. Clement, Eusebius of Ca-sarea, Gre-

gory Nazianzen, Chrysostom, Severian, Theodoret,
Cyril and sometimes adds to his authors' names
precise references to their books. On comparing
this Catena with the last, Vat. gr. 762, for the
Corinthian epistles, it results that the quotations
common to both are briefer in 692 than in 762 :

and this is what the relative bulk of the two MSS
would lead us to expect.
See above, pp. 48tl

a
(Karo-Lietzmann) ; 507 b

(Se-

verian) ; 521" (Clement) ; too little was known of

this Catena for full use to be made of it in the

foregoing pages.
4. The most important addition that has to be

made to Karo-Lietzmann's list of Pauline Catena 1 is

a MS that has once been mentioned above (p. .~>15''),

in connexion witli Pusey's edition of Cyril of Alex-
andria Athos Pantocrator cod. 28. According
to the catalogue of Sp. Lambros (i. 95), the MS
is of the yth cent., and contains the (Acts and)
Pauline epistles, the names most frequently cited

being Isidore of Peliisium, John Chrysostom, Se-

verian, Diodore of Tarsus, Theodore ot Mopsuestia,
and Apollinaris. Photographs of eleven pages of

this MS, covering 1 Co 7
34 -ll", were taken by

Prof. Kirsopp Lake, and are now in the Bodleian

(MS gr. th. f. 8) : the principal authors in the^e

pages are Chrysostom, Severian, Cyril, and Theo-
dore of Mopsnestia. The absence of Theodoret is

noticeable ; and as all the eight writers known to

be used in the Catena are earlier than Theodoret,
it is possible that its origin goes back to the period
anterior to the publication of his commentary. If

that is so, it ranks witli our earliest Catena' ; but
a serious drawback to its value is that the evidence
of its Cyril texts (see above, note on p. 515'') seems
to suggest that the catenist may have not only
abbreviated but otherwise re-cast the passages he
extracted from his sources.

5. Patmos cr$y' (
= No. 263, p. 127 of Sakkellion's

catalogue), wee. x., is described as containing, on
foil. 1-119, not a continuous commentary, but a
series of notes on the Acts and some of the ( 'atho-

lic and Pauline epistles (2 Cor., Eph., Phil., Col.,
1 and 2 Thess., 1 and 2 Tim., Titus), with an un-

usually extensive range of authorities : Athaiiasius,

Ambrose, Anastasins of Antioch, Apollinaris, Ar-
chclnus the bishop, Basil, Ctvsarius, Cyril of Alex-
andria and of Jerusalem, Eusebius, Gennadius,

Gregory Nazianzen and Nyssen, Hyp(atius ?),

Iremeus, [Isidore] the Pelusiote, John Chrysostom,
John [Damascene], Josephus, Leontius the Monk,
Maximus the Monk, Methodius of Patara, Origen,

Severian, Theodore, Theodoret. From the speci-
mens given in the catalogue it would seem that

the quotations are, for the most part, so brief as to

promise little in the way of profitable result.

Of other anonymous Cateiue, the editing of

Cramer's Munich Catena on Romans appears to be

a much better piece of work than that of his Paris

Catena on the shorter epistles : to Karo-Lietzmann's
account of their No. vii. Catena, from Vienna, the

present writer has nothing to add : of their No. viii.

something will be said below, at the end of the

account of Oecumenius, p. 524".
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B. Catena of knoitm authorship,
1. Those who have fiill\\i>il down to this point

the aiguiiient i)l ilic present article will have

gath'.'ied tlnit the origin "I tin 1 Catena' in general
is to be looked fur in a more remote age tlian it

has been customary ti aseiihe tn them. In par-
titular, tin1 Catena of OecumcniuB (see pp. 485,
-)M. . iss

1

i is t.. he placed nut, a.s hitlicito, alter the

time of Photius, lint before it. lie. cut invcstiga-
tions tend still further to accelerate this backward
movement, and make' it probable that the true

date of Oecunieniua is about liiHt .\.i>.

In a iL'th cent. MS at Messina, cod. S. Salva-

toris mi, a complete ru:iiiiii'iitary on the Apoca-
Ivpse under the name of OecUHldniUS has liei-n

latrly founil liy a (ii>rman scholar, l''r. Uickanip of

Minister (-.re a paprr by him in *it unr/sltei'ii'hte

drr I:. /uvirv.v. A I. ulemii '! r Wissenschaften, Ber-

lin, I'jnl, pp. lii4(i-liCilii : ami I ho Intel nal evidence
of the coniinriitary i- stillieicnt to establish roughly
liuth the date and the theological standpoint of

tin 1 writer. The comment on I
1 if rdxf slates

that ' a period of more, than 500 years hail elapsed
'

since the date of St. John's vision. The Christ-

ology is Cyrillinc or even Sevrriani.-t rather than
Chalcedoman : lv TT^JJ-WTTOP nai fniav uw^ujraffiv KOL!

nia.v futpyftav is the neau-t approach to a formu-
lated doctrine of the Incarnation. The writer was
thcieiurc, n nut actually a Monophysite, at any
rate one of tho.-e who still sought for a common
Around with Monophysitisni.
Dickamp somewhat hastily concludes that his

discovers is fatal to th<- genuineness of the.Oecu-
incnian Catena on St. Paul, in which he would
BCC only the work of a later compiler excerpting
Oc cuincniiis in precisely ihe same way as he ex-

cerpted other ancient authorities. But neither of

his reasons will stand examination.
a.

' Photius is used in the ( (ecunienian Catena ;

hut I'liotius lived in the 9th cent., and the real

Oeriimcnius cannot therefore have quoted him.'

Hut it lias he. !! shown above (p. 4SS'M, following
Karo-Lict/.mann, that it is not the original (lecii-

meniiis, but a later recension only, which makes
use of I'liotius.

j3.

' Occumenius' work on the Apocalypse is a

commentary, not a Catena; but the so-called
I b'cumcnius on St. Paul is a Catena, not a com-

mentary.' The argument is specious rather than
sound. For, in tln-lii-st place. ( iccnmcniiis on St.

Paul is nut quite a Catena on the ordinary model :

see p. 4S.V above. In the second place, Diekamp
sullicicutlv answers himself when he shows that

Uecumenms is the 1 earliest of t he (Jrrek commen-
tators on the Apocalypse : if there were no eom-
n:eiitaluis before liim.it is dillicult to see how he
could have compiled a Catena, ''i ihe two other
ancient (Ireek commentator.. Known to us, Arethas
uI Cappadocian < V.sarca wruic about A.n. !M,
Andrew considerably earlier. That Arethas is

found by I liekamp to make use of hot h < Iccumeniiis

and Andrew, is
only

what wo should o\poet nt a

scholar as profoundly verwetl as Arethas in Patris-

tic learning u-f. p. -l!l-'\ above); but I >iekamp also

makes it clear, liist that Andrew and < Iceumeniiis

are not independent m one another, and -ecnndl\

that it was Andrew who used i teeimiciiius, and
uot riYr versH. In his comments on 45

li
1

'.I'

1 - 1:

Andrew introduces the explanations of rii'ts or ru
rav irpi> T)M-*'' : and in e\n\ case the

explanation
so introduced is found in I leciimennis. I s],r

( ially

coucnt is the cose of fiTJfat Tr(vrt in '.I
,
because

there Oeeiuncnius, alter balancing the apoeata-
stasis 1 1 01 'i ime ..| Mi.- i 1

1 1 -en 1st K\ a 1:1 ius with the
more ri^id eschalolo^y "I "'hn \\ liters, compro-
mises on a doctrine of punishment which should
be eternal indeed in dmalion, but alter the 'live

months' modified in intensity Uvu/uVuij. When,

then, we lind Andrew .|iiotin_' with Ihe formula
Ti^s t<l>t\<sa,v the very conclusion at \\ln.h ( l.-.-u-

menius had painfully arrived by way "i compio.
misc, it would be unreasonable to doabl that i le.-u-

menins is the suuice on \\lii. ii Andrew diav.s.

l!ut it ( leciinieniu- mi the Apoealv ps.- .|in,ies no

predecessors for the simple reason that he had no

pn decesuora to i|uuie. he does as a matu-r oi i a. t

approach the method of Oecumeliius on St. Paul

by nui infi.-.|iicnt references to the l''at!:.-is gener-

ally. Cyril is i|uutcd four times; Urc^oiy \a/i-

an/.cn and Kusebius, twice each
; Aquila, .lo>cphus,

Clement (the Stromateis), (ue^'ory Isyssen. ami
Kva^rius, once each. The commentator on the

Apocalypse and the commentator on Si. Paul are

equally versed in Patristic literature, and employ
it equally in the measure appropriate to thelwo
works. It may be added that, while the forme]
is, as lias been seen, rather Cyrilline than Chal-
c. -.Ionian in the expression of his Christology,
the latter too appears to have worked on uiiti-

Nestorian lines ; lor the Catena on St. Paul never
once cites Theodore of Mupsuestia, and, consider-

ing the number of names adduced in it, this

omission can hardly be accidental. On internal

evidence, therefore, there is no reason at all to

question their identity
The external evidence to the commentary of

Oeeumeniiis on the Apocalypse is conlined to a

single .[notation in a Syriae Catena 1'ati-mu of the
7th cent. (Brit. Mus. Adil. 17214 = \V right cod.

dccclv., fed. l'2/i). In this MS, which is a collec-

tion of explanations of Bible passages, the prin-

cipal authority employed is Severus of Anlio.-h,
and Theodore of Mopsiiestia is cited as ' Theodore
the heretic' : its Monophysitc leanings are lh. ie

fore clear, and we are not surprised to tind that

Oecumeliius, in the phrase with which the quota-
tion Horn him is introduced, is brought into close

connexion with Severus : 'Of Oecumeliius, a dili-

gent man, and one who is very orthodox, as the

letters of the patriarch Mar Severus which are

written to him show : From the sixth hook of

those composed by him about the Revelation
of John the Evangelist.

1

If the Syriae writer is

correct, Oecumeliius the commentator on the

Apocalypse was a favoured correspondent of the

great Monophyaite, and must therefore have been
of mature age before the death of Scvrs, viiva

.-\. I >. ."i4u : so that the internal evidence of the com-

mentary, both as to date and as to the theological
allinilics of its author, would be carried somewhat
further by the Syriae catenist. But among all the

extant correspondence of Severus the only person
hearing the name of Oecumeliius is a Count to

whom Severus addressed two dogmatic letters

before A.I>. 512 : and it is probable, therefore, that
the Syriae writer has blundered in identifying
the commentator with the correspondent, for the

interval of ' more than 5UU years' since the vision

of the Apocalypse is inconsistent with an\ thing
earlier than the second half of the lith century.
At tin' same time, the fact that the mistake could
be made suggests that the commentary was not

quite a new thing when the Svriac MS was
written. \Ve shall hardly err in placing the com-

mentary on the Apocalypse about (ion, and the
Cal.-na on St. Paul within the limits 5tKMi40.

ill thcuiiginal non-Photian form of the Oecu-
nienian Catena on St. Paul the following Ms> in

Kaio-Liet/inaiin's list (op. cit. p. OUo) are attri-

buted to the loth century :

i. Paris coislin K,"i, foil. 348.

ii. Vatic, gr. 70(3, full. 249.

iii. Oxford Bodl. Koe 10, foil. 2.~i.).

iv. Venice Marcianus ,~>4(i. foil. .Y.i -Jo.", ibui

foil. 134-173, Gal 3-'-l Ti 4'", ale a later

insertion).
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v. Milan Ambros. C 295 inf., foil. 190.

vi. Florence Laurent, pint. x. G, foil. '286.

vii. Paris gr. 224, foil. 1-222 (contains also the

Apocalypse).
viii. Paris coislin 224, foil. 151-328 (contains

also Acts, Catli. Epp., Apoc.).
ix. Vatic, gr. 1430, foil. 2(i7.

x. Vatic. Palat. gr. 10, foil. 268.

xi. Athens 100, foil. 377 (1 Co 15-"-He II 37
).

Of these eleven MSS the first five are, so far

as can he gathered, homogeneous in the matter
which they contain. No data are given about the
last two ; the remaining four, Nos. vi.-ix. (save
that No. viii. perhaps contains only excerpts),
while agreeing with the first live for all the

anonymous citation* in Oecumenius, differ from
them with regard to the (in number much fewer)
named citations, which they either transpose or,
more rarely, omit. Both classes of MSS give the

anonymous citations in one and the same con-
tinuous series marked by Greek numerals ; and
the choice appears to lie between the hypothesis
that the named citations, though they entered
into the Catena long before the 1'hotian matter,
are yet no part of the original Oecumeniua, and
the more probable hypothesis that in the original
form of the Catena the named citations were

.separated in some way from the continuous series

of the anonymous citations, perhaps by being
written in the margin, and so were exposed, in

the course of the propagation of the text, to

special danger of either transposition or omission.
Another Catena, Vatic, gv. 1270, which is treated

as an independent Catena in Karo-Lietzmann'a
scheme (op. fit. No. viii. p. 610), should perhaps,
as was suggested on p. 489", above, be treated as

belonging to the Oeeumenian group. This MS,
which was written in southern Italy about A.D.

1100, contains the Acts and Catholic epistles, and
on foil. 79-lti4 a Catena on Komans and 1 Corin-
thians. From Karo-Lietzmann it would not he

possible to deduce more than that the names of

Chrysostom, Severian, and Theodoret were found
in it ; but Acacius, Cyril, Gennadius, and Oecu-
menius also occur, and once at least Basil CK TOU

7rp6s ZwfjiroXtp 7ri0To\7;s (sic). It is significant that
a similar reference to this last appears in Oecu-
menius ; see above, p. 499".

2. On the need for a new edition of the com-

mentary on the Pauline epistles by John of

Damascus, and on some of the MS material for it,

enough has already been said on p. 519b
.

3. Cod. Vatic, gr. 1650, A.I>. 1037, is a commen-
tary on the Pauline epistles written by Nicolas,

archbishop of Reggio in Calabria. Ehrhard (in
Krumbncher's Geschichtc der btjznntinisrhc Lit-

teratur-, p. 133), who mentions the MS, gives no
details of its contents, so that it is impossible to

say whether it contains ancient elements.
C. Original authorities as preserved in the

Cfftend'.

It is obvious that not, much can be done under
this head until the Catenae themselves are made
accessible in trustworthy texts

;
and how far that

is from being the case at the present date it has
been the business of the preceding paragraphs to

demonstrate. But, as soon as this preliminary
work has sufficient!}" advanced, it would be the
turn of definitive collected editions of the more
important writers. Since the Catena} are mainly
on the longer epistles (see especially p. 518" above),
the results to be anticipated from this line of

research will be, in the ease of the majority of

writers, most marked on the Roman, or on the
Roman and Corinthian, epistles.

Origcti. The work has already been done tenta-

tively for the Ephesians (pp. 493-4!!5, above) ; but
it still remains to be done for the Romans, and for

the First at any rate of the Corinthian epistles (pp.
492, 493").

Didymus: p. 499. It does not seem likely that
much can be restored for any other epistle than
2 Corinthians ; but Mai's text (from Vat. gr. 762)
will need re-editing, and the Didymus material of

Vat. gr. 692 (see pp. 489", 522) will need to be

tested, though it may turn out to be not independ-
ent of the other MS.

Dioclore : p. 501. The evidence here rests

wholly on Vat. 762, and a separate edition might
probably wait for Harnack's promised undertak-

ing of a 'Corpus operutu Diodori' (see his ' Diodor
von Tarsus,' Tcxte and Untersuc/mngen, N. F. vi. 4,

1001, p. 68).

Scecrian: p. 507. Severian is perhaps the
author for whom most is to be expected from a
careful cross-examination of the Catena; : on the
Romans (unless Oecumenius should here come to

the rescue) less has been preserved from him than
from several other writers ; but for 1 Corinthians,

Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Philemon, and

probably for the other shorter epistles as well, a
rich harvest should be yielded.

Theodore of Mopsuestia. For the shorter epistles
the work has been done by Dr. Svvete (p. 511"):
for the longer epistles the texts of Mai and
Cramer (p. 510") would need revision, and for

Theodore, as for Didymus, the Catena of Vat. 692

may or may not add new matter.

Cyril : p. 515. The only source from which any
additions to Pusey's collection could be hoped for

would be a re-edited Oecumenius.
Gennadius: p. 518". Oecumeniua and the various

Catena1 on Romans ought between them to add

something, though perhaps it may not be much, to

the fragments put together by Migne.
Photiii.1 : p. 520". Here again a separate edition,

for which the Photian recension of Oecumenius
would supply the main material, is an imperative
and probably a not really difficult task.

D. A uthurs preserved independently of Catence.

In this department, as was to be expected, more
work has already been done ; but something still

remains to do. The commentaries of Chrysostom
(p. 5C6 b

) and Theodoret (p. 516^), and the Latin
version of Theodore (p. 511"), have been adequately
edited by English scholars : Rulinus' version of

Origen on the Romans is to be expected in the
Berlin series of the Ante-Nicene Fathers : with

regard to the letters of Isidore of Pelusium, the
need for a new and better edition, and the material

which would m.'ike such an edition feasible, were

pointed out with sufficient emphasis on p. 513.

And besides the many Fathers who expounded the

Epistles there were some also who edited them.
It will be seen in the course of the next (and

concluding) section that patient investigation may
hope ultimately to restore, with approximate cor-

rectness, the text and apparatus of these early
editions of St. Paul.

v. PATRISTIC EDITORS OF THE PAULINE
EPISTLES. Evagrius and Euthalius. The name
Futhalius conjures up more questions than with
the information at our disposal it is possible to

answer. Of late a revolution in Euthalian criti-

cism has been made every few years ; and though
material is accumulating rapidly, the time has not

yet come for the last word to be said. But no
estimate of Patristic labours on St. Paul would be

adequate which did not try to give some account
of the earliest attempts to produce what would
now be called an edition, with Introduction and

Prolegomena, of the sacred text.

(n)
' Euthalian matter '

is a convenient term, of

which use has already been made (p. 485b
)
in this

article, denoting a whole literature of documents,
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'

prologues, argwnenta, /</</''"""'/", l' x|s "' "'

Citations, lists of chapters, colophon-, ami scraps
of all kinds,' found in part or in full in many
Greek .MSS of tlif Ads ami Kpistle-. ami lir-t

published with any approach to completeness liy

L. A. Xacagni, ('"// tarn ' montimi nti,i-m,i veti i HIM

nvli-tiii- <! I'll in- '"' l.'itiinr
i/
mi: fmrti- n " <; ill Viltl-

1-1111,1 liililiiit/i'-i-n dclitiii , a, it (Kome, IG'.IS), )>]>.
liv-

lx\vii, lui TMS. It falls into two parte on edition

of the 1'aulinu epistle-. and a subsequent edition

of tin' A<t- and Catholic epistles with which we
arc here concerned only in MI far as it may throw

light on its author's previous work on St. 1'aul.

TII eai ii "i
'

he i vi 'i editions is prefixed a prologue ;

ami these piologues in MHIIC .MSS are anonymous
ami in othcn bear the name of EvOa\iov Siaxovov or

Ei-0a\iov iirtffKbroi' SOV\KTJS. According to Zai ugni,

the proper title of the Pauline prologue is
' Kutha-

lius tliv drui on.' ami of the other prologue
' Kutlia-

lius bishop of Sulca,' the author having been raised

In t lie epi-c -opate in the interval between the com-

|io-ition of his two works. Zacagni printed the

fullc-t collection of texts accessible to him: and

though lie was nut prepared to claim the author-

ship of Knlhalius lor all his documents, lie cer-

tainly altrilmted tho great mass of them to him.

On the strength of a note of time attached in

some MSS to one of his Kuthalian documents, the

Mai-tin -Hi:,: I'-nili, he fixed the date of the edition

of the Pauline epistles at A.I). 458.

(/;) Fur nearly two centuries no serious advance
was made upon Xacagni's statement of the problem.
The credit of the fn>l coiitiilmtion of new material

belongs to a paper liy Dr. A. Ehrhard ill the

1'i-iiti-iilliliitt fin- j;i!i!i->'i ksioes n, isyi, vol. viii.

pp. 885-411. Ehrhard called attention to the

occurrence of the mnne Evagrius in two MSS
which contain Kuthalian material: (i.) codex II

of the I'auliue epi-tlcs, a fragmentary MS of the

(ith cent., written in arixoi or sense lines.
'

per
cola ct commata,' to n-e the more technical term,

the colophon of which is written in the first

person, and in clearly
' Kuthalian

'

language, by a

certain Evagrius:
1

(ii.) codex Neapolitanns n.

a 7 of the Ad- and Epistles (in Gregory's notation

= Ac. S3- Paul. 113), a later but complcter .MS,

comprisiir.' much Kuthalian matter without the

naim- ot Knthalius, together with the Evagrius

eoloplion .'is in cod. 11. No one had ever been able

toidenlifv Kuthalius I he deacon or Euthnlius the

bi-hnp of Sulca \\ilh any known historical per-

sonage ; and Khrhard proposed to eject him alto-

gether, and to substitute in-i ead the name Kvagrius.

liy .....ving back the dateof the Pauline apparatus
from Xaca:;in - l.'iS la -ecomiary ilate found in only
a few MSS of the Martiirium J'un/i) to 31'ti (a dale

found in all of them without exception), lie brought
the work of his Kvagrius within the limits of

the lifetime of the well-known < hi;je:ii-t writer,

E'agrius Ponticus, who died in Eg} pt about

309.

ic) Or. .1. Armita'.'e Robinson's Euthaliana

(' Cambridge Texts and Studies,' iii. 3, A.li. IM^i
was principally directed to the analysis of Xaca^ni s

Kuthalian collection, with a view of
discriminating

the original mattei finm that which had aecrucil

at later slaues. Accepting "r. Ehihanl' con-

nexion of the Mid-t ill-inn i I'niili with the \>:u

::'.i. and with the name Evayrius, I >r. Itobinson

innintained that the Mni-/;ii-i/iin isilsch a secondary
document, depend' nt on the- Eutlmlian prologue
to the Pauline epistles ; and he argued back to

an original I'.ul lialiu-, to whom is due tin: pro-

logne and whatever in the Kuthalian collection

is covered by the sketch which the piolo-m givca
of ils author's pro]ju&cd edition. The table of

The name li.is h. , :. . i.i-nl. tin, tliurt;

doubt at all 03 to thu original ruatiinj,-.

to LL- now no

Old Te~tamcnt Quotations, the table of chapter-
divisions, and the arrangement of the text by
sense hues, constitute (lie MINI, according to hr.

Kobiiison. of all that we can safely at t ribr.te I in

addition to the prologue) to the pen of Kiithiilius

himself. The date of Kuthalius would then t.,ll

somewhere between the date of the ''in-mit'-li of

ICiisebins (which is cited in the piolo-nei and the

date of the MHI-/I/I-IHHI 1'miH. l'i. llobinson's

tentative results huve been superseded by the

discovery next to be mentioned ; but the value

of his method is independent of it and unallecti d

by it.

(rf) The first part (1902), which alone has yet
appeared, of 11. v. Soden's elaborate but far from
lucid textual Introduction to the NT, /' NrA, ,//,,/

x AT iii Htrcr it/tt-iti-ii erreichbaren i<ft'p xtult

hi-i-iii-*t'-llt "iif Grand i!n-,r Textgeschichte, has

settle.l once for all, not indeed the whole problem
of Kuthalian criticism (as the author seems to

suppose), but the vexed questions of Kiithaliu-'

place and date. In his discussion on Kuthalius

(pp. (537-0821, von Soden prints from an Alb.

codex (Laura 149, s;ec. xi. toll. 1-4) a ' confession

of Euthalius, bishop of Sulca. concerning the

orthodox faith.' The document belongs to the

days of the Monothelite controversy, after pope
Martin's Lateral! Council (A.D. 649), and after the

lealh of .Maximus Confessor 'of blessed memory'
(A.I). G(V2), but presumably, since no mention is

made of it, before the Sixth Council (A.M. 080).

Latin theologians Ambrose, Augustine, Leo are

cited in this (Jreek confession of faith on e.|ii:'l

terms with Athanasius and Cyril ; the mention of

the '

Holy I 'atholic and Apostolic great church of

Kome
'

is given precedence over the mention of the

'four Holy and (Kcumenical Synods': and \Veslein

origin is made finite certain, if further proof wcic

needed, when the writer attributes his attack on

Maximus, of which he is now making public
retractation, to the instigation of .John the 'ex-

ceptor
' or official of the '

duchy," 6 eKa^tirrup rqs

oocviavi;? dpxw, for the term 'ducatus' or duchy
points to the Western provinces of the liyzantine

empire. Thus there can be no doubt that the see of

Kuthalius is, after all, the only known city bearing
a name anything like Sulca that is to .say, Sulci

in Sardinia. The dilliculty which was naturally
felt in making aCJreck writer bishop in Sardinia

in the Ith or 5th cent, vanishes when we transfer

him to the 7th, a period when even Kome,
through the closeness of its renewed relations

with Constantinople, became for the time half-

Greek again.
'

NY hut is the effect of von Soden's discovery

upon the Kuthalian f|uestion ? Its main result is

naturally to enhance the importance of Ehrhard's

Kvagrian discoveries, since Evagrins, even if he

Wfl not the person who in 390 put together the

MIH-/I/I -niiii 1'iiitli, is mentioned in the tilh cent.

cii.ii \ II, and is consequently earlier than Kiitha-

In:-. Hi. Armitage Itobinson aimed at rescuing
out of the Kuthalian congeries such documents as

In- thought could be attributed to Kuthalius him-

self rather than to his successors, Evagrius ,u

others: our present aim must be the exact con-

verse of this, namely, to discriminate what can

In- aiinl'iited to Evagrius or other predecessor
bei'me Kuthalius set his hand to the collection.

NYith this view we proceed, firstly, to draw up a

list oi the Pauline documents contained in Xiicagni's

edition, and, secondly, to enumerate the MIIIICC-.

earlier than the 7th'cent. which include any ot

It is p ( n. .; worth while in this connexion to call aid nticn

bo ttii i t tbo Aota, which W6 know to have 1 u

i
. i,' date before 735. The Uiint . m n tin;,' Imml,

\\hich is I ! '> the 7th cent., aililt.t n. the H..I.IN .>

.ions which np].ir i- I" -illur th..-t- t.f

Ku;li:i!i i at least closely related lu theiu.
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tliis Euthalian matter, since so much at least must
be earlier than Euthalius himself.

1. COMPLETE LIST OF EUTUALIAS DOCUMENTS
(with reference to the pages of Zacagni's edition).

(i.) p. 515: jrpiXoyos TrpoTaacroficvos TIV i5' e'jricrro-

\uv Ilai/Xou. A sketch of hrstly the life, secondly
the writings, thirdly the chronology of St. Paul :

the latter is summarized, saj's the writer, from the

XpoviKoi Kav&ves of Eusebius Pamphili, though in

fact the History of the same author appears to be
as largely employed. At the end of the second
section of this prologue, the analysis of the Epistles,
some indication is given of what the reader may
expect to lind in the sequel : TO. ntv KO.T' eViro/iTji'

Trap 7}^.C,tf fip7)<70lij TTfpL OiilTttUf CTTL TOffOUTOV KO.O EKCLffTTJlf

df avvTOfjius erLffTaXfyv tv rots. ei)j irpora.^ofj.fv rr]v rZv

KerpaXaiuv t-KQeffiv evl rdv <ro(puTu.T{jji> Tivl Kai <pt\oxpL&-
TOJP TCLTfpw Tjfj.uv Trewov^fjutvTiv ov fJ.rji>

dXXd KO.I TT]V

rCiv a.va.yviHaeii)v a.KpifieffTdTT)v rofJ.'f}v, TT)V re \_v.l. 5]
TUV 6('.UV /tapri'ptwJ' fl'O.TTjSeKTOl' eupefftf rj/J.fi^ TCX_VO'

Xo-y^crai'Tes dceKetpaXaiwtrdjiietfa eVcirope vjjuepot TTJ rrjs

iy0*)s avayvuffec f'KdTjffbfj.eBa. 5' oiV ravT-qv evBvs /xerd

TovSe TOV Trpo\oyoi>. That is to say, immediately
after the prologue should come a convenient and

summary conspectus of the quotations in the

Epistles; while to each several epistle would be

prefixed a list of its chapters, taken over from an
earlier Father. What the 'exact division of the

dvayvwfeis
'

means, whether it was taken over from
the earlier Father or, like the list of quotations,
was an original work, and in the latter case

whether it too came immediately after the pro-

logue, are more difficult questions, the considera-

tion of which must for the moment be postponed.
(ii. ) p. 535 : fj.apTi'ptov llai'Xoi*. A brief statement

of the Apostle's martyrdom at Rome, important
as containing a note that the interval since the

martyrdom was 330 years 'down to the present
consulship, Arcadius IV. Honoring III.,' i.e. A.D.

3?6. One particular class of the AISS contains also

the further note that 63 years had elapsed between
the Last mentioned consulship and 'this present
consulship, Leo Augustus I.,' i.e. A.D. 458. In
view both of the statements in the prologue (see

just above) and of the order of the documents, e.g.,

in the Naples MS (see p. 52Sb
, below), it is doubtful

whether the Martyi-iiiM is in its proper place here

unless, indeed, it is to be treated (as perhaps it

should be) as a mere appendix to the prologue.
(lli.) p. 537 '. avaKf<pa.\aiti}ffis T^V a.vayi'uffem' KCLL u}v

i:XOufft KftpaXaiwi1 nai //apTi'p:.2p KO.Q eKaffryjif TrtffTo\rjV

TOU aTrcWTvXoi' Kai Saw KOL<rrrj TOVTUV ffTixuv ri'yxa.i'Ci.

A summary of the 'lections' for each epistle of

the Apostle ; and how many chapters, how many
quotations, how many verses each 'lection' con-

tains. In this case there is no doubt that the

dvdyvufis or lection is a division of an epistle,

containing several Ke0d\cua or chapters. The
<mx<>! is presumably the measured line of 16

syllables, equivalent to a hexameter verse.* Thus
the Epistle to the Romans contained 5 lections,
19 chapters, 48 quotations, 820 verses. It may be
added that the number of (n-t'xoi is noted not only
for the actual text of the Epistles, but for several

of the accompanying documents, for instance, the

prologue is reckoned at 300 trrixoi, the Martynum
(not including the second date) at 16 <mx<,t the

summary with which we .are now concerned at 60

crri\oi, and it may be conjectured that their pres-
ence or absence is a criterion which distinguishes
one stratum from another in the ' Euthalian

'

collection.

(iv. ) p. 542 : irptiypanna. Introduction (of 7 <TTIXOI)

to No. v. (summary table of Scripture quotations),

explaining the use of black and red numerals in

*
See, further, for the meaning: of ffr.^o-, p. 527h , below.

t But in the case of the prologue and the Karlyrium the

**.%<( are not ifiven hi all of Zacayni's MSS.

the following table [this will be best understood
from a concrete case ; see the next paragraph] :

every red numeral would be found repeated in the

margin of the text itself ; the series of both red
and black numerals would begin afresh for each

epistle.

(v. ) p. 542: dfcu-e<paXaiWis Sdwv fiaprvpiuv (78

(m'xoc). Carrying out the rules just given, the
table begins as follows :

' In the Epistle to the
Romans xlviii. [quotations]; Genesis vi., namely,
6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13 ; Exodus iii., namely, 15, 16, 40,'

and so on, meaning that the six quotations from
Genesis are the 6th, Sth, 9th, llth, 12th, and 13th
in order among the 48 OT quotations in Romans.
The numbers here represented in roman numerals
would be black letters in the Greek, those in arable

numerals would be red, and the same red letters

would be found opposite to the quotations in the

body of the text : thus in the margin of Ro 43

iiriaTewrev Si 'A/3pad,u TW ffetf, K.T.\., we should expect
'

Vfviaeus, and of Ro 4 17
ircT-fpa jroXXii' eSvCiv rtSfiKa,

(re, we should expect t] Feveffeus (the numeral in

each case in red), meaning that the quotations
came from Genesis, and were respectively the sixth

and eighth OT quotations made in the epistle.

(vi. ) p. 540. List of the places from which tlie

Epistles were written (12 ari-^oi).

(vii.) p. 547. List of the names associated with
St. Paul's in the headings to the Epistles (12 ari\oi.).

(viii.) p. 548 : wpaypifj.fj.0. (not reckoned by <jTix<").

Introduction to No. ix. (second or fuller table of

Scripture quotations), explaining that all St. 1'anl's

quotations would be found written in full, with
the name of the book from which each was taken,
and with two numbers, red and black respectively :

the red signilicd the place in the series of quota-
tions contained in that particular epistle, a fresh

reckoning in red beginning with each epistle,
while the numeration in black was continuous

throughout the Epistles, and signified the number
in the series of quotations taken frum that par-
ticular book of the OT. The same red number
(but not the black) recurred in the margin of the
text at the point where the quotation was made.

(ix.) p. 549: di/a0ciX<itw(ns Bfluv /tapTvpiuv (not
reckoned by orixot). To illustrate the above rule,
let us turn to the table for 1 Corinthians, and we
should find it begin somewhat thus : A' 'H<raioi< irpo-

tpt'lTOV IE' ttTToXu) TT\V GOrptCLV T^jV GOfpClV KO.I TT\V ffVfCfftP

rZv GvverZiv a.6(T-?i<ra, where the A' would be in red,

signifying the first quotation in 1 Corinthians, and
the IE' in black, signifying the fifteenth quotation
from Isaiah, fourteen having been marked already
in Romans.* Now it seems obvious that (viii.) (ix.)

are not additional to, but a substitution for, the

other table of Scripture quotations described above

(iv. ) (v. ) : the title is the same, irp6ypaij.fi.a.' avaufQi-
XaiWis ffeius> /j.aprvpi.Zi' : the use of the red numbers
in the summaries and in the margin of the text is

the same, but the use of the black numbers is dif-

ferent and inconsistent : the arixoi are reckoned
for the first table, but not for the second. Either

table is useful taken by itself, but the table of

No. ix. gives more information than that of No. v. :

its black numeration being continuous throughout
the Epistles, it enables the reader to see at a

glance the total amount of use which St. Paul's

writings make of any particular OT book. Which
of the two is the table promised in the prologue, is

a question we need not yet finally answer ; but
we shall hardly be wrong in supposing that they
represent different strata in the development of

the collection, and the natural hypothesis to start

from will be that the fuller and more elaborate

one is the later.

*
Zaca-^ni inserts a third numeration, which he admits is not

in the JISS ; he has misunderstood, as Robinson (EitUuUuuia,
p. ll>> points out, the lan^ua^e of the a>c/,:,*t.
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(x.) I>. 560. List nf tin- 14 epi,|h-s of St. Paul ;

probably connected with what follow*.

(xi.) p. ill". '\Vliv tlir epistles nf Paul are
called II?' This is taken from the same source a>

tin- next piece.

(xii.l I'. ,"i7i': iirbOcru TrpuiTijt irpos PoiMa'oi'S Vi-

ffToXijs (iiifi/iif rat'Tiii' irurrfiAti d?rd Ko/>ii"',.i .
, r

> -t\f<oi TTJK ^iruTo\)>i. This and the preceding
re MI ii'. as Mattha-i ;i:n| MIM Di. I, -i- 1 1 nt/ have |H lint i-il

imt, from tin- pseudo-Athanasian Ny'.//v/.v xm'i-ir

,-<r. lint tin" tliat r'.uthaliu* i* transferred
I" Hi.- Till cent., 111. iv i< no reason why niiitli-r

which -

Kiltlialian
' MSS have hoi i, iwed from the

/ynOim* Sould nut ha\r I. rcil hoi rowed by I .ill ha
lius himself. These piece* cannot havi- belonged
to the collection ill its original, or what we ma\
v. it In .111 piojudicc call tin- Kvagrian. form: tha't

t-li>-\ came to it through Kiitliuliiis himself i* prob-
ul.le enough, hut i- one of the many tiling that
filllllot lie (leeisively assort eil until we haM-liioie
know h'i l-_-c di thi- MSS. None of the last three

piece* are reckoned liy arixoi.

(xiii.) ]>. 573: lutltatt KKf>a\aiui> Ka,9o\iK<ar faff'

(KdffTrtv eiriffTO\Trjv rou 'Airo0"ru\oi', (\ovrwv riv^v Kdi

Hfpixdf riraStaifteaci! rat Sid foi" Kivvaftdpfus.
'

l,i*t of

all the chapters in each epistle ..f the A p. >*tle, *ome
chapters having also siiliilivisioiis : ami *u.-h siib-

divi-ioti* are marked in veil.' N.>llnn-_ foliows
tlii* title in Xacagni'* edition; and it is on the.

whole probable that nothing wa* meant to follow,
Imt that the title serves as n general introduction
to the chapter-lists which precede < a< h individual

epitle. That fur the Komnns immediately follows.
(Xlv. p. .i,3: ive0d\cua T.7S Tpis 'Pwuatoi"; Viijro\775

id' (37 ffri'xoi). In the list which follows, one
chapter, the 17th. ha* *uhdi\ i*ioiis : in other
i-pistlos their Kfif>i\aia (together \\ith the p-i-udo.
Athanasian HI-IIH :n nln ,-ne gi\-en lat. r on in Xaca-
gni -iilidivisi.ui, are rather more frequent. There
can ! no dou lit that t h. -< ehaptei li-i- corri's|ioml
r\actl\ \\iih the scheme outlined under No. xiii.

(xi !

p. ."i7'i : varitE Icctione.t to the l-'.pi^tlc-.
What ou^ht to have ap]ienred here i-- the lext of
the F.pi-tlo- a- contained in the Kuthalian MSS :

I. in. in order no donbt to save spa. .. /.T.Mjni only
collated them with .1. Morin's 1'ar.- N l> V.D. lli'Jsi.

This li~t of various readings does not concern us,
save in sn far as we may note that e\eiy .loth

o-rixos is marked in the margin il!<> I'** CTTI'XO! <',

2" vrixoi p. and so on . and that each cpi-llc ha*
a snh-cri|itiun si^nifyin^ ("} it* place of writing

of. No. vi. ahove, anil (*) the nuniher of o--ixoi
contained in it; ".oncvaiu also (c) its hearer. Thus
for 1 Corinthians, Hpjj KofnvOiom a eypaQri dirA

QiMmiir Sid ^re^ava. nai <boproivdrou vai 'A.xa\'KOv
leal TinoWow (TTi^oi uo (870) : for Titus, Ilpli! TITOK

r^t KpijTuv tKK\Ti<rias Trp^rov (Ti/rKoirov XftpoTovriSivra
(ypdiftij dvi> NmoToXfws TI;J Jlaiieoon'as' ffrixoi of
(107).

_'. S'lC/.v/.-.s- KAni.IER TIIAX T1IK XKVKXTII
CENTURY Wllli'll IXCLL'DB A.\y EUTBALTAS
MATTl i:. To show how much of all thi* matte)
i* earlier than Entholiua w i- have the diicit evi-
dence of the fragmentary lit h centllrj MS ,,f t he
Pauline epistle* known a* H, reinforced up to a
certain point hy the Naplc* codex, and the I.--*

din-el evidence' oi \aiiou* SMI.,, \]*,s M f the

Epistles written I.CMVCCH too and 625 V.D.,aawell
as the dates contained in the .'/"/

' rium r<mii.
[a I 'odex H wa- once a complete MS ..! the

epistles oi St. Paul, and l-lonjed appaieiit l\
'"' r ..... 1 1 ..... nd of the i nth cent. t.. the monastery
of At liana *iu* on Moiinl A.tllO8, where il \va taken

j is lli.- Km] , I,-M ,,i

the EputJea, as collected out of Za .

I !, 920;lCorin.
tlii:in-, 870 . 2 Corinthl aa, 090; Go Ephi
PDiHppians, 208 : C'olossians, M -

i
.

:
> Th.-s.

ll.-l.i-w-. '"
, 1 I,i Tiniuthy 17"-

TII,,-. 107 [bat codes 11 gives 97J; I i lli in i
, IT.

to pice,-*, and the lean -..or many of ili.-m. were

employ.! ill tile hind I II- of oi llel MSS. The leaves
lllll* di*trilmtcd accompanii-d ot COUrSG I he MSS
with which they had In. n ine.n

p,,i
.11, d, and are

now dispersed throughout Kuropc : of the 41 l.-.u.-*

known to e\i*t, s ale *lill at .\tho*. _'_' aie at

1'aii*. -_' at Turin, and the remaining !l in \aiion*
Ku*-ian lihraries. Portions of nine epi*th-* are

i-li-*eneil,

the only one* linrepre*elilei| heine;
foimin*, F.plie*ians, 1'hilippians, '2 Thc-*alonian-,

Pliih-nioii. The si^nalures P.T and ^9' (411 and 40)
have been deciphered at He 12'- and 1 Ti i, re

sprctivoly : from which it may be reckoned that
each gathering contained nearly three p:i

\Vc*tcott and Hurt's smaller edition; and thai, a*
the whole matter down to He 12'- occupies al.oiu

liJ2 Jia^e-s in that edition, while 46 j;atlieriii._'s
would 1^ eijuivalent to 130 pages, the MS must
have originally contained enough in the way of ad-
ditional or prefatory matter, other than Kf>d\aia,*
to account for the halancc hctuecn the two h

A complete transcription of all the 41 leaves was
published iii lss;t l.y M. Henri Oinont (Xuticcs et

Exti tits, \\xiii. 1); Dr. liobinson in his Euthtli-
"ii", ]i|i. 4S liO. added part* of 16 more pncs, which
he restored from the 'set-oil' or tra<-e* \\ hich these

pa-,-!-*, before they were lost, had left of their
text on the pa^es that were originally next to
them. From tliese two sources, combined with
1 >r. Kin haul's paper, it results that codex H is

di*tiir_'iiished by tiie following characteristics :

a. The manuscript is written in 'sense lines.'

At a time when manuscripts were written without
anything like a developed system of punctuation,
some imitation of the arrangement that already
existed tor the poetical books of the OT was one
obvious means of lilling the gap ; the end of each
arixos, or '

verse,' was made to correspond to some
sort of break in the sense, and, so far, was more or
les* equivalent to a comma. l?ut as the original
<mxos was the hexameter line, and this always
remained the standard by which in ordinary cases
the M/e of boo!;s or chapters was calculated, the
sense CTT/XOJ naturally aimed at something like the
*ame average length, and was therefore often a
good deal shorter than the modern interval between
comma and comma. Conversely, it was much
longer than the actual line of a MS written, as
so many uncial MSS were written, in narrow
columns-. In codex H itself (to judge from Dr.
Kol.inson's transcriptions) the line in the literal

sense never contains more than 21 letters, and the
orfxos which is distinguished by beginning further
"in to the left than the lines in the middle of a
<rrix<>s do covers one, two, three, or sometimes
even four, lines : the average is a little over two
line*, and apparently aliout 37 letters.

To each epistle of which the commencement
i- extant i* pielixed a table of Kdf>d\am : the whole
of that tor 1 Timothy la'-ij;'), and part of those for
Galatiana (('-i|3'), Hebrews (f-io'), and Titus (jf-r),
are preserved. In two instances, chapters f
ML! "'of Hebrews, subdivisions are also marked,
a' ,i' -/' in the first case, /3' only in the second : tliese
subdivisions are marked in red (Piobinson, p. Gli).

Tim* we have here substantial equivalence between
codex H and Xacagni, Nos. xiii., xiv.

-,. At Col 2' and 35 the letters r' and 9', at
2 Ti 2' and -_

>H t the letters y and S', at Tit ii
2 the

letter-,, arc h-il.le in the margin, indicating the
commencement ill the text of the chapters m.u k.d
by tl orrcspomling numbers in the list. It does
not appear that Zacagni's apparatus anywhere

Ttit- xi:>.v.et nre included in the reckoning ju
ii" threi ktherinn on whicb that rcck-min..' ii lu*.<l
tin *:., T., i,, r i nuiothy, reckoned at 82 rr<.

' Bee Hi. lupplemenUry notca to M. uiuuui'i trans. r,ii m
uolnnaon, i-

i *.
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definitely promises that the chapters should be
marked in the body of the text ; but the analogy
of the procedure with regard to the OT citations

demands it ;
and the fact that Zacagni, in his Latin

translations of the chapter-tables, inserts through-
out the references to our own chapters and verses,
seems to show that his MSS do actually mark the
commencements in question.

8. The OT quotations in the text are noted in

the margin, and are clearly intended to be num-
bered through for each epistle. Thus at 1 Co 10-

we have ia' i^aXn. icy (i.e. Ps 23, eleventh quotation
in the epistle), and at He2'-tf'

^oX/i. na, 2 13
i"H<mi'oi>,

2W ia 'Htrofov (i.e. Ps 21 supplies the ninth, Isaiah
the tenth and eleventh quotations for the epistle) ;

if at He I
5 - 6 ' ' 8 we have only BacnX.

, Aeurepoi-OjU. ,

^aX/u., \lra\fi. fiS', this shows that the system is

not systematically carried out, and confirms what
other indications suggest, namely, that codex H
is not an original, but a copy, and not always an
accurate copy. To which of Zacagni's two tables

of OT quotations Nos. iv.
, v., or Nos. viii., ix.

these marginal annotations correspond, there is

so far nothing to decide.

e. The number of ari-^oi is noted at the end of

each chapter-table, and at the end of the text of

eacli epistle. Thus the /tf0dXaia for 1 Timothy are
22 <TT(X<", for Titus 8 ; the text of Hebrews con-
tains 703, that of Titus 97. That every 50th arixos
was also noted in the margin our authorities do
not apparently say ; but the Naples codex (see

immediately below) proves that Evagrius included
that method in his system, and codex H is through
its subscription connected clearly enough with

Evagrius. In the case of the chapter-tables, as
also of all documents such as the prologue, the

Martyrium, and the like, there can be no doubt
that the orixos was the line of hexameter length
(reckoned equivalent to 16 syllables or 30 letters) :

but it is possible that for the text of the epistles,

arranged as it was in sense orlxoi, these latter

were themselves taken as the basis of calculation.

The practical difference would not be great, for we
have seen (p. 527 b

, above) that the sense <rrixs in

codex H averaged about 37 letters.

f. The subscriptions to the individual epistles
contain, besides the number of arixot, similar his-

torical data to those given in Zacagni. Thus for

Titus : Xlcu'-Xou diroffTuXou {iriffroXy irpos TITOV TTJS

j dtrb NtKOTruXetus TTJS Ma/ceooWas, as in Zacagni
(p. 527*, above).

17. The subscription to the whole MS records
that '

I [Evagrius *] wrote for public use this volume
of Paul the Apostle in orix<" to the best of my
ability, with a view to making reading easier for

our brethren . . . and the book was compared
with the copy at Cresarea in the library, written by
the hand of the holy Pamphilus.'

(4) We have seen that codex H, to judge from
its size, must in all probability have contained

prefatory matter before the text and K0dXaia of

the Epistles ; and some light is thrown upon this

question of the apparatus of Evagrian MSS by the

only other MS yet known which contains Evagrius'
name, Naples II. a 7 ; though, as the MS is of later

date than Euthalius, it must not be too hastily
assumed that all its contents are Evagrian rather
than Euthalian. Unfortunately, our knowledge of

the details of its text is not yet complete ; but the
old Naples catalogue of 1826 (Codices grwci MSS
region bibltotheca: Borboniei descripti atquc illustrali

a Salvatore Cyrillo, pp. 13-24) enumerates the fol-

lowing contents: Fol. 1, prologue of Euthalius to
the Acts, but without his name ; fol. 3, second

prologue to the Acts irdXat KQ.L TrpoTrdXat . . .

ireTroiT/rcu rairr^v this has now been published in
* As restored by Ehrhard, see above, p. 525*.

the American Journal of Theology (ii. [1898] 353-

387) by Dr. E. von Dobschiitz, who assigns it,

apparently on good grounds, to Theodore of Mop-
snestia's commentary ; fol. 7, list of chapters, and

summary of OT citations, in Acts; fol. 11, text of

Acts ; fol. 41, [Euthalian] prologue to the Catholic

epistles ; fol. 42, artjumtntit, lists of chapters, and
text of the Catholic epistles; fol. 56, [Euthalian]

prologue to the Pauline epistles, followed by the

summary of lections (Zacagni, Nos. i. and iii.); fol.

06, artfitinciitit, lists of chapters (Zacagni, Nos. xii.

and xiv.), and text of the Pauline epistles, followed

by the Martyrium Pauli (Zacagni, No. ii.) ami the
note Ei'd'/pios lypa^a (as in codex H, save that the

Nttvigatio Prmli, eKa.TJpTa.pxos . . . dvnv^xdijtra.v t
is

intercalated into the middle of it); fol. 122, the

opening chapters of the Apocalypse. Thus the
name Euthalius seems not to appear anywhere
in the MS, while the name Evagrius appears in

the note which concludes the Pauline matter.
But we further learn from other sources (see

Itobinsoii, p. 6) that yet a second note contains
the name Evagrius, namely, that which is appended
to the summary of lections: in Zacagni, p. 541,
this is in the lirst person, but anonymous ;

in the

Naples MS it runs,
'

I, Evagrius, have distinguished
the lections, and have made an accurate sticho-

metry for the whole book of the Apostle by marking
every 50th UTI'XOS, and have set out the chapters
of each lection and the citations contained in it,

and also the number of irrixoi in the lection.'

Thus the testimony of tiie Naples MS, late as it

is, definitely vindicates for Evagrius, and there-

fore for the pre - Euthalian edition of St. Paul,

something more than codex H in its mutilated
condition was able to do, namely Zacagni's No. iii.

Putting the evidence of the two MSS together,
we see that before the year 600 and if we, are

right in treating codex H as already a rather

corrupt exemplar of the edition, we might say
before the year 500 a certain Evagrius published
an edition of the Pauline epistles, with the text

arranged
'

colometrically
'

in sense lines ; with
OT references marked in the margin, and num-
bered through for each epistle: with an elaborate

arrangement of chapters and subdivisions of

chapters in black and red ; with calculation of

the stichometry, not only of the text itself of the

Epistles (guaranteed by a mark at every 50th

ff-Ti'xos), but even of the editor's chapter headings ;

with a subscription to each epistle giving geo-

graphical and personal information ; and, finally,
with some prefatory matter, including at least a
continuous table of 'lections' for the whole series

of Epistles, in which the number of chapters,
citations, and orix 01 contained in each lection wao

separately enumerated.

(c) In attempting to fix with more precision the
date of the edition of Evagrius, the evidence of

the early Syriac MSS of the Pauline epistles will

have to be taken into account. Wright's British

Museum catalogue comprises several MSS anterior

to the time of Euthalius. and three or four of them

may possibly contain Euthalian matter. Cod.
cxxxiii. (Add. 144713), sa-c. v.-vi., divides Romans
into 21 sections by Greek letters, and lias a further

mark, found occasionally throughout the Epistles,

consisting of a single Syriae letter; but no de-

tails are given which would make it possible to

say whether or no these are Euthalian (Evagrian)

chapters. Cod. cxxxiv. (Add. 144SO), sa>c. v.-vi.,

has the same place-colophons as Evagrius, in-

cluding 1 Corinthians ' from Philippi of Macedonia,'
and 1 Timothy 'from Laodicea,' and also a

reckoning of the <m'x<" for each epistle. In cod.

cxxxviii. (Add. 14477), S.TC. vi.-vii., the colophons
give not only the place of writing and the number
of arlxoi, but also in each case the bearers of the

1
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epistle ;

*
anil for 2 Til i lot hy, Titus, and Philemon

I III' XI Mir personal details as ill /ai-a^m's tr\t i,-I I li I

lll.-lrl.iH' ill lllCra-l' ill' Tlllls, sec
|i.

,l2-i
K

. above,

the same as in codex II i. <m tin' other hand, the

Ktichomctry of these MSS dues not appear 1" coin

cide \\ith tliat lit" Kiithalius. Finally, cod. cxli.

(Ailil. IHTsi. AH. (122. lias marginal ni.lr-, in

dicaling tin- sources of tin- Apostle's ^notations,
wliirli would seem to be ol

'

Euthalian' Kvagrian)
origin. Further investigation of this line of in-

i|iui\. which promises to In- no! without fruit,

mii-l In' It-It to Syriar scholars; lint even \\itliout

Syriae evidence there is ground t-non^li on the

I. reek side to push hack tli.- l-'.\av.riaii nucleus ol

I In- Knl halian rilition into t hi- .")! li cent my.
(i/} This being si,, tin. witness of tlir martyrium

1 'null In a precise dating at t he end of t lie It li cent .

acquires enhanced importance, It has been seen

that that document (ZaCftgni's No. ii.i isilalfil by
its writer in 'M(\. while tun' lirancli of the .MS tra-

ilition ailils tin' supplementary ilaif of a redactor

in 4,'iS. 'I'll.' I|IM -iiment is so liriff that it hanlly
seems likely to have lirrn Inn-rowed, rather than

c'oni].i'si-il. lor the edition ol tin- Kpistles : ami if it

was composed fur it, the wholf Kvaxiian edition is

naturally brought into iniiiifdiati' connexion with
that \e.-u. lint, a^ain, an Kvagrius who was

writing in '.VM coiilil surely I" 1 n" other than the

well known theologian ami writer who was trained

by I'-asil ami his lirother ( Irceory. who, after varieil

e\|ierieiu-es in Cappadocia, Constantinople, ami
.li-iiisaleiii. souc/ht refu._'e ai -j tin' ascetics of

Nit i i.-i ami Sci-tis, w hen' hi' ininiliereil Kulinus ami
I'allailins among his |i\i]iils,

ami where he poured
out I k after liook. for tin- bem-lit of his fellow

usi -et ics. till his death in 3W or ."ii'.l. I I in- phrase in

the Kvagriau colophon of eode\ II, -ix ratf' 7),uas

oL&(\<f>vv, suggests thai the writer was living thi>

iniinastic lili-, and so far would hear out the hypo-
thesis; but it remains n hypothesis still, and

nothing is more necessary in threading our way
through tin' nia/es of the Kut halian lahyrintli
than to keep clear the distinction lietwccn hypo,
thesis ami ascertained fact. The value of such .,

hypothesis at this st.-i^r is rather to surest lines

Of ini|iiiry, and to ^IM' point and direction to the

further investigation of manUSCripta which 11111-1

pieccile linal jndgnieD f

\Ve have now em.ii^h inati'rial at our di.-posal
to turn hack to the li-t ol Xai-a^ni's l-'nlhalian

matter i

p. .VJii'i. anil to tlislin^nish roughly how
linirli ot it is K\aj,'rian, or, at any late, pre-
Knthalian. The Hue tiutliorsliip of the lirst piece,
the prologue, is the im.si ililt'nult, as well as the

in..-! important, problem left lor discussion, and
cannot he settle. I oil' hand, lint for the rest a

rapid summary will sullice. No. ii. is dated at

:t'.ir, i t.'isi A. ii.", ami is therefor-- pre
- Euthalian.

whether or no it is Kvaxi'ian. No. ui. is vindicated
for Kvnyriiis by the Naph-.s MS. N.I-. i\. and v. -o

h.^elhe], as ilo Nos. \ui. and i\.: thi'~e two pairs
of documents arc altnnalne to one another, an I

therefore of different authorship ;
the probabilities-

me that tin' one paii is Kva^iian, ll ther Kuth-

alian, aml.il so. the simpler method and briefer

slatemi'iil of Nos. iv. ami v. indicate the ear-

lier editor. Nos. vi. andvii. may be Kva^riaii. but

are in any case le--. important. Ns. \ iii and i\.

are probahlv, as ha~ ju-t liceii -aid. Kuthaliiis' ile-

M'lopmi'iit of Nos. iv. ami v. No-. \.. \i.. xii. nre

not l'.\ai:ii.-in. and ind 1 arc in. -..11-1-11-111 with

Kva^rius: their source is in lln- ]i-.-udo .\thana-ia n

synopsis: but if ue ie-ar.1 Km ha I in- a- a compiler,
then- is nu re.-I-,, n why it -hoiild not hu\e li.-.-n In-

\ho I'lierafletl u[ion the Kva^rian stock niateiial

borrowed from ]i-emlo A thana-iu-. N.>-. \iii. and

Zaoui;!.!
1

- h i on Itl the U.mrs l..r liul., 1 Thcss., 2 Tht-ss.,
1 Tim., -J Tim., Titus.

EXTRA VOL. 34

\n. an- again Kvagrian, and so is the apparatus
to the text ill No. XV.

Tin- I inn- has perhaps hardly come tor expre-sing
even a hypothetical \iewahont the authorship of

the prologue. If it proceeds from Kuthaliiis. then
the 'Father' from whom the system of chapter
divisions \\a- taken OM-I i p. .~i2ii'. abovcp was no
doubt Kvagiiiis; it Kvagnus him-rlt \\ioi-- in

these terms, the Father to whom In- a.-kno\v|.-d_. d

himself imlelit.-d may well have been I'amphiliis.
If Kuthaliiis was the author, then the dvaynlxrfar

TOfj.a.1 will probably mean I he colomcl i ical airang-'-
nient of the text, since that is the -.-n-e ol the

parallel passages in the prologue to Acts; but if

K\agi in-, then the words most naturally r. l.-r

to the arrangement by lection-, -iiinman/.ed in

Zaeagni's No. iii.. which, as we have seen, was cer-

tainly part of Kvagrius' work. One would natui-

lilly prefer the alternative which would eonm t

the prologue with the earlier Kvagriau cditi.ni;

but it is not impossible that it may prove to lie of

composite origin an Kvagriau nucleus worked up
and developed by Kuthaliiis.

Here, again, little advance can be made without
more know ledge of MSS. and it is certainly strange
that no attempt has been made to produce a m
critical edition than /acagni's ol the Kuthalian

apparatus. This inquiry may tli.-n l.ne be fitly

brought to a close by a tentative and doubtless very

imperfect enumeration of early Euthalian MSS
(1) 11,',-n iiiriiuin .l/.s'.S' ii-itli Eittltiiliuii ii/i/i"ntt-lU

(see above, p. 4S.V')

Milan Ambros. C 295 inf., SJPC. x.

1'aiis coislin 27, sa-c. x. ; i-oislin 2s. A.D.

In.'iti ; coislin 30, s;ec. xi. ;
coislin 224, sa-c.

xi. ; gr. 219, site. xi. ; gr. 223, sa-e. xi. ; gr.

224, sii-c. x.

I'almos i,
, sa-c. xi.

\'cnici' Marcianus 34, s,-ec. xi.

(2) .\iiii-n,-i'iiiiii'iiiif>i MSS with Euthalian "jipa-
rut n x

I'.a-le AN iii. 11. siee. xi.
;
AN iv. 2, s;ee. x.

London lint. Mus. 28810, A.U. 1111.

Naples II a 7, sice, xi. ?; II a 8, sii'f. x.-xi.

(Kiortl Christ Church Wake 12, sjec. xi. ;

Wake 3S, sa-c. xi.

Paris .-a in. ;i (Grace-Armenian), sxc. xi. ; gr.
ln.'i i tiagmi'iitary i. sn-c. X.

Koine Vatie. gr. :iii3. s:ec. xi. ; gr. 10,'iil (Zaca-

gni's rryplofciiatensisi. A.D. 1037; gr.

17til l/iie.-iu'in s l.olliiiiiinnsi, sa'f. xi. ; Vat.

I i bin. gr. 3, siee. xi. : Vat. Keg. gr. 29,
s.-i-r. xi. : Vat. Keg. gr. 179 (Zacagni's Kegio-
Ale.xandrinus), sa-e. xi.

I.fDEX OF THE WRITERS, ETC., DEALT WITH ABOVB.

Anti-ins of ( ':. sir. ;i. |s4 b_ Jgg., 497., 5'W*, 624.
\- inil'. !:( b.

A. -IIU-. i "!'.

Al.-viinli-r. 'tin- iin.-ii nt lieretic,' 485, 489 h.*

Ak-\iin.l.-r .-( Ni,-:i a, rr^'J".

AN Aiinilnii. s.l 1. See Clement, Ori^-cn, Hiilvmns, Isidore,

Oyrll.
Alli-L-irv : in nl.ili.ui to Ori^en, 4(IS, 49(>-> ; lliodore, 5til

;

-t.nii. .'."I''; Theotlore, 509 ; Isidore, M4 1 '

,

- ml,
nt, 521*.

Ainiiluriiis, M()b.
.,1 Mil.-in, 5Hlb, 511b, 522b, 65b.

Ainl,r..si;,si, r .
t i i,. 4Blb, Slflb, 511.

Aii.islu.iiH, |s-u. ;,'."Jb.

\lnll. .. "* b.

Ann- i I84h, 4"b, S00- b, 501, S08- b, 5V> '-.

'". See Theodore ol

:
I u:irip, Ennomius, Ilii.Klore, John I'lirv-

.,,-;,, In, s, ' -11. 1, l-l.t.,1-

doret, ... in, ,il ins. Theodore the Monk.
\n [a IHIS 1,1 I-;,, I, in. us. .,n7- b.

ApoUlnarl i, 484b, 485", 487, 48S, 494", 41>; . l'-7.

MO '-. .',-."> b.

Apolloniu, 484b.

-
, ml. ,,, Ogurcl indicat* tluit rt-lerred to ii

devoted u-liMy to the subject in qu.
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Aquila, 518", 523''.

Archelaus the bishop, 522b.

Arethas of C;esarea, 485"- b, 492a
, 523*.

Arianisni, 49s-'-
'', 500a - b

.

Asterius, 49S 1

', 51S".

Athanasius, 497", 498''-499, 508", 522b
, 525I>.

Athanasius, pseudo-, 527a, 529a .

Augustine, 502'', 525b.

Barsanuphius, 49G' 1
.

Basil, 480"- b
, 491I>, 497, 498M99", 500b 515", 521b 522a - 1> 54"

529".

Basilides, 520h .

C^sarius, 497", 522l>.

Cirterius, 497".

Cissiodorus, 484'', 49flb, 499b , 504b , 515", 520*.

Catena;, origin, history, characteristics of, 485", 4S7b-4S9", 495b

49Sb, 49:), 500, 5151', 518", 521 b-524".

Clement of Alexandria, 484b , 480", 489b
,
4921' 4978 515.1

521", 522" b
, 5231;.

Council of Chalcedon (451 A.D.) 503'', 513", 510', 517'', 523".
,, Constantinople (553 A.D.) 509b

, 510".

Constantinople (080 A.D.) 525''.

Ephesus (431 A.II.) 508', 513", 517- \
Lateran (049 A.D.) 525b.

Mopsuestia (550 A.D.) 50Sb.

Nica;a (787 A.D.) 503", 515.
the Oak (403 A.D.) 514<>.

Tarsus (394 A.D.) 501*.

Cyprian, 481", 497".

Cyril of Alexandria, 485b , 486", 487". b, 438"- b
, 4S9", 497", 503,

508', 513", 514b-516", 617b 51Sb 519b 520!) 5lb 5-a. b
523". t>, 524a. b, 525b.

Cyril of Jerusalem, 522b.

Didymus of Alexandria, 4S4>>, 4S5, 4S7>>, 4S8b 489" 494 495"
496b

, 4!>7", 49'-Sai, 50()b, 522". b, 524 b .

Diodore of Tarsus, 4S4 1
', 485", 4S7", 488", 497", 498, 500" 590''-

501 1

', 508", 509b, 5H.b, 512', 5181>, 519-', 622"- b, 524b.
Dionysius of Alexandria, 484' 1

, 487", 496''-49'(b i

Dionysius the Areopagite, 480", 497", 522".

Ehed-jesu, 509". b, ail\
Ephraem of Antioch, 503b . 5n4b t 513*.
Eunomius of Cjzicue, 500*, 518*.
Eusebius of Ancyra, 517".
Eusebius of Cajsarea, 4841), 430\ 492h , 497, 497'>, 522b 523b S^ob

520" : Ilist. End., 484b, 489b, 520" b, 521", 520".
Eusebius of Emesa, 485", 487", 498"- b, 501", 521b.
Euthalius of Sulca, 484", 4&5b

, 489", 497", 511'', 524b-529 tl
.

Euthymiug Zigahenus, 485", 486', 486b . 487"- b.

Evagrius, 49<i'', 523"- b
, S24''-32Sb.

Facnndus of Hermiana, 503I>, 507", 508b, 510- b, 5111 jisa sisa
517b.

Oenuadius of Constantinonle, JSa*, 487-', 489", 497" S17>'-519"
520", 521b

, 522"- b
, 524"' >>.

Gennadius of Marseilles, 507b , 517h.

Un-icorv Nazianzen, 480'
t>, 49^, 411711 498b-499" 50Qb 515" sojb

5221), 523b.

Gregory Nyssen, 4S6", 497", 498 ll

-499', 50Ub 50Sb 509" 52""- b

523"b, 529".

Gregory I., pope, 510.
Heracleon, 4S9 1

'.

Heraclitus, 484 1

', 489' 1

.

Hilary of Poitiers, 510b.

Hippolvtus. 520b.

Hypatius, 522b .

I has of Edessa, 517b .

Irenajus, 484"- b, 522b.

Isidore of Peluaium, 484", 487", 497, 499b 502h S12h-514 1' 517b
518b, 522"- b, ftfjb

Jerome : on 1 Corinthians, 484h , 490", 492b, 497*. b
t 493*, 499^

500"- b, 501"
;
on Galatians, 484''-48, 489"- '', 493"- b 49$*. b'

499b
,
500"

; on Ephesians, 48&', 489b, 493b-495h , 499 h
,
500" ;

on 1 Thessalonians, 485", 490', 498", 500"- '', sola.
;
on Titus,

496b ; on Philemon, 490"- b
; contra Ituriiiutn, 491", 494",

495"- b, 500", ; da Viris llluttritiu, 4S9b,' 4971., 498" b, 4991,'
500'- b, 501"; other reft., 484", 490", 491 b 492 1 ' 494-' 497!'

498b, 500", 518".

Jerome, pseudo-, 512".
John. See Chr\ sostom.
John Climax. 489*.

John Damascene, 489", 497", 506b, 51Sb , 31S*- >>, 520", 522b, 524".
Jotin the 'exceptor,' 525 b

.

.Iithti Moschus, 521".

Josephus. 522'J, 523b .

Julian of Er-lanum, 502b.

Junilius, fil]^
1

', 511", 512a.

Justinian, 4SS', 491", 5"S b
, 513.

Lanfranc of (.'anttrlniry, 510 1

', 511.
Latin, see Translations into.
Leo I., pope, 517", 525h.

Leontius of Byzantium, 501, 504% 509b
, 513, 515", 522b.

Libanius, 514 b.

Liberatus of Carthage, 508b.

Lucian of Antioch, 49S-V

Marcellinus the Chronicler, 518a.
Marcion, 484", 489" K
Martin I., pope. Sliob.

Ua,xiuaus Confessor, 4S9, 497", 522b
, 525.

Methodius of Pata.ru, 4S6, 497, 522"- b
.

Monophysitism, 51 IS" b
, 513", 517"- b, 523"- b.

Muratorian Canon, 521.
Nestorianism, 508" b

, 509', 513", 516', 517'', 519.
Nicetas of Serra;, 486b, 487", 488".

Nicolas, 522 b
.

Nicolas of Reggio, 524".

Oecumenius, 48S-'-486", 480'\ 4S7a - b
, 488a - b

, 489", 497, 499", 507>.
515", 516b, 517b

, 518', 519 1

', 520", 521" b, 522" b
, 523"-324',

524 '>.

Origen, 484"- b
, 485", 487", 488", 489"- b, 490"-496b , 497"- b

, 4>S,
499b, 500"- b

, 512", 513", 516b
,
519b

,
52llb, 521 1

', 522"- b, 524^- b.
Pallailiua, 499b , 529".

Pamphilus, 4n, 491 b
, 493'', 490"- b, 528", 529b.

Paiitivnua, 48S 1

'.

Pn]iias, 520 1

', 521".

Pamtlcln Sacra, 4S4h.

Paul of Samosata, 509b.

Pelagianism, 51Sb

PelagiuB, 484", 512".

IVhitfius II., pope, 510".

Philip of Side, 497b.

Photius : il i/riabiUon, 4971
', 501 b

, 502' b, 5Q3b , 5n4><, oOSh , 60n,
513", 52l)- b

; Commentary on St. Paul, 4S5b, 487", 488b, 489",
497", 515b, 519', 519 1

'-52a^, 522^- b, 523". 524- b

Pierius, 4S4 b
,
49VJ.

Primasius, pseudo-, 512".

Priscillian, 4S7 b .

Rabanus Maurus, 510'', 511".

Rufinus of AquuYia, 490b-491 b
, 493b , 494-t95b , 496'-

h
, 4991^ 524b

529".

Rusticus, 508b.

Sedulius Scotus, 510b , 511".

Sun-nan of Gabala, 485'', 487", 489", 495b, 490", 497", 507'-508",
512", 521b, 522" b, 524^. li.

Severus of Antioch, 489", 5U7b, 508", 513", 516", 522" b
f 523*-l>.

Shenoute the Copt, 508".

Socrates, 491b
, 500b, 501"- b, 5021.

Sozomen, 501".

Stephen Gobar, 513".

Suidas, 501".

Symeon Logothetes, 489a .

Syriac, see Translations into.

Tertullian, 489"- b
.

Theodore of Alexandria, 510b .

Theodore of Heraclea, 484 b , 485", 488", 497b-498, 49S*1

,
500"- >.

Theodore of Slopsuestia, 484", 485 l>
,
487"- b

, 488"- '', 489" 495b

4:n;', 497", 500"- 1), 501'-, 507'', 50'-S12b
, 510b, 517", 518"- b.

519", 521b, 522". b, 523'>, 524b , 52Sb .

Theodore the Monk, 487", 510'), 51Sb
, 519'.

Theodore the Reader, 501".

Theodoret, 485b , 487", 489", 497", 498", 503b , 507", 510b , 512,
515 '-

b, Sl&'-5n'', 518"- b, 519". b, 521b_ 522". b, 524"- b.

Theoflulus chorepiscopus, 522".

Theophilus of Alexandria, 497", 514b.

Theophylact, 485", 486'- '', 487"- b, 506b , 519b.
Translations into Latin : (Uufinus] Origen on Romans, 49f;b_

491b ; Pamphilus, Apologia pro Oriytne, 491 b
, 493b , 4!;' ''

:

[Jerome] passages from Oi-igen on Galatians, 492" ; on Ephe-
sians, 494"-495b ; on 1 Thessalonians, 490" ; on Philemon,
496'- b

; from Theodore of Heraclea on 1 Corinthians. 4!h '
;

from Didymus on 1 Corinthians, 499b ; from Apollinaris on
Ephesians, 500" ; from Diodore on 1 Thessalonians, 501a :

[Facundus] passage from Theodore of fiJopsuestia on
Romans, 51l<" : [anonymous] Theodore of Mopsuestia on
Galatians-Philemon, 508b

,
510b-511b ; [Cassiodorus] Clement

of Alexandria on the Catholic epistles, 520'*.

Translations into Syriac : Chrysostom, 505" ; Theodore of Mop-
suestia, 508", 5o'9"- b

; letters of Isidore, 513'' ; Cyril, 515" h
,

51C" ; passage from Oecumenius, 523 1 '
; 'Euthaliau' appa-

ratus to Pauline epistles, 52Sb.

Valentinians, 484", 489b .

Victorinus Afer, 4S4b, 487b.

Victorinus of Pettau, onu 1

'.

VigUius, pope, 508b
,
510".

LITERATURE. Books dealing only with individual writers havu
been mentioned in the text of the article, and are not named
again here. Those of wider scope may be classified as (1) books
on Patristic literature in general, and (2) books on Patristic

exegesis in particular.
(1) For the ante-Nicene writers: Harnack's Gesckichle dcr

altctiristlicficn Litterattir bis Eusfbiuii: Ersti'r Thi'it, Dif

(TeberKeferung nnd dcr Bcstaiid (2 vols. Leipzig, 1893) is of
course invaluable ; the parts which touch most nearly the
subject-matter of this article fell to the share of Harnack's
assistant, Dr. E. Preuschen of Darmstadt. Smith and Ware's
Dictionary of Christian Bioyraphy (4 vols. London, Ib77-l*>7)
has been of much service, though it is marred by some curious
'mi^iMMS and inequalities, and is often weakest just on the
critical and bibliographical side ; but the general level is high,
and the articles on Origen and Theodore of Mopsuestia raise it

higher still. Dr. O. Bardenhewer's Patroloyie (ed. 2, Freiburg
im Breisgau, 1901) is a most useful book': the reissue in a
greatly enlarged form ha-s not, unfortunately for the present
purpose, advanced as yet beyond the second volume and the
Council of Niciea. Tillemont's M^'tno't'es pour swir d ?7/,>/n/;v

[. x/n*tique dcs six pmniera yiecltts (Paris, 1693-1712), two
hundred years old as it is, has never been superseded for the
post - Nicene period, and is still for uiauy purposes the best

authority.
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(} For l ..- lii-|..r\ "I I'ulrisli.- ,-\, ..!- th.-r.- i- little to

enuni. nit. ii |.ri..'ni WI-IUT i- acquainted
.il> nothing m

i |i thai -" i.iriher limn U i"" i > i"' appended oj

l.i-hM|, l.ii;lillM.>t 1" In- ciiHillienl.iri On Oil '. 1 1 LtUUU I "I '. I']'-

III Till-, ..- Ml .'\>T\ ,'MMlril'ill I"M "t l-ll-'l '

I'uirisiir Muiii.'- i" ^ L,-r"i]M,i u..> i,r,<k,n, i>ui tin material i*

. milaiii MUM Hi.." when he wrote. Much more abundant,

therefore Is il Hi m It was when Ki.-ii.n-'l Mm,.,,. |,n.-i .,i the

,,,!, r M| Hi. lenee < l:il,h..,l I ntl.-lm. :Hf

to ii,.- nnrl.l IMI //.-'".' ...'"/<" ''- prineipo"* ""
\ //.win rMfamenC (o( which about hali Is devoted

i tl Patristic commentators, Greek .m.l l-nnu. Rotterdam,

i -, i; nurirM u* one M| lU- n..lil.-st tnnl Ol I
1 " i' I.

I m.-: ,.( Kr.-ii.-ii Patriatl holanhip in thi age of Lome the

Cr.-.it, .mil Ih.- |.n-s.-iit arti.-U- uwi- M"t u little to its m|'ir.i-

'! Inioii" tin' fn.-ii.l- wh'. have :t"isl, .1 I, mi. (hi I'M -.'Hi writi-r

mi.len.lni,-rai.-l>il tl,:, nk- toDi -i day, who baa round time

i -iirMuu-i, Hi- whole MI ih, proofs; M Mr. K. i

1

.
-

who ha kindlv i erifled several points m regard LI s.\n.i.- MSB

m ih.. i:nti-ii Museum; .m.i to iin- u.-\. C. Jenkins, wlio has

HM.I.-rli.iMTi 111. .si Ol I In- th:.nM.'-H l.isk of \.TIUIM',' " : '

II,' 111. 1-1 null.- h'.w.'i.'r, iiniii, r .mil special mention of his

in, i. i,i.-.liu-s.stM Hr. u. M.-r.-.iti..! Hi. \ itican Library, to whom
I,,, owet M..I onlt III.T.' Information about \.in.-.m r.ii.'ii;.- than

,j,|,,',r, ,1 in ].rint. l.ut ul-.. .1 r. fi-n-n.v t., th.- discovery

,
- ,..- .in.-nm-.

1

i-.uiiiiii-iiuir'. MM Hi. pocolypse, which has un

iiii|...rl.uit Iwarmi; OB t>- 'laU- f the <ICI-IIIII.'|II.IM Catena mi

St. 1'aill. Tin- ]irintil"f tlie Lirti<-li- h:nl :nli:vii.-i-il t"" t;.r f..r

the ni'u inforniaii.Mi ' porated ii

he'ciaiii'ii'-il iii >i>' "f th. .litli. iilti,'- ult.i.'liin- t.. liliour in a

Ik-Id whi-n- the tround lias Wen Itft ao Km- unflUed).

C. H. TUKXEK.

CONCORDANCES. Whon tin- ininul,- vcrl.al

ciini|.:iriMin <>f one passage of Holy Scripture with

iiii.itlirr \v:i.> li-lt tn I'l.-tJ'
it iH'ci'-xtry (>;irt

in

urrivinx at tin- proportion of f;vith. ana, in later

timr*. at :i |.ri>i-r t-ritii'ill trcatiin-nt cif tin- ti-\t,

an. I especially when the Ilihle wa- ti-'-ah-.l tnon-

a> a \\hc.l.- tlian as a collection of books of vary-

iiiM ilsiti-i ami composition, the need for moiv or

Ic . .\haii-tivc Concordances was immediately
I, -It. mill ii was not lon^' hefore attcnii'l> w<-rc

inailr to IIIUM.U' for tlie neeil. Thi- wa> n-n

,1, ,,-,1 ill.- .-asy liy the printing of tin- texl

,!ivi,l,-,l int.. %.-rsw as well as chapters. Alpha-

betical li-ts of words occurring in the sacred I K-

\\t-n- .Irawn up. .-us well as li-ts of the ].aaj;es in

which th.-.v or.-niTed, with the salient words (it

1 1 ni.-x'l. -ncli as are t-'iven in Cruden's Con

eordance \ tin- AV. 'l'h.->e lists of worda varied

in ih.ir ih-trrec of completeness; lnit no Con

cord.-uiee call reasonably '* expci-ted I" contain

c\er\ .|iiotation of every word ; .'.'/ in an Knxlish

Con.'or.lance -nch word's us 'and,'
'

the,' etc., are

omitted. The interest taken in this accumulation Ol

eviden.e ahout the occurrence of \\ords.-unl phrases

i- testified t., l.y the fact that, for instance, in the

ca-e of Concordances to the I.XX then- an- not

only several which have lie.-n published, lnit then

i- c'cii.-mily one nni'i inted in lln- l.il.iarv of Triiutj

Coll,,',-, liiililin.* l>\ l>r. Ainhrose Ann-iei. Chan

pellor of St. I'aui.ks Cathedral. There is al-.

in e\Meiice a MS llel.n- Concordance l.y I'.lia-

Levi'ta. eoni|.il<-.l
in the llilh century.

l-'or the |.ui|
es of tin- |,re-ent volume it will In

M-elul to sii|.|.lv
a li-t ol ll.-l.n-w. lin-ek, Latin,

and Kn^lish Concordances to ill,- I'.il.h-. -mil;,

the titles of tho-e now ino-l constantly in USB, am

,,f s t the c:irlie~t ones that seem to havt

IK-CII |,nl.li-he,l.

i. Ill'i:i:i-.\v.- Concordnntiie .i.-/-,./-i btbliorun

Hebraicorttm . . . sun-tore Mario de Cala-io ( I;., i .

ir.-JI 'tins wa~ hasi-d on Isaac N.-itlian.s carliei

work, which "Us lirst i.iil.lished at Venice in l.'.'it

re tlnin a him, Ire,! years after its pomplTa
lion]; l-'nei-st, l.,i>,;,,-iini Sacroram Veteru 'I-.-.I"

*
bt-i' Kri-.sitnr, Ml) erie. iuU iii-

,,,11/1 l',,,i:;,,;>,i,,tiir II: In-ill, ,, ,it
/ii.

I 7i, i/, /,,,,,,

l.ei|i/.i^,
Islm ; |t.ivi.i-on,

' in -

';/
>!<

I/, brew and ( 'haldaic Set i/i<urM (Bagster : London,

sTlil- Mandelkeni, \',t'i-i-i Ti-xtmii -uti '

/.,/,., ll.i,, -,,,1'ic atquc Chaldaiccc (Leipzig, is 1

."'.).

smaller edition of I he Isist work, without <|iiola-

ioiis, \\.-i.s |nilili.s|ied at Leipxij; in IS'JT.

ii. CI:I-:EK. (1) HSFTCAUIXT. Concordantia
fli-i-la I < ^f'lincilti GnertK HebriEix varilm-i

tentes . . . auctoro C. Kirchero (Frankfort, llinT);

'r lins, Concordantias Graces versionis . . . Z..VA'

nt, r/ir.
/inn (Amsterdam); llandij Concordance if

Ii,' Xi'/itiuit/iiit, without quotations (Bajjster, 1SS7).

\ll these are now more or less superseded hy
lai.-li and Itedpnth's Concordance tu the >

luil ,
unit other Greek I'er. iviis "f the OT (t'fu'ren-

on 1'ress, ISU'J-IS'JT), with its two supplemental
a-eieiili, of which one, containing the proper

i.-inies, is already published, and the second is on

he eve of publication.
CJ) A' /i'ii' TKSTAHEST. Noui Testamenti Con-

ordantia Gra-m- . . . (Basle, lf>4(i) ; liruder, Con-

; nliin, < (2nd ed., Leiiizi;;, 18.33) ; Moulton and

!eden, C'onronlnncc to the Greek Tcstniin'iit, acconl-

nj; to the Texts of Wcstcott and Hort, Tischen-

T-f and the English Revisers (Edinburgh, IS'.IT).

iii. LATW. TnsCon6oidjnce of HUMO de Sancto

L'aro(1244; revwed 12iH)); Ctmcordantie mniores

lihlie (run Jiftuinu dcclinnbiliii mi'ini inilei-linn-

lilium [by Sebastian Brant] (Basle, 1496) ; Dutri-

i.in, Comsordantias liibliorum Saararum Vvlgatte
l-'.ililinnii (Paris, 1838); Cooraert, Concordantia
li/irnriiiii Veteris et Noei Testamenti . . . juxta I'ul-

gatiun Kilitiuncm (Bruges, 18!)'2).

iv. ENGLISH. A Concordance, that is to say, a

nark tclierrin l>y the order of th>: letters of th: A.Ji. C.

. uuif ri'ilcli/ jiiidc am/ word conteigned in the

tt'/wle Bible. '. . [hy J. Marbeck] [London] 1550;

'rudcn, A Complete Concordance to tin- Hobj Scrip-

tures (1st ed.), London, 1738. Upon this almost

ill later Concordances have been more or less

Iwised ; T. Taylor, A New Concordance to the Holy
^, , </,/>tri;s (1st ol., York, 1782) ; Eadie, A New and

'liui/ilcte Concordance to the Holy Scriptures, on

tlie basis of Cruden's (1st ed., Glasgow, 1840);

1>. Youn;:, Analytical Concordance to the Bible

i <,ii/<n>iiq every word in alphabetical order,

ni'i-'imi.'il under its Hebrew or Greek original

(Edinburgh, 1879 [-84]); Strong, The Exhaustive
i ',; n-ilitnc.e ufths Bible, together with n coiiiiinra-

tive Concordance of the AV unit RV (Hodder &
s 'Jiton: London, 1S'J4). In the Com/ireh n.tii'C

Concordance to the Holy Scriptures (London, ISIKi)

is to b- found a 'Bibhography of Concordances,
1

by l>r. M. C. Hazard.
A Concordance to the NT in English was |iuh-

lished by T. (Jyhson [London] in 1535.

/,/,/,
i 'niii-ordnnee to the Revised Version of tin- XT

. . by .1. A. Thorns, was Issued by the S.l'.C.K.

(London) in 1884.

For a fuller account of Hebrew Concordances',

si-, art.
' Concordance

1
in tl*; Jni-ixh Knfi/rl-

to which the present writer is indebted for certain

siateniciits in this artiele. For further details con.

cerning (Jreek Concordances, see Expositor, 5th

series, vol. iii. (18'Jli) p. 72; and for an su-connt of

( i ml. M and his laliours, see the article
'

C'riiden
'

m the Dictionary ofNational Biography,
lli.Miv A. KEDPATH.
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At the outset of an account of the religion of

Babylonia and Assyria one is impressed by the
circumstance that, with the single exception of the
religion of the ancient Hebrews, there is no one of
the religions of antiquity known to us that enables
us to trace more satisfactorily the growth of re-

ligious ideas among a people, from a crude poly-
theism based on nature worship and accompanied
by primitive rites, to a striking approach towards
a monotheistic conception of the Universe, with
a highly complicated priestly organization, and
an elaborated theological system. There is also no
other ancient religion not even that of Egypt
which may lay claim to having exercised so large
a measure of influence over surrounding nations,
shaping as it did the myths and legends of the
Hebrews, Phoenicians, and Greeks alike, showing
its traces also in the religion of Egypt, and coii^

tributing in various ways to the systems of

religious thought produced in the ancient East
and West. Hardly less remarkable is the an-

tiquity of the religion of Babylonia and Assyria,
which became an important factor in the religious
history of mankind as early at least as the third
millennium B.C., and practically finished its role
before Hebrew monotheism asserted itself.

These considerations fully justify the efforts put
forth by the past two generations of scholars and
continued by the present generation in the task of

recovering for science the long-lost and forgotten
sources for the study of this religion. And while
we are not yet in a position to follow in detail the
history of the movement, in connexion with the
general culture that took its rise in the Euphrates
Valley and subsequently spread northwards to the
district more properly known as Assyria, more
than enough material is forthcoming to furnish
(he basis tor a satisfactory account of the pan-
theon, of the doctrines and rites, and of the literary
productions that are an outcome of the spirit per-
vading the religion itself. More than this, we
tan with measurable certainty distinguish be-
twee-i certain periods in the history of the religion,

and can indicate political and intellectual factors

that contributed to the gradual transformation
of certain doctrines, while in a general way the

literary process involved in the production of

rituals, epics, myths, .and legends can now be
determined.

i. THE SOURCES. Until the middle of the 19th
cent, our sources for the religion of Babylonia
and Assyria were a few scattered notices in a
number of classical and other authors, notably
Herodotus, Eusebius, and Syncelliis, and in the

compilation of the Jewish IJabbis known as the

Talmud, and some incidental though valuable
allusions in the historical and prophetical portions
of the Old Testament. Through the excavations
so successfully conducted by French, English,
American, ami German explorers in the mounds
scattered along the banks of the Tigris and in the

Euphrates Valley,* since the year 1842, these
notices and allusions have been relegated to the
rank of secondary sources, and, instead, we have

now, as primary sources, the unearthed temples
and palaces of Babylonia and Assyria, with their

statues, furnishings, and inscriptions, and, above
all, the abundant literary archives found in the
mounds. The royal library, more particularly,
collected by king Assurhanipul ((iUS-Gij B.C.) m
his palace at Nineveh and unearthed by Layard
and Itassam (1849-1854),t contained thousands of

tablets with contents of a directly religious char-

acter incantations, omens, myths, legends, hymns,
prayers, and entire rituals, while the affiliation

existing in Babylonia and Assyria between re-

ligion on the one hand, and astronomy, medicine,
and even law, on the other, also renders other

portions of the library, which ranges over numerous
branches of literary activity, valuable as sources

for the study of the Babylono-Assyrian religion.
The library at Nineveh, though dating at least

for the greater part from the days of Assur-

banipal, represents a considerably older literature ;

for, as the king frequently informs us in the sub-

scriptions of the tablets, tlie collection was formed

by having copies made through his scribes from

originals that existed in Babylonian archives.

This statement carries with it the important
corollary that Assurbanipal's library represents
the remains of a literature produced not in Assyria
but in Babylonia ; and, in continuation of this,

many tablets have been found in the course of

excavations in mounds in Babylonia proper, which
are either duplicates of those in the Nineveh
collection, or supplement them. The character
of the writing, apart from other evidence, on some
of these Babylonian 'originals' would justify us
in carrying the literary activity of the scribes of

the south back to about two millenniums before

the days of Assurbanipal, while the discovery! of

extensive literary archives in connexion with the
American excavations at Nippur, the tablets of

which are all said to be earlier than the third

millennium before our era, warrants an even earlier

date for the beginnings of Babylonian literature.

* See the bibliographical references attached to articles

ASSYRIA and BABYLONIA in vol. i., to which must now be added
(1) Rogers' Hi.ilorv of Babijhmia and Assyria (New York and
London, 1900), which contains (vol. i. pp. 1-253) the best detailed
account of the excavations ; (2) Hilprecht's Exttfaratioiis in
llibk Lands (1'hila. 19U3), pp. 3-577, supplementing Rogers in

some particulars, and containing a full though severely rritii'ised

account of the excavations at Nippur ; and (3) the Minhcilitwifii
dcr Deutsc-h.cn Orient. Gesdlscha.ft (1898 to date), furnishing
regular reports of the German excavations in and around the

city of Babylon, which are to be extended also to other mounds
in Babylonia and Assyria.

t For an account of this library, see, e n., Kaulen, Assyrien
und Babijlonien (5th ed., Freiburg, 1899, ch. vii.); Menant,
La

Bibliolhtque
rfii Palais de Xiuiee (Paris, 188(1); and, above

all, Bezold's imnluable catalogue of the Cuneiform Tablets in

the Kouyunjik Collection (London, 1889-99, 5 vols.).

t See Hilprecht's Exploration* in Bible Lanils (Philadelphia
and Edinburgh, 1903), pp. 511-032.
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Roughly speaking, all tin- more important literary

productions in AssurbanipaTa library were in

cxi-tence I. i ..... tin- vear -JIKIO i:.<\, while many
an mi doubt consideraory older.

In till' south, wln-ie tin- religions literatim 1 ".rcw

up in eiiniii-xii>n with the activity of tin; Baby-
Ionian temple-. tin 1 lattei formed tin 1 Manual

dcpo-itories lor thc-e collections, ju-t as in the

temple-, as the courts nf justice ami as the centres

of astronomical an<l medical science, the i>llici;d

lc".al aiehne- Mini the extensive scicnlihc col

lection- were kept. ll is characteristic of tin-

general relation-hip of Assyria to Baby Ionian

culture that tin- Assyrian monarch wa- not only

obliged to import his literature from the smith,

Imt in doiii". so maile the palai'i- the depository for

this foreign proilnct in-t< ad of tin1

temple. The
zeal which animated him in sending hi- sciil.es to

ran-ack the libraries of tin- south was neither

literary nor religion-, Kilt due to a political and
in part al-o in a pd-onal ambition to emphasize,
Iiv a transfer thither of the culture of the south,

tin . ..... pi.
i. a- ecu, Icncy i >f A--yria as the dominant

power, and as the legatee of the civilization that

arose in Babylonia. Along with this civilization,

the religion of the smith was also carried to the

north : ami w hile, in so far as tin; pantheon is con-

d, the Assyrians manifested a certain origin-,

ality, and while the northern scrihes also made
contributions to tin- religious literature, in all

lull minor details the \ic\vs and doctrines em-
liodicil in these prodin-lioiis arc identical with

those developed 111 the theological and religious

centres of the south. Thus for all practical

purpose- the religion of A yria may he regarded
as identical with that of I'.al.ylonia. This identity
extends to the cult, which naturally pre-i-nteil

variations in each centre of Imth the SOUtll and the

1101 1 h, lull which wa- everywhere based upon the

Mime conception- of the relationship between man
and the higher l'oer-, and rcllerted the same

general religion- doctrine.-.

ii. EAIJI.Y HI-IUKY OF BABYLONIA AND
A--YKIA. \- a preliminary to an understanding
of the religion of Babylonia and A--yria, it i-

i-. i-ntial to have clearly before 11- the general
i inn ae taken liy I he history of these two countries.

1. The striking feature' in the earliest
period

to

which we can trace it. i- the frei|iicnt change in

the po-ilion of the political centres. \Ve ..... the

l-'.iiphiale- \ alley al llii- time divided into a vary-
ing niinilier of State- or principalities, at rivalry
with one iinoiher. now iln ....... . now the other

exercising: a certain supremacy over the whole

district, without, however, hrinxiii"; it into real

subjection ; while, on the other hand, for inde Unite

p.
nod- -cveral of thc-e Stall 1 - occupy ..... ''pia!

po-ilion of importance and proniinenci- -:de by
side, and even enter into c ..... pact- with one an

Other. Tin- \,irioii- State- centre each around
a city, a'.d the growth of the Slate ifl e enti

ally the exten-ion of that city. The ]mlitical

iiiipmlance thu- ".iicii to the leading towns of

ancient Babylonia is further enhanced l>y the

:c!i"imi- -luminance which i- ill clo-c union with

their political advance ; for the deity pre-idm- o\ ,-r

a place shares, in aecmdance with I In- general

view prevailing in ant H|iiity, the lortnne- of his

subjects. The -.ml, the place of his worship, and
hi- worshipper-, are in in-epaiahle contact.

Thi- state of atluiis i-an now he traced

thanks chiellv to the iv-nlt- of ll ..... xcav.ations at

1'elloli and Nippur, to ahont :5.">nO i;.r.. though it

.should lie aildeil that the chl ...... lo.\ beyond '-'."il" >

r..r. is -till quite uncertain. Hence we can only
deal in round miniher- for the eailtcr

] criods, and

in'leed, according to some .scholars, we arc not

jn-tihcd in pa-sin;; niueli beyond :iiHHi n.c. for

"the dale ol t I n- eal I lest inscripi lolls a- ye| found.*

In tin- eailie-t period kiniwn to 11- we liinl Kridii,

Shirpurla (or Sir^iillai, I'r, (iishhiin, Nippur,
l-'.iech, Lurea, and Isin (or Nisin) among the cmc-
of southern Babylonia occupying a prominent

i

'o-it ion. In the northern portion, n^nin, lay
\.i-h. Cnthah, A"ade, Sippar, and, youngest of

all, Babylon. From the te-iimony ol the in-

scriptions no certain conclusion- can he drawn
as to the relative a",e ot these centres, for

nalurallv the olde-t written document picsiip-

poses a Ion"; anterior political lii-tory a- well as

a history of civili/ation, during which period an

important role may have heen played l.y cilics

that had disappeared from the hori/on liefore

monumental evidenc*; lic^ins; while othci- that

appear to occupy an inferior po-ition may have

enjoyed a hi^h decree of supremacy al a lime for

which no material in as yet at our disposal.
Thus we have every reason to believe that a
town Eridu, which lay on the Persian (lulf. must
nt one time have had control over a considerable

seit ion of southern Baliylonia, since the cult of

the patron deity of that place the ";od Ka sur-

vives all the vicissitudes of political fortune-.

Down to the late-t period of the llal.ylmiian re-

ligion, Ka retains in the pantheon a place that is

unh|Ue and almost inexplicable, c\, ept on the sup-

po-ition that the political importance of the place

j;ave the fjod his impregnable position. Similaily,
while there are other cities in the oldest period
that appear to he politic-ally iinue powerful than

Nippur, the chief ".oil of the hitter \ ields to none

in the honours accorded to him. lie i- not only
invoked by the rulers of other centres, but becomes
known as I Id, the lord

'

par exci // : and, Ion;;

after Nippur has passed into the backm mind of

liabylonian histmy. the old Del retains hi- pine
as the second member in a triad that -iinimed up
for Babylonian theologians the (puntcs-ence of

Hivine control of the I" inverse in the largest sense.

t'nless totally dill'erent ciindition- prevailed in the

period which is slill beyond our ken. from those

which characterize the relationship between poli-

tical po-ition and religious supremacy during tin-

entire period for which we now have direct -mines
at our command, a political predominance of

Nippur must likewi-c have puce, led the fame
and rank acquired bv it- patron deity.
The precise order of supremacy exeiciseil by the

various
political

centres has not yet been deter-

mined with that deer vf certainty which would
enable one to speak with perfect deliniteness. It

is still a matter of doubt whether the seat of tlie

olde-l Babylonian ruler at present known to us,

Kn-slniy- kusli-anna, w as Erech or Shirpurla, though
the prol,abilitie- ale in favour of (he latter. The
few luiei in-i i iption- that we have from him were
found at Nippur, and -jive expression to tin- kind's

homage t,, Kn-lil or Bel, while lii.s title 'lord of

Keirji
'

points to control over a lai"e di-ti id pci

hap- the whole of southern Babylonia. 'Ihemn-t
serion- lival to I'.n -iiap kii-h-anna was the ruler

of Kish in northern Babylonia, and it would :,p| car

that not Ion"; after the day- of l-ln -ha". -kn.-h anna

Shirpurla enters upon a period of dependency upon
Ki-h ; it- rulers no longer call tliem-ehe- kin"-,

but patesis, i.e. 'governors.' With some inter-

nlptions, during which the former comliti,,'

for a time re-tored, thin state of things continues

uulil Ki-h i- obliged to yield its supremacy in turn
to other place-, lirst to a centre Gishban, situated

not far from Shirpurla one of who-e inler-. l.ii^al-

znggisi, calls himself '

king of the world,' and claims

erei ntv from the Persian Gulf to the Mi

'.'. incklcr in Hcliunlf .

iii. |i|>.
-
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ranean. The glory of Gishlian, however, appears
to have been of short duration, and we next hear
of the kings of Agaclc, to the north of Kish, extend-

ing their rule far into the south, ami including
in their domain both Nippur and Shirpurla in

the south. The most famous of these rulers of

Agade were Sargon and his son Naram-Sin, the
fame of whose exploits, involving military expedi-
tions to the distant West, survived to a late period,
and, becoming enveloped in myth, gave to Sargon
more particularly a semi-legendary character.
Of the oldest history of Erech we as yet know

little. The names of a few of her rulers whose
date falls about or before 3000 B.C. are known,
and some of their exploits, which show that this

tientre succeeded in maintaining its independence,
without, however, attaining, within the period
for which material is available, to a position of

supremacy, except possibly for a short time. On
the other hand, the prominence belonging to the
chief goddess of the place, Nana, who retains an

independent position down to the latest Assyrian
period (despite the general tendency in both

Babylonia and Assyria to consolidate the various

goddesses worshipped at different centres in one

great goddess, who becomes known as Ishtar), is

again an important testimony to the part that

Erech as a centre must have played in the political
life of southern Babylonia at an early period

perhaps earlier even, as in the case of Eridu and

Nippur, than the date of our oldest sources.

Much more satisfactory is our knowledge of

another important centre of southern Babylonia,
Ur, whose existence can also be traced back to

about 3000 B.C. Its kings about this time
secured control over Shirpurla. While the king-
dom of Ur, with a frequent change of dynasties,
maintains itself down to c. 2600 B.C., it was

obliged at times to yield in rank to other cities

at one period to Isin, probably to the north of

Erech some of whose rulers (c. 2700-2500 I!.C.
)

claim control over Ur, Nippur, Eridu, and Erech,
and later to a centre, Larsa, which, for a short

time at least (c. 2300 B.C.), succeeds in bringing the

kingdom of Ur under its immediate control.

2. A new era of Babylonian history opens with
the rise of a dynasty in the city of Babylon itself,

uf which until c, 2300 B.C. we hear nothing at all.

Its position in the north is significant as pointing
to the gradual shifting of the real centre of the

entire Euphrates district in this direction. The
sixth member of this dynasty, Hammurabi (c. 2250

B.C.), succeeded in accomplishing the great task of

uniting northern and southern Babylonia under
one sovereignty, and it is only from his time
onwards that we can properly speak of a Baby-
lonian empire. True, efforts were made from time
to time by the southern districts comprised under
the term Cftalchra to secure their independence,
and the New Babylonian empire, which represents
the Jast, and in some respects the greatest, effort of

the Euphrates Valley to rise to a position as a world-

empire, was founded by Chahheans ; but, amidst all

the vicissitudes of the seventeen centuries following

gamniurabi, Babylon maintains its position as the

capital of the country, while the old centres, Eridu,

Nippur, Ur, Erecli, Larsa, Sippar, retain their im-

portance as religious centres merely, or, as in the

Jase of Shirpnrla, Kish, Gishban, Agade, and Isin,

disappear from the foreground of history entirely.
We are able to distinguish a large number of

dynasties ruling with Babylon as a centre from
c. 2400 to 539 B.C. Not all of these, however,
are of Babylonian origin. Indeed, the very first

dynasty to which the position of Babylon as the

permanent centre of the Euphrates Valley is due,

rep-esents a foreign invasion of the country from
Uiu inferior or the western coast of Arabia, and

marks the triumph of a migratory movement from
this direction that had probably been going on
for some time before the denouement is reached
under Hammurabi, c. 2250 B.C. The successors of
Hammurabi maintain their supremacy till c. 2100
B.C., when they are forced to yield to invaders
who appear to have come likewise from the south.

3. About 400 years later, foreigners from the

east, who call themselves Kassites, obtain posses-
sion of the Babylonian throne, and maintain their

supremacy for a period of 576 years (c. 1730 to
r. 1150 B.C.); and, although the Kassite ruleis
manifest particular devotion to Nippur and its

deity, Babylon still remains the political centre
and the seat of government. At last the Kassites
are driven out, and native Babylonians, hailing,
as it would seem, from the ancient centre of Isin,
mount the throne.

4. From this time onwards internal disturbances
and the pressure from the north (where meanwhile
a powerful kingdom had established itself, with
its centre alternately at Ashur, Calah, and finally

Nineveh) are the two factors that determine the

changes that the south undergoes in its rulers.

About the middle of the 13th cent, the relation-

ship with Assyria, as this northern kingdom
was called, which had at first been on the whole
of a peaceable character, became hostile, and it

was soon apparent that the more vigorous northern

kingdom seriously threatened the older culture of

the south. The steady advance of the Assyrian
power, despite periods of retrogression, goes /mri
passu with the decline of Babylonia, until at the
close of the 12th cent, an Assyrian ruler, Tiglath-
pileser I., reduces Babylonia for a time to the rank
of an Assyrian vassal, though it is significant that
southern Babylonia or Chahtea does not come
under Assyrian sway. On the contrary, this latter

district divided once more into a number of

States, loosely united to one another maintains a

large measure of independence, and at most is

forced to pay tribute to Assyria during certain

periods. On the whole, however, the political star

of the south sinks behind the horizon, and only
as the glory of Assyria herself is eclipsed by
temporary discomfitures to her military ambitions
or by internal dissensions, does Babylonia regain
a portion of her former rank. If, despite this

general condition of dependence upon the north,

Babylonia at least enjoyed the privilege of having
native rulers on the throne with some excep-
tional periods, when it became a prey to invaders
from the south or east, or when the Assyrian
kings forced their choice (some favourite general,
or their sons or brothers) up in the Babylonians,
or in some cases themselves assumed the reins of

government, this was due, in the first instance, to

the intellectual and commercial superiority of the

south, which could not be set aside by mere force

of arms; and, secondly, to the respect inspired by
the religious sanctuaries of the south, to which the

Assyrians were as fervently attached as the Baby-
lonians, if for no other reason than because of the
disasters that they dreaded in case of any offence

offered to the great gods of the south, whose

position had in the course of millenniums become

independent of the political kaleidoscope.
5. The union of the Babylonian States had defi-

nitely secured for the patron deity of the city of

Babylon the goil Marduk his position as the head
of the pantheon ; and, though attempts were made
at times to set Marduk aside in favour of some other

god, Nebo, the god of Borsippa (opposite Babylon),
or the old Bel of Nippur, or Shamash, the sun-god
of Sippar, they did not succeed in doing more than

temporarily eclipsing the glory of Marduk, who
on the whole maintained his position down to the
fall of the New Babylonian empire. It is signiti-
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rani that, when ( 'v i u- entered Maliylon in triuiniili

in the aiitunui n'l B.C. .">:''.'. I In' iir-t :n-t nf the

i'niii|iii'ri>r was In pay lii- devotion l Mordllk, as

whose id'piity In 1 claim- in art. This commanding
po-ili ...... I Warduk in the pantheon i- the nm-t

nolalile feature, I'roin the religious point of view,

of the peiiinl following upon Hammurabi. It

open- a new era in the religious history "I l!ahy-
1 1 mi.-i, :iml form-- a eon veiiieiit div id in.". line hel ween
the oldest ami the second periml ill this history.
That it was brought aliont through a political

RCt, i- nn illustration of the close relationship
in liabylonia and Assyria between political ami

religions conditions, upon which \ve have dwelt.

\\nli Mariluk as the head of t he pantheon, it was
1 ....... s-ary to regulate the position of the other

gods of tin- gie.al idi'jioiis centres towards him.
The ohler attempts of tin- theologians to -y-tema
ti/i' t he panll ...... i had to lie re. shaped in accoidance
with the strite 1. 1 a Hairs created hy tile ackllow-

]..;_ ..... nt of Kaliylon as the centre of government
loi the entire Kuphratcs Valley. The old myths
and li"_'i'iids. \\ hidi e\ en liefore llamnmralii's days
h.i'l I ..... II leduced tn writing. Were re.-liaped so as

to accord to Mardiik the glory and rank due to

him. Older god~. of whom -lone- wcie lelated,

had to make way lor Marduk, and this was dune
even at the risk of interfering with the original

meaning (if the my! h-.

The subsequent degradation of Iiahyloiiia to a

position of greater or h er dependence upon
Assyria did nut ailed the po-ition of .Marduk, or

the theological system liased upon it. The kings
o'' A-syria, when they came to liabylon, ]iaid their

homage to Marduk : they made no ellort to put
their chief deity Asliur in Marduk's place, and
a; most ventured to place the former hy the side

of the latter ill their invocations; and. when UK;

New Babylonian empire was founded byChaldwans,
the rulers, though the I w o mo-t important repre-
sentatives of them hore names compomidcd with
the '_od Nelio I Nalio|M>hissar, Neliuchadre//ai .

v ied

with their pi edccessors in manifestations of devo-

tion to i he ".real Marduk. The new city of lial.yl.ui

i e," i
e, I liy tin -m was essentially Mai'(Ink's met ropoli-.

ii. Tinning' to the north, we encounter the same
clo-e hearing of I he political development u[ion
the cult. The rulers of Assyria, tl .....allies] ,,f

\\hoin known to us may he placed r. Ison i;.c., set

out as ji'il, na or '

'jov el nor- ol t he eity of . \-linr.

situated on the Tigris ; and it is the god of this

place like-.v is,. know n as Ashur \\ ho aih anee- in

rank with the progress of \--vii:m arm-. l!ut,

while Marduk remain, attached loll e place w hei e

his cult originated. Ashur follows the shifting
ol the capital of Assyria: and, w lid her I lie -eat

ill ".mern ..... nt i- at I'alah or at Nineveh, it is

Ashur who continues in tin- n. \\ capital hi- a I mile,

a- well as his guidam ..... I the kini:- and of their

armies. 1'arallel, therefore, to the supremacy of

Mnnliik ill the south. WO have \-hni -landing at

!
. head of the pa nil ...... i in the north. Ir ..... the

earliest period t i which Assyrian hi-tory can lie

IK ..... I hack " down to the fall of Nincw'h in limi

I: '
. : and jti-t a- in the -outh the position of the

other gods is regulated with reference to Marduk,
-o in the north the priests of A-hur engage in

a work of -y-temati/atioti which results in c-tali

lishing a court of deities ".limped around A-liui

as I heir kiii". and leader.

iii. ItKI.ATKiX (i! Till Cl-l.TfKK \\H IJl.t.n :h i\

ci \SSVI:IA 'in Tiiiisi.; OK I! \i:i I <>M v. It will

T*:t existence o) > Ity And district, i

.,a;.'h r- j.i- -.-MI- ,i later designation ol ih.. L.-..I :,- \\ ( u

as .it thi' city ;itli! nf tin- ti-tri
'

.! ti;i. k t,,

Thr -l;i\ - ..t ll.iiiuinirriUi. s, ^, ,,, i ,,( ,|, |[ UILt ..... irabi,'
Clll. i\. . t.t P /' / xrli -li in y.;..., .U'IN'l".', IV. [TtXttg

afamileihSttMtiyiuSi ii.J).

have hecome dear from the almve sketch, that,

con 'spondinu' to the -.natei .-IL-C of Ital.ylonia as

compared with As-\iia. it was in the -oiith that,

culture was Iir-t developed, and lioin tin

wa- carried to the north. As a matter ol fact,

despite som nl dilutions to architecture, art,

science, and literature made hy the \--\riaus,
the eh ili/ation of Assyria is a direct inipoilaiioii
tiom Kahylonia. and continues to hear the imiiress

of its southern origin. The temples and palaces
of A-syria w i -ie i IK ii lei led upon those in |!ah\ Ionia,

uiili the important exception, however, that stums

was far more liherally employed as a Imildiii^
material in ]ilace of day which remained the

standard material in the south. In sculptural
decorations and in statues, more originality "as

displayed hy the Assyrians than in their building
constructions, ami, as a ^i eat military power, it vv as

natural that A --YI ia should likevv i-e ha v e i,-v eloped
her own methods of attack and defence ; hut, in all

I hat pertain- to the cult and to general religious

doctrines, the originality of the Assyrians mani-
fests itself only in I he adaptation to their own con-

ditions, oi the mode- of worship, of the ritual, ami
of the theology that weie the outcome of the act h ity
of a long series of generations of priests .serving in

the temples of the great religious centres of I he

south. When Assurl.anipal, prohahly in imita-

tion of an earlier example, resolved to collect a

lilnary in his palf.ce, he was obliged to send his

scrihes to the temples of the south, in the ardii\ es

of which the literary productions of the past- epics,

mvlli-, legends, collections of omens, ritual- and

magical incantations, hymns and prayers, as v\dl

as medical and astronomical compilations were

kept ; and it does not appear that either his serihes

or those of earlier days added much to this literary

legacy, though, naturally, the Assyrian temples had
their own rituals, prayers, and oracles speiially

adapleil to Assy dan political and social conditions.

Tile relationship hetween the religion of IJahy-
lonia and that of Assyria thus resolves itself into

an adoption of doctrines, cult, and rites of the
south hy the north, with such modifications as were
called for hy the ditlerent conditions prevailing in

the north, and which led, in the case of the pan-
theon, to the assignment to Ashur of the place anil

rank occupied in the south hy Marduk after the
union of the Stales of the Euphrates Valley ill the

days of Hammurabi. We might also express this

relationship in terms of a general extension north-

ward of the religion of lialiylonia, as a part of the

culture that originated in the Euphrates Valley.

iv. ORIGIN OF BAUYI.ONIAX CIM.TURE. A ques-
lion that suggest itself at this point, and which
must he considered liefore we advance to n con-

sideration of soi I the details of the religion of

liahylonia and Assyria, involves the prohlem as to

the origin of Babylonian culture. At the earliest

iietiod

to which we can now trace hack Babylonian
listorv we already find this culture in an advanced
-laic, and it is safe to assume that its beginnings
must he placed as early at least as 4uuil D.C.

and il may turn out to he even considerably
older. Scholarship is still divided on the (pie-lion
whether the culture is of Semitic or non-Semitic

origin. The majority of scholars hold that the
eai Ii. -i settlers in the Valley were non-Semites, to

whom the beginnings of the culture, including the
intention and development of the earliest -eript

an essentially hieroglyphic system are to be
attriliutcd. To this people the name Sumerian mr
Sunn m. Akkadian) is given, and it is held that the

Semites i lie Babylonians in the later sense upon
entering the land from the south, adopted this

cull lire, developed it still further, and adapted the

script to the expression ol idea.s in theirow n >umiiic
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tongue. This view, however, is opposed by a
Mii.ill but powerful minority, led by the distin-

guished Prof. Joseph Halevy of Paris, which con-
tends for the Semitic origin of the entire Baby-
lonian culture, including, therefore, the script.
The controversy which has rayed for many years
cannot he regarded as definitely settled,* nor is it

likely to he until ethnology is in a position to
reinforce or to controvert the arguments drawn
by either side from the evidence of language and

archaeology. Meanwhile, it may be said that

while, on the one hand, it seems tolerably certain
that the Euphrates Valley, admirably adapted as
a meeting-ground for races of various origin, actu-

ally contained in early times a population of a
mixed character ; on the other hand, it is no less

clear that the traits of the culture, including the

religion, are essentially the same in the latest

days as in the earliest of which we have cogni-
zance. The gods in the earliest texts are the same
as those found in the latest

;
nor do the methods of

invoking them, or the conceptions formed of them,
undergo any other changes than those due tonatural

development. Nowhere is there a violent break
with the past, but only, and at the most, a gradual
transition. If, therefore, the later culture is to be

regarded as Semitic, and on this point there is

general agreement, there is no substantial reason
for denying this predicate to the earliest. Such a
consideration naturally does not solve the question
of origins, for it ma3

r

proper!}' be argued that the
non-Semitic stratum was so thoroughly absorbed

by the Semites at the period to which our material
for the study of Babylonia belongs, as to obscure
the original features. With this admission, those
who occupy an intermediate position between the

opposing camps are for the present content, since
it justifies the contention that the Babylonian
culture, so far as known to iis, is of one cast, and
that therefore, in a treatment of the Religion of

Babylonia and Assyria it is neither necessary nor

justifiable to separate Semitic from supposedly
non-Semitic features. If, therefore, there is a non-
Sfinitic stratum to the culture which we encounter
in the earliest period of Babylonian history, it

belongs to a period which is, for the present at

least, beyond our historical ken, and as little

affects our views as to the general Semitic char-
acter of the Babylono - Assyrian religion in its

earliest and latest manifestations, as the probably
non-Grecian elements existing in Greek culture
affect the essential unity of what we have been
taught to regard as Greek religion.

Moreover, the possibility of a non - Semitic
stratum to Babylonian culture must not be con-
fused with the question as to the existence of

traces of a Sumerian language in the Babylonian
script and literature. Granting the existence of

such a language as Sumerian, the position to which
the advocates of the Sumerian theory are led in

order to account for the continued use of the
' Sumerian

'

method of writing thousands of years
after a far more suitable one had been evolved by
the Semitic or Semitized Babylonians, justifies an
attitude of reserve towards the far-reaching con-
clusions that have been drawn from the supposed
non-Semitic origin of the script employed by the

Babylonians; and the fact that these conclusions
are brought forward in a spirit of consistency,
derived by logical processes from a certain starting-

point, only accentuates the difficulty of accepting
the correctness of that starting-point. Besides,
the advocates of the Sumerian theory have not

yet fulfilled the obligation which obviously rests

*
It will be sufficient to refer for details of this controversy to

\V* 'i^shuch's monograph, Die Sinnei-ixt't/e Fi-a<jc (Leipzig. Islfs),

fcdmirable as a summary, but which leaves the question pretty
much where it was.

upon them of defining the character of the Sumerian

language in a manner acceptable to philologists,
and of indicating its position in the group of

languages to which it belongs.*
Under these circumstances, the attitude of re-

serve is still further justified on the part of those
who are content to wait for ' more light

'

before

committing themselves to a position which involves
such far-reaching consequences as the acceptance
of the Sumerian theory in iis present form carries

with it. Without, therefore, encroaching upon
doubtful territory, we are entitled in the treatment
of our theme to assume a continued development
of a religion which is to be regarded in its earliest

form as Semitic, provided it be admitted that in

its latest form it may be given this title.

The sketch furnished at. the outset of this article

as to the general development of the Babylono-
Assyrian religion, so far as the relationship be-

tween religion and the political history of the

two countries is concerned, suggests a threefold

division in the History of the Religion : the first

extending from the earliest period known to us

(c. 3500 B.C. )
to the union of the Babylonian

States under yainmurabi (c. '2250 B.C.) ; the second

embracing the period down to the rise of the New
Babylonian or Chald;ean empire under Nabopolas-
sar (625 D.c. ); the third covering the short exist-

ence of this empire down to the taking of Babylon
by Cyrus in 53!) B.C. The Assyrian religion, in so

far as it entails a separate treatment, falls within

the second period, although it extends into the

third from c. 1800 B.C. down to the fall of Nineveh,
606 B.C. A sharp separation is marked only
between the first and second divisions, though the

third division likewise shows traits of a special
character. The further division of the general

subject into (a) the Pantheon, (b) the Religion?
Literature, and (c) the Cultus, results from the char-

acter of the material at our disposal for the study
of the Babylono-Assyrian religion, which consists

chiefly, as already intimated, of (1) the numerous
historical and votive inscriptions of the rulers ;

(2) the extensive literary productions of Babylonia
(as preserved chielly in the copies of the royal

library unearthed at Nineveh t) ; and (3) in the

archaeological results still rather meagre of the

excavations of Babylonian and Assyrian sanctu-

aries.

v. THE BABYLONO-ASSYRIAN PANTHEON. The
religion of Babylonia in the earliest form known
to us may be defined as a combination of local

cults with animistic conceptions of the powers of

nature, with which man was either brought into

immediate contact, or which affected his aims and
his welfare. Each centre had its special patron

deity, and this deity in most cases conceived as

masculine was brought into association with some
natural phenomenon. The two powers most com-

monly chosen were the sun and the moon, and by
the side of these we find streams and stones per-

* The view formerly held, that the Sumerian belongs to the

Ural-Altaic group, has been emphatically set aside by Prof. O.

Ponner au eminent authority on this group - in an appendix t3

Hau|it's monograph. Die Akkadwche b/>rarhf (Berlin, 1SS1). It

shnuld also be stated that, since the appearance of Haupt's
monograph, little has been done towards elucidating the char-

acter of the so-called Sumerian (or Sumero-Akkadian) speech.
See Winckler's remarkable confession :

' All attempts to establish

an affinity with any language of the ancient world, even with

the various languages of the neighbouring nations or of those

still living, must be abandoned
'

(in Helmolt's History of the

n'urld (11103), vol. iii. p. 5).

t The recent discovery by J. H. Haynes of an extensive

literary archive at Nippur, justifies the hope that at no distant

day we may be able to study the religious literature to a large
extent from '

originals' instead of frnm the copies prepared by
the scribes of Assurhanipal. See Hilprecht's account of the

Nippur library in Exploration* in Bible Lands in tlie A'ine-

teentlt Century, pp. 5U9-532.
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I

noiiilieil us gods. The independence nf tin- States

and, in -till ratlin day-, im doubt, "I ihe towns
of tin' Knphra'es Valley, i- snllicienl In account

fur tin- flirt that then should tlm- ari-e a eon

sid.-ialile number ot Bon- and moon-deities, and it

wa- onlv as a re-ult ..t political development that

in time a sun god wm-hipped in tin- mo-i im

mi taut centre came to he I lie sun-god /i".r

net anil, ill tin- theological system, was regarded
a- hav ing alni bed I lie attribute- and prerogatives
of hi-. former associates or rivals. Thi- proces-
iif concentration vva- not DeoeBSartly carrieil mil

with cuii-i-tciicy ; ami when, a- happened, two
(litres iicipiireil equal sigiiiticance an. I siinetity,

the w or-hip of the sun god or uf the moon god was
maintained in both, m a comprumi-e wa- cH'ecied

liy di-tingiiishiiig lieiween the varying action of

the -mi at the iliiierent -i 'a -<>ns i if the year or in the

ilivi-iun of the day, so that, in tile developed theo-

logical system, we have one sun deity particularly
singled out as the MIII of spring or of morning,
uml another as the midsummer or noonday sun.

The I. inner, as tl on.|iie]-or of the winter storm-,
wonl.i lie pictured a- a lieiielieeiit element, a

youthful hero displaying hi- strength; tin- latter,

as bringing discomfort, drought, ami ili.-ease,

would ! invc-ted with violenee and destructive

foree a grim warrior in the tliiek of hattle.

Sin h a division of functions, ciTectcd as a com

[ironii-e between rival Min-deii ie-, was the work of

the priesls- and theologian- rather tlian a popnl.-n

]iroer-s, and the c\am|ile adduced will siiliire lor

the
|i
resent to illustrate the importance of what

may he called the I heorelical factor in the develop
im nt of the I'.a bv Ionian religion. One of the main

|irolilems involved in con-id, -ring the functions and
trail- of any particular deity i- thus to di-tin

gui-li hetween original element- and such a- have
hei-ii impo-eil upon him (or lieri liy the attempts
Hi -\ -Icmati/ation that begin at an early period,
and that lead to the rise of various schools of then-

logical thought, Of Which traces are revealed ill a

careful -tu.l\ of the i. -Unions literature. At times,

naturally, it i- not an ea-y ta-k to ilill'crentiate

the [ojiular concept ion- eoiinecteil with a deity
llo hi tho-e unfolded in the sellools. So, when t\\o

god.- an- \ir\\ ^il a- lalher and son like Ka and
Maidnk 01 as father and daughter - like Sin 1 1 he

mo.. i] g...l i ami l-lilar or a- ma-ter and servant

like Sliamasli ithe -un-godi and Ishniii, or

Mai. Ink and Nu-kn ithe liie-god) the process in-

\nl\i-d i- not the -a me in all. Such relationships,
likevvi-e. al'c e\ple--IVe ill Colllpl ollll-e- etteele.l

liel \\eell rival deitie- ; ''lit ill -nine ill-lance-, a- in

the case of Ka and Mardiik. popular thought ie

iim.hed iii -peeitving I he relai ionsliip between
Ihe t\\o a- that of lather and -on. In general,
however, the trace- of relationship '..ct ween various

god- indicate the ali-m ption in some way or an-

other liy one god ol Ihe :ll t 1 il.llle- of Ills former
rival-, and may I" 1 re-_aid.-d a- tin- work of the

'

scl I- in their endeavour lo weave Ihe manifold

thread- of the pantheon into a -ingle pattern.
\Vhile. therefore, in the development .it I he pan-
the. .11 there max he noted a general tendency to

reduce the numlier of deities by the recognition
of tho-e only who had aci|iiired a relatively superioi

]
m-il 1011, and which had il - outcome in the As-yrian

pantheon in lixing the number of realh active

drill. - at ahull! eleven, the numerous local deltl.'-.

raii'^ine to hniidie.l-. do not enlirdy di-a|pe.-n.
Tli.-v -urvive in invoealion- and incantation-, the

ellieacy uf which i- -uppo-ed to In- increa-ed hy the

r of deitie- invoked: and al-o in pioper
name- particularly in lial.ylonia -where cou-

sen alive illtlllenee-. elnallatille (loin the popular

pha-es of the religion, h.-iv.- 1 r play.

Turning hy way of illustration to the historical

and votive iu-eription- of the olde-l jieriod, one
cannot help ln-in- impre ed hy the cin-iim-tance

Ihat, while Ihe numlier ol deit ie- I ha! mav he le-

_ai.l..l as helonxiu^' to the really active pantheon
i- noi extraordinarily large i.eiwe.-n twenty ami
tliiitv. if we add to lhe>e the deitie- paraded l.y

rulers on occasions when they vv i-h to emphasize
the extent of their sway, or when they desire to

assure I hem-elves of the protection and favour of

as larjje a numlier of IHvine forces as possihle,
the numlier i- more than donl.led. It, ajjain, we
take into account deitie- entering as clement- into

proper names occurring in in-dipt ion- hel..n,-in_;

to t his period, I lie list reache- c!o-c to one hundred.
So ina text dating from the days of Mani.-litu.-n,

a hiii", of Kish, who appears to lie as early a- any
ruler ot southern llal'V Ionia a- \ ct known ton-,"
we encounter aliout lilty name- of deities which
enter a- clement- into the four hundred and more
name of indiv idual- enumerated. ( 'on i paring this

list with the deities introduced into the historical

and votive inscriptions, it will he found that, while

the live or six most prominent "/..d- of the period.
arc represented, notahly Sin, Ka, Ishtar, Kn-lil,

or ltd, liy far the larger majority arc -nch a- ale

not found in these inscriptions at all. This may
lie due iii part to the 1 still limited historical material

that we possess for this earliest period: and it is

also true that a numlier of the j_-ods in this text of

Maiiislitusii, which was found at Susa, are foreign
deities notahly such as were worshipped in Klam.
I lut, ma kin", due allowance for the possible increase

of the active Babylonian pantheon of the ol le-i

period hy further discoveries, it is still -ate to

a nine that must of the gods that appear as

(dements of proper names in the text iu i[ue-ti.ni

belong to a ditlerent category, and will not, with
some possible exception.-, be encountered in his-

torical inscriptions proper. Il seem- certain that

the deities whom we thus encounter in proper
name- are the old local gods, w ho naturally survive

in the designation- of individuals hailing from

places where their cult was carried on: and it is

equally natural that the rulers in their inscriptions
should ignore all these local deities, except such

as had acquired a superior rank, rendering them
vv.nthv to be invoked hy a powerful chief.

If we now turn to the incantation texts, of vv hich

-eveial -eric- are known, we encounter the -ante

preponderance in the number of deities invoked,
over those that play a part in the active panthc.ui,
as revealed by the historical inscriptions of any
period. To he sine, our copies of these inealila

lion .-cries are very late; but it is ijuite safe to

assume, a- already pointed out, that the originals

In-long to the second millennium before our era, if

noi to the third ; and the circumstance that many
of the deities enumerated are to be found in pioper
name- of the v//7i,-.\7 period, is an evidence ot i he

anti.|iiity of the substantial elements of tbetcxi-
lliem-elves. In the '

Shurpu' series, as publi-hc.l
l.v l'ioi. /.immcrn, about loll deities are introduced,
as compared wilh '20 or 3U in historical text- of

the lirst period; and not only are a number of

these identical with those occurring in propel
name- of Manishtusu's obelisk, but, what i- more,
even Ihe foreign gods in this text have also found

their place in the incantations. These incantai i..n

i n nal- continue in use during the Assyrian pcn.nl.
w hen 1 1 great gods constitute practically the entire

panlhcuii, and this makes the contrast to iho

conditions revealed by these rituals all the more

-Hiking. The explanation is again to be sought
in the distinction between purely local cult- and

s. < ilu- ,-vidence on the \ma\s of which s.-ln-::

6lnmita*-SmHujiuti i. \^.
2) places this nil. T I..-IMIV *.'."<i .. .

ti.'hirs liku Winckler would auvv rttlucu by about
UIIL [Imusuiiil yi-aru.
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the gods who, in consequence of political and other

factors, rise to a superior position. The conser-
vatism attaching to religious texts, added to the
natural desire in the case of incantations to appeal
to as large a number of gods as possible, in the

hope that one or the other will grant the desired

help or relief, leads to the retention of the old local

deities ; and this is done without reference to the
selective process that has led to singling out a
small number only of these deities as powers of

first-rate importance.
In proper names, accordingly, and in incantation

rituals, there are revealed to us some of the popular
phases of the Babylono-Assyrian religion, and, as

elsewhere, these phases stand in a certain contrast
to the attempts at systematization of the pantheon
which are naturally the work of the priests and
of the theologians. \\e are thus prepared, in the
historical and votive inscriptions of the earliest

period and of the succeeding ones, to distinguish,
on the one hand, deities of merely local significance,
and those added from the desire to parade a long list

of protecting powers ; and, on the other hand, the

really active pantheon, produced by a process of

selection due in part to the natural prominence
aci|iiired by certain gods and by certain sanctuaries
over others, and in part due to the attempts at

systematization of the pantheon, begun by the

priests in their capacity as theologians at an early

period, and continued as political and social cir-

cumstances demanded.
In time this systematization reacts on the popular

beliefs, and modifies them considerably ; but, for all

that, the popular religion always lags more or less

behind the 'official' form as revealed in the scien-

tilic literature, such as the astronomical and astro-

logical texts, and in the official inscriptions of the

rulers, which were naturally produced under the

prevailing theological influences. It would be
idle to discuss to which of these two phases of the

religion the preference is to be given. Both must
be studied if we would penetrate to the core of

the religion, and in the case of the pantheon it is

obvious that due consideration of its systematiza-
tion by the priests must be' our guide in an en-

deavour to obtain a clear view of its extent and of

its general character.

(A) THE CHIEF DEITIES. 1. Anu, Bel, and
Ea. Perhaps the most striking feature of the

theological system devised by the priests is the
doctrine which place* at the head of the pantheon
a triad consisting of the god of heaven, the god
of earth and of the aunosphere above the earth,
and a god of the watery element. These three

gods, corresponding to the three divisions of the

Universe, thus cover the sum and substance of

Divine government ;
and it is hardly necessary

to advance further arguments for the view that
such a triad does not represent a popular belief,

but is the outcome of theological speculation.
OI the three gods, Anu representing heaven, Bel
the earth, and Ea the water, Bel and Ea we know
were originally deities of a local character, whose

worship was centred in a well-defined locality.

Bel, written ideograpliirally En-Hi, was the chief

god of Nippur in northern Babylonia, and the

prominence at one time of Nippur is illustrated

by the title He/, i.e. 'lord,' which became the
common designation of En-lil. Ea belongs to the
extreme south of Babylonia, whose worship was

originally centred in Eridu, an exceedingly old

settlement that at one time lay at the mouth of

the Persian Gulf. The name 'En-lil' merely de-

scribes the god as a powerful demon ; but from
otlier sources we know that he was conceived also

ris an atmospheric deity, who manifested himself
in storms and other violent disturbances of nature.

Ea, on the other hand, was a water spirit ; and one

can readily understand how the character of the

large body of water the Persian Gulf, which was
sacred to him, and which led directly to the shore-

less ocean should have led to making Ea the

symbol of the watery element in general. As for

Anu, while we find even as late as the 12th cent.

B.C. that his cult was specifically associated with
a definite centre,* the process which resulted

in making him the personification of heaven in

general, appears to have been a purely scholastic

one, and independent of any traits that may
originally have been ascribed to him. His wor-

ship in tiie south was never carried on tit any of

the large political or religious centres, and, what-
ever local associations lie may have had, dis-

appeared as early at least as the 4th millennium
before our era, when we already find Ann gener-

ally written without the usual sign before deities,

and designated simply as the '

heavenly
'

or 'ex-

alted' one.t One is inclined, in view of this great

antiquity of the symboli/.ation of Anu, to regard
the name, together with the conceptions associated

with it, as due to scholastic speculation, and to

suppose that the association of a god Anu with

any particular locality is of later origin, due to

the reaction of theoretical speculation in practical
forms of belief.

However this may be, the parcelling out of

Divine manifestations among a triad representing
heaven, earth, and water, belongs distinctly to a

theological system is part and parcel of a U't'/tmi-

scltauung which could have arisen only in the

schools, and which from the schools may have
made its way to the people. The important feature

of the triad is the symbolization underlying it :

the choice of Bel and Ea to symbolize earth and
water is secondary, as is the choice of Anu to

symbolize heaven, whatever the origin of the

name may have been. The Bel of the triad has

in reality nothing but the name in common with

the chief god of Nippur, and, similarly, when Ea
of the triad was invoked there could have been

only a remote association in the minds of the

Babylonians with the water deity of Eridu. Still,

such is the force of old conceptions that even the

theologians could not entirely keep the double

character thus resulting for Bel and Ea apart, and,

accordingly, in the earliest occurrence of the triad

dating from the days of Gudea J (c. 3000 B.C.) we
have Nin-kharsag, the consort of Bel or En-lil,

inserted between the latter and Ea. Nin-kharsag^
is a title of Belit as the wife of the chief god of

Nippur, and the insertion of the name in con-

nexion with the triad shows that the Babylonian
scribes could not free themselves from the associa-

tion of Bel with his original home at Nippur. In

later periods this is rarely done, and it is interesting
to compare the arrangement of the triad in Gudea's

inscription with the one on a boundary stone from
the 11 th cent., where the goddess corresponding
to the old Nin-kharsag, Belit, appears as Xin-

makh, 'the great lady' dissociated from the Belit

of Nippur and assigned a place behind Ea. Be-

tween these two dates we have the inscription of

Agumkakrime (c. 1650 B.C.), in which we iind at

the beginning the usual order Anu, Bel. Ea,

whereas towards the close there is associated with

each one of the three a consort, thus furnishing
the series Anu and Antnm, Bel and Belit, Ea and
Damkina. Of these consorts, Belit and Damkina

represent the wives of the Bel of Nippur and Ea

* Der in southern Babylonia, Rawl. v. 55, col. i. 14.

t An = ' heaven '

-f the phonetic complement ita. This is the

usual fonii ; hut various others occur, .<;. An with the deter-

minative for 'sod,' and the phonetic writings An-im-um with

and without the determinative for 'god.' See Eadau, CYtutiwi

Stcrit of Genenu, 17, note 2.

J Inscription B, col. viii. 45-48.

J Signifying
'

lady of the mountain.*
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<pf Kridu respectively, whereas \iituiu is mi arti-

ficial li-iur introduced inln (In- pantheon under
the inlluence iif tin- dociiine which a -jened in

evei\ niali> v.od a female ru)il|iaiiiii!l. One must
therefore pass down to a comparatively laic period,
Ill-Inn', in ilic iiuocatioii "I tin- triail, all tiaccs i.f

the old association of lid ami Kawith local cults

di-appe:u, ami ill a C'crlain sense tlic process was
never cniirclv ami consistently completed.

Tin- as>igning of tlic li.cal deily of Nippur to a

1'osiiioii

in tin- triad served to maintain his cult

011:4 al'lcr Ni|ii>ur liail lost its political MI pn- < \ .

His temple nl Nippur, known as K-knr, 'tlic

mountain house.' became 8 place of pil^rima^c to

which \\oishippers came Irom all Miles. In a

nicaMve ihis \\;LS the case \\illi the .sanctuaries

in all nr in mo>t of the places that once formed

]iolitical centres, but there were certain features
ciinni'cieil with the llel cull of Nippur that lent to

it an air of uniqueness. Invoked in one o| the

earliest inscriptions known to us, that of Kn-shag-
kus-li-aiinu

*
(i: ,'i.Vio ];.c.\. Kn lil, at this time

already designated as king of tin- lands,' main-
tains his position as the head of (lie pantheon even
in the case ol a ruler like LugahaggiM, king of

Krech (c.
:>.">' in ii.i-. i, w liosi- capital is not at Nippur, t

We do not encounter the triad at this early period,
and it is all the more signilicant therefore to find

the god of Nippur occupying a posiiion which is

no| alli'i'ieil liy the political status o f the centre in

which he was worshipped. Such a condition is an

important step on the ruad towards the differentia-

tion lielween the local storm god and his syniholi-
/a I ion a > one ol 1 he I lure eh 'men Is of the universe.!
Kicn in those inscriptions of the lirst period of

lialiylonian history in which Kn-lil docs not occupy
the lil-t place, as !ol example III the list found
in an inscription of K-anna-tuni,* ami in one of

(iii'loa.- his supremacy is slill implied, for the

prelciehce "i\en in these inscriptions to a god Nin-

giisii, who is mentioned In-fore Kn-lil, is simply
ilue to the fact that the inscriptions in i|Ue.stn,ii
lire dedicated to Nin-girsii as I he chief deity of the
centre to which the rulers in question hehmi'.

Similarly, the rulers of other centres, like Agade,
I'r. and Kish. present olleriiigs and pay devotion
to tin' l!el of Nippur; and it is not until the union
of the Kiiphralcs States under a dynasty which
established its capital in Ihe city of llahylon
('. '_':tiio is. c.| that we encounter an attempt to de-

throne Kn-lil from his preeminent position, in

favour of the chief deity of the city of Mabylon,
Manliik. The political union naturally biouuht
ill its wake the assign iiu-nt of Man Ink to a po-i; ion

at the head of the pantheon, and this was enipha-
si/ed by i nni-fen in-.: to Manliik the tille Ji< I or

'lord,' and the old legends and traditions werelike-
\\i~e transformed under the inlluenee of the pne-ts
of l!ah\loii with a view of securing for the Ilel'

of lial'vlon the fund ion- and deeds that properly
belong to the ' Bel

'

of Nippur. The attempt, how-
ever, was not altogi-iliei ~u. i -os-fiil, and, when in

the Isih cent. li.c. the cnntiol of I!ali\ Ionia passed
into tin- hands of a

| pie coming from Klatn to

the east, and known as the KassiU-s, the cult of
1'" I M| Nippur enjoyed a renai ance
There are good reasons for believing tha' the

Kassites made a deliberate cllort to reinstate Kn |j|

as the head of the pantheon, i-'oi In e centuries the

IIil|.r., lit. nl,l /;.,' yl. I,, , , i.
', Nus. 'i, '.U.

t llil|>ri"-lil, ''.. N.I -7. cul. i. 1.

I (iU'li-;l. -.il. I A. -.!. i. <;.

$ liiM-n]itii>n 1 1, col. i. 3.

i s. > tin- v"ii\' IngcriptionB "f Eanlb HHU J

!-iiMi-h.>i bi

Ililprt-i'hi (iif, I j!,ir,,:<',,,,.,,,< i,, rtpd'on . i

. NCM '-
B2), which

\Mt ll t.-u r\! ,.|i| |..ns ;ir.- ,1. -In t |' il I. I \, III r 111' snrt N ill-til

<>r r.i-iit ID i ii, \ ,)iMrlar\-
'

insiTijir :, ., iloting fram this period
(-,r k, ''/<> h-ii>l'.\i. 1:, './,i,rf,. A-, jv, ],]>

i. '...i. 11 i- il-.i ^i_

riilh-alit th;tl Munluk is mrn! i.irn .1 :.jtrr Sli:nii:ish. :nni ei - n Ull

gi.nl Aiiml in OIK- in.stanci- is ^'i\i-n tin- preli-rulicc ovt-r him.

Ka-siles held sway : and, though at the end ..I I his

period I he I eai I ion I levins, ill Ihe list of ^'ocls Ion 11' I

in insci ipi ion- ot this period Manliik icienes his

place immediately In-hind the triad," llmni-h not
m\ai ialily so. I

The \\~i- oi a serious rival to Italiylonia in tin;

north, when- shortly after the end of Kassjtr rule
in the south the . \--yrians ac.|uir. d Millieieiit

strength to threaten the iinlepemieiice of lialiy-
lonia, a^ain leads to a shifting in the ranks of
the -mis. In the presence of a common foe, the
union I, ei \M-I-II lln- States in the south liecomes
closei, and this condition linds expression in a
more loyal attachment to the patron deity of

l!ali\loii Manliik, who iu virtue of this fact

henceforward holds undisturbed sway as the head
of ihe pantheon. Xo more attempts are made to

shake his position by playing off other gods again
'

him. His supremacy liecomes so secure that it is

not endangered hy the devotion shown hy the
rulers of Babylonia to the cults of other -mis,
either in lialiylon itself or in any one of the

religious centies of the south. The temple of

Uel of Nippur continued to he a goal of pilgrimage
down to the lalcst days of the lialiylonian empiic,
anil the series of sacred edilices there were an
olijecl of care to Assyrian kings as well as to

Babylonian rulers ; but the reverence paid to liel

was merely that due to the local deity, who had,
in coiiseiiucnce of the earlier phases of the de-

velopment of the Babylonian religion, acquired a

greater prominence than the other gods. At the
same lime, the position of Bel in the triad served
as a factor in maintaining this reverence, and
formed in a measure the justification for it, in the
niimls of those who had separated their conception
of JJel almost entirely from his originally local

limitations.

\Ve know as yet too little of the earliest history
of Kridii the original seat of the Ka cult to
deiei mine the course of development that led to

Ea's being singled out from among other water
gods that were worshipped in early days, to
become the general symbol of the watery element
in the distribution of the Universe among three
chief deities or power. Analogy might suggest
that Kridu,; at the time that it still lay directly
at ihe head of the Persian Gulf, was once an im-

poii.iiii political centre like Nippur, and that its

pal ion deity rose into prominence in connexion
with the political fortunes of the place. There is,

howcicr, no evidence to justify the claim that
Eridu ever occupied such a position ; and, since
our knowledge of the early history of liabylonia
now goes back to a remote period, we ought at
least to have encountered some traces of a once
dominating Slate in the Euphrates Valley with
Kridu as a centre. Such notices as we have in the
old Babylonian inscriptions almost all point to the
/.//'/'""' S but not to the political significance of
I In- place, and illustrate the devotion of the rulers
to Kn ki or Ea, who is called the king of Kridu.

I

In the religious literature, likewise, Kridu ap] i a

chielh as a religious centre, though, culture and
religious prominence proceeding hand in hand in
ancient Babylonia, Endu was no doubt one of the
ultl, / of the cities of the south. To a late day the

'

s.. in the inscription of the (lays of Manlukimdinakhe
(<-. II""). Rawlinaon, iii. 43, nol. iiL 81.

' Kawlinaon, ui 41, ool. IL 25t Maiduk occupies thi
i i in triail, belngpreceded by8in,Sbuuiuli, ;nnl Ma-ar.

; Now " pi- M-Mtc*l bytne mound Jfru-SAaArriu, aiti

HMIIH- 'lisuii.v rr.'lu the immth o( the EnphruU'3.
5 Ilui-Siii nf the lin dynasty, e.g. (c. 'J5UO B.C.). refen

"i I- ! trei c Kritlu (Ililprecht, Old /inl",

i. 1. N". l'.t, ,
r
.), iiinl nm'in;.' the titles o( I i

ihri:iM\ U' tin.! out- which (K-sitfnaU-S hill) (I//. V> 1

mis of ErUlu.'
li lns< ni.ii'.ii of Entenicna (Thumu - Dangin to I.

<l
:

At*!n I.-/ ; .
,

ii. p. Us, col. iv. 5-7).
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tradition survived which attributed the beginnings
of culture to the instruction furnished to mankind

by the water deity
* who personified the Persian

Gulf ; and since, as a matter of fact, the course of

civilization in the Euphrates Valley is from south

to north, we may conclude that the prominence
in culture as well as the antiquity of Eridu were
the factors which led to the sanctity of the place,

and, along with this sanctity, to the prominent posi-

tion attained by the chief god of the place, so that

his worship spread far beyond its original confines.

There is no god who in certain portions of the

religious literature of Babylonia notably in the

numerous incantation texts plays a greater role

than Ea. He is apt to be appealed to, first of all ;

and, where other deities fail, Ea by his superior

wisdom, which is his most characteristic feature,

is certain to succeed in discovering the cause of the

disease that troubles a man, and in effecting a cure.

He is essentially the god of mankind, who loves

the children of men, who originally taught them

wisdom, and who, according to at least one cosmo-

logical system current in Babylonia, was the

ri'jtor of mankind. This prominence of Ea in

portions of the religious literature suggests, in-

deed, that the compositions themselves originated
at Eridu ; and there is distinct evidence for this in

the transformation which many of the incantation

texts clearly underwent in order to adapt them to

the standards of the priesthood of Babylon, which
was naturally jealous of anything that seemed to

atl'ect the pre-eminence of Marduk. Just as the

titles and attributes as well as the prerogatives of

the old Bel of Nippur were transferred to Marduk,
so the latter also assumed the role of Ea ; but he

is represented as doing this with the full consent

of Ea, who became in the theological system of

the Babylonian priesthood the father of Marduk,

proud of the achievements of his son, and rejoicing
in the latter's supremacy. Marduk's name is

either associated in the religious texts with that

of Ea, so that both are represented as performing
in concert acts that were originally attributed to

Ea alone ; or Ea is depicted as asking his son to

act for him. This re -editing and adaptation of

the ancient literary productions of the Euphrates

Valley thus furnishes a valuable aid in tracing
the gradual development of a theological system.
A reconciliation between the claims of Ea and

Marduk, respectively, having thus been brought
aliout, the cult of Ea could be carried on without

endangering the position of Marduk, and a sanc-

tuary to Ea was erected in the sacred area around

Marduk's own temple in the city of Babylon.
Ann is practically entirely freed from local

associations, and is viewed as a god for the gods
rather than for men a deity who exercises a

general supervision over all the gods. In a sense,

the conception of Ann represents the highest

point reached in the spiritualization of the Baby-
lonian religion. He is the '

lofty god,' and it is

significant that as early as the days of Ham
murabit he is in fact designated simply tin '

god.
At no subsequent period, either in Babylonian 01

Assyrian history, do we find a closer approac)
to a monotheistic belief than in this early con

ception of Ami, although it must be borne ii

mind that the actual step of regarding one god a>

embodying the essence of all others was not take!

in Hammurabi's days, nor was it taken in late

days despite certain' appearances to the contrary.:

While not entering to the same extent as did Be
and Ea into the popular religion, yet the concep

* Called Cannes by Berosus in his account of this traditioi

'Caw, Ancient Fraittnents (2nd eel.), p. 57).

t 'Code de Hammourabi,' col. i. 45, etc. (ed. Scheil, Textr

Ulamitet-Siiiiitigvet, ii. p. 16).

I See below, p. oSiv, and Jastrow, Din Rrlipinn Babylonien
und Assyrians, p. 203, note 1.

ion of Ann as an outcome of the best speculative

hought in Babylonia is a most important feature

>f tiie Babylonian religion, and must not be lost

ight of in an estimate of the best that thia

eligion stood for.

It will thus be seen that each one of the three

gods embraced in the doctrine of the triad has his

>eculiar origin, and retains his peculiar place out-

iide of the lank accorded to him in the triad

tself. The local cult of Bel of Nippur proceeds
indisturbed by the admission of Bel to the second

jlace in the triad, while the transfer of Bel's attri-

jutes to Marduk marks the concession made to

,he new order of things which eventually gave the

latron god of the city of Babylon his undisputed
ank at the head of the active pantheon. Lastly,

Ea, rising to a place of importance through the

sacred associations connected with the old city of

Eridu, is stripped of local limitations to a much

greater extent than is the case with Bel, and out-

side of his rank as a third member of the triad is

worshipped and appealed to throughout Babylonia
as the god of humanity par excellence, whose chief

trait is wisdom, and one of whose chief functions

consists in his power of healing disease and of

relieving guttering in general.
2. Islitar. We have already had occasion to

point out that with the gods of the triad their

consorts are occasionally associated, and that, even

when this is not the case, the consort of En-lil

or Bel, under the form of Nin-kfuirsag, appears

occasionally as a fourth member associated with

Anu, Bel, 'Ea. The association of consorts with

the three gods is due merely to the influence of

the general belief, which is a part both of the

popular religion and of the system devised by the

priests, according to which every male deity was

supposed to have a partner who, however, is

generally merely his pale reflexion. The case is

dillerent, however, in the association of Nin-

kharsag with the triad. Although bearing a

name signifying 'lady of the mountain,' which

belongs to the consort of En-lil, the chief god of

Nippur, and whose chief sanctuary was known
as E-kur,

' mountain-house,' the fact that this

name is subsequently replaced by a more general

one, Nin-mnkh, which has the force of 'great

lady,' and is generally added as a fourth member
of the triad after Ea, is sufficient to show that

we are dealing here, not with the associate of a

male deity, but with some more general principle

recognized by the priests at least as a factor in

the workings and divisions of the Universe. That

factor may in a general way be defined as the

life-producing power manifested in the world,

without which heaven, earth, and water would be

a desolate waste. The influence of this doctrine,

which appears to have been formulated as early

at least as the third millennium, leads to the

phenomenon which, next to the constitution of

the triad at the head of the pantheon, is the most

characteristic feature of the Babylonian doctrine

of the gods, according to which, from a certain

time onwards, only one goddess occupying an

independent position is recognized. The general
mime by which the goddess comes to be known is

Ishtar. She is the great mother to whom vegeta-

tion, as well as fertility in the animal world, is

due, and she is naturally viewed also as the

mother of mankind. That in the triad she is

designated as Nin-kharsag, may possibly point to

the formulation of the doctrine at a time when

the Bel cult of Nippur was still in the ascendency,

and when naturally the consort of this god who
was called Belit, 'lady' par excellence, as En-lil

was called Bel had the distinction of representing
the life-giving principle assigned to her. However

this may be, the choice of the later and specific
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designation Ixhl'ii'. as tin- name of thr great god-

dess, is ilu.' in influences emanating again n

tin- lily "I l!ah\ Inn, lor it is tin-re that down to

tin- latest days we liinl .\i>i iniil.li ii-ed as n in- ni

till
1 designations of till

1 chief goddess.'
Tliul the name IJitm- (onvcyi:ig ill all proha

liility tin 1 force of
'

It-ailing,
'

overseeing.' troni it

sti-ni ii.iiii-ii also originated in (lie city nt l!al>\ Ion,

fiuiiiut be definitely stated, bu1 seems likely. The

phonetic writing appeals for the first time in the

inscriptions ut Hammurabi.t ami it would be

natural for tin- priests of l',ab\ Ion to use the name
of a godde-s \\lni \\as worshipped in the capital

by tin- side ot Manlilk as I hi 1 designation (it I n 1

general life producing power. 'I'hal.at all events,

they wen 1 an\ions to regard the associate nl

Maidnk as i.lent ical with Ishtar, follows from the

ctymolo-_\ they proposed for the name of this

consort, whose real name >'"//'" i'i/i im- S'n-/i<in<t\,

i.e., probably, the 'shining one,' they eon verted into

/. r iiiiiiitinn, the -
l-producing

'

goddess.
Whatever the origin of Ishtar may have been,

nml win-lever llieciiltof this goddess may'origiii-

ally haie lieen centred. sin 1

gradually ab.oih- I lie

rules anil the names of t lie other goddesses who Us

consorts of gods in important religions centre- hail

nei|iiireil a eel tain, though rest rieteil, importance,
Thus at Krcch, in the extreme south, there Nour-

ished the cult of u goddess kno\\ n as .\nini, \\lm

appear- to ha\e heen conceived as a deity ot a

violent character, punishing severely those \\hc>

disobey her a w ar ;:oddes, ;athel than amnlliei

of life" lint who in later texts is identified with

Ishtar. Again, at another ancient centre. Shir

pnila, we liml the cult of a gcildc-- .\<n". who is

regarded as the sj-ter of the chief god of the place.

Nin-girsn, and whose special function appeals to

have heen the int ei pi et at ion of dreams. She is

called the -real divining i|iieeii of the gods, and it

is to her that iMidea. one of the most famous
rulers 01 the place (c. 3IIUU H.C.), goes to ascertain

the anin^ of a dream which disturbs him.;
Ishtar ah-oil,- the r.Me of both Nana and Nina.
and hence, side by side with her character as the

in. .Hi. ] i.i nil lit,
1

. sl ir is portrayed already in the

inscriptions of Hammurabi as the great war
"od des- w I n i -1:1 mis l.y I he king's -id,, in the midst

of the tray, and to whose aid every victory is in a

measure due. This phase of the character oi the

goddess is naturally emphasized even more promi-

nently union;.' a people like the Assyrians, whose

thoughts and ailmtic- were -o hugely occupied
with militaix pin-'lll -. and al gwhoin all gods
take on a warlike and tierce character. While
the conception of Ishtar as thi 1

j_'reut mother of

mankind i- also found among the Assyrians, t he

kind's of the mirth more freiHiently speak of her as

the companion ot the duel god Ashur, and as CO-

operating with the latter to lead the Assyrian
Himies to \ ietoM. She is iii. lined as in- I with
IMIW and :nio, and it is likewise she who, like

Nina, fnrnislll - oiai le- and appeals in dream- to

encourage In i la \oiii it es the KlflgS by i '-assuring

messages. Again, a goddess .liiiiiiit, who, as the

name indieiile-, -1 1 in -oiiie relationship to Ann.
the god of hea\en. becomes a loim ol l-hl:n : and
in tlie same w,-iv Ishlur ah-mhs the rule ol other

of the chief goddess,-, of the religious and political
centies of ihe ancient llahyloman cities, such as

l':"ii, originally the con-.. it of Nin gii-n. the chief

Ti
, B en 'i i i Ion In h.ni"iir "I ilii- HIH|I|I-<

entlj been excavated bj ' ii. German expedition ST..

\i ,'rt . ,/. , ii ittsclu nOn i/t, Noa. 4 and 6 ;

;ni'l .il-.i Ii. ht/.si-li, /i/* /.(i/M/. '/. / pp
8, 9

t Bee km.'. In-, i if*, i II '. 'i. '.'. l.'i.

anil -j:;, i i-. il in tin' t;i-nrr.il M'IIS. M(
'

^.'.-lil.

I SeeThurcaii Dangin'sartJcle, 'LeSonffedeG
reiui\t> *< TAcad mil i In

, LIT ii- i-'si

deity of Shirpnrla, who at one time acquired an

independent position of great piominenee.
'1'he I'.xtenl to which thi- process of comenMa

lion was cariicd is illustrated by the common
ll-e of the IIMII //,/'!. pal liclllally ill I'eli^ioUH

texts, ill the sense of '

yo Idcss
'

; and from II ii

plural ixlilin-iiti' is formed, with the si^'nili' a MOII
1

goddesses.' While, tllerefore. the 'it In I vodde--es
who are merely the consorts of male deities their

pale reflexions continue to [)reserve their identity,

they an- in reality merely so ninny Ishtars, with
this distinction, however, that the name Ishtar as

I hai ol a s],
( .|-i|ie deny is confined to the associate

of the chief ^od Marduk in the south and Ashur
in the north.
A certain vagueness in the use of the name

I-Jitar, to be ohsrncd es]iecially in Assyrian his.

i..inai lexts. followed from the attempt to con-

centrate the attributes of all the important
goddesses important by vi.Mie of the part once

played by the centres in which as consorts of male
deities liicy were win-hipped in a single person-

age. Ishtar is not really the wife of Ashur, v.-ho

indeed is essentially a yod standing by him-df
without wife or ollspring ; but as the chief f:odm -~s

she takes her place by the side of Ashur, just as

she doe- bv the side ot Marduk, and hence she is

addressed occasionally in terms which might be

taken as representing the relationship of a wife
to her husband. In the -onth, again, owing to

Manlnk s absorption of the role ot' the old Mel of

Nippur, Ishtar naturally becomes the B&lit |

llabylonia, though llelit was originally the consort

of the Nippurian l!tl ; and. in so far as she takes

on the traits of the older Itelit, she is associated

with Marduk in the relationship of consult to the

chief male deity. Yet the amalgamation is not

complete until a relatively late period, and Manlnk
continues to have as a special consort Unr/ininf,
w ho i- generally distinguished, albeit not shai pi \ .

lioin Ishtar. Confusing a- this double character

of Ishtar, as the one great mother-goddess, the

source of life, and as the consort of the head of

the pantheon, may appear to us, it probably
occa. Mined no dilhculty to the Babylonian then-

log ians. to w horn Ishtar was essentially the goddess
ol life and vegetation ;

nor to the Assyrian priests,

among whom she took on the role of the great
war-goddess, who in company with Ashur led the

armies of the kings to victory.
:i. Sin. Next to the triad and the great mother-

goddess, the worship of the two great orbs of light
the moon and the sun is a feature of the Itaby-

loniaii religion that dings to it from the earliest

period of which we have any record, down to the

latest It is impossible to say definitely that the

cult of the one is older than the other, but the

gicater piomini i which, so far as the evidence

-oes, was enjoyed by the moon cult in the earliest

forms of Semitic culture, justifies the preference
i:i\en to it in the order of treatment. In a
-cneial way it may be said that the moon cult

i- coexistent with the nomadic grade of ciiltuie.

\\lnle sun woi-hip corresponds more to tin- tiame

of mind ami to the conditions prevailing among a

people that lias reached the agricultural stage.

Tliis generalization, though open to the objections
that attach to all generali/ations, is m-\ ei i heh --

of value, provided it be not pushed to the extreme
of denving the possibility of sun worship in the

pn- agricultural period of the Semites. The move-
ments of nomads in Arabia the home /"'/ <s'--{-

i the Semites taking place for a great part
of the year at night, the moon nalni.ilU si iM-d U
an important guide. The more icgnlai changes in

the oib of night and the biieier period in which
1 In -e legulav change!* run their coin so, constituted

lull In i features that helped to emphasise the iin-
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portance of the moon as a metliuin for the calcu-
lation of time. However this may be, two of the
oldest religious centres in Babylonia were seats of

moon worship Ur and Harran (or Haran), and
the sanctuaries at both places retained their popu-
larity until the days of the New Babylonian
empire. Assyrian rulers vied with those in the
south in paying homage to the god worshipped in

these centres.

The common name given to the moon-god is

Sin. The meaning anil etymology of this name
are not yet clear ; but there were numerous

epithets by which he was known. Among these
is one A'niinnr, which, signifying 'the one who
gives light' or 'place of light,'* appears to have
l.een used at one time as a genuine name and not

merely as an epithet. Possibly Nannar is even
an older name than Sin, which appears to have

originated at Harran. Besides the two places
named, there were, no doubt, other places in Baby-
lonia where the moon cult flourished, and it was
merely the religious prominence of Ur and Harran
that lent to their association with the moon-god
a special significance. The moon - god is ordi-

narily designated ideographically En-zu, which
describes him as the ' lord of wisdom,' and this

attribute is perhaps the most important of the con-

ceptions connected with him. This designation
appears in one of the earliest inscriptions known
to us. Lugalzaggisi t enumerates En-zu among
the gods serving as his protectors, and from the

sequence it is evident that this ruler has in mind
the moon-god of the city of Ur. The cultivation

of the science of astronomy by the Babylonian
priests served to emphasize the association of

wisdom with the moon, as the overseer of the

starry heavens ; and, since the motive predomi-
nating in the development of this science was
the belief in the influence of the position and
movements of the stars upon the fate of the indi-

vidual, the wisdom of Sin was to a large extent
coextensive with the giving of oracles and the

interpretation of omens. Hence the prominence
accorded to Sin in the omen literature. It is he
who sends dreams. He is addressed as the lord of

decisions, the god who gives counsel ; and if in

later times it is Shamash the sun-god rather
than Sin who appears as the god of oracles, this

is due to the greater prominence which Shamash
acquired in the agricultural stage of culture, and
which led to the relegating of Sin to a second-

ary position. Sin's traits as the illuminator like-

wise continue to be dwelt upon both in historical

texts and in the hymns composed in his honour ;

and, with the tendency to lay stress on the ethical

phase of the natures of the gods, the light diffused

by Sin becomes a symbol of his function in reveal-

ing to men the snares that are laid for them in

the dark. As a protection against the workings
of the mischievous spirits who ply their trade

generally at night, the appeal is frequently made
in the incantations to the moon-god ; but here,

again, there are other tendencies at work in the

Babylonian religion that prevent the fullest de-

velopment of the traits of wisdom and of pro-
tection ascribed to Sin. In the later periods the
element of wisdom is so prominently associated
with another god Ea, who through various causes
becomes the god of humanity par excellence as

to set the moon cult almost aside, while the

greater attachment felt towards the sun by an
agricultural population, added to the much more
powerful character of the sun's light, leads not

only to Shamash becoming an oracle god in the

place of Sin, but exalts the sun-god to the position
of chief protector of mankind against injustice,

* So Lehmann, Xeitschrift fur AsKifrioloyie, xvi. p. 405.

t Hili'i-fi-ht, Hid Bali. Inscription*, i. 2, No. 87, col. i. 21-22.

the god who far above any other reveals wrong-
doing and brings wickedness to light. Sin, in

short, while his cult remains prominent, loses his

touch, as it were, with his worshippers. The
personal element is moved into the background.
As he no longer entered into the daily life of a

population that became agricultural and then

commercial, the later hymns to him do not breathe
that spirit of genuine attachment which charac-
terizes the addresses to such gods as Shamash,
Ea, and Marduk. He retains his supreme position

among the gods ; but, calm and cold as his light,
he is not the deity to whom the people turn in

their distress, and it was due chiefly to the rever-

ence in which such ancient centres as Ur and
Harran were held by virtue of their great antiquity
that he continued to be a member of a second

great triad, consisting of Sin, Ishtar, and the sun-

god.
4. Shamash, Ninib, Nergal. We have indicated

the main reason for the steadily growing popu-
larity of the sun cult, which is a feature of the

development both of the popular religion and of

the system of theology established by the influence

of the priests. While the worship of the sun-god,
as one of the great powers of nature, is no doubt
much earlier among all nations than the period
when the agricultural stage was reached, it is

among agricultural communities that such a cult

acquires a popularity corresponding to the import-
ance of the sun in the lite of the people. Hence
the phenomenon, which at first sight may seem

strange, that the majority of the local goiis wor-

shipped in the cities of ancient Babylonia are solar

deities. Besides the two chief centres of sun

worship Sippar in northern Babylonia and J.arsa

in the southern portion the patron deity of Shir-

purla (known as flin-ffirsit) is a solar deity ; a god
Ncrijal, worshipped in another important centre

Cutnah is likewise a sun-god ; similarly, Zu-iiinl-

uinl, who belongs to an important city Kish :

while Marduk, originally merely the god of the

city of Babylon, but destined, with the growing
dignity of the city as the capital of the united

Babylonian States, to become the official head of

the pantheon, is also distinctly a solar god.
Besides these, we have a host of other deities

belonging to cities and towns of minor importance
that are distinctly solar in character. With that

same tendency towards the systematization of

beliefs which led to the concentration of the god-
desses of the more important centres in the person
of a single goddess Ishtar, so in the course ot time
these various local sun-gods came to be looked upon
as so many forms or manifestations of the one great
orb, though the tendency never went so far as to

concentrate all the solar deities into a single one.

By the side of a god, symbolical of the sun in

general, and who receives the name of Shamash,
the official Babylonian pantheon continues to

recognize two other solar deities one whose name
is provisionally read ytnili, and the other A'i'i'</n/

exclusive of Marduk, who. although a sun-god. al>o

acquires, as already intimated, a unique position.
The real reason for the continued independent
existence of Ninib and Nergal is, no doubt, to be

sought again in the political and religious signifi-

cance of the centres in which they were worshipped.
That centre was, in the case of Nergal, the city of

t'uthah, which is first referred to in an inscription
of king Dungi of Ur (c. 2800 B.C.). As for Ninib,
indications point to his identity with Nin-girsu,
the chief god of Shirpurla, the capital of one of the

oldest Babylonian States ; though the origin of the

writing J\'in-i/> and its precise relationship to the

form Nin-girsu are as yet unknown to us. In

the systematized Babylonian theology, however,
the distinction between Shamash, Ninib, and
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Neii-al was interpieted ill such u manner, that,
while Shama-h wa.- regarded as the -un-".od /i-ir

and 111 ".ellelal, Ninib was looked Upon
a- the personification of tin- morning ami spring
Mill, illnl Nel^al a- tlir -un of MIMIII and ot the

siimmei season." Tlii-* ditleivntiation was sii",.

".c-ted by tin' two aspects w 1 1 id i tin' MIII as a great

i

lower ot nature presents in a climate like that of

'ahyloiiia. It i-. on tin- our liaml, a heiieliceni

power which, in thr spring, drive- awa\ thr rain

ami -torm-. ami re-tore- ihe hir and \ei-etaMuii "I

nature : ami, on I he other ham I, it is a destruet iv e

power which, during tin- hot season, liy its ton

iii icr ami burninu rays, bring- aliout di-ea-e and
Millei ing, ami even causes nun to the cro[i.-.

Confining ourselves for tin- moment to the

]iri
sonllicat ion n! the -un in general, the name

'i
. hannu lielh:i|i- I lie force of 'servitor,'

:i|'|n ara to go I..irk to the very early period when
the moon cult -till en,|o\ed a -ll|ire!nacy over that

of the -nn. Ami if it he home in miml that, hoth in

the earlier :iml in the later inscriptions of IJahy-
lunia ami Assyria.

I
t he moon-god i-, almost without

exception, aeeolileil the preference over Shalliash

ill all eiiumerati n ot the ]>antlieon, the conclu-
sion appear- to In- warranted that the si'rvice

'

implied in the na had reference originally to

tin- -ubserv icnt relationship in which Shamash
st I to sin. We have, however, also had occasion
to note the c-an-e- that led to the Inter predomi
name of the sun cull over that of the moon, at

lea-i in the popular phase of t lie religion, and the

influence of tin- phase is to he seen iii the ahsorp-
tion on the part of Sharuash of attributes that om-e

belonged Iii Sin.

The chief centres of the l!ahy Ionian Shaniash
cull were, as already indicated. Sippar and I.ar-a,

both of them cilies whose foundation reaches Lack
to a high antii|llity. Ill the two. l.al-:l appeal- In

have heeii ]>olitically the more important, whereas

Sip|i;ir acquired greater n-li^iou- sanctity, from
wlii. t v e may perhaps conclude that it- was the

o'der of the two. Thai then- i- some historical

COI.HC uoll between the I Wo place-, i- indicated

by the identity of the name borne by the chief

temple in hoth Sippar and l.ar-a. vi/. l-'.-lim-i-it (or

]\-liri/,/ni,;n, -ignitving
'

re-plendent house.' In
the lllllller development of the collcepl lolls i

iiedi-d with Shama-h it i- important to note lie-

in! induct ion of ethical idea-. Kepre-ented ideo-

graphieally as 'the ".oil of day.' he. is worshipped
not merely as the symbol of light and as the
hcndicctil power that drive- away the \\intei

stoim- and dolhes the earih with verdure, but
a- the ";od who, among mankind, a- in nature,

brings about order and stability. As his ligl, t

illumines all dark place-, -o he i- H'vanled as tlie

one who can drive evil,which was pictured as 'dark-

ness,' mil of I he holly of man. Sliama-h i- there-

fore frei|ucntly appealed to in the incantation texts
as the god who cai; pnnid" healing, who can se-

cure release from -ulb-iniu- by dm ing away the
demons and evil spirit-. The symbolical rite- pre-
scribed ill these | ex I

- I o he ea ] I led out ill eon Hex ion

with the pronouncing of certain formula' ale

".cm-rally In be pel formed at da\ break, when the

rule of Shamash IM--JUI-. Hut imi onl\ e\il in the
tin m oi disease 01 bewitchment an in- lemoved by
Shama-h. it i- lie likewise who brings hidilen

crime- to lixht. and it, i- lie who punishes the evil-

-. - Jeiuen (i motoyi \

7 (.), ID wlmm tin-- i>

<

HI tioil i-- due, ;nnl uh-.-i- ^l'\^- irr iii-trr |ilail-lMi-
. .

i].ni!,,ri ..( \\
'

,, tl
(i. T'll. \\ li"

is ilii.-liiii'il lit look U|i"li Ninili ii.s On- -\nil>-.| "t III.- -Miiiini-r

I

' An i-\i
-t-iii

imi
,i|i| ir- in tin- inscription "f l.ii^alza^ci^i

(MiliT.
'

i -j. N.I. -;. col, i. 20); i".

ii"'. on p '
'. ..l tlu- jrtsciil writt-r /,'- (tytun ii't

r "i'"n i. n* nifl

doer. Hi- light thus become- a -vmbol al-o ..I

justice, and pei hap- tin- mo-i frequent epithet by
which he i- addressed boi h in hymn- and in hi-tiui-

eal te\l-is that of 'judge uf heaven and earth.'

He is pjetured a- sitting on a throne in a court of

pisiiie, receiving the petition- of iho-e who have
been injured, and rendering a ju-t verdict. It is

significant that Hammurabi (>-. '_'_'."> i I: i
. i places at

tin- head of hi- famous Code of law- a
picture

of

Shamash, and in the body of the text the god is

frequently introduced as the one who in-piled
Hammurabi with the project of gatherin to ethei

the laws of the country for the purpose of ensuring

justice and security to all the inhabitant- ol the

land. Among the titles that the king liestow- on
himself he takes special pride in designating Inm-
-ell t In-

'

king of righteousness,' which is pn-< i -el\

tin i. !" in which Shamash himself appears in I lie

religious literature.

;;\- the -ide of Shamash we not only liml his

consort .! frequently referred to, but a group of

minor deities 101 spirits), who form, as it were, the

court ol the god. A god lliiin-.ni: is pictured as his

chaiiot driver, and Kittii ('Right') and Mexhant
(' .liistice ') as his children who are ill his service.

It is likely that /,'/<- /;. was originally the name of

the -un god in some locality, who wasovershadowed
by the great Shama-h. and therefore accorded a

place as an attendant ; while Kcttu. ami Mcs/taru
an- dearly designations of the sun-god as the lord

of ju-t ice, that have been personified as independent
beings.
\iib. As the sun-god, associated more speci-

lically wit-ii the spring and morning, it is natural

to liml Ninib regarded as essentially an agricul-
tural deity, who presides over the fields, and who
i- appealed to, not merely to ensure fertility, but
to protect the boundaries of the fields against un-

lawful invasion or wilful interference. A feature

of Ninib w hich stands in close connexion with his

position as an agricultural deity, is his absorp-
tion of the role of numerous other gods, who,

originally local patrons of the fields, are \iewed
as merely so many manifestations of Ninib. Thus
we find Nin-gisfi-zida, Nin-shakh, Za-mal-mal,
I inn I'li-itililn, Xiziiitit, Hlifiln, all once worshipped
as independent gods, assimilated to Ninib in accord-

ance w ith the same tendency that led to a concen-

tration of all the independent goddesses in the

gieal Ishtar, and which led to making Shamash
of Larsa and Sippar the representative of the sun-

god in general, thus gradually obscuring the numer-
ous local sun cults that must once have Nourished.
Then is, however, another side to Ninib, due to

his having been the chief deity in an important
political centre probably Sliirpurla. As the

patron of rulers whose position was due to their

force of arms, Ninib (or Nin-girsu t) was naturally
also a god of war. w ho appeared in the midst of the

fray as a warrior fully armed. In hymns com-

posed in hi- honour, Ninib is very frequently ad-

dressed as the god of battle, whose strength is

irre-i-tible, and who leads the armies of the king
to v ictory.
This violent character of the god also leads to

hi- b.-ing invoked by the Assyrian rulers as the
one who, with Nergal, presides over the s|*"ii

hunting of lions, bulls, ami stags to wliii-h i e

Assyrians were devoted. Indeed, some of the

Assyrian kings, notably Ashurnasirpal (li.c. 885-

Mioi,; are so devoted to Ninib that he become- ihe

god of vfex par excellence, and they fairly exhaust
I heir vocabulary in extolling him as the strong

Kii'.'lish translation bv Johns under the title, Tlit Olilett

World (Edinburgh, l

i Bee ..IKIV-C, p. M2>'.

;
s, , K:iulinnn, i. 17, col. i. 1-17 ; Ninib u u<xl uf hunting

with .V ryul, RawllIUOn, i. -s, cut. i. 1.
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and powerful hero who overthrows all opponents,
whose victory is assured, who holds the sceptre
in his hands ; the lord of lords, who drives along
like a raging storm. There is but little trace,

in such a description, of the solar deity, though
phrases are interspersed here and there which
show the solar origin of the god in question. It is

natural that among the warlike Assyrians, where
all the gods assume a tierce and more violent aspect,
this side of the deity should have been particularly
emphasized ; whereas, among the Babylonians, it

is, on the whole, as an agricultural god that Ninib
retains his position in the pantheon down to the
latest period.*
The consort of Ninib is Gtila, also designated

as Nin-karrak, who, besides being very frequently
associated with him, especially in the invocation of

the gods at the close of the boundary inscriptions,

appears in the magic tests chiefly as the '

great

physician
' who provides healing for the sick.

Nergal. As the symbol of the great power of

nature in its destructive phase, Nergal is consist-

ently regarded as a violent deity, who alternately

appears as a war-god and as a god of pestilence
and fevers, dealing out deatli and suffering on

every side. Dissociated from his originally local

limitations as the god of Cuthah, he absorbs the

role of other gods, who, likewise solar deities of the
more violent type, were viewed as hostile to man.
Such a figure was Ira (or Girn);i another was
Mm in, more specifically a god of lire ; a third was
Namtnr, the plague-god par excellence ; though,
instead of being directly identified with Nergal,
the latter is regarded as his servitor, in which
role Ira, also, appears at times.

We have seen that Nergal is also associated
with Ninib as the god of war ; but the most im-

portant function assigned to Nergal in the sys-
tematized pantheon is as the chief of the gods who

Sjreside

over the world of the dead. The Baby-
onian priests, in further development of the current

popular views in regard to the condition 'of the
dead in the nether world (upon which we shall

dwell in a subsequent section), set up two pan-
theons one for the living, and one for the dead.
In the course of time the differentiation between
the two became so marked that it was commonly
held that the gods, whom we have hitherto been

considering, exercised control over the living only,
who upon death passed out of their supervision.
The dangers from hostile gods an 4 demons, how-
ever, did not cease with the approach of death,
and it was necessary to secure protection from
the spirits that infested the graves, and that
followed the dead to their abode in the subter-

ranean cave in which they were popularly supposed
to be housed. Such protection could be gained
only by an appeal to deities more powerful than
the demons ; but the gods so addressed were quite
different from those who protected the living.

Nergal, as the god of fevers and pestilence a

prototype of the angel of deatli was appropriately
selected as the chief of this nether world pantheon.
At his side was a consort, Ercsh-kitjal or Allntu.
She is a kind of counterpart to Ishtar, and, origin-

ally ruling independently in the lower world, is

represented as accepting Nergal as her mate.

Grouped around Nergal and Eresh-kigal are a
series of gods forming the court of the Divine

pair, who, besides doing their bidding, determine
with them the condition of the dead. Besides

Eresh-kigal, we encounter a consort, Laz, given to

* A temple to Ninib, dating from the days of the New
Jiahylonian period, has been unearthed by the German expedi-
tion' at Babylon (Stitthett. d. Di'utuchi'n Orient, (res.. No 10).

t The former reading, Dibbarra, is to be abandoned. Although
the correct reading is still uncertain, the probabilities are in
favour of Jrct, which is adopted b> Zimmern, Keilimscftriften
u. d. Alte Testament, p. 567.

Nergal in his position as a member of the pan-
theon of the living ; and just as Nergal belongs
to both pantheons, so there are other deities, like

Nin-ffish-zu/a, whom we encounter in the pantheon
both of the upper and of the lower regions. Re-
membering that this latter pantheon represents
largely a doctrine of the schools, we need not be

sin-prised to find gods who belong to both pan-
theons ; and, though there is no direct evidence for
the fact, it seems likely that, as among the Greeks,
most of the gods of the lower world were regarded
as having their sojourn in that region for a part of

the year only. In short, the popular element in

this doctrine of a lower world pantheon is repre-
sented by the nature myth, which symbolizes the

change of seasons by transferring the abodes of
certain gods more particularly gods of vegetation
and of life in general to the nether world during
the season of rain and storms, when Nature herself
seems to have succumbed to the powerful Nergal
anil his consort.

5. Adad. Shamash, Ninib, and Nergal, as we
have seen, symbolize the sun in general, and in
its twofold aspects as a beneficial and a harmful

power. But, besides the destruction brought about
by the tierce rays of the summer sun, Babylonia
and Assyria suffered from the even greater havoc
wrought by the rainstorms, accompanied by de-
structive winds, during the wintry season, which
lasted for almost six months. The god who, in the

systematized pantheon, personifies these winter
storms is Adad, who was also known, in Assyria
at least, as Barn-man, i.e. 'the thunderer.' He
bears some resemblance to the old Bel of Nippur,
who, as the od of the earth and of the atmo-

sphere immediately above it, has also the traits of
a storm-god.

Besides Adad and Ramman, there are various
other names by which the god is known (apart
from numerous epithets), such as Martu, Mer, and
Uur, which may be taken as indications that he
likewise, just as Ishtar, Ninib, and Shamash, has
absorbed the rules of other local deities who per-
sonified the wind and storm. On seals and in

sculptured scenes he is depicted as armed with
the thunderbolt and lightning ; and, since many
of the myths of Babylonia deal with the conflict
of the powers of nature, Adad is rarely absent
in them, being generally, indeed, assigned a promi-
nent role. But even the destructive winter rains
and storms have their favourable aspects, since

they are essential to the fructification of the
earth ; hence Adad is viewed also as a god who
brings blessings to the fields. It was essential,
therefore, to propitiate him in order to secure
oneself against his too great violence, which would
result in havoc instead of blessing. His curse
was particularly powerful ; and, accordingly, at the
close of their inscriptions, Babylonian and Assy-
rian rulers alike are found invoking Adad to bring
famine and devastation upon their enemies by a
failure of the crops. Instead of bringing forth

plants, he can cause weeds and thistles to spring
up. Woe, therefore, to him whom Adad desires to

punish ! The ethical element is also introduced
into the conceptions concerning Adad, and he is

very often associated with Shamash as the god
who punishes the wrong-doer and secures ju-tice
for one who has been injured. Shamash and Adad
appear, indeed, so frequently in hymns and in

oracles as ' the lords of justice,' the Divine judges,
that one is justified in interpreting this associa-
tion in terms of a doctrine forming part of the

Babylonian theology, according to which the

specifically beneficial and specifically violent mani-
festations of nature were combined to give ex-

pression to the view that good and e T

il, blessings
and curses, are dealt out on the basis of justice.
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I!..
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, veil a- flei|Ui'lllly mentioned by till' side "1

\'!ail :ii arc the consorts of some of the other

..Is.

I). Marduk. Tin- |.ulit icr.l supremacy aci|uire.l by
tin- .ity ill lialiyliiM C. --"." B.C., an.'l maintained
\vitli some interrupt mil-. imtahU ..... the Ka-
-ili' lull' (-. 17.".n t.i 11."in D.C.), "hen tli.' attempt
was inaili- to rein-late l!cl of Nippur as tin lieod

ni tliu iianilii'iiii. In. in-lit ali. nit -in-li
important

change- in tin 1 ulil Babylonian pantheon tliat one
i- tempted in iii\iili- thr Babylonian iclr..i'<n into

I\\.i period- tin 1 one prior tu tlir supremacy nf

l!ai.\ Inn, tl ..... tlii-i- after this supremacy hod been
secured. \Vitli l!ali\ Inn a- tin- capital nf the

: Static nl tin' Kiiphiates Valley. t he advance
ul tin- local ilritv. Manluk. to a |o-i'ion at the

In'ail "I tlir pantheon naturally followed. I
lri;_:in-

ully a solar deity, ami symboli/ing moic spccili-

nll . like Ninili, tin- -mi nt tin' spline. solstice,
which triiiniiilis over the -torm- nf the winter

sea^nii. Mar. ink becomes the lord
'

/i'ii-
.!< I! nee;

and this .supreme position i- empha-i/e.l liy liis

iietiially as-uming the dignity ami name of /.' I --

hitherto the designation "I the ellief ileitV of

Nippur. Such a chaii-e iinoheda L.;i-ial shill-

ing in the relationship of the -ml- .it thi old

|!ah\ Ionian ]ianlhenii to one another, with the

result that iiiuler the inlliienre of the pne-ts of

llahylon an entirely new th.-oh.-ieal system wa-
cvolveil. Aiieieni myths v. ere transformed so as

to ..-.ml to Marduk the place ilue to him. Im-

p.'ilani acts, siieh as the legulatimi of the order

ol the I'niiersi. ami the creation oi mankind
hiiheito a-crihed to l!el of Nip]nir, to Ka of Kridu,
or to a Li.Mi.le-~ Arum were transferred to Mar-
duk. The incantation rituals were t.. a large BN
tent altereil w ith a view to establish in- the po-itinn
..I M. i.inU a- the ultimate source of healing, of

protection, ami of all blessings. The -oil- were

lepie-ented a- 1 . i ii i) i ii '_' a ci i ii 1 1 aioiniil theircliief.

bailing Manluk a- their 1-a.ler. ami paylii',' him

homage. The hymn- comp..-eil in lii- lionour ami
the prayeis ai!ilre.--eil to him hy the rulers emhoily
Bentiments tbal mi-ht he ri'^anleil as on index of

a ileciileil a.lvaiiee i..anls a monotheistic concep
tionof the rni\-erse. an. I iimpiest ional ly the steaa]
piuwth of the Manluk cult I. ail ii- outcome in

-n:u- to tin- lialiylmiiaii veli-ion a far more

spiritual character tlion it hml hithe;;.. ac,piiieil.

While ;he c;ilt> nf Mu-lil at Nippur, of sin at Ur
ami

I.I arm n, of Shamash at Sipparaml Lar-a. ami
of Ka at Kri.lu, were maintain. . I. ami lhe-e place-
rout iniieil to he re-anle.l a- rcli-ioii- . enlrc- .,1

the lir-t rank, the temple of Mar.lukat Ualixloii.

know n as /. agil [, i.e. 'the ]o -
. c.-ime

the central sanctuary ol" the laml, ami amiim!
the sacrnl area in which it -t ........ apels :.ml

-an.t:i erected, as formerly at Nippur.
I" all the chief ^'mls, who coll I. i thll- he \\ol-hli

in one plan-. True, icrtain ('.nre--ion- were i:

to the tiaiiilion- of Ihe pa-l. -m-li a- makilrj I D

ihe taih-r of Man Ink : hut the ilepemh'i:"
Manluk up
\\a

inluk upon Ka imo!\cd in -m-li a relatioi;-hip
- . amcihd by the rc.-ii'.incss and xeal with

which Ka acknowledged the .-npeiiority of hi-

MCI.

The Babylonian creation -i.n\ in the li-al lorm
in which it ha- come ,|,,w n 1 ., u- maj be taken a-

ihe typical illustration of the transformation of

doctrines brought about thrnu-.li Marduk'- >

til the head of llie pa Ml I II. "-' \elal old natlllo

myths have been enmbined ill this -tory to torm a

crea< .Manluk epic a grand pa'.'in -un-j in hi-

hoiiour. The overthrow m I n tlie mnn-ter
s\ Dlbolical ol t lie . ha. - thai line- dlU i
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riiiny season, was pinhahly .iccompli-lieil hy
Manluk, a- the -mi -ml who ihivi- away t he
storms. lint there are eviil-m-i- in

I he e\i-ten( . '.I .1
]

owerlul
i the ileep

'

I,
V. ho ha- hccn .

it was the latter, no i Ion I it. t" whom, iii form
nf the story, the creation of niaiikiml \vns oscribi .1.

So in ot her versions, ori-inatin;,' in -nt i -,

we liml other -mis in\e-!i\; '. ii-t inn imi.

lint all rivals fall into the backer. he -i.l-

.it Mai'luk, to w horn e\ei \ thin- i- at 1 1 ihut eil : ami
l!i 1- themselves hc-t o\\ n; t . na lie -

ii|ion him - ami thus tran-fer their on n ttributee

an 1 powers to the chief u< d of the oil i oi Bab]
lun.* They re-i^'ii, as it were, in hi- favour.

Unite the interesuu;,' phenomenon that the origin-

ally solar ehai act ci .it I lie iieity crops out only in

tli- hlenc;rapliie method of writing his name a.s

'. ii|il ol the' ilay.
I ami in incidental reference-;

w 1 1. ! a- the side that is most strongly eni]ilia-i/i'd
is his headship of the pantheon, concentrating in

his person all the attiiluiles and powers distri-

hiiteil anione; the e,.J'ls.

His consort is -euerally Snrpanit a name sig-

nifying originally the '

shining one,' but inter-

preted as thiiu-h compounded of ;fr 'seed' and
//nil, tn 'producing,' so a- to admit of identify-
ing her with the im>ther-"/odde-s Ishtar. This is

actually done in hymn-.:: though the process ia

not, as a rule, completely carried out. Sarpanit
appears nidclv as an associate of the powerful
Marduk, sharing in his glory without materially
contributing to it.

7. Ncbo. I Ippusite Babylon lay a city, Horsippa,
which there arc good reasons for believing to have
been older than llabyloii itself. Such a supposi-
tion best accounts for the fact that the god of the

place, Xebo, holds a prominent position in the pan-
ih i by the side of Marduk. True, liorsippa
lice. imes, in course of time, merely a suburb of

Kabylon, and this <!i -pi ndenee linds expression in

making Neho the son of Marduk; but, on the
other hand, on the great festival of Manluk, which
was (lie New Year's Hay, Nebo takes a part ; and
even Marduk pays Imnia-e to Nebo, his son, by
accompanying the image of the latter part of the

way back to the sanctuary at liorsippa, after the
toimal \i-it of the son to bis lather. Moreover,
I here is one attribute assigned to Neho which

signals him out even from Marduk. He is the

icpie-entative of wi-doin; and to him the art of

writing is ascribed even by the
]
ricsts of liabylon,

who in their astronomical repoit- ilo not hesitate

to mention Nebo before Marduk a custom that
was adopted by the Assyrian scholars. In this

re-peet he hears an allinity to Ka ; and, like the

latter, he appears to have been originally a water

deity perhaps the god who bad his seat in the

Euphrates river, as Ea was supposed to dwell in

t he I'er.-ian tiiilf.

I In ie is, clearly, some connexion between the
Ka ami Xebo i ults, though its precise nature is

still unknown to us. Nebo appears under the
form Ditmu-zi-zuab, which designates him as a
son of the 'deep,' here used for Ea. Berostis

i- in accord with the evidence derived from the

Hal \ Ionian literature in representing Ea wlm-e

I pears in Synccllus' extract from liem-us
as the god who instructs mankind

in \arioiis arts, including writing. Ea r<

to ihe latest period the general attribute of

wi-ilom, besides being regarded as the gi

pn lie, ior of mankind; but tho specilie trait of

King, Serrn Tablets of Creation, i. pp. 94-111.
ziir Arsjic. ii. O'JS.

; Craig, .iMi/rian ami ISal-yluuian leztt, L,
:-2.i.

$ L'orv'b ^liici't-/i( Fragments, p. 67.
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being the god of writing is transferred to Nebo,
though this is done to a much more decided extent
by the Assyrian scribes than by the Babylonians.
One is inclined to conjecture that the northward
course of culture, which led to the founding of the
city Borsippa and to the establishment of an im-

portant school there, with a more special cultiva-
tion of astronomy than elsewhere, led to t'.ie in-

vesting of Nebo with Ea's attributes ; and, as the
intellectual centre shifted from Eridu to I'orsippa,
Nebo assumes, in a measure, the role formerly
assigned to Ea, without, however, overshadow ing
the latter. The priests of Babylon seek to ell'ect

a compromise between the present and the past,
by making Marduk the son of Ea, while Nebo in
turn becomes the son of Marduk, so that the
ultimate source of wisdom under this system is

still the god of Eridu, even though his activity is

transferred in such large measure to Marduk anil
Nebo. It is a feature of an established priesthood
that it never breaks entirely with the past, and in
the systematized Babylonian pantheon the honour
of Ea is protected by making him a member of the
great triad, whereas the real head of the pantheon
is Marduk, to whom Nebo is given as a kind of

messenger, entrusted with carrying out his dictates.
In Assyria, where the connexion witli the remote
past was less keenly felt, this process is still further

developed, and the Nebo cult is laid hold of as
an otlset to the predominance of Marduk, who
was felt to be a rival to the patron god of Assyria
Ashur, naturally placed at the head of the pan-

theon by the Assyrian priests. Hence some of
the Assyrian rulers, while not altogether ignoring
Marduk, preferred to manifest their homage to
the gods of the south by the glorification of Nebo.
They erected sanctuaries to this god in their

capital, and proclaimed their confidence in him.

Assurbanipal, in collecting the literature produced
in the south, ascribes the inspiration of this policy
to Nebo and bis consort Tashmit (or Tashmituni),
who, as he tells us in the subscription frequently
attached to the copies, 'opened his ears' and in-

structed him to make the wisdom of ancient times
accessible to his subjects. As originally a water
god, Nebo is also an agricultural deity, who opens
the subterranean sources and irrigates the fields.

In religious as well as in historical texts he is

invoked as the one who causes the corn to grow.
His consort, generally termed Tashmit, but also
known as Nanfi, plays an independent part. The
name Nanft, properly belonging to the chief god-
dess of Erech, indicates that this consort was
regarded merely as a form of Ishtar at least in
the later periods while Tashmit is a purely arti-
ficial creation. The name signifies

' revelation
'

;

and Tashmit appears to have been originally
merely a designation of Nebo himself, who is, in

fact, spoken of as ilu tnshmcti, i.e.
'

god of revela-
tion.' Under the influence of the doctrine which
assumed that every god must have a female con-
sort, Tashmit became the associate of the god of

Borsippa.
8. Girru-Nusku. Another phase of solar worship

in Babylonia is represented by the conception of a
deity symbolizing the element of tire. In the

Babylonian pantheon this lire-god commonly bears
the name of Girru *

(formerly read Gibil), whereas
in Assyria he is generally known as Nusku.\
Though decidedly to be classed among the great
gods of the pantheon, Girru plays a role in the
incantation texts rather than in the historical

inscriptions of Babylonia and Assyria. He is

invoked in the incantation rituals compiled as a
means of driving away the demons and evil spirits ;

* See Zimmern, Keilinschrt/teti v. rfrrs Attc Testament, p. 417.
t With various by-forms like Nasttiikh, Xaylikit, etc. See

Johns, An Assyrian Doomsday Bouk, pp. 12-14.

and this is due to the prominence held by fire in

the ritual. Images of the demons in wood, wax,
and other materials were made, and burned to the

accompaniment of incantations ; and, as the images
were consumed, it was believed that the demons
themselves were destroyed. Night being a favour-

ite time for the exorcizing rites, Nusku was
brought into association with the moon - god ;

although the fire symbolized by Nusku is, vith-
out much question, the heat of the sun. On the
other hand, the possibility of differentiating Nusku
from Girru is furnished by the relationship which
the former is made to bear to Nebo. Like Nebo,
Nusku is called ' the bearer of the brilliant sceptre

'

and the ' wise god
'

; and, when ideographical!)'
written, the god is designated as ' the one wielding
the sceptre and the stylus.' Girru, on the other

hand, is brought into connexion with Ami, the

god of heaven, and with Ea, the god of the deep,
with Ann by virtue of the belief which identified

tire with the heat of the sun, with Ea because of
the part that lire plays in the development of

civilization, and particularly of the arts, of \\hich

Ea is the patron. While, therefore, in both in-

stances the tire which they symbolize is associated
with wisdom, in the case of Nusku this wisdom is

specialized, as it were, while Girru is accorded
more general and less definite traits. The ethical

phases are also somewhat more emphasized in the
case of Girru, though, as the conqueror of demons,
both Nusku and Girru become forces that are
hostile to wrong-doing and crime. While in this

way we may still in a measure follow the process
which led to the amalgamation of two lire-deities

who once had an existence independent of one
another, and belonged probably to two different

localities, in the religious literature this process
of amalgamation is complete. Nusku is viewed as
the messenger of Marduk, who carries the words
of Marduk to his father Ea, while Girru acts
in a similar capacity in association with Marduk
and Ea.

9. Ashur. The dependency of Assyria upon
Babylonian culture extends into the domain of

religious doctrines and rites. The contributions
of the Assyrian literati to the religious literature

preserved in the brick library of Assurbanipal were
limited in number and of a minor character. They
represented the adaptation of Babylonian models
to conditions prevailing in Assyria, rather than

original contributions ; and, similarly, in the rites

observed in the temples of Assyria we have Baby-
lonian rituals modified so far as was needed, and
still further elaborated. It is natural, therefore,
to find the Assyrian pantheon practically identical

in character with the one produced in the south.
To be sure, local cults continued to exist in large
numbers both in Babylonia and Assyria; but the
movement which, as a result of various factors,
led to the singling out among the large number
of local cults of the group of deities set forth

above, who formed what may be called the active

pantheon of Babylonia, was extended to Assyria.
There we meet with the doctrine of the triad,

involving the recognition of three great powers
controlling the Universe, as well as with the

singling out of the forces of nature such as Sin,

Sliamash, Ninib, Nergal, Adad, Nusku, who, to-

gether with Ishtar, the symbol of fertility and

vegetation, constitute the great gods invoked by
the Assyrian kings in their official inscriptions.
That less attention was paid to Marduk in Assyria
than in Babylonia, is not surprising ; for, although
recognized as the head of the Babylonian pan-
theon, to Assyrian rulers Marduk was also the

patron deity of the city of Babylon, which was
the natural rival of the centre chosen as the seat
of Assyrian rule. It was chiefly when the \ssyrian
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kings wished to emphasi/i- their control mcr the

atlairs of liahyloiiia that they imokcd I hi- inline of

Marduk ; and even ill such n case I hey preferred
tin' name of Kn lil or lid, which, though adopted
IIS the designation of Marduk, disguised tin' close

association of tin 1 god with tin: city of Babylon.
In like iniiimrr, tin- consurt of Marduk is generally
called Nin lil or Kelit in tin 1

Assyrian inscriptions,
itistiad of Sarpanit. There- WHS le-s objection
to paying homage to Nehu, and indeed tliere are
ii. Mirations that tin 1

Assyrian rulers at various

periods endeavoured to play oil' Nebo against
Marduk. It can hanlK I"- accidental tliat one
ruler Adtid-nirari III. (812 7*:t i:.r. )

should g so

far us to declare tliat Nelio is the only god whom
mankind should trust ; and one feels likewise

that when Assurbanipal attributes his inspiration
tn eolliet the remains of Babylonian literature

to Nelio and Tashinit, he is aiming a Wow at

the rival Marduk in thus implying that the
wisil'.m of I'.abylonia is the work of the god of

Borsippa and not nf the god of Babylon.
Instead of Marduk, indeed, the Assyrians re-

cogni/ed as the praetiral head of their pantheon
the deity who presided over the fortunes of the

ancient city on the Tigris, known in earlier

time- ,-is A usar, and later on as Ashnr ; and
the circumstance that in the north a powerful
State developed liy the extension of a city (pre-

cisely as in the south the Babylonian empire
represented merely tin; extension of the cily of

Jialiylon) made it obligatory to assign to the god
of A-usar the same position which was accorded

in the south to the god of Babylon. We thus
olitain one figure in the Assyrian pantheon who
represents an original contribution, and who
cmhodies, as it were, the genius of Assyria. That
the Assyrians, in thus raising the god of A-usar
to a position at the head of the pantheon, had in

mind the creation of a rival to Marduk, is shown
not only in their avoidance of the latter, as just

pointed out, but in the choice of the name Ashur,
a modification of As/tir,* which with the force of
' overseer ' or '

protector
'

is one of the titles given
to .Manluk. t The assonance between A-iixm; the

name of the oldest capital of
Assyria,

and Ax/mr,

helped to brin;,' about the introduction of Ashur
11- the name of the patron deity of the place, and
from the god the name was extended to the city
and to the country; so that A-n.inr disappears
almost completely, and we find in Assyrian
inscriptions A-i/tur applied to the god, to the

city, ami to the country or district of Assyria
al.^e and without distinction. The god Ashur
becomes so thoroughly identified with the country
of A-syiia that the change of the capital from
Ashur to Calah, and later to Nineveh, in no way
all'ects the position of this deity, who sum- up.
as it ere, the power and spirit of the As.-yrian

empire. The local deity of A-usar appears to

have been originally regarded as a sun-god ; but

this phase is entirely obscured by the wailike
traits ",i\eii to .\-hur in i onei|iiem . ot t lie prow ess

displaced by the Assyrian armies. War was the
natural element of the Assyrians, who in this

n-speet piesent a contrast to their more peace-

fully inclined cousins in the south: and to such
an extent was this the case, that almost all the

gods ot the A-syrian pantheon take on a warlike

a-pect. heeomiiig. as it were, minor Ashurs by the

sideof the great and chief god of war. It is Ashur

In one of the ol.l< t nf Assyrian iiis.'riptions that of
Irishiim {,-. 1T;10 It.c.) the L;'l "I \ U'ir i* .-.illrit A.-iftir. See
Mil Ilrr. .I-'/nr.' ".I- p. 17.

t '

g llu-.vlinsoti. iv.- :,7, obV. ''', l'.hl/-'li, ir,7r.<v/iM/,fiM, ;.*

()'".', p. l.Vi
;
K -Jl'i7, obv. -1. For the full prunf of lln views

l.i- nlv ,ui'-r<l, s<-<- :ui ,trl h ]

'

", [In pr- -. lit \\n: IT,
'

i I t

Asliur.' in ttiL- JJth v,,l. of the Journal or lh,- American
Orii'tittti Xocitly, p;-. L'si'-;jll.

who, surrounded by the other gods aetiii", a Ilia

guards and attendants, leads ihe Lasyrian armies
to victory. Instead of erecting statues t i him,
the Assyrians repr nted him by a standard sur-

rounded by a winged dise, to which a picture of a
warrior in the act of discharging an arrow was
attached. This standard was carried into tin-

camp, and the god was literally present in the
thick of battle, guiding and encouraging his

favourites the kings and their generals Tn
Ashur, accordingly, all victories were ascribed ;

ami so secure was his position that it was poss||,|e
for Assyiiaii kings to recognize by the side of

Ashur a special patron god one choosing Neho,
another Ninib, a third Sh.amash - on whom they
could shower honours and glorifying epithets
without arousing the suspicion of disloyalty to

the head of the Assyrian pantheon.
There was another aspect of Ashur which makes

him the most characteristic figure in the Assyiian
religion, lie was not brought into direct associa-

tion with any other god. Marduk, despite his

position at the head of the Babylonian pantheon,
had to yield to certain prerogatives possessed by
Ka, as whose son therefore he was depicted. In
turn he became the father of Xel o. Ashur, on
the other hand, is childless, and acknowledges no
other god as his father. What is even more note-

worthy, although Ishtar is frequently named by
the side of Ashur she is not his wife, and tliere

is, in fact, no female reflexion or consort assigned
to Ashur such as we lind in the case of all other
deities. He rules without a rival, and he stands

virtually alone. Indeed, we gain the impression
at times of his being the only god recognized
by the Assyrians as exerting a real influence over
his subjects. He reminds us in some respects
of the national deity of the Hebrews, Jahweh,
who without consort or ollspring brooks no other

god by His side. And just as in babylonia the

spiritualizing process, which accompanies the de-

velopment of every religion, leads to the estab-

lishment of the doctrine of a triad of gods
standing far above the gods of the active pan-
theon, so in Assyria this process has its outcome
in the conception of a single deity who presides
over the fate of the country, who marks the genius
of the empire established by the Assyrian kings,
and who seems to sullice for all the needs of his

subjects. This unique position of Ashur was first

recognized by Sayce,* who goes so far as to express
the opinion that, under other circumstances, there

might have developed as spiritualistic a faith as
marked the growth in Israel of Juhweh from a
national to a universal deity. However this may
lie, the conception of Ashur as expressed ill the
annals of Assyrian kings and in the hymns com-

posed in his honour, represents the closest approach
to a monotheistic conception of the L'niverse, de-

spite certain well-marked limitations, to be found
in the religion of ancient Mesopotamia,.

(15) .If/NOR DEITIES. Besides the chief deities

to whom in a general sketch we must largely con-
line ourselves, the historical texts, the religious
literature, and

proper names, reveal the existence
ol a large number of gods that may in a general
way be included under the term 'minor.' To a
lai".e extent, the cult of these deities is of a purely
local chaiacter; and it is natural to find the names
of these numerous local gods surviving in the
thousands of proper names that we encounter in

i he h jal and commercial documents from the age
of Saigon i, to the end of the New Babylonian
empire. In the historical texts, on the other

llil.l'i-r
1 I..Tturen on Thr Religion nf the /lahiihn >

AK.fjniiif*. p I: 1

': also Clifford Lectures on JfVit
1 /; .'/ /i ./i< o/

/ ', t a '
'

"ui, p. 34ti.
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li.ind, gods of merely local significance are intro-
duced only in special instances, and generally when
tliu rulers wish to parade their own prominence by
invoking as large a number of gods as possible,
who are represented as combining to shower their
favours on their royal minions. Similarly, in the

religious literature, and more particularly in in-

cantations, the natural desire to secure the assist-

ance of as many deities as possible in the struggle
against evil demons and the mischief wrought by
sorcerers would lead to the introduction of many
other gods besides those recognized in the official

pantheon as belonging to the lirst rank. We have
already had occasion to refer to some of these
minor gods and goddesses, whose roles were gradu-
ally absorbed by some important god to whom
they bore a resemblance. Thus we have seen that
solar cults centring around Nin-gish zida, Nin-

girsu, Nin-shalch, Za-mal-mal, and others, are all

represented in t'.ie official pantheon by Ninib.

This, however, does not prevent the survival of
these solar deities to a late period in proper names
and in incantations. Again, as we have seen,
Nana the goddess of Erech, Nina associated
with a quarter of Shirpurla known as Nina, and
Anunit connected with Agade, became in the
course of time merely names of the great Islitar,

though surviving likewise in the religious litera-

ture, in myths and legends, as well as in incanta-
tions.

Among other gods who in the old Babylonian
texts still enjoy an independent existence are

Lugal-banda, signifying
'

mighty king,' and his
consort Nin-sun, 'the destructive lady,' who were
worshipped in Erech. The latter may lie identical
with Nana ; the former is a solar deity of the
violent type, and is absorbed by Nergal. A dis-

tinctively local goddess is Nin-mar, the 'lady of

Mar,' whose seat of worship lay in or near the
Persian Gulf; and the name of her temple, Ish-

gutur, i.e. 'the court for all peoples,' testifies to
the prominence given to her at one time by her

worshippers. A goddess of the agricultural type
is Niduba, invoked by several of the old Baliy-
Ionian rulers, and her name survives to the

days of Assurbanipal as a synonym of fertility.

Again, we encounter in the inscriptions of rulers,
so far removed from one another as Gudea on the
one side(c. 3000 B.C.) and Sennacherib on the other
(B.C. 705-681), a god Ka-di (probably an ideo-

graphic designation), who appears to have been
the patron of Dur-ilu, a town situated near the
Elamitic frontier.

The consort of Nin-girsu, known as Ban, is one
of the most prominent goddesses in the old Baby-
lonian pantheon. She would have been included in

the official pantheon as one of the great deities,
but for the absorption of the role of Nin-girsu by
Ninib, which led to the substitution of Gula for
Ban. As Nin-girsu is more particularly connected
with Girsu, one of the quarters of Shirpurla, so
Ban belongs to another quarter of the town (or
district) known as Uru-azagga, 'the glorious city,'
where her temple stood. As the ' mother of Shir-

purla' and 'the chief daughter of Anu,' she is

pictured as presiding over the fates of her subjects.
It is she who grants success to the labours of the
tillers of the soil. The rulers of Shirpurla ascribe
to Ban the power and glory that they command ;

and one of the oldest of the Babylonian festivals,

Znij-muk, celebrated as the .New Year's Day, was
instituted in her honour. In the oldest period
Bau already absorbs the rule of another goddess
Ga-tum-dug, from whom, however, she is still dis-

tinguished in. the inscriptions of Gudca.
A god of the solar type, Dumu-zi,

' child of life,'

appears in various of the inscriptions of the Old

Babylonian period ; and, besides continuing to play

an important role in the esehatology of the Baby
lonians, survives in the name of the fourth Baby
Ionian month.*

Owing to the peculiarity that in the Old Baby-
lonian inscriptions and in the religions literature
the names of the deities are written iaeographically,
we cannot be certain in all cases whether an ideo-

graphic form actually represents a new deity or is

merely a designation of one already encountered ;

but the enumeration of lists of gods frequently
attached by the rulers either at the beginning o',

at the end of their inscriptions, enables us to gatiieV
in a general way the extent of the pantheon in the
various periods of Babylonian history ; and the

study of these lists justifies the distinction which
we have emphasized between the period before
Hammurabi and the period subsequent to this

ruler, when, as we have seen, a shifting of the

pantheon took place, and a new direction was
given to the development of a theological system
by the prominence assigned to Marduk as the chief

god of the capital of the Babylonian empire. Two
of the oldest lists are furnished by Lugalzaggisi,
whose date may be as early as 35UO B.C., though
according to other scholars we are not justified in

going much beyond 3200 B.C., and by Gudea (c.

3000 B.C.). Lugalzaggisi t invokes the f<.Mowing
ten deities: En-lil (Bel), Anu, Nidaba, Ea, Sliam-

ash. Sin, Innanna (or Islitar), Nin-kharsag (or

Belit), Shid, and Nin -agid - khadu. We have
had occasion to refer to all of these except the two
last named, who are both goddesses, and of whom
nothing more can be said than that they belong to

the immediate pantheon of Erech, and are prob-
ably purely local deities. Gudea's largest listj
embraces eighteen deities: Anu, En-lil, Nin-

kharsag, Ea, Sin, Nin-girsu, Nina, Nin-dara, Ga-
turn -dug, Bau, Innanna (or Islitar), Shamnsh,
Ishum, Gal-alim, Dun-shagga, Nin-mar, Punm-zi-
zuab, and Nin - gish - zida. Of those not as yet
referred to, namely Nin-dara, Ishum, Gal-alim,
Dun-shagga, and Dumu-7.i-zuab, it is sufficient to

remark that they are all deities of a purely local

character. The first named is a solar deity, whose
role appears to have been absorbed by Nin-girsu.
The same appears to have been the case with Gal-
alim and Dun-shagga. Ishum is merely another

designation of the fire-god Girru, while Dumu-zi-
zuab, i.e. 'child of life of the dee]),' is a water deity,
associated with Borsippa, and apparently merely
an older designation of the god Nebo, though in

later times identified with Marduk.
Altogether, we encounter about thirty distinct

deities in the historical and votive inscriptions of

the rulers before Hammurabi ; but that this number
is far from exhausting the minor deities worshipped
by the side of those holding the front rank as the

greater gods, is demonstrated by the circumstance
that the names of more than fifty gods entering as

elements into proper names occur in one of the
oldest Babylonian inscriptions, that of Manish-
tusu, whose date is certainly before 3000 B.C., and

perhaps as early as 35UO B.c.U Some of the gods
thus utilized in the formation of proper names are of

foreign origin Elamiticand Kassitic: but abstract-

ing these, we still obtain quite an addition to those

directly invoked in the inscriptions of this period.
The numhcf is still further increased by a >:udy
of the proper names in legal and commercial docu-
ments of the IJamniurabi period, which furnishes

*
i.e. Tauimuz, according to the Hebrew form of the name of

the month.
t llnprcdit, Old Babylonian Inscriptions, i. 2. No. 87, col.

i. 1-35.

+ Inscription E, col. viii. and ix. (,de Sarzuc. /' ,-nr, !/<.< < /i

('In, 1:1
,', pl_s. 10-19).

Published by Scheil in Textes Elamiti's-S'-'iuitiqucs, i. pp
6-39.

II
Scheil places this ruler at 4SOO B.C., which is, however, to

early a date, fcjee above, p. 537 b
.
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i in >n- I linn sexeiitx di-tinci deities ; nml, when we
turn tu incantation lexis nml mill the gods who
are there inxoked, tin- total ranges eoiisidciabl;,
n\ IT nin' hundred.

Kill exen in this way we cannot be certain of

obtaining even nn appio\imate estimate of tlir

minor deities worshipped in Italiylnnin ami Assyria ;

UK! in view (it tin- lact that oui 1 material is still

-c:mt\ cuiiii ared \x n li tl normouB extent of the

li.ii.x Ionian literature, taken together with the cir-

ciim-lanee that almost exery nexv publication of

texts brings ncv. '_oils to our nolire, it is easier to

err liy too loxx than liy loo high an estimate.

M important, however, than the attempt to

estimate the miiiilier of gods once worshipped in

llahx Ionia, is tin' recognition of the distinction to

le drawn in a study of the religion of Babylonia
ami Assyria between the popular phases of the

religion as represented chielly by the very niimerons
local cults, and (lie endeavours of the priests and

theologians to ~\ stemati/e the current heliefs. The
outcome of these endeavours was the distribution

n! the lorces working in the I'liixerse among a

comparatively restricted number of deities, repre-

senting on the one hand the gods and goddesses

worshipped in the chief religions centres of the

Euphrates Valley and of Assyria, and, on the other,

symbolizing the chief phenomena and great pnxvei-s

of nature the whole being arranged according tu

certain guiding principles.

(C) TllK fiiHIUXED IXrOCATlOX OF DEITII's.

To see these principles nt their best, xve must turn

to the combined invocation of deities to be found
in t he inscriptions of the period subsequent to the

days of Hammurabi. 1. r'or Babylonia, our best

source^ are the so-called boundary stones, which

giiaiantcc certain rights to owners of lands.

These inscriptions almost invariably conclude with

invoking the curse of the gods of the pantheon
upon any who attempt to set aside these rights or

to deface or destroy the monumental records on
which they are inscribed. A siillicicnt number
of -iich boundary stones from the 14th to the

Slh cents, u. c. have now been found to enable
us to draw delinite conclusions. t The number of

deit ies called upon varies from twelve to nineteen.

The list usually begins with the triad Ann, Mel,

and Ka, to xxhich at times a female representative
- Nin inakh or Nin-kharsag is added; followed

by the second group, consisting ot Sin, Sliamash,
and A dad. or these three with I slit or : followed by
Ninib and Gula, the latter also under the form
Nin karrak, who, as the gods presiding over
boundaries and boundary rights, are never want-

ing ; but here the agreement among the monu-
ments of this character ends. On many, but not

on all. we Mud Marduk and N'ebo. Occasional!^
Maiduk occupies the first place, which of right
belongs |o him, but, inasmuch as many of these

documents date from the Kas~ite period, when, .is

will be remembered, the attempt was made to rein-

state I'M] of Nippur in the rank formerly occupied
by him, Marduk is mole frequently placed a Met the
si eoml group of deities. Nergo] U generally in

eluded, and also a serpent god. Sir, who, besides

being named, is invariably depicted among the

symlKils of the gods, which, in most cases, are
attached to the inscription.*: Girru and Niisku

appear only in one instance, v. Inle the two chief
Kas-ite deities, Shiikamuna and Shiimalia, cm i e

sp iiidiiig to the Babylonian Niniband Ishtar, are

> i Etonke's monograph, DA PerKmemunnen in
in a': ,i <! i Hamtnunuridynotti* i M : ln'M. I'.-nu').

t S. . I

1

, i- i
-

. tli.in in s. hncltr:* fciltnti-lii-'ir-

n /,. l:,l.li:itl,ek. x.il. ix. pp. 50-1U4; and Sclu-il, TtXtt

Etamit* -> i,,'t"/<" i, i u. I u.

I On UK mi .in in- >.t tin-,- *\ in
l

']-, -
Jadtroxx',

tu und J.VNI .

nt, l'l'. U'l, li/-.

added on several of the monuments dating from
the Kassite peliod. I,a-ll\, a aeries of local gods
/a nial-inal, the chief god of Kisli, and Dun pa-

mldu ibo;li ahsorbed by Niuih), I'ap-nigin gai ia

(merely again another form of Ninili) ami his

consult Mehl ekalh I 'lady ot the palace,' xxhich

is another designation of Gula), Shubii and llclil

of Akkad idcsciibed along with Sin as the gods
of a district. Kit kli.-ihliain. and, linally, the
desscs Nan;i, Ishkhara, and Aniinil (ahsorbed by
the great Ishtar) are in several instances intro-

duced, as well as Sarpanit, the consort of Marduk,
who in one instance, on an Assyrian boundary
stone of Maidiik-baliddin's days (7'2l-7n 'J H.f. I,

appeals as l
;.iua." In all, therefore, we have only

about twenty-live distinct deities introduced on
some txxcnty of these monuments, or, abstracting
the two Kassite deities, we lind the Babylonian
pantheon restricted to about twenty-three.
Of course it must be borne in mind again that

in some cases the place where the monument is

erected leads to the introduction of specifically
local deities, who are designated as such; ami,
since il is a matter of chance icltir.h local deities

are invoked in this way, we ought properly to

remove these from the total. Similarly, a god
like Sir is introduced by virtue of the character
of the monuments in Question. There remain the

following thirteen, who may be regarded as con-

stituting the ollicial pantheon during the second

peiiod of liabylonian history: the triad Anu, liel,

and Ka ; the group Sin, S! amash, Adad, and
Ishlar ; the pairs Ninib and Gulu, and Marduk and
Ncbo respectively; Xergal and Girrii-Nusku. If

we add to these the consorts \xho play an active

part in the religious life, lielit and Damkina, the
consorts of lid and Ka respectively ; Nin-gal, A,
and Shala, the consorts of Sin, Sliamash, and Adnd
respectively ; Sarpanit and Tashmit for Marduk
and N'ebo, we have a total of twenty gods.
The general tendency to be observed in the in-

vocation of deities on the boundary stones, as we
pass from one century to another, is to reduce the
number introduced ; and this tendency is in accord
with the general course taken by the development
of the theological system as devised by the priests.
In the days of the Assyrian empire the tendency
becomes even more marked. So Assurbanipal
t; i . li(iS-U2(!), who is fond of calling upon all the

great gods, never extends the list beyond eleven,
as follows: Ashur, Sin, Sliamash, Adad, I!cl (by
\xhom he means Marduk), N'ebo, the two Ishtars
M he Ishtar of Nineveh and the Ishtar of Arbela),
Ninib, Xergal, and Nusku. To these the triad,

although less prominently dwelt upon in Assyrian
inscriptions, is to he added, which again gives us
fourteen : in adding the consorts of Hel, Ka, Sin,

ShamatOi, Adad, Marduk, Nebo, and Ninib, we
have twenty-two deities, the addition of two to the
liabyloiiian pantheon being formed by the second
Ishtar and by Ashur. In the New liahyloiiian

period, so far as the testimony of the inscriptions

goes, the actual cult is confined chielly to Mar-

duk, N'ebo, Sin, Shamash, and Ishtar; and though
kings like Nebuchadrezzar pride themselves upon
electing chapels and sanctuaries to many other

deities, including some whose cult they appear to

have revived, still these live deities receive such
a large share of attention as to make the others

(|iiite subsidiary during the Assyrian period like-

wise, though in the earlier part of this period the

cult of Anu is still prominent, and quite a number
of other gods are octr.sionally introduced 1 sides

those that appear in Assui banipal's ordinary list . Y

Hilitzsch in lleitnige air Auyrioloiif, ii. p. 205 (col. v.

41 I'Jl.

f See, '..'/., txx-o inscriptions of Sennacherib (Meiuni r " -'

Do "jf'n Aanficritm, pp. tU-lui), wht-ru we liud lists u(
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The actual cult, nevertheless, centres so largely
around Aslmr, Ishtar, Sin, .Shamash, Adad, and
Nebo (to which number, perhaps, Maiduk might
be added), that these constitute for all practical
purposes the active pantheon during the greater
part of the existence of the Assyrian empire.

2. To what extent local culls continued to flourish

during the second and third Babylonian periods,
and in the Assyrian period, it is quite impossible
to say. No doubt, the little sanctuaries scattered

throughout the country retained some of their

popularity, though even places removed from the

great centres of religious life could hardly have
escaped the influence of the system that was de-

veloped, and that identified the various moon-
deities as forms of one and the same god, and
similarly distinguished only a limited number of
distinct solar deities, so that many of the old local
deities would represent in the later periods a
survival largely in name. On the other hand, the

process of concentration did not extend further
than above indicated. The active pantheon was
limited to live or six deities ; and though occasion-

ally Ashur is celebrated in terms which might lead
one to suppose that he was recognized as the only
god actually controlling the fate of mankind

;

and though there arc indications in the religious
literature and even texts * which point to Marduk's
having been represented as having the qualities of
all the other great gods, Ninib, Nergal, Bel, Sin,
Shamash, and Adad, we must not be misled by
such phenomena into supposing that the conception
which regarded the Universe as the emanation of
a single Power or Spirit ever obtained a decided
foothold in the Euphrates Valley. It may be that
to a few choice minds this view presented itself,
but there are no traces of it either in the historical

inscriptions of any period or in the religious litera-

ture, which are sufficiently definite to warrant us
in assuming this to have been the ease. At all

events, the view never entered to any degree even
the slightest into the religious life of the people
or of the priests ; and it is the religious life as

artually lived that forms the only safe criterion,
when dealing with an ancient civilization, for de-

termining the beliefs and doctrines that prevailed.
The testimony of the entire Babylonian literature,
as of the historical texts of Babylonia and Assyria,
is unmistakable in this respect.
We may indeed distinguish, as we have endea-

voured to do, several periods in the development
of the religious doctrines. We observe clearly the

tendency to concentrate the cult on a selection
of the numerous deities once worshipped, and
we can trace the leading principles which led to
the belief in a triad standing above all the gods,
and to a group of deities, varying from about
thirty in the oldest period to some twenty at a
later time, subsidiary to this triad ; and we may
furthermore note the tendency to reduce the active

pantheon to a still smaller number of deities,
who absorb the largest share of attention to such
an extent as to obscure the others almost com-
pletely : but here the process ends. Ashur in

Assyria reminds one of the national Jahweh ; and
Marduk in Babylonia is given certain attributes
which are associated by Hebrew writers with
Jahweh at the time that the latter is on the verge

eighteen and twenty-five deities respectively ; among them
some like Gaga, Azag-shud, that occur again only in the
religious literature ; also the list of tweh e and eleven deities

respectively in inscriptions of Esarhaddon, dealing with building
operations in Babylonia (Meissner-Rost in tieitriiije z. Assyr.
iii. pp. 228 and 200).

*
e g. the text just published by T. G. Pinches, Transactions

of the- Victoria Iniftttute, xxvii. (1696) p. 8, which has recently
been used by Frdr. Delitzsch as a proof of his thesis that
monothe stic beliefs were developed in Babylonia. See Johns'
translation of Delitzsch's two lectures, Babel and Kible (London,
1903), pp. 7C> nd 144.

of becoming more than the god of a single people;
but neither Ashur nor Maiduk was ever conceived
as a deity who brooks no others l>y Ins side, as a
logical consequence of a belief that there can be

only one Power presiding over the Universe, from
whom all things emanate. That idea transcends
the spiritual horizon of ancient Babylonia and
Assyria, and was left to another people to evolve.

vi. THE RELIGIOUS LITERATURE OF BABY-
LONIA. Corresponding to the long period covered

by the history of Babylonia and Assyria, an ex-

ceedingly extensive and varied literature was pro-
duced in the Euphrates Valley, a great portion of

which is distinctively religious in character, while
the parts that cannot be so designated yet contain
traces of the influence exerted both by the popular
religion and by the theologians who systematized
the popular doctrines. In Babylonia, perhaps
more than in any other centre of ancient culture,

religion was the mainspring of the intellectual

activity that was developed. Not only are the

religious divisions of the Babylonian literature its

oldest constituents, but they represent likewise
the most valuable contribution of Babylonia to

posterity; and, apart from the value of this

literature as a means of penetrating still closer

to the core of the L'abylono-Assyrian religion, it

contains much that is worthy of notice, and some
of its productions can be matched in ancient times

only by some of the finest writings contained in

the Old Testament.
1. To what age the origin of this literature is to

be traced is a question that in the present state
of our knowledge cannot be answered. While, as

already indicated, the bulk of our knowledge of

the ancient Babylonian literature using this word
in the stricter sense is gained from the tablets in

the library of Assui banipal, these represent merely
the copies made in the 7th cent, from the origi-
nals that existed in the temple archives of the
south ; and a sufficient number of these originals
have now been found to "arrant full confidence in

the assertion of Assurbanipal, that he actually
sent his scribes to the temples in the old religious
centres of Babylonia, for the purpose of having
copies made. The script in some of these originals,
and above all the dating of a number of them, leave

no substantial doubt that at the time of Hammu-
rabi (c. 2250 B.C.) a considerable literature had
been produced, and, what is more, such notable

productions as the great epic of a hevo named
Gilgamesh

* were already in existence, though per-

haps this epic had not yet the form in which it

has come down to us in the tablets of Assur-

banipal's library. Again, the character of some
of the oldest Babylonian inscriptions, and more
particularly the diction of the prayers embodied
in them, confirm the general impression that the

age of fjammiuabi represents the culmination of

the first period of Babylonian literature, which

may thus be safely dated beyond 2300 B.C., and

probably will be found to extend to a date close

to 3000 B.C. Still, it is advisable to bear in mind
that we are as yet without sufficient data to

speak with any degree of positiveness as to the be-

ginnings or the early phases of Babylonian litera-

ture. We do know, however, that this literature,

as was to be expected, is largely religious ; and
if we exclude the historical and votive inscrip-

tions, which can scarcely be called literature, in

its beginnings this literature is entirely religious.
It centres around the ancient temples ;

and sinca

the priests attached to the temples remained for

*
See, e.fj., the fragment of a Deluge narrative (published by

Seheil in OKueil de Tramux relatif* d la I'tiil. et A rch.

ft Assiir. xx. pp. 55-59
;
consult also Meissner. Ein tU

lonigcheg t'ragtneiti deti Uilyamos-Epux (Berlin, 1902).
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all times not only tin 1 scribes, liut the authors of

all literary productions, and the exponents of the
entire intellectual life, tlie l'l~rature never lost

its association \vith tin; religion. Again, \ve are
safe in assuming Ilial this oldest religion* literature

a i
' >se li oin ill ill! arian motives, or at all events pur-

sued tin 1

practical purpose of pn>\iding a suitable

ritual, that hail stood the test of expciien.e in

effectually securing the desired ends. It isthere-
l'ir. i

1 tu the mil thai we must hiuk for the key
to an umU-istanding of the I'.ahyloman literature

in it> largest extent, anil particularly in its oldest

JHII tions.

_'. It is not necessary for the purpose of this

sketch to determine how far the old Uabylonian
religion was liaseil on animistic conceptions, or

what other features entered into it, since we are
iinahlc to trace it further hack than the literary
evidence, the very existence of which betokens a

comparatively advanced stage of thought cer-

tainly a stage far remove. 1 from a primitive stale

of religion. It is sutlicient to recognize that the

gods, however the belief in them arose, were

approached mainly for two purposes to secure
the fiillilment of certain requests or hopes, and to

ward oil actual or threatened misfortunes. These

purposes cover alike the occasions when the ordi-

nary individual saw lit to approach the god, and
those when the rulers sought out the ancient

shrines; and. whatever the cause that prompted
theapproach, the favourable answer was dependent
upon a single factor the disposition of the god or

gods invoked, lint the gods, though each was all-

powerful within the jurisdiction assigned to him
or to her. were not supposed to control all occur-

rences in the life of the individual. Their protec-
tion extended only except when specially appealed
to to a general surveillance of the affairs of the
individual. The smaller mishaps and accidents
incident to daily life were ascribed to the mis-
chievous influence of a lower order of beings, whom,
for want of a better name, we may designate
demons or evil spirits. The current views with

regard to such beings do not appear at any time
to have been very delinite, and it is therefore

dillieult to gather from the religious literature

any adequate description of them. The demons
were supposed to lurk everywhere. They could
make themselves invisible, and indeed they gener-

ally acted in so m\ -tei ion- a manner that their

pie-. -nee was perceived only when the consequence-
of their activity became manifest. They assumed
at times the forms of animals, and the strange
movements of serpent. their sudden appearance
as though coming up out of the ground, and their

gliding away as noiselessly as they came led

to a
preference being given to this species of

animal lite, as the mould in which demons took

up their l>eing ; but, besides .serpents, we also have
demons in the shape of birds, and in sculptured

representations the demons are sometimes given a

human shape with grotesque features or with heads
of fantastic animals of terror- inspiring aspect."
At no time was one safe from the attacks of

evil spirits, who lurked in the streets, and who
could pass through walls, climUs

(
and crevices

into the house. Some were supposed to inhabit

groves, otlieis had their hiding places in lields or

in ruins. The tops of the mountains, the rivers

and seas, and the wilderness, were alike infested

with them. To these demons all manner of evil

was ascribed: a fall, a headache, a quarrel, an

explosion ot temper, \\eif all due io them, as well

ns the more serious iliseases to which mankind
is heir; ami it was generally liclieved in these

cases that some evil spirit had taken up its abode

see, i-.u., the illustration in Thompson, Dti tU end Eftl

Sf '.rils (./ tMiiilvit'a (I'.i3>, vol. i. pi. 'J.

in the body of the atllicted individual, an ! "as
causing the pain or the wasting away from lever
..I i he decay of a diseased organ.

3. Incantation rituals. Against the demons
appeal was made to the gods, and, through
the medium of priests acting as exorci/ers, an
endeavour was made to get rid of their per
nicioiis influence, or to drive them forcibly out
of the body. The power thus vested in the hands
of the priests lay in the use of the proper words
which would serve as a check on the actions of

the demons, accompanied by certain symbolical
rites, such as ablution and purification, which

compameu by certain
ablution and purilicat

would complete the work of overpowering the
hostile powers. Prayer thus takes its rise in

Babylonia as the utterance of certain appeals to

the gods; and it is natural to find in the earlier

stages of religious thought as much and perhaps
moie stress laid upon the words so used as on the
motive which prompted the direct appeal to the
intervention of the gods. To the body of the

people the favourable response to the appeal was
at all times directly associated with the words

employed, and up to a certain stage in the develop-
ment of the religious beliefs this view was. no
doubt, shared by the

priests.
As a consequence,

the greatest possible importance was attached to

the use of the proper words or formulas in seeking
relief from the baneful spirits; and, when the

exorci/ing priests failed in their task, the failure

was consistently ascribed to the use of a wrong or
unfortunate formula that was not applicable to

the case in question. There thus arose in the

temple service, on the basis of actual experience,
fixed formulas varying for different emergencies,
the efficiency of which had been tested by a

sufficiently large number of instances to warrant

complete confidence in them. These formulas,
handed down from one generation to another,
were given a permanent form so as to ensure their

preservation ; and it was a further natural step to

collect these formulas into a series of greater or

shorter extent that could properly be designated
as 'incantation rituals.' Quite a number of such
series have been found among the tablets of Assur-

banipal's library, and the names given to them
are themselves indicative of the ideas underlying
the collection. Thus we have a series which em-
braced at least sixteen tablets, each one of which
bore a number designating it as a part of a ritual

known as 'the Evil Demons.' Another series,

consisting of at least nine tablets, was called the

'Head-sickness,'* because a goodly portion of it

was devoted to formulas for ridding individuals of

various diseases that had their seat in the head,
and were due to some demon that had taken up
its abode in the human liody. Again, two series

bear thi> names 'Maklu' and 'Sliurpn' respec-

tively, both terms having the sense of 'burning,'
and owing their designation to the prominence
assigned in them to the burning of elligies of

the demons or of the witches who controlled the

demons, as a means of getting rid of their baneful
influence. Corresponding to the distribution of

functions among the gods, the attempt was made
to specialize the powers of the demons, though it

is doubtful whether this process of differentiation

was ever fully carried out. Thus there was a
female demon, or rather a class, called Laburtu,
supposed to be specially dangerous to children and
their mothers; and we have an incantation scries

whiih was known as '

Labartu,' t and which was

Tlii'sL- two series are |>ul>lished in Cuneif. Tfxtx/rou
in '/i. lliilifh Mntruin, paru \vi. anil xvii.. and interpreted liy

Thi'ini'son, Ltti'iltt and h'cit Spirits t>f AYfl/i/frmui, vols. i. and ii.

t Si-e Mvhrmun, Zeitickrijt Jur JLttl/ruilogit, xvi. pp. Hi-
200.
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entirely taken up with formulas and directions

against this special class of evil spirits.
These rituals thus form a distinct division of the

religious literature, and we are probably justified
in assuming that they represent the oldest division.

In regard to their composition more particularly
as to time and place we are dependent for the

present on internal evidence alone, and that often
of an unsatisfactory nature. The fact that the

god Ea, as the protector of humanity, plays a

prominent part in many of the series, taken in

connexion with the sanctity that continued from
the earliest to the latest days to be attached to

Eridu, the seat of Ea worship, points to the temple
of Eridu as one of the centres in which incantation
rituals were compiled ; and, on the other hand,
the association of Mardnk with Ea, introduced in

some of the Ea rituals in a manner which betrays
ths intention of Marduk's priests to give their

favourite a share in the privilege of driving oft' the
evil spirits, is conclusive evidence that the older

texts were subject to revision subsequent to the

period when Jilarduk was recognized as standing
at the head of the pantheon. Considerations such
as these suggest that the rituals were subject to

growth and modification. The priests in one re-

ligious centre would have no hesitation in embody-
ing in their ritual formulas that had originated
and that had been tested in another ; but, in doing
so, they would be led to introduce such modifi-

cations as were required to bring the latter into

accord with other portions of the special ritual

of the temple in question, and to combine them
with formulas of their own. Even a superficial
examination of the rituals reveals their composite
character ; and, upon closer investigation, it is

possible to separate in many instances the older

from the more recent parts. The mixture of

primitive thought with utterances that belong to

a much more advanced stage of religious belief is,

in fact, a trait that marks all the rituals hitherto

brought to light. The conservative instinct led

to the retention of what is oldest in these texts,
while the impressive hymns and the often strik-

ingly bc.Tiitiful prayers inserted amidst a jumble of

incantation formulas, represent the attempt to give
to the old beliefs a more spiritual interpretation.

Before entering upon a description of one of

these rituals, which may serve as an example of

this division of the religious literature of Babylonia,
there is one feature connected with them that yet
remains to be considered. Correlative to the belief

in the power of the priest to exorcize the evil

demons, we find among the Babylonians the belief

in the power of certain individuals over the

demons, with a view to bringing individuals under
their influence ; and, as among other nations, this

power was more commonly ascribed to women
than to men, though we find the belief in sorcerers

prevalent as well as the belief in witches. The
dividing line between the demons and spirits on
the one hand and the witches and sorcerers on the
other becomes at times faint; so that it would
appear that the latter were also regarded as

demons, and not merely as those who had control
over them. Still, in general, it is possible to keep
the two classes apart, except that, in course of

time, the view which supposes the demons to be

working at the instigation of the witches and
sorcerers rather than independently becomes more
marked. In the rituals themselves, however, both

phases of the belief in question are found, now the

one, now the other being more prominent ; and,
similarly, in the appeals to the gods, the petitioner
sometimes asks relief from those who have be-

witched him, as well as from the demons who have

independently brought him into their power. Of
the two phases, it is more natural to give the

preference in point of primitiveness to the inde-

pendent power of the demons, who, being natur-

ally hostile to man, would feel prompted to make
their attack whenever the opportunity ottered. The
strange and weird impression made by individuals
of deformed stature, like dwarfs, or with unusual

features, unusually large or unusually small eyes,
or otherwise presenting a grotesque appearance,
would prompt the conclusion that such persons pos-
sessed unusual powers and were capable of working
mischief. Evil being associated with demons, it

was a logical conclusion that these strange indi-

viduals were in league with the demons, or were

actually evil spirits that had assumed human
shape. Consistency in anything connected with

popular beliefs is never to be expected, and hence
we iind in the rituals a constant vacillation be-

tween the attributing of accidents, misfortunes,
and disease to the direct activity of witches and
sorcerers, and the tracing back of the ills to which
human tlesh is heir, to the demons acting inde-

pendently or at the instigation of certain indivi-

duals who exercised a direct or indirect control

over them. In this respect, therefore, the in-

cantation texts likewise betray their composite
character; and, corresponding to the older and
later components in the formulas prescribed for

the various cases involved, we have the mixture
of exorcizing rites aimed at witches and sorcerers,
with such as are clearly employed against the
demons and evil spirits directly.
The symbolical rites prescribed in connexion

with the recital of the formulas, to which we have

already referred, similarly presuppose both phases
of demonic possession ; but some are more appli-
cable to witches and sorcerers than to the demons.
Thus a very common practice prescribed in the
texts was to make an image of the witch or

sorcerer of wax, honey, clay, pitch, or of metal,
and to burn such images, while pronouncing the

sacred formulas. As the image was thus being
consumed, the witch or sorcerer was supposed to

sutler the tortures of the fire, and to be gradually
annihilated. Instead of burning the image, the

plan was sometimes to throw it into the water, or

to bury it in the ground ;
and the symbolical rite

being supposed to have an elt'ect on the witch, her
evil influence was thus disposed of. Again, one of

the favourite means resorted to by a witch in

order to secure a hold on her victim was the

tying of knots each fresh knot thus tied, to the

accompaniment of a powerful formula, represent-

ing symbolically the binding of the unfortunate
victim. Hence the exorcizing priest would, by a

species of '

sympathetic magic,' endeavour to undo
the evil by taking a knotted rope and untying the
knots one by one, pronouncing at the same time
the counter formulas, and in this w&y seek to bring
about the relief of the sutt'evor. But images of the
demons were also made, and similar ceremonies

gone through with them ; so that, in connexion
witli the rites likewise, the dividing Hn? between
demons and witches is not always kept in view.

Taking up now a scries known as the '

Maklu,'
*

a brief analysis will show the method followed in

the grouping of the formulas. It deals almost

exclusively with methods for ridding oneself of

the influence of witches and sorcerers, and derives

its name, '

Burning,' from the prominent part
played by the symbolical burning of the images
of the witches. The opening incantation is an

appeal of a general character to the gods, put
into the mouth of the afflicted individual

'

Arise, ye great gods, hear my complaint ;

Grant me justice, take cognizance of my condition.

* Published hv Tallqvlst, Die AayriKhe Jtesdiwarungmrit
ilaqlii (Leipzig, '1S95).
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Not knowing whether tin- bewitchment i- due to

:i -oieerer or a sorceress, the victim ha- made an
iniaoe "I each, anil then. ivl'cl I ill:; mole particu-

larly to the witch, In- exclaims

5la\ -he .In- ! l.t-t mi' livol'

Clean-in"; potion- concocted of variou> herbs arc

drunk liy the victim. who hopes in this way ('>

lice ..... e 'as |nire as \\ater,'
'

resplendent as lire.'

A- a -|ieciincii of a genuine, incantation formula
the loll jwing may serve

I ir!h, earth, earth !

(.ilj mi. -h
'

i- I he Mi.i-ter of your witchcraft ;

W h.lT \ r tl:l\ ' <[ 'U<-. I kll"W ;

U li.it 1 .It. \"M kliou not ;

All tin' mischief wrought by my sorcerers (a destroyed,
.1 -^ihcd is ^one.'

\\ i, at is here expressed as a fact is intended as a

hope to lie leall/ed alter the accolll pi islllnellt of

the incantation rites. A variety ot symbolical
ill'- are then presei ihed, such as depositing the

linage of the w itch ill a l.oat placed on the waters,
and surrounded by an enclosure so a to prevent
hei .--cape ; while, in eonne\ion with the burning
of the images, hymns, at times most impressive in

diitiou, are addressed to the lire-god Nuskn or

(iirru. The purpose nf thus fin nishing a variety
of tiles is to allonl a chance, to the exorei/er to

select the one ap|iro[iriate to the case with which
he is asked to deal. No fewer than ten ititVerenl

kinds of material are prescribed tor the making
of the images wax, earth, bronze, honey, clay,

pitch, sesame Hour, pitch with clay, and two
varieties of wood.t 1'or each material a special
incantation is prescribed, though the formulas do
not ditliTverv materially from one another. The
thought, both in the mind of the exorei/er in

|ircserihing
and of the victim in carrying out the

burning rite, is clearly brought out in tliu words
tut' red as the images are consumed

1 On this day, arise ; to my juil-nii'iit ;

s.u]>]ir< aa 'In- 1 1 1, -i
I lief. over|>o\\er thi- evil.

A- 1 lit --f images tremlile, . II--O|M-. anil mrlt away,
So iiiav Ih.- surccri r aud burccrt-ss tremble, dissolve, and

INI It away.'

Just as the ima. c-of the sorcerer and the sorceress

were made to lie burnt in certain prescribed cases,

so. in other-, imap.es of the demons we're .!e-l royed
in :i -iinilar manner. An incantation in connexion
with such a rite furnishes the names of the chief

classes of demons
'

I raise the tor -h. their images I hum-
Mi the '/fni-vn, the -/i"/". in. .'i'./,.". thetfKinmUj
Th.- liilmrtu. tliv la/>i<*". tin- ni/ii-iVi.-".

(It the lilll, lilllll, all'l Ill-'lllt 1:1:,

Anil of e\er\ L-VI] that -' .
- hold "I men.

Tremble, melt uwa\ .tnil ili-a]'pear !

5la\ your smoke rise in hi nvi n

Mi, -liama-li destroy your limbs!
51. iv the -on nf Da.J the chit-l exon izer, restrain

your streimth !

'

Of the e de ..... ii- the two lii st appear to have
lieen of a "cm-ial character, both terms convey
in- the idea of -tienulh. H'lliixii, -i^nifyino; 'the

one who lies in wait,' is a demon who springs

upon his victim unawares; ekimmv, al-o 11-1 d lo

describe the ' ohost
'

of a man, represents the

cl.i-- ol ile ..... 11- that infest the graves. l.'i/nrtii

i- the deinon who is particularly dangerous to

women and children; of /.ili-i.iii, 'the i ..... win.

throv s clow n,' and nklikh'i:it, 'the sei/er.' we only
know that they ha\e the poucr ot -ccnrin"; their

\ic-tims under their control ;
while II/H c ni^ht '),

lit it a ifeminine form of /i/i, and iinlut lilt ...... i.l

of ui^ht'i are mischievous spiiii- who ply their

trade at ni'jlil undc-i covei ot dat kne--.
* The semi-ni\ llii.'ul liero\\li'-. .l.i,ls are i elehratcii in the

Ii '

l'i' ,
u

|

' laler on,
,

I mi, ..I them ceilur; tin- other, called liiau, lias nut, been

Identified.

; The ailclri-w is
'

tu the flre-fc-od.'

cj
i.t Marduk.

In ie-jaid to all these names, t lie remark ap]dies
that lll'-v I. pl'c-ellt pellelal classes of demons
rather than individual spirits, and that (excluding
Ji '/in the tii-l -ix named, moi cm ci

, are some-

limes used to detonate demon- in general. Simi-

larly, 'two other dc-ipnations that
frequently

occur

in the incantation texts "In, si^mfyui"; piobably
'the strong one-.' and <i'i//n, 'the -icai one' are

used, though not always, in u very j.'eneral way.
This indieales that, if at one time a dill'en-ntia-

tion was attempted, that period was succeeded by
one in which the \arious designations for demons

lepres-'iited, in the ease of those most frequently
u-ed, merely the dillerent forms of activity repre-
sen ted by the demons, and in t lie case of othels t he

time and the various ways in which they attack

and secure control of their victims.

S .mewhat dillerent is tin- use of the term \/< </,
which is applied both to a hostile demon and to

the protect in"; spirit who tands by man's side

and l:el|s him in his endeavour to thwart tin-

attack of the demons, or to rid himself of them.
'1 he latter use is the more usual, and in this sense

(In- term is generally associated with /niitiix.vii,

which likewise represents a protecting power. The
two, slu'iln "i" 1 famasflt, were symbolized by lan-

tastic creatures one with the features of a lion,

the other with those of a bull- placed as guardians
at the entrances of palace gates and doors. This

symboli/ation, however, wlueh is an outcome piol.

ably of the idea of strength connected with the

demons, and recalled by the lion and the bull,

appears to have belonged to a comparatively late

period, for in the days of Hammurabi* we -till

lind I'liKuxxii used '.0 designate the chief protect-

ing deity of a place. It is only, therefore, as the

differentiation between god and spirit becomes

sharply defined, that Imiuissu represented nieo.

graphically by f-vo signs with the torcc of
'

strong

god' is conlined in its application to a protect-

ing and favourably inclined spirit or demon, while

the double sense in which v/i i/n, also embodying
the idea of 'strength,' is used, testifies to the

currency of the earlier conception whereby the

demons were viewed as either favourable 01 un-

favourable.

Corresponding to the tendency to differentiate

gods from -pints, the view seems to have arisen

that in general the gods were favourably inclined,

or could be made so. by propitiation, appeals, and

gifts ;
whereas the demons, as a rule, were ho-t lie,

and could be overcome only with the help of the

gods. The.v/if(/ and lamnssu were the exceptions,
and could theieiWe be appealed to in the struggle

against the hostile force- equally with the gods.

Accordingly, we frequently lind the hope expressed
in the incantations that the bad demons may be

driven out of the body, and that the sh-iln and
lamasm may enter into the head or into the limbs

of the iintoi innate victim in place of the iitnl.kn,

i/'i/ln. id n, etc., as the c a-e may be.

Continuing our analysis of the 'Makln' -cries,

the third tablet 18 concerned largely with descrip
t imis of the witches who, possessing the same

powei as the demons, have the additional quality
of being able to select their victims, whereas the

demoas stumble upon them, a-s it were, and -Mike
whomsoever they happen to encounter. The

witches and the same applies also to the male
sorcerers appear to have acted not only on their

own initiative but when engaged by othet- to

cast their spells on individuals against whom they
haihoured a grudge for some reason or other. In
I hi- connexion it is interesting to note that the

laws of Hammurabi, in order to safe^n.nd tlu-

nioaii- of punishing an enemy, provide that, if a

spell be unjustly cast upon a man, the one who
t .ill ,|e Hanunourabi

'

(ed. Seheil), obv. col. iv. 50.
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induced the bewitchment shall be put to death.*
The descriptions of the witches in the third tablet
of the ' Mitklu

'

series form an integral part of the
incantations. Thus we read at the beginning of

this tablet

' The witch who goes about through the streets.
Enters into houses,
Glides into courts,
Tita Js the open places,

Turning forwards and backwards,
Plants herself in the streets anil retraces her steps,!
Interposes herself on the hk'hvvav,
Hobs the good man of his strength,!
Kolis the good maid of her fruil.

At her sight, desii-e seizes liim :

She sees the man, and robs him of his strength ;

She sees the maid, and robs her of her fruit.

With her witchcratt she barricaded the way ;

With her spittle she blocked the road.
The witch saw me, and pursued me.'

But the sorceress is not always risible to her
victim. She can work in silence and be unknown ;

and it would appear, indeed, that the invisible

and unknown witch represents the more potent
form of bewitchment. Hence the incantation is

at times couched in the form of a question
' Who art thou, witch,
Who carries the word of my misfortune in her heart,
Whose tongue brings about my destruction,
Through whose lips I am poisoned,
In whose footsteps death follows '!

witch, I seize thy mouth, I seize thy tongue,
1 seize thy piercing eyes,
I seize thy restless feet,
I seize thy active knees,
1 seize thy outstretched hands,
I tie thy hands behind thee.

May Sin tl give thee a fatal blow [

May he cast thee into an abyss of water and fire I

O witch, like the setting cf this seal ring,

May thy lace glow and become pale !

' U

The witch has endless means at her disposal for

securing control of the selected victim. Her spittle
is poisonous, and can torture one on whom it falls

or whoever treads on it ; the words that she utters
have a mystic power ; and her e3

re is deadly, and
can spellbind one on whom its glance is thrown.
Ever active, moving about on the lookout for her

victim, her hands can seize him at any time.

Hence the victim, whether already caught, or in

danger of falling into the witch's hands, is told

to prepare an image of the sorceress, whoever she

may be ; and, suiting the action to the word, binds
fast the mouth, tongue, lips, limbs, and hands of

the image, and then casts the helpless figure into

the lire ; and, not satisfied with this, drowns it in

water.
In other incantations in this tablet the witch is

pictured as being imprisoned in a pit, and then
drowned by having water poured over her ; and,

again, she is placed on a small ship and given over
to the mercy of the elements. In all such cases

we are justified in assuming that there was some

symbolical act suited to the words, carried out in

the hope that the symbol, fortified by the proper
formulas, will be converted into a reality.
More common, however, appears to have been

the burning of the images ; and, in connexion there-

with, we encounter a considerable number of ad-

dresses appropriately directed to the tire - god,
Ginu-Nusku, some of which merit the designation
of hymns, embodying an imagery and conceptions
that appear to transcend the intellectual horizon
of belief in the efficacy of sacred formulas. As a

*
Paragraph 1 of the ' Code de Hammourabi (eJ. Scheil), obv.

col. v. 20-32, Johns' translation, The Oldest Code uj' Laws in
the \\'orld, p. 1.

t i.e. moves in all directions, and passes to and fro.

I A reference apparently to sexual vigour.
} i.e. prevents conception, or brings about a miscarriage.
II i.e. the moon-god.
If i.e.

'

May thy face glow with the heat of the fire like the
metalh'c setting of a stone seal cylinder, and then lose its colour

like the heated metal when thrown into the water.'

specimen and this is perhaps the finest of thii

series of addresses we may choose the one with
which the second tablet of the series opens

' O Nusku, great god, chief of the great gods,
Guardian of the offerings of all the Jgiiji,*
Founder of cities, restorer of sanctuaries ;

Brilliant day, whose command is supreme ;

Messenger of Anu,t obedient to the decrees of Bel ;

Mighty in battle, whose attack is powerful.
Nusku, glowing, overthrower of enemies,
Without thee no sacrificial feast is held in E-kur ; t.

Without thee Shamash the judge does not execute

any judgment.'

Fire being an element common to heaven a

shown by the lightning and to earth, the god
Nusku is appropriately figured as the messenger oi

the god of heaven, and as obedient to the dictates

of Bel, who here represents the god of earth. The

presence of lire in the sanctuaries, and its rise in

the sanctitication of t'ne sacrifices brought by the

worshippers, suggest the references in the second
and eighth lines of this hymn, while its power as

an indispensable factor in all forms of civilization

and its destructive force in war emphasize two
other phases of the god's nature. Up to this point
we appear to have before us a hymn composed in

honour of Nusku that might appropriately have
been sung in connexion with a sacrificial ritual in

a temple erected in honour of the god in question.
The following lines, however, reveal the real pur-

pose of the invocation. The victim, about to burn
the images of the evil powers that have brought
about his misfortune, is represented as saying

'

I, thy servant So and So, son of So and So,
Whose god is it'o and &o,l\ whose goddess is So and So,

I turn to thee, I seek thee, I raise my hands, 1 prostrate

myself before thee :

Burn my sorcerer and my witch ;

May the life of my sorcerer and my witch be taken hold
of and destroyed !

Let me live that 1 may praise thee, and in humility
extol thee.'

The images, as has already been pointed out,
were made of various materials, and the second

tablet of the ' Maklu '

series contains no fewer
than eight Nusku hymns, introduced as preludes
to the formulas prescribed for the burning of the

images of the sorcerers and witches. We are to

assume, of course, that the officiating priest selects

the one appropriate to the occasion and to the

material employed for the making of the image,
and gives the necessary instructions to the wor-

shipper in regard to the ceremonies to be pei foi med
in connexion with the exorcizing rites. But the

witch and the sorcerer also have recourse to making
images of their proposed victims, and have the

power of transferring to the individual the sym-
bolical tortures and miseries that they inflict upon
his counterpart. The fourth tablet of the series is

largely taken up with a description of the various

manipulations to which the witches submit the

images as a means of adding to the tortures of

those whom the images represent. To symbolize
their victims and thus bring about their death,
the witches place the images in coffins and bury
them, or immure them, or conceal them under the

thresholds of houses both representing primitive
modes of burial, or they are thrown into wells,

or placed on bridges where they would be exposed
to being trampled upon, and more of the like. As
a counter move, the same treatment was prescribed
for the images of the witches, to which, likewise,

poisonous plants would be symbolically adminis-

* A designation for the throng of heavenly deities or spirits.

t The god of heaven.
t Name of the temple of Eel in Nippur, which, however, hat

become a generic designation for a sanctuary, and also for tha

earth in general.
5 Here the name of the victim is to be inserted.

II Here the victim names tbe special patron god and goddess,
whom each individual is supposed to possess. See Jastriw,

Jieligion Babyhmcnu und Assyrieiis, p. 194 f.
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tered in order In counteract tin- poison tl.at the

witches luul, in some xvay. inl induced into the

bodies of their uciiiii-; and I hi- attempt, it WOllld

seem, was also made In linil the hidden images
made of tin- victim-, arid lhu- tu release the un-

fortunate ones fr tin- ill- with which they were
alllirleil. An incantation at the beginning of the

fifth tablet, to in: used in i-uuneMon with such

rites, read- -

'The \utch anil the soreiTe 1^
She Mts Ml thr -li.rlii'A ..I tin wall,
Sit - :UH| hi M;^ :i!i. MI IIM hcwitl liment, nmkes my images.*
I will sni.i ii,. i

i-
i , . i , - uuet

To break up lh\ - h.nin, to in.ik-. tby uot.ls return to thco ; t

The hew U'-hiiirtil prr;>an l h\ thee, may it In- for thee !

The ini:i^rs thut thun ha-st ina.le, may they represent thcc !

Thr u.ili i lh:it thim h;iM f.n. t-:i!i-il,l may it IK- lor thee !

M;t\ tin incantation not come niyli, ni;iy tliy words have no
effect !

1:. i 'Hunand of Ea, Shamash, Martluk, and the (Treat in:s:rrss

of the gods.'g

This lifth tablet illustrates also the fainlnessof

the dcinarratiiiii between witch and demon, to

which attention has already been directed, lor

almost imperceptibly tin 1 incantations pass from

denunciations of the witches tu imprecations
hurled against the demons. The last incantation

of the tahlet, a|i|ilicahle to the demons, furnishes

a characteristic e\ani|ile of a direct formula in-

tended to drive the demon-- out of a man's body
'

Away, away, far away, far away !

For sh:mi.-, lor shiiiue. tl\ away, M\ away!
Kounit about fare, u

ro itway, far wt*> '.

t tut ot i,i\ body, .iway !

Out "t iu\ l"l\
,

i;ir away !

out of my bo.lv, for shame !

Out of my lio.lv, fly away !

< nit "f my I. oily, ronnil atiout face !

Out of my body, go away !

Into tin ito.lx il .< N', ! n turn !

To my body draw not nigh !

To im tn..|y dn Tiot approach I

Into my b, 1. 1\ .1" not tori'e your wty !

My body torture not !

1 v M, UILI-II, the mighty, he forsworn !

By Kil, the lonl of f\iT\ tiling, be forsworn!

Hy Man Ink. tin , bit I \"r<'i/.er of the pxN, be forsworn !

From the tin- u' 1 "!, w ho ronsumi's \ t,t- forworn !

Krom my bo<l\ UKI\ \ou he lefttramt it !

'

The sixth tahlet of the series is taken up with
a scries of addrc-ses directed against the witches,
and appeals to tlie lire-ood, which furnish some
fuitlii-i interest ino poi t r.-i\ als of the partly hidden
ami wholly nii-chievoiis workinu'- of the witches,

without, however, adding anything of mateiial
\aliie to our conception of these lieiit^'s.

In tlie seventh tahlet we pas- from incantation-
used in ciiniir\ion with the htirnin^' of images and
with other treatment accorded to them, to the use

of oil and water as means of purilication. A refer-

ence in one of the-e incantalions to the \\ali is

of Kiidu. the old city sacred to Ka. at the head of

the 1'ersian (Hill', is a valuaMe indication of the

[ilaee at which I hi- part of the ' Maklu
'

ritual orii^i

Mated : and in general, when waters of puitfication
are referred to in the incantation texts, the two
chief streams of lialiylouia the Kuph rates and the

Tij.'iis loih of \\liich had a -aneii character, are

introduced or implied, t!ioii;j|| the conceptum of

Iiurilication has, in the cour-e of time, widened so

a- to include the etlicacy of water in general as a

KyinUil of purilicatiiin. It will he sutln-ient to re-

prodiii'e one of these ineaiitat ion-, which may serve

as a specimen of their general character

'I have washed my hands, eleansfl m\ l,,l\,

With thr purr wal. is ,,( ,. s.iur,'. \vln, li an-t-s in Kriilu ;

Whate\rr i> i \il, uli.a- M r is not ^1.0.1,

That is lod^'i-it in in\ iMxly, in my rtVsh, in ni> limbs.

i.f. im.iires of me,
f i.. ;.,v.- ibt'ir i,\\er.

j i.e. itiitherecl U-r 'he puriKwe of pouring over the image.
C i.f. Nin-makh or lnhlr.
I) See p. 552*.

The evil arising from had dreams, omens, and unfavourable

portents,
The evil of unfavourable omens for city and country,

Which I see by day,
Tramp!.- on m thr i-trpet, cast aside,
Tin ,\ il M, i/". Ihe ..-\ il i/ft(Jtu ;

Nirkllrs^. IYM Jrln r, Kevrr,
iMstrr-s. Pain. ( 'oinpl.uiit, \\ - :ikm , (Jroaninj,
Woe und A.'he. sr\rrr In wills ftfflictloO|

Terror anil extreme Misery, etc. etc.'

all manner of distress, it is hoped, may be

elleclually removed by the purifying power ot tlie

aocred element.
The aildition of snch incantations, in which

water plays the chief part of the ritual, points i,,

the composite character of the '.Maklu' seue-,

which, from dealing exclusively with the burning
of images and with appeals to the lire-god, is thus

enlarged into a general incantation ritual, to serve

as a guide for the exorcizing priest in picking out

such portions as are applicable to the ease brought
before him. Further light is thrown on the prin-

ciples underlying the combination of incantations
into a lixed and elaborate ritual by the eighth and
last tahlet of the series, which furnishes a summary
of all the incantations contained in the previous
seven, by repeating their opening words or lines in

uninterrupted succession. One is tempted to con-

jecture that this arrangement, which is also found
at the close of another incantation series,* was in-

tended to serve the purposes of an index or table

of contents, to enable tne officiating functionary
of the temple to obtain a rapid survey of the in-

cantations comprised in the ritual, and then to turn
to those chosen by him. However this may l>e,

the ' Maklu '

series, like the various other ones that

have been put together from the tablets of Assur-

hanipal's library,t clearly points to an elaborate

pioce-s of composition and editing of the hundreds
of formulas produced in the course of time for the

purpose of relieving those attacked by the demons,
or hew itched by the sorcerers and sorceresses.

lie-ides the incantation series in the proper sense,
the priests also compiled for their own use hand-
liooks to serve as guides in the performance of

incantation rites, in which specific directions of

all kinds are given, detailing the manner in

which the images of protecting spirits are to be

grouped around the couch on which the man
Stricken with disease lies, so as to guard him

agaiu-t further harm from the demons ; what
sacrifices are to be ottered in connexion with the

recital of the incantations, where they
are to

be ottered, what prayers or formulas snould be

spoken in connexion with these sacrifices, and
more of the like. In the subdivision of pric-tly
functions which followed with the growth of the

temples of liabylonia and Assyria, a special class

of prii-t- aro-e. known as the dshipu,Z into \\lin-e

hands the carrying out of exorcizing rites was

entrusted; just as another class, known as the

bdrii, took charge of the omen rituals. I mice. i

we are justified in concluding from the elaborate
chaiaeter of the incantation texts and the incanta-

tion rituals, that, throughout the duration of the

liabylono-Assyrian religion, the beliefs upon which

The 'Labartu' series. Sec Mjhnnan, Ztittthi

Amtir. xvi. p. l!Xlf.

t No fewer than six distinct series are now kti"uri. Hi-nn-

r;uitlii it l,\ thr following names : 1. Maklu, ediuMb\ KM,H|I/ ,11.

1. Bhurpu, 'Burning,' ed. by Zimmern, /k-i/nnjf :nr A

./n.vr/ir itcli'inm, i., Leipzig, IMMi; :i. I-abart i. ..I.

i.v Uvhnnan, Xtnekr. .fur Amir. xvi. Ul-'200; 4. I'tukku
liiiinuti.

'

Kvil Demons,' published in O'i timm !' ,

: ii'lelt in the Itrilinh Muxruin. part \\i. with

supplements in part xvii., Ixmdon, IVhW ; .*.. Ti'u. 'H
nea :md fl. Ashakku marsu, '.l*/.nv! : liir Iwo
last named are published ill <-'llnt(l\inn Ti-xt*. parr \'il. The
hi-t Tbi.r are traii-hlerated and tr:m-latM h\ Th"i

' "/ r.'riV S]ririt* <tf Kabylviiiti, vols. i. and ii. i ,

.

I Cf. the equivalent Hebrew term 'anlmhup (Dn I20 ^X
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the incantations rested, and the ceremonies con-
nected with the incantations, continued to exer-
cise a strong hold on the people, and constituted,
in fact, one of the main factors of the religion
itself, viewed from the side of religious practice.

4. Omens and oracles Inseparably linked to the
beliefs on which the incantation texts and rituals
rest, is a second branch of the religious literature
of the r.aliylonians and Assyrians. While, as we
have seen, the view gradually arose which attri-
buted the small ills and minor worries and mis-
fortunes of existence to the mischievous workings
of evilly disposed demons, whereas the gods were
regarded as, on the whole, favourably inclined,
it was the gods with whom the control of the
fate of the individual, as of the nation, in the
final instance rested. To the gods, therefore, the

appeal was made for relief from the sufferings
caused by demons or witches; and it was of vital

importance, even when the skies seemed serene,
to retain the favour and goodwill of the gods,
.-o as to be sure of their assistance when clouds

appeared on the horizon. Moreover, the faith in
the goodness of the gods was not so strong as to

engender a feeling of absolute security in their wor-

shipper.-. On the contrary, it was felt that their
favour could easily be turned into hostility, and
their favourable disposition towards man did not
prevent them from manifesting their displeasure
at any slight provocation. Failure to bring the

proper homage, entering upon an important under-
taking without assuring oneself of the support of
the deity, or without making certain that it was
begun at the proper moment, or even choosing the

wrong formulas in an incantation ritual, these
and other errors might be fraught with disastrous

consequences. Again, even after the incantation
rites had been performed, the prayers recited,
the sacrifices brought, the symbolical ceremonies
carried out, it was necessary to know whether the

hoped-for relief would be forthcoming.
To keep the gods favourably disposed, and to

determine if possible what help they would grant,
were two goals that the worshipper in Babylonia
and Assyria was ever compelled to hold before
him. Preventive measures were therefore called

for, as well as remedial efforts. Punctiliousness
in carrying out prescribed rites was an important
element in such measures, but by no means the

only one ; it was equally important to ascertain
in some direct way the will of the gods and their
future intentions. If happily one "could forestall
the future, then all fears might be dissipated, and,
at all events, one would not be overwhelmed by an
unexpected check to one's endeavours. Naturally,
the occasions when, through the mediation of the

priests, oracles were sought, were chiefly such as
concerned the general weal. The individual came
in for his share, but that share, judging from the

specimens of the oracle literature that have been

preserved, was a small one in comparison with
the part played by matters of public concern.
Most notable among these specimens is a group of

prayers addressed to the sun-god," dating from the

reigns of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal. They
have reference to expeditions undertaken against
a group of nations to the north-east of Assyria
known as the Kashtariti, who at various times,
abetted by other tribes and peoples settled in their

vicinity, appear to have given the Assyrians con-
siderable trouble. The interesting feature of these

prayers is the pattern according to which they are

arranged a pattern which points to the develop-
ment of a fixed ritual prescribed for such occa-
sions. Each prayer may be subdivided into live

* Published by J. A. Knutltzon, Atfyrische Geliete an den
Sonnengott (Leipzig,

parts, consisting (1) of a question or a series of

questions addressed to the sun-god ; (2) an appeal
to the god not to manifest anger, and to forgive
errors unwittingly committed in the sacrificial
rites that accompany the appeal ; (3) a repetition
of the question or questions, generally in a some-
what varying form ; (4) a second appeal ; and,
finally, (5) an examination of the omens to be
derived from the inspection of the sacrificed
animals.
As in the case of the incantation rituals, the

greatest possible care had to be observed in the

performance of details. The sacrificial animal
generally a lamb had to be guarded against all

impurities. It must be physically sound, and
before passing on to the inspection of the organs
upon tne position, proportions, and character of

which, together witli any possible peculiarities,
much depended the priest was obliged to exercise
almost innumerable precautions against interfer-
ence with a trustworthy interpretation. He had
to don the proper dress, guard himself against any
kind of impurity ; he had to assume the right
position in making the inspection, which itself
had to proceed in a certain order

; he had to speak
the proper words, and much more of the like. In
the questions that he asks, likewise, all contin-

gencies are to be taken into consideration, and
the ritual indicates all the various marks and
symptoms that should be sought for in the organs
of the sacrificial animal. A lew extracts from one
of these prayers will serve as an illustration of the
general character of these oracles. The priest,
who throughout the ritual acts as mediator, ad-
dresses the sun-god

' O Shamash, great lord, as I ask thee, do thou in th v mercy
answer inc.

' From this day, the 3rd day of this month of lyyar (the 2nd
month), to the llth day of the month of Ah (the 5th month) of
this year, a period of one hundred dajs and one hundred nights
is tite prescribed term for the oracular inquiry.'

The request is thus specified for an oracle that
should indicate what is to take place during the

coming 100 days. The question itself, always un-
folded in a most elaborate manner, concludes in
one case as follows :

'The capture of that city Kishassu, through any enemy what-
soever within the specified period is it definitely ordained by
thy great and divine will, Shamash V Will it actually come
to puss '!

'

The phrases used to prevent any interference
with the correct and proper inspection of the
animal are generally as follows :

' Prevent anything unclean from defiling the place of inspec-
tion. Prevent the lamb of thy divinity which is to be inspected
from being imperfect and unlit.

'Guard him who takes hold of the body of the lamb, who
is clothed in the proper sacrificial dress, from having eaten,
drunk, or handled anything unclean. Mali(. his hand firm ;

guard the diviner, thy servant, from speaking a word hastily.'

After the inspection has been made and all the
various points noted, the priest prays

'

By virtue of this sacrificial lamb, arise and grant true
mercy, favourable conditions of the parts of the animal ; may a
declaration favourable and beneficial be ordained by thy great
divinity ; grant that this may come to pass ! To thy great
divinity, O Shamash, great lord, may it be pleasing, and may
an oracle be sent as an answer !

'

Following the same general model, a large
number of questions regarding the outcome of

military movements on the part juf the Assyrian
rulers are propounded through the priest, who, in

his capacity as diviner, bears the specific designa-
tion of biiru.* Subjects of a more personal char-

acter, connected with the royal household, are
likewise introduced. So in one instance an oracle
is sought of Shamash to determine whether Nika,
the mother of Esarhaddon, will recover from a

*
t.e.

' the seer
' from bard,

'

to see.
1
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-n km-- IKIIII which she i- -.illinium :

'

:iinl again,
lii-tiitf "iviii". hi- ilanoht r in marriage in ;i

tmeiuni i , li.niatiia. tin- Mil;,' ill I-hkn/a.l I'X-ir-

haildoll inquire- whether lie i- In he ll'll-ted,
' whet her In- will fullil tin- piomi-e- tinit In- lui-

Iliade, and exerlllo llir di-elee- ol tin- A-- Vriall

king in good faith.' Another interesting illu-tia-

ti'in i- inrni-hcd l'\ an imp.my mi t li D

when thf same king proposes to associate 111-. >nn

with him in the affairs of government J

'
i i Mi tinn-li. UI-IM! lord, 00 I u-K tln-i-, do then iii i;no<l faith

mi-u i-i- mi-. Bsorhoddon, the king ol lasyrio, niaj IK* puri>o-,-

til |,l. .i-mi; ami meet wiilmuivcss: Biniddinapal hU son, uho-,-

n.iim- i- \\nlli-n "<i [In- taM.-t ami IM;. '<,! I., tor,- lh\ -n-.it

divinity, i- it plea-mi; to thy ti'V divinity, lli:it !" -li-'iiM

rntiT into III,- -MV , llilllellt.i is It BCCepI
: 1- tin- entl V "I Sllll.M::i .p. I tin-

soli ol K-arhaiUlMii, whose naiii-- i- untt'-n .111 tln-

,-oinin:itl<l of Ih\ ^n-.it <li\niit\, lfl it I

'

tiM'l,

I:. KM-Ilt lonl ! Will it a<-tually rolm- to I'll"

In t! r.-H h- te\H of the class published by
Kini.lt/"ii thf an-v.fi- t" tiif qiie-tions are nut

given, thf pnii'isf "I tin- texts being to funn-h
ami preserve thf rituals observed for th -ea-inn-

leleired I". M> that these mi;_-hl >cr\f a- models
I,, i mime days, just as thf-f rituals, nn ilimlit,

I.,lln\\fil MKi.l.-U that had ln-rn. \<T
rv^d tmni

earlier <la\ -. if\fitiii^. in all ]irohahility, [n thf

u-.-i^f- di'iflnpfd in the teniplus of Shamash in

Itahvlniiia. iither texts, however, funii-h the

an-\\fi"-. ^>i \\ * have u series of ei^'lit oracles

drliM'ifil Iii the same Esarhnddon hy the i;c,ilde>

l-litai ,.i \ili.-la
:
An interesting feature of these

uivu-lf- i- I lial, iii iiiu^t cases, the nu'iliuni nl i"in

niuiiieatin:i is a priestess, which recalU tin 1

prn.
nnin-:ii part played hy women as sorcereseea in

ineantatiini text's. The female snntli-ayr fnrms

tin natnial complement to the priestess ; it i- the

:" la. hiiiftit In the service of a Qeity thai changes
-ti as frni n a messenger of evil in in nne \\ hu

ia:i latlniMi I lie I livine intention, lint hnth fune-

tions resl on the belief in the niysterinn> PIIWIT
ni 11 a hflief which is widespread amon^

n a I ii Hi-, and survives annum people w Ima re

Ptill in the primitive stage of culture. A rea-~!ir-

iii"; nif--a"f oivfii to the kill-' I v a prifstfv, |li\a,

a native "' \.rbela, and uttered hy her in the name
ut 1-htarainl Nelio, reails as fnllnw> :

'

h'-:ir :
! -l-Ion, I, the I.or,!.' -|

, :tk to ttice. The
'. i ii-. li, ut i er who gavel hec

: -, > .
,

. M j i, il j<"N :u,- \Ml !i n H-. iit.iv\ M n; i to
j,

i ,,;,-. I

thr,-. 'Ill, -o.) sin i- on tip, righl Bide, >-!i,un:is:] on t[n I,-!;.

Bixt)* great gods are round - - ,1'le array
, Ml , ol 111, citfl '"'I- ' 'II Illrll ,1,, II, .[ T' I\ . l.itt ll]t

,-,iii,ll-i... to 111, . I am I-h i \\ho lias

I ii-ui-i- to

N MO: the - ii'-iii\ -,il- hi'-'t

efl over to thee? I pio : .-m ii .donil. Tin.-

future I will ntf i

-'^ 1 mn Nebo, tlie

l,.i I .,i iln- writing lalilcL Gloni .

(If a iimif il'-tinite chararti-r i- a messs

to I ..ilia.hlon from Ashur, wlm i-, like Nel.n

ami Ishtar, represented as addn->inx the kin^'

.:

' As for t(K-se enemies lhat plot aeninst thee. that d

to ln;tr--l t. -ill-'l- tlll'll llill-t ,

|
-Itl^l. "I

implore Ashur !

>f
I have heard ill-. <-r\.

'l lii-avi-n I ],|i
,,,|. S-,;ri-h I -Ail! hu-ti-n

I

si. ,11 a; i-r.ir. Into Hie uiounUiins I shall hrii

: in Kniultzon, i''. No. ]n].

t .v ,1 of Assyria. Si iM
-.

I Kiiiull '0,1. \,,. InT.

d&tt', i>. 'house of government.
1

- ol KilllXs 1

\i\. -J7^ t., ultli-li, iio\M-\ ,_-r,

r. ,|'iin
! 10-39.

.- itv p.imlicon.'
i: stroii-.-, L . i;i;ijf l. .1- ,11 O^i.

loun i
I --lit

,i-,',\ n, fuling the river witb -
! l.-i Ui'-m

\-luir the lord of li'jiis am 1.'

AeeiiiiipiinviiiL' this mi'--aof are in-t nn-t ions to

pnlir Hill pl'-i-inn, nil, ami III ntl'.-l -arllllr,-, ttjtli

-ui-i-l -mi llnio iiifense. The oil and I In- -m -i iln -

at the delivery of an oracle may pnip>-ily !

regarded as prompted by the desire tn retain t he

la\oiii nf the ;_-o K, and as a manile i.-itmn nt

oiaii-iiil liomaou; but oil and the olletino nf

animals alsn play an important part in M-euiin^
t he nracle itself. In the series of prayer- addre --ed

to the 1 sun ^nd. of which we have above fjiveii a
brief aeenunt, there are included indication- of the
feature- in the animals, the position of the or^an-,

special marks and peculiarities to which t he at t on-

tn.ii of the i.tliciatin"; priests is directed. The-e
indication* are of primal significance, for on the
results nf the inspection the answer to the !

tion> ilepended. One is probably safe in a.--fi t in;,'

that no nracle was furnished without the i:iii-i-

pietutic.n nf omens, so that, even when no refer-

ence to omen- i- expressly made, we may fee]

i ei lain that it i> implied. Indeed the study and

interpretation of omens appear to have formed in

Haliylonia and Assyria the basis of oracular utter-

ances. In the piiiyers in question the prie-i i-

in-tructed to observe whetln-i there is a slit at

the nape of the neck on the left side, whether
there i^ some peculiarity at the bottom of the
bladder on the left side, whether the viscera are
Miiiiid. The si/e of the limbs and organs of the
animal were likewise of importance; and indeed
there is no feature of any special character that
could be overlooked, before, as a result of the most
eaieinl -t t;d\ , the priest was in a position to reveal

from the various omens the intention of the

;;ods. A special significance appears to have been
attached to the liver, due, apparently, to an
ai-Miciation of ideas found among many nations
of antiquity between the liver and the feiieial

disposition and cb&mcter. Among the tahh-t- in

the liiiti.-h Museum* there is an interesting dia-

gram of the liver of a sheep, divided oil' into small

sections, with explanatory notes, to serve as a
oiinle for the priests in their inspection.

Noi only tlieomensderived from sacriliies, but the

appearance, position, number, and size of the bubbles
foimed by oil poured into a goblet or bowl of

water, constituted a means of determining the will

or purpose of the gods. Here was a plntse of the
'oracle' ritual that lent itself to an almost more
detailed development than even the inspection of

-ai i ilicial animals. There were innumerable post-

sibiliiies to be considered, and we are fortunate in

possessing some texts t which furnish the proof of

the care expended in taking all imaginable con-

tingencies into consideration. I'Vom these texts,
which served as handbooks to the bAni prie-t-. it

appears that, according as the oil bubbles api
to the left or the right side of the goblet or lm 1,

separated into smaller bubbles or united into larger

ones, it portended good or evil. The size ami al-i

!oiir of the oil bubbles had a significance, as

well a- the action of the bubbles after their appeal -

ance on the surface. In short, an elaborate si nine
of limitation grew up in the course of tiir.c in

llalivlonia and Assyria, which embraced many
Icmcnts than the inspection of sari ;

animals, and the action of oil when mixed with

water.

liefore turning to some of these other plia t

'fnrni Texl from Babylonian !
.
m f/,.-

IK, |>l. vi. pi. 1 (llu. MM-.-
i't} Not,- - ir mi monument bahvlonien - nip|>"

(Geneva, 1800) ; and (6)
* Note sur un nouvi lud

lonien ie rapFortant a i'extii 1).

J/brm 7xl, etc., pt Iii. pi. 2-4, and pi
> o ,

BtchsrwcAnOffung Iti d<-n Lul*:rl<uni in (l.ei|</
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the science, it is necessary to point out here the
natural extension of oracles and omens from public
affairs of the State, and from the semi -

public
1

interests of royalty to the affairs of the individual.

The fact that, in such a large portion of the
oracle and omen literature, the national welfare
and conditions affecting the political situation
form the subject, must not mislead us into under-

estimating the share that the individual had in

benefiting from the prerogatives enjoyed by the

priests as the mediators between the gods and
their worshippers. The preponderance of public
affairs over the concerns of the individual which

appears in these texts, is due in part to the
circumstance that most of them were drawn up
at the instigation of the rulers, and in part to

the natural desire of the priests to provide, lirst

of all, for proper guides in carrying out the
demands made upon them by their royal masters.
The example of Assurbanipal in ordering his

scribes to provide him with copies of the literary

productions of the country, was probably merely a
continuation of a much older custom of Babylonian
rulers in ordering the rituals required for the
various purposes of official exigencies, and for the
various occasions of the year, to be perpetuated in

writing. Furthermore, the welfare of the country
was a natural preliminary condition to the happi-
ness of the individual ; for, unless the gods showed
a favourable attitude towards the country as a

whole, it was not to be assumed that the indi-

vidual could hope for Divine favour. Next to the
attitude of the gods towards the State, their good-
will towards thu ruler was of primary importance,
partly because of the close identification of the
career of the ruler with the State, partly because
of the continued strength of the belief that the

ruler stood nearer to the gods than the ordinary
individual, and that upon his conduct and upon the

consequent disposition of the gods towards him
a large share of the national welfare depended.*
Hence even such an event as illness or misfortune
in the royal family was of public significance, for

it portended, or at all events might portend, that
some deity was angry with the ruler himself, and
had thus manifested his displeasure. The ordinary
individual could hardly hope for consideration in

approaching a deity who had plainly shown his

ill-humour towards the most important personage
in the land.

But such conditions represented, after all, the

exceptional state of affairs. Unless the country
was engaged in warfare, or unless some accident

had befallen a member of the royal family, the

supposition was that the gods were inclined to

listen to petitions or to assist the individual in his

appeals for help or advice ; at all events, it was
safe to make the attempt to approach the Divine
throne through the mediation of the priest. Again,
if some god had shown his anger by punishing an
individual with sickness or by overwhelming him
with disaster, it was perfectly reasonable to make
the attempt to regain his goodwill,

' to set the

deity's heart at rest,' as the religious phraseology
expressed it.

The extension of the order of ideas which
enabled the priests to ascertain the intention of

the gods when affairs of State or of the royal
household were in question, resulted in the pre-

paration of more or less elaborate handbooks

covering the interpretation of all unusual pheno-
mena, whether occurring in the heavens or on
earth. Eclipses, disturbances in the usual order

of natural events, the movements of the moon and

sun, as well as of the planets and stars, and the

* On the position of the kin}? as standing closer to the gods,
and as originallv \'Sewed as the representative or even incarna-

tion of a deity, see Frazer, The Gulden Buuijh 2, i. 142 ff., 232, etc.

appearance of the clouds, represent some of the
main incidents to which the attention of the

piiestswas directed for the purpose of determining
their bearing on the general welfare, as well as on
the fate of individuals. Coming to such terres-

trial phenomena as enter more particularly into

the life of the individual, we find tliat dreams, for

instance, or unusual signs in the case of newborn
children, abnormally large or abnormally small

features, monstrosities of all kinds, -were re-

garded as revealing the intentions of the deities,

or were looked upon as portents of future events.

The movements of certain animals, more par-

ticularly of dogs, the flight of birds, the appear-
ance of snakes or of certain insects in the high-

ways or in houses, as well as monstrosities among
animals, were fraught with meaning, and, in

general, it may be said that every incident that

had any unusual feature connected with it called

for an interpretation. In this way the omen
literature representing the record of past experi-

ence, and embodying the wisdom of the past in

the interpretation of signs of all kinds, assumed in

the course of time enormous dimensions so large
that it is quite difficult to obtain an accurate

survey of the field covered by the omen texts.

For the purposes of this sketch, however, it will

be sufficient to characterize briefly some of the

chief classes of this branch of the religious litera-

ture of Babylonia and Assyria.

Taking as our first illustration -unusual occur-

rences in the movements of the heavenly bodies, it

is natural to find special significance attached to

eclipses of the sun and moon ; and it is also

obvious that such occasions were interpreted as

having a bearing chiefly on public affairs or on the

fate of the royal household, because of the close

relations between the gods and earthly rulers

their representatives, in a measure to which re-

ference has already been made. Calendars were
drawn up with indications of what the obscuring
of the sun or moon, through eclipses or through
the movements of clouds, on any particular day of

the month portended. Arranged in the order of

the months, the days of the month are entered
on which, according to past experience, eclipses

occurred, and also those on which, according to

calculation, they might occur, and then the in-

terpretation is set forth for each of the days
enumerated. Interchanging with the references

to actual eclipses, a record is also made of what
the concealment of the sun behind clouds on
certain days portended. Selecting from a long
text of this nature, covering many tablets, the

section devoted to the month of Tishri, the 7th

month, we find the following entries* recorded :

'
If on the 1st day of the month of Tishri the sun is obscured,

king against king will declare war.

If on the 9th day, Adad t will raise his cry.
If on the llth day, a disaster will occur, the king of Mar dies.

If on the 13th day, the king of Akkad : dies, and, in the case

of an eclipse, [the same fate] is portended for the king of

Akkad.
If on the 14th day there is an eclipse of the sun, there will ba

destructive rains, and the king of Amurru dies.

If on the 15th day, the wealth of the sea perishes.?
If on the Itith dav, there will be food in plenty in the land,

the canals will be full, or [it portends that] the aukatlu. will

burst forth. II

If on the 18th day, then will be peace for the king : Bel in

the country [will proclaim?] an oracle regarding the land of

the enemy.
If on the 20th day, the country will be diminished, the throne

o Elam will be overthrown.

*
Craig, Astrological-Astronomical Texts, pi. -*, ohv. 1-17.

t Adad is the god of storms. The phrase is therefore to be

taken as an indication that storms will sweep the land.

J i.e. Babylonia.
$ An expression which apparently refers to the destruction ol

animal life in the waters.
.[I'kallu is a title of a high officer. The sense of this pre-

diction is obscure.
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II Hi.- il.t\ i. dark, hut tin- (>l in. -
i i I !

'

i|iinu t arc

...n t.i^.th. i. i it\, kiin,-, and people will lie safe, canals
u ill I..- lull ..I u:.r, r

If. i-.'i.trary lo calculation, the sun is ot'S.-uiv.l, the king will

I., in ili.lr. .. . . .

It in tin- in.inth of Tishri the sun is obscured, the kincdleS,
th.- < -nil lit r\ will wUneos diauter or [it portends] joy.'

< disc-tire as smile of the predictions are line in

pan to the defective nature (if the text their

general character i" quite clear. The references

I.. -| iiir personages like the king of Arnurrn, of

l-'.lam, (if Akkad, may be taken as indications that

at - e timi' "r aiiot iiei t ! death of a ruler in one
of these conntries took place on i In < i- \ m .

(HI.-.I ion,

in thai MIIMC disaster oveitook him. This occur-

rence would then nntnrally 1-c made the basis lor

.lit. i mining the inauspicious character (if the clay.
\\ 'e .lie 11. it t helelule t.i suppose that the death of

a
|
articular ruler of the countries naiiieil is in-

temleil to lie predicted ; luit, from the circumstance
that a ruler ilieil on that day in the past, the
obscuration of the sun on such a ilay portends a
misfortune lor the country, or possibly for the
ruler in question. Healing in mind that these
omen calendars are intended I" -cue as guides for

the priests, one can al-o understand the contra-

dictory notes iccorded for one and the same (lay.
Such statements must obviously be interpreted a.

embodying observations of \arious events that at
SCIIHI- time in the past took place.

It is, accordingly, for the ollicial ing priest to

deteimine by additional resources -such, <.'/., as

the inspection of sacrilicial animals, or an oil and
water lest, or the like whether the favourable or

mil: i oiirable omen is to be depended upon. That,
in general, the disappearance of the sun Owing to
he.-i\\ clouds, or :in actual eclipse, portends some
evil, is a conclusion suggested by the natural

association of ideas between darkness and mi.
fortune. Hence, at the close of the preceding
and of the following omens dealing with t he ot her

nioiilhs, it is stated as a general conclusion that

nil obscuration of tin- sun pollen. U evil to the

killer, being a prediction of his death, and also

in.:;i atmg disaster to the country. IJut the text

adds the possible alternative that on certain days
and under e.-ii.-im conditions the phenomenon in-

dicates 'joy' i.e. i> to nl.-il .-is a favour-

able omen. Here, again, when the indications for

such da\s, liase.l on pa-t e\pei ienc-e, are either

fa\ourable or untavoiiiahlo. it lies with tin 1

pin-.I
to deteimine by other means at hi- disposal which
of the alternatives will be likely to occur.

The omens derived from the second great

heavenly ]HI.|\ the moon were in some re-]..-,
t-

ol even greater importance, because of the more
delinite character "1 il~ moveim nts ; or, as we

ought perhaps to lint it, I rinse of the greater
Base ith \\hic-h tl nioM-meiits could I,.- t..l

loved. I'olllpletill^ its ccullse as it does iii -Jil

01 :in day-, tin 1 most ol.\ imi- |oiut to \\hicli the-

attention of ohseucls would lie directed would lie

the- appearance ot the new moon as the period
markini; tin- ln'^iniiiii^' of a new course. In the
scroll.! pi; , QOtQ WOlud be- taken on w ha! ila\

whether l-Jlh. ISth, 14th. l.'ith, or Ilith ilay tin-

sun was to lie seen together with the moon; tor

ii|on tliis phenomenon, as was aseettaine.i by e\

perience. depended the da\ at the end 01 tin-

month when the moon and the sun would a^ain be
* \Ymih or IiihtAr. t Jupiter or Mur.luk.

ill conjunction. A;:ain, the varying appearance ,.t

the n n s horns, the character ol the hah K'ound
the moon, and naturally such more i \t lao.ciinary
or. in iciic i-s as the lunar eclipse, would H.TXC as a

basi, for lunar oineiiolo^y. Our km-wlrd^'' of

thi--e omens is derived chiefly from ic-p.nl- li.uu

court astrologers to their royal masters.' I ,
. .-

reports are at times brief, consisting of only a few

lim-s. as, i-.ii., the following connected with the

appearance ol the new moon on the 1st day of the

calculated lunar mouth that is, when the pre-

ceding Liontli had its full 3U days t

'
If the moon is seen on the 1st rlny, (it portends that] the

country will be favoured with tranqnillibv.J If the .l:u . 1-1

in^ I., its culculati.H) is lon, it poiLunds a rei^n ol lonjf days.'

IReport, from liuUulu].

The same omen is furnished in the repot ts ,,f

quite a number of other astrologers that have
been preserved to us, but in some eases further

specifications are given. So in one report tlnu- i.

added that in the case of the months Nisan and
Tishri the 1st and 7th months if the moon is

full at the regular time, there will be good c-iops,

and the king will be supreme. Somewhat dif-

ferent is a report from an astrologer Nebo-.shum-
i -lik n ii, who announces ||

'

If the moon appears covered with a headhand,*! the kin-.: \\ill

b(? suf/miie. If the lll.inn is seen on the tlrst .i:i\
,
III. .1 i\ I.. MIL',

in accordance with calculation, lonj;, it jiortends a loni; rule.

The month will haveaoda\s in full. If the moon appears on
the first, day, it i favourahle to Akka.l (<.<-. llaliylonia), un-
favourable for Klam or Aniurru. If this happens in the month
of Ab, thtn fur Akkad it poi tends something favourable to the

king, my lord.'

Coming to reports that furnish omens according
to the day on Inch the moon and sun are seen to-

gether, the following may serve as a specimen :**

'

If the moon appears out of season, ft traffic will be small ; on
the r^th day the moon was seen with the sun. If, contrary to
. -al.-nlan.m, the moon and sun are sec-n together, a powerful
enemy will come to the laud. The kinjc of Akkad will defeat
his enemy. On the l'2th day the moon with the sun was seen.

If the moon is seen on the rjth day, it portends evil for Akkad,
-...id Im 11 tin and Aniurru, but is an unfavourable omen for

Akkad.'

Comparing these two classes of reports, the

guiding principle in both is apparent. A full

nniiith of 3il days suggest* by association of ideas
- fulness, plenty, and general success, while a

premature conjunction of the sun with the moon,
indicative of a curtailment of the moon's course,
as against the calculated lunar month, portends
shortness of crops, diminution of trallie, and loss

of dominion. In accordance with this, the appear-
ance of the moon and sun together on the l.'Uh and
on the Kith day of the month portends unfavour-
able events, while on the 14th and loth days the

indications, varying somewhat according to the

months, are, on the whole, favourable. That the
xarious reports do not always agree, and that vcn

in one and the same report alternatives are oil. ie. I.

01 an intentional ambiguity appears, are features

that point to dilic.rcnc.es in the methods adopted
by the astrologers, or to the natural dill.

in experience which enter so largely into the judg-
ment of the foretellers of events. An evidence of

tin' high antiquity of the custom of deriving

A l.iru'e collection of these reports has Keen pnbli.i

Interpreted by B. 0. Thompson in 'i lie Hrjiortx t>j the .(/.

aiid .1 '.-"- ;- /> <>f X ii\cvvlt aiul DabylotiCi vols., Lond.-i

I Tli,in:psun, No. 1.

;
1 i l.i-inu' of rr.onth

'

1'.<*. silence, as Thompson ri n.l. is

i, . iii i.i-; but it is to he understood in the sense otal.s. n. <- .<f

i. -es, external or internal.

'/cut.
' will proceed to supremacy

'

,i| i

an i.li.imuti.- expression, to indicate that he will be .i:> <-.. lul in

-. See Thompson, No. 9.

'1 li.ini|won, N'o. 17.

l " -also used to indicate the full moon, but here i

nale some shadow on the moon.
n. No. 119.

I 1 At an unexpected lime, or contrary to calculations.
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omens from lunar phenomena is to be seen in the

persistent use of the geographical terms so con-

stantly recurring in the texts. Akkail is retained
as the old designation of liahylonia ; Ainurni,
later the designation of Northern Syria, is used,
as in very ancient historical texts, for the West
in general ; while Elam, in a similar manner, is

applied to the East in general. These same geo-

graphical designations occur in connexion with
those most Mgniiicant of all heavenly pheno-
mena the eclipses of the moon and sun ; and it

may he regaided as a noteworthy indication of

the advance made in the interpretation of such

phenomena, that under certain circumstances an

eclipse which must have heen startling to primi-
tive nations, as a necessary omen of evil, might
portend peace and prospei ity. In a report from
an astrologer,* the various sections of the moon
are made to correspond to the chief districts the

right side being AUkad or Babylonia, the left

Elam, the top Amurru. and the bottom Suharto.
;

and according to the direction in which the shadow

passes oft' from the moon is the eclipse to be inter-

preted. The moon drawing off from the shadow
in a south-westerly direction portends evil for

Elam and Amurru, while, if the eastern and
northern parts are not affected by the eclipse
but remain bright the eclipse being therefore a

partial one it is a good sign for Suharto t and
Akkad. In another report J we encounter the

following more specific indications :

' When an eclipse happens during the morning watch 5 and is

complete (?), it portends corpses, II and the ruler will also die.

When an eclipse takes place in the morning watch and lasts

through that watch, and a north wind comes, the sick in Akltad
will recover. When an eclipse begins in the first section and
remains in the second (i.e. is partial), it portends disaster for

Elam. Guti H will not approach Akkad. If the eclipse begins
at the first section and the second remains bright (i.e. even more
partial), it portends that disaster will overtake Elam but not
reach AUkail. If the eclipse takes place and stands on the
second side, it portends mercy to the country. If the moon is

obscured in the month of Siwan,** Adad will inundate (the

land) at the end of the year ; if there is an eclipse in the month
of Siwan, there will be a flood, and the product of the waters
will be carried to the land.tt If an eclipse happens at the

morning watch during the month of Siwan, it portends disaster

to the temples of the land, and Shamash will be hostile.! I If an

eclipse takes place in Siwan on the 14th day, the king will com-

plete the year and then die, and his son will strive for the

nilership and seize the throne, and there will be hostility and

corpses. If an eclipse happens in Siwan at any time from the
1st to the 30th day, it is an eclipse that portends something to

the king of Akkad. There will be a general flood, and Adad
will inundate the product of the land, and disaster will over-

take a large army. ... If an. eclipse happens in Siwan out of

the calculated time, the king of legions will die, and Adad
will inundate ; a flood will come, Adad will diminish the pro-
duct of the land, and the leader of the army will encounter
disaster.'

In general, as will be seen, the eclipse, by a
natural association of ideas, reinforced by the
survival of the primitive sense of terror at the

startling phenomenon of the moon passing into a

shadow, was generally regarded as an evil omen,
and it was merely a question which quarter of the
world was to be affected. The frequency of inun-

dations in a land like the Euphrates Valley made
it safe to hazard a prediction of an overflow of the

Tigris and Euphrates ; and a single; coincidence of

an eclipse in the spring, with particularly heavy
floods during the rainy season, would he sufficient

to establish in the minds of the people a connexion

*
Thompson, No. 268.

+ Here used apparently for Assyria.
J Thompson, No. 271.

The night and day were ordinarily divided into three watches
of four hours eueh. See Delitzsch, Zeitschr. fur Assyr. vol. iv.

pp. 284-287.

II i.e. many will die.

^f A country to the north-east of Babylonia. The omen means
that Babylonia need not fear an attack from this region.

** The third month.
tt i.e. the country will be so deeply inundated that the fish

will swim about in all directions.

JJ i.e. there will be failure of crop*.

between the two events. Indeed, so unusual
an occurrence as an eclipse would necessarily

prompt a closer attention to events such a,i poor
crops, or the death of a king, or even a military
expedition with its inevitable result of greater
or lesser loss of life that at other times would be
taken for granted as perfectly normal occurrences,
or, if not normal, at least not of an extraordinary
character.

The principles underlying the omens derived
from other conditions observed in connexion with
the moon are of the same general character
natural association of ideas and conclusions drawn
from past events coincident with the conditions in

question. Thus, in an interesting series of reports

regarding the significance of a halo around the

moon, a favourable or unfavourable interpretation

depends upon the character of the halo, whether

bright or dark the latter being regarded in general
as an indication of rain or whether the halo was
continuous or interrupted, and what planets or

stars were to be seen within the halo. One of

these reports,* which begins with the omen to be
derived from the conjunction of the moon and son
on the IGth day, passes on to halo omens, and
furnishes the following data :

'

If the moon has a halo, and the sun t stands within the
halo of the moon, throughout the land one will speak justice,
the father with his son will speak justice, the hosts will be
successful. If the moon has a halo, and Mars stands within it,

there will be destruction of cattle throughout the land, the

planting of dates will not prosper, or it portends that Amurru
will be diminished. If the moon has a halo, and two stars stand
within the moon's halo, it portends a long rule. If Mars and a

planet stand facing each other [within it], it portends an attack
on Elam. If Mars passes out CO of the halo, the kiny of Elam
will die.'

It thus appears that Mars, which bears a name
(MusMabarru mittfinu, i.e. 'portending death')
that suggests ill-luck, is an unfavourable planet,
whereas the 'sun' planet, Saturn, carries with it

associations of good fortune and prosperity. The

presence of Mars with another planet suggests a
conflict ; while Mars leaving the halo, again by a
natural association of ideas transfers the ill-omen

to Elam, the hated rival of Babylonia. Likewise,
from omens derived from observation of the move-
ments of the planets, we learn that this distinction

between favourable and unfavourable planets is

maintained, though there are circumstances under
which a favourable planet like Mardok -Jupiter

may become a portender of evil, while Nergal-
Mars may under certain conditions change his

forbidding aspect to one of good fortune. Thus,
when Marduk - Jupiter appears at the beginning
of the year, it portends a good crop of corn ; J

whereas, if the moon casts his shadow on Marduk,
it means that a king will die in that year, or that
an eclipse of the son or moon will take place, and
a '

great king
'

II
will die ; and, again, it is inti'iv-t-

ing to observe the combination of favoorable with
unfavourable omens in the approach of a planet
like Jupiter towards Mars, or in their position
towards each other. \Ve learn H that when Marduk
stands in front of Nergal there will be prosperous

crops, but also that it portends a slaughter of men.
The approach of Nergal to Marduk means devas-

tation, death among cattle, or that the king of

Akkad will die in that year ;
but at the same time

it indicates plentiful crops. The evil suggested

by Nergal is therefore compensated in a measure

by the favourable indications associated under

*
Thompson, No. 99. See the general remarks on the halo of

the moon, in the Introduction, vol. ii. pp. xxiv-xxvi.

t By sun is here meant the ' sun .-.tar
'

or the planet Saturn,
as the text, No. 17C, rev. S-4, specificallv states.

t Thompson, No. 184 Jl>. No. 192.

II The '

great king
'

in these reports means apparently tha

king of Babylonia, or perhaps also Assyria; whereas 'a king'
means a ruler of some smaller country.
U Thompson, No. 195.
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most circumstances \\illi Marduk. Again, tli'.u-jh

tin' omens connected with Nergal-Mars are on the
whole unfavourable, tlnTf an- in it aMr exceptions ;

as, '.'/., when a rr|iM
"

tells 11^ that if Mars is

\isil.le in tlir inuiitli "I I. In! i In- di li in. mill the

crops of tin- laiul will 1 1- plentiful, anil everything
iii tin- lainl will lie prosperous; Imt, mi tlir othn
hand, if Neigal appmai lies tlir moon, tin- god Sin

will cause i-vil tu dr-rrinl
ii|i(iii

tlir lainl : I ami
in this report tlir 'unlucky' character associated

with Mais riilll|irn-atrs Ihr grnrrally favoliralilr

natuir lit tin- portents in tlir rasr OI other .stars

lit-ili;;-si-en near tlir IIHMHI. After this miirii with
ii-ii-H-iii-r tu Nrrgal anil Sin, the report con-

tillllr.s -
'

If any [other] planrf >.':iii<N lin tin.- li-ft horn of the moon,
tin- kin_' ill I"- p"U i-rfill ; ur if a ->!.ir app.'.u * in front (if the
in,,MH ,,n tli.- I, II *ni.-. lln- km:: will also he powerful. 11 ,L -!..r

-T in,K I.. In in I Hi- in n 1 In- li II -i.l. , tin- kinu' "1 Akkad u ill

I-.- p. .u.ifiil. II Ih-- st.ir I'il^itn (i.e. Vir^o) stands at tin- I. -II

horn, the rr..p> IN Akkad u ill h.- plentiful ; ur if iMl^an stands
ahovi- tin- IIKHIII, the crops will In- plentiful.'

The rc|inrt nmtiiiurs in tliis way with a further

series of mnciis derived from stars appearing <m
tlir left side, which, while portending evil because
(if the as-..,rial inn lirt\\rm 'left' and '

iinlueky,'
\et are in s,, tar fnvoiiralile as the evil- loss of

territory, or Hoods is |ii-edieted for an enemy and
his laini. and not for the king nf Assyria, to whom
the rr|pnrt is furnished.
Wind and tlnmdrrstorms as well as earth-

i|iiaUrs are included within the scope of the

natural iilieiionieiia on which the astrologers of

l!ab\ Ionia and Assyria n-ndrr re-ports to their

royal mastrrs. In regard to both wind and

thunderstorms tlir season of the year is intnrally
the prime fai'lor in the decision whether the

omen is to be ini. rpn (, ,1 as favourable or un-

favourable. The storms and rains forming in a

land like Mesopotamia a natural season, upon
which the fertility

of the .-oil is dependent, air,

in fart, under ordinaiy circumstances regarded as

si^ns of tin- favour of the gods; and we may well

suppose that the P.ahylnniaiis, like the anrirnt

llrhicws, in. In. I.-. I iii their ritual, at the approach
of the rainy sea-mi, prayers that the ;;ods might
send the rains and also the storms since the

former nrvrr eamu without the latter over the

land. In accordance with this view, a storm is

ordinarily an omen of prosperity; and it is only
when the rxres-,i\r si-M-riU of the rains causes a

Hood, or when the rain comes at the wrong time
in the spring instead of in the autumn and winter
- that tl men is naturally unfavourable. A
report fn.in Asliaridu, the servant of the king,
leads *

'If a rainstorm comes over tin- land, rropi will tlonrish,

pri.-i". will hi- sh-ad\. If a rainstorm continues in tin- lan.i,

th. TI- u ill hr an in.-ri'a*.- .'t r\ :il p. .u.-r. If a rainstorm bursts

[crth in S<hel.et, lh-r.- ill In- a li,.--n. . .

lip-.-

A storm still later in the season, in Adai i l-.'th

month!, when the rains ordinarily have c'l-asi-d.

p. .Hi mis blighted crops; and as with rainslnrnis,

so, up to a certain point in regard to thunder-

storms, the s ( -as( n of the year drtri mines whether
the fi'iirn is to be regarded as favourable or un-

favourable. I'.nt apparently a new factor enters

into consideration here, for the MMCC of the god
Adad himself is In-aid in the thunder ; and it is

this voice that the astrologers ale called upon
to interpret. In consequence, as the priests were

guided necessarilv by observation of e\enls that

in the past hail followed upon lie- sound of thunder
at a particular sra-on of the year or time of the

Tl, PS..II, N... -.':;:;. t //.. No. -j.'U. : /'-. (Ii

5 i.. . [hi- llth month, toivanls tin- sprinj:, li. n tin- Mven
6U>rnis iiii^ht to he o\ i-r.

t An t"lipst
.

p,,rt. n.lin- some evil lor the country north-east
Of I lainl I

H t.ii. Thompson, No. 252.
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daj', tin; reports manifest a greater drgn-e of in-

eon-i-lrncy than in the interpretation "1 oiuem
from rainstorms, wbrre normal condit>i.n~

tilled a tirm basis for calculations. Thus, in the

ae "t several repoits dealing with omens in

rrgard to thunder in the iinnitli o] Ab the ">l h

month one* informs ns thai lie- .mps will be

plentiful, while another t declaiesthat ll n-n

portends e\il. A distinction is made between
thunder accompanied by rain and thunder in a
cloudless sky. The report saysj

lr \.la.l -.-i i. K i. 'i-i h his voice in th.- mil - -f \!., .m a dark

day, with rain and li^htnin^r, waU-rs will he (...nr..! I-.t:

canals. If <>n a .l.nidli-ss day Adad roars, tlli-ri; will '- 'l-

tresa or (aniine in Ihu land.'

Ur again
1 K it li^'hti-ns on ft cloudless day, Adnd will ran

The association between a thunderstorm and a

rainstorm out of season suggests the poii.nt
that H

If, in Tishri,*! Adad sends forth his voire, there will he

hostility in the land. If it rains in the month of Tishri. there

will be' disaster to the sick and to raUle, and disaster to the

enemy.
1

An earthquake naturally always portends some
disaster, and the omens derived from this pheno-
menon appear in general to havr reference to a
uaiional calamity. The trembling of the earth

suggests invasion and ruin. We are told
**

'If the earth i|uaki-s all day, it portends destruction of the

mil ; if it quakes continually, (!) there will bean invasion of the

in.l.'

And again ft

If in the month of Tishri the earth ijuakes, the country will

rebel against tin- kini; ; if the earth quakes during tl.-

the land will incur disaster or devastation.'

At the same time the evil omen is at times com-

pensated by the assurance that the misfortune will

not all'ect the crops, for we are told ft

If the earth quakes in Tishri, the crops will be plentiful,

though it portends hostility in the land.'

\Ve have seen that in the case of various pheno-
mena of the heavens and of nature, which form the

basis of the otlicial reports of the astrologers, the

omens deal chirlly with three subjects war,

crops,
and internal disturbances in the country

while the all'airs of the individual piny no part
whatsoever. Hut besides these phenomena there

is an almost infinite number of occurrence- in

the life of mankind that by their inore or less

unusual character call for an explanation ; and in

the explanation ollercd the individual is involved,
even if not exclusively so. Monstrosities among;
human beings and animals, peculiar actions of

animals, extraordinary occurrences in one's life,

or even ordinary ones, like dreams, constitute

some of the phenomena, to the study of which the

priests weir likewise obliged to devote themseUrs
in order to answer inhumes as to their nieaniiiL-.

In the interpretations ottered, we may observe

again the application of practically the same
|

i in

nplcs w huh guided the astrologers in their report*
as to the meaning of phenomena in the hea\. n-

association of ideas, and conclusions derived ii"in

oli ei \ at ion and experience. For purposes ol illus-

tration, it will be sullicient to give some example,
tniin what we may call birtli portents, of which

the table-Is furnish a very large number.Jt In this

division, even so common an occurrence ax the

birth of twins, merely because it deviates from

Thompson, No. 25Cd. I /'' No. 257.

//.. No. 267, lines 1-5. $ /''. No. 25fld.

//,. N.i. -_'i;o. *i The 711 nth.

Tl PM.II. No. 2G3rf. tt /'. N" -<-''

;: s, , |h -/old's Catalogue, etc., vo!. v. Index, sub

p. -Jisl.
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normal conditions, is subjected to an interpreta-
tion, and we are told *-

1

If a woman gives birth to twins, one male and the other

female, it is an unfavourable omen. The land is Li favour, but
the house t will be reduced.'

Here we have an example of a purely individual

portent ; but it is noticeable that the moment any
unusual signs are observed in the case of the

twins, they are interpreted as having a bearing
on public affairs, though at times the family in

which the occurrence has taken place is also

involved. In accordance with this principle we
are told that

'
If a woman gives birth to twins and both are brought forth

alh -, hut neither of them have right hands, the produce of the
land will be consumed by the enemy. ... If a woman gives
birth to twins and both are brought forth alive, but the right
foot of one is missing, an enemy will for one year cause dis-

turbances in the country.'

A monstrosity as such, however, does not por-
tend evil, and distinctions are drawn, again based

largely on association of ideas.

Tims, in the case of newborn babes with heads
that suggest the features of certain animals, a
lion's or a swine's head represents favourable

omens, while a dog's or a bird's or a serpent's head

portends some disaster to the country J
'

If a woman gives birth to a child with a lion's head, a power-
ful king will rule in the land. If a woman gives birth to a child

w itli a (log's head, the city (where the child is born) will be in

distress, and evil will be in the country. If a woman gives
birth to a child with a swip-_ s head, offspring and wealth will

increase in that house. If a Kciman gives birth to a child with
a bird's head, the land will be destroyed. If a woman gives
birth to a child with a serpent's head, there will be famine in

the land.'

The monstrosities taken up in this same series

of tablets include such phenomena as a babe with
two heads, or two mouths, or a double pair of

eyes, or with misplaced eyes, or peculiarly shaped
ears, or with an organ or a limb missing, and
much more of the like. If among human beings
monstrosities have a bearing on the public and

general weal, it is natural to find this principle

adopted in the case of monstrosities occurring

among animals. The anomalies introduced are

almost endless. Among the examples we lind the

following :
||

'

If five young ones are born in the flock, one with a bull's

head, one with a lion's head, one with a dog's head, one with a

sheep's head, one with a swine's head, there will be a series of

devastations in the land.

If in the flock young ones are born with five legs, it is a sign of

distress for the country. The house of the man will peri<h, and
his stalls will be swept away. If the young ones have six legs,

the population will decrease, and devastation come over the
land. ... If the young one has its ears at its neck, the ruler

will be without judgment.*! If a young one has its ears below
the neck, the strength of the land will be weakened. If the

young one has no right ear, the rule of the king will come to an
end, his palace will be uprooted, and the population of the city
will be swept away ; the king will be devoid of judgment, the

produce of the country will be small, the enemy will cut otl

the supply of water.
'

If the young one has no left ear, the

deity w-ill hear the king's prayer, the king will capture his

enemy's land, and the enemy's palace will be destroyed. The
enemy will be deprived of judgment, the produce of the

enemy's land will he taken away, and even thing will be cap-
tured. If the right ear of the young one falls off, the stall

** will

be destroyed. If the left ear of the young one fulls off, the stall

will be increased, the stall of the enemy will be destroyed.'

In this enumeration it will be observed that a
defect in regard to a '

right
'

limb or organ portends
evil to the owner or the country, or both, while
the defect in a '

left
' limb or organ is an omen of

disaster to the enemy, but not to the owner or hi:

country a reversal, though a perfectly logical one,
*

Boissier, Documents Assyrians relatifs aux presaijes, p.
llu f.

t Wherein the child is born. t Boissier, p. 11.

5 i.e. like a lion. The preposition
' like

'

is sometimes added,
thoii-h generally omitted.

I Boissier, pp.132, 14Mf., 169, etc.

^j Will become insane ("0.
*** the herd.

of the usual association of ideas with reference tc

right" and 'left.' It is because 'right' is gener-

ally a good omen that the absence of a 'right'
ear portends evil, whereas a defect in regard to a
'
left

'

ear represents a bad sign for the ' other

part}*.' The specific character of the omens may
be taken as evidence that the tablets were drawn

up on the basis of answers given in the past to

inquiries made at a time when the monstrosities,
or the unusual phenomena in question, actually
occurred ; though it also seems likely that these

actual answers were supplemented by indications,

furnished in accordance with the principle under-

lying the science of omen interpretation, in order

to cover future and possible contingencies. The
tablets themselves thus assume, in contradistinc-

tion to the astrological reports above discussed, the

character of handbooks, and therefore resemble the

incantation texts and rituals. Each large temple
would lie supplied with such a handbook, and it

would be the natural endeavour of the priests of

each generation to make additions to it, so as to

be in a position to answer readily any question
that might be put. As there were special omen
collections for oxen, sheep, swine, colts, birds,

insects, anil the like, one can readily see how, in

this way, the collections would in the course of

time assume exceedingly large dimensions.*

It will also be clear that such collections could

never be absolutely complete. Cases would arise

not thought of or not provided for, and it would
then devolve upon the priests to work out new
decisions that might be depended upon as trust-

worthy. Besides monstrosities among animals,
the actions of certain animals dogs, oxen, ravens,

and certain insects, etc. were invested with

significance ; and the task of the priests would be

increased by the endeavour to explain what it

meant if one encountered a yellow, white, black, or

speckled dog on the street ; or if a dog entered a

palace or temple or an ordinary house ;
or if a raven

Hew into a man's house ; and even so trivial an

occurrence as the dropping of a bit of meat into

a man's house by a raven was regarded as fraught
with some meaning. A tablet informs us that t

'
If a yellow dog enters a palace, it is a sign of an ominous

fate for'the palace. If a speckled dog enters the palace, the

palace will secure peace from the enemy. If a dog enters the

palace and some one kills him, the peace of the palace will be

disturbed. If a dog enters a palace and crouches on a couch,

no one will live in that palace in peace. If a dog enters a

palace and crouches on the throne, the palace will encounter an

ominous fate. If a dog enters a palace and lies on a bowl,

the palace will secure peace from the enemy.'

As with dogs, so the appearance of locusts in a

house was regarded as an omen of ill-luck : but here,

again, distinctions were drawn according to the

colour of the locusts, whether black, yellow, white,

brown, or speckled. In short, these handbooks of

omen interpretation endeavoured, though of course

in vain, to cover all possible occurrences that in

any way might arouse the attention of those who
were directly or indirectly involved ; and the task

of the priests, constantly consulted as to the

meaning of the purely trivial incidents which form

a large proportion of the cases introduced, was no

easy one. On the other hand, it was precisely
their supposed power of being able to interpret

'signs,' and thus to aid the inquirers in preparing
for'the event prognosticated, and perhaps to fore-

stall it, that enabled the priests to retain a firm

hold on the people. It was of the utmost im-

portance, therefore, for the priests to cultivate the

science of omen interpretation, as representing,
with the endeavour to free the subjects of the

gods from ills and troubles, the practical side of

The most complete collection as yet published, from which

the above examples are taken, is that of Boissier, DocumeiX*

Aasyrietis relatif* aux presajes, Paris, 1894.

t Boissier, D. 1W.
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the prevailing religion; just as tlir doctrine- re

pleselitcd tin- lliei.n-l ical phase, ;unl tin- cult the

Jl.'ltliral outcome ill I In ile-nv In ilci homage to the

gods, ill oliliT III Ii tail! till
1 goodwill of the po'.w-l-

ill whose liallili tin- wcll'ale nl tlir riillllliy. the

success of tin 1 rulers, ami tlir I'ati 1 of tin 1 iinli

viilual lay. Tin 1

large ~\nv c occupied liy tin- niin'ii

texts in tin' religious lili ratine thai was |iroilnri'il

in 1 1. 1 liv 1 1 in ia ami Assy i ia, is a valuable testimony
to the strength and persistence of the hclict thai

(In' iliti'litiini nl ill'- gods WOS revealed ill till'

movements of tin- sun, monii, ami planets, anil tlie

|
liemiincna of heaven in general, or in tin 1 nn

UMial happenings in nat ure, ami in abnormal e\ <-:if -

aiinm^ men ami animals, as well as in all manner
of ineiiliMits arousing special attmlion or calling
lor comment of whatever kind.

I!' lore leaving tlii.s large suhjeet. the importance
of which for an understanding of the religion of

Hal iv Ionia ami A -s\- via justifies the rather elaborate
liealnn-nl aeeonled to il here, it is neeessary to

consider briefly one more of its phases, wliieli,

because of ils ilirerl healing oil tile fate of I he

individual, is of considerable im|>ortaure. The
mj -Id v of .v/ir/,, with its must ehaiaeteristie iiinni-

festation, the (/*-<////, profoundly impressed people
in a primitive Ma^e of culture, and continued to

iln so long after they liad east aside many of the

helieis belonging to the lirst altempls at the

development of uivili/atimi. One emild control,
:il least in large measure, one's thoughts and
fancies while awake, bni \\lnt one saw ami
heard while asleep appeared to lie manifestations

directly brought to one's attention through out-

side forces. The gods, who shoued their power in

storms and earthquakes, who made themselves
heard in thunder, and who sp,,Ue indirectly to

men h\* signs \\ ritten in the heavens, gave a direct

message in the dreams that they sent lo tho-c

lyir.g in the emhrace of sleep. Every dream re-

presented such a direct message: and. vvln'ilici

we turn to early Babylonian rulers like (ludca

(C. :fonn ii. c. i. who recei\es inst ructions through a
dream to Imild I he temple K-ninnii In his fa\ oiirite

god Ninib." or to a late Assyrian king like Assiir-

lianipal, who is encouraged to go forth to battle

by a vision at night of Ishlar clothed in battle

array, I we 1 find throughout the duration of the

Babylonian-Assyrian religion the same profound
significance attached to dreams.

Hence, in addition to the i m. sun. planet, and
stiir portent-, and liandl k~ for guidance in inter-

picting 'birth' and ' aniinar portents, manuals
Were prepared that migli! serve Hie priests in inter-

preting tor anxious ini|iiircrs the meaning of the
visions that they >iiw during the hours of sleep.
While here, again, the endeavour might he made
to provide for all contingencies, tin: task \\oiild

I." iien more hopeless than in the case of hand
book- fin 'l>illh pollcnts. and the pi iest s \\ollli)

ha\e lo be content to collect as many instances as

|Missible of dreams and the interpretations vouch-
safed in tlie past, and to regard these as tvpica!
instances* which mi-ht serve OB guides tor thene\\
die.'inis tlntt w.iulil con-tanlly be brought to i heii

notii-e. A careful study of th -oUci-tinns will

enable us to iinderstand the principles which in

general controlled the interpretations; and, even

though in many instances \\ e shall fail to under
stand the basis for the interpiet at ions, we ^ain
the conviction that the dream interpreter |iro-
i i id' d in some methodical \\ay, and did not follow

caprice, or allow himself to In- led by happv
guesses. Thus, in the case of animals appearing
to one in dreams, we note that certain animals

" SecTliurrau Dangin' eMO} I.< Sana 'I !<! i

-

r.'n'/iw./. r.i .'-i-/. ,,,<. ./ Itucriptwntt t'wni, nj,. iu i-j-j.

t Sec Schnulu
'

Keiliiacliri.ftliehe BMilUielt, \i,[. ii. p. -J..1.

polleml nil-liil I line, while olllels represent il

lavourable omen. A dog poili'inl rn\\, a lion

siicce-s, a ,uoat indi< a i <
-

I lie deal Ii of ii sun, a st;i^
tin' i leal 1 1 ot a daughter, M |;.cLal I in im- la \ our, a
li-ii pi

i\\ i-i . HIM i o on. One can also see i lie na i : : i ,-i I

association of ideas which suggested that a moun-
tain anpeariii"; in a dream was an indication of

unrivalled strength, and that salt mean! pmlec
tion ; while, on (he oilier hand, the connexion 1m-
i \\'-' 11 .1 date and distress is less conspicuous; but
what appears arbitrary to us may pin] T!V !

attributed to our ignorance of the ideas that the

liahyloniiins and Assyrians associated with the

objects in i|Ue>tion, and furthermore one must
bear in mind that association of ideas formed only
one lartor in I he science of dream inlei pretation.
I '.'1st experience of tile supposed Connexion be I I'll

some occurrence and a dream formed a si -. mid
factor; and besides these two there must have
hern a variety of considerations that served ta

guides in the development of this science. Over
and above this, no doubt, a certain scope \va-s

allowed to the judgment of the individual priest,
who was obliged, however, to exercise due pre-
caution to make sure that his judgment was
based upon solid ground, derived from his experi-
ence, and from his study of the manuals that were

piiidiiced in connexion with the temple organiza-
tion. To a far greater degree than in the case of
other branches of the omen literature which we
ha\e coiisiilercd, the dreams of an individual had
a bearing on bis own fate. It was a message
meant primarily for him ; and only when he to

whom the gods communicated their purpose was
also the occupant of the throne or belonged to the

royal household, did the dream assume a wide
significance, involving the general welfare. The
dieam poi tents thus bring us still closer to the
circle of tlie direct and personal inllucnce exerted

by the prevailing religion upon worshippers in
their private capacity.

fi. Prayers and hymns. Recourse to incanta-
tions and omens, we have seen, was perfectly com-

patible with the development of advanced concep-
tions regarding the chief gods recognized in the

systematixed pantheon; and the prominent part
played by incantation rituals and by omen collec-

tions in religious practice down to the latest days
in no way hindered the growth of other branches
of religious literature in Babylonia, and the ex-
tension of these branches to Assyria. The belief

that the ills and misfortunes of life were due to

the mischievous influence of demons and spirits,
either acting independently or at the instigation
nl those who had the power to control their actions,
was too deeply ingrained in the flesh and blood of
the |ir"ple to be seriously affected by the view that
i In gods, so much more powerful than demons or

witches, wen- on the whole favourably inclined

Inwanl- mankind, and inflicted punishment upon
them only for sufficient cause, chief among which,
to In- sure, was the neglect of proiier homage and
devotion to them. The theological system devised

by tin 1 schools was forced to take cognizance of

the popular beliefs, and indeed Strengthened them
bv thus emphasizing the contrast that existed
between gods and demons.
As a ( onse(|iience, higher speculations regard-

ing the manner of the Hivine government "I tin-

I n iv IMS', could be introduced into the mean tat imis

iheinielves, without seriously affecting the much
mule primitive conceptions on which the imuii.i-

tions rested. The 'Maklu' series furnishes c\

amples of compositions worthy of the term '

hymns,'
which were inliodiiced as preludes to the recital "j

a jumble of formulas, the power of which rested m
I In- combination of words employed ; and through-
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out the other series known to us similar composi-
tions addressed to various deities are scattered.

Nor did the belief, also deeply ingrained, that the

study of heavenly phenomena ottered an oppor-

tunity of ascertaining the intention of the gods,
check the religious development which ascribed

ethical motives and considerations of right and

wrong to the gods in their dealings with their

subjects. It might be that, through the move-
ments of the stars, or the birth of monstrosities

among mankind or animals, or through a dream,
the Divine anger against the country, the ruler, or

the individual, was revealed, yet it was generally

possible by prayer and by sacrifice to alter the
Divine will, and to avert the threatened cata-

strophe by securing the goodwill of the angry
god, or even by fortifying oneself through the

protection of one's special Divine protector against
some hostile power, just as one could invoke a god
against the mischievous devices of a demon or a,

witch. Nay, even when the blow fell upon one,
the hope of averting its full force still remained.

Oppressed by the fear of demons lurking every-
where, by the dread of witches and sorcerers who
] prepared their attacks in secret, and hampered by
the multitudinous occurrences that were so full of

significance, the outlook for the individual would
indeed have been hopeless but for the outlet

afforded, through prayers and hymns, for a direct

appeal to the Divine powers, irrespective of what
tin' stars declared or what the demons purposed.
The prayers and hyn.xas thus reveal the brighter
side of the religion of Babylonia and Assyria, as

well as its more spiritual phase and its higher

aspirations. They tell us of the hopes that tilled

the breasts of the worshippers, enabling them to

overcome the gloom that must have resulted from

reflecting on the dangers that beset them at every
turn, and the evils that were constantly staring
them in the face. Even though a great majority
of this class of compositions that have been pre-
served for us are royal prayers and hymns, placed
in the mouth of royal personages or having refer-

ence to public events, the spirit embodied in them
reflects the popular conceptions formed of the gods,
and in a large measure at least they embody aspira-
tions and hopes shared by the people at large.
For the study of the prayers and hymns we have,

besides the tablets in the library of Assurbanipal,
the votive and historical inscriptions of the rulers

of Babylonia and Assyria, in which prayers are

frequently introduced. Such prayers, embodying
requests for a long life, a prosperous rule, victory
over enemies, and abundant offspring, are more

frequently encountered in the inscriptions of the

rulers of the south than in those of the north. The
Assyrian rulers contented themselves with an in-

vocation addressed to some god, or to the ehiei

gods of the pantheon, at the beginning of theii

inscriptions, and with curses and threats liurlec

at those who should destroy or deface their monu
ments ; but the historical inscriptions of Assyria
furnish us also with some specimens of genuine
prayers.
Taking up, first, the prayers introduced in tin

inscriptions of Babylonian rulers, one of the lies'

examples, though not in the form of a direr

address, is to be found in the inscription of Lug.il

zaggisi (c. 350U B.C.). The king, after ascribing hin

success to the help of the gods, and more especially
to Bel of Nippur, closes with a fervent appeal
Bel*

'

En-lil, king of the lords, my beloved father ; may he gran
me Ion*; life, and the land peace and tranquillity ! May h
cause the army to flourish, and guard the sanctuaries ! May h

regard the lan'd with favour, and grant merey to its inhabitants

and may I continue to rule as a powerful leader !

'

*
Hilpredit, Old Babylonian Inscriptions, i. 2, No. 87, co

i. 13-30.

Another southern ruler, Gudea (c. 3000 B.r.),

vishing to assure himself of the support of Ban in

lis undertakings, addresses her as follows :

( O my queen, lofty daughter of Anu,*
Who furnishes proper counsel, and holds the first rank

among the gods.
Thou who grantest life to the land.

Thou art the queen, the mother, who has founded

Shirpurla.
The nation upon which thou lookest in mercy prospers.

Long- life is vouchsafed to the hero on whom thou dost

look with favour.

I have no mother thou art my mother.
I have no father- thou art my father.'

The finest specimens of royal prayers, however,
ire to be found in the inscriptions of rulers of the

"few Babylonian period Nalxipolassar, Nebuchad-

ezzar, and Nabonidus.t Singling out those of

Nebuchadrezzar as those possessing greater interest

,han the others, the prayer addressed to Marduk

>y the king upon his ascending the throne J may
serve as a third example of this branch of religious

iterature

'O eternal ruler, lord of everything, grant that the name of

the king whom thou lovest, whose name thou hast proclaimed,

nay flourish, as seems pleasing to thee. Lead hhu in the right

>at'h. I am the prince who obeys thee, the creature of thy
mnd. Thou hast created me, and hast entrusted to me
sovereignty over mankind. According to thy mercy, O lord,

vhich thou bestowest upon all, may thy supreme rule be

nerciful ! The fear of thv divinity implant in pny heart ! Grant

pie what seems good to' thee, for thou art the opie who hast

given me my life.'

The prayer emphasizes in impressive diction

the dignity which the ruler attaches to his royal

post, and 'lays stress upon the responsibilities it

involves rather than upon its pomp and glory.

Hence the tone of humility which pervades the

composition, and which is surprising in a ruler

whom we have been accustomed to regard as re-

presenting the acme of mortal pride and arro-

gance. Still more impressive is the expressed

hope and purpose to rule according to the dictates

of justice and equity, embodied in a dedication

prayer on the completion of the temple at Sippar
in lionour of Shamash, the Divine judge and oracle-

god par excellence

' Shamash, great lord, on entering joyfully thy glorious temple

E-barra look with favour on my precious handiwork. May
thy lips proclaim mercy for me ! Through thy righteous onler

pnav 1 have abundant offspring ! Long life and a Hnn throne

grant me ! May my rule II be extended to eternity, with a

righteous sceptre and beneficent authority. With a legitimate

staff of authority bringing salvation to men adorn my kingdom
for ever. With strong weapons protect my troops at the call

of battle ' O Shamash, through judicial decision and through

dreams answer me aright. By thy lofty, unchangeable decree

may my sharp weapons proceed to overthrow the weapons of

the enemies !

'

The repetition of such expressions as 'justice,'
'

right,'
'

legitimate,' is an interesting illustration

of the emphasis which this king, contrary again
to the current view, laid upon exalted principles in

carrying out his policy, and of the high sense of

duty by which he was swayed.
The occurrence in historical inscriptions of hymns

giving expression to such worthy sentiments, fur-

nishes the proof that the compositions found in

the library of Assurbanipal are not to be regarded

as literary exercises indicative of the intellectual

ambitions cherished by the priests attached to the

various temples, but as part of the ritual em-

ployed in obtaining oracles, in offering sacrilices,

* Cylinder B (ed. Price), col. ii. 27-iii. 4.

t For a translation of practically all the prayers m the Bahy.

Ionian and Assyrian inscriptions, see Jastrow's lulvjwn Laky-

Ivniens mid ,4-vJti/rwrns, pp. 304-418.
* Rawlinson, i. 53, col. i. 55-ii. 1.

Ball, rmceedings of Society of JSM. Archaoloi'y, xi. p. 127.

col. ii. 32-iii. 30.

I! i.e. my dynasty.
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iitid in pra\iii,u l"i relief I'mm -ntl'oiin::- 'in. I limn

111.- attaClU ill" demon-. witches, allll sorcerers, Ill-

tin a\erliii"; impending disaster.

Although a laiue munlier iif tln j hymn- .Mini

prayen in tliis liln-ary -must nf tin-in, nnlmtn

n.ili-ly, nii-n- fia^ments -till await |uililiratii>n,
'

jet enough are at mu di-pn-al t" .-nalili- u- to jiuljie

of tin- oonoial chaiacto! of thi- division o! there

lipoHs literature of Kahylonia ami \--vria. All

the L i' at ;_'oi|s, Man Ink. I -lit ar. Sarpanit , Tashmit,
Shama-h. Sin, Ail.nl. Ninili. Ni-ipal. a- well a.- Ka,

l!i-l of Nippur. ami \-hui, an- icpresented in the

lilirary l>y liyinn-. of a. mure or lo-s eMensive char

nrtiT.' (in tin- whole, tin.1 traits a i^m-d to the

j_oil- in those hymns are tin- same a- \M- i-n

counter in tlie \othe ami historical inscriptions,
thoii".h frequently tin- devotion of tin- composi-i -s

lead- tin-in to address -"im- fa\omiii- ^<\ in terms
which mioht lead o;n- to )iolie\e that this "od cm
1..idled all tin 1 tiait- po--e--e.l i.y hi- fellow-deities,

a phenomenon that hnd- an inl.-n-t in^ parallel
in tlir hymns of tin: Itij.'veila, where so ofti-n the

{.'oil [iililn-s-ril ha- heaped upon him tin- attributes

of all I In 1

j;oils.

'1'akin^ n|i hymn- to tin- heads of the southern
ami tin- northern |iantln-on respectively, Mardnk
ami A-hiir. it will lie interesting to i ompare. liy an

examiih'. the spirit in \vhirh eai-h is appealed to.

( I in.- of the Ma nl nk h\ mn- reads as follows : t

'0 strong, evalti'd strength of the city of t . . .

Sii|irenie rnlrr, olf-pi m.: 'if Ea,

Mardu)c, might) one, hief of E-turra,
I rd of E-Bulla, thi ttn eth ifBn Ion, lover of E-zida

;

1'r. -er\er of lit.-, j.n ..... t I

'

i;. .Mi' i, i. r -torer of life,

1'P .t<-''t..r of III-' l.ni'l. t ik'li. AD t 'll-tant peoples.

Miiilu\ BO! ereign ovei
Tie. n;n i ii- i- .'\ r i; "-I ai tip' mouth of men,
I ' M:inl'lk. '41-. .It i-I'l - .

liv thy i-\iiliril .-.iiiiiKinil let me live in tranquillity,
I.. I nil- lirhiilil th> il'\ii

i- in:i> I se*_'are !

ri.n-f jii-d''i' mu'
tin]. 1.ml ..... i'-\ til ln\ he:irt.

M:.\ ni\ -".I -r. ni'l it my ri^ht side,

I

. >l i
! lalva ..... i stand firm at my side,

pr. i]
ill iolK. l.i lir.u h.ri. :U|.| I" i"' t.l '. . >l 1IM Ml- !

1..-1 111.' \\oril lli:il 1 -j>i':ik l.r r I -|i.-:ik it.

(i M inluk, mighty rultT, .-oiiiiiiiiiiil life, command my
In.-

Befori i in-.. hn\-c I in"-' buniblj bowed myself.
M i.. .

'

. in ;... -
i re]

i
'

'

M.t> ihi' gods ol ' i" thee !

Sla\ tli.- ^r. ;ii B^oda do wnal is pleasing to thee !'

While this hymn evidently forms part of an in-

cantation text, iir was Originally eninpiised a- an

incantation, yet it serves a- a L- ..... 1 example ot the

^ern-ral i-hai.-i'l'i ot tin- li.-ili\ Ionian hymns, and

illustrates tin- innvui c"iici-ptioii- oi Slarduk a-

Strong and mighty on tin- one hand, lint also, mi

till other, a-* one who i- indim-'l to listen to the

ap| i-al- of sulleivi-. and from whom they may
I to lri-ri\ (

. now lite.

llvmii- to . \-hiir an- not nnnieioiis, and the lie-t

spi
. inn-n thai lia- heell found' i- ot interest

I'!H'-!'\ a- -hou itr_. lm\\ completely the /tt'roti ol

Assyria an- iimli'i tin- influence Oi the inlelleclnal

life unfolded in l!al>\ Imiia. Tin- hymn in i|iiestion
i- made np ol phrase- that can lie matched in

li.-i "\ Ionian h\mn- addre--ed to various gods, aild

only ineidentally are the trait- that di-tinoiiish

-,., Hi,. I,,, |, \ ,-./', 'Hunna'and l'riv,-r,' uf l;./.,l.l<

i i

'

,
VOl. V.

t Kin^. /

'

No.

King, ishui

tr.i. .--
]
..... ii 10 tin- '

:

' hen we
must perforce aa \--'iri.aiu|'

' -'iii'-iMii 1
.

- ii'-r.nii.-.l Hi- i lorn for B ibylon "r

..'.Ml.

pie it I rid

Che special pi
i ^^ " f i 1 '

1
' in'fn i.iit:il

arc mi'.int.
'

i

iiif. An .' an and L Ttxti, i.
jil.

3-J 37.

the war-goil of Assyria introdueetl. It he-in-i m
follows :

-

Miulit v ohirf of th' - -ient ;

1 Ion.. in. -. 1. cvilt. '.I lor. I ol _-'HU. HX.T of dostin'es.

Ashnr. nnu'lil> l"i-il, . .linn

iloliotiri !,
, \,ilt. ,1 I. .pi ,.i jods llx.T "f 'I. -tinier.

. . . Aslmr, |i\MTttil . hi. I ..t Ihr L.'".!-. l-r.! "I Ulrica.

I
l-.-l MM- priH-laiml I.

A-hiir. !. t in.' -|..ril\ In- I'.'in-. c\;ill liii IKUIIC ;

li\\i]|in^ in K kliar^a^-'^al-kur-kur-ra,' k-t mi' .
- !- bratfl lii-

flory.
[EGs strength] let in*' ri.-all, nia courage commemoi
Dwelling m K-shcrra, A-hur Dxer of destinies.

Kon-\ cr k-t me cxall lit- |'"\\ r,

Mi^litil> \\t-'- I. .I'|IT '.l ih. ^'..N, illustrious.
( 'ri'iil'H ..i Mniita-h, maker ..1 ui"i IN tains ;

I u ator of the ods, progenitor of IstiCar.

. . . illustrious whose name is revered,

. . . \.imi whose command is extended,
[Firm f

I
like mountains \\ h..-.- iiair is not seen,

[Brilliant?] as tliu writing of the heavens.t of unlimited
extent.

Let his name be celebrated, his command that stands firm.
1

The fiei|iient repetitions indicate that each two
line- wen- lo he siui'_' or recited liy a leader and a

ehonis respectively an ananoement that we tome
aero frei|nenllv in llie-e compositions.

lierideiily superior in form, more particularly in

tone, are the hymns to Shamash ; and this may lie

accounted tor through the influence of the com ep.
lions ol l.-nv and jnstiee associated from early days
with the snn-},'od. It is an iimi";e of Shama-h
ihat 1 1 ammnralii at taches as the headpiece to hi-

la u- Code. I as the symliol of the principle- ot

justice on which he claim- to ha-e his ordinances.

In almost all the Shamash hymns that we possess,
whether formino part of incantations or repre-

senting independent compositions, this phase of his

character as the protector of the oppressed, the
lilieiatnr ot ihn-e who dwell in olooin and dark-

ness, and the destroyer of the wieked, is -tion-ly

enijilia-i/ed. Takino;, for example, a hymn in-

tended tor the mornini; service, Shamash is ad-

dio--i d as follows : S

u lord, illuminator of darkness, who reveals the face (of

heaven?) . . .

Meri tnil -oil, who lifts up the lowly, protects the weak.
'|o !li\ Ir-hl all tit.' -real 1,'odK look up.
All 111.- \niiiinakl l....k ll)i to thee.
All mankind tlmii u'iiiili--t like a .single heinu'.
I i tantly \\itli rai^'-d head they look up to the sunlight.
Wlii- 1 1 tli. ''i .!' .-t .1)']..- 11 .

t in \ rejoice and exult.
it i .ut ihi'li^ht t..rthi- iit'i-t distant enda of the heavens,
The slanilaKl for Ihe wide earth.

The multitudes look up to thee with joy/

The ethic.-.l traits of the goil are even more
elle. lively lironolit out in a section of one of the
lim-st ol the Sh.-imash hymns, which is too long to

lie limited in lull

1

\\ ho plans evil his horn then thnu dost destroy,
\\ ho m J,\tr_ h.iiiiiilaries annuls rijfht*i.

'I In- iinju-t t'l'lui ill .11 ii--trairietli with fon^e.

Who ac.'i'iit- a liribe, who does not jud^c justly^on him
ihou imposest sin.

Itut he who does not accept a bribe, *vho has a c.u. :.T

the oppressed,
To him Shamash is trracious, his life he prolongs.

.djre who renders a just decision
shall end iu a palace, the place of princes shall be his

dwelling.

d of those who act unjustly shall not tlnuri-h.

\\ thiir mouth declares in thy presence wilt t,

. they puri>ose thou wilt annul.

Thou km.".-: ih.ir ! i .III-.T. ->nn3 ; the declaration ot the
i <!<>-t cast aside.

K\er\ onr \\ ln-ri". er he may he is in thy care.
i '-t their Judgments, the imprisoned do

lib) rate.

.t mountain of countries' name of temple to
t \ ti

|u<
-

expression designating thi

:
-.1 in. illustration in Scheil, Textet i

<:-.- 19, No. 2.

I', i.iav, SAoilMUA Rcliyioiu Tfz'tv
pp. 17-19.
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Thou hearest, O Shamash, petition, praver, and appeal,
Humility, prostration, petitioning, and reverence.
W ith loud voice the unfortunate one cries to thee.
The weak, the exhausted, the oppressed, the lowly,
Mother, wife, maid, appeal to thce.
The one removed from his family, the one dwelling afar
from his rity.

The peasant when he gathers in his harvest appeals to
thee.'

In this way the hymn proceeds to enumerate
thr various classes of society the merchant, the
hunter, the shepherd, the learned ; and the various
conditions under which the appeal for help or re-

cognition of assistance is addressed to the great
sun-god.

6. Penitential Psalms There is only one other
subdivision of the religious literature of Babylonia
and Assyria in which a still higher ethical and
spiritual level is reached, in a series of composi-
tions, also known to us chiefly from the library
of Assurbanipal, in which the central idea is the
consciousness of guilt, and in which, in connexion
with a confession of sins, the fervent appeal is

made to some god or goddess, or to the gods in

general, for forgiveness. To these compositions,
of which a considerable number have been pub-
lished, and which appear to have been collected
into a series, like the Incantation texts and the
somewhat similar collection of the Prayers, the
name 'Penitential Psalms'* has been given by
scholars because of the striking resemblance in
the general tone, and to a certain extent even
in phraseology, to certain of the Biblical Psalms
in which confession of sins and shortcomings
constitutes the keynote. In a general way, of
course, these 'Penitential Psalms' belong to the
division of '

Hymns and Prayers 't which so often
touch upon the question of guilt and sin; and it
is often difficult to determine whether a composi-
tion, in which glorification of a deity's power, the
appeal to his or her assistance, and the conscious-
ness of sin are about equally distributed, is to
be placed in the special category of 'Penitential
Psalms.' Bearing in mind that sharp divisions do
not exist here any more than between prayers and
incantations, appeals or formulas, let us pass on to
some specimens which will illustrate the general
character of these compositions. The adaptation
of these ' Psalms '

for the ritual is indicated by the
alternating utterances of the penitent and the
priest acting as mediator between the worshipper
and his deity.
As an example of the penitent's appeal in this

case to the goddess Ishtar the following may
serve : J

'

I, thy servant, full of sighs, ca'l upon thee.
The fervent prayer of him who has sinned dost thou

accept.
If thou lookest upon a man, that man lives,
O powerful mistress of all mankind.
Merciful one to whom it is good to turn, who accepts

sighs.'

The priest thereupon strengthens the appeal of
the penitent

'Since his god and his goddess; are angry with him, he
calls upon thee.

[Turn thy face towards] him, take hold of his hand. 1

* See Reisner, Siniifi'iitclt-l>abijlonisctie Hyinnen (Berlin lv<r>)
Introduction. In 1SS5 Zimmern published nine Penitential- with full commentary, under the title Balii/lintim-lir

t See ;he Introduction to King, llnbi/lonian Maqic and
.Wiv fit, p. xv f.

J Uawlinson. iv. 2 29*. No. 5
; Zimmern, Bitmiisalitien, No 1

5 The special protecting god and goddess of the individual
are meant. See above, p. 5o4>>.

The penitent
' Besides thee, there is no guiding deity.
Look in mercy on me, :uvopt m\ supplication,
Proclaim pacification, and let thy liver be appeased.How long, O my mistress, till thy countenance be turned
towards me ?

Like doves I lament, I am satiated with sighs.'

The priest again appeals on behalf of the sinner
' With distress and pain, his spirit is full of sighs ;

Tears he weeps, [he pours forth] laments.'

Perhaps the finest specimen of these Penitential
Psalms is one that has quite recently been published
by Mr. L. W. King, and is likewise addressed to
Ishtar.* Consisting of 106 lines with eight addi-
tional lines, containing ceremonial instructions, it
is too long to quote in its entirety. It is pieced
together, indeed, from three distinct hymns, t and
the first two of these hymns may again be sub-
divided into two sections, namely the invocation,
with the epithets of the goddess, followed by the
appeal for appeasement of the goddess's anger. In
the first hymn Ishtar is glorified under the names
of Irnina J and of Gushca, representing goddesses,
whose attributes and role the '

great goddess' has
absorbed. It begins as follows :

'
I pray to thee, lady of ladies, goddess of goddesses,
Ishtar, queen of all peoples, guide of mankind.
Irnim.t exalted art thou, lady of the Igigi ;

Mighty and sovereign art thou, supreme is thy name,
The light of heaven and earth, valiant daughter of Sin art

thou ;

Bearer of weapons, arrayed for battle,
Controlling all laws, clothed with the crown of sovereignty.O lady, exalted is thy rank, supreme over all the gods !

Thou causest lamentation, thou Greatest hostility among
friendly brothers,

Thou givest strength.
Strong art thou, lady of victory, who dost overthrow those
who oppose me.'

Addressing her as Gushea, the petitioner ex-
claims

'Sacred chambers, shrines, temples, and sanctuaries look
to thee.

Where is thy name not (pronounced)? Where is thy
decree not (obeyed)?

Where are thine images not made? Where are thy sane.
tuaries not founded ?

Where art thou not great ? Where art thou not supreme ?
'

In the second hymn the appeal begins
'

goddess of men, O goddess of women, whose way
none can fathom !

Where thou lookest in mercy, the dead revives, the sick
is healed

;

The afflicted one is redeemed who looks on thy coun-
tenance.

I, in humiliation and sorrow, thv servant racked with
pain, call on thee.

Look upon me, my lady, hear my supplication ;

Look in mercy on me, hear my prayer;
Announce my release, (i and let thy liver be appeased,
The release of my suffering bodv, which is full of distress
and pain ;

The release of my sick heart, full of tears and sorrow
;

The release of my suffering entrails, full of distress and
pain ;

The release of my troubled house, shaken with grief ;

The release of my liver, ^1 which is satiated with tears and
sorrow.

'

In the third hymn the penitent inquires
' What have I done, O my god and my godtli ^
As though I did not reverence mv god and my goddess,

.mi 1 treated.

Sickness, disease,** ruin, and destruction have overwhelmed
me

;

Misfortune, turning away of countenance, and fulness oi

anger are my lot ;

*
King, Creation Tablets, i. 222-237 (transliteration and trans-

lation, ii. pi. 75-S4 (text).
t (a) lines 1-34, (/<) 35-50, (f) 51-106.
I In the incantation texts, e.g., 'Labartu' series (Mvhrman,

Zeitxckr. /. Askijr. xvi. p. 154), Ishtar is addressed as ] nuiin.
The name also occurs in incantation rituals, e.fi. Zimmtrn,

<'iti-'iih' -ur KciiHtniv (/</ llitt. AW /</;'">(, p. 130 (1. 7;>).

!l The word used here and in the following, <d-lni/n(i{f\

Dignifying literally 'how long yet,' has become a conventional
expression for the hoped-for release from suffering.

i
/.-'. spirit.

*
Lit.

' head disease
'

here a general term for lingering illness
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null- n. i! [on, the fa] id m> n.

1 i>. i, i of dlsti

ni'l v -
; l

- i| 1,1-- .1 I imr ;

I l.rli.iM. > !ni-:r. ". -!;ui>:liUT. turmoil, and rebellion
;

iKuth a. ni mi---, n i

'

i

Ishlar is his onl.i, hope, ami tu her accordingly he

prays
'

I
' --.live mv -in. , u v iniiniit v. mv 1r:u I

F<'r.;iv<- in . lr.uj*,f -
.jipl!, aliufl.

l-lli'l.- II, V -t-'|i- t ILL' I n: i\ u ilk -l.>ri"ll-l V aillotr,' men.
I -]iiln,in-l. iiuli 1

' .1 nul \ jjod be

.|l(l> ,1- '-I
'

Ana m;i\ i hr ,n-r\
[

i i towards me I

M;i\ thedarli u nn :

M \ l-MIM-lll-ll, ll t-r. Ill" l

There are snlhcieiit -iuii- in this lieautiful com-

position tu imlii-ate .'i nival pel -ona-e as !l ne
Xllio thus IMIHIS nut hi- -,illl hetiire the |l|vnie

tlnone; ami llh- -aim- is the case in must ..| the

other ' IVuitentinl I'sahiis' that have he, MI pie
Served. While tills i- ,!ue in large measure to the

circumstance that ihe rulers could more readily
have their supplications e milted In vvritMm,
their ].iisi>i(iM, as those upon wli relationship to

the -oil- the general Welfare of the country lie-

I" mild, is also to hi- taken into consideration to

explain why the priests were /, alo-is iu -ivin;_;

u peniiaiient form to the i roper phiases ami ex

pressiuiis to lie used in t;::.c- ,,f -enernl distrc-s

ase| il.ed I" t he , i ispleaslire lit" smile -oil or -oilde--

with him in whose hands ih,. a I,an- ot State lay.
II, 'spite the advam ed religious --nt intents ,. x .

pressed in those prayers for forgiveness. th,.y still

le-t n] on the primitive helief that the i uh.-r must
hai e in some M ay p'.ovok'-d i

'

- a -nan- den v

through insullieiiMit lei en-nee, or hy an unin-
tentional disobedience to his dictates, Hence the

appeal was accompanied with rite- of an expiatory
eharaeter: anil it seems a shai p de-ee:it Horn a

lol'ty eminence whe:i we lintl attached to thi-

teivent -iipplicatiou to Ishtar, directions for sym-
holieal pin iiic-.-ition hy Sprinkling \\ater on a ^leeii

lou;_h. for a lire -oll'ei in^ and a lihation. and for

a n-eital of the prayer three times 'without look-

in- h-hilld.'
'

prCCl ely OS e lind siieh direetion-
iu inrantation text- ]iroper. The link h-i \\i-eii

the iiicantiitinns and the hymns, d--pite the diller-

ein-e- iii religious conceptions,
i- illustrated hy the

retention of the term s/d ineantntinn. even
toile-i-tia! e the lill"-l and pi i lest appeals for Ilivine

praee and inen-\. The ' Penitential 1'salm-" the

tloweriiiL,1 of the reli-ioiis -p.i it ,,; llahylonia and
.\--yria form no exeeption : and th (

- hxiiin to

Ishtai, of wliieh extracts ha\e i, -en furnished, is

desi-nated loth at the liejjiiininj; and in the

eolophon a- '

skiptu.'
T II ' out IllMll V ill the development of rell-inll-

thouphl in the l-aipln.-ite- \ .ill -\ i- thu- pre-,-r\e,l,
and iimis an e\pre--ion e\en ill it- lit-iaiure.

Thu '

n,-,\
'

-pimi . on to the 'old' branch,
ami is HIM i ni -i

I li\ ili- ame roots; im: the example
of the ruler- in puliln l\ acknowl dg a theirile-

,- ii|.-in t he -od- \>a- made : || the i

impie--i\e h\- the hnml thu- ma intaiii-d between
the In -.her flights ot reli^iuiis -piiit and th primi-
tive rices, huh, in the minds of the mass,-- mu-t
Iii itinued to n-pie-em ihu essence ot the

leli-jlon l! Belf.

7. The Babylonian Cosmology. If i- natural to

lilld ill a l-ouiltry ulliell lie, eloped -llell a lelnalk

Able Culture as that ol l!ah\ lon;a and Assyria, that

the popular and more or h--- ,-iude -pei-uhit ion-

le-aidin- the he^inuin- of lliin-- -hould in the

T:., Ban dire tion -

.
i uullel to

-

i i
- rtu .

,
a

/.,'.
)>. 101 (., ]">IMts OUt.

l-olllse of time I ia\ e yielded to ' tell I a I id

-y-t'-matie i osi n o|o-ii-al tln-oi:,-, I on esp c indin^;
to the ellorls of Ihe priest- all , U) the tem-

ples in the ^reat lell-io, ,i| liahy Ionia
to s\stemali/e t he pani lieon, \\hiili, thriin^h the

I'olitieal
snpremaey uei|iiired hy the eity of liahy.

on, led to making Maiduk. the -ml ot llahyloii,
the eelltral ll^Ule of I lie HallV Inllliltl theology. WC
haie a lilerary anil intelleetual proi e-- \\hirh had
its outcome in the production of a poem or epje

'

of Creation, in which the chief rule i- as-i-m-.i to

(hi- -aim- -ml, Manlnk. As constituiine one of
t he main -oiin-e- lor our knowledge ,,| Kahylonian
and A-syiian eosmolo^y, it will he de-iralil,- to

present an outline of this ]>roililctiun, -u far as i hi.1

portions of it found in .\ssurhampals lihrary and
iu Xeii Babylonian copies from Babylonian temple
arehiies enaMe us to do sO. Although, since

iliseovery 01 the lirst fragments of the composition
hy t;eor-e Smith in IsT.'i, lar^e [lurtions of it

have come to lifjht, due ehielly to the acii\iiy
ainl seholarshi]i of liml^e and Kmjj of the Kir
-Mu-eiim, even in the latest and most eompl' N-

publication t there are many gaps which ott, a

seriously interfere with a satisfactory interpreta-
tion. We can also see in the composition its It

evidences of considerable editing before it re-

ceived its definite shape. Thus, while the poem
iMnl odies distinct trace- of purely popular specu-
lations and fancies which form. in,i,-,l, tin- hasis

upon which the main conceptions rest, an inter-

pi eta I ion has Keen put upon the-,-
-| illations anil

fancies that places them upon a much higher level

of thought. What is, perhaps, even more sifrniti-
, ant, is the evidence which the composition affords
of haviuy been originally an '

epic" celebrating the
deeds of En-lil or Bel the god of Nippur in his

capacity as the creator, or, to speak more accu-

rately, as the estahlisher of order and law in the
Universe. We are thus led to Nippur as the source
ot the main features found in the composition, and
it is furthermore safe to conclude that in connexion
w ith the literary activity centring around the great
temple E-kur, the seat of the worship of l!el, a
( i, 'at ion poem or epic arose which was remodelled

by the priests of Marduk's temple E-sagila at
I !a In Ion. The rule of Bel is transferred to Marduk,
ami additions were made to the old tale, partly
int'Mnled to jtistify and illustrate this transfer,
and in part prompted by the desire to glorify the
chief god of Babylon, and to interpret old tradi-

tions in a manner in accordance with the theological
-v-tem perfected in Babylon, and which became
i lie dominant school of thought in the Euphrates
\ alley as well as iu Assyria, albeit with certain
modifications introduced by the Assyrian priests.

I
, a-s^ningof the chief role in the establishment

of the Universe to En-lil or Bel, of course, rell,

tie- attachment of the priests, and in a measure
al-o of the populace of Nippur, to their own
favourite deity ; but from indications in the Crea-
tion poem itself, as well as from other sources, we
Lno that traditions were also current in KaK\
Ionia which assigned the same rule to Ea. Such a
tiaditi-m would naturally arise in the ancient city

ur justification (or spi-akin;; of this Babylonian Creation
IB a '

p-ioiii
'

rusts upon the character "t

v lir li is distinctly poetical in its form. See Kh _

-. i. pp. rxxii-fx\iii, anil more fully Helitxwh, Dan I:

u
'..r/joy/MV/ii/Kf/jojf (Leipzig, 1MK1), pp. IMMis, oinl

the opinions of Buil^e, Zinmiern. and (>ui:la-l ; it

)>! character of an epic by virtue of the in"i:nnrii, c

,1 in it to a single personage, Marduk. ft

utes the main purpose of the <xmi}>O!*ition in i

<n Texts from Babtrttmittn Ti '

the

Mnttitm, pt. xiii. (1901), with a volume of *ii|,pl<-iiien-
' ' i, 118 and trim 'ra-

n. by L. \V. Kin;;, Tl>

Hi- /.-' i
i .

,dd and of Mankind (-J veto., Luudon, :
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of Eridu. the main and oldest seat of Ea worship ;

and there are reasons for believing that in other

religious centres Ishtar and, perhaps also, Ann
were accorded the distinction of having brought
the Universe into existence. At all events, it is

certain that the Creation story which we are about
to analyze represents one only of several versions

produced in the Euphrates Valley ; and, in extract-

ing from it the cosmological theories upon which
it rests, we must make due allowance for those
features which reflect the attitude of a specific

body of priests or a special school of thought to-

wanls a favourite deity.
Hearing in mind that in its present form the

most complete liabylonian Creation story known
to us has assumed the character of a p;ean in

honour of the chief god Mardnk, we find that it

consisted of seven tablets, and contained, accord-

ing to King's calculation, about one thousand lines.*

Tlie story itself, known from its opening words as
the Ent-iinn ehxh or ' Wlien above

'

series, may be
divided into six sections, representing the chief

steps in the establishment of the Universe: (1) the
conflict of Apsn and Mummii with the gods, ending
with the overthrow of Apsu and the capture of

Minimal, brought about largely through the in-

strumentality of Ea
; (2) the revolt of Tiamat and

her consort Kingu and their followers against the

gods, and the discomfiture of the rebellious host by
Manliik, who is sent against Tiamat by Anshar
with the approval of the gods; (3) the establish-

ment of the order of the Universe, involving the

spn-ading of an expanse underneath the heavens,
tin 1 creation of the earth, the establishment of the

planets and stars in their courses and place, and
tin- regular change of seasons and of day and night,
through the determination of the movements of
the moon, and of her relationship to the sun ; (4)

the creation of man by Marduk ; (5) the glorifica-
tion of Marduk by the gods and mankind, ending
with the entrusting to him of the '

tablets of fate'
and the assignment to him of fifty 'glorious'
names ; the whole concluding with (6) an epilogue
embodying good counsel to men, with instructions
to recall the deeds of Marduk, and to pay proper
homage to him.
The composite character of the story in its

present form is revealed by the introduction, at
the beginning, of two conflicts which both sym-
bolize the same process. Ajisu, signifying the
'

deep,' is a symbol of
| rimeval chaos, figured as

a time when the waters covered everything, and
were filled with monstrous beings suliject to no
laws. By the side of Apsu are two other beings
Minnmu, an obscure word, but also conveying the

general idea of chaos and confusion, and Tinmal,
which, equivalent to the Hebrew word tehvm
(oinn), occurring in the Creation story of Gn 1,

likewise embodies the idea of ' the great deep.'
That all three beings are identified with the

primeval waters, follows from the description
furnished by the opening lines of the poem,
where 'their waters' are spoken of as being
'mingled together.' The three terms thus prove
to be practically synonymous, and the most prob-
able explanation of the existence of all three terms
is that they represent the ' survival

'

of varying
traditions current in regard to the primeval chaos,
which have been combined in the tale that became
the standard account of how the Universe, with its

laws and phenomena, came into being. t A factor

*
King says

' some nine hundred and ninety-four lines' (Seeen
YV'Ar.s (j/ i 'r- at iuii, vol. i. pp. iv, xxv). Almost exactly one
half of it is complete ; and if we add to this the incomplete
lines, we have recovered up to the present almost three-fourths
of the text.

t Tulttt and liohu, mentioned in Gn I 2 in connexion with
tet/nin, are perhaps to be regarded as a faint trace of the
primeval triad, Apsu, Mummu, and Tiamat.

that may also have been at work in leading to the
retention of three terms for the primeval chaos
is the desire to find, in primeval times, a triad

corresponding to Ann, Bel, and Ea, who, in the
later system of Babylonian theology, represent
the quintessence of Divine control of the several
divisions of the Universe. But however we are to
account for the introduction of Apsu and Mummu
by the side of Tiamat, the fact is clear that these

beings, symbolizing the chaotic watery mass, were
regarded as the original elements, the existence of
which not only precedes that of heaven and earth,
but which flourished before the gods were born.
This theory is set forth at the beginning of tl.e

story
' When above, the heavens were not named ;

*

Below, the dry land did not bear a name.*
Apsu, the primeval,! their progenitor,
Mummu [and] Tiamat.J the mother of all of them,
Their waters were mingled together.
No field was marked off, no marsh was to be seen
When none of the gods had yet been produced.
No name was called, no fate decreed.
Then the gods were created in the midst [of heaven ?]

Lakhmu and Lakhamu were produced.
Time went by. . . .

Anshar and Kishar were created [over them?]
Days passed and there came forth . . .

Arm their son. ..."

In these lines the attempt is made to furnish
a description of the time when 'nothing' was,
with the inevitable result of such attempt*,
whether made in ancient times or in our own
days, of involving us in a hopeless tangle of con-

tradiction and obscurity. It is a gratuitous task
to pick out the weak points in this endeavour
to solve the hopeless but fascinating puzzle of

beginnings ; and it will be more useful to en-

deavour to grasp the theories embodied in it.

The language is frequently obscure, due to the
desire of the narrator to avoid definite terms that
would be misleading by their very deliniteness.

He avoids the common word for earth, which is

irsitum, but uses instead a rare term, ammatum,
with the purpose, as it would seem, of conveying
the idea of a measured-out expanse of dry land.

To convey more vividly the conception that nothing
grew in tiie primeval waters, it is added that '

fields

were not marked off, and no marsh was seen
'

expressions suggested by the appearance of the
land in the Euphrates Valley, where fields were
marked off by boundary stones, and vegetation
often appeared where, during the rainy season,
there was nought but water. The narrative wishes
to emphasize the fact that, in the primeval days,
there was water but no vegetation. The gram-
matical construction warrants and justifies the
conclusion that the narrator places at the begin-

ning of things before the existence of heaven and
earth or the gods the three beings symbolized by
Apsu, Mummu, and Tiamat, even though the con-

ception of the second being has already become
so obscure that no further specification of it is

attempted. Another illustration of the obscurity
unavoidable in any attempt to picture primeval
chaos is to be seen in the expressions 'their pro-

genitor' and 'the. mother of all of them.' The
narrator anticipates the conception subsequently
set forth, that both Apsu and Tiamat are sur-

rounded by a brood of monsters, and he clearly
has these beings in mind when speaking of

' their

*
i.e. called into being.

t lii^litu, literally 'first,' which is added to distinguish this

Apsu from the ordinary use of the word as ' the watery deep,
\vlii. n fietually occurs in Tablet iv. line 142.

. } It has been customary to regard MmnmH here as an epithet
of Tiamat in the sense of 'chaos,' 'raging,' and the like ; but,
since Mummu occurs in Tablet i. lines 30 and 31 as the

' mes-

sender
'

of Apsu, it is clear that a separate personage is also

intended in the opening lines. The omission of the conjunction
is no objection, for the conjunction is omitted also between

Apsu and Tiamat.
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generator
'

and 'the mother ..I nil of tliein.' The
eighth line-, \\ilh ci|iial vagueness, dwells upon the
fact I lint MCI niiiiii' was rail.-. I ami no late de. ided,
to picture (In- time when nothing had as yet Keen

created, since there wen- m> ".oils. Tin- lir-t pan
nf the line stems to lie a reference to the animal
\vorlil in general, the second part a more particular
reference to man, whose fate u id-reed hy the ;_< u.

Ill a e-eneral way it is -tateil that the j;iiiUwere
created, though it U nut -aid hy whom, in how
ma n \ i heie w eie. Along with the Rods two beings,
l.akhmn ami l.akhamu, are specilied as having
I n called into heinv, :

'

ami sinee, in the course
lit tli" narrative, thev appear on the side ot

Tniiii;:t, they are evidently introduced us types
or synilinls of the host of nmn-ters in the wake
of ApsU Illlll I'lamal. It IS ilillii-ult to klloW how-
fill statement, that alter the lapse of time the

^ods .\nshar ami Kishar were 'cieated, is to be

leconeileil with the assertion ill line !(, llllles,

indeed v.-i> may fall hack upon the hypothesis
of a composite- production, alter the manner of

the 'doublet-' so frei|iicnllv found in the com-

position of two versions of a -toiy jn the U!
narratives. At all events, the I >iv ine pair, An-
-hai and Kishar, represent, in the opinion of the
Hal \ Ionian theologians, the oldest "oil-, from
whom, indeed, hy a doctrine closely akin to ema-
nation, tell pails of eods ale descended. I 'These

pairs are, with m \ceplioii, gmls who do not

play any part whatsoever in the active pantheon
a- VM- liml it in the historical periods of Hahylonia
ami Assyria; and since, I'm thei more, neither An-
shar nor Kishar, the 'parents,' heloiii; to the
active pantheon, it i- evident that, hy the side of

the gods actually worshipped and hroii.L.'hl together
into a system liy the Haliylonian theologians, we
have a purely 'theoretical' pantheon devised in

.icci-rdance with the theological speculations of

tin Hah\ Ionian schools of thought. Aiishar,

si",nilying
the 'heavenly' (or upperi I'nivei-i

'totality'), and Kishar the eaithly (or lower)
I 'niv erse 1'ir 'totality I, sum up the Divine power
in contiol of all things; and one can follow the
loe-ic.il piocess which made them the proeenitoi-
of the various special power- into which this con
trol was divided. In the Habylonian Creation

Btory, a- it lies In- fore us, only two such special

powers aie ii.tiodnceil -Ann and I-'.a. the Iattel
mull i the form Nudimnmd ; Inn since Anil and Ka
icpie-eiit t wo of the t hive personages constituting
the triad which, accor lin^ to a school of thought
that became at one tune the prevailing one. com
pi ised the ci in I ml of the I 'inverse,; ii i, rca-onal>h-
to suppose that in an older version the third liuurc,
Hel, was als,, inclndeil. The oinissi,,n ,,1 Hel, who
in the narrative i- id en tilled with Man Ink, is av.ain
.-in evidence "t tin- I lalisfoi iiial inn which the old
traditions and speculations underwent in order to
make them contoini In the main purpose for which
tin entire tradition is preserved t lie v.h>rilieat inn

of the favourite MarduK.
Ann, the end ni heaven, and Ninlimmnd or En,

who is deserihed as without a rival in wisdom
and strength, are tin- commanding li^un-s in the
ciinllict thai now arises IM-IWCCH the ends, as the

rcpiesentaiives 1.1 older, and \p-n, Mummii. and
Tl.im.il. as the representatives nt chao- ami chant ie

anarchy, tlmnuii the fragment a i \ -late ot lie-

lirst tal.let docs nm permit u- to ^ra~p cleaiU
the pa it that Ann plays l.y the lid Ma. who
is the principal contest .-nit The -jods. it appear.-,

"
Tlie Vel .t-n ill lill.- 7 i

'i i- is tkn) . vviiiei, uonve; 9 tti
'

forth and
:n. lurtll.

I Sei tne lists in Rawlinson, Ii. 4, NOD
' m i i

No. I, obv. ; and B
1

', vol. \i\ .81-87)
t See a .

.

;

were nnahle for a Inn^ lime to -eciire control of

the three I. -inj- -ymholical of primeval chaos.
Thelallei. mil content with a passive resistance,

plot an attack
ii|

mi the i epre-entat iv es ,it order.

Apsu calls upon his '

messenger
' Mummu fm .-ud.

and together they X" to Tiamat to coiisiili with
her in regard to a plan for the destruction, or at

all events for the crushing, of the independ-
ent spirit of the e. i|s. From new fragments i|iiite.

recently found* it is now certain that at this

point of the narrative the ",ods are regarded a-
tl ll-priii"; of Apsii and Tinmat. \\'e may
there! , in view of this, venture to proceed a

step further, and look upon Apsii and Tiamat
as the 'male' and 'female' elements rcspectn.lv
of the primeval chaos, through whom not only
Miinimn and the hrood of monsiers, hut al-o the

^oils, are produced. This, indeed, is impli-d,

although not distinctly mentioned, in the opening
lines ot the lii'st talih-t above quoted. The Hal.v-
lonian tl Indians vvonlil thus, with conimendahle
con-istency, trace hoth classes of hein^s tl n-

sters who form the army of Ap-n and Tiamat
as well as the '

ureat Boils' to primeval chaos.
It is the ".oils, therefore, who orjjmii/e n n-volt

against their progenitors, the purpose of which
is to put nn end to the chaos and confu-inn for

which Apsii and Tiamat stand. Apsu pre-ents
his complaint against the gods to Tiamat. In
rav.e I \claiins

'

By ilay I have no rest, at ni^ht I cannot lie down,
1 will surely destroy their course, surely overlhrovv them.'

Tiamat shares Apsn's anyer
'

Sh'- I'lntti'-l i.-\ il ill her h.Mrt.t
What shall we do? Let us indeed destroy.

1

The text at this point become- deteciivc; hut so

niiieh i- clear that Ka, deserihed as the 'one who
know s ev erythinx,' take- up the conflict on hehalf
of the "mis, and that Ann is in some way associ-

at eil vviih him. It is also prohahle. though n it

certain, thai the weapon with which Ka ovi-nome,

Apsu and his followeis is the -pure incantation,'
which, presumably, he hurls against them. Such
a procedure would he in perfect accord with the
cm lent conceptions about Ka, who i- essentially a
-.ml aciine hy the power of the wonl.J At 'all

event-. Ap-u is overthrown and Mummu i- tp
tilled.

Thus end- the lirst episode in the symh
conllicl let ween chaos and order : ami the second.
which, as has heeli snooted, is meivlv a ' doublet.'
or -econd version, is at once introduced.

, Evidently, the version which assigned the conquest
of Ap-H and Mummu to Ka was the one which
assigned to th!s eod the distinction of having
establi-hed the laws ,,f the Universe. \Ve may
i all it the Kriilu

'

version of Creation ; hut, natur-

ally, only so much of it could be introduced us would
not interfere with Maiduks prerogatives. After
the leeital of Apsti's dcleat, the '

Kridll
'

vci si,m
disappear-, and the Nippur' version, transformed
hv tin- substitution of .Marduk for Hel into a
'

Babylon \ ci sion. is taken up.
Tiamni, \\ \ ose part in t!:e Ka-Apsn conflict is

not , learl\ dclined, is rejiresentcd as depressed :

lint her courage is revived hy a deity called I he
'

blight ynil,' who \f. probably to he identilied with

Kin^u.-i appointed hy Tiamat to be the

>,-,. Kin:.' - SVirn Tablrt* of Creation, i. pp. ls:i isi, -,-itlini.'

-lie end of Hue 34 of the tii-r
- r.

Ii.' See the restoration of the*<

Kiiitf. "1 i- p. 184.

i will hi.- recalled, was one of the chief ffoda invoked in

i series, inaTiv of which ori^
: A special incanl

-'
i ently referred to, ( .!

-. ao.
{See Kin;;, I-. I!, n. 1.
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of her hosts, and who occupies a position by the
side of Tinmat somewhat similar to that of Mum-
mu by the side of Apsu. Kingu urges Tiamat on
to the fray, and encourages her to entrust the war
of vengeance to bo waged against the gods to her
host of monsters, who, accordingly

' Banded themselves together, advancing at the side of
Tiainat ;

Mighty in planning mischief night and day without respite,
They prepared for war, fuming and raging,
Uniting forces and preparing for the fray.'

Besides supplying her followers with invincible

weapons, Tiamat gives birth to monster serpents,
described in the following terms :

* \Vith sharp teeth and merciless fangs,
Their hodies filled with poison instead of blood ;

Terrible dragons, clothed with terror,
Decked out with awful splendour, of lofty stature ;

Whoever saw them was overcome with terror.

Their bodies rose up, and no one could resist their attack.
She *

set up vipers and monster serpents and Lakluuu,
Hurricanes (?), raging hounds, scorpion-men,
Mighty tempests, fish-men, and rams,
Bearing merciless weapons, fearless in battle,

Mighty were her commands, irresistible.

In this fashion eleven huge monsters she made.
Since auion-^ the gods, her offspring, he had encouraged her,
She raised Kingu among them to power.
To march in front of the host, to lead the forces,
To seize the standard, to advance to the attack,
To direct the battle, to regulate the fight.'

Tiainat still claims control over the gods, and, in

investing Kingu with supreme power, declares

'I have uttered thy incantation. In the assembly of the

gods have I raised thee to power ;

The dominion over all the gods have I entrusted to him.
Be thou exalted, my chosen consort art thou.'

To further emphasize her control, she hands

Kingu the ' tablets of fate
'

to be hung on his

breast. The meaning of the elaborate descrip-
tion of the monsters and monstrosities form-

ing the army of Tiamat is quite clear it is

to emphasize the reign of terror and confusion

which preceded the control of the Universe by
the gods. Tiamat, the symbol of chaos, can

give birth only to creatures of terror and destruc-

tion, to monstrous dragons, and to the hybrid
beings, half men and half animals, with which,
probably, popular fancy conceived the Universe to

have been populated in primeval days, and of

which the sculptured representations of human-
headed lions and bulls with enormous wings
placed as guardians against evil spirits at the
entrances to palaces and temples represent the
survival in historical times. Nor is it difficult to

see how this picture of chaos, which agrees sub-

stantially with the account of Bcrosns.t arose.

The climatic conditions prevailing in ancient l.ahy-
Ionia suggest the obvious explanation based on the

long season of rains and storms, when the elements
of nature seem to be set loose without control,
when wind and rain sweep over the land, every-
where causing inundations, which, before the perfec-
tion of the canal system, must have regularly placed
entire districts of the Valley under water for a period
each year. This annual chaos would be regarded
as typical of a permanent condition before the

great gods, identified with the powers of nature
the sun and moon and associated with the starry
firmament, introduced the orderly process of events,
of which the regular movements of sun, moon, and

planets, and the fixed position of the other stars,

were the natural symbols. The subsequent course

of the narrative bears out this interpretation, and
shows that the Babylonian cosmology rests upon
the principle of the substitution of order and law
for chaos and lawlessness. The thought of a
creatio ex nihilo lay beyond the mental horizon of

* Tiamat.
t In Eusebius, Chronicle, (ed. Schoene), vol. i. pp. 14, 15. See

Zimmeru, Eeilinsctiriften und das Alle Testa iticnt
, pp. 4Sb-

490.

the Babylonian and Assyrian theologians ; and it is

to be observed that even in the Biblical account,
where the Universe, with all it contains, is con-
ceived as coming into existence by the decree of

one supreme Power, the chaos, represented by
' darkness resting upon the deep,' is regarded as a
real substance. In short, ancient man no less than
his modern successor was unable to conceive of a
real beginning of things, and it is merely a ques-
tion as to where the boundary line representing
the limitation of human logic or of human fancy
is to be placed. Beyond that border line we pass
into the domain of faith, or of mystic speculation.
The second and third tablets of the Creation story

arc taken up with the preparation and preliminary
stages of the great conflict about to ensue between
Tiamat and the gods. The connecting link be-

tween this conflict and the previous one between

Apsu and Ea is revealed at the beginning of the
second tablet, where it is said that Tiamat formu-
lated her evil plans in order to avenge the dis-

comfiture of Apsu. Ea, who, it will lie recalled,

appears in the first conflict as the ' one who knows
everything,' is also in the second conflict the god
through whom the gods learn of the designs of

Tiamat. He conies to Anshar,
' the father who

begat him," and says
' Our mother, Tiamat, is full of hate towards us ;

With gathered forces she hath waxed furious,
All the gods have turned to her,
Even those whom ye created * are at her side ;

Banded together they advance at the side of Tiamat,
Mighty in planning mischief night and day without respite.'

It would appear, therefore, that not merely the

offspring of Tiamat, but also some of those beings
sprung from the gods, are on the side of 'chaos.'

Ea, unfortunately, does not specify which gods he
has in mind, but we may perhaps assume that the

Babylonian theologians thought of such forces as

Adad,t the god of storms par excellence, ; Nergal
and Namtar, associated with destruction and pes-
tilence, who must have been conceived as, appar-
ently at least, abetting the cause of Tiamat.
Anshar appeals in turn to his sons, Ea and Ann,

to lead the attack against Tiamat. The details of

Ea's endeavours to either conquer or pacify Tiamat
are, unfortunately, missing;* but from a subse-

quent references it follows that Ea was 'afraid,'
and obliged to

' turn back' ; nor is Ann more suc-

cessful. He is sent out by Anshar, in the hope that
Tiamat may be appeased by hearing the ' word '

of Anshar
' Go and stand before Tiamat,
That her liver may be appeased, her heart pacified ;

Hut if she will not hearken to thy word,
Then speak to her our word, that she may be appeased.'

But as Ann approaches, Tiamat growls, II and the

god also turns back in terror. The third son is

now appealed to by his father Anshar ; and as one
of many indications that by this son was originally
meant the third member, Bel, of the triad Ea,
Ann, and Bel, it is to be noted that he is referred

to as be-lum, i.e.
' the lord,' IT though subsequently

the identification with Marduk is made without
reservation by the writing;Ainar-ud,** the ordinary

* The plural is used because the address is evidently to Anshar
and his consort Kishar, although only the former is sp3cifically
mentioned.

t Adad occurs, and apparently as one of the abettors of

Tiamat, in a fragment (Cuneiform Texts, xiii. pi. 24, K 3445 -r

Km. 390, rev. v. 1) which represents a specifically
'

Assyrian
'

version of Creation. See Zinnnern. I.e. p. 490.

t The second tablet is very defective, though large portions
may he restored through comparison with the third.

'

Tablet iii. 54. That Nudimmud or Ea was sent out first and
Anu second, despite the fact that in the third tablet the order
is reversed, has been shown by King, Creation Tablets, i. p.

18S. n. 1.

See King, ft. i. p. 12, n. 2. U Tablet ii. 113, 131.
*

e.;i. Tablet iii. 55, 113, 13S, and passim in Tablet iv., and ; n
the Epilogue, Tablet vii. 139, though, 1. 129, he i called En-ail

(or Lei) iltitii, Marduk.
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designation cil tlir chief god Hi Itahyhui. liel turns

mil In In- the ir:il i ..... [iicrur of 'liamat, anil the

introduction. therefore, of Ea anil Aim is made
ailly wiih tin' inicni IIP 'jloiiiy '''.''

chief Kd 'f

NippUT al tin- cxpeii- Hi In- two n PIM
|
ia n inns, anil

ji.-ullyas :i coiisei|iienec of the endeavour In r .....

I mi iii tlir story other existing versions, ami In

recomile these various versions with one another.

Tin- Eu-Apan conflict point- dearly to tin- exist-

ence i an Kriilu version, \\ liirli celebrated Ea as

I he ri rator of man ami eMahlislier nf the laws of

tin' I" n i verse. In annihrr centre A mi was accorded
thr di-tim linn ; ami. when Nippur rose In pnlitii'al

ami religious siiprrmacy. l!i-l was invrst.'il with
t In' mli' nl 1 In' i 'ini|Ueror of chaos. ( liir narrative,

therefore, lepreseiits t he '

Nippur
'

version : I nit, liy

the transfer oi iln'tiilc of l!i-l to Mar.luk. ii was
traiisim med intii tin- 'Italpylon' version, ami there

tin' proee-- -dipped, tlimii:h we haw Iran's, as

aliva.lv poinled -nit, nf a distinctively
'

Assyrian
'

version, in w hidi. by an identification of Angkor
with Aslmr, tin chief god oi the \--\nan pan-
tlieon, tin- sii.p is taken which makes Ansliar-

Ashur the real creator. However, the version

which, owinu to the l"ii_: i -out inuc'l supremacy of

liahylnn as thcccnlie ot the empire. lieeanie tin?

dominant we might almost say
' orthodox

'

one,
\\a- iln- nariativi' with which we are concerncil.

Anshar ki--e- I!el-Marduk, ami thus ilispels his

feiir. While stil! implying that l'n-1 Mardnk is to

pacify Tiamat by his pure inc.-intal inn, as Ma over-

came Apsu, this reference is merely introduced in

oiiler to show that !'< 1- ManluU possesses all the

i

>owers that may In ascribed lo any oilier god.
n reality. l!el Marduk i- a warrior, anil An-h:ir

also addresses him as such, urging him to pm. ..... I

ami 'trample tin 1 neck of Tianiat uinler loot.'

I, i I Mard.uk accepts the challenge, l>ut in a speech
to Anshar, the lord of gods, who determines the

ueiliny of the great L:III|S. impose- the eoinlition

that ! hi' succeeds, he is lo .supplant Anslmr as

tin. chief of tin- gods

1

It I. \ our .i\ ' II-IT.

Bind Ti&i ' nd save^ "ur life,

Call an a--riiii'l\ , dri'laiv tin |.rr rininenoc of my fate.

In i |islmkkinaku * rather together in joy,
I.. my uttei ' oure, iln'm- fati-s.

i III" remain uTiuli erabli
'

Ma\ in) "nlrr- u md irrevocable !"

Til s)
...... -lies like (Ill's,, the purpose of the priests

of Nippur ami r.al'vlon lo justify the position
accorded in their system to llcl Marduk as the
lln iver of fall's is rev i-ali'll.

The tliinl talilei is taken up with the summon-
ing

i 'I I lie - ' " Is I'V ( !ai:a . I he iiiesseie^er oi Anshar,
ill order to procllle I lieil

' colisenl to I lie i onilitioll

e\arleil liy 1 !el-.Mardllk. 'I'he v.'mnelless ainleon-
1 1 a.iii I ii iiis result in 1/ from I In- al i ' "n

i

it to coi ill line

in the narrative i-oiiilict in^ I laditions are illiis-

trated IPV the pn-illnll accnnleil in tills tahlet to

l.akhlntl :tnil I ..i U liamu as leailels of Ihe lm-ls.il

^'oils sometimes ri'Ii'ireil to as l^i^'i. ami a'jain as

Anniinaki, lhnu-h in the perfec'eil I hcoln;jica]

sy-tem i In- former eml'miy I In- -jniup .!' hea\ enly
jiiiU, while the \nniiiiaki n-pic-i'iit the

group
ol

earlhlv or lather siidteriancaii
^;oi|s. ;

h;Ue.

where in the nairative l.akhamu i- intimlneed

ailing vv'ith the monster- who const il in the fol-

lowers 1 '1 !;nn:i' i The ^.uls oliey the summons,
enter into the pn seiice el An-liar, ami sit down to

a feast, in the eonr-e nl which, as the narrative

Stated, they fill Ihem-i'lve- with wine, ami then

Seeal ...... d ttinh.r, King, Creation Fablett,

pp. 197-200, andthe authorities then ' I'lMiIti'.
t 'iin ncrec] ber in \\ In. h :

1. all /A 'it in I VI- I. inpli' Ivkur in Nipl'iir, FUld it. rv 'i'l- I r.ui--

i. rr. it t<> vi;iriiuk - 1.
napli

-

:
-. . /mmiiTri. A".

'
I 1 .- '

i' i,.l II,

Tul'k't ii 'J7, ami i'..!,ill-
:

'

'il, >!.

formally do homage to llel-.Marduk. The luilltll

tahlet lie-ins

'
Tlii-v tilt.'il "M- f.ir him n l.T'lh . li:tnil,,T,

I!. t< n i ! i r-'i^n -u pi
'

1 1

Til-mini thi ii ired one amon^ the greal
Th\ fin-' i- uni-i\ulli-il, thy utcan emi
Ii Munluk ! lliuu url Uie Imn.iunil MH, aniOUg tl

L;'"!- .

Tli\ l;il.' is unriviilk'il, thy utlrranci- -u].r. m. .

Prom this da,i onward, thy ordex'viuUl be irrovo il

I. it! in^ up and iii,L-illu' shall he in lln Imm I
;

'rin uttera cc i - ii\i--l, ih\ "11111111. m>l unalt '
i

None among the gods shall trarisgresa thj boun

1 1 M;inliik. Hum art our iivenu'i-r.

WI-UIM thei -

rereignty over the entire Universe.
Tin nl shall |T' -iiU- in I hi- ;i ' nil'h

.
i li\ \\nnl i- -uprcme.

M.i\ lh\ v\i:ipoa never bfcunie hlunt ; ni;i\ il -ink. ilown

Ih.v (oe !

O Innl, spare the Mi' 1 "f liim w lm trusts in thee,
And lour out the life of the ^'oil who seized hold of evil.'

As a token of the power assigned to him,
Marduk is asked to make a garment ilisaj pear
and appear a^ain liy the mere force residing; in his

word !if,
riiin an intimation that Marduk, like Ka,

rules liy the power of the word. iSteplre, tliione,
and rin^ are hcptovvcd on him as syml i

myaliv, ai:d lie is ;;iven the invincihle \vei pon
that strike- down the foe. They snlule him,
' Marduk is king,' and encourage him for the
at tai k

* Go and cut off the life of Tiainiit.

Let the wind carry her blood into secret places.'

An interesting description follows of the manner
in which the god proc Is to ei|iiip himself for

the fray. Bow, ijuiv er, spear, and cluli are his

weapons. He places the lightning in front of

him, and fills his hody with flaming lire. I-'rom

his ( father Anu ' he receives a net wherewith to

entrap Tiamat. The four winds he assigns to their

stations, so as to intercept the escape of Tiamat.
Evil winds, tempests, and hurricanes are created

liy him in all, seven kinds of winds that follow

lieliind his 'storm' chariot, on which, drawn by
four swift and ferocious horses, he now mounts,
brandishing the thunderbolt.
The picture thus drawn of the god making

straight for Tiamat is most impressive, and ad-

mirably served the purpose of illustrating the
terror which ]!el-.Marduk was supposed to inspire.
The picture evidently Ills an atmospheric

' storm
'

god, such as was the old En-lil of Nippur, hut is

hardly suitable for Marduk, who is distinctly a
solar deity, though the transfer of Bel's role to

Marduk appeared to be justified by the considera-

tion that it is the sun which eventually triumphs
over the storms of the rainy season, which, as we
have seen, suggested the conceptions formed of

Tiamat.
Kingn, the leader of the host of Tiamat, is

ulleilv dumbfounded at the sight of the leu. Me
Bel. His menial and physical paralysis is ellec-

tively portrayed, and his followers fall back in

terror. Tiamat alone is not dismayed, and, en-

iaji'1 at the challenge 'Stand! I and tlnm, let

us join battle' which he utters, boldly meets
Marduk. The narrative proceeds

When Tiamat heard those words,
shi' I PI ' .iini- like one possessed, bereft of reason.
Ti:iin:il -luii'ked with piercing cries,
sh. trembled and shook to her very foundations.
sli. pr iini-ed an incantation, she uttered her spell,
\inl ( Li 'h of the battle took to their weapons.
Tin n Tiiiin:-

1 mill Mardtik, the leader of the KIM!*, .stood up,
Tb.-\ iiiKanred to tlie fray, drew ni(jh to the H^ht.
iii< ]<><i ad out his net and caught her,
lln ei il uiii'l behind him he let loose in her face.

As Tian,al "pcni'd her mouth to it- lull

H.>ilri\i in the evil wind before she closed hei
The inmlil\ um.l- tilled her stomach.
Her In .11 1 iai!. ii her, and she o}>ciicd wide her mouth ;

Literally, Anu.
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He seized the spear and pierced her stomach.
He cut through her organs and slit open her heart.
He bound her and cut off her life.

He cast down her carcass and stood upon it.'

The followers of Tiamat, dismayed at the over-

throw of their leader, take to Might; but Bel-

Marduk surrounds them, and captures them all in

the net. He takes from Kingu the 'tablets of

fate' and hangs them around his own breast

thus establishing his prerogative as the decrcer of

destinies tor all future times.

At this point the composite character of the

narrative is again revealed, for Marduk is repre-
sent rd as returning to Tiamat to stand upon her,

to smash her skull, and to drive her blood, car-

rie.l away by the north wind to secret places,
out of her body. It is evident that various tradi-

tions existed as to what Bel- Marduk did with
Tiamat.
The close of the fourth tablet directs the current

of the narrative into a new channel, and introduces

us to Bel-Maiduk as the creator of heaven, and as

the establisher of law and order in the Universe.

(Jut of one half of the carcass of Tiamat, flattened

out by him ' like a tlat tish,' he makes a covering
for the heaven a kind of door provided with a
bolt and with a watchman to stand guard against
the pouring forth of the waters from above.

Corresponding to the watchman placed over the

waters of heaven, Nudimmud or Ea is assigned
to the centre of 'Apsu' here no longer used as
'

chaos,' but as the watery deep, which is con-

ceived as a structure, the limits of which are fixed

by Bel-Mnrduk. Corresponding to this 'subter-

ranean
'

mansion, a similar structure, which he
calls E-sharra, is built in heaven, and Ann, Bel,

and Ea are assigned to their respective districts.

The narrative thus leads us to the astrological

system perfected by the Babylonian priests, and

standing in close relation to their cosmology.

According to this system, which rests on the

identification of the gods with the sun, moon, and

stars, the heavens constitute a structure provided
for the gods. The regularity of the movements of

the sun and moon and the course of the planets
within defined limits, were accounted for by the

theory which assigned to some god the distinction

of having established the fixed order of events in

the upper firmament. It is natural to suppose
that Anshar should have been the one to do so ; but,
since he relinquishes his authority to Bel-Marduk,
the latter is accorded the distinction ; and, since

Marduk is identified with the sun, a further

change had to be introduced into the narrative

by omitting all references to the creation of the

sun. More important, however, than the assump-
tion in the present form of the narrative, that it is

the sun-god Marduk who creates the heavens and

assigns to the gods their positions and functions,
is the system itself, which is revealed at the close

of the fourth tablet, and further developed at the

beginning of the fifth tablet. The triad, Ann,
Bel. and Ea, in this astrological system are not the
old local deities who bear that name from the
centres in which they were worshipped, nor do

they sum up the control of the Universe, but they
are simply certain .sections of the ecliptic chosen as

guides for determining the position and courses of

the stars and planets respectively, Anu being the
middle strip of the ecliptic, Bel the northern sec-

tion, and Ea a star in the southern section.* With
these as guiding points, the positions are assigned
for the great gods ; and the identification of the
latter with the stars being specifically set forth,
the seven lumashi stars or constellations of the
zodiac are specially referred to, by means of which

* See Mahler,
' Die Wejre des Anu, Bel, und Ea '

(Orimtalis-
tische Litcraturzeitunt;, vol. vi. No. 4 (pp. 155-1GO)).

the divisions of the year are determined. At
each end of the great structure E-sharra gates are

[ilaced, through which the sun passes in and out

on his daily march across the expanse ;
and to the

moon-god the control of the night is entrusted, by
means of which the days are to be calculated.

Further details as to the manner in which this

calculation is to be made are given, so that inci-

dentally the basis of the Babylonian calendar is

furnished as another feature of the cosmology.
Indeed, the entire theology enters into the narra-

tive of the creation (a) the systematized pan-
theon ; (b) the astrological system upon which was
built up the science of determining the intentions

of the gods by observing their movements as

represented in the planets and stars with which

they were identified ; (c) the lunar calendar.

Unfortunately, that part of the work of creation

tvhich would be of special interest to us the

formation of the earth, with its vegetation is

lacking, though it was, in all probability, con-

tained in the fifth tablet, which, like the second,

is very defective. Whether this part of creation

was also attributed to Bel-Marduk alone, or to the

gods in common, must for the present remain an

open question. We have a fragmentary tablet* in

which, incidental to a story assigning a prominent
role to a god Nin-igi-azag, a reference is introduced

to the creation of 'living creatures,' 'cattle of the

rield,'
' beasts of the field, creatures of the city,'

which are described as having been produced by
the gods in their assembly ; but this may represent
another version, whereas in the Creation narrative

under discussion Marduk probably appeared as

the creator of the earth, t just as in the sixth

tablet the creation of man is assigned to him.

The reason given for the creation of man is that

the gods desired worshippers ;
and this view is

ascribed in the narrative to none other than Marduk
himself, who, in an address to Ea, says

' My blood will I take, and bone J . . .

I will set up man, that man . . .

I will create man to inhabit [the earth),

To establish the service of the gods, and that shrines [my
be built].'

From the 'blood' of Marduk himself man is

thus formed a remarkable doctrine, which illus-

trates the high position accorded to man in the

theological system of Babylonia. The introduc-

tion of Ea as a kind of associate to Marduk is,

again, a trace of the composite character of the

narrative, and points to a version in which the

creation of man was assigned to Ea, who, in the

Babylonian pantheon, is the god of mankind pur
excellence. From certain allusions in Marduk's

address to Ea, and from Ea's reply, it would

appear that the creation of man was opposed by
the gods, who perhaps feared his power ;

and it

is likely, though by no means certain, that, after

creating man, Marduk gave him instructions^

detailing religious and moral obligations.
The seventh tablet is taken up entirely with the

glorification of Marduk by the gods and by man-
kind. First, the gods are represented as hailing

him in their assembly as the avenger of then-

wrongs, and they bestow upon him fifty glorious

names, enumerated in detail, emphasizing his

power, his functions as the giver of life, the

creator of vegetation, as the source of plenty;
his righteousness, his mercy, his wisdom, 'us

* Cuneiform Texts, xiii. pi. 34 ; see King, Creation Tab-its, i.

up l tl**-l
l

''5

t See the' reference, Tablet vii. 115, 'he (i.e. Marduk) coated

heaven and fashioned the earth.'

! King, ( c. i. 11. S7, suggests the restoration, I will fashion.

King has shown (I.e. i. p. 202 ff. ) that the fragment which was

supposed to contain the address does not belong to the series ;

but the possibility that Marduk gave some instructions to ma j

must nevertheless be admitted.
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powi r in removing evil, and more of the like.

.Mankind is called ii|nni to join in paying homage
to Mardnk as tin- one who ord&ined tin 1 courses

for the stars of heaven, shepherding tin 1 gods like

u Muck of shec]., MS tin' ciini|iieroi of Tianiat, and
ils till' creator ill heaven and earth. Father Me I Is

IcpioM'iiled us t ransteri-ing tn Maiiliik liis own
tide.

'

Ini-l of thr worlds.' and Ka declares that

.M.'iriiiik's nanir shall henceforth In- Ka, a~ his own
lianir. The epilogue to th,. naMati\>> i~ alt im-

pressive appeal In the wise ami the intelligent to

]iiniiler on Maidiik's el ..... U, tin? memory of which
tin 1 lather shonlil hand down to his son. All

should rejoice in Marilnk, fiom whom fertility and

piospei jty emanate, whose word i* unchangeable,
whose anger is irresistible, hut who is merciful
and compassionate to the repentant sinner.

There is little that need he added by way of

eoiunii'iit to this analysis uf this main narrative of

(real ion whieh has come down to us. and which

may he taken as representing the matured cusino.

lo'ical theoiii's of the I'.aliyloniaiis -the eoin-

liination of |irimitive jmpnlar traditions with the

scholastic astiologieal system, and the whole in-

terpreted in aeeord with the theological
doctrines

developed in the Schools of ISaliyhniia. This main

Darrative, mi.ieovcr, preserves traces of varying
versions ,,i Cieation which were once current, but
which dillercd chielly in ascribing the work of

crcat : on to diilereiit SeitieB, representing the gods
worshipped in thevariou ..... litres of religion in the

Kuphr.'itcs Valley. The principle underlying these

version-, of which, i.ut-i.le .'I the traces in the
main narrative, a number of fragments have been

I'ound," is every" here, so far as can lie ascertained,
the same the overthrow of powers representing
chaos and disuidcr by those standing for law and
order. In place of a genuine theory of beginnings,
tin- llabyloniaii and Assyrian cosmology thus fur-

nishes a Ihi-ory of emanation and of the evolution
from chaos to order. Chans is a primeval element,
from which the gods emanate; the gods ill turn

produce gods, and, after the eonijuc.st of chaos,
tin- law s ol the I'ni verse w Inch the gods are forced

to obey arc imjosed by the c.
.11.] nering god. 'J'he

foi mat ion of '

deep' and the ' heavens are the two
chief factors in this work, to which, as a third

tailor, is added the earth proper, on which man
is placed in order that he may pay the proper
homage to the ".oils, and, above all, to Marduk.

s. Life after death. I'.esides the Incantation

texts, the Hraclcs, (linens, and ['orients, the

Hymns and I'layers. and tin- various versions of

the Creation ami unfolding of the I'lineis,., we
have i|iiile a number of myths and legends in the
hie.ai nre of the l'.ah\ loni'.ins that bear more or

less directly on the religion,

Vmong these, mention may be made (a) of fi story
of the ravages committed by a deity, Ira, t who is

idciitil'nd in the later literal ure with Nergal, the

raging power of the summer solstice ; (lit a scries of

lIUlll-. ill wllii-h the solar deitj, Nillih. plavs the

chief role
; J (') stories of the storm-bird, Zu, de-

Thu< we hnv-e (n) a version of the Tinnmt imtli. in which
Manluk's name does not appear, but ..I.K t hat ..t |:.-| < King, /..-. i.

1>. 111
1

. (T. )
; (''! :i \i r-in in u lii--h th. -I..I.1.--- Vrnr'i is a-.... i:it>-<l

unli M.inluk in th. . r- .tiuli ol in. in unit of .1111111:1! MI. I
. t

iri i i iii m, .mil HI which t 1 "' .".I. i "' ' t< .linn i|>|..-arN to be

i(i i it.' lill'.-r>-nt Ir ..... that (on nil in th.- in;iin narrati\ .- . 1\ m. .
/

i:;i>tt. i Moreover, from references to the conflict ^ ith Tiamat,
and to oth'-r iii'-i-l-nU of til-' COSmolOOT in! i.lu . .1 in i n<';t nta-

tinns, ;i-trnlitpii ;il tert", h\ ninfl, I,^ITH|S, an<l myths, u. -. . th.

in MM. inn- v ,u Kil'uns In (It-tails vuiirh murk- il Un- ^.r-i"ii* I hat

were run int

t For the reading, M* Zunmonif .1 ' ''Ian AHc
tnuulatloDi vee Jensen, t\<ttm-ifStdJtl^ni

[
. '. ; f'>r u rt'i't-nt t ranwlat

gcAntrt/tcA. iHMitin-k, vL 1, pi.. ;.: :;i.

:

-
- e ![|"/M\ , Sura nische

i \. ,,,/,), Ik-rlin,

{ .Ktistn, l\. 47-57.

I'l'/i (/i in ',<!'

tailing an atlemjit of this bird, which symbolizes
the clouds, to take away fiom Kn-lil or Kel, the

coni|ucior of Tianiat, the 'tablets ol late, \\lmh
l!el hinisclt had snatched away tnnn Kinx", 'he

chief of Tiamat's army, '/.n succeeds, and tin s

awav with the ' tablets of fate 'to the mount ailis.

As i"n the Creation story Anshar calls upon Ann,
Ka, and l!el in turn to pacify Tianiat, so Ann, the

k'mi of heaven, calls npon Adad the storm
|pd,

Ishtar, I!ara, and Nin-i/i -a/ay i Ka VI, to pnisin /u ;

but they are kept back through fear, and il is h'tt

lor Mariluk to recapture the tablets, though it i-s

likely that, in the jiresent form of the narrative,

Marduk takes the place of some other deity

possibly Shamash to whom, as the eoni|iieror
of the storms, the feat appears to have I., en

originally ascribed. ('/) \V u have a story of a

king of'Cuthah.t narrating how the yods had
delivered him and his land from monsters which
remind us of those in the army of Tiamat.

Inturesting as it would be to give an analv 318 of

these ami other tales, J we must pass them l,v . and
take up three myths, S which all touch upon one ot

i he most important phases iii every religion the
views held of life after death. These three myths
are, Ii.) the story of Adapa, (ii.) the -ton ol

Xergal and Eresh-kiga], ami (iii.) the story of the

I (cscent of Ishtar to the world of the dead.

(i.) The purpose of the story of Adapa appears
to be to oiler an explanation of how man, although
the oll'spring of the gods, I!el-Marduk, it will be

recalled, forms him of his own blood, does not

share the distinguishing trait of the god.s im-

mortality. The story belongs to the Ka
'

cycle
of myths, and points to Kridu as its source. Ka

appears here as the god of humanity, the protector,

and, one is inclined to add, the creator of man.
The principal personage, a semi - Divine beiiiL',

Adapa, is a son of Ka, distinguished, like the

latter, by wisdom, and serving as a kind ot priest

at the Kridu sanctuary, which he provides with
' bread and water.' One day, while fishing in the

waters of Eridii, i.e. the 1'ersian (lulf. his ship is

sei/cil by the south wind and sunk in the water-.

In his rage Adapa breaks the wings of the south

wind, so that for seven days it is unable to blow
across the land. News of this occurrence rca.be-

the gods, whose dwelling is placed in heaven, anil

Anil, the chief yod. orders Adapa to be brought
before him. Ka intervenes, and gives his favourite,

Adapa, instructions how to conduct hinisclt In i .....

Ann. In order to arouse the sympathy of the I wo
watchmen at the gate of heaven, Tannini/ and

(lish-zida, he is to put on a mourning garb. and. in

reply to the i|iiestion as to the meaning of this

garb, he is to state that the mourning is for two

gods of the earth who have disappeared. Taniniu/.

and Gish-zida, who will know that they are meant,
will then intercede in Adapa's behalf before Ann.
But Ea, furthermore, warns Adapa not to touch

In a.l.liti'.n t" tin- '* ill" 11' .' for this \i.\\ j'l .-.nt.-.l in III.'

pi, ^, n: v. r:I.T's /.Y/i-/.- - /. . ..... ind I ri'fl

sr.- the la rj.' in ( 'raiir's .1

T<-j-f*,i. -'.', "h\. 1."', v\liin M.mtuk is referred to fa tla- snnt. r

uf '/-a.

t The latest translation by Kini;, Srren ToU.lt .</ f,v.ifi.,Fi. i.

.

; A. fun analysis and discussion "i theai and other myths and
li- k'i-iiils ill !' l.iun.l ill tin- -'llh . ha| t. r i.l II.. |.r,

-. nt uril.-r s

ttimtund A en, 1004) i '.< -t..t>

of Ktana (.li-nsi-n, !.''. 1'"' 1 !.'). "I 1'ii anil Vi uMa-i-
,

..

/.,-. -.'74 '_".ni. an. I |K.rtion ut th.' liiluann -I. epic (Jensen.
/, II. 278; '' " niiax, Izitliar-Xitnr<i<l, l.eip/.i^. l-'i|; ami

/inimern, /.,-. .''i.o .s-j). al-o have a beam ^ ..n tin '

lM-lieN an. I Conceptions, th..ii'.'li "I II nior. n.-.

t han thr ..Ih.T thr.'.- r. t. rr. -I lo in I hi- 1. \t

} Kor th.' trail-lit, r.i! i"ii .ui.l U. Titian t r in-:..t I..M \v
I

rM\n<i,,k. i

,| -i. <! r< -i
/.in. ni. rn. /.' ii <,<"-ttr\tt<-n

,IH,I .'.i.- .1
'

i
i

d6fll-B64] and
for tlir t'\t. I-!. .1. Ilar|..t,

'

l'...l.\ l..nis. tir l.i -,-n.l, n \..n It.na.

/.n. A.la|.a, an. I I nl.h.irra
'

in /.'..'/ '

. li. 3UH-

O'Jl, and llif ri'lereiict'ii further on.
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the food that Aim will place before him, nor to

think the water that will be offered

'When thou steppest before Aim, they will offer thee food of

death ; do not eat ! They will offer thee waters of death ; do not
drink ! They will offer thee a garment ; put it on ! They will

offer thee oil ; anoint thyself ! Carry out strictly the orders

that I ha\ e given thee, cling to what I have commanded thee !

'

It is evident from this speech, that Ea, who had

given his favourite wisdom, but had not bestowed
on him eternal life, presumably because it was not

in his power, anticipates that Ann will punish
Adapa with death ; but the unexpected happened.
At first Ann shows himself merciless, but the
intercession of Tamnniz and Gish-zida prompts him
to reconsider his decision, and, instead of ottering

Adapa the food and water of death, he places
before him the food and water of life

' Fetch for him food, of life, that he may eat thereof. They
brought him food of me", hut he did not eat. They brought
him water of life, but he did not drink. They brought him a

garment ; he put it on. They brought him oil ; he anointed
himself therewith.'

Adapa, it will be observed, strictly carries out
Ea's orders, and thus forfeits the boon of im-

mortality, which was placed within his reach.

The story presents parallels and contrasts with
the Biblical story of the Fall. Adam's loss of im-

mortality is due to disobedience ; but in his case an
inti'ntional deception is practised on him by an
evil spirit in the guise of a serpent, as against the
unintentional deception of Adapa by Ea. It is

evident that the story of Adapa is based on the
common nature myth of the change of seasons,

portrayed as a conflict between the storms of the

rainy season and the vegetation symbolized by
Adapa, who stands in some direct connexion with
the solar deity, Marduk, the son of Ea. The story
reflects the religious doctrine, developed in Baby-
lonia, that man, though of Divine origin, does not
share in the Divine trait of immortality, but the
reference to the food and water of life may be
taken as an indication that a contrary doctrine
must also have had its advocates ; and this view
is confirmed by allusions to a 'life' plant and
to 'life' waters in historical inscriptions and in

literary productions. Marduk is addressed as the
one who bestows this 'life' plant ;

* and if a king
like Esarhaddon expresses the hope that his rule

may be as beneficial as the 'life' plant, t it is

evident that the conception of the existence of

such a plant must have been a current one. So,

again, whatever the purpose that Gilgamesh, the
hero of the great Babylonian epic, has in mind in

seeking for a plant bearing the remarkable name
' restorer of youth to old age,' J the incident would
be unintelligible if it did not rest on the view that
'
life

'

w;as a gift that could be given to man by the
will of the gods, and that the life meant was not

merely a limited existence but life without end.

The same conclusion may be drawn from the
occurrence of the phrase

' water of life
'

in the re-

ligious literature. Jn the story of Ish tar's descent
to the lower world she is sprinkled with'the ' waters
of life' before she ascends to earth again. and on
the idea that water is a symbol of life is based an
entire series of rites practised in the Babylonian
temples. ||

The doctrine, tbns combined in the story of

Adapa with an old mature myth, furnishes the

proof of the deep interest which the problem of

*
Craig, Assyrian and Babylonian Religious Texts, i. 59

(K SSI61, 5).

t Meissner-Rost in Beitnige zur Assiir. iii. 255 (col. viii. 10-13).

I Tablet xi. 1. 298. See Jensen, Keilimchrifll. BiiiHot/iet,
vi. 1, p. 252.

See below, p. 57O.
II Seo Zimmern's article,

' Lebensbrot u. Lebenswasser im
Babylonischen und in der bibel' in Arcldc f. Religionswissen-
tcltajt, ii. 100-177.

death awakened in the Babylonian schools. Along
with the development of a systematized pantheon
we find the attempt made to give some definite

shape to the views regarding man's fate after

death has touched his body. The mystery of

death was deepened in the mind of primitive man
by the difficulty of conceiving that life could
come to an end ; and the daily phenomenon of the

awakening from sleep which must have appeared
to him as temporary death strengthened in him
the conviction that life does not come to an end,
or perhaps it would be more correct to say, made
it more dilliciilt for him to persuade himself that
death was equivalent to an annihilation of life.

The problem that thus presented itself was how to

reconcile the evident extinction of earthly activity
in the case of death with the conviction or the

instinct that life as such cannot come to an end.

There thus arose, as a result of primitive and

popular speculation on the mysterious theme, the
idea that, corresponding to the surface of the
earth as the scene of man's activity while life was
in his body, there was an abode in which those

whose earthly careers were over continued to enjoy
the privilege of the spark of life. The prevailing
custom of earth-burial, at least within the period
for which historical documents are at our dis-

posal, suggested, as a further natural conclusion,
that the abode in question was situated below the

surface of the earth. At this point, however,

popular speculation .appears to have stopped, and
the theologians of the Euphrates Valley stepped
in to develop the conception further, and to bring
it into accord with the theological system devised

by them. The sharp division between life and
death led them to select out of the company of

gods and goddesses a number that seemed fitted to

bo placed in control of the dead. A nether world

pantheon thus, gradually, arose by the side of the

group of great gods whose concern was with the

living.

(ii.) A nature myth found among the Tel el-

Amarna tablets,* based upon the phenomenon
of the change of seasons, has been made the
medium for giving expression to some of the doc-

trines of the priests regarding this pantheon for

the dead. It appears from the story, that origin-

ally a goddess known as Eresh-kigal, signifying
the '

lady of the nether world,' was placed at the
head of this pantheon. Pictured as the sister of

the gods, she is supposed to have her abode in the

interior of the earth, and is the counterpart of the

great goddess Ishtar, who, it will be recalled, is

the great mother-goddess, the symbol of vegeta-
tion and fertility on the earth. The gods are

represented as gathered together at a banquet,
and they send a message to their sister Erc.-h-

kigal, asking her, inasmuch as she cannot come up
to the gods, whose seat, according to the astro-

theology of the priests, is in heaven, at least to

send a messenger to fetch some of the food for

her. Eresh-kigal sends Namtar, the god of pesti-

lence, who is welcomed by all the gods except
Nergal. This goil fails to pay proper respect to

Eresh-kigal's messenger, and accordingly, on the

demand of the 'iady of the lower world,' Nergal
is handed over to her to receive the punishment of

death. At this juncture Ea steps in, and reassures

Nergal by giving him a bodyguard of fourteen

demons, who will aid him in his encounter with

Eresh-kigal. To judge from the names of these

demons -Burning, Fever, Abyss, etc. they seem
to symbolize misfortunes, ills, and accidents, that

bring death in their wake. Accompanied by these

* Published by Bezold, Tell el-Amarna Tablets in the flritiih

Mmnnn (London, 1892), p. 141 (No. 82). anil Wincklcr-Abel,

Thonta/elfiind ivn El-A mania (Berlin, ISSil), pp. 104, 105. See

Jensen, Keili tuchriftl. llibl. vi. 1, pp. 74-79.
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Je'lloll-, \elual ,1, mi's til the ^ales lit the n.'l IIIM

Wolld. His presence js announced ((> Ilis 'sl-tci

Ereah kigal. I'l.-irin^ hi- fi>nitc>i<n attendant- at

tin- \ al lolls gates, he ,-iil\ ances to Klesh ki'_:al, \\ llu

is sr.-itol ,i|l hcl til!. mi', sei/es IHT. allil
|llllls

her In

tin' ground. She appeals fur men\
1 Do not kill mei my brother. I.< t in. -,.

, tothei

Nergal, on hearing her, iclea-e- her. Sin' weeps
ami 11 tea

'

TI..I.I 'tin! I I ir JMV hiisl.;tinl, anil I u ill In' I In u n.
:

l\iii-sliij, ,,\ rr [In u nli ..,rlh I \\ill I" -l.n\ "ii 1 1 1. i-
;

Tin- tablet n( u is. I. .111 I uill ).|.i.
i- in tin hand.

Tliou shall In' lord
;

I will In-- huh.'

When Nergal heard thi'si' words, he dink liulil

of her, kissnl IIIT. ami wiped away lii'i' tear-. Tin'
liilili I. hailly preserved at various points, lifi'aks

nit with thr beginning uf Nergal s conciliatory

reply. Whatever else tin- stury may he intended
t illustrate, it aims to arnniiit for tin 1 tart

that at thr head of the
jiaiithi>i>u

of thr lower
wolid stand two ili'itirs, Ncrgal ami Kresh kigal.
The character of Nergal as the fierce and destruc-
tive power of (lie -ummor ami thr midday sun*
made him tile appiopi i.itr personage for this

position, ami, in accordance with tin- general

Iirinciple
pervading thr theological system of

tahylonia, it was proper that a male deity ami
not a goddess shouhl lie thr supreme ruler. ( In

the other hand, the story points to tin- e\i-tence
oi an earlier view perhaps of popular origin
an online to \vhirh a goddess oeeiipirs this posi-
tion. The suggestion has already liecn thrown
out, that Kresh kigal. 'the lady of the nether
win Id,' is the counterpart of Ishtar, 'the lady of
tin- earth' as she is frequently termed. An
element in the myth enihodied in the story is

then-lure the view found among many nations,
lh;it the earth -goddess, (luring the period when
vegetation ceases, has ileseendi'd into the bowels
of the earth either voluntarily or carried nil h\
tone. At the time, however, that the myth re-

ceived a definite literary form, the differentiation
I ii -t \\ ecu the two I -lit a is or the two aspect.s of the
'jn-at godde-- had taken place, and Krcsli-kigal
has become an independent figure, \\lmse place is

permanently fixed in the region hclow the-mface
of the earth.

liii.l A more delinite view of this region is fur-

nished in another tale likewise hasi-d on a myth
symbolical of the change fiom the summit to

tin- winter season, which incidentally strengthen*
tin- view hen- propo-ed that tie-re were originallv
two I'm IMS of I-htar, corresponding to the diilercnt

aspects presented hy tl artli during the period
of vegetation and during the equally lung period
of the year when nature seems to have perished.
At the same time, (he story, like that of Nergal
and Droll kifial, alieady as-iimes t he e\isteni-e of

un independent goddess mlingin the nether w<u-ld,
while antedating the assm-iation of a male deity
at her side. Although the closing lines of the story,
which proliahly indicated s,,nn- occasion for which
the i -i imposition as w i it ten, an- vety ohscnie. one
of the purposes of t he tale appeal's to have heeli to

slices] the |Ki-silii|ity of an escape lloni the region
of the ilend under certain comlilioiis not ea-\' of

fulfilment. The more direct \alu>-.ii the story for

Us, however, lies in the picture it draws of the
conditions prevailing in the place where the dead
weie supposed lii he gathered together a pi' hue
emliodyiii"; in part popular conception-, ami in

pint the further elal'oration of these conceptions
hy the theologian- of 1 ial i\ Ionia. The story opens
as follows : t

s, e ibore, r '

Tin' i;it. -i edition of the text is to be found in <

'!'!'* //-"//i Tablets in tht? H, '<<*!< M''- inn, .!.., \\
)

' in-! ", )i 1. nil i. i ii i Mi. . LI Mi . . .

i-iii tr. i h Sin directed II.T mind.*
'I'd.' .l,n:'_'lil,T ..1 Sin .lir.'.-t.-.l li.-r inin.l.'
T.. HI- d.irk house, iii" iiw.-iini.. ni h
T" tin- lit....' u!i.< .-miT T- 1 nut return,
To tin- n.a.l Ir.'iu which there is no path l.'.i.!ii IU

' In.'K.
T.. tin- house in which Hi. is,- win i nt.T :ir.' .l.'prived ot

light,
Whi-r.' .1 i -i i

- their ii.>im-liim-Mt, . U\ i h. .r food.
Thr) it., n. .1 -.'- h-lil, llic\ ilu. II in .tarkii.'ss,
1 'I'.l lii'.l like a hinl. with w ilia's as a c.i\ i-ring ;

On dor and lock tlu-t has settled.'

Ishlar arrives at the gate of the land without
return, and demands admission of the watchman,
threatening to break t he t lire-hold and the dom-
ain! lock, and to bring up the dead and restore
them to life unless her request is granted, l-htai -

hostile spirit indicates that she has in mind an
attack upon l'!fe-h-kigal, very much of the -ame
older w Inch prompts Nergal to seek admission to
the lady of the lower world. Both stories accord-

ingly illustrate the hostility existing between t he

upper and the lower pantheon; but it may be

questioned whether in an earlier form of the

story this hostility was introduced. From sub-

sequent references it would rather appear that
Ishtar is lorced to descend into the nether world,
to dwell there for a certain time; but with the
introduction of Kresh-kigal a.s an independent
figure permanently in control of the lower world
the old myth underwent a transformation, and
Ishtar is now represented as planning an invasion
of the region presided over by Kresh-kigal. The
latter regards the visit in this light, for, when the

presence of Ishtar at the gate is announced, she
is both enraged and grieved. The departure of
Ishtar 1 1 om the upper world inaugurates a season
if lamentation for the dead, and Kresh-kigal re-

-ent- the presence in her realm of Ishtar, who will
a I on -e the dead to a reali/alion of their sad fate

' What lias pri.inptcd her, what has induced her spirit?
Mi. ml. I I mil. '.'.I sit with her,
I'll <

I iv in -i. ..I < i i.Mtd, drink water instead of wine?
Should I weep over the husbands who left their wives?
Over the w..iin'ii who were snatched away from the emhrace

"I tlicir i-..rts !

Over the voun^ taken before their time should I weep?'

A motive had to be found for the hostile attitude
of the two sisters towards eaeh other. In the
a-e of I-hiar. it is anger with Kresh kigal, who
now controls tho.se who once belonged to her as
the mother of mankind. Ishtar loves mankind,
mil in another tale that of the Deluge she is

portrayed a- actually weeping over the destruc-
tion of her offspring. Popular fancy, reinforced

by theological speculation, accordingly pictured
Ishtar as proceeding to the lower world once a

year, in order to sit with the dead, share their

loo.l, and weep over their inexorable fate. Hence
"ler violent hatred of Kresh kigal. The watchman
s ordered to admit the goddess, and to treat her

iccoiding to the existing laws. That the simv
ias I n transformed by the introduction of new
notives rendered neces-arv by the differentiation
if 1-ht.ir from Eresh-kigaX is shown by the wel
ome winch t he watchman gives Ishtar, and which
s in glaring contradiction to the threats which
-htai has uttered

1

Kilter, 1113- lady, Cuthah t (rreets thec ;

The palace o! the lund without return rejoices at tliv

presence.'

AS -lie passes through the seven gates ot iln-

icther world the various articles of her apparel
ue taken away. At the lirst gate her crown i-

. ,rr. *|> mil' _ I.. Haw hiison, iv.- pi. .'H ; recent trunsi ,1 i,,n, ic,

1. MM n. A . '../r/. Ililit. vi. 1, pp. so '.it; ami .
I.

:. .s.'li. i - / . . ii-..'i tier f/nVc/i- mi'' I I/- /..... ninl.'
.1

'

See also Ziuimern, A'-

*
J.it'Titllv .

'

placed her ear.'

t The Minn- ot an important centre in southern Iia!>\ I. .MM
-liii'li was Id.- s.-jit ..I N.I i: ,1 ![.,,,,- I.. , i.mejj a

poetical designation for the lu-tli. r woil.l.
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removed, at the second her earrings, at the third
her necklace, at the fourth her breastplate, at the
fifth her studded girdle, at the sixth the ornaments
on her hands and feet, and at the seventh, finally,
her loincloth, so that, when she enters the presence
of Eresh-kigal, she is quite naked.
The symbolical significance of this gradual strip-

ping of the goddess is quite evident ; it marks the

gradual decay of vegetation at the approach of the

rainy and winter season, and incidentally may
have furnished the priests with a doctrinal ex-

planation why the images of Ishtar, which the

people placed in the temples as votive offerings,

frequently portrayed her as naked.*
The naked Ishtar, thus forced to obey laws not

of her making, is clearly a different figure from
the one portrayed at the opening of the story,
intent upon forcing an entrance to Eresh-kigal
with some evil intent. To adapt the old myth to

the later conception, Ishtar is described as rushing
towards Eresh-kigal, hut, without a struggle, is

overpowered by Namtar, who, at the command of

the lady of the nether world, smites Ishtar with

sixty diseases affecting all her organs and limbs.

The symbolism of the original myth is once more
apparent in the description of what followed upon
thr imprisonment for such it is of Ishtar in ' the

palace of the land without return.'

' When the lady Ishtar had descended to the land without
return,

The bull no longer mounted the cow, the ass did not mount
the she-ass,

The man did not go to the maid to lie with her.'

These lines evidently describe in naive language
the cessation of fertility on earth with the depar-
ture of the great mother-goddess. The gods, also,
bewail the departure of Ishtar from their midst,
and plan for her release from the nether world.
Sin and Ea are appealed to, and Ea creates a

mysterious being, Asushu - namir, whose name,
signifying 'his going forth is brilliant,' points to

a solar deity perhaps the god of the spring sun
who brings back vegetation and fertility to nature.
Asushu-namir forces his entrance into the nether
world despite the opposition of Eresh-kigal, who is

enraged also at this new intruder. He besprinkles
Ishtar with the water of life and takes her with
him. At each gate the articles taken away from
her at her entrance are restored to her, until she

emerges in all her glory. The story closes with
references, which are not altogether clear, to a
festival in honour of Tain muz, a solar deity,

symbolizing the spring, who is designated as the

youthful lover of Ishtar.

We see, then, that we are to distinguish in

the story the following elements (f) the old
nature myth symbolical of the change of seasons,

representing Ishtar as forced at a certain season
of the year to leave the earth, followed by her
release in the spring ; (-2) the combination oif this

myth with the later view, representing Eresh-

kigal as an independent goddess, permanently
established as ruler in the nether world ; leading
to (3| the hostility between the two goddesses. It

will be observed that references to two festivals

celebrated in Babylonia have been introduced into
the story a lamentation at the time of Ishtar's

descent, and a rejoicing on her return. Further,
the story has been made the medium for illustrat-

ing the current views regarding the abode of the

dead, and the hope at least is suggested that,

through the gods, a release from the control of

Eresh-kigal is possible. Beyond this, however,
the theologians did not venture to go, and such

epithets as 'restorer of the dead,' occasionally
given to certain gods, have reference to the power

*
See, e.fi., the illustrations in Peters' Sippur, ii. p. 370, pi. ii. ;

Scheil, i'ne Saison tie t'uuillct d Sippur (Cairo, 1902), p. 81.

of the gods to save the desperately ill those

apparently already in the power of the gods of the
nether world from the dark abode ; but they do
not imply a real resurrection of the dead.
On the whole, the description given of

' the land
without return,' at the opening of the story we
have just considered, represents the prevailing
doctrines in both Babylonia and Assyria. The
name given to the abode of the dead is commonly
Aralii, and the references to it in the religious
literature show that it was pictured as a large
dark cavern in the interior of the earth, with the
entrance from the west, within which was situated

the palace of Eresh-kigal. The approach to the

great cavern is by means of a stream which must
be crossed by the dead. Once in the great cavern,
the dead are under the control of Nergal and

Eresh-kigal, and around this pair we find a group
of deities and demons who act as messengers and
attendants, and constitute the pantheon of the
nether world, which is almost as extensive in its

scope as that which controls the world of the living.
How far, according to the popular view, the dead
were endowed with consciousness of their sad

state, it is difficult to say. If the references to

dust and earth as the food of the dead are more
than poetical metaphors, they must have been
conceived as being at least conscious of their

misery ; while references both in the historical and

religious literature to libations and food-offerings
for the dead and to the curse resulting from leav-

ing the dead unburied, or from exposing them,
after burial, to the sunlight, show that the dead
were supposed to require the care and forethought
of the survivors.* In this respect, a passage at

the close of the Gilgamesh epic perhaps the most
notable literary achievement of Babylonia is of

significance. Eabani, boused in Aralrt, appears to

Gilgamesh at his solicitation, and reveals to him
some of the secrets of the life in the dark abode j

' He rests on a couch,
I'rinking pure water,
Who died in battle, as you and I have seen.J
His father and mother support his head,
His wife with him. . . .

But he whose body is thrown in the field,

As vou and 1 have seen,
The leavings of the pot, remains of food,
What is thrown into the street, he eats.

1

According to this passage, a distinction was made
between the fate of those who died an honourable

death, and by implication were properly taken care

of, and those who were not accorded a fitting burial.

.Still, even the fate of those who were suitably

provided for, to whom food and libation-offerings
were regularly made, was sad enough ; and Gil-

gamesh, in a lament over his dead friend Eabani,

portrays with striking vividness the gloomy exist-

ence of those who are gathered together in Aralu.

They lie there, inactive, deprived of the pleasures
that this world offers, shorn of their strength and

powers prisoners without hope of release. Sad-
ness is thus the prevailing note when the thoughts
of the living turn to the fate in store for mankind
after life has fled from the body. Only occa-

sionally do we find the expression of a faint belief

that all is not dark and gloomy for the dead, that

at least some favoured individuals enjoy a better

fortune. At one time the view appeared to have
been held that the kings after their death were
accorded a place among the gods.H Statues of the

* See the collection of passages in A. Jeremias, Die Bain/-

Irmiscli-Asxiirisclien Vorstellunijen mm Leben nach dcm Tode

(Leipzig, ISiST), pp. 46-58.

t Tablet xii. col. vi. (ed. Haupt, Beitrage z. Assyr. i. p. 65).

See Jensen, Keilins. Bilit. vi. 1, pp. 264, 205.

I i.e. as every one knows.

5 Tablet xii. col. i. (ed. Haupt, Brit. z. Assyr. i. p. 57).

II See the collection of references in Radau, Early Babylonian
History, pp. 3U7-317.
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rulers were placed in the temples ami accorded
Hivinc liniiiiiirs, anil even temples were creeled

healing their name-. I'.nl though this view may
have liinl a .-tinn^ hold ii|

tin- masses at one
linn', in coiine\ion with tin/ belief that the rulers,
us standing elose to the gods, were in some way
ill-, -ended from them, it soon lust its hohl, ami we
Irani lit t le aliout it alter I he davs ot Ilaniinuralii.

In thu t!ilgamc-h epic, likewise, wfiii-h want of

spare forliiil- 11- to treat at length," there is a most

important hint of an escape from the onlinary fate
ol mortals through the intereession of the ;ju,ls.

(iilgamcsh, in the i-oiu-e ut his wanderings, eomes
tu I t napishtimt to seek release trnui the disease
with which he has been .smitten. Although a

ninrtal, I't-iiapi-htini is plaeeil with the gods,
after l!e], tin- instigator of a Mood whieli lias de-
s'iu\ed mankind, lias I.eeunie reeoneiled, through
the intervention of Kn -the god of lininaiiity to

(he preservation of I't-napishtim and his family
from the general destrurtion. There are also

sum* further references,* though all more or le-s

ohsenre. hieli admit of an interpretation pointing
to tile possibility ot" a renewal of real life after
death, lint these, while foreshadowing the rise

of a doetrine of resurrection as taken up by later

Judaism and by Christianity, do not coiintei-

dalanee the gloomy view of Aralll, whieli Bcema
to have remained for all times (lie prevailing one.
Had this not Keen tlie ease, we should not have
found, as late as the days uf Nchiichadrc//ar II

,

pictorial representations of the life after death,
which could have aroused only feelings of terror
and fear ou the part of those who heheld them.:)

vii. TI.MPI.ES AND CULT. The existence of
numerous temples, partieulai ly in Babylonia, but
also, though to a lesser decree, in Assyria, mav
he taken as an index of the firm hold which the

religion we have Keen describing had upon the

peuple. The political centre-- dining the various

periods of Babylono-Assyrian history are also the

religious centres, and the nilns of liali\ Ionia and

Assyria vie with one another in manifesting their
dcMition to the gods, by rebuilding, restoring,
enlarging, and beauliu ing the sacred edifices.

These temples, iiiiatlccted hy the political \icissi

tildes of the cities in which they stood, /ained in

.sanctity a.s the years and centuries rolled on.
Whether we turn to some of the oldest rulers
kiiuu n to us. like Naram Sin and I lude.-i. or to the
members of the New l!al>\ Ionian dynasty, one of

their chief concerns was tlie care of the temples,
(iiidea ti-lls ns in -real detail of a dream which
was sent to him, and which is interpreted a-
tl nler of Ninih to Imilil his temple K-niniiu
at Shirpurla. At the do f 1 :,i i \ I .tnan his.

tory we liinl Nehuehadre//ar II. imarial'K add

ing to his titles Mhe heanlilier of E-sagila and
K-xida.' the sacred ediliees of liahylon and lior-

fippa respectively. < 'oiisiderahly o\rr one hum lied

'emples and sanctuaries are mentioned in the
native and historical inscriptions known tu n- ;

and if we add to thc-e the several humlred inci-

A full dis.'nssimi <-f the vari i nu "' t'"
i-i,-, wiih

an int<T|>n laliMi, i-( ils nli be found -n I'M

J;tr'l <'li;iptT M| id. pif-int writers /.'

.1 , ictu <r.M>.
t Thr r,M<lii'i.- MM\*

a>lMjit,'l
p.r "

> IUUDI "f tin- IHTM of the
1 i- 'I S,'t- /.HMUH rn, /v. II, (/. Allf !

p. M5, n. -'.

I
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:

'

j
| Ximmeni,
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dentally mentioned in the icli/ioiis literature, in

tin- < mei'Ciol lahlcts, and those o.', -iimn;,' a*

elements in |,ru|,i'i names, and in Viatl "t -\ll.i

haries. it lieeomes evident that the l'.ii|,lnates
\ alley was fairly studded with editires ,,i ,,ne kind
in another dedicated to the gods ami uo.lde-seb of
I he pall! li,', HI.

The names of these temples are huth interest inu-

and instructive, as relleeting the ideals and hopes
by which their builders were swayed. Marduk'^
main ediliee at Mahylon is called A'-v"/'''.

'

I hi

lofty house'; the temple of Nebo at llorsippa is

h, :nl'i,
' the true ur legitimate house '; the temple

of t he sun M,,, I at Sippar and Larsa is appropriate! y
called E ii'ii'i-ii, 'tin- brilliant house' : ami in the
-anie spirit the temple of the moon-god at I'r was
designated as

E-fjlsll-shir-gal, 'house of the great
luminai v : while his sanctuary at IJarran was
called E-khul-khul, 'the house of joys.' liel's

sanctuary at Nippur was known as h-kiir, 'the
mountain house'; Ishtars tem])le at Erech as

E-anna, 'house of heaven' or 'lofty house, h, r

sanctuary in Nineveh as E-mosh-mash, signifying

jnol.alily
' house of oracles' ; a sanctuary of Nin-

kharsag is known as E-gal-mnklt, 'the great
palace.

1

Other names are E-kharSGQ'kurKUI'tl,
' the house i if the mountain of all lands' ; E-kharaag-
!//", 'house of the shining mountain'; E-ilini-

"ii/i'i, 'the house of heavenly construct ion ';

E-Hn-inaI;h, 'house of the great lord'; E-nin-
ni'il. -,

' house of the great lady'; E-tiln, 'house
of life,' and so on, ad infnitum. In the case of
these names, it is to be observed that some of

them designate a temple hy an attribute or

descriptive epithet of the god to whom it is dedi-

cated, like I'.lmrra, 'house of splendour,' for

Shamash, or E-nin-nUttch, 'house of the great
lady,' for Ishtar ; others are expressive of a hope
or ideal, as 'house of life, 'or 'legitimate house.'

Many of the names embody the idea of great
height, as of a mountain. To this category belong
not only those which contain the word 'moun-
tain

'

as one of their parts, but such as convey
the idea of reaching up to heaven. Such names
are more than mere metaphors. They furnish,
indeed, ihe keynote to the explanation of what is

the must characteristic feature of sacred ediliees

in l'.ah\ Ionia. Kesides the temple proper, in which
the worshippers assembled, and in which there was
an inner chamber for the reception of the sacred

image of the god, every temple in an important
centre had attached to it a tower, consisting of
lluee to seven storeys, provided either with a
sloping ascent leading around each storey till the

top was reached, or having a staircase from one
storey to another. The winding ascent iluscrilied

by lierodotus (i. 181) appears to have been the
more characteristic form, and suggests a mountain
road ; while the main purpose served by these
towers, namely, to erect something that would be

impressive by its height, points likewise in (In-

direction of their being, in fact, imitations of

mountain peaks. To such towers the name -_i/.-.

kiimt, signifying a 'high' place or edifice, was
gnen. If it were certain that then'/./."/-'/ repre
sentcd the oldest type of the Babylonian saint ii.n y,

important conclusions might he drawn as to tin-

origin of the race that laid the foundations of

liabj Ionian culture. The proof, however, for -m-h
a view is not forthcoming, and all therefore that
can In- said is that the idea of erecting a

ediliee iii imitation of a mountain must have
Keen introduced liy some group which, beion-

settling in the Mat Euphrates Valley (which is

absolutely devoid of hills, and wheie not even
stom- is lound to serve as building mateual .

must have lived in a mountainous country, urn-

naturally thinks of Arabia, whence we luiow
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there was a steady stream of migration into the
Euphrates Valley ; and if it be borne in mind that

among the ancient Arabs mountain tops were
regarded as sacred, and that down to a very late
date the favourite sanctuaries of the Semite popu-
lation of Palestine and Syria were on eminences,
we may perhaps go a step further, and regard the
zikkurat as a distinctively Semitic product an
attempt on the part of the Semitic settlers in the

Euphrates Valley to reproduce, by heaping tip
masses of clay (tli" only building material avail-

able), the mountain peaks, on the top of which
they supposed their gods to dwell, and which
their priests, acting as mediators, ascended when
they wished to obtain an oracle or to secure aid
from their gods.
The zikkurats, like the temples proper, have their

iiiinirs. These names, while frequently embodying
the view that the zikkurnta were intended to be
built in imitation of mountains, are also of interest
because of their testimony to the cosmological
doctrines taught in the schools of Babylonian
theology. Thus the zikkitrnt at Nippur bore the
name E-dur-an-ki, the link of heaven and earth,'
a name originally suggested by the ambition of
the builders to raise the tower to a great height,
but with which speculations were connected asso-

ciating the zikknrnt with the great mountain of
the world where the gods dwell, which readies from
the confines of Apsu

' the deep,' as the seat of Ea
to the domain of Ann,

' the god of heaven.' The
seven storeys, of which some of the most notable
zikkurats as, e.g., those in Babylon, Borsippa, and
Erecb consisted, were associated with the seven
zones into which the earth was divided by the

Babylonians, or with the seven planets. Accord-

ingly, the zikkurat of Borsippa was called E-ur-
imiii-an-ki,

' house of the seven planets (literally

'governors') of heaven and earth,' while that at
lirech was E-tjipar-ur, 'house of seven zones.'

Similarly, E-temen-an-ki,
' the foundation stone of

heaven and earth,' the name of Marduk's zik-
kurat at Babylon, conveys a cosmological concep-
tion of a more specific character, while E-pn,

' the
summit house,' the name of the zikkurnt at Shir-

purla, embodies merely the idea of great height,
and E-gubbn-an-ki,

' the point of heaven and
earth,' the name of a zikkiirat in Dilbat, combines
again the original idea of great height with
speculations regarding

' the mountain of the world.'

If, now. we rind temples, pure and simple, bear-

ing names connected with the idea of mountain
heights, it is evident that such nomenclature is

dependent upon the names given to the zikknrats,
and that, even though temples may be as old
in the Euphrates Valley as zikkiirats, it is the
zikkurat which acquires predominant significance
as the characteristic sanctuary. Whether every
sanctuary contained at the top a shrine where the

image of the god was placed as described by
Herodotus is a question that cannot be answered
delinitely. If there was an ascent leading to the
top, it is natural to conclude that the ascent was
made, and that some symbol of sanctity was to
be found there. But the evidence is overwhelm-
ing, that in later times it was to the temples
the large structures with courts and halls for

worshippers that the people repaired, while the
zikkurat survived as a religious symbol, rather
than as the active expression of the desire for com-
munion with the gods. The interesting suggestion
has recently been thrown out,* that around the base
of the zilfkurats the Babylonians were accustomed
to bury their dead. But it could only have been
the privileged few, as in the case of the '

pyramid'
burials of Egypt, to whom such a sacred site was
assigned as their last resting-place ; and the custom

*
Hilprecht, Explorations in Bible Lands, p. 465 f.

could only have arisen at a time when the original
purpose of the zikkurats was obscured by the
greater and more active prominence assumed by
the temples.
As yet the excavations conducted in Babylonia

and Assyria have not succeeded in furnishing us
with definite material for determining more than
the general character of the Babylonian temples.
In the case of large centres such as Nippur, Sippar,
Babylon, and Nineveh, there developed an entire
sacred area, or quarter, which took its name from
the chief edifice. So at Nippur, E-kur is no>.

merely the name for the temple of Bel or En-lil,
but for a large quarter of the city, in which stood
sanctuaries and chapels erected to various gods and
goddesses. At Nippur and at Babylon all the
great gods and goddesses were thus represented,
forming, as it were, the court gathered around the
chief deity. The sacred area of E-kur at Nippur is

estimated to have covered eight acres, and that of

E-sagila at Babylon, at which excavations are now
being conducted, was probably much greater. Near
the zikknrnt stood the sanctuary of the chief god,
surrounded by a large court, and, if one may draw
a general conclusion from two small Assyrian
temples excavated by Layard at Nimrod,* the
main features of the temple proper were a long
ball leading into a small room, and the '

holy of

holies,'known as the papnkhn or ji'iniktcu, in which
stood the image of the god or goddess, as the case

might be. Into this sacred chamber none but the

priests, or a worshipper accompanied by a priest,
were permitted to enter, t In front of the image
stood the altar to the god ; but it is likely that in
the larger room, as well as in the open court around
the sanctuary, altars were also placed for the
regular and ordinary sacrifices, the penetration
into the 'holy of holies' being restricted to special
occasions, and probably also to privileged indi-

viduals, besides the priests, and absolutely for-

bidden to the general masses. At Nippur two
large divisions appear to have existed within the
sacred area one devoted perhaps to the chapels
and sanctuaries of the deities (according to a
tablet, no fewer than 24 J) that were worshipped
in Nippur ; the other reserved for the zikknrnt, the

temple of Bel proper, and possibly for the dwellings
of the priests, the temple treasury, and the like.

Apart from this feature of the temples of Baby-
lonia and Assyria in the large centres, which made
them gathering- places for the worship of other
deities besides the one to whom the entire area
was sacred, the position of the priests as judges
and scribes led to the extension of the temple area
for other than strictly religious purposes. Not
only were the courts of justice established within
the sacred place, but commercial agreements were
drawn up there in the presence of priests acting
as scribes ; and all transactions involving money
matters, such as marriage-settlements, registering
of wills, agreements between landlord and tenant,
sale of slaves, houses, fields and crops, building
contracts, hiring of ships, workmen, and the like,
came before the priests, in whose presence, like-

wise, all legal disputes and lawsuits were adjudi-
cated. Within the temple area the legal archives
of the country were kept, and the public treasury
was under the control of the representatives of

religion. More than this, the temple organizations
acquired large holdings of lands and property, and
themselves engaged in commercial transactions on
a large scale. The legal archives, found in such

* Discoveries among the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon
(London, 1S57), plan 2.

t For a pictorial representation of a kino: being led into tin 1

presence of the sun-j^od by a priest, see RezoH, A//; // x.t'l

Babylon (Leipzig 1903), p. 8". On seal-cylinders similar scenes
are frequently depicted.

t Hilprecht, I.e. 480.
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centres as Sippar, Sliir|>iii la, anil Nippur, n-M-al

indeed an astonisliin-. actmly of iln- tcmpli- in

this direction, l.aige bodies nl' l;i hoin ei - ere

indentured to the temples, ami slaves Men-
owned or controlled l.\ the piii-ls ailing a-, tin;

accredited a-cnts i some temple organization.
These labonieis and .hiM- Men- in turn hired out

liy tin- temples; hanks Men- esta hlislied in con-

nexion witli tlie temples, and hundred, of tablets

lia\ e lii-cn found ree.iidin- sums lent on interest,

neenlinls of tile temple in dispo-iii". of crops, ill

ler.tmg Held-, selling and Inlying eaille, and deal-

ing \vitli all tin- blanches of liaiter and exchange
in which lay merchant- v. ere engaged.* Such a

state of aliairs aided materially, not only ill pro-
moting llle illlpol lailee nl llle temples, lillt ill

maintaining the inlluenee of the priests, to whose
more specifically icli-ioiis turn-lions we now turn.
The |iolitieal growth of lioih llaliylonia and

A--yiia contributed directly tow ar.l- making the

religious position of tile priests Inole secure.

.Military enterprise, were ne\er undertaken with-
ont i cin-ult in-, tin- \\i-h of the gods bv mean, of

omens and oraeles. hi like manner, the masses,
imitating the example of their rn\al masli-r...

repaired to the tempi.-. In-fore selling out on a

journey, or liefore building a liouse, m in order to

M-eure relief from sullering, to avert impending
di-a-ter, or to seek tin the int i-rpret at ion of all

strange and unusual occurrences. From being

originally the guardians of small shrines and
sanctuaries, erected ..* tin- dwelling places of the

gods li pn -rilled by image-, placed in the most
sai-ii-d part of the edifice, the priests thus became,
and continued to lie, the guides, physicians, and
co-inse]|ors O f the king and of his sulijeets.

Tin 1

general term for 'priest' M a- .V/IOII//H, the

meaning of which is not certain, t hut with the

growth of the temples into large estalili.liment.s

B . ili'Tentiation if priestly functions took place,
and we can distinguish three chief elas.es : ln'n-i'i.

' sin, t|i.a\ er 1,1 -01111-11 piiest '; li.i/ii/iii, i \orcizer ';

and uimmaru, sin-ei.' Each of these classes was
probably further siil.dn idi-d -o as to provide loi

eon! inni iiis at tendance a t the -hi inc.. Tin- -peeial
duties pertaining t.i cadi ela-s ale clearly indi

rated liy their nan..-., the l,,im In-inj; the [iriest
verged in the interpretation of omens, tin 1

iix/ii/ni

the one l.y \\hnin the demon* and .\itchcs were
i M.I. i/e,l, and tin 1 :nm mm-ii the designation for

the l.ody of prii-.ts \\ ho conducted tin- service

proper at festivals and in connexion itli I he -aci i-

Bces llnl besides tli.-.e ilm-e -eneral das..-. Ihcre
m u -t ha\ e l a others to whom the other functi
carried on liy the pii.-.t. weie assigned. Such
de-i^nalions for 'prie-t.' as m "n"iii/ni _ Mailer,'

/.<//. irii = 'lioMler,' indicate thai dn u>' -infers
'

formed a special siil..li\ i.ion, \\lio chanted the
lamentations for the dead.

Tin- instruction of aspirants to the temple .

W8 : t her important function. This led to tin-

institution of schools, and the numerous tal,let~

i \eici-e an I practice, found in A^surbanipal'a

lil.rary, and in other collections of which iraumc-nis
are no\\ known lo US, intlodnce n. to the method.

p. ii, .ted in the..- .el |.. I :,_ in niii;.' with the

simple ari|iiireiiienis ..i leading and writini:. t he
eXeli-i.e. led step I .V step lo aei| llai II t a !l. e \\ ; I 1 1

as? i,ilo-..ica], medical, and judicial hue. as well as

to initiation into the interpretation of omens,
methods of divination and eMirci/.inj;, sacrificial

mr ef tin- -i:. .

if the '
in]'!.

?st:llili..liliirllt., ill tht I ].,'.' .;.

': Bei -.\ii \\i\.
t /lllj.-.l.TII s .!('"_'. "-li'il. /l

t
1 "

i ;

'

l-l'iti-i!,],-. ,\J,ir,-

prehatil- is . I. ... ii - < i,-u .

'

171) Unit it is

tint this
Hi. "i ,1 10 in\,.lvi-s ilitlici:li>.-s uf a craMim.iti

details, the ritual to In- oli-ei \ ed o'i \aliou

sions, and kno le.l^e of tin- doctrines t, in-lit l.y

I he 1 lleo|o"i..:|s
'

\Vllile a- yel e UIIOM- lit t le of t lie detail- of tllU

organization ot the
|

i n-st h i at ih.--i.-ai temples,

lieyond the laet oi its general dni-ion-, and the

existence of a hi-li -

priest
'

\\ ho exercised a

lllea-llle nf authority OVel all, it is intele.lin- lo

note that. a. amoii"; the Hebrews, certain qualiti-
.at;.'ii. \\eie ic.juiicd on the part of those \\lio

wished to di-Mite themselves to the priesthood.
Tin y had to I.e sound in mind and l.ody. and \\ell

pro] o; i ioiied. The leper was excluded, a- M ell as

any one Mho had a bodily defect: a mutilated

Illllh. delecli\c eyesight, or eVell tile I .-- i- "1 .1

full set of leelh, appears to have been siillicieiit to

c.xilmle one n the priesthood. t The chief

classes amone the priests formed a kind of -mid

compos.. I ..i leitain families. To this ^'iiild none
but memhcis ,,t these families were admitted;
hnt such restrictions do not seem to have applied
10 the lar-.e ho.lv of attendants who pel foi ined

I he menial duties in the e/reat temples, or who
were engaged in eonnexion with their business

affairs.

\ 1 1 ature of fie Babylonian priesthood which
calls for some mention is the presence of women
in the pric-tl\ service. Cmlep, refers to 'wailing
women in one of his inscriptions. \\"e have had
occasion to refer to oracles furnished by women,t
and iii historical and votive inscription.* of various

women attached to the service of some
-od or other are not infrequently mentioned.
\Yhile such priestesses are by no means limited

to temples dedicated to -oddesses, Shalliash prle-t-
t-s.es bcin;,' particularly prominent, it would appear
that as devotees to the service of the jrreat "o.id.-s-

l-htar in her temples in the south, as at Kiech,
and liahylon, as well as in the north, at

\ in. ^ eh and Arliela, they retained positions of in-

llncnce throughout all periods, though the general
011 ivation may be made, that this position is

more prominent in the earlier than in the later

peiio.ls. The names for 'priestesses' were: Kn-
i/i<i,/n, 'holy one': khnriitu, which embodies a
similar idea of being 'set aside'; shamkhntii,

pleasure maiden'; and kisritu, the meaning of

which is not known. Priestesses appear also to

have been employed in connexion with certain

m\ -tei ious rites practised in the temples, to sym
Imli/e the fertility for which the goddess Ishtar

.to...!, though it should be added that no references

have as yet been found in the religious literature

to justify Herodotus' statement (i. 19U) that obscene
i lie- formed part of the regular Ishtar cult.

Abundant as is the material now at our disposal
for a study of the religious rites and ceremonies
ohscited in Babylonia and Assyria, it is not
siillicieiit to enable us to reconstruct in detail tin-

ritual observed in the temples in connexion with

the oilerinft of sacrifices, the seeking of orach-,
the interpretation of omens, and the horn

the gods on festive occasions. All that we can do

.lit is, by piecing together the rei, i,

the . ult scattered through the historical litera-

ture, and by combining these references \\ith

data furnished by the religions texts, to pi.
-. nt

ial picture of the different phases of ti.e cult

1 on at the temples of Babylonia and Ass\ ria.

\ in other religions of antiquity which had
in article hv the present writer,

'

'I

,\'s VHC SaifOH lie I

TI'S Introduction to part ii. of ).:

- a litliyioii, p, ST.

:

- -f frequent occurrence : '

Hnmmuralii i
i

i in Uiu
i inlet \i. 1L Isi, I3oj.
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reached an advanced stage of organization, sacri-

fices, both of animals and of vegetable products,
played the most prominent part in the official

cult. Gudea. in one of his inscriptions,
* furnishes

us with a long list of offerings made by him.
These include oxen, sheep, goats, lambs, fish,

birds (e.g. eagles, doves, etc.), and such products
as dates, milk, and greens. From other sources
we may add gazelles, wine, butter, honey, garlic,

corn, herbs, oil, spices, and incense. The list itself

shows that the conception of sacrilice had advanced
from mere homage to the gods to providing an
income for the needs of the temple service. While
there are some traces in the Babylonian religion

pointing to the existence, at one time, of the con-

ception of sacrifice as a meal to be shared by the

worshipper with his deity, t this stage had long
been passed before the days of Gudea (o. 3000

B.C.). The organization of the priesthood, with
the various functions of the priests above set

forth, necessitated a system that might secure to

the temples a regular income ; and the frequent
references to tithes in the tablets forming part of

the temple archives, and even to monthly tributes,
indicate a fixed system of taxes levied upon the

people. The sacrifice, which invariably accom-

panies the act of consulting the priest for any
particular purpose, falls likewise within the cate-

gory of an assessment for the service rendered,
and not a merely voluntary offering or a, ritualistic-

observance, though such an observance is also a
factor involved. The pure homage to the gods,

by virtue of this development of the cult, was re-

served largely for the priests, who, on their part,
ottered a daily sacrilice, as well as on stated

occasions during the year, to ensure the goodwill
of the gods in whose service they were. We have
indeed reason to believe that, in the large temples,
sacrifices of animals were brought twice every day

in the morning and in the evening ; but in the
case of these sacrifices, likewise, only certain por-
tions were consumed on the altar, while the rest

belonged to the priests.
Besides the tithes and the regular sacrifices, there

were frequent occasions as after a victory, or at

the rebuilding of a sacred edifice, or the reinstitu-

tion of a temple cult, which, for some reason, had
suffered interruption when the rulers bestowed
liberal gifts, or pledged themselves to a regular
ottering of animals, produce of the fields, garments,
ornaments, and the like, all of which helped to

swell the income of the temples. Gifts of vari-

ous kinds, and votive tablets of precious stone
or of precious metals, are also frequently referred

to as having been presented to the temples by
State officials, and by individuals in their private

capacity, so that the element of personal homage
to the gods did not entirely disappear in the ever-

increasing share taken by the official cult in the

performance of religious rites.

There were also certain occasions of the year
when the people repaired to the temples to join in

the homage to be rendered to the gods Indeed
the religious calendars drawn up by the Baby-
lonian priests J show that in the course of time

every day of the year was invested with some
significance ; but, in addition to this, there were
certain months and certain days set aside for

special homage to some god or goddess. Thus the
sixth and eleventh months Elul and Shebat

appear to have been sacred to Ninib. This same
sixth month was observed as a sacred period in

honour of Ishtar. At the temple to Shamash in

*
Inscription G, cols. iiL-vi. (de Sarzec, Decouvertcs en

ChaMte, pi. K.
t See W. Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites (2nd ed.

London, 1S04), Lectures vi.-ix.

J See, p..?., Rawlinson, iv.2 pi. 32, 33 ;
v. pi. 48, 49.

RawKnson. i. 23. col. ii. 134.

Sippar we learn of six days in the year
* the 7th

day of Nisan (first month), 10th of lyyar (second

month), 3rd of Elul (sixth month), 7th of Tishri

(seventh month), loth of Arakhshamna (eighth
month), and the loth of Adar (twelfth month)
that were invested with a special significance.
There are two festivals, however, that appear to

have been particularly prominent from the oldest",

period down to the latest days the New Year's

festival, celebrated for a period of eleven days
during the month of Nisan, which fell in the

spring ;
and the festival of Tammuz, which

occurred in the fourth month.
The New Year's Day, known as Zagmitk, is

referred to in the inscriptions of Gudea, and is

there declared to be in honour of the solar deity
Nin-girsu and of his consort Ban, who occupies at

this time, in the district controlled by Gudea, the

position which afterwards was reserved for Ishtar.

The spring, as the period when nature awakens
to fresh life, when fertility, interrupted by the

long season of rain and storms, once more mani-
fests its power, would naturally be associated with
a solar deity and with the mother-goddess ; hut

when, at a subsequent period, Marduk was ad-

vanced to a position at the head of the pantheon,
the honours of the New Year's celebration were
transferred to him. The festival season in the
month of Nisan was known as Akitu, whereas the

term Zagmuk proper is applicable only to the first

day. Gifts to Bau marked the day in Gudea's

time, whereas, in the days of Mardnk's supremacy,
a formal procession of the gods, headed by Marduk,
along the sacred street of Babylon, t was one of

the chief features. In accordance with the views

developed in the schools of Babylon, Marduk was

supposed to hold an assembly of the chief gods
extending from the 8th to the llth day of the

sacred month, for the purpose of deciding the fate

of individuals during the coming year. In this

way a more distinctively religious character was

given to an occasion winch was originally an agri-

cultural festival, marking the beginning of seed-

time in the spring.
Likewise of popular origin was the festival of

Tammuz, the youthful consort of Ishtar, who is

slain by the goddess. The death of Tammuz
symbolizes the approaching end of the summer
season. Ishtar, though the producer of fertility,

cannot maintain it beyond a certain period, and
the change of seasons was popularly interpreted as

due to the cruelty of the goddess, who deceives

the youthful Tammuz a solar deity, symbolizing
more particularly the sun-god of spring-time and,
after gaining his love, destroys his life. Tammuz
disappears in the fourth month of the year, and in

his place comes Nergal, the violent and raping
summer sun, which consumes everything with his

fiercely burning rays, and in whose wake follow

disease and pestilence. To this festival a more

distinctively religious turn was likewise given by
the Babylonian theologians, through making it a
kind of ' All Souls' Day

'

for the commemoration of

the dead. Dirges were sung by the wailing women,
to the accompaniment of musical instruments, and

offerings were made to the dead. This Tammuz
festival appears to have been common to several

branches of the Semites, though its spread and
continuance throughout the Semitic world may
have been due directly to Babylonian influences.

The Tammuz cult was' maintained till a late day
by the Pho-nkians, among whom the youthful god
was known as Adonis ; and there is an interest-

ing reference in Ezekiel (8
14

), showing that the

Hebrews also continued to observe the Tammuz
* Rawlinson. v. 61, col. v. 51-vi. 8.

t Now excavated by the German expedition. See Jnilheii

unyeii <ter Drntsch.cn 'Orient, (lesettixhajt, No. 6.
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fe-ti\al, just as the (Jreek population of A-ia
Minor yielded to Semitic influence-, ami incor.

poiatcd thf Uab\ Ionian nature inytli with their

own mythology.
Tlie frequent ivfeienci -, to tin- - 'ii-c of guilt, and

tli' emphasis l.ii'i upon a penitent -|nrit. iiotli in

the IncantatlOD text- mid Hymn-, an. I inort- paiti

cnlarly in that -nb.lii i-ion of the religious litera

tun- known us tin' IVniti-ntial I'-alm-." >how that
the Bahylono- \--\iian ndigion must have had its

sombre aspect -
; ami at t imes t lie impression i- li-ft .

that con-tant fear of tlie god- ami of the dcmoii-
and e\il spirit- over-hailow cd confidence in the

goodwill ami favour of the superior powers. The
chief fc-thal of the year after the supremacy of

Babylon as the capital of the country the A/..III

wa- of n deciileiily -.-lions charaeter ; ami in a

religions calendar.* set tin;: forth in detail the

Specific cliaract.-r ot each day, whether unfavour-
able or favourable, the unfavottrahle days on the
whole predominate. All the festivals of the

Babylonians end Assyrian-, so far as our know-
ledge goes, partake, to a greater or !,->- extent, of
thr nature of penitential

'

occasions, appropriate
for securing, liy tin- manifestation of a contrite

spirit and l.y expiatory iitr-, the favour of the

gods. Kven in the joyful words of the hymns
sung on the-e oi'ca-ioiis in honour of the gods
thi'ie is an Undertone of -adm 1

--, occa-ionc.l 1>\

the dread lest at any moment the gods may change
their favour into wrath.

In keeping with this general charaeter of the

religion, we rind that, at least in two months the
(ill) ami Sth of the year, no fewer than live days
in each J the 7th. 14th, I'.ith, --'1st, ami -'Sth were
set a-ide a- 'evil da\-.'on which priests and rulers
had to oliscrve special precautions in order not to

provoke the gods to anger. The priest was not tv
furnish oracles on those days, the physician (like-

wise a priest) was not to atti-mpt a cure, while the
ruler was not to put on his festive rohes, nor to

mount his chariot, nor to eat food prepared liy

lire, nor to announce any otlicial derisions. Such
day- appear to have lieen known a.s 'days of

]<:M i in ation . ; a designation expressing the hope
of the worshippers rather than the real character
of the occasions : and, while it is not certain that
the term xhnlniiii <oi- .i!ni/,,iiiin was al.-o applied
to these day-, it seems likely that this was the
ease. At all events-, we know that the Baby-
Ionian- n-ed the term \fm^'iffn to designate a 'day
of pacili' ation : and there are good reasons for

believing that tin- Sabbath of the Hebrews, which
must -tand in -ome relationship to the Babylonian
rite, originally had a -online and penitential char-
acter, and that it siih-ciiiicntly underwent a total
transformation by making the xli'ilmttn in the
literal -ense a day of rest' for (Jod, and then,
in imitation of the Divine example, for mankind
also.

Whether the-e same five days were obsenc.l in

the other months of the liabylonian calendar, is

au'ain a i|iiestioii that cannot b.- an-wi-red deli-

niti ly. It seems, lik'-ly, however, that such w a-

tlieca.se, an<l, if not tlio-c day-, there were at all

events some days in each month that were de-ig
Hated a- '

evil i ill.'-.
'

l!i .tii foi joNou- and for -ombre occasions sac-

riliees were enjoined, coupled wit'a prayer-, but
the detail- a- to the specilie kind of sacrifice.*

chosen for the various occasion- are still unknown
to us Accompanying the sacrifice of animal-
there were libations and incense-offerings; and,

' See ;iti\ e. p. ".*>;.

I Rawlinsnn, v. pi. )- and 4!).

; BAwlinson, iv.-
|.l.

:

f I.i(.
'

<ia\ s >.f r.-t for the heart.'
I Set the rr. t nt .li-->i-M..n of lh.' '|iirsti.m bv Ziminrni

Eeilintchrijten u. itat Alte Tetl. pf

from the numeroii- terms l.mnd in l:.-ib\ Ionian
com ey in^ the idea of -acritice- of one kind or
anothi-r.it is evident that there were a varietj ..t

elasse- ot -a. I ill' e which IllU-t ha\ ITc-p Hided,
in a general wu}-, to the sullivision- eniiini'ialed
in the religious codes of the Hebrews."

it "iifl General Estimate. If we judge
the Babylono- Assyrian religion from the point
of view of the general character of the .i\i|j/a

lions developed in ancient times, it may fairly
be said that, with one exception, it ivj."
on its best si.le the high-water mark of ancient

thought. That exception is the Hebrew religion,
which, by reason of the supreme empha-i- which.
as a consei|iience of the teachings of the prc-
exilic and exilic prophets, was laid upon the ethi-
cal conception of tne Divine government of the
1 inverse, took an entirely unique direction. The
religions literature produced in Babylonia tran-
scends in variety, extent, and depth that which arose
in Babylonia s great rival Egypt. The influence
of this literature may be measured by the trace- of

Babylonian conceptions, Babylonian myths, and
Babylonian custom- and rites to be found in the

pages of the (lid Testament. For, while a protest
must be entered on purely scientific grounds against
endeavours to carry back specifically -Jewish ideas
and in-tilutions to Babylonian prototypes, merely
becau.-e of resemblances that may in part lie acci-

dental ; yet the general thesis may be maintained,
that an understanding of the Hebrew religion is

impossible without a constant consideration of the

religion and culture that were developed in the

Euphrates Valley. The stories in Genesis em-
bodying traditions of the creation of the world
and of the early fortunes of mankind, contain

fragments of Babylonian myths, the specifically
III I.lew contribution consisting in the interpreta-
tions [nit upon traditions which, largely through
Babylonian influence, became current throughout
the Semitic world, and from the Semites spread to

other nations. Again, in the Hebrew codes, lioth

as regards the purely legal portions and those
sections dealing with religious ritual, Babylonian
methods of legal procedure and the ritual developed,
in the Babylonian temples must be taken into con-

sideration as determining factors.t And when we
come to New Testament times we have not yet
passed beyond the sphere of Babylonian influence, J

though here likewise caution must be exercised
lest we vitiate the results of a legitimate compara-
tive method by straining it beyond proper Ixjunds.

We have seen throughout this article that a
distinction must be made between popular concep-
tions and. the attempts of the priests to systematize
these conceptions, leading to the establishment of

a more or le.-s fixed body of doctrines regarding the

relation-hip of t he <jo.l- to one another and to their

worshippers. As a result of the influence exerted

by the theologians upon popular beliefs, the local

cults, lioth in the large centres and in the smaller

places, gradually lost their distinctive charactci ;

and the numerous gods, who once enjoyed an in

: |"
11. lent and individual character, came to !

regarded as aspecto or forms or specific manifests
tiou- of one or another of the limited number of

great gods, who as a whole represent the deities

worshipped in sanctuaries which for political ..i

See, especially, Lv 1-7.

t K..r a sober and careful discussion of Babylonian inrtuei!

in the le^al jwirtions of the 1'entateuchal codes, S. A. I '-ok t

'< and tlie Cnde ol Uainmura&i (I. i. I

.' i.. i" '

-i" i.illy recommended.
:

- n connexion with thin subject, an article f>v Cnnkcl.
fiititl.-.t KHi^no-Historical Interpretation of th. s. u I. -i i

merit' in the .Wi'Mr.f tor April 19n:t, aN<> ill-- -uiin wnter'i

Sclinpfnny and Cl (Oottingen, Bnunern,
n. (/. Altf Testament, .-!--': ilK

|.|>

fend the sutue author's KrittnftArjflm uihl Bitel il..-ipz:
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other reasons acquired great prominence. A move-
ment of this kind led to the identification of

practically all the goddesses (except those who
were merely the consorts of male gods) as forms of
one great goddess, Ishtar. This process likewise

gave rise to a large number of names, all repre-
senting some phase of the solar deity, and paved
the way for the grouping of those* great gods
as a kind of court around one who was regarded
as presiding over the assembly. At an early
period, lying as yet beyond our ken, Ea, the chief

deity of Eridu, appears to have occupier! this

position. Within historic times, we know that
En-lil or Bel, the 'lord' of Nippur, enjoyed this
distinction at a time when his centre of worship
was also the seat of a powerful succession of rulers,
who controlled a large portion of the Euphiates
Valley. From En-lil this supremacy appears to
have been passed on to Ninib, but alter the union
of the Babylonian States, and the transfer of the
political centre to the city of Babylon, the local

deity Marduk usurped the place "once occupied
by Ea and Bel, and retained it, despite sporadic
attrni|its to restore the old Bel to power, until the
end of the Xew Babylonian empire.
More important, however, for its influence upon

the development of religious thought than the

question which deity was to be regarded as the
head, was the establishment, among the masses,
of the view that one particular deity deserved
to be regarded as superior to the rest

;
and it is

reasonable to suppose that in the course of time
such a view would lead to considering Marduk as

concentrating in his person the powers and attri-
butes possessed by the members of his court. In

Assyria, less influenced by persistent traditions
than Babylonia, this view gave to the chief of the
northern pantheon, Ashur, a position entirely
unique ; and, even to a larger degree than Marduk
in the south, Ashur was regarded as the one god
with whom practically the fate of the country and
of individuals rested. Had the Babylonian and
Assyrian theologians been able to conceive of the
head of the pantheon as a distinctively ethical

power, governing the Universe by laws based upon
justice and profound distinctions of right, nay,
as the very source of righteousness and of the
moral order of the Universe, Ashur or Marduk
might have developed, as did the national Jahweh
of the Hebrews, into the one universal Power.
That step, however, was not taken either in

Babylonia or in Assyria. The limitation of the

religious thought of the leaders and of the masses
is marked by the circumstance that, while the
attributes of the chief gods are concentrated in

one, who thus becomes stronger, more powerful
th.in the others, he is not invested with any traits
of a more spiritual character. Ashur, indeed,
becomes nothing more than a great war-lord of
irresistible force, who protects his lands and sub-

jects, but whose mercy and interest are not ex-
tended to nations that do not come within his

sphere. Marduk, again, though showing milder
traits, remains merely the greatest among the

gods of Babylonia, and gradually disappears as his

great sanctuary E-sagila crumbles to pieces. The
God of the Hebrew prophets alone survives the de-
cline and destruction of His central seat of worship.

But, while these limitations in the Babylono-
Assyrian conception of Divine government are to
be recognized, it must not be supposed that ethical
traits were entirely wanting in the views formed of

the gods, and more particularly of Marduk and
Ashur. A great civilization can be produced only
by a people imbued with an ethical as well as an
intellectual spirit. It is no accidental circumstance
that Hammurabi, the founder of the Babylonian
empire in the full sense of the term, was also the

one to gather the laws of the country into a great
Code,* and he bases his claim to the gratitude of

posterity upon his desire to diffuse righteousness

j

throughout his land. This Code itself, dating from
I c. 2'250 B.C., is the most striking evidence of the
ethical soundness and moral aspirations of the

Babylonians; and, if it be borne in mind that the

predecessors of Hammurabi also emphasize their
ambition to promote the happiness of their sub-

jects, it will be apparent that we cannot form too

high an estimate of the ethical spirit pervading
the population of the Euphrates \ alley from the
earliest historical period known to us.

Taking Hammurabi's Code as a basis, it is im-

portant to observe that it provides for the rights of

women as well as of men, that throughout it seeks
to protect the weak against the tyranny of the

strong, that it not only provides for punishment
of crimes according to certain principles of equity
(even though these are different from those which
a modern nation would adopt), but takes into con-
sideration the motives that prompt to acts in them-
selves illegal. Thus illegal claims are punished
with a line, but, if it can be proved that the
claimant had the intention to defraud, a severer

punishment, and, as a general rule, the death

penalty, was imposed. The rights of the father
over his wife and children, and of the master over
his slave, are so regulated as to prevent tyranny and

cruelty. The lex talionis is applied with a logical

severity which does not stop short at apparently
absurd conclusions, as when it is provided that
a physician, who instead of curing brings about the
death of a patient or the loss of an organ, is held

responsible for the result, and punished according
to the position occupied by the victim of his lack
of skill. The thousands of commercial and legal
tablets found in the archives of Babylonian and
Assyrian temples, and dating from the days of

Sargon and Gmlea down to the era of the Greek

occupation, prove that the provisions of the legal

codes, of which that of Hammurabi is only one
instance of several that were compiled, were also

carried out. Those tablets show the great care

exercised in drawing up agreements between

parties, and the endeavours of the judges to decide

disputed cases brought before them by a careful

sifting of the evidence and by strict standards of

equity. In the religious literature, likewise, stress

is laid upon right conduct as a preliminary to

securing the favour and help of the gods, and the
'Penitential Psalms' furnish a further proof, if

such were needed, of the intensity of the sense
and consciousness of guilt.
Even among the Assyrians, despite the mar-

tial spirit shown by their kings and the cruelties

practised by them in their incessant warfare, the
ethical spirit was not lacking. Such kings as

Sargon, Sennacherib, and Assurbanipal, who stand
forth as the exponents of Assyria's ambition to

extend her dominion by force of arms over distant

lands, pride themselves upon having instituted

righteous enactments, and claim to he the estab-
lishers of law, order, and justice ; and, while the
desire for self-gloritication may have been one
of the factors prompting Assurbanipal to gather
within his palace walls copies of the literary pro-
ductions of the south, the fact that he did this for

the benefit of his subjects, as he expressly tells us,

" See art. CODE OF {JAMMI-RAUI in present vol. p. 584 ff.
; and

cf. Seheil, Ti'xtcn h'famitc8-S6tnitique8, ii. (Paris, 1902), with
French translation : also in a revised edition, La Loi de 7/ai/i-

mnnrabi (Paris, 1903); F. Mari, It Cndiee di Hammurabi c la

nilibla (Rome, 1903); G. Cohn, Die Gesctze Hnmnuimhit
(Zurich, 19U3) ; J. Jeremias, Mottes und Uainmuratii (Leipzig,
1903); Johns, The Oldest Code, of Laws in Hit World (Edin-
burgh, 1903); B. F. Harper, The Code, of IJannniimlii (auto-

i^raph text, transliteration, translation, glossary, etc.), 1904;
and the German translations of Winckler, Peiser, and Mullei;
as well as Cook's discussion of the Code above referred to.
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Indicates that tllcli' Were other laelolsat Morkol
U higher older.

The < '.i'!e ol Hammurabi lias its decided liinila

linns. Many ni its provisions are cruel, I Irnnu
alnni't ii|iini barbarous vieimisness. Um it must
In. ilium' in mind tliat I'vi-n tin. ni'in- humanitarian
I'cntatcnclial codes air nut free from cnai-t lit-

Which, trolll tile modern ]'ciillt
of \ ir^\ , air le|>le

hensihle, as, e.g., tin 1

putting to death of the

woman suspected uf \\itrlirrai'(. A^aiti, in the

Jirovisions made liy t!ic courts for tin 1 set ! lenient

of di-puies. in, 1 1n, il- an- follow ed which ilo not
commend themselves In Us. lllll, illHVM to a late

ju-riocl
in European countries, <k'litors had luil

little merry show n tlirm \\ lien brought into 'mil I ,

and mi-ran ia'jes of justice oeenr fi ecpiently in our
own day. Moreover, it can hardly be ur^ed, in

\ ii w of the elaborate And e\er ^ro\\ in^r provisions
niaile liy modern legislative bodies against all

i nan ner i it" crimes, frauds, and encroachments OO tlie

liulii- ol others, tli.-.ttlie necessity for regulating
all lej;al and conimereial traiisac-tinns liy fminal con-

tr.irts -Mhich i- a eliarai teri-tie feature of Baby-
lonian mid Assyrian eivili/ation -points U) tlie

laxity of tlie moral sense in these ancient centres,
(in the whole, it will lie found that the Bahvlono-

Assyiian religion exercised a \\ liolesome influence

upon t he people, who at all times showed a marked
dcMiiioii to their j,'uds. It is perfectly true that
the practices of the cult were, down to the latest

days, linked to lieliels of a crude and primitive
character, of which the Incantation texts and the
Omen literature represent the natural outcome;
luit the speculations of the theologians, and the

cosiiioliixical and astrological system perfected by
them, must lie taken as an evidence of the higher

possibilities of the religion. Religions practices
in all religions are apt to la;,' behind doctrines and

speculations, and the test by which a religion sin in Id

be tried is not so lunch what it \\asoruven what
it is, as what it aimed to lie, or under more favour-
able circumstances mull! have become. Applvin;,'
I his lest, the religion of I !a by Ionia and Assyria
stands out amonx ancient religions as (he one that

approaches nearest to that plia-e from which there

eventually came forth tin f the most important
Faiths of mankind Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam.

I.ITKIHTCRE. 1. GFXF.IUJ. WHISKS. Trio writer begs to ex-

plain that in mentioning Ins o\\n \\ t .rk, 'I'ln- /,-/, i<n ><< /.'n'.

/'"(MI </<!./ .1 iyria (I1..-I..H, i-'i-i. iir-i. in- d.i.-s s.i iir."iusi- ii

h.ijip. Ms I,, I,, tl ,,]\ ( ^.l.-Ir tr.'Misr oil t),r Mil,;..! 1)1,1

h.is ;is yetappearad. A <:i-rniiin flitimi <j this work, entirely
revised, t<i ,'IMTV l:irk-,. c-M.'iit ri-urillfn, und uilh eopioua
ucliliti.iiis anil ntw tran-Uii, .us ,,i il,. r, li^'ii'iis liu-rature, is

now in course of iitihliwiticui UII<UT tli<- nil. i>,< Religion !:<'"/

IIIIII--IIH "H<1 .-I.-,. , ., H. (.1. l:i, ;,, r, I.I, --<-n). I'll t" thr j,r.-, nl
(March l:U!, si\ [,;irts h:i\. l.r.n i-siiril, anil the- wc.rk \vill

l,r conipK t.-d in al.i.'it .l.\.ii (-arts, \\ith an extra p..'lf..h..
of appropriate UlastratlonB. i'tit.'s-.. r sa\n-'s tun \\i,ri v s,

./Kin f tin i
' /.'"'', am (Hibbert I.c-rtui'-s,

l.'iininn. L887). and //- f An nf i: rift ,,.t ri:>i
/',/,,,/ (liilTonl Lfc-tiircs; K.linlniru'h, I'm'i, uhil. i-.nitainiii[j
llian\ inlcTc-slinu' sii L'^.'~ti.,[,s, .1., n,.I aim al .'..v i-rinu' tin- i-nlirc-

Held. Thi 1 (nnnt-r \M-rk. in-.r. ..\ . r. is nim antic|lKitr<l In a lar^c
IM-'MI. aliil III.- latt-T is .i.n.-iTlird lli.ir.- \Mlh a s] ,r. 'Illal H r

i-liirnlalii-ii c.f th*.'
'

'mi-fptinn i.f Ihc- lii\ ini-
'

uiin'iii; lln- I;ali\'-

I..NMIIS than with the details of tin- rc-lli/ion. Ann.n^ sli.irur
i-ki 1

1 h. s, 1 1 i of C. P. Tide,
' Die Religion In l:ah\i..nii.n nnd

Ass\rim' [h.in^ pa-, .s 1^7 -Jli;,.| par! i. nf his tifyclticlite dt-r

'

r< p: i-'in-- tins,, earllei i t-rri.tiu i-\tmt,
arc L. \V. Kind's little \oluinr -MI llti>>t,!i>nitin /,' li

;
nn <in<t

MythotQ j-i ( ],..n.i..ii, 1809), .in.i Domenfoo i;---i, Mrf<>! ;t.i

1 < ' .\-xint (Miliiii. !>:'"). Alfrr<l .Irn-mK^' OTtldefl -u
' "us K *'8 of 1 1: i \--\ri.in Pantheon (Hardak,

N i in 1

1,
N. r^.tl. Ka(<iiiniir<.), NusKu. I I In B tiei

liches Ltxueon dcr Griechiachen mi-l l^.mnn-Ju'n M fiihnliHjie are
also to In- hi^'hlv rccoinniiMKli-it.

j. RELIGIOUS '/>..>;> iirvi.i.-s tin* <v,ii<.-ti..,m ,,f religious
tr\i- HI thr publications <-t tin- Itritish Mnsruin. in.r- |-;ir-

licularly in the fourth volume of A tifU-ctitm jrum i/.- i,

Inns tins I ii
i 'Hi liawltnson

ftnd ed. London, 1891), md i to 17 <UM i-^u, ,i > >.\

:< r < i , om !" '

''
.
MM. i. i thi - iii editoi -ii p ol I

1

'.. A. \\ :t .

(l.-.i,,!,,,!, i:i I'-n.i), cUuobl< i iaUl L je "i tin;

i 'iiin'itiinn 'r.-iiiii-t> in tin- Sou .

' he Britfah
MU-""IIM l,\ ( ',irl l;-v<>M, ;'. \<>Is. (I^.rnltn, l-^-ti IMr*), t!,-

inj,' jMihlii-aticns iiiL-ril sjH'i-ial in. titi,. n II, /Miiinrrn. liuli//-

i:n*]>r<tilut>-n (l.cin/i-:, is*-:.), -an.!- ai.tii' t
^ I

niT Konntn\ t > < i

filtl'J'H, (/') I, !!./.
tifid Sun >' (L-ip/.iu', I'.Mti : i'\t* with tn.M-iJ.tH.it

ami I'imiiiii'iiUrv ) ;
K. I.. Tu]|tj\ist, !> 1

niii'iK.t,-,-,,- Mti'jltt (I.- ip
'

i I

',', I, !, .1,1 (/,',i S"iui-'u '< '

il'i- /.-it A.*itt'/i tuition ,.1 POlfl. l.< i|'/i_'.

LS'.Ct) ; J. A. (.'r.iiLr. -I -- '-'' " M
'' '

(-J vols. Leipzig, l-.'., [897), Ol whi t ,r,-ltrans-

l;iti"tis into Krctirli ;irr furni^li''*! 1 I Martin, TfXtCt
/,'./- ,< n . Atsy\ " ru

'

i- . ioi -. (a) Parifl,

llUHl. (//) I';iri, l!i:{, hntli UIl'IcT til-.- -;iliH' title the f(im>lT
.'.V.TIM- vol. ii.. the hitti-r \il. i.. ..f Craig'e
Ki-isru-r. Sinm-i i. ><-.',

- i;,i i,.:!,,, ,,-,'..- /i /,,,, tch Thvntctfeln
Aer ^fiifBerlin, 1896); L. W. King /

, M
and Sorcery (London, 1898); U. 0. Tiiomps,,-,. rti D a I

i'.'ri' ^'j,i.
, .//:,< f/onsa (2 VOliB. Li

'

i tninlii-

tions of itii-aiitattun m-rit-s in |i;irU in uml 17 ol '

'/'j-.'.v, etc. ;
r. i'\i-'.i-v

, I.n Mn n, Assyrienn (Tan-. 19
I,

-Mil>.(l\ JIIL.' triiii'-!:iti"MH ut tin 1

i;n-.it<T portion of the fourth
\olnniL' of the Kuwlinson scrit-s a hove referred to, uii'l 'itlitr

tr\t-- ; A. llois-irr, lhtcnnt<'t>tx ASSffHeiU nfattft (MX >' "

(I'aris, ]s:i| i-.;i7, in murv.- \ pulilirat i-.n) ; J. A. Graii:, '

logical .(*.fi-"iiiiint,-<rf '/'.'.( ,'.- ( I,t-i|i/,ij;, isifO) ; Ch. Vii- i

/. AgtrologU <'l,al>i- >-<n' (Paris, 1! *(>;{, in nnir^- of put ]:

U. C. Thompson, Tin- li>}nn-( >J tin- Maya-ntn* and Astrologers
qf ,\ irn > . /, and ttnintt,m (> vols. London, iimnj.

3. C"SM"i "<;\, LL'iE.viJS. r?v. L. \V. King, The Srvrn
'l'u''/'-t.- "t i ',-, it i

1

(i i/i, .-/ '/i.' {:< i >,',/!,ma / 1 a n t dstj/rian /

concerning th& Creation / th,- \\'rid ami nf M^nkimi i_ \ I-N.

I/on<|nn, 1IXVJ), latest anil best traii'-latinn iu^il on the most
I'oinj.h-tv .-I'lk-i-lion of fra^iiit-nts <f thr various \<'r-n>Ms ; trans-
lations of the Creation story, and of all thr important It-^enoX
and of tin.- (iil^aiiiL-sh ejtic, are jfiven in I*. Jensen's '.M\ilicn
UMil Kpeii

'

(Seliraili-r's A'i ilin^-fu ift(i t -fn- Ili'ilinth'-k, vol. VI.

Ni |,;ir; , llerlin, I:M) ; 2nd part not yet ])iiMi<he<l). < >f fun.la-

meiital iiii]Mirtaiicc is the same authors AVs-mn/'^/v d<T liith;/-

fonier MI/-/I. n nml .Mat- >-inl< n {Stntssimr^, 1
s
'.'"), \\ hi'li

marked the hei^irmin^ of the systematic study "f Iian\loin,in

rosniolo^y. Cf. Friedrich Delit/x'h, I>nx Bobylonwehi it
'

tchopfungsepoa (Tjeiprig, iMiii); Paul H.iu|>t, hus /itifiiitn>titn-/te

NimrodepOS {_ \"1^-. I.eip/iL,', l
s ''l); E<l\vard T. Harper,

'

hie
I:,L!P\ l.-m-M-he lit'^endcn von Etana, Zti, Ada pa, und Ih'tiharra'

in Beitraffe z\tr Atsyriologie, Bd. ii. pp. 300-521. See also
thr translations of M/l^-ted texts (iu'ludinir Creation story,
l-'-rMiK, rir, > in . t ,-.- >im i ,i ,!<,<! r,,t' ,,,!.,,>< it L , t rature, cd. by
K. R Hurper<\ew York, HUH), pp. ->2-444.

4. LIFE AFTEH Df^r//. Besides the chapters in the freneral
works on tlie Hahylono-Aisyriftii religion, cf. Alfred Jerentias,
/'. Bctbylonisch-Assyrtfchfn Vorslellungen voin Lcben nai'fi

ilrni Tti'lf (l."ip/i^<, l^ 1

-?, -_'tid ed. announced); and tli-

author's *

Holl,- und Paradies bet den Habyloniern
'

(Der Alte
Orient, i. ::, l.rip/i.r, 11

. -Jntl ed. 19U3).
r.. <;K\MUL (.'IIMSM'TKU A.\D BKAJIIXHS 0!f THE OLD

'/'/; -;.! UA'.vr Out of the mass of literature on the subject,
the following are intended to represent merely a selection that
v. ;ii serve as an introduetion to the main phases of the subject
and of the problems involved : Schrader's Keilinnchni
,/,,-. .\n,- restcnnent*, 1-- : i:nL'li-li translation by O. C. \\hite-
hoim ,

Tin' Ciiin-i/iinn In -<> t r i ,,m and the Old '1\.~'-

Ivondon, 11S8.')-1SSS>|, is still of value as a collection of n i

though wiipcr-.-di'd f>r I In- i 'reation story by Kind's work al.\ .

referred to ; the 3rd ed ..f Schroder's work (Berlin, 1902

by IIupo YVinckler and H, Zimmern, is an entirely new work
tin- lir-t part eml)iKl\ iritf U'inekler's views of the bearings of

Babylonian records on the 4 ;*-o.;raphy of Palestine and Ih- r

thr n>'i>rcu-;, \\Jiifhari' i>a-ed on theories and peculatlo
nmain to be tested ; the seeond part being a most careful and
valuable survey of the material for the study of the Uab\ Ionian

rt-li'^i'in l)\ M. /iiininTii, \Mth < oi,-tant reference to tin

and |>ossil,|c K'-anii--- l'"lh tm tli.-n]d and the New Te-tament.
Bee also /.inunern's '

Bobyloniache und I'lhli-.'ii' i

(Der Altc Orient, ii.'-i Leipzig, ::rd ed. lima) |also in Knglish
translation, Th< Do Lono
p.nti ;. in foniiexMii \\ ii h Profeasoi rricd, Delitzsch's two lectures

und Uibel, l.--ip/.ig, 11*1:' r." .;
' Kn-l.-ii tian-laion l.v

C. H. W. Johns, liabrl and tfi'.Vc, l-;diubi:rirh. !'';;]. -f. the

monographs of lie /.old, Die liahi/i. \

fit ri lt> n ini'l Hit'' 1 /:'!' iittii' : i .l.iugcn,

1904); Ximmorn, Keilii

Lehmann, Uattffl'niicnn Kutturtnisrion ein*t unt

I
1

'*':'.); Alfred Jeremias, lm Kan*i>je HJ/J / ><-l (4th
ed. I.eip/.iu'. I'.t'is). For the Literature on the K\ea\a'i.
<lii'i<i| in llabytonia and Assyria, ami (<>r ^' in-ral ami -

1 ;

\\urL- on iin MI iorv and general 'i:li

A.-HYitu and HAHVLOMA in vol. i. of thi- iMrtionarv
; to the

rt i. r -
i hi r> given should now be add- -I . K. \\

Hi ./ Jiaf/i/ltniia and Anxyriu (N -\ York. l:il), the nn-st
hed ; the short' r hjstoi f ot Get

-).-. .1, ii >.' < i/ "< Babylonia niid . i ' (New iforl

anrl Winekl'T > sk.-t.-h in vol. iii. of H In o;< g //.-^

n'orM (Knglish translation, New York, IW-'J- Kur k genera.
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account of the Babylono-Assyrian culture, Bezold's admirably
written and profusely illustrated work, A'iniee und Babylon
(2nd ed. Leipzig, 19U3), is to be highly recommended as super-
seding Kaulen's Assyrien und Babylunien, the 5th edition of

MOUKIS JASTEOW, Jr.
CODE OF HAMMURABI.
I. HISTORV AND ANALYSIS.

i. D1SCOVSHY OF THE CODE.
ii. LlTEItATURE CALLED FORTH BY THE DISCOVERY.

1. E'litio princfps of the Code.
2. Versions and notices.

iii. IStfilKTAXCE OF THE l.VSCXIPTIOy.
iv. IjAtr.vfRABrs LIFE A.\D KEIGX.

1. The sources.
2. Hammurabi's genealogy.

,, nationality.
4. , f name.
5. date, and the date of the monu-

ment. Is yammurabi the Amr.iphel of Gn 14?
6. Prim-ipal events of Hammurabi's reign.
7. Hammurabi's letters.

S. Character of Hammurabi, and view of the mon*
archy disclosed in the Code and the leKers.

9. Extent of Hammurabi's empire.
V. SucrA L GRADES RECOGK1ZED IK THE CODE.

1. The aristocrat.
2. The commoner.
3. The slave.

vi. CLASS i EGISI.ATIOX A FEATrRE OF THE CODE.
1. Feudal landowners: (a) 'levy-masters,' (&) 'con-

stables,' (c)
'

renters.'
2. Votaries.
3. Palace warders.
4. Beer-sellers.

5. Doctors, veterinary surgeons, branders.
6. Builders and boatmen,

vii. Aiuurri.TURE.
1. Systems of land tenure.
2. Agricultural loans.
3. Irrigation.
4. Wages and hire.

5. Flocks and herds.
viii. Suti'i'ixn. AXD THADF. AXD COMMERCE.

1. The shipping trade.
2. Commerce.
3. Interest.
4. Debt and distraint.
5. Sales.

6. Hire.
is. THE TKMI'LE.
x. JUSTICE.

1. Procedure.
2. Judges.
3. Witnesses.
4. Parties.
5. Penalties.
6. Crimes and misdemeanours.

Xi. ilARKIAfiE. AXD FAMILY LIFE.
1. Marriage a contract. Rights and responsibilities

of parties.
2. Divorce.
3. Monogamy presupposed in the Code.
4. Votaries allowed to marry.
5. Bars to marriage.
6. Concubinage.
7. Case of a free woman marrying a slave.
8. Case of a girl vowed to a temple.
9. Parents and children.

10. Adoption.
11. Law of inheritance.

II. THE CODE in extenso.
III. COMPARISON OF THE CODE op HAMMTRABI WITH THE EARLIEST

HEBREW LEGISLATION-.
i. THE grKSTiox STATED. AXD THE DATA AVAILABLE

FOR ANSWERIXG IT.
1. What is involved in influence.
2. Source of material.
3. Alternative views of likeness.
4. Common material : (a) customs, (6) enactments.
5. 'Babylonian

'

influence progressive.
6. Parallels in method of codification.
7. Casuistic style.
8. Adaptation.
9. Primitive features in Hebrew law.

10. Philological divergence not decisive.
11. Order of clauses.
12. Suggestions of conscious change : (a) selection,

(b) revision, (f) amendment.
13. Similarity to other ancient codes.

ii. VIEWS AS TO CHARACTER OF COXXEXIOX.

I. HISTORY AND ANALYSIS.

i. DISCOVERY OF THE CODE. This body of
ancient laws was first recovered to modern scholar-

ship by the discovery, in December 1901 and
January 1902, of three enormous fragments of a
block of black diorite, which, when lilted together,
formed a stele 2'25 metres high and tapering from
1 '90 to 1'65 metres. At the upper end of the front
side was a sculptured bas-relief representing the

king Hammurabi receiving his Code of Laws from
the seated sun-god Sliamash. The discovery was
made by J. de Morgan at the Acropolis of Susa,
the ancient Persepolis, once capital of an inde-

pendent Elamite monarchy.
This lias-relief measures '65 metres in height and

60 metres across. Immediately below it com-
mences the longest Semitic inscription in cunei-
form hitherto discovered. It is arranged in paral-
lel columns, but each column is written belt-wise
across the curved surface of the stele. Hence a
reader must have turned his head on one side to
the left to read the inscription. On the front side
there are sixteen of these columns preserved.
There were once five more, of which scarcely a
trace is preserved, the inscription having been
chiselled out and the stone repolished. On the

reverse, twenty-eight columns are completely pre-
served, with one or two breaks due to the sur-
face being destroyed. The whole inscription may
therefore be estimated to have contained forty-
nine columns, four thousand lines, and about eight
thousand words.

ii. LITERATURE CALLED FORTH BY TUB DIS-
COVERY. 1. The inscription is most beautifully
cut in the well-known style characteristic of the
Hammurabi period. Careful rubbings or '

squeezes
'

were taken and sent to France. V. Sclieil, with
remarkable promptitude, published the text by
photogravure in the fourth volume of the Memoires
de la Delegation en Perse (Leroux, Paris), under
the direction of the French Minister of Public
Instruction. This editio princeps was accompanied
by an excellent transliteration into Roman char-

acters, a good first translation, with a few useful

footnotes, and a recapitulation of the legal enact-
ments. This superb volume, in quarto, appeared
in October 1902.

2. It at once attracted attention. In October
the present writer gave a full account of it in a

paper read before the Cambridge Theological
Society, an abstract of which appeared in the
Journal of Theological Studies, January 1903. In

November, H. Winckler published an independent
version in German under the title of Die Gesetze

Ha.mmnrabis, Koniqs von Babylon um 2250 v.

Chr. : Das iilteste Gcsetzbvch der Welt (Hinrichs,

Leipzig ; second edition in March, third in Novem-
ber, 1!/03). This was in some respects an improve-
ment on Scheil's translation, and was accompanied
by some ingenious footnotes. About the same
time K. Dareste gave a full account of the Code,
comparing it with other ancient codes, in the
Journal des Savants for October and November.
In December the Neiv York Independent began a
series of articles by W. H. Ward, called ' The
most ancient Civil Code '

(December 11, 18, January
S, 15, 22). This closely followed Winckler's trans-

lation, but introduced some parallels from the laws
of Moses. In February the present writer pub-
lished a translation which aimed at being as literal

as possible. This was accompanied by an exhaust-
ive index, and appeared as the Oldest Code of
Lairs in the World (T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh).
In March appeared an article entitled 'The re-

cently discovered Civil Code of Hammurabi,' by
C. F. Kent, in the Biblical World. This gave a

very readable account of the whole subject, and

pointed out many Mosaic parallels. The transla-
tion followed Winckler. In August, F. Mari issued
an Italian translation, // Codice di Hammurabi e

la Bibbia (Desclee & Co., Kome). In November.
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I>. II. Muller gave, in tin- A" ./"/v.v//v/<7,/ <L ,-

Israelitisch-Theologt rhen I hran tilt in M < R, a

vciv lull account of i!i'- Code under the title
' Die

(le-ct/e II:iiniiiiir;ilii.- Mini 'lie niosaisuhe Cc-et/-

gehung' (A. Holder, Vienna). Tin- i- -]>eeiallv

noticeable for a beautiful Hebrew renderini;, us

well as an improved ( ran-ci iption and t ierman

translation. It lias n very full commentary.
Alicnit the same time :i| peared thelitsl volume ot

II, ,ii,,-iilii'i Gesetz, by .1. Knhler anil !'. I..

Pei-er i Pleiller, l,cip/igi. It contains a lieu trans

lation, juristic ver.sion, ami some good explanatory
matter.
A number of books have been tlevnteil I" the

comparison Hi tin-Code ith otliernncie.nl legis

laliulls: S. (letlli. I'/i lii-i-t: Ifiiiiliinirii'ii.i inn!

i/, 1 hin-ii l.ii-ii'/.i I Heii lli-lt, l.eip/igl ; .1. .Icrelnias,

.!/ |
mill llinitiiiHi-'ilti I Ilinnrlls, Leipzig I

lirst

eilitmii in March, -eeond ill November, 1003]); It.

Daieste, ' I,e Coile Kahylonien il'llaiiiiuourabi
'

(.\i,>n-il/:- /,'.!,/ i.li-.t,,i-i in:- tl'- ill-nit frangais
,t <triini/i-i; x\vii.

\>. ."if., I.arose, 1'aris) ;
( '.

stoo-s, i>as babylouis, he strafrecht Eammnrabis'
izerische / itn-/n-ift fur Strafrecht, xvi.

ii itr.i; <;. Cohn. Die Gesetzc lli'munim/iix, a

Rectorial addre-s iFussli, Zurich) ; H. Crinime,
// / Geseti I'liiiiiiiiiin-'iiii-i ninl M"i:-i (Bachem,
Cologne); Pere l.agrange,

'

l.e code .1.- llannnoii

rahi I /.' -i-nr ltil,lniiu ,
s-ii.

|i. -7. l.eeoll're, Paris);

S. A. Cook, Tin taws a f Mima "in! //< '',/,
,,f

llii.iiiiiiirnbl (A. & C. l.'lack, London); \V. St. C.

llo-cawcn, J-'ii-.it iif Kmi>iir< lllar|ier, London i.

llc-idcs these, there have heeir n large number of

re\ ie\vs and notices. Most of the books just cited

refer to other literature on connate subjects. The

comparisons with the Mible which they suggest vv ill

be given in .-i|iutre brackets at the end of the cor-

responding Actions lit the Code i below, ]i.
,")'.! I

1 '

II. I.

ili. iMI-iillTAXI'K "I' Till-: IXSCSIPTIOy.At
Siisa. where the monument was actually found,
the French explorers have of late years heen con-

ducting a very scicntilic examination of the re-

main- of the oldest strata. They have given to

the world, along with many recoid- of the native

Klamite iminarclis. a number of splendid monu-
ments of Kahylonian kin^-. These bad been

trans|Hiited from I'.abyloiiia as trophies of eon-

i|iic-t. a- is shown by the tact that sundry speci-
mi n- hue had parts of 1 heir in-ci ipt ions erased,

and replaced by the name and titles of some
Klamite iiilcr. \Ve can hardly doubt that this

\\.i- to have lie. -n done in the space left vacant by
the erased live column- of thi- -tele, but ihe in-

si i.ption was never cut in. Hence v\ e do not

know for certain when this monument was carried

to Susa. That it was meant to he set up in

Sippara is clear from the words /.' .Inu-rii .<nn>i.

'tins K-barra.' the nai I t he temple, of Shama-h
at Sippara iline 7D. rev. col. xxviii.).

The value of the iiifcriplion is enornionsly en

haie-i-d by its b.-iii^' the original autograph. Copies
existed. There was found with it at Siisa a lar\'e

fragment of a duplicate. The scribes ol Assiir-

bainpal, kin}; of Assyria It: r. I ills li-Jiii, made copies
of it, or one of it.s duplicates, dividing the text

into (Ki-sibly littecn book-. They called the

series, in their edition, itin<n:i [la] ll-iuim / -"/H,

either ' the judgments of llammuiabi, m peihap-
'the iiiiaj.'e of Hammurabi.' A number of frag-

ments of this A-syiian edition, piescrveil in the

Ilini-h Museum, wen- copied and e.iiled. with

attempted translation and notes, by P.. Meis-ner,
under the title

' Alt l.aliv-loui-. he Ueaetze' (/'/

tr,i,f, ;ur .l.y""/'"/e ,
ill. pp. 4!i:l ."i-'ili. A Ini^

nient or two iiad been already publi-lied. noti.e,!

uiidiT the title 'Code d'Asoiirbanipal.' l!ut

Mi ,--ner. who had edited a hu^e iiiimiier of ion

tiacts of the time oil (Jiimmurahi ill his
'

I la- alt

habylonisclic Privatrecht
'

(Ai.ii/rin/ia/. Hililtntlirl:,

\i
|,

M eo-in/, , I i
- of expression, measures of

Capacity and area, which -ho\\ed that the Assyrian
scribes had copied tiom -ome ancient document
of that period. I'rdr. I lelit/seh, in hi- a i tide /ur

jiiri-l i-chen l.itteratiir llabylonieii- (Hiiti-ni/: ;m-
I tyrivlogi . iv. pp. TH ^Ti, ai;ain went over

\lei-siiei s texts, and, ;_'iv in;; an improved transla-

tion, definitely named them the I 'ode Hammu-
rabi.' This deduct ion was amply verilied in a lew
months by the discovery at Su-a. The Assyrian
coliies are wonderfully faithful, and the le\v

variants which occur in them ma\ lie due to their

bavin", been copied, not from (hi- stele but from
a contemporary duplicate. The credit of reeo^

iimux these copies in Mei-sner'.s edition i- due to

Pioiessor Scheil, who also pointed out that they
actually re-tore parts of the erased live columns.
T. (i. Pinches, in a paper entitled 'Hammurabi's
I 'ode of Laws' i /'/ -in -i : iiini/1 iifthe Soricty f HiMn-nl

Ai-i-lni-iiliaii/. I'.MI-J, p. :to||i.), showed! the exist-

ence of a further fragment, published in Cn>ii'ifn,-t
'1'i.iti fniiii li:ilii//i'in:iii Tablets, etc., in tlie British

Mm: nui (xiii. pis. !(>, 47). II. Winckler, in a
review of Scheil's edition (in the Uri-.ntnl > ^ !<?,

I, (tt- rul n i -.I'ititnrj, .January 1!MI3), gives a lon<j'

examination of these Assyrian copies. It is to be

hoped that further fragments may now be recog-
nixed and published.
Not only did the Assyrian lawyers study this

ercat I 'ode, but the later Babylonians did the same.

F. K. Peiser, in his Jurisprudents Babylonicct

I/H:I xii/icr/iMiit iCotlieii, IS'.in), published tlie text

of a number of fragments of late liahylonian co[iies

preserveil in the Iterlin Museum (V.A.Th. JHJ1,

lo.'ilii. From these we learn that the wrilres had
edited the Code in a series of books, or tablets,

under the title A'inn ilu sirum, which are the

lirst words of the Susa stele. As the seventh book
ended with Scheil's 154, we may fairly assume
that this edition was in twelve books. It was the

habit of the Assyrian and Babylonian .scribes to

write commentaries on the works they studied.

Now that the text of the Code is known, we may
expect that commentaries, like those published by
I.. \V. Kin;; in his edition of the Creation Tablets,
will be found and published.
The monument not only contains the Code, bui

Hammurabi devoted some seven hundred lines to

a piolo^ue and epilogue, which narrated his glory
and that of the gods whom he worshipped, and
blessed those who should respect his inscription,
while they cursed the future vandals who should

injure or defaee it. This part of the inscription
is either conventionally phrased or very difficult,

and many editors have done wisely in ignoring
it altogether. There are, however, several note-

worthy points about these portions of the in-' rip
tiiui which help to hx our views as to it.s date.

\Ve may lir-t -ketch briefly what is known a- to

the king's life ami reign. Much fresh information
has come to light since the article BABYLONIA
i in vol. i.) was written.

iv. /J.I.MM fitA Ill's LIFE AXI> HKIi;X. \. The
fresh sources for Hammurabi's reign are i hielly the

I.: tt: r.i find Inscriptions <>f ffamwitraln, published

by L. W. King in three magnificent volu -

I l.u/.ac, London, 1S9S-HHHI). They . on-i-t of litty

live letters written by Hammurabi to his v.i--al

Sin idinnam of l.arsa ; ten of his great inscriptions,
besides a multitude of other lettci - and i 11-1-1 ipl ion-

relating to the other kings of his Dynasty. Mo-,1

important of all is the Chronicle ot the Kings of

the First Dynasty of Babylon (pp. -Jl-J iVJi. In

i he ''mi- ii'iinn 'texts from Babylonian 'J'n/:/:ti.

:/:-., 111 t/i: Hi-it i.\h MiiMiim (vols. ii. iv. vi. viii.)

were also published a large number of contiacts,

list-, and letters from the same period. I'hej
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were copied by T. G. Pinches. Professor Scheil,
in various numbers of the Recueil de Travavx, and
more fully in Vne Saison de Foiiilles a Sippar
(Cairo, 1902), has added many more contemporary
documents (quoted as S). Dr. Pinches published
a few in his Babylonian Tablets in the possession
of Sir H. Perl:, Hart. (London, 1888). Strassniaier
had published a large collection of tablets, found
by W. K. Loftus at Tell Sifr, in the Vcrhandlungen
des V international/in Orientalisten Congresses
(Berlin, 1SS2) (quoted as B). Dr. Meissner'in his
'Das altbabylonische Privatreoht

'

published the
text of many more, chiefly from the collection

brought home by E. A. W. Budge, and registered
in the British Museum as Bu. 8S-5-12 (quoted here
asB 1

), and the collection of J. Simon in the Berlin
Museum (quoted as V.A.Th. The collection
made by Dr. Budge, registered in the British
Museum as Bu. 91-5-9, is quoted as B2

). Dr.
E. Lindl in bis article ' Die Datenliste der ersten

Dynastic von Babylon
'

(Bcitmijc z
,

iv. pp. 338-402), Dr. G. Nagel in 'Die Briefe Ham-
murabi's an Sinidinnam' (Beitraije zicr Asiyrio-
lor/ie, iv. pp. 434-483), with remarks by Professor
Delitzseh (pp. 483-500), Dr. Mary W. Montsromury's
Briefe nits tier Zcit ties bnbylonischcn Kuiugs f/am-
tniinibi (A. Pries, Leipzig), Dr. S. Hsinhea, Alt-

babylonische Rechtswkunden cm.? </ Zcit dcr

Jiammwabi-Dyn'astie (Hinrichs, Leip/ig), all deal
with the same period.

Important studies of the proper names of this

period have been made by Hoinmel in Ancient
Hebrew Tradition, and Kanke in Die Personen-
nniiien in dm Urknntlen tier Hammurabidynastie
(Franz, Munich, 11)02). Other"! iterature is quoted
in these works. T. G. Pinches' Old Testament in
the liif/it of the Historical Records of Assyria and
liabi/limiit (S.P.C.K., London) is a mine of in-

formation for the period. The second edition has
a fresh translation of the Code.

It will be seen from the above that we are ex-

ceptionally well informed about the times of the
First Dynasty of Babylon. These very numerous
documents illustrate by actual practical examples
the working of Hammurabi's laws. They furnish
innumerable parallels for the rare words and ex-

pressions.
2. According to the Babylonian King-Lists A

and B (see Rogers, Hist. Bab. Assyr. p. 312 f. ),

Hammurabi was the sixth king of the First

Dynasty of Babylon, being son of Sin-inuhallit,

grandson of Apil-Sin, great-grandson of Zahuni,
who was son of Suma - lailu and grandson (?) of

Sunm-abi, founder of the Dynasty. In the Susa
inscription (col. iv. 11. 68-70) the king names
himself '

Hammurabi, son of Sin-niuballit, descend-
ant of Sumu-lailu.' There can therefore be no
possible doubt as to his identity. His son Samsu-
iluna calls Sumu-lailu the '

fifth father of my
father' (King, iii. p. 205). A later king (King,
iii. p. 208), Ammidilana, calls himself 'descendant
of Sumu-lailu,' so that it seems as if the family
traced back descent only as far as Sumu-lailu. The
King-Lists also do not say that Sumu-lailu was
son of the founder Sumu-abi.

3. The nationality of the First Dynasty has
been much discussed, and is of considerable im-

portance in determining the origin of the Code
itself ; as, if the Dynasty was foreign, the Code
may reflect non-Babylonian influence. There is

no doubt that the names of the kings, except
Apil-Sin and Sin-niuballit, are not of the usual

Babylonian type ; though Jensen (Zcitsehrift fur
Assyriologie, x. p. 342) maintains that they are.

They, and other names of this period, exhibit

many peculiarities : such as Snmsu instead of the
usual Babylonian Samai ; the enigmatic Siimu
perhaps for Sumu; imperfects like iantlik in place

of the Babylonian iml'tk ; strange words like

r.adnffa, ditana, amnu (if not a Divine name),
:tmri, besides strange gods like Elali, Wadd, 'Anat.
But scholars are greatly divided as to the nation-

ality indicated by such names. Hoinmel, Sayee,
A. Jeremias, and Kanke favour Arabian, especially
in its old forms as preserved in Mina'an and
Sabican inscriptions. Winekler and Delitzscb call

these names West Semitic or North Semitic, as

belonging to the group of Canaanite dialects

Phicnician, Moabite, Hebrew, Aranuean. S. A.
Cook, after reviewing opinions, wisely says that
we know too little of the earlier history of the

languages of Arabia and Canaan. We may con-

tent ourselves with saying that these people were
a freshly arrived Semitic race who retained, in

Babylonia, names and words which they brought
from a former home. In the 7th cent. B.C. the
Hairan census (Assyriologische liililidt/tek, xvii.)
shows many of these peculiarities in names
borne by the serfs under Assyrian rule. They
may, then, belong to a race recently transplanted
by Assyrian conquests, or, if indigenous, may point
to a nationality descended from those who raised

the First Dynasty to empire. So far as cuneiform
sources go, we lind most affinity with the names
of Canaanites in the time of the Tel el-Aniarna
tablets. But this distinctly foreign influence

appears not only in names. The Code shows it in

such words as iittin for ' two-thirds.'

4. The name Hammurabi has long been well

known. In vol. i. of Rawlinson's Cuneiform In-

scriptions of IVcstcrn Asia, 1861 (p. 4, Nos. 1, 2, 3),

three inscriptions of his were published. Inscrip-
tions in the Louvre were given by Oppert in 1803
in his Expedition seicntijique en Mesopotamie. The
Babylonian scribes of a later period regarded the
name as foreign, for they drew up a list of the
names of the kings who reigned

' after the Flood,'
with their explanations of those names. Some of

the names are Sumerian, or Kassite ; but among
them is Hammurabi, whose name is translated

Kimtarapaitum. Another is Ammizaduga, whose
name is translated Kimtwm-ldttum. Hence they
regarded haminu as the same word as ammi, and

equivalent to kimtu, 'family.' The variants of

Hammurabi's name, such as Ammi-rabi, Aniuiu-

rapi (late Assyrian), Haminum -rabi, etc., show
that they were partly right (King, iii. p. Ixv,
note 4). But it is doubtful if they were right ir.

rendering it kinitum. Ammu or Httmntu may
well be the name of a god. In compounds like

Sumu-bammu, Jasdi-liammu, Zimri-hammu, it

can hardly mean '

family,' unless this was deitied.

The element rabi is so very common in Baby-
lonian that we can hardly be wrong in rendering
it

'

is great.' The name is like Sin-rabi, Samas-

rabi, and may well mean 'Ammu is great.' The
adjective rapaitu, applied to the feminine kimfii,

is
' wide ' or '

great
'

also ; and in that the old

grammarians were right.
5. The date to be assigned to the First Dyn.-.f'y

of Babylon has been much disputed. The King-
Lists, if taken in their integrity, would put the

beginning of the Dynasty at B.C. 24f>4, an. I Ham-
murabi's accession at B.C. 2342. But many doubts

attach to these figures. Nabonidus puts IJammu-
rabi seven hundred years before Burnaburiash, who
cannot be much before li.c. 1400. Rost reduces the

length of the Kassite Dynasty by a hundred and

eighty years, and so places the beginning of the

Dynasty in B.C. 2232, which agrees with Berosus

as explained by Peiser, and with Simplicius on one

reading. The whole question is well discussed by
Rogers in his Histonj of Babylonia and Assyria.,

eh. xii. ; but no definite result can be expected
from present materials. Even the lengths of the

reigns are in doubt now.
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The I'lahyloiiians at this period ",a\e each year
a inline. Tin- y.n nann' iccoided -ome piomiiient
eierii llir huildiny ul a shrine, nr an expedition,
tor example. Now tin- Chronicle- puMi-hcd by
Kin^ yi\c ''"' N''ai naaie- tor tin- lei^n- it the

kiuu-, anil as-iyn toitv-lhree ycai- |o llammu-
ralii, while the kin^ Lists give him fifty-live. The
dillerence ma\ lie accounted lor hy tile proved fiU't

thai the same year hail sometimes two separate
names. The King- Lists may have counted all

year names, and so ha\e maile the reigns too long.
But this is not always the case : tints, in the KIIIL

List. Samsu iluua has only thirty live year-, while
the Chronicle gives him thirty -eight. Here, av.ain,

\\e hnisi awaii further evidence.

Uut we can place the monument approximately
in the reign. K.)r, when wo recall what we know
from various sources, we liml that Him Sin was
rei'jning in l.ar-a till the Until year of Jlaminn-
ralu s leign. Then llammuialu defeated Khun
anil overthrew llim-Sm. 'i'he following year In-

con. piered lamutlial, a province of Klam. Now,
Hammurabi boasts in the prologue (col. ii. 11. 3:2-30)

that he hail 'avenged l.arsji ami renov.iled Khali

har,' the temple of Shainasli there. This he couhl

hanIK ha\e ilone while Kim Sin was still ruling.
We may therefore date the stele after the thirtieth

year of his reign.
ni some inteiest is the usually received id-nti-

ticutioii of Ilammuralii with the Amraphel of

(In 14. With thin is lumnd up the question
whether Ariodi of Klhisar is l;im-Sin of Larsa.

1 MI this view, which has the support of most

Assyriologists, si specially Pinches (<ti,i Ti-<t<r-

ment, etc.. ch. \ i.
) ; on the other side, see Kill";

(I. pp. xxv f. , xlix f. ). All ingenious method nf dis-

posing of the superfluous linal / in Amraphel has
Keen suggested liy Mil-ill;,', who would join it to

the next w'ord, and read, 'And il rame to pa-s in

I he day- of Amraph, as Arioch king of Kllasar

wa- o\'cr Shinar, thai Cliedorlaomer,' etc. lint

Arioch is nearly as dillicult. and the whole inci-

dent is quite inconsistent, unless the configuration
of the country has entirely changed since. The
same uncertainties remain as to date on Loth

chronologies.
Ii. The Chronicle gives us the following skeleton

outline of the events of this reign, being the li-t of

year-names. (I) //" ,/, n r in irhii-li Hammurabi
oecamt linn. (-) /'/" </"/ in n-Im-li gammurabi
ctt'ililiiln-il I/"' In-ni't i

if ili'- Imnl in ri'i/ifi'i'if.!!' IS.

This has been taken to refer to t lie initial ion of legal
ii 'lorn is ; hut the same formula is used of Sumn lailu

( 1!- 'JI77 A I. and may only mean religions reform.

The Code wa- probably not promulgated this year.

(Ill Tin- year in n-hii'li III- f/n-nin f .\niiinn- n-'ix

iii'iili-. Nanmir was god of Krech, hut this throne
was made 1 in I'.abvlon. \Vc cannot, therefore, con-

clude that Maimuuiabi was alreaily Mller ill Krech.

(4) '/'/( year in ir/ml, ll,.- ir-itl of Muhii't was </

ttl i I. Ilammuralii al-o destroyed the tortre-s

of Slaer in this year. Malga is proliahlv not the

same place as the frc'|Ucntly named Mal^ia, which
was close to Sippiini. Mad wa- an important

shipping town, \\~ci-shach thinks holh were on

the Kuphiates, near i'- junction with the llahnr

(l!,i/,i//,n, iv //.
' Mi-m-lh'H, p. 13). These fiivtlc--es

Were later Icpailed. The date ol the lillll ye.-u 1-

iiot prcscrvcil. hut some Boil's lemple was pmhalily
restored. The sixth year is noted lor Ihe ic-lma
tion of some tortre-s. Some e\ent al Kin marked
the seventh Near. |S| Tli, ij'-'ir in irhii-lt . . . <n>

the /inn/, of the fa mil \nlin.< ni*i. The meanin;,' of

the llallle i- 'the ahnndan ! Ihe peolilc. \ll

inscription in the l.ouvre i- de\,.te,l to the record

of the completion of I hi- canal. Ilammuralii Imilt

on the hank- of it a lolly loitie--. which he called

after his father, Dill Sm-muliallit ahim walidia,

iiinl tin- yap in (In- Chronicle here may hav i :-5n-

tained the name <.| i his tort less. i!n /'/, year in

ii-liii-h tin- i-niiiil ll'iniiiiiiriilii c'l/v i/ii'i. It i- not
clear whether this canal or tl ne called I

liel was meant here. The latter ran Horn the

Kilphrates to Sippar. This event may ha\e 1 u

ii-ed only to date Sippar documents. ( 1H| Tlic

fff-in- m which the . . . inhabitants oj M'fl'ii. This

prohahly leteis to a reinstatement ot the people,
on the rcstoralion, of Malya and Maer. Some
event connected w ith a city dated the next year.
(\'2\ Tlr i! -I,- ,,, tr/tt'-// tli,- throne <*f $arpanitum
in 1.1 111,1,1. . This Bodiless was the consort of Mar-
duk. The date ot the next year is not mad it

clearly. (14) The ij<
"c ni n-liii'h. tlte thnm oj I tar

ii/' Ilii/iiiliin mix mini, -. (15) T/tc ijeur in which tin'

seven iimni'-i were mnilc. (Hi) The i/cm- in n-im-h

tin- tin-mi' "j

'

.\iilni ifix ninilc. Next year another
imaye was made; the year following, soineilnny
for llel. The nc\t year something,' was said ahont
' the mountain

'

':. c_'ii) Tl,, i/i-m- m ir/iick t/n- tli,-"i>,:

nf Ailinl n-itn linn/: . c_'l) Tin- i/i-iir in which t/te

ifill nf I'l/i^n mix mini,'. The eitv Hfizu was close

to Sippara, and not far from Kish. Next year
perhaps a canal was cut or an linage of Ilammu-
ralii set up. Then something .seems (o have heen
done at Sippara. Then something was done for

Ii61. ('J.")J 1 In il' n i- in irln,-li tin' irull i,f S,////'li',l

ii-ni mini,-. It was the foundation that was laid

this year, and it was 'the fjrcat wall,' prohahly
an outer circle. The next year records a great
Mood. Then a yreat temple was huilt. r.'si '/'//>

ili-iir in tcliii'li tin- /i-injiti- K-SAM-II !'. mix Imilt.

This was the temple called 'the house, of ahund-
ance,' the temple of Atliul at liahylon. j'29) The
i/i'iir ill li'llii-ll tin innii/i' nf tin' i/iiiii/,'.ix S'lla K'OS

until,-. Sala was the consort of Adad. (3O| Tin;

i/i, n- in ii'li'n-h tin: uriiiif of Elmn irni i/,fcriteil.

(31) Tin' i/: in- in ii'hirli the. /unit nf Inniiitlinl icas

annexed, A fuller form of this dale is, //" ///'//

nf lit! in in II ruin tin' 1,-nnf, ill li-hn'll irttll t/te help of
Ann innl 1'nl In- established his good fortune^ ,ii>,i

lux Innid cast to the earth the Inna nf ln/iiiilhul

nnil Jiim-Siii tin- khiij.' A further conquest is

recorded for the next year, perhaps of the land

Implias. (33) The i/citr in winch the canal of
fjiininiiintlii . . . 'fliis may refer to the com-

pletion of the work lieynn in the ninth year, or to

a new canal whose name is not preserved. (34)

The i/K'ir in irhii'li fur Ami, Islnr, anil Xanti (the

t'ninl:- E-TUR-KALAMA was restored). This
date i- restored from contemporary documents.
The next year perhaps the f;reat wall named
Kara-Samas was limit. The dates of the next
two years are losi . i:;si Tin' ijcnr in U'hii'h the city

nf /inji/ni.i mi.i tli'iti'ni/i'il hi/ Jtnod. This (late is

restored from contemporary documents. An alter-

native date for (his year is, The ycttr nf llriinniii-

i-iilii tin' kin'/ in which the jiftijile vf Tnriikkti,

Kiil.niiiin. ninl ,^nlii'. . . . Whether they were

destroyed by Hood or conquered does not appear.
The dates of the next live years are lost, hut the

Chronicle gives the total length of the reifjn as

lori\ three years. \Vc know several other yeai
names for this reiyn, but are not able to place
them yet. Tin' i/i-nr in lehifh lliik-Atlml ,-<i/,tii/-'-i/

tin i'il n ,,f linl, i/.n. Another date refers to the

building of the walls of Kahikn anil kai-Sama-.
The latter was built on the banks of the Tiyi i-

Tln- i/'-nr of fffiiiiHHiritlii the kinij in tclii'li tin-

ijnilil,-.ii Titxnn t n ni iiififlc favourable h'-r n'"i-il.

The ifCffr of Jfti tntnitritfii the. kinfj in icltn-h tin-

tini/i/i- E-ME-fE-UR-SAG wns restored <i:nl tli-

tun,,/.- Hil-K-XIli-KWUll-MAlt irns
lin^ll jnf

/.minium mill A'lHHi, nnd it* summit man'' l.i-il

III.-, tin /mil-ens. (For further details, see Kiuy
and I. ni. Hi.

7. This sketch we may till out \>y the iiet:iiln
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given in letters and contracts. There the king

appears as itn energetic benevolent ruler, who
kept the chief business of importance under his

own direction. Most of his letters are addressed

to one Sin-idinnam, who, if not a vassal king of

Laisa, was the governor of that city. If lie was
set in the place of Kim-Sin, who was independent
king of Larsa for the first thirty years of Hammu-
rabi's reign, we may suppose all these letters dated

after that event. But, in any ease, it is unlikely
that Hammurabi could give such minute orders to

Sin-idinnam as long as Rim-Sin reigned there. We
lind that Sin-idinnam exercised authority also over

Erech and Ur. At one time Sin-idinnam had a

military command, for the king ordered him to

send certain Elamite goddesses, who hail been cap-

tured, under escort to Babylon ; and when the

same goddesses were sent back to their temples,
under the escort of Inuhsamnr and his troops.
Sin-idinnam was told to attack the Elamites first,

lest it might seem to be a confession of weakness.
The earliest known reference to Assyria occurs in

these letters, when 240 men of the '

King's com-

pany
'

are said to have left Assyria. The Code
also names Ashur, the city, and Nineveh (col. iv.

11. 55-63) ; but last among the list of subject-
towns. The name of the god Asur already occurs

in the reign of Sin-muballit (B
1

3, B 1
14).

8. The king's piety and cart for the worship
of the gods appear not only in the prologue
to the Code, where he boasts of having built,

restored, or adorned the temples of the chief cities

of the empire, but also in the above list of year-
names. Further, in his letters we tind him direct-

ing the collection of temple revenues and super-

intending their shepherds and herdsmen. He

postponed the hearing of a trial because one of

the parties was on duty at a festival in Ur. He
controlled the calendar, sending Sin - idinnam
notice that the month now beginning was to be

a second Elul. He is, however, careful to add
that this must not be taken as an excuse for post-

poning payments for a month.
The king also gave directions as to the canals.

We have seen that he constructed several. In one

letter he orders the dwellers on the banks of a

certain canal to clear, it out. In another case a

canal was so badly dredged that ships could not

come to Erech. Hammurabi orders the work to

be done 'in three days.' Even the Euphrates!?)
stream had to be cleared.

But it is in the administration of justice that

this king is seen in the most favourable light.

Apparently, he was accessible to nil. Bribery he

dealt with promptly ; he enforced a merchant's
claim for a debt against a city governor ;

he sent

instructions as to how cases were to be treated.

Against money-lenders he was severe, and several

letters deal with loans or debts. He orders the

parties concerned to be sent to Babylon, and gives
instructions for their being guarded.
The collection of revenue, the due care of the

royal flocks and herds, the audit of accounts, the

regulation of food supplies, shipping and other

transport, labour on public works, and the proper

exemptions from duty, are all frequently dealt

with in the letters. For fuller details and the

parallels from other reigns of the First Dynasty,
see King's Letters ofHammurabi.
The period of Hammurabi's Dynasty was one of

great literary activity. Many of the tablets in

Assurbanipal's library are ascribed to this period

by their characteristic forms of expression ; but
no works are definitely ascribed by the documents
themselves to this king. Still, the view is general

among Assyriologists that this period produced
most of the masterpieces which later generations
tliiefly reproduced.

The picture of monarchy which these sources

and the Code reveal is by no means unpleasing.
Like all Oriental despotisms, it is ideally a strong,

energetic, benevolent monarchy. In the words of

Hammurabi, he was indeed ' a father of his
t>eople

'

(col. xxv. 21 f.) and 'the sun of Babylon' (col.

v. 4). His Code amply justifies his boast, if it was
carried out. That is rendered pro! able by the host

of contemporary documents, not only for his reign,
but for those of his predecessors and successors.

So far as they refer to the class of cases con-

sidered in the Code, they conlirm its working. Of
course a large number of cases, especially criminal

cases, were not the subject of written records.

We have no records of trials for murder, rape,

incest, or the like grievous wrongs. But we have
not only contracts of marriage, partnership, loans

and commissions, and other commercial business,

but also a number of legal decisions. These mostly
relate to property disputes, but a few touch crime

as well. So far as they go, they prove that the

Code was literally carried out. Further, they
show that it was no new invention, but codified

the customary law of the country.
The king was a quasi-Divine person. This is

shown not only by the invocation of his name
along with those of the gods in solemn oaths, but

by such names as Hamiiturabi-iln,
' Hammurabi is

god' ; Hammnrabi-iam-ii,
' Hammurabi is my sun.'

Men swore by
'

Samas, Aia (his consort), and
Hammurabi the king,' as also by the name of

Manluk or of Kim-Sin, other gods or other kings.
See a list of these oaths in Kohler'-Peiser, i. p.

107 f. The king was often accorded the title i-lu

as a prefix to his name. This custom continued in

use until late in the Kassite Dynasty. In the pro-

logue to the Code (col. ii. 48), Hammurabi calls

himself the ' Divine shelter,' i-lu suliilu, of his

land, (col. iii. 16) the ' Divine king of the city,' i-lu

far all, (col. v. 4) the ' Divine sun
'

of Babylon,
i-lu &iiSii.
As one consequence of this sacred majesty of the

king, he does not directly appear as party to any
commercial or business transaction. This was not

so in early times. In one of the oldest monuments
of Babylonia which we possess, the stele of Manis-

tusu, king of Kish (Memoirea rlc la Delegation en

Perse, torn. ii. p. Iff.), we find the king buying
lands, like any other person, to make up an estate

for his son Mesalim, afterwards king of Kish also.

But in all later times the rule holds good. The

king's stewards, shepherds, and other officials buy
and sell, obviously for their master, but his name
does not come into the transaction.

9. The extent of Hammurabi's empire can be

gathered only partly From the Code. He names in

the prologue the cities of Babylon, Sippara, Nippur,
Dflrilu, Eridu, l

T

r, Larsa, Erech, Isin, Kish,

Cutliah, Borsippa, Dilbat, Shirpurla, Hallab, Kar-

kar, Maskan-sabri, Malka, Agade, Ashur, Nineveh,
but only as having done benefits to the temples
there. 'The list covers all Assyria and Babylonia.
He is called king of Martu in an inscription set up
in his honour, and that is usually taken to mear
the Westland or Palestine (King, Letters, iii. p
195 f.).

V. SOCIAL GRADES RECOGSIZED IX THE CODE.
The Code recognizes three grades of society : the

aiitflu, the mw&kcnn, and the arclii.

1. The first grade were the men of gentle birth,

men of family, and very likely were largely of the
i same race as the royal family. Wincklcr has com-

pared them with the amelu of the Tel el-Amarna

tablets, where it is still a distinct title, and with

early Arabic 'rilii, nlai (AltorientaHsche Forsr/utnij-

en, ii. p. 313). The king himself seems to l>e ad-

dressed by the title ainclu in Mnnhil: tihallit/tit,
' the amelu to whom may Marduk grant life.' Ha
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thus lid.l tlir position iif tin- Kii-t Centleniaii of

i;ab\ Ionia. In many passages am^/ is distinctly

equivalent t 'nth. -<T.' l!y comity ii wa- ex-

tended, like inn-
' Sir

'

(ir
'

K-i|uire.' to mai k evei v

pei-on nf position not otherwise tillnl. Kven ill

the< oilf ii is usiiiilly applied to ;ill free cit i/eiis,

when no distinction from tin 1 m //>/ i- nece ary.
ll i- al-o ii-ed as a determinative before names
of trades and ixrii|Hitioiis. Tim- tin- potter, tin-

tailor, ill.- -ton.- cutter, carpenter, builder, ami
other artisans, who an- paid a daily wage Inn

may have lidongcd to old tradi- guild-, an- nm,!,

I. nt not tin- doctor, the veterinary surgeon, or the

lirander. In some eases this may be accidental,
lint mii-t In- rememlieri-d in ease further evidence

should eome to light. He was an ollieer w hen

performing military sen ii-e. II is residenr.- appeals
to be called an i/.'illii, which is hcst rendcied
' mansion '

; tin- u-ual rendering
'

palace
'

is apt to

surest I In- royal residence. ll seem- probable
that every town contained one or more Mich

'mansions.' They are named in contracts as

In-ill',' huill for pel -oils who were certainly not

king- 1 1; :;:ci. l!-:isii. Consequently
the slave of

the palace' is not in-ce--aiily a royal slaw u;i IT"'

ITIii.

J. Tin- 111 a ',l.i an . w hose name passed into Ilelm-H

ns ;:jt (uii.-ik ~n\, Ital. iii'srlium, nfvliiii'-ll'i, I'mtug.

mi'si/tlill/i". l-'leneh in :*'/>n>i, etc
, occupies a lower

rank. His penalties are less, but so are his com-

pen-ations for injury. He is specially lev.i-laied

tor (Jig s. Hn. 108, 201, 204, -Jos, 211, '-'Hi, 21",

JJi'i. The rendering of the name 18 difficult. The
translation '| r man' is not vciy g I. For le-

va- no pauper, certainly not a beggar. He had
slaves it; |.Yi and goods. Mil Her calls him an .1 /.//-//

.\hftl i
;
hut I here i- no evidence of Ills receiving

any pension. Kolder and 1'eiser give Mim > i -ml :

hut then- i- no evidence of his having any special
association with the court, or any special diilie-.

The name it-elf may lie taken to mean a 'sub-

ject,' originally 'suppliant.' \Ve take it he was
a commoner,' one of the /ilihs. peihaps of the

conquered race. At any rate he was free, hut

apparently subject to the rm-i'i-i-, perhaps obliged
to serve in the ranks of the army. \Ve lind that

his ollering ill the temple wa- allowed to lie less

than other- i\lci--ner, /,Y7/v/< _/ Keiintnis dei

J;,i/i,//,,,i\, /,, i, i;> lii/iim, p. ITOf.). In Assyrian
times tin- Babylonians complained that they wen-
being treated a- niii-d,; mi, not -o much '

poor men,'
hut subject to indignities. In the Tel el-Amarna
tablet- \llieno|ilu- ijUnle- the lelter ot Kada-lliall-

lid to him, iin|iiiring after his daughter Suharti.

The liahylonian king says the Egyptian had his

sister to wile; but no messenger of his had evi-l

lieen -ible to -ee the plillcu--, or know whether she

wa- alne ,,i dead. A certain lady they had -ecu.

but iitiiii/i i/ini-lii iil, ii HI nil.; i, n,
' whether she \\a-

the dall^lllei ot so ill ii.il.,' ii ii .' they could not
tell. Ill mm n tablets it i- a cui-e that a man
in its/.- 'nil I it ulliil:, should -oliu- to |.oM-rly

'

I lie /.old.

I
'<lf-l/C,,/ll, .

|l.
l.'llilil.

3. The slave iiii-i/ni was treated very much OS :i

chattel. lie could he -old or pled-ed |'SS i I S. I IT i

:

damage done to him had to be paid for, but the

compensation went to hi- ma-ti r i iii _'!:!, -JI4, L'l'.i,

J'J'ii. A repudiation of seniludeon hi- part was

punished by mutilation i; L's-Ji. I In- master i- not

said to ha\e |io\\ei nf lite and death : indeed his

|iowcr seem- e\ple--ly limited to mutilation. The
slave could aci|iiiie Health, and act in hii-ines- a-

a free man. but his master had lo be co-ni/anl ot

his transactions. If he was living in hi- ma-lei -

llOllse he could not buy 01 sell, except by powel
3f altiuiies. or written licence Mom his ma-tii
IS 7 i. lint many -la\e- married ai.d had home- ol

tlidruwn. Then th ma-lei acie,l n- patron, and

reeinered their debts for them. A slave ^yllO

married one of hi- master's slave yirls wa- able to

acquire wealth, luit his master was his sole heir,

and his children wen- -lave-. ( In the other hand,
a slave, at any rate if in the -ervice of a '

great
house,' or of a in lid., a n, could marry a free woman.
In that case the children wen- I i^ 17'. and the

lice woman 's marriage portion remained hei-, tor

her children, on her uusband's death ( 176). The
propei ly which the pair aci|uiied after marriage
was divided into two eipial portions: the ma-ter,
as his slave's heir, took one half, the wife and
children the other half. A slave could buy his

freedom with his savings. This must have been
a in-e bargain between -lave anil master. The
former had to choo-e bet w ecu freedom and ]iov ei I y
on one sub-, and service and comfort on the other.

The master accepted a present gain in lieu ot a
dele I reveision of the slave's property. The
Code does not notice this point.
A female slave could become her master's con-

cubine. Her children were free ( 170-171); and
so was she, at her master's death. If her ma-ter
cho-e he could acknowledge her children, and then

they inherited ei|iially with the children of his

free wife ; but these had lirst choice in the sharing
of hi- property i;i IT'i). If she was the property
of a free woman who was married, the slave

};irl mij;ht he jjiven by her mistress to her hus-

band to bear him children (S 1-14). Her mistress
retained the ri<;ht to punish presumption ami
insolence by degradation to full slavery again;
but the slave \r\. if she had borne children to her

master, could not be sold. At his death she was
fr Ss 146, 147).
The slave Nvas not always contented with his

lot. He mie;ht run away. His captor was bound
to bring him back to his master, and was then
rewarded by statute with a payment of two
shekels ( 17). Hut if the captor kept him in his

own house, and did not give him up on demand,
he was punished with death ( 19). So was any
one who enticed a slave away from his master
ij l."n. The slave seems to have had liberty to y.o

about freely in the city where his master lived,
but not to leave the city without his master's
eon-cut (S lj). A slave usually had his owner's
name, or some mark by which lie could be reeog-
ni/ed, branded or tattooed on his arm. If a cap-
tiind lu^itive slave would not mime his owner,
he had to be taken to the '

palace
'

or governor's
residence, and there put to the question, and so

re-toied to the owner ( 18). We lind from the
letter- that the officers over the levy claimed, for

tin- eori'fe, unowned -laves (I!- 41'J). The tattoo-

ing of the slave's mark was the business of the

yatlabtt, who could also tender it irrecogni/ablcr

again. To do this without the consent of the

owner, rendered the ,f'illu!iti liable to have In-

hand- cut oil 'S 'J'Jiii. If he had been deceived into

doing this by some one who was judged to have
de-iuii- on that slave, the yullnhu could swear to

his innocence ami be let oil'; hut the fraudulent
holder of the slave was treated as a slave -tealer,

and put to death (227). To 'mark' a man was

equivalent to reducing him to slavery. This might
be done to a reliellious child by the Su n.ui

law-. Also it might IK- inflicted on a man im
slander

( 127), or on a rebellions or insolent slave

iS Hiii. A fugitive slave might lie put in chains
by his nia-t er. Harbouring a fugitive was puni-hed
w'lth death IS 16).

The slaves were probably recruited principally
from captives taken in war. We see that ceitain

pel -on- might be bought abroad and brought back
1 \ merchant*. These would, no doubt, be ..lleied

lor -ale a- slaves. lillt, if the\ Were natives of

liabj Ionia, their relatives, their town tern:
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in the last resort, the State, would ransom them
( 3'2). If they had been slaves before, in Babylonia,
it seems that they had to be set at liberty' on
being brought back

( 280). But the Code may
only mean that they returned to their former con-
dition. Foreigners, once slaves in Babylonia,
captured thence in war, bought abroad by a
merchant and again ottered for sale by him in

Babylonia, if recognized by a former master, might
be re-bought by him at the price the merchant
gave for them abroad ( 281). The Code appar-
ently aims at excluding a profit on the trans-
action, but leaves the price to be settled by the
merchant's oath as to the money paid by him.
There is no trace in the Code, or contemporary

documents, of serfs, or glebcr, adscripti, such as
were so common in Assyria and the district about
Harran in the 7th cent. B.C. (see

' Harran census,'
Assyriologischc BMlothek, xvii.). 'The serf seems
to have held his lands by inheritance, and had
property of his own. The class was largely re-
cruited from slaves and town artisans. A serf's
father is usually named. He was sold with the
land, and subject apparently to military service.

Many captives taken in war were settled as serfs,
and the Assyrian kings usually assigned lands to
the transported peoples.
The slave proper usually appears as fatherless ;

but a number of cases occur at all periods, when
parents sell their children. Free men might be
sold for debt, or reduced to slavery as punishment
for crime. In the latter case they probably became
public slaves. Slaves were subject to the corvie,
as king's servants. Even female slaves owed ser-
vice to the State usually work, such as weaving or

spinning. It was of great importance to a buyer
of a slave whether this duty had been discharged,
and he often demanded a guarantee that it was
no longer due. It probably was confined to a
number of years six seems likely in the case of
the Harran serfs. A great many slaves were
skilled workmen ; they were often apprenticed to
learn a trade. But in early times the trades were
in the hands of free men.

Slaves might be adopted as children by free
men and women, usually to care for the old age of
one whose own family had already grown up and
left the home. Such adopted chfldren became
free, and usually inherited their adoptive parents'
property. Further details on the status of slaves,
especially in later times, will be found in Meissner,
de Servititte, Pries, Leipzig ; and S. A. Cook, The
Lines of Moses, etc., ch. vii.

The value of a slave varied much with age,
accomplishments, sex, etc. The Code avoids the
question by awarding

'
slave for slave' (219, 231),

'half his price' ( 199, 220). A maidservant was
worth twenty shekels of silver ( 214), her unborn
babe two shekels ( 213). In contemporary docu-
ments a male slave sold for as little as six shekels
or as much as twenty. A female slave might
fetch as little as four and a half, or, with a babe,
as much as ninety-four shekels.
The reward for restoring a fugitive to his

master ( 17), or for curing a slave (217, 223), was
two shekels of silver, evidently calculated as one-
tenth of the ordinary value. This value of twenty
shekels remained constant as the average to the
times of the Second Babylonian Empire.

vi. CLASS LEGISLATION A FEATURE OF TJIE
CODE. A distinctive feature of the Code is its

class legislation. Not only are the aristocrat, the
commoner, and the slave treated separately, but
the Code legislates separately for certain classes of
the community.

1. The first class are feudal landowners. They
hold lands of the crown by service. Their names,
riil sAbc and b&'iru, are difficult to translate, be-

cause we have no modern officials whose functions

exactly correspond to theirs, (ft) For the lirst we
propose

'

levy -master.' The '

levy - master ' was
over the corv(e. He had to make up the local

quota for the army, or for forced labour. On the
former side ho might answer to the tield-cornet,
commandant, pressgang officer, Fcldiccbcl, Stattver-
trefer; and, on the other, to the ganger on public
works. He may have had other duties, such as
the maintenance of local order, but these chiefly
appear in the letters of the time (see King's Letters

of Hamiitnmlii, under '

ritlit,' iii. p. 290). To their

gangs were condemned fugitive slaves, if unclaimed
(B-' 419)._
The king in various letters orders the exemption

of temple bakers, royal shepherds or herdsmen, and
patcsis from the ilkw, or '

duty,' of these officers.

Further, it is certain that on some occasions this

duty was military service, on others public works.
It is not, however, clear that tve have always a
class exemption.
The Code fixes their status very clearly in some

respects. They might be sent on ' the king's way,'
perhaps a term for a military expedition, but

probably including any royal business. It was n
capital otlence not to go. To send a hired sub.
stitute involved death, and the substitute took
over the appointment ( 26). For a magistrate to
allow such personation was punished by death also

( 33). If such an officer was captured abroad, and
there was bought by a Babylonian slave-dealer, he
had, on his return, to be ransomed from bis own
means, failing that, by the temple treasury of his

town, failing that, by the State
( 32). But his

holding could not be sold for the purpose. It
consisted of land, house, garden, and stock given
him by the king, as well as a salary, and could not
be sold, pledged, or exchanged ( 34). The penalty
for its alienation was that it had to be returned, and
the buyer, lender, or exchanger lost what he had
given for it. The officer could not be oppressed by
the governor, neither robbed, defrauded of salary,
let out on hire, nor wronged in court, on pain of
death ( 34). The officer could not leave his hold-

ing to his wife or daughter, nor any part of it ( 38).
He had, of course, full power over his own acquired
property ( 39). He could name his son as locum
tenens in his absence, if capable of discharging
the duties of his office, which therefore were not
solely military. If his son could not take the

duty, being a child, one-third of the estate was
sequestered to the child's mother for his mainten-
ance, and a locum tettais put in by royal authority.
To secure the estate from dilapidation, the locum
tenens acquired a prescriptive right to it, if the
absentee was away three years or more. This held

good only if the absentee had been a neglectful
holder. In any case, one year's absence did not
invalidate his claim to resume it on his return.

(b) In nearly every case the b&'iru is associated
with this officer. The term means simply 'catcher,'
and is used of fishermen and hunters alike. In

contemporary documents it seems always to be
used of fishermen. Perhaps they, too, were a privi-

leged class, as being necessary to the provision of

food for the palace. It appears that they had
their special fisheries reserved in each district, and
were not allowed to poach on other fisheries (King,
Letters, p. 121 f.). But it is not quite clear that the

b&'iru, or 'catcher,' may not have been, like the old
'

catchpole,' a sort of constable. He could, like the

'levy-master,' be sent 'on the king's way,' might
be captured abroad, held the same sort of estate,
could make the same arrangements as to his son

:

s

taking his duty. He is not expressly exempted
from the governor's oppressions, but surely was
not meant to lie at his mercy. This rather goes to

prove that b&'iru is almost a synonym for ncl sitbc.
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(I So fur as inalienability of holding w:i- run-

eetneil, Ilif N"v lulli. HI paver "' tubule,' wa- in

tlir same position as tin' -."' >"'" ami I In- '< ' irtt.

!i seems, theiet'orc, that l.-iml wa- In M ot tin'

crown, as in other Onental countries notably
All >i , M c.i miw cin two ini ms ot tenure. * i HI- carried

an obligation to personal -eivicc, the other only n

lent in- tribute. Until were thus inalienable, l.nt

inieht In 1

hereditary. I. nnil could al-n be held by
othei . who mi",ht alienate: votaries, merchants,
ami loreijjn Ic-ldent s -ur lialllril li In ; Kilt the

liutv, whatever it was. went with tin.1 lainl. ami
must he ilisi liaised h\ tin- Inner. S land \vas

In . -In. Id i ;'/.- i ; ami it i- expressly laid down as

a special privilege that thr estate- "t a M; idnk
votaiv were thus exempt from the '

duty.' There
i- iin express mention tit tithe, but that pn>babl\
"low out of tin.1

'

duty.'
J. Tin 1

votary WHS also the suhject of special

Icui-latini!.. sin- ini.uht bo di'Mitfd to tin- service

nl a -ml (Samoi and .Manluk are named in the

I'n.lr ; Sin, Anniiit, and others ,-l-o\\ In-n-i liy her

I'annt-; m -he might herself elrcl to become
a votary. She thus became a 'bride' of tin- gi.d.

iinl might he doweled liy her father as for marriage
lS 17M. Her father could give her riu;i]ili't'' power
oM-r her property, or not. In any i-ase. sin- had

the life interest in it is IT'J). If not absolutely
at her own disposal, on lirr lallni - death, her

brethren, who had the revel-ion of it, might
assume po--c--ion and maintain her. It they did

not do this to her satisfaction, sin' had the power
to appoint a steward, who would adniinistn it a-.

-In- wi-hed. Ill any such ca-c it revelled at her

death, unless her father had granted her the di-

posal of it by a spci-ial .1 1 "I gift. If In- ave
her mi allowance of this sin t. she did not forfeit her

li'jhl- a> a daughter in hi- estate, 1ml eaiin- in for

one third of a son'- -hare at hi- death >, ; Isih. To
all appearance-., the votary wa- vowed to perpetual
virginity ; lint she might marry, and give her lins-

liaini a maid to hear him children IS 14lii. If she

liroke her vow and had chihlrcn, they were not

reco^ni/ed as in her power ; they could he 1

adopted
liy any one wit hoi! t her having powei to claim

them hack 15' P.cii. From contemporary documents
we tind that votaries often adopted children, mostly
other votaries, doubtless to care for their ohi age.

Normally, the votaries lived in a convent ( 1 1m, or

coniiiion Imme. calh-d I lie l.ride chainlier.' It was
a \ei\ large estahliahment, and i- often nainei! as

a neighbour in sales of land-. lfthe\ did not li\e

there, they \\cre expei ti .1 to he staid in their he

haviniii. They mi^lit not open a he.-r -Imp. m.i

enlei one. on pain ot hein^ Imrned Is ll'M. They
Were highly le-pee|ed. N" one lllijjlt -lander
them, mi pain 01 hein^' liranded on the forehead
li r_'T'. \\'e read of lllani. daughter of kni".

Ammi/adu'_'a, a- a vetaty i V. . \.Tli. 630). They
had a common -crihe 1 1',- JlToAl and a

'

ladv

superior' iH 1

(il). The votary of Manl'.iU had

s|iecial Ireatment, as wa- natural tor a kin;; who
had made liaovlon t he capilal _of his empire, and
Maidnk sn|iremc, even over Sama.- in S,|p:ua.
She wa-, even if not dowered hy her father, ahle

to chum one thud ot a -on - -hare in hi- pi"i oily
at his death, and had full te-t atneiit.n y powers
over it. She had no 'duty 'to . 5 IS'J'.

\Ve continually meet v\ it h v i.iai ie- in coiitemporary
entS, chiefly devoted tuSama- I he\ u.-ie

eleaily a wealthy hmly, and eanv on Im-ine
fleclv. They a"lee with l.n.lllel- ahollt their

c-tates, put in stewards, leave property and i

on ordinary contract^ Manv maiiv. Nowhere
in the Code or elsewhere is there fin) trace of the

evil reputation v\ hirh ( i reek \\ i ,i ci - a--n:n i these
ladies, and the 1 1 ;i n-l.-i t ;MII- \\hnli make them

pro-! iiutcs, or umiiaslc', an not to he ,i.

liicek inlliienee may later have corrupted their

morals.
;;. Men were a! 1O \ ow cd In the -en ice of a ffll,

hut the I 'ode doc- nut leler to them. The rather
oh-cnre manzAt pAni, w ho .-tm-d in the pie . nee

1

of the kill"., weie naturally cclihate.-. Then wives
could iml In- tnleiat' d in the palace. Their chil-

dren, if they had any, were Healed a- honielo-*

iS I'J'Ji. and conhi he adopted I iy any one w it hunt
t he tat liei - i nn-i nl . There is no Around for a--uin-

iii"; any vieimi- hahit- <m their juirt, as the tenu
included -nine of the hi-hc-l ollieial- oi the Stale.

4. Special profe-Motis were also Ic^i-laled for.

The In ei -hup was usually kept hy women. Kveu
as late as the Second llahv Ionian Kmpire we lind a
ma-tei -eitinu up a female slave in a wine -hup.
The price nf heerwa-not to he dealer than corn,
measure for measure i S lo.s). Corn wa-le^al lender,
and silver w a.- not to lie demanded \<\- the ^reat
weieht. The heei -eller had to ^m .nt'iniiiat ion

of all trea-onahle eon-piracy .-he oveilnaid in her
-hull is lO'J). She was severely dealt with : if -he

broke these rule-, death WHS the penalty. There
is no hint that her house was a hrothel, though
later custom su"^ests it.

:>. The doc' or i Iocs not seem to hold a high pi "le-

sion. He i- imt an "/' :/. The fee for a sncce -ml

operation, involving -nicely (removal of a cataiart
with the hion^e lancet i.- prohahly meant i, i- h\ed
and graded accordinu lo the position of I he pat lent

(is -Ji.'i -JiTi. An unsuccessful operation is penalized
liy lo-s of the hands, reparation, or a line isS .'IM-

2'JH). A cure of an injured linih, or a rupture (?),

is -imilaily Heated ij'S --1 --'I. Tin 1

veterinary
suriri'on is likewise dealt with ISS' -'-'I, --"H. The
lirandor, who may also he a harher, and perhaps
a -hearer, naturallv follows a surgeon. Mi- -pccial
treatment concerns Ids attempting lo ctlace :i

slave's tattooed mark. If he did tin- wittingly, he
lost his hands. If he was deceived, he could eet

free on oath of innocence, hut the procurer sutlered

death IS's .'0, i'2T).

Ii. IJiiildel- are treated much the same. The
liuildei's fee is fixed according to the size of the
hoii-e. His had workmanship is punished if it

lead- to damage. He has to make ^ood all loss,

and repair at his own expense ; and, further, sutler

the -a me damage in Ins own person as he has
liroueht on the house-owner (s'S 22H-2S3). The
hoatman j;ets a fixed fee according to the size of

the huat he Iniilds. Damage due to had workman-

ship appearing within a year's time has to he
mad. Uood, or the hoat replaced ( '234, -J35). A
hiiaiman had to make good a hoat lost through his

carelessness, if hired to navigate it. He was re-

sponsihh
1 for the freight, if any. If he sank a

hoat, but rai-ed il a^ain, he pti'uf half value. His
hire was IKcd iSJ '2 t> -Mm.

vii. A'.i:n i i.Ti'UK. 1. Land was already

private property, -nli;cct to its duty to the -

An impost was lavied upon the croii, and was clearly

proportional to its amount (miksu). How nun
auie into possession of waste or unrecloimei 1 land,

which nii^'lit he expected to he common, docs not

appear. The reclamation may have constituted a

tnle. At any rate, the Code contemplate- land

being 'jncnto a farmer to reclaim (S M 1

. and I he

contracts show the practice to have heen common
1 1;

1

Isii. etc.). The unreclaimed land was usually
taken along with arable land (double in ainon

and without rent for a time. Then, sny in the
fourth year, lixed rent was expected from al! that

from the virgin soil being threefold the ordinary-.
The landlord further made an allowance i pm
vision, towards the farmer's keep. The penalty
fixed liy the Code for neglect to reclaim i

foi r should leave it in good tilth, and i>a\ Fair

lj 44). Ordinary arable land was ici, jiually
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at fixed rents, so much corn per acre, six GUR per
GAX being very usual. A deposit was expected,
and it was ordinary debt not to pay the rent. The
Code only enacts that, if the rent had been paid, no
rebate could be claimed if a storm destroyed the

crop afterwards
( 45). But if the rent was not paid,

or if the land was let on the share-profit system,
the damage done by storm was borne by landlord
and tenant equally, or in proportion to their shares

( 46). This system of produce-rent, or share-profit,
was very common, the landlord taking half the

crop, or two -thirds, according to agreement. In
such a case the tenant's neglect to do the proper
work prejudiced the landlord as well as himself

;

in this case the Code enacts that he shall pay an

average rent,
' like his neighbours,' or ' like right

and left of him' ( 42, B2
1031). He had to leave

it in proper tilth. An important measure of pre-

caution, often stipulated for in the contracts (B2

361, 46U), especially when the Held lay some way
from the town, was the erection of a farmer's cot-

tage on the Held. He had to be present, as an old

work on agriculture, often compared to Hesiod's
Wvrks and Days, tells us,

' to scare the birds,

capture antelopes or wild goats, collect locusts.'

The landlord might have a cottage already there,
and charge for it, stipulating that it be vacated
with the Held ; or he might stipulate that the tenant
should put it up, and leave it at the end of the
lease. The Code contemplates the neglect to put
up this cottage, and the tenant subletting the

field, probably to om who lived nearer. The land-
lord could not object, if he had his proper rent at

harvest, and if his lield was duly cultivated by
some one ( 47).
An important form of tenure was the metayer

system, where the landlord found seed, implements,
and oxen, besides paying a wage to the farmer.
Here the farmer might embezzle the seed, or the

provender, for which the Code enacts that his

hands be cut off ( 253). He might take the corn
and starve the oxen (it was furnished partly for

their food), for which he must restore from what
he planted ( 254). He might hire out the oxen
to another, stealing their provender and not pro-

ducing !i crop, for which he had to pay a heavy
fine, sixty GL'R per GAX ( 255). If he could not

pay, he was to be torn to pieces by the oxen on the
field (S 256).
Gardens or plantations were usually let, if al-

ready planted, at a rent of two-thirds produce, as
fixed by the Code ( 64). Neglect which would
diminish the crop was guarded against by enacting
that an average yielt' should be returned

( 65).

Land was given to be planted as a garden, the
owner often stipulating as to what plants he wished
for. The terms were that the gardener paid no rent
for four years, and in the fifth year he and his

landlord divided the land equallj ( 60). If he left

part uncultivated, t bat was reckoned in his share

( 61). If he had failed to carry out his work, he
was bound to do so before giving it up, and further

fined an average year's rent for the time he held it,

if it was corn land ( 62), or ten GUR of corn per
GAS for each year, if it had been unreclaimed land

( 63).

2. The Babylonian landowner was often in want
of ready money despite his magnificent harvests,
which often yielded a hundredfold. He had to

employ extra labourers to get in his harvest, find

seed at seedtime, and was liable to destructive floods.

If he had borrowed money and a storm destroyed
his crops, he might post-date the bond, and not pay
interest on the loan that year ( 48). He frequently
pledged his field to a money-lender; but, whatever
the terms of his otter, the Code enacted that he
should always reap the crop himself, and from the

produce pay off the loan, and the expenses of the

lender, if he had to h'nd a cultivator
( 49, 50).

Speculation in ' futures
' was forbidden to the

money-lender. Further, this man could not de-
mand money ; corn or produce was legal tender in
satisfaction of such loans ( 51). It was a practice
with money-lenders to stipulate for the return of a
loan in the exact form in which it was borrowed.
If the cultivator put in by the creditor does not

produce a crop, as the owner had left the care of

the field to the creditor, he must bear the Im.s ;

he can claim no rebate on that account ( 52).
Hence it was dangerous to mortgage for more than
an average crop. Gardens or plantations were
also protected from money-lenders' speculations in

the same way ( X). 'fhe owner, whatever his

offer, must take the crop himself, and whatever is

over and above his debt and interest is his. He
was protected in other ways. No one could
distrain upon a working ox, except under fine of

one-third of a mina of silver
( 241). The ox was

not only used for ploughing, it was constantly
employed to work the watering machines, which
sometimes required as many as eight oxen. It was
also needed for threshing.

3. Babylonian culture was dependent upon water

supply. On the one side, floods were frequent, and
had to be provided against by an elaborate system
of ditches and canals ; on the other, the summer
heat turned all herbage to dust, unless watered.
One chief claim to the gratitude of posterity on
the part of kings and priests was the furnishing of

new canals. Once made, these were expected to

be kept in order by the riparian landowners. The
work of repairs, dredging, and cleaning was always
considerable, from the floods, silt, and rapid growth
of water vegetation. Hammurabi's letters often
deal with the needs of the canals (King, Letters,

pp. 15, 16, 18, 64, Ixivf., xxxvif.).
The ordinary repair of the bank was the duty of

the man whose field adjoined it. If he neglected
to strengthen it, a burst was likely. He was

responsible for the damage done to the neighbours'

crops ( 53). He and all his possessions could be
sold to pay the damage ( 54). He had the right to

open a runnel to water his field ; but, if he left

it running and swamped his neighbours' crops, he
had to compensate ( 55) according to the extent of

the damage ( 56). The theft of a watering machine,

probably that consisting of a pole and bucket, was

penalized by five shekels of silver. The bucket

alone, or a harrow, was protected from theft by a
fine of three shekels ( 259, 260).

4. Considerable attention is paid by the Code
to fixing wages, or hire. The harvester had to

be paid eight GUR of corn per year ( 257). An
ordinary labourer was paid six $E of silver per day
for the first live months, five SE for the remaining
seven ( 273). This would be about twelve GUR of

corn per year. A working ox could be hired for

four GCR of corn per year ( 242), a milch cow for

three GL'R ( 243). An ox for threshing fetched

twenty KA of corn per day, an ass ten KA, a calf

1 KA
( 268-270). A waggon, with its driver and

oxen, cost one hundred and eighty KA of corn per

day ( 271). As the waggon alone cost forty IfA

( 272), and two oxen another forty KA ( 2CS), we
may take it that a man cost one hundred KA per

day for carting. A cart might be hired for ten KA
a day (S 572). An ox-driver had six GUR of corn

per year as wages ( 258).
The care of the hired animals was strictly

guarded. A lion might kill ox or ass, and the
owner had to bear the loss ( 244). But neglect
or ill-treatment had to be paid for ( 245, 246).

Partial injury was assessed ( 247, 248). The
hand of God was the owner's loss ( 249). The
responsibility for a savage bull was decided, if tlia

an.mal suddenly got out of hand and killed a mac,
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it was treated as an accident iS 2.1"). But if the

animal was known to be vicious and hisownei took

no mean- to prevent his doing harm, the owner had

In pay blood money (SS 2,"> 1
,

2.V-' I . The piic,-
oi a

three year old ox wa- twenty shekels (B-44S).
.'). Va-t herds and Mock- wen- ow ne.l. Hundreds

of sheep are named as under the care of one man.

The king had occasion to call as many a- forty -cv en

shepherds to account at one t i i Ixin^. iii. p. 7m.

The sheep had to be taken - c distance to pas
ture. The shepherd ^ave a receipt lor the animals

entrusted to bun, and was bound to return them
with reasonable increase in the amount by breed

ing. He was allowed to n-c a certain number for

his keep and that of his underlines. He had to

lace peiil- from wild beasts and robliers. The
Snti nomads wen- specially feared. We lind a

Sntu hind to protect t he thick- from his clansmen

1 1!
1 .132.. The shepherd or herdsman was paid

i i-ht '''/.' of corn per year (S 201). He had to

le-tore ox lor ox, sheep for sheep (S 203). He had
to sec that the llock did not waste or prove un-

luoli table, or else make good the deliciency iS 201 1.

Wilful emhey/.lement was to be repaid tentold

u -Vi.1-. Loss by the hand of Cod or wild beasts

was the ..\\ncr- loss is 266). But carelessness was
to be made -ood is 207 1. When the sheep were

taken out or brought home, they had to traverse

he ni--adov. s, mid niu-l be kepi from eating the

growing crops. To let his llock eat the corn in a

Held w i I hunt con-ent of tl w m-r of the field, was

puni-licd by a line of t went y ','/';; of corn per '/ I .v.

I'his was when the crop was ^reen and the owner

might expect the corn to recover and bear a crop
iS ">7 It ""s worse if the crop was neatly ripe
and the sheep had already reached the common
fold within the city, when- they were fed on corn

by the -hcpherd. It he then allowed them to-t ray-

in a standing field of coin, he had to take entire

res]ioii-ibilit\ for the held, and make what he

could of it, but had to pay -ixty ijL'li of corn per
(,.1.\ It, .IS I.

viii. ,s //////.\v, AXD TRA TIK ,i .\ i> <
I

<I.MMKI;I-K.

1. 'Hie shipping trade was considerable. We are

not altogether in a position to say what the ships
wen- like at this time, but freight boats of -i\i\

(.'('/; capacity were common, and one of seventy-five
i,i'i; is named (King, 7.-7f. <-.<, iii. p. 07). On the

canals, at ha-i, the\ -cem to have been propelled
with poles, which were al-o n-cd to fasten them.

They were numerous ; a- many as twenty. live to-

gether were anchored at the i|iiay of Samas in

Sippara, at one time iS llin). At all times there

i- evidence of considerable activity in comnici.e

and lishing along thc-e wan-iways. (l-'or later

times, see Slei--l|er and KllUilt/oll. I '/ *'"< < > " iil-'l

.In Hi-mi/, iv. p. 12!>f. ; I'inches. Sir II. l',i-l.'.i

Tnl'1 /'. p. s--' t. i. Tlii- temple -hip- an- named in

8. The -ame word wa- used for boat builder

and loatnian. If he had completed (literally

'caulked.' -closed') a ship of sixty <ll'K for a man.
In- wa- entitled to two -lickd- of -ilver as a fee;

tin- owner probably found tin- materials , s _>;;)..

He had to give a yeai - -uarantee with it, replac-
ing it with a sound ship if it showed fault* within

that time (S 23.1 1. The boatman who nav i-ate.l

the ship was paid six Hl'li of corn per year IS L'.'i'.li.

The hired boatman was responsible for the care of

the ship, restoiing -hip for -hip if lost i S _':!(;.
;

al-..

for the cargo, if lost by hi- can-lc ne-- . S -j:i7 i.

But if he refloated a ship he had slink, and it was
sound, he only paid half value (S 23S). A -ship
which ran down another at anchor was held re-

sponsible for the damage (
I'lm. Tl-.e bin- of n

pa-sender or fast boat wa- two and a half SK of

silver per day I j 270>. that oi a height -hip of

sixty ;//;. a 'sixth of a shekel of silver per day
( 277), twelve times a- much.

EXTRA Vol.. 38

2. A peat deal of lnisiness was done hy -hip, or

caravan, with foreign count lie-. The ('ode con-

templates captives in war carried away from
ltah\ Ionia hem;.' houeht ahtoad hy -lave -deah-i -

and brought hack iss i:<-'. -^". -'^l'.' sime, mi-ht
he sold and transported abroad by merchants

(S 118). We read of a free man who had been
-old as a slave to DupHas, perha|

- for deli!

1 11- ll!l). The Code legislates for the ca-e of con

sieliments of ;;old, silver, jewels, or poi'al.h treas-

ures sent by a man resident abroad. The carrier

was hound to deliver, or pay livefold (S II'-''. In

Ibis period Carcliemish wares were already to be
found in llahv Ionian homes (B

1

10).

Business was done on the Cuitnncnda system, as

later in Islam. The principal, called 'merchant'
in the Code, entrusted money or goods to his

afient, who p-ive a receipt for them, and went oil'

to seek a market. On his return he had to repay
his commission and ".ive a fair profit, or share with
his principal. This prolit was agreed on as a

matter of tree contract. If he was unlucky in his

transactions, he yet had to pay cent, per cent, as

prolit ( lul). But the merchant mijiht merely
speculate and not bargain for prolit on a lixe. I

scale. The a^ent must at least return the capital

(S I' 1 -*. The trader has his risks. In the Tel el-

Aniarna period we timl the kin;; complaining of

caravans heinj; robbed (KID v. 11. 'Jo). The Code

contemplates this, and allows the a^'ent to clear

his liability by oath that the enemy robbed him
(S li>3). All was to be done by written contract

( 104) ; money or goods not sealed for could not

be claimed in the reckoning ( 105). Disputes
were punished. False claims on the part of the

agent were to be repaid threefold, on the part of the

principal sixfold (S 106, 107). The contemporary
documents abound with cases of partnership. The
usual method was for each partner to take back
his capital and interest, and then the partners
divided the prolit enually. The common stock was
divided into two classes property 'in town ' and

property 'on the road.' The reckoning was made

yearly, unless the absent agent was detained be-

yond the year. It took the form of a dissolution

of partnership ;
all the common stock was inven-

toried and asettlementmade, usually in the temple,

upon oath, and each party entered into compact
not to dispute the settlement. The partnership
misfit then be renewed.

Warehousing and deposit were frequently re-

sorted to. It liad to be a matter of written con-

tiact, the goods lieing deposited before witnesses,
otherwise no claim for return could be made.
The warehouseman took all responsibility. If he

denied the deposit, he had to repay double (g 122-

12.")). The storage of corn is specialty
dealt with ;

the warehouseman took all responsibility, even
for loss by theft from his store. If be falsified his

liability, lie had to pay double ( 120). He charged
a tee of one-sixtieth per year ( 121). It was
common to hire a granary. The granary was

pi .ted from a distraint ( 113). False claims

on a warehouseman had to be repaid twofold

(is 120). We have noted the shipping business and
t In- Leer-shop above.

3. There is much said of interest on money.
We miss any regulation in the Code on the point,
save that interest had to be returned with liorrowed

i icy iSS l!, 50, 100, X). It was usually al.nt

4n per cent, or 334 per cent, on corn loans. In the

lap-.- ..f time it grew less 25 |>er cent, in As-yna,
_'ii per cent, in the Second Babylonian Kmpiie.
But there was never any fixed rate, it was matter
of lice contract. Loans of corn at seedtime are

very freiiueiit ; a |M>or mnn was then often without
corn. They were usually repaid at harvest without
intcic-t ; but interest was set down to be paid if
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the loan was kept longer. Loans were also frequent
at harvest time to pay the harvesters. With pledges
of crops we have already dealt under '

Agriculture.'A debtor could pay in corn, or sesame," according
to the royal standard exchange value

( 51, 111).
At harvest time, when corn was dearest and drink
most needed, the beer -seller sold cheap ( H'8),
otherwise she might not make drink cheaper than
corn. The creditor could not refuse to take goods
in liquidation of a debt ( 88). Debt might be
discharged by a written order to a third party to

pay (B- 315).
4. Debt might lead to distraint. The debtor

could 'name' a surety or manrijiiiim, who had
to enter the creditor's house and there work oil

the debt. But the hostage was protected, from
blows or starvation ; he was still the debtor's

property, and the creditor must restore him, if a
free man, wife, or child, of debtor, at the end of
three years ( 11.3-117). A hostage slave might
be sold if the creditor wished to leave the city
( 118). But if the slave was a maid who had
borne her master children, he was bound to redeem
her

( 119). As a creditor was bound to accept
goods in payment, it is clear these distraints
were a last resource. They could not be made on
the creditor's own responsibility. If he distrains

upon the debtor's corn without the debtor's consent,
he has to pay back what he takes and lose all

claim for his debt (j 113). If he distrains without
having a debt owing him, he pays a line of one-
third of a inina ( 114). He might not distrain a
working ox

( 241), under the same penalty. In
fact, 'self-help' is forbidden; the debtor must name
' his' hostage.
The hostage was an antichretic pledge. We find

many examples of this in later times. Land and
crops might be pledged, as above. Goods were
also pledged, or assigned in lieu of debt. As a
summary proceeding we may note that, if a man
incurred a public debt and could not pay, he was
sold with all his goods, and the claimants shared
the proceeds ( 54).

5. The Code does not deal with sale, which was
a matter of free contract, except to forbid the
sale of benefices ( 35), or to allow sale of estate

subject to territorial liability. Sales of all sorts
of property, especially estate, are very common in

contemporary documents. The prices varied, of

course, according to circumstances, and there is

nothing remarkable about them, as a rule. But
the transfer of ownership appears to have been
made by the handing over of a stake or rod.
There were certain rights of pre-emption or re-

demption on the part of the seller's family. They
could even buy back sold property. In Assyrian
times the district governors, city magistrates,
captains of the seller's 'hundred,' creditors with a
mortgage on the property, had similar rights. The
sale is always professedly made outright. No
credit was given. The buyer might, however,
borrow money to pay, even of the seller, and
execute a bond for the debt, or pledge the property
back to the seller for it. Slave sales are especially
frequent. The buyer could, however, return his

purchase, if disease showed itself in a month (later,
1UU days), and female slaves were often bought
on trial for one to three days. An undisclosed
defect in the slave, or a claim upon him for State
service not discharged, might be grounds for de-
manding back his price at any time ( 278, 279).
The seller usually gave a guarantee against these

contingencies, as also against vices, like a ten-

dency to run away. In the case of other purchases,
such as houses, stipulations were made that all was
in good order, the door and the lock sound, beams and
sills in position, etc., and all breaches made good.
Exchanges were often made, and the balance of

value, if any, paid in money. These were fiee
contracts. The Code refers to the practice ( 41).

6. Hire is frequent. We have noticed estates
and workmen. Houses were often hired. The
term was generally for one year, but eight and
even ten years are named. The usual stipulations
as to sound condition are made. Further, the
tenant binds himself to leave the house in good
repair, and to vacate it at the end of the lease.

Kent, of course, varies much. It is reckoned by
the area occupied by the house, from one-third to
two shekels per SAR. A SAlt of house costs two
shekels to build

( 228). Kent was usually paid in

advance, half-yearly. The lost part of the Code
dealt with house leases, ordering that if a landlord
tinned out his tenant before the lease was out
he should compensate him ; but we do not know
to what extent ( Y). Many other buildings are
named as hired, especially granaries.

ix. THE TEMPLE. It is curious that the Code
has so little to say of the temple. It was a
very powerful factor in the life of the period. It

possessed large estates, from which a constant
revenue was derived. These were mostly endow-
ments given by former kings, estates held on pay-
ment of certain dues. The temples and the ad-
ministration of their revenues, herds and flocks,
were a source of constant care to the king. Ham-
murabi's letters abound with references to them.
There is no need to suppose that he derived any
direct benefit from them. He had his own vast
estates and property as well. The temples main-
tained a very large number of persons, wholly or in

part. Many folk had the right of so many days'
service there and the accruing profits. One of the
most curious sorts of property consisted in these

rights to so many days a year in a temple. The
rights were hereditary, and could not be alienated ;

but were freely bought and sold, or pledged, subject
to the reversions. The Code protects temple pro-
perty (S 6, 8), putting it on a level with that of
the '

palace." The temple had its duties. It was
bound to ransom its townsman, when captured in
war ( 32). To it men often went for loans, though
at Hammurabi's time most of the money-lending
was in the hands of so-called 'merchants.' These
seem usually to have been foreigners. Later, most
of the money-lending, at any rate when without
interest, was done by the temple.

x. JUSTICE. 1. The temple was also the chief
scene of justice. Here men went to take their

oath, at the gate of the temple or before the
censer. The object in dispute was taken there
and resigned into the hands of the god, who was
held to do judgment and restore it to the rightful
owner. The judges were not necessarily priests,
nor were they necessarily scribes. But the body
of '

ancients,' who usually served as witnesses, and
also assessors to the judge, were usually found
there. Very little is expressly stated as to the

procedure in the law courts. But we know that
the pleas were conducted by the parties in person.
They had to be put in writing. The judge 'saw'
them, and, if there was a case, lixed a day for

hearing. Then the parties had to bring their
witnesses. The judge gave his decision, and it

was embodied in an agreement to which both

parties consented and swore to observe. This
document was drawn up by the scribe and sealed

by judge, witnesses, and parties concerned. It
seems that in cases concerning money or goods a
single judge might sit ; the heavier cases were
taken before a bench of judges. The first five

sections of the Code deal with the process. The
first two sections are peculiarly difficult. It seems
that a man might accuse another of plottini>-
his death, perhaps by magic spells ; if he could

prove this, the offender was put to death ( 1).
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I'ut tlio sense i>f several words is iloulitfnl, .-mil we
ilo nut kno\\ either tin- iKitun 1 of I In.1

.-|n'll.
i)i' the

kind III' e\ idellce |-ct|uiled. Ill till- second ease, the

plaintiff appears t.. il.-iiiMinl tin 1 ordeal from the

defendant, throwing mi him the burden f proof
that In- i- not ;i wi/anl. The ordeal l>y water, in

other cases known to ii-. demanded that tin 1

guilty
shonlil swim ami tin- innoi-riit -ink, Imt be saved

in time. This may !' the meaning here iilso. In

either case tin 1

puilly one was put to death, niitl

his opponent took his estates. In the next two
sections we hint 1 false witness dealt with. If it

endangered tho lil'i- of thi 1 accu- -d, the penalty
\va death is ii). If it involved corn or money, the

false witness hail to hear tin- same injury as lie

sou-lit to In-ill;,' on the arc-used (ij 4). l!y -slander
'

in the lii -t i-a-e may ! meant 'treason,' or sueli

offence against the State a- wa- ra[iital. At any
rate, it is the 'crime alleged.'

-. The jnd^e is not \ei-y often nameil in the

Co,!e. If 'lie had given a judgment an. I nunpleleil
the l,u -i ni --, ii was iiTI-MII able hy him. He eon Id

not retry the ease. Appeal to a higher court was
allowed. If lie retiied the ease, or altered his

judgment, lie was deposed from ollii-e, and had

to repay t \\i-hefold what h 11 had given as tin-

penalty of the ca.se (S 5). He liatl to examine
into t'lie deposition- (9), lix a time, within six

months, for produetion of witnes-es (S 13), lie

pl-e-i-nt at the execution of sellteliees (! 127),

i-i-i-oni-ili! father and s.i:, i :j llisi, inventory the

property of a widow's children on her remarriage

( 174), decide family .pianels (S 172). lint his

pre-ence and decision arc elsewhere implied, and,
from the numerous legal decisions preserved to us,

we conclude that he was constantly employed.
He had a local jurisdiction. Suitors might lie

referred from one court to another, or summoned
to a higher court. He was a professional man,

keeping his title even when not acting in a judi-

cial capacity. Most higher officials of the Slate

act as judges on occasion, and cases were often

referred on appeal to the kin;;. No priest ever

appears as holding' the office ; but that may be

liecause 'jud^e' \\.-i- the higher title. We often

lind stneial judges to;_:ei her on the bench, and I he

highest official in rank doubtless was chief judge'
on that occasion. But there was an office of Chief

.Instice. There is no ei idence that the judge had

any fee. The kind's judges are referred to, but

it is not certain that the kin;; appointed all. Cer-

tainly, the office 1 was hereditary in sonic cases.

3. Witnesses playc'l an important part in tin 1

law courts. The term applied to them, <t/tu, really
means ^ri-y

- headed,' and they were probably,
therefore, the elders of the city. As such, they
were expected to know the rights of the ease as

well as its facts. I!i>i the term gradually ex-

tended its area. Those who know {iinn/m weie

not necessarily old, and they art- called ./// ($ !i).

\\ e may distinguish I hi -hisses of witnesses

who all bear tin 1 same name : (i. I the fillers,' who
appear as as-e--ors w il h t lie judge, and form a sort

of jury ; (ii.) the 'deponents
'

in a court, w ho were

put on oath, and who-e tal-c evidence is penalized
(iS 1 -I); (iii.) the attesting witnesses to a docu-

ini-ll!. Ill I lie ca I Ic-al decision- t lie-'- included

the whole of (i.), bin al-o inlere-l'-d per-ons: in

ordinary contracts, rclal ives of the principal parties,

nci;:hhor.rs whose e-iale- nilniincd, and often per-
sons who seem to ha\e been regularly available al

the court. In later limes thi- class were called

the iiiii/.-iini''. or '

coiilir i -.' The parties, especi-

ally ilie plaintiff, were often called upon to justify'
their plea. This was done by witm--. Ca-es had

to be adjourned for the production of witnesses

(S 13). I'lirehase from a minor ( 7), deposit ( 122),

and even sale (sj 9), were invalid w ithonl witnesses.

4. The plannill pleaded his own case. There
were no professional advocates. As a rule, in

disputes the parties a^leed to submit tile case

In judges, and together 'captured' a judge, u ho

gave them a di-ei-ion. They muiually swoie not

to leopen i hi 1 cose. Many cases were, so to -peak,
settled out of court. The panics mutually agreed,

got an agreement drawn up by a M-riU 1

.
and sworo

to observe it. There is no mention ui a judi-e
in such cases, but the oath was taken in the

temple.
5. The death penalty may be regarded as simple

or specific. In most cases it is enacted in the winds
' he shall be killed

'

(id(lak). In these ca-e- we are

quite in the dark as to how it was indicted, or w hat

was its nature. It may be noted that the penalty
is permissive, not imperative. The verb is imper-
fect, the ' shall

'

of the version is future. That this

\\as the ca-e, is seen by the fact that a clause \\as

introduced in one ca-e allowing the hu-band to

pardon his wife and the kin;; to reprieve his ser-

vant (; r_"J). In another ea-e death is only in

tit-fault of multiple restitution ( 8). We rend of

other ea-es where the plainlilf accepted a com-

position. In fact, the Code marks the transition

from the period when hi l-reven^e ruled. Then!
i- no trace of this left. The Code, however, does
not refer to deliberate murder at all. Whether, in

that case, the avenger's ri^htwas too strong to be

denied, or whether the law of retaliation was too

well known, we cannot say. The Code does not

regard the crime as one against the State, but

against the individual, and he or his representa-
tives plead for revenue rather than punishment.
The ( 'ode, however, regulates this anil assigns its

hounds.
The unspecified death penalty is enacted against

a man who alleges witchcraft, and so puts another
in danger of death ( 1) without justification : for

endangering life by false witness in a capital suit

I- :'n ; for entry and theft from mansion or temple
(6); for kidnapping a free-born child ( 14); lor

liiiusehreaking IS '-!) : for highway robbery (S --t ;

for rape of a betrothed maiden living at home
(S Kin); for building a house so badly as to bring
about the death of its owner (229); for striking
a gentlewoman with child ami causing her death

(si '-'oil I ; certain forms of theft, taking on deposit
or buying from a domestic inferior, without power
of attorney on his part, or in secret ( 7) ; n iv-

ing stolen goods ( G) ; appropriation of things
found (jj !)) ; selling same ( 10) ; vexatious claim
of piopcrty ( 11) ; procuring (light of slave (sj l">) ;

harbouring fugitive slave (ij 16) or fugitive militia-

man ( 16) ; holding captured slave ( 19) ; get t inx
slave's brand erased i.ijii"); neglect of duty on

part of privileged classes, as a beer-seller who did

not procure arrest of seditious brawlers (S lull);

evasion of service or substitution of hireling on

part of levy-master or catchpole ( '26), wen- all

punished in thisway.
1'eath with specified accessories, or manner, is

enacieil thus: bnriiiiirj for theft at a conflagra-
tion (S-J); for votary, opening or entering beer-

shop for drink ( 11U); for incest with iimthei

tS 1.Y7: cf.GnSS-4
, Lv 20" 21, JOB 71

") ; drou-mmi
for selling beer too cheap ( 109) ; adultery is |-J!i) ;

being a bad wife ( 143) ; incest with daughter-
in-law ( 155) ; deserting husband's house in his

enforced absence, if provided with maintenance
i S lid i

; iin/Mili'incnt for procuring husband's death

iS 153, cf. Est 7"); dismemberment for fraud

iincompeiisated under the ntt'ttti/ci' system (S; 'J5tii.

These special forms either make the punishment
peculiarly appropriate

to the deed, or pcihapn
emliodv ancient custom. The penalty in i '-'1

may perhaps imply that a man who tunnelled

through the wall (built of sun-dried bricks) iuti)
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his neighbour's house might be killed 'on the

spot,' and buried in the tunnel he had made ; or
it may mean that he could be buried in the open-
ing from which his tunnel started, in his own
house, assuming him to be a neighbour, and so
desecrate that house for ever. In the case of an
adulterous pair, the Code enacts that they shall
be 'bound' (together?) and drowned (1:29). A
man who committed incest with his daughter-in-
law was to be '

bound,' and she was to be drowned
( l.Vi). Some think there is an error in the text,
Init it is possible that 'bound' really means
'strangled.' It is very unlikely that the man
would be only

' bound.' The ordeal by water, to
which a man accused of witchcraft, or a woman
suspected by her husband of infidelity, had to

submit, was likely to end in death ( 2, 132).
The working of 2, which describes the ordeal,

has been misunderstood. It is well known that
a wizard or witch ought to float. The Code
shows that if the river '

conquers
' him he is guilty ;

while, if he is saved, he is innocent. It is difficult

to see how 'conquering' can mean 'rejecting.'
Hence this ordeal is not in harmony with the

ordinary ideas of witchcraft.
Mutilation as a penalty comes into the Code in

two ways. First, as a mere retaliation for a muti-
lation. Eye for eye ( 196), tooth for tooth ( 198),
limb for limb ( 197), are examples. Second, the
mutilation is the punishment of the offending
member. A surgeon who, through want of skill

or care, causes the death of a patient under opera-
tion, has his hands cut oit'( 21S). So has a brander
who erases a slave's brand ( 226), or a son who
strikes his father ( 195). A wet-nurse, for sub-

stituting a changeling for the child committed to
her charge, has her breasts cut off ( 194). An un-

grateful adopted son, who spies out the disgraceful
origin of his existence, has his eye torn out ( 193).
A slave who repudiates his master's authority, or
smites a gentleman on the cheek, has his ear the

organ of hearing and understanding, therefore of
obedience cut otf ( 282, 205). An adopted child
who used his tongue to repudiate his adoptive
parents, had it cut out ( 192). A man who used
his hands to steal instead of to work, had them
cut oft' ( 253).

Scourging is only once named sixty strokes
with a cow-hide wiiip, laid on in the assembly,
for smiting the cheek of a superior ( 202). Brand-
ing on the forehead was the punishment for slander
of a votary or married woman ( 127). It is dis-

puted whether this may not mean cutting off the
forelock, as the mark of a freeman. But it is ex-

pressed by the same verb as is used to denote the

putting of a slave mark on a presumptuous slave

girl (ij 146). This mark was usually on the arm,
and was visible (15-' 419), and it could be eradicated

by a brander. In later times we know that slaves
had their owner's name on their arms. This
points to a tattoo. The sentence was, evidently,
equivalent to degradation to slavery. The levy-
masters claimed all slaves who were not owned
privately (B- 419). Hence the sentence meant
' hard labour for life.' These slaves were clothed
and fed at the public expense, but had no wages.
Banishment from the city was the penalty of

incest with a daughter ( 154). Disinheritance
was rather a family affair than a punishment.
Confiscation does not occur. When a man takes
the house of one who has bewitched him or falsely
accuses him of witchcraft ( 2), he is merely com-
pensated for vexatious disturbance. Failure to
attend to a holding, benefice of an office, led to
forfeiture of office and the benefice (30). Certain
unrighteous actions led to forfeiture : thus, if a
man bought part of a benefice from an orlirial, lie

had to return his purchase and forfeit th--plice

( 37). The same penalty fell upon one who
bought the property of wards in chancery ( 177).

If a man exchanged with an official part of his

benetice, he had to restore it and lose his ex-

changed property ( 41). If he lent corn and
helped himself to his debtor's crop without the
debtor's consent, he had to restore what he took,
and lost all claim to repayment ( 113).

Simple restitution occurs only when the holder
came by the property innocently, as having bought
property which the seller had no right to sell ($ 9).

This is compensated for by the seller also returning
the price.

Multiple restoration is very common. Fraudu-
lent claim is punished by paying double. A ware-
houseman who falsifies the amount entrusted to

Irim ( 120), a receiver of deposit who denies it

(g 124), a man who takes presents from a suitor
for his daughter and does not allow him to marry
her

( 100, 161), pays double. The agent who did
not succeed in business repaid the capital double

( 101). If he cheated his principal, he paid three-

fold
( 106) ; if the principal cheated his agent, he

paid sixfold ( 107). An innocent purchaser of

goods illegally sold, having to give them up, could

extract fivefold from the estate of the seller, if

deceased ( 12). A carrier who misappropriated
goods entrusted to him to forward paid fivefold

(112). A judge who altered his judgment paid
twelvefold what his sentence awarded (S 5). A
gentleman who stole from temple or mansion had
to pay thh tyfold, a plebeian tenfold, or be put to

death ( 8).

Some of the penalties for breach of contract in

agricultural matters have been misunderstood.

They depend upon an estimate of average yield.
The errors are due to misunderstanding of the

scale of measures of area. G. Reisner long age
showed (Sitzunqsberichte der Berlin Ahademie,
18%, p. 417 f.) that the GAX contained 1800 SAR,
the SAR had 60 GiX. Further, the SAR was equiva-
lent in area to a square, each side being one
GAR-(DL'), while the GAR was 12 U long. Taking the
I' to be a cubit, this gives the SAR to be about
IS feet square. The area of a house was usually
about 1 SAR ( 228), and we find even as little as

Jrd SAR in contemporary documents. Now, the

average rent of corn land was 6 to 8 GUR per GA N ;

of freshly opened land about 18 GL'R per GAX.
The penalty in g 44 would be not heavy at 10 dull

per GAS. Kohler, Miiller, Peiser, Winckler, Bos-

cawen, and Pinches follow Scheil in making the

penalty 10 GL'R per 10 GAS, or 1 GUR per GAA~ an

absurdly small amount. Besides, if that was meant,
why did not the scribe write '

1 GUR per GAX
'

? So
(in 56, 57, 58, 63) they all make the penalty
r'ijth of the right amount. Further, in estimating
other fines or wages it is well to remember that

the GL'R contained 300 KA, the KA had 60 G1X,
and the GIX 180 SE. This SE must not be con-

founded witli the SE of silver, of which ISO also

went to the GIN or shekel, and 60 shekels to the

mina. The GUR of corn was, from the time of

Manistusu down to the 5th cent. B.C., reckoned as

worth 1 shekel of silver. Of course the price of

corn varied in times of scarcity or plenty, and
even during the year.
We are nowhere told how the sentence of the

law was executed. Perhaps the judge and the

elders carried it out ; perhaps the whole adult

population had a hand in it. At any rate, the

deposition of a judge and the scourging of oi.e

who assaulted his superior in rank were carried

out 'in the assembly' (inn pn^ri'; 5,202). In

contemporary documents the judges are said to

'assemble' the city (daiane alum iplnir; B 74).

The beer-seller was supposed to be able to hale

brawlers and seditious persons to the palace
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(S H>!l). The highway robber might be ain-sted

iS -'2'. Tlics,- references suppose ;t .sort ot police,

peihaps the i'" it -i above.
li. \Ve may now turn I o I lie n lines or misdcmean

oiiis considered in tin- Code. Theft was held to

be the unlawful possession of propeity. The worst

kind was that which involved entry it may be

styled burglary. There is no need to suppose that

sacrilege was involved, for it was hardly less sacri-

legions to steal I he pi. .pert y of a temple from t he

open lield
( ill. Keceiving was as bad as stealing

is I'M. The 'goods referred to are any portable
furniture, and are not confined to ii.-a.sure.'

Theft in the open is less guilty as less deliberate

IS M. A m nor, or a slave, had of coins.- gieal

opportunity to steal. To assist by buying of

such, or receiving Horn such, was very heinous

(37). l!ut siK-h wen- often empowered by deed

to act for the householder; the Code insists on

such power h.-inn cialy w il ness.-d. If a man found

plopelty aliywhele, lie took possession of it at

gieal peril. If the loser recognized it in his

po-scssioii, he might be condemned as a thief is !M.

lie could not sell it ; if that were proved againsi

him. he would have to restore the price and Miller

as a thief. The only thing to do was to make
known his discovery as widely as possible, and
restore it to its owner. If he did this with a

runaway slave whom he caught in the open lield,

lie was entitled to a reward of about one-tenth
of the restored property ( 17). In this he would
he guided by the slave's brand, and the slave

himself might name Ida master. If not, he must
take i he slave to the palace, there to be examined,
and so restored to his owner. To harbour a run-

away or keep a recaptured fugitive for his own
service, was treated as theft (3 16, 19). Kidnap-
ping, or inducing a slave to leave his master s

service, was theft (S3 14, 15). Theft at a tile was

i.ecnliarly

heinous as a breach of good faith (S 2.~>).

Jrigandage, or highway robbery, was a capital
ollence (3 22).

Some offences against property were assessed at a

fair \aliie, and simple or multiple restitution enacted

(SS ~>~ '>'>). Minor thefts were lined iSS -'.V.I, 2GO).

It is evident that offences against the rights of

property were most severely repressed, perhaps on
account of their frequency ; cf. (!n I!I

J -
14".

( Ml.-nces against the person were graded, accoid

ing to the rank of the injured person relatively to

tin- o Mender. Murder is not expressly dealt With ;

but that the penalty was death, may be assumed
fiom the tieaiment of manslaughter in a quarrel
iS 2"0 f. i. II' 10, if there was no malice, a payment
ot the doctor covered any wound, and death result-

ing in\o]\ed a line only. If a pregnant woman
was struck and abortion caused, the child's life

was estimated at aline on a graduated scale. If

the woman died, the compensation was also gradu-
ated according to the woman's rank (SS 2"9 214'.

A lash or care less operation was penal;/cd according
to the rank of the .sufferer 'SS 21S-22H).

.\s-aiilts are treated much the i-ame way. To
strike a parent was very heinous (3 l'.i">i. Injuiie-

l.y one gentleman to another were punished by
retaliation (S3 190, 197), to a

]
r man by lines.

(SS 1'.:* -iH .
'" a. slave ly lower lines ,3 199). To

sliike a superior ,,n the check involved scourging
(>'Jn2); an equal, a tine

: .3 L'l lit, -' i ) I. Asl.-newbo
siinck a .superior on the cheek was mutilated

(205).
Offences again-t morality were mostly capital :

adultery (3 129i ; i.i]
i daughter-in law >s I".' 1

; ;

bad conduct on a wile's parl c. I \:\\
: procuring

a husband's death IS I">:1 : incest S3 154 15Si.

However, se.'u. t ion ot a bet lot 1 1 ed v iigin iii \ol\ ed

only a line i3 I"'"", and nicest with a moth
law, outlaw ry \J IM).

Desertion of a wife dissolved marriage i; i::iii :

pcisisleiit worthlessnr-s ol a wile jiistilicd dixorc'i

(141); mutual aversion also ij 1 I'J'. 1'er-isient

nnlilial conduct justified disinheritance (S 10!l).

Ingratitude on the part of adopted sons was

punished according to the status of the son, apart
from bis adoption (gsj lil'J, I'.l.'t). Presumption on
I he part of a maid against her mistress eanied

ilegradation to slaveiy ( 1415). A maid was not

necessarily a slave.

The principle of retaliation was extended to I In-

intent ion of a crime. To put a man in dangei ot

a damage was punished by the infliction ol that

damage on the offender. This elucidates -eviral

points. To accuse a man wrongfully of witchciatt

(black magic?) put the accused iii danger of death,
for it was punished by death (S !) Similarly, to

accii-e a man of magical arts subjected him to the

risk of death ( 2), and, if not proved by the icsiilt

of ordeal, was punished by death. It Ls clear that

the Code did not mean to let a witch live.

False witness was brought under this principle.
If it imperilled life, it was punished by death ($3) ;

if it endangered property, it was punished by

equivalent loss ( 4). False claim to projieut.y, in-

volving peril of life to- accused, was capital iS ."n

Slander against a respectable woman ( 127) was

punished by degradation to slaveiy. Overreaching
IS l-.'iii, unjustitiable distraint (?'} 1 14, '241), fraudu-

lent claim, undisclosed defects of sale (278), were
lined. 'Self-help' was forbidden, even when most
rea -..liable (Ss 4<l, 113)l

Breach of contract had to be made good ( 42,

4:i, 02, 05, 125), and was further often penalized

( 44, 124). Evasion or falsification was strictly
forbidden ( 52). Denial of deposit ( 124); sub
stitiitiou of a changeling ( 194) ; breach of trust

i S3 -''' 2."iiil : neglect of entrusted Hocks or herds

(203-207) ; bail workmanship in building a house

or ship ( 229, '235) ; neglect of hired animals

( 45ft'.), were all penalized.
N. jlect of duty was severely punished, duo regard

being had to the degree of responsibility ol tie-

otleiider. Levy -masters, constables, beer -sellers,

governors, magistrates, were severely punished for

breach of duty. Kiparian owners were held respon-
sible for repairs to canals and for all damage due
to neglect. Neglect of reasonable precautions
was penalized ( 251, 252).

i ipprcssion, bribery, misappropriation of public

properly, were capital offences in governors and

magistrates ( 33, 34). Cruelty to or neglect of a

hostage for debt was punished ( 116).

All disputed cases were left at the decision of

the king, or decided according to statutory tariH's

( 51). All contracts were to he duly drawn up
and attested, or were invalid (3 l5, 122).

I'.xlenuating circumstances were admitted in

some cases. A woman left wit lioiit provision by
her husband might remarry ( 134). A man who
could not bold the slave he had caught was fiee

(20). Desertion excused bigamy 13 I'M), tear-

ing children to her master, so far excused a maid's

insolence to her mistress that she could not be sold

as a slave( 146). Kelloating a ship partly excused

sinking it (S 238). Deception excused a brander's

illegally rcbranding a slave ( 227).

Accident, the stroke of God, a thunderstorm,
the aitaek of wild beasts, robbery by the enemy
i;: l.'i. 4S, Hl3, 244, 249, 2H6), relieved a man of

responsibility for damage to trust, or debt. A
sudden charge on the part of an ox did not imolve
}i\- ow ner ( 250). The natural death in a ere. hi oi 'a

. in] 1"\ of a hostage for debt did not ren.h i tin-

itor liable ( 115). liut a depositary was liable

for dam.'i'.'e done to goods deposited with hin ,
e\.n

ild not help it, because he was under

charged a I.,.- for safe k.-epiny
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(? 120, 125). Want of malice excused man-
slaughter, partly ( 207).

Suspicion of evil was not enough. The Code
continually insists that the criminal must be
caught in the act. If ace-used of harbouring a
slave, the slave must be seized in his possession
( 10). The adulterer, ravisher, etc. ( 129, 130,
131), must be caught in the act.
An injured party could condone the offence in

some cases. A man might save the life of an
adulterous wife ( 129).

xi. MARRIAGE, ASD FAMILY LIFE. 1. The
laws -dealing with the family are very numerous.
For the most part, the Code keeps them together.
The foundation of the family is marriage. This
was a contract, ihst on the part of the parents of
the man and wife who seem to have arranged
marriages quite young. The Code, however,
treats the man as a free suitor ; he comes himself
to the house of the bride's father and brings him
presents. The maid doss not seem to be free.
Her father gives her in marriage, accepts or rejects
the suitor. Women who had been married, or
were seduced, were free to marry the man of their
choice ( 137, 156, 172).

Besides the presents, the suitor gave a bride-
price (tcrlmtu) to the father of the bride (marhitu).
This was usually a mina of silver ( 139), thoughwe tind much less in contemporary documents :

one shekel, four, live, or ten shekels. These irregu-
larities may be due to special circumstances; but
even a princess, daughter of Ammiditana (B 1

193),
had only four shekels given for her. It might not
be given at all. The father often gave this to the
bride. If a suitor now retreated, he had to

relinquish the presents and bride-price paid. If
the father refused the girl to the suitor, he had to
return double what he had received ( 159, 160).
If the marriage was childless, the tcrlatu had to
be returned to the husband on the wife's death, if

it had not been returned before ( 163 ; cf. Gn 24--
29 1S( - 31 15 34 12

, Ex 22 16
, Dt 2Z-J

, 1 S IS-5).
The wife brought a dowry with her, the mar

riage portion (scrikttt), her share of her father's

property. Though s'.:c brought this into her hus-
band's house, it was tied to her for life. It had
to be returned to her family, by her husband, if

she died childless, but he might deduct the amount
of the bride-price given by him, if this had not
been paid back to him

( 164). The icriktu there-
fore was normally larger than the terliatu. We
have several contemporary lists of these dowries.
They included gold, silver, jewels, garments,
household furniture, slaves even, if "not also
estates (B1

10, B 1

33, B 1

163). If her husband
died before her, though his property might be
divided up, she retained her Scrilctn

( 171, 172);
and, after her death, it fell to be divided amon"
her children ( 162, 167, 173, 174). If she had no
children, it went back to her father's house ( 163,
164). Even if she were divorced, she kept her
terilftu ( 137, 138, 142, 149). She of course
forfeited it if she were an adulteress, or reduced
to slavery for misconduct ( 141, 143; cf. Gn 16'-

245x01 o9-jj.29
i jog 15 i

8i JK JH^
If the marriage was dissolved without her fault,

she took a chihl's share when her husband's pro-
perty was divided. If she had children, the father
had to allow her the usufruct of his estates till the
children were grown up ( 137). She was free to

marry again when the children were grown u'\
and apparently not till her husband was dead. If
she had no children when the marriage was dis-

solved, she got back her marriage portion and
either her tcrhutu, or divorce price (uzubu), of one
mina, if her husband was a gentleman ; or a third
of a mina if he was a 'poor man' ( 138-14ui.
When the husband died and she had a family, she

had a rig-it to a son's share ( 172), unless h>r
husband had given her a settlement (nudunnfi) by
deed of gift in his lifetime. She might have power
given her to leave this as she liked among her
sons, but not outside her husband's children. Her
family could not disturb her possession of these
benefits as long as she lived and remained a
widow ; but, if she remarried, she gave them up
to her family, to whom they came at her death
( 172). She had a right to live in her husband's
house, and the family could not turn her out.
The married pair formed a unit. Each was re-

sponsible for the debts of the other, even prenuptial
debts. This shows that they were not always
children when married, and that unmarried women
could contract debt. The Code allowed a woman
to get her husband to give her a bond that she
should not be held responsible for his prenuptial
debts, in which case his creditors could not touch
her ( 151). But it enacted that this should also

exempt him from responsibility for her prenuptial
debts. Further, it enacted that both together
should be responsible for all debts contracted after

marriage. This was a heavy responsibility for the
wife. For she could be assigned by her husband
to work off his debts as a mctncipium ( 117). Her
contracting debt was one of the offences which
might lead to divorce, or even death ( 141 f.).

Marriage was a contract. There had to be a
marriage deed drawn up, sealed, and witnessed.
Without such riksati,

' bonds '

or '

marriage lines,' a
woman was not a wife ( 128). The marriage deed
might contain some peculiar stipulations. Thus
a man married a sister of his first wife, on condi-
tion that she was to be his wife, but wait on her
sister, care for her, and carry her stool when she
went to the temple of Marduk (B

1

21, B L> 2176 A).
The children were to be reckoned children of the
first wife, probably to inherit her property. Two
contracts were drawn up one between the husband
and wife, one between the sisters. If the wife

repudiated her husband, she was to be branded
and sold as a slave. If the husband repudiated
her, he was to pay her a mina of silver. In an-
other case, a man marries a wn'e on condition that
she treat his mother as mistress of the house, or
be branded and sold for a slave. The mother then
contracts to leave all her property to the pair, if

they keep her as long as she lives (B
3
707).

2. Divorce was allowed. The husband had it

in his power to divorce his wife with the words,
'Thou art not my wife'; but he could not do so
without a cause. He had to return what she

brought with her, and either pay her a compensa-
tion or forfeit the bride-price he paid for her
; 137, 138 ; cf. Dt 24 1 22 1

"--'", Hos 24
, Mt 531

19').
She retained custody of the children until they
were of age, and he had to make them and
lier an allowance. But, if the wife had so mis-
conducted herself as to merit divorce, she lost
lier property, or the husband could degrade her
to slavery. In the former case she was homeless,
unless her family would take her back, and also

penniless. In the latter case she had at least

lome, food, and clothing. If the wife sought the
divorce herself, she could get it if she could prove
cruelty ( 142). She then took her marriage por-
:ion and went back to her family, but forfeited her

uide-price. On the other hand, if in this case
he fault was on her side, she lost her life

( 143).
The wife who was childless could not oppose her
msband's taking a concubine, unless she chose to

give him a maid to bear him children. If she was
seized with incurable disease, her husband could
not divorce her on that ground, but might marry
again ( 148). He was bound to let her stay in

lis house, and to maintain her as long as she lived

148). But she was not bound to stay ; she might
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take hack her marriage portion and go hack to her
lather- hou-e is I l!i . |ie-eiti.,n mi the man's

part dissolved mal lia'je- is l:il'n; l.llt Inele ah-ellce

did not, if tin- wife was provided fur is's' 1"H, K!4i.

otherwise, sin 1 might remarry to get maintenance,
l,ut -In- wa- then hound ton-turn to her lm-l,and
it In- came hack K Kf.'ii.

.'i. Il i- clear that the Hahylmiian wa- a mono-

galul-t : he could haveoldv line plupi-rwife. lint

he could have a cuncnhine, if hi- wife were child

lc-- is 14,"ii. The childien hy a concuhine weie

legitimate, the colicllliine a leal wife. lie could
imt put her away except mi the same term- as the

lir-t wife (S Ki7i/
4. It was n.,t furhiddtiii to votaries to marry

(S'S l44-14(ii. A- the contemporary documents
show, they frequently did so. lint it was evidently
contemplated thai they would not hav e children.

,'. I !,-u- to marriage an- eliai t ei I : M hen a com i ado
slanders u .suitor so that he is lejected, he may not

marry the girl him-, -If i? l.'!7i : when a widow has

vmiiig children, -he may not marry cxe-e-pt hy the

judge s permission ( 177). This was granted only
whe'ii the- hr-t hn-hand - good- had I ii inven-

toried, and given in trust tor the children to the
w Mow and her new hushand.

ii. Connexion with a maid was not man iage-.

l!ut the children were free, and -o was the maid
at her master'- death, lie could acknowledge the
children a- hi- is 17m ; then they shared equally
with the other children. A maul given hy her
mi-Ire--- tei her master to h ar him children was
still in the puwer ul her mi-Ire--, who could de-

grade her to slavery again for insolence ; hut, if she
had fullilled her function, -he could not !.. -.,1,1.

7. Special cases arose when a free- woman married
a -lave-. The wife kept her marriage portion, if

any: and she, with her children, had a right to

half what he-r hushand left is 17l>).

s \ girl might he vowed to a temple. In this

ca-e -In- hee-ame the hride of a ge,d, and. a- -m-li.

might have a marriage- portion giv en her. I 'l t hi-

she had the- enjeivmenl fur lite. Km her luoihei-

hael the- revi-r-ion of it em her death. Sir- could

alienate nut him..- I it. If she did not receive

this marriage- portion from her father, she 1 had the

light to re-ce-ive one-third of a -mi- -hare at his

death iss I*' i IX- 1. The- votari.-- e,f Mardnk had,
further, the- free eli-po-al of their propi-i t \ at deal h.

and excinplion from duty 'S 182). 1'lie ladies

mii'ht hand uver their propoitv, at mice to their

i.iothii- tei administer and maintain them, or
lie v could appoint a -levvald tu do -o.

Son- were also "/owed to temph-- . I;- _'!-:;. 2480
it. The fathe-r had power over his children. He

e-eilllel pledge eir -ell them tot hi- ill'lil- IS ll'.li.

He- -ought wive-- im his -mi-, and provided them
with a proper hride-price. Thi- wa- -o important
ii duly, that, if he- had not pcrfurme-e! it fur all his

children In-fore hi- death, the hn-thren at the
division of the pmpoity, at hi- eh-ath, had to -e-t

aside a
bride-price

1m the mum, me. I -on-, and
Cel t I ic I ii mall led. Tin- fatln-r gav e hi- dau:dil 01 -

in marriage. After hi- death the mother took hi-

plae-e-. s,|e- l.-uall\ a.tcd in I'eincert \\'itll the 1

grown-up children. In default of hoth paunt-.
the ehler lirut !ier ae't.-d.

children were oiten hire-el euit l.\ tln-ir par.-nt-
to \\oik. It -eem- that, a- long a- a -on lived 111

In- father's h.ni-.-, the fathe-r had a right to hi-

>oll-hip Clllllel lie di--olved: hilt only o|| glave
grounds. The judge hail tei cmi-eni . and M >- hound
to try tei reconcile- the- father hr-l. (inly em a

1V| >e -I It lull of the idle -lice M a- . 1 1-ill lie] It allce- a I le l M e-.l

ISS' lliS. II'''.''.

111. Ado|ition wa- very cuininoii. An aelo|.ted
bun was as ditlicult tei disinherit as a real -mi.

The adoption Ma- n-nally made hy eontiact : th"

father p.-ue the -on a -deed of -on-hip' (1/11^1/1,1

irji/iifidi i. This iniphl lay doMii eomiit i,,n-. I g

ni,,-t n-nalwas that the adopted -mi -hmiid
tor and maintain hi- adopti\e tatht-r a- lon^ an
he should live. Mother- ulicn ado|.t.-d dalli;lile: -,

to he caieil lor 1>V them. The ,- ,, , nmi'i - ,,:

the family were c-mi-i-nt inu
|
,n t n--. The ai iac_

mi-lit ili-turlicd their -uc. -e--imi tu their parent-'

property : but if married theymight pi
. -t . r. and -M-H

piocn re. i his mean- of pr..\ idin;_ I. old
] ,-.,|,l.-

Adoption could I"- re-i-imh-d tor fault- on either

side. \Vhi-ll an adopted child failed to keep hi-

cotitract i> ISlii, when the adopting pan-lit did not

treat the adupted child prupeil\ ISM. UIIH. ,,r

when the adoptive parent cho-e to di-.i.Ke the
contract iS 191), it could he done. In the ion-

tracts, the ri;.
r ht to hi. ak the huml was soniel i -

expressly re-erved to hulli parlie- i|;L'7i. S.nii. -

times the right to dissolve tin- relation \\a- re-

-en.-d to the parents alone ill
1 'Jim. Sometimes

it was laid down that, if they did that, they mu-t

;_-i\
c the child a son's -hare ot the e-tat. ill

1

r,4 ,.

In such coses we may regard the adopted child as
a scion of a good family, w hu-e real parent- c. .11-

-enled and -aw a t; ei t heir child's interest-. Such
a eon-en t was needed >S Ixi'u. \\ hen a man adopted
a foundling, or hi- own children hy a maid, no one
could make a stipulation ifS 17". Is.",. |s7i. lint,
even when the real parent- Men- aliM-, the adopted
child might h; 1

severely puni-he.l for a! tempi ing to

repudiate his adoptive parents. I'-ually he was
to he made a slave, luanded. and sold. The! ', .

pre-crihes mutilation as juinishnient in specially
ungrateful cases (SS I'.I'J. I'.Cit. It i- not unlike|\

that in these case- the i ,-a 1 p.ni-nt- -tijiulated that

they -liould not hi- known. \VcIind that votaries
often adopted daughters, and, win-never a child of

a votary is named, thi- mav }" the evpluiiution.
Slaves were adopted ill' 322, V.A.Th. 84'

II. Son- inherited ei|ually. Adopted sons were

usually heirs to a residuary portion. A married
and portioned daughter had m> -hare, lint it -lie

was not pml imied -In- had a -hare like a son (j 1 si ..

Imt only a life interest in it. Tin- Kruthei- mi-jht

give her a portion after her father- death is 1 s '

\\ hen iheie were children of two mother- hy the
same father, they all shared eipially in the lather's

property IS 167); but eaeh family shared only their

own mother's portion.
(In sharing, if there was an unmarried -mi, a

hride. price had to he re-eiM-d for him over and
above hi- share is' UHil. A girl'- -hare was her

.'i-riktu, or marriage portion. If she had had that,

she had m. oth.-r -hare; if not, she hud it now.
\ iai hei'- tree gift to a favourite son did not come
into the division, nor was hiss share less on til

nit is' l(i.")t. I laughters, of course, inherited in

default, of sons. The widow- took one sun'- -h.m-

iS 171 i and her own property. The contemporary
documents often show divisions of inheritance, or
lawsuits al.oiit them.

II. THE CODE.

Si. If a man has accused a man and laid (a

eharge "l death ;a deadly -pell'- ] n|i,n him and
has not jn-ti!ied il, In- that accused him shall

put to death.

S -. If a man ha- laid (a charge of ?) sorcery up.ui
a man and ha- not justified it, lie upon whom the

sorcery is laid -hall go to the holy ri\er. he -hall

plunge int., i In- holy river, and if the holy river
iivcrcume him, lie who accused him -hall tak,
hiin-i It hi- lioii-e. If the holy river ha- made out
that man tu he innocent and has saved him

i nre. In many cases it could be rendered '

may.
Ii bees the ( \u> m, i-i-nalty.
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who accused him shall be put to death. He who
plunged into the holy river shall take to himself
the house of him who wove the spell upon him
[Ex 22'8 , Dt IS 1

", Jer 279
].

3. If a man in a case (pending judgment), as
witness to slander lias lied and has not justified
the word that he lias spoken, if that case be a
capital suit, that man shall be put to death [Dt
19'-].

4. If as witness to corn or money he has Hod,
he shall himself bear the sentence of that case.

[Ex 23s
, Dt 16 19

].

5. If a judge has judged a judgment, decided
a decision, granted a sealed sentence, and after-
wards has altered his judgment, they shall call

that judge to account for the alteration of the

judgment that he judged, and he shall pay twelve-
fold the penalty which was in the said judgment.
Further, in the assembly they shall expel him
from his judgment seat, and he shall not return
and with the judges at a judgment he shall not
take his seat.

6. If a man has stolen the goods of temple or

palace, that man shall be put to death. Further,
lie who has received the stolen tiling from his hand
shall be put to death. [Gn 31^ Jos ;.].

7. If a man has bought silver, gold, manservant
or maidservant, ox or sheep or ass or anything what-
ever its name, from the hand of a man's son, or of
a man's slave, without witness or power of attorney,
or has received the same on deposit, that man has
acted the thief, he shall he put to death, [tin 23 1U - 1S

,

Uu 4-'-].

8. If a man has stolen ox or sheep or ass or

pig or ship, whether from the temple or the palace,
he shall pay thirtyfold. If from a poor man, he
shall render tenfold. If the thief has not where-
with to pay, he shall be put to death. [Gn 44'J

,

Ex 2 1
37 22"'- 9

, 2 S 12s
].

9. If a man who has lost something of his
has seized something of his that was lost in the
hand of a man, (while) the man in whose hand
the lost tiling has been seized has said,

' A giver
gave it me," or '

I bought it before witnesses' ; and
further, the owner of the thing that was lost has
said,

'

Verily, I will bring witnesses that know my
lost property

'

; (if) the buyer has brought the giver
who gave it him, or the witnesses before whom he
bought it, and the owner of the lost property has
brought the witnesses who know his lost property,
the judge shall see their depositions, the witnesses
before whom the purchase was made, and the wit-
nesses knowing the lost property shall say out
before God what they know ; and if the giver has
acted the thief he shall be put to death, the owner
of the lost property shall take his lost property,
the buyer shall take the money he paid from the
house of the giver. [' to give

'

is often = '

to

sell.']. [Ex 227- 9
,
Lv 63].

10. If the buyer has not brought the giver
who gave it him or the witnesses before whom
he bought, and the owner of the lost property
has brought the witnesses knowing his lost pro-
perty, the (professed) buyer has acted the thief,
lie shall be put to death. The owner of the lost

property shall take his lost property.
11. If the owner of the lost property has not

brought witnesses knowing his lost property, he
has slandered, he has stirred up strife, he shall be
put to death. [Dt 19 10

'-].

S 12. If the seller has betaken himself to his
fate (is dead), the buyer shall take from the house
of the seller fivefold as the penalty of that case.

13. If that man has not his witnesses near, the
jmhe shall set him a fixed time, up to six months,
and if within six months he lias not brought in his

witnesses, that man has slandered, he himself shall
bear the penalty of that case.

14. If a man has stolen the young son of a
freeman, he shall be put to death. [Ex 21', Dt 247

].

lo. If a man has caused either a palace slave
or palace maid, or a slave of a poor man or a pool
man's maid, to go out of the gate, he shall be put
to death.

10. If a man has harboured in his house a man-
servant or a maidservant, fugitive from the palace,
or from a poor man, and has not produced them at
the demand of the commandant, that householder
shall lie put to death. [Dt 2315

'-, 1 S 30"].
17. If a man has captured either a manservant

or a maidservant, a fugitive, in the open country
and has driven him back to his master, the owner
of the slave shall pay him two shekels of silver.

[Gn lor
'-, Dt 23 16

, 1 K 23!l

].

18. If that slave will not name his owner, he
shall drive him to the palace, and one shall inquire
into his past, and cause him to return to his

owner.
1'J. If he confine that slave in his house, and

afterwards the slave has been seized in his hand,
that man shall be put to death.

0. If the slave has fled from the hand of his

captor, that man shall swear by the name of God
to the owner of the slave, and shall go free. [Ex
22 1 ' 3

,
Jer 23

-, Mt 6IS
"-].

21. If a man has broken into a house one
shall kill him before the breach, and bury him in

it (?).

'22. If a man has carried on brigandage and
has been captured, that man shall be put to death.

23. If the brigand has not been caught, the
man who has been despoiled shall recount before

God what he has lost, and the city and governor
in whose land and district the brigandage took

place shall render back to him whatever of his

was lost. [Dt 21 ;

'-].

24. If it was life, the city and governor shall

pay one mina of silver to his people. [Dt 21"-].

25. If in a man's house a lire has been kindled,
and a man who has come to extinguish the lire has
lifted up his eyes to the property of the owner of

the house, and has taken the property of the
owner of the house, that man shall be throw n into

that lire.

26. If either a ganger or a constable, whose

going on an errand of the king has been ordered,
has not gone, or has hired a hireling and sent him
in place of himself, that ganger or constable shall

be put to death, his hireling shall take to himself
his house. [' ganger

' = '

levy-master
:

].

27. If a ganger or a constable has been assigned
to the fortresses of the king, and after him one
has given his field and his garden to another who
has carried on his duty, if he has returned and

regained his city, his field and his garden shall be

returned to him, and he shall carry on his duty
himself.

28. If when a ganger or a constable has been

assigned to the fortresses of the king, his son be
able to carry on the duty, one shall give him field

and garden, and he shall carry on his father's duty.
29. If his son is young, and is not able to

carry on his father's duty, one-third of the Held

and garden shall be given to his mother, aiid his

mother shall bring him up.
30. If a ganger or a constable has neglected

his field, his garden, and his house, from the

beginning of his duty, and has caused it to be

waste, and another after him has taken his Held,
his garden, and his house, and has gone about his

duty for three years, if he has returned and re-

gained his city, and would cultivate his field, his

garden, and his house, one shall not give them to

him ; he who has taken them and carried on his

duty shall carry it on.

31. If it is'one year only and he had let it go
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waste, and he has letiirned. one shall give liini his

Ik-Ill, liis garden, and his house, and lie himself
sliall carry mi liis iluty.

S ;;_'. ll a ganger m a constable has KITH assigned
mi an errand of tin- kind's, ami a men-bant has
ransomed him and caused him to n-uain hi- city,
if in lii> house tlii-n- i.s inraiis tin his ransom. In'

shall i,uis. .m liini.si-lf ; if in his house tin-re is no
means I'm- his raiisiini. In- shall be ransomed frnin

llu- U-irple uf his i-iiy ; if in the ti-ni|ilr of liis city
theii) is nut means lor his ransom, tin- palace shall

riir.som him. His field, his garden, and his house
shall not In- ghen tor hi- ransom.

;)3. If either a governor or a magistrate has
taken to himself the men of the levy, or has

aicipted ami sent on the kind's errand a liireil

snhstitnte, that governor or magistrate shall be

|Mlt to lleatll.

l!4. If either a governor or a magistrate has
taken to himself the property of a ganger, '"ls

blundered a ganger, lias given a ganger on hire,
Fl&C -icfrauded a ganger in a judgment by liigh-
hamieilm-s.s, has taken to himself the gift tin- King
has given the ganger, that ".overnor or magistrate
shall he put to death, [l.k 1 _>*).

S :>.">. If a man lias bought the cattle or sheep
\vhieh tin- king has Driven to the ganger, at the
haml of the ganger, lie shall he ilepriveil of his

nionev.
'M. The lielil, garden, anil house of a ganger,

or constable, or a tributary, one sliall not give for

money.
S '17. If a man has bought the lielil, garden, or

house of a ganger, a constable, or a tril.utai \ ,
his

tablet sliall In- broken, ami he shall be ih-priveil of

bis money. The field, garden, or house he shall
return to its owner.

j lis. The ganger, constable, or tributary shall

not write oil to his wife or bis daughter, from the
liehl. ";arilen, or house of his bi-m-lice. Further, he
i-hall not a>si^n it for his debt.

:.'' From the held, garden, and house which
in- ha- Itfiught and aci|iiired be may write oil' to bis
w ife or hi- daughter, and give for his debt. [ K/k
Hi

s' in. A votary, merchant, or foreign sojourner
max sell his lii-1,1. hi- ganh-ii, or his bouse; tin-

buyer shall carry on the duty of the lielil, garden,
01 house which lie has Imught.

S 41. If a man has baiti -red fm the field, garden,
or house of a ganger, constable, 01 tributary, and
has given exchanges, the ganger, constable, or
1 1 ibntary shall return to his lielil, garden, or house,
and nil thi-r shall keep I he e\ehanges given him.

4-. If a man has taken a field to cultivate
and has not caii-cd tin in to grow in the field

and has not done tin- entrusted work on the field,

they shall call him to account and he shall give
a crop like its neighbour to the owner of the
lield.

S 4.'!. If be has not cultivated tie- Held and has
lett it to itself, he shall "ive eolll like it- lleiv.ll-

bour to the owner of the field. Further, the lield

lie ll It be -ball break up with hoc-, and shall
ha i low it and return to the cnvner of the field.

S M. ll a man ha- taken on hire an unreclaimed
lield for three years to open out, and has left it

ii.-idf, has not opened the ln-ld, in the fomtb year
be -hall break it up with Im- -, be lull hoe it, and
harrow it, itml n-tiiin to the owner ot the In-ld

l-'urther, he shall measure out ten Vl'li of corn
pel '.-I .\

S 4.">. If a nmn has given bis lield for produce to
a cultivator, and has icceived the

|
line ot hi-

liebl, and afterwards a t hiinder-t"]-m lia- lavagcd
the field or carried away the pimii;,

-

. the b.-s is

the cultivator's.

S 40. If he has not received the pMiluce of his

field, or has given the field either for one half or
lor one third of the corn that i- in the field, the
cultivator and tin- ow t the field shall -Inn-

according to the tenour of their contract, [i in 17
'],

S 47. If the cultivator, bccaii-e m the loimcr

year he did not set up his dwelling, has OB8J ned
I h-- held to cultivation, the ow m-r ot I In- lidd shall

not interfere; be shall wait (?) ; his field has been

cultivated, and at harvest time he shall take corn

act-online; to bis bonds.
S I

s
. It a man has a debt upon him and a

thunderstorm ravaged his lield or carried away tin-

produce,
or if the corn has not {n"o\vn through

lack of water, in that year he shall not ntnin
corn to the creditor, he shall alter (lit. moisten,
so as to rewrite) his tablet. Further, he .shall not

",ive interest for that year.
5 Hi. If a man has borrowed money from a mer-

chant and has "jivun to the merchant a field

planted with corn or sesame, and said to him,
Cultivate the field, reap and take for thyself the

corn and sesame which there shall he,' if the
cultivator has caused corn or sesame to ;;row in

the field, at the time of harvest the owner of tin-

field, forsooth, shall take the corn or sesame which
is in the field, and shall f,'ive to the merchant
corn for the money which he took from the mer-
chant and for its interest and for the dwelling of

the cultivator.

5U. If the field was cultivated or the field of
sesame was cultivated when he gave it, the owner
of the lield, forsooth, sliall take the corn or
sesame which is in the field and shall return the

money and its interest to the men-bant.
S"il. If he has not money to return, he shall

give to the merchant the sesame, according to its

market price, for the money and its interest which
he took from the men-hunt, according to the
standard fixed by the king.

o'2. If the cultivator has not caused corn or
sesame to grow in the lield, his bonds shall not he
altered.

53. If a man has neglected to strengthen his

bank of the canal, lias not strengthened his bank,
a breach has opened out itself in his bank, and the
waters have carried away the meadow, the man
in whose bank the breach has been opened sliall

render back the corn which he has caused to be
lost.

54. If he is not able to render back the corn,
one shall give him and his goods for money, and
the people of the meadow whose corn the water
has carried away shall share it. [Ex if, I/v lij

39
'-].

">.3. If a nmn has opened his runnel to water
and has neglected it, and the waters have carried

away the field of his neighbour, he shall pay corn
like bis neighbour.

56. If a man has opened the waters, and tin-

waters have carried away the plants of the lield

of his neighbour, he shall pay ten KL'll of crn
per '.'.l.v.

5~. If a shepherd has caused the sheep to feed
on I In- green corn, has not come to an agreement
with the owner of the field, without the consent of

the owner of the lield has made the sheep feed oil

the field, the owner sliall reap his fields, the shep-
herd who without consent of the owner of the
lield has fed oil' the lield with sheep shall give
OM-I and above twenty <H'll of corn per ('J.V |o the
owner of the field. [F,x 2:2"-].

S ">s. If from the time that the sheep have gone
up from the meadow, and the whole Hock has

pa 1 through the gate, the shepherd lias laid bis

sheep on the field anil has caused the sheep to

lied oil' the field, the shepherd who has made
them Iced oil' the field shall keep it, and at h

lime In- shall measure out sixty UUli of corn per
',.1 \ to the owner of the lield.
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59. If a man without the consent of the owner
of the orchard has cut down a tree in a man's
orchard, he shall i>ay half a inina of silver. [2 Iv 325

].

60. If a man has given a tield to a gardener to

plant a garden, and the gardener has planted the

garden, four years he shall rear the garden, in the
tiftli year the owner of the garden and the gardener
shall share equally. The owner of the garden shall

cut off his share and take it. [Lv 1923 " 25
].

61. If the gardener has not included all the
field in the planting, has left n waste place, one
shall set him the waste place in his share.

62. If lie has not planted the lield whi"h has
been given him as a garden : if it was corn land,
the gardener shall measure out to the owner of the
lield produce of the lield, like its neighbour, for the

years that are neglected. Further, he shall do
the prescribed work on the field and return to the
owner of the lield.

63. If the lield was unreclaimed land, he shall

do the prescribed work on the lield and return it to

the owner of the lield. Kurt her, he shall measure
out ten GUK of corn per GA\ for each year.

64. If a man has given his garden to a gardener
to farm, the gardener as long as he holds the

garden shall give to the owner of the garden two-
thirds from the produce of the garden, and he
himself shall take one-third.

65. If the gardener does not farm the garden
and has diminished the yield, he shall measure
out the yield of the garden like its neighbour.

Here live columns of the monument have been
erased, only the commencing characters of column
xvii. being visible. The subjects of this last

part included the further enactments concern-

ing the rights and duties of gardeners, the whole
of the regulations concerning houses let to

tenants, and the relationships of the merchant
to his agents, which continue on the obverse of

the monument. Schcil estimates the lost portion
at 35 sections, and, following him, we recommence
with

100. . . . the interests of the money, as much
as he took, he shall write down, and when he has
numbered his days he shall answer the merchant.

101. If where he has gone he has not seen

prosperity, the agent shall double the money he
took and shall give to the merchant.

S I 11-. If a merchant has given to the agent
money as a favour, and where he has gone he has
seen loss, the full amount of money he shall return
to the merchant.

103. If while he goes on his journey the enemy
has made him quit whatever he was carrying, the

agent shall swear by the name of God and shall go
free.

104. If the merchant has given to the agent
corn, wool, oil, or any sort of goods, to traffic

with, the agent shall write down the price and
hand over to the merchant ; the agent shall take a
sealed memorandum of the price which he shall

give to the merchant.
105. If an agent has forgotten and has not

taken a sealed memorandum of the money he has

given to the merchant, money that is not sealed
for he shall not put in his accounts.

g 106. If an agent has taken money from a

merchant, and has disputed with his merchant,
that merchant shall put the agent to account
before God and witnesses concerning the money
taken, and the agent shall give to the merchant
threefold the money he has taken.

107. If a merchant has wronged an agent and
the agent has returned to his merchant whatever
the. merchant gave him, but the merchant, has

disputed with the agent as to what the agent gave
him, that agent shall put the merchant to account
before God and witnesses, and the merchant be-

cause he disputed the agent shall give to the agent
sixfold whatever he has taken.

108. If a wine merchant has not received corn
as the price of drink, has received silver by the

great stone, further has made the price of drink
less than the price of corn, that wine merchant
one shall put to account and throw her into the

water. [Jos 2"-].

109. If a wine merchant has collected a riotous

assembly in her house, and has not seized those

rioters and driven them to the palace, that wine
merchant shall be put to death.

110. If a votary, a Lady, who is not living in

the convent, has opened a wine-shop or has entered

a wine-shop for drink, one shall burn that woman.
[Gn 3S24

,
Lv 21"].

111. If a wine merchant has given sixty KA of

best beer at harvest time for thirst, she shall take

fifty KA of corn.

112. If a man stays away on a journey and
has given silver, gold, precious stones, or portable
treasures to a man, has caused him to take them
for transport, and that man has not given what-
ever was given for transport, where he has trans-

ported it, but has taken it for himself, the owner
of the transported object shall put that man to

account concerning whatever he had to transport
and gave not, and that man shall give to the

owner of the transported object fivefold whatever
was given him. [Ex 2271

', Lv 62 " 5
].

113. If a man has corn or money upon a man,
and without consent of the owner of the corn has
taken corn from the heap or from the store, one
shall call that man to account for taking of the

corn without consent of the owner of the corn

from the heap or from the store, and he shall

return the corn as much as he has taken. Further,
he shall lose all that he gave whatever it be. [Dt
24 18

].

114. If a man has not corn or money upon a

man but levies a distraint, for every single dis-

traint he shall pay one-third of a iniim.

115. If a man has corn or money upon a man
and has levied a distraint, and the distress in the

house of his distrainer dies a natural death, no
case lies.

116. If the distress has died in the house of his

distrainer, of blows or of want, the owner of his

distress shall put his merchant to account, and if

he be the son of a freeman (that has died), one

shall kill his son ; if the slave of a freeman, he

shall pay one-third of a inina of silver. Further,
he shall lose all that he gave whatever it be. [Mt
1828

'-].

117. If a debt has seized a man and he has

given his wife, his son, or his daughter fur the

money, or has handed them over to work on" the

debt ; for three years they shall work in the house

of their buyer or exploiter, in the fourth year he

shall set them at liberty. [Gn 31 4 '
47"', EN 21-- ',

Lv 2539
'-, Dt 1512 ' " 1B

,
1 S 222

,
2 K 4 1

, Neh 55
'-,

Is 16 1J 21 16
50", Jer 34s

,
Am 26 - 8

, Mt 5-
:>
IS*'-, Lk

1258
].

118. If he has banded over a manservant or n,

maidservant to work off a debt and the merchant
shall go further and sell them for money, no one

can object.
ll'J. If a debt has seized a man and he haa

handed over for the money a maidservant who has

borne him children, the money the merchant
paid

him the owner of the maid shall repay, and he

shall ransom his maid.
120. If a man has heaped up his corn in a heap

in the house of a man, and in the granary a dixis-

ter has taken place, or the owner of the house has

opened the granary and taken the corn, or has dis-

puted as to the total amount of the corn that was

heaped up in his house, the owner of the corn shall
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estimate Iris corn before God, the owner of the house
shall double the corn which he took and shall give
to the owner of the corn. [Kx --

ii
121. If a man has heaped up corn ill the house

of a man, he .shall give as the price of st.uagc live

A i ol ruin per SUR of . ot ii per year.
122. If a man shall give silver, gold, or any-

thing whatever ton man on deposit, all whatever
he shall give he shall .show lo witnesses and lix

bunds and shall give on depo-it .
[
K\ --

|.

123. If without witness and bonds he ha- Liven

on deposit, and where he has deposited they keep

disputing him. no case lies.

j;
121. If a man has given silver, gold, or any-

thing whatever to a man mi deposit before wit-

nesses and he has disputed with him. one shall call

that man to account, and w hatev.T he has disputed
he shall make up an.l shall give doable.

S 12.">. If a man has given anything of his on

deposit, and where he gave it. either by house-

breaking or by rebellion, something of bis has

been lost, along with something of the owner of the

house -,\ ho has defaulted, all that was given him on

depo-it and he has lost he shall make good and
reniter to the owner of the goods. The owner ol

the hie: .- -hall seek out whatever of his is lost and
i

. ke i' iiom the thief. [Kx 22'].

S 12ii. If a man has lost mulling of his, but has

said that something of his i, lost, has e-tiniated

his loss: since nothing of his is lost, his loss he

shall estimate before Cod, and whatever he has

claimed he shall double and shall give as his loss.

si 127. If a man has caused th linger to be

pointed a'.'.ain t a votary or a man's wife and has

not justified himself, that man they shall throw

ilow n before t In- judge and brand his forehead.

S I'.'s. If a ma'i has married a wife and has not

laid down her bonds, that woman is no wife.

S l-'.i. If the wife of a man has been caught in

lying with another male, one shall bind (strangle?)
lie -m and throw them into the waters. Ii the

owner of the wife would save his wife, the king

may also save his servant. [Cn 38-', Lv 20"., Dt

130. If a man has forced the wife of a man
who has not known the male and is dwelling in

the house of her father, and has lain ill her bosom
and one ha- caught him, that man shall be put to

death : the woman herself shall go free. [Ex 22",
Ut -'-'

; |:',1. If the wife of a man has been accused by
he: hn-band. and she has not been caught in lying
with another male, she shall swear by Cod and
shall return to her house.

g
KiJ. If a wife of a man on account of another

male ha- had the linger [minted at her and has not

been caught in lying with another male, for her

husband- -ake she shall plunge into the holy
river. [Nu 5 1 - 1

-].

S 133. If a man has been taken captive and in

his hou-e there is maintenance, but his wile has

gone out Iiom her house and entered into the

home of another; because that woman has not

guarded her body and has entered into ihe house
of aimt. ier. one shall call that woman to account

and throw her into t he w a

S 131. If a man has been taken captive and in

his hou-e there is nomainten nee, and his wife hae
entered into the house of another, that woman has

no blame.

i; 13.1. If a man has been taken eaptive and in

his house there is no imnntena r. . In lure her, bis

wife has entered into the house ot .'mother and
has borne children, afterwards her husband ha-

returned and regained his cilv, thai woman shall

return to her bridegroom. The children shall go
after t heir lather.

S lob'. If a mail has left his city and lied, and

after his departure his wife has entered t he house

of iinother, if that man shall return an.l seize hi-

wifc ; because he hated hi- city an.l tied, the wife

ol the truant shall not return to her Im-l and.

$ 1:17. It a man ha- -et hi-, lace to put away his

concubine who has borne him children or his wile

IO has granted him children, to that woman he
shall return her marriage portion. Kurt her, he

shall ",i\e her the usufruct ..I held, garden, and

,
and -he shall briii'_' np her children. Kroin

the time that her children are grown up. from
\\hate\er is ^iven to her children, they -hall e.ive

her a share like that of one son and she shall marry
the husband of her choice.

S K!s. If a man has put away his bride who has

not borne him children, IIP shall give her money as

much as her bride price. Further, he shall pay
her the marriage poition which she brought from
her father's house, and shall put her away. [Ut
24', Mai 2" ;

].

131). If there was no bride-price he shall give
one mina of silver for a divorce.

14o. It he is a
i

r man he shall give her one-

third of a mina of silver.

141. If the wife of a man who is living in the
house of her husband has set her face to go out and
has acted the tool, has wasted her house, has be-

littled her husband, one shall call her to account,
and if her husband has said, I put her away.

'

he
shall put her away and she shall ";.. her way, he
shall not give her anything for her divorce. If

her husband has said,
'

1 will not put her away,'
and her husband shall many another woman, that

woman as a maidservant shall dwell in the house
of her husband.

142. If a woman hates her husband and has

said,
' Thou slialt not possess me,' one shall inquire

into her past as to uhat is her lack, and if she has

been economical and has novice, while her husband
has pone out and greatly belittled her, that woman
has no blame, she shall take her marriage portion
and go off to her father's house.

143. If she has not been economical but a goi
i

about, has wasted her house, has belittled her

husband, one shall throw that woman into the

waters.

S 144. If a man has espoused a votary and that

votary has given a maid to her husband and has

brought up children, but that man has set hi- face

to take a concubine, one shall not countenance
that man, he shall not take a concubine. [Cn Iii

: -

21""- 30s '- 1

"-].

S 1 1">. If a man has espoused a votary and she
has not granted him children and he has set his

face to take a concubine, tliat man shall take a

concubine, he shall cause her to enter into his

house. That concubine shall not put herself on an

equality with the ile.

14li. If u man has espoused a votary and she

has given a maid to her husband and the maid has

boi ne children, and afterwards that maid has made
her -elf equal with her mistress; because she has

borne children her mistress shall not sell her for

niotiev, she shall put a mark upon her and count

heramong the maidservants. [Cn lli
4 '-

21"', In -Ji
',

1 S !].
S 147. If she has not borne children her mi-tn-s

may sell her for money.
S 1 ts. If a man has married a wife and a si

has sei/ed her, and he has set his face to marry a
second wife, he may marry her, but hi- wifi :

the sickness lias seized he shall not put aa\, r.

the homo she shall dwell, anil as long as she li\. s

he -hall sustain her.

S I -I! >. If that woman is not content to dwell in

the house of her husband, he shall pay h. ) r

marriage portion which she brought from hcl

lalhcr s house and she shall i;o oil.
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150. If a man has presented to his wife field,

garden, house, or goods, has left her a sealed deed,
after her husband's death her children shall not

dispute with her. The mother shall give after her

to the child whom she loves. To brothers she shall

not give.
151. If a woman, who is dwelling in the house

of a man, has bound her husband that she shall not
be seized on account of a creditor of her husband's,
has got a deed granted her ; if that man before he
married that woman had a debt upon him, his

creditor shall not seize his wife. Further, if that

woman before she entered the man's house had
a debt upon her, her creditor shall not seize her
husband.

152. If from the time that that woman entered
into the house of the man a debt has come upon
them, both together they shall answer the mer-
chant.

153. If a man's wife on account of another
male has caused her husband to be killed, that
woman shall be impaled. [Dt 21 21 - =3

].

154. If a man has known his daughter, that
man one shall expel from the city.

155. If a man lias betrothed a bride to his son
and his son has known her, and he afterwards has
lain in her bosom and one has caught him, that
man one shall bind (strangle?) and cast her into

the waters. [Gn 24Jf
-].

156. If a man has betrothed a bride to his son
and his son lias not known her, and he has lain in

her bosom, he shall pay her half a mina of silver.

Further, he shall pay to her whatever she brought
from her father's house, and she shall marry the
husband of her choice. [Ex 22 16

, Lv 20'-, Dt 22s8].
157. If a man, after his father's death, lias lain

in the bosom of his mother, one shall burn them
both together. [Lv 20' 4

].

158. If a man, after his father's death, has
been caught in the bosom of his head wife who
has borne children, that man shall be cut oil' from
his father's house. [Lv 20", Dt 2230].

159. If a man, who has brought in a present to

the house of his (prospective) father-in-law, has

given a bride -price, lias looked upon another
woman, and has said to his father-in-law, 'Thy
daughter I will not marry,' the father of the girl
shrill take to himself all that he brought him. [Gn
24M <- 3 1

15
].

100. If a man has brought in a present to the
house of his father-in-law, has given a bride-price,
and the father of the girl has said, 'My daughter
I will not give thee,' he shall return double every-
thing that he brought him.

161. If a man has brought in a present to the
house of his father-in-law, has given a bride-price,
and a comrade of his has slandered him, (so that)
his father-in-law has said to the claimant of the
wife,

' My daughter thou shalt not espouse,' he
shall return double all that he biought him.
Further, his comrade shall not marry his wife.

162. If a man has married a wife and she has
borne him children and that woman has gone to
her fate, her father shall have no claim on her

marriage portion, her marriage portion is her
children's forsooth. [Gn 31 10

].

163. If a man has married a wife and she has
not granted him children, (and) that woman has
gone to her fate, if his father-in-law has returned
him the bride-price that that man brought to the
house of his father-in-law, her husband shall have
no claim on the marriage portion of that woman,
her marriage portion belongs to the house of her
father forsooth.

164. If his father-in-law has not returned to
him the bride-price, lie shall deduct all her bride-

price from her marriage portion and shall return
her marriage portion to the house of her father.

165. If a man has apportioned to his son, the
first in his eyes, field, gaiden, and house, has
written him a sealed deed, after the father has

gone to his fate, when the brothers divide, the

present his father gave him he shall take and over
and above he shall share equally in the goods of

the father's house. [Gn 24M 255 27-"
J - 37

48--, Lk 1531
].

160. If a man has taken wives for the sons
whom he has possessed, but has not taken a wife
for his young son, after the father has gone to his

fate, when the brothers divide, from the goods
of the father's house to their young brother who
has not taken a wife, beside his share, they shall

assign him money as a bride-price and shall cause
him to take a wife.

167. If a man has taken a wife and she has
borne him sons, (and) that woman has gone to her

fate, (and) after her he has taken to himself
another woman and she has borne children, after

the father has gone to his fate, the children shall

not share according to their mothers, they shall

take the marriage portions of their mothers and
shall share the goods of their father's house

equally. [Gn 31 16
].

168. If a man has set his face to cut off his son,
has said to the judge,

'
I will cut off my son,' the

judge shall inquire into his reasons, and if the son
has not committed a heavy crime which cuts off

from sonship, the father shall not cut off his son
from sonship. {Dt 21 18

'-].

169. If he has committed against his father a

heavy crime which cuts off from sonship, for the
lirst time the judge shall reconcile them ; if he has
committed a heavy crime for the second time, the
father shall cut off' his son from sonship. [Dt
21=>].

170. If there be a man, whose wife has borne
him sons, and his maidservant has borne him sonn,

(and) the father in his lifetime has said to the

sons which the maidservant has borne him ' my
sons," has numbered them with the sons of his

wife, after the father has gone to his fate, the sons

of the wife and the sons of the maidservant shall

share equally in the goods of the father's house ;

the sons that are sons of the wife at the sharing
shall choose and take. [Gn 16 15 - 23 - * 21' 25s

, Jg
11='].

171. However, if the father in his lifetime, to

the sons which the maidservant bore him has not
said ' my sons,' after the father has gone to his

fate, the sons of the maid shall not share with the
sons of the wife in the goods of the father's house.

One shall assign the maidservant and her sons

freedom, the sons of the wife shall have no claim
on the sons of the maidservant for service. The
wife shall take her marriage portion and the settle-

ment which her husband gave her and wrote in a
deed for her and shall dwell in the dwelling of her
husband ; as long as she lives she shall enjoy it, for

money she shall not give it, after her it is her sons'

forsooth. [Gn 27 OT 31 16
,
Ex 21""-, Dt 21 16

'-].

172. If her husband did not give her a settle-

ment, one shall pay her her marriage portion, and
from the goods of her husband's house she shall

take a share like one son. If her sons worry her

to leave the house, the judge shall inquire into her

wishes and shall lay the blame on the sons ; that
woman shall not go out of her husband's bouse.

If that womaii has set her fate to leave, the settle-

ment which her husband gave her she shrill leave

to her sons, the marriage portion from her father's

house she shall take ami she shall marry the hus-

band of her choice. [Ex 21"].

173. If that woman where she has entered

shall have borne children to her later husband,
after that woman has died, the former and later

sons shall share her marriage portion.
174. If she has not borne children to her latet
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husband, I In- -"M- ..I her bridegroom shall take her

marriage portion.
; 17.">. 1 1 IMI her ,-i -lave of I lie palace or a -la\ > of

a pour man has taken to wife the .laughter ol a

"eiilleman anil she lias liornr sons, the owner of

the >lave shall have no elaini on tin- sons ol the

daughter ol a fjent lelnall fur sen iee. ['J K -J-J"

Jerks' :t'.i"
;

|.

S ITii. However, if a slave of tin- palace or a
,

slave' of a poor man lias taken to wile the daughter
of a gentleman, ami, when he married her, with

a mania"c puiiion iiom her lathers h,,n-" she

entereil into t he house of the slave of the palace,
or of the slave of the poor man, ami from that

Illne they started to keep house ami ac<|lliled pro-

pert V, litter eit her t lie slave of the palace or the

slave of tin'
I

r man has pone to his late, the

daughter of the gentleman shall take her marri.-r-e

(Nii-tinn, ami whatever her luishaml ami she hail

ai'i|iiireil Horn the time they staiteil one shall

ilivnle in two parts, ami the owner of the slave

shall take one-half, the gentleman's daughter shall

take one-half for her children. IT the gentleman's

daughter had no maniago portion, whatever her

husband and she from the time they started have

acquired one shall divide into two parts and the

owner of the slave shall take half, the gentleman's
daughter shall take half for her aooa,

S 177. If a willow whose children aie \oung has

set her face to enter into the house of another,
without consent of a judge she shall not enter.

\\hen she enters into the house of another, the

judge shall inquire into what is lett of her former

husband's house, ami he shall entrust the house of

her former liiishand to her later hushaml ami that

woman and cause them to receive a deed. They
shall keep the house and rear the little ones. Not

a utensil shall they give for money. The buyer
that has l.ought a" utensil of a widow's sons shall

lose his money and shall return the property to its

owners.
S 17s. If a lady, a votary, or a vowed woman

whose father has ".'ranted her a marriage pint
has \M it ten her a deed, ill the deed that he has

written her has not, however, written for her
' after her wherever is good to her to give.' has not

permitted her full choice, after the father has

gone to his lute, her liiolliers shall take her Held

and her Balden and accon.ing to t he value of her

share' shall give her corn, oil, and wool, and shall

content her heart. If her brothers have not given
her corn, oil, and wool an ordiug to the value of

her share, and have not contented her heart, she

shall give her held or her garden to a cultivator,

whoever pleases her, and her cultivator shall main-

tain her. The Held, garden, or vv hatever her fat her

has given her she .-hall enjoy as Ion;,' as she lives,

she shall not give ' l ''"' money, she shall not

answer with it to another. Her sonship is her

brothels' lol -until, [llos *"'].

S I "'.>. If a lady, a votary, or a vowed woman
whose father has granted her a marriage portion.
haa written hei a deed, in the deed he wrote her

has w lit ten for her 'alter her w hei ever i- -
1 to

her to give,' has allowed to her all her choice,

after the father has gone to his fate, altei hei he

shall give wherever is gum! to her, her brothers

have no claim on her.

: IMI. If a father to his daughter, a votaiy.
liride, or vowed woman, lias not planted a mar-

riage portion, after the father has pine to his

fate, she shall take in the p. oils of the father's

house a share like one sun, as Ion;; as she lives

she shall enjoy it, alier her it is her brothers'

forsooth.

j Isl. If n father has vowed to <!od a votary,
liicrodulc, or virgin, and has not granted h< i a

maniagc [lortioii, after the lather lia.s gone to his

fate, she shall take in the goods of the father's

house om-thild ol a -on'- -hale and -hall enjoy
it a- loii". a- -he live-, alter her it is her brut hem'

forsooth.

j 1S-J. If a father, to his daughter, a votary of

Marduk of P.al.ylon, has not ".ranted a mamage
portion, has not written her a deed, after the

lather has gone to his fate, she shall shale vuih

her lirothers in the goods of the lather.- house,
one-third of a sun's -hare, and shall pay no lav.

A votaiy of Marduk, after her, shall give wherever
it is good tu her.

1!S3. If a father to his daughter by a concubine,
has planted her a marriage portion, has given lier

to a husband, has written her a deed, after the

father has gone to his fate, she shall not share in

tie goods of the lather's house, [(in '25*, Jg 11-].

is
1st. If a man to his daughter by a concubine

has not granted a marriage portion, has not given
her to a husband, after the father has gone to ln-

fate, her brothels, according to the capacity ot the

lather's hou-e. -hall "rant her a marriage |.nion
and shall give her to a husband. [Gil 1:5", Dt
21">- 17

].

- is."). If a man has taken a young child 'from
hi- waters' to sonship and has reared him up, no
one has any claim against that nursling. [Gn 485

J.

<i 1st;. If"a man has taken a young child to sou-

ship, and w hen he took him his father and mother

rebelled, that nursling shall return to his father's

hou-e.

S Is7. The son of a XER-SE-GA, a palace warder,
or the son of a vowed woman no one has any elaini

upon.
188. If an artisan has taken a son to bring up

and lias caused him to learn his handicraft, no one
has any claim.

IH'.i. If lie has not caused him to learn his

handicraft, that nursling shall return to his father's

house.

is I'.MI. If a man has not numbered with his sons

the child whom he took to his sonship and brought

up. that nursling shall return to his father's house.

I'Jl. If a man, after he has taken a young child

to hi- sonship and brought him up, has made a
hou-e for himself and acquired children and has

set his face to cut oil' the nursling, that child shall

not po his way, the father that brought him up
shall give to him from his goods one-third of his

son-hill and he shall go ott ; from Held, garden,
and house he shall not give him.

l'J'2. If a son of a palace warder or of a vowed
woman to the father that brought him up and the

mother that brought him up has said, 'Thou art

not my father, thou art not my mother,' one shall

cut oat his tongue.
S l!i:t. If a sou of a palace warder or of a vowed

woman has known his father's house, and has

tinted the father that brought him up or the

mother that brought him up, and has gum oil

to the house of las father, one shall tear out

liis eye. [Pr 3u 17
].

S I'.i-t. If a man has given his son to a wet-nurse,

(and) that son has died in the hand of tin- wet

nurse, (and) the wet-nurse without consent of his

father and his mother has procured anoi hei child,

one -hall call her to account, and becan-e without

con- 'lit of his father and his mother she ha- pro
cured another child, one shall cut oil' her brea-t -.

i I'.i.'i If a man has struck his tathei.une shall

cut oil his hands. [Ex -Jl
15
-", Lv -JO", In 21" J.V ,

Pi :('].
190. If a man has caused the loss of a genile.

man's eye, one shall cause his eye to be lost. [V.x

J1-41
-, I.v _>4 1 " 1

'. Dt 19", Mt5M ].

it 1H7. If he has shattered a gentleman's limb,
one shall shatter his limb.

I'.'s. If he has caused a poor man to l>se liia
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eye or shattered a poor man's limb, he shall pay
one niina of silver.

199. If he has caused the loss of the eye of a
gentleman's servant or has shattered the limb of
a gentleman's servant, he shall nay half his price.

[Ex 21 56
'-].

200. If a man has made the tooth of a man
that is his equal to fall out, one shall make his
tm.th fall out. [Ex 21-'].

201. If he has made the tooth of a poor man
to fall out, he shall pay one-third of a mina of
silver.

202. If a man has struck the cheek of a man
who is his superior, he shall be struck in the

a^enibly with sixty strokes of a cow-hide whip.
"203. If a man of gentle birth has struck the

cheek of a man of gentle birth who is his equal,
he shall pay one mina of silver. [Lv 24 17 - 21

],

S -'114. If a poor man has struck the cheek of a

punr man, he shall pay ten shekels of silver.

205. If a gentleman's servant has struck the
cheek of a freeman, one shall cut ott'his ear.

206. If a man has struck a man in a quarrel
ami has caused him a wound, that man shall

swear, 'I did not strike him knowingly,' and shall

answer for the doctor. [Ex 2 1
18

'-, Nu 351M-, Dt 194
'-].

'2; 17. If he has died of his blows, he shall swear,
ami if he be of gentle birth he shall pay half a
mina of silver. [Ex 21-].

208. If he be the son of a poor man, he shall

pay one-third of a mina of silver.

209. If a man has struck a gentleman's daughter
and caused her to drop what is in her womb, he
shall pay ten shekels of silver for what was in her
womb. [Ex 21-- -'].

210. If that woman has died, one shall put to
death his daughter. [Ex 21 s3

,
Dt 24 16

].

211. If through his blows he has caused the

daughter of a pour man to drop that which is in
her womb, he shall pay five shekels of silver.

212. If that woman has died, he shall pay half
a mina of silver.

213. If he has struck a gentleman's maid-
servant and caused her to drop that which is in
her womb, he shall pay two shekels of silver.

[Ex 2120
].

214. If that maid-servant has died, he shall

pay one-third of a mina of silver. [Ex 21].
si 215. If a doctor has treated a gentleman for

a severe wound with a bronze lancet and has
cured the man, or has removed a cataract of the

eye for a gentleman with the bronze lancet and
has cured the eye of the gentleman, he shall take
ten shekels of silver.

216. If he (the patient) be the son of a poor
man, lie shall take five shekels of silver.

217. If he be a gentleman's servant, the master
of the servant shall give two shekels of silver to
the doctor.

218. If the doctor has treated a gentleman
for a severe wound with a lancet of bronze and
has caused the gentleman to die, or has removed
a cataract of the eye for a gentleman with tliu

bronze lancet and has caused the loss of the gentle-
man's eye, one shall cut off his hands.

219. If a doctor has treated the severe wound
of a slave of a poor man with a bronze lancet and
has caused his death, he shall render slave for
slave. [Ex 21--].

220. If he has removed a cataract with a bronze
lancet and has made him lose his eye, iie shall pay
in money half his price.

221. If a doctor has cured the shattered limb
of a gentleman, or has cured a diseased bowel, the

patient shall give five shekels of silver to the
doctor.

222. If he is the son of a poor man, he shall

give three shekels of silver.

223. If a gentleman's servant, the master of
the slave shall give two shekels of silver to the
doctor.

224. If a cow doctor or an ass doctor has
treated a cow or an ass for a severe wound and
cured it, the owner of the cow or ass shall give
one-sixth of a shekel of silver to the doctor as
his fee.

225. If he has treated a cow or an ass for a
severe wound and has caused it to die, he shall

give a quarter of its price to the owner of the ox
or ass. [Lv 21].

226. If a brander without consent of the owner
of the slave has made a slave's mark irrecognizable,
one shall cut off the hands of that brander.

227. If a man has deceived the brander, and
has caused him to make a slave's mark irrecog-
nizable, that man one shall kill him and bury him
in his house; the brander shall swear, 'Not know-
ing I branded him,' and shall go free.

228. If a builder has built a house for a man
and has completed it, he shall give him as his
fee two shekels of silver per SAK of house.

229. If a builder has built a house for a man
and has not made strong his work and the house
he built has fallen and he has caused the death of
the owner of the house, that builder shall be put
to death.

230. If he has caused the son of the owner of
the house to die, one shall put to death the son
of that builder. [Dt 24'"].

231. If he has caused the slave of the owner of
the house to die, he shall give slave for slave to
the owner of the house.

232. If he has caused the loss of goods, he
shall render back whatever he has caused the
loss of. Further, because he did not make strong
the house he built and it fell, from his own goods
he shall rebuild the house that fell.

233. If a builder has built a house for a man
and has not jointed his work and the wall has
fallen, that builder at his own cost shall make
good that wall.

234. If a boatman has completed a ship of

sixty GL'R for a man, he shall give him two shekels
of silver for his fee.

235. If a boatman has completed a ship for
a man and has not made his work trustworthy,
and in that same year that he built that ship it

has suffered an injury, the boatman shall exchange
that ship or shall make it strong at his own ex-

pense and shall give a strong ship to the owner of

the ship.
236. If a man has given his ship to a boatman

on hire, and the boatman has been careless, has

grounded the ship, or has caused it to be lost,

the boatman shall render ship for ship to the
owner.

237. If a man has hired a boatman and ship,
and with corn, wool, oil, dates, or whatever it be
as freight, has freighted her, (and) that boatman
has been careless and grounded the ship, or has
caused what is in her to be lost, the boatman shall

render back the ship which he has grounded and
whatever in her he has caused to be lost.

238. If a boatman has grounded the ship of a
man and has refloated her, he shall give money to

half her price.
239. If a man has hired a boatman, he shall

give him six GUR of corn per year.
240. If a ship that is going forward has strm k

a ship at anchor and has sunk her, the owner of

the ship that has been sunk shall recount before
God whatever he has lost in his ship, and that of

the ship going forward which sunk the ship at
anchor shall render to him his ship and whatever
of bis was lost.

241. If a man has taken an ox on distraint, he
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all pay
In -"'].

; -'!_'. If a man ha- hired :i \vorkingox for one

yeitr,
he -hall pay four ut'y; of corn a- its hire.

[Kx 2"].
i. _>!::. It a milch cow, In- -Iiall Rive three Gl'R of

corn to its owner. [(In 31 ;5
',
Kx -J-J"].

J44. If ii 111:111 ha- hired an ox nr a--, and a lion

ha'- killed it in the open held, that loss is for its

o\\ iii-r for-.ioth.

-Jl.~>. If n nmn lias hired an ox and through
neglect or by lilo\\ s lias caused it ti> die, ox for ox

to t he ou nur of the ox he .-hall render. [Kx lw -'-\

I.; -J4 "->].
S '-'4U. If a man has hired an ox and ha* em-lied

il- foot or has cut it- nape-. ox tor ox to the owner
of the ox he .-hall render. [Kx L'-J""

1

'

1

].

S -.'47. If a man ha- hired an MX ami ha- eaii-ed

it tu lose it- eye
1

, hi- -hall pay half its price to the

owner of the ox.
[
Kx J 1

J'""'-"'J.

? -Is. If a man ha- hired an ox and has broken
it- horn, cut oil' its tail, or pierced it- nostrils, lie

shall pay it 'punter of it- price. [Kx -JJ'"'
15

].

S -111. If a man ha- hired an ox and tlod ha-

st ruck it and it lias died, the man who has hired

the ux -hall aWL-iir before (Jod und shall go free.

[Kx _'_"<"].

< -'.~>n. If a Ravage hull in hi- charge has pored
a man and eau-ed him to die, that ca-e ha- no

remedy. ,
Kx -.'!*>].

ff'J.'il. If the ox lias pushed a man. by pushing
ha- made know n hi- vice, and he ha- not hlunteil

hi- horn, has not shut up hi- nx, and that ox has

gored a man of gentle birtli and cau.-ed him to

die, he shall pay halt a miiia of -ilver.
|
Kx _'!-"'].

;; _'."._'. If a gentleman's servant, lie shall pay
oil' third of a niina of silver. [Kx iM J

-].

S -.">.'{. If a man ha- hire,! a man to reside in his

I: i M and has furni-hed him iiiiplements. ha- en

tru-ted him oxi'ii and fnini-lied harness for them
for cultivating the Held, if that man has stolen the

Seed or provender and they have been -ei/ed in his

hand-, one shall cut oil' his liaml-.

; -J.'il. If he ha- taken the implements, starved

the oxen, from the seed which he has hoed he
shall re-tore.

S '-">."). If he has hired out the man'- oxen or has
sli'leii the -

1 and ha- not eau-cd it to grow in

the lielil, one -hall i.ill that man I" arc, unit and
he -hall mea-ute out sixty '.' /. ni corn pcr'.M.V
of land.

< L'.Mi. If he is not abb' to pay hi- compensation,
one shall caii-e him to be torn in piece.- by the

oxen on that Held.

s -."i7. If a man ha- hired a harvester, he shall

ej\ e him eight i.'i'i: nt em n per \ ear.

S -J.">S. If a man has hired an o\-driver, he shall

give him >ix '.''/.' of corn per year.
j _'.">'.!. If a man ha- stolen a watering machine

floni tile meadow, he -hall gl\e live -hekels of

Mhei- to the owner of the watering machine.
-

JiH i. If hi; ha- -tolen a watering' luieket or a
Imriow. lie -hall pay tin h'-h. 1- 'it silver.

(.'ill. If a man has hired a herdsman for the

eou- or a Hhepherd for the -beep, he .-hall give
him light ''("/; ot ci rn per yeai

S -JI'IL'. If n man, ox, or sheen to [this section is

defaced]. [Kx*>'].
(j -Jii:!. If he ha- eau-ed an ox or sheep which wa-

f:ivcn him to lie lo-i
, ox for ox, sheep tor sheep, he

shall render to their owner, [l.\ :!4 "'*].

5 -111. If a herd-man who ha- had cow- or -beep
pi veil him to Hhepherd, ha- n-i med hi- hire, w hat

ever wa- agreed, and hi- heart ha- been contented,

yet ha- diminished the cow -, diminished the -I p.

lessened the otl-pnng. he shall -ive otlsprinp and

produce according to the teiimii of hi- bond-.

-Ou. If u shepherd tu w hum cow s and sheep have

In en .jiven him to breed, ha- falsified and chaii'jed

their price, or ha- -old them, one -hall call him to

account, and he shall render cow- and sheep to

their owner tenfold w I at l.e ha- -tolen.

$_'(>'!). If ill a she'
|
.fold a -troke of dod has

taken place or a lion ha- kilh d, tin -hepher.i -hall

purge hiin-elf befori- ilod, ami the owner 1,1 thu

told -hall face the ai . id. ni to (he. fold. [K.x L"2
1U|

-,

.In in'-].

S 'JUT. If a shepherd has been eaiele-s and in a

-lleeptiild l-all-eil a loss to take
j
hire, the -!le|.h''ld

shall make puoil the fault of the lo which In- h.-n

caused to be in the fold and shall pay cow- ur

-beep aiul shall ^ive to their owner.
2687lf a man has hired an ox for thre.-hinp,

twenty A". I "I corn i- it- hire.

S L'li'.l. If he has hired an ass for threshing,
ten AM of coin i- its hire.

5'_'7n. If he ha- hired a calf (goat ?) for thresh-

nip, one AM of corn is its hire.

S 'J71. It a man has hired oxen, a wappon, and its

diner, he shall give one hundred and eighty AM of

imil per daj".
i i'7'J. If a mnii has hired a wapgon by itself, he

shall vive forty AM of corn per day.
i -J7.".. If a man has hired a labourer, from the

beginning of the year till the tifth month, he -hall

ghe -ix SE of silver per day; from the sixth

month to the end of the year he shall give live $K
of silver per day.

'274. If a man shall hire an artisan

(a) the hire of a . . . live A'B of silver

(b) the hire of a hriekmaker live iK of silver

(c) the hire of a tailor . . five &B of silver

(rf) the hire of a stone-cutter . flE of silver

(i i the hire of a .... &E of .silver

(/) the hire of a . . . &E of silver

(rj) the hire of a carpenter . four SE of silver

(It) the hire of a . . . four SE of silver

(i) the hire of a . . . . $E of silver

(j) the hire of a builder , . $E of silver

per day he shall give.

g 27.">. If a man has hired a (boat?) per day, her
hire i- three >/.' of silver.

ii -J7ii. It a 'man has hired a fast ship, he shall

pive two and a half SE of silver per day as her
hire.

'J77. If a man has hired a ship of sixty GUR,
he shall give one-sixth of a shekel of silver per
day as her hire.

;: 'J7~v If a man has hough t a manservant or a
maid-ei \ ant, anil he has not fullilled his month
and the In- mi it sickness has fallen upon him, he
shall return him to the seller, and the buyer shall

take t lie money he paid.
j L'7'.i. If a ii:an has bought a manservant or a

maidservant and has a complaint, his seller shall

an-v ei the complaint.
S '-'so. If a man has bought in a foreign land the

man-ervant or the maidservant of a man, when 'ie

ha- (onie into the land and the owner of the man-
servant or the maidservant has recognized his

man-ei vant or hi- maidservant, if the man-ei \ ant

or maid-ei'iant are nali\e-. without price he shall

grant them their former condition. (Kx'JPJ.
S ^'sl. If they are natives of another land the

In i \.i shall tell out before Cod the money he pan).
and the owner of the manservant or the maid-
servant shall give to the merchant the money liu

paid, and shall recover his manservant or his

maidservant.
S 'JS'J. If a slave has said to his master, 'Tlma

ait mil my master,' as his slave one shall call him
to account and his master shall cut oll'his ear.

The judgments of righteousness which Hammu-
rabi the nnuliiy king confirmed and caused thu

land to take u sure guidance and a gracious i ulo.
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[There are three sections of the Code which have
been recovered to us from the fragments of the

copies made by Assyrian scribes. They were once
to be found in the live columns which are now
erased from the stele. They may be given here,
for the sake of completeness.

X. If a man has borrowed of a merchant and
lias assigned him a plantation of dates and .said,

'Take the dates that are in my plantation for thy
money,' the merchant shall not consent. The
owner of the plantation shall take the dates that
are in the plantation and he shall answer to the
merchant for the loan and its interest according
to the tenour of his bond. The dates that are
over, which are produced in the plantation, the
owner of the plantation shall take for himself.

Y. If a house tenant has paid the year's rent
for the house in full to the landlord, but the land-
lord has ordered the tenant to go out before the
time is up, the landlord because he has ordered
the tenant to leave before his time is up, shall give
back ... of the rent.

,
/. If a man .has to pay, in money or corn, but

has not the money or corn to pay with, but has
goods, he shall give to the merchant whatever he
has, before witnesses. The merchant shall not

object, he shall receive it],

III. COMPARISON OF THE CODE WITH EARLY
HEBREW LEGISLATION.

The comparison of such a Code with the Mosaic
Laws is not one to be dismissed in a few para-
graphs. Its obvious likenesses are not more re-

markable than the contrasts which exist. The
whole question of common origin may depend on
how these are regarded. In some cases a conscious
deviation is as strong proof of influence as an
agreement.

i. THE QUESTION STATED, AXD THE DATA
AVAILA BLE FOR AXSWEKISG IT. I. Wemay begin
by stating, as concisely as may be, what we under-
stand by the influence of the Code of Hammurabi
on Mosaic legislation. There need be no discussion
as to whether Moses knew cuneiform. Such a
proposition could be maintained only by insisting,
firstly, on the literal truth of the statement that
Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyp-
tians (Ac T 22

) ; secondly, that such learning must
have included cuneiform. The latter proposition is

not very safe. The evidence of the Tel el-Amarna
tablets can only establish the existence of some
scribes at the courts of Amenophis III. and IV.
who could read and write Babylonian. The cur-
rent opinion of critics does not ascribe much of the
Hebrew Law to Moses. So his personality may be
set aside.

Nor do we need to discuss exactly how far Baby-
lonian influence had modified tlie life of the in-

habitants of Palestine before the incursion of the
Hebrews. Some men doubt whether that incur-
sion did not find a widely spread Hebrew popu-
lation already in possession. Whoever was in
Palestine then, of whatever nationality, there is

evidence that the chief rulers of the settled dis-
tricts wrote in Babylonian to the kings of Egypt,
and, presumably, also to the kings of Mitanni,
Assyria, and Babylonia. Whether they used any
other form of writing besides cuneiform we do not
know. They did use words which were not pure
Babylonian, but are at least Semitic, if not He-
brew. These words they glossed by a more or less
accurate Babylonian. That the whole population
of Palestine was Semitic or Hebrew, or read
Babylonian literature at that time, are not pro-
positions that we need trouble about. All that we
need is that the people who drew up the Hebrew
legislation, whenever that was done, should have

embodied the laws observed in Palestine at their
own date, and that those laws should have there
remained unchanged from the time when they
were the same as were to be found in Babylonia
at the time when Hammurabi codilied them.
Indirect influence is then proved.

2. The laws may have once been common to all
the Semitic races, or to the populations they dis-

placed or overran. The greater part of the com-
mon ideas of the two legislations may be due to
this source. It may not even be Semitic at all,

only human, such as man, anywhere and every-
where, under similar conditions would and did agree
upon. Such a common stock, including many
most striking things, is no proof of Babj-lonian
influence, either upon the Hebrews or upon the
inhabitants of Palestine before the Exodus. Thus
the principle of retaliation, the making a punish-
ment as far as possible an exact reproduction of
the injury, was a primitive view. It might well
be Sumerian in Babylonia, and pre - Israelitish in
Palestine. It omits the consideration that such a
punishment only gratifies revenge, does not benefit
either the offender or the injured. It ischaracteristic
of very inadequate justice. Now, in the Code we
find that already a system of compensation to the

injured was growing up. But the aristocracy, the
amcli, would not accept money for their bodily
injuries, they insisted upon the primitive

'

eye for

eye, tooth for tooth, limb for limb' ( 19(>, 2UO,
197), and so did the Hebrews (Ex 21'-*, etc.). If this
had been a peculiar or abnormal form of carrying
out the principle, we might argue for a racial
connexion between the Babylonian aristocrats of
Hammurabi's time and the Hebrews. This has
been done on the ground of linguistic affinities.

But there is no reason to doubt that if retaliation,
pure and simple, were the rule anywhere, it would
be expressed in this way. All we can say is, that,
whether from pride, conservatism, or racial pecu-
liarity, the aristocrat of Babylon clung to the

primitive method of punishing bodily injuries. The
acceptance by the commoner, or muskcnu, of com-
pensation may well point to a different race and
a subject position. It would be interesting if we
could show that the conquered races in Palestine
used to accept compensation in a similar way.
Whatever view be taken of the similarities

between the legislations, the greatest difficulty
in asserting Babylonian influence is that the
Israelitish law as we know it is a composite affair,
of uncertain date, and combining new with old in
a most perplexing manner. If we could be satis-
lied that the Mosaic Laws still existed in their

original order, or that any one stratum of them
had preserved its original features, we might better
institute a comparison.

3. As it is, if any law should turn out to be very
like the Babylonian, in wording or idea, it is open
to say that it was foisted in after the Captivity,
when the Jews had become acquainted with that
law in Babylonia itself. On the other hand, it is

open to say that Abraham became acquainted
with it in Ur of the Chaldees, and its memory
never died out. Others may maintain that it only
embodies a common Semitic idea, which is thus

proved to have the widest extent in place and
time. Each of these views will continue to have
its advocates, and there is no evidence to decide
between them. To speak of Babylonian influence
is not so to decide.

4. It may lie well to set out first the material
which seems to be equally conclusive for all views.

(n) The following common practices or ideas are

pointed out by S. A. Cook. The appeal to the
decision of God, the resort to the gate of the city
as a place of justice, the declaration on oatl>

before God, the oath for purgation, warnings
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against injustice, l.ribei\, false w ilncss, the need
lit witness fur proot. an- all common to the

judicial systems i-l Hammurabi :ilnl Moses. Ill

both, tin- woman was in tin- hand nf her husband,
who wa-. in r i,

'

or iin'iii; marriage was arranged
by parents, or relalhes. mi both sides, tin- gill's
consent nut being asked. A purchase price was

paid fur tin? will- <i rhatu, lli-l>. i/m/i'ii-i, ri-tinin-it

in IH-I dowry, anil nlhrr marriage customs are
similar. Tin- customs as to di\urcc, cum nbities.

iiml inaiilsei-vants air in thorough harmony , allow-

ing for the greater explicitness on one side or the
other.

Thr jimii-hment for false witness, tliat tlir

witucs- -lioiilil sillier what In- had put the

net-used in danger of siiflering, is tin- same in lioth

(SS :i. 4; IX I'.l
11
'). Tin- punishments ,,t s|a,,der

(S I'-'T ; I.v I'.l"', lit i'J'-'-'i, and accusation of in-

liili-lily, though unlike in details, both rccegiu/c
tln- nature of tin- otleiice. Ordeal was the pur
Cation for suspected wives (; l:ij

; Nu ',"']. The
regulations as to the shepherd 's responsibility for

his lloek are similar iSi'iiii ; K\ -J-J
1

'"-). The eating
of the fruit of newly planted land is deferred to

the lifth year ( 60; Lv I'.l--'-). Kidnapping was
a capital oMencc in lioth legislations (g 14; Kx
UI IB

I. Both contemplate the extirpation of \\ixards

( 1, 2 ; Ex 'J'2
1

"). Assaults upon a woman, leading
to mis, -an-iage and death iSS 209-214), are similar
to Kx -JI-"-'-, hut with characteristic variations.

5. Supposing that there had lu-eu a knowledge
of the Hale; Ionian law and custom in Palestine, we
should not expect that it would lie adopted at once
into the Code of Israel. The treatment of the
slave in Hi -_'r or I It _':!" i- certainly a emit last to

Hammurabi's law forbidding the harliouring of a
slave ( 17), and ordering his restoration to his

owner. Hut we arc not without indication that

such was the custom, at any rate, among the
.\malekiles i I S :tn . Tl liler law in Palestine

may not have heen so emisidcr.-ile. Nor is it all

jinre humanity, later. Fugitive slaves from other
iainls may not have heen an niiweleome .-Lildition

to the population. The sent iniental reason that
Israel had mice been a slave was in accordance
with current ideas.

6. There is a eluse parallelism lief ween the laws
of deposit in !;S 1-4 1-ti and those in l-'.x _'_"-"

|
lied.

|.
Furtlici. there i.s a striking similarity in

the treatment of t lie three parties in Kx _'_' and the
three in SJ II II. \Ve may hen- note a parallelism
of method, which may once have characterized a
great deal that did not survive in either code.
l!oth make selections, sometimes fuller, sonn-t lines

less full, one than the other. \\'e coiihl suppose that
in a run i n ion source hot 1 1 the eases of illegal holding
or sale of lost piopeity. or ot Measure trove, ami
the ira ml ii leu i H-t i 'lit ion or loss by theft, of deposit,
were treated exactly alike, vi/. that the fraudu-
lent person should restore twoiold. I lainmuralii
leaves the full tieatnieiit as a norm in SS '.'-11, and
lalei condenses his source, im deposit, assuming
the Illcthoil. The Kxodlls legislator gives a full

alistract in K.x _
K
J' ". and a cuiideiised form in

Kx _'_". The procedure in the cases diHcrs. hut

only as a common source so tieateil might be ex

1
eeted todill.-i, niiilei dilli-renl SOCiaJ oigalli/ations.
7. Of coiisideralile iniportanc.- is it lo notice

that thcs,. ancient codes do not lay down gein-ial

principles, hut select cases which exemplify till-Ill.

Thus, while [lammurahi i<5i."i7.
"
pX- lakes only the

cases where a .shepherd tei ds his ||,,ck oil a

field of corn, and Ex -"-' deals with a Held or

\inevard, wema\ hi sure thai 1 1 ammuiahi's ( 'mie

WOnld have heen lilt el pi el '
I li\ llie |l|ilge.s as

applying to vim-yaids as \\ell, if they came in

question.*
The vine wan rare, if not quit* unknown, in Babylonia.
EXTRA VOL. 39

8. In I'.xoiliis the transition to damage liy lin-

is iialural. In liahylonia. damage lev can-less

management ol \\aier \\as moi<- chftlBCteristii

It mi^ht have come next, only the order ol ideas

led to its heing put lii-st, as ,-; ."ill. Here the dillei

em- s of legislation are i|iiite such as any legislator

might introduce if he were using a foreign code
as a source. Tin- votary was I'mhiddcn to open a

wine-shop i.S llni. At lnM -ight tli'-ie is nothing
at all like this in the llelneu legislation. Kut
l.\ ji

' forbids the daughter ol a pm-st to < it

folly ill Israel, mi pain of heing burnt, .losi-phns
iiinlerstainls that to mean 'open a wine-simp.'
The penalty is the same in both codes. It may
well have been that one law was adapted from the
other. So while a hostage for debt was freed after

six years' .service in Israel, but after only tine.- in

Babylonia, it has to be excused on the ground that
such had already served a ilnulilf term (Dt 1.V).
The custom was clearly to nh-ase at the end of

three years -a custom which seemed hard to the

recently settled Israelite; and so concession was
made to his prejudices, lixing it at six \cars
instead. Thus we may account for the absence of

other humane laws in Hebrew codes. They were
too advanced to adopt, uumiidilied. The fact,

then, that more of the ISahyloniaii Code does not
Iiml parallels in the Hebrew, even when its regula-
tions would be quite acceptable, may be due to

the fact that custom had already adopted them.
I.aw is needed, not to enact custom, but to

modify it. It may legali/e it, but usually seeks
either to unify varieties or to sanction growing
changes, and so to decide between competing
\n-\\sof right. Hammurabi saw no cause to pro-
mulgate any law about murder; the Hebrew codes
leave some other things unsettled. Sou f these

may have been settled by Hammurabi or his fore

runners, and already been in force in Canaan. In

many other cases we may plausibly argue that the

legislations show a common source, treated diller-

ently in adoption.
V. The absence of law courts, the persistent

blood-r venge, though subjected to a series |

regulations, the severer treatment of some
oil- iices, the milder treatment of others, an- held

to be strong proofs of a more primitive state ol

civili/.ation in Israel. The differences from tin-

Code of yammurabi are therefore important to

notice. The treatment of theft is less severe in

Hebrew than in Itabyloiiian law, except perhaps
in the ease of the nocturnal burglar (; _'! : l-'.x --!- .

The severer penalty against a son who struck
his father > i I'.i.'i ; Kx _'!'', which Hebrew law also

enacted lor cuisjng parents (Kx '_'!" etc.), the
treatment of the rebellious son (Dt 21 18

'-'), are

traces of a more primitive state. The rights of

the lirstborn, so marked in Hebrew, show no trace
in the Code. They were earlier in Babylonia.
The ('ode was much more favourable to widows
than early Israelite custom : but the later law in

Israel i is more considerate. In lla by Ionia daughters
had rights of inheritance, which appear only late

in Israel. The position of the slave is quite dis-

tinct. The laws as to hired animals show no re-

semblance. The penalty for allowing a vicious ox
In gun- a man was death in tin- llelncw Code, but

a line in liabylonia ijj< -J.'i], -Jj-J : Kx '_'!

In. Of eiiuise, w hole groups of law s in | he Code
concern matters which were purely liaby Ionian.

Tin- position of thi1 feudal tenants, levy masters,

etc., and the regulations relating to shipping,
caravans, the laws for the builders, doetms, sur-

geons, hiaiiders. artisans, etc., cannot be ex|
to reappeai e\ en in a copied legislation.

Tin- names ,,i t lie .articles in use a lien alike

in Hebrew and l!aby Ionian, but 'In- technical

terms ditler. This would be very important , as
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showing an independent growth of similar institu-
tions, liut for one consideration. There is no
ground to suppose that on either side the terms
compared were the only terms in use. Thus, while
the Babylonian verb 'to marry' is ab&zu, and the
Hebrew laknh, the Assyrian is lihu.

"

The Hebrew
'eras, 'to betroth,' has a parallel in Babylonian
ei-liu,

'

bridegroom.
' The itinerant trader, Aamnlln,

was explained by So, niiS maiak ia abni, 'he who
carries the bag (kisu) of weights'; compare the
Hebrew kis and 'Abanlm. In the directions as to
the inquiry into the conduct of the alleged idola-
ters (Dt 13" and 174

) the same verb is used, Icfin, as
in the Code, for establishing an accusation, itktin ;

the kiisfu daiinuti of 5 is the kissl din of Pr 20" ;

the phrase
' to cause the finger to be pointed at'

as a technical term for 'slander
'

is paralleled by
Is .">S'

J ' the putting forth of the finger.' The lis't

of linguistic parallels could, doubtless, be much ex-
tended. There was, however, no reason why a
Hebrew legislator, even if a copy of the Code lay
before him in cuneiform, should transliterate its

words. He might equally well translate them
into his own language.

11. Of much more importance, as a proof of

dependence, would be the preservation of the order
of ideas, especially where this is not due merely
to their logical sequence. Of such a transfer of

arrangement we can hardly expect to find much
trace. Whatever trace can be found is therefore
all the more significant. A comparison of the
order of the Book of the Covenant (vol. iii. p. 67)
shows as much difference as likeness in the order.
Yet who can say that the present order does not
exhibit rearrangement and interpolation? For
example, in ii. (I.e. p. 67 b

), why are 7 and 9

separated by 8 ?

12. Some things are very suggestive of a de-
liberate change. The Code has a slanderer thrown
down before the judge and branded. In Dt 25- we
get directions for scourging. The judge shall cause
him to lie down and be beaten before his face.
The 'certain number' of stripes in Israel was not
to exceed fortv ; Hammurabi ordered sixty for
some cases. We are told that scourging was a
late introduction into Israel. This may be true of
the bastinado, but there seems no reason to regard
scourging as a late form of punishment. It is

curious that Dt 2">u
, which may be a parallel to

202-205, should come so close to the mention of

scourging in Dt 25-- 3
, separated from it by clauses

which seem to have no possible connexion with
either. If v." followed v. 3 in the source, that
would seem to have been a distinct reminiscence
of g 202-205. Authorities differ as to the sense of

Iftu, usually 'strength'; some take it to mean
'head,' but the ffcnitalia may be meant: compare
litt&tu, 'progeny.'

(a) A case that must have occurred to the
mind of both lawgivers, though not perhaps very
practical, was what should be done if a man hail

intercourse with mother and daughter, or a woman
with father and son. The case where the daughter
was his own child, or the son her own son, was
especially bad. Now Hammurabi takes one case
in 157, and enacts that, if a man has intercourse
with his own mother, both shall be burned. He
does not touch the case of a woman and her
mother with the same man. In Lv 20" that is

taken as the test case, and both are to be burned.
The Mosaic Law does not touch Hammurabi's case.
It may well be that the actual text of the Code
was known to the later legislator ; and either to
show the further application of the same principle,
or because the former case was now so well known
as to need no further legislation, he takes the new
example. One can hardly suppose that in one
society the one crime was knowu and the other

unknown, while the reverse held in the othe
society. In both Codes the penalty for this son
of thing was burning. That is awarded only once
again in either Code, and there also for what
may well be the same crime in both, described in

different terms. Of course we may refer both
back to a common Semitic primitive law ; but a
younger lawgiver would naturally prefer to select
a different example if he could. Taken in this

way, we can arrange a very remarkable parallel,
due to Miiller

HAMMURABI. LEVITICUS 20.

Man with daughter-in- Man with daughter-in-
law

( 155). law (v.
12

).

Man with father's wife Man with father's wife
( 158). (v.).

Man and son with one Mother and daughter
woman

( 157). with one man (v.
14

).

(b) Again, we may note that Hammurabi ( 210)
ordains that if a man caused the death of a
pregnant woman by his blows, then not he, but
his daughter, should be put to death. Now this
is retaliation pure and simple, and can only be
meant as a limit to which the compensation might
be pushed by a revengeful father. The accused

might have no daughter at all ; he might have
several. The old discussions as to the relative
value to the accused and accuser of the damage
inflicted by exact retaliation must come up. Now
Ex 21-' solves this question by the phrase 'soul
for soul.' That may be the result of reflexion on
this very crude law. It is a convenient phrase for

laying down, that as a \\ Oman's life was worth less

than that of a man, the compensation exacted
must not exceed the damage done.

(<) Further, when we read in Lv 24-- that there
shall be one law for '

foreigner and native' set at
the end of a passage which otherwise literally

repeats 196-201, where careful distinction of

rank is made in awarding penalties, one may
well be tempted to suspect a reminiscence. That
differences of treatment should be expressly ex-

cluded, surely points to knowledge that they existed

somewhere. Where else was this than in the
Code? The common Semitic source hardly had
these gradations. That cattle .are included in Lv
2418.21 may be due to a desire to get together all

that fell under the same rule.

13. It is not a little instructive to notice that the
Code of Hammurabi shows marked similarities to
other ancient codes. Professor Miiller has worked
out a number of striking parallels with the Iloman
XII Tallies. Professor Colin compared the Laws
of the Wr

est Goths. Incidental comparisons with
the Laws of Mann are noted by Mr. Cook. The
Code receives illustration from a variety of other
sources in the books named above for the biblio-

graphy. Whether a knowledge of this Code can

really have spread to Rome and India, depends
upon the results of much further research than
has yet been made.

ii. VIEWS AS TO THE CHARACTER OF THE CON-
NEXION. Opinions are divided as to the reality of

the connexion between the Code of Hammurabi and
Mosaic legislation. The positive view has been
well stated thus :

' The Babylonian and Mosaic
Codes are conceived in the same literary form ;

they contain a considerable number of practically
identical laws ; they present not a few cases of

actual verbal agreement, and both are designed
for the regulation of a civilized community. The

parallels are too close to be explained upon a some-
what vague theory of common tradition. ... It

has been shown that, in Palestine, Israel learned

and appropriated the ancient Babylonian myths.

Why should they not learn Babylonian law as

well ? . . . The foundation of the Babylonian law
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was the Code of Hammurabi, and tlms tin 1 enact

incuts <it ill'- "hi Babylonian king, formulated
uliimt I). i'. -'J.'i", passed mure tlmi a thousand years
Inter into the lioiik of the Covenant, and MI

became tile llel'it.i^e of Israel HMil tile world'

(Professor C. Johnston, ./ -hits llnfil.tiK I nit)
'

('(>i ///<<, June 1!I3|.

Ml. Cook minimizes III" extent III which Pales-

till'' w as permeated I iv I I tl:er elements "f I! I by
l"lli;ill elllt VI I'e. 'The discovery "I eiuieiforill I a Met -

at Taamicli liy Profe or Sellin may now lie added
to Ilie evidence of tile Tel el - Alllamn letters.

Documentary evidence may any day l>e found of

the existence in Palestine of all sorts of liaby
Ionian literature. That will not of it-elf prove
that the llc).re\\ legislator- read the I lode in cunei-

forni. What is needed is proof from the Hebrew
monuments of Mich similarities a- can he explained
only by a knowledge "I the Code as we now
know it. There is small likelihood "t surh a proot
l inu foiind. Kor no one can ertpposc t Ini any one
of tiie (hietinients into which the Helirew law is

resulved on critical grounds was put forward at any
period as a complete ende. \Ve have I raiment- of

several code- at dillerent dates, |,ut not one that

can really be trusted for a comparison. Such

fragments as are left are very valuable u- showing
what was at one tim n-idered to be law in

I-rael. but after the composition they have under-

g it i- impossible in say whether they really
are ancient nr not. The words 'primitive' and
'ancient' are not synonymous in the history of

law. Nor is it (jiiite clear that ' savage
'

penalties
are always more primitive. The Hebrew law

treats uuiilial conduct more seveicly than Ham
niurahi does. This is not a proof of a ire. nor of

primitive ideas, for the normal Arabs show little

tiaee oi paiental authority. The intrusion of

priestly power into the law courts, while delinitely
dated a- late, is a recrudescence under changed
conditionsof a state of things from which Hammu-
rabi -hows an emancipation nearly complete. If

any si^us ,,f a lial.\ Ionian inlluence can be made
out anywhere now, the presumption is that it was
one" enormously powerful. l''or the whole history
of Israel appears to consist in reformation, a

readjusting of old material in faith and practice
to new condition-. The old ISahylonian stull

must have taken a most powerful root to survive

at all. Professor I). 11. Midler has done ^reat
service in pointing out the signilicance of any
Iraies oi similarity of order w hieh can In- found.
I'rofessor Kolder insist- un the pic-, n, i absence
of the theocratic idea as a test of primitive
The Indian law is purely theocratic, makurj no
distinction between right and morality. The
Isiaelite laws vary ;

-ome are theocratic, and the

]iroliibit i\ 'naiids ancient in type. Hammu-
rabi's Code is very modern, almost purely legal.
This inits it on a level w ith the t ioi 1 \ n Laws and
the Ml Tal.l's, while it is e\.-n more advanced
than they are. In Israel the religion- idc-i received
its highest de\elopmeiit ill pre-Christian times,
and thai dominated law, morals, and history
alike. In Kahylonm law reached it~ highest

development, and largely in indepeuden t re-

ligion. The common life was Semitic, the like-

nesses an- dii" to racial allinity. The social order
was widely dillerent. There can be no ipie-tion
of actual borrowing, at any rate until po-t-cxili'
times.

Thi-view leave- out of consideration the evident
fact that the Code ot llanimiirabi doe- nut relleet

the result of any continuous i>volulioti of law in

a homogeneous and progies-ivc people, luit an

adaptation of widely di-linel -y-tems. An aristo-

cracy which clung to primitive iih-a-, presumably
a leccnt infuoion of a wilder Semitic race, amalga-

mated with a Ion"; settled, even if mixed and

already partly Semitic, people. Some of its laws
max, be a ] eel U'le-"ellce iif primil iv e view s ah eady
loll"; niodilied among the Babylonians. The ail-

vent of the l-'ir-t I >\ na-ty of liabylon had a close

parallel in the settlement of Israel in I'alesiine.

May not the .settled population there have been
in much the same stage of chili/ il nm as the
native r.abylonian-, with local variation-? May
not the more primitive Stamp of the Israelite laws
as we have them lie due to the greater pied i-

nanee of the newcomers? Then the common
features would be of two separate origins: one,
the civili/at ion that had once been common to

liahylonia and I'ale-tine, juristic-ally the mme
advanced : the other, a system common to tin-

two Semitic
| pies, who in Babylonia conquered

the land, founded the l''ir-t Dynasty, formed the

new aristocracy, or in 1'alestine conouered the
land and are known to us as Israel. This would
furnish tin 1

politically dominant, characteristically
Semitic, primitive lentures. Which of the two

syst ems should impose it s r ] | on the other, depended
in either land on the relative powerof the invaders
and the invaded. This would be largely condi-

tioned by the suitability of the competing races to

the conditions of the country. In liabylonia the

larger sett led population, the necessary conditions
of life, made the invaders rather become absorbed
in the

] pie they politically ruled. In Palestine
the conditions worked in the opposite direction.

Whether by greater preponderance of numbers, or

less modifying power in their new environment,
the invaders to a greater extent imposed them-
selves on the previous inhabitants. We need not

speak of borrowing as an act on the part of the
Israelite legislators. What they preserved of

existing law was already centuries before inttu-

eneed by liiibylonia. What they imposed as their

national contribution was common property with
the legislators who imposed part of it on IJaby-
lonian law. That these did not make Babylonian
law as primitive as the Hook of the Covenant, was
due to their more complete absorption by the
set i led civilization. Hammurabi's Code crystal-
lized the law at a later stage of the process than
did the liook of the Covenant. The jinx-ess was
more rapid there. Hence also the greater stability
oi his work. It lasted practically unchanged somo
lifteen hundred years. The Subsequent develop-
ments in Israel show perpetual progress. The
proxies- 1 was on totally dillerent lines, till Israel

came once more in contact with Babylonian cul-

ture. Then it had made contributions of its own,
-ome of which it niodilied, some it emphasized as
a result of the contrast.

We may say that the Israelite legislation shows

strong traces of ISabylonian inlluence, and yet not
d>'-t i o\ t he independence ot its origin. \\ e cannot

suppose that the author of any code set to work
to draw up a comprehensive -dieme of law. Each
built upon tlr- already prevailing custom. His
attention would he directed chielly to what was
not matter of uniform treatment. The most

characteristically liahyloiihin things in the out rent

custom of the day in Israel may be just those

which are not legislated for. The new legislation
did not leipiire to touch what was so firmly estab
lished. Other things of liahylonian origin may
have lieen abrogated by the new laws it would
not be neces-ary iii -ay what they had been, but

merely by statin"; the new law to say they should
be no longer. That any Israelite code -hows
maik'-d differences from the Code of Hammurabi
i- enough lo show an independent oii; in The
abs, 'nee of any dill'erence would show compl-le
dependence, 'i'hc coexisting likenesses and dif-

fercnces argue for an independent reuensiou of
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ancient custom deeply influenced by Babylonian
law. The .actual Code of Hammurabi is a witness
to what that influence might accomplish. It

cannot be held to be a creative source. The Code
may only be itself a proof of the same influences.

These may be called Semitic in preference to

Babylonian. But that view calls for overwhelm-

ing proof that there was any source of civiliza-

tion powerful enough to have this influence on
both Israel and Babylonia. The presumption that

Babylonia had a prominent influence on Palestine

long before Israelite codes were drawn up, is one
that grows stronger as time goes on.

C. H. W. JOHNS.
RELIGION OF ISRAEL.* Introduction. The

origin of the religion of Israel is treated in

greater or less detail by all the four sources

or, more correctly, strata of sources of which the

present Pentateuch is made up: the Jahwistic
stratum (which originated between 900 and 700

B.C.), the Elohistic (between 750 and G.'iO), the

Deuteronomistic (G50-550), and the Priestly (550-

400). Their respective statements exhibit numer-
ous differences, and even discrepancies. But on
one point they are in absolute agreement : namely,
that the founding of the religion of Israel was the
work of Moses, of the tribe of Levi ; that it took

place in connexion with the leading of the people
out of Egypt ; and that it consisted pre-eminently
in the proclamation of Jahweh as the national
God of Israel. The strength and the uniformity
of this tradition leave no doubt of its correctness,
however much the details of the process may be
the proper subject of criticism.

We are thus entitled to commence the history of

the religion of Israel with Moses. It is another

question whether we can also attain to any cer-

tainty regarding the religion oi Israel, or, per-

haps more correctly, of the Israelitish tribes in

pre-Mosaic times. This question could at once be
answered in the affirmative, if it were possible to

regard the whole contents of the Book of Genesis
as history in the strict sense of the term. Accord-

ing to this account, the self-revelation of the one
true God began at the very outset, i.e. with the
first human being created, and wa> then repro-
duced from generation to general ion always,
indeed, only through the instrumentality of the

firstborn of each family until, finally, in the

families of the three patriarchs proper, Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, it developed into a religion
which is hardly distinguished in any way from
the future religion of the nation of Israel as this

is presented to us in the earlier traditions. Abel
and Cain already bring offerings to Jahweh the

one, of the firstlings of the Hock and of their fat ;

the other, of the fruits of the field (Gn 43ff
-). Noah

sacrifices to Jahweh upon an altar burnt-offerings
of all clean beasts and all clean birds ($-

v
). In

like manner we hear not infrequently of the patri-
archs building altars and offering sacrifices, as

well as of their calling upon Jahweh, especially at

those spots where He had appeared to them, or

which were hallowed by previous appearances of

God (12
7 13 lb '23? 26'-'

5
35'). Further, the erection of

monumental stones or pillars (mazztbuth, 28 lsff 33-"

[where for mizbeah 'altar' we should certainly
read mazzebah '

pillar '] 35' 4 - 20
) corresponds to a

custom which was practised even by Moses (Ex
24 J

), and came only at the end of the pre-exilic

period to be prohibited as heathenish. When,
ng'ain, Rebekah goes to consult Jahweh, and

actually obtains an oracle from Him (Gn 252
-'-),

(his manifestly implies not only the existence of a

sanctuary of Jahweh, but also the presence of

priests or other mediums of the oracle. In sliort,

the cult of Jahweh as practised by the people of
* See ' Table of Contents

'

at end of article, p. 732 ft.

Israel after their conquest of Canaan is presented
to us as simply the continuation of the worship al-

ready rendered by the patriarchs to the same God,
and, indeed, almost in every instance at the same
sanctuaries. Israel, in other words, simply entered

by the conquest of the land into the heritage of

which they had been assured long ago by the pro-
mises of Jahweh to the patriarchs, and, above all,

by the solemnly ratified
' covenant

'

of God with
Abraham (Gn 15).

It must be confessed, however, that a proper
critical examination of the religious history of

Israel has shown incontrovertibly that the above
view of the primeval and the patriarchal religion
became possible only by carrying back unreservedly
to the centuries prior to Moses, up to the very
commencement of all, the conceptions and the
conditions of the Jahweh religion as these present
themselves somewhere about the Oth cent. B.C.

The picture thus drawn of the early history is

therefore an extremely valuable authority for the

period from which it emanates; but for the pre-
Mosaic period we can make use of it only with
the utmost caution and with strict observance of

complicated critical principles. We then discover

that in various traditions found in Genesis as well

as in those of many other books of the Bible a

recollection has been preserved of the pre-Mosaic
religious stage of Israel. It is true that this

recollection is not infrequently so faint and so

unintelligible to the narrators themselves that

they take no offence at it, nay, believe it to be in

perfect accord with the religion of Jahweh. In
such instances the correct interpretation of the
tradition may be confirmed or even discovered in

two ways: (1) from other traces of the same tra-

dition in the OT, even outside Genesis ; (2) from
the analogies found in other, especially Semitic,

religions,* which will be found not infrequently to

supply a surprising amount of information about
ritual customs which are strange, and which were
no longer understood by Israel itself. There is a

repetition here of a phenomenon whose occurrence

may be noted almost all over the world : namely,
the tendency of religious usages to maintain them-
selves with the greatest tenacity even after they
have come, in consequence of altered religious

conceptions, to lose all real meaning. Their
retention is generally justified by giving them
some new interpretation which renders them
tolerable to the new religion (so, for instance,
with circumcision in Israel), or they may continue
to be practised simply through force of habit,
without any attempt at explanation at all. The
latter principle may be found to hold good, for

instance, of all or at least the majority of mourn-

ing usages. In all probability, the whole of these

had their root in religious motives ; but that this

was understood we cannot assume except in those

instances in which they were expressly prohibited

by the Jahweh religion. For the most part they
represent simply petrified custom, whose original

meaning it is often very difficult to determine. At
all events, the symbolical interpretations (for in-

stance, that of the rending of the garments as an

expression of utter indifference to one's outward

appearance, or even as a symbol of the rending of

the heart with grief), which we meet with fre-

* On the subject of Semitic religion we possess such extremely
valuable contributions as J. Wellhansen's Rezte arabixchcn
Heiiientuim (Berlin, 1S87 ; 2nd ed. 1807), and W. Robertson
Smith's Lectures on the Heligion ofttte Semites (London, 1889

;

2nd ed. 1894; Germ. tr. by R. Stube, Freiburg i. B. 1899).

Much valuable material is contained also in B. Stade's Gench.

des I'olkes Israel, Berlin, 1887 (Buch 7 :
'

Israels Glaulie und
Sitte in vorprophetischer Zeit '), Ed. i. p. 368 ff. Cf. also Ch.

Piepenbring, 'La religion primitive des Hebreux' (liev. Ac
fUiit. des ticligivim, 1889, pp. 171-202); and C. G. Montefiore,
Lecture* OH tlic Origin ami <;r,M<tli i>f Religion as illustrated bf
the lieligion oj Mm ancient Llebreu-s, London, 1S92.
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<]iiently even in Christian exegesis ami theology,
Hie toledoomcd to lejectioll.

I. TKACKS OK A n:r. MOSAIC KKUCHIN' OF
[3RAEL,

Before we attempt now to collect the possible
tracer (if a pie Mo-.m- n-ligion of Israel, there

an- I \\ o points that we must emphasize veiy

strongly: (1) that in almost every instance we
have hen- to deal with hypotheses ami not with

facts, so I hat our lask will he in reality to deter-

ininu the greater nr smaller degree of probability
attaching to any hyp"t he. is : f-l that everything
which survived in Israel merely MS a custom that
w.-is ,i,,t understood, m.-i\ claim MII interest from
the point oi vie\\ of Archaeologyand the History of

I Jell;; loll ill general. I 'lit 1 1 ; I - . st 1 I ( t ly speaking, 111 Mil!

so far as t he Religion all' I Ilicology ot the 111 hie arc

concerned. 11appears to us that tneell'ect is
.-imply

to leail one astray as to the correct understanding
of the religion of Israel, when eel tain recent

descriptions leave the reader in douiit whether all

kinds of primeval customs wen.1 not practised in

Israel with full consciousness of their original

signification, and, when introduced into the frame-
work of the .lah\\eh religion, so continued down
to tlh> latest time-. The Until i* that anything
which WMS recognized by the .lahweh religion as

of heathen origin, and who.c meaning was under-
stood liy it, was declared unclean ami accordingly
prohibited absolutely, as, for instance, necromancy.
Any one who notwithstanding addicted himself to

such practices, set him-elf deliberately in
oppo-

sition to the requirements of his religion. 1 he
fact that thi.s happened again and Mgain gives us

no more right to saddle the religion of Israel with
these derelict ions th:;n we have to hold Christ ia nit y
rcs|ioiisihle for all the heathen superstition which
s! ill coin inii' 1 - to prevail oven in Christian nations.

i. CVVA.'/'VV'i.V Hi-' Till-: llKlTY, /.7V. The most

iniportant question which has to be dealt with by
any one who undertakes to give MII account of a

particular stage of religion is that relating to the

ti'itiii-' iff tin- 'in'/ nr ifnili r:-i-i"i,<i:i-il.

1. Amongst the lowest toi ins ol religious venera-

tion, tie- more recent authorities on Comparative
Kcligion reckon not only the eoiiiiiion r'ctishism

(which elevates an arbitrarily cho.en object to the.

rank of its gods, and again, it may be, deposes it I,

but ulso the so-called Totemism.* The following

may sulliee by way of delinition of this widely
ilitliised pheiiomeiion. In the vocabulary of modem
Comparative Religion the term tut, m i stands for

some natural obp < I i:>-n>-i ally an animal with
which a tribe considers itself to have blood re

lationship, and which accordingly in the person of

all its representative is treated by the tribe with
the in most consideration and indulgence, or mav
aeti'.allv receive iJivine worship. Such Totemism
may he recognized most frequently in the name
hv which the particular tribe is designated,

although it may happen, jnd I, that names long
in existence comr only subsequently to have a
totemislic sense uttuched to them.

" Out of the copious liteniturt.- mi this i|nt'.tion the following
in i\ li. notctl tu* ot Importance for our prr-cnt piir|N,sr: W.
K..I...MVHI .STiiith, 'Animal Worship and Animal Tribe* ;i ri^

th.- Aral* and in tht Old TvsUmi-nt
'

in Journal "i I':

i\ ( 1-.. ". I f. I 111" S.UIH \\ nt.T'-i K l/nfll!! :l lift .!/<'

Ai-filfiii* (\;"i:'.}, p. L'lTtf.); .1. >'. KraziT, Tnlniii.iiH, KilirilnirKh,
1I-S7 ; Joa. Jiu-..lis. Ar. Ih.Te Toli'iii-clani in 1 In- ' >M Tl :

ii" MI
'

in .trf/i.rii'. Revimc, in. d^^^'i :i, p. H.'itT. ; F. V.
/ MM. ill. /<-', 'ii,i, in,. ;i,ui -in: !' Reliffion / ftuJt, I'M ii"ir^

r

i. It. rl
I
den it - an s - \i-: . ii B "' I ' >' IIIIMII in l^r.u-l

| ; s. A.

Cook, 'Isrutl nntl ToU'inimu
'

in ./','/; \r. v>. ... I. lii-miain

].'>>. 'Ini iiitiinisnir , !,. ./ 1,., ll,l,r,u\ in /;/;./ xliv. (IUO'2),
No 50, p. 18 ff. [Ukewlie with whollj negative results].

t This U-rm, li..rru\\^l (r.nu Iln. iijihuuv [nili;ins of N.
Ani'Ti' :i HIM! liroiiLTln into vjyfu; esixxittlly b; Lubbock, denotes
originally the Lunily or iribe it:t;ll.

In searehing for indications that Toteiiiisin oiicu

pre\ ailed in Israel, we mu~i leave mil oi coii-idi -ra-

tion mi practice, namely the worship ot .luhvieh

in the form of a molten bull, as pi.icii-ed in the
Noiiliern kingdom from thu time of .leioboam I.

onwards il K l'J-".i. It is probable that, ill this,

.leidboam simply revived a form of the ,lah\veh

cult that had been long familiar; but it a

beyond doubt of Canaanite origin, and hail nothing
to ilo with Totemism. The molten bull is nothing
but a symbol of the strength and creative power
of .lahvtch, wlio in the earliest times- -as far back
as we can trace the matter was never thought of

as appearing on earth except in human form.
On the other hand, Minong the names of Israel

itish tribes there are a few which, upon certain

conditions, might testify that Totemism once pie
vailed : for instance Snu.nN (\--~y Sln,i<i,in, //'this

name, like the Arabic xim'ii, stands for a hybrid
of wolf and hya-na; 1/KAH, // this = 'wild cow';
Mnd LKVI, // this is reullv a ^entilic name from
I.'-iili ; and. finally, KACIIKI. (_,v~(/i./, 'ewe').
With reference to the two female names in this

list, it is true also that it must lirst be pumd
that wives in the patriarchal nairalives always
stand for certain weaker tribes which became
amalgamated with other stronger ones into a

single whole. It is clear that here we have Many
dilliculties in the way, and at most we can speak
only of the possibility that Totemism once pre-
vailed in particular tribes. Nor are we carried
much further by another argument, to which it

has lieen sought to attach the strongest evidential
value. We refer to the so-called '

food taboos, by
which the Mesh of certain animals is to be scrupu-
lously avoided as unclean. It sounds very plaus-
ible, no doubt, to interpret this as meaning that
each tribe regarded it MS strictly forbidden to kill

and cat the totem animal with which it believed
itself to have blood allinity. When smaller tribes

became amalgamated with larger, and when these

finally combined to form one nation, the totems of

all the diHiTcnt elans would lie recognized by the
whole body, and the eating of them avoided, and
the .lahweh religion would sanction and ret;iin

this practice, only altering the motive for it. At
the totemistic stage these animals \\ ere forbidden
because they were tmti/ ; the .lahweh religion, on
the other hand, declared them, as relics of a

foreign ciiltus, itni-lnui. Now, in reply to this it

ma\ l-e remarked that certainly the long list of

unclean animals enumerated in l.v IP"- and I*t

M-" 1 - cannot possibly be all explained on tin-ground
of a previous Totemism. On the contrary, it is

i|uite clear in these passages that the prohibit ion

of certain animals which weie expressly regarded
as unclean was afterwards extended to I he whole
class which exhibited the same characteristics.

Thus originated t hat v^s// /// of tood tai<i'- in \ i 1 1 i:e

of which niicleanness attached to all ton i.M.hd
animals which do not chew tin- cud and have not

completely divided hoofs, and to all water-animals
which have not lins and sciiles, as well O-s to all

four-legged winged creatures. It is vain to seek
to explain this supplementary schematizing b\ re

ligious motives, as il'. tor instance, all creatun-- to

which any i in per feet ion a! laches had b -en I'm hidden
as food. All that it is correct to hold U thai in M-I y
ancient t imes the eat ing ot particular animals w as
disallowed on religious gioumls. I!nt it is i|uitc
another ipiestion whether these grounds wen- con
nerted with Totemism. It is quite po~-ible ili.it

when such customs arose the determining f i. toi -

were wholly dillercnt forms of superstition, sm-l.

in particular as some form of belief in demon
below i. Ill this way tin- impulse WOUld bi-

les. 1,\ religious veneration than b\ simple 1,-ar

Upon the whole we must conclude once more that,
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while it is certainly possible th.it Toteinism once

{prevailed in Israel, its prevalence cannot be proved ;

and, above all, \ve must hold that the religion of

Israel as it presents itself in the OT has not re-

tained the very slightest recollection of such a
state of things.

2. It is different with another of the preliminary
steps towards real religion which is still more
widely illustrated amongst primitive peoples,

namely Animism. In its pure form this is the
belief in the activity of the spirits of recently
deceased relatives. From the nature of the case,

however, it is not always possible here to draw
the lines sharply. Even those who have been

long dead may appear to their surviving relatives

in bodily form in dreams. Hence the animistic
belief produces the conviction that the spirit of

the dead man either still lingers in the neighbour-
hood, or may temporarily leave the place of sojourn
of the dead (called by the Hebrews probably even
in pre-Mosaic times She'd! ; see below). On the
other baud, the appearances that present them-
selves in dreams are not confined to actual rela-

tives ; hence Animism readily includes all the
members of the tribe, or creates a still wider
realm. Hut it is always of the essence of original
Animism that, the activity of the spirits of the dead
is thought of as ill-disposed, and even harmful,
so that the survivors' interest is to keep them at

as far a distance as possible, and to omit nothing
that will conduce to the satisfying of their legiti-
mate wishes, which have respect, above all, to the

proper treatment and burial of the corpse.
It is evident that Animism of this kind cannot,

strictly speaking, yet be called religion, but is at

most only a preliminary step towards it. For it

wants the element of rc-ncratiun of powers regarded
as superhuman. This comes to associate itself

with Animism only when the latter concentrates
its interest especially upon the spirits of ancestors,
and passes into a formal veneration for them,
when, in short, it becomes Ancestor Worship.*
With reference to the pre-Mosaic religion of

Israel, the question is generally raised in the form
whether in the later religion traces are de-

monstrable of a former Animism and Ancestor

Worship. At present it is the fashion to pro-
nounce unhesitatingly in favour of the presence
of both these elements. But in the opinion of

the present writer, while there are undoubted
traces that Animism once prevailed, the alleged
indications of Ancestor Worship are all exposed to

more or less serious objections.
As might have been expected, the traces of

Animism are most marked in connexion with cer-

tain mourninrj customs. Not that all mourning
customs can be explained, as has been attempted,
from one and the same point of view ; on the

contrary, they clearly belong to different grades of

religious thought, and some of them have hitherto
delied all efforts at interpretation. Most of them,
however, may be most simply e.\|laiiied as due to

the naive attempt, by means of a variety of bodily

* Of the very extensive literature on Animism and Ancestor

Worship (in addition to the works of SUide and W. R. Smith
cited in note on p. 0121'), the following may be noted : F. SchwaMy,
Das Lclicii narh dent Toile nacli den voratellv/ngen dox alien
Israel u. rfcs Jvdenthiunil, Giessen. 1892

; J. Fre.v, Tod, Seeli'n-
tiltnibe Mml Seeleiilcult im ttltcn Israel, Leipzig, 1893 [denies
spirit-worship, and explains mourning customs as due to fear
of death or of its author] ; K. Griineisen, Der Ahncnkitltux uud
die Umliijion Israels, Halle, ISilO [finds indubitable traces
of Animism in the OT, but none that are positively convincing
of Ancestor Worship ; explains (with Frazer) mourning customs
in great measure as averrnncalio

; cf. also the instructive
review of Griineisen's book bv Wellhausen in the Deutxhe
Literatnneitunii, IflflO, No. 20] ; J. C. Matthes, Romv en
doodenvereering in Israel' in Theal. Tijdwhr. 11100, pp. 97 ff.,

193 ff. [especially directed against Frey's (see above) rejection of
Ancestor Worship], also ' De doodein ereering bij Israel,' id.

1901, p. S2off. [against Gruneisen].

alterations (e.g. the cropping or shaving of the
head and beard, the wounding of the body by
bloody incisions, etc., the covering of the face, or

at least of the hair on the upper lip), to render
oneself unrecognisable by the spirit of the dead,
and thus to escape its malign influence. Also the

rending of the garments, like the going barefoot
and other partial uncoverings of .the person, is in

all probability simply a relic of an entire laying
aside of one's clothes; only that absolute naked-
ness already in very early times assumed the

mitigated form of putting on sackcloth, which was
originally a coarse cloth thrown around the loins.

Such a complete alteration of the outward appear-
ance seemed best fitted to deceive the spirit of the

dead, and to divert its attention from the survivors.

But the same purpose was already served by going
about in a h'lthy condition, by neglecting all atten-

tion to the hair, and by sprinkling oneself with
ashes ; or, on the other hand, by sitting on the

ground, in dust and ashes if possible in the place,
in short, where one does not usually sit, and hence
is not likely to be looked for.

Part of these mourning practices were retained
without scruple even within the pale of the Jah-
weh religion a proof that their original intention

was no longer understood. Others, like the

cutting of a bald spot on the head, the disfiguring
of the beard, and the wounding of the person,
were strictly forbidden by the later legislation

(I,v 19^ '21'). The circumstance that the Jahweh
religion regarded all contact with a dead body,

nay, even the proximity of one (Nu 19 14
), as defiling,

is sufficiently explained by the consciousness that
at least part of the mourning and burial customs
had their root in another religion. At the same
time, however, it is noteworthy that the Law itself

still retains a manifest trace of animistic beliefs

when it enacts (Nu ID 15
) that any open vessel with-

out a cover fastened with a string is defiled by the

proximity of a dead body. Here we have evidently
the reminiscence of a very ancient practice whereby
it was sought to prevent the spirit of the dead from

taking up its quarters in the house the practice,

namely, before or at the moment of a death, of

carefully closing all open vessels that happened to

be in the neighbourhood.
The question whether Animism underwent in

pre-Mosaic Israel, as in some other instances, the
further development into Ancestor Worship, can-

not be decided by such peremptory declarations as

that Animism, in virtue of an inward necessity and
hence always, is coupled with Ancestor Worship.
Not theories but only facts must decide here ;

and it is simply not true that, thanks to invariable

laws of evolution, the process of development has

always, and in the case of all peoples, i.een from
Animism to Ancestor Worship, and from the

latter to Polytheism, and finally to Monotheism.
Let us proceed now to examine the facts which
have been held to prove that Ancestor Worship
once prevailed among the Israelites.

Here, again, the principal role is played by
mourning rtisttiwx. Almost everything in this

department is held to have the intention of de-

claring the mourner to be the slave of the deilied

ancestor. So, for instance, with the uncovering
of the person,* the putting on of sackcloth as

what was once the servile garb, and every other

act by which expression is given to a humiliation

of the person; and, finally, even the wounding of

oneself by bodily incisions as a rite of dedication

to the spirit of the dead. But these explanations
* Accordin" to Buchler (art.

' Das Entbl. issen der Schulter und
des Arnies als Zeichen der Trauer

'

in '/.A TW, 1901, p. 81 ff.), by
the practice in question the mourner submits himself to the

dead, and declares himself his subject, by showing himself pre-

pared to perform the hardest tasks on his behalf. The forced

character of this explanation strikes one at once.
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of the moiirnin;,' customs appear to us fur loss

natural than tin- above proposal to trace them lack
to an etl'ort to render ones,- it unreuognizable I'y the

spirit
A -Honker argument would lie found in the

custom nt j n Hi-nil n-jiii\t.t, il il \\erc leally bo\ond
doubt that we have to iio lien- with a sacriticial

meal in honour of the ileail. Itnt the few passages
to which appeal is maile in this connexion prove
mi sucl. tiling. That '

mourning bread
'

I llos !l'i is

undean is sufficiently explained hy the ciicum-
sianee that it is eaten l>y on*.' who is deliled by a

dead hody. 'This is all that appears (..bespoken
of in I >t I'll

14
, and not the u.se of liread for a sacri-

ficial olierinu to the dead. The latter mi;;ht,
indeed, si-em to he alluded to in the addition 'nor
have I jjiven thereof for the dead. lint a funeral

repast may MTV readily hear a diUcrent sense Inun
one in honour of a now deilied ancestor. It may he

an expression of a detei niinat ion to maintain with
the deeeaseil the same fellowship in worship that

Subsisted when he was alive, this purpose benin
indicated by holding a repast, once more in pres-
ence of the corpse. Still more prohahle appears to

us in he the other explanation, according to which
the special ohject is to provide the spirit of (he

dead with what it requires during its journey to

tin realm of death. The same purpose (and not

that of a sacrificial ;_'ift proper) mi^ht he served

also hy the placing of 1 1 on or in the (.-rave, if

it is tliis and not the use of bread at the funeral

repast thai is alluded to in 111 I'll'
4

. Ill the ea-e

ol .ler Hi 7
, a^ain, it is only hy perfectly arbitrary

alteration of the text that the passage can he

converted into a testimony to sacrilicial meals in

honour of the dead. All that the prophet really

says is that, after the coming of the Divine

judgment, i tie will seek to force men to take
food to strengthen t hcinseh e-. or to drink of the

'cup of consolation.' and thus living the mouniiu";
fast to an end. As we see from 'J S S:0

l'_"
:
, it was

the custom to employ pressure of this kind; hut
in this whole matter we have nothing to do with
Ancestor Worship, especially as there is no ques-
tion of ancestors in connexion with the nionrnin^'
fa-'- in either of these tuo passages any more than
in 1 S Sl'-'or L'S I'-.

A further evidence that Ancestor Worship once

picvailcd iii Israel has been discovered in the great
importance attached to the mention of tniii/i.i.

This, we are told, is explicate only on the ground
that these Craves were places ot worship. Now
it is a fact that the patriarchs' place of hurial in

a caveat Hehron is repeatedly mentioned. Abra-
ham purchased it as a hereditary tomli from the
Mittites lln _':>"); ami he himself I'J.V'i as well as
l-aac :>.V :

') and .lac oli let. -Ill
'"'

-. according to which
it was the rest inj,' place also of Kehekah and Leah,
and .)0'-'-) were buried there. Itut all these pas
sa-e- ias well as in all probability the mention of

the burial-place of Aaron in l>t lo") helon^ to the

so-called I'ricsts' < 'ode, which cannot surely he sup-
posed in mentioning them to have had any thought
of Ancestor Worship, hut only to have intended
to establish the title of the Israelites, when tin",

returned from K^ypt, to a portion of the soil of

<'anaan. According to the lahwistic narrative,

also, .lacoli desires lo be buried with his fathers

(47
13
"-) ; but here it i- not Hebron lint ( inrcn ha'atad,

on the east side of .Ionian (."in"
1 "

i, that is t he burial-

place. He-iiles, aiming the earlier sumo- K
mentions the tomb of Deborah, Kel'i'kah's nurse
(3.V). and .1 or K that of Itadiel ,.'i.V'"

: -

i and of

Miriam, the sister of Moses iNu L'O'I. Hut there is

imt a word anywhere of any of these tombs bein^
a place of worship. l-'or to attempt to di-cover
.sudi an allusion in the n,ii:-iln'ili set upon Rachel's
tomb ((iu 30-) ia to forget the fact thai Ancestor

\\ ..I hip was paid only In inuli ance-tol s. |.i i e| \ . if

ever, to the mother of the tribe, not to speak of

the impossibility of supposing the practice ol \n-

cestor Worship at the tomb ot the inn ,. ol l!c-

bekah. The oli|ect of the iit>i__>imk on Kadld*.
e,rave must accordingly have been originally >ome-

tliilix ol her t han to mark it as a place ol w ol s|,ip.

l-'inalK, on the theory we are discussing, u must
strike us as very surprising that of all the sons of

Jacob who, as ancestors ot the various tribes, had
t ie strongest claim to veneialion, it is .loseph
alone w hose plaee of liurial I- 1 1 1. -lit ion ei I 1. 1 os L'l

-

;

if. also (iii .'ill -', F.x i:(''
J
[all F.)l. Now we do not

mean to surest any dim I it I hat t he t I. ol .lo-epli
at Sliechem, that of Joshua at Timnath -i lali

.In- -J|
;i

|, and no less those ol llnleon id", S-,
Jephthah (l'J

7
), Samson (ItP'i, and the so-called

'minor judges' (10
s- W -- 15

), may have h-nl i ie

reputation of 'heroes' graves,' although we hear

nothing of any cull beinv, practised at them, lint,

even it Hero Worship could lie proved, this would
not necessarily be equivalent to Ancestor Worship.
Kveii 1 S "Jit-", where the practice of an (? annnali

family sacrifice is presupposed, does not justify the

conclusion that it was ottered to ancestors.

Of all the arguments in favour of the former

prevalence of Ancestor Worship, the most plausible
is that based upon the injunction of the so called

Uvimti; niin-rioi/i- (
1 >t 'J.T'"'). The original aim of

this practice is held to have been to provide the
childless deceased with a successor and thus with
a cult, since the want of the latter WAS counted a
serious misfortune. The custom in question is

already presupposed in (in Us""-, where indeed it

appears as unconditionally binding, whereas in I If

J.V- it has more the character ot a simply moral

obligation on the part of the surviviii},' brother. Hut,
even if levirate marriage had actually a connexion
with Ancestor Worship, the Deuteronomist i- e'-r-

tainly unconscious of this, and hence there is al-o

little' probability in the supposition that \.v 18'"

Jo- 1

, in prohibiting marriage with a brothel's wite,

meant to raise a protest against -Ancestor Worship.
A certain evidence of Ancestor Worship has

been supposed to lie in 2 S IS 18
. This, however, is

a mistake. l''or the meaiiin"; of the words then-

is not '

1 have no son to invoke my name with
veneration in the cult of the dead, Imt -imply [

have no son to keep my name in remembrance,' as

would be the case if there were any one who was
called ' So and So, t he son of Absalom.' In default

of a son, the mttyyebjik must keep his name from

beiiii,- forgotten. Hence we are unable in this

instance to discover the slightest trace of Ancestor

Worship.
From 1 S l!S

1Li

, a^ain, where the spirit of Samuel
called up b\ the witch is called an i-fn/nnt. 1.1. a

superhuman bein^. the most that can be in fei red

is that tlie spirits of the dead were one and all

included in t he category ot 'i-lii/inil or In IK 'iliihnii ;

there is no proof here of a worship of the dead,
not to speak of a worship of ancestors.

To sum up the results of t his w hole discussion.

If Ancestor Worship ever prevailed in the pie-
Mosaic period and it is psychologically quite
conceivable that respect for the dead bodie ttnd

the 1 bs of parents inspired at least tendencies

to a kind of Ancestor Worship, no consciousness

of this su rv i ved to historical times, and the w hide

question, as was remarked belore. ha- al lies! ,,u

interest from the point of view of ArehtKology but
not of Hiblical Theology.

.'{. Keal worship, however, was rendered by
Israel in the pic- Mosaic period to the many
numina ('ilnn \-\n^. '< /. 'deity,

'

^od |i. w Inch were
believed to be the illha hit all! s and pos-essols of

certain places, and which were venerated a- -~\\t\\.

These make their appearance most In-quenlly in
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connexion with trees, stones, and springs, which

thereby assume a sacred character. Whether there

ever was a time when a local numen of this kind

(answering to the dryads, oreads, hyads of the

Greeks) was believed to be connected with every
tree, is a question that cannot be decided.* We
should probably, however, iind a trace of numina
loci in every instance where, in spite of what was
for Jahwism a matter of course, namely, the

identification of the ntimcn with Jahweh, the

original sacredness of the particular tree, etc.,

has survived. This comes out most distinctly in

On 28 llir-
(E, except vv. 13' 16

), where Jacob sets up
the atom, by which he had lain and had a remark-
able dream, as a mazzibdh and anoints it with oil,

vowing at the same time that upon his return he
will make this mazzcbah a bith-'elor '

god's house.'

As a matter of fact, after his return and the

erection of an altar, he calls the place 'El-beth-'fl,
' God of Bethel

'

(35
7
[also E]). It is plain that the

anointing with oil ('AS
1

") was intended originally
for the deity connected with the stone, and that
the object of the whole narrative is to give a

sanctity in the sense of Jahwism to the time-

hallowed mazzibiih of Bethel. A similar instance

of Jahwism superseding an ancient view-point
that had been taken over from the pre-Mosaic
period, is present perhaps also in Jos 24* (E),

where the setting up of the sacred stone under
the oak in the sanctuary of Jahweh is attributed

to Joshua, whereas, according toGn 126
,
the sacred

tree was in existence as early as the arrival of

Abraham, appearing as 'the soothsayer's (Aloreh)
terebinth

'

; that is to say, in all probability it

was a spot where the numen connected with the

tree gave oracles through a priest or prophet.
But the sacred stone probably stood from the first

in connexion with the tree, to which circumstance,
no doubt, the designation of the latter as '

tere-

binth of the mazzebdh '

[read in Jg 9C mazzfbah for

muzzdb~\ is due. Pre-Jahwistic in all probability
is also the sacred stone-circle near the Jordan at

Jericho, from which a frequently named sanctuary
(haci-Gilyal, 'the [stone} circle') derives its name.

Aci:ordig to Jos 4"'8 and v.
3""- these stones, twelve

in number after tne num'jer of tha tribes, were
set up by Joshua at Giigal in memory of the

miraculous passage through the dry bed of the

Jordan ; according to v.
s

(J), on the other hand,

they were erected in the midst of the river itself.

Both statements are manifestly attempts to give
to the originally heathen character of this stone-

cirele a stamp that would be unobjectionable to

Jahwism. An ancient sanctuary is, doubtless, to

be discovered also in 'the serpent's stone' ('ebcn

haz-:<>heleth) beside 'the fuller's spring' (Uln-rdgel)
to the south of Jerusalem, for in 1 K l

a it serves as

a place of sacrifice. Of other sacred stones we
hear nothing, there being no mention even of

meteoric stones, although these played their part
elsewhere on Semitic soil. The notion that the

sacred Ark (see below, p. 628 b
) contained meteoric

stones, rests upon pure conjecture. On the em-

ployment of mazzebutli in the cult of Jahweh, see

below, p. 620.

Amongst sacred free* we have already made men-
tion of ' the soothsayer's terebinth

'

at Sheehem,
which is in all probability

identical with the tere-

binth under which, according to Gn 354
(E), Jacob

buried the foreign idols, as well as with ' the

augurs' or prognosticators' (HU'oncnim) terebinth"

of Jg U37 . To the same category belongs the '

tere-

binth of Mamre '

at Hebron, which is constantly
brought into connexion with Abraham (Gn 13 1S

* That this was the case with 'elah and 'elon,
'

terebinth,'

might he certainly assumed if these Hebrew names were realH

connected with '&,
'

deity,' and did not rather mean '

the

strong tree.
1

14U IS 1
. The circumstance that in all these pas-

sages we find the plural,
' terebinths of Mamre,' is

due to a correction made in dogmatic interests,

namely, to get rid of the single sacred tree : this

is clear from 18* as well as from the LXX, which
has uniformly the singular). We may compare,
further, the tamarisk of Abraham at Beersheba

(Gn 21 33
) ; 'the oak of weeping' ('aUdii-JBachittk)

named after Deborah at Bethel (35
s

) ; the palm of

the female judge Deborah, between Kamah and
Bethel (Jg 45

) ; the terebinth at Ophrah, besida

which the angel of Jahweh appeared to Gideon

(6
11

) ; the pomegranate (1 S 14-), and the tamarisk

on tire height of Gibeah ('22
6
), under which Saul

executed judgment ; and, finally, the tamarisk [in

1 Ch 10 1-
'terebinth'] at Jabesh, beneath which

the bones of Saul and his sons were interred.

In all the above instances we have to do pre-

sumably with trees which, as the abode of local

numina, were already sacred to the Canaanites,
and which for the same reason were so regarded

by the Israelites as well, only that the process early

began of bringing them into relation to the patri-

archs, and thus to the cult of Jahweh, thereby
removing all ground of otl'ence connected with
them. Nearly'all of them now make their appear-
ance as hallowed by the building of altars to

Jahweh and by His worship in proximity to them.

It is quite true that in the beliefs of the people
the old conception of a special 'fl of the particular
tree may have maintained itself tenaciously, even

if without a clear consciousness, till far into the

monarchical period. Of the trees and tree-stumps
or poles ('(tsherim), which till towards the end of

the pre-exilic period were reckoned amongst the

necessary apparatus of a place for the worship
of Jahweh, we shall have to speak later on (see

p. 620).

Finally, in regard to sacred springs, we must
first of all infer from the analogy of Semitism

elsewhere, that in primitive times the most im-

portant, if not all, springs were regarded as the

abode of a local numen. Express testimony to

the sacredness of particular springs whether on

their own account or owing to a sanctuary erected

near them is forthcoming, indeed, in only a few

instances. Thus, according to Gn 147
, adesh

(i.e. 'sanctuary') in the desert was known also as

En-mishpat, 'spring of judgment.' This name

might indeed have been bestowed upon it in

allusion to the judicial decisions given by Moses

at Kadesh during the wilderness wanderings, but

it may also point, above all, to the presence of an
oracle in the sanctuary by the sacred spring. In

Gn 16M the (assuredly long established) sacredness

of the spring Lahai-roi in the desert is traced

back to an appearance of Jahweh to Hagar ; and
in 21 2""- that of the spring at Beersheba to a com-

pact by oath between Abraham and Abimelech.

Adonijah, according to 1 K l'
J

,
holds a sacrificial

meal at ' the serpent's stone
'

(see above) beside
' the fuller's spring' (the modern Job's Well) ; and
v.

3a tells hoiv Solomon was anointed king at Gihou

(the modern Virgin's Spring). The latter circum-

stance would be inexplicable unless a high degree
of sanctity attached to Gihon.
The above described preliminary step towards

a religion, which consisted in the belief in numerous

'Him, and probably also in the presenting of otter-

ings to them, has been designated Polyclemonism,
as distinguished from Polytheism. No exception
need be taken to the name, provided it be under-

stood that in this instance 'demon' stands for a

Divine being of an inferior order and not simply
for an evil spirit.

4. It is another question when we ask whether

traces are to be discovered in Israel of a once

prevailing Polytheism alongside of the traces of
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i 'olydemon ism. This question is generallyanswered
in llie negative by tin' adherents of the Ancestor
\\ iii -lii|> hypothe-is. They tell us thai .lahw IMII.

Mllll its toll-rat loll "1 I lie Worship 1)1' IIIH' (iod

only, hail the elleet ni suddenly inteiTiijiting
(lie

natural I ransil n>n trom tin 1 \ii'r-toi Worship of

tin 1

family to Hern \Voiship as the i-nlt of (lie pro-

genitors lit the trilie, illlil filially til I 'i il V t liei-.HI as

tlie eult ill" trilial heroes i. \alteil tn Divine rank or

of what were once merely Ini'al iiinniii'i. Others,

however, discover traces "i actual n"ds, ami thus
ot a mice prevailing Pol ytheisin in Israel.*

[n dealing with this iiuc-iion we leave entirely
o>lt of account the numerous atteni|its In trace all

the Scripture' characters in primeval ami patri-
archal times to a.-tral myths, or at all events to

explain the majority of them inotalily Abraham
:ITH| Sarah, lint also Isaac anil .lacob, ami, from
the primeval period, at least the wives ami the
Miiis of Lantech [Gn 4""r

-J, as well as Samson in

lite periiid of the Judges) as ill-potentiated forms
of what once were ".oils. \Ve fail to see in any
of these attempts anything more than improvable
fancies. As little can we consent to regard the

Use of the plural form
'

i-'.liiliini tor Mind' as a,

relic of former Polytheism ; it is much more likely
that it is a so-calleii /</////> ui'iji-xtiitix. At the

very most it niinlit he asked whether, perhaps, in

certain trihal ami peisoiial names we have not a

shortened form of originally theophoroua names.
Thus it has been proposed to liml in Gad (tin ,'fil".

Is li.V) a god of Fortune, and in Ashrr ((in 30 13
)

the male counterpart to the goddess Ashcrah.

But, even Supposing that '/-/-/ \\cre shortened for

Obed it'-ill,
'

worshipper of Kail.' or some similar

form, the name of this mi\ed trilie (sprung from a
conculiine of .lacoln would prove nothing as to a

.speciiieally Israel itish god of Fortune. Moreover,
it such an idea had ln'i-n conveyed hy the name, it

is hardly likely that il would have licen liorne hy
a prophet of .lahweh living in the time of David
(I S -If ft at.). Ami as to .I.s.Vc there is no trace
elsewhere of a f/uil i this name, w hile the explana-
tion of the name as 'the happy one' is perleclly
satisfactory. Un I he . .1 hei hand.

'

. I nnlli in .Ig Iv"

">'' should decidedly lie regarded as ahblev lati 'd

from ''", ,/ | n-illi,
'

worshipper of (the Canaanite
goddess) 'Anath.' Hut no one can prove that

Sliamgar the son of 'Anath is rightly spoken of in

the redaetory ulo.- ol .In :i
;l as an Israelite. The

name is then- eiidenllv. borrowed from .">', where,

according io Mome <.imii //// / Anfi'i^'in ttni : /it"/

fiiii-i-ti/, XIX. n. p. l.i'.if. ,. he is meant to he taken
as the father of Si.-era. In the opinion of the

present write,, no Height at all can he attached to

the somewhat numerous names from the periods
of the .Indies and I lie monarchy, compounded
with Jl'i'n/. hud,' or .l/"'/'7.7i, 'kin.",.' For in the
iiio-t oi these it is simply Jahweh Himself that is

meant hy I'm "I or M'/'/./i. So it is, for instance,
with .li'i'iililin'iil (i.e. 'he who contends |,u Ma'al.
nut w itlistandiii", the opposite interpretation of

the name in .In ii
;

-i
;

'

Exiiim nl, 'man of K.i.il.

the -on of Saul i I Ch S'
1 -'

'>"! ; M,-rii,,,',,l, 'man of

llaal,' the son ,,[ .lonalhan |S :: '

<!'"} ll,
:
,-/i, ,,/,,',

' llaal knoweth,' the son of David I I 1
T

I. The pre
servation of the original form of the last three
names only in ' 'lnuiii' le-, /*-/ <i! having its place
taken in Samuel h\ '/r,,//,7//. 'shame' rj S L"- '" ,7

nl., 4' ft ill.; except that _' S 5" siihstitlltes

'Eliada,
'

F.I knoweth,' lor /.'.'. 7i'i/i/./ i, proves
simply the ea"ei ne-s of later generations to elimi-
nate as far as pos.~il.le the hated name of Ka'al, as
is already enjoined in 1 1 us _"'. Hut, xrantin^ that
in certain names from that period it is actually

'f. the th"r.)iiL:h '!is.'us,;,.n . ,f all tlf r. .11 1 rm .-rt .
'

I <(ii.---

ti"ii- iii-;ilt with in uhil l"l[..\v-. in I! I.'||I:.'[]'H /;,,'.
ig

ifinit. llili
:iiuiU'je*JticJtte(U>!rlm, lt), p. l.il ff.

the li.:illii'n lia'al or Melekh that is meant, this
would lie simply an e\ id'-nce of I M adit ish i /'.//'<</

due ti foreign influences. That Israel had at all

times tendencies io siii h idolatry has not a- vet

heen disputed; but this cannot, of course, he
counted amongst the relics of a once |.ie\alent
t\/-"' ! if t -,/i Polytheism.

Further, if 'it should he objected that the OT
tradition itself ipllte unamhi^uollsly altllliutes

to the
| pie in primitive time- the worship of

heathen u"ds. \\ e reply that this is so, l.ut that
tile jias^a^e^ in

(
llest loll ale much in Heed ot i loser

examination, (in lil^" 1

'

1

drops out of considera-
tion. If Itachel stole the j,'od (in v. MI - called
ti'ni/i/iiiii) of her father l.ahan, this would at the
most he an indication that the Terap'iim cult w;u*

introduced from the Araimean sphere, for l.ahan
is regarded hy the narrator as an Araimean. \\'e

shall see afterwards, however, that upon //./<///

soil the Teraphim cannot have had the si^nilieance
ol a foreign HIM\. I )n the other hand, in .los -J4--

ls

(E) it is really assumed that the forefathers of
the Israelites on the other side of the Kiiphrates
(i.e. before the time of Abraham) as well as in

K"Vpt iv.") served 'other nods.' That does not
mean that from the lirst they had their own
speciiieally Israelitish e;ods, hut that they aban-
doned themselves to the worship of the foreign
^ods iii who.se country and sphere they sojourned.
In this matter the narrator simply follows the

theory to which even David nivi's drastic expres-
sion (1 !S '2Hi

lv
) when he speaks of expulsion from

.lahweh's own land as amounting to a compulsion
to serve foreign n"'ls. Hut Am .">-" cannot, in

view of the whole context, be understood as allud-

ing to idolatry on the part of Israel diirinn the

period of the wilderness wanderings, but only as

containing a threat of something to come. In
F/k -JO 7 ' -' Israel is charged with having deliled

itself with the idols of K;/i/jit, and with refusing
to abandon these even in the wilderness. Thus
we have here again to do with /"/,// ",ods, and
not with a native Israelitish Polytheism.

Finally, the possibility might remain that in

certain beings oi
' demon '

order, occasionally men-
tioned, a reminiscence has survived of actual ";<ids

that were once worshipped. In favour of this \ iew

might lie urged the analogy of other monotheistic

religions, in which the ".oils of past heathen limes
are not straightway declared to lie mere tinmen is of

the imagination, but lat least in the beliefs of the

peoplei ale degraded to '

denioii.s
'

or spook forms.
Thus lived on the once mighty gods of tir v
among the early Christians ; and .so did the Arab
trihal gods even after the coniiucst of Islam, just
a- the a neieii t ( ieiman gods st ill survive in various

superstitions that, prevail amongst Christianized
lierinanic peoples. As a mailer of fact, we hnd
in some late passages of Scripture what may be

pronounced certain, or at least very probable, ex-

amples of this depotentiating of former popular
nods: i'. ij.

Dl .'<i_"
T

, where they are spoken of as

*fi'<lt,n.
'

demons,' to which at one time sacnhces
were ollered let', also I's liMi :;T

, where the once
exist ing praet ice of ottering children is thought of

as having these demons' for its object I; JCh
II 15

, where by the term :-";;: (ai'irim, 'Boats' or

".oat like forms 'i, the Chronicler evidently under-
stands, above all. the heal hen popular nods, for

hom Jeioboam I. is said to have appointed
priests. Hut in all these instances \\ e have to do

expressly with idolatrous worship of foreign "o.U,
and not with relies of an Israeli! ish Polytheism.
And when in l,\ IT 7

il is forbidden io l.ller the
usual sactihees any more to I he \i-' ,rint, what
comes here once more to the trout is the belief in

local iinmiii'i. Held spiriis. with which there was
an unwillingness, in spite of the uiicontestud
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sole legitimacy of the Jahweh cult, to break com-

pletely, seeing that these beings could so readily
injure man. But these iield spirits are not, properly
speaking, 'gods' any more than the spirits that
make their abode in sacred trees and stones.

Elsewhere, too, the si' trim are nothing more than
'demon' forms, akin to the fauns and satyrs of

classic mythology. In Is 13-' they perform their

dances in the destroyed palaces of Babylon, in 34 14

they hold their gatherings amongst the ruins of

Edom.
Like the sc'irim, Lilit/i (i.e. 'the nightly one'),

who, according to Is 34H , dwells in the ruined

palaces of Edom, belongs in all probability to the

category of monstrosities to which the popular
belief gave birth. The same is the case with the
Aliikah of Pr 3015

, the mention of whose two
daughters is sufficient to show that it is not the
common leech that is meant, but tliat the name,
like the Arabic

'

Ali'ik or
''

Anlak, stands for a blood-

sucking 'demon.' In another connexion we shall

come upon still further remnants of a belief in

and fear of 'demons.'* 'Azazel, again, to whom
on the Great Day of Atonement the goat laden
with the sins of the people was sent forth (Lv
168' '" -lff

-), is evidently an unclean 'demon' who
inhabits the desert. At the same time it is very
questionable whether this iigure can be regarded as

a survival from the pre-Mosaic belief in '

demons,'
and was not rather first borrowed from a foreign
source during the Exile. Of the Cherubim and

Xi'i-H/t/iiiii we shall not speak till later on, be-

cause these, although certainly a product of non-
Israelite Soil, attained to something of an inde-

pendent significance in Jahwism. The Satan, on
the contrary, viewed as an individual, is not met
with till the post-exilic period.

ii. FORMS OF WORSHIP, AND OTHER
AXD USAGES. The essential character of every
ancient religion reveals itself pre-eminently in the

worship it oilers to the Deity. That such worship
formed an element also in the pre-Mosaic stage of

the religion of Israel is to be assumed, and various

traces of it survived for long even in the cultus

of Jahweh. These are recognizable by their great
resemblance to, or even complete identity with,
the ritual usages of the heathen Semites. As in

the case of mourning customs, the original mean-

ing, it is true, is often difficult to recognize, or the

features of the custom have been so toned down
or completely transformed as to make identification

impossible.
1. By far the most important ritual transaction

in the primitive stage of religion is sacrifice. To
the later Israelitish conceptions this appeared
almost exclusively from the point of view of a gift,

and, above all, as an ottering of food to the Deity ;

even fat and blood are expressly named in Ezk
447 - 15 as food of Jahweh. It cannot be doubted
that this aspect of the matter was not wholly
wanting even in the pre-Mosaic period, and that

offerings of fruit in particular were presented to

the local numina, by being deposited within the

sacred precincts (as was done afterwards with the

shewbread), or being thrown into the sacred wells.

* Cf. E. Ferriere, Paganiamedei Utbrcux jmqu' a. la. captirite
dt Baliylone, Paris, 1SS4 ; C. H. Toy,

' Evil Spirits in the Bible
'

in JHL ix. pt. i. p. 17 ff. ; J. van der Veen,
*

Daemonologie van
net Judaisme' in Theol. Stvdien, 1890, p. 301 ff. There is the

closest connexion between the belief in 'demons' (as also, in-

deed, the worship of local namina) and the great majority of

the manifold forms of magic and soothsaying:. Much of the

latter may have been first taken over by Israel on Canaanit*

soil, but not a little must have belonged to the pre-Mosaic stage.
Cf. on this point the classical article of W". R. Smith, 'On the

Forms of Divination and Magic enumerated in Deut. xviii. 10 f.'

in Journal of Philology, xiii. p. 273ff., and xiv. p. 113 ff. ; also

T. VV. Davies, Magic, Divination, and Demanotogy among the

Hebi-iws and their Xrighbourt, etc., London, 1S9S (also as Dis-

sertation, Leipzig, ItfOlJ.

Also the ordinary burnt-offering, which was all

assigned to the Deity (hence called also kiihl,
'

whole-offering'), can scarcely be regarded other-

wise than as an ottering of food, i.e. as a gift.

But, on the other hand, it is impossible to explain
all sacrificial rites from this point of view. The
extraordinary importance which is manifestly at-

tributed to the blood of the sacrificial victim

carries us forward to another idea, namely, that

of the sacramental communion established be-

tween the god and his worshippers through their

common eating of the (eo ipso sacred) body of the
sacrificial victim. And, since from the earliest

times the blood is regarded as pre-eminent!}' the

seat of the life, the sacramental communion was

undoubtedly reached in the most primitive stage

by drinking the sacrificial blood, the same blood as

was assigned in some way (it might be by smearing
the image or the altar, or by pouring out the

blood within the sacred precincts) to the Deity. A
clear trace of this notion although in a form that
has been very much toned down has survived in

j;x 04511. When we read here of Moses sprinkling
the altar w;Mi one portion of the blood and the

people with the other, and thus sealing the cove-

nant between Jahweh and the people, the main
feature of the rite is the common share in the

blood which establishes a communion, and which
is hence called by Moses ' the blood of the cove-

nant.'

It could not have been long till the advance
of culture gave rise to repugnance to the chink-

ing of blood. Hence arose naturally a partition
of the sacred food ; the portion of the Deity being
the blood along with the fat (the latter in all

probability on account of the facility with which
it could be made over to the Deity by letting it go
up in smoke), the portion of the worshippers being
the flesh. The sacramental communion, however,
finds expression in late as well as in early times in

the consumption of the sacrificial meal at a sacred

spot, in eating and drinking
' before Jahweh' (in

early times, no doubt, in the actual presence of the

image). That the flesh even in these so -called

meal-offerings bore a sacred character, is evident

from the circumstance that the mingling of sacred

and common food in the body was sought to be

avoided by fasting previous to the sacrificial meal.

The record of this undoubtedly very ancient prac-
tice has come down to us only in connexion with
war (Jg 2026

,
1 S 7

G
)
and mourning (1 S 31 13

, 2 S
3"" [the case is different in 12']). The strict com-
mand to avoid the use of blood for food, which
was afterwards extended to the case of animals

that could not be offered in sacrifice, may have
been originally due not simply to the fact that the

blood was reserved for the Deity, but also to the

fear of absorbing a second soul along with the

blood, the seat of life.

It cannot be determined whether, in addition to

what were afterwards the usual victims, other

animals were used for sacrifice by the tribes of

Israel in lire-Mosaic times. On the other hand, it

may be asserted with confidence that in special
cases human sacrifice was practised in order to

propitiate the Deity or gain His favour.* This

is witnessed to by the persistency with which,
down to the "th cent. B.C., the sacrifice of the first-

born is regarded as the highest act of service, in

spite of the clear protest uttered against this

notion in Gn 22 (E). The teaching of the latter

narrative plainly is that Jahweh is satisfied with

the disposition which is prepared to offer to Him
one's dearest, and that He has appointed the sub-

stitutionary offering of an animal in place of the

* Cf. on this point the exhaustive discussion of A. Kamp-
hausen. Da* Vcrhiiltniss des Meruchenopfers zur israelit. lie-

ligiun, Bonn, 1896.
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actual sacrilice of a child. Nevertheless, Aha/
(J K UP, very piohablv during the straits to which
lie was ledllced by tile attack of the allied \l.-i

m.-eans and Kphraimitesi and Manasseli , I'lS both
caused a si ,u I o pass t hr. ,,!- h 1 lie tile : an, I in M . i,

tile ,

I

lie -I loll is c\ idi 111 l\ submit ted to \ cry sel lolls

consideration whether the s-u rilice of the firstborn

is not to be ottered as the surest expiation of ;.uilt.

From |,,i--;,
,- like Dt !_'. _ K IT'

7
-':('", E/.k

16il. 0^1 23
'

[OH Jer I!'
1 see below I it would

appear as if tlu-sc burnt -otlerin^s of human victims
Well- ;,l,-e]ile,l not to .lahweh, bllt to Melekll

(L.\\ Moloch), i.e.
' kllm [o( heaven] as a heathen

jzoil. Apart, however, from Gn -_', this is express ly

opposed by .'_ 1 I
3'"

accordiii'_' to w Inch Jephthah,
ill terms ot his \o\v, saeriliced his daughter to

Jiitinvft. In 1.' K I!-'
7 we read of how Me-ha, kin;;

of Moab, olleied his lirstl.orn, naturally to ('he-

mosli, the e i| of the land; but the now mutilated
close of the narrative plainly shows that i be writer
was (irmly convinced of the ellicaey of such an
tiering, and would no doubt have expected that

n similar sacrilice to .lahweh on Israelitish soil

would be equally efficacious. Jer T
:;l

I'.*'
1

[delete in

the latter the ijo-s 'as burnt -ollerin^s to IJaal,'

which is want ine; in the I..\.\J ^-J"1

plainly show-

that the sacrilice of cluMien was populailv sup-
posed to be well plcasiny; to .lahweh. And even

Ezekiel, to whom such ollcrum-, like CMTV other
form of cnltus in pre exilic times-, appear as simple
idolatry, reckons the sacrilice of all the lirstlmrn

aiiion-, the statutes 'that were not j,'o;nl
'

(.n-
''

i,

which Jahweh Himself ^ave to the people as a

punishment for their backsliding. This stranue
a-sertion is in all probability to be understood as

ineaniii"; that the command to oiler the firstlings
of cattle i;ave rise to the erroneous notion that
human sacrifice was well pleasing to ( iod.

If human saci ilu-es were, in the nature of things,

burnt-Offerings or whole-ollerin^s, thus constitut-

ing pre-eminently valuable i/iffx. yet in the earliest

times the use made of the blood mu-t have held an

important place in the sane- connexion. And.
seeing that in the ease ol the oli'eriii^' of children
the hlnod ill i|uestion was closely related to that of

the ollerer, this species ,,t -.1, nine aNo must un-

questionably be i, aided from the point of view
of the establishing of a saciamental communion
between the ollerer and the Heity.
A somewhat ditierent character belongs, on the

other hand, to other two riles, which are icitainlv
also pre- Mosaic, namely the

ratifying
of a COM-.

nant by cutting one or more animals in pieces, so

that the contracting parties mi^ht pass between
the pieces laid oppo-itc one another; and the
A. r /" or ban.

In ( In l.Y
' ""

|J). in the ,-ase of tin-
' covenant

'

of

Jahweh with Abraham, the lir-t named of these
liics i- en |oinei| and performed by I iod alone ; but
hen- we ha\e to do not with a covenant in the
on! i nai \ human sense, hut with a /vV ;

//i',</(v
'

/<- /,//,.'

whose essence lies 111 the Divine institution, de-

mand, and promise, led act modates llim-,li

here to human custom by passing between the

pieces of the dismembered animal] just as in Jer
:i4'"'- the contracting parties pass between the

parts of the calf cut in twain. The whole trans
act ion in s,, tat icseiiibles a sacrilicial one. as the
kinds of animals enumei ale, I in (in l.Y', /is well as

the calf of Jer .'U'". all beloiej to I he class usually
employed for saerilicc ; nor is it impossible that
the blood of these animals was in some way
utili/ed as sacrilicial blood. The kernel of the
lite is niaiiite-i K the iiiMikiii"; of a curse upon
oneself in case of a breach of the obligation under
taken." This is clearly alluded to in 1 S !! (OB

K. s, -hnall\ (\,-,,I,Y. K, l|, It i
.

-

| i,. r heilife

Krii'if illi alu-n Israel,' Lci]iy.i;;. linl, p. .,1) , 11 ,ii~ril>-ij tin;

well as in the in. , ! Til of .1
;_' HR, which mil-t be

interpreted j n il,, -ame w av I. only that the curse
invoked must have originally concerned not thu
cattle, but the pel-, m ot the man who was I'aUe to
his ohlijjat ion

The ban (II eh. : I

*
was, without doubt, o: initi-

ally a war cn-toin. and consists i|| the ill-Mil ,||^|-

(even before the ma I battle, Nu LM-', .los ii
17

. is
l.Y"

1 -

1 of the ,]i, i.y ami all their beloii.u'inx-, to
destruction -in l-:ael. in the post-Mosaic peiiod,
naturally in honour of ,lahweh as the God of war.

Schwally ri;.'htK denies that the /<'//// has the
character of all ollerin^' or present. To ban

'

means to fjive over to de-t mction ; the religious
element is found in the complete renunciation of

any prolit from the victory, and this renunciation
is an expression of L-ratitude for the fact that the
war-(iod has delivered the enemy, who is His

enemy also, and all his substance into the hands
of the conqueror. The earliest practice appeal -

t,, have required the mass.-i, re ,,i e\ eryt hin^ living,
whether man or beast, and the burning or des| i,, V -

ing in some other waj of houses and prp<-rt\ ; cf.

,b,s c,-i.
-<

(after the capture of Jericho) S- lir- -'- 1" ',

1 S l.V" (where the sparini; of the best of the
cattle for a future oil'i-riii;.'. and the failure to put
t" death the Amalekite kini; A^'aj;, are held up l,v

Samuel as a transgression on the part of Saul i _'-''"

(although in this instance the expression /,. /,/// is

not employed i ; so in Mic 4U in an e-chat,,loL;ical

prophecy the 'devoting' of all the substance of
the peoples that besiege Jerusalem is announced.
The original rigour of the /*,/-/// appears in a
somewhat milder form in Ht -J

:'"-
:t'"-. Jos <%- -'

II' 4
, where human beings, indeed, are all to be put

to death, but the cattle and other possessions of

the enemy are to fall as spoil to the Israelites.

According to |tt 20wa- the ban is to be enforced
with unsparing severity in the case of Canaanite
cities, whereas, according to v.

13"1

,
in far distant

non-Canaanite cities only the males are to be

slaughtered; the women and children, the cattle
and other property, aie to be regarded as spoil.
This rule is followed in the ease of the Midianiies,
accord i n c; to Nil 'M'" . hut Mo-es after \\an.s i v. 17

'-)

lemaiids the slaughter also of all the female

prisoners except those that were still virgins.
A further mili^ati if the practice is found,

linally, in the possibility of making some of the

prisoners slaves of the sanctuary; cf. Jos 9s* and
the .\i~tliiinin or "jven ones' amongst the per-
sonnet of the po-t-exilic temple.
The herem, as a solemn devoting to destruction,

mi^ht. however, include in its scope even Israel-

ites, and not only individuals but communities.
Thus lit l:C' ;ir-

requires the putting to death of tl

the inhabitants of any Israeliti.sli city that fell

into idolatry, and the burning of nil their property
as 'a whole oIlerin.L' to Jahweh.'J According to

.!; -Jn'" all the m hers of the trilie of Itenjamin
were slaughtered and their cities burned on account
ol the outrage at liibcab : accordin;.' to -Jl"

1 "- the
ban was executed on all the inhabitants of .labcsh-

^,'ilead with the exception of 400 virgins who w,ie

.iiM.-n.f Baul in 1 8 II7 as a ' Scbwur- oder 1:1111,1, -rinis' ; th,

mbered bodieB h,i\t- in ;ill i In instances above , n, ,1 i hr
M-.riiifi-':iM< < ,,f tin

'

Ki,li>].f(-T.' to whicl) nuiiit-ron* anahi^i(.-!> are
i ..t In T n li_ii,ns as well.

ct. si-hw:ill\, I.e.
1

1. -J'.ilT.

tin .1, r i _
; ih, expresuion .! ,li :it,- (lit. hall<iw) them foi

the <l;iy et slaughter' ail.su, r- r\:i,'!l> t-, rhr ,'ls, \\ hrrr rill-

Uin.'

; In view of what lias hecn said ahove, tliis cannot l t;ik.-i.

1,, III. ..-IN Ih;it thr ,l.--' i :i,^ion in c,,lls,',|a, MIT nl thl ''

.

' , whulf- or Iturnl iilTrrini:, I,nt l!i,,t il his
i lii- I. in i \\ rll ), I, ,1-in^ . t s ii Imrnt-
HlIiriN^' s, 1,^.,1S ifen i)i|ii'..|.r: .1, 1 . rrlVrs t,, Ih,- sla(,-ii,,-iit

,,( MI-IKI ,ni ih, M ,, I. llf.: 'an, I I li-w all the

people
,,l tin 1

City, a |I:.-:I-HI; spectacle l.,r rh,in,,.,li an. I I .1

M In thl -
|, lain,, I wh\ the tourhin^' >i

the 'di-volttl' tiling i I , f th !' .[ \ ^Jua 7J ;

>.
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urgently required. That the man who stole any-
thing of what had been ' devoted ' came himself
under the ban, because he had broken the ' taboo'
caused by the herein, is shown by the case of Achan
(.Jos 7 lfr

-). The 'holy indignation of. Jahweh,'
which burns at first against the whole people
(v.

12(r
')> is appeased only when Achan is stoned to

death (v.
26

). Nor is it easy to understand 1 S 14'5

except to mean that the curse resting upon
Jonathan (cf. v.'-'

J
), in which he had involved him-

self by disregard of Saul's prohibition, as of a kind
of herein, was removed by drawing lots for and

putting to death a substitute. In 2 S 21 3ff- Israel

is delivered from the consequences of the curse of

the Gibeonites by the giving up and putting to
death of seven members of the family of Saul,
whose action was responsible for the curse.

A unique character belongs to the case supposed
in Lv 2"-8ff

-, that an Israelite might 'devote
'

any
possession of his, including human beings (slaves
or captives taken in war ?) and cattle. Every-
thing so ' devoted '

is most holy to Jahweh : if

human beings, they must be put to death.
The circumstance that in the earliest times

there is no trace of drink-oli'erings of wine, is

explicable very simply on the ground that these
were possible only after Israel had become used to

vine-culture in Canaan. On the other hand, the
libations of water mentioned as prayer-offerings
before battle (IS T>, cf. also 2 S 23 15

"-) are in all

probability a survival from a time when water (in
the desert) was considered an article of value.

Extraordinary occasions such as war (see below)
led to a revival of the primitive ritual practice.

Regarding the usual sacrificial transaction we
have information in the very word for altar, namely
mizbeah, i.e. 'place of slaughter.' This shows
that the victims, as is presupposed also in Gn 229

,

were slain upon the altar itselt. The horns of the

altar, which afterwards played a role in connexion
with the application of the blood (Lv 4' et al.)
and the function of the altar as an asylum (1 K
pui. 2'^) ) should in all probability be traced back
to the custom of spreading the skin of the victim,
horns and all, over the altar. This custom can
be proved also in the case of heathen cults, and
is thus presumably older than Jahwism. Apart
from other considerations, the latter supposition
is favoured by the circumstance that in the earliest

times altars were composed either of large Hat
stones (Jg 620 13 19

,
1 S 6 14 H33

*-) or of piles of turf
or unhewn stones (Ex 20-4

'-). The introduction of
<i rtifirial horns would follow after altars came to
be constructed of different materials. The ex-

planation of the horns as symbols of strength in

connexion with the worship of Jahweh as a bull-

God could thus, in any case, have been introduced

only at a later period. The circumstance that the
number of horns required by the Priests' Code
(Ex 27-, cf. Ezk 43' 5

--"), which no doubt embodies
here a long-established usage, is four (one on each
corner of the altar), proves nothing against the
view7 that the horns were originally only two in

number.
2. The essentials of a place of worship in the

earliest times probably always included a mazzfbah
(rn>') and a sacred tree, or, in default of the latter,
a sacred tree-stump or pole. It is true that Ex 23-4

34" and Dt 7 5 123
convey the impression that in

Israel the mazzebah was first introduced in imita-
tion of Canaanite modes of worship : but such a
notion is contradicted by the prevailing belief (see

above, p. 610s
) that the mazzcbah was the abode

of the numen loci. This belief had its origin as

far back as the period of Polydemonism, and
Jahwism retained it to this extent, that even in

this religion the mazzebdh was viewed as the

symbol and pledge of the nearness of Jahweh. It

is thus all the more readily comprehensible that
down even to the late monarchical period no
offence was taken at the mazzebdh. In. Gn 31 45 - 5"-

the mazzebah serves as a witness of the agreement
between Jacob and Laban. Moses himself erects

at Sinai not only an altar to Jahweh but twelve

mnzzfboth,
'

according to the number of the tribes

of Israel
'

(Ex 244
). These stones cannot possibly

have possessed for this narrator the same signili-
cance as the sacred stone of Bethel had for the
narrator of Gn 28 171

'. The two brazen pillars at

the entrance to Solomon's temple (1 K 7
I5":

) should

also, no doubt, be regarded as representing a form
of mazzebah. According to 2 K 12 10

t
a

> [read, with
the LXX, '

by the mazzebah '

instead of
'

by the
altar '] a mazzebah stood in the forecourt of the

temple ; in Hos 34 the mazzebah is taken for

granted as part of the materia sacra of the regular
worship of Jahweh ;

and in Is 19 la the mazzebah
spoken of is not an obelisk, but a stone which
serves along with the altar to mark a spot conse-

crated to the worship of Jahweh. We are told in

'2 K 18' that the mazzebCth had already been

destroyed by Qezekiah, but this should probably
be set down as an antedating of the cultus reform
of Josiah (2 K 23 14

) ; for the tirst [unless Mic 5 1 -
1
10

'

is as early as the time of Manasseh] prohibition of

the mazzebdh appears in Deuteronomy (1(5~; cf.

also Jer 2-'
7

[if the mockery of the prophet has for

its objects 'asherim, (see below) and mazzt'buth]
and Lv 2G 1

). As with the worship on high places,
the erecting of 'asherim and mazzebCth by the

kings prior to Josiah is imputed to them as a fault

by the Deuteronomistic redactors of the Hook of

Kings (1 K \-i'*, 2 K 17'").

Like the mazzcbah, the 'dshcrah (.TI:?K, plur.

Dnsta), i.e. the sacred tree-stump or pole, must
also be reckoned among the survivals of the pre-
Jahwistic cultus, although it likewise held its

place for centuries unopposed beside the altars of

Jahweh (as in Jg G-5lt; it appears beside an altar of

Baal). It is, without doubt, a substitute for the
sacred tree (see above), which was not available

everywhere (especially, for instance, in the case

of hastily erected altars in the desert). But, as

the regular sanctuaries on the high places would

always have green trees in their neighbourhood,
there was less occasion for the mention of the
'asherim [in 1 K 14-3 and 2 K 17 10

they are a super-

fluity, due probably to the eagerness of the

Deuteronomist to condemn alike the trees and
the 'as/tfrim}. That the 'axftfrah said to have
been cut down by Hezekiah (2 K 18J

)
and restored

by Manasseh (21") stood in the temple down to the
time of Josiah, is shown by its removal and burn-

ing in the ]idron Valley (2 K 23"). In like manner
an 'cishfrah (according to 1 K 1G33 , tirst set up by
Ahab) stood in Samaria (2 K 136

; cf. also 1 K
14 1S

, 2 K 17 16
). The command to cut down (Ex

3413
,
Dt 7 5

) or to burn (Dt 123
) heathen 'ashfrim,

implies at the same time, of course, a repudiation
of their use in Israel. They are expressly for-

bidden in Dt 16-' (cf. also Mic 5 13
1
1

-', where it is

predicted that they are to be plucked up ; Jer 17-,

Is 27U
,
and the late addition to Is 17s ). With tile

exception perhaps of Mic 5 13
,
none of these pas-

sages goes further back than the time of Josiah.

There is, of course, a complete distinction between
the 'tisherah as the sacred pole, and the goddess
Asherah, whose existence appears to be now placed

beyond doubt by the Tel el-Amarna letters. Her

worship (1 K 15", 2 K 21 7 234
) wears the aspect of

pure idolatry, and hence does not come under the

category of the religion of Israel.

The use of other figures besides the mazzebah
and the 'ashcrah to represent the nearness of the

Deity cannot be proved, to say the least of it, for the

pre-Mosaic period. In favour of such a view may
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In 1 urged tilt; tenacity with which tlir .liihwi'li cultus

dung fur a very long period l'i tin- ii-*'
1 <>f images

of .lahweh ; iinil it is not impossible that in thr-i 1

tlir li nil ill thi' 'iluil that were once worshipped
ll.-ul liri'll h.-iliili'il down. I In till

1 other hiilnl, tlir

notion I'.'iiiiiut In' :nlniit ted that any lint ima^e- of

d ah wch were ever tolerated within the pair of i he

.laliweh worship. This must hold good also of

tin' ii ,; <

i
ih i in. i-\ PII if t In'-'- were original I v derived

from tlir realm of heathendom; ami the whole

iliifstioii inii-t accordingly be left for di-eu--ion in

ro ii i ii' \ion w ith tin- pie I'l-opln'tir cult us of Israel.

3. lint, aeaiu. tin 1

woishi|i of .lahweh retained

ft Illlllllii'r of i-il ifil jif'ii-h'-i:-: which may hi 1 Ili'lil

with all tlir in eiiainly to havr been derived

Irom the pie Mohair period,
-.inn' they inn 1 anil all

have their analogues in the practices of tin- In-al IH-TI

Semite-. Tin- category includes wtll.'inij />>ir<'f,,t

in .titi-riil ji/nn \i
( Kx Jt'

1

,
.lo- .V 1 '

; even tin' filing
Imrefoot in token of mourning, '_' S l.V", Is -Jn-"',

like other forms of uncoveringi has to In 1 looked

at. as explained alm\r, from the religions point of

virw); washing the person mul tit' rlniln's (V.\ 11)"'

and often) /;//< approaching tli /</ nee rf the

li'itii (cf. the changing of tin- clothe-, (In .".V-'i.

When wi> find in the Priests' Code constant in-

junctions to wash the person and the clothe- in

order to recover lost I.cvitieal purity, no doiiht the

primary intention of these is that outward physical

purity is to be the symhol and representation of

inward. Hut, all the same, then 1 is here a relic of

those conception- which led to the attempt, by
inemisnf external cleansing, to escape direct injury
from demons or even from an angry god. And it

in Kx is" and I.v 64 l'i It!--' the priests are enjoined
'.o wear their otlidal garments only when they are

conducting Divine service, the okier passage. K/k
14'-', shows that there was a further intention in

this than simply to guard against a profanation ot

the holy garments. The danger was rather that

liv touching these garment- the people would he

'hallowed,' i.e. heeonn 1 forfeit to the sanctuary,
and thus rei|uire a ransom to be paid for them.

Here, again, we make acquaintance with the primi-
tive notion that all dose contact with the Deity
or with anything consecrated to Him was, if not

fatal, at least ilan^ei ou-. lint unionist forms of

dose contact \\.-is included the act of looking niton
-.

hence the covering of the head in presence or the

Deity, as i- done hy Moses in Kx .'I" and F.lijah in

1 K HI'3 . The same idea, that the beholding of the

Deity is fatal, meets us in (Jn Hi 1 ' 1

:e'", Ex I!)-
1
33-".

In all these instances it is true it is . I all well that is

in ipiestion, but it may be regarded as certain that

the idea is an inheritance from the pre-Jahwistic
era.

4. ( If jir'n -xt-i in pre-.Iahwistie times no recollec-

tion has been pic-crved. In any case there was
no need of their services for uH'cring sacrifice,

seeing that this otlice could be performed ei|iiallv
veil, even in the worship of .lahwdi, by any head
of a household. The more menial service- were

discharged, a- -till continued to be the ease under
Moses

(
Kx :M' I, by the young men. On the other

hand, de-iuirations like
'

( Irade - terebint h
'

(see

aboM', p fill)") point to the existence of Oracle

priests at particular sanctuaries, just as (Jn _'.">--

naively a-siime, the existence of a Jahweh-oracle
in the time of Kdiekuh.

">. There are various passages from which (in
combination with the hypothesis of Ancestor

Worship) the inference has been drawn that at

lir-t oiil\ the family or the tribe was regarded as
the SUIT' i/ I'i'ilii. Thus in Kx 'Jl" the -l;i\e who
does not wish to go free is to be pinned by lin-

ear to the doorpost 'before IJod,' and thu- im or

1'orated with the sacral body belonging to llii-

liod. The 1'assover vvreiiiony isee below J likewise

i nines the family to be the sacral body. In 1 S
J '' we lead ol an annual tillering by tie- family of

David; bill lln-d not pieveni David'- being at

tie 1 -ame tine 1 mi--ed ar a -acrilicial meal ilor in

ancient time- tin- character hdiing- to all catnip
of the flesh of an animal that vva- lawful for

sacrifice) al lie-New Moon; and th.-ie vveie many
other oica-ion- when the sacral fellow-hip could
not possililv.

I, ! conlined to a family or even to a
tribe. Thu- in war, which from the ancient

Semitic point of view always came under tin:

category of religious transactions, it i- evident
that all comrades in arm.- t d i>n, sacral fellow-

ship, whose members collectively 'hallow the

\\ar,' i.e. con-cerate themselves for Battle by abstin-

ence from sexual intercourse (cf. 1 S -JF", where
David pretends to ! on military duty : J S 11"),

as well as by inaugural oflerings il S 7
:
'

l!t'
J

,
where

the sacriliccs are intended to propitiate .lahwclu,

ju-t as in Kx HI 15 the people prepare t liein-d v es

by continence for draw ing near to (Jod. Also the

prescriptions ot Dt 'Jn'"
7 JH""", so strange to our

notions, are explicable as survivals from a time
when certain bodily functions, and in particular
sexual relations, were believed to involve danger
from demons. *

0. Whether in pre-Mosaic times there was a
sacrificial cultus practised at Jixed, frequently re-

I'tin-iii'i /n-i-iii'/.i,
cannot In- determined. An observ-

ance tif the Sabbath is extremely improbable,
allhough ils sacred character is cariied back ill

(Jn 'J^ (P) to the very beginning of the world.

More conceivable antl here again combined vvitli

the fear of demonic influences is it that there
should have been a celebration of the New Moon,
seeing that there are the clearest traces of this (nee

below, p. (iii'J'l till far down in the monarchical

period, without any recognizable connexion with
lahwisin. As to the later annual festivals, it is

self-evident that those which depend upon agri-
culture and vine-growing cannot be taken into

account for the nomad period of Israel's history;

they are one and all of C'anaanite origin. (In I hi-

nt her hand, the ancient tradition clearly assumes
that the Passover festival (of course with its

original significance, and quite independent of the
Kcast of 1'iileavened Bread) was already kept
in pre-Mosaic times. When Moses and . \.-non

( Kx .VI make the demand of 1'haraoh, 'Let us go
three days' journey into the wilderness, to olfer

sacrifice to Jahwuh, our (Jod,' and repeat this

demand before each plague (7 "'8' etc. t, it is assumed
that they wish to celebrate in the wilderne-- a

long - established sacrificial festival. For Moses
is-"i assigns as motive for going outside the land

of Kgypt that they are accustomed to oiler -aen
lice- that are an abomination to the Kgyplians.
and in 10" he says expressly, 'We have to keep
l/i' feast of .lahweh.' Again in 1'J-

1

(.1) the diiee

tion runs,
' Kill tin- Pas-over.' Here, too, accord

iii'jly, it is a-siimed (as even in 12" [P] 'It is a
Passover for . I ah well

')
a- something, that ha- been

long familiar, in opposition to the directions of

v.--"
,
which make the ritual to have first taken its

C(. the very instructive remarks ot Schwally in the nliove-

citd '

I>er lit-ilii,'L' Krit'K im alu-n Ixni- I. r,ji- p. 4..tT.,en tin-

hiill'.vvniy of war (.Ins ,{', Mir :'.
',

.Ii r I;-1 ( 'I a/.) also by am >iiit in,'

i in shield <- s
I

-'
> i MI I eonBfrnitin- ' iii \\ . 1

1

1. .11-4 (Jer 'H~1, as

wi'll .1, liv linrtit enVrinc* vvlnrh in tile r:irlir,I tmir, r<']T''

srntrd al,i> t In- an ,| ,!> inn form of i^iilt-nnYrintf (I S 7'-' I:!'
1 '-i

A- mi. thr iilli'.v m_- nl Hi,' liair to i:riiw loiik' 0* '- ^- ii t' 1 t"'

rrud'Ti-d '

vv it 1 1 l":iu
r siri-aminu' locks,

1 etc !-<'' Uoore^ (UliM
'

and it tiiis ini|>lic, u L;- ii'-i.il vv.irliki ni-t On i:ki d tii

i- : n,-,!.' S-'hvviillv .i)i]"-:ir, I" I hr pr-,,'11
1

igo too lai v. in n i

[' 74ff.) he disoovers the poril to the
iiuwh. marnrd m:in in th. . irvnius; .tni'- tl,,il t.v taking |iart in

\\ ir be *v.is i;inll> "f turnillL: a^iiie !" .ei.'lh'-r r-iltn,. 'Hi''

i \|il;uiiitiitn rather oonunends itsell thu' mtuct he
IVO 'M M'"-<' himself to tht- '-'.r,- , et In, A n.

. i,r that the con-
->

.ii'l" itrcd in.!.!*)'* nt.ali\' for tiie expul
tiion ol hostile dciuoaji.
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rise upon the occasion of the Exodus, and to the
derivation of the nsxbe pescth (njr) from pdsah 'to

pass over.' This explanation of the word from the

sparing action of Jahweh in passing by the houses
of the Israelites when He smote the firstborn of

the Egyptians (so Ex 1227
), cannot be reconciled

with the circumstance that in the oldest usage of

language pcsah appears to stand for the so-called

Paschal lamb or (Dt 16'-) other animals used for

the sacrifice (ef. the expressions 'kill or burn or

eat the Passover'). This fact shatters also the
derivation of the name from prlsnh, 'to limp'*
(cf. the limping of the prophets of Baal around the

altar, 1 K 18-", and the limping undoubtedly a
custom derived from very early times of the
Mecca pilgrims around the sacred stone of the

Ka'alia), although in itself it is favoured by the

analogy of Iwgag, prop.
' to dance or circle round,'

then ' to celebrate a festival.' Even if the attempt
to fix the etymology of the word must be given
up, there are still sufficient starting-points to

enable us to get at the original character of the
Passover, t Ex 34 19 shows that in the month
Abib, in which the Exodus fell, the firstlings of

cattle, or, more strictly, the first male offspring of

sheep and cows, were offered. According to 53

t hrs,. sacrifices are to be offered in the wilderness,
Irst .lahweh visit the people with pestilence or the
sword. That is to say, they are guilt- or pro-

pitiatory -offerings. But quite the same is the
character of the Paschal meal, however later theo-

logical motives may have transformed its original

meaning, or the Priests' Code have entirely given
up its sacrificial character. J The eating of the
Paschal lamb (whether originally one of the first-

lings used for this purpose, while the rest were
s.-ii riliced as burnt- or whole-offerings, or no) is,

beyond question, a sacrificial meal celebrated by
the famity as the sacral body ; for the flesh is

holy, and none of it is to be left till the morning,
while the blood is to be smeared on the lintel and
the doorposts to guard those within from pesti-
lence. From the later point of view this part
of the ritual amounts to nothing more than a
memorial of a former deliverance from a par-
ticular danger. But originally, as is shown by
nuni'TOUs primitive heathen analogies, it was
sought by an annual smearing with blood to

protect house and herd from demonic influences,
in particular from the plague or other diseases.

The Mazzuth festival, which immediately fol-

lowed the Passover, might be brought into close

connexion with the latter, only if, with Beer

(Thcol. Ltztrj. 1901, col. 588), following Holzinger,
we could see in the nwzzuth simply a memorial of

the nomad period, during which Israel in Bedawin
fashion ate unleavened bread. When the nomad
life was given up (Gn 4U ), the mazzuth, on Beer's

theory, became ' bread of affliction (Dt lt>
a
). The

view that the mazzCth, represented the bread

* Toy ('The Meaning of Pesaoh.'in JJSL, 1S9S, p. 178 ff.) thinks

otherwise, holding that the pexafi was originally a ritual dance,

accompanied bv the sacrifice of a Iamb, and that it was only
afterwards that the name was transferred to the sacrifice.

t Cf. on the most recent explanations of the term (including
its comparison with the Assvr. paStthtt, 'calm oneself;' so that

pesah would =' calming: or appeasing (the anger of the Deitv])'
Riedel in ?.AT\\~, 1900, p. 313 If. He holds pesak to be the

Egyp. poseh,
'

harvest.' Schafer, again (Das Pasaah-Mazzoth-
Fent nacli eeinetn Ui-xprunfje, seiner Lcdcutung, ttnd seinrr

iniMrpentateitchischen Entwickelung, Giitersloh, 1DOO). holds
the Passover to have been a purificatory offering of very early
origin, common to all the Semites, and designed to appease the
Deity. At the same time he denies the pro-Mosaic origin of the
OT Passover, declaring it to have been, along with its pendant
the Mazztith feart (which was meant to recall the haste of the

Exodus), from first to last a historic-theocratic festival. His
argument is manifestly under the spell of tradition.

I The view that trie Passover and the offering of firstlings
were not originally connected (so Volz in Theol. Ltztfj. 1901,
col. 635 f.) appears to the present writer to be at least incapable
of demcustration.

baked from the new corn (and thus implied an
agrarian festival) is held to be contradicted, espe-
cially by their use in connexion with sacrifices all

the year through, and no less by their being used
as common food. The only objection to Beer's

explanation is the difficulty of supposing that the

memory of an obsolete manner of life was solemnly
celebrated by a return to it, and that for a period
of six days. Moreover, the agrarian character of

the spring festival appears to be assured by Dt 16"

and liy the presentation of the so-called wave-
sheaf ("Lv 23 H"r-).
The festal character of the Sfieeji-shcnrinff is

still witnessed to by 1 S 25llff - and 2 S 132-"-'
(cf.

also Gn 31 la 38 1

-'-). It is, however, quite intelli-

gible that this festival, so important for nomads,
afterwards fell more into the background as com-

pared with .the agrarian festivals that were cele-

brated in common.
7. As to the course of procedure at a festival we

have information in Ex 326 which no doubt applies
also to the pre-Mosaic period : sacrifice, sacrificial

meals, amusements (chiefly, in all probability,

dancing). Many a practice, which afterwards
aroused the righteous indignation of the prophets,
may have had its roots in the ritual customs of

pre-Mosaic times instead of being derived from the
evil example of the Canaanites.

8. A religious character belongs, finally, to other
two customs whose origin in like manner goes,
without doul.it, back to the pre-Mosaic era : circum-
cision and blood-revenge.

Circumcision.* All attempts to explain this

practice as due to purely sanitary considerations
are now rightly regarded as exploded. As little

weight can be attached to such explanations as

that it is a milder symbolic form of the once .

prevalent sacrifice of children, or of self-emascula-

tion in honour of a deity. On the contrary,
circumcision has, amongst numerous (including
Semitic) tribes, an evident connexion with a boy's
reaching puberty ; it is the sign of maturity, and
thus of full admittance to the number of capable
warriors of the tribe. But, since it has at the
same time a religious meaning (for 'drfl

' uncir-

cumcised' is equivalent to '[religiously] unclean,'
and hence a strongly disparaging word), it can be
viewed only as an act of consecration for the benefit

of a tribal god or some particular demon. It thus
serves at once as a tribal markt and as a defence

against the harmful influence of other demons.
Even for Jahwism circumcision is primarily a sign
that a man belongs to the people and the wo ship
of Jahweh, although the specifically theological

interpretation of it as a sign of the covenant (Gn
IT

10
"') belongs only to the latest stage (1

J
).

The oldest tradition as to the origin of child

circumcision meets us in Ex 4 =4ff'

(J). In this now
mutilated passage it is implied that Moses aroused
the indignation of the Deity (hereof course already
Jahweh) because at the time of his marriage with

Zipporah he was not circumcised as religious
custom required (cf. also Gn 34-- a:

[J]). Xipporah

*
Cf.,on this subject, H. Floss, 'Geschichtliches und Ethnolo-

gisches iiber Knabenbeschneidung' in Deulschi-s Archir J'iir

Gescl'ichte der Medicin and medirintichen Geographic, viii. 3,

p. 3r2fi. : P. Lafargue,
' La circoncision, sa signification sociale

et religieuse' in Bulletin* de i\ >w. ii'Anthropotgi? d? 7J
<mx,

ser. iii. tome x. 3, p. 4iiOff. ; P. C. Remondino, Hivnni of Cir-

cumcifti&ii from the Eaflifat Times to the Present, Philadelphia,
1891; A. Glassherg, Die Beschneidung, etc., Berlin, 1896 ; S.

Kohn, Die Gewtiichte di'r Beschneidunff bcidtn Juden i-"n <!<',<.

(iltrsten Zeiten iis auj die GeffenvMrt, Frankfurt a. M., 19ii:>

(Hebrew).
t As such, it appears to go back to a time when the men still

went naked
;

cf. Gunkel,
' Ueber die lieschneidung im AT '

in

Arcliin fur Pa-p'.iruxfmxelitnit, ii. 1. p. 13ff. (against Heitzcn-

stein, y.wei rtligionsgeschiclitliche Fragen, Strassburg, 1001,

according to whom Israel borrowed circumcision from the

priestly aristocracy of Egypt, whereas Gunkel holds correctly
thai ail Egyptians were circumcised).
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rescues him fmni (lit- attack ut .lahvveh liy cir-

cumcising her son with a i sharp) stone id. also I he
Hon.' knives ii[ .los .")'. a prooi of the high antiquity
of the pracllcel, anil touching tin' y*//./>

/>"'-' ol

Mo,., with the severed (and si ill bleeding i foie-

skin, while she exclaims,
'

I'h. MI art to me u bride-

groom ut liluiKl.' Tin- can mean only that >l c

tiansiei-s the ellicacy of the chihl'- CircomcisiOD

symbolically to the husband, and dedaies him to

lie what he mighi io have been at marriage,
namely a bridegroom consecrated liy the hi 1 ot

circumcision, ami thus safe trom theanuerof the

I ril.al god. \VhethiT, perhaps ill very early time,,

the lilniiil sheil in circumcision was employed in

any other sacral transaction, is a question thai

11111- 1 lie left unsettle. 1.

Another account of the origin of circumcision
Is found in the original text ni .In- .V :

", namely v.-

without the harnionislic additions 'again' and
1 the -ecoinl time,' and vv. 3 -

"''. \Ve aie tolil that

Joshua circumcised the Israelites with stone knives
ai I he Hill of l-'ori kin-, ami that the place was
hem called liiliinl, <'.<. 'rolling iiwuy

'

of the

lepioacli which arose from the impurity of the
inn -in umcised condition, and which called forth

the eon t cm [it of the Kgyptians. As Stade (/.A /'IT,

Issi'i, p. Kt-Jir.) has shown, we have here an ety-
mological legend intended to explain the name
liilgal ; in reality the ' Hill of Koreskins' derived its

name from the circumstance that there, heside the

ancient sanctuary of (iilgal, was the common place
of circumcision for the neighbouring (lieiijamite)

youths, ami that their fore-kins were buried in

that hill.

When, finally, the Priests' Code ((in 17 loff
-)

make, the introduction of circumcision as a sign
of the covenant rest upon a command of (Jod to

Abraham, an explanation is thus ollered of the
circumstance thai all Abraham'.- descendants the

Arahs. Kdomites, Moaliites, ami Ammonites were
circumcised (a condition of things that applii.il

also, it is true, to the Egyptians anil the I'lnr-

niciaiis, although not to the 1'hilistines).

Blood-revenge. That tin- custom, which is

assumed in (in 1" -'" as already existing amongst
the i ailiest generations of men, actually took its

lise in the pre- Mosaic period, is proved liy its

wide ilillu-ion also among the heathen Semites
ami elsewhere. The originally religious character
of the practice is supported, apart trom other eon
sidei.it ions, hy the extraordinary tenacity with
which it maintained itself a tenacity which would
I" ly conceivable without religious motives.
It is true that the precise hond of connexion is

not Ilo\v discoverable. In \ic\v of the above-
ilisciis-ed narrative, _' S _'!'"' (ef. esp. v.'

J hei

Jahwch'l, it would appear as if the putting oi the

murderer to death was originally regarded as a

sacrifice hy which the anger of the tribal god was

appea-ed. According Io ll allies! notions, this

anger is due less io moral causes (as came .iiii'i

wards to he I he established view, ef. <'.'/ (Jn !)'
j

)

than in the damage sustained by tin.- god through
the !"-- ut a life belonging to him; ami, as the
memliers of the tribe, in the lifst instance t],,

family, are responsible lor preserving the lives

that are the property of (he god, blond ".nilt iness

attaches to them until the guilt is atoned for by
the death of the murderer. The original absence
of an ethical vi.-w pun, i is evident Hum the simple
tact that no distinction is made between munler
and unintentional manslaughter ; even in Dt 4""-

(
a probable adilitmn by 1'iaiid Nil .'(.">-'' I lie right
of blood-revenge in the latter case is still ideally re-

co^ni.-r,], alt lion L!I cafe i- I:: ken to make this n^ht
inell riive liy providin;; an ;.~ylum for llie man
slayer in one of the Cities oi Kefu;.e. .lahwism
wu.- thus alile to "ive u milder foim lu thi.s

deeply n n il i -d cll-t i Hi: .
I Ml t not I o al mlisli it cut 1 1 el \

Flom' the naifalive ot _' S ] I"
1

-
. which i- fictitious,

indeed, inn no doubt icilects the conditions oi real

lite), where i he whole family
'

demands that t he

tlatlicide be enell up, we lealll lhal occa-iolially
the cxeculioll of llloild.rcM-11-e llli^llt be prevented
by the inleivcnlion of the kinx- At the -ami-

time, the language of the woman of Tekoa iv.')

contains the suggestion that by such intervention
the kinj; mi^ht brinu yuilt upon hiinsell. Mere,

a^ain, we see the mechanical way in which the

mailer was viewed by primitive rigid custom.

Siiuuiinr'i. Looking back now on the results

which we have reached by examination of the

pie Mosaic period of the religion of Israel, we
Lave I n able in not. a few instances to point to

phenomena which contain the germ of similar

appearances on the soil of ,lahwism, and which
are of the utmost importance for the undeistand-

iny. of the latter.

In the first place, as to the nut inn <>f
<''<"? which

prevailed in that period, it is only in n very
restricted sense that we can speak of such a notion
at all. The principal constituent of the yet rudi-

mentary religious sense w as teai of the constantly
thieateiiing but alway-s incalculable influence of

demonic powers. These powers are of very \ ailed

kinds, and it would be vain to try to reduce them
to any system, or to assume that any reflexions re-

garding t heir nature and treatment passed thioii^h
the minds of men in the state of nature that then

prevailed. Men believed in them upon the ground
of custom inherited from birth, and acted towards
them according to the ancient sacred usage fol-

lowed by all members of the family and the tribe.

These 'demons' are partly spirits of the dead, and,
above all. the spirits of the nearest kin of the

family. Besides measures adopted to keep them
oil' or to avert injury at their hands, there were
acts prompted by dutiful affection towards them,
but we have no perfectly clear traces that Animism
in the narrower sense had already developed into

Ancestor Worship. A very important role is

played, again, by all the loeal iiiiiiiiini i

whose presence appears as attached to sacred

trees, stones, and springs. They are not identical

wnli the latter in such a sense that we could

speak here of a deification of nature, but they are

locally so inseparable from these objects that ihev

can be found and worshipped only at the particu-
lar spots in question. This '

Polydemonism
'
ad-

vance- a stage when such a nmitcn loci conies to

be regarded as the tutelary god of a family or

clan, or even of a whole tribe. In place of simple
gifts of homage or for propitiation, rites are now
introduced whose object is to witness or to estab-

lish a close connexion, nay a blood relationship,
with the Deity. Even if Tutcinvsm cannot be

proved io have once prevailed among the tribe.-, of

Israel, yet we certainly meet with a conception of

sacrifice which rcganis- sacramental communion
between the Deity and the ollciei as I he princi-

pal feature a communion which is established hv
their jointly partaking of the sac lilicial blood

wauls by the god receiving the blood and the fat,
while the olleier has the Mesh for his portion i.

As to the manifold other lites and usa-i s

(mourning customs, the /(///< and other warlike

piactices, human sacrifice, ciicunn ision, celebra-

tion of festivals), the oiiginal motive has not

always been discoverable with certainty; but in

most instances the connexion with Animism or

some other foim of belief in demons i.s clc:tr

enough.

in I/HAM/. 1'iiSDiTioxK. Not without interest,

finally, is the question, What were thu inumt <:un-
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difiuns which Moses found amongst the Israelitish

tribes of his time? It was long the fashion

(especially as the result of Schiller's essay on ' Die

Sendung Mose's') to represent the contemporaries
of Moses as utterly uncivilized and at the same
time upon the ground of an Egyptian narrative
handed down by Josephus (c. Apion. i. 20) as a

people quite permeated with leprosy. All the

brighter \vas the halo of glory about the name of

Moses, who was believed to have so quickly trans-
formed this half-brutalized horde into a religious
community that stood so high, both intellectually
and morally. As a matter of fact, however, the
moral conditions in Israel must have been quite
the same as we still find existing among the

genuine Bedawin at the present day. There is

no such thing as acting upon conscious moral

principles; and hence there is no thought of

Hiiini/ity properly so called, but custom exercises
a powerful influence, which no one can disregard
with impunity. 'No such thing is wont to be
done in Israel'' (2 S 131S

,
cf. also Gn 20" 2HM 34'),

this is the strongest condemnation of an act of

wrong-doing. Custom allows even a married man
the freest intercourse with concubines and female
slaves, but it guards most strictly the honour of

the virgin and the married woman ; custom de-

mands, unconditionally, the execution of blood-

revenge, but (at least for a time) subordinates even
this duty to the sacredness of a guest's rights ;

custom requires honesty and uprightness towards
one's fellow-tribesmen, but has no scruple about

allowing deceit and cheating to be practised on a

stranger. As in social life, so also in matters of

cultus it is custom that is the ruling factor. Fear
to violate custom, fear of the consequences of such
violation in particular, dread of ceremonial un-

cleanness, all this is deeply ingrained ;
but of

'

sin,' in the moral sense attached by us to the

term, it is impossible to speak.
The condition of things above described was

not all at once changed by the proclamation of

Jahwism. The force of custom asserted itself even
in retaining practices which could never be recon-
ciled with any true morality, just as Islam has
succeeded only to a very limited extent in trans-

forming the character of the genuine Bedawin.
Nevertheless, it will be found that, at the very
commencement of the religion of Israel, the
fruitful germs must have been sown from which

although only very gradually, and at first only
among a few conscious morality sprang up.
Without such a germinating power Israel's tri-

umph over the undoubtedly superior culture of

the Canaanites would be inconceivable.

II. FOUNDING OF THE RELIGION OF ISRAEL
(JAHWISM) BY MOSES AT SlNAI.

Regarding the work of Moses, and especially
regarding the extent and content of the laws pro-

mulgated by him, we have very varied accounts
in the different sources of the Pentateuch. But
there are certain points which they all take
for granted as firmly established by tradition :

namely, that Moses, of the tribe of Levi, was
the first to proclaim Jahweh as the God of the
whole people of Israel, and as their Deliverer from
the bondage of Egypt ; that at Sinai he brought
about the conclusion of a 'covenant' (see below)
between Jahweh and Israel ; that he at least laid

the foundation of the judicial and ceremonial ordi-

nances in Israel, and that he left behind him more
or less copious notes on all this.

The supposition that the Pentateuch still con-
tains passages from Moses' own hand is not to be

unconditionally set aside. But its scientific proof
is now absolutely impossible. Hence the only ques-

tion can be, Is the correctness of the above pro-

positions, which we noted as fixed elements of

tradition, demonstrable by backward inferences

from later historical facts? Our answer is that
to a large extent all hypercriticism notwithstand-

ing this proof is possible, and that especially in

regard to the main points. Amongst the latter we
include

i. THE PERSON OF MOSES AS THE FOUXDER OP
THE JAIIUEH KELiGiOS.\. All attempts to rele-

gate the person of Moses to the realm of myth
have quite properly been abandoned. It is another

question how far the traditions concerning him
rest on pure legend. As points that are quite
beyond suspicion may be noted : his descent from
the tribe of Levi ; his name Mosheh (prob. = Egyp.
mesu '

son,' possibly combined originally with the
name of a god) ; his flight to Sinai on account of

a homicide, and his marriage with a Midiauite

priest's daughter, Zipporah, who became the mother
of two sons ; his return to Egypt, and deliverance
of the Israelite serfs from Pharaoh

; further, his

strife with his brother Aaron (whose historicity
has been denied on insufficient grounds) and his

sister Miriam on account of a Cushite woman ;

and, finally, his prolonged sojourn in Kadesh, and
his death on the east side of Jordan. All these
data are derived from the early sources, and their

invention is either inconceivable or at least ex-

tremely improbable. On the other hand, the

legend of bis birth and exposure may have been
woven about the (linguistically impossible) inter-

pretation of his name in Ex 2 1U
; the names of his

parents, Amram and Jochebed, are first known to

the Priests' Code. The assumption that he was
'instructed in all the wisdom of the Egyptians'
(Ac Ta ) is connected, of course, with his being
brought up by Pharaoh's daughter, but it finds

no real support in Ex 2 10
. In any case there is no

justification for rinding in Moses' acquaintance
with Egyptian mysteries the explanation not only
of his intellectual' superiority to his fellow-country-
men, but even of the Divine name Jahweh and of

certain institutions (for example, the sacred Ark)
connected with worship, if not, indeed, of the
whole activity of Moses as a founder of religion.*
Such borrowing on his part is not only incapable
of proof, it is extremely improbable ; for it is not
the way of one ancient people to adopt the gods
of another, or even elements of their cultus, at a
time when it sees this other people and its gods
overcome by another god. Whether Moses was
moved to his work by other influences, such as

that of the I,\enites about Mt. Sinai, will have to

be afterwards considered. The ancient tradition

of Israel knows of nothing except that he was

directly called by Jahweh at Sinai, and, in spite
of his refusal at first, sent to deliver his people.
The work of Moses is thus traced to Divine revela-

tion, //ow this produced its effect on the mind of

Moses, remains a secret to us as much as in all

similar cases when God reveals Himself to His

chosen instruments. But the fact is not on that

account any the less certain' to us, for it is wit-

nessed to by its results. However many of the

features of that Pandemonism which was common
to the Semites may have continued to adhere to

the religion of Israel after the time of Moses, it

exhibits, even as early as the period of the Judges,
features which raise it far above the popular re-

ligions of the neighbouring peoples, and which can

be explained only as due to the continued influ-

ence of a highly endowed spiritual personality.

* So esp. Schiller in his brilliant essay, Die Sendung Mose's'

(first published in Heft 10 of Thalia). We leave quite out ol

account the failles cited bv Josephus (f. Apimi. i. 2f
, 28) from

JIanethos Jlgyjitiaca about the identity of Mosef with the

priest Osarsiph of Heliopolis.
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It is trill- dial elsewhere we frequently meet

in history with -imilar instances win-re a far-

reaching influence i- veiy palpable, an. I M-I we
do nul led compelled mi that .UToiint In postulate
a s|

ial Divine revelation. l>ut in tin 1 case ol

Moses it is the peculiar character of tin- new idca-

|ii-omnl;;ateil liy linn that forbids us to derive these

triuii his nun rclle\ions or I" a-rriln' I hem I"

shrewd calculations tnr sdlish ends. I pon the

I'uiiiiilatiiiii laiil by him tlii-rr has aii-i-n in the

course of thn-i- thousand year* the Imililin^ which

includes also tin- Christian nations. lint 111,-

lav ini; of a fiiiiniUitioii like tliis is beyond a

mans power; tin- capacity must have lu-i-n ;:iven

linn hv (M>I|. Ami on lln- very ai-ronnl tin- im-

iiortam f tin- iirr-onalily of Moses ran hardly
I,,, e\a".".eiated. Such 1- tin- conviction of the

Deiitcroiiomistic author of I It IM 1 " when In- ie

marks: - Then- hat h not arisen a prophet since in

Israel like unto Moses, whom (lie Ltii:D.kiievv laee

to face

_'. It is true, imlei-il, that il lias lieen fell to lie

very siirpiisino that in tin 1 ' >ld Testament, ami

especially ill ill'' 1'rophets, the references to Moses
an- s,, lew in iiumher ami so late in ilale. Apart
In. ,n the interpolation ail.h-il in Hos }>"" < |!y a

prophet tin- I.iiiin lirotiuht Israel up out of Kg.vpt,
ami liv a prophet was he preserved I. we lind

allusions to Muse* ami Aaron as the deliverers of

the people ill M ic li' I dlon i; with Mil lain : although,
it is true, the attributing of thi- passage to Mieali

is strongly eoniesteili, 1 S 1 _"" lin a Deuterono-

mistic address), I's ln.v" HHi"!
. Moses alone as

leailei- of tin- people is referred to in Is 03'-, 1's

lllli
:

'-; the power of his intercession with (iiid is

meiitioneil in 1's l<i(i--' ami .li-r I.")'. Tin- last cited

passage shows clearly in what light the import-
ance of Moses appeared even to a .leremiah. and

that it is thus evidently n mere accident that lie

is not more fivi|iicutly mentioned elsewhere.

It mi-lit appear e\ en more strange that Moses
ns Hi: t<:iiiii/:,- nf n religion appears to he practi-

cally uiiKnowii to the I'ropln-is and the Psalms

|a]iarl from I's !l!i. when- Mo-es ,-iihl Aaron are

called priests,' and In!!
7

). But over against this

must In- s,.| the fact that throughout the (IT nil

tin- various legislations (except, ol course, that con-

taiiH-d in the vision of K/ekiel, chs. 40-4S) afe

said to have lici-u introduced, an.l in part even
written down, hy him. Thi.s would lie i|iiile un-

intelligible unless there had lieen an indclilile re

collection which demanded his recognition as tin-

real author of religious traditions and institutions,

so that later codilications could ohtain authority
only if they were carried hack to his weighty
name, it any one feels compelled to call this last

course of procedure by the name ot forgery (and
therefore to repudiate it with indignation), he is

radically mistaken as to the notions that prevailed
in ancient Israel with respect to litenny pmpcrty.
So far from being looked upon a.- foigeiy. it \\a-

rcgarded as a sacn-d duly to give US Mo-es' own
v.ords anything that had to he promulgated for

the I of the people ill i out illllal ion ot his Work
and in the sense and spirit ot his laws (for instance.

and very specially, thelegislation of Deuteronomy).
The idea of foig.-iv. hou.-MT natural it may be to

i/\, is i[iiitc out of the ipiestion ln-ie.

ii. jMltt'KII I'liiicl.MMKh r.Y .l/">/;.< .IX TIIK

''i>l> <U
l

/>/:. I Kl..* I. All the sources of the

I'enlatench arc at one in ]iointing out as the

fundamental act of Mos,-- \\~\~ proclamation of

.Jahweh as tin- (lod of Israel, i.e. a~ tln-tlod who
means certainly to deliver Israel from the ~lavei\

ri iiMiinius. Votui nd Ckaratter Jahwefil nn.-li $m tor

tl<ittinni"i/tiML-lun t,ni>l{> n (ttr JiiH-lur QmeiU-XOnigf, straas-

burg, 1'Jii'J.
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of K-Vpt. and who on that account has sole claim

to I he w ors|ii| ( an, I ol>< d i' n 1 tin-
|

ico
|'l<-.

I'ui

Ihis proclamation did not imply I hat .lahu'-h i- lo

lie ic^anled as the only (....I that has any n-al

existence: such 'alisohitc monotheism' wa~ nn-

doulilcdly as yet tar l:elovv the hori/on even >l

\|o i
- :is \\ell as of all Ins contemporaries, .lahwch

is one liod amoii;.' in.iiiN. althon-h mi-htier and
more lerrihle than the rest. I'pon the- winde,
hov\cvei. i IM: i- is not much consideration of what
is His relation to other e.ol ls. The main tliinj;

from the very lirst is to know no other j;od lii-sj.i, -

Him. to woiship none hut this due whose na

is.lahvveh. The demand of Moses is thus not tor

real or ahsolulc inoiiot ln-isin, hut for
'

hi'iut!" <*m,

i.e. the recognition of only OTi I iod, or '

HIIIIIH/"'

the worship of one alone. But the more distinctly
.lahwch' makes its appearance as a. personal name

(ijiiite like -/.eiis.' Poseiilon,' etc.), the more natur-

ally does the i|Ucstion arise, Whence did Mo-
del ive t his name and proclaim it as that of Israel's

Cod'.'
'

J. The most natural course is to seek to explain
the name '.lahv/eh' (-iin

-

)
from itself, that is, from

the etymology underlying the form of the word.
This seems all the more proper, liccause in at least

one of the .sources of the Pentateuch (K) we meet
with an actual interpretation of the name (Kx S'""').

\Vl.en Moses asks what name he is to give to the

I pie as that of his Divine sender, Cod replies:

tSay) tin- 1 AM THAT I AM (or, again, the 'I AM')
hath si nt me unto you.' Here 'Jahweh' is plainly
understood as the .'inl pers. sin^. Imperf. of the old

v ei h lulinlh ' to be.' But in Hebrew the Imperfi.i t

is the mood of continuance as well as of ever re-

newed activity. Upon this interpretation 'Jahweh'
denotes at once the Eternal (the form in which
modern Jews reproduce the name) and the One
who ever remains the same, the Constant.

Against this explanation, however, the strongest

objections have been brought. From the time of

Kwald it has been set down us a mere attempt
at an artificial interpretation of an ancient name
whose meaning had been long forgotten. But
the root-idea of this name, we are told, just be-

cause it is so ancient, must have been a material

one. and cannot have been derived from abstract

ictlexiou and metaphysical speculation. But this

last objection, while it would apply to expl.m.-i

tions which make Jnhireh = ' the truly Existing'
or -the absolute Being,' etc., do not apply (or at

least not to the same extent) to the simple view

of the name as that of the Eternal and Constant,

* We take it for pranted that our readers are aware that the

form 'Jehovah,' which has the appearance of being handed
down hy tradition in theOT, is Imsi-il upon a Christian niisundcr-

shiiiilm'.,', the vowels of the word 'Jloonoi 'lx>rd' being taken

(lirt in the year A.D. 1518) to be the real vowels of the Divine

Dame, whereas ilu-y were attached by the .Jews to the consonants
JIlH'll (which are alone original) in order to warn tli.

',. avoid the u
'

n;il iir-iiiunrialinii ut the word and to MI!

-.i./i.iiiii for it. This treatment of the name 'Jali
- unntl. r:iM-'

'

sj.r.inL' In'iii ;n . \;i_ _. i ;tted dread of tniris-

Kn-ssiiiK tin- .iinlmcnt in E\ 20'. The traces

a\iTMm to lln- nlti-r:i[M'i- "t :ht name can he c:irtii.l

al I 11. c. 300, although its utterance was for long afti-r tint

i. n I. I as allowable ill tile sai-red domain, f'.;/. in tin n Itfa

ot |ni.-s|s |ir.iii'iuiH-ini: tin- U'lirdirli-.ii. Neither in !li' 5ep
. ., h.-i In-r in the Canonical 0! in the V|M-ryphal books)

n.ir in tin- wl "]' "I tin- NT is the name 'Jahvveh' onci- i

is al\\ :i\ s 6 K ::c;
'

I lit- 1/ord.'

nf OM- iniir j'l.-siti].. uavs of pn-ii'.ini'-in-/ tin

.///H'// (tli-- --oiull.ii i in.itoi.), namely, Ja/iti-ti T

./if/,. MI,//, ./,i/,,',,/,. ,-r Jah&wAh, the form Jahwrh has riu'lilly

come to be pi-,-\ailini;ly accepted. The following conaidi

1,11 in itsiavoiir: (1) that, according to Epiphanm.* (//,* i in

ji'i, a .li-w ish ( linslian sect (according to Theoilorct [I

in / , rli, Samaritans) pronounced the name 'l^i ;( <

.Iru ivh S.unallt.ill ]>i>,
Ins l)i<- end- vowel of ./// W II rlr. '

.
. nut ,i

; c:i iliat tin- "liorlening of the Divine nun
anil J,'i,n in pen i 1 1 n in i, ". like JffiSnAtAan |./,,/,"'

;

./,./,,,,,,; re KnKuiitically explicable onl) i

in" as the ki*al i,, rni .fuliicch. See, further, art. Jtiim \n in

rot n.
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the God whose living activity is always in exer- ,

else. Besides, the rejection of the interpretation
oH'ered in Ex 3' 5 involves the conclusion that even
the early sources of the Pentateuch were in error
as to the true meaning of the most important and
most sacred Divine name in Israel. Hut can it l>e

.supposed that at the time of E (c. 750 B.C.) the

living apprehension of the genius of the Hebrew
language,.was no longer adequate to interpret

correctly a name like 'Jahweh'? We cannot

help thinking that this question has been answered
in the attinnative far too hastily by those who
follow the prevailing current of opinion on this

subject. And we are only strengthened in our
conviction when we note the extremely varied

interpretations which have been proposed as sub-

stitutes for that adopted in Ex 315.* These fall

into two categories according as they start like-

wise from the v t rb huicah in the sense of ' to be,'

or assume another meaning for this verb.

(a) The first of these two schools of interpreters
takes 'Jahweh' to be the Imperfect of the Hiphil
or Causative conjugation, and thus obtains the

meaning
' He who causes to be,' 'the Creator.'

But, apart from the circumstance that early
Semitic languages want the Causative of the verb

hawali, the idea of
' the Creator

'

is precisely what
is quite foreign to the name 'Jahweh '

as we find

it employed. No doubt, in later times, after the

triumph of absolute monotheism, Jahweh is natur-

ally brought into connexion with the work of

creation. Hut at iirst He has to do almost ex-

clusively with the deeds and fortunes of the people
of Israel. This Hows from His nature as a national

God, and it is plain that it was in this latter

capacity and not as the Creator that Moses at first

proclaimed Him. Absolutely to be rejected is the

theory of an interchange of sound between liCnjtlli

(lu'iii'illi) and /tatfd/i
' to live,' so that Ja/ncch (here

again Causative) would be = 'He who gives life,'
' He who produces true (spiritual) life.' However
attractive this interpretation may be for its con-

tents, it is shattered by the laws of the interchange
of sound. These laws forbid an exchange between
h and h at the beginning of a word.

(l>) Among the explanations which start from
a different meaning of the root hrnriih, special
favour has been accorded to that which liuds it

in /iTnrilk
' to fall

'

(so esp. de Lagarde and Stade).

Upon this view Jahu-eh may be explained either

as = 'the falling One'; i.e. the name originally
stood for a meteoric stone that fell from heaven
and was hence the object of worship (a so-called

j3<uT(i\u>v : see below, in the discussion of the sacred
Ark, p. 628); or, again Causative, as='He who
fells in- causes to fall (by lightning),' i.e. as the
storm-Cod. This last explanation would seem to
be favoured at least by a number of features which
from the first appear to be bound up with the

representation of Jahweh. It is, above all, as a
God of the desert that Jahweh appears, for Moses
is in the first instance to lead the people into the
wilderness, there to serve God by ottering sacrifice

(Ex 3 18 53
etal.). But it is in the desert that the

most imposing effects are produced by storm ;

hence the natural abode of the storm-God is a
desert range like Sinai with frequent lightning
playing about its peaks. It may be added that
thunder and lightning and storm-clouds play a

prominent part not only at Jahweh's appearances
in connexion with the giving of the Law at Sinai

(Ex 1916- 19 2018 et al.), but upon the occasion of
* We purposely leave out of account the latest attempts to

discover the name 'Jahweh' (as presumably introduced into

Babylonia by Canaanites) in very ancient cuneiform texts (so,
e.g., Frdr. Delitzseh in his much discussed lecture Babel vnd
Ditiel, Leipzig, 1902, p. 4Bf.), because the reading as well as the
interpretation of the names in 'question still form the subject
of controversy amongst Assyriologists.

almost all the later theophanies, whether these

present themselves as historical events (e.g. Jg 51
'-,

1 K 19 11
"'), or as prophetic visions (e.g. Is 30-7'-,

Mie I
3
'-, Nah I

3ir
, Hab 3slf

'), or merely as poetical

descriptions (Ps 18Bff- 77 18fv- 97 s
"-)- But these argu-

ments are not sufficient to prove that Jahweh was

originally thought of as the storm-God only. In
all ages thunder and lightning have.been regarded
as the special accompaniments and principal marks
of Divine majesty and glory, and nothing is more
natural than that these should have been associ-

ated also with the God of Israel, especially upon
occasions when He appeared for extraordinary
ends, whether to fight with and chastise His

people's enemies, or solemnly to conclude a cove-

nant with the people themselves.

Upon the whole, then, the above attempts to

find another explanation of the name ' Jahweh '

than that offered in Ex 315 must be regarded as

doubtful And the same remark also applies, in

the judgment of the present writer, to the ex-

planation of Wellhausen, who falls back upon the

onomatopoetic root hdicah 'to breathe,' and thus

makes Jahweh = ' the Breather
'

(which comes

again in the end to the same thing as the storm-

God).
3. But, even if the attempt to arrive by the way

of etymology at the original conception underlying
the name 'Jahweh' must be abandoned, there

may be another possibility, namely, to assign the

home of the God proclaimed by Moses. Moses
tied from Egypt to Sinai, where he became son-

in-law to the priest of a Midianite (according to

another, more specialized, tradition, a Kenite)
tribe. There the God who dwelt enthroned on
Sinai appeared to him and called him to be His
instrument. Thither he led the rescued tribes of

Israel, and there the will of the God of Sinai was

solemnly announced to them and the covenant
with Him concluded. What does all this mean,
it is asked, but that Moses made acquaintance at

Sinai -with Jahweh, the god of the IjCenites, and

proclaimed him thenceforward as the God of Israel ?

As a matter of fact, Jahweh would thus have been

a foreign god so far as Israel was concerned, and
it is nothing but a naive anachronism when the

Jahwistie source employs the name ' Jahweh '

even in its narrative of the Creation (Gn 2>fr
-),

and represents the worship of God under this

name as beginning as early as the time of Enosh,
the grandson of Adam.
This 'penile hjpothesis,' since the example

was set by Stade, has found favour with many,
and it cannot be denied that it contains much
that is worthy of notice. It appears to be sup-

ported, above all, by the circumstance that Sinai

(evidently identical with the Horeb of other

sources)* is regarded as the proper dwelling-

place of Jahweh not only at the time of the

Exodus, but till far into the monarchical period

(cf. Jg 55
,
and the passages dependent upon it,

namely Dt 33-'-, Hab 33
,
1's G89

1
8

)
; and esp. 1 K HI8

,

where"Elijah journeys to Horeb to obtain an oracle

from his God). But this was possible only on the

ground of a general conviction of the people that

He was enthroned there prior to the call of Moses.

Then, again, very great stress is laid upon the

narrative of Ex 18,t which is interpreted as de-

scribing the admittance of Israel to the Jahweh
cult of the ]>enites. Jethro rejoices (v."*-) in the

evidences of power displayed by his god, Jahweh,
on behalf of Israel ; he finds aii evidence therein

that this god of his is mightier than all gods ;

* We here leave out of account, of course, the controversy as

to whether in the oldest tradition Sinai and Horeb were already

identified, as well as the question where the Sinai or Horeb of

our present narratives is to be found. See art. SINAI in vol. iv.

t So esp. Budde, Die Religion dts Vulkes Israel, Ciisen,

1900, p. 17 tl.
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when-lip in he organi/e- a sacnlicial meal in

honour of him. ami admits Aaron iiml all tin'

nobles 'if IM;IC! to take part in il. In other

\\cjnl-, In', tlir l>enitc priest, I>|UMIS fur tlii'in at

Sinai, the dwelling place of hi- -ml, all H|i|iruai'li

I., tlir ,-nlt ,,l tin- latter. An. I this i- tin- very
leason \\liv tin- religion iif I -i a. -I became, according
to liiiddc,

4
anrtliiral.in.', liei.-m-c it was a religion

u. In). If I I'.V
"'In ii'i

1 ami not a natnrr religion.

Now we <lo not mi'an to den.\ tin-
possibility

of

such an onli-r ol events. Yet there Is no lack of

weighty considerations of an opposite kind, It is

true, in.l.'i'il, that tin' argument that Sinai is (In 1

proper dwelling-place of .iahweh is not weakened

by tlir riirum-lanri' ot Hi- presence with tin'

|.i'o|.h'
ill Kgypt ;ll "l during the Exodus (as also

altcrw.-uds in the wilderness), since passing a|i]n'ar

juices for special ends an- not inconsistent with

(III- po--e-sioti of a lived al-ode. lint might Hot

Sinai n/r Horebi ha\ c l.i'i'ti for long tin.1
' mount of

Cod' also to certain l-raeliti-h tribes, as appears
to In' inijiliril iii K.\ 4-" .' This supposition would
In' all the more plausible if it is triu1

, as many
hair recently romr to holil, that the whole of the

trihes ol Israel did not undeign serfdom in Kgypt.
I. ut that part of them leil the life of nomads in the

neighbourhood of Sinai, ami hail long continued to

worship the god that was c-:al>li-lied I here. The
work of Moses WOttld thus have eunsisteil in pro-

claiming anil securing recognition for the s|ieeial

god of eertain tribes a- the Cod of the whole
nation. The-'' are, indeed, mere conjectures, luit

they tally with a circumstance which appear- to

us to lie far too readily ignored by the defenders

ot the K.-iiite 1 1 \
j

n it he-i- : tin-, namely, that even

in the oldest sources of the I 'etit ateneh it is always
implied that .lahweh was not proclaimed to Israel

a.- an absolutely new ami therefore unknown god.
\Ve have already remarked that the Jahwist

n-e- the name .lahweh
'

from t lie lirst, and regards
it as known and honoured by the ancestors of

M..ses and hi- contemporaries. On the other

hand, 1C (K.x 3 1;lrr
)
and 1' ill-'" I as-iime that it was

first revealed to Muse- and through him to the

people.
At the same time it i- not at all the idea

of these sources that I he t HI. I Ilim-elf was unknown
to the

| pie. \Veaie not thinking of the frequent
designation ol .lahwe'i as the (ioil of Abraham,
Isaac, and .laeoli i Kx 3"-

15<1 4 s
), for such allusions

to the Cod of the patriarchs might quite con-

ceivalily have been in every in-tanee inserted in

order afterwards to give to the ( 'anaanite place-
of worship, supposed i<i have licen taken over from

the patriarchs, a legitimate standing as sanctuaries

of the same (Jod. lint even the a--umptiou of

interpolation of this kind would not destroy the

fuel that even the early source- of the I'entateiieh

see in .lahweh the Cod of the ancestors of Israel.

At the very lirst mention of Him (Ex 36
) He is

ealled 'the Cod of thy i Moses | father'; He has
seen the oppression of Hit y.i-"/./.-

in Kgypt, and
means now to deliver them (v.

7ir

'|
;

face to face

with riiaraoh the appeal of Mo-es i- to he to
'

I he

Cod of the Hebrews (v. Cf. al-o .V 7"' !!'
''

111").

Kven if the term ' Hebrews' heie In- an anachron-

ism, in none of the pa--aoe- cited is it implied
that .lahweh lirst l.ecamc t lie ( iod of the Hebrews

'

after the call of Moses; on the contrary. He lias

lollg h- Id this position. If. all the -ame, Moses is

regarded a- the fi'iiinl'i' "t the .lahweh religion,

this can lie understood only in the -en-e thai the

e.nl of one or more tril e-, or perhaps the -o.l ol

one particular family, wa- proclaimed liy him as

the Cod of the whole body, .lahweh w oilld thus

not have lieen an absolutely -liangc and new ood,

but one whose power and help had already been

experienced by part of the confederated tril.es:

Op. ci(. p. 3L

whereas, on the oilier hand. I he pun Lunation of

the yet untried god of tin- K.-nite- could hardly
ha\e met with such rapid a. ptam-e. l!e\ond

this we can fall hack only upon emijeetures. It

will always remain the most plausible supposition
that .lahweh had a connexion with Mo-e- own
trilie, *he tribe of l.evi. This hypothesis ha- at

least us <jood a elaini as that winch makes Him
the j;od of the Rachel-tribes.
As to the argument in support of the Kenite

hypothesis drawn Ironi K.x IS, we are at one with
its defenders iii holding that there we have a

testimony to the community of worship or the

Israelites and the I>enites. lint tin- is .piite
difleient from 'the admittance of the Israelites

to the .lahweh cult of the ly-nites
'

(see above, p.

li'Jli' I. ). The community of worship of Israel and
the Uenites was a fai-i ; Kx I S i ecount.s its hi-tornal

oii'jin ;
but the .pi.-stion of the origin of .lahwism

amoii"; thi^ two peoples is not considered. The
circumstance that it is .Jethro who organizes the
sacrilicial meal is sutlii iently accounted for by his

r.-sideiice on the spot, which imposes upon him
the duty of showing hospitality to the strangers.

4. The beliefs cherished by Moses and his con

temporaries re^ardm;; the mental and moral char-

acter of .lahweh will form the subject of discussion

presently I see p. (i'J'.l II'.). But we must here .say a
word almiit the conceptions of His bmlilij person-

ality. Kor there are quite a number of the

strongest testimonies which place it beyond doubt
that a bodily and indeed a /luninn form was
then and for centuries afterwards attributed to

Him ; and, even if in Ex 2U4 and Dt 5" the making
of any figure representing .lahweh was forbidden,
tin- would not amount to an absolute denial that

He possessed the Imdily form of a man. Itut in

any case the making of images of .lahweh was

regarded as unobjectionable till about the Stli

cent, n.c., although in all probability a distinction

wa-s drawn between the images carved in wood
and stone, which had come down from very ejirly

times, and molten images of metal. The latter

were undoubtedly of ('an;uinitish origin, and hence
were prohibited in the worship of .lahweh (

Kx
:f-l'

T
; this certainly ancient passage has nothing to

say against carved images).
*

And, although narra-

tives like Cn 3*'- and the older form of Cn IS had
not their origin till the settlement in Canaan, the

human form of Jahweh is assumed by them as so

much a matter of course that it is impossible to

see here anything but the reflexion of a very
widely diffused notion. Again, the numerous

ascriptions of human organs (eyes, ears, nose,

hands, feet, etc. ) to Jahweb may have been in the

latest times regarded as conscious anthropomorph-
isms, i.i:. shifts to which language is reduced

when it would describe the action of a purely

spiritual personality; but at lirst they were cer-

tainly meant as the literal expression of the pre-

vailing conception of the budily personality oi

.lahweh. t
5. It is quite true that no notice lias l>een

preserved in the early sources of the I'. -ntai m h

of images of Jahweh in human form in tin- time oi

Mo>es; the mention even of the ejihml i.lg s-"

M. K..niK iii his art. 'Die I!i!ill..si u k.-ii .1.- l.-itm,H
.i.iliu i hi'iiltus' (ZtjtcJir. /. ifci'r.-A/. Witwructutfl "il to---/'/.

L886i Ili'lt J. II; n^' 1 pulil. s.'i'iinit.-lv un.it-r lie- lill.-

/; i'/- ige mm /- mi d*r Raigionagt / *
>'

i . l..-i|i/iu-.
I--' ) .1- nit's that images ol Jahwi M '" H- iit any

|.,ri.t jll'.wi-.l in His li-^llnnulf \M-rshi|i: but this i-i

i ifi 1
,
as has been shown above ami will be liirtlur demon.

i j.n-M.'iitly.
I II is another question whether the ttorfaffummofl t th.-'

An^i I "I .luliw.-h ;l> .v (..iS-Hini; :ij-].. .it.L'i- ' of Jllhw.-tl Is to In-

j.t.i-
nl ho t-arly as tlie Mosaic period. This anil other fonim

..I manifestation ol Jiihwclui.i.-.-. numc. -.-li.r> i i:i i- 'ii us-.il

>iv u ill connrxioii \\ itll On- fr;inu-u-.r). nl .l.ihu i-lu a* we find

it' ut tin- close ..I the time ol the JmU'.-s ami the commencement
ol the monarchical period. See p. 633 ff.
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17 4( - is11 - 1"- 20
, 1 S 219

etc.), which is most prob-

ably to be regarded as an image of Jahweh, does

not occur till the following period. On the other

hand, in 2 K IS 4 there is the strange piece of in-

formation that Hezekiah broke in pieces a brazen

serpent which was made by Moses, and to which

up till then incense had been burnt by the Israel-

ites, who called it Nehushtan (i.e. 'the brazen

one'). The language plainly implies the paying
of Divine honours in the form of sacrifice. Was
the Nehusfitan, then, an image of Jahweh? This
is scarcely conceivable, and finds no analogy else-

where. If, on the other hand, it represented
some demon, how could its construction have been
traced back to Moses, and how could it have
received Divine worship down to the time of

Hezekiah ? The enigma is not solved by pointing
to Nu 21 8f

-, for there can be little doubt that in

this passage we have simply a later attempt to

account for (and justify) the presence of the well-

known brazen serpent in Jerusalem. It is most

probable that the deriving of this idol from Moses
is to be set down to some misunderstanding of the

popular belief. See, further, art. NEHUSHTAN in

vol. iii.

6. There are, however, the clearest traces of

another visible representation of Jahweh, which

goes back to the time of Moses in connexion with
the history of the sacred Ark. The ancient and

original designation of this object is
' the Ark of

Jahweh' or 'the Ark of God.' The Deuterono-
mistic writers are the first who know of the Ark as

the receptacle of the two stone tables of the Law
which Moses received from God at Horeb ; and on
this account they call it

' the Ark with the Law of

Jahweh' (Dt 10 Iff- 3126
, 1 K 89).* Wherever this

designation occurs in ancient narratives (e.g. 1 S
4s' 5

, but not vv. 11 - " lu - B
), bcrith is a later addition

by Deuteronomistic hands ; it is still unknown to

tlie LXX in the passages cited.

Seeing that both the early sources of the Penta-

teuch in their account of the wilderness journey-
ings give prominence to the Ark as a most sacred

object, they must have somewhere given an ac-

count of its origin. And indeed this narrative,
which has now (on account of its proximity to the

entirely different account given by P in Ex 2olllir

-)

dropped out, must have stood before Ex 33Tir
-.

Here we are told all at once about the tent which
Moses regularly pitched before the camp and
called 'the Tent of Meeting.' This is the same
name as is applied (in a different sense, indeed) by
the Priests' Code to the tent in which the sacred

Ark was lodged. Prior to Ex 33', then, it must
have been told how Moses used the ornaments

stripped off by the people at Horeb (v.
6

) for the

construction of the Ark and the tent that sheltered

it, the Ark (as must be inferred from v. 5
) being

intended as a substitute for the personal presence
of Jahweh, which would hare been fatal to so stiff-

necked a people.
How this substitute for Jahweh's own presence

is to be understood comes out unmistakably in two

very ancient verses preserved in Nu 103"- (prob.

J). There we read: 'When the ark [which,

according to v. 33
, went before the people to search

out a camping-place for them] set forward, Moses
said

Rise up, Jahweh, and let thine enemies be scattered ;

And let thine adversaries flee before thee 1

And when it rested, he said

Return, Jalnveh, to the myriads of the thousands of Israel !

'

* The usual translation
' Ark of the Covenant' fails to recog-

nize that ln'Tilh here cannot mean 'covenant,' hut only the/.ai:

on which the covenant was based. Instead of lii-rith the Priests'

Code uses 'edu.th
'

testimony
'

in the same sense (Ex 25'<* and

often).

Jahweh and the Ark, that is to say, appear here
as practically identical. Not as though this wooden
chest represented Jahweh. But His presence
appeared inseparably connected with the Ark ;

wherever it was seen there Jahweh was, and showed
Himself active. This notion has frequent and ex-

press testimony borne to it down to the time of

Solomon. In Nu 144-"- Israel's defeat by the
Amalekites is explained by the absence of the Ark.

According to 1 S 33 the youthful Samuel slept in

the temple of Jahweh at Shiloh where the Ark of

God was, and this is used to account for the revela-

tion given him by Jahweh at night. When the
sons of Eli bring the Ark of Jahweh to the camp,
' that it may come among us and save us out of

the hands of our enemies' (1 S 43 ), the Philistines

quite in the spirit of the Hebrew narrator

exclaim,
' God is come into their camp . . . Who

will deliver us out of the hand of this mighty
God?' etc. (v."-). With the Ark the 'glory,' i.e.

the presence of Jahweh, is departed from Israel

(v.--). And, even when the Ark is captured, the

Dagon of the Philistines falls upon his face before

Jahweh the more powerful God present in it, and
tumbles down as if dead when he is set up in his

place again (1 S 5 lff
-). The Ark of Jahweh brings

pestilence upon the other cities of the Philistines

(v.
sff

-) Nay, even the Israelites of Beth-shemesh
look with fatal results upon the Ark when it is

sent back by the Philistines (6
191

-), so that the
survivors exclaim,

' Who is able to stand before

Jahweh, this exalted God?' And when David
went to bring up to Jerusalem 'the ark of God
which is called by the name of Jahweh of hosts '

(2 S 6lff
-)! we read that he and all the house of

Israel danced ' before Jahweh '

(v.
5

, cf. also vv. u - 16'

-'), but that Uzzah was struck dead on the spot by
Jahweh for having, with the best of intentions,
laid hold of the swaying Ark to steady it (v.).

It need hardly be remarked that all the above
statements would be meaningless if the Ark had
been simply the receptacle of the tables of the

Law, and not a symbol and pledge of the presence
of Jahweh. With all the more force does the

question urge itself upon us, What can account for

so high a place being assigned to the Ark ? Un-
fortunately, we are here again thrown back upon
mere conjectures. The most probable explanation,
however, appears to be that the Ark of Israel,

like the sacred arks of other religions,* contained
stones in point of fact, one or more meteoric
stones (/ScuTtSXia) ; but it can hardly be supposed to

have had in it a stone image of the Deity, t But,

*
Cf. Schwally, Semit. Kritgsaltertiimer, i. p. 9ff.

t From the copious recent literature on the Ark we select

the following as deserving of special notice : F. Seyring,
' Der

alttest. Sprachgebrauch in betreff des Namens der sogen.
" Bundeslade

" '

(ZATV,' xi. [191) 114 ff.); L. Couarrt, 'Die

religios
- rationale Bedeutung der Lade Jahwes (ib. xii. [1S92]

53 ff .). According to the latter, the Ark contained stone fetiches

in which Jahweh was believed to be present, whence the Ark
and its contents were in the earliest times identified with

Jahweh Himself. Kraetzschmar, again (Die Bmidtiixmtelhmg
im AT, Marburg, 1800, p. 208 ff.), thinks that the Ark most

likely contained the stones used in forming the alliance of the

Rachel-tribes ; while liudde (' Bucher Sam.' [in Kurzer Hdcom.]
p. 31) makes these stones to have been taken from Sinai as a re-

presentation of this abode of Jahweh. W. Reichel (Ueber ror-

hfllenischr Hiitterenlle, Vienna, 1S97, p. 23 II.) explains the Ark
as a portable throne of Jahweh a view opposed by Budde

(Ezjji'xitortr Tina's, ix. [1898] 39Sf.) but strongly reaffirmed by
Meinholrt ( >!> Lattr Jakuvlm. Tubingen and Leipzig, 19110; cf.

also the 'Nachtrag' to this in ,SA', 1901, p. 593 ff.). lleinhold

holds that the Ark was originally the moving rocky throne of

the god enthroned on Sinai, and that the charge of this one

pre - Canaanite common sanctuary of the Hebrews became

hereditary in the family of Moses. The view of Meinhuld ap-

pears to be favoured by the circumstance that once (Jer 3 1
?)

the whole of Jerusalem takes the place of the Ark as the throne

of Jahweh ; while even the Priests' Code appears (t.g. in Nu 7*)
to look upon the lid of the Ark as Jahweh's seat, from which He
reveals Himself to Moses. But all this does not refute the

argument reasserted by Budde (7.A TVf , 1901. p. 193 ff.), that the

Heb. word 'arun means nothing but a lux or chesi
,
and thai
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av.ain, then- ;in- num. -i. Hi- indication- t!i:it the

Ark |iriin:irily represented .lahweh a- //> war
(inil. ( 111 the one liaml, there i- tin- fact thai dow n

to the time iif l>a\id Ihr Ark (cf. 2 S 7*' *) WOB aa

u nih- kept in a tent ,
the nai in.-i I place . .: a Inn If in

war |e\ en in the temple ;i i Shiloh it may have stood

in a inn . a-. accord in-.: to - S li
1

-, il iliil in I he ritaih'l

iif Daviil] ; and, on the other hand, the fact ihai >n

I In- h i-l i -rii -al 1 1. .,,!,-. il i- I n i nielli w ill i remarkable

fle.|llelicv into connexion willi ill'- name .Inlnr II

^6aV/<A, the designation nt the war-God (see tin 1

lulliiwiii^ section,
|i

(iliiii.i. MoreoM-r, wi- hair

ilin-ri evidence of this sense being attributed to the

Aik in Nil i"
'

(see above, p. 628") I i'" [see above,

p. I.Jx i, .lo- li'
; "- (where lln- Alk blin".- aliiint tin

downlall ill the \\all- of Jericho), IS -1
:; "-

I
sec

above, p. I'.-JS'
1

!, J S II
1 '

i where (hi- Ark has it-

lilaci
1 in lln 1

raniji
at Kalilial li-aiiiiiiiin) l.V (where

the priests imagine that (In 1

presence of tin- Ark
will rii -HIT \ irtury HM-I Alkali HIII.

It can in it be decided iih certainly whether tin-

Ark was frniii tin- lir-t tin- -acred -brine of nil the

trilirs. or mily (so Stade. <:<-irh. / I '<>//..< /*/<"/,

i 158) the war palladium of tin- Josephites or the

.losephite tribe ol Kphraini [in 1 S 1 II'. we im-rt

wiih it as giving its character to the tribal -am-

tiiary of Shiloh
].

Its original connexion with nil

tin- t lilies i- lavniiied, however, not only by it-

i-oM-iriii-iioii being attributed to Most-* a tradi-

tion which il i- very difficult to set asiile but by
the narrati\e of 1 S 4, ami very s|iei-ially by the

evident inipoitance which Duvnl attache- to the

introduction of the Ark into his newly captured
resilience, .1 ei ii-aleiii ('2 S 6). Had the Ark been

tin1

/"'//'"'''"" of an alien tribe, would he not have

been afraid of giving them the ino-l serious oll'ence

by appropriating it'.' (In the other hand, if tin-

Ark wa- well known to have been the representa-

tive of the Cod of Israel in the ' wars of Jahweh,'
it was

|
ire -eminently suited to be established at

the re-idenci 1 of the monarch as the symbol of the

now closely united tribe*.

It may be as well to note here once for all what
is necessMiy re;;!irdin<; the subsequent fortunes of

I lie Ark. Alter its tran-t' -i> -m > to i he dark inner

sanctuary ol Solomon's temple 1 1 K S4iC)ir
-) there is

no mention of its ever a-_'ain leaving this place,
down to the destruction "i the temple in B.C. 586.

[In 1's L'4
7
"-, then, where the door- of the temple

are alread\ addressed as -primeval gates,' there

iniisi be preserved all allusion to the war-tiod
./I/in-,/, /,l:,i<lli. \."

1

. returning iii the company of

the Ark from a campaign]. That the Ark even
in Solomon's temple continued for a Ion;; time

to be regarded a- representing the presence of

.laliweh, is shown not only by the ancient verses

contained in 1 K s )J
, which can refer only to the

place of the Ark in the dark inner sanctuary of

the temple, but by the Ark's being placed under
the win^s of two huge cherub forms (I K 86'-).

Here, as elsewhere, the clierubini denote the near

1

.1 r-i-nee of liciiv. Hut, as the conception of God
came to be increasingly spiritualized in the Pro-

phetic ]ieriod, it became impossible
to hold to the

ancient, grossly nialerial \ lew of the Ark. In

place of an actual representation of the presence
ol .lahweh il c, to be a mere .symbol of Mis

presence. Nay. in the Deuteronomistic state

incuts on the subject
we sect he Ark almost robbed

of any special signilicanee of it- own. AS the

receptacle of the tallies of the Law ii is only a

Sllrh It IKUIIr W'lUlll MM' ' K\,ll

I!, l.li.l- f-.irlll.T i \lsili'ill ..I 111- hi |i,.lli.-|s ON Tli'ia

.1 , /.. ittn aiu del I /-,,/...,

i .

.'.'//i, Tultini,'i--li. l!lil-J. p. L's IT.) h i> ir .i.l. ii
'

1 1 II ' o n. ' ..N t hi-

|,..ini. On the other hand, the strict defend -' iii' i''iir,T.ni..-

iiiistiiTtruilition li> I ...I /.(/'I- Bundelad, Erlang unl i..

I'.inl Uroni tin.
'

l-'cMw-lirifl
' IT lli. -"tli liirllnlu.v ul UK- I'OM.V

Ui -':it of Bavarial) is a pit-ce of wasu-d Uhour.

IIM-MII- to an end. and its place mi^ht have been
laken eipially well by any other veel ; for its

onl\ claim to veneration and sanctit\ resta upon
its contents. The i|iiestion ma\ mm be asked,
\ie we to assume that at some time or other

1 1 .....U stone fetishes, of which people were now
ashamed, were really displaced by stone tables

with a copy of the Decaloyne? This would bo
.i .u, eivable only if we could assume that then-

w as a periodical openin"; of the Ark : for instance,

upon the occasion of a particular t'e-tival. l!ut

even I>t HI-'" speaks merely of a depositing of tin-

Hook of the Law bexule the Ark. Or, ae.-nn. do
the Deuteronomistic statements involve the HMO!
lection that, at any rate, stones were originally

kept in the Ark? This is a question we cannot
answer.
On the other hand, the closest attention is due

to the circumstance that in the theories of the

1'riests' Code so important a role is assigned to

the Ark both as a centre of revelation (Ex '23",

Lv 10'-', Nu 7
s1

)
and in connexion with the process

of sacrilice (Lv 16' 4ff
-), although even according to

this source (Ex 25 lli

--') the Ark is, properly speak-
ing, nothing more than the receptacle of the
'

testimony, which means the tables of the Law.

I5ut, as in so many other instances, even the

Priests' Code cannot shake oil' entirely the old

conception of the Ark. It is no longer, indeed,
identical with .Jaliwch, but it is a very holy centre

of revelations from Him. This is still indicated by
the cherub forms, only that these no longer stand,
as in Solomon's temple, on each side ol the Ark,
but, made of pure gold, are placed (Ex '25'""" ) on
the ends of the lid (the kapporeth). Here, accord-

ing to Lev 16 1J
'-, the blood of the most important

gnilt-oil'erings of the whole year had to be sprinkled
in order to bring .lahweli as near as possible.
These statements and requirements of the

Priests' Code are all the more surprising, as there

can be no doubt that the Ark perished in the de-

struction of the temple in B.C. 5SU.* This agrees
with the circumstance that Ezekiel, in his sketch

of the new order of the theocracy, has no mention
of the Ark, and the Holy of Holies of the second

temple was, according to unimpeachable Jewish

tradition, completely empty. Hence those ex-

pressions
in the Priests' Coiie which take the Ark

tor granted must have emanated from priestly
circles which looked upon its restoration as neces-

sary, but did nut succeed in carrying out (hi* aim.

To the eagerness with which at one time the

restoration or non-restoration of the Ark was dis-

cussed we have an instructive witness in .Jer 3 16

(which is a later insertion in the Hook of Jeremiah).
Here we have the heart's desire of a man of the

prophetic spirit ; and it is to the etlect that, when
the exiles are brought home again and tended by
shepherds after God's own heart, when Jerusalem
has become a place of true worship even for the

heathen, there shall be no need of an outward si,;n

of the presence of Jahweh, and thus no need even

of the Ark.

iii. TUE ESSESTfAL CHARACTER OF
AS THE RKLIUIOS OF ISRAEL. \. Ever -ince

Josephust defined the constitution of Israel as a

No importance attaches, of course, to the stati-nn -m- c.f

2 Mac 25tf - about Jc-rt-iniah's concealing of the Talx-nnn 1- (!),

tli'- Ark, iinil the Altar of Incense in a cave of Mt. Nebo.

t c. Apiun. ii. 16 (Nicse, Ft. Jusfplii Optra, v. p. 75, 5 !'* f-1 :

' Some entrusted the jrovei iinient of the state to :i -in> :.

others to a few, others to the whole boily of the people : win n as

\ er turned his thoughts to none of these melli

it \M- mii:hluse a somewhat lioM expression, ^rew up
intion in the form of a fAeiivm*i/, assi^nin^

uii'l I'oui-r to Gl. ' The whole manner of expr.

lose] hue -hows that in usinjr the wont Ml
- of having; coined a new term. See &ln art. Tun-

01 K.u \
,
;il'\ v, p. 337.
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'theocracy,' or 'rule by God,' this term lias been
repeated over and over, and its use lias been ex-
tended even to the political and religious system
introduced by Moses. As a 'theocracy' the re-

ligion founded by him lias been represented as

distinguished from all others
; that is to say, the

constitution was so arranged that all the organs
of government were without any independent
powers, and had simply to announce and to execute
the will of God as declared by priests and prophets
or reduced to writing as a code of Laws. This
ideal was illustrated by the action of Gideon when
(Jg 8~f

-) he refused the monarchical dignity for
himself and his son on the ground that ' Jahweli
shall rule over you.' On the other hand, accord-

ing to the view represented in 1 S S 1 "- 17a - and eh.
12, the people wickedly ignored the idea of the

theocracy when they demanded a. king from
Samuel :

'

It is not Ihce that they have rejected,'
says God to Samuel (1 S S7

), 'but they have re-

jected me, that I should no longer he king over
them.' Is there not here a perfectly serious claim
put forward on behalf of the theocracy, and is not
this form of government put forward as the only
legitimate one? That is so. But this does not
represent the view taken in the earlier monarchical
period, which sees in the monarchy a beneficent
institution for the deliverance of the people (1 S
9 1H

), but that of the later centuries, after people
had had unhappy experiences of the monarchy,
and especially after they had come to lay upon 'it

the blame for the religious and moral degeneration
of the nation, even for the destruction of the State.
Hut for the time of Moses the conception

'

theo-

cracy
'

cannot be taken account of, for the sufficient
reason that at that time it is impossible to speak
of any runstitutwn at all as in existence. All
through the period of the Judges, and in part even
under Saul, the tribes lived each their own life;
it was at most only for the settling of processes
of law that they needed a kind of supreme
authority, and this latter function was discharged
by the heads of clans and families of course not,
however, upon the basis of written laws, but of

usage and custom. It is true that common
pressure by foes had at times the effect of bringing
about a coalition, not perhaps of all, but of a
number of tribes ; but even then human leaders
could not be dispensed with. That in all this an
important role was played by religion we shall see

presently (see p. G351 '

f. ). But for a '

theocracy
'

in
the form defined by Josephus there is no room
here. Scope was found for it only when, after
the loss of political independence, national interests
receded into the background and the interests of
the cultus assumed on that account all the more
prominence. So it was in the programme for the
future sketched by Ezekiel (chs. 40-48), where the
partition of the soil of the country is moulded
upon the sacredness of the temple and its surround-
ings, and where the 'prince' (ntini ; not 'king')
has scarcely any more important duty than to
make careful provision for the public sacrifices.
The complete realization of the '

theocracy
' was

next undertaken by the Priests' Code. Here
everything, even civil and criminal law, is looked
at from the religious standpoint. The outward
s-.vay is in the hands of the foreigner, but what
is left of the ancient, national life presents itself
in the form of a priestly State; the insignia of

royalty diadem and purple are now assigned to
the spiritual head, the high priest.

In carrying back the theocracy to Moses,
Josephus has accordingly been guilty of a glaring
anachronism. But those go to the opposite ex-
treme who admit that Moses proclaimed Jahweli
as the God of Israel, but deny anything beyond
this, and cast doubt in particular upon any funda-

mental act of his which could be spoken of as a
real founding of the religion of Israel. Every-
thing of this kind related in the middle books
of the Pentateuch is regarded by them at best
as a late theological misunderstanding of some-
thing quite different, but most frequently as pure
invention in the interests of religious ideas which
had not their development till centuries after-
wards. Here, again, we shall do well first of all
to look at the tradition itself.

2. In all the 1'entateuchal sources, without ex-

ception, there is a uniform tradition to the effect
that the central place amongst the incidents at
Sinai is occupied by the concluding of a bfrith
(n-is, commonly rendered ' covenant '). What this
means may be readily learned from a brief ex-
amination of the usage of the word bfrith. After
the thoroughgoing investigations of J. P. Valeton *

and It. KraetzBchmar.t there can be no doubt that
bfrith belongs primarily to the secular vocabulary,
and means 'cutting in pieces,' namely, of one or
more sacriliqial victims (cf. Gn 15"ffy where God,,
according to the narrative of the Jalnvist in v.

17
,

accommodates Himself to this practice; and Jer
3418

'-), that the parties to an agreement might pass
between the pieces and invoke upon themselves
the fate of the animals in the event of their being
guilty of a breach of their oath. For every berltn,

consisted partly of an oath which defined the
obligation taken upon oneself, partly of a curse
invoked on oneself as the penalty of violating this

oath.f
The religious is naturally distinguished from the

secular use of the word berith by the fact that God
cannot be thought of in the same way as a man who
enters into an agreement or covenant with other
men, the two parties having exactly the same stand-

ing, with their mutual rights and obligations strictly
defined. Hence the religions bfrith always stands

primarily for a Divine order or arrangement <? which
takes its rise without the co-operation of man or,
to be more precise, of the people of Israel, and yet
is unconditionally binding upon the latter. The
duties of the people have, it is true, promises
that is, so to speak, a self-pledging of Himself by
God corresponding to them, and thus there exists
so far a mutual relationship. But, however the
statements contained in the different sources of the
Pentateuch may vary in laying stress now upon
the Divine promises and now upon the duties

resting on men, it is always the will and determina-
tion of God that accounts for the origin and the
character of the bfr<th. Hence the usual render-

ing of bai-ith, namely
'

covenant,' ought to l>e

avoided as incorrect and misleading.
It has already been remarked that nil the sources

of the Pentateuch assume that at Sinai a berith
in the sense just described was solemnly enacted

by God, and that henceforward it was upon this

berith that the intimate relation between Jahweli,
as the God of Israel, and His people was based.

According to the Jahwist, the sacramental com-
*
'Bedeutung und Stellung cles Wortes berith iin Priester-

codex ' (ZATW xii. Iff.); 'in den jahwistischeu und deuter-
onomistischen Stiicken des Hexateuchs sowie in den verwandten
historischen Buchern' (i'4. '224 ff.);

'
bei den Propheten und in

den Kt'tubim '

(zT*. xiii. 245 ff.).

t Lite BundesfOfstelhtiu] iin Alien Testament, Marburg, 1896.

1 Akin to this are the certainly ancient forms in which a curse
is conditionally invoked, namely, by sending round pieces of a
corpse (Jg 19*0 or of some sacrificial animal (1 S 11'). Jn every
instance these pieces have the significance of an '

oath-offering/
The formula 'so shall it be done to his cattle' in the latter

passage is in all probability a toning down of an original
' so

shall it be done to ///?.' Whether the blood of the animals in

question was used for the performance of sacred rites on the
occasion of concluding a bi-rith (as, for instance, among the Arabs
it is sprinkled on seven stonesX is doubtful ; it is expressly wit-
nessed to only in Ex 24 B

.

The LXX gives proper expression to this condition of things
by rendering the Heb. btrtth not by o-wtli.x-fi ('agreement,'
' ovenant '), but by ija(/..xv; (' arrangement').
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niiiiiiiin was established hy >|.i inkling with blood
both tlic altar ami the people, the liook of law - of

tin- covenant
'

[this is the meaiiiu;; here of lii-i-Jli\

Ix'illj; lead liy Musi's In tin- people lieluecll these
IVMI acts i K\ -I' 'i. In \.

: " there comes next MII

account [|iniliiilily by K] uf il meal' partaken nf
K\ tin- repieseuiMthes of tin-

| pic lirfnrr (iod.
'Ihis mral ran ! undci-l I

. nly a~ a sacrilic'.al

one, MM li as. In] instance, we read "i a^ain in tin'

i-a-i- nf . I ami i ami l.aban i ( In lil'i afler I heir com
pad MI MOH nl ( I ill-ail. Si > also t ho I Icnteronomist
ami tin' Priests' Code speak very freiiuently <if tlir

lifi-tlh which ( linl through Mo-es i:a\ i- tu tlir people
at Horeh (or Sinai i. l-'.ven it they .1" iml refei

expiessly to a covenantal ceremony, tlii-y certainly

1iicsup|Kisc

what i- related in tin- iililrr sources,
i is an established fact for them that there "MS a

.-oleiiiii proclamation of the Divine will by C.ml to
M'l-i -~, ami throii".h him to the people.

Is all t his now to lie set down as Met ii HI a carry-

ing liack of iniieli later theological c inci ptions ami
terminology to a time for which no real tradition
was any longer extant': This is a view to which
the present writer cannot absent, having regard to
en In r exteinal or internal e\ iilence.

I InliT the lleail of i. it' runt e\ iilence We nillst

reckon nut only the strength anil unanimity of the
tradition, which it would need the very strongest
reasons to -ct aside, lint also the narrative of F.s

'24'"-. The dexiation here from the traditional
riles at sacrilices and covenants, which meet us
elsewhere, testifies ut least tu the lii^-h antiquity
of the record.

15ut, even if the attempt to prove its historicity
should have to he aliandoneil, there remain weighty
internal reasons for holding that it is inipn-~il.|e
to set aside as pure liction the assumption of a
I" ril It at Sinai as a historical incident.

It was undoubtedly \\ith very heterogeneous
elements that Moses bad to set to work in accom
plishing his mission. The familiar yeiiealox.V of
the tiilies of Israel makes an emphatic nodoiilit.

historically pi-tilied distinction between tribes nf

full and of half lilood, the latter lieiny represented
as descended from female -hues 1 1 !i I hah and Xilpali,
(in * i-'"'-). Moreover, Kx l'.'

:"
(ef. also Nn ll'i

speaks of a mm Israelite 'mixed innltitiide w Inch
attached itself to Israel at the Kxodiis. Yet
Muses must have succeeded in imparting a certain

unity to all these diverse elements, in controllim;
them liy hi.s will, and in planting amongst them
a x.-mety of fruitful jrcrnis of religions and lcc,al

ordinances. And although e\en atier the immi^ra-
liim into Canaan il is still lar from possihle (see
ahine. p. u:;n' in speak of an Israelitish State, ye(
a histoiieal ilociimeiit of the lirsi rank, like I lie

Sonx of Dchorah, shows how in I he lie^innin-; of
the period of the .Indue- the majniity ot the trihes
were permeated with a stroll"; feeling of their

unity under the leadership ,,*' the Hod of Israel.

Particularly worthy of no I ice i~ the express manner
in which war (which, as was pointed out above

[p. li-1
1

'], even in the pre.Mosaic sta^'e of religion
had the closest connexion \vith theinltiis) is now
jilaceil in relation to Jaliwism. After the defeat
of the Amalekit'-s, Moses j s commanded to write
down a formula expressi\eof the Divine curse on
Ajiialek (Kx IT

14 "-
l.K]i. Theienpon I icets an

ultai and calls it ,1'thtf'h m^t r.lMh\\eh is my
lianner'i, 'for .lalnvch hath war with the Amale-
kites to all generations.' Primarily, then, this war

'
II cannot, indeed, } ilt>nird that it i hanl t" think ..( 74

people Bitting down to ameal mi tin- tup nf the unMinuui. mi
Th,iT ,i!l Hiltirulty is run. ..,.! it \v,. accept td.' sn^.
Kieilel (.S'A', l'Ju:i, p. iclfl.), that T.-. ('iinil Ihn .l,;uik')is

-i.rnii.li-il frtini 'inn;"1 ('an'iLln-> < :isl llu MJSI Ki - -I .\vn '), anil

lli.u ':! ( '111111 they ate') was iiileri>olull after T. li.nl

tounil its way into the Icxt.

is not the all'air of the
]
..... pie lint of their Cod.

The hattles which led to tie- enni|iies| of Canaan
(Nil '-'I

14
!, like those which had still to ! loii^ht.

hy David in the stru^^le which freed the land
liom the yoke of the PhilM ,ii.-s 1 s l,s

i;
_';")'* I,

-ne inelmled uiiilur the title 'wars of Jahweh.'
See Mil. iv. II. SUG'1

.

Would all this be conceivable il the proclama-
tion of .lahweh as the (iod of Israel the i,,iiiidin;,'

of the .lahweh religion had taken place, so to

speak, fortuitously, hy the incidental passing of
the name '.lahweli' from month to mouth'.' In-

stead of anything of this kind, we f-et the s| lon^e-i

impression that the further development oi the

religion of Israel during the period of the .Indies
and of the monarchy was the result of some occni
rence ot a fundamental kind of whose solemnity
and liindinir force and character the whole nation
retained a lively recollection. And this occurrence.
can lime heen nothing hut the solemn ]iroclaimin^'
of the (iod /),, li'iil juxl uini,,! i,, I

Ilimxilj' ni

i/ruiili-uii-. irixi- n.\- tin-
llil/ii-i- and Di:lirci\T "t //!

/I, if/*/,- upon a dclinite occasion, and in the lundni :

of the people to do His \\ill and to worship Him
alone. Kvcry one of the numerous allusions
i whether in the I'entateuchal sources, the Pro-

phets. 01 the I 'sal ins) to the mighty acts of .In hue h

at the I'.xodus, how with a stronjr hand and a
stretched out arm He hrnnj:ht the hosts of Israel
out ot the house of homla^e. held hack the waves
of the Ked Sea from Israel hut plunged the
chariots and the horsemen of Pharaoh into the

waters, every one of these allusions is at the
same time an allusion to the days of Sinai, when
for the first time these mighty acts of Jahweh
were brought to the consciousness of the people
in their true "^eatness, and extolled accordingly.
and made the occasion of a solemn confession of

Jahweh as the God of Israel and a solem.i binding
of the people to do Hi.s will."

The foregoing observations have at the same
time furnished the answer to the question as to

the essential character of ffah'rism as a name for

the special relation between Jahweh and Israel. If

we had to do with nothing more than the mutual
relations between a particular ";od and a [particular

people, we should be standing simply upon the -oil

of a national religion such as pievailed amongst
heal hen peoples as well. Moah is called 'the people
of Cliemosh

'

(Nu Jl-'") just as Israel is 'the people
of Jahweh'; Moah likewise felt itself bound to

the worship of this its national j;od, and expected
powerful aid from Cliemosh in return, particularly
in matters of war. And if such aid was not ren-

dered, this w as ascribed not to inadequate power on
the part of the nod, but to the fact that 'Chemosh
was Hilary with his land' (Mesha's inscription, 1.

5 f . ). The presuppositions appear thus to be pre-

cisely the same in Moab as in Israel. And \et is

it possible to conceive of a Moabite reflecting on

the origin of the worship of Chemosh or tracing
it hack to a liirith between that god and the

Moahites? On the contrary, none of them dreamt
of anything bat that the special relation between

j;od and people* had subsisted from the first, nor

did any one doubt that between the two thin:

was a 'blood relationship in virtue of which the

".od would as a matter of course take the part of

his people, without any necessary regard to eihi-

cal considerations. He upon whom, according to

Cf., on the alwve, the admirable tliwunion hy K Qli

l.n.hi ID It*: '..>/,,, Itttirliktit Y* $ina\t>tiii<ti .<. K'-"

r .....
. on 'Jahweh'a relation to the people o( Isi.i- ; according

i . the ancient l-.nn-lin-h < -mi. < -i-timi
'

in ^cneml. .-w .svilin in

;i, \ Kit
'

ri/f , 18U4, pp. 31UII.. :;Tiiif. |al-i>

|.U!';I>|M-| -. |-:rately under Ihe title flfttrtige : ign ' " (

,,/,., /,. /;. tig
.....aachichtt, llelt 1, I^-ipzig, If'

1

-
1
'

Jafiff'flif njr i-ii I
:/**f-i-[iji<-

01 /ffKU<| QraniogeD, ItJs [German
tr., Freiburu, Isyj].
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primitive Semitic notions, the duty of blood -

revenge lay, did not first inquire whether the

bloody expiation was justifiable on moral grounds
as well. Blood demands blood : this principle held

good for the god as much as for every individual

among the people.
From all this it is clear that from the very

first there was a far-reaching difference between
the national religion of Israel and other national

religions. At its very foundation the religion of

Israel made a notable advance beyond the naive,

purely naturalistic basis which we have just noted
in the religion of Moab. It imx nut Israel thnt

Jii-.-,/
f/iose Jalnreli, but Jahweh that chose Israel.

Their mutual relation does not therefore rest upon
blood relationship, such a notion is sufficiently
contradicted by the circumstance that at the time
of the Exodus a community of the same blood, or

a nation, was not yet in existence, but upon the

free determination of a mighty God. Tliis de-

termination, however, was no arbitrary one ; it

sprang from the fundamental attributes of this

God, namely righteousness and mercy. He saw
the misery of the people as they pined under cruel

and yet wholly undeserved oppression, and was
tilled with compassion for them; He determined
to deliver them, and with a strong hand He carried

tlii* purpose to a victorious issue. The religious
ideas which flow from this did not first originate,
as some in recent times never weary of assert-

ing, as a product of the ' ethical monotheism '

of

the prophets ; they already lay to hand for the
Israel of Mosaic times. Righteousness and mercy
are essentially moral qualities. If they were the
motive for the choice ami the deliverance of Israel,

the religion derived from them bore from the
first an ethical stamp in quite a different sense

from anything that had ever been conceivable in

a purely national religion. It is thoroughly ap-

propriate that the Deuteronomist * in a number
of passages should urge ijratittirlc as the leading
motive for love to God and obedience to His com-
mandments. But this, again, is no naturalistic but
a specifically ethical motive, and, as such, could be

appreciated even by the contemporaries of Moses.

And, finally, it was self-evident that the God
who in His very choice and deliverance of Israel

had exhibited moral attributes, would require from
the people the same qualities on which His relation

to them was based. Hence we are quite entitled

to claim not ethical monotheism in the strict

sense of the term, but ethical henotheism for the
time of Moses.
And so at last the way in which this God fulfils

His promise, putting the mighty host of Egypt
to shame before a petty people of shepherds, gave
occasion for the triumphant question :

' Who
is like thee, O Jahweh, among the gods ; who is

like thee, glorious in loftiness, fearful in praises,

doing wonders?' But this power of His is not

thought of as mere brute force arbitrarily exer-

cised, but once more as serving moral ends. In
this lies the pledge of its final triumph over all

unrighteousness and impiety, whether within or

outside the people of Israel. It may be that this

idea was not yet realized with perfect clearness in

the time of Moses, that all its consequences were
not yet deduced. But in germ it was already
there as certainly as faith in the power of right, or

desire that it should always prevail, is implanted
by nature in the hearts of men in general. The
religion of Israel was able from the first to supply
nourishment to this faith as no other national

religion could. Those who deny this, and who
recognize everywhere simply development in a

straight li;ie from crude or at least naive naturalism
to more an 1 more purified moral conceptions, quite

* So also Ezk 105tT in a striking comparison.

overlook the circumstance that their contention is

opposed by demonstrably historical facts. Epoch-
making religious ideas generally come upon the
scene in full strength and purity ; it is only in

course of fuithor development that these products
of religious creative genius, or, better, of Divine

impulse, are corrupted and disfigured by the intru-

sion of vulgar human ideas and selfish interests.

Such was the fate of the religion of Jesus Christ in

the Roman Church with its popes and monks ;

and the same thing happened to many of the

great fundamental ideas of the Reformation at the
hands of Protestant scholasticism. And we are

quite safe to assume something of the same kind
in the process of the development of Jahwism. The
great fundamental ideas upon which its institu-

tion rests were often forced into the background
during the wandering period of the people's his-

tory and in the time of endless struggles for

national existence under the Judges. Besides, as

was pointed out already (see p. 615 f. ), these ideas

still continued for long to be supplemented by
powerful remnants of the Polydeuiomsiu common
to the Semites. But they did not die out for all

this, and, when in the 8tli cent. B.C. they were put
forward by Amos and others with the greatest
clearness and precision and urged upon the con-

science of the people, these prophets had a perfect

right to claim that they were making no new and
unheard-of demands, but only proclaiming what
from Sinai downwards had been recognized as a
fact :

' A God of right is Jahweh ; blessed are all

the}- that wait on him '

(Is 3D18
).

We insist, then, upon a bfrith between Jahweh
and the people of Israel as the starting-point of

Jahwism, and at the same time as the source of its

peculiar character. This of itself sets aside the

view recently maintained * that there was actually
a bfrith concluded at Sinai not, however, between
Jahweh and Israel, but between the various Israel-

itish tribes. It was only the later theologians,
we are told, that misunderstood this, or arbitrarily
transformed its meaning to suit their purposes.
This hypothesis might perhaps be sufficient to

account tor the coalition of heterogeneous elements
so as to form a nation. But it is wholly inade-

quate to explain how it came about that their

common religion imparted to this new confedera-

tion a wholly peculiar stamp, so that this people
of nomads afterwards completely absorbed the

advanced civilization of Canaan, instead of being
subdued by it.

iv. THE STAMP OF JAHWISM ON OUTWARD
OJIDIXAXCES IS THE TIME OF MOSES. By 'out-

ward ordinances
' we understand not only usages

connected with worship in tiie widest sense, but
also the form given by religion to the life of the

people in all its aspects. As to both these point*,
the materials for arriving at a certain conclusion

are very meagre, since no account can be taken of

the elaborate priestly and ritual enactments of

the Priests' Code, which are merely the theories

of later centuries.

1. Even the question whether Moses instituted

* For instance by Schwally, who writes (Semit. Krieggalter-

tiimer, i. p. 2) :

'

Probably some Israelitish tribes entered into a

covenant relation with Midian, in connexion with which the

national god of the more powerful of the contracting parties
was called to watch over the oath.' Afterwards, however, we
are told (p. 3) :

' The actual course of things faded gradually
from men's memory, and the notion could establish itself that

at Sinai what was concluded was not a covenant between Israel

and Midian under the protection of Jahweh, but simply a

covenant of Jahweh with His chosen people.' Different ugaii],

is the judgment of Eerdmans (in Thtcl. Tijdschrijt, xxxvii.

p. 19 ft.). According to him, the Mrlth at Sinai consisted in

the union of a number of nomadic clans into a tribal con-

federation, accompanied by the invoking of Jahweh as the god
to whom part of those tribes considered that they owed their

deliverance from Egypt.
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a //;-i.-.v//i/
in-,/.',- at all is one which cannot he

an-wered otl'hand from the early -ouive- lie

himself exerei piie-ily function- mi lli -ca-i.m

ol the concluding of the/,.r,/A i E\ -!"' M. and a- a

medium ot oracles in theTeni ..i Meeting (33'*- )

This i- in harmony w ith the general presupposition
that the founder and mediator of the Sinai religion

wa- the prototype of bolh of w hat weie all ITward -

the nio-t important organ- of thi- religion the

priests and the prophets (cf., for the latter. Di iv
:;i and Hos 12"I1S>). hid, .-d it is only thus thai the

hal.il call In; explained of tracing back to hi- pel

-oual it V "//codification- ol law . el ell t llo-e allel't ing

the ritual. Hut the eail\ sources know nothing
of Moses having further entrusted |.i hi-brothei

Aaron alone the di-charge of prie-tly function-.'

Aaron i- indeed called in Ex 4" 'the I.evite,'

w Inch mean- in all probability
' the priest

'

(for, so

far a- the ////< w a- concerned. Mo-e- wa- al-o a
' Lev lie i. but it is extlemelx 1

1

lle-l ioualile w bet her

tin- de-ignation really emanate- from an early
source. In an\ case, nothing is there ii-hiled of

him except thai he -eri ed Mo-e- a- speaker in

dealing with tin-
i pie and with Hiaraoh (Ex

I

"
.V" etc i, and that he siipporteiMmii

during the battle with the Amah-kites il7'-"-i.

Even in connexion with the idolatrous worship of

the Li.lden calf i Ex :!_"" there i- no mention of

prie-tlv fni'ctioiis or prcrogatiie- belonging to

Aaron, lli, the contrary, the assistants or Moses
at the I'oveiiantal sacrifices of Ex -1 are -imply

young men of the children of I-rad, w bile the

guardian of the Tent of Meeting is the K/ihrnimiti;
.lo-hua I S311 ), who frequently appears else-

where al-o a- servant and attendant of Mo-e-.

Leaving Aaron, then, out of the
ijiie-tioii,

we
have -till, indeed, one passage from E i Ex :(-'-"' I iu

which, although the text in its prc-cnt form is

plainlymutilaled.it i- related that Mo-e- awarded
the priesthood to the tribr "f L-i in recognition
of their fidelity on the occasion of a revolt of the

people. But, fleeing that in the same chapter we
have a parallel narrative to quite a ditl'erent effect

from the pen of the .lahwist, it is impossible to say
whether in Ex 3'J'-"' we have a strictly historical

narrative or merely an attempt to -upply a his-

torical explanation of the origin of the Levitical

prie-t hood.

The -lory of the covenantal sacrifices (Ex 244ff
')

quite gives the impression that Mo-e- -imply fol-

lowed long- established u-age. And thi- will be

true to the condition of thing.- then as well as

during the whole of the subsequent period. Not

legal pre-criptions, but old familiar cu -I mil, decided

tie practice followed in matter- alleeling the

cult us. Even in the monarchical period priests
wen- still mineeded lor the oll'ering of -acrilice;

the -ame usage as had been followed lor other

god- or 'demons' was equally capable of applica- \

tion to I he cult of .lahweh. Thi- doe- not forbid i

u- In hold that certain ceremonial enactments
emanated from Mo-e-. and wer ally handed
dim n under his name. But what wa-th.-ii preci-e
character we are unable to decide, any more than

the question whether he is to be regarded a- the

originator of a particular form of oracular com
munieatioii. At all event-, n i- w.utliy "t note

thai in Am 5* (perhaps M-o.ler 7-'-i the exi-tence

of the piactice of -acrilice during the wilderno

wandering- i- Daily denied. Thi- iiaage can

baldly In- explained, with t/lttxti. (Gesch. // ixi-m-l.

li< ii'iuiii ', p. 71), lo mean that, while -aciilice-

to .lahwili were abandoned, those were perhaps
oil. led which were peculiar lo lamilie- and clan-.

but were not meant for the God ol the whole body.
Marti urges that the dillen-ut tube- and clan-

ide ,n.i othi i-, thi Bgurc ..i Aaron n
ju. il\ unknown to the oliler stratum of J.

niieht have retained their trilial and hon-eliold

ends without seeing' in thi- any repudiation of tho
claims of .lahweh. Hut, while n i- no! imp..--il.le
that a sync-ret ism of this kind still continued to pre-
vail for a considerable time, it must always have

appeared to the chosen representatives of -lahwisin

a- a culpable abuse.
2. As to religions fcttivals, the only one that

can IK- taken into account for the Mosaic period is

the I'assover (see above, p. 621''f.). The other

principal festivals, in the form in which we make
their acquaintance in OT tradition, |K>int by their

agrarian character to a Canaanite origin.
3. As in the cultus of the Mosaic a^e, so nlso in

the itwinl life of Israel the controlling factor was
not a Ixidy of definite prescriptions, but the power
of custom custom, it is true, upon which from
the first an ever-increasing inlluence was exert. .1

by the religious uniqueness of .lahwism. When
any shameful act was condemned by the formula
'
It is not wont so to be done '

((in 34', '2 S 13'-i,

there was assuredly in the background the thought
' because it is unworthy of Israel and their (iod,
because it is an abomination in the si^'ht of Jahweh
which He will not let ^'o unpunished.' Here a^ain
the possibility must be recognized that Moses him-

self, in the course of his long-continued judicial

activity (ef., on this point, the very instructive

narrative of Ex 18' 3"-
[Kjl, especially at Ixadesh or

'En-mishpat, laid the foundation of many usages
both in civil and criminal law, nay, that not a few
of the enactments afterwards coditied in the Book
of the Covenant go back directly to him. But in

this matter, again, we are without any precise

knowledge of details.

4. There is one, question, however, which we
cannot pass by in silence. If none of the rest of

the legal contents of the Pentateuch can be with

certainty traced back to Moses, must not at least

some form of the Decalogue be attributed to him

having regard to the strength and the unanimity
of the tradition which require this assumption ?

Now, the '

unanimity
'

of the tradition must be
left out of the question so long as it is still dis-

puted whether in addition to the two Elohistic [E]

or, according to others, Deuteronomistic recensions

of the Decalogue in Ex 2U and lit 5, we have not
a Jahwistic one in Ex 34u 'ai.* The greater anti-

quity of the latter appears to be supported by
the fact that it contains almost exclusively cere-

monial, not yet ethical enactments; these last, it

is alleged, could not have originated in t/iii form

except as a deposit of the Prophetic current of

ideas. But this Jahwistic Decalogue is perhaps
nothing more than an appearance. If the .lahwist

had essentially the same Decalogue as the Elohist,
the redactor could not possibly, after it had been

given in Ex 20, have introduced it once more in

E.x 34, and so he tilled up the consequent gap with
ceremonial prescriptions which can be recognized
at the first glance as parallels to the laws of the

Hook of the Covenant. Hence the question still

remains whether some form of the Decalogue may
not be traced back to Moses.
That this form was extremely brief and concise

*
This, as is well known, was already maintained by G... I h.- r.

his essay
' Das Zweitalclt'esetz

'

(1773), anil is held at ptvs.-ni l.\

the majority of critics. Keyarclinjf the liecalo^ue of E\ :" ml
In 5, the view has come to prevail, thanks to Km n.

(-'ornill, etc., thai it belonged to the .luilojan recension of the

Elohist IE-); so also su.-rk (Da* Dsutermtomiwn, i

1H1I4), who maintains, further, that the llecalogue of t.

persed throughout the so-called Book of the Covenant. On the

other hand, according to Meisner (I)fr Drkatug, Hall

ami llaentsrh ( Kwxlus n. l.iiviticua' in Novvack's //(U..m..

i:..tlini,a'n, 191X1), the present form of the Decalogue niiinat. *

from the Dculerononiii; pen (I)), anil was only sub-
t > .1 from Deuteronomy to Ex 'JO. Likewi*.- Mm

;.-. i;,iiuu*, p. 174) hol.U that the De.-;il", :. rat m
.IT-IAN up in the 7th cent., perhaps iu tbu > u.ltj

i .t l.y Isaiah.'
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may be at once assumed. This conclusion is

favoured even by the very striking difference in

extent between the two tables of the Law : the
first (namely the live Commandments, according to

the method of reckoning adopted by the Reformed
Churches, down to and including that of respect
to parents) containing 1-40 words, the second only
2(5. Accordingly, the whole of the reasons assigned
for obedience in the first five Commandments
may be pronounced later additions. In this way
two very considerable difficulties are removed in

a very simple fashion. These .are (1) the great
ditl'erence in regard to the motives urged for

obedience to the Sabbath-command, and ('2) the
Deuteronomistic colouring which, as we have seen,
has led many to ascribe the whole to the 7th

century. For this colouring does not ailect the
brief enunciations, but, above all, the motives

assigned.
Hut it may still be asked, Does not so fully-

developed an ethical system underlie even the Com-
mandments themselves that one must hesitate to

give the Decalogue its place at the head of the
whole development? We should allow full weight
to this objection if the standpoint of the Ten Com-
mandments were beyond doubt and exclusively an
ethical one. That this is the case, appears self-

evident to us who from our infancy are taught and
accustomed to apply a purely ethical standard,
and to discover in the Commandments a guide to

true piety and morality. But it is not difficult to

show that originally it was not the question of

morals but of regard to rights that occupied the

foreground.* All the Commandments may readily
be subsumed under the prohibition :

' Thou shalt nut

do violenre to (1) what belongs to God (His sole

right to worship, His superiority to any earthly
form, His name, His day [as the type of all His
other '

holy' ordinances'], His .representatives) ;

(2) what belongs to thy neighbour (his life [as his

most precious possession], his wife [as next in

preciousness], his goods and chattels, his honour).'
It is only in the last of the Commandments that
another point of view makes its appearance,
namely, in the prohibition to touch even in thought
the property of one's neighbour. Thus the climax
is reached of the ascending scale which presents
itself in the arrangement of the Commandments
of thi1 second table in the advance from sins of

act to sins of word, and finally to sins of thought.
The correctness of the view which emphasizes the
non-ethical aspect of the Decalogue is specially evi-

|

dent in connexion with the prohibition of adultery.
The object is not to keep the youth or the married
man from immorality in general, as our catechisms
are wont to explain the matter, t but to ward off'

attack from one of the most important of a neigh-
bour's rights of property. It is only in this sense
that the notion of adultery is known to the
ancient Hebrew mind ; while, on the other hand,
no limits are placed upon a married man's sexual

'

intercourse with female slaves. In like manner, i

the seduction or violation of a virgin was plainly
regarded in the earliest times more as a damage
to one's rights (notably, for instance, in the way
of lowering the selling price of a daughter) than
as a moral transgression.

In view of all this there would be no valid reason
for refusing to attribute to Moses himself a primi-
tive concise form of the Decalogue, were it not

*
Noteworthy indications pointing to this view are already

supplied by A. Menzies (Sfrinoiis on the Ten Commandments,
London, 138S), according Ur whom the l>ecalogue belongs to

the age of the Prophet*, and contains the fundamental prin-

ciples of social life.

t So, e.g., Luther :
' Wir sollen Gott fiirchten und lieben, dass

wir keusch und zuchtig leben in Worten und \Verken, und ein

jeglicher sein Gemahl hebe urid ehre' (' We are to fear and love

G'>d by living chaste and modest in words and deeds, and every
man is to IOYE and honour his wile').

for the formidable difficulty presented by the pro-
hiliition of the use of images. Down to the 8th
cent, no one appears to be acquainted with so

categorical a command that images of Jahweh are
not to be made. Are we to hold that originally
another commandment stood in the place of this

one, or that Muses promulgated not ten but seven
Commandments ? The latter position has recently
been maintained by Eerdmans.* He refers the
command against images to the 7th cent., but
seven of the commands of the Decalogue to the
time of Moses, the lirst of these being 'I, Jahweh,
am your God.' We are largely in accord with
Eerdmans when he discovers no such affinity
between the Decalogue and the great Prophets
that it must be regarded as a product ol the
current of ideas initiated by them ; we are at
one with him also in holding that the diti'erent

commands and prohibitions have not an absolute
but only a relative scope. In this last respect,
however, he goes too far when he maintains that
the only obligations meant to be enjoined (e.g. in
the matter of the prohibition of killing) are to-

wards fellow-countrymen, and when he transforms
the 'coveting' of the tenth Commandment into

appropriating of ownerless property, alleging that
in the Of it is only the act and not the disposition
that constitutes sin. It has been rightly urged
by Wildeboert against Eerdmans that in this way
the deeper moral sense of the Decalogue is de-

graded, and the whole reduced to a mere scheme
ministering to the utilitarian necessities of the
common life of liedawjn.

Th'i result of the above discussion is that the
Mosaic origin of some rudimentary form of the

Decalogue (apart from the command against
images) does not appear to be absolutely excluded,
but that here again we must be content to refrain

from pronouncing a more definite judgment. In

any case, the religions and moral significance and
the germinal power we might almost say the

power of expansion of the ideas of the Decalogue
are not lessened if we must place it, not at the lirst

beginnings but in the later stages of development
of the religion of Israel. Even then, in view of

its aims, and above all in view of its structure,
which in the lirst table shows an advance from
the general and more spiritual to the more concrete
and external duties, while in the second table the

opposite course is followed, it remains a religious
document which has a good titie to be regarded,
even by the Christian Church at the present day,
as a kind of Maijna Cfiarta for the guidance of the

religious life.

III. THE RELIGION or ISRAEL IN CANAAN
DURING THE PRE-PROPHETIC 1'ERIOD.J

i. THE SOURCES. For the periods with which
we have hitherto been dealing we have had to

content ourselves with backward inferences from
later sources, but now we have at our command
records of considerable compass, which enable us
to take a reliable glance at the religious and moral
conditions of the period of the judges and of the

early monarchy. The circumstance is immaterial
that the records in question, apart from the very
ancient Song of Deborah, did not assume their

present form till a considerable time after the
events (somewhere from about the 10th to the
middle of the 8th cent. B.C.). For, in the lirst

* '

Oorsprong en beteekenis van de tien woorden' (in Thcol.

Tiidschritt, xxxvii. p. 18 ft".),

t 'De Dekalof
'

(MTheol. Stmlirn, 1903, p. 109 ff.).
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place, nil tin 1 evidence is in favour of tin- sup-

jHisitiun that during t lie whole of this period the

inoial anil religious viL'\v]iiiint was a fixed mn> ;

mill, secondly, tin- date when tin- traditions were

finally committed tu writing must nut In- con-

founded with tin 1 date when tin- oral tradition

became fixed. Thus the conditions underlying
tin- patriarchal narratives as presented liy the

Jahwist cannot he brought iluwn at latest beyond
the time ot Saul, even although the main part of

the .lahwistic H-i-i/ti'll source Was not COIIIpnseil

till ulioiit I!.C. MO. The same remark applies to

the so called hero - narratives of the Book of

Judges, which occupy themselves wilh the six
'

great judges' iKhud, Delmnih, I'arak, (iidcon,

.lephlhah. Sa in-oii i, ami to the same category with

\\hiih beloii". also the very ancient and important
narratives contained in Jg 9 and in the Appendix,
chs. I7--JI (although it is true that chs. I'.l-'Jl have

IK-CH subjected to a \ cry late revision). All these

written sources alter various more recent com-

]

lit- ha\c b; en silted out give us a true

picture of the conditions that prevailed during
the- period prior U> the advent of written pro

phecy.
As a source of the first rank must lie reckoned

the ancient biography of Saul and Da\id, which,

mm interwoven with many later notably even

Deiitnonomistic elements, is incorporated in the

Hooks of Samuel. But what we have said is true

in unite a special sense of t lie so called
' Jerusalem

source' in '1 S il-'Jn, which reveals so intimate an

acquaintance with the course of events, and shows

at the same time so delicate a psychological esti-

mate of David, that in all probability it should he

placed as early as the time of Solomon. So also

the older components of the biography of Solomon
ill 1 Ix 1-11 contain a great variety of valuahle

material. Ami linully, from the earliest of the

wilting prophets, Amos and Hosea, important
luickward inferences may he drawn as to the con-

ceptions that prevailed In-fore their day.
ii. TUB CONCEPTION OF GOD. \. That even in

this period we can speak at most of lienotheism (see

alio\e, p. !>_'.">
'

f. i luit not of ahsolule monotheism,
would lie sufficiently proved hy the constant in-

clination of the prople to llaal worship (on which

see In-low, S iii.i. This tendency assumes, of

course, a lielief in the existence of I'.aal (or the

haals,. If it should he contended that this belief

ought to lie treated as a delusion, not shared by
the proper representatives of .lahwism, lint at all

times strenuously comhated liy them, this con-

tention would In- opposed to u niiiiilier of clear

statements. What was eomhntcd at all times was

the inii-s/ii/i
of I'.aal ami of other gods, hut not

the l>elief in their existence. When in Jg II-4

Jeplithah liids his messengers s .

iy t(( t ],e kj,,,. of

the Ammonites, ' Will not Ihou possess that w hich

('hemo-h *

thy ;:od giveth thee to possess':' In-

only gives expression to a notion which was self-

evident to his contemporaries and to the nairator.

A similar notion underlies the language of 1 S I'll
1

".

where David regards banishmentfrom the ancestral

domum of .lahweli a- necessitating the worship of

other gods. The idea of a national god involves

that the sphere of inllucnce as well as the sphere
of worship of the particular god extends ,,nly ti

the land of his people. Hillside this other -oils

rule, and the man who has hcen driven within

their spline doc* well to accommodate himself to

their sei vice.

It is tine I hat the worship of a god upon foreign
soil is not ahsolutely excluded. According to 1 K
II 7 Solomon erected upon the Mount of (Hives a

place of sacrilice for Chemosh, the god of the

rr..K.l.h. l.> a contue ler Mill-fin, for evcrjwhere t-lw

Chi nui-li ;ii>i" .4 if .is the goU of the Ma'>il *.

Moahites.- The narrative in its pi-sent form sees

in this (\ .'") a lapse on the part of Solomon into

idolatry, into which he was seduced hy his heathen
wives. Hut, in all prolialiility, what i~ in view here
is what to the original narrator was <|iiite an un-

objectionable procedure the erection by Solomon
of a sanctuary for a Mnaliite wile, when- even in

tin- land of .ludah she might render worship to her

ancestral gud. Such a desire on her part would

appear to Solomon quite fair and reasonable, with-

out its ever entering his mind to take part himself
in this cult. Moreover, such an ahnration on the

pan of the huilder of a splendid temple for tin;

( iod of the land would he ahsolutely inconceivable.

Ill this connexion it may he remarked that there
is scarcely room for douht that even then a method
had been discovered whereby the worship of a
national j;od 11)1011 foreign soil was rendered pos.
sihle. Earth was hrou^ht from his land to the

foreign country, in order thus to be able to otter

sacrilice to him on his own soil. Thus Naamaii
the Syrian (-J K ")'

7 lasks from Klisha two mule-'

burden of I Israelitish) earth, because he is resolved

henceforward to oti'er neither burnt-offering nor
sacrilice to any other ^od hut to.Iahweh alone. It

is cjniie clear that Naaman's idea was ijuile in

harmony with the lielief of the Israelitish narrator.

l!ut, on the other hand, the conviction that the

power of a national -oil in his ow n land is irresist-

ible when it has been properly invoked, has very
drastic testimony borne to it in '2 K S-'. The
'

tierce anyer
'

which comes upon Israel after Mesha
has sacrificed his lirst horn son upon the wall (thus
in the view of the liesiej;ers) is the an^er of the

";od of the land, Cliemosli, who after such an

otlerinx cannot remain inactive, but drives the

enemy out of his country. It is possible for . to

explain this result very naturally on the ground
that the besiegers lost all courage through tear of

the supposed an^'er of Chemosh ; but this is hy no
means the view of the narrator and his contem-

poraries.
2. Hut if, in view of all this, the question for

this whole period is not whether Jahweh, the (iod

of Israel, is the only (iod, the question arises all

the more, what special si-nilicance He had for His

people. As we have already (p. 031'' f. ) pointed out,
the full nii-aning of the fundamental propositions,
'.lahweli is the (iod of Israel, and Israel is the

people of Jahweh,' always comes out when we
have to deal with action on the part of a number
of the tribes, if not the whole of them.

I/M This is the ease almost exclusively in ii-,,r.

There the name of Jahweh is the connecting
link which brings the otherwise heterogeneous
elements into the closest union with one another,

inspires them with enthusiasm, and leads them to

victory. He is the n-m- -(1ml, Jahweh, whose
commander-in-chict appears to Joshua in (iilgal

(Jos 5 IM-);t who, represented by the sacred Ark
(see alxjve, p. li'.'s t. >, causes the walls of Jericho to

fall down (Jos G) ; and after the battle of (Silicon

rains vjcat stones upon the fleeing Canaanites

(1U"). With peculiar energy the joyful confidence

in Jahweh as the real leader in battle meets us in

the Song of Deborah. The whole Song is mean!,
above all, to celebrate the praises of Jahweh (.Ig

5-'-"'
11

), who left His dwelling place on Sinai to

hasten by Mt. Seir to the hattlelield. lie was I he

true leader in the fif.'ht, for the inhabitants of

Mero/ are cursed ' because they came not to the

help of Jahweh, to the help of Jahweh among tin;

Thi-* aUU-iiuiit ;ilnn,- jirnh.diU l.rli.ii^s t- > Hit- original text ;

the rest htTr. iiw in -J K J ;'
,

i- l'> n. r..iuimistic or wtill latvr

expansion. Tin- 1..X.X h:* in p.irt a iliffL-rcnt lt-\[.

I Thf iitimitive now l.reaksoif in the miitiUe- of a m.Tiuji ,-.

The ' !>- in:iv hu' th-.-n dfhht-raleh nill>['n--w
-

( | U . .IN-, it

oiMiuinr'l .1 liitT' nut explanation of tile name '

Giigikl' fioni

thut ^i\en ghurtU before in 6-'.
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heroes' (v.
23

) ;
on the otlier hand, 'from heaven

fought the stars, in their courses they fought
against Sisera' (v.

2<1

). It is specially worth noting
with what force expression is given also in other

passages in the Song to the thought that on such
an occasion it is the unconditional iluty of the
different tribes to take the iield with Jahweh
against the common foe. Hence the panegyric on
the valiant tribes which showed their willingness
for this service (vv.

13 ' 15 - Is
) ; and, on the other

hand, the bitter scorn poured upon the dilatory
ones (vv.

15b' 17
). And the concluding verse once

more lays the strongest emphasis upon the fact

that the enemies of Israel are on that very account
the enemies of Jahweh, but that glory and happi-
ness attend on those who choose Him

4 So must all thine enemies perish, O Jahweh :

But those that love him are as the rising of the sun in

his strength.'

The belief in a personal presence of Jahweh in

decisive battles does not present itself, however,

merely in highly strung poetry like the Song of

Deborah. Apart from passages according to which
He accompanies Israel into battle in the train of

the Ark (see above, p. 628 f. ), David still declares,
after his first decisive victory over the Philistines :

'Jahweh hath broken mine enemies before me
as waters break through (the dam),' 2 S 5-"; and
before the second battle he receives from Jahweh
this oracle: 'When tliou nearest the noise of

marching in the tops of the baka trees, set out ;

for then is Jahweh gone forth to make a slaughter
in the camp of the Philistines

'

(v.-
4
).

Even if many usages which Israel practised in

war, and which gave to war the appearance of an

uninterrupted exercise of a religious function, date
from the times of Polydemonism, and were origin-

ally evoked by regard to the ' demons' (see above,

p. 6il b
), there is manifestly no longer any conscious-

ness of this in the period with which we are now
dealing. Israel's wars are the ' wars of Jahweh '

(Nil 2l 14
). The acts of consecration and the

restraints to which warriors submit themselves
have regard to Jahweh. Very instructive from
this point of view is the very ancient narrative of

1 S 21""f-. The priest is prepared to give the sacred

bread (the so-called shewbread) to David only in

case his pretended followers have kept themselves
from women. David professes that it is so, and
that his company set out with sacred ' vessels

'

(i.e., probably, clothes and weapons). David thus

puts aside the fear that he and his companions
are wanting in the purity required towards Jahweh.
It was to Him then expressly that the consecration

of the warrior was due. Even in Deuteronomy
(23 (io) ff.

)
ji,e prescriptions about maintaining

cleanliness in the camp, which in all probability
have a Polydemonist motive, are in v. 1J-i 15' based

simply on the ground that ' Jahweh thy God
walketh in the midst of thy camp to deliver thee
and to give up thine enemies before thee ; there-

fore shall thy camp be holy.'

(b) Again, as regards the frequent mention of

the execution of the ' ban '

(cf. above, p. 619 b
f.), we

lind all through this period no other supposition
than that the devoting of human beings and of

spoil is purely for the honour of Jahweh. So in

Jos 624 llm -

'a
, and especially 1 S 1533 where Samuel

in the sequel executed the ' ban '

upon the Amale-
kite king Agag by hewing him to pieces

' before

Jahweh' (as one devoted to Jahweh) in Gilgal.

(<) The circumstance that during this period
the character of Jahweh as the war -God is so

prominent a feature in the conception of God,
explains why now, for the first time, we make
acquaintance with a designation of Jalnveh which,

beyond doubt, is originally connected with this side

of His character, namely Jahiceh ZcbtTi.th

That y.i-bauth is the plural of zaba,
'

host,' and thus

signifies
' hosts' or 'armies,' is generally admitted.

It is equally recognized that 'Jahweh JfChavttt' is

simply an abbreviation for the complete formula
'Jrt/iifi'h 'EluM Zf-ba'Cth,' or, with the article,
' Jah lecli 'Elohe lutz-Zebffuth,* i.e. 'Jahweh, the
God of Hosts.' t But now, what species of hosts
is meant? Or, to be more accurate, let us ask,
What was oriifinn/ly meant? For there is the

strongest initial probability that this name of God
assumed in the usage of the Prophets a more com-

prehensive sense than originally belonged to it.

The controversy now turns upon the question
whether the primary reference in the ' hosts

'

is

to hosts of '^demons,'! or to the heavenly hosts

(i.e. the angels), or, finally, to the earthly hosts
of Israel.!!

(a) It is probable enough, in the light of what
has been formerly said, that even in the post-
Mosaic period an important role was more or less

consciously attributed to the 'demons' in war as

well as elsewhere. But that, after the adoption of

Jahwism, Jahweh should have been treated simply
as the leader of the '

demons,' and that the title

'Jahweh of Hosts' in this sense should have been

employed even by the prophets without scruple,

nay, even by preference, is inconceivable. l''or

genuine Jahwism occupies a position of natural

opposition to the faith in 'demons,' and hence we
have nowhere any certain trace of such a tjuasi-
orlicial recognition of the latter as would be implied
if the explanation we are examining were correct.

(S) On the other hand, a number of witnesses,
some of them ancient, can be called in favour of

the conception of an angelic host surrounding
Jahweh. In this category we must not, indeed,
include passages like 1 K 22 la

. 1'or
' the whole

host of heaven' which the prophet Micaiah beheld
on the right and the left of Jahweh is no more a
war host than is

' the host of the height
'

in the

very late passage Is 2421
. But in Gn 32J

(
2

) (E) the

angels of God are probably thought of as belong-
ing to a camp of war ; the ' leader of Jahweh's
host' in Jos 5 13'- can only mean the leader of a
host of angels ; and the horses and chariots of lire

round about Elisha (2 K 6 17
) are plainly driven by

warrior angels.
(7) All this, however, does not weaken the force

of the circumstance that the plural zfbauth, in all

the 26 passages where it occurs outside the Divine

title, never stands for the host of heaven,^! but

always for the earthly battalions of Israel (Ex 7
4

12"- 41
etc., down to the late Ps 44 1U ' Thou goest

not forth with our armies'); and it would surely
be strange if ztba'Cth had a different meaning only
in the collocation 'Jahweh Zfbauth.'

*
Cf., on the different collocations of the word in the Divine

name-(including its reproductions in the LXX), the exhausti* e

synopsis of Lohr in his L'ntermchunftett ztim Buck Anivs

(Giessen, 1901), p. 37 flf.

t Such a shortening must be assumed even if the fuller for-

mula, as Lohr holds, took its rise only a short time before the
Exile (upon the analogy of '

Jahweh, the God of Israel ').

I Su already Wellhausen('.Skizzen und Vorarbeitfn,' v. 77) and
recently again Schwally (' Der heilige Krieg ini alten Israel,

1

p. 5), only "that the latter will have it that the special reference
is to the 'demons' of war (the

' wild host which rages in war
along with Jahweh ').

So most, following the example of Ewald (Die Lehrt dtr
Bittd von Gott, ii. 33i>), who supposed the new name to have
been once proclaimed by a great prophet upon the battlefield

after a sudden victorv had been gained. The same interpreta-
tion has been recently upheld afresh by Borchert in SK, 18%,
p. 610 ff.

II So already J. G. Herder (in Geist der hebrtiischen Poesie)
and others ; then, after the view which refers the expression to

the hosts of angels had long been the prevailing one. E. Schrader
in Jatu-fttic/terfurpmt. Theo[v;itt', 1S75, p. 3UJff.; and. recently,

esp. Kautzsch in art. 'Zebaoth' in PRE- xvii. p. 423 ff., and in

ZAT\V, 188(i, p. 17 ff.

H This, on the contrary, is everywhere represented by the

singular ziiba ; even in Ps 103- 1 and 14*2 the plural form is

demonstrably due to error.
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Hut why as Delit/.sch asked years ago* is it

that the Divine name Jiilm-i li y.i'iiii'titli is not found
illllieverv period when we should lllos| naturally
look l"i il . namely, at tin' tilur nf 1 In' 1! \IM| us a i id iif

the Conflicts With the < 'anaaiillc- '; Ilislead ill" this,

tin' titlr lirst meets us iii 1 s I* OH on appellation
of tin 1

I ii'il In i dwells in SI i ill ih : Now
,

it is quite
tnii 1 tliat tin 1 c plete absence nt" tin 1 name in the

llcxateitch ami tin- Hunk nt" Judge- would In 1

very

surprising. Hut Klosterma.nn (Uesc/iichte /.v/v/i/.v,

p. Tlil has made it in tin- highe-l degree imili.-ilili'

that tin 1 name .In/in- It /.<hn .,/// was, at least in thr

case of tin- Elexateuch, removed trom tin 1 ti'xt by
tin 1 liainl of a late redactor i perhaps Inini tin 1 (far

I.I its being misunderstood ill tin 1 sense Hi tin 1

pro-
liiliili'il -lar wolshipl. Thus in .Ins :!" "', in place
uf tin 1 strange expression 'tin 1 ark with tin- law of

tin 1 l.ni'l '! tin 1 \\huli 1 earth, surely llifir must
liaM' stood originally the Usual formula 'the ark
nl .lahweh ul Hosts'; ami in li'Mlic 1,\.\ Ki,.i,y

ffaftaiiO) expressly witnesses In I lie
1 reading JaflWe/l

/i,., ,.tli.

Aiiiitlirr objection to our interpretation is raised

by Hi'iibeii, vvlui argues that all tin- pa-sage- in

\vliirli -Hi:!':, Ih mean-, tin 1 hosis of Israel belong to

i In- la 1 1 -! elements in the Canon (20 of them to the
latest -ource of tilt1 I'entalein In, ami, moreover,
that tliry speak, Q3t of military hosts but of

iiiultitiiili's of people in general. Hut tin 1 latter

aeiiinn H'vi'ii a| iu't from I K _'', w here ;i//ii//( in

the present Deuterononi. narrative belongs in all

probability to an earlier source) is not (<> the

]ioint. For tin- latest source of the Pentateuch

always think- of the people as a military lioily,
\\ hellier on i he march or in camp, ranged in fixed

order ahonl the sanctuary lei. especially Nil '_').

And the circum-taiicc that in the older linguistic

usage tl irthly army (like the heavenly, Jo.- ~>
n

i

i- de-ienated :iilnl in the singular, does not pre-
vent the conclusion that the plural likcui-c served

originally a- a desi^nal ion of i-nrthl;i hosts. This
view liinU a very strong support in 1 S 17

jl
. When

llaviil I'neie -.a\> to the Philistine jriant, 'I come
in the name of .lahuch of Hosts, the Coil of the
armien of Nmel,' he plainly intends hy the latter

addition to -i\c his heathen opponent an authentic

interpretation of the name .l-i/nr.-li // Im ',,/li, which,
\\nlioiit this, must ha\e remained nnintcllijjilile to

him.
lint, if we aliide iierorilin^'ly }>y the interpreta-

tion of the title as referring to the hosts oi Uiad
ho an- to put their trust m battle in Jahweh (ae

in Jg S83, 2 S S80- M) as their i me leader and chain

jiion, an additional remark requires to lie made.
./"//"./, /, //':, t/i is originally the war-(iod n.v

nttdttytht .<"/ it .1/7. . I That the ark i; srlf

was a \\.-u hki. shrine was shown above (p. li_'s t. i.

lint no\v. when \\ e liml thai, of the II passages
in tin 1 Hooks of Samuel where the title J.i/nn/,

/.lii'i'i.iii oi-cnrs, no fewer than ,> stand in a
direct or indirect relation to i he -acred Ark, this

cannot be accidental. I'f. is !" J,</i,r,/, /,/,',/!,

at Shilnh. where the Ark was then located; 4 4

'the alL ol .Inhir I: /..In "Hi.' lint one of the

strongest evidence- may lie found in _' S li-. It is

true thai I lie original text of this passage lias

.-iilleied corruption, as is shywn by the dillcrent
form in the parallel I Ch \:?'.* Hut to strike out
tin 1 ////"/' sentence after /. l,.i':,lli is i|U|le all 1111-

In |{ii.I. Hi i. li*> '/.: il^-lirift fur die gt'ttan.
Thi"l:*n, inn! Hn-rlif. Is74.|i. L'lTIT.

f This connexion WAS already -.1]-^. -tr-l K\ \ nill. '111111, r i:iri.
'

I,. II..IM .|r I'lrll .l.,!l\ rh A-rl.a.itll
'

1 1 1 /.'< < " '/' 77,

A|iril 1.-77, |i. :tirj> ;
il u .i> i ~l :ili]i-h. -.1 in ill-tail l.v Kaur

i-tf :il...v e, p. 688 N"ti- ).

t On the difflcultiea (.t.s.tii.'.i h\ ih,- pr. -.m (. \i. .1 ,

nnnuT'.iis iiU-inpl- !ht h;i\i- U-cn HKi.li- |i. t tin nil it. ,-f.

Oil i " Iii. ;/. :':'tlttt. SdMUuiM den (VuMrniiiHi'iiA iKi.niv;-

bcrir, I'JiH), p. 132 ff.

justifiably violent procedure. i;.iih--imax .

elude I hat here in any ease it was staled that '

o\.-r

t he ark I he name of .lalnveh of llo-l s \V a.- named,'
i.i

:

. that the Ark stood in the rlo-e-t relalimi in

.lahwchas the. ipac-fforf, being the repnenlal nm
and the pledge of His presence. And when, in _' S
r,

|s
. | ia \ id blesses the people in thenameoi .lahweh

of Hosts, this is the solemn termination of all the

arrangements for the conveying of the -acn-d
Ark to Xion, which had thus for their objective
.lahweh of Hosts, t lie war-Coil. Ajrain, in I's '.'4'

11

,

the designation of (!od as ' Jahweh of Hosts '

| r .
(

where He is called a mighty one and a war-hen 1 i-

most simply explained by supposing tliat in this
I'-alm -fragment the subject is the return of thu
Ark to the temple trom a campaign.

101 \Vhilc conviiK'ed tliat the above is the true

interpretation of Jnhmh Zi-lMuth as an original
appellation of the war -Coil represented by tin:

sacred Ark, we do not mean to deny that another

conception gradually established itself in the lin-

guistic nsaye, to such an extent that in many
pas-a^es the original conception appears to be

quite forgotten. This is shown even by the sta-

ti-tie-of the employment of the expression. Of
the L'Ts passages in which Jtthwh /.fhiTijth (so 234
timesi or another combination with /.fha'uHi occur,
there are l!l in the Historical books (11 in Samuel,
~> in Kings, but only in the mouth of prophets;
.'! in Chronicles in parallels to Samuel); \~> in the
1 '.-a I in.- (ill the first Iniok only I's 24'"; 14 ill the
second and third books) ; while all the other
instances are in the Prophetical books. Even if

amongst the last named there are a few which
niiif/it point to Jahieeh Jfi'bffCth as the war-God,
such an interpretation is quite impossible in the
vast niajority of instances. On the contrary, the
addition Zi'liu'6th has plainly attached to it the
notion of the supra-mundane power and glory of

.Jahweh. It is manifestly so in those
passages

in

which this Divine name stands in parallelism with
the notion of the '

holiness,' i.e. (in accordance with
the Prophetic use of the term) the absolutely ex-

alted being of Jahweh, as in Is a 1"--4
(j
3

. "How
this change of signification is to be understood is

not possible to say with certainty. Only so much
is clear, that, after the permanent establishment
of the Ark in the mysterious darkness of the ity-
turn of the temple, its former connexion with the
war - Cod, Jrihtwh %<'hfl\if/i t must have vanished
from the popular consciousness, and that in place
of this the awe-inspiring majesty of this Cod must
have come into the foreground. It remains, how-
ever, the most plausible supposition that now the
hosts of angels and perhaps also (at least in later

times) of stars came involuntarily to be substituted
for the earthly hosts, so that, finally, the idea of

Kuler of the Universe connected itself yr sc with
the ti.tiloJah.toeh Zfhiffith. In this way we could

explain most simply the surprising circumstance
that there is no instance of the occurrence of
.Inini; li '/.fli(fi',th in the Hook of Exekiel, although
it is met with very frequently in Jeremiah and

immediately after the Kxile. E/.ekiel may ha\c

purposely avoided it because it was capable of

being misinterpreted as a justification of star-

worship.
:!. Another weighty question connected with the

conception of the Keity is this : Are there to be

di-ciivered, even in the pre-Prophetic period, tend
ineii s towards overcoming the initial crass concep-
tion of the liodily form of God, or, in other words,
a di-pn-iiion to free the Divine being from I he
realm of the visible and sensible, and thu- in

siiiritiiali/e it'; Now, it is an undeniable fact
that the clothing of Jahweh with a lid\ is a

practice that .-till extends into this pcrind. This
is proved by the .lahwistic passages tin 3""' and
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jgiff.
*

Nevertheless, the answer to the above

question must be a decided affirmative, and there
are even various methods of distinguishing between
the transcendent, unapproachable, real being of
Jahwell and the passing appearances which do not

completely exhaust His. being.
(a ) To this category certainly belongs the mal'akh

Jahweh or 'angel of Jahweh't in the original sense
of that term. This sense could never have been
mistaken if men had not obstinately persisted in

demanding that this theologumenon should have
the same sense throughout the whole of the Old
Testament a course to which they were driven
on the ground of a mechanical doctrine of inspira-
tion. Since, now, in certain late passages the
'

angel of Jahweh '

is undoubtedly, as a creature

angel, clearly distinguished from Jahweh, it was
thought that he could be also so distinguished in

all the earlier passages.}: In reality the 'angel of
Jahweh '

is originally a form of appearance of

Jahweh Himself, 'a temporary descent of the
latter to visibility,' distinguishable from Himself

only in so far as it does not represent the full and

complete majesty of His being. The circumstance,
which has been felt to be very strange, that the

expression 'angel of Jahweh' is not infrequently
suddenly exchanged for the simple 'Jahweh,' is

very simply explained. The designation 'angel
of Jahweh' is necessary wherever he comes (par-

ticularly in conversation) into direct contact with
men, whereas the simple 'Jahweh' is sufficient

when Hod is to be thought of as if by Himself,

separate from men or at least unseen by them.

Although in some passages this condition of things
is obscured by touches of the redactor's hand, there
are others where it is readity recognizable. So
in Jg 5a ' Curse Meroz, said the angel of Jahweh
[addressing Israel], because they came not to the

help of [the invisibly present] Jahweh.' In like

manner, in Gn 1071f- the God who speaks to Hagar
is always called mal'ukh Jahu'eh, whereas, accord-

ing to v.", Jahweh Himself has heard her affliction,
this being a function for which He did not require
a personal meeting with her. In any case, it is

quite in the spirit of the narrator when in v. 13

Hagar discovers in Him who has spoken with her
Jahweh Himself. Again, in (in 21 17ff-

(the Elo-
histic parallel to the Jahwistic narrative of ch. l(i)

it is God that hears the voice of the lad, but the

anijel uf Gud that calls to Hagar out of heaven,
etc. And if hi v.

19
it is God that opens her eyes,

so that she sees the well of water, Mas required no

personal, mechanical operation. On the contrary,
it might be accomplished by an act of the Divine
will working from afar, and this is plainly the

meaning of the narrator. 15ut it is to be observed
how here in E a marked spiritualizing of the

* In Gn 18l ff- there are now, indeed, as lias been shown bv
Kraetzschmar (ZATW, 1897, p. HIS.), two recensions of the
same narrative combined. According to the earlier of these,
Jahweh Himself appears, accompanied by two angels; accord-
ing to the later (the

'

plural source ') three angels are sent by
Jahweh. who Himself abides in heaven (cr. esp. lO^4}.

t The E source of the Pentateuch remains even here true to
its principle of avoiding the name '

Jahweh,' and says (but in

quite the same sense) mat'akh 'Eluhim (Gn 21 17
) or inal'akk

ha-'BloMm,
'

angel of God '

(Gn 31", Ex H").
t The monographs on the nml'akh Jahweh from this stand-

point have, of course, now ceased to possess interest. The
correct view is represented especially by Kosters (art.

' De
mal'ach Jahve' in Thml. Tijiltehrifl, 1S75, p. 367 ft). Only, he
goes too far in seeking to explain all appearances of angels
(even in the plural, as Gn 2S 1 * 322 (l)) in pre-exilic passages as
self-manifestations of God.

J This frequent interchange of
' Jahweh ' and ' mal'akh

Jahiceh '

shatters the (at flrst sight very plausible) theory that
the motion of the '

awjel of Jahweh' is the necessary conse-

quence of Jahweh Himself being supposed to have His dwelling-
place at Sinai. Enthroned there. He might be supposed incap-
able of appearing elsewhere at the same time. But this is a
false assumption. On the contrary, where the angel of Jahweh
appears, there is Jahweh also active, but it is only His form of

manifestation that is visible and audible.

ancient theologumenon has already taken place.
In J the angel of Jahweh evidently meets Hagar
at the well personally and in human form ;

in E,
on the other hand, he calls to her 'from heaven.'
The thought of a human body pertaining to

Jahweh is thus, if not exactly dropped, forced

into the background. The same is true of Gn 22U

[where mal'akh Jahweh, occurring in what is

otherwise an uninterrupted Elohisj;ic narrative,
can be only a variant for mal'tikh 'Eluhim, due to

a redactor, and occasioned perhaps by the redac-

tory addition in v. 15
, which also speaks of the

angel of Jahweh]. In (in 31" (E) the angel of

God calls to Jacob '

in a dream,' so that here
too any allusion to direct personal intercourse is

avoided. But the angel of Jahweh expressly iden-

tifies himself with the God of Bethel. In this

instance, then, there is no possibility of denying
a self-revelation of Jahweh in the form of the

angel. In the story of Jacob's wrestling (3'2-'
iff

')

only a ' man '

is spoken of ; but the latter appears
to be thought of also as mal'akh Jahweh, for he
blesses Jacob, who declares (v.

31
),

' God have I seen
face to face, and yet have escaped with my life.'

We encounter the mal'akh Jahweh again in Ex 32
.

Here he appears to Moses as a tlame of tire, and
thus comes into the realm of the visible. Hence
it must be due to a redactor that in v. 4b , the
Elohistic addition to the Jahwistic v. 4* ('Jahweh
saw' analogous toGn'21" 'Jahweh heard'), it is

God Himself and not the angel of God that calls

to Moses from the bush. By the way, in the whole
of the further transaction (v.

6lf-
)
there is not the

slightest whisper of doubt that it is God Himself
and not some messenger of God that speaks.

In precisely the same way as in Gn 16 and 21

may be explained the remarkable interchange of

'Jahweh' or 'God' and 'angel of Jahweh' in Nu
22-'2-w_ The latter opposes tlie progress of Balaam
(
VV _S2.

2j.
26)

.
ile js seen i,y the ass (vv.

23- K -

-''), and
at last by Balaam himself (v.

31
) ; it is he that

speaks to Balaam (vv."--
30

), and the latter replies
to him (v.

34
). On the other hand,

' Jahweh' gives
the ass the faculty of speech (v.-

8
) ; He opens the

eyes of Balaam (v.
3u

, cf. the precisely similar case
in Gn 21 19

) both examples of far-working etl'ects

of the puwer of Jahweh.
In Jg 6 utf

-, again, we have, according to v.
14

, a

personal manifestation of Jahweh. This is called

mal'akh Jahweh everywhere except in vv. 14i IB - -"'

;

but even in vv. 14 - lb the LXX read mal'akh Jahweh,
and no doubt this was the original reading, and
not an intentional change introduced for the sake
of harmony with the text elsewhere. Finally, in

Jg 133ff- the angel of Jahweh, whom the parents
of Samson took at first for a man of God, is in-

tended to be an appearance of Jahweh Himself, as

is shown not only by v. 18
, but quite expressly by

v 221.
i'i,e ]as (, passage to which we may claim to

appeal in this connexion is Hos 124t- 'Jacob con-

tended with God, he contended against a Divine
manifestation (mal'akh),' etc. The prophet evi-

dently avoids naming Jahweh Himself, but his

meaning is clearly the same as is intended in the

passage which underlies his reference (see above).
Other witnesses to this sense of the expression
mal'akh Jahweh are to be found in the statements,

summary as they are, of Gn 48'" (E), Jg 2'-
4

,

2 K I
3 - 15

,
and in the mention of the angel of God

(in E parallel with the pillar of cloud in J) in

Ex 14 1S
. On Mai 3 1 see below.

It is intelligible how, as the conception of God
grew more profound, the above described pale
manifestation, although only temporary and not

exhausting the complete being of Jahweh, must
have given orlence to the religious sense. But this

offence was not summarily removed by transform-

ing the mal'akh Jahw&h into a created angel ; on
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the contrary, men still held fast to a representation
u< .lahw i']i. although w ii ]i a -t ronger emphasis laiil

upon tin 1 distinction between tlii.- ami .lahweli

Himgelf. I ml.T this head fall certain passages in

which it is some! lines hard to sav whether we an-

.-.till in tliink ot a HI il iikh .luliir-h in the form
ile-ei lU-.l above, i>r siiH]>l\ ut a created angel. Su
in Kx J.V

1 "'-

Truly I will send my" anycl before

thce, i.i keep lln-e by tin- way, ami tu bring thoe
iiilu tin 1

place which 1 have prepared. Take 1 ve

heed of linn, ami hearken unto his voice : he not

rebellions against liini, for In- will not forgive
1

your
transgression ; /or my name i.\ in him.' This last

expression means nothing else than 'tor In- is a

icprcsenlaMon ol my lieing
'

i SIT below, |i.
tilip'

1

!'. i.

anil is not lo In 1 w eakened, with F.wald ami ot hers,

as if it meant only that theanuel represents (iml

as the ambassador does tin' kiiix, and has power
to -peak in His name ; on tliu contrary, In- is him-
self essentially Hivine. \Ve shall presently see,

In i vv ever, that the ' name
'

of I iml is not MI ilireetly
iileuiieal with lio.l as eoiilil liesaiiluf t lie iinil'ukh

Jn/in-'fi. lii I he same sense as we have just e-lali

lisheil for '.!."-" we are to nmlerstaml also 3'_
>J ' ami

33- [reail again, with l.ne.. 'mi/ angel 'J. For in

33 1 '-

it is saiil of (MII! Himself that He eannot go
up in the miilst of the Israelites, for He should
have to destroy such a still-necked people. 1'er

liaps we ought, finally, to inrlude in this category
the passages where Havid is eompared to tin' aii",cl

of (MPI! rj S 14 17 - -'
l!l-

s
; on the other hand, 1 S iV

has '

like "n anuel of Hod '). The expression is ti>o

general to permit of a certain interpretation. But,
seeing that the woman of Tekoa would hardly
have ventured to treat David's wisdom as eipml to

the wisdom of ! iod Himself, it is not unlikely that
we are here also to think of a representation of

tlaliweli which is not absolutely identical with
Him. <ln the other hand, 'the angel of .Jahweh'
in '2 S 'J4"

1

is a creature angel, for Jaliwch com-
inands him to leave oil Ins work of destruction.
'J'he case is similar in I K I!)

7
|cf. v.

5
) and 'J K 111"

(Is liT"
1

). Finally, in IN 34"' 7
' 3.T*- we have perhaps

simply the idea ot a guardian angel (appointed by
God).

I he theolorinmenon of the 'angel of Jahweh' is

wholly wanting in the pre-exilie prophets ; and in

Zee \" a- 3'- '"'-, where it reappears after a limy
interval, there can be no iloulit as to the ereat urely
character of this aii-i 1 of Jahwcli.' For lie prays
to Jahweh, and .lahw eh answers him in comforting
Words. lie delivers the Divine e mission I I") ;

he is met by
' another aiiyel

'

rj 7 ;

") ; and again in

3- [where, in view of v.', read 'ami the angel of

.lahweh said
]

lie is once more expressly distin-

guished from .lahweh. in tho considerably later

passage, /ee l'J\ 'the angel of Jahweh' stands
in parallelism with

'

l-'.l" !i,m hut the latter term
is here manifestly not simply the equivalent of

Jiilr.rih, but stands for 'a siipi amiimlaiie. Divine

lieiny
'

; so t hal ev en here the allyel of .lahweh
is kept quite distinct from Jahweh Himself. One
might rather he tempted to think of a self. rev el.-i

lion of Jahweh in the 'angel of the covenant
'

of

Mai 3', seeing thai he is named immediately after
'the Lord,' i.C. Jahweh, In reality, however, he
is coupled VAth Jahweh only as His attendant and
instrument, and thus at the same time distin-

guished from II ini.

i ''i Closely akin to the 'angel of Jahweh,' in its

original sense, we have sometimes the 'face (C'J?

panfmf) of Jahweh,' /.. simply .lahweh Himself

"The MiiSM.n-tir I>'\1 II.M 'ail iiii,'rl

'

(H 1^ in N'u - 1 ' 1

'') ;
liut

doubtlea \M- si til rr.-i, I \\ it h t h,. suiiiiirit.m t,'\t .unl I.H. ijni \
l< ' n-l.ui .if Ilir l.XX.

'

;/c/ mi-. I

'

I IIM .' >iL fii ). I 'f. t-\ t-ii Ihr MT
of v.^'K-ir nun' HIL;. I ,ii,ih -.. before thefi.

1

'''
;

l111 ' (irl

84'- *>, where we alreadj I.M.I, n,- iiuli wnd ail ingel beton
thee.

1

t A rcuiArkalik1

lij(ht in thrown upon this jjvuuliar clrai^iiiktiini

as
personally present, although (like the nt"t'<i/Ji

Jn/iir, /,) in a form of nianilesiatioii which does nut,

exhaust His full being. I'ntoi I unatelv , I he prin-
cipal passage which treats ol this t /! "/>finn it"n

t

namely K\ .'t.'i. has not heen prcseiveil enlire, ami
heme its interpretation is dillieult. In the text.

(v.
3"1

), which is a combination of various xmree^
and strata of sources, Hod declares that He cannot

| personally] go 11)1 in the midst of the people, else

II.- -h. mlil have to consume them. Israel is much
disturbed at this announcement ; l>iu at I , oil's com-
mand the people put oil' their ornaments, while lie

announces His intention of considering how lie may
provide a substitute for His personal presence.
After v.'

1 there must have been (from the pen of K)
an account of the constructing of the tent and the
sacred Ark from the ornaments of the people, for

the existence of tho tent is all at once assumed in

v.
;

. The Ark. in fact, which represents , lahweh,
is the substitute for His personal presence. When,
now, in J's parallel (v.

1 -" )Cod, in answer to Mo-, -

question whom He means to send, with the people,
replies (v.

u
), -My face shall go [with you), this

cannot, in Mat opposition to K, mean '

I in my own
pi MSI in.' That is to say, J, as well as E, must have
had in view something secondary, some /fi/fi'if

representation of tin; lull being of .lahweh, whether
In , too, thought of the sacred Ark, or the self-mani-
festation of (Jod in the form of the HiH/'itk/t Jnhwch
was before his mind's eye. It is to Kx 33 1J

, beyond
doubt, that allusio'i is made in Dt 4a7 and Is 11:1 '.

In the latter passage the present text speaks of
'the angel of his face (/lannii).' That would mean
the angel in whom His jMinim, the manifestation
of His presence, was found, liut we. should cer-

tainly read, with the LXX, 'No messenger or

angel [read -jj'rj! T*], but his face, saved them.'

Here, plainly, /ulnii/i, as the proper manifestation
of Jahweh, is opposed to messengers ami angels,
who are i|iiite distinct from Him. Yet even the
author of Is G3 1' cannot have regarded the />"n,:n
of Jahweh as absolutely identical with Him, else

he would surely have said simply
'

Jahweh, hi:

saved them,' and not 'his face saved them.' In
three other passages thepantm of Jahweh denotes

disappearing to execute judgment upon the toes

ol Israel | l's-_>l '"i>), or upon Israel itself (I'sSii
17 '" 1

,

La 4"'
' The angry glance of Jahweh hath scattered

them ').

() To the category of forms of Divine mani-
festation belongs, further, the 'glory i"-; knlu'l\

of Jahweh.'" It is true that no perfectly certain
evidence can be adduced ot the currency of this

theologumenon as early as the pie-Prophetic period.
For in the very ancient passage, 1 S 4--, ki'i/nn/

appears to be a designation of Jahweh who dwells
in the sacred Ark, and hence belongs to i|uitc a

dillerent category from the kSbud in all other pie
exilic passages. In tho latter the kn/niil is the
manifestation-form in which Jahweh on solemn
occasions shovv s Himself to Israel ; it stands, above
all, for the brii//it m-is\ which streams from the cloud

surrounding Him. It may be that here. too. there
was originally a connexion with the thought of

the storm -(iod who appears in dark lighlning-
llashing clouds (so, probably, still in l.\ :(!!'" and
In .V i. but the kiiliwl may exhibit it 'It apatt
from storms (so especially in 1 K S" ,, _' I'h "',

where the l;<ihnil of Jahweh in the form of a
Ibii.jht] cloud lills the newly built temple). Un

liy tlio cir. 'iinisuiruv tliut ill Carthaginian inscriptions tin- ^,,,1.
I- I unt ver.l In ijin-iitl\ r.-'civ i-s thf hunoriuV it!l. i

i-i'l 'i ..... BcCat), <

i" i- 'iiul (us it wore, inuuruuu-j i.-|.n
M iiUitiini .if III.- l>i-itv in ^'i-iK-ral.

"A ver.v lliur-m-li i-xuniiiuititin of the hiNtorv of Uii> notion
vvll In- foiinil in von (iall's l)ii' Hrrrln-lit.' <' Galte tint

'

ht I'"'' f. Altf
>,n;i. /, ,i. n r<t" iti'-, .

1 Ifw rwtanwTit, Oie*nn, la
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the other hand, in Is G3 (and so also in Nu 1421
'-,

Hall 'J
14

,
anil often in the Psalms, e.g. 19* i

1
' 7'2

la
)

kiibud appears to stand in a much wider sense for

the manifestations of the Divine majesty and

omnipotence which are displayed in all parts of

the earth.

Quite a different sense attaches to the kiibud of

Jahweh in Ezekiel as well as in Is 40-66 and in the
so-called Priests' Code. Here it is plainly the
form itself in which Jahweh hecomes visible, and
not simply the temporarily assumed veiling of His
real being. This kabutl shines like hashmnl* (Ezk
I 27'-) ;

it rises from its place with a noise like that
of a great earthquake (3

12
), leaves the cherubim-

chariot, and approaches the threshold of the

temple, so that the temple is rilled with the cloud

[which veils the kabiid], and the fore-court with
the brightness of the kabud of Jahweh (9

a 104
).

Then, once more mounting the chariot (10
18L

, cf.

also 3a 84
), it leaves the city and fixes its abode on

the Mount of Olives during the period of judgment
ami desecration (II--

1

'). Thence, when the day of

deliverance dawns, it returns by the east door to

the temple, and the latter as well as the whole
land shines anew in its reflexion.

The same conception of the kiibud as a figure

shooting out rays afar is found, although in a
somewhat different form, in the Messianic glimpses
of Is 40-66. According to 405 it is to show itself

as soon as the preparations for the return of the

exiles are undertaken ; here, in all probability, it

is thought of as the guide at the head of the re-

turning band. On the other hand, in 60"- the
kiibud of Jahweh streams over them (thus appar-
ently in heaven) ;

in 59''J (II the 'name of Jahweh,'
see below), again, and in 66""- kilMd may stand, as

in Is 63
etc., for the glorifying of the majesty and

omnipotence of Jahweh, which is visible to the
whole world.
The conception of the kiibud of Jahweh present

in Ezk 1-11 and in ch. 43 recurs quite clearly in

the Priests' Code, naturally without the connected
notion of the cherubim-chariot. It is enthroned

upon Sinai, enveloped in the cloud ; but to the

eyes of Israel it presents itself as devouring fire

(E\'24
1BI

-; cf. nlsoLvO231
-, Nu 14 10 16'9 20C - 8

). In Ex
4lr'

ijf - and Nu IT 7
[1(5

4

-] the cloud appears, as it were,
as the herald and signal of the kiibud of Jahweh
which appears immediately after it, and fills the
Tent of Meeting. Cf. also the discussion of the
'

Glory of Jahweh '

in vol. ii. p. 184 ff.

All the thcoloctumena we have just described are

attempts to bridge the gulf between the real being
of Jahweh, which eludes human sight and com-

prehension, and the realm of the visible, which is

alone accessible and intelligible to man. One

perceives the inadequacy of all comparisons, and

yet these cannot be dispensed with so long as the
human mind cannot conceive of pcrstinal action

and influence proceeding except from a bodily
form (this bodily form, moreover, being always
primarily human). Hence it marks a consider-

able advance on the old notion of the miifakh
Jahweh when in the theologumena of the panim
and the knbud of Jahweh the thought of a human
form is kept as much as possible in the back-

ground. Even if Ezekiel (I-
6
'-) still ventures in a

supplementary sort of fashion on a comparison of

the kiibud of Jahweh with the human form ('a
likeness as the appearance of a man,' v. 26

;

' from
that which appeared as his loins,' v."'), in Deutero-
Isaiah and the Priests' Code there is no allusion

whatever to the form of a man. The only images
that are considered worthy to represent the supra-
mundane and mysterious being of God are lire

(which is, as it were, the least material element)

According to the LXX and the Vulgate, this word (S??n)
n .in. I- for electron, that is, au amalgam of gold aud silver.

and the more than earthly brightness which pro-
ceeds from it, and which is rendered tolerable to

the human eye only by an enveloping cloud.

(d) \Ve have still, however, in this connexion,
to speak of a theologumenon, which likewise aims
at distinguishing between the immanent Jahweh
and His manifestations and acts, avoiding at the

same time all introduction of a bodily form. We
refer to the remarkable expressions regarding the

'name of Jahweh.'* The modern mind finds it

hard to realize the profound meaning which a

person's name possessed in the eyes of men, includ-

ing the Israelites, in ancient times. Giesebrecht

(I.e. p. 94) rightly defines a name as meaning,
according to the ancient conception, 'a something
parallel to the man, relatively independent of it;i

bearer, but of great importance for his weal 01

hiswoe, a something which at once describes anc'

influences its bearer.' He supports this defini

tion (ib. p. 68 ff.) by very numerous and striking
testimonies, derived from the conceptions of other

peoples and religions. But what is true of a

human name is true also, mutatis mutandis, of the

Divine name. To know it is of vital importance,
for this is the condition of being able to use it in

invocation ; and invocation has, according to primi-
tive notions, a real efficacy, giving to the invok-

ing party a kind of power over the name invoked,
so that he can compel its aid. This explains why,
in heathen cults, the name of a particular god
was studiously kept secret, lest it might be abused

through being invoked by an improper party. t
Now it is self-evident that in the OT, in the

numerous passages, particularly in the Prophets
and the Psalms, where the 'name of Jahweh'
is introduced in various connexions, such crass

and superstitious notions as underlie heathen

magical formulas are entirely absent. The con-

ception of God found in the Prophets (including

Deuteronomy, as the specifically Prophetical law-

book) and the Psalms permits of no other view
than that all those manifold expressions are used
from a thoroughly purified religious and ethical

standpoint. But, on the other hand, Giesebrecht

is certainly right in declaring the (almost univers-

ally) current explanation of these expressions to

be inadequate, and, in attributing to the ' name
of Jahweh,' in at least a great number of in-

stances, a far deeper meaning. Most are content

to explain the 'name' as the expression of the

character, the connotation of the Divine attri-

butes, in so far as these have become known to

the Israelites, or have manifested themselves for

* Cf. Giesebrecht's monograph. Die alttea. Schntzung del

Gottesnaintns und ihre religionsgeschichtlicke Grun<i:<i>'

(Konigsberg, 1001), which is at once thorough-going, and opens

up a number of new points of view.

t A trace of this notion may be discovered with certainty
in Gn 3230 and Jg 13'*. In both passages the manifestation of

Jahweh (for such is originally meant) declines to give its name,
thus escaping, as it were, any further anno; ance. It may be,

again, that in the Decalogue the commandment not to take

Jahweh's name ' in vain
' meant originally that men were not

to compel action on the part of the sacred name by invoking it.

So, too, Am 6io is best explained, with Giesebrecht (p. 12), as

expressing a dread of provoking the fiercely enraged Deity still

further In- uttering His name (cf. also S'"). Consideration is

due, finally, to the remark of Giesebrecht (t'riede fur tiatiel

ittid Bibel, Konigsberg, 1903, p. 41), that the abstract notion 'el,
'

deity,' is employed so frequently in personal names because,
like the terms expressing relationship, this served as a protec-
tion to the Divine name, which might not be uttered. Cf. the

numerous examples of such name-taboos collected from all

quarters by Giesebrecht, I.e. p. 38, note 1 ; see also Frazer,

Golden Bough-, i. 403 ff.

With the magical and at the same time irresistible efficacy

of the solemnlv invoked Divine name is plainly connected the

firm belief in the terrible power of the curie. Thus Abimelech
succumbs to the curse of Jotham (Jg 9*- 57t<

) ;
Micah escapes

the effects of his mother's curse by prompt restitution of the

money he had stolen from her ; and' his mother at once removes

the curse by pronouncing a formula of blessing, in which the

name of Jahweh is imoked (Jg \~ llr
-); the curse of Elisha 'in

the name of Jahweh '

brings summary destruction upon forty-

two children (2 K 2-4).
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their protection nr deliverance. In point of fact,

a number ot frequently i-inplc .\ e.l expressions are
I or less salislactorily explained ill llilsvvav

(<./. when we read of proclaiming, praising, cele-

brating, glorying in, the name (il (mill: I here are

even others where (In' name appears to be in-

tended only in tin- sense familiar to ., a- a <

hination of particular sounds (so in all connexions
where a pronouncing of thf Divine name i- spoken
of, such as calling njion, profaning, blaspheming
tin- nanir, or piittin;,' it [in blessing] upon any one,
Nn li-

7
. IV l'J!Pi. Hut there n-inains a very lar^i-

number of passage-, ill which these two methods
of interpretation, so far Horn hem;; satisfactory.
Yield no sense at all passages ill which the name,
in short, appears to lie identical with the person
of (md. This applies where such impressions as

fear.'
'

love,'
'

honour,'
'

confess,' 'trust in,'
' wail

for.' are prefixed to the name of (md. That a

manifestation-form of Jahweh as />n
:

xi nt in /n//> i-

here thought of, ise\iilellt from Miell inslaliees MS

I's -Jii
;

('the name of the (ioil of .laeoli clefencl

ll !') It" 1'ihronv.h tliv name we tread down
our foes. 'ei'. lls' i)543 '

( 'help me, O God, through

thy name,' ef. l'_'4"i, I'r IS"
1 fa stron<; tower is the

name of .lahweh ').*

If in the above passages the ' name '

is really a

personified
'

power placed */'</, //// xiilr u-it/t the

proper person of .lahwi'h' l< ie-chrecht, /.' . p.
ill', ..

lh|s i]no\\s a elear li^'lit not only upon the aliove

[

i;:;
1

.!'! cited passage Kx _'.'(-' ('My name is in

him'!, Inn also upon the expressions just noticed,
siuli as 'rail upon, praise, thank, the name of

Jahweh.' They refer not to the name '.lahweh'
as the pronunciation of certain wounds, but to the

'power which has become hypostati/ed in it;

otherwise, passages like I's .">4" "''(' I will declare

to the praise of thy name, .lahweh, that it is ^ I,

that il hath delivered me out of all trouble')
would be quite unintelligible.

All the more intelligible, on the other hand, be

come the very numerous passages which speak of a

loc'ili/iii"; of the name at particular sanctuaries,

notably at the temple in Jerusalem. Kavourite
forms of expression with I leiitei lummy and with
t In- Deuteronomic ic. I actors of the Historical books

are, that .1 all uch ' causes
'

His name '

to dwell
'

in

i I !. 1 i -m pie. or '

set s
'

it in the
]

i lace chosen by Him,
or that 'a bouse is built for his name.' so thai now
He i- to dwell for ever at Jerusalem liK -.'i-

7
,

J I'll :i.'!
4

). It mijjit be supposed that this applica-
tion of the ' name of .lahweh

'

took its rise in the

a^c of Deuteronomy, perhaps because the purilicd

Prophetical conception of (mil urgently demanded
such a distinction between the unapproachable,
immanent .lahweh and His earthly forms of mani
ti-statioii. I'.ut that this was not so is shown by
Kx 'Jil-

4
,
w hich stands at the \ cry head of the BOOK

of the Covenant : In c\ cry spot [more exactly,
'at every place of worship'] when- I will cause

my name to be remembered [i.e. simply, 'where I

w ill cause my " name
"

to be honoured as a mani-
festation of my liciii"; local i/eil there'], will I

come to thee and bless t hei-.
'

\Ve are thus entitled
not only to regard I he I In nln'inm in, a of the 'name
of Jfthweb

'
as one oi the moat significant attempts

at distinguishing between the real essential belli;;

of .lahweh and His more or less pel lect mani testa,

tion-forms analogous to the- an^el, the face, and
the ";]ory, of .lahweh but to carry it back even
'o tin' pie 1'iophetic period of the religion of

Israel. Nay, in this very period the bclict in a

r/UH/fCO/ efficacy of the name must have played a

more important role than later, when men, while

laying emphasis upon the 'name' in expic--i.,ii-

Tli- in- 1. 1 -.Inkiiiu' ii stain'.- nf this 11- r^<- would he fmirnl in

IB 811^7 (' Tha nw i.iihu.h < mnrtii trni nfiir, plowing is hiu
i

er,
' t< ). it* tii' tf\l h;is CUIIIL- down tu us correct.
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that had become .pnie current, had no longer any
deal eollseiiiusliess ot its once deeper si-nilicat ion.

4. All the abovedeserilH.d attempts to distin-

guish between tin' leal hciii"; of .lahweh and His
loniis ol manifestation *

did not prevent men from

seeking, even during this period, to rc-ali/e a con
Crete presence if the I mil of Israel by having
recourse to imagcB of Jahweh. \

|
roof of this

lies ill the cilcum-tancc I hat presenting oneself
at the sanctuary is spoken of as 'beholding tin-

face of .lahwi-h.' t Although this expression may
have come afterwards to be employed in i|\tite
a weakened sense (as. for instance, in Is P-), it

iciiaiuly referred I'l'iiiniiillii ilike the extremelv
lrei|uent

' before Jalnveh I to looking upon the

linage of the lleity. Kxactly in the -ame way the

c\|nession
' stroke the face of Jahweh m- of God,'

which had at lirst a literal sense, was afterwards
weakened to the general meaning of 'propitiate
(md nr be^ His favour. As images of (iod \ve

must reckon not only the very ancient
/

xt I CTE)
or carved ima^e and the Imll-li^ures (prohibited in

.1 in I.-i 1 1 i. but also the
'

i fli' il and the ti i-n/i/am.
(n) The /i::?fl was a Divine figure, originally

cai\cd from wood or hewn in stone, for the most
part probably in the form of a man, or at lea-t

with a human head. At first distinguished li, in

tl'e molten linage (~:~~ ///"> l.-lmli \, I he won I comes
at lasr to be used also of the latter (Is 4n" II ',

etc.). Of course, for our present purpose, we leave
out of account all those passages in which /

M /

\/>'*il,ni, with the same meaiiin;.', serves as plural]
stands for the ima^e of a heathen "oil (Nah l'

4
r

"/. i. There are many passages, however, in which

/>'.<
/ means an ima^e of Jahweh : and such a carved

image appears to have been for lone; regarded as

unobjectionable, whereas the molten ima^'e i prob-
ably with allusion to Israel's bull worship) i,

already prohibited in the Jahvvistic section of
which Kx :i4'

7 forms a part. Kveii if the prohibi-
tion of the /ic.y-7 in the Decalogue I Kx -JO-"-, I )t 5s)

extends to images of Jahweh. t his would be simply
a proof that the Decalogue (or at least the pro-
hibition of images) originated later than .1 a
conclusion which is favoured by the circumstance
that there were also other species (see below I of

images of Jahweh which, till far into the mon-
archical period, continued to be reverenced without

opposition, or at least to le employed as a mean- of

obtaining Divine oracles. No doubt, it isan ima^e
of Jahweh that we are to understand by the /.<

.v /
;

of \licah (Jg I' 31
-), seeing that, it was procured

with a sum of money that had been dedicated to

Jahweh. The original narrative is not intended
to convey any censure of M ii ah s act ion. but simply
to ejive an account of the origin of the cult of the
.lahvveh-ima-e at Dan let'. IS3"'-).

(l>\ The 'ephd (iHaH) appears exclusively as an

imaxe of Jahweh, and more than once is clcaily
connected with t he obtaining of oracles. The wind
means primarily 'something t /i rinrn over' (as applied
to a garment it answers to the (iennan l"/n nnirf

*
Alin'iiL: these nm.v also lie induilcit in :i c.Tt.-iin sne.

i .1 iiiu. i> 1 1 .. ,i
;
.,n \\ in- b oee below, pp. I .-.''

t It 1- -nu|il', .1 i OrrOI ' OH 'n "\< , ti .)> .^nmtir llilcn-sl- (in . i- n
ot Ex a*>), when ulreii'h in tile L.\.\. ID Hi.

MT. liy IIH-:III> nt ; t p., infui^ u),nli ,> on*
ibli IL. i . i.. i.iin^ ,.i ii,.' M, , ,-t i !a transformi .1

on '

appearing before th< t.i, < ,,t i ;>-'!' ! i. [ \ ;i in- 1 itt 1610

(and hence alBO Kx 11:117, where the S.iiii.iritiin t,'\t -till "ll, i-

correctlj the accusative i . n-ns instead ol -"sir, 1,1 -x-'('let
him hell, ild ') (or rtK-v ('let him

.i|>j eat ) : unit in Ex 34<, Dt

:il". N 112 n:i,l r.-x-i-
i tor n-x-k ('to a|>|,,

:

K\ , ii in K\ -:{'' :'.!-'". w ) i, o t h,
j.
.--n , *- (in the sensooi

fa,, slull not he Hi-en') ini-hl U- ]i-sihlf, we should protiahlv
r, ,il the ICtive '

('the) -hall In hold').

I The molten iniaire
'

nalneil ali-n^ -/is, in all

bllity, A mistaken addition ^'i.i no . . pi,,l

with Hi.
'

/.//</ in . i :. -.( the uurrative).
in i

-
onlj a --'ii of.
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or Ubersug) ; coupled with bad,
'

linen,' it stands
for the 'waistcoat' (see vol. i. p. 725") worn by the

priests or by people in general on ritual occasions

(1 S 2 18 worn by the youthful Samuel, 2 S 6 U by
David before the sacred Ark). In the Priests' Code,
finally, the 'fp/tSd (without bad) is the ornamental
'waistcoat' of the high priest, in which is the

pocket with the sacred lots, the Urim and Thutn-
niim (Ex 257

, and esp. 284ff
-). The attempt made,

0:1 the ground of these passages, to explain 'ephud
in every instance as = ' waistcoat

'

or the like, and
thus to get over the mention of an image of God,
is shattered by a number of ancient passages,
nbout whose true meaning no doubt can arise.

When Gideon, according to Jg 8-'-, expended 1700
shekels of gold on the making of an 'iphurl, and
' set

'

[it is the same word, rsn, that is used else-

where of the erecting of mazzKbuth or monuments]
it in Ophrah, it cannot be a 'waistcoat' that is in

view ; on the contrary, the writer means to record
to the credit of Gideon how, out of tte spoil, lie

had an image of Jahweh constructed. The re-

dactor of the Hook of Judges, it is true, views his

conduct differently (v.
2711

) : 'All Israel went a

whoring after it,' i.e. practised idolatry with it.

But this very expression clearly indicates that the

redactor, too. thinks of the 'cp/iud as a Divine

image, only that to him such an image is absolutely
forbidden, under any circumstances, by the prin-

ciples of the Deuteronomic legislation. Again, in

Jg 175 the 'ephud, being parallel to the peacl of the
other recension of the narrative (see above, p. b'41

b
,

note J), is nothing other than an image of Jahweh.
The same holds good of 1 S 21 '"I"', where every-
thing becomes clear if we think of the sword of

Goliath, wrapped in a garment
' behind the ephod,'

as hanging upon the wall behind the image of

Jahweh standing on a pedestal in the apse of the

sanctuary. In like manner the 'cpkud of 1 S 2-s

14J - ls
[here correcting the text by the LXX] 23"- 9

307
is the portable image of Jahweh, which the

priot brings forward at the command of Saul or

of David, because it was required for the obtaining
of an oracle from Ja'iweli. It is nowhere indicated
that the 'ephod itself contained any mechanism for

casting lots. On the contrary, the lots would

appear simply to have been cast in presence of the

ini:ii:i>, and thus as it were before the face of

Jahweh, and the result was accordingly regarded
as having His sanction. That such an employment
of the image of Jahweh was still viewed as quite

unobjectionable, is shown by Hos 34
, where the

prophet simply means that Israel (in exile I will

have to dispense with all the requisites fora normal

political and religious life, including 'cphud and

j teraphtm.
Now, it may naturally be asked how the Divine

image and the priestly 'waistcoat' could be desig-
nated by one and the same name.* The view that

'ep/wd stands properly for the gold or silver over-

laying or casing of an image of wood, clay, or

even brass, ca.n appeal for support to Is 30'-'-, where
the certainly equivalent feminine form 'clpfiudddh

* Th. XI. Foote, in what is in itself a very thorough and in-

genious monograph. The Ephod: its t'onit ainl I'm' (Baltimore,
1902), denies that there is any distinction between 'ephod and

'ephod bad. The latter expression, si_-e 13 in the sense of
' linen' is unproved, he explains as = '

'ephod part is [virilis],' and
the 'ephod itself as the container of the sacred lots, a kind of

pocket which may have been developed from the primitive
loin-cloth. Foote arrives at this result (although he himself

recognizes inifitjps in the t&riiphtm so often associated with the

'ephod} by a quite artificial and untenable exegesis of Jg: 8--',

1 S 21 10 , and other passages. Moreover, if the 'ephod was
ni'Himu lint a pocket for the sacred lots, whence its sharp con-
demnation in Jg S276

,
and the bold alteration of the text in 1 S

14 1S
, where, in place of the objectionable 'ephod [so still the

LXX], the Ark wholly impossible here is inserted in the MT?
The only explanation of this is that even at a very late date the
true meaning of the 'ephod in those passages was still well

known, and oil that account gave offence.

stands parallel with zippui, the metal casing ol

carved images. Yet it is a question whether 'fphud
did not primarily denote simply the garment used
to clothe the Divine image (cf. Jer 10", Ezk l(i

18
).

From this, as the most precious part and that which
most struck the eye, the whole image might soon
come to take its name. If we might assume that
this ephod already had attached to it a pocket
with the sacred lots, this would explain very simply
how in the Priests' Code (Ex 28 <iffi

) the objection-
able 'fphud could be wholly ignored as an image of
the Deity, but retained without prejudice in the
form of a garment with the oracle-pocket.*

(c) Not only the 'cp/iud but also the teraphtm
(n'r^fi) should doubtless be understood as images
of the Deity for the most part (see below), images
of Jahweh. With the exception of 2 K 23-'

4 and
Zee 10-, the word terdphim, in spite of the plural
form, should probably be everywhere (quite cer-

tainly so in IS 19 I:! 1B
) taken as the designation

of only one image ; that is to say, it is an example
of the so-called plttrnlis iii'ijestatis, as happens
frequently with such words as 'adonini, br'tl/iiii,

and usually 'elohim. The etymology is still quite
obscure. The connexion with the rZphd'im, or

shades, favoured by many, is extremely improb-
able. All that is clear is that the terdphim is

related to the 'cpkud in the same way as the image
of a household god is to the more official image set

up in a '

god's house
' and attended to by a priest.

That the terdphim is not necessarily an image of

Jahweh is proved by the case of the terdphim
stolen by Kachel from Laban (Gn 31 "

'M
'-), which

the latter calls
' my god

'

(vv.
30 - 32

) ; and by Ezk
21- I- 1

', where the king of Babylon consults the

Kraphim at the crossing of the roads. In all other

passages it is <\\\ite possible to understand terdphim
to mean an image of Jahweh. So [probably, in-

deed, by a later and mistaken expansion], along
with the 'ephud, in Jg 175 IS 14 - 171- 80

, 1 S 19'- '*

(which passages speak plainly in favour of a
human-like form), and Hos 34 (again coupled
with the 'itphiid ; see above). The circumstance
that in 1 S 15-3

, 2 K 23- 4
,
and Zee 102

(where the

terdphim appear just as in Ezk 21 12G
, as giving

oracles) the possession and use of a terdphim is

branded as a species of idolatry, proves nothing
against its character as an image of Jahweh. From
the Prophetic point of view, which is that repre-
sented in all the above passages, there is little

difference between images of Jahweh and images
of actual idols. The hypothesis that the terdphim
represented a survival of images of ancestors or

stood for former tribal and family gods, would
indeed suit well their character as household gods,
but lacks all probability. Apart from the fact

that no certain evidence can be adduced in favour
of the prevalence of Ancestor Worship in Israel

(see above, p. 6141}'.), it is hard to suppose that in

the house of so zealous a Jahweh-worshipper as

David there should have been found any image
but one of Jahweh. Of the existence of the latter

kind of image we have proof, above all, in Ex 21 6
.

There we read that the slave who has no desire to

go free in the seventh year is to be pinned by the
ear to the doorpost before [the image of] God,
which is evidently assumed as set up by the en-

trance. In view of the whole spirit and standpoint
of the Book of the Covenant, this can refer only to

an image of Jahweh as the witness of this sym-
bolical transaction. t In like manner ' God '

in 227
1
3

)

* Mention should be made here of the suggestion of Schwally
(Sctnit. Kriegsalto-tuine.r, i. Ja) that the priest, when giving
oracles, himself put on the 'ephod, the clothing of the idol,

that the knowledge of the god might thus be transmitted to
him.

t That 'etohim in this passage cannot be understood, accord-

ing to the usual interpretation, as meaning 'judges' (a* lepre-
sentatives of God), is proved by Dt la 17

, where, in the oth^rwis*
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might al-o lie u MI lei -t lot tittrSphtm; 1 nit there,

a- well a- ill V."
'

. I he let ell 'lire Is re likely [o a

Divine image iii a public sanctuary.
From the above we conclude, then, that the

'././i.i/ and (at le.istfiom the moiiaichical period)

the ttr&phtm a- well were images "1 Jahweh,
Which a- such Were legalded a- i|llite llllob|ect lull-

able in the pre-Piophetic period, nay. even a- lale

as Hosea ill'), until at last they were involved in

the same condemnation as images ot idols proper

(Cl. heloH. p.
I ',7! I

1 '

II'. '.

(d\ Finally, the ,/1,/ifrn hulls set
11)1 by Jeroboam

fit lletbel and Dan were intended as image- of

Jahweh, and not a- heathen images. It might ap-

pear ot her w ise from the language of the Chronicler

f_> ('li Ki" >! "/.i, but tin- truth \\ as still rpiite

c\ idellt to the I lent en Hi" n lie redactor ni the I looks

of Kings Icf. 1 1C \-2-'"i. In like manner I he

narrative of E\ :;-J"'-. which belong- to the oldei

si.inees of the 1 'eiil at eiich, is ipiite aware that

.Aaion meant to replesent Jahweh by the golden
call which had brought Israel out of Egypt, tor

In- makes him in v.
5

proclaim a feast to Jahweh.
lint even here the giving of this form to Jahweh
is looked ii|ion as a grievous otlence on the part of

Aaron; and the I ). ntei .nmmist is never wearj in

the Hooks of Kings of denouncing this cult as

'the SIM of Jeroboam,' and of discovering in it one

of the principal causes of the downlall of the

Northern kingdom icf. especially -J 1C IT-"
1

-'.

The ipiestion whether in the pro
- Prophetic

-riod all those ditlerent kinds of images were

actually identilieil with Jahweh, and were thu

venerated a- />/<.</e.v, cannot be answered right on"

hy a Vi-s 111 a No. The plurality of inia^'o isoin

particular also the tn;,,, tiieial buD-iigurea at r.eihc-1

and Dam would naturally lend of itself to a dis-

tinguishing-between Jahweh enthroned in heaven
or ii|ion .Sinai and His numerous pictorial repre-
sentations. Imt only too lrei)iiently. at least

aiiiniigsi the lower orders, there would he a ten-

dene] to fall into the error of confounding the

lleity with Hi- linage. JU-t as in the II an

Catholic Church distinctions are made l.y the

people het \\een dillcrcMt images of the Mother of

Cod in regard to their miraculous virtues, although
all these image- an- meant to rcpie-di: one and

the same person. The reproach so frequently
addle-sell hvthe pre exilic 1'rophct s lo their con-

t, 111
1

10 1.-i i n-.' th.it they
' bowed down to the w<.rk

of their hand-,' must have heen no less applicable
in the pie Prophetic period. Half unconsciously
men changed, like tin- heathen (

Ku 1- -i, the glory
of the immortal God into the image of perishable
men and lieasis.

5. Itefore closing our discussion of the con-

ception of Cod. il may I" 1

lilting here to touch

l.nelU upon the leu pa s-a ges t ha t, -pea k Of anijels
as intermediate hcing- betwixt God and man, and

of certain half-mythological _//M/V.V which had

already taken their place in Jahwism in the pre-
Plopll.'l 1C peliixl.*

(a) The belief in snpramundane and al the wne
time almo-t independenl powers sho\\- it.-elf in

the most surprising fashion in Cn li
1

' 4
,
a pa-sage

with a strong myt holu^ical colouring, which 1)6

longs to the older stratum of J. The bin 'ilohtm

[lit.
' sons of the pod-,' hut really a de-i-nai ion of

those \\lio heloiix to tin- cate-oiy oi tlo/ltm or

tin,in, !' i |ii-l a- l'< ii' in/:*, in doe- no! mean 'sons

almost iMi i I). *1 !' \l. Ill' ri'!. i I Thi-

li. nteronomlBt, m '-" '
. -juiir .-.u-n-! 1 1\ uiniiT-i"'-! thr n : n if r

to be to u tiweb, nnd suppressed i

1 on thai ."' -nut.
- I

' -" ''' - all'l 1 S I'--' '.'/".""! IMS n

i
. in thatof *] 'i

1 " \ .'

ci K. S-.TH, ut. 'Hi i onitaan " '! i-ntikki lint- ilcr

an-.-i:liilu;;u- .'iiilrr I-ru-l' in Tln;,t. '/',/./.--/,,. 1-7, ;. ,,,, .111
.

1 1 ; II : A \, 1.1 iii;u'l. iii r
' Gottes Um^ebung na Ii '1- n * rr\i-

I i. ii .s. lintu-ii' in Miu-ei:er Theul. /. L902, \>.

van.

of the |ilo|i|lets,' lint memliel .if the "llild of

ii' lii im)] a|i|iear here, if not as lull hlooded
]

ni
1

111 hi r

-oils ill tile sellse of polvlllelsMI, \et ;i- sj...!,,^!,^

oiitsiih- t he realm ot .lah\\ ism , a kind ot demi-
i_'il-. In all prohahility the original (e\l meant

-sim|ily to record that from their union with the

daughters of men there spraii"; up on eaiili a

hyhrid raee similar to the Titans and giants of
Creek mythology. Mut it must he added tliat.

Cn li'"- is the only passage of this kind. The /,. ,,''

'i/n/t<tn are mentioned elsewhere onl\ in -loh I" -_"

:is
7

, where they are simply angelic hein^s in the
sei \ ice mid t lain of foid.

A more hvi|iicnt designation of these inter-

i liate hein-s is iii'ii'iil.li, 'messenger,' 'ani;el.'

(If icmise we liere leave out of account the al.ovu
i p. (ilis f. ) described tlieologitmenon of the '

unpd of

Jahweh ; of God.' To the rati'gory of creature

angels serving or surrounding Jahweh niny ha\e

belonged, according to the pre-Pruphetic popular
helief, the ' men ' who accompany Jahweh on His
visit to Abraham [in Gn 19'- , after jiartin<; from

Jahweh, they are lirst called '

angels'] and are
ciitci laineil by the latter.* So also the guardiiin-
an-el sent by Jahweh in Gn 247- <0

,
Nu 2018

(although in these passages the idea of the
iiinl'iil.ii Juliiri'h is not remote), and IK 195 ;

further, the angels of Gn 'JS'-(E) whom Jacob in

a dream sees ascending and descending a ladder

(namely, in order to facilitate communication be-

tween heaven and earth at liethel, a principal
cent re of revelation [the mention of the ladder in

this passage shows that angels are still thought of

as iinwinged]) ; and the troop of angels of God
(tin 3'2

: ' 121
[E]) whose appearance led Jacob to give

the city of Rfafianaim (' camp ') its name. In the

very doubtful text, Dt 33-, the 'holy myriads'
mav probably refer originally to the attendants
of God at theoplianies. In addition to these tew

passages from the Pentateuch there are in the
older strata of the Historical hooks : Jos o' 3

(J ?),

where the leader of the [heavenly] army of Jahweh
meets Joshua ; and '2 1C 0", where the liery horses

and chariots .ire to he thought of as driven by
angels. The '

destroying angel
'

of '2 S 24'", who
at the command of Jahweh smites the people with

pestilence, is evidently thought of, not as a pro-
fessional ' executioner angel,' hut as one appointed
by God to carry out His judgment in this par-
ticular instance. In 1 1C '22 1:l

, again, in the vision

of the prophet Micaiah the whole host of heaven
on the right and the left of Jahweh represents a
celestial deliberative assembly. Quite a peculiar

position is occupied here hy 'the spirit,' who, in

the light of the whole context, can he only the

personified spirit of prophecy. Nothing is said in

any of these passages about the moral ipiality of

the angels, for even in Dt 33- [if the text be

correct] 'holiness' refers not to their moral per-

i fcction, but only to their exaltation above this

world and their belonging to God. So also the

comparison of David to an angel of (Jod (I >-_".i'i

has in view only the trust and reverence due lo

angels. (Jur whole survey shows, however, that

in early Israel statements about angels play only
a subordinate part, and belong rather to t he

popular beliefs than to Jahwism proper. It is

to ! noted, moreover, that the most characteristic

expressions are connected either with a dream i in

Js,'-i ,,r a vision (1 1C 22'", 2K 6 17 may also lo

included in this category).
b I'o the realm of angels belong, beyond doubt,

the .< i-i iji/niit (D'fjf). Although mentioned only in

\. itiUnx' to the oldest form of this narrative, us <

out i-hiinh in Is' ' I
()

-15, Jahweh alone ap|K-:irn I" \

i ill i ikell at this hy a liili r r' ' MIM
IS Him I VX'OVetl With the IM . i uilll.

introduce* three men or angelu in jiluue
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the vision of Isaiah (Cr), they appear there as well-

known beings, so that the belief in them may
certainly be assumed for the pre-Prophetic period.
Furnished with six wings, they otter around God's
throne antiphonal praise in the Trisagion ; one
of them purges the lips of the prophet, and
announces to him the forgiveness of his sins.

They are thus, in fact, intelligent beings, angels.
Of the numerous explanations of the name, the

only one that can be taken in earnest is that which
traces it back to the singular xdrdph. This word
means properly 'serpent' (Nu 21", Dt 8 16

), and
the seraphim nuist accordingly have been origin-

ally serpent - formed creatures embodiments, in-

deed, of the serpent -like lightning -flashes that

play around Jahwch. But, in the case of the

seraphim of Isaiah, the six wings may be regarded
as all that has survived of this somewhat mytho-
logical form. Mu. cover (probably long before the
time of Isaiah), they have assumed human form,
as is evident not only from the song of praise (v.

3
),

which would be inconceivable in a serpent's mouth,
but from the band (v.

6
) and the speech of the

trn-ufi/i (v.
7

). It may be noted, finally, that here

again in Is G it is a vision that is recorded.

(c) Even more clearly than the seraphim, the
cherubim (1, irfibim, 0-5-15 or C'3iij, sing, kerub)

belong originally to the realm of mythology.*
The etymology of the word is still disputed.
According to some, kiinib is from the same root

(Sanskrit gribh,
'

grip ') as the Greek fpv^,
'

griffin
'

; according to others, it is due to a

transposition of the consonants of rikub,
' chariot

'

(cf . Ps 1043
), from the root rdkab,

' ride
'

or ' drive
'

(see below). The most probable derivation would
be from the Assyr. kurubn (plur. kiirfibi),

'

great,'
'

strong,' if it could be proved with certainty that
the winged bull-colossi with human heads, found
at the entrance of Assyrian palaces, bore the name
kurfibi.

All the various references to the cherubim have
this in common, that they always imply the near-

ness of God, or at least indicate a sacred spot.
But there are evidently two quite distinct under-

lying conceptions, which were only at a late period
combined into one [hence even the name kerub

might have a double etymology]. According to

Ps 18" (cf. also Is 19') the cherub is a pale form of

the wind-driven storm-cloud which serves Jahweh
as His chariot [or which, originally, He rides as a
horse ?].t The other sense of the word kerub is

that of a guardian of sacred spots. To this cate-

gory belong the cherubim of Gn 3'-'
4

, who, after the

expulsion of our first parents, guard the entrance
to the Garden of Eden [i.e. according to the

original intention of the narrative, the dwelling-

Cf., for the special literature, Rosters, art.
' De Cherubim'

in Theol. Tijdschr. 1S79, p. 445 ff.; Triebs, Veto-is Testamenti
dt Cherubim dtietrina, Berlin, 1888; J. Nikel, Di' Lehre ties AT
iiber die Chcntbim nnd Seraphim [Wurzburg dissertation ; full

of dog-malic prejudices], Breslau, 1890
;
J. Petersen, Vhertibim,

Oiitersloh, 1898 [account of the various interpretations from the
time of Luther downwards).

t Instead of fine cherub, a number of cherubim appear in

1 S 44 , 2 S 02, 2 K 19>s as bearers of God or of the Divine throne.
Of these passages the last cited can scarcely have any other

meaning, especially as there Hezekiah prays for a judicial
intervention of Jahweh against Assyria, and thus, as it were,
for an appearance of Jahwch. In a similar connexion ' He that
sitteth upon the cherubim' is still mentioned in such late

passages as Ps K>2 (') 99'. On the other hand, it is scarcely to be
doubted that in 1 S 4 4 and in 2 S 6- the same expression is due
to a subsequent interpolation, and is intended of the golden
cherubim upon the lid of the sacred Ark, which are first men-
tinned in the Priests' Code (Ex 25' 9rt

). According to the
latter (Nu 7^), Jahweh speaks to Moses from this lid, 'from
between the two cherubim,' i.e. He has His proper dwelling-
place there. The above interpolation was very natural on the

part of a late redactor of 1 S 44 and 2 S 62 , because in both
these passages there is express mention of Jahweh's relation to
the sacred Ark. It is impossible that an\ of the above passages
can refer to the two great cherubim which Solomon (see text

above) set up beside the facred Ark.

place of God] ; and also the huge cherub forms,
carved in olive wood, which Solomon set up in the

temple to the right and the left of the sacred Ark,
in such a way that with their outstretched wings
they tilled the whole space (1 K 623ff- 86

'-). So also

the carved figures of cherubim on the walls and
doors ( 1 K 6-a - 3'-' M

) and vessels (7
29 - x

) of the tern pie
indicate the near presence of God. Hence they
appear also in the visionary temple of Ezekiel

(Ezk 41 1

'), as well as in the sanctuary which the
Priests' Code assumes for the period of the wilder-

ness wanderings. In the latter they present them-
selves, partly as worked on the curtains and the veil

(Ex 26 1 - 31
), partly as two golden figures, with their

faces turned towards each other, placed on the lid

of the sacred Ark (25
18ff-

; cf. preced. col., note ti-

lt is hard to say what form we ought to attri-

bute to the cherubim with which we are dealing.
In Ex 25- they have only one face each, whereas
in Ezk 41' 8ff- each has a man's and also a lion's

face. Still more complicated is the description of

them in the first vision of Ezekiel (I
5fr-

). Here
each of the four cherubim has four faces (a

man's, a lion's, an ox's, and an eagle's) and four

wings, besides human hands. Besides this, they
are, according to lu 12

, quite covered with eyes,

symbols of the Divine omniscience. That they
are creatures endowed with reason might be
inferred at least from 10', if the cherub there

belongs to the original text ; but not from 312
,

where for ^13 we should read ens (' when the glory
of Jahweh lifted itself up '). A comparison of all

the above data leads to the conclusion that the

cherub was indeed thought of all along as a

hybrid being, but originally as probably composed
of only tiro different bodies.* At the same time
it can hardly be doubted that the Biblical cherubim
are of Babylono-Assyrian origin, although they
need not have been first borrowed in the age of

Solomon. But it is impossible to decide whether
the ordinary cherub form corresponded to the

Assyrian winged bulls or lions with a human head
or the human forms with a bird's head. All that

appears to be certain is that the complicated cherub
forms in Ezk 1 and 10 (with all their additions)
owed their initiation to the imagination of this

prophet, only that he has perhaps united in one
what the popular belief attributed to a number of

hybrid beings. The most important point to

notice is that Ezekiel, in his description, is the
first to unite the conception of a griffin form with
the other in which we found a pale form of the

storrn-eloud as the bearer of Jahweh. For the

cherubim of Ezekiel, as is plain from 1~- :Bff- 9s

(where the whole appearance is included in the

singular 'cherub') 104 -

"", are the bearers of the

crystal plane on which the throne of Jahweh rests ;

by means of the wheels, which are inseparable from

them, the}' move the chariot -throne of Jahweh.
Of quite a different kind is the cherub of Ezk 28' 3ff

-,

who, all covered with precious stones, walks upon
the sacred mount of the gods amongst stones of

tire. Here a direct borrowing from a mi/fho/o-

flitmenon of the East, as well as a partial affinity
with Gn 3-4

,
is unmistakable. It should be re-

marked, however, that this cherub serves only the

purpose of comparison (with the king of Tyre),
while the cherubim of chapters 1 and 10 belong
simply to * vision, and those of the temple and
the tabernacle are merely symbolical ornaments.
Hence they can in no case be reckoned amongst
the necessaiy elements of Jahwism.

iii. SrifCKETISM BETWEEN JAIIWE1I AXD THE
CAXAAXJTE BAAL. DEFEAT OF BAAL TUUOUHII
JAHWEH'S BEIXG FINALLY LOCALIZED jy

* This conclusion is favoured also by the circumstance that

they are compared by Philo and Joeeplms with the sphinxes.
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('.(.V.I. I A .!.'./< r.<l//\r. TO Hi: in.M'Kn'KH /' .IX

i, "i' at-' tlt.'.i \'i-:.\. 1. i-iael mi entering Canaan
folllltl itself 111 ple-enco ill a pretty lii^llly civili/ed

people, which hail lone ae" ailopled III'- settled

lorm ot lit'r, wa- -kilh-.i in agriculture, gardening,
ami vine culture, and in ronequenee enjoyed
ereat material pm-peiily. Not Inn;; was more
.latural than that l-racl should seek tu compete
with tin- < 'anaanite- in the above-named industries.

True, the I lan-itioii II the purely iiiiinailie tu

the agricnltura] state was accomplished hut

slowly. The patriarchal narratives, which may
l.e reeanled a- a faithful jiie'ure i>f the einiilitiinis

that prevailed during the earlier part nf the period
lit" the .ludees, still exhibit a mineline "f '' ie

settled with the nomadic life ;
ami even intheso-

ealleil Hook c.f the Covenant iK\ L'l -J.'ilthe past ur-

ine of Mocks evidenth still plays an important
rule ailing \\ith the cnlthatine ol the -oil. The
necessity of leainine the liner arts of lielil- ami
vine culture from the Canaanites -ami that in

constant association with them- would of itself

sullicc to explain numerous (anaanite inlluences

upon the comlnct anil the hahit.s of ilmn-hi of the

Israelites. I'.ut there- ale other two very powerful
factors thai come into view in this connexion.

(</) In the lirst place, the laml into which Israel

penetrateil hail belonged from times remote to

another e01 ' who, in various forms, wa- woi-

shipped at the dilten-nt sanctuaries of the cwuntiy,
and whose rights as owner no one at lirst dreamt
iii contesting. To Israel, as to every other people
of those ila\s, it was self evident that every nation
and country had its own e 1 *'. The latter may in-

deed he temporarily oven omc by the more power-
ful e; ()il (or e"ilsi of a iorcien nation, hut hi- ex-

istence is not therewith ended. The thought,
how CUT, of a defeat of Itaal (or the liaalsi of

Canaan COUld not take its rise amone the Israel-

ite- -o lone a- they were ahle only with dilti-

culty la- is shown liy -le 1 IS'"- etc.) to main
tain their position in the land .vi'r/<- hi/ xiili- n-itli

the I'anaaniles. In view of all this, it was//'/- ae

self-eviilen( that I!aal, the j_
rod of the land, was

to he regarded as ihe hesiower of the fruits of the

land, and was entitled to thanks accordingly.
(/O Hut, ill the second plac.-. according to the con-

ceptions ..I a n I iipiit \ . agriculture it -elf was viewed
as a hranch of I he cult of I he ".oil of the land, or at

h-a-t a- pait ot the [elisions customs and usages
which are inn-id hack to him, and on that account
are nh.-erveil and handed down with superstitious
care. Tin- view linds an instructive exposition in

Is '_'S .

\\'hen we take all the ahove considerations
into account, the conclusion we inevitalily draw is

that it was almost impossil.le that Israel should

escape bcjne involved in the cult of llaal if it

de-ired to maintain it- e\i~tene i /ii.i soil, in the,

midst of A/v people, who Were ill atlected towalds
I -rail. The only question i- whet her this way of

looking at the matter woe at least for a length oi
time -haled hy all classes of the people w it limit

exception, or whether, at least amongst |he inlcl

leelual and religions h-adct- th,-ie were those who
even then put forward in downright earnest the

supreme plea of t he Sinai religion:
' .lah vv eh anil

.lahweh alone is the (,o,| ot Israel.' \\'e may
infer that there were, judei"e from the energy
with which the simple a^ain-l IJaal w a- alter
waul.- nndei taken, and which

implies
a eontiniloils

maintenance of e\rhisi\c .lahwism. Then- ale,

however, no direct test i nionie- to a strueeh' main-
tained at every period with the worship of llaal.

It micht pel haps he suppo-cd that a distinction
should he dra w n he t w een t he ( 'anaanit e llaal, who
was quite earl] superseded, ami of whom then- i-

no further trace even in the "//! nt records; of the

Opening monarchical period, anil the Tyriaii llaal

imported hy .le/cl.el and Al haliah, aL'ain-t w ho.n
a violent storm of opposition at once arose. Hut
this would he to disregard a vei\ trustworthy
witness, whose testimony i- to quite aililh-ient

liiil. namely llo-'J "-. \\" hen t he prophet heie

reproaeh' In- count r\ men with c"i'i^
r altei theil

lovers [the baa Is), who wele supposed to liavu

bestowed upon them lii. '..I and water, wool and
I lax, oil and ' drinks

'

i v.
M '

'-'
v im-s and lie ' '

' '

,

he is thinking not of times lone cone by, nor of the

cult ol the I'yrian llaal, but ol a:i ineradicable
delusion of the people Which can be traced down
to the time of llosea -that is, till the rlo-in^
.la v - ot tie- N ..it hern kingdom :

' -he know et h not
that it is / [.lahweh) who have bestowed upon her
the coin and the must and the oil, and have en en
her silver and {{"'d in abundance- upon llaal h.ii li

sh .- expend, -.1 it,

'

( llos u"" '). It may be that I he

complainl of llosea applied ill a much larger
measure to the kingdom of Israel than, to that ot

tludah. Hut, in any case, it furnishes a v.iv

notable testimony to the tenacity with which the
belief ill llaal as the e'i"l <' the land and the dis-

pen-ei of its fruits persisted amongst a portion of

t lie people
2. l'i om all the above consideration- it follows

that the picture which the I leuteronomic redactor
ol I he Hook of .111. Ices (cf. esp. 'J'

1 "
| skel< lies of the,

religious conditions of the period of the Judges is

not true to the historical reality. To him from
the standpoint of the 7th or 6th cent. II. C. no
o] her view is possible except that any inclination

to the cult of other el"ls U at the same time

complete apostasy from .lahweh, the (iod of tin-

fathers (.le-"). It is the aneer of .lahweh, occa-

sioned by their conduct, and the oppression at the
hands ot their foes to which lie ei'es them over,

that laccoriline to this view) lirst brine Israel

to reflexion and a return to .lahweh. Hut the
truth is that in these early times men considered

it quite an intelligible position thai, on tin- one

hand, tiny, should hold fast to .lahweh in all

matters atlectine the people as a whole iso. tor

in-tam-e, especially in war; cf. above, p. ii:i i

I;

while, on the other hand, they did not break with
llaal, the coil of the land and the be-tower of

fruits, but tendered to him the thanks and the

olleiines that were his due. Such conduct is not

to be viewed as pure idolatry, and still le-- as

poll I heism ; it is simply a species of syncreti-iu
which aims at sati-lvinc, each in its own wa\, all

the varieties of religious needs. In like manner,
; me Ihe Arabs, lone after the victory of l-l.nii,

the local cult of the pre-Islamie ^-ods persisted,

partly in the popular usages (forbidden by Islam),

partly in some usages incorporated with 1-lnn

itself'.

:. In the lone run, however, this double cult

of quite heieioceneous f.'"ds became impossible:
one or other must yield. And, as a matter of

fact, by aid of the ancient sources we can still

tiace prettv accurately the lone process which led

to the complete conquest and suppression of ihe

Siirv iv in',' trier* "t this tuition an- ilis.-ov . r.-.t l.v Si liw:i!lv

(</'. K : ,. /.../', ; I ,>* ,
,

I .si If 1 II.
ri]

tli.a ni-\. iv pUnii'l mm treea wen to be i> n 'int-nirM.'.! PT
i! IM . .,,,1 ,

, :, thi i' i in h veai theii fruito wen
dedicated In lahweh (l.v 1W" ; -I. Hi -"". uh'-r.-a similar rule

i- s, i|. p'.-. .1 I" h"lil ol vni.
'

h. lil \v':t.s n, il to IK.

reaped to ite irerj edgei(Li
'

. ih.n a ("ivi.iti-n ihi

not t" I" t.-u-li.-.l Iroin Mi. h i : . in t,'riirral all i;h'aie

injf waa to he ili.s|ieni-.l wilh (lit '-'I
1 '

1

'). In .ill lti.--i- ns.i,'"-i

il i- -m.i.,.-, il MJ.J ih.-rt- wa- an inl.-ntion >.t pr. .jul i.itiliK the
I

il.-lll.ins anil li.i^iU I '-I. w li.ll \\ :us -:!!. I tDOVO, p '> I 7 1 '

t ,

,
lltw nit I liu

aacrifices offered to the 4^trim). Hut ii' 1 1- again, aa eluewbera,
II i- v.-iv i|H. --I i.,n;iM.- whrth. r I '. it- rOnpmj |i'"t 1" ^|^-ak o(

Leviticus) naa atUl any conaclousneaa ol '' -.IHIOHIH

i niini olil,-n t ini.'-. ; ;il -ill ' ;i!oni n)

now L.'ronnilr'l "(.''; mi - "iM.I.-iMtions ot humanity (thu cjirc of

wi.li.w-, ..rphanj,
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baals by Jahweh, at least so far as the better

portion of the people were concerned.

(a) One of the most essential factors in achiev-

ing this result was unquestionably the. localizing of
.In /in- /! in Canaan, especially at certain primeval
and much frequented sanctuaries. Such a localiz-

ing process was by no means a matter of course
from the most ancient point of view. True, even
from the earliest times we hear of appearances
of Jahweli on Canaanite soil in the form of the
mul'iikh J<thir:h (see above, p. 638 ft'.), lint tin-

latter came and went without its being possible to

speak of any fixed dwelling-place. The sacred

Ark, again, guaranteed, nay represented (cf. above,

p. (J28 f., the presence of Jalnveh. But the Ark was,
above all, the shrine of Jalnveh Zcba'uth, the war-

God, who had nothing to do with the cultivating
of the soil or the training of vines. The proper
seat of Jahweh continued to be, as before, Sinai.

It i^ from there that Jalnveh comes to aid the
tribes of Israel in their struggle with Sisera (Jg
54

). \Ve may perhaps leave out of account l)t

33*'-, Hab 33
,
and 1's OS8 as merely poetical reminis-

cences of Jg 54
, while Dt 33 16

(' the dweller in the

bush') suffers from uncertainty of interpretation.
But there is still left 1 K 198ff- as a positive proof
that in the time of Elijah the seat ot Jabweh was
found at

' Horob the mount of God."
But it cannot be pronounced that the above was

the only way of looking at the matter that pre-
vailed in the time of the Judges, not to speak of

the monarchical period. The gradual subjugation
of the Canaanites, which was completed by the
entire subjection of their surviving representatives
by Solomon, and the signal proof of the might of

Jahweh afforded by David's victories, naturally
involved a lowering of the prestige of Baal move
and more nay, in many places its complete anni-

hilation. To this was added the erecting of new
sanctuaries, dedicated to Jalnveh exclusively: like

that of Gideon at Ophrah (Jg 6-4
S'-
7

), the temple
for the sacred Ark at Shiloh, then the tent for it in

the city of David, and, above all, the temple of

Solomon, which no doubt surpassed in splendour
and in art all the hitherto existing sanctuaries of

Canaan (with the possible exception of the Phoe-
nician ones). All these spots, where Jahweh alone
was venerated, could not fail to familiarize men's
minds with the notion of His personal dwelling in

Canaan. And thus it was only the last step to-

wards the complete localizing of Him there, when
even the former Canaanite sacred places, which,
as such, had long given an advantage to the Baal

worship, were expressly brought into relation with
Jalnveh. Jahwen thus becomes simply identified

with Baal, steps into possession of all the property
and functions of the latter. This could lie done
all the more readily that Baal is not, like Jahweh,
a real proper name, but an appellative = 'lord' or

'owner,' so that it could serve equally well as a

designation of Jahweh.
The surest evidence that Jahweh thus took the

place of Baal is to be found in the employment of

Bird in the composition of Israelitish personal
names (possibly also in a number of place-names
[so certainly in '2 S 5-]) as quite the equivalent in

meaning of Jahweh.* Tims we find Jerubba'itl

* Later generations were so unable to comprehend this that

(probably with reference to Hoi 2'"'-) for Baal thev substituted
either El, 'Gm\' (so in the family of David. 2 S' 516, i Ch 3
Eliada' for Be'clinda' of 1 Ch 14")- or bSshelh, 'shame.' So, in the
familv of Saul, Esliba'ttl,

' man of Baal
'

[ao still in 1 Ch S*1

O^-l],

becomes Ishbuxhetlt |2 S 28IT-] ; MfriMal,
' man of Baal

'

[no still

in 1 Ch 940 , whereas in 1 Ch 8s4 the objection IB removed l>y

the form .V<Vi"M>a'rt/,
*

opponent of Baal'], become* Slcphi-
timihrth, (?) 'despiser of Baal' [2 S 44 SW. 21*). On the other
hand, Irrubba'at (proh, = ' he who contendi for the lord' {i.e.

Jahweh]) was retained unchanged, with the same signification
as Israi'l [the very artificial Interpretation in Jg; &^ff- takes it

u a surname afterwards Driven to Gideon, whereas the pro.

(the real name of Gideon), Eshba'al, Meriba'al

(descendants of Saul), Bc'cliar/'i (one of David's

sons) ; cf . also 1 Ch 1'2
5

Be'cliah,
'

Jah[weh] is

Baal.'

With the transference of the cult of Jahweh to

the spots where Baal worship had been practised
is certainly connected a circumstance which by
itself appears very strange to us, but which finds

its analogies in all popular religions which have

images of gods (or even of saints). The Canaanite
Baal was originally one particular god ; but, as his

images became localized in different lands and
sanctuaries, he was correspondingly broken up as

it were into different deities. This is proved liy

the numerous discriminating appellations, where
the name of a place is added to that of Baal (e.if.

Baal-Peor, Baal-Herman, etc.), or where we have
some other distinguishing mark {e.y. Baal-bertth,
'Baal of the covenant' ; Baal-:cbub,

' the fly-Baal,
1

etc.). So also Mi Icom the god of the Ammonites,
Chemosh the god of the Moabites, and Melkart
the city-god of Tyre, are manifestly examples of

such localizing of the one Canaanite Baal. It is

thus intelligible that in Jg '2
11 3" 10" etc., and even

in Hos 215 - ls
I
13 - 17

> II 2
, a worship of 'the baals' is

spoken of. But the same differentiating process
was applied also to Jahweh when He (or His images)
stepped into the place of Baal, or had even new
places of worship assigned to Him. The proof of

this is supplied once more by the special names
given to particular altars or places of worship of

Jahweh ; this special name serving to distinguish,
as it were, the local God of this place from other
local gods. The Jalnveh who was worshipped at

the sacred tamarisk of Beersheba (Gn 21 :a
) is

called Jahtivh 'El '61dm ('the God of primeval
time '

? or ' the eternal God ">.); He who appears to

Jacob at Luz is called 'El Bethel,
' the God of

Bethel' (31
1;>

35'); the altar erected by Jacob at

Shechem is called 'El 'Elohe Ismcl, 'El, God of

Israel' (33-
10

) ; that which Jcrubbnal built at

Ophrah receives the name .Tahicch shiilum, 'Jah-
weh is safety' (Jg 6-

4
). When, finally, Absalom

declares (2 S 157t
-) that he must go to Hebron to

discharge a vow to Jahweh, he evidently means
to distinguish the Jahweh of Hebron from the
Jahweli of Jerusalem. Presumably, a sacrifice

offered at the far older place of worship at Hebron
was believed to have greater efficacy than one

presented at the more recent sanctuary at Jeru-
salem.

1'he whole process of localizing Jabweh in

Canaan, and the consequent destruction of the

syncretism between Jahweh and Baal, presents
itself to us as already accomplished in the patri-
archal narratives of Gn 12 ff. These have not a
word to say about any places of worship of Baal
in the land ; all the future Israelitish sanctuaries

are already consecrated by the patriarchs (for the
most part in consequence of manifestations of

Jahweh) by the building of altars (Gn 12'- 13 18

2G'-
15
33-) or the planting of a sacred tree ('2P

3
). In

two instances (1'2
B

'28
nff

-). indeed, there can still

be clearly detected a recollection that the sacred-

ness of these spots dates really from an earlier,

Canaanite, period ; but for Israel it dates from the

occasion when Jahweh came upon the scene as the
niimen loci, and manifested Himself to Isrscl's

ancestors.

(6) In all this we have not as yet mentioned one

prime factor which explains very simply the per-
manent triumph of Jahweli over Baal in the

bability is rather that it Is the latter name itself that should be

reK'ardi'd as a surname], Jj;' 71 S29 - M 3 Iff
; but cf. also 2 S 1121,

where we have the form Jembbf8hth for Jerubbosheth. The
LXX retains Baal in the text, but utmis this to be read

tt.V^i.n ( = liosheth, 'shame'). In no other way can we explain
the presence of the feminine article in TJ i;.^/ of Ro 11*
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capacity of tin- latter a.s "JIM! of tin- ];unl namely,
tin 1 introduction <>i the conception ot Jahweli as a

(oil i-nt hi oiled in l'<ir,n. Tliis implies of itst-lt

the idea oi His aupramundane elevation, m>i only
above all earthly powers, lint above all local

div illilies. l-'roni heaven .lahweh looks il(l\MI ;illil

directs tin 1 actions and fortunes of men, or lit

least, in tin- hist instance, of His people ; from
heaven He semis or withholds rain anl dew and
all the associated blessings of the soil ; Imt from
heaven also lie rains down lire ami hrinistone

upon So. loin ami liomorrah i(in l!l-'i. ami thus
shows Himself to ! the almighty BUpramundane
l.o],l o\ ,-r all the elements.
Accord in;; to the view j list presented, this con

ce],tion of .laliwch ill. I not make its way all at

once, and still less did it [icnetrate the irlmli- Imtti/

of the people : side liy side with it there coii-

liniied to prevail for lonj; an ill di'lined min^lin^
of the notions which localized Jahweh at Sinai i see

ahove, p. (i'_'ti''i or at Canaanite places of worship,
lint, on the othei haml. t races of the conception of

.lahweh as a I loil of heaven can he discovered

comparatively early. \Vr must not allow our-

selves to lie misled hy passages where a diUcrent
view appears to lie piesented. simply hecanse tin-

narrative form of the myth is adopted. In (in :r,

for instance, the ( ianh-n of K.len is still (lod's

dwelling-place, Imt. according to the same source
(.1 i, JallWeh comes down Irom heaven (the context
tiermits of no other meaning] to see the Tower of
liahcl (II

- 7
). He sends down destruction from

h'-a i en from Jahw eh
( 111-', see aliove) ; He is railed

the (iiid of heaven' rJ4 7
,
v. 3 'the (Jod of heaven

and earth'). In the K source the idea of .lahweh
as the ( I od of heaven has so completely gained the
asce-ldem V thai even the nml'ikli l\i',!itlll (cf.

aliove, p. tills II i calls from heaven
j'Jl'

7
'J'J", where

'.lahwc'h' instead of ' Klohim
'

is due to the
redactor who inserted vv. 15 -' 8

). In 'JS
1J (K) the

ladiler upon which the angels asrend and descend
estahlishes the connexion between earth and
heaven, the dwelling-place of (Jod. Hence .laeob

(V.
17

) Calls tile place at olicc the hulls.' of God
(corresponding to the earlier conception) and the

pile ot ln-a\ en.

4. Th<' above assertion, that the cult of liaal

was gradually superseded through the locali/.iii":

of .lahweh at the Canaanite s.-inctuai ics ami the

enowin;: conception of Him as tiie i.,,d of heaven,

appears at lir.st to be violently rontradicteil by
the circumstance that even in the reiun of Allah of
Israel (i.e. in the first half of the lith cent. B.C.)
the worship of liaal comes upon the scene once
more, and ill such force that we almost receive the

impression that .lahw ism had then to en^a^'e in a
life-ami -death simple, and was brought to the

verm; of extinction. Klijah complains I K l!l"i

that the altars of .lahweh had been thrown down
and His prophets put to death, that In- himself
alone was left, and that they sought his life to

dc.stroy it. Hut apart from the aii-wer of <iod

(v.'"i, that the number of those who had remained
loyal to .lahweh amounted to ~\v\, there are
other points on which our judgment must be con

siderably moililied with respect to the decree and
the universality of the apostasy from .lahweh.

particularly so far as .\liab is concerned II K
Hi

'

i. The names of Ahab's children lAhn/.iah,
.lorani, 'Atlialiahl are one and all compounds with
the name of .lahweh. The fact that he built for
his Tyiian consort .le/eUd a liaal temple and altar
at Samaria may be explained in the -aim- way as
Si iloinon s building of a Chemosli sanctuary ui.n
the Mount of llli\es (see aliove. p. li:i.")i. The
bl ly pel-ecul ion of the plllphets of .lallVVell is

expressly il K Is' III-) laid to the char-e ol .le/ebel

alone; it is at /<,< tubli: that tlie4."iii prophets of

I'.aal eat 18 \hab chides Klijah as t In- author
of a famine, but he does not k his life. <(n tin.

contrary, he did -inc.-ie pi-name (_'!-'" i when
.lahweh s deciee ol n-|i-clion mi account of the

judicial niuidei ol Nalioth had I n annoiin. e.l to
him by Klijah. 1'Yom I K -JJ

1 '"- (the closm; ,

of Ahab's rejoin it is evident that a vei\ large
number of .lahweh - piophets as well a- Micaiah
ben linlah had been I. -I t unmolesti'd. Notewoilhv,
lurt her, is the judgment of Ahab put in the mout li

of .le'ni in _' K 1U'. All this, indeed, does not

imply that Ahab was not seriously hb
in conniving too much at the conduct of his un-

scrupulous wife, 1ml. the principal v,uilt plainly
lies at t he door ot .le'ht'l.

All the more on that account we inii-t ask what
was the real aim of Jezebel's conduct. In view of
the complaint of Klijah ( 111

14
) about the throwing

down of Jahweh's altar>, it looks ax if she sought
to destroy the cult of .lahweh root and branch and
to [nit that of liaal in its place in short, to intro-
duce a change of religion. lint this appeal- im-

possible in face of the attitude of Ahab to Kli|ah
i ~ee abov i". and especially in view of 2 K lO^. In
the latter passage i.in the last days of Jezebel) the

presence ol a very larv.e number of .lahweh wor-

shippers is assumed alongside of the worship)" i s

of liaal. otherwise .li-liu would have had to extir-

pate not only the dynasty but almost the whole
nation. According to v.-

1

, however, the woi

shippers of liaal throughout the whole land were
not more than could be assembled by .lelni ill the

temple of liaal at Samaria. Hence the bloody
persecution of the prophets of .lahweh is doubtl.-s
to be explained on the ground that they, with

Elijah at their head, ollered the most violent

opposition not only to tin- according to Baal of

eipial rights with .lahweh, but even to the intro-
duction and spread of his cult at all. Their a' t in^-

in this way is an evidence that, at least on tin-

part of thinking representatives of .lahwism. the
s- ncrei ism that formerly prevailed had been - OMI

pletely overcome, and that their conscience had
1 n sulliciently quickened to apprehend the lull

iiieanin:_' of the principle, '.lahweh alone is the
(iod ol Israel.' \nd they rightly recoj;ni/.i il in

(lull form in which syncretism was sought t" be
revived by .le/ebel, a doubly serious ilan^rer. Now
it was no longer a ijiiestion of loiifr-established
local divinities, in whose place .lahweh could le

put without dilliciilty. but of a foreign god the
same e,nl who had made Tyre the proud mi-tress
ol the seas, and the possessor of da/xlin^' wealth.
The danger that thus threatened was not simply
that .lahweh would be held in less esteem, lull

that He would be absolutely rejected as weak in

comparison with ////-v liaal. .le/ebel herself doubt-
less wished devoutly for this consummation, and
many a one, to ^ain her favour, or in dread ot her
wrath, may have displayed such an e.xce-s ..! zeal

lor liaal as to have "jonc the length of tearing dow n

altars of .lahweh . I K I s-
:

'

!!>', U'e shall have to
show presently that Jehu's destruction of the work
of .Ic/ebel was actuated, if not e.xclusiv eh . vet

mainly by religious motives.
It Jezebel's /eal for the T\nan I'..ial occa-ioned

a serious danger and led to a bitter conflict in

the \iiiilnTii kingdom, the cult of liaal is only a

unickly passing epi-ode in the kingdom of .ludah.

From '_' K II we do not at all derive the impies-
sion that 'Athaliah, the dau^'iitei .it \hab and
.le/eliel. alter lier attempt to ext n pate the Davidic

dynasty, took any niea.-uies to pievent the con-
linuance of the wm-hlp ol .lahweh in Soloi.inni

Tti. l^i |ir- '(
'In I- .! ill-' " -//- i"/, tr.M.- -1 ,i!i.n- \\ ,!

in-.' n lui'T (JKT|IU|I> iii :ill.iMi' i iota in Hi

aililitinn u> tin- tc\1. us is 1'liiin I run i \ .'", ul.t-rc tlirv couJJ not

possiuh luivt- l;nlf.l to It- mentioned.
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temple. On the contrary, the high priest Joiada
is so notable a personage that he has no dilliculty
in enlisting the royal bodyguard in a conspiracy
against 'Athaliah. It is only at the close of the
narrative (v.

18
) that we lirst learn that there was

then, even in Jerusalem, a temple of Baal under
the charge of a priest named Mattan. The zeal

with which 'all the people of the land' tear down
this temple, destroy Baal's altars and images, and

slay the priest, proves how hateful to the Judahites
was the cult imported by 'Athaliah.

iv. THE OKGAXS OF GEHUISE
PRIESTS, PllOl'UETS, XAZIK1TES AND RECHA-
1IITES, 'JUDGES' AND KIA'GS.In the foregoing
section the conflict between Jahweli and Baal is

described as primarily one of different religious
ideas and needs. As a matter of fact, the latter

may gather such strength that they lay hold of

wide circles of people and make them their halt-

unconscious instruments. But this excludes the
existence neither of regular, official representatives
of particular religious interests, nor the appoint-
ment of extraordinary instruments called and

equipped by God. Examples of both these are
found in considerable numbers in Israel in the

period prior to the rise of written prophecy. The
official character belongs to priests and kings ; the

extraordinary mission is represented by the various

species of prophets, in which category may be in-

cluded also the Nazirites and Rechabites, and in a
certain sense even the so-called 'judges.'

I. Priests. 1. We have already (p. 633s
) pointed

out how few and uncertain are the traditions of

the Mosaic period regarding the founding of the
lull well priesthood.* Even in the period with
which we are now dealing, the stream of tradition

is a tiny one. This is simply explained on the

ground that priests were not required for the
most important transaction of the cultus, namely
sacrifice, but only for bearing the sacred Ark (so,

.iri'ording to J and E, Jos 33ff- 49ff- 6ff
-),t for taking

charge of a ' God's house,' i.e. the container of an

image cf Jahweli, and for consulting the sacred

lot, which was connected in some way with this

image. In the whole Book of Judges there is no
mention of priests except in the first appendix
(chs. 17 and 18) ; but that narrative, when rightly
interpreted, is extremely instructive in regard
to the conditions prevailing under the Judges.
Tin: Ephraimite Micah eonstiucts a 'God's house'

containing a Divine image [on the plurality of

images, which owe their origin to the welding
together of two parallel accounts and to a

pro-
cess of glossing, see above, p. 041''], and appoints
one of his sons to be priest. But when a young
Levite, i.e. a member of the tribe of Levi, who has
hitherto sojourned in Bethlehem-judah as a ffi-r,

passes by, he engages him, for a yearly salary
of ten shekels of silver and the cost of food and
clothing, to serve as 'father' and priest; and'he
now 'feels sure that Jahweli will bless him because
he has a Levite for priest. The very designation
of a young man as 'father' (IT

10 IS' 9
) shows that

this honorific title (used especially, no doubt, as a
mode of address) was regularly given to priests as
it was, according to 2 K 2' 2

tr
1 13' 4

, to prophets.

*
Cf. Baudissin's art. PRIESTS AXD LEVITES in vol. iv. p. 67 ff.,

and tlie same author's Geschichte dcs alttfst. Priestei-thuinit,

Leipzig, 1S60. Unfortunately, this exhaustive monograph is not
uninfluenced by the author's untenable hypothesis that the
source P originated as early as the 7th cent. B.C., much about
the same time as Deuteronomy.

t Everywhere in these passages only
' the priests

'

are spoken
of except on the first mention of them in 3s , where, in harmony
with the usage of Deuteronomy, we have the addition ' the
Levites,' the two designations combined being='the Levitical

priests.' The glossator meant to leave no possibility of doubt
that even then the onH priests that could be held legitimate
were those sprung from Levi.

A counterpart to this is found in Jg 57
, where

Deborah is called a ' mother in Israel.'

We see from the above, that, even for attending
to a ' God's house ' and an oracle-image, a Levite
was not indispensable, but that particular value
was attached to him when his services could be ob-

tained. For, as a descendant of the tribe of Moses,
he was supposed, on the ground of the family
tradition, to have the best acquaintance with
ritual affairs, and, above all, with the method of

obtaining oracles. And Micah had all the more

ground for this assumption, seeing that his Levite,
as we first learn from IS'", was a son of Gershom
and a grandson of Moses,* named Jonathan. Thus
there was a priesthood known then, which traced

its origin direct to Moses, and there is no reason
to doubt the historicity of the statement (18

3
") that

in particular the priests of the oracle -image at

Dan, which evidently stood in high repute down
to B.C. 734, sprang from the family of the above-
named Jonathan, and thus of Moses. The circum-
stance that the image, along' with the priest, was

originally stolen by the Danites (18'
4ir

-), would cer-

tainly not damage its character in the least, from
the naive point of view of these early times.

2. It is not till the end of the period of the

Judges that we encounter once more a priesthood
in Israel, in the person of Eli, with his sous

Ilophni and I'hinehas in attendance on the sacred

Ark at Shiloh (1 S' 1
J - '-"r- 2'- ff' 44tr

-). According t..

the Deuteronomic addition, 2;!7ff
',

Eli and his sons

are the descendants of a priestly family to whom,
in Egypt, Jahweli had already entrusted all lire-

offerings of the Israelites. By this is meant, of

course, the priestly tribe of Levi, the ' chosen of all

the tribes' (v.-
8
). The earlier accounts of Eli and

his family say nothing of their having belonged to

Levi, and the indifference of the ancient sources to

any such connexion is shown by the frank state-

ment about the priestly functions discharged by
the young Samuel, who was of the tribe of Ephmim
(1 S 2 18 3 lir

', according to which he slept beside the

Ark). The Deuteronom. prediction put in the

mouth of an unnamed man of God (2'-
;a

-) contains

what might be called a programme of the subse-

quent histoiy of the priesthood, the meaning of

which is perfectly transparent to us. The destruc-

tion of the house of Eli with the sword (v.
:a

) refers

to Saul's massacre of the priests of Nob (22""Ht
The transference of the sanctuary to Nob (without
the Ark, which had been carried off' by the Philis-

tines, and was ultimately stationed at $iriatli-

jearim, 4 11 51-! 1
) was, witnout doubt, due to the

destruction of the Shiloh temple by the Philistines

(cf. Jer 7
1 -lf

-). Ahimelech the son of Ahitub, who,
in Saul's time, officiated there as priest (1 S 21-"-

* The subsequent correction of Moses to Slanasseh by a super-
linear n was due simply to a desire to save Moses the shame of

having a descendant who held an illegitimate (because not
derived from Aaron) priesthood, and, in addition, practised the

worship of images. In the estimation of the original narrator,
both these things were quite justifiable and praiseworthy.

t If 85 men 'who wore the linen ephod' (i.e. officiating

priests) were slain by lioeg, this is a surprisingly large number.
At ^iloh only three priests are mentioned ; at Jerusalem under

David, only two (apart from David's sons, 2 S S", and '

Ira the

Jairite, 20-), as was the case also under Solomon, according to

the original text of 1 K 4'--5 (Azariah the son of Zadok, and
Zabud the son of Nathan). It is true that hak-kulim denotes
' the priest

'

*a-r' &>/,, in olden times the chief priest (as is still

the case in 2 K II""'-, Is S-, and 2 K 2'2-"r where Hilkiah first

becomes '

high priest,' thanks to a later redactor), so that the

existence of other priests along with the alwive named is by no
means excluded (cf. e.g. 2 K 12'f-). But, while a considerable

number is supposable in the case of the splendid temple of

Solomon, it is not so with the more modest sanctuaries of the

early monarchical period. Now, it is a possibility that in 1 S

that the number was a later insertion, based updn diverse

guesses. Is it accident that S5 is the numerical value of the

consonants of
' kuhnne [JahwehJ' in v.17?
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BtO.
|, WM, acc.-rdllu f.i 1 S I I-, M| I'M.

The Mill- sin xiv or M| tin- Iliassro-ie al \M!I was
Al.iiitlmr tin' -ii MI Ahiniclech I s -J -J-J-"), who
it, -.1 ,Min iin- //', d (see above) to I'avul. The

trustworthy ni.'-t, however, for whom .lahweli,

iir. .iidino I.. _' . i~ iii l.uiM an enduriii", house, i.e.

t*. whom He it to ^ive an unbroken lilie ot succcs-

SMI- \\liu -hall oo mil and in c-nnl inually I.eiore the

niiiiiiil.-.l ..I .lahweh lli.- kin". is Xailoh. who

already, in tin- time ot I'avi.l, had been priest

along with Aluathai 11' S l.V- -"
etc.). I ndor

Solomon he continued alone in olhce \vii.-u tin-

cm-'- MM ill.' house of Kli w.-is fullilled in tlie de-

position M|' A'lathar ll K - '}. H is not Mated
that Xad.ik \VO8 of Lev ilical descent; oxen the

na ..... of hi" father is not ".iveti.* NI-M-I I lid.---,

tin- prediction of tin- 'eiidm hi". house' wa- lul

tilled. Towards III.- I'll. I of III.- pre-exilie [irri.nl

// plie-ls at .Irl H -all-Ill pa -sed |M|- sous of Xad'ik,

Him ill III.- programme for tin- future sketched

hv K/.'ki.-l H ""
) it i- to them idone out of all

lln- e\i-iino 'priests of Levi' that the priestly

prerogatives an- a.'.'.ir.l.-.l. Deuteronomy ha. I

al l.-a-i I. -II open the po-silnlity that the priests
of the hioli place- mi",h( di-. -hai",.- priestly func-

tion^ ai Jerusalem aii.-i the concentration of the

cultlls ill the temple tin-re. \Ve see, however,
from 1 S _'

'' thai il was .litli.-iilt for them to ol.tain

tin- prmleoe. 'I'he man of < iod there predicts to

Kli that In- .!-. 'en.ianl- (i.e. the pih-sis of the

lii^li phiees in the time of Josiah an.l tlowu to u.c.

fixli would have to lllllllhle themselves very low
lielore Xadok (i.e. the Icoitimatc priestly family
lit Jerusalem) and to hey from them the necessary
maintenance.

:(. I. el us now ask, and this is the main ques-
tion, What was the .spiritual ami religion- -i,ni

lieanee of the priesthood during the whole period

prior to the advent of written prophecy? Un-
IMI tllliati l\ , here a^'aill We have to rest eonlent

\\iih very meagre sources of information. M--en

tially, all that we learn is that the priests guarded
[he Ark, and, if nm-e^saiy, carried it. Moreover,
it is no inferior priesis ,.r l.,i-,t,.i+ in the -ni-e

of P thai i -any it, out the priests proper, Us is plain
from _' S IS*4-*9 (and even Irom 1 S l'i. Hut then-

is -pecially frequent mention of a function of the

prie-ts \\ lin-h consisted in .uniiidin^' or carrying and
.on-iiltiii- the ,/./.(/ (see al.v.-i: I S H : '

-Jl
10 '"'

2-J'
5

[aei-oi-din^ to the I, XX, also v. 18
]

-23" [where
David asks Abiathar to proilm-e tin- ',

filial which
he (v.

11

) had hron^ht \\ith him from Noli] 3d"

[where, however, it is ilavid himself that consults

.laliHi-h]. l-'urther, in 1 S II", we are to rend,

with the l.XX. 'the 'ephOd' in-lead of 'the ark,'

and then '

for he hore then t In- ' /'A""
1

, etc.; There
is no meiilion of any participation of the priests in

the oU'eiim; M| -acrili.-e. Kven iit the head Bani IN

a rv ,-it Shiloli all that is in'e-up[io-.-d in 1 S 2'"r- is

at mo-t an ordinance hallowed l.y cusiont in >
:

'>n

nexioii with the handing over of the sacrilicial

lines to the
priests

; the heinous sin of the -.m- of

Kli consist,-. I, no) in tli.-ii tian-^r.-s-inn the r.-i|uire-

ni.-nts of a \\rilten law isu.h a- (hat of I'), hut
in treatini: with contempt the ancient hallowed
sacrilicial customs, and demanding their portion
I" I ..... the fat had l.een huin.-d lo.lahweh iv." 1

).

But it is not clear whethei tin- I'lc-eiitinu of the

It istnicthat in 2 S 8" (1 Ch 18' il 3') 7i,|..k in ,-.,i|,.,|

*the son of Ahitub.' But thu MT h'-i- d i- ',itin,l\ l..-.-n

corncted In dogmatic intonate, VMIII the objecl "i in-'iiin-

Zadok in , in-l, .it ih.' HUH. til ..... f settii

Atii.il IKI I on . ..[il r ,'lii'li.m to - S 1,'.-' BtC.) in ml\ iln'.- Will.

Wt-llhlills.-n ami .>lln.'rs \\r Mhotil.t r''a.l '/ii.ltik ;iint Aluiihu.
the son of Ahimelech, the son of Atiit'iti

'

t Tin- in. 'in ion ..f Hi.-.- In 1 8 6", 2 8 16* (bul nol .

), and
1 K 9^ {contradicting v. M, i- ilu. ! ,i 1 1: int. i i'"i.ii ion.

; H is il.niiiitiil. .in tl ..... ili.-i- huid, whether, with Th.-nins

and ntlu-rs, we should substituLe '

Ui. ;:l<
^i (or

' the ark' aUo
in 1 K &>.

fat was an act that could he performed hy priests
alone. And ei en il -I a I .-ai.-nis like t ho-.- ot I S 1 r;

1

"-,

._. S(i u. 1:1.
^

i k :1
i

,.,,. mi^l.t r.-a.lily l- intd pi.-i.-d

as meiinino thai tin- kni^- oll.-i.-d -a. -iilice llirouoli

the medium of Ihe pri.-s' -. MII i he Mili.-i liainl there

are pa-sao.-s, sildi a- - S li
;s and I K S", w huh show-

that in ancient times even a ritual act like blessing

(which in Dt 10s [probably from I'] is reserved tur

Ih,- piicsisi could lie pei funned without oil.

the kin^s.
(If what, ncrordiii"; to the statements of the

propliet-, was tin- mii-t important ollicial duty of

the priests, namely, ihe^ivm^ m tr<ih or din.

lion' in ritual and h-^al .|iiestioiis i.-\.-n without
tl inployment of I he -ai red lot i, we do nol hear

till towards tin- close ..f our p.-i io.l, in the so called

Ulessin" of Moses (see helow, p. 650*). l-'or tin-

earlier period it is si^nilicant that in the w h..le of

the so-called Hook of the ('mciiant, although it

deals for the most part with i|ii.-siions of law,

priests are not mi.-ntioned at all. Thi- dues not,

indeed, prove thai the ahove function was wholly
wanting to them. \Vh.-n a lilting .icen-inii aio-e,

in the case of Kli we lind indeed a kind ot pastoral
olli lischa.oed : 1 S l'

J -' a - -"' r -

_'-" itou ar.U Hannah
and Klkana) _'-'-" (towards his own sons) ; but even
this heals no specifically priestly character.

As to other, especially political, inlluem-e exer-
. i-ed hy Ihe priest-, it was to all appearance small

throughout this whole period. This admits of a

simple explanation on the ground that there were
as yet no priesllv y/7</.v to oive support to the

individual. As we saw ahove, connexion with the

trihe of l,evi was not as yet a condition of attain-

in;.' the dignity of [iriest. The Deuter.inumic

redactor of the li.nik- of Kin"> is the hist to

reckon it a sin on the part of Jeroboam that he

appointed all and sundry, who were not de-i ended

from the trihe of I.evi, to he priests of the hi^h

places (1 K 1'2
:" 13* ;1

I. How little udvantaxe, how-

ever, even the I.evitical priests had over the

otheis, is -nthi-iently [ilain from the story of the

wayfaring Lev ile. .lonat han i.l", IT
7
"'), and in iinite

a speeial way Irom (In 4!l
7

. Here I prohahly :is

late a- the nine of David) a curse is pronounced
on the /(//.. ol I.evi, without any allusion to t he

prero".atives attrihiited and actually cont inued to

that trihe owino to it- connexion with Mos,-- ,ef.

ahove, p. (US' 1

1. This -hows clearly that these very

prerogatives were, at least in the time of the

poetical author of (in 41I
7

. very lightly esteemed.

The trihe of I.evi was accounted accursed ; only a

portion of its inemhei-s, \vlio had had the .u..d

fortune (.Ij; 17"!, dischiiroed priestly functions.

Hut even in this instance the l.evite with his

family occupied an isolated po-ition a! some sanc-

tuary, and enjo\ed no special consideration then-.

Hut the same was tin- case also with the pri.-l-
who were not of I.evitical descent. It is true.

thai ae early as the end of the period of the

.Indies and the opening of the monarchical
\\e meet with a tendency toward- a hereditary ,

settled, ami therefore more re-pccted. priesthood.
i in the family of Kli. The presti",.- he enjoyed i-

explical'lo, aliove all, from the circumstance thai

he ai tended to the sac-red Ark in the temple at

Shil.ih. the saiicln.UN mo-t highly e-tcemed hy
the people. His descendants continued to live

ii|
this repiitniion, a- we lind them doino under

Saul at Noh, evhloiitU the principal sanctuary
after the destruction of Shiloli il S 22" ' the citj

of the pi it-sis'), and as Al.ialliar did ut the court

Of I 'avid.

With all this, however, there is no word of any
sovereignty exercised by the priests alongside
Ihal M| the kinv;. Ahimeh-ch assumes the alii

tude of iin inferior toward- even the siihje.-i ..I

Saul (1 S -_'1
J

), and mo-i unreservedly towards Saul
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himself (22
1Sff

-)- The bodyguard of Saul hesitate,
it is true, to slaughter the priests of Jahweh (v.

17
),

plainly because the bloody command of the king
appeared to them so unjust and monstrous; but
no one interposed in defence of the priests when
they and their families fell victims to the
blind fury of the king, using as its instrument

Doeg the Edomite. The sole survivor, Abiathar,
was indeed taken by David under his protection
(v.-

3
), but only as a servant whom lie could order

about as he pleased : and the same position was
held by Abiathar under David when the latter

became king. In 2 S 8 17 2025
'-, 1 K 4'- 6

, the priests
are named amongst the principal officials in Judah,
mostly, however, after these, or at least after
a portion of them. The circumstance that the

punishment inflicted by Solomon upon Abiathar
for his participation in Adonijah's attempt was
only banishment, was due not to his peculiar
standing, but simply to the services he had person-

ally rendered to David. It is quite intelligible that
the settled priesthood at so splendid a sanctuary
as Solomon's temple should have been the lirst to

attain to wealth and higher culture, and on that
account to great consideration, that at an early
period these priests came even to form a species
of temple aristocracy, united in a close society,
and allied themselves in marriage with the most

powerful families, even up to the royal house.*
All the same, the chief priests are nothing but
officials of the king, and the circumstances are

quite exceptional that determine Joiada the priest
(2 K H 4ir

-) to play a great political part in the

conspiracy against 'Athaliah. Moreover, his action

was in favour of the only legitimate heir of the
Davidic dynasty, and thus in the service of the
same. But the regard which king Jehoash owed
him in return did not prevent that monarch from

showing towards him and the priests (12) not

merely annoyance but distrust, when he deprived
them of the free control of the temple dues and
handed this over to the Secretary of State.

We cannot wonder that in the Northern king-
dom, where a central sanctuary was wanting, it

took far longer than in Judah to form reputable
and, in a certain measure, politically powerful
priestly societies. But that this point was reached
is testified to us by the saying regarding Levi in

the (Ephraimite) Blessing of Moses, Dt 333ff-

(prob-

ably dating from the time of Jeroboam II. or not
much earlier). The interpretation of some expres-
sions is not, indeed, without difficulty. Accord-

ing to Wellhausen and others, v. 9 alludes to those

who, renouncing their tribe and their family,
have attached themselves to a guild of Levites.
But probably we should rather find an allusion to
the narrative of Ex 32'-'

9
(cf. above, p. 033"), where

the priesthood is assigned to the tribe of Levi as
a recompense for the courageous way in which it

stood up for Jahweh. With this accords the
circumstance that the whole saying is spoken of

Levi as of a tribe standing on the same footing as

Benjamin, Joseph, etc. Here, then, the belonging
to Levi is already a condition of priesthood, al-

though this, of course, does not exclude isolated
instances of members of other tribes (particularly,
it may be presumed, those who had married the

daughters of priests) obtaining the office. The
whole saying betrays in lofty language a legiti-
mate pride in the importance and the power of the

priesthood, and an assured confidence (v.
llb

) that
Jahweh will annihilate its foes, of whom there is

no lack. Amongst its official functions the first

place is still held by the manipulating of the
sacred lot(Urim and Thummim), but in addition

*
Thus, according to the certainly historical note in 2 Ch S'2 11 ,

Jehosheba. a sister of king Ahaziah, was wife of the chief priest
Joiada. Except for this, even '2 K 113 would be unintelligible.

to this (v.
10

) the priests teach the people the
statutes and the turuh of Jahweh and attend to

the sacrificial service.

Just as in the above passage the priests sprung
from Levi appear as zealous up.iolders of the
service of Jahweh, so it may have been true of the
Jahweh priesthood in general in the Northern

kingdom that its members were entitled to be
counted among the organs of genuine Jahwism.
It is surprising, indeed, that in the struggle against
the Tyrian Baal we never hear of the priests, but

only of the prophets, being persecuted for their

fidelity to Jahweh. But, on the other hand, no-
where during this period are the priests reproached
as favouring the service of Baal. An express
reference, however, to priestly zeal for Jahweh
is found nowhere but in the case of Eli. The
latter feels it a grievous scandal that his sons

give occasion to evil reports among 'the people
of Jahweh'; he dreads the heavy judgment of

Jahweh which tolerates no opposition ; he submits
most humbly to the sentence of rejection (1 S 3 18 '

it

is Jahweh, let him do what seemeth good to him ').

And during the battle with the Philistines he
trembles, above all, for the Ark of Jahweh (4

13
) ;

and it is when he hears that it is taken that he
sinks down and dies (v.

lb
). In like manner, the

last thought of the dying wife of I'hinehas is grief
at the carrying away of the Ark, for

' the glory is

departed from Israel' (v.-
1

). All these are features
which may lay claim to being historical. They
prove that Jahwism, amidst all amalgamation
with relics of ancient Semitic nature religions,
was even then a power which struck deep into the
life and thought of its adherents, and was capable
of awakening in them genuine piety.

2. Prophets. 1. By far the most prominent
place among the organs of genuine Jahwism is

occupied by the prophets.* It is usual in this

connexion, to bring together quite heterogeneous
phenomena, and to couple the representatives
of heathen Semitic mantic and sorcery with the

genuine Hebrew prophetism which stood in the
service of Jahwism. It cannot be denied that
in the traditions of ancient Israel traces even of

the former category are to be found, and such as

plainly appear not to be inconsistent, in the mind
of the narrators, with genuine Jahwism. This
\vas rendered possible when the moving force was
no longer found in demonic powers, but in Jab-
weh Himself. Thanks to the gifts with which
Jahweh endows him, Moses surpasses the achieve-

ments of the Egyptian magicians (Ex 4- tf- 78ff
-),

making at the same time frequent use of his staff

as of a magician's wand (Ex 7- 9^ IT
5 '

'", Nu '2U
7tt

-).

The same efficacy that is attributed to the

stretching forth of Moses' staff' is produced by the

spear stretched forth by Joshua (Jos 8 18 - M
) ; it

procures victory for Israel and the complete de-

struction of the inhabitants of Ai. Even in 2 K
1315ff- a relic has been rightly discovered of the
belief in divining by arrows.t It is not merely a

symbolical action when king Joash, with his hands
covered by the hands of Elisha, shoots an arrow in

the direction of the Syrians, and then, at the pro-

phet's command, smites with the arrows upon the

ground. These actions are rather a curse, ex-

* Of monographs on Israelitish prophetism in general [se

S IV. for the Literature on the writing prophets] we would note

specially : A. Knobel, Der J'ruphetisnnts der Uel>rdcr, 2 Theile,

Breslau, 1S37 [antiquated in many respects, but a thorough-
going work, and one that is still useful] ; A. Kuenen, Deprofeten
en de prohtie onder Igrtu'l, 2 vols., Leiden, 1875 [Eng. tr., Lon-

don, 1877]; C. H. Cornill, Der Jsraelititche fmphetismus : in .5

\'vrtrd(]cn.fur fjebildetf Laien ficucltildcrt, Strassburg, 1S94 u. 6
;

R. Kraetzschmar, I'mpt/t-t ttmt .sv/<cr im alien Israel, Tubingen,
1901 ; cf. also A. B. Davidson's article PROPHECY AND PROPHETS
in vol. iv., and his posthumous work, Old Testament Prophwy,
Edinburgh, 1903.

t So Schwally, Semit. Krugsaltert&mer, i. 22.
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pie ed by deed-, w Inch cannot hill to accomplish
lls pillpo-e oil tin- Svilan-. llalaalu. to whom
(Nil 'JJ"i tin' magical power nf eti'eclually hle-sing
in enr-ing all entire nation is attributed, appears,
llevel thelc-s, ill till' whole pas-age (Nil '_"_' '_' I

)

a^ a genuine |ir[ilirt nf .lahwcli. All these art-

in-t ;i n< -C- ' it the survival of a primitive system of

v\hich, houevcr, it wa- i'Miii'1 possible to

reconcile with .lahwi-m. So, according to (in

-II
'

, .lo-i-ph practised
i he MI ( ailed hijdromancy,

a method of divining by means of a liquid in a
how I ; mill in Nu IT

1 " ' " \ve have sini|ily :t peculiar
torin ot rfutbdonuincyt OT divining l>y means of a
number ol mils. Other forms of magic, such as

lire art of tin' //o""ii:'iniii,' etc., were
at all limes regarded liy tin- representative- of

genuine .lahwisai as illegitimate. I Hut all tin.1

/cal of tin 1

prophets iliil not avail to prevent
soiccfy ami divining trom continuing in vogue
down (o the K\ile and even beyoinl it, as out

giowih- oi superstition for which the .lahweh

religion ean no more lie held responsible than ean
( 'In i-l lain I y lor the conn I le-s forms of superstition
wliieh eontiuiie to hold sway within its pale down
to the pre-enl 'lay.
The prophetisin whieli is called up to us by

name* like Amos, llo-ca, Isaiah. etc., has its root - in

Ivvo altogether ditt'erenl phenoniena, whii-li finally
lieeai ...... ne. ami coiisei|iiently liolli received the
same ill-situation. On the one hand, there are
the 'seer,' of ancient times, on the other the
eestatie Inures of the in'/n'ini. The latter name
lieeaine ill the Sth cent, the collective title for the

pioper prophets of .lahweh ; hence it is usual

although less appropriate to vender the word
nib mi. when it occurs in the time of Samuel and
Saul, liy

'

prophets.'
_'. The seer

'

(,T>h rueh, or n;n /i(ci,7<) derives hi-

iK'inc. not iVom /o,v\ 't>i'/ tin- tiiture, although
thi- i- not, upon occasion, out-ide his role, but lie-

cause, with spiritual eve opened for him by his

(Jod, lie sees what is hidden, and is alile to an-
nounce it. A condition of ecstasy is not ncce--ary
for t his, we never hear of such, for instance, in the
ease of Samuel, hut it may be connected with the
net of vision. Thus lialaam. who is nowhere,
indeed. called 'seer' or '

prophet," but who be-

long- all the same to this category, speaks of

himsell as a man '

vv lc>-e
|
out ward

|
i". e is closed,*

who heard h the vv on Is of ( Jod, who -eet h \ isions of

the Almighty, sunU down and witli unveiled eye'
(Nu 'J4

;"-
">'). In the case of all in this period who

are en! it led to lie reg: nled a- 'seers' there is an
unnii-takable coniicx ion \\nli manti'-and sorcerv,
and thai in the I.diet not only of the people but
cit the ancient narrator. We have spoken of Moses
as an expert in magic. True, lie is never called
'

seer, while the name '

piopliel
'

(in its later sense)
is lir-l -uen to him in 1 leiileronoiny ils ''V

The' earlier view (Nil I'J" [proli. ['.]! distinguishes
him, as one with whom (Jod speak- face M tace,

from prophets elsewhere, to whom (iod reveals
Himself liy \isions and dreams. The people ot

Israel must. however, ill all age- have seen in

Moses not only the 'man of Kod,' the powerful
instrument of .lahweb in the establishing of the
covenant at Sinai, the leader filled with the -piiii
of .lahweh (Nu ll"-'-55

), but also the 'seer' ac-

* That IS, fittl'T
'

I-|"I1'I-L'.'1/'TS
'

(\Vr:ltll'r lu:tk<TS ') or
wliM 'trhv rr th.i, ( ,r:i,-l,-s in a itiixut or intirutun,, i ti.ri.. hi

t'<-iifi:(], necromai ..... I ..ill. r s..i..r,iv t,;ui- attritmtcd to
tlioni :i '

.
.

i
.
>' il:i n'l. ' ir 111 " i .

t Tin- toem elauiciu tor tl.f vari"iis f,.nu ,il vnr''','i\ i- In
1*1""

,
\\ hirh is iiclminil'h r\]">ilinl< il t-> W. UnhiTl^.-n Smith

En his art.
' On the Forma of liniu;iii<'ii ;in,l M;i,'h- , i,

in Di'iit \viii. In I.' in .h,,,. -a. ..i flu/,, I MIL .:;:! IT . \u. It:: IT.

ct. ;ii-i T. witi.'ii t);i\ii-s. ,i/,<^,,-. /I. ,',,,.,:,..,,, and i'

an,,l I 'In //,'.;-, n .,;,,/ ! In i,- .V, ,'. ,f, I,,,,/ ,-v
. [ ., in.tnn. 1

- >-

I Th;- niiMiiin- ..I Ihr \M,nl Is. iii.lrr.l, I ..... ri lain
; others

pn.-fi.-r to intfrpri't 'whose Ispirituul) c; i- i "|" ii"L'

i|uainted with the 111:111. This is plain from the
ell ellllM ance tliat I \\ o notable pie, I lei ions of t he
till no- an- put in hi- mouth : the Blessing of Mo.,--,
Dt H.'t (see above, p. li.'iiri, although in v.

4
it speaks

of him in the thud pcr-on : ami the much later

Son;;, l>t li'J, ultlionuh in v.
7

it looks buck to tin-

time ol Mose- a- the davs of oltl, and in v.' "'

describes tile e\|iei ;, nee^ ot Israel in 1'ale-iineas
histoi ical facts that belong to a far distant paM.

In the case of Kalaam a inantie element emei^es
in so far as, while he repeatedly insists that he
can speak only what .laliweh elves him to say
(Nu _'_'

'" * M
), he yet has re-ourse to estetmil

measures (23
llr-

),
ami actually goes out for a vision,

1.1:. a revelation ot .lahweb by oiitwanl si^ns (23"'

[where in v.' alter the word Italiiain
'

a more pre-
cise statement about the kind of revelation has in

all probability.dropped out]
l:m - -'"

}, until, linally,

('24"
r
') he abandons the lole ol sooth-aver, and

utters his oracle- simply at the impulse of the
Divine spirit.

In the time of the Judges we should doubtless

assign lleborah to the same category. She is

called in .1", 4 4 'a prophetess.' i_, ., in this instance,
a woman capable of magical possession by tin-

spirit of .lahweh, and able when in this condition
to pronounce judicial deei-ion- iv.''i. The really
original account of her may, however, be evpeeted
to have survived in the Son;; of Deborah, although
the attributing of this son^ to herself (in spite of

her belli;; addressed in v. 1

-') may be based on an
erroneous interpretation of v." (where we ou^'ht to

render '

till tbou didst arise,' etc.). .She is called
in v. 7 ' a mother in Israel.' This implies the pos-
session of the dignity of a highly esteemed priestess
(cf. above on Jg 17'" IS'"), who watches over the
welfare of t he people, and can in time- of oppie.s
sion indicate beforehand the way of escape and
I he successful issue (4

6
"'). But, above all, it is true

of her that (like the God-inspired battle maidens of

(lermanic antiquity) she can bewitch the people by
her sou";, and intlame t heir couiaue to the highest

degree. That the whole activity of Deborah is only
in the spirit and service of .lahweh. is maniie-ily
presupposed throughout its description. She rouses

the wretchedly broken-up tribes to the conscious-

ness that they form one body as the people of

.lahweh, and inspires them with courage to light,
and confidence in the war-God who hastens trom
siuai to their help.

Still more, however, does this role of an organ
of .lahvveh nay, of a deliverer of the people from
sure straits belong to the* man '^ho for the first

time expressly receives the honourable name of

'seer' (1 S 9"lM- 19
). In 99 a prefatory gloss ex-

plains that in ancient times those who are now
called 'prophets' i>n"/ifiin) were called 'seers.'

According to the narrative of 1 S I
11 -"-"7 '- 2'""- 3"r-

(which is somewhat later than 1 S 'J-IO'
8
), Samuel

was even before his birth dedicated to .lahweh ;

at a tender age he was brought to Shiloh to

enter upon Jahweh's set vice, and there also he
was honoured with a nocturnal revelation from
.lahweh. \Vc thus meet here with the same com
bination of the functions of priest (cf. also !l

13
) and

-cer i oi prophet in the later sen-e of the term) as
in the case of Moses. Il may be noted, however,
that the dilVerenl sources present ijilite dill'erent

pictures of Samuel. According to the latei ones

(1ST. S. |o' 7ir-

!_>. 13- If) i he is the last
'

jud-e,'
which means here not only temporary leader in a

struggle, as in the hero. stories' of the Itook of

.linl-es. but -iniplv 'ruler,' one who wants only
the title in order to be king. He recalls the people
from idolatry (7

;i

"-l. and procures for them, by

iirayei

and -aci ilic.- ' v . ""), lasting victory over the
'lull-tines. In his old age lie appoint- his -ons t.>

be judges, lays before Jahweh the people's demand
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for a king (8
ltf

-), calls together an assembly of the

people at Mizpah, where Saul is chosen by lot out
of all the tribes of Israel as king. This does not,

however, prevent Samuel from continuing to act
as before as the real ruler. He dismisses the

people (10
25
); on the occasion of another popular

assembly, at the urgent request of the people he

promises his powerful intercession, and that he
will instruct them in the good and right way
(12

18 - -3ff
-). But, above all, in the rejection of Saul

(IS
88 -

; far milder is his conduct in 15""1

'-, a passage
of a highly prophetic strain) he appears to display
a caprice and a lust for rule which have long caused
this passage to be regarded as containing t lie origi-
nal type of hierarchical demands in opposition to

the secular power.
A very different picture of Samuel is sketched

for us in the far older source, 1 S 9-10 16
. As he

searches for the lost asses of his father, Saul with
his servant passes by the house of Samuel. The
servant draws Saul's attention to the presence of

the ' man of God '

in this city, 96 ' The man is

famous ; all that he says comes to pass. Perhaps
lie may tell us the way by which we have come '

[nut
' the way we should go.' The servant means

first to test Samuel's knowledge of their previous
journey, and, if that proves correct, his further
counsel may be trusted]. Their only difficulty is

about the customary present to the man of God,
for their bread is exhausted. Luckily, however,
the servant has a quarter shekel, and this they
propose to give him. Samuel brilliantly justifies
their confidence in him. He knows that the asses
are already found (v.-"). Hut he knows also some-

thing quite different regarding the high destiny of

Saul, secretly anoints him king next morning, and

gives him exact details of three experiences he is

to have the same day ; and all these turn out as he
has said.

The high antiquity of this narrative as compared
with that of the more recent sources strikes one at
the first glance. The circumstance that the seer
is applied to for information even in such secular
and everyday matters as is the case here, betrays
a very early date ; and still more the circumstance
that some bread or a quarter shekel should be con-

sidered sufficient remuneration for him. We see

very clearly, further, that this function of seer is

combined with mantic. Even the later source, no
doubt, attributes to Samuel extraordinary powers,
as when (12

171
-) in the time of the wheat harvest

(and therefore contrary to the usual course of

nature) he can cause Jahweh to send thunder
and rain. Still this magical power of prayer is

something different from the magical knowledge
of the past and the future of which we are told in

920 and lO2*-.

If we were to be guided merely by appear-
ances, we should have to conclude that in ch. 9, in

the most glaring opposition to the later record,
Samuel is represented as a personage of purely
local importance, a something betwixt seer and

priest, such as was probably to be found then in

every country town of Israel. For Saul himself
knows nothing of him, but needs to have his atten-
tion drawn to him by his servant. It can easily
be shown, however, that such an impression is

due to an illusion purposely created by the nar-

rator in order to heighten the dramatic effect of

his description. But all the while even he makes
no concealment of the fact that Samuel is in quite
a special manner the confidant and the instrument
of Jahweh. The day before Sauls arrival Jahweh
has already (9

15
"') announced him to Samuel as

His chosen deliverer of His people, and Samuel
feels himself thus authorized to anoint Saul in the
name of Jahweh to be prince over His people
Israel. This last act, in particular, implies a very

high sense of the importance of the man and his

relation to Jahweh. Then, again, Saul's cousin

(10
1JIt

-), at the mention of Samuel, who is evidently
named here as a well-known personage, is at once
curious to know what he said, which shows that
Saul must have known him as well, so that a

merely local importance of the man in his own
place of abode is out of the question. Rather
must we still admit that in the later narrative
a correct estimate is given, not indeed of the polit-
ical role of the seer, but of his high spiritual and

religious importance. The latter he evidently

possessed as the maintainer and protector of pure
Jahwism against all attempts to seduce the people
to idolatry or at least to syncretism. But pure
Jahwism was in those days synonymous with

patriotism, for it was only from their own national
God that the people could look for deliverance
from the cruel oppression of the Philistines. And
so he was honoured by later generations not only
as the man of action, who, to carry out the strict

command of Jahweh, hewed the Amalekite king
Agag to pieces with his own hand ' before Jahweh '

(1 S 153
-'-, an undoubted!}' good historical narra

tive), but also as the man powerful in prayer,
whose intercession for his people can be compared
for efficacy to that of Moses (Jer 15 1

).*

The last t who in the early sources receives the

designation 'seer' (huzeh) is Gad, 'the prophet
(nabi'), the seer of David

'

(2 S 24 11
). This is mani-

festly to be understood as meaning, on the one
hand, that Gad is to be reckoned among the pro-

phets (in the later sense ; and so we find him
giving counsel to David, 1 S 225 , and conveying
to him an oracle from Jahweh, 2 S 24 nff

-) ; and, on
the other hand, that Gad filled the special office of
' seer

'

to David. In the latter capacity he would

probably obtain oracles in the traditional fashion

by mantic machinery. It is not dillicult to under-
stand why later generations, to whom this kind of

official seership had a heathen smack about it,

preferred to ignore it and to put in its place a

prophetic activity, which appeared to them far

more intelligible and in the case of a David far

more fitting. For this very reason, however,
' the

seer of David '

may be considered to be an older

and more correct designation of Gad than ' the

prophet.'
3. We have learned from the above discussion

that the seers and ' men of God' of ancient times

Moses, Deborah, Gad (partly) received even at
an early date the further designation of wrj nabi',Z

*
It was customary at one time to infer from 1 S 1918ff that

Samuel, especially in his capacity of head of a guild of prophets
at Ramah, developed an activity which wrought in favour of

the theocracy, and prohably promoted also the growth of

religious literature. But, apart from the fact that these

nelti'im (see below) are not to be offhand identified with the
'

prophets
'

in the later sense of the term, there are the

strongest objections to the historical character of this whole

passage. The manifest contradiction with 15*511 is alone sum-
cient to show that in 19ISIf- we have to do with a very late

midrattii, after the manner of 16lff
-.

t We lea\e out of account the circumstance that the Chron-
icler is acquainted with a 'seer' named Je'do (2 Ch 9'-^) or
'Iddo (1215) in the reigns of Solomon, Rehobpam, and Abijah,
whereas in 1322 he is called

'

prophet
'

; and with a ' seer
' Jehu

in the reign of Jehoshaphat (19-). When, again, the Chronicler

gives the name of 'seer' even to the music masters of David,

namely Asaph (2 Ch 29), Heman (1 Ch 255), Jeduthun (2 Ch
3515), he follows a usage of language unknown elsewhere.

J Here we may give all that is most essential regarding the

etymology and the history of the usage of this term. The root

jiabd' has not survived in Hebrew, for the verbal forms nibbd'

and hithiiabbe' (' to show oneself a ntibi' ') are derived from the

substantive nabi'. But the Arabic and the cognate Heb. roou
nabah ('bark') and udba' ('bubble forth') show that nabti'

means originally to thrum out words or particular sounds with

violence, as happens in mantic rapture or holy frenzy. (On the

corresponding Assyr. root = ' to carry off,' 'to tear away
violently' [carried away by a supernatural power], (if. J.

Bewer, Amvr. Journ. ofScniit. Lnii'j. tind Lit. xviii. 2, p. 1-20).

Hence the howling dervishes of Islam have been rightly com-

pared with the netfi'tan of ancient Israel. *VdW then denotes

[actively] properly one who professionally [this is implied in the
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1

prophet
'

(or nflii'iih.
'

prophetess '). This, how-

ever, may safely In- pronounced an anachronism.
In e-iilicr tune-, down :il least tn III'- middle nl

tlic !Hh rent, anil CM-II lain, HH//I"
iplur. ntbftm]

iiii'iuit Bomething BO different that this name could
nut him 1 lirrn given In Moses or Samuel. lli-nri 1

,

it limy In 1 aililril, tin 1 rendering nl nil" ,/// in the

tinir oi Sainnrl liy -prophets' is misleading, and
hail lirtlrr I" 1 ilMiiilril. 'I'hf de-cl iption- ri Hit a i HIM I

iii i s 10"- lof
-, taken along with the etymology of

tin 1 word, show that we ha\e tu do with linml- <>f

enthusiasts, of wluiin tlir -pint of (iod has laiil

llnlil \\itll overpow"enng folec, anil \\liu. BtimU
lalril by loud music to greater frrii/y, readily

rally along others to participate ill thi'ir Conduct.
This last fratniv is prmnini'iit not only in 1 S
ln'

; -

'", lint in tl.r late nin/i-m/i 111"
1 " 1

,
ami it relied s

truly the character of such phenomena, a- docs

aUo' the statrincnt that Saul sirippcil oil' his

clot lies, ami lay naked for a day and n night in

holy fren/y."
Analogous phenomena an- n-poricd alike from

the ancienl n-ligions, from the Christian Middle

Axes, and from the sphere of heathen peoples at

the present day ; and it would lie complete per

veisity to set t'hein all down simply to deceit and

hypocritical pretensions. The only i|iicslion that

arises for us is: What is the special signilicance
of this phenomenon upon ancient lleln-cw soil, and
how far has it a ri'/ii/inii.i significance in the realm
of .lahwisin '; I'nfort\inatcly, owing to the scanty
traditions at our disposal, we must here have re-

course to pllle i ollject lires. These, hoWl'Vef, al'6

such as may claim a high degree of prolmliility. In

the first place, it will not admit of doulit that these

iii lit' an were originally a ( 'anaanite growth, and
were adopted hy the Hebrews from that quarter.
This conclusion is favoured liy the fact that the
other forms of mnntic, possession, and sorcery, also

took their rise in all probability upon Canaanite
soil. Hut the 'spirit ot (iod,' which, according to

the word of Samuel, passes from the ,/.//, , / at

Cibcah to Saul, is expressly railed in 1 S 10 'the

spirit
of .laliueh,' ami nothing else could lie

thought of in view of the whole context. The

'moving cause, again, that led to whole companies
being inflamed hy the spirit of Jaliweh to holy
frcn/y was doubtless the -on 1 straits of the time,
the heavy yoke of the Philistine domination. It

can hanllv In 1 an accident that Saul (l'i
:

'i is sei/ed

with holy fien/y at the \eiy spot where the ]iillar

Ci'i'.i. or. according to another interpretation, the
:idmiiiistrator of the Philistines, was located. As
in the Middle Age- the ra\ ages of the plague gave
rise to troops of llai:e]]aiits, so, in the pel iod of

which we are speaking, suhjection to a people
hated and esteemed unclean produced a condition
of great excitement, and led to freipicnt gather-
ings of tho>e who were -. i/ed with a violent desire
to procure the in ten en lion of the national (iod of

Israel, who was regarded, aliove all, as the war-

formation of the word] uives utterance to ecstatic cries, or
exhibit! other tokens "f IM-I. ti'ii/y. True, this original sense
of the word I., ci I. i, <l [. weakened. Even the
nAi*im if the time of Klijah and Elisha (Mee above) have

'
! IHT..III ik

J'.llc Ii 111 \hni- of Ihr ni'ln'iut of S'tlllurl's

du\ . I'.ut wli.'ii /cr"
1

.!
1

had l.c-i-ii fully adopted as the h'morille

;il'l'll it f till' tril'- pp.j.hrl.. of ,I;ihuth (so ,-i]| ll ol\ in

Am "J
11

. Is s :i

[whi-rt- thr win- of Isaiah is culled liy himself,
in onformity with lr- Mlli, i:il name, 'the prophc-t< ^- . Di
r 1

111 I: "Hf its orii,'inal UM-aniii^ was nil the more forgotten.
Otherwise, Abraham could n-i have '"'I'n intin -JIM <KI i-ull.-'l

t.i \vhm mil- roulil look f'>r i-lff-tnal inl' i >--*i' 'ii

Nay, in Pe lll.">l-

p
' the same tilk- is ^'i\eii to tin j-:'ii

general, with their familif*. K\iili n!l\. ;ill that still attaches
u> the wonl h.-rr is tin- notion of confidants and favourites of
<i(~l.

* A trace of the bearing of these iifb'.'utt has very ]>r"l>:iM\

wnr\iveil down to a late date in the verb ^'C" lt'>[>f .

'

pr>

ph'-s> ,' u-htch means primarily to let drop.'ic. slaver, as is usual
with epileptics and madmen.

(iod. This purpo-e was s,. r v,.,| ehiclly liy the

ecstatic c-iie- fioin which the m In' im originally
derived their name. Hence Schwally (Semit.

It, 1 1 nun r, i. Ihn may lie riolit ill a--i;jn.

in^' a warlike origin to the whole appearance of

these /<//< ,in (as well as the Xaziriles ; see In-low).

\\ e ale reminded how, in the case ot Samson,
his lieinu s.-j/.cd with the spirit ot .lahweh is re-

peatedly connected with acts of vengeance mi the

Philistines (,Ig 14'" lo utt
-). In a certain sense,

then, these nlbfim may I" 1 regarded as or^aii- of

.lahweh; lull they lieloiiued to i|ilite a dllleient

spec ies. and followed a dillercnt calling from the
so called 01 ;_;ans of .lahweh of later t tines.

4. Notwithstanding, there was not wanting e\ en
at the court of Havid some representation of

genuine piophetisin in the later sense of the term.

Apart from (lad, who announced to David a
coiiiin^ punishment at the hands of .lahweh i'JS

24 1 "r
-), we meet with a representative of it in the

remarkahle personality of Nathan. Nowhere, in-

deed, do we lead of his special endowment with the

spirit of. lahweh. Alter David's sin in the matter
of I'riah. we read in '_' S I'J' simply :

' And .lahweh
sent Nathan to David.' liut the combination of

skill and courage in the way in which Nathan
awakens the conscience of the king and pronounces
the judgment of .lahweh upon him, and then
follows this up by announcing the forgiveness of

his sin, reminds us of the way in which Isaiah

afterwards faced Ahaz (Is 7) and He/ekiah ui'.H.

It is now her. 1 stated that Nathan held any ollicial

position, and the usual comparison with a court

preacher has no support in the early source. The
role, not i|iiitc free from danger, which lie plays in

1 K 1 in the palace intrigue, in favour of Solomon
and a^ain-i Adonijah, is sufficiently explained hy
the position he had held as the tutor ol Solomon
(JS |-_'-

:
'i. lle-ide-. it may lie c[uestioned (as in the

case of (iadi whether the title m'l/ii' as applied to

Nathan is as early as the time of David (which
would contradict 1 S 0", where this signification
of the word is plainly reserved for it much later

datei. or whether it is due to a readily intelligible

expansion at a redactor's hand. In 7'-' it may
belong to the Dcutcronomic revision of the older

narrative. Strangely enough, however, it is want-

ing in I'J
1 in the MT on the occasion of the Jii:it

mention ot his name in the eaily source, and
throughout the whole of this narrative. In 1 K 1

the title is almost always attached to the name,
vet there are certain indications* that make it at

least possible that its presence is due to a late

insertion. If it is original, we must conclude that

it stands for an official position, that indeed of a
1 seer' like I ,'ac I, and in the interposition of Nathan
in _' S I'J \\e should have to see an unusual evi-

dence of t hat position.
The same difficulty recurs in the case of Ahiiah

of Shilohil K 11 -'" '14-- ", but not l.V'-'i. Ahijah's
symbolical action in tearing his mantle 1 to pieces
and giving ten of these to Jeroboam, as well as

his conduct towards Jeroboam's wife and his

utterance- iii the name f .lahweh. place him ipiite
in line w it h the .lahweh prophet s of tin- st h cent . :

but the question remains whether the title Itdbf

is not to be -el clown to the account of the

Deuteromim. icccn-ion, in which the original story
al out Ahijah is unquestionably DOW presented to

us. The same remark applies to Jehu, tin- son

In v.l" the- MT lint not Luc-, has the ailditiiiii. In

I. XX hfl i r.Hrvtc! tl riL'itiid r.-\l r.mcl anoint
linn, efa . \virho ,t u ii.llowinK) ; in the MT there
t,, t s been ui-..'iT' d fro) -

'

/-idok th<- pi

'shall (sini^. |
anoint him,' ct--.l. and then, furthc-r,

' N:ithan the

prophet.
1

In ! ; ticiniv* tl ritm.il tc-\t md
there anointed !vnn.) hiuith-- prirst /ad..k . >.r h. re- i"-. m

M i' mdl KX O'oth 'and there anointed* [plui
tic. r. UIIH HIM rti-d after

'

gaiiVk,' although thin in cuulnvUcticjii

of v.-",
' Nathan the prophet.'
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of Hanani, who announced an oracle of Jahweh

against Baasha, king of Israel (1 K 16 llf
-).

Hut, even if in all the above instances nabf
should be an anachronism, the important fact

remains that at no period were there wanting
in Israel suitable organs for giving expression
at the Divine command to the pleasure and, in

a remarkable degree, the displeasure of Jalnveh.

AVe are reminded of the old naive seership of a

Samuel, when the wife of Jeroboam I. goes to

consult Ahijah about the illness of her son, and

proposes to recompense him with ten loaves and
cakes and a jar of honey (1 K 143

). But, just
as Samuel was informed beforehand of the coming
of Saul (1 S 9 15

), the approach of Jeroboam's wife

is made known to the blind Ahijah. This serves

also to authenticate him as an instrument of

Jalnveh ; and the importance of his message to

the whole Northern kingdom raises him (and Jehu)
far above a ' seer

'

of the olden time, and gives him
tin- appearance of a worthy forerunner of the true

Jahweli prophets.
5. Of ecstatics such as meet us in 1 S W- 1918fr

we have encountered none since the time of

Samuel ; of 'seers' in the ancient sense only a few
names have come under our notice. All the more
is our interest aroused by the manifold and strong
evidences of the presence of prophetism in the

Northern kingdom in the 9th cent., from the time
of Ahab (c. 876 if.) down to the death of Elisha

under king Joash (2 K 1314ff
-). For the copious

stream of tradition regarding this period we are

indebted to the circumstance that the compiler
of the present Books of Kings has largely incor-

porated in his work the special (written) accounts

of Elijah and Elisha, the so-called ' Mirror of the

Prophets' (1 K 17-19. ai 1 '20*
27-29, 2 K 2^815 9'"

13

13 14 '- 1

). It is true that even here we must be on

our guard against understanding the narrative

absolutely from the standpoint of a later age.

Elijah and Elisha, like the ntbi'im who sur-

round them, are not to be summarily identified

with the Jahweli prophets of the following cen-

tury. These nebi'im, on the contrary, remind us

in many respects of the ncbi'im of the time of

Saul, except that their zeal for Jahweli is directed

against a different foe.

(n) To begin with Elijah, it is noteworthy here

once more that in the original text he is only once

reckoned amongst the ncbi'im, namely in 1 K 18'-"-',

in words put into his own mouth, but in a context
where co other designation was possible. In 183

on the other hand, the original text, accordin

to the LXX, was simply, 'And Elijah called to

heaven and said,' etc. Now, it is surely no acci-

dent that the narrator himself avoids giving the

name niibi' to Elijah, who, in spite of some cog-
nate features (see below), is not to be placed on the

same platform as the ncbiim of his entoiirrtrje, but
holds a higher place than they. The widow of

Zarephath (1 K 17'
8 - 2J

) calls him (as the servant of

Saul does Samuel in 1 S 96ff
-) a 'man of God' in

whose mouth is the true word of Jahweli.*

The circumstance that the imposing figure of

Elijah the Tishbite now (1 K 17') steps quite

abruptly upon the stage, may be due to the com-

piler of the present Books of Kings having sup-

pressed something that went before. But else-

where, too, the sudden appearances and disappear-
ances of Elijah are remarkable (cf. 1 K IS'"- and
2 K 2'"). The very commencement of his activity
exhibits him as quite an extraordinary person-

ality. He does not announce it as a message
from Jahweh that the next years shall see neither

* 2 K l flf- in
, where likewise Elijah is called

' man of God,' is a

late miflrtish. A^ain, 1 K "2(P*, where one of the ncfn'iin (cf.

v.s-j) j s spoken of as a ' man of God,' does not belong to the
' Histories of the Prophets.'

dew nor rain till he shall intimate the contrary,
but swears by Jahweh, in whose service he is,

that it shall be so. This conveys the impression
that Jahweh has given him full powers over the
forces of nature. Yet he himself (v.

14
) ascribes

the miracle of the widow's cruse of oil to the com-
mand of Jahweh, and the return of the rain to

His sending it. By his prayers he wins back
from Jahweh the newly deceased son of the widow
(v.

17
"'), and shows himself, finally, at Jahweh's

command, to Ahab (lS'
ff
-). Now at last, when we

make acquaintance with 'Obadiah, Ahab's major-
domo (IS-"-), w e learn what has been the real

cause of the years of drought. These are mani-

festly traced to Jezebel's bloody persecution of the
nlbi'im because they had opposed the spread of

the cult of the Tyrian Baal (see above, p. G47 1

').

'Obadiah himself, in harmony with his name, a
true 'worshipper of Jalnveh,' had hid a hundred

ni'>fim\>y lifiies in a cave, and supplied them with
food a proof this of the bloody earnestness of the

persecution. 'Obadiah shows such deference to

Elijah (v.
7
"-) that the impression of the latter as a

magical personality is once more left upon us.

Elijah, however, exhibits himself in his true great-
ness in his meeting with Ahab on the occasion of

the Divine judgment at Carmel (18''
Jlr

-), for which
he compels the king to make the necessary pre-

parations. There he stands alone, over against
the 450 nili'im of Baal.* His words to the people
(v.

=1
) show that his aim is, at any cost, to put an

end to the prevailing syncretism between Jahweh
and Baal. The ridicule which he pours (v.-

7
) upon

the vain efforts of the prophets of Baal goes essen-

tially beyond the sphere of mere henotheism, and
is equivalent to a complete denial, not only of the

power but of the very existence of Baal. And,
when Jahweh by a heightened (v.*

4
'-) miraculous

display has brilliantly evinced His claim to be the

true God, Elijah is content with no half measures.

The complete reversal of the sentiments of the

people leads them to consent, at his command, to

slaughter the 450 prophets of Baal at the Kislion.

In the appendix to this narrative (18
Jllf

-) we
meet with several features which again remove

Elijah from the purely spiritual sphere and set

him even physically in a kind of magical light.

He hears in advance the rushing of the rain. The
whole of the strange attitude he assumes in v. 42

can scarcely be otherwise explained than as a

performance (rain-charming?) borrowed from the

sphere of magic. But in v.
46 the ' hand of Jahweh '

(i.e., in view of the linguistic usage elsewhere,
an ecstatic condition produced by Jahweh) is ex-

pressly called in to account for Elijah's running
before Ahab's chariot from Carmel to Jczreel (at

least a five hours' journey). To the same category
belongs the statement of 195'8

, that, in the strength
of the food brought him by an angel, he was able

to travel 40 days and 40 nights till he came to

Horeb, the mount of God.
It may be noted that even ch. 19 is still domi-

nated by the one great idea at the root of Elijah's

ministry, namely, his struggle on behalf of Jahweh
against Baal. His complaint to Jahweh ( v.

14
) relates

to the fruitlessness of his zeal for Jahweh, the

throwing down of His altars and the slaying of

His prophets. In Jahweh's reply (v.
15ff

-) it is well

worthy of note that Elijah receives commissions
the anointing of Hazael to be king of Syria,

and Jehu to be king of Israel which involve his

taking part in a political upheaval, nay, in a it'bel-

lion against the regularly constituted ruler. The
further ' Histories of the Prophets' know nothing
of any executing of the latter commission by
Elijali ; at most it might be conjectured from

* On the 4(10 prophets of the 'ashfrilh afterwards introduced

into v. 19
, see above, p. C47b , note.
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J K s'-'- and !!'" that In- handed oM-i In Klisha

those commissions which it \\.-i- impracticable foi

himself tu i-.-irry nut. All that In- at ti-mli-il to

personally was the rail of Klisha (i K 10""-] by
castili". hi- manlle mil him. 'I'll i< Illinht I"- in

tei-pri-ted il- simply a symbolical I ran-ad iou an
hiM-st itiiri- w ith tlie prophetic ollicc liy means nl

what litul lii-roini- c\eu ilii-u tin- iisiml ollicial ".aib

of tin- prophets, (helminth- i"f hair). In reality,

IniUiMT, .'I teat lire of tin- llllrirllt Ilianlir once

iniiri- pieseiil- itsi'lf here As we si-i- from _' K
_'-' '-, miraculous \irlui helone to this mantle:

thriiU",h its possession Klisha becomes heir al-o

n[ Ilir spirit nf Klijah. Il is in tin- li";lit of this

thiii we must understand 1 K in 1

'
1

. The mantle of

Klijiili, cast upnn Klisha, e\eits a ma^ii-al power
Over him, compelling him to attach himself to

Elijah.
Tin- mini-try of Klijali ('mils a lilting' nim-liision

in tin- courageous Ir.mi In- oilers to Aliali mi

account of lln- jmlirial murder of Nahoth (1 K
Jl' 7 "

i. As Niiiliiin hail mice ilone to David, and
Alii jah to the wife nl .Icrohoam [., so here Klijali

conic- forward, at .lahwch'.- cmnmanil, as the em-
l.o,l,,,| nin-cirnci- ,>t I In- tl -racy to face the

kin".. And so overw helming is tin- power of hi-

word, thai Ahali, althoU",h at lir.-t dcliant (v.'-"),

einls hy submitting; as a Immlilc penitent.
To sum up tin- rc-ult-nf iiur investigation, we

eather, mi the ime hand, that the. tradition re^'ard-

iir_' Klijali ha- not remained uninfluenced liy

legend :'and, on the other hand, that prophetism
e\en in his person still exhibit- a connexion with

various survivals of the nm-t iim-ient conceptions
- IKIV, even with m;i"ic. All this is .-aid quite

ap:nt from his altogether e\ti aordinary end his

traiisliitimi to heavt-n in a fiery chariot with fiery

hor-e-. Whether tin- story r_' K -_'| belongs to (In-

original Klijah-narratives, or \\hetlier it hiis not

rather displaced an older nai rat i\ is of hi- end, i-

open to di-pute. I'mt, in ,-iny case, it is strong
evidence uf il -timale fnniied of the impnsini;

lijjiire of Klijali hy his i-mnti \ men. Kven if the

legend of Elijah's tiaiislalinii lie connected with
the honurilic appellaliiui 'Israel's chariot and
hor.-emen

'

rj K -'- : used iilsn of Klisha in 13U ),

i.'-. e,|iiiil
in importiince lo. or taking the place of,

chariots and horsemen to l-rael, it remains Hue
thiit -uch a legend could have taken its rise only
alioiit one wlm-e acii\iiy could not be thnuj;ht
of hut ;is enduring, ami who-e fellow-hip with
his i,i,,l \\;i- l\no\\ii to ha\e heen so close that

ii- interruption seemed inconceivable. Viewed in

this way, even (he legend ln-coines a witness of

the first rank to the fact that, ill the times of

".reatc-t peril to the continuance of I:th\\i-m. tin-

(iod of Israel did not lack chosen vessel- lor His
.-er\ ice li^nres -uch as one would look for ill vain
in the whole realm of hcath"ii religions.

tin Klijah's servant and -ncci.vor Klisha, who
fell heir not niily to hi- niiinlle Imt laeeordiii^' I"

i1 K _'
i to a double portion of his spirit, is notahly

inferior in si^nilicance to him. This is partly

explained liy the cimim-tancc that, alter the

liloudy e\i irpiition of the \\or-hip of liaal l,y

.lehu. who-e revolt a^aiii-t .lelmram was insti-

gated liy I'.li-h.-i hiin-elf r_' K '.I'" i, there \\.-i- nn

loirjer much nccasion for \ i^orous actixilviii the

n-li'i'iiii* sphere. Klisha's hist interview \vith

.Iiia-h i 111"" i show.- cleiii ly I he hixh con-idcra t inn

w hull he received from the dy na-ly of Jehu, lint

even in tin- pa-sae.es whnh n-iord incidents in

the rei".n of ,le!iorain, though Klisha expresses
his stroii" di-.-ippDiXiil of this km". fl>

l:l
; (>'- proli-

alily lias lo do -till \\itll Alliili ,
we lieler (except

ill !l
:l! -

) hear of his lie.-udinu I lie monarch after the
manner of Klijali. In the forefront of the Klisha

narratives stands [he sure oppression of I-rael I,\

the Syrians, and hen- I'.li-ha interpose- aeliiely
mine than once. liy the wa\, these l^li-ha-

n.-irrativii-. when compared with I hose regarding
Klijali, which are not indeed wilhoul (OCIincZ,
Inn an- f:ir more of :i unity, cxhiliil a -omew hat

motley iniMure of separate anecdotes, as the-,-

ere .supplied hy the varying popular tradition.

Il i- ;i vain ellorl to .seek Im ;i chronological thread

iiiniiiiiu' throneh I hem. (The unnamed kin;; of

(>-"* e\idently helon^s lo the dyna-l y of .lehu,
whereas the '-on of a murderer' of v.

;l-
is in all

prohahility Ahalij. Some narrat ive- may he plainly

recognized :i- iinitalioiis of the stories alioiit

Klijali (so certainly - K 4--'
r -

compiued with 1 K
IT" 1

'-, and _' K 4 :: -'" ;

compared with I K 17""- 1, and

Ihei-eliy In-tray at the -iime time the secondary
cllilliieter of I he whole li^lire of I'dlsha ill colll-

piiiison with tlint of Klijali. There piev:iils in

the Klisha-narrathcs an unniistakalilu tendeney
lo la\ special emphasis not only on his woiidci-

workine po\\er, hut also on his hi^li prestige ;ind

the inviolaliility of his person (- lv -_'
>:;

'-i. A recom-
mendation from him is of ^reat weight with the

kin"; and the commaiiiler-in-chief (2 K 4 13
) ; the

kin^; readily follows his counsel and yields to his

demand (li-'"- l.'i'""
1

-), and is anxious to hear from
Klisha's servant (iehazi of the y;reat deeds of his

nia-ler |S'). The fame of Klisha extends far lieyoini
i he lionlersof the Northern kiii.^iloiii. Jehoshaphat
of Judith knows that the word of Cod is to he

found with him (3
1

-). The Syrian kinx Benhadad
ha- s.-aieely heard of his arrival in Damascus
(S

7 'r
-) when he sends l^azael to consult him :i limit

the issue of his >ickness ; ami I.l:i/ael tiikes wiih

him 411 camels' liurden of the |irecious thin"- ol

Damascus as a present for Klisha. Klsewheie

(i")"') the absolute disinterestedness of the prophvt
is einphasi/ed, as arc his magnanimity and mild-

ness in 6--"-.

In regard to the activity of Klisha it is note-

worthy that, while he is called by preference (28

times)
' man of ( lod,' he also appears in I he Klislia-

narratives as in'ilii' , and that in the later sen,,- ,,f

the term. So ill 1 K 19'", where Klijali is din-cied

to anoint* him to be a ndbi; 2K ,'{"", where

.lehoshiiphat recognizes him as a true prophet,
throu>;li whom Jahweh may be consulted; cf.

iilso ."i
s

,
where Klisha classes himself amongst

the ne/ii'im. In the mouth of others he is

called without qualification 'the prophet' (.V!)
1
),

receiving this title even from heathen speakers
(5
U U

).

The methods by which Klisha works are partly
the usual ones, wnich are recorded al-o nt Samuel
ami Klijali namely, the pniclaimin^ of n word
that has come to him from .lahweh iii K 3""r- 4"
7';, and prayer i4

'

li
1

"-). Alon^ with these, how -.

ever, we meet in his case a^'iiin with a variety of

features which haver been already described in

speaking of Klijali, and which recall the ec-talic

conditions and magical methods of the ancient

Hf'/ll'ilK. lie needs the services of 11
lllirjicr

if

'the hand of .lahweh' (see above, on I K ls,"'i

: to come upon him. finite peenliar tn him is

ie ".ill which wi w.-niav- i-all telepathic si^ht
ud heal ill- (2 K .">-' (i'-

:;j
7- S'-

;

; ,-f. al-o ti"'"-.

i- In cmiie upnn Inn

Ih

w!:en- Klisha and, at hi- prayer, his servant also

see the h,-a\enl\ horse- and liery chariots on the

mountain i. Hut w il li -peeial fiei|iiency niir.-iciilnu-

iicts are attiibiiled to him. l-'.w-n il -lories like

the pinihiii", of I In- spi-injr :l ( Jericho by nsiii";

s:ilt I2
1

'
1

"'-), tin- making of bitler Iniits paliilalile

through meal
1

1
:: ""

I,
or tin- caii.-ing of the axe to

spiiii" to tin- sin-lace of the water (G") are not

Since we never heal
mill us il Is I,' >t , ^ i ti

|i,
I I"t Im ! 1 a I

'

ih :ri t t

v IB) Ul'inil' lllllsL lul, l,c Us, ,1 ill ttlC Ut.-Ukl-I.nl M-llbO O/

'iosull.'
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meant to lie taken as recording miracles, but
merely prove what a fondness tliere was for hand-

ing down the memory even of less important
incidents of his life, there remain a number of
others which, to say the least, place him alongside
of Elijah. The wonder wrought on the widow's
cruse of oil (2 K 4- tf

') exhibits a heightened form
as compared with the general promise of 1 K
17 14ff-

; and the same is the case with the raising
from the dead recorded in 2 K 4a"r-

, seeing that a
much longer time had elapsed since the death than
in 1 K 17'

1"-. At the same time 2 K 4-ufr-

expressly
teaches that magical weapons are not efficacious

in every hand : in vain Geliazi lays the start' of

Elisha upon the face of the dead it is only the

prayer and the personal physical influence of the
man of God that can call back to life. The ful-

filment of Elisha's promise to the Shunainmite
(4'

B
) and of that to Naaman the leper (in the latter

instance the promise being carried by a messenger)
might also be attributed to the intercession of the

prophet. In reality, however, the narrative may
be intended to be understood to mean that the

promise of the prophet is as certain to be inevitably
fulfilled as was his curse (2'-

31
-). In 6 18 - ^ it is the

prayer of Elisha that strikes the Syrians blind
anil restores them to sight ;

and in both these
cases (as already in 6 17

) the efficacy of the prayer
is instantaneous. The feeding of 100 men with
20 barley loaves (4

4:ff
) is the counterpart of the

miracle of the widow's oil-cruse ; the transferring
of the leprosy of Naaman to Gehazi (o-

7
) corre-

sponds to the instantaneous ett'ect of the curse
in '-'-'.

All this may be regarded as furnishing sufficient

evidence that even Elisha is still closely allied to

the nlbi'im in the old sense, but at the same time
also that, like Elijah, he is distinguished from
them, and forms along with him a connecting link

between the old seers and the prophets proper.
That his political activity, too, as exercised in

the interest of pure Jahwism, was no slight one,
would be sufficiently evidenced even by 9 lff

-, and
it is not without reason that he too received from

king Joash the honourable appellation of 'chariot
and horsemen of Israel.' Regarding what was
perhaps his most important activity, the direction
of the guilds of nebi'im, we shall have to speak
below.

(c) But we have still to notice one Israelitish

prophet who in the reign of Ahab holds as peculiar
a place as Elijah himself, namely Micaiah ben-

Inilah, the subject of the narrative of 1 K 228ff
-.

Ahab cannot endure him, because it is his wont
always to prophesy evil to him. Jehoshaphat
deprecates Ahab's remark ; evidently he sees, in

the very fact that Micaiah is mostly a prophet
of ill, the evidence of true inspiration, whereas the
unbroken harmony with which the numerous other

prophets promise good fortune had awakened his

distrust. In fact, Micaiah will speak only what
Jahweli bids him (v.

1J
). It is thus the intention

of Jaliweh that he, like the others, should at Krst
hold out deceitful promises (v.

15
). Ahab, however,

sees through this conduct, and Micaiah, when the

king presses him, delivers Jahweh's message of

woe, explaining at the same time, by relating his

remarkable vision, why all the rest of the pro-

phets had become victims of the 'lying spirit':
Jaliweh Himself has ordered it to be so. The
circumstance that Micaiah himself does not share
their fate, but is informed in his vision as to the
real course of Jahweh's purpose, shows sufficiently
the height at which he stands above the ordinary
nebi'im ; and his threat against Ahab finds speedy
realization at Ramoth-gileacl. Hence we may say
that Micaiah ben-Iinlah is the first who bears all

the marks of the true prophet of Jahwch, without

anything to remind us of a connexion with the
nUm'tm in the old sense.

6. With the nebi'im of the latter class, as these

belong to the time of Elijah and Elisha, we have
still to occupy our attention here. Their affinity
with the neot'im of the time of Saul consists,
above all, in the circumstance that, like the latter,

they make their appearance in whole groups
nay, in guilds. This is implied by the very de-

signation so frequently applied to them benS
hiin-iiijii'int. (lit. 'sons of the prophets'). This
does not mean '

pupils or disciples of the prophets,'
but 'those who belong to the prophetic order'*

(or, at times, evidently to prophetic guilds ; so,

e.g., in 2 K 23 - 5 - 7 - 15 4'- * 6 1

), and in so far they are
the same as the simple nebi'im (1 K IS4 - " 2041

226 -- 3 -

-'). Ah individual is called nabf (IK
20' 3---' 38

) or 'one of the bcnc han-nfbi'im' (v.
35

).

The existence of a guild is pointed to also in 2041
.

This passage can be understood to mean only that
the prophet there spoken of put the covering above
his eyes to conceal a tattooing or some other char-
acteristic mark t by which the nebi'im in general
were recognized as belonging to the service of
Jaliweh.
There are a number of passages which indicate

that groups of these nebi'im lived together : so at
Bethel (2 K 2s

) and at Jericho (v.
5

; 438 ' in Gilgal ').

Such a settlement is pointed to plainly by the

story about an enlargement of a building (6
lff

-).

That Elisha lived with them is nowhere said ;

even 4 3S
implies no more than that once, when

on a visit to Gilgal, he set about providing a meal
for them. But it is very noteworthy that we
twice (4

33 and 6") meet with an expression which

supplies us with unexpected information regarding
the nature of these guilds :

'

they sit before Elislia.'

This means not simply that they group themselves
around him or rejoice in his company, but that

(after the manner of the NT expression 'to sit

at the feet of some one') they sit before him as

disciples before the master or pupils before the
teacher. It is true that even here the current term
'schools of the prophets' is justified only to a

very limited extent. For, in the first place, accord-

ing to 4 1 there are amongst the bene han-ncbi im
even married men ; and, secondly, they already
exercise to a large extent (see below) a public

activity. Nor do we read anywhere of any found-

ing of these ' schools
'

by Elijah or Elisha. Still

it appears to admit of no doubt that in 4M and 6'

we nave to do with occasional instruction of the
members by Elisha, or with didactic conversations
with them ; nay, even the idea of their occupying
themselvos with religious literature is not a far-

fetched one, although there is no direct allusion

to it. That the relation between them and Elisha
was that of disciples to a master, is favoured by
the affection and reverence so evidently shown by
the nebCim in addressing him as ' man of God.'

It might appear from the majority of the Elisha-

narratives as if the nebi'im, with him at their

head, led a life wholly retired and devoted to the

worship of Jaliweh
;
but there are other passages

which testify to a public activity, and that in

harmony with the main postulate of genuine
proplietism at the impulse of the spirit of Jahweli.

In 1 K 2035 one of the bfnc hnn-iifbiini asks his

companion, by the direction of Jahwch, to wound
him ; and, when he refuses, he tells him that for

disobedience to the command of Jaliweh he shall

be torn by a lion. His message to Ahab, again,
he announces as a word from Jaliweh (v.

4
-), and

so already in vv. 13- 28
[where this prophet is even

called a 'man of God']. And in 225fr- the spirit

*
Cf. above, p. 643, regarding an analogous expression, bent

hd-'&5him.
t So Kraetzschmar, Prophet und Sthcr tin alte* 'srafl, p. 9.
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of .lali\vi<li is expressly spoken H| ill connexion
with tin' 111 In 'i 111. Tin- same /.edekiah, tin- -son of

Chcnaanah, who ill 1 K L'J" supports his promise
tn \li.ili by tlie symbol of iron horns, a-k- n.-'i

Micaiah in anger: 'In what way i- the spirit
..I .lahweh passed from mi' lu speak with lllee'.''

llr r;ilinul belieVQ that he ha- now In-come the

victim of a lying s|iirit when he knew himself

formerly to he iiispire.1 l.\ the true spirit of

.lahweh. Sn also in _' K'J-'-^the i|iiestion of the

bint han nibt'im to Klisha is to he uinh-ist 1 as

meaning that they loo h.i\e hail it revealed to

them by the spirit that the translation of Elijah
is impending.

Like the tnu1 Jahwdi piophets, these .'/,/"<)

sometimes answer ini|iiiries (1 K J'J'"'-); at other

times, acting on iheir own initiative, they pro-
claim tin' wnlil of .lahweh in the ]nililie interest

(20 '. In this connexion we are struck
with their great iinnihc-rs. 'uhadiah rescues Inn

ol them from the fury of .le/.ehel ; some 400 are

assemlileil hy A huh rJ'J'
;

i ; more than ."ill live to-

gether at (iilgal (2 Iv 'J
; - " ;

l. These iiiimheis ale

surely evidence of the intensity of the excitement
ami t he /.eal lor the < on! of Isiai I w hen His worship
appeareil to he endangered i>\ liaal (to whom, iii

1 K IV", sn many as 4.">" if/" fm arc :il trihutud).
No.v, ii has lieeii argued that none of the

passages which speak of any puhlic activity on
the part of the m'lii'iin belong to the Kli]ah-
aml Elisha- narratives, but to the MTV valuable
ancient ' Allah - source' (1 K '20. _'_'). The hitter,
it is pointcil out, knows nothing of guilds of

tir/ii'iiit or of their being ilirecteil by Klijah or

Klisha, as, eoiiver-dy, llie Kli-ha narrathe- know
nothing o/ a public activity on the part of their
In' Hi'- hint -Ill/it' nil. The ilitlelellie between the two
sources must at once be acknowledged. 15ut their
iicconnls an- not mutually exclusive, although
their historical viewpoint is dillorent, ami the

peiioil involveil in the Klisha narratives is some-
what later than the other. A \ ery notable
evidence of the continuance of the old view of

the nebt'tm i- found in 'J K !l". The olliccis ot

.lehii roundly call Klisha's messenger, who in v.
1

is expressly icckoncil among the In in linn !> t'< tm
a 'mad enthusiast' f;r~-). This implies t'.at

there was expected of him, and certainly not of

him alone hut also of his comrade-, an er-iatic

condition, and even utterances due to a kind of

pos-ession ; which -In iw- that , in spite of I he milder
dial a del of I he la I el n. In , ,,, , I here were still occa-
sional outbursts of their old nature, us we make
it- acquaintance in 1 S 111

5"- ami Ml 1 '" 1

.

7. A linal trace of the old notion of the prophetic
spirit as a mysterious agency which hurries a whole
crowd along is found in the narrative of Nu 1 1

17 - aff
-.

The latter belongs in all probability to the E
source, and hence tails within I he period with
which we are dealing, namely, prior to the rise

of written prophecy. A portion of the spirit of

.lahweh. which rest -upon Moses, -uHices to throw
T 11 !'! i he elders ot l-rad into a condition of rapture.
Two who remained behind in the camp, l.l.la.l

and Medad. are sei/ed even tfirrc by the spirit
of .lahwdi hceau-e the}

1 also are marked out as

amongst those destined to share in the leader-hip
of I he people jet. v.

17
l. This endowment with the

spirit for more secular ends is indeed foreign to

the olde-t point of \ iew ; but, on the other hand,
the sd/ure "f w'hole gi mips hv the spirit of .lah\\ eh
finds its only analogy in the old m'ln' i ,,<. -,. that
w e could mil deal with this case except by \\ ay of

appendix to our account of the latter.

3. Nazi rites. 1. Amongst tho-e w ho -ei \ e.l as ex-

pre-s organs of genuine .lab w ism we must, tin i her
,

include tin- Na/nites. The name i--;i is gener
ally explained to mean ' the coiiscciated one. Hut

FXTKA VOL. 42

it is (|uesiionahle if the verbal forms to whicli

appeal is made in favour of this sense : re N..I ,|e-

meil iroin the substantive nuzir, and this again
from nizi'r, the [consecrated] head ornament fre-

quently u-ed of a diadem, but also of the un-hoin
hairot the head). In that case nitzir would denoi e

Originally one whose head is graced with nnshmn
han a \iew which is supported by the circum-
stance that in l.v '2't^

" the unpruned vine, which
is still decked with its full quota of leaves, is like-

wi-e called ii" if. All the same, we do not mean to

deny that the not ion of ' consecrated
' one came, at

an early period, to be connected with ciY ; 8O

e-peeially iii the collocation 'a iidzir of God,' .It;

i:i'-- 16"
'_'. The few OT passages which inform us as to

tin \a/iiate are all at one as to its being a condi-
tion of consecration to (lod which shows it-eh m
siibmittin^ to certain restrictions. Three of these
are speeilied : the leaving of the hair of the head
unshorn, abstinence from wine and intoxicating
drink, and the avoiding of defilement by a corpse.
It is questionable] however, whether these restric-

tions were always in force at the same time, and
especially is there doubt as to the relation lietween
the obligation for life and the obligation for a
lixecl period. We must first, therefore, examine
the various statements separately.

3. The only historical instance of a Nazirite is

Samson. As to Samuel, who is also usually in-

cluded among the Nazirites, all that is said in 1 S
1" is that his mother vowed before his birth to

give him over to Jahweh for life, and that no razor
was to come upon his head, lint his not being
shorn did not sullice to constitute him a Nazirite ;

according to Ezk 44"u this was no unusual practice
with priests, and it may have meant no more in

the case of Samuel ; at all events, he is never called
a Nazirite.

The Nax.irate of Samson is spoken of in Jg 13J " 14

and, indirectly, in Hi""-. According to ch. 13 he
was, even before his birth, expressly marked out

hy the angel of Jahweh as 'consecrated to t!oj."

At the same time his mother is hound over evi-

dently prior to, and during, pregnancy to abstain
from wine* and intoxicating dunk, and from un-
clean food ; while no razor is to come upon the
head of her child, who, from his mother's womb
down to the day of his death, is to be consecrated
to (!od. Now, it is surely very surprising that the

obligation to abstain from wine and what is un-
clean is imposed, not upon the son, for whom such
abstinence would have been equally possible, hut

upon the mother. Everywhere else it is taken for

granted that the Nazirite himself abstains from
wine. Hence we are forced to the conclusion that
the abstinence from wine enjoined upon the mother
in vv.*- ' "" was afterwards f inserted by some
one who could not conceive of a Nazirate without

any such prohibition. Seeing that, in the story
ol Samson (ch. 14 f.; ef. esp. 14 IU - '-'

") the practice
of the hero himself gave no countenance to such a
iheorv, recourse was had to the expedient adopted
in ch. 13.

Accordingly, tlie Nazirate of Samson is based

exclusively upon his unshorn hair, and, as a matter
i'l lad, the greatest stress is laid 11)1011 the latter
in Hi 17

"-. His enormous strength is bound up with
his hair remaining inviolate, and that simply be-
cause the presence of Jahweh is, in some mysteri-
ous way, connected with the hair. After the
seven locks have been cut oil' his head, he becomes
weaker and weaker (v.

lu
) ; he strives in vain to free

I" i ." tin IT. lnl.ition is extended to 'all that comes from
llf \ i.i* in XH i,i) ; but this is probahly a later adilil i-n, . ( i

i.s indicated i ^ " '^ i' -
|'-ition, bjfon the main prohibition.

t Tina it i so in v.-* is clear from the tact that iu v. 3* the
closing uords ut v.3 are repeated.
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himself,
'

for he knew not that Jahweh was de-

parted from him '

(v.
20

). On the other hand, when
his hair had grown again, he recovered the strength
for his last achievement in the destruction of the
Philistines.

All this shows that the Nazirate of Samson is a
condition in which he is under the influence of the

spirit of Jahweh, and that this condition is con-

nected with the hair of his head being unshorn.
The spirit appears, indeed, to be often latent,

breaking into action only on special occasions (cf.

Jg 13-5 ). Violently seized by the spirit of Jah-

weh, he tears asunder the lion (14
6
), slaughters

30 Philistines at Ashkelon (v.
w

), bursts his bonds
and kills 1000 Philistines with the jawbone of an
ass (15

14ff
'). It is therefore, above all, displays of

strength against the foes of his people for which
the spirit of Jahweh endows him, and his Nazirate
recalls certain phenomena that present themselves

elsewhere, in which we have to do with vows and
forms of abstinence for warlike ends.* An analogy
is presented, in particular, by the Arab warriors,
who vow to leave the hair of their head unshorn

during the whole period of a war of revenge, and
to make a tire-offering of it after revenge has been
achieved. The only difference would be that in

the case of Samson it was no vow for a fixed

period, but a 'perpetual warlike consecration'

(Scliwally). For his proposal to enter into friendly
relations' with the Philistines by marriage (14

lff
-) is

expressly traced (v.
4

) to a providential dispensation
of Jahweh, ' because he sought an occasion [for

hostilities] against the Philistines.' This, his life-

work, is pointed to from the first (v.
0b

). As a
matter of fact, all that is related of him in ch. 15

resolves itself into a series of single combats with
the Philistines. We have already noted that in

this warlike Nazirate no regard is paid to abstin-

ence from wine. And it is sufficiently evident
from 148 '- that there can be as little question of

avoiding unclean food.

4. We receive quite a different impression of the
Nazirites from Am 2'"'

' And I raised up of your
sons for prophets, and of your young men for

Nazirites. . . . But ye gave the Nazirites wine
to drink, and commanded the prophets, saying,

Prophesy not.' Here it is evident that the Nazir-
ate is based essentially upon the prohibition of

wine, and it is not easy to hold that the prohibi-
tion of cutting the hair is passed over simply
because it is taken for granted. We must conclude
rather that in Amos we have to do with a different

form of Nazirate, which reminds us strongly of the
vow of the Reclmbites (see below). Regarding the
nature and aim of this Nazirate, we must indeed
have recourse to pure conjecture. Only this much
is clear from the words of Amos since he places
the Nazirites in parallelism with the prophets
that the Nazirate is a condition approved by Jah-
weh and consecrated to His service. To induce the
Nazirite to break his vow to abstain from wine is

as great a religious enormity as to prevent the

prophet from delivering the message with which
Jahweh has charged him. Further, the Nazirate
here spoken of is probably thought of as life-long,
as is the case with the prophetic office which

appears in parallelism with it. As to the purpose,
however, for which Nazirites were raised np we
are quite in the dark. May it be that here again
we are to think of unwearied service of Jahweh in

war against the foes of His people (as, for instance,
the Aramieans) ? Or, was the abstaining from wine
meant (as in the case of the Reehabites) to be a
silent protest against the seductive products of the
culture of Baal's land, and thus, at the same time,
a standing allusion to Jahweh as the God of Israel?

*
Cf., on this subject, above all, \V. R. Smith, RS- 333f., and

Schwally, Semit. Krisgsaltertuwer. t 101 If.

In any case, we must assume that the Nazirite,

prior to and during the time of Amos, had certain

positive services to render in order to justify his

title of 'one consecrated to God.'
5. In connexion with these scanty testimonies

to a historical Nazirate we must look also at the

legal Nazirate of Nu 6. The oldest part
*
of this

code (vv.*'
8
) requires, in the case of every man or

woman who desires to pay the vow of a ndzir, that
there shall be, for the whole period of duration of

the vow, a strict abstinence from wine and every-
thing that comes from the vine, as well as a careful

guarding against defilement by a corpse even that
of one's nearest relation. But, in addition to this,
the Nazirite must, during the period of his vow,
leave the hair of his head unshorn, for in this,
above all, according to v. 7

,
is represented the con-

secration to his God. The difference between this

Nazirate and that which meets us in history is at
once apparent. The characteristics encountered

separately in Jg 13 and Am 2" are here combined,
and a new requirement is added, namely, that of

avoiding defilement by a corpse. Another new
and very surprising feature is the extending of the
Nazirate to women, whereas elsewhere the only
place allowed to women in the cultus appears to

be participation in the sacrificial meals. But in

every instance we have to do only with a tempor-
ary vow, not (as in the case of Samson and prob-
ably also Am 2n ) with a life-long obligation.
About the significance of the Nazirate, so far as

the Priests' Code is concerned, we are not left in

doubt. The only other class that are commanded
to avoid defilement by a corpse are the priests.
But an exception is allowed, even in their ease (Lv
21 2

), when it is the corpse of their nearest blood
relation. On the other hand the prohibition is

absolute for the high priest (v.
11

). Now, when the

same demand is made on the Nazirites, a kind of

enhanced priestly dignity is accorded them, a lay
priesthood, indeed, and one without otlicial func-

tions (which would be per se inconceivable in the
case of a woman), hut yet allied to the actual

priesthood as a condition of high consecration to

God. In all probability, the Priests' Code has in

this way discovered the desired expedient whereby
the ancestral and highly esteemed institution of

the Nazirate, which, as life-long, had no proper
place in the priestly State, might yet be conserved
and worthily incorporated among the institutions

of the post-exilic theocracy. As always happens
in such instances, everything is stripped oft' in

this process which could possibly be regarded as a
survival of ancient naturalistic or even heathen
notions. The unshorn hair is no longer, as in the
case of Samson, the medium of mysterious powers
and a pledge of the immediate nearness of Jalnveh.

Rather is it inviolable because it forms part of the

body which, as a whole, is consecrated to God, and
the hair is a principal sign of this consecration.

Again, the prohibition of wine, which, as we found

above, had quite a peculiar significance for the
ancient Nazirite, is probably, in Nu 6, to be

thought of as finding its motive in the similar

prohibition laid upon priests during the exercise of

their official functions (Lv 10'J ).

Somewhat later than Nu 6-'
8 are the prescrip-

tions in vv."-- 1

regarding the release of a Nazirite
after the expiry of the period of his consecration.
In addition to various animal offerings he has to

take his hair, which has been cut off before the
door of the sanctuary, and cast it into the fire

which is under the peace-ottering. This enactment
is not, however, to lead us to see in the hair-offering
the kernel and purpose of the Nazirate as a whole

(as if, for instance, it were a symbolical ottering of

*Cf., for the above analysis, \Vurster in ZA1W n. (1884)

p. 128.
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t In- body in t In' form f t In 1

representatii < oti< i in'j

of ;i |..iil
lit ll . l( I- '|llit'- possible thai tin- hall

ollering clse\iheie, especially mi Semitic >uil, tins

mi independent signiijcaiice of this kind, tint it

-anility 111) Mlrll significance, ill Nil Ii '''.

Itatlier is tin; hurninu i" tin 1 tin 1 "I tin 1 altar tin;

simplest Way ill"gelling I'id "f what llllil Illlc-c- lii-i-ll

ron^r i t j I i-.l I M I . i ii 1. ;tlh I hi II t i ellil In .1 In- 1 1 r-:il <-.i

us it common tiling. Siinilal I \ ,
tin 1

parts nf tin 1

sin oMerillg virtilli uliicll canm.t Ii- |'l'-.i-liti'cl "li

tin 1 altar 11 iv ic,|uiied 1 1-:\ -J'i '. l.\ i'" '8 I to be
i. in in -.1 etsew here. The burning of (lie Nazirite's
hair i n tin 1 altar lire may In 1 a feature ' "i i i 'spurn 1-

ing tu tlie ancient usage, which \\a-i retained by
the Priests' Code without llie hair having mi tliai

iii'i'oiiiit a -acrilicial character conferred ii]n)ii it.

'fin 1

latest com] nt in Nu ti is undoubtedly
vv. 9 "

1

-, containing prc-criptions lor tin- case of a

Nazirite \vln> has IM-I-II icinlei ed l.e\ ith ally unclean
In a death occurring suddenly beside him. In tiiat

c\eiit. tlir consecrated hair is to lie cut oil, ami,
utter certain guill -oHerings have Keen ]>rc

-i -nti-,1.

(In-
|ii-iiiiil

"I co:iseciatio:i 1- to begin </-' nm-ii.

4. Rcchabites. We liave aln-aily callcil atten-

tion to I lie close atlillity subsisting U-tueill the

prohibition of wine to the Na/iritcs ami the cm
responding vow of the Rechabites.* lint, even

n|iiirt from this, the latter must lie dealt with
In-re, because i heir founding as a religions .-ect

lalls. at late-t, iii the time of Jchoram the son of

Al,al>. ' -. 1" fore II. i'. s -I'-'.

I. \Ve reail in '_' 1C In 1 -"1 ' 1 that tin 1 usurper .lehu,

while driving along the roail from Jc/reel to

Samaria, met .lomnlali the son [or descendant of

tlie family] of Kechab, iiml gave him his liuiul in

token of his recant, unit took him up into hi-

cliaiiol that lie might enjoy t lie spectacle of Jelm'.s

/i-al for Jahv,'-h. From this summary notice we
can only suppose that .lomnlali wax an influential

man npuii \\ Im-r adherence .lelni must have laid

weight, and that lie was inspired with the same
zeal for .lahweh as .lehn himself.

_' l''oi I unately, a much later passage, .lerit.'i. has

preserved for us more exact details regarding the

significance of thisJonadab. During tin- rei^n of

.IchoiaUim, aft'-r the ( 'hahla-ans had moved into

.ludali (i.e. in li.c. linii or shortly then-alt'-]!,

.leremiah is din-eted I'j' ,lah\veh to liriiif,' the guild
'it the l!eehali;tc~ inlci a chamlicr of tin 1

temple
and to set wine before them, lint the Kechahites
\\ hose names one and nil end with .fnfi (Jalnveh)]

tlatly relnse to drink wine, and appeal to the pro-
hiliilion of their ancestor .lomnlali the son of

Kechali, who had enjoined t hem not only to ali^tain

from the use of wine, hut to neglect the building
of houses and every species of agriculture. The}'
had always remained true to this prohibition, and
only the invasion of Nehnchinlrex/ar had com
pelled them to take refuse iii Jerusalem. Tin-re

upon Jcremiiih rejiroaches t lie Judahile.s, jiointinj,'

out how this example oi fidelity to a human com
maud puts to shame those who are constantly
ili-oiicdicnt to tln-ir Kod. To tin- Kechabites, on
tin- other hand. In- announces as a recompense that

tln-y shall never want descendants in the service
of Jahweh.

:i. This last expression shows tli.it their manner
of life amount* to a kind of ser\ ice ot Jahweh.
For it is a protest against the whole system of
culture connected with the settled mode of life,

\vith tin- tilling of tin- soil, and. al.ove all, with
vine-' n It u re. The life of t In- in i mads in the steppes
knew nothing of all this; it was exclusively de-
voted III the senile of ,)ali\\eli, the Hod of the
desei t. \\ IHI ma in lest I'd Hi m-el I, alioveall. in siorm
anil in liattle, against the focsot II is p, ,,p|e. l;nt,

"
Cf. L. i;.-nitiir- in \ nroitu de Jii-'Mliit'--' in Libert

Chretiennt, lilli Jmm 1'Jul.

since l-racl liad im-.-ikeu tl-ii tents tl|ll | .-ippropri-
ateil all the liciii-IHs ni I 'anaaniio iiilline, lln-v

had 1 alien a pi ey to the si-dll'-| ive i II ll Uellces whicil
a> ' -oinp anied these, incliidinx not only luxury and
inlcmp.-iaiice, but even idolatry. TI nlv v>av
ot cs i;t

|,,. from tide I i\ ,n a re olute n-t m n to the

pre-Canaanite manner, a rennneiation ot the false

lienelits o| culture. Ami it cannot lie di.nl/nd
that tliis return was coupled at the same time
with the ri'^id observance of tlie oldest inual

in the < rviee of Jahweh, although, 1111-

fortunately, no information on thi- point lias

come down to us. In any ease, this oldest type "i

anclioritisni. on the |.art of a whole tribe,' limii

religious motives, is something very peculiar, and

demanding of appraisement! the.so llcchahites-
II.-IM- as u'"id a c-laini to bo refkoned organs oi

genuine .lah\\isni as t he n liiiin. Tlie explanation
of the circumstance that it was this particular
family that fell called on to protest against tin-

cultivating of the fruit land is perhaps to IK: founil
in ICliL1

'
1 -'1

,
when- I.lammath, the [trilial] father

of tlie house of Kechali, is reckoned among the
Kcniles. The latter are, aecording to Jf,' 4", the
descendants of IJoliali, the father-in-law of .Moses.
Tin- Ki'iiites who attached themselves to Israel at
the t:\odus (.I;; I

1

") continued even at a later

period to live a nomadic life, partly in the 1'lain of
Je/i'-cl (.I;,- ,"i-'), partly in the extreme south of the

country among the Amalckites (1 S 15). The
action of Jonadah may thus have consisted in

recalling to the ancient nomad life that portion
of his tribe which had adopted settled habits.

True, lielori' accepting this explanation it- must
lir-t lie proved that by the 'house of Uechah' in
I Ch _""' is meant exactly the same family as in
Jer :)."i-. According to Neh 311 One Malchijah the
son of Itechab helped to rebuild the walls of
Jerusalem. This seems to prove the continued
existence of the guild in post -exilic times, lint
how can this Malehijah lie called at the same
time ' the ruler of the district of Beth-haccheiem,'
if lie adhered to the tent-life enjoined by .lonadah '.'

5. 'Judges' and kings. If we include, linally,
the 'judges' and kings of ancient Israel among
tin- organs of genuine .lahwism, this is jnstiliahlu
not only on the ground that all of them (down at
least to David) were expressly chosen and called

by Jahweh to be leaders and savioursof the people,
but, above all, because they too were tilled with
the 'spirit of Jahweh' as a mysterious agency,
and thereby were titled for the performance of

extraordinary deeds.
1. It is true that P is the lirst to tell us that

Joshua, as a man in whom the spirit is, is conse-
crated by Moses to be his successor, by the laying
on of his hands (Nu 27""-). On the other hand,
the early

' hero- narratives' (and not merely the
author of the prc-ent scheme to which the book is

adjusted, i .<f. 3 10
) in the Hook of Judges are already

aware that (he spirit of Jahweh was powerfully at
work in those heroes: so in (Jideon (6**), Jephthah
(11-"'). and fiv

|
u ntly Samson (see above, p. 0,">7'' f. I.

2. In the case of the kings, however, the spirit
is imparted I'V means of nnotlitinif.* This is ex-

pressly recorded for Saul (1 S 10'), David ('J S _" ;

the story of ihe anointing of David by Samuel
in 1 S lu'

13 is a late miili-i'isli), Solomon (by /adok,
1 K I

3
"), and Jehu c> K !"). From the passage last

cited, as \\ell as from 1 S 10', it is evident that Ihe

anointing consisted of no mere smearing process,
but of a pouring of oil upon the head. Of all the
manilold interpretations of this symbolical action,
thai one has most in its favour which starts from
the oil-libation. This, too, consisted in /Hitiriii'/ ml
over (e.y. the stone of ticthel, Gn 2S' S

:il
la
),'am!

"
Cf. on this xllliieot Wt-incl's art.

'

M.ishali [salbc'ilj Ufld seine
IfcrivaU- in XA't'n xviii. (1383) p. Iff.
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imparted to the anointed object the character of

something consecrated and sacrosanct. Both these
features come out clearly in connexion with the
anointing of kings. As one consecrated to Jahweli
tho king is called frequently 'my anointed,' or
'his [Jaliweh's] anointed,' or even 'the anointed
of Jahweh,' i.e. one who by anointing lias been in
a special manner assigned or consecrated to Him.
On that very account the king is sacred, and
hence it is a heinous sin ' to put forth one's hand
on the anointed of Jalnveh '

(1 S 269- 11 - -' of Saul,
2S Ifl-^'iof David). A consecration rite, analo-
gous to the oil-libation, is favoured, further, by the
circumstance that the anointing is performed with
'holy '(i.e. used in the cultus for other purposes
as well) oil ; cf. e.g. Ps 89- 1

(-), with reference to
David. Zadok in 1 K I

39 takes not a but the oil-
horn (tilled with holy oil) out of the tent (of the
sacred Ark) for the anointing of Solomon

; and in
2 K 9 1 Elisha hands over a vessel of oil to the
prophet who is to anoint Jehu, so that here again
the use of any ordinary vessel appears to be ex-
cluded. In P, finally, the anointing of the sacred
fittings and

utensils (Ex 302
-) is plainly an act of

consecration, while in the ease of the priests the
terms ' anoint ' and '

consecrate
'

frequently appeal-
in

parallelism (Lv 8 luf- ct at.).
The efficacy of the anointing of kings is not,

however, exhausted by the notions of consecra-
tion and the imparting of a sacrosanct character.
The spirit of Jalnveh is also communicated. This
is plain already from the story of the anointing
of Saul. Directly after it hail been performed,
Samuel announced to Saul (1 S Kf 1

*-) that, when
he should meet with the nebi'im at Gilieah, the
spirit of Jahweh would come upon him, and he
would be changed into another man. And, when
this comes to pass, it is not merely that Saul is

infected by the example of the nibPim ; for the
spirit of Jahweh has been in him ever since his

anointing,* and only waits for an external occasion
to reveal itself. In II 6 the occasion is different,
but the effect is the same. The melancholy of
Saul is attributed in 16 14 to the spirit of Jahweh
(which had been imparted to him at his anoint-
ing) having departed from him, and an '

evil

spirit
'

likewise proceeding from Jahweh having
come in its place to trouble him.

In favour of the great antiquity of anointing,
and its having been taken over by Israel from
the Canaanites, is its mention in the Tel el-

Amarna letters. t But it is a question whether
on the soil of Jahwism it did not assume another,
deeper religious significance. It is true that even
here the efficacy of the oil is still thought of as
not merely symbolical, but direct and physical
nay, as establishing a sacramental fellowship be-
twci'ii the Deity to whom the holy oil is con-
secrated and the man who is anointed with it.J
This view of the matter may have been borrowed
from the Canaanites, but a specifically Israelitish

origin may be confidently claimed for the connect-
ing of the anointing with the bestowal of the
spirit of Jahweh. This answers best to the idea
of the spirit of Jahweh as the principle which
shows its creative activity on all sides, and which
gives birth to special powers an idea whose many-
sided development and application we owe un-

doubtedly to Jahwism alone.
* The author of the midrash in 1&K- understands this rightly

when in v.is he makes the spirit of Jahweh come upon David
'from that day forward.'

t Cf. H. Winckler, Dit ThontaMn mn Tell-el-Amarna, Berlin,
1896, p. 99 (Letter 37 of Ramman-nirari to the Pharaoh), line 4
'Behold'

Behold, when Manahbi(r)ia, king of Egvpt . . . installed my
grandfather in Nuhassi as kin;;, and poured oil upon his head,' etc.

J Weinel, I.e. p. 54 :

' When the priest at the holy place pours
consecrated oil on the king's head, he conveys the' material and
character of holiness to him, and makes him a participator in
Jahweh's superior life.'

3. It is clear that such a conception and religious
estimate of the anointing of the king could not
have taken root unless at least at the outset
the monarchy had been considered a blessing, a
gracious gift of Jahweh.* And this is, in point of

fact, the standpoint of the early sources. Even if

the ' shout of a king' in Nu 2321 should be referred
rather to Jahweh than to the earthly king, there
is still left the weighty testimony of 1 S 9 15

'-.

According to this passage. Jahweh Himself com-
manded Samuel to anoint Saul : 'he shall deliver

my people from the power of the Philistines, for I

have looked upon the oppression of my people,
since their cry for help has reached me.' A long
course of unhappy experiences of the monarchy
must have intervened before this conception could
be expelled by the wholly different one which
meets us in the later source (1 S 8. 10I7ff-

12).
Here the earthly kingship is regarded as imply-
ing a denial of Jahweh, the true King a falling
away from the principle once laid down, accord-

ing to Jg S22'-, by Gideon. It was said to have
been with the utmost reluctance that Samuel at
last yielded to the people's improper demand for a
king. He did so at Jahweh's command, but not
without warning the people that one day they
would cry out in vain liecause of the king whom
they had themselves chosen. The early concep-
tion knew of no such scruples. It was Jahweh
Himself, according to it, that designed the mon-
archy ; true, it was He also that brought about
the unhappy disruption of the kingdom. For it

was in His name that the prophet Ahijah of
Shiloh foretold to Jeroboam I. the breaking off of
the ten Northern tribes from Judah. Ahijah, as
an Ephraimite, naturally represents here the stand-

point which afterwards prevailed in the Northern
kingdom : the real heir of the kingdom of David
and Solomon is the kingdom of the Ten Tribes,
which accordingly even retained the collective
name 'Israel.' It is Judah that has broken off

from it
-, hence the prayer in the Ephraimitic Bless-

ing of Moses (Dt 337
) :

'

Hear, O Jahweh, the cry
of Judah, and bring him back to his people.' On
the other hand, the Judahite view of the dis-

ruption of the kingdom is presented to us in Is

7" : it was a misfortune, a time of sorest dis-

tress for Judah, 'when Ephraim departed from
T 3 U )Judah.

At the close of this survey of the organs of

genuine Jahwism we have still to refer to a cir-

cumstance which establishes an essential difference
between the religion of Israel even at this stage
and the other popular religions so closely allied

to it in many respects. Apart from the priests, of
whose anointing and consequent tilling with the

spirit no evidence can be adduced for the pre-exilic
period, all other organs of Jahweh are fitted for
the exercise of their office by the inward working
of His spirit. Such a working on seers and pro-
phets, throwing them into an ecstatic condition,
is known to heathenism as well. But it does not
know that working of the spirit of God which im-

pels the 'man of God' to present himself before

kings unsummoned, and by sharp condemnation
of their sins to obtain satisfaction for outraged
justice and morality. In this way Nathan and
Elijah become forerunners of the prophets proper,
and, long before the day of the latter, prove that
Jahweh is .always and for all members of His

people an absolutely moral Being. To recognize
this truth and to impress it on all is the main
task of those whom the spirit of Jahweh has con-
stituted His organs. Once more we have to ask :

* Cf. J. Boehmer, Gottesgfilanken in Itsrafls Konigtum,
Gutersloh, 1902 ; K. Budde, Die Schutzung den Kunintuint im
AT, Marburg, 1903.
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Is ii iiy tiling like I hi" I-M-M remotely conceivable 111

tin- ii'-li^ion i>f it Cliciuosh nr it MUrnm ?

V. L'L'Ll't'S AMI .l/.I.V.V/-.'A->'. 1. Ill 111" mallei

of the cultus, MII -lian-_'i-" li tin' -late "I

thillUS ill tin.' I'llvi-'liM'- |n-lii| mil"! have 1 ei-ll

illt riidllced ill coUsei|Ui-lH'e "1 tin- ab.i\ e melit lolled

taking nvi-r of tin- .-uic-i.-lll < 'anaaml'- sanctuaries.

Tin- (ilitri-"
nf worship lur. what is tin- same thing

I'm- Ilii" period, places of sacrifice) an- high places

r~; l:,iiiii.tli\," thai i>, primarily, the nills and

rising grounds in the neighbourhood of tin- parti
cular lonilitii-" i-.., . .-/.. I S 9U 10*), hut afterwards

standing :il"" for places of ".-n-iiliri- upon moiiMtiiiii".

Midi a." tin- Mount of olives. Ml. Curim-l. Ml.

Tabor, nil of \\lm-li art- mentioned upon orra>iou

as
pl.-ii-i-"

of worship. Ili-lii-i- tin- Syrian" -peak
1 1 l\ jn-'i of .lahweh as '.-i god of tin- mountains,'
V III i rail I 'i' run ilia I r<l w It 1 1 success only oil tin- low

-H. iinil id. :il-o Cii'.'-J', if tin- i-nin-rl rendering
Ihcie i-.

'

I 'pon tin- mountain .lahweh appeal- I.

li was evident ly a pre-Canaanite custom to com-

plete the apparatus of ,-t place ot oi"iiip by pro

viding, in addition to the altar, a (/;;</(// ami an
'/<vA. i-ii /i or "io-n-il pole (see above, p. 620). since

tin- iiiiizz'in'ili was a pledge of tin- presence of tin-

I icity, :i II,HI ''I'l/tnii or shrine containing a Divine

image was mil
indispensable.

Such '

liigh place

ti-mplrs' appear, it is true, more trc.|u.-iitly in

later writers in the catalogue of Israel'" "ins

(1 K V.V-, -' K L7ffl-

23"), but in olilen tinn-s (as

the medium for obtaining oraeles) they are men

tioneilevenapart li oiiianyconnexion with '

heights.'
In I S !l--'. again, \\e read of a li.i/i/a'i/i. thiit is, it

i at the place, of saerilice, in which the sacri

ticial meal was eaten. A further eviileuce that
/,:<,, i"/i might staii'l iilso for the sanctuary erect eil

on the height is found in the freipient mention

(1 K II 7 14-
;

etc. i i.i building as well ns c_' K _':)

pulling down the luimijth. The last -eited passage
sin. s, mun-i.M-r, thiit a briinnli might stand on

ipiite a small mi I ilieial) height, else liilux'illi itt

the entrance of the iloor of Joshua the governor
of the city could not be spoken of. On the other
lull. I. . K I'.'l' -hows that the bdiiwh is not iili-nl ii-al

with the itltar. The latter, as we see from Kx
Jo-'"-, might lie built either of earth (i.e., probably,
-I iiU. or of stones ; Vmt the hitter, to avoid dcsccra-

iH.n, must in. I lie dressed with iron tools. It was
likewise fm-hidden to ascend the altar by steps, to

pi event indecent exposure of ones person. Both
these regulations are plainly intended by way of

protest against innovations that had crept in, and
in favour of the ancient simple ritual usages, which
were as \>-\ ijuite uninfluenced hy art ami higher
culture. It may lie added that l-'.x Ju--"

r- is irre-

fiitalile evidence that the author of the lim.k ol

the I'oveiiiint knew nothing of the requirement of

one. central sand nary.t
'J. The central feature of the ciiltus continued

In lie sacrifice. The original significance of the

latii-i "i. iiliove. p. 018), as the siicriil communion
of theollcrers with the Deity and with one another,

still linds its only expression during this period in

the form of the common sacrificial nn-aU,; of which

Cl. Piepenhrini.-, art.
'

Histoire des licux de culte et <lu

aacerdooe en Nr.nl m Revue de FH\ '

Religions, .h:ill.-

VoOt, is-'i . IT. i...ii. Altitnut. Cultttatten, i:n--,i-n, 1-:'" [nl
I'M. tliUllr- :iri- .1]-. 11 ed

t ih. i ion with the Deuteronomic legislation
18 SUUU'ht to !- rrlli-.v.il IN tin-- MT ..I K\ '. ll thl I- :i.|ll.-_'

-T '"' s
?- (' in the whole ptace '), as if hero i > .1 sanc-

tuary wen --I...K.M i.i. I'.iii Hi. whole iti-\t n-i|iiu.
- ^--7-";:

('in tverj- [.Un i- '), ami ihis \\u-i still read by the LX.M (i

T6T*.).

1 These are called sometimes simi'Iy 3 ~Z". - -.lai

i.tluinj-.
1

inli-nili-.l in lie i-ati-n (K\ 1"'-. '1 S i:,l5 cl at.), or

;-f- . -i-l'ii; llu- CO

i-\|.i. M.T-ulI. riim-

turnnjf yteltimun ufferinga
'

(tlx ~^& tt ii/.). The meftnlng ol the

we have instructive instances in 1 S I
40 ' and U1

-"-.

\ liu^' to the latter passage, the guest? at the
meal number about 3U l>ersons, s|iei-K.ll\

inxiled
;

and, I ifCure they bej;in to eat, a blessing is pn
mninced (something after the inanner of our

saxiiij; of grace) by Samuel (v.
13

). According to

1 S "-, the oll'erer himself killed the victim and
boiled its Mesh ; but even the portion for the

priests eould not be taken till the portion of

.lahwch, namely the fat, had been burned [on
i In- altar]. There is no mention in this passage

t a sprinkling of blood on the altar, hut this is

no doubt taken for granted ; at all events, the

eating of the flesh u-it/i the blood is regarded in

I S 1 4 ;i"-'- as a heinous olleiice.

Like the fat and blood of the meal-offering, the
burnt -ottering or whole -

offering also falls com-

ph-iely under the category of a cheering ffijl, the

pre enting of food. This comes out very clearly
in the ottering which (i ideon presents to the angel
of .lahweh (Jg G 1

""-). He calls it by the ancient
name applied to every species of ottering nnw,
'

gift (et. (in 4 ;"r
'). It consists of a kid of the goats

and unleavened cakes of an ephah [about S gals.]
of meal. The [boiled] flesh is put by (lideon in

a basket, and the broth in a pot. Then, at the

angel's bidding, he lays the flesh and the cakes

upon a stone [which, as in 1 S 14^, takes the place
of the altar] and pours the broth over them. The
meal is now ready, and is consumed by the tire

that comes out of the rock. In like manner,
Manoah (.Ig 13'") oilers to the angel of Jaliweh
a kid of the goats, with the proper accompani-
ments, upon tlie rock [in v. it is called 'altar'],
as a burnt -ottering (v.-

3
). Both offerings that of

(iideon and that of Manoah would have l>een

inconceivable to the ritual of P, and for that

very reason they may be supposed to represent
the sacrificial usages of the narrators own time.

It may be added that for the whole of this period

Imrnt-otl'erings were the exception, although upon
quite special occasions they might be presented in

great numbers. Thus Solomon, at his accession,
ottered (1 K 34

) upon the 'great high place' at

(Jibeon 1000 bunit-ollerings ; and, at the dedication

of the temple (S'
i4

), found it necessary to consecrate

the middle portion of the forecourt [as a place of

sacrifice], because the altar was unable to contain

all the burnt-Offerings and the fat of the meal-

otterings.

During this period there is no mention of other

species of offerings* (apart from the fruit -olierings,

which were presented at all periods [Kx '23'-'],

amongst which must be included the regularly
renewed 'shew bread' of the sanctuary [1 S 21 5 - 7

])

As is shown by l>n 8'-
10

, the burnt-ottering serves

also as a thank-offering, just as in 1 S 7" (in the

form of a sucking lamb) it is an offering with
a propitiatory and intercessory aim. The same
character belongs to the burnt -offerings presented

by Saul (1 S 131JI -

along with peace-offerings) as

inaugural olierings before commencing his cam-

paign against the Philistines, and David's ottering
.-it the threshing-floor of Arannah (2 S 24~ar

-)- On
the other hand, more general names are used to

designate propitiatory offerings (1 .S 3U slanghter-

iiliering and minluih, '26
a

minkah). Regarding
human sacrifices during this period, see above, p.

Ills'
1

f. ; on the significance still retained throughout
the whole period by the sacred Ark, see p. (i^Slf. ;

and on the institution of the 'ban,' see p. G19b.

latter term [sintf. aht'lein, Am 5'-- only] is still disputiil. Tin-

, hi.i.-i li..* I., tu-een 'peace (=8afety]-oiTerin)f,
1

i.e. in testimony
..i ih. |.i

a. . lul relation with the Deity, and '

recompense- or
:'. Tin;;.'

In I S Oil Cv*H is not a guilt-offering in P's sense, and in

t! K I- 1

"
'I'- 1 it in not guilt- and sin-o!Terinj:s in the

jirojirr
*.!.>.

! h.it an ^;...k.u l. l.ut money contributions which bear the

n. inn - c;-x an
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3. There are extremely few notices oifestivals
a proof that even in this sphere custom rather than
legal prescription was the ruling principle, (n) It

cannot, indeed, be doubted that even the oldest
form of the Decalogue contained a command to
rest on the Sabbath (cf. also Ex 34"

,
in the so-

called Jahwistic Decalogue), but it is noteworthy
that in the Book of the Covenant (Ex 23 1

-, cf. also
Dt 512

) it is enforced, not with religious but with
humanitarian motives, such as care for the refresh-

ing of cattle and ass, slave and yfr. In the same
source (23

11
"-) we find already an approach to the

keeping of a Sabbatical year : every seven years
the Melds, the vineyards, and oliveyards are to lie

fallow evidently, however, not all at the same
time, but each in its turn that the [spontaneous]
produce may be for the benefit of the poor and
the beasts of the field. It will be observed that
here again the motive is humanitarian, not re-

ligious.

(d) Along with the Sabbath a special festal

significance belongs to the New Moon (and that
far beyond our period). From 1 S 205ff- -4ff- we see
that the New Moon festivities even lasted for two

days, being made the occasion of a common [sacri-

ficial] meal, and at the sauie time that it was a
favourite practice to present the year's offerings
of whole families at the New Moon. In 2 1C 4'-'

3
,

again, it is assumed that the Sabbaths and New
Moons (when riding-animals were available) were
readily utilized for undertaking journeys to con-
sult a 'man of God.' Further, Am 85 shows that
on Sabbaths and at New Moons there was a cessa-

tion, not only from field work but also from trade
and the ordinary business of life.

(c) For the three regular annual festivals apart,
perhaps, from the Harvest festival we have no
real testimony for this period except the legal

prescriptions in the Book of the Covenant (Ex
23 ulf

-) and the almost identical text of Ex 34 lsif
-.

According to these, all males are to appear three
times a year before Jahweh (i.e. at some sanctuary)
with gifts, (a) The first of these is the Feast of
Unleavened Bread (Mn:zCth), which is to be held
for seven days in the month Abib, the month
when the grain passes into the ear. Here, then.
the Pesah day is included in the Mazzuth festival

(cf., on the original significance of each of these,
above, p. 622a ) ; but the prescription of 34 li)f -

regard-
ing the presenting of the firstlings of cattle shows
thnit in this code there must have been at one time
mention of the Pesah as well.* The emphasis laid

upon the month Abib as the month of the Exodus
from Egypt is the first approach to a theocratic

nietive, i.e. one derived from the religions history
of the people. (/3) The second occasion is the
Feast of Weeks (i.e., as follows from Dt 16", seven
r.agk -after the beginning of the [barley] harvest),

as dlie feast of lirstfruits of the wheat harvest.

(y) Thirdly, there is the Feast of Harvest, of the
fruit .and vintage, at the close of the year.
The Feast of Weeks and that of Harvest, 'as

being purely harvest-thanksgiving festivals, were
tit passible till after Israel's entrance into Canaan.
A trace of their having been borrowed from the
Canaanites is found in Jg 9-~, where the vintage
festival, under the name hilli'ilini ('jubilant re-

joicing') is celebrated by the [heathen] Shechem-
ites. For Israel itself the Feast of Harvest is

the enOy one for which we have historical testi-

mony (Jg 21 lsff
-, where it is celebrated by the

maidens of Shiloh with dances in the vineyards ;

and in all probability also 1 S I
3
). Hence it is

often called simply the Feast, and that not only in

* There is a further interpolated mention of the Pcxah in Ex
rf4~', in the direction that the Pesah offering is not to' be kept
till the following morning. It is not clear, however, whether
this refers to .the flesh of the Paschal lamb.

early passages like Jg 21W and IKS2 - 05
W, but

even as late as Ezk 45^.
There is as yet no fixed date for the festivals

(apart from the general assignment of the spring
festival to the month Abib).* People were guided,
as is natural in the case of harvest festivals, by
considerations of weather and climate, and in

consequence held the feasts at different dates in

different places. This view is supported by the

frequently recurring expression
'

proclaim a feast,'
i.e. invite to the keeping of it by intimating its

date. The self-evident terms of Sabbath and New
Moon needed no such intimation.
That the festivals in ancient times were, with-

out exception, occasions of rejoicing is shown by
a great many expressions : to celebrate a festival

and to rejoice before Jahweh are practically
identical notions. The suspicion of Eli (1 S 1")
and the stern denunciation of Isaiah (Is 28"-)

prove that the sacrificial meals which (along with
the dances, Ex 32s

, Jg 21'-'
1

; the religious dance,
with musical accompaniment, of 2 S b'

5
belongs to

a different category) foimed the culminating point
of the festival, readily led to excesses. It was a
still worse feature that immoral ritual practices
were taken over from the Canaanites. In Hos
4 13 '- fornication and adultery are evidently con-
nected with the sacrificial meals at the high place
cult under every green tree ; and Am 27

(like
Hos 414

) refers to the evil of the niEhp kfdfshCth,
or 'sacred [girls],' who, in accordance with a wide-

spread practice of the heathen Semites, prosti-
tuted themselves in honour of the Deity. No less

frequent is the mention of male hierodouloi (kedc-
shim). It cannot, unfortunately, be denied that,
in spite of the energetic protests of the prophets
and the prohibitions of the Law, the notion that
such piactices were reconcilable even with Jaliwism
must have been pretty widely prevalent in Israel.

It is indeed mentioned to the honour of king
Asa (in 1 1C 15 12

) that he expelled the kideshim
(whose presence is witnessed to as early as the

reign of liehoboam, 1 1C 14-4 ) from Judah ; yet
not only do we hear of remnants of them under

Jehosliaphat (1 1C 2246
), but it is recorded of Josiah

that (in the year B.C. 023) he broke down the
houses of the kedeshim which were situated by the

temple of Jahweh (2 1C 237
). The latter statement

permits of no other explanation than t
l
iat this

abuse was connected with the cult 01 .Jahweh.
The prohibition contained in Dt 23 IS I"' might, if

need be, be referred to kcdeshim and kc/lislujtli, in

the service of a heathen deity, but v.''J ('
8

> shows
clearly that it was nothing uncommon to bring
the earnings of these male [here called

'

dog'] and
female hierodouloi as a votive offering into the

temple of Jahweh. This would, however, be quite
inconsistent if we were intended to think of them
as in the service of another god.

4. Outside the cnltus proper stands communion
with the Deity by seeking and obtaining ontcles.

\Ve have repeatedly spoken already (e.g. p. 641 ff. ) of

the connexion of Divine images such as the 'Iphud
and tfruphim with the consulting of oracles. It

is a question whether there was even then an

inseparable connexion between the 'iphud and
the Urim and Thummim (such as in Ex 285

",

where the latter have their place in the oracle-

pocket attached to the ephod of the high priest).
The meaning of the names 'urim and tammim
(0'3ni onuc) is as much disputed as the nature
of the lots for which they stand. All that is

* In 1 K 12 :1- Jeroboam i. is charged with having instituted
a feast on the 15th day of the sth month after the manner of

the feast in Judah, but it is disputed whether this means that
at that time the Feast of Harvest was celebrated even in Judah
in the 8th month (instead of the 7th, as was the later practice).
The fixing upon the 15th day (as in P) may be due simply to
the author of this note about Jeroboam.
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certain is that even in early times 'Hi-mi ami
hi,nun, II represented lllf sacred lot, which W a-

handle.l only l.y pri.-ts: I it :;:!-, IS II""" _>*"

[\\ here 'i~tr,iii is no doiiiit iin-ieU an abbreviation
fur tin' complete exiircssjoii 'in-, in a; /.'in 111 mini, a-

iii Nu '_'7
J

'I' 1

'. The -u'jui'-i ion that '/i, ,ni ex
i,rcs.,i.d an a Hi rinat i\ -jn-riall\ a- to w here guilt
l.i\ '. tummtm a m"_:ali\e. aii-ucr to a <(iir-t i, m. is

fa x on f fil I iy I S 1 I", w here, in place of I li upt
MT, r a iv lo read with tin' I.XX :

'

If this -in 1 1

In' in mi' of m\ -mi .lonatlian . . . let 'nrin, a|i|u'af.
lull n it In' in thy people Israel, li't liiniiiiiiii

ap|n'ai .' A- to tin' Mature of these lot-. we should

|i|olalily think of small stones ief. </../. (/, 'lot';
lint

|>ropeil\.
as tlie Araliie -lio-,

'

pebble,'
'small si,

'),
which were shaken 111 an urn till

one ' ea Ill
'

|. lo- I'.!
1

'

1

'.

If an oracle was to lie olitaineil. the ii]i|ilieanl
inu-t lie (in ",,oil (enns with the IVity. To one
who i- iiinler tlu> weight of guilt nnatoneil for, the
oracle is silent. This happens even if it is not
liitn-elf that has ineiirred the ^nilt (-o in 1 S 14 ; '7

'',

Where Saul ulilain- no response lieeailse of the
nth-nee of Jonathan ; ami _'*", where Saul run
sultet! .lahweh. lull lie an-\vereil him not, by
dreams, nor by '/'////,. nor l,\ proph, tsi. The man
I" wh ^nill attaches i- to all intents ami ptir-

jo-es unclean, allil, a- such, i-
1/1*11 fil<tn exclllilcd

from any approach to God or handling of objects
coM-ecrateil to Him. llo\\ far these prescriptions
a- to cleanness were earrieil icven without a
written la\vi. we see from the casual notice of

1 S I'll-", according to which a state of urn-leanness
excluded from participation in the saerilicial meal
at tln-Ncu Moon; ana from 21g<r

', where abstinence
from sexual intercourse is the comlition of being
allowed to eat saereil lir.'ilil.

* How deeply such

((iiisiderations, eiilorccd by religious usage, had
imprcs-ed themsches on the daily life, could find

no better illustration than that usage of language
whereby the male populat ion is divided into t hose
who are admissible to, and those who are excluded
from, the cult Us. I the menl ion of Imth serving to

express the totality (1 K 14"' _'!', 2 K 9" 14-* Dt
:;_ .

-~i. In regard to the morality of this period, we
mii-i refer once more to what was said above
i pp. ii'-'4

!

', f>'.a\ as to the power of cimtum in the
earliest times, lint, if it had to lie assumed even
then- that custom was not altogether unconnected
v. itli religion, this hoi, Is in increased measure of
the perii'd piece, liiix that of the writing prophets.
It is veiy signilicant that in _' S IL"

J Nathan, after
he ha- acted as the mouthpiece of tin.1

outraged

popular conscience in calling David to account for
his crime, di-cov ers the special ^nilt of the kin;; in
the circumstance that by his action he has shown
contempt tor Jahweh.* This requires the death
of Batnsheba'a child as an alonemenl. although
David has already been assured of the forgiveness
of his sin.

"
Cf. J. i'. Matthi,. art.

' Do hofrippon rc-in en onn-in in ln-t

T' in 'I'll,"!. 7V/i/..r/ir. \\\iii. >.;tl. |lh,-s,- are, :i< '.Tiling to
him. ulliis notions,' nil :llis\viT t" tin- i|iicsli llnu am I lit

t" ^-T\ ! .IllllWctl V|.

(This int>T|iri't:itiiin nf ;>tyt -nsy (lit. 'n-ir,iiMil and left

.'.hicli is Hint ,.i U. l;,,l,,.rtson Smith (/iv
1

- .|..i.
'

h.

\vln> is IIM.1. r I it :LM<| h. \\li. is free'), is to In- ],r- h-rn <!

iilis,,|u| ( .l\ to i),,. inl,-rjir,'t:ili'iiis form-Tly <-i]rr. lit (MH'h as
'

il i irni fi-'-i-,' nr '

iuin,.r> ;inl if n^,-,' .n '
tl I" rn.n and of

no family
'

[for which A. 8. Jahuda c.Miti'iuls with mudi I. ,irn.

n^ ,11 tin- Xlx/ir. f. Atfiir. I'.HI^, p. 'Jlilir.]). Cf. i-s| i.illv

hf r\].r''ssi,in u.si-.l ,t( l),,,.j,' ,,. ., before .' ilr.M h,' ,'

restniini'il' [us n were, 111 <'iiullin-iiii-tit!. 1 s "I" s,, in :,u

pp'kiluhu Azdrdk, n li-slal 1,'inlii-rinir
1

(Am :.-' el a!.), means
tirii;iiinlly

'

;i state, 'f hrin^ huimil,' n, im.lv, l.y tl hli^:iti<in
- 1 iin forms o( ;il, -I in, ni ,

; Si, \\,. shout, I n-iul with I inn. The MT inserts 'the
't tili'A.I,, :,i-.i.

'

.1 iliud,.' ;i,hi thr ( lni<.riii*ti,'u!lv
'

nterpn i -n is usuull\ ,,tf,TL-,| : 'necause iii,-n
- en the enemies of Jahweh occasion to blaspheme.

1

\\ e ha\e all the leu* ri^ht to jiuljre of tho

^eneial condition of morality from isolated deeds
"lon^ht in passion, seeing that these w.-re almost

always condemned by contemporary opinion. The
outrage wrought byAninonon Tamar ij s

l.'t) is

t,, In- \iewed as an instance of rape rather than of
incest. Tamar herself contemplates the jHissiliility
(v.

13
) of being given by the king to Amm.n as his

wife, although -she is his half-sister; while in (in
Jn 1 -

it appears to be no way repugnant to K that
MualiaiiiN wife .should be his half-sister Sarah.
Mm A union's act was avenged by his murder by
Alisalom, who must have considered it a heinous
oll'enee. lie thus carried out a species of bloocl-

i e\ eiiue. but
, at the same time, exceeded the hounds

prescribed by custom (just us Jonh did when he

Ireacl'etoiisly mnniered Aimer, 2S3'-7ir
-|, and had

to expiate this by u lengthened term of banish-
ment.

li. The truest reflexion of the manners and
morals of our period is preserved, without doubt,
in the stories of the pntriurehs in Gn l

-

2-.")il. In
these tigures we have a twofold presentation of

types that are thoroughly true to Hie in Abraham
a kind of ideal of ancient Israelitish piety, in Jacob
the empirical phenomenon of the ancient Israelite,
with bis virtues, but also with his shady side.*
We may leave it an open question whether the
Abraham - narratives in their present form were
not developed a good deal later than those about
.laeob- Israel, the type of the character of the

people with the same name. In an}' case, both fall

within the period with which we are dealing. Of
both types it is pre-eminently true that their con-
duct is by no means actuated simply by custom,
but i|iiite expressly also by religious motives.
The whole life of Abraham, as related in both

the ancient I'entateuehal sources, is viewed as a
roiitinued trial of his faith and obedience. With
faith in the promise of Jailwell he leaves his father-
land and sets out for the unknown country afar r

he acquiesces in the expulsion of Ishniael, and
even shows himself willing to sacrifice his late-
born only son. The latter narrative (tin '2-), even
if it is based upon some cult-legend, t is, in its

present form (cf. v.
1

), the record of the last and
severest trial of his faith to which Abraham was
subjected by God. The brilliant manner in which
he sustained the test is reckoned to him (v.

1

'-') a
proof of true fear of God. It is very remarkable
that already in 15" it is not an act, but simply
trustful confidence in Jahweh that is counted to

Abraham for 'righteousness,' i.e. a display of

genuine piety. The Apostle 1'aul (Ko 4 llf
) is per-

lectly entitled to find here the proof that the

righteousness of Abraham is grounded, even in

Genesis, in quite an evangelical fashion, upon no
merit of works.
As in the case of Abraham, so in that of Jacob,

in spite of I is wholly dili'erent character, there are
not wanting marks of that humility and resigna-
tion by which true piety and fear of (lod are char-
acterized. So in the grand confession of Gn 32" I

10'

(J): 'I am not worthy of all the mercies and all

the faithfulness which thou hast shown unto thy
sen ant'; the expression of resignation in 43'*,
and the beautiful thanksgiving of 48"- ""-. A
counterpart is presented by the expression of pro-
foundest resignation put in the mouth of David in

'-' S 1 .->' and Iti"'-. Again, what a high level of
moral appreciation of the actions and fortunes of
men is lound in the words of Joseph (Gn 5UW ), in

* We may leave Isaac out of account here, since, in com-
parison with Abraham and Jacob, he plays almost throughout a
), usi> > rule.

i \o:oi-rliiij; to Ounkcl (Com. on Genesis) it is the cult-legend
of ! h>

i
,1.1 ' ol -

! r,tl,:,- at -lirurl, anil is intended sinlplv to ex-

plain how t h,- toniu-r practice of child gaurillce had been Huper-
bi',1, ,1 I.} ihe ottering only of nuiitt.
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which he, as it were, sums up his own and his

father's fortunes :

'

Ye, indeed, meant evil against
me, but God has turned it to good, to ... save
much people alive.' To recognize that God makes
even the sins of men serve His purposes, without

thereby lessening in the least their moral responsi-
bility, is the only solution that is worthy and

satisfying, from the point of view of religion, of

the seeming contradiction between the universal

activity of God and the moral freedom of man ;

ami it is not the smallest of the evidences of a
Divine factor in the religion of Israel, that even
at so early a period it had discovered this solution.

Other features that are honourable to Abraham,
such as his ready hospitality (Gn 18 lff-

; cf. its still

more striking exhibition by Lot, 19 lff
-)> may be

best put down to the credit of custom. On the
other hand, we are certainly true to the intention
of the narrator if we ascribe to religious principle
his peaceable attitude and disinterestedness (Gn
137fr

-), as well as his unwearied intercession even
for the wicked inhabitants of Sodom (18-

slf
').

7. All the above evidences of a high moral stand-

point in the patriarchal narratives appear to be
little in harmony with the serious moral defects
and transgressions which are recorded without a

word of censure. Abraham lies (Gn 1213 20- ; so

also Isaac, 2G7
) in passing off his wife as his sister ;

Jacob artfully deceives his twin-brother Esau in

order to obtain the blessing of the firstborn, and
his uncle Laban in the matter of the increase of

his herds. Does this not justify the conclusion
that God has two standards of measurement ; that
the Israelite in dealing with the foreigner, the
chosen of God in dealing with the rejected, may
go any length without its being counted to him
a sin?

() If the above question is to be correctly
answered, two things must be taken into account.

Firstly, as a matter of fact, it is one of the prin-

ciples of ancient ethics, from which even Israel

freed itself only with difficulty and slowly, that
towards a stranger the same moral obligations do
not hold that apply in dealing with a fellow-

countryman. In particular, cunning and deceit in

the former case are not liable to the same con-

demnation as in the latter. They appear rather
in the light of a duty of self-defence, especial ly as

one has to look for nothing but damage and de-

frauding at the hands of a stranger, whenever he
has the power to inflict harm. But, again, the
idea of the national god involves (at least for the
older nai've conception) his taking the part of his

own people against the foreigner, and protecting
them without scruple not only in their rights, but
wherever their interests are concerned. So Jahweh
acts in relation to Pharaoh (12

17
), and, according

to '2U
17

,
towards Abimelech.

Secondly, however, and closely connected with
the above, what we have really to do with, at

least in the Jacob-narratives, are not the actions

and experiences of individuals, but the relations

of one people to another, namely, of Israel towards
the Edomites (Esau) on the one hand, and the

Araimi'ans (Laban) on the other. The Esau-
narratives are the naive deposit of the reflexions

of very early times as to why the brother who
was notoriously the firstborn, i.e. who attained to

a settled life and to importance sooner than Israel,

was yet surpassed by the younger. From the

Araimi'ans, again, Israel had from olden times

experienced so much hostility that we can readily
understand how the cheating of the greedy Ara-
maean by Jacob should have been regarded as quite

right and proper, and the exercise of this right
have formed the subject of unmitigated rejoicing.

(/>) Notwithstanding all this, however, we must
.till ask the liual question, Is it really the case

that the above-cited instances of morally objec-
tionable actions are recorded without a word of
censure or disapproval? First, then, it may be
observed that in this matter the E source, in

opposition to or at least deviating to some extent
from J, repeatedly offers a narrative in which the
cause of offence, it not wholly removed, is made as

slight as possible. This is a proof that at least

towards the end of our period a liner moral sensi-

tiveness had come in to sit in judgment on those
ancient narratives. Sarah is, according to E,

really Abraham's sister on the father's side (Gn
20'-), so that Abraham is cleared of the charge of

lying. It is only with great reluctance, and not
till he has received the express command of God,
that Abraham consents to the expulsion of Hagar
and Ishmael (21

llf -

[E] ; contrast 1G6
[J]). In the

transactions of Laban and Jacob, it is not the

latter, but Laban alone, that is guilty of deceit
and violent dealing (31

Jff
-).* Reuben advises, in-

deed, that Joseph be cast into the empty cistern,
but it is with the intention of delivering him.

Joseph's brothers did not sell him (as J records),
but he was stolen out of the cistern by a passing
company of Midianites (37".

m. o. afc 4o lai
).

(c) But there is yet another fact to be taken into
account. It has been rightly noticed that it is the

peculiarity of a particular form of narration in the

legendary history to avoid passing any direct judg-
ment upon the transactions described, but to allow
this judgment to be expressed indirectly by one of

the parties concerned. Thus Abimelech in Gn 20sf '

(E) severely condemns the conduct of Abraham,
and in 2GM-

(J) that of Isaac. In 27 12 Jacob him-
self declares that by imposing upon his father he
will exhibit himself in the light of one who mocks
at sacred things, and who thus deserves a curse
and not a blessing.

8. But, in addition to the narratives belonging
to this period, the oldest codification of legal
ordinances, the so-called Book of the Covenant,
also contains notable evidences of a moral disposi-
tion, which could have grown up only upon the
soil of a considerably elevated religious system.
True reverence for parents regards it as an offence

worthy of death to strike or to curse them (Ex
oji5. 17^ jn dispensing justice the strictest recti-

tude and impartiality are to be observed (23
lf -

>').

Mildness and pity are due to the poor (22
2*1 ' 26f

-),

protection from harsh treatment and violence to

the (7("r(22
21 239

) and even to the slave ^l-
1"- 26

'-) ;

the latter is even to be let go free if his master
have struck out a tooth. The Sabbath is to be

pre-eminently a day of rest for cattle, menials,
and f/erim (employed as hirelings). As to the
command in 234( ' to take back to an enemy bis o\
or ass when they have strayed, and to help him
to raise up an ass that has sunk under its bur-

den, this does not, indeed, as yet amount to the
( 'hristian command of love to one's enemy, but it is

a first step towards it. For it demands a subduing
of carnal hatred and malice, a self-denial of which
the natural man and natural ethics know nothing,
but which is required by that God who watches the

conduct of His people and seeks to redress every
species of wrong and oppression. For, evidently, it

is not only of the poor that the saying (22-"
!

) holds

good :

' When he crieth unto me, I will hear him ;

for 1 am pitiful.'
Since the discovery of the diorite block with the

code of the Babylonian king Hammurabi (see art.

CODE OF HAMMURABI in present volume, p. 5S4 ff. ),

many hands have been busy seeking to demonstrate
*

It \vas quite a perverse attempt that was made by the older
harmonizers to remove the contradiction between 31 4fr [E] and
30"" [JJ by assuming that in 31^"" Jacob tells a false st.-rv to

his wives. The fact is that we have here E's account "i I liirt--.

which is meant to be taken seriously, and which comfilutely
clears Jacob of blaiue.
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in .t niily tin- considerable priority ('. -'*"" B.C.)pf
tin- la book to tin- olde-t codification oi law- in

1-iael, but even it- hi;Je i MI nil inatt'-r-

.,i ustice ami social order. \Vc readily admit tlial

tin- laws of IJamniiirahi imply much more compli-
cated conditions of >ocii i \ (iian the enactments ol

tin- l.ook of tin' Covenant, \\hii-li arc intended for

H -iniple race of pea-ant -, ami t liat , consequently]
tin- juridical technique of Hammurabi may fre-

i|in ntly exhibit a higher le\el. A fair e-timate of

the two codes ia reached, however, not b\ comparing
the matter which they have in common, outby look-

ing at tin- .savings w here III'' I look "I I In 1
< 'o\ i-nant

I la's tin- advantage OM-I- tin' i:ai>yl<mian code

Ilir I he-e air tin' -a\ inu- to liii-li ' liavi- already
aih'-ited, re^arilin;,' tin 1

|
r. ffirim, -lave-, ami

enemies, ami lor parallel- lii llii'iii we may -earch

tin -s_ paragraph- of Hammurabi in sain, because

such an- inipo--ihle mi i In' -oil of natural religion.

\i .\M-nwirni.nnY .i.v/i TBEOR\ OF IIIK r.\i-

VI:I;*K (ir/-;/.7'.i.YM7;.trr.v.i. Tinier t hi- twofold

lii'Milinu we propo-c to trrat ol everything which,
aci oiding to modern views, constitutes tin 1 -den-

till'' -tamlpoint of a pi-riml. but which t" an -Sent,

iiinl i '-piTially to l-rai-lil i-li, notion-, i- -o elu-rl\

coMiiecled \\illi religion that it cannot 1"- pa i'<l

over in a history of religion. Tliis nn-an- I hat we

are ' onccmed, on the one luiml, with the anthropo

logical or psychological notions f tlii> period, in-

eluding conceptions of tin- state after death ;
ami.

on tin-' other liaml, with tin- iilra- that were did
i-hcd a- to tin- origin ami pnrpo-e of the nniver-i'.

the relation of man to t lie lirute \vorlil, the opening

pel i. i.l of I he world's history, ami the till lire goal
towards whieh the present eoarse of things is

lino in;,'. As el-ewliete, i In not mil- aliont all these

things meet n-. not in didaci n- -talenienl - luit in

the _uui I narrative (so, especially, in the J

Minions of Gn 1-11), or in ca>ual notices. The
tatter almo-t always take for granted that the

notions in i|iie>tion are universally known, and
henee retrain from fuller ex]ilanation or descrip-
tion. Unfortunately, this Icail- to our being left

in the dark on many an important question.
1. The drawing "of a distinction between two

main eon-tiliieni- of the hvun&n personality -one

hodil\ and one spiritual must have .set in as soon

a- men came to realize the fundamental dill'erence

between a living and a dead body. ("I The cor-

poreal heiii;.', at lea-l immediately after death, was

quite the -aiin-a- liefore. What had lieen the seat of

the life whieh had now taken flight '.' The readiest

reply was: I In- In-, nth. Observation -how- that,
M hc'n the la-l breath has been drawn, the life dis-

appears : while, conversely, the revivilieation of

one thai is dead isacc pli-hcd through the breath

I.-, nniiii'..' into him (1 K. 17-"-).* Alongside of this

we I'Meonnter another eoneeption, whieh is also

deeply rooted, namely, that the seal of life is to

be found in the hlimtl. It is true that express
statements to this effect do not oeenr till much
later (In I _'-', l,v 1""); but the very ancient pro-

' Thr clearest evidence of the identinVati,ni iif l.r. ith ami life

Hi, ' IT. 'im-uincc that in II- IT, \\,n. in ,,tln-r Ian-

s.msk. ntman - '

litTiitti,'
'

spirit,'
'

8OUJ '; Gr. T.jCiia,

,lh.' 'l.l-Hvinu'
1

: I-iit- <ii'<"* ni'l >in", .\"

1 1 1- ri,, tii MIS ,if tin -itli.'
'

\vinil,
'

'soul,' 'spirit
'

an- r\],r-'-s, ,1 l-y

one and tin- s.inii' w-,nl. Thus (TIT is at om-i- th<- intni'' of the

wiml which ilrii-s n|i tin- u. it ITH of the Flood (<In Si), and nl thi

1' t.r- ,1)1 nl In- '\lii' li, nl the t'ruati'in, lm\,-r- \,'i lli-

watert MI. ni,l "i Hi- breath of life within man. In like

man i M i il i- t r n, uf thr Hi-Si, rrj th:il it in i\ 1 1<-

tiniL- tin- Itrcath. ;it an-ithcr tin: spirit nt l:li- \\itliin in -

BoulandlMfiinctioii9(e ' lonringon ' i -'.mi'tiiini:):

liut r in:i\ i!-, , >i.iu,l Min|,l\ tr lit, il - !i, .LII,I. ti

th, IIMTI- U'in:; [ (in ' li. , ,-. ,.! I tbl i '
i

- in .
n

l,i,.-- I, in,i ,-t n- !_,. it in , '. i,i, ,,n even '
th< i-

i t ,,11, \\ h-,

is ,i, i-i.
1

,,r. ',\ ii ii,,Mi ih,' j^enitiTe. a
(

corpse
'

(Li i

1

'-' -- 4
- ' <>' *

It is, "I I'our-,-, ;i -1. iritis iTi-itr. Kill ;i il, ,],!> r,,.,t, ,1
'

toi oh iA, In (11 UMM manifold, senses, tni one uniform renaer-

utg
-

hibition to eat blood (1 S HrM
-) must have Iteen

due in am -lent Israel, as elsewhere on heathen
Semitic -oil, chiefly to the fearof absorbing another
lite .-ilon- with the blood. Under special lin-nni-

-t.-mces, indeeil (as, for instance, at the sacrificial

meal-, of brotherhoods in pre-Mosnic times; of.

above, p. tils' i, this result might be desired ; but
in the realm of Jahwisin, as far back as we can
trace the evidence, such a practice was excluded.
II itiav !> added that the conception of the blood
as the -cat ol hie must have rested on the observa-

tion that, as the blood pour- from a wound, the

power- of life sensibly diminish, and at last dis-

appear cut in-ly an observation which could always
be made afresh when animals were slaughtered.
U'e -hall have to speak afterwards of the import-
ance for the theory of sacrifice which this view of

the blood came to assume in the latest period of

Israel'- hi-tory.
(i) For the period with which we are dealing,

another question seemed more important, namely,
III it as to the origin of the breath of life, upon

lio-e presence or absence the life or death of the

liodv depends. The answer which the Old Testa-
ment "ives to this question, and which forms the
I a-i- of OT psychology, is connected most inti-

ni i h-ly with the religion of Jahwisin, or, to be more

precise, with its notion of God. liut our di-eu--

sion of this point must be preceded by a remark
of a general character. Almost all the accounts
of so-called liiblieal Psychology

* are vitiated by
the introduction of dogmatic prejudices, and the

attempt to read into Scripture a finished system
of one s own, instead of closely studying the usage
of language. Especially unfortunate lias been the

attempt to discover in both Testaments exactly
the same point of view, whereas the psychology of

the OT has for its basis a dichotomy, that of the

NT for the most part a trichotomy.

Keeping now to the exact terms of the funda-

mental and principal passage, Gn 27 , we learn

from this, in the form of narrative, that Jahweh
at first formed a man [proleptically for ' a human
body'] from clods [not

' dust ] of the field, and then
breathed into his nostrils breath of life, so that

man became a living being. In view of this, there

can be no doubt that (in '2
7 assumes a dichotomy

in man's personality. As far as concerns his

bodily substance, man is earth, and must accord-

ingly return at death to the earth (3
la

). But his

breath of life emanates directly from an inbreath-

ing of that of God, and ceases at the man's death,
when God calls back this His spirit of life to

Himself. We must not, however, think of the

'return of the spirit to God who gave it' (Ec

12') after the manner of the Christian hope of im-

mortality, as if it meant a passing of the indivi-

dual spirit to be with God, but only as a reabsorp-
tion in the creative Divine spirit which pervades
the whole Universe. We should even be reminded
hereof the pantheistic doctrine of the world-soul,
were it not that any such thought is excluded by
the OT conception of God which lays such em-

phasis on His living personality.

' Of the special works on the subject, Beck's JTmrig der
biMiwIieu Stdtnlehrr (Stuttgart, 184;l, 3rd cd. 1S71) is based

|,ui]\ on Roos' Puudainrnta PstlcholoffVB ex Sacra Scriptum
',/, 1760 [Germ. tr. l,S:"iT, under title Gruntlziiye der Stelen-

lehre aim tier heiliijrn Hehri.fl]. Worner in his BiM. Anthro-

lt>l:lia (Stuttgart, 1SS7) builds laiyely upon Ilcck. Franz
lii'lit/.-cli'-, .->/(.'. 'in der MM. I'tyehoioyir. (Leipzig, 1S55, 2nd ed.

1801) is not without a certain mixture of theosophy. More im-

partial are the accounts of Wcndt, Die Bcgri/e Fltitclt uifl
> ftiMwclieH Sprachtjebranch (Gotha, 1*7S), ami \Vi--l-

phal, Chair ft esprit (Toulouse, 18<r>). J. Kuberk-'- Saiur tnui

*it>i*t nit i 'leg AT: fine Utilergticlx
i 1901) i* a very thorough m,l

valuable discussion of all questi'tn* rt-latinp to the em:
n! tin- external world and the life of the human soul, tin- attri-

buting of a soul to nature, m\ Iholotfy, and the nothm -I ill,'

,
, lufctln-T iih On: influence of reliyiuu UJKJU nil this.
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(c) Not only human but also animal life in

general depends upon the possession of the Divine
breath of life. Passages like Ps 104-"-"- and .lob

34 1Jfi leave no doubt on this point : Jahwell is

a 'God of the living spirits of all flesh'. (Nil
16- 27 lci

). Accordingly, the question presses itself

upon our 'attention : What, then, is the precise
difference which under all circumstances must be
assumed to exist between man and beast? It is

not in the manner of their origin that the differ-

ence lies, at least according to J. While P (Gn
I-""-) makes water-animals and birds spring into

being at the simple fiat of the Creator, and land-

animals proceed from the earth, J (2
19

) records a

forming process exactly as in the case of man
(v.

7
), that is to say, an individual creation of the

animals. In the case of the latter, however, he
makes no mention of an animating by the in-

breathing of the Divine breath of life, and in this

alone even if we must assume here the result of

reflexion on this question the distinction between
man and beast may be seen : man received the
breath of life immediately from God, and on that
account he has a far more direct .share in the
Divine being and life than the animal, in whose
case nothing more than a general animating (of

the whole species) is assumed. By the theory
that the man first formed was directly animated

by God, expression was given to the perception
which- although without a clearly defined philo-

sophic terminology had evidently established

itself at an early date, that man alone possesses

individuality, and is therefore a being capable
of individual communion with God, whereas the

animal always represents only an example of its

species. J, however, gives expression in another

way to the notion of the inferiority of the animal
world to man when (Gn 2 UI!

-) he quite unambigu-
ously describes animals as having been created

on man's account and named by him, with the

result, however, that there could be found among
them none corresponding to man, and thus suitable

to be a '

help' to him.

(d) From God's direct animating of the first

created human being we are not, however, to

infer that the same tiling is presupposed for each

particular human individual. The OT has been

wrongly burdened with this so-called 'Creationism,'
which supposes God to create a special soul for

every newly begotten body, and to unite it about
the 40th day with the embryo. On the contrary,
the OT from first to last is based upon

' Tradu-
cianism' : he who begets the body implants at the
same time the germ of the life or the soul. Other-

wise, the view would lie impossible by which the

OT is unquestionably dominated, that through the

process of generation even moral weakness, the
inclination to sin, passes as an inheritance from

parents to children. This is not '

original sin
'

in

the sense in which it is mostly taught in Protestant

confessions, namely, as implying the imputing of

the guilt of Adam to all his posterity, but original
sin in the more general sense, according to which
that term is applied to the strong and almost
irresistible inclination to sin, which appears to be

inseparably hound up with human nature as such,
and consequently looks as if it were the result of

descent from parents of like disposition. Thus it is

intelligible why allusions to this hereditary sinful

disposition are introduced for the most part as

furnishing a motive for the forgiveness of sin. In

view of the fact that ' the imagination of man's
heart is evil from his youth' (Gn 8-'), God cannot

apply the strictest standard of judgment. In

aiU.itioii to Ps 51 7
i
5

i

(' Behold, in guilt was I born,
and in sin did my mother conceive me'), the locus

clttfiticus for this doctrine of the natal quality of

sin, we have to take specially into account for the

same purpose Job 144 ('How could a clean come
from an unclean? Not one.') 15 14 25 4ff- late pas-

sages, but manifestly intending to express nothing
more than is meant already by J in Gn 8- 1

.

In the last-cited passages from Job the ques-
tion is put,

' How can one born of woman be pure
[before God]?': this shows how the connexion
between descent and sinfulness was more pre-

cisely thought of. The latter as moral weakness
is tlie natural result of the physical weakness of

the body. Man is in the narrower sense the off-

spring of woman, the weaker vessel and the one
more exposed to physical hardships. From her,

man inherits moral as well as physical (JoL/ 14')

weakness.

(e) In view of all this, it might have seemed
natural that the material substratum of human
personality, the flesh, or the body [the Heb. -175

may stand for either], should be regarded as the

seat of sin, just as the NT crdpf undeniably has

this collateral notion attached to it. But, in spite
of appearances such as arise from Gn 6 :!

,
it is wrong

to conclude that such a view was held. It is true

that the flesh or the body, in consequence of its

origin from the earth, is a type of the decaying
and transitory (cf. the characteristic contrast in

Is 313 ' Their" [the Egyptians'] horses are flesh,

and not spirit'), and this thought attaches itself

almost always to the very frequent expression
'all flesh' (i.e. either all men or all earthly living

creatures). But the truth that the flesh, although
an occasion also of moral weakness, is not thought
of as per se sinful and therefore unclean, is unmis-

takably implied in the circumstance that in sacri-

fice it was used as a gift to God, and such a gilt

could never have been in itself unclean.

(/) The habit already mentioned of putting

upon the OT a trichotomous view of human per-

sonality was due almost entirely to a false con-

ception of the ncphcsh (C'EJ commonly tr.
' soul '),

and of its relation to the ruah (mn commnnly tr.

'

spirit '). This distinction between soul an I spirit

naturally caused the actually existing dichot-imy
of body (or flesh) and spirit of life to be missed. The
real state of things is as follows. As long as the

Divine breath of life is outside man, it can never

be called ncphcsh but only ruah (more completely
ruah hiiyyini, i.e.

'

spirit or breath of life,' in which

sense we find also nishmath linyyim used [e.g. Gn
27

]). On the other hand, the breath of life which

has entered man's body and manifests its presence
there may be called either riiah or nephesh. The
two alternate in poetical parallelism in such a way
that the same functions are attributed at one time

to the ncphcsh and at another to the nin/i. This,

indeed, has not prevented its coming about that in

certain expressions usage has established only one

of the terms, or has at least secured a preference
for it. Further, it may be noted that both verjr

frequently stand in parallelism with 37
_(' heart,'

'

disposition,' also 'understanding or insight,' the

heart and not the head being with the Hebrews
the seat of intellect). But in no ease should that

use of nephesh, whereby it stands for particular
functions of the soul or even for a complex of

these, be confused with its signification of 'person
or living being

'

(and even '

corpse
'

; cf. above,

p. 665- n. ). In this latter sense nephesh could never

have its place taken by ruah or Icbh.

The religious significance of the anthropological
views represented by the above -described dich-

otomy is at once apparent. Everything which

in any way can be recognized as spirit and life

is brought into direct relation to God. and has

its origin in Him, and Him alone. The Pauline

saying,
' In him we live, and move, and have our

being' (Ac IT*), corresponds exactly to the postu-

lates of OT psychology. The latter proceeds so
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consistently in its derivation of nil human thought
nnil will and action, that it speaks not only ol a

'spirit' irnii/i. i.i. ill this instance the' same as

principle,' 'disposition,
1 or even '

capability for ')

<it w isdom, know ledge, and fear of ( iod i Is 1 I

J
i, or

of skill in art ami c.xperlness (Kx _s ::

i. Inn even ni

it spirit ul joalousN (Nu ."i
14

1, of ili/v.hicss i U 111 'i,

ot deep sleep rJ'.l
1

"), etc. Moreover, this spirit is

freiiucnlly (so in the two passages from Isaiah)

spoken of as directly sent by .lahwdi. He causes

an 'evil -pi i it,' i.e. a spirit of iliseoril, to mine be-

tween Aliiinelceli and t lie Shechemites (Jg 9"), and
in like n Kin nor lets mi 'evil spirit,

1

i.e. a spiritof
inrlaiieholy or of insanity, take possession of Saul

niter the departure of the spirit of .lahvveh (1 S
111

14
).* In this theorem of the universal activity

of the spirit, and indeed of the spirit emanating
directly from (Iod, we have one of the strongest
evidences ol I lie living character and dignity of

the ancient Israditish conception of (iod. The
latter did not take its rise as a result of the

preaching of the prophets. The pi ophels, on the

contrary, found il ready to their hand, made

large use of it, and, wherever necessary, deepened
il and cleaied it of excrescences.
The i|iiestion as to the nature and the com-

ponents of man's personality was one that could

not fail to engage the attention of ancient thought
in other quarters as well. Along with tile ob-

servations which point to its answer, it always
forced itself afresh to the front, and in particular
exercised an influence even upon the formation of

speech, lint nowhere did the attempts to solve

the prolilem stand in so close a relation to religion
as was the case ill Israel.

2. It is otherwise w ii h tl lueations belonging
to the realm of psychology which rel ite to flu-

if: .tin i/ I'f in-ill, the goal of the development ol

humanity or of one particular people. Questions
of this kind presuppose n cheater advance of

thought, and. a hove all, a rich historical experi-
ence. Kellcxioiis on his destiny are quite beyond
man in a state of nature; and, even where a com-
mencement has heeii made with political and social

order, he holds to empirical results, without in-

quiring after the JIV/i-Jliv and the II
'/(//.

To belong
to a particular ) pie with particular settlements
and under the protection of a particular national

Xi l, is as much a matter of course to him as to

have an occupation hy which he procures a liveli-

hood, lint what is remote from the rcllexion of

the individual already occupied the popular mind

collectively in piime\al times, and led to those

profound speculations which meet us to day in the
form of the myth, i.e. the clothing of speculative
thoughts in history. The people of Israel are no
more strangers to such myths than are other

nations, and in this particular they have con-

formed to the course which we may ohserve in

the case of nil ancient peoples: lhe\ have taken
over from prehistoric times a store of myths and

legends, to which they have then given a particular

development on their own soil, subjecting them
in part to transformation. The manner in which
this has been iloiie gives the most valuable indica-

tions as to the inmost character of the popular
mind. And here we come face to face wilii the

fact that in this point Israel holds a unique

position.
The' myths taken over from foreign

heathen soil have been so transformed and lilled

with 1 1 uly religious contents that they have
become for all time a part of the revealed idiuion
of Israel. For we cannot consent to regard sueh

From the standpoint "i \n> luitonn this would liuv 1 )><

e\jiiv'M ii si'iii.-tliinx '" "" "<' t Unit n^Min !'n-.ook him,
while the functions of the 'soul' ci.ntiuuril iiiiinit-aiivd. Unt
the point is ih. it no such distinction botwmi ra& &nd nsphuti
V known to the Hebrew mind.

a transformation as if it were merely the acci-

dental ie-nlt of the inward impulse \\lnch dines
men to religious and philosophical speculation,
Init as a iruit of the spirit of God working in

Israel ns the people of revelation. And the eir

cumstanee that the spirit of God resented to this

clothing of the profonndest religions thoughts in

the form of childlike naive narratives, appears to

us so tai from being a cause of oM'ence that we
see in this accommodation to the human under-

standing an evidence of superior Divine p;ed;
and \v is, loin. (<n This remark applies in a very
special manner to that myth which lirst concerns
us here, namely, the story of Faititlinc and the
/':'// M in - and :il ; for this is intended to answer
the question as to mans original destiny and
the reasons for his actual condition now. While
the derivation ot the Hil.lical story of the Full

from a Babylonian source" is as yet unproved,
in spite of numerous attempts to establish it, its

connexion with the parallel narrative in t he /end
religion does not admit of any doubt. That the
latter, moreover, is not a later corruption of

what, according to the orthodox conception, is t he-

strict ly historical narrative of the l!ible, is e\ ident

from the simple fact that the dualist ie basis (i.e.

the opposition, essential to the /end religion, be-

tvveen a good and an evil deity) manifestly played
a ruling part in the original narrative. The
Hebrew narrator, whose conception of God left

no room for this dualism, has pit rid of it only
by the difficult expedient of making the serpent
(which in the Zend religion is the embodiment of

the evil deity) a creature of God, like all the rest

of the animals. In this way, indeed, the question
remains unanswered how this creature of God
comes to step out of the ranks of the rest and
to assume a hostile attitude towards the Creator.
We shall make no attempt here at an analysis

of the narrative as a masterly, unsurpassed ac-

count of the origin of sin. We remark only that

we cannot, with many moderns, find its deepest
meaning exhausted by setting it down as a de-

scription of how sin comes into being in the case
of even/ individual, or of how man mvt' from a
condition of primitive rudeness and unconscious-
ness to conscious freedom and culture. On the

contrary, Christian dogmatics was and is quite
within its right in discovering in Gn 2.3 an
account of a Fall, i.r. of the origin of sin and
the consequent woes of the world. Man's original

state, according to the Divine will, was one of

undisturbed fellowship with God, who also had
7/t? dwelling-place within the sphere of man's

abode, the Garden of Kden. The root of sin is

pride, which wilfully seeks to go beyond the

hounds prescribed by God, and produces disregard
of His dear prohibition. 13ut the fruits of dis.

obedience are the loss of the former intimate
communion with (iod, expulsion from His home,
a lite of endless toil and trouble, and at last death
in place of the eternal duration of life that was

formerly open to him. This myth has been called

a lament over the loss of 1'aradise, and has been
set in parallelism with the Greek myth of ihe
Golden Age. There is justification for both these
vv a v

- of looking at it. lint with all this the main

point must not be overlooked, namely, the em-

Th'Ti ; t
\'\', us l" lie no ilonlit that the conception of Para-

ttise with ils P., 1 1 i ivrp* is borrowed from Eaittern (! liali.v Inn i.m)
mvths, .HI. I that thr 'IrM-ription of the rivers (Gii'^ 1 "' 11

) is ;i

l:ilcr iiiMitiun in tin- rurlv narrative. With regard I" tins

insertion (nut to tin- whole mythl SUule nniy 1* n-lil in hnMin^
(.ul M'M Muhu-. voni l':u.nl:. -. (in li. :J, mid 'in /'-it srnn r

Kinwuinlt'niii;.' in Isnu'l
'

in /.I '/'It'. 1903, p. 17:ifT.) that il wua
niil :t.l,'|itril priir M the middle of the 8th cent. B.C. Th- d-
srlljlll. I I'ar.'L'llsr

I
'^,'s-, ~ r.-'ii-lolIM mllT.M <>nl> ill Ml lul-

US il serves ;i* a prr]':inili.m i"t Mi.- story of the F;dl (MT liH'iw) :

tur "iir pKMiit purlMjse everything else may be left out ut'

account.
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phasis which is laid in the Biblical record on the
fateful significance of sin and its worst conse-

quenceexclusion from the Garden of Eden, i.e.

from communion witli God. Here we have not
only as happens elsewhere so frequently in myths

forebodings, but actual perceptions of a profound
religious character, to which cognate myths of
other nations present no parallel.

(b) We remarked above that questions as to the
nature and destiny of man are far below the
horizon of individual reflexion in the primeval
history of a people, and arise only when a higher
stage of development has been reached. One ex-

ception, however, must be made. This relates to
the question, What befalls man at last after the
<lith ufthc burly ? Hitherto we have only touched
lightly upon this question, in speaking of possible
survivals of Animism in the pre-Mosaic religion of
Israel. We there (see above, p. 614") found that
the belief in the existence of shades or '

spirits of
the dead' must have found strong and peculiar
support in the appearances of the dead in dreams.
But here we have to do with the whole circle of

conceptions that centre about She'ol * or the under
world, the place of assembly of the dead. The
reason why we have not discussed these earlier is

simply because it is not till the period with which
we are dealing that the mention of She'ol is de-

monstrable, and because we have no sure ground
for attributing the She'ol-belief to the Mosaic, not
to speak of the pre -Mosaic, period. There is

nothing impossible in the supposition that it was
found as early as that, but the view is equally
open to us that this whole circle of conceptions
was first encountered by Israel upon Canaanitish
soil and thence taken over by them. Support for
this view might be found in the circumstance that

necromancy, which stands in the closest connexion
with the She'ol-belief, also came under the notice
of the Israelites for the h'rst time, to all appear-
ance, in Canaan. This does not prevent our

tracing its origin in the last resort to Babylon, t

Now, it cannot be proved that the Babylonian
influence first made itself felt, as is so often
averted at present, in the time of Solomon. On
the contrary, the earliest notices of She'ol (Gn 3T 35

4'2
:a

[in almost identical terms in 44*>- 31
], Nu 1630 - 33

,

all probably J) certainly leave the impression that
we have here to do with a conception universally
familiar, and hence requiring no more precise de-

scription. From the early passages nothing more
can be gathered than that She'ol is thought of as
a subterranean space, for one '

goes down '

to it.

Yet it cannot be doubted that the other two con-
stant characteristics of She'ol the thick dark-
ness which prevails there, and the impossibility of

returning thence were connected from the first

with its conception. J But detailed descriptions
belong one and all to later times, even to the
latest of all, and it is difficult to say whether (as,

*
Regarding the etymology of ?iN^', it may suffice here to

remark that it is impossible to accept either the derivation
from the root nha'al, 'ask,' 'demand' (as the place that claims
all living for itself), or that from shii'al with the assumed mean-
ing of

' to be hollow '

(so that She'ol would be the ' hollow '

or

'cavern'). Rather is it from a root shl, which includes the
notions of vide tja]tin<j and deep thinking. Hence the idea

underlying the Heb. Shfol is that of a subterranean cavity.
This does not exclude the supposition that the form She'ol in
this sense is due to the Hebraizing of a foreign word according
to Zimmern (ap. Beer,

' Der biblische Hades,' p. 15). of the Bab.

8htt[t]am, 'west'; cf. Enoch 22 1
, where also She'ol is situated

in the West.
t On the undeniable points of contact between the Babylonian

and the Israelitish She'ol-belief, cf. especially A. Jeremias, Die
bab.-assyr. Vorstellnnfjen vom Leben nach dem Tode (Leipzig,
1SS7), and Holle und Parodies bet den Eabylonieni -

(Leipzig,
1903).

I We here leave out of account the calling up of spirits of the
dead by necromancers, which was an article of the popular faith,
but outside the pale of Jahwism.

Of the very copious literature on this subject we note

for example, in the bold picture of Is 14 ff
-, or the

approach to a distinguishing of a Tartarus within
the under world in Ezk 3-2-

J
,
Is 14 :5

, also (?) Hos
1314

) they are to be set down to the account of

foreign influence or of independent poetic imagina-
tion. The decision between thsse two possibilities
is all the harder because of the way in which the

conception of She'ol is constantly mixed up with
pictures derived from the rest of the grave. But
this does not justify the view that by She'ol at
least originally nothing more was meant than
the grave. No doubt, the idea of a place of as-

sembly of the dead would derive ever fresh nour-
ishment from the contemplation of the roomy
cave-tomb in which perhaps a whole tribe of

contemporaries were buried.* It was all too
natural to think of those who had been united
in life as still holding converse with one another
there. But passages like (In 3735 exclude the

thought of any fellowship in the grave.
The question, what part of the man goes after

death into She'ol, cannot be answered from the

standpoint of the dichotomy of the OT, which
has been already described. For the body is

laid in the grave and falls a prey to corruption.
The breath of life returns to God, and with its

separation from the body the man ceases to be a
nephesh or living being. In spite of all this, it is

everywhere taken for granted that at death an in-

definable somewhat of the personality descends to

She'ol, and there not exactly lives on, but vege-
tates on. This can be explained only by assuming
that the old conception of She'ol had already taken
firm root when that view of man's nature originated
which subsequently became the prevailing one,
and which was irreconcilable with this conception.
The dichotomous theory plainly belongs to Jah-
wism, while the other conception is a relic of pre-
Jahwistic or ex-Jalnvistic influences, and is nearly
allied to the Greek belief in manes. At a man >

death a kind of image or outline of the whole

personality detaches itself from the corpse. It

wants blood, and hence it is without real life

(which has its seat in the blood), it is invisible,
save when it appears in dreams or is called up
by necromancy, and it is for ever chained to
Shg'ol. It cannot be proved that the condition
and appearance of the shades were thought of
as exactly the same as those of the man at the
moment of death, and that it was on this account
that there was such a dread of mutilations of the

body. The mention of Samuel's mantle in 1 S 28' 4

specially : F. Bottcher, De inferis rebuxque. post mortem ft/hint!

ex Hebrceorum et Grtseorum opinionums, vol. i. [embracing
only the Heb. part ; no more appeared], Dresden, 184t> (although
in many respects antiquated, still of value as a commentary
upon the relevant passages) ; B. Stade, Uber die alttest. Vor-
*i<it"n!i,n vom Ztiatand itach dem Tode (Leipzig, 1877); A.
Bertholet, Die ixrad. VorsUUungen vom Zustande nach dent
Tode (Freiburg, 1899); R. H. Charles, A Critical History of the.

Doctrine of a Future Life in Israel, in Judaism, and in

Christianity: or Hebrew, Jciristi, and Christian Eschatology
(Lonrlon, 1899); L. Aubert, art. 'La vie apres la mort chez les
Israelites

'

in Rev. de Theol. et Phttos. 1902, p. 140 ff. ; G. Beer,
art. 'Der biblische Hades' in Theol. Abltandlungen zu Elircn
fl. J. Holtzmarms (Tubingen, 1902). Cf. also the works of
Schwalh , Frey, Griineisen, Matthes, cited above (p. 614a

, note),
in speaking of the controversy as to Animism and Ancestor
Worship.

* This is undoubtedly the origin of the pretty frequent ex-

pression
'

gathered to his fathers
'

(also
' to his people or to his

fellow-tribesmen ') or
'

go to or be laid with his fathers
'

(Gn 25a

3529 4929.*), pt 3250, jo, 210, j K 2'). But the employment of
this formula in the case of Abraham, Moses, and Aaron, as well
as David, shows that it was used also in a wider sense, namely,
of going to She'ol. The importance attached to the mingling
of one's bones with those ol relations (2 S 21 Iair

-) is sufficiently

explained by the fact that this seemed the most honourable
and at the same time the safest form of obsequies. On the
other hand, the denial of sepulture was regarded as a great
misfortune (cf. 2 S 21 10

,
Jer 22 iy

,
and the frequent threat to

give bodies to be eaten by wild beasts and birds). No doubt
(as among the Greeks), there was a fear that the spirit of the
unburk'd dead would roam about without rest instead of

entering She'ol.
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show <, however, that lli'' -hade- wiTi 1 thought of

tn ii Himl ait IT tin 1 fashion in which their onginala
hail liecii accu-tonifd to appealmi earth.

According In what is at ]ne-'-ni tin 1

pivvail-

illL.' "pillion, ill'' I'M coni fplioll lit Shc'ol -HM lied

down III tin- last ill tin' express designation lit the

shadowy being aa nepheth. If so. we -Imnlil have

til a--lllllf I'll thi- word llul only the -ell-e- de-

siTlhfl alni\f -namely, llir spirit uf lllf spcciali/ed
in a h.inian Innlv, ami hfin-f '

liff,' ami al-n
'

piT-oii
'

in' 'living I fing 'I, but a thinl wholly
dillcrent meaning." Vrr\ stroii"; support appears
to l>6 given In I hi-, by the circumstance that e\ en

in hiii- pa-suges we hear expressly or a going
down ill lllf !!/,/! x/i illlu She "I or of it- s,,|ollin

thiTf, in. linally, uf its i-fsciif from She ol i I'- Hi
1

"

:(n' I'.i 86 1 B94
"I, I'r -'.'!" ; i't'. a!-,, I

1

- !M i7
,

where instead nl X/ii "I we havf tin-
|

I if il'iun'ili,

'silence'). Mut in all these pa a:je- /f.///i'vA may
c|iiitf \\fll I understood as ei[iiivalfiil tu life or

(a- happen- iir.pifiitly elscwhfivi -imply a cir-

cuniliiciitii.il lui tin: personal |ir<niiiiiii ( my suul
'

being -'I' or 'me'i. Tims in I'- |ii'"lhf mean
ing i-

' Tlnm w ilt not give OVIT my liff (m- nif ) to

Shrnl,' i.e. 'I'hnii wilt not sillier nif to ilif.' I'-

:io' must, mi Sehwally's tlifnry, moan: ' Tlnm
cau-eil-t thf |ihaiitoiu image of my per-on, which
was already ill She'..], to come up fiom it again.'
lint tin- speaker had not actually ilifil, his liff

mil// set med already a prej
r to Shc'ol, hut obtained

a tinifly rescue Ironi it. If thf ilfffinlfi - ol

ii' I'lf -/< in' ill or thf hare nf/ihcsh as equivalent to

'soul ol thf dead
'

shinilil appeal in support of

it to Ihf contrasted expression H'/</C.V/< /nn/i/n/i.
4

living .soul' ((in -2~ et nl.), they would over-

look the fact that in/i/ies/i mith or (abhrcv iatcdl
'

in thf passages ill question stands for

neither mori- nor less than 'corpse' ; and this, by
the tiiiii-ltiiHi of which Hill-leanness is occasioned,
is sjn-ely -mill-thing i|iiite ditiereiit from the in-

visili'lc phanlom linage of the living personality
which goes straight to She'ol. .\i/i/n'</i nit-tk in

the sense of 'corpse' is liased simply upon the
\ITV

iifijiifnt
id'. '.</. I'V 2' '

if any one oll'ereth to

liih\M'h.' etc., ~<- 7" etc.) weakening of the mean-
in"; 'pel-oil t the notion of 'some one'; and
'lu'/i/nJ, Imi/i/iili. 'living being,' is not opposed to

aimthfr form of being of the in/i/n^/i, hut is a

pleonasm intended to lay greater stress ujion the

main ii'.i-a iff. our own expression 'a living per-

sonality, which would not surest to any one the
contra -I of 'a dead personal it v

'

I. An argument
against Sehwally's contention lies in the very cir-

cuiii-iaiicf thai nowhere is the plural of IK/I/I' Ji

u-eil tor mini i:?, as we should thfii have certainly

\pffteil. l-'rom the time of ihe Exile (probably
lor the lirst ti in Is Ua

) they are calle.l /././/-/'(,/<,

i.. . piohahly
'

llaccid ones,' Imt lie \ IT nSph&sMth.
For the truth mentioned above, that the whole

conception ol She nl lies outside genuine Jah-
\vi-m. and was at all times a

part,
ind I. of Un-

popular faith, hut not of religion proper, tin-re

i- i \ ide iii-f not only in the stern rejection of necio

iiiancy 'as the appendaef of anollii-r. lieatlien,

i el Hi hut. ahiive all. in the denial of mil/

relation lietueen the inhaliitaiits of She ol and
the oh]ecl- and arrangements of the upper world

in particular, those of the theocracy. Only the

jiving are members of the latter, and nave a share

in its hles-ings ; at death every connecting link

\\ itli it i- hrnkfii. In Shc'ol Iliere is no more ^\\ inu

of thank- or praise totloil i 1 Mi 11 1=1 30' I"' ll.V T
. U

38 ]Brf
') nay, Cod Himseli doe- not rememher the

So cup. Si-hvallj .
/.' ""'I' ion Tulle

, p. 7 ff. (loninliiii;

up..,!
.

'

'

rn '>' nf Lv -Jin anil Nil n' ;

. uhi-'h Si-li\\;ill>'

rrll'l. I- i-\
'

T..ti'll-c-lr '), lll-M ill-li'/,.. I", RgliQ '*

-1 11 \\ilh StAi-rk. art. 'Ni-|.li.-li lnijja Mini ni pin h

mil' in .--A'. 1903, i- 1 ..i I ('Till- lu'iilieth iKii-8 nut die, but

chan^i's iu lunn uf existence '\

-haile- any more, or work wonders for those that
dwell in 'the land of forgetfulness

'

(\>s 88- "').
The fortunes of their children do not concern t h< m
i.loh 14-' '2r-''). 'for there is no work nor de\nf
nor knowledge nor wisdom in Slie'ol, whither thmi

goest" (Ec 9'").* There is no contradiction be-

tween all this and the way in which, according to

Pr 15" and Job L'O", the omniscience, nay, accord-

ing to Ps 131P, even the omnipresence of (Jod, is

extended even to Shc'ol. This is the necessary
co]i-n|uencc ol the highest stage of the Conception
of God ; but even here a direct relation of Clod to

the inhabitants of She'ol is not asserted.
In spite of its very loose connexion with genu-

ine .JahwiMii, the conception of She'ol like the
Hades-belief of the Greeks and all the cognate
phenomena in other religions contains an im-

portant religious feature. The tenacity with
which it maintains itself all through the centuries,

notwithstanding its irreconcilability with the pre-
vailing anthropological presuppositions (see aliove),

is a strong testimony to the fact that man's natural

way of thinking revolts at the notion of a com-

plete annihilation of the living personality, even
if it has to content itself with a sorry substitute

for a real continuation of life. Even in this there

are fruitful germs of a later doctrine of immor-

tality, and we shall afterwards see that these were
not wanting also in the soil of Jahwism.

3. To the realm of notions which we have in-

cluded in the title of the present section under the

general term Weltanschauung, belong, in the lirst

place, those relating to the origin of the world, (a)

Unfortunately, our only source of information on
this point for the present period is the Jahwistic
record contained in Gn 24ff

-. It is very probable,
however, that only a part of this (the story of the
creation of men and animals | has been preserved ;

while the introduction, which also must surely
have contained some more detailed account of the

creation of heaven and earth, t has now been

dropped, perhaps on account of its deviations from
the immediately preceding cosmogony of P. lint,

even granting that. I would have contented himself

with a summary mention (in v. 4b ) of the creation

of the world by .lahweh, his narrative, with all its

naiveness, remains a worthy and valuable counter-

part to the preceding cosmogony. Like the latter,

it avoids all intermixture of a mythological char-

acter in particular, all thought of an evolution

such as is usually bound up inseparably with the

cosmogonies of ancient religions. Jahweh is

always exalted above matter, sharply distin-

guished from it, and ruling over it. As in the

case of every truly religious Weltanschauung, our
*

It may he that this conception of Shc'ol first arose in the
later period, which was influenced by Prophetism (so Charles,
Critical Hixtorif, etc.. see above, p. COSb

,
note 5), whereas at an

earlier time an influence of the spirits of the dead u|>on the

upper world was held to be possible. True, we have no other
evidence for the latter assumption than the existence of the

practice of necromancy so peremptorily forbidden (cf. Is S 19
) by

the prophets. The further assumption of I'harlm, that the

earlier conception ^rew out of Ancestor Worship, cannot, to

say the least of it, be proved in face of what we have said

:iln .i'l\ (p- G1 1* n-)- The same remark applies to Beer's theory
f li. r liililische Iludes.' p. 3ff.), that the She'ol-hclief IB a uur-

\ iv ,il uf the cult of subterranean yods and demons.
t Whin SUde(/.irH'. 11H13 p. 178) argues that the belief in

.liihwt-h ms the Creator could have taken Iterlfleonty as a result of

1 1 ii- |>r>-:icliinj;of the prophets, this is certainly correct in so far as

i i,, i 1. i ..f the creation and control of the Unircrw is concerned.

Kor this idea is essentially irreconcilable with the recognition
of foreign national Kods, and becomes possible for the first time
on the basis of a consistent monotheism. But this does not
exclude naive ideas about a creative activity on the part of the

national od (f.tj. a creation of man), as is shown by numerous
anali'k'ii-s in popular and nature relipons. Perhaps the very
nai\t in ss of the Jahwistic cosmogony supplied a motive for its

-niipn ---inn. Cf. the remarks of Gunkel in .SVAu/i/i/iw; und
i V,,i,,< diuttingen, lisas, p. 159). He considers that, in early
t.i\., ) pie, in speaking of the creation of 'the heavens and
ib< r. irth.' probably thought primarily of the land ol Canaan
and the skies of Canaan.
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record is thoroughly anthropocentric ; and man is

not only (as in Gn 1) the goal and crown of

creation, but to such a degree is he its central

point that the world of animals is created solely
on his account, with the result that in no way do

they come up to his dignity and exalted position.
It requires a second, wondrous new creation to

provide man with the '

help
' who is bone of his

bone and flesh of his flesh. God Himself brings
her to him ; so that upon His appointment rests

that fellowship against which even the strongest
ties of blood are not to prevail. If we note,

further, that it is only upon the basis of monogamy
that this whole description attains to its full mean-

ing, all the more must we pronounce that we have
here a view of the nature and the mystery of

marriage as beautiful and worthy .as could be
conceived of. Here, again, the religion of Israel

exercised a powerful influence on its estimate of

earthly relationships and duties.

(b) If an underlying Babylonian sotirce for Gn 2

can be proved only in part, and not at all for

ch. 3 as yet, it is different with other components
of the Hebrew primitive history. In these a far-

reaching Babylonian influence has been assumed,
and the traces of this have been sought almost

everywhere in the OT down to the latest times.

But it has become more and more evident that
a strong scepticism is justified in face of the
excessive zeal of the '

Panbabylonists."* We
are not, indeed, to be held as calling in ques-
tion the possibility of an extensive influence of

Babylonian culture and religious ideas upon
Canaan. The cuneiform letters discovered in

1887 at Tel el - Amarna in Egypt, which were
addressed about B.C. 1400 from the Euphrates
lands to two Pharaohs, prove the existence of a

very active intercourse between Babylon and

Egypt viti Canaan, ;ind it is possible (though not

strictly proved) that even then a footing had
been gained in Canaan by the ancient Babylonian
mythology, which was subsequently taken over

by the Israelites when they entered the Promised
Land. A great influx of Babylonian ideas has
been claimed also for the time of world - wide
intercourse in the reign of Solomon, not to speak
of the numerous occasions of direct contact with

Assyria from the middle of the 9th cent. D.C.

downwards. Still the only instance where the

dependence of the Biblical narrative upon a Baby-
lonian archetype is absolutely unquestionable is

(a.) the story of the Deluge. And even here the

dependence shows itself rather in subordinate

points (like the repeated sending out of birds),

and not in the main point the cause of the judg-
ment of the Flood. In the Biblical record this is

always traced to moral causes : the Flood comes
as a well-merited punishment on the wholly de-

generate race of man ; Noah only, on account
of his righteousness, rinds favour in God's sight.
The mythological background, which presents
itself sometimes in a very offensive way in the

Babylonian narrative, wholly disappears in Genesis.

Over against men responsible for their actions

stands the righteous and almighty God alone.

(/3) Of late, special emphasis has been laid on
what are supposed to be a number of OT allusions

to the Babylonian story of Creation, or, more

precisely, to the victorious struggle of the got

* Amongst these the flrst place belongs to Frdr. Delitzsch, in

view of his first two Berlin lectures on Babelund Eibel (Leipzig
1902 and 1903). which have given birth to a violent controversy
and an interminable literature. We content ourselves here
with naming: two of the most recent writings which treai

soberly of the points in dispute : Zimmern, BWliKchp utu

BabylmitMche i'rwscliichtcZ, Leipzig, 1903 [cf. also his Kci/in

schriften und Bibel, Berlin, 1903] ; and Gunkel, Israel tint

Babul/mien : <ler Einitiui Babyloniens an/ die israelitische

Keli'juin, Guttinueu, 1903.

Marduk with the ocean, personified as a woman,
riaiiiat (i.e., as appellative, 'sea'), and the mon-
sters that assist her. A large part of Gunkel's
able and ingenious work (Schbpfung und Chnos in

Urzeit -und Endzeit : eine religionsgssehichtliche

Untersuchung iiber Gn 1 und Apoc. Joh. 12, Got-

tingen, 1895) is devoted to an attempt to discover
numerous traces of this myth in the OT. He
rightly repels the objection that Gn 1 now forms a

part of the latest Pentateuchal source, P. This
circumstance does not exclude the possibility that
this cosmogony, which in its present form is

accommodated to the very highest conception of

God. may be based upon a far older form of the

myth. The points of contact between Gn 1 and
the Tiamat-myth are, however, few and uncertain.
The Heb. tchmn (cinn), over which darkness hangs
v.-), is, it is true, the masculine corresponding to

the Bab. tiamat
; but there is nothing to suggest

any other meaning than *he simple
' sea 'or 'ocean.'

As little can it be proved that the large water-
animals of v.

21 are originally of a mythological
cast.

But the recollection of the conflict of Marduk
with the dragon is supposed to be preserved, auove

all, in certain mythological names Rahab, Levi-

athan, Behemoth. The fact that all
* the passages

where these occur are very late (Ezekiel, Deutero-

Isaiah, Job, late Psalms) might not count for

much. It would be quite intelligible it the ancient

layt/iolurjumcna were again dragged to the light
and utilized for poetical ends, when once the

triumph of absolute monotheism appeared to have
removed all danger of their I eing misunderstood
or misapplied. A stronger objection is, that a
considerable number of the alleged allusions can
lie referred only by very artificial methods to the

conflict with Tiamat. How, for instance, if the

kernel of the Tiamat-myth consists in the killing
and cutting in piecr.s of Tiamat, can the serpent at

the bottom of the sea, which Jahweh commands
to bite (Am 93), possibly be Tiumat? Of the

Rahn :
> passages, Is 51 9

, Ps 89 IW
-, Job 26' 2f - and 9 13

('Kahab's helpers') should in all probability be
referred to the defeat of Tifunat. only that the

conqueror is naturally not Marduk, but Jahweh.
In Ps 87 4 Kahab is a symbolical name of Egypt,
while in Ps 40r>

l
J

) the plural rehdbim is a designa-
tion of the false gods, but surely not in the sense

of '

dragons of chaos.' Of the Lcvictthnn passages,
Ps 74 13 '' should perhaps be interpreted mythologi-

cally. On the other hand, in Ps 104-6 there is

absolutely no necessity for such an interpretation.
In Is 27' Leviathan the fleeing serpent, and Levi-

athan the coiled serpent, coupled with the dragon
in the sea (Egypt), are again nothing but symboli-
cal designations of two world-powers. In Job 33

it is much more natural to interpret Leviathan as

a monster in the heavens which threatens to

swallow up the sun. The poetical author of Job
40-5"- (41

1B
-) certainly means by Leviathan nothing

but the crocodile. And his Bchruioth (40
roff

-) stands

in the same way simply for the hippopotamus. As
little are we com pel led to explain Job 7'-, Ps44'-io (

ia
',

Jer SIM- 31"- 42 as allusions to the Tiamat-myth ; and
even in Ezk 293ff- and 32-lf- there is, at most, only
a general comparison of the Pharaoh to a bound
monster. In all the passages, finally, where
Gunkel sees an allusion to the binding of the

primeval ocean (Ps 1048
'-. Job 388tv

-, Pr S-'-'S Jer 5-*

31 33
,
Ps 33' 65s i" 1

), all that the present writer can

discover is a reference to the omnipotence of

Jahweh, who commands even the waves of the
" At moat we should have to except only the serpent of Am 93

(see above) and Rahab of Is 307 (as a designation of Egypt).
But not only is the authenticity of the hist passage disputed,
but the correctness of its text is very doubtful, and. finally;

rahab may here be quite well an appellative
'

raging
' ' bluster

ins; '). Cf. vol. iv. p. 195.
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hea, but now hen- any allusion to a eonllict with

the ocean as a mythological monster.

lint, e\ell if all the pus,ages cited by (Illllkel

Wen- colouied by sllch allusions, they Would be

Mill quite without relevancy as afl'ecting our esti

m:ite ,,t tii-- iel.i;am ol 1-iael li.r the period we
are considering. For, apart Iroin the fact thai,

in the t,-u passages thai are e.-i I ainl V cut itled to

be considered, -lallWell eX|,lessl\ lakes the plate
of Muidiik n.f. there has I n a complete trans-

planting of the myth to the soil of .lahwisnn, we

must, further, note wilh empha-is that in ever]
instance we have to do with the utilizing of those

mythological reminiscences in /",. ,';y. Now, the

fieedoin of which the Hebrew poets availed them-
selves in tins matter is a- tar from supplying
a standard whereby to judge of their religions
belief- as the mention of Scylla and Charyhdis
by a modern writer would lie a fair test of his

beliefs.

(7) Finally, the attempts that have lieen made
to give a mythological sense to (lie vessels ot

SM|O!III>!I -
tein] le appear to Us to have failed com-

ph-telv : '.'/. the suj.po-ition that the so-called

bia/.en sea 1 1 K 7"
; "

) represents t he /' hom or prim-
ex al ocean, or that the oxen an- symholsof Marduk. "

On this question the pie-ent writer must cxpic--
hi- full accord with Slade, who (/f.-lJTIT, l'.lo:i, p.

IT'.M see- in these vessels no evidence that at that

time the myths possibly attached I,, them had
been ad,, pt.-d by the 1-raelites, or that they were
even known to them. '

It was not a religions need,

but the needs of kingly pom p, that led to the intro-

duction of a foreign institution into the temple.
The Pho-niciaii artist, w ho was called in to execute
the ',ork, wrought according to the fashions of

style with which he was familiar, and turned out

a piodiiet which could be transferred from a Phoe-

nician temple to the temple ,,t .lahweh.'

From all sides, then, it may be considered as

established that the extent of Babylonian influence

upon the religion of Israel at least for the pro-
exilic period has been considerably overestimated.

F.xamplcs of dependence and of allusions are not
to In- denied, lint upon the soil of revelation the

foreign material undergoes such transformation,
and appears in siu-h a new light, when viewed from
an immeasurably higher moral and religious Stand-

point, that th" quest ion has not unreasonably been
asked whether, in many passages, we should speak,
not of dependence and" imitation, but rather of a

polemical intention towards the alleged source.

The further question, whether to this period
religion- ,

vpocteitiofU (W to the future (connected
xMth the //,,,./, /inii'-nun of the '

Day of the I,<H:I>')

should be attributed, will have to be discussed in

the following section.

IV. THE i>r.i!ion OF THE WRITING PROPHETS,
IlilWX TU THE EXILE.

i. THE SOL'nCES. As sources for this period,
which embraces ...nie | So years, we have to take
account not only of (he Prophetical writings, but
also of portions of the Pentateuch and of the His
torical literature. Thus in the Pentateuch there
are the later and latest strata of .1 and K, and the

Hook of Deuteronomy : in the Historical books xv
have the prophetical I v influenced sections of .fudges
and Samuel i-ueh a-'l S 1. a"'* 3. 8. Ill"'-' ITil. but,
above all, the lir-i Deuteronoaiic redaction of the
Hooks of Kings if. (ion B.C.). For our present pur
poses we can practically leave out of account the

" So Kittel in his Com. on Kin^s (in N"o\v:i,-k'H ll'lk^m
.
i.n-

tinmen, 11KXI, p. 114), d>ll.> IIIL- K..-.IITI c 7V / /',.-(.- /,, L870,

I-
ll-ll.l. Aci-iinllll'.- t" tilllikl-l I/.-'.

|>. l.".:i, el. Ill-- '-It 1.

the 12 ,i\--n innsl rutliur liv utuod ill sonit; relation Co thti 12

Igll.-, l the

circumstance that the exact chronological p<
-

o I I he particular passages referred to is still i In- si 1 1 >.

ject ot much controversy. l''or then- i^ practically
complete agreement that they are dependent ii| on
t he preaching of the pre-exilie writing prophet -, and
that is the only point that concerns us. I:

t In- \v hole of the historical literature of this p, i md
exhibits such a uniformity of ideas that [heipics-
tions of analysis of sources and precise dating
POS-.I-S.S only a subordinate importance. For this
reason we may leave open the complicated .pies
lions connected with the origin of Deuteronomy,
n:i inely , whether 1 1 ic law-book introduced by Josiah
in o'Jl is to be regarded as the original Deutero-

nomy or was compiled from older codifications.
So fur as the description of the process of develop-
ment of the OT religion is concerned, the present
liook of Deuteronomy may ijuite properly bo
i lea ted as a unity.
On the other hand, no little difficulty attaches

to the questions of literary criticism allecting the
main sources, namely, the Prophetical writings
themselves. Here even the most cautious and
conservative of critics have been compelled by the
latest investigations to make such concessions as
would have been considered impossible twenty
years ago. Of course this is not the place to

descril* exhaustively either the process of literary
criticism which has led to this, or the results of

this criticism. But it may be as well to indicate

clearly the general viewpoints which have forced

themselves upon investigators in ever-growing
measure, and without which a just judgment
and a correct employment of the Prophetical
writings are impossible.
There are two facts which must be kept steadily

in view, because they sullice to explain all the phe-
nomena in the Prophetical literature, (a) In the

first place, it is, throughout, a religions literature ;

it does not profess to give anything, and we must

accordingly not look to it for anything, that goes'

beyond religious purposes. (A) Secondly, Israel, to

which we owe the Prophetical writings in their

present form, had as yet no idea of what we call

literary property.'* The question was not in

what terms a prophet of Jaliweh had spoken in

former times, but whether those terms were still

fitted to fulfil the religious purpose which he once

meant to serve. If this did not appear to be the

case, it was regarded as not only perfectly right,

but as a sacred fluty, to modify the original form

of expression, to give a milder turn to what was
too harsh and no longer applicable to a differently
constituted! age, to expand and state more clearly
what was too concise or obscure, to introduce.

matter that was wanting in the original but indis-

pensable for a later age. To this last category
should be assigned n good part of the material on

which at one time great stress and that rightly
was laid, namely, so-called Messianic prophecy.
When the threateiiings of punishment Uttered by
the pre- exilic prophets had been fulfilled, when
the people languished in exile, or after the Ueturn

dragged on a miserable existence under the oppres-
sion of the hostile world-power, it could not hut

seem a piece of cruelty to let words of threaten-

ing be the sole or even the predominating feature

in tile Prophetic oracles, at a time when the people
were filled with burning zeal to secure by painful
fulfilment of the Law that great change in their

lot which had long been promised. We can under.

stand how, under such circumstances, consolation

and promise had an ever larger place given them
within theframework of the traditional Prophetical

writings nay, how, for instance, the ISook of

Isaiah could come to assume the form of an an-

' i what was said above (p. IKS") on the cuituiu of tracing
buck all the legislation to Moaed.
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thology of Prophetical oracles and be even under-
stood and read by the people as such oracles

which in all probability embrace a peiiod of well-

nigh 500 years. In saying this we do not mean to

give our assent to what an illegitimate hyper-
criticism has exalted to a principle, that no word
of comfort or of promise is to be allowed to the

pre-exilic prophets, lint we do mean to claim a

perfect right to test fully the .authenticity of the
various Prophetical words. It is surely not the
outcome of a frivolous and unbelieving spirit to

seek an answer to the question whether Micali

(4
1|lff

') could have predicted in one and the same
breath the carrying captive of Jerusalem to Baby-
lon, and (v.

11
)
the miraculous deliverance of the

city out of the power of its besiegers. Here
sober criticism has a readily available resource,

namely, to assign the prediction of the destruction

of many peoples before the walls of Jerusalem to

a much later date then the 8th cent. B.C. In cases

where this resource is not available, such criticism

will readily waive any decision. Fortunately,
there remains enough that is certain and unassail-

able to enable us to understand and to depict the

ways of God in Hebrew prophetism.

ii. NAME AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
WJUTIXG PROPHETS.'' 1. In speaking of the

iii'/ii'iin (p. 650 H'. ) we avoided as far as possible
the name '

prophets,' so as not to obliterate

the deep-seated distinction between them and
the Jahweh prophets properly so called, the suc-

cession of whom begins with Amos. We found it

necessary, indeed, to recognize even those nebi'im

who clustered about Elijah and Elislia, and espe-

cially the last named themselves, as organs of

Jahweh, in whom ' the spirit of Jahweh ' worked
as a mysterious agency, and who could accord-

ingly be rightly called 'men of Cod.' But on
closer examination we discover such characteristic

differences between the two kinds of prophets that

we cannot, for instance, place even an Elijah upon
the same footing as Amos.
The writing prophets t s,re essentially connected

with the ancient seers (ro'im), as is expressly
testified in 1 S 99 'Those who are now called

"prophets" (?bi'im) were called informer times
" seers."' The old names (ru'im and hozim) in an
honourable sense appear elsewhere only in Is 30 1U

;

* Of the very extensive literature on the characteristics of

prophetism and the theology of the writing prophets, we note,
in addition to the works cited on p. G50b n., the following :

B. Duhm, Die TheoloijU derPropheten, Bonn. 1875 [a work which

already occupies the standpoint of the Reuss-Gra^ hypothesis,

although on questions of literary criticism the author is still

pretty conservative) ; Ed. Konig, Der Offenbaninqsbegriff des

AT, 'Leipzig, 1882, 2 vols. [mainly an analysis of the self-

consciousness of the prophets and of their leading statements
based upon this, regarding (1) their miraculous powers, call,

and endowment with the Spirit of God ; (2) the manifestation
and speaking of God as the source of the revealed message,
Konig maintaining that in this matter the prophets see and
hear with the bodily senses ; (3) the fact that it is not their

own heart that is the source of the prophets' predictions] ;

A. Kuenen, De profeten en de profetie onder Israel: Uistor.-

d(Kftiiat. Stvdie, 2 vols., Leiden, 1875 (Eng. tr. under title
'

pYophets and Prophecy in Israel,' London, 1877] ; W. Robert-
son Smith, The Prophets of Israel and their place in History,
to the close of the 8th cent. B.C., Edinburgh, 1.VS2 [2nd ed., 1895,
with Introduction and Additional Notes by T. K. Cheyne] ;

J.

Darmesteter, Lfs prophetes d'Israel, Paris, 1892 ; A. F. Kirk-

patrick, The Doctrine of the Prophets (Warburtonian Lectures
for 1886-1890), London, 1892; P. Schwartzkopff, Die prophe-
tische Offenbarung nach Wesen, Inhalt uttd Greiizen, Giessen,
1S96 ; F. Giesebrecht, Grundlinien fur die Bcrufsbegabutuj der
alttest. Propheten (in

' Greifswalder Studien zu Ehren H.

Cremers,' Giitersloh, 1895, pp. 37-81); Leitner, Die prophc-
tische Inspiration (\n Bardenhewer's 'Biblische Studien' [Rom.
Catholic]), Freiburg i. B., 1896; Ed. Konig, Das Berufuntje
bewitsstsein der alttest. Propheten, Barmen, 1900.

t The emphasis we lay on the word irritinri in this title is not
intended to deny that there were true prophets of "Jahweh in

Israel besides these (cf. what was said above, p. 656*, about
Micaiah ben-Imlah, and what is said in Jer 2t>-0ff- of Uriah

ben-Shemaiah); but we can judge only of those about whose

messages we have written evidence.

for in Mic 37 the ' seers
'

(coupled with ' sooth-

in Is 2'
wrong

sayers ') mean false prophets ;
ii

phets
' and ' the seers

'

are w
glosses ; and, finally, in Am 7 la the t

(hozeh), with which Amaziah the pries jsses

Amos, has a flavour of contempt about it. But
the reply of Amos (v.

14
) must not be misunder-

stood, as if he absolutely repudiated any claim to

be a 'prophet' (iwbF), because the word nabi'

had questionable associations to him coming down
from those nebi'im of the time of Saul and of

Abab. This is quite impossible simply on the

ground of Am 2" and 37
, where Amos himself

speaks of the nebi'im in the most honourable sense.

Moreover, we read in 7'
5 that God charged him to

'go as a prophet
'

to His people Israel. The

meaning of Amos in 7
]4 can only be, then, that he

disclaims being ^professional prophet, in the sense

familiar to Amaziah, or a member of a prophetic

guild. On the contrary, the call to be a prophet

surprised him in the midst of occupations of a

wholly different kind : Jahweh took him from the

herd.*
2. Here we have already a very essential differ-

ence between the prophets of early times and the

writing prophets. The latter are conscious of an

express call, at a definite moment, by Jah
t^h

to

their office. We have not an actual accii
" f

.i

this in the case of all of them ; but it,s pn .;css

in the case of five justifies our assuming that from
the time of Amos onwards a similar call was

experienced by all true prophets of Jahweh. We
have already spoken of Amos' own witness to his

call. According to Hos 1-, the commencement of

Hosea's prophetic ministry was contemporaneous
with his recognition that Jahweh intended even
the prophet's unhappy experiences in his married
life to be a reflexion of Israel's relation to Him-
self. Isaiah records a vision he had in the year
that king Uzziah died, when the Divine commis-
sion was given him to drive the people by his

message into ever-increasing obduracy. Attempts
have been made to explain this vision the only
one in Isaiah as simply the literary garb invented

for inward reflexions and conflicts, so that the

prophet's own determination would take the place
of an express Divine call. But all snch attempts
are shattered by the earnest terms of the narra-

tive, which will not permit us to think but of a

real occurrence. The very same is the impression
we receive from Jeremiah's record of his call in

the 13th year of Josiah. Quite remarkable here

is the emphasis laid (I
5

)
on the choice and con-

secration of Jeremiah to the prophetic office even

before his birth. How could any one invent a

thing of this kind and proclaim it as a word
addressed to him by God ''. But as little could he

have added the supplementary invention that he

tried to evade the Divine commission (v.
7
) by

pleading want of skill in speaking, and youth.
Rather must we see here again an experience the

prophet once had, which left an ineffaceable im-

pression upon his memory. In the case of Ezckiel,

his exact dating of his first vision (!") by year,

month, and day, is the pledge that he too is

conscious that his call to be a prophet (2
lff

-) was a
definite occurrence.

As it is not in man's power of his own initiative

to effect the call to be a prophet, or to complete it

by his own determination, so, on the other hand,
he has no power to evade it. Nay, as even the

boldest will tremble involuntarily when the roar

of a lion is heard in the neighbourhood, so the

man to whom the word of Jahweh has come must

prophesy (Am 38 ). The most striking testimony
to this is found in Jer 207ff

-. With an impatience
* The meaning of Amos becomes still clearer if, with Kiedel

(SK, 1903, p. 103 f .), we render '

1 was no prophet,' etc.
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bordering dose on blasphemy, the pmphet here
i ..lies Jahweh with having enticed him i by
tin -i prophet ) and pie\ail.-,l upon him,
so Ih s I,, -come ,-i lau'jIiniL lock and an

object idleille. Hut, he "oes on, 'when 1

lliougi will not make mention of him nor

speak any more in his name, then there was m
mine heart as il were a burning lire shut up in my
bones, I wearied myself with holding out, but I

was unable.' It Would be no easy task to weaken
t In- convincing power and lone ,,| ////- testimony
to the unii|iie

i haracler of Hebrew pniplietisin, by
point ing to an v analogous phenomena elsewhere,

:l. A chalaclclistic of tin- nibflm ill the old

sense was a condition of ecstasy, occasionally
rising to rapture and holy frenzy; and the first of

these, namely ec-tasy, we lind wilncssed to also

ill the case of the writing prophets, l-'oi . even

apart from the vision, which likewise implies a

condition of trance, there is repealed mention of

I In- hand of. lahw eh
'

being strong upon the prophet
MsS", K/k .'i"l, or i ing upon him I K/k l

J 3- J
:i7

l

I ' ,.i falling upon him <S'i, or being over him
III:! -', here witli the more precise note that it was
'at evening I, and on account of which he sits

solitary (Jer l.V 7
). In all these passages 'the

hand' is an expression lor the Divine inlluenee
wh ; c' '-I- i'Tesistihle hold upon the prophet.
In '-iio-t lli |imalent of 'the spirit ot

.lahw. w li! -h likewise '

falls' upon the prophet
(K/k II

5
), and impaits to him special n-M-lations

from Cod. In the case of K/ckiel, t In- ell'eel of the
hand of .lah\\eh is almost always to induce a

vision. Ne\ erl licl-ss, t In-re is plainly a consider-

able dillcicnce between this kind ot ecstasy and
thai of the ancient icV/i'i///. It is true that under
all forms the extraordinary inlluenee of the -pnii
<if t lod presents an unfathomable mystery. IJut

on the part of the writing prophets we lind no
trace of their being plunged by this inlluenee into

a condition of n,i,,',iti-i or unconscious rapture.

They always retain a clear consciousness and a

distinct recollection of what they saw inspirit and
(if what was -aid to them. '

< It In-i w ise it would he

impossible f,ir tin-in to describe tlic vision or to

announce tin- word of God that came to them in

their ce-tasy.
4. Now, it is quite true that in opposition to

this it has been maintained i so, in great detail, by
A. Klostermann in NA'. 1^77. p. .'I'.U II'., and again

recently by Diilmi in his ( '..mnn-ntaty on Isaiah,

p. !'_'!() that, at least in I he case of K/ekiel. by the

prophet'-, own confession, cataleptic conditions,

namely, temporary hiss of the powerof motion and

sped h. must be assumed, although this morbid
condition did not exclude an exact n-collection

of the hallucinations of sight and hearing that

were experienced during the catalepsy. In point
of fact, K/ekiel tells us that, after his \isn.n ot

the ehoiuhini ehaiiot, In- went in l'ilt.',-n:\-tn (TJ) in

the heal of his spn il, and I hat he I In-n sat stunned
with astonishment 1C"?:-, in the midst of his

people fol uc\ell da\ s US
1

"'), lie speaks, fill tiler

*
This simple fact refutes the ancient orthodox tlin.ric-,

. ii i- ILut, which Dili's hack t', I'dil". ttiat human na-..n
I. II the prophet, to tn.ik,- n<m r,.rlln l'i\m>- sj.int. Ki|uu]lv
int 1 1. .m .11 attempt! t.i r, -In. . ill.- pi ..]

-
1 1. 1- i.. m. 1

1

of the l>i\ inr -j.irit .
i/. run/ .-' a if/, .m.l .

|

.

, ,

men
p > i :iUJc '" .1

h:m<1 -if tin-

,

Hull- in Ih. (.unit ..! t!, L. |.l:i\i-r nr a |K-M in tin h:

s' n I . SMI I, LM. in).!
- Miit.-r sln,,\\ r - i k i -r i I In- r. .ck of what

i- in undenial i . i
. ihat i)u- imle idualiu ..i i hi 'i

-

l'n|ihrl- is \i-r-, i-l. .iris r.-\ral. <l in Ilirir si \ It- anil thi-ir lluilintT
". pi. -ii bauh writes quite differenUy from Jeren
the latter, again, quit M..NI K/,>-Kii-i m course 11

tllis itlll-s lint l-vlllllr II,,- JI.LM;,]!,! \ ,ll ,, ll,-i k hl.-IUII- , .1 U,r
'i. I'n,.] i ,rt Mi-t |i,.wt-rs- of ttic (irophils li\ lli,- iiillii' n . .1

tlu- limn,- -|,int. Sii.-h a nn i.l.'nt, l,,r in
I

Ihi- inanii-T .11 -i ..... -I, i.l lli. herdsman Am.-, ulnrh I- a^
forcible as it '- .'I- ir. .l.-r..mr -

,.|.t[ii..n r.-L'anlin- Hi.- 'rn-ii.-
5 t\l<- ,.( AIII..S must In- |,r..... iuii..,l .)im- uii|iri,Ai-tl and in-

oarrect.
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,
of a dilmhne-s wliii Ii C.nl sends upon him,

which can indeed he intei rnpted when it is the
Hivine will that he make piophetir announce
in. -ni-, I in (rhose entire remnal dues not take
plac,- i ill i lie evening before the new - comes of the

capture of .lei ii-alelll. All these
|,ln-ln,lncna

.11 i, ,

remarkably with tliose observed in ca'.aleptii s.

Unlim is inclined to reckon especially the vision in

S'--ll-' aiming the oases 'in which the body lie

seemingly dead and tilt; phantom (that lias left il)

represents the Ku'o.' On the other hand, /, h.i

riali, \\iih hi- '

angel that spake with me,' in in-
cluded by Iliihm among the instances 'in which
consciousness remains in the body, and the phanlum
thai comes torth is apparently unconscious.' Hut
however much the assumption of cataleptic con-
ditions on the part of Ezekiel may have in its

l.'nour, tin- ,((., M M| yet amount to evidence of a

lelapse I,, tl Id form of inantic. Above all,
i In ie are two points not to be overlooked. In the
lirst place, Ezekiel represents his bittenn-s ot

spirit and stunned condition, tliose alleged cata-

leptic phenomena l^'
4
'-), as the result of the vision

ot the cherubim-chariot ; whereas he describes the
vision itself with a preeiseiiess which does not

look like that of a man whose mental balance has
been disturbed. Secondly, before and after the

story of his being carried to Jerusalem (H'")and
the lengthy account of his visions there, he says
not a \\onl about cataleptic conditions, and we
have no right simply on the ground of 3 14 '- to pos-
tulate tin-in here also. But. alive all, the whole
nature and contents of the great vision in chapters
40- is are very haul to reconcile with any notion
of a morbid condition on the part of the propl i t.

Everything here breathes such an air of delibera-
tion and purpose that only a small share in the

inception of this lengthy programme for the future
can be set down to the account of vision (see
below, p. 670''). Again, as to the ' double conscious-
ness' ot Zechariah, it is really only in 4' that there
is any indication of an abnormal condition of the

prophet ; and this is very far from justifying the

assumption of actual cataleptic conditions. For,
wln-n we read that the angel who talked with him
reawakened him as a man that is wakened out of
his sleep, this means merely that the prophet,
exhausted by the preceding visions, had fallen into
a kind of sleep, and had now to be made capable
of experiencing a new vision. l!ut here, again, in

the ease of /echariah, it will he found that his

night-visions in their present form are to be in

large measure set down to the account of the
lilli i-nlrttr and uot of the visionary.

5. Taking every thini: into account, the vision
did not, upon the whole, play such a large role in

prophetism as there has been a disposition to
attribute to it. As for the classical examples, so
to si.fnK, >' visions which we lind on the part of
Am in, Isaiah, and Jeremiah, the descriptions are
al si all extremely meagre; nay, in some in-

stances they contain nothing more than names
of objects with which the utterance of religious
truths and exhortations is connected. The more
detailed the description (as, for instance, in K/k
1'" i, the more it. contains not only framework
and motive but exhibits deliberate purpose, the
more is it deficient in specifically religions con-
tents. In e\eiv instance tin; word spoken in the
course of the vision or for the purpose of explain-
ing it, is liy far the most important part of the
revelation communicated to the prophet.

tj. Finally, it must he pronounced a gross exag-
ration to think of nil the activity of tin- pm

a* <: -i I on under ecstatic conditions.
When a prophet begins his message with the

expulsion T Inis -ait h the l.OKI)
'

(m.v TJK .in, or

introduces into his addresH the very freijuent

I'll.-!
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' word of the LORD '

(nirr 0x3), he means to claim
that he does not speak a message of his own
creation, like the false prophets : Jahweh must
have spoken to him before he can proclaim the
word of Jahweh. But this does not imply that
the inspiration from Jahweh must in every instance
be connected with the throwing of the prophet
into the ecstatic condition. It may, further, be
asked whether for every particular message of the

prophets there was needed a special inspiration
from Jahweh, or whether we should not rather
hold that they always spoke in the power of the

spirit of God, which was imparted to them at their
call. The answer is, that both these possibili-
ties are witnessed to in the Prophetical writings,
(a) In the story of the call of Isaiah (6

9ff
-), as well

as in that of Jeremiah (I
9ff

-) and of Ezekiel (2
:;lf - and

317ff
'), we hear of a general commission from God

to these prophets, a kind of programme of their

ministry, to which at all times they are to give
heed in word and act.

(b) But, on the other hand, we possess also some
notable evidences that the word of Jahweh may in

a particular instance be at first withheld, and only
communicated after a while. (a) Thus the prophet
Habakkuk can at first give no reply to the com-

plaint which he has to make to Jahweh (in

chapter 1). Nay, he resolves to take his stand

upon his watch-tower* to look out and to learn
what Jahweh has to say to him, and what reply
He will make to his grievance. And, in fact,
Jahweh answers him at once, and even commands
him to write down the revelation he receives.
But there are two testimonies of Jeremiah which

point still more clearly in the same direction. (/3)

When the false prophet, Hananiah of Gibeon, in

the presence of Jeremiah proclaims to priests and
people as a word from Jahweh (Jer 2S lfl

-) that the

yoke of Nebuchadrezzar is about to be broken,
and the temple-vessels carried away under Jehoia-
kini to be brought back from Babylon, Jeremiah
gives his Amen to this. He expresses, indeed, his

suspicion at the suddenness of the change from the

predictions of woe uttered by the old prophets to
the opposite. But he allows Hananiah to take
from his neck and break the yoke which he had
worn for some time as a threatening allusion to
the yoke of the Chaldoeans. Straightway Jere-
miah takes his departure. But soon thereafter
the command comes to him from God to announce
to Hananiah that Jahweh would put an iron yoke
in place of the wooden one broken by him, and
would bring all nations under the yoke of Nebu-
chadrezzar. Hananiah himself was further to be
told that as a false prophet he was doomed to die
the same year. And so it fell out in the seventh
month of that year. In this whole transaction it

is highly noteworthy that Jeremiah at first con-
siders it possible that Hananiah has spoken a true

message from Jahweh, because he himself has
received none to a contrary effect, but that after-

wards he has no hesitation in opposing his subse-

quent communication from Jahweh to Hananiah's
* The much discussed passage. Is 21^-, belongs (if we adopt

the present text) to a different category. We leave it an open
question whether this oracle belongs to Isaiah (dating from
c. 710 B.C.), or whether it should not rather be placed about the
year 540. In v. 6 Jaliweh bids the prophet set a watcher, who
is to mount the tower and tell what he sees. This is generally
explained as an embodiment of the fact that the prophet, under
the influence of the Divine spirit, distinguishes in himself, as it

were, two personalities. According to Duhm (C-m. on Isaiah,

p. 129), 'the meaning of the command is that the prophet is to

yield himself to catalepsy (cf. above, p. 673h) and let loose from
himself the angel, who, untrammelled by the bodily senses, can
perceive supra-sensual things.' But it is hardly open to ques-
tion that the present text of v.6 is due to a misunderstanding
of the Massorah, and ought, with Buhl (ZATW, 1888, p. 157 ft.)
arid Starle (ib. p. 165 ff.), to be emended so as to read as a com-
mand of Jahweh to the prophet to mount the tower. Thus the

catalepsy alleged by bulini falls away of itself, and Is 216

becomes a simple parallel to Hab 2 1
.

lying word. Here, again, all notion of mere
imagination or invention on the part of the pro-
phet is absolutely excluded. What he speaks is

based upon real, direct inspiration.
(7) The other testimony, which is no less char

acteristic, is found in Jer 42lff
-. The remnant of

the people, which had fled from Mizpah after the
murder of Gedaliah, beg the prophet to give them
a message from Jahweh to indicate the right
course for them to pursue, and assure him that,
whatever be the instructions, they will cany them
out. Jeremiah promises that he will pray to
Jahweh for a message, and that he will not keep
back a single word of it when he receives it. But
ten days elapse before the Divine word comes to

him, forbidding absolutely the migration to Egypt,
and commanding the people to remain in their
own land. The charges of falsehood and treachery
which the spokesmen of the people then prefer
against the prophet are such as no one will have
any difficulty in attributing to the blind zeal of
infatuated men. But it would be equally unjust
to regard those ten days as simply a period of

delay which the prophet took for calm considera-

tion, and with a view to the allaying of excited

feelings. Here, too, we must believe him when
he tells us that he could not announce a ' word of
Jahweh '

until it had been given him.
7. In all that we have said hitherto in the way

of characterizing the writing prophets, we have
not, however, yet mentioned the most essential
feature. This we find in the subjects of prophetic
announcement, which are exclusively the affairs

of the theocracy, not to say the kingdom of God
in the wide sense of that expression. The pro-
phecies are addressed to the whole body of the

people, whether in Israel or Judah, or at least

relate to them ; and in every instance the con-
tents are exclusively moral and religious. The
few exceptions, where a prophecy is addressed to

individuals, are only apparent. 'When Isaiah (7
11

)

invites king Ahaz to ask a sign from Jahweh, he
is speaking to the man who had the control of,
and the responsibility for, the fortunes of the

people at .a critical period. And when the same
prophet (Is 2215lf

') announces to the king's major-
domo his deposition and banishment, and the

appointment of Eliakim in his place, the whole
context shows that Shebna had brought this

punishment upon himself by the harm he had
done the theocracy, and by his oppression of the

people ;
whereas it was to be expected of Eliakim,

the servaiit of Jahweh, that he would be ' a father
to the house of Jndah.' In the same way, of

course, we must interpret the minatory prophecies
of Jeremiah addressed to individuals : for instance,
that to Pashbur (20

3lt
-), whose ill-treatment of the

prophet had proved him to be a rebel against
Jahweh Himself ; that to Hananiah (2S

uir-

; see

above); that to Shemaiah (29-'
JB

-) ; and, not less,

the numerous prophetic addresses to various kings
of Judah (21

3ff- 22 lfr- loff- 271M- 3S 14(r
-)- Again, the

very frequent words of threatening uttered against
whole classes, the nobles and judges of the people,
the priests or the (false) prophets, have ii> view
the members of these, not as individuals out as
the holders of important offices, on whose conduct
the weal and the woe of the whole body depend.
The true prophet of Jahweh, on the other hand,
holds an office only in so far as he is called by God
to a definite activity, never for State reasons or

by a king's commission. Accordingly, nothing
could argue greater perversity than to represent
Isaiah, when he announced to Shebna his deposi-
tion (22

15ff
-), as acting in an official capacity and by

the king's directions something after the fashion

of a court preacher !

8. It is quite in harmony with the position of the
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prophets in the service of Jahweh that thcyper-
torm their niini-l i v v. it bout any claim to tec or

reward ditl'eiin^' tim- from the am-ient seer-, who
received gifts in return for the an-uer- they j;avc

to in.|iiirei- i I S II" ,
1 K 1 l

:!

i. Aecordinv. lo Mie

.'!", it i- a siv/n of the false prophet- that they
divine for money conduct which is pronounced
equally disgraceful with that of judges who take

V.uts i'o give dcci-ioiis, or of priests who impart
/./'i/i for a fee.

(I. Once re, as to the numerous oracles ami
ad i In --!- spoken against /r. < / / .</'/

.v : these fall

in larv measure within the sphere of prophetic

activity, for the simple reason that their motive is

the hostile attitude ot these nations t<> the theo-

cracy. They denounce the judgment of Jahweh
up.m those who in their blindness have abused His
commission to chastise and have . niellv destroyed
(I- |o;

'"-) ; or who, like the Edomites, in Jeru-

salem'- 'evil day.' exhibited a savage joy. and did

their liest to humiliate ami de-i my Judau tub '"").

lint even where such motives are not lire-cut, or

at least not rceovjni/ahlc by 11-. tl raclc- auain-l

foreign nations occupy a hivh place
1 in the pro

[ihetic nddres-es. 1-or the\ are all testimonies
that it is recognized that Jahweh alone, with

almi'.'hty hand, piides the fortunes of tile nations,
near and remote; that He alone can reward and

punish ; and that He does both according to the
unalterable standard of rivJit and righteousness.
It is no more the merely national v.'"'. who con
cerns himself about the course of the world only
when his own people are assailed by another, and
then such was the popular belief takes their

pan blindly; but One who avenges even the out-

rage perpetrated by the \loabilcs on the bones
of the kin;; of Edom (Am 'J'). And thus it may
well In- said that in these very oracles a<j.:iin-t

the nations clear and forcible expression is vMven
to t he universalisiii of t he prophet ic conception of

Cod, the omnipotc , wisdom, and righteousness
of Jaliweh. There is nothinv; in them to invali-

date the judgment expressed a little ae.o, that the

activity of the writing prophets is always con-
cerned with the interests and aims of the theo-

cracy, the ways of Cod with the latter, and that
the contents ot then prophecies are uniformly of
a moral and religions nature.

lo. From this follows another result, which is

not least in importance, namely, that the minatory
piedictioii, however categorically it may be ex-

pie-sed, has always only a conditional i-li"rin-t,'i-.

Even Amos, whose denunciation of judgment
sounds so irrevocable that he actually strikes up
the funeral dirv/c (/.-. -1,1 In over Israel i.Vi, does not
abandon all hope, for immediately thereafter he
ntleis the exhortation: 'Seek Jahweh, that ye
may live

'

( vv.<- <) 'Yea, if ye hate the evil aiid
love the v. I. it may be that Jaliweh. the Cod of
No- is, w ill I,,, via ciou s unto t he remnant of Jo-eph

'

Isaiah. aj,'uin, although expressly called
(<i

" ;

) to harden the people -till mine by his preach-
ing of repentance, predicts ( I-"'

1

'-) t he coming of a
time when Jerusalem shall ..me more be called a
city of ri^lilcou-iic-s. a faithful city, after a por-
tion of her inhabitant- have been' brought by
purifying judgment to repentance. Similarly, in
.'Is l-aiali. by the instruction of Jahweh, an-
nounces to kinv; He/.ekiah hi- -peedy end. but im-

mediately thereafter tell- him that', owiti"; to his

prayer and tear-, his life i- to be piolon^ed lor

lilteeii year-. Jeremiah announce- as a message
from .lahweli r-Vi thai the thieatcnin^s iitleied

against city and temple may perhaps have the
elleet of leading the people to hearken and turn
I nun t heir ways, in which case Jahweh will repent
Him of the evil which lie thought to brin;,' upon
them because of the evil of their doings. In -hoit,

tin 1

propln-tic wold i- not .L ./ , ////// ,il,,i:liiiiint
t

which must woik it-elt out alter the niannei oi a
blind natural tone, an inexorable tale ; it pursues
moral aims ; it i- designed to brin^- about know-
led'je ami n pentance. Hence it i- Mibjei t tn

lei-all, aieoidinx to the conduct of tin- party
threatened: jn-t a- the potter can tran.-torni the
marred \e--e] as he pleases (Jer IS'"'), l-oi .lab web
has m> pica-lire in the death of the wicked, but
in his turninu' from hi- evil way, that he may
liveil-'./k |s i. It was to emphasi/.e tin- truth,
and that even a- extended to the heathen, that

the little Kook of Jonah was composed in the

post exilic period.

iii. TIIK /<(/;.> or In\-ixt: A'/:rf./..i / ///.v r<>

////-: I'rjirilKTs. I. The -imph -t lorm of com-
munioation trom Cod to the prophets i- the /<',,-/

w Inch conn'- to t hem, and which i- ver\ freipn'iit ly
the equivalent of 'revelation.' According to Jer
1S M it was a current savin;,' of the time that
lin'iili direct ion ') could never be lacking to the

priest, nor conn-el' to the w !-<, nor the 'word'
to the prophet. That the prophet, in virtue of
his call, could speak in the name of Jabweli,
without having in I-ITI-I/ instance received an

extraordinary revelation, we have already (p. 117 I'l

pointed out. On the other hand, the exact dating
of particular Divine messages (particularly in

E/.ekiel, Ha^'ai, and Zechariah, but occa-iomtlly
also in Jeremiah) is an evidence that the prophet
could he i|iiite conscious of having received a
special revelation.
The -ami' is witnessed to by the expression ils

2ti
u

,
cf. 3")

' Jahweh revealed himself in my ears,'

i.e. called to me audibly. It ha- been argued by
Ed. Kiini"; that a hearing with the //.,</,/,/ car is

what is thought of in this phrase; b u t (!,;,( it is

not so, is shown by the fact that elscwbcie the
Divine word is said to he seen by the prophet.
Hut this seeing is with the eye of the spirit, like
the beholding of the prophetic visions. Hoth kinds
of seeing are designated by the same word in

Hebrew i;-n liTi -.,,; cf., for instance, the cxprcs-
sion ' Vision of Isaiah,' jilaeed a- a collective liile.

at the head of the present Book of Naialn. Tliis

is explicable only on the supposition that the

boundary between the two especially in early
times was a lluid one: even the receiving ol a
Divine message mi^'lit readily be coii|ilcd with
ecstatic visionary conditions.

_. Still we are entitled to speak of visions

prope;-, i.e. of the beholding of concrete piclnies
and incident-, of which the prophet allervvards

|_
r ives an account, and, if necessary, an interpieta-
tion. It is noteworthv that tli'x seeing i- almo-t

everywhere (cf. Am 1'-
J - T s 1

(i
1

, |, i;
1

, Jer I" -'
-,

E/k I
1

, Zee 1" 2 1

etc.) expresseil by the verb xtt-i

(ra'uh), which usually stands for bodily vision,
lli-ie. aeaiii, it cannot be inferred from this that
we have to do with an nnvciline; of the invi-ible
world to the bodily eye of tin- prophet, but rather
that he with the spiritual eye In- hold- real pictures
and incidents as at other times he does with the

bodily eye. Of all the analogies which have been
adduced to make the my-tery of this kind of

seeing (namely, the prophetic vi-ion in (In- nai
row el lensej intelligible. I hat which de-elves most
attention is the largely attested 'artistic intui-
tion.' In the latter, a work of art, w hii-h has been
planned and perhaps ],,n u cou-idcred, may all at

OnCe
1

enl it-elf to the lllilld - eve "I I he all \ ,\

in uiithou^hl -of lini-h and be:iiit'\, and thai so

dearly thai in- \* able henceforth to retain it in
his memory and (any it into execution. lint,
even with .-nch an analogy a- this, we mu-t not
ovcilook the eon-idcrahle ditleienees in kind be-
tween Ihe two, artistic and prophetic inspiration.
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and, above all, the difference in their suhject-
niatter.

But, further, the visions present themselves
to us in such multiplicity that we can readily
understand how attempts have been made to dis-

tinguish between genuine vision and the purely
literary garb given to prophetic ideas not to

speak of the attempt to reduce nil visions to a
mere literary device. To refute the latter notion,
it is necessary only to point to () the single vision
recorded by Isaiah (in ch. 6). It is inconceivable
that he should have invented this incident, to
which his solemn call to the prophetic office is

attached, merely in order to present in this form
certain thoughts of his own about the nature and
the prospects of his prophetic calling. For any
such purpose the labour spent on the description
would be too great, and everything favours the

assumption that the prophet on this one occasion

actually beheld the supra-earthly pictures which
he describes, experienced the atoning influence

(v.
7
), and heard the Divine commission given him.

And, in truth, the pictures are of sublime sim-

plicity, while the succession of the incidents is

clear and impressive (just as in the vision of

Micaiah ben-Imlah, 1 K2219B
-} both indications of

a real inward experience.
(6) It is much more difficult to gain a harmonious

conception of the first two visions of Amos (7
lff

').

In the third of them (v.'
tf
') it is to one object

alone, the plumbline, that the Divine oracle
attaches itself ; while the object of the fourth, the
basket of harvest fruits, serves merely ax a sym.
bol ot the harvest which is to be sent to the

people. The fifth vision (9
lff

-) is the first to otter,

although described with extreme brevity, an ana-

logy to that of Isaiah. But, in the opinion of the

present writer, it is possible to regard the others

also, in spite of their peculiarities, as something
more than merely the literary garb of prophetic
ideas. This latter device makes its appearance
only after the prophetic vision has had a consider-
able history, and the public ministry of the prophets
has had to yield more and more to the activity
of the pen. Moreover, the testimony to visions
on the part of pre-exilic prophets is confined,

apart from those of Amos and Isaiah, to those
recounted in Jer I

11 - '3
. In both of the Last two a

single object (an almond-tree and a seething-pot)
seen by the prophet furnishes the motive (and that
in connexion with the immediately subsequent
call of the prophet) for a prophetic announcement.

(c) In Ezekiel, on the other hand, the vision

makes its appearance in a highly detailed and
somewhat complicated form. As in the case of

Isaiah and Jeremiah, the first vision (Ezk I
1

"')

ushers in the call of the prophet. Ezekiel relates

at the outset how, after the heavens were opened
(i.e.. after he had received the faculty of beholding
even the supra-earthly), he saw visions produced
by God. Yet it is not from heaven, but from the

north, that the theophany comes, in a storm-driven

fiery cloud. This conceals the very minutely de-
scribed cherubim (see above, p. 644b

), and it is

only at the close (v.-'
6ff

-) that we learn that they
bear the platform on which the throne of God
stands, with God seated upon it. The merely
allusive way in which the prophet speaks of the
form of Him who is thus enthroned is in accord-
ance with the reverential reserve which we note also
in Ex 24u'and Is6'. But the extraordinary circum-

stantiality of the preceding description, notwith-

standing which it is impossible to form a clear

conception of the objects, justifies the conclusion
not that the prophet simply coined the vision

(whose exact date is given) but that literary
skill played a very considerable part in his descrip-
tion of it. The same remark applies to the ex-

planation attached (2
a
"') to his eating of the book-

roll which was inscribed with sighs and lamenta-
tions. Of course the eating of the roll, which is

a materializing of the purely spiritual inspiration

thought of elsewhere, likewise belongs to the
realm of vision, for it is not till 312ff- that the

prophet hears behind him the noise of the cherubim-
chariot which bears away again

' the glory
'

of

Jahweh. On the appended description (3
141

-) of

the physical condition of the prophet, cf. above,

p. 673. When the same theophany recurs in 3" ;B-

the prophet contents himself with a simple mention
of it. On the other hand, there is a very detailed

account (8
lff

-) of the idolatrous horrors which he
saw in the precincts of the temple, when he was
carried by the spirit to Jerusalem. Then follow,
in the same locality, the visions (chs. 9-11) which

present to his view the destruction of the city and
the temple, together with the threatening address
to the heads of the people. From this point the
vision does not recur till ch. 37 the reanimating
of the dead bones, which symbolize Israel dead, as

it were, in the Exile. Here, as in chs. 8-11, there

is no reason to doubt that the prophet really saw
what he asserts ; but the individual descriptions
and, in quite a special sense, the detailed inter-

pretations and practical applications must cer-

tainly be once more set down to the account of a

literary performance. The same is true in quite a

peculiar measure of the great vision in the last

part of the book (chs. 40-48), where the prophet
sketches the future form of the temple and its

cultus and of the land. Here the details are so

multiplied and involved that it has been plausibly

suggested that the prophet worked out his descrip-
tion with the aid of maps and plans. It is evident

that the matter which could suggest such a method
does not belong to the contents of the vision.

Elsewhere the transition from the sphere of th i

vision to that of literature is betrayed by tin.'

elaborate justification of prescriptions which ars

to come into force only in the future ; so, especi-

ally, the new regulation about the priesthood
(44"

9ff
-), and the distribution of the tribes (ch. 48).

These prescriptions and much else are fitted into

the framework of the vision only by being put in

the mouth of the prophet's guide (cf. 40M-), or even
of Jahweh Himself.

(d) The latest* accounts of visions proper lie

before us in the eight night-visions of Zechariah

(!
8-68

). We have already (p. 673b
) pointed out

that, apart from 4 1

, there are no indications point-

ing to a cataleptic condition of the prophet when
he had these visions. Hence it appeared to us

quite improbable that ' the angel who talked with

me '

(I
9 - 13 23 etc. ) is to be referred, with Duhm, to

the seemingly double consciousness of a cataleptic.
Rather might we perhaps say, with Baudissin

(Einleitunfj in rlie Backer ties AT, Leipzig, 1901,

p. 56.T) : 'The introduction of this medium (the
so-called angelus interjtres) between God and the

prophet changes the character of OT prophecy,
which was based upon the notion that the prophet
was dirertli/ tilled with the Divine spirit.' Th's

already implies that in these night-visions the

great bulk of the matter is to be attributed to the

prophet's own imagination and literary activity.
On several occasions (so, quite especially, in l

uff-

oioff.) j]le description of the vision passes over into

the usual tone of prophetic address.

iv. THE FORMS OF THE PROPHETIC MESSAGE.
1. Amongst the various ways in which the pro-

phets communicated the revelations they received,

by far the most important place, at least in the

early period, is taken once more by the word or

* The visions of Daniel, which really belong to a different

category that of apocalyptic will bt dealt with later on (see

p. 714).
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(In- plophetic address, whether ill till' form "I a

in id made IT ni aa awhat longer, dearly con
]lf,-|e.| ill-. HIM si- Kill II Isonls With le. el V ;it lolls

that the view can I maintained that thffXtanl

oracles and discourses of ihf faihfi prophets an-

piaetically, without exception, in be regarded a--

I In- i -.\lli-ri
|
Urll I ) w 1 'it If II record III" w hat Were oil

finally ac-tnal spoken aililiv sses. I'" hf Mire, in

ever] instance !H-H- i hf prophet liiinsrlf gives

plai-f anil time, ami names ear-w itnesges of his dis-

Course <a-. tor ill-laliff. Ill Is T'
I:

-'. we must lillil

I'M- n-fiircl nl an actual address. Kill e\cii such

a case as this does mil i-\i-|uilf the ll>f of inllcll

in-i-iloiii in regard to tin- t'uriii ami tin- dimension -

of what is committed to \\ riling.

llrrr, once more, we ha\e to kff]i in iiiiiul what
holds good of the wlmlf nl ihi- liii-i-atiire (if the

(>T, namely, that it aims not at a diplomatically
exact record of \mni- ainl actions, lull at e\er

i-is.ng a religious inlluriire, uiul hence that tlie

|ir<i|'hft, when he became an a\ilhur, must have
icsrivfd to himself lull liberty as in the method
liy which In- was to achieve I hi.-, result. Kill,

aiiovc all, must this liberty I" 1

postulated where
il was m.| till years had i-la|is.-d that a prophet

reproduced from mcmoiy a lone aeries of addresses
and iliilatfd these to an amanuensis, as we are

told .h-reiiiiah did after I wenly - three years of

pioplii-iie activity (Jer .'ili
lrl

I. In such a procedure
it would lie impossilile for the earlier addle-. es to

escape being iiillueni-fd in a variety of ways by
the later experience?, and view-, of their aiilhur.

And, whfii the roll written liy Karm-h was hurned

liy kill"; .lehuiakini, the greatest freeihuu was used

mice more in reproducing it :

' Then took .Jeremiah

another roll, and gave it to Karuch the scribe, the

son of Nrriah ;
who wrote therein from tlie mouth

of Jeremiah all the words of the hook which
Jehoiakim kin;_- of .ludah had burned in the lire ;

inn! there were <"lil>'! besides <mt<i Him nunii/

hi.*- ir.i.-i/'-;' (Jer 3G:a
). Kul there are also other

I'l.ipheiical books, like that of Amos, u hose very
dating 11' 'two years before the earthquake )

shows it to have licrn mm posed later than the

e\ flits, and no If ss those oi 1 1 os, -a and Isaiah, which
bear such evident tia<rs ot tin- subsequent reduc-

tion to writing and of the polishing and expansion
of the supposed spoken addifss, that it is scarcely
possible anywhere to maintain the absolute identity
of the ail'liess and its report. In saying this we
are leaving entirely out of ai unt the fact that in

the end the Prophetical wrilin^s ,.,,. subjected
almost, without exception, to editing by other
hands - a process which introduced changes not

only in their dimensions, but in many instances

even in their language. It is useless to .seek to

den\ ihis. On the other hand, however, it is per-
verse lo see in this a destroying of t lie character of

revelation and of the lii.uh value in general which

belongs to the word of the prophets. Whatever

may have siillered from all those influences which
are unavoidable in the course of human tradition,

the ei-nuiiif I 'nine word retains amidst it all a

power and a majesty which even at the pn- fill

day do not miss their ell'ect.

'2. The prophetic address occasionally avails

itself, with a view to heightening the cM'cct. of

the farm* of jn"ti>n/ "if. such as the parable
lIs.V"- -js-"-; even I In-

' riddle
'

| -;-. htdak] of I'./.k

17"r'

is there designated at the same time 'com

parison,' 'parable' [

s t nni.i/in/
]
i. or plays upon

words i.-.f/. Mil- l
;t"r

-| : nay. in the pre-exilie period,
and repeatedly even in later times, it passes into

poetie rhythms.* We must be content, howe\rr,

Thus, for instance, the so. .^11. -it kiuti fi or '

mnurninj; measure
'

MIS, ,.i,. r l by I^y ami I'.n.lii. i.
i . UM- bringing tcoether ol u

l.inv,'! r and a shorter vcrsr-nn-mU-r (c.-ii.-nill> :t :inil -'
'

ris,-s ),

playu a much larger rOlu in the prui>hc(ical writings than used

with merely alluding In tin-, for il lies out tide tin-

sco| t an article dealing willi the history of

religion,
:; Full notice must be taken, however, of the

vvi" '"'/<'"/ art'wns whereby the prophets gave, as

>i were, a concrete form to the truths the\ pm
claimed. We meet with an example of ihis even
in very early times, when Ahijah of Shilnh (I K
II*"-) rent his new mantle into twelve pieces and

gave Jeroboam ten of these. Here the intei pi' la

tnui follows straight upon the action, whereas in

1 K -'-" the latter comes after the prophetic oracle.

\\ itli the writing prophets the state of tilings is

the same with symbolical actions as with the

vision. At lirst rare and simple, these actions

occur in l./ekiel in considerable numbers, and at

limes in so complicated a form as to justify the

(|iiestion whether they are meant to be thought
of as actually performed, and not simply as the

bieiary garb given to prophetic ideas. In Amos,
llosea, Micah I here are no examples.

i'ii In Isaiah, as there is only one vision, so

there is or.ly one symbolical action (ch. '20}. The

prophet is to go about for three years naked (i.e.

without his upper garment) and barefooted, and
thus to furnish an impressive emblem of the con-

dition of the Egyptians and Ethiopians going into

captivity. Kut tnis action of his serves also, as

v.
'

shows, a practical purpose of extreme import-
ance, namely, to keep Ju.lah from foolishly revolt-

ing from Assyria, through trust in the delusive aid

of the Egyptians and the Ethiopians. The sym-
bolical action then appears here in the direct

service of the Divine guidance of the people by
means of the prophet, and hence (like all the sym-
bolical actions we meet with in the writing pro-

phets) is directly commanded by (Jod.

(6) After Is 'JO the next instances of symbolical
actions occur in the life of Jeremiah. In Jer 13

the prophet is told to buy a linen girdle, and first

to put it upon his loins and then to hide it in a

hole of a rock by the water.* The consequent
destruction of the girdle is to symbolize the inevit-

able destruction of Judah and Jerusalem. Witli

a like aim he goes to Tonheth (19'"-), the place
of child -sacrifice, and before the eyes of many
witnesses breaks an earthen pitcher an action

whose significance is heightened by the scene where
it takes place. According to 27 1IT

', Jeremiah, in

order to symbolize the necessity for Judah's sub-

mitting patiently to the yoke of Nebuchadrezzar,

places bands and yoke-bars upon his own neck (cf.

also 28w ' 13
). It is noteworthy that the explana-

tion of this symbolical action, along with a corre-

sponding warning, is sent also to the kings of the

surrounding peoples a strong proof that the

prophet felt that he spoke on behalf of the God
who rules over all. It is a very crass misconcep-
tion that sees here an unbecoming interference

with foreign polities, or even an evidence that the

prophet acted thus because he was in the pay
of the Chald;eans. Finally, our present category
includes in a certain sense also 439ir

', where the

piophet, by Jahweh's instructions, buries great
stones in the clay-ground in front of the palace of

the 1'haraoh at 'rahpanlics, as a testimony to the

to be supposed; cf. r.g. Am Sit-, Is V*- 2 13^ 11'" !'-'

2'Jii' * :17--" 47'" :''-
" "7"r- OU 1Q"

, Jer IP"- 158 '-, Ezk 19">. etc.

Cf. art. t'OKTliv in vol. iv.

" If by feruth (rn;) of v.*'- the river Euphrates must be

unders-t""<l, tlirn-is no alternative hut to re^anl tin- account

.,f tin u h.-ii transaction as simply a literar\ 1 1. -\-ii-i-. or -. n

I !'h lialitii in his Commentary on"Jeremiah, p. HID i. ih- ir. .-

invention of a late redactor. For Jeremiah cann-

have undertaken the lonn journey to the Euphrates
meri-h t" rst:iUili the fact that a linen <;mlli- is ruined by

damp! But now I.. Guiltier (cf. Itn/e au* Ximi. .Inly IMll.p. li-Jl.)

P.,ints to an '.-li'<i ('fountain*) l-'ara in the neighbourhood ->i

Vn.iilK.tli llirli.ii t Iheprophet. Anaunin m.-ant

l,\ I'.ndh, all dilticulty disappears (cf. i'nc. DM. ii. 14!!).
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fact that Nebuchadrezzar would one day set up
his throne over these stones, to execute grim
judgment upon Egypt.
The above instances, however, exhaust the sj

-m-
bolical actions of Jeremiah ; for his purchase, by
Divine command, of a Held, while he was in prison
(32

7ff
'(, is a legal transaction, whose symbolical

sense, as we learn from v. 25
'-, was not evident to

the prophet himself till afterwards. Moreover,
all the above enumerated symbolical actions are
as simple as they are impressive ; they are easy to

interpret and easy to remember.

(c) Much more circumstantial is even (a) the
first of the emblematical transactions required of

Ezekiel (4
lffi

). He is to draw upon a tile a plan of

Jerusalem, to set in array various siege appliances,

nay even whole armies, against the city, and,
finally, to place an iron pan between himself (as
God's representative) and the city. Still the direc-

tion to give the house of Israel a 'sign' in this

way was quite capable of execution, whatever
room there may be for difference of opinion as to

the method by which the prophet depicted the

besieging armies. (,3) But it is different with the
case contemplated in 44ff\ Here Ezekiel is to lie

upon one side, bound with cords to prevent his

turning over on his other side, and first to bear
for 190 *

days the guilt of Israel, and then for

other 40 days the guilt of Judah these numbers

corresponding to the number of years, respectively,
of the captivity of the two kingdoms. No appeal
to the prophet's alleged tendency to catalepsy will

suffice to make a literal fulfilment of this com-
mand conceivable : for this reason, apart from any
other, that such a prolonging of the symbolical
transaction over nearly eight months would have
tended to rob it of effect, or at least would have
been quite unnecessary for the purpose in view.

We must therefore assume that the symbolical
action was indeed actually carried on by the

prophet for a time, but that its prolongation to

19U + 40 days is merely part of his subsequent ex-

planation of it. It is only upon this assumption,
again, that (7) the prescription (4

sir
-) as to the

stinted use of unclean food by the prophet while
he was bound as above described,! can be conceived
as capable of being obeyed. A daily allowance of

20 shekels [about 5 oz. avoir.] weight of the com-

posite bread prescribed would scarcely have sufficed

t-i support life for 230 (not to speak of 430) days.
(5) Very graphic and impressive, on the other

hand, is the fourth sign (5'"-). The prophet, hav-

ing cut the hair of his head and beard, burns a
third of the hair, smites about another third with
a sword, scatters the other third to the winds, and

finally burns some of the hairs that have been
concealed in the skirt of his mantle all this as a

sign of the fate that was reserved for the people
of Judah. Even if the use of a balance (v.

1
) to

apportion the hair suggests the somewhat mechani-

cal fondness of Ezekiel for exact measures and

numbers, the whole transaction is well fitted to

make the most lasting impression ; and one can
well imagine the eager attention with which the

onlookers watched the prophet at work, and lis-

tened to the explanations that followed. (e) No
less impressive is the fashion in which he is told

(12
lff-

) to give the people an emblematic repre-
sentation of the cheerless departure into exile. He
is to bring out his baggage by day in their sight,

*
So, with most moderns, we should read (following the LXX)

in place of 390. From the beginning oi the exile of Israel to

that of Judah there are reckoned in round numbers 150 years

|in reality they amount to only about 130, or, counting from

V34. to 142], which are followed by 40 years of joiut exile.

Nothing can be made of the number 390.

t That in v.9 the '390 [LXX '190'J days' are an erroneous

floss is evident from the simple fact that, in view of v.f-, it

ihould be ' 430 [230J days.'

and in the evening is to make his way, with his

face concealed, through a hole cut in the wall of

the house. (f) Again, 12"a - is certainly to be
understood in the sense that the prophet, as he
eats and drinks, is to exhibit all the signs of

terror, in order to portray to those about him the
fear and horror of the besieged in Jerusalem.

(ri) In 241M - the symbolism consists in the neglect
of the mourning customs enjoined by usage.* The
prophet himself testifies how much the curiosity
of his countrymen was excited by this very strange
neglect. All the more impressive on that account
must have been the explanation he gave of it.

All the symbolical actions of Ezekiel as yet
described had but one purpose : to exhibit the

certainty and the terrors of the Divine judgment
upon Judah. In opposition to these there is at least

one action, of a very simple kind, whose interpre-
tation issues in a comforting promise. We refer to

the two staves, inscribed with the names of Judah
and Joseph, which were to be joined together in

one in the hand of the prophet, as a sign that the
two separated and apparently ruined kingdoms of

Israel were to be restored and united in the old

home under one king.
The threatenings, which the previous symbolical

actions of the prophet served to emphasize, were

literally fulfilled ; but the restoration, in spite of

the very definite terms of Ezk 37 1Bff-
,
included

only Judah an undeniable proof of the 'con-
ditional

'

character of prophecy. The firm con-
viction of the prophet that at a given moment he
was giving utterance to a genuine message from
God, does not exclude the possibility of God's ways
afterwards taking a different turn.

(d) Something similar applies to the solitary in-

stance of a symbolical action (if this designation
can be applied to it at all) in the post-exilic period,

namely, the making of a costly crown t from the

gifts sent by the Babylonian Jews (ZecO""
f
-). If it

is the case that in v.
" the coronation of Zerubbabel

is enjoined, the symbolical action consists in the

canticipation and therewith the pre-announcement
of a very important event. But it is the last action
of its kind a clear proof that Jalnveh prophecy of

the fashion inaugurated by Amos had come to an
end. Along with a vivid consciousness of being the
immediate recipients of a Divine revelation there

disappears also any motive for seeking by accom-

panying action to give an impressive concrete form
to the contents of the revelation.

v. THE CONTESTS OF THE PROPHETIC MES-
SAGE. 1. The conception of God. To the writing
prophets, as to the men of earlier days, Jahweh is

primarily the God of Israel. To emphasize this

was laid upon the prophets as their principal

duty : to preach repentance to the people, to hold

up to them their ingratitude towards the Creator
of their national existence, their Deliverer from

Egyptian bondage, their constant Benefactor for

so many centuries. But, with all this, Jahweh is

no longer simply the God of Israel in the old sense

* The procedure described in v.3ff is expressly stated (v.
:l

) to
be a '

parable
'

and not a symbolical action.
t The present text of Zee 6nff - is undoubtedly corrupt, but its

correct restoration is still a matter of dispute. On the ground
of the plural

'

crowns.' Ewald suggested as the original :
' Place

[them] upon the head of Zerubbahel and Joshua,' etc. But the

singular verb (.ivm) in v.u shows incontrovertibly that only one
crown was in view that, namely, of the Messianic king. In
this way Joshua disappears from v.ll, having been first intro-
duced when, under the post-exilic theocracy, the high priest
was actually at the head of the State. The question now is

whether v.n read,
' and place it upon the head of Zerubbabel '

[this is favoured by 'to Aim '

of v.'2] t or whether v.nb is to be
struck out altogether [and then ' to them' to be read in v. 12

*].

In any case, in view of 4^, the crown is to be thought of aa
destined for Zerubbabel, even if the actual crowning is reserved
for a later occasion, with a \ iew to which the crowu is directed

(v.
14

) to be laid up in the temple.
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of the national God, whose -phcie c.i
|
o\\er end-,

strictly -peaking, at III'- bmimlarie- "I Hi- l:ilnl.

(til tin 1 eonllal\, we Hole mi ihc- part nl nil the

w i ll ing pinphet- a -t run -4, ami a In in- 1 e\ery H In n-

succe--tlil, clliill In limit Illf liainel- ill the tilil

pai til ulai i-t conception "I <i"d, ami lii lay pro-
minent emplia-i- on llif am htiimi-'l -npei unity
of .lahweh I.. e\ery form nt restriction l\ -parr
or time, and especially to ever] le-tii. tnni nt Ili-

-phcre i.l power. Tin- nliI i epi e-eiitat ii .11 nl lln 1

Ma I n ma I t i'ii I i- -till at wol U ill -" lal a- I In 1 ma in

te-t.-ition- ni Hi-* omnipotence, in the world t

iiatnrr a- well a- in dealing with the heathen

world, are almost always connected with Hi- pur-

poses toward- Hi- people. Yet then- arc nut

wanting approachc.- to a II YiV^j/ v7ci^.<//./ whirh

bring- even the heathen nation.-, ami that mi their

own account, within the .-co| f the Divine rule

(if the world ami plan "t salvation,

(n} In seeking t<> establish these propositions in

i let.-iil. we ma\ Inuk lirst at what is said of

the /'. /V.H c/ </,/./. it was an unavoidable neces-

sity that even in this period tin- analogy i the

liiiiinni personality should -till be u-e.i tn gm- a

elear. ray even an intelligible, iilea of the nature
ami working of the Hivine personality. Kven
we. who staml on Chii-tian ground, nin-t have
recourse to the same analogy it we wish to set up
the com -ept ni

1

a living, energetical!] aetive, Per-

-onality. Hence even the prophets resort not

infrequently to aiithiopomoiplii.-m- ami ant hrnpo-

pathisTiis, which, in early times id. above, p. G'JT'
1

)

owed their origin to the Halve helief ill .lallWeh'-

possession of a liiiniun bodily form. Hut there i-

not a single trace that thev continued to share

that nane lielief. When Isaiah, in the vision

which marked his call to the prophetic otliee (G
1

),

lieliohl- .lahweh scateil upon a throne high ami
lilted up, noiloiilit a liiiman form is here thought
nf. l!ut it mil-t be rememliered that this is

a vision, a -lulit lieheld wilh the spiiilual eye of

the prophet, ami, imireover, he says nothing ninn-

.iliout the figure on the t hrone t hail that it had a

long flowing train. He does not thus go he\oml
the simple indication of a splendidly - clothed,

majestically-enthroned, ruler.

\\"e inn.-t by no means conelnde from the above

single in-tanee of the loc.-ili/ing of Jalnveh in the

earthly temple [for nothing else can he thought
of. in view of the ' house

'

of Is li
4 and the altar

ol v.'
;

].
that during this pciiod the notion was

still retained that .lahweh dwelt in a gro--ly
material ta-hloli in the sanctuary. The tempi'',
it i- true, and /ion in general, is the spot where
.lahweh inaiiife-ls Him-clf: He has Ilim-dl
toiinded it a- a pii-cioii- corner-stone of the

theocracy il- -_'S
K

|, a- a refuge for the atllictcd

ol His people (I4
J
-|; He Dials llolll /ion, and

causes Hi- voice to he heard from Jerusalem (Am
1-); He dwells on /inn (Is N 1

"), where, in the
form "I the saerilicial hearth, he lias His lire and
Hi- furnace (Is :U'' : cf. also -J!!"-, where tirt'el

probably Stands for 'hearth of Cod'). llem-e. in

playing, one readily turn- towards the city and

temple of ,lahweh ("l K &*", hut cf. al-o v.--i.

llul nunieroii- other pa age- leave no donht that,

notwithstanding all this, heaven wa- regarded
ii- the ivjopcr dwelling place of .lahweh, as had

already been the- ea-e e\eli in the preceding pclli.il

(cf. aliov c. p. lilli
1

f. i. \\ hat ilw ell- on /ion i- mil
the I 'er.-on ol .lahweh in the most real sense, 'ml

a more or lews seconil.-n \ i .

pie-ent.-it ion of this,
such a- His 'glory' (cf. above, p- liil'.i' t.i or Hi-
'nanie' (cf. the nlcrciicc-. e-pecially those from

Deuteronomy, p. tit"
1

'!. <. Be Himself is entlirom-d
in heaven. l-'rom tin-re He -poke already to the

people at Sinai i|-'.\ -Ji i

. I l| !
"

,

; then- i- Ili-

uoly dwelling -{dace (Is 31 4
, Mic I

2
[where the

holv palace' lilll-t, ill the light of V.'. he under-
-tood of heavi in jr. ,

I l\ -
. there II-

tile |'la\e|, i,! Ill people I \\ S ',!,,, wllell

they -pp. i, I forth their hand- toward in c n

liul it comes lii he sln,iiLl\ Iclt that tin*

loeali/ing "I .lahweh in licaieii. it taken litei,ili\,

amount- to an unworthy limitation of His; Uniaii

Ic-- lieing. llem-e II i- mine llian once Stated

emphatically that not only the heaven to Us
m in., t height-, but also the earth with all Unit it

contain-, helongs to Him (lit ll)
14

) ; that lie., lone

is (iod in heaven above ami on the earth helo\v

il>t I ', .los J"j. Nay, in 1 K S'-"
1

,
in the pi.,\er

of Solomon at the consecration m the temple, it

i- po-itively declared that heaven to its num. -t

hounds cannot contain Him, not to sneak ni rhu

earthly hou-e which Solomon has built for Him.
\\ Inn. again, in .ler '_';!-' .lahweh asks.

' Ho mil I

till lie.-i\en .HI,! earth?', it is true that we must,
he caieful not to give to this question anything
of a pantheistic sen-e, for this would be in I he

sharpest (onllict with I he (IT conception of (iod.

liut.on the other hand, the above que-t nm cei

tainly contains a protest again-t the crass notion
of .lahweh as the (Iod of heaven, and at the same
time -hows an approximation to that rom-epi ion

which is -o very dilheult to the human mind the

conception of a purely spiritual heing. A clear
formula tor the notion of pure spirituality, such as

we lind in .In 4- 4
, wa- beyond the reach of the (Mil

Testament. But when Esaiah (31*) exclaims, 'The
Kgyptians are men, not I iod

; ami their horses are

Mesh, not spirit,' lie manifest ly cont rasls man and

perishing flesh with God, who is spirit. In like

manner, the analogy of the human personality m
the matter of the so-called anthropopathisni- i-

denied : e.g. Nil J3"' (1 S IS*), where it is declared
that 'God is not a man that he should lie. inn

a son of man that he should repent' (cf. also
Ho- 11").

The great advance in the spiritualizing of the
notion of Uod shows itself clearly in two other

points
i li\ The first of these is that nowhere in the pre-

exilic prophets are angels' spoken of as I" ings
media ting between (Jod and man. For the seraphim
in the vision of Isaiah (see above, p. 644"), which
might readily occur to one's mind, are really the
retinue of Jahweh, not His messengers who are

supposed to beat a distance from Him, and who
pcrlonn His will. The latter notion is indeed

contradictory of the idea of a living presence of

(iod, and hence it is wanting in the prophet-.,
however familiar they may be otherwise with the

conception of angels.
(c) The other evidence of the spiritualizing of

the notion of God is the unwearied polemic the.

prophets carry on against the intayes of Jahweh in

both kingdoms. At one time it used tobeas-m i

that this polemic was almost exclusively diiectcd

against the image- of heathen gods, or, at most,
against the golden bulls of the Northern kingdom,
who-e i struct ion was viewed as a glaring viola-

tion of the Second ( 'omniand nient in the Decalogue.
But we found (see above, p. 641'') that the making
ni images ot .lahweh mu-t have been regarded,
dow n to t In- M Ii cent ., and that in the most w idcly

separated circles, as quite unobjectionable, and
hence Iheie is the greatest difficulty in holding
that I he prohibition of images was an original feat-

ure of the Decalogue. In the Elijah- and l.li-lm-

narrative- then- 1- not a trace of any polemic a

the bull worship ol the Northern kingdom. All
the more marked is the fashion in which the

imlignat ion of the writing prophet- is roused when
thai (iod who in His majesty is exalted above

* on il"s iL'i- OH an allusion to a manifestation of (j<l, so*

above, p. Q3t!>>.
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everything earthly is brought down to the sphere
of the visible and transitory a process which only
too readily leads also to a dishonouring of Him.*
The answer to the question whether Amos had

already opened the polemic against the images of

Jaliweh, depends upon how we interpret Am 8' 4
.t

The 'sin of Samaria' may there refer to the golden
bulls of Jeroboam I. ; but the text is probably
corrupt. As to Hosea, it cannot be proved from
Hos 34 that he expressly repudiated the ancestral

representation of Jaliweh in the form of the 'ephud
(see above, p. 641") or the terap/iitn (see above,

p. 642b
), for his primary object in this passage is

simply to affirm that Israel in exile will have to do
wit hunt everything which at present it regards as

indispensable. On the other hand, there are other

passages which leave no doubt that, to the mind
of Hosea, the Divine images of gold and silver, the
work of men's hands, and the bull figures pre-

eminently, were an abomination ; of. Hos 84'6

(especially v. 5
'thy bull, O Samaria, stinketh')

It/
1

13- 14s. The polemic of Isaiah against the
D'S-Stt (prob. originally

'

gods,' but also the equiva-
lent of '

nothings,' and hence to the prophets a
welcome occasion for a play upon words) applies
not only to the idols of the heathen (Is 10iu 103

)

and the gods whom they represented (10
1

), but to

the iniages of Jaliweh (2
s - " 20

10"). Even the
latter are only men's work, and on that account

contemptible (2
8 17 s

[in the latter passage the
'

altars
'

are to be struck out as an incorrect gloss]
where the Divine images are called ' the work of

your hands' ; in Jer I
16 256 3230 ' the work of their

own hands' may refer to iniages of Jaliweh, but

perhaps includes also, as it certainly does in 44s
,

actual heathen idols). In Dt 4 15f - the representa-
tion of Jahwels by any figure is strictly forbidden,
un the ground that Israel at Horeb saw nothing of

this kind; while in 27 15 a curse is pronounced on
the making of a carved or a molten image by the
bands of an artist. Here, as in the Decalogue, the
reference is to every species of Divine image,
including those of Jaliweh. The rigour of the
Deuteronomist has all the less power to astonish

us, seeing that he repudiates in express terms, not

jnly the 'Ashcrah, or sacred pole at places of sacri-

fice, but also (Dt 123 162
-) the mazzibah, which, in

earlier times, were regarded as quite unobjection-
able (see above, p. 620).

(d) What we have said about the character of
Jaliweh as God of heaven, and the sharp rejection
of all pictorial representations of the Deity, may
seem to have already answered another question,
namely, as to the solity of Jaliweh, as contrasted
with the mere henotheism (see above, pp. 625b

,

635") of earlier times. Now, it must indeed be re-

marked that it is still customary to cite, as proofs of
the absolute monotheism of the Prophetic period,
a number of passages which in truth are intended

only to emphasize Israel's obligation to reverence
Jaliweh alone, and which thus amount simp]}' to
henotheism.J Such are, for instance, the very

* We see from Hos 132 that in Hosea's time it was still custom-
ary to kiss the bull-images, and thus to put them (like the
images of Baal in Elijah's time, 1 K IQ 1

^) on a footing of equality
with the God whom they were meant to represent. Also the

expression m.v 'jS'nx n*n (Ex 32", 1 S 1312, and often, in sense
of '

propitiate Jahweh') originally means in all probability 'stroke
the face of [the Divine image],' and points to a practice which
must have been in vogue wherever images of Jahweh were
worshipped.

t Am 2^, with its allusion to the (Judxan) n'313, lit. 'lies,'

[
= ' idols '], is generally recognized to be a later interpolation.
t On the controversy as to the beginning of absolute mono-

theism, the reader may consult : A. Kuenen, art.
' Jahweh and

the other gods
'

in Theol. Renew, July 1876 ; Baudissin,
Studien zur semit. Rdiffianggaiehichte, i., Leipzig, ISTti [Studie
2

' Die Anschauung des AT von den Gottern des Heidenthums '

] ;

Baethgen, Beitraye zur seinit. lletigwiii;<jescfiic.kte : der Gott
Israflu und die (Jotter der Heiden, Berlin, 1SSO [cf. esp. pp.
131-152 '

Israels Verbaltniss zum Polytheisuius '] ; Ed. Konig,

frequent cautions in Deuteronomy against other

gods ; in none of the passages containing these is

there any expression of opinion as to the reality
or non-reality of these ' other gods.' Even tin:

famous '

Hear, O Israel' of Dt 64
,
which the Jews

and many Christian exegetes are wont to regard
as the formulated fundamental confession of mono-
theism, signifies by itself no more than that Jahweh
is the God of Israel, Jahweh alone,* and that hence
the veneration of Israel is due to Him alone. The
declaration is thus on a parallel with the First

Commandment. Hos IS4
, again, says only that

Israel knows (or should know) no other God,
and has experienced no other deliverer than
Jahweh. Moses testifies in Dt 324

,
as Solomon

does in 1 K 8-3 , that Jahweh the God of Israel

has no other god like Him, either in heaven above
or on earth below. But here the existence of

other gods seems to be yet always assumed, pre-

cisely as in the question of Ex 15n ' Who is like

thee, O Jahweh, among the gods?'; or in the

drsignation of Jahweh as 'God of gods' anil

'Lord of lords' (Dt 10") ; or, finally , in the state-

ment of the prophet :

' Before him (Jahwuh)
trembled the idols of Egypt' (Is 19 1

).

There can, however, be no doubt that the pas-

sages last cited are to be set down simply to the
account of poetic colouring or of an involuntary
accommodation to the still subsisting popular con-

ceptions. The real belief of the leading circles of

thought is presented to us at least in the later

Deuteronom. stratum in the confession :

' Jahweh
is the [true] God' (Dt 7") ;

' Besides him there is

none '

(4
s5 - 3a

, 1 K S60 ; cf. also Is 37 16
,
2 K 19 15

).

But the same faith is held by the writing prophets,
although it is never reduced to so precise a formula.
Without it the conception of Jahweh as God of

heaven could never have established itself in the

shape above (p. 679) described. The God to whom
'

belongeth the heaven to its utmost heights, the
earth and all that is upon it' (Dt 1014

), cannot

possibly share this sovereignty of His with another

god. It might indeed appear surprising that the
allusions to the creative power of Jahweh, in which
afterwards His uniqueness as God of the whole
world comes into the sharpest prominence, are so

scanty in the pre-exilie prophets. For, apart from
the oft recurring Divine name Jakwch Zebd'uth,

which, in the mind of the writing prophets (see

above, p. 637 b
), doubtless includes a confession of

the supramundane power and glory of Jahweh,
and leaving out of account occasional allusions to

Jahweh as bestower of the rain (Am 47
,
Jer O-4

1422 ) and, conversely, as the author of drought and
famine, all that we find is an express reference in

Jer 275 to Jahweh as the Creator of the earth,
with man and beast, and an allusion (put in the
mouth of Hezekiah in 2 K 1915 = Is 37 1C

) to Him as

the Creator of the heaven and the earth. t
But the scantiness of these allusions should not

excite our wonder. It is richly counterbalanced

by the abundance of other passages which witness
to the solity, or at least the incomparable omni-

potence, of Jahweh in the world of nations. It was
not the function of the prophets to solve cosmic
or purely metaphysical problems, but to hold up
Beitrdge znm positivcn Anfbau tier Iletigionsgesi'tnchte /N*<;<7>,

ii. :

' Der Monotheismus der legitimen Religion Israels,' Leipzig,
18S9.

* This interpretation of the words is claimed, in our opinion
rightly, on the ground of the accentuation. The prevailing
explanation, on the other hand, yields the sense :

' Jahweh
our God is one Jahweh '

(is-, not broken up into a number of

local deities ; cf. Zee 14 y). Even thus the question of the

realitj- of the strange gods is still left quite out of account.
t So far as their contents are concerned, Am 4 1 -1 5sf- 9^f- would

also fall under this category ; but these passages are now pretty
generally regarded as late glosses. The same remark applies to
Jer 101'-'f- and S325 , where we read of a covenant of Jahweh with
the day and the night, and of His appointing of the ordinances
of heaven and earth.
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tu ili,> e\i s iii their people tlic greatness nl their

responsibility and the dreadfulne-s .>t iheCmi ID

\\liDin tln-y liiid l.i gi\e account. Thu. Ihcjndg-
iiinits nl Cod. pi.-. -MI ninl future, supply a ""'

slant iiintive In portray .lahweh as tin- Cod w li"

has Hi His <-DIIIIII:IMI| linl iiuly III'' re-ourccs ami

poweis of till- whole 1'im.Tse, lull, 110 less, till 1

nations of tin- earth, when it is nee.-s-ais to

rcali/c His purposes. When Hi- < indices a law -

Mill with Hi.-. people, heaven an. I carlh have lit

listen ill I I'M ! lillal silence i Is I
;

.1 a I -. > M ic l>"-,

llali -J-
v

i ; ami, when Hi- COmea i" execute jud;_'-

nii-nl, tin 1 \\li.il. 1 c.mise of nature reels (Mie l
jil

-,

Nali l
a
'M, and men hasten to lii.le themselves in

lernir of Hi- majestic appearance (Is -J'-
'

-'|.

Tin 1 might v .\s-yria, with all its subject ] pie-,

is like a lifeless instrument in His hallo's if He
Cares t.. employ it l,n tin.1 chastisement of Israel.

lie whistles for it from the en.l of the earth (Is

.7-' '. nineh as the shepherd wlii-tles to his dog,
an. I it eonies hurrying up. Ami if, in its han-'hty
e.ni.-eii, Assyria fancies that it has accoraplitilied

hy ils ..\\n strength what it has ilon K as the

chastising rod in .lahweh's hand ils In 1

"-), it has

to listen to the crushing i|ue-.tioii :

'

I Mrs the axe
Imast itself against him that heweth therewith,

or .lues the saw magnify itself against him that

win keth it '.'

'

i\ .' '. Then'by a fearful judgment ia

Ass\ i ia taught the truth of the all-superior might
of Jahweb i vv. 10*- aff

-). The role that Ass\na

plays in Isaiah is played in Jeremiah hy 'all the

families of the kingdoms of llie north' |Jer I").

Thes,. are ealled hy .lahweh to execute judgment
U]iii Jerusalem : He has given all lands mi., tin-

power of Nel,nchadrc//ar iJer'JT 1

'; cf. -JS", Hab
I

1

-', also -J K lo37 ). .lah\\eh's judgments upon
l.it.-imi nations are for the most part occasioned

hy their hostility to Israel is;, Am p- !'", Is

14-j.i. I;'-*, i^m^ Xuh :*, Habi!" 1

). Yet pa-sages
are not wholly wanting which speak of an un-

limited exercise of the Divine sway amongst the

mil i. MIS. e\ eii apart from any such mot i\ e. .l;i li\\ .-h

punishes Moah for il - out iai;e on the king of Kdom
i Am J 1

"-) ; it was .lahweh that brought the Philis-

tines from Caphtor and the Aramaeans from lyir

jfl
He stirs up the Kgvptians against one an-

other, and gives tin -in over iii t.i the hand of a cruel

hud U 1!) 'I ; He produces iii them a spirit of

di//iness (v."). He has determined upon I he de-

struction of Tyre, 'to slain the pride of all priory,

to I. ling into contempt all the lionoiirahle of the

earth' I'J.'i'-', cf. also v."). At His command,
.leremiah hands to all kind's of the earth the in-

toxicating cup, and, whether they will or no, they
mil ' diink il i.ler _'.>'").

In view of all these te-tiimmies to a lofty view
of history and a concept ion of ( tod which embraced
I In- w hole I lin ersc. we call now see also the polemic
against images in ils true light. \Ve perceive how
to the l'ro|ihets every altempt to give to till-

powerful, majestic Cod a petty visihle form, iinisl

have heen an ahomina i ion. I'm i we understand also

how, in the case of the heathen idols, they could

rcciigni/e no reality except that of metal, w I,

millstone. This is not vet (except perhaps in Hah
LJ . .Icr _"' li,"'. and in lln- later Dcuteidiiom.

stratum, lit '_'s
: "-"<,

expressed
-.> .l.-hnitely a- 111

the next period: hut the al'.i\ e-descrihed notion
oi i;.,d leaves no doul't that there is no room for

real 'other ends' alongside of the one Cod who
rules over the 1'niveise and the world of men. A
proof of this is found even in the numerous de-i.-

nations of the idols which lay stress either upon
their repulsiveness or upon their utter nothingness
(or unreality !. Some at least of these designations
are as early a.s the pie exilic period. Kvidcntly.
there lies at the root of almost all of Ih.-m the

assumption that the ^ods whom they represent

aie nothing hut vain imaginations of the heathen.

To the liisi category, that.oi opprobrious epithets,

l>i-hiii;: the following terms: ;-; 'abomination'
I.ler 4'

~M
;
and used repeatedly h\ the I >. at) r.imuii.

redactors of the Books,of Kings, I K 1 1 ',2 K 23Ui -'),

and. with the same sense, m:;-r .J K 23"}; still

later prohahly is D'^Vj, i.. perhaps 'imind 1.1... ks

:,,- dolls, 'it not rather,
' excrements '

(Dl -'.i
1

'
1 '

"i

\v I and stone, of silver and gold,' 1 K 'Jl -", - Ix

17'-. and oft. in Kxekiel). To the second category,
i.ims expressive of unreality, belong: s:~, lit.

li-eaili,
1

noihingncss' (Jer *>, 1 K 16 13
,
2 K IT

13
;

in plur. Jer 8 1!<

14'-"); and tfy 'vain,' 'null' i.l.-i

ls''|. Cf., linally, the threatening of Dt 4-
H
(that

is to say, within the later framework of Deut.)
that Israel in exile will have to serve gods which
are the work of men's hands [and nothing more],
wood and stone, which can neither see nor lu-ai

:] it nor smell.

(e) If, by way of supplement to this, we fur-

ih.r ask in traditional fashion how the being of

.lahweh reveals itself in the prophets in the way of

|MTi.il attributes, we must from the very first re-

nounce all idea of discovering any didactic abstract
i Clements or purely scholastic definitions. Here,

a^ain, it holds good that the mission of the pro-

phets was primarily to preach repentance to tiieir

people. Hence they exhibit to them their God
in a light corresponding to changing needs, now
as the terrible avenger of their apostasy, now as

the long-sulleriiig and merciful One. Nay, these

qualities always make their appearance first in

the special heal ing of .lahweh in concrete instances.

It was not till the days of the late-Jewish theology
that it became possible to draw up a 'doctrine of

the attributes,' upon the basis of a scholastic

analysis of the living being and acting of .lahweh,
which to the prophets had heen the object of direct

vision.

(o) Under the heading of 'attributes' it has

from the first been usual to discuss, above all,

the holiness* of Cod, and to follow the definition,

borrowi d from dogmatics, according to which Cod
is called holy because He loves only good and hates

evil. But we shall find that this definition', how-
ever it may answer to the NT conception of holi-

ness, is true only in a very limited measure to the
1 1 I' .'.inception.

\Ve might have spoken of the latter concep-
tion, even in dealing with the earlier periods, for

the terms chij
'

holy,' Enp 'holiness,' and c"?p 'to

declare holy,'
' to consecrate," are, beyond doubt,

very ancient. But they occur primarily and that

as marking an attribute especially of thing...

rarely of (human) persons in a ritual connexion,

and, as is a matter of course in the case of things,
without any ethical connotation. Anything is

called tfVljjf which is withdrawn from profane

possession and use, nay even from profane touch,

and in place "t this is destined for the possession
and service of the Deity. Thus the name 'holy'
is given naturally to all the ritual apparatus, all

the rooms which serve as the dwelling-place or tin-

spot ot worship of .lahweh, all the sacrificial gifts

intended for Him. But the same name is ^i\.n
also to such things as have, for some special

reason, been forfeited, not indeed to the sei \ u e

Cf. the very thoroush discussion by Baudissin, 'Dtr 1 . -HIT

ilcr Hciliu'k. it ini AT' (Stii'licn znr sriitit. Yfc/..;.

ii. |,|,.
1 142); K s. hmter, Ilcr Beyrif dcr lln': ).. ,i in .1 /

mi./ XT. ll.ill.
1

,
Is'i-J. See also art. HOLISESH (in OT) in >..!. ii.

.,( tin- ]'!-, rut work.
t The . t\iiil"i:\ is disputed. There is still, however, most

a ot tracing it to the root chp, in tin- M n-.-

..(
'

-.
.(...r .!,'

'

s.x'r. u'..' 1
' \t all events this answers ailininililv

li, tl,i llrlirru u> ,.:>. which i.i more than can lie s:.i.l ..I tin

proposal to ir;.r. H t.. the Heb. cnn new,' und lu-n.-r pur.-,
1

lin^lit,' 'ai.arkliiiK' (cl. also Aasyr. tu-liluihu, 'ullilung,'
'

pure ').
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of God, but so as to be His property and that of His
sanctuary. Thus the censers of Korah and his com-
pany become 'holy' (Nu IT 3

[IS"]), and are accord-

ingly to be employed to overlay the altar. In the
same way, however, even a person by unauthorized

touching of what is itself holy may
' become holy,'

i.e. fall forfeit to the sanctuary, enter into a special
relation to God : so, for instance, by touching the
altar (Ex 2937

) or the sacred vessels (30-'
J
, Hag 2 1 -

etc. ). In such an event, special offerings and atone-
ments are needed in order to remove the condition
of '

being holy,' which presses upon the individual
as a danger. The danger lies in the fact that,
while he is in this condition, every species of

defilement, whether due to his own fault or no,

may readily prove fatal to him.
It cannot occasion us any surprise that this use

of the concepts
'

holy
' and ' holiness

'

meets us
most frequently in the latest stratum of the

Pentateuch, the so-called Priests' Code, for the
latter is concerned, above all, with ritual prescrip-
tions. But in this matter it is plain that it simply
follows a long-established usage of language, and
that, too, even long after the notion of holiness had
begun to assume a positive connotation.
At a very early period we already hear (1 S 21 5

W)
not only of '

holy' bread (i.e. bread consecrated to
God and hence withdrawn from profane use), but
also (v.

6
i
5
')of holy 'vessels,' i.e. clothes and weapons.

The 'holiness' is here manifestly produced by
special rites such as were customary at the begin-
ning of a campaign. This is proved by the expres-
sion ' hallow a war or a festival,' i.e. prepare
oneself for the conflict or the celebration of the
festival by performing certain acts of consecration.
There .ire quite a number of passages which show
that this consecration, apart from certain forms of

abstinence, consisted mainly in the washing and
cleansing of the person and the clothes. Thus
'holy' and 'hallow oneself come to be almost

synonymous with 'clean' and 'cleanse oneself
(cf. , for example, 1 S 20=6 where lira (6 'not
clean

'

stands for one who, in consequence of a
nocturnal pollution, has been incapacitated for

taking part in the sacrificial meal at the New
Moon festival).

When the demand is made in Dt 7 6 14 2 that
Israel shall be a holy people to Jahweh its God,
because He has chosen it out of all peoples to be
the people of His own possession, the notion of
holiness is not here restricted merely to the point
that Israel has been separated from the peoples
and appropriated by Jahweh to be His property
alone. In that case the notion of ' holiness' would
be concerned merely with a relation (as in the case
of the sacred bread), and would not imply any
alteration in the quality of the persons or things
dedicated to God.* In reality, however, the '

holy
'

people means one that carefully guards against
any defilement that would make it incapable of

being called the people of this very God and of

taking part in His worship. But iiere, again, it is

far from being the case that moral defilement is

primarily in view. What incapacitates for par-
ticipating in the cultus is physical or so-called
' Levitical

'

uncleanness. To this category belongs
every kind of contact with persons or things
belonging to the realm of idol worship, as well
as the touching (even unwittingly and uninten-

tionally) of a corpse, the partaking of unclean
food (Dt 1421

), and other acts of the same kind.
Even in the so-called ' Law of Holiness' (Lv 17-26,
cf. also II 44

*-), in spite of such general expressions
* How far removed any such implication was in the oldest

linguistic usage, is best shown by the designations D'S'-p and

nicnp, given to those who prostituted themselves in honour of

a deity (cf. above, p. 6G2b). Here, of course, any thought of a

religious-moral quality is out of the question.

as are found in W- 20"-, we have to do, not with
a demand for absolute moral holiness, but with
the same caution against every species of physical
defilement. The circumstance that the latter

may frequently include at the same time a reli-

gious offence is left at first out of view in applying
the notions of clean or holy. Hence is u be

explained the fact, which is so strange from our

point of view, that outward, physical, and it may
be even unwitting defilement involves guilt, and
necessitates the same sacrifices and other means of
atonement as actual moral defilement. This view,
which characterizes the Priests' Code, presents
itself to us most clearly in Ex 196

, where the ideal

goal of God's ways with Israel is set up as consist-

ing in His making them a '

kingdom of priests,' a

holy people, i.e. a people every member of which
answers always to the conditions of perfect
(Levitieal) purity as these were binding at all

times on the priests.
Still more marked is the filling of the concept

'

holy
'

with moral contents, when it is transferred
to God, and what is very noteworthy exclusively
to the God of Israel. The earliest passage of this
kind is probably 1 S 620, where the inhabitants of

Bethshemesh, after the stroke which fell upon
them for looking into the sacred Ark, ask in
terror :

' Who can stand in presence of Jahweh,
this holy God ?' Here the word '

holy' manifestly
contains the notion of terrible a7id unapproachable

nay, death-dealing ; for there is a deep cleft be-
tween the imperishable being of the Deity and
everything which is subject to decay and unclean-
ness. To say thnt Jahweh is a holy God means
thus that He is elevated above all that is outside

Him, that He holds a unique position over against
all that is created. Hence it has been rightly
said that the holiness of Jahweh is not a single
attribute (such as 'moral perfection'), but a de-

signation of His essential being, practically iden-
tical with the notion of being Divine (Gottsein).
Hence Jahweh in Am 43 swears by His holiness,
i.e., as is seen from Gn 22 1(i and Jer 2'2

5
, by Him-

self.

It may be added that expressions about the
holiness of God are at first very rare. Ex 15"
('Who is like thee, glorious in holiness, terrible in

exploits, doing wonders?') should probably be

assigned to the later Prophetical period. Jos 24 19

(' Ye cannot serve Jab well, for he is a holy God '),

from the pen of E, emphasizes, like 1 S 6-u
, the

terrible and unapproachable nature of Jahweh.
All that occurs in Amos, apart from 4 2

(see above),
is the reference in 27 to the dishonouring of the

holy name of Jahweh by shameless immorality.
In Hos lla

(' For I am God, and not man ; as holy
I dwell among you') 'holy' means raised above
human passion and hasty anger.

It is in Isaiah that the notion of the holiness of
God first comes to be frequently mentioned and is

most sharply defined. Already in the vision that
marked his prophetic call, he hears the antiphonal
song of the seraphim that surround the throne of
Jahweh

'

Holy, holy, holy is Jahweh of Hosts,
The whole earth is full of his glory.'

These two parallel members contain two state-

ments, which supplement one another, about the
inmost being of Jahweh. The first concerns the
immanent being that elevation above everything
earthly or creaturely which belongs in the highest
degree* to Jahweh; the second, again, the tran-
scendent being the glory that manifests itself over
the whole earth (cf. above, p. 639

b
f. ). In so far, now,

as absolute elevation above everything earthly
includes, as a matter of course, superiority to all

* On the expression of the superlative by repetition of the

adjective, see Oesenius, Heb. (rYam.-7 133 k.
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inlirniity uinl sin, we may speak aNo nl" an ethical

content of tin 1 notion of holiness. Hut rim in

l-a:ah tliis does nut vt make its appearance
c\p ly or ipiitc exclusively. Tin- drsiojial ion

nl .la li n rli as
'

tin' Holy Our of I Marl
'

(a laiouritr

expression with Isaiah, 1* In" IT
7

i'tr. I implies
that Ho is to I,,- liio-ni/ed allil correspondingly
vencrtitnl liy Israel as tin- absolutely exalted and
therefore terrible One, who i> not to be provoked
with impunity ; loi tonards His d-spis , li

slnnii Him-eli holy by Hie punitive justice
Till' onl\ pro r\ilir plophot. besides I-.liall, \vllO

uses holy as a |irnlir.'it
r of Jah w el i. is Hnbakkuk

(l'
J

i. Here the ethical quality of tiirliivinr Imli-

n, > comee pretty dearly into the foreground,
Immediately alter the i|uestion, -Art tliou not
limn everlasting. .lahivrh, my Holy One?' comes
the statement, Thou ait of purer ryes than to

behold evil, and tliou canst not look on porieise
ueea' (v.

13
).

\\'e havr already I]'. 68'2") pointed out that the

holinr-s of Hod, which is su often urged in the
'

I. avv of Holiness' as a motive why Israel should
In' holv. is, aliovr all, tin.1 contrast to all Lrvitiral

iiupuntv. This priestly notion of holin is thus

markedly infnior in depth and significance to

[gaiah's conception. Hut the latter did not on that

iii-ronnt disappear from the language of religion.
We inert with it frequently in thr exilic and

]iost-r\ilir prophets (especially Deutero - Isaiah),

and no less in thr Psalms. And we may say
that it is tlif essential designation of thr (iod of

Israel, laying the greatest stress, as ii does, on
His uniijucucss and incomparable character, before

which all gods recognized elsewhere shrink into

their nothingness. Holy things and persons (i.e.

set apart for thr exclusive service of a deity) are

knoii n to ot her religions as well
; but the holiness

of its (lod is known to Israel only through the
in elation given to it. Thus the application of

the notion of holiness to Jahweh includes, when
rightly understood, a kind of monotheistic con-

fession, a far leaching testimony to the surpassing
greatness uf the religion of Israel.

Although, as was remarked above, the idea of

moral prifertion and aversion to evil was not the

primary one attaching to the notion of holiness, it

is by no means strange to the Prophetical con-

I'rpiioii ofCod. This idea comes to light in the
absolute truthfulness and fidelity of Jahweh, as

well as in the nnrondit ional character of the moral
demands Iliaile on Israel ; but, above all, ill till!

attitude of Jahweh to heathen nations, for He
avenges initiate and injustice everywhere on
earth, rvcn although these have not (as in Am
jj.

B. .. n, ].,. indicted on Israel. Thus He oner

punished Si i. lorn and ( iomorrah ; thus, according to

Am '_", will lie chastise Moab for their sacrilegious
treatment of the bones of the kin;; ol Kdom. The
prophet thus takes it as self-evident that there arc
moral principle-* w Inch are binding upon all pc'oples,
and on u hose observance .lahweh, as an absolutely
moial r.eing, and at the same time liulcr and
Jinl^e of all, keeps strict watch. Hut, above all,

Israel itself must be taught that Jahweh is a I iod

of right
*

(Is 30'"), and of right at any price. In

\\V may take this o|i|w>rt unity of pointing out ttiut tlio

Hebrew words \\ liirh art- commonly rrmliTi. 1

'!
'

righteous' (p'~^)

ami '

riL'liti'oii-iii >-
'<r"iy, njjl^have originally a diUcrm! lensfl

trmn tint of f.ir.'MM'' justice, pnx or '"Ii3^ denotes a way of

:"ttri'.,' "r i cODlUtioi rn -|. .inline to u standard (so quite

cle.irly in
"

v . .x'~ correct scales,' piv '^K 'correct ivi-uht -
i.

II llrll llsrll !.f In, -II, I! is moMI\ 'n-llll Bneflfl (
: 'XXlr^r.),

'

I" 1 ' v
'

; used o( Ood, It denotes th6 attitude comspondiiig to
tin- n. inn of tlir IIIMIII- t>i-in^. Hut to tliis nnrni b..-lnn^ n^l

only strict justice, but nlflo God's covenant tftithfulneBS, c'iu|'l''il

uitii li.riu' suit, rin- an.) -r.i. c ; and hence n^ni; (f*p. in Is 4(MHl)
i- u- 'I MM inlr.-i|!i.-iitly o' that ii-|.!'''t of .l.ih'\'-ir- ActivftQ
winch hay for iu ohjt.\:t the nalvatiun of Hi.s people. See,

another connexion ue-h.ill hair to -peak of how
Ilr r.lll-cs i| lotiiumph olerMli'II^ and sin, even
it this iniohes the ".ivinj.' up and drstrcu-lion of

Hi- own 1'iople. Here it may snllice to rrtci to

one other illllst lat ;on of how widely the genuine
Prophetical judgment of things diMriHl'rom that
of the mass of the people of l-lael. Jehll

pation ot llaal woishiji in l-iad wa~ ran ii-d oul

with terrible l.loo.ishrd. The early nanatin- of

J K !>. in rvidrntiy saw in thi- a laudablr ' zeal
for Jahwrh

'

I |o !

'i, and the I >< uterouom. rcdaiinr,
who "n this point represents the general opinion
of Israel in tnr suppo.nl interest ot the Jahweh
icliuion, makes .laliweh Ilinis ( |f derhtre to Jehu
(v.*

1

) that he ha- ,io!ie what is well pleasing in His

ryes, and has 1 1 . a I rd the house of Ahab entirely
alter His mind. Unite d ilk-rent is the judgment
oi lln-ea(l

4
). To him it appears impossible that

I. looil guiltiness should not be called hlood--nilti-

ness sini[dy liecaiise it assumes t he title of /cal for

.lahweh. And -,, the ]nd[ihet threatens thai ihe

blood-guiltiness of Jc/rrrl shall be aienord on the
house of Jehu, by t he dest met ion of the kingdom
of Israel and the shattering of her militaii

in the I'lain of .Ir/rerl.

(^) As was remarked above (p. 6S1 1
'), the con-

lict ion of the prophets regarding other attributes
of (iod presents itself, not in e.\]iress drlinitions,
but rather (apart from certain Ihvine names)" in

casual utterances about His activity and the
occurrences which He brings about. Thus we
have His absolute omnipotence i which is already,
if only in a ,'rnrral way, prcsiippo.oil in .such early
passages as (in Is", Nil U'-3 , 1 S 14''), which shows
itself in His unconditioned suprnuaey OUT all,

even the mightiest, peoples of earth (see above,

p. tisl"), but no less also in such remarkable pas-

sages as Is 7". The whole context of this last

passage permits of no other view than that Isaiah
holds with unshaken confidence, that whatever
Aha/, may demand from Jahweh as a confirmatory
sjon, be it as op-at a wonder as it may, Jahweu
will briny it to pass. So linn a belief is with dilii-

eulty conceivable by us, because our judgment is

influenced by all I he <l"umat ie c onsi.lnat ions about
the possibility and the limits of mirarlrs as a
'violation of the laws of nature' laws which,
however, are imposed by Cod Himself. Such iim-

siderations, it is plain, never crossed the prophets'
minds. Of 'miracles' in the sense familiar to us

they know, nothing. They are acquainted with
e\t i an id inary occurrences and actions (,-rN^r;) which
tiansceiid the ordinary course of tilings, but to

them nothing is so extraordinary as to ! beyond
the sphere of Jahweh's power (Jer liii

7
). This

conviction is a self-ei ident result of their notion of

(iod; the li/i'n of the Divine omnipotence is a

postulate of their faith long before language had
coined a special term for this altiibute. Sudi a
term could be dispensed with all the more readily,
sci in" that allusions to the Divine omnipo em e

sined not scholastic speculations, but prominent
religious interests; they brought consolation to

the godly, who could now unreservedly trust to

the help of their) iod; they were meant to instil

further, Kiiut/,-rli. '".'.,T /' It et Stammea :"

.
,

', M"!lt till. .Ill,

!-i'. " I liilin.iii, !> r*r',f, rli'-/u '.
i ,;i .I/'. Iterltn.

I89i i. --.". n: in. // '

begrip ymchtighdd in /w( (Jutte Ttata-
ln- n', K;ilnp'-il. Isv.l.

" On the tal* i/a/ ; ^- '..I'.'.tti us used by the proi
allusion to tin BUpnunundaoe power find glory of Jahivch, f.

above, pp. '^7'' ;imt i^nt. (-(.. further, the designation ol

,l;iliuih iis
sN -^-..

^.- tv( '^e strong One of Israel' (la I-4);

.mil u ~"i '

r'H K
'

i Is ir 1 " .'in-'
1

; elsewhere in the later pungei,
_'i.' if. In :.." '' I H . :<" " <. 1 s 2-', 23 > *; *

.' ;. and 1*

tilni-s ill tlir l'--:i]ins
;

i I. II n ^ mil.
'

I
' r I iult. ^IHIN.. :n r,' !.-.

in /.I / II x. llM)U)S5S.;ttud art. KOCK iu voL iv. of the present
work).
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terror into the hearts of sinners, whom nothing
'.'ould deliver from this God's mighty arm.

(7, 5) Precisely similar remarks apply to the
occasional allusions to the omnipresence and
omniscience of God. That the lirst named of
these could be regarded only with reference to
the Divine activity (i.e. God's cognition and Provi-
dential care) and not of the Divine substance, has
been already remarked ; and for the OT conception
of God this is self-evident, in so far as any approach
to pantheistic notions would destroy, or at least

greatly endanger, the idea of the living Personality,
which forms the inmost kernel of the conception
in question. Hut this does not prevent His care
from always following His people, or, on the other

hand, His eye from penetrating all darkness, so

that there is no secret corner where the workers
of iniquity can remain unseen by Jahweh (Jer

'23-'). If in this last statement the idea of omni-

presence already touches that of omniscience, still

more is this the case with the declarations about
Jahweh as One who can see into the most hidden

depths of the human heart. He penetrates the
secret plans of the Judseans with reference to an
alliance with Egypt, however carefully they may
seek in their folly to conceal these from Him
(Is 2916

) ; He it is that searches the heart, tries the
reins, to recompense every man according to his

works, according to the fruit of his deeds (Jer
17 1

"). And this applies not only to Israel, but
He alone knows the heart of all men. But the

strongest evidence of the firmness of the belief in

the omnipresence and omniscience of God, and at
the same time the most significant fruit of this

faith, is the conviction (already felt in the pre-

ceding period) that Jahweh hears, and for the
most part also answers, the prayers of His people.*
This conviction meets us everywhere in the Pro-

phets, most markedly perhaps in Jeremiah's mani-
fold communion in prayer with his God, but in

every case as a conviction that is a matter of

course. All the more on that account may it be
reckoned among the evidences that the religion of

Israel, at an early date and in quite a special way
through the influence of the pre-exilic prophets,
was rilled with an imperious desire to burst the
barriers of a merely national religion, and to pave
the way to a worship of God In spirit and in truth,
such as should satisfy the deepest longings of

every individual soul that drew near to this God.

(e) In view of the above-described strong empha-
sizing of the holiness of God as the absolute eleva-

tion and unapproachableness, nay the awfulness,
of the Divine essence, and, in no less degree, owing
to the circumstance that the preaching of repent-
ance was the main task of the prophets, it is

readily intelligible that expressions about the

love, the goodness, and mercy of God should
recede more into the background. The terms so

frequently used of human love are transferred to

God first by Hosea (3* 11s
), more frequently by the

Deuteronomist (4
37 78 - 13 10'5 15 16 235

, cf. 1 K' 10a
),

once also by Jeremiah (3P). But, apart from Dt
1018 ('Jahweh loveth the ger'), it is always God's
love to the people of Israel that is spoken of ; and,
besides, the words used for Move' (both noun and
verb) have always attached to them the notion of

choice, nay, of preference ; the full unfolding of

the idea of the Divine love is not yet reached. In
like manner, the expressions for 'mercy,' 'grace,'
'

compassion
'

are in later linguistic usage trans-

ferred to God, or at least somewhat frequently
employed in making predications about Him. A
collection of almost all the qualities of the love of

God is brought together in Ex 346
('Jahweh, a

*
Cf. Caldesaigues, La jtrtire dans la religion dc Jehovah,

ttr... Cahors, 1899 ; Koberle, Die Motive des Glaubem an die

tjebct&crtivrung im AT, Erlangen and Leipzig, 19U1.

God full of compassion and gracious, slow to

anger, and plenteous in mercy and truth '), but
this passage, too, is undoubtedly from the hand of

a later redactor than the J per'icope in which it is

now inserted.

2. The relation of Jahweh to Israel. That an
intimate relation has subsisted from the first

between Jahweh and Israel, is assumed in all the
OT sources as a matter of course. They likewise

hold that this relation is not based, as in the

nature-religions, on some primeval and not to be

explained condition of things, but upon a heritli

(cf. above, p. 630b
), or solemn transaction, at Sinai,

whereby the nation becomes the '

peculiar people
'

of Jahweh, who by mighty acts has delivered it

from the bondage of Egypt.
(a) Already in Ex 4-- J speaks of the position of

Israel as that of a firstborn son. This, in spite of

Jer 3'9 , is not to be understood as if it meant to

ascribe filial rights to all other peoples as well.

The emphasis lies upon
' firstborn

'

in the sense
that Israel alone possesses all the prerogatives
which belong to the lirstborn as the one who is

loved and preferred before all others. These filial

privileges, however, are predicated only of the

people collectively, not of the individual Israelite.

The latter, on the other hand, is a ' servant
'

of

Jahweh (so in Nu 127
'-, and repeatedly, of Moses ;

in Is 203 of Isaiah ; in Jer 7^ of the prophets).
Even the OT, it is true, is acquainted with the
notion of individual sonship, but only

*
in the

person of the theocratic king (2 S 7H ,
Ps 27 8!)-11

[of David]), not yet in the NT sense of sonship for

which all men are destined.

We meet with this same conception of the son-

ship of collective Israel not infrequently in the

Prophetical period : Is 1- 301 -

', Dt 141 (where
' children

'

||

'

people holy to Jahweh,' v. 2
), Is 436

(where sons and daughters are distinguished)
45". t The necessary reverse side of this is the
idea of the Fatherhood of God. Disregarding here

passages where 'father' stands mainly for the

physical Creator of the people (Dt 32", Mai 2 10
), the

fatherly relation is once more one that is sustained

towards the nation collectively : so Jer 34 - ls 31 9

(towards Ephraim as 'firstborn son'); cf. also Is

63 16
(|| 'redeemer'), Mai 1".

(b) The foundation of this close relation is the

election of Israel. Israel has been chosen out of

all nations to be the people of God's own possession,
i.e. a highly prized and therefore carefully guarded
and cherished piece of property. Thus Amos (3-)

says, 'You only have I known [i.e. made the

object of my intimate knowledge and close care]
of all the peoples of the earth,' from which, indeed,
he draws the inference, so startling to the popular
view of the matter, that for that very reason

Jahweh will visit upon them all their otl'ences.

The idea of a choice [verb -in}] of Israel from

amongst the numerous nations makes its appear-
ance first in the vocabulary of the Deuteronomist :

Dt437 7
6 1015

14'-, 1 K 38 8b3 ; cf. also Ps 33' : 476
'
4

>

1354
etc., and numerous passages in Is 40-66.

Quite a unique contrast is drawn in Dt 4-" between
the choice of Israel and the fact that Jahweh has

assigned to the other nations of the earth the

stars as the object of their veneration.

The motive assigned for Israel's election is in

1 S l'2~ the good pleasure of Jahweh, but re-

peatedly (so already in Hos II 1
,
Dt 437 10'5 )

Jahweh's love to Israel (coupled in Dt 7" with His

oath to the patriarchs) is exhibited as the motive.

A reason for this love itself is not stated. But

In Ps 68 p) ('father of the orphans') 'father,' as the

irallelism shows, is figurative =' protector,' 'provider'; cf.

Bauer,
' Gott ats Vater im AT '

in SK, 1S119, p. 483 ff.

t In Hos I!' (HT 'out of Ejtypt I called my son') we should

obably read, with LXX and Targ.,
'

his sons
'

O'jJJ).
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the Monk i.i li, Mil.'!. .in.my labours to impress n

II|IOM the people's minds tli.-it it iis not on account

i.t any gleatness i III 7
:

..r :iny special righteniis
Iicss ,',(' I heirs t I lilt, they Were si, hl-jhlv favoured ..I

Cod. (iii the contrary,
1-iarl \\.-is tin- smallest of

I co| .li's, aii'l :i still'-in-rki'il
I I'll' to lioot. All the

more, i: is urged, is Isriirl bound to show heartfelt

gialilndc Iii ( loil.

I

i Iii tin- rli.si'st connexion with the idea of

I-i-iuTs d, -, -lion stun, Is (hi' th--<iliiiini>n-iiini of the

ji-iili.iisy of .lahvveh.' The lli'l,. word (n^p)

:i|,|,,':irs
to stand originally for angrv /eal in

general i/eph I" :r. Ht 29 <"
, and veiv otlen in

l-'./ekicl
;

el. iilso K-;~ ji-ali.ii--.' in .Ins _'!" ami
Nali I ij ID specially the zeal of God on hchiilf

of Isrui'l against (hi- In-allii'll, us inaliil'i-slril pal

ticularly in tin' i-\arl fulfilment of His promise-
lls'.r, -J K 111 '. ami ofi.'ii in I'./ekiel and Is In 68).

If -I--." lii-n- already denotes Cod's j.-alnns guarding
of His honour, no less dors tin- adjective K;p im-

port tin' 'ii'alons' i.c.l \\lin vehemently asserts

His s,,|,. right in tin' love and reverence of [sroel,

and lii'iic,
1 tolerates no Kind of idolalrv : so in l'.\

XP [Dt 5] 34 14
,

I)t 4-4
(i

15
,

all ..I which passages
an- prohal.ly not earlier tluin the Deuteronom.
stratniii.

i, /i .laliMi-li's .s|u-ri.-il love to Israel, evinced in

tin- choice of tills |M-o|.|r, shows itself, fnrtlicr. ill

tin- wise iit/i'l"i"'> anil powerful /ii-nti-i-finn lie

acrorili'il tin-in from the lirst and all through tln'ir

liistiiry. This is ii favourite theme of the prophets,
and very specially of Deuteronomy, and it serves

ill almost every instance as a motive for strong
ilenuiieialions of Israel's ingratitude. Thus Amos
(_''" i holds up to the people I In- pow ei fnl aid given

by .lahweh in the extirpating of the t'amianites,
His deliverance of them from Egypt, and His 40

years leading of them in the wilderness, llosea
i

I I

'

-i n-c.-ills how, ill spite of tlu-ir 1 1 is loyally, Cud
taught Kphraim, like a chihl. to \valK, took them
in His arms, and lionnd them to Himself l,y cords

of love. Isaiah (!'-) begins his great arraignment
of Israel with the words: 'I have nourished and

brought up children, hut they have n-lielle.1 against
nn Micah '',"!, too, ].n-sses upon the people's
notice the gnu-ions iids f .laliM-eh after their de-

liverance liom Kgyplian bondage. In .Icrcmiah

(--"), again, .lahweli Himself recalls the time of

the \\ilderncss wandering as the glorious l.ridal

eia of the peoples history; and speaks of His
marvellous guidance of them through the terrible

wilderness (v.
1
),

ami his settling of them in the

fruitful land of Canaan. The transfigured light

ill \vhich the initial stages of the national history

:,ppeari'd to a later age is witnessed to l.y tin-

Dellleromim. speech of Joshua I.I os _';!'"). Accol'l

ing to the latter, none could then stand against
[Brael : a single Israelite could chiise :i thousand
foes, for .lahvveh their Cod Himself fought for

tlicm. A glorious <lesc-riptii.ii of the blessings
which .lahweh showei'-d upon the people in the
iii\ ut their youth is contained also in the (prob-

ably e\ilici Song of Moses illt :(-^-'
J
).

t. i Such numerous and impmtaiit hem-lits re-

cei\ cil from .lahweh demand, as a mat tor ut conr-c,
Israel's griititiiileand obedience to their God. This
leads us now to ask, ]\'/mf </,.. ,v .l,ilm- li .

,, ,,-</i,i,i

ll,ll,: I,': I, Iii II 'I I'J
III'

/irilfl/ll-t.f, ITIJIliri-
I if til'

/I- I'/'t'''

In lie- Iii -I place, naturally, there nui-l l.eal.stin-

I'ln-e in.m every species of iilolat iv and of image
worship, the images of Jaliweli included. This
inexhaii-tihle theme of the warnings and rc-

]iioaches of Deuteronomy, as il had IH-CII already
with the great prop' ids of tin- st h cent.. \\ ill have
to lie mole flllly discussed hcloW I see p. I'iMII.I.

(In the rcpndiiition of the images of .laliMch, see

ahove. p. I'lT'.i'.

(a.) Here the primary question that concerns us

is this. When the propheis repmlial ,- an e\t,-ni il

cult n s. to hich evi n I he cult of .laliM-ch, M 1 1 1 1 its

intei-iiii\tnre of lii'iithen ritual customs, lidongs,
do they .'it lea I il.-mand ii pniilied. God-pleasing
cnlins : This question, if it is <"</ .//". tin- pmpi i

cenlie of ancient \\oiship, tluit is in vie\\, is lo lie

ansMcred ith a Mat negative, and this iicgati\e
in spite of appearances to the contrary is to I.e

extended I'ven lo I leiiteronom y. It is true that

the litii-i la\* l.ooK imperatively reiimrcs ,|-j
''

etc.) all Kinds of sacrilice to be brought, to the

fin- sanciiiarvchosi.il l,y .lahweh, and the oMen-is

an- to eat and drink and rejoice there l.dure

.lalnveh. I'.ui, apart from such general prescrip-
tions as !_'-"", there is not a single trace of any
impoi lance hi'ing iiii.-iched to the ritual at these

sacrilicial meals. All that the code is concerned
iiliout is that the latter, which are now am.

deeply-rooted practices, should lie held at the one

legitimate sanctuary
' which .lahvveh has chosen.

(Inly thus is there any security that the cultus

shall he so watched over that the relics of heathen
ritual customs shall at length I.e coml.ated success-

fully. Further, it is the ea.se that Deuteronomy
(0(jicr.) n() doubt, taking up a long-established
cust rei|iiiies a hasket of the tirstfruits of the

lield to lie handed to the priest. Hut it does not
in-led to prescribe to the olierer (v.'"-) a. prayer
(the only prayer for public worship, besides that

of v. ''", in the whole Pentateuch!! which gives
the true meaning and sets in a clear light the

deeper significance of the outward gift as a grate-
ful testimony to Jaliweli as the bestovver of the

fruits in <]uestion. With regard to the so-called

'pom's tithe,' again, the most important quest ion

for Deuteronomy, as '_'ti
u shows, is whether the

gifts in <|uestion have been brought into connexion
with practices which are to be regarded as a denial

of the pure Jahweh-cult.
While Deuteronomy accommodates itself to pre-

vailing customs, there are, on the other hand, say.

ings of the prophets proper which cannot be under-
stood except as absolutely disclaiming any demand
on Cod's part for sacrificial gifts- a proof, by the

way, that these prophets, one and all, are as yet
quite unacquainted with a law-book such as H,

where sacrilice becomes a sacred duty. It is readily
intelligible that for a long time there was a
reluctance to admit this fact. Sacrifice appeared
to form such an integral part of the religion of

Israel that it was</ /irmri declared to be impossible
that the prophets could have carried on a polemic
against it. And so it is a favourite subterfuge
still to say that the prophets never polemize against)
1 1 Hi-rings //

/ se, but only against ott'erings that

are presented hypocritically, without repentance
and a right disposition, with blood-stained hands;
a-jainst the n/n'i-n n/i: i-iitit of the carnally-minded,
half-heathen mass of the people. But such an

interpretation is made possible only by doing
violence d> the dear language of the passages in

question. When, in Am ">'-', Jaliweli, after very
warmly repudiating the ott'erings of Israel (v. '-'"'),

asks, 'Did ye bring unto me sacrilices and offer-

ings in the wilderness torty years?' He evidently

expects the answer. No. And the practical appli-
cation is equally self-evident: if .lalnveh could do
without their oll'erings then, He does not need
them now. In like manner, it is perfectly futile to

read out of Ho- li" anything else than a cat eg,, i n-.-il

rejection of siiriiliee. 'Fur I have pleasine in

mercy and not in sacrilice, in the knowledge of

"Th.it this iliil nut imply such a mechanically <' -l

,-. .M, .ill i. iii -ii f lh'- sa.-rili'-iul i-ultus as if only the OKI- allar i.f

liiinit-ol'- ,
i -,-rve as a lep^tiniat*- place ol sa-

I K 80* (D), where we read that Solomon con i

III,, \\hol-- ,,l III-- ml, Ml,- i eiirt tw-,-:Mlsr (lit- l,r:l/,-li ulUr was
i m ill for the multitude of offerings at the dedication of Uie

temple.
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God and not in burnt-offerings !

' * With regard to
Is I

1 "' it lias been maintained with some appear-
ance of plausibility that the flat rejection there of

offerings and festivals is intended to apply only to
the false worship, which is coupled with a sinful

disposition. But any one who reads the whole
passage carefully must pronounce it impossible
that the prophet, after the burning words (v.

181
-). in

which he impresses upon his hearers what are the
real demands of God, could still have left room
for the exhortation: 'And then come and bring
your offerings !

' On the contrary, once they have
cleansed themselves, once they have helped the
widow and the orphan to their rights, then they
have done what God asks of them, and there need
be no word of sacrifice. The very same meaning
attaches to the words of Mioah (6'

1
' 8

). The people
are still under the delusion that it may be possible
by multiplying their offerings in an extreme case

by perhaps giving up even their firstborn son to
atone for their sin, and thus, as it were, compel
the favour of Jahweh. But the prophet does not

go on to answer the questions put by those who
are so deluded. In this way he gives it to be

clearly understood that they are questions that
are not worth discussing. Instead he points them
to the requirements of God which were made
known to them long ago, and in which everything
is comprehended that is well - pleasing to 'God

namely, to do justly, and to show love, and to
walk humbly with their God. Alongside of this

threefold command there is plainly no room for

requiring any outward services. Much about the
same time, if not somewhat later (for the tiriiphim
are already reckoned among the apparatus of

idolatry), we may place 1 S 15'-
2

-. It is true that
here obedience is only declared to be better than
sacriliee, and disobedience put on the same level

as idolatry. But the whole tone of the statement
leaves no doubt that we are listening to the words
of a narrator who has penetrated deeply into the

thoughts of the true prophets of Jahweh, and who
shares their conviction of the utter worthlessness
of outward offerings.
A final testimony, and that of the strongest

kind, to this judgment of the sacrificial cultus is

found in Jeremiah. Already in 6-01 - the prophet
combats the notion that Jahweh has any pleasure
either in the incense of Sana and the costly cane
from a distant land, or in the burnt-offerings and
slain beasts of the people. Still his language here

might be explained as amounting only to a rejec-
tion of sacrifice as a hypocritical opus opcratum.
But when, in 7 21

,
Jahweh says, 'Add your 1 unit-

offerings unto your sacrifices, and eat ye flesh,'

this can mean only that it is to Him a matter of

pure indifference whether they themselves eat not

only the sacrificial meals but the burnt-offerings
(which, according to very ancient custom, had to
be wholly consumed by tire). And when He goes
on (v.

2
-) to say,

' For I spake not unto your
fathers, nor commanded them in the day that I

brought them out of the land of Egypt [i.e. at the
time when the foundation of the theocracy was
laid], concerning burnt-offerings or sacrifices,' this

is intended to show that it is a complete delusion
to suppose that God requires any such offerings or
makes His favour depend upon them. Not out-
ward services, but obedience to His will is what He
demands : in other words, a moral life, for this and
nothing else is the meaning of the words (v.

23
),

' Walk ye in all the way that I command you.'
This testimony of Jeremiah weighs all the more

The usual rendering, 'more than in burnt- offerings,' by
whioh, after all, a recognition of sacrifice i<: introduced into the

saying, would be in itself linguistically possible, but is absolutely
excluded by the first half-verse ; rnH'O means simply

'

apart
from (or to the exclusion of) burnt-offerings.'

that he himself was a priest. His denial that God
gave any commands as to sacrifice appeared so

unheard of that men did not shrink from the most
incredible exegetical operations in order to com-
pel him to say something different from what he
actually says. But no wresting of the text can
alter the fact that Jeremiah is as little acquainted
as the prophets before him with a law-book which
issued in God's name statutes as to sacrifice. This
does not mean that the Book of Deuteronomy was
unknown to him. This book, however, as we saw
a little ago, never sets itself to distinguish in prin-
ciple the value and the necessity of sacrifice, but

simply takes sacrifice for granted as a present
fact, an old - established custom. And so the
result of our whole inquiry is that no one has any
right to depreciate the merit which belongs to the
above-named prophets, of having discovered the
ideal of true service of God in the worship of Him
in spirit and in truth, without any outward cere-

monies and performances.
We may anticipate a little by adding that this

Prophetical conception was not so very quickly
obliterated even in the post-exilic period, whicli
is mostly thought of as the era of torpid, rigid
legalism. Even Ps 40* (

6
> roundly declares : 'Sacri-

fice and offering thou hast no delight in ; ears hast
thon opened [lit. digged] for me [namely, that 1

may hear and obey thy will] ; burnt-offering and
sin-offering thou requirest not.' In Ps 5081r- the
writer repels as a piece of childish imagination,
not to say ridicules, the notion that the flesh of

bulls and the blood of goats are to be offered as
food to God, the Lord of the whole world of

beasts. Ps 51 18
<
16

> insists once more that God does
not desire sacrificial victims and has no pleasure
in burnt -

offerings, but with the very weighty
addition (v.''

J
(
I7

I) that the true sacrifices of God are
a broken spirit, a broken and contrite heart. We
may compare, finally, Ps GO31

1
30

'
'

, according to
which Jahweh has more pleasure in grateful praise
than in a young bullock with horns and hoofs.

We have not here to inquire how it was possible
for these Psalms, with their very emphatic setting
forth of the Prophetic view of sacrifice, to find

their way into the '

song-book of the post-exilic

congregation,' which was at all times profoundly
penetrated with the notion of sacrifice as a sacred
and quite indispensable duty. Was it that a
forced interpretation was put upon the actual

expressions so as to remove what was offensive to

the later, priestly view of sacrifice? This would

really appear to have been the case, in view of

the present conclusion (v.-
u

(
18

>'-) of Psol. Here the

Prophetical view expressed in v. 18
!
16''- has evidently

this turn given to it: all this applies as long as

Israel languishes under God's wrath ; in this situa-

tion sacrifices are useless and displeasing to God.
But once He has compassion again on Zion, and
has built again the walls of Jerusalem, a proof
that the time of wrath is finally over, and the

long-promised great restoration begun, then once
more will He take pleasure in right offerings, then
shall bullocks be offered on His altar. The most
recent commentators on the Psalms are in part
disposed to regard this conclusion as original, and
to find in it the simple solution of the problem
how a Psalmist could have given utterance to such

revolutionary sentiments. But the present writer

agrees with Duhm in holding that it is quite im-

possible to remove the difficulty in thin \vay." It

implies the doing of quite unseemly violence to the

language of v. la
t'
7
>. A saint, who had reached so

* We are compelled to pronounce completely mistaken also

the argument of Jacob (ZATtt' xvii. [1S97] 26S)ancl Matthes (16.

xxi. [1901] 73 ff.), according to which the meaning is that God
asks for thank-offerings and votive offering in preference to

others (in which, however, He also takes pleasure, the teaching
of the Psalms being uniformly favourable to sacrifice).
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I hum uglily purified and truly evangelical a eon

ception of the proper service oi i.o.i as we find m
(ll.'ll Verse, Collld never have -Illlk III such .'III

appreciation of external sacrificial worship a-

manifestly underlies v

III view ol all this, it nmiiot surprise us that.

apart from sacrifice :iinl from frequent denuncia-
tions of false worship, the 1'iophetical refer, -nees

to mallei - ot I he .MI I lu> art- scanty, and are based,

moreover, rather upon accommodation to tin- pie
v.-nhn'.' |iopnl.-ir MCW than n|<oi> an independent
appreciation of it. To tin-

| pie, to he sure, it is

a terrible thieat that ...iliweli i- to put an end
to all tlirir festival-, new moon- and saM>ath-

I
Ho- _''' i

; that in exile they shall be without king
and ruler, without altar* and i>tn:-.<~liiili. rphod
and ti'-ritji/iiin l.'i'i ; that there, in an unclean land,

wli.Mc no cult oi Johweh i- possiblei they shall

have to rat inn h-an loo.l, and lie unable to pre-cnl
ollriin^s of any kind ((f

3
-). Kilt, all that the

piophct is concerned al'iuit is -imply to threaten

something that shall sound terrible to his healers,
i in i to express appro', a I ol disapproval of the en 1 1 11-

and n- necessary apparatus. Kl-ew here, tuo \m
s 1

. I- 2!l' [.ler 'l7-'"- is a later addition, iirob-

ahly from the time of Nehemiah]), it i- only in

a SBC lary way that the festivals, New Moon.- and
Sal'Kaths, are ineiitioned. \Ve have already ex-

plained the sense in which Deuteronomy com-
mend- tlie oh-ervance of the yearly festival- (ch.
lo and the use of the tenth tor sacrificial meals
(I4-

J
"|. Moreover, this hook sei/es every oppor-

tnnity of substituting humanitarian for ritual

motives', or at least of putting them .alongside
the latter: so, for instance, with the command-
ment to hallow the Sal.hath (5

1

-"'-) ; the tithe

every third year (l-l-"'- I'll'-'-) ; the year of release

(l.V"-i: and the letting go of a Hebrew slave in the
seviiilli year (l~>'-''

r
-). And if Deuteronomy, as is

only reasonable, requires the punctual fulfilment.

oi \.,v\s once they have lieeii taken (23-
1

), it does
not omit to add that the man who forhears to vow
is guilty of no sin (v.--').

Knt the strongest evidence of the Prophetical
spiritualizing of the old ritual cn-lom-is the turn
now given to the very ancient mid strictly ohservecl

requirement of << 'im<'< ./"it ict. aliove, p. ti2'J'' f. I,

when in .ler 4 4
(cf. al-o Dt |i>'" 3U1

') the removal of

the tore-kin of the /,..'// i- called tor. \Ve .sha'l

not he wrong in as-uniing that the prophet here

passes a judgment on the value of external cir-

cumcision similar to what lie pas-cd in 7-'"' on the
value of sacrifice. To him it i- a symbol of the

purifying of the heart, \v liidi i- what (ii>d requires
aluive all, and without which it has neither use
nor value.

(/)) [n all other instances as well as in those we
ha\>- considered, tlie actual demands of the pro-

phet- are of a specifically (./;<;""' and, above
all, specifically moral nature. Itut the latter are

in no way separated from the former. Nothing
would lie more per\ei-e than to represent the

piophcts a- preachers of a Kale moral religion

-imply Kecaii-e in their writing- the inenlcatin^
ot iu-liec, honesty, and mercy, in relation to one's

itei^hlionr. alway- plays a mo-t important part,
liehind all this i- the implication that the deter-

mining motive for such conduct i- to he the re-

vealed will of thc(,olof I-racl and the levelellt

fear of Hi- displeasure [in I lent eion y if Pi hearty
lo\e to iiod]. It is in harmony with this that, as
in the l-'ir-t Commandment, the demand tor \. nci

alioll of .IllllWeh alone plrcide- all others. It is

indirectly expressed in the numerous denuneia-
" s ,- t] lt

- |,\\' still retains '.-iltar* ;I]MML,' uith '
'

(t5i olnr,t tivffitt! iii otrot faffmff-np.Kt.), \\ f -liniiM j-i
.' >

1 1 il '. n M
~Z "

lur njT. 'Altar unil ma^fltuh
'

forms a good collocation,

DOt S.n !:li<'<' :ui'l i

lions of idolatry, hut has also positive ui 1

e;ivcn to it frequently (cf. g \m i'
,

I B1*

The -lea|r-l /eal ill this ilirecl ion i- di-plased liy

I i.-iit, tonoiiiy (cf. 4", the reason. .! .-shoi tai i.i'u

a'_'ain-l star worship ; but, ahove all, l^'"-). Any
'ui .

ing to idolatry, even if it emanate' Horn pro-
phets or trom one's nearest relations, is regarded
by this book (13-

rr-
IT'-'*-) as nothing less than a

capital crime; and the penalty is to be executed
on the 'jmltv party without pity, even if this
should involve t he destruction of a whole .it v v\ it h
all it - inhahitants and all their proper I v > I :;

Keal n-veienci. for .lahweh shows itself, above.

all, in unieserveil conliilenc-e in His wise disposal
ol event- ami His help in time of need (Is 7'. and
esp. v. m' '

if ye trust not, ye shall not stand'; of.

also the lorttx clcusicvs j&f IT
4
"')- This is at the

loot ol the unvarying policy which the true pro-
plietsoi .laliwi'h coniniend to their countrymen in
relation to the world-powers. After Alia/, against
the earne-t counsel ot Isaiah, has called in the aid
ot the Assyrians and become their va-sal, the pro-
phet sees in this a Providential dispensation of
.lahweh and a well-deserved punishment of .Imlah.
And now what is required is to keep still under
the ,-alutary eliastenin^' rod (28'- 3U' 5

[' In turning
away (from the wild stru^^'les of the others)
eon-i-l- your safety, in quietness and confidence
is your strength 'J), until the hour has come for
.lahweh to interpose and to di-plav His power on
the deliant Assyria itself (lU

16ir- **-xit- ls' ;

'-i. 1're-

ciscly the same standpoint is assumed by .leremiah
in icierenee to the Chaldieans. There is no resource
for the nations .subject to them (Jer '2~'-"-), or for
/cdekiah of .ludah (v.

1:ar
-)i hut to ]>ut their neck

under the yoke of Nebuchadrezzar (cf. also :(s-'- ""

4'2""r')- How litt icon this accountJeremiah despairs
of the return of liod's favour to the nation and
their restoration, he proves by purchasing, although
a prisoner, a field (3'J

u 'r
-), when already the em-

bankments of the besiegers stretch up to the
city.

The right knowledge of .lahweh issues likewise
in due humility, such as love to one's neighbour
(cf. the prophetic programme of true morality in

Mic 6s
). Hie latter shows itself primarily in

striving after justice at any price, especially w hen

protection and care for oppressed widows and
orphans are concerned: Am 5'-, Is I

17 -
'a 102 ,

Jer
T

"-
'2-K (addressed to the king), Dt 111

18
(coupled

with the injunction to love the tjfr) 24'"" 'J7
1

'.

In general, the w hole legislation of Deuteronomy
is permeated with a spirit of the most genuine
humanity, and thus constitutes, as it were, a de-

posit of the ethical system of the prophets. It evi-

dently discovers the main value of the sacrificial

meals, as well as of the three years' tithe, in the

provision for the Levites, the poor, the widow, and
the orphan (14-" and oft.) ; in face of an extremely
powerful custom that of blood-revenge it pro-
vides for the deliverance of the unintentional man-
slayer (ly-*-); it claims tender consideration for

female prisoners of war (21'
1

'"-), and the less loved

spouse (v.
15ir

'|, as well as for the poor when a

pledge for a loan is taken from them (24'
lc"r

-). An
escaped slave is not to be given up (23""-) ; a
day labourer is not to be oppressed, but to be paid
his wages before sunset (24'

J '-

). Interest is to be
taken only trom foreigners, not from one's count i v

men (ii-"''). The property of the latter is to tie

jealou.-ly safeguarded rJ2'"-) ; the danger of falling
trom a root is to be averted by a railing (22

s
).

l!ut all this humanity and mildness in Dcniem
nomy goes hand in hand with an unbending .-met

ne-s. not onlv aiain-t idolatry but against every
form of lawlessness. The son who is hopelessly
corrupt is, at the instance of his own parents,,
to be stoned to death 1 21 '""-I. In like manner, in

the case of adultery I-'--'-

1

), or of the seduction of a
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betrothed maiden within the city, the penalty of

death is to be inflicted on both parties (22-"
r

-).

Seduction of a maiden who is not betrothed is

punished by a money line and the obligation to
contract an indissoluble marriage with her (22-

s
).

Shameless conduct on the part of a woman is

avenged by her having her hand cut off(25
llf-

). A
newly married woman who proves to be not a

virgin is to be stoned (22-"'), while a false accusa-
tion on this score by the husband involves his

paying of a considerable money fine and agreeing
to hold his marriage with her indissoluble (22

13;r
-).

If a husband wishes to put away his wife ' because
lie has found some unseemly tiling in her,

! he is

required to give her a bill of divorcement. To all

appearance, dissolution of marriage was pretty
frequent ; it was only gradually that even the

people of Israel shook itself free of the general
< Iriental conception of woman as a kind of chattel.

Yet at least remarriage witli a divorced wife
who in the interval has been married to another

man, is strictly forbidden as a defilement of the
land (24

lff
-). Finally, a sort of compendium of the

Deutei onoraic ethics may be discovered also in the
twelve curses of Dt 27 l6

"'.

In all this, moreover, Deuteronomy implies that
the demands put forward by it are not (with such

exceptions as that relating to the concentration of

the cnltus) addressed to the people as something
entirely new. Nay, Jahweh has from the first

provided organs for the communication of His

will, in the shape of priests and prophets. To the
former of these the following functions are assigned
in Deuteronomy : the decision of the more difficult

law-cases (IT""
1 " 19 17ff- 21 5

) ; the service of Jahweh
in the sanctuary, which gives them a means of

livelihood in the absence of a tribal portion of

the land (18
lff- 2G3

'-) ; the encouraging of warriors
before battle (2U'

Jff-
); and the supervision of leprosy

(24
sf

-). As regards the prophets, Deuteronomy
finds itself involved in a certain measure of self-

contradiction in so far as, upon the one hand, it

emphasizes the pre-eminence, nay perfection, of

the code it promulgates (4
8 30 1"1 '

; ef. also Jos 1
s
) ;

while, on the other hand, it recognizes the import-
ance of the Prophets, although these were, pro-

perly speaking, rendered superfluous by the written
Law. This contradiction, however, is resolved by
considering that Dt IS 15"- has manifestly in view

only one particular function of the prophets not
the announcement of the Divine will in general,
but the prediction of the future. Prophecy is

Jahweh's substitute for the soothsaying and prog-
nosticating of other nations (v.

1J
). Jahweh Him-

self sees to it that this substitute is always
*

present; but the only proof that a prophet has

really spoken in the name of Jahweh is the fulfil-

ment of his prediction (v.-
1
).

Of the prophets proper, Jeremiah indeed com-
mends the observance of ' the words of this law '

(H 2(r-
),t by which only Deuteronomy can be meant.

But he can never have been of opinion that true
Jahweh prophecy, the living word of Jahweh,
which is as a fire, and like a hammer breaking the
rock in pieces (23-

!l

), is ever to be rendered super-
fluous by a written Law. Jahweh still acts as He
has done since the choice of Israel, sending with-
out intermission His servants, the prophets, to

announce His will (7
;5 254 265 29 1U

). And only this

immediate tordh ('direction ') of God otters a guar-
antee that it is a true Divine word an assurance

* The referring of 'the prophet' of v.15 and v.18 to a par-
ticular individual, namely the Messiah (on which the old dog-
matic founded the wiinttg prophetieum of Christ), is at once seen
to be mistaken, when one looks at v. 20 and v. 22.

t In this connexion we should not omit to say that the strong:

ohjections taken by I>uhm (in his Commentary on Jeremiah)
to Jeremiah's authorship of this passage, resx on what is by no
means an airy foundation.

which cannot be unreservedly felt regarding n
written Law. It is only in this way that we can

explain the remarkable words of Jer 8s ' How
can ye say, We are wise, and the torah (here = the

[written] Law) of Jahweh is with us? Nay, the

lying pen of the scribe hath worked so as to

deceive.'* If this is not exactly a repudiation of

the law-book discovered and introduced in Josiah's

reign, it is at least an allusion to the dangers
which beset a written code ; and hence the latter

can never take the place of the living word com-
municated through the prophets.
Amongst the earlier prophets, Hosea (8

12
) as-

sumes the existence of a multitude of written

tur6th'\ ('directions'); but the context of the

passage shows that these cannot be regulations
for the cultus, but only guides to a moral life.

In Is S 16 the tordh that is to be laid up and sealed
refers only to the immediately preceding predic-
tions. Nowhere except in Jeremiah and Hosea
do we find any allusion to a written Law. On the
other hand, we encounter everywhere (cf. Am 2",
Hos 6'', Is G lff-

8", Mic 38 , Hab 2 1 "-
etc.) the con-

viction of the Divine mission and the direct com-
munion of the genuine Jahweh prophets with their

God.
Since we have already (p. 672 ff.) discussed fully

the nature and functions of these, we may here
refer to other two points only. There is, first, the

very definite way in which the prophets look for

the fulfilment of their predictions (cf. esp. Is 8 1 **

30", Hab 2-, where the prediction is still further

strengthened by being committed to writing ; but
also Is 20 1

"-, Jer 20" 21 7 2816
'-). The other point is

that the natural feelings of the prophet may readily
come into conflict with the message he is commanded
by God to utter, whether it be that he has a transi-

tory fit of doubt as to the justice of the principles
that govern the course of the world (Jer 12 llf

-), or

that he despairs of any success to his mission
( 15

15ff-

207ff-
), or that he is unable to suppress a feeling of

profound compassion for the objects of his threaten-

ing (Is 224
,
Mic I

8
, Jer 4 19 81OT

-). In the end, how-
ever, the conviction always triumphs which Jere-
miah (12

1

) prefixes to his complaint and reproaches:
' Thou remainest in the right, O Jahweh, if I think
to strive with thee.' Nay, in God's sight all human
wisdom and strength and all riches are as nothing
(Jer 9-3).

Amongst other organs of Jahweh, Amos once

(2") mentions the Nazirites (see above, p. 658") ; but
of the priests, apart from the honourable reference

to the chief priest Uriah in Is 8-, all that we hear
from the prophets are vehement denunciations for

neglect of duty. Almost as frequent are serious

complaints against the kings. Not, indeed, that
the old conception (cf. above, p. 660b

), which saw
in the monarchy a blessing from Jahweh, and in

the king as well as in the priests and prophets an

organ of the theocracy, is wholly denied. It meets
us clearly in the present (Deuteronom.) form of

2 S 7 ; but experience of the monarchy in general

particularly in the Northern kingdom as this

is very clearly reflected in the so-called 'law of the

kingship' (Dt 17
Mff

')> must inevitably have lid to a

judgment almost entirely adverse.

(7) There is still one question we must answer
before passing from this division of our subject.
Do the prophets consider that perfect obedience to

* The usual interpretation,
'

the lying pen of the scribe hath

made deceit of it,' would require the reading ^1^ instead of

f"P.
t Instead of the sing. 'i"nifl, by which the MT means to suggest

the one Law of Moses, read the plur. vh'.R Only thus does

'the countless number' spoken of bear any sense. On the

usage of the word "n'n, cf. J. Valeton, art. 'Beteekenis en

rebruik van het woord Thora in net Oude Testament
'

in Tlteol.

Studuai, Ib91, p. 101 ff.
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the Divine will is |K>ssilile, and .... tln-x measure

each man's ie-pdii-iliilit v accordingly! Tin- answer

Hinsl he that the plophel- know only bOO Well llii'

inlidin -ininlness of man, which i- connected with

the weakness of I In- tle-h. I'.xell all Isaiah must

lament iii'i lliiil In 1 i- a ni:in "f unclean lip-, :unl

dwell- in the midst ill .-i prnplr i.l mi. loan lip-.

.icieiniah i IT
1

', cf, al-o i' 1
'

pronounces
that 'the

heaii i, ,ie, eiiinl alum- :ill things and desperate]]
sick; \vlii can know it'r Tin- Deuteronomist,

again, make- Siildiiiini declare (1 K S" 1

.)
at the

dedication of tlic temple: 'There i- nut a man
that sins mil.' Hill, ill -pile lit llii- general inn

ililii.n ut -inlulnc , the prophet- know nf u re-

lain,- nghlciill ss. a piety which hOneStl] en

(leavings In satisfy the Divine claims. What il

still lacks, owing to emir, ha-lc. ami weakness, is

inaile up In il by the -paring, pardoning graced!
(inil. In this einiiiexiiiii it is nolewort hy that, in

all the numerous expressions Inr Ihe forgiveness of

sin-, sin--- is laid, mil upon a complete destroying
lit sin (as in the Catholic sense, without which
thi-le enlllil lie llii 'SOUlts'), hill only llpdll all

overlooking of it nr rendering it invisible, so that

it mi mine piiivoke- the judicial eye dl (did In

punish it. Nd ihmlit. we have figurative language
here, hut language answering tn the true exan

gclical x 'lew , aecoiding to which the man remains

as before a pom sinner, hut is i/rr/nn-i/ hy < "! in

His grace tn hi- righteous, ami accordingly free

frniii cdiuleinnatiiin. rriipitiatinii
"
consists in a

covering' {ami thus making invisible) of guilt;
ami. accoiiling In the Prophetic usage of language,
it is Cod Himself that cover- the sin (Is I)

7
. -ler

lS- ;

i-t ill.). Other expressions for the forgiveness
of sins are ' take away.'

'

pul aside,'
'

let pas-,'

'wash away,' 'wipe away,' 'heal'; (did plunges
sin into the depths oi the sea (Mic 7"), or coats it

hehiml His hack (I- :IS
I7

| all with the same result,

thai sin i- now withdrawn from His view. In all

this il is assumed as a matter of ciiui'-e that true

contritidii ami repentance are present, and these

can make sins that are blood-reel to be white as

snow, and make the purple -red to he like wool

(Is I").

The proof that at lea-t a i-i-lnlin- righteousness
is regarded by Ihe prophets as attainable, is found,

on the one hand, in allusions to such righteousness
in pa-t times (1- l-"--'i; and. on the other hand,
ill the fni|iient promises attached to the honest

fiillilinent of the Divine will (Is 1
1:1

,
and with

special frequency and emphasis in Deuteronomy
[7

1 '"
1 !'"-. and. 'with the corresponding threaten-

mt;s against disdbedience, 'JS'"- ito
1 "-

ji.
The i|uc-

liini hd\v Mich a doctrine of retribution, according
to which a man's lot cdrresponds exactly to his

conduct, is in harmony with the experiences of

renl life, is not yet raised. 1'ioiis laith Imlil-

simply to Ihe postulate which must always be

maintained hy any truly religions II '< llini.vliuiiiinit,

that genuine godliness mii-l lind it- reward, un-
eiidlines-s its liUllishlllenl. This pn-tulale appealed
to be justilied all the more as it wa- applied, above
all. to the conduct ami the lot nf the people as a

whole, and less to those of the individual. Ami if,

according |o I) (tur to this stratum lielon^s. no
dou hi, the expansion of the Decalogue in Ex _'O''

1

'-"),

a continued inllueuce of L-nili npmi the children,

grandchildren, and ^'reat - ^randchildien nf the

ungodly is taught, as conversely a continuance of

the Divine favour, gained hy ^iidline , till Ihe

thiin-andth ".ener.it ion. this is merely to atlirin,

in the sense of the rrophets, a truth which is

frei|uently te-lilied to I'lsewhere in Scripture and
L-onlirmcil a tlnin-and lime- oxer by experience.
As the merits of David henelit the peoples for

centuries l.in.; (I K II'-'
3 -

15', 2 K 8'"), so, on the

<T, on this subject, art, PROI-ITIATION in vol. iv.

EXTRA VOL. 44

dl her band, the -in- of Manas-eh inevitahly
ahoiit the de-lnietion of I he nation (.ler I.V, '2 1C

Jli. Dent -1111111111%, hoxxexer, is fur from infer-

ring the lal-e i dlixcl-e of I hi- p.i-lnlate thai X II I Ill-

is sine df reward, and wickedness of punishment ;

it doe- not as-ert, w hat was afterwards the popular

opinion, that all human Milleiin^ i- a i oiise.|iiim e

of sin. and that a very severe aflliction must In-

due lo a very heinous transgression. No h- . does

the prophet .leicmiah :t I '-"'') oppose the
jjroverb

ixxhu-e ciiirency i- witnessed to also by M/k Is-)

with which il was then cu-lnuiary to ridii nle the

nii-iindei -t'Kid ret i iliiitiiui ductrine- of Kx 'JH
1 ' 1

The fathers have eaten sour grnpe*, and the

children's teeth are set on edjje.' No, nays the

piiiphet. every man must pay the penalty of hix

iixxn ^uilt u-f.'also Dt 24") ; no one can shirk the

moral re-pun-iliility that rests upon him, and in

Ibis lies the iiroof that the fiillilinent of .lahweh's

demands is thought of as practicable.
1'nder all circumstances, however, rewards and

punishments are thought of as bestowed in this

lire-cut life ; of any expectation of a continued

life after death or of a resurrection there in not a
trace in pre exilic inophecy. I In the contrary, so

far as its view of tlie conditions after death is con-

cerned, tin- latter evidently -till occupies the posi-
tion of Ihe did popular belief in She'ol (cf. above,

p. (HiSf. ), although mention of the latter is only
rare and incidental (Am tf-, Is 5" 7" 28">-

' 8
, Hub

J-"'). The national religion, with which the pre-
exilie prophets have mainly to do, hail its interest

simply in the continuance and, if necessary, the

ie-torati.m of the earthly theocracy. Questions
of immortality and resurrection concern the indi-

vidual. We shall therefore lirst make acquaint-
ance with these at a time when, after the political
downfall of the nation, the interests of the religious
unit as opposed to the mass obtained more and
more recognition.

3. The relation of the nation to Jiihweh. How
far now does the people chosen by Jahweh answer
to the picture we have just sketched of tiod's

demands by the: mouth of the prophets? It is a

very sorry view that is opened up tons in almost
all the writings of the pre-exilic prophets ; and one
ha- no right to assert that, after the manner of

preachers of repentance in all ages, the conditions

are painted too black in order that denunciations

and warnings may have more effect. On t'.ie con-

Irarv, the principle which underlies all these de-

scriptions is that the high privilege accorded to

Israel involved an equally high responsibility, but
that this was precisely what the people refused to

s-e. They were only too ready to hear of the

privilege, 'You only have I chosen of all the

nations of the earth
'

(Am 3-) ; but the conclusion,
' for that very reason I will visit upon you all your
transgressions,' appeared totliem incomprehensible.
The words of Amos we have just quoted are ad-

dressed primarily to the inhabitants of the Northern

kingdom, like t be w hide of Ho-ea's prophecies, and
a variety nl -:ivin-_'- elsewhere (e.g. Is 17 3ir W- ;

cf. also ,ler :!)-'" ''"-, as well as the judgment ex-

pres-ed by D J in J K 135 I4
1

-"'-, and the whole
xiexx point df IT

7
"'). In point of fact, the prophets

-how no ditl'ercnce in I heir judgment of the two

kingdoms, in -o far as Kphraim, even after the dis-

rupt inn, i- -till counted the people of Jahweh, and
is consequently under precisely the same respon-

sibility, and exposed I lien-fore to the same con-

demnation for its apd-ta-y and wickedness.*
In the toreliiint of all the charges against Israel

stand those which concern the root of all their

perverse < iindnct : denunciations of idolatry pioper,

IT the elaborate diwuraionB ot O. Pn-kscli, <;.rAiVAf.-

bttrachtung umi gachichtliclu Ueberlif/enaig ttt 4tn vonmr
titicJieH I'niftn'ti /i, Leipzig, IIHJ'J.
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of false views of Jahweh and His will, and of the

false service of Jalnveh based thereupon.
(a) With reference to idolntry, we had occasion,

in dealing with the preceding period (see above,

p. 645), to show that what is in view is not a

complete denial of Jahweh as the national God
(not to speak of a denial of His existence), but

simply an ineradicable attachment to a syncretism
\vhicli will not break with Baal (or, more precisely,
the baals, i.. the various localized forms of Baal).

This, which was the complaint of Elijah, is still

heard with equal loudness from the lips of Hosea

(2-), that is, about 2o years before the downfall of

the kingdom. However unobjectionable such con-

duct might appear to the people, the prophet brands
it as adultery (!'- 24fl: and often ; cf. also Jer 3 lct -

13'-"
7
). We leave it an open question whether the

comparison between Jahweh's relation to Israel

and a married or betrothed relation was introduced

by Hosea in allusion, first of all, to the unfaithful-

ness of his own wife, in which he saw a reflexion of

the unfaithfulness of Israel to Jalnveh. In any
case this picture fulfilled the prophet's purpose, to

port ray to the common understanding the conduct
of Israel as something shameful and worthy of the

most unreseived condemnation.
In the category of idolatiy, Hosea (4

12
) clearly

includes alto divining by means of small staves

(the so-called rhabdomaney), as Isaiah (8
19

)
includes

necromancy and in general every form of divina-

tion and magic (-2'', cf. also 2 K 23-'). The popular
belief might imagine these things to be reconcil-

able with the worship of Jahweh. But, even apart
from syncretism in the matter of the baals, there

are not wanting allusions to idolatry in the proper
sense: so, e.g., Is I'*, and very frequently in Jere-

miah (I
16 25"' 13 - -off- II 13

). After the middle of the

7th cent. B.C. the denunciations are directed espe-

cially against the worship of the host of heaven

(Zeph I
5

, Jer '7"
ff- 8= 19 13

; very characteristic are

the words of >the people in Jer 44 17ff-

; cf. also 2 K
23'"-), and against the sacrifice of children (Jer 7

3(lf '

195
, 2 K 2310

). In this last case it is not indeed

certain whether the -^ (' king '),* to whom these

sacrifices were offered, is not meant to stand for a

special form of Jahweh (cf. above, p. 646). A
similar doubt arises, as we have already (p. 643")

explained, regarding the Divine images (Is 2-10 ,

etc.), where in many instances it may be images
of Jahweh that are in view.

Amongst the denunciations of idolatry it was

formerly the custom to include numerous sayings
which are meant in reality for the perverted,

unthinking worship of Jahweh, with its strong
admixture of Canaanite ritual practices. The sacri

ficial meals were frequently the occasion of excesi

(cf. esp. Is 287ff
-) and immorality. Thus already

Amos (2
s

) complains: 'Beside every altar they
stretch themselves on pledged garments, and drink

penalty-wine t in the temple of their God.' Ac-

cording to Am 4"-, seeming zeal for the cultus

at Bethel and Gilgal is coupled with disgrace
ful acts. To Hosea (4

lsf
-) the sacrificial worshi]

upon the high places, in the company of the

kedeshiitk, is no better than idolatry, and the

offerings of the people are therefore valueless ir

the sight of Jahweh (5
6
). They may have erectec

numerous altars [to Jahweh], but these have be

come to them only an occasion of sin (8
11 10'

although the last passage might refer also to

altars and mazzfbCth of Baal). On Isaiah's polemic

against the multiplied but wholly useless opera

operate*, see above, p. 685 b
f. The people draw near

indeed, to Jahweh with their mouth, and lionoui

Him with their lips, but their heart is far fron

*
Cf. B. D. Eerdmans, Melekdienst en vcreering van hemel

Vehaineil in Israels CMSjjr. Periode, Leiden, 1892.

t i.e. wine which they have exacted in !ieu of a money fine.

iim, and their fear of God nothing but a command-
nent of men which they have learned by rote

Is 29 1;i

,
Jer 12-). Similar are the complaints of

,Iicah and Jeremiah. But the strongest evidence

,>f the radically perverted character of the cultus

s found in the circumstance that such a shocking
abuse as that of the presence of kedfshim and
tedeslMh (see above, p. 662'') in connexion with

.he cult of Jahweh (for this must be our inference

i-om Dt 2318'- and 2 K 237 ) was able to maintain

ts hold down to the reform of the cultus by
Josiah.

(b) Both the above aberrations, idolatry and the

perverted worship of Jahweh, spring from a com-

non source : a complete failure to recognize the true

haracter of Jahweh. Only this can explain the

people's gross ingratitude to Him who has been

;heir Benefactor and Guardian from the earliest

:imes (Is I
3 5 llf

-), and their false confidence in Jah-

weh as the natioHal God, who, for the sake of His

own credit, cannot finally abandon His people and
:em pie to the heathen, but must at last overlook

ill their rebellions and sin (Jer?
10 ct nl.). Very

often this misplaced confidence is ascribed to the

seductive words of false prophets, who still preach

iafety even when all the terrors of judgment pre-

:ent 'themselves vividly to the eyes of the true

prophets of Jahweh (Mic 3- nb
,
Jer 5 la - 31 7

4 14 llf -

>gl(j-18 O^!'.
HIT. Oglff- 298ft -l-'-W- 1

*!).

This false trust in Jahweh is far, however, from

preventing distrust of His power and aid a dis-

trust which shows itself in an eager striving after

jelMielp and in the attaching of value to self-

chosen carnal expedients. This is one of the

principal sources of complaint on the part of the

prophets, whether the subject of their censure be

the people's trust in resources of their own (battle-

chariots and warriors, gold and treasures: Hos
103b ,

Is 27 229ff- 3016
,
Mic 5'-' 1')) ;

or alliances, now
with Assyria, no\v witli Egypt or with the neigh-

bouring peoples as a defence against Assyria (Hos
513 711 gsf. jo-el 14J

(
3
>, all referring to the Northern

kingdom ; Is 2S 14 2915 '- 30"- 31"-, of Judah's alliance

with Egypt).
The want of real belief and confidence in God,

which reveals itself in such conduct, reaches a

climax in open renunciation of Jahweh and frivo-

lous mockery of His prophets and of the Divine

oracles announced by them (Am 2 1
'-. Hos !)"', Is I

4

519 jiisif. i2 15").
is

igis-as OIJTII. 20111. ogstr. 3Q'Jff
.. ]y]jc

y- n
, Jer 6 10

). Is 22 12ir- in particular reminds us

strongly of the 'sin against the Holy Ghost
'

(Mt
123

"-), which can never be forgiven.

(c) The character of the conception of God and

the religious conditions find their natural reflexion

in the moral conditions that prevailed in the nation.

On this head we have endless complaints by the

prophets, directed at times against the people as

a whole, and at times against particular classes.

Beginning with the latter, we find, at least in

Hosea, no longer an echo of the ancient senti-

ment icf. above, p. 660 1

') about the monarchy as a

blessing bestowed by Jahweh. There is no bond

of union between these later kings of Israel, who
made their way to the throne largely by rebellion

or even assassination, and the kingship in the

sense and spirit of the theocracy (Hos 8' 13"" ).*

Isaiah's opinion of Ahaz is presumably contained

in the statement of 3 1

'-,
and the downfall of Judah

is ultimately traced to the iniquities of Manasseh

(2 K 2320f - 242' 4
). Numerous, and at times very

vehement, are the complaints against the heads of
iar

-, Mic 3 ]1
7
4

) as unfaithful shep-the people (Is 31-

herds (Jer 23lff
-J against the priests (Hos 44 '

*
if Hos 99 I5 109 really referred to the introduction of the

monarchy, these passage's (like 1 S SW- 12") would contain an

absolute repudiation of it. But this interpretation is, to say the

least of it, doubtful.
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Mil- :i" Xeph :!', .l.-i _- 5" 8"), and against tin- tal-e

prophet- i/cph .'('. .ler -" '. 23" I. No
\M mler that IHIiliT -in ll '_Mliilance III! kinds "I N iCeS

nourished luxuriant 1\ . A bum lam > of outward po-
-e--.ii.n- gives l.nlh to arrogance i.\in (>" ", Jcr
I;;

1

.
I ii s'-'"-|. liixnty i.Viii li''

1

I,
ostentation, especi

ally IMI the pall nl \Miiin-n .Am 4 1

,
I- .')'"" i, and

licentiousness (Am 2Tb).
lint ii i-, al.me all, the

ii p|. ii --inn of tho pom- ami needy, tin- turning
a-nl<- i.l jit-lice ill tin- rase of widows ami r[ilian.,

that provokes tin- liiiii-ii-i complaint- (Am-" 7
',

i .. in
, Mic _" 3"-). Finally, not only are the

I pie dial eo. I with partieiilal \li-r- ami oU'eliccs,

I nit there i- at I ri huh . I in tlii-m -ui-li a pen or-ion of

all moral idea- i I- ,V"i. -urh radical ami Crucial cor-

ruption, that any im-n-a.-i- of it seems liardly pOB-
.-il.li-. llo-ea t-l

;

''-i is already rnn-lraiiifil to I aim -lit

that there is no liilelit}, no love, no know ledji'' <>f

(iod in the land : 'tlu-y cur-i- ami lie, tln-y murder
nnil steal anil commit adultery, ami Dili 1 1.1 ly

ili'i'il treads ii|>iiii
iln- ln-i-1- of aiiolln-r.' I- ;;"

refer- to tin- shamelessne-s with which, in bold

clrliam i- of .lahweh, they proclaim tln-ir .-in.-, like

the Soilomiii--, \\ithuut concealment. No less

clii-rrli--s is the condemnatory verdict of Micah

("'"; cf. esp. v.*
'

Tin- li.--t of tl is as a hrier,

the most upright is as a tlioiii hedi;e ') anil of

.1. 'i, -in iah (.">'" li'
:: - '"

!'" i. .lereniiah declares the

corruption to lit- so deeply moled that the Ktlii-

ojiian i-onld more ri tidily change his sUin or

tne leopard his sput- than (lie people their evil

conne of conduct (13
s

). Deeeit ami treachery are
so general that lln-\ linil their way into the closest

friendship and the must -a> red family connexions,
so that it ha.- lieeoino a rule that

' a man's foes are

they of his own household
'

i Mie 7
5
'-)-

4. Tlif nt/ifiii/ <if tli I'l-iqiluls tit tin' rni-i-ii/it

/n"{->il >t,n:/ it i'tii nf tii'- ffnnl''. In view of tic- eon-

dilion.- aliove desei ilii-d. it mi^ht have lieen ex-

pel-led thai lln- etloil- ot the prophets would lie

primarily direeled Inward- preachiii"; repentance
anil amendment, so as, if po--il.le, to snatch the

people from destruction even at the eleventh hour.

And so in |K_iint of fait it was. The assertion so

olli-n repeated at t he pre-i-nt day, that the writing

prophet- liefore the Kxile announced judgment
only, without any alle\ lalion or any prospect of a I

least a partial deliverance and restoration, is ah
iinlin psychologically unintelligible. A j>ri>|iliet

who had a perfectly delinite expectation of the
de-trill tloll ol the Male and nil the melllli'-l- of

the nation, must have regarded it as quite pur
poseless to proclaim unceasingly nothing imt this

di--ti uetion, especially if his words met \vith no
el-edit. The mo-t natural coiir-e for him would
have Keen to al.amlon the niullilinle to Iheir fate,
and in the company of those like himself to liewail

t heir ohduracy and I he ruin of his nation. In-tcad
of Ihiswelind that all the-e prophets, in proclaim-
in- the word of .lahvveh. ill-play a Ijurnin;.- /.-.il

which liinls its only explanation in the aim which

they always set lu-l.in- them in the discharge of

this duty. They -i-.-L to rescue what i- -till

capal .]c ol liein^ rc-cii'-.l. lo o|.i-n the e\'es of at

teasl a portion of their infatuated countrymen, and
to lirin^ theig within the small remnant which has
been chosen hy ( iod to -ur\ ive the jiul^ment. And
-owe ha\e ilie following stages in the prophetic
mc--aL-e : a simple call to repentance, coupled with
the indication of a -tdl po--ihle c-capc ; then the
denunciation of judgment, -o far a.s the godless

majority of the peo).|e are concerned. This jmlv;.
mcnt assumes more and mme "t an nn-\ ita l.le

aspect, and appear- a.- a total de-lniclion of the
Si a 1 1- and the In I hert o e\ i-l i ni; naliollality. Hut,

notwithstanding all thi-. there is ever in the hark
eroiiml thethiiii^hl that for a |>orl mn "1 the people
it will jirove a purifying and not a destroyiii";

judgment. And across the terror* of the judg
ineiil t hen- -mile- a ii era of 01 a ce a n 1 I )i vine com

passion, an era of renewal, when the remnant ill

I he nation shall once more answer to the idea of a

pioplei.t i ....I, and reap the fruits of such a privi-
Ii ue. It is only natural that these various stages
ol I In- piophets' message should not be always
loiiml coniph-ie i.r in the same order. Special
motives or diHeri-nces in the audiences addressed

might pu-h sometimes one and sometimes another
into the foreground, but none of the features above
described will be tumid w ant mi-, at least in the
mm nsiderahlc I'roplietn -a I writings. It must
be admitted, indeed, llial the dillicully of forming
a conclu-ion is not seldom mat'-iialh nicn-a-ed by

' what are undeniably later additions to the text

I -ee above, p. 1)7 I

1 '

f. I. Ill the follow in;; s'irvey we
shall limit ourselves to the rejection onh of -m-h

pa.-sa^es as are generally admitted not to be

genuine, and will reserve for -iparate nv-itment
the phenomenon of so-called Mcs-ianic prophecy.'

at) The above-mentioned assertion that the

threatening of tinal judgment con-litntcs the -ole

contents of pn- exilic 1'iophctic preaching has mo-t
to say for itself in the case of .tum.--. In his

message not the faintest glimmer of consolation
seems to shine in the dark night whose advent lie

proclaims. Kor not only mn-t we leave out of

account the present eonclu-ion of the I. .ok (!!'" I,

but the repeated reference in the \i-mn- of '"' to

the long-suffering of (iod. who at the interee-.-ion

of the prophet may be brought to repent of (In;

evil intended, is designed only to pre|aiv for the
moment when ( iod's long-sult'ering has an end, and
there is scope left only for the execution of judg-
ment (T

7
"'). This accord- also with the whole

preceding me age of Amos. He sees tlie judg-
ment impending over the Northern kingdom in

the form of a devastating horde of foreign enemies,
whom none can escape either by strength or speed
(:
>uir. 311 4-ji. -,:i ^u 911.

.

j
n gu there is a pretty clear

allusion to the Assyrians as the hostile power).
There is no contradiction between this and the

lineal of exile (o
3 - 1"7 67 "" 17 9J

|
or even of a wast-

ing pestilence (so, probably, 516 6"' Sx '"i. For

pe-tilence and famine (8
U

) step in of themselves
after the ravages of the sword. In view of all

this, it appears to follow that the funeral dirge,*
which Amos |.V) raises over the virgin of Israel, is

the linal word of his prophecy, especially as he has

immediately before (4''"-) been pointing to tin- m t.-i

fruitlessness of previous judgments.
The 'Day of the LORD 'is the term fixed for

the execution of judgment. The prophet already
alludes to it in I"

1

,
but a more detailed description

of it is lirst found in 5""r
-. Here we learn that the

expectation of the Day of Jahweh was already
quite familiar to the hearers of the prophet, only
that they manifestly attached to it quite a dill'i-rcnt

sense from what he did. To them it is a day of

.lahweh's vengeance on all the foes of His people,
and hence a day of victory and glory for Israel a

day whose coming is heart ily desired. To Amos,
too, it is a day on which tin- jn-t i.-e of .lahweh i-

glonlied, but -true to the prim-iplc expressed in

J" the claim* of this justice are directed against
His own people. Hence t lie pn .phet i- con-trained

to pronounce a woe upon those who long for the

coming of this day ot tenor: 'What shall the

dav of .lahweh bring to you? It is darkness, not

buhl ; and it i- wholly vain to seek to escape a
Indirect allusions to this day of Jahweh s judg-
ment alike upon I ia. I and Judah and upon the

heathen nation- underlie all those pa--au.-- wheie
a prophetic message is introduced with the formula

t:\.n the rhythm of the two stichni ol -f the no-
' ill.il *'/i"A. or mourning refrain, with altvrinttin:: l..M_-'T itll'l

horK-r \t-rst---iin--iiibi--r*. Sec art, POBTRV in vol. iv. p. 5.
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'upon that flay.' Direct allusions are found,
further, in Is 2' 2ft - in the lengthy catalogue of all

the objects that fall victims to that day which
Jahweh has reserved, when all that is proud and

lofty shall he brought low, when ' the loftiness of

man shall be bowed down, and the haughtiness of

men shall be brought low, and Jahweh alone shall

be exalted on that day.' Finally, in Zeph I
7ir- the

Day of Jaliweh, which is close at hand, is described
under the Figure of a great sacrificial feast, which
Jahweh Himself has appointed, and for which He
has sanctified His guests (i.e., as in Is 13", the
heathen nations who are to be the instruments
of His vengeance). Jerusalem falls before their

storming attack, and so (v.
15

)

' that day is a day
of wrath, a day of trouble and distress, a day of

wasteness and desolation, a day of darkness and
gloominess, a day of clouds and thick darkness, a

day of the trumpet and alarm.'

Turning again to Amos after this digression, we
have to keep in mind two points in connexion
with his seemingly unconditional threatenings of

judgment. In the first place, these threatenings,
if we leave out of account the manifest gloss 24f

-,

are directed exclusively against the Northern king-
dom, and they were fulfilled on it practically to

the letter. But all this time the '

people of God '

continued to exist in Judah as heir of the historical

recollections, and as possessor of the hopes of a
better future. Secondly, it is not the case that
all thought of the possibility of a timely repent-
ance and consequent escape of Israel is wholly
wanting in Amos. For do we not read in 54 the

exhortation, 'Seek me that ye may live,' and in

v. 14 'Strive after the good and not the evil, that

ye may live ; for then will Jahweh the God of
Hosts be with you, as ye have said. Hate the evil

and love the good, and establish right in the gate :

it may be that Jahweh the God of Hosts will be

gracious unto the remnant of Joseph
'

? These
last words suggest the question whether perhaps,
after all, the closing part of the Book of Amos did
not contain originally something of a consoling
outlook fora remnant of the Northern kingdom,
without prejudice to the condemnatory judgment
passed on the mass of the people.

{b) Amos, at Jahweh's command, travelled from
Judah to Bethel, and, when he had discharged his
Divine commission, returned to his home. Hosea,
on the other hand, was a citizen of the Northern
kingdom, and hence could not but feel quite a

personal interest, different from the herdsman of

Tekoa, in the Divine decree of condemnation on this

kingdom. In fact we are face to face, on every
page of Hosea, with the tragic lot of a man who
is selected by God to proclaim to his own people
and his native land the well-deserved and inevit-
able final catastrophe, and who, amidst all his

acquiescence in the justice of the Divine judgment,
is tilled with bitter sorrow at their destruction.
With him, too, the possibility of repentance and
amendment on the part of the people before the

judgment falls is not wholly excluded, as when he
cries, in 1012'- ' Sow in righteousness, and ye shall

reap according to the measure of love ; plough your
fallow ground, for it is time to seek Jahweh, that
he may come and teach you righteousness.' Still

more express are the terms of this exhortation in

14-ff
-, where, at the same time, a confession of sin

is put in the mouth of the people, which straight-
way (v.

off
-) calls forth a Divine promise of restora-

tion. But this very fact shows that judgment is

already executed, and that we are here listening
to a later speaker, who believes that after wrath
the time for pity is come again. Hosea himself
looked for the outpouring of wrath as a thing of
the future. Like Amos, he thinks of it as ac-

complished by means of a hostile invasion (I
5 5s

),

which makes the land a desolation (5
9 10* ; also

2nif- should certainly be explained in the same
sense), while the people themselves have to go into

captivity to Egypt and Assyria (8
13 9s - 6 II 5

). But,
certain as all this is to happen, seeing that ' the

iniquity of Ephraim is laid up and hidden [with
God for future punishment],' 13'-, it is ultimately

only
a purifying, not a destroying, judgment that

God purposes with him. For He is God and not
man, that He should be hurried away by fury to

destroy Ephraim entirely (11"). On the contrary,
He means, as Hosea has already explained in

another connexion C2
ll!:r

-), by the wasting of the
land and the exile of the people to bring about a

salutary change :

' The valley of trouble shall be
to her a door of hope, so that she shall there [in

exile] be again submissive as in the days of her

youth, when she went forth out of Egypt.' Then
shall the names of the baals (2

1S -
1
16
)"-) be no more on

the lips of the people ; everything that can harm
shall be destroyed, the old intimate relation with
Jahweh returns again to the basis of right and
justice, kindness and love ; nor are outward bless-

ings corn, must, and oil wanting to complete
this happy state of things.
Strong objection has recently

* been taken to
the genuineness of this whole passage (Hos2" ;ir

).

It has )>een propcti'd to set it down as one of

those later additions whereby for after-generations
(especially in Judah) the cheerlessness of an un-

pitying series of denunciations of judgment was
sought to be alleviated. Only in that case we
must go further, and (with Marti) pronounce
chapter 3 also a later addition. For so long as
the wife of 3' is held and this still appears to us
the onl v natural view to be Gomer bath-Diblayim,
taken back by Hosea in spite of her unfaithful-

ness, the conduct of the prophet teaches quite ex-

pressly that this very wife of his is a type of the
nation which, in spite of all its ingratitude and all

its unfaithfulness, is not to be cut off from the

pitying .and pardoning love of Jahweh.
(<:) The case of Isaiah, once more, gives much

plausibility to the assertion that the pre-exilic

prophets were messengers only of woe. At his

very call the Divine commission is given him (6
9lf

-)

to produce in the people by his preaching the ex-

treme of hardening, so that all understanding and

repentance, nay more, all escape, may be rendered

impossible for them. But here, again, we have
to remark that an entirely literal interpretation of

this Divine saying is neither psychologically con-

eeivabl-j nor reconcilable witli the actual ministry
of Isaiah. It is true that the mass of the people
is hopelessly marked for judgment: with this

terrible conviction the prophet is profoundly in-

spired. But this does not prevent a small band of

faithful ones from grouping themselves around
the prophet a band which, when the judgment
comes, is to remain under the protection of its

God. These are the 'disciples' (Is 8 16
), among

whom (or
'

by whose help') the Divine revelation

rejected by Ahaz and tlie mass of the people is to

be sealed; so, too, the 'sons' of v. 18 should per-

haps be understood, not of the prophet's sons liter-

ally but of these same disciples. But, at all events,
Isaiah g.ive to one of his own sons the name
Shi'ar-jashiib, 'a remnant shall return,' and there-

by gave expression to his hope that the coming
judgment did not signify the destruction of all.f

Again, Isaiah, after his unfavourable verdict on
the value of the people's ofl'erings, exhorts them
thus (I

16
): 'Wash you, make you clean. Put

away your evil deeds out of sight. Learn to do

good, strive after right. Set violent doers in th

*
Cf. esp. Marti,

'

Dodekapropheton
'

(in Kurzer
Tubingen. 1903), p. 27 ff.

t On the '

holy seed' of 613 8ee below, p. <J9C>>.

lldcom.
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right way. Procure justice ir the i>r|>lian, plead
tin- cause of tile widow.' The-e wolds slllely in

dicate (hat he doe- nol cnn-ider it an impossible

supposition
(hat at least some of hi- hearers may

take hi- word- to heart. tllher\\i-e, there would
lie no meaning in hi- as-citing immediately att,'i

van I- (v."
irl -

1 the po--ibility of a < pletc toi 'vi\ <-

n c of -in. a nil in hi- ;;M ing tin- people 1 tie choice

ln-t\\een obedience and hle--mg on llie one -hi"'

ami stubbornness and de-t i net ion hy the -wonl on

tlie other. K\en a man like Aha/ ha- the wonl-

addres-i d to him i7''i,
'

If ye believe not, ye -hall

not -land,' in which i- implied, on the other liuiul,

Whosoever helieM-th -hall not lie
]illt to shame

'

(JS
10

). The judgment predicted t hen i-. alter all,

a I'liiihih", 01, e a siiiellin", process in which
.lahweh Ilim-ell i I-"'"-' purges away all ba-emelal,
BO that only the pure silver jmle.e-as of old ami
nilcr- a- at the lir-t '] i- left, while '

t he re he II inn-

and -inncrs -liall he -haltered one antl all, and

they that fnr.sake .lahw eh niii-t
perish.'

Like his predeeeois, l.-aiah thinU.-of the judg
nieiit a- brought al.ont hy the de-t rm-tive inva-ion

nt the then world-power-, . \s-\ria (."i-
B
"-) and Kgypl

It lie hitler, howei ei . only in 7
'" and there coupled

with As-yrial. A complete devastation and de-o

lalion of 'the land l- the le-ult I.V'
1 '" (>'" ",">

""

-"). All the men hut a few perish in the conflict,

until seven women pies- their suit upon mie man,
-imply that they may escape the reproach of being
unmarried (3-' 4': ct. also 5'-"'). It is a i|Uc-lion
to what extent l-aiah contemplated the exile ot

the inlialiitants of the land. As in the ease of the

Northern kingdom I 17"'-i. there appears, ace ording
to fi'

J
(!'-' ]u4

31 1

1 -"- 17
,
to be in prospect for .ludah

a- well a complete destruction of the people by
-\\ old ami exile ; and even the tenth, which at first

e-capcs the judgment, i- to he sifted once more.
On the other hand, in .'!'" what is contemplated
i- the exile only of all the leaders of the people
las ill v.-' it is the cany in": away to slavery of

the aristocratic ladie-i ; among those that are

left heliind wild anarchy rages, and a war of one

against another. The dignity of ruler becomes so

cheap that no one care- for it. It is impossible to

resist the impression that the prophet here beholds
in spirit the conditions which, to a large extent,

actually arose in .Indah after the lirst deporta-
tion hy the Chahheaiis in .">!I7.

l!ut we have still to face the question, Did Isaiah

at all times hold fast to these cheerless expecta-
tion-, or is there not much in favour of the view
that all the tlireateiiings referred to belong lo

hi- lir-l peiiod isay down to the death of Aha/),
wherea-, under the righteous rule of the pious
l.lc/ekiah, he changed his tone, and, while still

expecting a purifying judgment eH'cctcd by the

Assyrian invasion, telt assured of the deliverance
of the city and the State at (he moment of extreme

peril, his idea being that the cruel sufferings and

consei|llences nt the war would sllllice to appea-e
the just anger of .lahweh. -o thnt lie could once
more ha\e ciimpa--ion nil Mi- people before things
i B In the nr-t | Ml-

4
)?

The possibility of -neh change is not to he
nli mi/in called iii ijiiestioii. The notion that

A--yria in its overweening pride has far exceeded
the iMvine commission, and thought to destroy
'I ud ah instead of mend v chastising it , i- -o marked
in Isaiah (and that too, as would appear, pretty
eailyi that il connect.- itself of neces-ity with the
threat i. fa thorough eha.-t isenient of Assyria. Only
the mo-t pitiful bvpereritici-m candenvto I aiali

Mich passages as I 10
'

'

'
14-4"' 17'-'

r- is 1
'-.

A- soon as this i- ieeo^ni/ed, there i- equally little

dilliculty about accepting I lie oracle 37""-"'. and in

that case the prophecy ol Isaiah aehieved in the

destruction of Seiin;,e|ieiih's host (3T
Mt

') as brilliant

a triumph as can be imagined. Thus wa- , -on-

hinied what Isaiah, ill allusion to tin' -in,,

action- ol (he hii-haiidinan ('JS-'"'), emplia-i/e- -n

-tionuly as a type of the conduct of the linme
i-dom : (ind's action is not like the working of a

/'Inn! fate, but wisely accommodates itseii in

changing circumstances, times of severe eh:

ment belli;,' followed in turn by times of com-

passion and sparing <;rucu. Nor is there any
coiitiailietion iii the tact that, on the appioarh
of the .\--yiian peril after the death of Salmon
(li.C. 7Uo), Isaiah not only expressly condemns
tin- ailuiiary revolt of ye/.ekiah and the carnal
measures adopted for defence, particularly the
alliance wilh I'^ypt (29

15 30 llf-31 f
"-|, but predicts

the futility of such enterprises (30
3 31-' -

), the siege
and the fjreat anxiety ot the city ('JO'"-), as well

as the ravajiin;; of the country (.'W'"). Tor the
inevitable judgment upon the carnally se<'iire and

(,'odless (2S
131 - ' 7

"') does not exclude the deliverance
of the humble and penitent (10

s4
), even if this is

pieceded by a time of sore trouble.
\Ve must still ask, however, whether l-mah

meant thus to recall all his earlier threateninga
of a far-reaching judgment, and especially of a

deportation of almost the whole mil ion. In face

ot l*i\ine utterances like that infi 11 '-

(addressed
to the prophet on the occasion of his call), such a

complete transformation of his expectations as

to the future must he pronounced impossible.
The original pitiless threateninga of his opening
ministry may have, even for himself, receded into

the background amidst, tilt! excitement, of Senna-
cherib's invasion, hut he certainly did not on that
account lose his conviction that the incidents of

the year 701 formed merely an episode in the

general plan of Jahweh, and meant nothing more
than a postponement of the final judgment. And
if the oracle of '2J"r' should be assigned to the

period after the retreat of the Assyrians, the

prophet must have returned only too soon to his

former extremely gloomy view of the future.

What hopes he cherished, nevertheless, of a
restoration nftrr the judgment, we shall have to

consider elsewhere (see p. 695b f.).

(d) The question whether, in the case of .l/i"'/i,

the contemporary of Isaiah, the threatening ot t he

total destruction not only of Samaria (!'") but
also of Jerusalem (3

1

-) was the final word of his

prophecy, depends upon the other question, how
much of Mic 4 K. is from the pen of Micah himself.

In any case we cannot regard as genuine such pa--

sages as 4"'r-, which anticipate a sudden deliver-

ance of besieged.Jerusalem ; but it may be possible
to reconcile 3 12 with the prediction of exile and

subsequent deliverance contained in 4"' lu - ' 4
[5

1

] (on
5M2|'r- see below, p. 696") and &'**.

(e) The greatest variety meets us, as might have
been expected, in Jtremiah'n expectations as to

the future. He lived through the period not only
of the decline but of the fall of the nation, with
all the attendant terrors, and was a witness of all

the vacillations between fear and hope, between

unbelieving despair and foolish illusion a wit-

ness, too, whose personal fortunes were very closely
intertwined with all this. Considering the state

of things, it is only natural that with this prophet,

again, threatcnings of judgment should o, , up\
the foreground. Sword, famine, and pestilence
are the means whereby .lahweh means to destroy
the people (14

1 -- " '24 1U '-JO'
9
, and very often); the

I'hahhean invasion introduces them into the land.

The total d. '-In let ion of the city (O
w

), the deporia-
tion of all the inhabitants of .ludah (9" 13'" 14""'

111
11 '

17': according to 25", the exile will la-l 7i

yearsi, are beheld by the prophet ill spirit, and in

addition and here is a new element in the pie
diction the boundless mockery and scorn of the
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heathen towards the people abandoned by their

God (18
16 19s -25

s - " 266 2918
).

But. in spite of all this, Jeremiah teaches his

people (1S
M

-) that neither the threatenings nor the

promises of God amount to a, decrc.tum absvlutitin."

Nay, as the potter can remodel the marred vessel

after his pleasure, God can change His threaten-

ings and His promises into their opposite, accord-

ing to the conduct of a people in each case.

Accordingly, Jeremiah too regards his exhorta-

tions to repentance, at least for a time, as not

absolutely hopeless. By Jahweh's command (7
1 "-

and, quite similarly, 2G 3
'-) he takes his stand at

one of the gates of the temple, and declares to

those who pass through what are the conditions

on which they may have a permanent place in the

land. But, as time went on, the certainty was
more and more borne in upon the prophet's mind,
that all calls to repentance would fall unheeded

upon the ears of the hardened people, as in former

times all Jahweh's chastisements had proved in-

etl'ectual (5
3
). Judgment has become an irrevo-

cable necessity. To this conviction Jeremiah gives
forcible expression in a variety of ways. There is,

for instance, the symbolical action of the breaking
of an earthen pitcher before the eyes of the chiefs

of the people (19
lir

-) ; and, no less telling, there is

the repeated declaration that any intercession for

the people has been forbidden him by God as wholly
useless (7

16 II 14
14"). Yea, although Moses and

Samuel the most powerful intercessors and de-

liverers of the people should present themselves
before God on their behalf, His determination to

cast otl' the people would remain unshaken (15
1

).

But flie strongest evidence of the prophet's perfect

certainty as to the Divine resolution is afforded

by 37'. When the Chaldfrans were compelled
temporarily to raise the siege of Jerusalem owing
to the advance of Pharaoh - hophra, all Judah
broke into a frenzy of joy and imagined itself to

be already delivered from all straits and danger.
Jeremiah alone did not sutler himself to be de-

ceived for a moment, but answered the inquiries
of king Zedekiah in the words: 'Though ye had
smitten the whole army of the Chaldceana that

light against you, and there remained but a few
wounded men among them, yet should they rise

up every man in his tent and burn this city with
lire.'

The course of events showed the prophet to be

right: all his threatenings were fulfilled in the

Iwrors of the long siege, the terrible famine, and
itlhe slaughter wrought by the sword of the enemy.
Uut all these judgments are not the conclud-

ing stage in God's ways with Israel. Jeremiah

already beholds in spirit the time when Jahweli
shall have gathered the dispersed from all lands
;and brought them back to the sacred soil, to dwell
ihhere under the charge of faithful shepherds, and
to have henceforward no cause for fear or alarm

|(Jer 23M- 30s - 18ff-
3'2

3
). And when the wounds of

Imlah have thus been healed (30
17

), their plunderers
and oppressors fall in turn a prey to plunder and
exile (v.

19
). Moreover, the return of Divine favour

extends to all the tribes of Israel, and thus includes

also the exiles of the Northern kingdom : 31 1U -

(cf.

eqp. vv. 5 - " 18ff- -7
). In regard to the Judahites, a

distinction is drawn between those already de-

ported in the year 597 and those that remained in

the Jand with Xedekiah (24
1
"-). The former are

like fche good figs which Jeremiah saw in a vision ;

to them belong all the comforting promises of

return and repatriation (v.
5fl;

). But the others,
who correspond to the bad ligs, are to fall a prey
*o the sword, the famine, and the pestilence,
besides tke .cruel mockery of all peoples of the

earth,

Cf. above, p. 6"5>.

5. The so-called ' Messianic prophecy.' (a) So
far as words are concerned, we have to deal here,

nroperlv speaking, only with such predictions aa

iiavefor their subject the Messiah, the 'Anointed,'*
i.e. the King of the house of David, who, after the

purifying judgment is over, is to hold sway as an
ideal ruler over the regenerate people. But it has

long been customary to speak of ' Messianic pro-

phecy
'

in a wider sense, to include such predictions
as occupy themselves with the conditions of the

Messianic era inaugurated by the Messiah. Nay,
predictions are included which do not even men-
tion the person of the Messiah at all, and of which
it is even doubtful whether they look for any such

personality. In what follows we purpose to deal

also with those Messianic prophecies in the wider
sense. But one reservation must be made. Every
expectation of a restoration after the purifying

judgment (as, for example, Is I
26

, Dt 303
"-) cannot

be set down right oft' as a Messianic prediction. t

On the contrary, it is essential to the latter that

the transformation be brought about by an extra-

ordinary interposition of Jahweh (for the most

part accompanied also by violent natural pheno-
mena), and, no less, that the new-created condi-

tions represent not merely a copy of those that

have been already experienced by the people

(e.g. in the era of David and Solomon), but in

some way transcend anything hitherto known.

Apart from certain fundamental characteristics,

the descriptions in question exhibit a very great

variety. Moreover, the question has not infre-

quently to be asked how much the prophet means
to be taken literally, and how much is to be set

down simply to the account of poetical embellish-

ments, and even of poetical hyperbole.

Owing to the extraordinary importance attached by the early

Church to the OT predictions (which were viewed as much as

possible in a magical light) about the Person and the Work of

Christ, the literature on this subject has been all along very

copious. We confine our attention here naturally to such

works as have either actually advanced the knowledge of the

subject, or exercised for a longer or a shorter period some con-

siderable influence on the view taken of Messianic prophecy.
The titles of the following works are arranged in three classes,

and in chronological order ; we leave out of account the

relevant sections in works on Biblical Theology and articles

in Dictionaries of the Bible.

I. The standpoint of the BO - called mechanical theory of

inspiration, or at least a specifically dogmatic point of view, is

represented by : E. W. Hengstenberg, Uhriitolaffie <I/'S AT, mid
Commcntar iiber die messmnifchen Weissayunticn der Pro-

pheten, Berlin, 1829-1S35, 2nd ed. 1854-1857, 3 parts (accord,

ing to Hengstenberg, the prophets always pronounce their

oracles in the ecstatic condition, often without themselves

understanding the contents and scope of their words, and, in

virtue of Divine inspiration, thus anticipate the whole Christ-

ology of orthodox dogmatics) ; Joh. Chr. von Ilofmann, Weiisa-

*
Cf., on the history and meaning of the anointing of persons,

above, p. 095>> f. The term Mrsuiax, which is frequently used,

is derived, as is well known, from the NT Mima,- or M'.T.K;

(so only in Jn I41 and 4^ ; elsewhere, as in the LXX, i X .<mr

[so for the most part in the Gospels] or XWT (so generally in

St. Paul]) a form which itself springs not from the Hebrew n'ss

(mashlah), but from the Aramaic form (invp (mithHul, the

so-called status einphaticus, with the determinative ending

N^-, which corresponds to the Hebrew article, so that the name

=i Xfiarts). The written form Mi^o-.o; is after the same

analogy as Vif<r>if = 1tS^, or 'Ii-Ti =
nj(?;, and does not justify

the assertion of de Lagarde (Hilduny tier A'omtna, Gottingen,

18i9, p. 93 ff.) that Mi?-*-.*,- cannot go back except to a form

n'v'S (mishshiah - Arab, missih) whose meaning would be 'oft

anointing.'
t In the same way, of course, every threatening against the

nations hostile to Israel is not to be summarily assigned to the

realm of Messianic prophecy. Such threatenings may spring

simply from a general faith in the righteous conduct of Jahweh
as the Ruler of the world (so Am 1-" ) or from special faith in

the righteousness of the God of Israel, who chastises the over-

weening pride of the world-power employed by Him as the rod

of chastening (so with Isaiah's threatenings against Assyria

[see above p. 0!>3], Nahum's against Nineveh. Habakkuk's

[23- ] against the Chaldasans). The case is different, to be sure,

where the threatening stands in connexion with an allusion to

the personal Messiah or other indubitable characteristics of

Messianic prophecy.
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pn.l.f Ul ' 0(1 .IT Kllr/ .VV, Sordini '."II, 1")1 1MI,
:'

I

1 1 .til. nipts to pro\- thin l)i<- liiiK' and ill th< di

lultilnielll were itlrca.h pn-il. -l_-n.iti il In In. fact* "T Ih. "I"

history of SJil\;iti.)H, tin- if"f't ul prop!i..'\ simj.U OCOOmpan]
in;; til-' t,i,'i- \~\ WUj "f siipp|,.|i ( ..|i[ ;in.| n.Mlirrii il ion. The
tlp'-s <>l ('bust Whirl) uire sll|p.,s,,| to U .'lul....!], ,1 III th.-

l.iMon wen- arrived at h\ an i-\tr.-inrlv artllirial >\-l.ni .1

i M .1 -.is, without uny r,-;u.l t.. lit. r:ir\ ,-riti,-ism |.

II. A srientiti.- but inli'Mlh i-..ns.-i\ :im . -t in-lp- >inf |fl OOCQ

pi. .1 l.i : ( '. \. Or.-lli. /'., 'if",>!_ II i
/ ,; ,

i i' i

ifini'i ./i ',,"., .,
, ''tit.-//!-!! Sntwielsttwig

li'iff ,~''ltr, W i.'ti, Iss.', KII-. Ir. Iss. ,'..|il. t iiis .1 iiiiinh.T ..[

Bpe. im.-ns .it tninsl:ilioii iinit :i .mi ...... ntary on the in.lividual

pp. pin . i-s| ; <'h. A. Knir..'*, M<i>*tnni'- 7%,,, A,,.,. N. . \ irk,

Iss.;; Kr.ui/. I i.'ht/s.-h. tfeMianucfa WeuuaQVHgmingtschichl
i

. IS'.MI, KIII:. Ir. Isnl.

III. The follow ini; r.-pn--* nt .1 ti .- rritiral sUniljMiint : Ferd.

llit/i^. i <nV. .-iui[i- n tfi i i/u- tij'/iti-ti'- YVi. ./' I-. i"i'/ [forming
...... I- ni :'n.| p.irt ]

.'.. i/i- ..iii-i ., ;,- n Veiataffvngfn dei
.1 / /i rtHugggebtn < <" A'/.'-nrttv, hurl si uln

,
I
ssi .

;
K.I KM Inn,

[li, ,,,,'....Mf .ii..vA, H'. i -MI ">;..|. l,.,l h.i, I S", ... "IP I i . I I ss... Kl i|_'.

\ . II. St. IMt. .11, /'/I. .ll'U '* ,<
. I/

Kdiiihiiru'h, '
s ^ t;

i
*i" '

~--!iill> iiiiiiiitaiiis th:it the .Iruish Mi-s-
- .1-1 1. .'\|.r. !- t t !. .n h.iil nut \-t itl.un-.l I'.tli. lull OOnt6ntB Of
tti, I linvi;. lt , 1,1. L ol Mi, M-'->iiiti, \vhi,h \\.i- l,.i-r,l np,.n .1

ij. ,

|.-
i kn.'A t.'.l^c (if Miv iiiitnn- ami furii-timis

j ;
H. H.i, kiii.uin,

/'i. Zvkwrfberw6rtwtg ''-^ Jetajn, t;"ni[r_---M. i-
1

.',". : r. \'ul/,

l>i DOrttCUueAtf .'"' ''"|' 'i' i' .(/''A.-II",, ( I'.ttin^t'll,
- ks, l*y the aid of very hold literary rrilirism, to prove

thit rhr \1--M, in:, i.l-.i IHI..III-TI t.i I hr . h:ir.i. ti-r i>t pre-f\ilir

j.r<i)ilu'i'\ , ami iii.tki's its tit-l ,ipp,- u mi. i IN M.'.kii-l. Even
tinn it is in ,.i f. i.i aot a derivative of the spirit of pre-exi]ic

prophet ^. \vhl. Il \:is pi . riiiin- hi l\ a pt'r.u tiin^ tif juil^lilellt
ill l<i reiH'iilaiic*-, init :i ..m.rssjon hy Ezektel to the

national anil p:ir! n'ularist ir si-nt nii.-nts t ,t th. .li\vish popular
lllillll- ill oppo.,itl..n to Ilis nnllM:ir\ \ iru p.llllt I ;

11. llllhll, /'"
l

; ,11. ! It'll l< II '!< * I..I'H, /I'l.M'/c /' tltlll /ll-l'!"'ll'n
' '

/-/.v ;n <l,-n Titriinifii, r'n it.iin; i. It., part i.. lv<> laron-
rise tint \c-ry ahli- h.inillniL; of the Mlhjf ( ; purl il., Tubingen,
r.i.'i. il.uls \\itli tin.- (i'r mati'in-. ati<l .illusions that occur in

thr N'l'l ;
tl. Nou.uk l'i' /.iikniillxlii'ti nil IKX n /.M'f,/ in ''i

ttliyritehm ///. TtlliilifiMi, l'io-. \. |';. Haiiilsnn, HM 'l'i'*lii-

:>,, , l-K'i'ti,', -it, Edinburgh, llHKi [a pusthuinous work edited by
J. A. PatersonJ.

One of the ]irin<-i|.al ilillirull irs in this connexion
i* iicrasionol l>y ijiic-tinns of literary criticism.

Tin- authenticity of those prophecies, especially
tli.' Isaitniie , ..... -, in which a persiinal Messiah is

spoken of, has recently Keen povtcrl'iilly sissailcil

liy ll.'tckniann (see aliovel, ('heyiie, ami others;

ami, although tin. last \\onl may not have Keen

spoken on all the sections in <|iicstion, there is

sean-ely a single jias-:mi- \\liii-h .lues not lalionr

uniler serious ilitticulties in repaid either to its

contents or its lan^iia^e.

('/) In view of \vlial has Keen saiil, it is only
under reset \e 1 hat we commence our examination
of strictly Messianic prophecies with

(a) Is 7 14
. Acconliti", to the presently prevailing

opinion, iml ..... I. this so called limnamiel-piophecy
would have to lie lelt .|iiite out of arroiint in our
discussion. The prophet, we are told, meant to

say nothing more than that any hoy lion, within
a sliort time from then mi",ht receive from his

mother the name 'Coil with us,' in allusion to the

(ptickly following deliverance from the foes that

were then threatening Judah. The ' si-n
'

which
Aha/, had disdained, and which the prophet now
announces to him in the name ot liis(i<>.|, is held
To consist simplv in the name '

Immanuc],' neither

the person of the yonn^ woman (""
k
y| nor that of

the lioy heiii"; of any importance. \\'e cannot help
fc'eliii";, however, thai this interpretation over-

looks in its haste two serious oKjcctions. In the

first place, is it possiKle that the contii matory
si^'n announced so solemnly hy Isaiah should have
consisted merely in allirmiii":, hy the name ojveti

to any hoy, the deliverance or Judah ? Would not
ihi- lo^'ic of this prophet ic'.-il annotiin I'tnent simply
r. . in. ici this :

' Tin 1 ileli\ eraine w ill lake place 84

surely as it will take place'
1

: Secondly, is it

possihle in Is S" to r.-sl content with II ..... \plana
lion that tin 1

expression,
'

thy land. ( > Inimanuel.'
is illlellih'd to refer to the lion ..... t lhal c-a.-llal,

]nirely iianiiiinirii liv, who m.-i\ i ..... i\.- the ntime':

Ktit it, in \iewol t hes<; ditlicullies, the am lent

Messianic interpretation of Is 7'
4 is still entitled

to ~i-\\:,M, I, aid, .'I niltllliel of eonc.-ssions must In-

made, l-'itsl of all. it must I..- admitted that the

piophet e\p.-.teil (he ad\ent ot tin- \|. iah, not,

me! ely \\ It hill ill.- p. -11. ii I "I \ --. lla n \v ol I'l .-in
j

n i
<

hut in the inline, hate fiiinie; ami . on~. .|in nt Iy
tliat he was mistaktn on this point. Secondly,
his announcement of Inimanuel as the M. -sial,

and as the Deliverer is intelli^ihle only "n tin.

assumption that he could confidently take it for

granted that his hearers were familiar with tin'

theoloffiinitnon of the Messi&hi Otherwise, Ins

mode of expression would In- ~o ohsi-ure and t nig-
matic that scatcely tiny one could haxe umlri
stood him. Now, il is .pin.- e..n.-en .ihle thai an
ancii-nl I 'ivine oracle reoanliu^ tin- p. rp. -tnal dura-
tion of the Da\nl]i- <i\nast\, such as doulitli-ss

underlies the present lecciisioii of 'J S 7 '<('. i

-spi ri

ally \ . "i. may have already become transformed in
the popular Kelief into the expectation of ont ideal

ruler of David's family, and that this cxpeetat ion

always prevailed more [Kiwcrfully when the nun, n

saw itself ineiiaci d hy any serious danger. The
piophet could then without anything further count

upon the intelligence of his heareis, if In- simply
alluded to that expectation. All this does not
indeed answer the i|iiestioii how it comes to

|

that the prophet never a^ain leeius to this/'

tiii/Hiiii'iiiiH of the Messiah, even in a case where
(as amidst tin 1 sore distress caused hy .\-s\ria in

the year 7N) this procedure would have hcen most
natural. Are we to hold with some that Isaiah

afterwards abandoned his Messianic expectations
and attrihuted to .lahweh alone all the function*
of the Messiah ; or even that, in the matter of his

expectations as to the future, we must distinguish
not two hut three, or even tour, periods ':

' Such
a notion is contradicted hy all that we are really
ahle to learn of the personality of Isaiah. All the
more weight, indeed, thus atlaclies lo I lie circum-
stance that, snl>sei|iieiil to 88- 10

, he never retuins
to the suhject of Inimanuel.

1/3) Is 9'"" and ll'-'
J
. The same difficulty arises,

of course, in estimating the two oreat. iindoiiKtedl y
Messianic prophecies. Is !)'"'

; and 1 1
1 ''

[the secondary
character of H""r- is now pretty "enerally acknow-
ledged]. It is no objection to Isaiah's authorship
thai in 1)' the circumstances of the Kxilo appear to

he presupposed, and that in II' the stock of David
seems to lie reduced to a mere stump. For it lay
ipiite within the range of true .lahweh prophctism
that Isaiah should he transported hy the spirit of
(!od into these very future conditions a result
which would not at all impair his connexion with
the present. A^ain, as regards the further features
of the prediction of !i'"-, namely, the hope of a
In ilh, mi victory, whcrcKy ,/n/iir./, Kn-aks the yoke
of the enemy (v.

3
), the Kurnin^ of all instruments

of war (v.
4
), the righteous ami peaceful rule of the

descendant of I >avid (for s-n-li is cet tainl\ intended I

over the kingdom of David restored to its old ex

tent, all these arc expectations which an Isaiah

may i|iiite well have cherished. Nor is any
Btumbling -block occasioned by the names by
which (iod (\v'i calls the Messiah, provided one
does not render ii33 s x hero ( Iod,' hut finds in it

on. epithet=' god of n hero,' *.'.
( Godlike hero':

aii ,-ilisolnte predication of Godhead, even in tin'

case of the \les~;. ,],. would lie inconceivable in

the dT. | But it is an undeniable dillicully that

Tun periods (the tlrst from 7:1'. 7:!4) are assumed by Guthe
(l>n* /men iirr*',,/./ ./, * ./,ii/, I.. i|./t(f, 18b6) ; a 'threel d

Ei.-turc

of thi- future' l.\ ( ii. selir. . hi t /.Viu <(./- cur ./,

ritik. lioitiir^in. i-.o. p 70ff.); ^i toiirfiild OI'H- bv Heinhold
(.Mr'-/".i -i,, i.-nn/. j^li:i:'ii^Fi.'itn'iitc: i. 'Derheiligcli
Uonn, 191

t lUil.hinn-al exegesis, n~ is well known, gets over the ditfi-

.ult', 1.^ i living I in- lii tbroe (or at least two) tilli us siih-

j.'i-ts, |ir.i:ir names in ,ipp..suioii with the 'He* of
'

:in-l lie

i ill only Uit last title (or at most the lout two) tn-lur^s
to tliu Messi.ih.
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tlie announcement of the Messiah is conveyed by
such enigmatic expressions as ' a child

'

or ' a son
'

without any more specific explanation a manner
of procedure which indeed reminds us of the pur-

posely obscure manner of speech of the later pro-

phecy, which is already on the point of passing
into apocalyptic. The same cannot be said of 11 '".

The fresh shoot from the stump of Jesse could not
be misunderstood by any one, and as little could
this be the case with the beautiful description of

the righteous sway that he is to exercise in virtue
of his extraordinary endowment with the spirit
of Jahweh, with its many-sided influences. The
whole prediction is indeed dominated by religious

points of view, but the ideal picture of the the-

ocracy is yet far from that of a priestly State
under the dominion of a written law. On the

contrary, the expectation in question moves quite
within the sphere of ideas that strike us as per-

fectly natural to a prophet of the 8th cent., look-

ing to the historical experiences of the past and to

the conditions of his own time. Even the appended
description (v.

6r
) of the paradisaic peace that reigns

among wild animals could be pronounced Utopian
and derived from the later apocalyptic only if in

v. 9 the animals had attributed to them a share in

the universal knowledge of God which marks the
Messianic age. If this latter piece of (certainly

unjustified) exegesis he rejected, all that remains
is a highly poetical carrying out of the true Pro-

phetical notion that even the external course of

nature and the changes it undergoes stand in the
closest connexion with the fortunes of the people
of God, whether their fall or their rising again.
In view of all. this, it is quite intelligible that even
so radical a critic as Duhm holds to the authen-

ticity of 91 "6 and II 1
'"; and we should readily sub-

scribe unreservedly to this view, if the question
were first answered how such express and strong
expectations of a personal Messiah could possibly
iind no echo in the later oracles of Isaiah.

(7) Mic 5' ff-
. New difficulties are raised by the

Messianic prophecy of Mic 518
-. These do not lie

in the seemingly magical prediction that Bethle-
hem is to be the place from which the Messiah is

to come forth. For (as in Is II 1
) all that is meant

by this is plainly nothing more than that the
Davidic dynasty must first be reduced to the pre-
Pavidic conditions before the Messiah can make
His appearance. Again, the reference to the
remote antiquity* from which the origin of the
Messiah dates, would tell against Micah's author-

ship only if the allusion were to the time when
David first came upon the scene and not rather to

the primeval resolution of Jahweh to send the
Messiah. But our difficulties do begin with v. 2

.

Are we to hold that Micah, witli an eye upon the

prophecy (which he interpreted in a Messianic

sense) of his contemporary Isaiah (Is 7 14
), used the

peculiar!}' veiled expression 'till the time when
one who is to bear shall have brought forth

'

?

When the hope is expressed of the return of the
residus of his countrymen along with the Israelites

(v.
3h

), is not the return of a portion already pre-

suppused (and thus not predicted) ? And does not
the announcement that the Messiah shall be great
'even to the ends of the earth' already recall the
late theoloijumcnon of the world-empire of Israel

under the Messiah ? All these are questions which
still wait for a satisfying answer. But the main

difficulty here, again, is that so sharply defined
a Messianic expectation should apparently have

passed again into oblivion both with Micah him-
self and with the prophets who succeeded him.

(5) Jer 235lf
-. In view of all that has been said,

*
I't 32' shows that f* is is the meaning of cViy vr (not 'days of

eten ity.'jis if \vl.at were spoken of were the eternal pre-existence
of the Messiah). *

'

it might not he an impossible supposition that the
real starting-point of the expectation of a personal
Messiah is to be found in Jer '23

51f
-, the prophecy of

the 'righteous shoot' of David.* He is called the

'righteous shoot' because, unlike David's descend-
ants in the time of Jeremiah, He will correspond
to the ideal of a Davidic ruler. But the little that
Jeremiah says about Him (that He will rule wisely
and justly, that under Him Judah and Israel shall

be saved and dwell secure) implies no very extra-

ordinary fortunes or attributes of the subject of

the prophecy ; so that the question might almost
be asked whether the concept of ' Messiah '

is

applicable at all to Jeremiah's 'righteous shoot.'

Nor are we carried any further by the name given
Him in v. 6 'Jahweh is our righteousness,' especi-

ally as it is exegetically uncertain whether this

name is intended for the Messiah and not rather

for the land and the people : in the lute imitation

of our passage in 33"* the same name is bestowed

upon Jerusalem. But, even if Jeremiah means by
the 'righteous shoot' the Messiah in the narrower

sense, he by no means thinks of a single descendant
of David who lives and reigns for ever. For already
in v.

4 he promises shepherds to feed the people
when they are collected again, that is to say, he

expects a succession of righteous descendants of

David, as the author of Jer 3317
already understood

him to do. This would not indeed exclude the

supposition that the shoot of David who first arises

and inaugurates the great revolution was thought
of as the Messiah in the narrower sense ; but a
closer examination of the passage shows that the

idea of the personal Messiah does not come so pro-

minently forward as to be capable of being re-

gai'4ed as a landmark in the history of Messianic

prophecy.
(c) The Messianic prophecies in the wider sense

which are attributed to pre-exilic prophets, stand

in urgent need of careful sifting. Many of them
are encumbered with serious difficulties as to their

authenticity, and hence had better be reserved for

treatment at a later stage. Others are based upon
the expectation of a natural course of things, and
hence lack the marks of true Messianic prophecy
mentioned above (p. 694b

). To this category
belong

(a) Is 7
3

. A certain expectation is here embodied
in the name given by Isaiah to his son, She'dr-

jaahitb, 'a remnant t shall return." The under-

lying notion is that the impenitent mass of the

people shall be involved in destruction on Jahweh's

day of judgment, but that a small number of godly
ones shall survive the judgment, and, under a

regenerated political constitution, lead a life well-

pleasing to God. So also the closing words of t>
13

'and a holy seed shall be the stump [of the tenth

that survives at the end of the first judgment],'!
may be understood to mean simply that the sur-

vivors are to form the stock of a population of

Judah 'consecrated' to Jahweh, i.e. truly belong-

ing to Him. The additional idea that their con-

version and deliverance as well as the forming of

the new political constitution are to be brought
about by a miraculous interposition and extra-

ordinary measures on the part of Jahweh, could

be supplied from the above-noticed prophecies of

a personal Messiah, only if the latter certainly
emanated from Isaiah.

(/3) Hos 2-10 1
1")- '*

I
21

) '-. Along with the promise of

* The authenticity of this prophecy appears to us (against
Duhm in his Commentary on Jeremiah) to be absolutely proved

by Zee 38 and &-, where ' Shoot
'

(EV
' Branch ')

has already
become (no doubt, on the authority of Jeremiah) a nomcn i'iv-

priuin of the Messiah.
t On the '

holy remnant
'

see the above-cited studies of Mem-
i hold (p. 095'' note *).

I t We do not forget that these words also [they ai t wanting in

I the LXXJ are denied by many to Isaiah.
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a community pnrilied
irnni -in and in) rodm-cd into

[In- closest fellowship with tlod we meet hen vv n 1 1

till- promise of ex t I am dinal \ outvvald blessings:

I

not. ! lion from all II.-MIII from animals
s II'

1 "
. and tin- MI called 'Messianic fertility'

a theme which, iii tin- later eschatological pro

pliccics,
is tic,-:ted with special predilection anil in

language of tin- st longest hv perbole.
,i /c[ih 3""'". From tin' period prior to Jerc-

mi. ili. at most /.rpli .'!"
- ;

r;iii ! a-ssiy I to our

pisent category. Hut even this passage speak-
only of taking away the consciousness "t jjnilt anil

prevent in..; ficsh guilt on the part ol 'the humble
iiinl Mnall

| |'li\ wlnrh. alter tin' removal of tin'

hanjhiy ones, is to in- left on tin' holy mountain,
\\ lii'iv hencclorward it shall dwell in peace.

(6) Jer l'2'
4ff

-. In Jeremiah we encounter, per-

haps for tin.- lirst time," tin- Motion Mill imii-i'il

( .\
jii

cssed iii a v ct v liiniit'il fashion that the

( .1'iit ilr- an- to lie partakers of tin- blessings of tin'

III. unary. hi p.'""- tlii-rr i- a promise t hat tin-

lira t lieu neighbours of .linlali w ho have hern carrieil

captive shall lie planii-il a^aiu, and shall flourish

in the iniil-t of .linlali, ]Ho\ i'l'-il they confess tin-

iia MM nf .la h\\ fh ; ot hcrw ise, t hey ale to In- plucked
up once Miore anil completely destroyed. Hi-Muni

iloulit . we must see iii this made an approximation
to t he tin ti/iii/iiiiii'iiiili. so imporlalit ill after times,

of the conversion nf the heathen and their recep-
tion into the kingdom of Hod an expectation
which witnesses to :i profoiiMil insight into the

I >iv ine plan ot sal vat ion, ami deserves more than I

am other the name of a truly Mes.-ianic hope of

the future.

.ler SI 31 '*4
. We do not find that Jeremiah

follows out the, above notion elsewhere. Hut in its

pLn c In- niters in 31 31 "w a prophecy u-^nrdinj; the

condition of Juilah after the purifying judgment,
which eoes far lievoiiil the announcement of simple
restoration and renened prosperity. This is the

famous prophecy of the ' new covenant' which
.lahweh is yet to make with Israel

|

-o that the

lone; e.xilcil Northern kingdom is included in the

prophecy) and .linlah. \Ve pass over the fact that

even in .leremiah the word n~)3 does not denote

simply a ' covenant or eii^a^'i-iiient entered into at

\vill hy two parties, and to In- abandoned at plea-
sure, lint, ill accordance with tile y/itjt'ttt.f use of

the term in the I >T i cf. a hove. p. li:!!!
1

'!. stands for an
onlinaiK'c- emanating from lioil and binding uin on
iln innally upon Israel. Hut this is not incoiisistent

with what is a fact, that here a wholly new con

ccpt ion of t he ;v: makes its appearance in history.
The prophet himself emphasi/es this in the words :

' not according to the covenant that I made with
their fathers in the day that I took them by the

hand to brini; them mil of the land of K^ypt,
which m\ covenants/ley broke.' And the continua-

tion in v.
: teaches plainly wherein the deep Seated

difference between the two forms of n": con-i-t-.

In the lirst instaiice. it was outwaid ordinances

[the prophet i- thinking in all probability of t he

law I ii ink introdiicel hy .lo-iah in the year ti'Jlj

that were laid upon the \v hole limly of the people,
winch alwavs confronted them a- external, tlt'iil

statutes, incapahlc of
penetrating

to the lnaii

and conscience of the individual, and producing
then- an enduring spiritual life. This is now to he

((iiile diHercnl : .lahweh will put His law within
them ami write it in their In-art ; and ii/inii t/ii.i

shall henceforward l>e lias,-, I t he 1 1 nth,
' .lahweh the

(.iod of Israel, Israel the] pie of .lahweh.' Then

Iln :iuTlli nlirir \ i>f 1, 1-7, :iinl abOVe ill "1 l' ll
'' tl

,
^ '-Tl'-ilin

bereil (like that Ol IB - n<l Mi.- l
1

'
1

) vulh ilillii -nil n-> t...i

s.n.'ii- i..,.!!..^ ,.t the plmdnff of it..-.- IM-MJ-S |.n..r i,. Jere
HUM. Ii u.:\ !,.- uilil. il ili.it -l.i : <l to Ji-remiah by
M.uli mil liuhni. hut (with III.- i'X.'i-|Hi..ii "f v.l'''J)ta hclil

I .... . i.n.-lii (uiili \\III.NI tin- |.e> nt writ IT agrees) to be
authentic.

no longer shall any one need (v.
M

) to be taught 01

c'xhortcd to know .lahweh. lor they shall all know
Him from the least to th. ihank- t.. the

enli^hii-nin^ that shall p, Imlli Mom Him. |-oi

tie lai ter they an- pn-pan-d, mon over, hy the xuilt
of I heir tran-^ri-s-ioiis heinj; removcil. ami iln-ii

sins lieiii^ no more remembered a^ain-t them
I in.- knowledge ot (iod, a.a well as worship of

Him in spirit and truth, can take root only in the

soil ol pun- heal ts.

The importance of this pniphecy of Jeremiah's
alioul tin- 'new covenant' cannot readily l- >-x

a^'eratcd. It means nothing h-s, than a distil

breaking with the comcptmn of the revision nf

Israel as a merely national religion indissclubly
conned. -d witli particular outward forms of the

culius, and, above all, with a particular land. The
'new covenant can blo"om and hear fruit w hei

evei an Israelite looks up to hi- 1 ind w it h a grate
fill and trustful heart. In place of the general

body of the people, which had hitherto constituted

the '

subject ot religion,' the individual " now comes
forward with his claim to the most direct personal
communion with bis (Ind. Thus tin victory is

finally won over those particularistic features, nav,
features boiderin^ upon nature - religion, which
from early times had. dun;; to the religion of

Israel.

vi. THE KXTKIIXAL COUKSE OF DEVELOPSIKST
OF THE JlKLKlKlS HF 7>/;.l /-.'/. l>l'l;l.\<i THE
j'Kliluli nlf

i-iiK-F..\ll.li- J'HoriiEi.'l'. 1. After
the disruption under Rehoboam, the two kingdoms
went each its own way in matters of religion, and,
as time went on, these ways always deviated more
and more. Not indeed that there was no loiu. i

a consciousness of what was common to all the

tribes \\ifinii- (lod and His former mighty acts.

That the opposite was the case is shown hy the
almost complete identity of the conceptions and
the institutions found in the two kingdoms.
linage worship and the locali/iii"; of .lahweh at

ditli-rent sanctuaries had the same vo^ue in Israel

as in .Indah, and, if Jndah repudiated the bull

worship, it sacrificed, down to the time ot He/--

kiah, to a bra/en serpent, even if the latter had
not its place in the temple. Hoth kingdoms are

reproached with ov er /.ealous only, indeed, exter-

nal practice of the saciilicial cult (Am ~i-'"-. Is

I""
1

'). In both kingdoms priests and prophets of

.lahweh are at work. The hi<;li appreciation of

Israel for her priests is sullicicntly atle-ted by
the eulogistic lan^ua^e of 1)1 '"*, which shows
that in their claims they were not a whit behind
their brethren at Jerusalem. When, a^-aiti. .le

hoshaphat 1 1 K 22I7), dissatisfied with the bearing
of the -lou prophets of Ahab. asks, Is there not yet
a prophet of .lahweh here, whom we may consult '.'

In- assumes that even in Israel there are erniiiiu-

prophets of .lahweh, and his expectation is not dis-

appointed. In short. Israel as well as.ludahcon
tinues to be the people of Jahweh, and that ill the
estimation not merely of Ilosea, who himself be-

longed to the Northern kingdom, but of Amos the

Jndahiti- (AiiiT '), and of all the later prophets.
Otherwise, it would be unintelligible that the ex-

pectation nt a return of Israel from exile and of

its reunion with .Indah under <.//< kiii should
have persisted si, teuaciouslv , and that far beyond
the time nf Kzekie!, v, hose strong emphasi/in^' of

*
It \Miul.l .! t.i.nsii.' K- ;i j;T..<s I'xa^jferatinn to dt-ny any

in.liv i. lu,ih-t I'- t nut* \ tin- ri'lu" "i "1 I -i .i.'l |" i. >r to

Jeremlati 9ucb >n i---.Tti,.ii -.M.ui.i I.,- . ..ntr.i-li.'t. .1 l.\ -u.-.i

. ..t imli\ iiiu.il |.r.t\ -r u^ \-. .- titi.l in l s [
i- p| i

.-I.-. But, on
i ' -tlu-r han.t. ui- are not entitli-.l. \\ith s^-llin i /.'. [i

'

'
'

i iltni-t

mini i-r.i -I. V..IK uuil linlu i.lnuin nach altisrael. Vorsu-lluni;.'

l.i-ij./i., ISIMl). ti. il |.\ tli.- ].i.it.i,n..l .hit. r. it. , I.,

IK.
, iii. ,n an, I that v\hi.-h was niaintainwi priur lo III

Stapleton Branch,
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this expectation (37
15fr

-) is strange enough when we
take into account his sternly condemnatory judg-
ment of Samaria, in chs. 16 and 23.

2. But, in spite of all this, it cannot be over-

looked that a difference between the two kingdoms
showed itself early and sank deep. The Northern

kingdom had inherited, along with the name of

Israel, the claim to represent the proper continua-

tion of the Davidic - Solomonic empire a claim

which finds drastic expression in the words of king
,Io..-.h in 2 K 14a

,
as well as in Dt 33'. In the

political sphere it might be to a large extent justi-

fied : the strength of the whole nation was, above

all, represented by Israel, whereas Judah notwith-

standing the silence of its historians was in all

probability a vassal of Israel, not only in the time

of Jehoshaphat, but on other occasions as well.

But in the religious sphere it was only in a

very precarious sense that Israel could be called

the" heir of the ancient traditions. Everything
indicates that the religious conceptions as well

as the cultus of the Northern kingdom were far

more strongly permeated with relics of the once

prevailing nature- religion than was the case in

Jiulah. The syncretism between Baal and Jalrweh,
which Hosea still found it necessary to denounce

so sharply, proves how far removed the people were

(only a generation before the fall of Samaria!)
from a consistent henotheism, not to speak of a

real monotheism. We find also in Amos and Hosea
abundant indications of the extent to which the

ritual customs in Israel were full of imitations of

Canaanite practices.
But yet another element entered into the situa-

tion. Israel was drawn earlier than Judah into

the vortex of the great world of politics, which

turned mainly on the question of Assyria's supre-

macy in Western Asia and its designs upon Egypt.

Now, the tendency of political experience was to

produce, not indeed leanings towards the gods of

the world-powers as the stronger, lint as could

hardly happen otherwise from the standpoint of

a purely national religion an involuntarily depre-

ciatory judgment of the power of the God of the

land, as compared with the immense superiority
of Assyria, and a consequent depreciation of this

God himself. However much in the narrower

sphere men might still look to Him for all kinds

of blessing and aid, His power appeared inadequate
to meet the needs of the people at large, struggling
for their existence, and it was thought necessary
to look around for other resources anil allies. We
understand now why Hosea displays such holy zeal,

above all, against his people's wooing the favour

sometimes of Assyria, sometimes of Egypt : sucr.

conduct amounted to a flat denial of the Goe

of Israel, even to a species of blasphemy. Am
it is easy to comprehend that a religion and a

cultus with such a notion of God could be no source

of moral renewal to the life of the people. One

dynasty after another fell a prey to assassination

aiul the bloody strife of factions ;
terrible corrup

tion prevailed among the heads of the people ant

the priests ; and even among the lower classes the

last relic of loyalty and trust, reverence for any
kind of authority, not to speak of regard for the

holy will of God, had disappeared. We hear no

longer of 7000 who had not bowed the knee to Baa

(winch is now the same thing as reposing fleshly

conlidence in worldly resources). The rottennes

to which the body of the nation had fallen a prey

wrought its effects without intermission. In 72-

Isruel, after a protracted struggle of despair, fel

before the conquering might of Sargon. The eir

eumstance that the name of not a single leade

has come down to us from the period of the fal

of the kingdom can be explained only on the grouiu
that the religious factor was completely over

hadowed at this crisis in Israel's history. Had
t been otherwise, the Judahite historical narra-

ive, which still shows a religious interest in the

emnant of the inhabitants of Samaria (2 K 17-Jff
-),

,'ould surely have preserved for us one name.

3. As a matter of course, the fall of the Northern

dngdom was bound to exeicise a very powerful
nlliience on the condition of things in Jiulah.

rhe immediate result, indeed, was simply to

strengthen the national religion. Samaria had

alien, Jerusalem remained. Consequently, it was

elt, Jahweh had rejected the Northern kingdom,
,he apostate from Judah (Is '"), whereas Judah
was now 'the people of Jahweh,' the continuation

if the totality of Israel, and henceforward it, too,

ame readily to be called
'

Israel.' But, above all,

Jie course of events raised the prestige of the

;emple in the eyes of the people. Although
mmarily only the palace-sanctuary of Solomon,
;he possession of the temple must have served,

after the disruption of the kingdom, to give a

great advantage to Judah, so that Jeroboam I.

lescried in the halo that surrounded it a danger
to the permanence of his monarchy ( 1 K 12'-

17
). I'o

;he sacred Ark, which now stood in the temple in

mysterious darkness, attached the most sacred

recollections of the Heroic Age of the nation ;

while the proud building of Solomon, with its

giant substructures, was associated with the most

glorious recollections of the Golden Age of united

Israel; and the Northern kingdom could only re-

flect with envy that it had no share left in this

pride of the whole nation.

But was not this advantage of Judah, after all,

only an outward, not to say a purely imaginary
and unreal, one? And did not. the prophets find

it necessary, even in Jndah, to complain bitterly of

crass image worship, crude faith in opera operetta

in the cultus, disregard of justice, and carnal trust

in outward politics? Such questions are justified,

but equally justified is the assertion that in Judah

things were different from what they were in Israel.

In the first place, the continuity of the Davidic

dynasty, the legitimate heir of the monarchy in-

stituted by Jahweh Himself, was a powerful bul-

wark against political disorder. Once (2 K 14 151f
-),

indeed, we hear of a conspiracy against king

Amaziah, which issued in his murder, without,

however, the continuance of the dynasty being

thereby affected. The extirpation of the family
of David by'Athaliah (2 K 11') is the work of a

foreigner, but the latter is overthrown with all

possible speed by the chief priest Jehoiada, in favour

of a prince of David's line. Similarly, in 2 K 21-5f -

the murder of Amon is quickly expiated by the

putting to death of his assassins and the placing
of Josiah on the throne. If, owing to the prestige
of the dynasty, even worthless kings like Ahaz
were tolerated, how much more must a distinct

blessing have emanated from able and religiously

well-disposed rulers like Amaziah, Uzziah, Jotuam,
and Hezekiah.

Again, the priesthood at the temple of Jeru-

salem must have ranked considerably higher than

that at Bethel and Dan. Its hereditary character

from early times, as well as the not infrequent

marriages which there are various indications that

it contracted with the royal family, gave it high

standing and political influence ;
while the care of

literary and, above all, of spiritual interests was,

without doubt, almost exclusively in its hands.

4. In this way, by means of kings and priests, at

least during certain considerable periods, all the

conditions were present in Judah for implanting
more deeply the ideas of the prophets concerning
God and His true worship. And, what is the

main point, despite the presence of many false

prophets there were never wanting powerful repre-
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scntativcs nl Inn- JallMeh prophecy. It 1- tun-

that outside tlir ranks ol tin- wrilmu prophet-
niilv :i few i-olated name- have conie down to us,

lull' ;il least we ll.'lM- evidence 111 I- S'" ; '- nl the

existence of a li.-lliil i>f disciples o.-ithered about

[ :,ili ;
:in, I lii these, as ".nardiaiis ami champion

nl tin- thoughts 'if lli'
J nm-liT, MI.' must ascribe

a fur rcachui", inllin-iii n future times. Tin-

passaoe <-ini\ , \ - tin- ili-tiin-t impiession that Isaiah

at that tiiin 1

, despairin;; nl any iniprnveroent in

religions run. lil IIHI- un.l.-r an Alia/, re-olvcd In

retire < plctcly into tin- inm-i circle of his tlis.

ciples ami (rive himself to esoteric u-ai'liin^. ll

is accordingly not \\itlnun reason that i:,>i <-rtson

Smith" writes: ' The formation of this lilll,- com-

munity was a new tiling in tin- history of religion.
... It Mas tin' birth of a new era in the I '1.1

'r,--taiiM-iit rcl. mi, for it Mas the liirth of the

(olli-i-]itilill ol the I'/im-r/i, the lil-t step ill tile

ein.iiiei|iati,Mi of spiritual religion from the forms

nl political life.' Still, even lor Isaiah there Mas
left in the times of He/ekiah oeeasioll enough to

make his inllneiiee fell iii favour of a truly tln-o-

elal ie sell me <il |iolil ICI .

It is another i|iieslinn how far Isaiah succeeded

in carrying through the l'r,,|ihetie ilemamls even

in the 'matter of the enltiis, ami, aliovo all, of the

outward form in which the .lahweh religion ex-

lH-essi.il itself. Accorilill", 1. 1 till' I >CU t el I IllOllliu

narrative of L' K Is', He/ekiah ha.l already entirely
alinlisheil the Mor>lii|i on the hi^h places, shattered

the -iiinzzilajth, ami cut do\vn tin- V/.v/i. rnli (i.e. here

the sacred pole beside the altar) ; and it is usual

to trace this 'cultu- reform of l.le/ekiah' in a
oeneial May to the influence of Isaiah, Uut the

folloM in;_' ]icriod knows nothing of sm-li reforms

liy I.le/ekiah. I This is explained, indeed, liy a

late jrloss in - K _'!''' as due to the circumstance
that I.le/ekiah's s,,n, Manas.-ch, rebuilt the de-

stroyed hioli places and set up a new 'i"a!i, n'i li
.

lint the \\ hole de-cription contained in -J K 22 and
_'.'! permits of no doubt that the state of things
which was finally put an end to by .lo.siah's cnltus

reforiii had been I'm- centuries regarded as quite

unobjectionable, and had accordingly maintained
n -ell Million! any opposition. Nay. as we see

from -2 K. 23 1;
', this held e;ood even of the 'hi^li

places,' i.,-. places of saciilice, M Inch Solomon once

ere, led on the Mount of Olives for the convenience
of his heathen wives.

lint if in this respect the influence! of Isaiah

upon He/ekiah cannot be maintained, especially
a- nowhere in Isaiah do we hear a \\ord against
the hio;h places or I he nut;.-.'" ln,t h , such influence i-

very probable in another direction. We have seen

that Isaiah, owin;; to his cone, -pi ion of l^od, felt

himself called to a licry polemic against I he images
of.lahweh. And -nit was he, doubtless, that in-

spired I.Ie/ekiah's destruction ol the bra/en serpent
made liy Mo-e- j-J Iv Is'i.t and brought about at

least in circles favourably disposed I" the teaching
of the prophets- a general abandonment of imaues
of .laliMch. This supposition is favoured especi-
ally by the circnm-tance that in afler-times .1, re-

niiali found occasion, indeed, to inveigh vigorously
against h, -at ben idols, but mil, to all appearance,
against miane- ,,1 .lah\\eh.

In what has been said above we do not mean to

nllirm that the idea of cent rali/iny. the cultu-,

which was first realized in liJI through the law-

book of yilkiab, was wholly remote in the time of

// Prophet <>f Itratl, Kilinlmru'li. IS.-L'. p. -J74 f.

t Tl,fi,ii,'"ii'i ofW. I -.rlit (I i" Sidu < t, r ,,,,,, I, \t,,ii<,fl,,-itii,n-,

<i'>tUr]^rii, l!i,i), n,,l\\ ithst;ui,tlliu', t<, tni.'r lh,- ,-Miirt-ntnili'li ,-t

tin '
, h ,i^ to 1 1,-/' 'ni:ili ii ID-. I In- pi 'in' mil'-- ,1 ,t failure.

J Tht- nou- on this sulijivt ,-iiinioi. like the rest of the- n:ir-

rati\e. he the work of tin- Deuteronomlftt, but niusi lm\ >

taken from the so-called Ureat Hook of Kind's used hy linn .. a.

source.

Isaiah, or alh.-j, -r Ie i fore gr in I fiat piophei '- own
mind. Noi that, alter the ia-hinii of the ancient
nitlional religion, he n-pn-i-d a carnal conlid.-n.-e in

the continuance nl the temple, as a place which
.laliMeh could not under any i-in urn-lances j_'ive

,,\ , i In ihe en, -mi, -s nf Ills people. Itut tlie idea
that .laliM'eh, or at least a lorm of manifestation
of .laliMeh, ducli upon /ion, wns familiar even to

l-aiah. I-'. veil he aeea in /inn although in an

inhnitely deeper, -iiiritual sense -a buhvark of the

theociacy i-_'s'"/, the dwelling-place and hearth uf

Cod is'-' on"- [if
S N-X i,, (i,,. latter jias-aoe

' hearth '] ill ''1. This idea of the ' Imu 1 .lahweh '

was, however, clearly opposed to the paiiitinnin^'
ni .lahweh union;; a number of sanctuaries; and,
if Isaiah him-, -It did not y-t press for a concen-
tration of the cullus, this may have been simply
In cause he alia, -lied no importance at all to the
i-Mernal cullu-, especially in the then prevailing
forms. (In the other hand, they may be li-ht

Mho discover in I-aiab's band of disciples the fm< ,-s

Me have to ihaiilc for the lirst preliminary steps
towards the law-book of Deuteronomy.

Meaiiuhile, however, things had taken quite a
different com-,-. After the death of Saigon iTi'.'il,

IJe/ekiah, manifestly with the strong disapproval
of Isaiah, had allowed himself to be draMii into

the vortex of the lebelliou of We-tein Asiaa^ainst
Sennacherib. It is not improbable that the kin;;

himself Mould have preferred to listen to the
counsels of the prophet, but that he was not

stroll"; enough to withstand the veritably intoxi-

cated war-party. Isaiah (cf. especially 30"'- :!!'")

declared with the utmost frankness how the
alliance with Kj.'\pt against .\s-\na. which \vas

promoted at first secretly and then openly, Mas
to be judfjed from Jalnveh's point of view. Unt
when the catastrophe had befallen. M'hen the land

was frightfully ravaged by the A-s\ rians, and (as
\\ e now knoM Irnm the cuneiform inscriptions)
over 'JU(I,000 of the inhabitants had bpcn carried

captive, Isaiah comes forward to announce that
.Jaliweh intends, not the destruction but the deliver-

ance of the sorely beset capital. Without doubt,
this change of opinion on the part of the prophet
Mas due. above all, to the perfidy with which
Sennacherib, in spite- of the submission of He/ekiah
and the payment of an enormous tribute by Judah
(2 K 18 1<ff

-), insisted upon the surrender of the

city.
5. The incredible happened. The Assyrians

Mere compelled by pestilence to beat a hasty
retreat; Jerusalem saw itself saved in the emn-e
of a nioht. The prophetical insight of Isaiah had
achieved a (jreat triumph. Hut the practical

application of these occurrences, which Mas made
b\- popular opinion and, if not by Me/.-kiah him-

self, -non afterwards by hi- son Mami-seli, Mas to

the folloMin;,' ellect. 'The deliverance was attri-

buted, not to the l-oil of the ptophets. with Ills

inexorable demands, but to the ancient national

tlod of the land. Jaliweh, Mho, from regard to His
OMII honour, could never pve over city and temple
to the heathen, provided only that there \va- no
lack of olVeiiii",s in extreme cases, even child-

sacrifices presented to Him. That this fam-v a-

to the certain efficacy of child-sacrifice a notion
which Mas the oll-prin"; of a naturalistic concep-
tion of IJod had not died out even in Judah, is

proved by the unimpeachable note of -Jt'h -js
;

re".ardiii". the nfl'eiin^ of his ,JM n sons by Ahaz (in

all prohabilit \' in lie- year T-'i'i. dm in^ t : i,- -I r, -- nl

I h,- S\ ro -
I-'.phraimitic M.-II i. But what happened

then as an isolated occurrence in the extremity of

need, what wa.s a relapse |o a stajj.e nf lel|e|nll

that had been overcome through the |iroi,ln
t -,

became to all iippearanre the rule under Mana-seh :

i the old naturalism revived, the whole life-work uf
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mi Isaiah and a Micah seemed to have been in

vain. Regarding the varied and gross idolatry of

Manasseh, all that \ve can learn is on the authority
of a late addition (2 K 21 3

"") to the older narrative
of the Deuteronomic writer. It is quite possible,
however, that Manasseh did not shrink from an

amalgamation of the cult of Jaliweh with that of

the host of heaven.* But the child-sacrifice with
which he is charged, as well as the magic and

sorcery and necromancy, and no less the 'dshSruh
at winch the Deuteronomic compiler takes such

umbrage (21
7ff

-), are certainly to be put down to

the account, not of a disposition to idolatry but of

a radically mistaken view of the kind of wor.ship
that was pleasing to God. When, again, the

shedding of much innocent blood is attributed

(v.
16

)
to him, this may refer to nothing more than

outbreaks of hatred and cruelty in general. But
we shall probably not be wrong in thinking, above
all, of the blood of martyrs, of prophets, and pro-

phets' disciples, who in holy indignation withstood
the abominations that were creeping in, and who
paid for their opposition with their life. As is well

known, a tradition, which may be more than a

pure legend, includes the aged Isaiah among the
victims of the senseless fury of the king.

It is worthy of note that since the time of

Micah, whose swan-song, full of the bitterest com-

plaints, may be preserved in the fragment Mic
7

1 "' 1

,
the voice of Jahweh prophecy had been, so far

as we know, completely hushed. The oracle of

Nabum against Nineveh (dating probably about
660), lies, in view of its contents, outside our

sphere of consideration
;
while the next prophet,

Zephaniah (r. 630), already belongs to. the time of

Josiah. This lacuna of some 60 years in the suc-

cession of prophets is surely not to be explained on
the ground that cowardly fear of man closed the
mouths of those who were raised up by God.
Rather may we say, it was only natural that, in

view of the cheerless condition of public religion
and the complete purposelessness of any opposi-
tion, religious zeal concentrated itself above all on

literary work, in order to prepare in this way the
dawn of better days. We should probably assign
to this period not only the preliminary steps to-

wards Hilkiah's law-book (see above, p. 699 1

'), but
in all probability also the combining of the early
sources, J and E, of the Pentateuch possibly also
other fresh recensions of the earlier Historical
books and Prophetical writings.

6. The language of Zepli 1 permits us to look
far into the conditions that prevailed prior to

Jeremiah's coming upon the scene. Zephaniah
commences with the threat of an annihilating
judgment, which is to sweep away man and beast,
liniah and Jerusalem are to be affected by it

because of their prevailing idolatry. But, along-
side of the idolaters, Zephaniah (I

6 - 12
) knows also

of men who seek not after Jaiiweh because He can
neither bestow happiness nor inflict harm. This
conclusion is again characteristic of the stand-

point of national religion ; its adherents are com-

pletely mistaken as to the power of the God of
Israel. Long experience has taught them that He
is no match for the gods of the world-empires. It

is not then by any means that they deny His
existence, but they deny that there is any profit in

serving Him. Of what use is a God who can
lender no help? The idea that the seeming in-

activity of Jahweh is due to the fault of the people
themselves is incomprehensible to them: 'they
are settled upon their lees' (v.

1

-).

' The altars for the whole host of heaven, mentioned in 2 K
21 5

, are derived from 2312
,
hut in the latter passage it may very

well he Jahweh altars that are meant. Are \ve to hold, uith
Biulde, that Manasseh regarded the Assyrian star - gods as
rassalB of Jahweh?

7. Jeremiah, who came upon the scene shortly
after Zephaniah, had to combat first of all the carnal

security with which the deluded people shut their

eyes to the terrible seriousness of the situation.

All signs of approaching ruin, all calls to repent-
ance, were unheeded, thanks to the vain notion

that, if it came to the worst, Jahweh nnt.it snatch
the city and the temple out of the enemy's hands

(of., especially, 7
4"' b(r

'). In this delusion they
were constantly encouraged by false prophets, who
sought to heal the hurt of the people hastily,

saying,
'

Peace, peace,' when there was no peace
(8

11
). From these circles naturally emanated after-

wards the encouragement to a senseless resistance

of the Chaldieans, contrary to the unceasing ex-

hortation of Jeremiah to patient submission, as

what was alone in conformity with the purpose
of Jahweh.
But once more it seemed as if that indispensable

change in the religious sentiments of the people,
for which the prophets had wrought in vain, was
to be accomplished from another quarter. The
contents of the law-book found by Hilkiah* had

produced an immense impression, at least upon the

pious king Jo.siah, and had led him to introduce
this code, and, at a solemn gathering in the temple,
to bind the whole people to observe it (2 K 23'"').

The circumstance that before doing so he took
counsel (22'-"-), not with Jeremiah but with the

prophetess Huldah, can be explained only on the

supposition that Jeremiah happened to be absent
from Jerusalem at the time. Kor that Jeremiah
himself placed great hopes on this law-book is

evident from the fact that he still, about the year
605, utters very earnest exhortations to render
obedience to it (ll

)ff
-). At a later period, indeed,

the uselessness even of this last attempt appears to

have become quite clear to him ; for while lie sharply
denounces (34

1 - (f
), about the year 588, the neglect

of a Deuteronomic command, he no longer men-
tions the law-book as a whole.

I.I ilkiah's law-book did not fail at first of outward
results. Apart from the rigid concentration of the
whole of the cultus at Jerusalem,+ it led to a
radical cultus reform in general. One is astounded
in reading 2 K 234tf- to learn what, up till now, had
been possible in and around Jerusalem, under the

eyes of so pious a king as Josiah. But it would
be wrong to represent the improvement of outward
conditions as the only aim of the law-book in ques-
tion. We have already (p. 687 f.) seen that the

whole of Deuteronomy is inspired with the spirit
of true Jahweh prophecy, that the service of God
and the moral conduct it requires are based upon
truly religious motives, namely, the humble re-

cognition of one's own unworthiness, love to God,
and hearty gratitude for His inexhaustible bene-

fits. Josiah himself may have been deeply im-

pressed and permeated with these ideas. But the
reform which he based upon them remained tor

the mass of the people simply a royal decree which
showed its effects in a variety of external matters,

*
Regarding this law-book it must suffice here (cf. also above,

p. 671 b) to remark that, although not wholly identical with our

present Book of Deuteronomy, it must have had the closest

affinity with the latter. Further, we have to confess ourselves

convinced that the discovery of the hook by Hilkiah was really
accidental (on the occasion of repairs on the temple) and not due
to some collusion between Shaphan and Hilkiah, with a view to

imposing upon the king. The fruit of holy zeal in prophetical
circles (see above, p. 699^), the expression of a firm conviction

that only by the centralizing of the cultus was deliverance still

possible, the book may have been deposited in the temple in the

time of Manasseh, in the hope of better days, and afterwards

(perhaps on the death of the depositor) forgotten. Only thus is

it explicable that 18 years of Josiah's reign had passed before it

was discovered. What object could the authors of the alleged
'

pious fraud ' have had in waiting so long, when all the condi-

tions were extremely favourable for its perpetration?
t The attempt of Fries (Die Gesctzesschri.ft fits Kunifls Josla,

Leipzig, 1803) to explain away the demand of Dt 12 for til t con
ccntiation of the cultus is a complete failure.
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Idi I, so far as the ill ward tlisposit ion \\ as ronrrrnrd.
It-It everything !ls It-fore. Moreover, tin- new lau

I k |irinliifi-il
idit- i-ll'i-t-t which ran lianlly have

been intended hy its authors, luit which was in-

ev'laKle all tlir same. Tin- n-nt/''ii l.mr, hriii-.

apparent ly I In- exhaustive rev elation til tin- l>iv ine

will, ifin 1 1 -i t-il tin-//''//"/ ii'in'il nl tin- prophets really

sllperllllons. ill s|iitftif I lit- |il'unii-r til Hi IS 11
. Tilt'

MI
I

.I i- authority now rests with the letter of the
Law. U is liy thi- standard I liai tin- I lenteronomic
rcd.-iclol- ill tin- liooks III Kings judge tin' then
i-ral i<- quality nl tin 1 diH'en-nt kings irf. also I >l 17

U
).

All Iliat is really It-It IK llir prophets is the task of

expounding anil niton-m- thr Law.
I'll. ih-ei-ive proof that tin- t-ll't-i-t of .lo-i.ih-

reform \\as iinly .- \trrnal KIII-, is fmiiul in the

tn-atini'iit tti \vhii-li .lrn-iiii;i li \\as constant ly sub-

jt-rli-il tin 111 unt ill lii- rails In rr|ii-nta
in -i- ami

hi- ihrcatenin-s tit" judgment IL'H'"-). The old

dogma nf thr inviolability tit the t-ily ami the

temple still persisted un weakened in the popular
imagination. The pi-nple. it is true, are on one occa
siuii i-Jil

1 "
-i VD n\ er| IK \\i-ieil Ky the great ne>s of the

jirii|ihel that they shield him successfully frinii the

Fury of tin- pnests ai u I i In- talse prophets, and even
annum the princes of .ludah there were not want-

ing some that I'aMiured .lert'iniah (.'io'
1 "-

"") : hut all

t Ins i unlil not i hrrk the infat nation of hi- eneinies.

Among the latter \M- have to reckon, above all.

Uiii", .lelioiakim. With mingled defiance and fear

he hurtled (.'!o'-"
r
-) the roll containing .Icreiniah's

messages from (!od, as if the liual doom of .ludah
and .Icrn-alein could he averted hy the destruction
til the writing which am need it. Ami, even
after a terrible warning had lir;-n fiiriiished hy I he

tleportation I ill .V.lTlof .It-hiiiachiu anil the spirit-
ual heads of the people, the activity of the false

pr.ipln-ts continued c.'S
1 "-

li!)"
1

'-). Kin;; /edekiah
vacillated continually hetwoen fear of the Divine
word spoken hy the prophet and of the threats of

tin- war-party, until finally his dread of the latter

pained the upper hand, and he ahandoiied the

prophet to them (3H"
r
-). If evidence were still

wanting that the .ludah of (hose days was ripe for

judgment, it would he supplied hy t lie circumstance
that it was a foreigner, an Klhiopian, who rescued
the great sutlcrer from an ignominious death. But
even the last drop in .leremiah's hilter cup was not
to he spared him, namely, to see that even the ter-

rihle I >i\me judgment w hich overtook Jerusalem in

ii.Mi had remained without ellect on the remnant of
the people that vva-lefl iii tlieliiiid. 1 ll 5H7 t hey
had ictu-ed to helieve in the real seriousnes-. of the
Divine judgment, hul after the murder of Ccdaliah
at Mi /pah they are sei/ed wit li mad terror, for now
they entertain no doubt that .lahweh has for ever
forsaken I he land and ahandoned His people. In

K-ypt, to whicli, in spite of all the ellorts of the

]iropliet to dissuade them, they lied, taking him
alone with them, thev commenced afresh the cult
of the ipicen of hea\en, and at I rihiilt-tl all the
di-a-ler- ot recent tunes simply to the interrup
tion of this cult (hy the reforms of .losiah). No
wonder that in the eU'routc-y with which they
proclaim these sentiments .ri-r iah sees a self

condemnation which excluded all thought of re-

pentance ami forgiveness.
ll, in -pile of all his hitter disillusioiiin-.-.

Jeremiah still expected isee ahove. p. ti',17 ) the re-

settlement of the exiles in their native land, and
the establishment of a new covenant,' liased on
tin- tun- knowledge of (oid, hciwcen lioil and
Israel, this is a striking evidence of (lie uncon-

quernble certainty with which he dun;,' to the
revelations of his (',<{. lie looked for the preat
transformation, consisting in a complete renewal
of heart, to he yet w roil-In hydnl Himself (31

s1
*).

His younger contenipoiarj-, K/ekiel, sees in a

somewhat .lill.-i ,-nl li-ht the further course ..i

( iod s \vavs \\ith Israel. He, too, is aware th.it

the re he I hi ill- dispiiMtioll of the
I

..... pi
c rail lie o\el

con ..... iily liy : ..... heart ami spirit hc-locil In

(MM! : hut the way to this It-mis, according to him,
through a school of iron discipline, which accustom-
tin- pen pi

i- to i|iiite new forms of worship, and lead-

in tin- hnal triumph of the idea that for all l-rael -

ari|uiremrnt s and actions there is hut one siipieme
standard and one linal Koa ' (joil's holiness.

V. EZEKIEL.

1. The preat importance of Ezekiel for the fui-

ther development of the religion of Israel, as
we hair sketched it at the close of the preceding
sect inn, could not be recognized until the depend-
ence of the Priests' Code upon his programme for

the future (
l-!/.k 4<> 4X> was placed heyonil tloiihl.

As Ion- as it was held po--ihle that lie, the priest,

Occupied, the leisure of the Kxih- in constrmtin-
fantastic variations on the priestly legislation
which hail already I ..... n loiif,' in existence, nothing
could he made of his hook, or at least of the clos-

ing parts of it. Nay, it was possible, as we -ee

from the Talmud, even to dispute whether the

Hook of K/.ekiel was entitled to a place at all ill

the canon of the Old Testament, liut tpiite a

tliHereiit judgment has to he formed it Kzk 4(1- 4S

is to he re-aided as a holil sketch of the future

form of the State and the cultus. Then the '

priest
in prophet's clothing' is all at once transformed
into the pioneering genius, the real creator of

Judaism in the narrower sense, the reli-ioii of the

Law, which is the suhsequent form of the religion
of Israel. Not as if on that account the name of

prophet is to be denied him altogether. Un the

contrary, we shall see immediately that in every
particular he attaches himself to his predecessors
to .leremiah in particular- and that he frequently
assumes their ideas as self-evident. l!ut with ail

this it remains true that, for the realizing of ( lotl's

plans with Israel antl of the demands and the

promises of the earlier prophets, he looks to the

estahlishmeut of a priestly State, whose chief aim
shall he the conserving of the holiness of tlod

This last idea is K/ekiel's own, antl through it lie

acquired an extraordinary influence on succeeding
ages,
i The truth that Kzekiel simply takes for granted

the religious notions of his predecessors, holds

-nod in quite a remarkable way of his <r/.
-.////<//

nl i ',n,l. The zeal with which he constantly insists

upon his two main themes the fjuilt of the people
and the way to its removal scarcely fjives him any
occasion for specinc declarations regarding the being
and attributes of God. Indeed, if one were to judge
merely hy appearances, Ezekiel's detailed descrip-
tion of the -lory (113?) of Jahweh as His sensible

form of manifestation (l*"
r-43a-,cf. ahove, p. (i.'ili'-f. \.

and of the temple as the place of (lod's throne and
t.he place of tin- soles of His feet (43

7
), might -cem

a return to Ion- superseded material conceptions
of tin- (lodhead. Hut it is inconceivable that to

K/.ekiel the '

j,
rlorv

'

of .lahweh which dwells in

the temple should be wholly identical with His
essential lieiiig. He himself inveighs (8

1

-) against
the silly delusion of those who had been left in

.ludah. that '.lahweh sees us not, .lahweh hath
forsaken the land.' liut, ahove all, it is note-

worthy how K/ekiel handles the attitude of Jaliweh
to the heathen

|
..... pies hostile to Israel. Scarcely

anywhere* do we hint an indication of the reasons
for this attitude, or a rejection of false notions,

It i-, in any rase, one of the very ixotated exceutions, when
in -J!t"' it is put f-nvurtl us (int.- result ut the juilunnent upon
K^'\pt that thi-s i-ouiitry shall be no more a source of confidence
for Israel.
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except the very frequently recurring formula,
' that

they may know that I am Jahweh '

(so four times
over in the oracle against Edom in ch. 35). This
is as much as to say,

' that My absolute omnipo-
tence, My absolute sovereignty over all peoples of

the earth, My inviolable holiness, may be brought
to their consciousness.' Nay, in view of 36-off

-, it

looks quite as if Jahweh's only reason for resolving

upon the restoration of Israel was that their con-

tinuing in exile gave occasion for blasphemies on
the part of the heathen, and the consequent dis-

honouring of His holy name.
3. The thought of the election of the people and

of the benelits bestowed upon them by Jahweli

appears only in the striking allegory contained in

IG4 "- "<ff
-, where there is clearly dependence upon the

ideas of Deuteronomy, and the inference is silently

implied of the immensity of the debt of gratitude
which the Divine goodness imposes upon Israel.

The ethical demands of Jahweh, collected in a sort

of canon in Ezk 185ff-

(cf. also 22tiff

-), partly agree
rerbatim with those of the pre- exilic prophets,
but are partly intermingled already with allusions

to specifically religious or, more precisely, ritual

obligations (regard to what is sacred to Jahweh,
Sabbath observance, refraining from sacrifice upon
the high places, etc.). In his view of the moral

responsibility of the individual, Ezekiel attaches
himself entirely to the teaching of Jeremiah. Like
the latter (cf. Jer SI 25

"-), he opposes the delusion

that Janweh makes the children sutler innocently
for the sins of the fathers (lS'-"-> ; on the contrary,
'he that sinneth, he shall die' (v.-

1

"). But the

general rule expressed in this last saying does not

exclude the efficacy of timely repentance : Jahweh
wills not the death of the sinner, but that he
should turn and live

(
v.

23 33 11
). Therefore He takes

measures even for the warning of the ungodly by
the prophets, and the latter are held fully respon-
sible if they neglect this duty (3"

ff-
33).

4. The rarity Y-'ith which the above ideas are

touched upon in Ezekiel is plainly owing to the
circumstance that he feels himself in the first

instance far more impelled to give strong expres-
sion to his hoi}' indignation at the sins and the

consequently enormous guilt of his people. Hence
his Divine commission has for its very starting-

point that he is sent to ' the apostate onss, the
house of rebellion' (2

3 ' 5 55ff - and often). And in-

deed it is always the same complaint that occupies
the foreground in all his arraignments of the

people, namely, that of gross apostasy from Jahweh
idolatry.
In order rightly to appreciate this charge, two

things must be kept in view, (n) First of all, by
idolatry Ezekiel understands not merely the actual

worship of strange, heathen gods,* such as he once
beheld (8

lfl
-) in a vision, when he saw carried on in

the temple at Jerusalem the worship of the '

image
of jealousy

'

(? an '(tsherah) and of all kinds of creep-

ing things, the lamenting for Tammuz, and the
adoration of the sun. He includes in the term the
whole of the Jahweh cult, in so far as it is com-
bined with the use of images of Jahweh and sacri-

ficial worship on the so-called
'

high places.'
The Book of Deuteronomy makes no secret that

the abolition of the high place worship is an inno-

vation, which must be carried out with a certain

measure of forbearance. For it really amounted
to counting every spot outside Jerusalem profane
an intolerable idea to the ancient way of think-

ing. Consequently, Deuteronomy had conceded
to the former priests of the high places at least

the right of officiating in the temple, and at the
same time commended them as far as possible

* There is no evidence for the view of Robertson Smith and

Smend, that in Ezk 8 it is ancient Israelitish family or tribal gods
that are in view.

to kindness at the hands of the people. An
absolute condemnation of the high place worship
as a heinous sin was thus far from its intention,

although it held that subsequent to the time

of Solomon the confining of the cnltus to _the

temple had become a universal obligation. Quite
different is the judgment of Ezekiel The occur-

rences of the year 597, by which he had suffered so

much personally, and the days that followed, had
revealed to him that the roots of the evil lay too

deep to be removed by the reforms of Josiah. Not

only from the time of Solomon, but from the very
first the worship of Israel, even when it had
Jahweh for its object, had been pure idolatry,

masquerading first in Egyptian (23
3 - e

)* and after-

wards in Canaanite dress. The latter is what is

referred to by the prophet at the commencement
of his great arraignment of Jerusalem in ch. 16 :

'

Thy birth and thy nativity are of the land of the

Canaanites; thy father was an Amorite, and thy
mother a Hittite.' Ezekiel's intention here is not

to teach anything new abcmt the earliest history
of Israel, but simply to characterize in the strongest
fashion the heathenish form of its worship. This

conies out not only in the two great indictments

of ehs. 16 and '23, but also elsewhere (cf. e.ij. 44s
"-)-

The heathen character of this worship is shown to

consist not only in specifically heathen practices
connected with the cultus, such as excess and

immorality at the sacrificial meals, but in the

utter lack of fine feeling for what is holy and

worthy of the Deity. No wonder that Ezekiel

regarded the transferring of this cultus to one

sanctuary as only a half measure, which must now
be energetically superseded by a whole one. For,

even after the reforms of Josiah, the sanctuary
had been further ' defiled

'

;
in particular, images

of Jahweh appear to have been afterwards reintro-

dueed and to have played an .important role (5
11

g4ff.
13

73!)

(ft) But, secondly, the charge of idolatry as

adultery against Jahweh includes also courting
the favour and aid of the heathen powers. This

is clearly the case in 16-6ff
-, probably also in '23

3 - s -

i4t. ai . elsewhere it is sometimes doubtful whether

actual apostasy to heathen gods, as the result of

political intercourse, is not intended. To Ezekiel,

indeed, all contact with the sphere of heathendom
causes outward and inward defilement.

5. In the view of Ezekiel, both kingdoms (Samaria
in 234 under the name 'Ohotah = 'her [own] tent,'

and Jerusalem under the name 'Oholibah' my tent

is in her ') are naturally in the same condemnation.

Yet Judah's guilt is g'reater in so far as she has

not only failed to take warning from the fate of

Sodom and of Samaria, but has acted even more

corruptly than these her sisters. Therefore the ill-

fortune of the latter is to be reversed, that they

may serve for the profound humiliation of Judah ;

for the latter has shown by her conduct, that, in

comparison with herself, even Sodom and Samaria

still deserved consideration (16
46fl -

23").

6. The special charges made by Ezekiel (esp.

226ff
-) against Jerusalem are concerned, above all,

with tlie perverting of justice and the committing
of deeds of violence, and remind us strongly of the

ever recurring complaints of the earlier prophet.!.

The only strange feature is the emphatic mention

of incest (22
]oa

'-), which it is impossible to under-

stand in a figurative sense. Moreover, all classes

share in the general corruption : the king (Zede-

kiah), who is to pay heavily for his perjury and

* The picture of gross unchastitv which the prophet draws

in such realistic fashion in chs. 16 and 23 can only be intended,

in accordance with a familiar usage of language, to stand for

idolatry (a view which is confirmed by 20s ) ; and thus the sug-

gestion is very natural that Ezekiel was led to the above judg-

ment by referring Am b to the Egyptian period of the people a

history.
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breach of tn-.-'t \ '17 '); the princes, who are like

wolvea and wnithlcss -hepheids r_'-J :; i-
:I

ij the

pin--!-, who are fni^i-Mul "i tln-ii limn-- (22 '.

tin- King piopheis il:t''- __'
-'

i iiinl |iro|i|i'

(l.'t'""-(, who lull Ihe
| [ill-

into lal-e -i-i-nrity.

All ihis guili 'Tie- inr vengeance. A icding of

p;u tin
1

tin- pi-ri-hini: people
is awakened, indeed,

in 1 1 ii- ln-:irt nl" l-'./.ekii-l ay tlif \ n-\\ n| I In' appmach
in; teriilile judgment, lull tin' lran~greinii is tun

great lur pardon In In- -till po--il.le |'.r ll' J ami
nti'ii'. I. \i-n -ueh examples nt pi<-t\ a- Noah,

Daniel, and Job could now etlei t nothing liy their

intercession; at Illii^t they would In- able In sa\c

i inly theinseKes '

I I
''

|, He- ju.i^ nts that now
tin cat en an- i in I v tli'- rl I those that have long
-
always, indeed, in vain IM-I-II impending over

l-Kc-l. ljuile jic-i-nliar
in this connexion i- tin

].i nphet's duciiinc that Jahweh ha-. punished the

I-iaelites fur tln-ir apn-ta-y b\ i;h inu tin-in cum
n andnient- that wen- nut i;ood, a-, lor instano-,

111.- order fur rhilil -aciitice. (Inly in tin- sense
ran tin- language ul 'Jo-

1

: - he nadei-tood, I-M-II if

th" prophet in 1 ()"' and -''<' speak- of these

-acriliee- a- oll'cicd to idols. ]tnt it is almost

inconceivable that I'./ekiel slionhl have repre-
sented child - sacrilice as instituted by Jahweh
llim-clf for the |iui-|iose of destroying 1-rael.

rcrhaps he -peak- of the command ot K\ _'_'-"
'-"Ji11

a- -not g I -imply lieeaii-e it gave uerasion to

the dclu-ion that (MM! demanded not only ihe

ileiii.-atiuu but the actual sacrifice of tlie lirst-

bom.
r'./ekicl foresees with perfect cleanie-- I he ap

|.i-oaeh of the dial. leans til'--), the siege of the

city, with all it- horror- il" 1 -

"*), a- well as its

Inn nil]'.' tu the ground i ln-i. l!y symbolical actions
he portray- the fate of the besieged, the fle-h

ili ' iniat ion ot tho-e who hail apparently escaped
(.")"'), anil their ileparture to exile i |-_'

:|I

|. Sword,
famine, ami pe-t ilem-e shall i|e\our them without
inti.-finis.sion ; the laml shall liecoine a desolation

and. alon^' with it- people, the -nliject tit savage
inii.'ki-ry liy the he.itlien i .I""- :t:>-

7:
'-i'; the inhiilnt-

jinl > themselves, carried into exile, shall ha\ e t o i-at

un< lean bread in the place of their captivity 14""-).

7. But this (.-i.-tinL: oil' i- not to lie linal. It

would appear, indeed, from Zl""' as if the pious
mid the ungodly were alike to lie overwhelmed lev

the judgment a declaration to which K/ekn-1

evidently fell impelled for thu time by the facts

ul i lie ca-c ; but at bottom the old 1'rophclv ex

peetation al>ide>, that a certain number, howeier
few, shall esca|ie -wofd and famine, wild lu-a-ts,

and ].estilence ill'"-i. I-'or l-'./ekiel beholds in

spirit |!l'"-i not only the fall of Jerusalem into the
hands of the enemy, but also the mark put by the
aii'jcl on the loreheails of those who are destined
t i i'-cape. And. further, he sees in spirit i:i7"

r
'l

th" ie-iirrection of the dead bones (/.<. the people
sunk as it \\i-i" into the ^rra\ e in exile) by the
b:. i ih of Hod, which awakens them to new life.

Tho-e \\ho ale l.ioii^ht b.-o-k In Ilie Holy Land
shall henceforward, after the removal of all the
former abuminal iuiis, dwell there secure, and re-

joice in rich hle-.sin-_;s from Jahneh's hmid ill 1 "'-

US
1

-01 - 34' ::1
iiii" ''<'). For Hi' remembers His

former |iroiniscs, forgives Jerii-alcni all In-r sins,
aim conclude- witli her an ever enduring covenant
ill.

'

:t7
'

'. He can no more hide Ili- face Horn
Hi-

| ph- now that lie ha- poured out Hi- spirit

upon them ili'.l-"'). And, as the result of this

receiving () f the spirit of Hod, it i- proini-ed ihat

the old nature -hall ha\e il- place taken by
another spirit and a new heart," that the .-tuny

* The call in 1831, in it s , A i l; i- i : -t, ... M
'

, , )n ti.'\i'in.
'

M;iki-

you a ni-\v h.'vr' ir t
. I i ii. >u sl'iril.

1

<i<v~ lint iie:ih'li!r tin

truth that the bestowal of the new -pmi . ui come from God
soly.

In-all -hall be ehail-ed into a soft heart of lle-ll

1 1 30
s lii -o far as its fulfilment necessitates an

extrauidin.-u v interposition of Hod, the last men.
tinned prnmi-e may already be included in the

category nf Mes-ianic prophecies (in the wider
i M i Such prophecies, even in tlie narrower

sense, are found in K/.ekiel, although spiiiinjjy
and with no special emphasis. Tluix the lender

sprout taken from the top of the tall cedar, and

planted
on a liuli and lofty mountain (the temple

bill), where it ^iow- to be a majestic cedar (17"" I,

can -land only for the Me ianie king of l>.-md's

race, under whom l-rnel is to dwell secure. Hv
hi- exaltation shall the heathen kingdoms ('all
the trees of the field ') learn to know the power of

Ja'iweh. Thcje i- no mention hero then of the

e\crci-e nf \\oil.l empire hv the Messianic king.
So also in -Jl

- -'7| it is said only that the State
shall lie low until he eomes to whom it [-. the

rule] belongs and to whom Jahweh gives it. A
descendant oi I >a\ id i- lir-t expressly promised by
K/ekii-l in:!l-

;

--; lut even then; not as ihe cham-

pion and saviour of the people, but only as the

faithful shepherd, who shall Iced the Hock after

Jahwch Himself iv.
1

"-, clearly dependent on Jer

_';!"') has intei vened on behalf ol His slu ep and
even zealously discharged the .-hcpherd

- ofh'ce for

them (v.""-l." It is only after this that He i- to

set o\er them a single shepheid, namely Hi-

servant David. Thai this due- not mean king
David rc</iri n/\, but, as in the case of the '

righteous
-I i

'

of D.-n id in Jer 23", only one who rules in

the spirit of David, is shown by the simple fact

that he i- not once called "

king' ;
on the contrary,

it is said in v.-'
'

I, Jahwch, will be their Hod,
and my servant David shall be /irim-i' (;;) in the

mid-1 nf them.' Hut, beyond this, nothing is predi-
cated of him. It is Jahweh alone that concludes a

covenant of peace with the people (v.
25

*-), confers

upon them security from wild beasts, as well as

from oppre-sion and mockery by their enemies,
and imparts rich fertility to the land. The same

prediction occurs in 37--"- in connexion with the

symbolic action whereby two staves (Jndah and

Joseph) are to b" joined tog, '(her in the hand
of l-'./ekiel. Even the long fallen *"->rthcrn king-
dom is to be reunited with Judah so as to toi m
one kingdom under mif king. Hut once more it

is Jahweh Himself (v.
3

! who delivers and puiilies

them, that they may become again His people.
Now, it i- inn- 1 hat in 'A~ -'-*', as compared with 34,
there appears to be an advance in so far as I57-

4 '-

declares not only
' and my servant David shall be

king over them,' but (v.
a

) 'my servant David
shall rule over them for ever.' Can it lie that the

expectations of Exekiel underwent such a lian-

formation in the interval that he now looked for a

king whose dominion should be unending? This
is impossible, for it would completely contradict
tin- iole which the '

prince' (not the /.mi/} plavs in

the future programme of F.zk 411 IS (see below).
llul. even apart 11 that, in eh. 37 as in eh. 34

JaliHi-h appears sn prominently as the real Ituler

dwelling in His sanctuary in the midst of the

people and i-xerci-ing towards them the everlast-

ing cn\enant of peace, that there is scarcely loom
lett lor the idea of ihe Messiah.

9. As elsewhere in the expectations of the pro-

phet- regarding the future, a pretty large space is

iii-i npied in Ivekiel with tbreatenings .-i-.iin-t

forei-jn nation-; nay, it would seem from 3D-' as

if the Day of the l.nliri,' which had been looked
for from the time of Amos, wa-s excliish.K a

day of judgment upon foreign peoples. Tin- iio-

tility ot ihi-se peoples to Israel is also, it is true,

-peeihed a- a gmund of the Divine anger [thu- we
have the malicious joy and thirst foi revenge ol
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the Ammonites, 253
;

the Moaliites, v. 8
: the

Edumites, v. 1
'
2

,
and again in ch. 35; the Philis-

tines, 25 :5
; the Tyrians, 26-] ;

but the main point
of view always is that all the splendour and proud
display of the heathen is to be brought low,

' in

order that they may know that I am Jahweh
'

(25'-
" 17

etc.).

'

Hence the longest and the severest

threatenings are directed against the haughtiest
and most powerful peoples : against Tyre (chs.

26-28), because she has declared herself to be the

perfection of beauty (27
3
), and her king has claimed

even to be a god (28-) ; against the Egyptians (chs.

29-32), because the Pharaoh has boasted,
' mine is

the Nile, I have made it
'

(29
3
). God is going to

punish this arrogance as He formerly punished
that of the Assyrian warriors, whose graves (as

those of the most heinous offenders) are ' set in the

uttermost parts of the pit
'

(32
J

, where by the way
there is the first approximation to a distinction

between inhabitants of the under world, and thus

to the doctrine of the pains of hell).

10. A peculiarity of the escliatology of Ezekiel

is his expectation of a hostile storm of great
masses of people, led by Gog the prince of the

land of Magog, against the resettled land of Israel,

that is to say, after the dawn of the Messianic age
(ch. 38 f. ). Here too the essential point of view is

that stated in 38 16 ' that the nations may know
me when I shall show myself holy before their

eyes' (cf. also 397
). Neither here nor anywhere

else in Ezekiel is there any hint that this know-

ledge is to lead further to these peoples attaching
themselves to Jahweh and thus sharing in Israel's

salvation. Gog is to fall upon the mountains of

Israel ;
and so enormous shall be the number of

his warriors, that for seven years on end their

weapons shall serve for fuel, and seven years shall

be required for the burying of their dead bodies.

When Ezekiel (38") appeals to the predictions of

former prophets concerning Gog, it is impossible to

say what utterances of theirs (provided they have
come down to us at all) he may have had in view.

But, in any case, his allusion to them is a proof
that the pre-exilic prophecies had already become
to him the object of reflexion. And this implies at

the same time the consciousness that the old form
of prophecy, as the product of a direct operation of

the spirit of God, was practically extinct, and had

essentially to be replaced by literary activity.
11. To this last domain belongs, beyond doubt, the

whole section made up of chs. 40-48, which, as was

pointed out above, proved of epoch-making import-
ance for the form afterwards assumed by the re-

ligion of Israel, containing as it does a sketch of

the new form to be given to the sanctuary and the

cultus after the return of the people from exile.""

Not that even in chs. 1-39 there are no hints at

all pointing to this final aim of the Divine judg-
ments, for we find such, for instance, in 20WI - and
37-6- 28. But in chs. 40-48 these interests the re-

construction of the temple in all its details, the

exact regulation of offerings and festivals, etc.

come so strongly into the foreground that every-

thing else, i.e.. all that does not belong to the

cultus, looks like a mere appendage and scarcely

worthy of mention.

(a) All the manifold and complicated regula-
tions in chs. 40-48 have, strictly viewed, only one

underlying idea namely, the perfect representa-
tion and conservation of the holiness of God, in

opposition to the endless detriment done to it in

the pre-exilic period. This conservation, more-

over, is to be effected by means of a great number
of external institutions and ordinances. To be

sure, these are at bottom only symbolical pictures
of the Divine holiness and of the zeal directed

* Cf. Bertholet, Tier \'frfaasitnfjsentwnrf deft Ezccttu'l in seiner

religionsgeschicktlichen Bedeutung, Freiburg i. B., 1896.

towards its maintenance, but strict attention to

them is absolutely indispensable instead of being
as the sacrifices were in the estimation of the

earlier prophets) merely an expression, that might
be dispensed with at need, of a pious frame of

ind. Ezekiel is in fact the founder of leifrtl

liffion, the Levitical system. It is, above all,

characteristic of this standpoint that any wrong
done to the holiness of God is estimated exclusively
as an objective fact, without regard to the inten-

tion and motive of the author of the wrong. Un-

witting Levitical defilement and knowing sin in-

volve exactly the fame degree of guilt.

(b) At the head of all the regulations in question

naturally stand those about holy gronnif. The
idea that now the whole land is sacred to Jahweh.
finds its symbolical expression in the high degree
of holiness which attaches not only to the temple,
the dwelling-place of Jahweh, but to the whole

quarter surrounding the temple, on the summit of

the hill (43
12

). For city and temple are henceforth

to stand on a very lofty mountain (40
2
), in token

that they surpass in importance every other spot
on earth. Any pollution of the sanctuary, such as

was formerly occasioned by the close proximity of

the royal graves to the temple (43
7
), is now com-

pletely excluded. The holiness of the fore-court is

constantly recalled by the keeping shut of the east

door.(44'), by which Jahweh returned from the

Mount of Olives to the sanctuary. But the whole
of the sacred precincts, including the quarters of

the priests and the Levites, is a tcnimahof the land

(45
ltf- 488ff

-), a kind of oblation whereby all the rest

of the land is likewise hallowed and made lit for use,

as the fruits of the land are, through the rendering
of the lirstfruits to Jahweh. Directly adjoining
the sacred precincts is the ground occupied by the

city, and the land which appertains ex offlcio to the
'

prince.' To the former of these a certain measure
of holiness still belongs ; in fact, according to 4S35

(the closing word of the whole section), the city is

to be called Jnhweh-shamm-uh, 'Jahweh is there.'

It belongs to no one tribe exclusively, but members
of all the tribes are to people it (48

19
).

(c) Suitably to its above significance, the city

along with the sacred tcriimii/i is the heart and
almost the exact central point of the whole

country ; for to the north of it lie seven, and to

the south five tribes, the latter quite contrary
to the former historical state of things including
even Issachar, Zebulun, and Gad. The district to

the east of the Jordan had been probably for a long
time too largely occupied by heathen for Ezekiel

to count it as any longer belonging to the Holy
Land. On the other hand, the strangers dwelling
in the midst of Israel, who have begotten sons (i.e.

who are permanently settled there), are to be on

exactly the same footing as native-born Israelites,

and are equally to receive a possession (47--). The

meaning of this at first sight strange prescription
is simply that in the new State there can be only
full - blooded members of the worshipping com-

munity, possessed of equal rights, but sharing
also equal responsibilities.

(rf) Finally, the idea that the land consecrated

to Jahweh has His blessings showered upon it,

finds very drastic expression in the prophecy of

the temple spring (47'"-), which, taking its rise

under the temple itself, is at lirst a tiny rill, but

after a course of 4000 cubits has already become a

mighty river, which causes the numerous trees on

its banks to bear foliage that is ever green and
fruits that never fail, which makes the waters of

the Dead Sea wholesome and teeming with lisl--

The explanation offered for all this is that 'because

the water proceeds from the ;ianctuary' it has a

magical ethcacy (47
12

).

(e) The degree to which even tlu most subtle
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.inline points ill Ihe Cllltn- air

nl Impiillnllee Ml tlir eyes of K/ckiel, is shouil

I'V his IVgllliltinlls coll. -. -mill", the sacl 1 licial tables

. i!i>- priests' cells ' li"
r

'. tin- sili -iillcrinu:

ill connexion "llll the se\,-n da\s' dedication of

till' altar ll:!'""-i, till- Illi -asm.-- alld Weights tcl

In' Used ill the I Illl II- I I.V"-i, the rules fnr festivals

and sacrifices (45
18ff-

; cf. also ihe i-inn|iiie:iteil pre-

scriptions .M- til the pl-li-e alld Illllllher lit' the

s:iellliei's I.I lie ollered li\ the |H lllee,' ell. 4til.

\\,'|. reference i the t,--ti\als, ii is noieuoith\
that, as is shown e\eii I

iy llieir e\:n't dating, they
have Mow lost iheir connexion with the course nt

lial lire- '

. a - hal ye ' 1' tlvals] and lia\ e liee

simply ehiiieh l'i'sti\a|s ; I'm-, apart from tin- pro
Illinium "I lea\en at llle li c.l I he I'assnver,

tle-ie is mi nieiiliiin ill anything lull the iillieial

nllerinus In lie presented I l.'i "). Very slrikilm is

I In- complete iullonn^ of I he r'r:|s| ol \\ ceks, whichj
mi I he ".round ill very aneieut trailitimi, is retained
even l>y I' : ami mi less -,. is the lad i hat I lie 1 wo

days Ol at "Men n -ill. nl u hiell r/eUiel
|

-I ai -i - 1 1 1 1 e a I

the l.e^iiHiiii". "I" cai-li hall nf the year i I"

mil represent ila\- "I hn iniliai iuji on the parl "I

llie peciple, 1ml runt eli 1

1

i|a I e a-i alum Im-nt fur the

BanctUarj hy means nl' external eel emiillies -"M
acconnl nl those w ho may have iill'eliileil through
eiinr nr ignorance.' The pin il'viiii: nf Ihe temple
building Irnin l.cvitical ilelilemenl appeals here as

llie main object I" slid i a degree I liat t he cleansing
"1 l he heart, which In llie pie exilic pi

i iplu-t
s \\ a s

by far the most impurtaMt inaller, remains un-

mentioned.

[f] Much "t' what is ordained by K/.ekiel may
ha\<- liecll based llpiill ailricllt trailitiull, which
was perhaps familiar In him in connexion with the
l-M-rcise of his illlties as /,!< xt. New, hii\\i-\er.

beyond duubt, ami "i - real consequence is his dis-

inn-linn , (ic".-,n,l esp. it i between i Imse prie-is ,,i'

l,e\i \\ I re alsn descendants ,,i /a.lok (i.e. who
In I. MI;; in the hereditary priest hnml cstaUishcd at

.leiiisalcni i. ami tliu-e other priests nl I.cvi who
ministered i" ihe

pi-.ipl,- in iln- times of error

[i.e. the fiiniier priests .if ihe high places). The
I

n lest in md iii future is to pertain to the Xadnkites
aluMc. The oilier class are 'In hear the CUM .

.|iienc.-s nl their jjiiilt

'

I I l'""-l, and are condemned
to discharge all the menial offices oi i he cult us which
were finiiierly a 1 1 ended In liy uMcirc-uiiieised ones
I- l;i\ es and prisoners of war), l-'./.ekiel in this way
iir-i paved the uay fnr thai disi in, -I ion helween

priests ami I.ei lies u hieh is so lamiliar In ns in 1
J

an. I tin- rhi-iiiiicler. that we can hardly conceive
nl ihe.iiliiis.il |siad without it from the time of
Sinai dii nwai.U, allhoiii:h. as a mailer of fact, it

is still i[iiite unknown c\ en lot lie I look of 1
1. -111.1,,

Homy.
/ When \\e turn to the special rules fnr the

jiriesls H 17 "
|,

it i- a-.-ain imteunrthy that at tin-

lead "i their iillii ial
djl

l~ the instruct inn

nt the people in the distinction liet \\een lml\ and
common, dean and unclean; n i- only after thi-

thal i here i. mention of ili-'ii |udicial functions.
i A i liy i he side nl tin- prie-is i he no*i or prince'

J.-is
was remaiked above, a s ewhal cnlmir

:M . A head was n.-.-e--;u \ . a ml not hini: \\ as

more natural than to form a connexion here \\ilh

the histm ical tradition of many centime . namely,
the expi-ctal inn "I a pnlil leal head belonj
the la mil x ni I la \ id. SIM prise has ln-en fell ,|iiile

unnecessarily thai l-'./.-ki.-l d,,,-- not assign in the

]iries||\ Stale a spililnal head nay. thai he is

allou'-l her sil.-ni a In ml the 'hi-jli i -i. Itnt in

the 1 ire-ex die peril id I hei e had I , --n Mo /. e/-'

al all. hut al imi-l at Jerusalem /,(/ prie-ts. The
i
v ere simpl\ exalted nllici.-ils of

the Kill"., and it may \er\ \\.ll be thai I!/, -Kiel

had "on.! reasons tor not \\\ ee pricsl l_\
'
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ollicials nf this kind n-iiit induced. It was ijuitc
outside the seope of Ills ideas that in tie- lieu

.leriisalciu the place of the nation I head
should he taken hy n spiritual one in lad. l.y

n li'mli /'i-i'-t. K/ekiel, then, retain.-d a pi. I it lea 1

head ; hni tht.' latter is, Htrictly speak in", only the
guarantor for the regular performam-e nt the
cultus. It is scarcely right to speak nf a so

prince. If this mini has a tract of la

to him at the eastern anil western t'nils of ihe
'

. ii is with the strangely distrustful i

added, 'that m\ princes may no more oppress my
people, lint "jve the land to the house of Israel

accoidiiii,' to their tribes' (45" 40'"). The prince,
indeed, receives a further tfri'miiifi from the p.-- [I

l.x ied mi wheat, barley, oil, and sheep (45""') : lint

in return he is to provide all the od'erinys foi the

conj legation at the festivals, the new moons, and
ihe xiln.aths, as well as the daily morning liurnt-

otlcrinx and meal-offering (4G'
3
"'). The one pre-

rogative lie enjoys is that of entering the vestilmle
of the east door (which is usually closed), that
from its threshold he may behold the preparing
of hi, sai-i ilices hy the priests, and may stand there
ami pra\ ill Hi L That Ezekiel does not think
of this nr~i.fi as tin- Messiah, is a fact that needs no

I
I.

(/) When we now ask, finally,What was Kxekiel's

own \ iew ahoiit the fulfilment of. his programme
for the future?, the answer must lie to the follow-

ing effect. A distinction must he drawn between

expectations the fulfilment of which was in no
Mian's power (such as the elevation of the temple
hill, or the producing of the temple spring, or even
the hrin^iii^ back of the ten tribes), and e\|
tations within the ranjre of human effort. With
these last K/ekiel was perfectly in earnest, and he
was fully justified by the further course of events.
In some instances, it is true, the force of ancient

usa^e was stronger than the theory of the pr.,| liet,

as, for example, in the case of the Feast of \\ eeks.

other prescriptions, such as the degrading of the
former priests of the high places, evidently could
be carried out only after severe conflicts and in a

very much mitigated form. lint, upon the whole,
it remains true that we have now in P a reai i

ment of the cultus approximating as nearly as

possible to the prescriptions of Ezekiel. Particu-

larly convincing is the evidence for this which is

furnished by the parallels in P to the special rules

for the priests contained in Kzk 44 17rr
-. To all

appearance, the priestly circles and that, too, at
dill'erent cenlr. had already begun during the

Kxile to reduce the ideas of Ezekiel to a cultus

law. The fruit of these labours varied, yet all

inspired with the same spirit was the great
priestly book of history and law, the introduction

of which gave to post -exilic Judaism the linal

stamp which it hears, not only in New Testament
times but down to the present day.
Hut here once more the truth is manifested that

historical development is not always in a straight
line. Uight in the midst of the labours devoted to

ill,- e.i.lilieation of a priestly law in the spirit of
I we come once more upon a powerful ex-

hil.il ion of genuine Jahweh prophetisin in the
form of the so-called Deutero-Isaiah, to which we
must next turn our attention.

VI. THE SO-CALLED DEUTERO-ISAIAH.

1. It may now he regarded as finally established
thai uith N 4O an entirely new hook comm-
whii h nouhere makes any claim to le the worl. of

Isaiah. Tin- compass of this so -called Dciilein-

Isaiah is still, |mv. e\,r, the subject of controversy.

According in the view that at one time gen
;

chs. 4II-UG. But mole and
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more confirmation has been discovered for the

proposition already propounded by Eichhorn and
reaffirmed by Knenen, that a portion of these

chapters can have been composed only at Jeru-
salem after the return from the Exile.* At first

it was thought sufficient to separate off chs. 63-66
as a later addition, but finally it has become
almost the general fashion to distinguish between
chs. 40-55 as Deutero-Isaiah, and chs. 56-66 as
Trito-Isaiali. The present writer is among those
to whom this view commends itself as the correct
one. It may be remarked that Is 40-66 is a strik-

ing proof that questions of authenticity have little

bearing upon the value of the religious and ethical

contents or, in short, upon the character as revela-

tion of an OT writing. The full meaning of the

glorious book made up of Is 40-55 could be first

appreciated and established only by those who
taught men to understand it historically from the
last years before the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus
(538 B.C.) and the return of a portion of the exiles

as authorized by him.
2. The book of the 'Great Unknown' would

have had significance enough for his contempor-
aries even if it had been nothing more than a book
of consolation for the exiles, assuring them of the
end of the captivity, return to the Holy Land, and
a renewed dispensation of Jalnveh's grace. But
it contains infinitely more than this. From an
elevated prophetical viewpoint, which is scarcely
reached again in the OT period, it brings the
whole preceding history of Israel as well as its

whole future under the scheme of an original,
all-wise, saving purpose of Juliweh, which has for

its object the whole world of nations. The barriers
of national religion are here completely burst, and
the foundation laid for a universal religion, and all

this without the old Prophetic ideas of the election
and pre-eminence of Israel being given up. How
these two apparently heterogeneous notions could
lie united, will have to be shown afterward^. The
whole, solitary glory of Deutero-Isaiah we shall

best appreciate if we compare it with Ezekiel or

the nearly contemporaneous passages Dt 41M ' and
328

. In Ezekiel's future expectations there was
no room for any share of the heathen in the salva-
tion of Israel. In Dt 4 I!

"', again, the view is stated
without any circumlocution that Jahweh has des-
tined the heathen to serve the star-gods (i.e. prac-
tically condemned them to idolatry), whereas He
lias chosen Israel to be His own possession. Quite
the same notion is expressed in Dt 328 'Jahweh
fixed the bounds of the peoples according to the
number of the gods' [D'.i

4
?.-) '13, LXX dyyt\uv ScoC,

MT wrongly ^x^y; :?], i.e. He assigned to each of

the i subordinate) gods a particular people, whereas
He declared Israel to be His own heritage.

3. We have just described Deutero-Isaiah's fun-
damental notion of a Divine purpose of salvation,
which is at present becoming plain a purpose
which includes all nations, and which at the same
time solves all the enigmas of Israel's history. It

is primarily under this notion that we must sub-
sume all the declarations from which our prophet's
very lofty conception of God may be gathered.

* The following have specially contributed to the elucidation
of the controversy regarding Deutero- and Trito-Isaiah : I'uhm,
in his Commentary on Isaiah in the Kurzcr Udcom,, Gottingen,
189-2, 2nd ed. 19U:! [holds that Trito-Isaiah commences with ch.

56] ; Cheyne, Introduction to the Book of Isaiah, London, 1&95

(places 56 1 -8 58. 59 under Artaxerxes n. or ill. ; G37-G4 12 about
350 B.C. ; ch. 66 under Darius Ochus] ; H. Gressmann, Ucbcr die
in Jes. cc. 36-Ct> vvrausfjpsctz'fn zeitfjeschichtiichc.n rcrhtiltnixsr,
(iiittingen, 1S9S) [holds that chs. 56-60 are not a unit}', but that

they are all post-exilic and emanate from Judiua] ; E. Littmaim,

wholly from the period between 457 ard 445, prior to the arrival
of Nehemiah

; on the other hand, 037U md 04 date from between
5BS and 520],

An absolutely harmonious plan of the Universe

implies the solity of God. Absolute monotheism
here reaches its clearest and sharpest expression
(43

lot- 446 - 8 45M - 14 - 18
). The continuous fulfilment

of the plan presupposes His eternity (41
4 44s

), un-

changeableness (41
4 43 la

), and always equally full

power (40'-
aff

-)- God's omnipotence is proved, above

all, by His creative work : He alone has stretched
forth the heavens and formed the earth (40

1- " '^

405 44'jj 4512. is) ;n j ) ie fn] ness of His omnipotence
and the strength of His might (40

26
) ; it needed

but His call, and these things were there (48
13

).

He is the maker of all families of men from the

beginning (41
4
), and controls by His sovereign

omnipotence the fortunes even of the greatest
(40'-

3
'') nay, the nations are before Him only as a

drop on [the side of] the bucket or a speck of dust
on the balance (40"'

ff
-). How shall the individual

ever contend with Him, the potsherd with the potter
(45

9
)? As in the first Isaiah, so here God is fre-

quently called 'the Holy One of Israel,' and that,
in like manner, in the sense of His absolute eleva-

tion above everything creaturely and perishable,
and hence, of couise, above all stain and dishonour

(4jn.j643J.i4 etc )
The same attribute excludes

absolutely any representation of God by images
(40

181f
-)> and, in general, our prophet cannot suffici-

ently emphasize the folly and senselessness of idol

and image worship (cf. 41-", and very specially the
almost humorous description in 44".

tT' 4(i6''). The
holiness of God requires also that all His actings
should have for their deepest motive the honour of

His name (48
9 ' 11

). He will not give His honour
to another, nor His glory to idols (42

8
), as if they

had accomplished what was His work alone.

4. The scanty references to the means whereby
God accomplishes His world-plan and saving pur-

pose, make mention, above all, of the prophetic
word. This has irresistible power (55

luf-
)
and eter-

nal validity (4U
8

). In the exact pre-announcement
of the wonderful events that are passing (the mis-
sion of Cyrus and the impending deliverance of

Israel), our prophet sees one of the strongest evi-

dences of the solity and omnipotence of the God
of Israel (41-

sfl - 42" 43u"r- 4471--6 '- 45-1 46 lof - 4SOT- 1Jff
-) ;

the idols, which are things of nought, can neither

explain the past nor predict the future (41-
111

-).

5. Deutero-Isaiah, like the pre- exilic prophets
and the Book of Deuteronomy, traces the pre-
ferential treatment of Israel to its election (41

S(
-) ;

but this last is ascribed not simply to God's love

for Israel, as might appear from 43s
'-, but to the

special purposes which Jahweh wills to accomplish
for the benefit of the whole world, by the instru-

mentality of Israel, His servant (see below). On
this account He has carried them all along from
their mother's womb (46') ; and, when by their sins

they provoked His just anger, He gave them,
indeed, into the hands of their enemies (42-"

!1 5U 1

51 17
) ; but it was not His intention that Babylon,

the instrument of executing His vengeance, should
show herself pitiless against Judah (47). All the
more on that account God regards the old guilt of

the people as atoned for nay, as doubly expiated
(40- 51 1S

). All the same, the coining deliverance
is nothing but the outcome of the free favour of

Goil ; it has been brought about neither by sacrifice

nor any other merit on the part of Israel, which,
on the contrary, has sinned from the time of its

first father (Jacob) and deserved destruction in

consequence (43--"- 4S 1 - 4 - s
). But Jahweh blots out

their transgressions as a cloud (44--').

In view of all this, there is the less justification
for Zion's discouragement, and her complaint that

she is forsaken and forgotten by God (40-
7 49 14

).

As little as a mother is forgetful of her sin-king
child has God forgotten the community of Israel

(49
1

-'). Nay, He is at once her creator and he*
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husband, wno can never east oil' the wife of his

youth (.">4
5lt

-).

6. The instrument employed byJahweh for the

i|elivrr;i!ii i- i,I III- ]ien|.|i-
and III-' flllthel

1

BCOO1H

pli-hmcni ut Hi- Having purpo-e, i- ' 'yni, iii w 1

Ullil Ml w ln>-e I >n ille lul--ii>ll I lie prophet -peak- 111

..Hell hiilliilir.-llile terms that il ha- heeli sll"".c-ted

thai he actually -aw in him the Me iah promi-.-d
h\ the earlier prophets. Jahweh Him-elf speaks
of Cyrus at Hi- 'shepherd' (ll

:

'i. nay a- Ili-

'

anointed,' whom Be has taken by the rij/ht hand

that Me may ea-t down peoples before him, whom
fur 1-rael's ,-ake lie ha- called h\ name i l.">"

r
-), for

wl i He will make all his ways plain i T>

the man of Hi- eonnsel (40"), whom He lines (4S"|.

If the victorious career of Cyrus is to he ilm*

intei preted, Israel has im nmre uee.L-iun tur anxious

frar-. Inn may with full c-nniplaeeney look for the

manifestation of the ".lory of .lahweh (4o
3 41 1UH

Cod en-uie- to the e\ile- a secure return; He
Bathers them from all quarter- i \Sf~), ami outdoes

even His o\\ n former niudity arts when lie brought
Hi- people fcirtli from Egypt (4:>

icir
-). He fashions

for them in the desert a road well constructed

and free from dan-er (In
;

4'-
> "i 4M- 4!)""-), makes

iihumlant provi-ioii of water and noble trees (41
lsl -

C, is- 1

), and Himself leads them like a loving

shepherd (4o" f>2'-'). All iriture accompanies these"

reiiemptivr acts with a son" of jubilation (4'J
K"-

-II I!)
13

f)i'-). The returned exiles shall he a- a

bridal ornament to /ion, the seemingly forsaken

and sorely troubled, who shall now be a-.lnni-hed

at the multitude of her children, and scarcely lind

room for I hem all (41I-
1" 1 -

r>4-). For alon"; with

Jacob (.ludah) shall return also 'those who have
been piv-ened of Israel' (49'-)- Jahweh, morc-

over, shall once more rei^n as kin;.: over 2ion

(52 . and all His gracious promi-e- to Havid, tin-

witness of His glory and the ruler of nations, shall

be fulfilled to the whole people, who also shall

draw to them foreign peonies nay, peoples as yet
unknown to them (55

S:r
-). All the-e other nations

are brought to recognize that Jahweh has called

Ovrus, and crowned him with victory, and to give
the glory to the Uod of Israel (41"

r
-|. As f,,r

Israel it-elf, the outpouring of the spirit of (Jod,

which seals the truth that every individual is Ili.-

speeial property (44"'
r
-). and 111:1 L.'- them all true

disciples of Jahweh 154'
;

). brings about a uondi on-

renewing of the nation's youth i-Ii '-""'). -Moreover,

the duration of tin- renewed 'covenant' is to be

unlimited ; the brief peiiod of Cod's anger is to be

followed by a time of eternal favour and blessing

(45" 54 7
"-).

In the alxive orderly summary of the ideas of Deutcro-Isaiah,
whi.'h appear in the book itself, for tin- im.-t part, in 11 scatter 'I

1 fashion, we have purposely passed oxer two state-

in, -ins. because they can in noway lie brought into h.un \

with the other expectations of the prophet, and must accord-

inglv be regarded as later additions

(a) According to 4115', Israel is to become a new, sharp,

many-toothed threshing-waggon, which _ .ninhly to

work that it crushes the very inoiiiitain-i and hills. Ttiis ll:_Mire,

of e.mrse, refers to the destruction 'i I r.el '. iocs. Now.it is

true that our prophet has a threat against Uahylnn (ITii"') ; she,

the oppressor .if Israel, has now in turn to take the
'

i

in- .up' uhieh .lertiialem had formerly to drink (51"f
). lint

no neli.'ilion of ainllun-,' eXCepI tint <
'> riis i" to

event- tin' jm I- i.i. m ..M Babylon, while the -iin r peoples are
:u Israel's s.ihati"il. Tim-ill-

'

belOllgS CO QlliU
different sphere of ideas-thai, nanielv, of Ezk33l. and Mie

4""-.

(li) III 4D~l
,
instead of the return of the e\il, s I!ir.iu.-li the

n, ue h,i\ ! a hriii^inu'

of them lia.'k hv the Gentiles :u-tiiu' under .laliv,

! u,l that these tun n praa ml ktl
' - "' 'i 1

' niutualh
: itklngaaballbethcffuardiana

.
I I lt !|.| .|lli ells her irn ! th''\ shall ill lllltllhle

oh i ince h'-K i h.- Must ..t 1.1 1- in-t > .'.-- i, u e havi t

sion oi expect >t...ns that Mum:, not to Deutero-Isalah but toa
considerably later phase of Judaism.

7. Km all tlii- doe- not exhaust the idea- eon

tained in this unii|Ue book. The most won.leitul

thing in it is the idea of I-ia.l a- tin- ' Servant o<

Jahweh,' who, in .iccunlaiiee with Hi- eteriial

piiipo-e. which tran-ceiid.-, all human eompreheii-
-loll, i- i |es| I lied to expiate, by ll i- penal silt!

not only Israel's nwn guilt, but also that o| i Im

heathen world, and then to exercise a great mis.

sionary vocation on the world of nation-, that 'all

end- of llie earth may see the salvation ol the I iod

of Israel' (."._

KMT since Kiblical study began, it has been f. It

to be a >eiy dilliciilt problem how the statement -

in which the Servant of Jahweh (nw :;;) i- un-

doubtedly to be under-tood of t\\e people of 1-iael

il i-j

'

i:;-
1 44"--' 4:i'4s- u

,
cf. al-otiie 'servants

of Jahweh '

in f>4
17

) are to be ree,ineih .1 with tho-e

which, to all appeaianre, have an individual in

View (tlllls ill Hie so called 'Elftl .Jiillir.ti

42 1 ' 4
[iic ..... ling to others, 4-"- 7

J, 4',)'-". :,o' -' |ilh
v.

1

"], and ~>-''- .V1
1J

). Counties- are the attempt*
which have been made to solve the problem in

After Duhm, In his Commentarj- on Isaiah (Oottinsen. 1
- '

">,

assigned the
'

I:'
1" '/ .'irfm. fi /.iVrfcr to a different and later h.md

than that of lleiitero-lsalah, and hi-m e pr. .in iuni-e.1 ilinu :i

suhsccjuent addition t the latter, explaining them, at r
tiinr, in t he Hidividnal sense (as perhajis relerrin^ to Jeremiah),
tllere s]>ran^' up a erop ut similar h\i...lhes s. The indi\ idual

interpretation of the
'

A,'V./-,/ii/(ifrA-/.c -./.'/ is supported also by
J. Lev (//.,*'" ,..',, i:,khinm<j lies S Teila ./>./.-"/.', Maihurt,',

1S93; art. 'Die liedeutuni,' dcs Ebed-Johweh,' etc., in UK, i-'.m,

p. li;;iff. ) and L. I-aue ( /' . /.'/./..,'' /

Jfsaja, Wittenberg, l-'.is; al-,, in .,'A', p.ml. Heft 3). Both see
in the Servant of Jahweh 'the Messiah of the future,' as does
also <;. Fiillkrag(Z)tfr (Jvttesknecht des Deuttnijcxaja, t;n'

160V), only that he believes the Licder to have been composed
liy Deutero l-aiab himself. E. Sellin (Sernkliabel, Leipzi.', >'-"}
identified the ^er\ant with Zerubbabel, who, he contemled,
actually assumed the crown, and in consequence sutT'i.il a

terrible martyrdom at the hands of the Persians. In his
N.'I'I/,,',, :: /. /. f,,>-/,ti- <l, r ^n/i'.v/i- n Gem
(Leipzig, l!Ktl), Sellin suKstitutes for Zerubbaliel some other
M -

i M! nit of la\ id. Kit t el (/.tir Th>-ntn.rt,' <t,'* A T, ii.. I,eip/.i^,

l-.'s) linds at least in ch. 6:i the LTUeiti. 1 /< rubbabel. llerl hu'et
.' .'

, Ki-eihuru i. I!., ts'.i:i) refers j:(l ll to the sulTeriir,'S

and ileatll of the ninety year old scribt; Eleazar (ef. '_' M,i .

The composition of 52U-531
1

- by a different poet from the rest of

the '/-.'/"''/-./uAi/rA l.ii-iln- (w)iose authorship hy tn-uti i

is likewise denied) is maintained also bv Laue (see alio\e) and
Sehian </'(' Ebei-Jahwh-Ueder in Ja. /.t'-".', Halle, 1- '

i

was the merit of K. IHldde (art. 'Tip so :illi d Lhed \aliweh
Sony's and the Xlcaniift,' of the tenn Scrrtint of Jaliirrli in Is

10-5.1
'

in Auii-r. .Imirniil "' Theology, i 99, 111. p. 499 ff. [in

German, Die soaenonntfit l'J<l-.ialai.'l:-l.niii r mid die Bedru-
/. nt cnt '" iwJit in -/.'>. '.

'

5 .
i-u ssen, 1900]) and

K. Marti (Was Kur.li Jesnja. Tubingen, 1000) to recall the exegesis
oi th-se i>assapes from the forest of hypotheses to a more
sober consideration of foots. Their argument was strei -

on all sides by the very t)ior..;ix)i .1 gcuBSion i I

<

(Iti-i- l\.l'-< -.:t J.ilur \ il/ .v II ><!,,<. rv'j'l, Koni_'sh,. r^, 1'. I

i: may be considered as henceforward a p..-ni..n tii i

I. ;.!:. to be siiiti r.-<l, that even the s..

Solids arc the work of Ileutero-Isaiah, and that tlieir BUl

Israel, \\ith its call to serve a missionary function to the
Gentiles.

On the present occasion we must be content to

say that, in the violent controversy which b i-

ince the year IS'.U, the explanation of the
Servant of Jahweh as referriti^ to the people
appears to us to have retained the victory. Once
the fondness of Hebrew poetry and prophecy t,,!

far-reaehing personifications of collective notions,
and especially ot ho. lie- of people, is ora-ped, and
53"r'

rightly understood as spoken by the (Jentiles,

all the ileclarat io-i- a bout t he Serv ant combine into

one perfectly intelligible whole. Thciiue-tion . .in-

to us ipiite an idle one, whether Deutero 1

meant the Servant of Jahweh to be under-tood of

the whole nation or only of the truly od\y kernel

of it, the
'

spiritual Israel,' which fully answered the
a people of ( MM). When the prophet b, io

.speak of the election of Israel and its d.

mis-ion in the world'- hi-tory, his words naturally
n-ier to the whole body of the nation, for it was
tliis that was the object of election and of mani-
fold ".uidancc in t In- eotirsc of its history, lint il

is en ually natural r.at, in the [lassa^e- w hieh havu
in view the representative sut'.erin^ of the Servant
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and his missionary function, not those should be
thought of who perish in the purifying judgment
but only the truly pious kernel of the peoplewho seek God and have penitent hearts. Nay, it
is not an impossible position that the Servant, as
a portion of the people, namely, that which is

specially penitent and afflicted, should be opposec
to the general body (49

5 ' Jahweh that formed me
from the womb to be his servant, to bring Jacob
again to him, and that Israel should be gatherec
unto him,' cf. also v. 6

). But much more freqi.entlvand emphatically than this work on his fellow-

countrymen is the missionary vocation exerciser
by the Servant towards the heathen world set
forth. This is the central point of our prophet's
whole world of ideas. It is only from this stand-
point that the problem either of' Israel's election or
of her temporary rejection can be brought into
harmony with the Divine plan of the world. The
grievous sufferings of Israel were the indispensable
condition of the salvation of the whole world.
That even the Gentiles are from the first destined

to entrance into the kingdom of God, is shown by
the Divine call (45--

:T

-) to all the ends of the earth
to turn to Him and let themselves be saved, as
well as by God's oath that at last every knee
shall bow to Him and every tongue swear by Him.
But the instrument in proclaiming His salvation
is His Servant, whom He has called from the
mother's womb (i.e. from the beginning), that He
may be glorified in him (49'-

3
). God has put His

spirit upon him (42>), given him persuasive elo-

quence (49
2
), the tongue of a proper disciple of

Jah-vyeh (50
4
), that he may proclaim the true

religion to the heathen (42
1

), and thus become a
light to the heathen (42

s
49), the founder of a

covenant (n--g) between God and men (42 49s
).

Ami Israel is to await this call with all meekness
and lowly submission (42"H True, there is not
wanting a certain measure of preparedness of the
heathen for the Servant's gospel of salvation.

Already the isler. wait for his instruction (42
J

)

nay. the nations must themselves recognize that
Jahweh alone could have accomplished the mighty
transformation wrought through Cyrus (41

11

*-).
But the decisive influence is brought to bear,
finally, by the great sufferings of the Servant, and
the patience with which he has submitted to every
species of ill - treatment and mockery (50"). To
their own extreme astonishment, the perception
dawns upon many peoples and kings that the
Servant of Jahweh marred almost beyond recog-
nition as a man, utterly despised, and maltreated
to the uttermost has, through his voluntary,
patient sufferings, borne the punishment of others
as a guilt-ottering, atoned for their sins, and pro-
cured salvation for them (52'

3:r
-).

This idea of a vicarious penal suffering of Israel
for the Gentile world, in order to bring salvation
to the latter, is so extraordinary and unique that
one can easily understand how it has called forth
all kinds of explanations, and that ever and anon
voices are still raised in support of the contention
that the direct reference of this passage to the
vicarious suffering of Christ (cf. 1 P 2 ar<

) is the
only one that meets the necessities of the case.
And, as a matter of fact, the Church is entitled to
see the complete fulfilment of this very remark-
able prophecy only in the person of Christ. I'.ul

nothing is taken from its significance in that
direction through our interpreting the Servant of
Jahweh, so far as the mind of the prophet was
concerned, primarily of Israel. Only, we must
be careful not to limit his meaning to the idea
that the Gentiles, touched by the spectacle of the
patience of Israel amidst all its sufferings, are
moved to a ready acceptance of its message of sal-

vation, and thus brought to adopt its 'religion ;

for the prophet expressly emphasizes the fact
that the Servant of Jahweh has fulfilled his l.igli

calling by bearing the sins of many inn! iu"l;iinj
intercession for t/is transgressors. He speaks thus
of a high-priestly intercession performed by Israel,
in conjunction with its vicarious sufferings. In
this way he gives his readers a view into the
depths of the Divine counsel of salvation, such
as is offered by scarcely any one of his fellow-

prophets a view of the truth that the seeming
disturbance of God's saving purpose by man's
sin, and the sufferings introduced in consequence,
are really made to serve the end of realizing His
saving purposes. But from the beginning all
other purposes have been subordinated to this
one :

' The heavens shall vanish away like smoke,
and the earth shall fade like a garment . . . but
my salvation shall be for ever

'

(51
6
). Behind and

above the temporary, perishing world there is

another, which offers higher, eternal blessings.
That the entrance to it should be open even to all
the heathen, was a notion still beyond the hori-
zon of any Israelitish mind of the time. But the
prophet understood the word of his God :

' My
thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your
ways my ways; but, as the heavens are higher
than the earth, so are my ways higher than your
ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts

'

(55
81

-).

VII. REMAINING EXILIC PROPHECIES, POST-
EXIUC PROPHECY, AND THE BEGINNINGS OF
APOCALYPTIC.

i. THE SOURCES. To the time of the Exile
may, further, be assigned with some conlidence Is
-']'" and IS'-U-3

, and perhaps also chs. 34 and
35, which are closely akin to Deutero- Isaiah. On
the other hand, it is difficult to decide whether
a portion of the later additions (noted below) to

pre-exilic Prophets are as early as the Exile. At
all events, this view is not sufficiently proved by
the (very frequent) allusions to the gathering and
bringing back of the exiles. For, apart from the
fact that such expectations are more than once put
into the mouth of the earlier prophets from the
standpoint of fulfilment, and indeed for the pur-
pose of softening their denunciations, the number
of Jews living in all quarters of the Diaspora even
after 537 and 458 was still very great, and the

expectation of their return might hence become
very readily an indispensable element in the hopes
of the future.
To the earliest post-exilic period belong : Ha^^ai

(520), Zechariah (520-518), and the Book of Malachi
(probably before 45S), as well as Ob w ~-1 and the
so-called Trito-Isaiah (Is 56-66, probably about
440). To the beginning of the 4th cent, we assign
Joel and Jonah

; towards the end of the 4th, if

not in the 3rd or even the 2nd cent., we would
place the so-called Apocalypse of Isaiah (Is 24-27)
and Zee 9-14. Of the additions to the older pro-
phets which cannot be more precisely dated, a not
inconsiderable portion may come down to the 4th
and even the 3rd cent. B.C. Passing over some
isolated verses, we give the following as almost
universally acknowledged later additions :

Is22 - 4'(M;c41 -4
) 4--6 S'

J! -

lff-
v--3 ll ll'-126 JS'-U3

(see above) 187
(?) 1918--5 21 '- 10

(see above) .'JS'^
13

295. 7f. 17-W 30 ia-ai. 27-33
(9) 315-3 30. 53. 34 f. (see

above).
Jer 314 ' 18 lO 1 ' 16 1618 ' 21 I" 19' 27 2916-- 30""- 31"- 1J

()
3ps-ju 3:>i7-L3 ^u-ai clls . 46_49 (;) goi-5 p3_
Hos 2'- 3 35 (? ; in any case, the words ' and

David their king') 142 ' 1"
(?).

Am 98-'5
.

Mic 4'- 4 - 6*
(?)

-13 77
-20

.

Hab 3.

Zepli 24 -' 5 S14'20
.
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ii. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, llcntoro I

prophecy uf tin- freeing u[ tlir people l>y
< '\in-

ll 111 heell fllllilleil ill .'l.iS llller till' I ple-l III

Itahylon. 'I'l illrl <'l <\rns granted |n i mi--ion

tu ilir exile- In return, and about .'.11,111111, under
111- leadership of /erubhahel .-i l nl .1 o-l ma I In 1

|'i
li- I.

availed thenisehes of il. Mill ill'' rnllilil ion ol

thiii'js in lln- home -a easily longed for ilnl nl
answer tin' high Mow n c\|ii'i'i:ii inn- of i in' returned
exiles. Tin' foreign iloiiiiii.'itinii still continued,
uml :ill energy via- paiaK /I'll

liy poverty mul
f.'iilnri' of crops, as \M-11 a- by Ilir hostility of tin 1

Jew Ni heathen mixed population, \\lncli Innl

gradually -plead over tin- land iliirii);.' tin 1 Kxile.

l-'.vcn n i lie cnli n- was ic-n I. immediately after

the K'-iurn, liy the M' erection of tin- altar of

I. in u! "Heine.: il'./r :i-"-i, il \\.a- not till the year
."rjn tlial, thank- lo the energetic si ininlat ion of

Haggai anil /.echai iah, (In- work of building the

lein|ile was taken ill hand in earnest, ami lini-lie.l

in ."illi. |-'.\ iilenlly. I lic-e prophets expected the

daw n of I he Me ianic age alter the 1 'M i Mine; was
lini-heii, ami at tlie-aine time saw in Xcrnhlialiel

the '-hoot of Havid' promised by Jeremiah i Hag
. '/.<! .r o 1

"', \\hcre in all
probability

there

\\a- originally mention only of a crowning of

/erillilialicll. These hopes, too, were completely
deceived. \\'e po-.-c-s, imlceil. only \ery scanty
traditions regarding the history of the po-t -exilic

.lc\\i-h colony down to the time, of Malachi
(
K/r

I . Inn tli.'' I'.ook of Malachi itself shows that

th' conditions had rather changed for the worse
Mine "ilti. Thi' offerings naturally suffered from
the continued poverty of the people i:;-

:

'-i, Imt. no
le-s Horn the unscrupulous character of the priests

(l
w-3 ;

"-|. 'I'he prophet also complains bitterly of

the facile putting away of Jewish wives in order
to contract new marriages \\ith heathen women

lint the worst feature was the resinned,
iml bo saj despairing, disposition which had taken

possession of the people. Tills showed itself in

.-mil I la-phemous judgments as that Kvcry one
that doi'tli evil i- well pleasing to Jahweh, and in

such he hath his ih luhi, or where i- the God of

judgment ?' C_"
r

,
and -till more fully in :!'"). One

can readily conceive how to the priestly circles in

the hiaspora, which had 1 n lor long following in

the iooi-ie|,-ot K/.ekiel in laying down new regu-
lations for I he cnltu- [see below

,
( VIII.), it might

-i .in that the time had come for them to step in.

Hut even l-'./ra, the leader of a second hand of

exiles (ii.r. 4.~>si, soon had the conviction forced

upon him that it was necessary first to attend to

other tasks than the introducing of the priestly

legislation lie had brought with him from Itahylon.
Hi- I >raconic zeal in dissolving the numerous mixed
marriages so increased the hostility of the heathen
and Jewish families thereby allected. that they
obtained from Arlaxei \e- I. full powers to de-t my
the \\all- and ualesof Jern-alem, which had lieen

COTCely yet completed by K/ra. How thoroughly
this process WHS carried out doe- not indeed

ii| |" in tiom the timid allu-ion in K/r 4'-', but is

clear enough from the docu ntarv report of

Nelieiniali i 1

"
_' 3 The arrival of the latter

at .lein-alein ill.'il had for its main result the

solemn introduction of the priestly law - hook

[Nell s
. prob:,l l\ extracted ill large pail from the

Memoir- of K/.ra). Of the high significance oi tin-

act we shall have to speak in the next section.

That all these occurrences, moreover, found an
echo in prophecy i- " /irim-i probable, and i- con-

firmed especially by the contents of Tnio I aiall.

In this \\ av the eiiignia in \\ Inch I- liii \\ a- formerly
involved is very .-imply cleared up, when il is

recognized that there 1 we have to do with a polemic
.igain-t the Samaritans, belonging to the in t

M/ia Nelieiniah. From the .second \i-il of Nchc-

miah to .lei'u -aleni -Nell 134ff>
) in 432 [according to

others, not till 41'J] < >T tradition in sih-ai till \\.;

leach the cominenceinent of the Maccahee wars,
e\cn if a considerable portion of the abie. .

tio.ied I'loph'-i H-al literature may emanate nmii
the mt ei \enin- period.

lii. CONCEPTION OF GOD, AXD ETHICS. The
whole of the exilic and post-exilic literature \\ith

which we have here to do, hears almost

exception a secondary character, and apart from
the further colouring given to the hopes for the
future lives entirely upon the ideas ot the older

prophets, or simply takes these for granted. This
comes out clearly in regard to the coiirejition of
Gii/l. The reason why the statements in this

sphere are so scanty is that there was nothing to
add to the me>-age of the pre - exilic prophets,
lielief in the wolity and supraninndane character
of Jahweh is the common possession of the whole
of this period. The apparent localizing of Him
on Sinai (Hab 33

) can be regarded only as a
poetical reminiscence of ancient descriptions, such
as that of Jg f>

4
. His omnipotence and omni-

science are revealed in the creation of heaven and
earth (Jcr lO 1

-); to Him nothing is impossible
(32"). The mighty Babylon is .simply a hammer
in His hand (SI*"'). He chose Israel because
He loved it, whereas He hated Israel's twin
brother Esau (Mai I-'-) ; here there seems to he no

attempt to trace the election to an ethical motive,
as in Deiitero-Isaiah. Jahweh shows Himself to be
the father and saviour of Israel in a far deeper sense
than Abraham or Jacob could claim to he (Is OS"*

64'). But the old conception of the national (iod,

Jahweh, who has His eye upon Israel alone, has
no longer any room left for it. Jahweh is great
beyond the realm of Israel, His name is feared

among the nations as that of a great king (Mai
l
s- ' 4

,
Jer 10') ; nay, the incense-oli'erings and pure

gifts, which from the rising to the setting of the
sun are offered by the (ientiles, have Him, strictly

speaking, for their object (Mai 1") a remarkalJe
witness to the far-reaching influence of Deutero-
Isaialfs teaching ! There is no longer any need
for a polemic against the folly of image and idol

worship ; Is oT""'
1

is in all probability addressed to

the half-heathen mixed population in and about
Judali. and Jer 10"r- to the exiles who are en-

dangered by their heathen environment.
The supramundane character of Jahweh is not

impaired by the frequent emphasis laid upon His

accompanying the exiles, or His dwelling upon
/ion (see below) ; for in the latter instance what is

in view is, as in the conception of God in the pre-
exilic period, the indwelling of His 'glory' (i.e. a,

manifestation -form of His person), which is not

absolutely identical with His full being. The
'angel of Jahweh,' in olden times (see above, p.
638" ft'.) a form of appearance of Jahweh Himself, is

in Zee I
1 " 1'1 (where he prays to Jahweh and is com-

forted by Him) clearly distinguished as a serving
angel from Jahweh. In Zee 3'

' the Satan ' makes
his appearance for the first time, not as a mere

appellative = 'adversary' (as in Nn 22
1

-"- 3-
[of the

angel of Jahweh], 1 K II 14 -

'a et nl, [of enemies in

war]), but as a definite angelic being, who comes
forward as the accuser of Joshua the high priest ;

but this is no proof of the rise of a dualist ic concep-
tion of God. The Satan, who by the way cannot
have been newly introduced by Xechariah, hut is

presupposed by him as long familiar to his ii

manifestly belongs (as he still does in Job !"') to

the category of serving angels, only that, in his

zeal as Jahweh's prosecutor, he goes too far.

Hat her may we find in Is 24'-'"- an allusion to

angelic feuds corresponding to those among the

I pies of earth. But even in this very late th o-

loguinenon, with which we shall meet again when
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we come to speak of the Book of Daniel, the

supremacy of Jah \veh, who imprisons the rebellious

ones, and only pardons them after a long interval,
remains quite unaffected.
The consciousness that they lived in an age of

epigoni, as compared with tiie creative times of

prophecy, betrays itself clearly in the repressed
tone of the post-exilic prophets, and their very
frequent use of the formula 'thus saith Jahweli,'
as well as in Zechariah's preference for the vision,
the latter being no doubt in large measure simply
to be regarded as a literary device. The same
consciousness is manifested in the express appeals
to earlier Prophetic oracles (Is 34 16

, Jl 3s
[2

3
-]), and

no less by the announcement of a messenger who
is to prepare the way of Jaliweh prior to the dawn
of the day of judgment (Mai 3 1

; in v.-3 [4
5
] the

prophet Elijah is named as this forerunner). There
were even yet required energetic instruments of

God to bring about the great transformation.

Finally, again, in Zee IS3"- the expectation is ex-

pressed that in the Messianic age the prophets and
the unclean spirit shall be removed from the land,
and that any one who yet ventures to come for-

ward as a prophet shall be put to death by his own
parents. Here, of course, it is false prophets that
are in view, but the whole form of expression shows
that it is not considered possible that any others
shall then be found.
Like the conception of God, the ethical demands

of the exilic and post-exilic prophets correspond
exactly with those of their pre-exilic predecessors.
At least in theory the justice of these demands
is generally acknowledged, although the practice
of the people still continues to supply occasion
for bitter comiaints (Is 56sff- 5S' ff-

5'J-"-)- As with
Amos and Isaiah, the urgent call is to do right
and justice and show pity to the poor, the widow,
the orphan, and every class of afflicted ones (Zee
7''- 8lsf

-, Is 561 5Ssff
-, Mai 35ff-

[this last passage
denouncing, however, also sorcerers, adulterers,
and perjurers]). Moreover, it cannot be contested
that even in the early post-exilic period a mechani-
cal theory of retribution shows itself the notion
of a direct succession of sin anil punishment, right
conduct and outward blessing (Zee 8 1

-'-). Thus the

scanty harvest is, .according to Hag I
5'-

"", the
direct penalty for the people's remissness in the
work of rebuilding the temple ; according to 2 uff-

all offerings presented before the temple is finished
count as unclean, and consequently inefficacious,
but after that event all the richer an era of bless-

ing shall set in.

iv. THE CULTUS. The few utterances about
the cultus we here leave out of account those
that belong to the realm of eschatology show
again a certain falling away from the height of

the true prophetical point of view (cf. above, p.
GS5a ). The law-book of r.lilkiah, although marked
by the prophetic spirit, had at the same time
laid down such definite rules for the cultus that it

was inevitable that a tendency should arise to
attach value to the merely external performance
of these. In addition to this, Ezekiel's conceptions,
with his total rejection of the past and his sketch
of a radically new constitution of the cultus,
must have permeated all Jewish circles to such
an extent that long before the introduction of the
1'rieslfs' Code there had been produced a positively
painful attention to matters connected with the
cultus. It is true that even yet evidences are not

lacking of a truly prophetical appreciation of

ritual services. The description of the proper
kind of fasting contained in Is oS31 '"-

might well
have come from Isaiah ben-Amoz himself, while
Joel's (2

13
) call,

' Kend your heart and not your
garments,' recalls Jeremiah's demand for a circum-
cision of the heart. Similarly, the ideal of the

duties and the significance of the priesthood set

11(1 in Mai 25ff- must be pronounced a thoroughly
worthy one. On the other hand, the way in which
Haggai and Zechariah make all blessing for Judah
depend essentially upon the rebuilding of the

temple (Hag l
jff

', Zee Ssff
-), the emphasis laid upon

outward observance of the Sabbath (Jer IT' [cf.

especially the motive urged in v. 35
], Is5l>-, 58 13

;, the

extraordinary value attached to the regular food-

and drink-offerings in the temple (Jl V- 13> u 2U ),

all this is hardly in accordance with the view of

the cultus held by an Isaiah or a Jeremiah.
v. ESCHATOLOGY. 1. The edict of Cyrus had

indeed brought freedom to a portion of the people,
but had by no means introduced the great trans-

formation of things contemplated by Deutero-
Isaiah. On the contrary, the returned exiles had
to struggle hard for their existence, and their lot

could scarcely appear an enviable one to those
who had remained behind in the land of their cap-

tivity. No wonder that men's minds turned with
all the more longing to the future as that which
should finally bring all their hopes to pass. With
attention ever more tense they listened for the

signs which were to herald a movement among the
nations and the birth-pangs of the Messianic age.
Zechariah, indeed, in the first of his night-visions
learns (I

81
*-) from the heavenly horsemen, who

have reconnoitred the earth, that the whole world
is still at rest and quiet. But, when the angel
reminds Jahweli that the seventy years of anger
have elapsed, comforting words, with the promise of

happiness, are spoken to him. Haggai announces
as a message from Jahweli that within a short
time He will make the earth tremble and throw
all peoples into commotion (2

6-- 1

'-). But even
Trito-Isaiah has yet to complain (Is 599

) that Israel

has always hitherto waited in vain for light, and
he begs the heavenly

'

watchers,' whom Jahweh
has placed over the walls of Jerusalem, to give
themselves and Jahweli no rest until He has estab-

lished and glorified Jerusalem (62
6f

').

2. The great transformation is brought about,

according to the ancient expectation (see above,

p. 091"), by the ' Day of the LORD,' the day of judg-
ment alike upon the sinners in Judah and upon
the nations hostile to Israel. Properly speaking,
it is only Mal.achi (3-

ff
-) that mentions the judg-

ment upon Judah, when the angel of the covenant,
like a refiner's lire and like fuller's lye, tries am'

purifies the Levites and the people; the 'great
and dreadful day' (whose coming is preceded by
the advent of Elijah to reconcile the fathers and
the children, and so to avert the curse from the

land, 4M - [Heb 3'-"-]) devours in its fury all the

proud and all the workers of wickedness (4
1

[3
1S

]),

whereas upon those that fear God the sun of right-
eousness shall arise, and they shall come forth un-

harmed and tread down the wicked (4
2t -

[3-'-]).

In Joel it looks at first as if in the devastating of

the land by the locusts the precursors of the Day
of Jahweh have appeared, 'a day of darkness and

gloum, a day of clouds and thick darkness' for

Judah (I
15

2"-); but in 3 lff-
[2

aff
-] the outpouring

of the spirit on Judah precedes the adveiit of the

'great and terrible day.' That is to say, the judg-
ment of that day overtakes only the heathen. The
latter ('all nations ') are again the only subject of

judgment in the Valley of Jehoshaphat (3[4] '"),

where Jaliweh calls them to account ' for his people
and his heritage Israel.' So in Is IS""

1

"-, although
the avenging host is sent out by Jahweh to make
the earth a desolation and to destroy the sinners

upon it (v.
11

), the Day of tt.te LORD all'ects mainly
Babylon. [In 348ff-

it is a day of vengeance, a year
of retribution for Zion against Edom ;

also in Ob
"J> all peoples, but especially Edom, are visited

with vengeance on the Day of Jahweh. On the
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other hand, in Zeph
**"

(a later addition to the

threatening against Judali in vv. 1 J
) the Day of

Jdhwell overtakes Ihc dill'ci-cnt nations]. Finally,
in Xec 14"r - the situation ul' K/k list", is implied,
only that the onslaught of tin- heathen at lirst

results in tin; capture and ]iluinli>r of the city and
t in' carrying captive of a portion of its inhabitants,
Hut thi-ii .lahvveh with all His holy ones [angels]

lights from the .Mount of (Hives again*; li

nations, while those who are destined im deliver-

ance make their escape through a wiile rlel't in the
same- mount iv.

3 "-
1. I'or other features in tin-

fantaStlC plophcey, w Inch, a Her I lie ia-hion of the
lal Chatologies, mingles quite disparate ele-

lllenls, see below.
The ancient tfteologumenon of tin- interweaving

of the world of nature with the fortunes of the

people of (hid appears here al-o, in association

with (he Day of .lahweli, or in general as a mark
of the Messianic last ilays, but in more 1 striking
forms. Thus we have allusions to stiange, tc.-n

compelling, natural phenomena such as the darken-
in- of sun, n.oon, and stars (Is 13'", Jl -J

UI - '"'
[S^-]

3[4]
13

, Zee 146 '-

[according to which, on the Day of

.lahweh it shall he neither day nor night, hut at

eventide it shall be bright]): e:u thquakes i Is Ki
l

-I 1

" "
l nay, the dissolving of the host of !ie;i\rn

along with the heavens themselves i Is 34 4

). On
the other hand, according to Is 30-, when the

Mc.sianic age comes, (he light of the moon is to

equal that of the SUM, and that of the sun to be

multiplied sevenfold.
:i. Apart even from the occasions when it is

brought into connexion with the Day of .lahweh,
the idea of M-ngeanee- upon the heal lieu nations

occupies the forefront ot expectations as to the
future. Those nation^ in particular are specilicd
which either aided to the lest of their ability in

the destruction of Jerusalem, or at least indulged
in savage mockery and malicious jubilation over it.

Amon". these the pre-eminence belongs to Edom (Is
:; l ,ul, ""-, .I,.,- -i!i

7 'r
-, Jl 4 [3]

1U
; also Am I

1 "- was
in all probability added after the Exile). Jer -Is

is dire. -ted against Moab; Is 13-"-, and the whole
series of t hrca ten ings ci in t ained in Jer .~>0 f.

, against

liabyhm ; .ler Ili against the Egyptians; cli. 47

insl the I'liili- mi-- ; 4!t
: "'

against the Ammon-
iles; /(.[ill -2"'-, Jl 4 (3)'"-, /ec 9'"- against almo-t
all tho neighbours of Israel. Hut no less frequent
ai" the threateninga which are directed against
tile nations in general, and which contemplate the

laying waste and depopulating of the whole earth

(Mic
~ a

,
Is :24"r

-) nav, the trampling down oi the
nations by .lahweh Himself as one treads grapes
l Is i;:;

1

"-) ; or the burning of them to lime 1 1- :;:;
|.

Z' ehariah in the second of his night-visions gees
four horns i l

: -" r -

[!'']<, which represent the hostile

powers in all four quarters of heaven that have
M-at leied .ludah ; but hi- beholds at the same time
four smiths that are to cut oil the horns. In his

eighth vision, again, he sees iG"1

-) the war-chariots
which drive out in all directions to execute the

judgment. And the reason why .lahweh is ore

displeased against the nations is because, v hen
He : s a little displeased (with Jmlali),

'

tlie\ oi

themselves helped forward the nllliction
'

(I
15

).

Here the old concepi ion that Jahweh employed
the heathen as His rod of chastisement for Israel

is almost forgotten, and we hear only of the
oll'eiicc of the heathen. In .Mic ','", iiineed, the
euilt of .ludah is

freely admitted, but this con
lessioii is at the ame time coupled \\ith the hope
of revenue. Cf. also Is 8'-, .ler In-' 25*"r-. Never-
theless, all these threatening do not prevent very
dill'ei-cnt expectations regard in ^ t lie (lent ile nations
from being expressed clseuh, i,-.

In all the passages discussed above, judgment
noon the heathen is the condition of the gathering

togetliei and n-iniit nrj "I I -raid iti the Holy I.and.
I all side, they are to trcani : ln-ilhei ll i-

mir de-cits c.vn check them, l,,r .lahuch Ilim-rlf

prepares I he way for them and leads tin in I

ii According to Is 27 1

"-, the\ are gathci.d
liy.Iahch liy one from all quartcis. and fol

low (he call of the {Treat trumpet that -iiminoiis

them home : cf. also Jer 30 11"- 4C-7
'-, /ec In'"-. In

n. way altogether uniiiue the <b-li\ . lam .- of the

raptives is connected in Zee 9""- W- with vie-

conllicts of Judali and Ephraim with the
'

,1.1. the i,i'-ek world-power. As in E/.k

.'iT'
1

"-, the expectation is liriiily established that

the exiles of t he Nor! I lei ; I kin dolll US Well ale tn

return (cf. ll,,s _'-, Mic _"-, Jer 3' 5U4
, Ob

envy and jealousy betwixt Judah and Ephraim no
mole Is heaid i Is 11'-).

A favourite expectation of the post-exilie period
is evidently that the heathen themselves shall

briii"; the exiles home, and thus play a very
humiliating role. \Vc already encountered this

expectation in an addition to Dcntcro Isaiah (Is

-I!)""-, see above, p. 7u7*, Mnall type), cf. also I, lit.'

and v.'Jl\ According to Is (iil
;
"'

-. ceitain of those
who have csea|ied Jahwch's judgment upon the
heal hen arc1 sent to the distant nations to bring

icveieiilly to /ion, as an otl'ering to Jahxv,

yet banished Israelites. Aceoiiiiug to N il'i
.

foreigners shall then build their walls for the

Judahites, and kings shall minister to them ;

according to v. 14
(cf. also Mic 7 "'), the sons of

their former oppressors shall pay them lowly hom-

age. They themselves are to be as priests, i.e.

lice from all secular employment ; for the fm-eignei s

shall be their shepherds, farmers, and vine-dressers

(Is (IP-). Of the same kind is the expectation ex-

pressed in Is 14 lb
'-, that the Israelites, after their

arrival in the land of Jahweli, shall make slaves

of the heal hen that brought them home, and thus

'they shall take them captive whose capt ives iln \

were, and they shall rule over their oppn "

Elsewhere (Is II'"-, Am 9'-, Ob ''") the siibjuga-
tion of the former vassals of the Davidic kingdom
is thought of as the work of the already returned
exiles. To quite a different order of thought be-

lon.L's il xpectation (connecting itself with KA
3Sf. ) t'lat the mass of heathen peoples, gathered
before the walls of Jerusalem, which they already
look upon as a certain prey, shall be speedily de-

stroyed through the sudden intervention of .lahv. eh

(cf. Is 215-"- W-- 33"- ab
, Mic 4" ff

-, Zee li>-~

[where also the princes of Judah co-operate in the

destruction of the nations] 14 1 -"-
[where the tenible

]iunislini('nL inllicted on the assailants, and I he im-
nien-e hooty that falls to Judah, are described] ;

on thedilleient expectation expressed in /ec 14-"-,

see preceding column. If we are right in assigning
these passages to the post-exilic period, the\ can
have in view only one coming linal attack by the

heathen peoples on Jerusalem. The frequent vacil-

lation and obscurity of statement is due to their

eschatological chaiacter, which can tolerate the
i

i
i injunction of heterogeneous elements.

4. If, in all the above expectations hostile to

the heathen, we meet with a particularism which
can be regarded only as a denial of the message of

1 len I cro- Isaiah, theic ale, fortunately, not wanting
numerous witn ;cs that his work had not been

by any means in vain. Zee 'J
1

'
1 '" foresees many

peoples attaching themselves to Jahweh, that they
ttiaj In-long to His people and dwell in Judali.

According to s "'-, inaiiv peoples and nations shall
come lo seek Jahweh anil en i leal His lav 0111 , lin

nun ul dillei nl languages shall lay hold of the
-kin of one Jew, i ha t iiiey may go with them of

whom they have heard that God is with them.
Knl a lie n Iv external attachment is not all. The
whole of the heathen are to stream to the moun-
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tain of Jahweh, there to receive instruction as to

the manner of conduct He requires, and to submit
tn His judicial decisions ; universal peace among
the nations shall be the result (Is 23ff-

, Mic 4 lir-
,

Zeph 3s
,
Is GO3 ). In like manner, the feast of fat

things which Jahweh, according to Is 25 fi

,
will pre-

pare on Zion for all peoples, must he understood
as a sacrificial meal hy whicli they are received
into the fellowship of the people of God ; \v
declares how at the same time the covering shall

he destroyed which has hitherto been cast over all

peoples, and has kept them from the joyful ful-

tilment of the will of God whicli is known even to

them. According to Is 5Q3S-, nut only foreigners
but even eunuchs who have attached themselves
to Jahweh and keep His Sabbaths, may present to

Him in Zion sacrifices that shall be well-pleasing
in His eyes, for His house shall be called 'an house
of prayer for all nations' (v.

T
).

But the victory over particularism reaches its

culminating point in the remarkable prophecy of

Is 19 1!lff

', which contemplates the conversion of the

Kgyptians and their joining with Assyria and
Judah in a common worship of the true God. It

may be that Assyria is here only a symbolical
name (for Syria), and that the special circum-
stances of a late period (the 3rd, if not the '2nd,

cent. B.C.) supplied the motive for this prophecy.
But, in any case, it is an important witness that
all the particularism of the later post-exilic period
had not been able to quench the spirit of Deutero-
Isaiah. The same remark applies to the Book of

Jonah. The simple teaching of this much mis-
understood

,
and therefore inadequately appreciated,

little book, is that God in His mercy desires not
the death of sinners, even among the heathen, but
that they should turn and live ; and, further, that
it is within His power to effect such a turning, in

opposition to all human expectation. Hence it

only shows a carnal disposition and a low desire
for revenge, if Judah, instead of rejoicing in the
conversion of the heathen, is tilled with fury be-

cause vengeance has not yet overtaken Nineveh
(which here probably stands for Babylon). Thus
understood and the closing words of the nar-
rative imperatively demand this interpretation
tliis little buck, too, represents the highest eleva-
tion reached by the point of view characteristic
of Deutero-Isaiah.

5. In what precedes we have brought together
all the expectations concerning the heathen world.
But the centre round which the expectations of

this period revolve is always Israel, the 'heritage'
of Jahweh (Is 19-3 ). It is for it, above all, that
the joyful message is meant, which comforts the
mourners of Zion (Is Gl 1

) ; on it is accomplished
the wondrous transformation, nay the conversion
of all conditions into their opposite (Is '2i)

17rf
-), and

therewith the triumph of the patient and the poor
among men (v.

1B
).

The principal guarantee for all blessings of the
Messianic age is found as in the earlier prophecies

in the restored personal presence of Jahweh, or,
to be more precise, in the indwelling of His 'glory'
(Zee '2*-

6f- S3 , Is 4a
[where cloud and shining flame,

after the purifying judgment is over, are meant to

recall the iiery cloud in which Jahweh once accom-

panied Israel on the wilderness march]) With His

appearing upon Zion, He enters at the same time
on the kindly rule over Israel, and judicial author-

ity over all nations (Is 24 33- 24=:i

, Jer 101
", ( lb -',

Zeph 3 15
,
Zee 149). Under His sway, the popula-

tion (which in post-exilic times was long so small)
is to multiply beyond measure (Zee 85

,
Hos 2 1

[l']) ;

the walls of Jerusalem must stretch far out (Mic
7 U , Jer SI 3

-), nay even he dispensed with alto-

getl er, on account of the multitude of men and
cattle (Zee 25ff

-); for Jahweh Himself will be to

them as a wall of fire (v.
9
). Jerusalem is hence-

forward holy : foreigners shall no more pass through
her (Jl 4 [3]'

1T
), no oppressor shall again lord it over

her, for Jahweh now with sleepless eye interposes
Himself as the bulwark of His temple against all

that comes and goes (Zee 9s ; cf. also Is 60'"). Jsor

is there any further need of the sun and the moon,
for Jahweh is their unceasing light (Is GO').

Corresponding to the glory of her king is the

external glory, the renown and splendour of the

new Jerusalem, and the happiness of her inhabit-

ants. They are there as a boast and a praise

among all the peoples of the earth (Zeph 3'-") ; all

nations shall praise their country as a delightsome
land (Mai 3'-), Jerusalem as the pride and joy of

all future generations (Is GO 15
). Zion, the city of

the festivals, shall be like a secure habitation,

subject to no change (Is 3320 ; cf. also Am 9 15
,
Jl

4 [3]-"); Israel shall be like splendidly blossoming

plants (Hos H '
5
'*-, Is 276

; according to many, also

Is 4"). One and all, the inhabitants shall enjoy a

long duration of life (Zee S4
,
Is 65-- -'), surrounded

by blessings, including fertility (Is SO-3''-, Jer SI 11 ' 14
,

Am 9", Jl 4 (3)
ls

) ; for they are ' a family blessed

by Jahweh' (Is G5-). In the profoundest peace

they pass their days (Mic 44
, Is GO 1

)
a peace

which extends even to the wild animals (Is G.V'i.

But the heathen, above all, have to contribute

to the splendour of Jerusalem. All their wealth

is to How to that city as a token of homage to the

temple (Hag 27
,

Is' II 10 IS1

(?) '23
18 G05f -

"), their

nocks are to be available for the sacrifices (Is GO7
),

and the glory of Lebanon for the beautifying of

the sanctuary (v.
13

). Thus then shall Israel
' Mick

the milk of the nations, and suck the breast of

kings' (v.
16

).

But it is not only upon endowment with the

good things of earth that the happiness of the new
Jerusalem shall rest. Prophecy does not forget

higher, spiritual blessings, even if their limitation

to Israel preponderates, showing here again a fall-

ing away from the height reached by Deutero-

Isaiah's expectations. The most important point,
because it is the prerequisite for all other bless-

ing, is the complete atonement for all the past

guilt of the people. From the way in which
Zechariah in his fourth night -vision (3

lff
-) hears

the Satan simply commanded to be silent when he

ch.-irgrv the people in the person of the high priest
Joshua with their old guilt, it might appear as if

the past judgments had sufficed of themselves to

constitute a full atonement. But this is not the

meaning of the prophets. On the contrary, Jah\\eh

(v.
4

) must expressly forgive the people's sin. The
clothing of the high priest in clean garments is a

symbolical action, declaring him (and with him
the people) justified, but of course with the im-

plication of the presence of a penitent frame of

mind, such as is well-pleasing to God. In reality
it is the grace of God which brings about the

atonement, as is expressly urged in Is 12"1 - 33-4

and, above all, Mic 7
18J-

. Thus Israel becomes a

people who are all righteous (Is GO- 1

), who are holy
iU 4 i to Jahweh (i.e. consecrated to Him as an
inalienable possession) nay, Jerusalem is, to bear
the honorific appellation,

' Jahweh is our righteous-
ness

'

(Jer 33^). It is only occasionally that the

religious and moral regeneration of the people is

n.-iced to the bestowal of the Divine spirit; cf.

Is 32' 5ff- 5S21
,

Zee 12W, and especially Jl 3 lir
-,

although in this last passage the outpouring of

God's spirit upon all branches of the people, even
male and female slaves, refers mainly to the be-

stowal of the gift of prophecy. But the mental
transformations described in Is 29-4 335 ' 1 are also,

no doubt, thought of as due to the influence of the
Divine spirit.

U. Amidst all this, however, it cannot be denied
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that III.'
'

1. al i'li "HI. I'm
1 which tin- way ;i-i

laid i". i:/ckn-i, .-in. I \\hidi became an actual fact

I llr period with which We Mir ilealill",, casts

it-, shail. iw even II|HIM I lit- i-\ peel ;il inn- re

lir- ti 1 c.iii-mnmation. Tin- \eiy < maiid-

:l ]ila\cil by temple anil clllllls at pre-ent

OVO, I'. 710*) I- 1" I"' H'laim-d even ill the

mic Inline. It is trui' that embodiment-
>t tin- Itivini' presence .-iicli a-- tin' .-MiTril Ark
shall HI. MI In- n-a.lily dispensed wiih, because the
whole nf Jerusalem shall In- called tin- llirmn- "t

.lahueh (Jar ."""!. lint tin- temple liill, a- tin-

holiest an. I most 1111)1.1 Hani, -liall tower above all

others il-i'
J

. .Mil- -I
1

1, whereo .
; ding i" '/.>

Il' ,
tin- \vliiilr ni tli.' ri'-t f the country shall be

i'haii",ed into a ].|ain. K/ckid - prophecy irh. I7l

nt iln- temple spring uiiili-i u'M-. mi advance in Xec

IT in BO tar as I In' living waters, -larlin^ from

Jerusalem, flow down to loth seas, east and west,
iin.l thus leltili/e ill.- whole liill.l. Tin- importance
itit.-iclii'il, again, lo tin- perfonnanc tin 1 eultus

i- t-\ iili-nrcil nut only l.y tl \|.i-i-lat
inn of gifts

of homa-;c .ullen-d ID ill.-
li'lli|'li-

I

i.y
I'm- I!. 'MlMcs

(-ee above, p. 71-' i, 'ml al-o l'\ I--! ages like -ler

:W- -', in winch tin- regular surer ion of l.e\ J ii >1

iirie-ts

i- put ..11 :i li-M-l w II h t In' -urn ' ioll .'i I lie

lavidic dynasty. Acn.idim: to I- lii!'
1

, however.

tin 1

priesthood is to I pi-n al-o to tin- n mi :n-.|

t- \ili-- i not, pre-u ma hi \ . to 1 1 I i i'n ill. - lio bring
tin-in IIOIIUM. The religious festivals present iln-m

M'Kesina specially important li.dit. The former
fa -i days .-liall imli-i-il Be transformed into days of

rejoicing (Zi c s :

I,
i.ut at everj \.-\v Moon ami at

every Salilialh all llr-li (in Israeli shall conic to

woi-hip at Jerusalem and here we liave a strange

expectation, due probably to a lati-r insertion to

look upon tin' rorp-i'- of the apostate on.--,
' whose

worm ilii-th not ami whose lire i- not quenched'
i I iiii '; on this passage .-IT p. 714'). /rdiuriah

I I MM tin- otln-r liaml, looks at every Kfast of

Tabernacles for a pilgrimage ol all nations to Jeru-

salem to |na\ lii'iori- lahwcli ami to join in the

kr.-pin^ of th.' fr-tival: if any oni 1 in-ulrrts this,

lii- laml .shall lir punished with drought. The
Imliin-.s lii'loii^in^ to tin' trmplc shall ex tend even
to i In- lii-lls ot tin- hoi-rs iii .li-nisali'iii and the

I'liukiii^-pots of tin- temple. It need not he pointed
out thai I hit notion of holiness eanno! be explained
tr I lir u-a^e of an Uaiah or a 1 Iciitero-Isaiah,

but only from thr mi'i-haiiical ami outward concep-
tion rhararti-n-tii' ot i In- 'legal' religion.

7. \\ r have piirpo-i-ly left out of account until

nou t hat In am -ii ot the expectations as to the future

which, according to a Mill prcvailitix opinion, oe-

ciipic.l the forefront ot interest, namely, the hope
of the appearing of the Messiah, the 'shoot of

David,' predicted at the latest hy .l.-n-miah (see

above, p. li'.ui i. Keally, however, it cannot lie

said that this aspect of prophecy plays a promi-
nent part in our period, uiile-s I In- M-iy important
oia.le- contained in Is !l'-" and II 1

'", as well as

Mic .")'" (cf. above, p. li'JIi'), are to lie a i-,nnl

to the post- exilic period. l.caviii", the-.- |ia-

sa-je- out of account, we liml a direct allusion to

Jeremiah's cJ:i'
:!

-) si t ..t l>a\ id
'

in Jei 33
'

l\\!i.-]c, however, V y. '"-" show that it is not one

particular ruler, but a continuous succession ol

riil.-r- ol David's line, that is thought of) and
'/.<< IP li

lj
.

'

llele 'Shoot' ha- alreaiU li"c a

proper name, but one has no longer to look for his

comiii",, since he i- present in the person of /eriili

lial.el. All that is now needed is (he icM-l.iiion

of his dignity as a signet rin-_; chosen l.y .lahwch

(llai: _'-' i. and his delation |.> the throne of his

fathers an event which appears to be- connected in

* We leave out ot account Is I thi rr nlioot
' or

'

s].r-nu
'

[li.-n.T -l-rontini,' '] .il .l;ilr.\rh an "i'h me in, ill \\<-w

ol tin- parallelism,
'

tluil which J.ihwcli
;

i -nt.'

with the completion of the l.uil.linx ..t ti,,-

temple. \Ve have already (p. ti7^ I pointed out

I hat the crowning there enjoined had in the

original text not Joshua but XiTiililiabrl lor its

nli]ect. It is perfectly intelligible that, after the

shattering of the hopes reposed on Xeriililialid,

tin- Iii 'h priest should have taken his plac.
e-

p. -dally as in the fifth of Zechariah's n

l"i he is already reckoned as one of the two
1 anointed

' ones who stand before the Lord of the

whole earth.

In Is 11', wliic-li clearly looks back to v. 1
, we

hear of the 'shoot from the root of Jesse,' which is

to be as an ensign to the nations (i.e. to indicate

to them the way they are to go), who shall seek
In i

i . mir and (by their gifts of homage, cf. above,

p. 71'2'') enhance the splendour of his residence. In

the whole of the following description, however,
he is not mentioned again.
The expectation of a king of David's family is

found also, beyond doubt, in the beautiful pro-

phecy of Zee 9 , although lie is there called simply
'

king.' Jerusalem is to rejoice over him who
returns home as a conqueror over all enemies, but
mounted upon the animal ridden in times of peace,
in token that henceforward he is to rule as a

peaceful prince to the ends of the earth. The idea

of the world-empire of the Messiah appears here

with its final stamp, and indeed in a form which

goes far beyond all prophecies uttered hitherto,
and to which there is no parallel except in pas-

sages like 1's 2.

Apart from the above prophecies, we meet only
with quite general promises, such as that of tin;

righteous rule of a king and his ministers (Is3:2"-),

the choice of a common head over Judah and Israel

at the advent of the Messianic age (Hos 2J
[!"]);

also the 'breaker' of Mic '2
a means the earthly

leader, but the real king at the head of the return-

ing people is Jahweh Himself), and the rearing up
again of the fallen tabernacle of David (Am U").

The last-named expectation might, however, refer

simply to the re-establishing of the residence nnd

kingdom of David ; while in Zee 12s- lg the ' house
of Duvid,' which (in the joy of victory) is to be

like the angel of Jahweh, stands simply for the

aristocracy of the nation. A closer examination of

all these passages always yields the same result,

namely, that during this period the person of the

Messiah is either of only secondary importance,
or, if this be not the case, the role it plays is far

less religious than political.
8. Finally, we have still to mention some quite

isolated expressions, which (like some even of

those above mentioned) belong to the sphere of

late apocalyptic expectations. We should hardly
include in this category the promise of a new
heaven and a new earth (Is 05" 06). l''or,

although this promise plainly attaches itself to

Is 51 6
(the annihilation of heaven and earth),

Trito-Isaiah, as the whole context shows, is think-

ing rather of the complete transformation of all

conditions than of an actual new creation of the

I uivcise. On the other hand, Is '25
s contains an

apocalyptic feature in the announcement that

death shall be destroyed for ever,* as does also

26 I!) in the hope expressed of the resurrection of

the godly dead. In the latter case the form of

expression appears to the present writer to exclude
a symbolical explanation of this resurrection as

referring to the return from exile (as in E/k 37""').
'

They that lie in the dust' are those actually
buried ; the mysterious dew descending from the

starry region causes the earth to send forth the

shades again. The deliniteness with which the

\\.-l-
,

i inn open whether this clause, win
n.-itli.-r the rhythm nor tne contents of ti.c two i

ILIUM'S, i- Longed IP 'in the tlrst to la 25s .
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resurrection hope is here put forward can cause
us all the less surprise, seeing that the so-called

Apocalypse of Isaiali (chs. 24-'27) appears to belong
to a period from which we possess other witnesses
to this expectation (see below, on Dn 123

). Else-
where, throughout this period we find everywhere
assumed the old conception of Slie'61 (see above,
p. 668"), the place whence no return is possible.
Only, it is questionable whether the description
in Is 14 9ff- of the conditions in the kingdom of the
dead, after the analogy of the conditions that pre-
vail in the upper world, is to be put to the account
of bold poetical colouring or of a further develop-
ment of the ancient and simpler conception. If
the latter must be assumed, yet even in this pas-
sage (especially v. 15

, cf. Ezk 32-3 ) nothing more
than an approach can be discovered to the doctrine
of a separation between the good and the bad. On
the enigmatic saying in Is 6624

(probably a later
addition), cf. above, p. 713*. It would have to
be regarded as a clear approach to the doctrine
of the pains of hell if there were here any refer-
ence to the under world at all, and not rather to
the corpses of apostates lying before the walls of
Jerusalem.

9. In what precedes we have already had to
notice a variety of passages which pass beyond
merely eschatological expectations into the sphere
of apocalyptic, in so far as their language is pur-
posely obscure and veiled, nay enigmatic in form,
partly perhaps with the well-founded intention of

rendering it unintelligible to outsiders. But apoca-
lyptic proper meets us in the extant literature for
the first time in the Book of Daniel (c. 165 B.C.).
Since this book has found entrance into the OT
canon, we cannot pass it over entirety in our present
exposition. In reality, however, it belongs to the
category of post-canonical (apocryphal and apoca-
lyptical) literature, and hence we refer for details
to the article DEVELOPMENT OF DOCTRINE IN THE
APOCRYPHAL PERIOD (above, p. 27211'.); cf. also
P. Volz, JilcUsche

Eschfttologie von Daniel bis

Akibn, Tubingen and Leipzig, 1903; W. Bousset,
Die jtidischc Apokalyptik, etc., Berlin, 1903; W.
Baldensperger, Die mcssianisch -

apokctlyptischen
Hoffhiingen dcs Judcnthums 3

, Strasshurg, 1903.
The apocalyptic character of the Book of Daniel

is already indicated by the command (S
M 124 - 8

) to
Daniel to keep the revelations made to him secret,
and to seal the book till the time of the end. But
it is seen most clearly of all in the contents of
chs. 2. 7. 10 it'. Throughout these chapters events
are predicted, some of which had happened within
the aut'-or's own experience, while others had long
been things of the past : in chs. 2 and 7 the world-

empires that succeeded the empire of Babylon,
along with the ten kings of the fourth kingdom ;

in luff the conflicts of the Ptolemies and the
Seleucids, with numberless details ; and, most of
all, the terrible danger to the religion of Israel
threatened by Antiochus IV. Epiphanes (IP "-).

The purpose is everywhere the same : the author
means to encourage his countrymen to uncon-
querable endurance amidst the severe persecu-
tion to which their faith nnd their fidelity to the
Law were subjected. With this view he shows
them, by the example of the young Daniel and
his companions (l

sa
-), the blessing of unqualified

obedience to the laws about food ; by the example
of the three men in the fiery furnace (ch. 3), and by
the example of Daniel in the lions' den (ch. 6), he
exhibits how for courageous confessors of the God
of Israel wondrous deliverance is wrought, while
punishment inevitably overtakes the despisers of
this God (3~

f - 430ff-

5'
M 6-5

()). On the other side, the
consolation he offers is based upon the prediction
veiled indeed in true apocalyptic fashion, yet on
that account exact of the eiid of the oppression.

It is derived (ch. 9) from a mystical interpretation
of Jeremiah's prophecy of a seventy years' period
of rejection for Jerusalem, the years being ex-

plained as weeks of years. Even this instance of

occupation with the long-canonized Sacred Writ-
ings, in order to discover a secret sense, is a char-
acteristic mark of apocalyptic.

It would be doing the Book of Daniel serious

injustice to deny it all claim to a truly religious
tone, and to see in it merely an embodiment of

rigid zeal for the Law. Even if the beautiful con-
fession of sins contained in 94-ls should have to be
regarded, with many moderns, as a later addition,
yet in S ls and 11 there is the implication that the
advent of the final age is still kept back by the
continuance of God's well - merited anger against
Israel. But elsewhere, it cannot be denied, the
strict observance of the outward demands of the
Law, especially those relating to the cultus, occupies
the forefront of interest. To our apocalyptist what
appears to be the principal misfortune in the re-

ligious persecution under Antiochus Epiphanes, is

plainly the abolition of the regular morning and
evening burnt-ottering (8

11 - " II 31
[coupled in the

latter passage with the defilement of the sanctuary
by a heathen image]), while its reint reduction is

the subject of exact calculation (8
13i - 12 1

"-).*

Considering the date of origin of the Book of

Daniel, it is a matter of course that its conception
of God should occupy the level reached by the
writing prophets. It is remarkable, however, that
here already there should be such striking traces
of the effort, which afterwards reached a climax
in the liabbinical theology, to jealously guard the
person of God from all direct contact with the
visible world. This explains the great multiplying
of comparatively independent intermediate beings,
who hold converse with the apocalyptist, in order
to give him information (7

ioff- 8 15ff- 9- lff
-, where, for

the first time, we meet with the name of an angel,
Gabriel ; lO4

*-) ; or whom he beholds otherwise in
his visions, such as the countless myriads of 7'"

(cf. also 8 1Jf- 125ff
', and the mention of guardian

angels in 3a 623
). In the story of the madness of

Nebuchadrezzar (4
10fr

-) it looks almost as if the rule
of the world was left to the 'determination of the
watchers' [certain superior angels] and the com-
mand of the '

holy ones' ; it is not till v.- 1 I-4 ) that
we hear of a 'determination of the Highest.' No
less do the struggles of the nations appear to be
decided simply by angelic princes (en;

1

) as the

guardians and champions of tlie various peoples ;t
cf. 10-, where probably we should see Gabriel in
the fantastically described figure of the champion of

Israel, who, with the aid of Michael, J one of the
chief princes (10

13 - 21
; in 12' he is called 'the great

prince who protects thy countrymen'), contends
with the patron angels of the Persian empire and
(v.- ) of Greece.
The above-described tendency to keep the per-

son of God at a distance appears to be quite con-
tradicted by the description in 7

9tr
', where the

'ancient of days,' who takes his seat upon the
throne to execute judgment, can be understood

only of God. But apart from the fact that here
we have to do with a mere vision, and that on the
occasion in question personal action on the part of
God was indispensable, the desciiption is confined

wholly to externals (clothing, hair of the head,
dazzling throne, and myriads of attendant spirits),
God is not once introduced as speaking. On the

contrary, it appears as if the decision of the assessors
of the court (v.

lob
) were pronounced on the ground

* In 12'if- there may be two later systems of reckoning
different from that of ft14.

t Cf. what was saiil above (p. 709t>f.) on Is 24?tf..
* Cf. the exhaustive monograph of W. Luecken, Michael,

Gottingen, 189s.
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uf the '

honks,
'

in which, presumably, I 1 1C actions n|'

the parties to be judged hod been writ ten down.
This judgment evidently end-is as a plinilpal

conipuneni mi. i the escbatolo ical expectations ol

tin- apucalv-ptist. Ami itsresiill is nut merely to

cast down the heathen world-empire personified in

till- God-hl:. .|i|n 'Ilium Alltlochlls Epi )
ihalie-, I. Ill I"

best i,w I lie wo] Id iliiiiiiniini lor ev er on the 'saints

nl till- Most High,' i.e. nil tlic
1 pic uf Islael

(-131.
il.. .7.

,.f it |,ylhe way. even -'''l. I II V il'W of

the express interpretation "i tlic angel in T-
7

, the

figure who, /,/.'- a man, comes with tlic clomls uf

heaven, can he understood only of tsrael, and nut

uf a pciMinal Mcssi;ili, ut whom, strangely enough,
the book contains no hint. "n the other hand, n

is the liook uf Daniel tl'J l th.-it contains the first

Ullllollliteil
"
reference to the resurrect ion. E\ell

here, however, what is luiikeil fur is i, ut a general
resii nvel i.m of nil the (le:nl, Imt only a resurrect ion

ut" iimnii, including hoth the gudiy no everlasting
hie) ami the ungodly it" shame ami everlasting
ahhurreneci. The nninher uf the lirst naturally
includes Haniel himself (v.

13
).

That this last ull'-hoot of prophecy slmuhl now
exhihit only faint traces of the true proph' i a

spirit, anil shunhl move rather on the lines of

'legal
'

religion. is only natural in view of the fact

that the latter hail helil almust unlimited sway for

nearly Sun years at the date when the liook of

1 'aniel was composed.
In s|>eakin;_' uf the Hook of Daniel, anil even in

dealing with a not ineuiisiilcrahle |iortiun of post
-

exilie prophecyi we ha\'e been compelled tu aniiei

]iat.'
i he order of the stages of development of the

religion of Israel. ( hn next task will he to seek to

realize more fully the nature, of the '

Trieste' Code.'

VIII. THK I'IIIKSTS' CODE (P).

i. TllK SOL'JtCES. Regarding the numerous

questions connected with the literary criticism of

the stratum usually known as 1'. ne must here
be content with a few remarks. It is gem lally
admitted that not only the present Pentateuch Imt

also it- latest stratum, namely 1', mn-t I.e viewed
as the fruit of a somewhat lengthy literary pro-
Cess. Nevertheless, the spirit and the diction of

this whole stratum exhibit such unity, that, from
the point of view of the history of the religion of

Israel, it is a matter of only snl.urdinate interest

to determine the componi lit elements more ex-

actly. Thus we do not dispute the possibility
that the so-called Law of Holiness (II) may in-

clude Mime
i

ic exilic passages, Imt we regard hy
far the must uf H as having originated within the

priestly circles of the Exile, and that hy way of

carrying out the progiammo sketched hy E/.ukiel

nil-. I" 'is.. The same remark applies tu the

priestly law-book, which, according to the express
statement of E/.r T-

;J

let', also Neh S"- >. was lirst

brought with him from Babylon by l-'.xra, and
which, in view of E/r7' J'-'

('I lie i / -,r. r of the law
of the Cud uf heaven '|, must at least have I n

edited by him. Whether thi-- law -hook of E/ra was
identical with that recension which embodied the

cultn- law s in I lie form of a eultus history Icf. !.</.

Lv Hi 1

"-, Nn |.V : "
i, and included also the historical

parts of Genesis, Exodus, Numbers, and .loshua,

we leave an open quest ion. Only, we have no
doubt on this point, that E/ias law-hook was
idenlical neithei with the whole of the present
I'enlatcuch nor with the whole of the pic-.nl
1' stratum. For, in the one ca-e, the occa-ional

glaring dillerence- between the laws in 1) and in 1'

would have occasioned seimils confusion ; while,

The above (i>. 7! ::' i . Ited i i--.i[re, Is 26", \vhirh. l.y tbv

way, )ierli.i|>- t.-'l-n-- h. lli- -HUH' |..'ii"il ;i- |iiini''|, i> h\ nol a

few i-xpUtimtl ol thf imlitical resurrection of the iieople.

mi the other supposition, it would be quite im-

possible tu account lol the velv Ilequellt lepeti-
tions i for instance, the duplicate veismns . the

ordinances leganlmg the building and liirnisliing

,,1 the T'lit ui Mi, ! ing. Ex L'.'i :H an I it.l I",, as

well as the paitial divergences of the components
oi certain groups 'tor instance, in the so-called

saerihcial Im-n/i of Lv 1-7). On the contrary, we
can only conclude that the code of E/.ra, whi'h
was originally fMffllQni0U9t wa Bubbequi idly en-

i.ii e,l by the products of other priestlj schemes,
ind "

tinallj piobablv still within the .it h cent.

K.I;, l united w itli the older sources (J, E, D) into a

single W hole.

ii. Till: < '"M'KPTIOS OF GOD. 1. T's concepl ion

I" Cud can. piopeily speaking, he gathered only
from the Creation narrative of Gn 1. For, as

almost his whole int -rest is fixed on the prepaia-
tion for and the establishment of the Israelitish

theociac\, little occasion presents itself el-ewheie

for descanting on the being of God. But in the

story of Creation id", above, p. Dlili) we encounter
such a transcendence of God in relation to matter,
in opposition to all pantheistic intermixing of the
i vo, and to every theory oi evolution, that we may
in ic pas- by the niucli debated question of the

dependence of the narrator on the l!ab\ Ionian or

the I'lid'nician co-mogony.* At most, a mytho-
logical echo has survived in the allusion to a chaos

iv. -land the hovering (scarcely
'

brooding ') of the

creative spirit of God over the primeval ocean.

l!ut, even if v.'- should be urged in opposition to

the assumption of a creation ex nihilo, there would
still be left the making of light, of the In mameiit
of heaven, and, above all, of the stars, which are

evidently to be thought of not as formed from

pie existing material but as called innm dialely
into being. The absolute omnipotence of the

1'ieator results of itself from the fact that Hi-

word of command is all that is needed to bring

things into being according to His pleasure ; while

His absolute wisdom is manifested in the pro-
gressive order of the creative work, culminating
in man, the goal and the crown of creation ; as

well as by the testimony of the Creator Himself

(v. ') that all He had made was '

very good,' i.e.

perfect.
2. This loftyconception of the living, personal, but

at the same time purely spiritual, God a product
of perfected prophetism shows itself elsewhere il.

P in his careful avoidance of all anthropomorphism
True, indeed, even he cannot entirely dispense
with theophanies at specially important crisis in

the history of redemption; but he always con-

tents himself with almost imperceptible allusions

to the near presence of God (Gn 17-
a 35 13

"), or to the

appearing of the '

glory of .Jaliweh' (see above, p.

B3il I.I in the cloud (Ex 161U
,
Nu I)

13"- IT
7
[Hi

4J
]l.

This glory appears to the Israelites upon the top
of Mount Sinai like devouring lire (Ex -t' i

; its

rellexion causes the skin of Moses' face to shine, so

that he has to cover his countenance with a veil

il.\ :t4"'). But none of these passages venture

0:1 even a re le description of the being of God.

L'nder these circumstances it is surely no in eideiit.

again, that in 1' we lind no trace oi intermediary

beings between God and man, the sole medium of

levelatiuii being the word of God. Manifestly,
the sending forth of angels, who had to be thought
of all the same as wearing some bodily form, ap-

peared to P a.- it -elf a degrading of the Divine

sphere \<> the realm of the creaturely.
,'t. All the le-s can it be that, when man is said

to have been created after the image of God and

Tin' fnlii -t in iii-se questions in by H. One
>v/,,r < i und CAd '

'

'

'
' ' " " i! ' "-' "

lnlr. 1'iliii-ch, Da* babyluiiitcht WtlUcktipfung*]**
(l..'i|i/H;, l- ).
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in His likeness (Gn F7
), there is any thought of a

copying of the bodilyform of God. Even if some-

thing of the kind may have been intended in the
heathen source which is assumed by many to have
been used by the narrator, he himself would have

indignantly repelled any such conception. Man is

the linage of God in so far as lie, in distinction

from all other living creatures, belongs to the
realm of rational and moral beings, whose supreme
head is God Himself. The idea that this Divine

image was lost by a fall into sin is quite unknown
to P. On the contrary, he expressly notes (Gn 53

)

that it was transmitted by Adam, through the

process of generation, to beth (and his further

posterity) ; and, even after the Flood, murder is

declared to he an act worthy of punishment by
deatli (9), because it amounts to a destroying of

the Divine image.
A result of the position of pre - eminence held

by man as the bearer of the Divine image is the
dominion accorded him by God over the earth,
and in particular over the world of animals

(Gn I
58

). For the exercise of this dominion men
HIV capacitated by becoming fruitful and multi-

plying in accordance with the so-called ' Creation-

bk-sing.' At the same time, however, they are

at first (v.-
s

) confined exclusively to a vegetable
diet ; permission to use animal food (but to the
exclusion of eating blood) does not come till after

the Flood (Gn ff
1

"-), i.e. it is simply a concession to

the corruption that has now set in, a perversion
of the condition originally designed by God. In
His perfect creation slaughter could not have held

sway from the first.

iii. TIIE REGULATIONS OF TUB THEOCRACY.
1. That interest in the regulations of the theocracy
by which the whole of P is dominated, makes
itself felt already in the Creation narrative, in so

far as the latter represents the Sabbath as blessed

and hallowed from the beginning as the day on
which God rested from His six days' work (Gn 2 :!

).

The Flood is indeed, as in J, a judgment of God
(6

111
*-) on a wholly corrupt humanity, but at the

same time furnishes the occasion for concluding
a bcrith (cf. ,

on this so-called 'covenant,' above,

p. 63U 1 '

f. ) with the new race of men descended from
Noah. It consists in God's promise that mankind
is in future to be safe from the recurrence of de-

struction by the waters of a flood, and in the

binding of Noah (and in him of all mankind) to

abstain from eating blood and from murder. The
covenantal sign confirmatory of the Divine promise
is the rainbow (9

laf
-).

2. In the history of the patriarchs, which is dis-

missed by P in a few very brief notices, there

emerges prominently once more the concluding of

the bfrit/i. \\\i\\ Abraham (Gn 17
1r

-)- The Divine

promise in this instance has reference to the be-

stowing upon the patriarch of a very numerous
posterity, which shall include even kings, and to

the assigning of the land of Canaan to Abraham's
seed as a permanent possession. On the other

hand, Abraham is bound to an upright walk
before God and to the adoption of circumcision
as the outward sign of this second 'covenant.'

It is clear that circumcision, which, as a very
ancient practice of many nations surrounding
Israel, must originally have rested upon other

grounds (cf. above, p. 622b
f. ), is here brought

under a specifically religious point of view. Since
an uncircumcised person is 'unclean,' circumcision,
as the taking away of a portion of the uncleanness,
is a symbolical act of purifying. But this negative
sense is supplemented by a positive one an act of

consecration. Circumcision is the rite whereby a
child is received into the fellowship of the pure
God consecrated people, and it includes at the
same time the obligation to conform to all the

Divine ordinances that are binding on this body.
All these features (purification, consecration, en-

gagement) impart to circumcision, as viewed by
P, a sacramental character, which suggests com-

parison with Christian Baptism. Tiie circum-
stance that, according to v. 1

-, circumcision is to

be performed also on every class of slaves, appears
at the first glance very strange, in view of the par-
ticularism with which P elsewhere insists on the
sole claim of Israel to the name of a people of God.
But it seems to him even more important that no
unclean one shall be tolerated in the company of

the clean, and hence he resorts more readily to

the expedient of requiring that even foreigners
who have come into external fellowship with
Israel shall lie bound to the Law by circumcision,
and be thereby constituted full citizens of the
Divine commonwealth.

3. Except for his detailed account of the purchase
of the burial-place at Hebron (Gn 23), upon which
he evidently means to base a claim on the part of

Abraham's posterity to the land of Canaan, P
hastens rapidly over the history preliminary to

the Sinai covenant, that he may dwell all the
more full}

7 on this third birith, whose duration is

to be eternal, and whose sign is the Sabbath

(Ex 31 1:M
-). In the forefront stands (Ex 6-"'-)

the solemn revelation of the name 'Jahweh' to

Moses. This name is expressly said to have
been then first communicated, God having re-

vealed Himself to the fathers only as El-slvtiidai

('God almighty'). No explanation of the name
'Jahweh' is given. Doubtless, the explanation
which underlies Ex 3 1 ' is assumed as long
familiar. But here already the promises of

Jahweh are enumerated, upon which the hf.rith at

Sinai is to he founded : the deliverance from the

bondage of Egypt, whereby at the same time
Israel's election as the people of God's own pos-
session is sealed, and the settlement of them in

Canaan in fulfilment of the sworn promise to the

patriarchs that this land was to be given to their

descendants for a perpetual possession. The obli-

gations, again, to which the people have to submit

themselves, in order to prove themselves worthy
of these Divine blessings and of the name '

[people
of Jahweh,' are laid down in the numerous ordi-

nances which form the kernel of the so-called

'Priests' Code.' The latter name is not meant to

imply that this code is concerned only with pre-

scriptions for the priests by way of opposition,
for instance, to Deuteronomy as a law-l k tor

the [people. On the contrary, the majority of the

laws contained in it assume the form of communi-
cations which Moses by God's command imparts
to the people. But, as all strictly ritual acts can
be performed only by priests, and the laws have
reference very largely tt the cultus, the designa-
tion of the whole as the ' Priests' Code '

is per-

fectly justified. The realm of civil and criminal

jurisprudence,* which plays by no means an un-

essential part in the ' Book of the Covenant,'
comes into consideration in P only where speci-

fically religious interests are involved.

4. The fundamental notions on which the so-

called Ceremonial Law, independence onthe legisla-
tive programme of Ezekiel, is based, are extremely
simple. They amount essentially to the one idea

that in the domain of Israel, Jahweh's own [people,

everything without exception belongs, and is thus

consecrated, to Him alone. This holds good ac-

cordingly of all space and time, and of all pro-

On this side of the legislation, which we pass by here, the

er may <.-ompare the following : \V. Xovvack, /'" * ><'iul<-rt

On i

reader may <.-ompL__
Pmblemt in Israel, Strassburg, IslM ; E. Schall, Dif Staatsmr-

fassumj de,f JuJen, Leipzig, 1S96
;

F. Buhl, Hi" xmaten
Verhaltnisse tier Israelitcn, Berlin, 1SD9

;
O. Funster, Das

mn.vn.M-/*'' strafreclit in seiner geschichtlichen Eutwickdung,
Leipzig, 190U.
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pertyaml life. The full logical consequence oi title

now \\iinld be, pinpeilv speaking, thai ni:m \\mil.l

)i;i\ c i.i renounce .'ill aae "i u hat i- i'-<\ - sole pro

peit\ nay, iliat .-ill life would h.-m- in be brought
li Him 1.1 ULClilice. Hut tin- would make I lie

continued existence nf i In' (iii 1 consecrated
| pie

im|iiis-ih!e. II. in. <">d ha- MI ordained it III His

law that onU a portion nf tin- propeity in .|iie-tioii

is to In- e\clu-nely h.'illnwed t.i Hun ami thus
withdrawn Innn |irnl'ain> n-e. 'I'his ilm 1

[tin
levied II

|

ii >l I till' w hole, riveS -\ Ml I ml n -a I expression
to the confession ihat .lahw eh i- incontrovertible
I. ni. I .'I e\ !Tilling. With this admission II' 18

; Iv -all-tied : ami li\" the sacred /

all thr rest i- al-o hallowed ami il - -afe n-o pro-
cured I'm Israel, lint all the heavier i- the

vi>ii^"ain-i' llial oM'ilake- liim who "mil- 111'' pie-
seriiicd hallowing ami rendering uf a poilimi I"

.l.'ihweh. in
1 la\- his hainls 1111 what has already

lii'i'ii hallowed. It will I u r object in thr In!

lowing BUrVei Iii -how \\hat wa- tin' special

I
i.'ii ni .lahweli under all tin' categories above

l.-l'i'l red to.

i"i 11' I 'i ji/'ifi:*.-- .laliwrli is sole Lord of all

space, llui llr contents Himself \vilh iei|iiiring
i

' i a limiti'd span- lie iiiaik.-il nil' ami declared
ah-niuieU sacred. Thi- -pace i- tin: place where
Hi- '

glory
'

dwell-, ami thus at the -ami' I im -ii|.

I'll.
1
-. I 1 1. i-nll.lll inn ni a

1

1

|.ii.
a. 1 1 In Him and of all

kind- i if ritual pr< u-ccding-. lai The latli-r became

pns-ihle t.ir llir lil-t I illlc after the ri in-t 1 llel 'a in i.l

tin 1 oni legil iniali' sanctuary, in the fiinn of tin'

Trnl ni M. it NIL 'commonly railed 'the taher-

liai-le. (leim.'in Stiftshiitte] at Sinai. Mr I'

nowhere .-peaks nf the erecting of altars or the

ottering nf -acrilice- 1 iv the pat riarclis, Inn the

eonstilni inn ni I he sam tuary is the lirsi ami very
iiiiinii el\ hamlhd -nli|eet ol the Sin.'.iln- legia
lation i K\ L'.V'

1 - ami li.V'-i. The enni-entratinn of

the c'lillns at oni legitimate sanctuary, which
lie 1 1 1 1 Tni mi i iv j 1 _"'' I

|
ni I forward a- a new demand

and \\lilrll 11 rallied tlnollgll nn| without dilli-

1'iilty, appears in 1' as something: that i- self

i'\ident and need- not to ! -]n'eially enjoined.
Nor do. - I', like Deuteronomy, regard the unilica-

tmn of the culm- a- eoi n mi,, for nl\ after

the !ei niination of the coin|iic-t nf Canaan [or, to
lie iii .1

|.i
-,

:

_ after the Imildiii": of Solomon's

tem|ile '. Imt aa a in-inciple that wa> valid Ironi the

verytii-i. The tent-sanctuary erected at Sinai is

i: nh -eil. in view of it- w hole character, nothiiej inn

the .leni.-ilem temple projeeted hack into the time
of the w ildei m-" inn!-neyin^- ; Imt there are two
considerations thai Inihid our .speaking, ill this

connexion, oi I'- ai-emint asjiure lielion. In the
lir-t place, even the ancient traditi I

1

'

1

knows nf a
'

I'^iii "i Meeting, only that the latter
is not a pi i worship hnt simply the seal "I an
oiaele. and thai il >tamls mil in the midsl of hut
outsiile the camp. Secondly, the tent -saii'-l nai \

of 1' l>elon:;s to the numerous theories \vhidi owe
their I'm m. not to an actual tradition Im! to a

religious postulate. Things must have 1 n .1,1

'.it w.e. aruuc.l, if they were to harnmni/e
v. ii h the ' nn ! 1 1 later, I mi i absolutely authoritative
theories. Tints a delicate symbolical idea comes
to he trans I'm i 1 into tan^'ilile history. Any one

pronounces thi- a i.il-ifyin^ of

history, slioivs t hat he ha- no not ion of I In >

peculiar
I'haracti'r of the whole ^<'iin- of Hleiatnie known
a.- t In- mitli " ': lor il is to t/n\- realm I

iiiu-i aa i::n all ih< embodying "i religious ideas
in hisioiy, within the i , monial Law i. s,-e,

lurihci . art. T \i:i RN M 1.1: in \ ol. iv.

Tie till It-red lent in the miiUt of

the camp ol l-ia"l naturally implies that .lahweh
meana in take up Hi- abode amidst Ilis p.

.

ii", in Ilis real |.eisi;ii, yet with a representation

"I II i
i Cl alinve, p. ii'M

1 '

f. , on tile '

oi .lahweh'). The spec i, 1 1 seal ..t Hi- re

presence, ami consequently the nm-l ImU
oi the acred spot, is the lid of the \ik "t ih.

Law in the dark fitlytnui of the lent . I

Next to this 'Holy of Holies,' which, it would

appear from Lv 10, could he entered only hy the

hi^'h priest, and even by him only on tie i

D \ .'1 \toiiement,* comes the 'Holy Place,'

which only the priests, not the Levite-, mi^ht
enter. The-e two spaces are surrounded hy the

fore court, in which the priests, with the a-- i -tame
of the I."vites, attend to the sacrilicial culm-,
lleiwcen the fore-court, n^ain, and the trihe- of

Israel which three on each .side surround the

conn, the Lex iti
1 - are encamped. In virtue ol the

consecration which they have undei'jnne. they
are lilted to serve as a bulwark to the pco]

against the Divine holiness, which threatens with
destruction everything unclean that comes near it

(Nu 1").
I he idea of a t("nu:i(ih of the land heini; due to

.lahweh a- an acknowledgment Unit one owe- the

whole to Him, linds a further expression in the

command to set apart 13 priestly and 3~> I.eviiieal

cities, each with a piece of pasture- land round
al.out it (Nu 35, Jos '21). The circumstance thai

ities and the pasturage pertaining to them
aie intended for the use of man, doe- not exclude
i lie possibility of looking upon them aa a due paid
to .lahweh. For in other instances as w-ll

[i g.

the thigh in meal-offerings) the Kriimdh falls to

the priests. This whole enactment, however, is

intended simply to etnbody one of those theories

spoken of above, without regard to the possibility
of carrying it into practice. This is siithYieni i\

proved by the single fact that the territory of

the twelve tribes, in each of which, in propor-
tion to their size, a certain number of cities are

to be set apart (Nu 35"), bad long ceased to he
under the control of the people, and that n cannot
be proved that in the post-exilic period such a law
was carried out even in the case of Jiuhih, although
priests and Levites may have lixed their abode oy

S

(reference in those particular cities of Judah and

ienjamin. In favour of the view that we are

here dealing with a mere theory, there is, finally,
the further circumstance that several of tie

enumerated were situated so near to one another
that the pasture-lands attached to them (extend

ing each to a distance of 20'M) cubits from t In-

city wall) would in many instances have over

lapped. The late date, however, at which lui-

theory was constructed is evident from the way in

which the Priests' Code proper repeatedly Vi
j 8ait. 2GCS ) insists that the tribe of Levi is to be

pensated hy the offerings of the people for

having waived its claim to a share of the land :

Jahweh is its portion.
(7) A linal embodiment of the idea of Jahweh a-

the sole owner of the land is found in a portion of

the 1 1": u la lions about the Sabbatical year and tin-

so called ^i'' ,'6i7e(Lv25). It is true t ha i

even I he Hook of the Covenant prescribe- I '.\ _'::

that the land is to be allowed to lie fallow mn c :a

-e\en years, for the good of the poor ami tin:

beasts of the Held. The motive there. h

is a humanitarian, not a theocrat n . one; and.
u -over, the rule is certainly not meant to apply
to all cultivi 1 land in one and the saim

Deuteronomy pi escribes (eh. 15) only a ren

of Lv 1C contains, indeed, primarily only
rL':_'iil;iti"n- ,i- i . Hi-- precautions !.> !< t.ik.Mi I.'.

' r lln -.KM til '

iui'l tin: :

I) assumes th' 1

possibility "i

I'liUictory p:e
-..n, ill. 'I i.il "I tin- I'.n "I M..II. 111. I". Nil 1-',

:i-,iin. iiui'lH,- th;it H
;

' ' i:ile in the Holy o(
i
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of det>ts for the seventh your, again on humani-
tarian grounds. On the other hand. 1 > -.v '- re-

ipuir-.-s
that every seven years nil lain! shall e

-.'.me rose. There is no more wont of humani-
tarian motives: the Sabbath of the laiul in the
> 'oatical year denotes a eonseeration of the laud

a~ the weekly Sabbath signifies th

tion of a specified shorter period of time. But
this consecration implies onoo more the solemn

acknowledgment that the people have received the

land only on revocable lease from Jahweh, the

solo feudal owner.
We have the express testimony of the history of

the MaccaUean wai~s to the fact that the prescrip-
ts reganting the Sabbatical year were carried

into practice. On the other hand". Jewish tradition
- If admits that the so-calleU great \ oar of jnbile.

\vhich fell every fiftieth year (after the complete
lap~e of seven Sabbatical -year weeks .

w is only
counted Init not actually observed. As a matter
of fact, the carrying out of the prescription* of

I v -',">. so far as this was possible at all. would
haxe led to a total want of certainty as to all

matters of property and a consequent paralyzing
of economic relations. Urn the consistent theory
of P's legislation is indifferent to questions of

practicability, and even to such considerations as
' die year of jnbile immediately follows a

- ''I-atical year and thus implies a second fallow

Ml'this appears to 1' insignificant eom-
uh the principle which here (v.

3
) finds its

nio^t notable and clearest expression : the land

(like every other possession
1

. being the property of

Jahweli. may not K- sold. On the contrary, one
man can sell to another only a certain numuer of

harvests: the price is to be proportioned to the
number of year* which have yet to elapse before
;he next jubile year, when the property spontane-
ou-ly fall* hack'to the original usufructuary of it.

the pro] 'ahweh. Tt is significant
that, according to v.-"-

:i
"-. the houses I'M a walied

city do not pa.ss lck in the year of jubile into the
hands of the seller. They are the handiwork of

man, and, as such, do not belong to the feudal
of which Jahweli gives a lease. On the

other hand, the houses in villages are, aeoov
to v. s:

. a pjirt of the landed property : hence they
are redeemalt r.e. and pass back in the

: jubile to their original owner.
- -Jahweh is Lord also of all time.

Hence the employing of time in any pursuit that

_s prosit amounts to an encroaching upon (. <

pniperty. He permits, however, of such

encroachment, upon cor. c. it ion that special portions
j

of the whole time are set apart and 'hallowed,
withdrawn from profane use, as belonging to God.
The essential point is thus abstention from work.

rv way that P thinks of the

spending
of holy days in Divine worship or pri-

vate meditation. On ordinary holy days u
professional work that is forbidden (Lv -

etc.), but on tue Sabbath and the Great Day of
Atonement it is work of frfi-y <f (vv.*-*). The
standpoint of P comes out. a!o\ e all. in the motives
he assigns for the festivals, .'.nal agrarian
character of these icf. above, p. 00:2 ft'.) still sur-

vives apart fn>iu the dedication of the firstling
s!:eaf at the M>i:;''': tesihai. Lv io5*-

only in
the Feast of Weeks, as the occasion when the
firstling loaves are presented. On the other I

the Passover, as an independent festival, precedes I

the seven (formerly I'nleaveueu Bread.
Already instituted" ii : '). it is meant
for all time, in grateful remembrance of the sparing

'

of Israel the night before the Exodus, when God
j

smote ali the firstborn of the Egyptians. The
manifestly primitive form of the celebration (the !

eating of the lamb in the houses, aud the besprink- I

Hug of the doorposts with its blood * could bo re-

tained by I* only through giving vip the sacriticia!

character of the festival : for otherwise it could

not have been celebrated except ias in I't l(i'M at

the central sanctuary. In the case of the .V

festival it is repeatedly emphasi.vd that the strict

prohibition of leaven was given at the very Exodus
itself, thereby conferring upon this festival also

the character of a theocratic memorial ordinance.

With the feast of Tabernacles inow an eight days'
instead of a seven days' festival', which was origin-

ally the joyous feast of the fruit- and wine-gather-

ing, the same result was reached by giving to the
ancient custom of dwelling in booths during the
festival the s:amp of a memorial of the wilderness

jonrneyings. This giving up of the original motive
of the festivals, namely, the course of the various

harvests, pormits also of an exact dating of them.
Thus t' i falls on the evening of the 14th

Nisan.
'

xiei:d* from the loth to the Cist

of the first month. Tabernacles from the loth to

the i2nd of the seventh month, while the 1 -

Weeks falls on the fiftieth day after the ottering
of the lirstlivg -ho:if. which was always to be pre-
sented the day after the Sabl>ath of th

week. Of new festivals we have: the 1\ -
:

Trumpets at the new moon of the seventh month
[otherwise the New Moon, to which such import-
ance was attached in early times, is signalited in

P only by a multiplication of the official otl'erings],

and the Great Pay of Atonement on the 10th day
of the same month. Once more it is significant;

that the latter festival, which is undoubtedly of very-
late origin, and who-0 mot iv es are purely theocratic,
should have become the most important and the
holiest of all. By the way. it is only in the case

of seven of these davs .the 1st and 7th o.

: the feast of Weeks: the 1st. 10th, 15th,
and ihut days of the seventh month [but. a

ing to Lv i>\ also every Sabbath]
1

' th::: a holy
convocation' of the whole people is required at the

sanctuary a demand which is intelligib!,- only if

one thinks of the people as living in the ne:ghl>our-
hood of the sanctuary, as v - l\ the case

during the first period after the Return from the

Exile.

All the festivals hitherto enumerated recurred

every year. But the undo: _ II the
festal seasons made its way ;

in the setting apart, as hallowed :

within larger dh ::ue. This Ud to the

expansion of the idea of the Sabbath b\

tion and hallowii: \ seventh year as the

close of a year-week, and of the fiftieth year after

the termination of a cycle of seven yor.r
The celebration of these is l-ased upon a renuncia-

tion of the use of the soil. Since in this i. -

the theory of sacv is in - oii'act

with that of sacred > have already p. 71?
'

had to speak of the Sabbatical year and the

year of jubile.

(c) 2'Aj? counter -.'

'

' '

the people ; *hoi>i pert
(Priests and Ltritfn}.^ The fact tha: Jahweli by
mighty acts 'redeemed

'

the people from the bond-

age of Egypt, constituted Israel the property of

Jahweh alone (Lv i54i - ;ij
i; and heiuvtorward it

was to l>e a people i-onsecrate>l to Him. and thus
in harmony with His superiority to every kind

of stain an" absolutely pure po
finds expression on the one hand in the purit.
et of circumcision, and on the other in the numer-

ous regulations about clear.: - y l.v-

11-loC which furnish instructions as to the pre-
cautions to be tak. id defilement, and as to

the atoning -~.iry when Levitical purity
has been lost. In so far as these aci -

:

sacrificial transac .
- - to S)
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them more fully helow in connexion with t he suh-

jeCt
"t saCI'ilicc. I'.lll, hesiilcs the-e, We have III

do h- re with the c.imiiiaml lo c..n,..ialc lo liixl

all Ihe male Iii -I l.oi n (ami Ihel.-wilh all tin nil

t hei oil-pi ing of Ihe -HIIIC \\onile. an. I. following
out I his ille.-l, to le.leelll t llelll I.', a

pi
I .1 ,!'.'. I pel

foiinaiice from tin- ...million oi' forfeiture to the

Deity (Kx l.'t
1 - '-"

. Nu 18"). Tin- -.in bjei
i it

mine, I al in lln- rei pli lenient lit a poll-tax ol halt

a shekel from every ailult Israelite a- a protective
1

covering
'

ol hi. lite upon the occa-mn ol th"

lllllllh.'l MIL' ol I lie people l.x I! l
): "

] lol this last

is, as it were, on encroaching upon .lalnM-h's -pin-re
i "i "nt s : hence an express acknowledgment

ol III- nle claim lo Ihe life ol all pel ..n- I necet

Miry, anil this take- Ihe n.iin ol a poll lax II. I.

'. ering, 'atonement i, hidi i- ..i th. one
amount for all. A natural iv-ult ..I I!H- -ame
a - umpi ion is fouml, linally, in the injunction
(l.v 'J.V-'"- I thai I -la. lile , who ' an\ CaUBB
have hecome homlmen. are m.l to In- leganlcd ami
In ! I . .1 a - leal -laves, all hough ill ihe I look of the

Covenant il-'.x _M"'-i ami even ill Deuteronomy
llll is treateil as ipiite pos-ili|e. (In Ihe

conlrary, I' .lemaml- thai, a- really the property
ol .lahwch, they are to rank only as hirelings or

/-.v/in/i/i.ui il.\ _'.">'' i. ami in any ca-e are to go free-

in the year of juhile.

But, more h-aily '. han in any w ay hit In-rlo

inciii nnie.i, i in- iilca of a
| ph- consecrated to < iml

tin.U expression in the orgam ation - / Hi

ln,i,il. 1'roperly .speaking, all male l-l.idite- ought
to discharge piicstly functions, mill ihen-hy tes-

tify their willing de\oiion to (Iml. Hut for this

an imli-pen-a I.I" req-ui ite i- such a con.lilion of

purity as cannot pos-ihly In- maintaim'-l l.y everj
ma n amidst the duties of common lile. ll.nc"

.lahwch has arranged for a peimamni npie enta
(ion

"
ol the people, in ihe tnrin of the hereditary

priesthood entrusted to \amn ami his sons. The
re i in lion of the priesthood to the 'sons of

Xadok,' ilcm.'imled l.y K/ckid (see ahnve, p. T'LVi,

was impos-ihle for 1' for the reason that h:- whole

legislation dale- trom Mo-e-, ami thus hm- heion
the tii I /a- Ink. At Ihe same time. mm. ... .a

,

tin .!. -riving of the priesthood front Varon made it

I
ihle to leio-jni/e lln 1

priestly rights of lellaill

lion /adokile families. I Hut, iii ihe main, l''s
' -on- ol Aanm '

are pi-t ihe /ailol.ile-.

In order to he al h- lo apploadi I md and
]

1-raiT- offerings to Him without dangei, the

PII.--I- have to guard can-fully against all delile-

iin-nl. In pa n iciila r, tln-y an- not I., incur delile-

nn'iil Horn any dead l.o.ly il.\ '_'l
l:

'-i. except in

una\ oi.l.'ilile cases when ilie bod] '

- thai "i a

parent, a hint her, an unmarried -i-ler, or one's
own child. Any hodily delect serves of it-ell to

ex. In. le from priestly functions, tor om- llm-
ailected would 'desecrate the sanctuaries of

-lahweh' (v. |,
lint the liiglK-t requirements

in lln- mallei oi outv.ii nl purils apply to the high
in \\hose pel, .ei ih- idea "I a pei-onal

representati if tin- holy pe,.],!,- n-adie- it-

climax. He may not ddih- him -elf with unit

Itneed no argument to Bhow thai thi n-asonce
.

iry to <ii.*u between the O] ^ Cat h..li. a. -.]-
1

'

'

'

;
\ I a I ^

iti. port of God ivei
. .,.1 I.. I

I .-.!. i , u

.
Ii 'i 1111 II.'- eth'T h:ui.l, in I

1

th.. Inji nrir.t I. a-'liii.^'

more II.HM ... .
.

Indeed -f itr Ood consecrated t" <.]-:.. 1 1. . p
Qod In ever regard (see bel -. \-

\
-

.

i

'

linpai i ins . .t linn'-.
If, bu

i. ...i .. i .., i . ...-; i.

i

t -I. n.uii. il in tzr -- ,is i .

'

nauicly Daniel.

dead I,.,. ly, cvii that of father or mother, am! i*

not lo leave the sanctuary at all, that he n.

-i
1 - ' w llh w hat is p-

.. le I he

rj
-.I In- lio.l. Moreover, hi- n-iy cloth-

ing' s|n,u - ii;\ -Js '-i I,-, various ymhnl- that In-

Icple-enl. not olil 1

. tin 1 holme-- ol the pi i. '.l|\-

people hut al .. i h. M i.imdy dignity. II.

a robe ol I'll'" and led pill ph >ld< n dilldelu

ied
'

Holy to Jahweh,"and upon In- ho-ihi. i

pie,-,- and liiea.t plate are t he name . ol I In- t wc|\e
till..-- engraved on pnaiom stonex. In -in.ii, in

place ol the pie exilic chief plie-l, who i

ollieial of the king, we have now tl . .

In i.'iilary high pi
le-t . \l hi - deal h I be ' h. nn

ol the avengei oi l-l I upon the In.- ..I tin- man-
-l:i\ci lap-e, (Nil :(.">-'" i. Tin- mean imply that

wilh the supreme heail of the Slate ends the

pe I ol political lile which hegall w ilh 111

upon olliee. Iii like manner the anointing ol ihe

high ]irie-l, al least acconling to lln- ihimy wliich

lepieseiils him iilone .as anointed |K\ '_'!n ;
.

f, \.\

I

- -
t he D I- .1 piles!,'

"
l,v -M 1 - ' Ihe

coiiseci at ion of Ihe anointing oil nf hisKnd re-ts

upon him ) is undoubtedly thought of as a paialh-1
to lln anointing of the king. In the other theory,
which makes all prie.is anointed, the thought is

probably the ancient om- n-f. ahnve, p. i;.vi'' f.
j
of an

imparling of tin- spirit .'is the result of ihe anoint-

ing iKx I''
1

: on the other hand, in -j:i-' and IHr 1"

the -prinkling of t he priesta
1

garments with anoini -

ing oil seems to In- di-t ingui-hed from the pom ing
of oil upon the head of Aaron in _".! i.

(-,
i A- to the l.i-i-ili:i, it is a very general error to

regard them 88 priests of a lower grade, t he rank and

lile, as il w ere, of the '

priestly ti ihe
'

of Levi, from
which tin- prie-t- proper, w-ifh the high prie-t at

their head, emerge ii- a -pecial hianch. lint thi- is

hy no means the intention of r. The circumstance
thiil il i- liom the Inlie of l.evi that the Levites
are taken, is due1 to a Divine arrangement equally
with the setting apart of I he jn ie-i - liom ].e\i; it,

is not the eonseipiem-e of the i.iticr arrangement,
On the contrary, the I.evites are a selei in.n //<////

I In- /nnji/i- to represent them in connexion wil'h the
lowerollice.nl' iheCllltlls. These Illliees ollg lit tO

he discharged hy the p -oph- thein.sel\cs, m ,
lo le

more preci e, l.y the lirsthnrn who are conw crated
lo t Old. lilll hele, again, the unaM.alal.le ah-ence
of constant purity would have rendered such -ei -

vice impo-sihle, seeing that the lirsthom COllld not

he kepi from ill I contact with profane lile. 1 1. m e,

iii-coriling lo Nu "> '"', ea.li of the lirslhoni i- lo

have his place taken hy a I.e\ite. Now, a- tlnie

were only _'.'. omi Levites available, whereas the
numher of the hrstburn was '_'_'. 'JT.'i, the extra 'J73

of ihe latter had to In- specially redeemed liom
their oMi-alion hy it further payment of live

shekels each. Iii this requirement I

1

'- real view
of the . of the Levites finds very dear

Oil lln \ a le a 'gift "It he people to t he
Nu I!'

1

eic. i, to minister to the '

ing
to Nu s 1

'-, ih.y an-, like all
' wave-

. 'assigned to .lahwch through laying on
of hand- i see hdow i l.y the Israelites ; they are

. probably, led hither and thither, in

place iii ' red ha i I. w ai.l and for
the nan.!-, like oiln-i -ai-i ii'n ial gifts] hj' Aaron
h.'ioie .l.ni ",li. and ilnn fall, like all heave- and

a oil. .lings, to the priests as their prop My.
Tln-ii iiisiallat mn in not spoken of, as in th
"' tin prie

'

,
at a ( ..-i . . i:it ion, but as an

n.. -i. t and a purifying (Nil S5rr-
''). In view

I In-, \ve cannot -peak of any priestly
lemleted hy the I.evites. Nay, according to Nu

The tlllf -.1 familiar to us,
'

hifc'h (lit. 'great,'
s '-;i ].ri.st,'

I : l.v -Jl'
1 ' in 111.' |..| !,

icn,' uhilt- ill K/.r 7 we liiivi;
'

t. . ibj the
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'. they are not to touch the sacred vessels upon

pain of death, but to carry them only after they
have heen carefully covered up by the priests. It
is true', however, that their .superior condition of

purity enables them to come nearer to the sanctu-

ary than the profane multitude can do, and to
serve as a bulwark to the latter against the

destroying holiness of Hod (cf. above, p. 717).

(5) We have already (p. 65S''f.
) noted how even

P recognizes also a kind of lay priesthood in the

shape of the Nazirate undertaken for a fixed

period of time.

(il) The, hallowed character of all property.
This principle finds expression partly in the
ancestral custom of ottering the iirstfruits of

barley, must, and oil (Nu 18 1 -ff
-), and partly in

a number of sacrificial transactions. Every due
paid from the products of the soil signifies that
one owes the whole to Jahweh, and it is only when
He has received His portion that the rest is hal-

lowed and given over freely to the use of man.
Amongst the regular ritual dues is included also
the tenth paid in early times to the king, only
that it is no longer, as in Deuteronomy (14--'"-),

eaten at the sanctuary and given every three years
to the poor, hut is assigned to the Levites as a

recompense for the service which they render in

the sanctuary as representatives of the people (Nu
18aff-).

(a) But in P, as in the pre-Prophetic period, by
far the most important place among gifts to God
is held by the sacrifices. They, too, are in many
instances the expression of the consciousness that
man owes to God all blessings connected with his

earthly possessions, and that he has solemnly to

testify his gratitude for these. But this is not the

only point of view. On the contrary, there were
still at work here a number of motives, partly very
ancient, whose presence in sacrificial transactions
we have already had to note, although it is hard
to say how far a consciousness of 'the original
meaning of the ritual survives in the minds of

Mie authors of P. The idea of the sacral com-
munion (cf. above, p. 601 if. ) still continues to find

expression in the employment of blood, as the most
important part of all sacrificial transactions

; and,
indeed, the blood is brought always the nearer
to God in proportion to the importance and holi-

ness of the sacrifice. Thus the blood of the peace-
offering and the burnt-ottering is poured only round
about the altar (Lv 1- u

3'-) ; whereas of the hi I

of the sin-offering the priest has to sprinkle a por-
tion before the curtain which separates the Holy
Place from the Holy of Holies, to smear a por-
tion on the horns of the altar of incense, ami to

pour the rest upon the ground beside the altar of

burnt-ottering (Lv 46f - " a
). On the Great Day of

Atonement the blood of the guilt-offering is actu-

ally brought by the high priest into the Holy of

Holies, and sprinkled upon and before the lid of
the sacred Ark (Lv 16 1Jf

-). But even the idea of

the ottering of food still plays a part (although, no
doubt, a less prominent one) in P, as is evident
from such facts as that apart of course from in-

cense it is only what may be eaten that is to be
offered, and indeed as befits the holiness of God

only clean and unblemished animals
; that every

sacrifice must be seasoned with salt (the meal-

ottering with oil) ; and, above all, that every com-
plete sacrifice includes not only Hesh but an
additional dish in the form of a food-offering,
and a portion of drink in the shape of a wine-
liliation.

But in all this we have not yet the answer to
the most important question from the point of
view of the history of religion, namely this: Wherein
consists, acciinlliii/ tu /', //<.; cfliracy of sai-rifcr

'

Is it effectual simply ex upers operate, or do other,

specifically religious, points of view come into con-
sideration ? The reply to this question depends
upon a correct understanding of the force of the
so-called s&mikhah (np'~p) or laying on of hands,
and of the significance of the blood in the sacri-

ficial ritual.

In every species of bloody sacrifice the offerer

has to take his stand before the door of the

sanctuary and hiy his h:inil upon the head of the
victim (Lv I

4
,
here of the burnt-offering, with the

addition 'so shall it be accepted for him and pro-
cure atonement for him'; S"*-", of the peace-
ottering; 4J - 15 - --" -9

,
of the sin-offering). What is

the meaning of this ceremony of hand-imposition,
upon which manifestly great weight is laid in the
sacrificial ritual ? It was natural to think of a
transference of guilt, especially as this is expressly
witnessed to in Lv 16- lff

-. There the high priest

lays both hands on the head of the so-called 'scape-

goat' (see art. AzAZKLin vol. i.), confesses over him
all the transgressions of Israel, and then sends him

away, laden with the people's guilt, into the wilder-

ness. Beyond doubt, the laying on of hands in this

instance denotes a transference of guilt, but the
'

scape-goat
'

is no sacrificial victim, and hence the
whole parallel is unsuitable as an aid to explain-
ing the ritual of sacrifice. Besides, the laying on
of hands is practised also with peace- or thank-

offerings, which are not presented for atoning pur-
poses, as well as in connexion with the consecra-
tion of the Levites (Nu S'"). The latter ceremony,
in particular, permits of no other explanation than
that Che laying on of hands is an act whereby a
renunciation of personal possession and a giving
over with a view to sacrifice [or, in the ease of the

Levites, with a view to perpetual service in the

sanctuary] is accomplished. Hence the comparison
with the manumissw of Roman law is quite appro-
priate.

*

It is another question whether quite apart from
the meaning of the np there may not have been

present, at least in the guilt-ottering, the idea of a

surrender of the life of the animal in place of the

forfeited human life in other words, the inflicting
of a penalty upon the victim, and thereby accom-

plishing a sntisfactio vicaria. This view has been
maintained all the more positively, because in the
New Testament the sacrificial death of Christ is

undeniably at times looked at from this viewpoint.
Further, in Lv 17" it is expressly insisted that the

seat of life is in the blood, and that God lias

ordained that blood be used at the altar to accom-

plish propitiation, for 'the blood atones through
the life [contained in it].' Here, surely, it appears
to be clearly declared that the life of the victim is

a substitute for that of the sinner. But this con-

clusion is once more rendered impossible by the

circumstance that then the sacrificial victim must
have been regarded as laden with guilt and curse,
and hence as unclean, whereas in reality it is

*
Volz(art. 'Die Handauflegung beim Opftf in ZAT\V. ion],

p. 93 ff.) protests against the idea of the i/Htii/ntiix*i<i, and re-

fuses to separate the nr'"l? of sacrifice from that of blessing and

of installation in office (Nu 27'8 -', Dt 34). What is in view, he

hold*, is the conveying of a substance from one party to ;nmi I,, i

in the case of the sin-offering, the conveying of sin. urn-leanness,
and curse to the sacrificial victim. But how then conM tin'

flesh of the sin-offering: have been counted most holy, and 1 n

directed to be eaten by the priests in a holy place (Lv <Ji
H

>

)

>

Volz meets this objection liy supposing that the sin-offi;riug uas*
meant originally not for Jahweh but for demons hostile to man,
and that the !"O'p was then transferred from the sin-offering to

the other offerings as well. On the other hand, Matthes (art.
' Der Simnegedanke bei den Siindopfern' in ZAT}\\ 1903, p.
97 ff.) rightly contends, in opposition to Volz, for different kinds
of hand"- imposition. Bertholet's proposal (Com. on Lv 1J) to

start from Lv 241-" and to explain the na'cp of sacrifice as the
'

establishing of a solidaritv between offerer and offering,' comes
in UK- end to the same thing as the maimmissio interpretation,

only that, according to Bertholet, the fundamenV-l notion ol

the cuinintmio is meant here again to find expression.
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I

t real ed as most holy and serve- a- holy food l<n

tie pliests.
In v iew of all this, in the mind of I' then- could

bo no other answer to the question as to the efficacy
ol -acnhce. I. ul -imply tin-: <io,l ha- conn.-, t.-d

oiii] lisbmenl oi al -mem \\ ith i he ol.edicnt

di-i hai^e of the sacrificial pr,--ci iptnm- ; whoever

fullil- the-e ami gei- ihe nrie ' '" perform the

atoning: usages, i- forghen (Lv 4 oft.}.

The ritual, e pecialh the pie-ciii.ed presenting of

the blood, i- accordingly
ibe indi-pi n able ..."

di tic in of atone ni, 1 nit i- not \ei exactly synonj
moils w ith the latter. I In I lie ' OUl POTJ .

I he Im

gh el|C-s of -in Mow - troll I t he "I ace 01 I Old exactly
a- in the 1'ropliel-, onlv that lie- l.iiier regard the;

outward oll'ering a- a thing thai may be
dispensed

with, provided the tine penitent di-po-it nm i-

piv-ent. \\herca-. according to I', it i- imperativelj

M'i|llireil that this di-po-ition lie accompanied hv

it- out ward manife-t at ion in t he sha[ t an oiler

iii'_'. KM-II from the point of view of linguistic

u-age, the diHen-nc e between the prophetical and
the piie-ily \iew of atonement is characteristic.

Accordin;; lo the prophet- id. abo\ e, p. liV.l I ....I

II in -elf covers the sin, i.e. lie dec hire- it inv i-il'le.

,, that the -inner i- - Me M..III I he \\ rath ol Cod,

whereas, according to I', the ////.
-.7 covers the

of Ihe sinner by mean- of pre-eiitnm t he

bl 1 [only in exceptional cases al-o through an

nnbl ly offering, l.v .V' ;1

-|. SO as to shield him
from the destroying holiness of God.

Hie circumstance ihai i h.- pi ores* of a ton, men t

is primarily connected with the pri-euting of the

blood, explain- it -elf naturally as a powerful ufter-

inllnence of piimili\e -aci il'n-iiil usage-, in which

the -pi inkling oi ihe 1,1 1 had a different significa-

tion. The latter is no longer in ihe mind of 1' ; for

even the view i- untenable, that the blood, being
the eat of lite, i- regarded as the most preciou-

gift w hit h man can oiler. At most, we might hold

Ih. 1 1 1' ha- -till the idea of a symbolical 1.110! real)

xnti*i'iii-ti'i, or. in other words, the notion that,

through the oil, -ring of the life of the animal, xi/m-
I,, !, .</ e\ple--ion i- given to I he ackllow leilguic-llt

that, -tl let ly -peaking. I lie -inner'- own I lie i- for-

ti-il lii (lo.l. I'.ul Ihe main idea conlinui'- to be,

a- aheady noted, ihi- :

' llmu -halt procure atone-

ment in this ami in no ol her w :i\ ,
h. -caii-e 1 1 oil has

so commanded 1 1

I'he technical ,|ue-lion- connected with the

sacrifices may here be pa--ed by. Their various

1. 1 \alue com I cle.-nly in the order

in which they have to be ollen-d in all cases

\vh re a number of dilleieni kind- of sacrilice

are combined, (i.) The lir-t place is always held

l.\ tin- /ii-i./iitititiii-i/ offerings, which include two

species: the fin-offering i.-x-'~i and ihe ,////
. :. .

. The difference between the two is

im; v.'iv ea v to determine from I he de-criptions
contained in l.v 4 f. I!oth are presented even in

ihe case of unintentional ami even unconscious

ollences; but t he guil t -offering (I,\ .">' ''") has very

largeU to do with OCCO nm- w hen one ha- uncon-

sciously Ivv. 1 -''- 17
) or con-ciou-ly iv.-""- [Ii""]) inter-

feied w ii h 1 he property of mml her, whether ( iod or

one's neighbour. The guilt offering (in the shape ol

a rain it 1 mill blemi-h i is always coupled with iv-ti

tiition of what ha- been wn.ic-U taken, with an

iidditioiial tilth of it- value, ill -in ollerings the

holiest and mo-t imp" Haul are naturally those

pi, -en led on the (I real I lav of Atonement , l.v 111.,

when the blood of the victim- i bum-lit by the

high priest into the Holy ol l|,,h. . and thus into

the immediate pre-i-nce of the I>ivine lorm of

niiinife-t'ilion whose -eat is the i-aired Ark. It

is i|uitc a nniipie leaiure that in this in-tail,,-

]' introduces, along with the customary atoning
Hied nun of Mieriliee. a mil her, per hap- veiy ancient,
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form of propitiation, namely, the loading
'goal for 'Azozel

'

with the sins of Ihe people liy

the hi^h priest, unil thu semliiix of this ^ont away
to'Azazel into the wilderness. The interpretation
of the mime 'A:n:cl is disputed ; it may mean
'the apo-tate

'

or 'the one who takes awiiv

Only, there can he no ihniht of this, that a pi

heiu^ niu.-t Ins intended, for in v.*"- he is cxpn -ly

oppo-eil to Jaliweli ; anil it is ei|iially elear I h: t he
i- thc.iiL'lit of as an unclean demon dwelling ill the
in-, ei i ora- the prince of the ilemons that dwell
tliere':|. The sendin" away of tin* gnat to him is

simply an act symbolical of the cleansing of the
soi red God-consecrated soil from sin ami guilt |cf.

the precisely similar example of a symbolical re-

mo\ al of uncleanness in l.v MM
) ; sin anil guilt r.ro

sent oil into the unclean wilderness to the demon
with whose character they correspond. It would
hi'

i|iii(ii wrong to discover in Ps recognition of

A/a/el any tendency to diialistic conceptions.
'A/a/el is not a power hostile to .lahwch, a puwvr
to lie in any way compared with Him, but simply
a demon, standing outside the theocracy, but none
the le-- on that account subject to Jahweh, the

almighty Creator and Ruler of the world (see,
t in i her, art. AZA/.KI, in vol. i.).

There is a widely dill used notion that- P regards

propitiatory offerings as effectual only in the ease
of unintentional or, at most, hastily committed
sins. This view is based upon Nil 15~'r

', where in

point of fact a distinction is expressly drawn be-

I \\ren unwitting otlenccs ami those that are com-
mitted ' with a [defiant] high baud.' It is only for

the lirst of these that the propitiatory usages have

ellicacy. The man who sins wilfully is guilty of

blasphemy against Jalnveh, and is to be out off

without pity (V.
30

'-).

Sin h is indeed the theory of this passage (Nu
15~'r'), but it is impossible to regard it as the

meaning of 1' everywhere.* How could it have
failed to be seen that, if every wilful transgression
was to lie punished by cutting oil' the offender, the

undeniably universal sinfiilness of man would have

speedily led to the extinction of the whole nation *

lint such u reflexion as this was unneeded. The
ollences enumerated in Lv o """

[Eng. li"'-J as calling
lor guilt -offerings (denial of a deposit, or of the

linding of a lost article, perjury, extortion) surely
do init belong to the category of unwitting or

hastilv committed sins. It may be added that the

I'salms also furnish on almost every page evi-

dence that even in the post-exilic theocracy the

belief of the prophets in a grace of God which

can take away even heinous guilt has not died

out.

(ii.) A stage lower than the propitiatory offerings
* The result of such an a-ssuuiption would be that the notion

of ntoncment (and forgiveness of sins) is not really taken into

consideration at all by P. This conclusion is drawn by A.

Kitschl (Lrtire rnn tier Avhtfertifiung uud Pergdhnung, ii. a

IISSHJ OS ft, lS4ff.), according to whom the 'covering* (tap-

parti) needed was not against the wrath of Cod on the sinner,
but against the destroying majesty (holiness) of God. to

man, owing to his crcaturely weakness, conld not otti.r\M-..

draw near. The procuring of the kapixtril lUUsehl won! t

bo see ihi.. term ' atonement
'

avoided here) is thus simply Ou>

i...iiilin..n of safely approaching God with an offering, and al-

u;i\-i implies the undisturbed continuance of the COM-I. .n;. .!

g rod ..i Uod, without which no sacrifice is possible. Hut, unite

1

.ii n .in the oft-recurring (Lv ! '* etc.) formula 'ami In-

shall be forgiven (after the atoning acts have been perf. <

thi H ...iryol Hitachi is shattered by the fact that tin-

ing
'

of the man hv the priest is, of course, only the later Irans-

f<irni:iti'in given to the prophetic formula, according to

rs the gnilt. In both cases the point is that (he <n><lt

i- 1" in- declared powerless in other words, it is an at-.r,

lh;it i- in view. Cf., further, on the whole qni'-i I-M. \ < ive,

I !,, .*, natural Doctrine of Sacrifice anil Atonement, K'lin-

biirgb. ly.m; A. Schmoller,
' Dos Wescn der Siihm In .1. i

Opferthora'(S/r, 1801, p. 206ff.> Blade's definition (G'l

/ i ;.7), 'Atonement means reconsecratlon <.r i.

..f riles, a sacred diameter that has bt-t n 1..-1 ,' ulnli

ii i-. .|uil- iij'|ilicable to a great many cases, needs, in *iew el

ve, to be enlarged.
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stands the burnt-offering (n^y) or whole-offering
C?'Si). But, as wholly belonging to Jahweli, it

retains a higher significance than the meal-
offering. At one time presented also as a pro-
pitiatory ottering, it has in P the significance of
a general

' adoration offering,' a testimony to the
normal relation between Jahweli and the people.
Hence it lias its place after the propitiatory offer-

ings, since the latter are appointed for the purpose
of removing any disturbance of the normal relation.

But, even unpreceded by propitiatory offerings,
the burnt-offering may be presented as a dutiful

expression of absolute dependence on the covenant
Gud. and of the consciousness of owing nil blessings
to Him. Thus we find it especially in the form of

the so-called TCB or 'continual' offering, i.e. the

offering every morning and evening of a yearling
lamb, along with food-offering and drink-offering
(Ex 29-, Nu 28=lt

-). On the Sabbath (v.
9
'-) and

still more at the New Moon (v.
llff

-) this regular
offering undergoes material enlargement.

(iii.) A third species of offering meets us in the

meal-offcrinf/s (DW? Lv 3. 7'
2!lff

-), of which the fat is

burned, the blood sprinkled on the altar, the breast
' waved ' * and given along with the right leg (as a
so-called ter&mdh) to the priests, while the rest of

tlie flesh is eaten by the offerers. A special branch
of the shelamim is supplied by the '

thanksgiving
offerings' of Lv 7

llff
'. But to P all shelamim-

offerings are only offerings of the second rank,
since they are not appropriated by Jahweli (i.e. the

priests) alone, but are meant to be consumed also

by the laity in other words, are destined for

profane use. The small value attached to the

meal-offering by P as compared with the place it

still holds in Deuteronomy (of. above, p. 601) is

explained by the completely changed conception of

the cultus which had already been produced by the

programme of Ezekiel (4o
17 - --

etc.). The private
cultus that once prevailed, whose central point
was the joyous sacrificial meal, has now been

displaced by the official cult performed with

scrupulous regularity by the priests t in the name
(it might be without even the presence) of the
theocratic community. It was quite in the spirit
of the Priests' Code, that when the temple square
was stormed by Pompey the priests continued

unflinchingly the performance of their functions
until they were cut down ot the altar; and that

during the siege by Titus the daily burnt-offering
was continued morning and evening even after the

city had long been brought to the extreme of

famine.
We pass over all further prescriptions regarding

festal offerings and freewill services, and content
ourselves with noting the fact that all directions

regarding holy places, times, persons, and actions

have ever in view the one aim of realizing the idea

of a God-consecrated people, the fact of its absolute

dependence upon Him, and the necessity of ever
renewed surrender to Him. It is quite possible
that, in the working out of the system in detail,

Babylonian:): influences may have co-operated;
* This waving Oil- 'swinging') of the offering or part of it

denotes, according to what is surely the right interpretation, a

moving backwards and forwards in the hands, the priest making
as if he would cast the offering inU> the altar flame, but ending
by taking it back as food assigned by God to the priests. A
different explanation is given by Philo (in a fragment of his

treatise de rictimis, edited by Wendland in 1S91), who holds
that the waving of the offering consisted in holding it up to-

wards heaven.
t According to the list of offerings in Nu 23 f., the number of

oJKffal sacrifices amounts yearly to 115 young bullocks, 1100

lambs, 38 rams, and 32 goats, besides the food- and drink-offer-

ings pertaining to them.
{ On this point cf. especially P. Ilaupt,

' The Origin of the
Mosaic Ceremonial' in John Hopkins Univerrity Circular, xix.

No. 145 (Baltimore. 1900), in which a Babylonian origin is

claimed even for
f3")i?, nnin, n'~]?, and 1^3 ; and the same

author's art.
'

Babylonian Elements in the Levitic Ritual
'

iu

Juuni. of Bibl. Lit. xix. i. 55 ff.

but in any case these are so incorporated with,

nay even subordinated to, the theocratic funda-
mental ideas, that they are no longer felt to be a

foreign element, hence requiring to be considered
less from the standpoint of Biblical Theology than
from that of the History of Religion in general.

5. On the other hand, we have still to answer
another extremely important question, namely,
as to the ethical system upon which 1" builds, and
which he desires to see realized. What ideal of

morality floats before his mental vision, and by
what means does he aim at realizing it?

In dealing with these questions it is necessary
at the very outset to repel a charge which, for

reasons that are readily intelligible, is often brought
against P, namely, that moral commands proper
recede in his pages so far behind ritual ordinances
that, they seem to possess no importance at all.

But we must not forget that P represents the close

of a long development in the course of which the
moral demands of the prophets, at least after the

introduction of Deuteronomy, had long become
flesh and blood in the case of the better portion
of the people certainly of all who accepted the

future hope. It did not appear to P to be neces-

sary to emphasize these demands afresh, seeing
that in the form of the Decalogue they had long
been a common possession of the people. More-

over, there is not wanting, at least in the Law of

Holiness (Lv 19 and 20), a collection of a whole
series of essentially moral commands, although
these are for the most part amalgamated in a
remarkable fashion with ritual prescriptions (cf. .17.

jgsff.
ID. an. :S.T.

2-r.^ anti (he way in which humani-
tarian prescriptions, like those contained in 19 lut

13f
', are based upon the motive of the fear of God (see

especially vv. 14 - 3
-) more than once vividly recalls

Deuteronomy. The same remark applies to the

exhortations to the strictest impartiality in judicial
decisions (vv.

15 - K
), and to absolute honest}' in busi-

ness and uprightness of life (vv.
11 - 1

_

J*- M
). Besides,

v. 3'"'- contains not only a prohibition against op-

pressing the gei;* but a command to love him as

oneself. On the other hand, however, it cannot be

disputed that the concept 'neighbour' in\v. 16 - ls

is restricted solely to one's fellow-countrymen.
Amongst other instances, this comes out cleaily in

the prohibition to treat Israelites as slaves : the

heathen and even settlers in Israel may be pur-
chased as slaves and bequeathed as such to one's

children, but not so with Israelites (Lv 25441
-).

Everything of heathen origin is co ipso unchvin.

and hence so far beneath Israel that the latter

recognizes no consideration or equal rights as be-

longing to it. Deutero-Isaiah's thought of Isratl

as having a missionary function to discharge to the

heathen appears to be completely forgotten.
But, if we cannot thus speak of moral duties

towards non-Israelites (with such exceptions as

the general prohibition of murder, Gn 9M -, ami the

above-mentioned kindly recommendation of the

gcrim, Lv 19"3'-), it is true that otherwise the

ethical system of the prophets may be regarded
as binding for P. Only, in his estimation, the

moral ideal is not exhausted in the fullilinent of

specially ethical demands, but he places along
with these, at least upon the same level, if not

upon a higher one, regulations as to the cultus

nay, purely external, ritual requirements. Here,

if anywhere, we see that P sets before him the

realizing of the system sketched by Ezekiel. The
aim to which every other interest must give way
is the setting up of a pure God-consecrated people ;

* By the tier here is evidently to be understood not a heathen

but an Israelite of another ttrbe or family, or even a foreigner

who has settled in Israel and become completely incorporated

therewith ; of., on this controverted question, Bertholet, />'

Stellun-i iler Israeliten und der Juden zu. den Frcmden, Frei-

burg, 1S96.
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but this is achieved, not primaiily, as in the MOW
u! tin- prophet-, liy ciieuni' i-ion of the heart, Imt

li\- mean- of all tin' cumuli'" puiifyiiej ami aton-

n'rj act pie-cnKed by the Law For every conceivable

case (cf. especially
Lv 12 and l.">i. Ne-j.-ei i>i the-e

i uli- c\eii w hull; onintontional iiinl unconscious

in-. !. . I imolvcs tin' -aim 1

degit I culpahility n-

a niurial -in doe-. Tin- rigid consistency ami out-

wardly mechanical ciiaractcr iif tlii- whole concep-
tion cm in 1

i nit . alni\ c :ill. in I lie i ilnal nl tin- i lie-it

Hay of Alinn-nii-iit. Tin' solemn plop ilia! ion mailc

by Annul with tin- goal ot lln- people ll.v II>
|;
'"-| is

inicnili'il. properly spea Umu. imt lor tin- people
themselves Imt [VV.

1*") I'm tin- inm-r saiietuaiy,
I In- I .nl nt Mccl in- ami tin- altar in other words,
for tiling- without lit'

4
. Atonement on In-half of

tlii'-c fur all the ritual tian-gre--ions ami i-.-imi-

of tin- ]icii|ilc tliu- a|i|n-ar- a- the most ini|ioi taut

feature in the ritual of the Great I >ay i Aioncim-ni .

It ca -ca-ion no surprise thai very depreciatory

judgments have often li.-eii |ia--eil on 1" alike fur

In- e\cln-i\ em--- Inwards foreigners ami hi- placing
if ral and physical (ritual) purity on precisely the

aame level. The gall between iln- n-ligion of the

rru|iliet- above all, of I teutoi n I-aiah ami thill

of the 1 'riots' Coilu ha.- I n described a- one that

cannot lie bridged. That there is, in fact, a deep
gull he! ween tlie two, ami that this shows itself ill

1' in tin- sliii|.u of a falling a\\ay from the pure
level reached by the Prophets, are truths that m-eil

he llellieil all I lie le--, seeing that the teaching of

.le-ii- certainly attached it -el I to the prophets, and
would have the Law interpreted only in their sen st-

and spirit. Vet. if we would do justice to 1', there

are two thin^- that must not lie forgotten. In

the lir-l place, even his system did not exclude the

possihilit \ of \iewiir_ tin levclation of the Divine
will as a guide to real inward piety and morality,
and of thus linding in it a means of joy and odilica-

tion.* Many passages in the I'-alins il- lir 1

'-, and
almo-t the w hole of 1'- 1 19) testify to this rejoicing
of tin- heart in Hod's law. The period of ////.//
attention to the observance of the Law lir-i -et in

\\ hen the religion of Israel was seriously endangered
liy \ntiocluis Kpipham-s. It was thought then
that the an^er of (ind could lie appeased only by
the -tlictest, ino-t literal fullilnieiil of the l,aw,

and the time of con sum mat ion he thus brought on.

l!ut the heavy Imrden of the Law was inciea-ed.

a I OM- all. liy t he add it ion of the a III '".eil in a I tradi-

tion from Sinai downward-, I he ca-ui-try developed
in I'hari-aic circles, with its emlle-s particular
rules, which kept the Israelite who was loyal to

the Law in i -ntai\ ansn-ix le-l he had in any
way incurred delile nt and consequently heinous

guilt.
I'm. secondly, it mu-t not he forgotten that, in

spite of it- inferiority to the religion of the Pro.

phct-, the Law fulfilled an important mission in

till- coul-c of the Ilisloiy of the lellLjiollof Israel

a- a whole. l-Aperiem-e had lau-Ju thai Ihexreal
nia-s of the people had proved themselves incap-
ahle of uiideistanilin_; and fruitfully assimilating
the teai-hiii". of the prophets. Hence the latter

had its place taken liy another Di\ine ruedogogic
method llie di-cipliiic of the Law, with ii

li -- leiiiimli-i- ol the immense di-tanee hetween
I In- holy Cod and I lie sinful urn-leanness nl every-
thin" cieatnrely, with its con-taut compelling of

a lively si-n-e ot the need of toigi\em--- and atom-
ineiit . and of the duly of a conscientious use i.t i he

Iiie-i

lihcd mean- of propitiation. Ill short, the
.aw proved a wcuSa;wyot (ir \pi.arin' (tial ;!') not

only in the -en-e that il I'mced the n-eo^iiitiun of

the impo ihilily ot atlaininu to right eoiisiiess

lie fore liod liy the work- ol I he Law, Inn al-o

that it wa- a school which taught ulisolnie -uli

C'l. l'unkt-1, Aw/yciralillt l'ialme,i, linttiiik'cn, 11)04, p. 22 ff.

ini--ion to Ihe will of (lod and therewith -im-eiv

\nd what an inlen-i-ly reli-jiou- liii- ini^lit
in- den loped alini-.--.iile of and under the rule of

the Law, i- \\iine-sed liy the ht-t two -^nnip- of

literature we liave yet to consider: the religion*

Lyric and Kle^iae poetry, and tin- remnants ol the

so called llnklniiah, or Wisdom literature.

IX. Till l:l l.liMofS LYRIC AND El.EOI.M' PO1 II V

(Hooks of Psalms and Lamentation- .

If, in addition to the Prophets, only the Law
had come down to us, a wholly inadequate, nay
paitially wnni^. idea of the power exercised ii\ tlie

I'roplietie reli-jion would have heen ini-viiai.le.

lint, fortunately, more than one literary product
ha- survived, and amongst these the Psalnis are,
al'o\e all, titled to ,'uide us to a pi ofonnder jud",-
nient. In them is e\hiliit('<l such a wonderful
\arielv and inleii-ity of I he genuinely reli-_-ious

life, tli.it our vcidiet must he thai lliereis prae-

tically no trace to he detected of the si-innis

danger that wa- called up by the complete equal-
izing of ritual utilisations with ;.e.-ially moral
duties, of physical with moral purity; nay, testi-

monies are not wanting toan express repudiation
of sacriliee [see ahme, p. liSii'

1

), i.e. of what is to

I' the most important element in the cultus.

The nmncioii- critical questions connected with
the Hooks of I'salms and Lamentations may here
lie entirely passed :i\ er l-ee article I. A M K\ I A I il i \ s

in vol. iii., and I'SAI.MS in vol. iv.). It may he

that in the I'salms there still survive scattcied

relics of pie exilic religious poetry, but in Hint

form in which the I k now lies hclore us il is a
work of the post exilic period

* and may thus, in

-pile of all its variety of content", be treated with-

out hesitation as a harmonious whole, and a con-

sistent witness to the faith and hopes of post-exilic
Israel.

The question so much debated in recent times,
who is to he regarded as the speaking sul.ject ('dot
Ifti-iiili' /'7/I in the Psalms, t must undoubtedly,
with i llshaii-en, I'eu-s, Cbeyne, ct al., be answered

very trei-uently in favour of the so-called collective

subject, as against the almost uniformly iin/ii-n/iinl

interpretation of Ewnld. Hnpfeld, Duhm, ct al.

Ueuss in particular has rightly argued that the
emlle-s complaints a^inst cruel foes and ]>i-e
t-uttirs can be felt to be intelligible and justified,

\\ h:tt appears to the present writer the most probalile view
,i the caoe i- i- I'lll'iws. The oldest eollection, 1-s :t-4i. \\a-4

;itrruil> fnrinr'l in the time of Ezra ; then, say towards tin- l"sr

.il Ihr IVrsi.m jirii.Ml, ;i S.T,.IH| r. illi-rli.in, made up of lurtlit-r

(;illr^.il) l':i\i.h.' jtvulins (.'.1-71), sonp^ of contem^.!
IJavid (4?-4'l. .'ill. 7'.'. 7:l-s:i). and u MI|I|I|I-IIH'I

i

l"ln- third .-..11. -i lien II .-m-.'.-l\ ll;r. .

alt-it K-fore th.- fnundini,' of the Ila-inona-an dynasty I-

. n 1 1

'

IT ). Psalms 1 and 2 were probably nrst prefixed bj the
linal ri-iUu-tor uf the \\hole I's;ilttT, as a very appropriate ].r..-

l.i-.i.-.

A^ t.. the Rook of Ijinientatinns, it ntriv suffice to remark lh;it

i lir . . Lit si .' (

,iii].> .IK nis (rhs. ~2 and 4) are based upon quit* n. -h

r. ' ..11. ' ti.in- ..i lhi' ili-slrnrtion of Jerusalem in 587,

h.-loni; I., lln i;th cent., ch. 1 to the Mh, butch. 3 as
1 ii,- :i* Hi.- ::rd .-.'ill i:

t (in this ,- 1.ntni \i-rti-d question, cf. R. Smend, art. 'Uehcr
das li-h di-r I'-alnii'ii

'

in X.i Ttt', 18S8, p. 40ff. (where the idea

of the i'nlli'1-tiM- siil.jri-t is ahiii.-l r.ni-i'I. t, ..roii^h] ;

.1. '/. Si'hHI.riiiali- St.' kin. \| n. /.I 7 'II', I--.H. )i.
1

i

.tiii' :i!i"ii ,.i sin. n.i\ view]; <;. li.'.r, /,;<'" :<i/ial. tmd
I., IN. ./../' i .'.'.'"

. M.irl.iir^', ls!M, !'. l'..H'-nz, i'rber dag
i,,ii,i,i,' /'/. in tai Peatmen, Krankdirt, 1W)7 ; H. Roy, lUe
r..u.>.;- ,,"'>i' und d i/er Frvmmen tin I

i .11 ..I. ni. M, l-''7: 1 1- I.'iiii.l 'Iter-eyo in

Is!i7 ; Knu'i!, /' /
' ntlf Gerrchtf dcr /'

w iir/.i.Mi'_-, i "' '

'il.. 1 1-1 six of these insist with more OT I. t

I'tnl'liasi- lti:e it i- ii. -I the ai-tual people that is to lie I

as the -/'.!(./ /./..' i. nt <>iil\ it., ^.i.llv portion, which pini'H
mull r On- .|.pr. ssi,,n ..f the enenn and prays and I. r

ileli\i ranee. '1'hey p.. in! <>ul, further, tliiit (rdtn^.-tliiT apart
trom |-st]nis \s lu.'ii ar.' .il.si.lnh 1 , imtr. iitual in thi-ir i

. \.ii tin- p.s;iiiiis \\iii' ii ri'i'r.'sriit the community, althouffta

-I'.'Krn iii I|K naiii.'i.i the Litter, \\ere primarily Uie work of a

particular indi\ idual.
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nay even touching, only if they are referred not to

private affairs, but to the straits ever the same to
which the godly community is reduced by heathen
oppressors and by renegades within the nation
itself. It would, however, be altogether an un-

justifiable exaggeration to seek to refer practically
all the Psalms to a collective subject the godly
community. On the contrary, for the proper ap-
preciation of the Psalter, it is of the very highest
importance to note that 'individualism

'

in religion,
for which the way was paved especially by Jere-

miah, already has clear expression given to it in

many ways in this very book.* The numerous
witnesses to the pining and striving of individual

suppliants after living communion with their God,
and to the blessed assurance of this communion,
will alone explain how the Psalter has been able to
serve even down to the present day as the prayer-
book even of Christian nations.

1. Conception of God. (a) As in exilic and post-
exilic prophecy, the conception of God is seen in
the Psalms occupying a height which could not be

surpassed even on New Testament soil except in
a few points. The solity of Jahweh (18

32
), the

impossibility of comparing Him with any other

being, the utter nothingness of idols (U54ff
-), are to

tin 1

psalmists axioms which need no proof. As
Creator of the world (24

lff- 74 16 '- 954
104-^-, and

often), and that by the simple word of His power
(33

6 -

"), He is at the same time also the absolute
Kuler of the whole (33

14t - 467 - 9ff- 47- tf- 656ir- 667 82s

103 la 1134
). He glorifies Himself continually in

inanimate nature (S'
f - 19-"- ; in 293J-

by the

majesty of His thunder) ; hence it is summoned,
as well as living creatures, to praise Him (148

:;ff

-).

Above all, wonderful appears His condescension
to man, who by himself is so weak ; He has con-
stituted him only a little short of the nature of
Divine beings (8""-, with a manifest allusion to Gn
j27ff.) The care of God for His creatures is evi-

dently not separated, after the manner of Christian

dogmatics, from the work of creation and classed
as a preserving and governing, or even thought of
as ,-i continued working of laws of nature once
established ; but consists in ever renewed, inde-

pendent creative acts of an actively ruling God
(Go"

1 ''- 104 1"- 27 '- 1451M - 1478
'-).

(b) The solitary limitation of the being of God
which in itself is absolutely without limits, which
might lie discovered, would be the frequent mention
of His heavenly dwelling-place (II

4 14- 207
i
6

', and
very often), tint this form of spatial limitation
could not be dispensed with by the conception of

God, even at its highest reach, if it was to escape
the danger of being dissipated into pantheism. The
no less frequent allusions to Xion as God's abode
and the starting-point of His action (20 '!-> 50- 6S 17

etc.) does not, as we have already had oicasion to

explain, contradict in the least the idea of the God
of heaven. Heaven is His throne, Zion the place
of His revealed presence, which is not identical
with His most essential being. The magnificent
description of the theophany in Ps 18 s"1

-, where
God mounts the cherub and thus flies abroad,
belongs to the domain of poetic licence, equally
with His appearing from Sinai in 68 18

.

(c) On the other hand, it might appear strange
that we still meet in the Psalms with traces of a
t/ieolopumenon with which we have already (above,
p. GS4 b

) made acquaintance in Dt 4 19 as well as in
Dn 10 (see above, p. 714h

). We refer to the idea
of under-gods (bine 'elohim or, shortly, 'elohim
or 'I'liiii 'gods'; even bene 'elohim. does not mean
' sons of gods,' but ' those who belong to the cate-

gory of 'elohim'), who, either independently,
*

Cf. the articles of Sellin on ' Das Subject der altisraelitischen

liclinimi
'

in Kene kircldiche Zeitschrijt, iv. (1893; Heft 0, and
v. (1SU5) Heft 4.

although commissioned by Jahweh, rule over the
heat lien peoples (so with the star-gods in Dt i lu

*),
or under the iegis of Jahweh take their part as a
kind of vassal kings in the government of the
world. Only in this sense are we to explain not

only the c"i or 'princes' of Dn 10, but also the
O'VN [so read for the corrupt oSx] of Ps 582 and the

D'.-fV of 821 - 6
[v.

sb
|i'J>j; -J3 'sons of the highest'].

In both passages the injustice and partiality of

their rule are complained of, alluding, of course,
to the treatment of Israel by heathen peoples,
and in 827

they are even threatened with death
after the manner of man, by way of punishment
for their conduct. This last passage shatters all

possibility of explaining these O'rhx as human
judges ; to ' die like men '

is possible only to those
who in themselves are immortal. Now, even

although it cannot be denied that in the whole

conception of these under-gods we have a manifest
after-effect of the belief in the reality of the former

gods of the nations, yet the idea is so incorporated
with and subordinated to Jahwism that it is im-

possible to regard it as a survival of the once

prevailing Henotheism or even of a former Poly-
theism. The same complete welding of origin-

ally heathen mythologtimeiM with Jahwism is met
with also in 74 1M - and 104-", with their allusions

to the subduing of Leviathan ; and in 89n (
10

), with
its crushing of Kahiib. t

These same under-gods of Ps 58 and 82 are,

beyond doubt, intended also by the n-nSt! of 86s 951

96J
!>7

7 - u 1355 138 1 and the c-.V?x -45 of 29' and 897
,

over whom Jahweh is absolutely exalted. Dis-

tinguished from them, we have in 103-'' 148 5 the

angels (C';N
L
C, lit.

'

messengers '), who surround
the throne of God offering praise, or, sent by Him,
stand by the side of the godly to protect him (34

s

355
'-, both times ' the angel of Jahweh,' but cer-

tainly not now in the sense of a self-manifestation
of Jahweh [cf. above, p. 639"] ; 91 llff

-). The idea of

a heavenly council includes also 'the holy ones'

(i.e., as elsewhere, those who stand in the closest

relation to God, not those who are morally perfect)
of Ps 8971

'. The angels, again, who bring mis-
fortune (78

49
), being sent bij God to punish, are not

morally wicked beings or even hostile to God, but
are simply

'

angels of evils
'

(D'jrj 'jste), * such as

are sent by God to bring trouble upon sinners.

(d) The so-called attributes of God, or, to be more
correct, the various sides on which His one being
displays itself, are never with the Psalmists the

subject of metaphysical speculation, but are always
put forward only with a specifically religious in-

terest at one time for the warning, at another for

the consolation, of the godly. The Eternity of

God is the pledge that He can be a true refuge to

His people (90
lf -

*). His Omnipotence has proved
itself alike in creation and in frhe directing of his-

tory (115
3 1356 ). His rnchangeableness sets the

nothingness of all created things in its true light :

heaven and earth shall decay, and He shall change
them like a garment, but He Himself remains un-

changeably the same (102-''
;l

-). His Wisdom has
manifested itself, above all, in the work of crea-

tion (104-
4
), but in other matters too the depth of

His thoughts awakens wondering admiration (!.2"i
5

>

139 17
''). His Omniscience extends to every action,

however trilling, and every thought of man (139
ltt

-)

a salutary warning to him ; lor even the most
secret depth of the heart is open to Him (7"

1
'
9

' 44'-'').

And when it is said in ISil
1 '- that He takes cog-

nizance even of the embryo in the womb, and that

* The same idea is certainly present wh?n we read of the

fixing of the bounds of the peoples accordi.ig to the aumber of

the liOne 'elolilm (Dt 32, reading, with tne LXX, D'n^g 'J?

for the "7XTS'; -J3 of MT).
t Cf. above! p.'C70>f.
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ll.r -|i:in lit" life and perhaps al-o (In 1 fortune- ill

the iii. In ill MM I iii i|iie-i mil ore written m Hi- hook,

this is certainly to be underxtood not in tin 1 -cn-e

ni a ri^iil predestination, Imt only a- implying
thai absolutely nothing can evade the knowledge
,,i thworl the will ,,| (.ml. Similarly, llis llmiii-

pir-rmr !!:!'") i- dr-cribed not (pantheistically)
us (li:K of Hi- sub-lance, lull uf Hi- Unu\\ led _:'

ami III- power, ill nil). -I In check a! lllc ollt-i'l .ill

thought of e-capo from Him. His moral Per-

li- rii. in romc, iii \icu 111 Hi- horror nl .-in (5*')i

Hi- l!igllleoU-lle ill 111- attitude mil onl\ I" III-

u\\ n
|ii.ii|.li. (7'-' II' '.': etc '

' .HI to l n MI hen nations

a- well ('.."i. Hilt, liatiualU, tin- laruc-l -|'.-uv i-

occupied in tin- psalmists' description* h\

attributes of God as His Love, by the prai-e oi lli-

inrxhan-tihlr lirai'r ami Coinpu ion. Ill- l.omj

siillcring ami Truth iSii'
: '

|n:(-'- :!ii"-
s

l. In Ili-

( , I m'-.- all Hi- rival m r- may I a Ur nun I'm I 33

ll.V'l; lull, aliovc all. Hi- -hows Himself 'the

l-'allirr of 111.- m
|.
han ami I In- I 'l o\ iih-r of thr

\viilmv' His
1'"'"

I4ii"). It is worthy that, apart
from llii- applicati I thr nainr I'al h r.' the

Ldeaol I lir Tal lin ly loM' oi (loil, w I lie 1 1 forms thr

central |mini of (he NT conception of <Jod, mn-i .

n- only once more i I'- lo:; i. ami thrrr only in thr

form of a comparison, mil to -peak oi it- hrin.j

manifr-tly restricted lo Israel am>lhrr of the
evidence- that tin.1

I IT ronrr|>tion of (Soil was

ra|ial.lr of enlargement iii one very important
direction.

_'. AnHii-ii/iulii'liI inlltiili' til'' s/ifli'iv nf .luliiriniil

/'I'"/' /'.111 thr judgment- |ia
I'll ill lllr I'.ooL ot

I'.-alms on the purely human, we liml, siile by siih'

with panegyric's on thr lofty pre-eminence of man
in hi- lordship over creation IS"-, .- ibove, p.

7'_'l'i, lamrntalion- OMT the wcaknc-- ami tran-i-

torj Data f everything human (33
lst

li'-'" l":!
: ''''

:

144' ' Man is like a lireath, his days are as ;i

shadow that ]>a--rlh away ). This lament applies
to even the strongest (14(i

::

-). Ami when the life

- all too short comes to an em! (39
s*-

'.

1J
>,

dark.s'/e 'o2(seeabove, p. 663 f.) awaits the departed,
liml rut- him oil finally from all relation to the

upper world, and above all from i he hles-ings of the

lh -racy or the praise of tiod iii
ri

:!n
:

' ss 1 -' ll.V ;

>.

None can escape this fate (89*). It i- true that at

times the sense of el i-e fellowship with (ioil (see
below,

j
reaches a height ami a -livimih which

seem to leave only a -Imrt step to the conviction

that li'H'- trlloW-llip willl (ioil Illll-l of lir. r--itV he

enduring ami eMrn.l hryond thr present lite;"

hut thi- step i- never ilelinitely taken. < Inly a- a
'

-tranter ami a -ojoiinier
'

doe- man continue \\ n h

Coil iluriiiu his earthly walk CV.I
1J

'-''), at death
I he lioml oi ronnrxion i- severed for ever. In this

mailer, if anywhere, il i- clear what a power ami
slimulii- must have belonged to faith in tliclJod
ot I rael, seeing that, even without the hope of

immortality, it could produce fruit - of -uch intense

i<'liui"U-nr-s a- \\e liml iu the I'-alm- i a MM .lolo.

The ipic-tioii whether I here are not really to he

found in the Psalm- traces of the hope ot a con-

tinned cxi-lence, will h:u o lo lie di-cll--rd w hrn \\ r

collie I o -
1
leak of lllr r-rha I olo'J iral r \prct at loll-.

Thr phy-ical wvakiir-- of man limls it- an ilirjue

in hi- 1 1 mi a 1 \veaknr-~. When in I'- .M I he lai i"i

1- traci'il liadv lo hi- uninat ion and liirth hy sinful

]i'llr]H-, Ihis i- not inlcnded, ot colir-e, to mran
that genera tii in and hirth air oi I In in-r|\ r- sinful.

" Tims H. tl. rhiirlr- (in 111-. srr,,nil rti:i|tiT <'f Iii- ' '. Ell

'I I '<' ' I
'
I.. 1 '.'.'I I IF /,..'. /.'.I,:/

tianity, land nd
'li I'-* la. 7.;. :LS v,'-\\ -i-. ii! Thf K'H.k ..I .I'.lp. ,I|.]>H.I

:ui iintiv i.l'ial .^ h,a..li.-\ wliii-h rinnlly
;:i. '...piui- t.i .-h. .; . i nth the pop

.: t In- I. s;iri . A
, p. 7-JS' ni,t. ;

md thi Intel irtlcleof Charli
' Thi Rbe and Development in

loruul ul tli lie! in a Kutur'.. l.ik-,' Expasitm ,
.' ni. L90S, |'.

I'.i II. ).

The whole statement amount- lo a plea that Coil
would judge leiilciilly one who, a- prong limn
-iiinei-, nei-i'-sarily rariic- within him Horn the

\vombasinfulliabitandsinfnl inclination-. It H
only in the latter sense that the statement can

hiition to the doctrine of original
sin. There i- mil the faintest reference to an im-

putation oi N'lam's guilt the very knucl oi the

dogmal ic doct line of original sin.

:t. Natur and /lixtui-i/ <>J thf '/'/. The
h Ira of an election "l Israel to he ( !od - <>w n pn i]

Jr

is lirmly held al-o by the I'.-almists i:i:;'
: 74- I:,

and it cannot be doiil.tiil that here again thi-

oiniction carried with it the serious danger of

national conceit and n mischievous di-po-n in to

look down on all other peoples a danger which
threatened to -Idle completely the exist' nn. oi

those great thou^nt- of Deutero-Isaiali regarding
a mi iouary vocation of Israel to all the heat' en.

It i- Hue thai thi- conceit was materially d

i-hed b\ the honourable confession that Israel

has almost alway- shown it-df unworthy of tin;

Divine choice and the great acts of Jahweh in

connexion with the deliverance from K-vptiau
bondage (77

1 '"' 7s'
""

H>li
7 ' r

-). It is the wcll-

ilesei vcd anger of (hid i hat ha- given Israel ovei

to the powerful oppre--ioii and I he -avage mockery
of her enemies i La'-'"- -"4 ll

> Ps22T 'r
-, ami numerous

other pa-sage-l. Israel heeded not the threaten-

ing.- of .lahwch repeated from the days of old (La
2"), hut allowed herself to he deceived by false

prophets and priests il.ai" 4
-)"

1

). Kill in spite of

all this the Divine covenant is assured tor ever i I's

ln.V IIP); and thu- to t hose who humbly snl niit,

themselves lo Him the day mn-t come when all

l he comforting promise- ot day- gone by -hall be

fulfilled (La :!-"). The principal expectations
attached to the th -racy of the fill lire will come
out in the section devotea to the Mes-ianic hopes,

4. Tin' lln'iii'i-iiti:- imill iitions. There are a

great many pas-ages in the I'salms, in which

touching ami powerful expression is given to high
esteem for the temple as the place of .lahwch -

gracious presence, and to loiejin-j aiiei the lie.'iiti

fill service conducted there i.VJIi 'J7
4 433 '- Go ' s-

11G 1 "'-
12"*-). Kut it would certainly be an error

to discover the principal motive of this longing in

joy in the cilltus in tile narrower sense, i.e. in the

sacrificial performances. Against such a suppo-i-
tion there is not only the fact that mention of

sacrifice i- extremely rare (20
4 548

6(i
lllir-

; in 141- it

is only symbolical sacrifice that is in view i. but

it is well known that there are not wanting in

the Psalms passages in which the necessity of

sacrifice and its acceptableness to God are ivpmli
aled iii the most unqualilied terms, and not with-
out a touch of -arcasm (40

7 5U8 'r- 51 18
6V'-'; see more

full\ . above, p. lisii
1

'). We must hold then that l he

pi''iy of the psalmi-ts occupies in general a higher
level than that ot i he framcTS of the 1'riests' Code.
Their joy in the beautiful service of the temple was
eviilcntlv dciived primarilv from what appealed to

ill" hear! ami the teelm--: the festal processions,
the prayers and benedictions of the priests, and,
noi last, it may be piv-umed, the temple mii-ic

and singing 'to which la-t the greatest care seems
from all account- to have been given). All thi- i-

-upported by the circumstance that the (not very
fici|nent l prai-e of the Law i 1- 198 i

7
' '} is pi.-

cveiywheic inieiided tor the specifically moral (-o

oniie dearly in 1!I
1J '-

1 commands and not for the

Ceremonial Law. F.ven the endless ntteram > -

mo-ilyof quite a general chara<'tcr in Ps ll'.i as

to the value ami dlicac\ of the Divine commands
-how at timi'si-ii vv.* 1

;

| that what they have
in view i- the moral content, of the Law.

o. The character of tfa < of
'

I
'

li ' of all true leligion is a
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confession of sin, then the religion of the psalmists
has undoubtedly a firm basis. In addition to the
read y admission of the general guilt of the people,
of which we have already spoken, there are not a
few testimonies to the impossibility of all attempts
of one's own to attain to a righteousness which
can bear to be tested by the eye of a holy God (38'"
gisar. 130 iff. 143 La ,5.8. u. is. s

yair. 46516^ as we]] as
evidences of a tenderness of conscience which feels

concerned even about unconscious sins (Ps 19 13 908
)

ami sins of youth ('25'), and prays God to forgive
them. It is only rarely that we still meet with
outbursts of self-righteousness, showing itself in a

disposition to boast of one's minute observance of

the Law (17
5 18- lff- 44' 8lr

-), and even to complain
that (iod, notwithstanding all this, delays to help
His people (44

loff
-). No less surprising, and quite

opposed to the usual language of the Book of

Lamentations, is the complaint of La 57 ' The
fathers sinned, and we bear their guilt.'
More than once we meet with an almost evan-

gelical perception in what is said about the forgive-
ness of sin. The Apostle Paul was thoroughly
justilied (Ko 4'-) in using Ps 32"- as a Scripture
proof that the blessedness of a conscience at peace
with God is based not upon any merit of works,
but upon the fact that God in His grace does not

impute guilt (cf. also Ps 103:lff-

, esp. v. 8
"-).

To those, again, who are ever mindful of their
constant need of fresh grace, who are 'of a broken
heart and contrite spirit,' Jahweh is near (34

19 ol' !l

),

and creates in them for an actual new creation is

nrnlrd a clean heart and anew, right spirit (51 '").

He teaches them to recognize in God the highest,
yea the only, good (16-), the source of all true

spiritual life and all real light (36"
1

) ;
He awakens

in them an inextinguishable longing for blessed

peace in God and the closest fellowship with Him,
and provides for the full satisfying of this longing.
Sayings like those of W" 42jf - 63- 73-'

3f - 143s , and,
above all, the noble words of 131"-, have found a

perfect echo even in Christian hearts all through
the centuries.

I" I A fruit of such fellowship with God is a life

nf /H-'ii/ci' (supplication, thanksgiving and adora-

tion) of inexhaustible variety and intimacy. Ex-

amples of this it is all the less necessary to quote,
since the whole Psalter is one witness to this fact.

A single remark may, however, be made. How
petty and empty appear all those philosophical
ami theological discussions about prayer as an
attempt to interfere with the unalterable pre-
determination of God, when compared with the

grand simplicity and inward certainty of the pray-
ing psalmists ! Their hearts have no room for such
considerations. No doubt they, too, feel the
manifold mysteries of the course of things in this

world, and are plunged by them into doubt and
unrest. Nor are they strangers to impatience,
nay, at times, even displeasure, on account of the

delay of Divine aid and the seeming silence of
God in presence of violence and injustice. But in

the end the certainty forces its way that the omni-

potence, the wisdom, a.nd the righteousness of
God must triumph over all unreason and unright-
eousness. And the conviction that prayer, the

indispensable nourishment of the soul, is more
precious than aught else (92-*), and that God is

ever near to them that call upon Him (145
181

-), is

placed at last beyond the reach of doubt.

(b) A further fruit of this spiritual life in and
with God shows itself in the disposition which

recognizes all the actions and the whole lot of the

godly to be absolutely dependent upon the wise
and gracious will of God, and which is therefore

prepared in all things to give the glory not to man
but to God alone (llo

1

"-), and to expect all things
from His blessing alone (127

11
')- The Psalm pas-

sages, in which an inflexible confidence in the wise
and loving guidance and protection of the godlj
linds touching and often typical expression (e.g.
3jtr.

gi-t. 234 27 i 91 i,r.
llslif

f.

12H*.), have in all ages
retained their place even in Christian hearts as
forms of prayer which possess inexhaustible living
power.

6. Morality. After what we have had to say
about the attitude of the Psalmists to the cultus,
and about the character of their religion, we could
not but expect that their moral disposition would
show itself in a corresponding form. The testi-

monies to this can hardly be called numerous, if

we leave out of account the endless complaints
against the heathen and against faithless fellow-

countrymen [the latter being for the most part
referred to in the term ~yy-< or 'ungodly']. The
contents of these complaints point of themselves
to the opposite as constituting what is right and
moral. Of more importance, however, are the

passages in which we find positively, as it were,
set up an ideal of the life that is truly moral and

well-pleasing to God. It is noteworthy in this

connexion that in almost all these passages (15
lff'

24M- 34 1M ' 101 ltf-

; in a negative form in 50 l6ff
-) the

strongest emphasis is laid upon those requirements,
inattention to which had furnished the main occa-

sion for the denunciations and complaints of the

prophets: honesty and truthfulness, above all in

judicial cases which might issue in endangering
the rights of the poor and the weak.
A dark shadow is undeniably cast on this attrac-

tive picture by those outbursts of sometimes pas-
sionate longing for revenge that are found in the
so-called 'imprecatory psalms' (41" 58" 109" 1

*', and

esp. 137 6fr-

; cf. also La I-'
11 - 3Mff-

4-"-). The expedient
of declaring that the objects of hatred and revenge-
ful longing in these passages are not persons but
the cause they represent, their hostility to God
and His kingdom, is utterly untenable in view,
for example, of Ps 137""-. We have simply to

acknowledge that there is not to be detected here
the slightest breath of the spirit which inspiies
the words of Mt 5"'-. And, however readily we
may concede that such utterances are partly in-

telligible as the cry of distress of a people long
enslaved and maltreated, and that on that account

they are in a measure excusable, they still continue
to be at the same time instructive witnesses to the
fact that in the OT, side by side with the Moid of

the dispo
may still

7. The doctrine of retribution. The problem ever
raised afresh by experience, namely, how the actions

and the fortunes ot men are related to one another,
had already, as we saw above (p. 689), engaged I he

attention of the later Prophets, anil had led lirst to

the conclusion that no one has to pay.the penalty
of another's guilt, but only his own. But in pro-

portion as the place of the old popular religion,
which had regard almost exclusively to the nation
as a whole, had its place taken by an interest in

the religious individual, the question always be-

came a more burning one, in view of the complete
absence of any hope of a compensatory process in

the world beyond, how the sufferings of the godly
and the prosperity of the wicked were to be recon-

ciled with faith in a Divine, and thus absolutely
righleous, rule of the world. At lirst the Psalmists,

too, abide by the simple postulate, which appears
to be imperatively required by the conception of

God, and which the very iirst psalm states in the

sharp antithesis,
'

Happiness to the righteous, woe
to the wicked !

' The description of the happiness
of the godly (23

lff- 92 1:lff- 112">- 128'"-) is presented in

such beautiful pictures and with such deliniteness

that there appears to be no room left to raise the

problem above referred to. But it was impossible

God, the disposition and the voice of the natural
man may still be remarked.
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p< imanent 1\ i<. ah IK- g i yet i" tin' "Jam
!-i||i|ihril hv experience of KM] III,-. \nd -o \\ e Inn I

three psalms (the 37th, the inih. and the Tiinl ; also

(lie opening part iif tin- H'.ithi,
"

in which the prob
1. I I lir |H.i-|n'i lly III' tlir Ungodly i- subjected
to ail examination \\hicli -linu

ly
tun

II..M ln'ii\ily tliis question pressed iipnn men 8

minds, ami \\hat a struggle .-i> ri<i|iiin-il In ic.-irli

anything l<l-c a satisfying result. l!u( tin- ir-nlt

is tlir same in all the tlnv psalms naiueil. The
snllcriii'js of the righteiiii~ ami i he prosperity of

the \Uekeil are I mil I alike
|
irolKilllieei I In lie iilii''iill

u.dy temporary, and henee to lie merely a ilei-eit lul

appearance. Soon ami suddenly release comes in

(lie niie, shameful ruin tn the nllier: ami all the
n are men In lie \varneil nut tn fret un account
<it the prosperity of the wicked, in.steuil of waiting
i .1 imly fur ( Joil's judgment tu fall.

Is this at tempi at a I hemlii-y lu he ealleil a satis.

fying nne? \\ e can only say that, while there is

something extremely touching ami editying in the

testiinuny ul llie author of I's .'IT that up to his

ulil age lie had ne\er seen the righteous forsaken
or his seed begging hread, Itlltol t Illiately every one
i

- nut in a position to testify to the same experience.
( 111 ( )T soil the sollll ion of I he problem \vas piissil,!,.

only in siieh a way as \\ e in:. I exhihited in t he Hunk
of .luh. Un this \\e shall have to spellU below (p.

730 i. >.

x. M:'~\-i"in''- xpei f'ltinns. If it is the case, as js

MT\ tiei|neiilly asserted, that the whole Lntere i

nt llie later post exilic religion of Israel tlinisnll

the 1 v.o urea I hinges of the l,a\v and the Messianic

hope, this as-eitioii can he justified even in regard
to the last point only to a very limited extent //<,
//. I'. 'I/mi. Now tiial a soher exegesis has swept
.n\ay a great numlierof suppused Messianic (or at
least t

y pieally Messianic! psalms, I here remain only
three (it we leave mil of account the hrief promise
of a victorious descendant of David, lMi>' T(

') in

which the expectation of a ^ti-r^"nit/ Messiah can-
not well he disputed the -Jnd, the 7'Jud, and the
llnth. I's i> might have been called forth by the

\ietoiyof a Mai i aluean prince, which moved the
writer in recognize in him the long promised
.Messiah. Any other interpretation (such, for in-

stanee. as to assume that we have here the hvpcr-
hule of (lattery) would in any case 1,,. s|,at lereif hy
v.

kl
-, which contemplates that the king addressed

is t,, exercise absolutely nnlimitcd sway over the
world. The only question is whether a definite
historical occurrence' was needed to lead to the
utterance of such a prophecy. The simplest view
will always continue to he that the poet is trans-

ported in spirit to the l.n th -pangs of the Messianic

era, aial from this standpoint deserilies the course
of things.- Similarly, in I's 7- it follows from v. 8

I hat we have to do with a purely future prophecy,
a glance into the period when Jahweh has set up a
kin"; under whose powerful and jiist sway peace
and al lallt blessing are t he lot of the people,
above all. of t huse hitherto o] 'pressed , all poor and
i iy IB i v\.' ; -l:

'-|. From v." it would appear
a- n eteinal rule were cont emplated for this kin";

personally ; but, since in v. 17
it is his //,/,, that has

denial continuance and eternal renown promised
to it. we must think here, as elsewhere id. al>o\e,

pp. li'.Hi
. 7 l.'J'i. oi the permaiiem e oi i he ,|\ nasty.

II is not said that this ideal king is descended Horn
David, hut it may he presupposed all the same.

In I's I In we are compelled hy v.'to hold thai

on i E military commander (v.
3
) who has

received m>t only priestly hut also kingly dignity
(ci. v.- 'thy mi^lily sceptre '), and so can he eoni-

'.: itll the plie-t k i n 'J Meli'hl/.'dek of ( ,11 II

All this is intelli^ihle only it I lie -nl.jei i addressed

' Couard,
' Die Behuidlung nndLLoe

'

!

Ti.. ...ii . in den Pnlnn n li I. 73 In 3E : OI, ].. null.

is a .Maccaha'.'in
*

priest pun... That the writer
helieM'd the .Messiah to ha\e made his appearame
in ihe |ierson of this priest-prince can ]> inteired

only Mom v. 1
(the seat of honour heside .lalmeh)

ami at all events from v.
u
(provided that the pi.li

incni of the nations at the dawn of the Messianic
a^e is what is mi-ant): for the rest, it would he

sullieiciit to understand the sovereign power and
the career of victory as extending over only a
-in i Her circle of peoples.

It is noteworthy that in all three psalms we hear

only of the monarchical qualities of this ruh i (in

Ps 72 of monarchical virtues, in I's 2 and IMi of

\v arlike achievements), not of any spiritual activ iiy
on his part ajrain an evidence of how wide was

thc;,'ulf between the picture of the .Jewish Mcssi-ih

and that of the actual Messiah of the New Testa-
ment.

lint at certain times (especially
those when Israel

enjoyed outward prosperity, as happened, for in-

stance, under the rule of the I'tolemies) or in

certain circles the expectation of a personal Mes-
i ah tell quite out of si-;ht. This is shown hy

certain passages in which (so also perhaps in Hah3' J
)

the nation is expressly called 'the anointed' of

Jahweh : Vs 288 84'" (hut hardly X$- w ) ; in 105"
the patriarchs are spoken of as .lahweh's anointed
ones. This usa";e could scarcely have established

itself unless the thought of the 'anointed' in an
individual sense had at least at times almost

entirely faded away.
l!ut the circumstance last alluded to by no means

excludes the possibility that the expectation of a
Messianic time always continued as a living and

powerful force. It is the object of longing (I's 14')

and of confident hope. With the cry of jubilation,
' Jahweh reigneth' (47

3( - 93"- 'J7
lrr-

!l<J"
r
-),t the poet

transports himself to the time wrhen Jahweh has
at last assumed kingly rule on 7ion, and advances
to execute judgment on Israel's foes, and showers

upon Israel a superabundance of spiritual and

temporal blessings.
As in the earlier Prophets, the heathen peoples

play a prominent rdle again in the future expecta-
tions of the Psalmists. Only, it must be admitted
at the outset that this role is almost uniformly
accommodated to the particularistic assumptions
which we have already encountered in the Psalms.

The Messianic judgment is indeed, at the same
time, what it is primarily to the earlier prophets,
a purifying judgment for Israel itself, in which
the ungodly perish (I

5
; even in 7 7ff- and 94 lff- Israel

may he included); but, as a rule, it is meant for
' the peoples of the world

'

(96
13

98"), and, amongst
these, especially of course for the oppressors and
enemies of Israel. The executing of the judgment
is almost always looked for from Jahweh Himself.

(July in 14!)- docs the poet formally revel in the

thought that the godly in Israel are to execute
with their own hand the long predicted judgment
on the heathen and their kings.

Considering the frequency of allusions to Ihe

relation of the heathen to the Messianic kingdom,
one might expect also some words which, in the

spirit of Deuteio-Isaiah, should recognize that the

heathen have a part in the kingdom of God.

But, apart from Ps 22 s8
"", where a conversion of

the heathen to Jahweh is spoken of, no indubit-

able witness to such an expectation can be pro-
duced. For the very frequent calls to the heathen
to praise Jahweh (47

2 GG"r- W- GS3 ' 97- OS4 100'
* All doubt on this point would be dispelled if the acrostic dis-

covered !)} G. Martfoliouth in vv.i-^(u
i in 2;?

,
3 in "'??, V in ~?i',

1 in y;'J ; the whole yielding the name
ii'Clf')

is n real one. In

the year 141 B.C. Simon became, by a impular resolution, bt-redi-

. priest and |n
I on Un- in!, i |.r. l:ii i'.n "t ih.- psalms in question, of. p.

SUule, 'Die IIM - ii'
"

ng ini Psalter' in Z> <

i
.. ..II.
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117' IBS'"- 14S 11
) may quite well be understood in

the sense of readily confessing the superior power
of .Tahweh and the consequent necessity of sub-

mitting themselves to serve Him. The same may
be the meaning also of passages like 86s 8GTI*'

102'- -3
,
and certainly of 683(M - 729tt

-. The gifts

brought to the temple by the kings of the heathen
are simply the tribute ottered by them in testi-

mony of their subjection to the supreme God. In
view of all this, it cannot be denied that here

again we may mark a falling from the level of pro-

phetism down to specifically Jewish particularism.
9. The question of personal immortality. An

ohl controverted question still remains to lie dealt
with : Are there to be found in the Psalter in

spite of what was said above about She'ul pas-

sages in which expression is given to the hope of

individual immortality? We here leave out of

account passages like Ps 31 or 49 16
,
which are put

out of court by a correct exegesis fin Ps 31 all that
is needed to do this is v." 1

]. On the other hand, it

deserves to be seriously considered whether !(!'""

speaks only of preservation from sudden death and
not rather from death altogether, namely, through
living to see the Messianic time (cf., fur thi-

expectation expressed in Is 258
, above, p. 713b

).

And no less may it be considered whether in Ps
17" we are not to think of an awakening in like

manner to enter upon the enjoyment of the Mes-
sianic age (in the sense of Is 2G 1S

). In that case

we should have a parallel to the resurrection hope
expressed in Dn 12- (see above, p. 715").* But
these two passages in the Psalms would thus stand
so isolated, besides being of so doubtful interpre-
tation, that we must be content, after all, to return
on the question at issue a verdict of non liguet.

X. THE SO-CALLED yOKHMAH (WISDOM) LITERA-
TURE (Pro\erbs, Job, Ecclesiastes).

The earliest trace of the ' wise
'

as a separate
professional class is found in Jer IS18

, where they
are placed side by side with the priests and pro-

phets as possessors of '

counsel,' i.e. ability to

select the best course in particular cases. They
also appear frequently as a separate class in Pro-
verbs (1

B 13" 22" etc.; cf. also EC 12"), above all

as teachers of youth (I
4 2 1 3' 4 1 - M

etc.). This is

quite compatible with the fact that they are like-

wise (in part, perhaps, exclusively) to be conceived
as writers. And, since in the period to which the
creations of the Hokhmfth (rc;n) belong it is im-

possible to speak of authorship beyond the limits
of the religion of the Law, the ' wise

'

ought in the
main to be identilied with the ' scribes

'

; only, they
rather represent a particular side of the scribes'

activity, not the fixing of the letter of the Law,
or instruction in its punctual observance (e.g. in

matters of cultns), but the useful application of

the specifically ethical content of the Law and of
* Cf. the literature cited on p. 06S, and add F. Schmidt. Der

Unstwblichkeits- mid Auferstehu7igxjjlO''uije in der Sibel,
Brixeu, 1902. We may take this opportunity of remarking
that we do not consider that proof has been given of the
influence of Parsism ou the rise of the Jewish hope of the
resurrection. Charles (in work cited on p. 725a note) holds
Mazdiean influences possible in Dn 122, hut sees in Is 26'^ a

product of purely Jewish thought. But the distance from
Is 2Gly to Dn 12- is easily bridged. Cf., further, on the ques-
tion of Parsi influences : J. H. Moulton's art. ZOROASTRIAXISM
in vnl. i\-. of the present work ; T. K. Cheyne, 'Possible Zoro-
iKtrian Influences on the Religion of Israel,' Expos. Times,
Aug. 1S01 ; E. Stave, Ucber den Einflu/*s dcs Parsistnus ""'
<!:{.-. .hhh'ntinu, Leip::i^. 1x98 [holds that the future expecta-
tions connected with thi- world emanated from Judaism, while
those connected with tin- unrlil beyond, particularly the (post-
canonical) doctrme of a ijeneral resurrection, are traced to

Parsism]; E. Bbklen, Die Verumndtschaft dcr jwtf/W/,/ /.<,?-

fi<'i/i-ii uiit ili'r par*ixclit'U Eschatolofjie, 1902 [a careful collection
of matter, the author's own intention being, above all, to pro-
vide material for arm ing at a judgment; but his procedure in

adducing Parsi parallels to OT passages is in not a few instances
too artificial].

Scripture generally so far as Scripture exi< ted

as the revelation of the will of God, which tlone

may determine human action. For '

wisdom,'
*

the unsurpassable worth of which is ceaselessly
lauded in Proverbs, and the attainment of which
at any cost is incessantly inculcated, is not the
fruit of philosophic or religious speculation, or

even an esoteric or secret doctrine ; it is (as

already in Jer IS 18
,
see above) ability for the right

conduct of life, or, in one word, the. practical wis-

dom of life. One who possesses wisdom is capable
of lightly judging every situation in which he may
lind himself, and of taking the best way to master
it. Thus what distinguishes the wise from fools

is, as it were, the art of taking a wide view of

things. Now, if we consider that the political
situation of the people under heathen rulers, and
the increasing, and in part wealthy and influ-

ential, Jewish Diaspora in heathen lands, made
ever greater demands for a prudent attitude
towards foreigners, we can understand how it is

that the doctrine of wisdom shows traces here and
there of a certain cosmopolitanism, at all events
the inculcation of prudent judgment of, and atti-

tude towards, the king and heathen rulers. The
tendency of wisdom to run out into the practical

prudence of life is shown, above all, in the multi-

plicity of its principles and aims. It is astonish-

ing to mark what a number of questions relating
to the prudent conduct of life are canvassed in

Proverbs : occupation, profit, business in general,
intercourse with superiors and inferiors and with
different classes of men generally, one's attitude

to rulers, and numberless others. How far the

specifically religious interest gets justice alongside
of the thoroughly predominant practical interest,
is a question to be investigated when we come to

discuss the individual books.
1. Proverbs. () Like the Psalms, Proverbs

ought also for our purposes to be treated as a liter-

ary unity, in spite of the variety, and, it may well

be, the divergence in age, of its component parts, t
Between the Prologue (chs. 1-9) and the collections

of proverbs proper the difference is at most this,

that in the first we find not only numerous con-

nected arguments, but also at least on one point

attempts at religious speculation ; while in the

'Proverbs of Solomon' and the collections which
follow we encounter almost everywhere isolated

proverbs, antithetic in form (so from the very first,

101 ' 17
), in the most motley mixture, and only very

seldom in connected groups. Besides, it has long
been recognized that the number of proverbs which
r,-in lie viewed as real proverbs, current on the lips
of the people, is small. The majority obviously
belong to artificial poetry both in contents and

form.J
*
Cf., for special literature on the Hokhmr,h : T. K. Cheyne,

Jot and Solmnon, or the. Wisdom of the Old Testament, London,
1SS7 [an incisive critical, exegetical, and biblico -

theological
discussion of the Books of Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and
Sirarh] ; H. Zschokke, Der dogmatisch-rtliische Lehrgeha.lt der

ult'at. IIYi/i.Yfs(,i'/i<'r, Wien, 1889; W. T. Davison, 'flic II'.V

dom Literature of the Old Testament, London, ls;)4 ; K.

Benkenstein, Der Bertri/der Clmkhma in d. Hagiographen it.

AT, Nordhausen, 1S95.

t The superscription n.37f Vy'P, which was later prefixed

also to the Prologue (I
1
), indicates that 10 1 -2216 \\-as the basis

of the collection. Whether in 10i- there are present any
relics of a collection of proverbs attributed to Solomon (cf.

the trace of such a collection in 1 K 51-) is a question on
which we cannot even form an opinion ; the present Book of

Proverbs cannot have been put together before the pn-i ,

xiljc

period. Two supplements were added to the original ki-is

noted above (22'~-24~2), which are not attributed to Solomon.
A s,i'..ti(l collection of 'Proverbs of Solomon' is given in

271-2927, with three supplements the words of Agur (ch. 30),

the words of king Lemuel (31'-9), and the acrostic eulngv of

the virtuous woman (31 1IK;1
). It was only as a List slep (and

not before the middle of the 4th cent. B.C.) that the Prologue
can have been prefixed to the whole.

t For special literature on Proverbs, cf. R. Pfeiffer, Die

i-t'li'iiiiii-iitllii'iie Wtltansehauunn dcs Bv.ches der Spru-:'ue in
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(4) Tin- appro'ich In religious speculation, In

which reference \va made ai.me. ha- to do \\ n b i ho

Iiei

onitication of Wisdom in sevei
'

of the

'roioiiue. II. e il i

^question whether we have
iih :i |nir-!y poetical manner ui -p.

.

with :v hypo-iati/.ing nf \Vi-ilimi, that i-. with the

ICUlg "1 .-ill intermediate hi -in- 1 ict Ween ( loi I

iiiul matter. Tlir description- in I
- and !!"'

i an quite xvi'll l.r interpreted as purely |

lical

iHTsonilications. nil tin' more thai ni '.i"'-
'

\l:nl:uii

I'nllv' 1- (-outlasted with \\ i -',.. in, ami in this

second cose it is impossible to speak of hypostatiza-
tiiui. The case, however, is different in 8-*-. //"

Wi-dom, whinii .lalnveh created >>i old oa tin- lir-t

nf Hi- work-, and set up nt everlasting, who was
i !r , \\ lira 1 1,- established tin- heavens, aial 1004

/'if linn ".i ii master-IB . "iaily hi- di

rejoicing ;ila\ - before him, rejoicing in hi- habit

abb- earth' this Wi-dom i-- no loicjer a merely
1 per-onilie.-iiiiin, luit a being which ha-

- rth trom Cod. ami works independently by
Hi- side, ur, iimrc accurately, with Him. \ml

imlccil \vc arc probably nut mi-taken it we
it a hypo-lali/ation ni :!ic creative idea-, the

pa-sing into self-conscious personality of the sys-

tem "I archetypes, in accordance with which is

detei mined the nature ami measure of created

things, -as it were, the fundamental principle of

the iiivine win Id-order, (in tlii- interpretation, a

comparison w itii the ' Ideas of 1'lato involuntarily
If, hut it is a further question whether

in sii|>|
o-e that the influence of the Platonic

philo-ophv wa direct. Such a supposition is not

ab-olulely neceary. On the other hand, it is

hardly to he doubted that a cau-al connexion
c\i-ts" between the hypostatizing <>i Wisdom (Pr

Hid the Logos idea ill the New Te-t Illlieilt.

This, however, is not the place to pursue this

quest ion further.

The interpreiation of Pr S-"
1 '-

given above is con-

sideralily strengthened bv .loli _">'"-. It is true,

the hypostatization of Wisdom here i- still in its

ni.iimi -ntaix -(age, and the passage is therefore

ceii a inly older than Pr &--". Job speaks at length

(28
1 '14- s

"-) of the complete unattainabilityand (v.
18lr

-)

o] t he incomparable worth of Wisdom, until finally

(i
he ",ives the e\] ila iiat ion : Corf understandetn

the way thereof, anil He knoeth the place thereof.

At the settling of the laws of nature (v.
231

-) 'then
did he see it, and declared it : he established it.

nd searched it out.' Obviously, Wisdom is

In-ie -oniething other than the ' master-workman'
ot I'r s; it is rather a secret tali.-man, endowed
\\ ith wondrous powers, and accessible to (4od alone ;

but it is al-o equally obvious that it is closely con-

nectx d with Liod's works of creation, and so here

a'jain is i-'iuhalent to a system of types for the

individual c-reatiircs.

i \ to ill. -mi tlier contents of the Rook of Pro-

M.| 1

is,
I heir dependence on the specifically religious

presuppositions of theira.ee, a- thi'-e were formed
above all by the dm i rine of the |H..|.|IH -. and pre-

ntly by their conception of Cod, i- a facl

which need- no demonstration. There is i

ground for saying that the specifically religion-
lound and atmosphere of Proverbs b.

at times far too much depreciated by modern

writers, in view of its endtemonistic and even

point. It is indeed \in.;.

that a prominence which is often startling i- i:iv en

to consiilerai ions oi the outward success ,,i
;j

1

I ail ions. The reader has not si ldom an

impression a- though offences and even ;^ro-- sin-

.o be avoided, mil because to col licm i

tee of I H.,1. hcapyuilt upon o

.

!. hi' SttU
'

. LiltcratUT unit Ve

and burden one's conscience, but 1 au-e by
ail ions one may all too easily incur di

i
, and loss. (Cf. e.g. Ir" and

i and the warnings against wine, ill' il"
>3-w. anj -MI. .

for more general e\prc-s.on~, 3 1"- 4'"

O-M).*
In spite of this, however, it would bo unjustifi-

able to regard Wisdom, in the form which it

assumes in Proverbs, as only a means of attaining
emhcmoiiistic ends protection from everything
that might disturb the quiet enjoyment of life.

Kor not a few expressions reveal to us a far more
intense religious life. Apart from 3, exhortations
and warnings throughout arc concerned with the

precepts of morality proper, not with duties of the

cultus ; in 2P, indeed, righteousness is declared

better than sacrifice (quite in the spirit of Hos 0",

etc.). The warning against adultery and profligacy
(6-

4lr- 7"r-
) is grounded beforehand in (i-^ by refer-

ence to the command of Cod, as is the case just as

often with exhortations to righteousness, integrity,
and compassion (3-'

7ir- 14-4 and very specially 1431

IT
6 19" 28s

). But we can point further to alto-

gether different evidences of a moral disposition
based upon true piety. The fear of Jahweh, which

according to l
7''^ 9 1U is the beginning of wisdom

(or, more accurately perhaps, the most important
thing in wisdom) though represented, conversely,
in 2aff- as the fruit of wisdom is not identical with
slavish fear of Jahweh's punishment and the loss

it brings, but with the knowledge that what is

needed is the unconditional surrender of body and
soul to Him (IS

10
) who knows the most secret places

of the heart (15" 173
24'-), who rules all things,

even the doings of kings, by His will (IG"-
23 21 1 - 31

),

and on whose blessing everything depends (10--).

The wise man knows that the corruption of sin is

universal (20
9

) ; he understands the healing chas-

tisement of Jahweh, which comes precisely on him
whom He loves (3

1

-), and is aware that nothing but

penitent confession can deliver out of the distress

of sin (28
1;>

). He mistrusts his own understanding
(3

5
2S-'"), and exercises himself at all times in

humility (16" IS 1

-) and contentment (15
IE-168 SO8*),

as the best supports of the fear of (Jod. If we add
to this the estimate of woman and of marriage
which is given in 17' SI 10 ""- (above all, in the noble

saying of v. 3u
), the exhortation to compassion even

towards animals (12'"), the warning against retalia-

tion and vengeance (20-'- 24-"J ), the exhortation to

magnanimity towards a foe, which almost touches
on love to enemies <25'-'"-), and, finally, the refer-

ence to the love that covereth all transgressions

(10
12

), we shall no longer doubt that the ethic of

Proverbs stands in great measure on a far higher
level than the catchword of eudajmonism and utili-

tarianism is willing to admit.

(rf) As to the doctrine of retribution, we find

Proverbs occupying exactly the same standpoint as

the Psalmists (see above, p. 72Gb
), viz. founding

on the postulate that virtue and ungodliness must
receive on earth a precisely equivalent requital

(2-"- 10" II 21 - 31 139- 1 "- 14" 24" etc.). Nowhere is

there a trace to prove that the authors of Proverbs

had felt the least ditliculty in making this postu-
late. But that this very problem had exercised

the devotees of ffohhmdn profoundly and persist-

ently is shown by the book which must undoubtedly
be described as the ripest fruit of this whole move-

ment, as it is in general one of the sublimest

monuments of the religion of Israel, and even of

the pre-Christian literature of the world.

2. The Look of Job. (a) Of the critical questions

To the same cateeory of
' rules for lite,' tinged with a utili-

tarian complexion, belongs the repeated and

ircty for others (G'- 17 19 2U1U &),
^lotli (0""- and frequently).
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that gather round the Book of Job one only need
lie taken into account for our purposes the ques-
tion touching the genuineness of the speeches of
EHhu (chs. 32-37), \vhieh break the connexion be-

tween ch. 31 and cli. 38 in an unintelligible fashion,
and suddenly introduce a speaker who is quite un-
known both to the Prologue and to the Epilogue
of the poem. We shall have to state briefly at the
close our reasons for holding his observations to be
an incontestably later addition. The theory, at

present well-nigh dominant (owing to the commen-
taries of Duhm and Budde), that in the Prologue
and Epilogue we have an older popular writing, in

which the author of the main part has inserted the

speeches of Job, of bis friends, and of Jahweh, is

one to which the present writer is unable to sub-

scribe, believing as he does that the Prologue and

Epilogue were written by the same hand as the
rest (though, of course, as Ezk 14 14 - - demands, in

dependence on an old and familiar tradition).* As
to the date of the book, not only its angelology,
which presents similarities to that of Daniel, but
also linguistic reasons, compel us to bring it down
to the later post-exilic period. That its conception
of (KH! (especially in regard to the creation and

government of the world, ch. 38 If. and elsewhere)
stands on the loftiest height of OT beliefs, needs
no proof, t And as to its ethics, passages like

29 1

-"-, and, above all, 31 lff
-, with their truly evan-

gelical idea of morality, have hardly a parallel in

the OT.
(6) As regards the angelology, the novel element

lies less in the role played by the Satan (I
6ff- 2"r

')

than in some other expressions. The Satan here
is distinguishable from his counterpart in Zechariah

(of. above, p. 709b
) at most by this, that, while not

yet the calumniator of the pious man, he still

excites suspicion against him. He still belongs to

the blue 'Elohtm, who stand around Jahweh as His
servants (I

6 2 1

; in 387
they are named alongside of

the morning-stars, which are to be conceived a*

personified), and he is absolutely bound to the will

of God. But there is plainly in him a strain of

malice, a joy in the fall of the godly. So far we
have here a further development of the idea of the
Satan as found in Zee 3 1

. 1 Ch 21' an instructive

parallel to 2 S 24 1 is the first passage where the
Satan has become a being dualistically hostile to

God. The further expansion of the idea, as pre-

supposed in !NT, belongs to the department of the

Apocrypha (of., especially, Wis 224
).

Peculiar to the Book of Job is the idea of inter-

ceding angels (5
1 33-3 ), as also that of angels of

death (33--). The description of the angels as holy
(15

15
)
is no more here than elsewhere meant to em-

phasize their moral perfection, as is clear from
this very passage, which (like 4 18

) makes the angels
subject to error and sin.

(t
1

) In view of the ever renewed attempt to draw
from 19-5ff' indications of the sudden flaming up of

the hope of resurrection or immortality, emphasis
must never eease to be laid on this fact : the view
set forth in Job in regard to ShS'ul its cheerless

darkness, the complete isolation of its inmates from
the upper world, and the impossibility of return
from it(7

M- 10al - 14luff- -" 1622 21-6 30-;1

) is uniformly
the same throughout the whole poem. With such
an idea, however, the hope of immortality wouh
be in insoluble contradiction. The expectation to

which expression is given in Job 19-'
5ff

-, accordingly,
relates to this life, and this is expressly confirmed

by the clear reference back from 425 to 19'-'
7

.

* Cf. on this point Karl Kautzsch, Das sofjenannte Volksbuch
?'"// lliub utid der Urspntny ran Hiob 1. 2. ltl"^~, Tubingen,
19(10.

t Of the particular mythological allusions (3
s to the Levi-

athan, 9" to the helpers of Rahab, 26'- to Rahab, 20' to the

?h*Enix)
the same view must be taken as of those in the

salms.

(d) The problem to the solution of which this

suljlime poem is devoted is simply, How is the

suffering, nay the sore and hopeless suffering, of a

notoriously good man compatible with the justice
of God?; and, conversely, How is it compatible
with the justice of God that notoriously godless
men enjoy to the end of life an absolutely un-
troubled happiness? These became burning ques-
tions once men had learned to distinguish the
weal and woe of the individual from that of the

nation, and to face the actual facts of the in-

dividual life.

The poet brings the problem before us in tb

Prologue in the guise of historical facts. Job lujs

witness to his exemplary piety from God Himself

(1
s 23). And yet measureless woe has fallen upon

him. Why? The reader is told in the Prologue :-

the torture of Job rests on the permission extended

by Jahweh to the Satan, with the object of proving
that there does exist a piety which no temptation
can cause to waver. The suffering of Job, accord-

ingly, is in no way a manifestation of God's anger,
but rather of His love ; it is a martyrdom for the

honour of God and human fidelity towards God.
The fact that the reader is put in possession of

accurate knowledge on this point from the first,

and therefore can quietly watch the controversy
as from a watchtower, is one of the poet's finest

strokes of art. The other dramatis pci'sumr, how-

ever, know nothing of this solution of the problem,
and are therefore groping in the darkness. They
carry on the controversy only as human judgment
and knowledge best can.

Job, with heroic devotion, offers a steadfast

resistance to the repeated assaults of evil, in spite
of his being sorely tempted by his own wife. But
the mute reproach which he perceives in the silence

of his friends, together with his awful, excruciat-

ing, and hopeless malady, finally breaks down the

courage of his faith. With the monologue in

which he curses the day of his birth (ch. 3), he

opens the threefold cycle of speeches and counter-

speeches, in which the problem, instead of drawing
nearer to solution, becomes ever more complicated.
The standpoint of the friends is that of the old

doctrine of retribution that false inversion of the

fact declared in Ex 205
'-, that the fear of God

brings a blessing, while sin brings ruin. The
friends deny the existence of any problem at all :

all suffering is punishment ;
monstrous suffering is

punishment for monstrous, and very specially for

secret, guilt. The happiness of the ungodly, how-

ever, is never more than apparent, and is destined

to sudden destruction.
Job does not in the least deny (14

4 194
) bis

participation in the universality of human sin as

affirmed by the friends (4
17 lo 14

). But lie repudiates
in the strongest way any such guilt as would even
come near explaining bis fate. On the other hand,
he is never weary of pointing to the facts of actual

life (cf., especially, 21 7lf- and 24 lff
-), the infinite

enigmas created by the hopeless suffering of the

godly, and the untroubled happiness of the wicked.

This does not lead him, it is true, to doubt the

omnipotence of God (9
5ff- 121DIT- 265ff-

26"), but he can

recognize only its incalculable and destructive

fleets. He rejects, with justifiable indignation
(21

laff
-), the expedient, which was plainly in high

favour in his day, of saying that God lays up the

punishment of the godless for their children. For
this theory was in fact nothing but a desperate
device, which overthrew the principle of the

current doctrine of retribution otherwise so

eagerly defended that each receives according to

his deserts.

Still, his doubts regarding the justice of God
(ef., especially, 9~ ff

') are gradually overcome by
hi- 1 letter faith. He begins to distinguish between
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the wi-e and righteous God, who-e ini.-iu'- luc- "ii

indelibly ill Ili- heart, and tin- enigma! 1' -al Go
his trial, and appeal- In tin- til

1

-.! I'M help a-ain-t

tlif -econd i li;-"' !. Nay, lie' ha- the adamantine
assurance I liat i !il llini-i'lf w ill at ihc end arise

tin liini, ami bring liis innocence to tin- lejln

I I! I 'I. liul, CMMI though \vitli all this In- gradu-

ally sib-nee- tliu contradictions m' the nieml-, he

hi ni-el I', in \ iew of till' enigma- lliat n ml unit liini,

attain-, tu ii" mure tlian a |i:iint'iil t i-nunriat i"ii ot

the li"i I llirir -oliitiiiii. The ni"\ui'_: delinea

tion ul his former happillc-s |rli. 'J'.li. nf 111- present
mi-, i \

(i
h 30), ami >; hi- piou- lit'' (ch. :>l '. i loses

:;i
'

with the solemn demand addressed to God,
t.i iilliinl him tin- opportunity of defending hi-

ciin-i' in ii regular judicial trial.

Ami iml I .lahweh ilm-- app. i IS |. Knt

not, a> .lull hail requested ami !t"j"'d, t" entrr ml"
ii controversy with him, anything of the Kind
hail lii'i'ii uttrrly unworthy of Him, lint in order,

by mi -a i is of tin' 1 1 <n 1

1

M >-t ami with w it hering irony,
t" make him feel I lie :ili-oluti> Inoli-lim'-- and
cliildi-hne-- ol

'

\\ hat 1 \pected iiom God. Anil

the whole arrangement of tin- poem tmliids ns to

i Imi I it I hat only in Ihr-r
-|

ihes of .lab well (chs.

!is 111, with their Ihvine irony, ami nowhere el-e

have we to -eek tin- -olntioii "I thr problem in-

ti'inli'il liy tin- I'oi'l hiinsi'lf. In all conceivable

sini|ilirity it run- thus : God, who ha- iniiih' known
lli~ iinfal hoinalih' omnipotence ami ui-dom in the
mull ilonn wonders of creation, ami Ili- goodm >

in Ili- loving care for (In- animal \\orM .'!s""-i,

rules likewise over thr fortunes of men. and here

too all His action ean llo\\ only from wisdom and
lo\e, whether much or little of it be comprehen-
sible liy man.

ll has lieen -aid that thi- i- no solution of the

pri'lilem, hut a compulsory abandonment of it.

lint in hotli his answer- i in
1 '- and (_'

'

I .loh hiiu-

M'lf take- ipiile another \ie\v. lie hiimlile- him-
self I" I In- very du-t ; not, however, in painful
rc-ignal ion, lint in the cheating assurance that
his (Jod lias acknowledged him, and that he must
n-'janl all the elements of hi- lot a- ev idence- of an
all-wi-e and loving will. While, then, the justi-
lic.iti.,11 "I .lull a- a^ain-t the friend- in the Epi-
logue, and the retuiii ol hi- pi"-pcril\, may only
lie meant to -ati-fy so called '

poetic
'

justice, yet
they Mere indi-]MMi-alile for the harmonious solu-

tion of all ilillicullies for the reader, who in the
l'rol"une had been enlightened as to the inner-

mo-t coiinexioii of events.

Ml ilii- of itself -ctiles what we are to tliink of

the Elilm-speeches. They are I he work of a reader
of the original poem, who fell di al i-lied that the

-peeche- of .1 ob, d ni lion- in pan . ami almost bor-

dering on blasphemy, should not have received a
more inn. 'lit relnlation. Thi- lack the author
oi tie- Elihu-speeches seeks to supply, and does so

by explainiii"; the sull'erin^ of .loli a- /ni,'i/n-iitory,

ile-i'jncd for the juir^in^ mil "I the -in- of pride
and -ell - riuliteou-ne-s which clune; to him. In

the n-. 1\ e- many of I hi- an I Inn'- idea- are beaut i-

Inl and -ood. liul as a professed -olution of tin-

prol'lcni they are irreeoneil.-ibl\ oppo.-ed lo the

presuppositions of the original poem.

H. Ecclesia t
''

Preacher), [a] It i- not with-
out he-ilalioll that We enumerate Kcele-ia-le- a-

one ol the creat ion- of the Ihil.luiinli literature : for

il i- only in a very relaihe sen-e thai n can be

Healed ill the -ame series as I'mvorb- and .lob.

The original portions of the book,
1

at all e\enl-.

Til'
' MS ill \ t;r sl:Lt! Illr'l! ~ -t 111''

1'r. i hei
'

fOI '

[fttnpll
T

'' - ',17f inl-'. \vith r\].e
1

.

I..- ^ to the in-
1

i
- :iNo

glO. u On the worth of 1'ict} with v.U'l ^ have lon liftn not! -I

-land on I he cMieme lu-riphery of ( T failh :

of a hope for the future, he it for the nation m i

imlh idual. they exhibit not a trace. The I'leachi-i

hini-elf to be dominated by u daik. almo-l

pe--imi-tic, tone of feeling. The hi-ioi\ "t hi-

naiiou obviously appears to him like an extinct
vole. n, o. lie does not touch upon it even in a

single word; the cheerless conditions of the
j

cut alone occupy his mind, together with tin: pi"-
pect of the cheerless end, identical for all. The
the-is of which he makes a headline 'vaniiy
of \anitie-, all is vanity" recurs again and ii^ain
even in the course of his argument. Everywheie
he sees things in restless revolution, ending in

nothing profitable (I
4 'r

); there is no new thing
under the sun ( !"'). Vain is the pursuit of riehe-

iind pleasure, even when it rests upon industrious
labour (2"

r
-). I5ut vain also is the pursuit of

wisdom (I
13"-

G"'
r T 1

"), for he that increaseth know-
ledge increaseth sorrow (l

le
). Wise men and fools

have ultimately the same destiny (i
141*1

9-'-). Nay,
vain is even the pursuit of piety (4

17
[5'] 7'

5
8'"- ") ;

it does not change the fact that man and beast ai

last go to tliu one place (3""'-), to the joyless .S/

and everlasting oblivion. The attempt by mean-
of mistaken exegesis to foist upon the Preacher a

hope of immortality has completely failed. 1'us-

sages like 3M 9'"- ""',
' there is no work, nor device,

nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in the grave, whither
thou goest,' admit of no doubt as to his real

opinion. Even in 3-' the sense of the doubting
([iiestion

*
is not to ask whether the spirit of man

as immortal returns to God, but-whether a ditler-

ence between the breath of man and of beast exi-' -

so far that the latter, it may be, goes downward to

the earth, but the former upward not in any
sense as self-conscious spirit, but (exactly as in

1'2
7

) as once more re-entering the universal Divine
life -spirit, from which it had once come forth.

The expectation of a future judgment can at most
be found in the closing verse (12'

3
'-),

'

fear God, ami

keep His commandments: for this pertains to all

men. For God shall bring every work into the

judgment which tries every hidden thing, whether
it he good or whether it be evil.' But it is certain
that this epilogue (from v. u onwards) does not

belong to the work of the original author. For
the folly and injustice which manifest tliemsel

everywhere in the course of the world (3
16 4lff

-),

that author knows no consolation other than the

possibility of securing, by means of a rational en-

joyment of life, the relatively best side of what
is in every respect a mournful- earthly existence.

This is the counsel he is never weary of givi,

(2-
4 S'-'-'-u" 8'-'

1 9"r- ll 8
), not in the sense of vulgar

Epicureanism, but still from the standpoint of a
man who has made up his mind about the value
of all other earthly goods and aims.
What preserved him from vulgar godless Epi-

cureanism is the fact that even he had retained
one important relic of the believing treasures of

and explained, sometimes in mechanical fashion (liy supi'"
a dialogue between the doubting Hcholar and the unl

master, or even by the hypothesis that parts of the .Ms (

pot out of order), spmetiniea from the character ot a iniint

l""i 'I hither and tliilli'-r l>y doubt. The present writer. I

ever, is now convinced that C. Siegfried was on the right ; ;

when (in his Commentary on Ecclesiostes, Gottingcn, 1898) he
t in favour of ft number of successive hands, which from

very divergent standpoints sought to supplement, to correct,
or even in many places expressly to refute, the judgments of
Hi' M predecessors. Siegfried's analysis may in part beneeill'

i:il, since he postulates first a pessimist (Qlohel' i

' 'I with Creek philosophy, then an epicurean gli-
U'l'Hix'ing to Sadducean circles (Q2), next a 'wise' man ,

ik'ft-nils ui.dom (l*). and, finally, one of the 'pious' (fittsiii
v. ho ili'fi-niK l hi- ju 'ivine government of the woi 11,

further glossators yet in the inai:

d i

i^ to the correct text (nSyn and rnyri ; the MT
-I on dogmatic grounds, so as to express thi-

of inimorUility).
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his people, viz. the kernel of the OT conception of
God. All his scepticism and all his pessimism had
not impaired his faith in a personal God who is at
the same time the God of the whole world.* He
does not really doubt even the wisdom and justice
of this God :

' He hath made everything beautiful
in its time, yet so that man cannot find out the
work that God hath done from the beginning to
the end' (3"-

1J S 17
). What pains the Preacher is

this, that comforting insight into the enigmas of
the world, for which in view of God's wisdom and
justice there must be a solution, is for ever for-
liiililcn to man.

(b) We can well understand that the reception of
Ecclesiastes into the canon should have awakened
serious doubts, even as late as the 1st cent. A.D.
Nevertheless, we have cause to thank the editors
of the canon for having suppressed these doubts
(perhaps on account of the conciliatory epilogue).
By doing so they have bequeathed to us a price-
less evidence that those of Israel who to this day
believe that God's last word to humanity was
spoken in the revelations and institutions of the
Old Covenant, are in error. Having once perceived
the insufficiency of all works of the Law and re-
nounced belief in the trustworthiness of his own
wisdom, the Preacher could h'nd solace and support
only in faith in redress beyond this life. But of
such a faith, so far as the individual was concerned,
the religion of his people knew nothing, and to be
pointed to the Messianic future of the nation as a
whole evidently appeared to him but a dubious
substitute. In all this he affords a proof that this

religion called for supplement and completion a
completion which came in the fulness of time
through Christ, who is the end of the Law.

LITERATI-RE. The older works on Biblical Theology and on
the History of the Religion of Israel may he all the more readily
passed over, since they are almost without exception based
upon incorrect critical principles a blemish which attaches,
indeed, even to some of the moce recent works cited below.
The view which once held sway, namely, that the beginnings of
the Religion of Israel as well as of its codification are to be
sought in P, gives so completely false a picture of the d. \, ]op-
ment of this religion, that in such works it is at most only the
treatment of neutral points (where the question of gradual
development does not arise) that can have any value. The
f" iihl.i ion of a true knowledge of the subject was laid by E.
Kt-uss in 1833 (in theses for his students) and in 1850 (in his art.
'Judenthum '

in the so-called Hallcsche Encyklopadic of Ersch
and Grubcr) ; and, independently of Reuss, by W. Vatke in
Hi- biblisclie Tlieoi.ugie uriiaensc/iofllich darijestellt, vol. i. 'Die
Riligion des AT nach den canonischen Buchern entwickelt,' i

Munchen, 1901.

TABLE OF CONTENTS OF ABOVE ARTICLE.

Berlin, 1835. In what follows we distinguish the following
branches of literature on our subject

I. WORKS DEALING WITH TIIE HISTORY OF RELIGION IN GENERAL,
IX WHICH THE TREATMENT OK THE RELIUION OP ISRAEL IS INCLUDED.
C. P. Tiele, Vergelljktnde Geschie-'ems van den Gndydienst

[Dutch, 1870(2nd ed. 1S94), French, 1882), and the same author's
Geschiedenis can dm Godeaienst en cle On-lheit, 2 vols. 18% ff

[Germ. tr. by Gehrich, 1896-1003], and Inteiding tut de Gods-
dienstwetenshap, Amsterdam, 1897, 1899, 2 parts [German tr. by
Gehrich, Gotha, 1899, 1901] ; Chantepie de la Saussaye, Lehrbuch
der JieliginnsycscliicMc- (in collaboration with Buckley, Lange,
Fr. Jeremias, Valeton (whose account of the Religion' of Isral
is amongst the best parts of the work), Houtsman, Lchnmnni
Freiburg i. B. 1S97, 2 vols. ; C. von Orelli, Atl'ii'iiu-itif AW/,/i..,ii-

gcschichte, Bonn, 1899.
II. WORKS ON THE HISTORY OF SEMITIC RELIOIOX WHICH T\RB

AccnrxT OF THE OT PARALLELS. See above, p. 012 1

', and add:
Pere Lagrange, Etudes sur les religions senutifjwx, Paris, 1903.

III. WORKS ox BIBLICAL THEOLOGY OR ON TUB HISTORY OF THE
RELIGIOX OF THE OT. A. Kuenen, De Godsdienst van Israel tot
den ondergang van den Joodsdien staat [Dutch Haarlem
1869-1870, 2 vols. ; Eng. tr. by May, London, 1S74, 1875, 3 vols.] ;

H. SchulU, Alttest. T/teotoiiie, Braunschweig, 1809 [5th ed
Gottingen, 1890]; G. F. Oehler, I'hmlmjie des AT, lierausge-
fieben von llenn. Odder, Tubingen, 1S73, 1874, 2 vols. [3rd ed
byTheodor Oehler, Stuttgart, 1S!I1] ; A. Kayser, Die Theolonie
des AT in ihrer geschicMlichen EntwicMung, hcrausrjeijcben
von E. Reuss, Strassburg, 1SSO [the 3rd edition of 1897 was
completely revised by K. Marti and published as Geschichte der
is,-it,'lilixclien Religion (4th edition 1903)]; Ch. Piepenbring,
Thtologie de lancien Testament, Paris, 1880 [intended also
for educated laymen] ; W. L. Alexander, Hi/stem of lliblical

Theology, Edinburgh, 1888, 2 vols.
; Ed. Riehni, Alttest.

The.oloijie, hemusgegeben mm K. 1'alincke, Halle, 1880; K.
Schlottmann, Kompendiinn der bibL Theologie des AT und
XT, heraiisgegeben ron K. Kiihn, Leipzig, 1889 [2nd ed. 1805);
R. Smend, Lehrbuch der alttrst. Jteliaionsgeschichte, Freiburg
and Leipzig, 1893 [2nd ed. 1399] ; A. Dillmann, Ilandlmch der

throughout of the author, by H. Stocks, Gii-^i-n. 1 vri| ; A. Duff,OT Theology, or Bistort/ of Hebrew lleliyiim, London, iv.n, a
vols., and the same author's llixtarii and Ethics of the Hebrews,
London, 1902 ; A. B. Davidson, The ThfoloiiH nf the OT [posthu-
mous work, ed. by S. D. F. Salmond], Edinburgh, 1904 ; K.
Budde, Keliijion of Israel to the Exile, New York, 181)9 [Gernrin
edition under title

' Die Religion des Volkcs Israel bis zur Ver-

bannungy Giessen, 1000). This sketcli of Budde's is designed
for a wider circle of readers, and so is F. Giesebrecht's Die
Grumhiifje der israetitiscfien Religioiisgeschichte, Lcipzi" and
Berlin, 1904.

IV. THE MORE CONSIDERABLE MONOGRAPHS (supplementary of
the literature cited in the footnotes at the commencement of
different sections of the above article). F. Baethgen, Beitnuie
znr semitischen Reliijionsrjeschifhte (i. Der Gott Israels nnd die

E. KATJTZSCH.

Introduction, p. 612a.

I. TRACES or A PRE-MOSAIC RELIGION OF ISRAEL, pp. 613a-G24".
i. COXCEI'TIOX OF THE DEITY, etc., pp. 613-<ils'.

1. Totemism : existence in Israel not proved, p. 013.
2. Animism and Ancestor Worship : the evidence for

the latter insufficient, p. 614 f.

i. Sutnina loei : sacred stones (mazieboth), p. GIG" ;

trees, p. 610"; springs, p. i;n;''.

*. Supposed traces that Polytheism once prevailed in

Israel, p. 616i> ff.

ii. FORMS OF WORSHIP, AND OTHER RITES AXD USAGES,
pp. 018*-624.

1. Sacrifice : gifts to the Deity, p. CIS" ; sacramental
communion between the Deity and the wor-
shipper, p. 61Sb ; importance attached to the
blood, p. eist

; human sacrifice, p. i;ls'> ; tin-

ratifying of a covenant bypassing liriwrm t! [(
.

pieces of a dismembered animal, p. lil! '
; tin-

tlfivin or ban, p. C19>>
;
the altar ami its horns, .

620".

2. The mazzildh and the 'asherah, p. 620.

* This faith is indicated by the very fact that the Divine name
'Jahweh' is consistently replaced by the appellative AV-V.K/J
(as almost everywhere in the 2nd and 3rd books of the Psalter,
very frequently in Chron., and generally in the latest Scrip-
tures) It is true that the influence of awe at the use of the
"acred i:~.i.-e also had to do with this result ; bnj, on the otl

hand, ibis complete equating of
' Jahweh ' and 'Eluhiin affords _

proof that the faith of Israel had now finally decided on the
absolutely unique character o< Jahweh.

3. Ritual practices : walking barefoot in sacred places,
p. 021" ; washing the person and the clothes
before approaching the presence of the Deity,
p. 621".

4. No record of priests in pre-Jahwistio times, p. G21.
5. The sacral body, p. 021-'.

6. Periodical festivals: New Moon, p. C2T> ; Passover,
p. 02H> ; Mazzotk, p. 022" ; sheep-shearing, p. 022''

7. Course of procedure at festivals, p. li-jj' 1

.

S. Circumcision, p. 622b , and Blood-revenge, p. 0'J3 l
.

Summar}', p. 623b.

iii. MORAL COXDITIOXS. p. 023 1
'.

II. FonxniNG OF THE RELIGION OF ISRAEL (JAIIWISM) HY MOSES AT
SIN u, pp. 024 ;t-034b .

L THE PEHSO.V OF MOSKS AS THE FOUXDER of TIIS
JAHWEH RELIGION, pp. 624>>-25".

1. Question of the historicity of the traditions re-

garding the life of Moses, p. 024l> ; his claim to
be the organ of a special revelation, p. OJ4 1

-.

2. Paucity of references to Moses outside the
Hexateuch, and especially to his work as the
founder of a religion, p. lij.'i'.

ii. JAHWEHPKOCLAIMEDBI'MOSESASTIIEGUDOFISKAEL,
pp. 025'-C29t>.

1. Moses' view of Jahweh only henothcistic, not
monotheistic, p. 025a .

2. Derivation of the name 'Jahweh,' p. r.^.V'.

3. Source of Moses' knowledge of Jahweh: ths
Kenite hypothesis, p. 620 1

'.

4. Human form attributed to Jahweh, p. G27ta.

5. Ths St'hwhtan, p. 628a.

C. The sacred Ark, p. 023.
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iii. Tin: i-'-<i:.\rni. rnt\ ' univ.s.w AS nin 1:1

I. a, i i" :-!'.

I MI-US, ol Hi,- i. tn, theocnu i-,'p. I

:!. Thi-'"/>'/iiitSn,.,i ]'
<

p.631*;i tin :il henol ii Iu i'ii
I

'

i-

iv. Tin: .w i '// ",' ./ i // " \XCES I&

rin: inn: Of .I/"" S, pp :

"
i

1

1. liillii'iillv i >f hoMini; Hi. it in i
ih-slh

I , I II III ',! 1>\ M' '

I

'

2. Til'' P.is-,.\ IT till' "llh i'>'l,-l,.,ls !> N| l\ :il,
]

i

: i 'ii-tiiiu tin- ruling f:i,-|..r in social lifr, p. 683
I. [8 thl I

'' ,1- '-',M, in Ml V [.trill M"-:r 11 .

111. TllK KM. i<. i..-. .., ISIMM. IN r\s\\s IN IIIK i UK Tuol'llKili

ruin..!., pp. 634

i. 'I'm - ..... |i M> .

ii. i pp. I'.:;:.' I'.u 1
'.

1. U''ntli' '-m. N"[ M"iiotli' -IMII, still tin- stand-

point, p.
i

1

. ."

2. Jaliu' h t!ir li.nt "f Israrl, ;inil Isra. 1 tl,.- pi ..pi.

,,. .1 ,:: A. ll, |,
I'..;.,''

(n) J.ihW'-h a. Hi'' uar liod. ]'
'

(l>) Tin- A.,, 1,1, win. i I in honour ,,f ,lah\M-h.

|i.
i'

(f) Tin 1 niilin- Jnliir, It //'"' ,.//'. '.Iahv. I
'

H"-1~, \ :MI',II-I\ i \plalln il oil Ol,o~l*
of Mi' MS' p.

'' "',11 heavi nlj

hosts, ;..'. angi'N. p. n-i'. 1 '

: I; ) II"'

. milk II..SK ..i 1 -i i. I. ' n -li'ins in

iii^ I,, b view repelled, p. rai.M. Jttlm-.'ti

/..'.a'::!!, i- -.pl-l-iall.V till' War-lio'l I'

presented I', bbi "nil Ark, p. <i:t7" ;

I
i l.,|. r U8i "I UN nil. In i -pr.'ss Hi,'

s'lpr.iniundant- pourr ami ^'lory of

Jahwell, |,
I" '

8. Distill, 'lion hrl\M'''!i II,,' r.'al bi'illg of Jahweh
.111,1 lli> ,,,:,i,ili -ul i,.i'. p. l.'iT

1

'.

(a) Tin in. i I ni .lahwch,
1

p. 638.
IM ,, 'I;,, -I-

'

p. 6 '

di ,, 'florv ,'p. 6S b
.

(i() ., 'inline' ,, ,, ,' IL 0-iUli.

. Iin:,:,-,s of JalHVfll, )>.
i

1

, 1 1
1

',

(ii i Tlir /" ', |>. )141 l(
.

i i ,, ',.;<"..'. p. i.ii 1
'.

,
'

, til ./'/" . p. G42h .

( i| .1, i, .I,,,inn's (.-.ilili'ii linll., |i. i:i::'.

6. Anu'i'N iui'l li:ilf ni\ tlni!',^i,':il ' '_'i.r,-s. p. 043*.

(,i) ;;
, j.Hil-Hkii, p. 043" I-

('0 s, r:i],liiin, p. (US' 1
.

,,'l I 'lllTllllilll, p. I'l I '.

iii. si v,7,T;;.vi/ i:f-ii:i:\ ./ I//H / n i v/. rurrt v.i.t.vm

;;.i.i/ DEFJ i/". 1 ;;iu THKOuaiiJiun'EirsBKiXH
i i\ \i.i r i."i'\i.i/i-:n ;\ r i \ i i

. i/vfli uilfnn m UK
I /i ;:.' "/' .i.v i, "/i "f ///.' l r/ V, p;,. 044l>-C48'.

1. ( "irriiiu>Iaii''i's \\ Itii'h I'-lnli il I,, in\ ,,!M' Isniel ill

tin- I'ult ,.| Hi,- <\in:i:inilr I'.iiiu. p. r,l>.

2. (JnhlBtoricol character of the rcl'^pous i-'inditions

Bkl ! n, .1 l,\ I h.' 1 I-'|||,TI,II I'' I, ,!:irlor of the

Bool "I Km'.,'-, p. 'il..
1

'.

8. C.ni-'^ \\lii, 'h Inl tin;ill\ to tin 1

superseding of

reliffioua --\ in f li-m l,\ thr exclusive worship
of .l,ihui'h, p. r,!",'

1

.

> t Localizing of Jahweh in t'annan, p. G40 .

(If) C iption "i .l:ili\v,'h us enthroned in

hi'iiM n. p i.|,
''

4. Intr.iiliirtion uf il nil nf the Tvrian liunl IM

.1. /, I,, 1 ui'l At kili.th, p. r,)7' L
.

iv. '/',' VUlNRJAIIWISSt: 1'ltir.aTS, I'llu-

IIIKTH. .V.I///.7/JS I' I.H, 'JUDl/EX'

IXOS, ]'!
i. 1,1- 'J'l '.

1. Frust . pp. 048" 851
!l

1. N:uti\ iru,.' "t ii priesthood in the ]iro

Prophi n
i

I, r '

L'. l.h ,ui<l his descenil. nils. Mi.;inin^ of 1 S 2^" ,

|,
r. isl>.

:i. Spit H n. il iind ri'li^ioils si jtiili,':ui'-e Of the

pt i. 'i h<,,,,l i In m, -^ tins pfii, ,il, p. i '. l;i-
L

.

2. Priphi ts, pp.
1. Keli. i" fahwism of semi-magical practices,

p. 050''.

2. Tin- -si'.rX.INT or nih): M,,-,s, piiUiam, lie

li.ir.ih, Siiniin 1. Qad, r '

a. Tin- 'pi,,ph''i IN'; i. Hi. ,,..,,, of cnrl.v

tinii's ipiih- .h''. i
. ni from the Inter Jahweh

pri,pln-ls, p. l">.
;
>2''fT.

4. F,,n i HUM, -is "t Ilii' 'pr-'plirls' proper : Gn<l,
.N.ii h:ui, Ahijuh of Sliiloh, Jehu l)L'll.H;ili:ini.

p '

6. I'l.. |'l''
t: 111 strotl'4l\ .lr\r["pr'l ill III.' '>',!'

tlii-ni kitll,'il,'in in the IHh rrnlni\ '

Klijuh, p. (l.M'i; (I;) Klisha, p. W.'.'. |.

Mirniuh lirti-lnilah, p. G5tt'.

0, T:,, ,,.',.',, ussociuted with Elijah and
Kli-lKi, p. 656b.

S. 91 zlrites, pp. r,.,7' ii.-,B.

1. Origin, il s, use of the word "ri,', p 6

1. Thri-i- r.'siri. 'lions in, ,l,.l willi the Na/.ir

:il,'. p
.

3. Tin' Vi/n .'i. '.i Bamson, p. iwiT* 1
.

4. The Nu/irale in Am L" " . p. lljb".

6. The Nazirate in Nil t., p. is.s'..

4. Kicliabltes. p. i.'.'i.

1. Tvatiniony of 2 K inisr, p. 059..

., Jcr 35, p. Uif>.

J. Keli<.'i<ius -i :i,ni. .n,. ,. of the Itci-habite mode
of life, p. U.VJ'.

Judges' and klngp, p. OSflbf.

1. The spirit of Juhweh in the '

judges,' p. flflf)
1
'.

'.'. ,, ,. imparted to klngit by
atiuiHting, p. C50b .

3. Favourable estimate of the monarchy in the
earlv sources, p. (JOO1

'.

8.

v. rtv.rr.s- .i.v MAXXKtts.pp. (

1. The '

hiith Jilaccs
'

(Miif'M), p. (Mil*.

2. Saeriflee the central feature of the cultns, f. (Vll.

8. l . 1
1 '..il -

: (o) the Sabbath, p. 0i' ; (6) the New
Moon, p. 002* ; (c) the three regular aninul
festivals Unleavened Bread, Weeks, Harvest,

p. (KiS*. Joyous character of the ancient fes-

tivals, p. 884''.

4. Consulting the oracle : I' rim and Thummim, p.
U2!>.

5. Custom closely connected with religion, as the

ruling force in morals, p. GIW1
.

0. The stories of the patriarchs the truest reflexion

of the manners and morals of this period, p.

698b.

T. Examination of the alleged indifference of the

early sources to moral aberrations on the part of

the chosen people, p. (ki4 !l
.

8. Elevated morality of the Ucok of the Covenant,
p. C04 1

'. Comparison with Code of Hammurabi,
p. 085".

vi. ASTHKOPOLOOY AXD THEORY OF THE USIVEIISS
(U'KLIAXSCIlM'i'Xt:), pp. (MSM)?!".

L Man's personality, p. 005"*.

(a) The seat of life : breath, blood, p. G05.

(6) Origin of life traced to God, p. (Mi.
r
>
b

.

(c) Distinction between human and animal life,

p. WiO".

(d) 'Tradin'ianism,' not '

Creationism,' doctrine
of OT, p. 686 '.

(f) The flesh not regarded as the seat of sin,

p. <XKJ'>.

(ft Xriilietli and nioA, p. GCO1
'.

2. Man's destiny, p. (XT'.

(n) Stor.v of Paradise and of the Fall, p. CC7b.

(/) Conception of Sltt''<~il, p. 6Gb11
.

8. Origin of the world, p. li(3Sl
b

.

(") The Jahwistic story of Creation, p.
66flb .

(b) The (|ueslion of how far the influence of

Babylonian myths is traceable in the OT :

(tt) story of the Deluge undoubtedly based
on a Babylonian archetype, p. 670* ; (p)

supposed OT allusions to Marduk's con-

flict with Tiamat, p. 670 ; (/) atlempts to

assign a mythological sense to the vessels

of Solomon's temple, p. 671*.

IV. TllK PKIUOT) OP TUK WlilTINU PllOl'llETS, DOWN TO TllK KxtLK,

1 p. 671"-701b.

i. 'I HE SOL'ltCES, p. O"! 11 ff. ; () exclusively rrli'iiutix aims
of the Prophetical literature, \.. 071 b ; \\j) lack of

the idea of 'literary property,' p. 671>>.

ii. XAXK AMI cirAitACTKHiSrics OF THE \\~RiTixa Fuo-
rx, pp. B72-675''.

' ' '

1.
'

Prophets
' and '

seers,' p. 872".

2. The prophetic
'

call,' p. G72b.

3. Prophetic ecstasy, p. 673'.

Iii.

4. Kvin.i: ,n ffhi
'

cataleptic theory,
1

p. 67S1

:.. The '

vision,' p. 673b.

(S. GL-neral and special inspiration, p. 673b.

7. The subjects of prophetic announcement, p. 674b.

5. The prophetic ministry discharged without fee, p.

674>>.

0. Oracles against foreign peoples, p. G75a .

10. Conditional character of prophecy, p. U75.

TUK FORMS OF DIVIXE REVELATION TO THE PRO-
J'HETS, pp. 675*-078b .

-

1. The '

word,' p. 675b .

2. The '

vision,' p. 675 1*. Sometimes only a literary

device, p. 676".

(n) The vision of Isaiah, p. 670'.

(6) Visions of Amos and Jeremiah, p. 670^.

(c) ,, Kzekiel, p. 67(1*.

(d) ,, ,, Zechariah, p. 076b .

TllK l''"H)tS Of TllK I'tWrilLTlC HESSAKE, pp. f7(lb-

U7Sb .

1. The 'word': difference between actual address
and form finally committed to writing, 11. ti70b.

2. Devices of style Adopted for purpose of heighten-
ing the effect of the address, p. 677*.

3. Symbolical actions : (n) in Isaiah, p. 77b ; (h) in

Jeremiah, p. 077b ; (c) in Ezckiel, p. 07*' ; (c/) in

Zechariah, p. 678 1
'.

TllK CnXTKXTS uf TllK PltOMtBTlCMSSSAOE, pp. 678>-

un-i'.

1. The conception of God, p. 078b.

(n) The Person of God. p. II7IW.

((/) Angels no longer mediate between God and
mail. p. U7l)b .

(f) Polemic against images of Jahweh, p. 079b.
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((/) The aolity of Jahweh, p. 680*.

(e) Attributes of Jahweh : () holiness, p. 631 ;

($) omnipotence, p. 683b ; (-/ 5) onmipn-;-
ence and omniscience, p. 6S4* ; (0 love,
goodness, mercy, p. 684"-.

2. Relation of Jahweh to Israel, p. 684h.

(a) The OT conception of the Fatherhood of God,
p. 684b.

(/>) The election of Israel, p. 684^.

(c) The Divine jealousy, p. 685- 1
-.

(d) Jahweh 's guidance and protection of Israel,

p. 685*.

(e) Jahweh 's demands upon Israel : () the Pro-

phetic view of sacrifice and other external

services, p. 685^ ; (,3) specifically ethical
character of the duties enjoined, p. GS7*ff.;
trust in God and love to man, p. 6S7b ; the
Deuteronomic legislation characterized, p.
687b f. ; (-,) the Prophetic view of the capa-
bilities of human nature, the forgiveness of

sin, and retribution, p. CSSb f.

S. Relation of the people to Jahweh, p. 6S9b . Israel's

failure to realize the Divine ideal, p. GS9h .

(a) Idolatry, and false worship of Jahweh, p.
69IX

(&) Mistaken notions about the character of

Jahweh, p. 690b .

(e) Low state of morals, p. 690h .

4. Attitude of the Prophets to the corrupt moral
condition of the people, p. 691*. Were the

pre-exilic prophets messengers of woe only?,
p. 691".

() The position of Amos, p. 691^. The '

Day of
the LORD,' p. 691b .

(&) Hosea, p. 692*.

() Isaiah, p. 692b.

(rf) Micah. p. 693b .

(e) ,, Jeremiah, p. G93*>.

5. The so-railed ' Messianic prophecy,* p. G94h.

(a) Meaning of the term, p. 694". Questions of

authenticity and literary criticism, p. 695".

(&) Messianic prophecies in the narrower sense :

() Is 7i-, p. 695* ; (3) Is 91-6 ami ni-9, p .

695b ; (;) Mic olff
-, p. 69G* ; (ii) Jer 2&-,

p. 696*.

(c) Messianic prophecies in Ihe wider sense : ()
Is 73, p. 69Gb ; () Hos 2-0- 23f., p. fl%h

;

(r) Zeph 3H-13, p . 697; (5) Jer 121-W-, p.
697* ; (e) Jer 3l3i-w, p. 697*.

Vi. THE EXTERNAL COURSE OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE
RELIGION OF ISRAEL DURIXH THE PERIOD OF PRE-
EXILIC PROPHECY, pp. 697b-70ib.

1. Features common to the Northern and Southern
kingdoms, p. 697b .

2. Points of difference, p. 698*.

3. Circumstances that heightened the religious pres-
tige of Judah, p. 69Sb .

4. Influence of Isaiah and his disciples, p. 69Sb .

5. The time of Manasseh. Lacuna in the Prophetical
succession, p. 699b .

6. Zephaniah's account of the religious and moral
conditions of his time, p. 70(K

7. Jeremiah's work, p. 700b . Hilkiah's discovery of

Deuteronomy, and its results, p. 700b f . Bitter

experiences of Jeremiah, p. 701*.

V. EZF.KIEL, pp. 701>>-705b .

1. Ezekiel s relation to the Priests' Code, p. 7G1.
2. Conception of God, p. 701.
3. Israel's relation to Jahweh, p. 702*. Responsibility of

the individual, p.
702a .

4. Ezekiel's denunciations of Israel's
'

idolatry,' includ-
inu (a) improper worship of Jahweh, p. 702- ;

(b) alliances with the heathen, p. 702b .

5. Jmlah's guilt more heinous than Israel's, p. 702'*.

6. Special charges against Jerusalem, p. 702 l
>. The ap-

proaching judgment, p. 702b .

7. A remnant to be saved, p. 703*.

8. The Messianic element in Ezekiel, p. 703K
9. Threatening^ against foreign nations, p. 703h .

10. The onslaught of Gog, and his destruction p 704.
11. Ezk 40-48, pp. 704a-705b.

(a) One underlying idea the conserving of the holi-
ness of God, p. 704a .

(&) The regulations about the temple and the citv

p. 704*>.

(c) Partition of the land, p. 704b.

00 The temple spring, p. 704b.

(f) The festivals, p. 704b .

(/) Pre-eminence accorded to the Zadokite priests,
p. 705*.

(f/) Special function of the priests to teach the dis-
tinction between holy and profane, clean and
unclean, p. 705a.

(A) The WM or '

prince,' p. 705*.

(/) Ezekiel's intentions as to the fulfilment of his

programme, p. 705h .

VI. THE SO-CALLED DKUTERO-ISAIAII, pp. 705b-7USb .

1. The critical question, p. 705 b .

2. Loii\ \iewpoint of Deutero-Isaiah, p. 70tj.
3. Conception of God, p. 70G*.

3. at Sinai, p. 716*>.

4. The Ceremonial Law, pp. 7lGb-722b.

(a) Holy places, p. 717a : (a) The Tent of Mee
ing, p. 717 ; <) Priestly and Levitic

4. Power of the prophetic
'

word,' p. 7C61*.

5. God's purpose with Israel, p. 70Gb .

6. Cyrus the Divine instrument of Israel's deliverance,
p. 707a . The future of Israel, p. 707*. U iJ lft1

-,

49-^-, p. 707*.

7. The Servant of Jahweh, p. 707*.

VII. REMAINING EXILIC PROPHECIES, POST-EXILIC PROPHECY, AND
THE BEGINNINGS OF APOCALYPTIC, pp. 70Sb-715*.

i. THE SOURCES, p. 708h .

ii. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, p. Too*.

iii. CONCEPTION OF GOD. AXD ETHICS, p. 709b.

iv. THE CULTVS, p. 710*.

v. ESCHATOLOGY, pp. 710b-715*.
1. Men's thoughts turned to the future through the

hardships of the present, p. 710b .

2. The '

Day of the LORD,' p. 71ob .

3. Destruction of Israel's enemies, and restoration of

Israel, p. 711*.

4. Prophecies in which particularism is more or less

overcome, p. 711 b.

6. Special blessings reserved for the new Jerusalem,
p. 712*.

0. Traces of
'

legal
'

religion, p. 712b.

7. Messianic expectations, p. 713*.

8. Approaches to apocalyptic, p. 713h .

9. Apocalyptic proper. The Booh of Daniel, p.

714*.
VIII. THE PRIESTS' CODE(P), pp. 715*-723b.

i. THE SOURCES, p. 715*.
ii. CONCEPTION OF Gon, p. 7i5b .

1. The Creation narrative, p. 715**.

2. Avoidance of anthropomorphisms, p. VIS 1
*.

3. The Divine image and its results, p. 715' 1
,

iii. THE REGULATIONS OF THE THEOCRACY, pp. 71C*-
722 b .

1. The b&tfth with Noah, p. 71G*.

2. ,, Abraham, p. 716.
3. at Sinai, p. 716*>.

7lGb-722b.

Meet-
vitical

cities, p. 717b ; (y) the Sabbatical year
and the year of jubile, p. 7l7 b .

(/.) Holy times (festivals), p. 718".

(c) Holy persons : (*) Israel the special posses-
sion of Jahweh, p. 718b ; (3) the organiza-
tion of the priesthood, p. 719* ; (^) the

Levites, p. 719b ; () the Nazirites, p. 720.

(d) Holy property : (a) meaning and efficacy of

sacrifice, p. 720*; the si'tiiikhdh, p. 720 V)
.

The question of a satitifactin n'caria, p.

720b . The presenting of the blood, p.

721. (/3) The various kinds of sacrifice :

(i.) the sin-offering and the guilt-offering,

p_. 721*; (ii.) the burnt-offering, p. 721 b ;

(iii.) the meal-offerings, p. 722*.

5. The ethical system of 1', p. 722b .

IX. THE RKLioions LYRIC AND ELEGIAC POETRY (Books of Psalms
and Lamentations), pp. 723b-728*.

1. Conception of God, p. 724a .

(a) Generally exalted notion of the Divine being, p,

724*.

(6) One apparent limitation, p. 724"-.

(c) The lenf 'fldh\m, p. 724*.

(rf) The Divine attributes, p. 724b .

2. Anthropology outside the sphere of Jahwism proper
p. 725.

'

3. Nature and history of the Theocracy, p. 725*

4. The theocratic institutions, p. 725 b .

5. The character of the religion of the Psalms, p. 725b.

(n) A life of prayer, p. 72O.

(fc) Dependence~on, and trust in, God, p. 726.
6. Morality, p. 726b. The 'imprecatory psalms,' p. 726b.

7. The doctrine of retribution, p. 726b .

8. Messianic expectations, p. 727*.

9. The question of persona! immortality, p. 728*.

X. THE .SO-CALLED HOKHMAH (WISDOM) LITKRATURE (Proverbs,
Job, Ecciesiastes), pp. 72S*-732.

Introduction : the ' wise
'

as a class, p. 728ft
.

1. Proverbs, pp. 72Sb-729b .

(a) Literary questions, ]>. 72Sb.

(b) lieliginus speculation : personification of Wisdom,
p. 729.

(c) Standpoint of the book utilitarian and yet re-

ligious, p. 729*.

(i/) Tlie doctrine of retribution, p. 729b .

2. Job, pp. 729b-731*.

(a) Critical questions : the Elihu - speeches not

genuine, p. 729b f.

(6) Angelology : the betie 'Elvh'nn and the Satan,

p. 730*.

(c) The meaning of Job 192-"'^, p. 730a.

(<f) The theodicy of the book, p. 730b .

3. Eoclesiastes, pp. 731*-732*.

(rt) Standpoint of the Preacher, p. 731*. Composite
character of the book, p. 731* note.

(6) Ecciesiastes a final demonstration of the insuffi-

ciency of the Law and the need of Christ,

p. 73*>.

Literature, p. 732.
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BATTEX, Rev. L. W., M.A., Ph.D., Rector of St,

Marks church. New York; formerly Profcs-or

of Hebrew in the Protestant Episcopal Divinity
School, Philadelphia.

Ezra, Ezra-Nehcmiali (Books of), Nehemiah.

BAUDISSIN, Graf WILHELM vox, Ph.D.. Professor

of Theology in the University of Berlin.

Priests and Levites.

BEIIB, Rev. LLEWELLYN J. M., M.A., Principal of

St. David's College, Lainpeter ; formerly Fellow

and Tutor of Brasenose College, (Kford.

Continental Versions [Ext. J. John the Baptist,
Luke (Evangelist, and Gospel ofi. Versions

(general Article), Versions (Georgian, Gothic,

Slavonic).

BEECHER, Rev. WILLIS JUDSON, D.D., Professor

of Hebrew Language and Literature in Auburn
Theological Seminary, New York.

Dagon, Drunkenness, Emerods, Giant,

Nephilim, Philistines, Rcphaim ; and some
shorter articles.

BEET, Rev. JOSEPH AOAR, D.D., Professor of

Systematic Theology in the Richmond Theo-

logical College*
Christology.

BENECKE, P. V. M., M.A., Eellow and Tutor of

Magdalen College, Oxford.

Claudius, Claudius Lysias, Magi, Star.

BENNETT, Rev. WILLIAM HENRY, M.A., Litt.D.,

D.I)., Professor of Old Testament Exegesis in

Hackney and New Colleges, London; sometime
Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.
Adam, Beriah, Cruelty, Debt, Family, Gad
(person and tribe), Heir, Hunting, Irrigation,
Jashar (Book of), Mercy, Moab (Moal.ilcsi,

Molech (Moloeln, Moreh, Moses, Nelio (towns!,

Palace, Poverty, Prison. Queen of Heaven,
Rechab iKecliabites), Reuben, Shulh. lab,

Trade and Commerce, Tribe, Usury. Wages
[Ext.], Wealth, Widow, Xabud.

i:i. I:\ARD, Rev. EDWARD RUSSELL, M.A., Chan
cellor and Canon of Salisbury Cathedral; for-

merly Eellow of Magdalen College, Oxford.

Citi/ciisliip, Conversation, Prayer, Resur-
rect ion. Sin.

Ill i;\ \RH, Very Rev. JOHN HENRY, D.D., Dean
of St. Patrick's, Fellow of Trinity College, and

\nlibisliop Kind's Lecturer in Divinity in the
1'niversit \ of Dublin.

Apollos, Fall. Heredity, Jael, Miracle, Nalin.-.l.

Nature, Nici'dcnms, Philemon (person, ami

Lpisi.lo to), Sign, Thomas.

. NUM.I.. M.A., Editor of the Jewish
"

irterly Reviem, and K.-ad.-r in Talmudic in

tin- I nn ci-ily ..I" I 'aiiihrid-c.

N.-\\ MI.IHI, Tim.-, Trumpet.

\|,\Ms,.\, K.-v. A., M.A., B.D., Dundee.
Reconciliation.

AnEM-.Y, Kcv. WALTEI: I".. M \.. H.D., Professor

of Theology iind l'rinci]ial of the Lancashire
(

lollege, Maiicln'ster.

\u-jii~tu-. Clessedness, Blessing. C;rsar,
Ca'-ar's Household, ( '.'ill 111 ion. Contentment,
Hecision, Governor, Man, Mail ha, Mediator

I M, -.hall, .11 i. < 111, lice, Preaching, Publican,
Self surrender, Teacher (Teaching), Tciuper-
ance, Woman, Worship (iii NT) ;

besides some
slu.I Icr III I I. ].-..

A<;LEX, Ven. A. S., M.A., D.D., Archdeacon of

St. Andrews.
lii-tli boron. Compassion (Pity), Friend. Hand,
Lord. Kahal. itlie harlot), Shiloh (Cn 4!)'

11

);

and a few shorter articles.

Al.l.KN, K.-v. \Vn.i.(irciii!V ('.. M.A., Chaplain,
Fellow, and Lecturer in Theology and Hebrew,
l-'.M-t.'r ( 'olle^e, ( Ixl'ord.

Asli.-rah. (lei-limi, Hi'_;li I'hu-e. Koliath,
Merari ;

lie.-iil--s MHIIC sln.ri.-r arlirles.

. \V.. I'll. I)., I'n.fcssor of liil.lical Studies
in tin- l.andr- Rabbinerschule, Budapest.
San I ied tin, Synagogue.

P.M-dV I!IA. Hi s, i \\IIN \Vis\i:i:, M.A., T>.T>.,

l'rot'cor of New Ti ^laiiii'iit ( 'ri! ici^m and In-

Icrprelation in Yale I 'niv.-rMty, N'e Haven.
( ;cncali>"\ .it .le-n> i 'hri-l.

liAXKs. Kcv. .liiiiv S., I). I).. l'r..fc-..r of Sy>tcm
atic 'rilcoliiuy ill tin- lleadinLjlcy College, I. ceils.

C..n\eisioii, llaldeninu, Ilopp. .lealousy, .loy,

.lusticc, Liberty, Meekness, Perfection.

P,AI.-\I:S, Kcv. \V. F.MF.HY. M.A., D. I)., Fellow and

Chaplain "I Pei.-rlroiise. and Iliilscan I'r, , !'<->, ,r

of Divinity, ( 'anil.ri, !;_<.

Armour. Army, Uaiuier. Camp, 1-racl i History
ofl, .IU.IL'CS (Period ofi, l.c;ji,.n. Shield, Slin^,

Spear, Sword, Tower, \\ ar ; and a lew shorter
article .

I5.MtTI.KT, .!AMI:S \'i RNON, M. \., I'D, Professor
ofClilll.il History ill Mallslield College, IIMord.

hidacln- [Ext.], KpUtle, Helps, Matthew
i \-'.\ aiiL-eli -I . and (ln-pcl of), Ke^cllcrat ion

Saint , Sanctilication.
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BETHUNE-BAKER, Rev. J. F., M.A., Fellow and
Dean of Pembroke College, Cambridge.

Forgiveness, Hatred.

BLISS, FREI>EEICK J., B.A., Ph.D., formerly
Director of tlie Palestine Exploration Fund in

Jerusalem.

Gilgal, Jericho, Lachish, Lebanon, Pottery.

BLOMFIELD, Rear-Admiral, R.M., C.M.G., Con-
troller-General of Ports and Lighthouses.
Ships and Boats [Ext.].

BOVD, Rev. ROBERT MASSON, M.A., Glenbervie,
Kincardineshire.

Achan, Aclisah, Adoni-zedek, Amasa, Arpacli-
shad, Arphaxad, Baasha, Basemath ; and a
few shorter articles, chiefly on Proper Names.

BROWN, Rev. FRANCIS, M. A., D.D.,D.Litt., LL.D.,
Professor of Hebrew and Cognate Languages in

Union Theological Seminary, New York.
Chronicles (I. and II.).

BROWN, Rev. W. ADAMS, M.A., Ph.D., Professor
of Systematic Theology in Union Theological
Seminary, New York.

Cross, Excommunication, Millennium, Obedi-
ence (Obey), Parousia, Peace, Ransom, Re-
deemer (Redemption), Salvation (Saviour).

BRUCE, the late Rev. ALEXANDER BALMAIN, M.A.,
D.D., Professor of Apologetics and New Testa-
ment Exegesis in the Free Church College,

Glasgow.
Hebrews (Epistle to).

BUDDE, KARL, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Theo-

logy in the University of Marburg.
Poetry, Samson.

BUHL, FRANTS, Ph.D., Professor of Semitic Lan-

guages in the University of Copenhagen.
New Testament Times [Ext.], Roads and
Travel (in OT) [Ext.].

BURKITT, F. CRAWFORD, M.A., Trinity College,

Cambridge.
Arabic Versions, Moses (Assumption of).

BURNEY, Rev. CHARLES Fox, M.A., Lecturer in

Hebrew, and Fellow of St. John Baptist's Col-

lege, Oxford.

Arcturus, Eliakim, Hazael, Hilkiah, Kings
(I. and II.) ; and a number of shorter articles,

chiefly on Proper Names.

BURROWS, Rev. WINFRID ()., M.A.
,
Vicar of St.

Augustine's, Birmingham ; formerly Principal of

Leeds Clergy School.

Appeal, Captain, Fear, Humility.

CAMERON, Rev. GEORGE G., M.A., D.D., Professor

of Hebrew in the United Free Church College,
Aberdeen.

Joel.

CAXDLISH, the late Rev. JAMES S., M.A., D.D.,
Professor of Systematic Theology in the Free
Church College, Glasgow.
Adoption, God (Children of).

CARSLAW, Rev. WILLIAM, M.A., M.D., of the
Lebanon Schools, Beyrout, Syria.
Hammer, Hinge, Key (Lock), Mattock, Mill

(Millstone), Mortar, Saw, Shaving, Smith,

Tools, Wheel.

CHAPMAN, Rev. ARTHUR THOMAS, M.A., Fellow,

Tutor, and Hebrew Lecturer, Emmanuel Col-

li'ge, Cambridge.
Exodus and Journey to Canaan [jointly with

J. Rendel Harris], Heshbon, Hormah, Jabbok,
Jahaz, Jeshimon, Libnah, Medeba, Meribah,
Midian (Midianites), Mixed Multitude, Nebo
(Mt. ), Paran, Pisgah, Rephidim, Shittim, Sin

(Wilderness of), Succoth, Tabernacles (Feast

of), Zin, Zoan ; besides a number of shorter

articles, especially on th2 'stations' of the

Israelites.

CHARLES, Rev. ROBERT HENRY, D.D., Professor
of Biblical Greek in the University of Dublin.

Alpha and Omega, Apocalyptic Literature,
Biiruch (Apocalypse of), Enoch (Ethiopic),
Enoch (Book of Secrets of), Eschatology of

the Apocrypha and Apocalyptic Literature,

Ethiopic Version, Gehenna, Michael, Noah
(Book of), Testaments of the Twelve Patri-
archs.

CHASE, Rev. FREDERIC HENRY, M.A., D.D.,
Vice-Chancellor of the University, Norrisian
Professor of Divinity, and President of Queens'
College, Cambridge.
Babylon (in NT), Enoch (in NT), John (father
of Simon Peter), Jude (Epistle of), Mark
(John), Peter (Simon), Peter (I. and II.).

CONUEH, Col. CLAUDE REIGNIER, R.E., LL.D.,
M.R.A.S.

Bethesda, Bethlehem, Bethpeor, Gethsemane,
Herrnon, Jerusalem, Kiriath - jearim, Pales-
tine ; besides a great many shorter articles

(geographical).

CONYBEARE, FRED. C., M.A., formerly Fellow of

University College, Oxford.

Areopagus, Armenian Version of Old Test.,
Armenian Version of New Test., Athens,
Epicureans, Essenes, Greece (Hellenism),
Pat in os.

COOKE, Rev. G. A., M.A., Dalkeith ; formerly
Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford.

Bethel, Deborah, Gaal, Gideon, Haggai,
Jephthah, Jeroboam, Jotham, Levi, Maon,
Shibboleth, Sisera, Zebah and Zalmunna,
Zebul.

COWAN, Rev. HENRY, M.A., D.D., Professor of

Church History in the University of Aberdeen.

Esau, Gallic, Joseph of Arimathtea, Manaen,
Matthias, Nathanael, Nero, Nicolaitans,

Nicolas, Philip (in NT), Silas.

CRUM, W. E., M.A., of the Egyptian Exploration
Fund.

Egypt, Hophra, Neco, Nile.

CURTIS, Rev. EDWARD LEWIS, Ph.D., D.D., Pro-

fessor of Hebrew Language and Literature in

the Divinity School of Yale University, New
Haven.

Chronology of the Old Testament, Daniel

(persons, and Book of), Genealogy, Old Testa-

ment.

DAVIDSON, the late Rev. ANDREW BRUCE, D.D.,

LL.D., Litt.D., Professor of Hebrew and Oriental

Languages in t:,e New College, Edinburgh.

Angel, Covenant, Eschatology of the Old

Testament, God (in OT), Hosea, Immanuel,
Jeremiah, Prophecy and Prophets.

DAVIES, Rev. T. WITTON, B.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S.,
Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Litera-

ture in the Baptist College, Bangor, and Lecturer

in Semitic Languages in University College,

Bangor.
Arch, Boaz (pillar), Pinnacle, Porch, Sea

(Brazen), Temple, Treasury (of Temple), Veil.

DAVISON. Rev. W. T., M.A., D.D., Professor of

Systematic Theology in the Handsworth Theo-

logical College, Birmingham.
Job, Psalms ; and a few short articles.

DENNEY, Rev. JAMES, M.A., D.D., Professor of

New Testament Language, Literature, and Theo-

logy in the United Free Church College, Glasgow.
Adam (in NT), Ascension, Brotherly Love,

Chastening, Creed, Curse, Forbearance (Long-

suiierint;), Ignorance, Knowledge, Law (in

NT), Priest (in NT), Promise, Reprobate.
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DH NSI.N, the Int.- K.-v. \V. 1'., D.D., LL. D..

Pnile~siir ul Divinity in the I nnn-ity of

Glasgow.
Adiia. Ajiollnnin-, P.enca, Colony. Euranuilo,
Macedonia, Neapoh-, Uulei-s of tin- I'll.',

Sosl helles, Thessalollica.

D"r.srlli
;

T/, I''.. VliV, I.ic. Theol., Professor of

Theology iii tin' University of Jena.
Nic.'dcmus l( ;n-|.rl lit'].

Duns, Kev. MAMTS, M.A., D. D., Profess, ,r of

F.segetical Tllei.lo^V ill till- N<-\\ College, Ellin

burgh.
( ialal i:.Hs I Fpl.t ]c to).

Dltivu:, Krv. SAM1 i i. Km. i.rs, D. D., l.itt.D.,

i 'annii nt'( 'In 1st ( 'him li. ami Kegins Professor of

Hebrew in the I niversity of Oxford.
Al liiiation, Alioininatiiin of Desolation,

Argoh, Ashlarnth, A-litorrtli. Atonement

(Day nil [jointly with II. A. \\liit. -|, A/a/. I.

Ite/er. ( 'iceping Things, l)i/ahali, Ephod,
Gilrad (Mt.l. Habukkuk, lla/.'iim, lla/.eroth.

Hill (Hill-country), Ilivitcs, Host of Heaven,
Ir - ha - IIITCS. Ishmael (llagar's soul, .Ia<-nli,

Jah, Jehus (Jehnsi, Jeluisitei, Jehovah -jircli,

Joseph itlir patriarch), Koa, Lahan, Law (in

O'l'i, Lord nt Hosts. I.nt, Mai-hir, Mature,
Manasseh (tribe), Mas-ah, Mciii, Moriah,
Most High, Nitlinr, Naioth, Noli, Norlli

Country, Oiler (Oticring, Oblation), Parhar,
IVllior, 1'lain. I'nnr, Potiphar. Propitiation,
liai-hl'l, Itainah (Nos. 5. 6). KrlicUah. Kil.lah,

Sahliath, Sarah, Shiloh, Shiir. Siililim (\'alc

of). Son of Man. Ton^urx i< 'nnfiision of), Vale

(Valley), /ani/cuminim, /oar, Xu/.ini.

l>i:i MMuvii, i;,.v. JAM MS, M.A., LI.
.p., I.itt.D.,

I'l-im-iiial of Manchester College, uxfm-il.

1'hilo [Kxt.].

KATUN, K>v. DAVID, M.A.. D.D., Clas-ow.
lli-i.Mliaii>, Lawyer, Na/.irite, I'hari.sees, Sad-

dlleees, Scl ilies.

KliDY, lli-v. \\ II. I. [AM lv.,nf the Aiueriran Mis.-i

Siclnii, Syria.
I''isliin<; : and a few shorter aitirle^. illus-

trating Kitstern <iiTii]iatiinis and enstoins.

EwiNG, Uev. Wll.l.l\M, M.A., Stirling; formerly
of Tiherias, I'alestine.

Aeen, A]ihek, A-her, I'.rtll-aiila, ( ';e>area

l'hili|i)>i, ('ana, ( 'apernauni, Damasens, l'".s-

drai'lon, harden. Hair, llanran. Ilo>|.itality
(llo^t). Inn. .laeoh's Well, Jr/reel, Kishiiii.

Ladder of Tyre, Linen. Magadan, .Meiom
(\Vatersnf). SleTOZ, Mini's (Minin^l. .Mmiin,
Naiihtali. I'c'i.i , I'h.-upar, I'it, Street, Tent,

Village, Xelnihiii.

I-'AII:\VK.VTIIKK, Uev. W., M.A., Kirkcaldy.
MaiTIlliees l|ii-r-oi]s. and Hooks ofl. De\eln]i
meiit of Dnetiine in the Ai'iierviilial 1'eiiml

[Kxt.].

KAUNI l.i.. I.i.wis KII-II M;II. M.A., Litt.D., Fellow
and Senior Tutor of F.vetei- < 'iille^e. Uxfonl.
The Section on '\Vor-liiji of A]iollo' in I'm
fessor Kanisay's artieh.-

'

Urli^ion of lii :e

and Asia Minor' [Ext.].

FKI:I:IKS. Kev. t;i;uia;r., M.A., D. D., Tinny, Al.,,

deenshire.
( I (chief). Heathen, Judgment, Kindness,
Oath, I'el'sev el.-HM ., I'.iucl.

I-'IXDI.AY, Kev. (;i;ui:i;i. ;., I; A.. D. D., I'rofesst.r

of Biblical Literature, lleadinyley l.'nllej;e,

Leeds.
Paul the A|io.-tlc.

FLINT. Uev. HUIIIIIT. D.D.. LI,. D., Kmniius
I'rote-sor of Divinity in the l'ni\.isiiy of Edin-

bur;;li.

Solomon.

(I \t:\ it:. Uev. \i i RED I. I:\IST, \l \ I
' I'

I'mlr or nl !', I In. -s. Theism, and Ciini|iarativu
llrli-inn in N.-u and Ilaekne.v Colleges, London.

I'.rlial. ( Jndlim-ss. 1'nn "I. in .
,

llri .

[F.xt.]. Shame, Slander, \'anil\, U a\ ; and
lew slimier articles.

I I \\lol;li, Kev. SviiNKY C., M.A., N'iee I 'rinri]ial

nl ( 'mldesiliin Colli-ue, Oxford.
( 'In-istiaii, ( 'lunch.

<;n:it. Kev. .luiiN M A., D.D., 1'rofi's- \.

Testament Exegesis in Westminster College,
( lanibridge,

Alexamliia. 1'hilijipians (E[>istle to); and a
few shorter articles.

!I;AY, (I. l'.fi-iiAN.\\, M.A., D.D., Professor of

llelirew ill Mailslield College, IKl'nrd.

(lliiry tin OTi. Name, Names il'ropeil; he-

aides a nnmher nl shorter articles, e~|-eeially
nil 1 'roper Names.

GHIEVK. Kev. At.i.XANni'ii:. M.A., Ph.D., Glasgow.
Cornelius, Gabriel, Kiss, Stephen.

(iitii-'FiTii, Fi! \xcis LI.K\VI:I.I.YN, M.A., F.S.A.,

Snpei intendent nt the Archreological Survey of

the E^yiit Exploration Fund.
(Iiisheii, llanes. Mi^ilnl. No (No-amon), On
I lleliiipolisi, I'haraoh, I'i - heseth. Seveneh,

Shishak, Sin (city I,
So fkiii^-), Tahpanhes,

Tali penes, Xaphenath-]ianeah.

GWATKIX, Kev. HKXHY MKLVILL, M.A., D.D.,
Fellow of Emmanuel College, and Dixie I'm-

fessor of F.cclcsiastical History in the I niversity
of Camlnii!;,"'.

Apostle, 1'iislinp. Church Government in the

Apo tolie A^'e, Deiieon, Ordination, Persecu-

tion, Prophet (in N'l'i, Knman, Unman l-'.mpire.

GWILLIAM, Uev. S. T., K.U.G.S., Hampton Poyle
ltector\ , K'r.-ulinu'.

Apple of the Eye.

HAMHM:. Kev. Enwix EI.MKI;. MA., Principal
nl the 'I'lieolo^ical (.'ollege, Livlitiidd.

Feasts and Fasts.

HAI:|,-U|;|I. Kev. George, M.A., lialliol College,

Oxford; Vicar of Mosslcy Hill, Li\ ci pool.

Exodus, Laver, Leviticus, Numbers, Salibatical

^'eaI; and a few shorter articles, chiefly on

Proper Names.

HARRIS, J. Ul \ni.i., M.A., Litt.D., Principal and
Lecturer, Settlement for Social and Ueli.^ions

Study, Woodbrooke; late Fellow and Librarian
of Clare College. Cambridge.
Exodus ami Journey to Canaan [jointly with
A. T. Chapman], Sibylline Oracles [Ext.],
Sinai.

H\STIM;S, Uev. JAMES, M. A., D.D., St. Cyrus,
Kincardinesliirc ; Editor of this Dictionary of
tin' Hi/:/ and of the Expository Times.

Nearly all the articles on words in the English
Versions which demand attention.

I|I;AIII,AM, Uev. ARTHUR CAYLEY, ALA., D.D.,
Principal of King's College, London; formerly
Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford.
Acts of tbe Apostles, Gnosticism, Herod, Jubi-

lees 1 1 took ofl. Julius, Paulus (Sergius), Prisca

or I'ri.-cilla, Province, Kut'ns, Sceva, Simon
Magus, Tertnlliis. Theatre, Theudas, Try-
pli.cii.i

I 'il, now n God.

Hi sin RSON, Ki-\ . \i:> iiniAi.n, M.A,, D.D., Crielf.

Akeldania. Dalmanutba; and a few other
short geographical articles.

lliii.Mi:s, E. M., F.L.S., Curator of tbe Mu-.i f

the Pharmaceutical s...iri\ m i.i.ai r.ritain.

Censer (jointly with 1'rofessor A. U. S. Ken-

nedy].
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HOMMEL, FRITZ, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of

Semitic Languages in the University of Munich.

Assyria, Babel (City and Tower of), Babylonia.

HULL, EDWARD, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.G.S.,
late Director of the Geological Survey of Ireland,
and Professor of Geology in the Royal College
of Science, Dublin.
Arabah, Beersheba, Brass, Brimstone, Brook,
Cave, Clay, Dead Sea, Dew, Earthquake,
Fountain, Gaza, Geology of Palestine, Great
Sea, Haven, Hor (Mt.), Kadesh (Kadesh-
barnea), Lake, Meadow, Mount (Mountain),
Rain, Red Sea, Salt, Salt (City of), Sea, Sela,

Ships and Boats, Tadmor, Well, Whirlwind

[jointly with G. M. Mackie], Ziz.

JAMES, MONTAGUE RHODES, M.A..Litt.D., Fellow
and Tutor of King's College, and Director of the
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.
Andrew, Asenath, Man of Sin and Antichrist,
Psalms of Solomon.

JASTROW, MORRIS, junr., Ph.D., Professor of

Semitic Languages in the University of Penn-

sylvania, Philadelphia.
Races of the Old Testament [Ext.], Religion
of Babylonia and Assyria [Ext.].

JEVONS, FRANK BYRON, M.A., Litt.D., Principal
of Bishop Hatlicld's Hall, and Sub-Warden of

the University, Durham.
Dionysus, Divination, Dreams.

JOHNS, Rev. C. H. \V., M.A., Fellow of Queens'
College, Cambridge.
Code of Hammurabi [Ext.], Kir (of Moab). Kir-

hareseth (Kir-lieres), Lud (Ludim), Naplituhim.

KAUTZSCH, E., Ph.D., Professor of Theology in

the University of Halle.

Religion of Israel [Ext.].

KENNEDY, Rev. ARCHIBALD R. S., M.A., D.D.,
Professor of Hebrew and Semitic Languages in

the University of Edinburgh.
Altar, Ark of the Covenant. Bason, Bath,

Breastplate of the High Priest, Calf (Golden),
Censer [jointly with E. M. Holmes], Cup,
Curtain, Cuttings in the Flesh, Education,

Fringes, Goel (Avenger of Blood), Harrow,
Hearth. Kidneys, Knop, Lamb, Liver, Money,
Money-changers, Nahuin, Nehushtan, Ouches,

Phylacteries! Frontlets), Red Heifer, Sackcloth,

Sanctuary, Shewbread, Smifl'ers, Tabernacle,
Urim and Thuramim, Weights and Measures.

KENNEDY, Rev. H. A. A., M. A., D.Sc., Callandcr.
Latin Versions (The Old), Talitha-cumi.

KENNEDY, Rev. JAMES HOUGHTON, M.A., D.D.,
Rector of St illorgan, and Canon of Christ Church
Cathedral, Dublin.

Kidron (The Brook).
KENYON, FREDERIC G., M.A., D.Litt., Ph.D., of

the Department of Manuscripts in the British

Museum
; late Fellow of Magdalen College,

Oxford.

Papyri [Ext.], Writing.

KILPATKICK, Rev. Thomas, M.A..D.D., Professor
of Systematic Theology and Apologetics in

Manitoba College, Winnipeg, Canada.
Conscience, Philosophy.

KiiNiG, EDUARD, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Old
Testament Exegesis in the University of Bonn.

Jonah, Judges (Book of), Number, Parable

(in OT), Proverb, Samaritan Pentateuch

[Ext.], Style of the Bible [Ext.], Symbols and

Symbolical Actions [Ext.].

LAIDLAW, Rev. JOHN, M.A., D.D., Emeritus
Professor of Systematic Theology in the. New
College, Edinburgh.
Body, Flesh, Heart, Image (the Divine),

Mind, Psychology, Soul, Spirit.

LOCK, Rev. WALTER, M. A., D.D., Warden of Keble

College, and Dean Ireland's Professor of New-
Testament Exegesis in the University of Oxford.

Ephesians (Epistle to), Hymn, Kenosis, Love-

feasts, Onesimus, Pleroma, Praise (in NT),
Thessalonians (I. and II.), Timothy (person,
and Epistles to), Titus (person, and Epistle to).

LUPTON, Rev. J. H., D.D., formerly Surmaster
of St. Paul's School, London.
Versions (English) [Ext.].

MACALISTER, ALEXANDER, LL.D., M.D.
, D.Sc.,

F.R.S., F.S.A., Fellow of St. John's College,
and Professor of Anatomy in the University of

Cambridge.
Anointing, Baldness, Basket, Bread, Circum-
cision, Food, Hail, Leprosy, Manna, Meal,
Medicine, Oil, Ointment, Perfume, Pestilence,

Pitcher, Plague, Plagues of Egypt, Poison,

Pottage, Table, Vinegar.

MACKIE, Rev. GEORGE M., M.A., D.D., Chaplain
to the Church of Scotland at Beyrout. Syria.

Age, Amulets, Bag, Bit, Bonnet, Child, City,
Cloud, Dress, Ear-ring, Ebal, Embroidery,
Engraving, Eye, Foot, Gerizim, Gestures,

Joppa, Lod (Lydda), Neighbour, New (New-
ness), Ornament, Picture, Ring, Rod, Saluta-

tion, Shoe, Tyre, Whirlwind [jointly with
Professor Hull], Wind, Wool,' Zar'ephath,
Zidon ; and a number of shorter articles,

illustrative chielly of Eastern manners and
customs.

M'CLYMONT, Rev. J. A., M.A., D.D., Aberdeen.

Caiaphas, Esther (person, and Book of), Heze-

kiah, Naaman, New Testament, Purim ; and
a few shorter articles.

McCuRDY, J. FREDERIC, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor

of Oriental Languages in the University of

Toronto.
Semites [Ext.].

MACMILLAN, the late Rev. HUGH, M.A., D.D.,
LL.D., Greenock.

Nain, Ptolemais.

MACPHEESON, the late Rev. JOHN, M.A., Edin-

burgh.
Amalek, Ammon, Dedan, Hagrites, Kittim,

Restoration, Selencida?, Seleucus (I.-IV.).Zacli-

arias, Zechariah (persons, except the prophet),

Zephaniah (persons, except the prophet) ; and
a number of shorter articles.

MARGOLIOUTH, Rev. D. S., M.A., D.Litt., Fellow

of New College, and Laudian Professor of

Arabic in the University of Oxford.

Achmetha, Arabia, Arabian, Cuk, Duinali,

Ethiopia, Ethiopian Eunuch, Ethiopian Wo-
man, Ham, Japheth, Javan (Ezk 27"), Joktan,

Kedar, Language of the Old Testament. Lan-

guage of the Apocrypha. Letushim, Massa,
Medan. Mene Mene Tekel Upbnrsin, Moshech,
Nebaioth, Seba, Sephar, Sheba, Uzal.

MARSHALL, Rev. JOHN TURNER, M.A., Principal
of the Baptist College, Manchester.

Asmodwus, Baruch (exclusive of Apocalypse
of), Bel and the Dragon, Corban, Jannes and

Jambres, Jeremy (Epistle of), Pre-existence

of Souls, Raphael, Shekinah, Susanna, Three
Children (Song of the), Tobit, Uriel, Zepha-
niah (Apocalypse of).

MARTIN, Rev. ALEX., M.A., D.D., Professor of

Apologetic Theology in the New College, Edin-

burgh.
Inheritance.

MARTIN, Rev. GEORGE CURRIE, M.A., D.D.,
Professor of New Testament Theology and
Patristics in the United College, Bradford.

Life and Death.
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M \SIIN. Ke\. \i: i in i: .1 \ MI - M \., I). I >., Ma -I c-i

,.l Pemlirok.- I '.ill.--.', I 'ainl.inlu'-.

Power ol I In' Ke\ 9.

M \ssii,. .1. HI N M.A., fiirnii'ily Vat.-- Profc oim
New I, .i.ini. -m Exegesis in Man-held C.,ll.- u .-.

Oxford
Allegory, Amen. r.:n i. ii p.i.i-phemy . Dis-

ciple, Dominion, l-'.lement, F.\an".eli-t, Fahle,
(il.n\ (in N I'l. (oi-pel. llapi'ine-s, Living
Creature, Maii".i-r, Ministrr I Mini -I ry I,

I 1
1 lien ,

I'm In IUM. Pniit\, Raca, Sabbath Day's Jour-

ney, Sea "I < ila . Seal, Te-laim Ml .

M \\oii. .In-i.i'ii KHM:I:-I KTH, M.A.. I.iil.Ii.,

l-'.meritu- Professor of Clnssics in King's College,
l.cniiliiM : II. .iiuiaiy Fellow of Si. John's ( '.ilh-uc,

( 'amliridfje.
Hi, -I hi.-ii iif tin' I.onl, .laini's (persons, anil

F.pi-tlc oh. Mary.
MIX/IIS, Kev. All \\, !).!>.. Prof.-sor of Church

Ili-toiy in lli.' 1 'niver-ity of St. Andrew-.
Hebrew. i( io-pel ofi

[ K\t.].

Mi.KiMi.i., Ke. SI.I.AM, D.I)., LI..D., I'.S. Consul
lit .lern-.-ilcm.

< ialilee, < laliloc .Sea of i. I lentie-aiet (Land of),

(,ll. -a. I. I .olan. .lalie-li ".ilead. .l:i/.-r. lv-,|,.,h

naphi.-ili IVnii'l, Kautotli -
gilead, Kciii",e

(I 'il ic- of) Til.. -ri.-is.

MII.I..M:. Kev. .1 kMES, M. \ .. I5.D.. New ( '1111111. >.-k.

Alliance. Dam-in;;. F.phraim, Music.

Mn.i.liiAV. l^^. lil-.ci:i;r, M.A., D.D., Caputli,
Perthshire.

A<|tiila, liarniilias. II ymeiia-us, OnesiphoruR,
Version^ i Kn^lisln, /i-l.i-ilee.

MoiiCAX, Kev. WILLIAM, M.A.. '1'arliolton.

Itepenta . Trance, Vision ; anil several

shorter article-.

Muss. K.-v. K. \\'\|.in. D.D.. ProtV~-or of Classics

intln' Didsbury College, Manchester.

Aliiinns, Alexander the (Jrcat, Alexander
lialas, Antiochus il.-vil.), Demetrius (i.-m. ),

li'leniiah .except the prophel., Mil-all (except
tin- prophei i, (liiia^. I'toleiny ll.-vi.).

MmM i IN, Hex . .IAMKS II., M. A.. D. Lit., I'rofrssor

of New Ti'-taini'iit l.aiixiia^'e and I.iteralin e,

Diils 1. 11 ry < 'ollej;e, .Manchester ; sonietime l-'cll..\\

of Kind's College, r.-uiiliridge.

/.or.iastrianisiii.

Mm i TON. Kev. \V\uuiv JOSEPH, M.A., 15. D.,

I'll. I>. .
l'r.if.---or in the Itililical and Scniilic

Department, of Vale I'nivcrsily, Nc\v llaxen.

Passover.

Mm:, Kev. Wn.i.i \M, M.A., 1! . D
, 15.1,., Ulair-

^0 lie.

Daliiianutlia. I'ulilins; and a few other shoit

aiticles.

Mi'-i.i.Kit, \V. MAX, I'll.!).. I.I.U.. 1'iofessor of

Aicli.colo^y in tin; I ni\ci -ii \- of Pennsylvania,
1'hiladelph'ia.

(oi/.an. llalali. llara, Kir, I.ehaliini, l.uKiin.

M.inphi^, 1'at liros. |'nt, Tar.-hi-h.

Mi RRAY, Kev. .1. t). K., M.A., D.D., rrim-ipal of

St. A nun ^line's Col lei;.-. ( 'ant erlniry : late I- . How
of Kininannel ( 'u]|e-e. ( 'amliriil^e.

A (the MS i, Xi'h'- MS', \ioneiin-nt, 15 (the

MSi, (' ilhe MS', Col. ."Kill-. iKpiMle |OI. |l

(the MS'. KIcctioii, Textual Criticism of tin-

New Te.tamellt |K.\t.|.

MYICKS. .liuiN I,.. M. A.. l-'.S. A., Stndeni und Tutor
ol Christ Cliincli. Oxford.

Cyprus, I'aph..-

NF.STI.I-:, l-'.r,i-:i:iiAi;n, 1'h.D., D.D., Professor at

Maulbronn.
(laliliatha. liar ina^edon, l.'lhe MS 1

, \.i-l.a-.

Scptnaxint. Siracli. Syriac \'ei-ions, Text of

the New T. -tann-nt, Thaddicns, Tinueii>.

NH n. [lev. THOMAS, M. \., D.D.. I'IOI.-MH-of

Divinity and Kililical l'i ilici^m in the I ni.er.sily
..I Aberdeen.

IJiuial. ti.-inie-. l-l.-in.l. M..III nin-_', Kid. lie,

Si'pnlchn-, Sno, \..kc, /erali.

NllWMN. \\., I'll l>, I'l off ,01- of Th.-ril.iL'V III

tin- I'liiver-iiy of Sti.-i~~l.inu.

Mi.-.-ii] -propin-i, and liuokof). Proverbs (Book
ol i, /eclianali . liouk of..

OKI:, Kev. ,1 \MI-.S. M. A
, DD., Professoi ..i

Systt-matir Thcol.iux and A|".l.i;j'-t ics in tin;

I'nited l-'ree Chiircii I

Jollege,
I !

Anger (Wrath) of God, Kin-jdom ..t I.M.I (or of

Hl-avenl, l.o\e.

OTTI.KY, l,'.-\. Km:ii:r LAWRENCE, M \. Canon
..I Christ Chnrch a'id K.--JIU- I'lole-^or ,,f

1'a-toral Theology in thu I 'nnei-.ily ot Oxford.
Incai nation.

I'ATKliSllX, .IlINX \V.\riill. li.Se.. 1'll.D.. I.eclnier

on A-iicnllnral Clieini.-Iry in the I Ua.-^ow and
Wot of Scotland Technical College.

Agriculture.

PATEBSON, Kev. WILLIAM P., M.A., D.D.. 1'ro-

fes-orof Divinity in the l"niver-ity of Kilinluir^li.

Cain. Decaloune, Harlot, Idolatry, Jonathan,
Lie

( Lying), Marriage, Sacritice.

I'A-inc'K, Kev. .IAMKS, M.A., 15. D., l5.Sc., linrnt-

island : Examiner for Degrees in the I nn.i-ny
of St. Andrews.

Coal, Fire, Flint. Class, Iron, Lightning,
Lime, Marble, Micaiah, Mirror. Nephthar,
Niujit, Kainliow, Seed, Soap, Spain, Si. el.

Stone, Thunder, Tile, \\ ai el

I'ATlMi-K, Kev. .lolIN, M.A., D. D., Professor of

Kililical Criticism and Kililical Antiquities m
the I'nn cr-ity of Fdinliui 'uli.

I.ilii-rtines, Ke>t, IJciini- [jointly with F.

Kelton], Simplicity, Word.

Pr.AKi-:, Ai:rnri: S.. M.A.. Profe.-sor of Kililical

I esis in the I'niversity of M :i in lic-'.-i ; ^i

time Fellow of Merlon and Lecturer in Mansfield

College, Oxford.

Aha/, liaal, lien jamin. Dan, Dionysia, F.ccl.-si

astes, Fir.sl, l-'iuit.~, Issachar. .losiah, .ludah

(person and trilic!. Mana>-eh except I he Ii iliei.

1'nclean I L'm-leaiiii.---. \"o\v.

PI:TI:II:, W. M. FI,I\UI-:I:-. D.C.L., I.itt.D., I.L.D..

Ph.D., F.K.S., l'roie>Mir of Kgyptology in I'ni-

versit \ I 'olleee. London.

Aichiteclure, Art, Balance. Kell, llrick, (lold,
i ; oh I -mi th. Lead, Stones (Precious), Tin.

PlIILI's, K.-v. (ll-.i'Ki.K M., M.A., K.D., (ila-uow.

Earnest.

PlNCIIIvS, 1. A., Sippar House, London.
Darin- the Meile, F.re.ch, (iirgashite, Ilamath,
llaran.

I'IXCMI-:.S, Tiii:nfiiiLrs (oii.iiinn.ii-:, LL.D.,
M.K.A.S., of the l-'.uyptian and Assyiian De-

pai line-ill in the Britisll Museum.

A-lioiioiny and A.-troLuy. Carclieniish, liad

(_'odl. Ma/./aroth, Moon, Nelni-ha/l an. Nim-
rod. Nisroch. Parthian-. Kab-mag, Kal'-aii-,

Kah- >liakeh, Keholioth ir, Kephan, K- n

Kc/.-ph. Sar-echim, Shinar, Sun, Tartak, Tar-

l.-in, I'phax, I'r of the Chaldees, Uz.

Pl.rMMi.l:. K.-v. AIKIMII. M.A.. D.D., formerly
Ma-u-r of rniv.-r-ily College. Durham.

Kapti-m, liapti-m for the Demi, Karahlias,

K--.il itllde, Kride, Bridegroom, Klidrur ii-

Frieml, Cremation. Ihpocrite, .lu-la- Iscariot,
Laxains iol li.-thanyi, La/arn> and Dixes.

Lord's Prayer, Lord's Supper, Parable in NTl,

(^iiirinius (Census of), Sacrament-, 1'iaiisliuu.

rut ion.
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KI,', 1,'ev. FIIANK CIIAMIIKIII.IN, M.A., I'li.M.,
M.D., Professor of l!il>lic;il Theology iii tin;

Divinity School of Yale rnivcrsity, New lla\cn.

Apocrypha, .lmlil.li (Itook of), MIHIIIKHCH

(Prayer of), Proselyte, Kcvelation (Honk of).

I'OIMI.IJ, liev. II.MiVKV, |;..\., I'li.M., Professor in
the American Collide, Meyrout, Syria.

l.:ini|p, Oven, Spinning, Tanner, Weaving;
iiml u few .shorter articles on similar subjects.

I'IIST, Itcv. GMHXN, M.I)., K.I..S., Professor in
Ilic American College, lieyront, Syria.
Natural History; and nearly all the articles
on the plants and animals of the MiMc.

PorniKK, 1,'ev. .Ions, M.A., M.M., Professor in
I >c I'auw University, Iniliaiin.

( 'nun's anil Punishments.

I'IMCI:, li:,\ MAIM:ICI:, M.A., 11.1)., Ph.D., Pro-
fessor iii s,.|,,ii,i,. Languages un ,| Literature in

the University ol' < 'hicago.
Aceiid (Accadiims), Assurhanipal, Itclshazzar,
Chalihea, Mcslia, ()|iliir, ()smi|i|iar, Itiiuniuii

(god).

|'I;H IIAIMI, liev. CM;II. IlKNUY, M.A., lato Classi-
cal Scholar of Magdalene College, c.-iinimd: .,..

and Lecturer at Si. ( Have's, Soiithwark.
Crete, Oracle, Scythians, Tilicrins; and sonic
shorter art ides.

Pri;\Ks, (,ln' lal<- liev. Gi-:ni;m<: 'I'., M.I)., LL.T).,
Prole- --or ol \|.\v Testament Literature and
l-'.si'^.i'.sis in Princeton Tlu-nlo^ii-al Scminarv,
\i-\\ Jersey.
Crown, Darkness, Mimlcm, l.o^'os, rentucost,
I'ilair, I'l.i-ioriuin, Preparation Day.

RAMSAY, \\MII\M M., D.C.L., 1,1.. M., l.itt.P.,
rrcilcssiir of Ihiiiianily in llic I 'nivorsity of
AlH'nliTii

; llonoiary h'l'llow of Exeter and
l.inroln ( 'olU'^i's, ( (xiord,

Ai-liaia, Ailraiiiylliuni, Antiocli in I'isidin,
Asia, Asiarch, liilliviiia, Cii.]i|iadocia, ('aria,
Chins, Churches (Koubers of), Ciliria, ('nidus,
<olos.su-, Corinlli, <'os, Mi-los, hi'rlic, Diana,
l''"iL'-.sian, IsphcsiLs, Calaiia, Galatia (Region
of), <;.ilalians, llalii-.-irnas-.iis, I lii-ni|iolis,
li-oiiiiini, I ll\ i ii'iun, l.aoiliiT.-i, l.asua, l,y<-a-
iniia, l.ycia, l.ydia, l,ystra, Mallus, MiletUS,
.Myndiis, Rlyra, Mysia, Nico|.lis, NuinliiTs
(Hours, etc.) [Ext.], l'ani|.liylm, I'alara,
l'''i,ua, Pergamua or Pergaiiium, I'lnis.-H'lis.

riiiladi-lphia, I'lio'iiix, I'liry^ia, I'isi.lia,
I 'mil us, Ki'li^ion ol Cri'ci'i- and Asia .Mimu
|l\(.|, lilic^iiini, Kliodi's, I!., a, Is and Travel
(in NT) |K\t.], Saniotlinu'i-, Sardis, Smvrna,
S\ r.-u-usr, Taisiis, Tlnacia, Town Cli-rk, 'I'rous,

Tyraiinns.

JtKDI'ATII, liiiv. IlKMlV A., M.A., I,itt,M., licclor
of SI. Miiiisliin's in I lie I'lasl, London.

Concoi-danoes [Kxt.J, Until (jierson, and Hook
of), Theophilus, 'l'ro|p|iiniiis, Tyeliiens, N'ersions

(Greek oilier Ilian I lie l,\\), Xaeeh;ru:,
;

besides some sliorl.er articles, eliielly on I 'roper
Names,

Hm.'l'tiN, Kcv. |''III-:IIKI:ICK, A.K.C., \'iear of SI.

Andrew's, Stoke Newiiijjton, London.
Rome [jointly with l'rofes>or .lohn 1'alrirk].

KKYNOI.DS, tlio late K. v lli\i:v KIIUKU, D.D.,
Principal of Clieshnnl College, Hurls.
John ((lospel of).

UOIIKKTSON, liifjhl Itev. AitcimiAi.n, M.A., P.O.,
LI,. M., liisho]) of Kxeter.
Alexander (in NT), Aretas. Corinthians (I. and
II.), Felix, Fostiis, Melita, lionians (Kjiistlo
to), Tongues (Gift of).

Kiil:l\sn\, the late Itev. KI illlli:s. M.A., Fellow,
('liuplain, and Tlieolo^ieal Lecturer in Chrisi'a
< 'olle^c, < 'a

tian Versions.

IlOlilNSOX, Very Itev. .T. AliMITAOF., AF.A., Ph.D.,
J). I)., Dean of Westminster; formerly Fellow of
Christ's College and Norrisian I'rofessor of

Divinity in the I'niv ersity of Camhridf-e.
Communion, Isaiah (Ascension of).

KIIIMCS, .)AMI:S HAKIIY, I'li.M., Professor of New
Tcsianic'iii ('liticisni and Exegesis in Harvard
University.
Agrapha [Ext.].

KOTIISTHIN, .). W., Ph.D., D.D., Professor of

Theology in the University of Jlallu.

Song of Songs.

HYLIC, Right Itev. IIumiKirr KDWAIID, M.A.,
I). I)., Bishop of Winchester; formerly President
of Queens' College, and Ilnlsean I'rofessor of

Divinity in the I'niversily of Cainhriilge.

Abraham, Calah, Chcruhini, Deuteronomy,
Genesis, llagar, Jlamor, Isaac ; I.esides a fe'w

shorter articles, chielly on Proper Names.

D, l!ev. SI-I:\VAI;T I IIMIWALL Fdidivcic,
M.A., M. M., I'M'M.S., Principal and Professor
ot Systematic Theology in the United Free
C'liureh ('(dlege, Ahcnlecn.

Aliruhain s liosom. Catholic F.pistles, l-'.schat-

ology of the New Testament, Hades, Heaven,
Hell, .lohn (ICpistlcs of), Mark (Gospel of),

Paradise, Tophct.

SANDAY, Kev. WILLIAM, M.A., D.I)., LI,. I),

M.S(t., I,ady Margaret Professor of Divinity and
Canon of Christ Church, Oxford.
God (in NT), .lesus Christ, Sou of God.

SAYCH, Rev. AIICIIUIALU HKMIY, M.A., I.L.D.,
Fellow of <

l
lneen's College, and Professor of

Assyriology in the I'niversilv of Oxford.

Amoritus, Aram, Ararat, Benhadod, Canaan,
Caphtor, Clnilculaomer, Cyrus, Darius (except
'the Mede'), Del.ir, Eden (Garden of), Kdom,
Flam, IClishah, Esarhaddon, Fnphrates, GO/.CI-,

llitlilcs, Keniles, Meiles, Melehi/.i'dck, Mero-
<laeh, Merodaeh - haladan, Nebuchadrezzar,
Nergal-sharc/cr, Nine\ -

eh, Persia, Persi;;ns,

Pifliom, Kaaiuscs, Sanhallat, Sargou, Senna-

cherib, Sepharad, Sepharvaim, Slialnianeser.

Shushaii. Siu-eol h lieiiolh, Tamiinix, Tiglath-

pileser, Ulai ; and a number of shorter articles,

SCHHCHTER, S<)I.o.Mi >.\, M.A., l.itl.M., President
of the Faculty of the Jewish Tlieological

Seminary of America.
Talmud [Ext.].

SciiihjKK, E., Ph.D., Professor of Theology in the

University of Gottingen.
Diaspora [Ext.].

SCOTT, Rev. CHAULKS AXIIKHSON, M.A., Kensing.
ton Presbyterian ('Imrch, London.

Confession.

SCOTT, Rev. lh<:n M M-IIUXALU, M. M., Piofessor

of Feclesiastical History in the Chicago Tlieo-

logical Seminary.
Trinity [Ext.].

SKI.IIIK, Rev. JOHN AI.KXANDKK, M.A., D.D.,

Maryoulter, Kincardineshire.

Aoimelech, Ahsalom, Adonijah, Ama/iah,
Ananias, Asa, Asaph, Itranch, Caleh, ('here-

thites and Pelethiles, Congregation, Corner-

stone, Earth, Eden (except the Garden of),

Elder (in OT), El Klyon. Foreigner, Founda-

tion, Furrow, Gentiles, Ger, Gift, Hanging,
Head, Heifer, Incense, Interpretation, Ish-
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hoslielli. .l.-uvli, .leilutlinn, .le-lnia. .le-huum
.l.tluo .leruel. .le/eliel, .loali. keturali, Km.-ih

1 1 i.iiii.m. \lni:im I ; -h. Lamentations
i i;.i,,k uti, Lawgiver, l.ali. Leg, l.ilidi. Man

itealing, Mantle. Mephilios| M .|h, Meth. i-

limiii.ili. Mi.-ar. Nailali. i>l,a,liali i pel -cm-, and

Hook ..i
|,

i Ibed edom, i tlml.-i.li an. I uimiii.aii

( Ipen Place. I Ithniel, I':. I hull
, People. I'l

hahilotll, Pillow, Ple.l- B, Potter, Praise lin

ill
1

,, l'i in, c, <Juall\ '. llaliah ,-\ niln,l n-a I

term), i;eli.>i>oth, KU'IT, Ko,-k. s,epne, s.-a-

inon-ter, Si-lli, Sli.-illum, Slialinan, Sharon.

Slir-liarh. She-hlia//al . SlmM-l. Simeon, Sllimn

lexcepl Simon \laull-l, Spe, klc.l llll.l, Sll|ili,

S\ nai;o-jt:c ithe lii-eat i. Talile (Tablet), Ten-

liinlli. Te-m i\, Thigh. Threshold, Tin -.

Tlniinli, Treasure, Tribute lin Ti, Try|ilmn.
Tul'al. Tlilial i am. \\al- nl lln- Lol:l> I Hook
Ol \\ll.lrlli.-- ilte-erti, \\ilne--. Xerxes.

Xaananiiiin, Xachai iah. Xa|ilmn. Xaicthan,

Xrl/ali. Xcplianiah 1 1 look nit. /erulilialiel,

/ur.-ili : hesiile- many -holler signed articles,

ami a \i-ry lai^r |iriiiirt ion uf (lir nn>i^in -il.

BlEOFIUED, the late C., I'li.lt., Crli. Kiivlirmalli

ami I'l-ufoMir of 'l'lii-o]..
:
j\ in tin- I Hivci>ity of

Jena.
\\ i-ilom iLj.-m-ial -nlijrc-t, ami I'.ook of).

SIMMS. ll.-\. |I\\IIP \\., M.A.. !>.!>., I'lim-ioal of

i in- I'niii-il ( 'ollr^r, Bradford.
Justification,

SKIXXI.I:, l,'i-\. .Inns, M.A., P.D., I'l-ofi-ssor of

lli-liri'\v am! I Mil Tr-taim-nt Kxi'^'i-sis in \Vr.st-

inin-lrr ( '.ill. ^c-, ( '.unln i<l'j>-.

I'./rkirl, lliilim- (in u'l'i, Bigliteonsness (in

OT).

SMITH, l:>-v. C a;i: AH\M. M.A.. It. I).. I.I..I).,

1'iofi oi-of Ili-lii-i-w iii tlir I'nilril l-'n-r ( 'liun-li

( '..llr-r. ( lla-^o\\ .

\nlnii-li lin S\ i la
|,

\il.i-la. Ka-lian. I'ai im-l.

l-aiali. [tunea, Josliua (person, and ISook nij,

Triu-lionil i-.

Sr \SIMN, II.-v. \"IM-|.;\T HISI:I. M.A., D.D.,
l-'rlloH of Trinity Collide, ami

|-'.ly
1'rofi-ssor of

Uninily in tin- I ni\i-i-il\ of I 'amlniil^i-.

Alnis^iviii^', ( 'amm. l-'a-Un^', ( iu-]M-l.-, Mi--i.-ili.

\i-\\ Ti--!aim-nl ('.-111011, Tln-m-i ai-y |r!\t.|,

Truth, Will, Worl.l.

STENNINO, .lulls !'.. M. \.. Frllow ami l.i-.'tim-r

ill lli-lin-\v ami Throlo^v, \Vailham Colh-^i'.

Oxford.
Iliali .-ii-on [1-At.l. l-'.li. ICn i.i^.-l, (irlia.

(iil'i-ati, (iiliron. Iliiam. Malianami. Mill".

Kaliliali. IJi-lioli. Samm-l (prophet, ami I'muk-

oti. Sliammali. Sholiarh. SlioLi, Xoliali, X.olir

li-lh; lir-iilr- a numlii-r of shorti-r arlirli--,

cliirlh on
l'i'o|pi-i- Names.

STKVKS-. Rev. Gi OROE I:.. I'li.lt.. H.H., lii.^ht
1'rolr or ot S\ -li-niat ii- Tln-oloxy in Vali' I in

MT-ll V.

Holiness (in N l'i, Ki-hi iMK-->(in NT).

STEVENSON, iirv. \\
. r... \i. \ i;. i>, I'mfi- or of

llrlnr md Old Testament Intioiluction in the
Tin ..logical ('olli--i', liala.

Old Prophet (The), Oplirah.Pedaiah, Sharezer,
Shavsiia, siirima. Shunem; ami a number <>i

hliortcr iirl ii-h--, r-]M-rially on l'ro|icr Nann-s.

Sri\l.-|-. Kr\. Al.ix., M.A.. It. I)., Prim -ipal of

St. Mary's Collide, ami I'rul, --m of Sy-li-malii-

Tlii-ol.i-y in tin- I niviT-ity of St. Amln-w-.
Ailoi.-itinii. PiiMi-. I loci i mi-, l.n\\. l-'orrkmiw

li-il^i-, ( Iran-, \ly.-lny.

STOCK, Si. (iii.iaii., M.A., rrmliroki' Collide,
I tsiortl.

Stoics.

Si i. M n \s. K. \. .1 \MI M V. BelgravB I'n-sliy-

ti-i ian I 'hnii-li, I. Ion.

I

lijali Elixlta, (;.-ha/i. s. oui
-

'

Xiiniali. Xili.-i ; and a few shorter articles.

SiKMk, II I I:M \S'\" L., Ph.D., D.H.. rroii---.n ,.f

I li.-olo-y ill tin 1
I nui-i-ity ..I U.-rlin.

Ti-\t .',1 thr ohl Testament.

STRONG, \Vry Hev. THOMAS 11., M.A., l> l>., i
' an

of Cliii-t ( 'limvli, Oxford.
l-'.ti lies, John tliu Apostle (Life ami Tip -

of).

Sri-THIN. l!i-\. \\IIMS KMMANTKI., M.A.. t'ni.-i'e

nt S|iai!>holt with Kingstone Lisle, link-.

Nil. Noilali.

SWETE, l!.-\. lll.SIIV liAKCLAY, AI.A., I'll.

l.itt.l)., Ki-^iu- I'rotV-Mir of Divinity, Cam-
bridge.

Holy Siiirit. Lnyinx on of I lands.

TvsKiu. K -\ . .Inns C.. l'i-ofi'>sor of Bililieal

Literature ami K\ej;e>is in llamlswolth Cojlcge,

Birmingham.
A|i.,el\ plial

I lospels |K\t.].

T \vi.nii, the late Kev. ISAAC, M.A., Litt.D.,

LL. 1)., Kettor of Settrington, and Ciinon of

V,,,k.

AJphabst.

T \vi.iii:, Kev. Joiix, M.A., D.Lit., Vii-ar of

Winchcombe.
AIIIO-, ( 'hiun, Malilah. Man//lm. Mel/.ar. Men-
ahem, Net liiniin, <lny\, Orion, 1'ati ian lis,

Pit (metaphorical), I'leiailus. lu-/in, Kr/on,

Kiihy, Sapphire, SanliiiN, Sanloiiyx. Selah,

Signet, Snlo:iio:i 's Srnant-, Tekoa, Topaz,
,'a.l.ik ; ami a mi in her of Dmitri articles.

TIIACKKRAY, HKNKY ST. JOHN, M.A., Examiner
in i he. Hoard of Kducation, formerly Divinity
Leeturer in Sehvyn I'olle^'e, Camliridgu.

K-.lras (I. unil II.), Jost-phus [Kxt.]; and a

nnmlier of short articles (for the most part

unsigned) on the Proper Isames ill 1 and -J

Esdras.

THATCHER, Rev. G. W., M.A., B.D., Hebrew
Tutor and Leeturer on Old Testament History
and Literature in Manslield College, Oxford.

Colours, Government, Judge (Judging), Na/.a-

rene, Nazareth, 1'hojiiieia.

TIIAYEK, the late Kev. JOSKPII HENRY, M.A.,
D.I i., Litt.p., IJussey Professor of New Testa-

ment Criticism ami Interpretation in the

Divinity School of Harvard t'niversity.

Abha, Hosanna, Language of the New Testa-

ment, Maranat lia.

Tl'KNER, CUTHIlKlff HAMILTON, M.A., Fellow of

Magdnleii College, Oxford.

Chronology of the New Testament, (iieek

1'atristie Commentaries [Kxt.J, I'hilippi.

Vos, Kev. GEEIIHARDUS, D.D., Professor of

Ilililiial Theol'igy in Princeton Theological

Seminary, New Jersey.
hil.

'

\'MT\\V, CI.YDI-: WEIIER, M.A., 1'h.D., Assi-tant

I'M,:, sol "i New Testament Literature in the

I niversity of Chicago.
Sermon on the Mount [Kxt.].

\V.\l.Kl.i:, Kev. CiEOIiCE, M.A., K.D., Aberdeen.

Eunuch ; and a few other short art ides.

\\AIKKR, Kev. THOMAS, M.A.. I'n.i sor of

llehrew in the Assembly's College, lielfast.

Targum.
\\ M:I n i D, Itev. 1!. 1!., M.A.. D.D., I.L.D., Pio-

lc--oi of Theology iii Princeton Seminaiy.
1 aiili, Predestination.
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WARREN, Lieut. -General Sir CHARLES, G.C.M.G.,
K.C.B., F.R.S., Royal Engineers.

Bed, Famine, Fenced Cities, Gadara, Gate,
Gath, Gerasa, Gerasenes, Golgotha, Hebron,
Hinnom (Valley of), House, Jabneel, Jeho-
ahaphat (Valley of), Jordan, Machpelah,
Makkedali, Michmash, Miphkad, Mizpah
(Mizpeh), Nimrini (Waters of). Olives (Mount
of), Opliel, Pavement, Ramah (Nos. 1-4),
Rimmon, Roof, Walls

; and several shorter
articles.

WELCH, Rev. ADAM C., M.A., B.D., Glasgow.
Malaehi (Book of), Nabal, Naboth, Negeb,
Perizzite, Rizpali, Saul, Teraphim ;

and a
number of shorter articles.

WHITE, the late Rev. HENRY ALCOCK, M.A..
Tutor in the University of Durham, and formerly
Fellow of New College, Oxford.

Aaron, Atargatis, Atonement (Day of) [jointly
with Professor Driver], Birth'. Birthday,
Castle, Chariot, David, Day, India, Ishmael
(except Hagar's son), Jason (in Apocr.),
Leaven, Menelaus, Mordecai, Nicanor ; besides
a number of sliorter articles, chiefly on Proper
Names.

WIHTK, Rev. H. J., M.A., Fellow and Chaplain of
Meiton College, Oxford.

Vulgate.

WHITE, Rev. NEWPORT J. D., M.A., B.C.,
Librarian of Archbishop Marsh's Library, and
Assistant Lecturer in Divinity and Hebrew in
the University of Dublin.

Abiathar, Abijah, Abishai, Ahaziah. Ahijah,
Amos, Athaliah, Azariah, Benaiah, Hananiah,
Jehoahaz, Jehoash (Joash), Jehoiachin, Je-

hoiada, Jehoiakim, Jehoram (Jorara), Jeho-

shaphat, Jesse, Lord's Day, Michal, Nathan,
Perez, Phinehas, Rehoboam, Seraiah, Shap-
han, Shemaiah, Shimei, Uriah, Zedekiah,
Zimri ; besides several shorter articles, chietly
on Proper Names.

WHITEHOUSE, Rev. OWEN C., M.A., D.D., Prin-

cipal and Professor of Biblical Exegesis and
Theology, Cheshunt College, Herts.
Ahab, Apollyon, Cosmogony, Demon (Devil),
Exorcism, Hoshea, Jehu, Lots, Magic (Ma-
gician), Omri, Pekah, Pillar, Possession,
Python, Satan, Servant (Slave, Slavery),
Soothsayer, Sorcery, Uzziah.

WIEDEMANN, ALFRED, Ph.D., Professor of

Egyptology in the University of Bonn.
Religion of Egypt [Ext.].

WILLIAMS, Rev. A. LUKYN, M.A., Vicar of
Guilden Morden, late Tyrwhitt and Crosse
Scholar of the University of Cambridge.
Hebrew, Jew, Joseph (husband of Mary), King,
Queen.

WT

ILSON, Lieut. -General Sir CHARLES WILLIAM
R.E., K.C.B., K.C.M.G., D.C.L., LL.D.,
F.K.S.

Cistern, Conduit, Judaea, Megiddo, Pool,
Salamis, Salecah, Salem, Salim, Samaria, Sa-
maria (Kingdom of), Samos, Saramel, Seleueia,
Senaah, Seneh, Senir, Shaalbim, Shaalim,
Sh.aaraim, Shalem, Shalishah, Shallecheth,
Shamir, Shechem, Shihor, Sliihor -

libnath,
Siloam, Soco, Sorek, Sychar, Taanach, Tabor,
Tamar, Telaim, Telassar, Telem, Tema,
Teman, Thebez, Timna, Timnath-serah, Tob,
Tripolis, Trogyllium, Zalmon, Zion

; and a
number of shorter articles, chiefly geographical.

WOODS, Rev. FRANCIS HENRY, M.A., B.D., Rector
of Bainton, and late Fellow and Theological
Lecturer of St. John's College, Oxford.
Balaam, Flood, Hallelujah. Hexateuch, Israel

(Kingdom of), Light, Old Testament Canon,
Quotations, Virgin ; and a number of shorter
articles.

WORTABET, Rev. JOHN, M.A., B.D., Beyrout,
Syria.
Furnace, Horn, Trades ; and a few shorter
articles ou similar subjects.
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ISAIAH continued.

281S
i. 499b

.

_'S" iii. 124".

2s 13 iv. 129" n.

2821 -29 iii. 660b (Konig).
Js-71 -

i. 357".

29 13
iii. 127".

29 15 Ext. 684" (Kautzsch).

304
ii. 297 b

.

307 iv. 195" (Selliie).

30- iii. 632b
(Mackie).

3024 iv. 509*.

30-' iii. 479''.

302a
iii. 687" ; iv. 30".

30=2
ii. 266a.

3033
iv. 798.

31 3 Ext. 666b
(Kautzsch).

32 15 iv. 11 si".

339 iv. 477b
.

33 :2
iii. 83*.

S323 iv. 673".

34'J iii. 886".

34" i. 466" ; iii. 124".

3411. H.
iii. 637 1

'.

34131. in. 208'' n. (White-

house).

34 14
iii. 12*'; Ext. 618 1

(Kautzsch).
353 iv. 477 b

.

3.V iii. 673b n. (Hastings).
30-39 ii. 492", 869b.

36- iv. 191 1

'.

366
iii. 820b

.

263
iii. 895b.

37 16
i. 379".

37s8
( =2 K

1!J"
7
) iii. 554 f.; iv. 476b .

38 iv. 14SI'
1

.

38s
i. 193b

,
604 b

; ii. 377b
.

38'- 2 Ext. HIT".

3S" Ext. 279b
.

38 1S
iii. 323" (Macalister).

40-G6 ii. 493 ft'.

40- Ext. 3G9b
.

40s
ii. 231".

4022
i. 442b

.

41- iv. 275b
n.

41 4 -'- lor-

iv. 113 1

'.

41 6 '- Ext. 706" (Kautzsch).

41 15f - Ext. 707" ( Kautzsch).
41-' iv. 101 ''.

42lff- Ext. 448".

4-2 13 Ext, 279".

43-7 iv. 113a.

43-8 iv. 7!>".

41'' i. 538''.

44s
i. 70'.

44 13
iii. 124", 738b (Selbie).

44-8
i. 229".

45- Ext, 280".

4.3
7

iv. {193" (Moulton).
45' iv. 113 b

.

47- iii. 93b
.

47 5
iv. 51 1

'.

47 3' 1'
iv. 601 b

(Whitehouse).

ISAIAH con tin ued.

79 ' 12
iii. 210" (Whitehouse).

7 13 iv. 104b
(Selbie).

89
iii. 479b .

:8
19

ii. 259''.

9 10
iii. 673" (Hastings).

!l'- iv. 538b .

:9=
3

iii. 573 f.

O1 Ext. 602b
(Kautzsch).

)0" ii. liy'
1

.

I
1 iv. 180*.

I
9

i. 505b ; iv. 195" (Sel-

bie), 427b
.

I 9ff-

i. 505b
.

r>2 14
ii. 58".

ff- Ext. 707 b
(Kautzsch).

ii. 58b
.

533
i. 772b .

537 iii. 19".

-)3
8f - Ext. 708b (Kautzsch).

.3
9

ii. 778* n.

53 10
ii. 264"; iii. 587" n.;

iv. 124".

34" ii. 182".

54' 5
(LXX) iv. 133*.

576
iii. 880" (Whitehouse).

57' 4 Ext. 369b .

5
ii. 470".

581M- iv. 318".

i9
9 Ext. 710" (Kautzsch).

59 19
i. 237" ; iv. 288% 603".

606 iv. 481b.

GO18 iv. 34b .

Ol 1 Ext. 173b .

Gl 3 iv. 34" (Selbie).

G27 iv. 34b .

G2"> Ext. 3G9b .

63 19
iii. 479".

G46 iv. 193b .

OS3' 5 iv. 829 f.

654
i. ll b

; iii. 433" (Hast-

ings).

65* ii. 33".

65 11
i. 370" ; ii. 76b ; Ext.

617" (Kautzseh).

65U( - iii. 342" (Driver).

G5 17 iv. 990b
.

6520 iii. 696" (Taylor).

6G2 Ext. 19" n.

G63 iv. 830".

GG3 - 17 iv. 829 f.

GG 12 iv. 603h.

66>-b Ext. 170b.

66 17
i. ll b ; Ext. 116".

GG 13 iv. 177".

66 9ff- Ext. 711 b
(Kautzsch).

6G-1 iv. 79b .

6022 iv. 990".

GO-3 iv. 318".

GG-' ii. 119"; Ext. 714

(Kautzsch).

JEREMIAH.

I
1 iv. 77".

I
5 Ext. 672" (Kautzsch).

JEKEMIAH continued.

24' 13 Ext, 167 f.

27 iv. 119b .

2" ii. 183".

2 18
ii. 174".

2- iii. 585" (Patrick).

2-3 ' 37 Ext. 167".

2:i2 Ext. 600b
(Johns).

4 4 Ext. 687" (Kautzsch).

4=3
- 26

i. 505b .

69
i. 255b ; ii. 32a .

6-M - Ext. 686" (Kautzsch)
629

i. 269" ;
iv. 213".

630 iv. 228" (Uenney).

7
12 iv. 108b .

7 18 iv. 181.

7-"- iv. 335b
;

Ext. G86

(Kautzsch).

T-
lfr- iv. 119b .

7~ f- iv. ill".

7 31 iv. 334".

7
:llf - iv. 798.

88 iii. GG" ; iv. 91" ; Ext.

688b
(Kiiutzsch).

817 iii. 210" ; iv. 460".

9 11 Ext. 167".

9 17 iii. 454".

102 i. 194".

109 iv. 835b .

129 iv. 610' (Selbie).
uff. Ext. 697" (Kautzsch).

13 Ext. 677 b
(Kautzsch).

134ff- Ext. 677" (Kautzsch).

IS 4 '7 Ext. 174b .

1318 iv. 181".

14 f. iv. 40 f.

15 l Ext. 625" (Kautzsch).

15 12
ii. 482".

1G6 Ext. 171".

167 Ext. 615" (Kautzsch).

17 5fir- Ext. 687" (Kautzsch).

17
n iii. 682".

17'"- Ext, 710" (Kautzsch).

17'
9 -27 iv. 318".

18 lff- iv. 25"; Ext. G75"

(Kautzsch).

IS3 iv. 25% 915".

IS-"'- Ext, 694" (Kautzsch).

18 1S iv. 117"; Ext. 728".

HI- iv. 25" n.

19*-
K - "' iv. 798.

20lff- Ext. 701" (Kautzsch).

20s iii. 212".

20- Ext. 672" (Kautzsch).

2010
ii. 288".

2012 iii. 625b ( Hastings).

22 18 iv. 677" (Sayce).
ooist. jv . i25f.

2223
ii. 257".

2230 iv. 423".

235 i. 314".

235ff- Ext. 696" (Kautzsch).

23" ii. 563".

23 14 iv. 118".

2322 iv. 113b.
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D'Sn iv. 8385. ; Ext. 662b
f.

man Ext. 369.



OF IIH:KK\V ANI> CUKKK TT.KMS

Sid, iii. T!'i'.

8id8wm, i. 530b,
i'i"l .

StafliJKij, i. -Jsi, .
.M I : iv. T20.

Siaxorfii', (StcUoco?, (5(a\octa, ota-

(aSi/KTua, i. .">T4 1.
; iii. 3771'.; i* .

771", D36".

SiaXo-yij-oucu, i. till
1

'.

Staaropd, iii. 7*2 f.

iV, Vu'i'iTOS, iv. .Y_'S .

8i8dff*-aXof, i. lit HI
1

'; iii. 2'.I4"; iv.

li'.U'.

SiSpax^ov, iii. 42s'
1

.

8i\aiot, 8tuo7t<i'i; >
iv. 28 1

1

'.

Sutatofftvii tffoO, ii. 211"; iv. 2S3.

8iKatorp, ii. s-JCi' .

SiKciiUfjLa. iii. (131.

SiXo-yos, iv. .Vjs'
1

.

8io7reTj)s, S-Xt. I in 1

', 112'.

At6aKo<'fiot, i. (iOSf.

8i^i>xos, iv. .V.'v.

56p.a, ii. 173'.

8<ia, ii. IStif.

8oi>X>), iii. 2I.V'.

SoOXos, iii. ."77'' ; iv. 401'', 409".

SiW/ws, i. till!'
1

.

ii'va/iit (distinguished from e-

oi/ffJo), iv. _".!'' n.

Sapor, ii. 1T3- ; iii. .~>sT'', ">S8
b

.

fyKpdrfia. (ami m^iiato), iv. 558 1

',

li'.'.V.

i0t\o6p-i]aKtia, iv. li-j:!'.

iBvapx^- i- 7". '3" ; Kxt. 09.

ftfxos, ii. 149"; Kxt. Imp.

n'X^/iiK^t, -eia, iv. IT'"'.

ellMpntv-q, \'.\\. II.
1

!', US', -J03
h

.

/s, ii. 4.">T.

iKK\ri<ria, i. 4-J6", 431", 4(iT" ; ii.

141".

225 f.

(irirpoTos, ii. J.".:>' ; iv. i, I ,

.

fpai-oi, li\t

ipijfj.ia, Ipijuot, iv. HIS.

tpitpos, ii. .'i.V
1

.

('/'U77C( t Tfji, iii. 'J4T
1

'.

tppuffo, l
-'\t. ;>."iti

4

.

laovpov, ii. 1M .

f i'a-, ; \i\~u, l^'. 4."''.

/ \ioi-, ii. -_':i:i f.

', ii. 3

f.Ws, iii. 41''.

,
iv, .V.N-.

:, ii. 222''.

fi'Xo77jr4t, Ext. 14h n.

fivotxos, iii. S3(i- n.

f!'pani'\uii, i. TUT .

o, iVe^i)s, i. 330"; ii. 221 f. ;

Kxt. 1 12'.

eilXapuTflv, -/a, i. 429*.

et'X'j, KM. 127'.

lX(8va, iv. Hill'.

fijXos, i. 712 f.

fifafia, iv. (ITS'.

fuij, iii. lit'
1

. II.-), 117".

fvof, iii. 12sf.

TTYf/j.^, ii. 2.->3
a

; iv. 104".
f

ll/)v8itti'oi, iii. 3(1-1'.

Sdi/aroi, iii. 114f., 11U 1

', 11T'.

HeaTfifeirSat, ii. 11G
1

'.

SflOTT)?, SeOTTJ!, ii. 2J1.

iv. l> .

(Kirttpdfu, iv. 716b
.

fi-ffTairis, iv. V n7'.

cXtetv, i. 41)-''.

cXf^^offi'-fT/, i. GT f.

fXeos (:uid ccixnutes), iii. :!4.") f.

'K\X);i'>t, 'KXXjjua-Tai, ii. lO'i'
1

.

t^, ii. 4.".T.

JTOXOS, ii. -68*.

eVTi'yx" 1''"'! inrtferT\rfxfoeu>, iv.

tj
1

. i:.'.

na<rrpdirTe^, ii. 182b .

(Sowta, i. (iltl
1

'.

ioprri, ii. 111'.

^TTT/Xl'S, (TTTjXrTT^?, 1\". I.i.i.

tTi-,rw.Ti5, iii. 111'. Til -

<iriK7Js, ii. l.-ill* ; iii. 413''.

eltfrit x/>i", '"' 's ^ f-

f'Tril'i^'i'-, iv. '.I2IK
1

.

eTtoi'-ffioj, iii. 1 13
1

', T34'; KM. 30 ,

^irio-Koiros, 1. 3U1 1 '

; iii. T2T
'

; n.

TT1
1

'.

s, ii. i;r.

id, ii. 221 f.

Oripiov, iii. 12S 1

'.

tfia<roi, Ext. I"--", l.VJ
1

'.

tfpTJvos, iii. GH-! I.

tlpavoi, i. OHi 1

'.

Or/iis, ii. 73'' ; iv. 13b
.

Itujia, iv. 331 1
1

', 338.

8*p<i$,i. 3111'.

, iv. UT f.

iep65oi'\oi, ii. 15Gb .

,,
i. 441.

,
iii. 320'.

128.

iXaarr/piov, iii. 318 1

'.

'Ioi'8aio;, ii. .'iOT'.

'Itrxa^tu-TT;?. ii. T'. 1 ')'-

:illi'.-ni-y of Cliri-Ii, i. lil
1

'.

KaOapoi, iv. IT-")f.

,
iii 830

Ka6d\t>s6s, i. :.H" II'.

5, iv. ,")7'.

uSia, KM. 360".

oviiox. i- 288b.

uv, L .'!.

7),V, ii. I"!',
1

'.

KapSla, Ext. _'" 11.

Kaaalripos, iii. 3T">''.

KOTa^oX?), ii. 61''.

kara-^fXriw, iii. (i".''.

KOTaXXa-,:7J, i.v. -JI4 f.

KardXt'^a, ii. 17 V . iii. 674*.

Kardpa, i. 53

KOTOu-ia, Ex i. !">.!"-.

KaToirrpii'a, ii. IM .

i, ii. '.'
" .

Ktpdria, ii. 2s- .

Kfpia, iv. 782.

Kfp/iaTKTTT)!, iii. !.'!_ '.

K0dXaia, i. 2ss'.

jciji-o-ot, iv. M3.

KT;/)l'(rffW, Kripvyfia. i\ . 1.'' '.

K>)0os (lUrpos), iii. 7"i(ii

ntfiuToi, i. 3S"'.

Kiffdpa, iii. 4.-)Slf.

Ktvvpa, iii. 4.">s IT.

/tXd3os, i. 31 I

1

.

k-Xdais TOU Uproi', i. 4'Js
1

'.

.XiJAia, i. 31 1
1

'.

K\Ttpoi'o/j.(u, -ia, ii. 341*.

KoopdvTjjs, iii. 428 f.

Koivk, i. l.'.'.i ; iv. S2.V' n.

/cotfajvia, -tiv, i. 4'inll.

A:oXXoi'ptof ,
i. s I 1

KoXXi/jSic-TTJs, iii. 432''.

/foXo,^o5d\-Ti'Xo?, iii. 247.

Kopdfftoi', iii. '_' !.">'.

/oa-MOS, iv. 1I3M II.

n-icr/Lios alaOrj.'";, l'.\l. 204*.

KJafJ.0* VOTJTOS, MM. 'J'lt'.

KJ<PIVOS, i. 2."iii'.

/fpd(T7rc6a, ii. 'in
1

.

\'pi''<rraX\oi, i. .~>31''.

M'pia, iii. IT
1

'.

Ki'/iia/,-!) JtpJpa., iii. 138 f.

Kr/a/c6i' 5cr7r:'0f, i:i. I 1 1.

Ki'-ptos, ii. 'J'Hi'
1

.

KVpl&TW, (ill) I.

Kuyurciov, i. .".."' ''
, .">:;.">''.

KliTT),, Kxt. 366

Xa.u7rd5, iii. 44".

Xaos, ii. 1 111' : Kxt. liX>*.

Xarpct'etf, iii. .'177 '.

\CYMV, iii. Ii I

XeiToi'p-yeu-, -Js, iii. 37(1 f.

Xejrrjf, iii. 4_'s .

XfuKoi, i. 158

Xiryoj, iii. 132 IV. : iv. 11:17
'

: KM.
2 2', 2'i.Ml., 2S2 11'.

Aoi'/tas, iii. Kil'.

\vTpot, -oD/iai, iii. 310' ; iv. 2'in.

211.

XI'-XTOI, iii. 44*.
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/myos, iii. 203 f., 206 f.; Ext. 153".

/la^rTJs, i. 609".

fnaKdpios, ii. 300 ; Ext. 14b
.

]\IaKKa/3cuos, iii. 182".

/j.a.KpaBvfji.0! (and cognates), ii. 47 ;

iii. 136.

fna.\ada, iii. 323".

/ia(/i)^iwi'as, iii. 224.

/J.O.VTLS, iv. 127 b
.

Mapla, Mapid,u, iii. 27Sb n.

judpras, iii. 27Sa .

/cdxctipa, iv. 634".

/iAas, i. 457".

jUfffirijs, -ei/w, iii. 311 h
.

fj-fTavocif, -dxota, iv. 22o f.

p.raffx r!^o'~'l^tj3 ^ ii. 7".

jt^roi/cos, ii. 156" ; iv. 133a
.

/iT; 7^roiro, ii. 47 f.

MO^, iii. 238b
.

/ui'0oXo7os, i. 825*.

fiu8os, i. 825".

p.v<iTr)piov, iii. 465 f.; iv. 321 f.

MiiXw^, iii. 244 1

'.

Mup<^, ii. 4411

; iv. 192".

Nai"ap7)>>As, Xafwpeuos, iii. 496b .

iW, Ext, 121 b
.

vdpSos jrior<Ki7, iii. 593 1 '

; iv. 611.

NUKT;, iii. 573h
.

vfAcfujroi, iii. 560 b
.

W;7nos, i. 212 1

'.

f7;0d\atos, iv. 558*.

c)j0u. iv. 558".

NnoXaos ( ? = oy^>3), iii. 547.

Ko/ic<is, iii. 83b ; iv. 420 f.

co^o5i5d<r/caXoy, iv. 420 f.

vojuoWrijs, -6fala, -Se-riiv, iii. 83''.

PO,UOS, iii. 73% 77 11'.

ccSffos, iii. 323a
.

fous, iii. 374" ; iv. 303% 612b
; Ext.

201", 28211'.

!<?xos, ii. 49", 156*.

Harris, ii. 41".

7Kos, i. 33 l
b

.

666vri, iii. 125b
.

OiVoo(T7r6r?7S, ii. 231b .

okoxci/io!, ii. 253b
; iv. 615b .

olKov^vt), iv. 938b
.

oiKTlpiLuiv (and cognates), iii. 345 f .

oixos, ii. 34.

6fj.oiu/j.a, iii. 696b
.

Swf, iii. 624 1

'.

optpavos, iii. 634a .

toios, ii. 39Ub
; iv. 352b .

ovparos, ii. 320a.

6<pei\tjfj.a, iv. 532 h
.

60ei\7)^tara, Ext. 37 b n.

7rai5a7w7os, iii. 72b ;
iv. 419\

TratSeia, -et'tu-, iii. 574a
.

iraiSia'K-ii, iii. 21.">''.

Trafs (maid), iii. 215b
.

Trats ^cop, iv. 574\

7raXix7exeo-(a, iv. 214b , 230
b

.

TraxSoxeioi/, ii. 474" ;
Ext, 375".

TOKifrirpis, i. 467 b
; ii. 141".

Tra.pdj3a.fft!, iv. 532".

irapa/3oXj}, iii. 662 f.

TroparaXeix, -dicXijo-is, i. 458'' n.; iii.

665 f.

Trapd^X^ros, iii. 605 fl'.

jrapdXw.s, iii. 657''.

Trapdirrw/za, iii. 586 ; iv. 532*.

TrapdaT]ij.ov , Ext. 367 b
.

7rapa<Ti,fi'7), iv. 766".

7rdp<f<ns, ii. 56".

TrapWxos, iii. 215 b
; iv. 871a

.

wdpoiKos, ii. 40 f., 15G"; iv. 133".

7rapot,uia, iii. 662 b
.

irapoiwio, iii. 674 ff.

Tapped, i. 309b ; iv. 45".

ireipdj-w, iv. 716b
.

TTftpaff^Js, iv. 716b ; Ext. 3Sa.

irepi, iii. 318 1

'.

irfpij'jXcuox, iii. 240".

irtpioiVios, iii. 734 ; Ext. 37*.

TriTpa, iv. 290b .

Ilerpos (Ki70as), iii. 756.

irijSdXia, Ext. 366".

Triraf, i. 256b
; ii. 41".

irfercra, iii. 886a .

maw, via, i. 828 ff.

rr\Tjpo(popia, i. 175 f.

TrX^pw/ta, iv. 1 f.

TTxeCMa, ii. 404 ff. ; iii. 374b
; iv.

303% 60S 1

',
612.

TrxePjua and ^ux7?' i v - 1GO ff.

Trxei^an^ds, ii. 410".

TroidXos, iii. 235''.

TTotfifTJ, ii. 25".

TToXirdpxi;!, iv. 315b.

TTo\iTfi'/j.a., Ext. 100".

TTo-n)piov ,
i. 533" ; ii. 41".

irpae?s, Ext. Ill
1

11.

TrpaiTiuptox, ii. 287" ; iv. 32''.

ir/iaiVTjs, ii. 150".

TrpeffjivTfptov, iv. 04".

rpefffttTcpot, i. 301''; iv. 77 1'
1

;

Ext, 101".

Trpoai'Xiox, iv. 21 b
.

7rpO,jX67TW, IV. 48".

TTpOyLyvLuffKiiJ, IV. 48*.

Trp6dpofj.OL, ii. 30'', 54".

TTpOOif^iOV, 111. 662 f.

7rpotrd/J/3aTox, -TO, iv. 64", 760".

irpoireiOT. iv. 636.

irpocnjXLrros, iv. 132 ff.

TrpoaKtpa.\a.iov, iii. 882".

TTpjffKofj.fj.a., iii. 586.

TTpOffKOTTrj, 111. 586.

TrpoffKvi>eii>, iv. 943.

Trpoo-^pui, iii. 587'', 589".

irpoir0opd, iii. 588' 1

.

7rpoTdcr.Tttj, iv. 48".

TTpOTlDll/.l.l, iv. 48".

-ei^etx, -efa, iv. 127b
.

Trpoxeipifa, iv. 48".

Trpo\LpoTovu, iv. 48\

TrpaTOK\u7la, iv. 313b
.

in-afu), iii. 586.

TTTeptVytof, ii. 882b.

Trriioi', iv. 509a .

iru8uv, iv. 178 b
.

TTV\UV, iv. 21 b
.

7rtfp7os, iv. 800b
.

Ti'ptrdr, iii. 323b
.

papSovxm, iv. 459".

pa^d, ii. 44"
;

iv. 191b.

paTrifw, iii. 656''.

p'^a, iv. 937".

p-flTup, iii. 629b
.

po,u0aia, iv. 634".

ffdpfiaTov, -Tlfriv, iv. 322 f.

o-d/3/3aTox (week), iv. 766".

a-a/t/ii'KT), iii. 461".

2ap^-i)9 2a/3<n'ai<<X ) iii. 188.

ffapydfTj, i. 256 1

'.

crdp^, trap/fi/cus, <rdpKtfOs, ii. 14 ; iv.

303", 612".

cre/3<S,ueroi (<po/3<H'fj.voL) TQV r)ji>, iv.

134b .

ireXTji'ids'o^a!, iii. 173 1

', S27 f., 4?4".

fffM"ls, ii- 399b .

m)/j.cwi>, iii. 384", 513".

(Ti^dpioi, i. 174'
1

.

trii-aTTi, ii. 38b
;

iii. 463.

<r/v-d!'oaXo>', iii. 586 ; iv. 532 f.

(7KC107;, Ext. 367 b
.

cr^tXo^oTrt'a, iii. 94".

trjcoTTcSs, iii. 244.

aoDSdpioi', i. 627" ; iii. 487b
.

(7o0is, iv. 421" n.

o-irfipa 2f/3a<rT>), i. 204 ;
ii. 825".

(TireKouXdrwp, i. 801 b
;

ii. 267''.

ffTrepua, ffiripa, uTropos, iv. 429.

ffTTip^ara, ii. 27b
.

airepp-oX^os, i. 212b
.

cr?rXa7X"'ii"e<r''a', i- 462b.

oraTjJp, iii. 428''.

a-T^^ai'OS, i. 530b
.

a-riads, i. 314''.

ffriy/j.a, iii. 244 f.

(rriX^eiv, ii. 182b .

STOiX^'O", i- 682".

o-TpaTi)7o!, i. 352b
; iii. 838".

crTpaTOTTeSdpx-ns, i. 352b
; ii. 824b.

ffujV^, i. 611''.

<7i'K00apreiV, Ext, 3C6" n.

(Tu/i/ioi'-Xtox, i. 508".

Si^ewx, ifjLW, iii. 756.

ar,u7ro<ncipx>7s, ii. 253b.

<rivu0uipia, iii. 461 f.

<ru^a7u7ij, i. 466 f . ; iv. 636 ff.
;
Ext.

100*.

cri'veoptoi', iv. 397 f.

ffi'veiSriffts, iv. 16Sb
.

o-iWtHs, iii. 374" ;
iv. 612b .

^ii's'i7os, iv. 644b
.
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Codex, Greek Minuscule (10th

cent.) iv. 953.

Codex, Greek L'ncial (5th cent.) . iv. 952.

,, Hebrew Pentateuch (9th

cent.) iv. 949.

Coins current in Palestine c. 500

B.C.-135 A.u iii., between

pp. 424 and

1. Persian gold daric.

2. Double siiekel or octadrachm

of Sidon.

3. Shekel or tetradrachin of

Tyre.
4. Tetradrachm of Ptolemy.
5. Tetradrachm of Antiochus

Epiphanes.
6. Small bronze of John Hyr-

canus.

7. Small bronze of Alexander
Jannteus.

8. Shekel or tetradrachin of

Tyre.
9. Bronze coin of Herod the

Great.

10. Bronze coin of Herod Antipas.
11. Bronze coin of Agrippa.
12. Small bronze (quadrans ?) of

Pontius Pilate.

13. Denarius of Tiberius.

14. Shekel of year 5 (A.D. 70).

15. Half-shekel of year 1 (A.D.

06-67).

16. Aureus of Tyre.
17. Drachm of Cresarea Cappa-

docia, restruck.

18. Denarius of Trajan, re-

st nick.

19. The original of No. 18.

20. Tetradrachin of Antioch, re-

struck as Jewish shekel.

21. Bronze coin of second revolt.

Cuneiform Tablet from Tel el-

Amarna iv. 948.

Cypress ii. 9".

Dagger (Koman) ....
Damascus City-gate (Entrance to

Straight Street) ....
Daric ......
Dead Sea (Physical features of)

Decoration (Jewish)
Denarius

Doors

1. Doors of Lebanon Houses,

showing pivots and lock

2. Carved House-doorof peasant's

cottage (Mt. Lebanon)
3. Egyptian Folding-door .

Drachm ......
Drawer of Water ....

iv. 634".
"

i. 446*.

See '

Coins,

No. 1.

i. 575 1

'.

i. 158".

See '

Coins,

Nos. 13 aiu

18.

ii. 385".

ii. 432''.

iv. 700''.

See '

Coins,

No. 17.

i. 021".

Dress

1. Cloaks

(a) Meil, trroAii . . i. 625*.

(b) Simlah, i/j.<Lrtov . . i. 625 1

'.

2. Coat (kethoneth) . . . i. 624 1

', 626",

,, sheepskin . . . i. 625".

3. Fringes . . . . . i. 627*.

4. Girdle, with Inkhorn . . i. 626".

5. Head-dress (Male) : (1) Pasto-

ral, (2) Persian, (3) Syrian

peasants' . . . . i. 626.

6. Horn (Female head-dress) . i. 627 b

7. Loin-cloth (Egyptian) . . i. 624.

8. Loins girt . . . . i. 626".

9. Sarbalin . i. 626a.

10. Shirt (Syrian) . i. 624.

11. Veils

() Face: (1) Syrian Mos-

lem, (2) Egyptian, (3)

Lebanon Druze . . i. 628.

(b) Head and Back (mit-

pnliath) . . . i. 628".

(c) Large veil (rudld) . i. 628".

Drum (Hand-) .... iii. 462".

Dulcimer (Assyrian) . . . iii. 460\

Ear-rings ..... i- 633".

Engraving
1. Wood, ivory, and metal. . i. 704".

2. Jewish engraving of Temple
and Mt. of Olives . . iii. 874".

Eye-paint (Horn for) i. 814".

Fan (Winnowing shovel) . . i. 51\

Folding-door (Egyptian) . . iv. 700".

Fork (agricultural) . . . i. 51 a
.

Fringes ...... i- 627".

. i. 6213".

. i. 232".

. i. 626".

. i. 49".

. See '

Coins,'

No. 1.

Greek Minuscule Codex ( 10th cent. )
iv. 953.

Papyrus Roll (late 1st cent.) iv. 951.

Uncial Codex. (5th cent.) . iv. 952.

Girdle, with Inkhorn

Girdle-purse
Girt loins

Goad
Gold daric

Hammers -

1. Bik
2. Muhaddl ....
3. Mason's matralMt .

4. Shahutah or iniiilinl (Head of)

5. Shalfif
Hand-Drum (Assyrian) .

Half-shekel

Harps
1. Assyrian Harp .

2. Egyptian Harps
3. Harper and Choir (c. 3000 B.C.)

4. Priest playing Harp (Tomb of

Kamses III.).

Hatsepsu's Expedition to Punt

(Ships of)

ii. 291".

ii. 2911
.

ii. 291".

ii. 291'
1

.

ii. -29 1.

iii. 462h
.

See '

Coins,
!

No. 15.

iii. 460".

iii. 400".

iii. 459*.

iii. 460a .

Ext. 364
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Head dress i Male) : < I I 'a Moral,

rJi l'ei-:.-iii, i.'iiSynaii pea-ants', i. lijti.

I lead die-- I elilMe) . . . i. I'|J7''.

llelneii Alphabet, Evolution of the i. 71.

Pentateuch I 'ode\ l.'Jtlleelll.) il. '.H'.t.

I 1 mh Place at Petra . . . iv.
"

8

line ...... ill. 301')''.

H"!III oak ii. 4oP'.

limn i 'i eye paint) . . . i. H14 1

'.

(head-drcs-) . i. OJ7
1

.

Inkhorn i. C.Jli".

Jaril'.aiU pie Israelite). . . iv. 'jr.'.

Jar handle Midi K.iyal Stamp . iv. 27\

Juniper ii. 8'
1

.

}\,tln:ii,th i. 024 1

'.

,, and S'li-'mHii . . . i. 026*.

Key ii. s37".

Kllife H(.||C, ili'Ml Tell e| ||e-y I . IV. (i33''.

Lamps iii. 24 ;iv. 20'',

I. ei !;_. handle (Early lire-Israelite), iv. JO 1

'.

Lock ii. s:;o''.

I."dec in a garden of cucumher.-s
'

. i. o32'.

Loin-cloth (Egyptian) . . . i. OJ4.

I.oins L'irt i. 020'
1

.

Lotus and Bad pattern (Egyptian) i. l.iv.

Lyres
1. Jewish Lyres .... iii. 4.5'J

1

'.

2. Playing the lyre (Egyptian
Middle Empire) . . . iii. 4.-iS

1

'.

M H :: la!. iHaraiii em 'Insure) . iii. 201 b
.

Mat toek ...... iii. 3oO'.

.I/'/;: I, iii iii. ssl
1

.

Mill (Hand-) iii. 30'J
1

'.

Minuscule Creek Codex (loili

cent . I . . . . . . iv. !l.")3.

Moahite Alphabet .... iii. 400'.

,, Stone .... iii. to;,.

Mu-ica! In-triinieni-

1. Dulcimer (Assyrian) . . iii. 460".

J. Hand-drum ( ,, ) . . iii. 402''.

3. Harps . . . . . iii. 4,-,!r
i 400.

4. Lyres ..... iii. 4.">s'', 4f>!;''.

5. N/'.^c"//! fICejyptian) . - iv. 463".

6. Trumpets .... iv. 402'.

Muzzle (Modern Syrian) . . i. 303".

I letadlaclim ..... See ( 'oil..-,

N... J.

Ornaments (Female) . . . iii. 033''.

' '\ ,U"ad ...... i. 4'.r'.

Painted Ware (Later p re Israelite) iv. I'll' .

Papyri^ Pull |( Ireek, late 1st cent. I i\. IP.", I.

Pelia, lli;;li Place at . . ii . :;:ii!'.

1'liylaetery iii. s;n .

1'illars -

1. lira/en Pillar ....
J. Tn in Pillars in temple of

Aplirinlitc ai Paplios . . iii. ssl '.

3. Phoenician moffedaA . . iii. B81b.

(M.idein Syrian) . .

Porcupine .....
P..t i.levii^l, C,.kiiij;.) . . .

Pottery
1. I'.owls ll, lined I M i(!| l.aTIlp .

J. Jar ' K:u l\ pre l-.aidile. .

:(. Lamp (Cliristiiin) . . .

4. l.ed^'e
. handle (Kurly pie-

Islaelilei ....
.".. Pot (Jewish Cooking I . .

(1. Koyal Stamp on Jar-handle .

7. Stamp of tin- Tenth Legion .

l'iir-t playing Harp (Tumi, of

liamses HI. |.....
Punt, Ships of Hat-ep-u'- i:\pedi-

tion to......
Purses

i. I'.i .

i. ."HI .

il

iv. _'(!'.

iv. .7 .

iv. -J7 .

i -7 .

iv. _7' .

KM. 364.

i. -JH-J-.

llolie (mi''!/, (TToX^) . . .

Kods

Koyal Stamp on Jar-handle .

Sceptre .....
Sea ( P.raxen) ....
Sheepskin coat

Shekel

She\i l.read, Table of (from Arch of

Titu>) ......
Shield of Mavid

'

(amulet) .

Ships and l!oal-

1. lioat (Kiryptiuti. c. '.^\ n.c.) .

J. Sailing ship (K^'yptiaii, f.

3. Shipsof Ilatsep-u's Kxpediiion
to Punt. c. 13IMI is.c. .

4. War (lalley of kin^' Si-nna-

elieiili .....
Shirt (Syrian).....
S/ldphdr (Modern) ....
Sickle ......
' Solomon's Seal

'

(amulet)

Stall'

1. Shepherd's chili tnli-'l, l\ .

2. stall ' mi h ru tin .

3. Common stall
'

(mult' h, iit'iU,* I,

i ir //" vA IK I In.

Stamp, l''.^ypl ian lirick .

,, Koyal on Jar-handle .

,, Tent Ii I.euion

Swaddling-clothes ....
Syc.imore true ....
Tabernacle

I. Altar of Burnt-offering .

J. I!ra/.eii Sea ....
II. ( 'niirt of .

I. I i nine and its liases

."i. Mi 'del of . . . ,

iv. 417.

iv. 4-JI.

i. 625b.

See 'Coins,'

Nos. 3, 8,

14, jo.

See M'oi:i-,'

No. >.

See i '"in-,'

No. 15.

iii. 4D-J .

i. S'.l.

1-Xt. 362.

KM. 3iil.

KM. 304.

Kxt. 3(i.->.

i. tiJl.

n. 162".

i. .-.o'.

iii. 4(13'.

i. 80.

iv. 11.

IN. L'ill.

iv. '_".!!.

i. 3 Jli'.

i\. -J7'.

iv. J7 1

'.

iv. c,:;j .

n. !;:; r.

i, 658

n. i-Jl

iv. 0.~>7'.

i\ 660 .

11 . Hill.
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